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The History of Italian

Sculpture.*

HE author of “Tuscan

Sculptors” has now
completed a history of

sculpture in Northern,

Southern, and Eastern

Italy. He has divided

his subject into seven

parts, or chapters, for

the purpose of making

the necessary geogra-

phical distinctions ;
and

in each of these divisions

ho has given a very

complete, if not ex-

haustive, notice of the

works of the principal

sculptors. As we might

expect from an expert

workman who has the

best of materials before

him, and good tools with

which to set to work, be

applies himself to his

task with the shortest

preface. On his first

page we find ourselves in

the bright land of wine

and fruits, art and song.

We- see the same plains radiant with oranges,

lemons, citrous, pomegranates, almonds, and

other fruit rare to our northern clime
;

the

same blue waters, the same hanging woods,

the same mountains glorified with marble,

alabaster, jasper, and porphyry, as the Crusaders

saw as they marched hurriedly to the sea-

ports whence they were to sail for Palestine 5

the same purple and gold horizon the Greeks

and Lombards saw as they fought and fell
}
and,

looking southwards, the scene of the prowess of

successive bands of Norman knights, the last of

whom overran the whole of that portion of

Southern Italy onco known as Apulia, aud during

the period of their rule erected buildings that we

now look upon as legacies of price. Mr. Perkins

tells us there is a visible change, however, in the

aspect of this southernmost country so far as its

social development is concerned. The magic iron

rods, called railroads, have performed their usual

wonders here. He says, “the ports whence the

followers of Peter the Hermit embarked for

Palestine, are being widened and deepened

;

Brindisi has renewed her relations with the East,

and the track which Horace followed in his

* Italian Sculptors : being a History of Sculpture in

Northern, Siiuth'»rt>, and Eastern Italy. By Charles C,

Perkins. Witli Etoliings, by the Author, and eugravinga
on wood, from original drawings and photographs.
London : Longmans, Green, & Co, 1863.

memorable journey to that long-neglected haven,

will soon be familiar to tourists. They will gaze

with wonder upon the noble churches of Apulia,

with their storied gates of bronze, their portals

covered with mystical sculptures and Oriental

ornament, and their pulpits and bishops’ thrones

resting upon Saracen prisoners, lions, or

elephants
;
and upon her Mediasval castles, one

of which still stands in such perfect preserva-

tion, that were Prederic and his infidel hosts to

return to earth, they might again find shelter

within its marble halls.” When this time comes,

the tourists hastening to tread in the steps of

Horace, will be all the better prepared for an

appreciation of the art-wonders they will see by

the way if they make themselves acquainted

with the information ilr. Perkins has collected

and digested. Meanwhile thinkers and workers,

more than pleasure-seekers, will find matter of

great artistic interest in his pages.

The historian of Italian sculpture takes us up,

as we have indicated, in Southern Italy, and from

Apulia aud the Abruzzi, conducts us northwards

to Naples, Rome, Lombardy, and Venice ;
and

thence crossing Northern Italy westwards, car-

ries us to Verona, Vicenza, Padua, Mantua, Bre-

scia, Bologna, Ferrara, Modena, Reggio, Parma,

and Piacenza; and thence to Genoa and Carrara,

where he sets ns down. The southernmost por-

tion of Italy has this peculiarity. Whereas in

Rome we may trace remains of the kingly re-

public and imperial epochs, aud then again of

Mediaeval and Renaissance days, showing the

successive phases of art in many centuries,

in Apulia we are limited only to a short period

for the chief stores of art-work, and this brief

space is strongly marked by foreign influences.

In the tenth century Apulia was ruled by the

emperors of the East in the person of a Greek

officer deputed by them, and was a frequent

prey to the incursions of Saracens who had

located themselves at Malta and Sicily. At

the beginning of the eleventh century, when

pilgrimages to the Holy Land were the order

of the day, a band of Norman knights on their

way home from Jerusalem landed at Salerno

at a critical time. A fleet of Saracen ships

approached the coast and landed a force large

enongh to intimidate the inhabitants, who, with

their Duke Guimar III., would have complied

with their demand for ransom from pillage, as on

similar occasions, bnt for the interference and

protection of these Normans. Many of the

marauding Saracens were massacred, and the

survivors were put to flight. About ten years

afterwards a second band of pilgrim Norman

knights arrived in Italy at the right time to

assist the inhabitants in their endeavour to throw

off the tyrannical rule of the Greek catapan.

Unlike their predecessors, they did not depart

when their work was accomplished, bub they

established themselves in a fortress near Naples j

and, reinforced by frequent arrivals of adven-
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turous spirits from Normandy, maintained their

position for nine yeai’S. This was about twenty

years before the conquest of England by a larger

body of Normans. In those days there was a

Norman knight, Tancred de Hautville, who had

twelve sons. Three of these brothers joined

their conutrymon in thsir stand against the

Saracens and Greeks, and within three years

after this accession to their strength the Normans

became masters of the whole of Apulia, with the

exception only of Bari, Brindisi, Otranto, and

Tarentum, which were still in the hands of the

Greeks. They divided their conquests among

twelve Norman counts, and established a

seat of government at Melfi. Walter Guiscard,

a fourth son of Tancred de Hautville, soon

joined his brothers, bringing with him his

famous son Bohemond, afterwards the first

priuce of Antioch, whose name still glitters

as brightly as ever the sun shone on his

lance as he led on the European hosts to the

walls of the Holy City. It is to this short period

of strife between Greek, Saracen, and Norman
that the most important of the art-work of Apulia

belongs. The sculpture is chiefly found in the

facades and portals of the churches built at this

time, aud bears evidence of Greek, Saracenic, and

Norman impressions upon the minds of the

sculptors. It consists principally of bas-reliefs

representing Scriptural personages or scenes

from holy writ placed in the lunettes and upon

the architraves and side-posts of the doors, and

of ornaments carved in relief upon the arohivolta

of the portals, or sculptured in the round and

half set into the walla. In the former there are

Byzantine influences to be traced ; in the latter

we may see Oriental aud Classical elements

blended. Many of the Apulian churches have

suffered in the hands of restorers, who have sub-

stituted, Mr. Perkins affirms, false glitter for

solid spleuclour; but the marble work has been

more fortunate : much of it has been left un.

touched. The famous grotto on the summit of

Monte Gargano, which drew so many pilgrims

after the Archangel Michael notified, to the

Bishop of Sipontum, in the fifth century, that it

was to be henceforth sacred to himself and the

angels, now contains nothing of artistic interest

bub its bronze gates cast at Byzantium 800 years

ago, and a marble cattedra of twelfth-century

workmanship, enriched with Arabic ornaments,

of which the seat is supported by crouching

lions. The duomo at Bari, founded by a Greek

bishop about 500 years after the consecration of

the grotto, has been still more unfortunate. The

ciborium, made for the successor of the founder

by Alfanus da Termoli, and the pulpit made

shortly afterwards for a subeequent bishop, have

been both removed, and the edifice “restored”

in the “ very worst modern tastp.” At the

neighbouring church of SanNicolo, erected early

in the twelfth century, there is, however, a cibo-

rium, the details of which correspond almost
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eractJy with the deecriptiona given of that of

Alfamia. It is deecribed aa having a pyramidal

roof divided by colonnettes and upheld by marble

columns, the capitals of which were sculptured

with angels, leaves, branches, climbing serpents,

and deeply-cat ornament, and inscribed with the

artist’s name and laudatory verses. One of the

illustrations on the first planche is a capital

from the San Nicolo ciborium, in which some-

what ill-proportioned angels are represented

kneeling upon large leaves which droop as with

their weight. Mr. Perkins points out, “What
strikes ns most in this Apulian marble-

work is its firm, decided character, and we
are led to observe that the artist, though appa-

rently ignorant of the first principles of form,

deals as boldly with the human figure as he does

with the leaves and animals which he has studied

from nature.” A cattedra placed in the same
church by its founder is supported in front by

two grotesque Arabs who are kneeling, and a

standing figure of a man with a staff, and at the

back by a lion holding a man's head in his paws.

On the portal and facade of the same edifice are

bas-reliefs of Samson and the lion, lions and
syrens, vines and arabesques, and r* presentations

of varions beasts encircled by winding lines

snringing from vases. Two angels fill np the

introduced
j
and at Ravenna, where there is a

third pulpit of similar workmanship, and still

handsomer design, made byNicolo di Bartolomeo.

The dawn of Medimval art in Naples has a veil

of the supernatural thrown over it, as is the case

in other instances. Just as Jupiter, in the old

Greeklcgend, condescended to assure the sculptor

that his representation of his form met bis regal

approval, so a crucifix by an early Neapolitau

master is said to have spoken. The name of the

artist of this miraculous crucifix has not been

handed down
;
but one of his pupils, Masnccio I.,

enjoys considerable local reputation. lu former

years many works were attributed to this scul ptor

which are not now to be found, or which have

been proved to have been executed by other

hands. He is said to have designed the duomo
and the church of S. Dominico Maggiore. His

godson enjoys still more popular regard. De
Dominici, indeed, goes so far as to accredit him

with every chnrch and tomb of this epoch. Mr.

Perkins attributes to this godson, who was the

pnpil and namesake of Masuccio, the monnment
of Pope Innocent lY., which has been pointed

out by Neapolitan writers as the elder master’s

work. This was several stages high, and orna-

mented with mosaics and bas-reliefs, but all that

remains of it now is the eflSgy of the pontifflying

portal arch, bulls standing npon consoles are upon the sarcophagus. Our author also accepts

placed below the cornices, and a seated sphinx Masuccio II. as the sculptor of the tomb of the

tops the gable of the facade. Richer still is the Duchess Catherine of Austria at San Lorenzo,

fa9ade of the cathedral at Troja, built in the last
' which is n quadrangular structure having a

years of the eleventh century. This “ most \ pointed roof supported upon spiral columns, in

bizarre of all Apulian facades ” must be described which the sarcophagus is raised sufficiently high

by Mr. Perkins. He says,— to admit of a doorway affording access to the

" Kol only ij it peopled willi oil cre.teJ thinge, bnt ite
|

ohoir berag placed bulow it. An effigy lies upon

surface glows with yellow and green stones, after the
! the sarcophagus, and SS. Peter, Paul, C itherine,

fashion of the Sicilian churches, uniting H>e shnrp-cut,
! Louis of Toolonse stand at the head and feet

clear-lined [sculpture of the East wiili the polychromatic]
decoration of the Saracens. It is divided iuto two parts

by a cornice, richly carved with heads of men, lions, and
leaf-work. In the upper one is placed a great wheel win-

dow, encircled with a row of rudely-sculptured beasts,

and surmounted by the figure of a man seated upon the

back of a nondescript animal. Oxen, elephants, poreu-

pines, and apes protrude from the wall on each side. Four
columns, with lions above their capitsls and at their

bases, support a pluin round arch above the window
;
and

sir smaller arches, with dentellated archivolts and leaf-

work capitals, are set against the wall in the lower portion

of the facade, on either side of the great central arch over

the portal. The slabs of marble which decorate the cen-

tral arch are covered with Arabic ornament, and the re-

liefs on the architrave are composed of rudely-chiselled

fignres, of a Bvzantine type, representing Christ enthroned

between the Virgiu and St. John, SS. Secnndiiius and

Eleutherius, and the symbols of the Evangelists, in

medallions: while in the luneite of one of the lateral

doors, whose side-posts and architrave are sculptured with

ornament, is a bas-relief of Cliriat treading on the lion
|

and the dragen, with two rudely-carved angels of a Byr--
Tbe varied

of it. Tho spirals of the columns, the pinnacles

at each end of the architrave, and the lunette,

are enriched with mosaics
;
and the front of the

sarcophagus is ornamented with roundels con-

taining half-figuroa in relief of the Madonna,
SS. John the Evnngelist, Anthony of Padua,

From this gaudy, though doubtless, to some
extent, imposing monument, with its statues,

statuettes, arcaded gallery, gilding, and colour-

ing, we turn to the great centre of art-work,

Rome. How can yon,” wrote Petrarch to

Pope Urban V., ‘‘ sleep peacefully upon the

banks of the Rhone, beneath ceilings fretted

with gold, while the Lateran, mother of all

churches, lies roofless upon the ground, exposed

to wind and rain, while the houses of the lluly

Peter and Paul tremble, and while the temple

of the Apostles is a rnin, a shapeless heap of

stones, fitted to extort sighs from breasts of

atone.” Notwithstanding this extreme desola-

tion pictured by the sweet-hearted poet, we need

not say Mr. Perkins finds many noble specimens

of sculpture in Rome that must have been there

then. With bare mention of the widely-known

fourth-centnry monnment of the Prefect Junius

Bassus, the fifth-century bronze statue of the

titular Saint, cast in commemoration of the de-

liverance of the city from Attila
j
and the sixth-

century statue of St. Hippolytos, in the Lateran

Musenm, he shows ns some of the eailiest Papal

tombs, now reposing in the crypt of St. Peter s,

bub which were originally in the atrium of the

basilica before the rebuilding of the edifice.

Aniong these, and peculiarly iuterestiug to

Eoglishmen, is the large Roman sarcophagus of

Oriental granite that contains the remains of

the one English Pope, Nicholas Breakspear. Tho

lid of this monument is carved with masks, and

its sides with festooned ox-skulls. Of more

artistical interest is the tomb of Boniface YIII.,

which is as removed from the showinesa of the

Neapolitan monuments as it is from this bovine

simplicity. It is a sarcophagus, with a fringed

and embroidered altar-cloth falling in folds over

the front, on which lies an effigy of the deceased

wearing his pointed tiara with a double crown,

embroidered gloves and slippers. This Mr.

Perkins identifies aa the work of a member of

the Cosmati family, successive generations of

which wrought at Rome for a hundred and fifty

Francis and Santa Chiara. The fourteenth
j

years, dating from the middle of the twelfth

century is filled with the name of Masuccio,
i century. He finds in the course of his survey

although, says Mr. Perkins, the inscriptions of Roman sculpture no artist’s name mentioned

and documents of the time make no men-
|

in any inscription between the fifth and ninth

tion of him, “and no better proof of his century.

ever having existed is to be found than vague
|

In the tenth century Magister Christianua

tradition and bold assertion, which fix the date ' placed his name on a monument to a Cardinal

of his death in 1387, at the age of 96.” In some Peter, and his example was followed by many
'

Tnarhle.workers in Rome, and within a range of
of the works ascribed to him onr author per-

ceives a Tuscan character, which he thinks

proves them to have been executed by the Tua-

d elaborate capitals of the many
[

can artists who are known to have resided in

Naples in the fourteenth century. This Tuscan

influence is especially remarkable in the Ange-

vine monuments in the church of Sta. Chiara,

which appear, indeed, to have been modelled

after the type of tho monument of Queen Maria,

widow of Charles II. of Anjou, in the church of

Sta. Maria Dunna Regina, executed by Maestro

tine tvpe. .

columns, which divide the nave from the side aisles, fui-

nisti auotber example of rude'y-chiselled iieuds, sur-

rounded by rich and tasteful oruamentB, whose patterns

are iutrieate, but never confused in line."

We must content ourselves with this present-

ment of the art-work at the disposal of Bohe-

mund and his contemporaries. The church built

by this Norman hero at Canosa on his first re-

turn to Italy from the East, contains a charac-

teristically designed cattedra and pulpit
;
and

the Grave Chapel adjoining it, built to his me-

mory by his mother, is treated with similar

marble-workers in Rome, and within a range

fifty miles around it. “ These inscriptions, says

our author, “are engraved upon arches, fritzea,

and monuments, as well aa upon the pulpits,

bishops’ thrones, and ciborii.” After Magister

Chriatianns, come the names of Giovanni and

Guido, inscribed upon the architrave of the

ciborium of the church of Santa Maria di Ca-i-

tello, at Corneto ;
and after them the names of

a family, consisting of father, four sons, and

grandson, the father’s and sons’ being found

Tino or Lino da Camino. But all these monu-jupon tho architrave of the ciborium at Sau

ments are alike attributed to Masuccio by Nea- Lorenzo, and that of the grandson, Niccolii di

politan writers, although Tino da Camino was Angelo, npon the paschal candlestick at St.

appointed in conjunction with Gallardus da Paul’s. This candlestick is one of the most
"

will and testament of curious remains of Mediaeval work in Rome.
feeling. "This is surmounted by an octagonal drum ‘V'-iT -d 'I nKnnt 18 ft iu

... , , -.,3 ArnnnH Queen Maria to make her monnment. Mr. Per- If, la a marble column, aDout lo ic. lu

T.;— cn..in
1 sculptured in relief with subjects
. “ ’ r J)_ •t:r_ — nnr, o /inaH.

nierced with round-headed windows. Around
,

,

• ,. 1. i 1

. . p o nf fiiioa klus 8668 ut leust SIX distinct styles in the sculp-
the exterior of the chapel run a series of pilas-

.nf, nxi,, nf wbinb rnnld L
ters with carved capitals connected by round-

headed arches. The entrance is closed with

tnres at Sta. Chiara, not one of which could be

that of Masnccio. His pupils, Andrea Ciccione

taze gates, which bear, besides v.rioos deco-
;

“"‘i Bamboccio, hold rearly as high a

rations and the name of their maker, Roger from P'“<; popnlar regard among fifteenth-oentnry

. T i.-
• -I.- r. .»• „ fl-e-

• artists as he did among those of the previous

' age. The first of these built the churches of
pious of the.llustnons dead, Bear.ng true w. ness

Oliveto, and the latter
to the m.«d foreign .nfinenees Of the day, these

, ^ p the
gates have discs filled w.th Arabian orna,nen..n

jalpf the duomo, both being, as was most
the upper panels, while below them are fagures, R

i. ii o=
1 1

- • a 1 Ti- ...... ' freouentlv the case, architects as well as sculp-
standmg and kneeling as unmistakably Byzan-
X- • L k *v. i. f ..ri ir, „ tors. They were both, also, the authors ot
tine in character, as though found in a Byzantine ^ aw ~,-ii Hvo*

T .-1 Au n-„A- ~ Jii.. A„ ! several monuments, vve will describe one that
MS. In like manner these conflicting elements -u a j * r.- • • -d i

illustrate tbe life of the hero, whosl thoughts ;>» a^fbuted to C.ecione m Mr Perkins s words,

were so constantly in the East, that as ho stood =»
a “r n V

npon the altar-sleps at Chartres with his bride,
of Queen Joanna II

the daughter of the French monarch, by his side, 1

‘Bo “omojy of her brother King Lad,alana,

he turned to the spectators ot his niaiiiage, and ‘or the church of San Giovanni a Oarbonara :
-

preached a new crusade, promising “ castles,

cities, and rich poesesaious in Asia to all who
would follow him.

In Naples Mr. Perkins finds only one instance

of marble-work previous to the middle of the

thirteenth century. This is a set of bas-reliefs

in the chapel of San Giovanni a Fonte adjoining

the cathedral, which originally formed part of a

pulpit made for the old church of Sta. Reparata,

and in which the figures are as minute as those

upon an ivory casket. In the cathedrals of neigh-

bouring towns there are some early sculptures,

as at Salerno, where there are two twelftb-

cen'ury marble pulpits on which mosaic work is

“ It is a towering pile, three stories in height, rising

above the door which leads from the choir into Ihe

sacristy. Four colossal statues of Temperance, PrudenC',
Justice, end Fortitude, flank this doorway, and serve as

caryatides to support an open arched gallery, wiibin which

are placed six seated statues of life-size, representing

Kiog Ladislaus and his mother. Royalty, Charity, Faith,

and Hope. Above this gallery is a curtained recess, which
conlsins a sarcophagus, bearing the recumbent effigy of

the king, watched over by curtain-drawing angels, and
fignres in relief of the king and queen, and two othi

from our Lord’s life, resting upon a quad-

rangular base, having animals like sphinxes at

the corners. No fewer than five Peters are

made out in various inscriptions, one of whom is

the Peter le Orfever, who, with an artist named

Oderiens, accompanied Abbot Ware to England,

and executed tho mosaic work in Westminster

Abbey. These bring us to the Cosmati family

:

and here we must stop for the present, the

value of tbe book justifying another article.

TEE ilETROPOLIT^VN DISTRICT
RAILWAY.

The works upon the first section of this im-

portant line, namely, those between South

Kensington and Westminster Bridge, have been

completed, and the line was opened for pas-

senger traffic the day before Christmas. Tho

designations of railways commencing with the

word “ Metropolitan,” and which are intimately

connected with the Metropolitan underground

system, are a little perplexing to the nninitiated,

and a few words of explanation as to their

. jyal persons. Upon the topmost pinnacle of etruc-
I may not be thought useless or out of

ture Ladislaus IS again represented, sealed upon his war- J *?, mwlio r,f T imi
horse, and holding a sword in bis right hand. The eves of place. The continuous railway girdle Ot Lon-

the statues and statneltes are coloured, their hair and robe
j

doo, 80 often referred to as the inner circle, IB

borders are gilded, and they are relieved against back-
jg jq cODStrUCted.under

grounds painted blue, and adorned with gut ueurs- _ ’
a j a., a™.- nr.vnr.aniaa

de-lys.”
^ ^

1 Parliamentary powers granted to two companies.



the Metropolitan and the Metropolitan Diatricfc

The portions of the inner circle belonging to the

Metropolitan Company A;
at Trinity-Ecmare, Tower-hill ;

and, tahing

northern and western portions

embrace about two-thirds

This portion of the communication

Metropolitan proper from Moorgate-street to

Paddington; the Metropolitan
j,

Paddington to Brompton, opened a few months

since ;
Ind the Bstension in the East f™™ “<>“

gate-stroet to Trinity-square i this last, about a

mile in length, is the only portion of the Metro-

politan system now remaining to be

the works not being ns yet commenced Ihe

remainder of the circuit, which raa®

and west on the southern side, is 'a*'''®
„

the Metropolitan District Company, and fills up

the space between Trinity-square and West-

minstL Bridge. The first portion of this line upon

which the running will be taken up, so to speak

from the Metropolitan, commences at hontli

Kensington, and, for the present, termmates at

Westminster Bridge. A short length of the

Metropolitan Extension, from Glonoeater.rond

Station to South Kensington, has also been com-

pletod since the lino was opened from Paddington

r X fVia ^nmrminication 18 now

of the Westminster Palace Hotel to the Broad

way, where there is a station within a short

distance of Birdcage.walk, St.

The cowered ways are S®”®™ ? ‘
oth at

form throughout.-elliptioal,—the strength at

different places being regulated by the supeiu

incumbent weight to be ‘•orne,--namely, from

five to as many as ten courses of brick. Extra

strength, again, is obtained in particular sitaa-

tions b; strong cast - iron girders at short

distances between centres, and jack -arches

thrown across between them. Under the

operation of a fooling of roverenoe, »

of peat, e ft. think, has been P®®“J’®^”^
the wall of the covered way for about 300 ft. on

the side, and in the part of its course, nearest

to Westminster Abbey. -The Broadway Station

is similar in character to the others already

described; the same effective elliptical root,

ornamented and coloured as the others are

,

the same regulation platform, 300 ft. long by

14 ft. wide, adequate for a tram of six carriages

of the extra size run on the Metropolitan.
^

. .V 1 J rvwif in T.nia

in Viotorimstreot, the backs of which are admost

perpendicular with one side of the u®!®®®^'
No injury has been sustained by any of the build-

ings over the line. The most remarkable ob-

structions met with were probably tivo mam

sewers which the line had to be carried nnder,

but not so far below them as to leave them un-

disturbed. In each case lengths of the sewer

brickwork the width of the line had to be re-

moved, and the sewer service carried on by tem-

porarily placed wooden trongbs. These, in tarn

gave way to cast-iron cylinders »®PP“tt®4 by

fide wrought-iron girders, which

the brickwork of the sewers at each side. One

of these condnits, 9 ft. diameter, carries the

Ranelagh sewer in an oblique

the Sloane-square Station,
ije

the engine funnels and no more. The other, the

King’s Scholars’ Pond Sewer, is of larger

dimfnsions, and the cast-iron

passage is oval in f®™. Af
one direction,-the horizontal,-by 11 ft. m tb

other. Both of these sewers are t de locked

The Banelagh Sewer crosses under the Metro-

-V-, ,
• i:_.« sx*- "Diar? f.PT*.

ot t-ne eitrui
this The Eanelagh. Sewer croBaeu uftw-cx

There are galleries for entrance
^ Ertension line at Bayswater.

as.indeed.inaU other oase^ O stations a^^^
obtaining thesias. inaeea, m au utuoi ...uuv-. --7

works generally, it would seem that thoeugmoers.

Messrs. John Fowler,
®®g®®®::'”;S;l

A*!
dieted sine; the line „as“opened from M<i!®gt®®

J pittrBystfm 'aulT.llarr Johnsou, have

to Brompton, so that the “A" bestowed mnoh care and forethought in fixing

complete from Maorgato-street ro^d^^
designs, sections, and types, in the ontset, andcomplete from Moorgate-streeu - -

north and west, and, turning sonthwards and

eastwards, reaches at Westminster a point con-

siderably to the east of the Centro of the oiromt,

and leaves only nbont a fourth ot the whole dis-

tance in the south-eastern quarter remaining to

be exconted and opened. This inchoate portuin

of the Metropolitan District line will pass under

the Thames Embankment to Blackfriars Bridge ;

tbenco it will be carried under the new street m
progress, from Blnokfriars Bridge to the Mansion

House, to the intersection of that street with

Cannon-street, from which it will be caiuied

along Cannon-street, and by way of Bastoheap

to Tfinity-Bqnare._ The other
;

Metropolitan

bestowea mncQ cttio •%

designs, sections, and types, m the outset, and

have odhered to these as closely as possible, and

uth only such modifications as peculiar circnm-

stanoea in the different sitnations may have sug-

gested. Westminster station has a P™"®'®®

required at all the stations,—a gas-holder for

thf supply of the trains; and the Broadway

station has another special proviBion--a short

side tunnel at each end of the station for spare

locomotives. There is no refreshment-room at

the Broadway station, but it, in common with

the others, has a convenient cloak-room,

rooms, closets, &c., on the ground 1®’'®'. “®

accommodations for passengers being prop^

)litan Ertension ime at

For assistance in obtaining these particulars

we are indebted to the polite attention of Mi. i.

Marr Johnson. .

It is not yet quite determined at what m
tervalB trains will be run; a commencement

has been made with a ten minutes service, ihe

trains travel the distance between Moorgate-

Street Station and Westminster Bvidge m forty,

five minutes, stopping at all the stations.

to Trinity.square. The other ” Metropolitan’- accommodations lor pasB^

worhB outBid\ of the circuit are. the double line
the rooms and

..,1 nr.i n.'otwJwK Itptwfien South Ken- passed taron„ b
•Ow.^tirlippv

worKB oucsiue oi buo axtu., —
of the Metropolitan District between South Ken

sington and Brompton Stations, and a double

iunction which the same company is providing

between the inner circle at Kerisington and

Gloucester-road Stations, and the West London

line at West Brompton and Hammersmith-road.

The other tangential adjuncts, as they may be

called, of the Metropolitan, are the Metropolitan

and St. John’s Wood line, in which the Metro-

politau has a joint interest, and the^®fcr°pohtan

asia Hammersmith and City line, ^ased jointly

by the Metropolitan and the Great Western Com-

panies, at5i percent. All the lines referred to are

worked by the Metropolitan Company, which will

also supply the engines and rolling

Metropolitan District Line ;
and will,

take the receipts upon that line, of which it will

hand over to the District Company 55 per cent,

of the gross takings, for local traffic and the pro
° _i> it U pnrriftri Unon it. iU'

design in beeation to matbeial.

Amoso the anomalies resnlting from the system

ot architectural reproduction which b?;® ®®" f®®

BO long a time prevailed amongst us, the rehabi-

litation of this or that extinct forna or manner of

design in place ot thoughtful original invention,

U has come to pass that we have b®®®r "Si
larly indifferent as to the relation whioh should

subLt between the texture and P®®“!;SE
bilities ot any given material and the artistic

form wbiob is to be impressed upon it. Duriog

the cold reign of the pseudo-olassic touS/’
when the more repetition, in

leading features ot Greek arohiteotnre formed

the Afpha and Omega ot onr art it tv®®'

oonrse All in the natural order ot thmgs that

there should be columns formed from ohannelled

segments of wood glned together into a cylinder

and that imEuK®®® "f

ao arrangea tnav

passed through in reaching the rooms and

closets In passing onwards from Broadway

atation to Brompton, it is satisfactorily evident

that tL engineers hkve been able to ®®®®t®Se
much larger proportion of the line open to

top than on some other parts .‘b®

®°“nmerOT8
open intervals are comparatively ®"“®®°”*i

m^any of them 100 ft. long, and upwards.
^

The

retaining walls, when so deop as

aro supported by cast-iron cross stmts. 'The

walls have in many instances a bb'chness at the

base of about 10 ft., of w ic

^ , g imiiaiiouo ooxii.w

“

concrete, and the remainder brickwork. B
attained by the aid of plaster

tween the retaining walls,
f® 7®'A wl,Tre™r and bracketing. These things were openly done,

covered ways,_ inverts
0̂
"

“and no“one rJsed an ®y®brow or lifted u shondercovered ways, mvetis — --

the line is carried throngh watery or

stable material. The Victoria station is ex.

ocptional in its arrangement, ® ™®®“®'“®

betog introdnoed for the booking-office, which
® V -1 -u-iwt Vioif-VifiiiTlifc between theTiro, being iutroduceU lor mo ,

01 tne groat! DUiMUf^o, xk-ix
- t 1io ia on a level about half-height between the

portion of through tratfio carried upon It. ^^e is on
' Brighton and the Chatham

train service over the Metropolitan and the platlorms
Rtreet for the more easy

Metropolton District Lines will be one and the companies
“^ese lines. The

same, excepting the extra trams that are thrown aeoe f P commodious, and is

off for St. John’s Wood and Hammersmith. I

victoria
_ _ , .. .®. Ki.rxiw Ka in

and bracketing, xneae m.ugo ^ .

and no one raised an eyebrow or lifted a shou der

at them. But when there arose the spirit of

modern Gothic, mighty, as we were ®®®"®®<i.

the pulling down ot the strongholds of plaster

capitals and wooden plinths, st id jeniis omne,

thL was it confidently P^Pb®®!®^ *“‘*0 spirE

of “sham” had been demolished, and g^at

were the pmans sung over the

let us by any means question, m the main, the

received opinion that much good frmt baa been
receive

^ Tfit-wascon-off for st fohff s Wood and Hammersmith
for the toaie likely to be done in ®®®®7̂ f ZTemfut H it wAs com

The works upon the additional P®®!'®" ... i inoaUtT The galleries and bookmg-olfioo borne y bigoted exclusive.

omcnit now completed; the de®,gn and fin sho thtfo^^^^

"A^ireto^fom, Eat least brought n. back t<oirenitnowooiSpIeted; ‘b® fi®®is® Sumh of that loealig.^
rosrthATentre of the station

the stations and booking-offices; the form of the are h
.^^

end of the

covered ways; the oharaoter of the F*'®, Wee which is at Sloane-square, and aoross

walls; the rails and fixings of the P®®"’“® ‘

“feast end ut South Kensington, or the last,

way; the system of
®“.PW?"WAthe efolus^ of tho present station at Gloucester-

other features of the line, nie all s
The South Kensington Station is also of

main, and the same description applies general y roaff “e bo t
the Metropo-

fothem as those of the last section opened. In extia size, neing
which, from

„ . i: QH n. m.to them, as tnose oi me mou oevouio**

a railway of such a peculiar character as a metro-

politan underground line, however a variety ol

difficulties is presented by streets, roads, and

buildings aboveground, and by communications

of various kinds underground, that are not me

with in the construction of an ordinary lme,_ and

that necessitate a resort to a variety of expedients

and modifications, and to numerous novelties lu

ongineeriog practice. The new portion from

Westmiuster Bridge to South Kensington, an

thence over the Metropolitan Extension to

Gloucesber-road, Brompton, is about miles m
leneth. The Westminster booking-office is a

temporary erection, as it is in contemplation,

we believe, to erect upon the site, at some

future time, a more imposing and extensive

bnilding than a railway booking-office. Ihe

permanent platform has been provided at West-

minster Bridge, which will be a terminus for

a time. It is situated at the west end and

inner side of the Thames Embankment, hrom

the station the line passes under Brioge-sfteet,

obliquely, and onwards to the front of West-

minster Hospital, and thence along by the back

extra size, oeing a juiiii' ovttw.iiia -- ‘

litan and the Metropolitan District, which, from

that point, dnplioates the line to Brompton Sta-

tion, and thence diverges to form a double jiiM-

tion with the West London line. The platforms

at South Kensington are 400 ft. long. Among

tho special diffloulties presented in the exeon-

tfon o^f the works were the treacherous nature

of the stuff which had to bo passed throii„h,

and the copious water-springs tha. were en-

countered. B““P'“i5'®,®B*“®®’'®'®A°Pbewrk8
night and day during the FfB'®®/ ‘falTons a
Tho water taken up was about ““A
minute. Permanent pumping-stations will be

established at South Kensington, Sloane-square,

and Victoria ; from all other points the line will

bo drained by gravitation in ‘Be ordinary

wav In this section some very lofty and

heJvy buildings overhead A®™ ks
great caution in the execution ot the works

and resort to roots tor tho covered way
ana leouiu

;ii,-,Dt-.vnf nns. we

borne bv tnat noiauits 1^'-'”=®“’-’““- -
,

nected with much ot blind and bigoted ®«fo®>''=-

neas and copyism, it at least brought ns back to

study a stylo which on the whole W“®

®

Btylo’^of bfoWitig design, ot design capable of dno

rctomplishment nowhere save m building and

in no material save stone; and so far as the

treatment ot this grandest ot arohiteotnral

materials was concerned, the ‘®®®'“AS

Mediaeval monnmontswasanexceptionable. 'They

boloD-cd to a time when men may be sold to Lave

literafly thought in stone, and had come to know

and sympathise with their material to a degree

neverAttoined since. Yet from this very fact it

arose that the stone type ot design took such

possession of tho minds ot tho old builders, that

they could not shake it off even when working m
Sr material, and much of their ®t“®“

woodwork became only ao ”“®*'
“^A®, f®an.

litrnified, if we may com a word. To the eutbu

aiastic revivers of
“^and

no snob thing as error m Gothic

accordingly they complacently imitated and re

prodnoed the wooden bnttresBea which resisted

L thrust, the wooden arches out from the solid

and all the other little anomalies ?““®®'I“®“

the translation into this material, ol design

formed in a totally different one. The style was

and resore lo .o„,. •- ‘I-® "riS Te X reSneed
of enormous s‘®®®g''*‘- A® ’““f

?

Co ’s iust as E was found. The particular result just

may mention Messrs. Elliot, P to is, however, only a single instance ot
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militated against thonghtfalness in design. It
18 to be feared that, independently of aneh par-
tial and ineritablo resnlts, the copying system
which has so long prevailed has acted much
more -widely than this, in indncing a careless-
ness and want of thought as to the reathetic use
of materials, and habitaating us to a sort of
routine method of treating them, rather in
acrardance with pre-existing examples than
with considerations of the nature and quality of
the material, and the special treatment de-
manded thereby. The effects of this want of
consideration are apparent all round us Wemay endeavour, however, to indicate some of the
forms in which it is most prominent.

Stone, which may be considered, in spite of
all newly applied materials that are coming into
taahioD, to be par excellence the architect’s
medium for design, is a material best used under
compression, very weak under cross-strain and
which m general can only be used in super-
itnposed blocks of a limited size. These con-
ditions would seem to indicate unmistakably
enough the proper and architectural method ofnsiDg stone. We shonld naturally conclude thatan arched form of construction should bo the
rule m a stone building, or that if a lintel form
be adopted, the width of the opening should notonly be limited, bat that as much as possible of the I

material should be left in the lintel, which shonld
on no account be weakened by cutting away 1

from it for so-called ornamental purposes. Yet I

we constaetly see buildiogs in which both there
'

obvioDs conditions are ntterly disregarded.
Ithere are positions, indeed, in which a lintel

congti notion becomes desirable in stone aswhen no Bofficienlly aecnre abutment can bo
'

obtained, or when a row of window-heads areranged immediately under a horizontal oomice. <

But a fashion has now sprung up, and is gaining !

pound greatly among the architects of the new '

Oothio Bohool, the absurdity of which cannot betoo strongly insisted upon. A lintel construe

l Ppl'lbb°*’ n “'dilate the“ “opposed to bo the GothicS ’r.
• Of O "'“Howniih, pointed or otherwise. Thus the lintel is
^ weakened, and a large portion of thestone literally goes to waste, along with the

SOSO aMl half of a stone lintel cut away in this manner,

form *’“'’6 o''“ >" the

is^
^ brackets turning down upon the brickjambs of the opening. Where a soft stone isnsed, this may increase the supply in the grit

“S'* tnarket, bnt what other giod
effect it IS to have it would be difficult to say.One of the very worst forma in which wehave seen this absurdity was in the case of abmlding where the lintel was cut into theform of an ogee arch (a very bad form,be It observed, at the best), the point ofthe ogee slitting up the centre of the stone of

noetod t°
manner; we almost ei-pected to ace the split go right through the

f The capabiliUes for
effret, ogam, resnlting from the necessity forarranging the material in eonrses, are not nearly

rnafur^r" f hereby

onS . i
presented for the use of a

I
?”'^.””“b'rnaive ezlernal polychromy, bythe selection of stone of varied tints, but ofsimilar texture and formation; and also forobtaining a picturesque character in the wallingwhich can be imparted by varying the depth ofthe courses, or by here and there a thinner

Snd “’"'““r best calonlated totad the walling securely; so that here con.Btmotion and effect go hand-in-hand, as in alltrue architecture they almost invariably d^
wav aTe nm r i» Ibis kfrd of

T ^ “"T ““'ie the most of at

0^1^ 11,"^ I""";".
^"’S“rity in wall-treatmenton the other hand, is the use of panelling which“"/Mmple of the sin of approprkting a

rf'anmh ^ ‘be qualifies

wood l '^hen we see a panelledwooden cabinet or sideboard, or a panelled door

factoZ b"
“PP™” P'rfectly natural and antis:factory

; becanse wo know then that we are denl-

cifnUv tonob “”<5 -

vLrf k- ? ’^ben sawn intovery thin layers, and which will consequently bearjoining by tenons and other sneh contrivancesA panelled dMr, therefore, is a fitting and econo

bnt it
“f,"PP'y’'‘‘S ‘be material nsedbnt It IS an absurdity to apply panelling, merelyaBauch,to awall.snrfBce, thus conveying toThceye the idea that it is framed of thin slfbs anda^le-pieoes, when we know the material is, °nfact, too fnablo for any such treatment. The

only legitimate application of panelling to stone
wall-sorface is when a flash or raised panel of
marble veneer is introduced (a proceeding, how-
ever, which on some grounds is questionable),
or when the panel mould is merely introduced as
the boundary-line of some decorative carvin«»'m which case the sinking should not be so deep
as to conceal any part of the ornament, but
merely sufficient to mark it off from the plain
wall-surface adjoining. But the plnciugof mere
panelling over the surface of a building, as
ornament, is always evidence of poverty of
designing power and want of perception of the
true requirements of architectural design. The
constant nae of it was one of the great blots on
the Italian Henaiasance, many of the best build-
‘ school being deprived of a great deal
ot thfir effect, and almost taken out of the
category of architecture altogether, hy their
being covered over with a feature which masked
their real construction and gave to the whole
building a sort of tea-caddy or cabinet appear-
ance. quite alien from tbo effect which a con-
struction of solid blocks of bonded stone ought
to present. A similar error is the employment
of that hideous feature, as it appears to us, a
rasticated column. Where the column is really
built up of isolated parts in shallow courses, this
method 13 constructively far inferior to the use
of a monolith, where one can be obtained

j
and

If the column is really a monolith, artificially
rusticated, the case is worse, as involving awaste of material to produce a sham.*
As to wood, there is no end to the misuse that

has been made of this nseful and pliable mate-
rial

5 the misuse in the majority of cases result-
ing trom the imitation of stone treatment. It ismade into sham plinths and surbases, put toge-
ther with much careful joinery

j inch pieces are^xed into the imitation of a solid cornice or
soffit

;
it IS twisted round, nndor the influence

of steam, into sham arches
j forms foreign to its

very nature. The absurdity is, that a kind of
erection of separate pieces is often made, when
a single solid piece would have both looked betterand been more durable. In erecting large stone
gate piers, it is a natural plan to foot the shaft
of the pier on a plinth stone larger than itself,and to crown it with a heavy projecting cap.But for smaller piers, where a monolith is easily
obtainable of snfficient size, it is an absordity
to do this ns the monolithic gate-pier on this
scale will be far stronger than a built one ; and theabsurdly 13 still greater when (as we have seen)
a monolith is used, and the greater part of the
surface chipped away 2 in. deep all round, inorder to get a sham plinth at the base. Thesame sort of blunder is constantly made with
etair-Bewels. A newel shonld be a solid piece
of wood, to receive the handrail and notch-board

'

so treated, any ornamental finish
at the top, or pendant at the bottom, being
worked out of the solid. Bub in many cases it

° the thing that a newel

P’'°th is nailedround the bottom, and the cap nailed on at the
top. In due coarse of time the plinth shows
signs of separating from the core to which it is
attached, and tho head gets loose; whereas thesimple post might have lasted for generations.A common misuse of wood is found in snch ereo-

mnl.v'ti’ ."“"""“r kousea and conservatories,
.

especially in buildings of a Cloasical tendency
where, instead of the npright stiles being treatedas wood and moulded solid, they ore developed
into apparent pilasters, composed of li in. stuff

"la “
I-

° of ceps and bases, and

sneh
^ ‘’'"T'"’- ''"'O “etaally seensuch a thing as a kind of bandbox pedestal

elaborately framed rounti iron colnmns%hiobm foot, went tbrongh the floor on to atomplato on the wall nnderneath,_a regularhollow square box with plinth, snrbaae, and alladroitly put together. This is, perhaps aflagrant case; bnt the shams that have been

doubt sometimes whether there is snch a thingas arohitec.ural principle at all. The Gothi?
“"‘““'J' feramost in deprecatingsnch things as wo have jast alluded to; bnfthey have them own little shams in the treat-meat of woodwork, too. The wooden buttress

de.ir ?
“ '‘firework”designs for bookcases and organ-cases, with in.hud and variously-oolonred wood, which weconstantly see, there is frequent nae made of the

[Jak. 2
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shaft and arch, on a small scale, which is
simply a stone feature translated into wood. In
snch pieces of furniture the quality of wood as a
material, ita resistance to crose-strain, and its
comparative softness and facility for carvinc^,
point to its suitable employment in square and
diagonal moulded bracing, and in carved
brackets, while ita cohesiveness in thin layers
authonsea, as we before remarked, a panel con-
struction

; and panels, let us note, may be made
highly ornamental in cases where boml fide ca.Tv.
ing 18 too expensive, by being simply pierced
through msomecarefully-designed flat pattern —
a source of decoration which might have beenmade more of and been more artistically deve-
loped than it has been. As to the “ centre-bit ”

I

style of decoration, so much in fashion, formed
by piercing round holes in the wood everywhere,
It IS only worthy of very young children. We
say nothing of designs for roofs, for there timber
13

,
so to speak, master of tho situation; if you

A?
treat it on true “wooden” principles,

the roof will revenge itself upon its clumsy
constructor by failing, and pushing out the
walls. ®

The sententious ejaculation of Butler,—
perils do environ

The man who meddles with cold iron !

'

t.on in which re.ticted column, h.v. be£, a d.t

may apply to architectural as well as to military
aspirants. So far as construction is concerned
we need scarcely, we hope, at this time of day,
urge that iron w'hen nsed constructively in the
torm of girders or columns, shonld be shown as
such, and not bo masked by a quasi atone or
wood construction. Nor does the treatment of
wrought iron in ornamental work cal! for special
comment here, so far at least as principles of
design are concerned. Wrought iron is so pecu-
liar a material, and demands so much arduous
labour m the treatment of it ornamentally, that
there is little fear that it should ever be used ex-
cept to produce those effects which are peculiar
to It, and which nothing else can well imitate.
It 18 when we come to that too often pernicious
compound, cast-iron, that our critical spirit is
aroused : hoc opus, hie labor est—or rather the
saving of labour. As to the use of cast-iron for
ornament generally, perhaps the best advice ta
those about to use it would bo conpriaed in on&
word, “Don’t!” There are cases, however,
where much money cannot bo spout on orna-
n^nt, and where a certain amount of decorative
effect can be attained by the aid of cast-iron rbnt then it must be designed with due regard tothe deficiencies^ of the material- Let no one
suppose that highly ornamental carved workwhen once executed in wood, can be re.
produced ad infinitum in cast-iron, with any
but the moat lamentable and poverty-stricken
results. It IS from the attempt to get toomuch out of cast iron that the material
Has been so vulgarised and misnaed. It mustbe remembered that we are here dealing
with a material coarser than sandstone, which is
utterly incapable of giving sharp cuttings and
nnder-cnttinga.delicateanrface-work, or anything
which goes to produce that crispness necessary
to the proper effect of elaborate carved design -

yet we see foliated capitals and leafage orna’ment perpetually attempted in this material
sometimes cast from models themselves coarsely
executed in lead, the coarseness being necessarily
exaggerated m the casting. This sort of cast,
iron ornament is alone sufficient to remove the
stamp of art from a building, and throw over it
a flashy, tradesman like appearance. What can
legitimately be attempted with cast iron in thoway of ornament is whatever depends on simple
lines and square decided sections, without aiming
at delicacy of surface-work. Brackets, for
instance, with pierced ornamental spandrels tho
ornament produced merely by the flat perfora-
tions in the material, without any attempt at a

Ssnlf — i’ &®°e>‘ally have a satisfactory
result. Similarly, capitals to cast-iron columna

flat leafage
forms, defined only by the sinking betweenth^and not attempting to take the place of the
carved foliage ornament, which can only be
satisfactonly executed in wood or stone. In
designing capitals of this kind, snitable for the
material, there would be scope for some novel
treatment of the crowning feature of a shaft
or column. As to tho kind of so-called orna.ment we meet with on our iron lamp-posts and
area-roilmgs the leaves, and wreaths, and
festoons, with their details only half made out,
straggling, as it were, to show themselvesthrongh ‘fie coarse material, year by year morechoked and filled np with paint and dust,—with
regard to snch things the only consolation (if ifc
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can bo oallea ao) is that the deaigii is generally

wortLy of the material m which it is attempted.

What we have said about cast iron will also

apply in great measure to that other

fOT cast ornament, plaster. A growing distaste

tor this perishable though showy vehicle of orna-

ment is one of the main things tor which we

have to thank the modern Medimval movement

though the pioneers of this movement carried

the matter too far, in the inclination which they

showed to ignore even the efficacy of plaster in

rendering the interior of a building comfortable

and warm, and to return to bare brick or stone

walls. And plaster has also its legitimate uses

as an ornamental material,—uses which, in a

future number, we may endeavour to define more

minutely. But, though more ductile than cast

iron, it can never have the sharpness and crisp-

ness of actual carving ;
and therefore all attempts

to execute elaborate and delicate ornament m
this material must result in a sorb of pie-crusb

effect, and be classed with that sort of ornament

which may be designated generically as flummery.

We have indicated a few of the leading and

most obvious points in which the relation be-

tween material and design appears to us to be

habitually and constantly overlooked ;
to those

among our readers who are accustomed to think

before they work, many others will doubtless

occur. We would draw attention, m conclusion,

to the importance of such considerations as ^e*

sard the future of architectural art. ihe

simplest path in art is often the truest, and leads

most directly to the goal
;
and we cannot bub

think that in the present day there would be

less diversity as to what really constitutes good

architecture, less confusion and jumbling ol old

Btyles, and a better chance of arriving at the

"new stylo”—that mirage constantly hanging

before the eyes of the modern architect, and ever

receding from his grasp—if architectnral de-

signers would oftener adopt the simple plan oi

.

considering, first, what material will bo prac-
|

tically beat for the building they are to erect

;

and, secondly, what is the nature _and property I

of that material, in what method it can be con-

structively used so as to insure its utmost

efficiency, and what class of ornament its pecu-

liar texture and surface render it fitted to give

full value to.

designs. Either some architect well acquamted

with hospital plana, or the inspectors of the 1 oor-

law Board, would assist them materially id

arriving at a just decision, and relieve them oi

the grumblings of disappointed candidates.

The Lambeth managers have invited the

before-mentioned gentlemen and others to sub-

mit designs for a similar building.

METROPOLITAN ASYLUM COMPETITION.

The Metropolitan Asylum District
_

Board

havim^ decided to erect additional hospitals in

the dFlTerenb districts of the metropolis for fever

and small-pox cases, purcliMed land for ^he

purpose at Hampstead, at Stockwell, and at

Homerton. _ ., ,

For the Hampstead Fover Hospital, as wo

have before mentioned, six architects were in-

vited to submit designs, and the first and second

premiums were awarded to Messrs. I^nmngton

& Brigen, of Manchester, and Mr. J. H. Fowler,

of London. c.i,..-..

Certain alterations and modifications of these

designs have, however,been required by the Board,

and the plans have nob yet been sanctioned by the

Poor-law Board. The original estimate of the

aucoessful plan was 15,5001., but these alterations

have raised it to about 19.0001. The number of

patients accommodated here is a little over 100.

For the Stockwell Fever and Small-pox Hospi-

tals, which are to accommodate about 150

and 90 patients respectively, the following

cenllomen submitted designs Mr. Marrable,

Messrs. Pennington & Brigen. Mr. Worthington,

Mr T H Wyatt, Messrs. Nesfield & Shaw, and

Messrs. Beeston & Co. The first premium for

the Fever Hospital has been awarded to Mr.

Marrable ;
the second to Mr. T. H. Wyatt. The

first premium for the Small-poxHospital has been

awarded to Mr. Wyatt and the second to Mr.

Marrable. The estimate for the Fever Hospital

is about 33,0001., and for the Small-pox Hospital

about 25,0001. The plans are now before the

Poor-law Board for their approval.

Of the Homerton competition we speak more

at length, under a separate heading.
_

Designs are being prepared for a siok asylum

for the Neioington district, to accommodate COO

patients, on a site purchased at Peckham-iye,

six architects having been invited to compete—

Messrs. John Giles & Biven, Mr. T. E. Kmghtley,

Mr. Jarvis, Mr. Lepard, and Mr. D. Burton. The

plana are to be sent in on the 1-lth of January.

It is to be hoped that as one of the competitors

has been long connected officially with the

parish, the managers will, for their own sakes,

take the opinion of some qualified person on the

the fever hospital AND

SMALL POX HOSPITAL, HOMERTON
COMPETITIONS.

METKOPOLITAN ASYLUM DISTRICT.

Six architects were invited to furnish designs

for the proposed Fever Hospital and the Small

Pox Hospital, at Homerton. Wi^i

first a premium of 2001. was offered for the best

I

design, and 1501. for the second best; the sue-

cessfnl competitor, if required, to carry out the

works for a payment of 1,0001. less the amount

of the preminm ;
but not to be entitled^ to any

premium or payment unless a substantial con-

tractor undertake the work at a price not bein^g

more than 10 per cent, above the estimate of the

cost sent in with the plans.
.

'

For tho Small Poi Hospital, the premmma

were 150!. and 100!. ;
and the payment to the

Bnocesefol competitor, if he carry ont the wort

7001 less the amount of premium, and under

the eamo condition as to estimate as the former^

The Fever Hospital to have 182 beds; the

Small Poa Hospital 103, The instructions pre-

scribe pavilions, not more than two

heicht, placed, if practicable, north and routh ,

2,000 ft. cubical space to each ease
;

Parian

cement or other impervious material for the

walls; open windows reaching to the ceiling ,

ventilatiog stove-grates to bring in fresh

air 1 outlet shafts ;
hot-water pipes in some of the

wards; double-aotion lifts; staircases of iron

with wood treads and fire-proof landings ;
and

that no eapeiiso is to be incurred for any kind

of ornamental work. The names of the oompe-

titors and tho estimates they sent in stand

- £ ,. d.

Mr. Gilbert Scolt, jnn., for

tlie Fever Hospital 4_,000 0 C

Ditto, for the Small-poi Hos-

pit^

by the ground-floor corridor, open on both Bides

if required. Tho plan of the small-pox hospital

is particularly compact, the two

each sex radiating from the two

corridor, the adminislrativo blocks, divided as

before, being in the centre.

Mr. Wilson’s plans resemble those we have

already mentioned raoro nearly than the others;

but he lessened bis chance of adoption by

using well-ventilation, so to say, m one part

;

that is, ventilating by an area surrounded by

buildin.s. In both Mr. Knightley’s plans this

same error, to a larger eitent, is obvious. Mr,

Scott, juo., has brought the admimstration mto

too die prosimityto the wards.

has several meritorious points, and tho same

may justly be said of tho designs by other com-

petitors not specifically mentioned.

22,000

ITr. E. L. Bracehridge, for

the Fever Hospital n o
Ditto, Small-pox Hospital ... 21, <00 0 0

Messrs. Giles & Biven, for

tho Fever Hospital ........
J J

Ditto, Small-pox Hospital ... 17,000 0 Q

Mr. T. H. Watson, for the

Fever Hospital at ............ 25.000

Dhto, Small-poi Hospital ... lo.°uo

Ditto.^mall-poiHospital (a) 1o,350 0 0

Tiithn fcir the Fever Hospital

(Alternative Plan) (B) ...... 24,^0 0 0

Ditto, Small-pox Hospital (B) 14,3a0 0 0

Mr. T. E. Knightley, for the

Fever Hospital ^o'a-a
^ ^

Ditto, Small-pox Hospital ... l^.OoO

42,700 0

41,350 ,0

33,0;0 0

The committee arrived at tho conolusion that

tho designs submitted by Messrs. Giles & Biven

and Mr Wilson best carried out the instructions

and displayed a very improved arrangement

of the several wards and the administrative

department; they therefore recommended that

the premiums of 300!. for the best design tor the

feve? hospital, and of 1501. for the b<i>t design

for the small-poi! hospital, be awarded to Messrs.

Giles ii Biven, subject to the terms b-d condi-

tions ooutained in the instructions ;
and that the

premiums of 150!. for the second-best design for

fhe fever hospital, and of 1001. for the second-best

design for the smaU-pox hospital, be awarded to

Mr Andrew Wilson. This recommendation the

Board have, we believe, confirmed, nor are we

"Trl'-rignTty Messrs. Giles & Biven have

some excellent points, and are generally good.

The Btairoascs which lead to tho upper wards

have no commniiication with the wards, a gallery,

open on both sides, completely separating them

in each case. Again, the 'administration

which forma the centre of each hospital, well

away from the wards, is divided into four dis^

tinot blocks of building,—the msdioal and

offloial, the attendants’ department, the store

and kitchen department, and the '““'“’(S

department, which are all unconnected, except

PKIOE-BOOK FOR CIVIL ENGINEERS

AND CONTRACTORS.*

The plan of this work is well conceived, and

it appears intended to supply a definite and

well asoertained want. There is -othmg. as it

truly implies, in which the professional rephta-

tionof the engineer and “”'1
J'

terest of the contractor, are more ‘^"'.“^’5'

oerned than the preparation of

public works; and "there are very few duties

which require greater oonsideration of almost

innumerable sabjeots ee”<fd'Ons, va^y g

with localities and oircumstanoes, all ot wnion

affect labour and materials.”

The hook is divided into two sections. The

first consials ot tables or prioe-lmts f°e

works and materials, accompanied by some rail-

way specifications; and the Mcond contains a

good compondinm of the legal liabilities of en-

lineers, Lohitoots, builders, contractors, and

"'Th^prioe-lists in the first section a™™*®
main correct, according ^
standard vet wo regret to be unable to speak ot

this section with wholly ”'“1"“'.'*''“^

tion It is, in our view, n sorions dcficiLncj in

it, that no attempt is

onon which the prices are based ;
such, for m

stance as the rate of wages assumed to bo paid,

which is never onoe alluded

the more noticeable, as no dato of

stated on tho title-page, so as to give the book

tL appearance of referring to any year or period,

notwithstanding the great fiuotuation m wa„e3

which is constantly oecarriiig.

Moreover, the price-lists, though correct,m the

main, are not wholly free

under the head of “ Earthworks (Tablo 1), a

barrow-run is assnmod at 35 yards, whereas the

nraotioo in London is to confine it to 18 yards, or

three 18.fl. planks, which invalidates

lation founded on the author s

Again, the item given for pumping (No. 1-) «

absolutely useless. The cost of pumping cannot

bo arrived at in any average way, and™ “'F

bo estimated from the experience acquired 10 any

rriven locality. lu fact, it vanes m praclice

from 3d. to 53.. or more, so that

respect is more calcnlated to mislead than to

inform. Tho cost of timbering the sides of ex-

oavotions, though not referred to m ‘Its

alike on important item ;
the cost of which has

Leu found to vary from 3d. to 23 per yard,

according to the nature of the soil and the qnan-

*'"^We^ would also refer to the item of

Without objecting to the prices g"™ “F

author in No. 13, it most bo seen that they

are almost wholly dependent on the rate of wagM

paid, and liabletomisleod if that rote bonotstoted.

It is found in practice that a horse will travel

about fifteen miles a day, and J
of the length of lead, us, with short leads, and

conseqnenfly more

filling of the cart, a horse will walk faster than

on long leads; so that the distance of his dmly

travel is nearly tho same m either case. For

example, assuming half a mile '''j'?'

to hold a cuhio yard, there would bo lo cubic

Xds per day carried; which, at ‘Le wagea of

L. 6d. for horse, cart, and driver, would be 6sd.

per yard for cartage; and with an addition
_

Ly 4Sd. for filling, depositing, P'7‘’ “Xld neJ
the entire price tor transport would be lid. per

^*1110 concrete prices also show clearly the lead-

• AtrUev'. Ciril Eosinoer and Covlrjctoi's Eslimiile

and EriSoof. By W. Dari. B.skoll, C.E.
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ing defect of the book to which we have alladed.
Given the proportion of gravel and lime, the
price of concrete varies according to the sepa-
rately varying values of ballast, lime, and labourj
and the coat of ballast alone has varied around
London from la. to Sa. per yard, according to
locality and demand. Fixed prices are also given
in the tables for the cost of coffer-dams

;
whereas

the labour of pile-driving alone, even when the
rate of wages and materials is unaltered, varies
from Is. to 43 per foot of pile driven, according
to the nature of the soil.

The culvert quantities given in Table 2, and
also the tunnel estimates in Table 3, are ofgreat
practical utility and convenience. We would
recommend, however, that the bottom of the
excavation for culverts should be got ont hori-
zontal rather than following the curve of the
invert as shown in figs. 20 to 29 j the curvature
of the invert -bottom being made up to the re-
quired form out of either a concrete or brickwork
bottom, instead of by cutting it ont of the natural
soil. Thus in brick culverts, where concrete
is not need, we would, in ordinary soils, lay
two clear level courses under the invert.

In the prices for brickwork given in Table 4,
the assumed cost of bricks is stated, but no
farther particulars are supplied as to the data
on which the value of labour, mortar, plant, and
profit are assumed, so as to enable the table to be
used under varying circumstances. It is due to the
author to state, however, that the prices of both
brickwork, timber, and iron are fairly applicable
to present rates.

This book, on the whole, possesses the merit of
great comprehensiveness, and present coriect-
ness and utility to the classes for whom it is
designed, especially in London. But it appears
to na worthy of the author’s attention to produce
a work on an extended basis, which would have
a wider and more lasting application. By tabu-
lating, as far as possible, materials and labour
as well as money; or, in other words, by stating
the known proportionate quantities of materials
used and daily work done, the engineer and con-
tractor would from these quantities and the
known rate of wages and materials in any given
locality, be able to form their estimates with
confidence, and with a degree of convenience
hitherto nnknown. Nor is there any peculiar
difficulty in such a task

; the materials for which
are either known or can be gathered from obser-
vation by any one who has the opportonity of
observing the progress of engineering works.

HOSPITAL BUILDING.
ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OP SCOTLAND.

At the first meeting for the new session, held
on the 23rd nit., Mr. Jas. Gowans read a paper
on “ The Edinburgh Infirmary and its Site,” a
subject just now greatly interesting the people
of Edinburgh. In the course of his paper Mr.
Gowans said,—In designing any building, the
primary consideration of an architect is to plan
it BO that it may in the fullest degree bo suitable
for the purpose for which it is intended

; and
the most prominent requirements in a hospital
appear to me to be the following ;

—

Ist. That the buildings should have a full
supply of light and pure air.

2nd. That they should be detached from each
other, and classified for the particular diseases
for which they are to be used.

3rd. That the ward buildings should be con-
strncted so that they might be easily taken to
pieces, and removed to other situations

; or if
they are constructed in a permanent manner
they should be built of material which would
prevent as far as postible the absorption of
diseased air.

4tb. That the drainage should neither con-
taminate the building itself nor those other
bi.ii..iDg8 which may be in the neighbour-
hood.

As to the first. No one can dispute but that
plenty of light and pure air is of the greatest
importance for the healing of the sick or hurt
and large windows on either side of an apart-’
ment afford the best means of their receiving
both. A sonth-eastern exposure for chambers
appears to me to be the most conducive to
health, as the air that comes with the rays of
the morning’s son is always the freshest and
best; and just as you would place the bed-
rooms of your dwelling-house in that direction,
so should they be in the wards of an in-
firmary.

As to the third. Following ont the camp or

cottage idea, the structures could be made either
of iron, in pieces that would be easily detached
and removed when necessary, or to attain the
same ends, and have more permanent buildings,
they could be constrncted of stone, and lined
with concrete, cement, or other inside casing,
which would prevent the absorption of those
gases leading to the various diseases which stick
to hospital buildings after they have been used
for any length of time. The sort of apartment
I aim at is one that could be only affected by bad
air so long ai the immediate cause existed, which
could be thoroughly expelled by the through and
through ventilation of the opposite windows, or
the thorough cleansing by water ejected from the
hose of a fire-engine. In fact, I would have it

as easily cleansed as the drug bottle of a chemist,
and I see no difficulty in doing this, as the wails,
floors, ceilings, ingoings of windows, and other
surfaces, could be altogether made of some
vitrified substance

;
and as I believe the timber

of floors, doors, and finishings, absorb these un-
healthy gases, I would have no finishings about
either, but have the framing-work made of iron
with opaque glass for panels. The windows also
I would have of iron frames, so that, at least as
far as I know, the work would have nothing about
it admitting of the least absorption.

If the drainage from the hospital is allowed
to pass without being treated in some manner so
as to destroy the contagion it necessarily carries,
the drainage of the houses connected with
the same common sewer must be to some extent
detrimentally affected; and if there should be
the slightest leakage in the drains, or any
failures in the cesspools (which is often the case),
the inmates of such dwellings would run great
risk of contagion. The ventilation of the drains
is also another matter that should nob be over-
looked. The ontlet, therefore, of the drainage
of a hospital should not be of a sluggish nature,
but should have fall enough to carry it off as
rapidly as possible.
A great consideration is, to provide such build-

ings and such devices as will aid our surgeons in
the snccessful issue of their operations, or the
medical men in the treatment of those diseases
which often baffle the skill of the highest in the
profession on account of the absence of such
aids. It would be as idle to expect that the
surgeon conld go through with his operation
satisfactorily, unless he bad the help of the beat
of instruments, or the medical man to cure with-
out being provided with the best of drugs, as to
expect^ that they can do all that is required of
them in the old hospitals, which we are now
about to remove. Again, if we can aid our
physicians or surgeons in this way, we are aiding
ourselves as well as others, becauso that, apart
from the succoqr which our diseased poor get in
infirmaries, the contagious diseases which now
and then come across such cities as ours must be
cheeked, and kept from onr own doors, by the
removal of the afflicted to within the walla of a
hospital.

To come down to a commercial view of the
whole thing, I think it will pay the community
to provide ail that is best. If it is possible, by
the aid of sanitary and other contrivances, to
cure the patient in eight days instead of eight
weeks, there must be a gain ; so why not invest
a little more money now that we have the oppor-
tunity of doing the right thing, and saving as we
go on ? I believe, from all that I have heard,
that the result of the operation of the surgeon,
or the means adopted by the physician for the
cure of the sick, is not what either dread

; what
they dread is, the baneful influences which seem
to adhere to the walls of the bnilding itself, or
the want of the restoring atmosphere which
should come from the outside.
The Chairman (Mr. Peddie) invited discussion

on the paper.
Mr. Leasels, architect, thought that if the

buildings were to be temporary, it would be
better to put up glazed buildings made of fire-
clay and white on the surface. They conld build
the walls hollow, and the interior walls conld be
made of glazed fire-bricks, which could be quite
impervious, and could be washed perfectly clean.
For himself, however, he confessed that he should
not like to see any building of that temporary
nature erected in this city. He thought it would
be quite possible to design a permanent building
so as to meet the requirements of an excellent,
hospital. The difficulty as to bad gases might
be overcome by lining the walls with fire-brick,
and coating them with cement.

Sir James Simpson said he thought that Mr.
Gowans’ suggestion of building on a raised plat-
form on the present site was most valuable,

because the bnilding would then have the best
ventilation and exposure as far as the circulation
of air was concerned. Sir James proceeded to
refer to the question whether the buildings
should be temporary or fixed, repeating the
views which he expressed at the meeting of the
Medico-Chirurgical Society in favour of having
the administrative portion of the buildings fixed,
and the buildings for patients of a temporary
kind, made of iron, which could easily be taken
down and put up again. He referred to sta-
tistics which ho had prepared two years ago,
showing that ont of a million of midwifery
cases treated in the hospitals throughout
Europe, the proportion of deaths was 1 in 29 j

while out of a million of similar cases treated in
their own homes, the proportion of deaths was
only 1 in 210. He also contrasted the results of
amputations in the Edinbngh Hospital with
those of amputations performed in the country,
stating that out of upwards of 400 amputations
performed by country practitioners there were
40 deaths, or 1 in 10 ; while the statistics of the
Edinburgh Infirmary three years ago showed, that
out of 70 or 72 operated upon, 30 died, or 1 in

2i—the mortality being thus three times greater
in the cases of the operations in the hospital
than in those in the country. That was a start-
ling fact, he said, and what was trne of amputa-
tions was true of all other operations, and of
the treatment of other diseases. He did not
think it would be sufficient to wash the wards,
because the large new hospital in Paris, where
the walls were of Parian imitation of marble,
and where there was the utmost cleanliness, was
found to be the most deadly in Paris. No one
had yet succeeded in getting rid of the miasma
that seemed to gather in old hospitals, and they
might succeed if they would build hospitals of
some material that could be built readily, and
put up again. After suggesting that iron might
be used with advantage, and that layers of char,
coal might be placed to operate as a disinfectant
in interstices of the iron walls, Sir James con-
cluded by insisting on the necessity of providing
a hall for the patients, and of providing a large
number of rooms with one bed, to prevent
patients retarding the recovery of others, main,
taining that it was better to treat one hundred
patients perfectly and kindly than two or three
hundred imperfectly and to the destruction of
their health and lives.

_Dr. Stevenson Macadam said that whatever
might be the mode of constrnction of the hos-
pital, the introduction of charcoal would render
it more healthy than it would otherwise be,
owing to the value of charcoal as an absorbent
of gases.

Dr. Dansmnre said that Sir James Simpson’s
statistics were calculated to injure, not only their
hospital, bub hospitals in general. He did not
call in question the rates of mortality Sir James
had quoted, of 1 in 3 in hospitals, aud 1 in 10 in
country practice; but as an old hospital surgeon
he thought it was not fair to compare the two at
all. In the hospital a great many persons, who
had met with severe railway accidents, were
brought from a great distance, bleeding for hours
before they got to the hospital. Dr. Dunsmure
went on to say that he approved of hospitals
being built of iron, though he did not think they
could be built of that material for large towns.
He also approved of tho suggestion made as to
the use of charcoal. He saw no reason why the
washing of hospitals should not be attended with
benefit

; and, referring to the remarks of Sir
James Simpson on the mortality of the Paris
hospital, he said that might be accounted for by
the fact that it was ventilated artificially instead
of natnrally.

Dr. Alexander Wood wished some scientific
gentlemen, with Sir James Simpson at their
head, would endeavour to ascertain what this
miasm was that lurked in hospitals

;
for if no

amount of washing would remove it, he con-
fessed he was a little sceptical of any great effect
being produced by the unscrewing of iron bolts
and laying the iron upon the grass. Before
advocating the substitution of iron for stone and
lime, he would like some more certainty about
the end justifying the means.
The Chairman said that in Paris the large new

hospital to which Sir James Simpson had re-
ferred had 612 beds, and it required the whole
apace of about ten acres. Sr. Thomas’s Hospi-
tal in London would have 588 beds, and reqnired
six acres; and it was to be built four stories
high in consequence of the limited space. In
these circumstances they might safely say that
five acres of infirmary ground would not pro-
perly accommodate 500 beds.
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THE HEALTH OF PLYMOUTH.

Plymouth is, perhaps, the largest and the

most important English town of which the

Registrar-General does not publish weekly re-

turns of births, deaths, and mortality. The in-

formation bearing upon its vital statistics re-

cently prepared and presented by Dr. A. C.

Ilingston, Senior Physician of the Plymouth
Public Dispensary, is therefore a welcome con-

tribution to sanitary intelligence.

Plymouth may be said to comprise the three

registrative districts of Plymouth, Devonport,

and East Stonehouse, and to include a popula-

tion estimated by the Registrar-General to the

middle of this year at nearly 110,000 ;
but Dr.

Kingston’s return deals only with Plymouth
borough, which, at the census of 1861, contained

62,599 persons, and is now estimated to have
71,373 inhabitants. The element of population

in the necessary calculation for obtaining the
death-rates in towns is but too often a source of

much difficulty and probable error. The in-

terval of ten years between one census and the

next may not be too long between the numbering
of the nation at large

;
but ten years in the life

of a town may be as eventful as fifty years in a
rural district. The rise of a fresh branch of

trade, or the decline of another, not unfrequently

BO changes the rate of increase of population in

a town as to render the use of the rate which
prevailed between 1851-61, for instance, worse
than valueless for the greater part of the decade
1861-71. The question of a quinquennial census
of all town districts is one of sufficient import-

ance to deserve the attention of the Royal Sani-

tary Commission, for a reliable estimate of the
population is necessary to lend preliminary

value to vital statistics. To return to Ply-

mouth. Dr. Kingston does not, unfortunately,

state the population upon which his calculations

are based ; but from local inquiry there appears
no reason to doubt the accuracy of the esti-

mate given above, founded upon the rate of in-

crease between 1851-61, and it is probably this

which has been used. It is to be somewhat re-

gretted that the returns relate to the three
months September, October, and November, in-

stead of for one of the more usually recognised
quarters, as useful comparison with the returns

published by the Registrar-General for other

large towns is thus rendered almost impossible.

During the three months ending November
last, 331 deaths were registered in the borough
of Plymouth, against 361 and 339 in the corre-

sponding three months of 1866 and 1867.

These deaths give an annual rate of mortality

during those three months of 19 per 1,000,

against 23 per 1,000 last year. During the

same period the death-rate was 20 per 1,000 in

Bristol, 23 in London, 24 in Birmingham, 29 in

Liverpool, and 33 in Manchester
; indeed, Ply-

mouth was healthier during that period than
any one of the large English towns furnishing

weekly returns, Bristol coming nearest with 20
per 1,000. In explanation of this result, Dr.

Kingston says,
—

“ We may consider the town as

definitely assuming a more healthy condition,

which is clearly due to the improved drainage,

and other sanitary arrangements which have
been carried out during the last few years.”

Many of our large towns have recently been
suffering from the prevalence of zymotic dis-

ease, resulting in excessive death-rates. Dif-

ferent forms of fever have been very fatal in

Manchester, Liverpool, and Leeds; scarlatina in

Manchester, London, Birmingham, and New-
castle-upon-Tyne j and small-pox in Sheffield.

Plymouth, however, has been unusually free

from this class of diseases : there appears, in-

deed, not to have been a single death from scar-

latina in the town during the past five months.
During the three months ending November, of

the 331 deaths recorded, only 4-8 resulted from
.zymotic diseases

;
whereas, in the same period

of 1867, 73 were so returned out of 339 deaths.

Perhaps the most conclusive evidence of the
improvement in the health of the town is the
steady decline in the proportion of these deaths
from zymotic, or, as Dr. Kingston plainly calls

them, preventible, causes in recent years. In
the three months of 1865 ending November, 33
per cent, of the total deaths were referred to

this class of disease. In the same period of

1866 this proportion fell to 25 percent.; in 1867,
to 22 ;

and in the corresponding three months
of the present year the proportion has been but
14 per cent.

Of the 48 deaths from zymotic disease, no
less than 19 occurred from diarrheea, mostly
infantile

;
15 were fatal cases of fever, and one

of small-pox; the only death resulting from
this disease in the past two years. This speaks
well for the efficient performance and general
adoption of vaccination, as seaport towns are

especially liable to the importation of the dis-

ease from other places, with the spread of infec-

tion if this precaution be neglected. Hull has
recently been suffering from this cause.

We are glad to see that the most influential of
the local papers, in noticing Dr. Kingston’s
report, has taken the opportunity to urge the
advisability of appointing an efficient medical
officer of health. It is hut too often the case

that such a measure is not mooted in a town
until some epidemic, by its fatality, spreads
death and terror among its inhabitants; and the

trite saying, " Let well alone,” is too frequently

urged against taking any important sanitary
step if it can be proved that other towns are

worse off, and suffering from higher death-rates.

The inhabitants of Plymouth should, however

—

the rather encouraged by the success of what
has already been done—still further show their

earnestness by making a judicious appointment
of a medical officer. The improvement in the
health of the town would then probably con-

tinue, and we should no longer have to chronicle

even 15 fatal cases of fever in three months,
with their probably five times as numerous cases

of attack with subsequent recovery. It is well

worthy of local consideration whether Plymouth,
Devonport, and East Stonehouse could not, for

sanitary purposes, be formed into one district,

with one medical officer of health. The duties

of such an appointment are always more effi-

ciently performed if they are sufficient to occupy
the whole time and attention of an efficient

officer.

CELTIC, ROMAN, MOORISH, AND OTHER
REMAINS IN ALGERIA.

BOY.YL INSTITUTE OF UniTlSH ARCHITECTS.

At the last meeting of the Institute, Pro-
fessor Hayter Lewis gave some particulars of a
recent visit to Algeria. The time which ho could
afford allowed him to make but few sketches,

which had been enlarged by Mr. Taverner Perry,
the M-essrs. Hensman, and Mr. Hanson. The
country described comprised the town of Algiers
and the districts around it, the geographical
position and topographical features of which
were pointed out on a map, after which the

author gave a succinct history of the various
races by whom the province was successively
peopled, from the ante-Christian era down to the
middle of first century, when it became a pro-

vince of Rome. The Vandal conquest led to the
coming of oue of the great regenerative nations
of Mediaaval times, the Byzantines. About a
century after that the power of the Vandals was
destroyed by Belisarius, the famous general of
Justinian, and they henceforth and for ever dis-

appeared
;
but it was different with the Bjzan-

tine. Wherever he had gone his mark had
been left, and all over the province something
for ever cropped up to show that this half- Greek,
half-Persian, had been there. The Bjzantine
power was short-lived ;

for, little more than 100
years after their conquest, occurred the advent
of the religion and conquests of Mahomet. In
A.D. 612 the Saracens invaded Northern Africa,

and in thirty years more they had overrun and
conquered the whole, and for 1,200 years it re-

mained, in the main, Mahommedan. It was
not, however, till 1050 that the conquerors sum-
moned their countrymen from the deserts of
Arabia to people those of Algiers. With them
there oame, of course, another style of architec-

ture, which lasted well nigh to our own day

;

bat it was seriously modified at various times,

chiefly under the Turks, who bad entire posses-
sion of the Government from the sixteenth
century. In 1830 the French landed at Sidi

Feruch, and destroyed the government of the
Algerine Beys. In 1837 they stormed Constan-
tine, and from that time Algeria had been a
half-civilized province of France.
Of the various works of all these different

peoples he took, first, those usually termed
Celtic or Druidic, for want of a better name. Of
these works vast numbers exist in Algeria, and
many of a most curious kind, particularly in the
northern French village of Guyotsville. These
old monuments were little prized by the men
who have just preceded us

;
but the French

Government has now awakened to the calls of

its sauajis. The remains at Guyotsville are simple
cromlechs, formed of large rude nnworked
stones, set up edgeways, so as to make a small

chamber, which is covered with one or more
large stones at top. That these were sepulchres
there could be no doubt, as bones have invariably
been found in those newly opened. He could
neither see nor hear of any trace of a tumulus
over any of the cromlechs, and none of them
bear any mark or moulding, or possess even a
tradition to tell of their authors or dates.

He now came to a very great advance indeed.
On the top of a hill in the Sahel range, rising
there 850 ft., is the famous Kbour-er-Rournia, or
Tomb of the Christian Lady, which can bo seen
for an immense distance along the plain or from
the sea, standing boldly out above the range of

the Sahel as a great conical tumulus. The site

is now utterly desolate, and up to the time of
the present Emperor’s visit to Algeria it was an
entirely confused mass of stones. The lower
part having been buried by the ruin of the
upper, his Majesty having provided the requisite

funds, the work of clearance was begun in 1865,
under the direction of Messrs. Berlrugger &
MacCarthy. The clearance occupied eight

months. The author proceeded to give a minute
description of the architectural features of this

monument, and exhibited specimens of the stone.

Of the purpose of it nothing could be discovered.

There were no records on the walls : the cham-
bers were all empty,—no sarcophagus,—no
skeleton,—no trace of sepulture or shriue. A
few beads of a coral necklace and some trinkets

of Egyptian make were all that the most careful

search could find. The openings broken in the
portcullis communicating with the central

chamber were barely large enough to admit a
man, and no sarcophagus could ever have been
removed through them. It must, therefore, be
supposed that the chambers had contained the
ashes only of the dead, easily removed, and now
scattered to the winds. As to the date of this

very grand work the whole of the details gave
one the idea of their having been copied by
Roman artists from Greek originals, and Mr.
Berlrugger assigned the structure to Juba IT.,

who died A.D. 19, and to his queen, Cleopatra,

daughter of the celebrated Egyptian.
Of a similar type to the above, but of some-

what smaller size, is the tomb (still it is thought
unrifled) in the eastern province, near Batnn,
known as the Medracen, a name of which no
probablo meaning or derivation has yet beeu
given. This monument, which stands upon a
lofty hill commanded for a long distance from
the plain, is also utterly without inscription or
tradition to assign its date, origin, or purpose.
The more probable purpose seemed to be that it

served as a royal mausoleum for the kings of

Numidia as the Kolea edifice did for those of
Mauritania. Structures similar to the foregoing
were met with in the south-east province of
Oran, the existence of which he believed was not
known until 1812. These were three in num-
ber, built of large stones on a square base, with
a pyramidal top formed of steps as in the
Medracen and Kbour.
The above were the only remains of Roman

or earlier art which seemed to the author so
peculiar to the province as to require special
notice. Between tho time of the Romans and
Byzantines there was nothing architectural to

remark
; but amongst the records of this date

in the museums are several of great curiosity.

At Tipasa were said to be the ruins of a large

church, now filled up by the huts of an Arab
village; bub the author was by an unfortunate
accident prevented seeing them, nor could he
meet with any description of them. At Bon
Ismail he found the lower part of a building
which appeared clearly to be the ruins of a very
early church, with some very curious features

still remaining in a totally perfect state. At
Constantine there are the remains of a church
said to be those of the original oue founded in

the time of that emperor
; bub the ruins are

very scanty, and there was no assurance that
the church had not been rebuilt over and over
again since its foundation.

He now came to the Arabs. Their works, so

far as he could personally speak of them, are
chiefly in the town of Algiers, the whole of which
was really comparatively modern, and its archi-

tecture, whatever its style, could date only from
about the same period as that of the chief
Renaissance architects of Italy. It is built ou
the side of a steep hill, in a wedge-shaped form,
starting from the harbour at the foot, and finish-

ing with the Turkish citadel of the Kasha at a
height of 387 ft. above the sea. There is no-
thing in the Arab part that we could fairly call

a street, nor any part through which a carriage

of any kind could be drawn. The thoroughfares

a
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done of late years, there is little to interest the

architect. The whole of the bnildings on the

seaboard of the town are new, and most of

them erected by our countryman, Sir Morton

Peto, to whose zealous officers, Mr. Jackson and

Mr.Aikman,theauthorwa8deeplyindebtedduring

his stay, as also to our English chaplain, the

Rev. Mr. Guisberg. The steep shelving shore,

which till lately existed, has been transformed

by them into a series of magnificent terraces,

which rise boldly up from the harbour, and which

form the roofs of warehouses of great size
;
the

whole producing a combination of grandeur and

utility unequalled in effect by that of any com-

mercial town he knew.

He wished if it were only in gratitude for the

great good the French have done in Algiers he

could say a good word for their architecture, but

ho really could not
;
and thosewho wished to see

good specimens of it need not travel so far. One

thing he would say, in conclusion : whether the

modern Algerian architecture be good or bad, it is

clearly French. However, in carrying with them

to a foreign land an architecture of their own,

the French bad gone on the right path, and

would leave their mark to succeeding times, as

the Turk, the Roman, and the Celt had done

before them. But in their ecclesiastical works

Muuia the French had given up this principle. The

said was evidently the work of a master mind,
,

cathedral erect^ed on the

and well carried out externally, as shown by the mosque, and the costly
a

sketch exhibited, the outlines declaring to the which overlooks the sea and

eye of the architect that they were designed by ! most conspicuous eminence, have

a Christian architect of Greek extraction, who,
,

the likeness, so far as the altered services of

as tradition recorded, was either bowstrung or
;

religion would allow, of the mosques the place of

burned to death by the Turks in the sixteenth which they have snpplied.

century. '

In walking through the Moorish quarters one i
-

sees nothing whatever of the interior of the
|

houses, and the narrowness of the streets allows
I SCHOOLS OF ART.

little enough even of the exterior to be seen. In
j cr i ..,7 TLBnftpndfir.f'p at the

the Jewish quarters it is different: there the
i

doora of the houaea are conatoetly left open, and
,

d.atribut.on of pnaea m th.a ““"A®'
in the yariouB ether parts of the town so many

j

The walla of the anorent room m which the

honaea and palaces are now ooonpied by the
]

meeting took P
''“"f H OoluaS

French for public and private purposes of various
I

by the pupils. T . .

iinda that a good iil of the'^old'^ arrangements
|

the report. From this it JPP'“=^

can be easily obtained. He then called attention
j

achool was »P™'J ^
to a sketch of the archbishop’s palace, whose under the care of Mr. J. B. Williamson. Ihree

exterior, he said, was one of the finest specimens
1

are mere alleys winding about the sides of the

hill, in paths so tortuous and irregular that a

stranger has but one means of discovering his

way of escape from them, viz., by persistently

going down-hill, wherever that may lead, by

which means he must of course at last fiud him-

self at the bottom of it. The houses, mosques,

and palaces, their domes and minarets are white.

Their roofs are flat, with no gable or slanting

covering, to mark from a little distance one

building from another, either in outline or colour

;

so that the general appearance of the city from

the sea is really that to which it is likened, as

a stone qnarxy. The most ancient and interest-

ing of all its buildings is the grand mosque, the

Djama Kebir. It stands close to the sea, and is

common enough looking outside, being a simple

square-walled building, with a few small aper-

tures in it for light. A lofty minaret above pro-

claims to the stranger that this building, which

it crowns, is one of the great native edifices of

Algiers. [The author, by the aid of a sketcb,

described the principal features of this build-

ing.] All this, he said, was genuine Arabic, as

its date would show, the mosque having been

built in 1000, and the minaret in 1322.
_

The

antbor then proceeded to give a description of

another mosque close by,—that of the Fishery,

or the new mosque, Djama Dejedid, which he

of Moorish work in Algiers, which he described.

He knew nothing more beautifully designed or

worked out than the small domes of the arch-

bishop’s palace or of the beautiful palace of the

governor. A curious circumstance struck him,

which was this,—that nearly every doorway he

saw thronghont the town was of the same iden-

tical pattern.

The doors inside and outside the houses, no

matter where or of what size, were of this same

identical pattern, or so near it as to show that

it was copied from the same original. The

columns, he added, are well nigh as curious.

They are nearly always of marble, and the capi-

tals and mouldings very well and boldly oarved.

None that he saw were antique, or copies of the

antique. In the corridors the columns, which

are necessarily short, have spiral shafts, as also

many of those to the colonnades; but the chief

part of the latter are octagonal about one-third

up, and spiral above. The same pattern of tiles,

too, is seen everywhere. The design of the

large windows is equally curious with the

other parts, as they are as invariably square

as the doors are circular, and almost always

have wide architraves, with oruamontal scroll-

work. The construction of the houses and mar-

quees is simple enough. They are built chiefly of

bricks, very hard, about 4i in. square, and are

much better than the bricks now made. When the

walls were very thick, each side was of brick, and

the interior filled in with rubble. The mortar used

was red earth, with a very small portion of lime.

The floors and staircases were formed of wooden

joists, on which a second boarding was laid. On
thiswas a thick layer of the red earth, then a floor-

ing of stone, marble, or tiles. In the common
houses the joists were of round logs only : in

the better class they were squared, and

the chief beams were moulded. The joists pro-

jected through the walls to carry the over-

hanging parts, and the ends were supported by

round slanting timbers, which effectively carried

down the thrust to a low level, but without any

attempt at ornamental effect. The tiles were of

coarse earthenware of a light tint, which was

covered with a very thick white : on this the

pattern was painted, and then lined in (all by

hand), and the whole glazed over.

In respect of modern Algiers he need say but

little ;
for, although there have been great works

mont, and 127 students had passed through the

school, sixty-two being now under instruction.

Builders, clerks, bricklayers, ticket-writers, up-

holsterers, carpenters, engineers, masons, ap-

prentices (various), schoolmasters, Blnecoat boys,

shoemakers, bakers, and surveyors had attended

the school. The nnmbera presented in free-hand

drawing were 45—passed, 35 ;
models, 22—

passed 18 ;
geometrical drawing, 4—passed, 2.

Two of the artisans had obtained two prizes

each. The first examination was held in JIarch

last. The Government grant had been 141. lOs.,

bub from the first the school had been self-sup-

porting. The teaching in the school was

thorough, and therefore slow,—real progress

being aimed at, and not the gratification of un-

skilled eyes. The report closed with a suggestion

that prizes should be offered by the townspeople.

Mr. Monckton, in seconding a resolution that the

school deserved support, remarked that Woollett,

the eminent engraver, had been a pot-boy at the

Turk’s Head pnblic-honse, and commenced his

artistic labours by engraving upon a pewter pot.

In the Town-hall would be found also the name

of Jeffreys, the painter, another native of Maid-

stone, who painted the altar-piece which for-

merly stood in All Saints’ Church, bub was now

in the Museum.
Tha Lincoln School.—The aunual exhibition

of drawings, paintings, and designs executed

by the students of this school has been opened

for one week. The number of works exhibited

was about 500, exclusive of elementary draw-

ings, bung in groups to economise the room.

The’ distribution of the prizes baa also taken

place. The mayor presided. The room was

well filled by the pupils and their friends, and

the general public. Mr. Taylor the head-

master’s report said,
—

“ Commencing with the

results of the different competitions and exami-

nations conducted by the Science and Art De-

partment, extending from March to Augnst, the

following prizes were awarded to the Lincoln

School :—National competition of all the Schools

of Art in the United Kingdom,—One national

bronze medal, two Queen’s prizes, and nine

works selected in London for the National Art

Competition ;
nine free studentships to stU'

dents in the advanced section, admitting them

free to all the advantages of the school j
eight

prizes for light-and-shade drawings from the

cast, &c . ;
nine prizes for drawings executed

within one hour in freehand, geometry, perspec-

tive, model, and mechanical drawing
;
forty-nine

certificates for the same
;
two fall certificates.”

“ The attendance has been for each class,

—

morning, 29; afternoon, 35; evening, 106;

pupil teachers, 26 : total number of individual

students, ISO.” The report of the committee

stated that ” some alterations in the building

have been made during the past year. The
staircase has been very much improved, and

the ladies’ cloak-room also. Considerable addi-

tions have been made to the art-library.”

The Manchester School.—The annual meeting

and distribution of prizes in connexion with this

school have taken place in the Lectnre Theatre

of the Royal Institution. The chair was occu-

pied by Mr. Thomas Bazley, M.P. The secretary

read the annual report, which stated that in the

financial affairs of the Institution there was a

considerable deficiency, the annual subscrip-

tions, from deaths and other causes, continuing

to decline in amount, not a single money dona-

tion having been added during the past two

years. It was painful to the committee to have

to make continued appeals to the public, whilst

the internal working of the school, under the

judicious and effective management of the head-

master (Mr. Muckley), continned in so satis-

factory a state. During the past year Mrs. Abel

Heywood bad presented the munificent donation

of 5001., the interest of which was to be annually

distributed in prizes.

Mr. Muckley, in course of his report, said,

—

“ With reference to the new regulations of the D^art-
ment, and the establishment of art studentships, I am
sorry to say that the measure does not appear to apply to

this school, as no inquiries for the privilege have yet been

made. At the national competition which took place in

London this year, we were so fortunate as to obtain a

larger amount of first-class prizes than any other school

in the United Kingdom, although the number attending

this school is not nearly so large as several others which

competed. Many of the students arc now applying them-

selves to art with the sole object of becoming ornameatists.

At the second-grade examination, which took place here in

March last, fi%-nine ‘passed,’ and twenty-live obtained

,

prizes
;
and at the national competition held in London,

one gold medal, four silver medals, three bronze medals,

and live third-grade prizes were awarded.”

MEMORIAL CLOCK TOWER, LEICESTER.

About a hundred designs wore sent in compe-

tition by architects for the above work, and were

publicly exhibited. The town-council having

consented to supply the clock, lamps, foundation,

and lighting, the subscribers’ committee felt it

was due to that body that they should have a

voice in the selection ; the committee, therefore,

adopted three designs by ballot, and from these

the council selected the one by Mr. Joseph

Goddard, of Leicester, architect. The total height

of the tower is about 80 ft. The figures are

10 ft. 8 in. from the platform, and 7 ft. in

height. The larger shafts are of polished granite,

and the smaller ones of polished serpentine

marble. The base is of Mount-Sorrel granite,

with hammer-dressed face. The figures are of

Portland atone, and the remainder of the edifice

is of stone from the Hetton quarries. The style

is Decorated Gothic. The four benefactors

represented on the building are Simon de Mont-

fort, Earl of Leicester; William Wigston, the

founder of a hospital for aged men and women

;

Sir Thomas White, whose monetary loans to

tradesmen are still granted yearly ; and Aider-

man Gabriel Newton, founder of the ” Green-coat

School.”

But a little more than a year ago some half-

dozen gentlemen met by invitation, when a small

committee was appointed, with a working hono-

rary secretary, the pecuniary results of whose
exertions show receipts by subscription of over

8721. The total cost will be about 1,0001. The
corner-stone was laid on the 16th of March last,

and the top stone fixed on the 8th of June. The-

work has been executed from the designs and

under tha superintendence of the before-men-

tioned architect, by Mr. Barfield, of Leicester,

The clock, which is understood to be a good piece

of work, was made by Messrs. Gillett & Bland,

of Croydon.

Progress in tlie United States.—“First-class

New York residences” now contain a billiard-

room, a chapel, and a theatre or concert-saloon.

The spire of the new cathedral in Pittsburg

is to be surmounted by a hollow iron cross, 14 ft.

in height, which is to be illuminated by 300 gas

jets.
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THE NEW STATE CAPITOL, ILLINOIS,
AMERICA.

We give a view of tbe New State Capitol now
in the course of erection in Springfield, the

capital of Illinois, in the United States of

America. The groand plan of the bailding is

that of the Greek cross, arranged to present four

fronts of similar style. The order adopted is tbe

Corinthian. The north, east, and sonthern fronts

of the superstructure are each to be supplied

with a portico of eight detached columns in

front, the outer two on each side being coupled.

The western facade presents tbe same exterior,

except that when entering the building yon pass
into the basement through a stylobate, the
portico not projecting as far as on the opposite

front. The tambour of the dome oomprioes two
stories, the first ornamented with disengaged
columns in pairs

5
and the second with pilasters.

From the top of the latter springs the dome,
surmounted by a lantern. There is a balustrade
on the top of the entablature of the first story,

consisting of pedestals and balusters. The
height from the groand to the top of the lantern
is 254 ft. The dome at its base is 83 ft. in

diameter, outside the walls. The building is

354 ft. long by 240 ft. wide
; the height is

95 ft. The interior is to be finished in the same
elaborate style. Messrs. Cochrane & Garnsey,
of Chicago, are the architects

5
Mr. J. W.

Ackermann (late of London), acting as draughts-
man. The corner-stone was laid with Masonic
ceremonies on the 5th day of October, 1868.
The whole structure will cost 3,000,000 dollars.

THE TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION
MOVEMENT.

The Workmen’s Technical Education Com-
mittee, appointed at a conference held at the
Society of Arts, have just issued a report. The
committee express a decided opinion that there
is at present no provision in the metropolis for

scientific and detailed instruction to workmen,
the fees charged at the School of Mines, the
Royal School of Chemistry, and the evening
classes at King’s and University Colleges, being
beyond tbe means of those receiving weekly
wages, and the artisan class being practically

excluded by tbe lectures being given in the day-

time. The committee, admitting that the

Department of Science and Art encouraged the
formation of science classes, complain that it

does nob provide the means of instruction. The
committee recommend the establishment of

science and art classes in the industrial quarters

of the metropolis, the formation of technical

schools for instructional detail where work shall

be actually produced, and central schools for

foremen and managers, like the Ecolo des Arts
et Metiers in Prance, as well as a normal school

for the training of science teachers, in connexion
with the existing Science and Art Department.
Finally, the committee strongly urge the para-

mount in\portanc6 of establishing museum
schools. Having obtained the services of Mr. J.

C. Buckmaster in organising such classes, the

committee urgently appeal for aid to all classes

of the community, and also to Government, while
they express dissatisfaction with the report of

the recent select committee of the House of

Commons on the subject.

MANCHESTER ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

The opening meeting of the Session was held

in tbe Society’s rooms. Corporation-street, De-
cember 15th, the president, Mr. Isaac Blackwell,

in the chair. Mr. Darbyshire, the Honorary
Secretary, read the annual report, which re-

viewed at some length the operations of the
Association during the past session. Several
interesting papers had been read, including one
by Mr. Horner, of the Liverpool Society, which
paper bad been printed and circulated among
the members. The report referred to the
Students’ Class, recently established in con-
nexion with the Association

; and from the re-

port presented to the Council from the Student’s

Class Committee, it would appear that the efforts

made some twelve months ago to establish these
classes have been attended with a success

scarcely expected by those most interested in

their formation. Tbe class for design and con-

struction is presided over by Mr. J. Babtye
j
Mr.

Gregory oondncta the modelling; Mr. J. Bedford
the free-hand drawing; and the services of Mr.
Bagob have been secured for instruction in

water-colour drawing. The classes are well
attended. An exhibition of the students’ pro-

duction has been held, and it is hoped that the
study and instruction these classes afford will

be of considerable benefit to the younger mem-
bers of the profession located in Manchester.
The president read his inaugural address,

which touched upon matters of local interest,

and referred to the facilities now offered by the
association for the study of those branches of
an architect’s education not to be had in the
routine of the office.

GLASGOW ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

THE SEWAGE qUESTION.

This Society met in their rooms, 138, Bath-
street,' last week, Mr. Campbell Douglas,
president, in the chair. Mr. John Honeyman,
juD., read a paper on tbe sewage question, in

which he advanced the opinion that the most
clamant sanitary defects would not in any mea-
sure be remedied by the purification of the
river. The question, as he understood it was,
“ What are we do with our sewage, and espe-

cially how are we to deal with it in the earlier

stages of its existence, so as most effectually, and
comfortably, and healthfully to get rid of it ?”

The fact was the sewage had done its worst
before it made its appearance at the harbour at

all. In its long and, it might be, sluggish

coarse it had become almost completely oxidised,

and had contributed its quota to those poisonous
products of putrefaction which, unsuspected,
carried sickness and death to many a home.
Arrived at the river it was comparatively harm-
less, though still offensive. Tbe purification of

the river, therefore, might be safely left alone
till we had overcome the more serious defects of
oor system—want of proper arrangements for

fiusbing, ventilating, and trapping the sewers.

Having made sure of this, we should go on to

provide for the ultimate disposal of the sewage.
Although he denied that there was any danger
in continuing to send the sewage into the river,

he considered such a course to be exceedingly
objectionable. While free to make as much use
as possible of the river, we were not free to

abuse it—we were bound to let it pass on
through the city undefiled. If tho water-closet

system were retained, we must make up our
minds to provide a suitable outfall for the sewers.

But this was probably necessary in Glasgow in

any case. He thought tbe scheme proposed by
Messrs. Bateman & Bazalgette ought to bo car-

ried out, and he had every confidence that in

such hands it would prove thoroughly satis-

factory. It was of course a difficult and very
expensive undertaking, bat most really good
things were expensive, and he hoped that in

this they would be preserved from any “ cheap
and nasty ” substitate.

SANITARY MATTERS.

Kidderminster.— The present state of the

public health here causes considerable anxiety

to the inhabitants, who naturally inquire how
far the alarming increase in the rate of mortality

is due to the want of sanitary precautions by the

local authorities. An official report by Mr.
Stretton, tbe medical officer of the Poor-law
Union, presented to the Board of Guardians,

throws some little light on the subject. This
docnment calls attention to the bad water and
inefficient drainage of the town. No attempt, it

seems, has been made by the local governing
body to remedy the former, bat the medical
officer bears willing testimony to the fact that

where any efforts have been made to improve
defective drainage, they have invariably been
followed by a decrease of sickness in the locality.

He suggests that, as the town authorities have
so long disregarded “the constant gratuitous

admonition of the medical profession” on this

vital question, a special commission of inquiry

should be obtained from London. He reports

that from let October to 2l8t December last

there occurred at least 350 cases of preventible

diseases; and at least fifty have died, while

“very many poor wretches have been left de-

teriorated in health for life.” The Board of

Guardians, though apparently also alow to move,
have consented to appoint a deputation to urge

upon the Town Council the desirability of intro-
ducing an efficient system of town drainage and
water supply.

Bromley .—A system of drainage is now being
agreed upon by the local Board of Works, who
have purchased 104 acres—part of Holloway
Farm—to which the whole of the sewage of
Bromley is to be conducted, and used on the irri-

gation system. Whether it is to be conveyed
there by gravitation or pumping, is not decided
upon. Mr. Lawson, C.E., is in favour of the
former; and Mr. Jacobs, the engineer and sur-
veyor to the Board, of the latter. The Board
have left these two gentlemen to agree between
themselves, and by their opinion tbe Board will
be gnided.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

The strike of masons at Aberdeen has termi-
nated, and an arbiter has been appointed
mutually by the masters and workmen to decide

1
upon the wages question. Parties have been
named as witnesses by the operatives, and the
chairman of the operatives has, in the name of
the combination, formally declared the strike at
an end.

A case of considerable interest to the building
trades, though only involving a small snm
(Is. 2d.), was brought before Mr. Bianshard, in

j

tbe North Shields County Court, lately. A joiner
. summoned Mr. Addison Potter, of Willington

I

Quay, for the recovery of the sum mentioned,

i

The plaintiff, with some other men, Lad been
engaged in out-door joiner work in Mr. Potter’s
factory, and a day’s work in such circumstances
is from daylight to dark. Mr. Potter has a work-
shop where joiner-work goes on before daylight
and after dark by gas, or from six to six. The
plaintiff, with some other men, had been work-
ing in the open air; but between two and three
o’clock in the afternoon, the material necessary
to keep them employed ran short, and the fore-

man of the joiners told the plaintiff he must
!

go into the workshop and get some doors ready.

I

He went, but at dark he knocked ofl’. Next

I

morning he returned, but there was no employ-

I

meat for him, and he had to go home. He
summoned Mr. Potter for the quarter day he

I lost. The Judge maintained that he was entitled

I

to it. It was quite clear that the plaintiff was

j

employed upon a definite class of work, viz.,

I

in the open air, the time for which was from day-
break to dark; and the defendant having failed

to keep him supplied with material, it did not
entitle him to order him into the workshop to
get ready material that should have been got
ready for him, except in the time for which
he had been working previously. He gave
judgment for the plaintiff with costs, and hia

day’s pay as a witness.

A deputation of working men who are share-
holders in a “ Mutual Land, Emigration, and
Colonisation Company,” have waited upon the
American Minister for the purpose of soliciting

his advice and co-operation with reference to an
emigration scheme which has been devised by
that company, with the view of ameliorating the
condition of the artisans of this country. The
deputation wish to found a colony in Nebraska,
the land to be held on Communistio principles ;

but Mr. Johnson could not aesnre them that
they would be allowed to do so in any part of the
United States. He promised to communicate
with the Governor of Nebraska, and farther their

object in any other way within his power.

NEWS FROM MELBOURNE, VICTORIA.

About six miles from Melbourne, beyond Haw-
thorn, lies the small but rapidly-increasing village

of Camberwell. Five years since some members
of the Anglican Church commenced the erection

of a small edifice for public worship there. In a
very short time it became necessary to enlarge

this building. Then followed the erection of a
parsonage and a common school. It has become
necessary to enlarge the church again, and there

is no room for the children attending the Sunday-
echool, who exceed 120 in number. Plans have
been prepared by Mr. Billing, architect

;
and if

the works are completed as proposed, it will

make Camberwell one of the prettiest villages

in the suburbs of Melbourne. The Rev. C.

Isaacson, the present incumbent, has already

raised a large sum towards tbe bailding fund.

The Melbourne Meat-preserving Company’s
works, at Maribyrnong, on tbe Salt-water River,
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near Melbourne, coneist of a group

eome old and others new. The establisbraent

is capable of disposing of 3,000 sheep and 50

head of oxen per week. In a room, 90 ft. long

by 30 ft. wide, the slaughtered animals are cutup

into joints. They are then sent to the kitchen

adjoining, where they are cooked. Over the

cutting-up room is the tin-shop, capable of

accommodating forty tinsmiths, where tin is

soldered into canisters, at the rate of about

12,000 per week, by twenty tinsmiths.^ Adjoin-

ing is a machine-room, where the tin is cut up,

rolled, stamped, &o. The meat is put into the

canisters in the kitchen, and carried np by a

lift to the preserving department to be soldered

down, a hole being left for the extraction of the

air, after which they undergo other processes,

such as cooling the canisters, testing, &o. The

whole of the alterations, new buildings, &c.,

have been carried out under the inspection of

Mr. A. Purchas, by Messrs. Pigden, contractors,

North Melbourne. The boilers and engine have

been supplied by Mr. Enoch Chambers ;
while

the preserving apparatus, soup-vats, &c., have

been constructed by Messrs. Robison, Brothers,

of Flinders-street, from designs supplied by Mr.

Ritchie, the manager of the company.

The Duke of Edinburgh, as captain of the

Galatea, has reported very favourably of the

meat prepared by this company, and the

Government is giving it a trial. We may here

add, that it is to be hoped the spicing of meat,

such as that which has been prepared in

Australia and sent home since we urged this as

one available form of preserving Australian

mutton and beef, will be more skilfully done than

that lately sent home, which the writer has tried,

and found to be quite unfit for human food.

The Colony of Victoria.— The area of the

colony is estimated at 55,644,160 acres, or

80,94-4 square miles. At the commencement of

the year 1867 nearly 7,500,000 of acres had been

parted with in fee simple, and the roads, &c., in

connexion therewith made np the quantity to

7,710,438 acres ;
2,571,172 acres were let on

lease for agricultural purposes at a rental of 2 b.

or 28 . 6d. per acre per annum, and roads, &c., in

connexion therewith made up the quantity to

2,699,758 acres
;
226,150 acres were held under

licence for residence and cultivation in the

vicinity of the gold-fields at a rent of abont

2s. 6d. per acre ;
1,845,44'i acres were occupied

as commonage, principally around the various

gold-fields
;

20,848,623 acres were available

land held under pastoral licence by squatters for

grazing purposes at a rent of 2 '0 /d. per acre;

6,850,000 acres were unavailable land held by

squatters in connexion with the above ;
and

15,463,747 acres were waste lands unoccupied.

The Crown parted with the fee-simple of only

104,684 acres in 1867.

nf bnildinfTB !

to be imputed to the defendants, who used the customary
Ol bOilQingB,

I

fQfojQf foarding, and turned it inwards (at some incou-

venience to themaelvea), at such a distance from plaintifl e

window as to allow reasonable access to hia shop window

and door; and contended that the carline away of some

mbbiah. caused hy pulling down an old building, which

occupied part of the site, and the dust caused thereby,

were not matters in respect of which (althoush, no doubt,

Terr inconvenient and annoying to the plamtiU), tbe

defendants should be held liable to make compensation in

damages.

The court, without any hesitation, adopted

this view, and held that no special negligence

or carelessness having been proved against the

defendants, the case must bo dismissed with

costs against the plaintiff.

Verdict accordingly.

THE “ART MUSEUM.”

In continuation of my notes, in the Builder of

December 19th, let me add the following remarks

on the South Kensington Museum. But, first of

all, Why such a long name as “ South Kensington

Museum?” As this most delightful of all

collections is now constantly in everybody’s

mouth, it would be only kind to give the said

“ everybody ” a rather smaller mouthful. The

South Kensington Museum is, par excellence, the

Art Museum of London
;
then why not call it

so ? ‘‘ The Art Museum ” would bo sufficiently

definite for all general conversation, directions

to servants, carriages, and so forth
;
and when a

more precise address were needed it might be

worded, “ The Art Museum, South Kensington.”

There is an abbreviation of the long title

creeping into use, which must not be tolerated,

namely, “ the S. K. M.” This is too suggestive

of skim-milk, and is, therefore, altogether in-

appropriate as applied to our art-museum, where

everything is crime de la creme.

I remember some years ago, when two utterly

incongruous things were going the round of the

London papers,—tbe GreatEastern that would not

start, and the clergymen who would nob stop in

their silly, practice of Bounding as a separate

syllable that detestable, sanctimonious “ ed” at

the end of their words throughout the Church

service,—an amnsing computation was made in

an article in the Times, to the effect, that if all

the muscular energy which was annually wasted

throughout Protestant churches iu pronouncing

the exploded and silent “ ed ” could have been

bronght to bear on the Great Eastern, it had

moved her from her mooriugs long before.

Soon after that article appeared, most clergy-

men had the good sense to drop the objection-

able termination, greatly to the increase of the

manliness and good taste of their elocution

;

and now, I am thankful to say, it but seldom

offends the sensitive ear, that is as keenly alive

to the musical inflections of the human voice

as to the sweet notes of a fine-toned organ : the

best of both of which, by the way, is not too

good for employment in God’s house. The ap-

plication of this long digression is that I hope

the Builder will raise its powerful voice to spare

all of us the present useless “ waste of muscular

energy” required for repeating the long title,

“ South Kensington Museum,” and transform it

into the short, sharp,'and appropriate cognomen.
“ Art Museum.”

In my former notice I was too harried to do

drapery of terminal figure. The ewer and tazza,

with Limoges grey designs on deep blue ground,

taken from tbe Art-Union work “ The Norman
Conquest,” has been already mentioned. Pity

Mr. Maclise did not place his kneeling Harold

in a less distorted attitude, and that the pro-

prietors of the Worcester works did not select a

more pleasing illustration from that fine series

for the decoration of their otherwise so elegant

ewer, the tazza of which is very beautiful. In

an entirely different stylo the tea-service, 'with

delicate garlands on white ground, and dark

medallions, containing charminglypainted heads,

is well worthy of notice and commendation.

Before closing, I must draw attention to the

magnificent slab of Roman mosaic, mounted

as a table, and lent by Mrs. T. Hope. It

stands immediately on the left, after descend-

ing the three or four steps that lead into the

grand hall of the Art Museum. The ground is

white, covered with most delicate scroll-work of

conventional flowers and leaves, with two large

masks; three medallions are placed along the

centre of the slab, each bearing an elegantly-

shaped vase or brazier. A volume of smoke

rises from two braziers, formed of so minute

tesserce, and of such tender gradation of shade

and colour, as to seem almost impalpable, and

to deceive the beholder into believing the vapour

is in motion, and that the slab is seen athwart

the curls of smoke. The bordering of this slab

consists of a cleverly-involved double fret, the

two frets being elongated, and an open box-form

inserted between, which has a novel and singular

effect. At the corners where the frets join, and

especially at the lower corner of the right-hand

side, the pattern is very well arranged, and

forms beautifully sharp angles. It is singular

that, possessing such great manipulative skill,

the mosaicisb was ignorant of perspective, as

witness the laurel wreath—which looks as if

standing up, instead of leaning against the bra-

2101-—and the front leg of tbe tripod.

Apropos of tripods, how excellently the three

human feet and legs, with the classic short skirt

forming the Junction, support the bronze Etruscan

lamp, lent by the Hon. A. G. Ponaonby, and

which will be found in one of the glass cases

wherein the Lowestoft china was lately exhibited.

Aiit-Loveb.

IMPORTANT DECISION ON A CLAIM
AGAINST A BUILDER FOR HOARDING IN,

At the last sitting of the County Court at

Margate, before Mr. W. C. Scott, tbe judge of

the court, a claim was tried by Mr. W. Hills,

a cutler, against Messrs. Brown & Sons, of Mar-

gate builders, for the sum of 50i., for loss of

trade
Tatina efeeW a hLd! !

farija^tVeto Vhecaseof eaqaiaite apectaenamada
reason of the

at and lent by the Eoyal Porcelain Works, Wor-
ing, and carne

r-mn’erl bv^ TiWntift’ &o I cester. The centre jewelled vase, or wme-cooler,
contiguous to the shopoccupied by plamtifl, Ac.

adaptation of Henri Deux ware,

Mr. Towno, of Margate, appeared for plaiotiff. and Mr.
jg ^ charming thing, of elegant form and proper-

K; f- 1
-d the admirable, high.reUef heads oo

the case occupied sereral hours before the court. , deep blue plaques, call to mind Sansovino s

Plaintill’s case was, that defendants were employed as
|
beautiful bronze sacristy door in St. Mark’s,

for tbe eminent brewers, Messrs. .

square Margate, under the direction and superintendence

ot Mr.’ W. Lane Bear, the architect to the firm
;
and

that the hoarding erected by defendants, and the dust

caused by the building operations, kept away custom from

his shop, and damaged his stock and business to the

amount of 60L ^ r.v
The case was somewhat peculiar from the tact that tne re-

spective premises stand alright angles to each other, in the

form of tne letter "H, the short leg of the “L” representing

the front of the cutler’s shop, and the longer leg the mail-

ings; the entrance to the shop being in the (internal)

angle formed by tbe two buildings, and the hoarding

having been erected parallel to tbe longer leg, to the dis-

tanco of 10 ft. from the plaintifl's shop-window, whence it

was returned in a slantmg direction to within 3 in. of the

*^For the plaintiff it was contended that his shop-window

having been blinded by this hoarding, for some three

months, and much carting going on in front of ms pre-

mises, which were also damaged by dust, he had oJ

necessity suffered in bis trade, and that such damage

having been occasioned by work carried on by defendants,

they be held liable for bis loss.

the defendants, Mr. Moss contented himself with

calling evidence to prove that no special negligence was

The large pilgrim-bottle, with a nicely-drawn

miniature in greys,
—

“ Orfee aux Enfers,” I pre-

sume,— is another gem
;

the gilded, winged,

semi-figures at the junction of the body and

neck of the vase have a beautiful seraphic

expression on their perfectly original^ faces.

Another lovely thing is the tall, delicately-

shaped jewelled jug, with the broad grey band

around it, on which is painted most exquisitely

a procession of coloured figures, the subject

being, as the inscription under the lip of the

jug tells, “Diogenes seeking for a Man”
(Query : seeking for an honest man) . The handle

is formed of a terminal figure gilt, with flowered

blue drapery, of a singularly metallic, or rather

enamelled appearance ;
and the stem and foot

have a delicate scrollwork in black, runnin:

“ HOW TO KEEP OUT THE WET.”

Allow me to make a few “ practical ” re-

marks upon this subject, and in reply to the

letter from “Anti-Sham” in your last paper, as

I can speak from experience in nearly all the

counties of England.

Ist. The house built by “Anti-Sham,” with a

fire-brick outside facing to a “ slaty-rubble
”

stone wall, may be said to be built inside out.

Bricks, generally speaking, and fire-bricks in

particular, are of a porous nature, and the wet

coming against them will travel both vertically

and horizontally ;
whereas a “slaty” formation

of stone must necessarily be of a laminated tex-

ture, and will only allow of wet travelling hori-

zontally; and if the outer edge ot* the stones

have a trifling inclination downwards, the 'wefc

will not run in at all.

2nd. Where a blue brick, like those made and

used in Staffordshire, with a glaze on them, can

be met with, it will do as an external facing to a

stone wall.

3rd. If stone of a flinty nature or glazed

bricks are used as an external facing, it is essen-

tial to attend all the more carefully to the point-

ing, both as to form and quality, in order to

keep out wet, and to have the walls lined with

common bricks or porous stone internally, to

prevent the condensation which would otherwise

occur on the plastering during changes of atmo-

sphere.

4tb. The pointing, whether of Portland cement

or stone-lime (mixed with clean sharp sand) has

much to do with keeping out the web. It ia

frequently made too wide, overlapping the edges

of stonework or brickwork, so that every drop of

rain is caught in the tiny fissure, which loill, in

such case, occur at the upper edge of such

pointing.

It is difficult to get bricklayers and wallers

to point a joint back behind the face-line of the

wall; but it should always be insisted upon in

exposed positions
;
the upper edge of each point

should be pressed inwards, the lower edge com-

ing forward to the face of the brick or stone

below it. To all practical men this is known asnave a aencace scroiiwora. lu luuuixj^

over a gold ground, relieved by four bosses of “weathered” pointing,

foliage in light blue, harmonizing with the 1 5th. After all the care that may be taken in
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the conetmction of Bolid walls, wet will some-
times penetrate. Tbo only safety is in the
hoHoto wall, banded with twisted iron ties; or
still better, with Jennings’s glazed ware bricks,
at all points of contact between enter and inner
portions of walls, nob excepting the jambs to
windows and doorways, and the angles of the
building. Over the lintels to doors and windows
islates bedded in cement, and cemented over
Ishonld cover the backs of all relieving arches
where exposed to droppings of wet in the cavity
lof the walls.

_

6th. A difficnU.y with the stonework used in
cills, jambs, mulliona, and heads, still occurs,
which should have some effectual coatiner annlied
lextcrually.

°

have, during the past autumn, and in pre-
vions years, had ocular demonstration of the
wet striking quite through 9 in. and 10 in.
thickness of Box ground, Bath, and other stone-
work, turning green and mouldy on the inside,
13 well as causing dampness to joinery attached,
iind to plastering or internal jambs, &c.

W. H. Espenett.

FALL OF HOUSES, LIVERPOOL.
Sir,—

I

n a new street called Fullford-road, at
air-field, a suburb of Liverpool towards St
lelen

8_, were two double-fronted bouses in course
1 erection. These adjoined each other, and were
he beginning of that side of the street. They
rere up three stories above ground, and nearly
aady to receive the roof. The front and back
lalls were np to the eaves, the party-walls up
ad topped, and it only remained to bring up the
atonal walls. This was being done from a
mflold loosely piled np off the top floor. We
ave bad a great deal of rain here lately. Ou
latnrday evening it began, and rained hard and
jmtinnously till ilonduy at coon, and again for
tree honrs very heavily during Monday night
0 work was done on the walls during Monday •

morning, before it was fairly
^'ht, four bricklayers, with three labourers,
cCended to their work, and had not well begun

whole of the internal walls gave way
d the poor fellows were precipitated a depth
tat least 30 ft. amongst the falling joists and
JCkwork. One was got out dead

j another I
rar, died daring the last night; and others are
^severely injured that they are not expected to

ITho cause of the accident was undoubtedly the
iinness of the walls, and the want of bond. In
b basement the wall was 9 in., but from the
imnd-lioe to the roof it was only 4J- in., with-
b bond of any kind, although the joists of the
jsk rooms rested in it. The joists of the front
ims are laid in the other direction parallel to
1 4-2 in. walk This wall, then, with the other,
lining one side of staircase, and which was

n®i P, seems to have
:Ikled like a sheet of paper, and fell.
'icamp.work in London is bad enongb, but
FT-work here is worse. There is, I believe a
e.'eyor for the district, which is outside the
I a boundary

! q

aiderations, would certainly bear me out in this
assertion. Your correspondent seems to imply
in his letter that the barrel ought to be made
oi horizontal bars of metal, between which
the pins could be shifted by loosening the
screw-nuts underneath, and not of mahogany
pricked as now, and that therein lies the

great fault.

This, to my mind, is one of its greatest recom-
mendations, that with pins no larger than ordi-
nary pins for domestic use, hammers of 3 cwt.
and 4 cwt. can be discharged upon bells with
the greatest precision, and that any number of
barrels can be pricked and momentarily applied

,

and the previous one preserved
; whereas metal

!

barrels, as he desires, would be much larger-^
and when once the pins were shifted, the same
tune could not be played again until the pins
were readjusted.

I will, in a future letter, if you will kindly
allow me, state my reasons for thinking that the
machine is wrongly constructed, and why the
present result is so very unsatisfactory,, and
thereby endeavour to assist those who are
desirous to see introduced into this country
open-air bell-music which it shall be a pleasure
to listen to, and not, as notably at the Royal
Exchange and Cripplegate Church, London, and
Bt. Patrick 8, Dublin, miserable failures. To
show you how much dissatisfaction is expressed
in Boston, I will state that I was asked by per-
sons who have subscribed largely to the fund for
supplying the chimes, to take the matter up on
public grounds, and see whether something can-
not be done to get them some music fit to listen
to lor the large sum of money expended, or stop
the public nuisance altogether. G. L. '

ARCHITECTS’ ACTIONS.
Liverpool: Fisher v. Jackson.— This was’an

action ior commission, brought by the plaintiff
an architect and enrveyor. against the defendant,’
Mr. Jackson, a landed proprietor at Birkenhead,
and formerly M.P. for North Derbyshire.

Kussell were for tlio plain-

defendint^°
^"’ ’ ^r. Lcofric Temple for the

PJaiDtiff’8 claim was for 1561.. which he eroonded on aspecial contract. It appeared that it was the defendanfs
custom, in aelliQg his land to buildera f'r villa or other
sites, to advance the buyers’ money while the buildingswere m course of erection. In April, 1S64. the contract
out of which this suit arose was entered into between

'^hereby it was agreed that the
plaintiff should act as surveyor to the defendant, it being
his duty to inspect the buildings so being erected on
lUr. Jackson s property, and report to him their value, so

make"*
know what money advances he might safely

*1
account of the terms of his engagement was

that defendant promised him 51. 6s. for each report so
on each villa, cottage, and shop.

The defendant’s version was that payment was to bemade no. on the rate alleged by the plaintiff for all build-
mgs, but at that rate for villas only, and that for his report

M?,? I K
^ C'^^age U., and

I

that he had been paid on that scale. This was the wholepoint in dispute.

The jury, after having been locked up for some
hours, returned into court, having been unable
to agree, and were discharged without civino- a
verdict,

°

CASES UNDER METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

WET THROUGH WALLS.
Sib,—

A

bout two years and a half since I applied the
different

Eeln a
,«*P08ed ; in each case it has

thre^KTh^H^
heavy raiijs having beaten completelytnreugh the walls, which were on y 9 in Nothin/^ euicould be expected Time and weather will wear ouf ant!thing,—nothing will entirely resist the weather Theowner of one of the houses called my attention to thismatter last week, and I examined the^walls. At the top

Lturated'^'^Thrr" mortar tS
nkaterirTn.' «

through the batten»d
.. S’ ‘t 't bad been poured from therose of a

as 11 looaa oeen poured from therose ol a water-pot. I advised him to give the brickwork
stone dressings a coat or two oflinseed oil when

BOSTON CHURCH CHIMES.
i,a,—I read in your valnable paper of Dec
a a letter from Mr. Thomas Walesby. highlv
igistic of the Boston Church chimes, and
•? much interested in such matters I
armined to visit the town and hear them
laising myseif a great treat, and expeotine’
tithe tenour of his letter, to hear nmsic of
) b the good citizens of Boston might bejustly
• L I much regret to say that my gratifica-
ivwas m reverse ratio to my expectations
a a jumble, I venture to think, was never
I music before

; and on all sides I heard
nmous expressions of disappointment, not
-y diagnst. The tone of the bells is un-
iredly very flue, with the exceptions, as

I by Mr Walesby. This much every one
l.illow. Having very carefully studied the
Mt, and being fully convinced of the prac-
walue of the principle contained in Mr.
8 s patent, I was anxious to see so large an
atation of jt, and, npon asking, was cour-
l y admitted to the machinery-room My
ijssiou of the value of the principle was
monarmed by my yiait

.
bub I venture to

tlthat the mode of applying is most de-
•7 faulty. The result, without other con-

in^f‘^1®
a coat or two bflinseed oil wheo.jllieiently dry

; but even tbia will not last for ever as the

is
atmosphere will destroy its resisting qaamiesand then the process must be renewed. A little more

^a^ening of walls is, I believe, d:sirub?e •

the battens should be kept at greater distance and less

.O

With regard |o "Anti.5h.m's”lellBr. ho mnel nni b.^rprised. In the winter season of 1861-61 there was
wir'“ri T1

working at a new house at Moreton!harapstead, Devon, the end of which was exposed to”a

?al were 20
Dartmoor is no^jok^. the

T„,rj
*”- of granite rubble mortar

harder stuff it is difficultto liQcl. The incessant rum beat completely throuch
Istreamed down, and settled on the floors in pools In this I

h t!
not come through the stone : the mortar, I taki I

rl« r

^ebielc that conveyed the water throughnor do I believe any walls are impervious to wet. Mortar’ '

»ay. ^bl absorb moisture- id'hence, if the moisture be continued for a sufficient time E '

will penetrate the mass. “
I

I recommend “Anti-Sham" to try the oil; it will ner
'

haps, alter the colour of the freestone, but th«e is^no

a. .nS‘!s; «rr;.“'r/h„'X\‘rpurs;"
5 ,iv

I believe the soap and alum will answer if repeated everir

which will cause the solution to ruu down and fiU up thepores
: yellow bricks wiU show it least.

^

Nathakiel Bbslet.

"OYSTERS 0!
WniTSTABLE oysters have ever been noted for theirplumpness and prculiarly delicious flavour. Poor leanmsjpid oysters are brought from Jersey, and other places’

the Is!eof Hlf
bottom of the sea off Whitstabffi andthe Isleof Bheppy

; and in a short time they, too. acqu'rethe same fulness and agreeable flavour. ^ What is^ the
It may be owing to the healthy tincturesuitable for oysters imparted to the sea-water by thei/«ee/uy which forms the cliffs and bed of the sea oft hi!^calny. This blue clay is of the same character aswhich overlies the bed of chalk under London. If thistheory ba right, would not the oyaterc, sold in the oyster-sho^, be better fed, and improved in flavour, by pilinga lump of this blue clay in each tub over night? Theexperiment js simple and worth trying. In the event ofsuccess, probably some good-natured oyster dealer wouM

.h=Xg“S “ ‘

“T/”

j

SEPARATE BUILDINGS UNDER ONE ROOF.

At the iroolioic^ Police Court, on Tuesday
.
last, Messrs. Oxford & Whillier, contractors, an-
peared to answer a anramons on the complaint

^

of Mr. Collis.the District Surveyor for Charlton,

j

for an infringement of the regulations as to the
construction of buildings enacted by the statute

1
18 and 19 Viet. cap. 122.

I
The defendants were represented by Mr,

Samuel Poynter, barrister, instructed by Messrs*.
Boys & Tweediea,

Mr. Collis deposed that he had received notice
from the defendants, as required by the statute,
of the erection of four tenements under one roof,
intended to be nsed as almhouaee, on a piece of
land adjoining Charlton Church

; that on in-
spection of the structures he found that the
several tenements had separate entrances from
the street, but that the party-walla dividing
them had not been carried up through the roof
to a height of 15 inches above the gutter as
required by the 17th section, read in conjanction
with the third paragraph of the 27th section •

b6_ accordingly gave notice to the builders, re-
qiiiring the provisions of the statute to be com-
plied with. This notice having been neglected
the present proceedings were taken.
On cross-examination by Mr. Poynter, the

witness said that the internal party-walla had
I

been constructed, so far as they were built, in the

I

manner required by the statute, and that com-
j

munication by internal doors had been estab-
,

Iisbed between each of the tenements, all of
which were under one roof.

CoHi® h&d mistaken

PiimnT proceediog intended tocompel owners of property to eee that their buildera
conformably to certain regulations wbicbthe Legislature had deemed necessary to secure the public

: : 90 far it was a penal statute, and must therefore
' “f J If

‘MeK indic.t.d ,B.bst
,

Jbom It intended the penal clauses to be put in force byS the person for the
,

^me being in the receipt of the rents and profits. MrEoynter, therefore, contended that the test as to whether
this noncomphance constituted a penal offence, was whe-
A J*"® J

beneficial occupation; beeause, if not theAct had pointed out another mode of securing eomplianoowith .r, con.tti.ol.ve regul.lian,. Now, wikt weko tlio

i d? .

tiie year isza, a benevolent old
^ •jy ^'*11 certain lunds to provide lodging,

light, and firing and to pay a weekly allowance to some• c Vi
“ weeKiy allowance to somepoor infirm elderly people connected with the DutchChurch m Austin Eriars. Under that will certain alms-houses had been erected and tenanted until they were re-quired by a railway company, and in consequence of theiraemoJition it became necessary to erect new buildintrspe trustees of the Dutch Church, who had the admiJls-

tration ol the funds, had purchased an acre of groundadjoining Charlton churchyard, and had contracted withthe defendants to erect a building capable of accommo-dating a certain number of old married couples, entirely
separate and detached from any other building, thedesigns for which had been furnished by Mr William
n.eB.nton. Th. eff.ct of.. ..forced oLpli.ncSMr. Colhs B reouisition would destroy the harmony of theelevation, oesidea entailing heavy and entirelyunuecessary
expense, without giving any additional security. Hecalled the magistrate’s attentiou to the defiuition of a
public building in paragraph 2 of clause 3, and contendedcnatan almshouse came within the contemplation of theAct ejuidem generis with the word hospital. Here thetenancy was by a superintendent, who had apartments
provided for him, and who was, in fact, the head of what
”’ight be considered one family, inasmuch as there was a
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Th« i»etropol;l*» compelled the

£%;V7.f^;4L\Mod.llodeie|.h»^^^^^^

f„ f~» peyloB the

of proTiHiDE
'Thus the learned counsel con-

lodgers for hring there. / that the statute

tended that this
a difference of

S,1..7fo717ti.?.7rS^he" HeWoh... Bo„d

’'^fi'o.ei.ttete, -'W
‘"»lt tt^tlShe'cSe'c"™

eWion., ..Id
“‘"if diffloolty .... .opposi.B the

SSop7.'u7boS r&.o.tbL*^^^

eompVuh|m*h'yjrilof^^^^^^

?h7l their jori«dietioo .hoold not he enero.^^

eummons must therefore bo dismissed.

ard."award. . ,

Going boyond onr provinon.

the plana, nnd oonsider the connoil of the Society

of A. ta were right in declining to reopen the

gnetiion.’' It eeLa to ns fltst the rec ptent of

the Denton premium was not more

predecessors than was the
,

Llopian Society’s cottages. We by ns

nlans made by om-selves years ago ^^'ch both

the plans in qMStion strongly
^

never seen 'ff .‘Ln pnblished

five years, at a co'st of ‘eioOO!. The damage

done can hardiy at present be accurately esti-

mated, but it will probably amount to several

hundreds of pounds.
_ . _;ii,

Qatssheud.—The bridge m
the road leading from Eowland s Gill railway

station, to Barn?pfiold, Gateshead, and mxmg
over the river Derwent, has fallen HhPW’
no one was npon the slrneture

f ^
It appears that some large holes m the

centre of the strnotnra

extent of about a yard. The bridge, it is

, 1.: v^nof. ViaH nrGsented large

December Slat, ISGt.*

examination papers, pobmo works,
INDIA.

The bridge is an oia stoua otn ---

the tow/ship road to Buruopfield, at the toot

a steep hill, spanning the river ®=™ w t

two Btone-bnilt s^'-^bBes from a buttressed

pier and the land abutments built into the rock.

The heavy rains had washed up

the bridge, thus letting a S™=“
into the hearting of the °

fortunately, is only sand and soil. As this mate

rial snbsiaed^ it acted as a weW-cisg 0“

MONDKENTS OP REMOTE AGES.

“On Tree and Serpent Worship, or
London, inDeceraberlast.wereaetbyMr.George side.

ehocking calamity occurred at

“eTSd. a^'^w of ^houses h^d

the first ceutury of the ^lirialian era and are
Architecture and Building ;

and n

eoulpturea which
nr to Trees^aud only „nd its AoDlicationS.” The papers are 80 raaotl

rcl'gion when these aculppircs were exeeuiea.^^^^^
direct attention tO the impo

_ ,
-I,!.-,,-

>» fpp ; and the tWO Side walls foil vn-

pSiISlllSpl==sS^
building carrying nothing but bloolis of the

entablature which crowns the front.

I C01H/1

diylie'plaoo was open for f
vine service to

the first time ;
and in the afternoon Mr. John

Ashworth, author of “ Strange Tales,
^

’

There were present about 400 pe^aons. Shor ly

after the congregation had met, Ujj
dows was blown out by a gust o wmd Little

ssJdS'sfrs5;ss.«;m.t....’

A work “On the Stone MonnmentB,Tnmuli,and

Ornaments of Remote Ages;

on Early Irish Architecture,'’ collected and

dMcribod by Mr. Waring, .8 preparing for

nublication.
’

This book will consist of more

?han a hundred plates, each containing on the

average four or five subjects. About seventy

plates® are dedicated to the class of subjects called

Druidical.

on the same occasion; as uibu ...... .-r r

of a factory ohimnoy i
and the bnoks

thereof of a cottage in Dawaon-square, hut for

tunatcly none of the occupants were injured.

PRIZE PLANS FOR LABOURERS’
COTTAGES.

A MORTUARY FOE MAEYLBBONE.
KEIGHLEY MECHANICS’ INSTITUTE,

AND SCHOOL OP ART.

A MOJECT long contemplated is now in pre

gress of realisation. Including the sale of th

8., . e non? i.on-a Kuen obtained. Accord

Royal Asrioullilral Sooiety of Irelmd.-With

reference to the designs in competition for tlie

prite offered by his Groce the P“l-te of ABereom

for the best plan and apecirication of a labourer s

oottaae, tho oounoil have selected that scut in by

Mr Thomas Mallinson, marked Experience,

to a double cottage, as combining a duo regard

to economy with tho most suitable aocommoda.

tion in u Jass of buildings the °f

which is BO desirable lu this country. The plana

will be issned as soon as possible.
,

The Salopian Society. — We have received,

with a packet of papers and plans, tho following

letter from Dr. Styrap, of Shrewsbury

The vestry of tho parish of Marylebone have

erected a large public mortuary lu the burial.

IZnod at Paddington. The mortuary has been
ground at l ooning

ti,a Egyp-
1

gress of realisation, inoiuuiusjay

sustain the giraers wmuu v-v..— ,

the centre of which tho room is lighted with gas

on a new principle.

accidents.

lUfifim—An accident occurred at Weem, near

Aberfeldy, on the 22Dd, by the falling of a po_r-

Con of the wall of the new Episcopal O^spel in

the course of erection there whereby four men•:=S-=S3S5S?sS2

=^2Pis*sss-
“4°,°SSo?.”r”E™. lh« ooecitj for adoptiny .uoh «

coum bat f«»” !«* ‘bo ooaooiV. on..ti.tiotorj com-
C0UV89,

11 ft, December leaves them no aUcraative

7»n“ Xtot'opiaiS. of . profoosioasl tribansl 1
beno.

their appeal t« the Builder.”Qeirappcat v.- ——

The correspondence enclosed to ns inclodea a

letter from the secretary of the Sooiety of Arts,

eaying in reply to Dr. Styrap :

tSSSpfSIs

that thi gable at tho west end had been com-

plated, and tho workmen were engaged re-

moving tho scaffolding, when, by the over-

balanoing of some beams wliioh rested horison-

Sron She bottom of tho end window, the whole

of the wall above tho window was thrown in-

-“£t?;SLTXVnX“nd Mondsy the wind

blew a perfect hurncime at Colchester. On

Monday Leuing a P?"!““ 'P'™

Liou-walk Congregational Church fell with a

loud crash, breaking through the root and dom„

oonsidorablo damage to tho interior fittings.

» Vol. ixii., pp. 951,

r.entnries ; ana a prutumokiu ....

spire. Tho site is one of the best in Keighley,

0*^0101 of ground at the corner of Cavendii

LS and Ikiptou.road. Tho f°'s"dbt.ou sto

of the new edifice has been laid by Mr, I. Hold,

of Oakworth Hall. The basement story wil

entirely devoted to olsss.rooms, except the on

tor’s house and tho retiriog.rooms for the la,

hall. The windows and floor all round will be cc

pletely out of the ground, so that it will b.

baseniout floor only in name. ’The gfOtoAfl

will be approached by the principal entrance

the Skipton.road, and, at this point, will rise

tower to a height of nearly 100 ft. To the lei

tho entrance vestibule will be the largo loom

lectures, &o. The hall will bo 87 ft. long

.11 ft. wide, and will accommodate mors t

1 000 persons. To the right of the vestibule

bo the reading-room, 28 It. by 18 ft. ;
the libi

33 ft. by 13 ft.; tho patent-room; the pe

bank ;
and tho seeretary's office. ImmadiE

opposite to the principal eutranoo m bkip

road is the grand staircase leading to the rt

devoted to the School of Art. These rooms :

an important portion of the bmldmg. They

sist of the painting.room, “‘*7^
.

the north, which will be 30 ft. by 18 fc.

,
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moaelling-room, oasting.room, mechanioal-room,and maBtera room, with a convenient retiring-

S'a d la'-ga exhibition-room,
lighted from the top. The cost of the land andbmldmgs will be about 12,0001, and the worksare being executed almost entirely by Keiehlev
contractors. The contraotors and amounts of

Smith, mason,
5,850!

; Mr, Robert Sugdon, joiner, 1,860!.
; Mr.John Scholefield, plumber and glazier, 5031: Mr^enjamin Diron, plasterer, 3713. 123.; Messrs,

t-iapham. Brothers, ironfounders, 3673. 98 • MrIhomas Wilson slater, 3143. 10a. ; and Messrs!
Briggs & Mensforth, painters, 1673. 123. 6d.

HARBOUR WORKS.
Carna™on.-The Bret stone of the proposed

additional harbour works at Carnarvon has been
laid by the Ma.yor. The proposed new harbour

rir'i
1“’“ t°'»”.Bcar to the

station of the London and North.Western Bail,way Company. The improvement of the present
“

““J-
‘’““‘““Piitted. The estimated

cost of the portion of the plan now ahont to beoarr.edout IS 24.,000!., which will be obtained

Th!f«*?'* Commissioners.
ho estimated cost of the entire works is 50,000!Mr. Predonok Jackson, C.E., supplied the plansand the r>nnt.ri»r.trxwm HI- , . , „

building according to the architect’s designs in

monSrr
“ "

“r
" ll.eSOi-. and in^eight

tase^ of'fhVr 1° “'T*- ™Dased on the firat-named alternative, and had

fodfcif *’“‘W“g “<>««' important

t7e addh f f ‘’'oP'-i-cipal being

gronTd flo u
“ M^apaperand tea room on the

fiof
77'’’ ^ “bcommoda.

doubled kad been

17

moving, furniture 1 ^ I
coutingent expenses of

of fees received i!

^ aeoumulations

the Miller brauell of^2^0001 ’

with the erection of the^new buUdTnT^^^^^^
connected

iisiSgiSiSSi

equal parts by a central passage 'ot "corridor

oeu;“‘'Th'‘e'^'’‘
7“ ‘he dMnfroom. The apartments on the right will he

rif t . ,
cmeidors, running at

en^h
Cie central passage, divideeai* compartment or wing of the building. The

t7 fe«
building in the centre of

Tb„ d
“ “PProoehed hy a covered way

has f b7« ft. long, andhas a doorway leading to the girls’ wing-

naff''
' “ ‘'bird to the centralpassage oommunioating with the front porch.In eaoh wmg of the building are school and

ffke
*’°‘b wings is exactlyalike. 'The upper stones are occupied with

dormitories, baths, Ac. The bouudary^all funsclose at the back of the beilding, Ind at the

-St some ''bole will

tf Tfb ®'dloke, of Wolverhamp-ton
, the builder, Mr. Clarke, of Shiffnal.

f1° Temperance Hall and

f orf t

’

‘“a
b“” fee some time in coarse

been_opened. Thehere, has just been opened. The
and the contraetorrar-e ItasrrB^hrrdT 1'"““’ f«S7e'r'“/

f

T a ‘’’'“''‘“f? for hall-ieeper
The Iihard.-The laS of 'ifaie h» fh”‘‘b»s- tt.b7rc“r;bVdf7b\\:7i,S° r“

7™ '‘“ceases to upper rol
meived an application fla provhfnf orSrTo

'^'‘b-soom, kitchen, and

i^sHssas
SSiaisl----- aio Buugoc CO Do etteeted

jby the construction of three breakwaters, a quay

f 7be°68nT’.“‘’
“e first breakwate^

.s to be 630 ft. long
j the second, about 25 fttong - and the third, 55 ft. long. The quay isiutended to be 130 ft. long and 20 ft. widl The

illip will be 90 ft. in length and 10 ft. wideMoney is to be borrowed on mortgage of the

: St. Jus!.—An application is to bo made in^veur of St. Just-in-Penwith to tSe Siard of
7n!’.7.b.‘:'K pr°posod that a company shall

v.u.aiigij, imi, uQUrcsSCCt H cirpnluw .
*

' r . • . . • * - u.

below. The build-

tion. and la fV/iTw _p p-.. “ .B

tho menibere

and “m7 f°rty-five membersand 106 associates hod been elected, while thodeceases resignations, and erasures togetheramounted to thirty . four, leaving an effeotifoinoroaso of 116, or at the rate of 7-41 per cent

H 7“ 7r7"“b-’r of members of alfolassefe incorporated to ‘make a harbonr77”p7r to ?t“was Ko‘w“7"to'"”;
"“"'bers of airolassef

tconpy the site of Pornenveu beach hn7’ * T' “.- 7^ ‘bo abstract of accounts for the
Mlownl Cliff on the north, and L0toh4r*ciiffof fecome^me

''"’'om>>or, 1868, that tho
fie south. On the west a nier or bronlrwof

“
^

OTsr, exclusive of all receipts from life
b bo mooted’ extending from 301^0^0177 of

“7TkTud “S'fof /oos, and dividers
IfO ft. towards Crow Bock. Another pier ivnft 7hrirtoo^ 7 ^ ^ amounted to 6

,
633 !, 3s. 3 d.,

mg. will extend from Letcher 01?ff towards UeW! I b’^fi °ol^
10 southern extremityof the first pier 077 iS' 7^ a surplus of
iluth 225 ft. long, east 230 ft. long, four 7arft added the ale

‘bm "am was
I the respective lengths of 225 2nn osn J

“0 above excluded items, still disre-

10 ft 'nS
' '"‘‘b o a°a‘k f«oe of

77'
I
7^ b faoo of 225 ft., will spring in

rend'’f
’'

• ‘oar piers 700 ft. Img 7ill

;reVrec77 b' “ -“bb-

- U.KJ iiuo BuuLu eua, oy subs
tion, and is from Bennett’s, of Cheapside. Th©

been executed by Mr. W. Henson,
builder, Piuedon, from the designs of Mr. R. WJohnson, of Melton and Leicester, architect.'

GENERAL MEETING OF THP
INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

- d
raaating, hold on the

7rl
‘ba report of the council

•ted that, with respect to tho new buildingnoon as it was determined to retain the exist’iiaite with the addition of the back part of an-icent house, as recommended by the councillase was taken for ninety.nino years of each.eae f.wn Tif/xnQw+;.ar, e .«-,a7
•' ^“tiU

nf No 9% n ' per annum m the
01 ^0. 2o, Great George-street, with tholion of purchase within ten years for 12 000! -

Bin the case of the back part of No. S l'oreai
S’ge.street for 208!. ISs. 4d. per aneum

11! 1374d°7''
“ freehold fo^11. 13a. 4d. It was mentioned that the two

ll last named were the net amounts whichid have to be paid, after making allowance*e very liberal gifts of two of fhe oTne
°

kthe entire of Mr. G. R. Stephenson’s in™r7
77"'?' “7 « fitainution of Mrs interest, also of one-third
tithe same time the specifications and oon-« drawings for the works were prepared withuiative conditions

; one for tbeh- completion
eleliyery in five months, so as to bo rea^dv foritlemng of the present session

j tho othej for
p performance in eight months. Tenders

b's" h'oUm7*
1?“™''“' bailders, and that of

ited^
A Haoneu being the lowest was

•eced. lhat firm undertook to finish the

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Bwrn^iam..—A markefc-house is to be erected

here, by a company formed for the purpose. Onthe ground.floor will be tho market, also Board
Of Health and other rooms. Above this is to be

Ls°be°eul7d.'"‘'°
“™'"' ‘be building

irorcesfer—The new Orphan Asylum at Upper
’“'fi supporters of that

institution wore enabled to erect chiefly throughthe mumfloence of Mr. T. Pudmore, late M.P. forthis city, who presented 4,0001. to the funds isnow nearly completed. A site was secured 'ona large piece of elevated ground near the Hen.wick railway station, and tho building has so farprogressed as to be now receiving its roof TheamET^Afl^o nwa nr.. ttt_ii .
me™ two propertiS f- dfiJLVeVa 77“ n i?s7 .

“77
Wr.li -ir.. Tiiii-KID, 01 L/incoln, andWalker of Nottingham

i builders and principal

7' rV'- f of Notting-ham. Materials, briek, with Bath stone facings .

style, mixed Gothic. The front facade which

w°to
bbonwiob-road, has three projecting bayswith gabled tops, the central bay resting on anarcade forming the porch. Two stone circularoolumus support the front of the perch, and the

the w7n V “™”g,os''''0fi corbels inserted to

M 7 a
pose columns, which are of redMansfield stone, have capitals carved by MrLegge, representing stiff conyentional foliageand male and female heads, with the dog.toofhmoulding; the capitals, ribs in centre ofcolumnsand bases, are of Bath stone. Above the porch

a a sem,octagonal apartment, forming plrt ofthe central projecting bay, the two side bays he.fore named being flat. The windows are square,headed, with mnllions and transoms
; the dor.

Ss‘"' T?°“h”^,u"°‘‘T“
having cantedheads. The building has three stories in front

MANCHESTER EIRE BRIGADE.
PaoM the annual returns jnst issued by Mr. Aioyer' the superiutcndent of the Manchester

hre-brigade It appears that during the year end-ing September 29th, 1868, there were 301 fires
exoluaive of false alarms. Of these thirty were

Stocyed." “-“’“b
The brigade consists of one superintendenttwo engineers, two assistant engineers, thirty,

four firemen, two coachmen, and one messenger.
There are sixteen stations where men are on

i»77
*ba city. The apparatus

IB as follows Six engines (manual), throe horse
hose-carnages, mne hand hose-carts, soyon fire-
escapes, with hose, &c., and thirty-seven baud

TfiT" 17
‘bo apparatus was

3,6-3!. ^s. Id. The insurance companies con-
tribute to this brigade nearly a third of theamount they pay to the London fire-brigade;
this fact alone showing how the insnranoe oom-pames appreciate the efficiency of this brigade

OHUHOH-BUILDING NEWS.
Appleton Boebuck.—A new church, sitnnted atAppleton Roebuck, in the parish of Bolton

reroy, and about nine miles from York baabeen .consecrated by the Archbishop of YorkThe site is the gift of Sir W. E. Milner, hart.'in© edifice consiata of a nave, chancel, bell,
turret, south porch, and vestry. Its inside
dimensions are—nave, 56 ft. by 25 ft. and

Cl
^ m?' ^ internal length

• tT jV
material employed in its erection

18 Bradford stone for the walla, which are lined
inside with red brickwork exposed to the view.
Ancaster stone has been used for the dressings
and the structure is covered in with grey tiles!
-At the west end of the church is a bell-turret,
rising above the extremity of the nave gableand supported by a buttress. This turret is60 ft. in height. The east window is of three
lights

} those pierced in the north and south
walls of the chancel are of single lights

j and
the west wall contains two windows of the same
character as those in the nave, the buttress of
the bell.turret separating the two. All th©
windows have geometric traceried heads and
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in the nave are broad ana open, .

st.ined and varnished to cor-eepond with

the roof Ibe chancel - P™;f

Xte^L’the chnrch is ^Geometrio, and the

Messrs.^Bowman & Co. ,
carpenter a and joiner a

work, Mr. Dennison i
plamb.ng and

Robioeon ;
stone carving, Mr. Cole,

the church will be about 3,00Ut.

Kirtlina —The old parish church, which has

for some time past been undergoing a

iniernal restoration of the nave, [cansept and

IS'rart'harhSlake^T^prese^^^^^^^^^^

paved wi.h PecVs black and red tiles The

whole of the work has been

Toolev of Bnry St. Edmnnci’s, under the

Sfrecuin of Messre. Clark & Holland, architects,

Kewniaiket. A hot-watcr

laid over the church by Messrs. J. Weeks A Co.,

“SSin-tr'jphn's Church has been r^^^^

beeTopmed to the church, adniittmg te view
been gbam chancel
the window of the tower, ine o

have been new rootea, vua
'“rrv.e arcM-

and open seats have been provided. The arcn

the contractor was “'^fho^ew c^hurch of

ChS“ Ohnreh, SoLra-town,^ has Bc“ “““•

with schools for 000 children and rcs.dcnoe" fo

roSror^h‘rirr-;’rG»S
^?:hlp“rL1e?s%“r“e«f>ve

S: SrBccoJatd'SIle.^’fiS'a^^nrret
100 ft hieb and back and side galleries.

Lnsth is fio ft., and its width 51 ft.
;
and ,t is

estflted to seat upwards of

nrean hv Gray & Davison, is the gil ol Mr.

r?Deatake inn., and the font, constmoted by Mr.

=S£3SS'f|
reading.desk-both after

'’“'f"
arehiteots, Messrs. Newman d, Billings

been presented by Mrs. George Moore.

four single-light windows with oaryod stone

heads the blok of the gallery being placed

aratat that part of the wall which s over these

four windows. The two entrance-doors to the

ground-Soors are placed at the sides theMi

S-indows, and the™ is onejtJ^e^s^

giving access to the gau y VinHreases
divided lengthwise mto bays, with buttresses

'ind a sinele-light window to each bay. me

gallery is plaofd only across the “traMe on

Ld will seat 200 persons. At the end is a

chLcel-like recess, raised four aW the

mala floor, and to be cccnpied by the minister

tiTtrl the choir. On the one Bide is the orga

[rrrrtsCwUr^Sife^ntJln^

bricks displaying ornamental pattern arrang
bricks, display b

boarded thronghout, and

raTg^m'eWctl pe^rferaticns adapted to^^

£fooT MeS».tnornt rSrown, of Shef-

works.

larhel°la°detteTreal “l^'Tht ^try'^d ASSENTING CnUSOH-BUILDING NEWS.

ter made to form a sort of cirenlar hP». the Shipley and

covered by a semi-dome, whilst the hup ope
^ were prepared by Messrs.

InTof the^vindow has been divided by
P'f™ 1 & Eon^ of Dewsbury. The style m

into three large lights, and the
““[f Lmanesqne. The front elevation >'‘8“^ pro-

been fitted with stone tracery.
iec!^^ is carried up to form a gable, and in the

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS-

ings which face jen as yon

theKettering.road
'“eetnrt^h^ class-room

Sr h^o
•" Men’s Mutual luiproyement So-

for the loung ha
^r.hr,c<\a. r.ombinine

been“fitrerwTth”Bione - tracery. In the
1 »“™“”rS^ed up to form a gable, and in the fo^ «-,r:J,°?“^““LrUal schools, combming

the surface of the dome has been entirely cov ered I ‘
; jj ^heel-window, r*"*® ‘H'’ Scots’ school, boys’ school, girls "“Bool, two

"iSa°\te7n°twralTg“Gierof ^tt^^^
“ 8-Bed with a -^l^^corn.co^and^hmah intan^^_^^^

and a masters honse.^ ^The^whole

. *
. I-. onti n, relief of black

^oS enlmeT.‘5om-?e-m«, and a relief of hjadr

Jolished tesseim in a diaper pattern. [Hie win

dew itself has boon filled with painted glass,

?rom Mr A, Gibbs, of London. The centre hght

tos a iarge painting of the Crneifixion of our

Lorf with St. JohS and the Virgin Mary ,n

attendunoo, and St. Mary Magdalene kneeling.

The organ has been removed to the south gab

10,7 and has been enlarged and repaired by

Mr Hobson, of London, The decorations, which

as well 08 the general works, have been wholly

eaecotod by Messrs. Eoord, of Eochester, have

been done on the principle B'-aining

and imitation. Messrs. Eoord provided some of

the works, thongh they have been eseonted m
London by well-known artists. The alabaster

worklrby Messrs. Boole, of Westminster

tfr7o:7''';?s‘'ve7=“ls obrJn;d by two

doors divided by a column, with carved capital

and Moulded base, and above

77igbt o^h^vISrX™“a^Ko
fste^e ImS b“7 E.T!m ^idl 7a”<ff

iigslssi
7do to assimilate inobaraoter thronghout. The

l“cture.ha o th, institution was erected m
18GG and formally opened about twelve months

a™ In oonseqnenee of unforeseen ciroumstanoes

aSd’ impediments, the schools were not com-

menced till Inly, 1367 ,
and are only just com-

Kd rrnd,7n“d7e;rd, thoLatter radiating menced ^[^-f "the InstlLte have

Cm the preaching platform, will ten erected. The 'eeture-Bf .°f[Be

more than 600 persons. Ibe pows are L and the whole of the school buddings

deal varnished, with mahogany tops and slop o
greeted in the limestone of the neighbour-

(Snsrnt 'be7g pla'cBi
'”!^7”Vfod”fn‘ tL'’ day- rnTeneral ha^trefoil heads to the li^ts, an^t

vUtform. The interior is lighted m the day 8 , Bohool-rooms is a three

workwasby Messrs. Boole, oi " ’
1 W"!W„ windowsTn' the front and at the

the glass by Messrs. Lavms i^Bar^ud, -cep
1 ^ItUe giaao uj —

the •Driocipal window, by Mr. .

pulpE by Messrs. Oca ;
and the eetern and

CmCnfon.rail by Messrs. Hart The architect

was Mr. Gordon M. Hills, ol London.

neiohton.—The church here has been re-

opined alter restoration. The old square pews

and western gallery have been taken down and

open benches substituted. The

bMD thrown open. The chancel, north a sle

7d a portion of the sonth aisle and porch have

been rebuilt upon the old foundations. The old

Mor roofs w'ere so decayed that they were

Cst restoration, and have been substituted

sides, and at nignt uy

the organ gallery are vestries for the ministers

;7*^end''of two Jr the "“Bool-room^s a three^

iLriit window with plate tracery ID the head, la

schools are imeu wi&u unio-v t/..

and a houso for the onapei-aoepe.
. ^ those of the olass-roomB and lobbie^

cost of the building, inclusive “f “d t
buildings have been7““ B™

approaches, is upwards of 3,0001., ct ’”"100 ,,jp„,„t6ndenc6 of Messrs

about 1 2001. have been raised. Ur iT Law & Sons, architects, Northampton. The

ch?pTil7Ce?r:eKo1“rc;:C^nVem
man-street, Grimsby, haj_ been lai^

^^UTfJr ' as^complet^^^ was“about
tion uuiiuiub

, huildines, m
rn7d:C\7ri7o”Chnilttoa=ccmn,cdatel

800 persons. The contractor as Mi. J. Biowu,

i me puiitju —

-

ilrestored. In taking down the old parts there

was found evidence of there having Been pre-

viously a church of Norman character the old

nZL chancel-arch being over a

pointed arch. This has been restored with en-

riched aieaag mouldings. The doorway to the

old rooddoft was found and opened, o P'"“—

in the chancel, and cue m the sonth nisle.^ 'The

anmbrcy, squinoh, and other futures m the

building have been restored, and all the old

masonry in the arcades of the olearatory and

towcr.arch cleaned and repaired. IBe floors

of the chancel and baptistery arc laid with

Minton’s tiles. The glas.ng was

by Messrs. Drury & Smith, of Shefiield A

stained window over the Baptistery, as well as

the marble shafts t” 'B®,, 7 ‘nl^of
have been conttibnted by Mr. J. Oakden, ol

Beiohton. The whole of the works have been

executed by Messrs. Ash & Clayton, of Shefiiel ,

builders, from the plans and under the

tendence of Mr. EoUinson, architect. Chesterfield

?;L7s;am;i"isigis of

f TarUrLioii were approved, and the contrac

“
J SnrwS, of Littlehampton,, builder,

?or 1 5601. was accepted. The design >" G»‘B'“’

and the materials used in construction wfll

be flint with white stone facings, and the

Mats wiiioh are to be open "‘.B be of staine
Beaia, ” , , q’hedimeuBionsare bO It. Py

3577“ h accommodation for 350 p rsons, and

Cbnrob

erecterinEed Lion-street has been opened for

^S77elt7r7u77cX7“f“stone
used for dressings and sonlpture is from the

Ancaster quarries. The front presents a recessed

arch, containing a circular traoened window and

801 and tie cost of the schlol buildings, in

ciudfog master's bouse, arehiteots’ commjion

clerk of works, but oxclusive of the vafoe of th

Bvte wbicli was estimated at 1301., 13 2/UM.

rarslen.—The foundation-stone of new schools

which ar^o to bo erected by the United

Free Church body at Bn™'"?; B“®®.B*“J®*'

The site selected for the bmldmg >"

chape! It has been purchased, together wit

some old property which stood upon it, at a co

nf 5‘’0l The schools are to be erected no

de.!gn7y Messrs. C S. 5i A. J. ^ef
architects, whose plans were selected alter

oomuetitiio. The style is Italian, to correspoi

wThfte chapel. The lower windows are squar

headed, and the upper ones oironlar-hteed. (

the ground-floor the bmldmg is to Bo divid

into two rooms,-one to ho used for the bo

and the other for the girls’ school-room. Out

upper floor there will be a large room, /

long by 36 ft. wide, which will be used as

Sunday-school and for public *

four corners of the building there will bo p
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tiog wings, two of which will contain a stone

irciise to ascend into the npper part of the

ilding. Above the staircase, and in the other

gs, will bo constructed class-rooms, commit-
i-rooms, &c. The large school-room will have

open roof, the timber being painted and

rnished. The material which is to be used in

3 erection of the building is Borsforbh stone.

.6 cost of the building, it is estimated, will be
out 2,0001. In the new building accommoda-
n will be provided for nearly 500 day scholars

d a larger number of Sunday pupils.

STAINED GLASS.

Trinity Chapel, Brighton. — A committee of

ntlemen has been formed with a view to the

action of a window in this chapel to the

*mory of its late minister, the Rev. Frederic

ibertson. This, we believe, will be only a por-

u of a larger memorial to him in Brighton.

Greet Church, Worceidershire.—A window has

en placed in the chancel of this church, sub-

ribed for by the tenantry on the estate of

r. Thomas Henry Hope Edwardes, of Greet,

jrcestershire, and Netley Hall, in memory of

3 late Captain William j. Hope Edwardes, of

3 5th Shropshire Rifle Volunteers. It consists

I three lights. In the centre is our Saviour,

d on the side lights are St. Matthew and St.

krk. The whole is in keeping with the ancient

aracter of the church. The window was sup-

ed by Mr. John Robinson, of Shrewsbury and
'rrington.

iril/ord Church.—In addition to a stained

hdow and medallion bust in memory of the
et Kirke White, this church has been further

orned by a window to the memory of Mr.
lorpe, the late rector. The Kirke White memo-
Is have been raised by public subscription, bub
9 window in memory of Mr. Thorpe has been
t in at the expense of that gentleman’s
phew, the Rev. H. J. Beach, of Tutbury. As
. Thorpe’s window ocenpies the post of,

nonr, viz., the east end of the church, it
j

ijhb first to be described. The design is the

isurrection of our Lord, the centre comparb-
mt being devoted to the figure of Christ, just

tended from the tomb, and those on either side

worshippers. The Kirke White window is on
' south side of the chancel, and represents the

ir of Bethlehem. In the upper part of the'

cncipal light are the Magi on their journey to
|

lithlehem, and in the lower they are worship-

.

Jig the Child. The upper part represents'

igels. At the base are the words, “ In memory
3H. K. W.” Mr. A. W. H. O’Connor, of Lon-

W'as the artist. The medallion head of

t'ke White, to which wo have referred, is in

rrrara marble, from the stndio of Mr. W. T.

ele, medallist of the Royal Academy. It is a

wesentation of the poet’s features as gathered
\

nm a picture in the possession of some friends

^Nottingham. The medallion is 20 in. by 16 in.

lihas been placed in the chancel under the direc-

I u of the artist.

DooliS

ietoric Ninepins : a Book of Curiosities, where
y.Old emeZ Young may read Strange Matters. By
cJoHN Timus. London : Lockwood & Co.

61869.

iiBiE clever fellow, such as those Mr. Timbs
ere often quotes, is ever and anon knocking
wn some old and popular idea, or setting up a
V N ono of his own in its stead. In many cases
sase clever fellows are quite right, bub they are,

didoubb, sometimes wrong; and not a few of
Dtm are much more bent upon the display of
imr own ingenuity than upon either knocking
riwn the wrong idea or setting np the right one

;

id had the right one been the ninepin that was
fi, these clever fellows would heve exerted them-
wes quite as diligently and ostentatiously in

icocking down that one as the other, or in setting
tithe other in its stead. There is just such asee-
V V in science, sometimes, as well as in history.

.1. Timbs has here made acurious and interesting

ibk on “historical ninepins,” as he piquantly
Icses it. The items are condensed and concise,

i I much of the matter seems to be not mere
stDtation from historical or other sources, but
wiwritten, so as to give the kernel of a story in

iDlutshell. It is evident, on the whole, from
s 3 great store of examples, that much we call

history is mere fiction, even as regards not very

ancient times. The “ strange stories ” told us

here by Mr. Timbs relate to a great variety of

subjects, including characters and chronicles

;

doubts and difficnlties; fictions and fabulous

histories
;

ifs and incredibilia
;

legendary sto-

ries, marvels, and misrepresentations ;
myths

and mythologies ;
parallels and periods

;
popular

errors
;

prophecies and guesses
;

prajhistoric

times; reckonings and refutations ;
tales and

traditions
;
universal history and readings with

new lights.

MORE ALMANACS.

Whitaker’s Almanac for 1869 contains a

very large amount of necessary information, with

a wider range of subjeots than hitherto included

in sneh works. Readers will learn to realize the

fact that the British dominions extend far

beyond the British Islands, and that there are

other important countries in the world. Much
attention has also been given to financial mat-

ters, showing how the national income has been

expended. The commercial, scientific, and Par-

liamentary Bommaries, are also new features.

“ The Dramatic and Musical Almanac for

1869:” by J. W. Anson (of the Adelphi), in-

cludes several amusing articles, and a large

number of dated events connected with actors

and the stage. Mr. Anson would make his

Almanac more useful by adding the names
of committee and officials of the various

societies and funds connected with the Stage,

Dramatic Authors’ Society, Dramatic College,

General Theatrical Fund, and so on, with

particulars of their purposes and statements

of accounts. “The Art-Union of London
Almanac for 1369” contains, like all its little

predecessors, information on matters of art and

art-societies not to be found elsewhere. The
meeting days of all the societies are given, and
room is afforded for noting engagements. For

the current year every subscriber will receive a

fac-simi'e of “ Mulready’s Wedding Gown.”'

“Young England’s Almanac and Naturalist’s

Calendar” is well calculated to foster the study

of Natural History, — and a valuable study

that is.

VARIORUM.

Report of the Metropolitan Board of Works,
1867-8. The annual report of the Metropolitan

Board of Works has just been published. It

treats of numerous subjects, of much interest to

the ratepayers of the metropolis, and shows

them what they have had and are having for

their money. Of the progress of the works

we have already treated from time to time; but

we may here summarise them from the con-

clasion of this annual report :

—

“During the twelve years which have elapsed since

the constitution of the Board, they have expended large

sums in carrying out the objects contemplated by the

Local Management Act of 1855, and various other sta-

tutes passed in subsequent years, uuder which largely-

extended duties have devolved upon them; ond these

sums have been uniformly raised by local taxation on the

occupiers of property within the metropolitan area, the

only exceptions being the coal and wiuo duties, the Go-
vernment contribution of lO.OOOZ. per annum, and the

annual amount received from Cre insurance companies in

aid of the lire brigade. There is no doubt that, in return

for this taxation, the inhabitants of London and its suburbs
have received great benefits from the works of the Board,
amongst which, as the most prominent, may be mentioned
the system of main drainage, the embankments of the

river, the formation of new thoroughfares, the establish-

meut of parks, and the preservation of open spaces.

Beyond these there are many minor improvements which
the Board have from time to lime aided the local autho-
rities in carrying out by granting pecuniary contributions.

But notwithstanding that much has been done during the

past few years for improving the condition of the metro-

polis, it is clear that its growingreqnirements will be very
far from met unless additional facilities for trafUc are pro-

vided, commons and open spaces secured, and other works
executed, which will ueccsaarily involve a large expendi-
ture. . .

.'
. The Board entertain a hope that the

attention of the Legislature will shortly be directed to the

important question of readjusting the taxation between
the owners and occupiers of property in the metropolis,

and that ultimately the requisite revenue will be placed ar.

the disposal of the Board without the necessity for im-

posing additional burdens on those who are already so

heavily taxed."

“ Sewage Irrigation,” by Michael Scott, C.E.,

London. Maclehose, Glasgow. 1868. This is

a second letter, addressed to the Lord Provost

of Glasgow, on the city sewerage question. Mr.

Scott here compares his own scheme, of which

we have already spoken, with that of Mr. Bate-

man and Mr. Bazalgette, and shows in what re-

spects he regards his own as preferable. The cost

of the rival plan Mr. Scott states at 1,253,256Z..

and that of his own at 850,0001., thus effecting

a saving by his plan of 403,256Z. The annual

charges on the Bateman and Bazalgette plan

would bo 55,0001. ;
and on Mr. Scott’s, 35,000Z. ;

thus effecting a saving of 20,000L a year;

at least, Mr. Scott says so. “ Woman’s Work
in the Temperance Reformation, London,”
published for the National Temperance League,

by W. Tweedie, Strand. However stale and
unprofitable in tbeeyesof some, the temperance
reformation movement is a moat important

one
;

and it is regarded as becoming every

day of more and more importance on ac-

count of the sad fact that intemperate prac-

tices are privately spreading to a fearful

extent amongst our women of every class. Mrs.

S. C. Hall, in an able and womanly introduction,

does not hesitate to state this as a fact, iu her

own knowledge
;
and in the papers, prepared for

a ladies’ conference, held in London, May 26,

1868, of which this little volume is made up,

the abhorrent fact, of society being defiled with

the prevalence of tippling and drunken women, is

quite as plainly declared. This is a shocking

state of matters
;
and a fearful look-out for the

rising generation, many of whom, even while

children, are absolutely taught to tipple and look

for their daily wine or beer as eagerly as their

elders. There are medical men, too, who ob-

viously pander to the growing propensity in

women for stimulants, and it is not seldom

under the guise of medical “orders” that

both women and children indulge the abomi-

nable habit. In these regards the little volume

under notice is well adapted to arouse the public

attention to the evil and to lead to its correction.

“ The Agricultural Labourer” (No. 2). By
J. Bailey Denton, C.E. This pamphlet contains

a reprint of a series of letters, which first

appeared in the Daily News, on the general con-

dition of the agricultural labourer. They treat

of village water-supply, drainage, earth-closets,

and cottage-gardens
;

cottages
;

wages, beer,

and cider; education and technical instruction.

Bedfordshire Architectural and Archteo-
logical Society.—The general meeting of this

society for the present year has been held,

Lieut.-Colonel Stuart in the chair. Mr. Wyatt
read a paper entitled “ Bedford and the Olden
Time,” which formed a continuation of the

author’s “ Glance at Saxon Bedford ” (read before

this society and published in the volume for

1865), bringing down the sketch to the close of

the last century. It was illustrated by some
large drawings in water colours of various objects

of interest. Mr. Hurst next read a poetical

version of the legend connected with the lady

whose tomb and effigy are to be seen iu the

south wall of Oakley Church. Mr. Haddock
then read the report for 1868, which was adopted.

Value of Property in Brighton.—An oppor-

tunity of forming an opinion upon the value of

freehold property in the best part of Brighton
was afforded last week, when Mr. George
Attree submitted to public competition the

block of freehold mansions facing the sea,

numbered from 1 to 5, Junction-parade; toge-

ther with the property known as No. 1, King’s-

road, forming the western end of Junction-

parade. Lot 1 comprised No. 5, Junction-

parade, let on a repairing lease at 200Z. a year,

determinable on the Ist of September, 1873.

Taken at its present rental, Mr. Attree esti-

mated its value at 4,OOOZ. ; bat he put its value

at 2501. a year, which might readily be obtained

in five years’ time. The first bidding offered

was 3,000Z., on which an advance of 5001. was
immediately made. Another lOOZ. was offered,

and from this point the biddings were increased

by fifties till they reached 3,850Z., at which price

the lot was knocked down. Lot 2 adjoined lot 1

on tho west, and was of similar elevation, but

less extensive frontage and accommodation. It

was let to the same tenant for 150Z., and posses,

sion could be obtained at nearly abonb the same
time as the last lot. The biddings for this pro-

perty, which opened at 2,000Z., were more
spirited, and rose 50Z. at a time till they reached

2,850Z,, for which sum the property was bought
by the same party that had secured lot 1. Lot 3

adjoined lot 2, and was let to the same tenant for

l7nZ. a year, but upon a yearly holding. The
entire front, it was stated, had, within tho lust

twelve months, been reconstructed, at a cost of

350Z., to correspond with the two lots just sold.

The biddings opened at 2,750Z., at which price it

was sold, to a Brighton gentleman
;
the others

having fallen to strangers.
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A ITew Masonic Hall for Durham. — The
fonndation-atone of a Freemasons’ Hall has been

laid with Masonic ceremonial, at tho south end

of Old Elvet, Durham. The architect is Mr. T.

C. Ebdy.

Free Xiist of Portraits in the National

Portrait Gallery.—A list has beon printed of

the portraits in the Exhibition, at 29, Great

Georgo-street, Westminster, and is presented

gratis to those visiting the Exhibition, which

is open to the public on Mondays, Wednesdays,

and Saturdays, from ten to four o’clock; admis-

sion free.

The late Sir Richard Mayne.—It is to be

hoped that the death of this valuable servant of

the public was not expedited by the howl of

ridicule and abuse directed at him for his en-

deavours to lessen the danger of unowned dogs

and the miisance of hoop-trundling in the

streets, — excellent and much-needed steps.

Some ofourjournalists, and, so called, dramatists,

ought to feel thoroughly ashamed of themselves.

Bang’s College Chapel, Cambridge. — We
understand that Mr. P. E. Stacey, of Llandough

Castle, Glamorganshire, and formerly Fellow of

the College, proposes to fill the great west win-

dow of the chapel with stained glass. The donor

expressed his wish that the new work should

harmonize with the magnificent windows nowin
the chapel, towards realizing which result it

would be his endeavour to secure the services of

the best artists and glass-stainers to be found

either in England or upon the Continent. Here

Tvrrtrinmp^nt at Alnvcdck.—A monument to the

memory of the late Dr. Hedley, of Alnwick, in

the form of a memorial cross, of Sicilian marble,

upon three large stone bases, has just . been

erected in the cemetery, Alnwick. It is 11 ft.

high, and was designed by Mr. Thomas Gibson,

architect, Newcastle. The work was executed by
Mr. D. McMillan, monumental sculptor, Alnwick.

Local Improvements in Glasgow. — The
unwholesome and overcrowded closes are being

cut into by the Improvement Committee, who
are gradually destroying them, with some con-

sideration as to the temporary want of dwellings

which such operations necessarily produce. The
death-rate of the districts which are being opened
up have been appalling,—40 to 48 per thousand.

Clearances for a new street are being made
across many of the closes, extending from Bell-

street to Stirling-street, and also across others,

stretching from St. Andrew’s-street to Steel-

street. The tall tenements thus disclosed pre-

sent a most wretched aspect.

Destruction of Wick New Harbour Works.
A hurricane of great violence has been experi-

enced in the North, and has been attended with
considerable destruction to property. Tho new
harbour works at Wick were so completely de-

stroyed that only a few upright sticks remained
of several hundred yards of piling and staging,

and the whole stonework of the past season
disappeared, being thrown into the bay. All

along the shore, on both sides of the bay, large

quantities of timber were strewed, and the im^

For the erection of a shop and dwelline, and alterations

to the Ten Bells, Spitalfields. Mr. W. E. WilliatnB,

architect :

—

Langraead £645 0 0

Scrivener & White 6.'36 0 0

Hyde 626 0 0
Maris C24 0 0

Fop alterations, Nos. 49 and 60, Iloandsditch, Messrs.

John Young & feon, architects

Cohen
Heaps
Ashby & Merritt
Hart
Read & Son
Chessum

No. 49.

..£5S6 0 (

.. 497 0 (

No. 60.
£610 0 0
620 0 0

385 0 0

For Loughborough village roads and servers. Mr. j

Pile, architect

Wigmore...... £4,999 10 0

Harr 4,999 0 0

Johnstone 4.800 0 0

Potter 4,450 0 0
Sttickson 4,344 10 0

Turner & Cole 4,339 0 0
Cowland 4,167 0 0

King 4,1-iS 0 0

Crockett 4,000 0 0
Kelk 3,930 0 0
Reid 3,741 0 0

Crofts.... 3,7-10 0 0

Gardiner 3,679 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

_ - „ „ ! mediate vicinity of the works presented mixed
18 a fine chance for fame or contempt for some

,

one. We advise Mr. Stacey to treat tho design i

and the eiecution of tho glass as two separate
j

^t„o not entirely demolished,
events.

. ijgre and there twisted, broken, and Other-

Working Men’s Club and Institute Union. !
wise injured, and 250 ft. of sea-wall which had

A meeting of representatives of workmen’s clubs
j

been built this season were gone. The damage
|

in London, took place on Tuesday evening, at
[

is variously estimated at from 10,0001. to 30,000i.

the offices of this society, with a view of con-

'

Terra Cofic.—Several mancfactarer*. wbo were not present at tbe

recent dlicusslon on thU sabjoot at the Instltnte of Avohltects, write

saying their names consequently do not appear, and they wUh us to

rectify the omission ! We ate unable to comply.

E P (Soap and alum prociss bas been described la ont pages

sever-il tiinea).—B- Z. (at>to).-W. J. M. (ditto).—X,, Red HUl (mite

posstble).-Kev. H. P. (shall appear).—W. H. K. (we ehall be glad to

hear from hM.-S. P.-T. H D.-B. n.-R. E. Q.-G. S.-R. B.-O.

L _N. B.-W. W. L.-B. W.-J. G.-W. L. 8.-F.- J. J. de J.-N. H.

J, W.-J. D. P.-M. P.-F. & W.-J. G.-R. Q.-N. & B,-M.-R. K.-
A. M.-W. P 8.-J. C. M.-B. 8.-J. P.-W. W.-J. G. W.-F. D, W.

_K. H.—T. W. 0.—T. E.— 3. S H.-Mr. D'A.—H. A P.—J. B.— J. M.

— J. Y.

We are compelled to decline poin'iog out books and giving

addresses.

Ml sUUmenla of facts, llsti of T nders, 4c., must be accompanied

and addre s of the sender, not necessarily for

ferring with the council on the various que8tionB

which affect the success of those institutions.

Among others the subject of connecting the

clubs with all popular organizations, such as the

co-operative, trade, benefit, and temperance

societies, was carefully considered.
;

also the

question of rendering workmen more independent

of public-houses in the matter of refreshments,

and of making the clubs more attractive, under

the heads both of recreation and of instruction.

At the close of the meeting, a motion for a fur-

ther conference, to be held shortly, was unani-

mously agreed to.

I
Kerrs.—Ibe rwponslblUly of pigned articles, and p.ipera read at

At least twelve months’ work has been destroyed,
'
public meetiogp, resu, of coarse, with the autuors.

and it will take more than another twelve to , ,

bring the works to the state which they were
jjipj^gvED MACHINERY, combined with

The end of the sea-wall was closed np, POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
as formerly, for the season, some

1
; tie Mannfactnr'e 'of Church, Turret,

the Btenea being firmly embedded, and seeured

.

by poworfnl iron clamps In n manner that i j „„„by poworfnl iron clamps m a manner that i » pe^etual Calendars, and every description
just, Bed the hope of the works being able to ^ Arohiteets, Builders,
resist all inroads oi the sea.

TENDEES.

Luncheon on Australian Meat in the City.

—

About eighty guests assembled on Tuesday in

the central dep6t of the Australian meat ageucy,

Norton Folgate, London, at the invitation of Mr.

Tallerman, the manager, in order to test the

qualities.of various forms of preserved meat from
AuBtralia. On this occasion the chief form pre-

sented was meat salted in Australia and pre-

pared in various ways in this country. Mr.
Warrener, inspector of cookery for the army,
superintended. It ia reported that the result

was sufficiently satisfactory to warrant the public

in giving some encouragement to the under-

taking. Preserved meats, hermetically sealed

in tin vessels, are to form the chief ingredients

of another banquet. The company were of

opinion, as wo are, that the successful introduc-

tion of meat into England from Australia was a

matter of the highest importance.

The Great Bell for Worcester Cathedral.

—

The long-expected bell has arrived from Longh
borongh, conveyed upon one of the Midland
Railway Company’s waggons, drawn by three

horses gaily decked with ribbons, to the cathe-

dral. This bell, which is 6 ft. 4^ in. in diameter,

is not to form one of the peal in the cathedral

tower; but is to be tho clock bell, to strike the
hours. The motto on it is “ Surge qui dormis,

et exsnrge a mortnis, et illuminabit te Christas !”

—that is, as in the English version,
—“ Awake,

thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and
Christ shall give thee light.” This motto ap-

pears round the crown of the bell. Round the

waist there are coats of arms. Below there is

the following inscription :
— “In usnm Ecclesise

Cathedralia Cbristi et beatm Marim Virginia in

civitate et comitatu Vigorniensi, Johannes Tay-
lor, Loughboro’. FuditA.D. 18G8;” which may be

Englished thus :
—“ For the use of tho Cathedral

Church of Christ and the blessed Virgin Mary,
in the city and county of Worcester. John
Taylor, Loughborough. Founded A.D. 1868.”

There are round the bell four rows of Gothic

ornamentation.

For alteraliona and additions to Whittlebury House,
Highgate, for Mr. C. H. Frewen. Messrs. W. G. Haber-
shon & Pile, arcbitects :

—

Hammings
Cubitt & Sons (too late)

Bayes
Fincher & Martin
Salter
Carter
Crockett
Davies
Jackson
Blackmore &. Morley ..

Keodall
Brown & Sons
Bennett
Pclhick
Turner
Buker & Constable .....

,. £1,600 0 0
1,640 0 0

.. 1,630 0 0

.. 1,450 0 0

.. 1,450 0 0

.. 1,«0 0 0

.. 1,400 0 0

.. 1,400 0 0

.. 1,359 0 0

.. 1,265 0 0

.. 1,260 0 0

.. 1,349 0 0

.. 1,210 0 0

.. 1,170 0 0

.. 1,170 0 0

.. 1,075 0 0

For tho erection of new buildings in tbe Iron Gate,
Derby, for Mr. John Praitb. Quantities supplied. Mr.
Benjamin Wilson, architect :

—

Humphreys £3.1-10 0 0
Gudsby 3,100 0 0
Wood 3,000 0 0
Thompson (accepted) 3,000 0 0

For alterations and ropa
Cheapside, for Mr. Gabriel.

& Clark-.—
Webb &, Sons
Simpson
Henshaw
Ebbs
Condor
Bracher

rs to No. 15, King-street,
Quantities by Messrs. Pain

..£1,591 0 0

.. I,s86 0 0

.. 1,451 0 0

.. 1,297 0 0

.. 1,279 0 0

.. 1,329 0 0

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with

estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet oa Church

and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J.W. BENSON,
by special appointment. Watch and Clock Maker

to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and

60, Ludgate-hill
;

Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-

street, London.

A RCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION, 9,

J\. Condult-itreet. W.-Oa FSIDAY ev--ulnj, JANUARY Btb,

ISCU. lha E-SAYS for which the Prizes of ihe AasooUllon were

awniiled will be Ke»d by tbe rei-pootlve authors, viz.—" The SlztOTy

and AiiUllcation of Stained Glass.” by Lewis P. Day, e^q. : and the
- - 19 „f Literature on M.id-TnAroliitec-.are.” by Tl. 0. Boyes,

cbtt't will be laken at Ha f-pasi SEVEN o-olook.

J. DOUGLASS MATHEWS,) g..,
JOHN 8. QUILTER, r

fN the UPPBK SCHOOL, PEOKHAM,
L 8 E, every boy U well grounded in EiiglUb, in'ide

French

J are iuoken da.ly. 'J'he adva'ii'.-ges for Drawing and for

ence are unutual-—-A'ldtwa. JOHN YEATS, LL.D.

The School RE OPENS JANDARY 18, 18C9.

GRAY'8-INN-ROAD-—To Buildere, Cabinet Mikcre, and Otbera.

Mil. LEREW will SELL by AUCTION,
on tho PREMISES, BriUonU-stioit. on MONDAY.

JANUARY 4th. 1869. at TWELVE for ONE. a qu.mtity of i.lanks,

de.de, and battem. prepared flooring, quirtsrliig, mabogasy and

bitch’ dry cut stuff, wide piue, momiliiige, match b-iards, eciffold

poles. ladders, old mateilals, Ac.-Auctiuu Offices, 2. C.wdlugWn-

street. HampsCead-road, near Euiton Station.

Accepted for erection of mill buildings at Soothill, for

'.r. J. W. Akerojcl. Messrs. Sheard & Hemstock,
architects :

—
Sfatons' TTork.

Mortimer & Sons £454 0 0

Tltimbers’ Work.

ShiDito...

Ironfounden’ Work.
7 0

For paiutera’ woiks to be erected by thelHuU Corpora-
tion. Mr. R. G. Smith, architect:—

Musgrave £973 0 0
Hutchinson & Son 830 0 0
Siminson Frorr 815 0 0
Stanley 806 0 0
Hubbershaw 738 15 0
Hockney i Liggins 631 0 0
Jackson (accepted) 680 6 0
Lowest of the separate tenders ... 730 0 0

NOW READY, price is. by post is. 41.

T AXTON’S BUILDER’S PRICE BOOK,
1 J for ARCHITECTS. ENGINEERS. BUILDERS. CONTRAC-
-lOKS, SURVEYORS, and all the BUILDING TR.D88. For Fifty

Yraie ihiB Book has retained lU poaltiou wub the Building Trades.

Tbe preeriit issue baa been very caretutly revised and improved, and
and as valuable aa ever.

London ; MORGAN * CHASE. 3B, Ludgate UiU.
And may be ordered of aoy Biukseller.

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS. BUILDERS. Ac.

S
TANNAH’S TABLES of ANGLE andl
TEE IRONglve the We'ght in Pounds per Lines! Font of every!

8ec:ion roiiulred for Roofs, Girders, BoUera, 4o and will be foundl

Invaluable (o any one engaged in Betimattug fur Wrougbt-lron Work!
eeneiaily. Price 6s.

PublUhere, VIRTUE i CO. 2C, Ivy-lane, London.

Just published.

Q uantities made easy.
A quick and acenrato method of taking out qnantitlei from

w-- plauanr buildings, with or withimt a speoiflaztlou. Sentfree

by post for 80 stamps.—Addreri, A. C. 18, MedwaytarMCs, TyrwhUt-
toad. Upper LewUbara-road, New-oroe*. S.K

The Fifth Edition, In One Volume, 8vo. price 521. fld.

GWILT’S AKCHITECTUKE, illustrated
with more than l.lUO Wood Eogravmgs. Baviaed, with

AltvratlODB and considerable Additions,

By WYATT PAPWORTH.
Fellow of the Royal Inellluto of British Arohitede. Addilionallj

illustrated with nearly 400 Wood Eugraviugs by O. Jewitt ; aud more

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, i CO. Paterooster-xc
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Fawperism and Crime.—The Boyi Refuge at

Bisley, near Wolcing.

AUPERISM, crime, and the

insufficiency of the present

Poor-laws have recently been

brought prominently before

the public by papers read by

Dr. Stallard and Dr. Hawks-

ley, in the one case at a meeting of a depart-

ment of the Social Science Association, and in

the other in the rooms of the Society of Arts,

under the auspices of the London Association

for the Prevention of Pauperism and Crime, Lord

Shaftesbury presiding. At the Social Science

meeting, Mr. J. Morley, M.P., was in the chair;

and on both occasions the subject was discussed

at considerable length by a number of gentlemen

who have long given attention to it. Startling

facts, affording evidence of the rapid growth of

pauperism, were adduced, and the public seem to

be aroused to the importance of the matter. Let

us hope that some real advantages will follow.

Dr. Stallard’s paper and the reports of the dis-

<;usBion upon it have been referred to the Council

of the Social Science Association, with the re-

quest that they will “ take such steps as they

may deem best to promote reform in the admi-

nistration of the Poor-laws.” They must go

farther than this, and obtain legislation on other I

points if the advancing evils are really to be
j

stopped and remedied. With]the deepest interest

'

in the object at heart, we must express regret

that a fresh society has been formed to effect

what the Social Science Association has long

more or less actively urged, and is at this moment

specially engaged upon. It would surely be

better if the efforts of all interested in it were

concentrated, and a more speedy result might

then be expected. No trifling efforts will be

needed to stop the spread of pauperism. Indi-

viduals are getting richer, masses poorer 5
and

many causes are in operation tending to bring this

about. Besides some that have been dwelt on,

we must regard the present enormous amount

of Imperial taxation and the inequality of local

rating as powerful agents. Whole parishes are

being pauperised by these causes alone.

In the exceptionally taxed parishes the small

shop-keeper finds it impossible to pay his way,

falls out of the rate-paying class into the aid-

receiving body, and thus increases the fatal

pressure on those who are still struggling.

What sound reason can be given for forcing a

man who lives on one side of a street to pay

4s. or 5s. in the pound for the relief of the poor,

while his neighbour on the other side of it,

perhaps even his rival in trade, is not called on

for more than Is. or Is. 6d. in the pound ? The

only argument that can be adduced is one of

selfishness. It is to be hoped that efforts for a

remedy of this evil will be persevered in.

Such injustice cannot much longer endure. It

is simply a question of time. Again, our

system of building on short leases is gradu-

ally transferring all house property to a few

persons,—handing over the accumulated savings

of thousands to the comparatively few land-

owners. This same system has given us

miles of ill-built, ill-ventilated, insufficiently-

drained, fever-producing piles of rubbish, which,

at the expiration of the short lease on which

they have been “ run up,” will have to be repaired

and set in order by the unlucky then owner

before delivering them up. If this system do

not produce a convulsion one of these years the

teaching of history is worth nothing. We hear

of one well-known nobleman who can toll the

date of the year in which his descendant’s

income from property in the metropolis will be

a million a year, and no one able to say what he

will do with it. A promising young nobleman,

with some 400,0001. a year already, has recently

put himself under the guidance of an alien

church} the coming men of a million a year

each may prefer an alien king, or, at any rate,

spend their wealth without any reference to the

well-being of those who have placed it on their

land for them.

One result of this system is that shelter gets

dearer; houses grow worse aud worse. Over-

crowding destroys the stamina and self-respect

of their occupants, and produces a population of

sickly paupers and evil-doers. If we would pre-

vent the spread of the evils we are deploring the

children must be taken in hand. There are

100,000 children in the metropolis alone uncared

for who may be made either a curse or a blessing

to society, just as society chooses. An enormous

responsibility this, surely. Education and in-

dustrial training must be afforded to all, and

insisted on from all. Parents who will not give

their children decent training must be made to

do so. This should be one of the first works of

the new parliament. The opposition to such

legislation would be much less than some seem

to fear. Notwithstanding the enormous sums

we spend annually in alleviating poverty and

punishing the criminal, we do comparatively

nothing to prevent pauperism or crime. Calcu-

lations that we made some little time ago, and

which have been confirmed by the statements of

Dr. Hawksloy and Dr. Stallard, show that the

money expended on the poor through the agency

of charitable societies, parochial bodies, and

private donors must be at least eight millions

per annuyn : the punishment of crime, according

to official statistics, costa about four millions, and

we estimate the cost of crime to the public, the

extent to which the criminal class destroy instead

of producing, at six millions, making, in the

whole, an expenditure of eighteen millions of

pounds sterling annually.

Against indiscriminate almsgiving we wage

war. Indiscriminate medical relief is the first

The Boys’ Befuge Farm School, Bisley, near Woiing, Surrey.—Messrs. Eaiershm, Broclc, TFebii, ArcUtecis.
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move towarda destroying self-dependenoo and
showing the recipient the way to the workhouse.

Of discriminate charity we cannot have too

much
;
the charity that knows, and aids at the

right time; that prevents the break-up of the

home
;
that inspires with fresh hope

;
that shows

the field for profitable exertion. The able-bodied

should be forced to work, if they would eat; and
they should bo made to do work that will pay.

The work-in-vain system is wasteful, de-

moralizing, and abominable. Wo want the

result of every man’s labour. The payment
should be by piece-work. The making and
maintenance of roads, embanking rivers, drain-

ing, the manufacture of clothes for the poor, for

the army, and for the navy, and above all the

reclamation of waste lands, are works to which
such labour might be fairly applied. There are

millions of acres of uncultivated land in

England and Ireland on which labour might be
profitably employed. We shall want legislation

to enable public bodies to employ the destitute.

Aid might be given to those who would emigrate

—not to the colonies or another country, but to

these waste lands at home, there to bring up
their children in habits of indnstry and self-

dependence, and to make the desert smile. With
less of indiscriminate almsgiving, as wo said

before, we want more real intelligent charity,

personal help, and Christian sympathy ;—sym-
pathy

—

“ Which hath an operation more divine
Than breath or pen can give expression to.”

Above all things let us take up the children,

The strong feeling we have in that direction

leads us to make this an opportunity to bring
before our readers the last step taken by those
who manage what are known as “ The Refuges
for Homeless and Destitute Children,” whoso
head-quarters are in Great Queen-street, Eol-
born.

The house there was found too small to receive

the crowds of outcasts that came for succour.

In 1S66 the Chichester training-ship offered the
means of training for a seafaring life some
200 boys, but the mission still grew, and it was
determined to erect a house at Bisley, in Surrey,
to which it is proposed to transfer the young
and weakly boys from the London Refuge, so
that they may be trained to look after cows and
pigs, grow vegetables, till the land, and thus be
fitted for service at home or in the colonies. To
BO good an enterprise we wish the best success.

The new building consists of a centre and two
wings, connected together by corridors. The
centre contains the committee-room, store-

rooms, living-room for the master, and separate
infirmaries. The left-hand wing contains work-
shops for several departments, and a broad open
dormitory over. The right-hand wing contains
the dining-room, with a similar spacious dormi-
tory above. In the rear the kitchen and proper
offices are erected as separate buildings

;
and

again in the rear of each of the wings are swim-
ming-baths and lavatories. The total frontage
of the building is about 160 ft., and the entire
cost 5,7751. The architects are Messrs. E. Eaber-
shon, Brock, & Webb

;
and the builders, Messrs.

Carter & Son, Horseferry-road, Westminster.
The style, it will be seen, is a sort of Gothic,
with bands and patterns of coloured bricks, and
walling of red bricks. The dormitories have
open timber roofs, and accommodation is made
for 150 boys. The farm consists of 88 acres.
Mr. W. Williams, the hard-working secretary of
this association, said, at the opening of the new
building last month, that in the previous year
there were gathered from the streets into the
refuge no less than 24G boys, and up to the end
of November 310 had been received, and for
the twenty-one days of this month 50 more had
been received, and still they came begging to be
received. We need not enlarge on the advan-
tages accruing to the public as well as to the
boys themselves in so large a number being
rescued from misery and vice, instead of being
allowed to drift into the criminal and dangerous
class. The advantages are apparent to any ono
who will give the subject a moment’s thought.
At the present time there are 160 boys on board
the Chichester, being educated and trained for
the Royal Navy and Merchant service, 166 boys
in another refuge, and 50 at the country home,
and upwards of 100 inmates in the two refuges
for girls. With a view of further converting the
“waste” going on in the human material and
turning it into useful labour, the committee
have raised the building we now illustrate, and
to which they purpose transferring the young
and weakly boys from the London Refuge, so
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that they may bo fitted for service at homo or

in the colonies.

While urging the immediate necessity for

larger and more comprehensive measures to

stem the advancing tide of pauperism and crime,

we point with admiration to what is being done

by this particular association.

TEE HISTORY OF ITALIAN SCULPTURE.*

In the fourteenth century Marcus Romanna
was the one sculptor, of whom Rome can show
any proof, and this is only in one work, a statue

of Saint Simeon, the prophet, behind the high

altar of the church dedicated to him at Venice.

Some writers have attempted to divide this cen-

tury between Marcus Romano and Pigtro Caval-

lini, the scholar of Giotto. Vasari, for instance,

names Cavallini as the sculptor of the crucifix at

St. Paul’s, which is said to have spoken to St.

Bridget
;
and Horace Walpole says, that it was

he who made the shrine of Edward the Confessor,

and designed the crosses which marked the

resting-place of Queen Eleanor’s body. Mr.
Perkins, in the book we are now noticing,

f

denies both these statements. There were,

however, two sculptors in the fifteenth cen-

tury, Paolo Romano and Gian Cristoforo.

They were both goldsmiths as well as sculp-

tors. Antonio Filarete mentions that Paolo
helped to make the silver statues of the
twelve apostles for the altar of St. Peter’s, that

were destroyed in the sack of 1527. His
principal works are the statue of St. Paul on the

Ponte Sant’ Angolo, the tomb of Fra Bartolomeo
Caraffa in the church of the Knights of Malta,

and the monument of Cardinal Stefaneschi at

Santa Maria, in Trastevere. The sarcophagus of

Fra Bartolomeo is divided into panels by twisted

columns, containing his arms and a mortuary
inscription in Gothic letters

j
and on the top of

it lies the knight dressed in armour and grasping

the handle of his sword. The cardinal’s tomb
consists also of an effigy on a sarcophagus, but
it has the addition of a marble canopy, with a
frieze of coloured mosaics. Gian Cristoforo was
the scholar of Paolo, and like his master was a
goldsmith, ns, with tho assistance of two more
scholars of his master, Niccolfi della Guardia and
Pietro Paolo da Todi, he made the twelve silver

statues of the apostles for tho Papal chapel at

St. Peter’s. Ee is also mentioned as the sculptor
of fignres and busts at Sta. Maria, in Trastevere,
and as one of the artists employed upon the tomb
of Gian Galeazzo Visconti, at the Certosa at

Pavia. Mr. Perkins gives two Roman sculptors
to the sixteenth century, Giovanni Battista and
Andrea Romano, the first of whom accompanied
Giulio Romano and Primaticcio to Mantua, the
last being also employed in the same city. lu
connexion with this paucity of local sculptors our
author makes the following remark

‘'\Vhen wo remember that Rome in the early part of this
century was the homo of some of the greatest foreign
artists, it seems incredible that their example and teach-
ings should not have developed native talent. From
Niccola Pisano down to Benvenuto Cellini all tho great
Tuscan sculptors went to Rome; some, like Donatello,
Ghiberti, and Brunelleschi, to study antique remains;
others, like Simon Donatello, FOarete, Hossillino, Mino,
and Michelangelo, to reside and work there. All were
received, honoured, and employed hy the Popes

;
the city

became their chosen place of residence, being then, as she
still is, the most sympathetic and the most attaching of all

places to those whose Jives are devoted to art in any form.
Everywhere at Rome we fliid that the works of merit are
by foreign artisla. At St. Peter’s and 8. Pietro in Tincoli
they are by Pollajuolo and Michelangelo

;
at Sta. Maria

del Popoio and Sant’ Agostino by Andrea and Jacopo
Sansovino; and in the desecrated cloister of the latter
church by Mino and Mine's imitators

;
at Sta. Maria del

Popoio and the Pantheon by Lorenzetto
;

at Sta. Maria
deli’Anima by Triboln and Michelangelo Sanese. Indeed,
with the exception of the pulpits, ciboriums, and tombs of
the' Cosmati, and the works of Paolo Komano, which
hardly rise above respectable mediocrity, there are no
Roman sculptures of interest in the many churches of the
Eternal City.”

The history of the Comaoine architects forms
an early feature in the account of sculpture in

Lombardy. For twenty years an island in the
Lake of.Como held out against Alboinus and his
followers. It contained numbers of fitgitives

from all parts of Italy, some of whom were the
skilled workmen known as the Maestri Comacini,
and subsequently as “ casavii,” builders of houses.
There is evidence to show that the Lombard
kings affranchised the members of this guild,

after the island submitted, and allowed them the
privilege of making contracts. King Rotari,

especially, in his code of laws, protected the

* See p. 1, ante.

t Italian Sculptors. Longmans & Co.

Maestri Comacini, whoso free jurisdiction, ex-

plains Mr. Perkins, was recognised by the name
of Free-masons. Although the miserable state

of the country, owing to war and pestilence,

prevented any considerable structural operations,

for some time after the conquest, Queen Theo-
linda soon appears upon the scene, employing
the Magistri Comacini to build the duomo at
MonzB, and recording the conversion of her
husband Agilulph in a bas-relief over the portal

representing the baptism of our Lord. A cen-

tury after this other Comacine masters were
still building in tho same style, which is Debased
Roman with strong Byzantine tendencies. There
is an octagon font in theduomo at Cividale, erected

by St. Calixtus, bishop of Aquileja, which well

illustrates its peculiarities. “ Its roof is sop-

ported upon slender columns, with rude Corin-

thian capitals. Their intermediate spaces are

spanned by round arches, whose spandrels are

adorned with clumsily-represented Christian

emblems. The bases of the columns rest upon a

marble parapet sculptured with figures symboli-

cal of the four evangelists, each holding a book,

inscribed with verses by Sedulius, a Latin poet

of the fifth century, and an ornate Greek cross,

with candelabrae and palmettos executed in re-

lief by lowering the surface of the stone around
their clumsy outlines, within which the details

are indicated by furrows dug out in the stone.”

Milan so heartily patronised the arts that the

fourteenth century saw no fewer than 2,000

monuments in its churches, according to the

statement of a chronicler of that period ;
but a

decree of the Council of Trent led to many of

them being taken down. About this time we
first meet with the Campiouesi, a company of

architects and sculptors so called, from the dis-

trict of Campione. Five sculptors, known as
“ da Campione,” were engaged upon the duomo
at Modena in the thirteenth century. Two
others, Matteo and Boniuo da Campione, are

accredited with the famous Area di Sant’ Agos-

tino at Pavia, which took twelve years to com-
plete. In this structure “tho effigy of the

saint, covered with a winding-sheet held up
at its corners and sides by six angels, lies

upon a mortuary couch seen through tho open

arches which support its second story. The
statuettes of the apostles are placed, two by
two, in compartments around the lower or

basement story, separated from each other by
pilasters faced by statuettes of the Virtues.

Above them smaller statuettes of saints and
prophets stand against the pilasters of the

second story, upon which rest consoles support-

ing seated figures of saints and martyrs. A row
of pointed gables, decorated with crockets and
finials, runs round the uppermost story, upon
which is a series of bas-reliefs, representing in-

cidents in the life of St. Augustine, separated
from each other by twenty statuettes.” One of
these artists was the sculptor of the monument
that Bernabo Visconti erected to the memory of
his wife, in which, curiously, there is no effigy of

the lady, but an equestrian statue of himself,

clad in armour and baton in hand. And the

elder of the two was appointed architect, first of

the duomo at Monza and then of that at MDan.
At Monza there is a mortuary tablet, set into

the outer wall, which says, “ Here lies the great

architect, the devout Master Mattheus da Cara-

pilione, who built the facade of this holy church
as well as its pulpit and baptistery, and who
died in the year of oar Lord, 1396.” The first

architect of the cathedral at Milan was Marco
Prisone da Campione, who with four Campionesi
formed a body of architects and sculptors,

attached from the beginning to tho “ Veneranda
Fabbrioa.” The contemporary building, tho
Certosa, however, was placed in the bands of
Bernardo da Venezia. This building Mr. Per-
kins, with others, considers surpasses the duomo
in artistical interest, for it is a perfect mnseum
of sculpture by the best artists of the Lombard
school. He says of it,

—

“Few Italian churches, indeed, can compete with the
Certosa, whose stillness ie broken only b)' the bushed
tread of aome white.robed monk, who passing on, leaves
the visitor to an undisturbed enjoyment of the objects
around him. After scanning every rich detail of the
facade, ho enters through the sculptured portals into the
nave, examines the paintings and marbles iu the chapels,
the tombs that line the transepts, the cxe]ui8itely sculp-
tured doorways of the sacristies, the bas-reliefs and terra-
cottas iu the vast cloisters, the richly carved capitals and
cornices, and carries away with him a sense of harmony
and completeness only to be derived from a scries of
works which belong like these to one echool and to one
time.”

Early in the fifteenth century we find Jaoopino
da Tradate working forthe “ Fabbrica del Duomo.”
He was called upon by the Duke Filippo-Maria
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commemorate the entry of Pope Martin V.

into Milan, by erecting a colossal statue of him
in the duomo. This admirable figure, which is

more than twice the size of life, is seated on a

draped throne, in full pontificals, holding the

keys in one hand and giving the benediction

with the other. Jacopino was also the author

of the half-figure of God the Father in bronze in

the centre of the roof of the apse ofthe duomo, and

tho reputed author of the tomb of Pietro Torello

at Sant’ Eostorgio. Before his death he removed

to Mantua, to work for the Duke Francisco

Gonzaga. The school of the Campioneai charac-

terized by “ simplicity and extreme quietness

ofaction in its round-surfaced, short-proportioned

statuettes and bas-reliefs ” was now supplanted

by that which came in with the Benaissance,

remarkable for its “ violent action, intense facial

expression, bordering on grimace
5

clinging

draperies, great length of limb, and very fl.at

treatnjent of surfaces.” A transitional style

appears to have been used by the brothers

Mantegazza, in the firet part of their career.

They did so much work at the Certosa for

the Prior Filippo de’ Rancate, that their pay
amounted to nearly the cost of a house at Milan,

which he made over to them as a discharge of

his debt, stipulating that its value over and
above their account should be made up in future

work. Some of their later work is marked by

the exaggerated gestures and expression we
have just quoted. Giovanni Antonio Amadeo,
or Omodeo, who worked with them, on the Cer-

tosa, is considered tho most remarkable of the

Lombard sculptors. He was the son of a farmer,

living near the Certosa. When he was nineteen

we find him with his brother Protasino, at work
upon sculptures for this building

;
and in 1490

we read be received the appointment of head
architect to it, and designed and carried oat

the faijade. He erected the monument to the

daughter of Bartolomeo Coleoni, at Basella, near

Bergamo, spoken of as one of the most charm-
ing works of the kind in Italy : delicate, simple,

and beautiful. The slender figure of the de-

ceased, in an embroidered robe, lies with her

head upon an ornamented pillow, upon a sarco-

phagus, enriched with statuettes. There is a

string of jewels upon her head, and a necklace

round her throat. Her eyes are closed, and her

arms folded upon her bosom in serene repose.

Her father commissioned Omodeo to build a

family chapel'at Bergamo, immediately after its

completion, which he designed in the richest

Renaissance stylo. At Cremona he worked upon
the shrine of the Egyptian martyrs; and in the

family chapel of the Borromei on the Isola Bella

ho executed two monuments which show his

delicate .touch and artistic eye to considerable

perfection. But when he undertook the crown-

ing of the Milanese duomo with a cupola he
resigned all other engagements and removed to

Milan. Mr. Perkins considers Omodeo would
have ranked with the Tuscan Quattro Centisti

had his style been less mannered and more ele-

vated. After him come his rival Cristoforo

Solari, some time head architect of the Milanese

duomo, with his scholars Giovanni Dentone,

Giovan Giacomo della Porta, Girolamo da No-
vara, and Andrea da Fusina; the latter of whom
figures in the records of the Fabbrica, poor

unfortunate, as continually asking for money in

advance. It is, perhaps, some clue to this inabi-

lity to meet his current wants with his current

industry to be told that his work was “ tasteless

and clumsy, though smoothly and skilfully exe-

cuted.” After this band little is known beyond
the names of the sculptors, who clustered ‘‘ like

bees ” about the duomo in the last half of the

fifteenth century, and stored up their work in it.

The Fabbrica held out great advantages, which
were appreciated to their fullest extent. The
young were taught their art and the old were
pensioned; which privileges were forfeited by
seeking work elsewhere without permission. Mr.

Perkins gives full accounts of the labours of

other Milanese sculptors not employed on this

great work ;
bub who have materially enriched

Lombardy with their works. We learn from
them the lesson that we need not grieve because
our work is not displayed in the high places of

the world. They teach us “ to labour and to

wait.” Recognition is sure to come, if our work
be worthy of it.

We must give the pretty piece of word paint-

ing with which our author limns in Venice. He
says the Venetians bad more feeling for colour

than for form, and accounts for this preference

by their relations with the East, and the situa-

tion of their city between the formless sea and
cverchanging sky :

—

“ When we look around ua at Venice wo aee colour

expressed in every object which meets the eye. 8t. Mark’s,

with iia marbles and mosaics, is ablaze with it ;
the Ducal

Palace is toned like the inside of a sea shell; the fa9edea

of the stately buildings which line the Grand Canal ate

variegated with disks of serpentine and porphyry; the

sails of the Bsbing-boats vary in tint from a golden yellow

to a deep amber ; the water in the side canals, which as we
emerge from them into theGiudecca or the Lagoon expands

into the broad sea, is as blue as those long strips of sky

between the black chimney-tops, which in like manner
widen out into the measureless heavens. Seen from afar

through the early morning haze Venice looks like some
‘ vaporous amethyst,' and at sunset, when the darning

heavens above her are reflected in the smooth waters, her

towers and palaces grow grey upon a pavement of fire, like

ashes resting upon glowing embers. City and sky and sea

are then all visionary, all indistiact in outline, and we feel

why a great school of colourists rather than a great school

of sculptors grew up at Venice. Venetian sculpture was

always strictly decorative, and the artists who practised it

were rather marble-workers than sculptors, men skilful

in carving statuettes and arabesques, but incapable of

raising their art out of its Mediffival dependence upon
architecture.”

Al l the leading Venetian sculptors for three

hundred years were architects. In this span of

time three styles of architecture prevailed

—

Gothic, Renaissance, and Baroque, and the

sculpture was adapted to each with like skill.

The Gothic was practised by Filippo Calendario,

the Massegne, and the Bona; Andrea Rizzo

represents the Lombardi ;
Leopardi tho Re-

naissance
;
and Alessandro Vittoria, with his fol-

lowers, the Baroque. Up to the thirteenth cen-

tury, Byzantine influences predominated, ns

many details on St. Mark’s prove, especially the

central bronze door, which but for its Latin in-

scriptions and saints might he taken for Byzan-

tine work. The first indication of less formalism

pointed out by our author as the beginning of

a national style, is shown in. the scriptural bas-

reliefs upon the marble columns of the ciborium,

and in the baptistery, and in the little figures at the

base of the columns in the Piazzetta. The Niccol6

di Barattieri who raised these columns and sculp-

tured the figures, a Maestro Donato, and Johannes

di Venetia are the only Venetian artists who are

known to have flourished before the fourteenth

century. After the new century came in, we
find Bertucciua casting the external gates of

St. Mark’s, and two anonymous Venetian sculp-

tors at work, the one making an ancona of wood
for the altar of the duomo at Murano, and the

other carving the Madonna della Misericordia

above the Ponte del Paradiso at Venice. A
third is heard of at Genoa. Those, with the

bas-reliefs of the second half of the century, arc

exceedinglyrnde compared wifchthecontemporary

sculpture of Tuaoany. The Ducal Palace sculp-

tures are so perfectly adapted for the places they

occupy, are so complete as a series, and harmo-

nize 80 well with the scheme of the building,

that Mr. Perkins considers they must have been

designed by the architect Filippo Calendario,

and not, as some writers have endeavoured to

show, by the Bons a hundred years after-

wards. This Calendario was originally a sailor

or shipbuilder at the fortress of Murano,

and by bis talents and industry at last

occupied the post of capo-maestro of the

ducal palace and superintendent of public works.

Mr. Perkins accounts for his acquiring the neces-

sary skill to maintain such a position by suggest-

ing that Andrea Pisano must have given him
some instruction. He is, let us hope he may ever

bo, the solitary example of an architect being

hanged. He was implicated in the conspiracy

of Marino Faliero, or supposed to he so, and the
' Council of Ten sentenced him to death, gagged
him, and hanged him from the red columns of

the balcony of the ducal palace he had beautified.

His work undergoes an appreciative criticism in

the work before us. Instead of examining it

minutely, we must proceed with a more general

survey of the stores Mr. Perkins has collected.

He describes the type of tomb common at

Venice upon which so many of her sculptors

spent their best thoughts, as the most per-

fect of any, because it is beautiful to tho

eye as well as solemn and appropriate. The
sarcophagus is generally set high up against a

chapel wall under an arched canopy. Its front is

divided into two panels full of bas-reliefs, by a

statuette of Christ, or a group ofthe Madonna and

Child under a little baldacobino ;
and at each end

there are figures of the Angel of the Annunciation

and the Virgin. He says the recumbent figure

of the deceased is placed upon the sarcophagus

as though it was laid out in church before burial,

and angels are placed to guard it, either holding

.
back curtains that fall fropi the canopy above,

or standing by with censers in their hands, or

supporting the cushion on which the head is

placed. The tombs of the doges afforded ample

opportunity for the sculptor’s chisel and fancy.

A Renaissance tomb, by Pietro Lombardo, con-

sists of a sarcophagus resting on a projecting

base, supported upon consoles, ha ving sirens

holding vases in their hands, rich leaf-work and

an eagle with spread wings on its front, and has

a frieze so exquisitely sculptured that a needle

rather than a chisel seems to have been the im-

plement used in its execution. It is, however,

upon buildings that the chief works of the

Venetian sculptors are to be sought. After

Jacopo Sansovino’s forty years’ reign in Venice,

during which period nothing was undertaken,

without his sanction, his defects were exagge-

rated by his, successors into the style called

Baroque. War was declared against the straight

line, ornament was heaped on regardless of con-

struction, limbs twisted into impossible attitudes,

and draperies hollowed out, to look as though

honeycombed from natural causes rather than by

the chisel. This illogical, thoughtless, capri-

cious sort of work is not to our author’s mind,

who, accordingly gives it no prominence in

details, and closes bis account of Venetian sculp-

ture with a sketch of the life of Alessandro

Vittoria, under whose auspices it commenced its

eccentric rule.

In Verona we find Magister Urso and his

scholars Gioventius and Giovano, from the Isola

Comacina, at work upon a ciborium, on the

church of San Giorgio di Val Pulicella. Then
comes a gap with only Maestro Pacifico, through

which several centuries rolled away. In the

twelfth century there was a little band of sculp-

tors at work upon the church of San Zeno, making

thebas-reliefs that cover the walls of the facade on

either side of the great portal. One of them

Adaminus, carved his name upon a capital of a

shaft at the •entrance to the crypt ; so we
may conclude that it was he who sculptured th,6

centaur hunting a stag, the dead fox hanging on

a staff carried by two cocks, imaginary animals,

and such droll conceits, upon the architrave

above. Tho first great Veronese artist, our

author asserts, was Victor Pisano; for before

that period, if the lords of Verona wished to

build a tomb they were obliged to send to other

cities for artists. But it would be difficult, he

continues, to find more delicate shades of model-

ling, greater truth to nature, and more exqui-

site taste in the use of costume and arrange-

ment of drapery than are to be found in some

,

of II Pisanello’s work, though he looks upon

him as a medallist rather than as a sculp-

tor. Among the cinque-cento sculptors our

author mentions Girolamo Campagna, the

author of the clever bas-relief, relating tho

story of a murdered man resuscitated by St.

Anthony, that he might testify to the innocence

of his father accused of his death, in the Cappella

del Santo at Sant’ Antonio. Neither of the

sculptors of this period, however,—not Giulio di

Girolamo della Torre, the ex-lawyer ;
nor Giovan

Battista, who made the crucifix for the duomo at

Mantua Vasari praised so highly ;
nor Alessandro

Rossi, who made the statue of San Bernardo

Abate for the oliurch of Sta. Maria at Car-

rara, made anything so exquisite as the marble

candelabra in the duomo, ascribed to an un-

known Paolo (detto delle Breze) from Rome.
Vicenza, the birthplace of Palladio, sent a

sculptor to Padua in tho first half of the fifteenth

century, to carve an elaborate pilaster for the

Cappella del Santo in the church of Sant’

Antonio. A hundred years after this, another

Girolamo da Vicenza was making the tomb of

Pope CelestineV., in the church of Sta. Maria

Collemaggio at Aquila, in the Abruzzi, and

another Vicentine sculptor, Rocco, was executii^

marble works for the Collegiata of Sta. Maria

Maggiore at Spello. Two other sculptors left

Vicenza to work elsewhere, and left the field

free for Palladio’s fame.

Padua, associated with the work of many re-

nowned Tuscan sculptors, has also produced a

few artists of eminence. First among these was

Fra Clarello, monk, sculptor, architect, and stan-

dard-bearer, in the army of the Pope, that

marched to Padua to put down Ezzelino ;
but his

works have all perished. Bartolomeo Bellano is

the next. He worked for Pope Paul II., at the

Palazzo di San Marco, and was employed at

Perugia in casting a bronze statue of him for

the outside of the duomo. His pupil, Audrea

Briosco, called Riccio or Crispo, from his curling

hair, is more famous. He was the author of two

clever bas-reliefs, iu the choir of Sant’ Antonio,

which have been said to contain lessons enough

to make a modern sculptor
;
and of the bronze

candelabra, of which his patron Gian Battista

Leon wrote, ‘‘ Well may the city be proud of a

work so admirable in every part, so beautiful in
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form, and so perfect in execntion and of which

Mr. Perkins gives an etching and fall details.

There were several other Padnan artists who
did good work, bat his fame eclipses them all.

Mantoa dedicated herself to Virgil when the

illnstrioas poet had made his birth-place famons.

His name was upon her banners and on her coins,

and when the magistrates wished to celebrate

a victory they decreed that bis statae should be

erected in a niche above the Piazza that he might
appear to be taking share in the events of the

day, and the joys and cares of his compatriots.

This statue proclaims the condition of art to have

been but rude when it was erected. Twenty
years afterwards a marble alto-relief was made
of him, the execution of which is somewhat
better. These and all the earliest sculptares

at Mantua are anonymous. Three men, Man-
tegna the painter, Alberti the architect, and
Sperandro the medallist, influenced much of the

subsequent work at Mantua. Mr. Perkins

says of the foremost of these three that he
Christianized Paganism, and of Giolio Komano
that ho Paganized Christianity.

Most of the cities in Central Italy hold high
places in the history of art as fields on which
good work has been done, and great artists pro-

duced. Bologna stands foremost in virtue of

Francia and the Caracci ; then comes Parma,
made famous by Corregio. Their sculptors are
not quite so world-known. Bat Bologna boasts
her beautiful and gifted sculpturess and vixen,

Properzia de Bosai ; Ferrara can claim Alfonso
Lombardi

5
Modena is proud of Guido Mazzoni

and bis scholar Antonio Begarelli j Eeggio of

her two dementis; and Parma of Benedetto
di Antelamo. Throughout his attractive volume
Mr. Perkins gives illustrations of the chief works
of the most celebrated artists. Thirty-nine
etchings, some of them of great beauty, are
given, and upwards of a dozen woodcuts. Op-
portunity has, of course, to a great extent, guided
their selection

; although there are none
included that do not specially illustrate some
peculiarity, there are necessarily many sculptors
left unrepresented altogether. Of the works of
the artists just enumerated, only one is illus-

trated, which is a group from a mortorio in the
church of San Giovanni Decollato at Modena, by
Guido Mazzoni. Those who would qualify them-
selves for looking at sculpture with some know-
ledge of its chief sculptors and their styles,
those who would enlarge their sources of interest
in their fellow-workers and their appreciation of
their works, would do well to read every page of
Mr. Perkins’s book.

METEOPOLITAN EXTENSIONS
OP THE SOUTH-WESTERN RAILWAY.
In addition to the important extensions that

have been recently completed and opened to the
public, in connexion with the railway systems
of the metropolis, others—the last, probably, for

a considerable time to come, excepting the East
London line only—have again to be announced,
namely, the new line of the South-Western
Company from Kensington to Richmond, and
the new direct line of the same company between
Wimbledon and Kingston. The new lines, the
successive openings of which have been most
recently noticed in the Builder, the Metropolitan
extension from Paddington to Brompton, and,
next, the Metropolitan District from Brompton
to Westminster Bridge, are parts of the inner
circle, the precise course of which was defini-
tively settled by Parliament in 186-i. The Ken-
sington and Richmond line and the metropolitan
system are intimately related in two distinct
aspects. The principal of these is, that the
Metropolitan has running powers at mileage
rates over the new line, upon which the com-
pany may run trains by a working junction at
Hammersmith, from Moorgate-street, or any
( :her station on the inner circle, through to
Kew, Brentford-road, or Richmond. For the
present the Metropolitan Company will book
passengers to any of the stations on the new
line, but will not probably take advantage
of the running powers till spring or summer,
when the pleasure traffic sets in. The Me-
tropolitan Company has just completed a
greatly enlarged new station at Hammersmith,
which will continue to be used as a terminal
station for that locality. The station of the new
line is close to that of the Metropolitan, but on a
higher level; a covered stair and gallery com-
municates between the two stations. The course
of the new line from its start at a point a little

to the north of the West Kensington Station, on
the West London line, is by a bend of nearly a
semicircle to the north and west, the springs of

the arch being at the West Kensington station

on the east, and the Hammersmith Station on

the west. In its course the line passes under
the Metropolitan line (Hammersmith and City),

and bending round to the west, rises to the high
level station, close to the Metropolitan station,

the high level having been necessitated by the

headway required for the Grove-road, which
passes under the line close to the two Hammer-
smith stations. The junction between the Ham-
mersmith and City line, and the Kensington and
Richmond line, is effected between the point

where the last-named crosses under the other

and the station. The booking - oflices and
stations on the new line are all more com-
pact and promising for the comfort of pas-

sengers than that at Hammersmith, which
straggles, with a variety of angles and curves,

over what seems to be, but possibly is not, an
unnecessarily large aggregate area. Abundant
platform accommodation has been provided at

this as at all the other stations indeed, but it is

to be regretted that the chief advantage of

planked platforms— their being warmer than
stone or aephalte—has been sacrificed here, from
considerations of economy it may be presumed.
The long platforms, about 15 feet above the

ground level, and open to the bottom, are laid

with undressed planks, and five-eighths or three-

quarters of an inch open at the joints. The
planks will, of course, last much longer with the
air playing between the edges; and will dis-

charge the rain that falls upon them more
readily than a close surface, but stone or
asphalte would have been preferable for comfort,

during dry cold, in such a situation. The line

is carried over the public road by a wrought-
iron girder bridge of 90 feet span, very much
askew. The floor of the bridge is of doable
planking, and wrought-iron buckle plates, packed

,

between, to deaden the sound of passing trains,

with Burnetized saw-dust. From this point the
line curves round on a viaduct of about a mile

in length, and pursues a course nearly straight,

and almost due west, for about three miles, to

Brentford-road. About midway there is a station

for the service of Turnham-green. The course
of the viaduct is nearly parallel with the London
and Brentford road

;
the average height of the

work is about 20 feet to the rail level ; the arches
are of 20 feet span. There are ten wrought and
cast-iron bridges in the viaduct of from 76 feet

span downwards, all waterproof and packed to
deaden sound. The line crosses Acton-green
upon a falling gradient of 1 in 120, and at the
west side of the Green enters a catting of con-
siderable length and depth, in which the line

passes under the Brentford-road, which is carried
across on a wide skew bridge. In this locality,

also, the mains of the water and gas companies,
which serve the district, are borne across the
line between plate girders of wrought-iron.
At Brentford-road the line carves to the south,

and reaches the station for Brentford in the course
of the curve. The station here is large and
commodious, with four lines of rails, and ample
platform accommodation, The up platform is

about 24 ft. wide, and covered the whole width.
There is from this station a short branch con-
necting the line with the North London, by
which trains maybe run from any of the stations

on the North London line to Kew Gardens and
Richmond dij'ect, instead of, as now, by the long
detour by way of Barnes. There is also a
junction here with the South-Western loop-line,

giving communication with Brentford, Hounslow,
and other stations to the south-west. At a short
distance from the Brentford Station the new line

crosses over the South-Western loop-line and
immediately afterwards over the Thames by a
bridge with cast-iron piers and lattice girders.

The bridge has five spans of 108 ft. 6 in. each
clear, with about 20 ft. of head-way at high
water. The cylinders are square, with small
three-quartercolumns at the corners, the columns
cast solid. The cylinders are let down deep
in the London clay, the base of the foundation
excavations being filled with concrete. The
cavities of the cylinders are filled with brick-

work and cement. The upper portions of the
piers rise considerably above the upper edge of
the girders, and show deeply-indented panels
filled with alto-relievo ornamental work. They
show semicircular heads on the faces, and are
surmounted by globular lamps. The abutments
are of red brick, and relieved with plinths,
columns, and caps, of Portland stone.

The most important work between the river
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and Richmond is the station opposite the new
entrance to Kew Gardens,—a station at which
doubtless a large pleasure traffic will be done,

for which provision has been made in platforms

and sidings. In its onward course the line

passes under the Richmond-road and Sandy-

lane by a tunnel-bridge of 150 ft. long, and
a little further on bends round and runs

alongside of the Richmond and Windsor line

to the new station, close to the old one at

Richmond, which will be used in common by
the South-Western, the Metropolitan, and the

North London Companies. Passengers will here

change for the Windsor, Reading, or Kingston

trains. The line is about seven miles in length.

The extension from Malden to Kingston is im-

portant in itself, in passing through about 2^
miles of exceedingly pleasant new country,

admirably adapted for residence, but is even

more important in the connexion it opens

with the London, Chatham, and Dover and
Brighton systems. In addition to the new line

between Malden and Kingston, and the new
station thereon at Norbiton, near Kingston-hill,

the South-Western line has been doubled be-

tween Malden and Wimbledon, and there is now
a regular service between Ludgate-hil!, Black-

friars, and Camberwell-road stations vid Herne-

hill, Tulse-hill, Streatham, Tooting, Wimbledon,
Malden, and Norbiton, and Kingston. Numerous
other advantages, in interchange of traffic be-

tween north and south, east and west, have been

secured by the opening of these new lines, and
the train arrangements that have been entered

into between the various companies. The
changes and enlargement of service consequent

upon the opening of the lines, involved the addi-

tion of above 300 trains daily from New Year’s-

day, when the new services were entered upon
with the opening of the lines.

The works were designed and carried out

under the superintendence of Mr. W. R. Gal-

braith, engineer to the South-Western Com-
pany. Messrs. Brassey & Ogilvey were contrac-

tors for the Kensington and Richmond line
;
and

Mr. P. Mortimer, resident engineer. Messrs.

Aird & Sons wore contractors for the Kingston

and Wimbledon line ;
and Mr. A. M‘Donald>

resident engineer.

THE ANTIQUITIES OF PARTS.

There is sad work going on amongst the relics

of old Paris. The Paris correspondent of the Tele-

I

graph relates a circumstance to illustrate this.

I

M. Recappe, a well-known amateur and dealer in

j

works of art and virth, having heard that a con-
; siderable quantity of carved wood had been sold

as nibblsh, hurried to the spot. One glance at
the confused heap in a corner of the yard was
enough for M. Recappe. The contractor asked
1,200 francs for the lot, and the amateur paid
the money down. On examination, this huge
pile of firewood turned out to be an inestimable
treasure—no less than the whole of the wood-
work which had decorated the old reading-room
in the “ Bibliothcque Imperiale,” a marvel of
artistic workmanship, supposed to have been
designed and carved for the great Colbert.

When the woodwork had been cleansed of all

impurities, even Recappe himself was astonished.

The carvings were voted, by competent judges,

to be among the finest productions of the reign
of Louis XLV., and were purchased soon after-

wards by M. Maillet du Boulay, a rich amateur,
for the sum of 8,000f. Another instance of like

enormity happened three years ago. A wrought-
iron balustrade was taken down from the grand
staircase of the same “ Bibliotheque,” and wels

also sold by weight to some Auvergnat. A gold-

smith of Gonesse saw it, and became its happy
possessor for the sum of l,200f. On being told

of the affair, the inevitable M. Recappe went
immediately to Gonesse to make himself, at any
cost, master of the balustrade, which is said to

be one of the most wonderful specimens of

wrought-iron in existence.

Q,met “ Practice ’* on the Piano.— The Paris
journal Le M(Snestrel mentions a new invention
which should earn for its author the gratitude of
millions. It consists of an apparatus, which,
applied to any piano, will deaden the sound
emitted. There are few persons who have not
been sometimes distracted by the “practising”
of some too persevering player, and who would
have paid any price for such a " mute ” as that

described. But will the players use it ?
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THE DEAD YEAR.

Among the duties which fall to he performed

by the public journalist at this “ festive season,”

is the mournful task of reviewing the losses

which the world has sustained by death. He is

once more called upon to chronicle a long roll of

public characters, distinguished in the various

walks of professional life, who have closed their

earthly career during the past twelve months.

Some had attained to greatness, others had but

given promise of becoming great when the fell

destroyer came ;
but of one and all it may truly

be said that they died and left the world better

than they found it. Many eminent names are

inscribed in the general obituary of the year
j

the church, the senate, the army and the navy,

literature, the law, and the medical profession,

each has lost a number of notable representatives

both at home and abroad. It falls more within

our province, however, to record the losses that

science and art have sustained. Here we have

to mourn many bright ornaments in our own
and in other countries. The year 1868 will be

chiefly memorable as that in which died two of

the most renowned men of any age or country.

The great natural philosopher—the discoverer

of the law of polarization of light by reflection

—the inventor of the kaleidoscope—the founder

of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science.— Sir David Brewster breathed his

last at his seat near Melrose on the 10th of

February, at the patriarchal age of 87. His illus-

trious friend and countryman. Lord Brougham,

followed on the 7th of May, at the still more ad-

vanced age of 90. In the deaths of Brougham
and Brewster, Scotland lost two of her most

illustrious sons, and the world two of its greatest

benefactors. Science and art, as we have said,

have suffered numerous and great losses. Baron

Marochetti departed with the old year, having

died in Paris on the 28th of December, 1867,

aged 63. About his merits as a sculptor there

is a diversity of opinion; while he lived he en-

joyed a considerable reputation, and we are con-

tent to respect the old maxim de mortuis nil nisi

honum. With the dawn of the year—on the 2nd

of January—passed away John Doyle, better

known as ” H. B.,” the celebrated political cari-

caturist, whose works caused an extraordinary

amount of public interest forty years ago. His

likenesses of Sir Robert Peel, the Duke of Welling-

ton, and other public men, have never been

excelled. He was father of the artist who de-

signed the inimitable and familiar frontispiece of

Punch—the well-known “Dicky Doyle” of “Pips,

his Diary,” and “Brown, Jones, and Robinson,”

celebrity. Within a fewdays after died M.Claudet,

the eminent photographer, of Regent-street, who
first introduced into this country the old daguerre-

otype process, in the year 1839, and made
various useful discoveries in connexion with his

art. Also Theodore Rousseau, one of the most

celebrated landscape painters in Prance. M.
Rousseau died at his beautiful retreat at Bar-

bizon, on the skirts of the forest of Fontainebleau,

whence he drew his inspiration. He was 55

years of age. On the 21th of this month the

death was recorded of Dr. John Davy (bore

1790), an able chemist, geologist, and pbysiolo

gist, and brother and biographer of the celebrated

Sir Humphrey Davy. lu February, William

Herapath, the well-known chemist and toxi-

cologist, of Bristol, was taken from us in his

72n(lyear; and in the following week, singular

to say, another member of the Herapath
family, John, proprietor of HerapatlCs Rail-

way Joiimal, and author of “ Mathematical

Papers,” died at the age of 78. The death of

Ball Hughes, the sculptor, took place at Boston

on the 5th of March. Born in London in 1806,

he was a pupil of Baily for seven years, during

which time he gained several important prizes

in competition. The Royal Academy gave him
a silver medal for the best copy in bas-relief of

Apollo, and the Society of Arts awarded him a

gold medal for an original composition, “ Pandora
brought to Barth by Mercury.” Mr. Hughes
emigrated toAmerica in 1829,and executed alarge

number of works in the States, some of them
of great excellence. M. Charles Meryon, the

famous French etcher, who died also in the

beginning of March, was principally known by
bis admirable etchings of Parisian streets and
buildings. Towards the close of this month was
announced the demise of Bernard Mulrenin, a

•distinguished miniature-painter, of Dublin, and
president of the Royal Hibernian Academy

;
as

also of M. Picot, the veteran historical painter,

of Paris, aged 82. He obtained the first prize of

X’Ecole des Beaux Arts with his “ Mort de

Jacob,” BO long ago as 1813. Herr Vandernuel,

the eminent architect, of Vienna, died in April,

and Mr. Carmichael, a well-known English land-

scape painter residing at Scarborough, in May.

The end of this artist was painfully sudden.

He had been out walking, and on his return to

his studio was seized with a fit, which terminated

fatally in a few minutes. Mr. Carmichael was

68 years of age. At the close of May we had

to speak of the death of John Burnet, engraver,

painter, and writer on art, the friend of Sir

Walter Scott, and of Wilkie and Allan, the

painters. A descendant of the famous Bishop

Burnet, ho was born in Edinburgh in 1785. His

engravings of Wilkie’s pictures are well known.

Many of his engravings are from Barnet’s own
pictures, or illustrations of his own books.

Among the former are “The Greenwich Pen-

sioner,” the original of which was purchased by

the Duke of Wellington
j
“ Feeding the Young

Bird,”“ The Draught-players,” and "The Mouse.”
His literary works include, “ Hints on Painting,”

“ Landscape Painting and Oil Painting,” and

lives of Rembrandt and Turner. Louis Royer,

the celebrated Dutch sculptor, died at Amster-

dam, on the 5th of June, aged 75. This day

Having begun life as a musician, he used, at

fourteen, to play his part on the violin in the
“ Seraphin ” orchestra. Subsequently he took to

painting, under one of the architects to the king,

and ended in being the most eminent artist in

his line. As far back as 1810 Ciceri, by order of

King Jerome, restored the great theatre at

Cassel, and in 1825 he superintended the coro-

nation festivities of Charles X. The decease,

on the 25th of this month, of Charles Elliott,

deprived America of her moat distinguished

portrait - painter. He was the son of an
architect, and was born in Scipio, New York,

in 1812, where he studied art under the well-

known American painter, Trumbull. Also in

August died Professor John Millington, an
English chemist of reputation, in the United

States, aged 89. He was a practical miner,

and in early life was associated with Macadam,
the celebrated road-maker. George Maccallum,

a young Edinburgh sculptor of much promise,

pupil of Brodie, R.S.A., and afterwards assistant

of Steell, her Majesty's sculptor for Scotland, was
cut off suddenly in the beginning of September,

in his 27th year. On the 15th, E. H. Wehnert,

a clever and popular artist, several of whose

month (on the 5th of July) Italy lost Giovanni
j

works have been engraved, died at Kentish-

Bastianini,ayoung sculptor of undoubtedgenius.
j

town, aged 54. He was closely followed by

He produced busts in terra-cotta of marvellous
j

Hippolyte d’Orschwiller, the French painter,

truthfulness and grace : of one of which at the I about the same age. Next, Antonio Vechte, the

South Kensington Museum we have recently ' repousseur, passed away, to the regret of all who

spoken. Unfortunately for his reputation, his are interested in art-workmanship. This accom-

purse being light, his line of labour was confined plished craftsman and able designer was born in

to the pseudo “ antique;” that is, presenting as Prance in 1799, and lived in this country for a

ancient works the prodnctions of his own hands, ' number of years. His works now enjoy a Euro-

washing the marble of his busts and statues with pean reputation; but few men have made a

tobacco water until they became so diacolonred, nobler struggle for recognition than Vechte. On

that even the most suspicious could not pro- the 27th of October, the death was announced

nounce with any degree of positiveness, by of Herr Edward Hildebrandt, a distinguished

merely looking on them. Bastianini was the landscape-painter of Berlin,

son of a poor stonemason, of Fiesole, and began Other names besides those we have enume-

life as a worker in the quarries. Through the ' rated deserve record—of individuals who have

patronage of the Chevalier Inghiromi, he learned

the rudiments of the art of sculpture, and after-

wards was employed at a small remuneration by

Freppa, a well-known dealer in cariosities, to

execute for him those works in terra-cotta which

have since found their way into great national

collections as the recovered masterpieces of Early

Italian art. One of them, the celebrated bust in

terra-cotta of Benivioni, which was bought for a

trifling sum by the Florence dealer, and after-

wards sold for 13,000 francs, at a public auction

in Paris, is now deposited in the Louvre. This

promising genius fell a victim to typhus fever,

in Florence, at the early age of thirty-eight.

America had to lament one of her moat widely

known painters, Emanuel Leutze, who died of

congestion of the brain, at Washington, on the

20bh, aged fifty-two. He was of German extrac-

tion, and became a pupil of the famous painter

Lessing, of Dusseldorf. Leutze produced a series

of pictures from English and American history,

which are remarkable for their character, spirit,

and fidelity. Among the best of his earlier

works may be mentioned “ The Court of Queen
Elizabeth ;

” “ Henry VHI. aud Anne Boleyn
;

”

“ Cromwell and his Daughter;” and the “ Ico-

noclast.” Of his paintings representing subjects

taken from American history, the moat im-

portant and popular are “ Washington at Mon-
mouth,” “ Washington crossing the Delaware,”

Sergeant Jasper,” “ Washington at Prince-

town.” All these works are widely circulated

throughout the United States
;
and though the

last named may be said to be the most popular

among art critics, engravings of “ Washington
crossing the Delaware” can be seen in almost

every cottage in that country. At the time of

his death Leutze was engaged on a large cartoon

representing “ Civilization,” to be painted in

one of the panels of the Senate Chamber at

Washington. Our own country lost an unnsually

large number of distinguished professional men
this month. The versatile and accomplished

artist, George Housman Thomas, was snatched

away suddenly at the age of 44; and George
Cattermole, in bis 68th year. In the dealh

of Richard Hassall, South Kensington lost

one of its chief designers and sculptors, a

man of great promise. Another designer

and modeller at Kensington, Mr. Gibbons,

was accidentally drowned. James Thomas Hix-

son, the water-colour artist, died of consumption,

at the island of Capri, in the Bay of Naples.

He had recently been elected an associate of the

Institute of Painters in Water-colours, and
exhibited four drawings at its last exhibition.

Mr. Hixson was only 32. In August Ciceri,

the great French scene-painter, passed away full

of years and honours. His career was curious.

departed during the year, less distinguished or

less known, perhaps, than the above, but whose
naeful labours in the cause of science, art, and
architecture are nevertheless not without interest

to our readers. Among architects we have lost

George Guillaume, of Southampton, who died on

the ISthof February. He enjoyed ahigh provincial

reputation for nearly thirty years, and, in addition

to numerous works in ecclesiastical and domestic

architecture which ho designed and executed,

Mr. Guillaume was an able writer on architec-

tural subjects, and a man of no mean powers as a

mechanical inventor. On the 23rd of May Mr.
Pritchett, architect, York, closed a useful life at

the venerable age of fourscore years, having
been in actual practice ou his own account for

the long period of 55 years. In the end of July

William Clephane, architect, of Stockton, died ;

and about the same date, after a long and pain-

ful illness, as our readers know, George Rowden
Brunell, in his 54ch year. The other day we an-

nonneed the death of John Burlinson, who for a

quarter of a century was the confidential and
valued assistant of Mr. G. Gilbert Scott.

Several able engineers have also disappeared

from our midst, including Thomas Duncan, the

water engineer to the Liverpool Corporation.

His death happened also last month. The So-

ciety of Arts has lost one of its oldest and most
valued members in Harry Chester, who will be

missed from the councils of that and various

kindred associations. Nor ought we to omit the

name of Chauncey Hare Townshend, who de-

parted at a good old age in February. He was
an elegant poet, an accomplished musician, and
a skilful painter. But he will be chiefly remem-
bered as a collector of works of art, of rare

judgment and exquisite taste, and for having

with equally raro liberality bequeathed his

venerable collection to the South Kensington

Museum for the benefit of the public.

Since this notice was written Mr. George
Lowe, the well-known gas engineer; Mr. Edward
Goodall, engraver and father of painters

;
and

Mr. Abraham Cooper have left this life. Abra-

ham Cooper died at Greenwich on Christmas-

eve, aged 81. This notable painter was born,

wo believe, in Red Lion-street, Holborn, and
SDrnng from a very humble position. His first

exhibited picture, “ Tam O’Shanter,” sent to the

British Institution well nigh sixty years ago,

was purchased by the Duke of Marlborough.

Mr. Cooper has been ever since a constant exhi-

bitor both at the Royal Academy and the British

Institution. His works conseqnently are very

numerous, and he painted too long for his fame.

Among the principal are “Blucher at the

Battle of Ligny,” “ Cromwell at Marston Moor,”
“ The Death of Harold,” “ The Battle of
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Assaye,” “ The Battle of Shrewebury,” “ The

Battle of Waterloo." He was elected an asso-

ciate of the Academy in 1817, and R.A. in

1820.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHI-
TECTS.

THE HOLY LARD.

The fortnightly general meeting of the above

Institute took place on Monday evening, the 4th

inst., Mr. James Edmeston in the chair. Mr.

John Clarkson, of 36, Great Ormond-atreet, and

Mr. Thomas C. Ebdy, of Durham, were balloted

for and elected associates of the Institute. The
decease, ou the 16th of October, at Hong Kong,

of Mr. John Clark (member), formerly of 2,

Great James-street, Bedford-row, was announced

by the chairman.
A communication from Professor Donaldson,

giving a hasty sketch of that gentleman’s visit

to the Holy Land, with passing remarks upon the

intermediate places visited) by the Pi-ofessor

and his party, was read. It was in the form of

a letter addressed to Mr. C. C. Nelson, and was
couched in the characteristic graphic style of

the writer. Speaking of his visit to the Suez

Canal, Professor Donaldson states — “The
southern portion between Ishmaella and Suez

is excavated to half its depth only, and one

harbour at ono mouth has to be completed.

It is a marvellous realization of a prodigious

project, and does justice to tbe daring of

its projectors. As you steam along its

channel 300 feet wide, with sufficient depth

to receive the largest merchant vessel, you
cannot but feel impressed with the extent of

this great sea-channel. But its maintenance
[continued the writer] will be thegreateat diffi-

culty of all ; to preserve the depth from being

choked up by the sands, whether along the canal

itself or in the port, is even now a matter of

anxiety and care. While we were npon the spot

a French vessel of war was expected, and they

were employing many gigantic dredgers to

secure a channel. In the basin of the harbour
there were several vessels of considerable size.

The piers to enclose the harbour of Port Said are

constructed of enormous blocks of concrete, a

couple of metres or more in each direction thrown
over and left tp take their places pclc-mC-le ; but

it has been found that this will not do, for

the waves force themselves between the crevices

and interstices with such force as to move them,

and they are now considering how to produce

more cohesion between the blocks than by their

mere weight ; and if they are obliged to adopt

the combination of the masses by regular con-

struction, as in our Dover pier, it will cause an
enormous expense, for the dykes or piers ex-

tend out miles into the Mediterranean.” From
Port Said the party proceeded to Jaffa, in an
Egyptian coaster, thejourney thence to Palestine

being continued on horseback. Jerusalem was
reached in a day and a half. “ Jerusalem itself,”

writes Professor Donaldson, “ caused me the

greatest disappointment aud pain. It is a vast

store for religious traffic, occupied by religionists

of every shade of Christian doctrine, each
scrambling and fighting for the pre-eminence.

Each sect seeks to appropriate as

specially its own this or that spot as the true

site of each sad event in our Saviour’s life. The
Holy Sepulchre could never have been where its

representation is now located
; but Latin and

Greek, Ai’monian and Copt, fight and scramble
on the soil, and the Turk, as guardian of the
sacred spot, as it is supposed to be, is obliged
with bastinadoes to keep the furious supersti-

tious antagonists iu order.” The sanitary con-
dition of the city was described as the worst
possible; for it is without sewers, and is sup-
plied with water from cisterns which receive

the surface waters, too often impregnated
with cesspools and drains. The architectural

features are few and difficult to trace. The
structure most deserving of notice is the
new dome to the Holy Sepulchre, nearly com-
pleted, the entrance being decorated with
paintings which were described as being of

too pale a tone to be eflective.

The Holy Sepulchre itself was mentioned as a
moat dramatic assemblage of churches, chapels,

oratories, and sanctuaries
; some on the general

level, others going up, several going down into

the rocky caverns, and with the ceremonies of

the various religionists carried on at tbe same
time tbe mind became bewildered, “ and one
wondered whether this could be a true temple
for the worship of the living God, or a very Babel
or House of Baal for the sacrifices of supersti-
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tion.” Jericho, Bethlehem, and Samaria were
in their turn visited. The main tour in the Holy
Land occupying the party three weeks. Hardly
any traces of Jewish buildings remain, but there

are some noble ruins of the times of the Heroda
and the Romans. Two days’ ride from Cmsarea
Philippi brought the party to Damascus, “ one

of the world’s Paradises of the Turk and Moslem.”
Thence a portion of the party visited Baalbek,

and after an examination of the stupendous ruins

there, were joined by their friends, and pro-

ceeded thence to Athens. The Professor is now
on his way home, and will, no doubt, on a future

occasion communicate to the Institute an account

of bis subsequent trip.

Professor Kerr took occasion to call attention

to the subject of the New Building Act about to

be brought before Parliament, and expressed a

hope that before any decided step was taken on

behalf of the Institute on so important a measure,

a general meeting would be convened by the

council.

Mr. Seddon said the subject had been under
tbe notice of tbe Professional Practices Com-
mittee, and a series of notes upon the Bill had
been drawn up by Mr. Digby Wyatt, which had
been referred to a special committee. The lust

action taken iu the matter had been to request

Mr. Chas. Barry aud Mr. Marrable to confer with

Mr. Tite, the president of the Institute, who had
charge of the Bill in Parliament with respect to

several of its more important provisions.

The paper appointed for the evening was
“ A Descriptive Sketch of the New House at

Homewood, county Wicklow,” by Mr. White.

Illustrations of this structure, with a descrip-

tion, having appeared in the last volume of

the Builder, it is unnecessary to repeat tho

particulars which constituted the paper laid

before the Institute.

A brief discussion followed the reading of the

paper, in the course of which additional par-

ticulars were furnished by the author with

regard to tbe conBtruction of the flat of the roof,

being in this instance of cement and tile. In

contradistinction to lead—an experiment which
the architect believed would be successful in

all respects. The arrangement of the gutters,

which was of a peculiar and novel character,

was also the subject of conversation.

In reply to inquiries, Mr. White said he had
omitted to give the details of the construction

of the central flat between tbe two main
roofs. This, he said, was effected by a course,

first of all, of Staffordshire red tiles laid

upon the joists, with a fall sufficient to

carry off the water. Then followed a coarse

of slates laid dry; upon these was a layer of

cement, and upon that a course of plain tiles,

likewise jointed in cement, so that there were
three courses of tiles and one course of slate,

with a body of cement between, which, in his

opinion, formed an excellent and permanent flat,

more durable than lead; the objection to the

latter material being the frequent repairs re-

quired. The surface of the flat was of tiles, and
he considered the cost of that mode of construc-

tion was not much beyond that of lead. The
total cost of the building was 15,000h, including

tho stables, &c. He added, that the joinery work
was undertaken by an English contractor, who
had sawing and planing mills in this country, and
the work was sent out ready to be fitted together

on the spot.

LEEDS.

Sanitary Progress.—An increasing death-rate

has long given rise to a feeling of nneasiness

respecting the sanitary condition of Leeds, and
the arrangements for preserving tbe health of

tho town. Many improvements, involving a

heavy expenditure, have been carried out, and
others equally costly are projected with the

view of removing the causes to which epide-

mic disease aud premature death may be

traced. Confined localities have been opened
up, and stagnant atmospheres rendered com-
paratively harmless by admixture with purer

air; foul privies and pestiferous cesspools have
been swept away

;
unhealthy dwellings have

been either closed or brought to a better con-

dition; the habits of negligent and slatternly

householders have been corrected as far as is

possible
; and the sanitary state of the town has

been further improved by scavenging and a
main drainage, so far as the latter has been
carried out. But while much has been done to

promote the public health, there are still many
adverse influences at work. Not the least potent

of these are the back-to-back houses which con-

stitute BO marked a feature in the domestic-
architecture of Leeds ; all with cellar kitchens,

some so much below the level of the street as to
render them as unfit for human habitation as
diminished light, damp aud steaming walls, and
imperfectly-trapped sinks can make them; while
the peculiar plan of such dwellings renders a
thorough ventilation of the sleeping-apartments
a problem which tbe opening of windows seldom
succeeds in solving. The operations ofspeculative
builders also have not been favourable to the
hygienic condition of Leeds. Streets have been
run up, and footpaths and roadways left in the
state in which the carriage of building materials,

tho digging of foundations, and the laying of
gas and water pipes have left them. Happily
the disgusting aspect of the becks is being
rapidly changed. The becks which have already

been improved are Dow-beck and Hol-beck, the
works connected with the former having been
completed, while the greater portion of Hol-beck
has been finished, and additional powers are

sought by the corporation in the Improvement
Act Amendment Bill, of which notice has been
given, to enable the becks committee to under-

take the remainder. All that has been done up
to the present time in reference to Sheepscar-

beck has been the removal of a large quantity

of tho mud which had accumulated in its bed;

bat it is expected that its turn for improvement
will come before long. The excellent effect

which the works have had, so far as they have

proceeded, fully justify the anxiety of the becks

committee to push them forward
;
am], in what

has been done, their views have been ably car-

ried out by Mr. A. M. Fowler, the borough sur-

veyor. The first improvement contract which
the corporation intend to let in the spring,

embraces that portion of Sbeepscai’-beck or

Lady-beok extending from Nether Mills, on the

river Aire, to Broadhead’s Mill, in Mabgate;
the next contract will take in the part extending

from the last-mentioned mill to Woodhonse Carr.

It is not proposed to cover over the large streams,

such as Sheepscar-beck and Hol-beck. Tho
watershed of Sheepscar-beck is upwards of

12,000 acres.

The new Hotel .—The new Central Station

Hotel, mentioned by ua some time ago, has

during the past eighteen months sprung up in

ono of the busiest thoroughfares of the town.

It is being erected by the Great Northern Rail-

way Company. The directors invited a limited

competition, and the plans of Messrs. M. E.
Hadfield & Son, of Sheffield, being chosen, the

necessary drawings and contracts were prepared.

It was at first intended to erect the hotel upon
the precise spot of the old Wellington Inn, but
tho great disadvantage of having to cross Aire-

sbreet suggested the possibility of removing
that street, and so placing the hotel in direct

commnnication with the station. The result

shows the change to have been most desirable,

and the hotel, as it now stands, may be said to

present four fronts, with ample streets for light

and air on all sides, whilst the broad and spa-

cious railway corridor will afford a passage in all

weather from the carriages to the interior of the

hotel. The style of architecture chosen may be
described as “ Romanesque,” studied from the

domestic buildings of Germany and Lombardy.
The general outline of the exterior is well-

defined by four pavilion roofs of high pitch

which spring from tho general cornice, thus

surmounting the formidable difficulty of tbe

square block which the site imposes with

reference to architectural effect. The building

occupies a site of about 160 ft. by 00 ft., the

principal, or entrance, front being towards
Wellington-street, but the facade opposite

the station, being of greater extent, pre-

sents a more striking elevation. The hotel

is very nearly completed, ready to receive

its decorations and furniture, which it is pro-

posed shall accord with the style adopted for

the architectural details of the building, colour

being freely used wherever it can be made useful

in heightening the effect of the interior. The
contractors are Messrs. Shafcoe & Barry, of

York, and Mr. Daniel Fulcher has acted as clerk

of works. The atone carving of the exterior,

with exceptions, is by Mr. Earp, of London, and
has been executed from the architects’ sketches

and direction. The tile pavements are by
Messrs. Maw, of Broseley. The marble chimney-

pieces and stove-grates have been supplied by
Messrs. Dennis Lee &, Welsh, of Leeds; and the

metal balconettes and staircase balustrade by
Messrs. Longdeu, of Sheffield. The hot and
cold water service, hoist, heating, bells, gas-

fitting, kitchen range and cooking houses, &c.,.
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have been fitted up by MesBrs. J. & C. May, of

London ;
and the Vieille Montague zincvrork of

the roofs has been executed by Mr. Fox, of Lime-

house. Messrs. Garlick & Son, of Leeds, have

•executed the plastering.

WOEKS OF UNKNOWN AETISTS.

THE TAIRFORD GL.KSS.

In commenting on some Fimilarities between

the Dantzio picture and the Fairford west

window in the Standard of October 8tb, I re-

marked that the picture was by H. Van der Goes.

In your journal, on the other hand, Mr. Weale’s

authority was quoted in favour of Dierich

Stuerbouts. This led me to ask Mr. Weale if he

had made any more recent discoveries than those

with which I was acquainted, and he tells me
that the story of his having discovered the

Dantzio picture to be by "Boots” is a canard

invented in Berlin about April Ist, and thence

•copied into some English papers. This will

account for the error. The coats of arms on the

back of the picture and other evidences (which,

I believe, Mr. Fuller Eussell is about to

publish) make the testimony in favour of

Van der Goes as the artist very strong.

Enough, I think, has been said and written

against the attribution to Diirer of tbe Fair-

ford windows; and it is very palpable to any

person conversant with tbe art of tbe fifteenth

century, especially in glass, that he could neither

have painted nor designed the whole of them, if

he did any.

After some months of research in various ways
for a clue to the artist, I was looking again over

the Brussels gallery in company with Mr. Weale,

and came across a picture which pri7n& facie so

resembled the Fairford work that I was arrested

by it. On examination, I found much corrobora-

tion of the identity between the artist of tbe

east windows of Fairford and the picture before

me. The picture is numbered eighty-four in

the catalogue, and is a representation of the

Crucifixion ; with other scenes in the back-

ground. I give some of the most evident points

of similarity :

—

First.—It has the A of the Fairford work, on a blue

banner, on the dexter side (not the Aof Albert Durer, or

Aldeerarer, as given in the article in the Geutlemaii's

by Mr. Tom Taylor).
Secondly.—Our Lord on the Cross has the same style of

floriated nimbus.
Thirdly.— It has the good and bad angels over the thieves.

Fourthly.—The planed and rough wood crosses.

Fifthly.—Arrangement of hair on angels’ heads, plain to

the ears and then Qommencing to curl, and the manner of

their draperies nearly identical.

Sixthly.—The face and figure of the Blessed Virgin with

her costume very similar in character, &c.
Seventhly.—Armour and costume alike.

Eighthly.—The same sentiment, tone of colour, and style

of composition mark both works.

The artist seems to be amongst the unknown,
or rather as yet no name has been identified

with the work, either by the connoisseurs of

Germany or Belgium. At one time the picture

was attributed to Aldegraver, on account of its

signature. This every critic now acknowledges

to be a mistake, and I have some sketches from
glass designed by that artist, which bear no re-

semblance whatever to the picture. It was
once also, I am told, attributed, to Durer. This

was found to be as untenable as his claim to the

Fairford work, and affords a capital parallel
;

in

fact, if Mr. Holt can identify tbe picture as

Durer’s, to my ideas ho will have gone a great

way to prove the glass also to be bis, and vice

versa. It was iu the collection of M. Weyer, of

Cologne, and sold at his sale to the Brussels

Gallery at tbe same time as the beautiful

Memling was purchased for our own National

Gallery. There is a long notice and descrip-

tion of it in the account of Mr. Weyer’s col-

lection, a work useful to every picture collector.*

I translate the following portion for the benefit

of your readers :

—

“ This composition is very remarkable. The groups,
especially the cavaliers to the right of the Cross, and the
Holy Women, are disposed with great ability, and show
the original genius of the author. If the drawing falls

short in its anatomical proportions (the heads being large
aud the arms short), tbe draperies and details leave
nothing to be desired. The colour has a marvellous bril-

liancy, dazzling in its splendonr, and the deep sentiment
that reigns throughout makes this picture worthy to
occupy a high rank amongst the productions of the siiiool

of tbe ‘ Bas Rhin.’ At the commencement of the present
century it ornamented the church of Richterieh, near Aii
la Clispelle, when from ignorance of its value it was sold
to General Ruhl von Lillenstero, who left it to the Minister
von Schlenitz, from whom M. Weyer purchased it."

• Its title is, " Notice sur la Collection de Tableaux
anciens faisant partie de la Galerie de Mr. J. P. Weyer,’'
&c. &c. Par W. H. J. Weule. Bruges. London; Barthes
& Lowell.

Mr. Weale, at Mr. Weyer’s sale, tried to per-

suade Sir Charles Eastlake to purchase it for our
gallery. Sir Charles, however, did nob think it

the class of picture desirable. And it was sold

to the Brussels Gallery for the trifling sum of

185t. In a letter received but a few days since

from Mr. Weale, to whom I had shown some
drawings of tbe Fairford work, occurs the fol-

lowing remark :

—

‘‘ Since I saw vou I have seen the carved reredos of

Vernay now at I'ongree: the canopies are of a similar

design to those at Fairford. I have no doubt that the
artists who executed the Fairford work [Qy. some of it],

belong to that part of the Netherlands. Kichterich is be-
tween Air la Caapelle and Hertzogenrath.’’

These contributions will be, I hope, useful to

those who, like myself, take an interest in the
works of unknown artists, and their name is

legion, for the works identified with their

authors bear a small proportion to those not

recognized or of doubtful attribution.*

N. H. J. Westlake.

TEE STAIRCASE IN HAMILTON PALACE.

Sir,—Allow me to correct your correspondent
" J. 8. R.,” in some of his statements about the
staircase in Hamilton Palace, " built entirely of

black marble.”t He says that this “is not the

principal one in tbe palace, and that it was
erected by the late dnke.” It was erected by
the late dnke’s father, viz., Alexander, the 10th
Duke of Hamilton, who made the latest addi-

tions to it, and it is tbe principal staircase in the

palace
;
bnt to one not acqnainted with, and

getting perhaps a hurried look through, the

house, such a mistake might easily arise.

The older portion of the palace forms three

sides of a quadrangle, the entrance-hall being
on the ground-floor, with the entrance-door in

the centre of the inner face, facing the east.

On this floor, also, were the principal rooms.
The addition faces the west, and this became
and is now the main front of the palace.

In the centre of this front, and on the first-

floor level, is the new entrance-ball, approached
throHgh a portico on the same level, and
reached by a doable flight of steps, somewhat
like Blenheim. All the state-rooms are on
this level, alongside the new entrance-ball to

tbe north, and its nse is this. Should visitors

be set down at the western entrance, instead

of ascending by exposed outside stairs leading to

the portico, in wet weather, they go inside at once,

to a lower hall, communicating with the old one
on the same level

;
and if arriving by the old

entrance, tbe black marble stair becomes the

main approach to the principal floor, the steps

being only carried up to this level.

The staircase, instead of being of black marble,

is lined with a warm-tinted and beautifully

veined freestone 5 so also is tbe new entrance-

hall. The latter magnificent apartment, the

floor of which is laid with coloured marbles, is

the whole height of the principal and bed-room
floors

;
while the staircase has the additional

height of the ground-floor.

The masonry of these two apartments is of the
most exquisite kind. Not only tbe faces of tbe
stones, but tbe top and bottom beds and end-

joints also were polished; and instead of this

being done in tbe usual way by rubbing them
with the polisher, the parts to be polished were
laid on the polisher, and in this way rubbed
until they were perfectly true.

Tbe steps of this stair-landing, balustrade, and
skirtings, are of polished black marble, as also

are tbe jambs of the doors at either end of the

landing, the one leading into the new entrance-

hall, the other into the state bed-rooms. The
landing is supported by two Atlantidm, I forget

whether of bronze or marble. I think, speaking
from recollection, that the stops at the centre

flight are 8 ft. long, and the return ones 6 fc.

The steps are moulded on the back and all

polished. The balusters are carved, and stand
on a moulded base, raking with tbe steps.

With regard to the cost of this staircase and
stair, I think no oneconld possibly give a guess.

The freestone was from one of the duke’s own
quarries. The workmen were in his own employ
and paid by the day. The workmanship had to be
of tbe best, and the men were allowed their own

• As respeets the Fairford windows specially we have
received a number of letters, including one from Mr.
Martin Underwood (with various drawings, both from
Fairford and Nuremberg), and a further communication
from Mr. J. G. Waller. We must, however, wait for a
fitting opportunity to bring the matter forward again with
the prospect of a useful result,—En.

t Vol. xivi., p.

timf». As the lower portion of the walls of the

staircase is champhered rustic work, aud every
arris had to be perfectly true, no Idea can be
formed of the cost of this part of the work. The
steps, plats, and balusters were contract-work,
and I think were executed in London. I cannot
believe in a single baluster costing 271. for

the polishing
;
but the entire cost of one might

reach that sum or even more.
To satisfy your correspondent "K. K.” as to

tbe date of erection, I may state that I was
engaged at intervals at the drawings for this

staircase and other parts of the house, while in

the oflSce of the late David Hamilton, of Glas-

gow, who was architect to the dnke (see his

obituary notice in tbe Builder, vol. i., p. 537)
from 1837 till his death in tbe end of 1843, at

which time it was not quite flniehed.

I suspect " J. 8. R.” has mistaken the stair

known as the duchess’s (also a very fine one),

for the principal stair. It is so to the bed-room
floor, but it is not the principal stair in tbe

palace. John Baird.

ST. PANGEAS INFIRMARY.

This Infirmary is now being erected at High-
gate on a site containing about 35 acres of land.

On the highest or north side of tbe ground is

placed the central or administrative block, ex-

tending from north to south. In the front

portion are placed the porters’ rooms, and imme-
diately joining them are the male and female

receiving-rooms, with water-closet and bath in

each. Right and left of these are the dwellings

of tbe resident surgeon and assistant surgeon, and
matron, with bed-rooms, &c., in tbe floor above.

On tbe other side are the Board and waiting

rooms, with lavatory attached. The matron’s

linen-room, &c., are on this side also.

The centre is occupied, as will be seen on
reference to the plan, by the store department,

with steward's office overlooking. By tbe natural

fall of the ground ample space is obtained for

wine, beer, and other cellars beneath without

excavation. The kitchen, scullery, and larders

are adjoining, and occupy the centre of the entire

range of buildings.

On either side of tbe corridors are the

steward and male servants’ mess-rooms, and tbe

matron’s and female servants’ mess-rooms. The
steward has a separate and a distinct house on
the right of the main building, overlooking the

entrance to the stores. The dispensary and
operating-rooms are situated on the aide of the

intersecting corridor, between the male and
female block

;
on the other side of the door

dividing the cross corridor is the boiler-house,

with stairs to coal-store below. A patients’

clothes-atore is close at hand here, entered from
the covered way outside the building, which leads

to foul wards.
The laundry is approached by steps neces-

sitated by the fall of the ground
;
these steps are

divided in the middle from the male and female
sides. Dry-houses for drying the clothes are

provided for, and in addition a spacious drying-

ground adjoins the laundry. All these buildings

are lofty, and ventilated by top draughts.

Beyond this laundry, and entirely detached from
tbe rest, is a wasb-bonse for foul linen, with
fumigating-room, under which is a large tank
for storage of rain water. W.C.s and urinals in

convenient positions are placed throughout the

buildings.

The patients’ blocks are placed on either side

of the main block—the three blocks for females
on the left, the two for males on the. right.

Accommodation for 256 females is provided in

two wards of three stories each and one of two
only—32 beds in each ward. For male patients

there is one block of three floors and one of two,

providing for 160 patients. The wards are 22 ft.

wide and 13 ft. 6 in. clear height, and are lighted

by windows on either side, reaching within a
foot of the ceiling ; the upper part of the
window is made to fall open for ventilation.

Open' fireplaces are used for warming, the air

before passing into the wards being heated by
circulation round tbe stoves. Each ward has a
staircase, with nurses’ room overlooking ward
and ward scullery, sink, and lift from corridors

below for linen, food, &c. ; a linen-store and
nurses’ W.C. at the one end of it, and shntes and
dust for foul linen. At the other, on one side

are a bath-room and lavatory for patients, and
W.C.s in the other, thoroughly ventilated by
through draughts. At the extreme end is a day-
room for the use of convalescent patients, with
easy access from ward.
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Plan of One of the TFards.

SCALE C!- TEET

BlocTi Plan of the u'hole Esiahlishment.

ST. PANCRAS INFIRMART, HIGHGATE.

The foul wards are entirely isolated, and con-
tain accommodation for 54 patients of each sex,

or 108 in all. They have lavatories, W.C.s,
nurses’ rooms, and sculleries for each particular

class.

The dead-house is at the south-east corner of
the ground, with the necessary ^lost-inortem

rooms, &c., and removals can be made without
the necessity of going near the main buildings.
The staff of nurses will, we understand, be

provided by the Nightingale Training Institution.
This infirmary is being erected for the St,

Pancras Board of Guardians, of which Mr. W.
H. Wyatt is the chairman, from the designs of
Messrs. John Giles & Biven. The contractor is

Mr. W. Henshaw, whose contract amounts to
36,000i. The clerk of works is Mr. Culverhouse.

THE STREET SIGNALS IN WESTMINSTER.

The police report favourably of the working
of the Semaphore signal pillar, recently erected

at the corner of New Palace-yard, Westminster.
The pillar has had the misfortune to sustain two
accidents from gas explosions, for which its

designers, or makers, are in no way chargeable.

It appears that some of the mains near the
pillar are in such a state, that the gas escapes
freely from them, to saturate the earth, or escape
how it may. A quantity of this leaked gas found
its way into the hollow signal pillar, and caused
a violent explosion on Saturday night, when the
constable opened the small door with the inten-
tion of tui-ning off the gas from the signal lights.

The policeman had not any light, but the gas

probably ignited on the admission of the air, the
lights never being quite extinguished. Pending
inspection and repair of the mains, an attempt
is made to protect the signal pillar by loosening

the road round its base, that the gas leakage
may be discharged into the atmosphere, and
not allowed to accumulate in the cast-iron signal

pillar, which is nearly air-tight.

A Statue of Grattan.—A movement is about
to be set on foot for the erection of a statue in

College-green, Dublin, to the memory of the
illustrious Henry Grattan. The site will be
opposite the building which was the scene of
the orator’s triumphs, and in the immediate
vicinity of Foley’s statues of Burke and Gold-
smith, in front of “ Old Trinity.”
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HOAD MAKING.
Sir,—Notwithstandingthe attempt at logic and

argument of “ Pro,” I am still of opinion that a
strong foundation of concrete, &c., (which he ad-
mits in places) is a sinequdnon in makingor reno-
vating a road

3 and I think instead ofcarrying out
the plan as advocated, of sprinkling over the
surface just a stone thick, it would be better, in
most cases, and great economy, to completely
renew the road-surface, put in a good foundation,
and cover the surface with the best and strongest
stone that can be procured, properly prepared,
and carefully laid on, and we should hear little

of bad roads.

I have known roads so constructed of a
pitched foundation covered with a 6-in. coat of
Hartshill stone, last for six years without apply-
ing fresh material, under the heaviest traffic of
any road out of London, and the broken stone
that was prepared for its renewal had become
covered over with grass in the depots. That
shows the advantage of a well-made road in the
first instance.

If “ Pro” wishes to know the expense of re-
pairing roads in the neighbourhood of Loudon,
that might be obtained from the Secretary of
State, who receives the annual returns of ex-
penditure, &o., on every trust, and these are fully
and fairly made out, and are trustworthy data
for those who are anxious to acquire information
on the subject.

“ Pro,” who appears to be a new shining
light, seems to think that all that has oc-
curred before his advent is chaos and confusion
worse confounded

5 but bo labours under a slight
mistake. Certainly we are not improving so
much as we ought from the precepts and ex-
amples of our predecessors, simply because we
are too prone to endeavour to establish a
standard of our own.
For instance, “Pro” advocates the use of

hot coal-tar, &c., oe a panacea of all the ills ap-
plied to the loose coating of stone spread over
ihe surface by means of an old water-cart,
instructed on low wheels, and afterwards
rolled.

The application of gas-tar and pitch to road
rarfacea “Pro” must understand is not new.
[n 1842 I used it at Nottingham, and it is used
n many places; bat it is not applied in the
nanner proposed : indeed, it would not be prac-
-icable. The stones are first properly broken,
md the tar and pitch are spread over, and
nixed amongst them iq the heap, and the heap
s turned over and over, so that every stone
jecomes more or less covered with th'e

iar and pitch. The material is then applied to
;he road surfaces, and consolidated in the usual
nanner. But I have found iu practice
-hatpin the first place, it is not cheap, being
nore expensive than “binding;” it does not
idd at all to the durability of the roadway,
)ecaa8e in the summer months the heat acts
njuriously upon it, softens it, and produces
riction and abrasion amongst the metal of the
'oadway, and forms, in addition, a very soft,

ilastio, and yielding surface for the draught of
tarriages, and therefore adds seriously to the
brce of traction.

As to moisture or rain penetrating the crnst
if a well-constructed roadway, it is not the fact
except when it is only a stone thick) ; with
moper curvature the rain runs off. I have
)roken up old roadways in large blocks, tho-
oughly consolidated and cemented together,
ihat were difficult to separate, and moisture could
;ot penetrate, except slightly at the surface;
0 that the argument about moisture percolating
hrongh falls to the ground.
“Pro” condemns ray 12 in. of material put

n in one coat, and yet in another place he
©commends slag or cinder for a foundation,
1 in. or 8 in. thick (just as I applied the 12 in.)

;

lut this thickness is insufficient for heavy traffic,

ven if protected with the heavy coat of 2 in. as
I top covering

!

If cinders are not to be had, he suggests S-in.

cones, 6 in. or 8 in. deep, covered with the
foresaid coat of 2 in. ! These will not act as
roposed, as they would inevitably work up to
le surface, and form a rough road, and would
i)ou require lifting to make a smooth surface.
3 to my remarks about lifting, “Pro” mis-
notes me. If an old roadway had rough stones
i it many inches deep, I should just lift or
jarify the surface, without disturbing the fonn-
itiou, so as to improve the cross section, and
ick out the large stones ; then I should break
bd add to them additional metal, so as to
erengthen the surface, and not lift and take

out the rough atones, break and apply them to
another part, as is sometimes the practice.

I have lately had several opportunities of
examining the street surfaces of some parts of
the metropolis, and I must say I do not find
much improvement in the mode of repairing
them. The Poultry, in which so many experi-
ments have been made, is still far from being a
perfect street surface. The cross section is too
flat and defective

; it is sunk in holes in places
where mad and water accumulate iu wet wea-
ther. This, I believe, arises originally from a
defective foundation, and the imperfect way the
stones are set, and perhaps the quality of the
stone may have something to do with it.

In extending my observations westward I
found them most properly breaking up the Mac-
adam road at Charing-cross, and substituting
for it a pavement.
They were using a foundation prepared of con-

crete, and upon that they were laying seta of
apparently good depth and suitable thickness

;

but I do not qnite approve of the plan adopted,
nor do I believe it is one calculated to make a
strong and durable roadway.
The concrete did not appear of sufficient

thickness for such a thoroughfare of heavy traffic,
and the ballast of which it was composed was
too fine, as coarser ballast would make a stronger
and more durable concrete for snob a purpose.
The sets are also placed in transverse rows,

close together, and the joints filled in with fine
concrete in the form of grout

; and this I con-
sider a defect in the mode of paving, as I believe
an open transverse joist of 1 in. or li in. wide,
well and solidly crammed full of gravel or bal-
last, would form as good a surface, and at the
same time afford a better foothold for horses.

I observed in many cases where the streets
are paved with the narrow sets, that horses are
continually slipping and falling, and I think this
may be obviated to a considerable extent by the
open joint saggestcd. I do not think it would
at all deteriorate from the strength and dura-
bility of the roadway, while it would add much
to the safety of the traffic. B. Baylis.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
The Bath School.—The annual distribution of

the prizes took place at the school premises,
33, Paragon. The mayor presided. He said he
hoped the school would be self-supporting.
During last year 102 pupils had attended the
mechanics and artisans’ class, the average
attendance for evenings being forty-five; 133
pupils had attended the morning 'classes, the
average attendance being sixty-two. Dr.
Puckett (the head -master, whom he eulo-
gised)

_

had also succeeded in establishing a
sketching class, which numbered twenty-three
pupils. Then, in addition, 2,000 of the pnpils
belonging to the poor schools of the city were
taught the elements of drawing, and this they
hoped to continue. It was an almost incredibly
large number, and they could nob expect them
to be very elaborately taught

; bat the teaching
was sufficient to enable them to obtain prizes
from Government.

The Penzance Sc/iooZ.—The prizes awarded the
pupils of this school by Government have been
handed to them by the Mayor of Penzance.
Many of the visitors, who filled the school, saw
for the first time the improvements which have
recently been effected—the substitution of an
archway for the north wall, and the addition of
a second room 18 ft. long. By this arrangement
better light, as well as more space, has been
secured. A large number of ladies were pre-
sent. The head-master is Mr. Geoffroi, who
has conducted the school since its commence-
ment, sixteen years since, when it began with
twenty artizans. There are now 900. The
school is considered to be in a successful state,
and it is now a school of science as well as art.

The Cork School.—The annual distribution of
prizes to the students of this school took
place in the Athenmum. The mayor presided,
and there was a fair attendance of spec-
tators, but not at all what might have been
expected to be present on such an occasion.
Mr. Brennan, the master of the school, read the
committee’s report, which stated that, during
the past year, the total number of persons re-

ceiving instruction in the Central School had
been 187, being a slight increase over the num-
ber attending last year, in addition to which
the children from the National Schools, St.
Stephen’s Bluecoat School, &c., continued to re-

ceive instruction either in their own schools or
at the School of Art. The Department examina-
tions in freehand drawing, geometry, modelling,
&c.,wer6 held earlyin the month ofMarch. About
fifty-six persons presented themselves for exa-
mination, of whom twenty-nine were snccessful,
being an increase of nine over the number last
year. Two of the students passed in all the
subjects^ of the “second grade,” entitling them
to receive their certificates. A considerable
number of advanced and elementary works were
sent up to the annual competition in Lon-
don. The Department reported favourably on
the character and rendering of the works sent,
and the works of thirteen students were selected
for national competition; two received “honour-
able mention,” and three students received their
grade prizes.

STAINED GLASS.
Batley Church.—To the east window of the

chancel we have already slightly alluded. In the
principal part of the centre light is a life-size
representation of our Lord as the “ Good Shep-
herd,” leading into the fold a stray sheep. In
the upper part of the same compartment is a
jewelled mosaic cross, within a vesica. In the
two compartments on the] dexter side of this is
a large group, representing the Nativity of our
Lord, and the visit of the Magi. In the two
compartments on the sinister side, the group
represented is that of little children brought to
our Lord. Both these groups are surmounted
by mosaic shrine work, founded upon ancient
examples in Westminster Abbey. The tracery
is filled with a treatment of onr Lord in Glory,
and St. Peter and St. Paul, and a host of angels,
with musical instruments, and palm branches,
<tc. The window has been presented by Mr.
Sheard, the architect of the church, in memory
of his daughter; and the artists, as formerly
noted, were Messrs. O'Conner, of London.

St. Mary’s, Nottingham.—Two more stained
windows have been placed in the south side of
the chancel of this church. There is a simi-
larity in the design of the windows. The sub-
jects dealt with by the artist iu the window
erected by the Wright family are chiefly con-
nected with the earlier events in the history of
the Saviour, extending to St, Matthew iv.
The window in memory of Sir C. Fellows is illus-
trative of the first six or seven chapters in
Matthew and John, including the miracle of
walking on the water, and the driving of the
money-changers out of the temple. There is a
representation of Christ praying in the wilder-
ness.

Kibworth Church {Market Harlorough) .—A.
second memorial window has just been put in the
church of Kibworth. The window is placed on
the north side near the east end of the aisle.
The window contains three openings, and the
subject is Christ raising to life the son of the
widow of Nain. In the centre light is our
Saviour holding the hand of the young man;
the widow is standing at the end of the bier’
while the Saviour, commanding those who car-
ried it to stand still, said “Young man, I say
unto thee, arise.” The other figures in the
group are the Apostles and other attendants.
The canopies and bases are formed of the lily
foliage, and the figures of St. Wilfred, the patron
saint, and Faith and Hope, are introdneed on
either side. In the tracery are angels bearing
scrolls. The window was designed and executed
by Messrs. W. Holland & Son, of Warwick.

St. Michael and All Aiigels, Braintree.—The
east window of this church has just been filled
with stained glass at the expense and in memory
of the late Mr. Richard Lacy. The ai’tists were
Messrs. Clayton & Bell. The window consists
of five lights, each divided into two parts; the
upper containing a full-length figure surmounted
by canopy work

;
the Ijwer, on a smaller scale,

the representation of some scene in the sacred
life, in an especial way connected with the holy
person represented above. In the first light is
the Virgin Mary, holding in her arms the infant
Jesus, and bearing the lily

; beneath is the Nati-
vity,—Mary, Joseph, and the Babe lying in a
manger. Next in order, is St. John the Baptist
in raiment of camel’s hair, bearing the cross and
pointing to a medallion Agnus Dei

; beneath is
the baptism of our Lord by the great forerunner.
The centre light contains a figure of our Lord
in the act of blessing

;
beneath which is the

crncifixion, with St. Mary and St. John. The
next division contains a representation of St.
John, bearing the palm of victory, and a chalice,
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whence isBuea a dragon, lo reference to the

legend -which tells bow the apostle was once

warned of a poisoned dranght by each an occar-

rence. Beneath ie the last supper, our Lord

seated with the twelve. Sb. Peter occupies the

next light, bearing the golden key of heaven in

his band, and the scene beneath is that in which

the risen Lord appears, bearing the print of the

nails. The tracery in the upper part ot the

window is Elled with coloured glass, an angel

occupying the centre space.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Tf ?ii5SOJiseit.—A new school building in con-

nexion with the Church of St. Mary the

Virgin, Wbissonsett, Norfolk, has just been

completed, from the designs of Mr. C.^ J.

Moxon, architect. The main building consists

of a school-room 51 ft. by 20 ft., a class-

room, communicating with the former by open

arches, and separate porches for boys and girls.

The roofs are all open-timbered of a very sub-

Ftantial and ornamental character, and the

material employed in the bnilding is flint, with

red brick dressings. The whole is warmed by a

patent Gurney stove, so placed as to serve for

Lhool and class-room. The builder was Mr.

George Brown, of Wbissonsett.

founder (Mr. W. H. Walker, of Newcastle), are

all Shields men,—viz., Messrs. Campbell, m^on ;

Coulson, joiner ;
Place, slater ;

Twizell & Sons,

plumbers uutl gaBStters ;
and Frazier, painter

and glazier.
,

—The Baptist chapel, having undergone

considerable alteration and renovation, has been

reopened. The pulpit, pews, ceiling, and galleries

have all been removed, and the building is now

fitted up with a platform. The new benches fall

back about 4 in., and to each there is a door

about 18 in. or 20 in. high to protect the occupants

from draught. The renovation has cost about

345J. The contractor for the work was Mr.

Cunnold, builder, of Ipswich ;
the plans being

those of Mr. Barnes, of the same town, architect.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Whisendine, Eutlaivd.—A few days since a new

Congregational chapel was opened in this village.

The building, which is of Gothic character, is

constructed of red and white bricks, arranged

with stone. It occupies a prominent site in the

heart of the village. Mr. J. Berridge is the

architect, under whom the works have been

carried out by Mr. John Fast, of Melton Mow-

A new Congregational church has

been erected in the High-street of this town. It

is Early English, and of parallelogram form,

divided, by iron shafts and the coustrnction of

the roof, into nave aud aisles. There are a tower

and lofty stone spire at the south-west angle.

The principal entrance is in the centre, and having

a tr^eried window over, filled in with stained

glass The apse at the east end is relieved by

diaper work and passages of Scripture. The

architect was Mr. Stent, Warminster; and the

builders were Messrs. Hawker & Harbor, Chaid.

The total cost is about 3,0001.—;—On Wednesday

last a preparatory Congregational church was

opened in the Kent-read. A limited coinpetition

resulted in the design of Mr. Stent, of Warmin-

ster being accepted for church, school and class

rooms, &c. The schoolroom has been erected

and dedicated as a preparatory church during

the erection of the other buildings. Mr. A.

Smith, of Portsea, is the contractor.

North Shields.—

A

Scandinavian Lutheran

church has been opened here. It is situated m
the Borough.road. The edifice is built on an

irregular shaped piece of ground a short distance

from the New Quay. The congregation will be

chiefly composed of sailors. Owing to the

peculiarities and the smallnesB of the site, the

west fa<jad6 of the church is built at an obtuse

angle with the adjoining sacristy. The length

of the chancel, which ocenpies the ordinary

ecclesiastical position, is much less than would

otherwise have been the case ;
and it wasneces-

aary to build a gallery at the west end. The

staircase to this gallery is enclosed in the circular

turret at the south-west angle of the building,

which forms a feature in the external appearance.

Two lancet lights, with shafted jambs, aud a large

sexfoil window complete the west gable. The

church is 47 ft. long by 26 ft. wide. The east

window is of stained glass : it is of three lancet

lights set in polished stonework. In the centre

light is a representation of the Crucifixion, with

St. John and the Virgin in the side lights. The

artists were Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, of

London. This window is the gift (among other

embellisbmentp) of Mr. Berries, the Norwegian

and Swedish Vice-Consul, at Newcastle-upon-

Tyne. The chancel floor is laid with encaustic

tiles. The pulpit is placed in the south-east

corner of the nave ;
and open pews fill the rest

of the church. These are all of deal, slightly

stained and varnished, and will accommodate

230 persons. The church is heated by means of

a Gill stove in the basement. The work has been

executed under the direction of the architect,

Mr. F. R. N. Haswel), of North Shields. The

contractors, with the exception of the iron

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Gajnllesly.—'The new church here has been

opened for divine service. It has been built on

a concrete foundation about a yard in depth,

and is of red stone. The ground connected with

it is enclosed by a wall of the same material.

The exterior of the church measures 72 ft. by

22^ ft., and the interior 66 ft. by 18 ft. It con-

tains thirty-two pews, which represent 130 sit-

tings. The pews are all open, and of stained

wood. At the west end of the church is a slated

spire. The roof of the church is ornamented

by a stone ridge. The architect was Mr. Charles

J. Ferguson, who, when hie design was chosen

in 1865, was a pupil of Mr. G. G. Scott, and is

now of tho firm of Cory & Ferguson, of Carlisle.

The builders were Messrs. Watson & Son,_ of

Kirkoswald. The contractors for the buildmg

^ere,—for the stonework, Messrs. A. Watson

Sons, Kirkoswald; joiner work, Mr. I^llock,

Penrith
;
plumbing and glazing, Mr. Porter,

Penrith. The stained-glass windows at the east

end of the church were from Mr. John Scott, of

Carlisle. The total cost of the church is esti-

mated at about 1,0001.

Oatesgill (Carlisle).—The chief stone of a new

church has been laid here. It will be dedicated

to Sb. Jude, and will be built in the Early EngUah

style of architecture, and consist of a nave 45 ft.

by 24 ft., with centre aisle, and a chancel ft.

by 14 ft., adjacent to which will be a side chapel,

vestry, and organ-chamber. The principal en-

trance will bo by a porch on the south elevation.

The north and side elevations will have coupled

lancet windows, with projecting buttresses, re-

lieved with gablets to vestry and organ-chamber.

The west gable will be pierced with circular and

lancet windows. The belfry will be erected at

the south-west angle of the west gable, with gilt

terminal 42 ft. high. The roof will be of high-

pitch, and covered with slates of varied tints

and ornamented with ridge creating. The total

cost will be about 1,1001. The contractors for

the building are Messrs. Bragg, Wilson, Baty,

of Gatesgill; for the carpenter and jomermg

work Mr. Ward, of Raughtonbead ;
slating, Mr.

Nanson, Carlisle; plumbing and glazing, Messrs.

Thomson & Sons, Carlisle
;
plastering, Messrs.

Johnston, Brothers ;
ironwork, Mr. Wm. Corbett,

Carlisle. Mr. John Lowe, of Manchester, archi-

tect, baa supplied the design for the building.

The church will be built of stone from quarries

in the neighbourhood.

ro.T/ord.—The church here has been reopened,

after a renovation of the interior. The two gal-

leries have been removed, and the dormer win-

dows in thereof blocked up. The_ church has

been rebenched with New Zealand Kawrie pine.

The chancel floors are paved with tiles. The walls

have been scraped and cleaned. An organ, bout

by Mr. Green, of Ipswich, has been presented by

the curate in charge. Mr. J. W. Brooke, of Sib-

ton, has presented the new north door, curtain,

&c The door was built under the superin-

tendence of Mr. R. M. Phipson, architect, of

Ipswich and Norwich. The rest of the work has

been carried out by Mr. Charles Nunn, of Fnston,

builder, the execution of the work having been

performed by him, jointly with Messrs. Clayton

& Cotton, carpenters, Yoxford. The whole cost

of the restoration, exclusive of the organ, will be

upwards of 6001. - , . i <•

Newington .—The restoration of the chancel ot

the church here, with the exception of a little

decoration, has been completed. The temporary

window is of white, bordered with red. The

reredos is not finished, as the wall is too damp

for illuminating. The alabaster tomb of bir

John Brook has been restored by Messrs. Hough-

ton & Co. The gallery has been removed.

A'endal.—The parish church restorations have

been completed. The present restoration wil

coat about 2,5001. This added to 6,4001. spent

in 1850-2, and 2,2001. in 1863-4 amounts to

more than 11,0001., the greater part of which

was raised by voluntary contributions, and is ex-

clusive of several presentations. The works

have been carried out under the designs fur-

nished by Mr. J. S. Crowther, of Manchester,

who has been the architect on all tho several

occasions. The contractors for the carpentry

were Messrs. John Fisher & Samuel Compston ;

for the masonry, Mr. Robert Shaw ;
for the

plumbing, Mr. Robert Winder ;
for the staining

and varnishing, Mr. William Jackson
;
and for

the plastering, Mr. Joseph Steel, all of Kendal.

Hertford.—

A

meeting of the committee for

rebuilding St. Andrew’s Church has been held

to consider the steps to be taken with reference

to the plans and estimates for the new church.

The contracts sent in by different builders, it

was stated, were all considerably in excess of the

architect’s estimate, and they were rejected. It

was then referred to Mr. Johnson to find,

within a specified time, a builder to carry out

the works at the cost he stipulated. This he

had done, and Messrs. Dove, of Islington,

have offered to take the contract for a,215t.,

omitting the heating apparatus. They at first

offered to do the work for 3,4501. ;
and then

omitting the heating-chamber (which would

cost 601.) for 3,3901. Since then they had sent

in another estimate, oft’ering to carry out the

plans, building walls of 2 ft. thick, instead of the

thickness figured on the plana (which was

2 ft. 3 in.) for 3,2151. The sub-committee recom-

mended Messrs. Dove’s estimate of 3,2151. to

the general committee for their adoption, sub-

ject to the question of finance ;
and the general

committee agreed to this.

Saa:lin!7hani.—The church here has been re-

opened. There is a new aisle, equal m area with

the nave, and separated from it by an arcade

apringiog from five pillars, and surmounted by a

new roof. The windows (five in number) are

similar to those in the churches of Shelton and

Alburgb, which latter is supposed to have been

built by the same architect as the church was

restored by. The central one, of stained glass, by

Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham, illustrates

the story of the “ Good Samaritan. Parallel

with the aisle has been erected a vestry, opening

into the chancel by the north wall. The altera-

tions in the nave consist of the windows and

roof. Tho former have been enlarged perpen-

dicularly ;
the latter, which of late was flat and

almost resting upon the beams, has been replaced

by one of greater elevation, with cornices and

diversified spandrels. The narrow archway

leadio" into the tower has given place to one

extending to the full breadth of the tower,

throuc^h ‘which is seen a window erected, over

the new stone doorway, which leads from without

into the ringing-chamber. The church is laid

throu'>hout with black and white tesselated

pavements. The pewing is of oak, moulded and

surmounted by poppy-heads. The contractors

were Messrs. Rust, Devereux, & Burrell, ot

Norwich ;
and Mr. Benest was the architect.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Neiccaslle-npon-Tync.— The foundation stone

of the new hospital in connexion with the New-

castle-upon-Tyne Poor Law Union Workhouse

was laid on the 9th inat. The hospital is m-

tended for tho accommodation of 200 patients,

being sick and infirm inmates of the workhoase j

and the estimated cost of its erection is 14,0001.

The building forms three sides of a quadrangle,

the latter being open towards the south, l^e

east and west wings will be two stories in height,

each containing two sick wards, 94 ft. long, 24 ft.

wide, and 14 ft. high. The range on the north

aide of the quadrangle will also be two stories in

height, and contain two wards on cither side of

the centre building, 88 ft. long., 24 ft. wide, and

14 fc. high. The centre building will be three

stories in height, and is appropriated to nurses’

rooms, acalleries, surgery, committee-room, &a.

The walla will be of stone, and the style may be

called Domestic Gothic. Mr. Robert Robson, of

Wideopen, is the contractor
;
the architect, Mr.

S. Oswald ;
and the clerk of Works, Mr. George

Nixon.
.

,

Karrabeer, South Devon.—

A

cottage residence

has been just erected for Mr. Wm. Eastlake. Ic

is in the parish of Buckland Monachorum, and

is surrounded by fine moorland scenery. The

walls are of Lee Moor white brick. The more

exposed dressings are of wrought granite, the

rest of freestone. The lower portions of wm-
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dows are glazed with plate glass; the spaces

above the transomes with stained glass in lead.

The furniture of the cottage will bo chiefly of

oak. Mr. James Hine, Plymouth, is the archi.

tect.

Preston (icwicasiure).—A new workhouse has

been opened for the purposes of the Preston
union. The building has cost between 40,0001.

and 50,0001., and has been designed by Mr. Leigh

Hall, of Bolton. The site is at Fulwood, about a
mile from Preston. Hitherto there have been
five workhouses in the union, but the new esta*

blishment will do away with them all.

West Bromwich.—A meeting of the committee
appointed to consider the various plans forwarded
for the hospital about to be erected in West
Bromwich, in place of the present inconvenient
dispensary, has been held at the Infirmary Board-
room, High-street. Designs for the building were
received from Mr. T. Thompson, of Bennett’s-
hill, Birmingham; Mr. G. B. Nichols, West
Bromwich ; and Messrs. Martin & Chamberlain,
of Birmingham. The sub-committee ultimately
decided to recommend the Infirmary Board to

adopt the plans of the last-named gentlemen.
The plans provided for the erection of forty beds,

but at present it is only intended to build so
as to have room for twenty, though the ad-
ministrative offices will, of course, be designed
for the whole number of beds. The site of the
proposed building will be on the Lodge Estate,

West Bromwich, in Edward-street, at right
angles to Lombard-street, and the ground con-
tains 6,000 square yards. It is hoped the work
of excavation will be commenced in March. The
total sum at present raised is about 2,3501. This
amount includes a subscription of 2151. from the
workmen of Messrs. George Salter & Co., and
from those of Messrs. P. D. Bennett & Co. 1261.,
both of which are payable by small weekly instal-

ments extending over three years. The building
will cost between 5,0001. and 6,0001.

FROM IRELAND.
St, Mary’s, Crumlin-road, Belfast. — This

church is the first of five churches which were
to be built to supply the great need of church
accommodation in the suburbs and manufac-
turing districts of Belfast. It has been con-
secrated by the Primate of all Ireland. It is

from the designs of Messrs. Slater & Carpenter,
of London. It has a lofty wide nave, with side
aisles nearly as wide and lofty as the nave, fol-

lowing in this respect the idea of the great
church of Austin Friars, in London. The tower
is central, with transepts and chancel. The
nave arcades are simple in character, with alter-

natevouBSoirs of Carlisle andwhite Scrabo atones,
resting on shafts of red Scotch atone. The roofs
are simple. The curved braces of the’nave roof
rest on the ends of the tie-beams of the aisle

roof, which are brought through the wall, thus
forming a continuous tie across the church. The
windows are lancets in triplets and couplets.
The couplets in the aisles have large crossed
circles over them, under one great inclosing arch
on the inside. The nave has a traceried rose on
the gable. The chancel is apsidal, with crossed
lancet windows. The tower rests on four
moulded arches of red and white stone, rising
from stone piers, two of which are engaged in
tho chancel and transept walls. Above these is

a lofty lantern stage open to the chorch, with
four lancets on each side, richly arcaded outside,

resting on shafts of red Carlisle stone, with
carved capitals. Above is a similar and much
more lofty stage, for the bell-chamber. The
angles of the tower have pilaster bnttresses, with
shaped angles. The spire is of timber, slated,

and has on each of its cardinal faces rich spire-
lights of oak, with lofty pointed roofs. The
whole height of the tower and spire is 120 ft.

The church is built of basalt faced with white
Scrabo stone, red Scrabo and Carlisle stone being
introduced in the arches and bands. The paving
is of Dungannon stone, and the chancel is tiled.

Tho builder was Mr. Henry, of Belfast.

St. Patrick’ s, Ardragh, County Monaghan.—This
church, or rather part of a church, has just been
consecrated, and has been built by Mr. E. P.
Shirley, from Messrs. Slater & Carpenter’s de-
signs. It is a simple oblong building, with an
apsidal sanctuary opening out of it by an arch at
the east end. The whole is to form the chancel
of a much larger church, but for the present it

I
will be used for the parishioners. It is four bays

I in length, and has lancets moulded on the inside.
The chancel arch is built up in the west wall,
and encloses a traceried rose-window, with a

temporary door and porch under. The roof is

of timber, with arched principals. The sanctuary
is apsidal, with a moulded lancet in each side.

The roof is of solid stone, arched on the inside,

and weathered on the outside. The walls are
lined with polished alabaster. The floors are of
rich tiling. The sanctuary is raised seven steps,

the Shirley vault being formed in the crypt
below. The windows are all filled with stained
glass, by Messrs. Clayton & Bell

;
the rose-

window illustrating the life of St. Patrick
;
the

sanctuary windows the Passion of Our Lord.
The other windows are of simpler design. The
marble work is by Sibthorp, of Dublin, and the
builder was Mr. Parks, of Carrickmacross.

SANITARY PROGRESS.
Sanitary Inspection of Shipping.—The Sanitary

Act of 1866, which the Builder had previously

done its best to show the necessity for, especially

as regarded the sanitary inspection of shipping,

as well as in other respects, has been acted on
by the City authorities in the supervision of the
sanitary state of the shipping within its limits;

and the report of Dr. Letbeby, the medical
officer of health for the City, on that impor-
tant subject for the last two years, has just

been issued, and we now give an abstract of its

contents :

—

“ Small as the City district is, it affords ample proof
of tho necessity for proper inspection of all the shipping
in the port of London; 'and it indicates, moreover, the
kind of work which it entails; for, during tho last two
years, there have been 4,223 inspections of the ships and
vessels within your jiuiediction, and on 140 occasions it

has been found necesssry to amend their sanitary con-
dition. This number includes nearly all the craft which
are under your control, and the chief improvements re-

ouired have been tbe cleansing and better ventilating of
toe forecastles. As a rule, your officer makes about forty
inspections a week, and he takes tbe opportunity of
visiting the ships directly they arrive in port, in order that
he may see their actual working condition.
From what I have seen of the state of the vessels in

the river, I am of opinion that the appointment of a
sanitary inspector of shipping has been productive of
much good; and it is to be regretted that a like appoint-
ment has not been made by the other local authorities
having jurisdiction over the shipping of the river

;
for it

is manifestly an inconsistent thing that of the whole port
of London, only about a tboosand yards of it, on each
side of London-bridge, should be subject to sanitary
supervision.

That there is great necessity for this is admitted by] all

who ere acquainted with the sanitary condition of oar
mercantile marine; for over and over again it baa been
shown that fever and snnrvyand epidemic diseases are not
only very prevalent in the vessels which trade with this

port, bnt that they are also directly referable to defective
sanitary arrangements. This bas frequently been a sub-
ject of remark by tbe medical officers of the Dreadnought
hospital-ship, aud of the customs. . . . Nearly all tbe
cases of fever admitted into the hospital-ship are of the
typhoid class, which indicates bad sanitary arrangements.
. . . It is open to inquiry whether the inspection of
vessels should not extend beyond the mere lodging of the
crew, BO as to reach the nature and quality of their diet

;

for if, as Dr. Barnes asserts in his report to tbe Medical
Department of the Privy Council, half of the men received
into the Sailors' Home at Poplar are, at the time of their

admission, suffering from sea seurvy, and if, as he also
states, it is not uncommon for from 20 to 70 per cent, of a
ship’s crew to be diseased at one time, it is bigbly neces-

sary that inquiry should he instituted into the cause of
such mischief, for it concerns the health and well-being of
upwards of 170,000 British sailors. Laws have been made,
and notably the Merchant Seaman's Act for 1836, for the
purpose of obviating this, but they are practically inop-
erative.

Inspections of this nature might properly bo made by
the sanitary officers of the port, whose duties would then
extend to tho whole sanitary condition of the ship. At
present, however, there is a lamentable failure of all such
proceedings; and even in respect of the partial super-
vision of our mercautile marine, in so far as tbe provisions
of the Sanitary Act of 1866 are concerned, there is an open
disregard of the law It is expedient, as well
as imperative and necessary, that the several nuisance
authorities on the two sides of the River Thames should
agree on some mode of co-operation, whereby a proper
iospection of all tbe Bbipping in the port of London shall
be regularly and systematically performed, in accordance
with the provisions of the Act of Parliament.”

Stamford.—The Marquis of Exeter has pre-

sided at a public meetiug in the lecture-room of
the Stamford Institution, for tbe purpose of con-

sidering the sanitary state of the town. There
was a numerons attendance of the clergy, medical
men, and chief inbabitants. After some dis-

cussion the following resolutions were carried

unanimously :
—“ That it is desirable to take

steps to adopt a more effective system ofdrainage
in Stamford, with a view to improve its sanitary

condition.” “ That a memorial from this meet-
ing be presented to the town council, requesting
them to adopt the Sanitary Acts in Stamford.”
In course of the discussion it was remarked by
Mr. Phillips that the drainage of the town might
be materially improved, and that the impurity
of the water supplied from the public wells was
the great cause of preventible disease amongst
the inhabitants. Mr. Heward mentioned that

diarrhoea of a very serious type was prevalent

in the town during the past autumn, and that

many deaths occurred. Mr. Paradise said that
the coat of draining Grantham had been’about
6
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UTILITY OP THE NORWEGIAN
COOKING APPARATUS TO WORKMEN

AND OTHERS.

A SUBSCRIBER, of Newcastle, Ballymahon, Ire-

land,—Mr. L.H. King Harman,—writes us on this

subject. He gives the result of three successful

trials made under his own superintendence.

In one case , he states :
—" Having a shooting

party of seven gentlemen at this place, I had a
proper quantity of Irish stew made in the usual

manner, put down on the hot hearth in the

largest of the tin vessels, when it came to a boil

in thirty minutes; it was then kept boiling

fifteen minutes longer, when it was rapidly

taken from the hearth, andplaced in the machine,

with a quantity of extra potatoes, in the other

two tins, which last tins came to the boil in

about half the time of the larger one. The box

was then locked up, and sent in a cart after the

shooters, when in two hours and a half, on being

opened and turned out, the gentlemen found all

the contents most perfectly cooked, steaming

hot, and most excellent. This afforded as

much as the seven could eat, and was also

sufficient for an excellent dinner for the head
keeper and some of his assistants. This machine
will cook anything which can be boiled, as meat,

fowl, vegetables, dumplings, &c. I considered

i
it a most complete success, and that it will

I prove a useful companion to all persons obliged

I

to move about, and not able to be at borne for

' comfortable, hot, and regular meals, as railway

guards, land agents, on inspecting expeditions

over the properties under their charge
;
shooting

j

parties, commercial men, pic-nic excursionists,

' &G. ; and last, not least, it would prove of the

I

utmost value to our army, and when made on a

I

large scale it would do well to accompany the

I new water-transport cart, and afford excellent

refreshments to our soldiers after a heavy march,

an exhausting field-day, and a well-fought battle,

when a hot and comfortable meal would go far

towards restoring the strength and maintaining

the life in many a wounded man. The great

utility of these machines will plead my excuse

for trespassing on your columns. They only

require to be known and properly tested, in

order to be highly prized and valued. The
smallest size would prove most useful to trades-

men, as carpenters, stone-cutters, &c., working
on bnildinga, &c., far from their own homes,

before leaving which, when at their morning
meal, their wives or children could prepare their

dinner, which they could find well cooked, hot,

and comfortable when required.”

Were the apparatus made cheaper and better

than at present, it would come into general use

among workmen and others. Its present price,

12s. 6d., is too high, and the way in which

it is put together far too slight. A first-rate

tradesman informed Mr. Harman that they could

be made properly at 5s. each in a large quantity,

and leave a good profit to the maker.

RAILWAY CRUELTY.

Sir,—I have just been seeing my daughter off

by tbe twelve o’clock train for Leeds. As the

journey is expensive for poor folks, she took a

second-class ticket; but nothing would induce

the porters to let her have a hot-water tin,—not

on payment or any way. They said they had
strict orders only to put them gratis into first-

class carriages. They might surely let poor

second, and still more, third-class passengers

have that little comfort on a long cold journey

at a small fixed price. It is most arbitrary and
insulting, I call it, to those who cannot pay the

high first-class charge : the second is high

enough. Fancy nurses and children, or a delicate

young governess, going all the way to the North
in the depth of winter, and being refused such a
thing, whilst they see them given away where
they might be paid for. I hope you share my
indignation. An Artist.

We do share our correspondent’s indig-

nation. Independently of the cruelty of the

thing, it is utterly stupid. Directors know well

enough, now, that it is from the second and third

classes that they derive the bulk of their revenue,
and yet they have 'not the sense to see tho

desirability of rendering travelling as agreeable

as possible to those classes. It is an utterly

short-sighted policy.
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BKICKMAKING IN SCOTLAND.

A WRITER in tlie ITeekly Scotsman, on llann-

faotures in Native Clays, says,—" The namber of

bricks made in Britain in the year 1802 was

714 millions; in 1840 it was 1,725 millions
;
and

in 1850, the year in which the duty was abolished,

it was l,563i millions. The number of bricks

made in Scotland annually was 15J millions in

1802, and 47i millions in 1830. If the great

increase in railway and other works, the rapid

enlargement of towns, and other recent causes

leading to a more extensive use of bricks be

considered, the namber now made in Scotland

cannot be less than 200 millions a year.

There are in Scotland 122 manufactories of

bricks, tiles, and articles of a similar nature ;

and in connexion with these from 4,000 to 6,000

persons are employed. The manufactories are

widely scattered over the country, the farthest

north being at Banff, and, the farthest south at

Dalbeattie; but the greater number are in

Lanarkshire and Fifeshire, in which counties

valuable beds of fire-clay exist. The most

extensive manufactory is that of the Garnkirk

Fire-clay Company, situated on the Caledonian

Eailway line, about six miles east from Glasgow.

The company was originally formed to work

coal, but, finding that extensive seams of

fire-clay existed on their property, they took

to manufacturing that material, which now
almost exclusively engages their attention.

The principal seam of clay is 7 ft. in thick-

ness, and lies at an average depth of twenty-

eight fathoms. Its quality is considered

equal to that of the best Stourbridge clay. The
manufactory oovers upwards of six acres of

ground, and is surmounted by thirty tall brick

chimneys, which give it an extraordinary appear-

ance. Eaw material is brought in, and finished

goods are sent out, by branch railways, the traffic

on which never ceases from one week’s end to

the other. Two hundred tons of clay, and about

an equal weight of coal, are used every day.

Upwards of 300 men and boys are employed by

the company, and these are aided by three steam

engines with an aggregate of ISO-horse power.

This is exclnsive of the power employed to bring

the clay and coal out of the pits. The clay is of

a dark colour, owing to the presence of a small

proportion of bituminous matter ; but when that

is dispelled by the action of fire, only silica and

alumina remain, and it is the presence of these

substances in certain proportions that decide the

value of the clay. As it comes from the pits,

the clay is entirely devoid of cohesion or

plasticity ;
and in order to bring it into working

condition, it has to be ground very fine, and then

mixed with water. Several powerful mills are

used for this purpose. They consist of great

iron rollers, which travel round a circular trough,

and pass over the clay. Several hundred-weights

of material are operated on at once, the time for

which the grinding is continued depending on

the quality of the articles to be produced,”

by salt, salt and water, manEanese, or other chemical

acents; 6. Snow to be heaped into ridges in centre on

Bides of carriage-way to melt gradually ; 6. Snow to be

rolled by steam or horse power.”
On Thursday, December 19, 18G7, the Streets Committee

presented their report to the Court of Common Connei^

which met on that day. The committee had met
occasions after the completion of the classification by the

surveyor, “ and had carefully examined the schemes sepa-

rately, and had selected several of them for farther con-

sideration. They proposed that sundry experiments

should be naade, withj a view to test the practicability of

some of them. They avoided, therefore, giving an opinion

upon the merits of any until the result of such experiments

had been ascertained. But considering that snow might

faU before these experiments had been tried, they had

carefully considered the best course to be adopted, and

had given the superintendent such instructions as they

believed would greatly aasist in mitigating the inconvem-

eaoe of a heavy fall of snow in the City.”

This report, ns I have said, was presented on December
19th, 1867, now more than a year ago. TTo had scarcely

any snow in London last winter, and so, of course,

“ experiments ” with the new modes were tried.

Thus, then, stands this grievous snow question.

On the 3rd of January, 1867, one of our great dailies

wrote :

—

“ London wokeup yesterday morning to find the streets

and pavements covered with tliree or four inches of snow.

To all appearance we could not have been more surprised

if we had all been asleep since the hottest day in last

August. Hobody seemed to expect the suow, and nobody

was prepared to meet it.”

Let us not deserve this slinging reproach again.
^

Let

local boards at once form “ snow committees ;
let

them estimate, and, if need be, marshal their forces in

advance of the time. Let each local surveyor take a

journey to Guildhall and ask permission of Mr. Haywood,

the very intelligent engineer of the Commissioners of

Sewers, to inspect the hundred and a half of plans sent in

by the extremely patient hundred and a half of planners
;

let the local surveyors meet together and compare their

experiences, and interchange their ideas before the

avalanche descends
;
and then it will not be said again—as

said with strictest truth of the snowstorm of the 1st

neutralize, or “ paralyze,” railway coUisious, if at highest

speed, and within a few feet of contact. But they after-

wards encountered, or at least the writer did, an oyer,

looked circumstance, which sadly damped their aspirations

The “shocks" of “instantaneous stoppage" which per-

haps they could have achieved, compared by a Timet
correspondent three or four years ago, to “ afall from a

height of 60 ft.,” might “;ra(^kill” nearly all the passen-

gers in a train, near uud far. And this, m a certain evil,

might be much worse than the other “contingency.”

Still, with respect for abler judgment, could not something

more be done there by means of tounds? I do not m^eau

temporari/ “ Tog signals,” or even constant “shriek "of
“whistle,” though that would be infinitely preferable to

mutilation or death, of which we have had such terriblo

eiamiiles, and even social and religious warnings lately.

But a regular announcement of approach at sufficient

distance for safe measnies. With sole drawback of some
“noise,” which safety to "life and limb” might much
outweigh, say a giaut houie-clock “bell” about 6 cwt.

fixed very near front, and sharply “ struck” by machinery

once in tiiree or four seconds, or oftener, though capable

of being stopped in “ one.” If the “hell” were carefully

tuned to a “ high" or “silvery” tone, the effect might

not be so bad; perhaps in the country rather “hvely.

And this, I expect, could bo distinguished when prepared

for in almost any weather at about or near a quarter of a

mile distant.

SNOW AND THE VESTRIES.

I vBBT much wish to be permitted to ask whether

vestries, district boards of works, and like bodies, are at

all thinking of what to do in ease London should be

visited with a snow-fall of anything like the greatness of

that which came npon us in the first week of January,

1867 ? I have read a number of local papers in order to

discover any indication of preparation or thought on the

question, and I confess I have found no indication.

“ We know not when the storm may come.
But ’tis coming in the air

j

And this is the warning of the drum.
Prepare! Prepare! Prepare!"

I was perhaps wrong in saying that no local body had

given any attention to the snow problem. The City of

London, the localest of our local bodies, made some stir

in the matter during the whole of the year 1807. Its

Engineer, in a report dated January 17 ot that year, that

is, about a fortnight after the great fall, detailed “the
measures taken for cleansing the streets of the City after

the snow-storm on Ist January, 1867.” This report, with

some addenda, was subsequently issued in pamphlet form,

and no doubt is still procurable at the office of the

Engineer of Sewers, Guildhall.

On October 31, 1867, the City authorities offered, by
advertisement in the public prints, premiums for “plans
and suggestions as to the best mode of efi'ecting the re-

moval of snow from streets and places within the

City.” This move of the magnates (the premiums offered

were beggarly in the extreme, 30 guineas for the best

plan, and 20 guineas for tbe second best 1) resulted in the

chief clerk, Sir. Daw, receiving by tbe appointed day,

November 2G, 1867, “157 replies, some with drawings,

and some few with models illustrative of the schemes.
These were severally referred by the committee to the

Surveyor, to arrange and classify. . . . They were
arranged in classes as follows 1. Suow to he melted by
furnaces, boilers, or steam jets, &e. ; 2. Snow to be carted

EXEMPTIONS : METROPOLITAN BUILD-
ING ACTS.

SiE,—I shonld feel greatly obliged if you could give mo
information on the following matter :

—

Amongst the buildings exempt from the operation of

the Metropolitan Building Act (eiJe Port I. Sec. VI.) are,

"all buildiags not exceeding in height thirty feet, as

measured from the footings of the walls, and not exceed-

ing in extent one hundred and twenty-five thousand cnbic

feet, and not being public buildings, wholly in one occu-

pation, and distant at least eight feet from the nearest

street or alley, whether public or private, and at the least

thirty feet from the nearest buildings, and from the ground

of any adjoining owner."
Wfiat 1 wish to know is :

—

1. Does this clause justify any person in orcctiog two or

more houses on hit own ground lest than iQ ft. apart,

if more than 8 ft. from any road, and at least 30 ft.

distant from the ground of the adjoining owner, without

the interference of the district surveyor ?

2. Iftbe district surveyor choose to inspect the premises

to ascertain whether or not they arc exempt from the Act,

is he entitled to any fee ?

A case raising the first question was before tbe magis-

trate at the Woolwich poiico-conrt some few weeks ago,

but was not completed on tbe first day of hearing. It

was adjourned to, I think, the 12th or 19th of November,

bnt I have been unable to ascertain how the matter was

settled. As, however, tbe question is of some importance

to builders, and the public generally, some of your readers

may be able to inform us of the magistrate’s decisio^

* * do not know how the case in question was

settled, bnt are quite eertaia;the clause quoted does not

“ justify any person in erecting two or more houses on his

own ground less than 30 ft. apart, if more than 8 ft. from

any road, and at least 30 ft. distant from the ground of

the adjoining owner, without the interference of the

district surveyor." The clause requires for a building to

be exempt, that it be at least 30 ft. from any building, no

matter to whom it belong, and at least 30 ft. from the

ground of any adjoining owner. If it did not do so, whole

rows of houses belonging, as they often do in tbe first

instance, to the same person, might be built without the

control of the act. In reply to question 2, no fee is

allowed by the act to a district surveyor for ascertaining

that a bniidiug is exempt.

COMPENSATION CASES.

henux abbaiiams v. the coErosATioy or ioctow.

This case (Lord Mayor’s Court), a compensation claim,

arising out of the works of the Ilolbom Valley Viaduct,

Came on for hearing, on the -Ith inst., before tbe Common
Serjeant. The claimant, Mr. Henry Abrahams, is a

glass-cutter, lead merchant, &c., aud carries on a Iwgo

business at No. 88, SnowhiUand 1, Farringdon-road The

original claim sent in some time back was for 10,6894., but

was amended to the snm of 8,S95L

Mr. J. H. Lloyd and Mr. Littler (of the Common Law
Bar) instructed by Messrs. J. & M. Pontifex, appeared

for the claimant; Mr. Hawkins, Q.C., and the Hon.P.
Thesiger, instructed by the City Solicitor, appeared for

the Corporation.
. . ,, , ..

From the opening speech of the claimant s counsel it

appeared that premises in the neighbourhood ot the

claimant's were daily increasing in value from the enormous

pedestrian aud vehicular traffic in Holborn, and more

especially so the claimant’s premises, in consequence or

their fine central position ;
aud evidence of the claimmt

and bis surveyors (Mr. E. Fox, Mr. G. A. Young, and Mr.

Samuel Green) showed that the sum claimed was not lo

any way an exorbitant one.
, ir

After several other witnesses had been called on behau

of tbe claimant and severally cross-examined by the

counsel for the Corporation, the jury awarded as compen-

sation the sum of 4,6934.

MISSES. THOBN T. THE METEOPOIITAN BOABD OE WOBX3.

This claim, under the Lands Clauses Consolidation Act,

for compensation for compulsory removal from offloea

which tbe claimant rented, and which were required tor

the Thames Embankment and the new street to the

Mansion House, was heard on Tuesday at the QuudhoU

Police-court, before Mr. Alderman Finuis.

Mr. Murphy, instructed by Messrs. Brandon, ap-

peared for the claimants; and Mr. Philbrick, instructed

by Mr. Ward, for the Metropolitan Board of Works.

Mr. Murphy said that the claimants were the con-

tractors for the construction of Blackfriara Bridge, and

the compensation they eonght was out of the ordinary

course. In 1864 Messrs. Thom took the contract for the

bridge, and immediately took tbe second and third fioora

of jIo. 13, Chatham-plaoe, the windows of which over-

looked the works, so that they could always keep their

eyes on the workmen. The top floor they let off to Mr.
Bryant, their resident engineer, and the one under it was

retained fortheir offices. In September last the premises

were required for the new street from the Mansion House

to the Thames Embankment, and Messrs. Thom had to

give up their two floors aud remove to the opposite side

of Chatham-place, No. 4, where they were unable to have

a view of their works or the men employed upon them.

There was a great loss accruing to the claimants from the

fact that they wore not now able to keop asufflcient super-

vision over them. That loss it was difficult to arrive a^

from the exceptional character of the case. Some had

estimated so much a-day loss upon each man, while

others had thought it the fairest way to take a percentage

on the wages they paid weekly, and they had done so.

They had put down their loss at the moderate snm of 5

per cent ,^ut he was bound to say that that was only a

S^npculaiive item, for they had no data upon which to

NORTH RIDING OF YORKSHIRE BRIDGE-
MASTER.

Sin,—-Some weeks ago exception was taken in your

pages to an advertisement issued by the magistrates of

this riding for a bridge-master. The effect of that adver-

tisement was to bring not less than fifty applications

from engineers. This number was reduced to eleven by

a committee, and the appointment wiU take place by vote

at the Quarter Sessions held this week. A most active

canvass is proceeding by the selected eleven. ]?Tom my
own experience, I cau safely say that a bridge-master who
attends, not only to the building of new bridges, but the

repair of present ones (in a Northern climate, where

sudden and great rises of waters occur), the roads 100

yards on each side from the crown, the parapets and

railings, the gaol and police courts and cells, Ac., will have

plenty of work to attend to without private practice.

A Nosin Bibiro Maoisseate.

RAILWAY COLLISIONS.

Bib,—

W

ill you allow an old correspondent to mention
a circumstance which may at least appear curious, if not

startling ? Borne twenty-five years ago he really believed

speculative item, for they had no data upon v

arrive at any definite sum.
The claim put in was 1,5004. for the loss on the men 3

time by waut of supervision, WJ. for increased rent, 204.

for fixtures, 204. for reinstatement, 164. for loss of clerks’

wages during removal, and 64. expenses of removal;

making a total of 1,6014. Evidence having been given m
support.
For the defence Mr, Philbrick called

Mr E. N. Clifton, architect, who said he had constructed

buildings siich as Gresham House and East lodis^avenue,

and paid about 3,0004. a fortnight for wages. Supervision

from a window, such as that spoken of, was not super-

vision at all, and the want of it could make no appreoiabla

difi’erence in the profits of a contract. There was no value

in Mr. Thorn's interest in No. 13, for he paid a rack rent;

but where a tenant was compelled to move, it was cus-

tomary to give him a year’s rent.

- Mr.’Trist, of the firm of Norton, Trist, & Watney,
thought that 1604. would cover every expense and liability

of tho Board of Works, and be a liberal allowance.

Mr. Alderman Finnis retired with Mr. Martin, the chief

clerk, to consult on the matter, and on returning into

court awarded Messrs. Thorn 1004. compensation, aud 504.

BOOKS FOR THE SCIENCE CLASSES.

giB,—I think if each of tho science schools was pro-

vided with a circulating library of first-class scientific

works, it would greatly facilitate the spread of scientific

knowledge. A committee should bo appointed to collect

the moat valuable of English and foreign works, and place

them at the disposal of the students, for the payment of,
away to vacant places. River Thames, foreshore of tho startlingi' Borne twenty-live years ago tie reaiiy oeiievea vuo.-

-

---r— /.miiri

river, scavengers' yards, railways, or to minor streets; 3. he possessed a “secret," though a “ civil engineer "(with say Id. per
•

. . . u. bailed with delight by
Snow to be tlirown into sewers, down existing inlets, or mutual friend) must afterwards have had a vety similar

|

phsk fbis
, ^

by new inlets to be constructed; 4. Snow to be dissolved
’ ' ’ ’ ' -.1.0 w»k.o unprov.
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themselvea. It would render the technical phrases and
terms familiar to the car of the student^ and save a con-
siderahle amount of the teachers' time. For I am certain
there are many that join the science classes that do not
understand a single term of geometry ; and they com-
mence drawing without really understanding what they
are doing. They do not succeed because success is

impossible, and the teachers very rarely give them any
enconragement, and they become disheartened, and
ultimately leave the school. And I also think there is

room for amendment in the appointment of teachers, for
I have actually seen a teacher in one of the London
schools puzzled by a simple problem in descriptive
geometry, and also very inattentive to the students : such
as spending thirty or forty minutee in a friendly chat. I
think every teacher should be thoroughly conversant
with the science that he is paid to impart to his pupils.
Moreover, he should pledge himself to execute his duties,

and take a kindly interest in his vocation, and bis attend-
ance should be regular and punctual, which, I am sorry
to say, it is not in the school mentioned above. After
coDsidering the above facts, can wo wonder that so few
pass the examination ? I hope the authorities at South
Kensington will take this into consideration.

A "WOBKING Mait.

HOLLOW WALLS.
SiE,—Can any of your correspondents inform mo

whether, in the case of a dwelling-house built with hollow
walls, any openings (as air-bricks, &c.) are necessary from
the external air into the chamber between the two thick-
nesses of the wall, aud, if so, what number in proportion
to wall length, and in what position they shoidd be placed?

A. B, C.

FLOWER POTS.
Sib,—

I

s it not possible, in this age of window gardening
amongst all classes, to manufacture a better sort of
earthenware flower pot than is usually sold ;—say a section
of a column, with two rims on the upper part and two rims
on the lower, with two lip side handles such as are com-
monly seen on the old red earthenware pan. We should
then have a flower pot with a solid base, not so topsy-
turvy. I cannot aflbrd china pots, made square, on account
of their great expense, besides not being so well adapted
for the growth of plants as earthenware. I think if gallon
and peck pots were so made they would have groat sale.

ClVIS LOBDINBMSIS.

BOSTON CHIMES.
8ib,—

W

riting in a strictly independent yet temperate
spirit, I gave a descriptive account of the bells aud chimes
at Boston in the Builder of the lath ult. How far
“G. L.” in your last impression has fairly represented
the scope and tenour of my remarks, let your readers
decide.

I might reply at some length touching the suggestion
and proposal of your correspondent. I will, however,
merely say ou the present occasion that if he will refer
your readers—I do not myself require such information—
to any set of large bells on which the capabilities of a
niacbiue constructed upon the principle which he advo-
cates have been, or will be, fuirti/ letted, much time and
trouble will bo saved. Thomas WALBsur.

NEW METROPOLITAN MARKETS.
Si a,—Tho nltimato erection of now markets

for the accommodation of tho more crowded
districts of London is no doabt certain, either
•under contra! or local authority, but in the mean
time much may bo done to make tho existing
centres of retail business more convenient on
tho working man’s great marketing night,
Saturday.
My suggestion is that such streets as have by

custom become regular markets, and are in con-
sequence practically impassable for horse traffic

on Saturday evenings, should bo closed at each
end from say six till twelve o’clock, the district
scavenger ordered to cleanse the street tho-
roughly from end to end, and the stall-keepera
placed back to back in the centre of the road.

In many streets like East-lane; The Brill,
Somers-town

; New-cut ; Westminster-broadway

;

Narrow-street, Limehouse, oven this arrange-
ment would leave little enough room; but tho
two comparatively wide paths on either side of
the street, aud the stoppage of vehicles, would
bo preferable and more convenient to both seller
and buyer than the present disorganized con-
dition of these necessary resorts. The parish
surveyors and the police might easily initiate the
system, and, working in harmony, could not fail

to add to the comfort of all concerned.

A. M.
;

NEWS FROM MELBOURNE.
The warehouse of Messrs. Wame & Webster,

Flinder’s-lane, Melbourne, is a five-story building,
recently erected in this lane of large warehouses.
It is being erected for a firm of importers
and^ clothing manufacturers. The space oc-
copied is 27 ft. frontage by a depth of 90 ft.,

and 52 ft. in height from footpath to the top
of blocking. Tho half-sunk basement is of
bluestono ashlar to the level of the ground-floor,
and thence, to the top of the building, of brick’
each floor being lighted by windows on both
sides. The floors are 12 ft, high, with the ex-

ception of tho basement, which is 10 ft., and the

attic, which is 9 ft. to underside of tie-beam of

roof. Goods are raised by a hydraulic lift to the

several floors. Each floor is supported on
wrought-iron girders stretching across the whole
width from wall to wall. The front towards
Flinders-lane, from the footpath to the level of

tho ground-floor, is fine axed rusticated blue

stone, with plinth and capping, angles rounded,

and segmental-arched window-heads. The super-

structure is cemented, the ground-floor having a
cornice and semicircular-headed entrance-door,

and windows springing from the impost, the

voussoir of arches being vermiculated with
moulded archivolt between the voussoir, the
jambs rusticated, and the rounded angles rus-

ticated and brooched to receive the square quoin
above. The object of rounding the angles is to

prevent drays from injuring the building. The
two ranges of windows above the ground-floor

cornice and below the main cornice have, in each
floor, three windows with regular entablatures,

moulded jambs, sills, &c., and rusticated quoins

up the angles, the whole surmounted with a very

plain adaptation of Vignola’s grand block cor-

nice. Over the cornice is an attic having rus-

ticated pilasters with vertical raised panels and
rusticated quoins ; the three windows are finished

with architraves ; and over all an attic comice
and cincture blocking.

§ooIiS llecitfaiir.

Art of Constructing and Repairing Common
Roads. Weale’s Rudimentary Series. Lon-
don : Virtue & Co., Ivy Lane. 1868.

A rouRTH edition of this volume of Weale’s Rudi-

mentary Series, with additions, has been pub-
lished. It includes a “ Survey of the Metropoli-

tan Roads,” by S. Hughes (which might be left

out without much loss)
;

the “ Art of Con-
structing Common Roads,” by Henry Law;
” Remarks on the Maintenance of Macadamised
Roads,” by Sir John Burgoyne

; and a note by
Mr. Robert Mallet on the causes of the ap-
parent failure of macadamised roads in certain

localities. Mr. Mallet regards asphaltic macada-
damising as the very beet material for the
street surfaces of populous cities. A large
amount of valuable instruction is given.

A Descriptive Treatise on Mathematical Draiving
Instruments. By William Ford Stanley.
Second Edition. London. 1868.

In the second edition of this Treatise, already as
originally published favourably reviewed in these
pages, Mr. Stanley has given some additional

matter, including illustrated accounts of a tray
for holding wood blocks on which drawings are
to be made; a copying-table; a set square for

section lines
; a full description of planimeter for

computing areas; a gauge for cutting off draw-
ings, and some few smaller matters. The book
will be found useful in every office.

An Elementary' Course of Plane Geometry, By
R. WoRMELL, M.A. London : Thos. Murby.

Mr. WoRMELL feels, with others^ that sticking to

Euclid, pure and simple, is not the way to teach
properly the practical bearings of geometry

;
and

he has, therefore, compiled this text-book for

beginners, with reference to utility. The advan-
tages that have resulted from the introduction
of the system in the City middle-class schools,

enable him to speak with some confidence of
its value. Many of the illustrations are drawn
from architectural subjects, which leads us to

say, by the way, that the view of a cottage, on
page 67, is in faulty perspective. Nevertheless
it is a good little book.

The Art-Journal.

TuE Ari-Joumal begins the year •with the first

of a series of illustrated papers, headed “ The
Stately Homes of England (occasionally open
to the people),” by the indefatigable editor, Mr.
S. C. Hall; Mr. Llewellynn Jewitt contributing
the antiquarian notes and details. Alton Towers
is the first “stately home” treated of. The
number is altogether a very good one, and in-

cludes a view, and some engraved details of the
Paris Opera House. Mr. Jas. Dafforne again
takes up his valuable series of papers on
“British Artists,” and illustrates well the works
of Sir Joseph Noel Paton.

glisallani;!!.

House Blown Down near Huddersfield.

—

The ravages of the recent hurricane are every-
where perceptible in some of the villages in
Yorkshire. A house belonging to a farmer at
Thurstonland, a wild, romantic district, was
blown down, and is now a mass of wreck and
ruin. The farmer’s wife was completely buried
among the ddhris, and when extricated, a task
which occupied over half an hour in its accom-
plishment, it was found that she had sustained
very severe injuries and bruises, caused by the
descent of bricks and rafters. A cradle in which
the child lay was overturned, but the occupant
was not hurt. Babies always escape, somehow.
One hears, now and then, of them tumbling out
of railway-carriages running at high speed ; but
who ever heard of one of them being killed ?

They are scarcely ever even injured.

Proposed Rural Hospital at Ashford.—

A

scheme is under consideration for the establish-
ment in the neighbourhood of Ashford of one of
those excellent institutions which have been
found so valnable at Cranleigh, Tewkesbury, and
elsewhere. Sir Edward Hoare, bart., Mr. 0. Pem-
berton Carter, and Mr. John Furley are prepared
to nndertake the establishment of a hospital
of this kind at Ashford, and it is to be hoped that
their benevolent exertions will be crowned with
complete snccess. The last report of the trustees
of the Cranleigh Village Hospital contains the
following statement:—“The simplicity of the
domestic arrangements and tho comfort of being
within easy reach of relations and friends, as
well as the quiet of a private room, and the
home feeling which prevails throughout the
hospital, add materially to the popularity of the
institution in its own immediate district

;
and,

combined with a certain amount of liberty, more
than can bo accorded to the inmates of larger
hospitals, has an influence which certainly aids
in the recovery of many of the patients.”

Mr. Holman Hunt a Sculptor.—Mr. Hol-
man Hunt is in Florence. He finds so much
difficulty in getting his design for his wife’s
mausoleum executed that he has taken lessons
in sculpture, and is himself carrying out the
work.

Mdlle. Nilsson a Sculptor.—According to
the Figaro, Mdlle. Nilsson is exceedingly clever
as a sculptor. The next Exhibition (it adds)
will probably contain a statuette executed by
her.

Manufacture of Building Material.—Among
the trades lately introduced on the Tyne, the
manufacture of concrete for building purposes is

mentioned.

Gloucester Cathedral.—Tho nave of this
cathedral was lighted with gas for the first time
on Chriatmas-eve. The effect, it is said, was
good. The lighting is effected by about 500
jets, projecting from tho string course above the
Norman arches, the main pipes being concealed
from view. It has been ascertained that the
cost of lighting is about a guinea each service.

Master Builders and Trade-Unions, Man-
chester.—A circular calling attention to the
relative position of builders, brickmakers, and
bricklayers has been issued. The persons and
firms by whom it is signed incliffie some of
the most influential in the city. Their com-
plaint is :—Tho arbitrary laws of the unionists
unwisely shorten the hours of labour

j limit the
quantity of work to be performed in a given
time

;
advance the rate of wages ; increase the

cost of all building without improving the work-
manship

;
keep down the skill and condition of

the workman
; augment the difficulty of his

becoming a master
; and injure most the very

class supposed to be benefited. To remedy this

: evil they suggest the employment of non-unionist
workpeople and members of the Free Labour
Registration Society

;
and that they themselves

be encouraged to take apprentices from the un-
employed youth of our large towns

; by which
means they wonld have an opportunity ofadding
considerably to their weekly wages, and thus
a constant and well-regulated supply of labour
would always be available, and contribute much
to the general good of the public as well as to

all parties connected with the building trade.

Charge against the Accountant of the
Metropolitan Board of Works.—Mr. Hughes,
the accountant of the Metropolitan Board, has
been taken into custody and brought before a
police magistrate on a charge of defalcations to
the extent of about 2,000i.
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More Alpine Railways.—Mr. Fell, the Eng-

lish engineer, has offered to the Swiss Federal

Council to underbake the construction of three

railroads, over the Alps for a guarantee of

interest of GOO.OOOf. annually. He estimates the

cost of that over the Simplon at from 11 to

13 millionsj of the St. Gothard,_at from 13 to

14 millions j
and at 15 to 18 millions ,for the

Luckmanier.

Intensification of Gas-light. — Mr. James

Allison Hogg, gas engineer, Edinburgh, practises

a method of producing intense light with coal gas .

A mixture of gas with atmospheric air is lighted

•after passing through a tissue of iridio-platinum

wires at a determinal pressure. In a few seconds

the metal becomes heated up to a white heat,

the flame disappears, and an intense white light

is the result. An enlarged picture has been

taken by its aid on prepared photographic paper.

The light will burn in a gale of wind, it is said,

without any protection round it, and a downpour

of rain will not affect it. The use of platinum

to increase the intensity of gas-light has been

long known ;
but this seems to bo an improve-

ment.

The Cheap Railway Fare Scheme. — A
paper was recently read at the Inventors’ Insti-

tute, London, by Mr. B,. Brandon, on his scheme

for the “ Consolidation of Management of Rail-

ways, and Uniformity of Fares for all Dis-

tances.” At present, he said, the fares average

Is. for each person ;
but by bis plan the fares

would be Is. first-class, 6d. second, and 3d. third
;

and he calculated that the number of passengers

would be increased sixfold. He would propose,

however, that all luggage should be paid for.

By this plan, taken as a whole, he expected the

following results Single tickets, 17 millions

sterling
j
annual, 18 millions; express trains, 11

millions; 3d. fares, half a million; luggage

charge, four millions ;
saving in management by

amalgamation, 3^ millions; total contemplated

revenue, 55 millions, being an excess over the

present gross revenue of 38 millions sterling.

He had not entered into any calculations as to

goods trains, as he did not think they would be

much affected by the proposed change. He pre-

ferred that Government should take the whole

of the railway capital at a value based on a seven

years’ average of quotations, and that the

interest should be 4^ per cent. .Deferred

shares and bondholders would be paid out of the

surplus revenue after the payment of the above

charges. The chairman (Mr. H. Williams) whilst

inviting discussion, demurred to Mr. Brandon’s

calculations. He denied the analogy between

the carriage of letters and of passengers alto-

gether. A discussion followed, in which Mr.

Varley, Mr. F. W. Campion, and others took

part ;
and the proceedings terminated with a

vote of thanks to Mr. Brandon.

The French Atlantic Cable.—For the past

four months the manufacture of this line has

been actively going on down at Greenwich. The

cable is nearly similar to those laid down in 1865

and 1866, with the exception of the core in the

present being larger, and weighing 100 lb. of

copper more per mile. The object of this en-

larged core is to attain a greater speed of trans-

mission. The cable is very strong, its actual

strain being 75 tons. Sir James Anderson, who
superintends the whole work on the part of the

company, has recorded his opinion that by keep-

ing upon the Milne Bank, and around the

southern edge of the Grand Bank, there can be

no possibility of injury to the cable from icebergs.

It is a well-known fact that the icebergs never

“bottom” in over 90 fathoms of water; and,

by acting upon Sir James Anderson’s advice, the

line would never be out of 500 fathoms of water.

The Great Eastern, now lying off Sheernees, by

next March will once again have resumed her

telegraphic attire.

Progress of Montreal.—Upwards of 1,000,000

dollars have been spent in building in Montreal

in the year 1868. In 1856 the value of assessed

property was but little over 25,000,000 dols., and

the revenue of the city from all sources 285,000

dols. Now the value of assessed property is

computed at nearly 100,000,000 dols., and the

city’s revenue has increased to upwards of

700,000 dols.

Alarming Accidents at Churches in Liver-

pool.—Those assembled in St. John the Baptist’s

Church, Toiteth Park, on the Sunday before last,

were alarmed by a noise produced by the top

stone of one of the turrets falling on the roof

over the south side of the nave of the building.

A gale of wind was the cause. Happily the

stone, though making a hole in the ceiling, rested

ou it. One of the churchwardens (a builder)

shortly afterwards advised the clergyman to

suspend the service as the wind was blowing

very hard, and a similar downfall of some of the

other minarets might occur. The service, there-

fore, was prematurelycloaed. A precisely similar

accident occurred about the same time in St.

Paul’s Church. In this case the broken piece of

the spire fell through the roof and landed on the

organ, but without doing more injury.

The Thames Embankment..—The planting

of trees on the Thames Embankment (north), as

recommended some few weeks since at a meeting

of the Metropolitan Board of Works, has been

commenced, nearly fifty trees being now in the

ground. The trees are placed at intervals of

about twenty feet from each other, and already

nearly half the line of ground between Wesb-

minster-bridge and Hungerford is ornamented.

The three new piers now in course of con-

struction on the river—at Hungerford and

Waterloo-bridges and the Temple—are fast

approaching completion.

Hydraulic Cements : The French Aca-

demy.—Paris, December 21sb.—M. E. Fremy

presented his second memoir “ On Hydraulic

Cements.” These cements, he said, were pro-

duced, as Vicat established, by the calcination of

argillaceous limestones. It is generally ad-

mitted that the result from the action of lime

on clay is three salts—silicate of lime, silicate

of alumina and lime, and aluminate of lime,

which become hydrated on addition of water,

and so form cements. M. Fremy’s researches

have been made with a view to putting these

theories of hydraulicity to the test. In his first

memoir, he demonstrates that the theory of

hydraulicity founded ou hydration does not apply

to all the bodies formed during the action of lime

on clay. By producing silicates of lime and

silicates of alumina and lime under the moat

different conditions, he proved that these salts

never hydrate nor solidify in contact with water

unless they contain some free lime. Following

up the five experiments of MM. Rivot and Cha-

tonay, he has demonstrated that of all the bodies

which result from the calcination of an argilla-

ceous limestone, aluminate of lime is the only

one which has the power of solidifying and

forming a hydrate under the influence of water.

In the memoir now before the Academy he ex-

presses the following opinion ;
—“ The ‘ setting

of an hydraulic cement is always due to a pouz-

zolanic phenomenon : consequently an hydraulic

cement should always be formed of two different

part, the pouzzola and the lime bases .”—Scientific .

Opinion.
j

Explosion, of Gas in a Concert-room.—An
explosion, causing some damage to property,

but, fortunately, unattended with injury to life or

limb, recently occurred at the Co-operative Hall,

Darwen. The large room of the hall, lately used

as a theatre, was set apart for an entertainment

to be given by Miss Emma Stanley, the veteran

actress, as we might call her, were it not un-

gallant to speak of a lady as a veteran. About

six o’clock on that evening she went to the hall

along with her manager, Mr. Harrison, for the

purpose of seeing that all things were in proper

order. A strong smell of gas at once arrested

their attention. Tho hall-keeper sent for a gas-

workman, who went underneath the platform

foolishly with an open light in his hand. The

consequence was, that the gas immediately ex-

ploded with a loud report. The platform was

shattered, and one of the pillars was entirely

blown to pieces. The workman, almost miracn-

lously, escaped unhurt
;
but the concussion bad

such an effect on Miss Stanley’s nerves thatshe

was incapacitated from performing that evening,

for which loss, it is said, she intends to claim

damages.
’

For pipe sewers. &c.. at Spriuefield

Hilton
Hutchings
Treverton
Jones
PbiilipB

Eocd
Blackburn
Crockett
CUardwell
Major

Thomson

NVigmore
Lull
Turner & Cole
Ossenton &, Carter
Pizzey
Hose
Smithson
Johnson
Young
Parker
Blomheld
Guidner
Beard

Park, Lewisham :-

,£992 0 0 1,

711 0 0

380 l)

376 10

370 0
363 0

For five houses and shopsiu Sloane-square, Chelsea, for

Mr. Oakeshott. Mr. J. W. Penfold, architect. Quan-

rplied :-

Eboral
Piper
Belham
Turrell
Richardson ..

Wilson*
Wilson .

£10,269 0 0
.. 9,681 0 0

9,297 0 0

8,811 0 0

7.996 0 0

7.300 0 0

6,8-15 0 0Wilson V u

Subsequeully an amoaueu leuaer lor the same sent

in and accepted. ^
For house at Putney, for Mr. J. CHpson. Mr. K.

Niblett, architect. Quantities supplied

kriss ,
£-119 0 0

Adamson & Sons 2 5
Aries 431 0 0

For the erection of a model lodging-house, ic., m
Catherine-wheel-aUey, Bishop.gate street, for Mr tr.

Barker. Messrs. ToUey & Dale, arcbitects. Quantities

ipplied by Messrs. Birdseye & Stoner ;

—

£3,461 0 0

Smith 0 0

John... 0 0

Hivelt
J

0

Uearle 3,061 0 0

w-.io 2,987 0 U

Sb, i soa."::.:: w o o

Howard 2,94/ 0 0

Ennor (accepted) 2,893 0 0

Piper & Co 2.850 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
R P E. (not that wd know of).—W. J . L. (let na lea the MS.

W. W. A. (w« are forced to decUne furolehlng prices of materials).>—

Anns (we know of uo"publlo Uuudries " other thin nt " baths sud

wlhhouses "l-B. K.-H. e. S.-W. P. O.-M, L.-Cspt. r-Rev F.

U— 0 e.— J. T.— C. M.— J. O.—Mr. E.—A. A.— H. H. W.—T. U P.

Dr I.kcol.0--E.J.I>.-E.3.:O.-ADU-Snam,-W. O.-W. W. S.-

w W.—A. a.— J. P.— p. * B.—0. E. B.—Dr. J. 3.—W. w.— J. U—o.

W. A.—Dr. T. 8. R.
, . ,

I are compeUed to decline p4n lug out hooks and giving

*^AU8toMmenU of facie, Usto of T.ud6:e,4c,. must be a^eompsnlod

by the name and addre.s of the sender, not necessoriJy for

publication.
, , ,

KoTE.-ThB rosponslbUlty of signed artldes, and papers read at

public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

TFe give with our present Numler, as a supple-

ment, an lEDEX and Title-pcuie to the Volume of

last iear. A COLOURED TITLE-PAGE can be

had, G-ratis, on personal application.

The TWENTT-SIXTR VOLUME of ‘'THE

BUILDER” (bound), for the year 1868, luill

shortly be published, price One Guinea.

CLOTH CASES for binding the Numbers are

270TF READY, price Two Shillings and Nine-

pence each.

SUBSCRIBERS' VOLUMES, on being sent to

the Office, will be bound at a cost of Three Shil-

lings and Sixpence each.

TENDERS.
villa residence at Putuey. Mr. G. H. Page,

Quantities supplied :

—

For ..

architect.
Easton Brothers
Lathey Brothers
Aries
Merret 4 Ashby
Bass

..£1,387 0

.. 1,330 0

.. 0

.. 1,231 0

.. 1,190 0

For the erection of a villa residence on the Bromham.

road Bedford, for Mr. James Edward De Gruchy. Mr

John Usher, architect. Quantities supplied

Edey&Wildman
i, n

i;i33 10 0

Dic^k;ns-:;::::::;;;: Vn- n o0 0

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with

STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-

SON in the Manufacture of Church, Turret,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind

Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with

estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church

and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,

by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker

to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and

60, Ludgate-hill ;
Showrooms, 25, Old Boud-

, street, London.
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The Church of St. Mark, Venice,

UITE alone in architecture

stands the Church of St.

Mark in Venice; it be-

longs to no style, it is a

style in itself; it is with-

out antecedents, it has re-

mained without imitations,

—perhaps, we may say, it

is incapable of being imi-

tated, for the scale is part

of the style, and the rich-

ness of the decoration no
less so ; in its completeness

it is an architectural re-

sultant of the long history

of Venice, and the history

of Venice is too peculiar to

have had parallels, or to be

likely to be repeated.

It is usual to ascribe much
of the peculiarity of the build-

ing in plan, construction, and

decoration to Byzantine influ-

ence, and to consider that in this

way its riddle is explained,—its

evolution accounted for, — but little,

indeed, is to be made out in this way
I on accurate comparison

;
we may recognize

1 Byzantine details, features, processes, orna-

1 ments, but at last the renunciations, and the

I
protests against any Eastern prototypes we

I know, are more important than the adoptions

; and adaptations.

We shall do better justice to the subject by

! leaving aside at the present time the attempt to

; affiliate the structure by inconclusive or insigni-

ficant family resemblances,—a view of the sub-

ject sure to be well taken care of elsewhere,

—

and by taking well to heart the manifest fact

that whencesoever the designer of St. Mark’s

may have collected hints, as whencesoever he

may have gathered his materials or his workmen,

it was due to his own energy of organization, to

the vivacity of his own fusing and remodelling

imagination, that their ultimate form and

arrangement, their harmonized unity and truly

original effect, are to be ascribed. This is one

of the cases where the enjoyment of art super-

sedes, or, at least, subordinates the interest of

archmology. Material superavit opus ; the idea

of the architect dominates the materials he

works with and works upon, even when some-

times he seems to adapt them in their very

crudest form. The name of the architect of

Sfc. Mark’s is unknown,—his very age is uncer-

tain within a century
; bub whatever may have

been the date at which he commenced his work,

or pub on sufficient record the leading lines of

his conception, bis spirit seems to have been con-

tinued to many of those who went on with his

work, whether they may have been merely

putting into execution his own intentions, or

were moved to apply enhancements that almost

invariably harmonized in effect.

The church, if we would describe its leading

characteristics most summarily, is in plan

—

apart from some interior modifications—a Greek

cross, with aisles on either aide of both nave and

transept, the nave and its aisles terminating

eastward, in semicircular apses, with niches at

their ends and sides. Over each arm of the

cross, and over the intersection, is a hemisphe-

rical dome; five, therefore, in all. The western

arm of the cross is enveloped by a portico north-

ward and westward, which is returned on the

south side as a series of external chapels, in-

eluding a baptistery. The interior of the church

has its walls encrusted up to a certain, height

with slabs of veined marble, and where they

cease, the decoration is taken up by a covering

of mosaics of Scripture subjects with inscrip-

tions, in colours on a ground of gold mosaic.

These cover the whole surfaces of the vaults,

the domes, the archivolts
;
below, the pavement

is composed of elaborate patterns, in tesselations

of most variously coloured stones, and the

columns that are introduced are massive mono-

liths, often of the rarest and most costly marble.

At present a great deal of the pavement is in

a state of ruin, and even some large surfaces of

the mosaics of the vaults are stripped for repara-

tion, The marble walls are discoloured, whether

by mere dirt, or whether their brownish hue may
be the more inveterate result of time and ex-

posure. Tarnished are the silver lamps, and

dulled the glitter of the heavy compound crosses

that hang suspended from the roof, but still the

effect of the interior is gorgeous in the extreme,

with a gorgeouaness that is majestic even at a dis-

advantage, and in its earliest freshness could have

been by no means tawdry. All the minor fittings

are of like magnificence. The smaller shafts that

support the two pulpits are moat beautiful, and

so varied as to exhaust the vocabulary of the

lapidary
;
rich slabs form the sides ; the screen

and all the furniture of the choir, and apse, and

altar, has the same character, whatever their

ages, of elaborateness, costliness, splendour. We
should wish to convey the liveliest conception of

this accumulation of costly elements of splen-

dour, that a due impression should be prepared

for of the value of the true artistic management

by which they are brought under control, and

made to subserve a gradual culmination of a

larger effect.

The same principles of decoration and the

same lavishness are continued in the portico

with some new variations, and thence again to

the exterior. Walls, vaults, and niches are again

encrusted with marbles and historical mosaics,

and the pavement with tesselations
;
the porches

also and the intervals on the western wall are

now still further clothed by double superposed

orders of small columns of various marble, and

with capitals as varied ;
this style of enrichment

is still further extended on the western exterior

and its recessed porches. These clothing colon-

nades reach up to the springing of the arohi-

volts, and then are succeeded by covering slabs

of marble, with sculptured or more brightly-

coloured slabs inlaid, the enclosed semicircles

above the portals being occupied by brilliant

mosaics, and repeated by others with the same

costly embellishments above.

On the gallery above the central porch stand

the four bronze horses, so called, of Lysippus

—

but Greek in any case—transferred originally

from Chios to Constantinople ;
and behind them

rises again the range of five archivolts, with

intermediate pinnacles, and crested by a richly

wild elaboration of foliated crooketing, rising to

its highest apex to enclose the emblazoned lion

of St. Mark’s.

The foundations of the present church of

St. Mark’s at Venice date from A.D. 977 ;
but

they occupy the site, and very probably follow

the lines of the earlier ducal chapel destroyed by

fire, which is dated A.D. 826,—a century and a

half earlier. Thirteen years previously the

Venetians had acquired—an ancient inscription

in a side chapel says frankly that they stole

(ifarcuni furantur Kanairii vociferantur)—the

relics of St. Mark from Alexandria. The inte-

rest of Venice in Cyprus quite explains her

peculiar attachment to the evangelist whose

history counecta him with the island, and the

readiness with which the patronage of the city

was transferred to him from San Teodoro.

The main building was completed in 1071, and
repaired, after injury by fire, again in 1106,

The incruatration, with marble within and with-

out, came later. The bronze horses which now
stand above the portico, were brought from
Constantinople in 1205, but probably found their

present place later, for it was not until quite the

end of the fourteenth century—that is, after

1380—that some of the window openings re-

ceived traceries, and the upper archivolts and
pinnacles were added and decorated. The high

domes are also work of the late Middle Ages

;

while the foliated crockets, with intermingled

and cresting statuettes that enhance so remark-

ably the grace and glory of the fa9ade, are as

manifestly works of the Renaissance as any of

the dated mosaics of the seventeenth century.

The unity of effect which nevertheless results

is certainly very remarkable
; it is so far suc-

cessful that the combination of styles is very

constantly overlooked here as completely as in the

Doge’s palace, and thus are bewrayed some who,

lavish of praises without qualification for medi-

evalism in its purity, have no words hard

enough for that revival which, whatever it re

vived, was very largely a revulsion from abuses

of a style that was effete. Whatever is most

peculiar in the building is at the same time most

beautiful and most predominant, and whatever is

less original seems by very force of its associa-

tion to have put on so much of special character

as to harmonize by producing agreeable relief

rather than to shock by an incongruity.

The five external cupolas have a bizarre effect

that adds no little to that peculiar richness of

fanciful variation that is often styled Oriental-

ism
;
but their value tells rather in remoter

views than as contributing to the composition as

it presents itself from Piazza and Piazzetta.

The plainness of their surfaces would conflict

with the general enrichment of other parts if

they were more obtrusive
;

to the extent to

which they appear their numbers and fantastic

outline at least give evidence of the extent of

the building behind and intimate sympathy with

the multiplied variety of the facade.

This fa9ade is not perpendicular to the main

axis of the piazza, nor is this large square

indeed even nearly a regular oblong, while still

the sides are not so far divergent as to attract

ordinary attention. The variety thus given to

the presentation of the structure is an immense

advantage, whether the result of design or not

;

the sacred temple seems to assert independence,

and, at the same time, escapes an air of con-

temptuous disregard ; it is neither the slave of

its position nor forgetful of its responsibilities.

The exterior of the building carries more

marks of alterations than the interior; perhaps

instead of alterations, we should say of suc-

cessive additions and completion at intervals

;

and yet the comparatively few changes and

additions that have been made within derogate

much more from the general value of its effect.

To this point, however, I shall return.

The effect of the fa9ade has been made the

subject of glowing and picturesque descriptions

which it would be vain to emulate and a little

ungracious and unwelcome to criticise ;
indeed,

they involve so much of truth that we may
accept the exuberance cf ornament like the

extravagances of some of Turner’s Venetian

scenes, as in this sense faithful—they express the

effects of the original on enthusiastic imagina-

tions, and may surely therefore be credited to

the excellences of the original.

The fundamental plan of the church of St.

Mark may assuredly be described as the Greek

cross, and it would seem to have been by a slip

I of the pen that Mr. Fergussou subatitutea so

distinctly the Latin cross. The full outer

breadth across the transepts, including the walls,

is as nearly as possible equal to the length from

the first step by which we enter the church flush

with its front wall, to the outside of the eastern
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wall beyond the apse. The nnmeroua recur-

renoM' of the Greek cross among the mosaics

and upon the sculptured capitals of most

archaic style of any in the church vindicate the

claim of the form to primary consideration by

the designers, who, whatever the freedom with

which they treated it, returned to it in distribn-

tiou of horizontal spaces, as we shall see, over

and over again.

The front wall is of double thickness, to

admit the introduction of staircases to the

upper plan, the entrances to which are on either

side of a covered porch, open towards the narbhex

or covered portico.

We take as the basis of observations the plan

of 8t. Mark’s given in the Atlas of Cioognara.

It verifies so many logical adjustments that the

author was in no way cognisant of, that its

general accuracy seems to us to be sufficiently

approved. It agrees also very exactly with the

later outline by Kreutz.

The thickness of the internal incrustations is

given, on what authority for exactness we know
not, by a lighter shade or hatching. Whether
this enrichment was contemplated from the first

or not, the distribution of the interior neglects

it and follows proportionate dimensions taken np
to the unclothed wall.

The church proper, as we have shown, may
be enclosed in a square.

The centre of the central dome on horizontal

plan is midway between the back of the extreme
niche of the apse and the internal line of wall

by the entrance
;
a transverse line, therefore,

through this point gives ns the axial line of the
transepts.

A central circle eqnal in diameter to one-fifth

of full breadth of inclosing sqnare, includes the
horizontally-projected plan of the dome.
The nave dome is of the same diameter as the

central dome, and its centre is fixed midway
between the interior line of west doorway and
the margin of central circle

;
the interval be-

tween dome and dome is thus eqnal to that
between western dome and entrance wall.

The prqjection of the western dome is flanked
on either side by a triplet of colnmnsj the dis-

tance from axial line of these colnmns to centre
of nave equals the distance given in the other
direction to the flank wall; thus is decided the
width of the aisles and the complete internal

width of the body of the ohnroh.
These lines are ruled through across the tran-

septs with the result of giving a broader interval

on either side of plan of central dome than
dirides it from the nave dome.
The limit north and south of the domes over

the arms of the transepts, is now obtained by
the dimension from centre of plan to western
margin of nave dome; in other words, a circle

struck from centre of building will just touch on
their remote margins and thns inclnde, the
horizontal projections of the nave and of the
transept domes.
The breadth of the transept has already be-

come dedncible, and consequently the plan upon
which its aisles and dome are to be distributed.
A transverse line tangential to eastern margin

of nave dome projection, cuts the line of the wall
of nave aisle

;
a column is placed in the aisle

upon the line in front of this intersection, and
the interior line of transept wall is made to
range with the eastern margin of this column on
plan.

The semi-breadth of the transept is thus dimi-
nished, and becomes leas than the serai-breadth
of central dome taken with interval between it

and nave dome.
The semi-breadthof the transept thus obtained,

is now to be halved, and this will give the axial
line of an intermediate colonnade, here of two
colnmns only, and by deduction of the semi-
diameters of the columns, the diameter of the
transept dome.

This diameter appears to have been brought
by design exactly to 28 Venetian feet against 36
of the central dome, showing a loss of 4 ft. on
each side by the contraction ensuing on the in-
serted colonnade.
The result—anticipated and aimed at—is most

important in subordinating the transepts to the
central nave

;
this is still further pursued by the

reduction of the full spread of the transept on
plan, by the occupation for closed chambers of so
much of the space of full breadth of bnilding as
extends beyond the external margins of the
transept domes to the north and south. These
chambers, however, are not permitted to curtail
the breadth of the church absolutely, for they
have only the height of a ground story, and
support a continuation of a gallery open to the

church
;
and on one side the light of the southern

sun is admitted through a large rose window

—

of later design—above them. This peculiar

feature is still more remarkably treated at the

western extremity of the church, where the

gallery in question is not only extended over tbs

double wall of the entrance, and the inclosed

staircases, but this open upper story is extended

even over the west porch or atrium, and light

is thus admitted into the body of the church

through the great window immediately above

the advanced west portico. It is this arrange-

ment which gives a certain appearance of in-

creased length to the church, and vitiates so

far the primary proportion of the Greek cross.

The lines of the transept ruled through on the

eastern side touch the margin of the projected

plan of the choir dome. The diameter of this is

apparently about 30 Venetian feet, as against

the 36 of the centre—the span being contracted

as in the transepts, by bearings for an archivolt

within the lines of the piers of the centre ;
the

eastern semi-circular cove is struck immediately

beyond the projection of eastern dome upon a

diameter again reduced on the same principle.

When we glance over the general appearance

of the plan as thus brought out, we see that it

starts from a single principle of arrangement,

then develops by repeated applications of the

same principle to successive extensions, and
lastly, sets a limit to this process of develop-

ment, and gives coherence and unity to all com-
prised within those limits, by subordinating all

members to one chief oolminant position of in-

terest, by modifying each subordinated member
in accordance with speciality of function, and by
marshalling all in appropriate sequenceand order.

Nothing can well be more alien from the

system on which this—systematically enough

—

is effected, than that rule of planning, on equal

squares

—

pari-quadrato— that has sometimes

been vaunted as a royal road, at least it were an
easy one, to the mastery of noble effects.

Assuredly it is no easy problem for the balance to

be held between irregular fancy and mechanical
coldness in design. Regularity is the very soul

of that rigid law of discipline that architecture

can never relinquish with impunity : by which
alone it can retain mastery over the manifold

and immense assemblages of members and
materials it contends with. But strictest dis-

cipline must needs be administered with that

discretion of which the equivalent in design is

quick apprehonsiveness of safely admissible—of

absolutely indispensable, adaptation
;
with that

lightness of hand, that treatment with feeling,

that can venture from time to time—nay, even
constantly as the work proceeds,—to desert the

dry perceptive lines of the broad and hard

general r^e ; that can revert to qualifications

which, although only admitted at first instinct-

tively, deserve welcome as inspirations
;
these

will constantly be found, on further study, to be
themselves amenable to laws as eternal as the

one rule that they appear at first to contravene,

whereas they in effect co-operate with it.

The general plan of the cbnrch, then, as we
have seen, is the Greek cross, with arms of equal

spread from the centre ; but the east and west
arms are allowed a more liberal width than the

transepts north and south, and thns the dignity of

a nave is asserted in this direction. Moreover,
while the lengths of the transepts are curtailed

on the floor level by assignment of their extreme
portions to closed chambers, the eastern arm
receives a distinction that shows it as noble

above all its fellows,—by an exceptional apsidal

termination.

The cross of the general plan has a very
marked expression in tho void space of nave
and transept, which remains after the redac-

tion of the plan by the cross lines that par-

tition off the lateral and transverse aisles. Tho
hemispherical dome over the grand crossing

rests on tho keystones or rims of the oxbrados

of four great arches that are continued as barrel

vaults in the four directions as far, generally

speaking, as the edges of the great quadrangle

which marks the breadths of body of the church

and of the transepts. The transition from the

square central plan to the covering circular

dome, is effected by coved spandrels or penden-

tives. This central dome has thus the effect of

being the centre of a Greek cross of its own, of

which the short and almost equal arms are the

pairs of oblongs, north and south, and east and
west, that are roofed by the barrel vaults.

The north and south arms of this cross are

now applied severallyas arms of, again, a northern
and southern Greek cross dependent on a domed
centre in either transept.
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The transept domes, like that of the centre,

rest on the riraa of four barrel vaults, of which
three extend as far in each case as tha outer

wall of the church, and the fourth as far as the

grand crossing. The eastern arms of the crosses

thus formed on either side, are appropriated as

chapels with altars, out of regard to which, as

it appears, the opposite arms of the cross are

left clear
;
the north and sonth arms, as we have

seen, are closed below, bat are open above to a

late Gothic wheel-window on the south, and on
the north to the extreme wall, which is clothed

with a rich mosaic. Galleries extend over the

closed portions, of which that on the south is

divided by a passage giving an entr&noe to the

church from the piazzetta.

The western arm of the central cross becomes
like manner the eastern arm of anotha:

majestic cross of which the nave dome ooversthe

centre,—the north and south arms extending to

outside walls of the church proper, and the

western as far in the first instance as the wall

pierced by the entrance door.

Above, this western limb, which is not like the

corresponding member in the transepts curtailed

below, receives the farther extension alteady

noticed, and includes under its prolongation of

vaulting a gallery over the portico or veati-

bulnm, as far as the line of the largo west

window and the wall behind the projecting onter

porches, and their external gallery.

The piers which present an angle at each

corner of the square of the central dome, and
bear at right angles the barrel vaults across the

transepts, and across nave and presbyteiy, are-

pierced by arches north and south, and east and

west, to give passage to the direct and the trans-

verse aisles,’and become thns on plan divided, in

fact, into four piers
;
here again the projected

plan gives a small secondary Greek cross, with

arms included in each case between the three

massive quadrangular piers, and the pier at-

tached to angle of nave and transept wall ; the

perforation is in two stories,—a loftier opening

is below a smaller of more window-like propor-

tions above. The analogy to the large central

arrangement is supported by each of these

i small squares, having again its domical ceiling

i or cupolebta resting on extra dos and coved

spandrels.

1 The barrel vault of the western arm of the

I nave cross descends on parallel walls that are

[

pierced with arches again like those that bear

!

the eastern ; only the north and south walla of

j

the church, instead of being perforated, are

!
merely clothed with shallow arches ; but the

square voids in the angles still assert their

analogy, and receive each its proper domical

vanlt.

The eastern arm of the central cross becomes
the western of another domed at the crossing

and above the high altar, in like manner, but in

place of a rectangular eastern arm, it receives in

this direction a semi-circular apse of full span

;

the semUdomical head of this is well visible

throughout the full length of the church, and
is occupied by a colossal mosaic of the

seated Saviour on a blazing ground of gold.

Below are three smaller niches with semi-

domical heads,—that to the left is fitted at the

back with the bronze doors of Sansovino that

give entrance to the sacristy. It is at this point

that the differentiation of the primary type of

arrangement is most declared. These eastern

domes rest, as in other cases, on grand arches of

its full span, but below, to the right and left, the

eastern halves are walled np, affording towards

the choir backs and seats for stalls, and serving

to enclose small chapels at the ends of the north,

and sooth aisles; these have apsidal ends east-

ward and three smaller niches in the thickness

of the wall below, redactions, therefore, of the

main termination of the church. Above the

dividing wall runs the gallery that accommodates
organs and orchestra.

The main effect of a grand crncial plan might
easily have been disturbed by the importance of

the large secondary cross vaults
;
that it is suf-

ficiently salient on first entrance into the church,

is due to the skill with which the differences of

the upper and lower plans are blended, to the

well-regulated gradation in dignity of enrich-

ment of the several arms of the cross, and the

vigour with which certain well-accentuated lines

of decorated detail are carried round the interior

throughout at identical elevation, binding all

together in unity.

The line of nave, east and west, is well-decided

and kept distinct from the north and south arms
of the cross under its special dome by the inser-

tion of three columns in the interval, which
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carry a connecting gallery only, and for the rest

declare themselves simply as standards of a line

of demarcation. The moderation of their inter-

vals is moreover most useful in bringing down a

scale for comparison of magnitudes
;
and the

space under the central dome gains in magnitude

by contrast with the oblongs of the aisles that

are so cut off from it.

By a like arrangement in the transepts, the

eastern and western arms of their domed crosses

are divided from the main transept, running

north and south by pairs of columns in opposite

sets, bearing a continuation of the galleries

which wind round the interior of the small

squares of pier-orosses, and so round the church,

connecting the covered extremities of both

transepts and nave. This passage has thus much
analogy to some forms of the so-called triforium,

but that it was ever extended, or intended to be
across the aisles, I do not believe.

The capitals of these columns are gilt, and
very varied in design, bat even when not exactly

paired, are usually treated with a distinct inten-

tion to match in general effect. Some are

pretty literally Corinthian, and some Composite,

never exactly executed; others belong funda-

mentally to either one or other of these forms,

but betray a definite attempt to work out a
novel combination, and usually under a pre-

dominant Byzantine feeling. We seem to bo
provided here with examples of two forms of

innovation in style. Innovation is sometimes
little better than innovation of malice afore-

thought, when it is prompted by no welling up
of new imaginations, but is a mere assertion of

brute independence, a resolution to be different

in any case, different for the sake of difference,

right or wrong.
It is impossible not to perceive in other oases

that it was through the degradation of an origi-

nally pure if nob perfect form, that novelty has

been evolved more honestly at least, and of

better promise. A type that might have been
fixed and immutable for ever, by the conser-

vating energy of its very beauty, had it never
been unworthily executed, has been superseded
at last by designs of most contrasted character,

that still took their origin from its own debased
exemplars. When refined beauty lapses, it may
easily be into something worse than primitive

crudity
; ill executed specimens then become in-

citements to regeneration, to remodelling that

does not retrace tbo stops of the ages to a

departed purity of which the traditions may be

absolutely lost, or that otherwise may be too

elaborate for resources, for patience, or for skill.

Many Byzantine capitals have much the air of

being cheap or random completions, one bow or

another, of capitals that had been found blocked

out to receive Corinthian foliage. The attempts
of [indifferent workmen in this way at last sug-
gested motives that were developed by livelier

imaginations, abler bands, bat equally exempt
by education from reverence for correct classi-

cism. This, however, is a subject,—the transfor-

mation of species architectural, that deserves to

be worked out independently, and invites abun-
dent illustration

;
parallel phenomena are to be

found in those changes of language by which
degraded provincial Latin became the Italian of

Dante, the French of Montaigne, while dialects

less divergent from their original, remained base
Medimval Latin, or became obsolete.

The columns of the interior of the church, of

porphyry, verd-antique. Oriental and African
marbles, have invariably monolith shafts, and in

their enrichments, as in their ordination, there

are bat exceptional traces of that irregularity

that is so striking in the vestibule and the ex-

ternal porches. In the interior there is scarcely

a trace of admission of incongruous associations

for the sake of finding a place at any risk for

fragments of value in themselves, but with no
pretensions to match

;
,here every column and

capital has the appearance of having been made
for its place, and designed with regard to its

associates and its surroundings. The six iu the
nave proper are of marble, as indeed are most
of the rest; but these, in deference to the dig-

nity of their position, are cut in the expensive
direction,—transversely to the veining of the
stone. The central capitals of the triplets on
either side are tolerably accurate Corinthian, and
contrast by heightened decoration with tboir

companions on either side, which again match
their opposites, but are of style of plainer
finish.

Every abacus above the gilded capitals is

enriched with an elegant inlaid pattern in black
and white

;
this is continued at the same level

round the plain massive piers; it is repeated

with extra and very beautiful elaboration above
the capitals of the granite monoliths, that are

in pairs against the walls and at the angles of

the transepts to receive the broad arcbivolbs of

the pior crosses
;
from these capitals the simpler

pattern of the nave abacas is continued as a
string-course along the walls, and it thus makes
the circuit of the entire church,—nave, tran-

septs, presbytery, choir, with a value iu effect

that is far beyond its immediate conspicuons-

ness.

The positions of other parallel string-courses

above are governed by the distribution of

the design, as it is shown by a longitudinal

section.

It is futile to attempt to follow out the process

of distribution of a truly artistic design through

one single line of deductions. The very prin-

ciple of harmonious combinations implies the

ultimate ooncurrence of several motives of

arrangement—the equilibration of various con-

current momenta. But the concurrence at last

is only brought about by independent examina-

tion and pnrsoib of the tendencies of each ; by
the discovery of agreements arrived at from

different points
;
by the concession of compro-

mises recognised as unavoidable after scrutiny

from most varied aspects. The height of the

crown of the central dome from the pavement is

as nearly as possible equal to one-half the in-

terior length of the church os already taken;

this, however, does not give us the height of the

dome itself—the level of the springing of the

hemisphere. This is necessarily one-half of the

diameter of the dome, of that circle which, as

we have seen, is given by one-fifth of the full

length or breadth of the church. This agpree-

menb, however, may be but an undesigned coinci-

dence, or it may have been considered, and even

rendered exact, in consequence of its observed

approximation to a dimension brought out by
another process. Thus, let us say that the

architect decided first, that his greatest interior

height should equal half his extreme interior

length
;
by halving this height again we find

that our section of the church is again divided

into a lower portion, comprising the vertical

walls of rectangular outline, and an upper which
contains only the vaults, domes, and semicircular

heads of walls under the vaults. This line well

marked runs through from end to end of the

church, interrupted only by the later wheel
window of the transept : it is confluent with the

abacus of small column of upper story imme-
diately below the spring of vaults and arcbivolts,

and is returned at the eastern end to mark the

base of the semi-dome of the grand apse.

The npper division or half is now divided

between two semioircles of equal span,—that of

the large central dome and that of the barrel

vault of the nave below it. That the diameter

of these semicircles is not equal to half the

height of this upper division is due to the cir-

cumstance that a certain space is occupied by

thickness of construction between the base of

the dome andj the intrados of the barrel vault.

By making this deduction, on whatever principle,

it is clear that we should bring out the diameter

of the central dome by reference to the continued

bisection of interior length, and irrespective of

its division into fifths. The lines of height of

barrel vault and dome springing again, run

through from end to end of the church, to

finish upon tho crown of the grand eastern

apse.

Thus we have, first, the level giving the base
of the domes throughont ; then that of the

barrel vaults and semicircular arcbivolts
;

the

joint height of these divisions being equal to

one-half the full height of the chnrch, or one-

fourth of its full interior length. By halving

the height from the base of tho dome to the

floor, we obtain the line of bases of paired

columns that in an upper story carry the archi-

volts of the transepts of the choir and apse
;

it

is returned round the transepts as the moulding
of the balustraded gallery over the arcades,

round the tribunes boused within the great

piers, and so passes entirely round tho church.

At one end it accentuates the elevation of the

gallery over the entrance, and at the other

crowns the lower division of the grand apse

above the secondary niches. The proportionate

height is continued to the choir, where the

raising of the floor below is countervailed exactly

above by the thickness of the sub-archivoit.

Apart from the noticed deduction for con-

structional thickness, it is clear that the height

of this division and of the colonnettes it includes

would be exactly one-eighth of the full height

of the main dome; as it is, they are somewhat

iu e.xcess of one-sixth of tho height of vault of

nave, the reduced dimension.
The smaller paired columns upon this level

already adverted to, have great merits in them-
selves, and the highest value in effect. Here
again is exemplified most strongly the distinc-

tion that must be admitted between the treat-

ment and design of San Marco in the interior

and on the exterior. All these columns arealike

in design, adjusted originally to tbe dimensions
of their position and of well-studied elegance.

Their shafts of dark marble are octagonal prisms,
with graceful diminution upwards, and they
blend below into an accurately moulded base of

elegant profile with an ease that may well put to

shame medimvals who never learnt to spare the

jar of a harsh transition from abruptly broken
abaft to base-moulding.
The abacus is rectilinear in profile, and the in-

termediate capital, of uniform tyi)e in every case,

and of very decided Byzantine character, is ac-

commodated to the outline of the shaft by cattinc

off the angles of a cubical block from the corners

of the abacus above to a line matching the in-

clined side of shaft below.

Tho more numerous and closer introduction of

the colonnettes in apse and presbytery assists

very greatly that effect of gradual fooalization

of interest that is favoured by general increased

enrichment ensuing upon contraction of the

general spacings and rise of level upwards to

the eastern extremity.

This line, then, coincident with their capitals,

and at exact midheight between pavement and

springing of cupolas, marks tbe lower point of

the pendentives under all the domes, and the

limit of the vertical piers and sidewalls through-

out the church; and its importance is acknow-

ledged accordingly by a white marble moulding,

richly carved, but still of no such projection

that it may not consistently be returned as an

abacas moulding above tbo capitals of smaller

paired columns that^ on the upper story bear tbo

advanced arcbivolts.

The line of the bases of these small cohimns

gives another oontinnous division marked by a

light plain moulding of small projection ; it is

continued below the vertical windows of tbe

apse in one direction, and in the other it is

returned round the transepts as the moulding of

the balustraded gallery over the arcades, and so

it reaches ultimately the like position above tbe

arcades of tbe nave, and the tribunes hwised

within the great piers.

This is the leading lino that determines the

distribution of the gorgeous iuternal enrich-

ments of the church. The sulfites of the arches

of the arcades are indeed enriched with mosaics

of figures, compositions, and patterns ; bat ex-

cept for these, and a few figures on walls of the

nave aisles, the enrichment up to this level

throughout tho church in nave and transepits,

depends entirely on inomstation with long ver-

tical slabs of veined marble returned symmetri-

cally upon their sections. Tbo general character

and tone of colour of these is pretty unifonn, and
has a certain warmth that is not inharmonious

;

besmirched, however, as the entire surface

appears high and low wherever not brightened

here and there by attrition of heads or shoulders

of worshippers, the original tint may easily be

misiuterpreted through adventitious dinginess.

The comparatively plain yet not neglected walls,

only broken and relieved by the attached and
intermediate shafes, are thus interposed between

the elaborate Mosaic pavement of the floor, and
the gleaming and storied walls of tbe upper

story above the level of the galleries, and then

of the vaults and arcbivolts, the pendentives,

and the domes. We must reserve the remainder

of our observations for another article.

MEMOEIAL OF THE LATE HENRY
KIEKE WHITE.

Through the earnest efforts of the Rev. E.

Davies, rector of Wilford, near Nottingham,

which place was the favourite resort of Henry

Kirke White, a memorial of the youthful poet

has, at length, been placed, by public subscrip-

tion, in the chancel of Wilford Church. Tho

memorial consists of a painted window, illus-

trating Kirke White’s ode, “ The Star of Beth-

lehem,” which has been prodoced by the Messrs.

O’Connor ;
and also of a medallion portrait of

Kirke White, sculptured in white marble by Mr.

W. T. Hale, of London, and which has received

approval for its truthful resemblance to the

existing portraits of the poet.
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THE BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND BANK.
|

We publish a view and plan, in our present

nomber, of the Birmingham and Midland Bank,

which is now in course of completion.* The com-

mercial needs of the great midland metropolis

ha-^e induced Ihe proprietors of the chief bank-

ing establishments to rebuild or extend their pre-

mises, and amongst the foremost in taking that

step were those of the Birmingham and Midland

Bank, whose offices in Union-street have been

enlarged from time to time till, more accomrao-

dation still being required, the directors wisely

determined to build on a more extensive site

more convenient premises fitted with recent im-

provements.
The building is from the designs of Mr. Edward

Holmes, of Birmingham and London, and stands

at the junction of New-street and Stepbenson-

place, opposite the Exchange Buildings, which

were erected from the designs of the same archi-

tect, and illustrated in our pages a few years

back.

* See p. 47.

As will be seen on reference to the plan, the

whole of the site, with the exception of the

private entrance and stairs to Board offices, is

occupied by the banking room, a fine apartment

92 ft. long, 49 ft. broad, and 30 ft. high, the
j

private offices being shot off by screens ofi

polished mahogany and embossed plate-glass.

In addition to nine lofty windows, a central lan-

tern gives light to the bank. This lantern is

37 ft. by 18 ft. 6 in., and is filled with ornamental

glass by Messrs. Chance, Brothers. The strong-

rooms, with the dining and coat rooms for clerks,

occupy the whole of the basement, which is well

lighted. On the first floor are placed a board-

room, 48 ft. long, 26 ft. 3 in. wide, and 25 ft.

high, with windows in both fronts, and ante-

rooms, dining-room, sitting-room, and bed-room

for resident clerks, lavatory, &o. There is a pri-

vate room for the manager on the Mezzanine

floor over the private entrance, and a gallery

which may be used for clerks over the private

rooms at end of bank. The second floor, lighted

from the roof and from area for central lantern,

is occupied by the kitchen, offices, and bed-

rooms : a light from coal-cellars communicates

with the former. The upper stories are carried

by wronght-iron large box-shaped transverse and

longitudinal girders, each of the transverse gir-

ders weighing about 18 tons.

The style of the building speaks for itself : it

is somewhat severe in character, the architect

being instructed to avoid all unnecessary orna-

mentation, but the result is an edifice at once

dignified and bank-like. The two fronts are

executed in Portland stone, the four columns of

the portico being of Cornish grey granite polished,

each a monolith. The walls internally are finished

with Martin’s cement. The ceiling is divided

into nine compartments, round each of which

there are cornice and cove : each division is cof-

fered. The bank fittings are of polished Spanish

mahogany. The private rooms and board-room

are being warmed with hot air by Mr. W. W.

Phipson, C.E. 5
the massive iron railings are in

the hands of Messrs. Hart & Son ;
and the other

works have been carried out under the direction

of the architect by the contractors, Messrs. J.

CresBWell & Sons, of Birmingham.

THE BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND BANK.

Plan of Ground Floor.'

A PLEA FOR STONE.

Among the theories set up by sundry archi-

tectural prophets, upon which to ground the

formation of a new style, and indicate with

precise and irrefutable logic the form which

such style must take, the most prominent is that

which takes for its basis the comparatively

recent introduction of iron as an important con-

structive element in building. We have had this

view of the matter, in fact, dinned into us ad
nauseam. All young lecturers and readers of

“ papers,” who wish to appear very philosophical,

tell ns that this is the " iron age,” a metaphor
which seems inexhanstibly attractive. “ A
pound of wire will do as much as a ton of

stone;” wo are to have no more such wasteful

and clumsy expedients as arches and abutments.
Tension, tension is the thing. According to

a well-known and very clever writer, the lintel

and the arch styles, representing cross-strain

and compression, have bad their day, and the

tensile style is the style of the future. We have

no intention here of “setting the battle in

array” upon the question of our futnre style.

Heaven forbid that we should add a line to the

reams of theorising which have been written on

the subject. To us, indeed, one building carried

out with thorongh honesty and straightforward-

ness as to material and design is worth more

than a whole shelf of books of prophecy. But

one can understand how comforting it must be

to the minds of a certain class of designers to

have a neat concentrated theory upon an appa-

rently practical basis; and how exhilarating

must be the visions conjured up of all the new
and elegant forms which building design is to

take after we have become naturalised with the

new material, and have made it as important an

element in architectnral history as stone was
made by our forefathers. And even if we
decline to contemplate the possibility of a purely

iron style, still, if we are to accept Mr. Garbett’s

tensile style of arches without abutments, it is

clear that iron must play the most important

part in the practical construction thereof, and a

millennium for the ironfoundera be the inevitable

result.

Our ironical anticipations on this bead, how
ever, were rudely interfered with the other day

by the contemplation of a small piece of iron

2 ft. long, which some years back had been
inserted in the masonry of a spire when under
“ restoration,” to tie one of the angles at a weak
point

;
that is to say, the material was stated to

be iron by those who were bound to know—

a

statement which, in the face of the unsightly

ragged mass of oxidization presented to us, had
to be accepted in faith only. Of course, it has

been a currently admitted fact for some time

past that iron is very unsafe material to use in

conjunction with stone, and that under such
circumstances it is always liable to go; in fact,

that in admitting iron into masonry you are

introducing an element of decay, or even of de-

struction. Yet this knowledge is very often set

aside and practically ignored. We are ac-

quainted with one church built by an eminent
architect, and deservedly an object of admiration

in its neighbourhood, the “crossing” of which
professes to be covered by a solid stone dome
springing from four main piers. It was originally
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intended to be so, but (being in the confidence
of the contractor) we obtained the information
that the pendentives were in fact supported by
iron girders across the angles, concealed in the
masonry. We represented that this was, in fact,

tying an edifice up, not huilding it, but were
met by the assurance that the girders in question
would last “ till the millennium

;
” which, not

knowing the date of that era, we conld not dis-

pute. But, waiving the question whether such
proceedings are really in accordance with the art

of architecture properly so called—whether it is

not a very lame and mean sort of expedient to
represent a building as constructed of masonry
when, in fact, it is supported by concealed
bandages of a tensile material—what we wish
specially to call attention to is the fact that iron,

even when used in the most favourable positions,
and with the greatest care to exclude from it the
action of weather, has not yet had the test of
time to determine its capabilities of endurance
as an architectural material. It is very well to
talk of an iron style, and to declaim against the
prejudices of those old-fashioned people who
look cautiously askance at the idea 5 but it must
be remembered that it has heretofore been
one of the chief glories of architecture as an
art, one of the qualities which render it in

its highest forms most attractive to the best
minds that have been engaged upon it, that its

productions have been more or leas monumental
in their character, and have claimed both by
their magnitude and stability a kind of dignity
and importance on the earth beyond that which
attaches to smaller and more perishable works
of art. Now, even setting aside the question of
artistic appearance, we have no proof as yet
that structures principally or wholly of iron will
last in this way as monnments to future genera-
tions, since time is the only test in such matters

;

but, from what we know of the material, we
have every presumption that it will not so last.

Knowing as we do the rate at which iron gives
ofi* its substance in the form of rust, a source of
decay which becomes more felt in proportion to
the increase of external area

; knowing the
extent to which it alters its conditions under
change of temperature, and the difference of
the conditions of wrought and cast iron in this
respect, which yet must often be used in con-
junction

;
remembering also the thousand and one

weak points which are liable to make themselves
felt in a structure all the parts of which have
to be joined by bolts, screws, and such-like con-
trivances ; under all these circumstances, it is

impossible not to feel that the claim for iron as
a leading material in the architecture of the
future is even practically a very doubtful one,
and that bnildings dependent in any way on
such a material, though invaluable for temporary
purposes, must lose nearly all that endnring cha-
racter once supposed to belong peculiarly to
architectural designs, and have small chance of
carrying down the memory of their designers to
posterity.

Nor is the case for stone, as against iron, less

strong in an msthetio than in a practical point of
view. Consider for a moment the remarkable
distinotion between the rationale of the two
materials. They do not stand by any means on
the same footing. In using iron, we are using a
material which is to some extent artificial. It
does not show itself above ground

5
and when it

has been laboriously dug up and brought to light,
it is not in a state for use, or even recognisable
at once by those who only know it in its artifi-

: ciai state
j
nor is it till after much mystery of

: smelting, puddling, and other treatment known
I to the initiated, that it comes forth “purified
: and meet for the master’s use.” But in using
I stone,'we are using a natural material in its un-
; altered state, so far as texture and quality are
I ooncerned,—a material concerning which we
have had previous experience, before we used it,

' of its powers of resistance. We see it before ns
: in the quarry, cohering in vast masses, and re-
! sisting a compression of many tons, and we take
I it as it is, merely cutting it to the required sizes,
; and set it, as it lay before, “ on its quarry bed ”

I
(if our clerk of the works attends to his duty

[
properly). We expose a great amount of its

: surface to the weather
;

but otherwise, if our
1 building is properly constructed, we do not alter
I the condition under which the material existed
i in its natural state, and consequently are saved
: much of the doubtful and experimental proceed-
i ings which are,forced onus indealing withartifioial
! materials. A more important consideration, in
: an assthetic point of view is, that we are here
! using the material which we see visibly around
• <15

, which forms part of the ground we tread

;

we are oausing the “ great globe itself,” visibly

and ostensibly, to famish the means whereby we
may erect those “clond-capped towers, gorgeous
palaces, and solemn temples ” which have formed
some of its noblest adornments. It is this which
has given much of their impressiveness and
efifect to the great monuments of the architec-

ture of the past
;
that they have appeared not so

much as independent erections or constructions
upon the earth’s surface, as actual growths from
it, homogeneous with it in substance and tex-

ture; and thus appearing to form part of the
landscape amid which they stand. Sir Charles
Barry, indeed, is known to have made this

latter effect a special object whenever circum-
stances permitted; his delight having been to
“ connect the house with the landscape,” by hap-
pily-contrived terraces and gardens, diminishing
in artificiality as they receded from the edifice and
mingled with the open country. Nor can we
ignore the immense value of the mass and weight
of material necessary to a stone building, and
necessarily precluded in an iron one, when
architectural efi'eeb is to be considered. After
deducting all the effects of previous habit and
prejudice, after allowing that a nation long
habituated to seeing its principal struotures of
iron wonld come to look on that material with
far more respect than we now do, and become
used to its rigid lines and thin forms, it is never-
theless impossible for a moment to admit that
structares resting upon thin metallic shafts and
roofed with a web of spider-like framing, can
ever have that effect on the mind which has
been produced upon all beholders by the temples
of Karnao and Philm, the Parthenon, and the
great cathedrals of the middle ages. In the
“ iron age,” all that has constituted the majesty
of architecture would disappear. That aspect
of enduring immobility, which seemed to con-
nect the strnotnre with the ground it stood upon,
the broad play of light upon the piers, the depth
of shadow in recesses and roofs, the aspect of

mystery which pervades a grand interior on a
large scale—all this would go, and leave us
instead a barren framework of thin lines,

standing nakedly oat, devoid of all the magic of
chiaroscuro, and suggesting nothing save eco-
nomy of space and material. Unless architecture
is to be a lost art, stone must still be the main
material for the architect to work with.

Brickwork has indeed been putting forward
great pretensions of late, and, in bnildings where
economy has to be considered, most always take
precedence of stone ; but we have instances,
nob a few, of late years, in which briok has been,
and is being, voluntarily preferred for large and
expensive churches, and bnildings of a similar
class. We take this to be a foolish piece of

fashion
; a change for the sake of change, or

in the vain hope of thereby achieving originality.

All our church architecture having for so long,
more than any other branch, run into oopyism,
the original models have been exhausted, and
the copyists were at a dead lock, when the lucky
discovery was made that the Medimval builders

of the North of Italy had produced admirable
structures, after their manner, of brick and
marble, to the adequate illustration whereof one
of the most talented English architects lent

himself with a will. Here was a new field
;
the

marble, indeed, might be diffionlt to obtain, bat
the brick was feasible ; whence a springing np
of brick churches, as aforesaid, with square
jambs in lien of splays or monldings, and
traversed by divers bands of black. This may
bo all very well for a change, but as to appearance
there is no comparison, except in the eyes of
prejudiced persons. It is very difficult to get
brick of a decent colour at all for a large build-
ing, and when the best is obtained, it is far in-

ferior to the natural tint of fresh stonework
;
and

being an artificial tint, moreover, does not
harmonize with the landscape aronnd it : while
the forced and strongly pronounced polychromy
obtained by different tints of brickwork is far

inferior in effect to the natural play of colour
and tone in stone walling. Then carved orna-
ment cannot be introduced, except by the inser-

tion of stone in which to carve it ; though the
enthusiasm of some of these modem “bricks”
has led to the resuscitation of moulded orna-
ment in brick,—a device which costs nearly as

much as stone carving, without having one-
fourth the effect, and which was originally used in

localities where no stone easily carved was pro-

curable, but which is now voluntarily substituted
for freestone, where the latter is plentiful, merely
for the sake of fashion. Of course, good brick is

a very fine material where expenditure must bo
limited

; what we protest against is the pretence

of preferring it to atone on artistic grounds.
And there is one very strong reason for using
stone, when bnilding in the country, even for
small houses, viz., that it can bo made to harmo-
nise with the landscape of the district in which
the house is erected. In introducing brick into
a landscape, we are in almost all cases intro-
ducing a discordant element of colour. But in
using (as should always, if possible, be done)
the stone of the neighbourhood, not only are we
using, as before said, a natural instead of an
artificial material, but we are using that which
is the basis of the landscape around, and from
which the latter takes its prevailing tone and
character

; whether it be a limestone or a sand-
stone district, or whatever formation it may be,
we are thus carrying the tint and character of
the landscape into the walls of our house, wbioh
seems to become part and parcel thereof. This
is not sufficiently attended to; and sometimes
stone is brought at additional expense from a
distant quarry, to satisfy some whim of the
architect, when the stone of the neighbonrhood
would have had a far more satisfactory effect in
comparison with the surroundings of the build-
ing.

In making this plea for the use of stone as ^jar
excellence the architectural material, we may be
met by the objection that the order of things,
and consequently the tenure of building pro-
perty, is no longer characterised by the same
stability which belonged to ancient periods, when
the current of life moved at a slower rate, and
when the uses and requirements and value of a
bnilding did not change for centuries after its
erection. It may be said that we have no longer
occasion, in our towns especially, for those monn-
mental sbrnotares wbioh seem built to last for
ages, seeing that we know not when the demands
of a shifting and increasing population and a
changing polity may render such edifices, after a
comparatively brief time, no longer suitable or
useful. But the idea arises from a too partial view
of the coarse of human affairs. As Mr. Proude
observes in the opening of his “ History of Eng-
land,” the history of nations has always presented
an alternation of epochs of change with long
periods of settled and established ideas. We are
now in a period of change

; steam has revolu-
tionised our domestic polity, and some time may
elapse before we settle down into the new form
of life and manners towards which we are, how-
ever, rapidly moving. It may be wise, there-
fore, not to stereotype any of our present wants
or partialities in the form of expensive bnildings
of a monnmental and enduring character. We
are now in the condition of the man described
by the Koman satirist :

—

“ IHruit, cedijicat, 7nuiai quadrata ro(undi$,”

We are changing our forms of building and our
forms of life, and the iron architecture does well
enough for the temporary needs of such a period
of change, and will last about as long as it is

likely to be wanted. When wo shall have settled
alike onr great lines of railroad and oar great
lines of life, and grouped our habitations accord-

we shall once more find atone the fittest

and best exponent of an architecture which we
may trust will not be inferior to that of the great
periods which we have left behind us.

A FJRENCH BOOK ON HEATING AND
VENTILATING.

The author of a treatise upon heating and
ventilating French private houses and supplying
them with water, recently published in Paris,
cries out bitterly against the prevailing system
of false luxury in French houses, which provides
appearance before comfort.* Every sanitary
arrangement, he declares, is sacrificed to secure
handsome reception-rooms, which give to their
occupant a semblance of being something more
than he really is; and if the architect entertain
any other consideration, it is how to impart an
air of luxury to the fa9ade. Where an English
landlord advertises, “ Well-aired beds,” a
French one announces " Appartements orn^s de
glaces." il. Joly, the writer in question, has
made a long residence in foreign parts, "where
taste is sometimes at fault, but where domestic
comfort is studied better than in France,” which
we presume he is too polite to name more par-
ticularly. But it is easy to see that it is with

• Traits Pratique du ChauiTage, de la Ventilation et de
la Distribution des Eaux dans lea Habitations particu-
iieres : a I'Usage des Arcbitectes, des Entrepreneurs, et
des PropriiJtaireB. Par V. C. Joly. Paris: J. Baudry,
15, Rue des Saints-PCires. 1869.
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the widely-spreading adoption of sanitary ap-

pliances in English honses that he contrasts the

almost utter absence of water and ventilation

in French habitations. In his enumeration

of what he calls the vice of French domestic

buildings, he speaks of low ceilings, of water-

closets badly lighted, badly ventilated, and placed

close to the kitchen
j
of the absence of ventila-

tion, baths, and water; of nurseries looking

upon the unwholesome courts into which the

spouts carrying away the foul waters of the

house discharge themselves
;
and of chimneys

which waste the heat they should economise, as

evils the French tolerate with complacency, if

not with approval
;
and after dwelling at some

length upon the discomfort and misery of these

shortcomings, he strenuously urges the adoption

of the habits of “propriety” common to the

English, Dutcb, and Americans. Posterity, he i

continnes, will bo scarcely able to believe, that I

in Paris, the eighth wonder of the world, men I

and women can be seen at the present day I

attelt!s tl des tonneaux, and carrying water upon
their shoulders to the upper stories of honses.

Cold water within the last few years has found

its way into French kitchens, but hot water is

still unprovided there, and both are entirely

absent in the upper stories, as is the health-

giving bath. A French bed-chamber, he deplores,

let it be ever so richly decorated, contains only

a bed, a secretaire, and a few chairs : no con-

venience for the performance of ablutions is

in sight. He would have a bath at the side of

the bed, a choice of site we cannot endorse,

'

however much we approve of the general use of

this source of cleauliuess and health. A bath in

a bedroom is a mistake, because the stoam from
,

the hot water is a source of damp to the bed-

ding. It is much more advantageously placed in ,

a room opening out of the sleeping apartment,

when, by the simple plan of closing the door

between them, the steam is confined to the bath-

room. Having shown the great desirability of

more attention to sanitary matters, especially

the need of a proper water-supply in French
private bouses, he first points out the best

methods of carrying the last-mentioned reform

into execution, after owning that learned

engineers have spent much time in- disen-

tangling the difificulties of providing water,

ventilation, and heating for barracks and prisons,

and adding, “ Thanks be to Heaven, every one
does not live in these,” as a reason why private

dwellings should also be considered. He next

tarns bis attention to the best modes of heating

and ventilating, illustrating bis subject with

upwards of a hundred and fifty diagrams, and
supplementing it with a list of the principal

works relating to it, dating from the year 1-160.

Each division of these important measures is

minutely treated ; for instance, water supply is

discussed in its vaiious stages of colleotion,

filtration, distribution, heating, purification, and
utilization

;
and its application to baths is shown

in views and sections embracing the modes in

use in ancient Home and Pompeii, as well as in

England and xVmerica at the present day. He ter-

minates his description of the different systems
of heating baths with an account of that which ho
calls French, because he has not seen it in use else-

where, and, he says, it seems to him admirably
adapted to the many-storied French houses.

This is merely the plan which utilises the
surplus heat of kitchen or other stoves instead of

wasting it. The reservoir of water is furnished

with a number of pipes, through which the

waste heat from the stove, generally the kitchen

stove, circulates, and these heated pipes raise

the temperature of water in which they stand to

vheir own. In summer, when large fires are not so
certain to be in constant use, gas can bo applied
with equal facility to the same apparatus.

II. Joly’s chapter on the heating of apart-
ments is agreeable reading, for it treats the
subject cosmographically, if we may say so, and
is rich in illustrations of the stoves of the world.
Chinese, Persian, ancient Homan, and Medimval
heating contrivances are well represented, as
are the more modern Continental stoves. He
names as the best kinds in use in Prance those
known by the names of their inventors, as
“I’Appareil Fondet” and “I’Appareil Mous-
Ecron,” both of which are furnished with hot-air
chambers. A third management of the means
at disposal may be described as an ordinary
wood fire upon the hearth, the smoke from
which ascends an iron pipe in the chimney-flue,
leaving the extra space in the chimney as a
chamber in which external air is heated by the
pipe, and made to distribute itself into the same
room in which the fire is placed, near the

ceiling, by orifices provided for the purpose,
j

Heating by water is only used in France inj

greenhouses and hospitals.
j

Ventilation is treated by M. Joly as the twin- 1

sister of heating. He gives the preference to

natural ventilation, but enters fully into the

various artificial means, as well as into the

history of Vacration. The ventilation of mines

first occupies his care, thence he passes to that

of hospitals, and thence to that of churches,

theatres, salons, concert - halls, schools, and

buildings of many stages in height, successively,

the various systems being clearly illustrated.

V/e pick out for especial mention a plan for

warming and ventilating a building of the last-

mentioned class, which resembles in its most
essential features one recently illustrated in

these pages. M. Joly shows a four-storied

house with a basement, in the centre of which
is placed the heating apparatus. There are

three ventilating shafts in communication with

the calorijvre, one ascending straight up from it

[

through the entire height of the house to the

outside of the roof, the other two being placed

ou either side of it, at some little distance, so

I

that they pass through the rooms to the right

and left of those in the centre of the house
; before passing likewise out of the roof. At
' every ceiling there is an opening into one of the

shafts to carry off the vitiated air, and in each

room near the floor there is another opening,

through which hot air, conveyed by pipes from
the central apparatus below, is introduced into

it. Like others, M. Joly urges that the most
simple, economical, and effective way of venti-

lating a private house, both in summer and
winter, is to imitate the method used
by Nature for the oiroulation of the

blood in the human frame ; that is to say, to

place the moving power and principal arteries in

the centre, with branches directed towards the

extremities. In a house the principal artery

should be a shaft in some useless angle of the

staircase, as near ns possible in the centre of the

building. This would betho seat of the circula-

tion of the air of the interior. Hot-water pipes

ascending from the basement for the service of

the rooms above could be also placed in it. If

the waste heat of the kitchen fires was not avail-

able for the displacement of air in it, a stove

could be placed at its base for the purpose, which
could be further utilized by making it heat a
circulation of water that could mount to the top-

most floor, and servo the baths and lavatories

upon every story on its way up. la a section

devoted to a consideration of the ventilation of

the rooms occupied by working men, the author

asks whether their case should not be thought
more of than that of criminals, for whom so

much trouble is taken in the ventilation of

prisons. After picturing the upright workman
coming home to his modest habitation, which is

probably without water, ventilation, warmth,
and salubrity, be saggests that in those instances

where his house forms one of a row adjoining a
factory, there should be avast horizontal conduit

running through it and the rest, carrying into

each chamber fresh air in summer, and hot air

in winter. This plan has been pursued by some
manufacturers, who have been recompensed by
the vigour and activity of their workpeople, as

well as by the decrease of oases requiring pecu-

niary assistance. When the house is not so

situated he recommends another cheap plan of

securing fresh air and heat, which appears to

be an exceedingly ingenious one. Taking it for

granted that the workman will have a stove and
not an open fire, he says this stove should have
suspended over it a small iron-plated and tinned

reservoir or cistern, which is to bo heated by the
smoke, and by a circulating boiler. The flue of

the stove on its arrival at the ceiling ought to

find there an enlargement or opening, in the

middle of which the smoke-tube is to pass out,

the remaining space being filled with a moveable
register, shut when the fire is alight, but open
throughout the night. The disadvantage of

turning flues into ventilating shafts with us

the descent of soot. With wood fires this might
not be so insurmountable

;
moreover, the pipe

for the smoke, made perhaps of glazed earthen-

ware, might be carried up the full height of the

flue, where there could be no deposit of any kind
in the latter. This is not the only ingenious

contrivance urged upon French landlords. In

conclusion, M. Joly observes progress is slow,

especially in a country like France, full of

routine
;
but it is sure

;
and what is a luxury for

the few to-day will be, in twenty years perhaps,
a necessity for every one. We commend bis

work : it is comprehensive as well as foreseeing.

THE LATE MR. GEORGE SMITH, OF
MERCERS’ HALL.

We mention with regret the death of a much-
respected member of the old school of surveyors,

Mr. George Smith, which took place on the 5th

inst. Mr. Smith was born at Aldeuhffitn, in

Hertfordshire, on the 28th September, 1783

;

came to London in early life, and was afterwards

articled to Mr. Brettingham. We have heard

him remark as a curious fact, that he and
another pupil were the only students there

who afterwards followed the profession, the

rest having joined the army. He afterwards

went as clerk to Mr. Alexander, and was
largely connected with the dock business ;

sub-

sequently he was with Mr. Beazley, a relative

of the late Samuel Beazley. Mr. Smith even-

tually settled in London, living in the neigh-

bourhood of St. Paul’s, and quickly came into a

large practice.

He was appointed district surveyor of the

southern division of the city of London, in the

year 1810, an appointment he held until the

time of his death ;
being, we have heard, the

second surveyor who had held the appointment

since the passing of the Building Act. In ISli

he was elected surveyor to the Mercers’ Company,
and held this appointment also to the time of

his death.* He formerly held the appointment

of surveyor to the Coopers’ Compauy : this be

resigned to take his place on the court, and he

served the office of master twice. Mr. Smith

was a very early member of the Royal Institute

of British Architects ;
became a member of the

council
;
and was the appointed chairman of the

committee who drew up the report on dilapi-

dations.

During his time he was much engaged in the

heaviest references, in connexion with his old

contemporaries Roper, the elder I’ Anson, Mon-
tague, Higgins, and some more, who have all

passed away, as well as with Mr. Lotkyer, Mr.

Hold, and others, still pursuing an active career.

Among his works as an architect, may be men-
tioned St. Paul’s School, the New Corn Exchange,

the tower and entrance of the old Royal Ex-

change ; the Whittington’s Almshouses, at High-

gate, for the Mercers’ Company ;
the church in

Blackheath Park
;
Hornsey Church, except the

tower; Gresham College; Mercers’ School; and
numerous private residences. He also made the

designs for Salters’ Hall, wo are told, but with

right consideration declined to carry them out,

and insisted upon the company’s own architect

being employed. He was a member of the Sur-

veyors’ Club from the year 1807, and a trustee

of their charitable fund. He was also a Fellow

of the Society of Antiquaries, and connected

with some other public bodies. A few years

ago he married a young wife, who, however,

died before him, and he had recently built

for himself a house, “ Newlands,” at Copthome,
in Sussex.

THE EDINBURGH MEDICAL HOSPITAL.

Edinburgh is at this momeut in a sort of

fever about the rebuilding of a medical hospital.

It appears that the ancient institution which
has flourished now under the name of the Royal

Infirmary for a period of nearly two hundred

years, has survived its usefulness, and has be-

come antiquated. What is more, it turns out to

be positively injurious to the health of the un-

fortunate patients who are forced to seek admis-

sion within its portals. Notwithstanding the

most strenuous efforts to improve it and add to

it, the original defects of its construction ap-

pear to be incurable ; it has been tried in tho

balance of hospital statistics, and found wanting

;

and daring the course of last year it was formally

condemned by the proper authorities, and ordered

to be razed to the foundation. Of course, as a
necessary consequence, a new hospital has to bo

built
;
and on this question vre may say a few

words.

It is hardly necessary to tell our readers that

Edinburgh is the seat of a most aucient and
celebrated medical school. Genoa is not more
distingnished for its velvets, nor Lyons for its

silk manufacture, than Edinburgh is for the pro-

fession of medicine. It may be added that in a

city from which all political and even literary

glory has gradually departed, the profession of

* His very active partner, Mr. George Barues Williams,
who, first as clerk and then ns partner, has been cou-

•nected with the subject of our notice for the last thirty

years, and for sometime past has done all the work of

the company in consequence of Mr. Smith’s failing healthy

is a candidate for the appointment, and would seem to
have strong claims to support iu his application.
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Such a school of medicine is not to be disre-

garded. To do them justice, the oitizens of

Edinburgh are in nowise guilty of neglecting

this circumstance
;
and accordingly they have

entered heart and soul into a movement to pro-

vide the necessary funds for erecting a bnilding

worthy of the city and the profession. Upon
the Medical Hospital, of course, the wide reputa-

tion of tho Edinburgh Medical School is based,

has been reared, and will, no doubt, be extended

;

it is in fact, if we may venture to use an old

metaphor, the corner stone of the budding.
The doctors, as far as we can discover, were

the first to complain of the present building.

This was, indeed, no more than their duty

;

bub the most important initiative steps in the

work were taken by the citizens themselves.

During the month of April last year a great

public moating was held in Edinburgh. The
Lord Provost took the chair. Lord Dalhonsie,

Lord Haddington, Lord Polwarth, the Lord

;

Advocate in esse (Gordon), the Lord Advo-
cate in posse (Moncrieff), the President of the

|

College of Physicians, and the President of the

College of Surgeons, together with an eminent
i

publisher, Mr. Boyd, and a famous paper-maker,
i

Mr. Charles Cowan, addressed the meeting,
j

It was announced that lOO.OOOZ. was the sum
needed ; and of this snm tho managers could

supply 40,000Z. from their own funds, chiefly

derived, it would appear, from former legacies.

The response was hearty and immediate

:

25,0001. were subscribed on the spot. An influ-

ential committee of citizens was appointed to

conduct the public subscription. A benevolent
widow lady, Mrs. Buohanan, of Moray-place,

first of all contributed 1,000Z., and then soon
afterwards amended her donation to 5,0001.

The Earl of Moray gave 1,000Z., the Earl of

WemysB also gave 1,000Z. There were in all

ten names followed by the same magical comple-
ment of one numeral and three cyphers. The
high constables undertook a domiciliary visita-

tioa of the working-classes, who, to say of them
what is only fair, have always been faithful sup-

porters of the institution. Collections were
made at the same time in those curious brass
plates which stand on tripods at the doors of
tho city churches, and the result of this and
more was, that towards the end of July the

sum of 67,0001. had been raised, which sum,
added to the 4O,000Z. we have mentioned of
Infirmary stock, make np 7,000Z. more than the
stipulated capital required for the rebuilding of

the new hospital. We cannot tell as yet bow
far this continned appeal has met with success,

for the subscription is still in progress.

Hitherto “the movement” had been one of

•aniform success, peace, concord, and good-will.

But we must now tarn over another leaf in the

history j
and this, we are sorry to say, is by no

means so full of snnsbine, or rather of azure and
gold. The best of “ movements ” somehow or

other never will run smooth; the apple of dis-

1

-cord is sure to fall to the surface sooner or later ;

:

and in the present case the split has arisen on
j

the question of site. This is a vital question,
j

•and its importance cannot be over-estimated,
I

hut the considerations which should determine
'

it are so simple, the condition so elementary, I

and the necessities so easily understood, that we
'

are totally pozzled to discover the reasons for such
-a stormy and protracted warfare as it has caused
in the newspapers and public meetings of Edin-

burgh. It may be desirable to explain here that

the Infirmary of Eflinbnrgh consists of two hos-

pitals, the medical and the surgical. The medical
hospital is the ancient institution we have re-

ferred to above, and the hci^s of the surgical

consists partly of the old High School of Edin-
burgh and partly of a comparatively new suite of

buildings which were erected in the year 1852,

The old High School contains the wards and
class-rooms of Professor Syme

;
the new build-

ings those of Professor Spence. Further, it

may be added that this noble charity is under
the management or supervision of a board of

directors, partly elected annually from the body
of contributors and partly composed of the Lord
Provost and magistrates, who ave managers by
virtue of their oflico. The duties of the mana-
gers seem to be rather indefinite. But to pro-

ceed : the gentleman who played the part of the

Goddess ofDiscord on this occasion was Professor

Syme, a surgeon of long practice and high stand-
ing, who honourably fills the chair of chemical
surgery to the university of Edinburgh. On the
16lh day of November last year he addressed a

circular letter to each of the subscribers
; and

in this letter be asserts, and ably supports, the

fiis following propositions :

—

“1. That the maungera ha<I resolved to spend nearly the

whole of the money in tho purchase of property adjacent

to their own,60.000f.
2. That they hud also resolved to rebuild the medical

hospital partly on lits present site aud partly on the site

so acquired, which consists of the shops and houses in

South Bridge, facing the college gates.

3. That a larger, healthier, more salubrious, and cheaper
site could be got in tho grounds of Watson’s Hospital.

4. That the managers only proposed a new medical hos*

pital.

6. That there was as much need, if not more, for a new
turgical hospital.

6. That if the new infirmary be erected on the present
site, all the existing buildings must be removed before the

foundation-stone could be laid. In that case, Edinburgh
would be withont a hospital for at least three years."

We will only quote two sentences from Pro-

fessor Syme’s argument under bis fifth propo-

sition, in order to illustrate their character :

—

“ Although tha ordinary surgical wards are not so
bad as they were, still that terrible pyrcmia—tho scourge
of unhealthy hospitals— is dislressingly frequent, toge-

ther with other indications of imperfect ventilation.

It is therefore with no pleasant feeling

that I receive the visits to oar hospital so frequently paid
by members of the profession from all parts of the world,
who must necessarily raahe injurious comparisons of the

spacious, convenient, and well-ventilated wards seen else-

where, with the mean, rambling, and altogether incoherent
arrangementa of our surgical department."

Ifc is hardly necessary to say that this letter

made at once a povperfnl impression on the

contributors and the public. We do not

sea bow ifc could operate otherwise ; for the

facts seem to ns indisputable and the argu-

ments unanswerable. But it is an unfortunate

characteristic of onr medical schools, that their

doctors diiier in their opinions, and still more in

their practice. Edinbnrgh, we are sorry to say,

is no exception to the rule. Indeed, if we are

to credit all we hear, we believe that diseases of

the antagonistic and pugnacious type break ont

there with uncommon virnlence and intensity.

Since the days when Dr. Sangrado pulled his

opponent’s ears there has been no such scene

witnessed as one professor of the same college

publicly burning the pamphlets of another pro-

fessor in his class-room. Oar readers, therefore,

will not be astonished to learn that within a

week another doctor of the same school.

Professor Spenoe, professor of surgery proper,

also published a letter in reply to that of Pro-

fessor Syme, in which, if not with equal skill, at

least with more command of statistics, he urged
tho following oonnter-proposifcions :

—

“ 1. That Professor Syme’s letter contaioe statements
regarding the sanitary condition of the surgical hospital

which, if allowed to pass unchallenged, must prove
injurious to the reputation of the institution, and of the
medical school of Edinburgh.

2. That he [Spence] knows these statements to be in-

correct as regards the department under his charge,

3. That he, as the senior acting surgeon of the infirmary,

had neverm^e or joined in such complaints
;
neither had

the acting surgeons as a body.
4. That he had had actual experience in every ward of

the surgical hospital. Professor Syme never had had
charge of any one of them. He might, therefore, feel

justihed in calling in question his (Syme’s) competence to

pronounce an opinion.
6. That the statistics of amputations for disease daring

a quinquennial period in the published reports will com-
pare favourably with those of any great city hospital.

6. That he bolds strong opinions as to the advantages of

the present site,"

We have no room, even if we had the inclina-

tion, to wade through the terrible mass of

newspaper controversy which followed on these

rival letters,

—

“ Strew’d were the streets with milk-white reams,

Flow'd all the Canongate with inky streams 1

"

All the great Edinburgh writers—medical, legal,

ecclesiastical, mercantile, economical, municipal,

and architectural—seem to have exhausted their

wit and invention in fetching arguments and
digging up sites. One writer recommended that

the hospital ahould be put beyond the bonndaries

of the city, after the fashion of the ancient Jews,

—and very wisely too. Another suggested the

city poor-honse
;
a third, the cattle-market; a

fourth, George Heriot's Hospital ; a fifth, the

Qneen’s Park. One doctor, obvionsly half-

eccentric, proposed an iron bridge over the

Cowgate to a site among the lowest slums of the

High-street
;
and another doctor of eqnal emi-

nence proposed that there should be no hospital

built at all, only a provision of movable pavilions

constructed with cast-iron plates. The medical

profession, as far as we can jndge, are about

equally divided in their opinions
;
and, in fine,

tho question as between the two professors is

substantially unaltered. But when doctors dis-

agree, who shall decide ? We need not venture

to answer the question. With regard to public

“ movements ” of this sort, the proverb is some-

thing musty. The science of public health, for

example, is perhaps more indebted in our gene-

ration to the engineer than the physician
;
but.

at all events, no man in his senses will be
governed in bis opinions by the statistics of one
department of a hospital. Professor Spencela
statistics may be, and are, doubtless, correct,, bq

far as they go. But no statistics in the world
will make a plain man believe that the site of
Christ Church Hospital, in Newgate-street, is as

salubrious as the site of St. George’s Hospital at

Hyde Hark Comer. And such—or nearly so, we
believe'—is the analogy between the present site

of the Boyal Infirmary at Edinburgh, and the
site which Professor Syme recommends at George
Watson’s Hospital, which lies with a southern
exposure, on the northern slope of the Edin-
burgh meadows. We cannot choose bnt support

the view which gives tho suffering inmates of

a hospital the chances of more sunlight, better

ventilation, and purer atmosphere.
We hear that Mr. Bryce, the architect to the

Royal Infirmary, has been requested to report

on the comparative merits of the two sites.

This ought to have been a preliminary step. It

is unfortunate that the managers have lodged

their bill, aud scheduled the property on the

old ground, without the leaet reference to another
and, it may be, improved site. However, better

late than never.

COLOGNE CATHEDRAL.

It was not until the spring of last year that

the works and restorations upon other parts of

this venerable pUe were thought sufficiently

advanced to allow of some progress being made
with the two western towers

;
and this being at

length determined upon, much had to be undone
in consequence of decay, and other reasons,

before the work could be satisfactorily proceeded

with. Mechanical appliances were for the most

part as nneoubh 'and imperfect in the middle

ages as they probably were in the time of the

Egyptian Pharaohs. In those days it was the

work of an entire day to raise a block of atone

weighing some “iO or 50 cwt. from the ground to

a height of 100 ft., and this was mostly done

by soldering a powerful ring into the stone

and raising it by means of a huge crane to the

top. Some twenty stones have thus been found

upon the northern tower'qf the “Dom,” each still

provided with its lifting-ring, which it was
nob thought worth while to remove at the time

when the works were stopped. Last spring the

task of completing the towers was pat in hand,

the first thing to be done being to remove the

timo-honoored ponderous old crane we all know
so well, if not from an actual visit, at any rate

from all the Eau de Cologne bottles we have ever

seen. All joints, mortises, and joggles, were
found utterly rotten, and a special scaffolding

was necessary to take down the huge timbers

that once had formed the crane. A careful

examination into the condition of the masonry
was then made, when it was found that much
hod utterly decayed, and would have to be taken

down before continuing the new work
;

for, in tho

upper parts of the towers, at least, much of

the local soft sandstone appears to have been

used, and this was in parts so weathered away,

that in one instance the root of a creeper was
followed down to a depth of 20 ft. before it

could be extracted. As the annual tourist

this year approaches what Mr. Spurgeon

calls (like Coleridge before him) the City

of a Thousand Smells, and the fine old tower

gradually looms into view, be will find that

his old friend has disappeared, and the puff

of white steam will tell him that here as

everywhere the steam-engine has superseded

manual lifting-power. A stationary engine of

S-horse power will be at work, lifting in four

minutes what in days gone by would have

taken two days. Both towers are in hand at

the same time, the progress of both being

the same; and being connected by means

of a light iron bridge fitted with rails, the stones

can be moved, when up, to any required spot.

The pecuniary means whereby these works are

carried on are twofold,—namely, first, by volun-

tary aid (hia Majesty tho King of Prussia head-

ing the listwibli a handsome anuualcontribution),

and, secondly, by the qnestionable proceeds of a

lottery, which produces to the Dom Committee

an annual income of about 37,0001. It is thus

hoped that the second story of both towers will

be completed in two years aud a half, the octa-

gonal part in two years and a half more, and

the whole work by the year 1S77. After

pernsing the above paragraph, the reader will

be amused to learn that Bishop Bertholet, of

Aix-la-Chapelle, in a report on the cathedral at
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the beginning of the present cenfcnry, aotnally

advised Napoleon I. to have the whole structure

razed to the ground, as it was " positively

unsafe to walk under it
!”

MICHAEL FARADAY.

The last number issued of the “ Proceedings

of the Royal Society” (No. 106, vol. xvii.) con-

tains amongst the Obituary Notices of Deceased

Fellows an interesting and important narrative

of the chief events of his personal history, “ with

such indications of his character and opinions as

may be read in his written correspondence and

private memorials.” It has been put together

by Dr. Bence Jones, F.R.S., occupies 68 pages,

and is full of delightful teaching. The way in

which Faraday acknowledged, on many oc-

casions his obligations to Mrs. Maroet’s well-

known “ Conversations” will interest on several

grounds. He thus wrote to M. De la Rive on

the occasion of that lady’s death :

—

“ Yoar subject interested me deeply every for

Mrs. Marcet was a good friend to me, aa she must have

been to many of the human race. I entered_ the shop of

a bookseller and bookbinder, at the ago of thirteen, in the

year 1804, remained there eight years, and during the chief

part of the time bound books. Now it was in those books,

m the hoars after work, that I found the beginning of my
philosophy. There were two that especially helped me,

the ‘ Encyclopmdia Britannica,’ from which I gamed my
first notions of electricity, and Mrs. Marcet’s ‘ Conver-

sations on Chemistry,’ which gave me my foundation in

that science.
, ,

Do not suppose that I was a very deep thinker, or was

marked as a precocious person. I was a very lively, ima-

ginative person, and could believe in the ‘ Arabian Nights'

aa easily as ia the ‘Encycloptcdia;’ but facts were im-

portant to me and saved me. I could trust a fact, and

always cross-esamined an assertion. So when I ques-

tioned Mrs, Marcot’s book by such little experiments as I

could find means to perform, and found it trueto the facts

as I could understand them, I felt that I had got hold of

an anchor in chemical knowledge, and clung fast to it.

Thence my deep veneration for Mrs. Marcet ;
first, as ono

who had conferred great personal good and pleasure on

me, and then as oue able to convey the truth and principle

of those boundless fields of knowledge which concern

natural things to the young, imtaugbt, and inquiring

mind.
Yon may imagine my delight when I came to know Mrs.

Marcet personally
;
how often I cast my thoughts back-

wards, delighting to connect the past and the present;

how often, when sending a paper to her as a thank-offer-

ing, I thought of my first instructress ;
and snch-like

thoughts will remain with me.”

A life of continnous unselfish work was that

of this “ blacksmith’s son from Jaoob’s-Well-

mews, full of inborn religion, and gentleness,

genius, and energy, [who] searched for truth and

trusted to facts in his experimental researches,

and thus left to science a monument of himself

that may be compared even to that of Newton.”

A VOICE FROM THE CRYPT OP
ST. PAUL’S.

gia^
—

'Will you allow me to appeal to you, as

one of the recognised guardians of our public

buildings, to prevent the desecration and the

great injury which the annual assembly of the

charity children within St. Paul’s Cathedral does

to the sacred edifice itself, and to the various

national monuments it contains ? This assembly

of the children has hitherto taken place in June,

80 that if the subject were brought forward now,

there would be ample time to investigate the

matter and to make other arrangements.

For some time before the day of meeting,

load upon load of heavy timber is carried into

the cathedral, and a host of workmen sent in to

erect the staging necessary for the accommoda-

tion of many hundreds of children and of

spectators. To say nothing of the interruption

to the ordinary service of the cathedral, and

violation of the tranquillity which should reign

in this national mausoleum, just think of the

danger and the actual damage done to the

monuments of those whom the nation delights

honour, and which have cost, individually

ii.,d collectively, vast sums of public money.
The sculptured effigies of our great coun-

trymen are out of reach of ordinary visitors,

which clearly shows that the injuries they

have sustained must have been caused by
careless workmen, and be the result of these

heavy timber erections. And after these

huge balks of timber and immense loads of

planking have been crowded in, so as to occupy

the whole area of the noble dome, what then ?

All this expense, labour, risk of fire, fuss, and

tronble.are incurred for the mighty grand purpose

of allowing some hundreds of educated people to

listen to the performance of an enormous num-
ber of ill-instructed charity children, singing

psalms and hymns in a way to illustrate the

lamentable deficiency of musical tuition in this

country. And then come several more days of

hammering and wrenching apart
;

the staging

is taken down, and the loads of planking and

timber are bundled out of the cathedral.

Now, I ask you, Mr. Editor, cui bono ? If it

be desirable the charity children should have an

annual gathering, why not let it be held in

Exeter Hall, or the Crystal Palace ? Both of

these places are already prepared for such exhi-

bitions; but the latter especially recommends

itself as a means of sparing the poor children

much suffering and inconvenience ;
and after

the performance is concluded, they could enjoy

some recreation and amusement.
With the meeting at Sb. Paul’s aa now

arranged, the access to the children’s seats being

very limited and exceedingly inconvenient, the

poor little creatures are obliged to be in their

places some hours before the time of per-

formance, and there they must sit, hungry and

weary, for many of them have walked long dis-

tances to the cathedral
;
and when, as is fre-

quently the case, a girl faints from the heat

and from sheer exhaustion, she has to be lifted

out over the heads of her oompauions.

A third point is, what becomes of the money
collected at this festival ? On the day of re-

hearsal it may be small in amount, but on the

“grand day” it must be considerable. The

whole affair is in the hands of “ The Society of

Patrons,” who are supposed to help the paro-

chial schools from the funds so collected. Who
has ever seen an account of the receipts and

disbursements ? The writer, some twenty years

ago, filled a pnblio office, and was then told it

was right for him to go to this celebration. At

the cathedral and at the dinner afterwards, to

which he was invited, he gave about 251. The

following year he was invited to the sumptuous

dinner at the London Tavern, the few gentlemen

constituting the “Society of Patrons,” being in

all their glory. Since then he has heard nothing

of them or their doings, nor of their society,

saving the notice in the public newspapers of

the meeting of the charity children in St.

Paul’s.

Who constitute the Society of Patrons ? Why
are not the accounts sent to subscribers ? Where
are the said accounts to be seen ? Who are the

auditors ? And what good has the whole thing

done ? A Shade.

SANITARY MATTERS.

KiddermiTisier.—In compliance with a request

by the local board of guardians. Dr. Roden,

medical officer for the No. 2 district, Kiddermin-

ster, has presented a report embodying his views

on the sanitary state of the town. Mr. Stretton,

medical officer for No. 1 district, had already

presented a report on the same subject. Dr.

Roden remarks at the outset, that he quite

agrees with Mr. Stretton that, although the town
would never be placed in a secure state till proper

drainage and water works were carried out, there

were, nevertheless, many local causes of disease

not connected with such works which required

prompt removal or amelioration. He could safely

say that scarcely a death from fever or other

zymotic disease had occurred in his medical

distriob, that he could not almost immediately

trace to some cause capable of amendment or

entire removal. Pigstyes were scattered in all

directions at the rear of rows of houses, and in

crowded streets and alloys, throughout the

densely - populated parts of the town, and

generally so near the houses as to be a constant

source of disease. Privies and open ashpits

were generally still nearer to the houses, and

80 constructed that the roof shuts the rain-

water into the ashpit, thus giving rise to pesti-

lential vapours, and dealing out death and

disease to the entire neighbourhood. Doubt-

less, [he said] the proper remedy for this

state of matters would be the adoption of

earth closets ;
but, as he imagined it would be

next to impossible to carry out such a system in

large towns, some plan of amelioration should bo

attempted. Besides scarlet fever, which has

latterly been the cause of the increased mortality,

the population had been visited by almost every

form of exanthematous and zymotic disease, in-

eluding measles, erysipelas, gastric and typhus

fevers, whooping cough, croup, diphtheria,

diarrhoea, Ac., and under such conditions it was

easy to understand that bronchitis, consumption,

rheumatism, and other blood diseases were not

only engendered, but their victims were, in many
cases, rapidly hurled to a premature grave; while,

as regarded scarlet fever, the disease has assumed

the most malignant type—it was, in fact, nothing

less than the putrid sore throat of bygone times.

Dr. Roden suggested various remedies which

should be adopted without further unnecessary

,
delay. First and foremost, he would advise the

early adoption of the Public Health and Local

Government Acts. The application of these

Acts he thought ought to be compulsory on

towns of a population of 10,000 and upwards, ae

should the appointment of medical officer of

health in all cases where the Act is applied. A
complete system of sewerage and waterworks

could no longer be delayed, or the town might

lose the opportunity of controlling the expendi-

ture. The council should adopt Mr. Torrens’s

Bill for providing better dwellings for arbisane

and labourers, which, he remarked, would be of

incalculable benefit to the town.

S7ieerness.—The town of Sheerness, once re-

puted to be a most unhealthy place, appears now

to be one of the healthiest towns in England.

The number of deaths registered in the year

1868 for the sub-district of Minster, in Bheppy,

including Sheerness and Queenborough, was 304.

The population of this sub-district was 17,000 iu

1801, and ia now at least 20,000. Hence the

death-rate of Sheerness ia only fifteen in the

thousand—seven less than the death-rate of

England and Wales, ten less than that of

London, and lower than that of any watering-

place in England except Eastbourne. This sur-

prising improvement in the health of Sheerness

ia not exceptional, the death-rate of 1867 being

nearly as low. The great improvements

effected during the last ten years in the sanitary

regulations of the town, with the natural

salubrity of the fresh sea-air to which Sheer-

ness ia exposed, have tended to produce this

favourable result. The want of additional and

better class houses is much felt, and extensive

building operations are contemplated during the

coming summer, A large public hall, with

reading-rooms, &o., is in course of erection. The

Government has been induced to dispose of a

quantity of land for building purposes to meet

the local want of houses.

THE TEMPLE OF HEROD,

Lieut. Wabben has recently addressed some

speculations on this subject to the Palestine

Exploration Committee, He says :
—“ From our

present knowledge of the Haram area, we may
draw the inference that the southern wall is that

spoken of by Josephus as the south wall of

Herod’s enclosure j for we have the Ophel wall

joining in at the south-east angle, at what would

have been the eastern cloisters, and we have the

arches of Robinson and Wilson on the west ; and

the great difficulty now is the dilemma about the

dimensions given by Josephus ;
for, while on the

one band, be leads us to suppose that the Temple-

enclosure of King Solomon was in compass four

furlongs, and that the area was doubled by

Herod, yet, on the other hand, he gives us six

furlongs as the compass of Herod s enclosure,

including Antonia : so that it is an open ques-

tion as to what the exact measurements

were.

We have, however, in the present walls, cer-

tain conditions given to us in Josephus’s account

of Herod’s Temple, and it may be interesting

to apply to these Haram walls a plan of that

ancient enclosure. For this purpose I have

taken the plan of the Temple, constructed by

the Rev. John Lightfoot, D.D., in 168-4, because

it was made (by his own account) entirely from-

the ancient writings, his mind being unbiassed

by any knowledge of the present Haram en-

closure, I have taken his sontbern wall, and

applied it to the south wall of the Haram area,,

lengthening it until they coincide, and at the

same time increasing all the parts to scale. We-

have then a plan of Herod’s enclosure occupying

the southern part of the Haram area, and being

a square of about 900 ft. a side, its compass

being six furlongs.”

The writer then goes on to note the results,

pointing out relations and discrepancies, and

showing that there are between Dr. Lightfoot’a

plan and the present Haram area a number oP

points of resemblance, which are sufficient to-

draw serious attention to the matter ;
but out of

them there are two or three points which tell

almost equally in favour of those plans in whicb

the altar is placed near to the sakhra.

His remarks may be useful to those who are-

interested io locating the Temple inclosure
;
but-

we seem to be a long way yet from fixing the-

position with any degree of certainty.
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UOUSB BUILDING.

In the course of the discussion at the Insti-

tute of Architects last week, on the description

given of Humewood,* in the county of Wick-

low, Ireland, Mr. T. E. Smith said it was natural

that some differences of opinion should arise on
the subject of building. One was as to the

treatment of granite. There appeared to him
to be great advantage to the architect in the use

of granite, inasmnoh as it was a material of that

refractory character which would not allow him
to be run away with by all sorts of fancies

5
and

much of the effect of the recent works in Dublin,

he thought, was mainly due to their having been

e-iecuted in a material which would only bear a
treatment of great breadth and simplicity. Any
description of fine moulding in granite was out

of place, unless it was polished, and then they

got into great expense. He would be glad to

hear the criticism of the meeting with regard to

the arrangement, as in the instance before them,
of placing the kitchens and other servants’

offices in the basement, beneath the principal

floor of the house. They had been led to believe

that in country residences, where there was
more space at command than in towns, there

was advantage in having the offices on the

same level as the house, and that the drawback
of a long corridor was compensated by the

freedom from noise and odours arising from the

basement. At the same time, in the present

case, no doubt there was great economy in the

arrangement of the servants’ offices beneath the

principal floors.

Pi'ofessor Kerr said the question of placing the

domestic offices in the basement, or on tho same
level as the house, was one very much to be
decided by the tastes and habits of the family

occupying it. In the case before them it was
obvious that the garden front of the mansion was
overlooked from the servants’ offices. This
would be an objection with some people

;
but

such an arrangement of the offices as had been
carried out at Humewood was, no doubt, highly
economical. With regard to general convenience
much, no doubt, was to be said on both sides.

To some people the carrying of dinners up a
staircase was objectionable, and principally

affected the servants themselvos. The question
of the casements of the windows instead of sashes
was one on which they might reflect a little. He
thought they might take it that in this climate
tho sash window was the only known con-
trivance which would keep out the weather. No
casement he had ever heard of was effective

against a thorough wet wind in England
j
and

it must be still less effective in Ireland. In bis

own practice ho ventured to introduce sash
windows in every case, even in mnllioned win-
dows, and the suggestion which occurred to one’s

mind that the sash had an unpleasant external

appearance was nob borne out in fact if they gob
a sufficiently deep reveal. He would like to

receive a little more explanation with regard to

tho gutters. The construction of the tile and
slate flat described was, he thought, rather a
novel thing, bub he did not think others would
be persuaded to adopt it in preference to a lead
flat. The gutters were, perhaps, as remarkable
in their way as the flats, and he would like

to ask Mr. White how the down-pipe acted which
was inside tho wall. He (Professor Kerr) said
he believed most people made it an invariable
rule to have the down-pipe outside the wall j and
in his younger days he received a lesson with
regard to insido down-pipes which led him to

avoid them thereafter. His apprehension in the
present case was, that when the pipes stood full

of water, the water would find its way through
some unexpected place in the wall.

Mr. C. F. Hayward thought the question of
basement offices and the arrangement ofthe same
accommodation on the ground-level could only be
practically answered by saying it was entirely a
matter of taste on the part of tho proprietor in-

terested in the subject of thereof flat, because he
had a belief in the tile flat in opposition to the
lead flab, and he saw no reason why it should not
answer in the present case. There were certain
disadvantages in lead flats—ono of which was
the frequency with which they required to he
repnired, and the little purloinings which went
on during those repairs, and the frequent shovel-
ling oft’ of snow was liable to damage the lead.
In this respect he felt Mr. White had done good
service in having entered upon this particular
experiment, and it was one which was deserving
of consideration

j
and on this point he would be

* See p, 26. aiiie. View, plan, and description of this
mansion will be found in our Vol. xxvi., pp. ott?, 686, 689.

glad to have some information as to the com-
parative cost of the two modes of construction.

He thought there were very good grounds for

adopting such a plan as this in opposition to the

lead flab, and lie hoped the experiment in this

instance would be successful. The question of

casement versus sash was one of importance,
insomuch as upon the determination of it de-

pended the arrangement of the curtain and other
decorations of the room.
Mr. Brooks suggested that the objection to

basement offices on tho score of their over-

looking the garden front could be obviated by
the use of roughed plate glass in the windows.

Mr. White, in concluding the discussion, said,

with regard to the arrangement of the domestic
offices in the basement, beneath tho principal

living-rooms, he should be better able to give
an opinion in two or three years time, and he
should then be happy to communicate to them
what the experience in this particular residence

was. But the question here was that, inasmuch
as there must of necessity be a basement of

8 fc. or 10 ft.,—in tho first place, for the sake of

getting out of the cold and damp, and secondly,
for the sake of the prospect, it would have been

I

an enormous waste of space if it had nob been

I

utilised for tho servants’ offices. As arranged
i
in this instance, he thought there was the
minimum of inconvenience from the adoption

j

of that plan. He conceived that all these offices

I

being brought into such very available comma-
' nication with the living part of the bouse was

j

a great advantage. In a residence on a smaller
! scale he might hesitate to place tho kitchens,

I

&c., on the basement. With regard to theover-

!

looking of the garden front from the offices, it

j

was to be remarked that it was at a point of the

;

ground which would never be much used by the
family or visitors, as it was the way to tho
stables and other parts of the out-premises, and
the windows were glazed to the height of six

feet with roughed glass. With regard to dinner-
lifts he believed they were only lifts to smells all

over the house, from what he had heard of
places in which they had been adopted. With
regard to the question of sashes and casements,
he could say he had seen as much wet come
through the former as the latter, and he had
seen casements which wei'e impervious to rain
and wind in the most exposed eituations

;
and he

had also seen sashes which did let in a vast
quantity of both. Casements, on the other
hand, he regarded as best adapted for the display
of fine scenery and prospect. With regard to

down-pipes within the walls, bo thought Pro-
fessor Kerr, in the case he referred to, must have
used pipes which were insufficient for the over-
flows. The pipes at Humewood, he said, wore
6 in. diameter, and were placed between the
outer and inner casing of brick-work which
lined the house. With regard to the true curves
of mouldings, of course it was impossible to

explain or define why one curve was better than
another, and why one point which was simply
artistic shonld have a more pleasant effect than
another. All they could aim at was the result
to be derived from them as a whole.

NEW CONGEEGATIONAL CHUECHES.
“ The Congregational Year Book for 1869”*

shows, as our own pages have already done,
great activity on the part of the body it repre-
sents, in bnilding churches, chapels, and schools.
It shows that there have been fourteen new
churches formed in England, three in Wales,
and two in Queensland. The foundations have
been laid of thirty chapels in England, of four in

Wales, one in Canada, and one in Madagascar.
Fifty new chapels have been opened in England,
eleven in Wales, three in Scotland, seven in the
colonies, and one in Paris. The foundations of
foar schools have been laid, and twenty new
schools have been opened. The Tear Book con-
tains descriptions and views of a number of the
buildings erected, and of these we give two :

—

Trinity Conyreyational Church, Huniinydon.

This chnrch is a large structure of the early
decorated style of Gothic architecture, with
tower and spire at the south-west angle of the
front

5
the total height of the latter being 190 ft.

The church stands 45 ft. back from the High-
street, the open space being inolosed. The plan
of the church is cruciform, having a total length
of 114 ft., 49 ft. wide across tho nave and aisles,

• The Congregational Tear Book, 1869. Containing the
proceedinga of the Congregational Union for 1868, and
general atatiatica of the denomination. Loudon: Ilodder
& Stoughton.

and 60 ft, across transept. The height of the
church, from floor to ceiling, is 4S ft. 5

and the
average height of the aisles is 24 ft.

The arches, separating the aisles and transepts
from the nave, are of moulded Bath stone, and
support a clearstory, having double-light win-
dows, with traceried heads. The columns are of
oast-iron, bronzed. The ceiling of the nave is

continued the full height, over the apse, and
terminates in an octagonal form. The trusses

of the roof rest on dwarf stone columns, having
sculptured caps and corbels ; the wall space, be-

neath the windows of the apse, is covered with
arcading, surmounted by a corbel table—the

whole forming a reredos. The panels are fitted

with Irish marble, having Scripture texts. This
decoration has been erected to the memory of

the Eev. W. Wright, the first pastor of the
church, by his son, Mr. Samuel Wright.
The floor of the apse is raised about 18 in.

above that of the church, and choir-seats are
placed on each side. The organ-chamber is on
the left of the apse, and opens into it and the
aisles by stone arches and columns. On the
right side of the apse is a corresponding arch
fitted with a wood screen. The tower entrance
has a stone-vaulted ceiling, with moulded ribs

and sculptured corbels. Beneath the church is

a large school-room, 60 ft. by 31 ft. 3 infant

school-room, and seven good class-rooms, besides

a library, warming-chamber, large lavatory, and
other conveniences. Tho height of the base-
ment is 12 ft. The warming apparatus consists

of hot-water pipes, which run up the centre, and
round the sides of the church. The church is

at present arranged for about 720 sittings on the
ground-floor. Mr. John Tarring is the architect.

Conyrcgational Church, Ancouls, Manchester.

Amongst the illustrations in the Year Book of

1866, was one of a new church at Pin Mill Brow,
in Ancoats, Manchester. Y&cy shortly after that

building was opened, the Midland Eailway Com-
pany obtained powers for a line to a new goods
depot, which necessitated its purchase. It still

stands, but has not been used for worship since

then. With the proceeds of the sale of the pro-

perty, tho trustees purchased the only available

plot of land in the township, viz., the site of the
old gas-works. The accompanying engraving
shows the structure, as now in progress. The
river is about 25 ft. below the road ; and, after

allowing for floods, the depth at that end admits
of a large room below the church floor, 47 ft. by
30 ft., and 15 fc. high. This will be temporarily
divided, and used for infant and elementary
class-rooms. The interior of the building is

88 ft. long, by a mean clear width of 50 ft.

Galleries are provided on three sides, and two
spacious staircases thereto. Underneath the
galleries will be class-rooms, ten in number

;

temporarily separated from the central portion
of the body of the church by lafch-and-plaster

partitions.

It is intended to fit up the galleries with pews,
for appropriate sittings for the congregation, and
to use the ground floor for school purposes at
present. The entrances are so arranged that
access to the galleries is exclusively conflned to

the congregation.

The body of the ground floor will contain
movable forms, capable of seating 300 adults,

which, added to the sittings in the galleries, will

give accommodation for a congregation of 650
persons.

The roof is supported by wood pillars, in a
line with the side-gallery fronts, connected by
framed spandrels above. All the timbers will

be exposed to view, and stained and varnished.
The walls are of brick, with stone dressings.

The roofing will be covered with Knelhelli slates.

Provision is made in a cellar-basement for

Haden’s heating-apparatus. The coat of tho
building proper is 4,7101., which is the amount
of tho builder’s contract. This inclndes 5001., at

least, for extra foundations, the whole of tho
walls having to be taken down to the level of
the bed of the river, between 20 ft. and 30 ft.

below the ground surface. The lighting, heat-
ing, and movable furniture, boundary fences,

and architects’ commission, will swell the total

outlay to about 5,8001. Tho architects are
Messrs. Pauli & Eobinson, Manchester.

Society of Engineers.—At the meeting of
this society, to be held on the 18th inet., the
president will present the premiums awarded for

papers read during the year 1868, and the
president for 1860 will deliver his inaugural
address.

a
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ARTBEIAL AND AGEICULTUEAL
DISTEICT DEAINAGE, AND THE LAWS

CONNECTED THEEEWITH.*
Tue term “ arterial ” has been applied to the

: rivers and streams of a country in consequence

I of their Binylarity to the arteries for conveying

I the blood through the body, and the appearances
I of a map and of a drawing of the arteries of the

I body are precisely the same.

In this paper it is proposed to advocate the

I

principles of arterial drainage by pointing out

1 the great benefits that would ensue from a more
I extensive adoption of the system, and by giving

I an account of the results in those oases where
i some combined systems or district drainages

I have been carried out.

Before an institution consisting, as this does,

I of persons practically acquainted with the

1 management of land, and who are fully alive to

t the improvement of which it is often capable,

I by the application of engineering works, it would
t seem unnecessary to occupy time in discussing

(
questions so familiar to them. Nevertheless, as

i an inspector under “ The Land Drainage Act,

] 1861,” having had a better opportunity of form-
i ing an acquaintance with the subject, perhaps,

t than most persons, I have found that the advan-

t tages of such works, particularly in some parts

c of England, are not appreciated as they ought to

I be, and I hope that the influence and intelligent

8 spirit of the members will be exerted to recom-
I mend the adoption of the facilities offered by
t this Act. As an illustration of the works that

1 have been carried out in training and forming
t the courses of rivers through marsh lands, we
I need only refer to the fens in the counties of

I Lincoln, Cambridge, and Norfolk, to understand
\ what can be done by combined systems of

c drainage in reclaiming land, and in preparing it

f for cultivation.

The necessity for district systems of arterial

c drainage has, it is well known, arisen from the

g
great increase of pipe drainage, and the better

c clearing and opening of ditches and drains of
I late years, thereby causing a more rapid and an
I increasing discharge of water from the uplands
ii into the valleys, and overloading the rivers and
i streams, so flooding them more frequently, and
t to a larger extent, than was experienced in

former times
; besides which, those valley lands

t being subject to floods, or the water constantly

Ij lying within a few inches of the surface, have
ti their crops frequently destroyed, and are avail-

n able as pastures for a much shorter period in

e each year than they really ought to be.

The difficulties that formerly arose, from the
8 state of the law, in constituting any combined
a action to remove obstructions in rivers, to deepen,
s: straighten, and improve them, and to form pro-

p per outfalls through the lands of hostile owners,
0 or of those who were indifferent to the improve-
nment of their own land, or unwilling to give
fi facilities to others, have been, to some extent,

n removed by an alteration and extension of the

p powers of the old sewers laws.
I read a paper on “ Arterial Drainage and

C Outfalls,” at the Institution of Civil Engineers,
iiin 1859-60, after which Sir George Cornewall
L Lewis, then at the Home Office, prepared a
B Bill extending the powers of the laws relating to
ti the Commissions of Sewers. In 1861, the Act
0 called “The Land Drainage Act” was passed.
T The main features of that Act are that it enables
K commissions of sewers or district drainage
& Boards, as the promoters may elect, to be formed
kin river valleys, or in marsh and low lands, by
tl those who may be interested in them, by com-
bibining under either of the above forms to carry
01 out works in making new watercourses and im-
piproving rivers, with the necessary outfalls, and
tcto tax the lands benefited by these means within
a a properly defined jurisdiction, sanctioned by
tithe Inclosure Commissioners, but extending into

Tivalleys in the interior, and not limited to the
aiarea marked out by the level of the tides, as the
olold commissions are. The Act also provides
fofor the reclamation of land from the sea,

iniirigation, &c.
Mr. Theodore Timing has published a manual

ofof the Act, which I beg to recommend to any
ocone who wishes to be informed of its various
pcpowers.

The number of cases under the Act, amount
toto twenty-two, of which 1 have inspected twenty-
ocone, and these districts comprise, in all, about
'0^0,600 acres.

• From a paper by Mr. E. Boiall Grantham, C.E.,
reread at the Ordinary General Meeting of the lastitution
ofof SorveyorB, January 11th, 1869. The President in the
chehair.

The following is a list of the districts which
have been formed :

—

acree.
Mordea Carrs, Durham 4,000
Wormbroob, Hereford l,977i
Wissey, Norfolk 8,240J
Ladden Brook, Gloucester 957
Loagdon and EldersDeld, Worcester 3,595
Llaagorse, Brecon l,085i
Maxey, Northampton 7,918
Martham, Norfolk 6914
Kiver Idle, Nottingham 6,000
Stanmoor, Somerset 6764
Currymoor, Somerset 1,820
Dysynny, Merioneth 2,664
Staunton Common, Hereford 1,454
WintertOD, Norfolk 1,055
Chedzoy, Somerset 2,4124
King's Sedgmoor, Somerset 11,259
Frodsham, Cheshire 4,217
Northmoor, Oxford 2,364
North Moor, Somerset 3,236
Aller Moor, Somerset 2,1554
Haddiscoe, Norfolk 1,628
Muckfleet, Norfolk 1,404

Some of these have been carried out most
successfully, and others are in progress, and
some have not been commenced. The areas of

each district vary, as will be seen, from 591 to

11,259 acres.

The cost of putting the powers of the Act into

operation has been on an average 501. in each case.

I do not know that I can illustrate the subject

better than by describing the practical results

of different methods of carrying out a combined
system of arterial drainage. For this purpose I

have selected a district drained by gravitation ;

another by means of pumping
;
and a private

drainage, also by pumping.
The first is that of the Leadon, which is a

river rising in Herefordshire and Worcestershire,

with a watershed of about 120 square miles.

The district was formed under a Commission of

Sewers in 1861, and the works, which are con-

fined to the jurisdiction, were completed, as far

as they could be then executed, in 1867. The
commissioners, in order to inform those who are

interested in the improvement, lately published

a statement of their proceedings, with an
account of the expenditure. The account shows
the total expenditure

; but it should be remarked
that the purchase of the water rights and com-
pensations absorbed more than half of it.

The Leadon flows into the western branch of

the river Severn, about I4 mile from Gloucester.
There were formerly two mills upon it—one, the
Over Mill at the Severn; and the other,

Eudford Mill, about 24 miles above it—by which
the water was penned back for upwards of

5 miles. The water-power of both mills was
purchased by the commissioners, who were thns
enabled to deepen, widen, and straighten the
river where requisite

;
and the effect has been

to lower the water towards the outfall 5 ft., and
at the upper end 4 ft. The jurisdiction of the

I

oommissioners, which includes a branch river in

the parish of Tibberton, extends over about
1,400 ^res.'

From the Severn to the archway under the
Hereford and Gloucester Canal, which is 4§ miles,

the work consisted for the greater part of a new
cnt,and the remainder in deepening and taking off

bends only. Both sides of the new river, for a
mile and a half in length up from the Severn, as
well as along the bank parallel to the Severn,

were embanked, to keep out the tides and its

flood-waters, and also to confine the floods of the
Leadon itself, which flow down from the upper
country about two days before those of the
Severn arrive at the same noinb. From the
Hereford and Gloucester Canal through Tibber-
ton parish, being about 14 mile, the brook was
deepened and widened iu places, and in others
the banks were dressed off and the bushes cleared.

From about the fourth mile on the main river it

was deepened, cleared of bushes and weeds, and
the banks dressed ofl' for about 2 miles, making
altogether nearly 7 miles,—the coat of which
amounted to about 3,0701.,including superintend-
ence. The remainder of the outlay was for

obtaining the commission, raising money, office

and legal expenses, &c. The money has been
borrowed, and will be paid off in twenty-five
years. The rate for the repayment of this and
interest, together with the annual expense of
clerk, varies from 9d. to 11a. per acre, assessed
upon the land according to the benefit conferred.

For the first two years after completion of the

main cats for the river, the repairs and clearing

the bottom and sides cost only 101. The ptaobieal

result has been that the fi'Xids caused by the
river Leadon itself have not overflowed its new
channel, and the floods and tides of the Severn
itself have been so confined within its own banks
as to prevent them overflowing the adjoining

land, and their duration is very much reduced.

The floods have never since injured the growing
grass, nor carried it away when cut, as was
formerly the case in about one year out of four.

The quality of the grass is very much improved,
and cattle and sheep can remain on the pastures
nearly all the year. The under-drainage can be
better carried out, and the river is as nearly as
possible under the control of those who are
interested in its proper action. To conolnde the
description of this work, I cannot do better than
quote a letter written to me by Mr. William P.

Price, the member for Gloucester, and chairman
of the Leadon Commission, who lives in the
neighbourhood, and has a large area of land
within the jurisdiction :

—

“ November 29th, 1868.
The result of our Leadon drainage may be stated in a

very few words.
We can now drain effectually all the lower level, which

we could not have done before; and the floods are mnoh
fewer in number, and when they come do not hurt us,
because they are off again directly.

The drainage has done all lever expected of it.

It is difficult to speak of the commercial value. The
rates may be taken to be about 7s. 6d. per acre, putting
the rest for redemption of capital outlay. Is the improve-
ment worth this 7s. 6d. to the tenant P

In the first place, I don’t think any one of them denies
it. But if they did, I should not believe them.

In the second place, one hay crop saved in every four years
would pay it for them : aud summer floods destroyed the
crops at least once in four years.
But, apart from this, wo can now keep cattle in the land

aliBuys, except during the very short duration of a flood,
wbiob we rarely experience now, except when the cattle

are ail in the folds. W. P. Pbicb.
Note.—The average cost per acre which Mr. Price refers

to is that which is chargeable to the tenant, being the
interest, the landlord generally paying the difference,

which is the redemption of capital outlay.”

The next case which I propose to describe is

that of a district in Norfolk, in the parishes of
Winterton and Somerton, about 10 miles north
of Yarmouth, and which is drained by pumping.
This district, coutainiug about 1,100 acres, is

comprised within a watershed of about 2,500

acres, aud lies in a basin, formed by high land on
the south side, and bounded on the west and
north sides by Martham Broad, or Lake, and the

Hundred Stream, the levels of which are from
3 ft. to 4 fc, above the area ; on the east side are

sand bills on the sea shore.

The soil at the eastern side consists of sand,

yielding much water from the sand hills
5
it then,

as we proceed westward, becomes peat of some
depth in places below the bottoms of the drains ;

farther west still, the clay locally called ooze, or

boulder clay, underlies the peat, and appears on
the surface ; and then, at the extreme west, there

is peat again to a small extent.

The land, previous to the formation of the
Commission, was drained by a windmill, driving

a scoop wheel, which was destroyed in a gale of
wind

:
and also by a small steam engine, driving

another scoop wheel, which was too small by
itself to drain tho lands.

The area was, in fact, a marsh
; for, although

the wheels lifted the water out, floods occurred,

aud the drains were seldom free from water, the
level of which was within about 2 ft. of tbe sur-

face of the land, which produced little more than
rushes and water weeds, and cattle could remain
on the lands a few months only, even if the
weather was fine. Tho marsh lands are gene-
rally let with the uplands in proportion to their

extent, and, therefore, no definite rental is

charged npon them exclusively; but I have
always considered that an average of IO3 . per
acre was as mneh as they were worth. In 1864,

a commission of sewers, under the “ Land Drain-
age Act," was issued, called the “ Winterton
and Somerton Commission of Sewers.”
The object of the work was to collect the

water by a main leading drain at one point,

from which it could be pumped into the Martham
Broad, or lake, a life of 5 ft. to 7 ft.

;
and, in

1865, an Appold pump, worked by steam, was
erected for this purpose.

It should be mentioned that the natural fall of

the country was towards the sea, and that the
hundred stream furmerly discharged itself into

the sea, through what are now high hills of sand,

BO that the drainage of the eastern portion has
been diverted westerly against its natural direc-

tion ; and it was therefore necessary to cut the

drains through a summit in the district to make
the water flow to the pump, which caused deeper
cutting fur the drains than would otherwise have
been required. The difl'ereufc parts of the work
were done by contract, completed in July, 1866,
and tho following is a summary of the cost :

—
Eartkworlfs £1,422
Pump aod eDgities 1,304
Bridges and culverts, 613
Engine-house ! 620
Engineering and other costs 428

£4,193
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There are other itenia of expense, the amounts

of which I am not acquainted with, but I con*

fiider that the whole cost has not much exceeded

4,5001., or about 41. per acre. At first, owing to

the land having been for all time full of water,

and several springs existing, which came from

the northern high land and sand hills, frequent

pumping was necessary to keep the water in the

drains low ;
but the subsidence of the peat lands,

and the draining kept up by the pump, have

very considerably reduced the necessity for its

use. The rate, including the repayment of the

borrowed money, is about 8a. per acre. In this

case the rate is levied equally on the acreage,

and not in proportion to the benefit conferred.

A great part of the area has been ploughed

up, and the remainder has become firm pasture,

which, in the course of time, will be improved

by the disappearauce of rushes, flags, and water-

weeds. The nearest value that I can arrive at

is, that the parts which have been wholly re*

claimed are worth, to rent, SOs. per acre, and

the remainder, 21, per acre at the present time ;

and this value will doubtless increase. • • •

The “ Land Drainage Act, 1861,” has hitherto

not been applied so extensively as might have

been expected, considering the great scope of its

powers, and the advantages which result from

them if properly called into action. It is, doubt-

less, well known to yon that the old sewers laws

could not bo made available for the improving

and advancing the interests of agriculture in the

present times. They certainly impose but light

burthens upon lands by way of rates
;
but the

powers are so restricted, the jurisdictions are so

undefined, and the governing bodies so varying

and irresponsible, and, generally, unconcerned,

that they are almost useless for the exercise of

extended operations.

But the “ Land Drainage Act, 1861," requires

amendment in some particulars, with the addi-

tion of provisions to make it more applicable to

the purposes of agriculture, and that only. The

old sewers laws are applicable, as far as they go,

both to the drainage of towns and of agricultural

districts
;

for it was not contemplated when
they were framed that any distinction between

the two would have been necessary j
but, of late

years, towns and populous districts have well-

defined laws of their own, applied nnder the

sanction of a department of the Government,

by which the mode of proceeding and method of

rating are regulated, and other useful provisions

are exercised
;
but the legislation for agricultural

drainage purposes is surrounded by great diffi-

culties and uncertainty; in fact, well-defined

provisions are required for many purposes, and

the chief of these is the mode of rating, in

which there exists much doubt and difficulty.

In my experience of this question of rating I

have met with a great variety in the practice

and opinions of the several valuers with whom
I have come in contact ;

one has adopted the

poor-rate as the basis of the rate; another, an

equal acreage rate ; and one or two, a rate

according to the benefit conferred. Cases of

appeal to Quarter Sessions have been referred to

me ;
but I think there ought to be a special rule

for this kind of rating. The only Act which in

any way refers to this question is the 4 & 5 Tict.,

cap. 45 (which was merely an amendment Act

of 3 & 4 Wm. IV., cap. 22), but in so indefinite a

manner as to throw doubt upon it. The correct

principle, in my opinion, is that it should be in

proportion to the benefit conferred on the various

lands by the works ;
and in Ireland, where the

question of drainage and rating is unologged b}*

sewers laws, the matter is better understood;

and at the time of the famine, in 1847, when
large arterial works were carried out, they

adopted such a system, which is illustrated in

the table below.
There is another important question, and that

is the power and the means of taking land for

new works, or removing mills and obstructions

in rivers ;
but the regulations laid down in the

law are most oumbersome and uncertain. There

are many other matters, which it would be tedious

to enumerate, each requiring amendment ;
and

I am in hopes that in the next Session of Parlia-

ment, an inquiry will be instituted into all the

laws relating to drainage, and that we shall have

a well-defined and simple system of law esta-

blished expressly for agricultural, arterial, and

outfall drainage.

It would be very desirable to include, in any

new Act, provisions for irrigation and storage of

water, so that they might be either conjoined

with or separated from drainage districts
;
and

powers to charge either water rates or rents

according to the systems adopted. The system

of irrigation is extensively carried out in France,

in the districts of Alpes-Maritimes, Haute-

Garonne, and Basses-Pyroooes ; in Spain, in those

of the Canal de Esla, Canal de Henares, and
Canal de Logrono

;
and in Italy, at Milan, &c.

A discussion ensued, iu which Messrs. Ryde,

T. Marr Johnson, and others took part.

The next meeting will be hold on Monday, the

25th inat., when the discussion on Mr. Grant-

ham's paper will be resumed
;
and a paper will

be read, entitled " Parochial Assessment,” by Mr.

Edward Ryde.

found, on the contrary, that it was capable of

consuming more smoke than in fact it did ; but

it was urged in defence that to nse the means
provided for that purpose would render it

impossible to carry on the trade with the fur-

nace in question. The defendant was convicted,

but the Court of Exchequer quashed the convic-

tion on the ground that (assuming thfe furnace to

be properly constructed) the words in the local

Act " as far as possible ” meant as far as possible

consistently with carrying on the trade in which

the furnace was employed .—Cooper v. Woolley.

Liability respecting Footways .—By the Ryde
Improvement Act (which incorporated the

Towns Improvement Act) commissioners were

appointed to carry the Act into execution, and

were empowered to levy rates and to apply them

to specified purposes. By the Towns Improve-

ment Aot the management of streets is vested in

the commissioners, who are thereby made sur-

veyors of highways. They are by the same Act

guilty of a misdemeanour for neglecting to

repair any public footway within the limits of a

special Act, and are liable to be indicted in the

same manner as the inhabitants of a parish.

In a case where a person mot with an injury

caused by a footway within the limits of the

local Act being out of repair, the commissioners

were held liable to an action, and it was decided

that it was not necessary to aver in the plead-

ings that they had funds applicable to the care

of the footway.—Horfnall v. The Eyde Commis^

sioners.

Constniction of the TVonZs ‘‘Tenement’’ and

“Inhabitant.”—A manufacturer of edge-tools in

Birmingham resided out of the town, but occa-

sionally took his meals during the day at the

factory, where his servant-man resided. He
applied, under the Improvement Acts, to the

town commissioners of Birmingham to remove

the ashes, dust, and rubbish arising from the

manufactory, but they refused to do so. It was

decided by the Court of Exchequer that they

were justified in so refusing, for that they were

not obliged to remove ashes, &c., made from the

manufactory. The manufactory was held nob to

be a " tenement,” and the owner was held not

to be an “inhabitant” within the meaning of

the Improvement Acts.—Lyndon, v. Stanbridge.

THE CABINETMAKERS OP LONDON.

Sir,—In your issue of the 26t.h ult. you gave

a selection from the speech delivered by the

Marquis of Bute before the members of the

Cardiff School of Science and Art, in which he

makes an indiscrimate charge of incompetency

against the cabinetmakers of London. I allowed

another number of your invaluable journal to

appear hoping to find some one more competent

than myself had replied to the charge therein

made, but was disappointed : herein is my excuse

for troubling you.

Now, notwithstanding the general excellence
' of the noble marquis’s speech, I must enter my
protest against the above statement. I have an
intimate knowledge of the London cabinet-

makers, and have had years of experience

amongst them ;
and, instead of the above charge

being correct, I can testify to numbers of them
possessing practical knowledge of detail to carry

out any job entrusted to them. I have often

found the designs given to the workmen are not

practical, and they have to be altered to the

requirements of the job,—I do not mean sketches,

but as working drawings. I have as workman
had the hononr and extreme pleasure of carrying

out designs in different styles, wholly solid and

others richly inlaid, principally Gothic, by Mr.

Welby Pugin, Mr. Burges, and others, yet I have

never had a single complaint of the jobs whilst

in execution or when finished, and {or years I

have seen art works executed with the same
result. Yet, withal, I am perfectly satisfied

there is room for great improvements, to pro-

duce satisfactory results. It is necessary there

should be improved relations between employer

and employed—a reciprocity of feeling; but if

the employer requires a foreman he advertises,

—

he selects one from the number of applicants.

Cupidity too often prompts him to select the

man possessed of effrontery, and the men feel

that he is placed over them to extract all that is

possible from them. He is generally ignorant of

the speciality of the business. He is invested

with full power, and he carries it out to the

letter. I have seen the best men in a shop

discharged without one moment’s notice, and no

reason assigned to them for the act, yet each and

every one of those men mentally and morally

were his superiors, and he knew it, never regard-

Name of Drainage District.

District of Lough Neagh, in the")

Counties of Antrim, Armagh, >

Down, Londonderry, & Tyrone)

District of Oranhill, in the County O

of Galway j

3,S27

29,625 1 21.

0 10

£ B. d.

13,116 16 6

,150,277 11 10

13,671 10 2

p

£ s, d.

2,U9 1 8

26,656 2 5

260 12 6

I
w o>n 0,

£ B. d.

1.031 7 9

9,953 17 7

315 10 1

£ a. d.

3 3 3

6 6 6

3 19 6

£ 9. d.

0 10

0 6 0

0 6 9

THE " BUILDER’S ” LAW NOTES.

Fxeention of Public TForl's.—A certain local

Act of Parliament authorises a local corporation

when any street not being a highway is not
snfficiently sewered, levelled, paved, flugged,

and channelled, to give notice to the respective

owners of the premises fronting such street, to

sewer, level, pave, flag, or channel
;
and if the

requirements of the notice were not complied
with, the corporation might execute the works
referred to in such notice, and recover the ex-

penses from sneh owners. In a certain case the

corporation gave notice to owners of premises in

a street not a highway to “ repair, form, and
pave the same.” It was held by the Court of
Queen’s Bench, on appeal, that the notice was
bad as it did not sufficiently specify the works
required to be done, and the order of justices

for the payment of expenses was accordingly
quashed .—Parkinson v. The Corporation of Black-
bum.

Rateable Value of a Railway Goods Station .

—

A certain borough Improvement Act authorising

a rate to be levied enacted that the occupiers of

any land used only as a canal or a towing-path
for the same, or as a railway consbrnoted under
the powers of any Act of Parliament, should be
rated at one-fourth only of the net annual

value. Certain sidings and torntables, occupying

about ten acres of laud, were used for loading

tracks or carriages with goods, and also as a
standing-place for laden and unladen carriages,

and were found in a special case to be necessary

for condnoting the traffic of the railway. It was
decided that this land might bo virtually con-

sidered as part of the railway, and it was
accordingly only rated at one-fourth of the neb

annual value .—Midland Railway Compa7iy v. The
Corporation of Birmingham.

Consumption of Smoke .—Under the provisions

of the Towns Improvement Clauses Act, a

penalty was imposed on persons so negligently

using a furnace as not to consume the smoke
arising from it. The Birmingham Improvement

Act incorporated this provision, but with the

reservation that the words, “ consume the

smoke,’ ’ should not in all cases mean “ consume
all the smoke and that the penalty might be

remitted if the person summoned had so con.

structed or altered his furnace as to consume, as

far as possible, its smoko, and had carefully

attended to the same, and had, in fact, con-

sumed tho smoke as far as possible. An in-

formation was laid against a manufacturer for

80 negligently using his furnace as nob to' con-

sume its smoke. It was not shown that the

furnace was improperly constructed; it was
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ing his employer’s interest. By such treatment
men get demoralized, whicli often causes them
to take any advantage that arises. He not
being conversant with the details of the style of

work necessary to be carried out, is continually

thwarting the workman in his attempts to carry
oat what is so necessarv, and plays so important
a part in good work. Now, what could be more
simple than to select the beat man in the shop
to flu the office who understands all the require-

ments of the business ? By so doing, there is a
stimuhrs given to men to perfect themselves, and
act as a member of the firm, in hope of promo-
tion. Yonr journal has often insisted upon the
necessity that all art-workmanship should bear
the names of the producers; but for the full

development of art-principles and art-workman-
ship it is necessary the workman should have a
share in the profits, and feel himself a hon'Xfido

member of the firm, partaking of the honours
and emoluments, or losses and disgrace, which his

own actions would create or destroy. In your
volume of 1865, pages 365, 386, and 511, yon
treat upon the relations of capital and labour,

which would be to the advantage of all to study
serionsly. Mr. Hughes states, at page 366, “ The
old relations of master and men have passed
away

;
they will never be satisfied without a

share in the profits, and some voice in the in-

ternal management of the workshops. But it is

to M. Leclaire that I should like attention to be
drawn, page 514, wherein your readers will find

how completely the interests of art are inter-

woven with amicable relations existing between
employer and employed. IVm. Warrex.

CHTJRCn.BUILDING NEWS.
Birminghim.—Tho new church of St. Gabriel,

situated in Barn-street, in the parish of St. Bar-
tholomew, has been consecrated. The cost of
tho edifice, inclndiug fittings and lands, has
been 4,200Z. Of that sum 3,000Z. were con-
tributed by the Byland Fund, and the remainder
has been defrayed by volnntary donation. The
architect was Mr. J. H. Chatwin

; and the builders
were Messrs. Wilson & Son, of Soho, Birming-
ham. The whole of the gas-fittiuga, the church
bell, and the communion-table were manufac-
tured by Messrs. Blows & Sons, who were at the
same time donors of a brass lectern, a metal
reading-desk, and the chairs used in the chancel.

St. Feock (Cormvall').—The pariah church of
St. Feock has been consecrated. The whole
fabric was put in repair more thau twenty years
ago. Some portion of it was then rebuilt, and
the same process, as the Cornish Telegraph points
out, might very well now be applied to the south-
west angle, especially after tho improvements
which have just been eftected in the chancel.
In the spring of the year tho vicar had a new
reredos erected by Mr. Earp, of Lambeth; the
style is Perpendicular, in accordance with that
of tho chnrch. Tho design comprises a central
ogee canopy over the holy table, flanked on each
side by an arcade of sunken panels in Caen
stone, separated by buttresses of two stages.
The canopy is cu&ped and crocheted, and sur-
mounted by a fiuial. The material is alabaster,
the veining being sufficiently light to admit of
contrast with the red Plymouth marble of the
supporting columns and super-altar. Within is a
panel of Salviati’s mosaic, having, on a gold
ground, the sacred monogram iu a vesica, and
passion-flowers with their tendrils and leaves on
either side.

Warkicorth.—The church here has been reno-
i rated by the liberality of Miss Horton, the Lady
of the Manor, at whose sole expense the resto-

: ration has been effected. Mr. Franklin, of Bed-
dington, was the builder employed in the work,

I under the superintendence of Mr. Charles Driver.
. Messrs. Heaton supplied the stained-glass window.

Bristol.—The bo'iy of Emmanuel Church was
! built and licensed for divine worship about two
i years ago; tho congregation has continually in-

; creased, and so additional accommodation was
• rendered necessary. Funds (for want of which
tho designs were curtailed) being provided, the

• chnrch has been so far completed as to justify
its consecration, and the ceremony has now
taken place. The additions, says the local Times,

: consist of a chancel and two transepts. The
!' foundations are laid for a tower. 130 ft. high,
I with belfry story : a west porch and south chapel
i are also contemplated. Five months ago Mr.
I Diment, the contractor, commenced the new
L portion, and now it is completed. Accommoda-
tion has been provided for about 230 people

jmore than could previously find room iu the

chnrch. Of 61‘1 sittings 100 are free and utf-

appropriated. The fabric, wfaicb was designed

by Mr. Norton, of London, now consists of a
chancel, with an apse, 39 ft. by 28 ft. ; two side

chapels, 22 ft. by 13 ft.
;
transepts, 21 ft. by

14 ft.
j
nave, 84 ft. by 28 ft. ; and north and

south aisles, 63 ft. by 14 ft. each. It is con-

structed of local stone, with Bath stone dress-

ings, relieved by bands of red sandstone; and
the walls are strengthened with buttresses. Tho
walls are surmounted by a parapet, with a

carved cornice. Above the apse is an iron cross

and Snial, and on the transept gables are stone

crosses. Mr. Alderman Proctor gives a tenth of

the cost of the additions. The north chapel has
been bnilt mainly through the instrumentality

of Mr. James Poole.

South IVeald.—The parish church has been
reopened for divine service. The nave, south
aisle, and upper portion of the tower were taken
down. The tower was originally built with
Kentish rag, and has been restored with the

same material, keeping the old lines and details.

The body of the church consists of nave and
chancel, south aisle, and lay rector’s chancel.

The additions to the obnrch are the new ohaocel,

organ-chamber, and vestry. The length of nave
and chancel, 105 ft.

;
height to apex of roo^

40 ft.
;
sontb aisle, length, 90 ft.

;
height, 87 ft.

;

organ-chamber, 14 ft. by 8 ft; vestry, 15 ft.

by 14 ft. The walls throughout are built

of flint rubble, with Ancaster atone dressings.

The windows are all of the same material.

The roofs are of Dantzic fir, quite open. The
nave and chancel roofs are of ornamental cha-

racter. The south aisle roof has been so

arranged as to open out the tower arch. The
seats are of English oak, plain, and are all open
seats. The carving of pulpit, prayer-desk, and
stall ends has been executed for the contractor
by Mr. Polley, of Coggeshall. Of the stone
carvings, which consist of a choir of twelve
angels, in white Man.sfield stone, several bases
and heads were executed by Mr. Earp, of
Lambeth, for the contractor. Mr. Earp has
also prepared a new reredos, consisting of a
series of nine arches, filled in with texts of
Scripture. The arches are of alabaster. A
new oak porch is erected at the main entrance.
The church is heated with hot water by Messrs.
Goddard & Massey, of Nottingham. The bells

have been re-hung on new oak frames, &c., by
Messrs. Hears & Stainsbank, of Whitechapel,
London, who have also supplied a new chiming
apparatus, to enable one man to chime the whole
of the bells. The building is of the Decorated
period, and Mr. T. S. Fenton, of London, is the
architect; Mr. James Brown of Braintree, the
contractor; Mr. Thomas Cressy, the clerk of the
works. The works have cost about 7,0001., and
have been defrayed by the vicar, lay-rector, &c.

ARCHITECTS’ LIABILITIES.

Sir,—

W

ill you kindly favour me with yonr
opinion in yonr next issue on the following
points ?

Upon a church restoration there is an arohi-

tect’s clerk of works employed, with the usual

powers as to construction of the building, quality

of the materials, &o., &o. In the course of the
work it is found that a beam would be placed
in what the contractor’s foreman considers dan-
gerous proximity to a flue, and he called the
attention of the clerk of works to it, who gives
instructions for the casing of the beam to be
delayed until he can see it done. He (the olerk

of works) is present on tho scaffold, when the
beam was cased under his perso7ial supervision,

and the work is left (as is supposed) perfectly

safe. In a short time after, the chnrch is burnt
down, from the defective oasingof this very beam.

1. Upon whom does the responsibility rest p

—

the arohiteot, the clerk of works, or the con-
tractor ?

2. If an architect, in giving a final certificate

for balance of contract and extras, is or is not
bound to give an account showing how the
balance is made, if it should be demanded from
him by the contractor ? Fairplat.

If this statement be correct, the contrac-

tor is clearly not to blame, but the clerk of the
works, for whose acts, if he were appointed by
the architect, the architect would probably iu

law be deemed responsible. This responsibility,

however, is a very serious matter, and should
have the consideration of architects as a body.
The reply to question No. 2 wonld depend on

the conditions of the contract. Such an account
I
is usually given.

THE NEW MEAT MARKET, SMITHFIELD.

How praise great Jones’s work, where men
Have coolly swept away each pen ?

But that this sarco-pbagua may endure.
From tho first butcher’s stall I seise a skewer.
To tell how Jones, the genius, waved his wand.
While Browne and Robinson * obeyed command
Like bricks—with bricks. The butchers’ palaco

rose

Where once unsavoury odours smote the nose
;

And for a structure grand, and no Aladdin-
myth,

Browne, Jones, and Robinson, nsnrped the field

of Smith!

ACCIDENTS.

Fire at Messrs. Chance's Glass Works.—A fir&

recently broke out in the glass-works belonging
to Messrs. Chance, at Spon-lane, Birmingham.
Efforts were at once made to prevent the fire

spreading from the box-room to the store-room,
next to which is another pile of buildings, said to

contain goods worth 20,000Z. The place where tho
fire began was entirely gutted, and the roofof the
goods warehouse completely destroyed. The
damage is roughly estimated at about 3,000Z.

The works of Messrs. Chance cover about thirty

acres, employ 1,700 people, use nearly 1,800 tons
a week, make their own gas, have their own
saw-mills, pot-rooms, and oiay-mills.

Fall of a Warehouse Floor at Ipswich.—

A

serious accident has occurred at a new seed
warehouse, at the corner of Bridge-street and
St. Peter’s Dock. The warehouse has not been
long completed, and is used for the storage of
linseed. It is three stories in height, and con-
sists of a centre and two wings, and it was to

! the first floor of the centre that the accident
occurred. The space below the floor is that

j

into which wagons with loads of seed are drawn,

j

and where they are unloaded, and the main
' supports to the floor were two wooden beams,

[

each strengthened by an iron girder down its

centre : the ends of these rested on four piers

of brickwork, two on either side of this part of
the building, and the load it was calculated that
each beam would support was 200 tons. Several
cargoes of seed had arrived, but the quantity
placed upon the floor in question did not much
exceed half the weight calculated as its full

load. Without any warning the iron girders of
both beams gave way, the beam furthest from
the entrance-gates snapped in two, and that half

of the floor with its load of seed fell iu, carrying
with it the upper part of the two piers, and a
small portion of the brickwork of the end wall,

but the seed slipping off the other portion of the
floor ic remained in its place. The accident is

supposed to have arisen from defects in the iron
girders.

Fall of Two Houses in Liverpool.—In Jamaica-
atreet, Toxteth Park, the Corporation have in

course of demolition a block of buildings tho
removal of which is requisite for certain im-
provements to be carried out. While the men
were at the work of piecemeal destruction, the
outer wall of one of the houses suddenly came
down wholesale. The remainder of the block
fell immediately afterwards, and in the general
wreck one of the workmen was buried and
severely bruised.

Fall of a Railway Embankment.— On the
London and South-Western line, at the western
end of the Exeter tunnel, several tons of earth
and rook recently fell upon the up-line, which was
blocked up during the night. The disaster had
been expected for some days previously. Some
men were then working at the Honiton tunnel,

where a similar catastrophe occurred some weeks
ago.

Fall of a Chimney.—On Sunday last two
men, named respectively James Fields, brick-

layer, and John Flynn, labourer, were killed in

Glasgow, by the falling of a chimney-stalk, be-

tween 90 ft. and 100 ft. high, connected with
the works of Messrs. Robert Fields & Co., Par-
liamentary-road. The stalk had been deemed
insecure, and the men who have been killed were
employed, with two others, in lightening the
structure by taking 20 ft. from the top. For
this purpose cross-stays were erected inside the

stalk, by means of which Fields and Flynn
ascended to the top, where they removed the
bricks, and dropped them down the inside,

whence they were removed by the other two
men through an apertui’e which had been formed

* The buildera.
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of about 5 ft. higb and 3 ft. wide. While they

were BO engaged on Sunday last the stalk sud-

denly gave way at the bottom.

“ CHOOSING THE WEDDING-GOWN.”
ART-UNION OF LONDON.

Than this picture, by Mulready, it would be

difficult to find, in the entire range of modern

art, any work more pre-eminently combining

skilful composition and drawing with thorough

knowledge and masterly exposition of the theory

of colour, whether exemplified in harmonious

gradation or bold contrast. Though coloured on

the warmest scale, the reds are so skilfully toned

and so counterpoised by cooler tints, that the

whole produces a rich mellow effect on the eye,

analogous to that of a judiciously-planted flower-

bed of bloom and foliage combined.

The sentiment and composition are no less

excellent than the colouring. The exquisitely

easy pose of the bride’s figure, the bonhommie of

the old mercer, and the interest with which the

young parson watches his betrothed, are all

admirably given. The work is full of valuable

instruction, both for the draughtsman and the

colourist.

When this picture was exhibited in 1846, it

was felt that Mulready had given new interest

to an old story. That the popularity of the

subject has not waned is proved by the number
of copies constantly being made of the original

in the South Kensington Museum, and the crowd

of visitors always attracted to it. Though the

“Vicar” says he chose his wife not “ for fine

glossy surface,” but “ such qualities as would

wear well,” we must allow him to have been

exceptionally fortunate in getting thrown into

the bargain the graceful form and sweet face of

the damsel before us.

This picture the Council of the Art-Union of

London has had reproduced in ohromolithography

for the subscribers of the current year, and,

looking at the extreme difficulty which neces-

sarily attends the production by mechanical

means of such a work, we must allow that great

success has been achieved by Mr. Vincent Brooks

and his assistants. No little artistic knowledge

and able management of colour are required to

produce, by printing from stone, a similar effect

to that of colour laid on by the brush, and when
it is known that no less than thirty-four stones

have been used for as many different gradations

of colour, and that every printing must coincide

to a hair’s-breadth with all that have preceded,

the difficulty of the work can scarcely be over-

rated. We may certainly congratulate the

members of the society on the opportunity thus

afforded them of getting for the amount of the

subscription so faithful a transcript of this

masterpiece of England’s great colourist, besides

the chance of prizes.

It is announced that the impressions will be

ready for the subscribers on the 1st of February.

entertBined the plaintiff at his own house for six months.
•The jury returned a verdict for the defendant, but
[pressed their opinion that Mr. Papayanni should give

.J6 plaintiff a free passage home. A passage, it was
stated, would be at the plaintiff’s service any time when
ho chose to avail himself of it.

THE CHIMES AT BOSTON.
8ia,—I am sorry to notice in your valuable periodical

the publication of letters which have for their object an

attempt to depreciate the carillons or chimes lately sot up
at Boston by Messrs. Gillett A Bland, of Creydon. Being

most disinterested party, I may perhaps be allowed to

express my view of such hostile conduct.
‘.8 an amateur, I went to Boston last Juno purposelyto

and examine these novelties. Unfortunately the work
not finished

;
but I saw quite enough to warrant me

in saying that I fully concur with Mr. Denison in what he

says as to “ the magnificent machinery which has been

constructed for producing the chimes—infinitely superior

verything else of the sort for promptitude, certainty,

regularity of action.” Indeed, I will go further— for,

though a country parson, from circumstances which 1

need not repeat here, I happen to know the difference

between good workmanship and bad—and I question

whether it is possible for any parties to turn out a more
masterly production. I had no opportunity of seeing the

barrels at icorfc, nor of hearing the bells sounded in con-

cert ;
but I examined the details of the machinery, and

tested the tones of the bells individually, and they ap-

peared to me to be of admirable quality and of very sweet

tone. If, as it is stated, the big bells and the little ones do

not blend together in perfect harmony, the fault may be

with the founder, if he has cast the whole set from the

same alloy, instead of graduating the proportions of metal

according to the size. Bo that as it may, and whatever

may be said by any hostile critics, I have not the slightest

doubt but that eventually the Boston chimes or carillons

will not only bo the first, but the finest in the kingdom.

It was a saying of my friend, the late Sir Mark Isam-

bard Brunei, whose inventive powers were perhaps never

surpasoed—“Ah! it is very easy to invent a thirg, but

very difficult to make it do; and when you have, after

much labour and anxiety, succeeded, some ill-natured,

jealous person will be found eager enough in endeavouring

to run it all down
;

but, never mind—what is good will

prevail, and that's enough for me.”
H. T. Ellacombe, M.A.

*,• We have from “ 6. L.” a reply to Mr. Walesby’s

note, but do not think it necessary to print it.

AIR TO HOLLOW WALLS.
Bib,—

I

n laet week’s Builder, I observe a letter from
“ A. B. C.” (page 86), inquiring the beat mode to supply

air to hollow walls. We prepare a large quantity of our

Patent Damp Proof Course lor this very purpose, by con-

necting holes on the upper side of the slab (beneath the

hollow in the wall) with the longitudinal holes running

throughout the entire length of slab. The vitrified course

thus answers three purposes,—1. Prevents the damp
rising; 2. Admits air to hollow walls

j
3. Prevents dry rot

in the floor timbers. Chablbs Lpceka.

It follows from this, in Mr. Street’s opinion,

that no part of the old Irish Cathedral built by
Bishop Donat, now remains

j
and that the

Cbnroh which we have contains nothing earlier

than the work of the Eoglish artists who fol-

lowed the invasion of Strongbow, and who left

so many marks of their presence in the beautiful

works which they erected throughont the Pale.

“At first sight the planning of this crypt looks so much
more like that of a Norman work chan of a Pointed build-

Ing, that it is important to insist upon the fact that, in

point of date there is very little dinerenoe between the

completion of the crypt and the erection of the Church
above, and that whatever Church existed on the site

before the time of the English Invasion, was entirely

removed in order to provide the necessary foundations for

one on a large scale. I see no reason whatever to donbt
that the whole of the Choir was erected on the same plan

as the Crypt, and that from the beginning of the thir-

teenth century to the middle of the fourteenth it stood

unaltered.”

The unsatisfactory choir being sound, he pre-

poses to confine the new works to the nave,

which is very bad ;
to build up large buttresses

opposite each of the principal columns of the

nave to support the clearstory
;
and to rebuild

the south aisle. The estimate of these and other

works necessary stands thus :

—

“ 1. I estimate the cost of the south aisle

and south arcade and clearstory

complete, as shown in my plans, at

a sum of £7,000 0 0

2. The cost of the alterations in the

west end, the new door, win-

dow, coping to gable, buttress,

Ac,, I estimate at 1,265 0 0

3. The whole of the works in the north
aisle and north side of nave 6,000 0 0

4. The) groining, Ac., of nave (in wood) 1,320 0 0

6. The cleaning and repairing interior

of transepts 500 0 0

6. The paving of nave and aisles 485 0 0

7. The paving of transepts 265 0 0

Total cost ... £15,835 0 0”

Mr. Street’s proposition to finish the walla of

both aisles and clearstory “ with the charac-

teristic Irish battlements” seems to us worth

reconsideration : this rude sort of finish scarcely

agrees with the fine thirteenth-century work of

the fabric.

Sib,—

I

n reply to your correspondent “ A. B. C.,” who
asks “if air bricks are necessary to the construction of

hollow walla ;

” I beg to say they are not. A house should

not only bo dry, but warm in winter, and cool in summer.
To insure this the internal temperature should be beyond
the influence of external change. An air space hermetically

sealed is an effectual non-conductor of heat or cold. The
introduction of air bricks would promote circulation within

the air space, and thus destroy that uniformity of tempera-

ture which is so much to be desired.
Gbobob Jbnhinos.

decoration of THE GREEK CHURCH
IN LIVERPOOL.

At the Liverpool Court of Passage an action has been
tried, in which Lazarus Syreloff, a Greek artist, sued

Mr. George M. Papayanni, of the well-known firm of

Papayanni Brothers, of Liverpool, merchauts and steam-

ship owners. The declaration in the pleading alleged that

the plaintiff was induced by the defendant to come to

Liverpool, at great expense, upon the promise that on his

arrival there he would bo employed to execute paintings

for the Orthodox Greek Church now in course of com-
pletioD in Parliament-street, but that the defendant bad
refused lo perform bis promise. There was also a claim
for work done. The defendant pleaded, amongst other
things, that he had not agreed as alleged, and that the

agreement was subject to a condition which had not been
fulfilled by the plainCitf. The defendant is one oi the com-
mittee of subscribers bywhom the erection of the church
is being superintended. It was thought desirable by these

gentlemen to secure the services of a Greek artist for the
decoration of the church, and the defendant accordingly
comraumoated with a gentleman residing in the Levant,
who recommended the engagement of the plaintill’, then
living at Chios. The defendant then wrote to the plaintiff,

ofl'eringhim a free passage to Liverpool, and agreeing,
according to the plaintiQ ’s case, to engage him on hts

arrival here to paint ten large paintings ana some smaller
ones for the cmDellishment of the church, and to find him
a passage home again at the conclusion of bis work, which
was to be accomplished by the let of July, 1867. The
plaintiff came to Liverpool in 1866, in one of the defen-
dant's steamers. On bis arrival there he painted a picture
for the approval of the defendant and the other sub-
scribers, which the plaintiff asserted was approved by
them, but the church not being ready for the reception of
the pictures, the plaintiff’ was not employed. The defence
was that Mr. Papajanni acted only as one of the com-
mittee, and not on his own responsibility. It was said
that tbe plaintiff entirely failed to please the artistic

taste of the committee. Mr. Basilio Papayanni, the
defendant's brother, then offered him a free passage home,
and promised to obtain subscriptions for him. He also

THE FEVER HOSPITAL AT HAMPSTEAD.
Bib,
—
'With reference to your notice, in the Builder,

of the hospital about to be erected at Hampstead
from our plans, we wish to say that the original estimate

was “ 16
,
00OL, exclusive of engines, boilers, and machinery,”

the cost of which, together with providing for six addi-

tional patients, for wmch we received the instructions of

the committee, has raised the total estimated outlay to

17,970L, and not to 19,000L, as stated. Moreover, no
“ alterations” have been made in the plans, except those

necessitated by this increase in the accommodation, and

they are now before the Poor Law Board. The cost will

not exceed " 1721. per bed,” but for the purpose of com-
paring this hospital with other projected buildings of the

same class, it must be borne in mind that the “ cost per

bed” will always have reference to the number of patients

under the same “ administration,” and that as the latter

increase in number the cost will be in a diminishing ratio ;

also that four of our pavilions are “ one-story buildings,”

which, we need scarcely remark, adds to the cost, as does

the very considerable fall in tbe levels of the land.

Pbknikgtoit a Bbidgbn.

COMPETITIONS,

Eaton Subtirban Church, Norwich.—In reply

to invitation seventeen sets of drawings from

architects residing in varions parts of the

kingdom, were received. From this number the

committee selected four sets,—two from London,

one from Edinburgh, and one from Norwich;

and at a meeting of the committee, held on the

7fch inat., it was determined to adopt the design

of Messrs. Browne & Pearce, of Norwich.

Lincoln County Prison. — The magistrates

received twenty designs in reply to their adver-

tisement, and after eeveral meetings redneed

that number to three, and then referred tbe

selected plans to Mr. Barnard Hartley, the

county surveyor of the West Riding of York-

shire. Ultimately the design of Mr. Frederick

Peck, architect, London, was selected. The
committee recommended that a grant of lOOL

be made to Messrs. Jones & Lee, architects,

London, whose plan appeared second in merit,

and 50L to Mr. Moffatt, architect, Edinburgh.

The prison is to be built at Lincoln, and will be

commenced as early as possible.

Wesleyan Chanel and Schools, Pill, near Bristol.

In a limited competition for this work, the

designs by Mr. E. A. Lansdowne, architect, were

chosen.

PROPOSED RESTORATION OF CHRIST
CHURCH CATHEDRAL, DUBLIN.

The Dean and Chapter, at last taking steps to

put this very interesting building into a decent

state, applied to Mr. G. E. Street to advise them

as to what should be done, and that gentleman

has accordingly made a report on the subject,

and illustrated it with plan, section, and eleva-

tion of part of the north side of nave. Ex-

amining the crypt, he is led to believe that its

age is uniform throughout
;
or, at any rate, there

is very little difference. The pointed arch

occurs in its construction throughout; and the

square piers which support the vaults are almost

all chamfered, and the chamfers have an orna-

mental stopping which is certainly not earlier

than the end of the twelfth century.

DIAPER BRICKWORK.

We haveinspected with great pleasureanumber
of bricks with diapered surfaces, also string

courses, and columns, produced under Pether’s

Patent. Ancient examples of diaper work in brick

are well known, but hitherto the few attempts to

approach the object have failed, from the great

expense of ordinary moulding, and the very pro-

hibitory excise duty formerly imposed on such

work. By machinery patented by Mr. H. Pether,

bricks with elaborate designs, either in delicate

or bold relief, can be produced at a moderate cost

(61. a thousand), either from patterns now pre-

pared by him or from designs furnished by

architects. Many of these will admit of the

introduction of ceramic colour, or the insertion of

gilt or other glass. Mr. Pether obtains a small

joint, by the contrivance of a recess oi’ kick on

all other sides of the brick bo receive the bulk of

the cement, thus forming a strong union and

key. The Burham material is particularly

sound, and most of the designs already prepared

are very artistic. We are disposed to think good

use may be made of this invention.
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KAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Progress of the Railway in the Thames Emhanh
ment.—At the meeting of the Metropolitan

Board of Works last week, in answer to a com-
plaint by Mr. Shaw, the engineer stated that he

had no hesitation in saying that the works of the

railway company on the Thames Embankment,
if carried on at the present rate, would not be

completed in six years. The works in the new
street from Blackfriars to Cannon-street had not

even been commenced. The interest on the

money due had not been paid. Mr. Newton said

it was quite time pressure was put on the rail-

way officials to force them to carry on their

works. The subject was referred to the works
committee for report.

A Dangerous Railway Platform, — At the
Secondaries’ Court, before Mr. Secondary Potter

.and a special jury, the case of Walker v. The
1 Great Eastern Kailway Company has been heard.

This was an action in the Common Fleas to

recover compensation for personal injuries at the
Lea Bridge Kailway Station, through, as alleged,

a “ rotten platiorm.” The damages were laid at

,2,000i. The plea was withdrawn and judgment
snffered by default. Plaintiff was walking along

the platform from a train when he fell into a hole

;in the platform. He was much hurt, and had
since been, and still was, unable to work. The
jury assessed the damages at 2501.

PROGRESS IN BELFAST, IRELAND.
Accoeding to a report made to the Town

Council at their last meeting, it appears that
Isinoe the Belfast and County Antrim Borough Act
was put in force the Ist July, 1866, there had been
(302 private streets formed and completed

—

Bewered and paved—under the Borough Sur-
(veyor’s superintendence. Since 1861, when the
ilast census was taken, 10,078 houses had been
[erected, and of these 1,602 had been built during
±he year which had just expired. The valuation
[of property had increased in the borough. In
3.861, the valuation of the borough was 278,807J.,
while at the end of the year which has just
Iclosed it was 417,329J., showing an increase
during the last seven years of 138,5221. The
[surveyor had been able to accomplish a great
many improvements in the other streets of the
itown. During the year 1,467 new houses had
!oeen erected on the County Antrim aide, and
1L35 on the County Down side, making a total of
,tl,602Z.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Bristol.—The new White Lion Hotel, in Broad-

atreet, has been opened for business. The building
uas been erected from designs by Messrs. Poster
h Wood, of Bristol, architects

;
and the structure

bvbove the principal floor occupies three sides of
1 square, so that the rooms enjoy as much
aatural light as possible, Christ Church, at the
)fop of the street, forming the fourth side. The
rorincipal entrance is in Broad-street, where a
ifiight of steps leads to a vestibule and hall, 70 ft.

py 20 ft., covered by a glazed roof supported on
toays of arches, with pillars and carved capitals.
The panels below the roof have been decorated

py Mr. Lang, of London, with designs repre-
senting the seasons. On the right of the entrance
are the coffee-room, 42 ft. by 28 ft.

;
club-room,

(17 ft. by 21 ft. ; bar, still-room, offices for the
.manager, &c. On the left is provided a capital
)t!ommercial-room, 50 ft. by 28 ft., with writing-
/:oom and lavatory attached

j
a restaurant, 48 ft.

py 26 ft., approached from a side entrance, with
!i»ar and service-room adjoining, fitted up by
[elessrs. Llewellin & James. The coffee and
commercial rooms abut on the terraces in front
f f the hotel. Behind the hall, and separated
flrom it by a secondary entrance and passage, is

iche billiard-room, which can also be reached
orom Wine-street

; the apartment measures 42 ft.

I y 24 ft., and is fitted np with two of Thurston’s
isest club tables; the scoring apparatus is of the
oaost perfect kind. Adjoining the billiard-room
ere a smoking-room, lavatory, &c. All the chief
loooms on this floor are 16 ft. high. The prin-
papal staircase, which is of stone throughout,
inommences behind the commercial-room. On
leae first floor are a ladies’ coffee-room, 25 ft. by
jOft., numerous suites of sitting-rooms, and
)tome few bedrooms. The second floor, and
Islso the third, are devoted to bedrooms. The
ocoors are all fireproofed by Dennett’s patent
)a)nstrnction. At the top of the building, on the
wwer corner, is an immense tank, filled with

water, which will be available in case of emer-

gency. There is a luggage lift from the bottom

to the top of the house, and another for the eon-

vayance of provisions from the kitchen to the

bar. An apparatus for supplying hot water all

over the house is provided. There are over 200

rooms and about 560 windows in the hotel. The
contractors were Messrs. Warburton, of Man-
chester; Mr. Boulton has done the carving.

Cannock.—The covered market, which has

been erected by a joint-stock company, and has

been built, at a cost of about 1,3001., by Mr. M.
B. Anderson, of Cannock, from designs by Mr.

T. Lloyd, of Wolverhampton, has been thrown
open to the inspection of the public.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Dovenby.—A new Congregational chapel, which

has been erected at Dovenby, near Cockermouth,
has been opened for divine service. The chapel

has been built from the design of Mr. T. L. Banks,
of Cockermouth, architect, and is in the Gothic
style of architecture, with a high-pitched roof

and a semi-octagonal ceiling. The building of

the edifice was commenced in the course of last

summer, the masonry being let to Mr. Henry
Grave, of Aspatria, and the joiner’s work to

Mr. P. Robinson, of Cockermouth. The chapel
has cost about 2001., and is capable of accommo-
dating between eighty and ninety persons.

STAINED GLASS.

Holy Trinity Church, Worcester.—The centre
window of the five in the apse of this church
has just been filled with a design in stained glass

by one who, having had a legacy left him as one
of the executors to a gentleman lately deceased,
has devoted it to this purpose. The window is

by Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle. It is in the
Decorated style, and includes three principal

lights, each between 9 ft. and 10 ft. high, and
atone tracery under the arch. The entire win-
dow has been filled with stained glass, the
subject being that of the Ascension of our Lord.
The figure of the Saviour occupies the upper
portion of the central compartment

;
in those on

each side are represented choirs of jubilant

angels ; while the eleven Apostles and the holy
women are variously grouped below. Each light

is terminated by a canopy, worked with foliage

upon a ruby background. The tracery under
the arch is filled with a running wreath of foliage

glass in various tints, upon background of ruby
and purple.

Proposed Margate Pier and Harbour Com-
pany.—A Bill for the incorporation of the Mar-
gate Pier and Tramway Company has been pub-
lished, The proposed capital is 12,0001. in

12,000 shares, of 101. each. The Bill applies for

the carrying out of many improvements and the
nae of certain new powers of various kinds, in-

cluding power to make specific charges for per-
sons and goods passing along the pier. The
corporation are neutral in the matter. The
Commercial Union have resolved that a requisi-

tion be sent to the mayor, signed by the bur-
gesses, asking him to convene a public meeting
for the consideration of the project.

Lead-poisoning on the Tyne.— The Lancet
says,—“ A valued correspondent reminds ns of a
fact of which we were not altogether ignorant

—

that there is a great amount of lead-poisoning
involved in the various works on the Tyne. Ho
says ‘

it is pitiful to see the number of young
girls suffering from lead.’ It is not improbable
that this subject of lead-poisoning will be brought
before Parliament. It is of sufficient importance
to be a matter of inquiry, whether we consider
the suffering involved in lead-poisoning, or the
frequently early disablement of the sufferer in

various ways.”

Gas.—The Staines Gas Company have de-

clared a dividend of 7^ per cent., free of
income-tax, for the past year. They are
extending their works. The Bewdley gas
consumers complain both of the price and the
quantity of their gas, or its quality. The
price is 6s. 8d., and they have nothing for that
but darkness made visible. This they cannot
understand considering the position of Bewdley
with reference to coal.

The Liverpool Free Public Libraries Re-
port.—This document has been issued in a printed

form. It states that there is nothing of special in-

terest to report during the year just expired. The
Institution has pursued its career of usefulness,

increasing as its treasures increase, and is at

present in a thorough condition of efficiency.

The Committee regret they cannot report much
further progress towards the erection of the per-

manent Gallery of Art. The Council have sanc-
tioned the outlay of 10,0001., provided the interest

and redemption fund can be met out of the penny
rate levied under the special act. During the
past year the average number of books issued

from and returned to the Reference Library has
been 1,982 per day, the yearly circulation nnm-
bering 565,344 volumes, against 578,774 daring
the previous year. Daring the year, 1,973

volumes of books have been added to the Library,

viz., 1,686 by purchase, 119 from the Commis-
sioners of Patents, and 68 volumes by donation.

From the Lending Libraries, 423,547 volnmes
have been lent. The total number of volumes in

these libraries is 39,035. The circulation has
been equivalent to lending each volume ten times
in the year

;
and each reader has had 50 volumes,

or nearly one a week. The works of music issued,

viz., Operas, Oratorios, Masses, &c., number
3,492 volumes. As regards the Museum, com-
pared with the average of five years, the total

number of visitors in 1867-8 is very nearly 10,000
in excess, as shown by the following figures :

—

Total number of visitors in 1867-8, 463,851;
average of the five years preceding 1867-8,

453,914; excess in 1867-8, 9,937.

Manchester Academy of Fine Arts.—The
ninth annual general meeting of the members,
associates, and students of this Academy has
been held in the council-room of the Royal
Manchester Institution ; the president, Mr. W.
K. Keeling, presiding. There was a numerous
attendance. The hon. secretary (Mr. Selim
Rothwell) read the annual report. The council
remarked that they had again the satisfaction of
stating an increased success, and a considerable
addition of associates and atndents during the
past year. There were twenty-eight members,
eight associates, and ten students. The report
having been adopted, the president and secre-
tary were again re-elected

;
Mr. Crozier as

treasurer, and Mr. Hadfield literary secretary.

The Law Courts and Thames Embank-
ment.—Mr. Tibe, M.P., at the Metropolitan
Board of Works, has given the following notice
of motion :

—
“Whereas it appears by certain public documents

emanating from the Commissioners for building the New
Courts of Justice that the actual cost of the site pur-
chased in the Strand wEl amount to 795,COOL, and that the
additional laud now proposed to bo purchased, according
to Mr. Fownall’s estimate, is 6GS,OOl}L, so that the totcQ
coat of the ground will bo 1,453,0001., and the expenditure
on land and baildinga together, as appears from the same
document, will be 31 miluona, of which 1,395,1501. are pro-
posed to be adrauced by Government at 4 per cent., on
the security of a redeemable annuity

; and whereas the
Equity, Common Law, and other Courts conld easily be
accommodated on the site already purchased by the Com-
missioners, that the Probate Court, Master's and Regis-
trar's offices could be placed on the site aQbrded by the
Thames Embankment, with such supplementary acqui-
sitions as the nature of the proposed building may require,
by which means a considerable reduction would be efl'ected

in the cost of the land to be taken, and a position would
be obtained superior to any in regard to free circulation
of air, unimpeded light, and in the facility of access by
road, river, or rail,—that it be referred to the Works
Committee to consider the extent required for the eug-
gested buildings, the area at present at the Board’s dis-

uosat, and what additional property would require to bo
taken adequately to provide (or the several offices enu-
merated

; and that the committee be authorized to confer
with her Majesty's Government as to their willingness to
negotiate for the acquisition of such a site for Che pur-
poses above indicated."

Abbey-mills Pumping Station.—The Metro-
politan Board of Works has appointed Mr. Usher,
who has been engaged in enperintending, under
the direction of the engineer and assistant

engineer, the erection of the machinery, to the
office of superintendent of the station, at a salary
of 2501. per annum, with honse-rent, coals, and
gas, and he is to remain on the premises. The
Board also determined that the staff at the
station and weekly wages to be paid to each
shall be as follows :—Four engineers, 36b.; two
firemen, 243.; two coal trimmers, 21s.; four
cleaners, 213.; two oilers (youths), 15s.; two
flashers, 243.

;
one smith, 363. ; one hammer-

man, 243.
j
one clerk, 303. ;

one lodge-keeper,
gardener, and messenger, 243.

;
one night watch-

man, 218.

Destruction of the Prince of Wales Theatre,
Glasgo'w.—This theatre died the natural death
of theatres on Wednesday night last.
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Masons Insisting on the Help of Stone-

dressing Machinery.—About two months ago

a strike was the result of Messrs. Beauland, of

Bradford, attempting to use stone steps dressed

by machinery at the Idle quarries, near Brad-

ford, and the men returned to work on their

employers allowing the men to re-dress, by hand,

work already dressed at the quarrybymachinery.

Messrs. Beauland ultimately insisted on their

men dressing the stone for the steps entirely by

hand ;
but his men now insisted that the stones

should be partially prepared by machinery at the

quarries, and finished by hand-labour at the new

buildings. The stone from Idle had, in fact,

been found too hard for the labour, in dressing

by hand, to be remunerative. The result is a

strike on the part of the masons against the use

of stone wholly undressed from the quarry.

Presentation of Bells to St. Julian’s.

Shrewsbury.—Mr. J. J. Peele, town clerk of

Shrewsbury and a churchwarden of St. Julian s,

has just presented a peal of six fine bells to the

parish. The bells were cast by Messrs. Mears &
Stainback, and have been hung in the tower of

the church, in lieu of a like number of bolls

anciently placed there and requiring renewal.

Tho mottoes inscribed on the several bells are,

—

No. 1.

“ Peaco on earth,” &c.—Luke, chap, ii.

'* My gentle note shall leaJ the cheerful sound^:

Peace to this parish, m.ay goodwill abound 1

“

No. 2.

“ Onr voicea tell when joy and grief betide;
_

Mourn with the mourner, welcomo home the bride.’

No. 3.

“ May all in truth and harmony rejoice

!

To honour Church and Queen with heart and voice.”

No. 4.

“ Prosperitv attend old England’s shore

;

Let Shrewsbury flourish, cow and evermore.”

No. 5.

“ For mercies undeserved this peal is raised

;

Bo may Thy name, 0 God, through Christ be jirajsed,”

No. 0.
" 'With deepest tone I call to church and prayer;

And bid the living for the grave prepare.”

The New Magdalen Hospital at Streat-

b ftT",—The extensive range of buildings for the

new Magdalen Asylum recently erected at the

rear of the railway asylum at Streatham is now

The late Dr. Robert Hooke.—We are

told that the vicar and some inflaential in-

habitants of St. Helen’s, Biahopsgate, have

formed a committee for the purpose of obtaining

subscriptions for the erection of a stained-glass

window in their chnrch, as a memmial of Dr.

Robert Hooke, a brief account of whose inven-

tions and discoveries appeared in our columns a

few weeks ago.

Viaduct across the Solway.— The Solway

Junction Railway is now near completion. The

permanent rails between Kirtlebridge and the

Solway viaduct are laid, and the station-honaes

are being erected. The viaduct, which is a fine

specimen of engineering, is now finished. The

river Wampool is crossed on a viaduct of seven

bays. The viaduct is similar to the one over the

Solway.

The Institution of Civil Engineers.—At the

meeting of this Society on Tuesday evening, the

12th instant, fourteen candidates wore elected,

including two members, and twelve associates.

Eotherhithe Drainage Contract.—At last

week’s meeting of the Metropolitan Board of

Works, tenders were received for the construc-

tion of new sewers in Plough-road, Swing Bridge-

road, and Trinity-street, Rotberhithe, and the

diversion from the river of the sewage from the

Durand’s wharf outlets, which varied from

25.4501. to 14,7501., and the lowest, that of Mr.

Nicholson, was accepted.

The Builders’ Benevolent Institution.

—

The annual ball for this excellent charity will

be held at Willis’s Rooms, St. James’s, on

Tuesday, the 26th of January, under the imme-

diate patronage of the Lord Mayor and the Lady

Mayoress. Mr. G. F. Trollope is the President,

and Mr. G. Plucknetb the Treasurer. Mr. Joseph

Bird takes the ball, as usual, under his special

care, and will receive applications for tickets up

to the 22nd. Snch of our readers as like an

evening of the sort promised will enjoy it the

more, knowing that the profits of tho entertain-

ment will go towards rendering easy the last

days of distressed ago.

Science Classes.—On Friday, the 8bh inst., a

For a cottage, for Mr. Thomas Brown. Mr. »

Usher, architect. No quantities :

—

Dickens £370 0 ‘ 0

Lawson 230 18 0

Richards 308 18 6

For new infirmary, &e., Stratrord-upon-Avon Union

\Vorkhouse, for the Board of Guardians. Mr. Thos. T.

Allen, architect :

—

Bennett
Dixon
Naden & Sons
Espley
Hilton
Clark k Smallwood
Green
J. k G, Callaway
iloltom & Price (accepted) ..

£2,37!i 0 0
.. 2,195 0 0

2,189 0 0
2,093 16 0

2,053 0 0

2,000 0 0

1,968 17 e

1,865 11 6

For new waterclosots, lavatories, drainage, &e., Strat-

ford-upon-Avon Union Workhouse, for the Board of

Quardrans. Mr. Thos. T. Allen, architect:—

Denner £-*33 10 0

J. k G. Callaway 340 0 0

Hiam, Martin, & Edwards 335 0 0

Holtom & Price 330 6 0

Horseman & Martin 311 0 0

'White (accepted) 2S6 0 0

For the Acton Main Drainage, Contract No. 6. Mr. E.

Monsou, C.E,, Surveyor to the Acton Local Board.

Quantities supplied by Mr. Young :

—

Eowles £1,020 0 0

Smith 7‘f 0 0

Brunsden 756 0 0

Williams 760 0 0

Haynes 735 0 0

Bloomfield 729 0 0

Robinson 693 6 2
Pizzey 670 0 0

Crockett 650 0 0

Young 613 0 0

Parker (accepted) 601 0 0

Reed (too late) 6'3 0 0

For proposed villa residence, for Mr. \Vm. H. Withally

in the Portinscale-road, Wandsworth. Messrs. Lee,

Brothers, & Pain, architects. Quantities supplied

Patrick & Sou £4,046 0 0

Nicholson 4,025 0 0

Vau VJiet 3.869 0 0

Ebbs & Sons 3,777 0 0

Adamson k Sons 3,693 0 0

Aviss 3.59? 0 0

Thompson 3,260 0 0

given at the South-west
nearly completed, and the inmates at present

j

public lecture - f /-.i i

located in the old hospital in the Blaokfriars- London Science School, ^Arthur-street, Chelsea,

road will be forthwith removed to the new
institution. The new hospital extends over

eight acres of land. A churoh has been built

within the grounds, for the public in common
with the inmates.

“ The Architecturesque.” — At the next

meeting of the Institute ofArchitects on Monday
evening, the 18th inat.. Professor Kerr is to treat

the subject of “ The Architecturesque in eon-

tinnation, we are reminded, of a preliminary

lectnre to tho Architectural Association fully

reported in the BuiUtir of March 7 th and 14th

last.

For villa residence, at Caine, "Wiltalilre, for Mr. Q.

Harris. Mr, John Watson, architect:

—

Bladwell ,..£9.123 0 0

Pinoegar 8,286 0 0

Call & Pethick •• 6.618 0 0

Light & Smith 6,481 0 0

Schools for St. Luke’s District, Gloucester.

It is propesed to erect these schools in, and

facing, the Stroud-road. The buildings will

consist, on the ground-floor, of boys' schoolroom

(70 ft. by 20 ft.) ;
girls’ schoolroom (60 ft. by

20 ft.) 5
and infants’ schoolroom (65 ft. by 20 ft.) ;

with class-rooms attached to each, and with

separate entrances : accommodation is afforded

for over 450 children. A bouse for the master

is attached to the schools, with offices and yard.

The house will contain parlour and kitchen on

the gronnd-floor, and three bedrooms on the

first-floor. This portion of the buildings (though

entirely separate from the schools as far as com-
munication is concerned) has been made to form

a feature in the group. Open and spacious play-

grounds are provided. The schools and class-

rooms will be 12 ft. high to the wall-plate from

the floor, and the timbers of the roof, which are

to be exposed to view, will be stained and var-

nished. The building is intended to be of red

brick, with bands of ornamental coloured bricks.

The design was prepared by Mr. Alfred William
Maberly, architect, Gloucester, under whose
superintendence tho works are to be carried

ont ; and the estimated cost is 2,000^

on the “ Physical and Chemical Properties of

Water,” by Mr. Bickerton, head master of the

science classes held there; Mr. H. J. Coles in

the chair. The lecture (admission to which was
Id. to non-members) was given as the prelimi-

nary lesson for the present year to the chemistry

class, the object being to show the interesting

nature of scientific study and tho pleasure and

advantages to be derived from it.

A Covering for Staircases.—The wear of

staircases is often a serious matter. Whether of

wood or stone, with mnch usage, they soon go.

M. Cazean says he has found a durable covering

in thin plates of aluminium bronze. It is for the

column of the Place Vend^me that M. Cazean

proposes his covering. He says the experiment

has been made in a factory, where plates of

common bronze on the stairs i in. thick were

worn out in six weeks, while plates of alu-

minium bronze i in. thick remain just the same

as when new, after 11 months of service. Alu-

minium bronze, it wonld seem, is not too ex-

pensive if it will bear this amount of usage. It

is merely copper, with from S to 10 per cent, of

aluminium.

Tenders for Bridge at — Accoriling to the

the lowest leader sent in for the constraction

and erection of the metallic part of a great bridge over

the Hollaudsche Diep, at Moerdyk, on the Dutch State

lines, was that of Messrs. Vleasingen k 1’au Heel, of

Amsterdam, 146,674L Among the English tenders sent in

for this work may be mentioned the Ne\vcastle-on-Tyue

Iron and Coal Company, 2W,OOOJ. ;
the Butterley Com-

pany, 2(J4,000L ;
Messrs, 'f. Brassey k Co., Birkenhead,

193,5321.; Messrs, Yiguoles, of London, 168,750L, &c.

TENDERS.

BadnorsUire Gno/s.—Messrs. B & A. Hamer, builders,

Kington, obtained the contract for enlarging and altering

the Radnorshire county gaols at Preateigu, for 1,883L

8prin<ifield Park Estate.— lS.r. James Bloomfield says

his tender for pipe sewers was 349L, not 249L, as printed.

The frightful discrepancy in the tenders for this work (see

p. 36, ante) calls for some explanation. The highest was

992L, the lowest 200L !

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

For pulling down and rebuilding house, for Mr. J. 8.

Gower, City Horse and Carriage Repository, Barbiesn.

Mr. E. Walker, architect. Quantities by Mr. W. E.

Hensbaw
Sewell & Son

Killby
Turner k Sons

.. £1,765
. 1,615

. 1,669

. 1,656

. 1,479

. 1,358

. 1,339

Decay of Stone (next week).—B. P. D. 0. (next week).—Q. W. it.

(next week).-Iiiciulrer (next week),-Pr.> (next weck).-J. N. (next

week) — U. W. B. (next week).—B. 0. S. (next week).— F. Q. (the

Boolety tor Impruviug the Dwellings of the Poor, at Exeter HaU).—

A Snbscilber (the precllue rariee. Inquire of the tmveyor of pave-

meule in toe dUtrlots where It U required tolntrouucelighU).—

Langham (Jhuuld ooiuult a surveyor on the 8pot).-Aull-8ham (the-

process has beau descrlhed in our pages on seveial occaslons).-

T W — C. w. L.—w. B.— J . W. P.—c*pt. P,— a. t H.— J. W. F.—

B & j.—T. H. K.-J. W.-W. T. U-a. L.-J D—B. M.-Bsv.O.S.—

w. J.L.—F. P.—C. L.— W. W.—T. T.A.—R.—B. W. 3.—T. K—Dr. P.—

E. A.'u-Rev. H. P.-'W. I.-B. K.-F. B. C,-J. Q. F.-J.G.-Ur. B.-

A. M.—A.B. A.-W. F. P.—J. P.-J. J. Jtf.-Q.-W.-J. W.-T. J.H.—
ip T.S.W. C.B.— C. H.—Q. B. W.—A L.— St, J.B,—C.H.D.

—

^'we*are corapolled to decline poin log out hooki and giving

addresses.

All statemeuta of facU, llsti of T«Dden, Ac., must be accompanied

by the name and oddresi of the sender, not ueceasarlly for

publication.

^•ot8.—The respooslbUity of signed articles, and papers read at

pubtiu meetinge, rests, of course, with the authote.

For house, at Upper Norwood, for the Rev. E. Birch.

Mr. Sextus Dyball, architect:—
Perry (accepted) £2,800 0 0

Tlie Slade Bequest to University College
A meeting of the Graphic Society was held at

University College, on the 11th inst,, the presi-

dent, Mr. Foley, R.A., in the chair, when several

resolutions were passed acknowledging the
value of the Slade bequest, and the meeting
adjourned with a view to further action. We
had intended to refer to the subject of this

bequest at greater length, but are forced by
press of matter to defer doing so.

Accepted for four houses, olfices, &c., at Bulrush Mills,

Batley, for Messrs. Talbot, Seuior, k Talbot. Messrs.

Sheard k Hanstock, architects :

—

ifason's Work.
Farrar £613_14 0

Joiner's Work.
Ibberson 226 12 0

Plutnbtrr’s, i-j-c.. Work.
Senior 18 0 0

Plasterer's Work.
Hey 31 0 0

NOTICE.—All Communications respect-

ing Advertisements, Suhseriptions, ^c., should be

addressed to “ The Pitblisher of the Builder”

No. 1, York-street, Covent Garden. All other

Communications should be add/ressed to the

‘‘ Editor" and not to the " Publisher."

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Ori-

ginal Testimonials left at the Offi-ce in reply tc

Advertisements, and strrongly recomme^ids that

Copies only should be sent.

AeVvertisements cannot be receivedfor the cnrreni

week’s issue later than THREE o’clock p.ni.

on THURSDAY.
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IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Mannfacfcare of Church, Turret,

Stable, acd Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, poet-free, 2d. J.W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 68 and
€0, Ludgate-hill

; Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

TbIHE GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE and
AHRICTJI.TURAI. GAZETTE.

On SATURDAy, JAiJUARY IS^h, will &ppe4T tlie Second of a
Beit« of ArticlM, to ba eontlnuod Fortnlghtl?, on BOTANICAL
DRAWING, with WoodcttU from DrawiDga by W. II. FITCH, E«ti.
Order of any NewaTsador, or a Copy aeuc from tbs Office for Sli

41, Wellington-street. Strand, W.C.

Jiiat pnblUhed.for 18fi9, ‘he Flfty.ntnth Editioa of

DKYRING’S BUILDERS’ PRICES,
kj calculated from the prime coat of mnterlal and labour, to do
Juatice to tbe employer, maater buUiIer, acd workman ; containing
the whole of the Metropolitan Bulldloga Act, List of Diatrict Sur-
veyors, and a variety of new and uaelul information.
BIMPKIN A CO. Btationera’-court, London

;
and may be had of

all BookaolUra.

Juat pub'i-bed. Price, in Sheet, 2j. (5J. ; Mounted in Caae, fis.

Proposed new London rail-
ways, Ac. Sesalon 1869.—STANFORD’S NEW MAP of Pro-

roBftd MetropoUtan Railwaye, Tramwave, and Miecellaneoua Improve-
manta, for Se-iion 1869; abowtng also tbe Sanctioned Lines and
Railways In operation

;
with a List of the Plant, numbered to cori«-

epond with tbe Map and the Fiivate Bill Office List, tbe Names of
tbaEugineers, and tbe Lengths of ibe Proposed Lines. Beale, 4 in.
tn a Mile, wilb the Environs of I,oDdon on a im^or scale.

London : EDWARD STANFORD. 6 and 7. Charing Cross, 8.W.

Jiut pnbilsbea,

Q uantities made easy.
A quick and accurate method of taking ont quantitlea from
plana or bulldloga, with or without a apeclflcatlon. Sent free

by post for 30 stamps.—Addreea, A. C. 16. Medway-tenace, Tyrwhitt-
road. Upper Lewishain-road, New-uroat, B.B.

Y^EALE’;S RUDIMENTARY SERIES.

CARPENTRY and JOINERY: Principles of
Donilructlon By RoDIBON A TREDQOLD. New edition. Price
ta 6d.—N.B. An Allas containing 17 Plate. to thoabeve. Priced*. Gd.

ROOFS for PUBLIC and PRIVATE BUILD-
INGS: their Construction. By ROBISON, PKICB, A TREDQOLD.
Prioe la tid.

DBAINAGB and SEWAGE of TOWNS and
BUILDINOa ayO. D.DEMP8EY. C-E. Prlo,

WARMING and VENTILATION. Bj 0.
r0MI.IN30N, P.R.g New Edition. Prlca 3i.

ARCHES, PIERS, BUTTRESSES ; Ihair Con.
itrucioD, Ac. forthe U«e of tha Practical Builder. By W. BLAND
Eeq. Third Edition. Price Is. 6d,

ACOUSTICS in RELATION to AROHI-
rSOTURR and BUILDING : the Laws of Sound aa applied to the
AraBReraeut of Bnildings. By T, ROGER SMITH. Price la. 8d.

BLASTING and QUARRYING of STONE
or Building and other Purposes, Ac. By Sir JOHN BURQOYNB
friae Is. 6d.

1 application.

FIFTY-FIRST YEAR OF PUBLICATION.——ITow ready, price 4b.
;
bv post, 4s, 4d,

LAXTON’S BUILDERS’ PRICE BOOK FOR 1869,
For tbe use of ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, SURVEYORS, nnd all the Building

Trades. It compriBee the PRICES for Matenala and Labour, in each of the following branches :

Bricklayer Sawyer Zinc Worker
Slater Smith Glazi
Builders’ Ironmongery
Carpenter
Joiner

Smith
Mason Painter
Plasterer

_
Paperbanger

Coppersmith Decorator.
Ccn'ains above "O.CflO Prices, ctircfiilly coirecied and revleed : with various Important memoranda

; a Form of Estimate • numerona
u.efol Tables

; an eaeellent Foim of Contract rewmmended to Builden
; the Metropetl'an Buildings Acf, Ac.

’

T—1.. Ti.„ ™.._. owefnlly revised andFor ftfiy years this book baa retained Us position with tbe Building Tradee. The present leV
improved, and will be found as valuable as ever.

London : MORGAN & CHASE, 38, Ludgate-hill
j and may be ordered of any Bookseller ii the Kingdom.

Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 3e. 8d, ; free by post, 3«. 83.

ELF-MADE MEN AND THEIR
EXPERIENCES.

By R, A. DAVENPORT. Author of the "Life of All Pacha,
History of the Bastlls.” " Narratives of Peril and SuSvrlng," Ac.

London: WILLIAM TEGO, Panoras-laue, CheapsIJe.

s

Second Edition, ia poet 8»o. with Plate, price 2j. 6

OUTLINES of GEOMETRY
; o

Motion of a Point: an Introductory Treallae on the DIffl
cultlee of Elementary Geometry, and the General Prlncloles cf th
Higher Plane Corvee, with especial reference to Euclid’s Eleme nts.

By W. MaRSHAM ADAMS, B.A. tate Fellow of New College,
Osford.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, A CO. Paternoster-row.

WORKING DRAWINGS from Sketches
T T or Directions. Perspectives, Quantities from Drawings, or com-

t moderate rates.—Address, M. N.

A ECHITECTURAL
JTi- Firm of Architects, in very li, — . Jry large practice, have a V
for a PUPIL, who would be placed In a position to acquire a tho-

nh knowled.e of the profe-alon.~For terms, Ac. addtese Messrs.
X. care of Mr. Smith. 11, Doke-etreet. Adelphl, W.C.

TO BATH STONE MASONS.

A PLAIN GOTHIC JOB TO BE LET.
Labour only. Wages, leu li) or 15 per cent, would beonly. Wages, leu li) or 15 per c

.Ml.»uwcu wee)tly, if required. None need apply woo canne
satlefttctory referanan.—Addrear, 20M. OtBci of " n>e Bull ler."

Now ready,

rHE USEFUL WEATHER GUIDE for
FARMERS, GARDENERS, SAILORS, Ac.

Sir copies lent free by post on receipt of) two penny stamps —
idoieas. T. EOBERTS A CO. 8, Crane-ounrt, Fleet-street, B.C.

Now ready, price 4». ; by post 4j, 4J.

A TCHLEY’S BUILDERS’ PRICE BOOK
tJi. for ISiiR Containing a complete List of the present Pricu
If Builders' Materials and Labour, an-] of all Trades in’ connexion
rith Building, neefni and importautTables and Memoranda for pr^
faring Rtlmstes, specially arranged for the use of Arohiteots.
lutlden. Contractors and Engineers, Ae.
ly F. THOMPSON (Builder), aasisted by a stall of experienced Men.

I To which is added an Article On the Construction of Flrepro-.>f
luUdings Id Concrete an Article ' On Building Materl.i's and tbe
:eat Method of dlscriuilnatlBg between the various Qualities.’’ By
r. ROGERS, B-q. Architect

;
"Observations on the Law of Strikes

nd Oemblnationa in reforeoc* to 30 and 31 Viet. o»p. 108.’’ By J
IERBY OOUPKEY.aq. Solicitor. Oray’s-lnn. List of District Offices
od Dlrtrivt Surveyors, and the Begulallons of the Board of Works.
.TCHLKY A CO. Aichitwinral Engineering and Pine Art Poblishers,

106, Great Buuell street, Bedford-sqnare, W.C.
And of all Booksellers.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BURVEYOILS.

A COUNTRY PRACTICE, well-established,
will adroit a gentleman, s good draughtsman, to the HALF

SHARE. The busineu la Increasing, and there is every opportunity
of greatly extending the same. This Is a good opportunity for a
young gentleroan to commence Practice. Premium required about
8001. Principals only treated with.—Address, in flnt instance, to
ABCHITECr, la care of Mr. B. B. Batsford, 5S, High Holborn.
London.

pOEOUGH of SALFORD,—WANTED, a
XJ Man competent to UNDERTAKE Ihe SUPERV ‘

SEWERING, Draining. Paving, and Flagging Works. H<
able to prepare plans and spedfleations, and have a thoroughly
practical knowledge of every detail necuury to qnallfy him to
efficiently discharge the dntles referred to. Sdary 1201. per annum.
Applications, slating age, and Incln-lng copy testlmomals, to be
addreued to the Chairman of the Salford District Highway Com
mtttee. Town-hall, Salford, and delivered not later than FOUR p.ni’
on MONDAY, the 25th Inst —By orler.

„ GEORGE BRETT. Town Clerk.
Town-hall, Salford, Jannaiy 15th, 1869.

/^LERK.—WANTED, by a large Manu-
facinring Firm of Cooking Apparatus In the MldUpd Oonnties

a head BOOKKEEPER and CORRESPONDENT. Ho must be a good
penman, quick and cotrect at accouiits, and preferenei given to one
with a knowledge of mechanical drawing. A man of ability and
’'*ad7 habit will be^llberatly remunerated.—Reply, by letter. 264,' " '

' 1.” Birmingham.‘Midland Coun’lrs Hera

TO ORNAMENTAL DRAUGHTSMEN.
TJ^ANTED, a Gentleman who has been
T T accustomed to DESIGN for PAINTED GLASS and MURAL

DECORATION. — LAVEUd. BARE.aUD, * WSaLTAKE. Eudell-
street, Bloomsbury,

I^OREMAN.—WANTED, by a large Manu-
JL facturing Firm of Cooking Apparatus in the Midland Conn-
tier, an experleoce-1 FOREMAN, who will have tottke the entire
superintendence of moulders, fitters, Ac. He must be a good
draughtsman

,
and corrret In calculations. An active, intelligent,

and energetic man will be liberally t’ eated.—Reply by letter, stating
qualification s and experience, to 264, •’ Midland Counties Herald "

Birmingham.

pOREMAN of PAINTERS WANTED,A bv a leading West-end Firm.—Apply, by leiter, etatiog age
m. Q. Jacksou A S

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, i

ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
Work. Decorative Furniture, and Gtlding In all Its branchee,

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, Ac

;(TANNAH’S tables ot angle and
J TBE IRON give the We'ght iu Piiunds per Lineal Foot of e
notion required for Roofs, Olrders. B-jIlers. Ac. and will be found
Ivaluable to any one engaged in Estimating for Wrought-iroa Work
inerally. Price 5s.

Publisbere, VIRTUE A CO, 28. Ivy-lane, London.

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
L Builders andothere desiring a really good system can have a
'JT of MODELS for BUILDERS' BOOKS by DOUBLE ENTRY, to
ilch was awarded the Prize offered lu " The Builder,’’ No. 1J80
udwbicb has been adopted by mauy large firi^ Also, a modified
dangeiuent by Single Entry, sultabta for suiail Builders.-Address
i A. 4, 8t. Oeorge's-road, Regent’s Park, London.

TESTIMONIALS.

^
hav^ Wed your system of bookkeeping, and like it very

V’Yonr system seems thoroughly to meet our requirements"-
A M. H,

I" I like your system very much, and sbalt adapt It.”—W. W.
S’ Having adopted your eystem of hookkeeplug, we can recommend
’ 4v^*

bnililers generally. Having had it in use over twelve
Oaths, we find It takes much less time to keep the accounts than
rmeriy,"—R. A M.

I
‘1 received yours In due course. They appear to show an excellent
ode of bookkeeping. Y'onr diiectlons are most explicit, and sulH-
iL-utly explftimtoty."— 0. C.
S’Measrs, K. A 8, have examined your system, and consider it
••aple, clear, aud very satisfactory.”
I‘ I greatly Hpprroiate your plan and system of keeping builders’
inks, and 1 consider that it has only to be made known to be gene-
ilyadopted.’ - T. H. *

Jnne we had your Improved system of bookkeeping. Since
n keeping the scconnu according to it. I consider

’ tbe requirements of contract work

They fully meet my expectations.’’-

Your system of bookkeeping appears to me to be excellenL"—

OHOW-ROOM CLERK WANTED at an
kj Ui-holstereris at the West-end. A good salary wlil be given to a
^oroughty competent msn.-Apply by letter only, to Messrs, a 38.

^T^O CLERKS of WORKS.—The Guardians
X- of the Ba.ford Union will shortly require the services of a
competent person to SUPERINTEND (tinder the direction of their
architect) the EkECT.OS of a NSW INFIRMARY and other WorkaA skilled dranght.maii not so essential as thorough knowledge of
the several branchee of the building trade, the quality of niiteriali,Wd ssHlug out,—Applications, In the bandwrlting of the candl-

' stating age ano remuneration required.and
4.

efficiency.
i^the Guardians.

encloelog testluionlaU (copiee only to be sent) a
B. B. SrE.NCF.R, (- •

Public Offices, Basford, January 13, 186J.

TO CONTRACTORS.W ANTED, in a Railway, Road, and
Sowerage Contractor’s Concern, a JUNIOR PARTNER

Capital required irom 3,0001. to 4.0001.-Apply, in the first Initance.
by letter only, to W. H. JOHNSON. Esq. Civil Engineer, Alma-
chambers, Diekiuson-street, Mau.taester.

W ANTED, Occasional Assistance in
PRVPARINO SKETCHES and CARTOONS for Stained

'Y^U’ANTED, by a Firm in the Bath Stone
T T Trade, a PERsON of thorough business hablii, to TAKE

CHARGE of CORRESPONDENCE and all Office Dull-s. Ha must
I good accountant, penuutu, and able Co give nndeuiable reference
seenrity. Age about 30. anl married. Salary to be arranged.-

Address, 17, FosC-ofBea, Bath,

TO PLUMBERS.

"XYrANTED, by a Weat-end Firm, for a per-
VV maneucy, an EXPERIENCED HAND, who can do pamting

aiidglaz'ug if requlrrcl. Must be iborougbly competent os a plumber.
Keferecces must be good.—Apply by letter, staring age, terms, where
lost employed, reference, Ac. to A. B. care of Messrs. Pearson, Iron-
mongers, High-street, Notting-blU, W.

TO BUILDERS AND OWNERS OF PROPERTY.
TTTANTED, by a confidential Person, an
T V ENGAGEMENT to look aft-r HOUSE PEOPEBTY, collect

Rents. Ac. Ig thoroughly acquainted wilh every description of
repairs. Eight year* i-i a T/jndonflim. Good reference*. Security,
&C.—Address, H. MORRELL, 62, Eing-stnet, Long Acre.

T^ANTED, a SMITH’S FOREMAN,
T T capable of making drawings, eatimates. Ac. and to take

tbe charge of a general hnslness of Smith, Bell-banger, OaiStter,
and Hot-water Work, in the W.C. district -Address, by letter only,
e'atlng references, salary required, and where last eneieed. to 912.
Offlceof "The Builder."

TO ABCHtTECrS AND BUILDERS.
ANTED, by a respectable Young Man,

T T a BE-ENGAGEMENT as CLERK of WORKS or GENERAL
FOREMAN. Can measure up work, or fill any podtlon in the offiie
If required. Ooed tcstlmonisls.—Address, 0. H. 19, Goldney-road,
Hsrrow-road, Paddington.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
\^ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
* * SHOP or GENERAL FOREMAN of Carpenters and Joiners

or Foremsa of Works. Has carried out good jibs under London
architeciB. Is thnrnugbly steady and energetic. Good references to
London builders, Ac. No obj.ntiou to be Working Foreman,—
Address. A. B- Post-office, Twickenham-green, Twickenham.

HANDRAILS AND STAIRS.

WT"ANTED, WORK in the above line, by
» T a fliKt-class STATRCASE-HAND. Piecework prefi-rred.—

Addrees. 945, Offloe of * The Builder. ’’

ANTED, by a thoroughly practical
T f Man (Carpenter and Joiner), aged 35, a BE ENriAGEMBNT,

in ihe country, as CLRBK of WORKS. MANAGER, or GENERAL
FOREMAN. Ten years similarly employ'd. Acenstomed to the
entire managem*ut of buildlog works, preparing working drawlnss.
Ac. Good testimonlsls, Ac.—Addeesa. J. C. care of Mr. Churcher,
High-street, Bromley. Kent.’

TO CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS.
ANTED, by Two Single Men, an

T V ENGAGEMENT si FORBIfEN. Carpenters by trade.
Have jnsl completed a large job In London. South ot Eaglaad or
North ot France preferred. Cou'd take tbe carpenter's work by
piece. Good references given.-Apply, by letter, to D. J. H, No. 2.
Vowler-streel, Walworth-road, London.

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS AND SAW-MILL PBOPRfETORa
ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-

T T TION as YARD FOREMAN or DOCK CLERK. Has a
thorough knowl-dga of the bniines.. Plret-cla.s references
Security if required.-Addrew, No. 937. Office of " The Builder."

TO BUILDERS, PAINTERS, AND OTHERS.
ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-

f T ENGAGEMENT. Fully understands the Pslntiag. Olaxlng.
and th# trade generally, Can il> graining, Ac. Competent to take
the painting branch of a Builder’s bariorte. or charge of work. No
objection to country.-Address, W. A. 7, Woodland-bill. Qlpjy-Ulil,
Norwood, Surrey.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as

T T GENERAL FOREMAN, to tako entire charge of s job.
Bricklayer by trade, Good referenoes from a fiist-clast London firm,
loft lost week.—Address, A. Z 52, North-street, Msida-hill, W.

W-^NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT in the
TT Office of a BUILDER or CONTEAITOR. Can take end

prepare plans, keep a set of books, 4c. Town or country. Age 29.—
Address, J. A. J, 26, Henrietta-strest. Bfunswick-squsre, W.C.

"XX/"ANTED, by a thoroughly Practical Man
T f of great experience, a SITUATION as GENERAL SHOP, orWORKING FORB6IAN, or something similar (Carpenter and

Joiner). Good rrferencee. Terms very moderate. Agi 40-—Addtese.
V. 86. Mllton-street, Donet-tiiuare, N.W.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
Wanted, a SITUATION by a good
tV practical PLUMBER. GAS FITTER, ZINC-WORKER

PAINTER, aud OLAZ' Eb.-

A

ddress, PLUMBER, 14, Little College-
street, n.ar Marlbiiougb-squste, Chelsea. S.W,

TO BUILDERS. CONTRACTORS. AND OTHERS.

W/"ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-
T V ENGAOEMENT. as GENERAL FOREMAN op CLERK of

WORKS. Aged 35- Carpeu'sr and Joiner by trade. References
good. Town or country. No objection to go abroad.—Addrrts, J. H.
7, Bond-street, Chelsea.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

'W’ANTED, by a good PLUMBER, a
TV SITUATION as TUREE-BB.ANCH HAND. Tw.i years in laat

ailnstion. Reference if required.—Address, J. M. 6, Kiugagate-
street, Holborn.

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS. Ac.

ANTED, by a respectable Young Man, a
f V SITUATION as PLUMBER, GLAZIER, aud PAINfEU, in

Town or country. Has been used to good jobbing work. Good rofer-

Parlc-

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by
V V a practical CARPENTER and JOINER, to Carcass and Finisu

by the Piece. Labour on'y. No objection to Town or country.—
Address. T. M. B. No. 60. roramercial-toad, Lambeth.

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
T V SHOP or GENERAL FOREMAN (a Joiner), or Charge of a

Job.—Address. A. B. care of Mr. Riteble, -13, William street, Albiny-
treet. Begeul’s Park.

WANTED, by an experienced PAPER-
HANGER, a PERMANENCY H.s been used to fill up bis

time with painliog.—Addrees, G. TOON, 4, Edwln's-teiroee, London-
fields, Hackney.
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WANTED,
VV SHOP Mid M

EE-ENGAGEMENT as

d^MILL FOREMAN, or the Charge of a Mill, by a

thoiongbly iteady Wan. a Joiner of con.iderabUpracllcal

wlni'ana joinery machinery, eettlng oot work, the

manai. inent of men, 4c. Haa a labour-saving eyatem of working

the mil In corjunction with the jolnei’a (hop. Age 29. Terme,

Two Guinea*. Flrat-clase TefeiecceB.—Addref*, TEMPOS, 11, Lewie-

terrace. Stamford-blll. I.opdi.PiN.

TO BUILDERS.

W ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT as

JUNIOR CLERK, by a^Toung^Uan
anil a half erporieoce »Uh a London AtchlUc

man can auiet at quautltlci, and a quick p

ferred. Flral-cl*** reference. Salary modera

6. St. Bwlthln-street. Wlncheater.

le a good draiigbts-

iman. Country pre-

.—Addresi.T. W.W.

ND BUILDERS.TO MARBLE MASONS

ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 18,

V V who ha» eerved three year* of hie Apprenilceehip to the

mItWo TVfaamrv In conoeauence of hUi laaater being bankrupt, ^ be

TURNED OVER. Good reference. Can keep bo ki.—Adlress. K. J

8, Douglae-itreet. Vlncent-iguare. Waitmtoater.

\1TANTED. by a thoroughly practical Man,W a BK-ENOAOEMENT as GENERAL WALKING SHOP
_J soriotr i.Va tho anilre Work for

bility. Sc.—AddroM, L. :

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACT OR3.

YAT"ANTED, by the Advertiser, a first-class

VV FOREMAN of M ASONP. a BR-ENG AG EMENT. Thoroughly

.iih all deacrlutlon of work. First clMi roCerencee a? to

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.TU rLUUiunrvo,

lAT'ANTED, by the Advertiser, a respectable

\ y __
J>.n, . SIinA riOK « PLUMBER a.. ..J «d

Plain Zinc Worker, Sc- thoroughly --- . -j

branche*. C.n do a lltUe painting If roquir^. meie WmseU
uaefut, or take charge of work, or olberwlee.—AdUreis. PLUMBER,

10, Wenlock-road, City-road. Lindon.

anted, an ENGAGEMENT as

JUNIOR CLERK, CASHIER, or COLLECTOR. Has been

out before. 1. a good writer, quick At Oguf**-
ldd7«s

le excellent reforencss for industry and honeaty. Age 18.—Address,

II. 28, Brown-street, Bryanstoa-equare, London.

N ASSOCIATE of KING’S COLLEGE,AN A
/^V London, wno naa uceu aicccu w 'IT 'I,

^^eer. having had experience In Sanitary and Railway work, ^d
DOBsesslng a special knowledge of Chemistry and Electric Telegraphy,

iVdeairotu of obtaining EMPLOYS! SNT In any capacity whatever--

preferably In a professional one. Ha* no objection to go «hrnad. and

speaks French, German, and Italian. Teetlinonlals au<

S2Tc“i'’.
I'

references

.
tequiivci. - a for l.OOOt.

of jMr. Fisher, Stationer, 13, Moorgate-street,

AAfANTED, by the Advertiser (age 20), a

VV SITUATION as''cLERK, COLLECTOR, or TIMEKEEPER.
Can trace and draw. Ha* been on Railway worki four months,
A-ail

. T. p. , I P.TT,Mp.n
B, 0. II. Catberlne-street, Pimlico.

TO COACH BUILDERS.

WfANTED to APPRENTICE, indoors,

yy ™p.c,.»i. Yo.th, 0"“dipectable .

aoie nom*, with good

given. South or south-

ferred.-Address, statli

HaniptoD-wIck. S.W. :
i

Seuth Belgravia, S.W,

orate premii

"district. Short dlitauce from town pro-

rms. to Mr. A. BOLTON, High-street,

p. G. W. AYLIFFE. 2*, CUarlwood-p’ace,

TO BRICKMAKEBS.

W ANTED, a good and experienced
IIRICKUAKKR. accustomed to making the best white and

lng‘. and all kinds of 1

Park Estate Office, A

5, H. M. U, Sulh-rlaud-road, N, BjW.

TO DISTRICT SURVayORS AND OTHERS.

\A7ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT under a

VV DiiWetSuiveyor. orwllh a Surveyor to Building Estates.

Has had considerable experiei.,-e In a flnt-r.ta office In London

ohjec'.loutotheeouutry.—Addeesf, L. A.T.Holmeas Library, Chapel

place, Cavendlab-square.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

ALTANTED, by a Young Man,
V V TION as good THRES-BRANuH HAND.

a SITJA-
-Addtew, H. K.

TO ARCHlTdCTS.

"VV/ANTED, by an experienced Assistant,

VV^ an ENGAGEMENTforthreodayslntbeweek.-Addrese, 785,

Office of ‘'The Builder,

w ILL be DISENGAGED on the 14th of

ANT, aged 28- Well up in peispec

effective colourist. Quick and aci

conalderab e oul

r»aud exterior, aud

office. Sbeffieid.

ALT'ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a good
VV p sctical BUILDER'S FOREMAN. Has been accustomed

to all branches, setting out work, making working drawings.

VirANTED, a KE-ENGAGEMENT,
VV CLERK of WORKS. GENERAL CLERK, and CASH

as
CASHIER.

or to Macage a Bu-iness (a Carp.juler aud Joiner). Fair draughts -

man, thoroughly understands aettlug

U) laud surveying, lorelllog, Ac. First-class testimonials and the

blgheat referemea—Address, A. B. 11. Norris-street.St. James e, 8.W.

A STRONG ACTIVE YOUTH,
/~\ nearly two years at the Bench, **

!,aged 16,been
deelroue of being

aCARPENTBK, wants EMPLOYMENT, where h.

trade, and earn hi* llviog- Good character.—Address, H. A. MAJOR,

19, Ltncolu’s-lim-fteld*.
.
—

S CLERK.—The Advertiser wishes for a

fs^ood drsughUunn and accountant. Ha* a knowl^edge of quati-

tltlea Would not mind ailing uptime at bench. Good

Addree*. H. CRANE. 28. Sontbam-street. Upper Weitbourne Park. W

A
TO BUILDERS.

YOUNG MAN, aged 21, wishes for a

London, or within

so miioa uu mo cuu-..- •• — , - Salary moder»t*. Highest

nf“e'“s8r-Addr»*ToMro'fflce Of BuUdet/;

TO AUCTIONEERS AND HOUSE AGENTS, OB THE
IRON TRADE.

.

A GENTLEMAN, aged 34, with good
business knowledge, seeke an APPOINTMENT In ^

an established buslnase In el'her of the above, s^ltn a

Partnerahlp. Reference* exchanged.—Address^, i

MacmlUan A Co. Henrletla-st t, Coveut-garden, W.C.

S ASSISTANT to a Builder. Is

branches of tbe building trade.
_
Can pre-

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

AtrANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT by a

VV thoroughly practical and experlenasd CLBRKof WORKS
r GENERAL FOREMAN. Thoroughly uu(

ireparing detail* aud meaanrlng of all worki

8 to energy, ability, and sobriety from l»*t

Iddreis, 8. H. C. 22B. Westmlnste' B'

,nds drawings and
Highest teatlmonial*

..jployerj. Aged 36.

—

Bcldge-road. Lambeth.

T0 SURVEYORS, LAND aud ESTATE

TO ESTATE OWNERS. CONTBAOrORS, BUILDdtlS,

^PHE Advertiser desires an ENGaGEMENT
I as CLERK of AVORKS or FOREMAN. H thoroughly

practical. Unexceptijnable references.-Address, T. Z. Estate Office,

Kenley, Surrey,

Und workmen.-Addriss. F. B. 134, Westminster Erldge-roaJ. 8.E._

A
TO ARCHITFCTS.

GOOD DRAUGHTSMAN and expedi-
ilstant Is now disengaged. Is a fair cc

iversant witl

?om^titionriod"ihe various TuTlM'of the profeeMon^
"

country.—Address, VIGILAS8, 65, Warwlck-sti

wiwctive draughtsman, and designer, thoroughly ci
P'"P'r.., _ .V. _,.1«,.. An.iA. of the orofEM

;t, Warwick-square.

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHER^

N EXPeSbNOED DRAUGHTSMAN
,A.^raiulra"EMPLOyMENT. Accuitomed

detailed di

etrucUon, having carried

Addrese. X. Y. 2, Post-ofl

I. 4c. and Is well up In cc

I'lon some of bis own designs.

—

i-laue, Camb.-rwell, B.E.

measniiug up work, luperluUndlug men, keeping aocoimU. 4o

Carpenter by trade. Good references. 31 —Address

Holllugtou-Btraet. Aveuue-road, CamberwelU

TO STaINED QLASS workers, DECORATOR. *c-

rilHE Advertiser desires an ENGAGEMENT
I a* FIGURE and ORNAMENTAL DRAUOUToUAN. Under-

tUuds gUas-palnUng. Could take the entire or part management of

the business if required. Sketch designs and cartoons forwarded

upon appllcatlon.-Address, 941. Office of ' Tbe Builder.

AVTANTED, by a steady and sober Man, a
VV tirUATlON In a Mill or Builder's. Can work ^nd saw,

goodclrcularsharpener.or work circular bench.-Addrese H. 11. M.

1
TO COSTBACTORS and BUILDERS.

^PHE Advertiser, who has had great expe-

I
I rlenco, dealies an ENGAGEMENT as AGENT or CON-

' TRACTORS' ENGINEER, at home or abroad, or a PARTNERSHIP

,

where a unUl cipltal and abilities would be equivalent to a share.-

Address, by leltsr, 951. Office of "The Builder."

AATANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
VV of ]fl years' ixpetlence, a RE-ENUaGEMENT a* SHOP or
.A— Win n4.i,..*in„ */, tViA cau titcv.—Addrcsi.

ce, WMUuiuiter, S.W.

AAT"anted,
VV ENGAOEMEl

TO ARCeiTGCTS.

by the Advertiser,
-.ndnn Office. Ulaseic. Salai

et, Fortman-squace,

RE-
ENGAGEMENT in a London Office. Ulaseic. Salary^oderate.

Addieei. J. U. 63, Upper Berkeley-st
' " '

IITANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
V V TION as BUILDER'S CLERK. Use been accustomed to take

out quantities, measnte up work, and 8*"®™
,

"*
f

builder's office. Good lefcrenccs.-Addr.as, X. Y.Z. J67, Edgwait

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

anted, by a good CARPENTER and
VV JOINER. PIECE WORK, labour only, town or country

;
or

could take the Management of a Job.—Address, ALPHA, 5, Carmar-

then-street, Bhepperton-street, Isllogton, N.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

ALT'ANTED, a SITUATION as CLERK or

VV CASHIER, by a hlghly-respectsble man of acllve and iu

TO BUILDERS OB MASTER PLUMBERS.

rpiIE Advertiser, agoodpractical PLUMBER,
I wishes (0 meet with a JOB or CONSTANCY. Can turn his

hand to other branches if required. Good refi-reuce* can be given.

No ol jrcllon to the country.—Address, H. W. No. 12, Little Maryle-

bono-slreet. W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND CIVIL ESGINF.SRS.

rpHE Advertiser, who is a first-class general
I draughtunan and very quick, desires EMPLOYMENT, ^rma-

nent prelerred. Salary low.—Address, A. F. B. 70, Offitc-road, Barns-

bury.N.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, Ac.

PLUMBING WANTED, by the PIECE,
either In town or country.—Addre*», R. I. 16, Markham-street,

tnelre.*, S.W.

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS,
,

GOOD GEAINEE and WRITER is

,pen to an ENGAGEMENT. Thoroughly competent t® take

f wo.kif lequiied.—Addren, A. L- 8'2. Hall-place, Hall Park,

Edgware-road.

A
A N ARCHITECT, holding a public ap-

J\. polntment, has a VACANCY for a PUPIL. Premium not *0

rou'ch an object as a Youth who will alUnd to his b^lni

by letter to a. 8. 28. Woburn-plnce, Russell-iqnara, W.L.
la.—Apply

A GOOD PLUMBER wants a JOB, or as

THREE-BRANCH HAND, It for i

Herencee.—Addrese, A. Z. 3, Hacketi’s-terrac

Peckham.

A THOROUGH BUILDER’B CLERK, of

great practical experience, qa'lifiedlne'

_nd measure up works, make out aocont — ,
—

ENOAOKMENT. Reference*, _&o. flrst-oiass.— AddreJ, B. B. c

Mr. Thom, ,t-offlce, Kin

A N ARCHITECT and SURVEYOR’S
JrV. ASSISTANT, of eight years’ atandlag, possessing a thorough

expeiienceln Iconslructlon, surveying, quantities, *' «"' » v®od

draughitmso and colourist, U desirous of a psrin

MENT. Or WutkiuK Drawlaga made a* "" "vre

Efficient Fceoch schola-.—Addrase, 2‘"‘

_ rent ENGAGE-
reed price per set.

I, Office of'" The Builder.

IJLASTEEING WANTED, by a
X roughly Practical Man. Labour only. Good relcr

Address, 8U5, Omce of " The BuUder."

tho-

TO ARCHITECTS.

A FIRST-CLASS DESIGNEE, Perspective
Draughteman, CoIouiUt, and Practical Mm. well up in the

reuulremenU of the Metropolitan Asylum District Boards, w open to

an KNGAQE.MENr lo Town, temporary or ntherwi*e,-Al(lr««8,

ARCHITECT. Post-office. Upper Charles-street. Westminster.

TO BUILDERS. DKC0RAT0R8.

AATANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
VV an ENGAGEMENT as FOREMAN or PAINTERS, working

jt'otherwise. Is thoroughly practlci

and eliding, embossiug, graiuiug. and the

AddrefS, M. 85. Trafalgar - wr-i.„-..v.Walwoith-road, S.

ANTED, by a Young Married Man, a

VV BIIUATION as PLUMBER, or Three-Branch U*od. Used

to town or country work.—Addrese, 0. W. 5, William-street, Mary-

lebone-lane, W.

Employment wanted, by a sober and
iieady Young Man, a Carpenter aul Jolne-, In Pteparl^ng and
iieady Young Man, aCarpen

Making, Cabinel-msklng. ~-,

I —Addreae, J. WATSON, 52, Lever-st

A'
S CLERK of WORKS, or GENERAL

thoroughly pi-acUoal Mau. Has carri

country. Unexceptionable relereuc.

Address. T. B. L. Messrs. Moore, 90 a.

It Urge woik* In Town and
to L'jodou Architect*, *«.—

t. Marlin'e-lane. London, W.C.

TO ARCHITECTS. 4c.

\ THOROUGHLY experienced and prac-

l\. tlcal ASSISTANT Is open to an ENGAGEMENT. Town or

itry, or to go abroail.—Address, Z. 6, Belgrave-street, Klng'i

ANTED, a SITUATION, by a l-ood

VV GRAINEH. or Job. Good, tecommetcUiioo, and refcitnce

n.—Address, W. l,Kiibj--8i •D, Holborn.

A
TO BUILDERS.

ANTED, a SITUATION by a Young
Man, ageJ 22, as CARPENTER aud JOINER. Wages no

mveh an object as a constancy. Town or country.—Address. 8.

Grove-street, Camden Towa,N.W.

TO ARCRITECIS AND OTHERS.

'WTANTED, by a thoroughly practical and
VV energetic Man. a SITUATION as UlEKK of WORKS, or

1.—Address, .WJ, Office of

TO ARCHITECTS.

A CLERK of WORKS, of great experience
In his business, U in WANT of an ENGAGEMENT. Refer-

ences flrst-cUes.-Address, Mr. SMITH, C6, Hatfleld-street, Stamford-

A DRAUGHTSMAN, thoroughly
acquainted with Medise =‘°

EMPLOYMENT tor Evenings.-Address, No. 46, Office ot loe

Builder." —

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, Ac.

N ARCHITECT, of extensive practical

experience In the management of worksand in office!, a sound

and quick conetrucUve draughUman, epeclflcatlon writer, and care-

ful designer, la opeu to an ENGAGBSIENT, temporary or otherwUe,

on mSderlte tems.-Address, ARCHITECT, cate of Mr. dump. 6,

Prospect-place, Batterssa-jUe, S.W.

AA e

T AVERS BAERAUD, &
I J WESTLAKE, ARTISTS IN GLASS and WALL PAINTING,

DESIGNERS OF MONUMENTAL BRASSES.

L STREET. BLOOMSBURY, LONDON, and 93, BRIDGE
STREET, DEANSGAIft MANCHESTER.

and EMBOSSED

A THOROUGHLY efficient DECORATOR
J\. desires a RE-ENGAGEMENT as FOREMAN of PAINTERS.

Well up in measuring, eslimstiug, 4c Flret-class roCerencr.

Addters, B. R. 24. Cantertmry-lerrace, Maida-vale, W.

TO ARCHITECTS. _ „ , „
FIRST - CLASS DRAUGHTSMAN,

thoroughly op in Gothic detail, will shortly

Addrew, 937. Office of '' The Builder."

)AINTED
GLASS WORKS,

G. G. H 0 D 8 0 N,

05 DRUMMOND-STKEET, EUSTON-aQUARE, N.W.
' CHURCH DECORATOR AND WAITER.

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES.

A. le DISENGAGED.

\A7ANTED, by a Young Man, aged ID, a
V V SITUATION SB PLDilBEK'3 ASelSTANT, or IMPROVER.-

lA^ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by an
V' expeiiencrd CLERK of WOUKa,—Address, B. J. C. 198,

Ewex-rund, Islington.

TO BUILDERS, CONTR.ACTOR=. AND OTHERS.

YA^ANTED, a RK-ENGAGEJIEJnT, by a
V r ihortugh’y ptattical Mili, as GENEBAL FOREMAN,

Joiner by trade, to lake the entire thaige of ft Job; is thoroughly

acquainted with ell biahchee of the vrade. Good refcieuces.—

Addietp, A. B. 169. Cambr.dge-etrtet, Pluilic'', S.W.

TO BUILDERS.

WELL-EDUCATED YOUTH, aged IS,

Ud.Blrous of oblalhlDg n SHUATION a* JUNIOR CLERK,
lITTBullder'. Office -Address, J. J. 0. Slephensoa 4 Maget’d, 6 a,

Mexlcftu-tensca, Albion-street. Klug'd-cross, N.

A
TO ARCHITECT:

An Experienced Clerk of Works, with
(xcelleut TestImonUli. and ipferences ^f-'orn leadiog Uwn

BI'tUATION.—Adureai, A. 202, Bejin

THOROUGHLY Competent GOTHIC
DRAUGHTSMAN WANTED temporftiily to prepare working,

—lajl drawingd fur a chnrcb,—Addreiii, with term*. T. E F
boRRELL’d, StAtiouer, Churlog Cross.

A

Lead glazing for OHUROHES and
other BUILDINGS, Plain QUHTie*. Geometrical Patterns, or

Pres Work Builders aud the Trade are supplied with every deectlp-

Uon of Lead Lights and Window Lead, on the shorteet notice aud

lowest terms, by F. ODELL, Plain and Ornament-.! Lead Glazier to

the Trade. 8. Bii'h-streef, City-road. E.C. Extra etrong Lead for

Churches, &c. KstUuatee forwarded on receipt of particulars.

LASS. — W. H. JACKSON supplies

CtI BRITISH PLATE. PATENT PLATE. ROLLED "PLATK,

citOWN SHEET, HORTICULTURAL. ORNAMENTAL,COLOURED
PHOTOGRAPHIC, and every description of Gln*a, of the best uiann-

Warehouse. 315, Oiford-stn

/CRYSTAL WHITE SHEET GLASS.—
\ J WHOLESALE BRITISH and FOREIGN WINDOW GLASS

' wanir.HonHB.
xisu ana ruiviaiv

WAREHOUSE,
British and Patent Plate, Crown, Sheet, HortlcoUnriC. Stained,

Coloured, Ornamental, Ground, Fluted, Rot^h Plate,

Photographic, and every Description oIGlMS.

Estimates and Price-list* forwarded free on receipt of buslnei* card,

addressed to

R. MKITAU 4 00. „
SO and 31, PRINCES STBEST SOHO. LONDON, W.
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Underground Life*

VISIT to a coal

mine is always

extremely inte*

resting, and even

exciting, to a

novice. The un-

derground work-

ings are reached

by the shaft; in

a bucket sns-

peuded from a

rope in some collieries, but on a well-arranged

platform with a cage and shield overhead, the

whole travelling in guides, in others. An unplea-

sant feeling is experienced at starting, in the sen-

sation of vacancy which the going down a shaft

always produces. The backet rubs against the

walls j the space is narrow, and appears still more

so than it really is, on account of the darkness. It

is but dimly lighted by the lamps. Water filters

through the rock drop by drop, in a fine rain, and

now and then the thought occurs that a stone

might fall from the wall^and smash your head ;

that the rope, stretched by the weight it sup-

ports, and whose oscillations are perceptible, may
also break, or the bottom of the bucket come
ont. In the middle of the shaft the thought

occurs of a collision, or of a possible entangle-

ment
;

but when the obstacle is escaped you

breathe more freely, and soon reach your

journey’s end, happy to have escaped with so

little trouble. Visitors sometimes decline to go

down the mine in this way, while others cower

down at the bottom of the bucket, where they

remain motionless through fear, and on reaching

the bottom it is actually necessary to turn the

bucket over to gat them out, and they only re-

cover their senses with difficulty. The miners,

on the contrary, make this journey twice every

day without a thought of danger
j
and they

laugh and talk in going down, just as an old

soldier goes under fire without shrinking, and

gaily faces the shower of grape-shot.

Two or three times every four-and-twenty

hours, but nsually twice, morning and evening,

the fresh turn of hands enters the mine. The
sight is a carious one

; the men press forward in

a body
; then, at the sound of the bell, they dis-

appear in crowded groups in the tubs and cages,

or down the ladders. They are heard talking on

first leaving; but the sound of their voices is

soon lost in the shafts, until it becomes merely a

hoarse murmur, and only the pale glimmer of

their lights is distinguishable.

Prayers are offered up in some Continental

mines by the miners before going down; in most

mines, however, this is neglected. When they

arrive at the bottom of the shaft they separate,

and every one goes to his place of work.

In the stalls and working-places where the

noise is heard, and where the smell of gunpowder

is perceptible, the miners are getting the coal

;

in the levels the rolley-boys and horses are

crowded together, and trains go and come
;
at

the bottom of the abafo it is the noise made in

hooking on or unhooking tubs which is heard,

and the shouts of the hookers-on to the landers

* Underground Life
;

or, Mines and Minors. By L.

Simouin : translated, adapted to the present state ol

British milling, suii edited, by U. W. Bristow, F.R.S., of

the Geological Survey, lllustraied with many pUtes, in-

cluding cluomoluhographs. London : Chapman & Hall.

1S69.

at the pit-mouth. The lamps only shine at cer-

tain points, lighting up the faces of the men, the

shape of the wagons, and the coal which glistens

here and there ; the rest is cast in shadow,

and yet the whole effect is animated and

startling.

The galleries cross each other in all directions,

like the streets of a town with many turnings.

There are cross-roads and squares
;
each road

has its name and destination, bat as there are no

sign-posts, a stranger loses his way at first, soon

finding it, however, by practice. Some of the

galleries, which are long, wide, and well ven-

tilated, form the principal thoroughfares and

great streets, constituting the fine quarter of the

mine. The others, which are sometimes low,

narrow, tortuous, ill supplied with air, kept in

bad repair, and liable besides to be only in tem-

porary use, are like the old quarters, which will

soon have to disappear. This underground town

is inhabited night and day; it is lighted, but

with lamps. It has railways, traversed by

horses and locomotives. It has streams, canals,

and fountains—strong springs of water which,
j

in truth, could be very well dispensed with.

There are even certain plants and living creatures

which are peculiar to it ;
and life, as has been

said, seems to assume special forms in it. It is

the black and deep city, the city of coal, and

the lively centre of labour. The inhabitants

only live in it part of the day or night to do

their work ;
and the crews or shifts relieve each

other two or three times in the course of the

four-and-twenty hours. There are not, as might

be supposed, either promenades, shops, or houses,

and still less resident miners who never see day.

light again when they have once entered the
|

works. The horses only, in some districts, never

leave the mine.

Some anthers have spoken of men who spend

all their lives underground, who are born and

die there, painfully subjected to the labours of

tbe Troglodytes. There are two mines in par-

tioular on which the imagination delights to

brood—those of WielHczka and Boohnia, in

Austrian Gallicia, where they do not work coal,

but a rich mass of rock-salt. At the intersec-

tion of the galleries the miners have carved out

of the solid rock obelisks, columns, statues, and

even a chapel. There was no need to pretend

that there were in these salt-mines houses

several stories high, bazaars, theatres, coffee-

houses, hotels, springs and streams of fresh

water, and even a windmill ! It has been stated

that the miners never left these dismal abodes,

that they were born and died there. All that is

pure fiction. It is not the leas true that a large

mine in active work resembles in some respects

in appearance, and by the animation which pre-

vails in the working-places and tbe levels, an

actual town.

The dangers to life in coal mines are

varied and numerous, as every Briton well

knows. One of' the most fatal is fire-

damp ;
but on this we need not here enlarge.

In some collieries it used to be the custom,

before the safety-lamp was invented, to light the

fire-damp every night. The time is still re-

membered at Eive-de-Gier, in France, when a

man came every evening to set fire to the gas in

tbe mine—to provoke the explosion, in order

that the working stalls should be acoessible again

the next day. Wrapped in a covering of wool or

leather, the face protected by a mask, and the

head enveloped in a hood like a monk’s cowl, he

crawled on the ground before Qriog the ex-

ploaipe mixture, to keep himself as much as

possible in the layer of respirable air; for the

fire-damp, being lighter than the atmosphere,

always ascends to the upper parts of the levels.

In one hand he held a long stick, with a lighted

candle fixed at the end of it, and he went alone,

lost in this poisoned maze, cansing explosions by

advancing his lamp, and thus decomposing the

noxious gas. Having fired any mixture of fire-

damp, he naturally changed his position and

walked upright, since the carbonic acid produced

by the explosion rapidly formed the lowest layer

of air. He was called the penitent, on account

of the resemblance of his^dress to that of certain

religions orders in the Roman Catholic Church.

In other mines this brave collier was called the

cannonier. When the fire-damp killed him on

the spot, it was said that the cannonier died at

bis post on the field of honour, and that was all

his funeral oration. The same person in

English mines bore the expressive name of fire-

man.

Coal mines are liable to take fire and burn

even for years. The ignition of the coal,

especially in Staffordshire, where, from the

peculiar nature of the coal, combustion is not

uncommon, has produced surprising effects of

aUeration in the measures containing the coal.

The sandstones have become vitrified, baked,

and dilated by the fire, the banks of plastic

clay hardened, and changed nearly into porce-

lain.

In the environs of Dudley there was formerly

a coal-mine on fire. The snow melted in the

gardens as soon as it touched the ground. They

gathered three crops in a year; even tropical

plants were cultivated ;
and, as in the Isle of

Calypso, an eternal spring prevailed. It is by

somewhat similar moans that early fruit and

vegetables are grown in the depth of winter in

some of the gardens round Paris, where the

temperature of the soil and the surrounding air

is artifically raised by means of currents of hot

water made to circulate in pipes under-

ground.

In another Staffordshire colliery, the firing of

which dates many years back, and which is

j

called by the inhabitants Burning Hill, it was

noticed, as at Dudley, that the snow melted on

reaching the ground, and that the grass in the

meadows was always green. The people of the

country conceived the idea of establishing a

school of horticulture on the spot. They im-

ported colonial plants at a heavy expense, and

cultivated them in this kind of open-air conser-

vatory. One fine day the fire went out, the soil

gradually resumed its usual temperature, the

tropical plants died, and the school of horticul-

ture was under the necessity of transferring their

gardens elsewhere.

Subterranean ignitions generally only trouble

the miner by the mephitic vapours which they

give out, and the high temperature which they

cause in the stalls.

Falla of ground may bo ranked amongst the

greatest perils which the miner has to guard

against. If the shock be direct, the man is

crushed on the spot
;
or if he escape, it is at the

cost of a limb. Masses of rock from the roof,

bell-moulds, as lumps of ironstone are called in

the figurative language of the colliers, sometimes

become suddenly detached without the least

warning, from the shales or friable coal forming

the roof. These lumps, frequently of great size,

falling on the head of ths miner, often kill him

outright.

In other cases, the wallings and timberings

give way under the enormous pressure of the

ground.

The danger of underground inundations is as

formidable as that of falls of gronnd. The water

accnmulates in the mine, in a body, in basins, in

actual lakes. The miner keeps it there by dams

made of cement or clay—by wooden framework,

the different pieces of which are geometrically

put together like the stones of a wall or a vault.

Equally cleverly devised masonry has been

built up in the shafts
;
and yet the pressure of

the water is sometimes so great as to overcome

all these obstacles. An old English oollier, who

believed the earth was alive, compared the

veins of water met with in mines to the veins

and arteries of the human body.

The proportion of accidents and lives lost to
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the n r.nber ofperaonB employed, and the tons of

coal r liaed, in 1866, according to our author, was
as under:—
The uamber of secidentB involTine’ loaa

of life in the collieries of the United
Ki.igdi.mwas 637

The number of lieea lost by those acci-
desits was 1,431

The namher of collieries in the United
Kingdom was 3,192

The present quantity of coal raised
, .,101,630,644 tons.

A life was lost for, of coal raised 68,484 tons.
Tons of coal raised per separate fatal
accident 117,637

Persons employed per separate fatal
accident 371

Persons employed per life lost 216
The number of coaLmiuers in Great

Britain 320,663

The accidents, when analyzed, are annually
as follows :

—

By explosion of fire-damp 160'6
By lalis of roof . 146'6
By falls, &e., in shafts 197-0
By sundry causes lOO'l

1009-3

It is remarkable that in the confined and sun-
less atmosphere in which the coal-miner lives
half his time, he contracts few special maladies

;

nevertheless, in the course of time the bad air
impoverishes his blood and causes anmmia, while
the dust arising from the coal produces danger-
ous affections of the cheat and luogs. On the
other hand, the miner is sheltered from the in-
clemency of the weather, from cold, wind, and
rain, and is more favoured in that respect than
the out-door labourer. Ho has, nevertheless, to
be careful not to take cold on leaving the mine,
and to observe certain precautions when he has

,

to work in water. Now that the long ladders
have been nearly all done away with in coal-
mines—though nob so in metallic mines—and
with them the serious lung-diseases which they
induced, it may bo said that, accidents excepted,
the most formidable enemy of the miner is
rheumatism. It is accidents only which expose
the miner to a thousand perils, and which cause
death, as it were, to march incessantly by his
side.

The managers of collieries generally watch
over the safety of their men with a paternal
Bolioitudo. Sick-fuuds are everywhere esta-
blished, and supported by subscriptions, and by
tho produce of fines, which are imposed at every
miuo whenever any of the standing rules are
broken.
The siok-clubs, which are now generally being

intt'uduced into tho collieries of this country, are
under the management of the mioers themselves.
The coal production of the globe in 1866, ac-

cording to il. Simonin, was as under :
—

“Uiiiled Kingdom (England, Ireland, and Tons
ScoUaodJ... lOl,0-JO,’5-i4

OJier countries of Europe—
Prussia 17,090,000
Franco Il,3it0,0ij0

Belgium 12,UOi>,COO
Austria •»,0it0,0 0
Saxony 2,5u0,000
Hoise, Bavaria, Hano-

ver, Russia, Spain,
Italy, Ac -1,0)0,003

60,800,003
ibrrth Amonea lo,000,(.03

Other countries of tho
gl >be—
Jniiitt,Chin8, Japan, Australia, &c. 3,000,000

Europe, even, cannot dispense with tho services of the
United Kingdom. If nature in the formation of coal-fields
has favoured England at the expense of the other countries
of the Old World, the greater number of the latter are,
notwithstanding, possessed of Carboniferous deposits,
which they work with greater ardour; still, what is re-

quired to mike the production equal to the consumption
is derived from England. Here, again, we see the British
coal-ships make their appearance, notin the Mediterranean
only, where we have already followed in their wake, but
all along the coasts of the Atlantic, of the English
Channel, of the North Sea, and the Baltic. France
herself is in this respect the tributary of Great Britain.”

The excellent work of M. Simonin treats

chiefly of coal-mines, but also to a considerable
extent of metallic mines and surface works

j
and

the volume is concluded with a briefer account
of mines and other works which yield precious
stones.

In speaking of metallic mioers, he says :

—

“The miter in metal, like tho coal-hewrr, occupies a
distinct place, and is marked by peculiar characters in the
great family of workers. He constitutes the true type of
miner, a sort of subterranean pioneer, a type more
varied, and of yet greater originality than that of the
collier. lu coal-mines a certain sort of family likeness pre-
vails, the same discipline distinguishes the works, the
strictness of the regulations in force in each district is the
same, and these deprive the workman of a portion of his
local habits and customs. In metal-miues, on tbe con-
trary, the depo 'its are dissimilar, and each of them has a
special mode of occurrence, necessitating different
systems of (working

;
and tbe discipline also is less exact.

Lastly, while the ordinary way of mining for coal is

scarcely a hundred years old, some of the metal-mines have
been worked for ages as they are now worked. In each of
them the workman has retained, as it were, the stamp of
the ground—peculiar manners and customs.”

It may be useful to quote the following

passage from remarks on the purity of gold ;
—

“ Analyses of some Specimens of Ooldfroyn Mines.

Composition in a thousand parts.

Gold. Silver.
copper, &c.

Biberia ... (
(.Lral, 5.. 950

Australia 9i0

r^rni'a / Northern mines 900lorma
^ Central mines... 800

before the public in the pages of the daily press.

There is one mode, however, of investigating
the subject which no publicist, so far as we are

aware, has attempted. It is one that leads to
very important conclusions. We are happy to

add that they are little less encouraging than
they are important.

Eighteen years of railway history are summa-
rily compared in the analyses of the report. In
the year 1849, when the comparison commences,
the sum, in round numbers, of 230,000,0001.
sterling had been expended npon 6,000 miles of
railway, which had then been constructed at a
cost exceeding 38,000J. per mile. The gross
receipts for that year were hard upon 12,000,OOOZ.
sterling, or 1,957Z. per mile, and the number of
passengers carried was nearly 69,000,000.
At the expiration of nine years—that is to say,

in 1858—the capital had been increased 41 per
cent. The length of line open had been in-

creased 58 per cent. The gross receipts had
doubled. The receipts per mile had increased

35 per cent. The passengers had rather more
than doubled.

At the close of the second period of nine years,
or in December, 1867, the capital had increased

54 per cent, on that of 1858, or 111 per cent, on
that of 1849. The length of line open had in-

creased nearly 60 per cent, on that open in 1858,
and 136 per cent, on that open in 1849. The
gross receipts had increased 64 per cent, on those
in 1858, and had more than trebled (333 per
100) those of 1849. The earnings per mile had
increased 9i- per cent, on those in 1858, or 45
per cent, on those of 1849. The passengers bad
increased 106 percent, over those of 1858, or 315
per cent, on those of 1849.
The great difference in the rate of increase,

in every item, between the first and the second
^

of these two pex-iods, is much more striking
when we compare the cost at which the additional
mileage was constructed in either case. The
3,500 miles constructed in the first nine years
averaged 27,400Z. per mile, and redneed the coat

of the entire net of railways bo 34,300Z. per mile.

Totul
'' See England !” (contin

> 68,800,000

170,i3i),544”

.
'9 Simonin). “Coal does not

merely luruish the indiapeiiaaljle aliment of the factories •

it serves beside to freight ships. Should coal fail else'
where, England alone could supply the world. She
exp.Tts at this lime more than nine million tons the
eleventh part of her entire produce. It is by means of
their coal depots that the modern representatives of the
old Fhcenieians mark their maritime halting-places on the
globe; andit is partly for the supply of their steamers that
they thus transport coal from one hemisphere to the other
In the Mediterranean they are everywhere, espcciaUy at
Gilirultar, Malta, and Alexamiria; in the Red Sea at
Bn. z

;
in tho Indian Ocean, at Aden, the Mauritius Natal

Mozauibique,andZunz'bdr; then at Muscat, Bombay mJ
Calcutta. Rangoon, Singapore, and thesiationa

in tbe China and J apauese waters
j
in tbe Atlantic at Buenos-Ayus, Monte \ideo, Ilio Jatu-iro, Bahia, Pernambueo

and at the Azores, Madeira, the Canary Islands, Ascen-
sion, Saint He ena, tho Cape ot Good Hope, on the coasts
ol Gumeaand Congo All these stations, all these anchor-age^ have stores ol English coal

j so has the entire archi-pelago of the Antilles, especially Cuba. Jamaica, SaintThomas, and Colou-AspmwaU. Along the coasts of NorthAmerica—at Quebec, llaiifai, Boston, and New York—the British Colonies and the energetic Yankees competewith each other in supplying coB. In' the Poeifle ft isPanama, Guayaquil, Callao, Arica, and Valparaiso which
the coal-ships visit

; and on the opposite parallel in the
northern hemisphere, San Francisco, the Queen of thouro.tucean: hiiaily, between the Indian Ocean and tbe
Pscihe It IS the great island Australia, whroh of itself
forms a sectiou of the globe. The gloha aoic btloiigt to
ritv<fL-icAocii« tupply her viih coal

;

and, as a celebrated
atatesman said lu the House of Commons, all tho nations
wbioh are without combustible minerals are the vassals of
England,

This table shows how the character of tho
gold varies with tho country which produces it,

and how it often differs from that of the gold The 4,700 miles constructed between 1858 and
which is coined or worked. The standard gold

, 1867, cost 37,400Z-, almost exactly 10,000Z. per
coin in England, by an Order in Council issued

j

mile, or 36 per cent, more than those of the former
in the reign of her present Majesty in 1855, is ' period

;
thus increasing the total cost ofthe entire

made of an alloy consisting of twenty-two parts system to 35,30UZ. per mile.
of pure gold aud^ two parts of alloy, the alloy It is thus plainly evident that the railways of
being an indefinite proportion of silver and this second period were at once more expensive
copper. The standard for gold used by jewellers and less remunerative than those of the first,
and goldsmiths (hence called jewellers’ gold) is They cost within l,O00Z. per mile as much as did
18 parts of pure gold in 24 parts of alloyed the railways prior to 1849, by the construction
metal (called gold of 18 carats fine); bub

^

of which we had to obtain onr knowledge of an
articles of plate and jewelry may also bo entirely new system of engineering, and in the
wrought ot J, 1_, or 15 carats pure. In France cost of which the price of that experience was
the proportion is_9 parts of pure gold to 1 of

,

included. It is true that the heavy cost of the
copper lor gold coinage, and 7i^ of pure gold to

;
expensive metropolitan termini, and internal

of copper for the gold employed for jewelry ' links, is included in the latter term. But while
and goldsmiths work. It need scarcely be added this will do much to account for the increased
that the object of alloying the gold with copper

|

outlay, it may, on the other hand, be expected
18 to make the precious metal harder and less

, to have contributed in equal proportion to tho
liable to wear.

j

increase in the sum total of receipts, and in the
Like most metaluferouB substances, precious numbers of passengers,

stoues are generally met with in veins or in; During the second period, therefore, from 1858
simple fissures, and oven in cavities, which either to 1867, the 4,700 miles of railway, constructed
traverse or occur near eruptive rocks. Some-
times they are fouud dissemiuatod through the
rook itself. Moat gems are considered to have
been produced, like metallic ores, from aqueous

at the price of 37,4U0Z. per mile, while increasing
the runuiug length of some by 60 per cent., only
increased the gross receipts by little more than
the same proportion. A closely similar pro-

solutions and hot vapours. Time, repose, and ' portiouabe increase of length (58 per cent.)
tnft TTIOfina T*-, -r/.n .-o ^ — ..i...! J -..11- . - . .

'
,

V
. , .the means being favourable, sparkling crystal

lizatioDs are the result, and the gem slowly
appears, crystalliziug itself out from the sur-
rounding rock in which it originated. Volcanic
lavas have given birth to some gems.
The British public are in no small degree

indebted to the translator of this instructive
and valuablo work for adapting it to the
present state of British mining; and also for
reducing tho somewhat high-flown, and romantic
stylo of the original, which nevertheless gives
a minute and practical account of mining
throughout the world by an experienced miner.
Thu work is well printed, on excellent paper,

and contains 10 fine chromo-lithographs of
mecallio and other minerals, precious stones,
&c., with 100 uocoloured engravings on wood,
and 20 valuable geological maps.

THE llAILWAY PROSPECTS OF 1SG9.

The railway returns of the Board of Trade
tilford to any one who is at the same time practi-
cally familiar with the subject of railways, and
apt at analysis, tho means of arriving at very
important results. To a very groat extent iu-
duciious and analyses have been already brought

duriug the former period, at the cost of a third
leas per mile, had allowed the receipts earned at
the commencement of the time to be doubled.
How much of this difference was attributable
to circumstancea beyond the direct control of
the projectors of the various lines, it is not now
our purpose to inquire. The facts themselves
are sufficiently striking.

Had we been destitute of the experience due
to a more sober period of constructive industry,
the fact that in eighteen years, by increasing our
railway net to the extent of 136 per cent., wo
trebled the receipts, and more than trebled tho
number of passengers carried at the commence-
ment of that period, would be enough to lead
us to form no contemptible idea of the energetic
growth of the great industrial interest identified
with the now system of transit. The facta are
of extreme signifioance

j and tho deduction
that, if wasteful extravagance is avoided, a
gradual improvement in the returns and divi-
dends of the railway property of the country
wilt take place, is hardly to be avoided.

There is another aspect of the question, of
even more immediate practical interest, as to
which tbe returns now before us do not aflhrd
the means of so complete an analysis

j but to
which it is not easy to attach too much impor-
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tauce. Well or ill laid out, 500 millions of paid-

up capital have been expended. We- have over

14,000 miles of railway. They cost that 500

millions. There is the property ;
such is its

cost. It is of no use to grnmble. What remains

is to make the best of it
;

that is the clear

interest of every proprietor.

Now, the property being thus provided, the

unit of income is the train mile. The aggre-

gate distance traversed by railway-trains in the

United Kingdom, during 1867, was 148,542,827

miles ;
the running cost per mile was 23. 8d.

;

the net earning per mile was within a fraction

of the same sum ; the working expenses have

gradually increased from 48 per cent, in 1865,

to a little over 50 per cent, during 1867, of the

gross intake. The net revenue, amounting to

nearly 20 millions sterling, shows a retui’n of

only 3'91 per cent, on the paid-up capital. The

result of the working of 1866 gave one-tenth

more per cent, to the shareholders
;
that of the

nrecedinc voar was 4-04 per cent. This result 1 prove.

advantageously, increased, since the opening of

the London and Birmingham Railway. But

with this extension of base is connected an

increase of friction. The actual traction neces-

sary on curves is increased with the increased

distance between rigid axles. The grinding of

the flanges against the rails, the hammering to

pieces of both carriages and way, and the general

irregular movement of the train, are all in-

creased
j
and the increase is such as to assume a

definite money value. As to the various methods

projected, and, in a few instances, actually intro-

duced, with the aim of removing this rigid

obstruction, we are not now about to speak.

The subject is one that is not likely to fail to

receive full professional attention. It is rather

to the interest of the shareholder, for his servants

to make the best of the actual plant in use on

onr 14,000 miles of railway, than it is for them

to be too anxious in the study of novel improve-

ments, however ultimately valuable they may

must be regarded as at least one-fifth less than

the par value of interest on the capital j—five

per cent, of annual dividend, with a further

sum laid by for the extinction or replace-

ment of the capital, within a definite period,

being the very least that can be considered

a fair remuneration for the venture of the

shareholders. But a small proportion of the

500 millions of capital would have been raised

if the subscribers had not expected a more

ample return.

To give the railway shareholder 5 per cent., it

is therefore necessary that every train should

earn, on an average, let us say, 6s. per mile.

This would allow 2s. 8d. for running charges,

the present actual cost, and Ss. 4d. for the use

The same rule should be that of the traffic

manager. The expense which the total mileage,

and total working cost of all the railways of the

United Kingdom, gives as ^the average cost per

train mile, is of course only an approximation to

the coat per mile on any individual railway . Let

the manager ascertain what is the cost of his

own. Let him fix the remunerative price, five,

seven, ten, whatever number of shillings per

train mile it may be. His first duty will be to

take off every traia that does not earn the miui-

mum mileage. It will be within his province to

do that which we have not attempted, namely,

to divide the mileage cost of passenger and of

goods trains. Ho will be able to ascertain the

cost and the earnings of each. If he brings this

information clearly out, and if he adheres to the

rule to strike off losing trains, we think that a

very considerable difi’erenco will be made in the

encouragement given to passenger traffic, as

compared with, the carriage of goods.

We have not before ns at the moment tl^s

gross amount of the goods tonnage for ISO/.

That for 1865 was 114^ millions of tons. Let

us take that for 1867 approximately^ at 120

millions of tons. The sum earned by this traffic

was 21,500,0001. sterling, or 54 per cent, of the

total earnings of the year. Now, if we allow

the number of twelve passengers to the ton,

which cannot be too close to the mark, wo find

that the remaining 46 per cent, of the gross

railway revenue was earned by the conveyance

of 24 millions of tons of passengers, or one-fifth

part of the total net duty performed by the

locomotive power.

It is, no doubt, the case that the amount ot

nou-paying weight, that is to say, the weight of

That the powerful and heavy engines, which

are requisite for the mail and express service of

the main trunk railways, form very extravagant

machines for propelling the trains of branch

lines, there can be no doubt. In all questions of

increase of stock, considerations of this nature

must be carefully kept in view. Bat the matter

most pressing on the attention of the truffio

manager is now to make the best use of his

actual plaut. And the point where the largest

economy is tobe most readily effected seems to be,

that no empty carriages should be run in a train,

and no badly paying trains should be run at all.

Very much is due to the convenience of the

Dublic. So unexpected has been the increase of uuu-t-'-j- i- p

Lvelling, that tL managers of railways have carriages, is greater

ot the fixed property—the rent, or dividend,
|

not given that
diroote°d ' ar^nSd olSe, and the former are often, from

on the capital annk in oonstraoting and stooking
,

inorease which may
eonvenienra is not I

want of dne arrangement ot trains, ridionlonaly

the line. Every train, therefore, that earns, on
, .„l.. and mav be dis- 1

over-aocommodoted with room On the other

hand, on some lines, where the heavy traffic riius

principally in one direction, there is a very Inrgo

amount of empty back transport of wagous.

Then again we have to consider the amount ot

damage inflicted on the Way by the respective

divisions of traffic. Under this head we tnke

it that most engineers will hold that the

heavy goods trains are more iujurious than

ordinary passenger trains, but less injurious than

express trains. If we consider from 25 miles to

30 miles per hour to be a fair rate of passenger

transit, we are inclined to believe that the cost

of increased speed will augment something in

the ratio of the square of the velocity. Thus,

if we suppose the above estimated cost of 23. 8J.

per mile to represent, not the expenditure, but

tne une, x^very xraiu, vucieiuiu, — -- i,„ .qia i

the average, less than this minimum sum, must arbitrary. Certain rules exist, and may be dis-
j

be regarded as involving a loss to the company, covered, for every description 5
To say that every train, in order to avoid loss, traffic 5

and it is not too much to say that the dis-

should Contain se^nty-four third-class passen-
[

tribution of trams over many of our railway

gers, if rated at a penny a mile, or pasBongera of time-tablea is often but little m aooordance with

one, two, or three olaBses, whose respective faros !
many of these rules.

^

In trnnk lines passengers

should amount to an ccinivalent sum, does not ' ordinarily wish to arrive at their destination at

seem to call for a very serious effort on the part
:
a fixed hour either early in the

of the servants ot the companies. A single towards the close of the day. The arrival of a

third.olaas carriage of the broad gango would train at a mam terminus at intermediate times

contain the requisite number. It is trne that , is rarely a great convemenoe to travellers. Ihe

the ooenpanta are penned together in a manner fact that there^ is snob an interval bet

rather fit for pigs than for the great patrons and train and train is one that is important to the

supporters of the railways which thus misuse ' servants of the company. It is ot minor

them, but still thev mav be, and often are. so importance to the travelling publim

politan and suburban lines the traffic resemblesthem} but still they may be, and often

crammed into one carriage. Now, if we con-

trast the length of the ordinary passenger trains ' that of the omnibuses m
“onini charges and maintenance, including

with the requirement of absolute necessity, and unintermittent during t
,1 enma ' rl'iirntTP nsr train mile for a passenger tr.iin

if. farther,\e observe the large numbers of
;

althongh it varies in its obarao or, and to some damage,jer ^ram

passengers conveyed by some of the more
|

extent in its amoun
,

rom
^ ^ ^

-
I .in tv.:Ipb nor hour will amount to

fi^onritetrainsontbe iong ilnes „fmai.ronte,'^nby3gtoainsfiom,^h^^^

e thor to
“
develop ” or “ suit the oonvenienee "

! per hour to 7a. fid. Of course wo must not be

of a trafflo which does not naturally exist at
,

taken as ajiBerting this_ to be_^thejx^^^^^^^

these odd and intermediate times, is a sheer

we must be convinced that there is a great want

of adequate arrangement in the present working

of onr lines.

It must be remembered that the actual work-

ing cost of 2s. 8d. per train mile ia not neces-

sarily a minimum. Certain items, coke, grease,

wages, and the like, vary with the mileage of

the engines. Certain other items, such as stalion

expenditure, clerks, porters, guards of the line,

maintainers of way, are to some extent inde-

pendent of this mileage. The reduction of the

train mileage, therefore, will be an actual saving

to the company which effects such reduction of

annual outlay, while it will effect a slight addi-

tion to the cost per train mile.

There can be no doubt that it may, at times,

be a wise economy, to run a number of trains

threaten than that which can be certainly and re-

gularly filled, for the sake of developing traffic.

But this laudable design may be, aud we thiuk

frequently is, carried out to an absurd extent

;

and it should not be forgotten that the railway

which carries the largest amount of passenger

traffic, so far from having any occasion to seek

to “develope” it by unnecessary trains, has

often to leave passengers on its platforms, from

the circumstance that every seat in the carriages

is full.

There are two methods by which the running

cost of trains may be redneed, or the net earning

per train mile may be augmented. The first is

a question of structure, the second is a question

of arrangement.

No engineer of any experience can now deny

that the rigid base afforded by the ordinary

strnotui'e of our railway carriages affords an

unnecessary amount of resistance to tractive

power. The length of railway vehicles, of all

descriptions, has been considerably, and very

waste of money.
There can be little doubt that a revision of the

time-tables of the various railways on such

principles as these, and the close apportionment

of the accommodation afforded by any train to

the ordinary duty performed by that train,

would make a perceptible difference in the

working cost of our railways. A careful investi-

gation of the nature of the traffic proper to each

district, and, to a certain extent, to each station,

would lead to a method of “development” far

more fruitful, as well as far more remunerative,

than our present system.

The conductors of a line of omnibuses propor-

tion the times of their vehicles to the average

number of their passengers. If they find that

it takes twenty minutes to collect a full load,

within certain limits of the route, they will

start every twenty minutes. In the same way for

fifteen, or ten, or five, or three minutes. If on

a certain day of the week, or on any special local

occasion, the traffic is presumably much above

the average, they will do their best to put on

extra vehicles. But they will not start an omni-

bus every five minutes over a lino where it takes

ten minutes to fill one, for the sake of deve-

loping traffic. They wait on the convenience of

the public, which is indicated by the filling of

the vehicle. They do nob run at odd times, or

at intervals not demanded by the wants and

habits of their customers, for the sake of regu-

larity, or of distribution of journeys, or for any

theoretical reason. They go when they are

wanted, and they know when they are wanted

by the remunerative return of their trip.

the ease, bub it is a result accordant with the

views of some of the most able and experienced

engineers ;
and, at all events, it is near enough

the mark to illustrate the great importance of

clear analysis, and of obtaining a complete

mastery of the subject.

Now, making every allowance for thepecu.iir

expenses attendant on passenger traffic, and

supposing that the fares are so regulated ns to

compensate the company for the express speed

of certain trains, it results that the third c.ass

passenger traffic is the back-bone of railwiy

dividends. Out of the twenty-four millions of

tons of passengers, those of the third-class

amounted in 1867 to between fifteen and sixteen

millions of tons. They are the cheapest freight

carried by the railway. They needno porterage

and little station accommodation, and carry

little luggage. They travel at the most

remunerative speed. If the tare, or relative

amount of dead weight, in well-filled third-class

trains, should be even double that of the goods

trains (allowance being made for empties), the

slighter stress thrown upon the rails, as well as

upon the running stock in the former case, will

go far to counterbalance this solitary disad-

vantage. The amount earned by the conveyance

of this 153^ millions of tons of self-collected

and self-dis'ributed freight during 1867 has

been 6,432,00ji., or close upon 83. per ton. The

gross earnings of the goods traffic in 1865 (a

cheaper year for working expenses than 18t'7)

were about Ss. 4d. per ton. The more easily

and oheaply-oondncted traffic earns more than

double the amount derived from'the more bulky

aud cumbersome freight.
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We have seen that the present mileage returns

of railway traffic results in an average loss, re-

gard being had to the interest proper to be paid
on capital. We see further that the traffic now
actually carried on may be grouped into four

classes, namely, the three classes of passengers,

and the goods, minerals, and cattle j and that, in

approximate numbers, these groups earn the
respective rates of 30a., ISs., 8b. 8d., and 38. 6d.

per ton. It is true that to obtain the full value
of the experience of 1867, we should take into

account the mileage both of passengers and
goods, as well as the total numbers of the former,

and the tons weight of the latter. But without
going into this nicety of detail (which the anxious
manager will, no doubt, do for himself), it is

palpable that there is a very remarkable con-

nexion between the character of the traffic and
the net earnings of the railway.

Taking the cost of Gs. per train mile as normal,

we have given reason for estimating the mileage
of the express trains at 8s. Id. per mile for the

speed of 40 miles per hour, and lOs. 3d. per mile
for a speed of 50 miles per hour; these prices to

cover deterioration of property and 5 per cent,

dividend. Allowing for the extra quantity of

tare per ton of first-class passengers, it is pretty

evident that there conld be no loss in conveying
them at express speed, if trains were especially

devoted to their service—a point which it

is clear that some of the companies have
endeavoured to establish. The disproportion
between the fares and the accommodation of the
first and second class passengers is one of the
greatest anomalies in our present system. The
difference in the cost of conveying the two
classes, at the same speed, is, on some lines,

inappreciable. Again, on other lines, the
distinction between the second and the third

classes is little more than nominal, except in

fare. That the pnblio are arriving at a similar

conclusion is indicated by the fact that the
second-class traffic has diminished 3^ per cent,

during the year 1867, while the first-class traffic

has increased 1^ per cent., and the third class has
increased 8 per cent.

If, then, we cannot regard the first or second
class traffic as conducted on snchdiaproportionate
terms as to cause loss to the shareholders, the
question lies between the third-class traffic and
that in goods, minerals, and the like. It is only
necessary to compare the earnings per ton of
each class of traffic in order to see wh^re the

really weak point in our system lies. The con-

veyance of a ton of third-olass passengers, on the

gross average, produces for the carrying com-
pany 24-1 per cent, more than the conveyance
of a ton of goods. The tare on the conveyance
of the former is more than on that of the

latter, but all other elements of expenditure
are less in the former case. Yet it is this

important traffic which it is the general

object of railway management to discourage as
far as possible, with the futile hope of driving
passengers to pay higher fares

;
while the exer-

tions of the traffic agents in obtaining goods to

transport have been so successful as to cumber
our railway lines with 54 per cent, of entirely

nnremnnerative traffic.

The subject presses for the attention of every
railway shareholder, more especially from the
faot (to which we have before alluded as immi-
nent) that not a few of the main trunk lines

must shortly be doubled, if they are to coutinue
to increase both their passenger and their goods
traffic. It is difficnlt to come to any other con-
clusion, from the facts before us, than that the
bulk of the mineral and goods traffic is carried
on at a loss. Canals in some parts of the country
are falling into rain, which might resume their

former activity, to the great profit of the pro-
prietors of the railways, who are, in many cases,
also proprietors of the neglected canals.

Without attempting to dilate upon individual
instances, without saying more than that the
figures of the Board of Trade returns indicate
certain points as demanding very careful and
very honest investigations, we invite our readers
to draw their own conclusions from our analysis.
The entire railway traffic of the country is now
worked at a loss, considering the fair rate of
interest on the money expended. More than
half of that traffic, measured by its money re-
turns, involves the transport of five times the
net weight of the traffic that earns the other
46 per cent. Making an allowance for the
tare, and considering that the extra price,
which now, in a somewhat invidious manner, is

charged for a cushion or an arm-chair, may bo
fairly and properly proportioned to the speed at
which the traveller chooses to be conveyed, the

disproportion is startling. To reverse the system
of the late period of railway decline

j
to cease to

strangle the legitimate canal traffic with thedouble

result of ruining the canals and impovershing
the railways

; to regard the third-class passenger

as the staple customer of the latter, when con-

veyed at a moderate speed, are the points which
seem, as it were of their own accord, to emerge
from the sea of figures presented by the report

of the Board of Trade.
The increase of traffic receipts in 1867 over

those of 1868, is 1,315,000^. This is accom-
panied by an increase of mileage. But, as we
have before seen that, in eighteen years, an in-

crease of 136 per cent, in mileage was accom-
panied by an increase of 333 per cent, in re-

ceipts, we are justified in calcnlating on an
average increase of 3 per cent, per annum, inde-

pendently of any augmentation of mileage. This
is equal to an annual increase of 1,200,0001.,

of which, according to the experience of 1867,
600,0001. would go to dividend. But all the
ordinary railway stock existing at the end of

1867, amounted only to 233 millions sterling;

269 millions of capital existing in the form of

preference stock and debentures. It is not,

indeed, the case that the whole of this prefer-

ence stock now receives its guaranteed dividend,

and the profits of several years may be swal-

lowed up before the condition is fulfilled. Still,

it is to be noted that a steady increase of earn-
ings, applicable as dividend, at the rate of

600,000Z. per annum must exert a very trans-

forming influence on the value of railway pro-

perty and lower the rate of interest on all

terminable loans. Apart from any increase of
profit which may be anticipated as likely to

result from a revision of the traffic system, such
as above suggested, the natural growth of
income will, in little more than three years, add
nearly one-half per cent, to the gross amount of
dividend. In nine years that average dividend
promises to amount to fully 5 per cent. That
the net income applicable to the existing railway
capital of 502 millions will amount to 5 per cent.

' by the close of the year 1876, is one of those
anticipations on which we are as fully justified in

relying, if we experience no return to our past
insanity, as on any inference to be drawn from
the analysis of carefully-collected statistics.

SPECIAL INSTBUCTION IN ART.
FELIX SL-VDE’s legacy.

The late Mr. Slade, of Lambeth, has left to
trustees and executors 45,0001., in trust, that
with so much of that sum as may be sufficient for

the purpose, not exceeding altogether the sum
of 35,0001., they may found and endow, within
two years after his decease, three or more pro-

fessorships for promoting the study of the fine

arts, to be termed the Slade Professorships of

Fine Arts
;
one of such professorships being

founded and endowed in the University of
Oxford, another in the University of Cambridge,
and one or more in the University College of

London, the amount of the snm to be expended
in founding and endowing each of such profes-

sorships being in each case at the discretion of the
trustees

;
it being also at their discretion whether

the sums shall be equal or unequal in amount.
They are also, out of the same sum of 45,0001., to

found and endow, within two years after his de-
cease, six exhibitions or scholarships of fine art,

to be called the Slade Exhibitions or Scholar-
ships, each to be of 50Z. per aunnm in amount,
and to be in connexion with University College,

i

London, and to bo given to students in the fine
j

arts, under nineteen years of age, for proficiency
|

in drawing, painting, or sculpture; and to be;
held by each student to whom an exhibition or

\

scholarship shall be so given, for not more than
'

three years. Any surplus of the sum of 45,0001.
j

bequeathed, the trustees, within five years after
|

his disease, are to apply in soch manner as they
j

shall think fit for the encouragement, benefit, and
advancement of the fine arts in England

;

and
every part of such surplus which shall not be so

applied within the same period of five years, is

to fall into his residuary personal estate.

The University College committee having con-
ferred, the trustees were informed of the con-
siderations which pressed upon the committee,
as thus :

—
“1. Our Comoiittee ooneidered that the acceptance of

Mr. Slade's bequest, and particularly of that part
founding scholarships for students in drawing, painting,
and sculpture, would impose on the College the duty of
affording such instruction as ought to be given to students
who are following the flue arts as a profession.

2. We thought that the academical education in Uni-

versity College of professional artists would require the
establishment of a separate faculty or department. We
have now two faculties, those of literature and of medi-
cine

;
we should then require a third, a faculty of fine

arts, with its separate classes and teachers.

3. As we now find to some extent, with reference to our
present two faculties, wo should certainly then find to a

much greater extent, with reference to a new fine-arts

faculty, that many of onr existing chairs (or professor-
ships) would be eminently fitted for giving instruction to

fine-art students on subjects important to such students,

and yet at present not taught to them at all, or very insuf-

ficiently taught. Indeed, it seemed to our Committee, as

far as we at present understand the matter, that a faculty,

or college, or school, for the education of professional

artists, could scarcely be well carried on unless in con-
nexion with complete schools of Literature and Medicine,
such as University College aims at maintaining."

Mr. Edwin Field, on the part of the com-
mittee, set forth varions points that presented

themselves for consideration, and. asked as an
immediate question ;—Will the executors be
disposed to found a " Felix Slade Faculty of

Fine Arts ” in the College for the education of

professional artists, the schools of this faculty

to have their own appropriate buildings,

such buildings bearing of course Mr. Slade’s

name ?

“ Such a faculty in connexion with complete
schools of literature and medicine does not, I

believe,” says Mr. Field, “ exist in Europe. In
the eyes of artists it would be a moat noble and
useful institution.” The difficulty seems to the

committee to be this, that while the single pro-

fessorships to which each of these Universities is

confined, would certainly be each a professorship,

not for the instruction of artists, bub one aimed
at inducing the general students of those Uuiver-

sitiee to take a greater interest in art
;

the

provision pointing at an indefinite number of

professorships at University College, and at an
unequal division of the funds, and also at the

scholarships to be established at University

College, points at the institution of a complete

system of fine-art education at the college. Mr.

Field thinks it necessary to point out (though

probably it is not material where the executors

have such large discretion as Mr. Slade's have)

that architecture may seem to have been
omitted by Mr. Slade from the benefits of his

bequest :

—

"Our UrofesHor of Architecture (Mr. Hayter Lowia)
rightly BiiggestB, however, that it ehould be pointed out
that 5rawiog (one of Mr, Slade's three objects) is as

necessary for the architect as for the paiuter. He tells

me that there is a great desire on the part of many
eminent in their interest for promoting architectural
education, that students in architecture should study
drawing I'rom the living models, and receive a more
artistic education generally

;
for which purpose a com-

mittee has recently been appointed by the Royal Institute

of Architects.”

Some of tho artistio bodies of the metropolis
have already passed resolutions, as our readers

have been informed, recognising the importance
of the bequest and the desirability of securing it.

At the meeting of the Graphic Society Mr. Cave
Thomas spoke on the broad question. Some of
his observations we may usefully reproduce, ilo

said :
“ It appears to me that if the Royal

Academy could have in any way joined issue with
the great objects of the Slade bequest, it would
have been ooe of the greatest events of modern
times, no less than that of initiating a great
educational reform. For it is not only in its im-
portant special educational bearing that I regard
the Slade bequest, but as offering the means of in-

troducing the training of the most important of

the senses into the curriculum of a general edu-
cation. Consider for a moment the vast amount
of impressions received through the sense of

sight, and yet that our established system of

general education takes no cognizance of the

importance of training the eye to observe, to see

correctly. True education is not to ‘ cram ’ all

kinds of information into a student, but to educe,

to develop the true human nature, the whole
manhood. This, therefore, appears to be our
very strongest ground of appeal to the executors.

For although we may all ffiel the great novelty
and importance of the boon which the Slade
bequest offers specially to the Fine Arts, we must
also acknowledge the equal or greater boon
which it offers to the cause of general educa-
tion. And my own opinion with reference to
the policy which University College should
adopt with reference to the bequest is,

that the educational motive should be its start-

ing point; for in effecting a reform it behoves
us to be political economists,—to effect the

change we desire gradually, so that the incon-

veniences of change be reduced to a miuinuui

—

not, however, for a moment losing sight or grasp

of the ultimate purpose. The sudden establish-

ment of a great school of art solely for the

education of painters, sculptors, and architects,

notwithstanding it should offer greater advan-
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tages than other schools, might have the effect

of raising more artists than the State reqnires,

and be the source of great disappointment ;
for

where, at present, is the work demanding this

highest education of the artist ? You will, per-

haps, agree with me, that as yet it does not

exist. But why does it not exist ? I answer, for

this simple reason, that rcsthetic training has no

standing in oor accepted educational system.

Make art an element of education by utilizing

the Slade bequest at Oxford, Cambridge, and

University College, and the foundations of our

appreciative feeling for art will be laid, which

will create the demand for that monumental art

which requires the highest education of the

painter, sculptor, and architect. Meanwhile,

the art student would gradually learn the ad-

vantages of pursuing hia special and general

studies pari passu under one dome. Thus, by

a system of gradual development and growth,

faculties of the fine arts would by-and-by be

established without exciting that animosity and

opposition for which great pretensions, no matter

how reasonable or well founded, are often,

nnfortnnately, the mark in this too jealous

country.”

The first point is for the University to se-

cnre the bequest. Mr. Field’s remarks seem

to suggest the probability of a delay that might
endanger it. An opportunity to advance the

artistic education of the country now offers itself

that ought on no account to be missed.

tion (vide Builder, March 7th and lith, 1868).

The Professor commenced his address by remark-

ing that during the last twenty-five or thirty

years, as was well known, one speculation

after another bad been submitted to the public

and the architectural professiou with the view of

determining the proper principles of architectural

art, and of supplanting certain other principles

which were supposed to prevail. Those specula-

tions at first were grounded upon the supposition

that we previously possessed the material with

which to deal in design; that is to say, that the

rule of the examples of antiquity, and the prece-

dents of former practice, were to be regarded as

the data. Later in the day they had a different

idea set up : they were called on to look to nature

and set aside mere precedent. They were

called on to repudiate copyiam, and to design for

themselves. They had even been invited off-

hand to devise any number of new styles to suit

any number of occasions. Little came of all

this : and more lately still they bad had an

entirely new character of speculation set up,

which be might call the poetic sentiment;

and they were now invited to discard gross

and every-day notions, and to rise to sub-

limated and refined ideals, while those who
called upon them to do so were not always

able properly to explain. On this point he

contrasted the dicta of two celebrated advo-

cates of a new state of things in order to start

the subject he had to lay before them. He
found in the edition lately published by their

friend, Mr. Wyatt, of the old Gwilt of early days,

an apparently excellent dissertation on Medimval

architecture, and what he wished to lay before

them was what appeared introductorily as the

principles of Pugin on one page, and those of

Buskin on the other. Having quoted these pas-

sages. Professor Kerr went on to remark that they

had here the views of two miiscular writers, both

thoughtful men, well versed in strong language,

and hard hitters. In the one they had the views

of the practical architect, in the other those of

the speculative enthusiast. The contrast was
singular, aud would serve to illustrate with

effect the argument be had to use.

Some present might be reminded that not

much more that half a century ago a somewhat
similar bewilderment existed in the sister art of

painting, aud it was a singular fact that that be-

wilderment was very much dismissed by the ap-

parently simple proceeding of the introduction

of a new phrase. It often happened that a word

when it promotes an idea and becomes accepted,

served to bring disputed points to a distinct and

definite issue; and he thought in the present

condition of architectural philosophy they were

in a position to introduce a corresponding phrase

to that which was introduced on the former

occasion iu the art of painting, and by the using

of the word “ architecturesque,” if they could

understand and agree upon its meaning, to sim-

plify the position as regarded the art as much as

the word "picturesque” had served to simplify

matters in the art of painting in this country.

The question, he had to propound this evening

was this. Is there in the art of architecture a cer-

tain artistic essence which is peculiarly its own ?

They would look at a building—suppose it a

perfect work—the structure all that could be
O... caf TT O O W 1th the
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PROFESSOR KERR ON THE
ARCHITECTURESQUE.

UOy.-VL INSTITUTE OT BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

The adjourned meeting of this Institute took

place on Monday evening last, Mr. Charles Barry,

vice-president, in the chair.

The chairman announced in terms of deep

regret the decease of Mr. Arthur Ashpitel, past

vice-president and member of the council, the

intelligence of which, he said, had only reached

the council during their sitting that evening;

also of Mr. Geo. Smith (fellow), of Frederick’s

place, Old Jewry, who was personally well known
to many members of the Institute. Among the

donations announced was that of Mr. James
Fergnsson’s folio woik ‘‘On Tree and Serpent

Worship,” illustrative of mythology and art in

India, presented by the author,—a sumptuous
book, embellished with numerous photographs.

A letter from Mr. Fergussou was read, an-

nouncing his resignation as member of the

council of the Institute, the retention of which
office he considered incompatible with the

appointment he bad recently accepted of secre-

taiy to the Board of Works. The chairman too

occasion to remark, that the appointment of

Mr. Fergusson to that office could not but be
most satisfactory to the public, and was an

event of peculiar interest and gratification to

the architectural profession at large.

Mr. Abel G. Clifton, of Great George-street,

Plymouth ; Mr. James Joy, of 112, St. George’s-

road, Southwark
;
and Mr. George Vialls, of 15,

Great James-street, Bedford-row, were elected

associates of the Institute.

A conversation took place (introduced by Mr.
Chas. Fowler) relative to the steps proposed to devised for propriety, and in accordance with the

betaken by the council in connexion with the advancement of the age ;
and yet, when looked

amended Building Act, to be introduced in the
^

at by the artist, that building should happen

next session of Parliament. It appeared that to be simply dead, devoid of everything like

a report bad been made to the council by a ; vitality, and dumb with regard to anything like

special committee, to whom the provisions of the
^

speech. Bat the artist should put hia pencil over

Bill had been referred for consideration, upon
\ it, and, like an enchanter’s wand, it should pro-

which a draft report had been prepared by the duce in every touch a manifest vitality, until at

council, with a view to its being submitted to the
j

the last that which was dead was instinct with

Metropolitan Board of Works, in accordance with ' perceptible life, and that which was dumb spoke

a communication from that body. Mr. Fowler, ' a positive and fascinating language. Now what

Mr. David Brandon, and other members, thought was this that was added ? That upon which this

it desirable, that before any formal step was I process bad been performed was building, the

taken on the subject in their corporate capacity,
j

result architecture. Between the two lay some-

the Institute should bo made acquainted with
;

thing, and that be called the architecturesque.

the views of the council as embodied in their i They might call it ‘‘ dress.” Not that he desired

draft report, and that an opportunity should be
afforded them of discussing the provisions of

the Bill at a special meeting to be held for

that purpose. After some talk it was agreed

by resolution of the meeting that the draft

report of the council, together with a report

adopted by a committee of district surveyors,

should be printed and circulated to the members,
and that the subject should be discussed at the

next meeting of the Institute.

Professor Kerr then proceeded to deliver a

discourse entitled ‘‘ A Development of the Theory
of the Architecturesque,” in continuation of a

preliminary lecture to the Architectural Associa-

to suppose that architecture was clothing. It was

an immaterial dress—call it embellishment. A
few months ago he hod occasion to deliver a lec-

ture before a kindred society, and he chose this

subject, and he then contented himself with

endeavouring to establish the necessity for the

recognition of this special artistic quality and

the propriety of defining it by this phrase for

the sake of formula. He did this, bo said, in

order to introduce it to the architectural reading

public, to see if it was contradicted before he

presumed to introduce his theory in a more

advanced state. He bad hitherto not been

contradicted, and therefore he considered he

was so far entitled to their indulgence if he con-

sidered he was permitted, in the absence of con-

tradiction, to nse the word "architecturesque”

without further definition or explanation.

His next step was to point to a few examples

of the introduction of the architecturesque, or

the expenditure upon building of that desire

which was implanted in the human intelligence

for ornamentation—that desire which of itself

more than any other separated man from the

lower animals. Professor Kerr proceeded, by
illustrations exhibited, to point out the gradual

stages of the introduction of the architecturesque

as shown in the development of the column from

the rude trunk of a tree up to the Greek Doric

order, which, he said, might be regarded as almost

the simplest of all architectural contrivances, yet

so refined that it still retained its hold upon them

as one of the most perfect. He next proceeded

to point out the development of the architec-

turesque in the arch. The origin of the arch, he

said, was not generally properly understood.

Moat people supposed that the curve of the

circle was the form that originated the struc-

ture of the arch. Nothing was a greater

mistake. The origin of the arch was simply in

timber strutting. The same principle was ex-

hibited in stone struts, and he was of opinion

that the pointed arch as a principle was

older than the semi-circular arch; he did

not mean as an ornamental detail, but as a

principle of construction. The development of

the cornice and the stylobate was also followed

out.

Before proceeding next to trace the develop-

ment of architectural design, or the architec-

turesque historically, he would say a word on

what he called spurious architecturesque. This,

he said, was emphatically their present fault

as architects, and it was this which was

bringing down upon them one new broom after

another, proposing to make a clean sweep of all

of them, and set up something else. The

reason for this was that they bad been educated

in the superficial rather than the substantial

;

and this was a state of things which would take

a longer time to remedy than many supposed.

Dealing historically with the question, ho would

now point out that there were three great schools

of architecture,—the ancient, the medimval, and

the modern. The ancient would in origin be

Oriental; the mediteval. Boreal— if he might be

allowed the old-fashioned term;—and the mo-

dern, Occidental. The ancient having the ele-

gance of the Eastern nations; the medimval

having the force of the North
;
and the modern

the many-sidedness of the Western intel-

lect. Again, the first was of largo stones,

the second of small atones, and the third
^

of any stones or no stones at all,—sometimes,

perhaps, “compo”! The first was trabeation

(structural), the second arcuation (still struc-

tural), the third superficiation (post-structural,

and too often counterfeit) ;—the first peculiarly

architecturesque, the second intentionally pic-

turesque, the third merely academic. And if

we were ever to recover the life and spirit of

design it must be by superficialiam giving place

to substantialism.

After some critical remarks upon the historical

development of the Greek orders, also upon that

of arcuation as the sole basis of the system of

Gothic architecture. Professor Kerr proceeded to

remark that, after all he had said on the subject,

those whom he had addressed would expect some

kind of indication of a scheme or system for the

architecturesque, and he had prepared the

following iu a tentative way only. First, the sub-

ject was building, with its adjuncts; secondly,

the purpose was embellishment (beauty, orna-

ment, decoration)—embellishment in pursuance of

that natural law which was an essential element in

the constitution of the human mind—the desire

for “ dress,” the desire for ornament, the desire

for producing art; and, thirdly, the purpose

being embellishment, what was the limit of that

purpose ? Nothing short of infinite novelty.

That was a principle involved; from which there

was no escape
;

for that which forced the human
mind to ornament everything which it produced,

forced it, also, to perpetual effort for novelty.

The next point was the means by which archi-

teoturesque effects could be produced, which

were traceable under four beads. Then came

the sources of suggestion,—structure, proportion,

and imitation. Another point was the influences

by which these suggestions should be governed,

amounting to little more than the reaction of

the same principles upon each other. Lastly, the

conclusive effects would be three—viz., grace,

style, and character
;
the multiform results of
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which one could scarcely insiance, except by a
few haphazard selections.

Coming, then, to the special application of
the architecturosque principle, he would, in

the first instance, take the case of the
steam-engine. Some present might remember
the time when it was a serious subject of con-
sideratiou bow to contrive the steam-engine
architecturally—how to apply any of the five

orders to it. The question was, which of them
was most suitable, and it was generally decided
in favour of the Greek Doric. But the steam-
engine was a thiug it was impossible to architec-

turalize. It was a mechanical matter, and not a
thing to which the architecturesque conld be
applied. Then take the case of a bridge

;

which was now considered to bo the work of the
engineer. How seldom did wo see a bridge ar-

tistically treated. There were some approaches
to ornament; but the spirit in which ornament
should be applied to such structures was the
architecturesque, and was not understood.
Looking at the Thames Embankment, what a
noble opportunity it afforded for treatment
by the architecturesqne

;
but the oppor-

tunity bad been lost. Again he looked for a
moment at the Crystal Palace. It was not
in itself an ornamental structure. It was
no doubt well built, bub the question of orna-
mentation was avoided for sufiicient reasons

;

but it served to raise the whole question of
the application of the architecturesque to iron
work. When they hear declamations about new
styles they onght to remember that at least a new
materia! required a new style, and if there was
one circumstance which attached more discredit
than another to them as architects—and they
would excuse him stating his opinions very
boldly, even when they were against themselves
—it was this— that architects had been so long
in possession of the new material of iron, and
had yet to take the first step towards the treat-
ment of it in an artistic manner : and this showed
the slow growth of any new style; for educated
as they had been, he had no doubt it would take
ages to efi’ect the introduction of a new style,

even with all the advantages of now materials.
Having spoken at some length on architec-
turesque sculpture, the learned Professor con-
cluded by remarking that ho had taken upon
himself to confess a great deal—perhaps too
much—on their behalf, but it was well not
to be stingy in confessions. But if they, as
architects, were guilty of so much that was
spurious, was there uot here and there in other
matters besides architecture a good deal of what
might be called spurious sentiment ? Did we nob
live in an age of spurious sentiment ? Our
history, our philosophy, our law, our politics, our
poet^,—was there not a good deal that was
spurious in every one of these ? If we came to
our faith, our hope, our charity, was there not
too much that was couventioual at the very core ?

And if they as architects had the custody of an
art, whose essence depended upon its reflecting
the character of the times, if they reflected that
character all too faithfully what loss could
they do ?

On the motion of Sir Digby Wyatt, seconded
by Mr. J. P. Seddon, a UDauiraous vote of thanks

I

was accorded to Professor Kerr for his paper.
The lateness of the hour at which it was con-
cluded prevented auy discussion upon it on this
occasion.

" THE AHCHITECTURESQUE.”
Society is singularly capricious in its recep-

tion or non-reception of a new word. It occa-
sionally happens that an expression, happily hit
upon by a popular writer, will receive sudden
and almost immediate currency, aud be recog-
nised at once as a convenient shorthand expres-
sion (so to speak) for some class of ideas which
formerly floated indistinctly through complicated
ramifications of speech, with no set term whereby
to define it. At other times a word equally
happy and equally needed will, nevertheless, fall

dead upon the public ear, or ouly force its way
into recognition through a system of repeated
manifestoes iu its favour by those who have

,

originated it. Probably the explanation may be
found ill the fact that iu the one case the sub-
ject with which the new word is connected is one
widely understood, or at any rate sympathized
with; and that in the other case it may be one
which, though perhaps equally important, has
not laid hold of the sympathies of people at
large. This is not a pleasant conclusion for
those interested in the art of architecture, for
there can be no question that the contrast hinted '
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at above is illustrated by the two words “ pictu-

resque ” and “architecturesque,” which were
placed side by side by Professor Kerr in his

recent elucidation of the latter term at the
Institute meeting. The first-mentioned expres-

sion appealed at once to a large circle of more
or less educated persons ; for though the highest

qualities of the art of painting have been, anil

perhaps always will be (like all high things)
“ caviare to the general,” yet at the time the
word “picturesque” came into use there was
undoubtedly, as there is now, a wide-spread
interest in the prodnetions of this branch of art,

fostered to a great degree, no doubt, by the
dicta of fashion, which impelled both gentlemen
and ladies periodically to congregate where

“ The Eiliibition stares with animal pictures.”

No such pablic interest attaches, so far as we
are aware, to the introduction of the word
“ archibeotaresque,” hit upon by Professor Kerr

;

and as the word is similar in its etymology to its

progenitor “picturesque,” and as it certainly

expresses, very aptly, a quality for which there
was no concentrated expresaiou before, we can
only regard the indifference with which it has
been treated as one more indication of the want
of public interest in arcbitocturo as an art, and
the ignorance of what really constitutes it as a

separate branch of art.

It is really, however, a very important thing
that we should define, more clearly than has
hitherto been done, wherein architecture as au
art really consists, seeing that in the eyes of one
class of critics it is coming to be largely identi-

fied with engineering, and with another class it

has for some time back been looked upon only as

the framework for the exhibition of sculpturo and
ornamental design. We owe a good deal, there-

fore, to one who has introduced au expression,

the recognition of which (should it oome to be
recognized) will be in itself a tacit acknowledge-
ment of the fact that architectural design does
actually exist as an iudopeudeut art. We shall

owe still more to any one who will define clearly

for us wherein the “ architecturesque ” consists.

It was on this head that some of those present
must have felt, as we did, that the lecture w’hich
has given rise to these remarks was, as it was,
perhaps, intended to be, rather suggestive than
exhaustive. The grouping of all previous and
present arohiteoturo into three schools, the
‘ architecturesque, picturesque, aud conven-
tional,” characterised respectively by arouation,
trabeation, and superjiciation (another now word)
was very comprehensive; though we should
doubt whether the architecture of the present
(represented by the third term of the triad), can
rightly be called a “school” at all, its pre-
dominant characteristic being the absence of all

distinguishing characteristics. And, to our
thinking. Professor Kerr gives a more important
place to what he somewhat vaguely calls “ the
desire for the beautiful” in originating archi-

tectural features than we should be inclined to

concede. Observe, we say, in originating them
;

the decoration of them afterwards is another
matter. For instance, wo cannot accept the idea
of the origin of the plinth from a desire bo carry
oft' the abrupt angle formed by the wall with the
level ground. We imagine the plinth, like the
cornice, to be purely constructive in its origin
(which, indeed, the Professor in the latter part of
his lecture by implication admitted), aud to have
arisen simply from the perception of the advan-
tage of a broad and heavy base line of masonry
in distributing the pressure of the wall, or the
line of piers or columns, which it supported.
Nor do we feel the nature of the architecturesque
to be much more clearly defined by referring it

to “proportion,” or its decorative part to “ the
imitation of the beauty of Nature.” It may
be that it is scarcely possible to define further

;

still we think the gist of the matter lies in the
question, how are we to imitate Nature ? At
the risk of being, in our turn, found fault with
for vague speculation, we would suggest that
the essence of the architecturesque consists in

its being a generalising of those principles of
beauty of which the phonetic arts of sculpture
and painting are more definite but less general
expressions. A picture tells ns a definite story,

gives us a definite idea, but it also pleases us as
much, sometimes much more, by its general
eflect of chiarosenro, just as a group of sculpture
pleases us by the balance of mass and form,
independently of the subject. In architecture
we have all the definite expression eliminated,
and the attention wholly directed to the general
broad efl’ect of light, shade, and balance of form.
Again, in nature we admire certain flowers for
their special beauty, but in truly architecturesque

ornament we do not directly copy any special

vegetable form, however beautiful in itself; bnb
we observe what common qualities they are
which originate more or less the beauty of all

these forms,—we recognise the principle of
growth, of the springing of smaller parts from
a central stem, and upon this we base such
ornamental features as the Classic anthemion
and the Gothic flenr-de-lis. We throw this out
as a hint of the direction in which we suspect
the truth to lie, as to what constitutes the
essence of the architecturesque. To the con-
sideration of the difference between the really

architecturesque and the pictnreaque schools ia

architecture, and their relative valne, wo may
return hereafter. In the meantime it is to be
hoped that the introduction of the subject may
give rise to_ some valnable hints in future

discussion.

LIFE AND DEATH MAPS.

It would be difficult to confer a greater benefit

upon sanitary science than that which is ren-

dered by the preparation of clear topographical
delineations of the path, or of the home, of

disease. We urged this in past years, and the

seed bore fruit in a few places. In Keith
Johnstone’s “ Physical Atlas” a sheet ia devoted
to the subject of the distribution of health and
disease over the surface of the globe, and much
credit ia due to Dr. Bryson for what that gentle-

man did in this direction when he held the post

of Deputy Inspector-General of Navy Hospitals.

The general idea of the importance of graphical

illustration of facts statistically collected, ia one
of which it ia not easy to exaggerate the im-
portance. The value of any single fact, be it

more or less when isolated, is incalculably

increased by co-ordination with other and
similar facts. In all forms of study or of

teaching this is admittedly the case. But
when graphic illustration is appealed to, infor-

mation which is entirely unexpected, will some-
times make its appearance on the chart. Not
only does the process of plotting make what is-

already known more clear to the mind of the

describer, and thus to that of the reader or

observer, but it not unfrequently indicates the
existence of some unsuspected law, or some
previously unknown relation.

Take, for instance, the case of the elaborately

drawn map of the cholera districts of London,
which is to be found in the ninth report of the

medical officer of the Privy Council. The actual

rate of mortality during the cholera outbreak of

1866
,
is represented on this map, the greater or

smaller number of cases in each district being
represented by a greater or less inbeusity of dark
shading. It is impossible for any person who
has the slightest acquaintance with charts or
plans, to look at this map without acquiring an
amount of information for which he would have-

to toil through many columns of letterpress, or
to consult numerous tables. Time is thus saved
to no small extent. Bab this is not all. Those
who will study reports, or consult tables, are the
persons who ^ready take an interest in the sub-
ject discussed. Bub a clear plan has the result

of creating that iuterest. It brings the matter
home to those who would otherwise care or
know little or nothing about it. And to grasp
the attention of the non-professional reader on
any point regarding the operation of the great
laws of health, is to render more prevalent the
exercise of enlightened sanitary precaution.

The distribution of the darkly-shaded spaces
which indicate the most fatal activity of the
choleraic poison, so markedly and persistently

coincides with a certain river valley, and with
the district supplied with water from certain
clearly ascertainable sources, that the lesson is

nnmistakeable. No surveyor, no architect or
engineer, no physician, could look at the map
for a moment without having his attention drawn
to the probable exciting canse of the disease.
No educated person could look at it without
becoming aware that a means of warding ofi' one
of the most dreaded scourges of the time was,
at all events, indicated to him, and so indicated,
as to be to some extent within his reach. Thus,
that which is only an elegant and convenient
memorandum for the officers of health, becomes
a striking medium of information and of in-

struction, for those who have neither the time
nor the habit of thought that would lead them
to the perusal of reports. A man looks at the
map from curiosity. He draws from it wisdom
unawares.

Genuine admiration, without question, is due
to this careful method of graphical illuetiation
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We liavo pleasure in calling attention to the

further progress of this study evinced by a

description of the map communicated by Dr.

Haviland to the Medical Society on the 30th

November last. It is one of an entirely new

series of charts, which cannot fail to contribnte

to that which is one of the first objects of the

architect and of the engineer, human health.

In the old maps of the last century dangerous

localities were indicated often by the lineaments

of some grotesque monster. Somewhat in the

same way the series of charts which Dr. Haviland

is now preparing will tell all those who may be

conscious of a liability to any specific form of

disease, what districts they should shun. Rheu-

matism and heart disease, and the terrible

ecourge of cancer, are the maladies which have

been just selected as the topics of graphical

display.

To a certain extent the medical map will

correspond with a physical sketch of country.

Elevation is a prime element in the distribution

of disease. Mountain slopes and summits, table

lauds and elevated plains, mountain valleys,

which are the cradles of streams and torrents,

fertile river valleys and basins, and districts

swept by the sea breeze, each have their distinct

value in the map of health. In fact, each

element has a specific relation to each distinct

type of disease; so that a genuine medical map,

when complete, will be almost too complicated

for distinct plotting. It is an atlas rather than

a map, which we expect from the now delineators

of the new medical survey.

We are familiar with the use of chartography

as a means of presenting the results of statis-

tical inquiry to the eye at a single glance.

Many interesting plates of this nature are

to be found in every physical atlas. The
rain map is one of the most striking of

this series, the greater or smaller depth of

annual rain-fall being represented by a cor-

responding depth of shade. Some time ago

some very clear diagrams were published to

illustrate the operations of the Post Office, in

which, instead of shade, proportionately drawn

lines were employed, to indicate the density of

population. Charts of tidal phenomena, of

winds and cyclones, of isothermal and iso-

chimenal limits, of the paths of eclipses, of the

districts ravaged by earthquake and volcano,

are familiar to every student of physical

geography.
Dr. Haviland, drawing experience from the

labours of his predecessors, is nob content with

showing the actual presence, or pZns-indioations,

of the subject of his inquiry, and leaving the

plain blank paper to represent the absence of

disease. He uses two colours, instead of a

simple shade, and represents in bine and in red

the positive and the negative value of a district.

We are not sure that this method is theoretically

correct- If we consider health to be normal, we
may take the untinted paper as its best e.tponent.

;Still there aro advantages to be secured by

another mode of treatment, and the balance of

these advantages is a fair subject for disoussion.

As far as cancer is concerned, the lesson to be

derived from Dr. Haviland’s map is simple.

Damp seems to be the predetermining cause 5

damp, connected with alluvial soil and depressed

level. The pressure of the barometric column

appears to enter into the list of predisposing

causes. Many persons are aware of the deprea-

eiou of feeling caused by residence in river

valleys, or even by passing a short time on low

levels, not excepting the sea-shore itself. In

this depression of spirits may bo detected the

indication of at least one of the disturbing

caases that tend to generate cancer.

Rheumatism and heart-disease are, topo-

graphically speaking, close neighbours of cancer.

But there is a difference between these two forms

of ill health which becomes very apparent in the

map. In cold, upland valleys rheumatism pre-

vails. The barometric elevation, or some other

cause, is nnfavourable to the development of

cancer. On the other hand, the sea air appears

(bo have a directly preventive influence as to the

progress of heart-disease. This sanative power
does nob extend to cancerous afieotions.

One of the most striking results that springs

from the chartologioal investigation of disease

is the positive direction which wo are thus led

to see that Nature herself affords as to the loca-

tion of hospitals. A hospital for cancer, it would
seem, for example, should be erected in the very

spot which would be most unfavourable for the

position of n hospital for phthisis, or lung disease.

The insular position which would be the most

favourable for a hospital for patients affected with

disease of the heart, would be most fatal for the

patients suffering from cancer. By the wise

selection of the appropriate locality of hospitals

for each specific form of disease the vis inedicatTix

natures will bo brought most directly to the aid

of the physician.

It is this view of the subject which is natu-

rally the most important to the architect. The

question of site, indeed, is nob always within the

competence of the professional adviser. Too often

all that the architect can hope to do is to make
the best structural use of a given spot for a fixed

purpose. This is frequently all that lies within

the limits of his duty. Such is the case, for the

most part, in city or suburban buildings, or in

cases of reconstruction. But when a wider range

is allowed to the professional adviser, he may
obtain the most valuable aid from charts such as

those to which we refer. If it be the mark of a

man of genius to select a site for a great build-

ing, which shall be the best for picturesque and

structural reasons, no less will it enhance the

future fame of the builder of a great hospital,

that he has been guided by sound sanitary

knowledge. The success or failure of the treat-

ment of the majority of cases of any specific

disease, which are brought to a hospital, skill

and care being alike, will depend entirely on

the fact how far the site of the building is suit-

able to the recovery of that particular class of

patients.

To draw an illustration from a case under our

immediate notice. A noble building is rising

opposite to the Palace of the Legislature at

Westminster, to receive the patients of the

former St. Thomas’s Hospital,—a building to be

known by that long respected name. Now, with

whatever detail the architect may have been

expected to enter into the distribution of the

several wards, he may draw one lesson from the

map of Dr. Haviland. He need make no pro-

vision for cancerous patients. The river-side

hospital is no place for thorn. Highgate, or

Hampstead, or Sydenham, would, according to

this view, bo the proper locality for the success-

ful treatment of that formidable malady. An
indication of this nature is of no little value,

both to the architect and to the physician. On
the other hand, no general idea of the advan-

tages of a fine healthy situation should be

allowed to iniiuonco the selection of an elevated

site for a hospital intended to receive patients

suffering from pulmonary oomplaiuts. In the

same way we are taught how moat surely to

exorcise the familiar household demon known to

our country population as the “ reumatiz,” and

how a sea-side sojourn may be favourable to

evils affecting the heart, without resorting to the

heroic remedies of the Lesbian poetess.

One other important question will be illus-

trated by the completion of a good aeries of

medical maps. It is that of the inQuonce,

whether chemical or electric, of the actual

elements of tbe soil. Hitherto it has been diffi-

cult to distinguish between the physical and the

chemical elements of climate. Those persons

who have been able to give much practical atten-

tion to this subject, are the most aware of its

importance. Thus, a volcanic soil, composed of

tufa, produces an amount of fatigue to those

who walk over the surface, which, under the

same latitude, and at the same elevation, and

the same time of year, is unfelt by those who
walk over limestone. Something of this electric

depression and volcanic fatigue may be realised

in Paris or in London by persons who walk on

an asphalts pavement. In London itself a

sensible difference of elasticity and buoyancy

of spirit is experienced by some persons when
they pass from a clay soil to a gravel, or the

reverse. Wo have known instances of an almost

entire loss of sleep during a residence on the

alluvium of Bordeaux, in spite of the compa-

rative cleanliness of the city and the oarolul

structure of the houses. In South Wales, over

the wide district that consists of what is called

“ rab ” (a sort of indurated clay), a sense of

fatigue and depression is normal to some

strangers, which is entirely lost when they pass

on to the red sandstone of the neighbourhood.

These are a few out of, no doubt, very numerous

instances of a climatological eUect which is

not dependent either on elevation, on tempera-

ture, or on the presence or absence of iodine

from sea breezes, in the air. Medical men will

do a great service to the profession and to the

health of their countrymen, by aiding in the

investigation of this obscure part of the science

of therapeutics.

The ample field that yet remains for the illas-

tration of statistics by well-designed maps, is

worthy of the best attention of the profession of

the civil engineer. The cholera map to which

we have before referred, as issued in the report

of the medical officer of the Privy Council, is

an example of clear, intelligible, shading, which

may safely be taken for a pattern. In any

attempt to combine the charts of the various

diseases, it is evident that the adoption of two

colours to express the plus and the minus state

of affection would be impossible. On the other

hand, it would be quite practicable to give a

large amount of definite information as to the

natural distribution of distinct forms of disease

on the same plan, by the use of a single tint to

denote each malady. For this reason we are in-

clined to the opinion that the introduction of two

colours to indicate the prevalence or the reverse

of the same disease is less advantageous than

the adoption of a single colour, with a deepening

intensity of tint. For the purpose of a public

lecture indeed, where the greatest amount (of

distinctness has to be studied for a large audi-

ence, and where a separate chart can be pro-

duced for each separate branch of inquiry, the

plan adopted by Dr. Haviland has great con-

venience. But whatever may ultimately prove

to be tbe best mode of working out the details,

there can be no doubt in the mind of any

educated man of the great advantages to human
health which may be expected to follow from

the development of the comparatively novel

study of medical chartography.

While speaking on this subject, we must not

omit to call attention to the valuable report of

Dr. Buchanan, on the distribution of phthisis

as affected by dampness of soil, appended to

the tenth report of tbe medical officer of the

Privy Council. Tbe annexed geological map of

the South-east of England, I'educod from the

Geological Survey, is as clear as can be expected

from so small a scale as 10 in. to the mile.

The map showing the registration districts is

less to be commended. Perhaps a certain in-

distinctness may be thought to give more force

to tbe sensible remarks of Dr. Buchanan as to

the scientific inutility of the parochial bounda-

ries, and as to the necessity for following the

physical geography of a country, rather than its

civil geography, in medical maps. We hope

that Dr. Buchanan’s researches will nob slacken

until he presents- us with a phthisis map of

England, shaded like the cholera map to which

we have referred. In the mean time, too much
attention cannot be given to the nltimato con-

clusion of Dr. Buchanan’s report, “ That wetness

of soil is a cause of phthisis to the population

living upon it.”

THE VENTILATION OF SEWERS.

I very gratefully acknowledge that, for

many years past, I have derived a good deal of

information from the pages of the Builder on

difl’erent branches connected with the drainage

of towns. Amongst all the other matters that

have been discussed, that of v&Jililatinff sewers

has come in for its share of attention since its

importance has been felt. In order to accom-

plish this purpose, various modes have been

adopted, none of which, however, seem fully to

answer the purpose intended, and, may I be per-

mitted to say, that in my opinion, for this simple

reason—that they have nob been in accordance

with the teachings of nature. I may venture to

state that engineers have failed to reason out

this matter in any satisfactory way, almost uni-

formly adopting the method which includes

charcoal as a deodorizer. In the report of the

engineer respecting the drainage of Canterbury,

however, he stated that this mode had been

found to be a hinderauce to ventilation and pro-

motive of escape into houses through shallow

and imperfect traps ;
and open pipes above the

roof were chosen as the only safe way. And for

this purpose, many enginei-rs have adopted the

rain-water pipes of high houses
;
but the fallacy

of trusting to this arrangement has been ably

exposed by Dr. Carpenter, of Croydon, in his

pamphlet on “ Houso Drainage.”

That a considerable amount of good has been

effected even by these means, that are now
acknowledged to bo imperfect, there can be no

donbt. Indeed, the present President of the

Society of Engineers, in his_ opening address

before that society, gives two instances of asccr-

tained saving of life as far as statistics can show

it
;
one at Croydon, and the other at Liverpool.

I think, however, that a much more certain and

efi'ective mode of ventilating sewers would be, to

consider the difference in the temperature of tbe

sewers and of the external air, and to con-
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strnot ventilators accordingly. To expect raia-

v?at6r pipes or any kind of shafD exposed to the
night air to be eflectunl, is not to found our
expectations on the operations of Natnre’s laws.
For do not the laws which produce atmospheric
movement teach ns a lesson in this respect ? If

the principal cause of those currents of air

called mnds is the disturbance of the equilibrium
of the atmosphere by the uuequal distribution
of heat; if, when one part of the earth’s surface
is more heated than another, so that the air

becomes lighter, and rises up, from being ex-
panded, does not the cold air rush in and take
its place ? But wo need not appeal to Nature in

her grander movements when we may be made
sensible of this fact any day. Stand, for instance,

just inside of a lecture-hall or other assembly-
room when there is neither fire, nor gas, nor
audience, and there is no rush of air into the
room

j
but let the gas be burning freely and the

room well packed with people
j
and then take up

a similar position, when the heated air is rushing
up through the ventilated ceiling, and there will

be a convincing proof that the cold air is rushing
in to take its place.

Assuming, then, that it is a settled point in

the operations of nature, that a great cause of
all atmospheric motion is the unequal distribu-

tion of heat, I couclude that when the external
air is colder than the air in the sewers,
neither the charcoal ventilators, nor the rain-

water pipes, nor the ventilating shafts recom-
mended in the ninth clause of the report of the
Royal Engineers, as to the drainage of Oxford,
Eaton, Windsor, and Abingdon, will fully answer
the purpose intended; but may sometimes, aud
especially at night, occasion a downward draught,
and thus force the foul gases through tho sink
and closet traps into the warmer atmosphere of
living and sleeping rooms. Now, sir, I am well
aware that the Builder has on many occasions
pointed out the importance and necessity of heat
in some form or other for the effectual ventilation
of sewers; but what seems surprising to me is,

that drainage engineers appear to ignore it alto-

gether. In the early part of last year I had
nearly a dozen schemes of drainage to examine
and report on, and in all of which I found the
proposed ventilation to be unsatisfactory, being
either by means of the charcoal container or the
rain-water pipes.

About two years ago I prepared and submitted
to a local Board a method of ventilating,

which I described in the following words :

—

“The other set of ventilators I propose for

night only, to be formed by passing an iron tube
up a lamp column, which is to be fitted up with
a spreading reflector forming a cone, and the
gas to be in four jets, causing a greater warmth
over the aperture of the ventilating-pipe than
exists in rooms or closets at night-time, when
doors and windows are closed, and when the
ordinary out-of-door ventilators are not sufficient

to prevent the gases passing through water-
traps into the warmer temperature of cooking
and sleeping rooms. A lamp so fitted up I
propose to be placed as near as convenient to tho
highest part to which the different public drains
extend.”

I have fitted up such a ventilator myself, in

connexion with a large cesspool, on premises in

the occopation of some of my own family, and
am satisfied that it acts beneficially'. Mine is

simply a cooking gas-burner placed on the upper
part of a gas-column, with the addition of a
spreading cone, with the ventilating-pipe pro-
truding through and upwards, so that by the
series of small blue jots of gas the whole atmo-
sphere above baa a glow of heat

;
and as it is so

placed as to be available for the purposes of light,

it is sometimes turned on sufficiently strong for
that purpose, aud which, of course, causes the
ventilator to be much more heated.

I was glad to read the very sensible remarks
on the subject of sewer ventilation, signed “

"V,”

which appeared in the BtUlder of November
21st, 1868, and am quite of his opinion that any
system which is likely to meet with acceptance
must be self-acting, or, at any rate, not attended
with much trouble, and such I consider the plan
which I suggest to be.

I proposed that a charcoal deodoriser should
be placed in the pedestal of the lamp-column, so
as to use the one by day and the other by night,
if desirable- Sukveyok.

Poets’ Readings.—Mr. Robert Buchanan is

to give the first public reading from his own
works in the Hanover-square rooms on Monday,
the 25th inab. The programme naturally
includes some of his best pieces.

FROM AUSTRALIA.
Melloume.—An immense stracbure is in coarse

of erection in Flinders-lane, upon the site of the
old Prince of Wales Hotel, and towering in a
most conspicuous manner above all the snrround-
iug buildings. It is to be a warohonse, although
the ornate nature of the architecture renders it

dissimilar to the generality of such places in

Melbourne. The style of architecture is the

Romanesque, which has been employed in em-
bellishing a vast oblong shell, constructed with
the main object of providing an amplitude of

room, none of which can be sacrificed to con-

sider ations of beauty. Messrs. Reed & Barnes
are the architects. The building measures 156 ft.

long by ‘18 ft. wide, and its height to the top

of the parapet which surmounts the walls is

76 ft. It is divided into a basement, a ground-
floor, and four npper stories, the basement walls
being of stone, and the superstructure of bricks

cemented. The most conspicuous ornamentation
in the Flinders-lane front is bestowed upon the
centre first-floor window, which is of Venetian
form, with a projecting balcony and pediment.
The remaining front windows on the different

floors, and those a’ong tho sides, are arranged in

clusters and groups, the groupid openings being
separated by small capped columns. Commu-
nication between the various levels, for the
transit of goods and parsons, will be afforded by
lifts and ample staircases from floor to floor.

As a rule, the workers employed in tho ware-
house will ascend and descend by the lift. The
contractor for the building is Mr. John Wood,
aud the clerk of tho works Mr. Wallace, while

the plastering has been done under the super-

vision of Mr. Parry. The item of plastering is

a pretty considerable one in the contract, since

the walls of the building are plastered inside

throughout, and are to be finished off with archi-

traves and other ornamentations. Between
eighty and ninety men have been employed upon
the work, including tho bricklayers, plasterers,

masons, carpenters, aud labourers. The entire

cost of the building will be about 15,0001.

An addition to the Sailors’ Home is now in

progress, and nearly completed. Tho new
dining-hall, now being erected, is 56 ft. long by
22 ft. wide. When completed, the Homo will

accommodate 125 men. The total cost of the

institution, including both the old and the new
portions, will bo aboat 10,000L; that of the new
being ‘4,300h, although the present contract only
amounts to 3,080i. Messrs. Martin & Peacock
are the contractors for the additions, and Messrs.
Smith & Watts are the architects. The foreman
of the works is Mr. Greig.

Additions have been made to the Wesleyan
Church at Emerald Hill. Messrs. Crouch &
Wilson arc the architects. The additions com-
prise a transept 70 ft. by 40 ft. internally,

orchestra and small class-room, with two large

vestries underneath, and two porch entrances.

The new walls are built for a tower. The church
will now accommodate 1,000 persons. The fit-

tings Lave been supplied by Messrs. Bell & Butt,

of Richmond, who also prepared those in the old

portion. Messrs. Banks & Dempster also again
attended to tho gasfittiug. The nave measures
73 ft. G in. by 40 ft.

; the transept, 70 ft. by 40 fo.

;

the walls are 23 ft. high, and the mid-ceiling

35 ft. 6 in.
;
the height to ridge is 53 ft. All the

passages and lobbies are laid in cement, the
flooring being raised some Sin. or 6 in. higher.
The pulpit, &c., are of cedar, French-poliohed.

Fitzroy Gardens, Melbourne.—Melbourne is

abundantly provided with public parks and
gardens. The Fitzroy Gardens are second only
to the Botanical in extent, beauty, and general
attractiveness, while they are nearer to the city.

The public are indebted fo Mr. Hodgkinson,
Assistant Commissioner of Lands and Survey,
for the conversion of what was not long ago a
waste blank into a delightful retreat. The
ground is tastefully laid out, stocked with all

sorts of ornamental trees, reticulated with run-
ning water, which keeps the grass ever green
and the shrubs umbrageous, and is intersected

in all directions with broad and well-kept

avenues.

Ballarat.—A large bell, cast here for the Free
Church of England, attracted to Mr. Higgins’s
foundry a largo number of ladies aud gentlemen
to witness the process. The St. David bell, as it

is called, is the largest ever cast in Ballarat
for church purposes, its weight being a little

over 2 cwt., aud its dimensions 26| in. at bottom,
with a height of 23 in. A smaller bell, cast at

tbo same time, weighed about i cwt. The next
largest bell cast here for church use is that ol

Sc. Peter’s, in Sturt-streefc, which weighs about

120 lb., and was cast nearly two years ago at the
Victoria Foundry, by Messrs. Hunt & Opie. The
same firm cast the largest bell yet made here

—

namely, the bell cast six or seven years ago for

the Ballarat Fire Brigade, which weighed between
5 and 6 cwt. Mr. Higgins, the caster of the
St. David bell, is also tho donor of the bell to the
church,

MONUMENTAL.
The statue of Lord Palmerston, by Mr.

Woolner, which is to be erected in Palace-yard,
Westminster, is now eo nearly completed that
the model is in the hands of the bronze casters.

The figure is somewhat larger than life.

The mnnicipaliby of Missoloughi are taking
measures to raise a monument there to Lord
Byron, who contributed so much to Hellenic
independence before he died in their town in

April, 1824. A statue is to be erected to the
poet on the spot where he breathed his last.

The total sum subscribed by the metropolitan
police for the erection of a monument to the
late Sir Richard Mayne, K.C.B., chief commis-
sioner of police, is 5741. ISs. 9d.

The yonng sculptor Dantan has received the
commands of tho Emperor to execute a marble
bust of Rossini for the library of the Institute.

THE JOINT COUNTIES ASYLUM AT
CARMARTHEN.

architects’ llESi’ONSllHLITIES.

Some few months since we gave a short article

upon ” False Economy in Building,” in which we
had occasion to refer to the large structure at

Carmarthen known as the Joint Counties Asylnm.
We now learn that at the Quarter Sessions lately

held the enbject was brought before the three
courts of Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke,
when a report was presented from the Com-
mittee of Visitors to the Asylum. In this repprt

the committee regretted to state, that “ in conse-
quence of defective workmanship and materials

used in building the asylum,” it had been “ found
necessary to renew a considerable portion of the
work, and extensive repairs had become indis-

pensable.” The committee stated that they had
been compelled in September last to call upon
the treasurers of the three counties to pay -lOUl.,

so as to enable them to proceed with such repairs,

but the committee found that they were now
“ compelled to make a similar order for the sum
of l,200i.” The committee express the hope
that this sum—1,6001. in all—will be sufficient

to place the buildings in thorough repair. They
a’so state that a “ case ” had been submitted to

counsel to advise whether or not they had a
remedy against any person, and whom, for such,

defective workmanship and bad materials used
in the erection of the asylum; and in pursuance
of the “opinion” given they had resolved,

subject to the approval of the Courts of Quarter
Sessions for the three counties in union, to take
proceedings against their late architect for the
damages they have suffered, aud were sure of
being subjected to, by his having given his cer-
tificates, from time to time, to the contractor,

and thereby passed defective woikmanship and
materials used in building the asylum. The
matter was discassed at the Quarter Sessions in

the three counties, and at the Carmarthenshire
Court, the Earl of Cawdor explained the position

of affairs. He said the committee had not been
properly treated. They put their trust in their

architect, and he had certified that the work
was properly executed, but they now discovered

many defects. The committee had submitted a
“ case ” to an omineut counsel,—Mr. Field,

—

and they had just received that gentleman's
“ opinion,” which was to the effect that the com-
mittee could proceed against the architect, to

recover damages for tho defects. Earl Cawdor’s
individual opinion was in favour of this view.

It was stated in the discussion that followed,

that a precedent for proceeding against the
architect was furnished in the case of an action
which arose with respect to the large structure

at Colney Hatch. However, the Quarter Sessions
of the three counties,— Carmarthen, Cardogan,
aud Pembroke,—have all decided upon con-
firming the proposal of the Asylum Committee
to take legal proceedings against tho architect.

The case will be anxiously looked forward to. It
is far from clear whether the action should be
taken against the contractor for not fulfilling the
terms of his contract, or against the architect,

for signing certificates when the work was not
properly executed.
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THE LATE MR. GEORGE SMITH,
ARCHITECT, F.S.A.

To the brief but comprehensive sketch, in the
last number of the Builder, of the professional

life of the late Mr. George Smith, architeot, per-

mit an old pupil to add a few unprofessional
details, if only to show bow well his success
was deserved by the means he took to secure it,

and by the generous use he made of its fruits.

Mr. Smith had always been sincerely attached
to his profession, and pcrseveringly followed it.

In all that he did he was extremely careful and
painstaking, and wisely thought that whatever
was worth doing at all was worth doing well.

The specifications which, as a student, he wrote
out were admirable examples of neat and elegant
penmanship.
His drawings wore done with great care and

attention. The early habit thus formed never
deserted him. In advanced age I have seen
him, at his country house, occupy himself in
drawing out a humble plan and elevation with
as much carefulness and exactness as if the
world were still all before him, and he had his
fortune to make in it. His writing, like his
drawing, was always his best. The slow and
careful way in which he invariably signed his
name was something remarkable, and showed
the importance he attached to doing it well,

llis meaBuring-books were models of neatness,
and even elegance; so also were his oalcnlations
for estimates

; there was nothing of a hurried
or hasty character about even the most insig-
nificant of his papers and notes. His heart was
in hia business, and thus business became his
chief pleasure.

In the most solemn act of hia life, his first mar-
riage, business came second to the ceremony
itself. I have heard hia eldest son, George, long
since deceased, say, that after the wedding in
the morning, his father went down to Windsor
to measure some work. Windsor was then a
much longer distance in time from London than
it is now. The lady he married was a Miss
Howel, a daughter of a City functionary, the
water bailiff, who on going once to consult the
eccentric Abernathy, and stating who he was,

1 the latter replied,—“Water bailiff! sir, water
1 bailiff! you mean the brandy-and-water bailiff.”

Mrs. Smith bad a cultivated literary taste, but
I did not indulge her inclination for writing to the
I detriment of maternal duties. They had a
numerous family—five sons, two of whom are in

I the church, and two daughters, the eldest of
whom died early. The present eldest son is the
Rev. Sydney Smith, M.A., perpetual curate of
Werth, in Kent. Mr. Smith lived to a good old

; age, and retained to the last much of that con-
s stant cheerfulness and gaiety of mind for which
I he had all through life been distinguished.
Those who have had the pleasure of meeting him

I only on business, and those who have been
1
privileged to witness the expansion of his heart

I and his sportiveness in the bosom of his more
1 serious family, will

|

never forget either that

{
genial courtesy and pleasantry which made him

: a constant favourite, especially with the gentler
f sex, nor that unohilled juvenility which often
1 led hia loving wife laughingly to exclaim, “ Now,
: is he not the youngest of them all” ?

Mr. Smith bad a natural turn for humour, and
a a talent for selecting the comic points of a story
ft and representing them with dramatic effect. An
0 ordinary narrative would thus in hia hands
b become transformed into a bumorons description
t that made the gravest hearers laugh heartily,
1 though he himself rarely joined in such noisy
d demonstrations.

As Mr. Smith rose in his profession he became
t the benefactor of hia family, and though he may
I nob have left the world a wealthy roan, in the
c common acceptation of the word, yet ho died
r rich in good deeds, and of him it may be truly
6 said, in the words of holy writ, he rests from bis
1} labours, and his works do follow him.

The writer of this short tribute to the memory
0 of hia once honoured master, entered Mr. Smith’s
Dl offices as an articled pupil in 1822 : they were
then in Bread-street Hill, and a Mr. Thomas

N Nichols was the head-clerk. Nichols was a good
1 draughtsman and mathematician, and perfectly
wweil understood oonstrootion : he made the
d drawings for St. Paul’s School, and for the tower
i of the late Royal Exchange.

His successor in that situation was Mr. A. B.
C Clayton, who had taught painting in the family.
C Clayton came from Mr. Roper’s offices, and was
& a person of a very different stamp to the
plpleasant Tommy Nichols, as his predecessor
Qsused familiarly to be called. Clayton had de-

signed the new Church of St. Mark, at Ken-
nington, and the tall monumental shot-tower by
the aide of Waterloo Bridge. He was an artist, and
iubroduced a new style. It was shortly after
this that the offices were removed to Mercers’
Hall, where they now are.

Of the several pupils my contemporaries, the
most distinguished was William Grellier, of

Wormwood-street, Bishopsgate; he subsequently
obtained the prize awarded by the Gresham
Committee for the best design for a new Royal
Exchange. He was a most exemplary and
persevering student

;
received in 1829 the gold

medal in Architecture of the Royal Academy, and
in 1831 was one of the most efficient members
of the Architectural Society of Loudon, and for

four years was honorary secretary. When, in
184'2, that society was merged in the Royal
Institute of British Architects, William Grellier
received a piece of plate and a memorial, in
testimony of his valuable servioes. A prema-
ture death deprived the profession of one of its

rising brightest ornar.enta. The principal
edifice with which William Grdlier’s name is

associated is that handsome structure in Liver-
pool, “ the Royal Insurance buildings.” Another i

fellow-pupil was James Barr, recently deceased,
the author of “Anglican Church Architecture.” I

To give, however, even a brief account of the
pupils of the late Mr. Smith, both before and
siute the writer’s own time, would fill a

'

volume. How several entered the Church, how
others entered the army, how some followed one
calling, some another, and some no calling at all,

would serve to show what a good practical
foundation this study affords for a variety of
subsequent professions, and that in the inter-

mediate and undecided stage of life which sne-
oeeds to boyhood, there is nothing better for a
young man to do than to court La bclla Architet-
<um, who says to all her suitors, “Love me, love
my sisters also.”

H. C. Barlow, M.D., F.G.S.

SANATORIUM FOR HARROW SCHOOL.
In the year 1864', the Sanatorium for Harrow

School, of which we give illustrations in our
present number, was oommenced. Previously to
this each boarding-house had a set of sick-rooms,
where illness of every sort was attended to, and
where every precaution was always taken to
prevent the spread of infection, though by such
means alone it was not always possible to pro-
vide against the communication of disease.
Even now the same series of sick-rooms exist at
each house, and the same care and attention are
given personally to all ordinary forms of illness,

bat all cases of infectious diseases are removed
to the Sanatorium.

It is difficult to imagine how such a large
school as Harrow, with 500 eoholara, was able at ^

all satisfactorily to get on without such a safe-
,

guard against extraordinary, wo had almost

:

said ordinary, risks of infection; and it is indeed
greatly to the credit of the masters, and a strong

!

proof of their care and attention, that the school
was able so long to exist wanting an asylum of I

this kind against those insidious and fearful

,

visitations which, spite of care and attention,

'

seem to come to all communities alike, but
jwhich ai'e peculiarly obnoxious to such large
'

numbers of young people as are gathered toge-
ther at a public school.

It was principally owing to the indefatigable
exertions of the present—then the new—head
master. Dr. Butler, that all the unavoidable
difficulties of the new arrangements were over-

^ come, and the means provided for the prosecu-
tion of the work.
We quote from the architeot’a report on the

subject in 1863, to show the orignal intention,
]

before we speak of how it has been carried

'

out ;

—

“I may remark first as to the building itself (for it
depends somewhat upon the character which it is to
assume what will be the best site) that it would probably
not be desirable to make it a very conspicuous object, nor
too prominent amongst the other school buildings at
Harrow, either by its position or its architecture. Tet at
the same time I presume it must be conveniently situated,
aud large enough to contain the accommodation mentioued
to mo the other day. As to the rooms or wards themselves,
they need not' partake too much of the character of a
hospital, though obviously they should have all the con-
veniences of one, and possess suiUcient cubical capacity and
ample means of ventilation.

’

Attention should be paid not only to the aspect of the
rooms, with a view to obtain sunlight and air, and shelter
from cold winds, but also to secure a cheerful prospect,
and one associated with the everyday enjoyments of school
life.

Bearing all this in mind, I have made a small (though
imperfect) sketch, in order to see how the various require-

ments could be satisfied and the several roomo grouped into
a block, which could be erected in a simple style of archi-
tecture aud in an economical manner,

» * • * *
Tho ground.floor might contain the beds for miscel-

laneous disorders—the matron’s room, kitchen, &c. ; while,
supposing the building were placed on the side of a hill
sloping considerably towards the south and east, the
various outbuildings might economically form a basement
under tho central wiug.
Tho upper floor might be appropriated solely to the

r
disease prevailing at one particular time, and some

of the rooms be reserved for more desperate eases, with
nurses’ roonis_ attached, while two or three extra rooms
might be obtained in the roofs ofsome part of the building
as extra sleeping-rooms for servants, or store and lumber-
rooms, if required.
The architectural appearance of the building would bo

simple, very little atoue being used; but the character of
the school building* generally kept up, in tho use of red
bricks, with a few black bricks introduced, and tiled roofs.
The interior might be fiaishod partiofiy with stained and
varnished deal.

Most of the siok-rooms would contain 1,000 cubic feet for
each patient, aud each room an open fireplace as one of the
best possible ventilators. All the windows should be made
to open, if required, and placed in such a way that by
opening the door and the windows of tiie passage a
thorough draught could be secured to purity the rooms.
At the same lime everything like a draught should be
generally prevenLiblo by a system of warming aud ventila-
ting tho passages as well as the rooms. For this purpose a
system of what may be called ‘ artificisl ’ ventilation suould
bo adopted to assist what may be termed tho ‘natural’
ventilation of doors, windows, fireplaces, Ac,"

Tho site itself was costly, and the building,
owing to its position and special requirements,
could not be a cheap one

;
jet, a great deal of

accommodation has been obtained on an appro-
priate site, and, as will be seen, at a moderute out-
lay, viz., about 3,5001., exclusive of site, fencing,
and a few items not necessarily belonging to the
building. It is, however, only right to add that
tho fitting up of the laundry, &c. (which we shall
describe), with the hot-water coils in the hall,
was executed by Messrs. Benhara and others at
a cost additional to the above. The whole works
have been carried out under the superintendeuce
of tho architect, Mr. Charles Forster Hayward,
F.S.A., in a style consistent with other works by
that gentleman at Harrow, aud somewhat also in
accordance with the local traditions of the spot,
viz., in red brick, with a sparing introduction of
stone dressings, ornamental patterns of blaok-
hoaders, and with tiled roofs.

It should be stated that the building is smaller
than was at first intended, and the site larger
than was actually required for the present

; and
the roadway had to be made as well as con-
siderable special works for drainage. The
advantages, however, are commensurate; for
perfect isolation at the end of a long private
road, yet with a cheerful view of habitations not
too near, a magnificent prospect extending to
Windsor Castle in one direction, and, at the same
time, openness to all health-bearing breezes, witli
shelter from the coldest quarter, have been
secured, — at a distance not too far from tbs
business of tho school.

Advantage has been taken of the steepness of
the ground to obtain a good basement,—the
living-rooms in which look upon a terrace high
above the remainder of the site, which is laid
out as a garden

;
while the chief entrance is on

what would be called the ground floor.

The accommodation aftbrded by the basement
is as follows :—Kitchen, scullery, servants’ room,
larder, cellar, knives and boots, and coal places ;

aud there is an entrance on the terrace level.
In communication with these rooms, but with a
chief entrance on the exterior and on the oppo-
site side, are a laundry, purifying-room, and the
heating apparatus, which serves both these, as
well as the warming of the hall by hot-water
coils. The purifying-room, which is a most im-
portant adjunct, is vaulted and capable of being
heated to a very high temperature, and therein
is placed all linen, &e., to be thoroughly
cleansed,—and, if not reused, cousumed. All
the steam and smell are, of oourse, carried off

by the great draught of the furnace flues, and
the articles are got rid of in the shortest possible
time, and with the least amount of handling
by no means an important matter. On the
basement level, also, is the carriage-house, con-
taining the special vehicle, which alone is allowed
to be used for the conveyance of the infected.
The entrance-porch, doorway, and hall, are

made sufficiently wide for the entry of this
carriage into the building; and tho staircase is

made unusually wide, and easy of tread, to allow
of patients being carried up in their beds when
neoessary, though, of course, it would seldom
occur that a patient arrived in such a state of
prostration. It must be remembered no acci-
dents or surgical cases are brought to the Sana-
torium : its use is strictly confined to the treat-
ment of infectious diseases.

a
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Once in the ball, the general arrangemente

are clear : a short, wide corridor gives access,

on the right, to a convalescent room, a sargeon’s

room and dispensary, a bath-room, and at the

end a “ double ward while adjoining, on the

other hand, are the W.C., &c. ; the back stair-

cases, do«n and up, and the lift, which is fitted

with noiseless gear, and is built in a solid brick

shaft, with only the actual necessary openings

to it. The short passage-way, lighted from the

side (at one’s back on entering), conducts to the

matron’s rooms, and the stores immediately under

her care ;
and for her use there is a private access

to the back staircase and the rest of the building.

Ascending the staircase, which is of oak and

pitch pine,—unenclosed in any part, the nuder-

side of the stairs being as visible as the upper, and

all finished to show the woodwork,—we find the

upper floor a counterpart of the arrangement

thus described, except that the two rooms below

used for the doctor and for convalescents, form

the largest ward for three patients, or more if

necessary. The bath-room on this floor is also

fitted as a nurse’s kitchen, with small range, &c.,

and the rooms over the matron’s rooms are quiet

wards. Advantage is taken of the position of

the hot-water cistern on this floor, to form an

airing-room for linen.

The larger wards we have spoken of were

designed for one or two beds each, generally only

one, but with a door of communication between

them, for the sake of taking advantage of the

feeling of companionship in youth generally,

and making cheerfulness an assistance to con-

valescence, as it would be in the many cases of

the mildest character, to be treated in the build-

ing, while isolation or at least separation was

adopted for the more serionsly affected patients.

The wards are separately ventilated from the

ceiling by Watson’s double tubes running np to,

and enclosed in, a turret on the roof
;
at the

same time open fireplaces are used, and open

windows are available if required. By closing

the passage-way, these rooms can be made a

complete set for the treatment of a different

disease from that attended to in the remainder

of the building.

At Eton, the wards are a series of small rooms

for single patients—a system corresponding with

that of the school generally j
bat in the building

of which we are speaking there is only one room

unable to accommodate more than one patient if

occasion should require, bat provision is made for

enlargement at any time, so that moresingle rooms

could be added if it were found desirable. The

total number of beds now provided for is fourteen,

or eighteen when the bouse is quite full. Thesick-

bouse at Rugby is used, we believe, as a sort of

general hospital fur all kinds of illness, and is

very popular amongst the boys; and the same

can be said of the Harrow sanatorium, as, indeed,

the cessation from lessons and ordinary school

discipline .with the substitution of special care

and attention, with often no great feeling of

debility, is likely to make it.

The ventilation of the rest of the building is

carried out by a large Watson ventilator in the

turret over the principal staircase. Over each

doorway is a set of louvre openings, which, com-

mnnicating with the upper part of passage-ways,

carry the foul air that passes in this direction

at once to this exit j
while open fire-lump stoves

and sash windows afford additional assistance.

The part of windows above the transom is hinged

also, and works by cords and pulleys, so that the

upper part of the room can easily be filled with

fresh air. The rooms are 12 ft. high, and each

ward allows 1,200 cubic feet of space to each

patient when the rooms are full,—otherwise,

about double this quantity. Of conrse, the base-

ment is cut off from the rest of the building for

ventilation.

The furnishing of the interior has been care-

fully attended to, and carpets and curtains

avoided as much as possible. The walls are all

painted. The hall is paved with tiles partly, and

the floors are stained and varnished. The works

were carried ont by a local builder; and its use-

fulness has already been put to the test, and

its importance proved as one of the institutions

of the flourishing school founded by old John

Lyon at Harrow-on-the-Hill.

We have only to add that the Sanatorium is

under the care of Dr. Hewlett and Dr. Bridg-

water ; a lady presiding over the establishment.

St. Mary’s, Newington.—Mr. Charles Hardy,

Assistant-Surveyor of the borough of Leicester,

has been appointed Surveyor of Sewers to the

parish of St. Mary, Newington.

THE HARROW SCHOOL SANATORIUM.
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TEE SEWERAGE OF BIEKDALE.
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Those who know auyLhing of Southport will
aardly have failed to notice the rapid increase of
ihe neighbouring township Birbdale. Some few
'/ears since what is now occupied by a consider*
iiblo population was then merely rabbit warren.
cJumorous residences have been erected, and the
tare and expense the proprietors have been at
n forming gardens upon the barren sand, in
Host cases the whole of the soil haring to be
drought from a distance, show how the seaside is
ippreciated by the inland manufacturing popula-
ion, from whom, among the substantial classes,
toth Southport and it are mainly fed.
f Southport and Birkdale have attained con-
lidernble reputation for mildness of climate,
i^hich has not failed to inflnence their prosperity,
kbout five years ago Birkdale adopted the Local
Government Act,^ and in consequence of the
ormation of new roads, and the rapid extension
f property within that time, after considerable
iscussion, the Board have finally decided to give
!i6ir district the benefit of a comprehensive
irstem of sewerage, in lieu of the absorbent
asspool system now in vogue. The question of
iBuitable outlet formed oue of the main difficul*
J0S to be dealt with

j
as the objection to bringing

itlet pipes on to the shore being insuperable,
1 arrangement for a disposal of the sewage
iland became of prime consequence. These
lelimiQa^ies having been settled, the Board
five entrusted the preparation and carrying out

a sewerage scheme to Messrs. Reado &
330diaoo, civil engineers, of Liverpool,
i Among other things, Birkdale will possess
jiblio gardens when the new portion of the
Irkdale Park Estate (the property of Mr. T. W
mndell) is completed.

COLUMNS IN PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
iIt has often occurred to me that in churches
d other public buildings they might now
SDStitute for those heavy, massive stone pillars
ten used, which are so expensive, tedious in
lecting, and so much obstruct both the seeing
3 hearing, stroug iron pillars, and then
sase them in thick coloured glass, by which
cans they could give them the most beau*

l 1 polish, either plain or fluted, of the
ist varied and attractive colours. No two of
im need be alike, if it was considered advis-
. 0 . I think the manufacture of glass baa been
iiught to such perfection in this our day, that
y would experience little if any difficulty in

pg what I propose and suggest, in the most
ifect and satisfactory manner, and, by so doing.
Hire six most desirable things in this go-ahead'
Jld of ours, — namely, beauty, lightness,
CQomy, space, efficiency, and time.

St. John S. Broderick.

of the table is a roller to which the hammock is
strapped, the other end being secured by hooks
to the wall. The different tiers of cells are
reached by an ornamental iron winding stair
case in front of the main entrance, with per-
forated treads and risers, there being four
flights and two landings, and is lighted by six
windows, 5 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft. 6 in. From these
landings there are balconies with ornamental
iron fronts, resting on scroll brackets, which ex-
tend the length of the corridors on both sides
and give access to the two upper tiers of cells. In
the tower, and easy of access from the second
landing, is the officer’s day-room, and above that
ms sleeping-room, and from his position he can
see down to the angles on either side of the cor-
ridor. In each cell there is a handle which,
when turned, strikes a gong near the officers’
rooms, and throws out an indicator at the cell
which requires attention. There is a jet to give
a certain amount of light to each cell, while the
corridor is lighted by jets from the scroll brackets
supporting the railings. The heating is by
means of bob air, to obtain which there is a
saddle boiler under the corridor. A main is
carried the entire length of this, and from it a
pipe is carried to each celJ, the prisoner being
^ regulate tbe temperature by letting in
cold air if he chooses. Besides this, the hot
blast can be regulated by the admission of cold
air, and for close and sultry weather there is a
stove in the extraction shaft for increasing the
current of cold air. The water for the use of
the prisoners is supplied from two large cisterns
faxed above the corridor arch in the roof: each
prisoner obtains what he requires from a tap in
bis cell. The architect is Mr. R. Griffiths, of
Staflbrd

; the clerk of the works, Mr. C. Smith
; ;and the builder, Mr. H. Lovatb, of Wolverbamp-

;ton, who has the contract for the new county
asylum at Macclesfield, and has been engaged in
prison alterations at Stafford, Coldbath-fields,
and elsewhere. The total coat of the work, leas

'

668Z. 4s. 6d. for old materials, was 3,9561. la. lid.,
and the personal suptrintendence of it is, for the
moat part, due to Mr. F. F. Foxall and Mr.
Elsdon, the foremen of Mr. Lovatt.

Bite of the Old Colossenm, in Stewart and
Cowoaddena streets. It had a neat but unpre-
tending appearance. There were two tiers of
galleries, one of which was set apart as boxes,
and the other for the accommodation of the
gods. The gallery was seated for 1,000, nit

and stalls for 1,600, while in the boxes tittin?-
room was provided for 700. Tbe stage was 40 ft.
in length with 33 ft. of prosceninm. The
theatre was lighted with a large crystal sunlight
gaselier, situated in the centre of the roof.

THE PHYSICAL
COMMOTIONS THROUGHOUT THE GLOBE.
There is something really alarming in the

persistency with which “ earthquakes in divers
places” have for some time hfiftn montfoof inr.

W WING OF COUNTY GAOL, CHESTER.
i.His work is now near completion. The old
lidings having been removed, says the local
Tonicle, the foundations were found to be
icctive, and this uuexpected obstacle had to be
mounted by excavating the entire surface to
p0pth of 14 ft., the foundation walls being
Eiied from a bed of concrete 4 ft. 6 in. deep
uh involved an outlay of £1,375. On the
01 of November, 1867, the first stone was laid,
fi from that time the building progressed
bfactorily to the present. The form it takes
ae section of an octagon, the front pre-
Ding two oblique angles, corresponding to
r jrojecting angles of the chapel at the south-
i ol the gaol. The entire length of the
iding is 140 fc,, the width 46 ft., and height
lie ridge 43 ft. The front is of stone,
ilble-faced, and taken from the old buildings,
1 the exception of the plinth course. The
Dkuce is by a porch beneath a tower, or
rtLCtion shalt, which is 61 ft. from the ground,
ioich is attached a lightning conductor, half-
c copper wire, with glass insulators. The
6’ entrance, undor the tower, is secured by a
riron-plated ou the inside and at the edges
b' beyond this are ordinary foldiog-doors
D}Dg into the main corridor. The width of
IS 12 ft. _ 6 in., and the height to the orna-
ilal cornice at the springing of the arch

. On either side of the corridor are the
fifor the prisoners, 84 in number, in three
ibf 14 on each side. Each cell is 12 ft. by
3 in., and D ft. 6 in. high, and is furnished
a a table on ornamental brackets, a stool,
i-h-tub, and water-closet, while at one side

TEE DESTRUCTION OP A GLASGOW
THEATRE BY FIBE,

We last week annonnced a telegram notifying
the total destruction by fire of the Prince of
Wales's Theatre, Glasgow. It was situated at
the junction of Main-street, Cowcaddens, and
Stewnrt-atreet, the front entrance facing the
Established Normal Seminary. At a quarter
past eleven o’clock on the Wednesday night,
at the conclusion of the performance of the
pantomime of ” Valentine and Orson,” the
audience was dismissed. About five minutes
after twelve persons in the street gave the alarm
that the theatre was on fire, flames coming
from the roof above the gallery and that part
of the stage nearest to Stewart-street. Ere the
engines reached the scene of tbe fire the flames
had got complete mastery over the building,
and were bursting forth from the back of the
stage onwards to the rear of the gallery. The
fire brigade had then to direct their efforts in
the way of preventing the flames from spread-
ing to the contiguous buildings, and particularly
to a tenement, part of which forma the corridor
which led to tbe stalls and boxes. These efforts
were successful, but it was not till near three
o’clock that the flimes had subsided. In fact
the fire did not cease raging till it had burned'
up everything that was combustible. The build-
ing was insured by the proprietor, Mr. Hannay.
Mr. Davis, the tenant, is insured for 2,0001. •

but the value of his scenery and othe'r pro-
perties is estimated at 8,0001. j so that his loss
is 6,0001. The actors, carpenters, and some
musicians have lost their all—their dresses,
tools, and instruments,—and may be a consider'
able time out of employment.

This is the fifth theatre in Glasgow which has
been destroyed by fire. The first—a stone build-
ing—was the Queen-street Theatre

; tbe second,
the theatre—a brick erection, built by Anderson,
the Wizard of the North, in the Jail-square

; the
third, the Adelphi, also in the Jail-square, built
of wood, and tenanted by Mr. Miller

;
the fourth,

the Theatre Royal, in Dunlop-street, a fine stone
building, which belonged to Mr. Alexander, who
also managed the theatre for himself; and the
last, the Prince of Wales’s. Mr. Cook’s Circus,
in the Jail-square, also met with the same fate.
The Prince of Wales’s Theatre, which was

opened on the 3rd of August, 1867, was built on

r j ........ oai lu aiveiS
places” have for some time been manifeatino'
themselves. In Iceland, last mouth, numerous
shocks were felt, nob a few of them more or less
violent. At Tauras, iu Russia, a violent earth-
quake was felt on the 3rd of the present month ;

its direction, as in so many other cases, was
north and south. Distinct shocks have been
felt at Weston - super - Mare, and in the cast
of England itself : there, too, the direction
was north and south. A clergyman complains
that he was sadly maltreated by what he calls a

,
typhoon, while walking between Winscombe and

j

Axbridge : he was struck on the back all of a
I

sudden by a whirlwind, and dashed along “ like
;a stone from a catapult” for 100 yards, and
i even rolled over and over after being dashed to
the ground. Intelligence from Mexico announces

I

that an earthquake took place on December 20th,
in the cities of Colima and Manzanillo. Several

; persons were killed, many houses were destroyed,

I

and nearly all the buildings in both places were
more or leas damaged. On November 12th, too,

^

an earthquake destroyed several houses in the’
,

state of Coahnila, and continued for two days
1 with recurring shocks, fifty-eight in numb4.
' The country bad previously been deluged by
floods in the river Nazas, causing great distress :

many people were drowned, houses were swept
away, and vast quantities of provisions destroyed.
A private letter received from Taranaki, in New
Zealand, states that during the recent earth-
quake there the earth seemed convulsed by a
perpetual pulsation for six hours, and for forty-
eight hours afterwards sleep was hardly possible,
as the constantly-recurring shocks were very
violent. There were no less than forty shocks.
To other earthquakes which have occurred in
India and elsewhere, even since this article was
prepared, we have no room-at present to refer.

In a recent discussion at Melbourne, Australia,
before the Royal Society there, relating to the
South American earthquake, it was stated that
the great wave which rolled on the coasts of
New Zealand and all the eastern and southern
shores of Australia, on August 15th, must have
rolled over the Pacific Ocean in eighteen hours,
or at tbe rate of 383 miles an hour.
We are no disciples of Dr. Gumming; but when

a matter-of-fact practical paper like the London
Times, under present circumstances, quotes
Scripture as to ” earthquakes in divers places,”
one need not much fear making a little more
particular allusion to predictions which may
relate to cosmical and social laws of progress,
which we as yet know little about, as we certainly
do abont the cause of these earthquakes, but
which were, no doubt, seen clearly and appre-
ciated by the inspired predictor. In the first
place he alindes, as do Old Testament seers, to
“ tbe latter days ” as the opening of a great
summer, though attended by notable cosmical
and other disturbances. Thus, in the Book of
Amos, the seer, speaking of a vision be had,
says,—“ I see a basket of summer fruit. Then,
said the Lord, the End is come npon my people
and in accordance with this we find the following
passage in Matthew, “Now learn a parable of
the fig-tree. When his branch is yet tender and
putteth forth leaves, ye know that summer is
nighj so likewise ye, when ye shall see all these
things, know that it is near, even at the doors.”
“ These things” related not only to ” earthquakes
in divers places,” and “ the sea and waves roar~
ing,” but to " stars falling from heaven,” the sun
being darkened and the moon not giving light
and becoming “ as blood,” or, in other words, to
a total eclipse of the sun, ^ter the ” tribulation
nf I liose days ” with ” wars and rumours of wars,”
perplexity of nations,” and yet ‘‘ knowledgo

increased,” and great ” running to and fro,” &o.
Was there ever a time in the memory of man
when ‘‘ aZJ these things ” were so concentrated
in any one year as iu last year, when there
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were “ earthquakes in divers^ places 5
” when the

falling meteoric showers excited great interest 5

when there was an eclipse almost unprecedented

for its totality ;
and when the blood-coloured

prominences which surrounded the disk of the

moon whUe it darkened the sun, might well be

rer'arded as the true meaning of the passage in

Eevelations relating to the sun becoming black

and the moon as blood ? What all these earth-

cmakes, at least, betoken, is a very grave problem

for men of science to solve. No sneering can

extiuguish this fact.

the decay of stone in public
BUILDINGS.

Por many years I have looked with grief

npon ’the decay of stone in several of onr large

buildings, especially in such noble buildings as

the Houses of Parliament, and many others which

are ornaments to our metropolis.
_

It seems a

pity that after so much pains, anxiety, and ex-

pense has been bestowed opon these, they should

hi so short a space of time crumble to decay.

Now, as this decay must result from some

cause, it is necessary that the exact cause be

arrived at. It has been said on good authority,

and by some of the cleverest men of the present

day, that it is the smoke of London acting on

the stone causes it to decay.
_

The principal object of this paper, then, will

be to show that the decay of stone does not

result from this cause, and in order to substan-

tiate this I will mention a few plain facts which

will tend to show that the smoke does not act

upon the stone in sufficient force to decay it.

I have been to a great many quarries in

various parts of Great Britain, and therefore

have had the opportunity of noticing the stone

on the spot from whence it is obtained, and I find

there is a certain portion of stone that will perish

in its own native air, and on its own soil, away

from all smoke and soot
;
for instance, I have

Been the Cheshire, Yorkshire, Lancashire, and

Derbyshire stone, also the Glasgow white stone,

and granites at various quarries, all perish in

their own native air, and at most of these

places there has been no smoke or soot to act

upon them.
Again, there was a large building erected

the west of London, and one of the late eminent

judges of stone was appointed to examine the

quality of the stone. Now after this gentle-

man had passed the stone for the West-end

building, a great quantity of it perished before

the roof was on. This must at once prove to

onr minds, and not only to us but to architects

and engineers, that it is not the soot that causes

the 8t(me to decay in our public buildings, but

the inferior 'quality of the stone that was used.

If the above proofs are not sufficiently con-

vincing, allow mo to mention one or two still

more so. If we will but take the pains to look

at some of our buildings, we find in many in-

stances a sound stone adjoining a decayed one.

Bow can this be accounted for ? If the smoke

had such an effect upon these stones that are

decayed, why did it not act in the same manner

upon the adjoining ones that are sound ? Thus

we again see that an inferior quality has been

mixed with a good.

I have myself removed the accumulated soot

from the face of stone, and, on examining, found

it to be quite sound and perfect. These simple

facts ought to convince any practical man, and

also our geologists, that the smoke is not the

cause of the stone decaying.

The largest quantity of stone used in London

is of the Portland. I have walked through these

quarries and examined the stone at this place and

found it to perish in large quantities (remember

this stone has not been subjected to the smoke).

The stone then is brought to London, and used

in the construction of buildings, and, as may be

expected, before the roof is fixed will be found

to be in an advanced state of decay, and not

only before the roof is fixed, but even after the

stone has been used only two or three months ;

then our scientific men say it is the smoke acting

upon the stone causes the decay, whereas if

proper judgment had been used, and the stone

of the right quality, the smoke would have had

little or no effect npon it.

A great quantity of ihe Portland stone that is

used in London perishes far sooner than the

Bath. As a proof of this I will refer to the en-

trance gateways to the park at Hyde Park Corner.

These are of Portland stone; nearly all this

stone has perished, and is still perishing as fast

as time will permit. Now the adjoining building

to these gateways is Apsley House, which is of

Bath stone, and the stone of this building stands

far bettor than the so-called Portland at the gate-

ways. The exterior of the Grosvenor Hotel is

mostly of Bath stone, and has been erected some

seven or eight years, and not a single piece ot

this stone is decayed. And why? Because it

was carefully selected. If this had been of a

bad quality it would have perished before now ;

and thus, while this Bath stone building stanns,

some Portland ones have perished in less time

than that above mentioned.

This stone, then, that decays, is simply an in-

ferior quality, which, if placed in any buildings,

whether in town or country, will decay 5
and not

only will decay, but has already done 80
._

For

instance, many large buildings in the city of

Oxford were erected out of stone obtained^ m
the neighbourhood, without any regard being

paid to the quality of that stone, and the result

was as may bo expected, in a few years these

buildings went to decay. Had this atone been ot
^

a good quality, it would have remained sound

and perfect, because some of the good quality

obtained from the same neighbourhood was used

at the same time as the above, and is as perioot

now as when need.

The above example must not be confined to

Oxford only, for it is the same with our noble

Houses of Parliament. It appears to me that two

qualicies of stone have also been used m this

building, namely, a good and bad. The fault is
,

not so much in the atone decayiog as want ot

judgment in selecting the same ;
because if stone

be carefully selected, I am confident there will

not be that decay there now is.
_ 1

When we take into consideration the various
,

kinds of stone that are sent to London, and all
i

different in quality, we will see that careful

judgment ought to be exercised in the selection
^

of the same. I will here mention a few of the
j

many sorts of stone. There are six distinct sorts

obtained from Portland, five from Bath, and

fifteen from Yorkshire and Derbyshire. In the

neighbourhood of Penryn, there are about sixty

or seventy granite quarries, the granite differing

in a great many of them both in colour and

quality.
,

_

We also obtain eight different sorts of granite

from Aberdeen aud its neighbourhood, viz..—

three sorts from Peterhead, two from Moll, five

from Dalbeattie, aud three from the north of

Ireland. We thus see that great care and

judgment ought to be exercised in the selection

of the proper quality, but that judgment has not

always been correct ;
for instance, the before-

mentioned judge of stone condemned two barge-

loads of Portlaud stone at some works for which

Mr. Kelk was the contractor. I said at the time

this atone was good and would stand the weather.

As a proof of this we afterwards used the whole

of these two barge-loads at the same works, and

up to the present time nob a single stone has

perished. And here I cannot help remarking

that some of our great men have a name which

sways all before them, bub have nob the correct

j udgment which is absolutely necessary in respect

to the quality of stone ;
for we here see judgment

had been passed upon this stone and it proved

the reverse.
,, .

It has also been mentioned that the granite at

Waterloo Bridge is passing under the same pro-

cess of decay as our stone, caused by the smoke

:

this is nob the cause, for it is well known that the

granite which was brought to London at the

time Waterloo Bridge was being built was of an

inferior quality compared to the granite used at

the present day. I have seen granite almost as

soft as grit atone, and possessing all the elements

of decay. I have also seen granite in the neigh-

bourhood of Aberdeen decayed in the inside of a

new building, where it has been screened from

smoke and the weather.

Thus, I have endeavoured, iu the first place,

to show it is nob the soot that decays our atone
j

and, secondly, that this stone that decays is of

an inferior quality.

It must nob he supposed from the above that

there are no good stone buildings iu London, as

several are now passing before my mmd, bub

time will nob permit me to offer any comment

on these. William Ckoss,

Manager of the Prince Consort Memorial.

We willingly allow Mr. Cross, as a

practical man of good experience, to express

his opinion. What he says is to a great extent

correct, but it is nob wholly so. The decay of

the stone of the Houses of Parliament (and

which, by the way, is usually described as more

extensive than it is), is nob a case of selected and

unaelected blocks. This is proved conclusively

by the circumstance that the decay i0 “9^*'

apparent in particular positions all round the

building; for example, under the base moulding

throughout, and under the first string. The stone

in these long lengths would necessarily present a

fair average of the quarry. The gentleinan to

whom our oorrespondeab refers is obviously the

late Mr. C. H. Smith. We have no right to

doubt the assertion that his judgment failed on

the occasion stated ;
but knowing well the experi-

ence he had had, and the extent to which he had

studied the subject, we may confidently ask, who

knew more about stone than he did? and it he

failed, in whose judgment can we even now place

faith ?

ACCIDENTS.

A PORTION of the embankment of the Bridge-

water Canal, at Traffard Moss, has given way,

flooding a large extent of land in the neighbour-

hood. It happened on the lefc or north-east side,

near Barton-on-Irwell, opposite the Trafford

Moss Farm. In a few hours the Irwell had re-

ceived nearly the whole of the escaped water. It

was found that the bank had given way at a

place where a culvert has recently been con-

structed. which passes beneath the canal and

drains the moss.

At Petersfield the floors of a malbhouse be-

longin'^ to Mr. Crafts, in the Dragon-street, feU

to the°grouud-floor below, containing a qnantity

of malt and barley. Fortunately no one at the

time was on the premises. The cause of the

accident appears to have been from the beams

resting in the walls having withdrawn from

their bearings. The old building was burnt

down in March last. The new malbhouse was

erected in the summer.
\ A fire has occurred at the Town-hall, Crewe.

! A workman who was about to do some repairs,

on opening the door of the news-room, was met

by a volume of smoke. The fire brigade and

engine of the Loudon and North-western Rail-

way Company attended without delay. The

flames had by this time made their way into the

large hall above. Some little delay occurred in

getting a good supply of water ;
but upon secur-

ing it. the exertions of the fire brigade were

speedily rewarded by the abatement of the fire,

l^e damage, fortunately, was not very extensive.

A largo space of the flooring of the hall is burnt

out tTcouple of doors or so downstairs are de-

stroyed, and some of the flooring there also

and the smoke-room papering and paint are

damaged, as, indeed, is the paint in the hall as

well. The fire would appear to have originated

iu the passage leading from the news-room to

the smoke-room, in which passage the firewood,

&o., is kept. The origin of the fire is unac-

couuted for.
,

A singular accident has happened in r lat-

street, S beffield, by which two men were seriously

injured. Messrs. Rodgers & Sons, the well-

known cutlers, have lately added further work-

shops to their large premises iu Norfolk-street,

and in Flat-street a large chimney, 33 yards

high, has been erected. The whole of the works

and the chimney were completed without an

accident, but, the chimney being finished, it

became an object of curiosity to go up it, and on

Saturday afteruoon many persons ascended. The

apparatus used in the ascent was the same as

was used in the course of building the chimney

—namely, a wooden box, drawn up inside by a

rope extended from “ legs ” at the top of the

chimney to a crab in the yard. A mason and a

bricklayer, among others, weut up, three other

men being at the crab, which two of them were

accustomed to work, but the third was lending

a hand, and it is supposed that he rested hia left

hand on a bar at the top, and by so doing dis-

engaged the “ catch ” which locked the spindle

of'the crab into its place. At all events, the

catch did become disengaged, and the effect of

this was that the spindle got out of its place, a

small cog-wheel at the end of it, which worked

into the big cog-wbeel of the drum, coming away

from the larger wheel altogether. There was

then no check on the drum round which the rope

way coiled, and of course the weight at the other

end caused the rope to unwind with great

velocity, the two men in the chimney coming

down like stones. The crab being thrown out

of gear, the men at the handles had no con-

trol over it, as the revolution of tho drum did

not afl'eeb the handles in any way. When the

accident happened the two men were withia two

or three yards of the top, so that their fall was

about 30 yards. One had a leg broken, and the
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I other a serious scalp-wound, but neither was
! killed outright. The contractor for the chimney
: and works was Mr. John Wilson, of Sheffield.

A terrible accident occurred at Delhi on
] December 5th. Some masons were employed
I
plastering an arch of the new bridge across the

i branch of the rirer between the fort of Delhi
: and Salimgnrh parallel with the railway-bridge,

I

when the arch fell in, burying the men beneath
i its ruins. Out of ton men extricated from the
I mass of masonry, only one was found to be
I breathing, and he died soon after.

1 THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OP WORKS.
MONEY MATI’EHS, LEICE8TER-SQUARE, OXFORD-

STREET UNDERGROUND, &c.
j

tale “Rosamond Grayj” and from the ohnroh.
IHE usual meeting of the Metropolitan Board yard, looking across the valley of the Ashe

ot Works was held on Friday in last week. The is seen the Wilderness, formerly a vleasaunceof o .. J ji ii ... -.j fliA r.l .-7 * i. *m i
^

i

WIDFORD CnURCH, HERTS.
The parish church of Widford, like many

others of the Hertfordshire churches, had fallen
into a bad condition. A year or so ago, how-
ever, the vicar, and some of the leading inha-
bitants, took the matter up, funds were raised,
and the church having been restored, was re-
opened for service on the 14th inat. The bishop
of the diocese, Rochester, preached on the occa-
sion, and the village kept holiday. It deserves
mention that one of the lady residents assisted
in raising the fund by sketching and lithograph,
ing views of a number of the churches n the
country, and which found sale in the neigh-

j

bonrhood. Readers of Charles Lamb will
remember that Widford is the scene of his
tale “ Rosamund Gray;” and from the church
vorri lr\r.L-inr» n _ j? ..t. _ . t

upper story, which was approached by an external
flight of steps. The west front of the church
had evidently been modernized, even at thafc
period, and most of the gables bad been deformed
by scrollwork.

The remains of these buildings are not very
extensive, as they have been destroyed at various
times, and the materials sold. However, a con-
siderable portion of one of the nave arcades
exists, with several of the monastic offices.
We have not been informed what portions are

rebuilt, or whether a thorough restoration of the
whole building is contemplated.

. ^ iu lilDU YVCBJi. i-Xie
fi financial statement presented showed the total
: cash balance in the hands of the treasurer on
I the 11th of January to bo 234,928h ITs. lid.
I Payments were ordered to the amount of
D 9,39Gi. IBs. 3d. The sinking fund now amounts
;i to 110,3821. 2s. 5d. New Three per Cent.
& Annuities.

The Chairman said he had received a com-
ramnnieation from Mr. O’Beirne, M.P., stating
llthat a proposal had been set on foot to build on

I the vacant piece of ground in the centre of
- Leicester-square. The amount proposed to be
•iraised for building purposes was about 80,0001.
[;Ib was resolved that a commuuication should be
^sent to Mr. O’Beirue, to the effect that the Board
iwilldoalt in their power to prevent the open
ifspaco from being built upon.
A deputation from the vestry of St. Maryle

-bone and residents in the locality of Park-road,
iiRegent s Park, attended the Board to present a
Timemorial with reference to the application of
ilMessrs. White & Sous for erecting buildings in
rfront of the present lino of frontage in Park-road,
isas laid down by tho superintending architect.
riThe memorial was referred to the Works Com-
umittee for consideration and report.
A memorial was presented from the Board of

IWorka for the Strand district against the pro-
lOJoaed Oxford-street underground railway. This
-imemorial was also referred to the Works and
ilmprovemenb Committee for report, bub it is
aiiaid tho bill has been withdrawn.

The clerk to tho Board presented a report from
hthe Finance Committee, which recommended
ocertaiu payments to be made, and amongst the
iotems wore the following :

—

\ Wilkinson, J ,—CounHel’s Fees, May and June, 1SG3
1 Woolwich and -ilvertown Drainage iJlo 3 0
i Cattle Market 150 jg g

i

Subways ,,,. 150 ig g
/

Lojbaukment Approaches 105 16 6
C Chelsea Embankment 150 13 (j
i Metropohtua District Railway Company ... 60 8 0

£743 8 0

. I lAvoo, tb ^LcLtSU/U/ThCo
of the old mansion at Blakeeware, where a
relative of Charles Lamb was housekeeper,
and which he often mentions in his writings.
The works at the church have been done
under the direction of Mr. G. E. Pritchett,
architect, by Messrs. Bell & Son, of Cambridge.
The tower has been thrown open by the
removal of a gallery and modern boarded in-
cloaure. The whole church has been reseated
and paved with encanstic tiles. The roofs have
been restored and panelled. All the masonry
and buttresses have been repaired, leaving the
original stonework untouched as far as possible.
A vestry has' been added on the north side, and
the church has been warmed with hot-water
pipes supplied by Mr. Waller, of London.

Three ancient wall paintings in the chancel
have been preserved. One of these, on the north
side of the chancel, is particularly interesting,
as it represents the Saviour seated in judgment
on a rainbow; swords proceeding out of his
mouth

; his feet and hands pierced
; there are

figures around him (probably of angels) blowing
trumpets. Another of them is on the eastern
wall, probably representing St. Peter in Euoha-
I'istal vestments

; and a third shows an eccle-
siastic mitred pronouncing a benediction. Dii-
randns makes mention of these paintings. The
chairs in the chancel are the gift of Miss Hamoud.
The altar-cloth was presented and worked by
the Misses Palmer; and Mr. Spencer Lewin pre-
sented a new flagon and alms-diah, and restored
the ancient chalice. The piscina and sedilia
were both blocked up, but were found when the
works were going on; also a Norman capital,
which was embedded in an old buttress. The
belfry is in course of renovation; there are five
bells, one of which being cracked, has been sent
away to be recast.

THE ABBEY OF AFFLIGHEM.
The ancient Abbey of Afflighom, near Alost,

which has been in ruins for sixty years and more,
’s, wo understand, about to be restored to its

kir. H. L. Taylor drew the attention of the

“bout to be reatored to ita

f" d M*” T° 1-

“om! ' SdrofTb?B:ot,io«;e”Sr.‘’“““°‘’

htf WbW- mencement of this oentory, the Abbey of

e P ?
“

^ f ^ was one of the moat magnifieenta ,e should notie employed. He belioeed that establishments belonginK to the Order of St

fo-ovements, and the formation of FinsL-y and erterr^d,,
end,_ transepts with an

lotnathwark Parks, aud recommending that ths
» very spacious choir, without

?:f:Liira^;s'?htT:ar?a%t;:ro:nf

iliitiafaction at the way in which fhis mLev was nf
architect of the name

foroDospd to h« rniaoH TTo oa ^ u
Covered the grand old Romanesque

|..aonnts, they Would L readX taken op Then ' “f “'f
“'*”“8''

.1 ... 1... -A ^ very magnificent in their way, were quite out of
KOPOirtCf Wirll tVlA .*iv./7 J.

I J .e/v., .a.uMiij' nattcu up wueu
iifiwas known that those who advanced the money
Id d the entire rates of the metropolis as security

the payment, and they would be content to
iceieive a very much lower rate of interest than
^.8 then proposed to be accepted by the oom-
Mlttee in their negotiations with Mr. Pepper,
bo moved an amendment, which was negatived

[

I a majority of 21 to 14, and tho original
boiommendation of the committee was put aud
pereed to.

keeping with the church and other aucient por-
tions of the monastery. A very interesting
little “ birds’-eye view” of this abbey as it

appeared at the end of the seventeenth century
is to be seen in the “ Brabantia Sacra.” This
engraving is by Harrewyn, and represents the
church crowned with curious “bulbous” spires.
The cloisters appear to have been very extensive,
and to the west of them was a large building
with Gothic windows, and a large porch on the i

FALL OF WALL, LIVERPOOL.
Human life is cheap, that is, under

certain circumstances. Another bricklayer has
auccambed to the injuries he received when h©
fell with his fellows at Fairfield, and is dead.
An enlightened British jury, under the direction
of the borough coroner, have sat upon him, and
have delivered a verdict similar to those already
given by juries on the two others who died from
the same cause previously, viz.;—“Accidental
death, cansed by the rains,” a verdict equivalent
to the old one of “ Died by the visitation of
God,” and one which I utterly repudiate as being
false, for if ever there was an accident which
might have been predicted and prevented this
was one.

I have visited the fatal spot again, aud see
nothing to alter in the acconnt which I gave yoa
at the time of the accident, an account which
I shall leave your readers to compare with th©
verdict, and I have no doubt many will concur
with me in my opening remark, that “ Hnmaa
life is cheap.”

But, sir, I fear that this accident, of which I
have told you, is not the only one on the sum©
spot of which I shall have to make report. Not
only are the remaining internal walls so bulged
and shaken that they will have to be taken
down, but the front of the house has collapsed^
and the party-wall, which contains the chim-
neys of that side of the house, and of th©
other which is to be built against it, has formed
itself into a fine curve outwards, of some 6 in.
or 8 in. rise, aud is also likely to fall. But
tho builder is sanguine, and hopes yet to save
his carcass, and so he is getting in tho foun-
dations of this now house, which is to form a
prop and support to tho disabled one. Work-
men meanwhile working in and about the build-
ing, the district surveyor also calling occa-
sionally, and looking on.

This seems to mo a very wrong state of
things, and one calling for immediate alteration.
Does the district surveyor do his duty, or is th©
law which he executes insufficient ? Houses
here are usually run up with 9-iu. outside and
party walls of inferior bricks and mortar, and
very inferior workmanship, and without bond or
wall-plates, and yet they are expected to stand.
That they do not stand when any great strain is
put upon them is well instanced by the fall of
three honses on this same estate on Sunday,
27th of December last. These three carcasses
were built in a row and adjoining, with good
sized plan and four stories high, and were ready
to receive the roof. A gust of wind came and
levelled them with tho ground, leaving only a
small part of the back of the last house stand-
iog.

_

It is high time that some protection should b©
given to tenants, who are often compelled ta
inhabit the bouses they occupy, but who ar©
now liable to plague, pestilence, and sadden
death from the want of previous supervision.

E. G.

ST. MARY’S, WARKWORTH.
The Church of St. Mary, Warkworth,

Northamptonshire, was reopened on Tuesday,,
the 5th inst., by the Bishop of Peterborough,
after renovation. It is of the late Decorated
period, and was probably built on the site of th©
chapel of the Old Castle of Warkworth (the ruins
of which were removed within the last few
years). It has suffered much from alterationa
made at the end of the seventeenth century,
and also from a “ restoration ” carried out
about thirty years ago, when the greater
part of the beautiful carved oak fittings for
which this church was noted were either removed
or destroyed.

At tho commenoement of last year. Miss
Horton, of The Holt, Middleton Cheney, th©
lady of the manor, determined to restore th©
church as far as possible to its original beauty,
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and generously provided the whole of the neces-

Bary funds for that purpose. The works are now

completed, at a cost of about 2,600Z., and have

been carried out from the designs and under the

superintendence of Mr. C. H. Driver, of West-

minster. Messrs. Franklin & Sons, of Dedding-

toD were contractors for the work generally

;

Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne supplied the

stained glass; Messrs. Minton & Hollis the

ornamental tiles
;
and the altar-cloth has been

worked by Miss Draper, of Banbury.

The principal works executed have been

Rebuilding the chancel on the old foundations

(in place of the barn-like structure of the seven-

teenth century) ;
building south arcade to nave ;

re-rooGng the whole of the church and reseatmg

it with oak seats, using the fine old ends that

remained in the church; lowering the floor to

its former level, and resetting in stone slabs the

two fine brasses found under the floor of the Lady

Chapel
;

cleaning the beautiful thirteenth-cen-

tury altar tomb to Sir John de Lion from the

whitewash which disfigured it
;
and restoring

the porch to its original form. A vestry has

been also buiU, the ohnrch warmed, and the

churchyard properly drained.

COMPETITIONS.

Enll : St Silas Church Compeliiion .—This

church, according to the conditions issued by the

committee, is to hold 650 adults
;
the cost, in-

eluding foundations for the tower, la not to

exceed 3,5001. The premium for the selected

design is 251., and for the second best design

101. ;
the competition was confined to local

architects, and from whom the committee re-

ceived eight designs. The design bearing

the motto "Argus” has been selected for the

first premium, and “ Why not ? ” for the second.

The church is to be built of red brick, with stone

dressings
;
ihe arrangement of plan shows a nave

of four bays, with north and south aisles, and a

chancel with south aisle, the latter to be used for

vestries and organ. The tower will be at the

south-west c rner of the nave, the first stage

forming the porch and south doorway. The

seating, of red wood, varnished, will accommo-

date 676 adults in the nave and aisles ;
also dO

seats in the chancel for choir. The author of the

design selected for the first premium is Mr.

K. G. Smith, of Guildhall Chambers, Hull.

Everton Hospital for Infectious Diseases.—The

committee of this hospital having advertised for

plans and specification for the erection of a new

building upon the present site, received designs
,

from sixteen competing architects. With the aid
^

of a committee appointed by the members of the

Liverpool Medical Institution, two plans have
1

been selected—the first by Mr. Thomas Cook, of

South Castlo-Btreot; the second by Mr. Joseph
J

Ivimey, of Euston-square, London ;
to whom the :

first and second^ premiums of 50L and 251. re-

spectively will be awarded on the committee

being satisfied that the building can be com-

pleted for the sum specified. The committee do

not bind themselves to carry out either of the

selected plans.
,

Donor Friory Competition..—The design marked

No. 1, Loudon, which gained the first premium

(521. lOs.) was sent by Mr. F. A. Klein, of

Cannon-street, London. The design marked

L. S. D., which gained the second premium

(211.), by Mr. A. G. Heimel!, Southampton-

buildings. Chancery-lane. There were seventy-

five designs sent in.

PATENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDING,

Apparatus for In'crfasing, Begulattng, and

Controlling the Heat and Draught in Stoves,

&0.—A. Middlemist. Dated 27th January, 1868.

This invention consists in the adaptation to the

back part of the range, stove, or fireplace of a

rectangular or other formed box or case, pro-

vided with a damper or valve to be employed in

connexion with the grate, stove, or otherwise, so

as to regulate the passage of the air, heat, and .

smoke within the chimney, and accelerate or

diminish the draught to or from the fire by means
|

of a mouth or opening. The apparatus whereby

this is effected may be formed of wrought or

cast iron or other material, and fitted or adapted

to any or all of the various descriptions of grates

or stoves at present in use
;
or new grates or

stoves may be so constructed as to have the in-

vention combined therewith.

Window Sun Blinds.— W. E. Newton. A com-

munication. Dated 30th January, 1868.—This in-

vention is not described apart from the drawings.

Ornamental Tiles, &c.—J. TFalfcer.^ Dated

17fch February, 1868.—According to this inven-

tion the patentee perforates the absorbent mould

in the parts where it is recessed, in order to

form the pattern with small holes, which serve

to supply the air more freely between the die or

mould and the moulded tile, and cause the two

to separate more readily. Also, in place of filling

the mould as usual, he forces it upon a batt or

slab of clay or clays by means of a press or

otherwise, and the requisite impression is thus

formed on the batt or slab of clay or clays, the

boles giving free escape to the air and allowing

the clay to penetrate into all the recesses of the

mould afterwards in the usual way. The hollows

in the moulded slab or batt of clay or clays are

filled in with clay of another colour or colours,

and the tile is finished as heretofore. The same

process of manufacture is applicable to slabs,

bricks, and other articles.

Portable Stoves.— J. ^ J- HinTcs. Dated

18th Febrnary, 1868.— Stoves made according to

this invention are especially suitable for burning

petroleum oil or petroleum spirit, bat other

liquid combustibles may be employed. Ihe

patentees construct a portable stove m the fol-

lowing manner the body of the stove consists

of a hollow perforated cylinder of metal, the

bottom of which has an opening sufficiently

lar^e to permit of the cone of the burner being

passed through it. The said body is supported

above the lamp at the required distance by

means of arms or brackets on the lamp-stan^

The lamp is supported on a stand provided with

handles, by means of which the stove may be

carried about. A short distance above the fiame

is a hollow cone of sheet metal, up which the

current of heated air and products of combustion

from the 1 imp pass, and on the top of the per-

forated cylinder a hot-water reservoir or boiler

fits The hot-water reservoir has a conical tube

passing through it, up which the current of hot

air from the lamp rises and passes into the room.

The cover of the hot-water reservoir and conical

tube is so formed that the heated air in passing

into the room carries with it a portion of steam

rising from the water, and thus kceps the air ot

the room snfficiently supplied with moisture. By

means of a tap hot or boiling water may be

drawn from the boiler. The lower part of the

body may bo made of glass, so that the mmp
serves as a sonree of light as well as heat.

When the body of the stove is of metal, the

patentee inserts near the bottom a piece or

pieces of talo, through which the state of the

flame can be observed.

Manuf.acture of Compressed Bricks. H.

Chamhorlain. Dated ISth February, 1868.-

This invention consists essentially in pressing

the brick two or more times, and each time iu a

fresh mould, so that the second pressure which

is exerted upon a briok delivered from the first

mould in the more or less defective state usual

in dry brick moulding, perfects the article by

completing the expulsion of the confined air and

equalising the density of the brick, which, ac-

cording to this invention, is turned over or re-

\ ersed whilst passing from one mould to another,

j

and, consequently, becomes equally pressed on

the top and bottom surfaces.

Machinery for Exhausting Ain, suitable

TO be used for Ventilating Mines, &c.

J. G. Jones. Dated 19th February, 1868.—Here

the patentee constructs a casing which is

mounted on a central axis, and around the axis,

on one or on both sides, are apertures for the

passage into the casing of the air from the mine

or other place to be exhausted. The casing has

two or more hollow arms formed upon it, which

spring from the central portion of the casing

approximately in a radial direction opposite to

that in which the casing is driven. The end of

the arm is open, and forms the exit for the ex-

haust air from the mine or other place. On the

leading or convex side of each arm there is

formed a hood to take in air. It has a wide open

mouth, which receives the air standing in its

course, as the hood is carried round with the

other parts of the casing. From the mouth the

' air-passage in the hood gradually diminishes in

area in passing outwards along the arm until at

some distance from the outer end of the arm the

hood opens into the exhaust-air passage in the

arm, and the air taken in hy the hood conse-

quently enters this passage and acts as a blast to

urge forward the current of air issuing from the

mine or other place through the arm. When

the apparatus is required to work under varying

conditions it is desirable that the plate which

separates the exhaust-air passage in the arm

from the blast passage in the hood should be

made adjustable.

Pulleys for Suspending Window Frames.

—

F. Hyland. Dated 12th March, 1868.— The

patentee claims making on the inner sides of the

frames or boxes of the said pulleys bushes or

annular projections, and forming the shoulders

of the axles of the bowls or wheels, or the cen-

tral bosses of the bowls or wheels of the said

pulleys, in the same planes as the sides of the

bowls or wheels for the purpose and substan-

tially in the manner described.

Ornamenting Slate, &c.—J. S. Gee. Dated

16th March, 1868.—Here the patentee first pre-

pares the design correctly in accordance with

the effect desired to be produced upon a sheet of

prepared or lithographed transfer paper, or paper

cloth, or other suitable material, prepared on one

aide or face thereof for the purpose of receiving

the colours which are afterwards intended to be

removed therefrom in a body. The surface ot

the slate or other material to be ornamented

having been cleaned and prepared to receive

the coloured ornamentation, tbe^ sheet of pre-

pared paper, cloth, or other fabric or material,

having the surface of the design first coated

with a thin layer of cement or adhesive liquid,

is then applied to the surface to which the orna-

mentation is to be transferred, and upon the

application of friction and pressure to the back

of the sheet, with the aid of water or other

liquid to discharge the coloured design or orna-

mentation from the sheet, the coloured design is

readily transferred. The slate, marble, or other

material treated is then stoved or baked, and

the colour or colours having been thoroughly

dried and hardened, the surface is afterwards

coated with varnish, and again subjected to heat

during a sufficient period. When prepared it

may be repeatedly varnished and stoved alter-

nately, and finally polished in the manner at

present practised in producing enamelled slate.

ARBITRATION CASES.

WHO 13 WRONG ?

The Liverpool corporation some time ago ob-

tained the sanction of Parliament to appropriate

the water, known as the Roddleaworth Compen-

sation Water, amounting to 8 cubic feet per

second, during twelve hours per day. Ihe

claims of thirteen out of the fifteen millcwners

and riparian proprietors had been satisfied some

time ago, but it was found impossible to arrange

amicably with the remaining two, Mr. John

Park and Mr. Eodgetb, and these cases had

therefore to be referred to arbitration. Mr. C.

E. Cawley, M.P., acted as arbitrator on behalf

of the corporation ;
Mr. J. Bancroft, on behalf of

claimants ;
and Mr. George Pownall, as umpire

in both cases.

In the first case claimant produced eleven

valuers, whose estimates varied from 21,8'JOI. to

35.0001., the average of the whole being 27,-1201.

The corporation brought forward four valuers,

the average of whose estimates was 3,2111, and

the umpire awarded 5,8821.
^

la the second case, namely, Rodgett s, the

average value as ascertained by the array of

witnesses called by claimant, was 13,470t. ;
the

average of the four oorporatien witnesses was

3.1691., and the award of the umpire, 3,9361.

!

ARCHITECTS’ RESPONSIBILITIES.

Sir—On the subject of the responsibilities o

architects for defects of workmanship, which tht

most careful supervision will not always ade

quately provide against, I send you herewith i

copy of a clause which I have for some year:

past uniformly introduced into my oontractE

to meet this particular coutiugency ;
it is a

follows :

—

' Providoa, Devertheleas. that no final or other ccrtifi

cate shall, under any circumstances, cover or jeheve th

contractor from his liability for any fraud, default, c

wilful deviation from this contract or works described i

Boecificaliou : but he shall always remain responsible ic

such fraud, default, or wilful deviation, and for the coi

seouenees thereof, whether the same be discovered c

noted previously to the granting of such final or othe

certificate or not.’'

This should, of course, be introduced after th

clause specifying the payments and certifipate

It is perfectly equitable and most admirabl

adapted to the cases against which it is pa

ticularly aimed. It has, moreover, this eepeci

advantage; that retaining the responsibility'

the contractor after the certificates are given,

does awoy with one of the main inducements

bad work. B. G.
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ARCHITECTS AND “QUANTITIES.”

' Sir,—As there was a long discussion in yonr
Dlumns some few months back, relative to the
issirabilifcy of the architect supplying bis own
aantitiea for new workhouse at Hertford, or iu
tct of any architect supplying his own quan-
ties, perhaps it may interest your readers to
40W the result, and to warn architects against
ijopting a similar course of procedure.

EVoin tlie Hertford. 3fercitry,

" y£Vf WOEKnOUSE.
I A report, dated Jauuary 1st, was put in from the
jildiDg committco, who met at the new liouse on New
Bar’s Day,— present. Mr, Abel Smilli, Mr. Mortlock,
K {Cocks. Mr. Squire, Mr, Baker, Mr. Robinson, and
* Brandram.

Mr. Peck had made a statement respectmp llie extra
tekwork, and had expressed himself 9alisfi“d with the
'hstruotiou oi the tank to which Mr. Cousins had
qected,
tVIr. Peek attended, end Slid, with regard to an alleged
rqr in taking out the quantities of the brickwork, that
1 Old not wish to
s an error of 84
Lrk was equal to
D. he Chairman asked if it was necessary to take action

St. George's Chapel, Windsor, A.D. 1507.

—

William Vortue, Freemason, executed the groined
oeiiing at St. George’s Chapel, Windsor.
Eton Cillege, A.D. 1441, December.—There

were thirty^five Freemasons employed.
Tojver of London.—The Freemasons’ work

between the 4th of June “ laste paste,” unto
September 7th, 24th year of Henry VIIL, is

described by a document now in the Chapter-
house, Westminster,

Louth Steeple, A.D. 1G27-8. — The spire was
repaired by “Thomas Eoglefield, Freemason and
steeple mender.” E. W. S.

ilATTERS THEATRICAL.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Nottingham.—The new llGchanics’ Hall, re-

placing the one that was burnt in 1867 nponthe
same site, is nearly completed, and was opened
on the 19th instant. What remained of the old
building has been restored and incorporated with
the new. The lofty portico fronting Milton-
street remains, but the entrances are parallel
with the street, constituting an improyeraent on
the old steep flight of steps. Another improve-
ment is the porch at the Burton-street entrance
to the ball, which is situated almost on the site
of the old entrance to the library. The lecture-
hall at the corner of North Church-street is a
prominent addition to the institution. The pre-
sent edifice has improved ingress and egress as

Uoymarhet Theatre.—“Home,” a new, if not ' compared with the late one, having three Spacious
wholly original, comedy, by Mr. T. Robertson, entrances from Milton-street aucl two from Bur-
the author of “Caste” and other excellent ton-street, in addition to several entrances from
dramatic pieces, has been produced here with the corridors, dividing the hall and the insti-

j , ——Q—
, itjJiJO ifiitB ClLclllo

compact and ‘ washable.” Some of thesitnations
.

throughout are fireproof. The old grand hall
are novel • the l^inmiacrA f b »*r»nrrLnn f .'d wilKin Tf-nti Cl* 1.^^— Ac r*. _i ow f..

lused by an omission

Mr. Brandram sairl he thought no^
;
the Board had

j

novel
; the language throughout is pointed within was 95 ft. long, 45 ft. wide and 30 ftlining m do with It. Mr. Peck had guarauteed ihe and good, and it is thoroughly well acted by Mr. ^ high

;
the present hall is 110 ft. long,’ 59 ft. wide]

Sotbern, Mr. Compton, and Mias Ada Cavendish and 40 ft. high, and has a gallery in addition!
(the original^ Venus of “Ixion”). Miss lone The superficial floor-space of the old hall was
Burke and Miss Caroline Hilt fill smaller parts about -i,275 ft., while that of the present hall is
efficiently. Ayoungactorjbrotherofagentleman 8,-190 ft. The cubical quantity of the old hall
already actiug in this theatre, made an agreeable ' was about 128,250 ft., while the new hall con-
impression. He was wrong to take a name, tains about 259,600 ft. which shows the new hall
Astley, so little different from that of an actor is more than cent, per cent, larger than the old
beginning to become known at the Adelphi. one. The orchestra is semicircular, and less pre-
Mr. Buoketone, in announcing the new piece for cipitous than the old one, and able to furnish

iruracy of the quan'ities.
ii’he error was stated to hare bi

la clerk in Mr. Peck’s olHce.
Mr. James asked whether Mr. Peck had receired any
mey on account. ''

fir. Sworder said, No.’’ A Spbvetob.

TCW MODE OF TOLLING GREAT BELLS
WORCESTER,

’The 4^.ton bell lately cast by Messrs. Taylor,
LLoughborough, for Worcester Cathedral, has
D)n hung on a new plan, which, with the bells
d clock on the mcdel of the Westminster one,
[designed by Mr. Denison, Q.C

,
and gives a

’V effect to bells which are too heavy to be
gig in full swing. The gudgeons or pivots are
igdge-Bhaped, like those of a scale-b?am, and
a on hand-brasses very slightly hollowed : the
tition is thereby so little that the bell can be
;ced by one man with one hand, and was so
icedfor afternoon service last Sunday (Jan. 17)
lithe Rev. H. T. Ellacombe, of Devonshire!

In “ The Frightful Hair,” which is very funny, turns. The building has two tiers of windows
Mr. Kendal, an actor fast rising in his profession, to the sides, side and end galleries, with a horse-
makes a decided hit.

_

His travestied imitation shoe well-hole. The hall is surmounted by a
of the principal actor in Lord Lytton’s play, in coffered ceiling, with a coved and enriched cor-
voice, manner, and appearance, is strikingly

,

nice. The outer tier of coffers are encompassed
good, and is sustained throughout the entire by guilloehe ventilators, commuuicatin"' with
piece. Some of the parodies are exceedingly I

draught chambers through the roof having pen-
well sung, and Mr. O’Connor has painted for the dants at their junctions, lighted by five 81-jet
piece two or three bright scenes. I sun-lights, by Messrs. Verity & Sons, of London.

,
,

T/te Princess's.—“After Dark” continues to
j

The lecture-hall, abutting upon North Church-
ij is a small man, and nearly 80, as well as by ^onse nightly

; nor need any be surprised
I
street and Burton-street, is 59 ft. long, 43 ft.

I Denison himself, and the Rev. R. Cattley, !

"'1^° consider the matter. It is not alone !
wide, and 28 ft. high. This room is in one story'

t author of the scheme for the peal of 12 story, which is sufficiently interesting, the
|

and lighted by an SS-jet sun-light. The library
• 8 and the clock. It is actually much easier

|

well-contrived and painted scenery, or the
|

is 58 ft. 6 in. long, 31 ft. 9 in. wide, and 16 fc.
strikingly sensational passage ©f the express

!

i>ighj lighted from each end by skylights and
traio^ (one of the cleverest mechanical effects, be I

three pendant corner gas chandeliers. The
the inventor who ho may, that the stage has

[

reading-room, which occupies the north-western
shown), but the acting, too, that has assured this

:

boundary, is 58 ft. 6 in. long, 25 ft. 3 in. wide
success. As in nearly all Mr. Bouoicault’s pieces,

|

and 16 ft. high, having an enriched cornice and
each part is rightly filled. Mr. George Vining; empanelled ceiling, lighted by a tier of six semi-
has made of the at first drunken vagrant Tom a I circular sashes from the west, and furnished at
finished study, elaborating it throughout with I

the end of the room with pendant ventilating
the greatest care and efficiency. The resulting ' ehade-lights, which, together with the sun-lights,
picture is calculated to teach as well as interest,

j

were all provided by Messrs, Verity & Sons!
The varnished^ bushranger of Mr. W. Lacy and

.

The lecture-hall and grand hall are warmed by
the Jew gambling-house keeper of Mr. Dominick ' hot water on the circulating principle, supplied
Murray are equally excellent in their way. I

by Mesrs. Goddard & Massey, of Nottingham.
Lighting Theatres.—Acorre8pondent,“M.A.B.,”

;
The principal contractor is Mr. William Slim,

writes thus:—“Perhaps you will allow me to builder, Nottingham. The carpenter and joiner’s
offer a suggestion on lighting theatres and con- [work has been executed by Mr. George Wheat-
cert rooms. The excessive quantity of gas in

|

croft; the plastering by Mr. Thomas Murdy;
these places of entertainment very mneh inter- 'and the slating and stonework by Messrs. Mar!
feres with the comfort of many persona, and in

|

riott & Co., all of Nottingham. Mr. T. Simpson,
cases in which the great amount of light is not !

of Nottingham, is the architect,
distressing to the eight, the deleterious atmo-

j

Cavendish. — A new lecture-hall has been
sphere so occasioned is most injnrious to the ' opened at Cavendish, The building, which has
health, I know several ladies who sufi'er severely been erected at the sole expense of Mr. J. S. Salter
from headache whenever they spend two or three Garrett, stands on that gentleman’s estate. Mr!
hours m these over-lighted places. The effect Sudbury, was the architect, and the building
of subdued light is most agreeable to the majo- was erected by some workmen of Mr. Garrett’s,
rity of persona. There are people who cannot Cannoefr.—The new market-hall of Cannock
only bear a strong light, bat like it; they are has been opened for the inspection of the public.
exceptional, however, and should be better in-

' The site and building coat about l,20Ui., raised
structed on the subject. There are two Loudon

,
by 11. shares, which were quickly taken up, in

theatres which I need not name where a good ' the main by the middle and poorer classes—the
example is set in the matter of moderate light-

j

landed and money interest giving scarcely any
ing : the stage effects are very much heightened encouragement to the undertaking. The shape
by this means, for the glare npon the eyes from ' of the hall is nearly oblong, with an open roof,

1 n pulling the clapper by a rope, besides being
li likely to crack the bell

;
and the tone of the

c came out much more grandly than with
pipering. There is no doubt that the heaviest
i s in England might bo made tollable in this
v at a very small expense, some of which are
'rer heard now, except very inadequately
dok by a clock hammer, or by hand. No
elel is required, only a long lever fixed to the
L'.k,

lie gudgeons must not be lower than the top
bio bell. The bMl is half a note below the
tbth-quarter bell of the Westminster clock,
d diameter of the mouth is 76i in.

lie inscriptions are set in ornamented medi-
d capitals, copied from some ancient bells in
ololnshire. Round the shoulders ^ Surge,
iidormis, et exsurge inortuis et illuminabit te
il.stus

;

with a fleur-de-lis between eichword.
la the waist:

—

Johannes Taylor, de Lough-
'^ugh, fudit. In usum ecclesice cathedmlis
ihsti et beaice Marice Virginis in civitato et
‘atatu Vigorniensi. mdccclxviii,
'siisidea the founders’ trade-mark, within ..

talar medallion, there are on shields the Royal
B,8, and those of the City, and the see of
lecester, and the Dean and Chapter, besides
licic borders which encircle the bell.

WCIENT NOTICES OP FREEMASONS.
deter Cathedral Roll, A.D. 1396-97.—William
:d;dying and William Gervys, Fi'eeniasons.
reformer had a salary of 11. 63. 8d. In
i 1427, John Wolstou and John Harry, Freo-
Dsns, were sent from Exeter to Beere to
laaaae stone.

GiGuild of Freemasons were in existence in
onon A.D. 1375, Edward III. A list drawn
F French of the numbers of persons chosen
lee several mysteries of the Common Council
i«e next year, 1376, show two Freemasons
with others clecfeci.

dlrtheringay Chapel, A.D. 1-134. — Wdliam
irerd, Freemason, made a contract with the
olof York for the construction of the same.
alale’s “ Monasticon,” vol. iii., p. 162,

the chandelier and surrounding lights renders it
difficult and painful to see and appreciate all
that is passing upon the stage.”

Montreal.—A showy theatre, to seat 1,600
persons, has been completed here.

Creusot.—A new theatre, designed by M.
Morisot, of Creusot, has been opened at the
great ironworks there.

Mr. Henry Leslie's Concerts.—Mr. Leslie has
sent out an attractive prospectus of his four-
teenth season, which will comprise concerts of
unaccompanied music, by Mr. Leslie’s choir, and
orchestral and choral performances. The first
concert will be given on Thursday, February 4tb.

supported by eight horizontal rafters, these being
connected with a network of tie-beams. L’ght
is admitted from a clearstory, and from a large
window over the entrance door. The hall is 100 ft.

long, 47 ft. wide, and 42 fc. high, lighted with cir-
cular gas-burners of 21 jets each.

Kidderminster.—At a meeting of the building
committee of the new market-hall to consider
the tenders for the hall, it was found that
there were eight tenders sent in, varying from
1,949J. up to2,650Z. That of Messrs. Goodman &
Wilks, for 1,949Z., was accepted. The vegetable
market is to be completed in two months, and
the whole of the work is to be finished by May 6.
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Bistyry of the Fens of South Lincolnshire. By

W. H. WnEELER, C.E. London : Simpkln,

Marshall, & Co.

The chief pnrpose of this volume is to draw

attention to the large expanse of fertile land

which might be redeemed by home colonization

in the fen district, at and about the confluence

of the Witham, the Willand, the None, and the

Onso. The scheme brought forward by Sir John

Eennie for enclosing the whole of the Wash, and

thus reclaiming 150,000 acres of waste space,

Mr. Wheeler considers as one well worthy the

attention of Government. The example set

here by the Romans of old, who employed

their soldiers, aided by convict labour, m
forming the embankments by which the

Fens are protected, might well be

tated in the present day, even were neither

soldiers nor convicts to be employed. And it is

not in the fen districts alone that thousands of

acres ofEnglish land might be utilized, and em-

ployment thereby found for our unemployed

working classes, but in various parts of the

country. Mr. Wheeler gives an interesting

account of what has already been done m the

fen district, whereby 250,000 acres of land, a

space larger than some of the English counties,

have been converted from mere morass into one

of the richest tracts of agricultural land in the

country
;
so that what he proposes would be no

blind speculation, about the profitable results of

which there could bo much doubt. The volume

is accompanied with a plan of the district treated

of, reduced from the ordnance map, and specially

adapted by the author for his book.

VARIORUM.
The “ Spirit of Education.” By Mikado.

Wyman & Sons, Great Queen-street, London.

Without entering into any of those subjects

which the author of this brochure gives simply

by way of exemplification of the relationship of

the teacher to the pupil, such as the theory of

“ the three elementary or primitive colours” in

light, we must admit that the tone is excellent

and worthy of all acceptation, as is the motto

which indicates it, namely,—" Though I speak

with the tongues of men and angels, and have

not charity, I am become as sounding brass or a

tinkling cymbal.” The author impresses on his

readers that teachers should be trained to fee!

" that it is their duty to regard all who differ with

them in religions belief with feelings of charity
;

to respect the convictions of others, as they

would have their own respected
;
and to feel

that each one of the numerous sectarian bodies

composing the Christian church might, with

equal right, act upon the assumption that all

the others were in error, as they that all those

were who diflered from them in opinion."

" Report of the Sanitary Committee of the

Borough of Nottingham, for the year ending

September 30th, 1868.” The reporters here

state that an intimation of the outbreak of the

Typhoid epidemic was made to them in Septem-

ber ;
and that

—

“An inspection of the parts of St. Ann’s "Ward,

especially atl'ected by it, was at once made, when it

was found that a considerable number of pigs were kept in

close proximity to dweliing-honsee, without proper orain-

age, and which were in such a stale generally us to induce

TOur Committee to take active steps for the abatement and

removal of the nuisance. It was also found that many of

the ashpits in the same neighbourhood, in consequence of

defects in the plan of construction, were in a foul state,

caused by the accumulation of water. Your Committee

caused all the districts alTected with fever to be liberaBy

supplied with disinfectants."

The Committee state that four of the twenty

three public water-cloeeta " have been converted

into dry-earth closets with satisfactory results,

and the contents are utilized instead of running

into the sewers.” Storing-tanks in some of the

thirty-nine urinals have also been provided. The
means requisite for the utilization of the sewage,

and the purification of the river Trent and its

tributaries, are exciting attention in the district.

The Register and Magazine of Biogra;phy,

January, 1869. Nichols (i; Sons, Parliament-

street, Westminster. No 1. This new shilling

magazine is intended as an enlarged record of

births, marriages, and deaths, with notes of genea-

logical and personal occurrences. The present

number contains biographical notices of Henry
Constable, the poet, Sir Edmund Andros, and
memoirs of eminent persons more recently de-

ceased, including Rossini, with relative matter of

a miscellaneous description. It is an enlarge-

ment of the idea carried out for many years in

the Gentleman’s l/ai/acine, with which the Messrs.

Nichols were long and honourably connected.-—

The Publisher's Circular (Sampson Low) for

January 16, is specially devoted to the edu-

cational books of the year. In its advertising

pages there are copious lists of school, col-

lege, and class books of every kind, aim, and

variety, adapted for almost every college or

Bcbool, as well as for private tnition and Belt-

instruction. Amongst them will bo found Mr.

John Murray’s standard sohool books, consisting

of advanced dictionaries, sohool dictionaries of

Dr. William Smith, Greek and Latin classics by

the same author, and others, and even repro-

ductions, King Edward VI.’s First Latin Book

and Latin Grammar : another admirable variety

is the Student’s Manual series, from the same

publisher. Messrs. Longman’s list includes .a

great variety: Gleig’s School Series; Colenso s

Mathematical, Classical, and most valuable Ele-

mentary Works; Alexander Bain on Grammar

and Composition; the Civil Service Arithmetic;

White’s capital Dictionaries ;
Valpy’s Delectuses;

and, last and sweetest, educational and ele-

mentary works on Music, which has now fully

taken its place as an item of a generous educa-

tion : we must not omit to mention a very useful

little series of works, the " Stepping-Stones to

knowledge— instruction in various scienoes,

wherein music is simply explained and easily

retained. In the lists of the Messrs. Virtue will

be found the important handbooks of instruction,

broutvht down to the latest discoveries, the

Weafe Series. ‘‘ Trouville by the Sea.” Edited

by W. Blanchard Jerrold. Bradbury & Evans,

Bonverie-street. lu the preface the editor says .

" The loveliest watering place on the northern

shore of France is all but unknown among us ,

and it is to make a beginning towards rooting

out this ignorance that I have watched the foL

lowing unpretending and light chapters through

the press.” It is well calculated to send addi-

tional visitors in the season to this already

much and fashionably-frequented sea-side resort.

gUsctllancH.

TLe Central Station Hotel, Leeds.--In our

necessarily brief account last week of this hand-

some structure it was stated that the carving,

with some exceptions, had been executed by a

certain carver. We are now invited to add a

line as to these exceptions, and willingly comply.

At the corners of the building, which the town

authorities required to be rounded off, a corbel

figure is carved, representing an athlete sup.

porting, as it were, the angle above, and bearing

the railway company’s armorial badges; thus sur-

monuting well a somewhat formidable difficulty.

These were executed by Mr. Theodore Phyffers,

and deserve to be commended. Mr. Phyffers, it

will be remembered, is executing the figures for

the south porch of Canterbury Cathedral.

SReep-sliearing by Steam.—The Melbourne

correspondent of the Alexandra Courier says :

" I saw a machine at work the other day which

is likely to cause a great change in the sheep

farming interest; it is no leas than to shear

sheep by steam ;
and from what I saw of it, it is

likely to be a complete success. The machine is

made of brass, something in the shape of a small

trowel ;
the motion is got np by a turbine wheel

about three inches in diameter; and this is

geared into another wheel on which is fixed a

cutter
;

in front is a comb, which serves as a

guide, and against cutting the skin of the sheep.

The steam is conveyed from the boiler by a tube

of india-rubber : this tube or pipe is double,

having one inside the other
;
the inner one is the

injection, and the space between the two is the

ejection. The machine can be handled quite

easily, and will be used just in the same fashion

as the shears, but will cut much quicker and far

cleaner, without the least danger of injuring the

fleece or the sheep.”

Liverpool Architectural Society. The

seventh meeting of the twenty-first session of

the Liverpool Architectural and Arohmological

Society was held on Wednesday, the 13th, in the

Royal Institution, Colquitt-street. Mr. F . Horner

presided. Mr. Boult exhibited a plan of some

tunnelling discovered in excavating the founda-

tions of the New Exchange ;
and the pa^er of the

evening was read by Mr. H. P. Horner, "On
Characteristic Design in Architecture.” A sub-

committee, consisting of the president, Mr.

Boult, Mr. Wm. Picton, and the secretary, was

appointed to consider and report upon the sub-

ject of architectural education in Liverpool.

[Jan. 23, 1869.

Death of Sir Henry Ellis.—On the_ 13th

inst., Sir Henry Ellis, late principal Librarian of

the British Museum, died in his 92Qd year. He

was appointed to that post in 1827, and was tor

many years Secretary of the Society of Anti-

quaries. In middle life he was indefatigable as

an author. Among the most valuable of his

publications are bis " Original Letters Illustra-

tive of English History, with Notes and Illus-

trations,” mainly from the autograph originals

in the British Museum, the State Paper Office,

and other sources. Sir Henry Ellis was also the

responsible editor of an enlarged edition ot

Dugdale’s “ Monasticon Anglicanum, ’ m several

volumes folio. He also was the author of the

General Introduction to " Domesday Book.

Only a few weeks ago we found him assiduously

examining the accounts of the Literary Fund,

and heard from his lips many stories of long,

long ago. Directly after this, the fall of a stack

of chimneys into the room where be was sitting

gave a shock to his system, and there is reason

to feoi' expedited the event we deplore.

Exhibition to further Domestic Econom:

in Utrecht.—Meetings are being held inLondoi

to further the proposed exhibition in Utrecht t

be held in the months of August and Septembei

1869. The principal object of this exhibition i

to bring to the knowledge of the workman snc.

articles of household use, furniture, dress, foot

work, and instruction of different countnes, as

at a low price, combine usefulness and solidity

so that he may be enabled, by judicions economy

to improve his condition. Articles of luxury f

well as of elegance, strictly so called, are e:

eluded. The exhibition will include house

&o • (a) Plans of dwellings for married ar

single men; (b) Plans of lodging-honsea, eatm{

houses, boarding-houses, baths, rooms for reai

ing and recreation
;

(c) Details of constructioi

(d) Materials for such buildings. Househo

necessaries, &c . : Furniture, clothing, food, wor.

men’s and gardeners’ tools, means of mon

intellectual, and bodily development, and repor

statutes, regulations of different associations 1

promoting the well-being of the working classj

All the articles to be sent in between the lo

and 30th July.

Society for the Encoiu'Ugement of the EL

Arts.—On Thursday, the 14th inst., the annu

general meeting of this society took place

9 Conduit-street—Mr. James Edmeston m t

chair—when the annual report was read by t

hon. secretary. The report stated that the si

8ion of 1868 had been a successful one, evidenc

by the increase in the number of members, t

warm interest taken in the proceedings

kindred societies, and by the continued suppi

it had received from those professionally c<

nected with the fine arts. The revival of <

art exhibitions, at which the merits of such m

as Dore, Barry, and Constable had been c

cussed, had given general satisfaction; e

these, with the conversazione, musical, and ot

lectures, had formed a centre of artistic i

social enjoyment.

Saw-tiardenine Furnaces.—Mr. John R

gers, builder, Hereford - street, Sheffield,

patented an improvement in the building i

constructing of saw-hardening furnaces; it

said to be applicable to steam boilers and br

ing-pans, and will consume its own smoke,

is climated that the invention will save 30

cent, in fuel.

Exhibition at Batli Scliool of Art.-

latoly noticed the distribution of Governn

prizes by the Mayor, at the Central School of

Bath. We may now add that there is an exhibi

of the works executed by the pupils during

past year, in cbalk, colour, and monoebrt

There are in it original sketohes by the mem
of the Sketching Club, a club formed p£

through the suggestion of Dr. Puckett, 1

master of the school, for the purpose of eucon

ing pupils in original compositions.

Encroachment of tlie Sea.— A sp

meeting of the corporation of Hythe has

held to consider the present dangerous cond

of the sea wall, caused by the recent gales

was resolved that the clerk should requea

Courtenay Honeywood, the Lords Commissii

of Romney-marsh and the War Departmei

co-operate with the corporation in some effe

measures for mutual protection. It was res

that the mayor should procure such quant

rough rock and other material as was nece

for the temporary protection of the sea wall

the Parade.
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The Licensed Victuallers’ Asylum.—This
lylnm, founded for the benefit of licensed
ctuallers who have been reduced to distress,
an institution which is regarded with peculiar
-re by the body to the wants of whose necea*
:oas metnbers it is intended to minister. Of
be years its sphere of usefulness has been
adually extended, until it now comprises 170
•uses, acoomraodating 211 people. This work
:niaintained at an expense of about 6,0001. a
•ar. The annual ball was held on the 14th inst.
St. James’s Hal), and was attended by about
600 people.

Australian Meat.—On Wednesday a dinner
IS given by the manager of the Australian
.3at Agency to a large number of working men
d their wives, selected from the principal
lablishments in which the various working
ople of the metropolis are employed, for the
rpose of making those moat interested in the
portatioD of cheap meat thoronghly acquainted
vh what is sought to be accomplished by the
imoters of the movement. The dinner was
wed at the central depot of the agency, 31,
rton Folgate, and was partaken of by some
> persons, who were said to represent as
;ny as 70,000 working people of London. Dr.
rW. Richardson presided. The question taken
land put to a practical test by the Australian
:at Agency is certainly worthy of the best
uationof the public. What is sought to be
e is simply to utilise the surplus food of our
Dnies for the purpose of reducing the price of
3 iu the mother country.

ilr. Arthur Ashpitel, Architect, F.S.A.
1 mentiou with extreme pain and regret the
ibh of Mr, Ashpitel, which took place on
liday last. We shall make an early oppor-
jty to speak of him more at length. He was

!

ighly cultivated and estimable man,
j

Fop the rebnUding of shops on Mr. Coxeter’s Estate,
Euaton and Hampstead roads. Messrs. Richardson
Waghom, surveyors to the estate j

The Adah and Eoe Tavern.
Lawrence & Baugh £3,797 0 0
Adamson & Son 3|4S9 q 0
Henshaw o 0
Eaton & Chapman 3,4(10 0 0
Scrivener & White 3,119-0 0

No. 3, Hampsteid-road.
Gammon & Sons ] 259 0 0
Tarrant 1^153 0 0
Macey 1^49 q q
Mitchell 1 129 0 0
Kelly Brothers l’o85 0 0
Scrivener & White 1,027 0 0
Eaton & Chapman J 020 0 0

No. 6, Sampiltad-road,
Tarrant 93] 0 0
Gammon & Sons 911 0 0

893 0 0
M'lohell 870 0 0
Eaton Sc Chapman 345 0 0
Scrivener 4 White 823 0 0
Kelly Brothers 823 0 0

Noe. 7 and 9, JZampeteud'road.
Kelly Brothers
Eaton & Chapman
Foster
Thomas
Mitchell
Scrivener 4 White

1,673 0
1,535 0
1,510 0
1,449 0
1,434 0
1,394 0 I

For factory, &c., at Robin Hood-street, N’ottineham
for Mr. William Windley. Messrs. Thomas C. Hine &
Son, architects ;

—

For erecting new coach-buUder’s
Xoung-street, liensingtOD, for Mr. W.
Stanbam, architect :

—

Walterstone
Coot 4 Co
Newman & Mann !!!!!!!!!!!

Wigtnore
Hookly
Balter
Ebbs & Sons
Blaokmore 4 Co
Brown 4 Sons
Tiu

;

Temple 4 Forster !...!!!

Winship
Davis

Scrivener 4 White
Turner
Gr. Bennett
Foale
Kendall

Hall,.,

Barker ..

Dennett & Co
Fish
Stevenson & Weston

.

Wright 4 Johnson ....

Vickers
Bel! & Son
Rest ..

Wood & Slight

Wood & Son

6,890 0 0
6,430 0 0
6.398 0 0
6,!il3 0 0
6,205 0 0
6,200 0 0
6,150 0 0
6,109 0 0
6,088 0 0
6,030 0 0
4,996 0 0

For building a viaduct to Stanley Bridge, for Vestry of
Chelsea, and erecting a boundary.wall by Stamford Bridge.
Mr. Joseph Pattison, surveyor

'

Dickinson 4 Olliver £944
Crockett rqo
Wigmore
Wiiitlick i.,’’,

Neave (accepted)

For residence on Lime Grove, Putney, for Miss
Blakslev:

—

S'utton (accepted) £1,000 0 0

Wigmore
Blackmore
Nesley
Cook
Moxon
Pizzey
Coker
Symonds..

g to the United Laud

. £1,523 0 0
. 1,349 10 0
. 1,343 0 0
. 1,290 0 0
. 1,280 0 0
. 1,130 0 0
. 1,C90 0 0
. I,n27 3 0

995 0 0

i.altfax Board of Health.—Great complaicts
iraade as to the demautl by the Board of one
•lea, from each competitor, for the " litho-
uhed sketches, &c.” The amount should be
irned to all who send in a bond-tide pro-

1

oion.
I

B Ready Raft.—I beg to suggest apian for
'ig life at sea from founderine shins in ' ir .v, j rz ^

int storm,. A p„rtiou of tho Lk to bo
|
Eeie-t. aStt (fed

(irea to the ship s frame (two thick bands of' Company (Limited)

;

a-rubber to be laid between to prevent 1

^

'

xion) by three stout bolts on each side. In
hour of danger the nuts to be partially

[irewed, and at the critical moment the bolts I

k knocked out. It would then float off and ^

' with its livinr freight; the bulwarks at I

e end would atl'ord some protection to the
thereon, and it would not upset.

i-,s-light on Shipboard.—The lighting of
.jay carriages with gas is about to be fol-
i up by gas-light in ships. The Mmiarc/i,
Iriad turret ship, preparing for sea iu Chat,
iiharbour, is ordered to bo fitted up with
py’s gas apparatus, every portion of the

between decks being intended to be
1 d by gas, which will bo manufactured on

. The estimated expense of fitting ut
->Yb apparatus is about 3002.

trtuary-bouse, St. Pancras.—The guar-
ifof the pariah of Sc. Pancras have erected
Qtuary-houso, with pos£.«iortcni room, in the
g -ground adjoining the workhouse. The
irure has been built under the auperin-
race of Mr. Dent, architect, by Mr. Turner,
tkth Hornsey.

For erection of house at Luton,
Brown

L. & W. D. Patman
Kimberley
Patman 4 Co
Spencer
Smart, Brothers
Eiion
Dennett 4 Co
Purnell 4 Son
Osborne, Brothers
Brown

\

Meale 4 Sons

1,769 0 0
1,737 0 0
1,702 0 0
1,676 0 0
1,670 0 0
1,645 0 0
1,635 0 0
1,623 0 0
1,600 0 0
1,696 0 0
1,678 0 0
1,440 0 0
1,437 0 0
1,270 0 0

for Mr. Richard

£3,698 0 0
3,676 0 0
3,635 0 0
3,681 0 0
3,536 II 8

3,443 0 0
3,396 10 0
3,1U7 10 0
3,100 0 0
2,991 0 0
3,064 0 0

For carpenters
, jojners’, painters’, and plumbers’ work

ot two houses on the Kilkenny estate, for the County
Investment Company. Mr. J. U. Smith, architect—

£605 0 0
“ties 598 0 0
Cousins 690 q 0
iV Situtb 650 0 0
Finch (accepted) 620 0 0

For new Institution Building, 105, Jermyn-street, for the
Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

tendees.
idnishing two houses, Hovelaods Park-terrace
.i, tor Mr. G. Hartnell. Mr. J. II. Bmiih,

£1,237 0 0
1,210 0 0
1,200 0 0

' Z Smith
Idles .

^ltpli0

:»ew road.^and layjng pipe-sewers on the Kilkennydor the County Investment Company (Limited)
lovotton, manager :

^ j \ j-

H Hawkma ...

'ilerley
£590 0
512 0
497 0
-157 0 0

aewers, Trafalgar-road Estate, Old Kent-road
Mr. William Smilh, architect

:

LeA'is 4 Smith
Hamilton
Wigmore
Caiter 4 Phillips
Phillips 4 Johnson
Hilton
Thackrali
Baxter
Howe & Pressney
Kiug
Lane 4 Turner
Harris... 194 0 0
Smart 134 15 0
Blackmore & Morley 170 0 0
Sherwood 174 q q
'^oaog 170 0 0
Hoare 4 Son 165 0 0

Temple 4 Forster ..

Merritt 4 Ashby
Brachor 4 Sons
Ebbs 4 Sons
Cook 4 Green
Tlmmpaon

. . ....

Till

Tully
Carter & Sons
McLachlan
Howard
Thomas & Son
Turner
Baker & Constable...
Mauley 4 Rogers ...

Deards
Wicks, Bangs, & Co.

Estimate A.
0 0
0 0

. 3,430 0 0

. 3.333 0 0
. 3,393 0 0
. 3,387 0 0
. 3,320 0 0
. 3,360 0 0
. 3,330 0 0
. 3,300 0 0
. 3,303 0 0
. 3,250 0 0
. 3,195 0 0
, 3,195

,
3.1''5

0 0
0 0

, 3,088 0 (1

, 3,(73 0 0
. 3,(70 0 0
, 2.989 0 0 .

2,99J 0 0 .

, 2,935 0 <1

2,724 0 0

2,73) 0 0 .

3,091
3,(178

3.012

3,745 0 0

£350 0
280 0
278 0

238 0 0
330 0 0
225 0 0
199 10 0
197 10 0

For three houses in Luna-street, Chelsea, for the West
Brompton and Chelsea Labouring Classes Dwelling-house
Company (Limited) :

—

Vickers 4 Harding £1,225 0 0
Co-operative Building Society (Limited) 1,200 0 0
Archer (accepted) 1,150 0 0

SI. Fancrae Board, The contractor for the
iron house to be erected at Richmond House, Plaistow
for lh« above boar.l, is Mr. 8. Dyer, Kuslon-road. Last
year he built two iron rooms at Plaistow for the same

For the enlargement of the passenger station at Ken-
sington, for the West London Railway Company Ouati
titles supplied :— e j • -<,

-Miauieion
Jackson 4 Shaw
Brown 4 Sou
Baker 4 Couslable
Daun 4 Son
Diiiikley

£7,631
6,800
G,723
6,700

6,593
6,556

Wicks, Haugs, & Co 6,6 10
Bird 6, 465
Axford,..; .. - - 6,450
Paruell 6,439
Mytrs 6,171
Palmer 6,112
Jay 6,981

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
ieh Granite.—AUow “An OliJ Euhacriber" to iniuire of

'«aguod reeipefor polbhlns granite to «tanil
out of doors.— E.

.

M. A. B,—U. G. B.— J. 8.— P. and C.—C. L.—E. W. F—Mr N —
J. F.-T. C.-W. T. T,-J. R.-W. P.-M. U.-A. O.-E. G.-H, A. G.— 8. F.—W. U.-" esttiog Huu”—A. G. H.-T. C. H.—R.andW.—
r. M. E.-C«pUlu C.-H. 8.-J. I.-W. 0. B.-T. C. O.-F. R. W.—
l>f. B.— K. T,—T. H. 8.—J. 8.—Heura. E.— C. J.—Rer. H. P.-J. H.8.

C. G.—R. E.—T. H.—T. K. T,— M- K. R,— 0. E.— J, W.
W. (uixt woek).-II A. (u«t wetk),-M«joi M. (we

i Os.—L. A.— E. 41.—

.reeling Britijh end School., Allen-
eteusiugton. Mr. Gordon Stanham, architects

£4,.U5 0 0
I'oye, Brothers...
“Iwlaiid

siamberlain
(' ford 4 WhiUier .

•iwnian & Mann...,
‘cbckly

icamsou 4 Sons
wivener 4 White .

4,249 0
4,189 0
4,120 0
4,023 0
3,993 0
3,049 0

For the erection of two bouses, Marine-parade Folk-
stpne, for Mr. E. T. Witing. Mr. H. H. StringfelJow
.rchiiect. Quuutities supplied by Mr. Edward W. Fry)

5“!^ £3,355 0 0
3,150 0 0

Holdcini (accepted) a, 875 0 0
Trobble 2,01)9 0 0
Webster 2,868 0 0

For tbe Radnor County Gaol, Mr. Williams, county
I (iweyor Quautdties supplied by Mr. Joseph Simmons

Roberts. Kiugi,on £2,5oO 0 0
Itotieris, London 2 16 ) 0 0
Hamer (accepted) i'883 0 0

1,850 0 0
1,730 0 0

•T. D.

—E. M. B.-l
shill be glid to tecelye filth tjI,

J. It. V.-H.-W. B. St ro.-J. S. P.

compelled to decitue pnio luj out books and givlne
addresses.

AUstsUmeaUof fuch>, list, of T naeiB.ie, must be a'vjomBinted
by the name and addresi of the sender, not necessarily for
public.itioD.

KoTE —The Tesponsiuillty of signed articlej, and papers re.vd at
public maetlng*, rests, ot course, with the authors.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in tho Manufacture of Church, Turret,
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, ami every description
of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,
Comtnittees, &c. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clucks, post-free, 2.1. J. W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Pria-:e of Wales.
Steam Ft-.ctory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and
6U, Luiigate-hill

; Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, Loudon.
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D wellings fok working
PEOPLE.

. „
Tlif Society for Improving the f'ondlUon of the

rL^'"

MdVr“lVy“Kl\’wed*t6dmon°™^
of the LABOURING OLASSEB : Their ARBANGE«ENr end CON^

STBUCTION :
to which U now ^feil

HEALTHY DWELLING. Mid an Hl-toriMl Sketch of the KfforiB

Side for extending iU BeneflU to the Working
n*^ wfth

“rly in the Melropoll-. and llkewiea on the Cont'nent. With

numeTMi. lllintratlvo Plane of exieting Model Houeee,

late Piince Consort and the Royal Windwr Bociety.ae woll as Designs

adapted to Towns and to Boral Dislrlcts.
‘ By HENRY ROBERTS. Esq. F.S.A.

Also, by the same Author. New and RevUed Editions of
_

HOME REFORM; or, What the Labouring

Classes may do to Improve Ibelr Dwellings. An Address to Working

People. Price 3d.

THE PHYSICAL CONDITION of the

TATlOtlRING CLASSES, Resulting from the State of Ihelr Dwell-

Inas, and the BeneQcial t£f«cte of Smltary Improvements adopted In

^W^r’klng*I)r»wlDgs. on a large scale, for ^bonrere’

Design, complete ou one sheet, price 2e. ;
Speclflcatlots fwi ditto, Is.

Bills of Qiisnlltles. 1«. Cd

Just published.
. r« ^ir

C
MJANTITIES MADE EASY.
,1 A quick and accurate method of taking out quantlUe. from

L' (lUiis '‘r buildings, with or without a speclncatlon. oani i

by post for 30 stamps.-Addre-s. A. C. IB. Medway-terracs. Tyrwhitt-

road. Ui‘n*r1.ewliliam.road. New-cfOia. 8.E.

ITFTY-rlEST TEAR OF pfBLICATION. Now ready, price ia. ; by poat, 4a. id.

LAXTON’S BUILDERS’ PRICE BOOK FOR 1869,

w To f i^HITECTB ENGINEERS, BGILDEH3, CONTRACTOE8, SCHTEYOBB aod aU the Bo.ldinf

For AECHITECT8, ENGINEEK^^^^
Materials aad Labour, in each of the foHow.DB branch..

Kber’ ?aSS
|'n‘!,lr.-Iron„,.g=ry |»i.b_ DeSr'

«.» p,.«b

London :
MORGAN & CHASE, 38, Ludgate-hUl

;
and may be ordered of any Bookseller in the Kingdom.

A/TONUMENTAL designs.—

T

he Adver-

jVI ttser U now rubllshing •' A SHEET of MONUMENTAL
DESIGNS for CEMErBRlKP,” J^®‘'|Hh^
Marble Tablets for the ^burcbes, Chapele, Ac. h a

S^m of mho““phers in LondS^n, are the best ever offer^ to the

trade ; they requite only t- be seen
will be^setit

specimen eheet of either {pleaee say which), with Index, will be s

Norwood, Loudon, 8.E. who will also send full

cost of pr ntlng per lOO sheeU. with name. Irate, and address, Piin';®;

on elch sheet fnd price list.-N.B, A Book of EplUphs for Tombs.

Ac. post-free 04 stamps,

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS. BUILDER^*'-

STANNAH’S
TABLES of ANGLE .'ind

TEE IRON give the We'Bhtlo Pounds pet Lineal Pont of every

«e.-l(>n required for Roofe. Girders, BuUers.Ac and will be found

InvalUHble to any one engaged In Eetimatlug for Wrought-lron Work
geuera.ly.^^rlM^^^

VIRTUE & CO, 88. Ivy.lane, London.

•EALB’S RUDIMENTARY SERIES

TJARTNERSHIP.—A very old-estaMiahed

I Firm of BoUder, ood Controctor.

...ti.,. P4IITNRR with CsDllal. or would be willlug to Amalgamate

with another firm or_equ^i»m
ha'd.-Appllc.tlon may be made to

able fo!

^VIGKKsfs? Frrderlck’.-Place. Old Jewry.

THE OEDBES of ARCHITEOTDEE and
their AJbthetio Piloolples. By W, H. LEEDS. 7th Edition.

"’''the styles of AEOHITEOTDRE of

various Countries, from the Earliest to Ihe Present period. Ry

T. TALBOT BURY. New Hlttion. Price Is. 8d.

THE PRINCIPLES of DESIGN in AROHI.
TECTIIEE. By EDWARD LACY OARBRUT. Pr'c®

ARCHITECTUBAL MODELLING idPAPER.
Practical Instructions. By T. A RICHARDSON. Pilicl-.ad.

VITRUVIUS’S ARCHITECTURE, translated

GRECIAN ARCHITECTURE, PRINCIPLES
OfBEAUlYln, BytheEARLof AREanRGN- 1*- _
DICTIONARY of TECHNICAL TERMS

USED by ARCHITECTS. BUILDERS. ENGINEERS. SURVEYORa.
Price d'*.

N.B. A CaUlogne of Weale’e Series will bo sent fn

London : VIRTUE & CO. 2l3, Ivy-1

r^LERK.—WANTED, by a large Mami-

t'iirr c';?.d“J
MeVdy habit will be liberally remunerated.- Rep'y, by leller. 264,

“ Midland Counties Herald." Birmingham.

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT on a Job, by
a TO'pecUble Young Mao, age 32. as PLUMBER. PAINTER.

GLAZIER, and PLAIN ZINC WORKER, well able to

,re. Marylehou” ^” TO BUILDERS, CONVRaCTORS,

X^T"ANTED, by an experienced BtCiCK-
YY MAKER, a JOB, to dig. make, and bora ‘'j;

. m ...1 wv-.wf,»w* own Via wlveiy —Address. R. H W. No. o-Address,

10 BUILDERS. & ~-rmTT .WANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
TION In an Olfice. to Ke"p Books. Men's Time, &c. Can

oreuare drawings Willing to flil up his time at the Bench, If

required —Address, B. A. 9. ICelvin-terrace. Sydenham-hlH. S.E.

iXfANTED, a RE-BNGAGEMBNT, as

YY WORKING FOREMAN of JOINDERS
charge of a Plant or work a machine, make, tern er, and sharpen

outtere (iulner by trade). Accu-toini'd to nearly every description of

hii der.' machinery, seeing oat work. Sc. Terms moderate. Uu-

sptionable references.—Address. 73. Olfice of “ The B illder.

TO PLUMBERS. BUILDERS. *0.

lirANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by an Ex-
YY oetlenced PLUMBER. Thoroughly nuderalands flxini

,
' 1 . r. WnniA mira a ijh bv the niece

-

, ,
iiio.oughly L.

Iron, hol-water and g« pipes. Would take a jjt

Addres. 76. Office of " The Builder."

I
?0REMAN.—WANTED, by a large Miinu-
'

faclntlng Firm of Cooking Apparatus lu
‘J**

lleV an experienced FOREMAN, who will have

BUiieriuteudence of moulders, fltierf. Ac Ha rnu*t

alid“?neS’m*“n will be‘ llber“irt‘«“ed;-Be[ 'y.^-riftterSutlng

quairfljallons and experience, to 264. ' Midland Counties Herald.

Birmingham.

m applies

TO BUILDERS. DECORATORS,

G ilders, thoroughly experienced in tiouse

step.. Oxford-street.-Addrr- 'ba fWreUrv.

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
BUILDERS ati.1 Others desiring a rea'ly B'loS '

b»vo a SET of MODELS for EUIf'ERb' BOOKS, by DOUBLE
ENTRY, to whUh was awarded Iheprlxa otfered In "TueBulldrr.

No. 1,480, and which Las been adrip-ed by insiiy U'ga firm*. Alto a

Mf< iCert Arrangement by Singl" Entry, rnit-bls for small hnllden.

Address. E. A 4, St. Qeoiga 'e-road. Regent's Park. London.

^HOW-ROOM CLERK WANTED, at an

Uphol.Urer’s at tbs West-end. None but very cmipetent men

idapp'y.—Address, Messrs. C. 38, Wig

TO CARPENTERS AND JOINERS

WANTED.a SITUATION asIMPROVER,
by a r apecUble Youog Man who has served four years at

the trade. Good character fiom the last master.—Address. B.

BOOKER, Laiisd .wu-place. 3t. Mary’s-road. Kingston. Portsmou h.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

W ANTED, by a steady, energetic Man, a
SITUATION sa WORKING FOREMAN, or otherwUe. Well

up In lettlng out different kinds of work, keeping accounts, ic. Good

cefrrei c-. Age 30.-Aa.lce«B, W, W 54, Clarendo --Btfest, ClarendOA-

jquare, St. P

W ANTED, immediately, a good active

muss
Klng’s-Tcni Library, D

TO BUILDERS WITH STEAM JOINERY MACHINERY.

WANTED, as SHOP and MILL FORE
MAN, a BE-BNGAOEUENT (town or country). Has ..

capital system of working the tw,., in the savlog of time and

raatBrials. being ajolaer. with a practical kDOwle,1g*of machinery,

.nd a quick detail dranghWuan, and satlatr-ou . of work of many

years’ cipetlence (sge i9).—Address. J. M J. 4, the Mall, Kensington ,

Now ready, price 7s^d. iVTTANTED, by a London Firm, a clever,

P ENFOLD on RATING. yY practical man. to take the enli™

Fifth Edition, rewritien and extended. " —.....iv. Rim.mNG. about 50 miles irom

By J- T. KkRSHAW, rurveyor.
,

This Eili'lon notices all the important decliions of the Court of

Queen’s Bench, to the ei d "f 1368. on qneslious of rat'of.:,

tretes the prac’lcal appllcallons of the principles thus laid nowD, to

.4, A...,.

d water works
;
railways and

L MAN. lO wise luo r

Pr.Mlrn of an extensive BUILDING, about ou mii« uuiu

—

I

AdOrei". giving leferencee. where laet engaged, and salary require

' to No. 113, Office of '* TheBmlde^

nischlcery ;
steem, wiuu, au

gravel, aud chalk pits ;
mines

;

la Iway lUl
^

AXTANTED, in an Engineer and Land

1 wouM^be pSed-Alipwlc

TO BRICKUAKER8. CONTRACTORS. AND OTHERS.
_

YYTANTED, by a Man of good practical

YY experience, a SITUATION as MANAGER of a BRICK-
,-i I ...w r nnn Kn ntiisctlou to go abroad.-Address,FIFLD, or to take at per i.OOO. No objt...— .

- ~ Wm. Tloley. Baker, Sc. Beoshjm-plaoe,

TO BUILDERS, SMITHS, AND OTHERS.

\AfANTED, by .-i thoroughly practical,

\Y steaily MAN. a RE-ENGAOEMBNr ae FOREMAN over
w.ri..>.r-.i m-f-oioioo aw A1 w «.wtl wcniij.lnted wi a bot And co'd

, . . w..;-ENGAOEMBNr
6MITU3’ FITTERS. Sc. A1 o woll acquaint'd -. .. -w.

work. Would nut object io go abroa'1_.-Ai dress.

), Fleet-street. E.C.„ wv
TO BUILDERS’ FOREMR^

rrHE ENGINEER, FRIDAY. Jan. WANTED a firstcjasB_FOEEM^^^^^^^ Cat-

I CONTENT!*:- , L! a onir. «tat 1nv asre. referencee, aud salary, to H.CONTENT:* :—

Working Drawlrgn (No. 13) of the Nvw Bfl«t.l Port aud Chan-
r. . n— i.wr... A.Kwia 3lf, Bruulees, r.iigii

nel Docks with De<Ci ip'.ive Article. Sir. Bruulees. Luglueer.

2. Royal Inilltu'lon (Vo. :i), with Drawinis ol the Lecture Theatre

and the Chemical Lahoralory.

3 New Bridge over the Trent at Notlinghsm (Ulus rated).

4. Rcrert Lectures at the Royal IneUtU'ion IllusUaled)

B. Oil Electricity and the Correlations of Bleotiicsl Fucoe (No. u).

a nallwava in France.

rand Juliier oy traue. jiu..

lMlg4of MHchiiiery.- Apply. Staling age, referencee, aud salary, t

LQVaTT, Contrsetor. Wolverhampton.

YY7ANTED, immediately, by a London
VV Firm on an extensive jobiQtbeClIy. athorfUghlyefflcient

TIME Kt-II'KP.-Addr.is, by letter only in own handwriting, with

full p-Tiiiu'ais, slating age, ealary required, refe

fi! New Railways in France.

7. 1 ho UtB PrlnolpJ Furbe-

n. The Englueerlng and Sclentiflc Nows of the Week. Full Lists

139. P.R.

THE'E'N'oiNEER, price 6 : by post, 7d.— Offlue : 163, Strand ;

snl at all Nevsageiite »ul Stations.

AtrOOD-CARVEHS. — WANTED, a first-

Y Y cUfS WOOD CARVER, tborouehly experienced In the Bgme

sttaii road, L

MR. JOHN BOURNE’S WORKS ON THE STEAM-ENGINB. TO JOINERS. 40. ^ . -.-r

J\ 1.1 He vetii.us appiic.tlnna to JUnes. MlUe, Stearn Navlgatlot.,
y , .nd oth« Ma-hines for prep''i»g Joinery,-App y.

Railways, and Agilcnliu e
;
wUh Praclcal lustmctions tor thf

MaLulacture and Managemetil of Eiuiiies of every elasa

By JiiHN BOURNE, C.E
Bv Ihe «sme Auihur. liiip oved Editions

HAXDBOOK of the STEAM-ENGIXE, price 93.

TBEATISE on the STEAM.EMGINE, -tto. 4‘28.

TREATISE on the SCKEW PKOPELLEB, 4to. 633.

EXAMPLES of MODERN STEAM, AIR, and GAS
ENGINES, Parts I. to Till. 4to. price 29. Cd. each.

London; LONGMANS. GREEN, 4 CO. Paternoster-row.

m-«|Qare, Klug’s-road, Chelsea.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

AATANTED, a EE - ENGAGEMENT by
YY tb‘ Advertiser, who is a good dtaughUmau. Coimtrypr.-

— Address, 9, Albi

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, 4c.

W ANTED, by a Young Married Man, a
SICUATION as PLUMBER or THREE-BRANCH HAND.

o.n do pu,u .a.®?

0. W. Plum

A17ANTED, by a good and experienced

YY Bnckmaker. a SITUATION as MANAGER of BRICKWORK-*.
tyI.i 4. -.-.uiT.!, .11 kliulB of bricks and tiles and pots. No. ,

_u.KHr, a on /V » 4-^..’ —— ,rr

"

Understands making all kluds of bricks and tilM and pots. No

objection to go abroad. - Addresi. C. F. Pust-office, Crown-hUl.

Croydon. T'

w
TO GLASS PAINTERS. tt F. TK

ANTED, a first-class F I G U K E
. PAINTER CoiisUnl sllualion. None need apply "1*'’,“^*

• fully rom^Tenti-Addre... W. HOLLAND * SUN. Blalnsd Glass

Give Works Warwick,

TO \aCHirECT3 AND SURVEYORS.

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
Young Gentleman, who has had upwards of three years’ pw-

tloal experience with ouB of the first AtchitecUiii tho Cll/, and hire

a good knowledge ofdrawing. surveying, 4c. Eec.ii glve excellcnt

tJtlmoulJs of bU ability and of his '

Mr, Charles Hebbert, 44, Lupus-street, Boiitb Belgravia, 8.W.

NESBIT'S ' PRACTICAL MENSURATION."
A thoroughly revUed Bditlen, augmented by aTrealUe on Levelling,

A TREATISE oTp’eAOTIOAL MENSU-
J\, RATION, in Ten Parts

;
con taiuing—

YX7ANTED, immediately, a respectable

>Y WORKING PARTNER, with from 2001. to 3001.

hii.b.rt Tradesman In carrying out i>ei.ii lany, , ,
ING BARTNBft, Wltu iiomavv.. •

ion an old-est.bllshsd Tradesman In carrying out i>ec.i larly

illrib’e building operations U, h*ui. A Joiner p eierred.-AdJr

wfs. 154, St. Juhn’.-street-road, Clerkeawell-

Dr,
aiprcVrU Methods tf

lug Geo,.....,.--
Hi Ion of Superfi'

Trying.

Qguie
PuUfis,’ Mill-ds

Fiiy.l

,

Mari-pus
1., Embank
,
Coal Heap

w'ANTED TWH'LVE Good MACHINE
u’Um«^wboirnfur^Gh'SI:rcI«s“r^^^^^
jany^treet, Regent's Pa-k.

Rule. .

Timbir Mtssiire, in whieb Is

(bowD the Method of ilea- 1

d Valuing Standing I

Timber.
Ait'ficeis WorUr, lllusir

the Dimensions aud C

lane Tiignuomeny, will

spplUa'liin to the Mer
lion of Height, and Ui.lfi

TO BUILDERS, MASTER
*.Jv l»A-DT7T?

XX7ANTED, by an experienced FLUMDlhit,

VY a snUATlON. Iharoughly uiiderslaoda Qm and HA-
• e Firtiiia Rai b aiul filoset Work, 4c, Good referances can d

... en.-iddmisf PLUMBER. 31. Patker-street, KIngsland-road.

boudoD. N.E.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

A N T E D ,
by a respectable Man, a

T SITUATION as Good PLUMBKR snd GAdPITIER, H.xsw
TO CARPENTERS, BUILDKKe, AND COACHMAKErs!

WANTED, EMPDOYMBinT, by a
respectable YOUNG MAN, aged 20. U.od to the btnoh.—

Address, H. a. 157, Uruminond-street, Hawpsteai-road.

TO PLUMBERS AND B'JILDSKS.”

A17ANTED, by a Young Man, a well

Y Y oxperieucBd PLUMBER, a JOB, lu new or old wor^pi- ci

— n.Lr.fl references If reouiced.—Address. C. P. W. 5i.sd.-Address, C. P. W. 5

TO NOILEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.

WANTED, by an experienced practical

Fuicmati. a permaoeut ENGAGEaE.Vr as HE.VD CAR
T>irv-rffB Mi.ft HaH onnJ nractical ext>-*riruce lu m rUiug derigus fuRENTER. Hus had good p
villns, sgrkuUural and hurticultu

or wued
;
baa twice competed, aud rscj voi toe nra-, pr.ai lor muue

cottages, Csn prepare working drsw ug., meimre and take uu

Dries ll.U of ma^tcrial aud labour. Fu-si-olsss toitlmonUU. eitouJ

Ing over twenty years. —Addreaa, Z. W. i’j,t-offijo. Windsor.

tug derigiia fu

;e, lu brick, stem
ii firs', pr.zi for

ciionary of the Teimsuscd

By ANTHONY NESBir.
_

New Fdiliou. enla^ed^and much im-

TreatUee illuatrated by above 700 Pracllcsl Exniiudea and about 300

w
TO 6TONFMASOKS.

anted, in the neighbourhood ot

Hr.'!,,way, a thoroughly practical Miiu, for a permanency. WANTED, by an experienced GENERAI
FOREMAN (a Curpenler aud Joiuor, age 35) a RE El

.. . .-.r... ...I-,. —i.i. .. Bfi aa'AiM niii of London, iel

., statiug age, I ,
references. Sc to No. 38, Olfice of " The

KEY to NESBIT’S PR.^CTICAL MENSURA-
TION, Containing Solutions to all Q-c-tlona which aie not answered

in that work i
with Bcfeieucolo inr Prohlriu-, Rules, and Notes, by

wLkh the Bolutious are obtained. Conectrd Iucjrres[a>ud lhr..ugh-

lOt with the Id proved Edlilcu of llio Jrcatlie. 12iuo. price js.

^‘’““^London : LONGMANS GREEN 4 CO. Patemoeter-row.

TO STOVE AND COOKING APPARATUS MAKERS

.TANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
I’ aSlTUATlONes FORt MAN. having i alfl''ed the same for

.veursin eloves, ell kinds of co-iklng app-ratiie. hol-waier.

,m-smlth 9 work In general.-Addiess, 49, Office of •’Ihe

T I FOREMAN (a barpenior auu
GAQEMENT wiih a builder, or on au e

years similarly emplojed, Accustomed tc .— ...

ouildlng works. TestimdlUls ai.d rafereuces.-J. C,

r, Ulgb-strev*. Bromley, Krut.
a of 5

w
TO BUILDERS aND PLUMBERS.

ANTED, by an exptnenced PLUMBELi
a CONSTANT 8l lUAlTON or Ji) B. No ohjrctlon to fill t

if requited.—Address. K. M. 45. Royal-road, Keunlugt
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St. Mark's, Venice.

ETURN we once more to

this remarkable shrine.*

The enrichment of the

division that we have

called the upper story

—

the interval of vertical

surface between the level

of the gallery and the

springing of the vaults

—

is comparatively mode-
rated : it thus forms in a

manner a frieze to the

plain wall below, and
constitutes a term of

transition. Above this

frieze-like band all the

surfaces are covered with

a general ground of gold

mosaics, which follows

every curve, and is folded

level over every angle of

band or archivolt. No
interruption to it is al-

hf
lowed by interfering projections
of mouldings. Indeed, except for

the few string-courses below already
noticed, and a somewhat more decided
cornice round the base of the cupolas,

I there is a negation throughout of such ordinary
tarchitectural features

; in the general effect of
'Solid piers and unbroken continuousness of
masses, there is nothing to intimate that the
Iwhole structure might not be monolithal,—that
it might not be cut out of single solid rock
with merely such well-adjusted allowance of

tthickness relatively to weight and cohesion, that
Lthe material is free from danger of being self-

rcrushed and easily supports itself.

The glory of the gold ground tells, of course,
rwith peculiar effect upon the curved, still more
jupon the coved, surfaces, and throws up in bril-

iiliant distinctness the subjects and borders of
iipatterns many-hued with which it is charged.

This is not the place to dissert upon the system
rwith which various subjects from sacred, legen-
lidary, and even historical lore were distributed.

. The designs are of various dates and various ex-
^cellence,—from the archaic, which are sometimes
Tgrand and sometimes grotesque in theirquaintdis-
rproportions, to the modern, which comprise con-
rjtrasts as vital, between refinement and sophisti-

ication. The Academical style is, no doubt, as
eremote from purity in taste as the grimly barba-
oroua

;
but they who would exalt the merely quaint

i

Dinto the only truly reverential, do small honour '

oto the architecture that is far indeed removed
'

rfrom inartificial quaintness. To criticism, how-
j

:rever, with such proclivities, it may be reoom- ^

nmended as matter of consistency to assert the
ijright of the associated rhyming legends to give
bthe norm of poetry j

—

" Sie actui ChrUti deicriluni quatvor ind.
Marcum J'urantur,—Sanairii voclferanlur," ^c.

The subjeota are for the most part left to be
iidivided by the free unoccupied space of gold
tlefc between them. This much may be said as
nintiraation of the principle underlying the
iCaoheme of their distribution ; the centre of the
iifirst cupola as wo enter is occupied by the dove
ISIS symbol of the Holy Spirit, from which rays
Idescend to fiery, or, rather, scarlet tongues, upon
bthe heads of the twelve Apostles, who alternate

' See p. 37, anfe.

with the twelve lights that pierce the cupola.

The four evangelists occupy the four spandrels of

the centre, and in the points below them are the

four rivers of Paradise
j the cupola above is

assigned to God the Father; and the third, with

its apse, is given in completion of the Trinity,

to the glorification of the Son. Throughout the

whole series, both in vestibule and church, we
observe the intention to comprise a complete

cycle of the sacred scheme as understood by the

designers, and to distribute its various divisions

to appropriate positions in the sequence in which
they would be architecturally arrived at,—in

order of oonspicuousness and dignity, and in

relative connexion or parallelisms,—while lead-

ing up at last to the great culmination of all

interests, human and divine, in the eastern apse.

The presbytery is raised above the level of the

church, at the line of the eastern margin of the

I

central square of the crossing, and there can be
no doubt, from the plan and section of the crypt

below which are given by Cicognara, that the

rise was originally fixed at this point
j
the row of

small arches in front may once have been always

open, affording a view into the crypt, and have
extended clear across. The entrance would

' then have been to the right and left by the con-

I

tinuations of the aisles. At present the small

! arcade is covered in the centre by semicircular
' steps, giving admission through a surmounting

I

barrier or parapet that is the base of a highly-

enriched screen. Four polished columns upon
this on either side of the entrance bear

an entablature that runs through from side

to side, and on the entablature are seven

saintly statues over columns and intervals, on

either aide of an elaborate archaic cross that

rises in the centre. The stylo of these columns,

and their capitals, and the colours of the inlaid

and encrusting marbles of the whole, are quite in

harmony—'beautifully so, indeed, with the

church, at large
; bub nevertheless it is a most

unfortunate and damaging innovation. The
wall of separation, the screen, is so effectively a

screen that it interferes serionsly with that

completion of the cross on the lower plan by
visible dependence on the eastern arms upon the

centre, that was certainly counted on in the

original design for bringing the more compH-
oated upper plan together. Still more unhappily

it secludes the entire eastern division of the

church from the main body to an extent that is

at variance as much with architectural effect as

with the certain traditions of local ritual. Even
at the present time the separation marked by so

absolute a line is habitually disregarded, and
the ordinary congregation enters, and on occa-

sion crowds without let or distinction beyond the

barrier, and takes there seat and station. By
other certain signs there can be no donbb that

the portion originally secluded was marked off

by the western line of the dome of the choir.

Only when the screen is at least moved back in

imagination to this point, if not—still better

—

beautiful as it is, obliterated entirely, can we
stand in Saint Mark’s and recognise with fall

satisfaction how noble and self-coherent is the

plan and distribution of the temple that has

received through a succession of ages enrich-

ments so ever unstinted, and with scarcely

another exception so uniformly in harmony. At
present the long entablature of varied marbles

bolts abruptly at either end against the plain

marble inernstations of the piers, which exhibit

no modifications announcing that it is expected,

no lines nor mouldings responsive to its attach-

ment.

The pair of eastern piers, on the other hand,

receive an enhancement that marks their

line as specially terminal. Their interval is

reduced by the diameter of coupled columns

placed in advance of them
;
above these the

marble-encrusted pier is advanced, and bears

like a podium the still smaller coupled columns
of the upper story, upon which descends the

architrave of a transverse arch, presenting below
the barrel vault, an enriched face to the west-
ward. This is a repetition of the same treat-

ment that is applied in the arms of the transepts,

of which the span is contracted by the like

arrangement that subserves enhanced enrich-

ment by secondary columns and presentation of

architrave fascias. The levels of the horizontal

divisions are also preserved throughout, but with
the difference that the elevation of the floor of

presbytery and choir reduces the height of the

lower range of columns to the great advantage
of concentration of effect ; the greater richness

of their materials harmonizes with the precious-

ness and minuter elaborations of the fittings of

the sanctnary, as their size with the reduction of

its spacings generally. A gradual approximation

in scale was thus introduced to the stature of

the celebrants, on whom attention is most con-

centrated, and from whose position the eye is

led by easier transitions through a series of

magnitudes expanding at last most impressively

to the largest dimensions of the structure.

The lower half of the height, intermediate be-

tween dome-base to pavement, remains to be
distributed. One more most important hori-

zontal line is given here by the heights of the

nave columns, to which we have already adverted.

Detailed measurements only would make it

worth while to dissert on the principle observed

in the proportions and spacings of these. It

must be enough to notice that they seem so fur

to adhere to classical precedent as to show a

eommensurableness of height with divisions of

plan.

There is nothing more thoroughly artistic in

the composition than the easy and accurate

articulation of the eastern termination of the

church with the design of the flanks, consistently

at the same time with the introduction of novel

enhancements and enrichments to give appro-

priate distinction to the foens of the entire

work. It is here that wo too often have to

regret,—if we do not weakly permit ourselves to

slur over,—shortcomings on the part of Medimval
architects, in whose favour patriotic associations

plead in oonjanction with many others. In

many an abbey church,—let it suffice to specify

Whitby,—and even in cathedrals, the transverse

walls both of transepts and even of -east ends

are too frequently simply built across,—either

with no acknowledgment of allegiance to,—no
assertion of control over the horizontal divisions

and striug-CDurses of the sides, or at best with

vain and to be commiserated endeavours to tie the

two compositions,—each admirable in itself,

—

together by some straggling, incompetent, and
misdirected moulding.

The relative heights of the upper and lower

arches—that is, of the nave lateral arcades and
the lower perforations of the piers, as compared
with the upper, are most effectively, and we have

no right to presume otherwise than deliberately

and artistically, decided. Here, again, was put

in practice at an early date a principle that the

Western architects were long in appreciating,

but never lost sight of when once they had

grasped it. One of the greatest advances in

Gothic was achieved when the architects learned

to correct the proportions of their predecessors

in this respect—to give lightness, loftiness, and
dignity no less, to their compositions by throwing

a predominance of height in favour of the pier

arches, and yet not entirely to sacrifice the

mportance of the arcades above them. The
architect of St. Mark’s might seem to have been

in danger of forfeiting the grandest effect of the

magnitudes he commands in consequence of the

comparative fewness of hia points of main sop-

port, and the unbroken largeness of the spaces

he spanned
;
bat even in this respect he is not

so far behind hia competitors as we find the later

builders of Italian Gothic, and he recovered his

effect by an adaptation that is all his own.—the

free interposed arcades.
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No one wlio is familiar with the interior of

St. Mai’k’s, to whom its ever-varying effects, and

its ever-abiding and unchanging effect, have been

daily delight, will easily wish that it were other

than it is j the liberal spnciouBness appropriate

to the public worship of a collected population

of a great city, is mado compatible with the re-

quirements of secluded devotion, and the self-

communing of the contemplative ;
massive gran-

deur and minutest finish, simplicity, and mag-
nificence, meet and are reconciled, and the

wealthiest resources seem for once not to have

corrupted taste, or distorted judgment, which

still can hold the balance even between admira-

tion of rare materials and gorgeous processes,

and the better attractiveness of refined design.

When we review the design, however, at a dis-

tance and in memory, regret will arise that no

worthy attempt was ever mado in the ages of

vital Gothic architecture, to reproduce and rival

its characteristics as a domical structure in

union with the perfected details of the Gothic

stylo. Apart from marble incrustations and

mosaic covering, the plain unrelieved surfaces of

the structure must be oppressive to a degree,

which only painting of the very highest charaC'

ter could relieve. Bat all the lines of the con,

strnction would lend themselves most happily to iuscription on its mosaic ground,

expression and enrichment by Gothic profiles
j

Even in the nave, where the full grand bow of

and mouldings; the cnpola by its constructive the vault is otherwise nncontracted, a sub-vault

nature would seem to proffer its capabilities of
|

jg introduced and shows a plain fascia, at the

elegance and grandeur to the pointed style, as line where its extension begins over porch and

spontaneously as the elongated hollow pyramid ' vestibule. In the upper order or story of the

of the spire. The very dome of St. Paul’s gives
j

transepts the small paired octagonal columns

ns, in section, a pointed arch
;
and the concealed

|

over the granite pair below, bear the contracting

cone which is its core, and that having no
j

archivolts east and west; over the inclosed

affinity to the semicircular arcuation, is now ad-
j

chambers on the south the second still more con-

readjustments of the heights of some of its sup-

ports
;
that the crypt when first reopened was

full of water to mid-height of its pillars, would

explain more serious infiltration.

Before we pass on to remark on tho archi-

tecture of the vestibule and facade, let us look

once more round the interior.

Tho span of the transepts, and conseqxiently

the diameter of their doipes, is contracted by the

insertion of coupled granite columns set against

the outer piers on either side, and carrying an

archivolt turned below the barrel vault of tho

main crossing; this vanlt therefore, which in the

nave is carried forward unbroken westward, is

superseded over the arms of the transept by one

of lower level
;
the pairs of free columns also,

and their arched epistylia, are also set in and

range north and south with the granite pair,

while tho triplets of the nave east and west lie

back behind the piers, and do not encroach in

any way on the navo spacing.

Again, the barrel vault beyond the transept

domes, and above tho inclosed chambers at tho

north and south walls of the church, are still

further flowered and contracted by an advance

of the line of wall and springing, and exposes

the plane of another vertical fascia with an

vantageously withdrawn from visible association

with it, might have been honestly patent in the

rival style.

One translation of St. Mark’s into tho Pointed

style took place early, and had considerable in-

fluence on a provincial school of architecture

;

this was the well-known example of St. Front, at

Periguonx, in Acquitaine
;
but here, no less than

in the Italian modification in St. Anthony’s, at

Padua,

—

The bnildcr was with want of genius curat—
The second tcmxile was not like tho first.

tracted archivolt descends again upon another

pair parallel to tho others, but somewhat in

advance; on tho north these second pairs are

omitted,—their place and function being taken

by an advance of the pier.

In the division under the eastern cupola the

same treatment is repeated, but with enhance-

ment above tho transepts, as those received

difierentiating details in respect of the more

simply ordered nave. Here the eastern and

western archivolta of tho choir-dome descend

upon coupled columns parallel to the axis of the

church,—four pairs in all, therefore, instead of

How different it could be with so many points of
: two pairs only, as in the transepts. Four single

accurate agreement is indeed a warning to those
j

columns, again, of like design and adjacent, each

who copy badly where the one problem worthy
j
upon a plan at right angles to the coupled pairs,

of study is how to recast with masterly inde-
j

receive the transverse archivolts, and make up

pendence. Of the intention to copy there can I rich angular groups
;
the fronts and soffites of

be no doubt; oven the slight difference in dimen-
[

these (archivolts are enriched with especially-

sion has been ingeniously traced to tho Venetian elaborate and resplendent mosaic patterns—the
' —* ... 1 I
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foot having been read off in the somewhat
shorter French dimension, but the workmanship

is too much at variance for us to admit the

assistance of Greek or Venetian workmen.
The pendentivea by which in St. Mark’s the

square plan of a crossing is reduced to the circular

of the dome, are known to be formed by a succes-

sion of discharging brick arches bearing on the

archivolts of the great arches
;
at Saint Front

it has been found that the courses of thependen-

lives have horizontal beds
;
and this may induce

ns to believe that it was mistrust of construction

that caused the transverse perforations of the

great piers to be so contracted that they cease

to be continuations of the aisles, and become
mere disproportioned passages. The aisle

colonnades are omitted, the gradation in diameter

or area of domes is neglected,— blankness,

barrenness, sameness rale throughout, and so

tho germ that should have taken new develop-

ments in a new climate degenerated hopelessly

in process of transplanting.

The tesselated pavement of St. Mark’s is of

marvellous unevenness
;
in the open space under

the chief dome it has been replaced by largo

slabs,—which, however, are broken,—they are

rejoined curiously so as to seem almost bent,—to

follow the undulations of the more perfect por-

tions adjacent. One writer has been soberly

quoted as authorising the opinion that the

inequality was intended to symbolize the power
of Venice over the sea; elsewhere the wavy
footing, dangerous enough at times, has been
interpreted as a refined type of the tempests that

trouble the church or the world. It is certainly

curious that the floor of the church should have
been so ill-founded, while the lines of piers and
walls remain so wonderfully accurate; a very

small proportion of the subsidence beneath our

feet would have started the mosaics and cracked

the incrustations in all directions. The case of

; ubsidence is clear by the proof, if any wei*e

wanted, of the sinking of the plinth of the left-

hand pulpit since its erection, and tho consequent

westernmost with an impressive inscription

albeit, in a rhyming Latin verso.

It is with excellent feeling that these upper

paired columns throughout tho church—tho only

columns on this line—are exceedingly, indeed,

for anything that appears to a not very close

scrutiny, are absolutely alike. They emphasise

the principal turning-points of the design, and

by their prominent correspondence lead the eye

easily round the building by a simplified series

of stages that might be otherwise confused in

the general union of metallic surfaces and uu-

moulded projections. By their response, again,

to larger paired columns below them they pro-

vide a liuk that uuites the lower plain marble

surfaces with the upper system of exuberant

ornament and more complicated construction.

We have already adverted to the fact so im-

portant for appreciating the true artistic style

and finish of the interior of St. Mark’s, that the

columns employed have, for the most part, every

appearance of having been designed for their

positions, of being matched absolutely, or at

least with parallel divergence, from a common
type. The chief exceptions are the larger and

ruder shafts that are attached in pairs to tho

walls of the western arm of the church and

receive archivolts that cross the aisles from the

great angular piers
;

in these we may with

probability recognise the columns that are

stated to have been left standing from the old

church founded in 831.

At tho angles of the wall at returns of nave

and transept there are groups of three, giving a

paired presentation either way. The column at

the angle, of deep red granite—like all other

columns in tho church, the shafts are monolith-

stands free ;
tho other two, which are of lighter

colour, are partly engaged in the wall, possibly

only from encroachment of the later incrusta-

tion : the bases are particularly rude in profile

and coarsely executed, and tbo capitals, except

for the line of black and white inlaid pattern,

aisle are so much taller as to dispense with the

architrave that on the opposite side is interposed

between abacus and spring of the archivolt.

Tho pairs of columns that flank the western

door are of nobler materials; they have capitals

to a certain point similar to those of their granite

fellows, but range with them by a special

adaptation ;
the member which is architrave

in one aisle and omitted in tho other, is here

modified to become an integral part of the

capital, below the mouldings that it has in com-
mon with the other two. The exceptional

irregularity thus managed and modified, kept in

the background as far as maybe, and broken in

any case into a certain consistency, becomes the

highest expression of the resolution of the

artist, so fully carried oat elsewhere, to give no

licence to mere brute magnificence of material

to the detriment of orderly refinement.
“ Such, then, is Rome! ” so concludes Strabo,

in his endeavour to give a sucoinct description

of the magnificence of the capital of the world

under the first Caesars. “ Such, then, is
_

St.

Mark’s,” we hesitate to say, when indeed it is

hopeless to say more ; it is for poetic faculty, and

not for critical or simple artistic appreciation to

attempt to convey to those who have not stood

below its domes the impression that this glorious

temple makes, — deeper than logical thought,

more lively than excited imagination, but satisfy-

ing both at the same time, as exciting a fund of

sentiment that has its headspring beneath them

and beyond them. Passing from it, but not for-

getting it, we contemplate with a communicated

interest its less perfect adjuncts and completions.

The western arm of the Greek cross of the

church is invested externally on the north and

west withacovered portico, vestibule, ambulatory,

and on the south side to almost equal width,

that is, to more than half the spread of the

transept, with chambers that accommodate a

baptistery, and at tho south-west augle the

mortuary chapel of a cardinal ; this, however, ia

a comparatively modern intrusion. Data are

not accessible at present to enable us to discuss

with any hope of an accurate result the several

dates of these external compartments. Con-

sidered on their own merits as they are before

us, they announce themselves equivocally—oa

the one band, as exhibiting archaisms in their

mosaic decorations as crude as any that we meet

within the church; on the other hand, such in-

congruity in general artistic and decorative

principles as apparently to preclude the idea

that they, or the general fa9ade they are

attached to, can be due to the same architect or

the same period.

As regards construction, the leading principle

is indeed the same. Issuing from the church

through tho central door and its recessed porch,

we find a square opening overhead in the roof

of the portico, giving a view through to tho

continued barrel vault of the nave, as already

described, and admitting light from the west

window which terminates it, over the advanced

wall of portico. To the right and left of this

opening, barrel vaults extend to squares opposite

the doors to the aisles, and these are roofed by

small domes upon pendentives.

Along the north flank there are four such

domes, including one at the angle, which is com-

mon to the front,—but so near each other that the

intermediate vaulting is reduced to a banded

archivolt ;
and opposite to each in tho outer wall

is an exedral coved recess. It(ia observable

that the arcuation of the portico north and

west is slightly, let us say obtusely, pointed; all

above the line of spring is clothed, as within the

church, with a gold mosaic ground, bearing

Scripture stories ;
the walls are marble-coated j

the pavement ia a mosaic tesaelation. The moat

eastern hemicycle is pierced for an entrance

door from the northern piazza dei Leoni, and is

in immediate communication with an entrance

into the north transept, coved, and with pair of

niches on either side, marble pillared, marble

lined. Along the exterior of the church wall runs

a marble seat, between the paired pillars, which

receive the rectangular transverse archivolts.

In the front portico exedras are suppressed;

recesses that take their place are occupied by

tombs of antique doges,—and there is greater

luxury of columns and capitals, which in double

tier quite clothe tho face of the west walls and

inner porches. This is tho first appearance^ by

the route we have taken, of a system of enrich-

ment that is extended to extravagance on the

fronts
; a crowd of shafts, or pillarets of varied

marbles, convey at first a feeling of confusion

after the staid orderliness of the interior,—nor
lUi cuo jmo ui uiuijo. a,LA\t. ^ , ^

scarcely less so. The shafta in the right hand
1
does this feeling wholly ramah even when we
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have had time to observe that the mnltifarions,

not to say motley, collection is in troth not left

nnmarshfilled. Pair, we then find, answers with
considerable accuracy to pair,—the assemblage
is no mere utilization of fragments at any cost

of uniformity
;
bat still the symmetrical principle

does not duly announce itself,—it requires time
for being observed,—not to say attention for.

detecting it, and there is a bard fight at last

with the disturbing differences in details.

Again, when we glance over the plan there

seems a marked contrast in some points of con-
struction that are in favour of the church rather

than the portico. On the exterior of the north
porch advanced piers answer to the horns of the
hemicycles of the interior, and compose with them
such immense masses of solid masonry that
they have been constantly referred to as abut-
ments in favour of the stability of the domes.
A glance at plan and section shows that they
can subserve no soch purpose, and improves,
moreover, onr appreciation of the economy of
solid support by which this stability was ream
effected. On the whole, wo are disposed to pro-

nounce in favour of tho probability that the
investing porticoes are much later than the
church, and that neither in leading lines nor in

detail do they belong to the original design.
The more artificial treatment of tho coved
recesses of the portico seems to us alien to

the taste and spirit of the artist, who only
advanced by gradations of enhancement to
the still dignified enrichment of the western
apse. As regards the naively archaio mosaics,
these, no doubt, must bo posterior to the
erection of the portico

;
but so they may be

also to the church itself, and oven to the
decorations within it, that seem to assert them-
selves as contemporaneous. The style of
hieratic decorations is, of all others, moat
difficult to date. We shall find at this day, it

is said, on Mount Athos, a monk painting a wall
with a saint of a characteristic grimness that
should be thought a resurrection from under
the whitewash of Santa Sophia.
Bub “it is too tangled a knot for us to untie;”

keep we more steadily to the point of view of
simple architectural propriety and beautiful
effect.

The western arm of tho church is invested
not merely below, bxrt by an upper story on
all three sides

;
the result is, that the proper

crucial form of the church is entirely masked
and the domes rarely can be caught sight of iu

such a combination as to recover the expression
of the plan,—in any case, it would only be to

declare an incongruity with the distinct enun-
ciation of tho facade.

The fa9ade, as seen from the grand piazza,
exhibits a line of five recessed porches, with seg-
mental heads, tho piers closely clothed with
pillarets in doable tiers

j a free single column is

added at the north-west angle, to extend the
front as far as the line of the northern projecting
piers

5 the small open square that it completes
at the angle has a low mosaic covered vault

j
and

here alone throughont the structure, and in an
addition at the southern angle, given for uni-
formity, have we found even a faint indication of
groin vaulting.

The wider central porch answering to the nave
is semicircular iu plan ; the next on either side
opposite to tho aisles are narrower, rectangular
on plan, and with leas important doorways, and
these three in themselves would complete an
agreeable composition

;
bnt on either side again

the front is extended by recessed arches and
doors on the same line, answering to the flank-

ing porticoes
j by the greater span which is as-

signed to these, the law of sequence is reversed
;

and still once again our sense of order is des-
tined to receive a further shock by tho sharp
contrast of the small and narrow stilted open
arches at either extremity.
Tho archivolts of the aisle-porches, like that

of tho centre, are true semicircles
; but those of

the fiauk porticoes have a flattened appearance,
a greater width of segment being obtained with
equal height by striking them from a centre
below the level of springing. Placed as they are,
between two narrower openings, they become in a
manner secondary centres, to the disparagement
of .the true centre, and with no proportionate
advantage to themselves, unable, as they declare
themselves to be, to assert control over their
irregular—their unequally narrower, flanking
supporters.

Close above the archivolts of the side porches
runs the pillaretted balustrade of a gallery, which
has a width extending over the porches and
their advanced piers. The balustrade is broken

in the centre by the loftier sculptured nrcbivolt

of the central porch. The result again is most
unfortunate to the composition taken with refer-

ence to the main expression. The aisle porches
are still further dissociated from the central

porch, which they would most harmoniously
support, and attached more intimately to those
of the flank porticoes that are only pushed to the
front obtrusively and interferingly. Iu the
npper story the composition goes far to recover
itself, and its merits have sufficed for centuries
to mask the ill-impressions of the disorderly

series below. The line of this upper front is

only set back behind tho gallery so far as to the
line of outer wall of the investing porticoes. It

follows tho same line on the return along the
north wall, and the gallery which returns also

along this wall is carried by the advanced
piers of theexedrro.

Five large archivolts above answer to those

of the porches of the facade
;
but here the pro-

portionate sequence is happily corrected. The
central arch occupied by the great west window
retains its full predominance, and the adjacent

arches answering to the lines of the aisles, are

now consistently wider than the outer which
correspond to the flank porticoes.

Here we become entangled again in another
chronological nodus. The elaborate finishings

of this npper story are due to the Reuaissance
artists. In fact, the style is so exactly that of

tho gateway which connects the church with the

Doge’s Palace that it is probably the work of

the same Bartolommeo Buono (obL 1529), whose
name appears there inscribed on the architrave

as its architect. Was it dne to his taste that
the design is recovered here to sequent co-

herence, or did he but rofaee a well-prepared
division of earlier date, which bad become con-
fused at a lower stage by the inaptitude of an
intermediate artist ? However this may be, we
cannot be too thankful that the disarray of the
lower story, in which the outei’ arches make an
unseemly straddle to compass justly the axis

of the side portico, was nob allowed to pro-

pagate its norm abnormal to the aipper.

The upper and lower designs are thus, no doubt,

in disaccord ; bat it is well and bettor, indeed,

that all should not be out of joint.

The height of the upper story has a happy
subordination to that of the lower,—its enrich-

ment is as happily as appropriately enhanced.
This is due to Renaissance artists, who created

each archivolc with a low hood of a carve re-

turned to au elevated apex
;
the edges are bril-

liant with white marble crocheting of exuberant
foliations supporting worshipping figures

; the
more elevated central apex is sarmounted by the
blessing Saviour in place of finial above the
emblazoned lion of St. Mark, and the four lower
on either side by triumphant saints. Over the
four piers intermediate between the five arches
are high canopied tabernacles

;
the conical cauo-

:

pies are donbtless incongruons here, bub it were
in vain to try to pause to quarrel with them.
Statues of the four evaugelisis are housed in the
pointed arch shrines, and below each is an elegant
figure with pitcher on shoulder perforated for

storm waters from the roof,—personifications

again, but here by no means grotesquely archaio,

of the rivers of Paradise that are below the
evangelists of the dome. A somewhat larger

tabernacle is over either angle of the front : in

that toqur left kneels between twisted colonnettes
the Virgin of the Annunciation ; in the other
the announcing Angel. The distance of separa-

tion is nob unusual in representations of this

subject ; so on the bridge of the Rialto the
Virgin kneels in bas-relief on one spandrel of the
bridge, and the hastening Gabriel appears in like

position on tho other side.

The upper design sins, it must be admitted,
no less than the lower by loading the plain ex-

pression of the nave and aisles of the church
with co-ordinate expressions of the outer corridors
that are mere external adjuncts

;
sins, indeed,

more seriously, for moderation in this respect in

the upper design would have gone far to

countervail any trespass in the lower—if not
to establish it as justifiable. Tho architects,

however, seem at last to have a little left aside
their regard for the church itself, in anxiety to

spread out the front to an extent that would
make it a proportionate conclnsion to one full

end of the grand piazza.

Some observations yet remain to bo made on
the treatment of the lower portico. While we
should ascribe the ground plan of tho facade to

au architect other than the designer of the
church, we feel inclined to recognize again an in-

terfering and inferior hand at a certain point of

the elevation; a change of taste, and a change
for tho worse, seems to supervene at the spring
of tho archivolts. The boldly advanced piers
are clothed in front, and on the recessed aides,
with closely set shafts of most varied material
and colour, and irregular in diameters, finish,

—in almost every respect. Still they are dis-
posed by no means at random, clumsily, or in-

dependently of a system deliberately thought
out. On the lower range especially, dark and
light shafts alternate, and are opposed with
marked symmetrical purpose. These larger
shafts have a podium of good solidity, and sup-
port an architrave, that in its turu serves as a
podium to the upper order. These smaller shafts
are so closely set, that their capitals and bases
are in contact, and so that six above are in-

cluded in the dimension that takes only four
below. At this point ensues the transition that
is made so awkwardly. The merest ledge scarcely
thicker than an abacus appropriate for a sbaftlet,

is interposed between the capitals and the
springing of the great archivolts. These arc too
large to respond directly to individual capitals,

and the intermediate course is far too slender to
even seem to bind several solidly together.

The decorative character of the shafts is

abruptly superseded by a constructional demand
upon them, for which no adequate support is

afforded. In the smaller porches there is more
appearance that the outer arches were in-

tended to fall as trnly on the capitals at the
angles of the piers, as is the case, but still not
universally, with the recessed architraves that
descend on nook-shafts on either side of the
grand entrance. But the aim is missed, and
sometimes a capital is only half covered, and in

other instances they stand free. There is a
general unluckiness prevalent through the entire

aeries, the more glaring from occasional examples
of the happiest agreement. Barbarism here is

self-betrayed and obtrusive. Have we before ns,

we inquire, a work of better intention, that has
been carried forward by bunglers ? Surely so,

rather than rudimentary developments of tenta-

tive genius.

We spare to enter in detail into the treatment
of the exterior on the north and sonth. Here,
as decidedly as on the facade or still more
decidedly, the church itself is masked by the
investing chapels and porticoes below, and by a
story above them, of which the interior is dis-

covered neither from chnrch nor porticoes, and
has no correspondence whatever with the grand
interior.

Iu itself the investing portico appears to be a
happy and appropriate addition to a church of

importance; it replaces tho ancient narthex; it

softens with more happy gradation than the
atrium of St. Ambrogio at Milan, the transition

from the worldly to the sacred atmosphere, and
supplies for the general congregation an invita-

tion to the same tone of feeling that the cloisters

may be supposed to have generated in re-

flective denizens of an abbey. Suck an exten-
sion of it, however, to fa9ado and npper story as
we have commented on at Sb. Mark’s, is in

every sense no less than artistically, an en-
croachment and an abuse.
The four horses of gilded bronze from Con-

stantinople stand on free pedestals in the centra
of the gallery, and disadvantageously low over
the main porch. Behind them are fonr loftier

pedestals
;
we could almost believe that these

marked their original position, and that space
was found for them lower by abolishing a super-
archivolt of the main porch, which seems so
much missed by the heavily-sculptured arch,

and for which there is foot-space blankly forlorn

over the middle colonnettes of the piers. Other-
wise these four higher pedestals might seem
intended to accommodate upon the usual scheme,
the three feet and foot-supported book of a
colossal lion of Sb. Mark.

Of the richness and quality of the various

marbles employed enough has been said by
others and elsewhere; others also have noticed

the insertion as exterior ornament of a slab on
the north side with a pagan snbjecb,—Ceres in

dragon car, with torches, in search of her
daughter. Bat a still stranger subject is that
bas-relief on a slab set in the north angle of tho
fa9ade, which shows Hercules returned to Argos
with the captured Erymanthian boar, and
Eurystbeus as we see him on the ancient vases,

retreating in alarm into a huge vessel as a
hiding-place. It is not easy of conjectnre, to

confusion with what incident in sacred lore such
group can have owed its position.

Thus much, then, we have said in qualification

of the enthusiasm that not inexcusably is excited
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by the first—nay, sustained and fed by long

famiiiarify with 8t. Mark’s ;
thus much we have

said in vindication of the genius of some earlier

architect, perhaps architects, whose work,

from the very admiration it excited, attracted

some sedulous extensions, that though sometimes

apparently inspired by very contact with the

original work, in other cases unfortunately

defaced, overloaded, or overlaid it.

After all discriminations have been weighed

and accounted for, the final impression which

we would report from the whole, taken even as

it stands, is far more in sympathy with that of

its uncritical worshippers, to whom whatever

there is in it is right, than with strictures we
meet with from a writer more sober, but whose
consistent candour is above impeachment. The
late Joseph Woods, writing in 1816 (see

" Letters of an Architect,” published 1828), says

truly enough of the Orologio or clock tower to

the left of the church:—"It is not good in

itself, and contributes nothing to the whole

effect.” He proceeds:—“I do not say this of

the campanile, though it is merely a great square

tower, above 300 ft. high, terminated by a
pyramid, and having no intrinsic beauty

;
its

power of pleasing is owing to the strong con-

trest it affords, rnnning up so high upon a narrow

base, to the long-continued horizontal lines of

the piazza, and to the lumpy forms of the

cathedral.” Be it observed in passing, that the

admitted merit of enhancing a large general

eflVct—a merit which extends far beyond the

limi'B of the piazza, is of noble nature and
more worth than any such beauty as might be

styled intrinsic, but which should only bo

beautiful while looked at by itself, and helping

to disgrace and discredit everything around.
“ The exterior of this church,” the criticism pro-

ceeds, ” surprises you by its extreme ugliness

more than by anything else. It is of two per-

fectly distinct styles. The lower belongs to that

degraded Homan which we call Norman, adorned
with numerous little columns, and abounding in

ornament
;
but the ornaments are merely such,

neither forming nor interrupting the lines of the

architecture, but entirely subordinate to them,”

&c. Presently we read again of these columns
that they “are mostly gouty and ill-made; some
are of their original length, others have been
shortened

;
the capitals are almost all different

— all in had taste, and disproportioned to the

ojlurans, varying not so much in height as in

diameter, some being too large, and others as

much too little.”

It is hard to say that these things, and there

are more such imputations in reserve, are not so ;

it may seem a hard task after such admission

to Lave to justify to ourselves and others our

admiration, our enthusiasm ; ic is to the behoof

of a truly hardy and healthy criticism that it

should be enured to recognising fairly whatever
of truth however unwelcome, and so confront it

fairly. Whether we bandage our own eyes or

cover up our facts out of sight,—whether we are

silent upon a fair half of our subject or involve it

by our utterance merely in a haze of metaphors
and nebulons wordy extravagance, wo do equal

injustice and expose the most ingenious exposi-

tion to deserved disaster. “The Ducal palace,”

says Woods, “ in the next page, is even more ugly

than anything I have previously mentioned.”

This was not in 1816 so bold a paradoxical speech

as it might be held now ;
but precisely because

such judgments on the great architectural com-
binations of Venice would new be unpopular it

is desirable to revert to them as they were
enunciated before present influences came into

play. The result, we believe, will be that after

the most candid recognition of blots and blunders

we shall revert to our original impression—that

in architectural design, as in heroic natures, there

may be a value in the larger scope of character

that will atone for very grave accumulative errors

in detail. “ Has your master no virtues then,”

said Henri Quatre to the Spanish nobleman who
vaunted his king’s exemption from some kingly

weaknesses, “ has your master no virtues that

he must take his stand upon superiority to

peccadillo ?”

In justice to Woods, it must be said that he
has a true feeling for the prime virtue of this

great architectural centre, though misled by too
technical hesitations, to depreciate its primacy.
This grand and decisive excellence is found in a
successful union of a display of power and riches
with a certain justness of proportion in the
masses and in the distribution, so that a moral
grandeur dominates at last the mere material
magnificence; and minor inaccuracies and care-

lessness aresupersededby the dignityof thewhole.

THE PRINCE CONSORT MEMORIAL,
HYDE PARK.

We have from time to time mentioned the

progress of this monument, and given par-

ticulars of its details in the order in which they

have been erected. We are now about to add a

short account of the designs of the mosaics

which are to fill the spandrels of the arches

forming one of the principal stages of the

memorial, and of the figures, also to be executed

in mosaics by Signor Salviati, that are to fill the

gables over them. It will be remembered that

these figures, four in number, are to represent

Architecture, Sculpture, Painting, and Poetry,

and that the two spandrels of the arch beneath

each figure are to be occupied with a design

carrying out a delineation of the subject over

which it presides. Thus, under the figure repre-

senting Architecture, the two spandrels will

contain mosaics giving an idealised present-

ment of the details of the practice of archi-

tecture
;
under that of Sculpture are to be placed

illustrations of sculptural manipulations
;
and

so on.

We must farther premise that this series of

designs is from the pencil of Mr. J. E. Clayton.

He has treated his subjects with poetical as well

as pictorial feeling. His figures, Greek in their

proportions, in their small well-poised heads, in

their regularity and general similarity of feature

—low brows, straight noses, full eyes, prominent
chins—are Medimval in their handling. He
seems to have treated them with the purity and
severity of the ancient Greek models, yet

clothed them with the warmth and life of

Medifcval associations. Looking first at the

spandrels representing Architecture, we see

two draughtsmen seated at a table at work,

with compass and pencil. Their heads and
limbs are Greek, youthful and graceful; espe-

cially the hands are well formed, the fingers

long and slender; their drapery fitting, yet

sufficiently flowing to fall in folds conformably

to the movements of their limbs. Not a line or

a fold could be spared from the reticent purity

of tho composition so far. Then we note the

spirit of tho Medifovalist making its mark. The
foremost figure is shown, full length, seated with

one leg bent under the opposite thigh on an open
wooden stool, resting bis elbow upon the table,

his head upon bis baud, drawing, abstractedly.

The second figure, owing to the exigencies of the

spandrel form, is not shown below the waist.

He is represented as intent upon a measurement
of a drawing spread upon the table before him.

In the opposite spandrel we see the stalwart

workmen of the Middle Ages; they who dexter-

ously placed the mighty stones in their ap-

pointed places, and they who lifted the heavy
burdens and carried them to and fro. A mason,
with upturned sleeves and close-fitting cap,

standing on scaffolding over an arch, the center-

ing of which is not withdrawn, trowel in hand,

is preparing a bod of mortar for a stone ready,

before him, to be put into position. His brawny
arm, his wide thick hand, are in marked contrast

with tho slenderness and delicacy of those of the

draughtsmen, as are his broad shoulders and air

of docile strength. Behind him, close to a

ladder, stands a labourer older, more worn, with

uncovered head and close-cropped scanty hair,

tightening a rope about the point of junction of

two poles ; older, as we said, and hollow-eyed

and hollow-cheeked, but still able to twine the

great cordage about bis arm, and with a good
grip make it fast and safe beyond chance of

slip.

The youthful female figure that represents

Poetry is seated on a cushioned throne, the

canopy of which rises over her head in the apex

of the space filled by the composition. In her

right band she holds a lute, the lower part of

which is resting on her knee; with her left hand

she is unrolling a scroll, the end of which falls

over her arm in bold curves. Her robe is drawn
about her neck by a band which crosses her

breast in a straight lino, and rises over her

shoulders at right angles, and thenoe descends

below her waist, till it is hidden by a second

mantle thrown lightly over her knees, and
which falls, in its turn, about her feet upon the

steps of the throne. Part of one foot only pro-

trudes from this last-mentioned vestment. The
head, slightly turned towards the loft shoulder,

is crowned with a garland of flowers and spiked

leaves, fastened with a knot of ribands. The
features are small, clear, and refined

;
the ex-

pression mild, dreamy, and longing. In the

spandrel on the right of this beauteous imperso-
nation are two youths, the one entrancing, the

other entranced, with the subject and sound of

a lyric. The first figure, or that occupying the

perpendicular space of the spandrel, is seated,

and with extended hand striking the strings of

his inatrnment, which is resting upon a portion

of balustrade
;

the second faces him in a

leaning posture with a clever arrangement

of attitude that follows the curved line.

An expression of soft rapture beams from

both faces. In the left compartment a

third figure is seated beneath a tree, in

the act of composition : a scroll lies spread

before him, and a quill is in his hand. At the mo-
ment of representation he has rested his head

upon his disengaged hand, and is looking wist-

fully into the realms of thought. A fourth

figure, full of years in an attitude of meditation,

as of one who has seen into the crucible of

experience, with drooping eyelids and folded

hands, fills in the horizontal portion of the

spandrel.

Painting is seated, palette and brushes in her

left hand, her right firmly upholding a panel,

or canvas, standing on edge at her side. Her
hair is bound closely to her head by a band;

besides this ornament, a second circlet encom-

passes it, from which leaves spread themselves

out in a ready coronet. Her robe is ample,

covering her neck and arms, drawn in at the

waist by a double cincture, and falling in massy

folds over her knees and upon the ground. The
expression upon her features is that of resolve.

No suggestion of languor, tenderness, or wist-

fulness in her lineaments mars the impression

of high ability and stern determination to act.

We feel, as we gaze upon her bright, resolute

face, that the most sluggish of painters would

acquire vigour under her banner. There is

more fire, too, or more earnestness, in the

countenances of the painters filling the span-

drels, of which this energetic figure is the

central crown. In that on the right a youth

holds a panel, upon which an artist, seated

with bis back to the spectator, his heart

and soul in his occupation, is sketching in an

outline. Purpose, genius, and skill are apparent

in this last figure, and well contrasted with the

bland, vague, scarcely awakened curiosity of his

less-gifted assistant.

Sculpture, grave and thoughtful, uncrowned,

bare-armed, with an implement of her art in her

left hand, and a product of it, in the shape of a

small draped figure, in her right, is seated with

her arms resting upon the low sides of her chair.

Her air and attitude are alike indicative of well-

earned repose. Her mien is that of a contem-

plative worker intent upon creations of power

and beauty. The folds of her drapery are, like

her purpose, bold, well-defined, grand, and

certain
;
neither light nor petty, not profuse nor

overcrowded. In the spandrels are more
delineations of industry and allusions to creative

will. On the right a sculptor is seated between

a female figure holding a tazza, upon which he

is at work, and his model. His back is turned

to us, his mallet uplifted, bis chisel placed in

the fold of the drapery he would deepen

;

vigour and determination are apparent in the

tension of his arm, iu the position of his bead,

in his concentration of thought. In the spandrel

on the left a second sculptor is giving the last

touches to the drapery of a model. A third

figure, probably that of the chief of the studio

to which this last belongs, reverent and bearded,

yet in the primest of manhood, overlooks his

progress from the background, rearing as he does

so an arm upon the base of a colonnade and

clasping its pendant wrist with his otherwise

unoccupied hand.

Those whose sympathies are with the

revived art of the mosaicist will enjoy this

portion of the details of the gradually grow-

ing monument.

THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT,

Since last session, several works at the New
Palace at Westminster have advanced towards

completion, under the direction of the architect,

Mr. Edward M. Barry, A.R.A., and workmen are

at present busily engaged in making some new
arrangements in the House of Commons, with a

view to provide additional sittings for Members
and others. Below the bar there have hitherto

been three rows of seats on each side of the

House appropriated to Peers and other distin-

guished strangers. In consideration of the in-

convenience often experienced by members from

want of room, the two front rows of these seats

have been thrown into the House, which gains
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by this means thirty-six additional seats for

members. The strangers dispossessed by the
change will be accommodated in the gallery
behind the clock, facing the Speaker. This
gallery, known as the Diplomatic Gallery, has
hitherto contained seats for twenty persons

j

but, by the addition of an extra seat, it will now
accommodate forty-six strangers

; and, as the
number removed from below is twenty-eight,
there is only a loss by the new arrangement of
two seats for strangers, and a total gain of
thirty.four seats within the present walls of the
House.

In St. Stephen’s crypt the baptistery has been
finished and decorated. The floor is paved with
Minton’s tiles, mixed with marble of diSerent
colours, and squares of white marble incised
with outline heads of the evangelists and other
saints. A font occupies the middle of the
baptistery. It is of alabaster, with marble
columns supporting it, and is placed on two
steps. The sides of the baptistery, which is

octagonal, are lined to about 5 ft. from the
ground, with alabaster incised with grotesque
patterns} and above this dado there is a boldly
-carved cornice of alabaster. The groined roof
and upper part of the walls have been decorated
by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, a figure of the
Saviour in a vesica facing the door, and a nearly
full-length figure of St. John the Baptist facing
eastwards. The window opposite the latter is

filled with grisaille glass by Hardman. The
baptistery is placed at the south-west angle of
the crypt, and is entered from it. It will reward
a visit.

Mr. Grace is at work in the Royal Gallery
completing the decoration, which had been left
unfinished by Sir Charles Barry. The stone-
work is elaborately painted and gilt, and four
out of the eight statues, for which niches are
provided, are finished, and are now being fixed

: in their places. The statues are in stone, by
. Mr. J. Birnie Philip, of the following monarchs :

• —Alfred, William I., Richard I., Edward III.,

; Henry V., Elizabeth, William III., and Anne,
I who have been selected as representing the
!
great wars of English history, according to the

I
principle indicated by the choice of the subjects

. of Waterloo and Trafalgar for the pictures by
1 Maclise painted on the side walls. The statues
are to be gilt with dead gold, varied in shades,
and toned down by picking out with dark

(Colour parts of the dress and ornaments. In the
I adjoining apartment, the Queen’s Robing-room,
I Mr. Dyoe’s frescoes have been repaired by Mr.
'C. n. Cope, R.A., and the decoration of the
1 room has been completed. The ceiling, which is

) panelled, has been painted and gilt, statuettes of
I English princesses have been placed in the niches,
I and a panel behind the throne has been filled

5 with embroidery representing the royal arms,
< with the cyphers V. R., on crimson velvet. The
1 upper panels in the wall framing were left
1 unfinished at the time of Sir C. Barry’s death,
i and they are now about to be filled wich bas-
I reliefs in oak by Mr. H. H. Armsted. The
) bas-reliefs are about 2^ft. high, and of various
{lengths. They represent scenes from the
‘"Morte d’Arthur,” in accordance with the
iisubjects of Mr. Dyce’a frescoes of the exploits
)lof the Knights of the Round Table. Nothing
chas yet been done to carry out the recommenda-
iitions of the select committees of last year on
hthe House of Lords or the enlargement of the
[House of Commons.

In new Palace Yard the iron entrance-gates,
imade by Hardman, are being fixed, and a drink-
ding fountain of plain polished grey granite has
lebeen placed near the cabstand, for the use of the
idoabdrivers and others. The statue of Sir R.
’i*6el has been removed from the angle opposite
? Parliament-street. The turf border on the side
mext Bridge-street is being laid out with beds
bfor fiowers and evergreens. lu Parliament-
(pquare, where Canning’s statue formerly stood,
ihe two turfed spaces are being laid out in a
[similar way, and trees and shrubs are about to
((be planted in the inclosure opposite, behind the
((present site of Canning’s statue. The iron
arailing round this inclosure is being set back to
widen the footpaths, and the corner next Great
ifi-eorge-streeb is cut off, so as to have Mr. Bax-
oton’s octagonal drinking-fountain isolated, and
fapproachable from all sides. The plots in Par-
isliament-sqnare are being inclosed with a wrought-
rdron railing about 3 fb. 6 in. high, made from the
irwchitect’s design by Messrs. Skidmore. All the
works above described are being rapidly pressed
oforward, that they may be completed as far as
icoossible before the meeting of Parliament next
Qmonth.

THE LATE MR. ARTHUR ASHPITEL,
ARCHITECT.

Last week we briefiy recorded the death of a
valuable and universally esteemed member of
our profession. Mr. Arthur Ashpitel died on
the 18tb inst., at his residence, 2, Poets’-corner.
Westminster Abbey, at the age of sixty-two
years. He was never married.
Mr. Ashpitel was born in Hackney, and edu-

cated at Dr. Barnett’s celebrated school. When
about twelve years old he met with a serious
fall, and dislocated his hip, which crippled him
for life, and laid the foundation of serions
illness.

He was a man endowed with vigorous intel-
lectual power, and, probably in consequence of
the fall which debarred him in a great measure
from very active bodily exertion, he was from an
early period and through life a careful and labo-
rious student of ancient and modern literature.

He received his professional training in the
office of his father, who was a pupil of Mr.
Daniel Alexander, and had a considerable practice
in partnership with Mr. Savage. Mr. Arthur
Ashpitel commenced work on his own account
about the year 1812 in Crown-court, Old Broad-
street, where he conducted a considerable
practice as an architect and a large business in
compensation and reference cases. Among hia
architectural works are the churches of St.
Barnabas, Homertonj St. John’s, Blaokheath} of
Ripple, Ilford, Vernham Dean, Aldborough, and
others, as well as some schools at Hoxton.
Illustrations of the church at Homerton, and of
a tomb more recently designed by him, will be
found in onr pages.
In the year 1850 he entered into partnership

with Mr. Whiohoord at Carlton Chambers, and
subsequently at Poets’-corner, Westminster}
and for several years was engaged in large
general practice. Amongst his works at this
period may be enumerated several private man-
sions in Surrey and South Wales ; the clock
tower, London Bridge; establishments of
public baths and washhouses at Lambeth,
Maidstone, Bilaton, Kidderminster, Llanelly,
&c., one or two blocks of dwellings for artisans,
and the Kent Ophthalmic Hospital.
His health failing, he left England for Italy

in the year ISoi; travelled for a considerable
period with the late Mr. David Roberts, R, A.

;

and resided some time at Rome, where he made
the intimate acquaintance of the late Car.
Canina, and entered upon a course of study
that resulted in his “ Restoration of Ancient
Rome,” which he exhibited as a drawing at the
exhibition of the Royal Aoademy. He also
made a drawing, “ Rome as it is,” and the two
were reproduced in ohromolithography by the
Messrs. Kell.

Of late years Mr. Ashpitel had retired very
much from the active exercise of his profession,
and devoted himself to literary pursnita. His
pen was constantly employed, and hia studies
were directed to the elucidation of archmology :

his contributions have been frequent and valu-
able to the Society of Antiquaries

; the Arcliseo-
logical Association

; and to the Dictionary of the
Architectural Publication Society. In con-
nexion with the British Arcbmologioal Association
he contributed papers on the Cathedrals of
Worcester, Cheater, Lincoln, Rochester, and

‘

others. Ho also edited an edition of Nicholson’s
“ Carpentry,” and quite lately edited, under the
title “ A Treatise on Architecture,” papers on
Arohiteoture and the Arts of Construction,
originally published in the “ Encyclopedia
Britannica.” These papers, as we mentioned in
our notice of the book when it appeared, he
supplemented in varions parts.
In more general literature Mr. Ashpitel, who

was a Tory of the old school, wrote early iu life

several political pamphlets and satirical poems,
which at the time attracted considerable notice.
Some of the vers de sociJtc and translations from
the Greek Anthology, which, published in the
Owl, gained attention, were from his pen. He
was a frequent contributor, also, to Notes and
Queries.

Mr. Ashpitel took a very active interest in the
affairs of the Royal Institute of Architects, and
when he was in sufficient health he was a fre-

quent attendant at the meetings. He was elected
a vice-president of that body in 1862, and on
the resolution to initiate a voluntary Examination
for proficiency was appointed one of the exami-
nera, in which position his matnred learning was
found of great value.

Hia death will be felt in many quarters as
that of an amiable and accomplished scholar,

and the profession will regret the loss of a
disinterested and kindly colleague.
His remains were interred on Monday last in

the family vault, at St. John’s, Hackney. In the
first coach were (his only brother) the Rev. F.
Ashpitel and his son

;
the next was occupied by

the Rev.W . Denton, and Masters F. and 0. Denton

}

and the third by Messrs. B. B. Woodward, A.
White, J. Whichcord, and Olding. In the last
coach were Messrs. James Edmeston (who began
professional life with the object of our notice
some twenty-five years ago), Wyatt Papwortb,
W. Gritten, and T. H. Porter.
We are able to add to our notice the announce-

ment that Mr. Ashpitel has bequeathed the
greater part of his rare and valuable books,
and his collection of antique and Etruscan vases,
brought by him from Italy, to the Society of
Antiquaries

; that the two drawings of Rome are
left to the National Collection, South Kensing-
ton

; and that provision is made for foniiding a
prize at the Institute of Architects.

ON PRINTING AND GRAINING FROM
THE NATURAL SURFACES OF WOODS.
At a meeting of the Society of Arts, held on

the 27tb, Mr. George Godwin, in the chair,
Mr. W. Dean described bis patented process

for taking impressions from the grain of
wood, and transferring those impressions on
to other surfaces, and which he has called
'* Xylography.”

Before entering on a description of this pro-
cess, he made a few remarks of a personal cha-
racter. He said,—I think it was about the year
1833 when the late Mr. Minton added to his
other large operations that of making enoaustio
tiles. From the first it was felt that pattern
sheets of the tiles—which in those days were all

of one size, 6 in. square,—would have to be
printed, to send to architects and others, for the
purpose of illustration. These were printed from
wood blocks, the size of the tiles, and were
engraved, I believe, by Mr. Barr, of Birmingham.
They were printed on buff paper, which repre-
sented the groundwork of the tiles, in red and
black, which represented the ornament, these
being the only colonrs then in use. The prac-
tical inconvenience of patterns of this size will
be obvious, and so it was felt at the manufactory,
and Mr. Minton decided to reduce the size of the
patterns, and to have them printed from atone,
under hia own superintendence. But at that
point he mot with this difficulty, there was not
a lithographer in the county. With his accus-
tomed energy and promptness, he determined
that he would have a lithographic press in his
own town

;
and, in the arrangements which were

made to carry out that decision, it so happened
that I was selected to go to London to learn the
lithographic printing, and, early in 1835, I
entered the establishment of Mr. Hullmandel, of
Great Marlborough-street, as a pupil. After a
residence of some months in London, I returned
to Staffordshire and commenced operations. In
working out these pattern sheets for Mr. Minton,
I received valuable aid from Mr. Hullmandel,
and I remember well, when Mr. Minton intro-
duced the deep blue on buff ground on the tiles,

the difficulties I had to contend with in printing
blue on buff paper ; for as you are alt aware, no
doubt, that the result was buff and green, and
not buff and blue. Trials almost without end
were'made. I was greatly perplexed, and Mr.
Minton became very impatient, for it so hap-
pened that he was engaged in getting up a
design for the floor of a church for the Mar-
chioness of Lothian, in which tiles with a blue
ornament on a bnff ground were introduced, and
we were within three days of the date when the
design had to be forwarded. In a state almost
of desperation, and while casting about for help,
in a happy moment I thought of Mr. Hullman-
del, and decided to write to him by that night’s
post, in the hope that he might possibly help
me through the difficulty. The return post from
London was due on the day the design had to be
forwarded; the morning came, and with it a
letter from Mr. Hnllmandel. It was very brief,
but very characteristio of the man, and was as
follows :

—

“ Dear Sir,—Print in varnish, and dust with
dry colour. Yours truly,

C. Huilmandel.”
I need scarcely add that the design was for-
warded in time, greatly to the delight of Mr.
Minton. To some present this may seem strange
enough

;
but it must be borne in mind that, at
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Arab sight may appeal' startHag, but I am satisfied

it is correct, notwithstanding, that under the

same conditions, provided no accident happen to

it, the board will bo far moro durable than either

the copper or steel plate. I have arrived at that

conclusion, not only from close observation, but

from actual experience ;
for it is a fact that

there are boards at Messrs. Thomas Sim-

mons & Sons’, Manchester; at Messrs. Minton

& Co.’s, Stoke-upon-Trenb; and at the carriage

works of the North Staffordshire Railway Com-

pany, which have been in somothing like regular

use for nearly throo years, and ray conviction is,

that they are in as good a working state at the

present time as they wore the day they were

first used. Nay, more,—I believe that some

boards, with careful and constant use, improve

rather than deteriorate. This is one other point

I will allude to before passing to the other

important branch of the subject, and that is

with respect to variety of pattern. That ques-

tion has sometimes met me iu a very blunt

form. I have been told that there would be

either great sameness in the work, or I must

take a timber-yard with me. My answer to this

is, not necessarily either the one or the other.

For example, I take a board of the size already

named (5 ft. long and 12 in. wide) : this I use on

both sides, and from one such board I obtain

10 ft. superficial variety of pattern, and in

queterio tiles', and for articles in earthenware, ' applying the impressions it does not follow that

such as garden seats, oyster and flower tubs, ' they should all bo applied precisely in the same

spirit casks, flower-pots, tea-urn stands, &c. ; way ; so that half a dozen boards of the sizes

for enamelled slate, for paperhangings, and for named would give 60 ft. auperficieil of variety of

oil cloths. i pattern, and that variety would bo trebled by

Having thus briefly indicated the nature of judicious application, and would give ample

the patent, and the range of its application, I
,
variety for the largest room in n nobleman’s

proceed to state the methods by which these ’ mansion. But there is no necessity to limit the

results are arrived at. Select a piece of wood number, if greater variety is desired, the boards

of fine quality about 5 fc. long, 12 in. wide, and ' being cheap enough, only costing about half-a-

a i in. thick
;

it is, to use the technical phrase ,

'

crown each.

cleaned up by the cabinetmaker on both sides, The second division of the subject, and the

and is well sand-papered down. By having both ' one to which I shall now direct ray attention, is

sides of the board cleaned up, two patterns are ' the important one of quality and cost. In deal-

obtained from the same board. A chemical pro-
j

ing with them, instead of giving my own opinion,

paration is then applied to it, which has the
[

I shall give that of others—persons of refioe-

©ffect of opening the pores of the wood, and, at ment and taste, and of large practical experience

the time I am speaking of, chromolithography

was not introduced.
* # # #

I proceed to remark that in showing my own
patented process in different places, I have often

heard it observed, “ How very remarkable it is

that this has'neverjbefore been discovered ;
” and

indeed in that light I myself regard it, especially

when I reflect on the fact that pieces of oak,

such as I now hold in my hand, called by letter-

press printers “reglet,” have been in use by

them for, I should say, at least a centnry, and

probably for a much longer period, and that

there never occurred to the thousands of masters

and workmen who, during that period, must

have seen imprinted the veiuing of those reglets,

the idea of turning the fact to practised account,

and giving to it a commercial value. Yet such

appears to be the fact.

Before I enter on a detailed description of the

process, I will glance at the range of the patent,

and point out those branches of industry to

which it is specially applicable. These are as

follow:—for transferring impressions-from wood

to plain deal, or to painted surfaces, either flat

or moulded, in buildings of all descriptions,

where an accurate transcript of the moro costly

woods is desired, and for house and bedroom
furniture generally ; for japanned goods, made
in metal or papier maohe

;
for enamelled par

the same time, of hardening the surface, and,

when the board is thoroughly dry, it is ready for

use; and is, in fact, a wood-plate, “not graven

by art or man’s device,” but by the Great

Designer and Architect of the Universe, whose

works, the most stupendous as well as the most

minute, are all perfect. The material used for

taking the impression is prepared in oil, and is

specially adapted for thepurposes of transferring.

The paper, too, is manufactured for the purpose,

is very thin but tough, so that it can be success-

fully applied to any irregular or moulded sur-

faces, and is sized to prevent the colour from

I have taken considerable pains to bring my
specimens and process under the notice of archi-

tects, both in London and in the provinces : in

some cases an audience has been denied me
;
by

some I have been told plainly enongh that they

hate all imitations
;
but by others I havo met

with a very courteous and, sometimes, a flatter-

ing reception.

Messrs. Thomas Simmons & Sons, of Man-
chester, were among the first to adopt my patent,

and, after three years’ experience of its practical

value, have had the spirit to arrange with me for

an exclusive licence for the city of Manchester

The building firm whoso opinion of the quality

of my specimens I shall now have the pleasure

to quote, are the builders of the new Foreign

Offices, Messrs. George Smith & Co., of South-

street. Judging from the solid oak-work inside

that building, I may safely say, that if any per-

sons in the kingdom are competent judges of

quality of work, they are ;
and I esteem the

opinion expressed by Mr. Taylor, of that firm, of

the utmost value to me. While Mr. Taylor was
examining my specimens, Mr. Smith, jun., of

that firm, came into his office. Mr. Taylor, after

directing his attention to them, remarked, “ This

is what we are got to now ; we cannot tell the

solid from the imitation of it. I think I know
as much about wainscoting as most men, and I

defy any man to tell these specimens from solid

wood.”
As to the question of cost, I may remark here

that there are plenty of painters, in London and

the country, who say that they can get graining

done at 5d. and 6d. per yard. I do not deny the

statement, for I heard one gentleman say that

the men who did his graining got through a

great deal of work, for they did it with white-

wash brashes, and, for aught he knew (or perhaps

cared), it answered as well as if it were more

costly. There are others, however, who are

oandid enough to admit that, for good oak-

graining, they have often to pay 23. or 23. 6d. per

yard. Among the latter I have pleasure in men-

tioning Mr. Foxley, of London. I have it on the

authority of Mr. Crossley, of Newark, that he

paid to a London grainer 501. for graining fifty

doors for him, in a house ho was decorating in

the metropolis, for, I believe, a Nottinghamshire

gentleman; bat Mr. Crossley declined to affirm

that the hand-graining he paid so high a price

for was equal in quality to my specimens.

A painter in Buralem was anxious to see some

work done by the process in his own house
;
a

man and boy were sent over to do some, and

they grained two six-panelled doors in twenty

minutes by the clock. The wife of the painter

told me she watched the clock with the special

object of ascertaining how long it took to do

them. The same man and boy grained an

octagon pulpit for another painter, about three-

miles from Burslem, in an hour and twenty

minutes. Both these painters purchased licences.

When Messrs. Simmons & Son, of Manchester,

purchased a second machine, I gave one of their

becoming incorporated with the body of the
j

and Salford. Shortly after they introduced it

paper. A small wooden roller is used for they were employed to erect a mansion for a

spreading the colonr on the board, and a large, I gentleman who had seen my specimens, and who

broad, flexible palette-knife is used for taking
|

wished to have the graining done by this pro-

the superfluooB colour off. That being done, the
,

cess. The architect objected to it, but the pro-

sized paper is placed on the board, and both are t prietor persisted, and carried the point. When
passed through a small machine having turned

j

the mansion was completed, the architect, the

iron cylinders, the upper one being covered with
'
proprietor, the builder, and the patentee met to

double-milled flannel
;
the paper is then taken oft'

' look over the work. After the inspection, I took

the board, its printed surface is applied to the the architect to the entrance-hall, to a

article to be decorated, the back of the impression

is lightly rubbed with a piece of soft flannel, the

paper is removed, and an exact facsimile of the

board from which the impression is taken is

given. But that is not all, for a second and a

third transfer is frequently obtained from tho

same piece of paper, and sometimes a fourth, a

fifth, and a sixth. This is one of tho remarkable

features of the process ; and, as you will nob

fail to perceive, must have a very marked
influence on the rapidity of its application,

and, consequently, on its cheapness. The
thought may occur to the minds of some
present, “ but in taking off tho impressions do

not the boards get foul, and the pores of the

wood clogged np?” The thonght is a natural

one. My answer is, that with the colour properly

prepared and adapted for its purpose, they do

not, no more than does the plate of the copper

and steel plate printer; but such a result would

occur in both cases if the material used was not

suitable for its purpose. When a board has been

used it is treated as all other plates are,—

a

cheap material is used for dissolving the printing

colonr, a handful of fine sawdust is then rubbed
over it, which most effectually draws out of the

pores of the wood the dissolved colour, aud
leaves the board clean and ready for further use

when required. Another question may arise in

some minds,—“ But what about the durability

of the boards ?
’’ The answer to that question at

where the imitation was worked up to the solid

oak, and where we had a good view of both

;

and, while looking at the work from that point,

I asked tho architect whether he thought there

was moro than one person in a hundred who
would be able to say where the solid ended and

the imitation commenced. He replied very

frankly that he thought there was not. I replied,

that being so, I thought my patent process ought

to havo fair play, and it ought not summarily to

be put out of court. He said he quite agreed

with me, that it bad worked out much better

than he thought it would do, and if I would call

on him at his office, he would give me an hour

to talk over its application elsewhere. Yon will

readily imagine that I was perfectly satisfied

with the result. I had fought tho battle of imi-

tation and won. The next illustration I shall

cite took place in one of our largest provincial

towns. The architect has attained to consider-

able emiuence in bis profession, and the case

afforded me some amusement. After a careful

examination of my specimens, and listening to

what I had to say in their favour, he called bis

chief assistant, and, pointing to the specimens,

asked him what he thought those were. He re-

plied, very promptly and emphatically, “ I sup-

pose, sir, you will call them shams.” The reply

was, “ No, I shall not ;
these are not shams,

they are a transcript from the wood itself, and,

therefore, must be both true and natural.”

meu instructions in working the process, and,

after three days’ practice, I asked him about the

quantity of work he could do as compared with

hand-graining, and he informed mo that he was

quite sure be could do one-third more than by

hand, and much more easily and pleasantly to

himself.

The question of dnrability has been raised, and

properly so, as that is a point of great importance

to the public. To enable you to judge, I may
say that the hand-grainer works in distemper,

I in oil-colours, and it resolves itself into the old

question, which is the moro durable—water-

colours or oil-colours ? After all, the test of

experience is the most conclusive and satis-

factory
;
and here again I must refer to my

specimens, as the lai’go one has been done more

than three years, and has had a good deal^ of

knocking abont at exhibitions, and travelling

through the country. If a good sound varnish

is used, such as is manufactured by Mr. William-

son, of Lancaster, I have no hesitation in saying

that the work will be very durable, and more so

than work done by band.

The letter-press printer reproduces old and

scarce books, and the chromolithograpber repro-

duces rare and costly pictures, and they do so at

a price that places them within the roach and

means of the general public. So this process^ ia

designed to make accessible to the community

in general copies of the more than artistic

beauties of a part, though it be but a small part,

of the glorious works of God. I flatter myself

that I can, even at this early stage of the pro-

cess, produce as fine a copy of a choice piece of

Baltic billet oak as the chromolithograpber can

produce of Stanfield’s “ Venice,” Tamer’s “ Poly-

phemus,” or any other fine work of art.

At the conclusion of the paper a discussion

ensued, to which we may refer on another

Discovery of a Crypt in Hungary.—

A

fine crypt of the twelfth century has just been

discovered at Gran, near tbe cathedral. Eight

granite columns support the roof, and each has

a different capital. The monument is to be
thoroughly restored.
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INDIAN PTTBLIO WORKS DEPARTMENT.
The Indian Public Works Department is

attracting some attention at present, and it may
bo of interest to afford a description of bow

I
works are carried out by it ; and what advan-
itagea it offers as a career. Before 1853, military
: roads and baildings were almost the only
undertakings, of the East India Company, of an

I engineering kind. Expensive wars wore waged
[Continually, absorbing the surplus revenues.
Such things as loans for productive enterprises

•were not thought ofj but a considerable debt
;was gradually incurred for warlike purposes,
and with great readiness. Millions are at once

; forthcoming for a war, but to irrigate the country,
[for instance, where similar sums are wanted,
Ithere has been the greatest disinclination to

borrow.
The public works were managed by the

•military boards, as they were termed, in the
different Presidencies, constituted of the com-

I mandant of artillery, the commandant of engin«
leers, the Commissary-General, a paid member,
land a secretary. The Military Board had the
(regulation of the commissariat, clothing, and
(stud departments, as well as the Public Works
iDepaitment, One of its main objects was, to
i check, not to encourage, expenditure; and while
lit is often obviously beueiicial to reduce military
1 charges to a minimum, it is utter destruction to

a country to draw as much revenue from it as
(possible, and give it nothing in the shape of
ifoads, canals, and other useful works in return

;

oonly fortifications and barracks, constructed in

Ithe cheapest way practicable. It was fonnd ont
Ithat a board to check expenditure was not the
['best for the Public Works Department to be
I under, and the Department was rendered inde-
upeudent of it. But the profession of engineering
: had no weight in India. Meu like Sir Arthur
'Cotton spoke in vain. The influential service in
ilndia is the Covenanted Civil Service. By it

Itho revenue is collected and justice administered,
jand the legal and general councils are formed
Ichiefly. In its eyes it is sufficient if the revenue
rfrom land-rents and salt and customs is high
:and increasing, and if the courts of law work
tsmoothly. The improvement of the country is

, a secondary consideration. Indeed, the civil

eservants living on large salaries in considerable
estate do not sec that so much is wanted. Most
fof the year they are in spacious houses, well
afuruished, attended by numerous servants, with
nan excellent table every day, and their attention
rtaken up •with work that is, in its way, really
nimportant, and far from uninteresting. Much of

tit is of absorbing interest. They have pleasant
osociety in the stations, a church, and often a
itband

;
and the only difierence, perhaps, between

Hbeir being at homo and in India is the heat,
Twhich is moat disagreeable and debilitating, and
tthe monotony only relieved by the daily round
ilof work.

In the cold season, after the rains have
itsnbdued the rigour of which aspect the country
Twears at most other times, they go into camp,
nmaking a round of their districts. They then
jdsave ample sots of tents, a troop of servants,
ilabundant carriage, the best provisions that are
oto be got, supplemented by preserved articles,
aand the best wines'and liquors

; so that the period
fof their tour passes with great pleasantness, and
nlndia is voted not such a bad country, after all.

i;In the samo manner, there is no part of the
world, even the dreariest, that could not be gone
hthrough to leave a favourable impression behind
Ut. The civil servants therefore go back to their
[tatations with the idea that the neighbourhood is

tiprospering. They got about quite easily, con-
iesequently the roads mast have been good enough,
rilhey did not feel any scarcity of provisions, for
Jreverything was plentiful and of average quality.
Itit cannot be expected they sbonid bo very
inirgenb advocates for public works

;
and, occu-

npyiug the most commanding places, it is about
tthe last thing they think of, their thoughts being
(cocoupied with the moral rather than the material
ointerosts ofthe country.

Next to the Civil Service, the most influential
wbody are the representatives of the army. The
nlndiau army is in no way situated to sympathize
with the condition of the masses of the popula-
ioion. The heads of it live in much the same
a!*ashion as, and associate with, the civilians. The
Mocal staff of the army reside in cantonments, in
hihe midst of a class essentially European in their
nenode of thought. They have little or nothing to
bio with the country at large, and see very little

)f)f it, except in marching from one station to
.ninotlier. It so happens that from old days have

come down tolerably good communications
between the principal stations for troops

;
and,

except in high prices, the state of the country
does nob present itself to their notice. Of late

the placing the European force in India under
the Horse Guards, and having the native troops
a separate branch of the service, has tended
further to disconnect the army interests from
those of the empire itself. Queen’s officers have
no stake in it at all

;
pay does not go so far as it

used to do; all having independent means ex-

change out of India as soon as possible, and such
as have not wait patiently for relief. The mode
of life is exactly similar to that of any other
colony, Indian allowances compensating for the
discomfort of the climate. The old East India
Company’s Officers used to take a much more
hearty interest in the country, because they were
engaged to spend their whole service in it, were
sent to garrison many of the out-of-the-way
posts which were never tenanted by European
troops, and had ‘opportunities of getting away
from their regiments to civil appointments,
where they got nearly as good salaries as
regular civilians. Indeed, young officers of
ambition never looked upon military duty as I

their sphere, but set to work to study the native
|

languages, and quitted their regiments as soon I

as ever they could. The company’s native re-

!

gimeuts had ralways more officers on the Hat than
|

were required, except in actual war
;
as is proved I

by, in these days, the number being a third what I

it used to be. When engaged it is a moot point
still whether the revised scale is sufficient. India
being under a government conducted by a few 1

officials in every way alien to the population
\

they govern, must bo held by a vast army of
Europeans.

In this way the bulk of the European
society in the interior is military, and the
sentiments are not the same as those of a com-
mercial community would bo. To an army in-

action is perfect misery. There is nothing in

drill and filling up returns to relieve the dul-

ness of living among barracks. Consequently in

India the main, though perhaps not reiterated,

wish is for a rumpus,—some war by which
medals, and brevets, and prize money may be
won. Discussion takes this shape far more
readily than bettering the country. Much of
this feeling is reflected by the higher officers,

who administer the army, to the Government.
The cause of which they are the exponents is

powerfully advocated, and this advocacy, though
beneficial to the army, is virtually antagonistic
to the other claims upon the attention of
Government.

Military operations in India are of a
very simple character. Success depends upon
the mettle of the troops, and the infusion,

if not of as large a body as possible, at least of

their spirit, among the native soldiers. It also

hinges upon the enemy being neither so well
armed nor provided as the imperial force.

Scientific expedients, therefore, are not often

called for, and military engineers are not the
necessity they are in civilized countries. Good
European infantry and artillery, with a mere
fprinkling of sappers, and a small engineer staff,

will win any battle in the East Indies. But as
a precaution, and in the event of a contest being
not altogether with Oriental strategy, the East
India Company maintained the full complement
of engineer officers in a fixed proportion to the
rest of tbeLr army. But they only retained a
few companies of sapper rank and file in each
Presidency, to man which a tithe of the engi-

neer officers on the list would have answered.
The remainder had no express military duty
to attend ,to, except to build and repair the
barracks, and make and repair the roads,

from one principal station to another. As
things stood, then, wo bad the Civil Service
in no way particularly disposed to promote
public works, having their other and more
engrossing duties of collection of the revenue
and enforcement of the law, and seldom oppor-
tunity of forming a due conception of the back-
wardness of the country ; and the army, by
position desirous of turmoil, and exerting its

influence for anything but works of peace; the
mercantile community confined to the pre-

sidenoy towns, and with very partial knowledge
of the wants of the vast interior

;
and the only

class left to represent the need for all kinds of
public works was that portion of the corps of

military engineers not required in garrison, they
being by qualification and habit almost the only
officials in India ca^^able of talking with
authority on the subject and dealing with such
questions. Practically control of the public

works fell to them. During the continuance of
the East India Company they were in each pre-
sidency the Public Works Department. The
rule was they had the prior claim to all other
candidates, and though other officers were ad-
mitted to the Pubtio Works Department, it was
solely because the engineers could not numerically
undertake more than a certain amount of work.
Indeed, just as the civilians trained at Hailey-
bury were presumed to have the monopoly of all

the revenue, judicial, and political appointments
under the Indian Government, the Bengal,
Madras, and B imbay engineers were considered
to have the Public Works and Survey Depart-
ments as their exclusive sphere. With this

privilege in a fashion secured, the engineers
ranked next to the civil service in popular
estimation, as offering either a military or civil

career of a very attractive kind. The source of
supply was the military‘seminary of the Com-
pany at Addiscombe. About forty cadetships
were given away by nomination half-yearly, and
the nominees at the end of two years could
present themselves for examination for the three
branches of engineers, artillery, and infantry.

The number of appointments given away to

each branch depended iif'on, first, the vacancies
in the onginoer and artillery lists ; and,
secondly, the proficiency of the candidates.

The education imparted nt Addiscombe was
excellent. The mathematical standard was
high for engineers, and about half the hours of
study were allowed to it daily, the others being
taken up with Hindustani, drawing, fortification,

and a few other things of minor importance.
But classics and history wore almost excluded
from the curriculum. No candidate could get into

the Engineers who bad not read advanced mathe-
matics, and if one failing to do so stood well in

the final examination, he not onlydid not get into

the Engineers himself, but prevented those below
him who had from entering. By this every one
did his utmost to acquire a competent knowledge
of the test subject. The Artillery ranks before

the Engineers in the army, but the latter service

was the prize of the seminary.
The competition for the junior service was

very severe, and the severity is a measure of its

popularity over the artillery. There were many
reasons for this preference, and they are worth
adducing. In the first place, it was always
thought the engineers had exclusive right to

places in the Public Works Department. This, of

course, was a fallacy, as in India officers from
the line were admitted almost for the mere
asking. Then there was the public esteem in

which a corps, formed entirely of men who had
gained a high college proficiency, must of neces-
sity be held in. There was also the prospect of
obtaining civil employment at once, without
going through the drudgery of niilic-ary duty,
which to a mind fond of study and books is very
repeliant and unprofitable. In short, the notion
was abroad that, next to the covenanted civil

service, the engineers was the best thing going.
So parents and guardians kept their sons and
wards for years beforehand at schools which
taught mathematics in preference to classics

;

and inculcated upon thorn the putting out all

their strength to become engineers. It was an.

immense thing for the East India Cijrapany having
obtained such a good reputation for its engineer
service, one greatly in excess of its deserts as
compared with the civil service, the emoluments
being in the ratio of say ^ to 1. But there would
never have been such competition excited by the
intrinsic merits of the service alone. It is well

known that those who entered the Company’s
military service as cadets, were not men of

fortune generally ; and that whichever line was
best paid was the one for them to try for. Even
as cadets they were aware that as engineers

they would have advantages they could not

look for, at the oommencement at any rate,

in the other branches. The engineers could

spend two years nearly longer in India than
the artillery and infantry, who had to go out

to India at once. They would also come into

receipt of a staff salary on landing, whereas
if posted to the artillery they would not only
have no chance of more than the pay of a lieu-

tenant, for ton or fifteen years, but have to buy
expensive horses and equipment into the bargain,

and bo for years, perhaps, a pull on their rela-

tives : so that it was an immediate object to

avoid falling into bo hopeless a predicament, to

all who could read high enough, and had no
private resources. The semi-civil nature of the
service also commended itself to many who did
not care to accept the subordinate position of a
regimental officer for a long term of years. This
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bad as mnch to do, it may be suspected, with

the fierceness of the competition as anything

else.

The Company’s artillery was a fine, dashing

service
;
but to a yonng man of literary habits

and no means, offered the worst Indian career

possible, as for the first ten. or fifteen years, or

perhaps twenty years, the pay did not exceed

261. a month. The duties in peace were mainly

those of parade, calling for no deep reading, and

giving hardly any discipline to the intellect or

opportunity for the display of scientific talent.

The expenses of horses and uniform were very

heavy. An engineer officer could, on the other

hand, calculate upon for a long time having

twice the income of an artillery contemporary,

speaking roughly. Infantry nominations could

be got without going to the seminary at all, and

those who wished to join that arm mostly pre-

ferred going out direct, as it was termed. The
persons who think that an extension of the

corps of engineers will provide for the whole of

the Public Works appointments in India, on easy

terms, a class of engineers possessing a high

order of qualifications, ought to reflect upon the

secret of the Company’s being able to do it,

which was making one branch of the army a little

better at the beginning for a cadet who might

not be wealthy than those which he must fall into

if unsuccessful. For India, as long as it lasted, it

was a very cheap system. Military promotion

was not taken much account of. A gross salary

of lOOJ. a month, or so, equal to 5001. a year in

England, filled the most responsible post; 201. to

60L a month were the more common staff

salaries for engineers employed on works.

They went down to even half the lowest of these

sums. The engineers, however, were limited in

number by the rest of the army, to which they

bore by battalions a certain settled proportion
j

and had to be supplemented by officers belong-

ing to other branches of the service j
so that it

became quite common for an infantry or artil-

lery officer, who had failed to pass the engineer

standard, having under him as superintending

engineer, officers ofjunior rank who had. Bat they

continued identified as a body with public works,

and were, except for the war services of a com-

parative few, to all intents and purposes a corps

of civil engineers for India. There is no doubt

that this system of supply had its uses in the

early time of our rule in India. No other could

have furnished highly trained men at the terms,

Yet it is probable that bad the engineers been a

much larger, and at the same time a civil body,

more could have been done for India, as then the

corps would have had much more influence with

Government, and military considerations would

not have been imported into public works orga-

nisation. One thing is certain, it would have

had to have been much better paid. The com-

mander-in-chief insisting upon the troops having

good barracks, and the covenanted civilians

being tolerably well satisfied with things as they

were, military buildings received the first atten-

tion. The engineers at military stations were

not much more than barrack-masters, and the

only regulations for the conduct of public works

were contained in a book, called the “ Barrack-

masters Assistant.” The remainder of the officers

of the Department were distributed over the

country for works of civil improvement. In

1853 the Department took the form which, gene-

rally speaking it has maintained np to the pre-

sent time; and, to describe it, it is necessary to

allude to the political division of India. There

are three presidencies of Bengal, Madras, and

Bombay. The two latter have governments

which regnlafce their own public works. The
former is now split up into the lieut.-governor-

ships of the Punjab, Bengal Proper, and North

west Provinces
;
and the minor administrations

of Oude, Mysore, Burmab, Central India, Raj-

pootana, and Nagpoor, which have no lieut.-

governor, bat are controlled by the governor-

general himself. Promotion in the Public Works
Departmeut is kept separate in Bombay, Madras,

Bengal Proper, the Punjab, the North-west Pro-

vinces, and the minor administrations taken

together. Bat engineers can be transferred from

one local government to another, if either they

or Government wish it. This sub-division of the

old Bengal presidency is of modern date; but in

appointing public servants from England, they

are still classified as belonging to Bengal, Madras,

and Bombay
;
and there are grand lists for each

presidency. In general there is not much differ-

ence now between them, either in the manner of

carrying out works, or in prospects offered
; but

Bengal used to be notoriously the best. It was the

seat of the supreme power,' and the best field

for military men. Madras, from some cause or

other, had the reputation of being a very

illiberal presidency; and in the matter of Public

Works establishments some pressure had to be

exerted before it would assimilate its scale of

pay to that of Bengal. It is worthy of remark,

however, that the covenanted civil service in

Madras has been every bit as well paid as that of

the other presidencies all along. The Bombay
and Bengal presidencies contain the bulk of the

troops, and therefore moat of the large military

stations. Indeed, the Madras Public Works
Department has only one or two of these, having

hardly any European troops in the districts which

are ruled by the governor of Madras. This, it

might be imagined, would allow of much surplus

revenue being spent in civil works ;
but so far

from this, it is the presidency which, for its size,

productiveness, and wants, spends least upon

them. The surplusage is either remitted home,

to defray the expenditure of the Indian Office,

or is devoted to the snpport of the Indian army

in the newer acquisitions garrisoned by Madras

troops. Bombay is a most expensive presidency.

It has an extensive frontier, and its position is

much more open to attack and revolt than

Madras. The Public Works Department is of

about the same size as that of Madras, though

the presidency is smaller, and tho works it super-

vises are mostly in such places as Bombay,
Poonah, and Kurrachee, wherejthey consist of

barracks, post-works, and public buildings
i
and

as rates are doable on the Bombay side what
they are in the rest of India, there is a mere
fraction over for the roads and irrigation works

required in tho interior. The revenue is like

that of Madras, but to a greater degree swamped
in military and home charges. The Bengal pre-

sidency, including the lieut.-governorships and

minor administrations, or in all, say two-thirds,

if not more, of all India, has greater command of

resources than Bombay or Madras
;
and in the

matter of roads, canals, and bridges, much more

has been done than in either of them throughout

the country at large. The necessities of defence

have, more than a desire to benefit the rural

districts, beeu^the cause of this; and as a rule

the works in Bengal are as a class superior

to those in Bombay and Madras, having cost more

and received more attention. Over all India

about five millions sterling is the gross amount
spent annually upon public works in India : that

is to say, construction and repair of barracks for

an army of, with Europeans and natives, two to

three hundred thousand men
;

forts, churches,

public edifices, canals, and common roads ; for a

population of one hundred and fifty millions

have only this sum allotted to them, and that in

a country which, till the other day, hardly pos-

sessed the most ordinary facilities of com-

mercial interoommanication or those agricul-

tural or domestic works that are so essential to

an advance in civilization. Railways are

separate, and not to bo taken into account in

talking of the Public Works Department. It is

on the sum spent that the entire organization

and most of the defects of the Department may
be said to hinge. First, the proportion of the

five millions that goes to military works ii

enough to give an air martial to the whole

footing upon which the establishments rest.

Then the attempt made to give each district its

rateable share of the remainder diffuses the

efforts of the engineering staff over more ground

than they are capable of overlooking. Farther,

the taking by Government the exclusive task of

providing every local want, makes the people

averse to promoting works on their own account.

By nature they have little or no public spirit,

and are quite content to wait for them an

indefinite time. There not being more than five

millions sterling to spend in the year, Govern-

ment reckon from this basis what establish-

ments they will keep up. The calculation is

what number of engineers costing three-quarters

of a million will intelligently expend and

account for four and a quarter millions, and at

the same time draw up enough projects for the

expenditure of the year following. The Budget

is made out for each local government, minor

presidency, or administration, and transmitted

to the Secretariat of the Governor-General,

where an arbitrary allotment for the year is

fixed. These have a certain number of en-

gineers at disposal, and are left to make their

own arrangements for the execution of works;

bnt their powers of local taxation or of varying

the programme approved by the Governor-

General are very limited^ India.

* To be continued.

THE CHURCH OF ST. MILDRED THE
VIRGIN, POULTRY.

At a meeting of the London and Middlesex

Archmological Society, held on the 18th inst.,

Mr. Milbourn, bon. secretary, read a paper on

the Church of St. Mildred the Virgin, Poultry^

mentioning that in this case the word “ Poultry”

was necessary to distinguish the church from

that of St. Mildred, Bread-street. After describ-

ing its position, be stated that the precise date

of its foundation is unknown, as also the lady in

whose honour it was dedicated. But he men-

tioned some particulars of the life of St. Mildred,

the first abbess of Minstre, iu the Isle of Thanet,

the daughter of Mervald, son of Penda, king of

Mercia, in whose honour it is supposed by some

of the early chroniclers to have been dedicated,

and also stated that a shrine or tabernacle to

the honour of the saint existed in the church as

late as 1500, in which year Christopher Snliot

bequeathed five marks to the gilding of the said

tabernacle ; and further that the earliest evidence

of a presentation to the church occurs in 1325.

In 1-420, Thomas Morsted, alderman of London,

and surgeon to the Kings Henry IV., Henry V.,

and Henry VI., gave a plot of land to the church

for a burial-ground, and not long after a parson-

age-house and priests’ chambers were erected on

this plot of ground on posts and pillars with

cloisters under for the burial of the dead. The

first church becoming decayed, it was taken

down, and the rebnilcling commenced abont 1456.

Mr. Milbourn also gave some extracts from an

inventory of the goods and ornaments of the

church, temp. Edward VI., and among other

things mentioned as remaining in the church of

that period Itm., ij Standinge Cnppes for

the Comunion with their Patentte gylte p. oz

Ixiiij oz
;
itm., a Chrismatorie of silver peel gylte

p. oz xvij oz di
;

itm., ij latteu candelstycke, ij

Tynne Basons; itm., on peyre of smalle or-

gannes
;
itm., in the stepille iij grete belle, and

one sanee belle with a small sacringe belle.”

He also explained that at this early date, possibly

from tho change of ceremonial in the church,

consequent ou the Reformation, several repairs

and alterations were executed in the church, the

same being described in the inventoiy as fol-

lows Itm., for whytinge, wrigbtinge,
_

and

newe paynetinge the church, xiij. to xj. ;
itm.,

for newe leadinge—leyenge of the oburehe,

altering of the roodelofte, ffynyshinge of the

Comunyon place—glasynge the churche with

dyws lyeke charges, Ixxviii.

The earliest recorded burial in the church was-

that of John Hildie, poulterer, in 1416. One

Richard Shore is also said to have been buried

in the church, and that he gave 151. for the

making of a porch to the church. Thomas
Tusser, the author of “ The Five Hundred Points

of Good Husbandrie,” having died a prisoner in^

the Compter, was buried in the chnrch, on

May 9th, 1580. The earliest chantry mentioned

in connexion with the church was that of

Solomau de Lauvare. Hugh Game, pewterer,

by his will, dated l-4th Edward VI., also founded

a chantry in the church, for the good of his soul ;.

and John Hildie, citizen and poulterer, by his

will gave 68. 8d. of the issues of a messuage

called the “ Redde Cocke,” to be expended in

maintaining an anniversary in the church to his

memory. Mr. Milbourn gave an account of

the ancient chapel of the Blessed Mary,

of Conyhope-lane, now Grocers’ Hall-court,

afterwards called the chapel of Corpus Christi-

and St. Mary. He also gave many extracts-

from the early registers, and among others,

that of the baptism of an African prince, 1610 ;

and the burial in 1588 of a prisoner who is stated

to have stolen the Queen’s gloves. He then pro-

ceeded to give an account of the steps taken by

the parishioners to rebuild the church after the

fire of London, and, among many other details,

mentioned that John Williams, Bishop of Chi-

chester, who had been for many years rector of

the pariah, was buried in the chancel vault,

28th April, 1709 ;
also, that at a select vestry, held.

19th February, 175-1, it was ordered “ that the

place vulgarly called Scalding-alley, be for the

future called by the name of St. Mildred’s-courfc.”

Metal Work Trade Book.—Messrs. Brawn

& Downing, of Birmingham, have issued a trade

book containing a large number of designs for

railing, terminals, lights, and the various articles

ordinarily in use, ecclesiastical and domestic.

The designs are the work of a facile draughts-

man, and do not show the extravagance that

characterizes some similar collections.
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A PLEA FOE lEON.

Sir,—

T

onr recent article entitled “ A Plea for

Stone ” bears so strongly against the use of iron

as a material for building purposes, that you will

doubtless permit some protest to be made by one
of those who would give to iron an important
place in modern architecture. Your severest
strictures are directed against those who are
endeavouring to give to iron a precedence over
stone in situations where the latter has hitherto

been used alone
;
and in much of what yon say

on this innovation you will have the concurrence
of those who are the warmest advocates of iron
when legitimately used. But it is the misfor-
tune of every new project, and of any suggested
improvement, that they are judged more by the
mistakes made with them by the unskilful than
by the real services they are intended to per-
form, and which they succeed in performing when
properly applied. There is, no doubt, a tendency
at present to take an extreme advantage of the
great tensile power of wrought iron, and to pro-
duce the “spider-like framing” to which yon
refer

;
but this is generally in purely utilitarian

cases, where the architect has no discretion given
him, economy being the sole consideration, and
in those cases also where the distance to be
spanned is impossible for any other material.

But it is with the hidden use of iron that you
find the greatest fault

;
and every man of taste

will join with you in decrying the shams which
profess to be stone, but which are secretly held
together by iron ties. These false pretences,
however, are not peculiar to iron, and the archi-
tect, in adopting them, merely follows a too
common practice of his art. In a theatre, or any
large hall, he considers it necessary to show a
ceiling with elaborate cornices and brackets, on
which apparently rest the beams of his roof.

Really there exists out of sight an entirely inde-
pendent trussed principal, on which the ceiling

hangs. But assuming the existence of the sham
roof, why should it not be of iron, which will

allow a large span with moderate weight ?

For the new Central Hall at Kensington an
iron roof is being constructed, below which will
hang a oeiliog having a different outline. The
iron roof over the courtyard of tho now India
Office shows an attempt after fitness which is

praiseworthy, but which might have been im-
proved. That the roofs of this kind are sham
at all is tho fault of the architect, not of his
material; and iron roofs, with no detail of their
construction hidden, could be constructed which
need shock no true canon of taste. Iron is

peculiarly adapted as a substitute for timber in
roofs, and will allow large spans otherwise
unattainable.

The msthetio taste which would despise iron
as a material for architecture is a false senti-

ment, which will disappear as we become more
skilful in giving the appropriate form to iron-
work, and in those countries and situations where
atone and brick are scarce and expensive the
new material is studied more than is yet the
case in this country. Important buildings, with
imposing elevations, entirely of iron, have been
erected in America and in the cities of the
Continent, which would alone prove the truth
of the present assertion. The feeble attempts
to imitate in cast-iron the traditional mouldings
and ornaments of atone deserve fully the repro-
bation they obtain

j
but if iron is heated properly

it will allow a fineness and delicacy of ornament
which, perhaps, may be possible in marble or
alabaster, but which are quite impossible in
stone.

The remarks in your article as to the endurance
of iron raise a most important issue. The mis-
takes continually made in the application of iron
arise very greatly from the confusion of ideas
which often exists with regard to the difference
between cast and wrought iron. During the last
fifty years great mistakes have been made with
the use of the cost metal, and accidents and
failures, occurring partly through the use of
inferior iron, and still more from its unskilful
disposal, strong prejudices are felt against its use
by many architects

; aud it is a common boast
by many that they will never introduce it except
where strictly in compression, as in the case of
columns and stanchions. Without entering
further into this question, I will merely remark
that cast iron possesses many qualities which
render it often preferable to wrought iron, and
it is therefore for certain situations used by
those who are better informed. In the matter
of endurance against weather it is far superior
to wrought iron. Rust does not scale from it;

'and the oxidation, when formed, is of a much
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less dangerous kind than in wrought iron. Iron-
work should either be accessible for painting, or
should be entirely protected from the air. Box
girders of wrought iron are often inaccessible
inside for painting, and where ironwork is thus
neglected the period of its existence may be
calculated pretty surely. Iron bedded in lime
will last for centuries

; and some bars lately
taken out of the walls of the Chapter-house at

Westminster are perfectly sound and strong.
Who knows how long the bars which help
to hold the aisles of the Abbey together
have existed? Mr. George Gilbert Scott,
who is now engaged in restoring the Chapter-
house, is having a pointed roof of cast-iron

(as most likely to endure) constructed above
the groined stone ceiling. In bridges I presume
iron holds an undoubted preference, or else I

would point out that the early cast-iron struc-

tures show no signs of decay. The Coalbrook-
dale bridge over the Severn, erected nearly a
hundred years ago, first showed what could be
done with iron

; Southwark bridge, which has
been standing so many years, exhibits no symp-
tom of failure, and will in all probability long
survive its more modern and elegant rival at

Westminster, which is conatructod mainly of

very light wrought-iron. The engineer of the
city of London is most wisely constructing tho
large bridge for carrying the Holborn Viaduct
over Farringdon-road entirely of cast-iron.

I am content if I have shown that those of us
who believe in the capabilities of iron, at any
rate, have a case, and will leave abler champions
to dispute the strong position which we maintain
for it, whether the question be one of taste or
mere utility,—two qualities which should go hand
in hand together. Ewing Mathesox.

THE LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

At the last meeting of this Society, on the
27th ult., Mr. J. A. Picton alluded to the loss the
architectural profession had sustainedin thedeath
of tho late Mr. Arthur Ashpitel, whom he charac-
terised as not only an accomplished architect
and writer on architecture, but a man of very
varied literary acquirements and of moat amiable
character. Ho also drew attention to some old
specifications for the building of the old Liver-
pool Exchange (then the new one), and some
other buildings, which had come into his hands,
and which were remarkable for their brevity and
concentration in comparison with more recent
documents of tho same kind, as it appeared
that in those days the specification for a large
building often occupied only one page of manu-
script. It appeared that, for the old Exchange,
the arrangement with regard to the architect’s
Commission was that Mr. Foster, the architect,
was to receive 5 per cent, on tho work if it did
not exceed 80,0001. in cost

;
but if it did exceed

that amount, the per-centage was to bo paid on
that amount only; and if the coat should be loss
that 80,0001., per-centage was to be on actual
amount expended. At the building of St.
George’s Hall a similar arrangement had been
made, with a result most disastrous to Mr.
Elmes, as the expenditure iu that case vastly ex-
ceeded the amount on which the commission was
calculated.

Mr. W. H. Picton then read a paper, entitled
“ Gleanings from the Architectural Field of
1868,” chiefly suggested by the views of new
edifices which had appeared in the Builder during
the past year, a nnmber of the illustrations from
which were exhibited in further elucidation of
the subject. Among these were the mansions of
Posaingwortb, Sussex, and Humewood, county
Wicklow; St. James’s Church, Kidbrooke (Messrs.
Newman & Billing)

; the Town-hall, Melbourne
(Mesars.Reed & Barnes)

;
St. Patrick’s Cathedral,

Melbourne (Messrs. Wardell & Co.)
;
the London

University (Mr. Pennethorne)
; and also photo-

graphs of various new buildings in Australia.
Mr. Pioton referred specially to Possingworth,
Sussex, built by Sir Digby Wyatt, which he
considered a plan well worthy of study,
especially as to the manner in which the
various classes of rooms were grouped together,
and the admirable planning of the offices;
though the intrusion of a flight of steps
into the large hall would, he thought, materially
interfere with its use as a ball-room, if that
should be desired. He highly commended the
style^ of the external design as suitable for an
English gentleman’s house; and referred, as a
contrast, to Humewood, Wicklow, by Mr. White,

os an example of what might be called the
“Romantic” style of house-building, and which,
whatever the undeniable merits of the design,
was far too archaic in its expression for a
modern dwelling-house. Mr. Picton commented
also on the design for the London University, by
Mr. Pennethorne, as a very well-considered eleva-
tion, and a timely protest against the eccentricity
of design which characterized so many modern
bnildings.

LOUTH GRAMMAR SCHOOL AND
BEDE-HOUSES.

The Grammar School of King Edward VI.,
in Louth, Lincolnshire, was founded in 1552,
being one of the earliest foundations of that
reign. The management of the school was
vested in the Corporation of tho town, which
was founded by tho same charter, with the stylo
of “The Warden, and Six Assistants of the
Town of Louth, and Free School of King
Edward VI., in Louth.” This body escaped
total extinction on tho passing of the Municipal
Corporations Act, through the favour of the lato
Lord Lyndhurst, who paid a debt of gratitude
to some of the inhabitants of Louth by pro-
curing the insertion of a clause in the Bill con-
tinuing the existence of the warden and six
assistants as governors of tho school only.
Before the time of railways, and the establish-
ment of the large proprietary schools, when a
scholar was thought to travel far if he passed
the confines of his native county, Louth school
enjoyed a high and well-merited reputation. It

not only ranked as tho Eton of Lincolnshire, but
successfully competed with similar foundations
in the neighbouring counties. The seal of the
old corporation is a curious piece of antiquity.
It bears the legend “ Qui parcitvirgxodltjilium,”
and represents the interior of a school-room,
with one of the scholars receiving bodily
ohastisement at the hands of the pedagogue,
who wields a formidable sprig of betula over the
form of his erring disciple. The estates of the
school are considerable, and at present under the
control of tho Charity Commission.

Attached to the school are Bede-houses for the
accommodation of twelve poor persons.
Tho fund for the erection of the new buildings

has been provided partly from the estate itself,

and partly from a subscription raised by old
alumni of the school, among whom are found
the names of Alfred Tennyson, tho poet laureate,
aud his brothers

;
Sir John Franklin, Dr.

Heurtloy (canon of Christ Church, Oxford),
Governor Byre, and other persons of distinction.
The school is at present in a flourishing state,
numbering about seventy boys. Together with
the rise of Mr. Fowler’s handsome and spacious
building, the hopes of the numerous friends of
the school have revived. In the new race about
to be run by the old grammar-schools of England,
they think that Louth will have, all things con-
sidered, an excellent start

; aud that its ample
funds, its old glories, and its present popularity
entitle it to take its plaoe as one of the great
county schools foreshadowed by the recent Royal
Commission. It is expected that the now build-
ing, the foundation-stone of which was laid in
August last, by the visitor, the bishop of the
diocese, will be opened by his successor in the
course of tho ensuing summer.
The principal school-room is 57 ft. long,

23 ft. wide, and 30 ft. high to the ridge. It has
an open-timbered roof with arched principals,
and is lighted by a range of tracoried windows
on the side. At the north end of the school is a
room 40 ft. long by 16 ft. wide, with a gallery
at ono end to bo used as a lecture-room, and
by means of a folding partition it forms two
good class-rooms. At the south, or entrance
end, is the library, 19 ft. by 16 ft., with a
large bay window in addition, and there is a
similar window at the other end. These rooms
are 13 ft. high. Near the entrance on the east
side aro cloak-room, lavatories, &c. The ventila-
tion of the school-room is effected by means of
fresb-air channels near the wall-plate and behind
the cornice, 15 ft. from the floor, with foul-alr
flues at each end of the room in connexion with
the heating arrangements. The entrance to the
school is sheltered by a lean-to roof, which is

continued along the south side of the play-
ground, forming a kind of cloister, and from this
access is gained to the Fives-court.
The Bede-houses, as before referred to, adjoin

the school on the south. The land available for
them required considerable care in their arrange-
ment. Eight are on the ground-floor and four

a
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I

KING EDWAED VI.’S GEAMMAE SCEOOL AND BEDB-HODSES, LOUTH, WNOOLNSHIEE.

Mr. James Fowler, Architect.

SCHOOL HOUSE LANE

above; the latter are approached by a etono

staircase, and by a balcony iu front. Each room

is about 12 ft. by 10 ft., and 10 ft. high, and has

asepnrate pantry, coal-a tore,cupboards, and so on.

The buildings are of red brick in narrow courses,

the windows being of Ancaster stone, and when
completed they will form an agreeable addition

to the attractions of the town, seen as they

will be in connexion with the noble and well-

known spire of the parish church. Mr. Fowler,

of Louth, is the architect employed by the

trustees ;
and his designs have so far been well

carried oat by Mr. Thomas Moxey, a local

builder.

EEPERENOES.

A. School-room.
B. Class-rooms.

C. Cloak-room,
D. Lavatory, Sc.

E. W.-Cs.
F. Entrances.
G. Passage.

H. Bede-honses.

I. Covered Way.
K. Coals.

L. Pantries.

M. Staircase to Upper
Story.
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RATHHAUS, MUNSTER.
Whether looked afc from an hiatorical or

archaaological point of view, Miinater is cer-

tainly one of the most interesting towns in

Northern Germany. It was originally the
capital city of a very powerful prince bishopric,

and to this fact it probably owes the number
and beauty of its churches, and the solidity and
picturesquenesB of its houses.

The situation of Munster cannot be called
beautiful, as the town occupies the centre of an
immense flat plain; but it is, nevertheless,
pleasing from the richness of the cultivation
and the number of trees seen in all directions.

The beautiful towers of the churches group well
over this foreground of rich and varied foliage,

The entrances to the town are not prepossessing,
as it is surrounded by a stinking ditch, which is

a disgrace to any civilized community, and the
river into which this abominable drain empties
itself is little better than another ditch. The
ancient walls and ramparts were destroyed at the
commencement of this century, and their place is

now occupied by a fine avenue of trees, which
entirely surrounds the town, and would form an
agreeable promenade were it not for the before-
mentioned ditch.

Many of the streets are not uninteresting
;
but

the high-street, or, as it is here called, the “ Prin-
zepal Markt,” is one of the most picturesque in
Europe. The houses on both sides are built
over arcades of acntely-pointed arches, sup-
ported upon octagonal and circular columns;
some of these arcades are as early as the com-
mencement of the fourteenth century, and the
details of the capitals and bases are often highly
original and ornamental. Each house has a
gable towards the street, some of which are
ornamented with pierced Gothic tracery pin-
nacles, panelling work, and other enrichments.
The house which originally belonged to John of
Leyden is a singularly beautiful specimen, and
in a very perfect condition. At one end of this
noble street stands the Church of St. Lambert,
a highly ornamental Gothic building, upon the
tower of which are seen the cages in which the
bodies of John of Leyden and his companions
were exposed after their execution.
Near to the opposite end of the street, and on

the east side, stands the ttathhaus, of whioh wo
give a view, engraved from a drawing made on
the spot for us by Mr. H. W. Brewer. Its gable
forms a striking object from whatever point it

may be seen
;
it is of great size, and built entirely

of stone
;

it is 104 ft. high to the top of the
upper piunacles, and 51 ft. broad. The date of
this portion of the building is late in the four-
teenth century. It is difficult, however, to
decide whether it is all of the same date, as the
open flying buttresses pierced with flamboyant
tracery certainly appear to be of a later date
than the simple “ geometrical” windows. How-
ever, in Germany the two kinds of tracery were
often used in the same building to an extent
which is not to be met with in either England
or France; and in Westphalia this appears to
have been particularly common, for in the before-
mentioned church of St. Lambert, the side win-
dows are filled with the wildest kind of curvi-

. linear tracery, and the windows of the tower,
' which are of the same date, have very simple
I

geometrical tracery.

The four large windows (fti the first story give
1 light to a large hall, which has been renovated

;

i and although it is a fine apartment, the old
; arrangements have been entirely disregarded,
I and the details are hardly removed from “ Car.

]
penten’ Gothic,” The “ Freidensaal,” in which

I the “peace of Westphalia ” was signed in the

;
year 1648, is a much more interesting room

;

i it was fitted up in the year 1575, and all

1 the panelling, ceiling, and other ornamental
1
portions are of that date. Perhaps a more beau-

t tiful example of a Medimval chamber of large
6 size does nob exist in Europe. The gable to the
r rear of the Rathhaus is of the same date as the
' “Freidensaal,” bnt, although highly picturesque,
ii is nob remarkable for its architecture.

RIGHT-HAND AND LEFT-HAND LOCKS.
A Correspondent writes :

—“May I beg you
b to favour me with a definition of the terms
' ‘right-handed’ and ‘ left-handed ’ as applied to
i( locks on doors ? I find a difi'erence of opinion
a among professional men upon the subject.”

A lock which, when the bevel of the spring-
c catch is in front of the observer, shoots towards
t the right, is a “ right-hand lock

;
” if it shoot

t towards the left, a “ left-hand look.”

STRENGTH OP WAREHOUSE FLOORS.
At a recent meeting of the Liverpool Archi-

tectural Society a report was received from Mr.
Newlandson the cause of the accident in Rigby-
street, Liverpool. The writer says,—“I have
carefully investigated the failure of the fifth

story floor of the warehouse, No. 25, Rigby-
sbreet, which involved the partial destruction of:

the next three floors under it, and now report
the result. The building was erected originally

as a lard-refining establishment, and was not
intended to be used as a warehouse in the usual
acceptation of the term.
The warehouse consists of seven stories, the

floors of which, with the exception of the first,

which is of brick, are constructed with girders
and bridging joists of timber. There are four

rows of girders, each 15 in. by 7^ in. in section,

supported on two rows of cast-iron columns,
placed so as to make the clear bearing of each
section of the girder 14 ft. long. The area of
the bay of the floor, supported by each of these
sections of the girders, is 122^ ft. superficial.

A girder of the size and bearing above men-
tioned should, if perfectly sound, break with a
load of 40 tons uniformly disbribated over it.

It is a rule of practice, however, to limit the
actual weight to one-fourth of the breaking
weight, and this is called the safe load, which,
in the case stated, would be 10 tons.

The timber of the girder of the warehouse is

of a wonderfully small specific gravity; a cubic
foot weighs only 25 lb. The girder is, moreover,
reduced in strength by the mortises cub for the
joists, and by knots, and its breaking weight is

reduced to tons, and its safe load to 8 tons

7? cwt.

In order to ascertain whether the usual
formula could be safely applied in calculating
the strength of the girders in question, I had
three pieces, of 7 ft. long, 6 in. deep, and 3 in.

wide, cub from the broken girders ; these I

loaded until they broke, which they did on the
average with a load of 0,714 lb., which is some-
what less than the average of the formula. I

used the results thus obtained in calculating the
breaking and safe load already given.
The weight of a cubic foot of linseed was next

ascertained for me by Mr. Johnstone, of the
Weights and Measures Office, by repeated ex-
periments. The result was, that when the
linseed was compacted together by being well
shaken in the box, a cubic foot weighed
46 lb. 11 oz. 10 dwt., bub when it was allowed
to flow in throogh a hopper it weighed only
41 lb. 7 oz. 6 dwt.

I am indebted to Mr. James Samuelson, how-
ever, for the means of ascertaining, with great
accuracy, the weight of the linseed per cubic
foot when distributed over a floor to the depth
of 4 ft. 3 in., when it may be supposed to be
nearly as densely compacted as by shaking.

In the case adduced by him 7,429 cubic feet

weighed 150 tons, which gives as the weight of
a cubic foot 45^ lb. nearly

; I have assumed
45 lb.

It was stated, in evidence, that there were
GO tons, or thereabouts, of linseed on the floor

that gave way, and that it was spread uniformly
to a depth of 3 ft. 6 in. Now this must be a
mistake for the net area of the floor, deducting
114 ft. li in. for the areas of the left, the stairs,

the chimney, and the shoot is 1,788 ft., and the
weight upon it would be 126^ tone.

It is, however, sufficient for the present in-

quiry that we find the quantity that may be
presumed to have been sustained by one bay of
the flooring, that is, by one section of the girder
which gave way.
Now the area of a bay of the floor supported

by one span of the girder is, as has been stated,

122i superficial feet ; and if linseed were spread
over this to a uniform depth of 3^ fc., its weight
would be 8 tons 13 cwt., or 6 cwt. more than the
limit of safety.

But the bay might be loaded by heaping up
the material to a height of 7 ft., with a weight
of 17 tons, which is more than half the breaking
weight of a sound girder of the dimensions of
the one in question.

There are now no means, nnfortnnately, of
discovering the extent of the load; all we know
is that, unhappily, the girder broke, and broke
under a load far less than its assumed breaking
weight.

I had therefore to look for some special cause
of failure, and my first supposition was that
some settlement of the building might have
taken place, and that a greater load might have
been thrown on some part of the girder than it

was calculated to sustain. The fact that the
point of rupture was only 4 ft. from one of the
supports, and not in the middle of the span,
appeared to justify this snpposition. A careful
levelling of the building showed that no settle-
ment had taken place, and the conclusion was
forced upon me that the condition of the girder
at the point of rapture must have been the
canse of the accident.

At this point there is found a large knot,
extending diagonally across the section. The
fibres are much twisted from their normal
direction, and the timber is very much shaken
and otherwise injured. It is impossible, of
coarse, to say now how this condition of things
was brought about; but it is to this condition,
in my mind, that we must look for the cause of
the accident.

Had the timber of the girder been all of the
same strength as the soantlings which were
sawn from it, and broken as a test, there should
have been no immediate failure, even if the
room had been loaded with linseed from floor to

ceiling; bat in such a case there would have
been a gradual deterioration of the timber,
ending doubtless in its eventual rupture, and
this shows the necessity for never exceeding the
safe load. There does not, however, appear to

have been time for this deterioration, and the
accident must be attributed, as I have said, to
the existence of an unseen evil, which unfortu-
nately betrayed its presence by causing injury
to life and property.”

THE PROPOSED BUILDING ACT AND THE
INSTITUTE OP ARCHITECTS.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Institute will bo
held on Monday evening next, to consider a re-

port of the committee on the Metropolitan Build-
ings and Management Bill, adopted by the
council, 22nd June, 1868. We have the report

before ns, together with one drawn up on the
same subject by the District Surveyors’ Asso-
ciation.

The committee of the Institnte say,

—

“ We, the committee, appointed by the Royal
Institute of British Architects, to examine and
report on the draught of a proposed New Metro-
politan Buildings and Management Bill, having
duly examined the same, and considered the
provisions therein contained, both in their rela-

tion to those set forth in previous Acts of the
same nature, and in relation to the necessities of
current practice in the metropolis, beg to report
as follows :

—

Having reference to the present state of the
Bill, and the probability of its being extensively
altered, we have only dealt with it at the present
time in general terms, leaving the minute details

to a future time.

We observed that its scope differs from that
of the existing Building Act in the extended
powers given to the Metropolitan Board of
Works. Not only has that body, by the proposed
Bill, power of authorizing any deviation from
the conditions of structure laid down in the Act,
bat it remains the sole 'and absolute court of
appeal in all matters or questions arising out of
the Act, having at the same time snob despotic
rule over the position of the district snrveyors,
as to render them entirely powerless, if the
Board sees fit to exercise its authority. Our
chief objections to the Metropolitan Board of
Works, as holding this great power, are not of
any personal nature, but rest on the following
considerations.

Questions arising out of this Act are generally
on matters of detail of an altogether technical

nature
; that is, technical either from an archi-

tectural or a legal point of view. While the
variety and importance of other duti^^ already
devolving upon that Board, are not likely to

leave thorn time to properly investigate com-
plicated questions of construction, and the
numerous other matters which must necessarily
arise out of the working of the Bill ; and the
number of members of which the Board is com-
posed, must neutralize to a great extent the
sense of personal responsibility which is essentlaL

for the due administration by it of such matters
of detail. Your committee would have preferred
to have seen the authority conferred by the
draft Bill npon the Metropolitan Board of

Works, vested in a smaller tribunal, appointed,

it may be, by the Board, and adequately re-

munerated, especially selected for possessing tho
necessary legal and constructional knowledge,
and directly responsible for bheirjudgment of all

questions upon which any power of discretion ia
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left by the Act. Such tribunal ebould, we think,

consist of one or more architects or surveyors of

repute, and of one or more magistrates or

barristers.

We would further observe, that the draft Bill,

as compared with the existing Metropolitan

Building Acte, contains various provisions,

founded in the main on the Building Act in

operation at Liverpool, with respect to fire-

resisting buildings, more particularly of the

warehouse class j
and the conditions under

which goods of greater or less combustibility may
be stored therein. The introduction of these

clauses (subject to some remarks, we shall here-

after offer in detail) will, we consider, confer a

benefit both upon the public, and upon those

especially connected with the use or erection of

such structures.

The Bill comprises various clauses, more
particularly affecting metropolitan local manage-

ment, which we consider tend to complicate

unnecessarily an Act for the special regulation

of buildings,—a kind of Bill which, from its very

nature, must always be somewhat complicated.

We consider, therefore, that any such clauses

would, with great propriety, be included in a Bill

for the Revision of Metropolitan Local Manage-

ment.
We find so many clauses and provisions re-

lating to the prevention of fire, that we think

more general prominence should bo given to the

subject in the preamble of the Bill.

Wo think, also, that the attention of the

Metropolitan Board might with advantage be

recalled to the suggestion already made by this

Institute, that the introduction of a part (similar

to Part VI. for party walls), having reference to

questions of light and air in the metropolis,

would be a great public boon, as tending to

diminish and prevent litigation on that difficult

subject, and to simplify procedure, when damage

is caused by the erection or alteration of

buildings.

Wo proceed now to refer to certain details

of the draft Bill, which, we think, call for

special remark, desiring to observe at the same
time, that we leave many other points without

comment at present, but which will require

more or less revision, before the draft Bill can

become law with any I'iroapeot of public nae-

fulneaa. Some such points have already been

noticed in the ‘ Remarks and Suggestions

'

submitted for the consideration of the Metro-

politan Board of Works, in November last, by
the District Surveyors’ Association.”

# # * #

The remarks and suggestions on the Metro-

politan Buildings and Management Bill, already

submitted by the District Surveyors’ Associa-

tion, for the consideration of the Metropolitan

Board of Works, compience with these general

remarks :

—

“They do not consider that there exists any

sufficient reason for such sweeping changes as

are proposed by the Bill, or that they are de-

manded by the public. They believe that it

would have been more convenient to correct the

known imperfections of the present Act, leaving

unaltered all the parts to which no objections had

been discovered.

They consider that the general character of

the Bill is one of too much minute detail, which

they believe will be found inoperative from the

impossibility of providing for all the various

circumstances which arise in practice; also in

many clauses the detailed regulations are tech-

nically and practically obscure. This is a defect

which, in the present Act, has been found fre-

quently to defeat the object of some of the pro-

visions. By laying down minute regulations as

to details, not universally applicable, and which

must necessarily be framed with reference to

presupposed cases, the officers who are charged

with the execution of the Act will be prevented,

in cases where the circumstances are different,

from exercising that practical knowledge which
they may be supposed to possess.

Important alterations have been made in the

Bill since the former remarks of the District

Surveyors’ Association were submitted, in con-

sequence of the report of Captain Shaw, the

Superintendent of the Fire Brigade. These
alterations require further careful consideration;

some of the provisions as they stand at present

are quite at variance with the results of prac-

tical experience. Captain Shaw’s remarks refer

chiefly to the case of a building actually on fire,

but one of the great objects of the regulations of

a Building Act should be the construction of

buildings in such a manner as to reduoa the

liability to catch fire; and with this object,

materials which are incombustible, though not
‘ fire resisting,’ may be used with advantage.

With reference to fire, it is also important to dis-

tinguish between the construction of ordinary

dwelling-houses and buildings of the warehouse

class, which has not been hitherto sufficiently

the case.

Some modifications are required in the rules

for the thickness of walls, but they could only

be pointed out by means of detailed diagrams,

and it may be sufficient here merely to direct

attention to the subject.

The district surveyors feel compelled again

respectfully to urge that the clauses relating to

the duties and emoluments of those officers

would, if they became law, be unjust to the exist-

ing officers, and inexpedient oven with reference

to those who may be appointed in future.

They believe that the interests of the public

will be best considered by so framing the Act as

to insure the appointment of men of ascertained

practical knowledge and experience, and of such

professional position and standing as to give

weight to their opinion,”

NEW NATIONAL SCHOOLS, TWEED-
MOUTH.

The new national schools at Tweedmouth
were opened on the 11th inat., when 167 children

presented themselves to the vicar, the Rev. Thos.

Procter, for admission in the course of the morn-

ing; additional applications eventually swelling

the number to a still more considerable one. The
new schools have been bnilt upon the site of a

small group of buildings formerly used as a
vicarage and school. They consist of two
school-rooms placed one above the other, each

52 ft. long by 20 ft. wide, and both furnished

with class-rooms 20 ft. long, and lobbies, besides

separate residences for the master and mistress.

Tho lower school is lift, high; and the walls

of the upper one are 20 ft. high, spanning

which is an open timber roof. This last

is apportioned to girls. They are both

well warmed, lighted, ventilated, and fur-

nished with all necessary appliances in tho way
of Sidebotbam’s reversible desks, &o. Tho
class-rooms have galleiues. In each school 180

children can be accommodated. A central

feature of the exterior of the schools is a belfry

surmounted by a cross. On a panel in the front

of the lower school is inscribed ;
—"Tweed-

mouth National Schools : rebuilt, 1868. Bring

them up in the nurture and admonition of the

Lord.” There are two gateways inscribed Boys’

School and Girls’ School respectively. The
expenditure upon the new schools has been

1,1501., to which sum must be added the value

of the vicaroge-houae incorporated with them,

and of the materials on the site, which have

been re-used wherever practicable, and which,

bring up the value of the new buildings to 1,650J.

The vicar, under whose auspices the work has

been inaugurated, carried on, and completed,

has been assisted by a grant from the Privy

Council of 407Z. 14s. lOd. Grants have been

also made by the Dean and Chapter of Durham,
the Diocesan Society, and the National Society.

The architect was Mr. F. R. Wilson, Alnwick.

THE PROPOSED LAW COURTS AND THE
THAMES EMBANKMENT.

At a meeting of the Board of Works, on the

22ud inst., Mr. W. Tite, M.P., brought forward

the motion, the words of which we have already

printed.*

In moving it, he said it W83 a great mistako to sup-

pose that the Metropolitan Board of Works had any
great amount of vacant land on the Thames Embankment,
as the principal part of it had already been disposed of.

At Blackfriars-bridge the land taken from the river had
been given to the gasworks. Tho nett piece was of verj-

little value, hut that following it, 800 ft. long, had been
given to tho Temple for the actual or imaginary damage
done to them by taking their water frontage.

_

They then

came to a piece of land of 150 ft. in length, which was next

to Waterloo-bridge, and was at their disposal. This was

to bo appropriated to a station for the Metropolitan Dis-

trict Railway, for there would be no use in having a

station at Blackfriara-bridge. He then got to Somerset-

house, where there was nothing to deal with
j
but between

Somerset-house and Hungerford-bridge there was a piece

which was given to tho Crown in exchange for the fore-

shore of the river. Ho then came back to the suggestion

he made in the House of Commons, that, as he had been
assured by a very competent authority that tho land

already obtained for the New Courts of Justice would be

insufUcient, and not equal to their wants, they should go

again to Parliament for additional land, marked red on
the plan, unless they were to put some portion of the

olBces in connexion with the Law Courts on the Thames
Embankment. He would state a few facts on the xilau

• See p. 63, ante.

which was then on the table. The land already purchased
would cost 785,COOL, and the additional land proposed to

bo acquired would cost about 668,0001., so that alto-

gether the site according to the estimate, which
was a very different thing from the actual cost,

would bo about a million aud a half sterling.

Then they were
|
to take the buildings, architects'

fees, furnishing, &o., which wonld bring np the

total cost to 3i millions, of which sum 1,395,OOOL was to

be advanced by Government at 4 per cent, on the security

of a redeemable annuity. About three-quarters of an acre

on the Thames Embankment might be appropriated to

some of the ofBces, for it would be advantageous that

they should be divided from the general business of the

law courts. For instance, persons who came to examine
wills in oases before the Probate Court would be in the

way, although it was necessary that the courts should be
80 situate that access should easily be had to barristera

attending to them. Having alluded to the plan of Sir

Charles Trevelyan, who had brought to bear a great

amount of intelligence and talent, which had made a great

impression on the public mind, he had proposed that the

site should bo changed, and that it wonld be a great mis-

take to put the buildings on the site selected in the Strand.

His plan was that they should put tho buildings on a site

near the Thames Emljankment, but that would not take a

single foot of the laud that the Metropolitan Board of

Works might have to sell, as it kept all the buildinM

beyond the Thames Embankment line, although it would
have a frontage towards the Thames.
Mr. Le Breton thought that the preamble went a little

too far, aud objected to the proposal to have the Probate

Court separated from the other court. He moved, as an
amendment, that it be referred to tho Works and General

Purposes Committee to confer with the Government or

the Law Courts Commissioners, as to the acquisition by
them of any land that can bo obtained on or adjacent to

the embankment for the purpose of atfording additional

apace for any law olHces it may be deemed expedient to

erect thereon.
Mr. Tite consented to accept the amendment, which was

accordingly adopted, notwithstanding an argument

strongly urged by Messrs, lloche, Cooke, and Elt, that

they should not interfere with, the open space near the

embankment by disposing of it for building.

OPENING OF LUTON PLAIT HALLS AND
CORN EXCHANGE.

These now buildings were formally opened

on Monday in last week, by Lord Cowper, in the

presence of the American Miniater and a large

asaemblage. The opening was followed by a

dinner and the nsual speechifying, in which Mr.

Johnson, of course, took a lion’s share. The day

was kept as a holiday in Luton.

The Plait Halls aro in Cheapside and Waller-

street. They open into each other, bat have

separate external entrances. These buildings

are of simple construction. The dimensions of

the Plait Hall in Cheapside are 100 ft. by 90 ft.,

and of that in Waller-street 130 ft. by 60 ft. The
roofs are supported by iron columns, and covered

with galvanized iron
;

the windows are filled

with plate-glass; the walls are panelled; and

the floors are boarded. In the Cheapside Hall

there are forty centre stalls, and there are to be

nineteen “ shops ” 12 ft. square and 12 ft. high.

In the Waller-street Hall there are forty plait-

stalls fitted round the sides, and there are to be

tbirty-two stalls or stands in the centre. The
buildings are lofty and well ventilated. The
cost of erection, including the purchase of the

ground, is about 8,0001. The building was de-

signed by Mr. R. W. Ordisb, of London, architect,

and erected by Messrs. Smart, Brothers, of

Luton.
J

The Corn Exchange, which stands on the top

of the Markot-hill, is in the Venetian-Gothic

style, with a tall clock-tnrret. The building is

ot red brick, with bands of other coloured bricks,

and Bath-stone dressings. In the basement is

the butchers’ market. The Corn Exchange

proper is about 60 ft. by 30 ft., and is reached

by a flight of steps from the Market-hill. The

roof is open, of timber stained and varnished.

There is a gallery at one end of the bnilding.

The light is chiefly obtained through a bay

window. The Corn Exchange was erected by

Messrs. Smart, Brothers, from the designs of

Messrs. Grandy & Messenger, of London ; and

has cost about 8,000?., which, we suppose, in-

eludes the demolition of old buildings.

HOT-WATER PIPES AND THE BUILDING
ACT.

S,R_Can you afford any information as to

what in the eye of the law is to be considered a

hot-water pipe, viz., at what temperature ? For

surely nothing can bo more absurd than to con-

sider those warm cast-iron pipes, now so much
used in heating, as the hot-water pipe named in

the Building Act, the water seldom or never boil-

ing in the boiler that warms tho water.

There is certainly an oversight somewhere

;

and, as I perceive by the Builder that the clauses

of the Building Act are to be revised, I should

be glad to have some practical information as

to what a district surveyor can designate a
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(dangeroas) hot-water pipo requiring to be kept
clear of woodwork. Has there been any law-

suit which can give a precedent as to what is a

hot-water pipe or a warm pipe ?

It seems to me that all restrictions about
heating apparatus constructed with cast-iron

pipe should be solely regulated by the height of

the open supply cistern above the level of the
boiler, as it is absolutely impossible (drive the

boiler as much as you will), where there is au
open supply cistern or air vents, to raise the

water in such apparatus above the boiling point

for such pressure as the number of feet taken
vertically between the highest and lowest levels

would give, viz., in church work, about 225" in

the boiler, and, of course, much loss in the pipes.

A Surveyor and Engineer,

The Metropolitan Building Act (sec. xsi.)

says nothing about “ dangcvoxis ” hot-water pipe.

It provides that “ no pipe for conveying hotwater
shall bo placed nearer than 3 in. to any com-
bustible materials,’' and extends to all water-

pipes that are used for heating buildings, whether
the boiler be a close one or not. Magistrates on
more than one occasion have confirmed the

district surveyors in their view, and rightly

enforced adherence to the rule with penalties

for previous non-attention to it.

The matter may deserve the consideration of

the framers of the amended Act; but we are by
no means prepared to say that pipes from an open
boiler should be exempt. By any accidental stop-

page of the pipes their temperature might be
raised sufficiently to set fire to woodwork resting

against them and already dried by the contiguity,

should such bepermitted. We are informed of some
“ hot-water engineers ” who systematically with-

hold notice from the district surveyor when
employed to set up hot-water pipes. We need
scarcely say that by such a course they incur a
very serious responsibility, independently of the

special penalty provided by the Building Act.

DIMENSIONS OF ST. PAUL’S.

Sir,—

R

especting the height of St. Paul’s

great deception is constantly set before the

public, as the height given is usually 404 ft., or

twice the height of the Monument. Now, I

cannot think why such a height should be stated,

for in examining the sections given under A.

Pugin’s measurement in “ Public Buildings of

London,” published in 1825 by J. Taylor, High
Holboru, aud nnder A. Pugin’s directions, from

the vaults or ciypt to the top of the cross is

381 ft. ; the crypt being 21 ft., leaving 360 ft.

from the pavement of the nave
;
from the

western steps to the east end, 550 ft.
;
from the

top of the steps to the pine-apple of the western

turrets, 210 ft.
;
diameter of the walls support-

ing the outer dome, 107 ft. ; length of north and
south transept across the area of the dome,
240 ft., from the inner doors north and south;

height to the top of the ridge of the roof from
the pavement, 112 ft. ; from the base of the

steps of the north and south transept, 313 ft.

;

from the springing of the outer dome to the top

of the cone supporting the cross, ball, and
lantern, 53 ft. ; inner measurement of the nave
and side aisles, 93 ft. 8 in. Now, if any accuracy
may be placed in A. Pugin’s measurement, I

think it is high time such blunders were cor-

rected
;
and that the publication of this through

your columns would sot at rest many inquiries

which from time to time appear in almost every

1
paper. J. W. P.

Onr correspondent is much top sanguine.
Errors are very long-lived. The correct height
of St. Paul’s has been given even in our own
pages many times, and will be asked many more_

THE NEGLECTED CHILDREN OF EXETER.

It is very gratifying to ns to observe that this

subject, whtch, as our readers know, we have
much at heart, is making way in the provinces.

A largely and influentially attended public meet-
ing has been held in the council chamber, at the

' Guildhall, Exeter, convened by the mayor, by
f circular, “ to consider the best means of employ-
i ing the poor and destitute children of the city

I during the winter evenings.”
The good attendance of clergy and citizens

shows that the mayor of Exeter has taken up a
; subject which the public generally will feel a
warm interest in, and be willing to help forward

i by pecuniary support and personal effort. Let a
judicious scheme be devised for rescuing neg-
lected children from the contamination of the

streets, and for providing inatrnction and em-
ployment for boys and girls whose parents either

cannot or will not care for them aright, and it

will not lack assistance. Police reports afford

sufficient proof of the existence of a shocking
amount of juvenile criminality; the large num-
ber of young people who infest the thorough-
fares at night, supplies evidence of the fact that
hundreds are lapsing into evil courses for want
of proper direction and restraint. With these
the mayor and those who are acting with him
wish to deal, and so to deal that many who
would otherwise acquire vicious habits may be
made honest and virtuous, and many who are left

to the bad training of the streets may be brought
under influences calculated to reader the idle

industrious and the rude and immoral woll-

behaved and respectable.

On the motion of the Dean, it was resolved,

—

“That in the opinion of this meeting it is moat
desirable that measures should be adopted imme-
diately for the purpose of providing additional

instruction and well-devised amusement for the
juvenile population of the city daring the winter
evenings.”

Many gentlemen spoke, and it was resolved
afterwards,—“ That a committee be appointed
to report to an adjourned meeting what steps it

may be in their opinion desirable to take to give

effect to the foregoing reaolntion.”

The committee was then named and appointed.
It included the mayor (Mr. Ellis), the dean, the
ex-mayor, aud several other influential men.

INSTITUTION OF SURVEYORS.
At tho ordinary general meeting, held on

Monday, January 25Lh, Mr. John Glutton, tho
president, in the chair, the adjourned disenssion
on Mr. Grantham’s paper on “ Arterial Drain-
age” was continued. Messrs. E. J. Smith, F. J.

Clark, F. Vigers, J. W. Barry, F. Fuller, and
others, took part; and the question chiefly dis-

cussed was that of the mode of rating the
improved properties. The president summed
up, and Mr. Edward Ryde then read a paper on
“ Parochial Assessments.” A vote of thanks
was passed, and any discussion adjourned to the
next meeting on February 8th, when a paper
will be read by Mr. J. Bailey Denton, on “The
Extension of tho Railway System, with special

Reference to its Influence on Landed Property
and Agrionlture.”

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Waddeton, Torquay, Devon .—The new church

in the grounds of Waddeton Court House, the
seat of Mr. Henry Sbuddy, was used for the first

time on the first Sunday in the new year. It

comprises nave, chancel (with apse), vestry, and
porch, and will seat about eighty persons, being
intended for the hamlet of Waddeton only; and
rebuilt in 7nemona»i of the Rev. R. Holdswortb,
late vicar of Brixham. The works were designed
and carried oat under the superintendence of
Mr. Thomas Lidstouo, of Dartmouth, by whom
the Mansion House was constructed some few
years ago. The former chapel was consecrated

in the twelfth century.

Hc.vham .—A vestry meeting was recently held

in the vestry, Abbey Church, Hexham, for the

purpose of adopting such measures as may
appear necessary for enabling the rector and
churchwardens to make application to the proper
Ecclesiastical Court for a faculty to empower
them to make certain alterations necessary in

the restoration of the transepts. The meeting
was of a formal character. The chairman having
submitted plans prepared by Mr. Johnstone,
architect, Newcastle, it was unanimously resolved
that the meeting approve of such plans, and that
the I’ector and churchwardens adopt such mea-
sures as may be necessary. The alterations, ad-
ditions, and reparations will bo made by volun-
tary contributions. It is intended to lower the
floor of the transepts aud their aisles to the
original level; to repair the stonework of the
piers, arches, clearstory, triforium, arcades, and
other parts of the transept and their aisles

; to

close up the present north door of the transept,

with a view to the restoration of the arcade to

its original state, and to adapt, as may be con-

sidered necessary, the south door for the entrance

to the church
;

to open oat any windows that

are blocked up
;
to build a new vestry on the

part of the site of the old nave between the but-

tresses to the west of the tower; to take down
the wall at present filling up the western arch of

tho tower, and rebuild it within or without the
intended vestry

; and do other minor works con*
nected with the church.

Coventry .—The two new churches—All Saints'
and St. Mark’s—^which have been erected re-
spectively in Far Gosford-street and Stoney
Stanton-road, have been consecrated by the
Bishop of the diocese. These churches have
been built for now parochial districts taken out
of the parishes of St. Michael’s and Holy
Trinity, the funds having been contributed by
societies connected with the church aud by sub-
soriptions in the county and city. Abont 7,700L
have been subscribed, and there is still a defi-

ficienoy of about 700i. Both churches are as
near as possible alike, and have been built by
Mr. Lovatt, of Wolverhampton, from the plans
of Messrs. Pauli & Robinson, of Manchester, the
diocesan architects. The buildings are in the
Early English and Gothic style, and the exterior
wallings and dressings are of local red sandstone.
Each church consists of nave, aisles, chancel,
vestry, organ-chamber, and porch. Tho inside
dimensions are, aisles and nave, 79 ft. 6 in. by
12 ft. 6 in. and 23 ft. respectively; chancel,
32 ft. by 20 ft. ; making a total internal length
of 111 ft. 6 in. Tho pews are all open, and are
made of stained wood. In St. Mark’s Church a
stained-glass window surmounts the communion-
table, the gift of Mrs. Darlington, of MeridenHall.

Bristol .—A meeting of members of the con-
gregation meeting in the iron church, Tyndall’s
Park, has been held to consider the desirability

of taking steps for laying the foundation of the
permanent stmeture. Plans for the building
(prepared by Mr. St. Aubyn, of London) were
submitted, and the architect’s opinion was that
when 1,0001. were forthcoming they would be
justified in making a beginning.

South Weald, Essex .—We are requested to
state that the architect of the restorations of
St. Peter’s Church was Mr. Tenlon, not Fenton,
as misprinted.

Loxvestoft.—An adjourned vestry meeting has
been hold, tho rector presiding, to receive a
farther report of the committee, and plans and
specifications for the repair of St. Margaret’s
Chnrch. There appeared to be three plans for

consideration—the original plan, that now pro-
posed by the architect, and the removal of the
church into the town. Tho bishop had suggested
to the churchwardens and committee that they
shonld obtain from their architect a plan for tho
thorough restoration of the Church, with all that
was requisite in the way of sittings, &c., and
then make an appeal to the public for aid by
donations either towards a particular object or
a general fund

;
to be given at once, or dis-

tribnted over a term of three or more years. The
committee recommended that a work of so much
urgency should be at once proceeded with. The
report was adopted. The estimate for the addi-
tional work is 6501.

ART-WORKMANSHIP COMPETITION.
The works sent in competition for the hand-

some rewards oft’ered this session by the Society
of Arts are now on view in the Society’s room,
Adelphi. The number is but sixty, fewer than
might have been anticipated. The adjudication
of prizes will be made next week,

ARCHITECTURESQUE AND
PICTURESQUE.

Sir,—

I

t appears to me that Professor Kerr
does not precisely set the painter’s value on the
word “picturesque.” If he did, and the term
“ arohitecturesque ” were proposed to be used in

a parallel sense, it would, I think, bo readily

understood and accepted by them as well as by
architects. The painter wonld not apply the

word “picturesque” to the antiques, or the

finest works of Michelangelo, Raffaelle, Giotto,

&o., which correspond with the classical

examples of architecture ; but to the works of
the Venetian, Spanish, and Flemish schools.

“Picturesque” by painters is applied to that
kind of art which deals with the more florid,

varied, and intricate in effect, in contradistinc-

tion to that which is more temperate, balanced,

and simple. The word “arohitecturesque” to

be parallel with “picturesque” should stand
thus :

—

Painting.

Tho Grand Style

The Picturesque
Tho Unartistic

Architecture,

The Classical

The Arohitecturesque

The Uaarchitectural.

A Painter.
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COMPETITIONS.

TFaZsall.—Ifc ia proposed to erect a now cliurcli

at Caldtnore to seat about 500 persons. A
design by Mr. Veall, architect, Wolverhampton,

was selected in a limited competition.

Hartly Wintney Church.—For this competition

the committee received more than forty designs.

They have chosen those marked “ Fides,” by
Mr. E. A. Lansdowne, architect, and have given

him instructions to carry oat the work.

Elton,—A short time sincedesigns were received

by the committee in a limited competition for St.

Stephen's schools, Elton, near Bury, Lancashire.

After examination of the drawings, the com-

mittee selected those sent in by Messrs. Farrar

& Styan, and also designs sent in by Messrs.

J. M. &H. Taylor, for consideration. Ultimately

the designs of Messrs. Farrar & Styan were

adopted, and the works will be carried out

under their direction.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

The Noiiingham School.—Mr. W. P. Webb, of

Newstead Abbey, distributed the prizes gained

by the students of this school during the past

year, in the large room of the Institution. Mr.

Alderman Birkin presided. We have already

given an account of the distinguished success of

this school during the past year. The meeting
was addressed by the chairman and by Mr.

Webb, Mr. Rawle, the head master, Mr. Mun-
della, M.P., and other gentlemen.

A School for Swansea.—The public of Swansea
and its vicinity are about to have the advantage

of a School of Art. An advertisement appears

in the Cambrian that a School of Art, in con-

nexion with the South Kensington Museum, is

about to be opened in the large rooms above the

Post-ofBce, Mr. Hosford being the head master.

The school is warmly supported by a large number
of the principal gentry, who are the managing
committee, whilst the situation is central and
convenient, the rooms being well lighted and
furnished with classical figures and all necessary

adjuncts.

METROPOLITAN BUILDING ACT.

CAUTION TO BUILDERS.

On Tuesday last Messrs. Tonsou & Williams

were summoned to Clerkenwell Police-court by

the district surveyor of South Islington for

neglecting to give notice previously to cutting

away a chimney breast and flue, also forming

front window into doorway, at their premises.

No. 336, Goswell-road, Islington.

Mr. Cooke, the sitting magistrate, fined them
31. (afterwards reduced to 21.), and expenses, 12s.

SANITARY TRACTS.
Sib,—-I Bee that you decline to point out books, yet I

venture to avail myself of a woman's privilege to ask if

you could point out to me where I could procure some
sanitary tracts. I have the task of arranging a quarterly
packet of tracts for our Ladies’ Sanitary Association in

.Manchester
;
and having exhausted every available source

here, I am compelled to try elsewhere for something new.
As 1 am writing contrary to the notice in the Builder, I

shall not of course expect an answer, but shall be glad if

you give me one, as I am really in dilBculties about my
packets of information for our meetings. M. D.

Jl£<incke>ier.

^ply to the Ladies’ Sanitary Association, 8, Pont-
street, Belgrave-square, S.tV.

THE TESTIMONIALS OF CANDIDATES.
SiE,—There is a matter connected with public compe-

titioDB for Burveyorsbips, assistants, and other oCQces
relating to municipal afi'airs, to which, with your permis-
sion, I will draw the attention of those who are concerned.
It is that of testimonials.

It has come to my certain knowledge that in one or
two public appointments of late applicants have been
thrown out and rendered ineligible because they had sent
copies and not original testimonials.
That this ia scarcely a consistent course for authorities

to follow, I will endeavour to show. The persons so
rendered ineligible may be the best qualiiled for that
particular appointment. Original testimouiale, in addition
to the risk of being lost, soon become worn out from
frequent handling; and this is no small risk, for although
some authorities courteously return papers to unsuccessful
candidates, I regret it is not constantly the case. As these
cannot always, in fact very seldom can, be renewed, it is

of serious consequence to the unfortunate individu^ so
losing them.

It will sometimes occur that at the same time more than
one appointment is made, and in different parts of the
country; in this case it becomes impossible to transmit
“ originals’' for all the appointments, and perforce copies
only can be sent, and so the applicant becomes ineligible,

and bis time is wasted.
When copies have been forwarded, it would be an easy

matter for notice to produce “ originals” to be given to
those most likely to be appointed.

Whilst drawing attention to this subject, let me add,

how much better it would be in the interests of all for

municipal authorities to select, in the first instance, some
half-dozen from among 50 or 100 applicants—being con-

sidered the most competent—to appear for personal

examination, instead oi having the whole batch coming
forward at great expense and loss of time. The appoint-

ment of Surveyor of Pavements to the vestry of Rother-

bitho is a case in point. The matter just ventilated, I

trust, will be tsken op by some able pen in the interests of

many of your subscribers. Competitob.

THE LATE MR. GEORGE SMITH.
SiBj—I have received a letter from the Rev. Sydney

Smith, who informs me that his mother was not the

daughter of the water bailiff. Will you have the goodness,

therefore, to notice this error in your next number ? I felt

as certain of the supposed fact as I did of the anecdote

touching Abernethy; the latter I was told in the office

some forty years ago by George Smith, Mr. Smith’s eldest

son, and felt sure that ho had coupled the statement with

his mother’s name. H. C. Baklow.

A CAUTION.
SiB,—About six o'clock on Saturday evening last, a

Mr. ‘‘ Roberta” was shown into my room. On my going
into the room a few minutes later, he mentioned my
father's name, and that his object was to obtain some
assistance from the Architects’ Benevolent Society. I

referred him to my father, who was not then at the office,

and he left, carrying with him a valuable illuminated work
that, with excellent taste, he had selected from my book-
slide. To put architects on their guard against such people,

1 beg you will be good enough to insert a note of this in

your next issue. T. H. W.

CHARGES FOR QUANTITIES.
Bib,—

W

ill yon favour me with space in the Builder for

the following statement of a surveyor's claim for quanti-

ties ? And if you will add to the favour by stating your own
opinion whether or not the claim ia a proper one and in

accordance with the practice of the profession, you will

confer a benefit on all connected with building opera-
tions.

A house near this town (Penrith) havingto be enlarged,

an architect from another town was employed, who adver-

tised for tenders, and deposited his plans, Ac., in a con-

venient place for inspection
;
bat neither in hie advertiae-

ment, epecijxcaiion, nor otkertciee did he refer to any bitle of
quantitiee. About the same time, however, placards on
the walls informed me that bills of quantities might be
obtained at 2s. 6d. for each of my departments of the
work, on application to a surveyor, atD { the same town
where the architect resides).

I remitted 7s. 6d. and received three schedules ;
but as

these quautities bad not been authorized or alluded to by
the architect, I had no guarantee that other competitors
would use or even obtain them. I therefore thought it

desirable to check the quantities, and finding some im-
portant items too much, 1 set the whole aside and took
out my own. My tender, amounting to lOOL, was ac-

cepted, and I have since received a bill, making the

claim of which I now complain. It is as follows

To Commissiou £2 8 0
To Lithographing 2 0 0

£18 0
making, with the previous payment, -H. 15s. 6d. per cent,

on the amount ofmy contract. In the placard advertising

the quantities it was stated that they “ could be guaran-
teed on certain conditions;” but no mention was
made of any further payment than that which I re-

mitted; but when I got the schedules 1 found appended
to each an intimation to add 21. per cent, for quantities

and other items for lithographing; but this I did not do,

not seeing, under the circumstances, the justice of such an
addition to my tender.

I enclose my address and other particulars for your own
information. J. 8.

If the facts be precisely as stated, our correspon-
dent ia not bound to pay the charge made, which, more-
over, is excessive.

MASONIC BUILDINGS.
Sir,—

W

ill some of your eorrespondents point out a
publication or anything which would lead me in the way
of acquiring the “ritual of building adopted by the order
of Freemasons for the extent and peculiarities of accommo-
dation required for the working of the higher degrees of
Masonry," as I em engaged in constructing a hall con-

nected with the Masonic body. H.

THE BOSTON CHIMES.
Sib,—

I

n the correspondence that has taken place in

your paper, we have the late epistle of the Rev. H. T.

Ellacombe, who went to Boston as an amateur, to examine
and see novelties. He confesses the works were unfinished,

but so magnificent was the machinery that he felt con-

vinced such beautiful work must produce the sweetest

music. He did not see the barrels work, neither heard
the bells together, consequently he can know but little of

the question in dispute. He speaks hesitatingly, and says

the fault may be with the founder; acknowledges that he
knows not where it is. The issue, after ail, is very simple.

The chimes are not satisfactory, and all efforts to

make them so have failed. I confess I am mortified that

my invention of raising and discharging bell-hammers
should suffer from the incompetence of others. I repeat
that the bells can be made to act perfectly; the whole
thing is simple and practicable

;
and when my detractors

confess they are beaten, I am ready to carry on their

failure to success. D, Iiinor.

We allow Mr. Imhof to speak, being personally
interested

; but we must decline printing two or three other
letters on the subject since received. Additional work ia

being done, we arc informed; and untU that is finished

and the chimes reopenedjudgment may be suspended.

Decks
Qao/niities Made Easy ; a quick and accurate

Method of talcing out Quantities in Buildings.

By H. A. Cbeasey. F. Shaw, Dookhead.
These pages consist of Hats of the items in an
ordinary dwelling-house, so that an estimator

may not forget or overlook any in taking out his

quantities. Instead, however, of keeping all

the trades separate, the writer puts each room
separately, so that the same headings would
have to be written over and over again, and the

resulting sum would be very much higher than

the same estimator would bring it to if he pur-

sued the more customary, expeditious, and
common-sense mode.

Practical Remarks on the Principles of Rating, as

applied to the proper and uniform Assessment

of Railways, Qas-xvorks, Water-u'orlcs, ^c. By
H. Jas. Castle, assisted by Edward Jas.

Castle, Barrister-at-Law. London : Maxwell

& Son. 1869.

This work was originally published in 1863, and
we have simply to announce the appearance of

a new edition, in which additional judgments are

quoted. A chapter is given on the rating of

mines, brickfields, and cemeteries. The subject

is better understood now than it was when Mr.

Castle first wrote.

Atchley's Price Book for Architects, Builders, ^e,

1869. By P. Thompson, Builder.

The new issue of this price-book includes some
sensible observations on “ Building Materials,”

by Mr. F. J. Rogers
;

a short paper on “Con-
crete,” and “ Observations on the Law of Strikes

and Combinations,” by Mr. J. P. Godfrey,

solicitor. The correctness of the prices we do

not pretend to check
;
bub we may ask on what

gronnds builders are to be allowed to charge

9Jd. an hour for a bricklayer (7s. lid. a day !),

and 5id- an bonr for a bricklayer’s labourer,

when they are told they mast only charge 9d. an

hour for a mason and 5d. an hour for his

labourer ?

VARIORUM.

The “Journal of the Historical and Arohmo-
logical Association” of Ireland (late the Kil-

kenny Archaeological Society), for the July quar-

ter of last year, has been issued (M‘Gla8han& Gill,

Dublin). It ia a remarkably interesting num-
ber, and contains various papers and proceedings

of special interest on the antiquities of Ireland, in-

eluding those of the islands of Aran, the Seskinan

Ogham inscriptions in the county of Waterford

;

the Cyclopean churches at Loughs Corrib, Mask,

and Carra, and at Cill-Sleibhe-Cuillian; incised

rock markings at Baliybaun, county Cork, &o.

The rock symbols referred to are identical with

some of those on the rocks of England and Scot-

land, and include coucentrio circles, with a break

in each circle, just as in someof theNorbhambrian,

but without the central cup, which, however, is

repeatedly inscribed by itself, as ia also the case

on the English rocks. It is a remarkable and inte-

resting fact, mentioned in “ Fiji and the Fijians”

(2Dd ed., vol. i., p. 220), that on a sacred mono-
lithic pillar, emblematic of a Fiji God, or bis

resting-place, where oS’eringa are made, there

are incised three separate series of ring and cup

markings, consisting, in each case, of two con-

oentrio circles with the central point or cup.

This fact may bear on the suggestions made
by Mr. J. E. Dove, in his letters on “ Rock
Symbols” in the Builder, that these symbols

referred to the relationship beween the divine

and the human, or the radiative and concen*

trative principles of life, to which he suggested

a key in his letters on Geometrical and other

Symbols, also in the Builder. The occurrence

of the selfsame system of ancient symbols

in parts of the world almost wide as the poles

asunder, is very remarkable, but not unprece-

dented. “Transactions of the Institution of

Engineers in Scotland : twelfth session, 1868-9.”

This part of these Transactions is occupied

with a lengthened discussion on the important

subject of water distribution and the regulation

of the supply, with especial relation to Glas-

gow. “Report on Projects before Parliament

affecting the City of London.” By William

Haywood, Engineer and Surveyor to the

City Sewers Commission. Printed by Lownde,
Fenchurcb-street. This report relates to the

Eastern MetropolitanUuderground, the Islington,

the London, Chatham, and Dover, the Hyde
Park and City, or Oxford-street Underground,
Railways 5

and to the Courts of Justice Concen-
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tration and the City of London Subways. Mr.
Haywood recommends that the Commission
dissent from the whole of the projects, so as to

obtain its locus standi before the committees of

the Houses of Parliament, to which the Bills

probably will be referred. Bates, Hendy, &
Co.’s “Mercantile Handbook for India, China,
and the Colonies.” 1869. Old Jewry, London.
This Handbook contains a good deal of matter
Qseful in India, China, and the colonies to all

who wish to transact business with this country.
It comprises a Diary and Directory of British

Manufacturers, said to be specially adapted for

the use of merchants abroad
; but upon what

principle the names are selected, as those of the
leadingm anufacturers, we do not know. Writing,
as we happen to do, with a Perryan steel pen, we
looked up the list of leading steel-pen manu-
facturers, but we do not find Perry amongst them,
although the list contains several of whom we
never heard before. So of other manufacturers.
However, the book is a very useful one in its

'

way. Mr. H. H. Vale has printed in a sepa-
rate form his paper, “ The Antiquities of Iona,”
read at Liverpool Architectural Society (Watts
& Co., printers, Liverpcol). “Sprague’s
Pocket Diary and Architects’ and Surveyors’
Memorandum Book for 1869 ” is a neat ordinary
little pocket-book, with tables and memoranda,
compiled for the use of architects and surveyors.
It is not intended to compete with the diaries
with which every one is familiar, the special
feature rendering it of use to the profession
exclusively.

liltsrcLauca.

Manchester Art Society.—A numerously
attended conversazione of the members and i

friends of the Manchester Art Society was held
on the 19th inst. in the large room of the
Masonic Hall, Cooper-street. In the unavoidable
absence of the Mayor of Manchester (who, how-

'

ever, wrote at some length, expressing bis

'

sympathy with the objects of the society), the
chair was taken by the Mayor of Salford, who
briefly addressed the meeting. Mr. J. A. Deane

;

gave an account of the society since its organi-
I
sation in 1866. Its chief object was to supply a
demand felt by a large number of artists in Man-
chester and the district for a greater scope for

independent action in bringing their works
I before the public than had been hitherto ob-
tainable either in connexion with any of the

I established institutions for public exhibitions in
1 Manchester, or through the agency of the
i dealers. It was also thought desirable to assist

1 artists generally to exhibit their productions
1 when they might otherwise be unable to do so
< by reason of the overcrowding of contributions
( to the Royal Institntion’s exhibitions.

Cheap Cottages for the Poor.—Attention
I has lately been directed to an attempt towards
( solving the problem of building satisfactory resi-

Idences for the poor on terms to offer a fair

I remuneration for capital. The cottages in ques-
ition are at New Hampton, near Twickenham,
land have been built by Mr. Benjamin Niooll,
land his mode of proceeding in constructing the
r framework was suggested by an invention he
shad made for giving increased power to the
rordinary sewing-machine. Slabs are used com-
cposed of several layers, forming a thickness of
3 in., “ the centre of which consists of a fabric
fof straw sewn together by a large sewing-
amachiue, compressed at the same time by rollers

oto 1 in. in thickness, and steeped in a silicate to

erender it incombnetible, while for the external
iipart iron, gravel, Seyssel asphalte, and Portland
Sfcement are employed in certain proportions.”
rin the report of the Commissioners on the Em-
ilployment of Children, Young Persons, and
i\Women in Agriculture, a full description is

[igiven. Plans have been submitted showing that
ijby this mode of construction a cottage with
iliving-room and three bedrooms “ of ample size,

nand fulfilling all the requirements of health,
edecency, and comfort,” can be constructed for

5851., and which the Commissioners consider
1“ likely to be of great service to all persons con-
nected with agriculture.”

N^onconformlst Churcb, Huntingdon.

—

iiYou will confer a favour if you find room to state
hthat Messrs. Maile, Richardson, & Wrighton, of
IHuutingdon and Godmanoheater, were the con-
rtractors for theNonconformist Church atHunting-
IcdoD, which appeared in your pages recently.—C,

Statistical Society.— The usual monthly
meeting of this society has been held. Colonel
Sykes, M.P., in the chair. Amongst those pre-
sent were Mr. Lowe, Chancellor of the Exche-
quer

;
Mr. Childers, First Lord of the Admiralty

;

Mr. V. Harconrt, M.P.
j Dr. Farrej and others.

A letter was read from Mr. W. E. Gladstone, the
president of the society, regretting his inability

to be present. Mr. R. Dudley Baxter read a
paper on the taxation and capital of the United
Kingdom. He first considered the resources and
territories of the United Kingdom. The lec-

turer contended that direct taxation by one tax
was impracticable, and that a system of taxes
was necessary. He examined the various methods
of taxation, giving a slight sketch of their his-

tory, and proposed the following classification :
—

1. Taxes on income and capital; 2. Licences on
taxes or trades and professions; 3. Taxes on
consumption of food and stimulants

;
4. Rates

on occupation and tolls.

^Voolwich and Deptford Dockyards.

—

Woolwich Dockyard will be finally closed on the
Ist of October next, and handed over to another
department of the State. The yard at Deptford
is to bo cleared by April 1, but it is understood
must be kept useless. The greater part of this

y'ard is held on a peppercorn rent, under the will

of the well-known John Evelyn. In the time of

Evelyn, land at Deptford was of but little value
;

and being anxious to encourage ship-building, he
gave land to Government at an annual rent of a

peppercorn, on condition that there should
always be a ship on the stocks

; and during the
twenty-six years it was closed up to 1843, tho
letter, if not the spirit, of Evelyn’s will was
carried out by the keel of a vessel being laid

down and left in No. 1 building-slip. Here, as

in educational legacies, we see how injuriously

the stipulations of donors often act.

Gift to the Parishioners of Brom-
borough. — The inhabitants of Bromborough
have had formally handed over to them a new
building, which has cost upwards of 2,0001., and
which has been erected at the sole expense of
Mr. Robert Rankin, of Bromborough Hall, and
is intended for national schools in connexion
with the pariah church. The new building will

contain accommodation for at least 250 children.
It consists of three large rooms—one intended
lor boys, another for girls, and the third for

the infants’ school. There is also a olass-rcom,
and a playground a full acre in extent. Attached
to the schools is also a residence for the master
and mistress. The building is of red sandstone.

'

The architect was Mr. John Donglas, of Chester.
The land upon which this school is erected was
given by Mr. Maiuwaring, of Oteley Park.

!

Bell - founding in Birmingham, — Tho ^

“opening,” a few days ago, of the new peal of
eight bells which have been placed in Bishop i

Ryder’s Chnrch, has drawn attention to an inte-

resting business which once flourished, then died I

out, and has recently been revived in Birmingham.
The merit of restoring one of its lost industries '

to the Midland capital belongs to Mr. W. H. M. '

Blews, New Bartbolomew-streeb, who has placed :

in the tower of Bishop Ryder’s Church a peal of
bells, which has elicited praise from competent
judges.

Sheffield Architectural &. Archmological
Society.—A meeting of the members of this

society was held on the 20th, in the School of
Art, when a paper “ On Architecture and Archm-
ulogy,” was read by the president, the Rev. J.

Staoye, governor and chaplain of the Shrews-
bury Hospital. At the outset, the rev. gentle-
man thanked the members of the society for the
honour they had recently conferred upon him,
in electing him as their president. He then
spoke of the necessity of architecture and arche-
ology being studied together, and concluded his

paper by alluding to the fact that a great im-
provement had taken place in their street archi- :

lecture, several creditable and handsome build-

ings having recently been erected, which were
not unworthy of the wealth and importance of
SheSield.

The Ornamental Windows in the

'

Parish Church and St. James’s Church,
Doncaster.—The stained glass memorial win-
dows in these churches have been broken by
mischievous youths with the catapult. In the

Parish church the window erected by Sir Isaac

Morley to the memory of his father and family,

and the one erected by Messrs. Cooke & Co.,

bankers, to ,the late Mr. James Dunbill, have
both suffered.

Xrish Hallways.—The second report of the
Irish Railway Commission has been issued.

The Coramiasionera state that they have care-
fully examined the effect which the reduc-
tions in railway fares in Belgium have had on
the traffic in that country, but they do not
consider the circumstances of that country and
of Ireland to be analogous. They propose that
the fares on the Irish Railways should be re-

duced tol'25d. per mile first class, -TSd. per mile
second class, and 'SOd. third class

; aud they also

recommend a considerable reduction in the
charges for goods. These reductions, they are
of opinion, would create such a large increase of

traffic as would confer a great boon on the
public, and largely develop the general industry
of the country. The Commissioners also express

an opinion that a saving of 32,000i. a year would
be effected by the concentration of management
under one administrative department.

City District Surveyor.—According to the
City Press, the Metropolitan Board of Works has
appointed Mr. G. W. Williams, of Frederick’s-

place, the District Surveyor of Plumstead and
Eltham, to be Interim Surveyor of the southern
division of the City, the appointment being
vacant through the death of Mr. G. Smith. The
income of the office for the last year amounted
to 1431. ISs. 9d., aud the Building Act Committee
have now under consideration the subject of tho
proposed re-arrangement of the several districts

in the City, the income of the whole of them
being below the average of other metropolitan
districts.

Machines for Dovetailing.—Machines for

mortises and tenons have long been in use
among carpenters and joiners

;
and now a

“dovetailer” has been constructed, which does
its work so thoroughly that more than 2,000 of

the machines have been sold and are in ase in
the United States. It performs the operation,

it is said, with remarkable rapidity, leaving
nothing to be effected by hand, and the saw is so

contrived with a flange that the entire dovetail

hole is cut ont as easily as the pin which is to

fill it. Its construction and mode of operation
are described and illustrated by plates in the
last number of “ Proceedings ” of the Institution

of Mechanical Engineers.

Transparent Colourless Dacquer.—Under
this name, says Sciejitific Opinion, Messrs. Brodie
<fc Middleton, of Longacre, offer for sale a pre-
paration which promises to find its way very
generally into domestic use. Every one knows
that the lustre and polish of ordinary brasswork
are due to the thin coating of ordinary lacquer
with which it is covered, and which, by ex-

cluding the air, prevents the process of oxida-
tion. But frequent cleansing removes this

lacquer from microscopes, door-plates, Medimval
chandeliers, and so forth

;
and the re-coating

with the lacqner is both a troublesome and ex-
pensive process. The new preparation obviates
these difficulties. It can be laid on by any one
with a common camel-hair brush, the object
need not be heated, and the action of the air is

effectually prevented. This new substance is

quite liquid, dries with some rapidity, and is

readily removed by turpentine.

Death-rate of Swansea.—According to the
report of the medical officer of health of tho
borough (Mr. Ebenezer Davies), taken over the
three mouths of the past qnarter, the annual
death-rate was only 15'8 per 1,000 of the popu-
lation

;
while the death-rate for the past month

of December was as low as 12-6 per 1,000.
Seventeen persons died above 70 years of age, of
whom five were above 80 years, and one woman
died at the age of 101 years. The lately-con-

structed system of sewerage and the abun-
dant supply of water, both carried out by the
local board of health, may have contributed to

this satisfactory state of things.

Rediscovery of the Dungeons of Guild-
ford Castle.—After a great deal of excavation
an entrance to the subterranean vaults and dun-
geons of Guildford Castle has been made. The
largest room is open, and measures 60 ft. by
57 ft. ;

height, 9 ft. to 15 ft. Six others have
yet to be found. In these dungeons, upon one
occasion no fewer than 600 persons were tortured,

and killed in a day or two.

Bducation of Workmen In Belgium.

—

The Municipal Council of Brussels, aided by a vote
of the Belgian Chamber, has reorganized its

indastrial museum, and opened a school for the
artistic education of workmen.
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The Sanitary Condition of Chesterfield.

The number of deaths in and around Chester-

field, -which have resulted from scarlatina is

creating much alarm amongst the inhabitants.

It is not an uncommon circumstance to hear of

five or six children being affected in one house, or

of two or three in one family dying of the malady

in a few hours. It is hoped these circumstances

will stir up the authorities. The corporation

have borrowed 3,0001-. for the purpose of com-

pleting the deep drainage, and also for erect-

ing slaughter-houses outside the town.

Funny.—Amongst other American “notions,”

deadly and industrial (says the Levant Herald),

which have been recently offered to the Porte by
General Jlott, the enterprising brother-in-law of

Blaqne Bey, and es-offioer of volunteers, who is

still here, is a steam brick-making machine,

which, it is said, not merely dispenses with
“ straw,” but tarns out clinkers ready burned,

builds, furnishes, and all but peoples, houses of

any size or style of architecture the Minister oj

Public Works may desire.

The Frencb A.tlantic Cable.—The first in-

stalment of this cable—125 miles in length

—

which will be stowed in the fore tank of the Great

Eastern, arrived at Sheerness, in the hulk Iris.

day or two since, and the process of shipping it

commenced.

ProposedTramway on Thames Embank-
ment.—The stoppage of the works necessary to

the completion of the roadway arising from the

delay of the District Railway Company, has

given rise to a proposal to proceed at once with

the roadway, laying a tramway along it for the

public convenience.

Satb Stone.—Messrs. Randell & Saunders
write ;—Referring to Mr. Cross’s letter on “ The
Decay of Stone,” which appeared in your last

number, we beg to say that all the Bath stone

used in the Groavenor Hotel was supplied from

our Coraham Down quarries. Will you do us

the favour to notice this in your next pub-

lication ?

For tli6 erection of detaclied house and stabling at

Stamford-hill, for Mr. J. J. Bennett. Mr. Chester Cheaton,

,, architect. Quantities by Mr. Oakley
Myers & Sons £3,323 0 0

Lewis 2,260 0 0

Eivetl ... 3,223 0 0

Chessum 2,120 0 0

Ennor 2,019 0 0

Brisley (accepted) 1,799 0 0

For workshops, boiler-house, chimney shaft, and altera-

tions, Grange-road. Bermondsey, for Mr. Thomas 8.

Norton. Mr. George ElkiugLon, architect

Coleman .....£2,401 0 CV

Staines & Son 2,354 0 0
Little 2,253 0 0

Kent 3,223 0 0

Foster 3,181 0 0

Burcbell 2,116 0 0

Wells (accepted) 2,086 0 0

For rebuilding No. 121, Wood-street, Clieapside, includ-

ing fittings throughout, for Mr. M. Meyer. Mr. Herbert

Ford, architect. Quantities.supplied by Messrs. .Horen-

deu& Heath:— ^ ^
Scrivener & White £6,933 10 0

Myers & Son...... 6,9-13 0 0

Henshaw 6,828 0 0

Webb & Sons 6,763 0 0

Pritchard 6.603 0 0

Brass 6,516 10 0

Browne & Robinson 6,5-40 0 0

Coiider (accepted) 6,-133 0 0

Killby 6,405 0 0

Crabb &Faughan (errorof£363) 6,197 0 0

For two semi-detached residences. Half Moon Lane,

Dulwich. Mr. W. H. Sims, Architect
£2,649 0 0
2,490 0 0
2,437 0 0

lie Uouto at Ziiton for Mr. Jtichard BroKn .— Sir: The
list of tenders for the above house was accidentally sent

to you without my name as the architect appearing

thereon, or stating that the quantities were taken out by
Mr. John Scott. Thanking you to cause this error to be
rectified,—I remain, &c.,—Thouas Chabi-es Sobdx.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
hutituteof Brit'nh ArchiUcU.—lti our report of prooeadiogs ast

week, Mr. A. CliftoQ ia lueutioned u amongst tlioie elected

AiBoelates. We are Informed tkie le premature, ae that gentleman

waa not balloted fur on that oconeiun.

J. W. (ecreen would have to be .u-ed according to circiimetancee.

Wa cannotepeak personally of Ite efficacy).—.T. C. (the deliveries and

deipatches of lettere In the various London dlelriots vary In number

accuiding to tbe dlatsuce from the head office In Bt. Uartin's-le-

QrauJ).—Fresh Air (the obvious first itep is to have the top-sashes

made to open).—Q. L, & J. B. (Westniluster Bridge).— J. E.— 9. W.—L.

- J. a- J. F.-O. C. jun.-J. 3. H.-A. M.-W. C. T.-A. H.- J. R. P.-

S. S.-H.-R. H. U.—Col, C.-r. N. D.-R. L.-F. 4 8.—K L.- J. D.

P.—F. R. W.-G. C.—E. B,-F. F,-Mr. B.-E. L. G.-Mar!ln.-T. IL

W.—R. a—H. H. S.-G. J.— S, 4 Son.-F. A H. F.—C. L -G. B.—

0. F. F.-F. J. H.

We are oompelled to decline pointiag ont books and giving

addresses.

All statements of facts, lists of Tenders, 4c
,
must be sccompsnled

by the name and address of the sender, not uecessarlly for

{lubllcatlon.

NuTE—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at

public Lueetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

TENDERS.
For additions to Messrs. Gainsford & Co.’s premises,

High-street, Southwark, Messrs. Henry Jarvis & Son,

architects ;
—

Riebardaon £3,750 0 0
Thompson 3,645 0 0

Tarrant 3,406 0 0
Maoey..... 3,430 0 0

Uenshaw. 3,299 0 0

Rider & Son 3,250 0 0

Downs 3,193 0 0

Pritchard 3,183 0 0
Turner & Sons 3,007 0 0

For rebuilding No. -45, Strand. Mr. J. Nicholls, archi-

tect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Manning :

—

Derby... .,......£1,768 10 0

Banders 1,649 0 0

Laurence & Baugh 1,647 0 0
Macey 1,440 0 0
Abrahams 1,429 0 0

Richards 1,393 0 0

Spence
Pitcher
Watersun
Davies
Wills
Finch A Martin
Merritt & Ashby .,

Smart
Blackmore -

George
Staines & Son
Laver
Sawyer
Holiern
Petbick

. 2,377

. 2,373 0

. 2,225 0

. *2,175 0

1,763 0 0
1,730 0 0

1,700 0 0

For the sewering and completing Whitecross-street,

the borough of Derby. Mr. George Thompson, Borough

^82 . 0 0

Leo 620 0 0

Tomlinson 630 0 0

Thompson (accepted) 627 0 0

Forehops and warehouses, Tabornacle-row, Finsbury,

for Mr. Heard. Mr. Robert Walker, architect. Quanti-

ties by Mr. W. E. Stoner
Estimate A.

Devereux
Bostell
Bcadley & Read
Turuer i Sons
Blackmoro & Motley...

Rogers
Stoner
Browne & Sons
Killby

1.692 0
1,461 0
1,360 0

1,291 0
1,3-40 0
1,252 0
1,245 0

EsUmato B.
..£1,770 0 0

1,668 0 0
.. 1,521 0 0
.. 1,293 0 0
.. 1,210 0 0

.. 1,278 0 0

.. 1,2U2 0 0

.. 1,198 0 0

.. 1,187 0 0

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

NOW READY. THE TWENTY - SIXTH
VOLUME of “ THE BUILDER" (hound), for

the year 1868, price One Guinea.

CLOTH CASES for binding the Numbers, priec

Two Shillings and Ninepence.

COLOURED TITLE-PAGE, Gratis.

SUBSCRIBERS' VOLUMES, on being sent to

the Offi.ee, will be bound at a cost of Three ShiU

lings and Sixpence each.

Aidveriisements cannot le receivedfor the current

week's issue later than THREE o’clOCk, p.m.^

on THURSDAY.

The Publisher cannot le responsible for Ori-

ginal Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommends that

Copies only should be sent.

NOTICE.—All Communications respect-

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should he

add/ressed to " The Publisher of the Builder,"

No, 1, York-street, Coveiit Garden, All other

Communications should be addressed to the

“Editor," and not to the “ Publisher."

For sewers, roads, and kerbing, Walford Estate, Stoke
Newington. Messrs. Hammack & Lambert, surveyors :

—

Nicholson £3,030 0 0

Wood 2,935 0 0
Pound .... 2,797 0 0

For finishing house at Btamford-hill. Mr. Chester
Cheston, jun., architect :

—

Webb & Sons £1,693 0 0
Lewis 1,500 0 0
Eivett 1,633 0 0
Elinor (accepted) 1,421 0 0

For the erection of one detached and two semi-detached
houses at Clapton, for Mr. Charles Jacomb. Mr. Chester
Cheston, jun., architect. Quantities by Mr. William
Oakley ;

—

Detached
House.

Wood
Ashby
Eivett
M;era A Sons ,,

Lewis
Ennor...

£2,369 0
2,254 0
2,133 0

.. 2,961 0
2,304

‘

1,875

Webbs aonB(accepteuj 1,859 0 0

Pair of semi-
detached
Houses.

..£3,243 0 0

.. 2,153 0 0

.. 2,273 0 0

.. 2,136 0 0

.. 1,820 0 0

.. 1,963 0 0

.. 1,889 0 0

For the erection of Clapton Parsonage for the Rev. G.
P. Irby. Mr. Chester Cheston, jun., architect. Quantities
by Mr. William Oakley :—

Ennor £3,420 0 0
Rivett 3,333 0 0
Ashby & Sons 3,148 0 0
Lewis 3,120 0 0
Wood, Brothers 3,083 0 0
Newman & Mann 3,036 0 0
Myers&Sona 2,953 0 0
Morter 2,7-11 0 0
Brisley.., 2,650 0 0

For the erection of a residence, coach-house, and

stables, at Heathwood House, Kent, for Mr. John Web-
ster. Mr. John Tarring, architect

Stimpson
Dove, Brothers
Uenshaw
Patman & Fotheringham ....

Hill A Sons
Keyes & Head
Robinson

£3,717 0 0
3,500 0 0
3,394 0 0
3,385 0 0
3,340 0 0
3,199 0 0
2,942 0 0

For dwelling-house and warehouse, Northgate, Chi-
chester, for Mr. John Cufiln, Mr, George Elkington,
architect:

—

Gambling & Sons (accepted) ...£1,196 10 0

For the buildings of tbe Lonaoa orphan Asylum to be
erected at Watford, Herts. Mr. Henry Dawson, architect.

Quantities by Mr. iloberts and Messrs. Hovenden &
Heath

Bromwich £73,554 2 9

Hill&KeddeU 71,390 0 0

Perry & Co 73,u20 0 0

Ashby & Son 70,347 0 0

Smith k Co 70,280 0 9

Trollope & Sons 09,970 0 0
Patrick & Son 59,770 0 0

CoUs .. 69,400 0 0

Mansfield, Price, & Co 69,230 0 0

Pove 60,230 0 0
Browne k Robinson 68,680 0 0
Patman & Fotheriugbam 68,595 0 0

Conder 67,986 0 0
Jackson k Shaw 66,801 0 0
Gammon 66,967 0 0

Webb. 65,460 0 0

Higgs. 63,088 0 0

For erecting bath-rooms and lavatory-fittings to Proba-

tionary Wards. Southall Schools, for the Guardians of the

Poor of St. Marylebono. Mr. H. 8. Snell, architect

Gibson, Brothers £280 0 0

Hanson 275 0 0

Manley k Rogers 2-16 0 0

W. Brown 2-40 0 0

Howard 236 0 0

E. Brown (accepted) 227 0 0

For constructing 710 ft. of sewer, 4 ft. by 2 ft. 6 in.,

and underpinning sewer, St. John’s-wood-terrace :

—

Wilkinson & Co £4,7C0 0 0
Thackery 2,310 0 0

Crocket 1,890 0 0

Young 1,823 0 0

Dickenson A Oliver 1,780 0 0

Phillips 1,774 0 0

Thirst 1,673 0 0

Cooper A Savage 1,670 0 0

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with

STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Mauufactare of Church, Turret,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, «S:c. can be promptly supplied with

estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church

and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J.W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker

to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and

60, liudgate-hill
;
Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-

street, London.

TO BNQINEKRB. ARCHITEeTS. BUILDERS, Ac.

STANNAH’S
TABLES of ANGLE and

TEE IRON give the Weight In Pounds per Ltnegl Foot of every

Beotiou renulred for Roofs, Girders, Boilers. &e. and will be

invaluable to any one engaged In Estimating for Wrought-lron Work
eenerailv. Price 5a.

Publiihera, VIRTUE * CO. 26, Ivy-lane, London.

of Sale.

ESSES. PEAKE, SON, & EDEN will
SELL by AUPTION, on WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8rd,

,ouu. TWELVE for ONE o'clock precisely, at tbolr Rouius, 44,

Tooley-etreet, SoQtbwaik, cipital Stock of IRONMONGERY,
comprlaing about 1 ton of etatl. 5 cwt. of panel pins, quantity

of vices, 15 cwt, of coach screws and bolts, ISO dozen uf rim,
drawback, mortise, and other locks

;
100 dozen of tower and

bairel bulls
;
5 tons of out and wrought nails ; 100 dozen hinges,

X garnets, butts, &c. ; GOO gross of screws ;
quanUiy of sneli-line,

’ castors, door-kuoba, shutter-bars and tistenings; bell-

Ilf, cranks, levers, &c. ; 80 dozen keys and blanks ;
and

bcHZB-work ofevery description
;
also a quantity of furuishlng Iron-

mongery. comprising fenders, d
' '

Clearance Bale for Bite of Finsbury New District Schools.

R. J. T. NEWMaN is instructed by
_ the Managers of the Finsbury District Schools to

SELl. by AUCriON. on the PEBMiaEd, on MONDAY and
1UE3DAY, FEBRUARY St.hand 9th. at TWELVE o'clock, a large

quauilly of New and Valuable BUILDING MATERIALS : com-
prising 110,000 capital stock bricks, several thourand feet of timber,

new Joinery in sashes, frames, douTS, Ac. stone cillf
,
and other usefal

builulug materials; also the Bnlldiug Materials and Pitilngs-upof the-

Mausiun and Ontbnildlnga situated at Uptou Cross, comprising good

stock brickwork, Botuid slating, timbers, sashes, stone psving, lead

gutter*, and numerous other elfecU.—May be riewtil the S.turday
previoos to and days of Bale

;
Catalogues bad at St. Luku's Vestiy-

hall. City-road
;
at the Upton Manor Tavern ; and uf Mr. J. T.

NEWMAN, 103, Feuchurch-s'.rect, EC.
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|rpHE ENGINEEE of Friday, Jan. 29tli.

1. Unysl In»tUnllon (So.
3. The Llrerpool Docke.
3. TUnnonie'i! Patent fitone, with an llluatratlon of the Fountain

in Hong-Koni;.
4. Vew Patent Steam H.trntner (Uluitriteith
6. OeevUud Route from Montreal to Buto Inlet, Vancouvsi’a

. Island (No. IT ).

(1, New French Rallway!i.
7. Aniline or Coal Ta r Colonri (Illostrated).
8. Elver Floods.
9. LocU Surveyors.

10. Literature.
11. Foreign snJ Colonial Railways.

I 12, 11i“ Kngloeerlug' and ScleuUflo News of the Week. Full
Lists of I’ateu's, £c.

THE ENfilNEER and SfPrLBMSNT, price Gd. by post'd.
I OOice : 1G.1, Strand, and at all Newsagents' and Railway Stations.

RECENT E.NAMPLE3 OF DOMESTIC ARCRITBCTUEE.
Imparial 4lo. balf-hound iuinorocca, Ht. 10a

iTTILLA and COTTAGE ARCHITECTURE.
' T SELECTEXAMPLHAofCODNTRTand STTBTiaBAN

RFSIDENCHS. recently erected.
With a full Descriptbro Notice of each Building.

Thirty Yilks and Cottagos, the Works of Ilineteen
; different Architects, arc Illustrated by Plans, Elevations,
nand Sections, together with occasional Perspective Yiewa
oand Details. The buildings are fully described, and
lin nearly every case a statement of the actual cost is

i given.

“This is a volume that those about to build villa-residences or
i«otUges in»y usefully study. Tbe combined wit of nioataen archt-
iteots can scarcely fall to fnniish InformaHon that It will be a gain
ifor them to acquire. Builders encaged in erecting snob residences

.1 01 Bile will also find In It many valuable suggeslions.”—Builder.
London : BLACKIE di SON, dd.Fatemoster-row.

NEW WOniC BY WILLIAM HOWITT.
C On TDESDAY, FEBRUARY P, will be pub'iehed. in 1 vol. square

crown 8vo. with numerous Illustrations engraved on Wood.

irpiIE NORTHERN HEIGHTS of
I -J- LONDON : comprising Hauipstesd, HUbgate, Muswell Ilill,

Hornsey, and Ullngton. Being a Third Series of “ Visits to Eeinirk-
Ablo Placei."

By WILLIAM HOWITT.
Aulhor of " The Rural Life of England,” So.

London ; LONflMANS, GREEN, S C'>. Paternoster-row.

THE FURNISHING OF DWELLISG-HOUBES.
iilu One Volume, square crown Svo. with about Ninety lllustratlone.
i Including Tbirty-iliree ru'I-page Plates, of which Fourteen are
1

printed in Celcure, price 38- e'otli,

H INTsS on HOUSEHOLD TASTE in
FURNITURE, UPHOLSTERY, and oilier DETAILS.
By CHARLES LOCKE F.ASTLAKE, Aichilecl.

'

*' In every sense an excsllent wurk ’’—.1/orni»i// Poi(.
"Mr. Eastlalie dieconrscs clearly and eouQdiy, and his work la

icaidtally iliustra'e l by ex-imples.''—AfAennruift.
' "Tbe Illuitratlons, a very iioportaut and intereetirg yortlon of
Khe work, are judiolously selected and well eitcuted.”—Agtimiucr.
r "A valuable and useful handbook for any one who wlibes to
iodorn bu bouse with tbe quiit pteaenre* of utUtlc fitness and
ii[race-"— ioiidoii n<-vicrr.

Loudon ; LONGMANS, GREEN, A CO. Patemos'er-row.

[X^RASER’S MAGAZINE for FEBRUARY.
LL No. CCCCLX X. price 2 j. W.

^yEALE’S RUDIMENTARY SERIES.

The ART of BUILDING : containing the
g neral principles of construction, the materials used In building,
strength of mateiUIa, Ac. Ac. By EDWARD DOBSON. Price Is. Gd.

BRICK and TILE MAKING. By EDWARD
DOB30N. New edition, with additions, embracing account of all

recent improvemeiits, new machinery, ic. By ROBERT MALLET.
Price 3h

MASONRY and STONE-CUTTING : exhibit-
ing the piiocipifs of maronic prcjectlon, and their application. By
EDWARD Dobson. New edition, with additions. Price 2-. 01.

The ERECTION of DWELLING-HOUSES,
with plans, elevations, and sections, specifications, qnantities, and
estimates. By 8. JI. BKOOEB. New edition, with additions, price
2 b. Gd.

COTTAGE BUILDING. By C. BRUCE
ALLEN, Architect. With notes and additions. Price Is,

QUANTITIES and MEASUREMENTS. How
to calculate and tnke tbeiu in Bricklayer's, Hasou’s, Plasterei’s,
Plumber's, Painter's. Pap-rhsnget’s, Gilder's, Smith's, Carpenter’s,
sud Joiner's Work

; with rules for abstractlrg, Ac. By A. 0. BEATON.
Price Is.

FOUNDATIONS and CONCRETE WORKS.
By Iv. DOBSON. Price Is. 61.

LIMES, CEMENTS. MORTARS, CON-
CRETES. Ac. By a. R. BURNELL, C.E. Price T^6J.
N.B.—A Catalogue of Weale’a Rerie* will he sent free on application.

London : VIllTUE A CO. 2ll. Ivy-lane.

'irhluese Gordon.
LThe Two Citnela of the Year
I 1868. By R, A. Proctor. B.A.
1- F.RA.H.
Who LasUWins.”

IriBrltish Merchant Seamen, By a
C Commander, R.N.—II.
IThe Star of Jiutico.
sijabez Oliphant ; or. the Mer-
I chant Prince.— Chaps. I. lo
r III.

price 2 i

A Voice from the Colonics on
the Colonial Question.

UlluiBb's ” Annals of St. Paul's
Csihi dral."

Willi.m iMorris and Matthew
Arnold : a Letter from a Her-
m Uge.

A Visit to La Creuee. By T. E.
CMlIe Leslie.

Tho Cession of Gibraltar.
Modem PreacUiug.

London ; LONGMANS, GREEN, A CO. Pateraoster-ro

> MR. JOHN BOURNE'S WORKS ON THE aTEAM-ENGINE.
Twelfth Edition, with 89 VVuodcnts. in fop. 8vo. price Os.

A A CATECHISM of the STEAM-ENGINE,
in ite various applications to Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation,

nBallways, aud AgticuUu.e
;
with Practical lastruetlons for the

la&lanufacture and Management of Enslnes of every class.

By JOHN BOURNE. C.E.
By tho same Aulhor, liuprnvMl FMltlons

I.tlANDBOOK of the STEAM-ENGINE, price Os.

.H'KEATISE on the STEAM-EMGINE, 4to. -123.

:irEEATrSE on the SCBEW PKOPELLER, 4to. C39.
iHXAMPLES of MODERN STEAM, AIR, and GAS
1 ENGINES, Parts I. to VIII. 4to. price 2a. 6d. each.

London : LONGMANS. ORBEN, A CO- PaternoilorTow.

IT
1HE PRACTICAL MECHANIC’S

i Sketch of Recent IinprovemsDts In tbs Science and Pracllceof the
liletallurgy of Lead

;
ludepeiidenl Tubular Bnllsr<i ; Cainsron'a

v 'ateut Compass
;
Ocean Bteamsrs ; the Now Donworks at Kirkless

Mlall, Wigan
; on the Disposal of the Sswageof Glasgow ; en False

Lidoiulug
; Buglneeriog Bducatioti ; Notes from Porelgu Joutua's on

tc-Iecent Msthods and Impcovoineuts in Steel and Ironmaking
;

t-dottlgnoVs Apparatus for Heating Wins.
El Recent Patents: Heating fuid Ventilatiug — John Johnson;
n-lresslng MiUstones—James Graham Walker.
El Reviews of New Books, Corresnondence, Scientific Societies,
eilonthly Notes, Mechanic's Library, List of Patents, Ac.
L Ixmdon : LONGMANS, Pateruoster-row; Editors' Offices (Office

for Patents), -i?, Iducolii's-liui-fields.

Now ready, price !«.
;
by post 4>. -Id,

AA TCHLEY’S BUILDERS’ PRICE BOOK
nc\. for IStiO. Conbiiolng a complete List of the present Prices
1 If Builders’ Materials aud Labour, and of ail Trades in' connexion
lilith Bniiding, useful and important Tables aud Memoranda for pre-
maring E-tlmates, specially arranged for tlw use of Architects,
iirlullders, Contractors and Kugiueers, Ac.
b ly F. THOMPSON (Builder), assisted by a staff of experienced Men.
TiTo which is added an Article ” Ou the Construction of FIrepro-jf
LJuildings in Concrete au Article " On Building Materia's and the
fliMt Slelhod of discriminating between the various Qualities,” By

I. ROGERS, Esq. Architect
;
” Observations on the Law of Strikes

tied Combinations In roferenca lo 30 aud 31 Viet, cip, 105." By J.
ERERBY GODFREY, Esq. Solicitor, Oray's-luu. List of District Officee
tl cd District Surveyors, aud tbe Regulations of the Board of Works.
.tCTCHLEY A CO. Architeclural Eeghieerliig and Fine Art Publishers,

106, Great Bussell-street. Bedford-square, W.O.
And of all Booksellers.

Now ready, price 7s. Gd.

pp ENFOLD on EATING.
L L Finh Editio". rewritten and extended,

By J. T. KERSHAW, Surveyor.
TtTbis Eiiitlon notices all the iuiporlant decisions of the Court of
l^vneen’s Bench, to tbe ei.d of 1888. ou questions of raliug'; and lllus-
nwates the practical applications of tUe priuclples thus laid down, to
Laa latiug of land, houses, gmllemeu's seat*, and general buildings

;

oidaohlnery
;
steam, wind, ana water mdls

;
tithes; clay, sanil,

' and chalk pits ;
inluee

; gas and water works
;
railways and

Just piibUsbed,

'^^UANTITIES MADE EASY.
\Yv. A quick and accurals method of taking out quantities from

plans or buildings, with or without a speciacatloD. Sent free
JFpost for 30 sUtnpi—Address, A C. 10. Medway- tetracj, Tyrwhllt-
kd.sd. Upper Lewlsbam-ruad, New-cross, S-B.

Just puhlisbed, for ISGU. price -is. *he Piftv-uiath Edition of

OKYRING’S BUILDERS’ PRICES,
kD calculated from the prime coat of material and labour, to dc
justice to tbe employer, master butld-r, and workman : containing
the whole of the Metropolitan Buildings Acl, List of District Sur-
veyors. and a variety of new and uselul inforraatton.
SIMi’KIN A CO. Stalionets' -court, London

; and may be had of
all Booksellers.

A NEW and COPIOUS GERMAN-
r\. ENGLISH and ENGLISH • GERMAN DICTIONARY of
ENOISKRRISG TERMS, in a separ^t'' and pirtable form.— flee

SUPPLEMENT lo THE ENGINEER of Friday, January 29lh.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

^ARTNERSHT P.—The Advertiser is

JI. detlrons of entering the Office of an Arcbllectand Surveyor, In
(he first place at a salary, but atterwarde to PUUCH tSk a SHARE
of the PRACTICE. Has Berve«l his articles with an Architect aud
Siirvi-yir (Lmdou).—Address. TKPASUM, caro of Mr. Millard,
Grocer, 5, Ladbroke-grove, Nottlng-hili.

A RCHITEOTURAL PARTNERSHIP.—
.LlL. A favourable opportnnily occurs for a Gentleman of molerate
capital aud some command of pa>ronage.—Letters to be addressad to
A. B. 14, Cbarles-strret, St. James’a-squaie.

TO ARTISTS AND ISOMETBICAL PERSPECTIVE
DRADQHr-lMEN.

A GENTLEMAN, having made a large
Jl\. survey abroad. i« desirous of matting with one thoroughly com-
petaat to EXRCUrF,, from uoies and eketches, Ac. au artistically
coloured DRAWING as above, with view to future piiblic.vtiDn. The
iprculatlon will be highly lemuiieralive, and no one neS'l apply
unless prepared to purebaae an interest iu the same.—Address, W,
11, Brunswick-street, Stockton-on-Tees.

A BUILDER’S CLERK WANTED.—
Xjl. Apply by letter only, slating salary required, to Mr. JOHN
SPICER. Ifsrl's Court, Park Estate Office, South Kensington, 8.W.

A N ARCHITECT and SURVEYOR, of
jr&. esfnh Ished practice, whose Offices are situated in a West-end
suburb. Is wdltug to receive a suitably educated YOU 11. of Chris-
tian principles, as OUT-DOf*B PUPIL. Moderate premium re-
quired.—Address, F. Cribb's Library, Westbonme-groye, Biyswater.

AGENT WANTED.—NEW FACING
J\. BRICKS.—WANTED, a Party haviug a connexion with
Builders and Contractirs in Loudon to aot as the SOLE AGENT
there, for the sale of very superior Facing Bricks, The party wilt re-
quire to have accommodation f>r storing the bricks .at or near a
wb.vrf on tbe Tbamrs, Terms snch as nill yield a liberal remunera-
tion. Samples of the bricks will be sem, nod every Information
given, by applying at the Office of Mr. SMITH, 27, Duke-street,
Wettminster. from TWELVE o'clock to FOUR o'clock, on TUUSDiY
aud WFDNESDAY. the 9lh and lOth FEBRUARY.—Application, by
letter, addie-sed " Facing Bricks," to be lodged at the above address
on or before SATURDAY, tbe 13th FEBRUARY.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, fto.

^ ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
VJTT Work. Decorative Fuiiillure, and Gilding In all Us branchee,
may be OBTAINED at tbe House of Call, Marlborough Inn, Blenheim-
stepi. Oxford-street.—Addiaas to tbe Secretary,

rriHE LOCAL BOARD of MALVERN
JL require a Competent Person to fulfil tho office of SURVEYOR

-and INSPECTOR of NUISANCES. He wilt be required to give bis
whole time to the supervision of tbe workmen and all other matters
and things generally iucludud lo the duties of Surveyor and
Inspector of Nuisances nuder tbe Local Oovemment aud Public
Health Ads, and not to e.jgage in any oth'r buaiueu. He w U be
expe< t'd to have a thorough knowledge of laying out, making, and
repairing roads, of taking Irvels, making plans and rstlmaies, and
of the value of work so os to set It at fair prices to contrtc'ow. Tlie
length of highways wi'bln tbe district is about 15 milts. The popn-
lallou about (l,i>09. Salary, ISOL p-r aunum. with unfurnished bouse,
gas, and coal, fur executing tbe duties of Surveyor, and SUL per annum
for those of Inspector of Nuisances.-Applications w! 'h testimonUts
to be addressed to the Ghai rmsn of the Local Board. Malvern, on or
before THURSDAY, 19th FEBRUARY, at ELEVEN o’clock in the
forenoon.
Great Milvern, January 22, 1869.

'Wf ANTED, a thoroughly practical
TT ARCHITECrrURAL ASSISTANT. SUte quallQcatiorf,

exp-iience, luie, aalary required, aud if now diaeugaged.-Address,
a. M. PHIPSON, Aivhit'ct, Norwich.

TITANTED, an experienced WOOD-
TY moulding machine WOltKBB. Con.tvnt employment

to a steady Man. Not in town.—Addree?, 73(i, Office of " The
Bnililer.”

TO PLUMBERS, Ac.

ANTED, for the Country, a PLUMBER,
Y Y who can do ralntlng. Glazing, and Paperhanging. A ron-

slancy for an efficient hand. Uus' be rteady.— Apply by letter only
:o P, P. C. care of Messr*. Street, Biotbere, 5, Sevle-atrcet, Uncoln's-
nn, W.C.

TO COKTRACrOBS.

WFANTED, in a Railway, Road, and Sewer-
YY age Contractor’a Concern, a JUNIOR PARTNER. Capital

required, from 3.009f. to 4,0001-Apply iu the first instance, by letter
only, to W. H. JOHNSON, E<i|. Civil Eogiueer, Alma-cbaubera,
Lick'nion-street, Manchester.

TO PAINTERS, GEAINER3, AND HOUSE DECORATORS
Y^ANTED, for a permanency, a first-class
T T practical HOU.'^B DECORATOR, competent to act as

Working Foremau and to keepacconnU. 'None but thoroughly prac-
tica', skilled, and expsdltlous workmen need apply. TestlmoniaUas
to character aud ability will bo iudlnpenaable.—Apply by latter,
stating wsges required, Ac. to THOMAS S.ANLEY. House Decorator.
Ac. 51. Stafford-street, Walsall.

TO ARCHITECTS.

WANTED, a JUNIOR PARTNERSHIP,
tV for whi'th a premium, accorcliag to income, would bs paid.

TO BUILDERS’ FOREMEN, &i.

ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
YY TION as IMPROVER to the JOINERY. No objeolloa to

fixing. Haa bad five years' experience. Wages not ao much aa
object aa good work.—Address, F. E. A. Poet-office, Reading, Berks.

TO ARCHITF.CT8. ENGINEERS, AND ESTATE AGENTS.
TU"ANTED, by a good DRAUGHTSMAN,
YY an ENGAGEMENT in any of tho above offleas. Can level,

survey by theodolite, and lay out plans of estate, Highest testt-
menials and references. Teiins moderate.—Address, A. B. care of
Mr. Braus, 319, Eentiih Town-road.

WANTED, a SITUATION, by a London
Y Y Buil.Ier's OLERR. Thoroughly efficient and accustomed to

all the duties, estimating, measuring, superintending, and book-
keeping. Is also experienced in metropolitan drainage.—Address,
T. 0. Post-office, Brouk-street, 8.

YTTANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
YY SHOP or OUT-DOOR FOREMAN (Joiner). Thoroughly prao-

t'eJ in all its branches, and good draughtsman.—Address, Y. Z.
73, Stanhope -street, Hampetead-ruad.

TO PLUMBER.'!. BUILDERS, So.

VXFANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
YY a constsot aiTUATION as PLUMBER. Is willing to fill up

his time with painting. No ohjecilon to tho country. Good refer-
ence.-Address, B. R, 120. KlBgV Cross-r.aa i, W.C.

TO ARTISTS AND OTHERS.
T^ANTED, by a Youth, who is a good
YY dranghtsman and dealgnc-, a SITUATION with the above.

Beat of r'f-reiicea, both as to ability and rospectsbUlty.—Address,
A. Z. 1, Millbink-itreet. We«tmLoster,

WANTED, a SITUATION, as PLUMBER,
Y Y or Three-Branch Hand. West end of Loudon preferred

Good reference if required.—Address, A. J, S. 21, Lonodale-road, Een-
siugtou Park. W.

TO BUILDERS.

wanted, a SITUATION as ASSIST-
Y Y ANT TIMEKKEPBR or CLERK, by a Young Man who hae

bad bench experience and charge of work. Is a good draughtsman,
and can as»i<t with qaiiotltius a’’d measuring.-Addnss, G. No. 10,
Atb'Utane-te’race, Struud-groen-lane, Holloway,

TO BUILDERS AND CONTEACTORS.

WT"ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 30, a
Y Y SITUATION as CLERK Iti a Bnildet’s or Wbolesale House.

Seven years’ character from present situatiou. Country or abroad
not objected to.— Adilre'S, J. B. 2, Eyersholt-stieet, Oaktey-sqoare.

TO BEICKMAKER3 AND OTHERS.
'VU’ANTED, by the Advertiser, of many
Y Y years’ experience in Brickmiking. a RE-ENG.AGltMENf, by

per tbonsaud or utberwLte. Age 40. Testiaiaiii t's from late employer.
Address, 8. 8. care of Mr, Derbam, No. 1, Moiden-place, Old Wool-
wlcb-road, E«el Greenwich, Kent.

TO PLUMBERfi AND BUILDERS.
T\rANTED,a SITUATION as IMPROVER
Y V to the PLUM BING, by a Young Man from tbe country.—

Address, J. T. 41, Cbarlutte-temoe, New-cut, Lambeth.

CLERK OF WORK''. OR FOREMAN.
YY/*ANTED, a Thoroughly Practical CLERK
YY of WORKS, acqnatuted with drainage works —Apply, by

letter, stating terms (with rcferencti), to BOROUGH SURVEYOR,
Warrington.

ANTED, by a Jobbing Bricklayer,
YY constant KUPLOYMENT. Used to all kinds of jobbing

and other work, aud will make hlmslf generally usefnl. Wages,
24s. per week,—Address, A. X. Mr. Eastman, Poet-office, High-road.
Tottenham,

WANTED, by a first-class PLUMBER, a
Y Y SITUATION, nr the Mauagement of a Small Budoeu. Is a

good glazier, aud understands tbe bustness thoroughly. Five years'
reference—Ad Iress, 0. B. 91, New Church-road, Cambsrwell, 8.E.W ANTED, a SITUATION, by a
YY thoroughly practical PLUMBER, plain ziacworker, and

gaafil ter. Has no ohjeutlou to fill up hit time at p-alntingor glazing
Has had twenty-two years' exiwrlence. Good reference.—A'ldreja
PLUMBER, No, I, Mouut-pleaeant, ClHloa, near Biggleswade, Bids.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
WANTED, a SITUATION as CLERK,
YY Timekeeper, or Storekeeper, by a Young Man, with first-

class refereucjs. Has been acunscoiued to measuring, and has a
thorough knowledge of tlie business,—Addtes?, W. H. F. 18, Qodfrey-
sUeet, Kiug’s-rjod, CUelsen.

TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND BNalNEBRS.
Y^ANTED, by an efficient CLERK of
YY WORKS, FOREMAN, or BOOK-KEEPER, ic. of conslder-

aule practical expeileuce on Urge Jobs, a Ktf-ENGAQUMENTat once.
Salaiy moder.ate. First-class tefureuces from Euglneers, Contractors,
and Builders.-Address, T, Y. D. 8, Albsrt-gardem*, Kilhgru, N.W.

TO FTOVE AND COOKING APPARATUS MAKERS.
WJANTED, by a thoroughly Practical Man,
YY a SITUATION as WORKING FOREMAN lu stoves, aU

kinds of kitchen wuik, hot water, bath, aud steam work. Smith’s
work in general. Good references given.-Address, 293, Office of
" The Builder."

TO BUILDERS.

YIFANTED, a SITUATION, as SHOP or
YV OUT-DOOR FOREMAN. Cm tuperlnlend generally,

measure work, make drawings, tec. Cariwuter aud. Joiner. Aged 34.

Addtaes, W. C. 17. Duke street, Cbebea, S.W.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

YlfANTED, a RE-ENGaGEMENT by
YV a practical FOEEiUN PLASTERER, of pushing habits,

who has comideted extensile jobs, in town aud ^country, or would
ake plasteret'a work to any amount, Age 35. First-clau refei-
euce.—Address, 236, Ullice of " Tbe Builder."

WANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT, by
YV an experienced ASSlSfANT. Just finlshiugau important

compeiitlou. Temporary or permauent. Complete sets of compell-

ustructious, at Advertiser’s own chambers, ou m'odotate terms. Has
lad leugtbeued experience iu some of the best London offices. —
Address, BURTR.AM, care of Mr. Kelly, Newsiigent, Gray’s-lnn, W.Q

Address, M. B. C. Office of

TO SURVEVOR3, BUILDERS, Ac.WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
GENERAL ABS.STANT. Accustomed to the routine of

uieasutiiig. Ac. Salaiy m,derale for a permmency. Age 3L—
Address, F, W. 11, Weatmurelaud-street, Marylebone.
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TO ENGIN’EERS AND OTHERS.

XirANTED, by a Young Man, aged 22, a
VV BITTJATION a* TURNER aud FIITEB, or to Dfivo ao

Engine,— Adilrofe, ALBERT, Mr. J, Stilcley. Crahlinm-Btreet, Oxford.

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, by the Advertiser, a EE-
ENOAQEMSNT In one of tlie above office* : a good dreughts-

and well op in tlio dulii-* of aji ArchtUcf* or BurverotJeOfficc.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

(XT'ANTED, by a PRIME-COST CLERK, a

VV RK-ENGAGEMENT,—AUUre»ej N. B, Po^t-^,fflce, Roinan-ioaJ,

TO ARCH.TECTR

A CLERK of WORKS, well versed in his
dotlee, with teeUmonlal* and reference* unexceptionable, re-

qulree a SITUATION.—Addres*. Z. 46, Great Clareudon-fctreet, N.W.

XITANTED, by a thoroughly efficient Man,
VV of many years’ experience with London Bulldere, a EE-

TO MARBLE MASONS AND BUILDERS. T
ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 18, .

VV who ha* tetved three yenrs of bis Appreutieeshlp to the ra

Marble Maaonry, In conseqnence of bis master being bankiupt, to be k

TURNED OVER. Good references. Can keep book*.— Address, R. J. 7

8. Douglos-strcet, Vincent square. Westmluster. A

TO SURVEYORS. T

tir ANTED, by a Youth, aged 17, a
VV SITUATION in the above. Can write well, square dlmen- ra

slons, abetraclUmeand mslerlala, and put into bill; a'so trace aud -A

copy plan* neatly. Good references can be given.—For particular* L
addrew, 215, Office of '• The Builder."

ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as

VV GENERAL ASSISTANT or MANAGER. Has a good -

general knowledge of all hranoh-a of the trade, and is well up in all

the duties connected with the office. First class testimoniHla Salary

modersle. Security if required. Locality no object.—Address, C. H.

45, Upp*r Kennlngton-Iane.
'

TO ARCHITECTS AND 9URVBYOR3, gWTA N T E D, a SITUATION, m an
VV Office of the above, a* JUNIOR ASSISTANU Town pre-

ferred.—Addre.*, A. B. 3. Aldridge-road-vlllas, Westbourne Park, W.
-J

TO ARCHITECTS.

AtJANTED, aRE-ENG-\GEMENT, tempo-
VV rill y or otherwise. Isa good draughtsman and designer :

also

well up in perspvolivc, deUll, aud colonrlng. Bpecimeni shown,
ealaiy njodeiate.-AildresL I. G. A. 38, Maseum-slrcet. W.O.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
J*

IIT'ANTED, by .in experienced PLUMBER, J
VV a JOB, plecowoik or otherwise. Town or country- Good n

References If re.iuired.—Address. 221, Office of "The Builder."

"ItJANTED, by a good PLUMBER, a
VV SITUATION. NoobjectlontogUsingorpaintm-.orlo Uke '

work by Ihe job.—Address,W. L. 0, Eirl' -ilreet, EcJgwarj-io,<], Mary- .

leboiie, W.

TO PLUMB'^RS. BUILDERS, 4c. ,

\irANTED, a SITUATION, by a thoroughly '

VV practical PLUMBER and OASFITTER. Can do plain Zinc- ®

work. Good reference if required.—Address, PLUMBtE, 1, Prospect- *

place. Old Brorapton, London, S.W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

WJ ANT.ED, by a steady, energetic Man, a a

VV SITUATION a* WORKING FOREMAN, or otherwise. Well
np In eettlrig out diffeieul kiuils of work, keeping accounts. 4c- Good *

referoucee. Age 30.—Ad iresa.W. W 64, Clartndo.-itreet, Clarendon-

square. et. Paucro*. N.W.

\V7ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a good 1
c

VV poetical BUILDER'S PORF.MAN. Has been accustomed ^

to all branches, setting out work, making working drawing*,

measuring up work, superintending m.-u, keeping aocounla. 4c.

Cariiealerby trade. Goi-d references. Aged 31 —Address, W. A. 27,

Hollirgton-atreet, Aveuue-rosd, Camberwell.

TO ARCIIirECTS, BUILDER 4c.

WANTED, a SITUATION, by a
VV thoroughly practical BELLU ANGER, who has succeefullv

carried out some oi the mast extensive works, with all Us Improved

secTit urliiclples. Also accusloraed to Speaking-tube aod Gas work.

First-class testimonials end reference*.—Address, J. ANDREWB,39,
Btar-itreet, PaddlngtoD. W.

TX] ILL be DISENGAGED on the 14tb of
V V February a thoroughly competent ARCHITECT'S ASSIST-

ANT. aged 28. Wei' up in peispeclre, InleiiortOnd eiietior, aod an
effective colourist. Quick and accurate in quantities, and hashed
ronriderab e out door ex ierleoce on Qoveruraeut and other woiku
Teims. Iwo guineas a week.—Addreas. THETA, Glossop-road, Post-

bffice, Sheffield.

TO BUILDERS, SMITHS, AND OTHERS.

ANTED, by a thoroughly practical,

VV steady MAN, a RK-ENQAOEMENT as FOREMAN over

EMITHS’ FITTERS, 4c. Al-o woU acquainted wl h hot and cold

water work. Would not object to go abroad.—Address, P. Y. 7,

Psaltcu-terracc, Panlton-rquare, Kiug’s-road, Coelsea.

TO ARCHITRCT8 AND SURTEYORS.

W7ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
V V Y'oung Oeutlemao, who has had upwards of three years’ prac-

tical experience with one of the first Architectsiu tb* City, and has

a good knowledge of drawing, surveying, 4o. Hec.n give excellent

te.timonisis of bis ability and of bis respcctablli y,—Address, Q. T. C.

care of Mr, Charles Uebboit, 44, Lupus-street, South Belgravia, S.W.

’VXrANTED, by an experienced GENERAL
V V FOREMAN (a Carpenter and Joiner, age 35) a RE E.aj-

OAQEMENT with a builder, or on an esiate out of London. Ten
years similarly emplojed. Accustomed to the entire management of

Pudding works. TestlminUIs and references.-J. C. care of Mr.
Chuicber, High^tresi. Hrumley, KenL

YITANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT as
VV FOREMAN of BRICKL.AYEB3, or Charge of a Job. Good

references irom a flirt-clasa London firm. I'own or country.—
A'Jdteia, A. D. 62, North-street. Malda-hiil, W.

10 BUILDERS.

WANTED, a SITUATION, with the
V V 4b..ve, by a Young Man (age 21) A good diaughtsmao, and

has a knowledge of the preparation of estimates. Lkindsn or its

vicinity. Excellent re'eronces. — Address, 239, Office of " The
Boililer."

\\7 ANTED.a CLERKSHIP,bya thoroughly
VV trustw rtby Man. accustomed to the building trade and

the supervision of works. Well up in account*. First-class refe r-

euce. Address, E. F. Mr. C. Brown, Saudfield Biidgs, Lichfield.

TO CARFF.NTEEB AND BUILDERS.

"\'\/’ANTED,by aYoung Man, aged 22, a JOB,
VV a* I.yPHOVER, in a goodshop. Ha* worked five years in the

tr^o.-Addreas, D. W. lu. Upper Maish, Westmiiisler Bridge-toad,

Laoibeth.

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, LAND AGENTS,

^HE Advertiser, aged 28, requires a SITUA-
TION In Ihe Offlceoftbe above. la a neat and rapid draughU-

i. Well up in detail and oonetrnctlon. 4c. and bae a thorough

wledge of eurveving and the geueral routine of the office. Ten

re’ experirnce and good referenct-e. Salary expected, 3Sa. a week
Ireea, C. F. F. 9. Pnlroas-road. Sheiiherd'a-lane. Brixton.

’’pHE Advertiser, aged 21, is desirous of an
,J_ ENGAGEMENT with an ARCHITECT and SURVEYOR, tempo-

IUtCAN, Smith’*

], Keniliigton

TO IRON1IONGER8 AND BUILDERS.

^HE Advertiser WANTS a SITUATION,
as BATH, GAS, STEAM, or HOT-WATER HAND. Well

couainted with cluie range* >nd flro-work. Town or ojuolry.
' -Addre»a, 209. Office of " The Builder."

Good

) AEGHITECrS and SURVEYOR^.—A
coropeteut ASdlSTANT wishei for a RE-ENGAGEMENT
year*’ experience.—AJltesi, O. LEE, 3i, Moorgale-street, E.C.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

TO BUILDER-'. lEON-MBRCHANTS, 4a.

WANTED, by a
j, as a Hot-water, SUaui, or

of any description, for warming
Daywork or JjO, Labour oily

;
ora»

I, Ta well up lu taking order*. Wages
Shepher.iesvwdlk.C ty-road, London'

iU 13U luioaiv', IQS/*!-.

T7MPL0YMENT
_1 li thoroiighiy practical Workma

'jatus, cooaiiig

,r Working Fe

I
;^VENING EMPLOYMENT, or I

Ij Engagement WANTED, or would take a Bit of Plan*,lugagement
i, nectiooa, Spetldci

and couitrucilviP

1
.
X. Y. Z ciro 01

lake at 1

U Good refereuce*. Te
J. R. Duggan, Stationer

Short

Good (Iraugbu-

KS’ CLERK
r engagemsnti wUh Coatractoi
at*. Wage*, and Store* account*
Addrei', H. 96. Queeb's-road, B*y«

STORE-
and well

TO ARCHITECTS AND SUEVEVOES.

N ASSISTANT wishes for an ENGAGE-
MENT In either of the above Office*. References given.—

Addreas. J. C. 60, Inannnry-road, Sheffield.
A^

TO SURVEYORS AND LAND AND ESTATE AGENTS.

FAIR DRAUGHTSMAN, with a know-
ledge of Burveylng, will give hi* servlci e, wlthou

tlon, to LEARN the ROUTINE of an

Addre&e, S40, Office of ” The Builder."

A’
TO ARCHITECTS. BUEVEYOES, AND BUILDERt

A THOROUGH PRACTICAL MAN,
well up in UeaBurement, Deeign, and Conetiuctive Detail,

desire* an ENGAGEMENT as ARCHITECT’S ASSISTANT or

BDILDER’d CLERK. Remuneration not eo much an object aa

Immediate employment. Flrst-elase testimonUU and references.—

Address, B. A. U. Nortl*-»trcet, Bt. Jaiuei’*, S.W.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A FIRST-CLASS DESIGNER, Perspective
Draughtsman, Colourist, and Practical Man, well up in the

requirement* of the Poor-Law Board as to laflrmarle*. is open to an
ENGAGEMENT in Town, temporary or otherwise.—Address,

ARCHITECT, Poat-office, Upper Cbarles street, Westminster,

GOOD PLUMBER WANTS a JOB,
3r as Three-Branch Hand, it a constancy. Eeference*.—

Address, A. Z. 5. Hacketfs-terrace, Lower Park-road, Peckham, B. E,
A,

A®JSHOP or OUT-DOOE FOREMAN,
_ TakeCiarge of a Jub (Town oroountiy), by a practlcU and

energetic Man. la wall up lueeltlng outworae, 4c. TastlininLala

as to ability and referenoea from previous and pre.eut employers.—
Ad'resr. FOREMAN, care of Mr. Biehopp, 16, Cburtou-street, Pim-

lico. S.W.

TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS.

YOUNG MAN seeks EMPLOYMENT
in a BUILDER'd FIRM, where he can improve. Is willing

•ke himself useful. Wage* not -o much an object a* a couBtaut

pUce.—Addtesa, 233, Office of "The Builder."

A
TO ARCHITECTS.

CLERK of WORKS is

ENGAGEMENT. Testiraoulal* aod refei

elaaa.-Addie8s, B. care of Mr. Holland.
A'

anopen to
. loos of the highest

aoulnaraptou-row, W.O.

• Young M,u, a BIIUaTION as above. Can make copies of

trace dr.swliigt, 8i|iiire diioensiens. measure up. 4c. Good peu-
' four yeai* with lail employer. Can give litst-class leferenue*.

ms, F. BANDY, 48, Bt. John's-street, West Smithheld.

\ N ARCHITECT’S ASSISTANT having
Juit completed an engagement, desires a RE-BNOAOEMENT.

xirAlbert-rood. Southampton.
^

TO AHCUITECT3, 4c.

be glad t

*. Everard',s. K4t

fifteen years’ experience, is disengaged,

et with au APPOINTMENT.—A-idress,

itbiiry, B?rks

TO LAND AGENTS, SURVEYORS, 4o.

SURVEYOR’S ASSISTANT will be open
to an ENGAGEMENT in February. He ha* been accustomed

irveying and lerolllug and thegensml routine of a Biirveyor’a

llicB,—Address. B. A. care of Brown 4 Co. Salisbury.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

YOUNG Man is in WANT of
SITUATION Man IMPROVER in the Plum^bluE GMRttlui

ud Ziuctvotkii
' " ' " ’ —

Collage, New P

A

BRICKLAYER seeks EMPLOYMENT.
good at arch-cutting and pointing, or would do Jobbing. Can

measure up work and keep a-icounte. Aged 3J. Town or country.

First-claM references from prev'
' - '

I, Oamberweli-rood. B.

A PAi. Is I

iloyers,—Address, A. Post-

TO QUANTITY SURVEYORS, 4c.

N efficient ASSISTANT, of six years’
experience, wishes for a permanent ENGAGEMENT in the

omcB of the above. Cau Uke off, square, nbitrac, bill, aud measure

up work
;
al*o a good architectural draughtsmau. First-clasateetl-

nionla)!.—Addres", A. D. 12, Albert-square, Clapham.
,

A"

TMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE
I COMPANY.
OLD BROAD STREET, and 16 and 17, PALL MALL, LONDON.

Established 1B03.

Subsoribed and luvested Caoltal, 3,600,000t. Lnaaea paid. 3,000,0001,

Fire Insurauoei granted on every daseiiptlon of property, at home
aud abroad, at moderate rates.

Claims lihersUy and promptly settled.
JAMES HOLLAND. Superintendent.

A
TO BUILDERS, 4c.

PAPERHANGER, PAINTER, and
GLAZIER ii i.pen to an ENGAGEMENT. Can ra ike himself

useful. C-tuntry preferred.—Addree*, R. S. 11, Borrodale-road,

.Qu'a-hill, Wandsworth.

riOMPENSATION in CASE of INJURY,
V/f AND A FIXED bUM IN CASE OF DEATH,

Caused by ACCIDENT of ANY KIND.
May be secured oy a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY.
An annual i>aymeat of 'SI. to 6f. 6s. Insures 1,0002. at death, and an

allowauce at the rate of Of. per week for iujury.

Offices— 64, CORNHILL, and 10, RBHENT-3TREET.
WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

Q.RESHAM
s;

Realised Asset* excee

LIFE ASSURANCE

TO ARCHlTECra. SURVEYORS, 4o.

GOOD DRAUGHTSMAN and expedi-
tiou* GENERAL ASSISTANT la DISENGAGED. 1* a fair

colourist aud perspective draughtsman, exp-^-rieuced in cjmpetition

and the tuna' duties of the prores.lon Town or country.-Addre,*,

V GILAN8, 05, Warwick-stieet, Warwlck-aqiiare, B W.

A'

A'FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS Wants
a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Can lake the entire charge of any
•ickwork. Well np In .eltlng out and measuring up. I»

puahlug and energetic. Or will take Brickwork Piecework, labmr
only. Town or country. Aged 38. Referenoea from Metropolitan

aud Provincial firma as to ability and respectability.-Address, M.
No. 131, Upper Orauge-road, Old Keut-roaJ, B.li.

An ARCHITECT in Liverpool requires an
efficient aud experienced GENERAL DRAUOUlcMAN. Ue

must be well versed in Italian and Oothlc detail, and poasess a

thorough knowledge of perspective.—Addres-, stalingwhere recently

impluyed, and length of exiierlence, to R. B. Poat-ufflee, Liverpool.

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.

\ S MaNAGEK or FOREMAN, ia the
J-\ Painting and Decorative line. The advertiser desire* a RE-
ENGAGEMENT. 1* a thoroughly pcadical and energetic man of

experience. Gosd roferenues.-Addrea., W. Post-office, Eeuelngtou.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

\;\;^ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
VV GENERAL FOREMAN. Carpenter and Joiner by tradi

Bae a good knowledge of alt the branches of the trade. Goo
reference.—Address, A. M. 16, Great Chart-street, Uuxton, London.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

YV/'ANTED, by a respectable Young Man
V V (Martifdj, a SITUATION. A thorough practical PLUMBER

aud GAoFITlER. Can do plain Zinc Work, fan be referred to

last employer for reference, ic required.— Addnu,T. Q. B. 9, Bedford-
tenace, ToUingteu-park, Bornsey-road.

TO CIVIL ENGINEERI, ARCUCTSCTS, SURVEYORS,
and builders.

A YOUNG MAN, capable of making neat
woiklDg drawlug* aud deelgus, iraolugs, aud wtillngs. desire-

,u ENGAGEMENT, at a moderate salary.—Address, H. B. 61, Grov,

oad, Holloway, N.

Payments under Policies

Cash Bonus divided
Mortgages granted o:

TNVESTMENT, LOAN, and BANK
I AGENCY.

E-Ubluhed 1839.

Public Securities of every descclp luu Bought and Sold upon advan-
tageons terms. Fudlitles for payment and every reliable Intorma-

Loans granted fur one year or auy shorter period, on Stocks and
Shares baviog a market value.

Five per cent. Interest allowed upon Deposits of all amount*.
Money and Finance Agency Busmess generally undertaken.

RICHARD TaYLOR 4 COMPANY.
12, Clem*nt’«-lanB, Lombard-atreet.

A NOASTBE STONE QUARRIES COM-
Xi PANY, GRANTHAM, LINOOLNSH^t—Th^e Proprletore

principal Quarni
Block* of ^

Grautban

irkiug since the

beltecaverage.— Address Mr. J. ELLIOTT, Ancaster,

A N ARCHITECT’S ASSISTANT, late

f\ with a DUtilct Surveyor, desires a RK-ESGAOEMENT.
tuTy modera e.-Addreii, A. W. csre of Housekeeper, Walbcook-

lulldlngs. MaDsion-house, E.O.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.

A MIDDLE-AGED MAN is desirous of

au ENGAGEMENT as MANAGER of BUILDING WORKS,
Oh a large KsUte. Uuderatande timber dealing, estimating, general

bulldlug accounts. Seven years In present employment. Good

references -Address, U. B. HOLLIST, 118, Back Uhuroh-laue, Com-

TO ARCHITECTS OR QUANTITY SURVEYORS.

A YOUNG GENTLEMAN, aged 21, wishes
for an ENGAGEMENT with the above. Is a good draughts-

man and coloutUt, aud has a fair knowledge of makiug up estimates.

First-clMS references.—Address, 164, Office of " The BuUder.”

LIZARD SERPENTINE.
The variety of rich oolours obtainable in this

beautiful Marble makes it specially adapted for

Architectural Works, such as

COLUMNS, SHOP FRONTS,
CHIMNEY-PIECES and FENDERS,

PEDESTALS, &c.

and for Exterior Decoration it is invaluable, as

it never loses its polish from exposure to the

atmosphere.

Estimates and Designs forwarded on
application to the

LIZARD SERPENTINE COMPANY
(LIMITED), 9, GARRICK STREET,

COVENT GARDEN.

An extensive Stock of Chimney-pieces on view.
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La ChaiseP

N tlieyear 1317 a wealthy

grocer of Paris, it is re-

corded, as most readers

know, one E-egnaolt, built

for himself a magnificent

pri7at0 residence, which

he named La Folie Reg-

nault. When this grocer

died, his heirs sold the

place to a devout lady

who presented it to a

convent of Jesuits. Louis

XIV., in 1705 appointed

as superior of the con-

vent Phre La Chaiso, his

confessor, to whom the

monarch was much at-

tached. The Pere was a

subtle and powerful man,

and Mont Louis, as the

convent was now called,

became the favourite

haunt of courtiers,—the

focus of ambition,luxury,

and intrigue,—the centre

of Jesuitical power in

France. On the snp-

pression of the order, about sixty years after-

wards, the mansion and grounds were sold to pay

debts, and in 1800 they were purchased for160,000

francs by the municipality of Paris to afford a site

upon which to form their first cemoteiy. Such

was the origin of the renowned Pere La Chaise,

which, as every visitor to Paris knows, occupies

the slope of a hill on the north-east of the

capital, beyond the Boulevard de la Bastille.

Originally the grounds extended to forty acres,

and ihe work of laying them out was entrusted

to M. Brogniart, who now sleeps at the foot of

one of the cypress trees which he planted. The
cemetery was consecrated in ISOl, and, on the

21st of May the same year, the first grave was
opened. But, not long after, Pere La Chaise

was turned into a fortress. This was in 1814,

while the armies of the allies were approaching

Paris. Formidable barriers were erected in the

cemetery, which, from its elevated position, com-

mands the plain extending to Vincennes. The
walls were pierced with loopholes, and the pupils

of the Veterinary School of Alfort occupied it

on the 30th of March, and successfully resisted

two attacks of the Russian troops detached

by General Barclay de Tolly. On the

third day, however, the Russians succeeded,

and made themselves masters of the cemetery.

Paris capitulated the same evening, and here

the Russians bivouacked. The worst use which

they seem to have made of the place was to cut

down a great many of the trees for fuel. Next
year, on the second visit of the allies, the in-

termeuts were again temporarily suspended.

The work was once more resumed. To render

access easy to different points, winding paths

were formed, a wide paved road was opened to

the ancient mansion of Pbro La Chaise, and the

grounds were planted with shrubs, cypresses,

and weeping willows. The mansion itself was
demolished in 1822, and it was intended to

erect on its site a colossal pyramid, the base of

which was to serve as a chapel for the perform-

ance of the burial service. But this part of the
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design was abandoned. The neat chape!, which

stands in the middle of the demotery, was

erected instead. The present extent of the

cemetery is 212 acres, and nearly 5,000,000z.

have been expended on it. Since the first grave

was made, it is estimated that the remains of

more than 200,000 persons have been interred

here. The number of tombs amounts to about

16,000, of these upwards of 3,000 have raonu-

meuts. There are three descriptions of graves.

Those for the poor {Josses communes) are situated

iu the northern part of the ground. They are

41 ft. deep.. The dead” are gratuitously buried

in coffins placed close to eacb other, without any

intervoning space, but not upon eacb other.

These trenches are reopened every five years,

that term being sufficient for the decomposition

of the bodies in this soil, which is very clayey.

Then there are the temporary graves. These

are held for ten years upon the payment of a

certain sum, but are revertible at the end of

that period, notwiebstanding that monuments

may have been erected over them. The re-

mainder of the graves are perpetual j
that is to

say, they are acquired by the purchase of the

ground, and families have the right to sink

vaults and to raise monuments at pleasure. At

the extreme end of Pere La Chaise stands a

Moorish mosque, designed by Vely Pasha,

Turkish ambassador, for the use of Mussulmans.

The Queen and a prince of Oude are interred

here. On the right, near the entrance of the

cemetery, is situated the Jews’ burying-grouud.

There lies Rachel, the celebrated tra-j^dienne.

The rest of the extensive tract of ground is

devoted to the interment of persons without

distinction of rank or religion. Tlie monuments

in this great necropolis are of every architec-

tural character and design. Here wo see

elegant temples and chapels, solemn vaults, and

massive pyramids
;
there tall obelisks, graceful

columns, and altars, and nrns of diversified

forms. No other public cemetery contains the

dust of so many celebrated men and distin-

guished women as Ptro La Chaise. Bunhill

Fields, the '‘Campo Santo” of Dissenters, is

interesting, since in it rest glorious John Banyan,

and Daniel Do Foe, John Owen, George Fox,

and Isaac Watts. The Edinburgh cemeteries are

famous. In the Dean lie Francis Jeffrey, with

David Scott, the greatest Scottish painter of his

time, and “ Christopher North." Dr. Chalmers

and Hugh Miller sleep iu that pleasant garden

the Grange, and Greyfriars Kirkyard is the

resting-place of George Buchanan and Allan

Ramsay, and all that brave army of martyrs

—

the old Scottish Covenanters. In Montmartre,

Paris, are the graves of Henri Heine, the German

poet
;
of Pigalle, the sculptor j

and of General

Cavaignac. The remains of the patriot Manin

were recently removed hence and conveyed

home by his loving countrymen. Iu the Cime-

tiere du Nord lie Paul Delarocbe, and his wife,

the daughter of Horace Vernetj but P5re la

Chaise can show a longer glory roll than any of

these ; it possesses an interest greater even than

Konsal Green,— last home though it be of

Thackeray, Thomas Hood, Leigh Hunt, Sydney

Smith, Allan Cunningham, Mackworth Praed,

Douglas Jerrold, John Leech, and other bright

spirits who have gone, leaving the world better

than they found it.

Let us glance at a few of the great ones whose

names are recorded and whose praises are sung

in the favourite and most famous of French

burial-places. In point of general interest the

names of Abelard and Heloise must head the

list. The story of the unfortunate lovers, as told

by Pope, is a fascinating piece of biography, and

it is hardly any wonder that their tomb should

be the first to attract the visitor to Pere La

Chaise. A brief description of their remarkable

memorial may be not uninteresting. It consists

of a rectangular chapel, in the thirteenth cen-

tury Gothic style, formed by M. Lenoir out of

the ruins of the celebrated abbey of the Para-

clete, founded by Abelard, and of which Heloise

was the first abbess. It is 1 1 ft. in length, 11 ft.

in breadth, and 24 fc. high. An open-work

crocketed pinnacle, 12 ft. high, rose out of the

cruciform roof, and four smaller pinnacles ter-

minated the gables, but owing to their ruinous

state these wore some time ago removed. Four-

teen columns, each G ft. in height, with foliaged

capitals, support trifoliate arches with open

spandrels surraonuted by cornices wrought in

flowers. The four pediments are pierced with

trifoliate windows, and decorated with bas-

reliefs, roses, and medallions of Abelard and

Heloise. The principal one presents two busts,

and a bas-relief iu three compartments. In the

centre is Mount Calvary
;
on the loft Abelard, in

bis monastic habit; and on the right an angel

bolds in his arms the soul of the lover. The

opposite one is adorned with two roses, and a

bas-relief representing Abelard’s funeral. The

two lateral pediments are ornamented with roses

of beautiful workmanship. Inside the chapel

is the tomb built for Abelard by Pierre le

Venerable, at the Priory of St. Marcel. He is

represented in a recumbent postnre, the head

slightly inclined and the hands joined. By his

side is the statue of Heloise. The bas-reliefs

round this sarcophagus represent the fathers of

the church. An inscription on one side of the

tomb runs as follows :

—

“Hie
Sub eodem marniore jacent

Hujna monasterii
Conditor Fetrus Abrolardus,

Et Abbatissa Heloissa,

Oiim atndiis, iopeuio, amore, infiiusUs nuptiia

Et pcDnitentiu,

Nunc icternd, quod aperamus, I'elicitato

CODjUQUti.
_

Petras Absclardus obiit xx. prima Aorili^, M.C.XLII.
Heloiaaa xvii. Maii, M.C.XLIII.

Curia Carolio de Eoncy Haracleti Abbatiasas
M.D.CC.LXXIX.”

A second inscription refers to the retractation

of errors regarding the doctrine of the Trinity,

attributed to Abelard. At the angles of the

monument are four short inscriptions, stating its

origin, its removal, and erection in the Musee

dea Monuments Franijais, whence it was trans-

ported to Pere La Chaise. The complete restora-

tion of this interesting relic is now being effected.

A plain tomb of large dimensions, surrounded

by palisades, bears the name of him who has

been called the French Virgil,—Jacques Delille.

Near to it is an altar to the memory of the

eminent composer, Grdty. Not far off lies

Marie Antoinette - Josephine Raucourt, who

died on the 15th day of January, 1815. The

opposition of the priests to the interment

of this celebrated actress in consecrated ground

was carried to such a pitch that it had well-nigh

created a popular tumult. In a plain tomb

sleeps Madame Cottin, the author of the ever-

popular narrative, “ Elizabeth, or the Exiles of

Siberia.” A lofty pyramid, on one side of which

is a bas-relief bearing his portrait and name,

and the date of bis death, commemorates Mar-

shal Masseua; and close by are deposited the

remains of his friend and companion in arms.

Marshal Lefebvra, under a sarcophagus of white

marble, with his bust. A large number of French

soldiers of distinction rest here. We find the

names of Marshals Kellerman, Grouchy, Ber-

thier, and Suchet
;
Generals Goberb, St. Cyr>

and Foy, the idol of the French people. Foy’s

monument consists of a splendid sepulchre sur-

mounted by a temple containing a marble statue

of the general in Roman costume. It is the

work of David, and was erected by national

subscription. Here also is the grave of the un-

fortunate Marshal Ney, who, upon Bonaparte’s

return from Elba, swerved from his allegiance to

the king, was condemned to death on the 6th of

December, 1815, and shot at nine o’clock on the

following morning. This monument was re-

moved soon after its erection, in consequence of

the numerous pencil inscriptions written upon

it, which were renewed as soon as effaced. The
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ppot is now laid ont as a small garden, enclosed

hy an iron railing. Among the most imposing

Tnemoriala is a statue erected hy public subscrip-

tion to Casimer Perior, the Prime Minister, who
died of cholera, 1832. A still more costly mau-
soleum has been raised to Countess Demidoff

Ten Doric columns of white marble support an

entablature, under which is a sarcophagus, ac-

cessible by a double-branched flight of stairs,

the whole resting on a vast basement of sculp-

tured masonry. The tomb of Count Lavalette

is ornamented with a bas-relief, representing

hia escape from prison. There is a neat

cenotaph to David tlie painter, and a massive

bust of bronze is the "In Memorinm ” of Balzac.

Near to the distinguished novelist rest Delavigne

the poet, and Judith Prire, the original of

Beranger’s LIsette. The grave of the great song-

writer himself, he who has been called the Burns
of France, is some little distance to the right.

His dust mingles with that of Manuel, the

patriotic statesman of 1832. One monument
serves to commemorate both. Moliere and La
Fontaine also lie side by side within one en-

closure. Their remains were transferred to

Pere La Chaise in 1801. Raoine, another geniu.s,

and the friend of these friends, sleeps not far oET.

Pradier aud Dantan, the sculptors, are here, with

David d’Angers, whoso chisel supplied so many
of the finest memorials in the cemetery, is him-

self commemorated by a tomb of the simplest

kind. A little way beyond the gate, and to the

left of it, we come upon the name of Alfred de

Musset. In obedience to his wish, a weeping
willow droops over the head of this lamented
poet. Next to him lies Visconti, the architect

of the new Louvre. A reclining statue, in white

marble, finely executed, forms hia tomb. Inter-

esting also is the grave of the Marquis de Cler-

mont-Gallerande, who, on the memorable 10th of

August, 1792, placed himself between Louis

XVI. and the mob to defend his sovereign. But
a record of all the famous personages gathered

to their fathers in Pere La Chaise, would fill

many pages. Besides those wo have mentioned,

the visitor will find scores of others, some of

them the greatest ornaments of their age.

Among mathematicians and philosophers, he will

find Arago, Cuvier, Poinsot, Delamhre, Geoffrey

St. Hilaire, and Larom^gui^re
;

Laplace the

astronomer
;

Lavoisier, Fourcroy, and Gay-
LnssaCj'ohemists; aud Dupuytren and Baron Lar-

rey, surgeons (the latter esteemed by Napoleon
as the honestest man be ever knew)

j
Bruat,

and the Duke Deerbs, naval commanders
;

Bellini, Rubmi, and Weber, the composers;

Beaumarchais and Scribe, dramatic writers, with

Martain, the Spanish dramatist; Duchesnois,

the tragic actress, and Talma; Lebruu the poet,

Dacier the critic, Madame de Genlis, Angodo the

financier, Lafitte the banker, and Fourier the

Socialist, in the company of Volney of “ Ruins

of Empires” notoriety. Garnier-Pagea is here,

with Benjamin Constant, tho benevolent Abbe
Sicard, Lalande, Souvestre, Junot, Davoust,

Tnx^ob, Winser (who introduced gaslighting into

London and Paris), and the Duke de Morny, the

faithful friend and servant of tho present ruler

of France. Of the more recently-erected tombs
Momy’s is by far the most conspicuous and
elegant. In Pere La Chaise repose the ashes of

a few English notables. Here are tho names of

Sir Sydney Smith, tho admiral
;
General Mac-

donald
;
Mr. Ricardo, the writer on finance

;
the

Earl of Stair; Lord Cochrane; Patrick Keene,
who was assassinated on the Boulevard des

Italiens in 1815 ;
Philip Astley, of tho Amphi-

theatre
;

also those of Mrs. Fitzherbort, and
Mrs. Jordan. Strange, by the way, that the

favourites of two English kings, brothers and
immediate successors, should find a grave in the

same spot, and in a foreign country !

In some respects Pere La Chaise is nn'ike

every other public cemetery. It bears but a
slight resemblance to the humble and retired

Scottish kirkyard, with its narrow footpaths

leading to the “ place of worship ” in the centre,

and the plain, modest headstones, with their

matter-of-fact inscriptions, scattered over its

green sward. Of much greater extent, Ptra La
Chaise is not so tastefully laid out or so carefully

kept as the H'ghgate or Kensal Green, as 'he
Dean Cemetery of Edinburgh, or the Glasgow
Necropolis. These are beautiful gardens, where
you scarce can see the graves for flowers. In
the Parisian cemetery yon see very few

"Marigolds on death-beds blowing.”

Looking at the reputation of the French in

matters of taste and design, the place does not

fulfil the expectations formed of it. There is

little uniformity or regularity in the plan of the

cemetery. Thickly-planted trees overhang the

principal pathways, making them very gloomy

and nearly always damp. In autumn, tho walks

are literally covered with dead leaves, which it

takes much time and labour to clear away.

Then the poor quarter of the cemetery detracts

greatly from its picturesque appearance. Tho
graves here cover a largo space ; they are placed

close together, each grave being partitioned off

by a tiny railing of wood, painted black. Hun-
dreds of small black wooden crosses, with

wreaths of flowers and imviortelles, themselves

fast crumbling into dust, are deposited on these

graves, and the whole of this valley of dry bones

is overrun and choked with ferns and long grass.

Altogether this place is dismal and tho eight

sad. The custom the French have, in common
with all Roman Catholic populations, of deco-

rating the graves of departed friends with

stucco statuettes of the Virgin, painted por-

traits of saints, wax candles, crosses, rosaries,

glass cases of artificial flowers, and other

mementoes of affection, is here indulged in

to excess. The custom, it need hardly be
said, little accords with English notions. Bub
what spoils the beauty, as it disturbs the

solitude of P5ro La Chaife, more than anything

else, is the manufacture of monuments con-

tinually being carried on within its gates. At
the time of our last visit bricklayers were every,

where busy building vaults, and stone-cutters

hewing cenotaphs. One-half of the cemetery

presented tho appearance of an extensive

statuary establishment in full operation. These
workmen were erecting the perpetual class of

tombs already alluded to, and the work will go

on from year to year until the ground is com-

I

pletoly occupied with graves. Owing to its

I

great extent, the number of interments that

I

take place iu Pore La Chaise is very large—from

two to three thousand a year, we believe. But
of course the number varies. You may see at

the same moment half a dozen funeral pro-

cessions winding their dolorous way up the

wooded slopes of this “golgotha.” And these

mournful errands continue to be made all clay

long. All day long, too, you meet a tide of

mourners and visitors entering aud leaving this

city of the dead. Yes, Pere La Chaise is a city

—

a vast, ever-increasing city—the metropolis of

departed Parisians, whose present population

numbers upwards of 200,000, men, women, and
children, who have quitted the busy world out-

side, and, in the significant language of tho

old Roman, have "gone over to the majority.”

LIVERPOOL LABOURERS’ DWELLINGS.
Moee than a year ago the Corporation of

Liverpool ofi'ered a premium for the best plana

for a block of dwellings which they proposed to

main thoroughfares to the north end of the town,

parallel to the line of docks, and which traverses,
|

perhaps, the moat thickly populated of the poorer

districts of Liverpool. The premium was to be
awarded to the plan which should afford " at the

lowest cost (having regard both to expense of

building and quantity of land occupied) the

greatest number of healthy and convenient^

dwellings, substantially built, and suitable to;

the wants of the labouring classes.” As usual

in such cases, a number of designs were sent in
|

having no reference to the conditions to he
attained

;
designs accompanied by alarming

perspective views giving to the proposed block

of bumble dwellings the aspect of a lordly

mansion, or a group of substantial dwelling-

houses for the comfortable middle-olasses
;
and

further recommended by imaginary balance-

sheets, fearfully and wonderfully made out,

giving promise of returns of 7, 8, and even up
t^D 10 percent.; computed available rentals being

matters easily manipulated—on paper. The
council, shutting their eyes to these golden

prospeots, gave the first premium to a modest
and carefully-planned set of drawings by Mr. J.

E. Reeve, which appeared best to fulfil the

joint conditions of salubrity and moderate
cost

;
but having reserved the power of employ-

ing any other competitor, they ultimately en-

trusted the work to Messrs. Redman & Hesketh,

whose plans, on further investigation, appeared
likely to yield larger accommodation and conse-

quent return for the sum to be expended. These
buildings, which are now nearly rcady|for occupa-

tion, are arranged in three rows longitudinally on
the site which is an oblong parallelograraof about

two to one ;
the whole being again divided trans-

versely by an asphalted road, 30 ft. wide, which

runs across the centre of the site and opens into

the two streets, Sylvester-street and Ashfield-

street, which bound the site on the sonth aud north

sides respectively. The two longitudinal roads,

between the centre and side blocks of dwellings,

are 25 ft. wide, aud the entire aggregation of

dwellings is thus partitioned into six blocks, four

outer ones of five stories, and two inner ones of

three stories in height. The only objection to

the general plan is that, as the ends of the site

are bounded by existing bnildings, each of the

longitudinal courts of course forms a cul-de-sac,

closed by a high wall at one end, which must
materially interfere with light and thorough ven-

tilation, besides possibly lowering the rental

value of the houses near the upper ends. Among
the plans originally e.Khibited in competition,

several other ways of arranging the buildings
' were shown

;
and there can be little doubt that

j

tho plan which found favour with several com-

^ petitors, of placing the blocks of dwellings trans-

versely across the site from Sylvestsr-street to

I Aabfield-street, so as to have a succession of

' clear openings from side to aide, would have been

' preferable in a sanitary point of view. The

present arrangement was selected as affording

space for a greater number of dwellings than

any other; and as the number of applications

for tenancy is said to have been already more

than double the number of houses (which are

146 in all), wo must refrain from quarrelling

with a plan which provides what there is evi-

dently such a very great demand for, especially

remembering that this is to be looked upon only

as an experiment before entering npon future

undertakings of the same nature. In detail,

there is much to commend in the planning,

which is very compact, and loses as little as pos-

sible of available space. The houses are in three

classes
;
with three, two, and one bed-room re-

spectively, in addition to kitchen aud scullery.

Access is given to the different stories, at the

requisite intervals, by staircases of Yorkshire

stone, with landings of the same carried on iron

bearers; the landings at one side of the build-

ing being open to the air, and the alternate land-

ings at the other side affording space for two
' water-closets on each, with Guest & Chrimes’s

apparatus. From the outer landings a door

opens on each side, giving access to a set of
' rooms complete in itself, so that each tenement

has its own outer door opening on to the stair-

case, and each has its own water-closet, a few
' steps up on the next landing. Between the two

j

water-closets an ash-shaft descends, with an iron

' door on each floor, for discharging the ashes into

the ashpit in the basement. Each room is fitted

with gas, and a meter is placed in tho basement
for each staircase. We should have liked to see

the watercloaet a little less prominently and
publicly placed; the seat is opposite the door,

which opens directly opposite the street entrance

on the lower floors. Of course it may be said

that the class for whom such houses are built

have not the same fastidiousness about sneh

matters as is found among what are called the

“ upper classes;” but as one of the ends of

improved dwellings is to raise their occupants,

the more the latter are encouraged towards that

refinement of habits which forms so large an
element in civilization, the better for them.

Another slight defect iu the plan is the darkness

at the bottom of the stairs leading to the base-

ment dwellings, which might have been lessened

by a glass riser in one or two of the steps above.

The work in general has been very well executed

by the contractor, Mr. Hugh Yates, of Liver-

pool.

The rental of the houses will be from Gs. to 3a.

per week, the latter amount being only for the

smaller houses in the interior blocks. These are

about the current rents of house property of the

same class in tho neighbourhood, and upon this

scale it is expected that nearly 5^ per cent, will

be realized. This will not be considered a very

paying speculation, yet even this has not been
attained save by rejecting what would probably

have been a better sanitary plan, and by patting

more houses on the site than it will well bear,

considering tho proportion of open ground to

ground built on. The interior streets or courts

will be little leas close and crowded than some
of those in the neighbourhood

;
and as no special

provision could be made for a washhouse or

drying ground, these courts will, at weekly

periods, doubtless be crowded with clothes hung
ont to dry, than which there is surely not a

more comfortless sight to be seen between

two rows of dwellings. Is not “ washing-da "
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proverbial araong the lower claeses as a day
of discomfort ? And if anything like pleasant-
ness and attractiveness is to be given to the
aspect of oar town homes of this class, we
opine that a separate place set apart for washing
and drying will be a sine qu^ non towards that
end. In some houses of this kind built a good
many years ago towards the south of Liverpool,
drying-rooms were provided in the roof, as an
attic, but it was found that the tenants would
not take the trouble of carrying a large bundle of
clothes BO far upstairs. These same houses did
not pay 5 percent., if we remember rightly, nor
anything like it; and possibly the addition of
such a room, even in a more accessible position
and with a slight charge for the use of it, would
suffice to reduce the return below that moderate
per-centage. But the result of this Labourers’
Dwellings Competition in Liverpool goes far to
convince us that those who undertake to provide
for the labouring population in our towns,
dwellings where life may be in some degree an
enjoyment, and not a mere fact of existence,
must be content for the present to mix a little

philanthropy with their per-centage calculations.
Political economy is a great science, but it does
not abrogate the claims of humanity. When we
consider the great amount of so-called wealth
which is at present turned over amongst the
richest classes, in a perfectly unproductive
manner, from hand to hand

; and when we con-
template, on the other hand, the masses of popu-
lation who, in such districts as that between
Scotland-road and Vauxhall-road in Liverpool,
are living crowded together in ill-ventilated and
ill-drained houses looking out upon dirty alleys
which are the receptacles of perennial filth and
refuse—districts in which even such a largo block
of new building as we have been alluding to seems
like a drop in a bucket—it becomes evident
that to make any tangible improvement in this
state of things we must not wait too warily for
large per-cenboges. Money laid out, even with
but a small per-centage return, upon such an
object as this, will in the end repay the com-
munity, inasmuch as it will give a chance to the
lower classes to live like men and not like
animals, and to be more helpful to the genera!
good. It is to be hoped that the Corporation of
Liverpool, having made on the whole a fair first
experiment, will not stop in so desirable a work,

risks snccess by not making his “ Ponl Wards ”

a detached building, as requested, capable of
supervision by one nurse. The ward which is

divided into three seems to want Nurses’ rooms.
The mode of getting over the difference in levels
needs explanation. As a means of escape from
fire, the author gives his corridors terrace-tops.
The design of “ Experientiay which seems very
complete and well considered, has an advantage
over the latter in setting the administrative
block forward, before the wards ; and over
“What is worth doing,” &c., in the position of
the fonl wards building, which could by the plan
of Expcricntia be served by the same administra-
tion. This could scarcely be the case in “ What
is worth doing.” In this latter, too, the wards
come very close to the railway, and the adminis-
tration block to the proposed new street. The
value of a double corridor to the administration,
which renders supervision difficult, seems ques-
tionable

; and we are not certain, looking from
the same point of view, if a staircase at the end
of the wards is desirable. However, all we wish
to show by these observations, in the interest of
the competitors generally, is the necessity for
the most careful examination and comparison
of relative advantages and demerits.

It is first of all necessary to explain that
for some years past mnch attention has been
directed to the deplorable condition of the in.
dustrious poor of Edinburgh. The late Dr.
Chalmers made strenuous eflbrts to arouse the
attention of his backsliding congregation to the
utterly abandoned state of the Cowgate and
West-port; Dr. Guthrie’s eloquent denunciations
of the sins and sorrows of the city fell upon the
astonished ears of hia fashionable congregation
like a thunderbolt; and Dr. Begg’s able and
more practical efforts at amelioration are well
known to our readers. At the same time the
ecclesiastical reformers were ably seconded in
their efforts by the more scientific and better
regulated researches of the medical men. The
late Professor Alison’s discoveries on the origin
and causes of contagious diseases were chiefly
made in the dismal cellars of the Cowgate and
Cannougate; and these discoveries were toler-
ably well applied some years later by one of hia
quondam pupils, Dr. W. T. Gairdner. Dr. Foulis,
a philanthropic physician, actually purchased
an old close, and afcer repairing it, renovating it,

and supplying it with water andother necessaries,
succeeded in demonstrating that the existing
evils, bad as they were, could be diminished, if
not entirely prevented. This school of medical
reformers at length brought to light Dr. Little-

A NfW PXPTfUTMlfMT Tnp T-PTiT unnp “'^“'aWorcport on the Bsnitary ConditionA NEW EXPERIMENT FOR THE POOR.
1
of Edinburgh, from which report we believe have

During the course of last year, while writing
i

spruug the subsequent city improvements inau-
on the nature of the risks to which human life i

ffurated so ably under the auspices of the Lord
is subjected, we promised to discuss on a future Provost (Mr. Wm. Chambers). Of course, it is

THE PROPOSED SICK ASYLUM FOR
NEWINGTON.

The architects who have submitted designs
for this asylum are Messrs. Berriman & Son,
Messrs. Giles & Biven, Messrs. Jarvis & Son]
Mr. Knightley, and Mr. Lepard. Mr. Burton
was also invited, we believe, but did not send
in drawings.

In the previous competitions of this kind,
the names of the architects were affixed to their
drawings; but in the present case they are not
so, the drawings being simply identified by
mottoes,—a delusion and a snare ! Wo cannot
applaud the change. The estimates of cost, as
this list shows, differ enormously :

“Junius” £33.500
“What is worth doing at all is

worth doing well” 33,000
“Bxperientia” 3'i,500
“ L’EspeVancs ” 51,000
"Expecians" 68]000

_

The competitors have all set forth their de-
signs very creditably, one of them sending no
fewer than a dozen drawings, to show alterna-
tive designs. The last on the list, Expectans"
has made the mistake of “ well ” lighting and
ventilating his administrative block, which means
ill lighting and ventilating

;
building round an

internal area. This, and the general crowding of
the bnildingg, will make his chance small. The
plan by " L'Esp4rance” too, clever as it is in
some respects, will not compare satisfactorily
with the first three on our list, and from these
we have little doubt the selection must be made.
In general arrangement of the blocks these
resemble each other very much at first sight,
but this resemblance is lessened on looking at
the appropriation of the several portions, and
comparing distances. Stock bricks, with a few
red bands, are the materials chiefly adopted,
and all have three stories in height. We bad
made a list of objections to each, with the view
of comparing

; but we prefer to use them as
simply showing how carefully the designs should
be examined before the decision be arrived at.
“ Junins,” with a capital plan in many respects.

occasion the principles of a new society which
had then but recently started in Edinburgh for
the purpose of improving the condition of the
poorer classes. We have not been able to over-
take the subject sooner; and indeed it is always
well to postpone treating of any institution in
the northern capital as a thing accomplished.
For even in the present case an unquestionably
benevolent and disinterested movement seems
likely to turn out a failure, owing, as it would
seem, to the strong and determined opposition
of the local authorities. They may or may not
be right. Oar readers, however, may judge for
themselves. There are circumstances connected
with this experiment, as we must still term it,

which are, at all events, worthy of the con-
sideration of those who are interested in the
progress of society.

In that valuable part of the “ De Augmentis,”
where Bacon touches upon moral science, he
laysparticularstrese upon that principlewhich he
calls the bonum communionis, or social good, con-
sidered as a source of happiness to the state or
to the individual who pursues it; and he shows
by a reference to various systems of antiquity
that in this neglect lay their radical deficiency.

unnecessary to state that all this time the press
was not idle. The Scotsman, the Edinburgh
News, the Scottish Press, the Evening Courant,
and even the poor old and now defunct Caledo-
nian Mercury, made important special inquiries,
and published long articles on the condition of
the poor. Many private citizens, such as Mr.
Charles Cowan and Mr. Thomas Knox, published
pamphlets, and otherwise threw themselves
with great earnestness and zeal into the prac-
tical qnestious of reform.
At length about three or four years ago the

(ScotsTnan undertook to expound at great length
and, as we remember, with much ability the
subject of the constitution and operation of the
“ Charities of Edinburgh,” which had long been
in an unsatisfactory condition. Irrespective
altogether of the Poor Law Boards, it was found
there were no leas than thirty-six different
charitable associations in Edinburgh, all engaged
in the same common cause, and mostly sup-
ported by the same class of benevolent indivi-
duals. The sensible conclusion to which the
writer came was this : that those various chari-
ties, from their isolated character, lost much of
their usefulness; that their cost of management

For those systems placed happiness in the bonww
I

administration was wasteful and extrava-
suitatis alone, or in that principle of which self

j

that, after all, they failed to meet their
is the only direct and ultimate object. We need

j

intended purpose
;
and that some method of

not illustrate Bacon’s philosophy by a reference ' combining them and organising them was
to the celebrated Poor Laws of Elizabeth. But urgently needed.
it is clear that Bacon considered that the “ social

i

happened very opportunely, about the same
good” could only be ameliorated, and, if possible,

I

time, that public attention and curiosity were
improved, under the direct and positive control excited by an American gentleman, who was at
of the state. In our day greater scope has been

!

that time residing in Edinburgh, and who
allowed to individual benevolence

; and to such ‘ pointed to certain well-organized charitable
an extent has this idea prevailed, that some measures which had been employed with re-
people begin to hold the opinion that all existing

i

“^^fkable success in different Coubineutal and
charities may be as well and impartially ad-
ministered by private individuals or associations
as by local authorities or even by the State
itself.

The “ Edinburgh Association for Improving
the Condition of the Poor” belongs to this
category of private benevolent associations. In
fact, it is one of those modern experiments in
“sociology,” of which the success will exclu-
sively depend upon the manner in which it is

carried out. As we have already characterised
it, it appears to be an attempt to eradicate
poverty and extinguish crime on the principle of
voluntary association. But, although the Scotch
are unquestionably the best voluntaries under
the sun, the idea does not seem to have germi-
nated in the northern capital. Either Paris or
New York is entitled to the honour of being
regarded as the birth-place of the present highly
popular theory of amalgamating existing chari-
ties, or at least of opposing a united and articu-
lated organization to the inroads of poverty,
disease, and crime. Since, however*, Edinburgh
has been all along abreast of the movement,
and more particularly Las supplied us with the
most voluminous reports on every phase of the
subject, we cannot do better than give some
account of its progress as developed and at
present exhibited in that ancieut city.

American cities. By means of several private
lectures which he gave, and by the publicatiou of
a pamphlet on the subject (in which he was ably
assisted by a lady who is interested in the
scheme), public interest was deepened and ex-
tended. Upwards of one hundred influential
citizens of Edinburgh, ministers and laymen,
together with all the leading newspapers,
cordially concurred in lending their names and
commending the charitable measures and in-
tentions displayed in the pamphlet.*
To sum up the author’s conclusions, the plan is

based on three great principles :

—

“ 1. Thorough systematic investigation of the
actual conditions and wants of all the poor in
a city.

2. Suitable relief given in every case of need,
in ways which tend least to abuse, or to degrade
and pauperize the receiver.

3. Relief given as far as possible by methods
which enable the poor to help themselves, the
great object being to prevent cases of temporary
destitution from becoming cases of permanent
pauperism.”
The author proceeds to support this scheme by

How to Eelieve tFo Poor of Edinburgh, and other
great Cities, vsithout increasing Pauperism: a Tried,

‘ SuceesBfulPlan.’’ Edinhnr£»h
" *

Economical, and Successful Plan.”
A Douglas, lSt57.

Edinburgh : Edmond-
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references to the methods of systematic bene-

volent distribution in Paris and New York
;
to

Liverpool} to Klberfold, on tbe Rhine; to Cal-

cutta, and to Bombay, as conducted under the

anspicoB and supervision of Dr. Duff. The

French and American systems, however, are

those upon which he chiefly builds, and which, he

tells us, “are totally independent of all church or

congregational organization.” It iseasier.hoadds.

to form a visiting society quite iudepoudout of all

churches rather than one dependent ou their co-

operation with each other, and a good deal more to

this effect. Our readers will, of course, pcognize

at once the principle of absolute secularization in

this American achemeof benevolence. Thechurch-

man to the cure of souls
;
the layman to the

cure of bodies. Wo will not stay to notice it at

present, furthur than to point out the fact that

the visitors, to whatever church they happened to

belong, would necessarily require to be sincere

and benevolent Christians ! lu the city^ of

George Combe and his disciples the principle

seems to have met with general approbation,

more particularly with that of the Lord Provost,

who, we are informed, had long meditated some

kind of similar organization ou the subject.

Tho preliminary proceedings were conducted

with great administrative skill. As a first step

the Lord Provost issned numerous invitations

to take part iu a meeting to consider the

“ practicability and expediency of adopting

measures to simplify, economise, and con-

centrate the action of the public charities of

Edinburgh, as well as to improve the condition

of the really deserving poor.” The invitations

were cordially responded to in every quarter

;

and a large number of ministers and doctors, as

well as men of all parties and denominations,

assembled in the council chambers. The Lord

Provost presided
;
and in explaining the object

of tho meeting, drew attention, iu very emphatic

terms, to the unsatisfactory organization and

results of the present charitable institutions.

Without for a moment inferring that those

charities were badly or recklessly administered,

and while giving their managers all honour

and credit for their efforts to succour want
and infirmity, he deplored the absence of all

systematic action. lie also pointed out how
it was possible that, by insufficient and unsys-

tematical arrangements, they might be ab-

solutely nourishing the diseases which it was

their intention to assuage
;
and that iu conse-

quence of the present desultory system it was to

be feared that they encouraged imposture ou

the one hand, while, on the other, many of the

really deserving and modest poor were left in

obscure holes and corners to suffer the pangs of

misery and neglect. He further illustrated the

need of more united action aud of well-organized

and systematic measures, by explaining what

serious evils result, not only to tho poor, but to

all classes of the community, from the deficiencies

of our existing charitable arrangements
;
aud

he finally declared that the whole system now
pursued was fraught with consequences alike

painful and reproachful
;
and that it could not

possibly fail, if its operation wero continued, to

damage the best interests of tho city. The
proceedings were brought to a conclusion by the

appointment of a large committee, consisting of

upwards of sevenfy clergymen aud laymen, re-

presenting every shade of theological and political

opii.ioa.

This meeting in the Council Chambers was
held ou the 15th April, 1867, aud the first prac-

tical result of the meeting was the production,

ten mouths afterwards (28th February, 1868), of

a voluminous report on the whole cognate sub-

jects, written by Dr. Alexander Wood.* This gen-

tleman, it appears is one of tho medical school of

reformers which we have already indicated.

We will not criticise a report which is written

gratuitously and for benevolent purposes. To
those who have not studied too minutely the va-

rious phenomena and the innumerable circum-

stances of which it professes to treat, this report

may be justly considered valuable. Certainly it

contains a large store of facts, aud a perfect laby-

rinth of statistics such as they are. Its practical

conclusion may be expressed in three lines: “Tbe
only one of these schemes which the committee
would recommend to take up at present is tho

thorough and systematic house-to-house visita-

tions of the poor” (Introduction, p. 15) aud also

to this end, “ that a central office must be estab-

lished in connexion with it.”

And accordingly a central office was established

* Report on the Condition ol tho Poorer Classes of
Edinburgh, and of their Dwellings, Neighbours, and
FamilicB. Edinburgh : Edmonston it Douglas. 13ti8.

at 25, Yoik-place
;
active operations immediately

commenced
;

district visitors volunteered ; a

manager was appointed, at a salary of 12oL o

year
;
and the Edinburgh Association for Improv-

ing the Condition of tho Poor is at this moment
iu full working order. But, as the national poet

Burns has it, the best laid schemes of mice and

men often “ gang agly.” The apothegm would

,

also appear to include the moat beuevolont

schemes. For only last week, on applying to

the town couucil for their reasonable share of

the preliminary expenses—guarantejd as they

had thought by the Lord Provost and ma-

gistrates—tbe association were bluntly told that

they wero doing more barm than good
;
that

they were teaching the whole poor of Edinburgh

to seek alms ; that before they began dispensing

money at such a wholesale rate, they should

have paid their printer’s bill ;
and, finally, that

the members ought to be aware of the old pro-

verb, that charity begins at home !
Well may

tbe association retort on the town council iu the

memorable Hues of Tom Hood:

—

“ Ob, for the rarity

Of Christian charity
Undsr the sun! *’

GLEANINGS FROil THE ARCHITECTURAL
FIELD OF 186S.*

Onk great advantage which the architectural

practitiouer of tho present day enjoys over his

predecessors in the art, is that of having brought

constantly under his notice tho works of his own
time, as they are going on around him through-

out the world. One hundred years ago it was

absolutely necessary for the architectural stu-

dent, if he would gain any competent knowledge

of the state of his art prevailing oven in this

country, to travel extensively to the various

cities and centres of industry. It is true, never-

theless, that the present easy acquirement of

current architectural knowledge has had some

evils connected with it, and these of a serious

kind. The active and enterprisiug spirit of the

age which has developed tho cheap illustrated

architectural periodical has brought along with

it more weighty demands than ever npon the

skill of the architect, and has given him shorter

time for his tasks. Time for thought being

denied him, and having treasures gathered round

him from all quarters, his works have become
rather adaptations thauoriginal productions; and,

drawn hither and thither by the rival attractions

of various styles, he has often attempted them
all, and thoroughly worked out none. With his

accumulated knowledge he has been like tbe

man who was said to have so many books on his

head that his brains could not work. This draw-

back is, however, one which may, and should be,

overcome by the man who wishes to become a

true architectural thinker. Let him select what

style he chooses, in the first instance,—one in

which he can labour with delight, con ainore,

—

and, bringing all his knowledge of that stylo, and

all his artistic feeling, to bear upon the work, he

will gradually, without fail, expand and develop

his adopted style iu a nabnral manner, and with

a success which will be of the highest value to

tho cause of art. I think that I am fairly borne

out by the facte, when I assert that this has

boon the case in the career of tbe greatest

architects. Brunelleschi, Palladio, Wren, Cham-
bers, and, indeed, Sir Charles Barry (as his

best works were Italian), wero men who spent

their lives developing one adopted style

;

and such are Pugin, Scott, aud Street. No
style monopolizes every beauty any more than

any type of scenery iu nature
;

nud where

we detect a beauty lurking iu the features of any

other style than our own, wo are perfectly free

to follow and adopt it so long as the new beauty

will but agree with the old. But rival beauties

are proverbially dangerous iu art as well as in

social life, and it is therefore necessary to do our

spiriting gently. For instance, you see a beau-

tiful picture iu the artist’s studio, deep-toned

and subdued in colour; everything, indeed,

about it being made subservient to the forcible

telling of the story, say one of the late C. R.

Leslie’s, and you admire it exceedingly. A few

mouths after you visit au exhibition, and seeing

the name in the catalogue, look out at once for

your favourite. “ Alas, how different, yet how
like the same !

” The glory has departed ! How?
By the presence of a rival beauty beside it in

the shape of a richly-coloured glowing landscape

by Turner & Linnell. The one picture has killed

* Read at meeting of tho lirerpool Architectural

Society, Jan. 27.

the other. Two notes in music may be beautiful

when each is sounded alone, but when brought

into rivalry how great the discord.

Notwithstanding the above remarks, tbe ad-

vantages of a constant view of the architectural

field around aro, I repeat, great. Example

is better than precept. As we view the works

of others from week to week, we are thereby

incited to emulation and strenuous eudeavour;

and by the manner in which difficulties have

been worked out and overcome,we are encouraged

to grapple manfully with our constructive neces-

sit-iea in order that we may enshrine them in a

form of consistent and truthful comeliness.

From the abundant harvest of our art during

the past year, 1863, as chronicled in the pages

of the Builder, I have gleaned for my paper this

evening a few illustrations of buildings ou which

to comment, trusting that the subjects thus

brought under our view may afford us food for

discussion. As distance is said to lend enchant-

ment to the view, we will commence, if you

please, at tho Antipodes, with

—

St. Patrick’s Roman Catholic Cathedral,

Melboxime.*

This important edifice was begun in tho

year 1858. The plan comprises nave, transepts,

and choir, with aisles to each on both sides.

The choir has an apsidal eud, and five chapels

open out from the aisle which surrounds it.

There are two towers with spires, each 220 fc. in

height, at tbe south-west eud of the nave, and

a lantern tower and spire, 330 ft. high, at the
' intersection of the nave and transepts. Tho

extreme length of the church interior i9_ 315 ft.

The width inside the nave and aisles is 76 ft.

The interior length of the transepts is 160 ft.,

and the height to tho ridge of the roof is

02 ft. At the time the Bidlder writes, the

nave and aisles, and two western towers, had

been commenced ;
the nave and one aisle had

been roofed in, and nearly completed, and ^o
stone vaulting of the second aisle was making

rapid progress; one of the towers was up ready

to receive the spire, the other being couiplote to

tho floor of the upper belfry, aud a portion of

tho bells bad been bung in the western tower.

The architects aro Messrs. Wardell &; Co.

The brief account of tbe building which I have

extracted, will show that it is a church of a class

which is rarely built in these days, although

there are not wanting signs just now of a return

to the old enterprise for building cathedrals,

displayed so nobly in tbe Middle Ages. The

new Roman Catholic cathedral at Westminster

is likely to be of first-rate proportions. Here, in

Liverpool, we have had a good deal of talk and

I correspondence in the papers about a Protestant

I

cathedral, which I trust will nob be allowed to

rest till it result in the matter being accom-

plished. But to return to our subject.

Tbe general external efibcb of the church is

pleasing, reminding one much of Lichfield, with

its three spires. The disproportion between the

western and central towers is, I submit, too

great. Tbe same fault is observable, I think, in

York Minster, where I always feel that the end

towers look dwarfish when compared with the

great central tower. Iu tbe body of the building

the architects have lavished tho most work upon

the north transept elevation, which has three

large doorways, in the Continental manner, with

a magnificent rose- window above, the gable

being^occupied by three windows. In contrast

with this front, the west end is kept too plain,

and is scarcely, I think, worthy of tho rest of

the building. In justice, however, to the de-

signers, I think it is evident that the transept

doors have been made for some reason or other

tho main entrances to the building, a reason

which would justify the designers to a great ex-

tent in devoting so much attention to them. Tho

flying buttresses in their design are scarcely

characteristic enough of stone. They resemble

too much roof timbers, and one is reminded by

them of a series of ornamented props, stuck up

against the building. The top of tho central

tower appears somewhat crowded, in conse-

quence of the canopies over the belfry windows

running into the battlement above. The un-

crocketed spire above this tower is not iu har-

mony ’with the richly crocheted pinnacles

around it, and the contrast between tho two

gives a baldness to the spire which otherwise

it would not have. In the case of the west

towers, tho crockets are omitted with much
bettor effect. There is a feature about theso

towers to which I wish to draw attention.

The angles formed by the buttresses at the

* See Builder, toI. xitI. p. 894.
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three corners are filled up with a splay, the wall
being built out from the level of the belfry

windows. This is a good idea. The towers are

not large enough to allow of broad faces to the
buttresses, and the architects by this means aro
•enabled to project them out boldly without their

having a meagre appearance, the groat disparity

between the faces and the sides being concealed
by these projecting splays. Another good feature
about the church is the way in which the line of

the parapet surmounting the clearstory is carried
round tho western towers and across the west
front, where tho ornamental pierced work of the
flank elevations might have been again intro-

duced with good effect. However, even as it is,

this feature gives much unity to tho design.
Taking the church as a whole, I consider tliat it

displays a good deal of “ character,” the element
so ably insisted upon by Mr. H. P. Horner.
There is a dignity and repose about the design
well fitted for the sacred purpose to which it is

to be devoted. By all that we can gather from
the description and tho illustration, it fulfils

very fairly Sir Henry Wotton’s three requisites—‘‘ Stabilitio, Firmnesse, and Delighto.”
My next illustration is the interior of St.

James’s Chnrch,* Kidbrooke, near Blackheatb :

Messrs. Newman & Billing, architects. This
church, we are informed, was consecrated by
the Bishop of Rochester, in July, 18G7. It con-
tains accommodation for 1,000 persons, and coat,

exclusive of the organ, reredoa, pulpit, fences,
lighting, &c., about 7,0001. The tower and spire,
160 ft. high, are at the ea.st end of tho north aisle,

and a vestry at the opposite side. The organ-
chamber is formed on theground-floorof the tower.
The reredos, pulpit, reading-desk, and font are
wrought in Cacnatone,with alabaster and marble
columns introdnccd. The church is built of
brick, with Kentish ragstone facing, and Bath
stone dressings. The pewing and stalls are of
deal, stained and varnished. The chancel is laid
with encanetic tiles. Tho whole of the windows
are filled with geometric tracery. The interior
is chiefly noteworthy for its carving, and the
novel mode of lighting by means of coronas
surrounding the piers above the caps. The
carving was executbd from designs furnished by
the architects. It is very elaborate, but not,
I think, sufficiently conventionalized. In the
large-sized view of one of the pier capitals ic

will bo seen that the small sprigs introduced
just above the necking look stuck on, like
sprigs of holly in Christmas decorations. This
opens up a nice question as to how far the
080 of natural foliage may be indulged in in
architectural decoration. For my own part, I
am of opinion that it may be laid down as a
sound principle that all carving ought to be
conventionalized to some extent before being
used in connexion with architecture. This
extent must depend very much upon the
character of the buildings in which it is em-
ployed. In the Greek edifices, which were as
far removed from any connexion with Nature as
any buildings have ever been, we find the
carving severely conventionalized, only still

retaining tho beauty of form and plan of
structure derived from the natural model. In
the Norman we find much of the same severity;
but in tho Gothic Pointed architecture we come
upon a much closer imitation of nature, yet still

conventionalized. This relaxing of the severity
of the earlier style was only consistent with the
architecture, which became itself much more
closely allied to nature ;

—
" The pillars with cluster’d shafts bo trim.

With baao aud with capital flourish’d around,
Seem'd bundles of lancas which garlands had bound."

But in all this change the workman was mnch
more than a mere clever copyist. He took, it

is true, tho plans and details of his leaves and
flivvers from tho hand of Nature, but nothing
more, following her only in those elements of
general form and contour which wore common
to both. The brackets under the shafts supporting
tbero of timbers in this church are, I think, taken
in their general form from the well-known
examples at Lincoln. The east window is of
good design. The filling-in of the arch over the
organ witli open tracery is an idea worth notiog
in the present day, when there is scarcely any-
thing in the shape of an organ-caso provided.
Tho tracery will help to hide the tops of tho large
wood pipes, the swell, and other excrescences.
With regard to this method of lighting, I can

testify that it has a most beautiful effect. About
two years ago I stayed at York over the Sunday,
and attended evening service at tho cathedral,

which is now lighted in this manner, aud a more
striking sight I have seldom seen than the long
nave, with the line of brilliant rings of gas jets

illuminating the soffits of the immense arches.
By this method the piers cannot cast any shadow
over the pews, and the light is equally diffused

through aisles and nave.
Again leaving England, I must ask yon to

return with me to Molbonrne,* where the new
town-hall is now being erected. The foundation
stone of this structure was laid by liis Royal
Highness the Duke of Edinburgh, on the 29th of
November, 1867.t This building is another
evidence of the magnificent way in which they
build in tho new colony. There is a good deal
about the general treatment of the whole which
resembles oar Liverpool municipal offices. In
both buildings a large Corinthian order is em-
ployed, with attached columns and pilasters, and
a lofty attic above. In both we have pavilion

roofs at the corners. Tho position of the tower,
however, iu both is different,—in the municipal
offices being in the centre of tho front, while in

this example it is at one angle. As far as the
tower itself is concerned, this may be perhaps
the best place for it; but, taken in connexion
with the rest of the building, it appears mis-
placed, as it destroys the balance of the whole
composition, which is one of the leading charms
of the Classical stylo. The towers of both
buildings are composed of mnch the same
elements—viz., a columnar order—a clock-face

story and a terminating story, which in the
Melbouroo structure consists of a slated dome
and lantern. The clock-face here forma a base
for the columnar order

;
in the municipal offices

it is above. Here, although tbe clock story

is somewhat bald in design, it still forma
a pleasing contrast to the lighter and
richer story above. Here the architects have
taken considerable liberties with classical tradi-

tions in making the pedestals of the columns
and the breaks in tbe entablature above circular

in plan. This is certaiuly a mistake in the case
of tho pedestals, as they have lost thereby the
effect of contrast presented between the square
pedestal and the circular shaft above. The
circle in the entablature gets over the difficulty

of having a square break at tho angle, and is

therefore much less objectionable. Tbe attic

between the pavilions is too much broken np,

and is scarcely severe enough in character to

harmonise with the Classic order beneath. Tbe
large Venetian windows lighting tho upper story

appear to be of good design, and will have a fine

and bold effect with their deeply-recessed arches.

The composition of the two heights of windows
beneath tbe tower is very happily managed.
The architects here have wisely substituted a
pediniented head over tho upper window in place
of the round arch, which would have looked
weak aud unsatisfactory. As it is, the large

pilasters at the angles of tbe tower, with the
deep entablature and tho smaller pilasters and
entablatures of the windows, are in accord one
with the other, as they are both doing precisely

the same kind of work in a precisely similar

way. The harmony would have been complete
had the large angle pilasters been coupled like

those of the upper window.

Possingu'orih Manor, Sussex, the Seat of

Mr. Louis Uuth-X

This house is sitnatod on ground rapidly
falling to the south, commanding extensive
views, and is screened at the back by a belt of
fir trees. The materials used in the construction

of the house are red brick with Bath stone
dressings and slated roofs. The principal rooms
on the groand-fioor aro the hall, dining-room,
morning-room, drawing-room, picture-gallery,

and conservatory. In the centre of the building

is a quadrangle, entered under a gate-house, by
which access is gained to the porch, forming the
principal entrance.

The hall, which forms the south side of the
quadrangle, is 50 ft. by 20 ft. in the clear, and
40 ft. to the underside of the ridge-piece, with
an open timber roof. In tho hall are tbe prin-

cipal staircase, entirely of oak, with carved
panels, an ornamental chimney-piece, 15 ft. high
by 9 ft. wide, and several stained-glass windows,
the one at end of the hall having representations

of the Seasons, the bay window on the north
side the Months, and the other windows various

subjects. At the end of the hall is a gallery for

musicians, or for lookers on. The dining-room
is 38 ft. long by 22 ft. G in. wide by 16 ft. high

• Pee Builder, vol. isvi., page 765.

t The architects are Messrs. Reid & Barnes.

X See Builder, vol. xxvi., pp. 712, 713.

and is entered directly from the hall. In thii

room are a largo bay window, 17 ft. by 8 ft. in-

side
j a recess, opposite the bay, in which is a

carved oak sideboard, specially designed by tbe
architect; a chimney-piece carved in stone; and
an elaborate ceiling. From this room leads the
southern turret, forming a recess on the ground-
floor, and from, the top of which a fine view of
tbe country is obtained.
To the west of tho dining-room and south of

tho hall, from which it leads directly, is the
morning-room, 25 ft. by 22 ft. On the south
side are steps into the garden. The drawing-room
is -IS ft. by 30 ft., exclusive of two bays, each 17 ft.

wide by 7 ft. G in deep. The walla are all panelled
in oak, and the ceiling is elaborate. Between
this room and the picture-gallery is a fine flight

of steps leading into the garden, the balustrading
to which is of pierced stonework. On the west
of the quadrangle is a corridor

;
next which is the

picture-gallery, GO ft. long by 23 ft. wide by
22 ft. high. The ceiling is trabeated, the panels
being of open ironwork between carved and
moulded oak beams, supporting the glass, form-
ing the inner ceiling of tho gallery, which is

lighted from above; tho beams rest on orna-

mental brackets, which are supported on cor-

belled heads, carved. The gallery leads from a
triple-arched doorway on the west side into the
conservatory, which is composed solely of glass

and iron. Tho roofing of glass is supported on
iron colnmns, with ornamental cappings, and is

crowned by a light glass and iron dome. To tho
north of the picture-gallery and conservatory is

Mr. Iluth’s room, 43 ft. by 20 ft., with a bay at
the west end, and n polygonal bay on tho north.

The whole of tho east wing of the building,

about 100 ft. by 70 ft., is occupied by the kitchen

audits offices. The kitchen itself is 36 ft. by
18 ft., by 21 ft. high, with an open roof crowned
by a lofty turret. It is fitted up with cooking
apparatus, plate- warmers, ovens, &c. Round it are

placed the larder, scullery, dairy, yard, servants’

ball, aud so on. Tbero are four water-closets on
the ground-floor.

Tlie first floor is devoted entirely to bed and
dressing rooms, with a bath-room over the
porch, and various domestic offices. The prin-

cipal bedroom, with its two dressing-rooms
adjoining, is about 50 ft. by 30 ft. by 12 ft. 6 in.

high, the other rooms in like proportion. The
second or attic floor is also used for bedrooms; the
rooms are 10 ft. high, and of various superficial

area?. In the basement are extensive coal, wine,
and beer cellars. At some distance to the east of
the honao are tho stables, containing coach-
house, stalls for four horses, six loose boxes,

harness-room, open sheds, carpenter’s shop, &c.,

forming a complete block, and a stable-yard

80 ft. by 70 ft. At the different entrances to the
estate are throe lodges. The cost of tbe building,

including the stables, was slightly in excess of

60,0001., and the whole was erected from the
designs and under the superintendence of

Sir Digby Wyatt, F.S.A.

On the arrangements of this house, which are

well worthy of study, I have a few criticisms to

offer. In the large hall tho Mediroval idea has
been followed out, with tho bay window at one
end

;
but a good portion of its length is occupied

by the first flight of the stairs. This militates

very considerably against its use as a ball-room
or entertaining apartment, and I cannot help
thinking that when so much space was sacrificed

for tbe sake of carrying out the idea of .the

baronial hall, it would have been better to have
had it thoroughly detached. Though nothing is

said about it in tbe description, I should judge
that it is very likely used as a billiard-room, as

no other is provided in the plan, and the space
lefc clear of the stairs is just about the area

required for the purpose.

One great merit of the plan is the manner in

which each department of the house is com-
pacted together, and is complete in itself. The
principal rooms, which face the south and west,

are very admirably placed. First, wo have the

diniug-room nearest to tho domestic offices, so

as to be conveniently served from the kitchen.

Then the morning-room, with a door near the

foot of the stairs, having a ready communica-
tion with the garden by means of an outer door

and flight of steps; and then the drawing-room,
facing south and west, thus having the sun
throughout tho day. All the space that could

be spared on the south side of the room is given

to largo mnllioned windows, the best out-look

being in that direction. A feature worth notice

is the screen around the door, an arrangement
to be seen in many of tbe Elizabethan mansions,

and of great value in rendering the room freeSee Builder, vol. xxvi., pp. 860, 861.
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from draught—a desideratum where ladies in

evening dross are assembled. The picture-

gallery leading from the drawing-room, together

with it and Mr. Huth’s room at the other end,

form a noble suite of entertaining-rooma, 120 ft.

long from north to south. The arrangement of

Hr. Huth’s rooms is very complete, having gun-

room, strong-room, water-closet, &c., with a

separate entrance, so as to be readily accessible.

The domestic offices are an excellent example

of thoughtful planning. Notice, for instance,

the position of the housekeeper’s apartments.

Situated at the angle of the block, she has com-

plete control over the exit and entrance of the

servants ;
on one side is the china-store, on the

other the kitchen ;
and a little further off the

butler’s pantry and servants’ hall. The passage

from the kitchen to the dining-room is a little

circuitous, though as a compensation it gives

ready access to both of the dining-room doors.

Ou the upper floor, we find the principal bed-

room, with its dresaing-rooms, forms a complete

suite by itself, having a private passage. The

other bedrooms are gained by means of a passage

lighted from the upper portion of the entrance-

hall
5
while another passage over the cloisters

communicates with the north wing of the house,

where the space is divided into three rooms

for men-servants attendant upon visitors. The

upper plan of the servants’ portion of the house

is equally good with the lower. The house-

keeper’s bedroom is at the corner, over her sitting- u.,. r-- j • '
i. n

room, having the linen-store close at hand, ing is kept well in check, and is not allowed to

The butler has a bedroom above his pantry, interfere seriously with the comfort or conve-

with a flight of stairs up to it from the pantry. I nience of the dwelling. Yet after allowing that

Above the buttery is a lift for dishes. It will be i much ability is shown in the design, it is after

noticed, on looking closely at the plan, that all an acted style, and m this respect contrasts

there is a double wall, with a cavity between badly with the_ truthful expression of modern

the W.C. and the housekeeper’s room, to prevent
;

wants and requirements, shown in 1 ossingworth

the noise caused by the closet from being heard.
|

Manor, which I last noticed. Such a building as

Externally, judging from the view given, the '
this is a piece of architectural scene-making,

house presents a highly pleasing appearance and which does not advance except in a very

has no affectation of antiquity. It looks what
;

limited degree, the true interests of the art.

it is, the mansion of an English gentleman, not The clever way in which the whole mass of

“of the olden time,” but of modern days,
^

building is grouped together sbowsthehand ol a

degenerate thongb some may deem them. The capable architect as well as an antiquary, ihe

long lines of balustrading and formal terracing manner in which the lines of the tower

help gradually to unite the work of the architect are gradually brought with an easy flow_ to

with the works of Nature around. One satis-
;

the ground is well managed, and the carriage

factory thing about the elevation is that it is
|

porch, with its massive buttresses and deepiy-

honest. There is no studied irregularity here
; |

shadowed portal, is in perfect keeping with the

all the breaks and excrescences are accounted for pseudo-donjon keep behind,

in height. This hall forms the base of the

tower.

The fittings of the interior are being_ con-

structed of various coloured woods, the staircase

being in oak. ‘Provision is made in various

ways for defensive purposes, if necessary.

The house being intended chiefly for a short

summer residence, provision has been made for

a system of warming and ventilation throughout

during the time that it will be unoccupied. The

whole of the basement is vaulted in brick. The

ceilings and floors over the dining-room,

drawing-room, &c., are supported by massive

oak beams, and fiuished with cornices of wood.

The kitchen is open to the roof, and well sepa-

rated from the habitable part of the house.

There is a lift for coals and luggage from_ the

bottom to the top of the house, and dinner is to

be served by a traversing wagon passing up the

stairs to the serving-room. The windows of the

ball and staircase and upper portions of those of

the living-rooms will be filled with stained glass,

containing armorial bearings. Mr. William

White, F.S.A., is the architect.

The exterior of this mansion is eminently

picturesque, the architect rightly considering

that the romantic scenery in the midst of

which the house is situated demanded the use

of what may fairly be called the Romantic style.

The sentiment of affection for “ the good old

times,” as they are very wrongly called, has in-

spired the conception of the whole ;
but this feel-

natnrally in the requirements of the plan ;
and,

despite these breaks, which are many, there is a

general symmetry and balance which gives much
dignity to the whole. What pleases me more

than anything else about the whole exterior is

the very clever arrangement of the picture-

gallery and conservatory. When you think of

it yon will allow that a picture-gallery, 60 ft.

long by 23 ft. wide and 22 ft. high, in which

there are to be no windows, is an awkward

feature to have to deal with externally. And
now observe bow well it is done here. One aide

is made to serve for the back wall of the con-

servatory. (Some may think the architect

should have had the conservatory on the other

front, and which is decidedly a better aspect

;

but, considering the fine view on that side, I do

not think that the space for it could well have

been spared.) But to return. The conservatory,

with its raised centre, breaks up the long line of

the gallery, just leaving sufficient of it in view

to show the connexion between the two sections

of the house. But then on the other side was

the other long wall, 22 ft. high, to deal with.

This, again, has been overcome by the intro-

duction of a corridor, one story in height, with

an open arcade, which is usefnl as connecting

the two wings of the mansion. Above there is a

similar passage, but narrower, which is lighted

with three windows, and so the whole difficulty is

mastered. The doorways opening on to the

fiats above the large bay windows is a novel idea

which I do not remember to have seen before.

Humcivood, County Wicklow, Ireland.*

The view of this house appeared in the

Builder of Augnst 8th, in which we are in-

formed that it was then in course of erection

for Mr. W. W. Fitzwilliam Dick, M.F. for the

county of Wicklow. It stands in a commanding
position, well surrounded with rich woods and

mountain scenery. The walls are entirely of

granite, and the roofs covered with tiles. The
kitchen offices are in the basement a few feet

below the ground-level, giving considerable eleva-

tion to the ground-floor, which is approached by a

atone staircase from a vaulted hall about 40 ft.

And now let ns turn to an edifice of a very

different nature to the above, viz..

The New University of London,*

by Mr. James Fennethorne. The Builder

observes, “ After long endeavours a building

is being provided for the London University

at the public expense. It occupies the nor-

thern portion of the ground in which stands

Burlington House, and fronts in Burlington-

gardens. Of this elevation we give a view,

together with a plan of the ground-floor. The

design at first selected was objected to after the

works had been carried on to a certain extent,

and a fresh design, that now illustrated, and

which is being proceeded with, was made. The

plan shows the arrangements of the building and

the principal apartments. The accommodation

provided will be as follows :
—

Upon (he Oround-Jloor, ft. ft.

Eatrance-hall or corridor

Public staircuae 33 by 33

Hall for conferring decrees 73 by 66

Ditto for public eiamioation 72 by 63

Small hall ditto 61 by 32

VVaitieg-room for candidates 61 by 33

Two examiners' rooms, each 23 by 16

General waiting-room 20 by 18

Clerk's room 16 by 14

Room for specimens and apparatus 26 by 18

Messenger’s room IS by 14

Upon the first floor are senate-room, committee-

room, registrar's official room and private room,

room for clerk of convocation, library, laboratory,

anatomical room, and two professors’ rooms. Upon
the second floor will be apartments for the house-

keeper, &c., and on the basement-floor rooms for

the lithographer, for muniments, for stores, for the

housekeeper, and so on. The principal front of

the building is, as we have said, towards Bar-

lington-gardens, and will be faced with Portland

stone and red Mansfield stone intermixed, the

enriched string-courses being of Hopton^ Wood
atone. The estimate submitted to Parliament

for the building was 65,0001., exclusive of fittings,

and this amount, it was stated to the House of

Commons, will be considerably increased by the

change of style.”

The facade given in our illustration is a good

specimen of Mr. Pennethorne’a ability in the

* See Builder, vol. s ., pp. 688, 689.

Classic style. The raised centre of five hays

flanked by the two clock-towers, is advanced out

from the line of the front, and attains thereby a

distinct completeness of its own independently of

the rest. The arrangement of the columnar

order at each end of the centre, where it abuts

on the tower, is worthy of note. Many an archi-

tect would have been content to have had here

merely a half-column in the angle} but Mr.

Fennethorne, with excellent judgment, has

finished the arcade with a full column at each

end, the pilasters at the angles of the towers,

giving the required finish to the order which is

thus arranged like a temple in antis. Having a

long front to deal with, and of no great altitude,

the architect has endeavoured by every means

possible to give height to the faejade by breaking

up the front and introducing perpendicular lines

in the shape of pilasters, long and narrow win-

dows, and statues on the summit. By these

means the effect of too great horizontality is

avoided very successfully. The treatment of

the wings is particularly happy. The solid

masonry of the lower portion, sufficiently relieved

from heaviness by the statued niches, affords a

pleasing contrast to the open colonnade above,

an arrangement very similar in idea to that of

the wings on the east front of St. George s Hall,

only that here the effect is obtained without such

a serious sacrifice. In this upper portion of the

facade the round shafts dividing the windows,

contrast with the flat pilaster very pleasingly.

Indeed, throughout the whole elevation there is

a delightful play of contrast which fully occupies

the eye without distracting it. There is no

apparent striving for effect, so frequently a fault

in our modern buildings, no crude half-conceived

novelty impertinently thrust in
;
but, taking the

old classical elements, a harmonious, dignified,

and highly-effeotivo composition has been

wrought out of a slightly monumental cha-

racter very appropriate to the purpose of the

institution. There is only one feature m the

building which does not thoroughly satisfy me,

and that is the attic terminating the towers,

which is treated in a similar way to the story

below it, and the angle pilasters, being so much

shorter, appear dwarfish and heavy when con-

trasted with those beneath. A broad face of

masonry was quite necessary here, no doubt, to

carry up the line of the towers, but it might

have been done with better effect, either with

coins or simple unbroken projections. The

dwarfish character of these pilasters is made

still more apparent by the line of the balustrade

being carried across the towers beneath the clock.

In concluding this paper I gladly express my
belief in a glorious future, which is before our

art. In spite of much weakness and numerous

failings in the architectural works of our

countrymen at home and abroad, no one can

deny that great progress has been made in

the last twenty years. Tbat progress I attribute

in a large measure to the greater liberality and

breadth of thought begotten by the extensive

circulation of the architectural newspaper,

and the keen discussion of art subjects

which has taken place in the numerous archt-

tectural associations throughout the land. Ihe

public mind is more interested the sub-

ject year by year. A proof of this is affjrded

in the interest taken during the last few

years by the public journals in the fierce

“ Battle of the Styles.” But perhaps the

greatest evidence of the rapid changes which

our art is making is given by the extraordinary

transformation in the revived Gothic style since

the period of its resuscitation by Rickman and

his followers. Compare some of the nltra-

Medimval edifices of the present day which

occasionally startle ua with one of the early

revived Gothic designs, and you hardly

recognise the relationship. Abroad, in France,

on the other hand, great advance has been

made in the development of a Classical

Renaissance stylo, which in the elegance of its

details and severity of its mouldings has emu-

lated the ancient Greek. The fact that eccen-

tricity and fanaticism accompany this forward

movement only shows that the rapid stream is

swollen and so deeply agitated as even to tear

up the natural channel through which it speeds

in its onward course to the distant ocean.

the diatanco beacons. Forward, forward,

' See Builder, toI. xsr., pp. 85
1, S55.

let U9 range. , •

Let the great world spin for ever down the ringing

grooves of change.

Tet I doubt not through the .ages one increasing

process of tht

W. n. Ficton.
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PUBLIC WORKS DEPAETKENT, INDIA.*

The course pursned is as follows :—The chief

engineer lives at the seat of Government, and

being secretary for public works as well, takes

the general direction of works on behalf of the

civil administration. He is assisted by superin-

tending engineers, who reside at some central

station, and regulate all works in a certain area,

which is usaally very large, some circles being

the size of Scotland, and others the size of Wales.

The superintending engineers disburse no money,

and keep no accounts. They do not even draw
up designs or estimates unless they like 5—simply

receive schemes for check, and exercise a super-

vision more or less loose over those who are

engaged in carrying out works. They have it

very much in their power to settle down into a

steady-going routine, varied by what is called

their cold-weather inspection. At the same time,

superintending engineers are seldom, in the efforts

they make, behind other Indian officials
;
and

that they are not as useful as they might often

be, is owing to the system, and to circumstances.

The superintending engineers, who are few in

number, there being only sixteen for the Bombay
and Madras Presidencies put together, and about

thirty for Bengal, have under them from four to

eight executive engineers apiece, by whom, and
their assistants, the work of the Department is

virtually done. That is to say, if the superin-

tending engineers were eliminated there would
be little change perceptible in the progi'ess of

public works. The executive engineers and their

assistants prepare as a rule all the designs and
estimates, and spend and account for all the

money. There are some 400 or 500 executive

!

engineers in India, and through them the entire
,

grant for public works may be said to pass,
j

Their present salaries for civil engineers range
!

from 6,000 to 11,000 rupees a year, the equiva-

lent of 3001. to 5401. a year in England, or even
less. Executive engineers have, if their division

is big enough, one or more assistants on say half

their own pay, and several European and native

subordinates. They arc also furnished with an
office establishment, and draughtsmenas required.

Now supposing these agents were really zealous

and efficient, as they are presumed to be by
Government, the Public Works machine would
go tolerably smoothly

;
but as it is, the only

person really able to conduct very plain-

sailing work at reasonable rates in so pecu-

liarly constituted a situation as an Indian
district, is not unseldom the executive engineer

himself, who gets the blame if anything goes

wrong. Executive engineers are placed in

charge of what are called divisions, which may
bo only a large military station; or a military

station, with a hundred or two miles of road
tacked on to it

5
of so many miles of road

;
or of all

works military and civil in a particular district.

If the latter, which is most common, there is

generally a principal town at which the Euro-
pean community, the troops, the magistrate,

doctor, clergyman, &c., reside, and which the
executive engineer makes his head quarters.

The works are very much scattered about over
the district, and the assistant engineers and sub-
ordinates are pushed out to superintend them.
They get plana and instructions furnished them,
and are occasionally visited by the executive
engineers. As a rule, contractors on any scale

do not undertake work for the Indian Public
Works Department. In the words of the De-
partment itself, “ they are not to be got,” yet it

is strange that almost every railway work is

done, and well done by contractors and sub-

contractors. The fact is, that the Public Works
estimates are framed upon the results given by
daily labour or job work, executed under favour-

able departmental supervision; that is, by careful

superintendents, whose pay has been separately
provided for. So that as no contractor can hope
to work so cheaply, and obtain a profit, none of
any standing will come forward to tender j and
such as may, look to securing one by getting

bad work passed, and when found out discredit
the system. If an executive engineer cannot
obtain contractors, he has to employ daily labour.
The additional anxiety and attention this re-

quires is enormous. The subordinates in the
district may bo careless or unpractised, and
either the executive engineer has to be con-
stantly moving about, or else has to bear the
brunt of the excess expenditure they incur. But
if they are diligent, the daily labour principle
takes up an undue amount of their time. In-
deed, to get good results from labour hired by

the day, and untasked, and to get money s

value in the purchase of materials for a large

work in small quantities, demands a great deal

of experience and knowledge of what prices are in

a locality, that it must take some considerable

time for either assistant engineers or overseers

to acquire
;
yet they are set to this difficult duty

of managing daily labour without much personal
control from the executive and superintending

engineers, who are, perhaps, alone experienced
enough to work the system economically, and
catch it if they break down. If the Department
is taken from the point of view of an assistant

engineer, newly set to conduct works in India,

it will show its weakest side ;
and that is the one

which, if amendment is to take place, should
have public opinion turned upon it. A newly
appointed engineer lands at one of the presidency

towns, where he finds civilized English society,

and a mode of life not so very dissimilar to that

of home, except that the extreme beat confines

people all day to the house unless they go about
in a close carriage. There are all the evidences

of groat wealth, and the bustle of an immense
trade. All the professions are represented, and
exercised in much the same way as in European
towns. On the whole, the appearance of the

presidency towns is such as to give a favourable

impression of India to the new comer. An
assistant engineer is posted somewhere in the
interior very soon

;
it may be to a large military

station, where he will still have European
society

;
or to a wild district, in which Europeans

are to bo counted by the half-dozen, and are

miles and miles asunder. He is paid the same
in both situations

; but in the one he can live in
! a respectable manner, while in the other, if not

\

ravenously fond of sport, the style of life that

j

has to be adopted on small allowances is little

]

short of disgusting, ordinarily good food being
hardly obtainable. The greater part of the
interior of India is poverty-stricken to a degree.
The people have few or none of the apjtliances

of civilization. They inhabit hovels of mud and
thatch moat of them of the size of an English
cottager’s pigsty, and an agglomeration of these
forms a town or village. They have few notions
of cleanliness. Their carpet is a thin wash of

cow-dung and water over an earthen floor.

Their furniture a few brass or earthenware
vessels. The animals herd in the small court-
yard of each house, if not in an adjoining apart-
ment. The streets run with sewage, and the
air is charged with smells. About their ordinary
avocations the greater part of the male popula-
tion go nearly naked. The diet is either flour

or rice flavoured with salt and pepper, relished
with onions, and washed down with tepid water.
So extremely filthy are all native towns and
villages that no European could exist in close

proximity to them, far less in them. Yet, be it in

Calcutta, or in Madras, the natives themselves
prefer such neighbourhoods and residences to

anything cleaner and better. The rains in

India are periodical, and while they fall the
country looks rather fresh and green

; but
in the dry months which succeed, the surface
is scorched, and in colour a dull brown varied
by the yellow of the withered grass. Agri-
culture is very backward, being pursued under
great difficulties. The plough is of wood, drawn
by oxen. The cattle in India are miserable,
dwarfed, ill-fed, and lean. In the rainy season
there is grass for them, but in the dry weather
they have to pick up a subsistence how they
may. In consequence, they are stunted and
incapable of heavy draught. The cows, again,
belong to the same order, and have much the
make of an English calf. The milk they give is

of inferior quality, and even in European stations
these animals are given stable litter to eat : on
the coast they eat fish, so that Indian milk will

not bear inspection, and tracing it to its source
is enough to turn the strongest stomach. The
fowls are not better tended than the other
animals, so that their eggs have a taste, and the
flesh is particularly sapless and uninviting. In
the districts butcher’s meat is not to be had to
buy, as the people seldom use it. Milk, eggs,
and fowls are the articles of food that go by the
name of supplies

; and it is a singular proof of the
extreme destitutionof the country that a traveller
—and an assistant engineer is always more or less

a traveller—has generally to arm himself with
the order of a Government official, directing the
villagers along his route to sell him provisions,

which for mere money’s sake they will not do.
In many places where the assistant-engineer is

sent to, he has to subsist almost entirely on pre-

served provisions brought out from England,
and it is rarely he can anywhere do without

some of them to supplement the scanty nutri-

ment the country affords. The employment of
an assistant-engineer is so various that it cannot
be minutely described here. He is supposed to

be furnished with designs by the executive
engineer, and to have the carrying of them out.

If he can get contractors, he has merely to
measure their work; but, if not, ho has to hire
labour, keep the accounts, and' disburse the pay.
To assist him in this he has sometimes a Euro-
pean overseer or two, and always a certain
number of natives. These latter have usually
no theoretical knowledge, and very little prac-
tical information. They have most of them
probably never seen good workmanship in their

lives. Their pay is as low as their position, and
they are of course naturally ever on the watch
to make it up by peculation. If intrusted with
petty purchases, as they must be now and then,

they take a percentage systematically. Govern-
ment have a great dread of entertaining capable
men on liberal salaries. An assistant engineer
who offered 101. a month to one superintendent
would run a risk of being turned out of his

appointment ; but he might take on ten
persons, on IZ. a month, without any question
being asked, or, still easier, five on 21. a month.
The duties of an assistant engineer are often

not of a very high order, and many
of them are beneath a highly educated
professional man. He has, besides his surveys
and designs, to direct workpeople, compile
accounts, and disburse pay. As a rule, also, he
is given more to look after than one individual

can, without being constantly on the stretch,

satisfactorily superintend. So that to perform
what is set him at all fairly his constitution

must be excellent, and ho must have what is

more rare,—a williogaess to in all weathers go
about the country, foregoing society and amuse-
ment, lodging and feeding in a poor way, while
discharging functions that very often require

little more than common sense and common
honesty. At first starting it is almost impossible

for an assistant-engineer not to be beset with an
idea that a service of this nature was not what
he was trained for, or suited to him

;
and it may

be questioned whether, when he has overcome
this feeling, he has gained anything to speak of.

The whole arises from Government giving a
lower salary to an engineer than to a young civil

servant, and letting native subordinates into the
Department before they are thoronghly educated,
and also in the general state of depression in

which the country is sank. The upper subordi-
nates of the Department are now, for the most
part, European soldiers, who have gone to one
of the four civil-engineering colleges, and there
received a brief preparation. The course is

mainly one of surveying, and when they leave
the college they have of necessity to be taught
the details of masonry, carpentry, and the like

by those whom they are sent to assist. If not
pat to too heavy or too scattered work, and they
can be instructed by any one above them, they
answer very fairly as a class, and many arc
excellent subordinates. But in the case of men
sent ont into the districts, where with their

scant allowances they cannot procxire decent
shelter or nourishing food, and are debarred
from all associates of their own rank or colour,
there is much temptation to unsteadiness.
Where European overseers are chiefly found to

fail is, however, in skill
;

for never having
served a regular apprenticeship to the practical
crafts, they have no standard to guide them, and
want incessant watching and direction. There
are very few upper subordinates natives. The
charges are so large that an ordinary native is

not physically capable of managing them. The
travelling and exposure are too severe for him.
He is also not so accurate, and not so persever-
ing as a European, who gives his mind to a
piece of work, and goes about what he is

doing mechanically. Besides, in the Public
Works Department, in the case of posts

worth more than a small sum, the opinion
acted upon in Lord Cornwallis’s time in all de-
partments, that no native is to be trusted, seems
to survive. It is not altogether unfounded, be-
cause there are few natives in the position of
subordinates who will not take per-centages from
contractors and on purchases, and connive at
those beneath them doing so as well. The prac-
tice is of long standing; and in the independent
territories of feudatory princes all officials take
bribes and have perquisites, from the Prime
Minister downwards. A native overseer in-

trusted with the payment of gangs of labourers
can, if he c’noose, appropriate a large amount to

himself with hardly any risk of detection
;
and if

a
See p. 83, ante.
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he permits similar inroads by those under him, the

cost of establishment becomes very high. The
European overseer is found out at once if he
attempts to misappropriate, on the other hand,
and is, besides, disposed to rest satisded with his

salary, which the native is not. Another reason
why natives are not numerous in the Public

Works Department is that they do not think it

a desirable line to take to. Engineering as a
profession has hardly naturalized itself yet in

India. The natives see, for one thing, that it is

the worst paid kind of service, considering the
responsibility, under Government j that most of

the members of the Department are always
travelling about the country in a most uncom-
fortable wayj that the duties are more financial

than scientific
;
and as their fellow countiymen

have scarcely learnt to appreciate roads or
bridges, or public buildings, which the general
run of them say our forefathers did very well
without, their engaging in their construction
will bring them no honour or advantage. In
fact, there are in India master masons who do
most of the works, such as houses, bathing-
places, temples, and wells. They are low in the
scale of caste, but have a rude practical notion
of building, and the rules of thumb as their caste
secrets. These men are generally made use of
by the Public Works Department in actual con-
struction, but they aro too illiterate to make
designs or organize a largo series of works.
However, the natives see most of the work done
by the Department of so simple a kind as to be
within these men’s capacity, and European
engineers are tacitly set down as the equivalents
in their own country of the' master-mason
degree.

Natives and other candidates for the Public
Works Department are educated at civil engi-
neering colleges, established at Roorkeo, in the
north of India, and at Calcutta, Poonah, and
Madras, Roorkee is on the largest scale, and
prepares the bulk of the subordinates for the
Bengal side. These facilities are, however, far

too few for the enormous extent of India. It is

as if the engineers of Prance were all trained at
Moscow. Did such a practice prevail in Europe,
the profession would be filled with Russians.
There are immense tracts of India, say between
the Nerbudda and the Ganges, all Burmah, the
Nizam’s dominions, and other districts, where
public works of magnitude are in progress, or
sorely retjuired, and there are no colleges at which
the natives of those localities can receive a
scientific edneation

5
and in consequence the

agents of the Department are all strangers, and
the service can never be popular because it ex-

cludes as unciualified every one belonging to the
indigenous population, who is not willing or able
to go hundreds of miles away from home to
attend a civil engineering college. Natives are
very fond of theii’ own neighbourhoods, and dis-

like removing, unless actually driven to migrate
in search of a subsistence. Though India is

generally talked of as one empire, it is very
composite

;
being made up of a number of pro-

vinces difiering in climate, customs, wealth, and
mode of government. Much of the central part
of India, for instance, is thinly peopled, un-
healthy, or desolate, and even to a native it is

nob the same thing living there as in the rich,

and cheap, and for him salubrious, plains of
Lower Bengal or Oudh. Salaries, however, ex-
cept in a few notoriously deadly localities, are
exactly the same all throughout the service,

where provisions are moderate in price, as where
they are twice as dear. Only in the three pre-
sidency towns is any difference made. It would
tend to improve the Department, if colleges of
instruction were multiplied, so as to bring them
within reach of the inhabitants of every district.

In the less important, they of course need not
aim at so high a standard as in the colleges

already established. These, however, especially

Roorkee, tarn out far too many half-educated
subordinates

5 partly because the demand is so
great, and partly in hopes that they will pick up a
farther amount of knowledge out on works, which,
as opportunities are not abundant, and the stock
of it upon which to build is limited, not one in
ten perhaps does. This is particularly noticeable
in the class ofdraughtsmen. The men sent out in
this capacity, are the most miserable performers
possible. They know nothing of free-hand draw-
ing or perspective, and can do little more than
trace from plana that have been pencilled in for
them. This is entirely due to the course they
have gone through being too hurried, and to
the very small salaries offered in executive engi-
neers’ offices. The illustrations in the colleges’

own publications show that, with proper instruc-

tion, good limners can be produced. The theory

is that, once in an executive engineer’s office, a
draughtsman will improve

;
just as that subordi-

nates who have never seen a stone quarried or
the inside of a carpenter’s shop, will leam all

that is necessary while they are nominally assist-

ing him, but whilst in reality that officer has to

stand the brant of their mistakes, which his

saperiors, who must hold some one to blame,
invariably visit upon him. The duties of an
executive engineer, who is, as it may be termed,
the working man of the Public Works Depart-
ment, are defined as follows by Government.
The executive engineer, it says, is the officer in

immediate charge of a division. In him is vested

the management of all public works within that

division. He arranges all the details of their

construction
j he superintends the works and

accounts
;
he receives all cash advances and dis-

tributes funds to bis subordinates ; he is re-

sponsible for the proper custody and efficient

repair of every work or bnilding
j
and is answer-

able for the exact performance of all duties of

whatever description connected with the Depart-
ment. It is part of the duty of the executive
engineer to suggest public improvements, and to

prepare detailed designs for them ; he is also to

report on and suggest measures for the protection
of any public monument or bnilding of archi-

tectural or historical interest which appears
likely to fall into decay. In addition to his

other duties, he will consider himself to be e®

officio the professional adviser of all departments
of the administration within the limits of his

charge. Execabive engineers will prepare de-

signs and estimates under the orders of the

superintending engineer, and they are respon-

sible for the accuracy of all drawings they
submit. It is the duty of the executive engineer
to pay strict attention to economical application

of all labour and materials ; he should also strive

to bring ecouomically into use, on all occasions,

the articles procurable in the local markets and
the natural resources of his district. He is

held responsible for the good quality of all work
done under his orders. He will afford his

assistants every aid in acquiring professional

knowledge, and must exact from his subordi-

nates a correct performance of their duties, fur-

niehing them with working drawings and written
instructions as to the exeention of any works
they may be entrusted with.

Considering that a division may be the
size of Yorkshire, his assistants new to

India, and the subordinates college educated
in theory alone, or corrupt, or intemperate,
these qualifications expected from an ex-

ecutive engineer are pretty comprehensive.
He has, let it be observed, not only to

design all works, but to carry them out, and
make most of the payments, and keep all

the acconnts connected with them. He is re-

sponsible for everything. If stupidity is shown
by his subordinates, Government immediately say
it is his fault, for not looking saffioiently closely

after thorn ;—if fraud occurs, that he has been
too easy-going ;

— if prices are high, that he
ought to have kept them lower, because three or
four hundred miles off some one else does so;

—

if an estimate is exceeded, that it is very dis-

creditable to him
5
and so on. At any rate, it

would be thought that an official from whom so
very much was asked, and who had so large a
charge, would be very well paid in India. The
remuneration, however, is thus arranged :

—
There are four grades of executive engineers

:

the civil engineer’s salary in the lowest is 501. a
month, and in the highest 90J., the intermediate
grades being 60J. and 751. These grades have
no necessary connexion with the extent or im-
portance of the division of works held. They
depend upon length of service chiefly. Thus
an engineer of the fourth grade may be suc-

ceeded in the same district or station by one of

the first or second grade, and two engineers may
be side by side with equal functions to fulfil, and
yet the one receives about double the pay of the
other.

Government dislike making a promotion
from grade to grade oftener than once in two
years, so that there is little encouragement to

merit,—in fact, everything to stifle rising merit.

For civil servants, that is, collectors of revenue
and district judges, the snocessive steps are 471.,

831., I12i,, 180i., 230^., 2501., and 3001. a month
;

while, for civil engineers, they ai-e 20i., 30i., 40Z.,

50Z., 601., 761., 901., and 1001., and very few ap-
pointments of a higher description. It is not
generally known in England, that for a married
man to live in India in respectability 501. is the
very lowest sum required. It used to be less, butof
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late years the necessaries of life have almost
doubled in price. About 801. a month income
would just enable a person in the position of an
executive engineer to pay his way and maintain
a tolerable status. With less he would be far
better off in England on 3501. a year. Hitherto
Government, treating the Public Works Depart-
ment as connected with the military service,
have argued that if they get officers to remain
with regiments for twenty-five to thirty years
on pay not rising above 601. a month, and
for half that time not above 251. or 301. a month,
they ought to get first-class engineers on the same
terms, and do not take into account the essen-
tial difference between a scientific and civil, and
a purely military service 3 one which demands
a mere school-boy’s education, and one that
calls for considerable culture and ability. The
situation of an officer with his regiment, an
hour’s morning parade, billiards during the day,
and a pleasant mess party in the evening, no
travelling, or no anxiety, except making two
ends meet, is slightly different from a civil engi-
neer out by himself in lonely seclusion, feeding
how he can, charged with difficult works,
burdened with accounts, and exposed to sun and
weather.

Besides there being little in the grading,
or in the salaries themselves, of executive
engineers to really reward efficiency, especially
in the case of young and rising men, the
lift to the rank above is, pecuniarily speak-
ing, a small one. The step from executive to
superintending engineer is only worth at first

lOL a month. When, however, the duties of
that class are recounted, it will be seen what
further value it has. A superintending engi-
neer, says the Government, is the officer next in
rank in the executive branch to the chief
engineer. A superintending engineer shall

have nothing to do with the actual execu-
tion of public works, or with the disburse-
ment of public money on account of works,
nor with the provision or custody of any materials
for the construction of public works, other-
wise than as an officer of control. The perma-
nent residence of the superintending engineer
will bo at some central point within his oircle,

which will be fixed by the local government. It
has been already observed that there is in almost
every province or considerable district a chief
town at which there is some comfort and
an agreeable European society to be obtained

;

while, on the other hand, without it, the country
is destitute of everything of the kind, and often
even of the commonest supplies. 'The conse-
quence of this is that there is every temptation
to be in the stations as long and as much as
possible. Subordinates and assistant engineers
are pushed out to do the hard work, and have
tho solitude and discomfort, while those above
them take it as their earned privilege to be
able to remain at their cheerful head-quarters.
The superfluous amount of routine and office

work is a farther tie on the side of executive
engineers, who do,—or, at least, the tendency
must be for them to do,—as much as they
can by correspondence, and as little by personal
contact with their subordinates. It is not
at all pleasant to leave family and friends
and snng house, to go out and live in tents and
huts and far distant places, for the sake of impart-
ieg elementary instruction to sabordinates and
workmen. The temptation is great to make
occasional and rapid runs, bestowing a few
words of caution and invective on the way,
instead of that continuous and painstaking pro-
gress which anticipates all their omissions and
errors. It does nob follow that every executive
engineer suits his convenience

j
but the climate

and nature of India are such as to deter officials

from being out in their districts as much as
perhaps they ought to be. Superintending
engineers especially, when they have too wide a
circle to move over, and the means of commu-
nication are slow, are apt to stay at head-
quarters, in place of diffusing their experience.
They then slide into post offices between their
staff and chief engineer, sometimes forgetting,
in fussing about works lying near them, much
that would be well worthy of a visit. Another
feature of the Department is that a man may be
a good architect and set to lay out roads ; or he
may he in charge of a canal one day and of
barracks the next

j or may be a fair mechanical
engineer and at home in a workshop, and given
bi'idges and drains to build. An engineer also
with a desire to improve himself, has so seldom
the opportunity. He is left alone if at an out-
post, and scolded when he is supposed to have,
or has, done wrong. Sharp, stinging, now and
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then abusive, censure is unfortunately the charac-
teristic tone of the Department, brought about
by the unyielding economy of Government,
which before all things exacts the cheapest rates,

and the little superior officers know of the diffi.

culties that the agents of the Department have
to encounter in the prosecution of works. When
it is not BO bad as this, the attitude towards an
engineer is always one of suspicion. A large

share of the professional experiences of the de-

partmental officers is got from their mistakes.
The accumulated stock handed down from one
member to another is very small. The process of

this individual acquisition is painful not less than
the performance of functions more or less of an
office clerk and having to lead a vagrant vagabond
sort of life, on allowances from a third to a half

of those of the civil service. Now, this is not
an overstrained depiction of the Public Works
Department, as it will be found by a large pro-
portion of the civil engineers who come out to

India. As far as payment is concerned, the
Indian Government always assert that economy
must be studied 5 but why it is necessary to

apply it to the Public Works Department more
than to any other department does not appear.
Economy is not very rigidly looked to in India,

for there were the other day in a single military
station in the south of the peninsula no leas than
forty majors and colonels drawing from 641. to

82Z, a month for doing literally nothing, or what
is known as “ general duty.” Possibly there are
throughout the Indian army 150 officers of high
rank on tho active list in receipt of these emolu-
ments, and giving no equivalent

;
150 civil

engineers on the same pay would be a signal

addition to the Public Works Department. The
domestic drawbacks to India can be met to a
certain extent by increasing the number of
engineers. The amount of space to be travelled
over would not be so great, and the leaning of

human nature to civilized society would be
indulged without sacrifice of efficiency. On the
railways the resident engineers are much nearer
each other, and have many advantages over the
civil district engineer in Government employ.
The profession, above all, needs raising. Neither
in the eyes of the natives, nor moat assuredly in
the estimation of the authorities, is tho Public
Works Department much thought of. The civil

officials have seen too often young men taken
from regiments and dubbed engineers, and have
also seen the consequences of want of a theo-

retical and practical training too frequently to

entertain much respect for it. They take note
of the inner working of the Department, and
see that most of the energy, time, and ability of
tho establishments go in the p.reparation and
rendering of accounts, and that tho powers of

thelocalsuperintendingengineersaresorestrioted
that what they most want done oannot be done.
The most detestable structures rise up in spite of
them, and the most impassable roads are made
under their noses

;
yet they can do nothing, as

tho Public Works Department has its own heads
and rules, and is out of reach of criticism and
complaint. The work objected to is a sanctioned
and a budget work, and must go on. They also
cannot but remark the secondary sort of place
given to engineers in the scale of remuneration,
which does not come up to that of polioe-offioers,
or of natives in the Judicial Department some-
times. The grand remedy for all this resides,
however, in the Government of India spending
two or three times what they now do in public
works.

THE NEW PKIVATB BILLS.

Illustrations by maps and drawings convey,
concerning many affairs, whether the progress of
a campaign in Abyssinia, the rearrangement of
the representation of the people by a Reform
Bill, or the improvements projected in a great
city, more vivid and accurate impressions than
can be given by any quantity of letter-press.
Mr. Stanford, the geographical publisher, of
Charing-croas, is enterprising in taking advan-
tage of the capabilities of his art, as the public
and those specially interested may be reminded
by the issue of his annual map, showing the
railways and other public improvements affect-
ing the metropolis, for which plans may have
been lodged at the public offices on or prior to
the^ 30th of November in each year, and for
which Parliamentary sanction is to be asked in
the ensuing session. The new map just published
contains an extra portion, showing the environs
of London on a smaller scale, and embracing
the greater part of Middlesex, with portions of
the counties of Surrey, Kent, Essex, and Hert-

.

ford. The extra map was needed to display the
schemes of the four projects by which it has
been proposed to obtain power to provide above
100 miles of street tramway in a single session.

Only a small proportion of the mileage originally
contemplated by these schemes is likely to be
asked for, one of the most imposing, which pro-

posed to lay sixty-two miles, having been already
dropped. In addition to the four tramway
schemes, which take four-fifths of the red lines
in which proposed new works are shown, the
map shows works proposed by fifteen existing
or proposed railway companies, and nine miscel-
laneous schemes, such as markets, gas, and
water Bills.

The new railways proposed to be constructed,
according to the plans lodged on the 30th Novem-
ber last, embrace about fifteen miles within the
metropolitan district 5 but the schemes likely to
be prosecuted will not probably ask for more
than a fraction of that extent, several of the
most important of them being already dropped,
including the Hyde Park and City, the Eastern
Metropolitan Underground, the Clapham and
London Bridge, and others. Some useful works
are proposed, not for tho greater part of very
great extent, by the London and North-Western
Company, a new approach from Euston-aquare

j

by the London, Chatham and Dover Company,
station walls at Ludgate-hill; by the Metro-
politan Company, station works at Westmin-
ster and at Brompton

j
and by the Metropolitan

Company, alteration of station at Gower-street.
Notices are given of a Courts of Justices Conceu-
tration Bill, for the Strand site already fixed,

not adjoining the Thames Embankment; and for

a Public Offices Concentration Bill at Westmin-
ster, The lodged plans includo markets for Bel-

grave, and for Belgravia and Chelsea, adjoining
each other in the Chelsea Bridge-road

5 a Bays-
water market and baths

; and a Westbourne
market. Plans are also lodged foi‘ the long-
proposed Park-lane improvement, at the end of
Piccadilly ; for a metropolitan improved water
supply

j
and for certain new works of the Impe-

rial Gas Company at West Ham.

NEW WAREHOUSES AND OFFICES,
ST. JOHN-STREET, WEST SMITHFIELD.
During the night of the lOfch of March last

the premises belonging to Messrs. George
Farmiloe & Sons, lead and glass merchants, in
St. John-street, were consumed by fire. The

'

" devouring element ” left little more standing
than the external walls, and those were so injured
by the combined action of fire and water that
it was not deemed advisable to re-use them in
the new structure. A considerable time was
occupied in removing the ddbris and salvage.
Amongst the latter were hundreds of tons of
lead and glass fused into one common mass.

Tenders having been invited for the new
building forming the subject of our illustration,

that of Messrs. Browne & Robinson, for 12,915Z.,
was accepted.

The size of the building necessitated its

division into two parts, so that the requirements
of the Building Act might be complied with

I
as regards the cubical contents of the buildings,

j

A court-yard, 45 ft. long by 30 ft. wide, to which

j

access is afforded by a gateway in front, serves
the double purpose of forming the necessary
division of the buildings, and of loading and
unloading goods without inconvenience to foot
passengers in the street,

A noticeable feature in the construction is the
massive character of the foundations and floors
to bear the enormous weights that will be placed
upon them. This is especially the case with the

^

ground floor of the back warehouse, designed to
receive the lead kept in store, which has been
conatructedof rolled iron joists and girders, calcu-
lated to bear a working load of 10 cwt. on every
foot superficial. The ironwork in these joists
and girders, and throughout the building, was
supplied by Messrs. W. & T. Phillips, of the Coal
Exchange. The loading and unloading will be
performed by means of steam-cranes supplied by
the Newington Ironworks Company, the steam
being generated by gas.

The front is composed of Portland stone and
white Suffolk brick, the bases of the piers and
the columns of the centre windows being of
polished Aberdeen granite from the quarries of
Messrs. Manuelle

; the carving being entrusted
to Mr. Seale. The whole has been executed from
the designs and under the able superintendence
of Mr. Lewis H, Isaacs, architect, Gray’s-inn.
Mr. Bonlden acted as clerk of the works.

THE NEW ROOMS OP THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

As the new galleries and schools of the Royal
Academy are fast appoaching completion, our
readers will be glad to know their arrangement
and the precise accommodation they will afford.
Wo therefore give plans showing the two floors.
The buildings have been erected from the de-
signs and under the superintendence of Mr.
Sydney Smirke, R.A., and consist of a large
oblong block, parallel with Burlington House,
and separated from it only by a few feet, but
extending on both sides considerably beyond its

frontage.

The exhibition-rooms are on the first-floor,

and are divided into three lines or rows; five,

each, in the north and south rows, and four in the
middle. The centrafroom is a domed octagonal
-floulpture-saloon. Occupying the whole space
westward of this is the ” Great Room,” where
the annual dinner will be given. Eastward of
the central saloon is a lecture-hall; the remain-
ing space eastward affords a room intended for
water-colour drawings, and the gallery south
of that will be set apart for architectural
drawings.

All the exhibition-rooms communicate with
each other, and the circulation is complete.
These are the precise dimensions of the

apartments :

—

Ft. Ft.
The Picture Gallery at top of staire 43 by 31
Central Sculpture Saloou, diameter ... 43
Sculpture Room -13 „ 32J
North Picture OallerieB, each 40 ,, 32i
The Great Room 82 ,,

-43

Water-colour Room 43 „ 26
Architectural Room 40 „ 31
South Picture Galleries, oach -10 „ 31
Hall for distribution of prizes, aud

for lectures 6S „ 43

The floors are fireproof, being laid on brick
vaulting throughout; they are covered with
Arrowsmith’s solid parquet work of wainscot and
walnut wood. The doors aud their dressings
are of the same materials, with the mouldings
carved, except at nine of the principal doorways,
where they are of marble of various colours,
chiefly from Belgium and the Pyrenees. The
ceilings are for the most part coved, having tho
enrichments gilt. The walls of the picture-
galleries are being finished of a deep, subdued
red (with a sanded pattern), down to a dado of
black wood and waluut. The choice rested
between this and “ pheasant’s egg” colour.
The octagonal vestibule will be for the larger

works of sculpture, and the upper part of the
walls will be ornamented with busts of the
most eminent artists of past times.
The ceiling decorations of the Great Room are

somewhat more elaborate than those of other
apartments, and include a series of demi-angels,
holding emblems, as corbels. The lighting is

by means of a large central skylight in each
gallery, excepting the sculpture-room, where
there is a side light.

The height of the walls in the Great Room to
top of cornice is 27 ft. ; the cove occupies 11 ft.,

making the height to the underside of lantern
38 ft. In the lesser rooms, the height to the
top of the cornice is 22 ft., and the cove
occupies 9 ft.

W0 may add that the galleries prom Ise to form
a very handsome and well-lighted range. Tho
central saloon will probably be less light.

The schools are very spacious and airy, being
19 ft. high. Their appropriation is shown on
the plan. The corridors, 10 ft. wide, are lined
with white glazed tiles. The male and female
students have separate apartments, of ample
size. The whole of the schools, as well as the
exhibition galleries, are warmed by Messrs.
Haden’s warm-water apparatus, the channels
for warm air being rendered available for the
introduction of cool air in summer. The access
for the students will be from the Burlington
Gardens entrance, where also all works for
exhibition will be received. Tho general con-
tractors are Messrs. Jackson & Shaw, and the
decorations are being executed by Mr. Leonard
Collmann, in his usual good manner.
The foundations are being put in for the

houses of the Learned Societies, next Picca-
dilly, and along the east and west sides of the
quadrangle, under tho direction of Messrs.
Banks & Barry. Until these buildings are up,
visitors to the Academy who ride will set down in
Piccadilly, and proceed by a temporary corridor,
now nearly completed, right across the quad-
rangle to the entrance-hall of Burlington House,
where ultimately will be a carriage portico, as
shown on our plan.
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THE " SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.”
SiK,—^Tou have doubfclesa observed that the

Atlien(Bum of Jan. 16 followed the Builder's

“lead” of the previons week, in protesting

against the uselessly long name of the South
Kensington Museum. Unlike the Builder, it

does not suggest a substitute, but contents
itself with saying the title is “ much too long,

even for a museum ; it is fast becoming known
as ‘ the S. K. M./ which is at least briefer.”

Now I, who originated the printed objection to

the lengthy appellation, protested most strongly
against the S. K. M. [M I L K] abbreviation,

and suggested “ The Art-Museum ” as a substi-

tute
;
but it has been represented to me that

this definition is scarcely appropriate, as it

would be ignoring the grand collection possessed
by the British Museum of the highest of all art,

80 far as sculpture is concerned
j and to this I

may add, ignoring also the collection of highest
pictorial art contained in the National Gallery.

It thus becomes a necessity to find some
other name for our Museum which shall, if pos-
sible, be perfectly appropriate, and shall be
acceptable to everybody. To meet this necessity,
I would propose that her Majesty’s permission
ebould be sought to allow it to be called after
her beloved consort, “ The Albert Museum.”
When we remember that it grew out of the

’51 Exhibition, which was fostered, promoted,
and brought into being by Prince Albert, and
could not possibly have been carried through
successfully without him

;
that he administered

the electric spark which has vivified industrial

art in England
j and that the art-collection at

South Kensington was his own idea, and was
continually watched over and benefited by his
good taste and wise counsels, besides being
materially augmented by his generous dona-
tions

;
when, I say, wo remember all this, it

seems marvellous that the suggestion has never
occurred to any one connected with the Museum
to call it after the name of its producer and
benefactor. I think this little act of grateful,
though tardy, justice could scarcely fail to be
agreeable to our Queen, and perhaps even she
might feel willing personally to bestow upon her
dear husbaud’s foster-child, the name that is

revered and beloved by all her subjeots as well
as by herself. Should this suggestion meot with
her Majesty’s approval, some little “ state and
ceremony” would of course be arranged, so as
to do honour to the occasion and make the day
a notable one ; and if it could be set apart as a
holiday for the people, this would the better
caiTy out the wishes of “Albert the Good,”
whose desire it was to make this museum
peculiarly the people’s museum.

If, then, in future, we should be allowed to
call our Museum by such a familiar and house-
hold name as “ The Albert Museum,” this title

will get rid of all difficulties : it will be short,
euphonious, and pleasant on our hps

j will not
derogate from other collections of art j and will
deliver us from the confusion that arises, espe-
cially with country.people and foreigners, be-
tween Kensington proper and South Kensington,
which latter is really Brompton.
When last I sent you a few “ notes ” on the

loan portion of the Museum, I described the
beautiful mosaic table lent by Mrs. Hope. This
is no longer to be found where it then stood

j

during some alterations it has been moved else-
where, whether to return or not remains to be
proved. Another extremely interesting object
has also gone : the International Volunteer
Trophy. As I have seen no description of this
in print, it would be well here to preserve its

memory, lest it should not again be publicly
exhibited.

The size of the trophy I should judge to be
6 ft. long by 1 ft. 6 in. wide, and 3 ft., or 3 ft. 6 in.

high. It is of silver, frosted, and only sparingly
burnished in parts ; and it was designed by A.
Willms, and executed by Elkington. It is, as
your readers doubtless know, held for a year by
that nation whose representatives have been
moat successful in rifle-shooting.

A short wide pedestal supports a column, on
each side of which stands a well-modelled
statuette, about 1 ft. high : one in Scotch
dress, the other clad as an English officer of
volunteers

j and on the summit of the column
stands Patriotism holding a torch and crowns.
Beneath his feet, and round the top of the
column, runs the motto, “ Amor Patri(B."
“ Defence, not Defiance,” is the admirably appro-
priate legend beneath one of the statuettes;
while under the other is inscribed, " Si vis pacem
para helium” These subjects, with grouped

flags, &c., form the centre of the trophy. At
the base of the large pedestal are placed four
groups of a mother and child. For the sake of
explanation, we must designate one portion of
the trophy as the War, and the other as the
Peace,'end. The grouped figures on the War
end, then, represent a mother embracing her
eager little son, who brandishes his father’s

sword, and struggles to free himself from her
detaining arms

;
in the other group, the child

has returned with the sword broken, and with
big tears coursing down his mournful visage,
while the mother encircles him with one arm,
and hides her bowed face with the other hand.
Immediately in front of these figures is placed a
chariot—the classic biga—erect in which stands
a young warrior, with a firm sad expression on
his beautiful features. He holds a sword aloft

in his right hand, and his long robes flow in

most graceful folds on to the floor of the chariot.

The chariot-wheels have a gorgon’s head for the
nave, and the spokes are wreathed with oak and
laurel

;
garlands of the same, form the harness

of the horses, which are led by a small child,

who, in spite of his brave helmet, seems ready
to burst into tears, as if he knew he had done
wrong, and felt he deserved the chastisement
which was about to descend upon him.
On the Peace end of the trophy, a female

figure and child in one of the groups amass
fruits and vegetables; and in the other, note
down on tablets the gains of Commerce. In
front of them, Peace, crowned with flowers,

stands erect in her chariot, which is drawn by
two fat, sleek oxen, garlanded with flowers, olive-

branches, &e., and led by a smiling little urchin,
:

also garlanded with flowers. The naves of the
wheels are formed of bosses of fruits, while a
wreath of hops and flowers decorates the spokes.
Two more figures of boys, seated one on each

side of the base of the pedestal, bear, the cue
a telescope and the other recording tablets.

These subjeots are placed midway between Peace
and War, they being applicable to both states.

After this description, it is needless to speak
of the thoughtfulness, care, and artistic skill that
have been brought to bear upon the design and
execution of this Volunteer trophy : it is a very
excellent work, and well repays patient exami-
nation.

To return to the noble collection of art-objects
lent by Mrs. Hope. The large plaque of Limoges
enamel—supposed to be by Leonard Limousin
himself, date about 1550—containing six acro-
bats piled together in one group, is a marvel-
lously fine thing. Other grand objects are, the
“ Cistern on three feet,” majolica di Urbino,
sixteenth century

j
and a large vase, about 2 fc.

high, ofFrench earthenware, Pahssy style, seven-
teenth century. Two carved jade vases, with
perforated covers, are also very handsome

; and
the large fluted tazza of jade, supported on a
delicate silver stand of European manufacture,
formed of twelve mermaids and interwoven
cords, is very beautiful and graceful. There are
likewise some fine dishes and plates, enamelled
in colours

; some admirable majolica dishes
; a

beautiful, rich-looking majolica jug; two speci-
mens of Henri Deux ware

;
and one very charm-

ing plate—or saucer, for the centre is a deep
hole, as if to take the cup—the design on which
consists of five little boys, one with the prettiest
face imaginable, playing at leap-frog, the colour-
ing of the whole being the most tender and deli-

cate I have ever seen in majolica.
At the back of this case is placed the

elliptic jewel of white enamel, bearing the
“ bloody hand” of Ulster, the only known badge
extant of the Order of Baronets. The jewel is

set round with large precious stones of various
colours, ruby, emerald, and diamond alternately.
It is of British workmanship, date 1664, and is

lent by Sir George Duckett, bart.

A beautiful Biberon of Faience d’Oiron
(Henri Deux ware), date 1530 or 1540, lent by
Mr. J. Malcolm, of Paltallocb, has a singular
hinged cover of the same material that is worthy
of notice

;
and, because they are placed near

at hand, I will hero mention the sugar-bowl,
cover and spoon of white earthenware and good
form, lent by Miss Dale, probably of Leeds
manufacture, and also the butter-boat, salt-

glazed Stafibrdshire ware, lent by Professor
Church. The hunting group, in white porcelain,
from the manufacture of the Due d’Angouleme,
is spirited and graceful

; date about 1780. Not
far off is a snufl’-bor, lent by Mr. Beresford
Hope, formed of beautiful slabs of “luma-
cbelli,” which I take to be matrix of opal ; and
there is a fine one of spar, inlaid with houses
and trees in bard stones

; a gold snuft‘-box, con-

taining the freedom of the City, with the City
arms enamelled on the lid, presented in 1811 to
Lieut.-General Sir W. C. Beresford; and from
the same collection comes the flattened oval
sardonyx ewer, mounted in gold, enamelled and
jewelled, ornamented with graceful little ena-
melled figures, and having a wonderful dragon
for handle.

In the adjoining glass-case is still to be
seen the extremely interesting, and minutely
carved, violin of boxwood, given by Queen
Elizabeth to the Earl of Leicester. Its date is

about 1330 to 1340, so it must have been a
curiosity in Elizabeth’s time

;
and we may well

suppose it to have figured as one of those costly
New Year’s gifts which the Queen was so fond
of receiving and bestowing. Possibly this violin
was given by her to Leicester, in return for the
rich present he made her on the New Year’s-
day of 1571-2—namely, “ one armlet, or shakell
of gold, all over fairely garnished with rubyes
and dyamondes, haveing in the closing thereof
a cloeke, and in the fore part of the same a
fayre lozengie dyamonde without a foyle, hanging
thereat a round joell fully garnished with
dyamondes, and perle pendant weying 11 oz.
qu. dim., and farthinge golde weight : in a case
of purple vellate, all over embranderid with
Venice gold, and lynde with greene vellat.”

Supposing the violin to have been the choice
return-gift for this sumptuous bracelet ofl571-2,
the “ additions ” to it in 1 579 may have been made
by Leicester’s order to suit his own fancy

; and
probably at the same time the shields bearing
his arms, and those of the Queen, were placed
on the ^ger-board. It is lent by the Earl
of Warwick .... And hero I must close my
“Notes” for the present. Aet-Lotee.

THE DUBLIN SCHOOL OP ART.
The distribution of medals and prizes to the

students of the Dublin School of J^t took place
in the theatre of the Royal Dublin Society on
the evening of Thursday, the 28bh ult., hia
Excellency Earl Spencer presiding. Lord
Strathnairn, the Commander of the forces in
Ireland, the Lord Mayor, the Lord Chancellor,
and many other distinguished persons were
present.

Mr. George Woods Mansell opened the pro-
ceedings, and explained to his Excellency that
the Dublin School of Art stood first, considering
the number of national awards in proportion to
the number of students, of all the schools in the
United Kingdom.

Lieut.-Col. Adamson, the President of the
Fine Arts Department, alluded to the difficulty
which the artisan classes of Ireland had in
finding time and means to proceed to South
Kensington, and under these circumstances he
considered that a small museum of ornamental
art should be established in connexion with the
Dublin School. Col. Adamson then read the
report of the Committee of Pine Arts. The
attendance of students during the year 1868 has
been 519, showing an increase of 87 over the year
1867. Eleven national awards were gained,
including one of the two Princess of Wales’s
scholarships.

The President than distributed the awards to
the students, who were introduced to bim by
Mr. Lyne, the head-master of the schooL
Lord Clancarty proposed a vote of thanks to

the Lord-Lieutenant and to Lady Spenoer, for
their kindness in attending on so interesting an
occasion, which was seconded by the Lord
Mayor.

His Excellency made a long and very able
speech. He expressed the gratification he felt
in hearing the report of the Chairman of the
Fine Arts Committee, and congratulated the
society that the head-master of their schools,
Mr. Edwin Lyne, had gained a second place
amongst the art-teachers, of all Eogland for
the success of his instruction. Lord Spencer then
said :—I do not feel that I have any right to enter
largely upon the subject of art, but I feel bound
to make one or two observations, which I do
with great diffidence. I think it is very often
not appreciated bow great a power art has on
the history of the country,—I mean in re-
cording the deeds of our countrymen, and the
noble acts which they do for the benefit of their
country. I believe that art, peculiarly the art
of painting and sculpture, takes a great part in
educating one generation as to the deeds of
another. I believe that in Great Britain, at this
time, we have made very great strides towards
the improvement of the fine arts, and the part
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which Ireland ia to play in promoting the fine

arts of Great Britain is by no means a small one
;

for I believe that it belongs to this people to be

eminently artistic. I believe that there are

qualities belonging to the Irish people which
are singularly propitions to the development of

high art. We have the poetic imagination, which
is so well known to exist among your people

5

we have that warm-heartedness without which,

I hold, true art cannot be maintained, for with-

out it you have not proper sympathies with all

the different relations of life. You have the love

of the beautiful very strongly developed among
your people. It is, then, a noble work, which I

feel sure this society will nobly carry out—the

development of the artistic feeling among the

Irish people.

It is the duty of societies like this to properly

cultivate taste among all classes. Let them not

pander to the public taste. Let them not be led

into pandering to mawkish sentimentality or

sensational excitement, but let them try to

immortalize the great deeds that have been and
still can be done in this country, and then they
will do a great work worthy of their country. '

One thing more I will say, and that is, that I

should wish to see a taste for the fine arts per-

meate the whole country. A taste for the fine

arts, in other words, is a taste for what is correct.

In old days, in Italy, nearly everything that was
used in daily life was remarkable for some
beauty, either of former of colour. Why should

not this be so in our days ? Why should we not

cultivate taste in such away that everything

about ns, whether the architecture of our houses,

our carriages, our furniture, our crockery, our

dress even, should be governed by the excellence

of taste ? I believe there is nothing that will

develope and spread itself so much as good
taste; and there is no knowing what pleasure it

gives to those who would have everything about
them iq good taste.

GRAINING FROM THE NATURAL
SURFACE OF WOODS.

At the close of the paper on this subject, read
by Mr. Dean at the Society of Arts, and printed

in onr last,*

The Chairman (Mr. Godwin), in inviting

discussion, remarked that the mention which
had been made of Mr. Herbert Minton and Mr.
Hullmandel must have brought to the minds of

many present the remembrance of what im-

mense progress had been made within the last

thirty or thirty-five years in many of the useful

arts. At the period alluded to in the paper,

chromolithographs were unknown, at least in

England, and encaustic tiles were not in use,

whilst the large trade in both these articles was
now patent to everybody. Still, there was much
room for further development, especially in the

matter of encaustic tiles, which were, he had
almost said, shamefully expensive in many
cases : and were the price reduced, their use
would be largely increased. These things,

however, were not the only matters in which
great progress bad been made during the
period he had named, and, although their

country was often spoken of as Old England,
she might be regarded as still in her
youth, BO far as progress was concerned. They
had only had a Royal Academy for about a
hundred years, and steam-engines, railways, and
the electric telegraph had been introduced within

the memory of most persons present. Coming
more immediately to the subject of the evening,
he mnst beg leave to take exception to the name
that had been given to the process described; for

“xylography” (xylon wood, and grapho I en-

grave) meant wood-engraving, as any dictionary

would show. He would suggest Wood-Printing
as a more appropriate term. He had no great
love for graining himself, although he did not

go quite the length of some who abominated it

:

as a sham. Graining, under some circnmstances,
was no doubt defensible, bat the inexcusable
character of some shams which had been put
forward had had the effect of indnoing many
men who were anxious to associate architecture
only with what was noble and honest, to
set their faces against all imitations whatever.
Putting aside that consideration, and looking at
the matter commercially, it appeared to him
that this new process had advantages, not the
least of which was that it would have, ho hoped,
the effect of banishing that wretched apology
for graining which sometimes was seen dis-

* See p. 81, anle.

figuring and disgracing people’s houses. He
should like to hear from Mr. Dean whether the
closer-grained woods could be ’printed from in

this manner, as the majority of the specimens
appeared to be oak

;
and he was not certain

whether mahogany, rosewood, and the harder
woods conld be imitated. He should also like

to know whether the paper from which the im-
pression was produced must be taken from the

original on the spot, or whether it could be taken
by workmen at a distance; and he did not
understand whether the specified times within
which a given quantity of work had been done
included the printing of the paper, or only the
transferring of the impression to the wood. Mr.
Dean had just handed him a specimen of

imitated baywood, which was certainly com-
mendable, as there was a quietness and modesty
about it not always seen in grained work.

Mr. J. Blore (taking from the table a tile with
a wood pattern upon it) conld not quite see the

advantage of manufactnring tiles in imitation of

wood, though the invention w.as very ingenious,

and would, no doubt, prove exceedingly useful.

He would also like to know whether the
durability of this system for external work had
been tried.

The Chairman observed that this would
probably depend on the varnish, and that there

seemed nothing in the process itself which would
make it dift'er in this respect from other

graining. He thought making the tiles look

like wood quite indefensible.

Mr. Bottomley said the process of printing

from the grain of wood on paper was not new,
as it had been in use some time by the French
for paperhangings, which had been imported
into this country rather extensively during the
last few years.

Mr. Moranb inquired whether the graining
was applied to the wood direct, or whether a
“ground ” had first to be prepared.

Mr. Bottomley said, in correction of one
statement in Mr. Dean’s paper, that the best
oak graining was now nob done in distemper,

bat always in oil
;
the inferior work was done in

spirit.

Mr. John Land said the process had been
mentioned as being more durable than ordinary
graining

;
but ho saw nothing in it to render the

effect more lasting than graining in oil. He
saw nothing in the specimens exhibited beyond
what he had seen produced on paper in dis-

temper, which, when applied to woodwork and
varnished, had exactly the same appearance.
He should have liked to see more vaiiety

in the specimens, and did not doubt but that
many other kinds of wood could be imitated.

He begged leave to call Mr. Dean’s attention to

the beautiful specimens of wood in the museum
at Kew, some of which would b3 very difficult

indeed to imitate by hand, and, therefore, if

they conld be copied by this process, there

would be a real advantage in it. At present

they were confined to two or three descriptions

of wood for interior work in houses owing to the

diflficulty of imitating others, which, in some
cases, would no doubt render the copy as costly

as the original
;

therefore, if some of these

beautiful woods, both English and foreign, could

be imitated at a reasonable cost by this process,

decorators wonld have their means of orna.

mentation much extended. He understood from
Mr. Dean that the cost of his process was about
a shilling per yard.

Mr. Laing said he had had an opportunity of

inspecting the specimens by daylight, and was
very much pleased with them : one feature about
the work which had struck him particularly was,
that the mouldings were ns elaborately finished

as the plain work, which was not the case with
graining done by hand, where mouldings and
such like parts were simply run down with the
comb. Of course, the men being paid by the
piece, their object was to get through as much
work as possible in the time, and the more
difficult parts, such as mouldings, were accord-
ingly done just so as to pass muster. In the
specimens exhibited, however, one part was as

good as another. It had struck him that the
light and dark specimens were clearer and more
distinct than the intermediate shades. To his

mind, the great advantage ol this process was
that graining of first-rate quality could now be
executed in the provinces, where it was at pre-

sent difficnlt, if not impossible, to obtain the
requisite skilled workmen to do it by hand, and
thus many country houses would now be deco-

rated in this way where, hitherto, such a thing
would have been out of the question.

Mr. Yardley thought there were one or two
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inaccuracies in tho paper which he should like

to correct. It was said that there was a reluct-

ance on the part of architects to employ grain-
ing, on account of the bad manner in which it

was often done ; but, he believed, the real reason
was the desire, which had been alluded to by the
chairman, to avoid everything in the natnre of
a sham, and also the question of expense. It

was much cheaper to stain deal, which, in many
cases, showed a very beautiful grain through the
stain, than to have it painted and grained. He
should like to know whether Mr. Dean’s process

was applied to the wood plain, or whether it

required painting first, becanse, of course, if the
latter were tho case the cost would be increased.

Mr. Dean had spoken of 23. and 2s. fid. a yard
being paid for graining, bat he had never known
more than 28. or 28. 3d. being allowed by an
architect, including the preliminary painting,
and two coats of varnish afterwards. He should
like to know whether the process was applicable

to delicate woods, such as bird’s-eye maple and
satin wood.

Mr. Miller asked if the process could be applied
in imitation of parquet flooring, and if so, at

what expense ?

Mr. Dean, in replying to the qnestions which
had been put, referred first to that put by the
chairman as to the transfer of hard woods. A
specimen of bay wood was on the table, and
there were also specimens of Hungarian ash

;

and bird’s-eye maple was in process of trial.

The fact was, however, that ho bad not as yet
been able fully to experiment on many of these
kinds of wood, from being engaged in carrying
out his patent commercially, and also from the
difficulty which was experienced in getting suit-

able specimens of wood with which to experi-

ment. He thonght the question as to the
applicability of the process to encaustic tiles

bad been made sufficiently evident by refe-

rence to the case of Mr. Robson, of Liver-
pool, who had used nearly 1,000 yards of tiles

embellished in this manner in the dados
and staircases of the new public offices. Mr.
Bottomley had stated quite correctly that for

some years past the French had transferred the
natural grain of wood to paper for paperhangings,
bat they had not gone beyond that ; whereas he
had succeeded in re-transferring the impression
from the paper to either a painted or plain deal
surface, the latter being specially applicable for

churches. He had carefully examined the many
beautiful specimens of woods in the museum at
Kew, and he had not the smallest doubt that
very many of them conld be successfully em-
ployed in this process; but experiments would
have to be made, which would take some little

time. He had had great difficulty in procuring
specimens of bird’s-eye maple and Hungarian
ash anitable for his purpose. These difficulties

would no doubt vanish by degrees, but still they
were sufficient to show that time was required
for the perfecting and development of the in-

vention. At Bradford, in Yorkshire, while in

conversation with one of the principal painters
and decorators, it was suggested to him that his

system would bo very useful to men who were not
in a position to employ first-rate grainers; his

reply to that was, that in a week he could put
these second and third-rate men in a position to

compete with, if not to surpass, those who em-
ployed the best grainers money could procure.

As’to the price, he had given pretty fall details in

the paper, and he would add that Mr. Crossley,

of Newark, had told him he had paid as much as

53. a yard for graining alone. He did not think

the system was applicable to parquet flooring, for

floors were intended to be walked upon, and how-
ever good might be the varnish the pattern must
be rubbed out in a comparatively short space of

time. The encaustic tiles in imitation of
parquetry had, however, been used to a con-
siderable extent, and for the borders of rooms
appeared particularly applicable. It was only
right, however, to say that many 'persons had
taken exception to tho applioation of the process

to tiles, and he had for this reason mentioned its

employment by Mr. Robson, at Liverpool, where
it had been considered very successful.

The Chairman then moved a vote of thanks to

Mr. Dean, which was carried unanimously.

The Discovery of the G-uildford Castle
Vaults.—With respect to this discovery, the

Surrey Advertiser states that a petition has been
extensively signed in Guildford to Lord Granbley,

the owner of the property, asking his lordship’s

permission to prosecute the excavations.
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THE WORKMEN’S INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

A runLic meeting baa been held in the Town-

hall, Tanbrldge Welle, in support of the Bcheme

for holding this exhibition. The Hon. F. O.

Molynenx occnpied the chair. There wae a good

attendance of working men.
• i *. 1. *

Mr. Bnckmaster, who was present, said that

Tunbridge Welle was a very celebrated place

more than 100 years ago, when Dr.

drank twenty-seven cups of tea with Mra.Thralo

on the promenade. Every place and every trade

has its traditions, but the story of the Tun-

bridge ware ie not very romantic. An Italian

refugee, wrecked on the Sussex coast about

an incline of 1 in 6, and not at all adapted for

the immense amount of stone traffic that runs

over it. Some idea of the magnitude of the

work may be gathered from the quantities,

there being over 50,000 cubic yards of excava-

tion, and 15,000 cubic yards of stone_ in retain-

ing and fence walls. The total quantity of stone

used will be considerably over 20,000 cubic

yards.

It is expected that this road will open out a

great tr^cb of cheap building ground, as it goes

over what is now nothing more than a barren

waste.
The contract is let to Messrs. Chapman &

Shaw, for the sum of 8,2001., and is to be com-

pleted in eighteen months. Mn Henry Alty is

THE THAMES EMBANKMENT AND THE
LAW COURTS.

SiR_I stated at the Metropolitan Board of

Works that it is not possible to place Mr. Street’s

building, as now desifjned, on Sir C. Trevelyan’s

site on the Thames Embankment, inasmuch as

the latter is too small by about 4D,000 ft. A
few Bgures will show this. Mr. Street s plan at

the lusbitute is 740 ft. by 500 ft., which dimen-

100 ^ars ago, made his way to Tunbridge
' the engineer appointed by the Halifax corpora-

Wells, and there started a trade, which was at tion to carry ont the works,

that time unknown in England. The work,

chiefly in rough mosaic, and much inferior to

what we see now, excited grout curiosity.

The Italian had a monopoly of the trade
;
he

kept the secret to himself, and became wealthy.

At last some enterprising man, tempted by the

success of the Italian refugee, who was reputed

to be rich, climbed to the top of his work-

shop, took off a tile, and watched the pro-

cess from beginning to end, and from that

time there was free trade in Tunbridge ware.

We want you to help with your Tunbridge ware

and any other productions, the result either of

your skill or invention, or both. And what is

the object of all this ? It is to make a man feel

that there is something noble in labour
;
to cul-

tivate between the workmen of different coun-

tries feelings ofgoodwill and kindly brotherhood ;

to encourage good work, and revive the honest

pride and feeling of bygone times. I have seen

in common clay a jug made by a potter, years

ago, with this inscription, ornamented with birds

and flowers :
“ To my sweetheart, Jane Wilson.

Made by my own hands.—George Brown.” The

writing was the worst part of the work. There

must have been a pride and a pleasure of which

we know but little when Quentin Matsys looked

upon the ironwork made with his own hands.

Most working men endeavour to make some-

thing. We want to get this work together; the

success of our efforts will depend mainly on the

W'orking men themselves. They have their full

share in the management, and wo mean that the

credit of good work shall bo given to those who
deserve it.

bed, I think it ought to bo well seasoned, for

even our worst stones when well seasoned will

stand for a long time before exhibiting any signs

of decay, and a careful observer will find in

buildings recently erected stones perishing, but

after a time the decay is arrested, as it were, by

some invisible agency, more particularly so iu

Portland and Ancaster stone. This is nature

throwing out a coating or weathering to the

surface. .

This coating is most remarkable in the

Ancaster stone, as many builders know to their

cost who neglect the cleaning-down of buildings

till it is formed.

In this age of steam we quarry by steam, wo

convey by steam, we saw and work by steam I

had almost said we fix by steam—so that the

stoue baa no time to get rid of the quarry sap.

To season stone we require some such desic-

cating process as that to which timber is sub-

jected. Thus, although the stone quarried in the

present day is as good as at any former period,

the continual outcry is
—” There is no good

stone to be bad now.”

What I say is this—When we have made

choice of the stone to be nsed, select the best of

that kind, season it well, have a properly-

cleansed surface before it leaves the banker, set

it on its natural or quarry bed, and we may defy

the influence of London smoke or soot ;
but I

this

subject in your valuable journal, as, in the multi-

tude of counsel there is wisdom. D. II. R.

siouB give 370,000 square feet. Sir Charles hope we shall see many more articles on

Trevelyan’s site is bounded by the Strand on the

north, the Temple on the east, the Embankment

on the south, and King’s College on the west.

Allovring for streets for light and air on the

east and west sides, this plot is as nearly as

possible 660 ft. by 500 ft., or 330,000 square

feet, and is, therefore, as I stated at the Board

of Works, too small by 40,000 ft., for Mr. Street’s

present plan, to say nothing of any future ex-

tension of it. It is, however, more than suffi-

cient for either the courts or the offices, in a

separate building, according to my proposal. I

have taken all my dimensions from official plana,

and cannot understand Sir Charles’s assertion

that his site, exclusive of King’s College, and

without including any portion of the embank-

ment, contains 446,500 superficial feet.

William Tite.

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT OF THE
METROPOLIS.

The daily papers have made widely known
that the Homo Secretary, Mr. Bruce, gave a

deputation of the Metropolitan Municipal As-

sociation, who went to him last week, full

asaarauce that the Government are disposed to

aid them in their endeavours to obtain a better

form of government for the metropolis. This

Association has been established for the purpose

of collecting facts and statistics in relation to the

present local government’ of the metropolis, and

for diffusing the information so collected by

means of public meetings, lectures, and through

the public press; and further, to promote by

every available means the attainment of a Legis-

lative enactment that will secure a more direct

and thorough municipal representation of the

ratepayers, and a more responsible, efficient, and

economical form of government for the metro-

polis. All who feel the importance of this im-

proveraent should join it. Mr. James Beal, of

209, Piccadilly, is the Hon. Secretary.

HALIFAX.

A VEKY important work has just been com-

menced here—the constructing of a new road to

connect the borough of Halifax with the adjoin-

ing township of Soothowranr, and to be called

Southoram-road. The road is over a mile iu

length (including a side branch), and is 30 ft.

wide between the walls. It winds along the side

of Beacon-hill, whose natural slope is an incline

of 1 to li, and is supported on the lower aide

by a dry retaining wall, topped with a 4 ft. Gin.

fence wall, the higher side having a fence wall

only, and the ground above cut down to a slope

of 1 to 1. The height of the retaining wall, in

some places, is over 40 ft. There is an earthen-

ware pipe drain from end to end, commencing
at 2 fc. diameter, and tapering to 12 in. The
road rises 24-1 ft. in its entire length, its steepest

gradient being 1 in 151, and is inteude ' to re-

place the existing road to Southowram, w .ich is

THE COLISEUM, LONDON.

—Can yon inform me where I can find any

description of the Coliseum in the Regent’s Park,

with plans and sections of the building ? * I am
sorry to see that it is to be pulled down. Could

it not be saved ? It seems to me extraordinary

that while this building is available, wo should

be erecting a very similar one at South Kensing-

ton for a purpose for which, if we are to put the

slightest faith in the laws of Acoustics, it must

be very ill-adapted. However, there must be

many purposes to which the Coliseum building

would be very suitable, and for which I trust to

see it yet preserved. In these auti-Ritualistic

days, why should it not be converted into a

church ? Its great prototype, the Pantheon at

Rome, is so nsed, and Fergasson, in his Hand-

book, affirms that ic is well adapted for the pur-

pose. Neither of the buildings is cruciform in

plan, but the light from above would satisfy the

lovers of symbolism. Again, there is a great

want of a really public library in Londou. Could

a building be obtained, there are hundreds of

men in London who would come forward with

donations of money and books to stock it, and

we should no longer bear the reproach of being

behind the other great cities of Europe and

America in possessing no free library in London.

You have dene so much for the working man in

London in sanitary matters, help him in this

too. J- Major.

THE FAILURE OP STONE.

I BELIEVE if the decayed stones in a building

were carefully examined a large majority would

prove to be face-bedded; yet some good judges

tell ns that in Portland, Bath, Granite, and some

others, it does not matter whether the stone fixed

in work is face-bedded or not. I think the con-

trary might easily be proved, as stone laid on its

natural bed, ” with its teeth out ”—to use a

quarry phrase—presents a greater resistance to

the effects of wind and weather, than when laid

in any other position.

In addition to stoue being laid on its natural

* “Pablic Buildings
Pugin.—

E

d.

of Loudon." By Britton &

INAUGURATION OP THE WALSALL
AGRICULTURAL HALL.

This edifice has been inaugurated by a con-

cert in aid of the Walsall Cottage Hospital.

The buildiog, which was designed by Mr,

G. B. Nichols, West Bromwich, architect,

has been erected by Messrs. Trow &
^

Sons,

of Wednesbury, contractors. It provides a

hall 80 ft. by 50 ft., with a spacious vesti-

bule entrance, on each side of which, on the

ground floor, are placed the settling-rooms,

forming arched recesses, which may be used as

refreshment-rooms or for other general purposes,

over which are placed retiring-rooms for ladies

and gentlemen, divided by an arched lobby,

arranged to overlook the whole of the hall.

There is a stage at the end of the hall, 36 ft.

wide by 31 ft. deep, with a platform in front, the

stage being recessed by an archway of 21 ft.

span, and 21 ft. 6 in. high, on each side of which

are lobbies fitted up with water-closets, lava-

tories, &c., and dressing-rooms for performers.

The basement provides an extensive area of

vaults, adapted for letting off for storage. The

doorway is the chief feature of the front of the

edifice, and is executed in Bath atone, having

doable pilasters, with carved capitals, raised on

a moulded pedestal, with a moulded lintel, sup-

ported with light ornamental cast-iron columns,

and having a plain frieze and cornice, surmounted

with a deep blocking coarse for a large semi-

circular window, which lights the gallery lobby.

'This is the only noticeable feature of stonework

in the building, the other portion of the front

being executed in red brickwork, the detail being

simply worked out with moulded bricks, slightly

relieved with bands of white bricks. The style

of the bnilding is bordering on Italian. The

roof being the chief feature, is constructed of

timber, open internally, in the form of half a

hexadecagon, or sixteen-sided polygon, of 50 ft.

span, without any tie-rod, the angular portions

being relieved with wrougbt-ironwork. The

principals, seven in number, are "partly sup-

ported on cast-iron columns. The whole of the

interior walling is executed in panels of red and

white brickwork, ornamentation being obtained

by a variety of moulded and perforated bricks

and quarries, which perforations afford ventila-

tion. The lighting is effected by means of

wrought-iron sky-lights, extending the whole

length of the building on either side. The panels

of the ceilings, the archways, and the roof-timber

are all decorated in distemper, and the ironwork

is painted in party colours. The archway forming

the stage has been fitted up with a proscenium

border; and a painted act-drop, by Messrs. Day

& Watson, of Birmingham, has been hung,

representing a harvest landscape. The lighting

of the hall by night is by means of fourteen

star-light burners, which have been fitted op for

the contractors by Messrs. Brown & Chesterton,

oC Walsall. The red bricks were obtained from

the Paddock Works, and the white bricks from

the works of the Hednesford Colliery Company.
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Tho heating and ventilation have been carried
ont by MosBre. Haden & Son, of Trowbridge.
The interior decorations have been done by the
contractors from the designs and nnder the special
superintendence of the architect.

DWELLINGS FOR THE POOR AND THE
NEW LAW COURTS SITE.

Sir,—If the publication of Sir C. Trevelyan’s
letters in the Times, and that powerful journal’s
advocacy of similar views should prevail, and
the Thames Embankment be ultimately selected
for the New Courts of Law, might nob the site

near Carey-street be used for the benefit of that
class whose wretched dwellings were cleared
away to make room for them ? It seems to me
that our architects have the genius to cover that
vacant space with habitations that would be both
ornamental and convenient

; and I do not believe
the country would grudge the cost (that could
not be covered by returns in the shape of rent),
of thus supplementing the experiments already
made.
Bub supposing this site cannot be thus utilized,

will yon, nevertheless, allow mo this opportu-
nity to say a word on the general subject of the
dwellings of the poor in London. As one walks
miles and miles between big uniform houses,
evidently adapted only for richer people, would
it not be a relief to the eye as well as mind, to
Bee in good positions houses of another kind ? I

feel confident our architects (and it is because I
wish them to see these lines, that I ask you to
grant tho space for them), could, as occasion
offered, build streets for the poor, and at the
same time add to, rather than diminish tho beauty
of the metropolis. Fancy a village without
cottages! Why a metropolis without dwellings
for the poor, except out of the way, in close
courts or dingy back streets ? P. F.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Landkey.—The new Wesleyan chapel here,

erected at a cost of nearly 8001., has been opened
for divine worship. The design is in the Middle-
Pointed period of Gothic architectnro. The plan
comprises porch, nave, and an end gallery for tho
school children. It is built of hammer-dressed
Swymbridge stone,with darkbandsof Venn stone.
The side and end fronts are in hammer-dressed
Venn stone. The dressings are in Bath stone.

A large five-light window forms the principal
feature of tho front, with traceried head. Below
it, the entrance doorway has pillars with carved
Bath stone caps and coloured shafts of Marwood
Hill stone. The principal feature internally is

the open roof. It is divided into five bays, the
principals springing from carved circles in Gam-
mon’s Down stone. It is ceiled to the collar,

and the whole is boarded and stained. Provision
is made for ventilation by a row of cinque foil

piercing in tho centre of collar ceiling and of
qnartrefoil piercings in the cornice. Fresh air

is admitted by regulator valves in the sills of
windows and in the ground-floor aisle. It is

purposed to warm the chapel with one of Mus-
grave’s slow combustion stoves. The open seat-
ing in ground floor and gallery is framed with
inclined backs, book-boards, and bat-rails com-
plete. Tho gallery front is projected on cut
brackets, and is framed with pierced panel fram-
ing. The windows are glazed with obscured
glass and green border, leaded. Tho glazing
and staining have been executed by Mr. John
Clarke, of Barnstaple. The corona lights, sus-
pended from the sweeps of the roof, were made
by Mr. Harper, of Barnstaple. The contractors
were Messrs. Pulsford (Barnstaple), Youatt
(Swymbridge), and Southwood (Landkey). The
works have been carried out according to the
plans, and under the superintendence of tho
architect, Mr. Lander, of Barnstaple.

Barnstaple.—The Wesleyan new chapel here
has been opened for divine service. The plan
is a parallelogram 70 ft. by 50 ft., and tliere

is a deep gallery round three of the sides.
Care baa been taken to provide .for ready ingress
egress to and from the building, the entrance
to the galleries being entirely separate. That
to the galleries is by two commodious stair-
cases at tho higher end of the building, and
that to the body of the chapel and the large
schoolrooms, at the lower end. A separate stair-
case entrance is provided for the Sunday-school
children. All the doors open outward from the
building so as to give the readiest egress in
the event of a panic. Tho style of the edifice
is in the fourteenth century period of Gothic,

architecture. The side of the chapel being
towards the street, gave the opportunity of
scouring an effective fa9ade. The elevation is

dependent on the internal plan. It is divided
in height by a string-course marking the line
of galleries, and the sky-line marking the con-
struction of tho roof. For the purpose of ven-
tilation, the roof is divided into nave and tran-

sept, and this transept forms the principle
feature in tho front elevation, rising as a gable
to the height of 50 ft. from the street lino.

In it is a large fire-light window with tra-

ceried head. In the opposite gable is a pro-

portionate “ Alpha and Omega,” or wheel-win-
dow, of geometric tracery. The entrances are
marked with indicated porches, the doorways
having pillars with carved capitals and shafts of
polished Marwood-hill stone. The arches have
mouldings of Early English character. The
bays between tbe porches and transept are
filled in with triplet windows accentuated within
and without, with pillars having carved caps
and bars, and polished shafts of Marwood-hill
stone. The heads are filled in with tracery of
varied designs. The lower windows are three-
light windows, with traceried heads of uniform
design. All the arches are in alternate bands
of Bath stone and Marwood-hill stone. The
cornice is of bold and simple design, formed
partly of stone and partly of the ornamental
ironwork of the shutes. Some of the members
are filled in with carved patera, and the sky-
line is formed with running iron ornament.
The whole of the front rising from the splayed
granite plinth course is in brickwork, faced
throughout with Bath freestone. This portion
of the work has been executed by Mr.
Touings. The roof is an adaptation of the
roof timbers of the old chapel. The galleries

are carried on coupled cast-iron pillars, with
foliated brackets and pierced interlacing panels.
These were from the foundry of Mr. Charles
S. Willshire. They are painted a brown colour,
the brackets and caps picked out with
gold. The gallery fronts are of pierced panel
framing, carried out in brackets from the
beams, with coruice and architrave moulding.
Extraction pipes are laid througbont under the
galleries, which lead to openings over the gas
coronas, and at each end to an opening in the
outer wall. Pipes for the ingress of fresh air

supplied with regulator valves throughout are
brought under the aisles of lbs ground floor, in
the steps of gallery floors, and in the soil-boards

of the windows. The lighting of the chapel is

by a large quatrefoil corona with clustered lights,

hung from the large ventilator in the centre of
the nave and transept of roof. On the ground-
floor are seven four-light coronas, hung from
ventilator in the centre of the 'gallery ceiling.

The whole are painted blue, picked out with
gold. The whole of these are from the designs
of the arohiteot, and the workmanship of them
throughout was done by Mr, Claude Rafarel, the
manager of the Barnstaple Gas Works. The
contractors were-—Mr. Thomas Brown, for the
mason’s work; Mr. William Yonings, for the
stone-mason’s work

;
Messrs. Oliver & Son for

the carpenter and joiner’s work
;
Mr. William

Britton, for the glazier, painter, and Stainer’s

workj tho carving, by Mr. Hemsj and tho
polishing, by Mr. Arnold. Mr. Lander, of Barn-
staple, was tbe architect.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

The Birnmigham School. — Tho inangural
meeting of the Students’ Art Literature Class
has taken place in the Library, Midland In-
Btitute. Mr. D. Raimbach (the head master)
presided. It was nnanimously resolved that
the statement of the provisional committee and
the draft of the rules be adopted, and that the
proposed class for tbe study of literature will
be beneficial to the students of the School of Art.
The committee has issued a programme.

The Darlington School.—The annual meeting,
conversazione, and exhibition in connexion with
this school has been held iu the Mechanics’ In-
stitute, Darlington. The room was enlivened by
an exhibition of the students’ drawings, together
with a collection of photographs, engravings,
etchings, and other works of art from the South
Kensington Museum. The Secretary (Mr. J.

C. lanson) read the tenth annual report, which
said ;

—

"The committee of the School of Art have much plea-
sure in reporting that during the last twelve months the
school has been carried on with increasing suceess. The
number of students under instruction has been larger than
iu any previous year, and the number who passed the es-
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amination in March also shows a considerable increase.
The total number of students under instruction at any
time during the year, including both the central school and
the North-road branch, has been 17S, as compared with
101 in 1866; and out of tho 101 who were eiamined in
March last, 63 were successful, and to 13 of those prizes
have been awarded for special proflciency.
There were also 17 awards made for drawings in the ele-

mentary section, in the shape of payments to the school,
and out of these 4 were selected as deserving of prizes.
Throe works were also selected for national competition,
hut did not succeed in gaining this higher distinction,’'.

The Kidderminster School.—This school con-
tinues to hold on its satisfactory course, and the
past year’s work excels that of all former ones.
The annual meeting was held in the Music Hall,
Kidderminster. Sir Digby Wyatt presided.
The report was in the following terms :

—

" The Committee have again the satisfaction of placing
before the subscribers and friends to the institution an
excellent report of the condition and progress of the
school daring the past year. Tho total number of
students who have attended the school during the past
twelve months has been 81 (an increase of HI over the
previous year) j of this number 7-1 comprise the evening
class, and 10 students the afternoon class. An nualysis
of tho occupations classified out of these 01 persons shows
that about two-thirds of the number are designers, who
are thus qualifying themselves for advancing the local
trade, and are filling or are about to fill important posts
in tho various carpet works of the tovra. The examina-
tion in the second grade took place in April last, and ont
of 62 students who wore examined -13 were successful. A
competition of tho works from tbe London and provincial
schools took place at South Kensington in duty last, at
which this school was eminently successful. One silver

medal (out of the twenty medals competed for by 120
schools), one bronze medal, three Queen’s prizes, and
seven third-grade prizes, making a total of tweve national
awards, were obtained by tho students of tbe Kidder-
minster School. In order to afford a right estimate of
the relative position of the Riddorminster School as
compared with others at tho Competitive National
Examination, it should bo observed that only three
schools obtained more than two Queen's prizes, South
Kensington, with its 092 students, obtained three Queen’s
prizes; Dublin, with 132 students, four Queen’s prizes

;

and Kidderminster, with its SI students, three Queen’s
prizes."

COMPETITIONS.
Grantham.—A new Congregational cbnrch is

about to be erected hero. It is to occupy a
central and prominent position in the town. A
design by Mr. Tait, of Leicester, has been selected

in a limited competition.
Hartley Wintney New Church.—We are asked

to say, with reference to the competition in this

matter, that certain drawings are at present
retained as being amongst the five best designs
received by the committee

; that one of these five,
" Fides,” is preferred, providing tho author can
satisfy the committee that his {ilans can be carried
ont for the sum named in their iiiatrnctions ;

and the other fonr, namely, " Well Considered,”
” Fiat Justitia,” " Integritate Solfi,” " To be or
not to bo,” are retained for further consideration
in the event of bis failing to do so.

FLAMBOYANT ARCniPECTURE.
At the Friday evening meeting last week, at

the Royal Institution, Mr. John Ruskia delivered
a lecture upon " The Flamboyant Architectnre
of the Valley of the Somme.” We avail our-

selves of a report of it in the Telegraph.

Mr. Rnskin said that he would first explain
why he chose " The Flamboyant Architecture of
the Valley of the Somme” as tbe subject of his

lecture. Gothic architecfcnro lasted altogether
no more than 300 years ; it began about A.D,
1200, and. expired three centuries later. His
object was to inquire why it died ont so quickly,

whether from any faults of its own, or from
other causes. During the three centuries it

lasted there were three schools of Gothic archi-

tecture. The first was tho massive school,

wherein the heavy stonework was carved in

some simple manner at the edges. Next came
the school in which the surface is clone away
with ; the carving becomes important and deli-

cate, and perfectly represents organic forms. In
the last school the organic forms are lost, and
all the surface is chopped away in an iutricate

manner. Did the Gothic, then, perish by its

own fault or by tbe faults of others ? or was it

because no more could be gob out of it ? or did
ic give way because other styles were better ?

To give clear ideas ou this snbjeot, be wished to

show his hearers something of the very last of
Gothic architecture

; and the latest he could
find in Europe was in the valley of the Somme.
The churches here are very numerous, aud in

the middle of the valley are many which exhibit

the Flamboyant, or " flame-like” specimens of
the Gothic

;
for Gothic architecture came to the

valley of the Somme to die. It perished before
tbe revival of literature, and before the Re-
formation, which latter was an entirely illiterate
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llAILWAY BRIDGES IN THE
METROPOLIS.

Sib,—

I

have just liad aconveraation with one of the jnry-

meu who sat ou the inquest on the body of the gentleman

killed, by being thrown from a Tchicle, the horse haying

taken fright from the thundering noise caused by trains

rattling through the iron tank (it can't bo called a bridge]

over Westminster Bridge-road. It came out in evidence

(hat other accidents have occurred from the same cause.

The verdict was “accidental death:’’ thus no one is

amenable. Surely, Sir, this danger ought not to be

allowed to continue. Railway companies must remedy it.

Moreover, it is prognosticated that these dangerous

nuisances will ere long crash down with a train. Hard
wood rails (the inner sides to be sheet-ironed to prevent

the rim from fraying the wood) would veto the din.

The first rails were wood, and in America they aro so

DOW It is astonishing the wear and weight hard wood

will stand vertically. This clattering of iron wheels r -

iron rails in iron tanks is intolerable. E. T

,

SIZE OF OPERA-HOUSES.
Sib,—

C

an any of your cerrespondents oblige me by

giving the relative dimensions of the opera-houses at

London (Covent Garden), 8t. Petersburg, and Moscow d

THE GREENING OF STONE.

g,n —I will be obliged if some of your readers will give

any information as to the cause of stone greening over,

and how to prevent it.

ROAD MAKING AT CAMBERWELL.

naovcnieiit. Ho wished to impress upon tlio

minds of all present that an artist always loaves

the impression of his own mind upon his works,

and this as decidedly in architecture as in any-

thing else. A foolish person will build foolishly,

and an intolligeub man will build sensibly.

Therefore, in architecture, the characters of the

artists, or of the nation, may be read at any time.

When the architecture is too ornamental, the

artist was too vain; and when it is too plain,

ho was stupid, idle, or contemptible. Thus the

manners and mind of a nation can bo read in

its architecture as surely as the presence of a

spider’s web proves that it was made by a spider.

Manufacture is the work of the bauds only, but

architecture is the work of the spirit. That

architecture which is born of valour and honour

teaches valour and honour, and its effect upon

the nation is invaluable
;
yet English gentlemen

of high standing have denied this principle, and

the growth of such ideas has muoh to do with

the decline in English art. . . . Flamboyant

architecture is not a granite architecture, like

that of Egypt, constructed in a grauite age;

neither is it a marble architecture, like that of

Greece. The Flamboyant is essentially a chalk

architecture. The designs aro cut deeply upon

a soft, cheesy substance, which gives way easily

under the chisel, so that the finished design is

something like lace upon a black ground ;
and

this is the chief fault of the stylo. The first

stylo of building (he said) was very simple, and

consisted essentially of one stone placed on the

top of two others
;
in later times the Greeks

added ornament to this, which is a very stable

and simple arcbitecluro. Last of all came arches

high in air, and things which do stand, yet look

as if they conld not. Thus, when the mind at

last is taken np with mechanical details, it

necessarily forgets all about human passions.

When masonry deals with passion and poetry it

is great, but when it deals with mechanical

problems it becomes mean and dies. The artists

of the Flamboyant school delighted in loose,

flutteriug lines, instead of those of organic form
;

and this was a sure sign of decay. Moreover,

they threw into their work a strange fear and

melody, derived from their ancient Scandinavian

religion, with its dread of a physical hell. Then,

at last, the stonework took the ague, becoming

loose, and wanton, and fantastical. The Gothic

did not die because it was too rich, for Beethoven ^ - -- -

is rich, and so are the clouds of heaven
;
but it

j

injury to the goods, as well as for the other damage,

foil becauso its profusion was cold and heartless,
|

'
that^tV^ arbitrator hail no power under

and had ceased to bo sincere. It died because
| L^nds and Railways Clauses Act, 1815, to award com-

ib bad lost sentiment. Good architecture can ' pensation for damage done to goods. It seems there

ouly be belR by a tbougl.tfal and pure people,
,

by a nation with a common pride anu a common goods. Tho Court decided that such compensation

wealth. In good architectural work the master I could be given under the words of tho Acts, aud they con-
- , - , 1 . .

. the matter too clear to grant a rule to have the

point argued. It is curious that there should have been

any doubt on this question, but probably it has hitherto

been thought so clear that tho objection has not before

been taken, and so, until now, there has been no reported

case upon tho subject.’’

ing this form of contract, and the means for

practically hriugiug it into operation if approved

of, will form the subjoct for disenssion at the

meeting of the Liverpool Architectural Society

next week :

—

“ This Contract made the day of 18® >

between of the ono part, and of tho other part,

wUneeseth, that the parties hereto hereby mutnaUy con-

tract and agree with each other
;
and the said Contractor,

so far as the stipulations and provisions of this contract,

and the works, matters, and tniugs herein mentioned or

referred to, are to be performed and observed by him,

hereby agrees with tbe said Proprietor ;
and tho said Pro-

prietor, so far as the said stipulations and provisions,

matters and things, aro to be performed by him, hereby

agrees with the said Contractor as fallows, namely ;

—

1. In the construction of these presents, when tho Con-

tract will admit of it, the term ‘ Contractor’ shall mean
the said ;

tho term ‘Proprietor’ shall mean tho

said ;
the term ‘Architect ’ shall mean or

other tho Architect for tho time being employed by tho

Proprietor to superintend tho erection and completion of

the works; and the term ‘works’ shall mean all tho

works, acts, matters, and things specified and described in

the specification, plans, and other drawings, and detmled

lilli of<!uanlitiesnipplied*hsteinB.her meniioned, aud also

such other works', matters, aud things as are hereby con-

tracted to be done and performed by tho Contractor.

2. The Contractor shall weU and substantially, and in tho

best and most workmanlike manner, with the best

materials of thoir respective kinds, and under the direction

of the Architect, make, execute, finish, aud complete, and

deliver over to the Proprietor, on or before the day

of ,
the several works, acts, matters, and things

mentioned or referred to in the specification, plans, ana
drawings already prepared by the Architect and signed by
the parties, and in the detailed billt of qaantiliea tupplied,

with such additions, onlargements, and altera'ions oi, and

deviations from, tlio said works (if any) as the Architect

may from time to time, dnriug the progress of the works,

direct ;
but further time shall bo allowed, if with reason-

'iligence on the part of the contractor, such ad-

1, enlargement, alterations, and deviations should be

SiB —I have road the correspondence in your paper or

IhmiTgMy OT'il.o°?nclies of ctotbS
I

the c.tse of Ll.y la the aooiitioa aad eompk'tion of tho

i...iiu.f.wero Ror.iad over the entire surface, and rain falling works. „ , . , „ _ .aiasi were Spread over the entire surface, „

imediately after, this was speedily ground up (at a vast

•oenditure of horse power) into a quagmire, ankle deep,

and remained so for about a week, when more ballast

was spread on this, which is now amalgamated with the

aforesaid, forming a mixture of mud, horsedung, and

crushed ballast, and which only awaits more ram to be

eaept away as what they call road-aaud or drift,

' .A .....n— 1.0 lolivtHi.ti. /oliiiiils nP dust bv the Q'

SiiirLE,

LANDS AND RAILWAYS GLAUSES
CONSOLIDATION ACTS.

BAM-IGE TO GOODS.

Knock T. The 2IelropoUtiin ItaUicay Company.

The houBO of tho plainliff in this case received struc-

tural damage from the works of tho defendants, and

damago was also thereby occasioned to hia goods. An
‘bilrator awarded the plaintill' compensation for the

mason must be pure and intelligent, with plenty

of art 'taste; lie mnsb nob bo paid too muoh,

nor must tboso below him be paid too little.

There must bo a common wealth aud a common
pride to produce good ^architecture in a nation

;

that is to say, the taste for beauty must bo

diS'used, and beautiful homes erected for the

poor. lie did not object to happiness and luxury

when everybody was happy and luxurious. At
tho present time tho metropolis is spending

seven millions a year upon tho Loudon poor, yet

pauperism is largely ou the increase ;
the pay-

ment shows no generosity i in fact, it is a fine

paid by the rich for their neglect of the poor.

Instead of lighting caudles by daylight, it would

be better to light aud warm the homes of the

poor, aud to build up tabernaclee that will keep

out wind and rain from human bodies. When
this is done, luxury may be introduced, and a

glorious Flamboyant dragon may bo carved over

every poor man’s door.

THE BOROUGH OF PORTSMOUTH
DRAINAGE WORKS.

Tbe corporation have called iu Mr. Uawkaley to report

upon the elEoiency of this exteusive scheme of drainage,

which has been the cause of so much local dispute and vexa-

tiou. Mr. Eawksley reports favourably of the general

arrangements, inoluding the outfall works, upon which
the greatest dilTerence of opinion existed.

Mr. Uawltslcy states,
—“In conclusion I may remark,

that whilst I see nothing to condemn, I observe much to

commend in tho arrangements. In this instance, as in all

cases m which the physical diflicultiea of collecting aud
discharging the sewage are similar, an amount of atten-

tion, intelligence, and wutchfulneas will be demaodedfrom
tho otficers in eharg", altogtther unknown under more
usual and more favourable conditions.”

The Bohomo was designed in 1S63, by Mr. Lewis Angell,

C.E. The upper and lower level main jcwers aud outfall

works were constructed by Mr. F. Furniss, under con-

ditions involving great difllcuUies. Tho engiuo-house was
erected by Messrs. Light, alid tho subsidiary sewers are

let at a schedule of prices to Messrs. Neave & Fry. Mr.
Greatorei is the esident borough eugineer.

BUILDING CONTRACTS.

Foil some time past the uusatisfacLory and

uncertain state of tho relation between tbe

architect and the contractor, in carrying out

work, has been attracting the attention of the

architectural profession and of tho builders in

Liverpool
;
and some months ago a snb-com-

mitteo was appointed, at the instance of the

Liverpool Architectural Society, to consider the

question, and to endeavour to frame such a form

of building contract as would be likely to be

acceptable to both architects and builders
;
and

which, while leaving no loophole by which the

contractor could evade any part of hia engage-

ment, might nevertheless protect him from any

undue or unjust pressure on tho part of the

architect. The committee, which consisted, on,

the side of the architects, of Messrs. T. J. Kilpiu,

J. Boolt, and H. H. Statham ;
and, on the side of

ihe builders, of Messrs. J. Jones, T. Haigh, aud

J. Roberts, though meeting in a most amicable

spirit, had considerable difficulty in adjusting

clauses so as to meet tho wishes of both sides;

the principal difference arising on the questions

as to the appointment of an arbitrator to whom
each party might appeal in case of dispute, and

as to tho extent to which bills of quantities

should be incorporated in the contract. Finally,

however, after a good deal of discussion, a middle

course was adopted on both these points, aud

the members of the committee are now enabled

to recommend to their respective societies, the

Liverpool Ai’chitecbural Society and the Liver-

pool Builders’ Association, tho following form of

icontract for adoption. Tho advisability of adopt-

The Contractor shall Had all materials, labour,

services, tools, soalToIding, implomonts, utensils, and
machinery, and power of every kind, for tho full, safe,

expeditious, aud proper carrying on and completion of

tbe works.
4. The Contractor shall bo answerable for, restore and

make good all injuries, damages, re-erectious, and repairs

occasioned or rendered necessary by accidental causes, or

fljod, Btorm, tempest, fire, trespasses, or other means, to

the works, previously to the completion and delivery of tbe

same, and hold the Froprietor harmless from any^ damage

to person or property arising from the Contractor s opera-

tions or neglect. Tne Contractor shall insure tbe works

from damage by fire in the sum of £ ,
such damages to

he elFectedin the joint names of the Contractor and tne

Proprietor. If the Contractor fails to elTect such in-

surance to the satisfaction of tho Proprietor, it shall be

lawful for (but not obligatory upon) the Proprietor to

iusuro the same, and to retain and deduct the sums paid

for such insurance from any money which maybe owingto

the Contractor.

6.

Tho Proprietor shall pay to the Contractor, for the

full and perfect completion of this Contract, the sum of

£ . But if the Architect shall direct any addition

to, or omission of, or variation from, tho works, the value

of such addition, omissioo, or variation, shall be added to

or deducted from the said sum of £ as the case may
be; and if there should be found to be any error ia the

detailed bills of quantities supplied, such error shall be

reclifuJ, and an addition be made to the Contractor, or

deducted from him, as ihe case may be, in respect of such

error.

6. The sum payable under the last clause shall be paid

by instulnieuts in manner following, namely :—Instal-

ments as the works proceed every month after commencing

the works, at the rate of per cent, upon the value of

the work done and materials provided and delivered upon

tho ground, such materials to become tbe property of iho

Proprietor, as certified in writing from time to time by tho

Architect, until tho amount reserved by the Proprietor

shall equal lOL per cent, on the said sum of £ ;
and

when the same shall amount to such 10 per cent., the

instalments shall be the full value of the work and

materials so certified, and, after full completion and

delivery of works, whatever balance may be owing after

the payments aforesaid, and the ascertaining the value of

any extras and deductions, shall be paid by the Proprietor

to tbe Contractor within from such completion as

aforesaid. Provided that the first instalment shall not be

payable until tho expiration of three days after giving the

Architect’s certificate to the Proprietor, either personally

or by leaving tbe same for him at bis place of business or

residence; aud no instalment of a loss amount than

shall be required to be paid during the progress of

the works.
. ,

7.

The Contractor shall, during the execution of tho

works, when directed and required by the Architect

remove from the Proprietor’s premises all materials and

works which shall not, iu the opinion of the Architect, bo

in accordance with the specification, plans, and drawings,

either as regards quality of materials or workmausbip ; or

which he shall consider onsound, ill-seasoned, delective,

unsuitable, or improper. And the Contractor shall, when

so directed aud required by the Arobitect, rcinovo and

take down all work which the Architect ahnll be of opinion

is not done according to the specification, plans, and

drawings, or otherwise imperfectly executed ;
and in

either case proper and satisfactory materials and work

shall be substituted. Andif after forty-eight hours notice

the Contractor shall not comply with such direction or

requisition, it shall be lawful for tbe Architect to cause

the removal and taking down of tbe materials and works

objected to, and to cause materials and works to be found

and executed by some other person or persons, and the

costa, charges, and expenses of the same or otherwise

incidental thereto, or incurred thereby, shall be deducted

from the amount payable to the Contractor under this

Contract, or otherwise shall be paid by the Contractor to

the Proprietor.

8.

If the Contractor shall become bankrupt or coin-

pound with or Kukc an assignment for the benefit of hia

creditors, or shall wilfully suspend or delay the per-

• The words printed in italics may be omitted when tho

quantities aro taken out by a surveyor appointed or

agreed to by the contractors.
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formance of his part of this Contract for forty-eight
hours, after a notice shall be served upon him or left at
his last known place of abode by the Architect requiring
him to proceecf with and perform the same, it shall be
lawful for the Proprietor by the Architect to enter upon
and take possession of the works, and to employ any other
person or persons to carry on and complete the said
works, and rasy authorize him or them to use the plant,
tools, materials, and property of the Contractor there
being, and the costs and charges incurred in any way in
carrying on and completing the said works shall be paid

^ the Proprietor by the Contractor, or be set off by the
Proprietor against any money duo or to become payable
to the Contractor. '

9. The Contractor shall, if the Architect direct, suspend
tho whole or any part of the works during inclement
weather; and if the same shall be suspended by such
direction, or shall be necessarily suspended from any
cause over which the Contractor has no control, or any
local or general strike, then the completion of the works
may be delayed for a period equivalent to the time of such
saspensiOD,

10 . lu case the works and things hereby contracted to
Contractor shall not be dono and completed

at the time hereinbefore mentioned, the Contractor shall
pay on demand to the Proprietor, as liquidated and ascer-
tamed damages, a sum not exceeding £ for every
week which may elapse between the appointed and actual

°*L°ompletioa and delivery hereinbefore menlioned,
or the Proprietor may deduct the same from any moneys
payable^ or to become payable to the Contractor, allow-
ance being made for delay, if any occasioned, in the exe-
cution and completion of the works by reason of addi-
tions, enlargements, alterations, deviations, and other
causes, as provided for in Clauses 2 and 9.

11. The Contractor shall provide and keep on the pre-
niises where the works are to be carried on a good and
ellicient foreman

; and if the Contractor shall not provide
such foreman, the Architect shall be at liberty, after
giving forty-eight hours’ notice in writing to the Con-
tractor to employ a foreman, and the costs of so doing
shall be paid by the Contractor to the Proprietor. ThI
Architect may dismiss any foreman, and also any work-
man, for incompetence or miscondoct.

12. Should any flaws, cracks, settlements, shrinking, or
other defects arise or occur during the progress of the
works, or within after the delivery thereof, arising
Irom bud materials or workmanship, the payment of
moneys due on the giving of any such certificate as afore-
said by the Architect ahull not exonerate the Contractor
from habuity, but the same shall be rectilled by him at
his own expense.

13. The Contractor shall give all necessarr notice to theKoad Surveyors or other Surveyor, and to'ail other per-
son or persons to whom notice is required to be given.

14. The Contractor shall not assign or sublet this con-
thereof, without the consent of the

Architect.
15. If
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be also a reference as to the builder’s right to [added rooms at the back of his house, whereby

I any difference between the parties touching
—es, they or either of ihem shall be dissatisfied

with the decision of the Architect, the sahiect shall be
referred to

;
but if he shall refuse to act, or shall

die, then to such person as the President for tho time
being of the Liverpool Architectural and Arch.-cological
Society may appoint, it being understood that such refer-
ence shall not be opened until the works arc completed
without the concurrence of ihe Architect; and this sub-
mission to arbitration, with the award of the Arbitrator,may bo made a rule of any of her Majesty's Courts ofRecord in England. The cost of the arbitration andaward shall be in the discretion of tho Arbitrator.
As witness the hands of the parties the day and year

first before written."

METEOPOLITAN BCILDINGS ACT.
LI-^BILlTr OF OWNERS FOR FEES.

Mn. Q. "VVOOD, of Devonshire Wharf, Camden Townwas summoned before Mr. Dayman, at the Wandsworth
Police Court, for the sum of K'L li’s., district surveyor’s
fees due from him as the owner cf six houses in Frederick-
street, Wandsworth-road. The defendant pleaded that at
the time the fees came due he *’ • •

a final certificate of completion
;

for, according
to the wording of all contracts, the architect’s
certificate is made a condition precedent to
obtaining payment, and although the amonnt
dae to a contractor may be definitely settled, he
is unable to enforce payment of the same
without the architect’s certificate, which may
be withheld without any reason being assigned.
Snob is the law.
Two cases may be cited to show the arbitrary

unfairness of the working of this condition. In
one case, the builder was directed by the specifi-
cation to use materials unlit for the purpose.
When the building was nearly finished the
unfit materials had to be substituted by other
materials. The architect in this case refuses his
certificate until the builder consents to deduct
from his account a sum equal to the whole cost
of the substituted materials, and this he does
manifestly in order to save himself with his
client. In the other case, the builder was bound
in a heavy penalty to complete by a certain date

;

the architect leaves his office for some weeks,
during which the builder is brought almost to a
standstill for drawings and instructions

;
the

accounts are made up and agreed to, but the
architect says, “ I will not give you my certificate
(the only mode by which you can obtain pay-
ment) unless you consent to take off a large sum
by way of forfeit for delay.” Here, again, the
architect is able to make the builder pay for bis
own indolence, because the contract is so drawn
that he is absolute master of the situation. The
builders consider it high time that such a state
of things should be amended. A, B. C.

the access of light and air to the plaintiff’s
windows was diminished.

Mr. Garth, Q.C. (with whom was the Hon.
Mr. Thesiger), for the plaintiff, contended that
so soon as the house and windows were com-
pleted the plaintiff’s right began to run as
against the defendant.
Mr. Charles E. Pollock (with whom was Mr.

Thrupp), for the defendant, contended that so
long as the plaintiff’s house remained unfit for
habitation, there was no such enjoyment as was

*

requisite to acquire a right under the statute.
The Court gave judgment for the plaintiff,

holding that the house, being finished in 1S30,
all bub internal fittings, and the windows being
put in, the plainti0’’8 right dated from that
period, and consequently that he had enjoyed it

for more than twenty years, and was entitled to
maintain an action against the defendant for the
disturbance of it.

YORKSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.
A OENER.vL meeting of the members of this

society has been held, in the council-room of the
Yorkshire Philosophical Society, at York. The
hon. and very rev. the dean in the chair. The at-
tendance was only meagre. The Rev. Geo. Rowe
read the report, which was adopted, and which
stated that the committee had the pleasure of
reporting that tho flourishing condition of the
society in former years continued, both as to the
number of members and the state of the finances.
The reappointment of the committee and officers
of the society took place

j
and the Rev. G. Lewth-

waite then read a paper “ On the Antiquities of
the Parish of Adel,” abont six miles from Leeds.
The Rev. Geo. Rowe then, referring to the church
at Brompton, Northallerton, said that in digging
the foundations for the reconstruction there were
found several crosses and cross slabs and other
stones. The crosses were of the same age
probably as the other stones, having the saxe
interlaced cord as an ornamentation. Of the
other stones there were portions of eleven or
twelve. These were about 4 ft. 4 in. long, 1 fc.
4 in. high, and 6 in. in thickness. They bad

THE CHARGES FOR QUANTITIES.
Sir,—A paragraph in your paper with respect

to the Halifax Board charging for sketches, and
yonr opinion thereon, prompt me to say that the
architects of a London job, for which I see
twenty-three firms tendered, had the modesty to
demand a guinea for every copy of quantities, noi
to be returned, as I positively ascertained

;
in this

case producing very nearly 1 per cent, on the
job beforehand. Do you know of any precedent
for such practice ?

An intending Competitor.

MONUMENTAL.
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he was not the owner, being Stood in the ground on one of the longer sides
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a bear, sometimes with two, sometimes
decided that any buiider,
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with four paws. It was usually muzzled, but in
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^ ^ude characteristic ornamentation, consistinET

and iaterlacei
not have foreclosed. “ ^ bands. In some cases an arcb was sunk a short

distance into the middle of the lower part of the
stone. The Rev. J. R. Lunn then read a paper
descriptive of the ecclesiology of the rural
deanery of Knaresborongb, in the diocese of
Ripon.

ARBITRATION CLAUSES IN CONTRACTS.
The leading builders of London and of the

provinces have had under much consideration
lately the effect of the Arbitration Clauses in
Contracts, and have been in commnnication with
the Institute of British Architects on the sub-
ject. As contracts are now drawn, the architect
is absolute,—practically he may act with in-
juslice towards the builder, the latter being
entirely without remedy. The only plea on
which such power can be placed in the hands of
any individual is, that he should occupy the
position of an umpire or judge without bias on
one side or the other, and this is a position
which some architects conceive they ought to
occupy. But the builders say with justice that
an architect is naturally bound up with the
interests of his client, who employs and pays
him. Moreover, he has often to decide on
matters in which his direct personal interests
are concerned. The architects say, ” We are quite
willing to give an arbitration clause as regards
the value of extra or omitted works, bnt on no
other point.” The builders reply that this arbi-
tration clause is utterly useless, unless there can

LIGHT AND AIR.
WHEN DOES RIGUT COMMENCE.

Coitriould V. Ley/t.—This was a special case, in
the Conrt of Exchequer, in which the facts were
stated by an arbitrator for the opinion of the
Court, and raised a question both novel and im-
portant with respect to the condition as to the
completion and fitness for habitation in which a
newly-bnilt house must be before the owner of it

can gain any right to light and air as against
an adjoining proprietor. The plaintiff’s and
defendant’s premises were adjoining houses in
Lewes-crescent, Kemp-town, Brighton. In 1830
the plaintiff’s house having been recently boilt,
was, after remaining some time in carcass, com-
pleted, so far as the structure was concerned,
and had windows formed and casements put in,
bub it was still unfinished internally, and unfit
for habitation. More recently, and within the
last twenty years, it was finished and inhabited.
More than twenty years after this, defendant

Tho Ilfonumeyii io Alderman Beckford.—It has
been resolved by the Court of Common Council
to restore the monument to Alderman Beckford,
in Guildhall. Mr. Higinbotham, in moving the
resolution, alluded to a statement by some clever
fellow in one of tho daily papers a few days
ago, in reference to the motion, that it was very
doubtful whether the speech reported to have
been made to his Majesty George HI. by this
great City worthy, on the 23rd of May, 1770,
had ever been uttered by him

;
and he read

extracts from the “Annual Register" of that
date, and the minutes and journals of the
Court of Common Council itself, which, he said,
left; no doubt whatever that the speech really
was made as represented.
The Statue of Queen Anne, in Leeds .—It has

now been decided to keep the statue of Queen
Anne at the Leeds Town-hall, and workmen
have been engaged in placing her Majesty in the
niche at the right-hand side of the Great Georoe-
street entrance. There is a vacant niche on the
opposite side of the entrance.

Robert the Bruce on a Corinthian Column.—

A

meeting has been held in the small town of
Lochmaben, in Scotland, which claims, together
with Turnbury, to have been the native place
of King Robert the Brace, and resolutions have
been agreed to by acclamation, that a statue
of Robert be placed on the top of a Corinthian
column at Lochmaben, the figure to be looking
towards Bannockbnrn and Edinburgh, and
pointing to Dumfries,— that is, looking in
two directions and pointing in a third. One
speaker said the Wallace Memorial at Stirling
should encourage them to proceed : we should
have rather thought it would discourage them.
At any rate, anything more ridiculously inap-
propriate than a Corinthian oolumn with the
Medimval Bruce on the top of it could scarcely be
suggested.

|)0olis liKiibt!).

UTetropoUtan Board of Works ; Index of the
Streets and Places in the Metropolis, Water.
Loiv & Sons, Printers, London-wall.

This very comprehensive index of the streets
and places in the metropolis, according to tho
existing nomenclature, has been compiled by
Mr. Newall in the department of the Super-
intending Architect, to assist the Board and
its officers in the naming of new streets, under
the 87th section of the Metropolis Local
Management Act of 1862. It has been in
preparation for several years, according as
opportunities permitted. Copies are to be
sent to the vestries and district boards, and
to the Post Office authorities and county
courts, for use and revision, and are to be placed
in the hands of the nomenclature clerks and
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examined in each locality. By these moana i'

is hoped that the Board will soon be in possea-

sion of an amount of information in reference

to the exiatintr arbitrary and irregular nomen-

clature that will render the -woik of reforming

it extremely easy. The present index is simply

a proof for revision
;
we may very shortly ex-

pect to have in succeeding issuea a standard list.

There is great need fur such a revision and

reform of street nomenclature. The number of

streets of the same name throughout the metro-

polis is extraordinary. There are no less than

seventy John-streets, for example, over and

above a long list of John-streets North, John-

streets South, &c., &c. There are long lists,

too, of Cross-streets, Crown-courts, King-streets,

and a host of others. The re-naming the whole

will be a task of no little difficulty. The Board

have already made some little progress, but that

is as nothing to what has yet to be done. We
may here state that the new street leading from

the new meat-market to the top of Holborn-hill

has been named Charterhouse-street. The open

space of ground at the top of the hill, facing

Batton-garden, will bo called Holborn-circus ; a

new street, called St. Andrew’s-street, to connect

nolbom-circiis and Farringdon-streot, will pass

at the back of St. Andrew’s Church, cross

Stonecutter-street, and open iuto Farringdon-

street, near Black Horse-court.

VARIOEUM.
The Popular Science Piview for January, is a

generally interesting one. Tiie leading paper is

on Flying Machines, by Mr. F. W. Brearey,

honorary secretary to the Aeronautical Society
of Great Britain. In a paper on the planet
Mara, by Mr. Proctor, there are a series of curious

and new diagrams and skotohes, with a new
chart of the planet. " Report on a Project

for the Drainage of Bombay. Also Report on
Mr. Sowerby’a Memorandum on the Drainage of
Bombay.” By Hector Tulloch, Captain Royal
Engineers. Bombay

:
printed at the Education

Society’s Press, Byculla, 18G8. Captain Tulloch’s
project appears to be entirely in accord with the
views of the Secretary of State and the recom-
mendations of Mr. Rawlinson. It proposes to
utilize the sewage for irrigational purposes at a
point distant from the town, and thus iu the
long run to make the works remnnerative.
If such utilization is found a failure,

the sewage can still be discharged at

Celaba or anywhere else at a less cost. The
whole island and the city, present and future,

would be drained by this project, while Mr.
Aitken’e leaves, it is said, a great portion un-
touched. The storm waters would be separated
from the sewage, and all the floods on the
flats and the town drained. The total cost,

including sewage utilization, pumping station,

outlets to the sea, and of course the sewers
aud street drains, sluices, manholes, &c.,

would be about 75 lakhs of rupees. North
of England Institute of Mining Engineers

:

On the Haulage of Coal ; being the Report
of the Committee appointed by the Mining
Institute to investigate the Snbject.” New-
castle-upon-Tyne : A. Reid. 1869. This volu-

miuouB report contains a mass of information as
to haulage of coal by endless chains, endless
ropes, &c., both above ground and below, in-

cluding details of many experiments, aud
upwards of fifty illustrative plates. Cassell’s
Primary Series :

“ Tho Boy’s First Reader, for

Elementary Schools;” Part I.: “The Girl’s

First Reader;” Part I. ;
“ An Explanatory Intro-

duction to Geography, for Elementary Schools,”
by F. Young, F.E.G.S. Cassell, Fetter, &
Galpin. These are enticing little books for

children, well adapted to excite their interest
by engravings, which are also useful iu illustra-

tion of the simple lessons taught.

gltscclIixncEt.

Communication between Passengers,
Guards, and Drivers.— Mr. Weir’s atmo-
spheric syf-tem has been tested on the South-
Western Railway. The whole principle of the
plan is the transmission of pnlsations of air

through tubes communicating with air chambers,
and giving motion to a simple arrangement by
which a bell is struck. A lever filed to a rod
releases a short semaphore or signal arm, which,
dropping down at the side of the carriage, at
once indicates to the guard the spot where he is

loanted.

The Science and Art Exhibition for

South Staffordshire.—This exhibition, whicli

is to be opened in May next, and closed at aboui

the end of September, will have a building

erected for the purpose. Molineaux House, which

the committee have taken, will be made avail-

able, bub more as an annexe than otherwise,

the exhibition being that presented in the main

building. That structure will take the form of

a large central nave, 150 ft. long by 60 ft. wide,

roofed over in one span. The framing will be

of timber, covered externally with corrugated

iron over felt on boards, and internally it will

be lined with boarding. A gallery li ft. wide

will be framed along the north and south sides,

and 19 ft. wide at the ends of the building.

Two annexes or wings added on each side the

main building increase tho ground floor area

to a total width of 80 ft. Tho approach

to the building will be under a covered way
from the garden entrance of Molineaux House.

The main building is progressing with rapidity.

It was commenced on the 8th inst., and it will

be given up for use on the Slst of March. The
contractor is Mr. F. N. Clark, of Wolverhampton,

and the architect is Mr. George Bidlake, of the

same town. Messrs. R. Lowe &, Co., nursery-

men, are re-arranging the grounds.

General Exhibition of Water-Colour
Drawings.—The fifth exhibition of water-

colour drawings in the Dudley Gallery, Egyptian

Hall, Piccadilly, comprises 721 works. It can

scarcely be considered equal to its predecessor,

but is nevertheless an interesting collection.

Society of Engineers.—At the meeting of

the Society of Engineers, held on tho 1st iuat.,

,

Mr. F. W. Bryant, president, in the chair, a

paper was read on “ Explosive Compounds for

Engineering Pnrposes,” by Mr. Perry F. Nursey.

The following candidates were balloted for, and
duly elected Associates, viz., Messrs. Charles

Cockburn Gibbons, and Alfred Rubery.

Public Mortuaries. — The movement for

providing these buildings in the metropolis ap-

pears to be progressing. A large number of the

north-eastern and north-western parishes have

already arranged for their erection in suitable

localities, and the eastern districts seem to be

following their example with commendable
rapidity. At a late meeting of the Poplar

Board of Works the plane for the erection of a

mortuary for that pariah, as approved by the

medical officer, were agreed to, and forwarded

for the approval of the rector and vestry. A site

is being sought for one at Bow. Tho term
“ mortuary ” is scarcely the right one for these

receiving-houses, but seems to be pretty generally

adopted.

iffew Porms of Permanent Magnet.—

A

discovery has been made by an old contributor

to the Builder, Mr. F. A. Paget, C.E., which
must become a subject of interest among elec-

tricians. It is well known that it is impossible

to magnetize a plate except in the direction of

its greatest length ;
and that a square one can-

not bo made to show magnetic action at all.

Mr. Paget, however, finds that by cutting slits

nearly up to the middle of a steel plate, a square

plate in one piece can with such slits be regu-

larly magnetized
;
and by this means even an

oblong square plate can bo regularly magnetized

and with as many poles as may be required, in a

direction transverse to its greatest length. Mr.

Paget also suggests that a parallelopipedon or

cube may, perhaps, be convertible in this way
into a connected series of mognets. It may be
said, of course, that it is just separate oblong

magnets that are thus made ; but they are

not separate ; and the influence of this Siamese
twin sort of connexion is just one of those

carious points which require investigation. May
uot the oblong connexion be iu itself a diamag-

net ? and if so the mutual reactions of the dia-

magnet and the magnets, may evolve something

new in regard to magnetic and diamagnetic

laws.

Maidstone Cottage Improvement Com.
pany (Eimited).—The annual meeting of this

useful society has just been held. It was
reported that the shares taken up to the 31st of

December last amouunted to 4,200h The net

income for the year amounted to 298L 23. 7d.,

out of which a dividend was declared at the

rate of 5 per cent., the balance (65J. 16s. 5d.)

being added to the reserve fund, which now
amounts to 250!. Os. 5d. Since the last report

eight cottages have been purchased, making now
55 in possession of the company. Many cottages

in the town still urgently require improvement,

The Improvement of tiie Cam. — The
works were commenced on New Year’s day. The
contractor for the first part of thework—dredging

and restoring tho river between Jesus Sluice

Locks and Baitsbite to its original depth and
width—has commenced operations with the

powerful dredger of the South Level Commis-
sioners at a point nearly opposite Logan’s boat-

house. When the new dredger, just built for

the Conservators of the Cam, has done its work
of dredging the river between Queen’s College

aud Jesus Sluice Lock, it will probably be also

at the disposal of the contractor. The other

measures proposed by the committee, under the

advice of Mr. J. Hawkshaw, are— widening

the passage through the railway bridge, and

reducing tho sharpness of some of the moat
prominent corners. The rough estimate for

carrying out all these improvements was 6,000!.,

of which upwards of 5,OOOZ. have been already

subscribed.

Masonic ArchsBological Institute.— On
the 29th ult. the first meeting of this institutiou,

just established, was held at the Freemasons’

Hall, Mr. James Glaiahor in the chair. Several

donations to the library and museum were re-

ported. The inaugural address was delivered

by Mr. Hyde Clarke, treasurer, pointing out, as

subjects for investigation, the history of Free-

masonry in the last century and middle ages
;

its relations to secret societies and guilds and
associations of working men; the possible influ-

ence of gnosticism and the ancient mysteries on

its symbolism ; and its place in the study of the

philosophy of the human mind. A vote of

thanks was moved by Mr. Glaisher, seconded by
Mr. C. H. Gregory. The next paper was
announced to be on the ritual used by Frederick

the Great when Crown Prince, brought over to

this country recently by his Royal Highness the

Crown Prince of Prussia.

Buildings in Birmingham in 1868 .—The
Borough Surveyor has made his usual return of

the number and class of buildings erected in

Birmingham during the past year, in accordance

with plans registered at the sorveyor’s office. In

the total the number is higher than for the four

preceding years, as will be seen from the sub-

Year. Buildings erected

1661 153

1362 1,350

18G3 1,691

1861 1,-119

1365 1,0.56

1866 1,411

1867 1,408

1868 1,513

House building is considerably on the increase

within the borough, as compared with the last

four years, aud the number of houses built in

1868 is much higher than the result given by a

long average.

Preparing for Earthquakes.—Some time

ago we pointed out the desirability of bnilding

with reference to the possible occurrence of

earthquakes. The citizens of San Francisco

have formed a committee to inquire into tho

means of preventing or lessening the destruction

of property by such disasters. The bricks used

in building are reported to be very defective,

aud it is proposed to adopt a method of bracing

buildings with iron rods.

The Chicago River Tunnel.—The tunnel

under the Chicago river, known as the Washing-

toQ-street tunnel, connecting the south and west

divisions of the city by a roadway, has just been
completed, and was opened to the public on New
Year’s day. The contract price was 328,500

dollai's. Tho length of tho work is about 1,605 ft.

;

of the retaining walls of the open approach, on
the west side, about 320 ft.

;
and 275 ft. on the

east side. The length of the main archway, or

covered way, is 932 ft. There are three arch-

ways leading through the tunnel
;
one is for foot

passengers, and two are for teams and horses.

Reclamation of Xiand.— Sir : I am very

glad that in mentioning Mr. Wheeler’s “ History

of the Fens,” you called attention to the

waste land that might be brought into cultiva-

tion ou our coasts, as it seems to me that no
more desirable channel could possibly be found

for the surplus capital of the country than in

bringing these lauds into cultivation. I am
aware that you have on many former occasions

brought this matter forward, but public attention

cannot be too often called to it until something

more is done, and it is just one of those measures

for the public good that the Builder especially

delights in advocating.—H.
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The Knightshridge Barracl^s.—The de-

sirability of removing these barracks, as often

nrged by us, is farther strengthened by a
circumstance recently referred to by the Lancet.

Several of the officers have been driven out of

their apartments by an unwholesome smell, as
of decomposing animal matter, which has been
felt ever since a chimney took fire in one of
them. The usual futile endeavour to obtain an
authoritative investigation into the cause has
been made

;
bub no such investigation has yet

been allowed, and the cause is still undiscovered.

It has been suggested that the fire may have
smoked or burned a colony of rats to death, and
that the nuisance may arise from their decom-
posing bodies.

College Improvements at Cambridge.

—

Alluding to the late attempt to Gothicise the
Hall of St. Catherine’s College, as a first stop
towards the renovation of the whole of tho
college in the same style, the Guardian says :

—
Moat of our readers are familiar with the plain,

respectable, but perfectly uninteresting red-

brick buildings^of this college. Any alteration,

they may be inclined to think, must be for the
better. This is hardly the case at present. Per-

haps when the work is carried further, the effect

may bo less incongruous. The new Gonville

Court at Caius College is rapidly rising, and has
now reached the second story. It will bo a
picturesque building in the Renaissance style,

recalling the Chateau at Blois. Tho architect

is Mr. Waterhouse, to whom Cambridge is also
,

indebted for the “Union”—tho club, not tho
workhouse. Trinity is beginning to reface its

chapel with stone, and, therefore, wo may con-

clude, is nob intending to enter into competition
with St. John’s, whose new chapel—Mr. Scott’s

design— is approaching completion. The carved
wooden ceiling is being decorated with poly-

chrome
5

it will exhibit in its eighteen compart-
ments representativo men of the eighteen
Christian centuries

;
our Lord in mrijesty fills

the nineteenth compartment over the altar. Tho
designs and execution are due to Messrs. Clayton
& Bell, who are also employed on the windows.

Ibo N^ozious Vapours in Galvanizing
Works,—The Wolverhampton Corrugated Iron
Company have adopted a plan of consuming
the bath vapour in galvanizing iron, for which

|

they have secured provisional protection, and
with which Mr. K. Baker, factories inspector,

it is said, expressed his decided satisfaction

when ho lately saw it in operation. The top of

the bath in which the process goes on is sur-

rounded by an open flue, which forms a pro-

jecting lip, and from this run one or more pipes,

which commuLicate by a powerful fan w’orked

by a steam-engine. From the fan a large flue

extends to a furnace, which in this case is used
for annealing the sheets or articles galvanized.
The fan, by exhansting the air from the pipes
whieh extend to it from the bath, causes a

|

strong downward current of air to sweep over
j

the surface of tho metal, which drives the
vapour into the flue, down tho pipes, and from
the fan to the furnace, whore it is entirely con-
sumed.

The Xiongley IVlomorial Church at
Oxford.—It is proposed to erect a church at
Oxford to the memory of tho late Archbishop of
Canterbury. The site of tho building will bo in

the new ecclesiastical district of Cowley St.

John. Cowley was the first scene of Archbishop
Longley’s pastoral labours. Tho village church
in which he used to labour has been recently
enlarged and restored. It is proposed to erect
the new church for 1,000 persons within a few
paces of Magdalen Bridge, tho anticipated cost

being from 15,OOOZ. to 20,000Z. The new Arch-
bishop of Canterbury and the bishop of the
diocese have promised their support, and up-
wards of 2,000Z. have been already promised or
subscribed.

Destruction of a Picture Gallery hy
Tire.—A destructive fire is reported from
Exeter. The picture-gallery of Mr. Hodge, near
the Guildhall, was found to be on fire, through,
it is supposed, an explosion of gas. In a short
time about a hundred pictures were destroyed,
including one by Rubens, for which 9001. had
been offered.

“ IVIasouic Buildings.”—In reply to “H.,”
One correspondent, “ I. B. S.” advises him to

study a Lodge in Weymouth, built about the
beginning of tho present century. Two other
correspondents offer to advise personally, but to

this we cannot be a party.

The BZaidstono Sewage Question.—-The
local Board have decided upon borrowing 9,OOOZ.

for the purpose ofproceeding with the drainage of

the town, leaving the question of the ultimate
disposal of the sewage for future consideration.

Tho scheme originally proposed by the Board
was of a much larger and more expensive
character : the estimated outlay, as submitted
by the authors of the plan, fell little short of

25,000Z. The Board now throw aside alto-

gether—at least, for the present—the most diffi-

cult portion of tho subject, namely, the ultimate
disposal of the sewage, and confine their pro-

posal to the completion of tho existing system
of drainage in the town.

The Proposal to Supply Ziondon with
Water from the Severn.—Ac the twelfth

annual meeting of the Canal Association, held
at Birmingham last month, Mr. E. Leader
Williams, speaking of the river Severn, and
particularly in connexion with Mr. Bateman’s
project for supplying London with that which
he designates “ tho surplus water of the Severn,”
to the extent of 200,000,000 gallons per day,
observed that nothing was known of any surplus
water, iuasmuph as the maintenance of the
estuary of the river is dependent upon the
velocity and volume of the winter floods, with-
out which the estuary and tho whole of tho
lower reaches of the river would become choked
with mud and silt brought up by the far too

powerful spring tides. The tendency of these
tides to choke up the lower reaches of the Severn
had, he said, been specially demonstrated daring
the drought of the past summer, as the deep
reaches and pools near Gloucester became so

filled with deposit as to prevent navigation,

excepting upon the top of spring tides.

Blrmlngliam Society of Artisans.—The
'

annual dinner of tho Birmingham Artisans’

Society was held on Monday evening, at tho

Acorn Hotel, Temple-street. Mr. George Dixon,

M.P., occupied the chair, and Mr. J. A. Lang-
ford the vice-chair. Tho Chairman, in proposing
“ Tho Birmingham Artisans’ Society,” said that

during the past year three papers on different

subjects had been read by members of the
society, and a memorial had been sent to tho
Society of Arts, advocating the claims of such
towns as Birmingham to Government contri-

butions for local museums. When Mr. Samuel-
Bon obtained a committee of tho House of
Commons to investigate the largo question of

scientific instruction, one of the members of the

Birmingham Artisans’ Society was sent up to

give evidence,—the only representative of the
working men from the whole country which
appeared before that committee. The Chair-

man then reviewed some of the leading ques-

tions of the day, in which he desired to see such
a society become interested.

Tbe Count de Seerski, Fainter. — The
American papers record the death, at Rochester,

I

New York, of Count de Beerski, a Russian noble-

man, and an artist of considerable repute. He
inherited a valuable estate near Moscow, toge-

ther with 250 serfs, all of whom he emancipated.
When Nicholas ascended tho throne, the count,

in consequence of his liberal views, was obliged

to leave his native country and all his posses-

sions. Accustomed as he had been to wealth
and luxury, ho now found himself obliged to do
something for subsistence. He was well edu-
cated, and possessed a taste for drawing. He
resolved to paint miniatures

j and in Hamburg,
Paris, and London attracted considerable notice

as an artist. Some of his paintings were exhi-

bited in Hyde Park in 1851, and won first-class

honours. Count de Beerski was subsequently
employed, we believe, to paint portraits of her
Majesty and the Royal Family. Ho emigrated
to America in 1859, and was much esteemed by
all who knew him.

A new Batk-lieatiag' Stove.—Mr. Richard
Head has invented and patented a stove so con-

strnoted as to fill the usual opening of a fire-

place, and act as an ordinary stove, while it is

surmounted by a boiler sufficiently large to

supply a bath. The boiler has tapering flues

running up through it, and it is partly sur-

rounded by hot-air spaces so that tho beating of

the water is said to be effected in a mnch
shorter time than by other bath-heating stoves.

The bath is filled through a pipe, and may bo
placed anywhere either on the same floor, or a
floor below. The filling of tho boiler is also

efl’ected by a pipe. The arrangements are said

to prevent risk of explosion, and avoid filling

the room with steam.

• Deptford ravins' Tenders.—At a recent
meeting of the Greenwich Boatd of Works, the
road surveyor presented a plan and estimate
with regard to tho paving, &c., of Manor-road,
Upper Lewisbam-road, Deptford. The report
having been adopted, Mr. Halsey moved that
tenders be advertised for in respect of Manor-
road. Mr. Gillespie seconded, and (it being
understood that the advertisements would be
sent to tho local papers as well as the Builder)
said ho considered the former a useless expen-
diture, for every one likely to send iu a tender
would read tho columns of the Buildci'. He did
not wish to disparage the local papers, bub
believed as a matter of economy it would be
superfluous to send to them. Mr. Bartlett and
others were of a different opinion, and it was
agreed that the advertisements be sent to the
Builder and the local papers.

Death of the late Borougrh Surveyor of
South Shields.—Mr. T. M. Clemence, late

borough surveyor of South Shields, is dead. The
deceased geutlemau had been connected officially

with the borough some eight or nine years, and
by his gentlemanly and scholarly bearing, it is

said, won the friendship and respect of all who
knew him. Ho was about forty-two years of

age.

Mr. Sedding, of Penzance, architect, read a
paper lately before the Exeter Diocesan Archi-

tectural Society, upon tho interesting churches
of Sb. Buryan, St. Leven, and St. Senuen.

TENDERS.
For alterations to 28^, Westminster Bridge-road, for

Mr. Page. Mr. W. E. Williams, architect.
iiixon &. Son £093 0 0
Euuor -172 0 0
Auley 450 0 0
Marr (accepted) 43i 0 0

For alterations and additions to Grapes and Can,
Qoswell-road, lor Mr. May. Mr. W. E. Williams, archi-

tect.

Tracey & Co £537 0 0
Mart -177 0 0
Auley 425 0 0
Euuor (accepted) 419 0 0

For the erection of Lancaster Buildings, Tithebarn-
street, Liverpool, for the Liverpool Financial Association.
Messrs. Pieton, Chambers, &. Bradley, architects. (Quan-
tities supplied.

Campbell £13,043 0 0
Mulliu 11,816 0 0
Hughes 11,700 0 0
Haigh & Co 11,834 0 0
Jones & Son ll,63i 0 0
Holme&Nicol 11,-193 0 0
Itome 11,300 0 0
Nicholson & Ayre 11,270 0 0
Callie, 11,170 0 0
Westmoreland 11,120 0 0
Uruisou (accepted) 10,938 0 0

For alterations and additions to stationery warerooms,
No. 42, Ratbbone-place, for Messrs. Jeremiah Smiths Co.
Mr. John Tarring, architect.

Barratt & Son £807 37 0
Simpson 777 7 7
Shurmur 7 ii 0 0
Saunders C85 0 0
Iticharda 619 0 0
Shepherd 030 0 0
Robinson 691 0 0

For alteration, 4o., at 26, Jewry-street, Aldgate, for

Trustees of Sir John Cox’s School. Mr. It. W'ules, archi-

tect.

Ashby & Horner £1,999 0 0
Ashby & Sons 1,937 0 0
Ryder 1,906 0 0
Henebaw 1,889 0 0
Conder 1,837 0 0
King & Sons 1,835 0 0

For alterations and repairs at live houses iu St.

George’s-road, Southwark, for Mr. E. W. Rolls. Mr,
It. J. Hickins, surveyor.

Cooper 4 CuUum £1,068 0 0
Linglield 015 0 0
Falkuer 937 0 0
Yates 908 0 0
Kent 819 0 0
Eustace (accepted 818 0 0

For tramps’ wards, lodge, &c., Kingston Union.
Messrs. Kusbforth & Luck, architects. Quantities sup-
plied by Mr. Northeroft.

Bennett
CoUingB

WicYs, Bangs, 4 Co
TiU
Towel
Gammon
Kilby
Winship
Manley & Rogers (accepted)
Foale
Smart

..£5,050 0 0

.. 4,653 19 0

.. 4,420 0 0

.. 4,400 0 0

.. -1,300 0 0

.. 4,222 0 0

.. -1,139 0 0

.. 4;,197 0 0
3,955 0 0

.. 3,991 0 0

.. 3,737 0 0

.. 3,564 11 0
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The Nm Law Courts and the Offices.

HE question of tbs site

of tbe New Law Courts

and OfBcea is now excit-

ing so mucli attention,

that we have thought

it right to obtain the

means of arranging the

plan which we present

to our readers to-day.*

It shows Mr. Street’s

enlarged plan of the

Courts as exhibited

at the Koyal Institute

of British Architects,

modified in accordance

with Mr, Tite’s sugges-

tion for the division of

the building as brought

byhim before the Metro-

politan Board of Works

on the 22nd of January,

1869. His observations

on the subject we gave

soon after. We intended to give a plan of Sir

Charles Trevelyan’s site, derived from his de-

scriptions
5
but as he announced in the Times of

Saturday last that he is about to publish it him-

self, we, of course, willingly wait for that docu-

ment. Oar remarks on the present occasion

apply mainly to Mr. Tite's proposition. We
should be glad if we could go with those who
urge that Courts and Offices should all be placed

on the embankment side of the Strand ; but

careful consideration has led us to the belief that

this cannot be wisely done j the rigid limits of

the site (the Embankment, the Strand, Somerset

House, and the Temple) preventing the possi-

bility of any extension hereafter, the enormous
extra expenditure it would entail, notwithstand-

ing what has been said to the contrary, and its

inferiority in point of convenience for lawyers,

are all against it.

The Incorporated Law Society, in a protest

just now issued, say :

—

“The Capey-street site has been parebaaed; nearly
800,000/. have been expended in its acquisilion

;
nearly all

the buildings ha^e been cleared away
;
a number of archi-

tects of eminence were invited to compete for the office
of architect; full and elaborate instructions for the
guidance of the architects were prepared under the per-
Bonal superintendence of members of the commission

;

the several designs underwent a very careful and minute
examination

;
an enormons amount of labour was be-

stowed on the several plans and arrangements by the
several members of the commission

;
afeer Mr. Street

had been appointed the architect, the commissioners
were in constant commnnication with him, arranging the
details of the dnal plans • and this laborious work of
years has been so far completed, that it was confidently
expected the buildings would be commenced in the spring
of this year.

All tbe plans and the arrangements for the grouping of
the several courts and offices so as to alTord the greatest
amount of convenience to all who have business to
transact there, have been made with reference to the

!

special form of the Carey-street site. A site of any other
shape would render necessary new plans and other
internal arrangements. In fact, for a site of a different
shape, a great part of this labour would have to be
undertaken anew.

It is part of the Carey-street design that the courts
should bo placed on the first floor, in the inner quad-
rangle, and that for ensuring to the profession safe and
convenient access to the courts and offices, bridges on the
court-floor level should be thrown across the Strand and
Carey-street, so as to avoid the risk of crossing either of
these thoroughfares among the carts and carriages
Hostile criticism has attempted to direct the shaft of
ridicule against courts placed so high as the first floor,
The critics possibly forgot that the Houses of Parliament
are on the first floor, and the court of the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council also

; and that those im-
portant tribunals, the committees of the House of
Commons, are on the second floor.”

* See p, 126.

The comparative advantages of the two sites

depend anquestionably on the comparative faci-

lities of access. Bat the access wanted is for

the legal profession, not for laymen, and from

the private chambers and offices of the bar and
solicitors, and not so much from railway stations.

“ The_ number of jurors, witnesses, and others daily
called direct from their own homes or offices to the courts
and offices of the law is comparatively small

;
certainly

not 2,000 a-day. A large number of the witnesses go to
tbe attorney's offices on their way to court. But it has
been ascertained from accurate observation that in the
transaction of the business of suitors from 12,000 to 16,000
visits are daily made by the solicitors and their clerks to
the different offices, going and returning several times in
the course of the day, and nearly as many visits probably
are daily made by them to the several courts. If several
hundred yards be added to the distance to be on each
occasion traversed in from 12,000 to 16,000 daily visits to the
offices, and as many to the courts, it is vexatious to con-
template the miles on miles of wasteful traversing which
would be inflicted on the profession, and through them on
the suitors, and the weeks and months of delay which will
be added to the inevitable annoyances of litigation.”

Since this matter came under diacuasion,

another suggestion haa been made, namely, to

take the Probate Offices to the new Offices,

Fetter-lane. But, with the extensive arrange-

ments required for the archivea, our figures will

presently show that no sufficient space can be

found there for such a purpose.

That more laud must now be bought if all the

Courts and Offices are to be erected on the

Strand site appears certain, and the ques-

tion must be asked, who is to blame for the error

of calculation that has been made. When we
remember tbe enormous and costly machinery

that was set in motion to obtain all the informa-

tion requisite to determine what was wanted, the

present state of things seems inexplicable, and

scarcely excusable.

Let us look now, however, to the plan wo pub-

lish. It has appeared to many that in attempt-

ing to combine in one bnilding the whole of the

new Courts and Offices, the zealons advocates of

concentration might go too far. Mr. Tite urged

this view of the case in the House of Commons
last session, and mnch that has occurred lately

has tended to strengthen the impression that

the separation of the Offices from the Courts

would be an advantage, both architecturally and
otherwise. This view has found many supporters

in the press, who have advocated the division of

the work, and pleaded for a reconsideration of

the question on the basis of the suggestion of

two buildings instead of one. It will be seen by
the plan that Mr. Tite proposes to build the

Courts on the present Strand site, and to place

the Offices on the Thames Embankment in a

building which would admit of ready extension.

At present the portion on the Embankment, in-

clnding the first quadrangle, would be all that is

required, as will be seen by a few figures.

The proposal now before Parliament is to

spend 660,000i. in acquiring additions to the

present site
;

this sum does not include the

expense (which must be very large) of forming

any new streets for access to the new Courts

and Offices. The necessity for this large ex-

penditure would be altogether avoided by the

adoption of Mr. Tite’s plan, according to which
tbe cost of the site would not exceed 250,0001.,

while its accessible position would render it nn-

neoessary to lay out anything in forming new
streets. The cost of the Embankment site for

offices has been estimated by an experienced

surveyor, and though it does not include any
frontage to the Strand, and only involves the

purchase of yards and nnimportant premises, it

is not considered prudent to estimate it at a
lower figure than has been said. Judging by
such data the cost of Sir C. Trevelyan’s site,

with its expensive frontage to the Strand along

its whole length, and its compulsory purchase of

the Metropolitan District Railway station, and
other important premises, would seem to be

too sanguinely estimated at only a million and a

half.

Considering its position adjoining Somerset

House, which is 93 ft. high, in five stories, Mr.

Tite proposes that his building should be about

the same height and have the same number of

stories, and it would contain more than 320,000
square feet of accommodation. After deducting
one half for the thickness of walls, passages,

staircases, &c., there would remain 160,000
square feet of accommodation, on all the floors,

suitable for offices.

The area prescribed by the Courts of Justice

Commission for the Courts and the Offices imme-
diately connected with them is 191,506 square

feet, and for tbe offices not immediately con-

nected with the Courts 148,742 square feet

on all floors. The site proposed is therefore

ample for the latter class of offices, for which it

possesses great advantages, and the present

Strand site is sufficient for all the Courts with-

out the necessity for any farther outlay. The
plan provides for easy extension of the Offices at

any future time in the direction of the Strand.

The building space on the plan is 64,700 sqnare

feet, and estimating the cost of tbe building at the

rate laid down on the authority of Mr. Scott,

R.A., by tbe Royal Commission on the Govern-
ment Offices for buildings four stories high at 6Z.

per foot, the cost of its erection would be
388,2001., or 485,2501. if one-fourth extra be

allowed on account of the additional story. The
new Courts and Offices connected therewith,

four stories high, would require a building space

of 96,000 square feet, and this, at 61. per foot,

would cost 576,0001. for the building. It is

probable, however, that the cost of the Courts

might be more than the cost of ordinary Offices j

and, supposing by a liberal estimate the difference

to be as much as 50 per cent., the necessary

outlay on the Courts in the Strand, at 91. per

foot, would be 864,0001.

To the above estimates must be added tbe cost

of the Will Tower for the Probate department.

The cubic space required by the Royal Com-
mission for the stowage of wills is 350,000 cubic

feet, and would probably cost about 80,0001.

The area of the site at present secured by
the Royal Commissioners is amply sufficient, as

the plan shows, for the erection of the Courts

and Offices immediately connected with them.
A very grave question, of course, immediately

arises:—How will the interest of suitors and
lawyers be affected by tbe separation of the

Offices from the Courts ? If we may judge from

the remarks of one of the professional papers

the change would not be objected to. The Law
Times, for example, says,

—

"A BuggeatioQ haa been offered whicli ought to recon-
cile the differences of the rival sites

; it is to use both of
them. The Carey-street site is not sufficient, ond a much
larger area must he cleared, at an enormous cost, for the
property that bounds it is extremely valuable. The propo-
sition is, to place the courts on the Embankment, and the
offices in Carey-street. This seems to present a combina-
tion of advant^es. In the first place, it would be^desirable
to teparate the Coitrls/rom the Officet. The effect of crowd-
ing a multitude of rooms in and about public halls is to
stifle the assembly-room in its auxiliaries. It is not only
destructive of architectural and pictorial effect, but it is

extremely inconvenient to those who have business there.
If proof of this be wanting, look at the palace at Westmin-
ster—a complete labyrinth, only to be threaded by long
practice. Nor can we discover any serious disadvantages
in such a severance. There is no necessary connexion
between the Courts and the Offices. Their distance apart
would be no more than ten minutes in time of transiL and
no references from the Courts to the Offices are of such
urgency that a messenger could not convey them in good
time for all practical purposes. Chambers might be pro-
vided for the chief clerks attached to each of the Equity
Courts

; and a Judge should ait daily in a Practice Court
to do tbe work of tne Chamber Judges

;
and attached to

the court should be chambers for the Masters. For this
the Embankment offers a site without rival in Europe,
while the offices, remitted to the Carey-street site, would
be conveniently near to those who most want to nse them.
Lastly, there is the still greater advantage, that the work
will be done better and more speedily. 'The Courts will
not be marred without nor cramped within, and they will

be completed in a moderate lime from designs which,
under tne improved conditions, may be expected vastly to
excel anything hitherto produced.
We trust that Parliament will be induced to reconsider

the question on the basis of this new suggestion of two
buildings instead of one.”

Ib ia obviona that the building on tbe Embank-
ment might be made, from its position, an orna-

ment to London. It would be conveniently

placed with reference to the Temple and the new
Law Conrts. It would be directly accessible to

the public by tbe Strand and the Thames Em-
bankment. It would adjoin a steamboat pier
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and a station on the Mefcropolibau District

Eailway, and would thus be in communication

with every part of London. The site would be

cheaper, quieter, with more light and air, and

better in every respect than any other that could

be found in the neighbourhood.

Finally, tho adoption of this plan would

utilize and adorn a largo portion of the Thames

Embankment, and would save to the public, as

compared with the proposed purchase of more

land round about the Strand site, half a million

of money.
If the scheme be carried out, and two build-

ings be determined on instead of one, the oppor-

tunity should be used (wo have no hesitation in

adding) to repair a great injustice, by appointing

Mr. E. M. Barry as architect for the second

buildiug.

IRISH ANTIQUITIES AND THE LATE
DR. PETRIE.

The biography of this eminent man, which

appeared at the close of 1868, within a few days

of two years from the date of his death, is a

most acceptable addition to the science of his-

tory and archmalogy.* Dr. Petrie’s labours in

the fields of Irish antiquity and art were alto-

gether of a desultory kind. His long life and

incessant occupation in these subjects con-

tributed only one volume to the shelves of the

British Museum. The further records of his

labours are to be found in scattered tracts in the

Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, and

in one or two short-lived magazines, which he

was chiefly instrumental in promoting. Dr.

Stokes has now brought under notice all his

labours in the moderate compass of an octavo

volume, and reveals, in addition to what was

before accessible to the public, tho existence in

MS. of a largo collection of Notes and drawings,

much of it possessing great value, but unfortu-

nately wanting both in completeness and arrange-

ment.
Dr. Stokes writes of his deceased friend with

great simplicity and modesty of expression, bat

his book is characterised by a tone of eulogy

throughout of which it might be urged that so

much of favourable expression is premature,

and that a decision as to the character and

merits of bis subject should have been left moi-e

to the public judgment. If this be so, it may
nevertheless be admitted that the biographer, in

the course of a long intimacy, had opportunities

of learning to admire, and reasons for loving to

do so, which the outside world cannot possess
j

and it may even be found that his easy and

natural expression of his feelings will often carry

those of the reader with him, so as to make it

difficult to think of the facts put forward as

independently as might be desirable.

George Petrie was born in Dublin in 1789, the

only child of a portrait-painter of ability. From
the first he devoted himself to landscape drawing

and painting, and passed hie early years in

eketchiug tours amongst tho scenery of Dublin,

Wicklow, and other parts of Leinster, in tho

course of which his predilection for uniting the

antiquarian subject with the picturesque was
very soon developed. Dr. Stokes divides his

biographical treatise into beads which treat

separately of the lines of tbonght and occupa-

tion which engaged Petrie. First of his artist

life ;
then of his antiquarian and historical

studies ;
next of his scientific duties on the great

Ordnance survey of Ireland, then of the archi-

tectural treatises which he either published or

projected
;
and lastly, of his musical powers and

his contributions towards the preservation of the

ancient, but still current, national Irish music.

The desultory nature of the work which

Potrie has left behind him was perhaps almost

the certain result of tho profession which both

his tastes aud tho necessity of oircumstanoea led

him to adopt. His livelihood depended on the

use of his pencil and his brush j and even when
his skill and accuracy in this art, united to his

archmological knowledge and acomen, had pro-

cured for him a Government appointment on the

Ordnance survey, he was only temporarily re-

lieved from this necessity. The thirteen years

from 1833 to 184.6, daring which he held this ap-

pointment, drew him out of the sphere of private

employment, which made it yet more arduous

under advancing years, when his only resource

was to return to it for a living. Dr. Stokes

combats more than once the opinion which was

* The Life and Labours in Art and Archroology of

George Prtrie, LL.D,, M.R.I.A. By William Stokes,

M.D,, D.C.L., Oxon. 8vo. 1869. London: Longmans,
Green, & Co.

often expressed by Petrie’s contemporaries, that

a certain indolence of disposition deprived the

public of the full use of his powers. Dr. Stokes

points to his incessant occupation as a sufficient

refutation, and tells ns that his great patience

and caution in investigation, and his anxiety to

collect sufficient evidence before forming, much
less pronouncing a decision, were the qualities

which were mistaken for indolence. That his

mind was of the quality described by the

biographer cannot, we think, be doubted,

whilst we believe that the ciroumstances under

which, through his whole life, he self-trained

and self-educated his mind, might have been

used to add to the force of the biographer’s

refutation.

Petrie’s talents ns an artist gave him a

high reputation in Ireland, and ho held for many
years the post of president of tho Royal Hiber-

nian Academy, a society distinct from the Royal

Irish Academy, of which we shall often speak

presently. On this side of the Channel Petrie’s

larger water-colour works are but little known,

though in Ireland some of his latest are amon^t
the most esteemed of his pictures. In early life

he was largely employed in furnisbiDg illustra-

tions to the tourist volumes then so much in

vogue. To Cromwell’s excursions through Ireland,

a duodecimo book, of three volumes, published

in 1820, he contributed the drawings for ninety-

six plates. Without overlooking the artistic

share which the engraver may claim for any

commendation due to these subjects, they will

always reflect favourably on Petrie’s fame when
compared generally with other works, or only

with subjects treated by other artists in the

same volumes. The writer of these lines lias

had many opportunities of criticising on the sub-

jects themselves the accuracy of Petrie’s repre-

sentations. None but those who try know the

difficulties of truthful limning, where a truthful

result is the only one sought
;
and such will

know best how to respect the accuracy which

seldom fails in Petrie’s work, and the honesty

which always prevails in it. One of the beat

and most independent testimonies to Petrie’s

faithfulness of representation is to bo found

in the fact, that one utterly opposed to his anti-

quarian views has purchased a number of the

woodcuts executed for Petrie, and from his draw-

iugs, and has applied them to the support of a

theory which, if there was anything in it, would

subvert every conclusion on antiquity that Petrio

entertained.*

When Petrie began to study Irish antiquity,

his profession led him first to see and examine

objects of antiquity, and next be set bimselfto

learn what light history could throw upon them.

At this time Vallanoey was still living, who may
be regarded as the founder of the Pagan school of

Irish archmologists. In a long life General

Vallancey bad proceeded in exactly an opposite

method to that which Petrie was led to adopt.

Vallancey imagined that he understood the Irish

language, the Sanscrit aud Phcenician, aud pro-

bably many more as recondite as the latter; for

he was never at a loss for a jingle of sounds, or

of letters, which would enable him to resort to

some remote age and corner of the world to in-

terpret an Irish difficulty. Dr. Stokes speaks of

Petrie as the founder of tho opposite school. It

is doubtful, however, if Petrie can single-handed

hold this position. When 100 years ago Val-

lancey begun to be a dictator amongst Irish

antiquaries, aud tho specniative school flourished

in Ireland, we in England were not very

differently placed. The followers of Dr. Stukely

had their notions in the ascendant
;
now we'can

hardly fail to smile at the crudities of either.

The ground was not then prepared for archi-

tectural investigation. Neither here nor in

Ireland had the antiquaries recovered from the

false cover thrown over all our national anti-

quities in the times of the Stuarts by the

tendency to glorify everything classic, and

denounce all else as barbaric. Early in the

present century the more just methods of

thought began to prevail here
;
and Petrie, with

oihers, carried on as it were by the same wave,

were simultaneously labouring in Ireland. The

question of priority amongst those engaged must

be a difficult one to solve, but that Petrie nlti-

mately held by far the most important place in

his sphere is nob to be questioned. The making

of his own opportunities led to the creation of

opportunities for him, and having pre-eminently

qualified himself for research, no man obtained

so great a chance for acquiring knowledge as he

had from his connexion with the Ordnance

* See “ Keane’s Towers and Temples of Ireland.’’ 1968.

survey. Dr. Stokes laments the untimely

severance of this connexion, but it must fairly

be admitted that no British Government could

have maintained it. Sir Thomas Larcom’s con-

ception to add a topographical department to

the survey was an admirable one. At its head

in 1833 he placed Mr. Petrie. Mr. Petrie drew

together a small staff of assistants, and the

services rendered by these in naming, with a near

approach to correctness, the places to be marked
on the Ordnance maps are of incalculable value.

In a country so repeatedly revolutionized as Ire-

land has been, with a native language whose last

literary remains were, under well-grounded fears,

it was thought, expiring, the recovery, identity,

and preservation of ancient names was not only

an historical but a real practical necessity. Mr.

Petrie’s staff discovered and recorded besides on

the maps a vast number of historical monuments.

Dr. Stokes regrets that the fuller description,

the minute memoir of every subject, which Mr.

Petrio designed, has never seen the light. The

immensity of the design is a mark of the patient

power of Petrie’s intellect, but the impractica-

bility of its immensity will be apparent to others.

One volume only of the memoir was ever pub-

lished (in 1837), and this is a closely printed

quarto of about 350 pages. It deals minutely

with the history and antiquities, the present

and past state of the population in various

statistical and social aspects, the geological and

physical nature, and the natural history, of one

parish ! that of Templemore, in which the town

of Londonderry is situated. One other subject

only of this vast design has been printed, viz.,

in the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy,

vol. xvi.,an account extending to 216 quarto pages,

not of a parish,but only of the group of antiquities

on the famous Hill of Tara. Mr. Petrie com-

municated this production of his own to this

learned body in 1837 by permission of the heads

of the Ordnance survey. That the subject well

deserved to be committed to tho Transactions of

the Royal Irish Academy is certain, but that

it was unfit for a Government state - paper

is probably not less certain. No Government

could foresee the limits of an undertaking which

in minute portions presented such a gigantic

mass of detail
;
and with the prospect of being

called npon to exercise similar historical functions

in the sister countries if the project were con-

tinued in Ireland, we can easily understand

why even the recommendation of a commission

for its continnance was disregarded, and the Irish

topographical department extinguished. It is

no small honour to this department that it cul-

tivated such a man as the late Dr. O’Donovan;

aud it is satisfactory to know that some of the

fruits of Petrie’s design were realised in the pro-

duction of O’ Donovan’s edition of tho Annals of

the Four Masters, in which he so largely and

ably deals with the ancient topography of the

country.

Petrie’s essay on the Hill of Tara is regarded

by Dr. Stokes as one of his masterpieces, and is

placed by him alongside of his still larger work,

“ The Ecclesiastical Architecture of Ireland.”

The essay on Tara is complete, as Petrie

intended it should be, aud is one of the few

literary efforts which he brought to completion.

When the Ordnance surveyors had made a satis-

factory map of tho remains of the hill, the

purpose of Petrie was to see if they could
^

be

identified with ancient descriptions of the build-

ings. This celebrated place, the chief seat^ of

the sovereigns of Ireland, from a fabulous period

down to tho middle of the sixth century, had its

buildings ruined and deserted 6u0 years before

tho earliest extant description of them was tran-

scribed. Fables and poems, ancient and modern,

had attributed grandeur and splendour to the

place, for which no authority existed beyond the

imaginations of tho writers. The question was

whether any traces could be found which could

be identified with certainty as marks of the

old royal residence, and be harmonized with

reliable historical documents. Petrie was pre-

pared with a document from which he did esta-

blish the identity of the remains for the most

part in a very satisfactory manner ;
aud here wo

may well imagine, when the treatment of the

subject was considered by Government they

would think his labours should end. Not so

did Petrie think
;
he marshalled around it a

mass of curious inquiry and ancient evidence on

matters relating to history, which he deemed

it important to elucidate, with reference to Tara

Hill, He considered and convinced himsell of

the age of the various remains, and travelled

into many kindred questions. Because St.Patrick

had visited it, the Book of Armagh, of hoar

;

)

!

1

]

I
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antiquity, is explored to produce tho best

evidence aud to reject what is unreliable in the

story of St. Patrick
;
the history of the kings is

traced from the remotest ages, a discussion on

the introduction of letters, and another on laws,

occurs, the whole forming a mass of learning, of

which an adequate idea cannot be conveyed in

these few lines. In this treatise we see fully

the desultory nature of the author’s mind, as

well as its compass, its anxiety to amass
evidence, and in this point the difference

between him and many of his predecessors and
compeers that it was evidence and not mere
dreaming which he amassed. The identifica-

tion of the mounds and banks, the fountains and

ings too, and the belfries of the churches. To a

certain extent he shows that the architectural

features of the earliest churches agree with

those of the towers, and, with a promise of more

on the subject, his belief is expressed that the

towers range in date from the sixth to the

twelfth centuries. Amongst English students

there are very few who will not think the

general truth of his conclusion fully established.

Mr. Parker, in the Oentleman’s Magazine in

186'i, insisted on his own peculiar tenets, which

forbid him to believe in any architecture in

these islands before the twelfth century, or in

any stone erection before the year 1000, and

appears to think Mr. Petrie mistaken only in

the cross, with the raths, cashels, and houses, the
I

placing any of the towers before the twelfth

wells and mill-stream, rested on the authenticity ! century. Some of Mr. Parker’s assistants, in

of documents 700 years old, in which mention, 1 his articles on “ Irish Arohitecture,” accept,

and even description, of all of them was found. I however, a belief in a much earlier date. In

In one point he seems to have surprised himself, I Ireland promises of theories which are to sub-

not less than others who hear it now for the first
|

vert Petrie’s have not been infrequent
;

but

time will be surprised, viz., when he convinced I their nature and grounds have been scarcely

himself that the Lia-fail, tho Stone of Dentiny i broached, except in the extraordinary book by

of the Irish kings, is not now in Westminster ' Mr. Marcus Keane, published in 1867. Here

Abbey, but is still on the Hill of Tara. Finding
!
we have a country gentleman, whose every sheet

the stone mentioned in his records, he looked for
j

(there are nearly 500 quarto pages) declares

it on the hill in the place aesigned to it, and dis- him to be innocent of any acquaintance with

covered that until 1798 a pillar stone had stood ' architecture, rushing to decide the age of the

there. It was then removed to mai’k the grave I
ancient Irish chnrches and round towers. He

of the insurgents buried there in that year. If discovers them to be Cuthite temples ! Hi

this be not the Lia-fail, as Petrie thinks, at any
rate it is a formidable competitor with the stone

in the coronation-ohair at Westminster, brought
there from Scone in Scotland, in 1296, by
Edward I. Petrie contends that until after this

date the story of the stone being carried into

Scotland by the Irish princes of Albany was
unknown ; and finding a pillar stone on Tara
Hill, whose place agreed with that of the ancient
relic, he stands out for the belief that down to

tho time of bis inquiry the stone of destiny never
had been carried away.

This paper unexpectedly provoked in the Royal
Irish Academy a violent feeling of opposition to

Petrie, and led to a schism in tho council. The
wisdom of that body was loudly called in ques-

tion, and their justice in awarding their honorary
medals amongst themselvos was the point on
which the most effective thrust was made against

them; Petrie, himself on the council, being on
this occasion the recipient of his third medal.

His paper on the Ecclesiastical Arohitecture

and Round Towers of Ireland was originally

delivered at the Royal Irish Academy in 1833.

It obtained for him one of the honorary medals.

It was, however, very long before it appeared in

print. The Academy had only a few years before

awarded their medal to a learned lady. Miss
Beaufort, for her essay on the Round Towers, in

which she attributed to them an Eastern origin.

Petrie, elected to the council of the Academy in

1830, sought, as Dr. Stokes indicates, an oppor-

tunity for relieving the council from the re-

sponsibility of approving that theory which he
conceived their medal to have imposed. His
movement led to the offer of a premium aud
medal for the best essay on the subject, and i)

History

is set at defiance; tbe well-known Cistercian

monastery at Jerpoint is declared to be a

Cuthite temple
;
a tomb at Cashel, palpably of

believe, hitherto quite unnoticed on the north

side of the existing square church tower. This
evidence is important to his theory, because

Duleek happens to be one of the few places at

which an early belfry is noticed in the annals.

At Rattoo he omits to notice the ourions orna-

ment of the round-tower door, and falls into the

mistake of assigning to antiquity the basement
and causeway of the tower, both of which are

well known to be modern constructions.

In his admirable descriptions of ancient metal-

work, we find the same anxiety to arrive at the

truth, and often very satisfactory grounds for

assigning an early antiquity, but still, also, the

same balancing of his mind. In the case of that

carious book-cover, or shrine, in which is still pre-

served a most ancient book of the Gospels, for-

merly belonging to tbe monastery of Clones, he

ably shows the age of the outer cover to be of the

fourteenth century. The book itself is too tender

to bear examination, but he finds it not devoid of

evidence which may make it as old as the time

of St. Patrick himself. It is immediately laid in

a wooden box, and between this and the outer

casing can partly be seen a third cover, designed

with interlaced work, such as we see on the

Irish crosses : this must be of intermediate age

between the book and the external plating.

Petrie takes a wide margin, and assigns it to

some period between the sixth and twelfth cen-

turies.

The long delay in tho production of his volume

on Irish arohitecture discouraged tho Academy

the fifteenth or sixteenth century, is declared to i
from any further aid in the prosecution of his

be Cuthite sculpture; the Irish saints are '
work, and bonce the promised continuation has

Buddhist deities
;
and the Cuthites are a people • never appeared, nor does it seem that any

who inhabited Ireland some two thousand years
j

matter had been arranged for it beyond the

beforeChri8t.,fromwhosedaysdowntotheNorman ,
engravings, which have now passed into other

^ . I .. -1 ..., 1—

\

l-nvida TTtq nonor iin A rnhi tfictnre.
Conquest arts and architecture were unknown in

the country. It is a strange turn in the tide of

affairs that the very plates which Petrie designed

for the use of his further volume should have

been purchased by this gentleman, and used to

illustrate his extravagant imaginations. That

Petrie was iu many respects eminently qualified

for the task he undertook must be admitted : he

was conversant with general architectural his-

tory, and had studied its monuments in Ireland

with the closeness which none but a draughts-

man can apply
;
he had carefully sought out

not one class only, but, as far as possible,

all the architectural monuments of the conn-

try ; he had familiarized himself with its

historical sources of information, and in his

acquaintance with ancient Irish literatnre

had fitted himself to distinguish the poetic, and

to apply the matter of fact. However just his

main conclusion, it is nob to be supposed that

Petrie was always right in detail. He seems

constantly, in fact, to have mistrusted his own
decisions, and often made up his mind only on

some outward pressure of time or circumstances.

As to the age of some particular buildings, his

conclusions are certainly not always maintain-

able, and are arrived at on slender grounds. The
chancel of the church of Rabin, or Rathain, in

King’s County, he thinks of about the year 750

the end, as we have said, his own essay was
j

and the only ground for this belief is the fact

declared the successful one. So beset, however,
[

that a certain ecclesiastic named Ua Suanaigh,

hands. His paper on “ Military Architecture,”

delivered in 1834, was also withdrawn from the

Academy, no doubt to be perfected to his own
satisfaction, and is still in MS. From Dr. Stokes’s

account, its chief interest seems bo lie in the

explanation it gives of the more ancient modes
of fortification—tbe duns, oathairs, cashels,

raths, and mounts. He explodes altogether the

popular notion that any of these are the work of

the Danes, and reasons to show that they are

the work of the Irish themselves, from before

the Norman conquest back to times so remote as

to make the origin of some of the stupendous

walls of Aran and the west coast a matter of

conjecture.

We must leave it to others to dwell on the

patriotic services of Petrie in his zealous efforts

to preserve the ancient Irish music, and content

ourselves with giving, in the words of Dr.

Stokes, the picturesque scene which he records

during Petrie’s visit to Aran Islands in 1857-

To a cottage near the little village of

Kilronan,

—

“When evening fell, Petrie, with his manu-
script music-book and violin, and always accom-

panied by his friend O’Curry, used to proceed.

Nothing could exceed the strange picturesqne-

ness of the scenes which night after night were
thus presented. On approaching the house,

always lighted up by a blazing turf fire, it was
seen surrounded by the islanders, while its

colours of whose dresses heightened by the fire-

light showed with a strange vividness and

variety, while their fine conntenances were all

animated with curiosity and pleasure. It would

have required a Rembrandt to paint the scene.

was tbe council with the difficulty of distributing who flourished at that time, was afterwards re- interior was crowded with gores, e ric

their arbitrary honours, that they found them-
'

garded as patron of the place. In respect to .-oaooa ota .pno ^ . ia re.

selves bound to satisfy another competitor (Mr. . his church, we prefer Mr. Parker’s belief; and,

O’Brien) and his friends by creating a lesser 'judging from its architecture, should place it in

premium after the first bad been awarded, and
^

the twelfth century. That Mr. Petrie modified

giving it in favour of another essay, which went
, his opinion ns to the extreme antiquity assigned

,

to show thai their award to Petrie was for a. by him to some of the Christian monuments is
:

The minstrel—sometimes an old woman, som^

worthless paper. Petrie’s essay was finally ^ clear from his letter to Lord Dunraven, drawn times a beautiful girl or young man was se^ed

printed iu 1845. It then appeared in a very from him by Parker’s articles, in which he ex-
1

on a low stool in the chimney-corner, while

much extended form. He had added authorities,
'

pressly admits that ho had corrected his former
,

chairs for Petrie and 0 Curry were placed oppo-

multiplied examples, and increased it from an ' opinion, and now arrived at the same oonclnsion site ;
the rest of the crowded audience reamed

essay on the Round Towers to a book on Ancient
' as the writer of tho article on Glendalough as to

,

standing. The song having been given, O urry

Irish Architecture, in which, in fact, the Towers
,

the age of the Priory Church (therein declared
j

wrote the Irish words, when Petrie 8 wor

make but a small figure, and we were led to ex- to be of the twelfth century), as well as of some began.
^
The singer recommenced, stopping a

pect another volume on them, which, however,
'
others of the churches there. Petrie must have

never appeared. Negatively it deals with the
,

found it difficult to convince himself latterly of

Round Tower subject, in exposing what he con-
^

the identity of any existing church which would
aidered the fallacies of Vallancey, and the weak- extend the compass of Christian architectural re-

ncss of Ledwicb, O’Brien, Beaufort, and others,
|

mains even to the eighth century
;
and although

and shows the slight grounds on which they had
i Dr. Stokes asserts that he did nob withdraw from

in turn been believed to be mystic towers of his belief in the existence of work of the sixth

some unknown Eastern races, astronomical in-

dexes, lingam towers, Druidical monuments,
anchorite prisons, Danish buildings, &c. Petrie

then himself adopts the course of considering
the nature of the buildings with which they
are associated, and this occupies the bulk of

his book, introducing ns to an acquaintance
with a vast number of early Irish church
edifices. The Round Towers he finds to be in-

variably associated with some of these buildings,

and hence concludes that they aro church build-

century, it is manifest that Petrie’s admission

with respect to Glendalough will go much further

than that particular example, and will apply to

a host of others which are analogous to it. In

matters of fact, his honesty of purpose has not

always secured him against error. His repre-

sentation of the cross on tbe door of Antrim

tower, BO important to the Christian theory, is

not absolutely correct. At Duleek he has over-

looked the very curious feature of the impression

of a round tower which is apparent, and, we

signal from him at every two or three bars of

the melody to permit the writing of the notes,

and often repeating the passage until it was

correctly taken down, aud then going on with

the melody exactly from the point where the

singing was interrupted. The entire air being

at last obtained, the singer a second time was
called to give the song continuously, and when
all corrections had been made, the violin, an
iustruraent of great Bweebness and power, was
produced, and the air played as Petrie alone

could play it, and often repeated.

Never was the inherent love of music among
the Irish people more shown than on this occa-

sion. They listened with deep attention, while

their heartfelt pleasure was expressed less by

exclamations than by gestures ;
and when the

music ceased, a general and murmured conversa-
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tion in their own language took place, which
would continue until the next song was com-
menced.”

Petrie’s artistic tours and explorations, and his

duties on the Ordnance survey, made him
acquainted with the existence of a vast number
of the minor monuments of antiquity, the uten-

sils, ornamented trappings, jewelry, and weapons
of the past, many of them disregarded and
neglected

;
others in obscure corners, but never-

theless the objects of popular veneration. The
preservation of such objects, the elucidation of

them, and the assembling of them under an
orderly method whenever practicable, were
objects which from his early days he never lost

sight of. For the furtherance of this design
” I sought," as he himself expresses it,

“ for

knowledge in every available quarter, with an
ardent and untiring devotion." To this spirit

we owe in a great measure the collection of

antiquities at the Eoyal Irish Academy. Petrie

pointed out for acquisition most of its most
prized treasures, and led the way to the inspira-

tion of others with large views for its aggrand-
izement. Amongst his projected labours was
the compilation of a catalogue of this collection,

which he indeed commenced j but faith in his

resolntion to push it to completion being
wanting, the further prosecution of the design

was committed to the hands of Sir William

Wilde. Ten years have passed, and it is not
now completed.
One of Petrie’s latest occupations was the

catalogue of his own museum, which must
be added to his fragmentary works. His papers
on the different shrines and reliquaries, and
the ancient bells and minor antiquities, show
how attentively he had used his opportunities of

research in every corner. Amongst his collec-

tions ought to be noticed his series of ancient

Irish inscriptions, chiefly monumental.
One characteristic which will not fail to strike

the reader is Petrie’s small oare for his own
aggrandizement. To one who had sought so

little for himself, and done so much substantial

service to the public, it was no more than a just

recognition of his public spirit when, in 1849, at

the age of 60 years, his name was placed on the

Civil List. Dr. Stokes claims for his friend the

possession of an altogether amiable nature—

a

point on which, as strangers, we only wish
heartily to agree with the biographer; but it

shows how rancoroualy archceological disputes

have been waged in Ireland when Petrie,

usually so mild and moderate, even when decided

in bis expressions of dissent, could write of the

statements of a deceased advocate of opposite

views, that “nothing but the artfulness conld

exceed the audacious mendacity” of their

author.

THE COLSTON HALL, BEISTOL.

The building illustrated in our present number
is the undertaking of a limited liability company.
The Great Hall and the two stories of bonded
cellars underneath it were completed some time

ago. The foundations only have been con-

structed of the front portion of the building,

comprising the principal entrance and staircase,

a smaller hall and refreshment-rooms, cloak-

rooms, cooking and warming arrangements.
The Great Hall is 150 ft. by 80 ft., and 72 ft.

high internally. The central area is 55 ft. wide
between the axes of the columns, which are

placed 20 ft. apart from centre to centre. The
columns, pilasters, door-cases, and balconies are

of Bath stone, and there is a dado of Bath stone,

10 ft. high, round the walls. The entablature

and the vaulting of the aisles are constructed

with brickwork and rubble, and the central

vault is formed with bracketing upon the

laminated timber ribs of the roof. The form of

the vault is elliptical, the height above the prin-

cipal cornice being 5 ft. greater than the width.

The whole of the work above the stone capitals

of the columns is finished with plaster. The
hall will seat about 3,000 persons, including

those in the orchestra.

The remaining portions of the plan will be
carried out as soon as the company have made

THE COLSTON HALL, BRISTOL.

PLAN OF MEZZANINE FLOO!?
UNBEFt PRINCIPAL PERPORMEHS ROQVI

Plan of Principal Ploor.
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the necessary financial arrangements. Messrs.

Poster & Wood, of Bristol, are the architects,

and Messrs. James & Joseph Poster, of Bristol,

are the contractors. The gas fittings were sup-

plied by Messrs. Skidmore & Co., of Coventry.

The sculptures were executed by Messrs. Boulton,

Divall, E. White, Palmer, and Sheppard; and the

stained glass was made by Mr. Joseph Bell, of

Bristol. The orchestra, which is permanent, was
arranged by Mr. Henry Willis, the organ-builder.

Acoustically, the hall, we are told, may be
considered successful both for music and
speaking, the ordinary conditions being complied
with, viz., that the ball be fairly filled and the
speaker be fairly skilled in the use of his voice.

A TOUR IN SHROPSHIRE.
Having completed a tour of a few weeks in

Shropshire at the end of last year my observa-
tions, such as they are, may not perhaps be
unacceptable to some of your readers. Starting
from Cheltenham, you pass through a dull

country till reaching Bewdley, whence the
train runs by the edge of the valley to Bridg-
north. The situation of this place is extremely
picturesque, and though the station is at a very
short distance from the town, it has suffered i

very little change from the proximity
; and

'

indeed it may be said of Shropshire towns that
j

Buch is generally the case. In fact, it may be
affirmed that there is hardly any county in

'

England leas visited by strangers. The church, \

dedicated to St. Leonard, which is built of red

!

sandstone, stands on the most elevated situation 1

in the town, and is of course visible from every '

part of the valley. The precincts, if I may so '

term them, are picturesque in character from
|

several old houses, the antique-looking parsonage
|

and the grammar-school, rather an extensive
building in the Elizabethan style. The church

;

was restored some eight years ago, being in a *

most wretched condition at the time. The nave '

is almost a “square,” much resembling that of
|

Great Yarmouth. The piaster ceiling in that
portion of it having been removed under Mr. !

Slater’s directions, a fine oak roof was discovered I

underneath. In the chancel also is an oak roof,

'

but much inferior. There is no ancient stained
!

glass j but a modern window on the south side
j

has been inserted from a motive which deserves ,

to bo recorded.
" This window and door were restored in the '

year of our Lord MDCOCXLVII. by a Priest of'

the English Church, as a poor offering of thank-
j

fulness to Almighty God for many means of
j

grace, and good instruction vouchsafed both in

this church and at the adjoining grammar-
school.” The name of this individual, as I

learnt, was the Rev. J. Boulton. Equally worthy
of commemoration is a brass plate on the north
side with an inscription purporting that Thomas
Whitmore, esq., who died February 6th, 1816,
being patron of both the churches in this town,
with exemplary munificence made over the tithes

held by his family as lay impropriators to the
ministers thereof for ever ! The Church of St.

Mary Magdalen, not far from the large fragment
of the ancient castle, which might not be inaptly
denominated the Leaning Tower, was taken
down and rebuilt in 1796, and the date alone is

quite sufficient to show what sorb of structure
supplied the place of the old church. As seen,
however, at some distance from the town, it

groups very well with the fragment of the castle
and Sc. Leonard.

In this place commence the “ white and
black” timber houses, which are still to be mot
with in this and the adjoining county Cheshire,
and of which the Swan Inn is a good example.
Few though they be, they give an antique air of

cheerfulness, which pleasingly breaks in upon
the monotony of the modern style of building.
The lino from Bridgnorth to Shrewsbury, of

which there is a branch to Wenlock, enables the
tourist to make a morning visit both to that and
Buildwas, simply by making a little detour.
The proximity of the former to the quiet little

town after which it is named detracts bat little

from its situation and surroundings. It is said
to have been founded abont 680, by Milburga,
of the royal line of Mercia. The remains are of
considerable extent, including about thirty acres.
The length of the abbey from east to west is

401 ft. ; breadth of the nave and aisles, 66 ft.

There are some good examples of Pointed archi-
tecture, particularly in one of the transepts,
where there is a triforium, lofty aud elegant;
but the gem of the whole is undoubtedly the
chapter-house, the walls of which have a series

of interlaced Norman arches, with every variety

of detail; but unfortunately I could obtain no
photograph which represented these with any
distinctness. A picturesque grouping of the

ruins is obtained from the adjacent churchyard.

This includes also the prior’s house, a most
carious and interesting structure, nearly perfect,

and tenanted by Mr. Gaskill, late M.P, for the

borough, and his family. A narrow cloister,

with an npper and lower ambulatory, rnns along

the front, communicating with all the rooms.

An author, named Moore, writing in 1787, says,

“Many years ago great part of the abbey was
pulled down by an agent of the manor, to

‘ rebuild some houses,’ of which he had a lease,

though farther demolitions were stopped by the

then Sir Watkin Williams Wynne.” The reproach

of making antiquity so very pictnresque must
not be entirely thrown upon Oliver Cromwell
and his troopers.

The rains of the Cistercian Abbey of Buildwas
are situated among meadows, a little elevated

above the banks of the Severn, environed by
gentle emiuences, rather thickly wooded, and a

more delightful and characteristic spot for con-

ventual retirement is seldom to be met with.

The fouudation is attributed to Roger de Clinton,

in 1135. The nave has seven arches, resting on
massive cylindrical piers, and above are clear-

story windows, also of an early character. The
chapter-house ranges with the north transept.

It has an oblong form, is vaulted in nine com-
partments, supported by four slender columns.

The descent is by three or four steps, with a

window on either side of the doorway and three

opposite. Some portion of the abbey still re-

maining is occupied as a farmhouse, and was
under repair when I saw it. The line to Shrews-
bury passes within no great distance.

The view of Shrewsbury from the railway

viaduct is very striking, with the two spires of

St. Mary and St. Alkmnnd, and the castle con-

spicuous above the railway station. Perhaps as

a town it has suffered less than many others

,

from the progress of change ;
and if all the five

'

ancient churches had remained whole and un-

'

scathed, it woold have been a true gratification
j

to the ecclesiologlat. Unfortunately of these,

St. Mary and the Abbey Chnrcb are alone whole '

and entire, for St. Alkmund and St. Julian, while
,

they retain the one its spire and the other its
,

tower, are deprived of all the rest. St. Chad
has been rebuilt, and may perhaps vie with the

[

most “ splendid ” London churches of 1792. Its
j

arrangement is that of the “ foreign houses of
|

the Legislature,” being a semicircle, in which '

the seats are so arranged that “ every one is

enabled to see the officiating clergyman ” as in

the former,—every individual member can see

the speaker or president. This was built near

the Quarry, one of the finest public walks which
any town in the kingdom possesses

;
and if it

had been fated to be reconstructed at the pre-

sent day, would have harmonized so well with
the stately avenues of lofty limes, whose arching

^

branches entwine themselves sometimes into a I

natural arcade. A portion of the old church was
left, and is still in use. St. Mary’s is highly

interesting in many respects, and among others

as afl'urdiug specimens of style from early Norman
to Perpendicular. The lower basement of the

tower is of red sandstone, and from its style of

windows was, no doubt, that belonging to the

original edifice, which is said to have been
founded by King Edgar about 980. This is

corroborated by the circumstance that during

the restoration the foundations of an older struc-

ture were found, extending the whole length of

the nave. On the base of this tower has been
raised a continuation of the same, with a battle-

ment and pinnacles capped by a very lofty spire.

The south porch of the nave has a Norman door.

The ceiling is a remarkable specimen of the most
ancient kind of groined vault, having neither

boss nor ornament of any kind. There are

besides two other Norman doorways, one on the

same side, the south, and the other on the

north. The windows of the transepts are early

English.

There are few churches of which the interior

is, perhaps, more satisfactory. The nave is sepa-

rated from the aisles by four bays, consisting of

semicircular arches resting on Early English

columns, with foliated capitals of different de-

vices. This is a singular arrangement, since the

pointed arch is sometimes found resting upon
the Norman pillar, but quite exceptionally the

reverse. Three very fine pointed arches sepa-

rate the choir from its very wide transepts, and
from the nave. Over the choir arch are two

,

triforium arches with enriched capitals, which

give a striking effect to the view as seen from
the west end. The view terminates with the

east window, the “ Root of Jesse,” which was
presented to the church in 1791, having escaped
the destruction which befel the old church of

St. Chad. There may be, perhaps, rather too

great a predominance of yellow, but yet the
general effect is a richness that satisfies the eye.

The ceiling of the nave is of oak, the intersection

of the beams being formed into panels, richly

decorated. That of the chancel is much the
same. But one of the great charms of this church
is the being completely filled with stained glass,

some of no ordinary excellence
;
and may I be

allowed to say, that where the eye is gratified

with colour in the windows, that grati6cation is

more heightened, relieved, and diversified by
architectural detail than by any amount of fresco

painting, however excellent
;

for then the two
impressions do not interfere with one another.

The specimens of German and Flemish glass are,

indeed, pecnliarly good. Of the former may be
especially noticed that in an Early English triple

lancet window with very acute arches on the

north side of the altar. This comprises a series

of incidents in the life of St. Bernard, said to

have been brought from the church of St. Sevin,

at Cologne. There are fourteen subjects, in the

majority of which the drawing is both correct

and spirited, and the draperies very flowing. Of
these may be especially mentioned one in which
the saint is “healing the blind,” and another,

returning thanks for recovery from sickness.

Both are remarkable for good and effective

drawing and excellence of colour. Like the win-
dows at Fairford, they have been attributed to

Albert Diirer. Two centre windows on the

south side of the nave have special reference to

Count Horn and his Countess, and are equally

excellent specimens of the Flemish style of

glass-painting. They are both represented in

attitudes of devotion, the latter with an abbot
bearing his erozier, with vestments of peculiar

beanty, in colour and detail. The apex, and indeed

almost the whole of the upper part of the win-
dows, are filled with elegant frieze work; the

lower with coats of arms, including those of the
Count and Conntess. Both in the north and
south aisles of the nave are specimens of German
glass, equally worthy of being carefully looked

at. In the vestry are also some carious speci-

mens of the Flemish style in “grisaille,” about
the size of that in the Bodleian Library, Oxford.

Being placed nearer the eye, they can be more
attentively studied than those within the church
itself. As a curious instance of the manner in

which Mediroval artists adapted themselves to

the representation of the most incongruous
subjects, we have specimens from a window in

the south aisle which represents swarms of flies

whom St. Bernard had excommunicated, being
literally sioQit out of the Abbey of Foigui.

Besides the figure of Bishop Butler, whose repu-

tation is 80 intimately connected with Shrewsbury
School, there is another which deserves some
attention—that of General Cureton. This is

placed in the vestibule or open part of the tower,

which might have been once a “ louvre” or
“ lantern,” and is entered by a “ memorial ” oak
screen. It is a recumbent figure, in a military

cloak, the folds of which are very carefully

manipulated, even down to the feet. The coun-
tenance possesaea that air of tranqnillity which
those who, like himself, fell on the field of battle

are frequently said to exhibit. I may add that

the Sunday service in this church is carefully

and reverentially performed with a sorpliced

choir. It is also acceasible, and constantly open
during “ every ” day in the week. The entrance
is “ then ” by the north porch, and generally at

no other.

In the Mediaeval times the vicars of St. Mary’s
were “ exempted from episcopal jurisdiction

”

by many consecutive Papal bulls. Whether this

privilege, if it may be so termed, is existing at

present I am unable to say.

The Abbey Church of the Holy Rood, dedicated

to SS. Peter and Paul, is situated on the other

side of the river crossing the English bridge,

while very near to it is the line of the Severn
Valley Railway. Though now deprived of all

the monastic accessories with one single excep-
tion, yet the massive western tower of red sand-
stone, with its large perpendicular window,
presents an air of dignified contrast to the sur-

rounding scene. When entire it must have
been a stately cruciform structure

;
bat conse-

quently on the dissolution, with others of the

kind, it consists at present only of the nave and
side aisles, with the western tower above men-
tioned. The navo having been from a “ very
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early” period appropriated to the use of the

neighbonring inhabitants, was consequently

saved from the wanton outrages of the Royal
Commissioners, fortunate if they were not

obliged to “purchase” the exemption for a
heavy sum, as at Tewkesbury. The three

windows are all at present of the Perpendicular

style
}
but there are prints of older date which

show the two smaller to have been of a dif-

ferent character. The portal is a deeply re-

cessed " semicircular arch,” terminating in a

pointed doorway. The bellchamber has two
Avindows on each sidoj between those of the

western front, in a canopied niche, is the

statue of an armed knight, having a conical

basinet encircled by a crown. This figure is Avith

good reason supposed to represent Edward III.,

in whose reign the tower was probably begun.
The south doorway is plain Norman in charac-

ter, resting on slender shafts, and adjoining is

the ruined wall of the transept. The choir

having been destroyed, the eastern end now
terminates in a wall run up between the re-

mains or the two western piers, which sup-

ported the central tower. Of course, in the
interior the altar stands here, above which are

placed Norman windows, containing six figures

in stained glass of kings and apostles, by Evans,
a native artist. They are deep and brilliant in

colour, and the drawing is good. Below is a
reredos, forming a series of five Norman arches.

The interior of the abbey is a fine specimen of

solid Norman work; indeed, I hardly know any
to which the term “ massive” may be more ap-

propriately applied. The whole is in that style,

except what is beyond the three semicircular

arches westward, where there is a very wide
pier, on the eastern and western extremities of

which are half columns of the arcades, and to

the middle is attached a flat pilaster. From hence
the remainder of the nave displays the com-
mencement of a different style, and the Norman
gives place to the pure Gothic of the fourteenth
century, as at Gloucester. This terminates
in a beautiful pointed arch, 52 ft. in height,

Avhich divides the tower from the nave, and by
the removal of the organ gallery and screen, the
whole extent of the great western window is

now displayed, which certainly imparts a very
striking appearance to that portion of the build-

ing. The entire window is filled with a series of
armorial bearings of some of England’s ancient
peerage, as well as a few very modern. It is, in

fact, a perfect study of heraldry. There are

several monuments of interest, but the most sin-

gular is one which stands on the north side of

the altar, which at the first view presents the
appearance of two tombs, but on examination
proves to be only “ one,” the double appearance
being given by a centre buttress, which is not
carried over the ledge, upon which rest two
figures, the head of the one at the feet of the
other. They are supposed to represent the
“same” individual who had abandoned the
military for the eremitical life, but there is not
tbe slightest clue to the name.
The walls of tbe nave, with the pillars and

arches were, in 1855, cleared of their plaster

covering; but such a state of dilapidation was
developed as to necessitate a thorough restora-

tion, which appears to have been carefully and
efiectually carried out. A visit to the vestry
will at once show the depth of the incrustration

which disfigured the buildings. That has been
left in its original state, with the exception of

a very small portion of a column behind the
door, the lower part of which having been cleared
of the white or yellow wash, the remaining por-
tion shows to what a thickness these gradual
accumulations had reached. It may be proner
to mention that on the fall of St. Chad’s, and the
demolition of St. Alkmund’s, the walls of which
“ were in such a sound state as to require a very
great amount of labour to remove them,” several
ancient monuments found a place within the
walla of the abbey.

Of tbe monastic remains no traces are now
to bo met with. The shell of what is supposed
to have been the monks’ infirmary, but detached
from the main body of the abbey, was existing
in 1825, ns well as a considerable portion of the
external AA-all. If any portions remained they
were demolished when the adjoining railway was
constructed. Nothing now exists bub the stone
pulpit on the opposite side of the road, which
has been left a solitary relic, surrounded with a
wooden railing. It is supposed to have stood in

the refectory, and was the “lectern” of the
“ dining-room.” Tbe interior forms an oriel, the
roof being vaulted on eight delicate ribs. Some
old houses near it have been also cleared away.

Of ancient buildings Shrewsbury possesses
several fine speoimena. The Market-house is,

perhaps, one of the most curious in tbe kingdom
of its kind. The basement is 105 ft. in length,

and is used on Saturdays as the corn-market.
Over the principal front are the royal arms of

Queen Elizabeth, and the date 1596. In one of

the nearest streets stands “ Ireland’s Mansion,”
constituting, in fact, several houses. There is

an old black and white timber house on Pride-
hill,—and many others, indeed, distributed in

various parts of the toAvn. There are also some
in the suburb over the Welsh Bridge. The
incumbent of St. Alkmnud’s has made the

frontage of his house, once modern, another
contribution to these varieties in domestic archi-

tecture, being a complete copy of the olden style.

The town walls, a considerable portion of which
still exists, have been deprived of their battle-

ments. One solitary tower yet remains.
The remainder of my notes will form another

article.

A Member of tue Oxford Architectural
Society.

CHARACTER IN BUILDING.*

If it were desired to provide a series of

puzzles for those who may come after us in

Britain, scarcely anything better could be devised

than the curious fancies prevailing in the fashions

of a large proportion of our buildings, in which
the desire to follow in those lines which lead to

“business” has misdirected their designers, and
robbed their works of that essential element,

character, without which oor art becomes weak
in the present, and of little worth for the

future.

Character in works of art, as in their producer,

man, is that which most gives individuality

;

aud as the character is high or low, interesting

or dull, lifts or depresses each above or below
the average mark of ordinary^humanity, or of

every-day design.

Character in architecture may be entirely

independent of style, decoration, or material

;

but, on tbe other hand, the judicious selection

or treatment of those may be made to conduce
essentially to the character desired

;
while a

fashion of adopting one style, or class of styles,

for bnildings of all uses, tends directly to debar
the artist from sources of character in his works,

which independence of choice would place at his

command.
Character, again, may be quite apart from

such qualities as are expressed by the terms
beautiful, grand, elegant, and the like, since tbe

qualities these express may be justly attributed

to works which can with equal justice be pro-

nounced very deficient in real character.

It may be perfectly consonant with the true

character of a building that beauty or that

elegance should pervade its features
;
and yet

again these qualities may be felt as very agree-

ably presented to the eye of the spectator, while

he can discover nothing to give him an idea of

any special aim in a design
;
and such special

aim successfully attained and indicated is that

which alone will really make a building charac-

teristic.

I do not, as you will see, mean such an aim as

that simply of making a building beautiful, or

even grand, but the purpose of deducing from
all the circumstances attending the production

of a design—the general form, arrangement of

parts, measure of enrichments, and style of

finish—which shall be most in accordance with
the site, purpose, and coat of tbe building de-

signed
;

and as respects such various points,

and the due measure of their influence, I propose
now to speak.

An independent exercise ofjudgment in selec-

tion of style, in defiance of any prevailing

fashion, or even recognised custom, local or

general, is a preliminary essential in the archi-

tect who desires to give real character to his

works
;
and as a result of the too common lack

of such independence of thought we have at the

present day a number of meritorious designs in

one general, if even slightly varied, style, but

which, with all their cleverness—and they evince

much—fail to impress us with any idea of special

character.

Not first, however, though, iu sequence from
what I have just said, I have first named it,

should tbe question of stylo be settled by tbe
architect in beginning a design

;
the real first

* From a paper “On Characteristic Design in Archi-
tecture,'’ Iry .\lr. n. P, Horuer, read at a mectieg of
the LiTerpool Architectural Society.
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step, in my opinion, is to find the absolute

general form which his work must assume to

meet the particular purpose of its production,

aud to do this in the moat simple, direct,

obvious, and, in most cases, the most economical

way.
None, I think, will deny in words—alfchougli

too many, alas ! called architects do in design

—

that every class of buildings, and each individual

of such class, demands from the true artist

special treatment consistent with its use. Did
this fact dwell with its due weight, however, in

the minds of desiguers, we should not have to
sigh over so many hybrids of design as we meet
with, in museums like convents, hospitals like

hotels, churches like theatres, and many like

solecisms; nor should we have to lament, as we
must, for so many opportnnities lost of giving

new interest to our towns, and fresh life to our

landscapes, by the prodnetion of works really

marking their purpose by their form and
treatment.

I believe it is best to leave all thought of

ultimate style out of sight in dealing in the first

instance with the plan of a new work, unless,

indeed, a style has been enjoined, or for some
overwhelming reason obviously required

;
and

even then I would not allow its consideration-

more weight in respect of plan than so mnob aa

will prevent tbe adoption of a form flagrantly

at variance with the essentials of the style pre-

scribed
;
since every style deserving that dis-

tinctive title will be found to have so much of

vitality in capable hands aa to adapt itself, when
well studied, to moat of the many purposes of

architecture with which we are conversant, and
when so adapted affording often a piquant ex-

ample in novelty of application as to use or of

form as influenced by site.

Out of the pale of our profession the idea is

very common that a design which has been

found to satisfy its requirements on one site will

do so on another, and that it can be transferred

again and again to new situations, and always

be found snitablo. Tbe only case in which this

bolds true is that of houses built in rows, and
with absolutely the same aspect ;

and an alte-

ration of aspect, in even a moderate degree,

will prove the attempt abortive if, in the first

instance, the designer has really considered all

essential points in laying out his plan.

In regard to isolated bnildings of any kind, I

question if a single case could be found in which
such a transfer of design could work satisfac-

torily, since it is all but impossible to find two
instances of the requirements of accommodation,

tbe aspect, the approaches, and the lines of view
being the same, and under no other conditions

can such a transfer be well made.
With respect to character, aa influenced by

site, both the plan and sections of site should b©
allowed full weight, and of course tbe points of

approach and the aspects and points of prospect

belong to the question of plan. The simplest

and most direct adaiitation of the building plan

to these will always be found to yield tbe best

working basis for tbe auperstraoturc ;
and it ia

certain when, for special reasons (generally in-

sufficient), it has been determined to work against

these, which may be called the natural motives-

of plan, that in proceeding to raise the work iu

whatever style from this groundwork, difficulties

will meet us in properly apportioning the more
important apartments or divisions of our build-

iug, whatever its class or purpose be.

The peculiar sections of site affect secondarily

the question of plan; and if individuality and

force of character are to be preserved, these

must be dealt with not as matters to be arti-

ficially masked or changed, but to be met and
welcomed, as giving opportunity for escaping

from the trite and commonplace in design. Take
such examples as Durham Cathedral, Tintera

Abbey, Arundel Castle, and say whether they

would not have lost vastly in their force and in-

dividual character if, instead of adapting the

designs to the greater or less varieties of level

presented by their sites, the ground had been

smoothed for them, and they had been con-

structed on the sober every-day system of a dead

fiat site.

No class of buildings better illustrate the

value of adaptation to actual site than tlie

Medimval castles of this country and the Euro-

pean Continent, since defence and not effect was
their chief aim ; but in gaining that they emi-

nently realized the latter
;
and whether in the

British Isles, in Germany, Italy, or tbe Spanish
Peninsula, the lover of the bold in character

and the pictareeque iu form will find no more
charming studies than are afforded by buildings
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of whab W6 may call the Fortified Domestic

styles.
,

I alladed to Durham Cathedral as an eccle-

siaatioal example of what this principle of adap-

tation gains for characteristic effect ;
and I would

add, that I hold it wise, wherever a site BUggests

such treatment, for the church designer to avail

himself fully of the facilities presented, and I

would cite the very successful example of the

church on Halton-hill, near Runcorn, as a modern

instance in point, and I can say from my own

experience that no designs have ever seemed to

me to grow so naturally under the hand as those

which had to be fitted on such irregularities of

surface section.

I spoke of adaptation to site not only in the

simplest and most direct, bub also the most

obvious way, and this I mean as applying to the

spectator, as well as the designer of an archi-

tectural work. It is possible to adapt a building

really in a simple manner to the natural features

of its site, while these, as the directing causes,

may be in great measure unseen when the work

is completed, as we know is often done by plant-

ing and other devices. This, for the sake of

real character, I believe, had better be avoided,

unless the natural features yielded to are of an

unsightly or disagreeable character. The plea

is often advanced of planting for the appearance

of shelter
;
the reality of this is a moat desirable

aim, of course
;
bub to clothe natural irregu-

larities in foliage which seenis only to give

warmth or protection, is to sacrifice the pictu-

resque to the artificial,—as great a mistake as

can be made, but too often fallen into when the

completion of grounds or approaches is com-

mitted, independently of the opinion or inten-

tion of the architect, to some so-called landscape

gardener, who is not unlike, happily, some wo
kuow of that class, a man of artistic taste and

feeling.

I am sure that those professing that charming

art who really appreciate the mutual gain from

well-associated architecture and landscape will

always be found anxious to work with, rather

than independently of, the architect ;
and if this

were always done many a failure in efiect, many
a solecism in taste, many a contradiction in

artistic character would be happily avoided. I

repeat that the obvious causes of peculiar form

in plan should, as far as possible, be kept

visible in the completed work, if individual

and forcible character are desired to be pre-

served.

It is seldom that views of strict economy can

be safely lost sight of in any architectural pro-

ject, even those vast and costly ones which seem

to stand at the very antipodes of such repressive

considerations; and, however real, substantial,

and lasting we aim to make our structure, waste-

fulness even in these respects is a grave error;

and thus I hold comes under view one other

point on which, with respect to site, it is ever

best to aim at the preservation, as far as prac-

ticable, of all natural peculiarities. It is, of

course, not always possible to avoid even costly

displacement of what stands more or leas in the

way of our particular aim, and especially shall

we find this the fact, as I can testify, in the

case of extensions or additions to existing build-

ings
;
but wherever it is possible to save cost

by leaving undisturbed what, even in a alight

•measure conduces to mark the natural character

of a site, such economy of labour will be more
than reqnited by the gain thus obtained in

natural and real effect ;
and it would be well for

architects, in planning their buildings, to look

forward as much as possible to the probability of

future enlargement, and so to place them with

respect to the neighbouring natural objects as

to avoid, as far as may be, all risk of heavy and

otherwise needless labour in the future.

I have said briefly what seems to me most
applicable on this subject with regard to site,

and in leaving this part of the matter would

only add that, as regards approach, the character

aimed at, as of seclusion, dignity, mere comfort,

palatial display, or whatever else, the architect

should deal with hia work so that it shall meet

the spectator’s view in such direction and at

such distance as shall beat conduce to the main
effect proposed

;
and I cannot say, in my own

experience, that I have ever known a case in

which I have found a previous work afford any

sure guidance, so varied, so unlimited in variety,

are the natural circumstances which we have to

consider and adapt our work to in respect of

approach and aspect.

As regards Plan, that well-defined foundation

from which our work gains its primary vertical

outline and sections, the geometrical relations of

form and proportion afford the first and best

guide, and we shall look in vain, especially as

regards interior effect, for any character so

finely and truly marked as will bo found in those

structures in which this real basis of plan has,

happily for the architect, been found possible to

preserve.
.

It must often be the case that this cannot be

strictly done ; but still regularity of form, just-

ness of proportion, and directness and simplicity

of union or connexion (I mean either absolute ad-

joinmont or communication by passages) in all

the principal parts of a design will be found

most to conduce to distinctness and strength of

character. This must be so if the points I have

previously pressed with respect to site have

been observed ;
for supposing that it is true, as

I am certain myself it is, that such adaptation

to site is a step towards securing characteristic

effect, the most direct derivation of solid form

from that of site, through plan, will most surely

lead a step onward in respect of character.

I may be met by objections on the ground of

the picturesquenesa of irregular struotures, and

of the limitation imposed by the small number of

regular figures suitable to plan, if such are to be

adhered to; bub my answer is, that many of the

so-called irregular buildings grow from a strictly

arranged and proportioned plan, and it is no

irregularity of their basis which gives them the

charm to which wo give the title of the

picturesque, bub the treatment of the termina-

tions upwards of their necessary constituent

BRITISH ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF
ROSIE.

SuBSCfliPTiONS are still asked for by the ma-

nagers of the Exploration Fund. The following

statement of what has been paid for excavations

and researches made in Rome during 1868 serves

to show what has been done, as well as how the

money has been expended :

—

Frauca.

Portion of tho wall of Serviua TuUiaa 035

Chanibera of tho Maiuertine prison Sao

Foundations of the Porta Cupena and paTsment oi

the Via Appia
of the chambers of the Piscina Publica? J 250

Castellum Aqum ofTrajan, near the Porta Capena... 300

Remains of the Aides Camcnarum f, 2^5

Mouth of the Aqua Appiaand course of the Speous... 126

The source of the Aqua Appia 126

Reservoirs of Aqueducts iu the same vineyard as the

Minerva Medica V
Other reservoirs of aqueducts, south ot the Porta

Maedore; nod the Specus Vetus on the Ccelian 32B

Porta TriKetniua, and pier of the Sublioiati bridge ... 126

Cave under tho Palatine. Lupercal of Augustus? ... 141

Porta Lateranensia, exterior

Porta Chiusa, interior

Mausoleum of Augustus, original entrance,,.. -ou

Temoluiu Urbis Romae ? doorway of the time ot

Hadrian, on tho south side of S3. Cosmas et

Damian -

Fr. 4,9G0

At a recent meeting of the British Arobmo-

logical Society of Rome Mr. Parker proceeded to

give an explanation in detail of tho objects pro-

posed, and the results obtained by these excava-

tions and researches during the first season.

The exact site of the Porta Capena had long
parts, often very materially assisted by that very y- -

-

„f if,.,rnBd
precision of plan (and by precision 1 do not been a matter

t fi . .

absolute symmetry) which may
1

dissertations have been written on the >

- -
I

but no one had hit upon the real site, bornenecessarily mean a

bo supposed inimical to such effect. i
uu« -f--- -

- _
I wonld call your attention to the fact that

|

good antiquaries, the last
f

™
many atraoturcB directly planned with the idea

j

had come nearer to it, but ‘

of Beonring effect by studied irregularity of plan was a hundred yards to the south of the actual

prove u S Mu1e7as to this special aim, having site. The real site that is the ^L appearance of fritter and flutter most dis-
;

Wall of Servms Tnlhns crosses the vril^ey from

agreeaWe in so real and solid a thing as the Cmlian to the Aventine was Brst pointed out

biildiug, and losing comfort and convenience of by Mr. Parker two years
“fo,

bat ne.tte the

In treating, however conoisely, of so large a been found. Drawings
“J T'iu oTthe

subject as I have undertaken to address yon the meeting,
it

upon, it seems impossible to avoid treading on gate with tho
“'tween

ground which you have before traversed in com. ' and the pavement of the

' with others, or perhaps with myself and it
,

t em. at he ep h of nea^y 0 ft. from sm

is in the nature of onr Art that its important face. One of the square towers “f Seiv.ns

points of study, effect, consistency, reality. &c., Tnllius, by tho side of the

overlap and intertwine with each other I
and you

I

and drawings of it were shown. This part of

will, Lsidering this, be indnigent to me, T Wall „f the Ivmva has also been eneavated

hope, if I cannot avoid repeating

things which I have said iu some shape or

manner before : not that I purposely shall do

so, but I am conscious of constantly touching or

passing the border of other cognate parts of our

general subject.

Those buildings in which absolute geometrical

arrangement can be preserved gain greatly in

dignity of character over such as must depart

from it, and little argument will be needed on

this point if we but consider the impressions on

our own minds of the cathedrals and other

great churches of our own or other countries

;

not, of course, that greatness of scale does not

conduce bo such impressions
;
but still, even in

moderately-sized—yes, even in small—buildings,

such geometrical symmetry gives dignity and

greatness of character, and no graver mistake

can be made in works devoted to the solemn

services of religion than aiming by a needlessly

irregular form of plan to gain an effect of variety,

losing the opportunity of preserving a dignified

Bolemnity, which, as I have said, is consistent

even with a very moderate scale, and giving in

its place a character which is distracting, nob

sobering, in its effects, and bettor fitted for a

ball-room than a charoh—yes, or even than a

theatre.

Yeovil Gas-meting.— A Yeovil gas-con-

sumer says he entered a house at Michaelmas

last, and on discovering that there was some

slight defect iu the metre he resolved nob to burn

any gas for the whole of the quarter. This he

adhered to, and during the whole of that period

he never lighted the gas once. Very recently, how-

ever, to his surprise, the collector of the com-

pany presented to him a hill for upwards of

2,000 ft. of gas, consumed between Miohaelrnas

and Christmas, although he was able to furnish

the most abundant evidence that he had never

used the gas, and that the metre was in exactly

the same state as when he took possession of

the house. It is to be feared that Yeovil is not the

only place where this sort of gas-meting occurs.

^ 1
1

the Wall of the Kings has also been excavated

a measure iu three other places, and two of them are now

left open for inspection. In these the members

may stand upon the wall of tufa and see the

arcades of two aqueducts, one on either side

abutting against tbe wall. Mr. F . Gori, who was

employed by Mr. Parker to superintond tho works

iu his absence during the summer months, went

down to Pompeii to compare the principal gate of

that city with tbe principal gate of Rome. Ha

found them exactly the same in every respept.

The width of the road is only 8 ft. in both in-

stances, and this is in accordance with the law of

the Twelve Tables.

Tho aqueduct of Trajan was carried on the

same line as the older aqueduct across the valley,

and hia tall brick piers to carry bis lofty arcade

rest upon the Wall of the Kings. Several of these

piers remain in their places in a mutilated state,

and these wore what first guided Mr. Parker to

fix on this line.
_ -- to*

Oue of the reservoirs of Trajan, on tho oliti

of the Ccolian, was excavated, and is left open

for the inspection of members; this was at one

end of his lofty arcade ;
at the other end he

built another reservoir on the site of the Piscina

Publica, a portion of which has also been exca-

vated, sufficient to showthe signinumor cement to

hold water, the certain sign of an aqueduct or

reservoir; one of the seven chambers only has

been excavated : tbe othei's being all alike, it

would have been useless expense to do more.

This is also left open for the inspection of

bers. Various other particulars respecting the

buildinga in the first Regio called after the Porta

Capena were given by Mr. Parker, the sit-®

which may now be fixed with probability, ihe

idea of the Roman antiquaries that the Popta

Capena was at the junction of the Via Latina

with the Via Appia near the Church of _S.

Cesareo, and that this Regio extended outside

of the walls is now shown to be erroneous ;
the

length of the Regio from the Porta Capena to

tho Porta di S. Sebastiano isjnst amile, and the

number of 2,211 ft. coutained in the Regio ac-

cording to the Regionaries will nob admit ot a

greater length.
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CABINET MAKERS OF LONDON.
Youb correBpondenfc, Mr. Warren, in a recent

number, protests against the charge of incora.
petency brought by the Marquis of Bate against
the cabinet-makers of London, and endeavours
to fix the stigma on the foremen only, who, he
says, are often selected for other qualities than
those which tend to promote good workmanship

;

and further insists that until we have a system
of indnstrial partnerships we cannot expect
much improvement. Having for some years
filled the positions of journeyman, foreman, and
master cabinet-maker in London, up to very
recent times, I should like to say a few words on
the subject.

In the first place, your correspondent appears
to me to fall into the very common error of
supposing that his little world is all the world.
He is evidently a man accustomed to work in a
good, perhaps (and more than likely) one of the
best, West-end shops, where every job is made to
a supplied design, and seldom repeated

j where
the work is either done day-work or valued at
book price, and with such work as he mentions
an addition of a considerable per-centage above
book price. But he forgets that not one-
twentieth, nay, nor one fiftieth, of the work
produced in London is made in such shops as
these. Let him take a walk through the town,
and set down as he passes the number of
furniture-shops in which he finds really good
work against those in which he sees nothing but
scamp work, and I am sure he will be convinced
of this. For it must be borne in mind that of
ordinary furniture we import none from other
countries. Then where is it made ? In London.
London is the great furniture manufactory for
the empire. Round and about Tottenhara-court
road, Paddington, Clerkenwell, Bethnal-green,
Shoreditch, Hoxton, and part of Islington, are
the localities where the great bulk of the work
is produced. Hero you will find workshops, the
number of whose occupants vary from as high
as twenty down to the solitary individual work-
man, who, as he often says, likes his liberty and
cannot bear the restraint of a big shop. In these
places each man has his speciality, to which, in
most cases, he rigidly adheres. The one kind
of article he begins to make in his youth, he
continues through his life, and so he comes to be
not a cabinetmaker really, but a wardrobe, or a
sideboard, or a cheflTonier, or a table, or a chair,
or sofa, or a drawer maker, and so on, through all
the various articles in use. And in many cases
the labour is even more subdivided than this: for
instance, take a Davenport. The action, as the
rising part is usually called, is made by one man,
the desk part by another, and the pedestal con-
taining thecupboard ordrawers by a third, besides
the carving, which makes a fourth or fifth. Again,
the men who work mahogany seldom use rose-
wood or walnut wood. Deal bedroom furniture
is a branch of the trade quite apart from the
rest, and is as mnch subdivided as the others.

Sideboards and cheffoniers are made by as
many men as there are varieties of goods.
Workshops, too, are divided into two classes

—

frame shops and carcass shops, frames being
such as chairs and sofas

; carcasses such as
wardrobes, sideboards, &o. ; and these two classes
of goods are seldom or never made in one shop.

All this work is invariably made by the piece,
the price paid being just as little as the employer
can get the men to do them for. And as boys’
labour soon becomes valuable, the master takes
as many apprentices as he can get, especially if

they bring a premium, though only a very small
one, as 51., which is a very common sum to payj
and he will think himself extremely fortunate if

he obtains 501. to 80i. with a boy, as I have
known foolish parents and guardians pay to
masters, many of whom date their success
in life to the advent of such a premium.

In many shops the boys, though paid a fixed
wage, are put to taskwork, a certain minimum
quantity of a minimum quality being required of
them, any additional quantity done beyond
which may increase the pocket-money. The
wages which these boys earn when they become
men varies as their speed in producing. I have
seen a man make two chests of five drawers each,
in mahogany, with all partitions, beads, locks,
&c. complete, in a week, at the price of 30s. each
for his labour, while another working alon".
side on the same work could not complete
one in leas than nine days. Again, one
man will make the carcasses of two large-
shaped chefibniers in walnut or rosewood,
in a week, at a price of 25s. to 30a. each,
while another would take ten days to make one.

Of coarse, the rapid rate is the exception
5 but

if a man finds he can do it, and does it once or
twice, a policy of hinderance is adopted by the
master to keep his wages down, which often ends
by his starting for himself. And this is very easy.
He can rent a workshop or room at some two or
three shillings a week, and can buy a bench for
a dozen shillings. With a sovereign or thirty
shillings he can buy materials enough at the
timber-yard to make his first job, which, when
completed, he hawks about in cart or barrow
round to the varions warehouses or shops, until
he sells it; it maybe for its value, or it may
not : he has to take just as ranch as he can
indnee the warehouseman or shopkeeper to give.
If theworkman is of an imaginative temperament,
he may make a new kind of furniture, or vary
an old form so as to give a freshness to bis work.
This will enable him to sell for a little while, but
in a short time other makers see it and copy,
and it becomes a neck-and-neck race who can
produce at the lowest price. He may then devise
another new thing, and for a time he is able to
live, till, if he is fortunate and careful, and with
premiums from apprentices, &c., he is able to
avoid the wholesale warehouses, who cut his
prices down to starvation, and does as they do

—

visits the country shops, and takes orders direct.
But as these customers almost invariably require
credit, it is uphill work. He cannot buy a stock
of timber to be thoroughly seasoned before being
madenp, and has to get his supplies direct from
the retail yards, and make it up at once

;
so that

the work is scarcely put together before it parts
by shrinking, and requires to be repaired.
To counteract this evil he uses as little wood

in the job as possible
; and it used to be a stand-

ing joke that the work required to have a big
stone fastened to it to prevent it being blown
away, so light were the carcasses.

If carving has to be used to decorate the
article, it is supplied by the wood-carver, who,
like the cabinet-maker, has a workshop with
workmen and apprentices. This carving is done
at so much per set. It may be appropriate, or
it may not. There it is. If the cabinet-maker
finds it sells well, he adopts it, and produces the
pattern ad infinitum. Other cabinet-makers
also buy, and with quite a difteront style of
carcass attached, the article is offered for sale.
These carvers also are as journeymen divided

into two classes,—those who rough out the work,
called bowsters, and those who finish, called
finishers. These men, in forty-nine oases out
of fifty, could not design a very simple ornament
differing in a very small degree from the style to
which they have been used. The master is

sometimes able to nse his pencil a little, but not
always, and there are some now in business who
have been tolerably successful on patterns, on
which they have worked since they began years
ago. But even among those who can draw at
all, the element of design is so wanting, their
ignorance of natural forma is so great, that even
when they produce flowers or fruit, it is impos-
sible to determine to what order or genus they
belong; and I have frequently, when asked the
question, replied that I knew of nothing in
naturelike them, and that I usually called them
carvers’ fruit.

There was a man, a German, who received a
tolerably good artistic education at the King’s
School in Munich, who afterwards came hither,
and worked as a wood-carver, and I have no
doubt that that man has made more designs for
wood-carving during the last fifteen years than
have been made by all the other carvers put
together. For if he was hard up, as he some-
times was through drink, he would soon sketch
off a number of designs in various styles, all

workable, and these he would sell to the master
carvers, who were themselves unable to design.
This was quite a godsend to the carvers. I
have seen that man’s designs in every town
in England, Scotland, and Ireland, in which I

have been
;
and in India and Australia they are

frequently to be met with.

I have entered thus into details, because I
believe that it is only by a thorough e,eposd of

the whole business, that the public will be able
to understand why they do not get better fnrni-

ture. At the present time I am thoroughly con-
vinced that the majority of the workmen are quite
incapable of producing better

;
and that if batter

be required they must be educated up to it.

This will, of course, take time; but the public
have only to determine that they will no longer
be satisfied with the results of the very dis-

organized system at present obtaining, to set the
ball rolling in the right direction. Let artists
and architects, as well as others who have any

pretensions to taste, declare, as some friends of
my own did to me last week, that they would
never buy another piece of ordinary furniture

;

and lot there be a demand for good designs as
well as for good workmen to execute them, and
I have no doubt whatever that both will soon
be forthcoming. Let them avoid the great
advertising shops, who sell the work made under
the circumstances which I have described, and
mostly that only

;
let them avoid them as they

would the plague (for they are a plague in an
artistic sense), and I shall then have hopes of
my countrymen. In the past and present, show
and glitter reign supreme;—I had almost said
in everything, physical and moral. Let the
qualities of fitness and goodness take their place

;

let our schools of art be multiplied and liberally
supported

; and above all let there be established
without delay trade schools for the young, in
which the neophyte may be introduced to the
theory of construction as well as that of decora-
tion, and I have no doubt both complaints and
protests will then become things of the past,

E. G.

THE RISK OP WINDERS.
GALWEY U. CHAHING CEOSS HOTEL COMPANY.
This was an action brought in the Court of

Queen’s Bench, Westminster, by a gentleman, in
consequence of his wife having broken her leg
by falling down a staircase in the Charing Cross
Hotel. The stairs in question are called the
" Second Visitors’ Stairs.” They are 5 ft. wide,
with 12 in. treads and 6 in. risers, and at the
quarter-spaces there are winders 4^ in. wide in
their narrowest parts. The handrail is carried
by balusters let into the ends of the steps. It
was contended by the plaintiff that the winders
were a source of danger, for which the defend-
ants were liable, and the damages were laid at
1,7601. The plaintiff’s counsel read medical
evidence taken in Dublin, to the effect that Mrs.
Galwey was injured for life, and that the fracture
was of a very bad description, known as " Pott’s
fracture.” Mr, Galwey, jun., Mr. E. Nash, Mr.
E. Roberts, and Mr. E. Tasker were called
to show that the winders were dangerous, and
that there was not sufficient light when the acci-
dent occurred. They all admitted, however, that
they had frequently used winders in their own
practice. For the defence it was shown that
nearly 300,000 persons had visited the hotel
since its opening, and that about 150 servants
wore there employed, but that no complaint had
ever been made of the stairs. Mr. E. M. Barry
and Professor Kerr stated that the stairs are in
every way safe, and such as are ordinarily con-
structed; that they are lighted by a skylight
over the well-hole, and eleven windows besides
borrowed lights, and that though they are neces-
sarily darker at the bottom than the top, there
is no sneh deficiency of light as to cause danger.
The following members of the profession were

in attendance to support this view, but were not
called :—Mr. T. H. Wyatt, Professor Hayter
Lewis, Mr. Clifton, and Mr. Marrable. Mr. P,
C. Hardwick was prevented from attending in
consequence of a recent accident. Mr. Plucknebt
and several practical witnesses were also called.
As regards the medical evidence, Mr. Hancock,
senior surgeon of Charing Cross Hospital, and
Mr. Lee stated that the injury had been exag-
gerated, that it was not ” Pott’s fracture,” and
that in their opinion Mrs. Galwey would soon be
as well as she had ever been.

Mr. Justice Lush told the jury that if they
thought the company guilty of negligence, the
verdict should be for the plaintiff, with proper
damages; but that there was such a thing as
plaintiff’s negligence. The company had a
right to expect ordinary care and caution from
those who nsed their premises, and ought not to
be punished for their negligence.
The jury withdrew for a short time, and found

a verdict for the defendants.
The counsel engaged were Mr. Hawkins, Q.C.,

Mr. McIntyre, and Mr. Griffiths, for the plaintiff ;
Mr. O’Malley, Q.C., Mr. Thesiger, and Mr.
Lanyon for the defendants.

ivialvern College.—The Council’s annual
report states that application has been made to
the Malvern College Building Company to build
one or more boardiug-houses for the College, and
to this the company have assented. It appears
that 34,000Z. have already been expended in
buildings, besides 34,0001. on the College. During
the past year the number of pupils has increased
from 130 to 170.
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THE PIEE-PBOOI' PKOPEETIES OP
ASPHALTE.*

We have before ns a commnnicafcion recently

made to the French Sooidte des Ingenieura
Civila by MM. Flaobat and Noisette, detailing

experiments made by them to ascertain the
extent of the fire-proof properties of aspbalte.

They relate that five fires having occurred in

different buildings that contained aspbalte

flooring, in which all the floors and other wood-
work were destroyed except that covered with
the aspbalte, it occurred to them that this

material, hitherto only used as a flooring on
which to store oats over stables, could be farther
utilized as a fire-proof material. In each in-

stance the fires mentioned were arrested at the
story laid in with aspbalte, whether it covered
the stables on the ground floor, or had been used
on the upper floor of the granaries above them.
The aspbalte in some portion of its thickness
softened or liquefied by the fire, but when help
arrived and it was covered with water, it har-
dened again and returned to its original con-
dition. The wood shafts which communicated
from floor to floor were in each case sources of
extra damage, a fact that leads to the suggestion
of a fire-proof material for this part of such
structures for the future.

The first experiments detailed were made in
the workshops of the Compagnie des Omnibus.
Five tables, covered with white deal of 0,027
millimfetres in thickness, resting upon four feet,

about 1 mfetro in height, were coated with the
following .materials:—Ist. Aspbalte from the
stores of the Compagnie Gdnerale des Asphaltes,
of 15 millimetres in thickness

j 2nd. Piaster of
30 millimetres in thickness

; 3rd. Beton Coignet
of 40 millimetres in thickness

;
4th. Portland

cement of 25 millimetres in thickness; 5th.
Aspbalte of the same nature and thickness of
No. 1 spread upon a bed of baked earth 25 milli-
metres in thickness. Table No. 1 received the
contents of two grilles of incandescent charcoal,
upon which groundwork wood was piled and
supplied afresh, till the fire had burnt for an
hour and three quarters, during which time no
indication of the fire communicating with the
planks below the coating of aspbalte appeared.
On the removal of the firo it was found that the
aspbalte had liquified towards the centre, and
isco loured the plank below it, which was also
slightly carbonized to a thickness of from 1 to 3

,

millimetres. The experimentalists considered
it was proved that a bed of aspbalte 0,015
millimetres thick preserved the planks from
ignition for an hour and a half. Whether it

would do BO for an indefinite period after fusion
and the exhaustion of tho combustible vapours
contained within it, has yet to be ascertained.
A similar proceeding upon tho second and

third tables showed that the plaster and Coignet’s
concrete had perfectly preserved the planks from
fire. The water contained in the last-mentioned
was transformed into vapour, with several super-
ficial explosions, which caused a slight reduction
in the thickness of the concrete, but no further
damage.
The ooating of cement in the fourth experi-

ment, like that just meniioned, altered in some
places by explosions arising from the water it
contained. The oraoks were larger here, owing
to the thickness being less, 25 millimotres
instead of 40. The planks below it were
carbonized where the heat was most intense.
The fifth experiment gave a most satisfactory

result. The fire was renewed twice, and pro-
longed for an hour and a half. When the ashes
were cleared away, and the aspbalte cooled by
water, it was found that it retained its toughness,
that its thickness was not sensibly diminished,
that the burnt earth remained intact, and that the
planking was as completely preserved as under
tho piatre and Mtojt Coignet. In all the experi-
meats the fires were more intense than they
could be in a conflagration

; and the results
show that the obstacles the several coatiugs
present to the progress of the flames, would give
the necessary time to obtain help after tho dis-
covery of a disaster.

Another experiment was made to ascertain
tho combustibility of aspbalte. Some fragments
of it were placed in a brazier of burning char-
coal, open to the air on all sides. A certain
amount of gaseous matters was burnt, and an
inconsiderable amount of the aspbalte melted

• Note deseriptiTO des Espdriences faitea par MM
Engene Flaehatet Noisette surl'Application de 1' Aspbalte
ooul^ 8ur lea Planchers des Magasius et Greniers pour
mpC-cher la Propagation de Tlncendie. Bxtrait des
Monioirea do la Soci^c6 des Ingenieura CiTiJs.

round abont the grille
;
but in less than a quarter

of an hour the fire became powerless to pierce
it, and gradually went cat.

The authors of the experiments next consider
the price, weight, duration, and appropriateness
of the difi'erent materials as floorings for large

granaries, with stables below them. Portland
cement they price at 3 francs the square mtitre

;

b4ton Coignet at 2 francs 80 centimes. Both of
these have the drawback of yielding a dust that

is pernicious in its effects upon the horses’ teeth.

The plaster costs but 95 centimes the square
metre, but it labours under the disadvantages of

prolonged desiccation, is not so durable, and
yields a dost that is bad for the forage, and ren-

ders it unfit for the storage of oats ;
and neither

of these articles adapts itself to the shrinkage
of the boards of tho floor. The aspbalte upon
the burnt earth they price at 2 francs 90 cen-
times, and consider that its surface is suitable

for the storage of both grain and forage
;
that it

adapts itself to the deformation of the flooring
;

that it is dry, and can be washed
;

and, in

case of fire, beyond either of the other materials,

would be serviceable in preventing water from
filtering through the boards, and destroying
grain garnered in stories below it.'

Additional experiments were made by the
Compagnie des Omnibus, in the presence of
members of the Conseil d’Administration and
chiefs of the Corps des Sapeurs Pompiers de la

Tille, and other interested persons, in the court
of the depdt at Montmartre. Two tables were
prepared as before, and covered with a bed of
aspbalte of 15 millimetres laid upon one of the
terre d four of 25 millimotres in thickness. Fire
was applied to one of them, as in the other

:

investigations, for an hour and a quarter
;
and I

there was a brisk wind blowing upon it. The !

softening of tho aspbalte, the vaporation of the
essential oils it contained, the eruption of little

jets of white vapour, all proceeded as before

;

and when the cinders and d4bris were removed
it was found that the slight thickness of the
aspbalte that had been altered by the fire formed
a crust over the rest that quite protected it.

This was lifted up aud the earth below un-
covered, which was found unaltered in any
particular, and the planks below this wero
so little affected by the intense heat that had
been raging about them that the hand could
be kept upon them. The upper surface of
the aspbalte, although deprived of some of
its essential oil, was not so altered but that

'

on cooling it retnrnod to its former degree
of hardness. The fire was lighted under
the other table, and was soon at work upon the
joists of the boards and upon tbeir lower sur-
face

5
but not being able to ascend through the

hermetically sealed planks of the bed of aspbalte
above, it remained inactive

;
and when the feet

of the table were consumed, the top sank down,
aud put out its own fire, and that upon the
hearth below it at the same time. The last

experiment was but a reproduction of a fact first

observed in a conflagration at the aspbalte works
at Seyasel. A cauldron, one of eight, full of

bitumen, cracked, aud this inflammable matter,
escaping on to the hearth, caught fire. The
flames began to lick the joists and beams of
the floor above. As it happened that the upper
floor was intended to receive heaps of aspbalte
duet, which would have filtered through the
planks after the heat below bad caused them to
shrink, the floor had been covered, at the instance
of M. Malo, with sheets of strong grey paper,
and a layer of bituminous mastic laid over
it. This imprisoned the flames, and would
have kept them powerless but for the circum-
stance that it did not extend over the whole
floor. The flames, making their way from joist

to joist, came at last to the unprotected place,
and the roof was soon in a blaze. The firemen
played upon the roof, without much result, for
the fire from the basement fed that above j till

at last the beams of the floor carbonized gave
way, and the floor sank, carrying with it the
bed of aspbalte, which extinguished the fire

instantly.

The Compagnie des Omnibus have adopted
the aspbalte and earthen flooring for their

granaries when they are of wood. Where iron
is used, the intervals will be filled with ^piaster

in the Italian manner, and the earth and
aspbalte laid over the plaster. The authors of
the communication recommend this mode of
flooring for all industrial establishments and
magazines containing combustibles. Private
houses, they say, might apply the aspbalte
between the joists under the boards. They
give particulars of a fire which broke out in a

row of workmen’s dwellings at Seyssel, where a
bed of aspbalte completely preserved the floor,

with the ceiling below it, notwithstanding that
the furniture standing upon it was consumed.

THE SOCIETY OP ARTS REPORT ON
TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

As already noted, the report of the committee
appointed at a conference held at the Society of
Arts, in January, I8G8, on Technical Education,
has been published (by Bell & Daldy). The
report is too long for us to give any compre-
hensive abstract of it; but we quote some of its

conclusions :
—

_“(«.) For the purposes of diaonsaion, technical oduca-
fion ahould be deemed to exclude the manual instruction
ia ana and manufactures which is girea in the workshop.

(4.) That the term ‘technical education ' is understood
by tho aab-committee to mean geaoral instruction in those
aoiences the principles of which arc applicable to Tarious
employments of lite.

{<?.) That technical instruction, sa deflned abore, should
not, as a rule, be given in separate professional iuslitutions,
but in institutions established for general education.

(</.) That, with a view to tho development of a system
of scientific education, it is desirable that schools be
established having for their main object the teaching of
science as a mental discipline. These science schools
ahould prepare some youths for tho higher courses of a
college, and other less ambitious pupils for their profes-
sional pupilage.

(e.) That the subject of secondary instruction having
been reported upon ably and deliberately by the Schools
Inquiry Commission, the Committee do not feel it neces-
eary to enter into the details of this subject, while they
desire emphatically to express their opinion of the neces-
sity for the introduction of acientillo teaching in all
secondary schools.

if.) That it is desirablethat the higher scientific instruc-
tion should be tested by public examinations, and that the
proficiency of persona who pass these examinations ahould
bo certified by diploma.

(g.) That tfie preparation for the businesses considered
by the Committee is not suflicient until due scientific in-
Btruetion has been foUowed by practical pupilage in ellieieut

I works.
(A.) The Committee recommend employers of labour

and others in the habit of taking pupils, apprentices, and
clerks, to give the preference as far as possible to those
adducing evidence of the possession of adequate instruc-
tion in the sciences applicable respectively to their pro-
fessions or occupations.”

The reporters are of opimon that it is desirable
that Government, colleges, and the leading civil
and mechanical engineers, architects, merchants,
ship-owners, chemists, manufacturers, and agri-
culturists, should encourage- systematic scientiflo
instruction by certain specific measures set forth
in the report; the Government, for example, by
aiding in the establishment of science-teaching
in schools, colleges, and universities

; by pro-
viding free libraries, night classes, and prizes
for workmen, &c. ; and professional men and
others by creating scholarships, and recognising
and privileging diplomas, &c.
The report reserves for separate consideration

the technical education of those who are pro-
ducers of works of fine or decorative art, or
directors of art manufactures. The Committee
are of opinion that :

—

Provision should be made for the teaching of drawing
in all schools,

_

primary and secondary, as a branch ot
general education, in order to train tho eye and hand, and
in order to cultivate habits of observation. It is essential
that drawing should bo part of the regular school course,
and not an extra lesson

; and, further, that it should be
taught intelligently, not from mere copies, but from real
objects.

The art-workman needs, in addition to a power of free-
hand drawing, an acquaintance with geometrical drawing,
in order that he may be able to execute work correctly. In
accordance with the designs of the artist who directs him.
For artists, designers, and directors of art manufac-

turers, the education should be a liberal one, in order that
they may understand the feelings of those on whom they
desire to make an impression. Their education should
also be, to some extent, scientific, in order that they may
have a knowledge of the properties of the materials they
employ, and be able to adapt those materials to the struc-
ture of the objects produced, and those objects to the
uses for which they are intended.

Itis desirable, both for the artist workmen and for those
engaged in the highest branches of art, that opportunity
should be given, by access to museums and to evening
classes, for the study both of the theory and history of
art.

Tour Committee are of opinion that the nniveraities
may render great service to the technical education of
those engaged in artistic pursuits, by the recognition of
art as an element in general education, and by professorial
lectures. Some steps in this direction have been taken,
by the regulations attaching importance to drawing in the
local examinations

;
but your Committee would gladly see

the practice carried further, and applied to the higher
stages of academical education. They cannot doubt that
the study of works of ancient and modern art would have
a tendency, in connexion with literature, to diffuse culture
throughout the nation, and to raise the standard of
education,”

The report is signed W. Hawes, Chairman of
the Sub-committee

;
and P. Le Neve Foster,

Secretary.

Preparing: for Earthquakes,—A Califor-

nian has applied for a patent for an earthquake-
proof chimney.
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TKEE AND SERPENT WORSHIP.
At the Royal Institution on Friday evening, the

5th, Mr. Jas. Fergusaon, F.R.S., lectured “ OnTree
and Serpent Worship, as exemplified by recently
discovered Indian Monuments.” In the course
of his discourse he called attention to drawing
and photographs of parts of three temples in
different parts of India, especially that of Sanohi,
whereon trees and snakes were largely sculptured.
He said that Buddha was born of royal parents
in the year 623 B.C., in a district at the foot
of the Himalayas

5 he had a happy childhood
and a happy marriage, but, being struck with
the miseries of humanity, he resolved to reform
society, and, leaving his home and friends, he
spent six years in secluded prayer and thought,
at the foot of n tree which is called to this day
the “ tree of knowledge.” There he preached
and made many converts, till, in the year
543 B.C., be died, at the age of 80. Buddhism
was afterwards sometimes favoured and some-
times persecuted, till, in the year 250 B.C.,
Asoka did for Buddhism what Constantine did
for Christianity, and made it the state religion,
after which it also spread rapidly in the
countries surrounding India. At the present
time there is probably not one single Buddhist
in India, although this religion is prevalent in
the neighbouring countries, and is followed by a
very large proportion of the inhabitants of the
earth. It is, therefore, interesting to inquire how
these changes took place. India, more especially
in its southern portion, was in very early times
inhabited by the Turanian race. Ihey were then
conquered by an Aryan Sanscrit-speaking race,
who mixed and intermarried with the Turanians,
and planted the Vedic religion among the people.
Finally, both the Vedic religion and the Aryan
gradually became corrupt, and then Buddha urged
the natives to rise, and to drive out the Ayrans
and their religion together. The Turanians
are a building race, and this character distin-
guishes them from the Aryans. Buddha seems
to have revived the ancient religion of the
country, and not to have started an entirely new
one. It was not till after his days that the
Turanian element gained the ascendency, which
is probably the reason why no temple in India is
older than the time of Asoka. This king erected
pagodas, monasteries, and churches, the latter
being very much like oar own, with an altar,
and a place for the choir, besides other re-
semblances. The serpent, and sacred trees, and
Bhudda are carved in most of these churches,
one of the most remarkable of the temples being
that of Sanchi, built about the year 200 B.C,
There is evidence that, after a time, snake wor-
ship became more prominent than Buddhism
itself. As far as he could trace it, tree and ser-
pent worship spread all over the world, wherever
there is an underlying Turanian element in the
population. In the opening chapters of Genesis,
the “myth” which baa troubled many, is pro-
bably a curse upon serpent worship. The brazen
serpent, uplifted by Moses, is the first healing
serpent on record, though there have been many
since, even in Greece and Rome. Hezekiah is
narrated to have turned the serpents oat of the
temples, and to have destroyed the groves

; so it
wonld appear that tree and serpent worship was
then followed among the Jews, though the
habit was looked upon as a backsliding by their

'
priests. In Assyria, as shown by the monu-
ments, tree worship was very common, bub ser-

I

pent worship was followed to a lesser extent.
' The Egyptians can hardly be said to have been
. serpent worshippers, though the serpent is often
used allegorically in their monuments

j
bub the

I case was different among the ancient Greeks,
I who were of the Turanian and not the Aryan
i race. The Homeric myths, and most of the
.1 ancient traditions, give evidence of tho preva-
3 lence of this superstition

5 the oracle at Delphi
^waB pythonic; and at last the partial serpent
'iworship of tho Greeks spread to Rome, till tame
DSnakes became so plentiful in the latter city that
h they were a nuisance. Wherever there is anun-
ederlyingTuranian element in thepopulation, there

of tree or serpent worship be found,
^he Germans in ancient times worshipped
rttrees, and in Scandinavia, among the Finns and
aLaps, who are of Turanian origin, tree and
jserpent worship is an important element in the
Jlrehgion. In Esthonia trees were worshipped
odown to a very late date, and some of the
rcrayers to them which are yet preserved show
i^at the religion is evidently an offshoot of the
Jdindoo mythology. He thought there was a
ttittle evidence that tree and serpent worship
aonce reached the North of Scotland, as indicated

by ancient stones and legends, met with more
especially in the Orkneys. In England only the
faintest shadow of such a worship is found

; and
if it came here it must have been introduced by
some southern route. What are possibly traces
of it are found mostly in Wales and its borders.
In Africa tree and serpent worship prevails
largely at tho present day, more especially at
Dabomoy, where it forms the sole or chief
religion of the country, and where thousands of
snakes are kept, all deacefided, it is said, from
one primeval serpent. In parts of America,
especially in Mexico, serpent worship was once
common, and seems to have been of Turanian
origin. In fact, remnants of this old religion
crop up everywhere, and are found nearly all
over the world. CoDjoined with it is found the
custom of building up rude atones into cromlechs
and circles. In India many of the tribes are build-
ing cromlechs at the present day, just like those
found so plentifully in Wales, Brittany, Southern
Europe, Asia Minor, Syria, and nearly all over
the world. Very recently an Indian officer,
while breaking through some jungle in that
country, came upon thirty or forty ancient
cromlechs, and, strange to say, in company with
them were twenty or more large rough atone
crosses, evidently Christian; so he photographed
the scene and sent home the pictures.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
The Trades Union Commission have at length

brought their labours to a close. Tho report

—

which is understood to be not wholly unanimous—is agreed to, and will be published as soon as
practicable.

_A conference of trades unions is to be hold in
Birmingham in Juno next, and the followino-
twelve subjects have been selected as those on
which papers would be allowed to be read or
resolutions proposed 1. Justification of trades
unions. 2. Legislation of trades onions and the
commissioners’ report. 3. Trades unions,
political economy, and foreign competition. 4.
Reduction of the hours of labour beneficial to
the nation. 5. Limitation of the number of
apprentices. 6. Strikes and lock-outs

; their
cause and effects. 7. The necessity of assimila-
ting tho Factory and Workshops Act of 1867.
8. How far will co-operative production and
industrial partoerships assist in settling the
conflictiog interests of capital and labour. 9.
The absolute necessity of trades unionists having
representatives at the meetings of the Social
Science Association. 10. Primary education.
11. The best means to secure the direct re-
presentation of labour in the House of Commons.
12. The necessity for working-class newspaperp,
and the best means for their establishment.
A free labour deputation, from nearly all the

manufacturers'and merchants of^Manchester and
its vicinity recently presented an address, signed
by upwards of 300 of them, to a meeting of the
local building trades, held for the purpose. The
address was of coarse in favour of free labour,
which the Free Labour Society urged upon the
attention of the bnilders, as an essential part of
free trade. Mr. Alderman Bennet said, that
unless the architects would specify machine-
made bricks, builders were almost powerless io
the matter. Thanks were given on the part of
the builders by Alderman Neill. A paragraph
was read from the operative masons’ fortnightly
report, stating that strikes existed at the present
time among the masons in nearly forty towns,
against the introduction of machine or quarry-
worked stone, and that the masons were spend-
ing nearly 500Z. per fortnight, or upwards of
12,0002. per annum, in fighting against ma-
chinery. This is little leas than madness.
The eight hours’ law in America is now ac-

knowledged by the Republican press to be a
complete failure. The framers of the Act are
said to be quite satisfied with the result of its
trial.^ They threw out a bait just before an
election, and the working-classes took it without
suspicion. But although a law may say that
eight hours shall constitute a day’s labour, it
cannot regulate the rate of wages. Employers
paid for eight hours, and no more, and tho work-
men were obliged to ask for the privilege of com-
pleting the regular day.
The London Trades Council, through their se-

cretary, Mr. G. Odger, are endeavouring to gain
the co-operation of the various trade societies
throughout the kingdom in their movement for
the establishment of Boards of Arbitration for
the settlement of trade disputes. Mr. Odger
hag just received a letter from Mr. Dronfield,

secretary of the Association of Organized Trades
of Sheffield, enclosing the following resolution,
unanimously passed by that body “ That the
delegates respectfully recommend the trade
unionists of Sheffield to consider the importance
and desirability of taking steps to establish
Boards of Arbitration in their respective trades
with as little delay as possible.”

METAL WORK.
MANCHESTER ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The fourth ordinary meeting of the session
was held in the Rooms of the Association, Lord’s
Chambers, Corporation-street, on Tuesday even-
ing, January 26th; the president, Mr. Isaac
Blackwell, in the chair. After the election of
members, and a discussion on the Architectural
Education question, which was referred to the
council, Mr. Angelo Tyler, of Birmingham, read
the paper for the evening on “ Metal Work.”
In the course of his remarks tho author said,

—

From the Classic and Pre-classic periods the
desire and power to treat works in metal
artistically has continually been apparent, the
vehicle of working varying according to the
idiosyncrasy of the nation. Among the ancient
Greeks we find the piactioe of working through
the agency of sand-casting more prevalent,
though it is probable that they equally excelled
in hammered work. The civilized nations of the
ancient East were undoubtedly great workers in
the sheet metal

; at least we may so infer if wo
take into consideration the skill iu hammer-
raising displayed by their descendants, which is

indubitably of native growth.
Coming more nearly to European history, we

find a powerful fostering and development of art-
metal working by the congenial home and
profitable market for the reception of Eastern
methods of working and design existing amongst
what I may call the Christian orientalism of
Early Byzantium. When I say Eastern methods
of working, I mean the practice always extant of
rendering design subservient to facilities of
working, a practice which ^was eminently a
characteristic of Byzantine metal work. From
Byzantine metal work and its equally vigorous
Runic sister we have a varied character, cul-
minating in the twelfth century to a peculiar
grace aud beauty, though still carrying a barbaric
tinge, inherent no doubt from the want of power
in the age to cull and develop, or at any rate
adhere to and perpetuate its Eastern peculiarity
of touch and expression until Western Eccle-
siasticism gradually dominated, when we find
the production of a crabbed Medimvalism, as
shown in the metal work of the fourteenth,
fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries, meritorious in
some points, as must necessarily be on account
of the protecting influences of a collegiate
though circumscribed age.
The extraordinary impetus given to art metal-

working through the wonderful manipulating
excellence and grace of design of tho school of
Ghiberti and Cellini has extended its civilizing
influence to the present day

; the present so-
called Medimval revival (which, by the way, is

more arohasological than artistic) gradually
becoming toned by its power, and yielding to its
many beauties, in spite of an interested manu-
facture. I am of opinion that the principle
involved in the single word revival is incorrect,
because obstructive, through setting up the idol
of a bygone merit as a goal of perfection : hence
we have our metal-workers ignoring the beautiful
in one style, to eaalt it in another, developing
into spiral extravagances and jewelled deformi-
ties of design, instead of taking up the staff of
art metal progress as it fell from the decrepit
hands of a yielding past, worse than slavishly
imitating, because parodying, by idly adapting
in iron the gold and silver work peculiarities of
examples of the twelfth century, such as the Reli-
quary of the Yirgin, Aix la Chapelle. We have,
amongst others, a fourteenth and fifceenth-ceu-
tury crocheted railing after examples unfortu-
nately resuscitated by tbe late A. W. Pu^in ia
his moments of, let us hope, transition to pure
and less bigoted art

; brightly polishing their work
because it was a fifteenth or sixteenth century
canon to do so, and iu which they have been ably
seconded by the rest of the Medimval metal work
revival school, blossoming into maple and ivy-
leaved prod actions,and religiously adhering to that
moat convenient, a cusped and traceried filling in.

I do not see why we should ignore principles of
manufacture, many of which were generated in
Italy during the Cinquecento, and also are our, I
think, modern advantages. Why exclude all
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bronzing and parcel relief ? Why so persistently

exclude that most beautiful vehicle cast enchased

surface ? A most valuable medium is cast mal-

leable on account of its non-oxidation, strength,

and ductility; and yet architects who will patro-

nisecommon cast-ironbecause knownin Medimval

times will purposely exclude oast malleable,

because those interesting contemporaries of the

swash-bucklers were in a state of ignorance as to

its making. Amongst decorators (Medimyal re-

vival) we find their guiding inspiration is the

Byzantine herha Icnedicta, which is undergoing

some remarkable developments, parallel, I am

sorry to think, with some of the extraordinary

architecture of the day, which shows much more

of licence engendered by an invention running

riot than a correct appreciation of true art.

LIVERPOOL ARCniTECTURiL SOCIETY.

At the ninth meeting of the present session of

this Society, held on Wednesday last, the secre-

tary announced that the council had received

thirteen sets of drawings in competition for the

Students’ Prize; the subject being a design for

a row of street-houses, to be executed in brick,

with terra-cotta or ornamental tile decorations.

The meeting then proceeded to the consideration

of the proposed form of building contract (printed

in our last number), the clauses being gone

through seriatim. Various points ofobjectionwere

raised, and amendments proposed, with refer-

ence to several of the clauses, and an additional

clause was adopted by the meeting, for insertion

after the third clause of the origiual form, pro-

viding that after the architect had furnished one

complete set of copies of the drawings for the

use of the contractor, the latter should bo re-

sponsible for furnishing all additional copies

necessary for the use of the workmen or the

sub contractors. Owing to shortness of time,

the consideration of the form of contract

was not carried further than up to the sixth

clause, and no definite resolution was arrived at

upon the subject, the further consideration of

which was adjourned till such period as the

Council of the Society should determine upon.

SOCIETY OF FEMALE ARTISTS.

The thirteenth exhibition of this society, now

open in the Conduit-street Gallery, comprises

484 pictures, contributed by 183 lady artists. It

is a very agreeable collection, much superior to

that of last year; and Miss Warren, Miss Adelaide

Burgoss, Miss Gastinean, the Misses Swift;,

Mrs. E. M. Ward, Madame Bodichon, Miss E.

D’O. James, Mrs. J. W. Brown, Mrs. Lee

Bridell, Miss Margaret Rayner, Mrs. Roberton

Blaine, Mias Stannard, and Miss Louisa Starr

materially contribute to make it so. Two
epecia! features of the exhibition are a dozen

very clever drawings, by Miss Louise Rayner,

of buildings in Chester ;
and sixteen by Mrs.

Marrable, illustrating the Engadine, Switzerland.

Ywo views of the Roseg Glacier, amongst the

latter, are particularly good.

PARIS.

TnE project of a law relative to the works at

the heights of Trocadero has led to a slight dif-

ferenoe between the Corps I.egialatif and M.

Haussmann. The prefect of the Seine demands

from the Chamber the small trifle of 132,0001. to

pay for the earthwork. The Chamber replied

that the inhabitants of Paris must pay for the

whims of M. Hanssmann, and that the depart-

ments have nothing to do with them. At the

Place du Chateau d’Eau, the new fountain pro-

ceeds but slowly, and the huge bill-stock amphi-

theatre of boarding is all that is to be seen after

years of labour. Various aro the conjectures

daily put forth as to the future destinatiou of

the pile of buildings on the north of the place,

called the Magazins Rcunis, built by a company

who took upon themselves to reimburse integrally

to all purchasers of articles of whatever nature

they might be—from a rat-trap to a Sevres vase

—the sums laid out by them in their establish-

ment. But they did nob, preferring bankruptcy.

At the south side of the place a new monster

shop, “Pauvro Jacques,”, has been located in a

well-built and commodious pile. This is one of

the monster houses of Paris which have been of

successful duration. Other houses worthy of the

site are being erected on the south-west side, so

that the place will shortly be regularised.

Accidents have frequently occurred in Paris

from tho falling of cornices of houses owing to

the decay of the stone or the plaster, and a few

days ago one was very nearly rendered fatal.

At the Place de la Concorde a portion of the

cornice of the Hotel de Crillon fell upon the

street with a loud crash, and was broken into a

thousand pieces ;
owing to the early hour

(8 a.m.) there were few passers by, bub a pastry-

cook’s boy had a narrow escape from destruction

as the mass fell at his feet just as he was passing.

The French assooiation for preventing the

abuse of tobaooo has named the following

officers for the year 1869 :—MM. Blatin, presi-

dent; Dr. Jules Guerin, first vice-president; Dr.

Vernois, second ditto; Decroix, general secre-

tary
;
Rassal, secretary of meetings ;

Beaupro,

secretary archivist ;
Crivelli, foreign secretary;

Dr. Joly was named president of honour.

A frightful tornado passed over Paris on the

Ist of February. Several workmen were injured

by being blown off scaffolding, &c. The trains

of the circular railway passing over the Auteuil

viaduct on the Seine were nearly shipwrecked :

one engine lost her chimney, which fell into the

river and sank a boat. One of the open-roofed

carriages was stripped, to the great alarm of the

passengers. A horse was decapitated in the

Rue de Vivienne by a fragment of metal plate

which fell from tho roof of a house into the

street.

ST. EDMUND’S CHURCH, RIBY,
LINCOLNSHIRE..

This church has undergone a complete trans-

formation ;
those who remember it in former

days would hardly recognize the building now.

The interesting portions of the ancient fourteenth

century church which remained were the centre

tower, the walls of which battered considerably ;

the transept, and nave, with a good arcade. The

original chancel had been replaced by a wretched

structure, with round-beaded windows, and

otherwise entirely devoid of architectural cha-

racter. The north aisle of the nave had been

similarly treated. Tho transepts and chancel

had been out off from the nave, and were never

used for divine service. Tho nave was filled with

high square pews, and a ponderous pulpit and

desk were piled against the screen, which divided

the nave from the eastern portion.

By the munificence of Mr. George Tomline,

M.P., this state of things has been completely

changed. The modern chancel has given place

to a new one, designed in the Decorated style.

The interior has three bays of groining, springing

from triple vaulting shafts. The ribs and bosses

are of Ancaster stone, and the groins filled in

with chalk, banded by courses of Ancaster stone.

The east end has a triplet window, and the sides

are lighted by couplet windows, with traceried

heads. The chancel is fitted up with oak stalls,

and the walls are lined with oak, having an orna-

mental brattishing. Tho tower has been groined,

and the nave and all other parts are ashlared with

Ancaster stone. The nave and transept ceilings

are of polygonal form, with oak panels, divided

by ribs and ornamental bosses. The nave is

fitted up with oak open benches. The ancient

portions of the church, which have been most

carefully preserved and restored, are the centre

tower and nave arcade, of good Decorated cha-

racter. lu the north wall of the nave a very

early Norman doorway had been embedded
;

it

was not in situ, but had probably belonged to

the original church. The works have been exe-

cuted by Messrs. Dove, Brothers, from the designs

of Mr. Ferrey, F.S.A.. The entire cost, amount-

ing to about 5,0001., has been defrayed by Mr.

George Tomline, M.P.

THE MILITARY STATIONS IN KENT.

The Army Medical Department Report has

just been issned. It appears from this report

that, taken as a whole, the stations for dep6t

battalions appear tobe more healthy than those in

the large seaport towns, dockyards, or London and

Dublin
;
their mortality being in the year 1866,

8-66 ratio per 1,000 of strength, and the sick

43T0. As regards the army on the home
stations generally, fevers of an eruptive kind

have not prevailed to any great extent.

The medical and sanitary officers gave a

favourable report of the South-eastern District

and Shornollffe Camp. Respecting these the

report says “ Nothing has transpired during

the year Meeting their sanitary condition to any

material extent. The various defects connected

with the barrack buildings at Dover have been

referred to in reports of previous years. The

latrines and urinals at the Western Heights, and

some of those at the casemates in the citadel, are

very objectionable ;
their positions alone at the

latter place being sufficient to render them so.”

Woolwich is also favourably mentioned in the

report as follows No sanitary changes,

beyond those of a minor character, have been

carried'out during thejyear. The barrack accom-

modation has nearly equalled that recom-

mended by the Army Sanitary Committee. The

accommodation for married soldiers is, in many

instances, indifferent, and the condition of the

brick cottages is said to be unsatisfactory in

drainage and othor respects.” In tbo Chatham

district objections are made as to the site and con-

struction of some of the barracks. The buildings

are said to be generally old, and not all in ac-

cordance with modern views, although they ^^7
be improved by the alterations iu progress. A
few remarks of the Deputy Inspector General of

Hospitals may be worth quoting.

As regards ventilation, in 1864 Dr. Fraser re-

commended the more or less entire removal of

the partition wall separating the front and back

rooms in Chatham barracks. The lavatories are,

in his opinion, ill-drained, the floors not being

sufficiently eloped, and, in consequence, always

damp and sloppy. He recommends their recon-

struction on improved principles. He urges that

measuresbeadoptedforprovidiugacertain amount

of hot water weekly in every corps, especially in

winter, as a sanitary measure of importance m
relation to cleanliness. The surgeon of the

Royal Engineers pointed out that both the posi-

tion and the construction of the latrines in the

Royal Engineers’ barracks are objectionable, and

recommends their reconstruction on modern prin-

ciples, and their farther removal from the rooms.

A part of this measure was in progress. Dr.

Fraser suggests the entire removal of the school

latrines from such objectionable proximity to the

Female Hospital. The Milton barracks at

Gravesend consist of brick-built huts, and are

reported by the medical officer as very good in

respect to position, oonstruotion, and arrauge-

I

meut. An ablution-room is attached to each,

hut. There is also au excellent bath-house, with

separate baths. At Tilbury there is an ordinary

ablution-room. An excellent bath-room has been

built during the year. At New Town Fort there

is an ordinary ablution-room, but no bath-house.

Bathing parades are not possible at this station.

Ventilation has been improved at Tilbury and

Now Tavern Forts, by the erection of fresh air

inlets, foul air outlet shafts, and warm air grates;

but the barracks at both plaoes are old and ill-

constructed. Intermittent fevers have, as usual,

prevailed to a certain extent among the men
stationed at Tilbury. The cause is, of course,

the flat and marshy nature of tho surrounding

country. There has been no overcrowding,

nor any defective ventilation or drainage, and

no diseases attributable to suoh causes have

occurred.
_ • t.- ..

Upon the whole, the military stations in Kent

present favourable contrast, in a sanitary point

of view, with many others in different parts of

tho kingdom.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

SI. Wendron, Hehton, Comiaall.—The church

of St. Wendron, near Heleton, has lately under-

gone a restoration. The edifice is situated in one

of the roughest parts of West Cornwall. Previously

to its restoration, the roofs were in a very dilapi-

dated condition. It was found necessary to put;

new roofs to the nave and chancel, and the other|

roofs throughout the church have been opened'

and repaired ; new copings and crosses have been

added to the gables ;
some portion of the walling,

including tho nave-arcade, rebuilt
;

a vestry

added; and the doors, windows, &o., repaired

wherever necessary. Iu the place of the broken-

down pews, open free seats have been provided

throughont the church. Improvements have beer

effected in the chancel by the rearrangement oi

the step levels for the new tiled pavement ; tht

raising of the east window, which will now alloTi

of a new reredos at some future time
;
and bj

the marking off of the chancel from the nav(

and aisles with screens, now being decorated bj

the architect, Mr. J. D. Sedding, as also th(

boarded roof over the sacrarium. On un

covering the face of the wall in the north tran

sept, a series of holes with occasional corbel

were discovered at a uniform height of abou

6 ft. from the floor, and it has been suggested

with some appearance of probability, that it wa

in this portion of the building that the stag
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was erected periodically in Mediccval times for

the performance of miracle plays. It is well

known the portrayal of religious mysteries was
common in these parts; and there is in this

church of 8t. Wendron one of the low recesses

known by the name of Easter Sepulchres, where
the figure of our Lord was placed on Good
Friday at the hour of His death. The work of

the restoration has been carried out by Messrs.

Bone & Son, of Liskeard, builders, under the

direction of Messrs. Edmund and John D. Sed-

ding, of Penzance, architects.

liujjord .—The foundation-stone of St. Mary’s
Church, Rufford, has been laid by Lady Arabella
Fermor-Hesketh, with full Masonic honours. The
new edifice will occupy the place of the present

church, of which the outer walls and roof alone

are at present standing. It is to be in the Gothic
style of architecture, and much larger than the

old structure which it replaces. Messrs. Danson
& Davies, of Liverpool, are the architects of the

new ohnrch
; and Messrs. Sale & Hurst, of South-

port, the contractors; the brickwork having been
let to Mr. R. Gregory, also of the latter town.

Ripon.—The choir of the cathedral has been
re-opened. Since July, 1862, the choir has been
in the hands of the workmen, who have carried

out the restorations under Mr. G. G. Scott;
public worship, in the meantime, having been
celebrated in the nave. In this interval the
appearance of the choir has been greatly

changed. The galleries which disfigured the

aisles have been removed
;
the whitewash has

disappeared from the stonework
;
the carved oak

screens of the aisles, and the canopies of the
stalls, have had the ravages of time repaired

;

the sedilia have been removed to the eastern-

most bay of the chancel, south arcade j the
whole of the choir and its aisles have been re-

seated and re-floored,—the pavement within the
chancel rails in a design of various coloured

marbles
;
the arcading behind the altar altered

so as to harmonise with similar work in the
aisles

;
and the whole of the choir restored and

I beautifled so as to make it correspond as nearly

, as possible with its original condition. The
towers, which were previously in a very insecure
condition, have been strengthened. In the

I transepts, and beneath the central tower, oak
I ceilings, panelled and relieved by designs in

' colour, have been put ia. The old ceiling of the

1 nave as yet has not been touched, but there is

every probability of this portion of the edifice

sharing in the work of restoration and embel-
i lishment.

Stalbridge.—The new tower of the parish

: church has been formally opened. The tower
'. has been built at the sole coat of the Rev. Henry
B Boucher, of Thornhill, The architect was Mr.
D Hicks, of Dorchester

;
and the builder, Mr.

U Green, of Blandford.

Padiham, Lancashire.—The now church of

3 St. Leonard which has just been completed is a
it stone structure, designed in the style which pre-

n vailed in the former part of the fifteenth

K century. The plan consists of nave and nave
ii aisles, chancel and chancel aisles, north and
sc south transepts, tower, south porch, and vestry.
I. The tower rises to the height of 115 ft., tiniehed

bjby eight orooketed pinnacles, the centre ones
)t being broken by large grotesques. Access is

p gained to the galleries iu the transepts by
ip spiral staircases in octagonal turrets. All the
fiwindows have tracery heads, with moulded
ajambs. The transept doorcase has carved
ipspandrels, and over the porch entrance is a
acarved bust of the patron saint. The church is

iiliued internally with chiselled stone. The shafts

icboariiig the ornamental curved brackets of the
lanave roof are supported by carved angels in
itistone. The onrved ribs of the chancel roof rest

)ton blocks carved in representation of the twelve
.papoatles. The benches have framed traoeried
mends. The choir seats have open traceried
ubacks, the ends being carved

; those in front are
iufinished with carved angels, in a sitting posture,
lebeariug musical instruments. The reredos is

•iCarved in Caen stone. Ten of the principal
Viwindows are already filled with stained glass,
illall (except one by Messrs. Edmondson, of Man-
;boheBtt'r) being from the works of Mr, Wailes, of
icNewoastle-npon-Tyne. The lighting is eftected
lyby brass coronas suspended from the centre of
blhe uave, and chancel arches furnished by
leMessrs. Thomason, of Birmingham. The heat-
D^g apparatus has been supplied by Messrs.
iiBaoon, of London. The reredos and the other
disorviug has been executed by Messrs. Williams,
f jf Manchester, and the rest of the. work by local

ooontractors. The church will seat about 1,000
foeople, and will cost over 8,OOu2. The architect

is Mr. William Waddington, of Burnley and
Padiham,

Sheffield.—All Saints’ Church, Brightside, has
been opened for divine service. The church
stands on the top of a hill, audits spire is hence
a conspicnous object for a great distance round.
It has been erected at the sole expense of Sir

John Brown, and the cost is said to be nearly
12,000Z. Messrs. Flockton & Abbot were the
architects. The edifice is cruciform, and has a
tower and spire at the west end. The tower is

120 ft. in height, and consequently is about 10 ft.

higher than the tower of the parish church. The
extreme dimensions of the church are 130 ft. by
76 ft. in the transepts, and 56 ft. in the nave and
aisles. It will accommodate about 720 adults,

and 259 children, the sittings of the latter being
in a small gallery in the tower, and in two gal-

leries, one on each side of the transepts, which
are approached by distinct entrances. There
are three aisles, and all the pews are open. The
chancel decorations are the work of Messrs.

Rodgers, of Sheffield. In an archway just beyond
the reading-desk there is an organ, which has
been built by Mr. J. Stacey, and the organ case
and the reredos are the work of Messrs. Manuel
& Son. The pulpit and reading-desk, which are

also of wood, are by Mr. G. Shaw, of Manchester.
The masonry work has been done by Mr. G. Wade,
and the carpenters’ and joiners’ work by Messrs.

Ash & Clayton. The new church, dedicated to

St. Silas, at thecrossingof Broomhall and Hanover
streets, in what ia known as the Gillcar district,

has been consecrated. The church is the gift of

Mr. Henry Wilson, and is the second church he
has built in Sheffield within the last ten or

twelve years. The cost is between 7,0001. and
8,0001. The church consists of a nave 80 ft.

long, by 27 ft. wide, north and south aisles, and
chancel, on the one side of which are the organ
chapel and the vestry, and on the other seats for

the Sunday.Bohool children. The tower is at

the corner of Hanover and Broomhall streets,

and is terminated by eight pinnacles, the total

height from the ground being 94 ft. The belfry

stage is ornamented with eight windows, the

arches of which are supported by clusters of

columns. The cornice is foliaged with conven-
tional ornaments, and there are gargoyles at

the angles
;
the lower part forms a porch. There

are no galleries to the church, but the floor

furniBbes accommodation for 800 persona. The
nave arches are simple, carried on circular

columns, with shafts of conventional foliage.

The pews are of red deal, stained and varnished,

and the free-sitting plan will be adopted in

regard to them. The chancel is paved with
black and red tiles, manufactured by Messrs.

Maw
;
the roof is wagon-headed in form, with

the view of bringing out the voices of the
choristers. The church is lighted at the west
end by a five-light window, and at the east end
by a four-light window, but the clearstory win-
dows were mainly relied npon. The roof is of

open timber-work— red deal and pitch pine,

boarded and stained. The height of the church
from the floor to the apex of the roof is about
55 fc. Artificial light ia afforded iu the nave by
gas brackets upon the arches, in the aisles by
small coronas, and iu the chancel by two wrought
brass standards. The church ia warmed by
means of Messrs. Stuart & Smith’s (Sheffield)

Gill stove. The architects are Messrs. Black-

moor & Mitohell-Withere, and the contraot for

the whole of the work was given to Messrs.
Badger & Holmes.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Lightclijfe (Bradford).—New schools at Light-

cliffe, erected at a cost of nearly 5,0001., have
been publicly opened as national schools. The
building, which has a situation on an elevated

piece of gronnd opposite the railway station, is

the gift of Mr. E. C. Sutherland-Walker, for-

merly of Crow Nest, Lightcliffe, and consists of

boys’, and girls’, and infants’ school-rooms, with
class-rooms, reading-rooms, and a residence at

each end for master and mistress. There is

also attached to the school a piece of land of

about 3 acres, to be appropriated as a recreation-

ground. The ground in front of the premises ia

divided into terrace - walks and oruamoutal
shrubbery.

Northampton .—New Sunday-schools have been
erected and inaugurated in connexion with the

Commerciabstreet Chapel, in this town. They
consist, on the ground floor, of a lecture-room,

measuring 28 ft. wide by 36 ft. long ; two class-

rooms, capable of btiog thrown into one; a
minister’s vestry, and also a vestry foe the

deacons. There are separate staircases (of
stone) for boys and girls, leading to the upper
floor, where there is a school-room, 28 ft. wide
by 51 ft. long ;

also two class-rooms, and a small
room for the superintendent. The building
being contiguous to the chapel, access is given
to each gallery by a door in the upper school-
room, and there ia also a connexion between the
leotnre-room and the chapel. The upper room
has an open roof, with light iron trusses

; the
windows have cast-iron casements, with orna-
mental borders. There is a platform at one end
of the room. The woodwork is principally of
deal, stained and varnished. The exterior ia

designed to harmonize in outline with the chapel.
The cost amounts to 1,3001. Mr. T. Heygate
Vernon, of London, was the architect.

Hanley Castle.—The new grammar-school hero
for the middle and industrious classes has been
opened. The building is a plain one, in the style

of James I., 76 ft. by 22 ft. It has an open
timbered roof with arched braces, the open
wood-work being stained and varnished. Ad-
joining the principal room, which ia furnished
with a movable wooden partition for separating
the two schools, is a small class-room. The
architect was Mr. Cheek, of Upton ; and the
bnilder, Mr. James Griffiths, of Malvern.

Wakefield.—The new parish schools have been
opened. The new buildings have frontage into
Vicarage, Zetland, and Frederick streets, and
comprise boys’ school, 61 ft. by 20 ft.

;
girls*

school, 66 ft. by 20 ft. ;
infants’ school, 52 ft. by

21 ft.
;
two class-rooms, each 16 ft. by 16 ft. j

and lavatories and cloak-rooms adjoining the
entrances. The principal entrance ia from
Vicarage-street, by which the girls and infanta

reach their respective rooms. The boys’ entrance
is in Zetland-atreet. The buildings are of
Gothio design, externally walled with pitch-

faced wall stones in courses, and tooled stone-

dressings. The roofs are of high pitch, covered
with alternate bands of blue and purple slates,

surmounted with red tile ridging, and having at

the intersections and gables foliated iron ter-

minals. The roof-timbers inside are exposed to

view, planed, and stop-chamfered. On the apex
of each school roof are fixed two ornamental
patent syphon ventilators. Internally the walls

are all plastered, and the woodwork all stained

and varnished. The boys and girls’ rooms are so
arranged that they can be used as one, by throw-
ing open large folding doors. Separate play-

grounds are provided for boys and girls, enclosed

with walls
; that for the girls being surmounted

by ornamental iron railing. The various works,
which will cost about 2,0001., have been exeented
by Mr. George Fawcett (mason’s work), Mr. J.

B. Goldthorp (woodwork), Mr. C. Driver (plas-

tering), Mr. J. P. Hill (slating), Mr. Drake
(plumbing), Mr. S. Hirk (ironwork), and
Messrs. Hodgson & Son (painting and staining),

from the designs and under the superintendence
of Mr. William Watson, of this town, architect.

HOT-WATBR PIPES AND THE BUILDING
ACT.

Sir,—

W

ith reference to the inquiry of “a
Surveyor and Engiueer ” in a recent number,*—
The hot - water pipes which are dangerous

are those known as “ high • pressure hot-

water apparatus.” In this system there is not
only a close boiler, bub the pipes themselves,

after being filled, are hermetically sealed,

leaving only a certain limited space for expan-

sion. High-pressnre pipes are frequently worked
at a temperatm'O of 400°, and sometimes con-

siderably higher. They have been known to

become luminous in the dark, and fires have
certainly sometimes been caused by interrup-

tions to the oircnlation, generally arising from

frost. It was with reference to these pipes that

the late Mr. Braidwood suggested the restrictions

which are very properly imposed by the present

Building Act,

Ordinary cast-iron hot-water pipes, sneh as

are generally used under a low pressure for

warming public buildings, houses, conservatories,

&c., are not dangerous

;

and there is no reason

why they should not be fixed, when convenient,

in contact with woodwork. No regard is ever

paid in this respect to the provisions of the

Building Act beyond the metropolitan area.

The pipes of an ordinary low-pressure hot-

water apparatus seldom attain a temperature

above 18U°, and even where the height of the

feed-cistern above the boiler, which ia the

* See p. QO, aide.
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circumstance that determines the temperature,

is as great as it can be in any ordinary house,

—

say, if it were at the top of the building, and
supplying a furnace in the basement,—the boil-

ing point under that head would rarely exceed

240®, and the temperature of the pipes would

generally be several degrees lower.

Low-pressure apparatus, as well as high-

pressure, have close boilers, although of difl'erent

construction
;
but the real safety of the common

apparatus arises from the pipes and boiler being

supplied from an open cistern at a moderate

elevation. This arrangement allows of an un-

restricted expansion of the water, the want of

which is tho cause of danger from the high-

pressure pipes.

Speaking as a practical man, and in the habit

of erecting both kinds of the apparatus, I would

venture to suggest that the existing provisions

of the Building Act should be confined to

wrought -iron hot - water pipes, hermetically

sealed ;
and, consequently, liable to be worked

under an unknown pressure, and that they

should be altogether waived as regards the

ordinary cast-iron pipes used for warming.
Hot-Watek Engineee.

SiH,—As the remarks with which you favoured my letter

cannot refer to hot-water apparatus for dwcllinga, &c.,

as fitted with espansion-pipea, I, therefore, writ© to call

your attention to the fact, believing that now you have
allowed the subject to he mooted in your journal some
definite and practical rule will result.

I have myself had more or lass to do with several

hundred apparatus, and in those where the largeness of

the cooling surface to that of the boiler did not render it

impossible for tho water to overheat, an expansion-pipe

has been used, viz., au open pipe placed on the apparatus

near the boiler, and rising higher than the level of the

cistern, it having a clear opening to the exterior air of

from 10 to 19 square inches. Now, air, I feel sure you
wiU perceive that no description of accident could happen
that could hermetically seal up a S-in., 4-10., or G-in. pipe

BO as to stand the pressure of steam, which might other-

wise be supposed to occur by the accidental fouling of the

supply-pipe from the cistern. And in some very extensive

apparatus there should be an arrangement of expansion-
pipes, but to describe these would be entering upon
another subject. A Scthvetob and E.vginbbii.

Sib,—

T

hinking that a practical illustration of the

dangers attending the fitting up of hot-water pipes, as

commonly practised, may be useful, I have ventured to

trouble you with the following

After many years of practice as surveyor and assessor

of fire losses, I have had but one case (that 1 remember)
of accidental burning resulting from hot-water pipes, and
this took place some few months siuce.

At a gentleman's residence, in London, a warm bath on
the first stoiT was supplied by means of a circuit of hot-

water pipes from a boiler in basement. The pipes in the

several stories were enclosed by a wooden casing, placed

at B distance of 3 in. from the pipes as required uy the

Act.
Notice of a fire loss having been given, I attended, and

learnt from the inmates that the hot-water pipes bad
ignited the woodwork, in proof of which a portion of the

charred woodwork of tho casing removed by tho fire

brigade was shown to me, who reported to the inmates

that the works had been properly constructed.

On minutely examining the grain of woodwork offered

for my inspection, I found a fibre of hemp adhering to it.

I required that the whole of the dibris resulting from the

fire, which had been carefully removed, should be shown
to me; and on descending to the dustliolo in tho base-

ment, to which place it had been taken, I quickly dis-

covered the probable cause of the fire,

The casing and hot-water pipes had been packed with

hemp and tow, in addition to a coating of felt. There had
been probably a leakage of water, which had caused the

hemp to ignite, This had probably been smouldering for

some hours, as there was little or no draught of air, and
thus timely notice of danger was obtained, fortunately in

midday.
Had there been a delay of a few hours, or had the fire

acquired a draught and mastery of the building during the
hours of the night

;
or had the early intimation of danger

been unheeded by the inmates, a very serious destruction

of property would have ensued.
A Fike Office Sl-bvbyoh.

SCHOOLS OF AET.

The Worcester School.—The sixteenth annual

meeting of this school, for the distribution of

prizes, baa been held in the Music-hall. The
attendance was both numerous and iLfluential.

In the absence of the Earl of Dudley, the chair

was taken by the Eev. David Melville, rector of

Witley. The report said :

—

“Tour committee have much pleasure in reporting to

the subscribers and friends of the School of Art, at its

sixteenth annual meeting, that the progress of the institu-

tion during the past year, with respect to the attendance
of students and their advance in work, has been satisfac-

tory. 19-1: students have been under art iuatruction during
the past year, which number iucludes 63 in the day classes

and 1-11 in the evening classes at the central school. The
system of teaching, us directed by the Department in

London, continues to be adopted, and the examinationa in

free-hand drawing, practical geometry, perspective and
model drawing, were conducted as usual under the direc-

tion of the committee. In the eiammations 30 papers
were successfully taken and 6 prizes. 82 works were sent

to London in March last, and prizes were obtained in the
national competition by George Evans and Frederick J.

Jones."

The chairman diitrlbufced the prizes.

The NottinghamSchool.—The annual meetingof

the governors of this school has been held, for

revising the report of the committee for the past

year, confirming the accounts, electing officers,

and transacting the general business of the insti-

tution. Mr. E. Birkin, president, occupied the

chair. The President, in opening tho pro-

ceedings, remarked upon the sparseness of the

attendance, which he attributed to the fact of

the meeting following so closely the one held

for the distribution of prizes. He was glad to

observe from the report that the institution was
in a more satisfactory condition than last year,

and hoped that soon they would be out of the

difficulties. The reports of Mr. Eawle, the head

master, and of the committee, were then read,

and the master’s zeal and efficiency were acknow-

ledged by special resolution.

COMPETITIONS.

St. Paul's Girls’ School, Tottenham.—Designs

were submitted in a select competition for this

building, by Messrs. Cook, Franklin, Eyton,

James, and Warren. The design by Mr. Joseph

James was selected as the best, and will be com-

menced immediately : it has received the sanc-

tion of the societies giving grants to the bnild-

ing fund.

ACCIDENTS.

A NEW building for an undertaker’s coach-

house and joiner’s shop, in course of erection, in

Hunslet-road, Leeds, has collapsed, burying

four labourers, one of whom has been seriously

injured.

At Coatham, Eedcar, the west end of a new
chapel has been blown down by the wind. The
loss, about 150J., will fall upon the contractors,

Mr. T. Wilson, joiner, Eedcar, and Messrs. Scott

& Lord, builders, Middleabro’.

At the Northampton Gasworks a new tank has

given way. It was 102 fc. in diameter and 30 ft.

deep, and was completed about two months
since. It is snspected there is a quicksand on

the site, which is within the old bed of the river.

At Birmingham there has been a landslip, in

George-street, bringing down a 9 in. brick wall,

built on arches to aid in supporting a bank of

soft red sandstone. The wall fell on adjoining

premises, doing them considerable damage. The
late rains are blamed.

At Liverpool a slip has occurred in a sewer

work in Kerford- street, Everton, the dearth

falling on a sewer contractor’s workman, and
killing him. He bad neglected to shore up
the excavation as directed. An old drain seems

to have caused the earth to slip.

EIGHT- AND LEFT-HAND LOOKS.

Sir,—In answer to your correspondent, the

bolt of a rigbt-band look always shoots from left

to right, and a left-hand lock from right to left,

as you stand on the outside of the door. Mis-

takes with respect to the hand of looks are of

daily occurrence. What the carpenter calls a

right-hand lock, the locksmith calls a left-hand,

and vice versa. Standing on the outside of the

door, and locking the lock by turning the key in

the right hand locks to the right, and in the left

band locks to the left. If the bolt comes out to

the left it is a left-hand lock; if to the right it

is a right-hand lock : the bevel of the latch-bolt

will be towards you. This is the locksmith’s

rule.* It may be well to notice that for a closet

in a room in which the door of the closet is con-

structed to pull towards you, if a rim-lock be

required to be fixed on such a door so as to be

inside the closet when the door is closed, the

bolt or latch would require to be bevelled just

the contrary way to the ordinary locks, as in

closing you push the lock away from you instead

of pulling it towards you. Such a lock is called

by locksmiths a reverse bolt lock, and it requires

to be fitted with a striking-plate for the door-

case instead of ordinary box staple of the other

locks. If the knob or the keyhole is required

to be any particular distance from the edge

of the door, always measure from it to the centre

of spindle-hole and the centre of keyhole

respectively.

In ordering locks, never run down the price,

because whatever reduction you may get from

the regular and fair price is certain to be made
out to you in so much less security, so much less

* Aa wo have already said.—Ed.

strength, and so much less finish. By the

may think you have saved, the maker will have

got more, as there is always more profit in pro-

portion attending the manufacture of a common
article than one of a superior quality.

To illustrate this fact we may state a circum-

stance which is of frequent occurrence. A small

manufacturer takes a pattern of a certain sized

lock to the wholesale buyer, and names a certain

adoption of such a system, however much you
price per dozen

;
this pattern is kept by the

dealer, and on another maker calling, the pattern

is produced, and the latter maker's price is asked

for a similar article. The first, perhaps, was low

enough, but tbe second maker’s is still lower; an
order with the pattern is given to him, and he

sends the several parts to the brass-founder to

be cast from. The locks are made and delivered,

and the second maker has made quite as much
profit out of the reduced price as the first maker
would have got from the higher price; and this

arises from the circumstance that the limbs

which formed the lock having been cast from

the limbs of the pattern lock were, after dressing,

so much leas in size, and consequently so muoh
less in weight. By this mode 3-inch till locks

in time measure but 24 in., and all the parts are

light in proportion. Whenever the grinding

“system” is adopted, the work in tho language

of the workshop is “ devilled” just in the same
ratio. We believe this holds good in every other

trade. Charles Aubin.

Sir,—May I venture to sabmit a more precise i

definition of the hands of door-looks than that 1

given in the Builder ?

Ist. In all cases, whether a door opens inward s >

or outwards, if, when you stand ouUide facing i

the door, the lock shoots towards the right hand, |i

it is a right-hand look
;

if towards the left hand, ^

it is a left-hand lock. This rule applies equally

to dead, spring, or two-bolt locks.

2ad. For two-bolt or spring locks, when the

doors open outwards, apply the same rule, and (;

add the words “reverse bolt.”

Any lockmaker can supply looks of the proper K

hands if these rules be adhered to.

John Chubb. ..

INAUGUEATION OF BELLS AT
BIEMINGHAM.

A NEW peal of eight bells has been opened at

Bishop Eyder’s church, Birmingham. The peal, i

which is the first founded in Birmingham, con- 3

siats of eight hells, the tenor weighing about e

13 cwb., and the aggregate weight being 55 cwt.

The total cost is about 600Z. At the conclusion

of a special service on the occasion, Canon
Cattley, tbe Eev. H. T. Eilacombe, and Mr. E.

B. Denison, Q C., with the assistance of several j

Birmingham campanologians, rang a series of

peals upon the new bells, the result of which I:

was highly favourable report of the entire work. «

In the evening, the Eev. H. T. Eilacombe, rector t

of Clyst, Devonshire, an old correspondent of

the Builder, as our readers know, and the author

of several important campanological works,

delivered a lecture on bells. The art of change-
|

ringing, he remarked, was greatly admired by 1

all who understood it
;

for there was no amuse- I

ment BO conducive to health, employing as it I

did BO many faculties both of body and mind
; |

and there was no music, when performed by
skilful hands, which could afford more agreeable I

or more melodious sounds than bells,—eight, ten, U
or twelve. Church bells had a language which
was capable of very definite and appropriate

meanings
;
but to secure these, a toll or a chime

must be rung at proper times, and in a manner t

which would properly discriminate between 1

what was joyous and what was solemn and :

mournful. The art of change-ringing, however, i

was in many instances so used—or, rather, A
abused—as to mean everything, or nothing at

all. The reason that bells were often so badly

rung, was that they were entrusted to tbe hands

of persons who never took any trouble at all to

acquaint themselves with change-ringing, and to

whom, as a matter of course, the practice was
mere drudgery. The lecturer described the pro-

cess of manufacturing bells, and the elements i|

necessary for perfect musical intonation, illus- 8

trating his remarks by models. The oldest pealr

of bells in parish churches, he said, was tobej
found at Beverley. It was established in the j

ninth or tenth century.
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EESrONSIBILITY EOR GAS ENGINEERS’
CEAEGES.

A CASE of importance to gas cngmeers, architecta, and
othera, has been tried before the SherilT, at Dunfermline,
in Fifeshi.'e, Scotland. Plans had been prepared about
tu’enty years since for the erection of gasworks, at Inver-
kcilhing, in Filesbire, but bad been laid aside, and a small
portion of them lost. A new committee had resolved to

carry out the plans, and instructed one of their number to

obtain a new plan to replace that which was lost. He ap-
plied to the pursuer, Mr. Macallum, of Dunfermline,
architect, who prepared new plana altogether, which the
committee rejected, and returned to the pursuer. Ulti-

mately the gasworks were erected for 41SJ., the contract
price, and about SOL of extras, from plans prepared by Mr.
Christie, of Newburgh, Fifeshire. Pursuer had macie out
no speciheatioD, but bad stated the cost of carrying out
his plans at 700L, for which the usual charge of 6 per cent.,

or 35/., would be made. The action was raised against^the
members of the committee. The SherilT, having taken the
case into avizandum, found (1) that the defeuder William
Thomson called on the pursuer, and employed him to pre-
pare a design for a gaswork, at Inverkeithing

; (3) that
the pursuer accepted said employment, and, in pur-
suance thereof, prepared a plan, with relative speciflcaiion
and estimate of cost

; (3) that the charges contained
in the account libelled are reasonable

; (4) that the
defenders, other than the said William Thomson, did not
authorise, or afterwards homologate, said employment,
they having instructed the aaiii William Thomson to
employ the pursuer only to supply a pr>rtion of an old
plsn which had been lost. The Sheriff further found
that the defender, William Thomson, is alone liable
to the pursuer in the account sued for, and therefore
decerns, in terms of the conclusions of the summons,
against the said W'illiam Thomson, and finds him liable in
expenses; assoilzies the whole other defenders, and
decerns, and finds them entitled to expenses from pursuer;
and before fixing the amount of said several expenses,
allows the pursuer and the defenders who have been
assoilzied to lodge a note of expenses claimed by them.

BA.LE OF ST. MARGARET’S CHURCH,
LIVERPOOL.

Sib,—

L

iverpool has been much surprised to learn, by an
advertisement and letter from Mr. Horsfall, that for the
reasons therein stated, he has determined to sell bis
church and parsonage. These have been erected from
designs by Mr. Street, in native brick, with stone and red
brick dressings, by a builder from.Wolverhampton, a Mr.
Horsman, a stranger to the town, who was appointed con-
tractor without competition.
The public very naturally inquire whether a clergyman

of equal ability to Mr. Clark (whoso refusal to come has
led Mr. Horslall to advertise the church for sale), could
not be found to fill bis place

;
or whether if Mr. Clark had

not declined to come, but death bad intervened, the same
course of action would have been pursued ? G,

DRAINAGE OF TOWNS.
Sib,—

C

an your correspondents give me any instances
where two towns or districts, under separate and distinct
local government, have united for the purpose of con-
structing lor their joint use a main intercepting sewer? and
if so, the particulars as to apportionment of charges ?

la there any town of magnitude in which a mam sewer
has been carried down the bank of a river, or, rather,
upon land embanked from tho river? With any par-
ticulars of cost, size, aud efficiency of working.

ElfGIKEEB.

GRAINING FROM SURFACE OP WOODS.
Sin,—In the Builder I notice a report of a paper read

by Mr. Dean, sen., before the Society of Arts on this sub-
ject. Without any desire to deteriorate tho value of the
invention, I would wish to make a few remarks. In the
first place, “ Xylographic ” graining I believe to be over
twenty years old, aud, if I mistake not, the invention of a
Belgian. The specimens shown to me by Mr. Dean were
only partially produced by the system, being mostly
finished by hand

;
as for all close-surface woods, such as

maple, satinwood, &c., it is simply useless. The prices
paid for best oak graining put forward by Mr. Dean
are ridiculous, and calculated to mislead people uo-
connected with the trade. Graioers to the trade are
not always fairly dealt with, those who employ them
often requiring too much and paying too little, thereby
obtaining work according to price. If fault be found,
it will he visited upon the unfortunate grainer; if
praise, it will he pocketed with the cash. 1 am happy
to say British imifaturs hold honours that few branches of
Enghah industry can boast, having obtained first-class
prizes at all international exhibitions. Xvlographic
graining will have to make immense strides, 'an^ show
vastly diUVrent results, before it can even compete with
graining by band.

A London Gbainer eoe the Tbade.

TAKING OUT QUANTITIES.
The committee for the enlargement of the Poplar

workhouse have reported on the utihzation of the Town-
hall for indoor paupers. They instructed Mr. Morris to
make the requisite alterations, and gave instructions to
the architect in reference to the alterations to be made in
the present workhouse. They authorized Mr. Morris to
prepare the necessary drawings and specifications for the
builders; and in their report to the Board they anggest
that he should be allowed to take the quantities required,
and be responsible to the builder whoso tender may be
accepted by the Board for the correctness of these quan-
tilies. The committee further recommend that Mr. Morris
be allowed a commission of IL per cent, on the value of
taking out these quantities.
Mr. Bracebridge, at a meeting of the Board, said he did

not agree with that portion of the report which recom-
mended that Mr. Morris take out the quantities, and he
ehiiuld set himself against it. He never did such a thing
himself, and it was not the business of the surveyor to do
it. No respectable surveyor would think of doing it. He
proposed that that portion of the report be omitted.

Mr. Cole seconded the proposition, and after a lengthy
discussion on the question, it was resolved that the sug-
gestion of the committee be not approved.
Mr, Bracebridge then moved that Mr. William Dobson

be appointed to take out the quantities at IL per cent.

The Rev. Mr. Driffield having gone into figures, gave it

as his opinion that 1 per cent, was too much for takiugout
the quantities, and proposed as an amendment that ^ per
cent, be paid.
Some discussion having taken place, the amendment was

carried by a majority of four.

Mr. Eobey proposed that Messrs. Hills & Fletcher be
appointed to take out the quantities in lieu ofMr.Dobson.
The Rev. Mr. Driflield seconded this, and on its being

put to the vote, there appeared for

—

Messrs. Hills A Fletcher 4
Mr. Dobson 6

Tho committee’s report was then adopted, with the
exceptions specified.

flecks lltnibciJ.

Smoking Fires : their Cause and Cure. By the
Rev. Alex. Colvin Ainslie, M.A., Vicar of
Corfe, Somerset. Loadon : Loogroans. 1869.

The Rev. author may well say that it is a
saddeniog sight to see, from the fifth or sixth

floor of a Loudon hotel, the host of distorted and
hideous chimney appendages there displayed.

His volume contains many practical suggestions,
with all of which, however, we do not agree ; as,

for example, where he recommends the opening
for fresh and cold air to a fire of which he speaks
to be placed at the side of the hearth. A perpetual
draught of cold air to feet and ankles is not

'

likely to promote either the comfort or the safety

of a seat by the fireside. Tho opening could

easily be placed so as to be unobjectionable in

this respect.

In the concluding chapter, addressed to archi-

tects and those engaged in house building,

the author says :

—

“ Men who know their business will find little

or nothing new in these pages, nothing that they
have not successfully carried out in their

practice j bub it is not always the fate of those
that build to fall into the hands of men who
know their business, and a little more knowledge
of true principles will often be nseful to those
whose practice runs in the old groove, who
design and build bouses as their predecessors
did, and trust to good luck for their being com-
fortably habitable.

1. Avoid, if possible, chimneys in outer walls,

especially in walls with a northern aspect.

3. Especially avoid chimneys passing up
through the eaves of high-pitched roofs. If such
chimneys must be built, carry them up higher
than the ridge of the roof.

3. Let the masonry of chimneys in external
walls be as thick as possible.

4. Let the flues be large, and of circular sec-

tion to secure their being thoroughly swept.
Glazed drain-pipe, 1 ft. in diameter, is excellent
for the purpose.

5. Avoid all unnecessary bends and elbows.
6. Carry up the chimney-stacks as high as

possible. Make them a principal feature in your
j

design, and take pains with their proportions !

and positions, relatively to one another and the
general design of the building. The architect

'

is to blame if it becomes afterwards necessary
i

to disfigure his building with zinc tubes and
wind-guards.

7. In chimney-stacks containing many flues

let their outlets be at different levels.

8. Let the flue of the kitchen fire be always
at the north or east end of a stack.

9. Take means to supply every fireplace with
its own air drawn from the coldest side of the
house. This may be done by one general wind
trunk to supply all the flues in one stack, or by
a separate arrangement for each fireplace. But
no house can be considered scientifically built in

which this is not provided.”

liltswiliuua.

Ttie “ Builder’s ” Tire,—A correspondent,
Mr. C. Warner Lewis, writing from the Temple,

|

informs us that he has applied to " The Builder's
Fire,” which he has found useful, a binged iron

plate, so that he can either close up the bottom
of the grate with the plate, as in “ The Builder’s

Fire ” when rapid combustion is not wanted, or
let the plate fall down so as to open the bottom
of the grate, and allow a free access of air below
as long as may be desired. The binges would
thus appear to be a convenience. The plate can
bo easily put up or down by means of a poker.

The Prevention of Floods.—This is a sub-
ject which occupies much attention in France at
the present time. Engineers are generally con-
vinced that the beat and only satisfactory solu-

tion of the problem of moderating the effects of
the sudden overflowing of large rivers, is in form-
ing reservoirs along the banks of the more
dangerous tributaries by means of transversal
embankments. The waters may be thus col-

lected, and after the flood has passed away, may
be turned to account for irrigation during dry
weather, and for supplying water to mills or
canals. Oalignani says that the embankment
of Pinay, thrown up under Lonis SIY., at a
distance of 30 kilometres above Roanne, has
preserved that town and the valley of the Loire,

by supporting 100 millions of cubic metres of
water and upwards. A recent paper, by M.
Grmff, addressed

_
to the French Academy of

Sciences, speaks of the reservoir of the Gouftre
d’Enfer, on the Furens, above St. Htienne (a

work of his own construction), where a dyke
50 metres in altitude, incloses a basin 2,500
hectares in surface, which will contain 1,500,000
cubic metres of water, to ward off inundation in

that district.

Poor-rate Valuations.—A return prepared
by the Poor-Law Board shows that in April last

the valuation lists had been completely revised
and returned approved in 588 Unions in England
and Wales. The rateable value of thoseUnions
upon which the contribution to the common
fund were calcnlated at Lady-day, 1867, was
77,775,3053. ;

the rateable value in 1868, as

I

settled by the assessment committee in the lists

j

approved, was 79,962,9561., an increase of

!
2,187,651?. The increase in Middlesex is from

I

4,771,780?. to 5,035,230?. j in Surrey, from
2,545,702?. to 2,682,479?. J in Lancashire from
7,493,747?. to 7,759,599?. In July last the lists

in all the Unions in 44 counties had been com-
pletely revised. The expenses incurred by the
Guardians in the year 1866-67 amounted to

32,890?. ; and in the year 1867-68 to 35,176?. The
costa of appeals in the former year were 4,912?.,

and in the latter 9,009?. ;
but the return may be

incomplete under this head. The amount of
compensation paid to the clerks was 19,899?.

City District Surveyorship.—At the meet-
ing of tho Metropolitan Board of Works, on
Friday, the 5tb, Mr. Silas Taylor, on bringing
up the report of the Building Act Committee,
recommending that steps be taken to fill up, on
the usual conditions, the vacancy in the district

surveyorship of the southern division of the city
of London, caused by the death of Mr. Smith,
stated that the income of the office last year was
only 143?. ISs. 9d., and the committee had con-
sidered as to re-arranging the City districts

;

but as the new street from Blackfriars to the
Mansion House was in the district now vacant,
and there would be much building going on for
the next few years, they would not recommend
any alteration, but that the office be filled up in
the usual manner.

Discovery at Godaiming.

—

In a field

at no great distance from Busbridge Hall,
known as tho Chapel Field or the Old
Minster Field, some digging has disclosed the
foundation of what most have been a small
octangular building, 41 ft. in length by 21 ft. in
width. The area is divided into two compart-
ments by two inner foundation walls running
parallel to the shorter sides. A number of
skeletons in good preservation were fonnd within
the inclosnre. These were huddled up iu dif-

ferent postures, some in a crouching attitude
and some lying flat, the legs of some of the latter

extending under the stonework. Further ex-

cavations have been going on. In ” Brayley’s
History of Surrey ” it is stated that in the “ Old
Minster Field,” near Busbridge, was formerly a
chapel and burying-ground, which in the reign
of Edward VI. were granted to Laurence Eliot,

to hold during pleasure, as, by description, “ a
chapel in Godalming called Old Mynster.”

Tbe Proposed Ifew Corn-Ezebange,
Bochestcr.—At a meeting of the Estate Com-
mittee of the Corporation, it was decided to
invite six architects to send in designs for the
new corn-exchange which the corporation intends
building in this city, at a sum not exceeding
5,000?. The length of the proposed new building
is to be at least 100 ft. by 68 ft. in width, with
the usual suites of smaller rooms for committees,
meetings, and offices. The new corn-exchange
will be erected at right angles to the present

building, which will be used as an entrance to

the new exchange.
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Monument in Commemoration of Sutcli

Independence.—A public mouument is to be

inaugurated at the Hague in the course of the

present year. It is to commemorate the revo-

lution which gave independence to the states,

and will be more than 70 ft. high, and carry

seven bronze figures of colossal dimensions. A
circular flight of steps, surrounded with cande-

labra, will form an approach to the monument,
the basement of which will be ornamented with

bas-reliefs and inscriptions. On pedestals pro-

jecting from the basement will be placed the

following statues :
— In front, a statue of

Guillaume I.
;
on the sides, two figures repre-

senting Religion and History ;
and at the back,

a group of three figures, representing the Counts

Hoogendorp, Limburg, Stirum, and Van der

Duyn van Maasdam, the heroes of the War of

Independence, and members Qf the Provisional

Government. On the summit is to be placed a

female figure symbolical of Liberty and Inde-

pendence. At the foot of the figure will be the

Dutch lion freed from his chains.

Moviug^ a Bouse.—The process of removing

bodily the boatman’s house on Caveraham Bridge

was successfully accomplished, under the superin-

tendence of Mr. Neat, who is managing the works
on behalf of Messrs. Head & Co., the contractors

;

and to those who merely saw the conclusion of

the process it did not appear such a formidable

undertaking as might have been imagined. An
inspection of the necessary preliminary opera-

tions, however, dispelled this idea. The house,

which was nearly square, with four rooms on

the ground floor, and two stories above, was first

of all underpinned
;
bat an additional difficnlty

had to be overcome from the circumstanoe that

the bridge itself had been made use of as the

foundation for the front of the honse, and it was
therefore necessary to support the upper rooms

with a number of upright timbers. A strong

piece of timber, extending from front to back,

and side to side, was thon adjusted under each

wall, the framework, when completed, forming

a square divided into four compartments. The
timbers from front to back were protected at

bottom by a partial coating of iron
;
nnder these

wore laid similar timbers, protected likewise with

strips of iron, but only on the upper surface,

and between the two were placed at intervals of

about 6 in., some small iron rollers, 1 in. or so in

diameter. The building itself was fastened

together beyond the possibility of slipping by

strong bars of iron, and the bottom framework

was securely fixed by diagonal timbers. Every-

thing being ready, some hydraulic engines were

tried, but were not quite iu working order, and

recourse was then had to three “ screwjacks”

placed against the wooden framework opposite

to each of the sliding timbers, with the buttress

of the bridge as a fulcrum. Each “jack” was
worked by two men, and almost imperceptibly

the building commenced its retreat without the

slightest sign of resistance. The rate of move-

ment was about 6 iu. in four or five minutes,

but as the “jacks” were worked out they had to

be removed, and the intervening space filled

with blocks of wood, when the screw was again

put on, and this was repeated until the building

reached the destined spot. The whole opera-

tion of moving, from its commencement, occu-

pied about two hours and a half, the distance

traversed being 8 ft.

A Curator for tbe Architectural Museum.
Here is an appointment open, wherein the

right man could do much good to others besides

himself. The committee will meet in a few days

to make the selection.

The late Mr. Petit’s Architectural
Drawings.—Arrangements have been made to

exhibit 250 of Mr. Petit’s best sketches at the

forthcoming architectural exhibition.

£927

For alterations to Messrs. Parton’s premises, Pimlico.
Messrs. Jarvis & Son, architects :

Thompson
Turner & Sods
Baauley 7H7 0

Tarrant 749 0
Henshaw 726 0

Richardson 697 0

Stimpson 695 0

For the erection of offices and stores. Victoria-street,

Liverpool, for Messrs. Fowler, Brothers. Messrs. Picton,

Chambers, & Bradley, architects. Quantities supplied

Roberts & Robinson..,

Henshaw
Burroughs & Son..
Jones Sons
Callie

tJrmson
Ray
Haigh & Co
Hughes

..£6,348 0 0
6,180 0
6,174 0
6,141 0
6,114 0
6,050 0
6,036 0
6,998 0
6,995 0

For fitting up lavatories at Southall Schools. Mr. H.
Saion Snell, architect

G. Jennings £347 6 6
Jeakes&Uo 320 0 0

Keene 275 0 0
Gibson, Brothers 225 0 0
T. Jennings 222 0 0
Potter & Sons (accepted) 186 0 0

For tho erection of a pair of villa residences, in The
Grove, Bedford, for Mr. Thomas Lester. Mr. Usher,

architect. Quantities supplied

Winn & Foster £1,506 6 0

Corby 1,500 0 0
Lawson 1,469 0 0

Divkens 1,453 0 0

Moore...,. 1,451 0 0

HuU l.'MO 0 0
Cunvin 1,435 0 0

For main sewers for the Walthamstow South-Eastern
District. Mr. John T. Bressev. Surveyor

For four shops at New Swindon, Wilts, for Messrs,

Pakeman. Mr. T. Lansdown, architect :

—

Dyer £2,615 0 0

Wheeler 2,880 0 0

Lovatt 2,517 0 9

Kimberley 2,400 0 0

Newcombe 2,370 0 0

Smith 2,300 0 0

Barrett 2,220 0 0

Drew 2,214 10 0

For four cottages for Mr, Fisher, Swindon. Mr. T. S.

Lansdown, architect :
—

Wheeler £807 0 0

Drew, of Highworth 762 12 0

Dyer 725 0 0
Drew, of Chalford 697 10 0

Newcombe 690 0 0

Barrett 668 lO 8

Wiltshire 656 0 0

For re-boildiug the King’s Arms Hotel, Swindon. Mr,
T. 8. Lansdown, architect :

—

Wheeler £1,210 0 0

Dyer 1,200 0 0

James 1>198 0 0

Lovatt.. 1,136 16 11

Kimberley 1,100 0 0

Drew 1,077 0 0

Frampton 1,060 0 0

Barrett 1,068 10 4

PhUlips 1.'’48 0 0

Newcombe (accepted) 1,02S 0 0

For additions to Mr. Sewell’s house, Swindon. Mr. T.

S. Lansdown, architect :

—

Kimberley £656 0 0

Drew 643 0 0

Dver - 632 0 0

Lovatt : 620 0 0

Barrett f79
6 0

Newcombe (accepted) 439 0 0

Smith .

Smart
Parker
Reed
Dickinson & OUvei
Turner
Topkisa
G. Harris
Jackson
J. Porter
Howe Jt Presney .

W. Harris
Jones & Jepson....
Stenaon
Thuckrah
Gardner
AndeiBon & Son .

King
Crockett
Tinsley
Austin
Young
Knight
Bloomfield
Hicholson
Coll*

Maxwell
P. Porter
Fell
Wigmore
Carter

..£3,008 14 6
2,875 10 0
2,764 17 6
2,650 0 0
2,630 0 0
2,600 0 0
2,617 0 0

2,639 0 0
2,501 0 0
2,440 0 0

2,187 0 (

2,115 0 (

2,104 0 (

2.100 0 1

2,071 0 (

1,993 0 '

1,995 0 '

1,904 0 (

1,073 0 I

1,893 0 I

1,892 0 1

1,869 0
1,805 0
1,782 9
1,725 0
1,640 0

For erecting stabling and coachhouse, for Mr. Grimbly

Ball's Pond-road. Mr. J. Tanner, architect

Eaton & Chapman £200 0 0

Hayworth (accepted) 181 6 9

For restoration of Ashford church, Derbyshire. Messrs.

Medland & H. Taylor, architects. Quantities by Mr. H.

^yta & Thorpe £1,195 16 6

Browne & Co 860 2 10

For DOW workhouse, at Edmonton, for the Strand

Union. Mr. W. S. Cross, architect. Quantities furnished

by Messrs. W. S. & A. Cross :-

For building a pair of houses at Putney.

Wyudham Tain, architect

Adamson £1,600 0
Ebbage 1,456 0

TENDEES.
For finishing two carcasses, at Park, Tottenham, for

Mr. W. Baker. Mr. 8. Cooper, srchilect

Cook & Green
Marion
Tates
EiU &Co
Stone
Hodgson
Bist & Brown
Warr
Rowe & Co
Smyth
Allen
Glad well
Abraham & Sou
Chapman
Davies
Norman

.. £498

345 10 0
339 0 0
338 0 0

For re-instatement of damage by fire at tho premises of

the Religious Tract Society, Paleruoster-row. Mr. E.

WyndhamTarn, architect :

—

Holland Si Haunen £519 0 0

For building church at Newton-upon-Rawcliffe, near

Pickerine- Mr. E. Wyndham Tarn, architect :

—

Tmsiey £750 0 0

Watson 652 0 0

For building four pairs of houses, in concrete, at Acton.

Quantities supplied. Apparatus for concrete building

provided by the proprietor. Mr. E. Wyndham, archi-

tect ;
—

_ T, . Fence Walls pei
PttPMF.

Holmes £650 —
Ebbs: 649 63. Cd.

Drake & Reid... 685 3 0

Watkins 574 2 7

Corpe 667 —
Turner 519 ,30
Hewson 500 —
Wright 350 ® ®

• Fence wall of concrete, 6 in. thick, and 6 ft. high, with

foundation, 9 in. by 9 in.

Myers & Sons..

Newman & Mann
Ball k Russell
Wigmore
Bull & Son
Henshaw
Higgs & Co
Macey
Perry & Sons
Patman & Fotheringham,...
Gammon & Sons
Manley & Rogers
Phillips

Sewell k Sons
Howell
Jackson k Shaw
Blackmore & Morley
Kirk
Webster
Howard (accepted)
Hill, Keddell, k Waldron .

Cooper k Cullum
Hart

, £62,865 0 (

.. 52,235 0 (

.. 51,016 0 I

.. 61,286 0 I

.. -19,284 0 '

... 49,050 0

... 48,678 0

... 48,407 0

... 48,497 0

... 43,250 0

... 47,917 0
47,900 0
47,900 0
-17,850 0
47,645 0
47,338 0
•17,200 0
46,500 0

... 46,000 0
45,800 0
45,267 0
41,746 0

43,910 0

For a villa residence.and billiard-room, at Erith, Kent*

Mr. H. Ford, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Pritchard
Turner k Sons
Scrivener & White ...

Crabb & Vaughan ....

Bayes
Sanders
Kilby
Nightingale
Francis
Clements (too late) ...

Targue
Turner (error 106L)
Foale

,, £5,234
.. 6,112 0 0
.. 6,067 a 0

. 4,991 6 0
.. 4,934 17 3
.. 3,913 9 3
.. 4,808 0 0
.. 4,670 0 0
.. 4,624 12 0
.. 4,648 10 0
.. 4,504 10 9
.. 4, -182 0 0

4,314 0 0

For nine houses at Loughborough Park, Brixton. Mr.
Aldred R. Pile, architect

Sutton k Dudley £5,914 0 0
Cowland 6,297 0 0
Baker k Constable 6,170 0 0
Kilson ... 6,089 0 0

Mauley k Rogers 4,977 0 0
Watkins 4,620 0 0

Riley 4,347 0 0

Johnson 4,106 0 0

For erection of church, st Balderstone, Rochdale.

Messrs. Medland k H. Tavlor, architects ;

—

Oiay £9,C89 0 0

Ellis & HincbliJle 8,617 0 0
Rogers k Booth 8,471 0 0

Robinson k Son 8,250 0 0
Tboropsou 7,568 0 0

St'-ris ... 7,655 0 0

Foggett 7,622 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

CAimnfji Sir : I should feel very muoh obliged if one o

your correspondents would give roe the ex»ct ineasores ot the

highest ctaimney stalx In Gnat Briiain ; Its height, largest and

smaUest outalde diameter; also where a description of it can be

found, I have found out the height of Messn. Townsend’s, in Gbs-

gow. from a copy of the Builder

;

but I believe thei'B will be one

sllll higher, either in Manchester or BLruilngham. I have, however,

feuod DO ineaus to uiicerlain this.—A. K.

0. A B. - J. D. - 3. C.- S. W, - J. S. B.-L--A. D,-F. A. B.—

J. L.— J. T,—M. L.— Architect.—Dr. J. B. — M. J. L.— C. H. D.— T. Q.

W. G. a. — T. M. — E. U. W. — J. T. B.— Decorative Atibt.—J. B.—

J. J,—T. J. H — J. E.— A. C. — J. A. R. — H. & Co, — W. B.— H. P.—

M. &T.-r.C. P.-K.T.—H. L.—A. P.—G. D. J.—Mr. P.-B. M. S.—

E. W. T.—Dr. H.—Petioles.— C. 8. (the Eastern rounlies line was

opened In 183U),—T, B. (look In a French dictionaiy).— J. E. Q. (not

our practice). — Junius (readers who wish to see articles in early

numbers of the Builder must be good enough to look for them. The

want of common sense shown iu many reque-ts b extraordinary).—

0. (mast leave hb work complete).—T. M. (our oemtant advice b,

send ccpiei of teslimcnia's la such cases, not the oiiginab).—W. D.

(lot ns know when the woods have boon transferred).

We are compelled to decline poln’lng out bouka and giving

addresses.

All statements of facts, lists of T nders, *c., must be s'companted

by the name and address of the seuder, not neceasarUy for

pnblicatlon.

Kors—The lesponslbllity ot ilgned articles, and papers read at

public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

(
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TO SUBSCRIBERS.
READY. THE TWENTY STXTH

VOLUME of “ TEE BUILDER” (bound), for

the year 18G8, price One Guinea.

CLOTH CASES for binding the Numbers, price

Two Shillings and Ninepence.

COLOURED TITLE-PAGE, Gratis.

SUBSCRIBERS' VOLUMES, on being sent to

the Office, wiZl be bound at a cost of Three Shil-

lings and Sixpence each.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor the current

week’s issue later than THREE o’clock, p.m.,

on THURSDAY.

The Publisher can/not be responsible for Ofii-

GiNAi. Testikonials left at the Office in reply to

AdAjertisements, and strongly recommends that

Copies only should he sent.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined witb

STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufacture of Church, Tan*efc,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &c. can be promptly sopplied with

estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,
by special appointment. Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 68 and

60, Ludgate-hill
3

Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
etreet, London.

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
BniLDB£S »ii(l Olbera (leslrlDK A leOl? good a^aCeiB, cno

b.ve A SET of MODELS for BUILnERS’ BOOKS, by DOUBLE
ENTltT, to wLlih was awArilpd thepris« otfered lu '"Toe Bulldrr,"
No, I.ISH, and vhlcli lias been adup'ed by mauy Urge firm*. Also a

ArniDgemeDt by Single Entry, suit .Me for small bailden.—
Address, E. A 4, St. OeorgeVruad, Regenl's PAik. London.

Now ready, price • y poet 4i. 4d.

A TCHLEY’S BUILDERS’ PRICE BOOK
i\ for ISiiO. Contaiiiiug A oomplele List of the present Prices

of Builder.' Materia], and Labuur, and of all Trades In conneziun
With Bnildlng, \i>erul and important Tables and Memoranda fur pie-

pariug B llmAtes. specially arranged foe the nse of Arubileots,
Builder., Contractors and Eugtneers, Ac.

By P. THOMPSON (Builder), aralstod by a staff of experienced Men.
To wblcli is wlded an Article “ On the Consfractiou of Plcepro it

Buildings lu Concrete an Article *' Ou Building Materia's and the
best MelhoJ of discriminating between the Tailuus QiisUtles." By
F. ROOBKd.Bi'q, Architect

;
" Obierratloni on the Law of Strikes

and Ci'inbiDatlana In reference to 30 and 31 Viet. dp. 105." Ry J.

PERKY UODPBBY. Eeq. Solieilor. Oray's-iun. List of District Offices

and Dl.trict Surveyors, and the Keguiatioos of the Board of Works.
AXCIILBY A Co. Architeo-nral Bngineerlngand Fine ArtPubllahere,

108, Great Buaaell street, Bsdford-.iiuare, W.C.
And of all BouksellBrs.

wBALE’S RUDIMENTARY SERIES.

THE OBDEBS of ABOHITEOTUEE and
their Ai.thetio Priaclplei By W. H. LEEDS. Vth Hditlon.

Price Is.

THE STYLES of AEOHITEOTURB of
varlons Countries, from the Earliest .to the Present period. By
T. TALBOT BURY. New Edition, Price Is. 6d.

THE PRINCIPLES of DESIGN in ARCHI-
TECTURE. By EDWARD LACY OARBETT. Price 2i.

ARCHITECTURAL MODELLING inPAPER.
PtActical Instructions. By T. A. BICHABDSON. Piiceli.Sd.

VITRUVIUS’S ARCHITECTURE, translated
by J GWILT. Price 5b.

GRECIAN ARCHITECTURE, PRINCIPLES
of BEAUTY in. By the EARL of AREROERN. Price li.

DICTIONARY of TECHNICAL TERMS
USED by ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, ENGINEERS, SURVEYORS,
Ac. Price 4«.

N.B. A Catalogue of Weale’s Series will be sent free, on application.

Londoii : VIRTUE A CO. «>, Ivy-lace.

Price 23. Free by Post,

C;iEWAGE and its GENERAL APPLIOA-
O TIONto GRASS. CEREAL, and ROOT CROPS, showing the
Results obtained by actual Expe ienoe down to the Present Date.
With Plans and Seettona lllusiratiny tbe method of forming the

ground for the different eysteroe, and fordUtxibuiiug theaew.ige over
Irrigated fleld»-

By THOMAS CARGILL, Civil Etigioeer, A.B.TC.D. M S.E.

Published by ROBERTSON. BROO.MAN, |A CO. '• Mechanlca'
Uagozlhs " and Patent Offices, KiS, Fleet-street, E.C.

PARTNERSHIP. —An ARCHITECT
wlebes to PURCHASE a SHARE (not leas than 300L per

annum), of an e-tabllibed FRACriCE Beildes a practioa know-
ledge of the P ofes-lou, the advertiser hsa ha I n'.nslderahle cotn'iier-

ciA experience,—Address. ALPHA, 4, Oxford Villas, the Orjve, Ham-

PARTNERSHIP.—A Gentleman, of con-
klderable pxperisnre. dwirea 8U ENGAORMEST. with view to

above, Would inve.t from 50Of. to l,iSI>02,—Address, M. 22i], Pautoh-
vllle-road.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

PARTNERSHIP.—The Advertiser is

desirous of en'o'lng the OfBoe'fan Architect ami Surveyor,

In the first place at aaalary.bulafierwarJa to PUKlHASK a SH ARE
of the PRACTICE. Uivs b«vbi1 hie art.leleiwilh lu Architect and
Surveyor (London).- Address. TYMPANUM, care of Mr. Millard,

Grocer, 5, Ladbruke-groto, Nottiiig-bill.

ANTED, in a PATTERN SHOP con
VV necltd with an Ironfoardry. a rerpeclsble strong YOUNG

MAN, about IS. one who has worked at lesat two years in a good
J olner’s shop. He wilt have every opportunity of making himself
an efficient Pattern Maker, and must be willing to .article himself
for three years — Apply, first by letter only, to JONES A 00. Caunon
Iron Fiinudry, 1S8, OosweU-road, E.C.

TO PLUMBERS, Ac.WANTED, a good Three-branch Hand, for
a constancy, if kuUable.—Apply at 233, Clapham-road.

TO PAINTERS AND GRAINEES.

WANTED, a Steady MAN that can do
the O-Doral Work of a JOBBING fcllOP. OonsUnt em-

ployment to a suitable man. Must b >va a good character,—Apply
after Monday, to Mr. BENNETT, 138, Wat«rloo-rosd, Lambeth.

TO BUILDERS.W ANTED, by the Advertiser, a
tboioughly practical and energetic Han, a RB-ENOAOE-

MKNT as SHOP FORIMaN of JOINERS. Understands stair*,

church, and Gothic. Town nr country.—AddreiB, H. E. care of Mr.

Strudr, IGl, Drummond-atreet, N.W.

,

a RK-ENGAGEMENT by aWANTED,
yy_ thoroughly Practical Mau, a Carpenter,

country.—Address, No, 404,

.J BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.

WANTED, a SITUATION, as GENERAL
\V PENCIL Hand, by a Young Men, well acqaslnted with

house and church deeo

A.'’B!203.”Eutt
Good referen

TO ARCHITECTS.WANTED, by an ASSISTANT, a RE-EN-
GAORMENT. Is a firet-clasi Gothic dranghtsman. well up

In perspective. Ac. Firsi-clitss tMtimonlals.—Addre.e, L M No. 32,

OloucBStor-tlreet, South Lambeth.

J BUILDERS. PLUMBERS, Ac.

\17'ANTED, by a PLUMBER, a SITHA-
VV TION. No objection to fill up time with Other branch-*.-

Aiidreai.W, B. 20. Wo.nJfl •ld-'’liu

BUILDER’S CLERK WANTED.—Must
be accustomed to meas'iriiig timber, Usuing and receiving

sti ck, keeping watch over materials and workman^hi|l. in a largo

esrpeu’er's shop.—Apply, In the first Instan-e by letter, stating

salsry expected, to R J. 40, Sonth Lambetb-roid, H.W.

IXT"ANTED, a SITUATION, in town or
\V country, by a steady sillier Mtn, as a first-class PLUMBER,

PAINTER GLAZIER, and OASFlri'ER. Wage* moderate. Refe-

rence given It required. Is a gwi oak grainer, Ac.—AiUrese, W. X

.

30, North-row, Qiosvenor-squaCB, London,

TO BUILDERS.

AirANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
VV GENERAL ASSISTANT or Out-door FOREMAN, by a

practical energoHo Man, aged 34, is used to office work, and a fait

draughtsman- Highest rafereuoos giveu.—AddreiB, F, W. Poac-ufflee,
• m, N.

Just published.

Q uantities made easy.
A quick and accurate method of taking out quantities from
plaus or buildings, with or without a speolflcstion. Sent free

by post for 30 stamps.—Address, A. 0. 16, Medway-terraoe, Tyrwbltt-
toad. Upper Lewlshaiu-road, New-cross, S.E.

How resiiy, In post 8vo. svlth Wojdouts, price 3). cloth,

MOKI^^G FIRES; Their CAUSE and
CURE. The Theory of the Draught In Domeslic Cbimoeya,
Pmoticai Suggest! ms for the Dure of Smoke.
By the Il«v. A. C. AiNoLIE, Vicar of Corfe, Somerset.

Loudon : LOKGHsNd A UO. Taunton : F. MAY.

WORKMEN’S WAGES TABLES at per
T V day, hour, Ac for the use of Mechanics, Libonrers, and large

Employers. PrU 1, A CO. London.

Borough of Portsmouth.—

T

he Oor-
poratlon of the Borongh of P irtsmouth require the services

of THREE or FOUR INSPB ITOR8 of WORKS to Suprriiiteml the

Coustructlon of Sewers aud other Works in the said Biriurh,
eiteodlug over two or more year*. Tney must have liad experience
In such duties, ai.cl be able to keep a tecnt.l -.f tbelt pengreaa
Bricklayers by trade would be preferred.- Apply, sta'liig leniii,

relerenr-e, and prevloiia experlenne. to Mr. J. £. QREATORKX,
Boiou^h K.uglueer, Landport Hall, Aruudol-street.

RECENT EXAMPLES OF DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE.
Imperial 4to. balf-bonud Lu morocci, 31. lOr.

"VriLLA and COTTAGE ARCHITECTURE.
V SELUCTEXAMPLE-iofCOUNTRYand SUBURBAN

BfcSlUENCKS, leoeuUy erected.
With a full Dfscilptlvo Notice of each Building.

Thirty Villas and Cottagas, the Works of Nineteen
dilTerent Architects, are Illustrated bv Plans, Elevations,
and Sections, together with occasional Perspective Views
and Details. The buildings are folly described, and
in nearly every case a statement of the actual cost is

given.

“This is a volume that those about to build vlUa-residences or

ootUges may ueelully study. The combined wll of nineteen archi-

tects can scarcely fall to furulth information that it will be a gain
for them to acquire. Builders engnged in erecting snob reeldenoes

or Bale w 11 aJeo find In it many valuable BaggestlonL"—Builder,

London : BLACKIB A SON, 44, PaternoBter-row.

uu in u noL/Ai uexL, lue xotu lUBubiit, pi icc rt b. « hi. ar. ui

IVfATERIALS for a HISTORY of OIL
J.VJ. PAINTIN'!!.
By SIR CHARLES LOCKE EABI'LaKE, eometime President of the

Royal Academy.
Loudon: LONGMANS, OT.EES, A CO. Paternoster-row,

/CAMBRIDGE IMPROVEMENT ACTS.—
\ I WANTED, by Ih" Comml-sloncrs, a SURVEYOR, who po*-

seiees a competent knoaledge of mensuriug and va iiln,. euch publlo
worka a* may come within tbe scope and provislont . f an Improve-
nieut Act, and a knowledge of draft Ing, praeflctl engineering, tut-

veving, aud luappliiv. He will lie expecLd tndrvoce bit time entirely

to the duties of bia office, and not Biigage In any other oceupitlou or

hnrines*. Salary, 150t per annnm. The dutlea to coinm-tuce at
Lady-day next. The Surveyor will be reiiulrinl to enter Into e bond
of lOOL with two Bureties in 50(. vneb, fur lha due peiform mce of

bisdutlea, Testimonla e, cost paid, with respect to chara t.r and
qualifleall ns, and itatlni the ace of the candidate, to be sent ta my
Office. Cd, St. Andrew'a-Btreet. Cambridge, on orb-fore the iBt of

MARCH next. It Ib io be expressly understind that a caovas or

Bollcltallou for the support or votes of the CommisB oners, eiiber

direct'y or Indirectly, is foibldden, md any iufiingemeiit of tbU
Injunction will bedeemed a dUqUillScalion of the candidate, so

that bis tesHmouiala cannot be nnticed.

The following are 'he duiies to be performed by the Surveyor ;
—

1. He shall Inspect and BUperiutead the laying down aud repUrlng
tbe P.ivemeuta of tne Catilige ways aud Pnoi-ways, and the

patting in and repa'rlng Draine. aud all works done by the Gas
and Waletwiirks Companies, or private pers uia.

2. He shall estimate the coat price of corn- mpUied New Woik.
3. He shall measure up and cerlify all Works, and rep irt upon the

manner in wblcn they have been execiiud.

4. He absll take all Levels, aud m.ke Sections for requisite Works.
6. Ho shall measure or weigh materials pur.hiued by tbe Coui-

inbsiuners for Ruaos aud Paths.

0. He shall supsnntend the em, loymsnt of all Labourers engaged

in ihe BcuveuglDg, Watering, and Kepairing Roads and Placet,

and see that such Works aro pr >perly exeouied.

7. He shall examine and a'gn Bills rcUtlug o Pavements, Dc-Uns,

aud Materials, previously to Ibeir being submitted to tbe Finance

8. He shall attend tbe meetings of the Board, aud of such Com-
inittees as msy require bit asdstance.

9. Ho sba'l go out with the Lamp Comcaittee, aud see the iDstruc-

tions of that Committee cirrled iuioetf ot

10. He shall tee that ttcaO'jlds mre properly put up. and that the
p.rrtles erecting them reinstate and uiikeg'Od the Pavemeuls,
aud aball receive aud tep-iy the D-pusits made by the parties

11. He shall perfurm theta and all such other duties as are required

by the Improvement Acts, to the saliafai
'

of tbe Improvement Bjai-d.

52 If from any c^nse whatevt
attend pertonally to his dutie*. lie snail cjuisesome oumpoteni
person, appruved of by the Chairman, to attend ou bis bebalf

during the exo-uiion of all pub Ic work.

13. He shall have discretionary power* to expend In

q^'HE ENGINEER of Friday, Feb. 12fch.

J. WNTENW.
1. Tbe Victoria Docks, London (Illustrated),

2. The Manofauluie of Caoutchouc, No. HI.
3. TheRadcliffePiocsaB.
4. IVo-iou Doubie-acAun SUam Hammer (tlluitratedl.

6. Bolling Stock for the Piitcus Railway (illustrated).

6. A New Application of the PriucipLs of the Ejector Condenser
(Illustrated).

7. Economy in Naval Admlulstration.
8. Contract Woik in India.

9. The •' Hercules ’’ at 3«a.
10. Broyrno Quay Company.
31. Eieuieiitaiy Papers on Coiistmolion, No. XII, (Hlnatrated).
12. Koyal institution Lectures (diustrated).

13. Tbe Engiueerujg aud Bcieuliflc News of the Week, FuU Lists

of PalenU, Ac.
THE F.KGINBER, price Cd.

;
hy post 7d.

Office ; 183, Strand, aud at all Nowsageuta’ and Railway Stations.

Now ready, in 4to. cloth, price 5s.

C OTTAGE PLANS.
By the EARL of CAWDOR.

WILLIAM BIDQWaY, 169, PiccadUly, W.

;

and all Bookiellers.

r of tbe Chairman

r tbe Surveyor shall be unable to

1 have approval, in wraios, of the Ch»i
1 the ConimUstouers i>f the p irish In whl
>ne ; and ho aholl tepo> t at every meeting

rman of t

TO NODLEME.N AND OTIIERB.

anted, a KE-ENGAGEMENT, on an
VV Estate, as BUILDING BAILIFF, by a thotoujhiy expe-

rienced, energ tic Mon, ag-d
Weil acquaiutrd with all br«

man aud bookkeeper, and <

Uuexcvptiuuiible refareuces

Coldwell, W..Uou-on.Thsme*.

rriaJ). Is a practical j cl:

C building, Is n fair draughts-
easnre up all work, timber. Ac.

.-Address, O. J. B. c-ace of Mr.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
GENERAL OUTDOOR FilUEUAN or CLERK OF WORK 4.

Town or oouutiy. Joiner ;
thor.iu.hiy practical in all branches of

tbe bnildlng trade. Can prepare dewll and working drawings.—
Address, M. P. 11. 3, Tyler-streei, Rejonl-sireet, W.

TO BOlLDEi'B AND PLUMBER3,

WANTED, by a respectable Man, a SITU-
ATION os grind PLUMBtR and QASFiTfER. Has no

ohifCtion to take Pluuibiiig Plecewoik if require!. A good reference

can be given.—Address, i'. T. No. I, Beriiiondsey-viuire, Southwark.

TO DUlLUERa AND DBCORATOJIB.

wanted, an ENGAGEMENT as
VV WRITER and QRAINER,- Address. H. Y. Mr. A. Smith,

Decorator, Ac. aign-*ireat. Briiulay, Kent

TO PLUMBSRS. BUILDERS. Ao.

447ANTED, by a, Married Man, a SITUA-
VV TION, as a PLUM BRR or TUREB-BKANCH HAND, in

town or country Used to Bstb. Closrt, and Pump work. Good
references if re(iulred.—Ad.lre«8, X. Y. Z. Piuinber, Ho. 8, WilUam-
Btreet, Mancbester-sinarc, W.

V^rANTED, by tbe Advertiser, aged 33, of

VV good experience In the build-ng trade, a BITUATION as

CLERK of WORKS, in Loudon. — Address, 481, Office of •' The
Builder,"

TO BUILDFRB’ FORSMBN. Ao,

447ANTEU, by tbe Advertiser, a SITUA-
VV TI(1N as IMPROV’ER in the Joiuorlng and Fixing line.

Has bod five yeaie’ experience. No onjection to town or country.—

addre*", J. E, L, Broid-streeiPoit-office. Esaliug. Bjtks.

TO BUILDERS. CON I'R ACTORS, Ac.

WANTED, a .SITUATION, as OLEEK or
TIMEKEEPER, by a Young Man. age 24. Mas had bench

expeiieocp, U4U kpop primn curt, do plain drawiug, and tbe usual

duties. Total ab tamer,—Address, Q. B. Mrs. 4Yttldeu’s, Rose-street,

Woklrgbauj, B-rka.

V17ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as

VV SHOP ur WORKING FOREMAN (joiner), or Charge ot

et, Huupstesu-road.
situation.—Address,

w ANTED, an APPOINTMENT on an
Estate, to make all requlalte drawings, Ac. fo^aJld _to

FRED. BARLOW, Clerk.

T^OUNDRY CLERK
J? LIVSRY CLERK in a larg'

.—WANTED, a DE-
Foundrr In London.—Apply by

to X. caie of W. H. Dawson A Sous,

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, Ao,

Gilders, thoroughly experienced in House
Work, Decorative Fumlture, and Gilding in all its branches,

may be OBTAINED at tbe House of Call. Marlooruugh Inn, Bienhelm-

stepi, Oxford-streeu-Address to the Secretary.

lazier WANTED.—constant
\Tr EMPLOYMENT, for a Respectib'e Man with good references.—

Apply to Mr. WILLIAM N. FROY, Gloss MeioLaDt, Hammersmith,

"VIYanted, by a London Firm of Builders,
VV a JUNIOR CLERK, aecnstoiaed to obeok invoices, Ao. ano

for general office work.—Address, WEBB A SONS, Tredegar Works,
Bow.

AIFANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
VV a RE ENGAGEMlNT as CLGKK of WuRKS or OUT-DOOR

. ... ,11.. ...... T,.!...... Ku Ira. (a dlHrS**. A. S. Post*

ii,Loudon,N.W.

TO PLUMBERS. PAlNtBRS, AND GLAZIERS.

WANTED, for a permanent SITUATION,
on anohltiuanV eeU'i-tu the oonutry, a steady Man of good

. haracter, with a thorough kMowleilge of i he three branches. Wages,

it couipeteut, to begin with. 21*. par week aud a cottage.—Applica-

tion to be made to Mr. GERVISH MAIDEN. Bradley. Bath.

ANTED, Constant EMPLOYMENT, by
a JOBBING BRICKLAYER. Wages (Id. per hour.—Address,

T. K 6, Heuiy-pUce, Henry-street, Portlaud Town.

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a Young
U«o Mged 30. as PLUMBER, PAINTER, GLAZIER, and

PLAIN ZINCWukKER. Aoio to make himself geuerally uostm m
anything required, prluoipaliy at jobbing work. Wages no J

Address, S. H. 40. Boston-plaee, Dorset-square, MarylsBone, W.
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TO ARClIITECrS.

'VST'ANTED, by a thoroughly qualified
T V AS9!8rANT,ftn ENGAGEHENT, for three dar* n week, or

totAkethe hUDAjicnieut of » Office. Firit-clue rererencei to pre-
sent MUployer.—Address, No, 434. Office of The BuiMer."

'\Y7'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
tV foreman of BRICKLAYERS, or Charge of a Job. Good

references from a flr.t class London Arm. Town or country —
Address, A. B. 62, Noith- t-eet, Malda-hill, W.

A S CLERK of WORKS, GENERAL b
jt\. FOREMAN, or MANAGER, on an Estate, a thoroughly prao- 1

ticil aud energetic Mao. Can prepare detail and other drawings, ',i

eallmate, and measure works. Has a gcod knowledge of Oatbio. j
Refeiences and testimonials of the highest character.-Address, L
T. 3. L. Moore & Co. 90 a, St. Martin’e-lana, Land m, W.C,

|

TO BUILDERS, ROAD-MAKERS, AND CONTRACTORS.

TYTANTED, by a first class practical Man,
T V a Carrlsoeway Pavlor, Street Mason, Oranl'a Drawer (Wood

Bricks, Dutch Cl.iilcers, or Tile-), to TAKE WOKK by ilie PIECF,
Labour only. G od tes'lmoulals and references.—Address JAMBS
CRUTCHLEY, No. 7, James-place, North-street,Poplar.

TO MA6-TER PLUMBEES, PAINTEBS, AND OTHERS.

"YIT"ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITCJA-
T V TION. Well up In general repain, setllng atovee, ringea

and coppers; roofs (slate or tliei'), drams, plain plastering, white-
washing, painting, Ac. Plrst-c’nas references.—Addrosi, W. C. 14a

A THOROUGHLY COMPETENT i
and Experienced BUILDER’S CLERK desires a RE- i

ENGAGEMENT. Could manage lu tbe abseucc of the principal. ;

Age 24. Terms moderate. Uuexceptionable references.—Address, ,1

J. M. S. Chatte l's Fust-office. Upper S'-ymour-street. Fartmsn-
iquare. W. !'

TO CARPENTERS AND BlTILiiRBS.

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a steacJy
TV young Sian, a carpenter and .TOINER. Has been over

six years In lha trade. Uaa a good knowledge of italrcaslng. Wages
not so much an object as a constancy.— Address, W. J. care of Mr.
W. Dewherst, 2, Park road. Batterse.a.

^Yr-^^NTED, by a Young Man, aged 21,
T V a SITUATION as an IMPROVER in the PLUMBING

BRANCH. Fill up time with gw-Httlng and painting,—Address,
ALFRED C. THORPE, 40, Rlchmond piace, Plumstead, Kent.

TO BUILDERS, PAINTERS, Ac. |-

A YOUNG MAN from the country, who has ^
..^rXworked several years in Town at glazing, plamblog, ard painting

|
wauts EMPLOYMENT. Good reference.—Address, S. Q. 4, Hides* «

street, Weetbourne-road, Barusbury, N.
rpO BRICKLAYERS.—TO BE LET, labour
J_ only, TWELVE HOUSBS.-BHAPLET A WEBSTER, Peck-
ham Rye.TO ARCHITECTS AND BlfRYBYORS. TO ARCHITECrS, Ac. 1

A FRENCH Gentleman, late Assistant to |)t

_0L M.VIOLLET LE-DUO, referenCEs to whom are permitted, ,
desires an ENGAGEMENT at HOME to prepare Wurkiag Drawings <
and Desigbs, OntMnes, coloured, A '. Large experience in the Gothic. .

Address, E. COIIBEBT, esq. 43, Albert street. Regent's park

wanted, a SITUATION in an Office of
T V Ihe aboTS. as JUNIOR ASSISTANT. Town preferred,—

AdJrers, A. B. 3, Aldrirtge-r ad-villai, Wetlbourne Park, W.

^HE Advertiser, aged 21, is desirous of an
1. ENGAGEMENT with an AKCHITBCrr and SURVEYOR, tempo-

rary or otherwise. Has not long since c mpleted bis articles with an
Architect ai'd Surveyor (Loudon). — Address, TUSCAN, Smith's
Library. 7. Wellington-cerrac", Elglu-Tond. Keoslogton Park, W.WANTED, a SITUATION as WORKING

tV FOREMAN of CARPENTERa No objection to country.—
Address, T. 8. 19, New KIng'a-roacI, Beibcook, Fulham. TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS. Ac.

^HE Advertiser desires an ENGAGEMENT
1 as Foreman. Carpenter by trade. Thoroughly practical

;

as aUs in keeping accounts, measuring, and estimating. Unexcep-
tionable reference.—Address, Y. Z. EsUte-office, Henley, Surrey,

A YOUNG MAN wants a SITUATION ?
jtX in a Joiner's Shop as IMPROVER. Has been used to good (o

work.-Address, A. W. 33, Talbot-rosd, Eay.watsr.TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS. *c.

\j\l ANTED, by a WORKING FOREMAN,
T V a JOB, to DIO, MAKE, and BURN BRICKS hy the Thou-

f.and. Good character.—Addresi, B. H. W. ti. Eimoulh-place, We'l-
street, Hackney, N E.

A FIRST-CLASS DRAUGHTSMAN and b
J\. SURVEYOR is open to an ENGAGEMENT. — Address, k
DIQAMHA, care of Mr. Laxton, Bouka llsr, Dudley.TO BUILDERS OB QUANTITY SURVEYORS.

TO BOILD'RS,
\\;rANTED, aRE-ENGAGEMENT as OUT-
T V DOOR FOREMAN. Carpenter and Juiner by trade

;
or

Work hy the Piece. Labour only. Salary moderate. No obiecllon
to country.—Address, L. P. 45, Gowec-ijlace. Orwer-itrest, London,

^HE Advertiser, aged 21, is desirous of an
1 ENGAGEMENT with either of tbe above. Accustomed to

mtke working and detail drawings, Ac. and understands miking np
estimates. Hliiheit t».tlmooials. Salary moderate.—Addreas, 604,
Office of ' The Builder."

A S IMPROVER.—A Young Man, having
[/~\ just finished bis a; prentlcesblp as raipenter aud joiner, wishes h

fotEMPLOYM-NT In a reapeotable building firm.—Address. T. 5, 4
Anerlt-y-giove, Upper Norwood.

rpOWN or COUNTRY.—WANTED, by a
_1. thoroughly experienced Man, a Carpenter and Joiner, aged 4n,

a SITUATION, as SHOP or GENERAL FOREMAN. Has filled

similar sltuatiuiiB, Can estimate. Would take the en'lre manage-
ment of a good joliblng business, or on a genlieman's estate.—Apply
to ALPHA, Uacmlchsirs Library, King's- road, Chelsea, S.W.

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND BUILDERS. f
A N ASSISTANT, capable of making neat fi

xA. Working Drawings, Tracings, and Writinge
;
having also a k

kuowledge of cobstrucllon and design In Italian and Oothlc, desires M
an ENOAGEUENT, at a moderate salary. Town or country.— U
Address, U. SI. Orove-road, Holloway, N.

|

TO SURVEYORS TO LOCAL BOARDS.

WTANTED, by a Young Man, a RE-
T T ENGAGEMENT with tbs al ore. to antvey. ISTel, and pre-

pare plans for improrements, dc. lu.d to take tbe office work.

—

Addreis. H. D. Office of " The Builder."

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
TV shop FOREMAN, or GENERAL FOREMAN of CAR-

PESTERS and JOINERS, or as Foreman of Works, liar carried cut
good Jobs. Is Uiorcu^hly steady and energetic. No otjoctlon to be
working foreman. Good references to London builders.— Address,
.T. K. Post cfflce, Richmond.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS, DECORATORS, Ac.

fT^HE Advertiser seeks a RE-ENGAGE-
J. MENT as BOOKKEHPER, COLLECTOR, or any position of
confidence and trust. Thoroughly acqualutel with all tbe duties of
the office. Satisfactory references. Security if lequired.— AJdresr,
438, OlHce of “ The Builder."

TO ARCHITECTS.

A GENTLEMAN, aged 35, requires a e
xA. POSITION of TRUST, In the Office of an Architect. la an pj

experienced designer, perspective draughiaman, and oclourtst. Terms si

muderate.—Addrees, B, S. care of Mr. Jennings, Stationer, North-

TO ARCHITECTS.

~\Kr ANTED, by the Advertiser, an
tV engagement. Town or country. Claasle. Salary modo-

tate.— Address, J. H. Sit, Upper Berkeley-street, Portman-siiaare, W,

TO ARCHITECTS. BUILDERS, Ac.^HE Advertiser is open to a KE-ENQAGE-
X MENT as CLERK of WORKS or GENERAL FOREMAN.
Quad references can be relied on from tbe large>t Builders in
I ondon. Town or country. Nut particular to a week or two. Age
33. Joiner by trade.—Addres-, H. N. H. care of Mr, Thaokery
Tailor, 43. Cloudesley-road, Iilinglon, N.

TO IRONMONGERS, AND BUILDERS.

A S BATH, GAS, STEAM, and HOT- 13

jiA. WATER HAND. The Adveniser WANTS a SITUATION »a l<

abirve. Is well acquilnted with close ranges and fire work. Town ir

or country. Good references.— 410, Office of ' The Builder."

TO BUILDERS. SMITHif, AND ENGINEERS.
T^ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
T V B RE-ENG A QEMENT as Fi iREM AN of SMITHS, Fitters, and

Erectors, Can make drawings, give ea'Imates, .and is well up In ail
kind of lioQse work. Has no ohjeuiion to go abroad. Can give good
reference.- Address J, B. 25. Deublgh streBt, Pluil co.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

A COMPETENT ASSISTANT desires a t

XA. RE-ENGAGEMENT. Can prepare flnlehod, perspective, and >|

detail drawings, Ac, and is accustjmed to the regular rouilueof office |e

work.—AddreiB, 435, Office of '' The Builder."

rpi'IE Advertiser is open to an ENGAGE-
.L WENT as GENERAL MACHINIST, Can wjrk Joiner’s circular
saw, moulding machines; can ebarpen frame or circular saws. No
oijectlon to town or country, A good reference will be given.—
Addre’S, B. R. D. 2ii. Portland.street, Wan-lswo rtb-road. Surrey. TO BUILDERS. CONTRACTORS, AND OTHERH

A S TIMEKEEPER, STOREKEEPER, or «
XA- JUNIOR CLERK, a Young Man. aged 23 Hoe just com- 4
pleted an exteusive contract on the banks of the Thames, and has ti

had great txpeiience on railway and other works, where large Mim- n
Iwrs of men have buen employed.— Address, A. B. 38, Cllatun road, J
Grova-street. Mlle-eud, E.

'WfANTED, by a thoroughly competent
f V CLERK, a RE-ENGAGEMENT in a Builder's Office.—

.Addreis, I{. SImiuune's Library, Moore Faik Ro.id, Fulham.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
^T^HE CASHIER in a large well-knownX Bnlliling Firm In the City will shortly be at llb*rty to m ike
a fresh ENGAOEMICNT In a similar capacity. London preferred,
but country not objected lo. Thoroughly conversant with the hnsl-
ness. Highest references.—Addreas, 397, O/Bos of The Builder."

"\Y/ ANTED, by an experienced middle-aged
T T Man, aRE-KNGAOeMENTat Out -door or Shop FOREMAN.

No oljeotlon to the countiy.-Address, M, E. 22i3, Coledonlau-joad,
liHngcou, N.

TO LAND SCRVBYOBS AND ARCHITECTS.^HE Advertiser, an Architect, is desirous
X of a PARTNERSHIP in the country, whore the two busi-
nesses may he combined,- Addn a*, N Z, Post-rfflee, Ashford, Kent.

A GOOD PLUMBER WANTS a JOB, or lo

ss THREE-BRANCH HAND, for a constancy. Reference.— k
A. Z. 6. Uacketl's-lerrace, Lower Fatk-rosd, Feckhain, S.S.

i

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
TT GENERAL ASSISTANT or MANAGER to a respectahle

Builder, or on an Estate, Office, or outdoors, or bilh
;
or would take

a temporary Engagement to make up Ihe books. Locallly no O' ject.

Unexceptionable references. Security If rcjulred. Wages moderate,
Address, G L. 2, Uarleyford-rood.S.B.

TO MASTER BUILDERS.

A FIRST-CLASS STAIRCASE HAND, i(

XA. of twenty year.' experience, requires a airUAnON, by the L
piece or otberwUe. Town or country. Or t > superiuteiid auy quan- [i

tlty of staircase work.— Address, G, BODLBY, 19, Selburst New-road, il

South Norwood, Surrey.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
T)LASTERING WANTtiJD, by a thoroughly
1 practical Man. Town or country. Labour only. Good

references.—Address, 245, Office of "The BulWer,"
TO ARCHITECTS.

W-^NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, tempo-
tV rary or otherwise. Isa good draughtsman and designee

;
also

well op in penpecllrc. detail, and colouring. Specimens shown,
talaiy moderate,—Address, I. G. A, 33, Muscuui-street, W.C.

p RAINER, PAINTER, &c.—WANTED,
by a Young Man, a CONSTANCY, as above. Has been uxeil

to take charge of good work.— Addrese, stating wages, ic. R. E. 1,

A PARTNERSHIP, SITUATION of |a

rA. TRUST, an ENGAGEMENT on an HSPATE. or the AGENCY N
to ESTATE-', is SOUGHT by an Architect of experleuce.—Address, ll

K. B. 29. Lamb’s Conduil alreet, W.C.

ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
T T a SITUATION as FOREMAN and MANAGER of BRICK-

FIELDS, or to lake at per l.OW. Firs'-cla'S references given.

—

Addrees, B. A. J. Welliogton-atreet, Sloagb, Sucks.

TO MASTERS. BUILDERS. AND CONTRACTORS.
1?NGiNE DRIVING and STOKING
1 i WANTED, by a steady, sobir, and well-experisficsJ M»n,

bulb In statiouaiy and portable engine. Good referencss.—A Idresa,
D. W. 6. Old Goldiugton.street, St, PanoraB-rosd, N.W.

TO ABCHlrECTS, SURVEYOR?. Ac. ;

A NEAT DRAUGHTSMAN aod expedi- A
J\. tlous general ASSISTANT is now disengaged. Is a fair tj

colourist, perspective dranghtrinsa, and deslguer, tboruiigbly u
acquainted; with tbe various duties of the professlao. Terms M
moderate. Towu or country,—Address, ARCHITECf, tl5. Warwek- 1
slr.et, Warwio-k-fQuare, S.W. P

TO ARCHnBCTS AND BUILDERS.

YVANTED, by a thoroughly practical and
T T energetic M,AN a SITUATION as CLERK of WORKS or

GENERAL FOREMAN Town or country. Good references.—
Address, 453, Office of '• The Builder."

Ti''MPLOYMENT WANTED. Town or
1 'J country, by a good PAINTER and OLAZiBB. Handy at

paperfaanglng. writing, graining, and gasfitllng.—Address, W. CHAP-
MAN. 6. Bull lane. Stepney, B.

TO ARCHITECTS OR SURVEYORS. 1

'

A YOUNG gentleman, aged 21,
/A wisbes for a SITUATION with the above. la a good draughts- 1mm aud has a fair knowledge of getting ep estimates. Pii-xi-ciiias

testimonials.—Addreis, 398, Office of "The Builder."
|

TO IURNI8H1NG IRONMONGERS, SMITHS, Ac.

W-^NTED, a SITUATION as MANA-
T' T GING or WORKING FOREMAN, by a flrat-clasa MeoUantc, in

the smith, bellbanglDg, gasflltlug, close rang--, baib, steam, and a 1

kinds of hot-water work. Fii-t class ref. rr-uce.—Addresi, A. B. 10,
Victoria grove, Morpelh-road, Victoria Park, N.E.

TPNGAGEMENT WANTED, by a first-
FJ (Inas MACHINIST, to Work (patent or ordinary) General

Johier, Trying-up and Squaring Machine, Moulding Micblne,
Tenoning Machine, Baud Saw, or at the Bench. Joiner by trade.
Can woik the above macblnes to considerable advantage, make
cultere, &c,—TE61PO, 11, Cbapel-road, Stoke Newington.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS. 1

A N ASSISTANT ARCHITECT, of many
XA. years' eiperieuce, OFFERS his SERVICES to either of the
above, HIghestLundon references.—Address, T. C. M. 123, Peuton*

|
ville-road, N. [

W-^NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
T T CLERK of WORKS, or Geoetil Foreman, by an esperienced

piscticsl Man, who has just c mpleted a Qutblc j .b of stone. Has a
thorough knowle 'ge of estiuiatl g. measuring, Ac. ^terencai, Ac.—
Addiess. 272. Office of " The BnilUer."

TO ARCHITECTS, ie.

A THOROUGHLY PRACTICAL CLERK
/A OF WORKS, with fifteen years’ experience, is disengaged,
aud would be slad to meet with an APPOINTMENT.-Address,
A. Z. Z. Mrs. Everaril’s, Kiutbury, Berks.

A N ASSISTANT, aged 24, desires au t

,^A_ ENGAGEMENT in an Aiohltect's or Surveyoi’s Office. S

Accustomed to the usual routine. Oood references.-Address, X. Y. 1

Mr, Evans. Post-office, Fl.h-ttreet-blU, City, E 0.

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, Ac.

\i7ANTED, by an Experienced Man, a
T I SITUATION as PLUMBER and GAS FITTER, or as three •

branch hand, in or near London. Reference it required.—Address,
F. N. W, 106, Euston-street, Euston-road.

A N experienced GENERAL ASSISTANT,
J_X just terminating an engagement, deilres EMPLOYMENT. Is
a 'boruugbly competent draughtsman and designer fer woiklug,
detail, or competition drawings Has bad seven years’ experience in
first-rate London oinces.—Address, VIGIL, care of Mr. Kelly, News
Agent, Oray’s-lnn, Holborn.

AS FOREMAN PATTERN-MAKER. E

Well acquainted with all kinds of englneeridg. m*chaiilcal t

and architectural. Good practical draughlsmao. Reierences first- 1-

class from emloeut firms.- Address. 627, office of " Tbe Builder."

TO ABCniTECTS.
A N efficient ASSISTANT, who is a neat j

xA. and ranld Draughtaman, desires a RB-E.'IQAGEMEST in 1

luwu. Is accustomed lo make complete seta of drawings from very 1

rough sketches. —Address, 502, Office of " The Builder."

TO ARCHITECTS.

WANTED, a SITUATION, by an expe-
VV rleuced CLERK of WORKS Good references and testl-

monlsl*. Well versed In Gothic.—Address, C. E. cate of Mrs, Parret,
14, Palace-road, Stangate.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A CLERK of WORKS, well versed in his
XX duties, with testimonials and refereocet unexceptionable, re-

quires a SITDAIION.-Addroa*, Z. *i. Great Clarendon-street, N.W.

TO BUILDERS, Ac,

ANTED, by a practical, steady Man, a
T T RB-ENGAOEMENT as SHOP or OUT-DOOlt FOREMAN,

or Charge of a Job : by trade a carpenter and joiner. Haa a good
^uwledge of all the branches of the trade. Good references.
Aged 35.—Address, A. B. Si), Hya.lanc, Peckhara.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERH
A YOUNG Man is in WANT of EM-

ji^L PLOYMENT as PLUMBER and OASFiriER, or as Three-
binucb Band. Wngea Bid, per hour. Goud references if requIrecL—
Address, Y. z, 8. Little Btenbelm-street, Bond-street, Chelsek

TO ARCHITECTS.
A GENTLEMAN, aged 23, who has been

jXA- seven years in the profession, wishes for au ENSAGEMBNr
ii> au Arclilieoi’s Office, falary no object.—Address, R. A. No 49. 1

Ludgate-hlll. E.C, '
,

A FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS Wants
JlX a RE-ENUAOEUBNT. Can take the entire charge of auy
Claes of brickwork, Well up in setting out and measurlog up. Is

pusbiug aud energetic. Or will take Brlckwoik Piecework, labour
ouly. Tuwu or coaulry, Aged 38. References from MetropolLtan
aud Provincial firms us to ability aud respectability,—Address, M.
No. 131, Upper Ginnge-road, Old Ksut-rood, B.B.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTEACTOBS.

A S SHOP FOBEMAH of JOINEES.
i

XA- Has had great experience in ideoework in connexion with 1

machinery. First class references.—Address, J. R. 80, Woisbip-atreet. 1

tlnsbury, B.C.

TO MARBLE MASONS AND BUILDERS,

"YY^ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 18, who
T T has served three years of his Appreniicesntp to the Marble

Msioiiry, In consequence of his muter being buukrnpt, to be
TURNED OVER. Good rfferencee. Con keep books.—Address R. J
8, Doiiglas-streBt, Vlncmt equ.re, Wctmlnoirr.

P R A N E S,
1

V_y' For HAND or STEAM POWER.
OVERHEAD WEIGHING TRAVELLING CRANES, CRABS,

WINCHtS, UOISIB. Ac.
Manufactured by RICHARD KlTCHIN

Weighing MacbUilst, and Turn-Table Maker, Warrlbgfoa.
|

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

YY/'-A.NTED, by a first-class PLUMBER, a
T V CONrTANCY or JOB. No ol^ectlou to flll up time in other

branches. Town or country (Town preferred). Good rtfereuce.—
iddxeas, 479, Office of" The BuRder."

TO LAND AGENTS, SURVEYORS, AND, AUCTIONEERS.
A NefficientLAND SURVEYOR, Draughts-
Xjl man. aud X-and Agent's Assiatant, of fourleen years' expeil-
ence, requites an ENGAGEMENT. Aged 28. Good testiiuODials.—
Address, Q. 30, Moieton-terrace, Belgravi-roal, S.W.
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Mm Coutts's Market, Bethnal- green.

)OZEN jears ago and

afterwards, the con*

ductor of this journal

described the condi-

tion of Crab-tree-

row, Bethnal • green

;

Nova Scotia - gar -

dens, and other parts

of the neighbonr-

hood. In Nova Sco-

tia - gardens was a

mighty mound of re-

fuse, of which a view

was given.* After-

wards Miss Bnrdett

Coutts, prompted by

head as well as heart)

became possessed of

a considerable tract

of the land there

;

erected first some
large blocks of build-

ings, divided into

residences (which, we
may say, in passing,

are fully tenanted)
;

and more recently

has formed a mar-

ket, with surround-

ing shops and costly

market • hall. With
a view to this, powers

were granted by Par-

liament in 1866 to

make a new leading

thoroughfare, 40 ft.

wide, and to im-

prove Crab-tree-row,

the existing south thoroughfare, both communi-
cating directly ^vith the Hackney-road.

The buildings, designed by Mr. H. A. Darbi-

shire, were begun in May, 1864, and are now so

nearly completed that the market will be opened
for business by a public ceremonial in May or

June. The works, we may at once say, have

been exceedingly well performed by the firm

known as Messrs. W. Cubitt & Co., Mr. Wheeler
being their representative on the spot, and Mr.
Weller the clerk of works.

The objects Miss Coutts has in view in esta-

blishing the market are to supply the surround-
ing poor with wholesome food at a fair rate

j to

bring the producer and consumer into closer

communication with each other
5
and to promote

habits of industry and thrift among the hum-
blest class of traders. To secure these objects

it is intended that the wholesale dealers shall be
selected from those who have already established

a position and character for respectability in

other markets ; that the shops shall be occupied

by farmers or their agents, who will be their

own salesmen, and thus free their customers
from the penalties inflicted by their dealing with
the middleman

;
and, lastly, that the coster-

mongers and hawkers shall have the option
either of selling in the open market-square, seen
in the plan we give, or of hiring their barrows
and carts from the market stores upon such
terms as will secure to them a better profit than
that which they now receive on their hard day’s

work,

* See also “ Town Swamps and Social Bridges,” by
George Godwin. 1859.

Another object was considered desirable,

namely, the provision of better lodgings for City

clerks, who complain with reason, that while

model dwellings are provided in various parts of

London for the working classes, they are still left

to the discomforts and expenses of inferior lodg-

ings, far away from their daily occupation. It was
thought, therefore, that their interests might be
advanced and an important want supplied, if a

certain number of convenient dwellings were
provided having private entrances and other

arrangements which should render them entirely

independent of the traffic of the market.

These residences occupy the wings which
flank the east and west buildings, and they are

arranged in flats. It is thought not unlikely

that an entire wing may be taken by one City

firm and re-let to its principal assistants.

The market is situated between New-street

and Crab Tree-row, close to Shoreditch Church.

These thoroughfares bound it on the north and
south, and two private roads connected with

them are its limits on the east and west. The
space thus enclosed is nearly square, and covers

about two acres.

The plan, it will be seen, consists of four blocks

of buildings with arcades, surrounding an open

quadrangle. The buildings, which occupy the

oast and west sides of the quadrangle, are similar

in design, and are each 210 ft. long by 45 ft. wide.

They each comprise six shops and two wiogs,

flanking a central archway leading to the quad-

rangle.*

The shops are four stories high, including

their basements. Their accommodation consists

of kitchen, cellar, store, and closets in the base-

ment; shop, parlour or office, and private entrance
.

on the ground-floor ; and sitting-room and four

bedrooms, with closets, &c., on the two stories

above. They are intended for first-class dealers.

The wings are four stories high, exolusive of

their basements, which are cellared for market
purposes. One wing is occupied as a tavern)

and the others are intended as residences for

clerks, as already referred to. Each residence

occupies a separate story, approached by a com-
mon staircase, and contains parlour, kitchen,

scullery, store, closets, and four bed-rooms. The
residences in the east building are called

” Georgina Gardens ” those in the west building,
“ Angela Gardens the former look over

Columbia-square
;
the latter over an ornamental

plantation of plane trees and flowering shrubs.

The central archway, which leads to the

quadrangle, has stores and cellars in its base-

ment, and a suite of rooms above, intended, like

those in the wings, as a residence for clerks and
tenants of the same class. The third or topmost

story is carried up as a tower, and contains large

filtering cisterns, which supply the entire build-

ing with water.

The tavern occnpies the entire north wing of

the east buildings, and contains in the basement
—kitchen, scullery, larders, cellars, stores, &c. j

on the ground-floor — coffee-room, bar, two
parlours, public and private entrances

5 and on
the two upper floors—first and second class bed-

rooms, &c. Near to this, still further north, is

the Watchman’s Honse, with public closets and
stopping places.

The buildings which occupy the north side of

the quadrangle consist of the market-hall, the

corridors affording access to the quadrangle

from the market-yard and New-street, and the

staircases leading to the several basements and
vaults below.

The hall, of which we give an interior view,t

is only one story high, exclusive of its cellars.

It measures within the walls 104 fc. in length by

50 ft. in width, and is 50 ft. in height. Its length

is divided into seven bays by clustered granite

• A view of the West Elevation, and a plan of the
buildings, will be found in our volume for 1866 (xxvi.

pp. 786,787).

t See p. 147.

pillars (Aberdeen and Peterhead) 2 ft. in

diameter and 35 ft. high from the floor to the
top of their capitals, which are of bronze and of
varied design. Each cluster of columns is bound
together by bronze bands at certain heights, four

in number. Prom the capitals spring the
moulded ribs of the roof, which is groined
throughont with pitch pine. The space in the

centre of the hall, affording an area of about
2,600 snperficial feet, will be unobstructed by
fixtures of any kind, as it is intended for the

accommodation of small dealers, but in the

aisles, immediately behind the pillars, are ranged
twenty.four small shops, 13 fc. deep, 6ft. Gin.

wide, and 8 ft. high each, supplied with office

containing fireplace, desk, &o., and furnished

with sink, counter, and other fittings necessary

for the sale of meat, fish, and poultry. They
are lined on all sides with polished Irish marble.

These are intended for second-class dealers.

Above the shops are galleries, each affording an
area of 676 superficial feet, for the sale of flowers,

roots, and fruit, and these are approached by
staircases adjacent to the principal entrances of

the hall. The hall is lighted on all sides by large

mullioned and traceried windows, which extend

from a few feet above the galleries to the groin-

ing of the roof with which their heads are con-

centric. Two compartments in each window are

furnished with casements, which are made to

open outwards for ventilation. The bnildiug has

four entrances : that on the south side, fronting

the quadrangle, is the most important, and con-

sists of a groined porch of considerable depth,

forming the lowermost stage of a clock-tower

and belfry, which rise to the height of 115 ft.

above it
; two entrances lead from the corridors

at the ends of the hall, already mentioned, and
the fourth is on the north side leading from the

market-yard and New-street. Its basement
story contains twenty-sir cellars, situated on
either side of a central passage, 7 fc. wide, which
traverses it from end to end, and communicates

with two staircases leading from the corridors

and entrances in the market-yard above. This

yard covers about 8,000 superficial feet, and,

though connected with the ^central quadrangle

is independent of it. In it carts will unload,

and most of the wholesale business of the market
be carried on, so that the retail traffic which, from

the character of the neighbourhood is likely to

be the most important, will not be interfered

with.

The bnildings occupying the south side of the

quadrangle, and fronting Crab Tree row, are of

the same length as those on the north side just

described, viz., 160 ft. Their width, however, is

nearly uniform, and does not extend beyond
35 ft. They consist of a gate-house and two
arcades, connecting it on each side with the

east and west bnildings.

The gate-house is three stories high, exclusive

of its basement, which is cellared for market
stores. On the ground story a lofty archway,

with ornamental iron gates, forms the principal

approach to the quadrangle, and leads to a

public and private staircase connected with the

upper floors : the former communicates with the

market-office on the first floor; the latter is for

the use of the clerk of the market (Mr. Busbent),

who occupies the floor above.

The arcades on each side of the gate-honse

are only one story high. They are intended for

dealers of the third class, or those who do not

require the accommodation of a shop. The area

of each is 2,275 superficial feet. On the side

towards Crabtree-row the arches are furnished

with very handsome folding iron gates, which

double back, so as to clear the openings during

the day, and serve as efficient protection when
the market is closed at night. Each arcade is

supplied with a granite washing fountain, 6 ft. in

diameter, and contains eighteen stores for

vegetables in its basement.

The central quadrangle which is surrounded
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by the four blocks of buildings above described

occupies an area of about 14,000 superficial feet,

lb is paved with a bluish-coloured granite

divided by lines of red granite into spaces

6 ft. square, which are intended as stations for

dealers of the foarth class, or those who require

the least accommodation for the sale of their

goods. A large lamp, earronnded by fonr granite

washing-basons and hydrants for the supply of

water will oconpy the centre of the quadrangle.

Underneath the whole area are vaults 11 ft.

high, communicating with the market-yard by

staircases near the hall. These have been so

arranged that they may bo let to wine mer-

chants, brewers, and others, and they now wait

for tenants. Lighted up with gas, they present

a remarkable appearance. They are constructed

with iron uprights, carrying iron girders and

brick arches. The surface above is formed with

concrete, aspbalte, and paving.

It will be seen from this description that the

market buildings have been designed to meet the

requirements of five different classes of occu-

piers, viz., clerks, who will occupy 14 residences

in Angela and Georgina Gardens j
first-class

dealers, who will occupy 12 large shops and resi-

dences in the east and west buildings; Becond-

olass dealers, who will occupy 24 small shops and
ofiices in the market-hall; third-class dealers,

who will oconpy 9,850 superficial feet, apportioned

into 273 spaces, 6 ft. square, on the ground floor,

and in the galleries of the market-hall, and in

the south arcades
;

and, lastly, fourth-class

dealers, who will occupy 14,000 superficial feet

apportioned iuto 400 spaces 6 ft. square in the

central quadrangle. The rent at present asked

for each shop, with office in the market-hall, is

lOs. a week. The rent of the houses east and

west of the quadrangle, each comprising a shop

and nine rooms, is 62j. lOa. per annum each.

Several of them are occupied.

The buildings are enriched with carvings and
details characteristic of the style prevailing in

the eai'ly part of the fourteenth century. Their

construction is substantial. The walla are of

yellow brick, ten-a cotta being employed for

their external angles and for much of the moulded
work of the doors, windows, and arcades. All

the copings, strings, cilia, cornices, capitals,

traceries, and carvings, which are exposed to the

weather, are of Portland stone. Granite pitch-

ing is employed for paving the private roads and
large open spaces. Yorkshire stone is need for all

corridors, footways, and internal passages, and

plain tiles serve for kitchens, sculleries, and minor

offices. The roofs are covered with Cumberland

slates of a green colour. Almost all the external

woodwork, such as the top story of the turrets,

is executed in teak.

The endeavour here nobly made to establish a

market, and to bring order and elegance, as well

as economy and comfort, into the midst of

poverty, aquaUdoess, and misery, deserves the

warmest wishes of all who are interested in the

improved condition and welfare of their fellow

creatures. We sincerely hope that it may be as

successful ns its admirable founder can desire,

Much will of course depend on the means which
exist for the supply of the market.

TEE TERM “ ARCHITECTURESQUE.”
Tue claims of the new word “Architec-

turesque” to a place in our language, with a
well-defined meaning attached to it, have now
been urged with such fulness, force, vivacity,

and ingenuity, that a student of the vicissitudes

of language generally may well watch with
interest the fortune that awaits it. Many will

be curious as to the result of its struggle for

existence who do not feel called upon to inter-

fere actively with the conditions of the contest.

Will it make good its ground as effectively as the

officially sanctioned telegram, or will it share the
fate of vicissitoxis, which seems to have been
strangled in its birth,—a word that would have
had a better chance of life had its originator not
missed its applicability,—supposing, as it would
seem, that “ vicissitudes of fortune” only mean
“persistent neediness,” in which case “neces-
sitous ” would have served bis turn equally well ?

For a new word to gain currency with welcome
and advantage, it must happily meet a want,

—

supply usefully and agreeably a delect of lan-

guage; the word must be demanded to furnish

a new name for a new thing,—as in the case of

telegram or kangaroo,—or a name for a thing

which, however old, has inconveniently been
destitute of a name. Who will be the benefactor
to endow the English language with a word that

will signify either brother or sister indifferently,

as “child” is applicable to either son ordaughter ?

A new word may be required to take up the

duty of an old one that by accident or abuse has

become “ill sorted,” vulgarized, or, to share

functions with another word as a synonym of

contrasted sound, and useful therefore in con-

junction with a varied set of words, or supplying

relief to the oar when otherwise repetitions are

inevitable.

In any case, if the purpose of the new word
is to bo effected happily and agreeably, it must
be elegant, expressive, unequivocal.

“ Architecturesque " is proposed as the title of

that quality by which a structure has claim to

be an example of fine art and artistic effect, and

BO to be distinguished from a mere building. On
the ground of elegance, and agreeableness of

sound, there can be no objection—seldom, indeed,

can there be to any word that directly affiliates

on a language so fastidious in its laws of sequent

consonatioii as the Greek. The question whether

it can be held strictly and unequivocally to the

meaning it is proposed to express presents itself

somewhat differently.

To any word that does not present itself ns

—

intus et in cute, “bide and hairo’t”—a complete

new coinage, meanings and reflections of mean-
ings will cling that it behoves an utterer thereof

to take wary account of
;
meanings and shEtdes

of meanings that depend upon its relationship

to antecedents, competitors, analogues—in a

broad way of stating it—on its history and its

derivation. In the present case there can be no
uncertainty or cavil as to the main stem of the

word, but everything turns upon the analogies of

its termination, which has a root meaning of its

own, and its historical accretions of association

equally.

The tenacity with which the original meaning

of a root will hold on to a derivative and
influence application long after it has ceased to

have an iudependout existence, is one of the

guiding principles of the etymologist. Thanks

to this principle, words can be used with the

strictest accuracy by those who are perfectly

ignorant of their derivation, and the hospital

nurse has as definite an idea of a “ paroxysm”
as the M.D. Cantab, to whom she reports iw
manifestation ;

and tradition would no doubt

accurately cairy down the application, though

the traditional derivation should be lost. It is

on the strength of this fact that an uncertain

root is confidently verified only by consentient

habitual associations. Derivation corrects use

in such a case as “ paroxysm,” but in a dispute

as to such a word as “buoyancy” wo must
inevitably fall back upon the leading notion in

popular usage to determine between one or other

of the derivations in the languages through

which it may be tracked. Divest a word or a
characteristic termination of such associations

wo cannot
;

such nature we vai i ly shall en-

deavour to repel under any pen Ity whatever :

the penalty will be braved, bo incurred,—but

nature will be recurrent.

llow stands it then with “ architecturesque
”

and its congeners; we have the artistically

analogous. Pictorial and Picturesque, Sculptural

and Sculpturesque, and why not then complete

the ternary by Architectural and Architec-

turesque ?

Reason there is none whatever, but a condition

most stringent : this is no less than that the new
word shall complete a pair analogous in their

relationship to the pairs that are in established

acceptatiou ; for these it will scarcely be suffi-

ciently strong to fight with,—to thrust iuto disuse

or altered use, or to resist in their conjoint

determination to enforce it to conformity.

Thus, new as the word “ architecturesque ”

may seem, we are soon made conscious that we
are not exactly free to consider what meaning
we shall resolve to attach to it

;
we are indeed

much less so than enforced to consider what it

means independently, what sense it will in-

exorably assert for itself, and by hereditary

right and by the vigorous aid of its natural kin

and alliances compel us to allow or to take the

alternative of leaving it alone.

The terms “picturesque” and “sculpturesque”

conform with true fraternal loyalty. We do not

speak of a painting as picturesque, nor of a

group in marble as sculpturesque; these quali-

(ying terms apply to the subjects of the re-

spective arts, not to the works, in "wbich justice

even the moat worthy has been done to the most
appropriate subjects. Nay, even with reference

to subjects, we describe them in such phrases

rather perhaps from a sense that they in a

manner simulate the effects of the respective

arts than as lending themselves most aptly as

models. We may say of a child that she is a
picturesque little being,—of a district of country,

that it is marvellously varied and picturesque,

—

and yet be disinclined to carry our sketch-book

to the hills in one case or to recommend the

girlish face we so admire for a fancy picture.

There is no inconsistency : the subjects in either

case are picturesque because they comprise not

only much that a painter would value in a

subject, but a semblance moreover of much of

the peculiar treatment he would be expected to

superinduce
; a semblance, not a completion ; a

commencement so far advanced as to hamper
him, not so far nor so purely as dispense with
that air of pervading originality that must
spring from a germ of true artistic thought,

and govern selection throughout and treatment

absolutely.

It is thus that experiments with models that

are originally too picturesque rarely succeed. If

a well-bearded mendicant is transferred to the

studio to be ennobled on canvas as a banished

lord, he will be likely but ill to become his eleva-

tion, unless the painter has known howjso far to

recast his features by the suggestions of the

idea! that but little likeness of the original

pioturesqueness remains. A landscape of high

pictorial capabilities is one thing, a highly

picturesque landscape is another
;
preference for

a subject of the latter class would not prepare us

for recognizing pre-eminently in the finished

work the qualities which should essentially

determine it as a work of art.

Pioturesqueness is thus not the best quality of

a picture in a picture, but the guarantee of

some striking characteristics of a picture in

what is not,—perhaps ought not to be, or could

not possibly be,—a picture. The sculpturesque

has exactly the same relations to sculpture ; if

sculpture is sculpturesque, it is not something

more, but something less than truly sculptural,

and the term therefore could only be applied in

disparagement, and better not at all. The
terms b^ecome 'truly applicable and useful only

when we would indicate defects, or at least

characterize some of the less legitimate modes
in which the genius of one art makes inroads

npon another. The Nightingale monument of

Roubiliac is rather picturesque than truly

sculptural, yet who desires a transference of the

subject actnally to a picture ? On the other

hand, the processional triumph of Andrea
Mantegna is rather sculpturesque than pictorial.

Wbat picturesque language implies is understood

by all, and even here the antithesis to sculp-

turesque would hold, if we compare the charac-

teristics of florid Ciceronian eloquence with the

nerve of Demosthenic.
The contrast might be further pursued between

picturesque architecture and architecture that

is sculpturesque
;

but that we may more ap-

propriately inquire now how far reciprocity

of antithesis applies to architecturesque. There
is little question of how we may apply the term,

but very much indeed of how we must. A view
down an avenue of tall straight trees meeting at

very regular height overhead, with gracefully-

curved branches, reminds ns necessarily of archi-

tecture
;

the same is the case with a defile

between walls of rock marked with very level

lines of stratification, and overhanging in parts

with ledge-like projections ; such views are as-

suredly not architectural,—are they nob as as-

suredly architecturesque ? Does not the word lend

itself, impose itself as descriptive by all the analo-

gies of its derivation, to aid in specifying, not ar-

chitecture, but what is like architecture,—not art

in its best realization, but art that is hinted at

—

at most mimetic intimation of art in natural

accidents ? The word thus accepted on its own
conditions seems a good word, and susceptible of

large application. We have spoken of the pos-

sibility of qualifying eloquence as sculpturesque,

in some other forms where the flow of invention

is dominat- d by an exact observance of balance,

by regularity of subdivision, by scrupulously-

proportioned members— exordium, peroration,

and 80 forth, we might with at least equal ap-

propriateness — always assuming some worthy
dignity pervading the whole, qualify it as arobi-

tecturesque. Sculpturebecomes architecturesque

in the caryatides of the Erectheum, unless we
say that it is architecture that becomes sculp-

turesque. Where shall we recognise an example

of painting that can fairly challenge the title

“ architecturesque ?” What pictures have the

semblance of architectural almost as much as of

pictorial works ? The built-up scenes of a theatre,

or such combinations of modelled perspective

and background as the Olympian Theatre of
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Palladio, perhaps claim the title less appro-

priately than more proper pictures, which, like

the “Last Supper” of Leonardo da Vinci, bnt
with expression more hardened, are designed
with a certain strictness of symmetrical for-

mality, for the direct purpose of blending har-
moniously with symmetrically-arranged architec-

ture around. In this sense many of the vast

paintings of Paul Veronese—as the “ Marriage
of Cana,” now in the Louvre, or others some-
what smaller, as his fine refectory picture at

Vicenza—may be appropriately styled architec-

turesque. Can we again find another term,

—

can we find a better,—for the characteristic style

of the sculpture of the Parthenon, in so far as it

is modified with direct intention to relieve the
rigidity of architectural lines, and to combine
harmonionaly into balanced masses responsive
to architectural symmetry, than the architec-

feuresque ?

In what sense, then, architectnresqne will

insist upon being used, if it is used at all, appears
pretty clearly : it is decided by the foregone
precedents of common usage, and will persist in

spite of whatever ingenuity of argument or
remonstrance, whether soft or vehement : usage
has taken firm hold of the family of vocables it

pertains to, and will not revolutionize its code to
accommodate a claimant that has a fair enough
position, as matters stand, to thrive in currency

—

*' at Tolet USES
Quern penes arbitrium est, et jug, et'uorma diceadi.”

There is then most certainly a common notion
that clings to the common termination esque, as
qualifying an adjective, and whether this has no
deeper roots than the established and possibly
accidental habit, of which wo have seen the
strength, or has spread from an original germ of
consistent derivation, matters not much. So far
as the analogies of language present themselves
to not very deep research, they are all in favour
of established usage. The termination comes to
us along with many words imported from Italy
by the route of France,—as picturesque, pitto-
resco,—grotesque, grottesco,—burleeque, &o.

;
and

it seems in these combinations to be at almost
equal distance from Teutonic forms on the one
hand, and Greek on the other. The Greek dimi-
nntive iscus appears in such words as asterisk, a
little star j obelisk, a small, a fine spit

j Panis-
cus, a little Pan,—aucb a companion as trots
through Titian’s picture dragging a calf’s-head
by a string; the relation seems to be to laKw, to
make like,— and beyond that again to t'Jog,
“ equal ” or ” like.” Likeness, however, has
seldom to be adverted to without an intimation
of characteristic tendency, as among others, of
aspiration neither vain nor ignoble

; as when we
say godlike, manlike, or manly, the same word

;

or of futile imitation, as when Bosalind talks of
“mannish” cowards,

—

“ That do outfaQO it with their semblanceg."

The termination tsft. in English
(
= Anglo-Saxon

isc), carries with it nsually along with likeness
the implication of disparagement,—first in re-
spect of magnitude or degree, and then of moral
value. There could be little mistake if such
gibberish—this word Itself is an illustration

—

were permissible, how much less than a compli-
ment would bo implied by picturish, sculpturish,
arohitecturish. The termination esque scarcely
escapes from some shade of like imputation

j the
thoroughly architectural word Bomanesque at
least can only be understood as antithetical to
Roman, as significant of Roman with a difference
in the direction of the corrupt and provincial, if

not absolutely debased, in the first instance
; an

ennobled Romanesque style developed itself, no
doubt, at last

; but then it becomes entitled to

be distinguished by a new name from the corrupt
Romanesque and from the Roman also.

There are ethnological as well as etymological
secrets latent in the form English, which here
we can only commend to the study of those
whom it may concern. As regards our proper
subject, the conviction, after whatever flactua-
tions due to the ability of the advocate, comes
back decidedly enough at last, that architecture
on the whole may be well content, even at her
very highest flight, to remain architectural. If
thero is any cognate term whatever that she
might be excused for pausing upon as an alterna-
tive expression for the noblest quality of her
noblest aspirations,—achievements,—it is that
Architectonic that both Aristotle and Plato
have recourse to when they would characterise
the function of organizing energy in its most
dignified sociaj exercise. Bnt here, again, the
appropriation is made and cannot be set aside,

and the authority of Peripatetic at;d Academi-
cian apart, the analogies of language are as
decisively exclusive of the Architectonic as of

ArohitecLuresque.

ON THE FUTURE EXTENSION OF THE
RAILWAY SYSTEM.

At an ordinary general meeting of the Insti-

tution of Surveyors on February the 8th, Mr. John
Bailey Denton read a paper on this subject
with special reference to the influence of rail-

ways on landed property and agriculture.

Earnestly (he said in the course of it) as I

advocate the internal improvement of landed
estates, I may at once state that, in a com-
mercial sense, I consider that there is no
improvement so economical to the landowner
as that which railways secure. Whether we
regard them as a means of raising the rental or
income from cultivated land or woodland, or from
minerals, upon which the fee-simple value may
be calculated by pure arithmetic, or view them
as a means of enhancing the residential enjoy-

ment, or developing the capabilities of estates,

the return from which is neither so positive nor
simple, it cannot be denied that the selling value
of rural property, when brought within the full

influence of railway communication, is raised at

least 10 per cent, above what it was in its former
state

; supposing all other things to be equal, and
viewing this rise in connexion with the means
by which it has been hitherto obtained, the
advantage stands in bold relief above all other
estate improvements. This statement has been
confirmed by some of the first authorities in the
country, who have, however, always qualified

their opinions by explanations pointing to the
differences which necessarily regulate re?ults.

[Some of these opinions Mr. Denton read.]

Many anthorities have kindly supplied me with
corroborative evidence, showing that the im-
provement which landowners gain from rail-

ways, in one way or another, varies from 5 to 20
per cent., or from one and a half to six years’
purchase, according to the proximity of station,

and the character and amount of accommodation
afforded

It may hardly be necessary to adduce to you
evidence of the advantages which railways afford
to the owners of rural property, though, as they
have now come to a complete stand-still and can
only be revived by the action of land-owners
themselves, it may be well to make prominent a
few facts and figures which may draw attention
to the object.

The first Railway Act authorized for the con-
veyance of passengers was passed in the year
1821, more than forty-eight years ago. It was
from Darlington to Stockton-on-Tees, audit was
upon this railway that George Stephenson first

introduced the steam locomotive, for the working
of which powers were given by an Act obtained
in 1823. The population of England and Wales
in 1821 was 12,000,236, and Mr. Porter, in his
work on “ The Progress of the Nation,” estimated
the number of persons who travelled daily, by
coach and like conveyances, at 82,000 in the
whole of Great Britain. The popnlation of Eng-
land and Wales, to which it is desirable to con-
fine our attention at the present moment, is

estimated by Mr. Foublanqoe, in his Report to
the Board of Trade on Agricultural Statistics, to

be 21,649,377, which shows an increase of 80
per cent, in forty-eight years, while the desire
for travelling has increased at a much greater
ratio than the population itself. The nnmber of
persons who travelled in England and Wales in
1867 amounted to 250,59^982, exclusive of
season-ticket holders, who numbered 84,418,
many of whom travelled twice a day for six days
in the week, raising the daily average, according
to the Quarterly Review, to 850,000, or upwards
of ten times as much as Mr. Porter had repre-
sented to be the travelling population in the
whole of Great Britain before railways existed.
To comprehend the magnitude of these figures,
it should be stated, that the result is equal to a
journey by every man, woman, and child, in
England and Wales, fifteen times in the course
of the year.

From these facts, it can bo well under-
stood how the competition for land, and the

.

demands for country occupations, are on the
increase, and, as a necessary consequence, how
the value of rural property has advanced to the
amount stated. The desire for living in the
country, while engaged in the businesses of
towns, is shown by the annual Board of Trade

returns, to be vastly increasing with all profes-
sional men and tradesmen

;
and tho suburbs of

all onr large towns are, consequently, extending
in a manner to surprise the most sanguine advo-
cates of railway enterprise, and explain how
land, within a moderate distance of towns, has
been raised from an agricultnral value, calculated
by tens of pounds per acre, to that of building
and accommodation value, which hardly stops
at hundreds.

All classes of society now connect their
town life with country occupations, and
many of our legislators, peers, and commoners,
evade the expense of a house in Loudon, and
run up from the country with the members of
their families, whenever Parliament, court, or

fashion calls them thither. It i.s much the same
with the merchants and tradesmen of Liverpool,
Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol, and all large
towns. For a distance of from 15 to 20 miles
the suburbs of this metropolis extend, and to get
to bnsiness in London for the day, and back to
the country for tho night, have called into
existence regular services of trains which make
this amphibions sort of life easy of existence.

In tbe morning there are those trains to arrive

in London at 9 o’clock for the “early birds,”

those at 10 for tbe “daily breads,” and those at

11 for the “lazy dogs;” and in the evening
there are corresponding trains which deliver the
“ early diners ” at home at 6, the “ late diners ”

at 7, and the "supper passengers” at 8 or 9
o’clock.

Onthis point theRegistrar-General tells a pithy
truth. He says, in his Report for the year 1867,
that “ the population within the registration

limits is, by estimate, 2,993,513, bnt beyond this

central mass there is a ring of life growing
rapidly, and extending along the railway lines

for a circle of 15 miles from Charing-cross. The
population within the circle patrolled by tho
metropolitan police is 3,463,771.” If these
figures apply truly to the neighbourhood of
London, and only in a less degree to other largo

towns, it is unnecessary to show how railways,

having converted agricultutal into suburban
land, bring tbe more backward farms into a
forward position, and thus equalize the character
of properties, and raise the value of the whole.
These figures, in fact, fully support the opinions
1 have quoted from our leading authorities, as
to tbe extraordinary increase in value of building
and accommodation land, and the less bub
certain improvement in farming laud. To
appreciate, however, the full benefit which
railways confer upon agriculturists, we must
again have reference to Mr. Fonblanque’s recent
agricnltnral statistics, published by tbe Board
of Trade, by which it appears that the total

number of live-stock in England and Wales was,
in the year’ 1867, as follows :

—

Cattle 4,013,564
Sheep 22,025.498
Pigs 2,778,672

By comparing these figures with those given in
the returns famished by the railway companies
to the Board of Trade of the same year (1867),
representing the number of live stock that
travelled by railway in England and Wales, we
find the following^resnlts, which would almost
lead us to question the accuracy of the figures I
quote. First, it appears that the total number
of neat cattle that, in spite of the restrictive

influence of the cattle disease, travelled by rail-

way was 2,310,368, which is equal to more than
half the total quantity possessed by the farmers
of England and Wales

;
second, that of sheep,

7,171,412 travelled, which is equal to one-third

of the whole number of sheep they possessed ;

and, third, that of pigs thero were 1,389,582,

which is as nearly as possible equal to half the
number that belonged to the farmers when the
returns were made to the Board of Trade.

Of course, it should bo understood that in

these railway returns are included all the
animals iniported from foreign countries, as well

as the native stock which move from one part of
the country to the other, and sometimes make
two or three movements in a year.

As a set-off to advantages from railways we
often hear of the loss of land to agriculturists,

which results from the absorption of the quantity
taken up by them. According to the most
recent retnrns, the number of acres already

purchased by railway companies for authorized

lines open and not yet open, in England and
Wales, is 121,120 acres and 37 poles. This

quantity does not, however, include all the lands

in the country which railways have absorbed
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bat only those of which the directors have made

returns to the Government. The omissions form

bnt a very small proportion. It is probable,

therefore, that the total acreage in England and

Wales, when the omissions are supplied, may
reach 130,000 acres. This quantity includes the

land in towns and suburbs. It would not be far

wrong to assume that 100,000 acres have been

absorbed by the railways made and making

through rural districts alone. This quantity is

arrived at thus :—the length of lines already

opened in England and Wales is 10,037 miles,

and the quantity of land per mile has been

ascertained to be 12 97 acres. Of this length I

estimate that one-fifth, or, say, 2,037 miles, has

passed through towns and suburbs, leaving 8,000

miles as the length passing through rural dis-

tricts. If we take 12 acres per mile, including

village stations, as the average mileage quantity

through rural districts, 96,000 acres will be

due to the 8,000 miles, to which 4,000 acres may
be added for lines making. Now, if we compare
these 100,000 acres with the waste of land

which exists all over the country, we shall see

bow insignificant it is. It is not many years

since it was the practice with surveyors to allow

1 acre in 16 as a loss in cnleivated farms' of

average condition, arising from waste in hedge-

rows, farm roads, balks, &c., and what we now
consider slovenly farming. This loss, however,

is now yearly becoming leas, and may average 1

acre in 20, instead of 1 in 16.

The total quantity of land under crops, bare

fallow and grass, in 1867, was, according to Mr,

Fonblanqoe :

—

Name of Railway.
Lenpth
in nules.

Total
acreage.

Total
Parliamentary Expenses. Land for Line.

outlay of
capital. Total

cost.

Cost
per mile.

Cost
per acre.

Total Cost
per mile.

Cost
per aero.

£. £. £. £. £. £.

03 16 1397 0 0 2,669,366 68,679 630 42

Manchester, Shef-

field, and Lin
21C 11| 2804 22 12,373,978 628,690 2,656 224 827,016 3,362 296

North Stafford-
shire (pt.) 133 12 1476 0 0 6,266,274 141,172 1,148 95 658,388 6,353 446

Whitehaven, Clea-

tor, & Eeremont 21 200 0 0 336,000 6,7-10 273 28S 49,846 2,373 222

Cockermouth,Kes-
wick, & Penrith 31i 7V 227 30 322,967 3,860 124 16 60,600 1,629 239

Marvport and Car-
lisle 38 12J 437 3 13 707,706 15,070 397 31 84,664 2,229 173

Average on tho^
whole j

652i - 6502 25 22,665,289 853,101 - - 1,729,645 - -

- 13
40,879

per mile.
- 1,645

per mile
129

per acre
- 3,133

per mile
262

per acre.

8 obtained from the Board ofTrade Returns, and the outlay from the Secretaries of the different

Railway Compauies.

In England
In Wales

22,932,356

2,415,139

Making a total of ... 25,347,495

Now, if one-twentieth part of this quantity,

which is 1,267,375 acres, is still wasted, or lost

to cultivation, it follows that there is twelve and

a half times the space occupied by railways, a

great part of which it is within the power of the

farmer to recover and make productive, though,

at the present moment, it is producing nothing.

Thus the agricnltnrists of England and Wales

have only to save from waste less than two-fifths

of an acre in every 100 acres they occupy, to

make up the quantity which railways, so essen-

tial to the commerce and comfort of our com-

mon country, have taken from them.

Having disposed of this drawback, there can

bat remain one general acknowledgment of the

vast benefits which railways have conferred upon
all breinches of industry

j
yet in spite of this

there seems to have been no limit to the demands
which have been made upon railway share-

holders, whereby the amount of money actually

applicalsle to works has been reduced to a mini-

mum, and the cost of use and maintenance raised

to a maximum.
The reader then traced the causes of the pre-

sent stagnant condition of railway enterprise,

dividing them under the following heads :

—

Ist, The heavy Parliamentary expenses which

have been inflicted on all railways, more or less.

2nd. The excessive cost of land.

3rd. The heavy cost of railway works and
maintenance, and the wasteful mode of raising

capital.

Under the first head he said,—Patting these

more flagrant cases of waste out of view, it may
serve our present purpose if I give the particu-

lars of certain lines, which, by the courtesy of

the secretaries of the several companies in-

terested, I am enabled to do. The figures they

present may be accepted as a fair sample of what
railways through rural districts have hitherto

paid in Parliamentary expenses, although it will,

no doubt, be objected that the lines specified

bring into communication certain large towns,

and, therefore, cannot be strictly called “rural

railways.” To meet such objection I have en-

deavoured to get the same information respect-

ing lines which are indisputably and wholly

mral, and, although I have not obtained figures

I can precisely quote, I have ascertained that in

most cases they have been made bones of con-

tention between large opposing companies claim-

ing the territory they traverse
;
and that though

conceived by their promoters in the chivalry of

competition or independence, have almost in-

variably become the property of one of the con-

tending large companies, after causing an ex-

penditure of which the average mileage amount
would probably be found to be even greater than

that which the following tabulated railways

expose :

—

If, as I am disposed to assume, these lines of

railway convey results fairly representing that

part of the existing railway system which we
have now in view, it would appear that the out-

lay in Parliamentary expenses has been, on an

average, 1,5451. per mile, which, for the 8,000

miles I have considered was the extent of the

railways made through rural districts in England

and Wales, up to the end of 1867, would amount

to 12.360,0001, of which the 12,000,0001. at least

would have been saved if the Legislature had

adopted, in the first instance, that course which

every one now admits would have been the best,

of investigating, through a competent medium,

the requirements of districts, and have pre-

determined the position of those railways which

were necessary.

Cost of Land .—With respect to the outlay in

the purchase of land, I am able to give a few

more particulars, in consequence of having been

very kindly assisted by the secretaries of several

of the railway companies and by many of the

members of this Institution, who have had large

experience in railway purchases. The following

tabulated statement exhibits past experiences in

the purchase of several lines, which will serve

as an index to the remainder. In moat cases the

acreage cost includes surveyors’ charges on

both sides, bub excludes the solioitora’ costs of

conveyancing:

—

added for severance and compulsory sale. The

readiness with which landowners will sell their

land at a very moderate cost, or even give it, for

railways, if they cannot get them without, qnite

sanctions this assertion. In the Isle of Anglesea

the land for the Central Railway, eighteen miles

in length, was purchased for 5,0001,, and this was

done by the secretary himself applying to the

landowners before any other steps were taken.

Again, the land for the Ringwood and Christ-

church line, 7f miles in length, was purchased

for 1,2001., or 151. an acre
;
and at this moment

the greater part of the land for an extension in

North Devon is very wisely offered for nothing, if

by such means the parent company can be in-

duced to make it. I cannot give many instanoes

of this sort, for, unfortunately, though great

professions of liberality have frequently been

made to induce the promoters of railways to

make them, directly an Act has been obtained

for the purpose, legal reasons have been found

for discarding preliminary professions, and the

obligations of trustees and of persons under dis-

ability have been made the pretext for squeezing

out of railway companies as much as could

possibly be gob. If experience had shown that

the prices obtained by landowners were only such

as would qualify them to make a proper abate-

ment of rent to their tenants, the statements I

have made would utterly fail in truth and fair-

Name of Railway. Length,
Cost per
Acre.

Authority.

Miles. £.

Secretary.31i
Whitehaven and Egremont ... ,,

,,

Manchester, SbetBeld, and
246 295

Mr.’Bidwell, Company’s sur-Doncaster and Hainaboro' l7i 191

Lincoln and Honington 18i 288
veyor.

Chester and Holyhead 275

11 >*

North Staffordshire 123 Secretary.

Kettering, Tbrapstone, and
Huntingdon 2(>i 176 Mr. Dentou, Company’s sur-

410L, inclnd- veyor.

Spalding and March 19

ing town-
lands and
property..,

204
Secretary.

Mr. Bidwell, Company’s sur-

veyor.
Mr. FuUer ,,Peterborough and Wisbeach

Royston and Hitcbin
24 230

17 m. 62 ch. 190 Mr. Denton „
Great Eastern Branches
through Rural Districts. ...

Button Junction

250 Mr. Adams „
is 600 Mr. Fuller ,,

Horsham and Dorking 20 » >•

Dokfield and Tunbridge Wells 16 >1 »
Bognor
South Eastern Rural Lines,
average 300 Mr. Bjde .,

Tunbridge and Dartford Lines » >>

fitrood and Bickley, London,
Chatham, & Dover Railway 30 300 Mr, Oakley „

Alton and Winchester, South
Western Railway 17 216 Mr. Denton „

2i
Mr. Hall \\Swindon and Cheltenham

Stonehouse and Nailsworth ... 6 Mr. Fuller „

In several of the above costa the compensation to the occupiers is excluded.

Having regard only to those lines in the fore-

going schedule which may be called rural, and

taking off from the remainder a fair proportion

of the length of those in which lands of mixed

character were purchased, 2401. may safely be

taken as the average amount of money paid per

acre to lanriowners exclusive of the occupiers’

interest. This amount, it cannot be denied, has

been paid in four cases out of five, where the

land would have been well sold at thirty years’

purchase on its rental, without anything being

ness j
but I feel sure you will agree with me that

the cases are very few in which landowners have

nob gained considerable profit

—

i. e., increased

income—by the sale of their land, after making
such abatement as they may have made to their

tenants. Isolated oases, no doubt, could be
found where injury has been done for which no
adequate compensation has been given j but,

fortunately, they are few. In a very large ma-
jority of instances no abatement has been made
to the tenant, and none has been asked beyond
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the simple proportionate amonnt per acre for the
land taken,—generally oalcnlated on the bare
rent of the farm

j thongh the mconTeniences
whioh a tenant-at-will enffera have not always
been folly compensated by the money he has
received of the railway company.

I am now speaking before an Institntion the
members of which have the most perfect know-
ledge of facts, and I would ask whether this

statement is at all exaggerated ? Mr. Beadel
writes, “As a general principle, I think a
landowner might well afford to sell his land at
its hare value, giving up all claim for severance
and compulsory sale; but taking care that, so
far as accommodation works are concerned, he is

properly protected.” This is precisely my view of
the question

j and, in order that we may appreciate
the full extent and effect of the over-payment to
landowners, whioh has doubtless had something
to do with the present condition of railways, and
the dead-lock to which they have come, we may
assume that an average of 601. an acre—i.e. 21.

(tithe-free) x 30 years’ purchase, would have
been ample payment for the 100,000 acres which
railways have absorbed in rural districts. If this

be so, and 2401. an acre has been paid for this

quantity of land, the total amount must have
reached 24,000,0001., when 6,000,0001. should
have sufficed. Hence it follows that 18,000,0001.
have actually been lost to the railways, and
gained by those individuals of the landed inte-
rest who have been lucky enough to possess
lands required for making them. I will illustrate

the way in whioh the landowner’s profit has been
gained, by three cases within my own experience,
believing them to be typical of others. In one
case, acting for a landowner, I was instrumental
in obtaining the sum of 1,7001. for 3^ acres of
land. The case was one of very bad sever-
ance, there being upwards of 250 acres of produc-
tive arable land cut off from the homestead by
the railway, whioh crossed on a level. The
abatement made to the tenant was 201. a year,
and the landowner having applied the money
obtained in the redemption of the land-tax, and
in the purchase of additional land, obtained
nearly 601. a year, so that he gained a profit of
nearly 401. a year. In the next case, a noble
marquis, now deceased, sold between thirteen
and fourteen acres of land, on a branch railway
(purely agricultural), at 1201. an acre, for which
he was receiving about 258. tithe-free rent, and
represented the proportion of the land-tax
as merely nominal, while he pleaded great
generosity in selling tho land at the price. The
railway was taken on lease, daring construction,

by one of the great parent lines, and though
effort was made to apportion the land-tax, diffi-

culties were found in doing so, and it was post-
poned until the lease was perfected. The noble
marquis then demanded a re-apportionment of
the land-tax, ad valorem, on the ground that
agriculture was depressed, and the railway
interest on the ascendant. The case was taken
before the local Commissioners, and they being
unable to resist the law, fixed on the railway
such an amount of land-tax that, when re-
deemed, the price of the land purchased was
raised to 1751. an acre. As a large part of the
land in the parish belonged to the marquis, he,
of course, gained by the increased amount
apportioned on the railway. The third case is

one in which a line was promoted by the
landowners of the district. It passed through
a property, under trust, for which an emi-
nent solicitor, much connected with railway
enterprise, was acting. He, being versed in

such matters, opposed the Bill in Parlia-
ment, and came to terms in the committee-
room. I refrain from mentioning the amount
agreed upon, though it was a large one, but
it is certain that the tenant, from that day to
this, has received no abatement of rent ; on the
contrary, he has re-hired the farm on lease,

without desiring any reduction, being satisfied

that the accommodation the railway affords com-
pensates him for the loss of the land taken.
While referring to this latter case, I am reminded
of the observation of our highly-esteemed friend
and Associate, Mr. John Horatio Lloyd, on the
evening of our first meeting, when he said,
speaking of our position as surveyors, that the
zeal for the interests of our employers not un-
frequently warps our judgment and puts a strain
upon our consciences. Now, my experience
leads me to the conclusion that though many
surveyors are led in their zeal to do the best
they can for claimants against railways, whose
cases are put into their hands, there seldom is

wanting, in the worse cases of exaction, a legal
adviser who, with a full knowledge of the value

of the accommodation railways afford, instructs
the surveyor employed to obtain the very utmost
he can, and frequently adopts the most paltry
expedients to grasp it. Great reliance is placed
on the disposition of juries and umpires to split

differences, and it is not an uncommon practice
for solicitors and surveyors so to prepare their

oases, after having ascertained the very out-
side to whioh the railway company will go, as to

furnish figures, in evidence, as much above the
sum they really hope to get as the company's
offer is below it.

Every purchaser for railway companies is alive
to these tactics, and will acknowledge that,J so
long as the only alternative to yielding is an
appeal to jury or arbitration, with all the expense
of counsel, solicitors, and witnesses, it is doubt-
ful whether it is not better, on the ground of
expediency, to succumb to exaction rather than
to resist it on the ground of principle. Though
exposure of the manceuvres by which money is

squeezed out of companies ofttimes acts advan-
tageously in checking for a time the greed of

individuals, it cannot be denied that, on the
whole, recourse to jury, and, not unfrequently,
arbitration, results in a lamentable failure of
justice

J and if the railway system is to extend,
by branch lines and additional connecting lines,

to those places and districts which are still with-
out them, I think it will be found necessary to

adopt a very different mode of proceeding for

the acquisition of land. It is believed by many
that, wherever a turnpike road now exists, a
railway of some description or other should be
made, and if made at a cost not exceeding 5,000Z.

or 6,000?., will pay a fair dividend
j
and the

Legislature, by the Act of last session (“The
Kegulation of Railways Act, 1868,”) delegated
to the Board of Trade the power of granting
licenses to construct and work light railways,
which may be suitable for tho majority of lines

still remaining to be made. To reduce the cost
of land, therefore, by an acceptable mode of pro-

ceeding is a primary consideration. With aview
to raise a discussion on this point, I will now
venture to place before you some suggestions for

that purpose. I have already proposed that no
payment should be made for compulsory sale

nor for severance, but that a fixed number
of years’ purchase on the annual value,
with proper accommodation works, should be
the only basts of compensation when the land
is simply farming land. It then remains to be
considered whether the land should be paid for

outright. It is the opinion of some persons
that a very long lease or easement at an annual
rental, say for 999 years, such as exists in the
case of the Blyth and Tyne Railway, would be
the better mode of acquiring land

j and, if this

latter plan were adopted, subject to a revision

of rental at certain periods, so as to give the
landowner the benefit of a general rise in value,
it is not open to much objection. It would have
this advantage, that many legal expenses wculd
be avoided which appertain to the purchase of

land. The question would then be, by what
means should the annual value of land be
ascertained ?

An opinion has been expressed that the Board
of Trade, who now, in the place of justices,

appoint surveyors to value for possession where
any land is required by ri.ilway companies
before settlement can be made, are fully com-
petent to appoint an umpire, whose decision
shall be final, to determine the amonnt to be
paid or the rent to be fixed, where the land-
owner or his agent and the agent of the com-
pany cannot agree

3
and it has been suggested

that it should be entirely within the breast of
such umpire to decide whether any evidence
beyond that of the agents on both sides is

necessary to enable him to form a proper judg-
ment. Whether or not, there should be a power
of appeal against such decision is a matter
worthy of consideration

;
but, under any circum-

stances, it is conceded that some such inexpensive
process should regulate the future price of land
for railways in rural districts, and that one and
the same person should be appointed to act as
umpire throughout the entire length of any
future branch railway.

Discoveries in St. AXary^s Churcb,
Roebester.— During the alterations in St.

Mary’s Church, two Norman arches have been
brought to light, both of which had been pre-

viously walled up. They are at the western
end of the edifice, and are supposed to be all

that now remains of the old church.

ART-WORKMANSHIP AT THE SOCIETY
OF ARTS.

The council of the Society of Arts offered
last year, to art-workmen, a large number of
prizes, ranging from 15L each, under two heads,

—

namely, first, for specimens of art-workmanship
in prescribed processes, such as enamelling on
metal, painting on earthenware slabs, the exe-
ention of “ filigrani ” in glass, damascening on
gold or silver, the combination of marquetrie
with carving in low relief, and the inlay of hard
woods; and, secondly, for specimens of the ap-
plication to ordinary industry of prescribed art
processes. Under this second heading prizes,
for example, were offered for the most beautiful
dial-face for a clock, the most beautiful frame
for a miniature, the most beautiful set of fire-

irons, the most beautiful earthenware slab,
painted in enamel colours and fired, for insertion
in a chimney-piece; a pedestal for a bust, of
carved marble combined with mosaic; ornamental
ironwork for the balcony of a window, and so
on. There is also the North London Exhibition
Prize (the interest of 167L 7a. 3d. Consols), to
be awarded for the best example of skilful

workmanship amongst the specimens sent in.

And when, in addition to these prizes, it was
known that the Department of Art have always
purchased a number of the rewarded works, ex-
pending 50?. or 60?., according to circumstances,
there were surely strong inducements for men
anxious to advance themselves, if not their art,

to submit works showing what they could do.
The response is not equal to what might justly

have been expected. It is all very well for work-
men to say they wish to elevate themselves :

“ Show us a road ?
” “ How can we do it ? ” and

so forth
J
but something more is needed : they

must do as those above them are forced to do,

—

work long hours on an occasion, and do as well
as talk.

In competition for the prizes offered under the
first head, there are but eight works ; for Those
under the second, seventeen. In addition to these
there are forty-one subjects sent in for exhibition,

not in accordance with prescribed processes.
The moat meritorious under the first head are a
Clock-Case in amboyna and pnrple-wood, with
inlay of ivory, neatly and freely cut, by Thomas
Jacob

; the centre of a chimney-piece, with
mosaic inlay, by J. E. Daly

;
and a carved and

inlaid panel by Thomas Godfrey. In the second
division J. B. Evans deserves, and will doubtless
get, reward for his painted slab, for insertion in
a chimneypiece, a most praiseworthy work. A
frame for a miniature, and a ring tray, of
strongly gilt gilding metal, and enamelled, by
Frederic Lowe, are very creditable. A slab, by
W. H. Slater, “Pluto” painted on blackware,
and some Book Covers sent by C. Ffander,
deserve notice. E. Millard’s Set of Fireirons
are certainly not “ beautiful,” whatever other
merit they may have. Two or three of the
Clock Dials sent by J. Thwaites are very good;
we do not include the one of guasi-Gothic
pattern.

Amongst the subjects not in accordance with
prescribed processes, though eligible for rewards,
the most excellent work of its kind is a piece of
Porcelain painting (“ Giving a Bite,” after Mul«
ready), by W. P. Simpson. Some of the colours

are excellently hit, in the face of difficulties.

Some stone carving by John Barker, a Boy’s
Head in relief, marble, by W. X. D., and a relief

in boxwood, by Thomas Wills, deserve praise.

As do, in even greater degree, the Head of a
female, modelled from life, and a steel die from
the same of reduced size, both by G. Morgan.

THE EAST WINDOW, ST. PAUL’S
CATHEDRAL.

On Wednesday, the 10th instant, St. Paul’s
Cathedral received a painted window, represent-
ing the Crucifixion, and occupying the principal

opening of the central compartment of the apse.
This munificent donation of the Drapers’ Com-
pany was uncovered in the presence of a large
gathering of the members of the company, and
as many of the cathedral clergy as could attend.
The donors are recorded in the window, with the
addition, “ Unto God only be honour and glory.”

The design, in common with that of the other
principal painted windows intended for the cathe-
dral, of which one (the west window—Mr.Brown’s
gift) had already been for some time in its place,

represents the historical subject enclosed in an
imaginary architectural framework. Thejustifi-

cation of this style of treatment is founded on
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the almost nniverBal practice of the Renaissauce

artists of Franco and Belgium.

The window was executed in Munich, at the

Eoyal eatabliehment, under the suporintendence

of the Chevalier Max. Ainmiller, to whoae care

and akill the recent Bucoesaes of the Munich

establishment are mainly due. The fault which

in former times deservedly attached to the

Munich school of glass-painting—namely, the

unjustifiable use of enamel colour, has been laid

aside in the windows recently executed foi

St. Paul’s, as well as in those sent to Glasgow

and Edinburgh, which are as completely mosaic

as the Medieval examples.

The fine old veteran painter, Jnlius Schnorr

Ton Carolsfold, designed the figures, which, in

their expression of deep feeling and aolemiiity,

may bo classed with any of the works by which

his reputation has been established. The full-

sized cartoon was made by his pupil Striihuber.

The architectural decoration was designed by

the surveyor to the fabric of St. Paul’s, Mr.

F. C. Penrose, who also prepared the general

scheme of the windows in concert with two
members of the St. Paul's committee, whose

loss will uot soon be replaced, either in that

committee or in the world of art in general

—

Charles Winston and John Lewis Petit.

This window, in consequence of the amount of

labour and thought which has been bestowed

upon it, deserves to be carefully examined, and

we anticipate that, however little acceptance it

may receive from those who have made up their

minds strongly in favour of a different style of

treatment, it will nevertheless enlist a sufficient

number of admirers to justify the donors and the

committee in the belief that they have uot only

introduced a great ornament into the cathedral,

but also have rendered an important service to

the British school, by inciting the public to

demand a more artistic description of glass

painting than is now in too many instances pub
up with.

The cost of this window, irrespective of

homo charges and fixing, is about 900Z. The
fixing was intrusted to Mr. Miller, of Brewer-

street, who appears to have executed his task

with great care.

Two other windows for the apse are in pro-

gress, being respectively the gilts of the Gold-

smiths’ Company, and of Dr. Rogers, in memory
of his martyr ancestor, Canon Rogers; and one

for the end of the south aisle of the choir, in

memory of the late Mr. William Cotton.

ON THE SCIENCE OF COLOUR.*

The results which I have endeavoured to

deduce from the study of the prismatic colours

are fully confirmed by all sorts of experiments
made with the colours of pigments. For in-

stance, wo may test the colours of pigments
with the prism in a beautifully simple way. We
have merely to cover a small part of a strip of

white paper with the pigment, aqd view it over

a dark cavity through the prism, and we see the

spectrum of the pigment-colour adjoining to that

of the white, and detect at once the rays which
are absorbed or extinguished by the pigment,
and those which it sends to the eye, to which its

colour is due. Thus, with respect to yellow,

which many will still maintain, I suppose, to be
a primary colour, unconvinced by the experi-

meats on the combination of the prismatic rays
(which show that the best yellow is prodneed
by throwing together all from tho first red to the
last green ray); if we analyse the colour of

aureolin, of chrome yellow, or of king’s yellow,

or the petal of any bright yellow flower, we
uniformly find that, the better and clearer the

yellow, the more perfectly the object reflects all

the red and all the green rays, absorbing only
tho blue. Hence, if blue is a primary colour, it

is difficult to see how it can be supposed that a
colour prodneed by all the other rays of the
spectrum is not made up of both the other
primaries combined, whatever those primaries
are. Borne strips of paper, coloured in parts
with different pigments, will be found on the
table amongst the objects for prismatic obser-
vation.

Again, we may determine correctly all the in-

termediate coloors between any two given colours,
and ascertain the accurate mean between two
given colours, without the slightest difficulty or

possibility of error, by the beautiful method which
was first used by the celebrated Lambert in the

* From a paper by Mr. W. Benson, read .at (he Insti-

tute of Arehiteeta on the 15th iast. Mr. Benson’s views
have already been set forth at some length in our pages.

last century, and which I have, in my late

treatise on the science of colour, endeavoured to

improve and apply to this purpose. We have

merely to hold a slip of clean polished glass,

perpendicularly, between spots of the given

colours, 80 as to seo the near spot reflected from

that part of the glass throagh which we see the

other spot. If spots of white and black are

placied opposite to each on alternate sides of the

given colouiT, the position of the eye, in which

half the light is reflected and half transmitted,

is readily found, and the result there observed

most be the mean of the colours. When the

reflection is more obliqne, the reflected light

will be in higher proportion than the trans-

mitted, and the contrary with a less oblique

reflection.

Those who suppose that they can get the

colours intermediate between the colours of two
pigments by miring the pigments, should com-

pare the results obtained by that fallacious

method with those obtained by this elegant and
easy experiment. Gamboge and Prussian blue,

for instance, make, by mixture or superposition,

a green, darker than either the yellow or the blue

of those pigments
;
tho scientific method gives,

as their intermediate colour, a gray of mean
brightness, in agreement with the results ob-

tained by onr experiments on the combination of

grayish pink, of about the hue of rose madder

;

one affected with blue, like that of cobalt, turns

it into a grayish yellow, of the hue of king’s

yellow, and the reverse. The same effects are

seen in the shadows cast by a sunbeam which
has passed through strongly-coloured glass, upon
a gray surface otherwise illuminated by a neutral

light
;
and in many other ways, if due precau-

tions are used. And no doubt the peculiar im»
provement in depth, which is evident in truly

complementary colours when viewed in juxtapo-

sition, the eye glancing rapidly from one to the

other of them, arises from the same cause. It

is evident, therefore, that the eye itself is so

constituted as to agree in this respect with the

deductions of science concerning the actual rela-

tions of colours.

Tho attempt to reconcile these obvious ocular

effects with the common doctrine as to what
colours are complementary to each other has

led some to regard the deep prismatic blue,

which Newton called indigo, as being violet in

hue, and the deep prismatic red ns being au
orange red. It is a great incidental advantage
in the system I advocate, that it abides by the

invariable colours of the spectrum as the

standard by which all the colours of natural

objects are easily tested ;
for if we depart from

' these, we may widely alter the hues of our

the prismatic rays. So, also, it does with the
j

simple colours one way or another, and be quite

colours of king’s yellow and cobalt, or lemon I
uncertain what is right, having nothing but the

yellow and French blue or ultramarine. ^
general vague idea of redness, blneness, &c., to

If we avail ourselves of the well-known pro-
'

guido us. The terms used to distinguish colours

perty of Iceland spar to give double images of ! are among the most indefinite in all languages

;

two coloured spots, and arrange the spots so that and the loose way in which they are applied,

one image of both shall fall together, which ia and the different meanings attached to them by

easily done, we obtain the same results. And ' dill’erent authors, would lead one to suppose that

so, also, if we excite the sensation of the two
|

our colour-sensations are so diflerent in different

colours in rapid succession on the same part of

the retina, as by the well-known method of rota-

tion. But neither of these methods ia so con-

venient in practice as that of the slip of glass
;

and I only mention them to show that, in what-
ever way we can mingle two different colour-

sensations, we obtain the same results. Small

spots of the colours of vermilion, emerald green,

and cobalt, of verdigris, rose madder and king’s

persons, and so variable in the same, that they

are more fanciful than real, and that no certainty

ia attainable in them. Yet, in fact, if weexetepb

the comparatively few persons who are only

capable of the sensations of yellow and blue, and
those whose eyes are less sensible than they

should be to red, there is a wonderful uniformity

and certainty in the sensations excited by light.

Only let the rays which enter the eye be the

yellow, with the requisite appliances, have been
j

same in quality and quantity, and let the eye be

prepared for the purpose of illustrating these

methods of finding their means ; aud any one
who will examine the matter will see that the

latter three pigments are very nearly comple-
mentary in hue with, the former three; that ia,

the means between vermilion and verdigris,

between emerald green and rose madder, and ' reconcile them.

in the same normal condition, without any pre-

sent or very recent strong excitement, and w©
may roly upon the results being the same.

Bub the difference between the new doctrine

and the old is more than a difference of terms,

for the utmost latitude of interpretation cannot

between cobalt and king’s yellow, are very nearly

neutral grays. The results of all our experi-

ments with colours of pigments, therefore,

plainly agree with those of our former experi-

ments on the combination of the prismatic rays,

and confirm the opinion that red, green, and blue

In a diagram, intended to represent in its

lower part the effect of three luminous beams,
red, green, and blue, falling in partly over-

lapping circles upon a reflecting screen other-

wise dark, I have endeavoured to imitate as well

as I could the natural complementary colonrs, as

are the primary, and sea-green, pink, and yellow seen in the spectra of white and black bands

the secondary colours.

In perfect agreement wich the facts I have
stated about the complementary colours, are all

those apparent changes of colour which are per-

ceiv(3d when the retina, having been strongly

excited by some one or other colour, becomes

and edges, which perfectly accord with tho

ocular effects I have just alluded to. These
coloured lights produce, whore the red and green

lights fall together, a yellow of double bright-

ness
;
where the green and blue fall together, a

seagreen of double brightness ;
and where the

less sensible to it than usual, and every object to blue aud red fall together, a pink of double

which we direct the eye appears, therefore, more
[

brightness ;
and, lastly, where all three overlap,

or less tinged with the complementary colour, as ' a white of triple brightness. The upper part of

if a wash of that colour had been laid over it. ! the diagram, on the other hand, exhibits the

For it is always found that in an eye excited by ! effects of taking away from white the same
red, by green, or by blue, objects appear tinged

j

three colours, as if by laying over tho white, in

with seagreen, with pink, or with yellow
j
and three overlapping circles, transparent washes of

the reverse
;
and that by intermediate colonrs

j

some perfect seagreen, pink, and yellow pig-

intermediate effects are produced.
j

meats, producing red where the pink and yellow

I am aware that some of these effects have ! washes overlap, green where the yellow and sea-

been otherwise described by several writers : it

is usual, for instance, to boar it said rod tinges

the adjoining colours with green
;
but this is not

correct, unless the one be a pink-red, or crimson,

and the other a seagreen green. So again, it is

usual to say, that blue aud orange mutually

deepen each other; but for this to be true, the

blue must be of a seagreen-blue or azure hue,

and the orange must be yellowish.

The most careful experiments, made by look-

ing steadfastly at spots coloured with those pig-

ments which best represent the principal com-
pounds of the prismatic colours, aud brilliantly

illuminated upon a black grouncl, and then sud-

denly directing the eye to a perfectly neutral

gray ground, will always clearly show the gray

surface darkened and modified in hue in accord-

ance wich what I have already pointed out as

the real or natural complenientaries. Thus, an
eye affected wich bright red or scarlet, like that

of vermilion, turns the gray into a grayish sea-

greep of the hue of verdigris
;
one affected wich

grevn, like that of emerald green, turns it a

green overlap, blue where the seagreen and
pink overlap, and, lastly, black where all three

overlap.*

By comparing the colours in this diagram with

the commonly received primary and secondary
colonrs, as shown in the accompany ing large and
small diagrams sold for the use of the Schools

of Design, which give the best representation of

them that I conld find, the essential differences

between the two systems are made very appa-

rent. Except red and blue, which both admit
as primaries, all the other colours differ ma-
terially. The middle primary is deep green in

the one, and bright yellow in the other
;
the first

secondaiy ia bright aeagroen in the one, and
yellowish green in the other

;
the second is

bright rosy pink in the one, and dark bluish

purple, or even violet, in the other
;
the third is

bright yellow in the one, and a very red orange

in the other. In the one it is endeavoured to

* This diagram was an enlarged copy of one in 1

author's treavise on the “ Beience of Colour," page 11.
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get all the coloora as nearly as possible of their

fall strength, in which they must be as nearly

as possible of equal strength, so as to neutralize

each other in equal quantities. In the other,

their strengths are supposed to be proportioned

according to certain arbitrary rales laid down by

Mr. Field upon no sound reason whatever, and
which moreover are not and cannot easily be

fnllilled. In the one, by the enlightened study

of the prismatic spectrum, and the use of satis-

factory methods of testing the hues and the

strengths of the pigments used, we make a

tolerable approach towards correctness, or at

least can ascertain pretty nearly how far we err
j

in the other, by following rules which a mistaken

theory derives from the results of mixing pig-

ments, or superimposing coloured glasses (re-

gardless of the fact that such a process gives

neither the sum nor the mean of their separate

colours), not one of the pairs of nominal com-

plomentaries neutralize each other
j
for the red

and green compound a dark orange yellow or

citrine
;
the yellow and purple produce a reddish

mixture ;
and the mean between the blue and

orange is a good purple—much stronger and

better than that given as the colour comple-

mentary to yellow.

The comparison of the natural and conven-

tional systems of colour seems to me to be much to

the advantage of the former. There is a certain

beauty in combinations of colonr devised under
the latter, such as those in the diagrams for the

Schools of Design
;
bub this is attained without

completeness of range or compass j—without
including the most powerful colours of all the

several kinds, which surely ought to be included

in a scheme for showing the relations of colours
j

—and no reason is apparent in the included

colours themselves why they should be placed in

that particular order. The peculiar congruity of

the true primaries in darkness and depth, and of

the true secondaries in brightness and clearness,

also tonds to give, as it seems to me, a chastened
richness and charm to any orderly combination

of those colours which mast be essentially want-
ing in similar combinations of the conventional

primaries and secondaries.

I think, then, I am not wrong in asserting

that an approach to scientific truth will be ad-
vantageous to art, and that the best natural

taste may be directed and improved by under-

standing and observing the laws of nature. Bub
in colonr true science has hitherto scarcely been
in the field at all, and taste has in fact had the

battle to itself, not only unaided by true science,

but even misled by false or pretended science.

Ko wonder, then, that writers on taste in colour

should be inclined to repudiate science alto-

gether
J
and that Sir J, Gardner Wilkinson, for

insbauce, in the beginning of his valuable work
on that subject, should make such remarks as

the following :
—“ Everyone willingly admits the

great utility of rules
j
but we must first make

ourselves masters of the subject, and be con-

tented to seek for facta to guide ua in their for-

mation.” . . . .
“ It is of more importance

for the proper arrangement of colours to ascer-

tain which harmonize in juxtaposition, than to

occupy ourselves with abstruse questions respect-

ing their properties, or the laws by which they
ought to be regulated

j
which, though they

may display great thought and soientifio know-
ledge, are here of little practical use, and which,
like the constitutions of certain wise professors,

appear as plausible on paper as they are impos-
sible in practice. From facts and actual expe-
rience we may obtain something positive and
useful : from theory nothing can be expected, so

long as the subject itself is not thoroughly un-
derstood, except the most vtigne and contra-

tradictory conclusions.”*

As to the impossibility of rightly treating red,

yellow, and blue, according to the same rules as
primary colours, the same writer also well ob-

serves (pp. 61, 62) ;

— " Though red and blue in

juxta-position have the appearance of purple,

aud yellow placed next to red gives it an orange
hue, the same illusion is not caused by the con-

'

tact of the other two primary colours, blue and
yellow, and these do not look green when in

juxtaposition, except in certain cases. Nor is the
change then so marked as when blue and red, or
yellow and red, are in contact. And this is one
of many proofs that all the three- primary
colours are not under the same conditions in re-

lation to each other. It is not, therefore, neces-
sary to lay down the same general and invariable
rule respecting the three primaries, that “in
making new patterns or ornaments, red and blue

* Sir J. G. Wilkinson on Colour and Taste, pp, 6 and 8.

should not join, nor yellow and red, nor yellow
and blue,” as though the three combinations
were exactly similar, and subject to the same
laws. For yellow aud blue do not deceive the

eye to the same extent as the others, when in

juxtaposition. Nor has red with green the same
effect as red with blue and yellow, and still less

have red blue and yellow the same effect as these

three colours when united in one,”—that is,

according to the theory which the author re-

ceived, they have nob the same effect as white.

Such anomalies as those noticed in this extract

are the necessary consequences of an erroneous

theory. Of course, blue aud yellow cannot be
treated in the composition by the same rules as

blue and red ; for bine is complementary to

yellow and not to red. Still less can yellow and
red be treated by the same rules as yellow and
blue 3 for yellow harmonizes with red, itself con-

taining the full red in conjunction with the full

green, whilst it contrasts as the opposite colour

to blue. No wonder that red, yellow, and blue

together have not the same effect as red and
green together, nor yet the same effect as white 3

for the mean of the first combination is always
reddish, and of tho second yellowish, and neither

of them white or neutral, whatever proportions

are taken.

I believe, however, that if we dispense with
false theory and admit scientific truth we shall

lose these anomalies, and introduce no new ones.

We shall be enabled to treat red, green, and blue

under the same rules as primary colours, and soa-

green, pink, and yellow under the same rules as

secondaries, if only we boar in mind the differ-

ences in the depth and clearness of the pigments
we use to represent them

5
these, of course,

modifying the effects in a large degree. Two
primaries of similar depth may please the eye

when side by side, while the same two, equally

true in hue, bub not alike in depth, may fail to

do so. A great step will assuredly be gained if

we establish correctly the hues of the three

simple colour-sensations, aud of their comple-
mentaries

;
for these, together with black aud

white, will give us the eight principal colours

upon which to work, and will enable na to deter-

mine all the intermediate colours correctly, and
to arrange them all with duo regard to their

natural gradations and oontraata of every kind.

Did I nob fear to exceed the limits proper for

this occasion, aud to stand in the way of that

expression of the views entertained by others
which I hope this paper will elicit, I would add
some remarks on the true limits of colours in

strength of hue, which, when ascertained with

some approach to correctness, might be substi-

tuted with great advantage for Field’s doctrine

of chromatic equivalents
5

on their limits in

depth and clearness 3 also on gradations and con-

trasts of colour, and on the means which I have
proposed as a key or directory to the endless

natural harmonies of colour
5

combinations of

which, in one form or another, must be (if I am
not greatly mistaken) the groundwork of all

that naturally delights the eye in colour-com-

positions, and makes them praiseworthy as

works of art.

MEANS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF
THE PEOPLE.

ENGLISH REPOSTS ON THE TRENCH EXHIBITION.

Fite of the six volumes in which it is proposed
to include the reports on the Paris Universal Ex-
hibition, prepared for the Science and Art Depart-
ment, in accordance with the directions of the
Lords of the Committee of Council on Education,

have been issued.* The first volume, which is

to contain a general report and tables of statis-

tics, has yet to be published. Wo hope Mr.
Cole will speak out in it. The sixth, or last

issued, contains so many useful plans and so

much information, that it deserves to be made
widely known, and to be consulted. It is, unlike

the other volumes, not international in its cha-

racter
5

it is exclusively English. The third,

which, for the sake of order, we will proceed

to notice first, on the other hand contains notices

of foreign methods of manufacture of various

goods, carrying out the instructions the reporters

received to turn their attention to the objects

exhibited by the British colonies and by foreign

countries, rather than to those shown by the

United Kingdom. Passing over the reports re-

* Reports on the Paris 'Universal Exhibition, 1867.

Presented to both Houses of Parliament by command of
her Majesty. London: Printed by George E. Eyre &
William Spottiswoode, for her Majesty’s Stationery Otlice.

l807.

lating to cotton, linen, worsted, silk and lace

manufactures, we come, in this volume, to a
series of subjects belonging more to our own
province.

Foremost in this series we must place Mr.
Chadwick’s amply illustrated report upon ex-
amples of dwellings characterized by cheapness,
combined with the conditions necessary for

health and comfort. It has already been noticed
in these columns; but in its present complete-
ness deserves further comment. The result of
his survey of all the means and appliances for

improving dwellings gathered together on the
occasion of the exhibition, is a conviction that

there are, already at hand, many plans and con-
trivances for very important advances. We give

the items on which he considers progress has
been made iu the order in which he states

them :

—

In the means of relieving honaes from tho cesspool
smell, or the had drain, or sewer emanations and smeU,
From the foul wall smell, and from the wall vermin.
From the damp wall.

From the smoke nuisance.
From a great proportion of the waste of fuel, and tho

loss of heat.

From stagnant and vitiated air.

From the deterioration of good water supplies.

From much of the exclusion from sunlight.

And in appliances by which they are made warmer in
winter, and cooler in summer.

As he states, by way of heading to his report,

that he considers the exhibition presented “ evi-

dence of only incidental, and an utterly incom-
meuBurate amount of attention to the great
subject,” we feel it is a source of congratulation

that so many details can be picked out as having
been improved. Wo also feel justified in being

sanguine in our estimates of the advances yet

to come when the matter receives more extended
consideration. France, who did not open the

question at all in 1856, constructed six models in

1867 3
Prussia and Austria appearing also in the

field for the first time with one model each.

The next exhibition will doubtless show these

countries putting forth further strength, other

nations taking the subject up, and progress made
corresponding with the immense importance of

the subject in reference to the comfort of the

great mass of mankind. Informed as we are

that the best class of cottage construction now
in use among us, snob as that on her Majesty’s

estate at Osborne, reduces the death rate of the

occupiers by one half, it is clear that additional

strides towards perfection must still further

reduce tho chances of premature death. We
have turned from the items Mr. Chadwick has
strung together to his consideration of the im-
provements effected in each, aud find that ho
thinks the step in advance made in the matter
of cottage walls is shown in an eminent degree

in those devised by M. Ferrand. These, it will

be remembered, are built double, and formed of

hollow bricks, held together and the beariug
power obtained by what Mr. Chadwick calls the

Crystal Palace principle, a system of iron

columns, beams, and crosstrees. This form of

wall is thinner, it is urged, than a common brick

wall, therefore takes up less space, warmer in

winter and cooler in summer, because of the

conch of air between the two surfaces, and it is

a better non-conductor of sound than an ordinary

one. At first M. Ferrand faced his wall with
soft plaster and paper, but having his attention

directed to the great desirability of a washable
face, he has invented a new surface, that is

nearly as white as alabaster, having that pro-

perty. Furnished with this fine impermeable
surface, which would do away with many of

the offensive smells, and much of the dirt

found in some houses, the cost of M. Fer«

rand’s wall is still said to be less than that

of an ordinary brick one. As to hollow walls

generally, we have no hesitation in saying that,

through tho difficulty of getting them properly-

executed, they are five times out of six simply

a delusion and a snare. Further experiments

aud improvements in concrete will probably

direct future attention into this channel. A
cheap walling, non absorbent, non-conducting,

and having a washable internal facing, invented

by Mr. B. Nicoll, is spoken of by Mr. Chadwick
with praise. We have so frequently mentioned the

Emperor’s ill-planned concrete-built houses that

we need not again refer to them. There are plana

of them, as well as an elevation, in the report 5 be-

sides plans and elevations of the houses designed

by the associated workmen who, assisted by a

grant from the Emperor, undertook to build the

accommodation they conBidered_ perfect, sans

architecte et sans entrepreneur ; and of those

designed for the Co-operative Society of Paris.

The last-mentioned body adopted M. Ferrand’a
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walling, sections of which are given. Eeferring

to the dislike expressed by Parisian workmen to

he casern^, or barracked, and to the fact that the

associated experimentalists secured well-to-do

neighbours by forming the lower part of their

dwellings into shops, Mr. Chadwick remarks he

has noticed a similar preference for neighbours

of a superior class in England:

—

''AcitS ouvriere excluflirely— a dead level of society—ia

not good for them. Their wives prefer to have high

instead of exclusively low neighboars, and to see, and

have their children see, what is going on about and above

them. This feeling is also widely prevalent in England.

The cottager’s wife would prefer being near the Hall, or

the Mansion, or the Paraonsge, or to people of high

rather than those of low degree. Cottagers' wives and

children, occupying cottages in wastes or by-ways, always

lose in cleanliness, tidiness, and in other respects, by being

oat of the observation of ‘my lady,' or of the clergy-

man’s wife, or of the sguire, or of the clergyman. Go
where yoa will the occupiers of cottages in out-of-the-way

places are of inferior social condition.”

From the wall he passes to the window. In
this item the improvement possible is the use of

thick plate-glass instead of the thin glass, in

small panes, in general use. The Austrian

dwellings were furnished with double windows
j

with this exception, all the others in the Exhibi-

tion were glazed with the heat-wasting thin

glass. One-third of the heat of the fire in a

room escapes by means of this really extravagant

article, and a great deal more goes up the

chimney. Mr. Chadwick dwells upon the three

smells commonly perceived in an inferior dwel-

ling—the cesspool smell, the wall smell, and the

smoky-chimney smell. The last-mentioned, he
considers, is nearly vanquished in some of the

French model dwellings, by means of the capital

cooking-stoves in use. Many experiments, or

experiences, as the French phrase it, have been
made by General Morin, in the matter of cottage

ventilation, which our readers interested in the

question should look over. The leading prin-

ciples which Mr. Chadwick mentions as having
been'reoognized by the General are, “first, the

superiority of the principle of ventilation by
suction—by the method of the hot-water tank
acting on the vitiated air-flue—over the existing

method of ventilation by driving fresh air into

rooms by steam-power
;

second, the principle

that the vitiated air should be taken out as

closely as possible from the sources of vitia-

tion} in hospitals, near each bed; third, that

for the avoidance of the inconvenience of

draughts, fresh air should be brought in from

a distance to the place of supply. These

principles may now be applied to the removal of

air in exactly fixed quantities and temperatures
;

and fourthly, that the heat in entrance-halls,

passages, &o., should be kept up to the same heat

as the inner chambers.” A deep underground
covered tank for the reception of rain-water is

the best plan proposed for keeping this indis-

pensable article clean and cool. The water
supply in France is notoriously imperfect, being
brought by hand from wells and fountains to the

houses. The Emperor’s model cottages at

Vincennes, Mr. Chadwick observed, were without

a proper provision for collecting and storing

rain-water
;
and yet this article, when in first-

class condition, is so superior for ablutions and
laundry operations to hard water that the best

houses must be considered short of a luxury

when without it. For drainage, water-closets of

the syphon type, properly connected with a self-

cleansing and trapped drain made of concrete,

are the best means yet devised. After discussing

all the items fully, Mr. Chadwick submits that

what is now wanted is a series of public trials of

the different materials available for construction.

Ee also suggests that “complete manufactures

under one head ” are also wanted, where the first

cost of moulds would be spread over such a mass
of productions as not to make them costly. We
have contented ourselves with simply indicating

to our readers the kind of information of which
they can avail themselves, and now pass on to

notice the leading featuros in Mr. B. E. Soden
Smith’s report on household furniture.

An examination of the furniture and clothing of

nations showed Mr. Smith that the more civiliza-

tion claimed by the people the more complete
the absence of anything like art-beauty in the
objects of their domestic use. The rude house-
hold goods of Oriental nations, tribes of

Northern Africa, races in the distant parts of

the Eusaian empire, he says, show an under-
standing of colour that renders them models for

the study of the skilful European. The only

department that gives him any consolation is

that of ceramic ware, where he perceives taste

is getting to be more and more recognized.

Perhaps, of all the objects exhibited, some

Spanish matting gave him the most satisfaction
;

for out of the humblo materials grass and
rush a pleasing object was produced, good in

design and harmonious in colouring. Canadian
household furniture, unpainted and unvarnished,

made of oak, light pine, and hickory, stood out

well by the side of that of other countries, for a

chair of hickory could be sold for Is. 3d., an arm-
chair for 2s., and a chest of drawers, of the

three woods intermixed, for 15a. It is for the

good of manufacturers to know the con-

temptible figure their productions make when
they are unglorified by artistic feeling. Mr.
Smith says :

—

“ It is scarcely possible to oonceivo anythinp more false

in taste, more absurd in the application of vrhat is mis-
called ornament, than the maj orily of the objects displayed

in Class 91 ; nevertheless, in many cases the application to

these articles of a very little true art would instantly raise

their mercantile value. Roubiliac's drawings and Flax-
man's designs gave money value to Wedgwood’s pottery
even at the time when it was produced, and Wedgwood
well understood this. As far as the requirementsof cheap
manufacture go, it would be almost as easy to produce
carpets, rugs, and mats, at least, inoffensive to the eye
as to weave things that are hideous; an Oriental workman
using his inheritance of art- practice goes right, as it were,

by instinct; at this side of the world art-education is

needed.''

The Eev. Canon Norris, in his report on means
for instructing children, gives the different forms

of desks and seats in nse among other points.

In Sweden each child has a desk and seat to him-

self, thus admitting of the free passage of the

teacher in any direction. In Spain, instead of a

form running the whole length of a desk, with

the attendant inconvenience of stepping over it,

each seat, though attached to the desk is round
like a music-stool. When required to stand the

child does so at the side of his seat. The Eev.

M. Mitchell’s report on libraries and apparatus

used in the instruction of ad nits gives some hope-

ful informatiofi. In the first French Exhibition

there were but 180 exposants in this depart-

ment : in 1867 there were 500, and twice as

many were refused space. The improvement of

which this increase was the visible sign consists

both in buildings and materials of instruc-

tion, and in the methods of instruction. In
France, education that was before only recom-

mended is now, in several branches, made com-
pulsory. Agriculture, horticulture, gymnastics,

the living languages, commercial geography, laws

relative to workmen and industrial economy have
been thrown open to students. lo the two years

previous to the Exhibition France erected 1,202

schools. It is clear we must now enter into a

different kind of rivalry with this great country
from that of onr forefathers.

There is, too, a report on toys, by Mr. G. C.

T. Bartley, which we must not overlook, bccanse

we have frequently urged in these columns the

usefulness of improving these sources of primary
ideas in children. The chief French toy is a

doll, not a representation of an infant for a child

to fondle, but a model of a lady attired in the

height of fashion, a leading manufaotnrer

changing the costume every month to ensure

accuracy. As an exense for this apparently

early inoculation of childhood with a love of

finery, it is explained that these dolls serve as

models to colonial and other extra-Parisian

milliners before they are handed over to their

children. French dolls, unlike onr wax-faced

natives, have china heads. Mechanical toys,

made in tin ont of snch refuse material

as empty biscuit and sardine boxes by M.
Dessein, are, however, in more commendable
taste. This ingenious toymaker manufactures a

train, consisting of a locomotive, tender, and
carriage, in separate compartments, with a finish

that admits of their running smoothly, packed
in a cardboard box, for twopencs halfpenny.

His economical genius is rewarded with an an-

nual sale of a million railway-carriages. Another

train, having clockwork movement, which enables

it to run ronnd a table, bo sells for less than

three shillings. The mechanical singing-birds of

M. Bontempa, shown in the Exhibition, attracted

mneb admiration, bnt were too costly to become
general favonrites. Military toys, too, in France,

command a large sale. M. Andrenx manufac-

tures 70,000 toy guns per annum, besides im-

mense quantities of cannon, gun-carriages,

swords, and other military equipments. The
taste for military toys is, however, on the de-

cline, owing, Mr. Barclay says, to the present

notion of giving children objects suggestive of

the arts of peace. Nevertheless, M. Andrenx
sold 38,000 toy imitations of the Prussian needle-

gnn in three months, when that weapon was
under public consideration. Prussian toys, as

represented in the Exhibition, were not needle-

gnus, but the furniture of dolls’ houses, horses

and carts, sensible dolls open to caresses without

certainty of destruction, and glass marbles. Mr.
Barclay gives the palm to Biberaoh for tin toys.

Messrs. Eock & Craner seem to manufacture
every description of carriage, cart, cab, omnibus,

and perambulator of every nationality ; our own
insular peculiarities being catered for in the

shape of Hansom’s cabs, with little wheels on the
feet of the horses as well as on the vehicles.

Bavaria has an original idea or two about toys.

One of these is the popular model of a shop,

manufactured at Nnremburg. The kind of shop

that commands the largest sale is a grocer’s,—

a

selection accounted for on the ground of its

having the most drawers to open and shut, fill

and empty. Another toy, not domiciled with

us yet, consists of pictures of men, animals,

carts, trees, painted on stiff cardboard, and fur-

nished with a block of wood, to enable them to

stand upright, which children can arrange in

different combinations, and which appear likely

to exercise their taste and ingenuity. The
Austrian conception of a toy appears to be, that

it should be a musical-box internally, whatever
form it may take externally ; the Danish, that it

should be an implement
;
the Moorish, that it

should be either a trumpet or a top ;
and the

Eussian, that it should be made of india-rubber.

We must content ourselves with drawing the

attention of all interested in means for instruct-

ing the blind to Mr. E. C. Johnson’s report upon
tho subject, which has several illustrations of

the different systems of writing and musical

notation. Mr. B. Jerrold’s report on articles of

all kinds manufactured by skilled workmen has

a wider though perhaps not more intense

interest. We are reminded of the many work-

men from foreign parts who pursued their occu-

pation in this class; the Arabs embroidering

slippers, the Algerine embroidering purses, the

Tlemcen jewellers making filagree-work, the

cameo-entters, and others. Mr. Jerrold says

the object of forming this new class was
generous and lofty. We must refer our readers

to his report for the reasons the resnlt was not

satisfactory.

The whole of the sixth volume is devoted to

the returns relative to the new order of reward.

And to this we will give attention in our next.

INUNDATIONS.

Sir,—In the last number of the Builder the

problem of freeiug lands from inundations is

again mooted. I beg to take up the question,

beginning with Eton, “ the watery glade,” where
I resided two years (unfortnoately). The floods

there are sudden and impetnous, augmented by
winter snows from the Cleaveden Hills and up-

land streams. I will relate an incident. While

at dinner one day the waters came in at the back
door very fast (necessitating the finishing of the

meal upstairs) ; the water rose high enough to

quench the fire in the grate ; the water and thick

sedimentary deposits remained beneath the floor-

ing, cansing, for months, dampness and effluvia,

producing sickness and death. The inhabitants

believe it to be an inevitable evil
:
generations

have endured it, and they must grin and bear it.

Amphibious dolts ! Provided a premium were

offered, would not a remedy be devised ? I

think BO. I will endeavour to explain a plan of

mine :
— Past the aits the torrent rushes in

great force. From one of these aits to the shore

I would erect a large and wide water-wheel (or

two) to work a powerful set of force-pumps to

impel the water through pipes (earthen, iron,

or brick) of the largest bore, to a point below

weirs and locks : thus, whenever these mighty
rnshes of waters came down, the wheels wonld
commence revolving, and cease when lower.

Greater the flow, quicker would the wheels

revolve. Many thousand tons per hour, night

and day, would be expedited on its way seaward,

instead of overflowing low lands.

Churchyards in these districts are very moist.

If they do not drown their dead, many meet with

a watery grave. R- T.

p.g.—Locate Dutchmen here, and they wonld

soon dam the place.

A District Surveyor for tlie City.—Tho
election of a district sorveyor for the southern

division of the City of London took place last

Friday, at the offices of the Metropolitan Board

of Works, when Mr. Edward Power, jun., was
elected by a majority of six votes.
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IMPOSTA2fOE OP VENTILATION TO LIFE

AND HEALTH.
REGISTaAR-GENEKAL’S RETURNS.

Under the title of “ A New Beading of the

BetnroB of theBegistrar-General, on Life, Health,

and Disease,” and with the motto, “ For the life

of the flesh is in the blood,” Mr. E. T. Craig

writes a long and able letter, of which we give

an abstract, merely remarking, beforehand, that

it affords no 7ieu» reading to ns, who have so long

pioneered the way to better health and lessened

mortality, by urging the importance of better

ventilation in dwellings, especially in bedrooms,

and by night, with less overcrowding.

“It has been jnstly observed that in some
branches of knowledge great errors may be made
with little loss to society, but this is not the

case when dealing with the principles that lie at

the very foundations of the laws of life, health,

and disease, and their relatione with the prin-

ciples and practice of medicine. Any error in

estimating the laws for the preservation of

health and vital force may daily be the cause of

death to thousands. If the laws that affect the

first germs of existence, and throughout life

govern the conditions of health and disease, be

not understood, or their teachings not wisely

applied, then the premature deaths of vast mul-

titudes must be the result, as is the case at pre-

sent in all our great struggling manufacturing

centres of existence. Consumption, for instance,

slays annually, in England alone, some 60,000

persons, and every year, throughout the civilized

world, some 600,000 human beings. Diarrhcea,

fever, and other spreading diseases are also the

immediate causes of an incalculable amount of

suffering and sorrow, and a rate of mortality

which might to a very great extent be reduced

by attention to a few laws essential to health.

The Begistrar-General’s statements, however,

have an importance far higher than that of the

mere statistics of death. In the returns for the

spring and summer quarters of 1868, we are sup-

plied with some very striking contrasts ;
reasons

are assigned for the varying numbers of the

killed, and counsel offered as to the future line

of action required to reduce the death-roll. Here
it is that the ground is weak. While many
writers are at a loss to account for the high rate

of mortality, the registrar-general fails to em-
brace the whole question in his counsel to the

authorities of towns, and hence the necessity for

reviewing the proposed line of action, to ensure

success in future contests with disease and
death. We have facts in abundance.
There is, however, but little hope that the

millennium of perfect public health will ever be

attained by the suggestion of the Eegistrar-

General, comprised in the mere ‘removal or

interment of every kind of fermenting im-

purity,’ BO that ‘ the diarrhoja, choleras, and
analogous diseases, which spoil the fiuest

summers, will then be as rare in those days as

migrating birds j for, finding nothing to feed

upon, they will no longer infest our cities and
villages.’

As this state of matters would be desirable,

we are naturally induced to turn over the pages
of the Begistrar-General, and the ‘notes’ of his

useful body of District Begistrars, to ascertain if

any'other meansof preventingdisease—diarrhoea,

and death—are advocated, and find none ; while
the remedy suggested has been the prevailing
prescription as a sanitary cure for many years;
and, although true in part, fails to grasp the
whole question as to the origin of a class of

diseases that yearly oonstitnte very prominent
items in the bills of mortality. The plans pro-

posed are those which have been acted upon by
many towns, and yet the mortality from some
diseases, such as in consumption, is as high as .

before the enormous expenditure of public funds
had been incurred. The truth is, the public
authorities are put on a wrong course, and,
as they seek a false issue, they are all disap-
pointed.

While admitting the full influence ofjudicious
and effective drainage, and ready to advocate its

completion wherever required, we contend that
great disturbing causes of ill-health and mor-
tality would not be removed by the most effi-

cient sewerage system that could possibly be
devised while the present crowded and defective
conditions of dwellings exist. These disturbing
causes r.nd defective conditions must be better
understood and altered, or there will be a con-
stant recurrence of these variations in the con-
ditions of public health. We differ, therefore,

from the Begistrar-General as to the efficiency of

‘ the works ’ which the authorities are advised

to accelerate as a remedy for consumption, or

even for diarrhcea, ‘ the malady so fatal to the

population.’

While admitting the fullest advantages that

may be claimed for efficient sanitary measures,
I contend that whatever system of sewerage
may exist, the prevalence of consumption and
other diseases would be developed and aggra-

vated by disturbing causes arising exclusively

within the dwellings.

If we so construct our dwellings, offices,

schools, and places of public assembly, and so

arrange our bedrooms that the pre-breathed air

cannot escape into the outer air, we shall, at all

times, have present a sufficient cause of disease

whether the sewerage works are perfected or not.

Therefore, to goon, year after year, advocating
an extension of sewerage works, without per-

ceiving or appreciating the power which other
measures would exercise in arresting the cause
and the progress of diseases, such as consump-
tion and diarrhcea, is to misdirect the public,

and to incur a grave responsibility in urging tbe
authorities in a coarse which must in the end
prove but a fool’s errand, and lead to disap-

pointment.
The temperature of the atmosphere was very

much raised, there was little wind, and during a
part ofthe summer but little rain. There wonld be
less oxygen in the same volnme of air than in the
previous quarter ; the ozone would be abstracted
more rapidly or more effectively by the decompe-
sition of putrescent materials

;
the carbonic acid

gas thrown out by animals and the inhabitants
wonld pervade the air, while the upper sashes of
the windows of hundreds of houses in a town
were not made to open, to afford the half-stifljd

inhabitants any relief from the poisonous in-

fluences arising from heated pre-breathed air

from their own lungs; so that they were literally

surrounded, night and day, with an atmosphere
only a few degrees short of being deadly de-
structive.

Now, as we have seen the constructive ar-

rangements of dwelling-houses are such as to
prevent the escape of prebreathed air, the
resnlb is an additional cause for the increase of
diarrhcea, consumption, functional disease of the
heart, as well as a source of fever and other
spreading diseases.

I have shown that in the great battle of
life the main cause of the heavy oatalogues of
disease and death from diarrhcea are mainly due
to the destruotiveness involved in our health-
destroying system of house construction and the
absence of efficient ventilation.”

The only remark we need add to Mr. Craig’s
letter is, that to the stolid public it is not suffi-

cient to insist that they ventilate their dwellings,
and especially their bed-rooms, more thoroughly

;

bub they onght to be pointedly and expl^gitly
informed that by ventilating their bed-rooms
better, is meant that snob ventilation is most of
all requisite hy night, and while they are occupying
these bed-rooms. In thonsands of instances they
will willingly throw open their bed-room windows
and air their bedding by day, while they will as
carefully close up every crevice by night. And
the poor, with their miserable supply of bed-
clothing, are, in winter, especially liable to do
SO; bat, from the lowest to the highest, the
desire to be snug and safe from draughts over-
rules all consideration of ventilation. Nor is it

easy to ventilate bed-rooms by night thoroughly,
while keeping them free from dranghts, far less
for the poor in winter to keep sufficient warmth
about them along with ventilation, even when
safe from draughts.

The whole subject is one which well merits
continual agitation.

NEW CEMETERIES.
Leamington .—The Bishop of Worcester has

consecrated a portion of the new cemetery,
situated in the Whifcnash-road, near this town.
The grounds comprise a strip of land on the
north side of the old graveyard, fronting the
road, a large portion at the west end, and a
piece on the south side. Mr. Cundall, of Bir-
mingham, who under the late Mr. Sqnirhil
superintended the works in connexion with the
old graveyard, is the architect. Plans and
specifications of the buildings to be erected
were prepared by him, and the Board advertised
for tenders for carrying the same into effect. The
tender of Mr. W. Green, of Leamington, was
accepted for the erection of the chap !, the con-
struction of the necessary walks, the execution

of the drainage, and other work
;
and that of

Mr. G. F. Smith, of Milverton, for the boundary
fences and all the ironwork in connexion with
the building. Each chapel is in the Norman
style of architecture. It is built of red pressed
bricks, with blue brick plinths and Bath stone
dressings. The roof is covered in with red
Staffordshire tiles, with a triple band of black
ones introduced half-way up the roof. The
principal entrance is at the west end, by a door-
way of Bath stone, with a circular moulded
arch, supported by light annnlated pillars with
carved capitals. The whole of the windows
have circular moulded heads, with light pillars

and Norman capitals of Bath stone. The prin-
cipal feature of the interior is the apse, the arch
of which is of pressed brick in the form of a
dog-tooth Norman carving, with an inner
moulded arch of Bath stone. The floor is laid

with Minton tiles. On each side of the bier are
movable seats of stained deal, and in the body
of the chapel are four other seats, two on each
side of the building. The Episcopalian is some-
what more ornamental than the Dissentera’
obapel.

Diss .—The site of the new cemetery is on the
road leading from Diss to Barsbon and Diss
Heywood. The area of the ground comprises
about five acres. The style of the arohitecture
adopted for the chapels is Early Perpendicular,
both being 32 fb. long by 16 fc. wide, and each
having a vestry 9 ft. by 7 ft. The Episcopal
chapel stands east and west, and the Noncon-
formists’ chapel north and south, the two being
connected by porches with an arch between, tbe
entrances being at either side of the archway.
The walls are built of flint from Mr. Bishop’s
pit, at Boydon, near Diss, faced with split, varied
with whole flints in the arches, the interior

being lined with red brick, relieved at intervals

with bands of black
;

the floors paved with
Minton’s blaok and red tiles, and raised at the
ends so as to form a dais, on which stand the
reading-desks. The roofs, which are not ceiled,

are constructed of open-coupled rafters, stained

and varnished, being boarded at the back, and
covered with dark Staffordshire tiles, and or-

namented ridge tiles. The windows and
door-jambs, arches, and tracery are executed in
Bath stone, as also are the copings to the gables,

weathering to buttresses, and tbe bell-turret.

Sitting accommodation is provided in each
chapel for about twenty-four persons, the
benches being constructed of deal, stained and
varnished. The lodge for the residence of the
keeper of the cemetery is bnilb at the north side
of the entrance-gates, of the same material, and
corresponds in character with the chapels. The
work of the chapels and lodge has been executed
by Messrs. C. Bishop & Son, Diss, and the front

wall by the same firm, and Mr. j. Ward, stone-
mason, Diss, the iron-work being executed by
Mr. W. Bishop, Diss. The whole of the work
has been carried out from competitive plans
under the superintendence of Mr. John Thomas
Muskett, the architect and town surveyor, Dias.

The total coat of the chapels, lodge, and wall
is about 1,750Z., exclusive of the price of the
laud.

A PLUMB BOB.

A correspondent signing himself “A Work-
ing Joiner,” writes,—“ Will you inform me in

your next issue whether practically speaking a
plummet, or plumb-bob (commonly called) can
be made of any other material than lead ? I

find in my dictionary that plumb is from the
Latin (^plumbum), and therefore conclude, as
plumbum means lead, that a bob made of brass
cannot be a plnmb-bob.”
A piece of lead attached to a string and used to

attain a perpendicular line, or teat the perpen-
dicularity of a line in building or otherwise, was
called a plummet or plumb because of the lead

—

plumbum. As in other similar oases, the name now
attaches to the use rather than to the material.
A wall standing perpendicular is correctly de-
scribed as " plumb ;

” the French for “ upright ”

is aplomb; and wo apprehend it is now per-
fectly correct to term any weight used to ascer-
tain a perpendicular position a plumb-bob with-
out reference to the material of which it con-
sists. Milton uses the word “plumb” as de-
scriptive of the sudden downright fall of a man;
and the sea is often plumbed with a weight that
is not lead.

The Borough Architect, Xtlverpooi.—Mr.
Robson has resigned this office.

a
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COLUMBIA MAKKET, BETHNAL-GKIBN.

PRIVATE

A. Principal Entrance
(Clerk of the Mar-
ket's hoaae over).

B B. Tower, containing
water-supply.

C C. Arcades.
D D. Corridors.
E. Fountain.
F F. Shops.
GO. Porches.
H H. Staircase.

I I. Parlours.
• J J, Living-rooms.
KK. Bedrooms.
L L. Kitchens.

Sculleries.

. Air-shafts.

.
Stores.
Tavern.

, Steps.

.
Shambles.
Offices.

Closets.

. Areas.
iV. Washhouses.

Dust-cellars.

Bar-parlour.
Lobbies.
W atchman’s house.

B 0 A D
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COLUMBIA MARKET, BETHNAL-GREEN: INTERIOR OP MARKET HALL.
Mr. Henry A. Darbishire, Architect. [See p. 137, ante .
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THE PORTHOOMINS INDUSTRIAL AND
OTHER EXHIBITIONS.

The Utrecht International Exhibition of 1869 .

—

The council of the Society of Arts, on applica-

tion to the Court of Common Council, has

obtained permiaeion to intending exhibitors at

the Utrecht International Exhibition of articles

of domestic economy, in the ensuing summer, to

hold a preliminary exhibition in the Guildhall,

London. From the specimens there exhibited

those most suitable in price and quality may be
selected and sent over to Holland. In addition

to such articles there would also be sent the

plans, drawings, and speciBoation of model
dwellings for the poor. In order to carry out

the suggestion, funds will be required
5
but the

sum need not be large ; and the council think

that this might be raised by a subscription

among those who take an interest in the under-
taking : the council undertake to contribute.

The court were unanimous in according the use
of the hall.

Postponement of WorTcmen’ s International Ex-
hibition until 1870.—A circular has been issued,

announcing the determination oi the council of

the Working Men’s Club and Institute Union
to hold this Exhibition in 1870 instead of 1869.
They have received many communications from
home and abroad as to the difficulty of preparing
articles of the best workmanship in time for an
Exhibition to be held iu the present year.

South London Working Classes Industrial Ex-
hibition .—An aggregate meeting of exhibitors

has been held, in the Lambeth Baths, to choose
the adjudicators, the space and vigilance com-
mittees, and to transact other business. The
following gentlemen were chosen as adjudicators
in the artistic department :—Sir M. D. Wyatt,
F.S.A.

;
Messrs. T. E. Butters ; Henry Cole, C.B.;

George Cruikshank
j

F. H. Fowler, M.R.I.B.A.

;

W. Hincholiff 5 R. Hudson, P.R.S. ; W. H.
Miller

j and R. Redgrave, R.A. For the me-
chanical : Messrs. T. Beggs, A. Hawkins, jun.,

G. Jennings, T. Lambert, R. Miller, Norman,
Searle, S. S. Taylor, G. Thomeloe, and R.
Thwaites. For the general, or third class

:

Messrs. J. Glazier, J. Hill, G. Hewlett, jun.,

G. Pritchard, E. Dresser Rogers, S. S. 'Taylor,

H. Wallace, and W. R. Selway ; and a number of

ladies for deciding upon the fabrics and fancy
work. The apace committee and a vigilance

committee (composed entirely of exhibitors)

were then appointed, all the resolutions being
unanimous. The chairman replied to many
questions from the exhibitors, the chief query
eliciting the fact that protection for designs and
improvements had been granted by the Board of
Trade under the Industrial Exhibitors Act of

1865.

THE (ALBERT) MUSEUM, SOUTH
KENSINGTON.

In the glass case containing the Elizabeth-and-

Leicester violin stands a very fine vase of Castel-

Durante majolica, lent by Mr. John Webb. It is

about 2 ft. high, and dates from the middle of

the sixteenth century. In the same case is an
elegantly shaped dressing-table, formed of satin

wood, painted with grisaille medallions, garlands

of flowers and fruits in natural colours, and
having a border of small coronets, waved ribbon,

I and little green chaplets enclosing jewel-like

pendants. On the table, two pedestal cupboards

i support a shield-shaped looking-glass, crowned
i with flowers

;
and the slender legs of the table are

L held together by gracefully arranged bands that

r rise in the centre and terminate in a plateau,

r which supports an oval casket of satin-wood,

[
painted with flowers to match the table.

A corresponding chest of drawers will be found
i in the first glass case on the left, after entering

I the loan portion of the Museum j
but the drawers

a are even more beautiful than the table. They
a are also of satin-wood, painted with garlands and
Q flowers, bat the flowers are of larger size, and
D more care has been bestowed in consequence.

C On the top, a semicircular rustic landscape of

B most happy colouring is placed close to the
b bordering at the back ; the space in front is

t filled by delicate garlands, and a representation

0 of a Wedgwood medallion on lilao ground. The
b- bordering, which runs all round the top of the

d: drawers on the flat, consists of most natnral-

Ic looking “ eyes ” of peacock feathers, and is as

bt beautiful as quaint. These two elegant pieces

01 of furniture de luxe are of English manufacture,
d; date late eighteenth century, and are lent by
II Mr. J. James.

By the side of the chest of drawers stands a

grand vase of painted porcelain, lent by Mr. J.

Morblock. It is Rockingham ware, and dates

from about 1800. The form is a large egg,

divided into three sides by rustic handles of tree-

stems, giltj the egg form subsides into three
animal legs, with huge paws, white, and the

claws gilt; a trellis of gilt oak-branches, acorns

and leaves, runs over the legs on to the body of

the vase. Each of the three sides is handsomely
painted in rich dark colours, with a bouquet of

large flowers standing in a vase ;
on two of the

sides a glimpse of a bright landscape, in pale

tender tints, is seen beyond the flowers. The
neck of the vase has an outer shell of honeycomb-
work in white and gold, with three marvellously

life-like bees entering the cells; the cover is of

a compressed bell shape, with more painted
flowers and gilt oak trellis, and it has for handle
a rhinoceros, also gilt. The vase stands on a
triangular base, the corners of which are rounded
off

;
it is coloured a rich Magenta crimson, and

is send with tiny groups of musical and warlike

instruments.

In the glaea-caae immediately behind the one
containing this Rockingham vase, is a set of

Roundels, the box belonging lying under one of

them. Six are exhibited, which, from the size of

the box, I presume to be the whole number.
They are described on the “ temporary label ” as

of wood covered with painted and gilt paper,

with rhyming inscriptions, and it is said they
were “ used similarly to playing-cards.” They
are lent by Mr. W. Walker, are English, and
of the seventeenth century. If this is known
to have been their nse, the sort of game played
with them is doubtless known also j bnt it is

difficult to imagine it could have been one of

frantic excitement. To a nineteenth-century

observer these roundels suggest nothing so much
as table-mats 5 and when one remembers the

laboriously polished tables that were, iu days
gone by, the pride of a “ dowghtie howswife,”

these roundels seem invented on purpose to

counteract the damaging eff'ect of hot-grog

glasses. It is difficult to judge, through the
plate-glass, of their construction, but they appear
to have had the flowers and inscriptions printed

on the paper, and then to have been painted by
band. The following are the quaint legends on
the six that are open to view :

—

“ If my goodman will twbarte with me.
He'll fiade me eone as twbarte as be;
If bee apeake faire I do the same,
Then male wee gree, ela heia to blame,”

The logic in this is fine !

*' Feede myade with myrtb, thy mawe with meate.
And eate to lyue, not lyae to eate

;

For gorging doth offende tby health,

Thy god, thy aoule, thy witt, and wealth.

A lowring wyfe I wonlde not hane,
And from a akoulde cure Lord me sane

;

A groning wyfo I woulde haue none,
Bnt godd aende me a merry one.” *

‘'At meate and meale make myrth with gcast,
Of absent folkea reporte the beat

:

Mirth pleaaoth with civilitee.

The peat ia but aeurrilitye.” .

“ The hartseaae is a pleasant flower, and dothe in

garden growe,
So ahoulde it rest within my harte and twere
not for a shrowe :

"Wyues wyun wo with wilfulneaa.”

“A dowghtie howswife such one as gaines,

A worlde of goods by trauell and paynes ;

For what she loseth at night by her playe
She gathers againe by alepiog all day.”

The ad libitum style of the orthography in the

above, is not tbe least amusing part of the in-

scriptions
;

they run round the edge of the
roundels on the flat face, and the flowers are

daubily painted on a pale yellow ground that is

covered with black dots. Nevertheless, these

roundels are infinitely superior in point of art to

the two packs of playing-cards exhibited by Mr.
W. Tite, M.P., and which, just now, are to Ue

seen in the flat glass-case immediately to the

left before descending the three steps into the

loan portion of the Museum. One of the packs
is from Berlin, and dates from the beginning of

• This sort of warniDg to scolding wives seems to have
been a favourite subject with the makers of roundels.

On one figured iu the Genttema7i'a Magazine for May,
1793, are the following lines :

—

“ A woman thatt ya wylfull ys a plage off the worst.

As good lyve in hell, as withe a wjife that is curste.”

This rouudel is one of ten, attributed to the time of

Henry Til. or Till. It has been suggested that roundels

were used as ” conversation cards,” or as fortune-tel ing

cards. The supposition that they were trenchers for

cheese or sweetmeats has had supporters. Some interest-

ing notes on tbe subject will be found in vol. i. of ” The
Journal of the British Archmological Association,” 1848,

p. 329.—Ed,

the eighteenth century; the other is of about
the same date as tbe roundels, namely, seven-

teenth century, and is from famed Nuremberg,
whose “hand goes through every land;” but
methinka if the “ hand ” had not produced better

things than these cards, the town had been less

famed. The designs are of the roughest; but
there’s something to be got out of them, as out
of most things. On one card a man, looking very
like an old witch, is floating in air, and below ia the
word “ Hex,” not to be found in FliigeTs Worter-

bneh, bnt doubtless the masculine of Rexe, witch ;

then comes a pile of Wurat, sausages ; so in

Fatherland, superstition and sausages have
long held sway. The spiteful cat, with back up,

and the word “miau,” is perfectly comprehen-
sible in English as well as in German ; and on
another card the maker did a neat stroke of

advertising, when he painted a house and put
below it, “ Zu finde bey Joh; Heinrich Schenck,

Eilmberg."
While writing of cards, there is in a flat glass

case, at present on the loan side of the

Museum, one that brings a choking sensation

into tbe throat, and well-nigh makes tears

spring into the eyes of the beholder, from loving

remembrance and hopeless regret. This card

lies in a small crimson leather case, lined with

green-watered silk, the whole and a short expla-

nation being contained in a larger case of puce

morocco and velvet. It ia the season ticket of

bis Royal Highness the Prince Consort for the

Great Exhibition of 1851, and is presented by
the Queen to the Museum

;
it bears the well-

known “ Albert ” signature of the noble-hearted,

noble-minded ‘'holder.” It is doubtless fresh

in the memory of most readers of the Builder,

that when the question was raised as to who
should have free admissions to the Exhi-

bition, and there being so many persons who
thought themselves entitled to the privilege,

that had all claimants been satisfied, the receipts

must have greatly suff'ered in consequence,

Prince Albert at once declared his intention of

paying for his ticket, thns putting himself on a

par with the most private person in the land who
had three guineas to spare for a season-ticket.

Yet he, after all his untiring exertions and un-

flagging zeal in promoting the Exhibition, might
assuredly have claimed as a right that which he
decliued to accept, though universally ac-

knowledged to be his due. Art-lover.

THE UNEMPLOYED.
Sib,—

A

s everything connected with the im-

provement of the condition of the working man
is one of the especial provinces of the Builder,

I beg to call your attention to the following

extract from the Times of the 11th inst. :

—

“The London Mechanics’ Institution, Southampton-
buildings, Chancery-lano, ia taking up tbe question of the

unemployed poor, and is about to convene a public meet-

ing to consider tbe following resolution ‘ In the opinion

of this meeting the enforced idleness of enormous num-
bers of the people, their compulsory residence in the filthy

slums of large towns^ elbowing the professional thief and
mendicint; the rearing of children in these slums in igno-

rance, idleness, and dirt, with the ever-present examples

of immorality, drunkenness, and a hatred ofvrork, are the

chief causes of crime, pauperism, and disease ; and that

Parliament be at once petitioned to consider the following

remedies for these evils and the present scarcity of em-
ployment, viz. ;—1. An Act authorizing the Government
to establish factories and start public works in all parts of

the United Kingdom. 2. An Act authorizing the Govern-

ment to establish schools in all parts of tbe United King-

dom for the housing, feeding, clothing, and educating the

children of the poor and working-classes between the ages

of three and twelve years. 3. An Act authorizing the

Government to make life ossurance compulsory on every

man and woman on attaining tbe age of twenty-one years,

no matter what their state of health may be. 4. An Act
for a national rate on property of lOOL and upwards for

the immediate exigencies of the poor.’
”

In framing the above “remedies ” for the evils

they are hoped to rectify, the meeting omitted

one most important item, namely, “ An Act

authorizing the Government to insist on every

workman being allowed by his fellow-workmen

to take as many apprentices as he may desire,

and as he can conaoientiously instruct.”

It ia useless to talk of want of work while

there is so much work everywhere waiting to be

done, if only the hands and minds could be found

to do it properly. As it is, people are obliged to

put up with unsuitable and unsatisfactory things,

because they can’t get better, and frequently do

wibhout a thing because they can’t have what

they want. 'When workmen and workwomen
shall be properly instructed in their respective

businesses, we may then hope to have houses built

in which we can live with comfort without having

to pull them to pieces directly we begin to in-

habit them, in order to rectify some blunder of
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ignoranb or careless workmen
;
we may then

have windows and doors that will open and shut
j

looks that will fasten
5
bells that will ring

;
pipes

that will carry off refnae’and let water flow ;
hot-

water pipes that won’ tjset the house on fire; chim-
neys thatwon’t smoke; cooks thatcan dress dinners;
clothes that can be worn without inconvenience

;

and boots that don’t lame ns : to say nothing of

the more important branches of trade, such as

Manchester cottons that won’t bnrn themselves
to tinder before they reach their destioation, as

—with shame be it said—was the case not long

ago with various shiploads sent ont to India.
“ Sham ” and “ want of truthfulness in act ”

are the bane of this generation.

A Thinkeii.

THE FRENCH POLAR EXPEDITION.

A niESH attempt is about to be made by
France to reach the North Pole, under the
patronage of the Geographical Society of

Franco. This expedition is not on a beaten
track. It does not propose to reach the North
Pole either by the route of Smith’s Straits, pro-

posed by Captain Sherard Osborn in 1865, fol-

lowing up the track of the American explorer,

Elisha Kane ; or by that named in preference

by the Builder and Dr. Augustas Petermann, the
German traveller, who recommend the pas-

sage between Spitzbergen and Nova-Zembla,
returning, on Dr. Petermann’s suggestion, by the
Barentz track. The newly-proposed route is one
hitherto unattempted, but founded on conclu-

sions drawn from the best scientific researches.

This passage is by Behring’s Straits, through
which a ready access is obtainable, to reach the
free and open polar sea (known by the name of

Polynia), and hence the pole itself. In order to

carry ont this project, the services of a practical

traveller, accustomed to the vicissitudes of
climate, and fully experienced in the geographical
position of the path be is engaged to seek, were
necessary. The choice of the committee fell

upon M. Gustavus Lambert, whose projected
route to reach the North Pole, founded upon
practical observations made by him beyond
Behring’s Straits, and corroborated by remark-
able theoretical considerations, was deemed the
moat eligible.

In 1776 Captain Cook was sent to explore the
Pacific, and observed a probable passage tbenoe
to the pole; he was on the right track, that of
Behring’s Straits, which he passed, and recon-

noitred land in several places. He was only
prevented from returning to his explorations by
the untimely fate he met with in the Sandwich
Islands.

The French Polar Expedition is to take a
direction which has been profoundly studied by
M. Gustavus Lambert, but which has never been
attempted except by one— Captain Cook.

Others who have passed the Straits of Behring
have only left us records of facts corroborating

the existence of a constantly open polar sea. It

is on this sea that the promoters of this expedi-

tion place their confidence : it is the basis of

their operations.

Subscriptions for this expedition, which can-
not fail to interest all merchants and traders,

can be effected by sending name and address to

the Societe Generale pour le Developpement du
Commerce et de I’lndustrie, Bureau G, Boule-
vard Saint Germain, 79, Paris

; or to the
Societe de Geographie, 3, Rue Christine, Paris.

It will suffice to state the amonnb, which will be
collected by a proper agent. The total amounts
received are 10,0001. ;

the ship has been bought
for 7,000i.

PRINCESS’S THEATRE.
Mr. Palqrave Simpson, in his new drama,
Marie Antoinette,” has given a most effective

and tratbful picture of the terrible time
that intervened between the Ist of October,

1789, and the 16ch of October, 1793, when the
brave, if not wise, queen made her last toilette.

A series of remarkable pictures are presented,

and although, as the author says, “ bound to-

gether with no more fiction than is necessary to

give the coherence and continuity essential to a
dramatic form,” produce a whole that leaves a
strong impression on the mind of the spectator.
Mdlle. Beatrice, a foreign lady, who first appeared
a few years ago at the Haymarket Theatre,
exhibits dignity and pathos, and is, from first to

last, the great centre of each group. Mr. Tining
has put the piece upon the stage in a magnificent
manner, and plays the part of the King with
great finesse and skill, indicating admirably

his known characteristics. Mr. Rignold has made
his fii’st appearance here as Count de Fersen,

a chivalrio lover of the Queen, and promises
to be a valuable addition to the company. Mr.
Dominick Murray, who plays a semi-comic
character, a man of the people led by love for

his master to aid the Royalist plots, had scarcely

got hold of the part on the first night, and will do
more with it presently. The scenery, by Mr. P.
Lloyds, Mr. Dayes, and Mr. Matt. Morgan, is

admirable. The Gate of Varennes, with the
arrival of the Berliue ; the Gardens of the Priory
of the Temple ; and the last scone, the Place de la

Revolution, deserve especial praise. The grouping
on several occasions recalls pictures by E. M.
Ward and Elmore, though we did not observe
that any attempt at actual reproduction was
made. Mr. Palgrave Simpson, who has been
recently elected secretary to the

'
Society of

Dramatic Authors, may be fairly congratulated
on a legitimate success.

NEWINGTON SICK ASYLUM
COMPETITION.

Sir,—

I

beg to enclose the correspondence
between myself and Mr. Jarvis, two of the com-
petitors in the above matter. The competitors,

with the exception of Mr. Jarvis and Mr.
Kuightley, are agreed that the object for which
the Board adopted “ mottoes ” being defeated,

it is only just to the managers themselves that

some architects of eminence, or some authority

in the Poor-law Board, should select the best

plan.

The managers have endeavonred to adopt the
motto principle, and its failure cannot be attri-

buted to them. It is, however, now incumbent
upon them to show that they are no parties to

so flagrant a violation of the rules of competi-
tion, These gentlemen are aware of the corre-

spondence in the Builder of last July and
Augost, in regard to the Walworth Estate Com-
petition, and will, I am sure, be anxious to see

a more pleasant termination to the present one.

John Giles (Giles & Biven),

* * * The correspondence is too entirely per-

sonal to justify us in giving to it the space it

would require. Mr. Giles sets forth very good
reasons why the managers should refer the plans

to some architect not connected with the district,

or to the Poor Law Board. Mr. Jarvis declines to

join in such a request, on the ground that the
proposition was not made till the eleventh hour,

and after the designs bad been seen. Ho agrees

with those who, like ourselves, view the mottoes
as a delasIoQ and a sham.
Though all the competitors may not agree in

the request, the managers, if they are wise, will

comply with it.

THE DUBLIN SCHOOL OF ART.

Sir,—

I

see by your report that it was as-

serted by one of the speakers at the meeting
of the Dublin School, that this school “stood
first ” among the schools of art in the
United Kingdom. I beg to say that the state-

ment is incorrect, Dublin being fourth on the list

instead of first.

The highest Government bonuses were awarded
to the masters of the Edinburgh, Nottingham,
and Stoke schools, and the fourth bonus to the
master of the Dublin school. I think it only fair to

those masters who have gained snob hard fought-
for honours that the truth should be stated. I will

not take np your space by a complex tabulated
comparison, but, if challenged, can supply the
necessary figures to substantiate my statement.

Art-Master.

STEAM CULTIVATION.
At the annual meeting of the Midland Farmers’

Club, at Birmingham, the subject of Steam Culti-

vation came on for discussion, introduced by Mr.
James Howard, M.P., of Bedford. The interest

in steam cultivation, he said, had grown year by
year. Nearly all doubts as to profitable employ-
ment of steam power in tillage had been re-

moved, and the two great questions to be solved

were, how to apply the power of the engine to

the best advantage ? and the best form of

implement to yoke to that power ? The cost of

the largest apparatus, having two engines draw-

,

ing two ploughs simultaneously, was about
1,8001., complete, and the daily expenses, calcu-

lated upon 200 working days, 4i. 2a. 6d. Taking
40 acres as a day’s work, the cost would be

23. Id. per acre. Whenever steam-power was
introduced upon a farm, deeper tillage is, or
ought to be the result. In closing the discus-
sion, which followed the reading of his paper,
Mr. Howard remarked that as they could not
extend the width of the land in England, they
must look to depth for an increase of the pro-
duce of the soil. He was free to admit that he
thought in those localities whore the farms were
small, steam cultivation, by hired machinery,
would not pay ; but it was his opinion that per-
sons with large holdings, and with sufficient
capital, should have a cultivator of their own,
just as they would have a plough or a harrow.

“ SMOKING FIRES.”

Sir,—In your notice of a book on this subject
by the Rev. A. 0. Ainslie, a quotation is given
in which “ glazed drain-pipes ” are recommended
for flues. I have known several instances of
these being used, and the general complaint has
been that the soot is constantly falling into the
grate. This arises from the fact of th^e surface
being glazed, as the soot cannot adhere to it.

Unglazed pipes should always be preferred.
There is, also, another objection to drain-pipes,
namely, their liability to crack from the settle-

ment of the walls.* E. W. T.

PAYMENT FOR “ QUANTITIES.”
We have received several letters lately from

surveyors who, having taken out the quantities
for estimates on their own speculation, complain
that they often fail to get paid by any one. All
we need say is this :—If surveyors take out the
quantities for estimates without being appointed
either by the architect or the builders, they must
of course run the chance of getting no payment
for their pains. The remuneration can come
only from those individual tenderers who make
a special agreement with the surveyor.

'The quantity surveyor referred to by oar cor-
respondent, “ J. S.” (p. 92, ante), has sent us
six pages of foolscap, in reply, for which wo are
unable to find room, especially as they leave the
actual facts very nearly as stated. The surveyor
goes into a defence of those who take out the
quantities without being asked by any one to do
so, but we cannot go with him.

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
We have received a somewhat carious state-

ment, dedicated to Lord Redesdale, and signed
“ John Musgrave, Clerk of Works, North
London Railway, City Branch,” as to the manner
in which the works were carried out, and the
results which have followed. Old bricks, he
states, were used, though prohibited ; and arches,

he asserts, are failing in consequence. He gives
a number of names, but we should probably
subject ourselves to an action for libel if we
printed what he sends.

THE NORTHERN ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

Tue annual meeting was held on theOth inst.,

Mr. J. E. Watson, president, in the chair. The
report read by the honorary secretary stated the
number of members to be fifty-two. It was
agreed that the exenrsion this year be to Lamb-
ton and Lumloy Castles and Chester-le-Street.

It was stated that the interior decorations of
Lambton Castle were now finished. Three years
had been occupied over the drawing-room. The
work had been done by Messrs. Richardson &
Coxon, of this town, from designs by Mr. Coll-

mann, London.
The president then delivered the annual

address. In the course of it he reviewed the
principal buildings in progress or completed
in Newcastle and neighbourhood daring the past
year.

“The restoration of St. IfioholaB’s Church tower and
steeple is one of the moat important uudertakings, re-
quiring the greatest judgment and skill. The works
seemed to be progressing satisfactorily; and he hoped
funds would be forthcoming, so that the noble structure
of which the town is juatly prond majf bo completed. So
far, all must admire the improvement in the spires, by the
clear, sharp manner in which the detail is executed.
St. Stephen's Church, Scotswood-road, is an addition to
our ecclesiastical edifices, and an ornament to that neigb-

• Mr. Ainslie wishes it said that h'a suggestion for

bringing air to the fire, on which we commented, includes

a fender made long enough to cover the opening and con-
fine the air to the fireplace.
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TAKING OUT QUANTITIES.
POPLAR \\'ORKHOUSE.

bourhood, as well as an advantage to the residenta of that

locality, under such an able, inlolligent, and persevering

DMtor as Mr. Liutott. The Orphan Institution, Moor
Edge, and the Industrial Schools in Gateshead, are addi-

tions to.our public inslitutioDB for which (with prominent

irchiteclural features) we are indebted to that charitable

lady, Mrs. Abbot, who has provided the whole of the

necessary funds. The Prudhoo Convalescent Home at

Whitley is another institution of which we may well feel

proud, it being of noble dimonslons and appearance, and
well worthy of that illuatrious nobleman whose memory it

was intended to commemorate. The new buildings and

streets at Tynemouth, intended to bo carried out by the

Duko of Northumberland, will be a great addition and
improvement, aud, no doubt, will have tlie effect ofmaking
it a Crst-elass marine onil fashionable watering town. The
Gateshead Town-hall is progressing rapidly

;
and after the

many contentions, misfortunes, and delays, and after the

wasteful expenditure of money, its completion would give

Gateshead a great addition to its architecture, aud a higher

standing in respect to the quality of its buildings. The
hospital at the workhouse, alter many diiliculties, might,

let them trust, bo satisfactory in its results. The pew
buildings at the corner of the Side and Sandhill have just

been finished, and the result was a considerable improve-
ment to that narrow aud confined place. The Lunatic
Asylum at Coilodgo is amongst the largest of our public

institutions, now nearly completed; it will add to the

architectural features of that neighbourhood,”

The speaker remarked, that in one of the

latest and most extensive competitions a bad

precedent was shown by some of the compe-

titors, at the request of the building committee,

furnishing detailed working drawings, specifica-

tions, and estimates, before the merits of the

different designs were decided on, and without

any premium being offered for such a vast amount
of labour.

Mr. Johnson, as one of the competitors on the

occasion referred to, thanked him for the sym-

pathy he had shown in hia remarks as to the

preparation of working drawings.

Mr. Oliver said they would soon have to pay a

premium for competing.
And whose fault is it ?

LONDON OMNIBUSISS.

The report of the General Omnibus Company,
about to be presented, shows that the gross re-

ceipts of the company during the half-year ending

December 31st, 18G8, were 284,0731. 5a. lid.
;
in

the corresponding period of 1867 they were
290,8051. lOs. 11 d., giving a decrease of 6,7321. 5a.

Thenumberofpasaengeracarried in thehalf-yearof

1868 was 20,654,366, andinthecorresponding half-

year of 1867, 20,757,127, The average number
of omnibuses working on week-days, respectively,

was 593 and 602 j
on Sundays, 474 and 472.

The average traffic receipts per omnibus per

week was Yll. IBs. 6iJ-d, and 18J. Is. 6i-d. ; ditto,

per day of working, 21. 128. 9d. and 21. ISs. 5Jd.

Tho average fare received per passenger was
3‘25d. and 3'30d, ; ditto, earnings per mile run

lO'SGd. and llT8d. The total number of miles

run, 6,177,632 and 6,135,972. The largely-in-

I creased extent of accommodation afforded by
railways in the metropolis during tbe past two

I

y^rs has, no doubt, had a certain influence in

duniuishiog the omnibus traffic on certain roads,

1 and has rendered it difficult to find new traffic

. to compensate for the loss. Some new routes

; have, however, been opened with promising

L results, and others of the old-established routes,

- including some of those partially in competition

r with railways, continue to produce increasing

c revenue. The expenses showadecrease of 18,1781.,

1 of which 5,2791. are due to the substitution of
• maize for oats. It is proposed to declare a

L dividend equal to 5 per cent, for the year.

STOCKPOET.

A NEW bridge, or high-level viaduct, called

it St. Peter’s Gate Bridge, has been erected by
t the corporation, and recently opened to the

n public, with a view to facilitate traffic to

.Ithe Market-place and central parts of the town,

r The bridge consists of six arches or spans, that

over the street called Underbank being formed
)t of cast-iron girders, with road plates and orna-

31 mental parapet railings ;
the other arches are in

51 brickwork, having stone parapet, with nine bold
it'Btoue carved pedestals carrying ornamental gas
pi pillars,—width between parapets, 30 ft. The
roroadway is paved with granite cubes set in

isasphalte. Two broad staircases of stone give
icaccess from the higher to the low level street,

Itthe diflerence of level being about 32 ft. One
feifeatnre in the construction of this bridge is the
apappropriation of the arches to useful purposes.
IlThe faces of the piers to Underbank are pro-

viivided with folding doors, panelled and moulded,
ffiwith segmental heads, and with circular-headed

wiwindows : these form the frontage to extensive

wine and spirit stores and offices occupied by
Messrs. Turner, who have paid the corporation

2,OOOJ. for the use of part only of the arches for

this purpose. The total cost of the bridge, in-

cluding land and compensation, will be about

12.000J. The works have been designed and

carried out by Mr. Brisrley, of Blackburn, civil

engineer.

BUILDEE’S CHAEGE FOE ESTIMATING.

A Surveyor writes :
—“ Will you kindly answer

the following query ?—Tenders were invited from

two builders for the erection of a villa; plans

and specifications were supplied, bub no quan-

tities 3 the work was not carried out, bub one of

the builders puts in a claim for taking out the

quantities. Is this right ?”

If the builders tendered under the belief that

one of them was to be employed, such a charge

would most certainly be right. If they were

warned before going into the business that pos-

sibly neither tender would be accepted, they

took the risk, and could make no charge.

Suppose two men were led to pay 101. each

for right to raffle for a horse, and when the

winner went for his prize he was told there was

no horse, would that be right ? The least he

would ask for would be to have his own money
again.

THE GAS SUPPLY OF THE METEOPOLIS.

The president of the Board of Trade (Mr.

Bright), has received a deputation from the dele-

gates appointed by the metropolitan vestries and

district IBoards on the question of the gas supply

of the metropolis. The deputation was introduced

by Mr. Dilke, M.P. Tbe object of the deputation

was to urge the president of the Board of Trade

to carry on a Bill of which his predecessor in

office, the Duke of Eichinond, had given notice,

and which provided that if gas consumers were

not supplied with good gas at a reasonable rate

the Metropolitan Board of Works, or any vestry

or local authority might, by agreement or com-

pnlsion, purchase the existing works of gas com-

panies and erect additional works. Mr. Bright

referred to the probability of the metropolis

being divided into municipalities, and asked

whether it would not be better to defer the dis-

ensaioD of the subject till the question of munici-

palities for the metropolis—in favour of which

memorials had been received signed by one-

third of the inhabitants of the metropolis,—had

been settled. Mr. Beale objected to this pro-

posal that the question of municipalities had

been under discussion since 1835, and might re-

main open a long while yet. Besides, many
gentlemen present were opposed to monicipali-

ties, whilst they were all agreed as to the neces-

sity of some action for obtaining better and

cheaper gas. Mr. Bright said the subject would

receive the fullest consideration from his col-

leagues and himself.

A NEW MINEEAL PAINT.

Much interest has been excited in tbe United

States by the discovery of a mineral which is

said to possess the most valuable qualities of

white lead, while superior in many respects to

the manufactnred article. The mine in which it

has been found is situate in North Carolina, and
has been worked for many years as a silver aud
lead mine. The vein, however, presents an un-

precedented variety and association of minerals.

Lead, silver, zinc, copper, gold, iron, and
manganese are found in tho workings, which
arc continnally varying in character. The ore

usually averages about 30 per cent, of lead.

The powder manufactured from the ore, when
mixed with oil, it is said, forms the most durable

paint known, and a yacht upon which it has

been tried has been sailing for the past summer
without coppering of any kind. The works for

manufacturing this powder into white lead are

situate at Bergen Point, New Jersey. There is

something not clear, however, in what is said

as to the nature of the paint : it is said to stand a

fierce heat without change.

SUN-DIALLING.
Sin,—I am about to erect a horizontal Bun-dial, and

should be glad if any of your readers could state the

enct angle at which the gnomon should be placed, and

tbe moat correct method for dividing tho hours on the

dial.

The meutiou of tho author’s name by whom the best

work on the above baa been written would prove of equal

assistance. S. H.^\.

Stn,—My attention has been called to a statement in

your publication of last week, ia page 133. It is there
said that tbe Rev. Mr. Driffield propoaed as an amend-
ment, that i per cent, be paid, aud that it was carried
by a majority of 4.*

The true facts are these :

—

The Rev. G. T. Driffield considered the payment of
1 per cent., or a sum of 300f. for this work of taking out
the quantities, which it was stated would not occupy more
than three weeks, was something monstrous. Ho would,
therefore, move, as an amendment, that the remuneration
be i per cent. only.

This amendment was seconded by Mr. Robey, but on
being put from the chair, it was lost by 7 votes against 3,

Mr. Bracebridge moved, and Mr. lioare seconded tho
appointment of Mr. Dobson to take out the quantities.

Mr. Robey moved, and the Rev. G. T. Drilueld seconded
as an amoudmeut, the appointment of Messrs. Hill &
Fletcher.
The amendment was lost by 7 votes against 4, and tho

original motion carried nsm con,
Wu. Dodson.

BUILDEES’ RESPONSIBILITIES.
GILBERT V. HILL AND ANOTHER.

This was an action (Court of Exchequer) by the widow
of a carpenter, on behalf of herself and two children, to

recover compensation in damages for his death, which waa
caused by the falling of a building in the Lower-road,
Deptford, which was in coarse of erection by the de-
fendants for a floor-cloth manufactory.
Mr. Day and Mr. Willis appeared for the plaintiff; Mr.

Serjeant Farry and Mr. Beasley for the defendants.
The building fell during a gale that prevailed in July,

1867, and it waa said in consequence of the improper re-
moval of certain struts aud braces.
The defence waa that neither the defendants nor any

foreman in their employ ordered or authorised the removal
of those supports to the building.

The jury, after having been locked up for sometime,
not beiug ablo to agree, were discharged without giving a
verdict.

STONE’S END IN THE BOEOUGH.
Is this beyond the care of the Board of Works? Here

ia a fair opportunity of widening the thoroughfare, I am
afraid, going to be thrown away. This spot may be re-

garded as one of the entrances into London. A plot of

ground has been lying unbuilt on now some years, whereon
stood tbe Old Stone’s-end public-house. It is xeported

that a new police-station is about to be built on it. Now,
there are houses standing singly on both sides of this

vacancy about 13 ft. in advance of the line from Trinity-

street, and it is plain that a few years will see them all re-

built to Horsemonger-lane, or as far as the Sessions-house,

Would it not be a pity to neglect initiating so great an
improvement ?

As an old inhabitant of the Borough, I feel ashamed
that it should be necessary to point out so manifest a
dereliction of duty to all concerned. Do lend your
powerful aid, Mr. Editor, to rouse them.

Onlt a Tailob.

A NEW PIN WANTED.
Sib,—In this age of scientific progress is it not possible

to make a coil-heuded pin ? We have a safety pin, which,
in point of fact, is an old Roman fibula, or brooch, or
owche; but if you have several children they are always
bent and out of order. Now, what is wanted is a pin

that could be affixed to a garment by Sir Thomas Eagle-

field’s coat of arms, a needle and thread, so as to be
affixed thereto for permanent use. On a larger scale, 1
believe, if made of well-rolled wire, they would be much
more useful for training plants than any ordinary cast-

iron eyes, being not so brittle. Such iron eyesiwellkaow
are sold by florists in Covent-garden Market.

Crvis LoNcrNBNSis.

THE LAW COUETS.
Bin,—It is very much to be regretted that when a

Government evinces an anxiety to effect improvements in

the town by erecting suitable buildings for tbe administra-

tion of justice, it should cause such an agitation among
architects and their friends for obtaining the prize

of erecting these Courts, as to discourage for the future

all attempts to improve the public buildings of London.
I think too much stress is laid on the ornamentation of

these new Law Courts. Let them by all means be respect-

ably built, but I see no good reason why money should

be lavished on mere decorations. Utility should be the

aim of architects ia erecting public buildings, plenty of

light and ventilation, and the simpler tho construction the

more likely to succeed.

Is it advisable to let the building ia one tender ? Could
it not be divided into four tenders, and a fourth part built

first, which would enable the public to judge of the merit

of the building as applicable to tho hearing of law suits ?

This cautious way of proceeding would ease the pressure

on the fund devoted to the expense of the erections;

possibly the caation would not be without its reward, in

affording an opportunity of pausing where an error is to

be avoided. Altogether I think no sufficient reasons have

been advanced for delaying to begin to erect the Law
Courts ou the Carey-street site. Pbeicles.

GEAINING.
SiB,—I cannot agree with any of the speakers at the

Society of Arts who opposed “Graining" on the sole

idea that it is in most instances badly done. I grant that

the graining that is at present done in the new houses

that are so last springing up is positively disgraceful ; but

what is tbe reason that the work is done so badly ? It is

the price tb it is paid to inexperienced workmen, who are

now executing oak graining at the price of 3ld. per yard

for several builders at the West-end, a price that no

“graincr” who is at all entitled to tho name would

accept if even doubled.
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I have tried nearly every invention that durinff the last

twen^-Ave years has attempted to displace grainine and
marblinj;, and have found that in every respect it has failed

to give the same pleasing effect as an experienced graioer
can give.u trust that injustice to the many eminent work-
men in the above branch (who have worked their way up
to their present high position solely through hard study
direct from real specimens) you will insert this note.

Dbcobatite Abtist.
J P.B.—Another point is, if master painters were to pay
a little more for their graining work, it would not spoil the
painter’s work that often so much time is spent on. They
forget that the graining is the work that is looked at when
the job is finished, and if well done it would often hide
defects underneath it.

CHURCH.BUILDING NEWS.
Bishanvpton .—The bishop of the diocese, the

Dqc d’Aumale, aod Mias Porter, of Birlingham,
have each given 500i. towards rebuilding the
parish church of Bishamptou, and Mr. Preedy,
of London, has been engaged as the architect.
The present building is ancient, and very dilapi-

dated, the only thing done for it of late having
been the re-roofing of the chancel by the Duo
d’Aumale, who is lord of the manor. There is

Norman and Perpendicular work in the church,
but the whole is greatly disfigured, and its dilapi-

dations are disgnised by plaster and whitewash,
the yellow ochre and the artistic selvago of black
which a village dauber formerly put on the out-
lines of windows and arches having given way
to the all-prevailing white. It is hoped that in
the renewal of the building care will be taken
to preserve the ancient iron frame which held
the hour-glass at the pulpit for the preachers in
the seventeenth century.

Chester,—The new church of the Holy Trinity
has been consecrated, The new edifice is on
the site of the old one, but covers the old burial
ground, and is on a line with the other modern
buildings of Water-gate street. The style of
architecture is Decorated. The ohurch consists
of a nave, ohanoel, north and south aisles, two
vestries, and a tower with spire at the west end
of the south aisle. The length from east to west
is 101 ft., the width from north to south walls
66 ft., and the spire is 155 ft. high. The but-
tresses of the tower terminate in gables, and the
spire, with lancet lights, rises from within a
parapet of open quatrefoils, which has crooketed
pinnacles at the angles. A similar parapet is

carried round the building by a tablet of foliage
supported by carved corbels. The principal
entrance at present is under the tower from
Watergate-street, and is sculptured. There is

an entrance at the west end of the nave, in
Linenhall-street, but this is not yet completed.
The nave is lighted east and west by two seven-
light windows, and also in the clear-story by
two-light windows, the tracery being geometrical
in character

j while the aisles are lighted by two
and three-light windows of the same description.
The nave is covered by an open timber roof,
while the choir and chancel have an inner timber
roof, ennehed by bosses of carved foliage. The
reredoB is the gift of Mr. C. T. W. Parry, and is

by Mr. Earp. It consists of seven sunk panels,
divided by shafts of Ballinasloe marble, with
carved^ capitals supporting crooketed canopies,
the finials of which rise above the hood moulds.
The gablets are filled by emblematical sub-
jects, and the space between them and those
below is filled up with chaste diaper work.
Among other gifts are two stained windows.
The one in the north aisle, almost hidden by the
organ, consists of three lights, with angelic
figures in the tracery and cinquefoils above.
In the centre light is the Saviour as the Good
Shepherd, and on either side St. Peter and
St. Paul. The stained window in the south
aisle has also three lights, but a doable row ofsub-
jects, the tracery having trefoils and quatrefoils.
The following texts are illustrated by the artist

;

1. “From a child thou hast known the Holy
Scriptures 2. “ I was naked and ye clothed
me;” 3, The prayer of faith shall save the
sick}” 4. “ Ye must be born again j” 5. “I was
sick and ye visited me;” 6. “ I was thirsty and
ye gave me drink.” Tho architects were the
late Mr. James Harrison and his successors,
Messrs. Kelly & Edwards, of Chester. Mr.
Thomas Hughes, of Aldford, was the builder.
The seats have been made by Mr. Appleyard, of
Chester, The gosfittings, altar-rail, and iron-
work were by Messrs. Peard & Jackson, London.

Eccleshall.—The north aisle of the church has
been reopened

j
and, after an interval scarcely

exceeding three months, the church has been
restored almost as it was before the fire. There
is, indeed, little change to notice in the appear-
ance, beyond the addition of a painted window,

given by Miss Buckley. It is a two-I5ght window,
at the west end of the south aisle. Two subjects
have been introduced : the raising of Lazarus
from the tomb by Christ, aud the restoring of
Tabitha to life, in her sick chamber, by St. Peter.

The artists were Messrs. Clayton & Bell, of
London.
Bury St.Edviund's .—The chancel of St. James’s

Church has now been completed. The chancel
is 58 ft. Iqng by 28 ft. wide, and 40 ft. 3 in. from
the floor to the apex of the roof, and rises in

three stages from the nave to the east end, there
being one step under the chanoel arch, two
others in a line with the side doors, and two
more at the altar-rail. In all three divisions the
floor has been laid with Minton’s tiles. Adjacent
to the nave is placed, on either side the chancel,
a row of ten oaken stalls, in front of which are
benches for the choristers

; and on the south of
.
the altar are sedilia in three compartments,
executed in Caen stone, to be surmounted with
carved Gothic canopies and finials. Between
the sedilia and the teredos is also a small
credence-table of Ancaster stone, supported on
moulded brackets. The teredos has been put up
at the expense of the members of the firm of
Oakes, Bevau, & Co., of this town, and occupies
the whole of the eastern wall beneath the string,

course. A decorated window, designed by the
architect, Mr. G. G. Scott, has been inserted at
the east end, and has been filled with stained
glass, purchased by subscription, and executed
by Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham, as a me-
morial of the late patron of the living, Mr. Henry
Wilson, of Stowlangtoft Hall. The stalls and
choir-benches in the chancel have been made by
Mr. Darkin, clerk of the works, and the atone
sedilia by Mr. Plowman, of this town. The whole
of the remainder of the work has been executed
by Mr. Jackaman.

Manchester.—The church of St. Gabriel, Hulme,
Manohester, has been consecrated. The church
occupies a prominent position in Erskine-street,
midway between the Stretford and City roads.

:

The church is of considerable height, and,
although the steeple is still unfinished, rises well
above the adjoining buildings. St. Gabriel’s is,

we believe, the only example in Manchester of a
brick church—one in which the facing bricks
show both outside and in. The outside of the
building is of red brick relieved with blue in
bands and patterns, whilst in the interior the
walls are lined throughont with white bricks,
with arches, strings, and various devices worked
in red brick, on a white ground. The outline of
the site being a simple rectangle, and of not
more than sufficient size, the plan of the church
is likewise a parallelogram, terminating tri-

apsidally at the east end, which faces Erskine-
street. The north aisle extends to the extreme
western limit of the site, but tho nave and south
aisle stop a little short of it, so as to allow access
to and from the central west door. A portion of
the western bay of the south aisle contains a

'

brick-built porch, which is the main entrance for

the congregation. For other uses and for exit

there are in all six doors, three at the western
and three at the eastern end of the building.
The nave is divided from the north and south
aisles by arcades of five arches each. The pillars

are of cream-coloured Bath stone, the shafts
being banded with red stone. The baptistery

—

oblong in shape—is at the west end of the north
aisle, and is marked off from the aisle by a
couplet of tall narrow arches, resting on a central
pillar. The chancel, which is i'S ft. by 20 ft,,

projects a little more to the east than the two
smaller apses, and is about double their height.
The smaller apses are lighted by an arcade of
lancet windows, all round ; while the great central
apse has three two-light stone traceried win-
dows, divided by circular brick buttresses, ter-

minating with carved and conical caps. Inside
and out, the eaves have moulded brick cornices.
The steeple will come over the western bay of
the chancel. The aisle windows are in pairs,

with stone cnaped heads. Each bay in the
clearstory has a stone rose-window in the centre,

with a lancet on each side. The west end is

lighted by a three-light window, upwards of

20 ft. high, with a single lancet on each side of
it. The roofs are covered with purple slates,

with bands and patterns of green-colonred slates.

The ridges have red terra-cotta cresting, of
original design. Want of funds, however, has
caused the work to be let in many contracts, and
ordered bit by bit as circumstances appeared to

justify} and thus it happens that even at the
time of consecration much that is desirable is

still unfinished. Oak chancel-stalls, and tiling

for passages and chanoel, are still in preparation.

A few only of the benches for the nave have
been made, but it is hoped funds will soon allow
more to be ordered. The temporary gas-fittings

consist of brackets in the spandrels of the arches
above the nave pillars. The heating apparatus

fwas put in by Messrs. Haden. The light is ;

softened by tinted and partially opaque thick
glass in two or three colours. The architects

were Messrs. Medland & Taylor, of Manohester.

glisrillaitis.

Manebester Architects and Machine-
Made Bricks.—In reference to a remark by
Alderman Bennet at a meeting of Manchester
builders, &c., to receive a free-labour deputation,
that “ unless the architects would specify
machine-made bricks, builders were almost
powerless in the matter” of promoting free
labour, a letter signed by various well-kuown
Manohester architects says :

—*' We think that
we should not be aoting in the interest of any
one except the manufacturer of machiue-made
bricks were we to debar ourselves from that to
which wo conceive we have an undoubted right,
viz., the use of whatever material seems to us
the best for the particular purpose intended.
To determine that maohine-mado bricks should
be used would certainly be construed as implying
the exclusion of those made by hand, and this

would be encouraging a monopoly in its most
objectionable shape, and depriving the makers
of both, of that healthy stimulus which compe-
tition alone can give. There can be no doubt,
on the other hand, that if machine-made bricks
could be had in Manchester equal to hand-made
ones, but at a lower price, or superior to them at
the same price, no protective influence would be
required on our part to cause them to be generally
used.”

Wire-rope Transport.—Mr. Hodgson, C.E.,
has patented an invention based on East ludian,
Chinese, and other Eastern practice, in the
formation of a light and cheap mode of transport-
ing mineral or agricultural produce, suspended
from a pair of wire ropes, and moved by steam
or horse power at one end of the line, through
an endless running rope. The goods are con-
veyed in boxes, which pass the supporting pulleys
without interruption. The line is not unlike
that of a telegraph, reminding one of the old
lady’s idea of having her umbrella returned by
telegraph. One has been erected near Leicester,
and is said to work well. The inventor, how-
ever, chiefly intends it for nso in the colonies.

Oas and Water Supply Corporations
and their Customers.—A case of considerable
interest has been heard at the Carlisle County
Court. It was an action brought against the
Corporation of Carlisle to recover 51. for damage
sustained by reason of the defendants cuttiog off

their supply of gas. The Corporation are the
proprietors of both the gasworks and the water-
works, and, the plaintiffs having fallen into
arrears of water rate to the extent of 7s. 4d.,

the defendants cut off their supply of gas. The
plaintiffs submitted that the defendants had no
right to stop the supply of gas for any default
in respect of water. The defendants contended
that they could cut off the supply of gas at any
time. The judge held that they could not. If,

he said, they agreed to supply a customer, a
contract was implied which could only be invali-

dated by his breaking their rules and falling into
arrears for gas.—Verdict for the plaintiffs for 20a.

Tbe Value of Band In Bristol.—After
considerable negotiation, the Local Board of
Health have purchased a narrow strip of ground
lying between the inside margin of the footpath
and the line of the new City Hotel. The com-
pany, it is said, first asked 8001. for the strip,

but ultimately received the half of that sum. The
effect will be tho immediate repair of the foot-

path.

A Cheap and Good Whitewash. — Sir:
Seeing a recipe for whitewash last week put me
in mind of one that I have been using, which I
find is very good, as well as very cheap. It is as
follows :—Dissolve 6 lb. of fine white pipe-clay
in as much water as will make it as thick as
paint

;
soak and dissolve i lb. of good glue

; add
and mix well } then add | lb. of fat or dripping
of any kind, put on tbe fire and boil a few
minutes, and use while hot. The fat being
boiled with the pipe-clay forms a kind of in-

soluble soap, which, if used while hot, defies all

kinds of weather. It may be coloured to suit

the taste.—R.
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be Proposed TTew Chapels at the

itbam Cemeteryi—A special meeting of a

mittee representing the various Nonoon-

ling bodies in Chatham has been held on the

iect of the Nonconformist chapel proposed to

arected at the new cemetery, which, as at

lent proposed, is exceedingly distasteful to

Nonconformists, from its presenting an

idious comparison to the chapel proposed to

built for the use of the members of the

ablishment. A resolution was passed

aesting the Board of Health, acting as the

ial Board, to make such alterations as would

satisfactory to the general body of Noncon-

nists. A deputation waited on the Burial

trd, when that body, after consultation with

architect (Mr. Young), agreed to make the

irations required by the Nonconformists, and

two chapels will accordingly be as nearly as

siblo alike.

low to Catch Rats.—For catching rats in

heap and effective manner we recommend the

owing :—Cover a common barrel with stiff,

ub paper, tying the edge around the barrel
j

,ce a board so that the rats may have easy

less to the top
5
sprinkle cheese-parings or

ler “ feed ” for the rats on the paper for several

until they begin to believe that they have

ight to their daily rations from this source;

m place in the bottom of the barrel a piece of

ik, about 6 in. or 7 in. high, filling with water

til only enough of it projects above the water

one rat to lodge upon. Now replace the

per, first catting a cross in the middle, and
i first rat that comes on the barrel-top goes

rough into the water, and climbs on the rock.

0 paper comes back to the place, and the

5ond rat follows the first. Then begins a fight

• the possession of the dry place on the stone,

3 noise of which attracts the rest, who share

B same fate .—Scientific Farmer.

Mew Drinking:-fountain in the Old Kent-
ad.—A new drinking-fountain has been erected

the Old Kent-road, outside the Deaf and Dumb
ylum, and nearly opposite the Bricklayers’

ms Station. The fountain has two large

inking-troughs for animals attached to it.

>out three months since a local committee
re formed, and an appeal made to the inhabi.

its for the necessary funds. More than 1201.

re soon subscribed, and the committee placed

amselves in communication with the Metro-

litan Drinking-fountain and Cattle-trough

iBOoiation. A site was granted by the vestry

St. George the Martyr, and the first of two
mtains which are to be erected by the Asso-

ition has now been opened for the nse of the

iblio. The directors of the Southwark andVaux-
11 Water Company have granted a free supply

water for it. The Metropolitan Drinking,

tintain and Cattle-trough Association have
w 12-1 fountains and 114 troughs in the metro-

jis, and as many as 700 horses have been
fown to drink at one trough in a single day,

bides other animals. The society is supported
tirely by voluntary contributions, and has
1 offices at 1, Shorter’s-court, Tbrogmorton-
iieeb, E.C.

bThe Sanitary Condition of Bridport.—

A

ieting of the Town Council has been held bo

insider the question, and whether some means
iild be adopted for bringing a supply of water
to the town, Mr. H. E. Hounsell having given
^ioe at the last meeting that he would make
motion to that effect. Mr. Honnsell’s motion—“ That some means be adopted to bring a
)bply of water into the town." They had
ard, he said, that the mortality had been very
itjht; but in the last quarter it was heavy
loause they bad had fever. It was because of
it fever that his motion was made, and it was
it fever that ongbt to be prevented by a good
:tter supply as one of the means, and by sundry
ir.er precautions. After a good deal of dis-

icsion it was finally resolved by 11 against 9
I lb the matter be adjourned for two months.

b?be Proposed Tunnel between Bngland
I I Prance.—Mr. H. Beckett, F.G.S., the
tUtleman appointed to report upon the possi-
.yty of effecting a communication between the
M countries by a submarine tunnel under the
litaiba of Dover, presided at a meeting of the
lldley Geological Society on Monday evening,
ri read a paper on the scheme. Mr. Becket
ll the promoters of the scheme proposed to
ere two parallel tunnels for a single line of

B, and were of opinion that the total cost
Idild be considerably less than 10,000,000j.
lirliog.

Ventilation by Air Pountains.—A mode
of ventilating churches, halls, &c., by means of

jetsof fresh air passing through pipes to the centre

of the space to be ventilated, and above reach

of the heads of those present
;

in conjunction

with ways of egress for the foul air through the

floor, after being cooled by the fresh air mixed

with it, is proposed by Mr. E.. Moffat Smith, of

Manchester, architect. The system of ventilation,

Mr. Smith observes, could be combined with

warming apparatus. The fresh air would enter

the central space through ornamental tube

standards, or could descend from the roof, as in

a ball-room, although the jets would be turned

upwards. By means of valves or taps the air

could be regulated at pleasure.

The New Daw Courts.—At a recent Court

of Common Council, the Remembrancer stated

that he had received a commnnication intimating

that the Government had given notice of their

intention to introduce a Bill for the purpose of

making a bridge to connect the new Courts of

Justice and the Temple. He recommended that

the communication be referred to the City Lands

Committee, with power to confer with the

Government and the commissioners employed in

constructing the Courts. This was agreed to.

Destruction of the Hull Theatre Royal.

—

At this fire, of which by this time most of our

readers have heard, it was evident from the first

that none of the fire-extinguishing appliances at

the disposal of the firemen would be of the slight-

est avail. As is usual with theatres, the flames

made rapid and irresistible progress, and within

a few minutes from the time that the fire was

first observed the entire building was in flames.

As yet the cause of the fire, if known, has not

been explained. The audience, together with

the company and assistants, had all left the

building before the fire broke out. Very little

property was saved from the flames. The old

Theatre Royal was destroyed by fire in October,

1859, and it was six years before this new one

was erected, so that it was only four years old.

The North British and Mercantile Insurance

Company is liable to the extent of 2,0001.

Report on Expenditure of Boston Docal
Board.—^A report of Mr. W. H. Wheeler, C.B,

the boroQgh surveyor, on the expenditure of the

local board for 1862—68 has been printed. It

states that the average ordinary expenditure baa

been 3,190Z. per annum, and that daring this

period a sum of 1,057Z. has been paid for works

of permanent improvement, in addition to 3,876Z.

paid daring the same period in repayment of

loan and interest on money borrowed for paving

the town, and included in the ordinary ex-

penditure.

Tlie Improved Industrial Dwellings
Company (Dimlted). — The report to the

eleventh half-yearly meeting of shareholders

states that the properties belonging to the com-

pany at present completed and occupied, are as

follows :

—

Tenements.

Cobden Buildings, King’s Cross-road,.. 20

Nelson Buildings, Bridge-street, Greenwich 40

Tower Buildings, Brewhonse-lsne, High-street, .

Wspping 60
Btsnlev Buildings, Old 8t. Psncrss-road, King’s

Cross 104
Palmerston Buildings, City Garden-row, City-road 72

Cromwell Buildings, Red Cross-street, Southwark 24
Derby Buildings, Britannia-screet and Wicklow-

Btreet, King's Cross-road 163

Gladstone Buildings, Willow-street, Finsbury ... 84

Total ... 573

Buildings in course of completion at Willow-street,

and at the Bethnal Green Estate—to be occupied
very shortly 102

674

The company have also a site in Ebury-street,

and mean to erect dwellings for about 100 more
families; so that this company provides improved

dwellings for 778 families, or 3,890 persons,

besides 180 ordinary houses at Bethnal-green.

A dividend of 5 per cent, has been declared.

Fatal Fall of a Mill Chimney at
Clasgow.—A boisterous wind has blown down
the square brick stalk, about 80 ft. high, in con-

nexion with the paper-mill of Mr. Robert Bruce,

situated at South Woodside, off Park-road, near

Kelvin Bridge, Great Western-road. The stalk

was blown down literally from top to base. It

fell upon the roofs of four houses, the greater

part of the dJ6ns levelling two centre buildings,

which formed the residences of three separate

families. Eight persons, mostly females, were
killed, and others injured.

Report on Cleansing: Newcastle-upon-
Tyne.—A report by Mr. John Fulton, C.E., the

borough engineer, to the Town Council, on the

cleansing of the borough, has been printed. The
report, at the conclusion, says :

—

" Having recently, under your instruetions, visited

several of the most important towns of England, I can
confidently affirm that, as regards surface-cleassing. New.
castle bears favonrable comparison with any of them. It

is true that many of our modern streets are not paved, and
are consequently in a wretched condition, but the defect is

yet in a fair way of being remedied, and, as a proof of this,

I may state that upwards of five lineal miles of new streets

were sewered, paved, and flagged during last year. At this

rate of progress two years will suffice to complete all tho

streets m the town at present onpaved, provided the

reqtiisite funds be forthcoming.”

Experimenta have been made with chloride of

calcium (Cooper’s patent) for the purpose of

saving expense in street watering, and the

report states that " it was found that when used

in very strong solution, it had tho effect of

hardening the surface of the roads, and thus

preventing the formation of dnst, and the con-

sequent necessity for watering. Further experi-

ments are to be made next summer with this

material.”

East Dondon Museum.—On Saturday last

the Lord President and Vice-President of the

Council for Education (Earl de Grey and Ripon
and Mr. Forster, M.P.) received a deputation for

the purpose of formally accepting from them the

gift to the nation of tho title-deeds of tho site

which the promoters of the East London Musenm
scheme have conveyed to the Science and Art

Department, under the powers of the Act of

Parliament obtained for that purpose. Mr.

Holms, M.P., introduced the deputation, and Mr.
Brady explained that the Government had agreed

to erect a musenm in East London, on condition

that the promoters selected aud defrayed the

expense and the cost of site. Mr. Brady then

proceeded to point out what the promoters’ views

were as regards the sort of museum they wished

to secure. Their leading idea was that it should

be educational in the widest sense of the term.

As regards fine arts and schools of design, the

promoters did not know of any institutions of

more importance. They also hoped that the

museum might be rnade subservient to technical

education generally. The title was complete,

and divested of all prior trusts. A condition of

the general proposal was that tho museum should

be open iu the evenings. It would be erected

on 4^ acres of land in Betbnal-green. Two mil-

lions of people resided within a radius of two
miles of the site. The Lord President, after

formally receiving the title-deeds, said the Go-
vernment accepted the trust most willingly, and
would do their utmost to render the contemplated
musenm as publicly beneficial as possible.

Hearts of Oak Benefit Society.— The
official auditor’s report on the financial opera-

tions of this society for the year 1868 has just

appeared, and it seems to indicate that, in spite

of the commercial depression which has pre-

vailed, the year has been in every way most
successful. The society began the year with
13,565 members, and finished it with 15,902.

The income for the year was 30,249Z. Ss. 9d., or

2,520Z. per month, against 26,801Z. 53. 7d., or

2,233Z. per month, in 1867. The average quar-

terly contribution was 9a. 4d., against 9s. 6d, in

1867. The amount received was appropriated

as follows 22,931Z. Os. Id. wore paid for sick-

ness, funerals, and other benefits
; 589Z. Is. 5d.

were spent in postage, reports, &o. ; 1,573Z. 28. Id.

was the cost of management ;
and the remainder,

or 5,153Z. 28. 2d., was added to the reserve fund,

which now amounts to close upon 55,OOOZ. The
coat of management was 5Z. 4$. per cent, upon
the gross income, and it was covered by the

fines, thus leaving the whole of the ordinary

contributions available for the satisfaction of

claims, and for the augmentation of the reserve

fund.

The Architectural Museum.—On the 15th

the Committee saw four candidates for the office

of Curator, and ultimately appointed Mr. Joseph

H. Wallis. The new building in Westminster

is ready, and the collection is now to be removed
without delay.

A Bolton Philanthropist.—The Chadwick
Charity trustees at Bolton have had notice given

them that Dr. Chadwick, of Southport, and for-

merly of Bolton, had placed at their disposal a
farther sum of 5,000Z., in addition to 17,OOOZ.

previously given, making in all 22,0001., to be

devoted to the erection of artisans’ model dwell-

ings and an orphan asylum.
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Society for tbe Encouragement of tbe
Fine Arts.—At a recent meeting of the mem-
bers and promoters of this institution, Mr. Henry
Warren, president of the Institute of Painters
in Water-colours, delivered a lecture “ On the
History and Progress of Water-colour Drawing
in this Country,” having especial reference to

the works of Thomas Girtin, a collection of
whose pictorea (now the property of his son,
Mr. T. C. Girtin) decorated the walls of the
bnilding. Mr. Redgrave, R.A., presided, and
opened the proceedings by explaining how im-
portant it was that the most interesting memo-
rials of British art should not pass away from us,

and amongst those memorials should bo con-
spicuously classed the productions of the late

Mr. Girtin. Mr. Warren, in the coarse of an
instructive lecture, showed that tbo origin of
water-colour drawing dated much further back
than was generally supposed, but it was not
until after the time ofReynolds and Gainsborough
that an actual school of water-painting was
established in this country. In short, there was
no regular school for water-colour draughtsmen
until the year 1805, when Cozens, Girtin, and
Turner were really the pioneers of that im-
portant art.

Borough of Portsmouth Drainage.—The
Town Council of this Borough have accepted the
tender of Messrs. Neave & Pry, of Walworth, to
execute these works—between thirty and forty
miles of brick sewers. Mr. J. E. Greatorex is

the borongh engineer.

TENDEES.
For new street from Holbora-circns to 3hoe-lane, for the

Corporation of the City of London. Mr. Wm. Haywood,
engineer. Quantities by Mr. F. Warburton Stent :

—

Clemeiice i;i0,276 0 0
TroUope 10,101) 0 0
Mowlem & Co 9,816 0 0
Little 9,eW 0 0
Browne & Robinson 9,612 0 0
Ebbs & Son 9,642 0 0
Mansfield, Price, & Co 9,473 0 0
Jackson & Shaw 9,135 0 0
Gammon & Sons 9,090 0 0
Macey 8,994 0 0
11)11, Keddell, & Waldram* 8,771 0 0

* Accepted.

Mackness. Mr. W. E. Wiiliame, architect:—
Eaton & Chapman £966 0 0
Marr 941 0 0
Anley 845 0 0

The Timber Trade.—The Liverpool timber
trade during the past year was more limited
than for many previous years. The number of
vessels that arrived in the Mersey in the course
of the year, with cargoes of timber, was 332
from British America, with a gross tonnage of
288,079 ;

and 97 from the Baltic, with 33,913
tons. The arrivals from British America show
a decrease, as compared with 1867, of 37 ships
and 19,290 tons; and those from the Baltic an
increase of 4 ships, bat a decrease of 78 tons.
The colonial and foreign timber and deals im-
ported daring the year measured 22,341,000
cubic feet.

For completing a house in tho Cremorne-road, at the
corner of Beaton-street, Chelsea. Mr. E. 0. Symons,
suTTeyor :

—

Stoner £795 0 0
Bhillito 776 o 0
Godbot & Lawton 590 o 0
Long 649 0 0
Bigg (accepted) 6u0 0 0

For the erection of a shop for Mr. Catherall, of Berk-
hampstead, Waitord, Herts. Mr. Frank E. Thicke, archi-
tect

Chalk £570 0 0
"Waterman 660 0 0
Wilkins 654 0 0
Snell 630 4 8
Hailey 617 12 0

Railways In Bussia.—The length of the
railways in Russia is, according to tho latest
returns, 10,556 versts, of which 5,739 versts are
open for traffic, and 4,817 versts are in con.
Btruotion, and which will be opened in the course
of the year. Amongst the lines in construction
are :—Sergniewsk to Taroslaw, on the Moscow
and Taroslaw railway, 200 versts j Moscow to
Smolensk, 257 versts; Kourak to Sea of Azoff,
775 verats; Riga to Nitau, 40 versts; Finland
line, 330 versts

; Poti to Tiflis, 288 versts. The
most important of these projected lines will be
the Oral line, which oommences at the Port of
Berezowk, on the Xama, and terminates at
Tumena, on the Towra. Its total length will be
687 versts. This line will put into communica-
tion the eastern and western valleys of the Ural
mountains. The total amonnt of merchandise
exported from Enrope into Siberia is estimated
annually at 20,000,000 of Russian pounds in
weight; and from Siberia into Europe at

2,300,000 pounds as the production of the mines
in the Ural alone.

For alterations and additions to the Hackney Union
Workhouse, atHomcrton. Mr. \V. Lee, architect. Quanti-
ties by Messrs. Liusdeii & Gidard ;

—

Chessum £11,160 0 0
Lewis 11,133 0 0
Condor Iu,8d7 0 0
HigL'S 10,629 0 0
Ashby & Son 10,460 0 0
Ferry A Co 10,4-13 0 0
Browne 4. Robinson 10,330 0 0
Hill, Keddell, 4 Waldram 0,989 0 0
Sawyer 9,953 0 0
Eenshaw 9,672 0 0
Webb & Son 9,366 0 0

For the erection of three houses and shops, Walworth-
road, for Mr. F. Mason. Mr. F. Codd, architect :-

Edwards ..

Croker

Cook 4 Son
Msrsland
Baggulay
INewmau 4 Mann,.
Hart
Whiitick
Colls 4 Sons
Cooper 4 Cullum ..

Hyutt
Gibbs & Son

.. £3,777 0 0
3,678 0 0
3,334 0 0
3,149 0 0
3,117 0 0
3,100 0 0
3,076 0 0
3,066 0 0
3,000 0 0
2,933 0 0
2,950 0 0
2.750 0 0
2,642 0 0

The Medals of the Institute of Archi-
tects.— The special general meeting of the
Institute for tho award of Medals and Prizes
(including the Royal Gold Medal), is postponed
until the 5th of April. This is in consequence
of the intervention of an extra special meeting.

Value of Xtondon Property.—The Peerless
Pool Estate, the property of Bartholomew’s
Hospital, formerly let at GOOl. per annum, has
been recently leased to Messrs. Tubbs, Lewis,
& Co., at a yearly rental of 2,8001.— City Press.

Church-heating’ Accident at Edinburgh.
A rather startling occurrence took place in
Restalrig church during divine service. Great
alarm was created by the bursting of one of the
pipes of the heating-apparatus, and several mem-
bers of the congregation sustained rather severe
injuries. It is supposed that, from inattention
or want of knowledge, the boiler had been allowed
to get over-heated. The noise of the explosion
is described as being equal to that of a battery
of field-pieces.

Moving a House.—We are asked to say
that the contractors mentioned in onr last under
this heading as Messrs. Head & Co., should be
described as Messrs. Matthew T. Shaw, Hoad, &
Co., of Cannon-street. Mr. Neal is the manager
of the works at Caversham.

Typhus Fever in Brussels.—Fever is still

raging to such an extent in Brussels that the
Kiug and Court have left that city. All the
private schools are removed from the capital.
What is the cause ?

For Abergavenny town-halJ, markets, &o. Me
Wilson 4 WiUcox, architects:—

"Wail & Hook £10,060 0 0
Bolt & Co 9,028 4 0
Beaven 4 Son 8,6u7 12 0
Jones 4 Co 8.621 0 0
Moreland 8.229 0 0
"Welsh 7,980 0 0
Diment 7,638 0 0
Woodford 7,468 6 7^
Trow 4 Son 7,3,0 0 0
Bladwell 6,990 0 0
Dixon 6,976 0 0

Accepted for a power-loom shed to be erected in Soot-
hili, for the Alexandra Mill Company. Messrs, ftheard 4
Hunstock, architects :

—

Ma$on'g Work,
Robinson, Hirst, 4 Co £662 0 0

Carpenter'a and Joiner’s Work,
Whitehead 630 0 0

Clumber's, ^c. Work.
Lobley 60 6 0

Ironjounder's Work.
Stead 133 14 0

Slater’s Work.
Thornton 250 0 0

For rebuilding theBuek’sHead, James-street, Bethnal-
greon-road. Messrs. Reeves 4 Butcher, architects :

b'ixou 4 Son £1,696 0 0
Turner 4 Sou 1,582 0 0
Rilbey 1,569 0 0
Macey 1,514 0 0
Cook 1,254 0 0
Higgs (accepted) 1,247 0 0

For sewers at Holly Park, Crouch-hill. Mr. Frederick
Wallen, architect:

—

James Abbott £2-l!0 0 0

For new stables for Mr. W. Forester, Malmesburv,
Wilts. Mr. T. S. Lansdown, architect

Weeks 4 Bowman £221 0 0

[Feb. 20, 1869.

For the reconstruction of the roof of Hughenden Mr
House, Bucks, the property of the Right Hon. B. Disr;
M.P. Mr. Arthur Vernon, architect

Lover
Wilkins
Honour
Wheeler
Hitchcock
Woodbridge
Spicer
Lacey .

Ward
Fincher
Pierce (accepted)

£765 0 0
620 0 0
615 0 0
598 0 0
595 0 0
669 10 0
"516 0 0
610 0 0
500 0 0
463 0 0
420 0 0

Or. Old Lead.
...£100 0 0
... 112 0 0

I

... 116 0 0 I

... 80 0 0 I

... 85 U 0 I

... 82 10 0

... 160 0 0

... 100 0 0

... 72 6 0

... 118 0 0

... 110 0 0

For additions to dwelling-house for Mr. W. Forei
Malmesbury, Wilts. Mr. T. S. Lansdown, architect

Weeks 4 Bowman £-460 0 0

For coachhouse, stables, 4c., and for converting pre
coachhouse and stables into billiard-room, for Dr. Tit
Eritb, Kent, S.E. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect :

—

Relph (accepted) £390 0 0

For two houses, at Sutton, for Mr. John Ruck.
Edwin Nash, architect :

—

Deards £1,97-4 0 0
Com>er 4 Cullum 1,966 0 0
Cuff 1,891 0 0

For alterations to the promises of Messrs. HitchC'
"Williams, 4 Co., 71, 72, 73, 74, St. Panl's-churchy
New entablature, patent steel shutters, sun blinds, 4c

Clark & Co. (accepted) £600 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. 0.—A V.-RsY. Mr. A.—W. D, K.—B. * H.-C. A C.-T. W.'

P. B. T.-J. B.—W. H. 3.~J. N.—J. 3,—N. i F.—L. A O.-
a. F. H.-E, W. T.-F. R.W.-J. C.—E. M. B.-R, K.-W.-H.H.
M. L.—Tom.— J. B.—W. D.—W. B.—T. S.— CMi LotiditieniU.—i
—E. M.—Captain W.—H. K, A W.- J. S.—E. B. (Is an advc-rtlx-m
—Plumber (the wages named for an apprentice are understot
apply to an ordinary dsy's work),—J, T. K. (wlU have node
W. D., sen. (aeit week).-J.P. (neat week).-R, C. (uextweek).
We are compeUed to decline pulnling out books and gi

addressee.
j

All statements of facts, lists of Tenders, Ac „ must be accempa]
by the name and address of the sender, nat necessarily!
pakllcation. I

Dote.—

T

he lesponsibtllty of signed articles, and papers lesj)

public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.
'

" 1
^

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
NOW READY. TRE TWENTY - SIX

VOLUME of “ THE BUILDER" (bound),
the year 1868, price One Guinea.

CLOTH CASES for binding the Numbers^ p
Two Shillings and Ninepence.

COLOURED TITLE-PAGE, Gratis.

SUBSCRIBERS' VOLUMES, on being sen
the Office, will be bound at a cost of Three S
lings and Sixpence each.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor the cur
week's issue later than THREE o’clock, p.l
on THURSDAY. ’

^

The Publisher cannot he responsible for (

QiNAL Testimonials l(ft at the Office in repl
Advertisements, and sProngly recommends t

Copies only should be sent.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined v

STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. B1
SON in the Mannfactare of Church, Tar
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and W
Diala, Perpetual Calendars, and every descripl

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Baild
Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied v
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Ohn
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSI
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Ma
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wa
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 .

60, Lndgate-hill; Showrooms, 25, Old Be
street, London.

rudimentary SERI

The ART of BUILDING : containiog
g neral priucipUs of comstruotlon. the materia'a uaed In buil
atr»ngth of njateilela, Ac. Ac. By EDWARD LOBSON. Price 1

BRICK and TILE MAKING. By EDWA
DOBSON. New edition, wlib A^lditiona, embracing account <

recent improvemeLt;, new machinery, 4c, By ROBERT MAL
Price 3a.

MASONRY and STONE-CUTTING : exhi
ing the piiociplie of mvoiiiu pn jection, and their applicatloD.
EDWARD DdB80N. New edltiuu, with additfone. riice 2 .

8

The ERECTION of DWBLLING-HOUS
with plane, elevaticoa, and aectiona, apecidcationa, gaantitiee
estimates. By S. H. BROOKS. New edition, with addilione,

' cottage BUILDING. By C. BRI

!

ALLEN, Architect. With notes and addlllnns. Price Is.
]

QUANTITIES and MEASUREMENTS. I
to calculate and lake them in BrtolUyer's. Maaou'a, FUate
Plutubei’a, Painter's, Pnp-rhangei'e, OUJer's, Smith's, Carpeu
and Joiner'i Work.; witbiulee for abstractlig. Ac. By A.C.BSA
Price l8.

FOUNDATIONS and CONCRETE WOE

!

By E. DOBSON. Price le. Sd.

LIMES, CEMENTS, MORTARS, O'
CRBTES. Ac. By G. B. BURNELL, C.R Price la. 6J.

N.B.— A (J.»la!ogue of Wealu's Series will be sent free on appUc (

Loudon ; ViRlUE A CO. 26, Ivy-lane.
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NGTON-PAXK. Surrey.—Vulofthla F/eehold BolldlDg Land,
CfTtiprlsiiig three acre».

JSSKS.WINSTANLBY &IIOEWOOD
are inetructed by the Mortgaeeee to OFFBH for BALB by

ON at tbe M ART. Tokeiih' vue-yard, on WBDNB8DAY, IJ'h

ARY, at TWO o’clock, In One or Slat Lol>. a very vahublo

[OLD PBOrEBTY. JnLd-lnx redeemed, cotnprielug abi'iit

ip of inoet eligible bulIdlDg Uud, delightfully situate on the

ad from Croydon to Carshaltoo
,
and clote to the plctureaqoe

;hurch,wltbiQ a ehnrt distance of three mllway atalloti*. The
IMS frontages to the high road yarylng front SM ft. to 09 ft.

neirierable depth, are well itadded with fioe timber, and offer

I adyantagei for the erection of detached and leral-detached

CM. which are much in request In this rap-dly Increailrg

)UThnnd —May beTlewed, and partkulareand plane obtained

rt. BRIDOB8. BAWTELL. BK.YWOOD. ft RAM, flollcitori, SL
m-tquare, W.f.

;
et the Mart

;
and of Heeere. WINSTANLliiY

IWOQU. 10, Paternoster-row, Bt. Paul’#, E.C.

y, Burrey.—18 t of Freehold Land, adjoining Lady
Id a charmlDg locality, and aTailahle hereafter

alldirg purpoeea

ESSES, WINSTANLEY & HOEWOOD
ate loitjuotod by the Mortgagees to BELL by AUCTION . at

fcTt, Tokenhonse-yard, E.C. on WEDEEBDAY, SAth FEB-
Y. in cpe lot, a valuable and most deelrable FREEHOLD
'E, consisting of about 18 acres of land on the high road from

ry to Thorpe, about two miles frem the f„rmer place, and near
Wejhridge and Vlrglnlft Water branch of the Bonth-Westem

y, and a contemplated station thereon. The Uod is bounded
le tides by the estate of Lady Uollaud, and Its ylrlnlty to Vir-

Yater, Windsor Oroat-park, rherUoy, and other attractive

I of tble fasonrito locality will hereafter render it almost un-

1 for building purposes, for which It possesses most oitraetive

s. It is now in the oeDnpaUon of Mr Peedle an old and re-

ile tenant, at a nominal rnul.—Prlntedpartieolars, with plans.

Obtained of MM-rs. BBIDOKB, SAWTELL, HEYWOOD, ft

Bolicitors, 31. KedLlon-iquatr.W.C.
;
at the Place of Sals

;
luid

ITS. WlNdTANLEY ft HORWOOD, 10, Patemoater-row, Bt.

E.O.

To Timber Merchants and Others.

R. WM. HODSOIjL is instructed by the
Trustees of CampiMll Sawar*, esq. deceased, to BELL by

ION. at the SHIP INN, Botton-at-Hoae, near Dariford,

>n THURRDAY. FEBRUARY SJth, 13110 at TWO for THREE
,
about 200 Cipllal ELM TIMBER TREES, and 14 superior

alt recently felled, and lying ou the Court Lodge Farm.
-at-Hone

;
also, at the same lime and (place, will be sold 32

eltn trees, lying at Rntnsden and Kertngton, St. Mary’" Cray,

tlly of eicelleiit ash and syeainure limber In the round and la

some yeiy superior yrllnw pine coach panel boards, and other

limbers lying at theEj nsfurd Baw-mllli.—The timber at. Bn tton

) viewed on application to Mr. COOPER ; that at Kevinglon
I shown by TUOMA3 WELLRR, Bt. Mary’s Cray, of whom
nei may be had

; alio of Mr. TURNER, Eynsford Baw-mllls
;

Place of Bale
j
atd of Mr. WM. HODSOLL, Anclloneer, fto.

gbain, Kent.

QCIBNOE of COtOUB.
yO An entirely new work, with carefally coloured plates, 30s.

By WILLIAM BENSON. Esq. Architect.

CHAPM'N ft HALL.
•' A caplUl treatise. . . The student will find a new and vep

satisfactory sjstcin of colont proposed, which will commend itself to

artletsaiid decorators who may desire to bring the resources of iclenco

to the aid of their stndlee. To these we commend the volomo before

us as at once vcl'iitlde and artistic in its treatment and bearings. It

Is the most valuable coutribotlon to our knowledge of the subject

that baa appeared for a very long time, and will receive the applause

it well deserves."

—

Athtnteum.
" We look for a striking effect ou all sorU of colour-designs, when

the principle here Introduced becomes known ; for it U not unlikely

thalln thtsidea of-seetione of the colour.cnbo we have a key to the

ioflnlte natural harmonies of colour,’’—Rut(<{«r.
“ Conceived and carried out not only with force and Intelllalbility.

bnt with a clear iclentiflc basis of fad and aig^iment.’’—5ei«n<ijtc

Opinion.

Pp. IXIV..780, price 31b. 6d.

The county courts acts, rules,
apd ORDERS (Commou Law and Equity), and their JUR13-

DIOTION and PRACTICE, forming a complete Manual of the Law of

County Courts, with Forms. Schedules of Co4ls, and a Copious Index.

By JOHN BHOBTT and BDWYN JONES. Keqrs. Barriaters-at-Lsw.

London : HORACE COX. 10, Welllngton-street, B rand.

APOCKET EDITION of the NEW RULES
and ORDERS of the COUNTY COURTS, with a copious Index

Price 3s. 8d cloth
London : HOE 4CE COX. 10. Wellington-itreet, Strand.

A N ARTIOLED PUPIL required in the
/~\ Office of a ftrni of Archltecta, practUlng lu London, and who

are eugaged in the erection of churches as well as In general

bmlnew. A prrmlnrn required,—Apply to F. I. B. A. care of

Meters. Bpon, Book«e llcr. 48,ChAflpg-cr.>«s,

BUILDER’S MANAGER, or SUPERIN-
TENDENT of WORKS.—General knowledge of every brinch

of the bueiueu, measuring, estiinatiug. taking out qnantilles. letting

'ork«. pnrchaitog material, water-side work*, and the use of ma-
whlnery applicable to building purp'ses. Will he DISENGAGED
about the 14lh of March.—Address, 833, Office of the *’ The Builder.’’

Borough of Brighton.—wanted,
TWO or THREE INflPECTORB of DRAINAGE WOBKE—

Apply, Btatlug age, salary required, present and paatoocnpntion.and
references, to Mr. P. C. LOCKWOOD. C.E. Town-hall. Brlghtom

IBH TOWN WHARF To OoDfactora. Bulldere, Carmen,
Others.—The valuable werklng Plant of a Contractor, of a

erful new Locrmotlvo S’eatu engine, capital Steam Crane, a

ise power boriroi.tal Engine, 2 S-horae power BidUrs, 23 strong

jght Horses, 4 QTalD-wsgons, 25 Brirk, Rubbish, and Slop
li, Umbercarriage, Pbaeion, Steam Chalf-cutllng Machine,
celleut Canai-bont-. and a targe assoriment of useful effects.

ESSES. FUEBEE, PEIOE, & FDRHEE
are instructed to BELL by AUCTION, on the PRBMUBB,

.hTowii Whaif. Kentish Towa-road, on WEDNESDAY next.

UARY 24th. at TWELVE f.it ONE o’clock, the whole of the

I woikiog PLANT, liicludiog the fittings of smith's and
It’s shops, old and new Iron, 40,1).0 stock brlck>, glass tiles,

of timber, we'ghlng-JSiFhloe, coal-aacks, baan-mlH, oat-

r, 80 sets of hatnesi, stable ut-oslli, countlug-bonse fitilogs,

lay be viewed, aud catalogues hail at the Wharf ;
of Messrs.

ON ft TIDY, Boilcitaiv, Sr, BarhvHle-street, PloeadlUy
;
and at

iitlon and Estate Offices In Warwick-oeort, G‘'ay'"-lan.

Facts and useful hints relating to
FIBHINQ and BHOOTINO, to which Is added a eenee of Recipes

on the Management of Dogs In Health and Diseue. Becend edlUon.
Price 5". cloth.

POPULAR ILLUSTRATIONS of the LOWER
FORMS of LIFE. Illustrated. By 0. R. BREE, M.D, F,L.8. F.Z.8.

Price 5a. cloth.

PRACTICAL FALCONRY. By GAGE
EARLE FREEMAN, M.A. (' Petegtina " of " The Field Price 6i.

““the ANGLER’S DIARY and FfSHER-
MAN'.a GUIDE to the Rivers and Lakes rf the Worldfor 1839. coa-

tnins Forms fc' registering the take of Fish Ihronghont the year,

and an ezienaive List of Fishing SUtiont over the whole world.

Price, post free, la. 8d.

THE RAIL and the ROD
;

or, The Tourieb-
Angler’s Guide to Waters and Qu.xrteti on the (1) Great Eastern, (3)

Great Western, 13) South-Western, and l(4> Bonth-Eaatarn Railways.

By GRBVILLE FENNELL Price Is each ; in cloth, la 8d. each.

THE COURSING CALENDAR and BE-
VIEW. Vol.XXn. containing the Repotta of the Meetings during

Autumn Beasuu of 1858, U now ready. Edited by “ BTONEBENQE."
Price lOe 5d. clolb.

THE RURAL ALMANAC and SPORTS-
MAN’S ILLUSTRATED RALENDAR for the Year 1850. Price la.

London : HORACE COX. H45. Strand, W.C.

TMPORTANT to ARCHITECTS, &c.—
I A. MANSELL’S NEW CATALOGUE of about six hnn'red
PHOTOGRAPHS of the Church"i, Public Buildings. ADtlqulllei,

Rtatues, ftu. in Italy. Issued In two sizes, 3 by 2 and 10 by 8 inches,

price Sd. and 2i. each. Fust free fur one stamp ; or. with specimen
Photograph, for 24 stampo. Belecllon parcels ou advanUgeous temu,

A. MANttKLL Photoerspbic Publlih-r, Gloucester.

In One Value ?oo4euts, price 49s.

lUBSOAT. lllh MARCH, at the LANCEPIELD FORGE,
aoow.—Bale of valuable Forge Plant aud Maebliiery, 7 HUam
mere and Fouudailons, 15-ton Steam Traveller. 8 Btoam-
ucs. Boilers, and Fittings, Heating Furnaces, powerful Blot-

anil I'lanlDg Macbliies. splendid Veriical Drills, massive
ling Lathes. Derrick and Forgo Cranes, Puucbing and Bhear-
Usclilnee, Cort-Welgfalng Uai^tiie, Forge aud Ginllbs’ Tools

bTCH'iSON & DIXON will SELL, as
above, beginning at TWELVE, Noon. Including 7 steam

•re, ranciog from 6^ tons to it of a ton
;
5 derrick ciaces. with

.Inga, ranging from 20 to 6 ions each ; 3 wooden and 3 iron

Liies, 2 wall cranes, 15-tun itram traveller, wUh crmnexlous

)y "Taylor ft Co., Birkenhead
;

’’ large slotting machine, with
i stroke and 8 feet diainet-r

;
table, weighing alrout 90 tons

;

slotting m'Cblue, 24-iuch stroke aud 7 feet table; another

g machine, 17-luch stroke; large vertical drill, 13 feet

les batweeu centres
; eplndlo, 8-iucb diameter, will bore S feet

another iaree vertical, triple gear, will bore 4 fuel deep ; wall

d iidniile, 3J Inches ;
massive triple gear self-acting lathe,

of 3 feet heijhl, bed 25 feet long, with 18feet6 inches diamoler
ate

;
tuinlog lathe, double geared, 25 Inches high, 32 feet bed;

pinning macblne, pianes 5 feet sqnare and 20 feet lung
;
small

g mschlue, to plane 3j feet square aud 10 feel long
;
direct-

slenm englue, 20-Inch cylinder, 30-lnch stroke ; strain boiler

nnrxlons; uptight hlgh-|iressure steam engine, about 15-hoTBe

;
upright hlgh-prrs'Ure stsam engliio. about 10 horse power

;

ng ni •chines, revolving riddling marbine. with steam engine
ed ; 23 furnaces and steam boilers, 13 smithy hearths

; 1 pair

imilby fanners, smithy, maobme, and forge toola—For csta-

and ftirthsr informailon. apply to Messrs. BANNATYNES,
WOOD. 4 M’JANNET, Writers. 151, West George streot ; or
1 Auctioneers, the Mart, 7, We.t NiU-street, Glasgow,—The
SI of the Laucelleld Forgo Is now concentrated and cariled on
' In Scotloud-street.

IRGE in GLASGOW, SCOTLAND,
FOR SALE.—There will be Exposed to BALE, by PUBLIC
.within the F.cnlly Hill, Bt. Qeorge-ptace, Glasgow, upon
fESDAY, the lOlh day of MARCH next. IBBB.at TWO o'clock
Afternoon (unless previously disposed of by Private Btrgala)

,

ompact and well known POllGB, situated lu lAnceflold-atreet,

iw, with the GROUND and BUILDINGS thereto bolong'ng,

cclnding the whole Plant therein, which is to be Bold sepa-

, at the Forgo, by Public Auction, upon Thnraday, 11th March
at Twelve o'clock at Noun

;
as to which see separate Adver-

mt. The extent of ground is 9 991 square yards, or thereby,
eater port of which was acquired about twenty yeaia ago at
ir Square yard. Tncre Is no Feu Duty. Tbevaluable privilege

lessed of drawing water from the Clyde, for which there are
eee.saiy apptlancea.—For fuither particulars, apply to Messrs.

IaTYSBH, KIRKWOoD, ft M'JANNET, Wri’ers. 151, West
e-sircet, Ohsgow. The busluess of the Lnocefield Forge Is

wDceiitraleii and carried ou wholly lu SuuUand-street.
tusry 19, 1869.

NOAKS, KENT. — Very valuable Freehold Building Plots,
able for Ibe erection ot Vula Resideucea, aud one for a First-

t Hotel, being close to the VioeCricket grouud and the Wicket
Bticc to the celebrated Knole Park.

,R. CORKE will SELL by AUCTION, at
the ROYAL CROWN HOTEL. Seveuoake, on Wt DNE3DAY,

IH, ard, at TRRhB o’clock punctually, FORTY-THKEE PLOTS
IILDINO Land, situate iu the midst of the most beautiful
;7 for which tbU locality is so famous. Tb-reisa FreeGraminar
I in the town

;
a pleutiful supply of the purest water. The

7 alatiun is wilblu ten minutes' walk of the properly, and the

•f to Loudon by Bouth-Kastem Railwny is accomplished within
'ui boor —Parllculon and conditions of sale may be had of
irOWKR, Esq. Solicitor, SH), Lower! bames-slreet, E.U.

;
HENRY

EMTEK, E^. Architect and Surveyor. 3Ca, Moorgate-streeC,
of the Auctioneer, London-road, Seveuoake; at the Place of
laud the various lone iu the neighbourhood.

5RFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
I BUILDERfl and Others desiring a really good sysiem. can
it BET of J10DEL8 fur BUJL' EHS' BOOKS, by DOUBLE
lY, to whlih WHS awarded the prize cifered lu ’’ Tbu Builder,”

1

. 180 ,
and which has been adop’ed by many large firms. Also a

od Arrangement by Single Entry, suitable fur small boUders.-
hs, E. A, 4, St. GeoiEe's-road, Regent’s Pork, Iiondon,

T^NCYCLOPiEDIA ofCIVIL ENGINEER-
Pi INO. HISTORICAL. THEORETICAL, and PRACTICAL.

By EDWAKU CBESY. Architect and Civil Kaglneer.
New Impr>-s-ion.

•' A deahleiatum In engineering science IsiuppUed by this remark-
able volume. There Is not a member of the pcofesdon, from the
most eminent civil atiglueer to the numbleet surveyor, who will not
tlud here the luatarials to enrich bis mind and extend his know-
ledge.”-Asf/wip Oaulte.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, ft CO. Paterooster-row.

nAMBEIDGB IMPROVEMENT ACTS.—
X ) WANTED, by the Commlselouers, a SURVEYOR, who poi-

seean a competent knowledge of measuring and valuing toch public

works aa may come within the scope and provisions of an Improve-
meut Act, and a knowledge of draining, practical engineering, sur-

veviug, and mapping. He will be expected to devote bis time entirely

to the duties of his offioe, aud not engage In any other occnpatlon or

bnalneie. Salary, 1501. per aniinm. The duties to commence at

Lady-day next. The Bnrvayor will be required to enter Into a bond
of lOOL with two sureties In 501. each, for the due perfotmauceof

his duties. Teslimonia's, post paid, with respect to chara.ter and
quallfioati'.ni, and stating tbs age of tbe caudidate, to be sent to my
Office, 60, St. Andrew’ft-etre"t, CambrUig", an or before the lit of

MARCH next It is to be expreMly understood that a cauvsa or

Bollcltailoo for the support or voles ot the CojntnliBtonets. either

directly or indirectly, is foiblddeo, aud any infringement of this

Injaiietlon will be deemed a disqualification of the candidate, so

that his testimonials cannot be noticed.

The following are the duties to be performed by the Barveyor

1. Ho shall Inspect and superintend the laying down and repairing

the Pavements of tne Cartlige ways and Foot-ways, and the

putting In and repairing Drains, and all works done by the Gas
and Waterworka Coropaniee, or private persons.

2. He shall estimate the coat price of contampUled New Work.
3. He shall measure up and certify all Works, and report upon tho

manner in which they have been executed.

4. He shall take Ml Levels, and m ike Bections for reqnlslte Works.
5. He shall measure or weigh materials purchased by the Com-

mlssionsri for Roads aud Paths.

0 He aboil supenntand tbe employment of all Labourers engaged

lu tbe ScAVeogtng. Watarlug. and Repairing Roads and Plocea,

aud see that such Works are priperly executed.

7. lie shall examine aud sign Bills relating lo Pavements, Drains,

and Materials, previously to their being inbmitted to the Finance
Oommitlee.

, „
8. He shall at'end tbe meetings of the Board, and of such Com-

inltlees os may reqaire bis oailitaDce.

9. He shall go out with the Lamp Comniitteo, and see the Instruc-

tions of that Committee carrird luto eff-ct.

LO. Ha shall see that Bcaff.dds are properly pat up, and that the
p,vrtles erecting them reinstate and make good tbs Pavements,
and tball nosivs aud repay the DeposlU made by the parties.

11, He shall perform these and all such otliar duties as are required

by the Improvrment Acts, to tbe satUfaction of the Chalnnan
of tbe ImproTcmeut Board.

12, If from auy cause whatever the Surveyor shall be unable to

attend personally to bis (duties, be shall cause some competent

iwreon, approved of by the Chairman, to attend OU bis behalf

during the execution of all pub ic work.
13, .He shall have discretionary powers to expend in repairs any sum

not excee<Uag 20a and for all sums above that amount, tbe Sur-

veyor sboll have approval. In writing, of tho Chairman of

Bjard. and the Commtulonerd of tbe pirlsh lu which the work
is to be dune ; and he shall report at every meeting of the Board
the powers be has exercised.-By order,

Cambddge, Jauuray 29, 1861

Just published,

Q UANTITIES MADE EASY.
A quick and accurate method of taking out qnantUles from
plans nr buildings, with or witbout a specification. Sent free

by post for 30 stamps.—Address. A. C. 16. Medway-teirace, Tytwhlll-
road, UpperLewlahaiu-road, New-cross, 8.E-

idy, in post 8vo. with Woodonls, price 3i. cloth,

FIRES : Their CAUSE and
,

Theory of tho Draught in Domosllc Chimneys,
with Practical Buggesttaui for the Cure of Smoke.

By the Rev. A. C. AIN 'LIE, Vicar of Curfe, SomoTsat.
London ; LONQM.aN8 ft CO. Tauatou : F. MAT.

QMOKINGO CURE. ThoTb

RECENT EXAMPLES OF DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE.
Imi>etial 4to. half-bound in morocc', 3i. lOs.

VTILLA and COTTAGE ARCHITECTURE.
V SELECT EXAMPLES of COUNTRY and SUBURBAN

BHBIUENCFB, recently erected.

With a full D.scriptive Notice of each BniUlIng.

Thirty Tiilaa and Cottagps, the Works of Nineteen
different Architects, are Illustrated by Plans, Elevations,

and Sections, together with occasional Perapeotive Views
and Details. The buildings are fully described, and
in nearly every case a statement of the actual cost is

given.

"This Is a volume that those about to boild villa-residences or

cottagee may usefully study. The combined wit of ulneleen arobl-

tecta can scarcely fall to furubh lufurma'Iun that it will be a gain
for them to acquire. Builders eneaged In erecting such realdeiices

or sale w U also find in it mnuy valuable snegestUpn!.”—BufWer.

Loudon : BLAfKIE 4 BON, 44. Priternoster-vow^

A FOUR-PAGE ILLUSTRATION OF
THE DOUBLE VIADUCT ON TUB ORLEANS RAILWAY.

See "THE ENGINEER” of FRBaUARY 19ih.

The ENGINEER, of FRIDAY, Feb. 19th,
CONTINTS ;

1. On Eleclrlclty and the CoriolaUoua of Electrical Force. No. VI.
(Illuatrated.)

2. Wire Rope Transport Byrtem (Illustratart).

3. New Coal Depot, Great Eastern Railway Company (Illustrated).

4 Tbe London Association of Focouien Snglneeie.
6. A New Fiunp.
6. Steam Launch for the Russian Navy (Illostrated).

7. The Telegraph to India.

8. Surveillance in Manufactories.

9. On Explosive Compounds for Rogtneering Purposes, No, II.

10, Recent Lecturrs at the Royal Institution (Illustrated).

II. Orleans Railway — Lice from Comuientry to Gannob (UIus-

trateil),

12. Engineering on tbe Continent.
13. The Engineering and Scleutlfio Nows of the Week.
Full LielB of Patviifs, Ac.

THE E.nOINEBR, price 61.
;
by post 7d.

i Office : 163, Strand ;
and at all Newsageuts’ and Railway Stations.

PARTNERSHIP, or Otherwise.—A first-

1 olass experienced QUANTITY SURVEYOR desirea a SllUi
i'lbN, in a good Office, as HKAD CLERK or PARTNER. Can intro

doce a fair connexion. No oFjsctioa to take ibe entire mouage
meut of a provincial Architect and Burveyor’s Practice.-Address.

G H care of Mr. Buck, Porter, No. 7. Westmluster chamberB,

Surveys, large or small, also Plans of any
description, got up on the shortest notice, by an experienced

hand. The Advertiser would take a Situation if permanent. Tbe
highest tefetences given.—Addtoar, W. A B. Post-office, Konntng-

FRED. BABLOW, Clerk.

TO BUILDERS, DBCOBATOR8, ftc.

^ ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
\jr Work, Decotattve Futmtnra, aud GlMisg in all lU braacLei,

may be OBTAINED at the Uouseof Coll. Marlboruufh Inn. Blenhalm-
stepi, Oxfunl-etreeU -Addreae to tbe Secretary.

CHOP FOEEMAN.—WANTED, by a
London Firm, an energetic and experienced Man. In tho above

cai>solty.—Address, in tbe first iottance, by letter, stating age, pre-

vious engagemeuls, salary, and full parclculors, to B. B. 79, Wor-
sblp-streei, B C.

S CHOOL of ART, SHEFFIELD.—
WANTED, an ASaiBTANT-ART MASTER, to TAKE CHARGE

of the EVENING ELEMENTARY and MF.OHANICAL CLA83B3
during Five Kveuiogs in each work, from 6*30 to 9. — Application,
stating quailficati'iur, and salary required, with references, to be

'
) Co the Uouorary Secretary, fohool of Art, Sheffield.

rpOWN TRAVELLER WANTED, to CALL
J_ OD ARCHITECTS and BUILDERB. A clever energetic man can
have coDstaut employment on salary aud commission. References for

eubriety, ftc. must be Qrst-cluss.—Addrets, A. B. C. MLr. Stevens,

Bookseller. 42, Toltenhain-eourt-rnad.

WANTED, in a BUILDER’S YARD, a
JUNIOR CLERK or YARD MAN. accustomed to measure

and keep accounts of Materlsis. Bliuuld wrlto a good hand, aud have

a knowledge of building occounte.—Apply, in writing, to Mr,
YODNG, 11, Bed Lion-square.

TO GLASS WRITF-RS.

D, immediately, a First-class
Good wage*. Constant emplojment.—DANQEB-

FIELD ft OD. 107, New Hall-straet, BirmingUatn.

WANTEl
tV hand. Oi

REPRESENTATIVE, to
, ,

BUILDERS and CONTBACTOES.—Apply
LoTUDMAa SMITH ft CO. Canal Potiory, Canal Bridge, OldKeut-

WANTED,
tV CALL upon

WANTED, a TOWN TRAVELLER, to
CALL upon ABCIIirECTB and BUILDERS. Must

uudrisland Bouk-keeping and Mechanical Drawing, and be able to

give security to a moderate amount. Salary, 2f. per week, and com-
mUtioD.—Address, stating age and experience, £. Post-office, 774, Old

TO BUILDERS WITH STEAM JOINERY MACHINERY.

WANTED, as SHOP and MILL FORE-
MAN. a RE-ENGAGEMENT (town or country). Has e

capital system of working tbe two, to the saving of time am
materials, being a joiner, with a praolical knowledge of machinery,

aud a qnlck detail dranghlsmaii. and settor-put of work of nmnj

years’ experience (age39),—Addiese.J. M. J. 4. The Mall, Konslugton,

TO PLUMBERS’ LABOURERS.

VirANTED, in an old-established Building
VV Firm In Town, for a ounsUncy.a steady, well-condnoted,

experienced Man, between 25 and 35 years of age. os PLUMBER’S
ASbISTANT. Must have unexeeptiouahle references from empluyeri.

Address, stating hiiw long engaged to last sltttatiOD, aud full prr-

ticulan, to 615. Office of " Tbe Builder.”

WANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN of
MA80NS, fur a Gothic Stono Bnllding. One en igetie and

competent to tase charge ot setting out. working, and fixing from

plans, ond capable of the management of men. Good references

must he given
;
also age, wsgei, married or single.—Address, B, C.

Post-office, Banbury.

WANTED, by a Firm of Surveyors and
Architects In the North of England, a first-class

DRAUGHTSMAN, competent to make flulBlied Estate Plans.—

Address appltcatluns. with references and ealary required, to U. B.
•• Estates Oazetto" Office, 200, Fleet-street, London.
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\irANTED, a good WORKMAN, who couldW do PLUMBING. PAINTING, and Ql.AZING. Constant
employment given.—Apply, by letter, Post-office, Kingston, Corfe
Cattle, Dorset,

TO PLUMBERd, BUILDERS, MANUFACTURERS, 4c.

^T^ANTED, a SITUATION, by a practical
I Y PLUMBER. Is well conversed in all branchea

;
has been

nse to new and jobbing work
;
or take a Foreman's Place, In town or

country. State wages.—Addreee, W, S. Pymm’a Park. Edmonton.
TO ARCaiTECTS, ic.

WANTED, by an ARCHITECTURAL
I V DRAUGHTSMAN who has been a practical Man, a RE-

ENGAGEMENT in the country, either as nu ASSISTANT or CLERK
Of WORKS-—T. J 8. 43, Western-road. Ealing, W.

TO NOBLEMEN AND OTHERS.

"WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, on an
Y Y Estate, as BUILDING BAILIFF, by a thoroughly expe-

rienced, energ'tlc Man, ag-*d 34 (married). Is a practical joiner, and
well acquainted with all branohei of buildiog, is a fair drangbti-
man and bookkeeper, aud can measure up all work, timber. 4c.
Unexceptionable references given.—Address, G. J. B. care of Hr.
Coldwell, Walton-on-Tbames.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

"WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a Young
II Man, as HANDY MAN. Used to Plumbinc, Painting, and

OasBtting, and can do plain Zinc-work Town or country.—Addr>te,
O.R. 18. E«il-)treet, London-road, Elephant and Castle, London. TO BUILDERS, ROAD-MAKERS, AND CONTRACTORS.

ANTED, by a first-class practical Man,
Y Y a Carriageway Pavlor, Street Mason, Granite Dresser (Wood

Bricks, Dutch Cl-nkori. or Tile-), to TAKE WORK by tbe PIECE.
Labour only. O od tt-srlraonlale and refereoces,-Addreas, JAMES
CRUTCULEY, No. 7. Jaines.place, North-strcet.Poplar.

TO BUILDERS, Ac.

"WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT either
T T as ASSISTANT SHOP or GENERAL FOREMAN or CLERK

otWORKS. Is a masterly draughtsman, as well as systemMlcal
Manager. No objection to the country.—Aldresa, A. U. C. 107,
Upper Ksnnington-Iane, London, S, ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,

Y Y a RE-ENOAOEMBNTas CLERK of WORKS or OUT-DOOR
FOREMAN. Middle age. Joiner by trade.— Aldress, A. 8. Post-
office, Orafton-road, Eentlsh-towo, London, N. W,

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.
"WANTED, by a good DRAUGHTSMAN,
IT an Immediate ENGAGEMENT, No objection to the country.

Address, H. G. care of W. Nunn, Es j. Architect, 25, College-hill,
City, B.C.

TO HOUSE AGENTS AND DECORATORS.
"WANTED, a constant SITUATION, as
TT PLASTERER and BRICKLAYER. One who has held the

same sitnatlou In a deooraloi 's shop orer seven years. No obj .ctlon
to town or country, or to take tbo gene'al ropalri on an estate.

—

Address, A. Z. 7. Vemon-terrace, Portobsllo-road, Notttng.hlll,

ANTED, by a thoroughly competent
YY CLERK, a BE-ENOAGEMENT in a Builder's Office.—

Address, H. Simmons's Library, Moore Pa:k Road, Fulham.

TO ARCHITECTS.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, tempo-
Y Y rary or otherwise. Is a good draughtsman and designer

;
also

well up In perspective, detail, aod colouring, Specimens shown.
Salary moderate.—Address, I. G. A. 38, Museum-street, W.C.

TO BUILDERS.

"WANTED, a REENGAGEMENT as
T T SHOP or GENERAL FOREMAN, or to Take Charge of a

moderate-sized Business. Understands Ootblc and ebnreh work. Is
well up In drawings and accounts. Jotner by trade. Satisfactory
references as to character and ability. Salary reasonable.—Addiess,

TO ARceiracTS.
\\T ANTED, by the Advertiser, an
YY ENGAGEMENT. Town or country. Clasaic. Salary mode-

rate,—Address, J. U. 63, Upper Berkeley-street, Portman-sqnare, W.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
"WANTED, by a first-class CARPENTER
T V and JOINER, or Staircase Hand. PIECEWORK, labour only.

Town or country. Good reference given If required.—Address, A. Z.

TO BUILDERS. HOUSE AGENTS. Ac.

"Y^ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
Y Y TION, as Plumber, Painter. Glazier, Paperhanger. Ac. Un-

derstands the general repairs of bouses.—Address, PLUMBER, 1,
Lockfaart-terrace, Ball's Poiid-road, Lond in.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACrORS.
"WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T T GENERAL FOREMAN. Well acenstomed to extensive

works. Flnt-clasa testimonials and references —Address, A. Z. care
of M. Tsylor, li>. Market-place, Junction-road, Upper UoUoway.

TO BUILDERS, 1 E'lOB.ATORS, Ac.

TYTANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
YY anENGAQaMENTasFORBMAN of PAINTEES, working

or otherwise. Is thoroughly pr.ictical in sign and gloss writing
and gildlug, embossing, graining, and the measu ement of work.
Address, W. C. 19, Penrose-atreet, Wal worth-road, 8.E.

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS AND OTHERS.
ANTED, by a Gentleman, who has a

V V large connexion with Architects, Builders, and others, an
AGENCY, on commission or otherwise. Is well acqnslotsd with
building in all branches.—Address, 643, Office of " The Builder."

TO BRICKMAKERS AND OTHERS.

YYT"ANTED, by a Man of good practical
YY experience, a SITUATION as MANAGER of a BRICK-

FIELD, or to lase at per thousand, No objection to go abiotd,—
Address, W. Q. care ot Mr. Tiuley, Baker, .Ac. Thointou.heatb,
Croydon.

TO ENGINEERS, BUILDERS, ARCHITEUTS, *c,

"WANTED, to Place a RESPECTABLE
I I YOUTH In the OFFICE of either of the above. Is a fair

DraughUmau.—Address, IOTA, ID, Queen's-road Wait, Chelsea.

TO BUILDERS OR SURVEYORS.
WANTED, a SITUATION, with either of
VV the above, by a Young Gentleman (aged 91). Can make

sets of working and detail drawings, and assist lu making up esti-
mates. Highest teitimouiala and moderate eslary.—Address, 603,
Office of ''Ibe Bailder.”TO ARCHITECTS, Ac.

Y^ANiED, by an experienced ASSiSi’-
tV ant, an immediate ENGAGEMENT. Can prep.ire and

finish drawings from rough sketebes (Classic style), make cut details,
has some knowledge of Gothic, and can make perspective drawings.

Stamford, Lincolnshire.

TO PAINTERS AND BUILDER?.

TYT"ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
Y Y nON, foraConsUncy or J..b. as PAINTEtt, GLAZIER, aud

PAPERHANGER. Can do jobbing plumMng, If required. Would
be very useful iu a small shop. Three yean’ reference from last
employer.—Address, COOKE, 70, Great Bland-street, Dover road
Borough, London, 8.E.TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

AN LED, a SITUATION, in an Office of
IT the above, as JUNIOR ASSISTANT. London preferred.—

Address. E. A. Dorast-vlUa, Lower Tulse-hlll, a
AI^ANTED, a SITUATION, as BRASS-
Yt FtNISHEB, for lathe and vice. Wages low.-Address, Y. Z

\A/ ANTED, by a respectable Voung Man,
T T nj©d21.acoDstant SITUATION, at a good PAl'-TERand

GLAZIER, and to make blmielf olberwlie genera'ly us>-fal. Town
or country. Good reference If required.—Address, W. B. 49, Long-
fellow-road, Hile-end.roal, Middlesex.

^17"ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
YY TION as WORKING FOREMAN of PAINTERS. First Claes

tvsUmonlale.—Addrees. A, D. 8. CumberUnd-villiis, Waudle-road,
Waudsworth-commou.

TO BUILDERS' FOREMEN. 4c.

"07"ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
T I IION as IMPROVER in the Joinerlog and Pixtog line. No

ohlectloo to Staircase work. Has bad five years’ good experience.
Wages not so much an oDject as work.—Address, 1’, 0. 2D2, Bruad-

TO CARPENTERS AND BUXLDKRR.

"Y\/"ANTED, by a (Jarpenter, PIECEWORK.
Y Y Used to sashes and stain. Well up In housework ; stsirs

preferred. Labour only. Town or country,—Address, 8, B. care of
Mr. Smith, 25. Silver-street, Gulden-square.

TO PAPEBHANOING MANUFACTURERS AND HOUSE
DECORATORS.

\\TANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
TV a situation In the PAPERHANGINO TRADE, havlug

bad ten years’ exp-rience In the various branches of block printing ;

or as Manager or Working Foreman in the retail trade, havlug for
tbe last eight years been emoloyed as decorator and paperbaug^r,
Can speak French and English fluently.—Address, J. B. F. Post-
offlee, Guernsey.

TO MASONS AND BUILDERS.

^^ANTED, by a Young Man, in con-
YY sequence of his master retiring from business, a SITUA-

TION as IMPROVER, Hni served three years and a half of bis ap-
preotlcrstaip to the stone masonry.—Address, B. W. W. Post-office,
Leicester.

TO BUILDERS. ARCH ITECl’S. 4o.

WANTED, a RS - ENGAGEMENT as
YY GENERAL FOREMAN, or CLERK of WORKS. Has had

the care of extensive Jobs, In town and country. Dulness of trade
the only cau>e of changing. Fint-claas testlmouials frum the largest
builders in London.—Address, 69, care of Mr. Palmer, 39, Hariison-
stieet, Gray's-lnn-road. London,

TITANTED, by a thoroughly practical and
T I experienced CLERK of WORKS, J ust completing important

works in this town, a BB-ENOAQSMEM'. Well up In all branches
Of the buildiog trade. Copies of testimonials on application.—
Address, C. W. 82, Benyon-sireiit, Shrewsbury, TO PLUMBERS. BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.

WTANTED, by the Advertiser, a good
Y Y PLUMBER, Gas and Hot.water Fitt-r, Plain Z inc-Worker.

4c. a Constant SirUATION or JOB. Thoroughly uuders tands all the
Plumbing branches. 4c. Age 32 -Address, PLUMBER, 16, Wenlock-
road, City.ruad,

TO MASTER PAINTERS.WANTED, a SITUATION, as
T I IMPROVER, In GRAINING and MARBLING. London

preferred.—Apply. U. A. R. at Mr. Sweeiman'i Library, Wincanlon.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, 4c.

"WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, as WORK-
T V ING FOREMAN of Plumbers, Painters, Glaziers, and Paper-

hangers, by a respectable, canfldeotlal, practical M.io. A fair writer,
grainer, gilder, 4c. ; can ilesigQ, and paint in oil and water, estimate
work, keep account- books, or luiuage a buslnes-. Good leetlmouiala
as to ability, panctuolity, ahd general conduct.-Address, 0. U.
Proarect Cottage, Sr. AiidreaV-road, Romford.

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS AND OTHERS.

"YArANTED, EMPLOYMENT as LA.TH-
Y V RENDKR. Wages, 7-. 6J. per load.-AddreM, J. SaTEHBLL,

23, Fellow-street South, Uockney-road.

TO AROHITECrS, SURVEYORS, 4c.

"YX?"ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 18, a
YY SITUATION 08 JUNIOR ASSISTANT. Country preferred.

Fucr years' experience. Good references.—Ad IrMs, No. 614, Office of
" The Builder.""W-A-^^TED, a KE-ENGAGEMENT, as

TV ODT-DOOR foreman, or MANAGER. Carpenter and
Joiner by trade. Can make working drawings, measure up work.
4c. Salary moderate. No objection to take a Job. (Labour only) ny
^e piece. Good reference. —Add ross, Z. Mr. Thorp, 20, Hart-street,

"YXT'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
Y Y GENERAL. SHOP, or WORKING FOREMAN, or Charge of

a Job (town or country) , by a rteady, practical, and energetic Man
;

thoroughly experienced in setting out works and working drawings.
Reference from late employers.—Address, B. A. Mr. Boitowe, 11,
Moreton.stieet, PimllC', 8.W.WT"ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as

T T SHOP or WORKING SHOP FOREMAN (Joluer) or OUT-
DOOR FOREMAN. Well up In stairs. Seven years inonesituation.
Address, A. B 73, Stantaope-streel, Hampsread-roaiJ.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
WANTED, by a CLERK, of considerable
YY experience In tue profeisiou, a SITUATION, in an Arcbl-

tect’s or Laud Surveyor's Office, temporary or oiherwiee. Generally
qualified in ptac iisol aod ariisiic Drawing and Land Surveying.
Speciality for perspective etoulug. Batary, 21, 2s.—Address, 639,
Office of •' The Builder."

TO ARCHITECTS.

WTANTED, by a thoroughly, practical
T T CLERK of WORKS, an ENGAGEMENT. Many years'

experience on flrat-clars Works, — Address, 693, Office of " The
Builder."

"W/"ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
T T TION as PLUMBER, GASFITIER, FAINTER, aod PLAIN

ZINC Worker. Useu to Jobb-ug work In alt Its btauchee. Refer,
eoce if required.-Address, J.jC. U. 1. lAvloi-letrace, Brook -street,
Grosvetor-equare. -.a—— t ma.

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS.

ANTED, by the Advertiser, who is a
Y Y good DraughUmau, b-u had great experience in building

and laying ont estates, au APPOINTMENI' where the whole sf hie
time would be employed. la a good land surveyor, and well ac-
quainted with .levelling, 4 —Address, 436, Office of '"Tbe Builder."
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TO CARPENTER AND BDILD8ES.
WANTED, by a Young Man, a SITU
T T TION aj sa IMPROVER to the Cerpeoterlnj and J>ta

having been at the tr.ide five years, A good joblTiag shop
I

>bji:'cted to. Town or country. Good roference can be aivac
•*qaired.-Addre8s. E. 8.14, Biyhaia .place, Oamien Towj, N.ff.'

TO AECHITBCTB.
WANTED, by an ASSISTANT, a Ii
T T ENGAGEMENT, in aa Architect's or Surreyor'e 0

Good references.—Addresj, J. a 60, Inarmary-road, Sheffield.

TO SMITHS, ENGINEERS, AND FOUNDERS.
TU'ANTED, by a Practical Man, a I
IT ENQAGEMttNT as FOREMAN of SMIlHi, FITTEM

Well nodentands working drawings, estlmttes, and all branch)
the Smith's department.—Address, M. R. 9, Manalon-street, (

borwell-rond, S.

TO MASTER BUILDERS.
T/^ANTED, by a practical Man, a I
I T ENGAGEMENT as SHOP or OUT DOOR F0BB6

Carpenter a-'d Joiner by trade. Good references.—Address, ,

28. Qlyo-atreet, Vauxhall Gardens.

TO MASTER BUILDERS.
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT
Y Y WORKING FOREMAN of MASONS. Used to Oh

work. Good r-ferences. Salary moderate.-Address, R. F. Eoy
Post-office, Cambridgeshire.

TO BUILDERS.
T^ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT
Y Y FOBRMAN, Understands the general work ot a Bull

smltn'a shop. Boll-hanging, Qae-fittlng, Steam. 4c T. P. 159, Lu
street, Pimlico, 8 W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
"WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, b
Y Y steady, p»rsevoriug. and energetic Man, 30 years of at

FORElfAN of JOINERS and CARPENTERS, or FOREMAl
BDILOINQ WORKS. Well up In atl branches, and trustwo
for a country job. Has carried out good jobs. Good referono
London buildors, 4c.—Address, JAMES, Post-office, Twickenham

XTTANTED, by an ARCHITECT
YY A83I3TANP. an ENGAGEMENT. Is a neat and coi

drauehlsman, and fair colourist. Prepares working and Sols
drawings, aud thoroughly understands 'he various duties of anot
Accustomed to town and country offices. Terms, a guinea
week. First-cliss references.—Address, 693, Office of “Tbe Build

TO aURVEYORa.

\\f ANTED, by a respectable Toe
YY Gentleman, a KE.ENGAOBMENl' in a Snrvsyar’

Builder’s Office. Guod references.—For particulars, address, I

Post-office, Walworth-road, London, 8.E.

VOUTH WANTED, in an Archite
_|_ Office, who would he required to copy 'documents and t

drawings. A small salary given.—Apply, In own bandwrlUni
F. L B, A. care of Mcaers. Bpon, Booksellers, 48, Chariug-cross.

TO BUILDERS, PAINTERS, 4c.

^HE Advertiser, a thoroagh three-bratX band, wishes for a SITUATION as PLUMBER, PAIN!
and GLAZIER. Good reference.—Address, J. H. 94, Bamabory-t
Islington.

TO DlaTRIUr SUBVEfORS.
T^HE Advertiser, who is employed three di
1. a week by a District Surveyor, wlebes for a similar BNGAi
M ENT for tbe remaining three days. Able to conduct p-oseoiiU
4c. collect fees. Six years’ reference.—Address, OMEGA, oan
Mr. J. H. Graves, 17, Shrewsbury.road. St. Btepben's-sqnare. W.

rpiMBER TRADE,—WANTED,X SITUATION as TRAVELLER. Thoroughly uaderjtinds i

business. G )od references —Fur particulars, auply to H. E.
Post-office, 8t, John's-hlll, New Wsndsivortb, d.W.

TO BUILDERS AND GENTLEMEN ABOUT TO BUILD.

^HE Advertiser, with twelve years’ exX rieuce as GENERAL FOREMAN in London, with flrst-i

references, U OPE.N to TAKE WORK. Labour only ; Inauyoi
tbe branchse of tbe trade. Town or country. Carpenter and jol
by trade.—Addrese, 609, Office of “The Builder."

TO ARCaiTECrrS and surveyors.
^HE Advertiser, aged 23 years, require!
X RB-EN'GAGBMENT, permanent or otherwise. Has a
knowledge of Ooihic, church, and other work; is practical
undersUnda perspective. First-clau refereuces. Terms, SOj.

week.—Address, Z. 2, Southerton-road, Hammersmith. W.

TO MASONS, BUILDERS, 4c,

^HE Advertiser, a STONE and MARB'
X mason, aged 28, Is in want of a JOB. Country preferre

C. G. E. 50, Uulloway-road, N.

TO BUILDERS, HOUSE AGENTS, 4o.

rpHE Advertiser seeks an ENGaGEME!
1 as WORKING FOREMAN. Good three-branch-baud. Is

up in closet and bath work. Can do gasfletiog, and la thoroo.
convertBUt with the whole routine of a good jobbing shop. W'
fill up time at painting or glazing If required.—AJdrcai, M. 8.

Chapel-e'.reet, Ofosveuor-square.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

rPHE Advertiser is open to an ENGACl
X MENT as GENERAL MACHINIST. Can work Joiner's clrc

saw, moulding machines
;
can sharpen frame oroiruular sawe.

objection to town or country, A good reference will be give

Address, S. R. D. 26, Portland-sCreet, Waudawortn-road. Surrey.

TO LAND SURVEYORS AND ARCHITECFS.

X'HE Advertiser, an Architect, is desirt
X of a PARTNERSHIP In the country, wh-^re the two t

nesses may be comliioed.— Address, N. Z. Post-offi;e, Ashford, B

JARPENTER.—A Young Man, aged
requires a JOB. Bench or Flxirg. London or the sub

Wages [moderate.—Addrejs, E. T. 6, Holllngton-atreet. Avenue-i
Camberwell.

TO COUNFRY BUILDERS, PAINTERS, AND DECORATOI
A THOROUGHLY good WRITER t

aX grainer wants an ENGAGHMENT. Country prefe
Would not objeot to occHsloual btusbwoik to fill up lime.—Add
Z. 2, Bllcheiter-road. Noltlng-bltl, Lonlou, W.

TO ARnHITEuTS, SURVEYORS, 4e.

A SUPERIOR draughtsman i

aX. expeditious GENERAL ASSISTANT, is now DIBENGAC
Tboroogtaly conversant with the preparation of all neceasary di

lugs, 4c. fiom the roughest sketches aud experienced iu comi
tiDu Work. Terms moderate. Town or conulry,—Address, AB'
TECT, 65, Warwi.k-stieet, Warwlck-square, 8,W.

TO ARCHITECTS, 4c,

A COMPETENT ASSISTANT, well uf
,Z!A- (Construction, Working aud Detail Drawings, Perapec
iiolouring, aud Etching, 4c. combined with a thorough kaowledi
Office duties, desires an ENGAGEMENT.—Address, ALPHA, ca
Gray, Stationer, 111, PenlonviUe-road,; .
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On some Modem
Architectural Work.

HEN we say that the

architectural prac-

tice of the present

day goes almost en-

tirely according to

fashion, we say what
is fast becoming a
stale trnism. We
are as familiar with

the different types in

vogue as we are with

the different species

of dogs
} we can

separate them into

distinct classes, each

with its recognizable

peculiarities and

markings
j

if we get

sight of a chamfer

termination, or a

capital from one of

them, we can conjec-

ture all the features

that go with it, al-

most as well as a

comparative anato-
mist can compile a body from a single bone, unless
itbein the case of those abnormal_buildinge which
occasionally startle ns, and which can only be de-
fined as resembling nothing at j all, either in

heaven, or in earth, or in the waters under the
earth. Whether it will ever be possible for us,

in the present state of society, with all its varied
intervsts, and with our constantly increasing

locomotive and intercommunicative facilities, to

be of one mind in our ideas as to architectural

style, and to agree in onr opinions on tbo merit
of modern designs as we almost universally do
agree on the merits of ancient ones, it is impos-
sible to say

; at all events, for the present there
seems little sign of such unity, and we must be
content just now to accept our various current
styles, and reproductions of styles, for what they
are worth, content if we can see at least good
Classic and Gothic, Renaissance and Romanesque*
well and artistically treated, and not too cap-
tiously reject these, which are at least coherent
styles, in the desire for some imaginary and hy-
pothetical form of architecture which is to
answer all our needs. We are willing to be
grateful to a practitioner of one school for a
building showing breadth of composition and
elegance in treatment of detail, even though
its leading features be borrowed from Greece or
Italy, and its delicate contour of moulding
seem comparatively ineffective in our climate

j

and we will give thanks to any one of the Gothic
persuasion who will give ns a building effective

and picturesque in sky-line and appropriate
ornament, though it be open to the objection
that it recalls a social and intellectual state
widely different from that of our own day. Bat
this laissez faire criticism cannot be universally
applied

; there are some things brought out now-
adays under the title of Gothic which would be
" too cruel anywhere,” even in the high tide of
the Middle Ages, and a fortiori iu these our
enlightened times,—a class of designs referable
in reality to no principles and to no style that
ever existed, which are, nevertheless, rapidly
getting into a temporary popularity, and which
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we can only comprehend under the general title

of " Barbarisms.”

The tendency to the revival of fashions long
worn out and laid by as antiquated is familiar

to all who keep their eyes open. We have had
various developments of it lately,—revivals of
coarse and irreverent sermonizing and hymnizing
belonging to the religion of the early Methodist
type

J revivals of grotesque and ill-fashioned

antique melodies and incomprehensible harmo-
nies under the title of "pure Church music;”
and revivals of minstrel galleries, and porten-
tous open fireplaces, and bare stone walls, in

mansions supposed to be built for the use of
English gentlemen of modern civilized tastes

and habits. But with regard to Architecture,
with which chiefly we are concerned, matters
have gone even farther than this. Mere revi-

valism of Medimval styles has become too tame
and commonplace a source of effect in the
craving for novelty which besets so large a
portion of the architectural profession,—a craving
which is stimulated and excited still further by
the system of architectural competitions, where
each man feels that his best chance for distinc-

tion is to put forth something more wild and
startling than his neighbours have done. Conse-
quently, we see designs in every direction pass-
ing entirely over the bounds of the picturesque,
which was the characteristic of the best of the
genuine Mediaeval buildings, and entering the
domain of the barbarous and grotesque. It was
the object of the designers, in the finest and
most complete of past architectural styles, such
as the Greek Doric and the Early English Gothic,

to refine the rude material of their walls into
elegant and beautiful forms arranged more or
less symmetrically in well-balanced masses, con-
nected into one whole by somo obvious unity of

purpose or treatment, subordinating the various
parts to the general design

; and while it is quite
a misrepresentation to imagine the Greeks as
tyrannized over in their buildings by the wish for

absolute symmetry of the two halves of a build-

ing as a sine qud non, it requires also to be
pointed out that the works of the best data of
English Gothic are by no means characterized by
a meaningless and forced defiance of symmetry.
The Mediaaval builders sought no such adventi-

tious sources of effect : their plans are unsym-
metrical only in so far as the requirements and
uses of the different portions of a building influ-

enced the sizes and shapes of the various com-
partments

;
like the Brechtheium, they are collec-

tions of symmetrically planned compartments
grouped together in the way most convenient for

their various purposes. But look at a large

proportion of the drawings sent in for architec-

tural competitions now. They are Gothic, of

course
;
for no one who seriously aims at gaining a

prize in a competition lottery would do wisely in

sending in aClassis design
;
his most careful draw-

ing of columns and cornice and window dressings

will only result in his drawing a blank. But the
Gothic has none of the refinement which charac-
terized its best Medimval prototypes. The plans

and the sky-line are studiously and carefully cut
up into irregular lines, and jutting corners and odd
nooks and hiding-places. The main object seems
to be, that no one part of the building should in

the least resemble another. There will be a high
tower in one comer, with no special object

; then
a row of low building; then a sudden skip up to

a greater height, and a more dignified style of

fenestration
; then another tower or two, and so

on
; while the roof of the building will present,

iu the perspective view especially, a wild mazy
dance of turrets and ornamental chimney-stacks,

which, perhaps, may be

“ Then regular, when most
Irregular they seem

but which on the whole convey the idea that the

top of the building has been bottled to prevent
naughty boys climbing over it. If a mansion is

to be erected, it will have a frowning muchi-

oolated tower, with narrow slits for windows,
suggestive of dungeons and domestic tyranny,
adjoining a modern conservatory

;
if it is to be a

town-hall or Law Courts, towers again on a
larger scale and in greater numbers, with out-
lines like those of an old kitchen clock, corbelled
out to an impossible extent at the top, cropping
up just where you do not expect them, and ter-

minating with conical roofs suggestive of
gigantic extinguishers

j
and if a new church is

in prospect, all the odd *' dodges ” of masonry
and heavy piling up of buttresses without any
proper finish, and abnormal forms of plate-

traoeried windows, that can be raked together out
of old village churches in France, will be thrown
together into one jumble. With this class of
designers, all attempt at giving refinement of

character to a building, by careful proportioning
of the various parts, and by designing each
portion and each ornamental detail with refer-

ence to its effect on the whole, is apparently
scouted as so much child’s play calculated to

interfere with the vigour ” and picturesqueness
of the design, and to bring the designer down to
the level of the wretched and pitiable Renais-
sance. It is enough that the building repre-
sents a conglomeration of all that is most
uncouth and strange in Middle-age art, all which
peculiarly belongs to the Middle Ages as a period

of semi-barbarism and uncultivated life, and that
all the real beauty and artistic power of the
Medimval styles is obliterated

; and nothing
more is needed than for the “ artist ” to append
his name and address in grotesque and illegible

hieroglyphics.

But this spirit of barbarism is even more dis-

cernible when we come to consider the details

of buildings, than in their general design. Go
into a church of the current type, for instance,

and see what monstrosities will strike the eye of
any observer who is sufficiently independent in

hie judgment to be able to stand apart from the
reigning fashion. One system of obtaining
originality has consisted in the perpetual short-

ening of the shafts employed in Gothic work, so
that in designs for pulpits and fonts, the bases
and caps of tho shafts which support them are
only separated from each other by a few inches of
shaft, which threatens to disappear altogether

presently, andleave cap and base in conjunction;

and even in the piers supporting the nave
arcades in our churches it has become the fashion

to stunt the columns (where columns are used)
to the utmost possible extent, creating a heavy
and clumsy effect quite at variance with the
spirit of Pointed architecture as a vortical style.

The font and pulpit, too, are fields for a liberal

exercise of barbarism, in the shape of bas-relief

designs of stiff archaic figures, such as would at

once ruin the chance of any candidate for ad-

mission to a “life” school. The roof timbers

are ornamented by being striped and dotted

round in successive transverse bands of colour,

interfering with, instead of emphasizing, their

principal lines, and giving a “ spotty ” and gew-
gaw appearance, at variance entirely with the

repose necessary to dignified architectural effect.

The “reredos,” as it is called, looks like a sort of

lean-to erection, with a sloping roof cut and
facetted to imitate tiling, with the same stunted

shafts and mis-shapen figures as decorate the

font and pulpit, and with a background of

inlaid ornament, supposed to be symbolic, and
often of the most barbarous and childish type;

indied, it is becoming the fashion now to

go for studies of inlaid ornament to those

glorious remains of art, the Egyptian hier-

oglyphics and decorations of mummy-cases.
Hints, no doubt, may be obtained from these,

and many other antique sources ; but it is one

thing to work out hints from barbaric design,

another to reproduce the same type of thing,

with scarcely any modification, in a modern

building. Then on the walls of our church we
see texts which no one can read, so studiously
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are the letters archaized, and windows filled

with Btamed-glass figures standing on the tips of

their toes, with no knees or elbows, and showing

evidently the anatomy of the period. Bat the

crowning beauty is in the grotesque heads and

figures with which the bnilding is decorated at

appropriate points. “ Why do you architects

sculpture devils on the outside of your churches ?”

said a clergyman to ns the other day. “ Is it to

indicate that they have been expelled from the

interior?” This is a happy thought, and we

commend it to those Gothic gentlemen who may
be called upon to famish a reason for the hideons

and disgusting figures which are perched over the

spout-heads of some of their churches : they may
sometimes find themselves rather at a loss for a

defence. It is to be presumed, on the same

theory, that commercial and other pursuits are

being much purified from diabolical agency,

seeing that these same elegant decorations are

to be seen on the exterior of many recently-

erected buildings for secular purposcsj and there

are actually to be found wiseacres who give

great part of their time to the designing and

inventing of these absurdities, and even rest a

reputation thereupon, or seem to hope to do

so. And finally, the barbaric mania has spread

to our furniture and private decorations
;

and we arc beset with designs for chairs

and other moveable (or rather immoveable)

furniture of the most clumsy and unwieldy

type, with studiously ugly outlines; bookcases

inlaid with different woods, with an absence of

all definite and studied design, just as wo might

expect to find them in the Sandwich Islands, or

among any barbarous people
;
pianofortes look-

ing as if they would go off into a display of fire-

works, and organ-cases, with the pipes splashed

over with all imaginable violent colonrs, in a

manner calculated to give one ophthalmia, and

perhaps further decorated by inlaid figures of

angels “censing,” and other devices supposed to

represent the spirit of adoration in its latest and

most exalted forms.

Now all these sources of effect, or attempt at

effect, which we have mentioned as characteristic

of much of architectural practice at present

(and which are, indeed, before the eyes of onr

readers), belong to what we may rightly and

naturally term the harharic spirit in art. It is

of the essence of barbarism to rejoice in all such

gewgaw displays of colour and jumble of intri-

cate form as we have been commenting upon.

The spirit of self-restraint in design, so valuable,

80 necessary to the production of all great and

refined works of art, the spirit to choose the good

and reject the bad, is just that which is absent

from all previous schools of barbaric art. In

the art of the Hindoos, and of the Turanian races

generally, we see it to perfection : in their copious

lavishing of ornament upon every part of a build-

ing, their love of bright colour, their indiffer-

ence to correct drawing of the hnmnn form, and

adherence to conventional types thereof (espe-

cially in ecclesiastical structures), and their love

of the grotesque. This is almost exactly the

state in which the school of architecture

popular among the younger members of the

profession now is, with the difference that mneh
of the ornamental detail employed by the ultra-

modern Goth of the present day is inferior to

that which may be found in Hindoo and Chinese

work. There is no more real art, no more con-

sideration of form and proportion, no more
evidence of the presence of an educated mind in

many of the designs which are sent in for com-
petition nowadays than there is in the most

ouM of the temples on the banks of the Ganges

;

those who have well studied Indiau architecture

would probably say, ‘‘ much less.” Bub, at any

rate, the faults of the two styles are of just the

same nature, only the Hindoo was the work of

people who were doing the best they could, and

who had no better models, while the modern
abortions referred to are the work of men who
have had the opportunity of stndying the re-

mains of all the beat art that the world has

hitherto produced, so far as we know, and have
wilfully turned their backs upon these, and
elected to be of their own choice barbarians.

And so far as the prevailing popular style of

church decoration is concerned, the similarity in

the two cases is most singularly striking
j
for a

still’ conventionalised style of symbolic decora-

tion, a love of violently contrasted colour, and a

contempt for correct fignre-drawing, have always
accompanied the existence of a slavish adherence

to ritual, which imparts a supposed perfection to

all things designed for the service of the temple,

and judges religious art by a different standard

from that used by “ extorns.” And how far the

modern ultra-modiasvalists are from all which

educated men in general understand by Art, we
may see at once, if we compare what passes

for art with our best artists in the exhibition-

rooms with what passes for art in a church, so

far at any rate as the drawing of the figure is

ooncerned. If a stranger from another planet

were to visit us, and were shown a painting by

Mnlready or Haclise, or a statue by Fpley, along-

side of one of the fashionable designs for a

pulpit, or reredos, or stained-glass window,

could he for a moment suppose that the two

belonged to the art of the same period and the

same nation ? The young men who are spending

their time on these precious productions of

ecolesiastical and very Gothic art, may go on

complacently in their own self-satisfied round,

and think themselves artists ;
bub the best

circle of educated men around them can see

the real value of such a class of desi^s, and

regard them with scorn
;

a scorn which pos-

terity, if it should have the means of knowing

anything at all of them, will abundantly ratify.

MEANS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OP
THE PEOPLE.

Wk ended our first notice of the English official

reports on the French Exhibition of 1867 with

mention of the sixth volume, which is devoted to

the returns relative to a proposed new Order of

reward. This, we need scarcely remind our

readers, was a distinct order of reward institnbed,

in official terms, “ in favour of the per-

sons, establishments, or localities which, by a

special organization, or special institutions, have

developed a spirit of harmony among all those

co-operating in the same work, and have pro-

vided for the material, moral, and intellecbnal

well-being of the workmen ;” and it was endowed

with prizes to the value of 5,0001. and twenty

honourable mentions. It was left to each country

to collect its own information, and this sixth

volume contains that which relates to such

establishments or institutions in England.

There was at first some little reserve and deli-

cacy, and in some cases absolute refusal to send

in any particulars in competition
;

but, it

being pointed out that a knowledge of good was

for the general good, these scruples were to

some extent removed, though not so far as the

objection to money rewards. Forms were ac-

cordingly circulated by her Majesty’s^ Com-

missioners for claimants to fill in, containing a

sufficient number of questions to elicit all

the leading facts and points of the undertakings

under their charge or devised by them. Thii’ty-

seven commercial firms responded
;
ben building

societies; thirteen co-operative societies; bhir.

teen sailors’ homes
;

two localities having

special iustitntions ;
and thirty-seven institu-

tions of a miscellaneous character, varying from

a cripples’ home to a working-women’s college,

and including one of the new boards of arbitra-

tion and conciliation, making a total of 102

returns. The mass of information thus gained,

and now at everybody’s service for a nominal

sura, is supplemented with several valuable plans.

There is a bird’s-eye viewofAkroydon, the famous

ciU ouvriSre of Messrs. Akroyd & Son, in York-

shire; and there is another of Copley village, be-

longing to the same firm, with plans of the

rectangnlar. Two other blocks have a small

projection in the rear, in which the larder and

coal-place are located in the cellar, and above

these the scullery ;
and above this a small bed-

room
;
the front of the house, consisting of a

large cellar for washhouse, furnished with copper

and sink; a good living-room on the ground-

floor, and two bedrooms over it; and a small

yard in the rear, containing W.C. and place for

ashes. In the Copley houses shown we do not

find much to admire. They are built back to

back, and the ash-places and W.C.s are in front

of them; though even here the living-rooma

have little sculleries, furnished with sinks, par-

titioned off from them. Bach houselet, or

maisonnette, as it would be called on the other

side of the Channel, has two small bedrooms

above stairs. Both Akroyd and Copley are in

the enjoyment of many schemes and societies

for the general benefit devised by the firm,

such as a library, a choral society, a library

and scientific society, a horticultural and floral

society
;

but neither, as far as we Icam,

is in possession of the means of technical

education, as supplementary to that primarily

afforded by the schools, in this respect con-

trusting disadvantageously with the esta-

blishment of Le Creusot, in France. In the

schools belonging to these great iron coal works,

there are twenty-three teachers, and the highest

classes attain what the Rev. M. Mitchell describes

as “ a very extended acquaintance with litera-

tare as well as science, exercises in style, his-

tory, cosmography, arithmetic, algebra, geometry

(descriptive), mechanical physics, chemistry,

and the elements of sculpture and drawmg.

From these schools the factory is furnished with

intelligent workmen. Lot us hope that the im-

portance of keeping pace with our neighbours on

this particular, will not be overlooked by em-

ployers, who have shown themselves in so many

ways anxious to improve the condition of those

whom circumstances have placed in their power

to benefit. We have ourselves given particulars

of Saltaire. It is here represented by a plan only,

which although it shows its extent, the re ative

position of its church, chapel, dming-hall, baths

and wash-houses, literary and philosophical m-

sbibution, boys’, girls’, and infants schools and

playgrounds, almshonsos, dispensary, allotment

gardens, cricket gronnd, croquet ground, bowl-

ing-green, fire-engine house, and the number of

its streets, mills, ebeds, works, and offices, does

not show the interior arrangement of the 7ib

houses. The return makes no mention of teofi-

nical education having obtained footing here ;

but where a firm exhibits in sneh a princely

manner its determination to do

generation, it is unlikely that it will be
_

long

absent. Mr. Salt declined to subject Saltaire to

the arbitrament of the Imperial Commission.

There are other of the firms making returaa

that have erected houses for the accommodation

of their workmen, of which no plans are given.

The Messrs. Besabrook, Spinning, & Co., in

Ireland, have built 280 within the last twenty

years, with kitchen and scuUery, sleeping-rooms

above, back yards and privies, at an average

cost of 501. each; Messrs. Bliss & Son, Chip-

ping Norton, have bnilt 75, at a cost of 5,1811.

43. 6d.
5
Messrs. Briggs, Yorkshire, have built 170,

costing from 70L to 1101. each, and when they sent

in their return, were intending to erect C*- “ore

,

Messrs. Brook & Brothers, Yorkshire, have built
houses in them. These are followed by a com-

,

Messrs, urooiv a, , -
prehensive plan of Saltaire, the property of Mr.

,

140 cottages, with three rooms in some, ana lonr

Salt. Then there are an elevation of Miss ; and five in others, at a cost of n y >

Burdett Contts’s market, in connexion with Messrs. Campbell & Co., BeHas ,

Columbia-aqnare ;
an elevation and plan of the , storied houses for 601. each,

flanh - at
dwellings of the Improved Industrial Dwellings; furnished with gas and water, • »

a, view fnd plan of Gatliff Bnildinga, belonging , Compatall Mill 413 "o^age"

totheMetropoIibnn Aaaooiatioiii and a plan.eleva- different times withm the last th ^ ’

tiona, and aeotion of the Spitalfields Metropolitan cost of 100!. each; the Consett Iron Uompany

Bnildinga. It is thus easy to mark the differ-
;

have 1,000 two-roomed 1 . -o

onoes and advantages of the several plans.
,

Iron Company, Merthyr Tydhl, have

AkroydonfprevioualyilluatratedinourownpageB) cottages, of which no -e'

is a gnadrangnlar town, forming a hollow square
i 200 hove been built at

TOrvinir
round an open piece of ornamental gronnd, in Messrs. Holmes, Derby, have -A |
the centre of which the plan shows a handsome from 80!. tol20!.! at Laverstoke Mi

fountain, throwing up a jot of water which falls cottages have been built, with t
^

again in three stage._ of taase On two sides „f bedroom a, a of 160!. each
^

the square the houses are in a double row, with

a narrow street between them; in a third there

are three streets, one behind the other; on the

fourth there is a double row again. The blocks

illustrated in plans have cellars furnished with

coppers for washing, a place for coals, and a sink

;

above these is a living-room,with a small scullery,

with a sink in it, partitioned off, and a staircase

leading to a large and small bedchamber above;

the latter being over the space cub off from the

living-room as a scullery. These houses arc

Eagley Mills, about 100, built of atone, varying

from 1001. to 1401. each ;
at thePaumnre Works,

Dundee, dwelling-houses to accommodate thirty

families, and thirty self-contained cottages, ot

three rooms each, besides some single *

mouts for single women, have been built withm

the last ten years, at a cost of 7,8001.; Messrs.

Ransome & Co.. Suffolk, have built sixty cottages

of five rooms each
;
and Messrs. Winfield & Co.,

Birmingham, thirty, costing about 1001. ;
but

without plans it is impossible to learn more from
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this list than the bare figures quoted. If we
include the Ackroyd and Saltaire Dwellings, we
here see an aggregate of 4,000 houaes. It is

difficult to over-rate the amount of comfort and
health that might have been conferred upon
their occupants if every sanitary provision now
available and recognised had been adopted in
their construction. Consumption and typhoid
fever have still to be rooted out. One piece of
information imparted by Mr. Rhind, the surgeon,
respecting Saltaire, should be repeated in every
possible quarter. When, during the visitation
of cholera, a system of disinfecting and deodo-
rising, by means of the application of carbolic
aoid and chloride of lime to the drains, ashpits,
privies, and sinks, was carried out, not only was
cholera absent, but an immunity from typhoid
fever was experienced.
In reply to the question addressed to the

building societies, “ Has the establishment been
remunerative or not ? ” most of them answered in
the affirmative. Columbia-square realizes a
return on the cost of 2^ per cent., as nearly as
possible; the Hastings Cottage Improvement
Society, of 5 per cent.

; the Industrial Dwell-
^5 per cent. ; the London Labourers’

Dwellings, 5 per cent.
; the Marylebone Associa-

tion, 2 per cent.; while the Leeds Permanent
Building Society speaks of success in more
general terms, and the Metropolitan Association
begins to share the prosperity of its fellows. Of
Mr. Vance’s Dublin Model Lodging-houses, only
those for families have been remunerative. All
consider themselves successful in other respects,
such ns their appreciation by tenants, favour-
able influence on the death-rate, and general
prosperity.

Nine of the co-operative societies declare their
respective establishments to be remunerative.
Their various modes of operations, restrictions,
and qualifications are here all seen at a glance.
Tracing the career, by way of specimen, of the
Rochdale Equitable Pioneers, we are told the
principal object of the establishment was to
purchase food, firing, clothes, and other neces-
saries, and to improve the social and domestic
condition of its members

;
that it was formed by

some twenty or thirty working men, mostly
flannel weavers, joiners, and warpers, in 18i4;
that it employs 138 males and youths to soli
goods and make clothing in its shops

; that it
has realized a profit of 187,8501. up to 1866; its
annual income at that date was 21.9,1221., but
increases every year; its annual expense the same
year for its nine grocery and branch shops and
wages was 7,7951. 48. 4d. ; that its paid officers
consist of ten committee-men, who are allowed
on an average Is. 6d. per week, for attending
a meeting to manage the prosperous concern once
a week, and various other particulars, not the
least praiseworthy being an annual apportion-
ment of the sum of 7001. and more to the support
of a library and eleven news and reading rooms,
and 4931, for educational purposes. The fortunes
of all the other societies also deserve consulta-
tion, and the map of them, so to apeak, spread
out before the eye, must suggest serviceable
comparisons.

On the other hand, none of the Sailors’ Homes
are remunerative

; nor is it intended they should
be so. One glance at the bill of fare at tbe
Cornwall House, which tells of eggs and bacon
for breakfast; roast beef, beer, vegetables, and
plum-pudding for dinner, and beef-steaks with
tea, and at the separate bed and hot or cold
bath, explains this fact. As a large number of
those who avail themselves of its hospitalities
are either sick, shipwrecked, hurt, or destitute,

'

this, and of course similar institutions, must
provide for very disastrous needs. No plans are
given of the buildings.
The minute particulars of the miscellaueous

institutions^ give this comprehensive volume an
additional interest. Never before, indeed, has
there been such a specification laid before the
world of what great-hearted people have devised
at different times and in difierenb places, to
benefit sections of their fellow-creatures. The
two localities claiming to have special institu-
hons were Halifax and Ipswich. To go to
Halifax really seems as wise a proceeding as is
possible to anyone. This proverbially celebrated
town was created a borough twenty years ago,
and in the interval has laid out 415,9441. 178. 9d.
in improvements, and at the date of the report
was expending 133,7591. in improving these and
making others

;
these sums, with the cost of the

park presented by Sir Francis Crossley, bring up
the municipal properties to a value of consider,
ably more than half a million of money. Nearly
60,0001. have been expended in sewerage works

;

and the amount of money laid out by tbe wealthy
manufacturers upon the building and main-
tenance of charitable institutions is much more
considerable. Thirty-two schools, three sets of
almshouses, an orphanage, five relief and friendly
societies, five co-operative institutions, six lite-

rary institutions, a school of art, a chamber of
commerce, a piece hall with 315 rooms in it, and
a building society, surely entitle Halifax to say
to neighbouring towns, “Do ye likewise.”
The Ipswich claim is represented by much

smaller figures. The locality is limited to the
district of St. John’s, California, a tract of un-
productive land purchased by a freehold land
society, in 1850, and subsequently allotted out
in plots, many of which were built upon. The
particulars state that about twenty persons
occupy houses of a rental of upwards of lOZ., about
1,800 persons occupy others varying from 71. to

;

lOZ., and about 100 occupy houaes of less rental.
Of these 320 are freeholders. This industrial
settlement is furnished with eight spiritual in-
stitutions, such as a church, a chapel, Sunday
school, district visitors, &c. ; six intellectual
institutions, includiog a working man’s institute,
a national school, and a library

; and five physical
institutions, a penny savings-bank, a clothing
club, a mothers’ meeting, a lying-in charity, and
a coal-club. The town of Ipswich enjoys insti-
tutions on a larger scale, five-and-thirtyof which
are mentioned. Let us hope the number of
worthy claimants under this heading will, on
any future occasion, be much larger.

A French juryman and artist, M. Dufresne, in
one pithy sentence, expressed the pent-up deter-
mination for future eflbrt and scorn of all national
sloth and slovenliness that must have animated
many a breast as its owner strayed through the
wondrous courts of tbe great marvel that elicited
these reports :—Miserable is that country
which, after this exhibition, cannot comprehend
the necessity of progress. We heartily commend
our own Department of Science and Art for its

attempt to bring many of the lessons taught
by it home to those whom they concern.

IMPROVED INDUSTRIAL DWELLINGS,
AND INCREASED INDUSTRIAL

BURDENS.
From either extreme of the social scale we

are supplied with forcible illustrations of the
magnitude of the revolution which is actually
taking place in the country. These indications
are not confined to extremes. In every rank
and walk of life similar oases occur. But each
of us is apt to consider his own case as special,

or to hope that his own inoonvenienoe is tem-
porary. In the hurry of daily life it is rare that
a man can find time to take philosophical and
comprehensive views as to the relation of social

phenomena, or to connect the increase of his
weekly bills, or the continued want of a tenant
for the honae he has to let, with any great
national change, or secular movement.

Yet, for many reaaons, it is highly desirable
that such broader views should be, at all events
occasionally, taken

;
and especially will this

prove to be the 'case when the condition of the
poorest and the most helpless members of the
community appears to involve unusual, or in-

creasing, hardship. Want is the most eloquent
and the moat terrible missionary of discontent.
The hungry man, still more strongly the husband
of a hungry wife, the father of hungry children,
is likely enough to question very urgently the
justice of that state of society in which it is

possible for a stalwart, industrious, orderly man
to be hungry. He is apt to lend a very ready
ear to those who tell him that political change
means the cheapening of tbe quartern loaf, and
work for all who want it. Can those of us who
have not his bitter experience blame him very
severely ? At all events, can we wonder at his
error ? Be that as it may, one lesson is taught
by all history, with one consent, and that is—that the great instigator of all violent and
disastrous political revolution has been wide-
spread and intolerable Want.
The revolution which, with silent and rapid

step, is advancing in this country, is not political.

At least it is not to the political changes, be they
more or leas important, that have succeeded the
great movement of 1832, that we at all wish now
to refer. But there is an impression, right or
wrong, in tbe minds of many, that, amid all the
brilliant triumphs of science, march of art, and
spread of education, tbe poor man is becoming
daily poorer, and the rich man richer

;
that the

disparity between the two extremes of the social

scale is rapidly on the increase
;
and that, for all

intermediate ranks, the battle of life is becoming,
day by day, one in which the combatants are
more likely to succumb.
The question is a wide one. It is, however, to

one branch of the subject that we will con-
fine our attention

; and the chief reason for now
bringing the matter before onr readers is tbe
wish to call their attention to an instance of
which we may call commercial courage and
benevolence in the face of considerable dis-
conragement.
A distinct, positive, tangible proof of the in-

crease of pressure upon the poor may be found
in the increase of rates. The visits of the tax-
gatherer, we are told by those who well know
what they are saying, are viewed with nndis-
gnised dismay by the occupants of weekly tene-
ments. So much is this the case, that there is a
disposition to prefer the meanest and most
squalid lodging, in which this functionary is un-
known, to those more decent, healthy, and com-
modious dwellings, which a wise and charitable
enterprise is now gradually offering to the indus-
trious poor, where the moderate rent is accom-
panied by the obnoxious quarterly demand. Nor
is this to be wondered at, when we glance at
the statistics of the case. In the parish
of St. Pancras, the local taxation on a five-

shilling tenement is 8Jd., the rent specified
being weekly; of this S^d,, 3fd. is an increase due
to recent legislation. In St. James’s, Cierken-
well, the taxation on a 5s. weekly rent is 9d. ; an
increase of a little over 2d. In St. Saviour’s,
Southwark, for 5s. paid as rent, the tax-gatherer
demands lOid., being an increase of about SJd.
In the parish of St. Mary, Islington, both the
proportion and the increase of taxation are
nearly identical with those in Clerkenwell. The
average increase of taxation on all small tene-
ments in these four parishes, consequent upon
the enactments of the Reform Bill of last

session, is 37J per cent. A measure that proposed
for the first time to give political rights to the
working-classes of the metropolis has saddled
them with an increase of nearly -10 per cent, on
the taxation of one of the first necessaries of
life. No such increased burden is imposed by
the Act on the middle and upper classes.
Such is the testimony of Alderman Sir Sydn3y

Waterlow, M.P., a man whose name is far from
being unknown among those who have striven
to draw a broad and permanent line of demarca-
tion between the exercise of practical and per-
manent charity, and the relief and encourage-
ment of mendicancy. Our readers may be aware
that a few years ago a company was established,
on the limited liability principle, for the purpose
of improving the dwellings of the working
classes in the metropolis. The leading idea of
this enterprise was, that charity would be most
efficient if placed on such a basis as to be self
supporting. In other words, so wide a margin
existed between the enormous rack-rents exacted
by tbe proprietors of those pestilent and
squalid dens in which the very poor are
driven to take shelter by the night or by
the week, and the payments that would yield
a fair return, in the shape of rent, for money
invested in the erection of decent and well con-
sidered tenements, that persons who could not
afford large donations, might yet render good
service to their fellow citizens by investing a
certain amount of money, not with a view to

actual profit, but, at the same time, without
losing the ordinary rate of interest which might
be obtained by other safe means of placing such
funds.

With this view 50,0003. were subscribed in

lOOZ. shares. 46,575Z. have been subscribed in

25Z. shares, and 3,425Z. are still required to make
up tbe total proposed capital of lO0,000Z. On
the completion of this capital, tbe company will

be able to borrow a second 100,000Z. of the
Government, at the rate of 4 per cent, per
annum, making a total available capital of
200,O0OZ. Tbe company have purchased estates
in the neighbourhoods of Greenwich, Southwark,
Willow-street, City Garden-row, Wapping, Old
St. Panems-road, Bagnigge-wells, and Britannia-
street; and are in negotiation for a lease of a
large plot of land at the end of Ebury-streefc.

On the Willow-street estate, 168 tenements,
arranged in six blocks, are half completed, and
almost fully occupied. It is expected that the
whole will be tenanted by the beginning of

March. The Bethual-green buildings will be
ready for occupation in a couple of months. The
rental of the finished buildings, after making
proper redactions for repairs, and for the re-

demption funds on account of leasehold property.
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allows of a dWidend at the rate of 5 per cent

per annum, carrying forward an undistributedUtl UUUUlil,

balance of 800L to credit, that of the former

half-year having been 52GJ.

It appears that the different objects of_ the

association have been thus far fully attained.

That essential element of civilisation, of morality,

and of health, a decent home, has been provided,

and is being provided, for 3,890 persons of the

worhing classes, in those great centres of popu-

lation to which we have before referred. The

benevolent work of the company is being

gradually, but surely carried out j
and this

worthy and admirable enterprise is shown to

be based on a strictly self-snpporting principle.

We have bore all those elements which are most

in accordance with the example of him who
showed mercy to bis neighbour who had fallen

among thieves.

It is lamentable to see the directors of this

model enterprise confronted, and almost para-

lysed, by the enormous increase of rates above

referred to. At present, the directors have

taken this heavy loss upon the shoulders of

the company. In the hope that things would

mend, and that the burden would not be of long

continuance, they have forborne to ease the

pressure on their resources by any increase of

rent. They have not as yet thrown the load

upon the ultimate point of resistance—the poor

man. But while they, perhaps rather nobly than

providently, have shunned to discharge their

natural function in the distribution of legislative

injustice, what has been the case elsewhere ?

What other landlord has made a present to his

poor tenantry of an amount equal to an aug-

mentation of local taxation of from 40 to 60

per cent. ? The effort of the conduotors of this

company may enable ns to gauge the terrible

amount of pressure, (which the mild winter of

1868-9 has to some extent alleviated,) thrown

upon the unrepresented and uncomplaining poor.

One cause of this pressure may be found, there

can be little doubt, in the cost of those improve-

ments which are now for the first time enabling

London to take a respectable architectural rank

among the cities of Europe. We naturally feel

inolined to regard such expenditure rather with

reference to the ultimate reprodoctiveness of its

resnlts, and to the justice of its temporary

distribution, than as objecting to its actual

amount. But there is, as we premised, a deeper

cause at work. Increase of rent, increase of

taxes, increase of the cost of food, of firing, of

clothing, of every necessary of life, are not pe-

culiar to London. Such increase occurs at Paris,

at Florence, at Berlin, at Naples, at New York,

at Sydney. Wherever we have any statistical

return the same tale is told. In many cases

some special reason may be offered for the change.

The Parisians will debit the luxury of the Second

Empire, and the munificence (with thoir funds)

of their absolute prefect, with the increased cost

of the means of living in their gay capital.

The Florentines will attribute it to the eleva-

tion of their city to the new dignity of

metropolis of the kingdom of Italy. So

with Berlin. New York may point to the

thronging crowds of emigrants, or to the

anomalies of the “gold ring.” Other places

may have little to say except that so it is, that

they do not understand why, and that the fact

is almost intolerable. A more cosmopolitan

reply may be found in the very ugly fact that

the 2,600,000 soldiers who were (at least on

paper) under arms in 1848, have swelled to no

less than 7,000,000 in 1869. But there is yet

another cause, and that is the unconscious,

silent, steady change that has been wrought in

all the monetary relations of the civilized world

by the large aod snstained influx of gold from

Australia and California.

When gold, which measures all things, itself

varies in value, disturbance is sure to ensue.

In the changing ratio of value that occurs

between commodity and commodity,—between

gold, for instance, and iron, gold and paper, gold

and flour,—matters will, sooner or later, adjust

themselves with more or less accuracy. Bub iu

the disturbance which takes place between the

price of commodities and the price of labour, this

self-adjustment is more difficult. The employer

of labour does not see it. Those whom be

employs tell him they have to pay higher rents,

higher prices for food—more money, we may say,

to keep the wolf from the door,—and he replies;

“ So do I ;
we aro all in the same boat. I do

not obtain more labour from yon than I did

in 1848 5
therefore I cannot afford to pay more

wages."
Yery true. But the employer is actually

paying less He forgets, or he does not know,

that the quarter of an ounce of gold with which he

remunerates the week’s labour of a workman is

not now what it was in 1848. It is the same in

weight, the same in purity ; it bears the same

image and superscription ;
but it is not the same

in purchasing power. The workman cannot

purchase so many of the absolute necessaries of

life, turn where he may, with that quarter of an

ounce of gold, that he could twenty years ago.

Therefore it is not actually, although it is

nominally, the same wage that it was at that

time.

It is a matter of minute and curious investiga-

tion to appreciate the amount of this disturbance

of value. We are not about here to attempt it.

We may indicate some of the facts which must

be collected and compared in order to throw

light on the subject. On the one hand, there is

the steady increase in the annual supply of gold.

The annual yield of all the gold districts in the

world at the beginning of the present century

was a little over four millions and a half sterling

In 1848, it had risen to nearly nine millions.

The importation of gold coin and bullion during

1867, into the United Kingdom alone, was

15,800,0001., or between three and four times the

annual product of the whole world sixty years,

ago. Such a change must, infallibly, tend^ to

stimulate luxury, to diminish the pnrehasing

power of gold, and to increase the differences

between the actual and the nominal value of

difference. Bub it is quite clear that the em-

ployer ought to be aware that, in paying the

same nominal sum, he is not paying the^ satne

actual wages. His pay costs him less—it will

purchase less for his servant. If the employer of

labour choose to say,
—“ Labour is so much more

plentiful now than it was twenty years ago, that

I can get plenty of men to do for lOs. 6d. per

week work for which I used to pay 143. a week,

and I shall take advantage of that change in

circumstances, ’’ his language is perfectly intel-

ligible, and quite accordant with the doctrine of

the school to which we refer. But if he says, “I

paid 143. twenty years ago, and I pay the same

now, although the present value of 143. is, to the

former value or purchasing power of the same

sum, reduced to the worth of, let ns say,

lOs. 6d., he is deceiving either himself or

bis workman, or both. It is high time that

this confusion ehonld no longer form one ofthose

numerous evils that render still harder the

fate of the poor man. The very noteworthy

struggle of the directors of the company

for promoting improved dwellings for the poor,

against that increase of rent which is one of the

elects of this silent but prodigious change in the

purchasing powers of the poor man s weekly

wages, deserves to be made known to their

honour. The attention both of the producer and

of the consumer of labour, of the labourer and

the capitalist, cannot be too carefully given to

this aspeob of that never-closed controversy

which assumes, ever and anon, some fresh phase.

Let us nob have to add, some fresh feature of

bitterness.

THE ARCEITECTUEESQUE.

Not only am I personally obliged to the

learned writer in your last issue for his pains-

taking treatment of the question I have ventured

to raise, but I think the cause involved (for, as I

have repeatedly said, I advocate the word merely

to formulate the much more important idea) is

.
ano uo ... materially Borred by anoh Bcienti6oinve8tiga-

bo. any increase la nombor, while their oharaotor Uion, and therefore I hope there will be more

as articles of virU is snob as to lead to a sharp
g^ed

In articles of luxury and of viriil the dis-

turbance of price has been most palpable.

Diamonds and some otherjewels command three

times the price which they would have fetched

a quarter of a century since. A yet more re-

markable increase has taken place in certain

species of china and porcelain. There is an

annual addition to the numberofjewels, whether

that addition be more or less proportionate to

the increase of the amount of gold in treasure

and in circulation. Bub if we take objects of

which there is nob, and cannot be expected to

competition for their ownership, on any occasion

of their changing hands, we shall find yet more

extraordinary indications of the decline of the

purchasing power of gold, or of the increase of

that nominal wealth which is displayed by a

lavish expenditure. There is a rare kind of

earthenware called by the name of Henri Deux

ware, of which only sixty-seven specimens are

known to be in existence. One of these, of the

size of an ordinary dining-dish, was purchased,

in 1857, for 1401., at the sale of a French col-

lector, who had given 31. 4a. for the article.

Another specimen of the same ware, a highly

decorated ewer, was purchased, in 1842, for 801.,

and is now estimated as worth 2,0001. Speci-

mens of a manufacture which is not to compare

with the fine porcelains of China in beauty, will

now fetch more than their own weight in gold.

It is thus clear that, in any attempt to im-

prove the condition of the poorer classes, in any

investigation of the laws for the protection or

regulation of labour, and in all questions that

relate to the community of interest that exists

between the rich and the poor, we shall work

altogether in the dark, if we neglect to allow for

the important element of the depreciation of

money. This has nothing to do, or at least little

to do, with the question of the price of money
measured by itself; that is to say, the rate of

usance. Five per cent, may be the average

annual usance for a hundred sovereigns, whether

their purchasing power be more or less. But in

all quarters we may detect a steady decrease in

the purchasing power. In articles of imaginary

or of merely ajsbhetic value, this decrease is the

most enormous. In such matters as rent and

taxes, it presses moat closely upon the poor man.

An adjustment, voluntary or compulsory, of the

remuneration given for labour, is necessary,under

such cironmatanoes, to continue to the poor the

means of subsistence. It is the theory of a certain

school that this adjustment must be spontaneoos,

and cannot, with safety, be interfered with by

legislative enactment, or by any means that

should clash with the working of the law o!

supply and demand. We are not, now, about

to controvert that view. Bat it is, at least,

necessary that the subject should be under-

stood. It is essential to the continuance of any

satisfactory relation between capital and labour,

that it should be understood on all bands that

14b. a week, in the year of grace 1869, is very

different from 143. a week in the year 1847. It

much more effectively than I had done a

definite and separable meaning to the termina-

tion “ esque,” and I think I can fnlly accept

that meaning, and turn it to most useful account.

Let ns for the occasion take the syllable in

question as a separable word, and speak of the

“ esque ” (under reserve) as an entity
^

of

language, and, of course, of thought and criti-

cism. Now it is this esque of architecture for

which I claim recognition ;
and I cordially agree

with you that “ there is little question of

how we may apply the term, hot very much
indeed of how we must.” Architectural criti-

cism, I consider, has arrived at that point in

England when the study of this osqne as an idea

ought to be taken in hand
;
and I cannot help

acknowledging it to be of vital importance to

the idea itself that its phraseological fornaula

should have no uncertain sound. Indeed, it is

obvious enough that analogy alone has suggested

the term I have proposed j
and therefore, as I

have appealed to analogy, to analogy I must go.

This esque, then, means like. Picturesque is

like a picture. Statuesque is like a statue.

Sculpturesque is like sculpture. Grotesque is

like the grotto. Burlesque is like the hurlare, to

jest. Bomanesque is, or rather was, like the

Roman
;
Arabesque, like the Arabian j

Moresque,

like the Moorish. Structuresque, let me go on

to submit, is like structure, and architectureaque

like architecture ;
and, indeed, I see no objec-

tion to accept the suggestion which arises, that

there may be a good many more of these esques

(chiefly, if not invariably, matters of_art),not

as empty phrases, but as substantial facts,

worthy of recognition and contemplation, each

in its degree.

Now for the analogy. Every one of these

esques is a “ like ’’
;
but the likes are not all one

like. Translate the word like in each case by a

perfect synonym, and it will be found that your

synonyms are different—not very materially, but

no matter how slightly. They will all agree

however, in one respect—that in no case will

they properly apply to mere superBcialism so

much as to an occult spirit under the surface.

The esque is a soul. The architeoturesque is

the soul of architecture, as opposed to the

semblance.
Again, there are the esque in matter, the

esque in manner, and the esque in product in

artistic subject, that is to say, in artistic treat-
amerent irom a wees m oue ycai j... ".J

L. .. ,, ?, fLo
would even be desirable to know the rate of this

]

ment, and m artistic result. So we perceive the
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first pictnresqHe in the bearded mendicant, the
second pictnreeqne in the painter’s process of
ennobling him, and the third pictnresqne in the
banished lord. Likewise we may perceive the
matter architecturesque in the strnctnre-forma
of the building, the manner architectnresqae in
the artistic treatment of those forms in detail,

and the product architecturesque in the resulting
art-work of a perfect architectural whole.
As a foil to the esque, let us take the ish, in

pursuance of another good suggestion of your
accomplished writer. “ Picturish ” I think
formulates a very common fact j I am sure
" architecturish ” does so. If the esque is a
soul, the ish is a semblance, a simulacrum, very
much of a cheat. This is a readier way of ex-
pressing what I have called the spurious of the
esque. But, as it savours of a cant phrase, I
should not like to apply it practically except in
avowed contempt

; to everything whose error
was more respectable I should prefer to use the
more respectful term of spurious, or pseudo, or
even fallacious architecturesque. The Brighton
Pavilion, and one at least of the Thames bridges,
and a great deal of the shabbier class of our
current Gothique piquante, are architeoturish

;

Somerset House, with its superflciation of great
columns built up as mere buttresses to a wall

}

or St. Paul’s, with its sham sides and sham
dome

;
or the Duke of York’s Column, with a

stair in its bowels and a cage on its head, I
prefer to treat more in sorrow than in anger, as
aberrations of the architecturesque.
The avenue of trees I should scarcely venture

to call in any sense architecturesque
j

its “ like-
ness ” to architecture is only in semblance, and
incidental, not to say accidental. But Stone-
henge I should call architecturesque, although
not architectural, for the sake of its array. So
also Trafalgar-sqnare is very creditably archi-
tecturesque in plan, and Charing-cross very
discreditably the reverse. The French are
masters of the architecturesque in site : Tra-
falgar-square is almost on a par with some of
their average efibrts, whilst Charing-cross is
more worthy of the genius of Hottentotland, and
is likely ever to remain so. Would that Hauss-
mann bad the handling of it 1

What is called an “ Italian or architectural
garden” seems to be an example worth con-
templating. A natural garden would be some-
thing entirely unregulated by art, however
charming in effect; if naturalesque, it would be
artistic on the basis of being “like” the
natural

; if picturesque, it would be picture-like
in the usual sense of the term

;
if architectural,

properly speaking, it would involve some such
compositions as terrace-walls and balustrades,
pavilions and fountains

; if adorned, to whatever
extent, with sculpture or statuary, it would be
an error to call it either sculpturesque or statu-
esque; but, if merely disposed in architecture-like
array, although the features may be but plain

curbs and edgings, and clipped hedges and
geometrical plan, it is architecturesque: and if

we would consent for the future so to designate
it—an “architecturesque garden”—how much
more expressive is the name

!

A hasty problem,—an iron bridge
;
first, strictly

structural; then struoturesque, like structure;
then architecturesque, animated by the spirit of
architecture (of which the structuresque or
architectonic, as I think, is obviously an im-
portant element)

; then, if you desire it,

picturesque, by way of special licence. Observe,
in passing, that the architecturesque, in such an
example, asserts itself very distinctly as the
artistically structural plus the structurally
artistic.

Permit me to repeat my thanks to my colla-
boratenr, and to express the hope that he will
consider me not to have in any way contradicted
his excellent argument, but only to have done
my best to carry it forward. Eobeet Keek.

THE GUTHEIE MEMOEIAL CHAPEL,
CLIFTON COLLEGE.

The Guthrie Memorial Chapel, which we illus-

trate this week, was completed and consecrated
by the Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol during
the summer of 1867.

The Very Eev. Canon Guthrie, in whose
memory this chapel is erected, was the first

chairman of the Clifton College Company, and
might almost be styled the founder of the
College from the great zeal he displayed in its

establishment. Dying during the year 1866,
his widow resolved to erect a chapel at the
College in memory of her husband, well know-
ing that it had always been his earnest wish
to see the chapel built, and for which object
he had offered the sum of 500Z. Before the
walls were half up, Mrs. Guthrie also died,

and thus the building is in a double sense the
Guthrie Memorial Chapel.
The designs were prepared by Messrs. Charles

F. Hansom & Son, the architects to the Clifton
College Company

;
and when the college is com-

pleted the chapel will be joined to the main
building by a continuation of the cloister.

The entrance to the chapel is at the west end,
and opposite the door is the archway (now
blocked up) which will communicate with the
completed college buildings. On the right is

the antechapel, over which is a tribune for
visitors, approached by the large stone staircase
in the tower, immediately on the left of the porch.
The remainder of the building consists of nave,
75 by 33 ft.

;
chancel, 37 by 26 ft.

; and organ
chamber and vestry, with heating vault beneath
them.
The antechapel is divided into three bays by

stone arches, has a stone seat all round, and is

lighted by an arcade at the west, the whole of

which is filled with stained glass. Each bay has
a beautifully carved cornice running all round.
In the central bay is the archway leading into the
nave. The seats for the boys are arranged on
either side, each raised a step higher than that
in front, in the proper collegiate form, and a
certain number of stalls are provided at the west
end for the masters, the one for the head master

:

having a carved canopy. The nave is ceiled in a
polygonal form, and divided into panels by wood

;
mouldings. Only one bay is at present deco-
rated. The height of the nave is 50 ft.

The chancel arch is 42 ft. high by 22 ft. wide,
with triple shafts and carved capitals. The
chancel terminates in an apse semi-diagonal in
form

; in each angle are stone shafts supporting
the ribs of the roof. The ceiling is curved and
divided into panels like the nave, the whole being
decorated [with medallions of gold and colours
on a light-blue ground, executed by Mr. John
Buggins, of Bristol. An arcade runs round the
chancel under the windows, with Devonshire red
marble shafts and carved caps. The windows
above have also marble shafts and carved caps.
The whole of the sculpture and carving was
executed by Mr. R. L, Boulton, of Cheltenham,
who also executed the pulpit in Caen stone from
the designs of the architects.

The floors of nave, chancel, and antechapel,
except under the stalls, &o., are laid with en-
caustic tiles by Messrs. Maw & Co.

Stalls are provided in the chancel for the
choir, and immediately behind those on the north
side stands the organ. A small circular stair-
case gives communication between the vestry
and the outside. The chapel is heated with hot
air by Messrs. Haden & Son, of Trowbridge.

Externally, the nave is divided into seven
bays by rather massive buttresses, between
which are two-light windows. The windows
of the chancel are also of two lights, but much
longer than those of the nave. The ground
falls considerably at the east end, and gives
the apse great elevation, being about 40 ft.

from the ground to the eaves : a freestone
cornice runs all round above the windows, orna-
mented by carved heads. The west end contains
a large circular window in the gable, of very
rich tracery

; also three carved medallions with
angels holding scrolls or musical instruments

;

in the lower part is the arcade of small windows
lighting the antechapel. At the north-west
corner stands the small tower containing clock
and bells. The clock stands out on a bracket at
right angles to the tower, so as to be seen from
the college playground. The tower is about
100 ft. high, and this, together with the founda-
tions of the chapel, was built by the council of
the college as their memorial to the late chair-
man, at a coat of about 1,0001.
The style of the chapel is Early Decorated.

The tracery of all the windows is geometric.
The three end windows of the apse contain

THE GUTHRIE MEMORIAL CHAPEL, CLIFTON.
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stained glass by Messrs. Hardman j
the next

two are filled with stained glass by Mr. Joseph

Bell, of Bristol, who also mannfactared that

of the antechapel, and the nave side window
giving upon the tribune. The west circular

window contains stained glass by Wailes, of

Newcastle. This window has demi-figures of

the twelve apostles, with our Lord in the

centre circle, surrounded by cherubim, and wa"?

especially designed for this subject. There is an

oab lectern by Hardman.
This building, without the tower, was erected

for the sum of 4,5001., by Mr. James Diment,

builder, of Bristol j Mr. Charles Lewis being the

clerk of works. Several of the stained-glass

windows, fittings, &o., have been contributed by

the masters, boys, and friends of the college,

and more stained glass is now being prepared by

Messrs. Hardman.

ON VENTILATION.

Ox the 24th inst. Dr. Edward Smith, F.B.S.,

read a paper on this subject, at the Society of

Arts. After setting forth, first, general prin-

ciples, and, second, modes of Tentilation, the

lecturer stated thus the conclusions to which a

consideration of the subject and his official ex-

perience had led him:

—

1. Interchange of air which proceeds both by
difl'usion and removal is not instantaneous. The
rapidity of the interchange varies with many
circumstances.

2. The efiects of any natural system of venti-

lation vary with the season as well ns with the

special conditions of a building and the number
of inmates.

3. There is a relation between ventilation and
temperature, which in reference to inhabited

rooms is generally an inverse one, and as the

human body requires a temperature of the air

of from 55° to 05°, according to the season, ven-

tilation in cold weather must bo restricted by
the lower, and in hot weather by the higher

temperature.
4. The movement of the air, although so

essential to health, must not be very perceptible,

lest it should cause discomfort and disease.

Hence the inlets and outlets must not be very

near to the inmates, and the current must bo

divided.

5. The ventilation should, if possible, bo self-

acting, after the amount required in a given

room and under given conditions has been

fixed.

6. Any general rule which may be laid down
as to the number and size of the ventilators re-

quired in a room will demand modification by
experience, since the admission of air will depend
upon the elevation of the site, the direction of

prevalent winds, and the impediments which
surrounding walls and buildings offer, and
these cannot be the same on all sides of a

building.
]

7. Some differences in the plan, and much in

the extent to which the plan should be carried,

must depend upon the use of the rooms and the

destination of the building, as to whether it be a

private house, a public building with a fixed ,

number of occupants, or a building, as a theatre,

with a very varying number.
8. There is a relation between space and

ventilation, for it is evident that with defective

ventilation (not entire absence of ventilation) the

larger the quantity of air in relation to the

number of occupants the lees the immediate evil,

whilst at the same time, the larger the mass of

air to be moved the greater is the force, or the

more extended are the means, required to move
it. In private houses the cost is often unim-

portant, but in general, and particnlarly in

reference to workhouses, hospitals, and other

charities supported by voluntary contributions,

the aim should be, by providing the best ven-

tilation, to reduce space to the strict require-

ments of the occupants, and thus to utilize in the

greatest degree the money to be expended. That
relation mast be determined by experiment.
Both architects and amateurs are apt to give

undue weight to the lofty, spacious, and baud-
some appearance of their buildings, and too little

to the solution of the problem of fitness with
economy.

9. The test cannot be the life or death of the

inmates, for health may be failing long before it

ceases. Moreover, there are various degrees of

health, and each person has a separate aspect of

health, and it is not at all easy to indicate in

particular cases the first period when some injury

may have been done to it. A test is required by

which we may infer that injury would result if

the cause were continued, and this must clearly

be derived from observation. A close-smelling

or a foul-smelling room may not be immediately

injurious to health, but it is disagreeable at

the least, and as such should not be allowed;

and although the most injurions emanations

from the body are nob offensive to the smell,

their emission is accompanied by the emission

of offensive odours, and the two will co-exist.

There is thus a relation between them which
may be made useful as a test, so that if in

an inhabited room the air be foul to the sense

of smell it may be regarded as injurious to health.

But the degree of relationship is nob exact, since

an uncleanly person, or even a cleanly one

having the peculiarity of emitting strong odours

in an nnusual degree, will cause the air to be fonl

almost as soon as he enters, whilst another cleanly

person may stay some time in the same room
before rendering it offensive. Hence, in making
the estimate, we must strive to ascertain whether
the foul smell proceeds from dirty clothes, and
particularly dirty stockings and unwashed skins,

or is simply that which occurs with cleanly per-

sons. When there is no offensive smell it may
be assumed that the ventilation is snfficient; but

as a certain amonnt of want of freshness, or

closeness, is found in our bedrooms or other

rooms without known injury to health, I am of

opinion that the ventilation is sufficient when
the air, after the night’s use, is not more offensive

than is found in an ordinary private bedroom of

the middle classes. Absolute purity of air in

inhabited places, whether rooms, houses, public

buildings, courts, streets, or towns, however
desirable, is nob necessary to health, and is not

attainable.

10. The test cannot be the means provided to

effect the passage of a given quantity of air

throngh a room in a given time, for if the ven-

tilation depend upon natural agencies, it will

vary with the force and direction of the winds,

the impediments to their action upon a par-

ticular ventilator, the frequency with which
doors are opened, and other varying causes. If

the room were closed, except at particular places,

and the air were, by artificial means, conveyed

through apertures at a known rate, it would be

possible. We do not, however, live in closed

boxes, and we cannot separate ourselves from the

influence of natural causes.

11. Where persons do nob occupy the same
room or rooms throughout the 24 hours, but use

other rooms, and particnlarly spend much time

iu the open air, defective ventilation of those

rooms will be leas injurious in proportion as they

are used for a shorter period of time.

12. The cost of ventilating buildings is usually

of importance. None can be so little as that

mode which introduces the external air directly,

but with proper safeguards, whilst all artificial

systems are expensive.

13. No system can be efficient, in a public

institution, which depends upon windows, doors,

and fireplaces alone
;

but, for thoroughly re-

newing the air on fitting occasions, it is desirable

that there be windows on both sides of a room,

and particularly iu public buildings.

14. When air is introduced on one side of a

room only, whether by windows or by ventila-

tors, the extent of its influence will vary with

the conditions already named; but there is a

relation also between it and the width of the

room in reference to satisfactory ventilation. It

is evident that, with little force of wind, the air

will penetrate into the room but little, and with

greater force the more; and also that, with a

given force of current, the narrower the room
the more certainly will it traverse it, and the

wider the more certainly it will not traverse

it. Hence, with such an arrangement, a wide
room will be less perfectly ventilated than a

narrow one, and a point may be readily reached

at which the influence of such means of ventila-

tion will be nil. Rooms with windows or venti-

lators on one side only should be very narrow,

and still more so if there be no ventilation apart

from the windows. A wide room, with windows
only on one side, and no special ventilators

which act permanently, must be ill-veutilated

and unhealthy, as has been shown in the Nightin-

gale Ward of King’s College Hospital.

15. When air is introduced on two opposite

sides of a room by windows or special ventilators,

the current will usually extend further than

twice the length of the current from one side of

a room
;
and, as the wind will usually act upon

one or the other aide, the current will have

greater force than with air-oponiogs on one side

. only. But there is a limit to the width of rooms

so arranged
;

for, as the current must not bo too

great to be borne by those inmates who are

placed near the external walls, its power to

traverse the inner space is restricted. In very

wide wards the ventilation in the middle is

not so satisfactory as that near the external

walla.

16. Where air is introduced into the centre of

the floor of the room, a current is produced in the

part over which the inmates pass and repass j

and is, therefore, very perceptible. Cold air in

considerable quantity can rarely be introduced

with propriety in that position, bnt warmed air

might be borne.

17. Each room should be so constructed that

its ventilation may be independent of that of

staircases or any other room
j
but where two

rooms are placed side by side with a partition

wall between them, each having windows on one
side only, the ventilation of each is improved in

proportion as a part of the partition wall is re-

moved. Thus, one room may improve the ven-

tilation of the other, and both be as if they had
windows or ventilators on both sides.

18. Ventilators should be placed on opposite

sides of a room, be of small size, sufficiently

numerous to affeot allparts of the room, defended

on the inside by finely perforated zinc, and be
placed at the floor-level and ceiling-level.

19. Ventilators in a small part of a room only

are insaffioient for ventilation, since when a
current of air passes between two openings the

greater portion goes in a direct line, and does

not greatly mix with the air lying on either side

of it. This may be readily seen when smoke is

admitted by an inlet and emitted by an outlet

ventilator, or such an arrangement as exists in

prison cells.

20. Where the conditions rapidly vary, as in

churches, chapels, and theatres, it is impossible

to devise a system which wQl not require modi-

fication by an intelligent person. At present

the system is universally defective, and only

after the heat has become great and the persons

very sensitive to cold are the doors or windows
opened. The aim should be to regulate the ad-

mission of air from the moment when persons

enter, so that the temperature shall never be
materially increased, but remain at, say 56° in

winter and 62° in summer. Cool air without

draughts is better borne than hot air with inter-

mittent draughts. In very lofty rooms the aper-

tures for the admission and emission of air should

be below the top, not too far removed from the

occupants of the seats, the sources of the heat.

In addition to this, however, ventilators should

be placed in varions parts of the ceiling, and be
kept under control by a competent person.

21. Such rooms should be thoroughly aired

after every occasion of their use, by the full

opening of windows. At present, with three

services at a church or chapel, this is neglected,

and the air is close, heavy, and foul in the after-

noon and evening. ,

22. No artificial means of ventilation shonld

be relied upon solely, which will not act by day
and night and throughout the year. Hence with

ventilatiog stoves, which are very valuable, and
ventilating air.flues, there should be other and
self-acting means of ventilation.

In conclusion, it may be useful that I should

sum up the principal errors into which archi-

tects are now falling iu the systems of ventila-

tion which they recommend. They are :

—

1. In not duly estimating the practical limits

of the law, that heated air ascends ; and the re-

lation of numbers of inmates and size of rooms in

the application of the law.

2. In not duly considering that air-shafts,

acting under that law, cannot act in all seasons,

and with and without fire alike.

3. In not duly estimating the amount of air

which can be admitted by windows and doors

alone.

4. In not duly estimating the praotical limits

to which an entering current may be carried,

whether from one or both sides of a room.

5. In not duly considering the effects of cur-

rents upon inmates, and the limitation thus

demanded upon the amount, force, and elevation

of currents.

6. In not duly estimating the inverse relation

of ventilation to temperature in its effect upon
inmates, and particularly upon the old and the

young.
7. In not duly estimating the influence of the

winds, and the impediments of snrronnding

bnildiuga, &c., upon each aspect of a buildiug.

8. In having incorrect views as to the direction

of the current throngh ventilators at different

elevations.
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BLAOKEKIARS BRIDGE.
This new bridge, whose progress we have on

several occasions noticed, and an illustration of
which appeared in our volume for 1S62 (Oct. 11),
is making progress. Mr. Joseph Cubitt is the
engiueer-in-chiof

j and Mr. Bryant is the resident
engineer, with whose aid we are able to describe
the present state of the work.
The bridge has now arrived at such a stage,

especially at the Surrey end, that a very fair

idea may be gained of what the general effect

will be when the whole is finished and freed
from the confusing influence of the forest of
soafiblding that now hems it in on both sides.

The axis of the new bridge coincides exactly
with that of the old one, but the new structure
will have the following great advantages over
its predecessor, viz.—first, in having the road-
way over the central arch only 10 ft. 6 in. above
that of the banks on either side, or half the rise
of the old bridge

j secondly, iu being 75 ft. wide
between the parapets (-to ft. roadway, and two
footpaths of 15 ft. each) against -12 ft. originally

j

ajid, thirdly, in consisting of only five spans or
arches, thereby giving greater and more conve-
nient waterway. The length of these arches
corresponds very closely with the spans of the
London, Chatham, and Dover Kailway bridge,
which is in close proximity to it on the eastern
-side, for the purpose of faoilitating the navigation
of the river.

The central arch is 185 ft. in clear between
the piers, those on either side 175 ft. each, and
the end arches springing from the land abut-
ments each 155 ft. span. The central piers are
20 ft. 6 in. wide, and the remaining two 18 ft.

€ in. each, making a total length of bridge clear
of the shore abntments of 923 ft.

Great care was taken in preparing a good
foundation for the piers. Metal oaisaous were
sunk into the bed of the river for about 38 ft.

under low-water mark, and filled with concrete
for half this height. Upon these fonndations
solid brickwork was raised to the level of the
natural bed of the river, and npon these again
was built the pier itself, consisting of solid brick-
work faced with granite.
The plan of these piers is similar to that of

the adjoining bridge, and resembles a double
stemmed ship with sharp cutwater. A short
distance above high-water mark, these cutwaters
are splayed back in two orders, until the sub-
plinth and plinth are reached, npon which rests
the base of the detached columns. The
mouldings of these bases, and also those to the
caps, are of an Early Gothic character, and have
the lower roll carved with bold conventional
leaves, and their under-side is level with the
springing line of the arches.
The shafts are of polished red Aberdeen

granite, those in the centre being 7 ft. 4 in., and
the side shafts 6 ft. 8 in. in diameter respectively,
and all tapering slightly towards the cap.
The baps are of stone, octagonal on plan, the

bell being carved, and the abacus enriched with
the nail-head ornament. Upon the abacas rests
the stone parapet, which forms a semi-octagonal
balcony or recess from the footway, having seats
inside, and raised above the footway by two
steps. Each external face of this balcony has
two sunk and traoeried circles.

The carving of the cups to the columns nnder
the balconies has been entrusted to Mr. J. B.
Philip, of Hans-place 5 and, judging from the
models and partially-finished caps, they promise
to be the most artistic and attractive features of
the bridge.

Mr. Philip has conceived the " happy thought ”

of heightening the contrast between the two
sides of the bridge, by introducing into the
carved caps, on the river or western side, birds
and plants, sneb as the stork, bittern, swan, &o.,
that ai'e to be found in fresh water

;
and on the

sea or eastern side, the sea-gull, sea-weed, et id
genus omne.

The shore abntments are composed of massive
wing walls, which are flanked with pilasters
that form the base of large pedestals, and three
counterforts of brickwork, the space between
being filled in with concrete. These pedestals
have a simple moulded base, and carved and
moulded capitals finished with a square blocking
course, on which equestrian statues might be
placed with good effect. From these pedestals
a low wall runs landwards, and terminates
against circular piers suitable for supporting
lamps,

Down the outside of the wing walla will run
the stone steps leading to the i-iver and Thames
embankment. On the Surrey side a bridge will

lead over these steps directly into the Blackfriars

station of the London, Chatham, and Dover
Kailway.
On the shore abntments the skew backs, from

which the curved iron ribs that form each arch-
spring are about 5 ft. above Trinity highwater
mark

;
bnt in the piers they are more elevated,

the springing line of the central arch being
about 5 ft. higher.

Each arch is composed of nine curved ribs of

wrought iron, segmental in form, braced together
with short lattice girders, the spandrel being
filled in with lattice work terminating against a
horizontal girder above, upon which rests the
cross girders that snpport the metal joists to
which the iron plates are screwed.
These plates will be laid over the whole of the

bridge, and are slightly hollowed in the centre
for the better holding of the concrete and
asphalts that will receive the paving of the road
and footways.
The lattice work to the external ribs is of an

ornamental 'character, having bosses or flowers
at the intersections. The external ribs are
finished above with enriched corbels supporting
a bold cornice, from which rises the plinth to
the parapet. This plinth is hollow, and on the
inside, next to the footway, is pierced by a small
continuous arcade,

The parapet is composed of alternate couples
of plain and twisted shafts, on circular moulded
bases, resting on square dies. The caps contain
foliage formally treated under a square abacus,
from which springs a circular moulded trefoil

arch, with foliated cusps. The coping or hand-
rail consists of a three-quarter round, with
hollows and rope mouldings on either side.

The works on the Surrey end are much more
advanced than those at the opposite end of the
bridge, the pedestals being nearly completed.
The caps to these pedestals have the foliage
boldly carved and well arranged

j but the neck
mould, a plain roll, from which the leaves
spring, is too large for tho finish of the carving.
It should be made np of several small members.
A portion of the iron parapet is in its place

over the first arch, counting from the Surrey
shore, and the joists laid to receive the metal
plates. The caps to the first pier are now being
carved; on the sea side the subject is sea-galls,
with extended wings and heads turned on one
side; the remaining portion of the bell being
occupied with seaweed^ conventionally treated.
In the opposite cap, on the river side, are storks
with wings hanging down against their sides,

and bills on their breasts, as though watching
for fish. These again are separated by fresh-
water plants.

The second pier has reached to half-way be-
tween the springing of the arch and the level of
the roadway, the caps being still in the rough.
The third pier, on the opposite side of the

central arch, is finished to the top of the skew-
back, bub the two arches that spring from it

have nearly all the cross girders laid.

Tho first pier on the Middlesex side has the
caps in situ,, but the arch between it and the
shore abutment has little more than the curved
ribs erected.

The Middlesex abutment is now level with the
top of the cross girders, the eastern pilaster

being of the same height; bub that on the
western, or river side, has not yet been com-
menced.

Judging from the amount of work already
completed, and the average rate of progress, the
bridge and its approaches should be finished by
the end of next autumn.
The original estimated cost of the works was

265,0001. The mason’s work is being executed
by Messrs. Thorn & Co.

;
and the metal work

supplied by Messrs. Lloyds, Fosters, & Co., of
Wednesbury.

A TOUK IN SHROPSHIRE.*
A PLEASANT excursion of four miles may be

made to Haugbmond Abbey, which stands on
the side of a gentle eminence. The ruins are
nob very extensive, bub from one part you obtain
a very rich and extensive view of the great plain
in which Shrewsbury stands. The chapter-house
is nearly entire, the front of triple arches with a
variety of mouldings. These Norman arches are
deeply recessed and highly ornate.f In another
of the same character, and in a different portion
of the abbey, being supposed to be one of the

• See p. 121, aiiie,

t Some iUustralions will be found in another volume of
the Builder,

entrances into the church, you have that and the
Early English in the same juxtaposition as at
St. Mary’s, Shrewsbury. The abbot’s lodge is in
part standing, and the shell of a large hall. In
the former an oriel window was to be found some
years ago, bub it fell in. Among the privileges
granted to the abbey was one by Pope Alexander
III., A.D. 1172, which allows “that where there
should happen to be a general interdict the
monks might perform the divine office iu a low
voice, bub with closed doors." The country
adjacent is on every side delightfully rural.

Though it is not exactly within the province
of this letter, yet I may mention that it being
only an easy two hours by rail from Shrewsbury
to Lichfield, I took advantage of it to renew my
acquaintance with that place, which I had nob
seen for some years. As my stay was limited
to a few hours, I can of course only convey my
general impression of the cathedral of the Black
Country. I must honestly confess my repug-
nance to a “three” spired cathedral. It may
be that, having for many years admired and
appreciated (and who, indeed, does not ?) the
heaven’bome spire of Salisbury, I could not bring
myself to appreciate “ three” repetitions of the
same architectural feature in all respects in-

ferior. Besides, at Lichfield, the other two
churches have also spires, so that to me the
unpleasant effect was repeated. It has, I think,

been snggested that a feature resembling the
dome or cupola, of course with various modifica-
tions, would have been a fine architectural sub-
stitute for the central spire. The beauty of the
nave admits of no dispute, as well as the choir;
bub here we find carried out d Voutrance the
prevailing disposition to render it os little as
possible a “ sanctuary” for divine service. Stalls

there are none, and the backs of the seats are so
low that really, if I may be allowed to use a
very homely expression, the congregation in the
choir and its aisles are all “jumbled together.”

I was informed that Mr. Scott proposed to raise

the backs by 4 ft., which would in some slight

degree mitigate the heterogeneous effect. The
apse, with its stained-glass windows as seen, over
the reredos, is very striking. I was informed
that the old glass (which consisted of splendid
figures of bishops and other ecclesiastics) was
destroyed daring the Commonwealth time. An
illuminated MS., in the possession of the Earl of
Winchelaea, is said to contain a representatioa
of these. I attended the afternoon service, but
I cannot say that the musical portion was satis-

factory. The chanting of the Psalms was both
loud and indistinct, and the organ accompani-
ment equally overpowering, I was gratified to

find the report that some hitherto unknown
substance, vegetable or mineral, had spread
itself over the beautiful recumbent figures of
the children by Chautrey, was quite unfounded.
In the afternoon I returned to Shrewsbury.

Church Stretton, which was my next move, is

a very small town, perhaps more approaching its

village. The scenery around is very delightful

as you are close to the “ Long Mynd,” a range of
about ten miles in extent, a style of scenery,
though on a smaller scale resembling that in the
principality. In the church, which was under
repair and enlargement, I did not find anything
of interest. The old townhall, with its arcade
underneath, was removed in 1833, as the neigh-

bouring gentry are said to have found it incon-

venient. The modern structure is plain and un-

pretending. A very pleasant walk of two miles

will take the tourist to the little village, or

rather hamlet, of Hope Bawdier, pleasingly

situated in the valley. The first part of the

name is by no means uncommon in this county
and Herefordshire. The situation of the chnrch
is very delightful. It is a “most perfect fac-

simile” of the old Norman building which was
taken down as being “ irrepairable

;

” whether
truly so or not I had no means of ascertaining.

But, at any rate, the facsimile is a very perfect

one. The windows have been filled with
grisaille.

The pleasant little town of Ludlow stands on
an eminence, commanding fine views of the sur-

rounding country. The church and castle, ap-

parently embosomed in trees, are seen to great
advantage from the high bank called Whitcliffe,

to which yon cross by a bridge over the river

Teme. The church, dedicated to St. Lawrence,
stands upon the highest ground in the town, the

churchyard being supported towards the north

by a portion of the ancient wall. A smaller

church stood here in the twelfth century, the

ains of which, discovered during the renova-

byMr. Scott, was supplanted by that in the

y Euglish style. The present edifice is
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craciform, conaiating of a nave, choir, chancel

transepts, side aisles, and two large chantry

chapels, with a finely-proportioned and lofty

tower in the centre, having at each angle an

octangular turret surmounted by a pinnacle.

The principal entrance from the town is on the

south side by a capacious hexagonal porch

embattled, which, with the exception of that at

St. Mary Kedclifi', Bristol, is unique of its kind.

It had become exceedingly ruinous, and the

committee who had undertaken the task had

given up all hopes of its restoration, when Lord

Boyne came forward and undertook it as a

memorial to his parents. The view on the

north side in the churchyard looking towards

the hilly country round Church Stretton is

varied and picturesque. In the churchyard

itself are some splendid yew trees. The river is

seen from every part of the neighbourhood.

There are few parish churches in the kingdom of

a more imposing interior. The view from the

west window is directed to the magnificent arch

which terminates the nave, across the louvre or

lantern, which is upwards of 80 ft. high, then to

the chancel arch of equal dimensions, with its

open screen, all terminating in the splendid east

window filled with stained glass. The nave is

divided from the aisles by six lofty pointed

arches on each side, springing from light-clustered

pillars, whose only defect is perhaps an
appearance of “tenuity” which detracts some-

what from the dignity and solidity of this

portion of the edifice. Passing under the screen,

we enter the chancel, lighted on each side by
five lofty Perpendicular windows, filled with full-

length figures of bishops and other dignitaries,

while in the great east window, also of the same
style, is represented the legend of the martyr-

dom of St. Lawrence, the patron saint of the

church. An inscription, very imperfect, shows
that it was the gift of Spoford, Bishop of Here-
ford, whose episcopacy was from 1421 to 1448.

This window, occupying the whole breadth of

the chancel, 18 ft. in width and 30 ft. in height,

was repaired in a very imperfect manner about a

century ago, but skilfully restored in 1828 by
Evans, of Shrewsbury. It contains sixty-five

compartments, in which are displayed the life,

martyrdom, and miracles of the saint
j
but the

window was at one time so wantonly injured

that some of the subjects can with difficulty be
traced. He is said to have suffered martyrdom
by being broiled over a fire upon a gridiron for

having, when a deacon to Sixtus, the Bishop of

Home in 259, refused to deliver up the church

treasury to the heathen persecutors. This and
other incidents are depicted in various compart-

ments. In the seventh, under which is the

inscription, “ Laurencius ducitur coram ydolis,”

he is represented as led by the heathen emperor
before idols, who are represented as “ falling to

pieces through the sanctity of his presence.”

This legend was, no doubt, derived from that in

one of the Apocryphal Gospels, which narrates

that the idols of Egypt fell before the Holy
Child Jesus when being carried thither by His

father Joseph. In the twenty-second compart'

ment is a representation of a cruciform church,

with a small octangular turret in the centre,—

a

ourious specimen of ancient architecture.

Underneath this window was a modern altar-

screen of oak wainscot, which concealed the

original reredos, elaborately carved in stone,

consisting of a series of pointed niches and
sculpture, extending the entire length of the

wall. This was restored by Lord Dungannon,
with the zealous co-operation of the then rector.

On the south side of the altar are, as usual, the

piscina and canopied sedilia. The ceiling is of

oak, divided into five compartments, resting on
corbels. These are alternately painted of a

green and red ground. It was not unusual for

the larger parochial churches to have stalls in

the chancel, especially when there were several

chantries in them, the priests of which were

bound to assist the incumbent at the divice

office daring festivals, as at Nantwicb,
in Cheshire. These stalls remain on each side

of the chancel, and were used by the ten priests

of the adjoining chantry of St. John. I have
before observed that the lofty windows on each
side are rich in figures. In the centre compart-
ment of the window nearest the altar is that of

a bearded and crowned king, showing how
exactly the vestments agree in shape with those

of the two archbishops on each side. Nothing can

more surely demonstrate that the ecclesiastical

is “borrowed” from the regal costume, as we
know to be the case. The offering of the Wise
Men occupies the lowest portion of the window,

farthest from the altar, Two of these are repre-

sented with very high and much-enriched crowns.

It will not, I hope, be considered profane, if I

remark, that the attitude and general appearance

of the one whose garments are red bear a strong

resemblance to the Knave in our packs of cards.

“It cannot bo imagined for a moment,” as Mr.

Winston observes, “that the Medimval glass-

painters ever drew intentionally ill.” Yet, as all

must admit, there is a most striking and mani-

fest discrepancy in most of our ancient churches

between the “ beautiful symmetry ” of the archi-

tecture and the lank and often grotesque appear-

ance of the figures in the painted windows. The
chapels north and south of the choir correspond

in size, and are approached from the transepts

by handsome carved screens. The chapel of

St. John is north of the choir, and is of excellent

Perpendicular work. There is some curious

stained glass in the east window, but that, as

well as the side windows, is in a very fragmen-

tary state, the designs being often carried across

the window without any reference to the mul-

lions. Ou the south side, enclosed by a pali-

sading, are the recumbent figures, in marble, of

Sir John Brydgeman, serjeant-at-law, and chief

justice of Chester, with his wife.—A.D. 1637.

These are very highly finished, and the whole

detail of costume is most accurate. I have never

seen any faces which convey more clearly the

idea of their being “ genuine portraits ” of the

individuals. Unfortunately the hands have been

knocked off. They are conjectured to have been

the work of Fanelli, who was much employed in

England during the reign of Charles I. The
windows of the south chapel were once, no

doubt, rich in stained glass
;
but a portion only

exists at the east end, which seems to have

represented a genealogical history of the Pro-

phets.

During the years 1859 and 1860, the

interior of the church underwent a thorough

restoration, under the direction of Mr. Scott.

About that period the magnificent west window
was put up, designed and executed by Mr. T.

Williment. It represents the eminent persons

in the Medimval periods who are connected with

the history of the town and castle. The surcoats

over the armour of some of the royal personages

who are kneeling are truly rich and splendid in

colour. As a commemorative window of that

kind it can have but few rivals.

The service in this church, like that of

St. Mary, Shrewsbury, is conducted in the most

satisfactory manner. There is not a surpliced

choir, but the talented organist, Mr. Bartholomew,

takes great pains in their instruction. The
oastle is entered from the town by a strongly-

built tower gateway. Passing under its pointed

arch we are introduced to an extensive area,

which in former times was called the “ base,” or

“ lower court,”—sometimes also the “ outer

bailey,” or “ward,” because it was committed
to the care of a special officer, and portion of

the garrison charged with its defence. It is

now usually called the “ outer court,” and is

covered with green turf, which forms a pleasing

contrast to the principal front, where a stone

bridge of two arches, on which are some remains

of an embattled parapet, probably of the age of

Sir Henry Sydney, supplies the place of the

ancient drawbridge. It is a great defect in this

building, that moat of the narrow Norman
windows have been out away during the reign

of Elizabeth, to make openings for larger ones of

the Tudor period. In the outer court, standing

at present quite apart, is the chapel, the nave

of which now alone remains, “ circular in form j”

and if the account of its origin be correct, one

of the earliest buildings of the kind in this

kingdom with the round church at Cambridge,

that at Northampton, and the Middle Temple.

It is entered by a remarkably elegant Norman
doorway, on the opposite side of which is another

arch of the same style, which formed the entrance

into the destroyed choir. The “ state apart-

ments” are at no great distance from the

entrance arch, and there was formerly a covered

way between them, which “was” in existence

so late as in 1768. Indeed, the “ past tense ” is

most prominently presented to our mind and

feelings when we take a survey of this castle.

One writer of a tour through Great Britain

observes, “It will bo no wonder that this noble

castle is ‘ the perfection of decay ’ when we
acquaint our readers that the present inhabi-

tants live hy the sale of the materials. All the

five courts, the royal apartments, halls, and

rooms of state lie open and abandoned, and

some of them falling down.” And we need not

marvel at this when we learn that soon after the

accession of George I. an order came down for
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unroofing the buildings and stripping them of

their lead. Decay, of course, soon ensued.

Other castles, it is true, have suffered in the

same way, but to a castle like Ludlow the

damage done has been peculiarly detrimental.

To some, for example, like Kenilworth, not stand-

ing upon an eminence, but nearly on a level with

the surrounding country, the “ green turf being

found everywhere” as we wander among the

relics of a past age, “ decay and even worse ” is

not detrimental to the general effect. Ruined

edifices and smiling vegetation are then harmoni-

ously combined. But the very dignity of Ludlow
Castle is now its detriment. Viewed from one

of the lime-tree walks, which almost encircle a

portion of the hill on which it stands, nothing

can be more majestic thanits general appearance;

but when we penetrate the interior the charm

is gone. The walla, it is true, remain j
but

everything which could gratify the eye or soothe

the feeling has departed, and we feel this the

more keenly as it was not the work of Medireval

violence, bat_ of modern indifference to the in-

trinsically beautiful. Who would not have wished

to see the ball (not the bare walls only) in which

that exquisite and most poetical of dramas, the

mask of “ Comus,” was exhibited ! I do not

pretend to say that there are not architectural

features of interest; but, perhaps, most persona

will agree that a visit to the interior of Warwick
Castle is far more gratifying. I remarked that

in some portions of the wall the interstices were

filled up with oyster-shells. Descending one of

the principal streets in the town, we pass under

an ancient gateway which leads us to Ludford

Bridge crossing the Teme to the Hereford-road.

Leland, mentioning it in his “ Itinerary,” says,

“ There be three fayre arches in this bridge over

Teme, and a pretty chapel upon it of S.

Catherine. It is about a hundred years since

this bridge was built, men passed afore by a ford

a little beneath.” The chapel of St. Catherine

is gone, but there must be few bridges in the

kingdom which can lay claim to such antiquity.

As in other Shropshire towns, there are some

good specimens of white aud black houses,

especially the “ Feathers ” hotel, as in modern

parlance all substantial inns are denominated.

There are also considerable remains of the old

wall to be found at intervals on the edge of

the hill on which the town is situated.

On my return homeward I remained for a few

hours at Hereford, in order to visit the cathe-

dral. The cloisters remain in the same state aa

when I last saw them. No one can but admire

the magnificent screen, and yet I must confess

that one of “stone” or “wood,” in my eyes

would have harmonized better with the building.

I have no doubt, however, that when the corona

is lighted up on a winter’s evening, the effect

must, be very brilliant. When I attended the

morning service sitting on the Decanal side,

close to the screen, I could not but again remark

that every word of the lesson read from the

lectern came back to the ear, apparently from

the north aisle of the nave. The echo was per-

fect.

I am not quite certain as to how long the see

of Hereford continued to be reckoned among the

Welsh, or, to speak more appropriately, the

British bishopricks, but that language must have

continued to be spoken in Shropshire to a com-

paratively late period. The author of “ Robinson

Crusoe,” in his “ Tour in Great Britain,” in

1753, speaking of Shrewsbury, says “ Over the

market-house is a kind of hall for the manufac-

tures which are sold here weekly, in very large

quantities : they speak all English in the town,

but on a market-day you would think you were in

Wales. The only relics of the language at pre-

sent are the names of a few places bordering on

Montgomery and Denbigh.
AMembek of the Oxford AEcniTECXURAE

Society.

A New Paint.—At a recent meeting of the

French Academy, M. Sace called attention to the

fact that tungstate of baryta forms an excellent

white paint, which has as good a tone and depth

as white lead, and has the advantage above this

of not getting blackened on exposure to the at-

mosphere. Zinc white, which was tried as a sub-

stitute for white lead, has failed, he said, through

wanting body. M. Elie de Beaumont remarked
that if this statement was confirmed, it would

be of great importance
;

for we have no need to

employ special mining operations for tungsten,

as this metal is commonly found in company
with tin.
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THE (ALBERT) MUSEUM, SOUTH
KENSINGTON.

In my last “notea” I mentioned the fine

Castel-Durante vase lent by Mr. J. Webb. This

gentleman exhibits many other rare and interest-

ing objects, among which the fine cup or tazza

of heliotrope—resembling translucent blood-

stone—takes a prominent place. It is mounted
on a stem formed of a female figure supported

on the shoulders of a Triton with horse’s fore-

legs 5
the handles are winged figures terminating

in masks
;
the whole is coloured and gemmed

enamel and gold. The cup is supposed to be
Italian sixteenth century

; the enamelled mount-
ing, modern French. Now, it would be interesting

to know if this cup were mounted prior, or subse-

quent to the 1851 Exhibition. Compared with
one purchased of the Messrs. More), of New
Burlington-street, at that Exhibition for the
Museum, and which is in a glass case nearly

parallel with that containing Mr. Webb’s helio-

trope tazza, just across the centre alley, it will

bo seen to be almost identical in design.

Patriotism leads me to say, I am glad to think
the English-mounting the more beautiful of the

two 5
irrespective of the costly pearls which

enrich the foot, the selection of enamel for the
flesh, and gold for the drapery, I consider better

taste, as being more suitable than the exactly

contrary treatment in the French mounting; also,

the faces are much more exquisitely modelled.
I suppose both these stems have been designed
from some Medimval specimen in the Louvre
collection, or elsewhere. Of Mr. Morel’s work,
tho“Eeport by the Jurors’* of the Exhibition
is as follows :

—“ Cup of Oriental agate, made in

the form of a sea-shell. The pillar is composed
of a^female figure, borne by a Triton with horse’s
fore-legs : at the back part of the shell is the
handle of the cup, formed of another female
figure sitting upon a dolphin, and holding her
flying drapery, the extremities being supported
by Cupids : all these figures are enamelled with
superior taste.” The price paid for this beautiful
object was 2101.

Bespectiug the heliotrope stone, many virtues
were attributed to it in olden times. Marbodus
says, in his “ Lapidarium,” that it gifts the
wearer with prophetic eye, endows him with
good fame and long life, checks the flow of
blood, protects from poison, and, when united
with- the herb heliotrope, renders the wearer
invisible. It has its name from the fact, that
when set in water opposite the sun’s rays, it

turns their light to blood-colour.

To return to Mr. J. Webb’s art-treasures. The
covered bowl of lapis lazuli is very rich. It is

Italian and sixteenth century. The bowl of

white chalcedony, also Italian sixteenth-century,
mounted with modern French enamel stand and
handles of charming design and execution, is

chaste and pure; and the agate vase, likewise
mounted in modern French enamel, is excellent.
There is a floe plate of lustred Gubbio-ware,—the
subject,“Medea and herChildren.” This is signed
by Maestro Giorgio, and dated 1528. From the
same collection there is an enamelled ewer,
painted in colours on copper,—French Limoges,
latter half of sixteenth century

; and another in
grisaille,—subject, “ Passage of the Bed Sea,’’
wherein the Egyptians, who are being over,
whelmed, are habited like ancient Homans
There are likewise two fine bold figures in
Limoges grisaille, signed T. Penicavlt, 1549, one
being St. Luke, the other St. Mark; and a fine
tazza and cover,—one of two, by the way, of
French Limoges late sixteenth-century iu
grisaille. On the bowl is a skiimish of cavalry,
and on the cover aro four classic heads,
which are admirable. The handle of the cover
is a curious high ornament of scrolls. Some
smaller objects are interesting to see, namely,
the silver-gilt pomander, with eight distinct
tiny prefume-boxee, each falling down with a
hinge when open, and closing up into a small
ball no larger than a moderate-sized walnut.
It is seveuteenlh century, and is Dutch or
German ; the Italian seventeenth-century silver-
gilt filagree jockey’s cap, identical with those
still worn at Epsom and Ascot; and the pretty
little openwork silver-gilt case, containing two
tiny scent-bottles, also seventeenth-century,
probably French manufacture.

Very neai- to these objects stands the votive
offering made by the community of Uarcassonne

• during the plague iu 1517, and lent to the
Museum by Mr. Stephen Bam. It is of silver,

I
gilt and ornamented with atones and enamel,

i and is labelled “ Couronne d’£x Voto d la Madone,
} poiir/aire cesser la Peste en 1517, comme I’indique

Vinscription niellde." It is more interesting than
beantitul, and its principal curiosity is—finding

:

it where it is.

Mr. Joseph Bond lends some fine art-objects,
from which I would specify the large mag ot

Persian earthenware or porcelain, bearing a bold
design of richly-colonred conventional flowers

;

also the tankard of Old Dresden, painted with
subject of Apollo and Daphne, with silver-gili

mounts and cover, old German medals being let

into, and bent to suit the shape of, the lid
;
date,

early eighteenth century
;
two ewers of Oriental

porcelain, the one bearing the cock being so

metallic in appearance that it is difficult to be-

lieve it is notenamelled on copper; and a beantifol
little chased gold 4tui, French, early eighteenth
century.

This last object calls to mind the charming
miniature stiletto belonging to Mr. T. Dyer
Edwards, placed in the same glass-case as Mr.
Tite’s two packs of cards ; it has a gold suspend-
ing ring, sheath, and handle, the latter in form of

a statuette, and is Italian seventeenth century.
This gentleman also exhibits a miniatnre on
ivory of Mrs. Woffington studying the part of
Ophelia, date about 1750; an onyx cameo, pro-
file of Nelson given by him to Lady Hamilton,
dated 1801. The gold frame is formed of laurel

branches, terminating in an anchor : emblem of
Hope, as well as a symbol of the sea. There is

likewise a Gimmal ring, each portion of which
is set with diamonds that form, when pat
together, a lozenge-shaped cluster; and in

another glass case iu the centre of the loan de-
partment, are the gold watch made for Benjamin
West, P.E.A., ornamented with dark blue enamel,
and set with enamel pearls ; and the silver watch
presented by the Duke of Marlborough to Sir

Isaac Newton in 1711, of German mannfacture,
and encased in a repousse openwork cover.
To return to the location of the stiletto and

onyx cameo. In close proximity are displayed
several interesting objects

; namely, a miniature,
by Nicholas Hilliard, of ^berfc Devereux, Earl
of Essex, which makes one think there must have
been more than hie melancholy, dissatisfied-

looking face, so greatly to fascinate “Great
Gloriana.” This miniature is the property of
Sir W. C. Trevelyan, bart., as is also the
small portrait of Charles I., worked with his
hair. Was this the one shown in the loan col-

lection of miniatures some three years since at
the Museum ?

In the same glass case are three miniatures,
lent by Miss Wilson, ascribed to Nicholas
Hilliard :—Queen Elizabeth

;
Mary, Qneen of

Scots, with her son, James VI.
;
and Henry VIII.,

with his son Edward VI. They are in large open-
work carved and gilt frames. It is singular to
see, with all the care and finish bestowed upon
the manipulation of these works, how utterly
out of proportion are the children; they are
diminutive men, not boys

;
or, rather, dolls. The

heads are the most faulty portions, being scarcely
more than a quarter the size they should be

;

whereas children’s heads are always much larger
in proportion to their bodies than those of adults.

Close to the above lies a noticeable miniature,
on copper, of a lady, said to be the Duebess of
Baireutb, sister of Frederic the Great. It is

lent by Mr. W. Simmons. The wonderful mau-
ner in which her, so cleverly painted, grey hair
is piled up and padded, quite eclipses the art of
our modern belles and coiffeurs, spite of their
“ chignons ” and “ ringlets.” The duchess wears
a grey cap ingeniously chosen to match the
colour of her hair, so as not to mar its effect, or
clash in any way with Dame Nature’s arrange-
ment of neutral tints.

Eeturning to the centre of the hall, the beau-
tiful amber canister, lent by her Majesty,
attracts the eye. It is about 10 in. in height,
octagonal in form, is very carefully carved in
relief, with figures emblematic of the cardinal
virtues, has a silver-gilt foot and cover, and
dates from the seventeenth century. Close to
the latter, a pilgrim bottle of rock crystal,

carved with arabesques flowers and masks,
Italian, sixteenth century, is lent by the Earl of
Warwick

; a large rock-crystal drinking-enp,
fluted and carved, with a large Medusa head on
one side, is lent by the Hon. A. G. Ponsonby

;

atid the fine-coloured blue stone medallion, sus-
pended to show both sides, which are painted in

oil,—subjects, “ Christ’s Baptism,” and “ Peter
walking on the Sea,” is lent by Mr. J. P. E.
Godfrey. Close to these stands an octagonal
casket of crystal, with gilt and enamel frame-
work, resting on eight terminal figures, Italian,
sixteenth century, lent by Mr. Farquhar Mathe-
son

;
next a small goblet ofrock crystal, mounted

in coloured translucent enamel, having a cover
with a child seated on it for handle, and for

stem a salamander. It is a choice little bijou,
Italian sixteenth century work, and is lent by
H.E.H. the Prince of Wales.
Two Arabic lamps of dusky-coloured glass,

ornamented with medallions and Arabic inscrip-
tions, have a strange ontlandish appearance
among these Western art-works. One of them
is lent by the Eev. G. J. Chester, and dates from
the thirteenth or fourteenth century; the other
from the thirteenth, and is from the Meymar
collection in the Paris Exhibition of 1867. Not
far off stands a fine sepulchral vase of glass,

antique Eoraan, lent by Mrs. Peircy, the beautiful
iridescent coloors of which, formed by exposure
to the atmosphere, are very lovely. The silver

seal with armorial shield, found in the Thames
during the building of London Bridge, and lent
by Sir W. Jolliffe, barb., is interesting

;
as are

many of Mr. Barker’s fine old German engraved
glasses and goblets,—notably, the deep tazza
ornamented with scrolls, canopies, and ara-
besques, having a multiform bowl and escaloped
foot ; another of qnatre-foil shape, with cover

;

a deep tazza, multiform flattened bowl and
escaloped foot

;
a Venetian pear-shaped vase of

white glass, painted with green leaves, flowers,

and goldfinches
; a German glass gcblet, painted

in oil, with a knight and three coats-of-arms
; a

wine-glass, engraved with arms and minute
scrolls

;
another, with a spiral pink thread inside

the stem; a goblet, with a cab stem, which
unscreivs in the centre

;
a deep tazza, with multi-

form bowl, engraved with birds and scrolls, and
octagonal foot. Several glasses, with flowers

scratched upon them with a diamond, are

carious, bub are very poor in appearance, and
nob worth imitating, Dr. Salviati, although they
are Venetian ; and, with all due appreciation of
your beautiful mosaics, allow me to say that,

when yon were reviving the delicate outlines and
qnaint conceits of the clever old glass-workers of
Murano, it is mach to be regretted you should
also have revived the duaby-Iooking “metal,”
irregular form, and tottering appearance of many
of yonr predecessora’ productions. Those fine

old fellows did the best they could with the
appliances they had at command

; bub it is not
to be believed that if they could have had the
benefit of our nineteenth-century discoveries
and conveniences of mannfacture, they would
have chosen to make their own bleared, muddy-
looking glass, in preference to our clear, crisp

refreshing productions, any more than that they
would have preferred to go a journey plodding
on their toilsome way on foot, or on the back of
the only less fatigaing mule, instead of profiting

by the comfortable, speedy, and luxurious railway
locomotion of our day. To be sure, railways aro
not of so mneh consequence in Murano and
Venice; but the oanal-surronnded position of
these places does nob nullify my hypothesis,

—

that the Medimval glass-blowers would have
made their glass clear and pure, if they had only
known how.

But is it certain that their glass when
made, was of the dusky hue we now behold it ?

That glass does cloud and change colour with
age and exposnro to the atmosphere, is a well-
known fact. Even in our time we have a notable
instance, in the beautifnl plum-coloured hue
assumed by window plate-glass made say some
thirty or forty years ago, owing to the particnlar
flux employed in the manufacture; and the use
of which flux has, I believe, been since discon-
tinued in consequence. When the duty was
taken off glass about twenty years ago, a sudden
impulse was given to the trade, and then it was
that the exquisitely pure glass which we now
see everywhere—and in which I delight—was
produced generally, because manufacturers could
afford to experimentalize in, and adopt, all

suggested improvements.
Ono of the objections that ultra-mediaevalists

make to much modern glass is, that to “cut”
glass is nob a proper ti*eatment for such a
material : but why not ? I contend that any
treatment a material will bear, that does not
render it a sham nor detract from its usefulness,
is perfectly correct and admissible. Cutting
does not appear a weakening of the strength of
glass, because nobody aslcs for strength in glass;

and even on that head experience is in favour of
this mode of ornamentation

;
for, as every one

knows, cat wineglasses are far more durable than
the delicate—though, I admit, very charming

—

“ straw-stems ” which make one tremble to tonch
them, for they seem almost too slight to bear

the superimposed bowl. Those persons who
extol dueky irregularly-formed blown glass to

a
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the disparagement of BConrate contour, perfect

transparence, and npright aelf-enpportivenesB of

crystal flint glass, would, of course, to be con-

sistent, object to have facets cut on precious

stones, and would prefer to wear a diamoud in

the rough.

I should be sorry, however, to have it inferred

from what I have said above, that I cannot ap-

preciate old Venetian glass
;
on the contrary, I

admire it extremely, and can rival any dilettante

in ecstatic delight over Mr. E. W, Cooke’s beauti-

ful collection, now on loan at the Museum. The
playful elegance of form, varied outline, quaint

conceits, and never-ending variety of design : all

these I revel in
;
besides which there is a delicacy

of taste, elegance of finish subdued colouring.

and general harmony of tone—much of the

latter due, no doubt, to the blending and

softening efi’ects of time—about the old work,

which we seek in vain in the modem imitations

and reproductions
j
but what I desire to insist

upon is, that having a purer and more beautiful

material wherewith to go to work, our modern

manufacturers should exert their skill, taste, and

ingenuity in turning that to account, instead of

ignoring its superiority, and servilely copying

failings as well as graces from their “early

masters.”

Having written so much at length upon

Venetian glass, I can scarcely permit myself to

return to the subject on a future occasion
;

therefore, ere closing this notice, I will mention

Dr. Salviati’s mosaic panel, the semi-figure, life-

size,—Salvator Muudi,—bought at the Inter-

national Exhibition for 2001.—admirable in feel-

ing as in execution ;
and the fine bowl of old

Venetian glass, lent by Mr. Alfred Seymonr.

The latter has a spiral white thread running all

over it, and a twelve-fluted edge
;
in the centre

is painted a female bust in rich full colours, the

efl^'ect of which is very beautiful, and quite

startling from being so life-like. It is a young
handsome profile, with straight delicate nose,

small mouth, and large soft brown eye; the hair

is gilt, and a great jewel-ornament of red stones

set in gold, rises from the forehead to the crown

of the head. Enough, however, for the present.

Art-Lover.
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KENSINGTON DISTRICT SCHOOLS
COMPETITION.

Six architects were selected by the Board of

Sdanagement to snbinit designs for the proposed

ichools at Ashford, Middlesex, each to receive

501. ;
the successful competitor to be paid

1,0001., less the beforementioned 50Z., for

jarrying out the works, including expenses of

ill kinds ;
the drawings to be without tint, or

jinted in one tint of sepia only
;
the buildings

» afford school aud living accommodation for

LOO infants, 100 casual children, and 500 per-

manent children
;

accommodation for certain

officers 5
infirmary for 100 children

;
and quaran-

tine wards for 24. The designs, suspended in

the council-room of the Royal Horticultural

Society, are now under the consideration of the

Board of Management. The names of the

competitors, with the amounts at which they

respectively estimate the cost of carrying out

the designs, run thus :

—

Mr. Burden £-43,800

Mr. Collins 42,360

Mr. F. Fowler 37,312

Mr. Allom 28,797

Mr. Snell 27,250

Mr. Williams 25,000

The difference is sufficiently startling: com-

paring, however, the plans of the highest two

competitors with those of the lowest two, it

seems clear either that the former have provided

more accommodation than the instructions and

the Poor-law Board call for, or the latter less.

The long line of front that Mr. Collins adopts,

and the general openness of bis very complete

buildings, have advantages, but are necessarily

costly. The elevations are properly kept very

plain. Mr. Snell’s is a compact plan, and can

scarcely be called crowded.

The provision of “closet” accommodation in

some of the designs is quite insufficient.

The majority of the competitors have foolishly

disregarded the instructions that the drawings

arc to be without tint, or, at any rate, to have a

tint of sepia only. Xt is not to be expected or

hoped that a Board would select a bad design in

preference to a good one because the latter

exhibited a little colour; but if such instructions

arc given, they should be attended to. Archi-

tects who desire strict honesty in their judges,

should be strictly honest themselves.

A careful comparison of the various designs

with the instructions as to the accommodation

required and given should be made before any

determination is come to.

THE STRAND GUARDIANS AND THEIR
BUILDING OPERATIONS.

The guardians of the Strand Union have

been having, what, we suppose, we must, by way
of pleasantry, call their little bit of fun with the

building trade. Perhaps, should the ratepayers

come to think seriously over the matter, they

may not see so much fun in it after all.

As has been seen in our columns, the guardians

called for tenders for a new workhouse at Tot-

tenham, to be built from the designs of Mr.

W. S. Cross, the quantities being taken out by
Messrs. W. S. & A. Cross. When the advertise-

ments were out, tweuby-three building firms,

comprising leading names in the trade, tendered.

For our present purpose we may pass over them
all but the last four, and with respect to these

we have something to say.

The first of the fbur, being also the nineteenth

on the list, was Mr. Howard, of Rusaell-street,

Covent Garden, for 45,8001. j the next was
Messrs. Hill, Keddell, & Waldron, for 45,257J.

;

Messrs. Cooper & Callum, 44,7451. ;
aud Mr.

Hart, 43,9401. There is a good deal of very

unpleasant talk going on just now, both in the

building trade and in the Strand Union, about
this very contract, and we may as well give the

gist of the murmuringa. The tender of Mr.
Howard, a respectable local builder, was accepted.

Messrs. Hill, Keddell, & Waldron are well-

known men, their present great work being the

Holborn Viaduct. They tendered 543Z. below
the accepted tender, and there can be no
question about their power and responsibility to

carry out the work properly at the price they
. offered. If they are good enough and able enough
; to build an important work for the Corpo-
I ration of the City of London, they certainly

; should be considered sufficiently strong to build

a workhouse for any board of guardians what-

;ever. The tender following was from a firm

—

(Cooper & Callum—equally well known, and it

was 1,0551. below the accepted one
;
whilst the

last of the rejected three, Mr. Hart, has been an

important builder for many years ; he tendered

below the accepted one no less than 1,860Z.

!

The builders are asking, “ Why is this?” The

whole twenty-two firms who tendered want to

know why they should have been put to

the trouble and expense of making out

estimates and sending in tenders, when
the contract was. so to say, predetermined ?

It appears that Mr. Howard is an old parish-

ioner of the Strand Union, and much thought

of by all the guardians, but the ratepayers

do not consider that a sufficient reason, in

the absence of further explanation, for giving

him a bonus of 1,860Z. of their money. Nor do

the builders think that they ought to have been

duped by what they consider a sham advertise-

ment. If the contract was intended for Mr.

Howard, why not, in the name of all that is

parochial and neighbourly, have given it to him
at once

;
and not delude two-and-twenty other

people, by mock invitations, to put themselves

to unnecessary cost and anxiety ?

THE COURTS OF LAW AND THE
EMBANKMENT.

Tue correspondence in the Times, relative to

the site for the proposed New Courts and Offices of

Law, initiated by Sir Charles Trevelyan, has been

published as promised.* It includes plans that

show strikingly, what we have already pointed

out, the nuyieffiing limits of the insufficient and
awkwardly-shaped site next the Embankment.
To increase the space, the only road to the

Embankment from the Strand is formed under

the Law Courts. The buildings would come
close up to the noisy part of the Strand on one

front, and have a railway station close to them
on the other.

Mr. Baillie Cochrane also has published a pam-
phlet on the subject in the shape of a letter to

the Right Hon. A. H. Layard, advocating the

site next the Embankm:*nt.
Cq Thursday, the 25t.h, Capb. Dawson Darner

was to ask the Chancellor of the Exchequer if

there were any intention of recommending an al-

teration in the proposed Courts of Jusnee
;
and

Mr. Gregory baa given notice that on the 5th of

March he will call the attention of the Honse to

the site of the new Courts, and move a resolu-

tion on the subject.

It is to bo hoped that amidst this fight as to

position, the necessity for a good plan and
a noble and fitting exterior may not be lost

eight of.

With whom does the responsibility in this

respect now rest ?

THE BELLS CF ST. MARY ABBOT’S,
KENSINGTON.

The tower of the old pariah church of Ken-
sington contains a peal of eight bells in the key

of E, the weight of the tenor being about 21 cwt.

;

and in a wooden turret surmounting the tower

is a comparatively small clock bell.

The bells forming the peal were cast by
Thomas Janaway—not Janeway, as stated in

various topographical aud other works,—of

Chelsea, and they severally bear the following

inscriptions :
—

1. “ PaOSPKaiTY TO THH PARIsn OP Ebssinchon.
Thomaa Jaoaway, 1772.”

2. “ WnBIf FEOM THE EAHTU OUR NOTES HESOUND,
Tub hills and valleys ecuo bound.

Thomas Janaway, 1772.”

3. “ MCSICA ESI MENTIS UBDICINA.
Thomas Jaoaway, 1773.”

4. “ InTACTCM SILBO, PBRCUTE DULCB CANO.
Thomas Jaoaway, 1772.”

5. “ Let Aaron’s bblls continually' be bung,
Tue word still vheacht and Hallblcjau sung.

Thomas Jaoaway, 1772."

6. ” The BINGBHS’ ABT OUE GEATBPUL NOTES] PKOLONG,
Apollo listens and approves tue bong.

Thomas Janaway, 1772.”

7. " Ye eulbes that ake put in trust to judge of
EONG AND EIOUT.

Be all youb judgments true and just, regard-
ing NO man's might.

Thomaa Janaway, 1772.”

8. “ Be it known to great and small,
Thomas Janaway made us all.

Cast July, 1772, by subscription.
Rev. James Waller, D.D. vicar.

John Stokes and William Simpaon,
churchwardens.

John Leasingham, Esq., gave Twenty
Pound?."

On the walls of the belfry are sixteen tablets,

upon which are recorded various exploits of

change-ringers from 1774 to 1850.

* J. Day, Savoy-street.

The present ringers are respectable young

men, who have been instructed by Mr. G.

Morris, of St. Martin’s, and whose occasional

performances, it is said, have given much satis-

faction to the parishioners.

Before concluding, perhaps I may be allowed

to state that the present old church having been

pronounced unsafe to be used for public worship,

is ordered to be taken down, and a new edifies

erected within the limits of the churchyard, Mr.

George Gilbert Scott, R.A., being the architect.

The Venerable Archdeacon Sinclair is trea-

surer of the building committee, and the Rev.

W. Wright is honorary secretary, and among its

members are the churchwardens, Mr. Greenway

and Mr. Freem, the Duke of Rutland, and other

influential residents of Kensington. The esti-

mated cost of the structure is about 35,0001.,

and the committee now appeal to the public for

subscriptions in aid of the noble work, towards

which her Maiesty the Queen has been pleased

to give 200Z-, while the vicar of the parish,

Archdeacon Sinclair, has made a donation of

1
,
0001.

With regard to the character of the edifice,

the following extract from the architect’s report

will, I think, be found very interesting :
—“ I

have aimed,” says Mr. Scott, “ at giving the

church a degree of dignity proportioned to the

important rank and position ot the parish for

which it is intended. It would, as it appears to

me, be inconsistent to rebuild the parish church

of BO important a place as Kensington in any

degree parallel to that of the cheaper class of

ohurohes which are built to meet the pressing

demands of an increasing population. Churches

of that less dignified class are a great necessity,

and it is wise to limit their cost to such a degree

that it shall not be a cause of preventing the

erection of as many of them as the population

demands
;
but when yon come to deal with one

of the great parish churches—and that of a

wealthy and important parish—the abode of

royalty—the case is much altered, and a pro-

portionate architectural dignity becomes need-

ful. I have accordingly, without going into a

luxurious or extravagant scale, aimed at giving

the church a character proportioned to its

position.” Thomas Walesby.

THE VIADUCT ON THE EMBANKMENT.
In the House of Commons, the other day,

when a committee was very properly appointed

to inquire into the roadway and viaduct pro-

posed to be made on the Thames Embankment
from Hnogerford Bridge to Wellington-street,

Strand, and whether the site might not be more

advantageously occupied by some public build-

ing
;

also to inquire whether any, and if so,

what controlling power over_ public works in

the metropolis was vested in and exercised by
any Government department,

—

Mr. Tite said he wished to explain that there

was no such thing proposed as a viaduct from

Charing-crosa to Waterloo Bridge, nor had the

Metropolitan Board to make any such road at

Charing-cross. The road along the Embankment,

100 ft. wide, would be exactly one mile in length,

and as it would be ridiculous to have such a

thoroughfare running parallel to the Strand and

Fleet-street without any intercommunication, it

was proposed to connect the two lines at Welling-

ton-street by means of an inclined plane. If

the Metropolitan Board were to be released from

the carrying out of the work, it would effect a

saving of 230,0001. With regard to the control

which might be had over such a work, he should

be glad to acquiesce in any satisfactory settle-

ment of the question which might seem de-

sirable.

HARGRAVE CHURCH, NEAR BURY
ST. EDMUNDS.

This church is situated about seven miles

from Bury and one from the village of Hargrave,

and adjoins th3 rectory grounds
;
and, with the

exception of a farmhouse some two fields off, no

houses are situated within a quarter of a mile.

It stands in a commanding position at the top

of a hill, and contains a chancel, nave, and

tower
;
latterly, it has undergone enlargement

aud partly reseating, and has been opened with

divine service. The old vestry has been taken

down, and a new north aisle, 31 ft. long by

13 ft. 6 in. wide, has been erected. It accom-

modates ninety adults, and is connected to the

uave by three stone arches with circular columns,

moulded cops and bases, and three two-light

windows, all of Ancaster stone. The walls are
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built of Dalham atone, and faced witb flints

similar to the chancel, and hare Ancaater stone
quoins, Treatliorings, and dressinga.

The roof is a lean-to against the nave, slated,

open timbered, and boarded diagonallj, with
moulded cornice, all sized and varnished

;
the

seats are open benches, stop chamfered ; the nave
has been partly reseated, the old-fashioned pews
have been taken down, and open benches to match
those of the aisle substituted. The pulpit and desk
have been removed from the south to the north
side of the nave. The chancel was restored a few
years back, with the exception of the seats

j

these, like the nave, have been swept away, and
open benches for the choir have been added, with
ornamental iron standards for children’s desks.

The whole of the woodwork is sized and var-

nished. A fine old Perpendicular screen, richly

carved, separates the nave and chancel : this

has been repaired, stained, and varnished. There
are also a piscina, and sedilia, &c., in the chancel,
restored some few years back.

Mr. Ealph Chamberlain, of London, was the
architect employed

;
Mr. James Drake, of

Ousden, the builder
j
Mr. Hopson, of Bury, the

stonemason ; and Mr. Shrivell, of London, did
the ornamental ironwork.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Great Yarmouth,—An appeal for further aid

towards the restoration of the church of St.

Nicholas has been issued by the vicar and
churchwardens, in which they say :

—“Fouryears
have elapsed since the restoration of the tower
and chancel of this noble church. Meanwhile,
the south aisle has fallen into such a state of

utter dilapidation, that our architect has pro -

'

nounced it unsafe, and has recommended us to

close it. The seats have accordingly been re-

moved, and the aisle is boarded oT from the rest

of the Jchurch. The restoration, therefore, of
the sonth aisle has become an urgent necessity.

We are most anxious to avoid all unnecessary
delay, and we earnestly hope to be able to com-
mence the work early in the coming spring,

j

Bnt the funds are at present insufficient to com- I

plete a work of such magnitude. The south
'

aisle is in length upwards of 110 ft., by 40 ft. in

breadth. No parish church or cathedral in

England has aisles of such a size. And the
various works to be carried out include the south
wall, which is bulged outwards, and must be i

rebuilt from the ground
5
an entirely new roof;!

the exterior west front of the aisle
; and two of

'

the four great western pinnacles, each 70 ft. in I

height. The estimates laid before the restora-

1

tion committee amount to above 4,000f. In

'

addition to the 6,900f. already expended on the
|

tower and chancel, a sum of 3,4D0i. has been I

collected towards the restoration of the south

'

aisle.” The restoration committee still require !

from 7001. to 8001. They solicit aid from the '

public.

Hardingsfone.—The parish church of St.

Edmund’s, Hardingatone, has been reopened,
after undergoing an extensive and very neces-
sary restoration. Externally there has been a
general repair of the masonry work; the walls,

where necessary, have been underpinned, and a
dry area has been constructed round the walls
of the church. Internally the whole of the
fittings have been removed. The old high pews
have been replaced by open deal seats varnished.
The old timbers of the roof of the nave have
been repaired and cleaned, and covered in with
new boarding slightly stained. The roofs of the
north and sonth aisles, which were found to be
much decayed, have been replaced with new and
more characteristic work. The Early archway
in the tower, which, with its stone voussoira of
alternate colours artistically irregular in size, is

a feature of the building, has been opened, and
a two-light Decorated window has been inserted
in the west wall. The window, the painted
glass of which was designed by Messrs. Heaton,
Butler, & Bayne, is the gift of the vicar. The
masonry of the arcades has been stripped and
cleaned from paint and whitewash, and the
whole of the walls have been replastered. The
alleys have been paved with ScalTordshire tiles.

An old two-light window, in the east wall of the
north aisle, has been reopened, and glazed with
the ordinary qnarries. The old east window of
the chancel has been removed, and a three-ligbt

Decorated stained-glass window, executed in
Dustou stone, has been erected in its place. It

is filled with painted glass, by Wailea, of New-
castle, which has been put in by the tenants,
and other inhabitants of the parish, as a testi-
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mony of respect to the memory of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Bouverie. The centre figure is Christ
carrying a lamb, with the inscription, “ I am the
Good Shepherd.” On either side are Peter and
John, with the inscriptions, ” Love as Brethren,”
” God is Lore.” The roof has been cleaned, and
the wall-plates have been replaced on stone
corbels. The “Hervey Chantry,” with its in-

teresting tombs, remains untouched. The
church is lighted with standards and brackets,
fitted with reservoirs for paraffine oil. The
standards are by Messrs. Richardson & Slade.

The church is warmed by au apparatus patented
by Perkins & Son, of London. Before the re-

storation there wore two entrances to the church
by the north and south porches. These doors
have both been blocked up, there being now only
an entrance underneath the west tower. The
porches have been utilized, one of them being
used as a store-room, and the other appropriated

|

to the warming apparatus. The churchyard has
'

been remodelled, and a walk laid out from the
entrance-gate to the west door. A short time
since new schools were erected, and they form a
view from the churchyard. The restoration has
been carried out by Messrs. Smith Brothers, of
Northampton, from the plans and under the
direction of Mr. Robert Palgrave, architect,
London.

BlackheatJi (Rou'ley Regis).—A new church
has been consecrated in this part of the ” black
country.” Mr. Wm. J. Hopkins, of Worcester,
architect, designed the structure, and Messrs.
Wilson & Son, of Birmingham, builders, have
carried out the architect’s plans. Mr. Boulton,
of Cheltenham, was the carver

;
Mr. Brayshaw,

clerk of the works. The bricks, many of which i

are moulded, were supplied by Mr. Partridge, of
Kingswinford. The builders’ oontract was for
5,000J., exclusive of extras. The church, which
is dedicated to St. Paul, contains 850 sittings, all

open and free, and consists of a lofty nave, north
and south aisles, vestry, organ-chamber, chil-

dren’s chapel, and a chancel. Nave and aisles

are divided into six bays, and the nave is 80 fc.

long, 29 fc. wide, and 54 ft. in height to the apex

j

of the roof arch. The arches supporting the
I clearstory have simple mouldings in brick, rest-

,

ing upon brick pillars. The lights to the six

j

bays of the nave have been varied, few of them

I

being arranged alike. Gables rise from the

j

clearstory walls of one of the bays, both on the

j

north and south side of the church, having three-

j

light stone traceried windows. All the other
! windows in the nave are either two or three
light lancet-headed windows, the heads to which

I

are worked in brick, and have moulded brick

I

rere-arches. The roof of the nave consists of

I

double-arched trusses, rising nearly the whole

j

height of the roof, and strengthenedwith wrought,

I

twisted, ornamental iron tie-rods and kings,

j

Over the arches of the nave is a diapered band

j

of ornamental brickwork, and a band of blue
brick runs under the windows of the aisle. The
chancel is raised considerably above the nave.
On the south side is a chapel for children, open-
ing into the nave and chancel by arches span-
ning the whole width

;
and on the north is a

corresponding chamber for the organ and vestry.
To the east of these arches are two-light stoue-
traceried windows, the one on the south side
having its inner jambs lowered to form sedilia.

At the east end there is a three-light traceried
window of simple design. A band of brickwork
diaper, similar to the one in the nave, runs under
the inner wall-plate of the ohancel roof. Godwin’s
tiles are laid on the ohancel floor. The wall
under the east window at present looks bare,
bnt there is ample space for a teredos, which it

is hoped will soon be added. The church is

warmed by an apparatus supplied by Mr. Cor-
mell, of Cheltenham, who also provided the
ornamental ironwork in the building.

Melford.—The Church restorations recently un-
dertaken have been completed. They have been
almost entirely carried out (under the direction
of the architect, Mr. Woodyer) by local trades-
men. Mr. Leeks, builder, of Melford, undertook
the construction of the screens, &c., and also
made half the benches, the other half being
made by Mr. Fordham, of the same place; the
carving is chiefly the work of Mr. Spurgin. The
masonry of the tower arch, <&c., was executed
by Mr. Keogh, of Sudbury; the glazing was
done by London workmen under the supervision
of Mr. Almack

; the gasfittings were laid by
Messrs. Ward & Silver, of Melford. Although
much has been done, there is yet ample scope for

farther outlay.

Wolverhampton.— Christ Church, Waterloo-
road baa been reopened, after having been

enlarged. The first portion of the permanent
church was opened as a mission chapel in
February, 1867, among a population consisting
chiefly of mechanics, and has been from the
first overcrowded. The second portion of the
edifice has now been added, consisting of a side
aisle and extension of the nave. This increases
the accommodation from 300 to about 500 seats.
Funds are wanted to meet the expenditure that
has been and has still to be incurred, and an ap-
peal has been made for donations. Mr. Bidlake
is the architect, and Messrs. Higham are the
builders. Their contract was for the erection of
north and south aisles, and extension of nave,
including chancel arch. The north aisle and
extension of nave have been opened, and the
south aisle is now being proceeded with. The
contract is 1,S80Z. The heating is by hob water,
by Messrs. R. L. Jones & Son.

Baivviarsh (Rotherham).—The contract for the
restoration of Rawmarsh Church tower has just

been let to Mr. J. Harper, mason and builder,

Masbro’. The plana were made by Messrs.
Blackmoor & Mitchel-Witbers, of Sheffield and
Rotherham. The cost of the undertaking will be
about 700Z.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Lower Brov,ghton, Manchester.—A new Wes-

leyan chapel has just been opened for divine
service. It has been built from the designs of
Mr. William Waddington, architect, Burnley. Ifc

is in the Italian style, has cost about 6,000Z.,

and is capable of accommodating about 950 per-

sons. The contractor was Mr. Mark Foggett, of
Cheetham, Manchester.

STAINED GLASS.

Hyde Church.—A memorial window has been
placed in the chance! of the parish church, Hyde,
near Manchester. The style of the churoh is

late Perpendicular, and the window consists of
five lights of unusnal height, and bold open
tracery, the latter being filled with figures of
angels holding scrolls inscribed with texts

; and
the background and cusped tops filled with
canopy work and foliage. The five principal

openings are divided laterally in the design of
the glass, thus forming ten spaces, each of which
is occupied by canopy work inclosing a subjeofc,

greater prominence being given to the two
central divisions, which contain the '' Crucifixion”
and the “ Ascension.” The eight remaining
spaces contain the following subjects :

—“ The
Nativity,” “ Adoration of the Magi,” “ Bap-
tism,” “The last Supper,” “ Mary and Martha,”
“ Mary anointing the Feet of our Saviour,”
“ Raising Jairus’s Daughter,” and “ Christ
healing the Mother of Peter.” An inscription

at the foot of the window shows that it was put
up by Mr. John Sidebotham, of Kingston House,
Hyde, in memory of his wife Elizabeth, and his

sister, Jane Lowe Sidebotham. The artists were
Messrs. R. B. Edmundson &, Son, of Manchester.

Kingsxvorthy Church.—The brother officers of
Mr. C. Turner, of the 60th Rifles, who was killed

by an accident, have just caused to be inserted

in the south wall of this churoh a memorial
window, by Mr. Alex. Gibbs. The window con-

sists of two lights. The left-hand compartment
represents Our Lord at the gate of Naiu raising

the widow’s son. In the right hand compart-
ment is a picture of onr Lord as the Good
Shepherd.

St. Margaret’s, Sibsey.—A stained glass win*

dow has recently been placed in the chancel of

this church, by Mr. Edmund Brown Waite, a
former resident of the parish, in memory of hia

deceased wife. The subject is taken from, the
10th chapter of St. Luke’s Gospel, the three

figures representing Christ, Martha, and Mary.
There are now five memorial windows in the
chancel of this church.

Arthuret Church.—Messrs. J. Scott & Sons, of
Carlisle, stained-glass manufacturers, have com-
pleted the first half of the window to be placed
in Arthuret Church to the memory of the late

Sir James Graham. The design represents the
twelve Apostles—one in each light of the win.
dow,—surmounted by a row of angels, and the
emblems of the Evangelists, with a large dove
in the central circular light.

Mincty Church.—A stained glass window, says
the Bath Chronicle, has been placed in Minety
Church at the east end of the north aisle by
Major Perry-Keene as a memorial of his parents,

who lie buried near the spot, and of his eldest

son, late of the 3nd West India Regiment, who
died off Sierra Leone in 1863.
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FROM IRELAND.

Belfast. — The stadents’ chambers at the

Presbyterian College have been inangurated.

These chambers have been erected as a memorial

of the late Professor Gibson. The building has

a frontage of nearly 100 ft. to the south, looking

towards the Royal Botanic Gardens and the

new residence of the professors. The elevation,

whilst designed to harmonise in its main features

with the Presbyterian College, to which it forms

a wing, has been carried out in a more severe

and simple style. The principal entrance, which
is at the east end of the range, has its arched
head supported on polished red granite columns,
having foliated capitals, and the key-stone,which
is also a corbel supporting a balcony overhead, is

ornamented by a fcarved bust of the late Pro-
fessor Gibson. The porch, which has its outer
doors formed of wrought African teak-wood, is

divided from the entrance-hall by an ornamental
glazed screen. Immediately to the left of this

hall are the rooms for the house-steward, and
beyond them the dining-hall, 63 ft. long, 17i ft.

high, and 15 ft. wide. It is lighted by five large

Bemicircular-hoaded windows, having a southern
aspect, and divided into three bays by pilasters

from which spring moulded corbels, on which
rest transverse beams, moulded and panelled.

The lower part of the walls is lined with pine
boards for a height of 4^ ft., and these, as well
as the other internal woodwork, are varnished to

show the natural grain of the wood. A wide
staircase, with ornamental balustrade and wall-
side wainscoted, leads direct from the entrance-
hall to the first and second floors. On each of
these there are eleven single and two double
chambers, entered from a central corridor, which
receives light and air at each end. Lavatories,
baths, &c., are fltted up at convenient places on
each floor. There are also housemaids’-rooms
and napery closet, and at the rear are kitchens,
Ac. The builders are Messrs. J. & J. Guiler,
and the architects Messrs. Young & Mackenzie.—A new warehouse is being erected in
Great Victoria-street. The building is near
completion. It is three stories high, with lofty
ceilings, and an attic floor in Mansard roof,
lighted by large dormer windows. The front is

faced with Allan & Mann’s white brick, from
Glasgow, with cut -stone entrance • doorway,
having carved spandrels, perforated parapet, &c.
The building is erected on a piled fonndation,
the beams of floors being supported by metal
columns. The roof is finished with wrought-
iron cresting of an ornamental design, and on
top of dormers are wrought-iron terminals. The
work has been carried out from the plana and
under the superintendence of Messrs. BoydA Batt,
architects, by Messrs. James M'Cracken & Son,
contractors.

FROM SCOTLAND.
Aberdeen.—The Free West Church has been

opened for divine service. It has been erected
at a cost of 14,0001. at the west end of Union,
street. It is bnilt of “freestone,” and therefore
does not harmonize with the “granitic” Grecian
structures in the street. It has been built from
plans furnished by Mr. Matthews, and is in a
somewhat ornate style. The spire is above
200 ft. high, and is seen all over the west end of
the city. The church is seated for about 1,100.

ACCIDENTS.

A FIRE has destroyed the wood and timber
yard of Messrs. Arthur & Co., King-street,

Goswell-street, and at one time threatened
destruction to a large number of houses by

,
which it was surrounded. These houses were
inhabited by labourers employed in the Brick-
lane Gasworks, and the whole of them were
much burnt, and the furniture seriously damaged

1 by fire, water, and hasty removal. While the
1 fire was raging, a most formidable gang of

I thieves and other rnffians had assembled, all

1 acting in concert, aud making attacks upon
2 every respeotably-dressed person who came near
t them. For upwards of an hour this scene was
: continued. Half a dozen mounted constables
B at last put an end to it. This shows how to deal
T with such ruffians in future. There should be
8 some restriction on timber-yards in the metro-

p polls and other towns.
At Middleton, near Pickering, in Yorkshire,

a an old cottage adjoining the day-school house
h has been completely destroyed by a gale of wind,
i the entire roof falling inwards. The roof ot

the school house was also so much shaken and
damaged that it was not deemed safe to use

it. This school will have to be rebuilt.

The scaffolding placed inside avessel at present

building at South Stockton, by Richardson, Duck,

& Co., recently gave way, and three men were
precipitated^ a distance of 20 ft. One man was
killed.

While a workman was engaged on a scaffold,

70 ft. high, at a new Roman Catholic chapel,

at Longbon, a chisel, which he had placed on

the planks, rolled off, and fell on the head of

a man who was stooping immediately under

the scaffold. The sharp edge of the tool pierced

the head of the unfortunate man, making a

fearful gash, from which a portion of the brain

protrnded.

COMPETITIONS.

Kiddermiristcr Infirmary.—The architects’ de-

signs for the new infirmary have been on view

in the Corn Exchange for tho last few days.

The committee threw the matter open to general

competition, and this led to a large number of

architects competing. Messrs. C. H. Cooke &
H. B. Carling, Mr. John Ladds, Mr. J. Toner, all

of London
;
Mr. J. N. Crofts, Liverpool ; Mr. G.

Bidlake, Wolverhampton ;
Messrs. Haddon,

Brothers, Great Malvern; Mr. J. T. Meredith,

Kidderminster ;
Mr. B. Lawrence, Newport

(Mon.) ;
Messrs. Payne & Talbot, and Mr. J. G.

Bland, Birmingham; Mr. Spanll, Oswestry; Mr.

W. Watkins, Lincoln
;
Mr. F. Popplewell, Man-

chester
;
and Mr. F. L. Evans, are among the

competitors. Four of the designs are marked

with mottoes, names not being given. A meet-

ing of the infirmary oommictee was held, when,

ultimately, out of the nineteen plana which had

been sent in, the committee selected two. between

which their choice will lie. The plans selected

were those of Mr. J. G. Bland, of Birmingham,

and Mr. W. Watkins, of Lincoln.

Newington Sick Asylum.— The Board have

awarded the first premium to Messrs. Jarvis, tho

second to Mr. Knightley, and the third to Messrs.

Giles & Biven. Their designs were the three to

which we directed attention in our notice.*

MONUMENTAL.
Pegg Monument at Derby.—The erection of a

monumental structure has been completed in the

Osmaston-road chapel, Derby, in memory of the

late Mr. R. Pegg, J.P., who was mainly instru-

mental in the erection of that place of worship.

The monument is in the Pointed style, in keep-

ing with the architecture of the edifice. It

is chiefly of alabaster, and has been executed

by Mr. F. Warren, Derby, from a design by

Messrs. T. Hiue & Son, architects, Notting-

ham. It is placed in a recess on the north side,

and immediately behind the stone pulpit, west

of the north transept. The entire structure is

over 10 fo. in height, 7 ft. wide, and is attached

to the front wall dividing the recess from the

baptistery. A dado of Caen atone, 2 ft. in depth,

7 fD. in breadth, comprising three sunken carved

panels, and projecting about 1 ft. from the wall,

stands npon a base, and sub-base or plinth of

Uopton stone. At the height of between 3 ft. and

4 It. it is surmounted by a deep Caen stone

moulding, which forms the basement of four

polished red Devonshire marble columns, with

carved capitals of Caen stone, finished with an

abacas of white polished alabaster, from which
spring three deeply-moulded Gothic arches. Over

the pillars the alabaster copings above the arches

rise from carved bosses, which, like the two side

panels of the dado below, show a variety of con-

ventional foliage.

New Monument in Derry Cathedral.— A
sarcophagus monument, of polished Aberdeen
granite, has just been placed in Derry Cathedral

burying-grouud, over the grave of the late

Bishop Higgin. On each side of the bevelled top

is sculptured, in relief, a representation of a

bishop’s crozier, broken, and a mitre ;
and on one

of the sides underneath is engraved and gilt the

inscription. At one side of the sarcophagus are

large slabs of Aberdeen granite, to which iron

riugs are attached for the purpose of raisiug

them when entrance is wanted into the vaults

beneath. The monument is enclosed by an iron

railing specially cast by Messrs. George Smith &
Co., of the Sun Foundry, Glasgow. The low

wall by which it is supported is formed of blocks

of Aberdeen granite. The whole was desigoea

by Mr. Frederick H. Smith, of Belfast. The
working and polishing of the granite were done
by Messrs. Mossman, of Glasgow, and the
sculptured croziers and mitres on the top were
executed by Messrs. Kirk, of Dublin. The
putting up and enclosing of the monument have
been carried out by Mr. Matthew M'Cleland, of
Derry,

BRADFORD BUILDING TRADES’
TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

A MEETING of employers and foremen engaged
in the several branches of the building trades,

called by circular, has been held in the newly-

erected premises of the Bradford Building Trades’

Technical Schools, in Godwin-streeb, Bradford ;

the object of the committee of management
in calling the meeting being to explain their

arrangements for conducting the schools, and to

endeavour to enlist the sympathy and co-opera-

tion of all engaged in the trade. Mr. Archibald

Neill occupied the chair, and there were also

present Messrs. B. Illingworth, John Beanland,

J. H. Illingworth, Harland, Wm. Moulson, Wm.
Tabtersall, and a number of other influential

employers.
The Chairman read the circular convening the

meeting and also the prospectus of the schools,

from which it appeared that it was the intention

of the founders that in these schools the tech-

nical education of apprentices and operatives

employed in the building trades should be car-

ried on by a course of primary instruction in

writing and arithmetic
;
and for the more ad-

vanced a course of instruction in practical geo-

metry, mensuration, and drawing. The services

of efficient and practical teachers had been

secured, who would be aided by qualified assist-

ants as occasion required. It was also intended

to form a library of practical and useful works
relating to the science and art of the building

trade for the use of the members. The terms of

payment were Ss. per quarter, whioh would

secure all the advantages the schools might

offer. At present the classes met two nights a
week. There were now upwards of 120 scholars

on the books, whose average attendance was 70
per cent. This was very encouraging, and the

interest shown by the scholars was highly credit-

able. The rooms were comfortable and commo-
dious, and contained ample accommodation for

200 scholars.

Mr. J. H. Ulingworth moved the first resolu-

tion :

—

“ That this meeting pledges itself to assist and co-operate

with the committee in continuing and supporting these

schools."

This resolution was seconded by Mr. Harland
and unanimously agreed to,

Mr. John Beanland moved the next resolution,

in the following terms :

—

“ As the schools cannot be self-supporting for some
time, the expenses incurred in furnishing rooms and pro-
viding cla'S-books being very considerable, and the contri-

bution of 38. per quarter from each scholar not being

suUicient for tuition and working expenses, until we have
a large increase of scholars, it is desirable that a subscrip-

tion be opened forthwith to defray the preliminary and
working expenses

;
and all persona interested in the build-

ing trade should be invited to subscribe.

"

Mr. Wm. Tattersall seconded the resolution,

which was also carried.

Mr. S. Wray moved, and Mr. S. Clarke

seconded, a resolution, also carried, to the eff'ect

that books bearing upon the science and practical

art of the trade, models, drawings, Ac., being

required, it was desirable that any one having it

in his power should provide them.

Mr. Wm. Moulson then moved,— *

“ That all employers present pledge themselves to

send their apprentices.to these schools.’'

Mr. Hill seconded the resolution, which was
also carried, as was one moved by Mr. B. Illing-

worth, and seconded by Mr. Isaac Verity, that

this meeting nominate representatives from each

branch of the trade to serve on the committee.

REVALUATION OF ST. GEORGE’S,
UANOVER-SQUARE.

From the revaluation of the pariah of Sfc.

George’s, Hanover-square, by Mr, Charles Lee,

which, as we hear, has been adopted by the

vestry, we learn that the net rateable value of

the whole pariah last year was 905,8121., and
that it has been increased by Mr. Lee to

1,213,0771., or about 33| per cent. The re-

valuation for the basis of the county rate has

been fixed by the magistrates at 1,240,8271.See p. 99, ante.
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BBLGEiVE AND SODTII KENSINGTON
NEW ROAD,

This Bill is before Parliament again for an extension
of time for carrying out the works, as the present Act
expires in August next. The company by their Act are
bound jto recoup the authorities the whule of the rates
now receired from the propeity that may be destroyed by
the works until a better property is put on the land. The
BiU has a clause by »hicn they seek powers for the autho-
rities of Chelsea to pay them for a period of fifteen years
all the extra or improved rates that may accrue hy this
very important improTcment. The road is to be com-
menced St' Westbourne.place, and run across Sloane-
street, the Pavilion land, and Qiiain Field, to the Grange
at Brompton, so as to open up a direct communication
from Eaton-square to South Kensington, forming a good
access to upwards of thirty acres of the best building land
in London, on' which it is proposed to erect a great
number of first-class mansions abutting on a grand
boulevard.
The vestry of Chelsea last year approved of the company

receiving the improved rates, and an attempt was made to
rescind the resolution of the vestry at a special meeting,
but it was confirmed by 26 to 18. About a fortnight since
a second attempt wus made to rescind the resolution,
when the opponents of the road were again defeated by
23 to 11, although they required 23 to 13 in order to
succeed. The matter now rests with Parliament, and it is

hoped the company may succeed with their present Bill,

as it is well known that capitalists are ready with the
necessary funds, provided the extra rates are allowed to
be at the disposal of the company.
The land now lying waste cannot be built upon for the

next fourteen or fifteen years, unless by Act of Parliament,
as the present lease does not expire till then. Tom.

PEOBATIONERSHIPS AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

Sib,—-"Will you kindly allow me a small apace in your
valuable columns to call attention to the subject of proba-
tionerships in architecture, at the Royal Academy ot Arts ?
I confess that I am one of the many who have $tricUi/
complied with the council’s instruction for the admission
of students in architecture, and my drawings have been
rejected. I have reason to understand that those I sub-
mitted were amply sufficient to show a “reasonable
degree” of proficiency in architecture and architectural
drawing. The fact of my not having been admitted hasSeated the question—Who decide on admissions to

ationersbips in architecture? I may be told, the
council. But of whom does the council consist? Surely
there ought to be architects whose criticism should be in-
vited and recognized. But is such the ease? I hope I
may be allowed to assert that architecture is an art, and
should therefore be subject more particularly to the
opinions of those who are professors in that art, when
somisaions to probationershipa in architecture at the Royal
Academy are to be decided upon.

Abchitbctdrai, Assistamt.
*•* 'We admit the query, but have not the slightest

doubt that the drawings are usually submitted to u
proper tribunal.

SMOKY CHIMNEYS.
Sir,—

M

y house is square on plan. All the chimneys
are external.
Every chimney in the house smokos more or less.
The current of air, instead of being upward, is down-

ward.
When there are no fires in the grates, the cold air

descends in a steady current, bringing soot with it, and
spoiling everything in the house.
When the fires are going out at night, the hot air,

charged with noxious gases, is forced into the rooms by
the cold air pressing above it.

I have tried very many varieties of zinc chimney-pot,
including some of the best patented ones, but they abate
the evil very slightly. The down-draught still continues,
although, of course, the volume of air which falls is not so
heavy. The chimneys really appear to sink in the air from
the top, and to distribute it, laden with soot, over the
bouse. The stoves are the ordinary register stoves.
Opening doors or windows makes little difl'erence. The

draught still pours down the chimney atd out at the door
or window.
Can any of your readers suggest the cause or the cure ?

R. J.

THE MARSHES OP THE MEDITERRANEAN.
INSTITUTION OP CIVIL ENGINEERS.

On February 16th, the paper read was “On
the Lagoons and Marshes of certain Parts of the
Shores of the Mediterranean,” by Professor D. T.
Ansted, P.R.S. The following is a summary of
the practical bearing of the facts adduced :

—

First. That the malarious lagoons and marshes, of which
there were so many examples on various shores, were the
result of the interception of waters coming off small tracts
of land, or of small and torrential streams, by banks of
drifted sand and mud, proceeding from larger rivers,
carrying out to some distance large quantities of detritus
which was distributed by marine currents.
Secondly. That a study of the existing physical geo-

graphy of each district alfected by malaria, combined with
a knowledge of its geology, was’ suUieient to explain the
conditions, and to determine the history of the operations
that had terminated in the formation of the malarious
marshes aud lagoons.

Thirdly. That the removal of malaria, whether to be
eflected by complete drainage or by partial drainage, ac-
companied by the keeping certain lagoons in free com-
munication with the sea, could only be hoped for by
engineering operations, based on the special history of the
case under consideration, as determined by a knowledge of
the physical geography and geology of the district.

Fourthly. That, in certain esses where small torrential
streams had,been kept back from the sea by the rapid
accumulation ot drifted sand, the drainage of the marshes
and lagoons (might be rendered comparatively easy by
keeping open a permanent channel for such streams.

Fifthly. That the principle of breaking up the drainage
areas supplying water to the lagoons into smaller areas,
each of wuich admitted of separate treatment, being sug-
gested by the history of lagoons generally, was the prin-
ciple which should be adopted in all cases where sanitary
improvement was called for, and would generally be found
advantageous in an economic sense.

ARTISANS’ AND LABOURERS’
DWELLINGS ACT.

The district Board of St. Saviour’s, South-
wark, find themselves impeded in their design
of putting this Act into operation by the pro-
vision for defraying the expense being by a
special rate, a provision inserted by the House of
Lords. The Board have determined to petition

both Houses for an amendment of the Act in
this respect.

OFFICES FOR THE POPLAR BOARD OP
WORKS.

At the ordinary meeting of the Poplar Dis-
trict Board of Works last Tuesday evening, Mr.
Edward Coleman in the chair, the following
tenders were received for the erection of new
offices for the Board.
The chairman said the approximated sum for

the buildings was about 6,7001.

Moore, Upper Norwood £15,[)97 0 0
Girling, Bromley 10,903 0 0
Perry, Barking-road, Essex ... 9,776 0 0
Harris, Limehouse 9,660 0 0
Walls, Barking-road 8,920 0 0
Ennor, Commereial-road East . 8,779 0 0
Morter, Stratford 8,743 0 0
Myers & Son, Lambeth 8,674 0 0
Crabb &'Faugbnn, Kingsland... 8,603 0 0
Cook k Green, Kennington ... 8,596 0 0
Anscombe, Maidstone 8,633 0 0
Winshipp k Co,, Lewisham ... 8,600 0 0
Abrahams, Poplar 8,478 0 0
Hughesdon, Deptford 8,600 0 0
Webb k Sons, Bow 8,423 0 0
Sheffield, Poplar 8,367 0 0
Till, Hampatead 8,330 0 0
Hill, Keddell, & Waldron,
Whitechapel 8,315 0 0

Kiilby, Limehouse 8,113 0 0
\Vicka, Bangs, 4 Co., Limehouse 7,975 0 0
Turner, South Hornsey 7,890 0 0
Baker AConatable, Holloway... 7,330 0 0

The lowest four tenaers were referred to a
special committee, who are to report to the
Board at a meeting next Tuesday evening.

GRAINING AND SHAMS.
Sib,—

I

f yon think this will not be out of place in your
columns wiD you favour mo by publishing it. I think we
are hearing just a little too much about shams at present,
and, judging by the quarter from whence the outcry
emanates, there is a simplicity about it that is quite re-
freshing. If the term sham applied to products of the
imagination or ideal representations of nature, I am sure
that some of these apostles of realism are perfectly
innocent of anything like a sham. With regard to grain-
ing and marbling, 1 will venture to say that when the work
is done by a first-class workman there is frequently as
much or more ability, refinement, and true artistic feeling
displayed than in any other branch of house decoration.
Let us see what we get as a substitute for these so-called
shams.
In nine cases out of ten we get in form the most

elementary examples,—the straight, the incline, and the
curve, — without one spark of subtlety or refinement
to redeem them from the moat hopeless commonplace.
And in colour we have blue, red, and yellow,—yellow, red,
and blue, neat or mixed, upside down, and inside oat. A
mere shuffling of the chromatic pack.
Almost the whole of the work is done by journeymen
aintera, who, by this overdone system of stencilling, are
egraded to mere machines. I would ask those who cry

out so much about shams, to look into their own art with
a more loving eye, and they would possibly learn to appre-
ciate the efforte of their more humble brethren. Also I
would ask them to condemn Art only when it is bed, and
not because it is not real. Mr. Dean, the Xylographer
(I hope that is right), spoke of a gentleman who praised
his work because he could not distinguish it from the real.

I wonder whether that gentleman ever saw the admirable
imitation of a late member of Parliament who wags his
head daily from 12 to 6 at an establishment in Baker-street ?
As a lifelike production I think it is unsurpassed.

A Pboducbu op Shams.

GRAINING FROM THE SURFACE OP
WOODS.

Sib,—In yonr paper of January 30fcli, I find, in
a notice of a meeting of the Society of Arts, a
description of a supposed new discovery, now
christened xylography, and Mr. Dean claims to

be the inventor. More than twenty years ago I

transferred from prepared paper hundreds of

yards of imitation of woods. More than eight

years since a Frenchman invented printing from
real wood, and thonaands of pieces of it were sold
in England for paperhanging at la. 3d. per piece

;

five years ago I produced it with an old mangle,
a patent one, as follows :—I took ordinary lining

paper, and gave it a coat of size with a little

treacle in it, or a coat of size made simply with
gum arabic. I then placed the prepared paper
on a slab of oak, which was previously rubbed in
with oil graining colonr. I then pressed it be-
tween the two rollers of the mangle, with a
piece of moleskin between the roller and paper.
When the impression was dry, I varnished the
work to be grained ; and when the varnish was
nearly dry i rubbed the printed paper previously
damped, and the impression was left clean
behind. I can show work done twenty yesirs
ago by myself, and yon can purchase the French
paper at any paper-shop. W. Davis.

We have received a number of letters
from grainers for and against the process, but
no good end wonld be answered by printing them.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
As was to be expected, the foolish financiers

of the London and Brighton line are being
obliged to lower their fares again, the grasping
and greedy attempt to raise them having
lowered their profits by checking the traffic.

How is it that they could not foresee this result
as other people did ? Surely another sort of
management will now bo substituted for the
purblind one by which the shareholders have
hitherto been led.

The dividends on most of the lines making up
their accounts to the end of the year have now
been declared, and they are upon the whole
satisfactory—more so, indeed, than was anti-
cipated a short time since. Railway companies
have, during the last half-year, been fortunate in
keeping down their working expenses, in conse-
quence of the reduction which has taken place
in almost all descriptions of material, and the
prevailing lower rate of wages. The railways
have gained by diminished charges for labour
more than they have lost by the stagnation of
trade. Hence the good dividend of the London
and North-Western Railway, which is at least a
i per cent, more than what had been reckoned
upon, The completion of the Midland is now,
however, beginning to toll severely upon the
business of the North-Western, especially so in
the item of mineral traffic between Rugby and
London.

It is said that application has been made to
his Royal Highness the Ranger for leave to con-
struct a railway underneath the parks. The
proposed line is intended to join the Charing-
cross and Paddington Stations, and, according
to the plans, is to pass under St. James’s-park,
parallel with the Mall, thence underneath the
Green-park parallel with Coustitntion-hill to a
station at Knightsbridge

;
then diagonally across

Hyde-park, with a station at the barracks to the
vicinity of the Victoria-gate, from which it is to
pass underneath the streets into one of the Pad-
dington stations. The trains are to be propelled
by rope system, and thus the disagreeable and
deleterious gases in the underground linos as at
present worked will be avoided. It is said that
in construction the principal part will be tun-
nelled, so as not to interfere with the surface of
the parks.

THE PROPOSED NEW BUILDING ACT.
Sir,—As a new “ Building Act ” is under con-

sideration, I send a few remarks on the subject.
I must protest against such frequent changes

of the law relating to building. The Act of
1774 lasted 70 years

j
that of 1844, though a

very good and well-considered Act, only existed
11 years; and the last Act (of 1855), has only
been in operation 14 years. If we must again
b'e disturbed and inconvenienced by another new
Act, I trust that it may be so thoroughly well
considered that it will last another 70 years like
the old Act of 1774. If it is to be a lasting Act
it must not enter too much into minute, petty,
aud vexatious details.

The principal objects should be—to check the
spread of fire

j to provide for the safety of the
public

;
sanitary regulations

;
and to obtain more

substantial buildings. I think it would be well to
repeal the whole of the previous Acta, and not
as in the last Act, to leave small portions of the
previous Acts unrepealed instead of embodying
them in the new Act. I think the provisions
and form of the last Act should be preserved as
far as possible with only sneh alterations as are
clearly necessary, A central professional con-
trolling power is very desirable, somewhat after
the plan of the Act of 1844,
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rhe proceedinge as to rebaildiog party walls

[nine revision. There is considerable difference

opinion and practice as to the meaning of

reral clauses of the present Act relating to

rty walls
;

for instance, as to who is the

ner upon whom the three months’ notice

)nld be served. The clauses relating to ap-

intment of owner’s surveyors and umpire are

acure. No provision is made in case all three

rveyors differ. The present Act does not

Bne a “ building.” It does nob mention

3 prevention of the spread of fire. It

es not limit the time within which a
trict surveyor may take objection to any
rt of a building, unless erected without
tioe. It does not expressly require the

itrict surveyor to inspect the drawings, or

point out anything amiss in them, before the

scution of the work. It does not recognise

in. walls.

Any absolute restrictions of the height of

ildings should only apply, I think, to very
rrow thoroughfares. A Reader,

MEDIEVAL METAL CAPITALS.

Sir,—

I

should esteem it a favour if one of

nr correspondents would inform me whether
'tal capitals to pillars were used in any ancient
irk. I am aware that in modern adaptation
Greek and Roman forms the capitals, when
vde of plaster, are often gilt; and if gilt, why
Duld they not of course be made of metal ?

But I am not aware that capitals were ever

It by the Medimval artists, or that metal was
er employed by them for the capitals. I

ould like to know. T. M.

IE NEW CATTLE-MARKET, DONCASTER.
The new markets, for the plans and designs of

lioh the town council awarded the first pre-
:um in an open competition, about three years
0, to Mr. Watkins, of Lincoln, are now, so far

relates to the open markets for the sale of

asts, sheep, pigs, &o., and the abattoirs, in a
ward state of progress. These markets form
oortion of the general system laid out for their

argoment and improvement, which comprises,
addition to those under notice, a new corn
change (arranged also for large public assem-
es), new vegetable and fish markets, a sessions

11 and board of guardians’ room, which are
tended to follow. The style is Italian, freely

)ated. The chief entrance is upon the site of
a old White Horse Inn, and consists of a
ntral carriage-way 13 ft. wide, and a hand-
te on the north side, hung to large ornamental
one piers with carved caps. The sheep market
pupies the centre of the upper portion of the
en markets, and is arranged in two lairs,

wing a road down the centre 15 ft. wide,
lere are 181 sheep-pens, 34 fat beast lairs, and
ipig.pens. The abattoirs occupy the north-
at corner of the markets, and have two ap-
oaches therefrom. The quantity of iron used
! the pens and lairs is 25 tons of wrought iron,

: tons of cast iron, and 10 tons of wrought-iron
Ding. The town council appointed Mr. T.
I»e!ay, the borough surveyor, clerk of the
iirks, and Mr. Rawson as his assistant. Mr.
L Huddleston, of Lincoln, contracted for the
neral work, for 4,2981.

;
and Messrs. Ratoliffe

iMuscheler, of the Hexthorpe Ironworks, for

b iron pens, 1,154J. 10s. ;
and for the principal

lought-iron gate and the two aide gates, 106i.

(6 erection of the market-keeper’s lodge, and
net extras, will increase the outlay for the
orks.

GAS.
iThe directors of the Gloucester Gas-light
iimpany have proposed dividends to be
iolared of 10 per cent, for last year upon the
siss A shares, an additional 51. per cent, in

lyment of the balance of the arrears of divi-

lods due to this class of shareholders, and
C lOs. per cent, per annum upon Class B shares.
SDse dividends absorb 2,5731. 3s. 6d., and leave
ibalauce of 5011. ISs. 2d. to be carried over to
3 next half-year. The Ipswich Gaslight
ipipany have declared a dividend at the rate of
)t per cent, for the year, to be paid upon old
•ares, and 7^ per cent, upon new shares, that
!,0l. be placed to the credit of the fund for the
rpreciation and renewal of the meters on hire.

Id that a balance of 4,8681. be carried forward
tl the new profit and lose account. The
electors of the Longton Gas Company have re-

commended a dividend for last, half-year at the

rate of 6 per cent, per annum, free of income-

tax, a balance of 2181. to be added to next

account. The Liverpool Gaslight Company
have declared a dividend for the half-year of 51.

on every 1001. stock, and a dividend at the rate

of 31. 10s. for every 1001. for a half-year on the

capital paid up in respect of the 7 per cent,

shares.

lUcexbetr*

VARIORUM.
"A System of Taxation that would be to the

Pecuniary Advantage of all.” By T. H. Willis.

The author of this scheme proposes the repeal

and abolition of the property and income tax,

Customs dues (reciprocity dues excepted), the

Excise levies, and all assessed taxes and rates

;

and the substitution of one general rate or tax,

on land alone, covered by buildings as well as

uncovered, and from tenants as well as land-

lords, at per acre, according to its productive 1

character; increasing or lessening the assess-'

ments as Parliament may sanction, or as occa-
j

sion may require. By this simple plan, Mr. Willis

urges, a much larger revenue could be obtained, '

with less taxation to each, and more equal justice

to all, than under the present complicated and
expensive mode of raising the revenue. The ^

special sources of taxation he divides into co- ^

vered land ;
land worked as quarries, &c.

j
used as

'

nurseries, &c.; employed in tillage,paeturage,&c.}

and held for all other purposes. To this would
fall to be added customs reciprocity dues, &c., i

crown lands, post-offioe, probate and legacy doty,
i

stamps, and miscellaneous receipts. Covered
|

land alone would yield, he calculates, about

'

35,000,0001. The same principle, he adds, might '

be applied, and with like advantages to occupying '

tenants, in respect to parochial rates and all

other local rates and taxes. Mr. Willis is an
old reformer, as regards rates and taxes, as some
of our readers may recollect. “ London
Water Supply : Facts and Fallacies discussed.”

By John Taylor, C.E. London : Spon. This is

a series of letters which were written for and
published in the Courier newspaper in 1866-7,

chiefly with reference to the constant service and
a future source of supply. The general tone of

the whole is in support of the water companies
and the quality and quantity of the supply ; and
Mr. Taylor points to the very exceptional summer '

last past as against a constant service for \

London, although he admits its necessity

!

throughout the slums of the metropolis.

Sewage, in its general Application to Grass,

Cereal, and Root Crops.” By Thomas Cargill,

C.E. Mec7i,anics’ Magazine Office. In this very

timely-written and important pamphlet, the

author shows the results obtained by actual ex-

perience down to the present date
;
with plans

and sections, illustrating the methods of forming

the ground for the different systems, and for

distributing the sewage over the irrigated fields.

He confines himself to the utilization of

sewage in field irrigation, avoiding the question

of the removal of sewage from cities, towns, and

villages, as a separate question. Every one

interested in sewage irrigation ought to have

this pamphlet, which may help towards the

solution of the sewage problem. ” On the

Rainfall of Cobham and Chiswick.” By George

Dines, F.M.S. The tables and remarks here

published in a separate form are extracted from
the proceedings of the Meteorological Society

for November last, and they contain the re-

sults of forty years’ observations. They
were made use of by Mr. Dines with re-

ference to a paper on the moon’s influence

upon rainfall, read before the society.

The Court Suburb Magazine is, as its title im-

ports, more especially devoted to Kensington,

but is not wholly so. It deals with “ General

Literature,” as well as “ Objects of Suburban
Interest is well edited by Mias Aikin Kort-

right (better known as the author of “ The
Dean”), by whom also it is issued at 21, Eldon-

road, Kensington ; and contains much agreeable

writing. A second edition has been published

of “Other People’s Windows” (Sampson Low,
Sou, & Marston), by the author of “ The Gentle

Life,” Mr. Hain Friswell. This very charming
series of sketches, ingeniously and completely

tied together into a whole, is nowcondensedinto
one pretty volume, and in that shape will, we
have little doubt, run through many editions.

Mr. Friswell writes like a gentleman, and the

spirit of the book is excellent.

Ulisttltaiitit.

Tbe Ifew Elepbant-house of tbe Zoolo-
gical Gardens is thus described in Scientific

Opinion :—It is a fine building, though a little

too red-bricky in aspect. It is, however, calcu-

lated to provide luxuriously for the comforts and
well-being of the pachyderms, and is nnrivalled

in size and general construction. It contains

eight large divisions for elephants and rhinoceri,

and is so arranged as to give the animals proper

scope for exercise, and the public ample means
of watching the habits of the beasts.

Health of Boston, Zlncolnsbire-—Mr. W«
H. Wheeler, the borough surveyor of Boston, in

a letter on the Weather and the Public Health,

says :—The total number of deaths for the year
has been 311, or 13 below the average of the

last seven years, the average age being a little

over 38 years. 76 were over 70 years of age,

and 70 were one year or under. The per centage
of the year is 20 deaths to every thousand inha-

bitants
;
20 deaths arose from fever, 1 from diph-

theria, 5 from whooping-cough, 2 from diarrhoea

(exclusive of infants), 35 from consumption, 12
from lung diseases, 12 from bronchitis, 70 from
infantile diseases, 47 from miscellaneous causes,

6 from tumours and cancers, 8 from heart disease,

27 from brain diseases, 5 from accidents, and 61
from decay of nature.

Tbe Maintenance of Parish Cburcbes.
Vestry meetings have been held in several

of the parishes throughout Shropshire for

the consideration of the beat mode of raising

funds for the maintenance of the parish

churches, hitherto provided for by compulsory
rate. At Wem the adoption of the system of a

voluntary rate was carried by a largo majority.

At Newport three propositions wore brought
before the meeting, one suggesting that all the

seats in the church should be made free and un-

appropriated, and that the congregation should

have the opportunity of making “ weekly
offerings;” the other two proposing the free

appropriation of a portion of the seats, and the

allotment of the remainder amongst such

parishioners as might signify their intention of

contributing towards the expenses of the chnrch.

The meeting, which was an adjourned one, again

separated without arriving at a decision. At
* High Ercall, Shiffnal, Wellington, and Church
Aston the system of free and unappropriated
sittings, combined with a weekly offertory, has
been adopted with satisfactory results.

Society for the Encourag^ement of the
Fine Arts.—On Thursday, the 18th, Mr. Wyke
Bayliss gave a lecture “ On Dante, and Longfel-

low’s recent Translationof' The Divine Comedy’ ”

—Mr.Prescott Hewett in the chair,—introducing
' the subject with a short biographical notice of

the poet, who, he said, woke the world to poetry

and art, and who had not suffered so much from
translation as other poets only because his trans-

lators had been so few. He characterized Long-
fellow’s translation as a grave and scholar-like

production that was free from Cary’s imperfec-

tions and impertinences. Mr. Hurlstone, on
being called upon, said Cary’s was the more
poetical, Longfellow’s the more literal, transla-

tion, the title, “ The Vision of Dante,” giving the

sense of the original far batter than “ The
Divine Comedy,” the signification of the word
comedy having greatly changed since Dante’s
time.

Tbe Peabody Gifts to tbe Ziondon
Poor.—A statement of progress for the year

1868 has been published and circulated by the

daily press. From this it appears that during

the year a fourth range of buildings, forming
Peabody-square, in Victoria-street, Westminster,
has been erected. They contain 233 rooms, and
accommodate 389 persons. The total population

of all the buildings now completed by the trustees

is 1,971. Amongst them are 132 labourers, 62

porters, 22 charwomen, 18 dressmakers, and so

on. “The sanitary condition of the buildings

shows an entire exemption from endemic diseases,

and from those complaints incident to low and
crowded localities. Good ventilation and clean-

liness are characteristic of the dwellings. An
unlimited supply of water, and bath-rooms free

to every tenant, together with inclosed play-

grounds for the children, have already produced

a salutary effect, not only amongst the young,

but perceptibly in the increased tidiness and
cleanliness of the old.” The total amount of

the gifes is now 350,0003. The original fund of

150,0003. has already been increased by rents

and interest by 23,3133.
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FurtberBiscoveriesat Guildford Castle.
In all, six rock-hewn chambers bare now been
discorered. The length of the main passage is

about 150 fc., and to the right of this the
chambers branch off. They are mnch filled up
with chalk rubble, but Corporal Macdonald, of
the Royal Engineers, has made excavations in
several places, and found a good floor about
10 ft. or 12 ft. from the roof. Their dimensions
vary from 50 ft. to 100 ft. in length, and only
hereiand there is a pillarfound supporting the roof.

There is some ground for snpposing them to

have been dungeons in connexion with the castle,

and to have been relinquished in the reign of
Henry YII., agreeable to a petition from the
inhabitants of Guildford. A number of bones
have been dug np, but sold to a marine-store
dealer!

The Proposed ITew Gaol at Great
Yarmouth.—The plan of the new gaol has
been submitted to the inspection of the town
council. Mr. H. H. Barker, the town surveyor,
has designed the proposed structure. The build-
ing is to be oonstructed upon the open corridor
principle similar to that adopted at Pcntonvillo.
It will comprise three stories. On the ground
floor is the chief entrance, the gaoler’s and
officials’ apartments, room for the visiting
justices, receiving . rooms, bath-rooms, punish-
ment cells, washingcells, debtors’ ward, exorcising
yard, treadmill, shot drill yard, &o. The
whole will be enclosed by a wall about 20 ft.

in height. The first floor contains the chapel,
bedrooms, school-room, turnkey’s room, store-
room, debtors’ dormitory, &c. The second floor
will consist of infirmaries for males and females,
stores, &o. Both front and back elevations are
unpretentious.

Cure for Smoky Chimneys.—A correspon-
dent writes :

—“ Inflate a large ox-bladder with
air, and tie it by the neck to the middle of
a stick, which place across the inside of a chim-
ney, about 2 ft. from the top, or at the foot ofthe
chimney-pot. The buoyancy of the air keeps
the bladder continually in a circular motion, and
thus prevents the rush of air into the tunnel
fjx)m descending so low as the fireplace.”

—

Does it ?

Pall of the Cuckfield Church Vane.

—

The old weathercock at the top of the Cuckfield
Church spire came down recently from its ele-
vated perch, 122 ft. high, during a gale, having
weathered it for 54 years. It was made of copper,
and formerly gilt, being put np at the time the
steeple was shingled, in 1815. The person who
placed it there was one Chippy . Freeman, well
known at the time as a daring fellow in such
jobs, and there is not at present one person
living in the parish who was then assessed to the
parochial rates.

Chatbam Cemetery Chapels. — A corre-
spondent says, with reference to the paragraph
under this heading in our last,—” That it is quite
a matter of opinion whether the invidious compa-
rison between the two chapels, of which complaint
was made, existed

j
that the Nonconformists mo-

derated their demands, and that the architect
acceded rather than induce complications which,
under the circumstances, would have been in-
evitable.” Be this BO or not, we are glad the
matter is settled.

Polytechnic Institution.—At the general
meeting it was stated that the receipts for
the half-year from visitors at Is. had been
3,1341. 18s. 6d. ; workmen and children at 6d.,
5011. lOs. 6d.

;
and other items, such as reserved

seats, &o., bad brought the aggregate amount up
to 4,5761. 19s. 6d. Although considerable ex-
pense had been incurred, the dividend was
3^ per cent, on the half-year, making, with that
already paid, per cent, per annum.

Testimonial to an Employer.—The work-
men, about 1,000 in number, who have been
employed on the new university buildings at
Gilmore-hill, Glasgow, have presented their
employer, Mr. Thomson, on his birthday, with a
gold watch, chain, and pencil-case, as an acknow-
ledgment (the address states) of his kindly dis-
position and calm demeanour, and his fatherly
interest in the welfare of his ev\ploy<^si for
behoof of the sick or injured amongst whom be
had established a society, to the funds of which
he had liberally contributed.

Columbia hXarket.”—The reference in
our last to a view gis-en of one side of the mar-
ket should have stood,—See volume xxiv. (18661.
pp. 796, 797.

^
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Bemolition of au old Building' in
Rotherham.—During the past week the demo-
lition of part of an old and very interesting
building has been effected at Rotherham. It
may bo remembered that in November, 1867, a
paper was read before the Rotherham Literary
and Scientific Society, by Mr. J. Guest, of
Moorgate Grange, on “ Thomas de Rotherham,
Archbishop of York,” in which an account was
given of the erection, by that distinguished
prelate, of the noted College of Jesus at Rother-
ham. For some years past the remaining por-
tions of this once extensive building have been
objects of great interest to all antiquarian
visitors of Rotherham

j and it is one of these
remnants of bygone days—situated in the south-
west corner of College-square—that has just
been removed.

Financial Results of Havre Exhibition.
In his report, M. Nicole, director of the late'
International Exhibition at Havre, shows that
the deficiency amounts to 95,000f., not including
the utilizable portions of the aquarium, estimated
at lOjOOOf. A supplementary subvention of
50,000f. is about to be asked from the municipal
administration, and about 20,000f. have been
semiofficially promised by the Ministry of Corn-

Accountant to the Board of Works.

—

At a meeting of the Metropolitan Board of
Works held on Friday, the 19th inst., at Spring-
gardens, Mr, Arthur (Junn, of the Treasury, was
appointed accountant to the Board. Mr.
Herbert Rontledge, of the War Office, was
second

;
Mr. E. W. Cox third. There were 156

candidates.

Wismore 2,-150 0 0

Camden Stone Dreeiingg,
Wigmore (accepted) 2,360 0 0

For alterations at 37, Noble-street, City. Mr. B. T
berer, architect

Henshaw 676 0 0
Whittingham 650 0 0
Boetol 614 0 0
Larke 487 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan 486 0 0

For alterations at 69, Eedcroas-street, City. Mr
Tabberer, architects;

—

Whittingham £595 0 0
Larke 687 0 0
Ferry 645 0 0
Eedrup 480 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan 4.45 0 0
Bostel 395 0 0
Bottomley.,, 380 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Sun-dialHnj.—ytxt week. We hare to thank flfteott (

spoudenta for lepliei od thla subject.

T. W. r.—Ueears. P.—J. Y.—U.&S O. H.—E. L. G.—J. T.-
F. a.—J. H. I.-C. L.—C*pt. W.—W. H. E.—T. B.—A. deL.-W

•J. J. o’c.—K B.-F. w.—vr, B.—M, A

Fever at Ratcliff.—A short time ago Mr.
Conyngham, the parish constable, was carried
off. We now have to record, with great regret,
the untimely deaths of Drs. Orton and Arnold,
also from typhus fever, taken whilst in the dis-
charge of their professional and public duties.
Is any investigation of the cause of the preva-
lence of the fever here being made ?

Technical Education.—On Tuesday a de
putation from the Workmen’s Technical Educa-
tion Committee waited upon Earl de Grey and
Ripon, President of the Council, and presented
to his lordship a memorial, in which they prayed
that means should be provided for the technical
instruction of apprentices and adult workmen.
We will return to it.

TENDERS.
For building workshops at 6 & 7. Eden-street, Hamp-

stead-road, for Mr. T. U. Baylis. Messrs. Eichardson &
Waghorn, architects

Thomas ... £1,293 0 0
Eaton i& Chapman 1,195 0 0
Gammon & Sons 1,181 0 0
Scrivener & White 1,118 0 0
Foster,..,

, 1,090 0 0
Merritt & Ashby (accepted) 997 0 0

For alterations and erecting building to Mare-street
Chapel, Hackney, after allowing for old materials. Mr. 8.
C. Aubrey, architect. Quantities by Messrs. Curtis &
Son:—

Nagle £1.534 0 0
High 1,400 0 0
Cowland 1,420 0 0
Ennor 1,323 0 0
Sherman 1,17.4 0 0
Merritt & Ashby (accepted) 1,171 0 0

Forvalvea and special pipes, forthe EhylDistrict Water
Company. Mr. Charles H. Beloe, engineer :

Guest and Chrimes £383 11 6
Hamilton, Woods, & Co 293 9 6
Sharo 265 13 6
Laidlttw & Sons, schedule of prices.

i^or Laying Caet-iron Water-p’pet,
Abraham & Kiehards £3,765 0 0
Burrows 2,616 0 0
Stone 2,355 0 0
George 2.174 8 1
Lee 2,100 0 0
Jones 1,969 9 q
Naylor, Brothers 1,950 0 0
T<*ylor 1,862 4 10
Chester 1,767 0 0
Scott & Edwards 1,653 13 2
Conway (rock cutting, 2a. per

liDOul yard extra) 1,626 0 0
Kellett & Hall 1,559 5 g
Dixon lit Sleight 1,526 10 0
Fawkes A Maud 1,513 15 0
W'alker & Taylor 1,260 0 0
Stevens 1,331} q q

For alteration, Ac., to premises, No. 64, Leadenball-
street. Mr. T. C. Clarke, architect. Quantities supplied
by Mr. Mark W. King;—

Lawrence A Sons £1,632 0 0
Ashby A Homer 1,600 0 0
Sparks 1,370 0 0
King A Sons 1,320 0 0
Browne A Eobioson 1,2S6 0 0
Brass 1,316 0 0

K. T.-T. M.-R. 0.—W.S.-G. M. H.—J. Y.—Dr. H.-J. M.-H.
-J. H.-S. L. A Co.-M. P.-B. B.-F. B. K.-B. T.—E, L.
K. A fons.-W.-H. P. A T. P.-H. J.-O. B.-8. W.-W. J.-P. .

P. W. B.—W. 0.—Sub orlbor, re Graveyard (»opty to Local Gove
mrut Act Office, Bichmouil-terrac«).—J. H. C. (uinet 1 ek b.ick

hinneJf).— J. P. {next week).—A. H. (next Week).— J. 8, B. {o
week).—B. A H (next week).

We Kie compelled to decline peio'-ing out books and giv

addrrues.

Ail etatemente of facts, lleto of Tendsn, Ac., mnit ke aocoropsn
by the name and addreee of the eander, not neceeeerlly
publlcatlsn.

Kora—The responelbiUty of eigned articles, and paper* read
public meecingr, rests, of course, with the anthors.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
NOW READY. THE TWENTY SIX'!

VOLUME of " THE BUILDER” (bound).,

the year 1868, price One Guinea.

CLOTH CASES for binding the Numbers, pr
Two Shillings and Ninepence.

COLOURED TITLE-PAGE, Gratis.
\

SVBSCETBEES' VOLUMES, on heins si!iif|

the O^ce, will be bound at a cost of Three Sh*

lings and Sixpence each.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined w:
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BE
SON in the Mannfaobare of Church, Turr.
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wi:
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every descripti

of Clock and Watch Work, Architects, Builde
Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied wi
estimates, A descriptive Pamphlet on Chun
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENS(3
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Mak
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wah
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 ai

60, Ludgate-hill
j Showrooms, 25, Old Bon

street, London.

GRAY'S INJf ROAD.—To Builders, CarpenUn, and O'hers.

Mr. LEPvKW wUl SELL by AUOTIO]
on the PREMISES, BriUnnU - afteec, Eiiiu's.cros*

MO.' DAY, March l«t. at TWELV E for ONE. F1.ANKS, deal*,
batteue, lOU squares, dcoriog. li)U0 feet qnarwrii'g, 6,000 feet mat
ganyand birch, dry out stuff, mouldiug, wide piue, raalcb boar
pantile laths, slatlnq battens, scaffold pjloe, cor is, ladders. puCIo
barrows, tiles, old mater. als, Ac.—Auction Offiues, S, Caidiugti
street, Haiupstead-road, H.W.

TO BUILDERS, IRONFOUNDERS, ai
OTHERS.—Notice is hereby given, that the SALE of FBI

HOLD and COPYHOLO LAND auil Sand aud Li me Qumiesadv
ke place at the Cart and Herae Inu. in Bu ’.tun In y

' '

luiy of Nottlugham, on the and day of MARCH
FOSIPONED until the 23id day of tbe same mun'b. Pall panic

TRDDINGTON.—Freehold Building Land, near to Bu-bey Pi
i minutes’ walk of the Staiiou, aud having '

a good tboroushface, by a depth of 100 feet

1\/[ESSRS. DEBENHAM, TEWSON,
XVL FAEMliR will SELL the ttbove-named PROPERTY, at
MAKI', on lUfiSDAY. MARCH 16th. at TWO.—P
RAWLINGS. B«q. Solicitor, No. 59, Biibopsgalo-street Within :
'• 80. Cheapalde.

TOTTENHAM.—In Bankruptoy.— The Estate of Richard Anste
Bimmonds,—Vnlnable Freehold Building Laud. In a g.iod poaltlo
vei y near the proposed station on the new line now in coune
fornmUon, aud necoly uppo-lte the Sevon "

ll^ElSBRS. DEBENHAM, 'I'EVVSON,
ItA PARMEEarelnstinetedtoSELL.attheMART.on TGBBI, .’GEBDA
MARCH 29rd. at TWELVE, in one lot. about sevtu acres of valual
PRBEHOLU LAND, having a coiuidei'able fronljge tu West Gret
lane, and very suitable for subdiviMon Into building loti.—Partlc

of Measrs REEO, PHELPd, A SIO'IWIC
Solicitors, 3. Gresham-streol; of Moisrs. LAUBURY, COLLISON
yiNEY, AuiountauU, 99, Cueapiidc

;
aud of the Auccioneeit,

THE LAMB HOTEL, METROPOLITAN MARKET.

\fR. A. RICHARDS wiJl SELL 1
XtJL auction, on the PERMISES, on TUESDAY, MARCHS,
ONE, the whole of the 8TOVE8. blindr. gufiitlugs, two sere

ion beer mncblnei, spirit fouataius, plp-s, metal-top cotmt
Jeoms bir cahiuet, erection of rnco-stand-, diuiog-room ' "

five equates of preputei botteus, nc. — View moiniug of
•’ ‘ logues obtain U on the Prembes.and of theAuc iouetr, Totti
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ACTON GREEN, Mlddlraex—Eligible Freebold Building L»'id.

l/TR. WHITTI^GHAM is instructed to

VI ISELL by AUCTION, *t the AUCTION MaET. Tckeuhousf

id City EO on MONDAY, lIABCm,19«D,«t TWELVE for ONE
elook.the REMAINING 10T8 of the eligible FEBKHOLD BUILD-
<0 LAND, free frtin tithe »DU land tax, with frontages to Aoton-

aoiand the new roads leading theretrolu. Bitoato within a few

dautes’ walk of the vlUag" of Acton, and the Aoton Station on the

orih and South Western JuncLton Eiilway, Niue tenths of the

arcbaso-money may remain on mortgage or contract at B per ceut.

I be paid in nine years by equal half-yearly InataJmente, but the

hole or any part of the balance may be paid off at any time

ithont notlco.—Particnlars, plans, and conditions of •»'« 'hay Oe

)talDed ten days bsfote the sale, of Meeeri. RUSSELL & DAVJB8
I, Ooleman-street, B.C ; of the Aactioneer, W, Moorgaie-stieet.

,a ; and at tbn Place of Sale,

HARROW GREEN, LEYTON^TONB. Essex.—Eligible Freehold
Bulliilog Laud.

l/TR. WHITTINGHAM is instruoted to

yj. SELL by AUCTION, at the WOODIJOUSE-TAVERN.
eytonstoiie. on TUBBOAY, MARCH a, 18'i9, at BIX for BEVKN
olock. In Lota, a FURTHER PORTION of tha eligible FREEHOLD
UILDING LAND, freo of tithe and laud tax, with frontages

I the high roads from London to Wansto td and Woodford, and tue

gw roads leading therefrom called Laucoetec and Lausdown toads,

taafo near the yUlage of Lrytoiistone, within a few miontes' walk
’ the Stratford, Leyton, and Leytonstone Stations of the Great

iMtciu Railway. Nine-tenths of the purchate-monvy may remain

n mortgage or contract at 6 per cent, to be paid In nine years by
jUttl bair-ytorly Instalments; but the whole or any part of the

aUnce may be paid off at anytime without notice.—Particular*.
Ians, and conditions of sale may be obtained ten days before ibe

da at the Bed Lion, Leytonstone; of MeaTs, PROTHBRO 4
lORBlS, AuoUoneer*. Leytonstone ; of Messrs. RUSSELL 4
lAVlES, 51), Coleman -street, B.C.

;
of the Auctioneer, 11, Moorgste-

tnot, Loudon, RC, ; and at the Pleoe of Bale.

FOR BALE BY PUBLIC AUCTION, IN THE SALE ROOM, -t

t? K. BARNES & SONS’ TIMBER
r . YARD. CANONS' MARSH, BRISTOL, on WEDNESDAY,
lllh MARCH, 1869, at TWO o'clock precieely.

For account of Importers,
SO.CdO Spruce Deals and Battens, 4c,

80 Logs Birch
loo Logs Quebec Board Pine Timber
60 Crown Wainscot Memel Logs

6.000 QuebfC Pine D«»le and Planks
5.000 4 Inch Swedish Red Deals
1.0no Pitch Pina Deals
5,01)0 Ouega and Archangel Deals
9,0UO Uleaborg Red Deal, and Battens
800 Loade Quebec Yellow and Bed Pine Timber
300 Loads Uemel Red Timber
800 Loads Fresh Samiinah Pitch Pine

60.000 Boards Propatad Flaming
60 Fathrms Quebec and Baltic Lntbwoad

500 4 to 6-iDCh fresh Christtaua Spars
100 4 inch di'to Spars
SOO 22 feet Rickers
360 Boat-bo- k Poles

10.000 41-feet Bpruee Palings
With other OooJt.

For Catalogues apply to
F. H. BARNES 4 SONS, Brokers,

Oanoub' Marsh, Brlslol, Feb. 20th . ISlift

EVRN0AK8, KENT. - Very Taluable Freehold Building Plots,

suitable for tbe erection of Villa Residences, and one for a First-

class Hotel, being close to tbe VlneCrioket-gruund and the Wicket
entrance to tbe celebrated Knole Park.

R. COEKE will SELL by AUCTION, at
cT-L the ROYAL CROWN HOTEL, BeTCUoaks. on WHDNESDAT,
lARCH, 3rd, at THREE o’clock puDCtually, FORTY-TH RUE PLOTS
r BUILDING LAND, situate tu the midst of the most beautiful
seoery for which this locality is so fatsous. TbrreUa FreeOramniai
chsol In the town; a plenlifnl supply of the purest water. The
allway station Is within ten ulnates' walk of tbe properly, and tbe
surnoy to London by Bonth-Eastern lUilwsy la aocomplished within

, K. TOWER, Esq. Solicitor, 00, Lower 1 hames-sireet, EC. ;
HENRY

lARPENlER. Esq. Architect sod Surveyor, 31iA, Mooigate-slreet.
C.

;
of the Auctionier, London-road, Sevenoaks; at tbe Place of

lie ; and the various Inns In tbe nelghboarbood.

oe volume, imperial quarto, containing 83 paget of engravinga- and
333 pages of letter-press, price li, lie. 6d. in cloth

;
or If. 16*.

•trougly bound In half mwocco.

fKON and SIEEL MANUFACTURE :

L A Series of Papers on tbe Manufacture and Properties of Iron
id Steel

;
with Reports on Iron and Steel In tbe Paris Exhibition of

]67 >
Rcvls-ws of the state and Progress of tbe Muunfaotnre during

It years 1867 and 1868 ;
and Descriptions of many of tbe principal

.-on aud Steel Works lu Great Britain aud ou tbe Coutlueut,
By FERDINANu KOHN, C.E.

teprlnted frum Ktiffinccririff ; revised and enlarged by the Author.
riLLtAM MACKBnEIK, 32, Paternoster.row, Loudun, B.C.

;
and

_ 47, Howi.rd-atreet, Glasgow.

[TINGINEEES and OONTKAOTOES.
LJ Dedicated to Lord Redesdale.

I 1 hi- above forwanli d. post-free, on receipt of font stamps, by
JOHN MUSQRaVE. 40, Carlton-road, Kentish-town. N.W.

rO DECORATORS and PAINTERS,—
L Mr. H. MARSHALL’S New BOOK of Ornamental STENOlL
lESlGNS (coutaiulng 200, aud worked on 60 sheets of tinted paper)
now leady. Pnce.lilOs.

Loug-r iw, Maiket-plsoe, Nottingham.

Price 2a. Free by Post.

;iEWAGE and its GENERAL APPLIOA-
J TION to GBArS. CEREAL, and ROOT CROPS, gVowiug thi
tanlts obtained by actual Experience down to the Preseut Date
I’lth Plans aud Srclions llluslratlug the Method of Furmlug thi

itouud fur the Ditfereut Sys.emt, aud fur Distributing the Sewagi
rerltiigatcd Fields.

i" By 'I'HOMAe CaRGIEI, Civil BngiDeeT,AB.r,C.D. M.S.E.
. Publi.hed by ROBERTSON, BRUOMAN, 4 CO. " Meobautcs’

MAgaziue” aud Patent OlSces, 1(15, Fleet-street, E C.

.. INGRAM'S LAW OP COMPENSATION.—Second Edition by
ELMES.

Just pubiiohed, post bvo. 12s. cloth.

COMPENSATION to LAND and HOUSE
OWNERS; being a Treatise oniheLawof tbe Compensation

X Interests In lauds, &c. payable by Railway and other PubLc
limpauics

;
wUh au Appendix of Furius and Statutes.

By THOMAS DUNBAR INGRAM, of Lmcjln’s Inn, Esq.
BarrUter-al-Law,

dtr Professor of Jurisprudence and Indian, Law in tbe Presidency
College, Ca’cutta.

Second Edition. By J. J. ELMES, of the Inner Temple, Esq.
Barristor-at-Law.

: London : BUTTERWORTHS, 7, Flect-etreet, her Majesty’e Law
Puiilhshera.

HUNT’S LAW OF BOUNDARIES AND FENCES.
Post 8ro. 9s. cloth.

PHE LAW relating to BOUNDA-
L RiES nnd FiNCES.

By ARTHUR JOSEPH HUNT, uf the Inner Temple, Esq.
Barrister.at-Law.

iiLonduu ; BUTTERWORTHS, 7, Fieel-atreet, her Majesty’s loiw
Pabiiahcrs.

LATHAM’S LAW OF WINDOW LIGHTS.
Post Svo. 10s cloth.

TREATISE on the LAW of WINDOW
L LliHIS.
By FRANCIS LAW LAlU.a.M, of the Inner Temple, Esq.

The ENGINEER, of FRIDAY, Feb. 26th,
CONTI- NTS :

1. Ooldthorpe's Wire aud Card Woiks, Cleokhenton (Illustrated).

S New Fountain at H-rug Eoug (UluaUaled).
" Compound Twin Screw Engluei (tllustrated).

Dorchester Pumping Engine (Illustratrd).

Faiilie’s Locomotive Carriage (Illustrated).

Explosive Compounds for Engineering Porposei.
Runaway Eogtoas.
Pniveillance of Fectoiiea.

Tbe Koenig Wilhelm (TMuetrated).
Imports and Export of Machinery.
Bdller ExplisioDs (lilustratedl.

Recent i,ectnree at the Royal Institution (niustiatod).

A New Pump.
1 be Engineering and Solentlflc News of the Week.

Full Lists of Paten tg, 4c.
THE EvOINEER, price 6rl. ; hy post 7d.

OfSce : 163, Btrand
;
and at all Newsaseuts’ aud Railway Stations.

GEEAT sale ! ! !—A CHANCE POE
EVERY ONE 1 1 Tbe following Articles , amongst othen,

TO BE SOLD
Coins
Aq uarlnm
Binging Birds
Parrots
Eggs-Cat
Ferr-t-GoaU
Hones
Dogs, Sporting
aud Pet

Plgaons
Ponttry
Rabbits
Silkworms
Porlral*Albums

Newspapers
Batiiiioal Col-

lection
Electrioal Ma-
chines

Chemical Chest
Microscope
Opera Glass
Donkeys

Tablets
Pelometer
Violoncello

Coronet
Natural History
Specimens

Telescopes
Stamps
Au'ographs
Crests

Tablecloths

Dreseiog Cases

Peiambulaton
Finer
Glass
Aprons
Gard Cases
Cloaks
Feaihers
Floweis

Harp
Whip
Concertinas
Music—Songs

FUhlng-rod

Plaucbette
In-door Games
Guns, Breech
and Muzzle-
loading

R fl ji

Revolvers
Dress Materials
Bbawls—Lace
TrI mi^uga

Engravings
Photogr-pbs
Ferns

Globes
Cricket
Reins
Costs
Buckles
Chlguon Combs

8a dies
Carriages
Workboies
Tatting
Sewing - Ma-

Palcbwoik
Patterns
Paper Knife
Human Bones
Billiard Table
Antibluocular
Hoarf Pins
Tea Urn

Full particulars as to price. 4c. maybe ascertained on pemsal of
THE EXCHANGE AND MART JOURNAL.

A copy sent to auy one sending three stamps to

32, WELLINGTON STKEET. STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

^BALE’S RUDIMENTARY SERIES,

CAKPENTRY and JOINERY; Principles of
Construction. By R iBISON 4 TREDGOLD. New edition. Price
ls.fiil.-NB. An Atlase-.nialnio 17 Plates to theabove. Piice4*.6d.

ROOFS for PUBLIC and PRIVATE BUILD-
IN08: their Construction. By SODISON, PRICE, 4 TREDGOLD.
Price Is. 6d.

DRAINAGE and SEWAGE of TOWNS and
BUILDINGS. By G. D.DEMPSEY, C.E. Price 2s.

WARMING and VENTILATION. By C.
TOMLINSON, F.R.3 NewEdUioo. Price 3<.

ARCHES, PIERS, BUTTRESSES ; their Con-
stTuo'lon, &c. for the Use of the Practical Builder. By W. BLAND,
Esq. Third Falitioii. Plica l.i. Gd.

ACOUSTICS in RELATION to ARCHI-
TECTURE and BUILDING : the Laws of Sound as applied to the
Araugement of Buildings. By T ROGER SMITH. Price Is. 6d,

BLASTING and QUARRYING of STONE
fur Building and other Purposes, 4o. By Sir JOHN BUBOOYNE
Piles la. Gd.

N.B.—A Catalogne of Weale's Series will be sent free on application,
Loudon : VIRTUE 4 CO. 20, Ivy-Iane.

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
BUILDERS and Others desiring a rea’Iy good aysleni, can

hive a SET of MODELS for BUtL'iEBB’ BOOKS, by DOUBLE
ENTRY, to which was awarded the prise offered In Toe Builder,”
No. 1,180. aud which has been adup'ed by many la'ge firms. Also a
Modified Arrangement by Single Entry, enit-ble for small builders.

—

Address, E. A 4. St. Oeorgc's-ioad, Begeui's Park, liondon.

Just publlebed.

Q UANTITIES MADE EASY.
A quick and accurate method of taking out quantities from
plane »r buildings, with or without a specification. Sent free

by post for 30 stamps.—Address, A C. 16, 61edway-terrace, Tyrwhilt-
road, Upper LewUtum-road, New-cross, RB.

/CAMBRIDGE IMPROVEMENT ACTS.—
\ / WASTED, by the Commissioners, a SURVEYOR, who poa-
seises a oumpetent knowledge of measuring and va'ulng each public
works 08 may come wilbln the scope and pruviiions of an Improve-
meutAct, and a knowledge of draining, practical engineering, inr-

veylog. and mapping. He will be expected to devote bis time entirely

to the duties of bis nffioe, and not engage in any other oocup.itlon or
busluesa. Salary. 160{ per aniium. The duties to couimanoe at
l-ady-day next. The Surveyor will be required to enter luto a bond
of lOOL with two sureties in 601, each, for the due performance of
bis duties. Ttstimouia's, post paid, with respeot to chara t-r and
qnsUflcatirni, and stating the age of tbe candidate, to be sent to my
UfBce. GO, St. Andrew's-itruet. Cambrlilge, on or before tbe 1st of
March next, it li lo be expressly umierat-iod Chat a canvas or
aolirttation for the support or votes of the Commirs oners, either
direct'y or Indirectly, Is foibidden, and any lufringsment of this
Injunction will be deemed a dDqnaUScation of the candidate, so
that bit Cesiimoniak cannot be nutlced.
The following are 'he duties to be performed by the Surveyor : —

1. He shall Inspcot and superiutend the laying down and repairing
tbe Pavements of tne Cariltge-waya and Pi.ot-ways, and the
putting in and repairing Drains, and all works done by the Got
and Waterworks Compauies, or private persons.

2. He shall estimate tbe cost price of enutrmpUted New Work.
3. He shall ueature up and certify all Works, aud rep >rC upon tbe

manner In which they have been executed.
4. He shall take all Levels, and m.ke Sections for requisite Works.
5. He shall measure or weigh matorfals purchased by tbe

"

mhsioners for Kosds and Paths,

6. He shall snperinteiid the employment of all Labourers engagei
in the Scuvtsogiug, Wulering, and Bep\iriQg Roads and P'
aud see that such Works are properly exeenieiL

7. He shall ezamiUB aud sign Bills relating 'o Pavements, Drains
and Materials, previously to their bsiog submitted lo the Fluauc
Commitlee.

8. He shall attend tbe meetings of the Board, and of such Com
mlltees os may require bD assistance.

9. He shall go out wUb the Lamp Committee, and see the instme
tions of that Committee carried into eff-ct.

10. He shall see that Scaffolds are properly put up, and tbs
partien erecting them reinstate aud make good the Faveui
and shall receive aud repiy the Drposite made by (he parlies.

11. He shall perform these aud all euch other duties as ace required
by the ImiirovemeuC Acts, to the salUfaclion of the Chairman
of the Improvement Board.

IS. If from auy c-iuse whatever tbe Suiweyor shall be unatile to
attend persunally to hie duties, he shall cause some competent
person, approved of by tbe Chairman, tu attend ou hU behalf
dnriug the exe..ution of all pub tc work.

13. He ehail have ulscretlouary powers to expend In repairs any sum
not exceeding SOo. und for ail suroe abo>e that amount, the Sur-
veyor shell have approval, in wriliug, of the tlhalrmau of tbe
Board, and the Commlisiouers of the p -nth In which tbe work
is to be dune : oud he shall lepoi t at every ULeetlng ol tbe BjotO
tbe powers be h is eXFrci«--d.—By order.

Cambridge, Jauuray 23, 1369. FRED. BARLOW, Cleik.

PARTNERSHIP. — WANTED, a
1. PAUrNttR, with from l.OOOL to 3,000f. in a BuUdei'e Firm, of

six years’ staudlug, in Londou (with two branches). None bat
principals or tbric soUclt-rs treated with.—Apply, first by letter

only, 688. Olfice of ’’The Builder.”

PARTNERSHIP.— 1,000Z. to 2,000^.—To
ENGINEERS and CONTBACTURS, »c—An acllva, basinees

Mau Is dealrms of employing bu time ami capital in a well-

establ shed buslnese. — Address, BUSINESS, Morris, News Agent,
Camberwell-green.

BUILDER’S MANAGER, or SUPERIN-
TENDEST of WORKS.—Osnerat knowledge of every branch

of the buslnese, measuring, estJmitlug. Caking out quantities, leltlng

works, purcbosicig material, water-si-le work*, aud the use of ma-
chinery applicable to building purp'ses. Will be DISENGAGED
about the 14lh of March.-Address, S39. Olflee of the The Bnilder.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, 4e.

^ ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
V3r Work, Decorative Furniture, aud Gliding in all Ita branches,

maybe OBTAINED at the House of Call, Marlborough Inn, Blenheim-

step*. Oxford-street.—Address to the Secretary.

T own traveller wanted, on
Salary and Commission. One having a eonnexlun amongst

Buililon aud Contractors prefttred -Address, staling salary. 4c.

rrqnirert, and all other particulars, to 8. L. R. Office of " The
Builder.”

WANTED, a WOEKING FOREMAN,
for a Stuneand Redware P->ttery, in the country Practical

knowledge of all depirtmeots iudispeusable. G lod references re-

quired. -Address, by letter. F.4 R. 129, Strand, W.C.

TO FALSE-CORE AND FIGURE CASTERS.

W ANTED, a firet-rate HAND, who
thoroughly undemUnds Wa business, and can t^ out

good work quickly. Good prioeo.— Address, M. N. 0. Posl-umce,

Coventry.

XtrAREHOUSeMAN, with a thorough
VV knowledge of the Siove and Chimnsypleoe Trade.—

WANTED, on active and respeutable Uiiu, to receive and deliver

goods, and generally superintend the work. No one need apply who

boa not filled a similar situation. Unexceptionable references

leijulted.—Address, iu own haudwritliig, 8tatin<_ag»,

and eaUiy required, t'
' ‘

Aldgate. HO
1. A. ROBINSON 4 CO. 14 4 15,Bury-*treet,

W ANTED, a good HAND, to lake
WRITING. GRAINING, 4nd PAFKRHANOINO. ConstMt

employment and liberal wages. None need apply who
good reference* os to sobriety and workmauahtp.-Apply to HENRY
F. HERMITAGE, Brunswick House, Margate, |

WANTED, hy a Builder, an able ASSIST-
ANT, one who can get out quantities, measure np work,

keep bocks, end draw plans, if required.— Apply by letter, slating

saln y required, to 661. Office of '• The Builder.”

nnOWN TRAVELLER, for STOVES,
I, RANGED and CHIMNEY-PIECES.- WANTED, a GENTLE-

MAN, who bos been used to calling on Buildeis. UnapcptlMable
rerereDcea required a* to ability and
stating Kge.qualiftoations, and salary required, to A. A. ROBINOON
4 CO. 14 and 15. Bary-strest, Aldgtie, K.O. .

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

VATANTED, seriously, a CLERKSHIP, m
\V an Arehiteot’i or Laud'Surveyor'. Office. The advertiser

W ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT hy a
ihornngV.Iy Practical M*a, a Carpenter, oi SHOP ot

OUT-DOOR FOREMAN. Town or country.-Address, So. 66J,

Office of “ Tho Bdlldsr.”

VVrANTED, a SITUATION, as CLERK
VV In a Builder’s Office, by a gentleman of several years’

experience- Fir.l-class refe.eucen-Addresq ALPU.A, Messrs. Nutt

4 Co. 192, Alb iuy-stfest, N.W.

TO ARCHITECTS, 4c.

WANTED, a RB-ENGaGEMENT, as

CLEBK of WORKS, or lu General Superintendent on a

large Estate.—Address. J. D-kVIS, 7, Rutliwd-atroet. FlmUeo, B.W.

TO BCILDERa, 4c.

AATANTED, PLASTEKING (Piecework), by
V V a Msn well experienced in taking ploatatlng by the yard ot

oountry. Labour only.-Address, 720,

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS. 4o.

WANTED, by the Advertiser, who is a
good Plumber, a SITUATION or Job. Piecework or other-

wise, or ns Three-branch Hand.—AdJrea*. stating wsgM given, to

A. 0. F. 3, ChrUtiaua-plnee, Vlutorla-road. Pooknam. H.E.

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, AND OTHEE3.

\XrANTED, by the Advertiser, a good
VV Plumber, Ose and Hot Water Fitter. Plain Zinc Worker.

40. a OONSfANT SITUAflO.S or JOB. Thoroughly understands aU

tho Plumbing branches ; a little Painting not ol(joctid to.—Address,

PLUMBER, G9, Nnpier-street. Hoxton, N.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

NTED, BKICKWOKK, Piecework
(labour only). EeCerenoos ; aud security if required.—

t O. 33, Qeorge-street, New Town, Deptford, B E.

TO BUILDERS, DECOEaTORS, 4c.

AATANTED, a SITUATION, as CLERK
VV or TtMEKBEFER. by * Y'ouug Mon. aged 24. Ho* had

bench experience, can keep prune coat, do plain drawing, and the

usual duties. Total abitainer.—Address, G. B. 3. Ampton-place,

Amptou-street, Gray’* lon-rosd, W.O.

TO BRItK M.ASTKRS.

WANTED, by a practical Man, a SITUA-
TION 08 MANAGEE, Brick, Tile, or damp Stocks. No

objection to taka by the 1,010. Has been keeping books. Urst-

clws refarences.-Addreas, J. P. at Carter’s. PrUitar, 4o. Rickmans-

worth. Herts.

TO BUILDkBi AND SURVEYOBS.

WANTED, a SITUATION, with either

of the above, by a Yuuog Geutlemau (aged 21). Can make
seu of Working and DeWU Drawing-, au.l nssUt In making up Estl-

tea. Moderate salary.-Addre**, V. Z 21, autoo-etreat. Poplar

TO BUILDERS, 4-.

WANTED, a KE-ENOAGEMENT, hy a
system. tical SHOP FOREMAN, or Builder’s As.Utant.o

uncommon ability aud uuexoepliouable character.—AJdres-, T. J. S

197, Upper Kenniogtou lan e, Vauxnall, B.

TO BUILDER®, 4c.

WANTED, au ENGAGEMENT in a
Bolldei’s Office. I* an offi-Hout Quautliy, Muaiuring, and

B»Limaliag Clerk. Will up in Olfice du.io*. Good te.tlmonlals.

Four year*’ reference tu preMot empliyor.—Aiaress, B. A Poet*

office, Albauy-stieet, Kegeut’s Park, N.W.
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TO CARPENTEnS AND BDtI.DBRB.

WANTED, a SITUATION in a Good
T T JOBBING SHOP. Thoroaghly &cniuiliited with every

brnoch of the tr*de.—Addreaa, A. Z, B. 101, High itreet, Peckham.
l«ndOD, '

TO BDILDEB8 AND CONTRACTORq,
W/^ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
T T Tonng Man, to WORK a MOULDING MACHINE. CircularSaw and Band Saw, In conneilon with J>laer’» woik. Pir»t-cla»»

reference from where Ia»t employed.—Addreee, J. C. 2, Hamlllon-
road, Grove-road, Mile End.

TO ARCHITECTS. BUILDERS. AND OTHEHS.
TyANTBD, a RE-RNGAGEMENT as
TT CLERK of WORKS, or GByP-RAL FOKEMAN of a JOB.

Town or country. Carpenter and joiner b» trade. References good.
Addreie, S, Q. 4

,
Upper St. Mirtln's 1 me, W.C,

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
\^ANTED, by a respectable Man, constant
T T EMPLOYMENT. Underitanda the painting and glaalng

lz:'iLn%:rmm£r‘ ^

ANTED, a SITUATION, by a thoroughly
T T good GRAINER and MARBLER. Can do wrltinc. elMine

and general decorating Willing to taka charge of
time with My other branch of the buslneu. Can do plumbing If
ro'iuired. Good references.— Address, L. E. A. S3. Buttesland-!- -

Pitfleld-Btreet, Hoitoo. London.

TX/'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
'

,
Teryeiperienced BUILDER’S CLERK. AcenitomeJ to a

the routine of a Loudon bnAlmiM! la an ..the routine of a*Toudon bu»lu*eaaT
buslneis, a good ccountant and b'
ferencea.—L. L. Post-office, Weit-aoU'

ANTED, a SITUATION, as BUILDER’S
TT MANAGER or RUPKRINTENDKNr of WORKS. General

knowledge of every branch of the baeinea*, measuring estlmatne
and drawing. piirchMlag m iteriaU, No objection to conduct a con-
tract abroad. Flrst-c’aas referencea.-Ari.lr.'ss. J. C. caro of R.Dneworth, eaq. 1, Raymond-bntldlngs, Qraj's-iun.

\\rANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
T T FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS, or to look after an Estate

or Jobbing Busineae. Understands Ibe bnlldlog trade in all M
brancheo.and the sotting out and measuring up of work. Seven yoir
refeience from last employer, and satisfactory reaeons for leavlug -
Address, G, Post-office, Bussei.place, Plumitead, B.E.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,

T T a RE-ENGAGEMENT as FOREMAN of WORKS. His had
considerable experience in building constriictlou can ra-aaure an
works, and make cut deUU drawings

; a Csrpmter and Joluer by
trade. Good references.-Address. A. Y 81. Faradise-aireet Rother-

TO TI.MBER MSRCHANr.a AND OTHERSWANTED, EMPLOYMENT as LATU
RBKDER. Wages, 7s. B,l. per load.—Address, J. SaTCHBLI

23, Fellow-street South, H wkiiey-road.

WANTED, by a first-clMs DEA.UGHTS-
MAN. aparmanent KNOAGE.MP.Nr. iu any cauacilv wh^ r i

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS,
TXT'ANTED, by a respectable Man, a
T T SITUATION. Is a good practical PLUMBER. Has no

objection to All up bis time in G.sfltling orPaiuling If required,A good reference can be given,-Address, A. B. No. 7.Long-'Bn'
Bermondsey. Southwark. '' ’

TO MASTER PLUMBERS, ic.

"IXTANTED, by a Scotchman, a JOB as
TT PLUMBER and GASPITTEB.—Address, JOHN YOUNG

78. Welles-street, W.

WANTED, as WORKING FOREMAN
T T of JOINERS, or Chwge of a Mill, a RE-BNGAQEMENT by

a reipcctable, perttverlng Young Mau (Jomer. aged 28) Can work
systematically and clean (saving an amount of hand labour) any of
Ransome'e, Worsaam’s, or Fowl. ’a Improved joinery machine!, make
cutters, set out work, make ordinaiy Working drawings, Ac. A per-
manency would bo the chief constdaratlon.—Address. 725. Office of' The Builder."

‘XX/’ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
Tt TION in an Architect’s or Bullder’a Office. Is of active

habile, and would notj object to anyoulKloor work, euch as superlu-
tending or ovorlooking workmen, being of a mechanical turn. S,ale-
factory refwnoes as torespeolBbilliy and capability.—Addres*. S.
care of Mr, Wallis, Brixton-road, 8.W.

TO ARCHITKCrs.

W/"ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
T T (XEKK of WORKS, by a practical Man. Good references.

68," Office of The Bulldi

TO BUILDSRS.

"WANTED, a SITUATION, as WORKING
T T FOREMAN of PLASTERERS. No objection to the countiy

Good references.-Address, J. H. 30, CarlUle-iireot, Portman-market.

WAN’
T T SITl

TO BELLHANGER3. IROSMONG SRS, Ac
'TED, by a good BELLHANGEE, a

SITUATION or JOB. Good references If required. No
country. — Address, H. HARLOCK. 4a, Bedford-

t, Andovcr.road. Holiov

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, Ac.WANTED, a SITUATION as PLUMBER,
TT GAS, and UOTWATER Fl’TTBR. Well up In pump balb

and closet work, or to take the same by the piece.—Address, J. Vr'i

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYOR?.
NTED, in an Architect’s or Surveyor’s
IfflL-e. a STTITATTON •• ASATiaPAVr - v,.iea SITUATION

years’ experience.—Address, X. c
road. Chehea, 8.W.

"X^ANTED, by a Gentleman, whose pre
T V eent engagement will ahi rtly expire, ANOTHER : or wouii

give TEMPORARY ASSISTANCE to Architects. Has Uto’y beet
lu Mark-lane.-Address, UHA3,

J. JONES, 28, Union-road, South Hackney,

^ TO PLUMBER?. BUILDERS. Ac.

by a first-rate PLUMBl
TT SITUATION. Can do Het-wateraudGas Flttlng.pl,

work, understands bath, pump work. Ac. 3Iarried Ticountry.-Addreas, M. Z. 3, Model Cottages, South-road Wtml
Surrey, ’

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS,
TXTANTED, a RE-ENGaGEMENT, as
r T

.."OUKING fHOP or OUr-DOOB FOREMAN. or'Charge
V «nil experietced Man. 'lestimunlals as to

ability, and reference from Iset employers. Town or country,—Ad-
dress, V, Z. 78, LHlington-itteet, Pimlico, S.W.

WANTED, to TAKE the entire SUPER-
.J ’

,
INTENDENCE of a FOREfGN OA8WORK. a PERSON

thoroughly acqiinmtod wl-h gns making, 'pipe laying, and office
buainesi.-Applicanl* to addreis, Q. p. Office of "The Builder,’
elating age, experience, and reforences.

-r.,.- .
BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, a

TT SHOP or GENERAL FOREMAN. Well experienced in firs
class work-Chutoh and Gothic-by the most eminent Architects
good estimator and accountout. Can superintend any number
00®“ 7j5r

ciiergy. London and country references. Ag
38.—Address, H. 8. 16, Upper Tulse-hUl.raad, Brliloa. 3.TO MANUFACTURERS.

TyANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, as
TRAVELLER, calling on Builders and Ironmongers —

Address, D. Sonth street, Wellington, Somerset.
*

TO BUILDERS, HOUSE PAINTERS, AND OTHERS.xyANTED, by an Experienceii Practici
T T Man. a SITUATION as MANAGING or WORKING FORMAN of PAINTERS. 4o, Has a general knowledge of the buHdl

trade. Cau estimate, and assist with bo ks If required. Go
references.—Address, B. B. 25, Sherborne-street, Blandford-squarA

TyANTED, an ENGAGEMENT as
T T CLERK of WORKS, or GENERAL FOREMAN, by one whohasa thorough practical knowledge of the Building trade In all itsbranchee. Is a flret-claes Draugh’smati, Modeller, and Estimator

and well op in the dutlea of theWo-k-hopand Office. Salary 60s.
per week,—Addre's, A. Z, 35, St. Mary’s-road, Southampton.

TO QUANTITY SURVEYORS OR ARCHTTECTS.^HE Advertiser, aged 21, is desirous of
1 SITUATION with either of the above, either as AB8TRACTIN

and BILLING ASSISTANT, or as DRAUGHTSMAN. Has been accu
tomed to make fioished, working, and detail drawings, bo. Highes
testimonials. Salary moderate. — Address. 658. Office of “Tt
Builder.”

^HE Advertiser desires to obtain
A. SITUATION in an Architect’s Office. He has had much e*

perienee In Practical Archltfctural Work
;

is well up in Persprotive
Isoms tilcat. Designing, Etching, and DeUil Drawing: writes spaetfl
cations, and uuderitands qiitntlUea and dilapidations. Good rs
ferencea can be given.—Addrese, G. A. L 11, Barney-street. Green
wleh. 8.E.

TyANTED, by a thoroughly practical
TT JOINER of good fxperlonc' in the varions branches of the

Building treds an ENGAGEMENT as CLERK of WORKS, orGENERAL FOREMAN. Good references.—Address. C C 19 Phllin-
s'reet, Bath.

TO ABcerrscrg, surveyors, *c.

TyANTED, by the Advertiser, awed 18, a
T T BirUATION as JUN'OR AS'ISTANT, Couutrv preferred.

Four years’ experience. Good reference!.—Address, No. 014 Office of" The Builder."

TO BUILDERS. ARCHITECTS, Ac,

TyANTED, a RE - ENG,A.GEMENT as
T T GENERAL FOREMAN, or CLERK of WORKS H.as had

thecare of extonalve j iba. In town and country. Dutueia of trade
Uxe only cause of changing. Flrst-daaa teatliuonUls from the largest
builders in Tkindon.—Addreas. 09, care of M ', Palmsr, 39, Harrison-

TO BUILDERS’ FOREMEN, *0.^HE Advertiser, aged 20, wants EMPLOY
A_ MENT In a good shop, where he could Improve himsel

Can take oirpenter.’ time, give out stock, Ac. and can draw a little
Addres*, R. J. Mr. Shayler’s, West-end News Agency, 169, Western
road, Brighton.

TO BUILDERS. SMITHS, AND ENGINER88.
TyANTED, by a thoronghly practical Man,
TT a RE-ENGAGEMENT as FOREMAN of SMITHS. Fitters

and Erectors. Can make drawing*, give eslimatrs. and is well up In
all kind of house work. Has no object,loa to go abroad, Can give
good reference.—Addreis, J, B, 25, Deablgh-street, P.mllca.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
rriHE Advertiser, well acquainted with thX tra-le. Is In want of a SITUATION as CLERK or TIME
KEEPER.— Address, B. C. 12, Kildare Garde js, Bayawater, W.

iyiO_^AECIIITECTS, SURVEYORS
TO ARCHITECTS. Ac,

WANTED, by an ASSISTANT, an imme-
T T diate ENGAGF-MENT. Is a good draughtsman (perspec-

five, geometrical, and detail), also colourist, Specimena >hown.
Good reference*. Salary moderate.-Apply to A. R. 0. H. 28, South-
ampt m-row, W.O.

be RE-ENGAGED in one of the atwvfoffl'oeslB^t’h ®ciuiftiT,^where
an arrangeiii*nt can be mide as to boatdmg with principal. Hus
been in an office In London for the laG two years.— Address, A. B
17. Stock Orchard-crescent, Holloway, London.

TO LAND SUBVEYOES AND ARCHITECTS.^HE Advertiser, an Architect, is desirouiX of a PARTNERSHIP iu the country, whire the two busl-
neaies may be combined.—Addres*. N. Z. Post-office, Ashford, KentTyANTED, by a thoroushly practical

TT CLERK of WORK?, a RE-ENOAOEMENT Has been em-
ployed fur the laat eight yeira in prep ring drawing* and estimating
for all kinds of buildings. suDorlntending and measuring works, Ai—
Address. C. W, caro of Mr. Davison, 01, Orovs-ilreet, Glasgow.

TO BUILDERS AND GENILEMEN ABOUT TO BUILD.
rpHE Advertiser, with twelve years’ expeX rlenoe as GENERAL FOREMAN In Loudon, with flrst-rias
reference*, is OPEN toTAKS WORK. Labour only

; in any oral
the branches of the trade. Town or country. Carpenier and Jolnw
by trade.—Addrew, 609, Office of ’’ The Builder.”

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T T SHOP or WORKING SHOP FOREMAN (joiner), or Out-door

Foreman. Well up Instairs. and good draughtsman.-Address, A. B.
(3, Stanhope-street, llnmpatead-rosd.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.'

PLASTERING WANTED, by aX thoroughly practical Man. Labour only. Good references.-
Addrcj*. 745. Office of '

’ The Builder."

TO ARCHITEOTS, SURVEYORS, AND CONTRACTORS.
TyANTED, an ENGAGEMENT (tempo-
TT rary or partial preferTe<ll, by a flrst-cla«s QUANTITY

TAKER, Measurer. Estimator, and Draugbtiinin. Aged 29. Highest
references and teitlmoniaU. Terms modera-e.— Acldress, ALPHA
Mr. EU, 1, Mornlngton.street, Hampilead-road. N.W.

TDLASTERING WANTED, Piece -wortX lump, or by the yard or toot. Wax. ell. and gelatin s provide*
for the work. London or country. All klods of cast-work done and
packed for the conntry. Good referenoa*.-Addrees, J. KING,
45, CarltOD-road, Keotliib-towii, Loudon, N.W.

TO BUILDERS.
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T T SHOP or GENERAL FOREMAN, or to T»ke Charge of a

moderate-sized Business. Understands Gothic and church work Ts
well up In drawings and account. Joiner by trsde, Satisfactory
references as to eba-arter and ability. Salary reasonable.—
Address, SECTOR, Deacon s, Leadenba’l-street.

ESTIMATES for PLASTERING
J -i Labour and Materials or Labour only. Town or country.—
Address, P. J. F. Victoria Library, South Kanalngton, W.

TO ARCHITECTS.
TyANTED, by a first-rate DRAUGHTS-
T T MAN and ASSISTANT, an iinroediate RE ENGAGEMENT

In an ArchlUcl’s Office. Thoroughly conversant with all the work
of an Offlee.-Addrass, 740, Office of " The Builder,’’

"OUILDER S CLERK, &c.—A Young Man.
J.J a Joiner by trade, who has alio had considerable office experience
and has acted at foreman lu a small shop, is wanting a SITUATION.
Would work at the bench, aud ie willing to make hlratelf usefu
generally, Aged 20. Good reftrencea.—Adiireii, H. B. -45, Harvest

TO BUILDERS. PLUMBERS. *c

TyANTED, a SITUATION, by a good
T T praelioal PLUMBER. GASFITTEB, and Plain ZINC

WORKER. Has no obj cllou to fill up his lime In Painting and
GlhZ'ng.-Address, H. ROBINSON, 14. Little Colle.e-slreet. near

A GOOD GENERAL ASSISTANT wiD
Jl\. be thortly ditengaged. First rate designer and dranghUman,
and has bad experience iu Qiiantittea, AbstracUug, Ac. BeferBUces.-
Address, X. t?, Thaviea-inn, Holbom-circus.

TO AROHITECrS AND SURVEYORS.AN ASSISTANT DRAUGHTSMAN
XlL (aged 24), recently ongsged (n CUy Architects’. Surveyors’,
and Civil Engineering Offices, desires an RNGAOBMEST. Good
references, Twu or couii'ry.—Address, A. B. care of Housekeepor,
60, Gracechuroh-etreet, City, B 0.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A N ASSISTANT (who has acted as Clerk
.xTX- of Works, ereka an ENGAGEMENT, temporary or perma-
nent. General design, apeciflcatlous. quantities, and superlnten-
dence^of works.-Address, Q. N. 1, Great Qaeen-atreet, West-

TyANTED, in or near London, by a
T V thoroughly pra-tical Man, a SITUATION as MANAGER,

or FOREMAN of PAI.'ITERS and DECORATORS, Accustomed to
design, roe*»nririg. and eatlmatlnj, Firit-class references given.

—

Addrese, A. Z. 6. Great George-street, Westminster.

TO ARCHITECra.

A N ARCHITECT, who has had entir<
.XX. conduct of works, wlsbee to ASSIST In the Preparation o
Designs, Specifications, and Quautllies, at own or Architects’ Offices
Would treat with Architeois for IheR quantities.—Address, A. B
1, Great Queen-street, Westminater.

TO MASTER BUILDERS. PLUMBERS, GLAZIERS, *c.

XyANTED, by the Advertiser, a constant
T V SITUATION, as a good PLUMBER, PAINTER. GLAZIER,

and FAPERHASOBK. Undetstands ga^.fttclog an-i zino-worlc ; a
good lead glazier.—Addres*, 752, Office of •• The Bull ler

”

A S CLERK and CASHIER.—Many yean
Jr\. with Mr. J. Willson, In the Borough, and Virtoriaetreet
Weaimlnater. UavDghaU much eiparisnco, could ADVISE how to
CARRY OUT a BUSINESS snccesafully.—Address, GEORGE HOBBS,
17, Oraut-ioadiOlaphain Jauction, S.W.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND BUILDERS.

Xy ANTE D, by a thoroughly-practical.
T T Bn Her. of good experience, a 81IUATI0N, or Contiact.

Carpenter and Jo ner by trade.—Address, A. W. Builder, Sutton
Heston, W. '

TO ARCHireCTd AND SURVEYORS.

A FIRST-CLASS ASSISTANT, of elevei
J~\ years’ exp irienee, Is desirous of a SITUATION InLouJon.oi
would be witling to reader occulonsL assistance. Thoroughly well np
In perspective, and the general routine of the profession.—Addreet,

TO BUILDERS AND MliRCUANTS.
TyANTED, by the Advertiser, the son of a
T T Builder, a SITUATION as TRAVELLER or TTMEKBKPKB,

or any place of trust. Good security and reference given.—Address,
A. W. Y, 64, High-street, Barnstaple.

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, ARTISTS, AND OTHERS.

A YOUNG Man, aged 23, who writes 8
XX. good hand, and can trace, copy, letter, aud colour plans In i

very neat and superior manner, WANTS a SITUATION in any
capacity. He haa a great taste for drawing and paluting, and can
sketch from nature. Character unexceptioaable, aud can be well
recdinmended by last employer,—Address, D. J. Post-office, Newtown,
Moutgomeryshlre.

yyANTED, by a thoroughly competent
T T CLERK, a RE-ENGAGEMENT In a Builder’s Office.—

Addrebs, H. Bimmin,’s Library, Muore Paik Road. Fuih.im.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, on an
T 7 Estate, as BUILDING BAILIFF, by a thoroughly expe-

rleuced, euerg tic Man, ag-d 31 (marrleil). U a practical ji.ioer, and
well acquainted with all branebes of building, is a fair draughts-
man and bookkeeper, and can measure up all work, timber, be.

TO AHCHITECra. SUEVEYORS, Ac.

A SUPERIOR draughtsman anc
2l\. Expeditious GENERAL ASSISfANT. is DISENGAGED
la thoroughly conversant with the various professional duUes
Terms moderate. Town or country.—Addreaa, ’’ ARCHITECT," Post
office. Cambridge-street South, Belgravia, S. W.

TO BUILDERS, ROAD-MAKERS, AND CONTRACTORS.
TyANTED, by a first-class practical Man,
T V a CartUgeway Pavlor, Street Mason, Granite Drejser (Wood

Brick*, Dutch Clinkers, or Tile.), to TAKE WORK by the PIECE,
labour only. G od teulmonials and references.—Address, JAMES
CRUTCHLKY.No, 7, Jaiuee-place, North-street, Poplar.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A GENTLEMAN, who has had muol
XX. experience >n Dea gnlng, aud is also an excellent Draughtsman
aud Colourist, wishes for an Immediate EtiGAGKUENT with an
Architect In the country. Is thoroughly euuvereant with Eccle-
sUstlcal work. Terms moderate.— Aadrees, L. M. Post-office,
Hauderoft-road, Croydon, 8.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
TT practical DRAUGHTSMAN and DESIGNER. Is thoroughly

competent lu taking out quantities, measuring up extras, aud
maklpg up builders’ accounts. Twenty years’ experience

;
four years

with present firm.—Address, E. B. 38, Canington-street, N.W.

TO BUILDEBS OR QUANTITY SURVEYORS.

A young GENTLEMAN (21) wishes fo]
.aX. an ENGAGEMENT wit h either of the above. Understandi
uiaking up Eellmatee, aud can make fiuiihed worklug Drawiogs and
DetaUs. First-class teslimonliJs. Modetato salary.-Addieas 726,
Office of ’’ The Builder,

"
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London in 1868.

^ESISTRAR. GElsE.

RAL, in bis annual

summary of the

weekly returns of

birtbs and deaths

in London, does

well in prefacing

bis usual informa-

tion of a sanitary and statis-

tical nature with a few figures,

which afford considerable as-

sistance in the attempt to form

an adequate idea of the pre-

I
sent size and population of

London. With all the re-

cently-increased facilities for

metropolitan locomotion, a personal knowledge

of the nature and extent of the whole of

London is, from its very size, a rare accom-

plishment. It is well, therefore, now and then,

to be reminded of such facts as the following :

—

The area of London is about 78,000 acres,

or nearly 122 square miles. This, it should be

understood, is London as defined by the Regis-

trar-General, including Hampstead, Kentish-

town, and Stoke Newington, on the north;

Wandsworth, Norwood, and Sydenham, on the

south
j

Bow, Poplar, and Greenwich, on the

east
j
and Kensington, Hammersmith, and Eul-

ham, on the west. On this area, including

these suburbs, stand over 400,000 inhabited

houses, with an average of nearly eight persons
to a house, giving a mean density of 40 per-

sons to each acre. It is now nearly eight years

since the last censns, and we are dependent
upon estimates for forming an idea of the present

population of London. The estimate based upon
the rate of increase which prevailed between
1841-61, gives 3,126,635 as the number of in-

habitants of this large area, to the middle of

1868. The oounty-rate assessment of 1866

placed the annual value of property in London
j

at 15,261,9991. The influence of elevation upon !

human health is now pretty generally known
;

^

tho Registrar-General informs us that the popu-
lation of London resides at a mean elevation

of 39 ft. above Trinity high-water mark. The
elevation^of London varies from 11 ft. below
high-water in Plumstead Marshes, to 429 ft.

above high-water mark in Hampstead. On the
north side of the Thames, Fulham, Pimlico,

Westminster, and the Isle of Dogs are below
high-water mark

; on the south side, Batter-

sea, Kennington, Camberwell, Bermondsey, and
Rotberhithe. After Hampstead, the most con-

siderable elevations within the limits of London
are Shooter’s-hill and Sydenham-hill, respec-

tively 411 ft. and 360 ft. above high-water mark.
In the twenty-nine years 1840-68 the average

annual rate of mortality was 24-3 per 1,000

persons living; the rate varied between 210
and22'l, the lowest in 1850 and 1856, and 29'4

and 30'1 in 1854 and 1849, in each of which
years a cholera epidemic prevailed. The last

visitation of cholera in 1866 did not raise the
death-rate of England above 26‘5, which may
be taken as evidence that throngh the growth
and influence of sanitary knowledge the London
population was in 1366 in a better condition to
repel this hitherto alarming disease. In 1868
the rate of mortality in London was 23'6, and
•7 per 1,000 below the average of twenty-nine

years. In the fourteen large towns of the United
Kingdom furnishing weekly returns, the aggre-

gate death-rate in 1868 was 25'6, and two per

1,000 above the rate which prevailed in London.

In these fourteen large towns the rate of mor-

tality during the year, ranged in order from the

lowest, was as follows :

—

Bristol 22-8

London 236
Birmingham 23 9
Hull 24-4

Dublin 24-6

Newcastle-unon-Tyne. .

.

25-6

Bradford 26-5

Sheffield 26-6

Edinburgh 269
Leeds 27-5

Liverpool 29-2

Glasgow 30-5

Salford 30 8

Manchester 32 0

This list shows a difference of no less than

9'2 per 1,000 between the death-rates prevailing

during the year in the towns ooenpying the first

and last places. No less than 3,370 persons fell

victims during the year to the excessive mor-

tality in Manchester, who would have survived

if the death-rate had not been higher than that

which prevailed in Bristol. Compared with

previous years, Newcastle occupies an improved

position, and so does Liverpool, while Man-

chester and Salford appear lower in^ the list.

Sheffield would have taken a higher place but

for the epidemic of small-pox which was so fatal

daring the latter half of the year. The death-

rate in Leeds was considerably below the average

in the first six months of the year, but rose ra-

pidly in the last few months, principally through

the fatal prevalence of measles, and typhus and

typhoid fevers.

In the different parts of London tho death-

rate during last year was 22'7 in the west dis-

tricts, 22 9 in both tho north and south districts,

24-7 in the central districts, and highest, 25'6

per 1,000 in the east districts. The excessive

rate in the east districts must not be attributed

to the distress which there prevailed during the

greater portion of the year, as the average death-

rate in that portion of London (including Shore-

ditch, Bothnal-greon, Whitechapel, St. George-

in-the-East, Stepney, Mile-end Old Town, Bow,

and Poplar) the death-rate in the twenty-nine

years—1840-68—averaged 26 0 per 1,000, or

slightly above tbe rate in 18G8, as was the

average rate in the same period for the whole of

London. The Registrar-General shows that

sanitary improvement has been most striking in

South London, where, previously to 1856, the

sewerage was especially defective, and the water

supply drawn direct from the Thames, was

heavily charged with sewage. During tho

five years, 1840-4, the death-rate in South

London was 25 per 1,000, in 1845-9 it was 28,

in 1850-4^it was 26, in 1855-9 it further fell to

23, in 1860-4 it was again 23, and in 1865-8 it

ranged from 22 to 24. During the cholera

epidemics of 1849, 1854, and 1866 the death-rate

in this part of London, from all causes, was 38,

35, and 34 respectively. The mortality is now
lower in South London than in North London.

The causes of death in London in 1868 do not

present many remarkable features : we shall

therefore confine ourselves to a brief notice of

three classes of death,—those resulting from

zymotic disease, those referred to affections of

the respiratory organs, and to violent deaths.

Of the 74,908 deaths which were registered in

London during the fifty-three weeks of last

year, 18,893 were referred to all diseases of a

zymotic character, showing a proportion of 25'2

per cent, of the total deaths, against 21‘3 in

1867, and 29 6 in 1866, when cholera was

epidemic. The mortality from this class of

diseases is in a great measure governed by the

degree of fatality from infantile diarrhoea during

the summer and early automn
;
in 1860, when

the summer season was remarkably cold and

wet, both the death-rate in the year from all

causes and the proportion of fatal cases of

zymotic disease were lower than in any of the

past ten years. Small-pox, last year, was con-

siderably less fatal than in recent years ;
while

the deaths from scarlatina and diphtheria were

decidedly more numerous, and those from

whooping - cough and measles nearly corre-

sponded with the average of previous years-

The various forms of fever (including typhus,

typhoid, enteric, and simple) caused 2,483 deaths,

which, although showing a small increase upon

1867, were considerably lower than in any of

the preceding five years. During tbe year no

less than 4,060 deaths resulted from diarrhoea,

of which 3,145 occurred in the three months

ending September 30th; in the year 1860, above

alluded to, only 1,383 deaths were referred to

diarrhcei; and in the thirteen years, 1856-67,

the highest number of deaths so caused was

3,557 in 1865. The unusual heat, combined

with the remai'kable drought of last summer,
caused tbe excessive mortality from diarrhcei,

principally infantile, which then prevailed,

j

Diseases of the respiratory organs, inoludiug

phthisis, caused 21,203 deaths, or 28'3 per cent,

j

of those from all causes. The heat of last

summer scarcely affected the mortality from this

class of diseases, and the unusual milduesa of

I
January, February, November, and December,

was especially favonrable to those affections,

^ particularly to bronchitis, pneumonia, and others

^ of an inflammatory nature. We might, there-

fore, havo expected to find the mortality from

\

the diseases of these organs unusually low ; this,

however, was not tho case, although they were
''

below the numbers returned in any of the four

j

years, 186-4-7. In 1859 only 16,975 deaths, or

27‘5 per cent, of the total deaths, resulted from

these diseases. The mean temperature of the

air in 1868 was Sl'G®, and 2'3° in excess of the

average temperature in the 29 years, 1840-68, it

alsoexceededthe averageofanyoneof those years,

the nearest approach to it being SI'S® in 18-16. The
dryness of the atmosphere was 6 8, the average of

29 years being 5'6. Tho rain-fall of the year was
25 2 inches, against an average of 24 3 Inches;

the deficiency during the suram r being more
than compensated by the heavy rains of January

and December, The mean dally amount of

horizontal movement of the air in the year was
293 miles, whereas the average during tho 20

years, 1849-68, was only 247. Tho full effect

of these meteorological conditions upon human
health, and especially upon the respiratory

organs, is at present scarcely sufficiently under-

stood.

The statement that 2,567 deaths in London

last year resulted from external causes, and were

what are called " violent deaths,” is somewhat

startling, and yet such was tho case. Of every

1,000 deaths daring the year no less than thirty-

four were cases of accident or negligence, homi-

cide, snicido, or execution. It is worthy of

remark that this class of deaths has steadily

increased, with but slight fluctuations, from 1,839

in 1856, to the 2,567 during 1868. Such awasfca

of life from causes most decidedly within human
control, does not reflect much credit upon the

humanity of this nineteenth century. While

advocating and encouraging sanitary eftbrts of

all kinds, we must not forget to enforce measures

for the safety of life and limb from violence;

for this, however, we mnst the rather look to

the Commissioner of Police, than to the Privy

Council and to health officers. Of the 2,567

violent deaths in London last year, 2,126 resulted

from accident and negligence, 112 from murder

and manslaughter, 294 were suicides, and two

executions. Among the accidents, 891 were

caused by fractures, contusions, and wounds, 287

by burns and scalds, forty-four by poisoning, 339

by drowning, 386 (principally of infants) by

Suffocation, and in the other 179 the causes were

imperfectly returned. Of the suicides, sixteen

chose gunshot, fifty wounds by cutting or
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tabbing, forty - six poisoDing, seventy • two
drowning, seventy-nino hanging, and in thirty-
one the mode of snioides were not stated. The
proportion of these violent deaths, it may be
observed, is generally considerably smaller in
London, indeed in most large cities and boroughs,
than in the country at large

; this may be
accounted for in two ways

5—first, by the
superior intelligence of town inhabitants, as so
large a number of these accidents result from
careless ignorance

; and secondly, by the superior,
and more easily accessible, hospital accommoda-
tion in large towns.
The 74,908 deaths last year in London in-

cluded 12,326, or 16 5 per cent., which occurred
in the public institntionsj of these 6,789 were
registered in workhouses, 4,647 in hospitals, 336
in lunatic asylums, 75 in prisons, and the re-
maining 479 in other asylums and special insti-
tutions. There has been a continuous increase
in this class of deaths since 1859, when only
9,633, or 15 3 per cent, of the total deaths, were
so recorded. It is scarcely necessary to say that
the proportion of these deaths is much larger in
London than in other large towns in England.
The Eegistrar-General naturally deals in his

report, at some detail, with the condition of the
sewerage, and of the water supply of London in
1868. No one can well over-estimate the im-
portance of these two subjects, or their direct
influence upon the public health. We can, how-
ever, only, in concluding our notice of this
important annual return, just touch upon these
two points.

The main drainage system of sewerage for
London is approaching completion, but not until
it is complete can we judge of its full efl'ect upon
the river, and its influence on the health of
London. The moat important parts of the “ low
level sewer are not yet constructed

; namely,
the part from Chelsea Hospital, including the ^

first lift down to Westminster Bridge, and the
part extending from the Temple to the Tower of
London; so that many of the large sowers still

pour their contents into the Thames.” Con-
sideration of this apparently probable purification
of the Thames, at no very future date, from
contamination of the sewage of London, at
the actual outlay of millions of pounds, which
have still further raised the already heavy tax
burthens of London householders, is somewhat I

embittered by the knowledge that the result of
this gigantic undertaking runs the risk of being '

in a great measure neutralized through the use
j

of the river by Oxford, Eeading, Windsor, Eich-
I

mond, and other places above London, for the
evacuation of their sewage. From another

j

point of view this state of things appears still

!

more fatal. Many years ago Parliament enacted
that the London water companies should take
their supply from above London, and beyond the
reach of the contamination of London sewage.
Each of the past few years has shown an
increasing contamination of the Thames from

|

the sewage of towns up the river. The public
naturally looks anxiously for the long-delayed
report of the Eoyal Commission appointed some
years since to inquire into the whole subject.
Even Dr. Letbeby will have some difficulty in
persuading the London water-consumers to con-
sider themselves satisfactorily treated by the
present water companies, either in quantity or
quality.

The year 1868 was, it must bo allowed, most
unfavourable for the water supply of London,
drawn as it is from a tidal river. The heavy
rains of January, October, and December, caused
the river to become turbid,—a result observed on
many occasions in water drawn from the mains •

the long drought of June, July, and August was
moreover detrimental alike to the companies and
to the consumers. Notwithstanding these cir-
cumstances, it is, however, satisfactory to be
assured by so high an authority as Dr.
Franklaud, in his official report to the
Eegistrar-General, that, probably from greater
attention to and improved methods of filtra-

tion, the sewage contamination in the water
supplied by all the London water com-
panies (except the Kent) showed a reduction
in 1868 upon 1867. The condition of the water
supplied on many occasions during 1868 is re-
ported by the same anthority, however, to have
been such as to render it totally unfit for domestic
use. Chelsea, Southwark, and Lambeth were
the principal offending companies, while the
West Middlesex is said to stand pre-eminent as
regards careful filtration, a matter of such vital
importance, considering the source, and quality
of the water used. The discovery of an exces-
sive proportion of common salt in the Southwark

water in the autumn, at the latter end of the
drought, suggested a suspicion of the admission
to the company’s reservoirs at Battersea of a
proportion of tidal water. The possibility of
such a thing, with the intimate relation which
was proved between tbe outbreak of cholera
and the East London water supply in 1866,
fresh in our memory, is sufficiently alarming.
Df. Frankland furnishes a table showing, from
analysis, the total impurity contained by waters
drawn from the supply of several provincial
towns, and compared with that of London. In
100,000 parts of each water, the " total solid
impurity ” of the London waters varied from
26‘9 in the New Eiver, to 453 in the Kent;
while in Glasgow, supplied from Loch Katrine,
it was only 3 0; in Lancaster, from Bleasdale
Fells, 4 6; in Manchester, from Derbyshire hills,

6 2 ;
in Keswick, from Skiddaw, 4‘3

;
and in

Whitehaven, from Ennerdale Lake, only 2 2. In
each of the latter cases, “ previous sewage or
manure contamination ” was nil, while in the
London waters it varied from 1590 to 3842.
Comment is unnecessary.
We must, while acknowledging the many

satisfactory evidences of sanitary progress in
London, and other large towns, in 1868, tru.st,

and not without reasonable cause, for still more
favourable results from continued and energetic
efforts in the same direction during 1869, and
the next few years.

THE CONFLICT OF METEOPOLITAN
AUTHORITIES AS TO ARCHITECTURAL

IMPROVEMENTS.
It is now some eight centuries since the

charter of the Norman Conqueror encouraged the
citizens of London to form a sort of happy
family on a large scale, or a little imperium in
imperio. The first fruits of the original “ social
compact ” are still existing, in tbe form of a cor-
poration. But the difficult and anomalous part
of the thing is, that this corporation does not
now fulfil the originally prescribed conditions.
It is not sole—it is not supreme, lb has come,
in the course of time, to be surrounded, en-
croached upon, and over-shadowed, by other cor-
porate bodies, under various names. Of these
the most general, and perhaps the most for-
midable, is the name Board. Under the direc-
tion of various Boards, or compound indivi-

dualities, tbe independence of the primary unit,
the citizen householder, has been altogether ob-
literated. He has nothing which he can call

permanently his own. Not his house, which is

liable to be “scheduled,” or expropriated. Nob
his business, which may be destroyed by the
same method, or by turning the traffic of a largo
thoroughfare from hia door, or by a dozen other
procedures, emanating from an equal number of
Boards. We find Gas Corporations, Water Cor-
porations, Railway Corporations, Paving Com-
missioners, Poor-law Commissioners, Police Com-
missioners, Board of Works, and district Boards
of Works, all living, and apparently thriving,
and certainly acting with the most absolute dis-

regard of one another. They will not part with
an iota of their independence, even for the sake
ofsaving money. Why, indeed, should they ? The
money does not come out of their pockets. There
are the police rate, the poor rate, the county rate,

the rate of the Metropolitan Board of Works, and
the new Metropolitan Asylums rate.

There is scarcely a resident householder of
London who is nob painfully aware of the truth
of this description. Most of them know it to
their cost,—their cost in time and in conveni-
ence, no less than in actual money. But even
the latter item is no trifle. Suppose a certain
groat thoroughfare to be out of order, and that,
after a proper amount of discussion, the “ board ”

that presides over tbe spot has taken the matter
in hand, and made good the road at the ex-
pense of 250Z,

;
the removal of the implements

of the servants of this board, which we will
call No. 1, is the signal awaited by the ser-

vants of the board No. 2. They proceed to fix

posts and rails in the newly-finished roadway,
to re-open it from end to end, and to re-adjust
the gas-main, which had begun to emit very
sensible tokens of having been disturbed by the
operations of board No. 1. A long trench,
heaped over, when at last it is refilled, like a
grave, only with the clay bank interspersed with
road-metal, now divides the up and down traffic

on the road, or would divide it if the traffic

kept to its own aide, as it is now becoming
accustomed to do. But just about the time
when the action of wheels and of hoofs has
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nearly levelled this prolonged stumbling-block,
the oozy state of the mixture attracts the no-
tice of board No. 3. The waterworks people
see that the precious element is escaping, their
mains having been in their turn disturbed by pre-
ceding operations. Then comes a repetiton of the
proceedings of board No. 2. By the time that traffic

is again allowed to adjust itself to the roadway,
the season is so far advanced that the sewer
authorities think it high time to perform a little

work of their own in the same locality, and
destruction No. 4 takes place accordingly. Now
if the first proceeding was rightly priced at
250L, we cannot allow a much smaller sum for
either of the subsequent operations. We shall
have, after six or eight months of interrupted
traffic, a very bad road, which has cost the rate-
payers, or the gas-oonsumers, or the water-con-
sumers, or some taxable party, 1,000^., while, by
the mere expedient of combination, the work
might have been done in two months for 400Z.
And if the only rationalprovisvonfor laying mains,
whether for water, or for gas, as well as for
maintaining the sewers and protecting the wires
of the electric telegraph,—the subway, had been
adopted in the first instance, the original 250^
would have covered the entire outlay for main-
tenance for some two or three years.
In all this, our readers may think, there is

unfortunately nothing very new. It was much
the same ten or fifteen_^ years ago. It is

unpleasant, but it appears to be our normal
condition.

But the pressure increases, year by year, with
the growth of our vast metropolitan population.
And not only does the pressnre of old grievances
increase, but, year after year, new grievances
swell the list. The piercing, and burrowing,
and arching, through London, proceeds with
rapid pace. New streets suddenly open, like
dissolving views, through ancient lines of
frontage. Transformations, like those of a
pantomime, occur so unexpectedly, that the oldest
inhabitant, if confined to hia bed for a twelve-
month, wonld wonder where he was when he
next went ont for an airing. And, over-topping
all other boards and corporations by a head and
shoulders, stands, or rather moves, the gigantic
figure of the Board of Works.
Now, not only have these numerous corporate

entities entirely failed as yet to establish the
“social compact” among themselves, but they
act with a sturdy independence of one another,
which has much the same result as the most
lively hostility; and they act very vigorously,
moreover. The result is, that some anomaly, or
inconvenience, or absurdity is constantly
threatening us, and nobody is to blame. Every
one is right, within their own powers and limits,
and from their own point of view. Bat as there
is no combining or controlling agency, nothing to
prevent the very admirable plan of Board No. 1,
from coming into the most hopeless collision with
the very admirable plan of Board No. 2, the
Londoners are getting rather the worst of it.

“ When things are at the worst, they some-
times mend.” That we have arrived at this
hopeful point we dare not assert

; but it is at
least something, that not only men interested in
the architectural beauty of the metropolis, but
actually some of the presiding genii of the con-
flicting Boards, have been driven, in their

despair, to apply for tbe aid of the Honse of
Commons, in the hope that that which made
can unmake, at least a portion of the confusion.

For the marvel is, that nothing but new, ad
hoc, legislation can avert a mischief which every
oue deprecates, and which no one advocates.
Yet it will wreak itself, unless legislatively

stopped. It is some frightful Frankenstein,
which the House of Commons has called to life,

why, how, and whence, no one seems to know.
The Board of Works feel themselves bound to
expend a quarter of a million sterling, which
they have not by them, and which they do not
know how to obtain, in tho construction of a
viaduct, which no one wishes to be built, which,
seems more likely to be an obstruction than a
convenience to traffic, which would form an in-

tolerable eyesore on one of the beat archi-

tectural sites in the world, and which would
destroy the saleable character of eight acres of
land, reclaimed at great expense from the
Thames, and which may be estimated as likely

to fetch, if sold, at the very least 20,0003. per
acre.

The whole affair appears to be all but in-

credible. The First Commissioner of Works
says that he “ really has nothing officially to do
with the Thames Embankment, or with any-
thing which might be erected on that great high-
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way.” The chairman of the Metropolitan

Board of Works, and the Board itself, ” are as

much opposed to the making of the road ” as is

the helpless First Commissioner himself,who adds
that he feels “ assured that they, i. e., the Board

of Works, would do all they could to put a stop

to its construction.” The District Board of

Works “ had never been consulted on the sub-

iect, and had petitioned against the work as

soon as its trne character became known.”
The vestry of St. James presented a petition

to the House of Commons “ declaring the pro-

posed structure unsightly and of questionable

utility for purposes of traffic.” The owners of

Salisbury.street and Cecil-street had power
given to them by the Act authorising this un-

desired structure to put up gates, which would
intercept the communication with the Strand.

The only speaker who made the slightest at-

tempt to defend the scheme, merely made mat-

ters worse, by saying that ” his chief object

in rising was to show that the whole of the

proceedings in the matter had been of a moat
deliberate character.” An expensive, unsightly,

unnecessary, ill-adapted structure has obtained

a legislative right to exist : no one knows why,
or how, or when, in spite of the ill-will and
opposition of every one. Such, at least, is the

opinion of five gentlemen, each very competent
to form a judgment, as expressed by them in

the House o£ Commons on the 22Dd of February.

The House has, very naturally, appointed a
committee to investigate the subject, and we
suppose there is little doubt that the legislation

of 1869 will, in this respect, reverse the legisla-

tion of 1868. But what a ponderous, inefficient,

haphazard mode of dealing with an important
national question is this ! How ^strongly does

it tend to support the arguments of those who,
either in or out of the House of Commons, urge
the propriety of the appointment of some officer

of the nature of an sedile,—of some central, com-
bining, impartial, permanent authority, to watch
over the architectural welfare of the metropolis.

A minister of public works holds tho rank of a
secretary of State in every European country of

the first rank, except our own. Our “ First Com-
missioner,” who (Mr. Beresford Hope tells us)

constantly sees his name in foreign journals as

le Ministre des Travaux publics, ” has no more
authority over public buildings than the beadle

in Burlington Arcade.” The ultimate authority,

Parliament, supposing it to discard for once all

party or personal motives, and to look at any
project brought before it for authorisation solely

on its merits, is placed in a most false and unfair

position ; for the merits of a part may bo great,

if the part alone is considered, although they

may form the demerits of the whole. But at a

general, comprehensive view of the bearing of

any suggested alterations on the architectural

or msthetic unity of London, how would it

be possible for the House, or a committee
of the House, to arrive ? It is the very
highest effort, not only of tho skill but of the
genius, of the architect or of the engineer,

to grasp the true principles of such a unity.

How far, how very far, the designers of some of

our modern works,—grand enough, it maybe, in

themselves,—are from estimating'the effect they
would produce, situated and surrounded as they
are, we have ample proof. We may look at the
two enormous wagon-roofed stations of Charing-
cross and Cannon-street, as perhaps the most
striking examples of what we mean. There can
be no doubt that these are very skilful struc-

tures
j
triumphs of the talent of the engineer. To

a spectator, under either of these roofs, the effect

is extremely imposing, and the iron firmament

above his head soars skywards with a dignity

which tends to dwarf the crowd on the spacious

platforms. But none the less do we believe

these roofs to be mistakes. A more modest
rise, and a division of the entire span into three,

would have reduced the cost of the roofing by a
considerable amount, and would have been, in

every conceivable respect, as convenient for the

working of the line. The great risk of damage
by fire (already experienced), or by violent

storms, would also have been reduced. These,
however, it may be replied, are questions for the
company alone, to settle with their own pro-
fessional advisers. Just so. But when we
consider that by going to an unnecessarily lavish

expense, in the uprearing of a disproportionately

large roof, a great injury has been inflicted on the
architectural character of the vicinity, it is clear

that some one besides the company and their

advisers ought to have had a word to say on the
subject. Let any one differ as much as he likes

from our opinion that the inner or under view of

each roof would have been more picturesque,

while the structure would have been far cheaper

and safer, if built in three spans instead of in

one enormous semicircle, there is no room for

dispute as to the effect of the outside of these

structures. It is simply and unmitigatedly

hideous. The proportion is such as even to

destroy the sole inherent quality of great bulk

—

majesty. Who could call these large Noah’s

arks majestic ? Ugly in themselves, they hope-

lessly dwarf and curb any building that comes

near their standard. St. Panl’s itself is obscured,

from great part of London Bridge, by the nn-

sightly block at Cannon-street. Nor, so long as

those roofs stand in their present awkward
magnitude, can the noble edifices that line, and

that are intended to line, the magnificent

esplanade rescued from the bed of the Thames,

produce their proper architectural effect on the

eye of the tasteful observer.

The intolerable confusion caused by the end-

less subdivision of responsibility and of authority

is forcing the introduction of remedial measures.

But they are only attempted bit by bit. It has

not yet become clear how far any individual

remedy may ultimately affect the general malady.

The whimsical variety of rating, by which, ac-

cording to the present system, house property

in the metropolis is assessed at a different value,

not only in every union, and in each non-united

parish, bub by each of the five or six rating

authorities, whose collectors make their quarterly

demands on the unlucky owners or occupiers, is

one of those instances of hopeless jumble. So

entirely indefensible is the state of affairs, that

now that attention has once been clearly called

to the subject, the Government finds itself com-

pelled to confess the duty of providing a remedy.

And it is more satisfactory to expect this remedy
at the hands of the administration, than to look

for it from the motion of any individual member,
however much the ratepayers and householders

of London may have cause to feel grateful to the

honourable Baronet, who has obtained the recog-

nition of the necessity.

The plain truth is, that the wise and simple

system of local self-government which acted

admirably well when London was a city ruled

by its lord mayor and surrounded, at gentle dis-

tance, by outlying parishes, each with their

vestries, churchwardens, waywardens, constables,

and overseers ;
becomes nothing but a dead-lock

when the City has overspread the province,

absorbed all the parishes in one continuous line

of streets, and yet left the old boundaries, and

the old machinery, with the least possible alte-

ration, and with no attempt at any organization

by bringing these different motive powers into

unison. The question of local government is

deferred to another session; the question of

equalization of rating cannot be approached, in

any serious and business-like manner, while the

wider question is left untouched. The con-

current, or rather discordant, rights of City

authorities, Board of Works, First Commissioner,

and Committees of the House of Commons, seem
likely to be left to stumble over one another in

the mean time. It will be a signal piece of good

fortune if the works now carrying on, and about

to be commenced, nnder the anthorization of

these heterogeneous powers, neither involve the

cost of removal or reconstruction, nor destroy

the good hope that sanguine persons were be-

ginning to entertain, that the active rebuilding

of the metropolis which is now going on may
produce an architectural result worthy of the

wealth of the largest capital in Europe, and the

picturesque site which that capital occupies by
the curving banks of the Thames.

THE RELATION OF SCIENCE TO ART.

At the annual distribution of prizes to the

pupils of the Cirencester School of Art, last

week, Professor Church made an address, in the

course of which he said :—I will take up as they

come into my mind a few subjects of artistic

moment about which I have often thought.

First among these stands the relation of science

to art—its help and its interference more par

ticularly being in my view jnst now. It has

often happened that the period in a nation’s

history when art has attained its greatest per-

fection has not been distinguished for special

moral excellence, or large literary achievement.

Chinese colour is most lovely, its combinations

and modes of application afford splendid ex-

amples of refinement of taste, yet the sterotyped

character of Chinese civilization is a by-word in

Europe. In North Africa, again, we have

several rough and half-civilized tribes posaessed

of a style of ornament which, both as to design

and colour, is worthy, I will not say of imitation

merely, but of the deepest study. A bit of

Arabic inlay, such as some of the Meymar speci-

mens just added to the South Kensington
Museum, or a plate of Persian faience, will show
us that we must not disdain to learn from people

far behind us in general civilization, who knew
less, but felt more, and commonly achieved,

in some art directions, greater successes than are

usual amongst us. Looking back 300 years, we
find in Western Europe the splendid structures

of Medimval architecture, from A.D. 1200 to

1500, together with the perfect products of many
kindred arts, coeval with a state of society, of

feeling, and of general knowledge which in

some points was absolutely barbaric. Was it,

then, I want to ask, the growth of science

and the spirit of philosophical inquiry which
deadened art then, or must we look to our

own era before we can trace any great influ-

ence of this kind ? I ask this question not

because I can here answer it completely, but

because it gives me the opportunity of mention-

ing one point of contact between science and art

which leads often, in individual cases, to distinct

failure. Yon know that men of science, who are

always questioning nature and learning her

secrets, can now do, at their will, and more per-

fectly than before, many things which men
knew not the reason of formerly, and which
came as it were hap-hazard, and now and then

to the earlier workers. Take an example. When
the great French potter, Bernard Palissy, was at

work (he died in 1590), no knowledge of the real

nature and affinities of the materials of pottery,

its colours and glazes, was to bo got. He
struggled through years of experiments and
years of disappointment, and achieved at last a

success of no inconsiderable sort. During the

last hundred years or more every problem that

puzzled Palissy in glazing bis ware has been

solved by science. Invention and processes and
improvements may even have been too abundant.

Our manufacturers and those of Europe have

done great things : but the ware may be perfect

in texture and durability, the colours may be
pure and bright as those of flowers, the glaze

may have the polish of a jewel, but if there be
lackingjthe artistic spirit to^imbue the exquisitely

prepared body with true life, the finest poroelain-

paste, and enamels, and glazes are worse than dead.

Those old potters whose works are now-a-days
preserved as precious, did not invent their

materials first, and then begin to think of de-

sign and colour : the idea of tho form and the

ornament had wrought itself into order, and
then were sought by long-continued trials ma-
terials which should give it substance and
adequately represent it. Now a chemist, or

experimentor, or manufacturer invents a new
glaze, and mnst needs daub it over everything

—

he makes the vessels to show off the wonderful

new glaze, and not the glaze that it may enhance
the beauty of the vessels. (See, as example,

the Bolleek porcelain.) Science has brightened

our colours, too, but lay on bright chemical pig-

ments thick as you can, glaze them with the

juiciest of glazes, and, if feeling and art be
wanting, science has not advantaged you, but

done you barm. Most modern majolica with its

hues gives you no satisfaction after yon have

seen it once or twice
;
while of the old Italian

pieces, with their subdued harmonies of, it may
be, poor colours, you never tire. In Josiah

Wedgwood yon have an illustrions example of a

man who pressed into the service of hie manu-
facture all the resources of science, and yet so

used them that they served only to exalt the

artistic merit of his productions. For to Wedg-
wood’s wares chemistry gave the right compo-

sition, while mechanical skill gave truth and

perfection of texture and form. By countless

trials under scientific guidance Wedgwood
improved his materials, not to display them as

such, but in order worthily to represent the

lovely designs of Flaxman, and to reproduce

the beauty of antique art. I have given you
illustrations of the way in which science may
help or endanger art

;
hundreds might be

cited from painting or from architecture,

where especially, mathematical precision and
mechanical hardness are often quite fatal to

beauty of effect
;
but I must rest content with

having directed your thoughts to a question of

such great importance as the right attitude of

science to art. 2. I am naturally led to say a

few words now on another topic, intimately con-

nected with the last. We have seen or niay

infer that improvements in manufacture arising
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from increased knowledge of the intimate pro-
perties of the materials used, may often aid and
often damage art. If, for example, you make all
your pigments pure and bright, yon may ha7e
no repose as the result—what we may name
temperance of colour may become impossible or
difficult. Use but do not lavish the gifrs that
scientiao progress offers. Take a Persian dish
as an example. On n white ground is a beau-
tiful arabesque of conventional ornaments from
leaves and flowers. The designer used four
colours only, a pale greenish blue, like the tur-
quoise

j a deep rich bine
3 a grey -like Indian

ink
3 and, lastly, a red—a peculiar tmt—very

dull and very dirty, not quite unlike that of a half-
penny stick of very bad sealing-wax, or a poor sort
of red lead. But this colour must not bo bright-
ened : only let a scientific man come in and
suggest and substitute the last new chemical

red 3 let him take the duluesa out of the red, and
the beauty is taken out of the whole combination
of colour. Aud then the Indian iuk colour, a
smoko colour, is on these Persian plates for a
similar reason. Often their borders have, besides
ornaments in colour, hundreds of little spiral
curls of grey, giving at once quietness and
solidity to the edge or frame, and thus brighten-
ing the central design of the piece. Temperance
in colour does not indeed mean dulness and
dowdiness of colour : it moans proper relief,

oombination, and modification of colour. Let
some of those rarer tints be introduced among
your blues and reds aud yellows, which you can-
not exactly name, but which the watchful student
of nature may see trembling on the leaves of
the willow, or paving the autumn paths of the
forest, or shining at sundown from the depths of
the sky.

ON THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE PUBLIC
OFFICES, LONDON.

The construction, or rather the completiou, as
it should be called, of the buildings for the Public-
Offices of the Government of Great Britain is
one of the most important architectural works
that has occurred in this country in modem
times. They will occupy one of the finest sites
in the metropolis, and will be the architectnral
incarnation of the executive power of the empire,
the very seat of government. They may be
made to realize, on a grander scale even than the
original, Inigo Jones’s dream of the palace of the
king of England, in so much as the empire
of Victoria is greater than that of Charles.

It is somewhat remarkable that the prospect
of so great a work should have roused so little
action in the educated or even in the art commu-
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nity of the kingdom. With the exception of the

fiscal discaasioDB of these questions in Parlia-

ment, and the somewhat meagre Blue Book we

now propose to examine, there has been a

notable absence of that ventilating process wo

pride ourselves so ranch on in England. Yet it

is not from want of interest in the subject itself,

for in our country the traffic of the public at

large with the offices of Government is so

general, that every class of the community has

an interest in the matter; they are public

offices in the fullest sense. Nor is it because it

is only a professional question, for we see that

when roused to it, the public does not hesitate to

discuss the much deeper professional subject of

guns and armour-plating
;
and the building pro-

fession is one particularly congenial to the Anglo-

Saxon mind.
The report of a royal commission to inquire

into the question of the accommodation of

public departments, seems to offer a legitimate

opening to the public, to try and learn something

about this matter which interests them so much,

and to see if they cannot form some idea of what

is wanted, and how it can bo moat satisfactorily

provided, notwithstanding the high art mysteries

of the subject.

The report itself will not, it is to be feared,

give the public much assistance in that way, for

it is as slight and crude an affair as probably ever

emanated from a royal commission; bnt, at nil

events, it affords several starting-points, and a

general groundwork for discassionof the subject.

The problem put before the royal commission

was not a very suitable one to be dealt with by

such a body of counsellors
:
given a certain num-

ber of great departments of State, requiring re-

spectively certain areas of ground for their

accommodation,—to fit them all into a site

already partly occupied by them, and in a man-
ner which shall combine what Mr. Fergusson

would style the three great qualities of the

technic, the msthetio, and the phonetic, in the

highest possible degree
;
or what the uninitiated

would stylo making them as useful and as orna-

mental as possible. It is a problem that can

only be aatisfaotorily worked out by one master

playing in turn, and being expected to give check

to the witness in three moves.

And what benefit to posterity could it be to

know that Sir John Pakington prefers the blue

site to the rod site ? It was probably expected to

be a puzzling question to a minister who had

just left the Admiralty for the War-office. Sir

John showed, however, that he quite appre-

ciated the respective merits of the quarters in

question ; he stack to bis colours, indeed he may
be said to have nailed them to the mast.

The matter contained in the report and evi-

dence—when one does get at it—is not very

satisfactory ;
it reminds one rather of a case of

special pleading in a court of justice than of the

deliberate wisdom of the counsellors of the

which there appear to be conflicting opinions.

Some persons appear to consider it as too insigni-

ficant in character to be worth preserving ;
others,

among whom must be placed Mr. Scott, think it

quite worthy of preservation and improvement,

both from its intrinsic merits and its historic

interest. When there is a doubt about the

destruction of a public institution the instinots

of the British public generally go in favour of

preserving it. Compared with its new neigh-

bour, the palatial Foreign Office, it certainly

might be considered insignificant in its present

condition; but, as Mr. Soott observes, it hasa
picturesque character about it

;
the Florentine

style in which it is built is one of the most suit-

able of the modem styles for England, and at
UeilUbra.lj« wiauum ui uxxa 1

—
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nation. There is too much of leading questions is a fair specimen of the handsome simplicity ot

put to advocate a foregone opinion, and very that style. If the square on__ its west side^h^

little extraction of the real opinion of the wit-

nesses upon the whole question. One salient

idea seems to have been, that it is a matter of

vital importance to the empire that, when the

Mioister of War wishes to speak to the Com-
mander-in-Ohief he should not bo obliged to put

on his hat. Probably either of those great persons

would think twice about traversing several

public streets to ask a question of the other, but

neither of them would hesitate about crossing

St. James’s Park for the purpose. It is not the

distance that makes the difficulty of communi-

cation between offices, but the impediments in

the way. A public street between two offices is

like a river between two towns ;
and a flight of

stairs is like a mountain barrier between two

countries. A mysterious importance seems to

be attached to the idea of being under the same

roof; but it would be quite possible to put all

the buildings between Gharing-oross and Great

George-street under the same roof, and yet the

facility of intercommunioation might be lees

than it is now.
Another leading idea in the mind of at least

one of the commissioners was that the public

offices should be as near to the Houses of Parlia-

ment as possible
;
one would suppose, indeed,

from the evidence that the perfect ideal of an

arrangement of public departments was a great

mind
;
and, therefore, when, having thus given square with the House of Commons in the oen^e

the ingredients to make a certain dish, we find
|

and the offices all round the sides ;
so that the

them put into the hands of half a dozen chefs do I
Speaker sitting in his chair might, by a radiating

cuisine, it does not require the evidence of a I
system of telegraphs, call up any Secretary ot

BlaeBooktoenabloustoforetell the result. The State to answer a question put in the House,

ingredients are of course worked up into six

independent dishes, each admirable in itself, bub

each ooutaining the particular idiosyncrasy de

cuisine of its chef. No wonder the unfortunate

professional umpire who was called in to taste

each of these compounds found himself em-

barrassed to express his sentiments. It was
impossible that so great an architect could be

thoroughly satisfied with any plans so con-

cocted ;
and the Government will have done

wisely, if, as is understood, they have put the

whole matter entirely into his hands.

That, however, need not prevent a general

discussion of the question
;

indeed, such dis-

cussion can hardly fail to assist the architect in

some degree; especially as the commissioners

managed to involve it in a most curiously com-

plicated knot.

Each member seems to have come with a plan

ready made in his own mind, and his aim in

taking the evidence seems to have been very

much directed to inducing the witness to commit
himself in favour of his plan

;
and the manner

of taking the evidence was more soited to a
private discussion of the subject between two
associates than to a formal inquiry, which, with

its evidence, was to form a collection of raw
material at some future day to be reduced to

order and bear fruit. The evidence of great

statesmen and architects upon such a question

might be most valuable to aU succeeding genera-

tions of architects ;
but of what use could it be

to ask Mr. G. G. Scott whether he did nob think

it desirable to remove existing public buildings

which are inconvenient in themselves and archi-

tecturally ineffective ? And when Mr. Scott

naturally gives a somewhat evasive answer to

such a thrust, he is doubled upon immediately by
the counter thrust,—If, then, you would remove
the Horse Guards, where would you put it ? and
feeling compelled to say something to this, he is

further jammed into a corner by,—If yon put the

Horse Guards there, and the Foot Guards here,

what will become of the Horse Marines ? The
Ordnance map of that part of London was, in

fact, a kind of chessboard before the commis-
sioners, with the public offices for pieces, and the

commissioners on one side and the witness under

examination on the other ;
each commissioner

before the hon. member putting it had resumed

his seat. Whether it is beneficial for the general

interests of the empire that ministers of State

should devote so much of their energies to

answering questions in the House of Commons
is nob for an architect to consider; but, taking

the practice as it stands, there seems to be no

reasonable necessity for placing any of the

offices nearer the Houses of Parliament than a

distance that can be conveniently walked in

about a quarter of an hour,—or about three-

quarters of a mile ; so that a minister of State

can be quite sure of being in bis place in Parlia-

ment within that time from bis office.^
_

What

is of much greater importance to the minister is

that he should be able to walk that distance with

his hands full of papers, and his head full of

facts, without interruption. To insist on any

closer communication than that is only sacri-

ficing the general interests of the depart-

mental offices to one particular theory of their

duties. And to press for it, especially for the

department of the army and navy, the two

departments of the State which should be most

free from Parliamentary interference in their de-

tails, looks more like a crotchet than a principle.

Indeed, from the site selected for thoao two

departmental offices near the Thames Embank-

ment, it looks as if there was an idea of giving

the First Lord of the Admiralty and the Secre-

tary for War a little practical experience in

oampaigniug, by enabling thorn every time they

•went to the Houses of Parliament to execute a

sorb of combined naval and military operation,

by first making a flank march along the under-

ground railway, and then taking a penny boat to

the river front of the Houses of Parliament.

Now, let us examine this problem that was pub

before the Commission in an architectural point

of view ;
nob in the omall ornamental sense of

that term, but as an Italian architect, engineer,

and patriotic citizen of the fifteenth century

would have viewed it.

The first data we have to boar in mind are

that there are certain public buildings already

existing on and about the sites which is

desirable to maintain. loigo Jones’s Banqueting

House at Whitehall is one, about which there is

no dispute. The Horse Guards is another, about

been completed according to Kent’s original de-

sign. there would probably have been no doubt

about retaining it. There is, however, this diffi-

culty about preserving it, that, from its character

and position, it should form the central feature

of the whole block of public offices ;
and for that

it is hardly fib in its present condition. Mr.

Scott seems to doubt whether it is capable of

much improvement; but, with great respect for

so high an authority, we venture to think that

another story can be very suitably added to it,

and that with other additions, and by completing

the two sides of the square on the west, it can

be formed into a very fitting centre for the seat

of Government of Great Britain.

The other buildings it is desirable to retain

are, of course, the new Foreign and India OffioBS,

and, if practicable, the block called the Treasury

Buildings, about which, however, there is con-

siderable doubt, 09 it was not planned with much
thought for further extension ;

and, finally, the

Admiralty, a building which nobody seems'to

feel justified in pulling down, and yet whioh

nobody wishes to keep. Beyond these there

appear to be no other building on the St. James s

Park side of the site, which it is at all important

to retain if their sites should bo required for

publio offices. On the river side of the site

there are, between Northumberland House and

Bridge-street, some private buildings of sufficient

importance to make it worth while to retain

them
;
but, as they do not come within the area

of any one of the present projects, it is unneces-

sary to consider them.

Bearing these reserved buildings in mind, the

first point for discussion is whether the offices

shall be massed in one continuous block on the

Park side, or whether they shall be concen-

trated more towards the Westminster end, and

placed partly on the Park side, and partly on

the river side of the site.

To have a clear idea of the bearings of this

question, it must be recollected that Whitehall

and Parliament-street form a great highway of

traffic between Westminster and London, ^traffic

which is likely to be increased rather than

diminished by the opening of the Underground

Railway and the Thames Embankment; and,

further, that it appears to be agreed upon. all

sides, that it is desirable to keep tbis highway

open as it is, and, in fact, to improve it by form-

ing a broad handsome road of it the whole way
from C baring-cross to Westminster. This^oad

lies, roughly speaking, north and south ;
on the

west side of it is a site extending from Spring

Gardens to Great George-street, occupied chiefly

by the existing public offices, and lookuig' on to

the Park at the back; on the east side of .ip,

from Northumberland House to Bridge-street, is

a site occupied chiefly by private buildings, and

looking on to theTharaesEmbankment attheback.

It may be assumed as impossible to place the

whole of the public offices ou the eastern or

river side, on account of those existing on the

other side, which it is desired to retain ;
there-

fore there are only the two projects above men-

tioned that are practicable.

The arguments in favour of the second or

divided project are,

—

Isb. That it is economical, from its requiring

a less expensive site, and especially if combined

with the idea of a double instead of a single

Parliament-street.

2nd. It concentrates the offices nearar to the

Houses of Parliament.

3rd. It forms a noble architectural approach

to Westminster.
It is on this last point that we must beg to

differ strongly from the opinions express*^ m
the evidence in favour of it. A row of band^me

public buildings on each side of a fine roadway

produces, in the ornamental view of architecture,

undoubtedly a muub bettor effect than a row on
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one side only. Bat to make the effect truly
architectural, that is, to make the effect equally
good in a technic and phonetic as well as an
aesthetic view, it is necessary that the roadway
should lead to a definite centre of the buildings,
and that it should not be so much of a public
thoroughfare as to give the idea of a separation
between the two sides. The project in question
fails on both these points. Parliament-street
leads to nothing. The promoters of the project
have sought to remedy this defect by providino-
a branch street, so that the passenger when
about half-way along, can, if he thinks of it, by
looking out of hie carriage window, get a side
view of a side door of Westminster Abbey.
Some people have said that that would not
be such a very fine sight after all

;
but at all

events it points the moral, which is that the
main roadway does not lead to the Abbey. Nor
does it to the Houses of Parliament, for, in point
of fact, its direction passes just between the two. !

But the division of the two blocks of offices by
'

a main thoroughfare is a still more fatal objec-
tion in a true architectural view. For con-
venience of communication it would be a greater
barrier than the length of St. James’s Park
Think of the Secretary for War dodging boldly
through a charge of Hansom cab-airy, or the
First Lord taking shelter under the lee of the
lamp-post in the middle of the roadstead] think
of the poor clerks and messengers, and oh! awful
chance—think of the crafty foreigner waylaying
the convoy, and carrying off the secret despatch.
Then the sentiment of architecture requires that
the whole of the public offices should be united

harmonious group, so that they shall appear to
be what they should be in internal arrangement,
and what the establishments that occupy them

reality, an organic body of many parts
forming one system with a common centre. The
Horae Guards, in its situation and arrangement
and with its historic interest, offers this centre.
It is no more necessary that the Prime Minister’s
offices should be there than that a king should
sleep in the centre of his palace. The officer
who guards the internal peace of the kingdom
may very properly be placed there. In another
communication we shall examine the plan sub-
mitted by Col. Clarke, R.E., and the modified
plan that accompanies the present communica-

LB. C.

EXHIBITION OF THE ROYAL SCOTTISH
ACADEMY.

_

The forty-third exhibition of the Royal Scot-
tish Academy, now open, is hardly so in-
teresting as was its predecessor, and that
notwithstanding there is an unusual number
of works in it which appeared in the exhibi-
tion of the Royal Academy last year

j
of these

it will be unnecessary to say anything now in
this place. Although there is nothing very
striking or remarkable in the works of the local
artists, it is satisfactory to obseiwe that there is
a steady advance evinced by most of them,
particularly as regards colour—a quality in
which^the Scottish school was rather deficient.
Conspicuous in this march of improvement stands

in
Halswell, who sends several subjects

^
i

‘“trative of life and character in

eetherS J aolleoted to-
;

the Eternal City ; Noa. Ul, •'Dolcefarniente,"gether, but, as before said, they are the seat of, and 660, “ Oonladini waiting for Hire at thethe Government. And though a Oabmot may
|

Theatre of MarcelluB." Mr. Halswell used to

^ntinn^ai*!°
^ not do to : indulge in crude intense local colour, but nowMutmually remind the pnblio that at least two ,

hia prodnetioua are marked by a rich and sub

SoTv accompanied by^od teature and

otter side of the Place de la , attention was arrested by a lovely piece of colour

the Chamh°pr”nf n°
approach to by Mr. G. P. Chalmers (Ko. 627), “ Worn Out."

be Quite ,

““'ee’e''. ‘t would It represents an old lady in a rich and qnaint“ "to has fallen asleep beside her spin,

side ofTbe *^7w r ">“ol. The management of the bine Zjside of the road, but it would bo impossible to ^ red in the drapery is excellent, and that of the
inappropriate effect of dividing the flesh colour equally so. The former works of

eZld ret
.o®oos, and the Horse Guards

[

this artist were defloieut iu drawing, but in thie

oZdhrZ tZ™?,'’
‘tis project, nothing I instance there is no cause for faSt-finding inioonid bring it into harmony with any such plan, that respect. No. 1.15, " The Young Trawlm-s,"

“ closer ap- by W. Maetaggart, is another example of im-
^

proximation^ to the Houses^ of Parliament has provement in colour, and the improvement is
r va X t»l lltimeilli 1108
been already diBouesed

j and when one bears in
mind that the diatanoe of the farthest part of
any site proposed, Spring-gardens, is under half
a mile from the Houses of Parliament, it seems
hardly worth while to base any argument upon
the merits of a greater or less concentration
within that distance,
The economical advantage is a material one

there is no disputing. The chief part of the
saying appears to be obtained by leaving the
private buildings on the west side of Parliament-
street untouched, and forming the new street
west of them, to get the view of the north side
of the Abbey; and it is calculated that 500,000h
will be saved by this, out of an expenditure of
3,000,0001. 500,0001. is a weighty argument
but the expense of compelling the owners to
re-ereot their buildings in a manner correspond-
ing to the public offices, does not appear to have
been taken into account.
Nor has it been taken into account what will

be the result if this middle row of houses do
not torn out a satisfactory thing after all. If it
should be found out that it is inconvenient for
traffic, too narrow and lofty for good effect, and
that it totally destroys the unity of the public
offices, an unsatisfactory remedy will have to be
applied at a greater ultimate expense than any
of the proposed projects.

Upon the whole, however, it appears that this
project has the merit of economy, but that that
is obtained at the expense of fitness and sen-
timent. But In an improving country like
England to establish any institution on a
doubtful or defective system for economy's sake
is a mistake which will lead to increased expen-
diture in the end,—witness the National Gallery
the Treasury buildings, and some others.
Now let us consider the alternative project of

placing the whole of the offices on the west side
|

Westminster. It is the I Mr. Hugh Cameron’s scenes from humble lifeS characterized by excellent taste, the colour

f
delicate, and the individuals and

f ^ archi. incidents represented are in keeping with it.
*^^® ® question 18 to Contrast his » Responsibility” (No. 434) witharrange so huge amass of buildings into one

|

Mr. Leggett’s " Showing his Earnings” (No. 15),

still more marked in other respects. Mr. Mac-
taggart has little of the sentimental in his nature,
and it was not in his line to attempt to illus-
trate the works of the Poet Laureate. His
present works are simple illustrations of every-
day life, and yet they are the more truly poetical
from the very absence of effort in that direction.
The bevy of happy, healthy children, who have
taken possession of a fishing boat and net, and
are playing at the trade followed by their parents,
is delightful to look upon. The accessories are
too much subordinated to the figures

5 to have
painted every mesh of the nets hanging on poles,
which fill up one side of the picture, would,
doubtless, have produced a harsh effect

; but the
sea and distant shores of the bay are so faintly indi-
cated as to give them an appearance of unreality.

Besides his “ Fairy Raid,” which attracted a
good deal of attention last year. Sir Noel Paton
sends (No. 480) ” Nickar the Soulless.” The
being represented is a quaint, weird creation
a man, and yet not quite a man. There is some-
thing about him that excites a smile, and yet
produces a feeling of compassion and sympathy
for the lonely creature as he sits among the
reeds and water-plants singing hia melancholy
ditty. The detail is not so elaborately wrought
out as is usual with the artist

; but the general
effect of it is, to our mind, more satisfactory.
We cannot in nature count the blades of grass
or the leaves on the trees, nor should we be able
to do BO in a painting. The subject is taken
from “ Brother Fabian’s Manuscript :

"

—

“ Where by the marsbea
Boometb the bittern,

Niokar the soaUesa one.
Site with hia ghittern ;

Sita inconaolable,

Friendless and foeless.
Waiting bis destiny,

Nickar the aonUese."

where vulgarity is rampant. The incident in
each is commonplace enough

; but in the one
case the halo of art is thrown around it

;
the

other is “ of the earth earthy.”
No. 633, “ King James and the Witches,” by

J, B. Macdonald. Mr. Macdonald is one of the
few artists who adhere to historical painting, and
the subjects are invariably taken from the
history of hia native land. The present is a
large and ambitions work, representing the
“ Modern Solomon” trying an old and a young
woman for the crime of witchcraft. The very
appearance of the old crone is sufficient to have
condemned her in the eyes of the superstitious j
but it is different with her neighbour, a sensible,
comely - looking damsel. Two Presbyterian
clergymen stand behind the king’s chair, and
one appears to be arguing with the other, who
seems to have grave doubts of the whole busi-
ness, and not to place any reliance upon the test
by probing to which the damsel is being sub-
jected, Although she does nob shrink from the
ordeal, the very idea of the fair neck of the
young woman being subjected to such treatment
produces a disagreeable feeling upon the spec-
tator. There is much character shown both in
the expression and attitude of the different
figures, and the manipulation is vigorous.
No. 128, “Salmon Fishing on the Tweed,” is

the best work we have seen from the studio of
Mr. R. T. Ross, whose subjects were usually
treated in a hard and crude manner ; but this
defect he has now overcome to a certain extent

;

were he entirely to sncceed in mastering it, his
works would be admirable, as they are charac-
terized by good composition and animation.
No. 162, “The Lady and Hudibras,” by Jlr,

Douglas, exhibits a good deal of character iu the
expressions of Hudibras and his squire, but the
colour is harsh and unnatural

;
the dress of the

lady is positively ugly, and yet he can produce
both good colour and texture, as is evinced by
(No. 610) “Left Behind.”
Mr. George Hay must be careful nob to run

the ludicrous into caricature, as in “ Ritchie
Monypliea in Fleet-street” (No. 589). The
character of Nigel’s serving -man, as repre-
sented by Scott, is nob that of a mountebank,
but of an exceedingly vain, yet shrewd Scotsman.
The street, with the row of open booths and
shopmen offering their wares for sale, are happily
rendered, so as to give an air of reality to the

. scene.

As usnal, the exhibition is strong in landscape.
Sir George Harvey sends two (No. 475), “ Ben
Ladi” and (493) “Auohymoor—a Stronghold of
the Douglas.” The first, a grand mountain with
the cool breezes playing around it, and the othor
a lonely moor with small remains of an ancient
fortress

; there is little in the subject, but the
artist has made the most of it,—indeed, to have
produced a picture out of so little gives evidence
of a master mind.

Mr. Bough’s “ Skiddaw from Waterdlath ” (No.
229) is not so fine a subject as his “ Borrodale ”
of last year, but it exhibits the same effects of
distance, air, and sunshine.
What a different pictnre Mr. Bough would

have made of the magnificent scene repre-
sented in (No. 409) “ Mountain Scenery in
Sutherlandshire, near Laxford,” by Mr. A.
Perigal. Mr. Perigal does not seem to know the
value of gray in a landscape

; the transitions
from one point of distance to another are not
gradated, but every feature is strongly marked,
and even the most distant mountains out hard
against the sky.

It is a relief to turn from this picture to (No.
581) “ Morning on the Clyde at Dumbarton,” by
James Cassie, the hazy atmospheric effect of
which is true to nature.

^

Mr. Beattie Brown has been very successful in
his view of “ Caerlavrock Castle, Dumfries-
shire ” (No. 582) ; but he has hardly mastered
the grandeur of the scene, “ Among the Gram-
pians—Loch Avon ” (No. 73), one of the wildest
and most impressive spots in the Highlands,

—

one which is little known to tourists from its

being out of the ordinary route, and very diffi-

cult of access.

The visitor on entering the galleries is con-
fronted with a remarkable statue, of heroic

,
dimensions, of Dr. Livingstone,by Mrs. D, 0. Hill.
The attitude is spirited, and not over-strained,
and the costume exceedingly picturesque; it

is admirably adapted for an open - air monu-
ment, and would be much more effective and
interesting than the generality of our public
statues.

We will speak of the architectural drawings
in onr next.
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SOME RECENT FARMS AND
RESIDENCES *

Among osefal works we mast always class
those giving details of actual experience in build-
ing residences, whether for the great or small.
Books of designs have their value, doubtless, for
they may suggest how we can improve upon
existing examples; but a record of good works
accomplished is often doubly instmotive. In
process of execution many points in a residence
are re • considered

;
a mass of information

gradually accrues concerning some of them,
which permits the adoption of usefnl conforma-
tion and appliances that would not have been
thought of if the building had not passed beyond
the stage of design. Hence, as we premised, a

which is constructed of double walla. On entering
through this gateway, which has a clock turret
over it, we find all the sheds, pens, and sties for
the various animals grouped together in a reguLar
manner, on the right ; while on the left lies all
the accommodation for the people employed, who
consist of married and unmarried men and
women : all live within the walla. Looking at
the animals first, we see a hundred cows in one
long shed—a doable row, with fifty in each.
Parallel with this, but with a pig-yard inter-
vening, are sheds for fifteen additional cows and
forty oxen. Beyond this, with another pig-yard
intervening, is a line, of corresponding length,
of piggeries, with a shed for forty more supple-
menting it at right angles

; and the first line is

bounded with another shed in which are housed
reference to works carried oat by experienced the hay-machine, drills, ploughs, harrows, hoes,
architects IS of age

; and we should welcome the ! scarifiers, rollers, and carts, all having their
appearance of volomes in which the result of appointed places. The engines, machinery, and
knowledge and practice is given. So wo think,

;

moat of the implements were sent out from this
after looking through the pages of a^ recent work, I country. Then there is a shed for sick cattle

V -ij-
‘ containing a selection from the

,

placed nearest the side of the farm inhabited by
buildinga erected by him in different parts of

^

the servants
j and there are three provision sheds

the country. Some of these are country resi-
' at opposite distances. The dairy, with its

dences, erected on small^ landed estates, with
,
scullery, is also placed at the part of ground

pleasure-grounds surrounding them, and having ' most convenient to the servants. In the centre
lodges and gates; bat most of them are baild-

,

of every yard are manure-tanks. No sheep aremgs connected with the pursuit of agriculture, ^ provided for. The buildings destined fur the
farmhouses, farm buildings, and labourers’ cot- i homos and work-places of the people employed
tages. They are prefaced with a few sensible

j

on the farm group round three aides of a square
remarks relating to choice of site, disposition of

j

the fourth side being that which looks upon the
the premises, approaches, pleasure - grounds, sheds appropriated to the animals which are
water-supply, ventilation, and drainage; the

.

desirability of, employing architects instead of
entrusting works to uncultivated minds

;
and

the nature of difterent materiils. The Tudor
style is selected for praise.

The first building shown is the steward’s
house, built in the Home Park, Windsor, with a
snite of rooms in it for the use of her Majesty
and

^

the late Prince Consort when visiting the
adjoining farm. This was not, however, erected
in the style Mr. Dean prefers. It has an Italian
air, with its wide, low-pitched roof, and semi-
circular-headed windows, arranged singly and
in couplets. Her Majesty’s rooms, three in
number, with an entrance-porch giving access
to the first, occupy the front of the house, facing
the road to the Castle, which is only one story
high ; behind them rises the two-storied main
body apportioned to the steward. The farm
buildings are also amply illustrated with plans,
isometrical perspective, elevation, and sections.
Those who are not already familiar with the
leading schema in the arrangement of this
establishment may here make themselves ac-
quainted with its clever combination of the pas-
toral, picturesque, and practical. We may give
some indication of the ground-plan by describing
it as three parallel lines of bnildinp-s. with wii^o

accordingly in full view. In the centre of the
quadrangle there is a large kitchen with a
dining-room on both sides of it, and a bake-
honso, boiler-house, and wash-house behind it.

Beginning at the angle of the quadrangle nearest
the gate, we find the rooms for the superin-
tendent, parlour, kitchen, and bedrooms. Close
to these are rooms for unmarried servants; and
beyond these, again, two cottages for married
servants. Turning round into the adjoining side
of the square are six more dwellings for married
servants. Between the first three and the
second, projects a very largo workroom, which is

well warmed with hot-water pipes; and, over all
of them, is an npper story containing ton rooms
for “cow maids.’’ On the third side are two
more cottages, a hospital, a carpenter’s and
smith’s shop, and another room for the superin-
tendent. Near the hospital is an airing-ground
for invalids

;
and there are drying-grounds,

kitchen gardens, and grass plots all around,
within the walls : a model colony, fib for a now
world as well as for New Arad.

Several of the buildings our author has erected
for the Earl of Leicester are illustrated. We
will look at two of them : that intended for his

nc 11 1 r - r V, ‘-ia" 'v; I

lordship’s dairy of choice Devon cows, and a pair
as three parallel lines of buildings, with wide

i of labourers’ cottages. In the first of these weyards between each, bordered on tv'O sides by have a set of buildings, arranged regularly, toother lines at right-angles with them
; the whole run round three sides of an oblong, the outer linoforming a quadrangle the centre of which is

: of the plan presenting nearly as straight an out-occupied by sheep sheds and bullock-boxes. It line as Count Zeleuski’s wall. The fourth aide
IS, however, w widely known that we need not of the oblong is occupied by sheds for stock anddwell upon the nicety and finish that appear at bull boxes, with yards and sheds for other pur-^ery turn

; the order and cleanliness meet for poses, which project into the centre of the ob-Dreaden china shepherds and shepherdesses, in ' long and beyond it; forming, indeed, a second
the passages behind the languid-eyed cattle, as !

oblong group, placed within the first; with the
in the wide open courts where the air seems difference between them that one is hollow thenever able to part with the sweet scent of hay,

[

other solid. The last is arranged very methodi-
uud sties

; noF upon the con-
|

cally. It is intersected by two straight passage

J
attained, and the

,

ways, which are diyided from one another by thesources of disorder turned to profit. We shall bull-boxes mentioned, and a continuation of thembe giving our leaders a better idea of the novelty; set out as calf-sheds and spare sheds, withthat IS to be found ,n Mr. Dean’s book, if we
'
piggeries. On either side of these passage-waysmake more detailed mention of a farmstead

,

are the sheds for stock, central yards, and a shed
Hungary, for for store pigs on one side, and store calves onCount Zeleuski.

_

These buildings, our author
,

the other. In the centre of the outer buildings
says must convince the agriculturists of this stands the steaming-houae, with sheds for rootscountry of the importance of pursning an on- , and cakes on either side of it, and granary andward course m agriculture, if they do not wish store-room oyer them, A cow-house on one side

supplying us with farm pro-
1

and boxes for show cattle, with shed for hay anddace at _a cheaper rate than thy can do. This straw, on the other, complete this side of the

?F iEa
New Arad, a part farm-buildings. lu the two advancing wings are

.1 ^
^ ^^'^7

I

the horse-boxes, stables, and gighonse, on the
one hand; and shed for cutting hay, another forfy the state of the country renders it necessary

that it should be surrounded with a high wall.
This defence follows an oblong form

;
and at the

four corners there are watch-towers, on which
sentinels keepguard. There is only one entrance,

A Senes of selected Designs for Country Kesidences,
Entrance Lodges Farm Offices, Cottages, Ac., which have
been erected for H.R.H. the late Prince Consort, the Earl
of Leicester, Lord Hama, Hon. G. W. Fitzwilliain. &c
under the superintendence of George Alfred Dean Lan’
caster-pUce, Strand, London; and Messrs. Dean & Jer-
man, York. ByG. A. Dean. Worthing : C. H. Knight.

{ J . Sampson. London : Longmans, Green, Reader.
& Dyer. 1867,

’

cat hay, oart-lodge, harness-room, chaff-room,
and stables, on the other. This is an arrange-
ment Mr. Dean has repeated, with a few varia-
tions, at Leamington. The Earl’s cottages shown
are semi-detached. There is a projection on the
front line of the plan formed by the living-rooms
of the two dwellings, aud carried up to the second
story; but for this the outline would be that of
an oblong figure. The entrance is through a
porch in the side of the honse, which does not
project, but is carried up to the upper story,
where, with some additional space over the
larder, it forms a bedroom. There are no less

than four doors into the living-room : one from
the porch, another into the larder, a third lead-
ing to the stairs, a fourth into the scullery on the
rear of it. Above stairs there are three bed-
rooms. In another pair of semi-detached cottages,
built near Warrington, Cheshire, Mr. Dean gives
four doors to the living-room, which, we submit,
is rather a large allowance.
We will turn now to one of the country resi-

dences built in the Tudor style. There are
several of them. The first shown is that built
for the occupation of one of the Earl of Leicester’s
tenants at Castle Acre, Norfolk. This, our
author says, has been objected to on the score
that it is good enough for the earl’s eldest son.
Without gainsaying this opinion, he adds, that
he is sure it is not too good for the enterprising
farmer for whom it is intended, nor, indeed, for
many of the farmers on the same estate. The
next is situated at Moorlands, near York, and
presents in an eminent degree that variety of
outline of which the author thinks the style so
capable. It is, indeed, rather too mnch cut up in
this particular, nearly every window on the prin-
cipal front being a diatiuct feature, with a dif-
ferent construction to any of the rest. As Mr.
Dean remarks in the coarse of his prefatory ob-
servations, “eminent attaiuments are not the
produce of a day,” but rather of diligence,
favoured with some encouragement, and the
full power and poetry of the style that
produced some of our best old English man-
sions, cannot be grasped without a long study of
it. The Tudor residences of to-day are, in
reality, far behind the picturesque, pleasant-
faced country-houses of Elizabethan times. Mr.
Dean’s are no exception to this rule. The long
experience that he has brought to bear upon
farm-buildings, has been so much time taken
from more strictly artistic studies

; and his Tudor
facades suffer in consequence. The charming
air of serenity and order, and the modest
stateliness of the old houses, are but ill rendered
in our imitations of them. Modern laviahness
with angular and canted 'projections, gables and
hipped gables, is no compensation for these
missing qualities ; the more ins and outs, and
odds and ends, the farther we get from the con-
summate repose of the old places.

In the drawing-room at Moorlands there are
no less than fourteen projections and recesses,
besides the chimney-breast and a large bow-
window

; and in the dining-room a similar pro-
fusion of corners is to be counted. A handsome
feature in the internal arrangements makes some
amends for the eccentricity in the principal
rooms. Right through the house, at the point of
its greatest width, sweeps one wide corridor,
with a porch at each end of it. One of these
last might have been dispensed with, perhaps,
more especially as there is a third entrance from
the grounds into a conservatory, projecting from
the main front between the drawing and dining
rooms, as well as a fourth or back door in the rear
of the house. Doors are, we observe, very liberally
dealt out again in the kitchen, where we count
four more. We do not object to the nine in the
corridor, because here they are in their proper
place

; bub an ordinary-sized room with more
than two doors in it scarcely retains its domestic
character. We think Mr. Dean is happier in
the Italian style, which evidently has not, in his
mind, so many exigencies. Looking at the next
example, which is of a residence in a park of 30
acres, near Lavenham, Suffolk, we see nearly as
much accommodation, packed much closer to-
gether. Here one entrance-door suffices, aud
OQO door apiece for the dining, drawing, and
breakfast rooms. The kitchen has only three,
one of which opens into a pantry, conveniently

;

but it has the drawback of beiog separated from
the scullery, with which is combined a brew-
house, by an intervening store-room and passage.
In^ a line with the kitchen is a combination of
dairy and larder. In the rear is a kitchen court-
yard, where are the W.-C.s and coal-house, built
as leau-tos

; and beyond this extends along stable-
yard, in which is a provision for six cows be-
sides ; a straw-house, a three-stalled stable, a
couple of loose boxes, a coaoh-house, and a
harness-room. And here we recognise Mr. Dean’s
special experience again. These successive ac-
commodations are arranged with skill. The cows
are_ not permitted to enter the yard, although
their house is part of the yard-buildings, but are
furnished with entrances ontside of it

;
and the

straw-house is close to them, and has two doors,
from one of which the cows can be attended to,
the other opening into the yard

;
which last door

can be closed when the store of straw is being
carried in, to prevent any litter in the yard. The

a
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horees, too, are kept well away from the bouse

by the interyention of the harneBS-roora and
coach-houBO. The front elevation, which iB of

two stories, is unpretending and pleasing. On
the ground-floor are the windows of the dining

and drawing rooms, five semiciroular-headed

lights grouped together, precisely alike. In the
distance, extending beyond the block containing

these rooms, on both eides of it, like diminutive

wings, can be seen a portion of the offices, one
story high, and corresponding exactly with one
another. Over the dining and drawing room
Avindows are two triplets of semicircular-headed
lights, like those below, which belong to the

rooms over them. The only break in the uni-

formity of the design is a low-pitched gable as a
finish to the portion i;f the house ooonpied by
the drawing-room and bed-room over, which, to

admit of this feature, is brought slightly out
beyond the line of the dining-room wall-

In plate 7 we are shown a Norfolk rectory

and offices. This has a singularly straggling

plan, afTordiog a marked contrast to that just

described. Adjoining part of the drawing-room
wall is the pantry

j
while the kitohen and scullery

are built in a rear wing, with a stable-yard

beyond them. Altogether, a space of 100 ft.

long by upwards of 60 ft. is covered with these

buildings, and though the widest part of the

ground plan of the honse is not quite 70 ft., we
are struck with the amount of ground occupied

with the very modest accommodation. On the

next sheet wo have a honse, built for a widow
lady and her two daughters at Roehampton,
Surrey, containing quite as many rooms of very
nearly the same dimensions on leas than two-
thirds of the grounds. But in this design the
Tudor style is abandoned. There is a semi-
sunken basement to the little residence in which,
we perceive, Mr. Dean places the servants’ bed-
room, i gain showing himself to be singularly

content with au unsanitary arrangement for

the human being, which he has not in one
instance planned for an animal. With this

exception the internal arrangements appear
good.

On another sheet the author shows additions

he made to a farmhouse in Lancashire, of which
he is in charge as receiver, where all the arrange-
ments are in favonr of the large number of cows
kept for dairying purposes, and of the proper
storage of their produce.

We are shown two shooting-boxes in Inver-
nesshire,—one at Sfcratherrick, the other at

Stratbdean. These are both suited to their

purpose. They each contain a small sitting-

room, where the host and his friends can hide
iheir hungry and impatient heads, should they
arrive home earlier than they are expected from
the treacherous, but all the more fascinating,

moors
5 a large dining-room, in which they can

compensate themselves
; two or throe little bed-

rooms, and a large bath-room
;

a good-sized
kitchen, with a pantry ; and a dairy sunk in the
basement. Both have a bedroom on the ground-
floor, and in the first example a closet is cut off

the kitchen for a servant’s bedroom. The ex-

teiiors bring them, as near as possible, within
the literal meaning of the term shooting-boxes.

No idea of tbe cost of the respective bnildings
is given in any case. In most instances the
information is not of much value, in consequence
of the difference in price of materials in diffei'ent

parts of the country; but in this case it might
have been useful, as indicating the possible value
of any deduction from, or addiLion to, similar
buildings in the same part of the country.
At Muswell-bill, Hornsey, the author appears to

have realized a very popular wish. He has built a
miniature farm ; sosmall and compact and prepos-
sessing, that we should not be surprised to hear
that several have been since built in its neigh-
bourhood in imitation of it, or that it has been
taken to pieces and transported, like a Swiss
toy-farm, to be erected elsewhere. Standing at

the light iron gate, and looking into the farm-
yard, you see a small cowhouse for four cows on
ihe right of you

;
and on the left, built to cor-

respond with this, another house divided into

three compartments, for hens, geese, and docks.
Straight in front of yon, across the yard, are two
piggeries, with a passage-way behind them to

the boiling-house in the angle beyond the cow-
shed

;
and that is all. To the left of the

poultry.house is a second small yard, into which
its doors open, so that the birds do not come into
the farm-yard

;
and in the second yard there is,

forming a sort of ornamental turret to the en-
trance gateway, a large dovecote. Nothing on
BO small a scale could be more complete.
Onr last selection from Mr. Dean’s volume

shall be tbe buildings for a Cheshire farm of

1,000 acres of arable land. Hero every point of

vantage that could be gained by consideration

and experience seems to have been obtained.

The residence for the bailiff, with a garden

before the front, occupies one angle of the large

piece of ground, some 246 ft. by more, covered

by this farmstead. Recessed from the house

aud back garden, but continuing the boundary
line on one side, are the arrangements for the

poultry and cows
;
the dairy open on three sides,

aud cooled with a fountain ; the poultry-houses

warmed with hot water in pipes brought from

the scalding-house; the yards furnished with

central tanks; the ducks with an artificial pond;

the cow-boxes with feeding passages opening out

of the provision-shed between them and the

calf-pens., Departing from tbe house in the

direction at right angles to this are the office,

men’s rooms, tool-house, drill-house, entrance

from the public road, bouse for wagons and
carts, provision-shed, another house for carts

and wagons on the other side of this, another

entrance from the road, like the first, 16 ft. wide,

a dung-pit and liqnid manure tank in the corner

of it, a carpenter’s shop and blacksmiths’ shops

in sneoeesion. Rolurning at right angles with

this is a long implement-ahed and engine-house,

which brings us up to the barn, which occupies a
central position on this outer line of the build-

ings. Right and left of the forepart of it are the

provision-shed and chaff-house. At the rear end
ai-e two openings, one to a railway for corn-

stacks, the other into the cornstaok sheds.

There is an upper floor to the barn, with a
feeding-place for the thrashing-machine, 'and

there is a granary over tbe ohafl' and provision

sheds. On the other side of the last-mentioned

places is a donble row of cattle-boxes, with lofts

over them. Mr. Dean explains that he considers

lofts over sheds objectionable generally speaking,

i

but in this instance they are not so, as there are

an 8 ft. cart passage and tramway between the

two rows of boxes. The straw required for

littering the cattle is lowered through trap»doors

over them, which economizes labour. The
last of the cattle-boxes mentioned is sepa-

rated from another dung-pit by a paved shoot.

This brings us to the fourth side of the enclosure,

iu which are the accommodation for the horses,

the gig-house, and an infirmary. Behind each

horse as it stands in its stall is an enclosed

recess for the harness. In the centre of the

large square that we have now traced stands the

boiling-houBC, with its food tanks, and right and
left of this are piggeries, where nearly 200 pigs

can be fattened; sheep-pens and cattle-sheds

open to yards. A tramway 'facilitates the

carriage of the food from the boiling-house, and
in the case of the pigs a further saving oflabour

is effected by the use of a hose to the liquid food

truck. Beneath the sparred floors on which the

sheep stand in their pens are powdered gypsum
charcoal and bnrnt clay, for the purpose of

utilizing their manure. The calves stand on
perforated floors, which their hoofs do not cut.

These are removable, like the sparred floors, and
are lifted up when the manure has to be re-

moved. But the perfection with which every-

thing is housed would not bo completely indi-

cated if wo did not mention that an open shed is

provided for the cornstaoks, which need not,

therefore, be thatched. They are placed on
frames, and when one is required for tbe thresh-

ing machine, a lower frame, on wheels, is driven

under it, the blocks knocked away, and the

slack, with its frame, drawn bodily by a rope

attached to the steam-engine, to the feeding

place of the machine.
The greater the number of people who are

shown- such model farms tbe fewer there will be
content with more slovenly, extravagant, waste-

ful, inferior management and arrangements;

and so the world gets helped on a little in one
department.

A WORD FOR SUN-DIALS.

About thrice a year the questions of “S. H.W.,”
in the Suildcr of 20th February, recur, in pre-

cisely the same form :
“ What inclination am ‘ I

’

to give the gnomon of my dial?”—without a

hint as to where “J”live3; “andhowamito
divide the hour scale ?

”

Whoever can project the simplest construc-

tions the carpenter requires in solid geometry

—

those for a hip-rafter, for instance,—may readily

construct any kind of sun-clial whatever, for any

latitude, on being simply informed of these two
invariable rules ;

—

1. The shadow-oasting edge is a straight line,

and must always, everywhere, and in whatever
form of dial, be 'parallel to the earth’s axis. Con-
sequently, all the true gnomons in the world are

parallel, and with one varying from their direc-

tion no true dial could be made, but its time
would vary every day in the year.

2. The hour-lines, on whatever surface, plane
or nob, are the intersections of that surface by
planes all meeting at the shadow-casting edge,
and making equal angles thereat. Consequently,
having found the twelve o’clock plane (which is

the meridian), the eleven and one o’clock planes
must be inclined thereto 15’, the ten and two
o’clock planes 30®, and so on; their common
intersection being the gnomon edge.

With a right gnomon then, hour lines may be
marked over any surface or surfaces whatever.

Whoever oannob do this cannot make the lines

for a hip-rafter, or any the simplest matter in

carpentry. I am obliged to say “ carpentry,”

not building, because in no branoh of building

craft but the carpenter’s do we any longer
attempt more practical science than the builders

of Timbuotoo. Four centuries ago, when a nation
lived here that could build a Redoliff Church, in-

dependent of all timber, we might have said the
dial problems were tests that would prove one
nob only no carpenter, but no mason. It is

widely different, of course, in an age of Royal
Institutes of Architects, &o,, when the idea of re-

qniring, for instance, a fire-proof repository for

wills, is held to transcend Just as much tho

science of an isle of Britain as of an isle of

Madagascar.
“ S. H. W.” will perceive ±hen, that the

gnomon being required always to be perpendi-

cular to the earth’s equator, the divisions of the

scale can only be equal (or drawn in a simple

and obvious way), when they are on a circle

(or other lines), parallel to the said plane,

of the earth's equator. In fact, the most natural,

moat obvious, and best thing to do, is to make
your dial with no surfaces bub what are either

parallel or perpendicular to that plane. The
best thing, because all such equatorial dials aro

equally fitted to any place to which yon carry

them, as you have only to turn them to the true

meridian, and tilt the whole bodily to the incli-

nation answering to the latitude. Moreover, as

one instance of the fact that the truest engi-

neering form of everything will be found its

most artistic form, I challenge any one to pro-

duce a non-equatorial dial of any kind, anywhere,
that can be called a decently elegant object;

bub the elegant forms of equatorial ones are

unlimited, from the hollow parts of globes, of

ancient Greek design, in the British Museum, to

the thick Latin cross, and all manner of Maltose

and curvilinear crosses and trefoils, their edges,

perpendicular to the equator, forming their own
gnomons, with no thin trumpery metal to be

always bent out of truth. But makers do nob

always remember that the minute scales are

required, both at the upper and lower edges of

these solids, the upper alono serving during the

six winter months, and the lower during the

summer. Moreover, the thickness requires tobo
such, that the greatest distance from any part of

a scale to its gnomon may not exceed 2'3 times

that gnomon’s length ; otherwise, at midsummer
and midwinter the sun’s declination of 23^° will

carry the shadow entirely off the scale.

Contrasted with these, the hideous inventions

known as horizontal and vertical dials, whose
drawing the last two centuries exalted into an
“ art of dialling,” with their flimsy unmechanioal

metal gnomons like caricature noses, must, of

course, be each specially made for its latitude

and oven its particular wall, and useless if re-

moved. Sometimes an architect insists on a

vertical one facing almost east or west, of which
a peculiarly useless and ugly specimen may bo
seen on the new school at Higbgate.

Most persons, probably, know that theoretic

sun-dial time is not, except on four days of the

year, the true clock time of the place; which
latter again, away from the longitude of Green-

wich, is nob now railway time. Bab few are

aware, for I have seen no book notice it, that the

practical sun-dial time never is, or can be, within

one minute of the theoretic, or that meant in all

extant almanacs and ‘'equation of time” tables.

To make use of the sun-dial at present, it is

necessary to distinguish these four kinds of time.

Between the railway aud local clock time (if the

latter bo used at all), the difference and its

reasons are so generally understood that nothing

need be said
;
except that people must remember

the almanac columns headed ” clock bef. sun,”

and “ clock aft. sun,” refer to their local clock

time, and could not be given in raihoay time
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withoat a Bcparafco almanac for each town. They
mast, therefore, combine the numbers thus given,

by addition or subtraction with the known
constant difference from Greenwich time, due to

their longitude.

The minutes of the equation of time, for any
day, are generally the same eveiy year, but not
the seconds; and the four times of no equation
or of maximum equation may each fall, in

different years, on the former or latter of two
days (just as the equinoxes may). The only
reason the same table will not seive for two
successive years is the excess of the year over
an exact number of days. Thus, 1868 being a
leap-year, was above 18 hours longer than a
true year, while 1869 is to be nearly six hours less

than a true one. If the excess were an exact
quarter of a day, this table would be the same
for any year as for the fourth before or after it

;

and four tables would serve by turns continually.
But the defect of the fraction from six hours
prevents this, and makes another gradual accu-
mulation of differences, till the tables of two
dates 96 years apart differ nearly as much as
two successive years. This, again, in our
present Gregorian style, is orcr-corrected by the
day omitted from the ceuturial year j and yet
again tmder-corrected by the retention of the
day in the 400th year

;
and thus it happens that,

practically, while the world stands, each year
must have its own table.

In astronomical books, however, you see a
practically permanent " equation of time ” table
made, by omitting days of the months, and snb-
slituting the sun’s longitude. You may also
regard it as dependent on the son’s declination
only, in this way,—He crosses any given decli-
nation circle twice a year, and to each declination
belong no more than two amounts of dial correc-
tion, one whenever the sun passes that declina-
tion in going southward, the other when he
passes it in coming northward. (To each tropic,
however, and to one intermediate circle, about
10° N., there belongs only one dial error.) Hence
the Medimvals got a simple and elegant way of
setting their clocks. In some Italian cathedrals
the transept has a meridian line marked on the
pavement, and a lens in the south window casta
an imago of the sun, whose centre of course
crosses this line every day at dial noon

j but
further north or south each day, as his declina-
tion varies. Now do nob imagine the Mediceval
architects stopped here. They found how to so
construct another line, a most difficult curve,
lying half east and half west of this straight one^
that the sun’s image crosses this curve every day
at clock noon

!

This curve, resembling a very lengthened
figure of 8, is called the a7voZemma. We may
sec it drawn now on a small scale, but never
well, on a vacant part of the ocean of some ter-
restrial globes,—its .lower or big loop standing
on the south tropic, and its lesser loop reaching
to the northern. If correctly drawn, the resem-
blance to an Italic 8 would be so complete that
it would lean a little from the meridian.

This figure, then, served (as it might again)
all the purposes of our “ equation of time” tables.
Few people know that the two maximum errors,
which occur in November and February, when
the clock is furthest behind and before the son,
are not equal. One is nearly seventeen minutes,
and the other bai-ely sixteen. Now this arises
from the Italic leaning of the 8, and is increasing,
and will increase for many centuries to come.
But about A.D. 1250 (from which date our globe-
makers would seem to take their “ analemma”
unchanged) though the loops were more unequal
than now, the 8 was upright. Before 1250, it

had leant the other way, ever since Adam’s lime.
But about his time it was not only upright, but
the loops, instead of being at their greatest in-
equality (as in 1250), were cgual; as they become
only once in about 13,000 years. Throughout
these 13,000 years the southern loop continues
biggest; and then, for another 13,000, the
northern will be biggest, and the present changes
^vill all be repeated inversely. Thus I called the
astronomers’ tables, that substitute the sun’s,
longitude for the months and days, “ practically ”

permanent, but they do not serve for ever.
Tables and almanacs all refer at present to

theoretic snn-dial time, namely, what would be
marked on the dial by an infinitely bright point
of light, occupying the place of the sun’s centre.
Now, moat people may have noticed that an
electric light, lime light, or even good gas light,
when farther off than a few yards, casts clearer
and sharper shadows than the snn, or than the
same lights when nearer. The reason is the
smaller amount of penumbra. Penumbra is that
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Space from which the sun’s disc (or gas flame or
other light) is partly, bub only partly, hidden.
It forma a border, shading off from the edge of
the pure shadow (which edge, observe, in the
sun’s case, is always perceptible) to another
outer edge, which last is always quite imper-
ceptible. Now the theoretic shadow’s edge is

half-way between these, or at the middle of the
penumbra. But you cannot estimate this middle,
because while, as I have said, the line dividing
pure shadow from penumbra is well marked,
so that all eyes tolerably good will agree
upon it, the limit of penumbra from full light
you shall hardly get two to agree upon. There
are good optical reasons why this should be
so. Now, the penumbra covers always, on
the sun-dial scale, two fall minutes of time, un-
avoidably

; and the only side of it, or part of it,

that you can practically define is its division
from pure shadow. Hence, you see, practical
dial time must always be a full minute before
the theoretic throughout the forenoon, and a full
minute after it in the afternoon

;
or rather the

former, whenever you are using the following side
of a shadow, and the latter when using its

advanced side
; for dials may be so made that

you employ the same eide throughout the day, or
variously. This correction may bo considered
practically invariable in amount, and always one
full minute; though strictly it is always a little

more, and varies about 2 seconds, the maximum
being some 61 seconds in January, and the
minimum 62 in July.

If you use a bar for a gnomon, the theoretic
shadow is, at all distances, just as wide as the
bur

;
bub the pure shadow diminishes till, at 110

times the bar’s width, it vanishes, and at that
same distance the penumbra is doable its width

;

bat no eye would detect it to be so wide.
With these items of information, I will now

propose to “ S. H. W.,” or any reader, the
exercise, which onght to bo easy, of designing a
dial, either above or below the eye, to show, by
mere inspection, clock time (and no other),
either local, or, if desired, railway time, or an
approximation never erring 20 seconds there-
from ; and this error to be avoided if two gnomons
are provided for use alternately, half a year each.

E. L. G.
P.S.—The difference between the almanacs’

dial time and that marked by the boundary of
pure shadow, is both rather greater and more
variable than I stated above. The Nautical
Magazine has, on page 1 of each month, a column
headed, “ Sidereal Time of the Semidiameter
passing the Meridian” (with a foot-note for
reducing the same to mean time), showing that
this—unlike the semidiameter itself, which has
but one maximum and one minimum in the year—bos two minima of about 64 seconds, when
the sun is in 2° N., on March 26 and September
17, whence it increases to a maximum of no less
than 71 seconds at the soathern tropic, and
another of 69 at the northern. By setting off
distances representing these, each way, from
the S-sbaped analemma carve (as projected on a
cylinder or Mercator’s chart), we get two other
slightly different 8.8, which the sun’s image from
a lens would exactly touch, so as to be confined
between them at the moment of clock noon
throughout the year. Eemember that the
analemma, though always S-shaped, is not the
same when projected on a globe as on a cylinder ;
and would be quite different again on any plane,
especially the horizontal floor of an Italian
chorch, where the inequality of the two loops
becomes exaggerated. On the globe projection
we should get the new curves by applying the
sun’s semidiameter merely

;
but on the cylinder

we must apply the times of its passing, as per
Nautical Almanac. Now for these curves it

would be easy to derive four profiles for baluster-
shaped gnomons, which, being applied to an
equatorial dial or dials, would mark mean time
(and that of a different place, as Greenwich, if

desired) without one half-second’s error through-
out the century

; and each of the four might do
so for above five mouths : the winter and spring
gnomons both serving together from early in
January to early in June, and the summer and
autumn ones both serving from about the Ist of
J uly to Ist of December. I name them by our
northern seasons, but these gnomons would
equally apply throughout the globe, and every-
whero it is only for a few days before and after
the June solstice, and about twenty before and
after the December solstice, that we need be
restricted to a single gnomon.

Six centuries ago, when the 8 was upright, a
single gnomon might have been made to show
clock time thronghout the year, but I do not see

that it now could for quite six months. At the
time of the upright 8, the exact solstices were
times of no dial error, but now the corresponding
times are a week earlier than each solstice, and
at the exact tropica the san is 1 min. 25 sec.
behind, or 1 min. 17 secs, before the clock.
These are not qnantities that in railway times
wo can neglect, and as the leaning of the 8 will
increase for centuries, it will become less and
less possible to make one gnomon serve through
the year.

Mean time was only introduced at Paris in
1815, and Arago says riots were anticipated at
the workmen finding a noon struck by the clocks
that would not truly halve the time between
Bunrise and sunset; but they seem not to have
observed it. Before that date the clocks, though
professedly adjusted to thesun daily, were some-
times striking for half an hour. Adjustment
each day was quite needless, for James Pergus-
son showed in his "Mechanics” how a clock
may, with very slight and quite practical
additions, be made to keep apparent solar time.
The principle is that of cams. Bub I am not
aware of the problem now propounded, to make
dials keep clock time, having ever been bi-oached
before. e. L. G.

Str,—

T

our correspondent, ” S. H. W.,” does
not appear to know that to make a dial correctly
it is necessary to ascertain the exact latitude of
the place in which it is intended to erect it, as
both “ the angle at which the gnomon should be
placed, and the method of dividing the hours,”
depend on this.

Works on dialling are not numerous, but the
best I have met with is an old one, entitled,
“ The Art of Dialling,” by Thomas Fale, printed
at London in 1626.
There is a useful little pamphlet on this sub-

ject,— Dialling Diagrams,” by William Watson,
of Pockliugton, 1854, published at one shilling,
by J. Forth, Pocklington.

I have been long looking out for a copy of
Peter Nicholson, on Dialling, published many
years ago, but now out of print. Should any of
your readers know of a copy for sale, I should
be glad to hear of it,

If ‘‘S. H. W.” finds any diflioulty in setting
out bis dial, I shall be happy to assist him, if he
will give me the latitude required, as well as the
size and shape he wishes his dial-plate to be

Wat. OsiioND.
SaUslury.

Six,— In reply to '*
S. H. W.,” the pnomon of a dial

moet be placed at an angle correiponding: with the lati-
tude of the place where the dial is Used, which will be
seen by reference to an Ordnance map, ball-inch or 1 in. to
the mile. When the gnomon is sot up the hour lines can
be marked otf on a fine day by means of a good clock or
watch, provided this is set to solar time, which can bo
found by reference to an almanac. The base line of the
triangle, ol which the gnomon is hypothenuse, must point
north, lor which the exact variation of compass must be
found for present time. The variation of local time is
four minutes per degree of longitude east fast end west
alow; this may be ascertained oy reference to the map.
If your correspondent is well acquainted with mathematics,.
Hymer's astronomy is the best work to consult.

Walteu Scabcill.

PAYMENT OF DISTEICT SUETEYOES’
FEES.

It may be interesting to those concerned to
know that, in the case of a claim for the fees
of four houses near Queen’s • road, Battersea,
the owner has been adjudged liable to pay the
district surveyor’s fee, although an account had
more than six months previously been rendered
to the bnilder.

In evidence it was stated that the district
surveyor had rendered an account to the builder
more than six months previously ; that he had
applied to the builder, and had failed to obtain
his fees from him. The fact of the ownership
on the part of the party summoned was not
disputed, neither was the account rendered to
him

;
but the owner, through his solicitor, con-

tended that the claim was not against the pro-
perty, but against the owner

; that be had become
owner by purchase after the claim for fees was
made, and, therefore, was not liable. The
magistrate, however, decided that the owner or
ocenpier remained liable until the fee was paid.

This, taken in conjunction with the recent case
reported by you in the case of the District Snr-
veyor against Wood, which was also in my district,
leaves no doubt as to the liability of the owner,
although the claim may have originally been
made on the builder. Edward I’Anson.

J
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THE DISSENTEES’ COLLEGE, TAUNTON.
The West of England DiBsentera’ Proprietary

School was establiahed at TanntoDj in the year
1847, by “ men anxions to elevate early instruc-
tion by combining it with religious influence,

and who have acted upon the conviction that
the success of their project demanded that the
education offered should be of such a character
as to vie, both in excellence and economy, with
the beat grammar and endowed schools in the
district.”

The scheme has been worked with great
success, both in regard to the scholars educated,
many of whom are now in prominent positions,
and also from a pecuniary point of view 5 inas-
much as, although a good dividend has generally
been paid to the proprietors, a large sum has
been allowed to accumulate, for the purposes of
the new building.

In June, 1806, the committee invited designs
from six architects, from which one by Mr.
Joseph James, of London, was accepted, and
is now being carried out by Mr. Henry Davis,
of Taunton, who re - erected the tower of
St. Mary Magdalene, Taunton, some years
since.

It will be seen by reference to the plan, that
the general arrangement is such as to keep each
department distinct, but at the same time within
easy approach of each other. Accommodation
is provided for 150 boys, in separate beds, in
moderate-sized dormitories.

The present contract amounts to 10,5001., but
does not include covered playground, water-
closets, heating apparatus, &o.
Advantage will be taken of a stream running

through the estate to erect a covered plunge-
bath, and ample space will be afforded for play-
grounds. There is a large mansion on the estate,
which was formerly used as a private lunatic
asylum, and which is snrronnded by some mag-
nificent trees and shrubberies. This house will
be used as a residence for the head master, and
as a laundry.

The heating apparatus will be provided by
Mr. J. M. Fisher, of Taunton, who has had much
experience in this kind of work. Mr. George
Salmon is the clerk of the works. The building,
when completed, will form a prominent object
to travellers by the Bristol and Exeter rail-
way.

eefeeh:n‘ces.

Gdound Flooe.
A. PnbJio entrance.
B. Entrance-hall.
C. Committee-room.
D. Master.
E. StrODg;.rooin.

F. PriDCipal'e sitting-room.
G. Class-room.

1

H. School-room.
I. Dining-hall.
J. Janior master's daj-

room.
K. Steward’s and matron’s

sitting-room.
L. Steward's entrance.
M. Boys’ entrance,
N. Corridor.
O. Staircase.
P. Private staircase.

Q. Kitchen.
H. Servants’ hall.

B, Scullery.
T. Pantry,

;

U. Larder.
V. Maneervante’bod-rooma.
W. Trade entrance.
S’. Area.

Y. Kitchen yard.
Z. To beating.
a. Day lavatory.
h. Musio-room.
e. Play.grounds.
d. Lavatory.
e. W.C.
f. To stores.

OiTB-VAiR Floor.
A. Linen-room.
B. Dormitory,
C. Master.
D. Closet.
E. Upper part of sohool-

roora, withopen-frumed
roof.

F. Music gallery.

G. Steward and
bedroom.

H. Private stairs.

I. Bath-rocm.

raatron'E

THE GREAT VIADUCT ACROSS THE
SOLWAY.

The great engineering undertaking of forming
a direct line of railway between the south of
Scotland and the west coast of Cumberland by
means of bridging the broad estuary of the
Solway Fifth, is now almost completed. The
earthworks are finished thronghont, the masonry
may likewise be said to be finished, the viaduct
has been completed for some time, and the perma-
nent way has been laid for sixteen out of the
eighteen mil<M of the line. The principal work
remaining to be done is ballasting, the formation
of the junctions, and the stations. An unre-
claimed moss on the Cumberland side, over a
mile and three-quarters of which the line has
had to be carried, has been a great difficulty in
the construction, very heavy and extensive
draining operations being required, and great
labour being consumed in laying the way over
it. The distinctive feature of the line is the
viaduct across the Solway. At the point where

the railway crosses the Firth, the distance from
shore to shore is 2,54ii yards, or a mile and be-

tween three and four furlongs. Of this stretch
nearly 600 yards are composed of sea embank-
ment, aud the remaining 1,950 yards consist of
the iron viaduct. The sea bank on the Scottish
shore is seven chains long, and 28 ft. deep at
the extreme end where it joins the viaduct. On
the Cumberland shore the sea bank measures
twenty-one chains in length, and at the extreme
end it is 29 ft. deep. These banks have been a
source of considerable anxiety in making, as the
spring-tides rise upon them 21 ft. and 23 ft.

The core of the banka is made with clay. The
outside is then puddle a depth of 1 ft.

;
a layer

of broken atones and qnarry red averaging 2 ft.

in thickness is laid over the puddle; and upon
the quarry red the pitching is sot, the stones
being from 15 in. to 18 in. deep. The Seafield
bank on the north side of the Solway has been
completed for some time, and the bank on the
south or Cumberland shore is rapidly approach-
ing completion.

The principle upon which the viaduct is con-
structed shows simplicity of design. The struc-
ture is built of wrought and oast iron. The
wrought- iron is used for the girders which span
the bays, and likewise for the cross-bracing
which stiffens the whole structure. These bays
or spans are 30 ft. in length. The pillars that
support the girders at intervals of 30 ft. are
composed of oast-iron. The foundations are
piles about 20 ft. long

;
but these vary according

to the natnre of the strata in which they are
driven. They are 12 in. in diameter, cast hollow,
the thickness of the metal being I in. They
were cast with a chilled point for driving, and
were all driven at low water from barges fitted
with patent pile-driving engines, the monkeys
used for this operation weighing about 20 cwt.
The levels of the foundation-piles vary with the
bed of the Solway. The lowest level is in the
English channel, where the top of the founda-
tion-piles is within 18 inches of low water of
spring tides

j
and the height from the founda-

tion-piles to the level of the rails is 38 feet.
Each pier is composed of six columns, of which
the foandatiou or driving-pile is the lowest

; and
the height from the foundation-piles to the
girders is mads up of columns 9 ft. in length,
cast with flanges at their end, and bolted together
at their junction, the faces being turned in
lathes to ensure a perfect fit. Angle-irons are
placed between the columns, and the angle-irons
are again tied together by diagonal bracing.
Although there are six foundation-piles driven,
five only are made use of for the single struc-
ture ; but as the addition of a sixth is all that is

required to enable the line to be doubled at any
future period, the directors determined to make
this provision, the extra outlay being immaterial
compared with what it would be to drive a
single pile at each pier separately afterwards.
The platform of the viaduct is covered with
Mallet’s patent buckled plates, which are riveted
to the girders and to each other by strips of iron,
this helping to give stiffness to the structure.
The permanent way is laid on longitudinal
timbers, bolted through to the two middle
girders. The longitudinals are secured in their
places by ties and transomea at intervals of 10
feet. The rails are secured by cast-iron chairs,
spiked to the timbers. A light handrail,
supported by cast - iron standards, is fixed
on both sides of the viaduct for its entire
length.

The total weight of cast-iron in the viaduct is

2,893 tons, and of wrought-iron 1,807 tons. The
whole of the snpersbrnctare was erected without
scaffolding. It is expected that the total cost of
spanning the Solway and forming the sea-banks
will not exceed 100,0001.

future sites of oar new habitations, towns, aud
cities.

LIFE AND DEATH MAPS.
In an interesting article on the above subject,

which appeared in the Bwilder, ou the 23rd ult.,
you were good enongh to notice my efforts to
illustrate the geographical distribatioa of dis-
ease in England and Wales, and I thank you not
only for your having taken the trouble to under-
stand what I endeavoured to show at the Medical
Society, but for the many proofs that the article
contained of your opinion as to the public utility
of my researches.

_

I have always contended that the geographical
distribution of disease is a study of the highest
importance, to ns islanders especially; for our
populatiou is wonderfully increasing, and it is
high time that our attention be directed to the

Before, however, entering further upon this
subject, I wish to explain ray reasons for using
two colours instead of different sJioda? of one iu
the chartographical illustrations of disease-dis-
tribution. In drawing aud colouring my maps,
the first object was to impress the idea of the
student at once with the most prominent parts
displayed. To do this, I tried the old plan of
shading, and many new plans of my own, but
found that they all more or less failed to accom-
plish what I 'desired. Ou using, however, the
two colonrs, red and blue, I at once found how
much easier my own task became in compre-
hending the groups. These two colours strike
the eye at once, are pleasing to it, and give me
an opportunity of using them to aid the memory
technically in remembering which are the most
aud which the least healthy districts in respect of
any disease displayed. The red is the healthy,
the minus average colour, and is typical of the
floridly red arterial or well-oxygenated blood

;

the blue or plus average colour is the reverse; it

represents defective circulation and aii ration; it

is the colour of used-up blue venous blood.
The quantity of residual air in bouses and

streets is greater than is imagined
;

it is always
impure. Streets, therefore, and houses ought
always to be so built as to admit of a thorough
cleansing from this noxious medium. Streets
should not only be built with due regard to the
prevailing winds, but the houses should never
be so continuous as not to admit of a thorough
draught at eerbain points. Where streets are
built at right angles to the current of pure air,

the wind passes over them the same as it doe.s
over valleys similarly situated

;
the residual air

is, under such circumstances, never thoroughly
swept away. It is on this account that a build-
ing of a quadrangular form is tbe very worst for

the purposes of a hospital ; the same stale old
air hangs about a quadrangle, and gets in through
the open windows day after day, and week after
week, even in spite of brisk wiuds. These
quadrangles resemble those valleys in some parts
of England, inclosed on all aides, where wo find
heart disease and the cause of its excess moat
prevalent.

The map of the geographical distribution of
heart disease teaches ns a wonderful lesson in
ventilation on tbe grandest scale possible. It
shows distinctly that wherever the pure fresh
air from the sea can penetrate np the valleys,
there the cause of the exoe.ss of heart disease is

at once destroyed or swept away. The great
natural ventilators of our country are our tidal
rivers, whose courses are in the axis of the pre-
vailing winds and the tidal wave; the effect of
a clean sweep of sea air up these channels is

well seen in the map of heart disease; for iu
the midst of counties whose mortality from this
cause is above the average we find wherever
these rivers bend that health, so far as this
disease is concerned, accompanies them, the
riparial districts being invariably minus average,
or the red. To build therefore a city or a town
with such a fact before us, with the streets
running at right angles to the healthy wind
current, would be to disregard the teachings of
nature as we find them written in statlstica.
Many of our towns and cities are built upon this
wrong principle, and therefore many having the
natural advantages of a tidal river do not benefit
from these advantage to the fullest e.xtenb. In
reconstructing cities, as we are now doing, take
Loudon for instance, that Ventilation ought to
be one of the great objects of the scheme

;
no

cellars as habitations, no alleys, no qiiadcangleB,
no culs-de-sac, should remain for foul air to reside
in and defy the beat efforts of the medical man
aud statesman in their attempts to improve the
sanitary condition of the poor. ’VYhen the old
streets are demolished, the new ones that are to
replace them should be planned with due regard
to the points whence are derived the prevailino'
winds, our natural air flashers. Were we to look
upon our atmosphere as we do on our seas and
rivers, and water generally, we should then
possess a better idea of its power as a “ cleanser.”
Pure water washes away our solid aud liquid
impurities, bub only in the same manner as a
brisk current of the medium in which we live
does our aerial sewage. 'We live at the bottom
of an aerial sea instead of swimming about in it

as the fish do iu theirs, or flying about iu it as
the birds, and we should find that we are subject
to similar currents to those in the sea, and per-
chance to as regular ones, if we were only betfcjr

acquainted with their laws.

Altred H.vvilvnd.
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GAS EXPLOSIONS.

Many of our readers have already read of an
explosion of gas ab the well-known hotel near

Castle Howard, Yorkshire, in which two servants

had most remarkable escapes, one girl being

forced nearly ‘10 yards. It appears the honse-

maid opened the bar, a large and lofty room, and
lighted a fire, observing at the time a strong smell

of gas. It would seem gas had been escaping all

night from the chandelier, and that the upper

space was fully charged. Contrary to custom,

the girl omitted to open the window. She had
left the room for a second or two, when, on turn-

ing into the long corridor towards the kitchen, a

tremendous explosion ensued, and the girl was
carried forward as fast as she could run with a

sensation of an immense fire behind her right

down the outer flight of steps into the park.

The explosion had blown out three doors, and
through all these openings the girl was carried,

the outer door being thrown down the steps

into the park, although 30 yards from the explo-

sion. It is believed the accident was the result

of a want of water in the slide of the pendant,

which permitted the escape of gas from the top.

The hotel narrowly escaped being burned.

The science of gas-lighting is ono of the

groat improvements of the nineteenth century
j

but like railways and steam-enginos, its prac-

tical every-day working is attended with danger.

More accidents, we venture to say, occur with

gas explosions than any other casualty to which
the art of constructing bnildinga may bo sub-

jected. But, then, this ought to be uuderatood.

Every one should understand that gas is ex-

plosive. It cannot be denied that it indicates

its presence in the most unmistakable manner.
Still, how common it is to see an ignorant man
or woman rushing with a lighted candle into a

cellar or close apartment already filled with one of

the most combustible combinations of chemistry ?

The fact is, they might just as well set fire to a

powder-cask. How stale and tiresome to us

becomes the repetition of tho simple rule, that

in the event of a strong smell of gas the first

thing to bo done is to shut off the supply at the

meter, and the next, to open the doors and win-

dows, and admit fresh air. There are certain

more complicated circumstances connected with

this particular explosion at Castle Howard,
which we may briefly notice, for the benefit of

those persons who may be at a distance from a

gosfitter, or to whom such accidents may occur
,

during the night
j
but let us point out and press

|

on the public attention, by all means, the
]

salutary principle, that in all oases of an escape
I

of gas, and under any circumstances almost, a

gaefitter should be sent for at once. The circum-

1

stances we refer to are these:—“The gas had i

been escaping all night from the chandelier,”

and“ it is believed that the accident was the

want of water in the slide of the pendant.”

What seems to be meant by the reporter

in using the word slide here is what wo call the

water joint. A water joint in a gas lustre, it is

worth while to explain, is a very ingenious con-

trivance. It is simply an elongated lute. It

differs from a gasometer, for example, in no
other principle than that of possessing a small

interior tube for conveying tho gas in place of a
large internal cylinder, and our conviction is

based upon long and practical experience, that

those water-joint gas-lamps are highly dangerons
instruments in almost any dwelling-house, but
particularly where they are under tho control of

ignorant servant-girls. The recent tendencies

of the gasfitting taste in manufactnring these

lamps, is to reduce the size of the water cup as

much as possible. Hence the whole lute often

consists of the slender column of water that is

contained between a i in. and a ^ in. metal tube !

Of course this soon evaporates, especially in a

warm room, and no barrier is then opposed to

the escape of the deadly and combustible gas.

It seems a simple precaution tc pour in a little

fresh water into this joint every month, more or

less frequent, as the case requires. Bub alas !

how many of our most fatal accidents arise from

the neglect of simple precautions. We have
found Colza oil a good substitute for water : it

does not evaporate so quickly, and does not

injure the apparatus by its freezing in winter, os

water does. This nob suiting the interests of

the gasfitter, he tried to prevent us from using

it, by croaking about smells and other evils

;

but many mouths have passed, and no such re-

sults have yet occurred. Even though tho oil

should begin to smell, it can then be easily re-

placed by new oil.

We may take the opportunity of adding that

the same dangerous risk belongs to the gas-

meters, which from the same neglect of water

often permit escape. lu fact, most of the ex-

plosions of gas take place ab the meter, which

ought to have the supply-pipes so fitted as to rise

from it in a regular declivity. This would allow

of the “ water in the pipes,” which is in fact

condensed gas, to flow back into the meter,

keeping ab once the pipes clear, and the meter

additionally supplied with water. Even then it

cannot be pointed out too strongly that a syste-

matic inspection and regulation both of gas-

meters and water joints are indispensable.

THE VELOCIPEDE MOVEMENT.
In originating this movement, as we thinki

every reader of the Builder, even for the last

few years, will admit that we are entitled to say

we did, our purpose was utility, much more
than recreation

;
and, although our friends, the

French and the Americans, seem to have gone

crazy abonb it, they have not yet come up to our

mark, either as regards utility or as regards

improvement of the vehicle. It is to be hoped

that now we have ourselves set about it in

England, we shall be able to do something worth

while in both of these respects, avoiding much
use of the velocipede in crowded streets, and
cultivating its use rather in suburban and pro-

vincial town, or country districts. One special

improvement which we have all along deside-

rated is to get rid of the pedalizing process by
the invention of some other motive power, such

as compressed air
;
and we have before noted

that in America such a power is said to
j

have been already applied to cabs or cars
j
and I

we do not see why it should not ab once be

'

applied to tho velocipede. Two-wheeled veloci-

pedes, like “ safety ” cabs, are by no means safe

vehicles
;
and, ab any rate, they are nob likely

to survive the application of mechanical motive

power to these vehicles, whatever they may then

be called. Indeed, the two-wheeled velocipede

is rather a rebrogradation than an improvement.

We do not know whether Faraday’s, on which

he traversed Hampstead-bill, was a two-wheeler j

but at all events, the old “ dandy charger,” if

we recollect aright, was usually so, though it

was, we think, without treadles, the feet touch-

ing the ground. The withdrawal of the third

or third and fourth wheel, therefore, is no

novelty, although for amusement and recreation,

and the display of agility and skill, it may
still bold its place. On one of these two-

wheelers, Mr. Mayall, jun., son of the well-

known photographer, is said to have run from

London to Brighton, the other day, at the rate

of eight miles an hour, and part of the journey

—

down hill—ab the rate of a mile in four miuntes.

I

This go-a-head vehicle, as the Gentleman's Maga-

I
zine remarks, is exactly suited to American

ideas, and walking,’accordingly, is already on its

last legs, as Yankee wags allege. Schools,

with the imposing name of “ Velocinasiums,”

for teaching the young idea how to gyrate,

are being established
;

races are being run
j

and men and boys ore whizzing here, there,
i

and everywhere, at tho speed of twelve miles '

an hour. Inventors are improving the raa-

'

chines, and manufacturers are making them,

wholesale, the supply at present falling short of

the demand. The mania is spreading every-

where throughout the States, and Western
rhymers are engaged in singing tho praises of

the “ easily-bossed ” vehicle. One, Carl Benson,

challenged the other day to find a rhyme for

“ velocipede," made it onb thus,

—

“ There was a man on a Telocipede

Who said, I need not give my hose a feed

:

Without oats or hay
He will go all day ;

It’s a cheap thing to keep a velocipede.”

Whereupon another poet suggests this,

—

“ If ‘tis a loss indeed
To give one’s hoss a feed.

And I can boss a steed
Of such a saucy breed,
Then sure, the hoss I need
Is the velocipede.”

In France the mania is quite as great as iu

America, and the last news on the subject is that

the Prince Imperial of France is at it, being a

great amateur of velocipedes. He has publicly

gained a race in the Tuileries Gardens against

bis comrade, Dr. Conneau’s son, and it is said

that he has ordered a dozen velocipedes to make
presents of to various young friends. The French

Government are about to mount the rural post-

men, we hear, on velocipedes,—an idea worth

consideration at St. Martin’s-le-Grand.

When all the novelty-hunters are done with
the velocipede, we trust that one result may be
that it will be improved in the way we wish, and
made useful to those who cannot afford to
“ keep a gig

;
” especially in enabling these

to live healthfully in out-of-the-way corners of

the outskirts of London and other large towns
while obliged to be in town all day ab business.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

At the tenth meeting of the present session

of this society, held on the 26th ult. last (Mr. F.

Horner, president, in the chair), thirteen sets of
drawings were exhibited, which had been sub-
mitted in competition for the annual prize offered

by the society to the student members. The
subject was a design for a row of ten seven-yard

houses, the materials for the external design

being restricted to brick, tiles, and terra-cotta,

except for sills or steps. It was announced by
the secretary, that the council had awarded the
first prize to the set of drawings marked Bar sit

fortuna lahoris,” by Mr. Stanley Fox, a pupil of

Messrs. Audsley
5
and the second prize to the

set marked “Terra-cotta,” by Mr. P. Balraer,

pupil of Mr. Wordley. It was observed that a

larger number of designs had been submitted on
this occasion than had for a long time past been
sent in for the students’ competitions.

Mr. S. Huggins (author of the “ Course and
Current of Architecture,”) then read a paper,

entitled “ Letters from Shakspearia, the new
capital of Australia, written by Scamozzi Smith,

esq., architect, to his friends in England, in

1915-16.” This paper, which was a continuation

of one read daring a former session of the

society, and noticed in our pages at the time,

had for its aim to present critiefems on archi-

tecture and the other fine arts, in their relation

to one another, and to society and social habits

the criticism being conveyed in the form of

descriptions of imaginary buildings in a future

antipodal style. The general tendency of tho

paper was to inculcate strongly the revival of

the refining influence of classic feeling, combined
with the freest possible use of all materials

which, by their colour or texture, could add any
new decorative features to the buildings

;
and

also to plead strongly for the essentially fine-

art character of the architect’s profession, to be

exhibited not only in elevation and ornament,
but also in the contrivance of plan and land-

scape-gardening. The paper was illustrated by
a number of original and suggestive designs by
its author.

BIZARRE ARCHITECTURE.

Siu,'—The beat thanks of all our craft who
value the fine-art character of architecture are

due to you for the very able and spirited article,

“ On some Modern Architectural Work,” in the

last number of the Builder. It augurs well

for some reformation of the folly therein exposed

when the leading architectural journal takes up
the subject in this direct and energetic strain ;

i and to some of ns, who have by voice and pen
' striven in oar own localities to stem the muddy
' torrent of false design, no greater encouragement
could be afforded us than aid such as your
article gives.

It is remarkable how very insensible to the

vices of the styles they affect,—for simple affecta-

tion it is,—the disciples of these most corrupt

schools are; for you will hear them, as I have

frequently witnessed, sneer at and depreciate

works not of their own kidney, but, with what-

ever faults, of far higher art quality, and be
evidently entirely ignorant of the real merits of

what they decry, and of the points in which
their own cannot bear comparison with it. I

lately attended an opening service in a costly

church which exhibited nearlyall the peculiarities

you enumerate, and the architect ’ of which, a

clever and enterprising young man, had to my
own knowledge desired to embody in this work
all that he thought best in ecclesiastical design.

Well, I declare to you that the one only feature

in the least pleasing to the eye was the monogram
on the Communion table-cover

;
all else was

crude, discordant, iil-proportioned, and bizarre

;

yet in the local papers there appeared critiques (!)

commenting with unlimited admiration on the

knowledge and taste displayed by the rising

young architect, and no less on the happily-

directed and guided liberality of the founder.

I some time afterwards, with a lady who had
accompanied me on the previous occasion, was in

1
a neighbouring church, built more than fifty
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years since from a design of Rickman’s, of Tndor
character and with ranch of what we now justly
discard as past in the way of galleries, imitated
material, &c. I formed a comparison in my own
mind, and then asked my companion whether
this or the church of the " new light ” Gothic we
had been at together were the more dignified

architectural and ecclesiastical in effect, and she
answered at once in accordance with my own
feeling, the one we were then in beyond com-
parison ; so certain is it that just proportions,
well-studied detail, and carefully-designed orna-
ment (all of which Rickman’s works, as a rule,

embody) commend themselves to the mind
beyond all the results of affected massive-
ness, crude phases of form, and forced contrasts
of colour which these would-be Medimval struc-
tures exhibit

j the higher artistic qualities in the
earlier revival design more than compensating for
the weaknesses belonging to the inherent timidity
of such works. This, in the church, I have
heard pointed out by the self-constituted local
censors of the day as a thing only fit to laugh at

:

would that they possessed one tithe of the real
refinement of the genial old Quaker architect

!

Unhappily, too, among those who run into no
such excess of riot, there are not wanting some,

j

and of metropolitan repute, who, in respect to I

the Pointed style, seem to act on a maxim which
was often on the lips, and seemed a conclusive ^

plea to the approval of a late eminent classical
professor of our art, “ The ancients did it.” If
only a precedent can be found for something in an
old church or conventual building, it^is held as
beyond criticism

; as if, forsooth, the Mediteval
designers never made blunders. I have before
my mind’s eye now a lately-built steeple attached
to a church, which I heard pronounced a perfect
model of correct Pointed design, the spire of
which {very like one or two old ones I have seen)
if drawn by a pupil of mine of six months’
standing, I should tell him to rub out and be
ashamed of. But if I, here in the provinces,
should venture to attach this opinion to the
church and designer instanced, I should be
simply covered with ridicule.

Let the real principles of art, not the popular
affectations of the day, rule in the minds of
those who have the duty, a noble one if well
discharged, of marking for posterity the archi-
tectural position of our generation, and we shall
soon get rid of the crudities, barbarities, and
needless uglinesses of these unhappy caricatures
of real architecture; and, whether preferring
Classical or Pointed design (uniformity, I believe
impossible), they may give a character to the’
buildings of our day which shall hold their ground
beyond it, which cannot, I believe, be the case
with the class of works which, with you, I most
sincerely deprecate.

A Provincial Architect.

to 660,87lZ., showing an increase of 203 miles,
and of 25,084Z.

Extensive works have been for some time in
progress throughout the entire course of the
North London Railway. An additional line of
rails will be added from Broad-street Station to
Camden-towD, passing the stations of Shoreditch,
Agar-town, Dalston, Newington, Highbury, and
Caledonian-road. Operations have been com-
menced at the Camden-town end of the line,
and from this station to the Roman-road the
embankment on which the rails will rest is in a
more or less forward state. Beneath the Roman-
road an additional bridge, with iron girders,
spans the rails. The piers and abutments have
been built, and iron girders will span the Great
Northern line of rails, near the end of Frederick-
street. The principal portion of the small brick
arches between the Roman-road and Camden-
town have been finished. Several houses have
been pulled down in Liverpool-road and Arundel-
square. Cumberland-street, lying between the
Roman-road and Caledonian-road, and facing the
railway, has been lined with plain new buildings
of four stories

; the greater portion of these are,
however, yet unfinished.
The Great Eastern is able to pay a dividend of

rather more than IJ per cent.; but, “ in view
of the difficulties through which the company has

j

been passing,” they do not propose to pay it, but
' to carry the amount which would be available to
divide as a reserve to the accounts of the current
half-year. The Taff Vale dividend will be at the
rate of 9 per cent, per annum.
A telegram from Lisbon states that the Portu-

guese Government is treating with one of the
railway companies for the purchase of its lines.

off, say Leicester-square or Golden-squore. They
are opposed to South Kensington, as being too
distant from the residences of the majority of
workmen. As to expenditure, it appears to
them possible that the public might be induced
to provide a site or buildings, if it were known
that the State would provide all the expense
connected with instruction; and if that view be
adopted, the grant might be made conditional
on suitable accommodation being provided.
The committee feel that it would be right

and desirable that only those should be admitted
to the proposed classes who are perfectly com-
petent to avail themselves of the advantage to
be derived from such classes; they therefore
propose that the admission of any applicant
should be rendered conditional on his having
passed the lowest standard at the examinations
which are held annually by the Science and Art
Department, in the month of May.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
The report of the directors of the Metropolitan

Underground Company states that the gross
receipts from traffic for the half-year ending the
Slat of December last were 155,7G9Z., as com-
pared with 118,738Z. for the corresponding half
of 1867. The total traffic receipts for the year
1868 amounted to 284.2431. The net revenue
account showed a credit balance of 150,278Z.
This balance would enable the proprietors to
declare dividends at the following rates per
annum, viz. : Upon the preference stock at 5 per
cent.

;
the consolidated ordinary stock at 7 per

cent.
; the preferred stock at 6 per cent.

; the
deferred stock at 8 per cent. ; and the extension
stock at 6 per cent., leaving a balance of 4,167Z.
The capital account to the Slst December showed
that 6,390,655Z. had been received, and 6,486 334Z
emended, leaving a balance of 95,6791. against
the company. The revenue account for the half-
year ending the Slst of December last showed
that 162,198Z. had been received, and 57,989Z.
expended, leaving a balance of 10-1-,209Z. To this

i

1,674Z. from the preceding half-year
'

io redeemable fund account,’
4«,bQ0Z. contractors’ payment, 1,250Z. from the
St. John s Wood Railway Company, and 1,796Z.
bankers and general interest account, makinc

this was deducted
J.&,875Z. interest on loans, and 146,111Z. for pre-
ference and ordinary dividends as proposed in
the report, leaving a balance of 4,167Z. for the
next half-year.

The traffic receipts of railways in the United
•Kingdom for the week ending February 14th
amounted on 13,419 miles to 685,955Z.; and for
the corresponding week in 1868, on 13,216 miles,

FATAL FALL OF AN ARCH ON THE
GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

A terrible accident has occurred on the
Great Eastern. In Waterloo-town, Bethnal-
green, Messrs. Lucas, the contractors, were
doing some repairs for the company, and
had a number of excavators and carpenters
at work under one of the railway arches,
which are about 60 ft. in height. A heavily-
laden ooal-truck passed over the spot where
the men were at work, and without an
instant’s warning the whole structure, which was
composed of brick, ironwork, and timber, fell
bodily in, burying the men beneath several feet
of ruins. One of the trucks in falling through
capsized, and providentially was the means of
saving the lives of some of the workmen. Forth-
with, 100 of Messrs. Lucas’s men proceeded to
dig out the dying and the dead. Fourteen men
were got out alive. The falling timber and iron
girders had formed a sort of cavern over them.
The dead bodies of five unfortunate men—four of
whom were excavators, and one a carpenter
were then dug out from underneath a mass of
earth. It is said that at the time of the accident
one of the columns underneath the arch was
being repaired, and the ironwork being weakened,
the train passing over it caused the accident.

’

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION FOR
WORKMEN.

We mentioned in our last that a memorial
had been presented to the Earl de Grey and
Ripon, by a deputation from the Workmen’s
Technical Education Committee. This com-
mittee was appointed at a general conference of
operatives, held in London on the 14th of March,
1868. Among the suggestions made, the com-
mittee more especially solicit the favour of his
lordship’s attention to the recommendation, that
the same systematic and detailed olass-instrao-
tion which is given in the day-time at the Royal

I

School of Mines in Jermyn-street, and at the
Royal School of Chemistry in Oxford-street,

I

should be given at night. The lectures which
for several years past have been delivered in
the former institution in the eveniugs, have
been attended by large audiences of working
men, and have been of the highest value. The
committee feel, however, that more detailed in-
struction, such as that afforded by the day-classes,
accompanied by demonstration and experiments,
and giving^ the student the advantage of fre-
quent examinations in the subjects studied, is now
urgently needed, as well as the morepopular survey
of the physical sciences afforded by the lectures.
They recommend that the building where such
classes are held should be an ‘'annexe” to the
Royal School of Mines and Chemistry, not far

COMPETITIONS.

_

Cemetery, Dover,—The first premium for de-
sipia for laying out ground and buildings for
we new cemetery for the parish of St. Mary,
Dover, has been awarded to Mr. Frederick A.
Klein, of Cannon-street, London, who will be
employed to carry out the works

; the second,
to Mr. Rowland Rees, of Bishopsgate-street
Within.

Hartley Wininey New Church.—The desio-u
sent in by “ Fides ” (Mr. Lansdowne, of Ne'w-
port and Bristol) has been accepted by the
building committee; and Messrs. Hibberd &
Long, of Bath, have tendered to carry it out for
3,095Z. The plans drawn by Mr. John Johnson,
of Moorgate-street, London, aud those by Messrs.
W. H. ife J, Ward, of Curzon Chambers, Birming-
ham, have been awarded the second and third
premiums respectively.
Lambeth Workhouse and Infirmary.—Thirteen

sets of designs were sent in on Monday last for
a new infirmary for 600 persons, and a work-
house for 1,500 inmates, for the parish of St.
Mary, Lambeth.

Kensington District Schools.—The design by
Mr. Saxon Snell has been selected. We suffi-
ciently marked our good opinion of this plan in
oar brief notice of the designs last week,

Peterborough Com Exchange Extension.—In
answer to advertisements, ten sets of designs
were sent in on the 17t,h of February. The
competitors were Messrs. S. Hemming, W.
Patteson, J. Wallis Chapman, and John Ladds
of London

; Messrs. J. G. Traylen, Sibson, Edwin
Bays, of Cambridge

; Mr. J. Meggett and Daniel
oE James Ruddle, of London and Peterborough •

Mr. B. Churchill and Mr. John Ruddle, both of
Peterborough, from whose designs the directors
have selected those by Mr. John Ladds, to whom
they have awarded the premium, with instruc-
tions to prepare working drawings and specifica-
tion, and obtain tenders at once.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
London.—The new church of St. John the

Evangelist, St. George’s East, has been conse-
crated by the new Bishop of London. The new
church stands in Grove-street, Commercial-road
East. It is a small edifice, built of brick and
stone, in the Middle Pointed style of archi-
tecture. It occupies a site which was formerly
a cooper’s yard. The church contains about 600
sittings. It has been erected at a cost, as com-
puted by the architect, of 4,300Z. ; although, all
things included, the entire expense would amount
to a considerably larger sum. The money has
been subscribed partly from the Bishop of
London’s Fund, and the remainder from other
sources. The Messrs. Francis were the archi-
tects. A new church is about to be erected
for an ecclesiastical district, consisting of the
neighbourhood of Brownswood Park, to be taken
out of the pariah of Islington. The ohnrch will
be dedicated to St. John the Evangelist.
Another new metropolitan church has been com-
pleted. It is situate in Barnsbury, and the
district which is assigned to the new church is
taken out of the pariah of St. Luke, Holloway.
Bromley (Mic{dZ«se.t;).— The church of St.

Gabriel, Bromley, Middlesex, has been conse-
crated. The district assigned to the new church
is taken from the pariah of St. Michael, Bromley.
It has a population of 7,000 of the poorer classes.
The edifice baa been built from the designs of
Mr. R. J. Withers, by Messrs, Dove, Brothers,
at a cost of 4,7001., of which 2,OOOZ. were given
by the Bishop of London’s Fund, the Church
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Building Society, &c. It afforda seats for 753

persons, all free.

Hitchin.—Eing’s Walden Church, which has

been closed for the purpose of being repaired

and restored, has been re-opened for divine ser-

vice. The church has been reseated with benches

of polished oak, and the reading-desk is also of

oak. The pulpit and font are of stone, carved.

The oaken screen, which divides the nave from

the chancel, has been restored and redecorated.

The works have been carried out by Messrs.

Forsyth, of London, from the designs of Messrs.

Nesfield & Shaw. An organ, built by Messrs.

Waller & Jones, of London, has been put up. It

is proposed to insert a painted east window,

and to introduce colour in the roof and on the

walls of the church.

Fulbourne (Cornts.)—The parish church is to

be restored by Mr. Tooley, of the “ Church

Restoration Works,” in this town, his tender for

the work, 3,1001,, having been accepted. Mr.

A. J. Blomfield is the architect engaged.

Birmingham.—There is a prospect of a_ church

being erected for the populous and daily-increas-

ing district of Heath-street, in the parish of All

Saints. The inhabitants being at a great dis-

tance from any church, have taken up the matter

warmly, and the Church Extension Society have

already purchased a piece of land at the junction

of Heath-street and Winson-green-road, for

church and parsonage, and made a grant of 5001.

towards the erection of the church. A building

committee has been formed, and plans for the

church, which is to be called St. Cnthberb’s.

have been prepared by Messrs. Bateman &-

Coraer. Estimated cost, 5,0001.

jjip(„i_The chapel of St. Mary Magdalene

has been consecrated. This edifice, which is

from the designs of Mr. Crosland, architect,

Leeds, has been erected through the liberality

of Mrs. Mason, the widow of the late Rev. G.

Mason, of Copt Hewick Hall. The old ohapel,

situated not far from the River Ure, contains an

ancient pavement in front of the altar, supposed

by some to be Roman, but more probably copied

from a work of that period, of the date of the

twelfth century. The new chapel contains two

stained-glass windows, both to the memory of

Chichester Cathedral.—We understand that

the erection of a new window of stained glass

in the south transept of this cathedral has

been intrusted to Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, and that it will be immediately

taken in hand.
Qreat Bcurford Church.—

A

stained-glass window

has recently been put up in the chancel of this

church. It is dedicated to the memory of the

late Mr. John Arnold, who, on retiring from

business as a London merchant, built a mansion

in this parish, and here spent the latter years of

his life. The window was designed and executed

by Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham.

capable of raising 5,000 gallons per minute, and

was manufactured to order by Mr. WilliamWright,

of Little Bourke-street West. Mr. D. B. Prit-

chard, C.E., of this city, is the consulting

engineer.

FROM SCOTLAND.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Chatham.—A new wing is to be added to St.

Mary’s Convict Prison, Chatham, which will

accommodate about 300 more convicts. Em-
ployment could be found on the dockyard ex-

tension works at St. Mary’s Island for even a

greater number.
Liverpool.—The new offices of the Liverpool

and London and Globe Insurance Company,

erected at a cost of 11,5001., in Corn-street, are

now completed and occupied. The architect was

Mr. W. B. Gingell. The public office is a large

room, with plastered roof, supported on columns

of coloured stone. There are three suites of

professional chambers over the company’s office.

East Retford.—The first stone of a new
Temperance-hall has been laid here. The build-

ing will be 54 ft. by 22 ft. inside, and of a plain

character, and is estimated to cost 3601.

E(.lmbwi/7i,.—The Lords of the Treasury
,
ac-

cording to the Scotsman, have sanctioned the

erection of a large new Record Hall, on the

vacant ground at the back of the old building, at

a coat of about 8,0001., the designs for which

have been prepared by Mr. Matheson, of her

Majesty’s Board of Works. This increased

accommodation for the records is
^

rendered

necessary by the Land Writs Registration Act of

last session. The directors of the Edinburgh

Water Company have received a report from

Mr. Hawksley, the hydraulic engineer, and from

other engineers, pronouncing in strong terms in

favour of the Company’s scheme for bringing in

a supply of water from the Moorfoot Hills. Mr.

Hawksley estimates the coat of the St. Mary s

Looh Scheme at 1,400,0001.

FROM AUSTRALIA.

Melbourne.—The church of St. Mary’s, Hotham,

of which the Illustrated News of Melbourne gives

an engi’aving, has been opened for divine ser-

vice, after being enlarged by the addition of tran-

septs and chancel. The style of the building is

Gothic, of the Early Decorated period. Its

external length is 112 ft,, and across through

the transepts it is 104 ft. The plan is cruciform.

the late'^Rev. G. Mason. That in the east, re- It consists of a nave, with north and south aisles

presenting the six Beatitudes, by O’Connor, of
|

(the portion of the building already in use),

London was the gift of Mrs. Mason
;
and that in north >nd south transepts, chancel, baptistery,

the south, representing the three Graces—Faith. — ’ 'T’ho f.'hnrr'. ih non-

Hope, and Charity—was got up by subscription

among a few friends of the late rev. gentleman.

The chapel will hold about 150 persons.

STAINED GLASS.

St. James's, Derby.—The chancel of this church

has recently been enriched by the insertion of

seven stained-glass lancet windows, each of

which is divided into three compartments. Six

of the lights illustrate those suffrages in the

Litany which relate to the Saviour’s Redemp-

tion, and the most important events in His life,

beginning with the Nativity and concluding with

the Ascension and the Descent of the Holy Ghost

at Pentecost. The seventh light is devoted to the

Martyrdoms of St. Stephen, St. John, and the

Holy Innocents. The artists were Messrs.

Lavers, Barraud, & Westlake, of London.

The Abbey Church, Bath.—

A

stained-glass

window by Mr, Hughes, of London, has been

placed in the south aisle of this church by Mrs.

Brooke, of Malmesbury, in memory of her eldest

BOO. The window contains five subjects, viz.,

—

The Raising of the Widow’s Son, Our Lord

addressing the Nobleman and telling him that

his Son liveth, Christ receiving little Children,

the Prayer in the Garden and the Sleep of the

Disciples, and the Payment of Tribute Money.

At the top of the window (which was exhibited

at the Paris Exposition) are figures of angels

bearing banners, on which texts are inscribed.

Mcvrple Church.—A stained-glass window has

been placed in the east end of All Saints’ Church,

Marple. On the upper part are representations

of three angels, and near to thorn appears the

word Alleluia, which is twice repeated, as though

forming part of an angelic song. On the left-

hand side of the central compartment is the

representation of the Baptism of Jesus by John

the Baptist. On the right-hand of the compart-

ment is the representation of Our Lord’s Last

Supper. In the centre compartment is the

representation of the Saviour’s Ascension. • This

is the first stained window erected in Marple

Church, and is placed there by the eldest

daughter of Mr, Skirrow, as a tribute of affection

to her parents. The window is from the esta-

blishment of Mr. Hughes, of Loudon.

robing'-room, and vestry. The church is con.

structed throughout of bluestone, with freestone

mullions and tracery in the windows, and with

Portland cement water-tables to the buttresses,

&c. Each gable is terminated with a freestone

cross or finial. The nave is a clearstory, and is

lighted by windows of circular form, filled in

with tracery, and situated above the aisle roofs.

At the intersection of the nave, chancel, and two

transepts, there are fonr moulded stone arches,

24 ft. wide and 32 ft. high, the space which they

enclose being finished with a groined ceiling,

with moulded ribs, having carved bosses at their

intersections. This ceiling, which hangs like a

canopy over the space where the nave, chancel,

and transepts meet, is one of the chief of the

internal features of the building. All the other

parts of the church have open timbered roofs,

with moulded hammer-beams, and cawed struts

thereunder, springing from moulded brackets.

The seating-room, when the whole of the interior

fittings are completed, will afford accommoda-

tion for about 800 persons. The cost of the

building so far, has been over 6,0001. The tower

and spire, which will be 130 ft. high, as yet have

only been commenced; and before the whole

church is completed an organ-loft and organ will

have to be built, as well as interior fittings and

stained-glass windows added. At the eastern

end of the chancel there is a large window,

12 ft. 6 in. wide by 25 ft. high, intended for a

stained-glass design ;
and it is understood that a

local firm have offered to design and manufaotare

the window for the sum of 400Z, The architect

was Mr. Lloyd Tayler.

The contractor for the Eew Lunatic Asylum

has commenced operations. A large number of

men will be employed in the erection of this

extensive pile of buildings.

The contractor for the Alfred Graving Dock,

Williamstown, has between seventy and eighty

men at present employed on that work.

The new Yarra Graving Dock, built by

Captains Siuaott and Hughes, has been opened.

This dock has been in course of erection for the

last two years. The length of the dock is 250 ft.,

breadth at top 55 ft., and at the bottom 40 ft.

It is 16 ft. deep in dock, and has 13 ft. 3 in. of

water on the sill at ordinary tides. The pumping

machinery consists of a 20-ia. centrifugal pump,

OBSTRUCTION OF PICCADILLY.

A CORRESPONDENT, T. H. H., whose letter repre-

sents two others on the same subject received, by

us, says,—^The intrusion of a solid briok erection,

measuring 27 ft. by lo ft. and 20 ft. high, com-

pletely across the footway of Piccadilly, induces

me to inquire whether there is any local

authority to protect a public thoroughfare of

such importance.

Opposite to the site which is now
_

being

excavated for the new buildings for the scientific

societies opposite Burlington House, the hoarffing

covers the whole footway, which is 12 ft. wide

;

but in the centre there is a further obtrusion of

5 ft, upon the driftway, and a close porch, which

has all the appearance of permanence, projects

to the enrb
;
thus cutting off the view of the

street line, reducing the carriage-way in this

most important street, and necessitating a railed

gangway, by detour, for pedestrians.

It may be alleged that the long corridor

erected as an entrance to the Royal Academy,

through the old courtyard, is ouly temporary ;
but

it is likely to stand in the way for some years,

until the new building is complete, to the annoy-

ance and discomfiture of the public.

The architectural effect of this extem-

poraneous -bit of luxury is by no means con-

temptible 5
nevertheless, for public use and con-

venience, it may not be unreasonable to ask

that in case a velum, or oandage awning, be

absolutely requisite for Fellows or Patrons, a

pair of pillars only be reserved on the curb to

sustain the roof, and that the traverse walls he

removed, so as to afford free intercourse for

pedestrians on this the most important of our

West London pavements.

WIDENING THE POULTRY.

gm^—Nonsense ! Abolish the Poultry. Surely

they are not going to finish off the end of the

new street from Blackfriars to the Mansion-

house, and then see what a ridiculous appearance

“ Middle-row” left will make.

Here must be the programme. Abolish the

Poultry ! Let Cheapside be lengthened to the

Mansion-house. Only a Tailor.

“ MEDIHUVAL METAL CAPITALS.”

For the benefit of your correspondent “ T. M.”

I would instance the case of Salisbury Cathedral,

where the centre shafe of the west doorway has

to its capital a bronze abacus. The section of

the abacus is the same as the stone abaci on

either side of it.

The bronze bands of Salisbury and the copper

bands of Westminster are well known; while

doubtless many other examples exist to ease the

mind of “T. M.,” who appears desirous of

making such legitimate use of, metal, but is

anxious to -find- a precedent. J. T. P.

Sir,—In reply to ‘'T. M.,” I think if he

will make inquiries, he will find many instances

of Metal Capitals in ancient and modern time? }

to wit, the Pantheon, and St. Peter’s (interior),

Rome; Nelson Column, London. S. C. E.
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TEE PBOPOSED NEW OFFICES FOE

POPLAR DISTRICT.
At a special meetiug of tho Poplar District

Board of Works, held last Tuesday ovoning, at
tbe Board-room, East-India Dock-road, a report
was read from a committee, to whom had been
referred the four lowest tenders for the erection
of new offices and Board-room. The fonr tenders
were,—Mr. Kilby, 8,1121. ; Messrs. Wicks, Bangs,
& Co., 7,9751. j Mr. Tamer, 7,8901.} Messrs.
Baker & Constable, 7,3301. The committee re-
commended that Messrs. Baker & Constable’s
tender be accepted. An amendment, to the effect
that the^ tender had exceeded by about 2,3801.
the original sum intended to be laid ont* was
moved, seconded, and persevered in} and after a
protracted discussion the Board divided, and the
amendment was lost by a majority of eight. A
second amendment was then proposed and
seconded, that tbe matter be referred back to
the committee, with a view of reducing the sum
tobelaidout. This amendment was also lost. The
report of the committee was then carried, and
Messrs. Baker & Constable were informed that
their tender had been accepted by the Board.
The joint architects are Messrs. Hills & Fletcher,
and Messrs. A. & C. Haraton.

EOTAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

The President, Mr. W. Tite, M.P., announced
at the last meeting of tho Institute, held on
Monday evening, the Ist inst., that the council
proposed to recommend for the Royal Gold Modal
of 1869, Professor C. R. Lepsius, arcbaeologj'at,
of Berlin. The recommendation would come
more formally before them at another meeting.
Mr. Alfred Strong was elected a fellow, and Mr.
W. F. Williams an associate} and then Mr.
Wyatt Papworth read a memoir of the late
Joseph Bonomi, architect and A.R.A., with a
descripiion of some of his designs. A number
of Mr. Bonomi’s drawings were exhibited.

Mr. Geo. Godwin read a paper on Masons’
I Marks in various countries, with spooial reference
: to^ the Chevalier Da Silva’s work, “ Signes
qu’on voit graves sur lea Anciens Monuments du
Portugal.” The paper was illustrated with 48

I sheets of marks from Egypt, the Holy Land,
:Lycia, Italy, England, Ireland, Scotland, France,^
the Tyrol, Switzerland, Sweden, Denmark,

1 Germany, Austria, Spain, Portugal, and other
countries. We shall print it hereafter.

and carried out} for, if he had, I think that
he would not have made such assertions. These
bouses rarely advertise, and they arc not much
known outside their clientele

; bub they manage
to keep a quiet aud oven course.
One thing your correspondent “E. G.,” in his

able letter, has not alluded to, is the great
number of respectable houses in the upholstery,
carpet, and antique furniture trade, that sell
furniture, but do not make it. These firms pro-
cure good drawings, and give them out to a
cabinetmaker, who undertakes to make tho piece
of cabinet-work for a certain sum, and they do
not look to the quality of the work so much as
to weir full profit} therefore they are satisfied
if their customers pass the work, and pay the
bills. Yet there are some houses where the
furniture is made on the premises under the
supervision of the proprietor aud designer (very
fev^ proprietors can draw), and some furniture
18 designed by our best architects and artists,
and such furniture may be put in competition
with that made by any house in tho world.

Plain cabinet-work is made in these work-
shops, and it is as good as men can make, but
the price seems high for it when compared, by
an inexperienced person, with that made to sell
only.

As a furniture and upholstery salesman, I
have had to do with tho designer, maker, and
purchaser

} and I consider the cause of so much
bad furniture being made is the fault of tbe
latter} for, if the purchaser would be content
with a neat and simple piece of furniture free
from a quantity of wretched carving and inlay
or marquetrie, satisfaction to purchaser and
maker would be the result. J, S. B.

THE TREATMENT OP SEWAGE.

THE ABCHITECTDRAL EXHIBITION.
'

Tue annual exhibition will be opened on
Wednesday, May otb, and drawings must be sent
to the galleries on Monday or Tuesday, the 5th
aud 6th days of April. The council desire to
give_ to the architectural profession, and the
public at large, a creditable and convenient op-
portunity of exhibiting and inspecting well-
dxoouted representations of the work now being
executed by individual architects, aud others in°
'-erested in art. In furtherance of these objects,

^P.^^Jition to the usual attractions of the
bihibition, they are desirous of receiving per-
Hpective, geometrical, and working drawings of
ill new buildings, with such particulars as to
Ilian, construction, cost, draughtsman, or artist,
18 may be desirable. The committee have also
ieoided upon accepting a limited number of
nurely artistic drawings of architectural subjects.
.0 bring the exhibition into prominence, it has
chia year been decided to open it free on Mondays
Ind. Saturdays.

SOUTH LONDON WORKING CLASSES
INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.

On Monday lastthe third South London Working
Classes Industrial Exhibition was opened at the
Lambeth Baths, the same building in which the
two former were held, in the years 1864 and
1865. The exhibitors are mainly of West London,
and the working-classes. The number of exbU
bibors is 450, and of these there is a much larger
proportion of skilled workers than in any pre-
vious industrial exhibition. The adjudicators,
the space committee, and a vigilance committee,
have been chosen by tbe exhibitors from among
themselves} and, in oonsequenceof the pecuniary
success of tbe exhibitions of 1864 and 1865, it

was thought unnecessary to form a guarantee
fund. The adjudicators have awarded the prize
of 51. for the best design for a medal to Marian
B. Brook

}
and that of 21. 28. for the best design

for a certificate to Helen J. Arundel Miles. Mr.
S. Morley, M.P., presided at tho opening cere-
wony, and Mr. Goschen, the Lord Mayor, and
other gentlemen addressed the meeting.

Sib,—Id these times of sanitary improTeiaent manyIdeas Bprmg pp m people’s mind"^ as to the best aS5
of disposing of the sewage of our

had niany occasions to study and think
to bring ray thoughts to

The orinarj' plan cf drainingour towns into the neigh,bounng rivers andstreams will not be any longer permitted
established, but sufficientpoyution 18 allowed to escape into the neighbouring rivereand streams, to establish cause for Chancery suits, &c.iiartb closets have been made and talked about, but arenot without many and grave objections

propose to adopt is, that in large or smalltowns the drainage should all be carried or conducted to

frV" “ight be erected
®f different

outskirts. These works would be very inexpensive, andmade to be worked on the same principle as earth closets,
there would be no annoyance worth mentioning, either in
Its collectioD or distribution. Every purchaier of themanure should be compelled to bring a certain quantity
of earth, so that the supply would cost nothing: and!
have no doubt such manure would meet with a ready sale

SMITH.

CLOSED DOORS AT SOUTH KEN-
SIN6T0N.

Sin,—Being interested in tbe description of the Ken.
Bin gton District Schools Competition in your journal last
week, I went to the Horticuliurai Society’s Buddings on
Saturday last, hoping to see the drawings referred to. Iwas informed that it was necessary to have a ticket from a
certain Mr. Brown

} but that gentleman not being in theway at the time, 1 and a iriend who was with me wore re-
fused permission to enter the Counoil-room, where I under-
stood from your remarks the drawings were visible.
Having gone once before to South Kensington to seeBome Mylum district drawiuge. but being also then unsuc-

ceealul, I desire to call attention to tho exclusiveness, if Imay say eo, of the authorities in these matters—eiolosive-
nesa which, as applied to the competition itself, you have
already commented upon with elleet.
Again, may I urge the hardship — and it really

amounts to this—-of closing the South Kensington Museum
against the public at four o’clock on Saturdays F—a time
when of all others it is moat desirable to have it open. If

il’ ^ J
®®®° troops of people of all sorts,

old and young, interested in the armour and other thingswhen the bell was rung at four o’clock last Saturday, and
heard the expreseions of regret at such a bright op-
portunity (for tho suu was shining briUiantly) being lost
lor seeing more of the treasures being then looked up. he
would have relented, I am sure, and stuck up a notice at
once to the effect that on the next Saturday the doore
would remain open till six o’clock at least.

-
remembered how few, even with their Satur-

day half-holiday, can reach South Kensington before four
o clock, even with tbe railway advantages now available, it
seems simply absurd for a popular institudon to close its
doors at that hour. Owx » Disappoinibo,”

CABINET-TTORK IN LONDON.
Sir,—

Y

our correspondent " E. G.” gives a
«ry fair sketch of the majority of the cabin et-
hakers in London, but he does not show tBat
le remarks made by the Marquis of Bute were
stified.

I understand that a statement was made by
le noble marquis, to the effect that “there was
it a man lu England capable of designing a
eoe of cabinet-work

; and if a good design were
rocured there were no men ablo to execute it.”
lihis 18 a sweeping charge of incompetency to
Ding against designers and workmen by a youngW— I feel justified in saying—inexperienced
ilibleman. In a few years he may think that he
lime to a hasty conclusion on this matter, and
'Aract it. He has not, I believe, been in many
i the best houses in London or the provinces,
!ner© really good designs for furniture are made

TIMBER YARDS.
The late fire in the timber-yard, King-street,

Clerkenwell, and its disastrous effects upon
some poor tenements, whose tenants were wholly
uninsured, again points to the necessity, so often
urged in your pages, of placiog these timber-
yards under strict supervision, restrictions, and
regulations.

No timber should be allowed to be stacked
against adjoining dwelling-houses, nor within a
distance of 30 feet of the external, flank, or other
wall of any adjoining dwelling-house. By this
regulation, timber-yards could only be made in
fit and proper situations.

Tue District Servetor.

HARD A-STARBOARD.
Sib,—

E

lectricians inform us that they can communi-
cate across a wide lake, water alone being the conductor
the electric current being received on a broad copper
Sluelfl- wiih n. wiFo . -

A SANITARY GRIEVANCE.
Tub following letter to the Board of Guardians of Sligo

cansed some laughter, it is stated. Let us express a hope
that it nevertheless awakened attention :

—
“ CoDooney, February, G, 1869.

I most respectfully beg leave to state, for your informa-
tion, and tho information of tho whole board, there is a
large heap of manure, the concentrated essence of Mr.
Sim's whole concerns, within four yards of my kitchen
door. I am an ‘ unprotected female.’ I mean by that,
gentlemen, I have never been married. I live by my
industry, so far as keeping an eating-house. A very
respectable farmer called in here a few days ago for
refreshment

;
but in consequence of the scent of Mr. Sira’s

dung-pit up to ray door, says he, ‘ Katty, I cannot take
the SOCOnn CIITI rtf T .1.. FtA— n-Awi.- A..

o’l,' v a
" ,ui tuiujev transmission,

ibis has led me to think how collisions at sea might be
avoided Irqin fast-going steamers dashing into each other

lossy thick weather, inattention, Ac
The “ paths of tho sea " are laid out and kept with ex-

actitude; thus they ofteameet, “passengers’ dread and
owners bane," with frightful results. My plan is to have
a battery constantly sending forth currents of eleetricitvirom the cut-water, to be received, andJire a gun, on boarii
ot any high-speed steamer that may be direct in her path,

1 indicate danger, and for one to alter course instantly
It IS recorded of an American mail steamer that made aquick passage from New York, a dense fog prevaileddunng the whole of the passage ; they kept most accurate

reckoning. \\ h m they shut off steam they were only a few
yards from the Formby lightship, off Liferpool. Is not
this pushing on ri8k;y ? If protection can be devised the
inventor must look tor his reward in pence from “ Jack ”
and hiB kinsmen, for I well know the Government will not
recognize nor pay for anything of this kind, if invented by
a poor bamantan, but it is reversed if it is one of theirown Balamauders. e. T

BILLS or QUANTITIES.

uj) Lo my uoor, says ne, • ivacty, i cannot take
the second cup of tea.’ Gentlemen, I do not want to
take any law proeredings against Mr. Bim, but I want
him to leave me what the Great Being left the whole
human species—the air.—I have the honour to be, your
very humble and obedient servant,

Catheeinb M'Doxogh.”

Sib, As tho question of payment for quantities is being
discusaed in the Guilder from week to week, I make no
apology for asking you, in the interest of all concerned in
the erection of buildings, to give publicity to the fjllowing
statement;—
A few months ago I sent a well-known firm of London

architects a tender prepared upon bills of quantities which
they supplied at a charge of 2i per cent., in addition to
other charges all included iu the estimate in the usual way.
I was informed that my tender was the lowest, aud asked
to wait upon the architects, who said they could not taka
any responsibility upon themselves

j but, if my tender was
accepted, I must myself verify the quantities within a
fortnight after aigning the contract. To this I oonsented,
and intimated my intention of making a full examination
of the drawings and specifications. Need I add my tendertue uiuniugs uuu apeciucauons. neeu J. and my tender
was not accepted. Surely a builder has enough refponsi-
bility nod risk, without havinga aurveyor’sliability thrown
upon his shoulders, to enable an architect to pocliet ar
extra 21- per cent. ^ Buildee.

BEHAVIOUR OF CEMENT.
SiE.—Can any of yonr readers inform mo tho reason

why brick piers, say 7 ft. by 4 ft,, built with Portland
cement, after completion, begin to open in the hori-
zontal joinfe, as if laid with hot m ittar ? The piers
were well weighted on top. If any reader will give me tho
information required, he will much oblige

B., Builder,
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GAS METERS.
SiB,—A correspondent complained to you for haring

to pay for a quarter’s gas that he did not consume. Your
correspondent aud others have themselves greatly to

blame for not looking after their own meters, and keep

the quantities consumed, and not trust to the inspector

altogether; for we know they are not a very well paid class

of officials, and very often not the moat intelligent. And
since gas was first introduced for domestic use the prin-

ciple has never altered, that is, of putting the gas meters

under the kitchen sink, or some other filthy or out-of-the-

way place.
Now, Mr. Editor, can yon tell me why a gas meter

should not be as ornamental as a timcpieco in our lobby

or rooms ? It is not a matter of necessity to pack the

works in the unmechanical and unsightly box they are now
packed in. I see nothing to hinder them from being made
ornaments for the finest houses, especially where there is

plenty of accommodation. A tablet could be put up to

show a timepiece, a gas meter, a barometer, and many
other useful indicators. By having such arrangements in

a house, the family would learn to read and know the use

of the whole of them
;
whilst at the present time there aro

not ten out of every hundred can explain them. A. F.

BUILDERS’ CLERKS’ BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

Tue second annual meeting of the members
of this young and rising Society was held on

Wednesday evening, the 24th ult., at the Offices,

14, Bedford - row, Mr. Charles Richardson in

the chair. The attendance was small.

Mr. Richardson, the president of the year, opened
the proceedings by esUiug upon Mr. Mullett, the secre-

tary, to read the report. That document congratulated

the suhserihers on the advancing character of the

institution, and stated that the annual meeting had been
changed for the convenience of members from August to

February. In alluding to the falling off in receipts for the

past year, as compared mth the previous one, it was stated

that many donations were always given at the starting of a

new society which would not be continued ; and reference

was, also, made to the financial crisis of 1886 as being

injurious to the income of the sncceeding years. Since the

last meeting three healthy men, leading clerks iu London,
have been removed by death, and their loss is much re-

gretted. There have been purchased 60()2, stock in the

3 per Cents., so available balance at the bankers', and
two widows have been placed on the pension list. In

announcing the presidency of Mr. Richardson, the report

passes a high eulogium on the retiring president, Mr.
Honshaw, " for the very generous manner in which he has
devoted both time, means, and influence towards advancing
tho interests of this young institution." Notwithstanding
the discouraging aspect of the year, the results to the

society have more than realised the expectations of the

committee, and the continued support of friends and mem-
bers is earnestly asked for.

The balance-sheet stands as follows :—To tho 30th of

July,'1867, 4771. lls. 6d. Subscriptions and donations,

2861. 4s. Interest on banking account, 61. Os. 3d. Total,

769L 163. 8d. The expenditure mves, for rent, stationery,

printing, postage, secretary’s salary, and all working costs,

the sum of 961. 4s. 6d. Relief and pensions, 12L 15s,

Purchase of 6C0/. 3 per Cents., aud broker's commission,

6611.163. Available cash, 1001. Is. 3d. Total, 7691. 158. 8d.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption, printing, and
circulation of the documents just read, toot occasion to

congratulate the meeting on .their success. Theirs was a

young society, only just started, and started, too, at a very

bad time, when trade and commerce were dull. He hoped
that tho last wave was rolling over us, and that better times

were to come, and that they would alt put their shoulder

to the wheel. Builders’ clerks wanted something of that

kind
;
they often worked in offices that were not always

healthy, and they did not get enough of out-door exercise.

The report having been adopted, resolutions were passed

appointing the committee and oUicers for the year; and a

special vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Hannen.
A conversation ensued as to the best means of in-

ducing builders’ clerks to take an interest in tho society.

VITRUVIUS.

SiE,—As there is a disposition to afford a

better professioDal training for those who pur-

pose following the profession as architects, it has

occorred to me that, supposing that any pro-

fessor would take up Vitruvins as a basis, and
deliver a coarse of lectures, using that book as

a guide, commencing with the essentials of an
excellent and good practical education in the

first instance, and then follow the same course

as laid down by the above talented and expe-

rienced great man, with all the improvements

and changes which have taken place in nearly

2,000 years, the lectures or papers would form

a most valuable nucleus for the young architect,

laying down what system he should adopt,

what works to study for theory or practice, the

nature and improvement in all matters relating

to building, their nature and properties, not con-

fining himself to the mereroutine of an architect’s

office, which he should never enter till he has
been well grounded in drawing, &o.

;
and as it is

now proposed that he shonld, like the ancient

masters, have a knowledge of the figure in draw-

ing or modelling, and also in painting and sculp-

ture, sufficient to be a gnido to him in future

life
5
and he would have much reason to be thank-

ful to such a professor for his excellent advice in

forming his mind, and rendering him in after-

life an ornament to society.

I am merely throwing out these few hints as

a stepping-stone for others to follow up in their

better judgment. A Subsc’btuer.

PROPOSED NEW BUILDINGS ACT.

SiE,—As it is proposed to revise or replace

the existing Act, let us hope that it maybe made
applicable to the provinces, or that suitable

clauses may be inserted for this object. I have

no doubt that most architects in small towns will

agree with me, as will any one who has witnessed

what I have.

We can most of us remember tho great fire in

West-street, Gravesend, in 1846, when the whole

of that weather-boarded substitute for a street

was destroyed.

I was once offered a three-story house in a

town of 20,000 inhabitants for 1601. The front

wall was 9-in. brickwork, the back wall 6-in.

brick on edge, the party walla represented by
quarter partitions. No W. C. or privy. Sashes

all single hung. I on another occasion designed

a pair of cottages for a country builder, who in-

sisted on a wood partition between the twohouses;

and not only this, but at one part a party fioor,

not fireproof. On my remonstrating, he merely

replied, “That he was going to insure the

houses.”

If a general Act is carried out, I must suggest

a word of caution against local officials
j

for

experience tells me that unless our counties are

treated—at least, in this instance—as depart-

ments, the Act would be useless. W. S.

Tub present Act is ill-defined and indeterminate in

point of law. "VVe have simply to revert to the Act of

1841 as a model Act, and one that can only be in form
improved by the introduction of a “Metropolitan Build-

ings Court," with summary jurisdiction, three architec-

tural referees, and a legal assessor. In substance it is a

most ably-drawn Act, and is singularlj; enough appealed

to whenever a correct definition is required. This tribunal

should be a final Court of Appeal, and independent of

any other body. All these changes are productive of great

inconvenience. A. D. 8.

THE DISCOVERIES AT GUILDFORD
CASTLE.

At the risk of diminishing the romance which

attaches to the discovery of the so-called

“ dungeons,” I would suggest that the caverns

now opened were once qnarries, from which the

supply of chalk was obtained for use in the

various bnildiogs, and notably in the interesting

Church of St. Mary hard by, restored under my
direction a few years since, in which tho columns

and arches and mullions and tracery of the

windows were found to be of chalk, with Reigate

fire-stone in parts. The harder chalk would be

found at some depth—hence, probably, the extent

of the excavation. There are three varieties of

chalk in the neighbourhood of Guildford, viz.,

white chalk, grey chalk, and the beantiful veined

chalk which baa the aspect of veined marble

when varnished. Chalk, however, ia little used

for building purposes in this Bath-stone age, but

for interior nse, especially above the line of wear,

I think it is a very beantifnl and tractable

material, taking a good arris and hardening with

age. The lime burnt in the neighbourhood is

justly celebrated. Thos. Goodchiid.

§O0liS |l££ttl)Ci>.

Practical Re^yiarlcs \ipon the Principle of Rating

Railway, Oas, Water, and other Compayiies,

Land, Buildings, ^c. By Chas. Penfold.

Fifth Edition, rewritten by John Thomas
Keeshaw. London : Knight & Co., Fleet-

street. 1869.

A TIME is coming when a vast deal of valuation

and re-valuation must be done, so that the

appearance of this new edition of “Penfold on

Rating ” is opportune. Mr. Kershaw, who is one

of a well-known firm of rating surveyors, and

brings practical knowledge to the work, has

extended the original book to make it include

the effects of Acts of Parliament passed since the

previous edition appeared. The present editor

has a strong opinion as to the liabilities of com-

panies, and has brought together cases that bear

on this point. We can recommend the volume

to all who are interested in the matter.

VARIORUM.

We need but announce the appearance, as

usual, of “ Debrett’s Peerage for 1869,”
_

and

"Debrett’s Baronetage for 1869,” now published

by Dean & Son, Ludgate-hill. Great care is

evidently taken to keep these works np to the

time, and to maintain their ancient reputation.

Mr. Hardwioke publishes a “ Shilling Peer-

age,” a “ Shilling Baronetage,” a “ Shilling

Knightage,” and a “ House of Commons 1869,”

also for a shilling. The faot that these are all

edited by Mr. Edward Walford, M.A., sufficiently

guarantees their correctness, so far as they go.

“ The Railway, Banking, Insurance, and

Commercial Almanac for 1869,” edited by Mr.

W. Page Smith, which reached us somewhat

late in the year, contains its usual large amount

of information connected with the interests it

addresses. Fraser's Magazine for March, con-

tains “ A Note on Panperism,” by Florence

Nightingale, which may be most usefully studied.

:
Mias Nightingale’s proposition as to the punish-

ment of prisoners is less likely to meet with

acceptation. Britannia, a monthly magazine,

has the advantage of being edited by Mr. Arthur

A’Beckett, and illustrated by Mr. Mat. Morgan.

The current number of tbe Broadxoay con-

tains an appreciative paper by Mr. William M.

Rossetti, entitled “Raskin as a Writer on Art.”

'The first Annual Report of the Amalga-

mated Society of House Decorators and Painters,

from April, 1868, to December, 1868. Kenny,

Printer, Camden-road. This society was esta-

blished in April, 1868. The general secretary,

Mr. G. Shipton, in his report, or remarks, says,

—

“ Oar report for tbe quarter ending September showed

there were 389 members in the society, fifteen of whom
had joined onder the full force of the rules; and after

deducting the cost of sufficient property to start twenty-

five branches, and the worlting expenses of the society,

we were left with a balance in the general fund of

416L 4s. 6id., or an average of 11. Is. 5d. per member.
Thus it will be seen that nearly the whole of the members
became free to all benefits beginning with October, placing

before us the worst period of the year. In addition to

this, the sad depression on all branches of industry-^of

course incinding our own—made matters stillmore against

us, and altogether likely to test the sobdity of the society

to the fullest possible extent. . .

Now, the lowest sum for which any member can jom

tho society under the rules, before being free to all ,

benefits, is 3L Os. lOd. ; this ranges, according to the age I

of the member, up to il. 8s, 4d. Thus the many disad-

vantages under which the society was started will be i

evident, as upon the lowest payments the sum of l,157t.
j

68. 9d. would nave been realised.

.

i-
" During our short period of existence, the total income !

ofthe society has been 84-R, 16b. 3^d., and oar expendi-
i

ture for property, working expenses, and payment of

benefits amounts to 653L 133. ll^d., leaving a balance of .

291L 28. 4d. in December. For funerals we_ have paid lOt.,

or an average of 6^d. per member
;
for sick benefit, 40i.

1

68- 2d., or an average of 28 . IJd. per member ;
andforthe

|

all-important object of providing sustenance for our nn- .

employed members, no less than 2731. 6 b. 3d., or an

average of Ids. 7d. per member." I

Liverpool Inatifcnte : Tbe forty-fourtb An-
j

nual Report of the Directors, January, 1869.
|

Marples, printer. Lord-street, Liverpool.—This
]

report congratulates tbe members upon tbe
j

prosperous condition of all departments of tbe •

Institute. Various suggestions as to teebnioal
i

education have been carried out practically in I

tbe classes of the Institute. The report says as
)

to the Government School of Art :— \

“ Under the energetic management of Mr. Finnie, this !

school is steadily advancing, and it is hoped that the more
|

liberal regulations of the Government Art Department
!

will cause an increase, both in numbers and efficiency.”

“ At the Second-Grade Examination, held iu March, 180 !

students were examined, of whom 88 worked 108 drawings,
i

and received certificates, and 21 were awarded prizes for
j

excellence. This shows an increase, as compared with

1867, of 23 students who set for examination, and of 28 |

certificates and 9 prizes. Tbe inconvenience of the late I

hour appointed for candidates still exists, and prevents the |

members of the ladies’ class competing.

Seventy students sent advanced drawings to London. >

Money awards were made upon 26 ; 7 received prizes of i

the Third-Grade, and 1 received honourable mention,
j

Two drawings wore also selected for exhibition at South I

KeDsingtoD,"
i

The twenty-third Annual Report of the
|

Council of the Crewe Mechanics’ Inatitntion. s

Crewe : Eardley, printer. The council give a
j

satisfactory report of progress. There are
|

science and art classes in connexion with the I

Government Science and Art Department. In
|

the art division Mr. Turnbull is the teacher of
j

geometry aud of perspective
;
and in the science i

division'Mr. Caister is the teacher of building i

construction.
j

||ttS££lt!in£S,

Danger from Oaselier Brass Chains.—
Correspondents of the Times have been drawing [

attention to the risk of the brass chains of
'

gaseliers giving way, and the weights falling off. I

Brass ia liable to become brittle, as indeed other
\

alloys occasionally do
;
and it ia recommended I

that chains of copper should be substituted, i

Brittle brass, it may be noted, oau be made I

tough and flexible again by annealing; and all
[

brass ia not equally liable to become brittle,
j

Brass wire submitted to occasional vibration,
|

while stretched, will sometimes become tender
|

and brittle in a few weeks. Copper, it seems, is I

far safer than brass for chains.
i
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Street Tramways for Soutb Xiondon,

—

A meeting in sapport of the attempt to obtain
Acta of Parliament for laying down tramways,
especially in the south of London, has been held
at Kennington. Mr. G. Hopkins, C.E., explained
the plan more particularly supported, including
lines to Westminster, Southwark, and other
bridges, from differeut points in the south of
London. It is proposed also to connect Lambeth
with Battersea Park, and Pimlico with Peckham
and Greenwich. The maximum charge by the
bills in Parliament would be Id. per mile. The
plan under consideration was heartily approved
of, and a petition in its favour resolved on.

Park-lane Improvements.—A communi-
cation was received at the last meeting of the
Metropolitan Board of Works from the Hon.
p. A.. Gore, Commissioner of Woods and Forests,
in reference to the proposed improvement of
Park-lane, and for which a bill is now before
Parliament. Mr. Gore said he had consulted the
Lords of the Treasury, and had prepared clauses
for insertion in the bill for securing that proper
compensation should be paid to the Crown and

New and Gigantic Plant.—Within the last
few days living specimens have been forwarded
to this country f^rom Nicaragua of one of the
most gigantic plants in the vegetable kingdom.
It is closely allied to the Arums (or “ Lords and
Ladies”) of our hedges, and, until the present
time, has wholly escaped the notice of travelling
botanists. It produces but one leaf, nearly 14 ft.

in length, supported on a stalk 10 ft. long. The
stem of the flower is a foot in circumference, the
spatha or flower 2 ft. long, purplish blue in
colour, with a powerful carrion-like odour. As
this remarkable species of Aroidete is quite new
to science, it has not yet received a name.

Dwellings for the Industrial Classes.—
A meeting of gentlemen interested in providing
dwellings for the higher classes of artisans, mer-
chants’, commercial, and banker^’ clerks, &c.,
and thus supplying the need created by the con-
struction of railways through the heart of the
metropolis, hag been held at the residence of the
Hon. Arthur Kinnaird, M.P., Pall-mall East.
The Earl of Shaftesbury presided. Mr. Haber-
shon, the chairman of the directors of the Sub-t^hriess^^^ chairman of the directors of the Sul

baildrnirirHamlRor, nuL f
Company, laid before the meeting

Tit h? rf’ i ^ I

tteohieftharacteristioofwhiohiB"

SnLUt r TT ’ PropoSBB to bnild honaea, andd m,nation m value of tie houses m Hamilton, then to allot them to workioK men who are to

ftroranXrrrrTT sharoholdei-s, whose rents are, 'in a given

Clauses ConsolidatiL IfS I

become their own property.

ST\mratd“‘ret‘i'oii“ n T
.. ... ±iiLa iobier leu

to an animated discussion, in which it was
strongly enforced that no exception should be
made in favour of the owners of this property
over what was given to any others whose pro-
perty was required for public improvements, and
BBpecially so as Mr. Gore had thrown every
obstacle in the way with respect to the formation
of the Thames Embankment. The letter was
refen-ed to the Works and General Purposes
Committee.

What Is to be done with the Irish
Church Surplus Fund T—The total charges
on the Church, said Mr. Gladstone, while laying
iowu his plan for the Irish Church disestablish-
ment, will amount to about eight millions and a
tialf, and leave to the State seven millions and
i half. How are we to dispose of the snr-
)las p The money mast be applied to Irish
rarposes, but nob to ecclesiastical purposes,
fhe people must be the recipients. The pro-
>osal is to apply the surplus to charitable pur-
wses. Lunatic Asylums coat Ireland about
.40,0001. a-yearj Deaf and Dumb Asylums and
Blind Asylums are expensive in proportion to
he numbers that are relieved; aud the main-
enanco of such asylums is a purpose specially
narked out for the utilization of such a surplus
is that of the ecclesiastical property. Besides
.sylums for lunatics, blind and deaf mutes, the
raining of nurses, the support of infirmaries, of
eformatories, and industrial schools mi>yht be
irovided for.

°

Chambered Tumulus, Brittany.—At the
Mb meeting of the Anthropological Society,
Ir. A. L, Lewis, in the course of “ Reminis-
encesof a Visit to Locmariaker and Gavr Inis,”
aid that Locmariaker, or “ Virgin Mary’s Town ”

tands on the site of the ancient Dariorigum the
apital of the Veneti, on the Mer de Morbihan,
Jrittany, and is surrounded by innumerable re-
jains of its ancient inhabitants. One of these
^as a dolmen, nearly 70 ft. long, which the
uthor believed to have been intended for sepul-
hral purposes. Gavr Inis, or “ Goat’s Island,”
I Situated in the Morbihan sea, and is celebrated
)i’ its chambered tumulus, the chamber aud
allery of which are together about 70 ft. lon^^,
ft. high, and 3 ft. wide at the entrance, in-

reaaing gradually to a height and width of from
ft. to 8 ft. The floor and roof are formed of
wge flat stones, the latter being snpported by
venby-seven upright stones, nearly all of which
re covered with incised ornamentations, com-
osed chiefly of segments of concentric circles,
itersperaed with waved lines, and resembling
imewhab the Northumbrian rock-inscriptions,
Id those of the tumulna at New Grange
reland. ° ’

Phototype.—In Scientific Opinion for
24th ult., an interesting engraving from a sur-
face block, prepared by the phototype process,
18 given, together with some account of that
process, the details of which, however, have not
yet been published. By its means, drawings,
engravings, or even print, can be copied in fac-
simile, and printed from, in the form of surface
blocks, along with types, without the necessity
for employing an engraver, whose place is taken,
at considerably less cost, it is stated, by the photo-
grapher. The process is not yet completely deve-
loped

; but if, as Scientific Opinion remarks, it can
do such good work in its infancy, what may we not
expect from it when more matured ? The engrav-
ing is both elaborate and distinct. Its snbject is
a magnified representation of those beantiful
little organisms,the diatoms of the Arachnodiscus
Japoniens order, with their concentro-radiate
and elaborate structare. The magnified photo-
graph itself, it must bo understood (if any snob
photograph was taken), was not used in the
production of the surface block (that final stage
of progress, we presume, has not yet been
matured) : the representation of the diatoms was
drawn by the late Mr. Richard Beck; so that
this is a phototype direct from a drawing.

Tbe Holborn Valley Viaduct.—At a Court
of Common Council, Mr. Deputy Pry, the chair-
man of the Improvement Committee, in reference
to the Holborn Viaduct and the improvements
that are proceeding in that locality, stated that
there were good grounds for believing that the
Holborn Viaduct would be opened to the public
in June or July next. The committee had re-
cently examined the works, and they found that
one of the principal iron girders had been fixed
in its place, and there was every reason to
believe that the viaduct would be opened at the
time he had stated.

........ V±j.ua HO BLa.tOU uu not exceeii
those now paid for houses of a like size and
character. The company have obtained a large
piece of land from the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners at the south-eastern extremity of Lough-
borough Park, Brixton. After a long discussion,
a motion was carried highly laudatory of the
scheme as not only advantageous to working
men, but as being founded on a safe basis for

[

the meeringTotd^ShaaSry consentertolaf
' Society —T^^ann^armeeU

y Norwich, the chair being occupied by the Rev.
Sometblng' like a Bope.—Messrs. John Lombe. On the table were some of

and Edwin Wright, Univeise Works, Garrison,
j

flints, and some engravings of the
street, Birminpihacn, have iust made an extranr. '

Barton turf screen, which was described by the
I Rev. J. Gunn, ^

Sometblng' like a Bope.-
-ad Edwin Wright, Univeise \^urii.a, uarrison.
street, Birmingham, have just made an extraor- nao hcouhuou uy me
dinary rope with hemp cord and wire strands, ' J- Gunn. The Rev. C. R. Manning (one of
for shipment abroad. It is 11,000 yards long, secretaries) read the report, which was
measures 5i in. in circumference, and weighs ' ^'^opted. Office bearers were then elected, or
over 60 tons ! The entire length of wire, in 60

' rather re-elected
j and the skeleton of a paper

threads, is 736,000 yards, or 412^ miles. The
|

P^®P^red by the Rev. J. Bulwer and Mr. Rye
length of yarn used for the centre—namely, 27 1

ancient church, and on the port and
threads, is 405,000 yards, or about 230 miles. Cromer, was read. A little discussion
Thus there is a grand total of 1,131,000 yards,

j

place, the Rev. J. Gnnn taking the principal
or 635 miles of material—to makeun a wirH anrl in it. and afterwards reading a nanfir nn

I Herculaneum—The exploration of Heron,
meum, one of the cities buried in the ureat
ruption of Vesnvins in A.D. 79, is to bo resumed
lanks to a grant of money from King Victor
mmanuel. The researches into the tombs of
lis city have been interrupted for above twenty
mrs, partly owing to the fact that it is buried
uch more deeply than Pompeii, and in a
aterial much less easily excavated.

^

^ UUL.C.1 ut x,xox,voLr yaruB,
or 635 miles of material—to make up a wire and
hemp rope a little under six miles long.

A Bladder In the Chimney.—A corre-
spondent, “ W . B.,” writes,—“ In your last issue
I see a correspondent refers to a bladder being
suspended in a chimney. I know of a man who
had a chimney that smoked past bearing, and
he was advised to snspend a bladder in tbe
chimney, about 3 ft. from the top, and he did so.
and he told me yesterday that it had never
smoked since. It was an old-fashioned chimney,
The bladder was suspended in the chimney the
winter before this last, and it has been there
ever since.”

Tower Subway.—The report of tho engineer,
Mr. P. W. Barlow, jun., to the directors of tho
Tower Subway Co., was read at their general
meeting on the 26th nlfc. It s bated that the land
had been so recently placed in the hands of the
contractors, that there was little progress to re-
port in tho excavation of tbe work, but the con
tractor, Mr. Greathead, had arranged with Mr.
Thomas Tilley to sink the shafts, and that the
principal portion of the cast-iron shafe cylinders
had arrived in London. Mr. Greathead bad
arranged with Bells, Goodman, & Co., of New-
castle, engineers, &o., to supply the castings for
the tunnel. The shield for the tower side is also
in course of manufacture by them. It will be
constructed almost entirely of wrought iron, and
fits over the iron tunnel like the lid of a telescope.
The front plate has two openings, 2 ft. square in
front of which the heading will be driven

; it is
provided with sliding doors, which may be closed
instantly on the least appearance of water, thus
rendering the tunnel water-tight. The lifts, it
seems, are to be made for the passengers, bat
not for the carriages.

architects’ Benerolont Society.—Some
of our readers may bo glad to be reminded that
the annual meeting of the society will bo held in
the Rooms in Conduit-street, on Wednesday, the
lOth instant, at three o’clock.

part in it, and afterwards reading a paper on
the Barton Turf Rood-screen. A letter having
been read from Canon Greenwell on the excava-
tions at Grimes Graves, in the parish of Weeting,
near Brandon, the proceedings closed.

The Bapidity and Cost of the Improve*
meat of Paris.—In a debate of the French
Legislative body on a measure by means of
which Baron Hanssmann wishes the Chambers
to legalize what has been done, and is being
done, for the improvement of Paris, M. Thiers
has been exciting attention by his remarks.
According to him, the improvements have been
proceeding too fast, and attracting too many of
the working classes to Paris

;
and he predicts

that in 1870-71 there must be a crisis.

‘Thirty years ago,” said M. Thiers, “ there was not a
shop in Pans which was let at more than 15,000 fr. or
20,000 fr. Now there are some at SO.OOO fr. or 90,000 fr.
Fitteen years hack a square m^tre of ground cost 500 fr,
or 600 fr., now the price is raised to 1,000 fr. or 1,100 fr.
And provisions? The increase is enormous. You say
that the workman’s wages have been augmented, Doubt-
less

;
.but if he receives more, does he not spend more ?

”

Tho indobtodness of tho city of Paris was pretty
generally known before the present debate took
place. The Debate some time since published a
statement of which the summary is, that the
sums still due by the city of Paris to the various
companies of contraotora for the most recent
works in opening new streets, and for those still

in coarse of construction, and whioh payments
are to be made oat of the proposed loan, amount
to 453,033,005 fr. To that sum must be added
what has been already paid, which brings the
whole np to the end of that year to 74,800,000 fr.

St. James’s To'wer, Taunton.—At a vestiy
meeting held for the purpose of considering the
state of this tower, it was resolved that, pro-
vided funds can be obtained, the tower be taken
down and rebuilt, and that a committee be
formed to collect subscriptions. Resolutions for
the repair of the tower, and for its restoration,
were negatived. A committee was then ap-
pointed.
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A New Fact iD the Behaviour of Iron.

—

ilr. Gore has noticed a new fact in the behaviour

of iron, under the influence of heat and of strain.

A strained iron wire was heated to redness by a

carrent of voltaic electricity, and then, the

current being discontinued, was allowed to cool.

It was observed that there arrived a moment in

the process of cooling at which the wire sud-

denly elongated, and then gradually shortened,

until it became perfectly cold, remaining, how-

ever, permanently elongated. No other metal

besides iron exhibited this peculiarity, which

Mr. Gore attributes to a momentary molecular

change, and he points out that this change would

probably happen in large masses of wrought

iron, and would come into operation in various

cases where those matters are subjected to the

conjoint influence of heat and strain, as in

various engineering operations, the destruction

of buildings by fire, and other cases. The
phenomenon deserves a further investigation,

since every fact relating to iron is of impor-

tance to us.

—

Mechanics’ Magazine.

Making Mortar.— A correspondent from

Syracuse, N.Y., sends us an account of an in-

vention perfected in that city for mixing mortar,

which is simply this :—The lime is first slacked

in a vat with water enough to make it to a

paste, and allowed to retain its heat for about

twenty-four hours; it is next run off into a

second vat, from which it is pumped by a chain

pump to a revolving cylinder that has a large

number of spikes on the inside. As it flows

from the cylinder, it passes through a sieve of

ten meshes to the inch, and every particle that

is used has to go through these very fine holes

no larger than a pin’s head. From this machine

it falls into a larger vat, from which it is pumped,
as required, to a similar revolving machine,

called the mixing machine, into which it flows

in a continuous stream
;
and sand, previously

sifted, is added at the rate of about eighty

bushels per hour. The mortar made in this way
is said to be of a very superior quality.

—

Scientific American,

Green Wood.—A new method for drying

green wood in a very short time, it is said, con-

sists in boiling it for some hours in water and
leaving it then to cool, by which the soluble

substances are removed. It is then boiled in an

aqueous solution of borax, by which the in-

soluble albumen of the wood is rendered soluble,

and escapes from the pores. The wood is then

placed in drying-chambers, heated by steam,

and allowed to remain three days. Wood thus

treated is described as being more compact than

it would be by ten years of ordinary exposure
j

as not shrinking, or warping, and as being

secure against decay ; on account of its greater

density more easily polished
;
and better fitted

for articles of furniture and musical instruments.

Bestoration of Bath Abbey.—The groin-

ing of the nave and aisles has at length been

completed, and the money required to pay for it

has all been realized with the exception of about

501. The committee at their last meeting gave

directions for concreting the floor of the nave,

and for the provision of the warming apparatus

for the church. The contractor has been en-

gaged in cleaning down and scraping the walls

and pillars, and the other portions of the work
will be proceeded with with convenient speed.

Public Works of Board of Works.

—

The Metropolitan Board of Works have issued a

return showing that the following sums had
been expended upon tbe various public works up
to the 1st July, 1868:—For the main sowers

and ordinary expenses, 3,178,7161. ;
Covent

Garden Approach, 125,-iOOl. ;
Southwark and

Westminster Communication, 597,0721. ;
Victoria

ParkApproach, 43,6151. ;
Finsbury Park, 70,8441. j

SonthwarkPark, 87,9541.; FireBrigade,172,482i.;

Whitechapel Improvement, 128,5201. ;
Holborn

Improvement, 67,3791. ;
Kensington Improve-

ment, 112,5321. 5
Metropolis Main Drainage,

3,967,1841. ; Thames Embankment (North),

1,599,0521. ; Southern Embankment^ 84'6,010l.

;

and for Mansion-Honse-street, 1,264,6111.

Willlton Surveyor.—The office of highway
surveyor for Williton having become vacant by
the resignation of Mr. Williams, the Highway
Board received no fewer than fifty applications

for the vacancy. Out of that number two were
selected, Messrs. A. Durie, surveyor, of Dunstcr

;

and a Mr. Evans, assistant surveyor, Tolladine,

Worcester, the former of whom has been elected

to fill the situation, at a salary of 2001. per

^Wow Bugllsh Church at Hyores.—A cor-

respondent, writing from Hyeres, says :
—“ On

Wednesday last the new English church at this

place was opened for public worship. There

was a large congregation, and the Mayor of the

town and the Juge de Paix were present. The
building just opened is commodious and well-

finished, and does great credit to all concerned in

its erection.”

Another Theatre Burnt.—The theatre of

Cologne has been burnt to the ground. The
man in charge of the building, with his wife and
five children, perished in the flames.

Telegraphic Progress.—A telegram from

Cuba states that Sir Charles Bright has suc-

ceeded in picking up the submarine cable lost

during the last summer in the gulf-stream,

between Florida and Havannah.

Timber under Hearth Stones. — Kendal
Town-ball narrowly escaped being destroyed by
fire a week ago. Under the hearth-stone of the

nowB-room was a piece of timber, and tbe stone

having cracked, the wood became ignited.

The literary Fund. — Lord Stanley will

preside at the ensuing anniversary dinner,

Wednesday, May 5th. The general meeting for

the election of officers will be held on Wednes-
day next, March 10th.

Bombay.—Atime-bidl tower has been erected

here from the designs of Mr. W. J. Addis, who
is the engineer to the Local Fund Works, Tanna,

It has been erected under his superintendence

at the cost of 17,000 rupees.

The Somerset Archaeological Society.

The first conversazione of this society for tbe

season has been held at Taunton, when several

papers were read. There was a large atten-

dance, including ladies. The meeting was held

in the Museum, and Mr. J. Hamilton, of Fyne-

courb, presided.

United Service institution.—On Friday,

the 12th inst., Mr. W. Cave Thomas is to read a

paper on County Military Training Schools, a

suggestion for improving the recruiting system.

For the erection of a WealeTan Chapel at Lewisham

,

Mr. John Tarring, architect
Bishop £-J,993 0 0

Myers & Sons 4,846 0 0
Preedy & Son 4,826 0 0

Simpson 4,700 0 0
Higgs 4,658 0 0
tilby 4,538 0 0

Saunders 4,456 0 0
Carter & Sons 4,236 0 0
Newman and Mann 4,190 0 0
Hill & Sons 4,100 0 0

For seven houses and shops in Dake-street, Brighton,
forming part of the “ Dako-street improvements," for

Mr. John Hart. Mr. B. H. Nunn, Architect. Quantities
supplied :

—

Chappell £6,98t 0 0
Cheesman & Co 6,950 0 0
Kirk 5,752 0 0
Patching & Sons 6,750 0 0
8. & W. Dancy 6,660 0 0

Bruton o.460 0 0

Lockyer 0.459 0 0

Parsons, jun. (accepted) 5,200 0 0

For bnilding new coBee saloon and shops in Viiliers*

street. Strand, for Mr. C. Gatti. Mr. Bolton, architect

Mills
Hill & Son

Sharpington & Cole
Clemenco
Ward
Carter & Sons

£2,96

2,797 0
2,788 0
2,297 0
2,200 0

For works at Hanninghold and Blasten. Mr. R. W,
Johnson, architect :

—

Herbert £1,860 0 0

^eale & Sons 1,843

Fast 1,832

Halliday & Cane 1,824 0 0

TENDERS.
Accepted for the erection of a chapel in Park-road,

Bailey, for the Christian Brethren Society. Messrs.
Sheard & Hanstock, architects ;

—
Mtuon'i TUort.

Preston A Webster £420 0 0

Slater’s, ^-c. Work.
Steers & Stocks 47 16

Flaiterer'i Work.
Kitchingman 78 10

Flu:nl/er'e Work.
Lobley 20 0

Fainter’s Work.
Kershaw 24 0

Accepted for the erection of a warehouse, houses, offices,

Ac., at Bulrush Mills, Batley, for Messrs. Talbot, Senior,

A Talbot, Messrs. Sheard and Hanstock, architects :

—

Jifason'a Work.
Riley £801 0 0

Joiner'e, .J-e. Work.
Jowett 612 0 0

Iranfoundcr'a Work,
Bagshaw 40 0 0

Flasterer's Work,
Hey 28 10 0

Flumber't Work.
Lobley 26 0 0

Slater’s Work.
Riley 120 0 0

For alterations and additions to Bowater House,
Hampton Court. Mr. H. H. Collins, architect

Dawes £1,655 0 0
Stuart A Bennett 1,478 0 0
Alderton 1,380 0 0
Wheatley 1,369 0 0

For villa residence, West Cowes, Isle of Wight. Mr.
E. W. Johnson, architect:—

Chinchin ...£5,400 0 0

Ball 4,780 0 0

Wheeler 4,870 0 0

Thomas 4,697 0 0

.. £812

For six cottages at Kettering, Northamptonshire,

R. W. Johnson, architect

Bellamy
Wilson
Hawthorn
Margetts
Sharman
Barlow
J. A G. Henson

Mr.

For five houses and shops in tho Pulham-road, Chelsea,

for Mr. H. G. Renshaw. Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, architect.

Quantities supplied by Mr. L. C. Riddett :

—

Gammon A Sons £7,204 0 0

Richardson 6,995 0 0

Williams A Son 6,967 0 0
Webb A Sons 6,760 0 0

Macey 6,744 0 0

Adamson A Sous 6,625 0 0

Foster 6,560 0 0

Scrivener A White 6,233 0 0

For I chorch at Webheath, bromsgrovo, for the

Riglit Hon. the Baroness Windsor. Stone principally

given. Mr. Frederick Preedy, architect. Quantities

furnished by Messrs. Goodman A Viuall :

—

Clark A Smallwood ,...£2,625 0

Whateley
Espley
Jones
Field
Nelson
M'Caun A Everal (accepted)

.

2,479 16 0
2,351 8 6

2,343 10 0
2,217 0 0
2,062 0 0
2.1 '19 10 0

For rebuilding chancel and restoring the parish church

of Kettlestone, Norfolk. Mr. Frederick Preedy, archi-

tect:—
Turner A Sons £1,203 19 0

Brown 1,009 0 0

Cornish 1,008 7 0

BatdellASon (accepted) 921 10 0

For bnilding four shops, Ac., at Hounslow. Mr. J.

Holmes, architect. Quantities not supplied :

—

Westcomhe £2,400 0 0

Pearman 2,373 0 0

Hiseock 2,360 0 0

Brunsden (accepted, subject to

alterations),.. 2,265 0 0

For the erection of a house and shop, for Mr. A. Baker,

Sudbury, SulTolk. Mr. T. F. Ray, architect. Quantitica

not supplied ;~
Allow for

old buildings.

..,,£72 0 0

For 8t. Philip’s Church, Battersea, Mr. T. J. Knowles,
an., architect ;

—

Total, including Spire. Spire.

Beaver £13.703 0 0 £794 0 0
Staines A Son 12,760 0 0 760 0 0
Baker A Constable ... 12,730 0 0 700 0 0
Nightingale 12,325 0 0 750 0 0
Conder 12,290 0 0 630 0 0
Hopern 12,088 0 0 000 0 0
Cooke A Green 11,075 0 0 676 0 0
Bennett 11,418 0 0 706 0 0

Dove Brothers 11,395 0 0 660 0 0

Winship 11,295

Manley A Rogers 10,970

Sawyer 10,826
Johnson 10,800
Cutter A Sons 10,470

Colls A Son 10,340

0 670 0 0

0 570 0 0

Accepted for new infirmary and other additions at the

Basford Union, Nottingham. Mr. S. J. Barber, of East'

wood, architect :

—

Mr. G. Hopewell £7,997 0 0

Sudbury A Son ..

Holland
Grimwood A Sun
Hulls

..£2,720 4

.. 2,243 16

.. 2,200 0

.. 1,614 0

TO COKKESPONDENTS.
G. S.-W. B,-W. J. A.-a H. N.-C. G.-B. W. J.-9. W.-Z.-

T. Q.-a. & C.-B. a-J. J.-A. G.-R. J.-J. G. E.-J. T.-Mr. P,-

J.T.— J. L,-C L.—r. F. H,—L. W. R.—A. * C. 11.—Jlr.L.—W. J.—

B W t.-B. J. 13.—T. B.—B. & C.—F. T. M.—A Subacclber.—L. 8.—

M A. B.-R. a B.-H- P. H,-6. F,-W. 0. T.- J. T.-Dr. M.-N. A. H.

—J. A.R.-E. l'A.-T. D.-B.T.—F. ACo.-J. r.P--W. 8,—K.C.B.

H. A.—W. G. S—R. B.-A. M.-J. M. G.—W. L. (uuder the in.wk).—

0. B. (»5iid pailioulatB of the CMof.—S. E, B. (next Woei).—T. J. H.

compelled to dtcllns pulndas out book* and giving

addreEses.

All sUtsmEuUof llati of I.nder*. &e.. muil be aicnmpaoied

by the name and address of tbe tewluc, uot necessarily fur

pabllcatioD.

KOTB.—The re»ronfl'jUity of signed articles, and p.vpera read at

public ineeliDgs, rests, of course, with tbe auvhois.
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The Conditions of Architectural Achievement.

OR the realisation

architec-

tnral as of other

^ artistic achieve-

ments, there are

conditions which

are quite inde-

ll pendent of the artist’s endow-

JW ment with original genius,

energy, and culture. Of these

I

specify, first, the material

basis—resources; the fund of

J^Y^Ty
I

available wealth is one such

I
condition. Fine art—fine ar-

^ chiteoture especially—will not

; easily ever be very cheap. The co-operation

; of many hands, especially when time presses,

i is indispensable $
and for best works, the best

c materials,—for largest works, the most nn-

] grudged quantities,—are indispensable. Beauty,

i indeed, sometimes seems even a spontaneous out-

5
growth of superfluity ;

and art has appeared to

; thrive as by process of nature,—of evolution, in

1 direct consequence of large resources being

^ concentrated in few hands; when the rich

1 and the powerful, after all lower and more vul-

;
gar needs have been satisfied to the full, have

il still found themselves encumbered with wealth,

r with means of enjoyment, of which they grudged

I the idleness, and appealed to the ingenious to

D invent means of making practically fruitful of

il pleasurable excitement in some form or other,

li Such occasional instances of plethoric abundance

a furnish chances, at least, for abundant experi-

Q ments, allow room for numerous and extensive

a failures; and out of the entire barvestof tares, and

f whatever else, all growing up together, posterity

li has not unfrequently found that something has

:come down from a generally base, no doubt, but

f withal a very productive and prolific time, that

8 is worth preserving, and for which the world

nmay be thankful through all time.

The contingency of means being granted,

i; opportunities come, in the second place, among
tthe happy conditions of noble architecture,

it Inigo Jones fell upon evil days; and Wren, in

I this respect at least, upon more fortunate. It is

K not every architect who has a St. Paul’s to re-

)i build, and not every general who has even a
)1 chance of a Waterloo reserved to crown hie

s career. Coming at the very contact of transition,

i? Whitehall was but half a chance for Inigo Jones :

:bthe half chance was not sufficient. In our own
li days we have probably nothing to complain of so

far in respect of either head of conditions for

II architectural success—as little of opportunities

IS as of resources. Fire has cleared large areas for

It an Exchange, a theatre, and for Houses of Par-
lii liament, and tho mere growth of the Capital, and
li of its wealth, has been equivalent to the foun-

3i dation of a new city, and the movement within

tl the church has opened opportunities that even
Wren might have envied.

But besides the occasion and the means, there

IT are yet other conditions to be postulated before

lb the eager energies of the architect can be released

[oto have their full career. In every art the

p: patrons will control the artist; it is nob only

tlthat “the drama’s laws the drama’s patrons
gigive,”—such is the condition of the acted
di drama,—because

“ Those who live to please must please to live.”

T The predilection of patrons must and will be
cc consulted in every art,—must be dealt with,

considered, conciliated. Only so in many cases

can the commission be obtained at all
;
only so

can the competition for employment of wealth

be diverted to a fair extent in favour of archi-

tecture as against other arts or other nnartiabic

employments, as shows, parade, and retinue,—as

horse-racing, gambling, and so forth.

It is the condition of truly fine art that we
are here considering, and we postulate, there-

fore, for the happiest form of the condition now
in question,

—

the sufficient taste of the patron,—
the patron, who, whether private individnal,

inspirer of a committee of taste, or minister

practically irresponsible, can give or withhold

the commission to one art, or to one artist or

another.

The good taste, or the sufficient taste snpple-

mented by good sense and good judgment, of the

patron is a most cardinal condition
;

for,

—

“ That without which a thing is not.
Is caitsii tine qtid non."

It may seem the paradise of an architect that
|

he should be independent of this condition

,

entirely. Much, no doubt, of the worldly wise

professional tact of every art is directed to com-

passing such independence. Lawyers have liked

to take the suit out of the hands and control of

clients to an end of unlimited detriment and

damage
;

and doctors to stand upon a pro-

feasional etiquette that will conserve engrossment

of the patient even at the risk or the sacrifice of

the patient’s life. These are abuses that have

no affinity to the assertion of worthy self-

respect
; in many cases, no doubt, the interest

of art, and of the patron too—quite apart from

the artist,—will be served by his assertion of

independence, by daring, by emancipation from

control, even control that should be moat legiti-

mate. The artist often knows better than the

patron what will ultimately please him—even

the patron, to say nothing of the rest of the

world or posterity,—as the doctor than the

patient what will ultimately be the best for him
and cure him

; but the fallibility of human judg-

ment apart, the arbitrary power that an artist

has the chance of grasping is sometimes too

mnch for mortal virtue, and be himself in his best

interests may be well pleased to be spared the

opportunity of helping himself to any extension

he pleases of an original scheme, of committing

his employer—national or private—to enter-

prises that, having been commenced, must be

completed; this is a temptation that acorues

most alluringly when a work has been entrusted

to him on lax or undefined conditions
; and on

occasion the terms on which it is entrusted may
be virtually at his own command,—such being

his erclnsive power of exeenting the work,—such

the prestige that imposes him upon the world.

Well-cultivated taste on the part of the patron

is a oonditioD, then, that is most important and

indispensable at the first stage of the design.

The commission once given, bad taste in the

patron may be overruled—ignored—neglected

—

evaded,—and the able at once and accomplished

artist may, by cleverness, daring, energy, nay,

impudence, get his own way, to the great ad-

vantage of all the world, and of the patron

above all. But, then, ill taste on the part of the

patron may throw the work at the beginning, by

the exercise of his free arbitration, into hands

that are quite as dexterous in escaping from

control, but will use independence for making

bad worse,—for not correcting, but exaggerating

mischief.

The taste of the patron is exercised at the

preliminary stage, partly upon the executed

works of the master, and partly upon the draw-

ings aud plans—the designs—for the proposed

work. The uncultured patron will always be

liable to be misled by drawings— to take the

best, the most taking drawing, for the best de-

sign—to be least susceptible of influence by ex.

postulation—to be swayed by most transitory

fashion. In fact, when patrons are extensively

destitute of culture, they are open to be tempted
on by one taking extravagance after another, until

a fashion is established, that has no more rela-

tion to good taste than crinolines and chignons,

and that perpetuates itself by simulating a
natural development, a fictitiooely impoaiiig

harmony with the current of events—the ten-

dency of opinion. How can even genius with-

stand such false conditions ? Commissions
must be obtained, and one must be so executed

as to lead to others
;
but how, then, for the

chances and the destinies of truly fine art ?

Fine taste may pertain to a mere dilettante,

if you will— that the moat truly artistic

genius may most truly and worthily respect.

In all the arts, we know that fine apprecia-

tion is independent of faculty of original in-

vention or execution
;

and the musician goes

home from the opera-house depressed at the

reception of a work, that is the verdict of

those who never could invent—of many who
could never execute—a bar of music,—but that

he knows too well is a true finding.

Hence cultnred taste in the patron is a con-

dition of fine works of art, by no means simply

because it shuts out the chances of selection of

wrong artist or wrong design. Sympathy in taste

between artist and patron is a very powerful

—

not incentive alone, but something still more

important—factor, let ns rather say, in the case.

The most ingenious lawyers have been known to

admit that they have owed most important re-

velations of the bearings of a case to the sharp-

ened and concentrated interest of the client,

who had no unnsual ingennity or perspicuity of

mind, and for knowledge of law or equity none

at all. It is to the fortnitous concurrence of such

elements—of the competent, the accomplished

artist, and the worthy patron—that the best

ti’inmphs of art are dne. What a concurrence of

this kind is not implied in the Sistine chapel,

—

in the combined literary knowledge, philosophical

and historical insight, and artistic power in the

Stanze of the Vatican ! It was to such a bond

as uniting sculptor, architect, statesman, Phi-

dias, Ictinus, and Pericles, that we owe the

Parthenon and Propylrea,—to such concentrated

harmony, when laymen, like William of Sens,

co-operated with ecclesiastics, that we must owe
cathedrals elsewhere besides Canterbury. The

buildings on the Acropolis might not have been

so perfect but for the interest in architecture,

which Pericles may have inherited from the

Alomasonids, who in their exile rebuilt the

temple at Delphi, and with gratuitons liberality,

with marble instead of stone. It was probably

on account of bis knowing so much as he did

that he did not interfere more, while still giving

the best artist the best aid. Of all the Homeric

heroes, it is Paris who rejoices moat conspicn-

ously in the ornamental; whose equipment is as

decorative in the field as might be expected from

bis being fonnd polishing his arms in his retire-

ment. We cannot doubt that the poet implies

that the same sentiment for the ornate ruled in

bis palace—the beautiful palace, which was
designed—by whom ?—“ by himself, along with

the men who at that time were most excellent

among the artificers of Troy.” (Iliad, vi. 315.)

Finally, on this head, it is not to be dissem-

bled, that artist, no less than scientific investi-

gator, is apt to be encumbered with all the

besetting Baconian idolatries. His special pre-

dilections—idols of the cave—have to be kept

in check by conference, not to say conflict, with

others
;

and his professional tendencies mfiy

themselves, as idols of the tribe, require, above

all things, the corrective influence of one who,

by his exemption from these, as non-professional,

is naturally, and in no unimportant particular,

in a position of actual advantage. It is a gene-

rously emphasized declaration of one who stands

in the very front rank of his own intellectual

study—of Sir John Herschell—that no art and

no science can retain long a healthy condition in
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which the professional students are not checked
by the concurrent attention of a well-calbivated

body of the non-professional.

There is one more most important condition
of architectural achievement that still remains
to be noted, and this is, the stimulns of worthy
contemporaries in art, whether as competitive or
in sympathy. Fine art will only bo achieved
when the artist sets value upon, and has a reason-
able chance of receiving the finest appreciation.
Something—much, no doubt—be will always do
beyond the requirements of the moment, and of

the general public, for the satisfaction of his own
soul. No one can suppose that the best possible
BuccesB upon the stage, secured by the actual
supervision of the author, requires the full de-
velopment and finish that has been given by
Shakspeare to “ King Lear.” There is always
the consciousness, moreover, that the present of

the architecture is, after all, not a momentary
present. There must, therefore, or there should
be, a fund of refiection and a force of feeling em-
bodied in the woi k,— a potential energy for

development daring continued contemplation, if

only for the currency of a lifetime. Still, human
nature is weak. The orator who prepares his
inveotives in his study, aud practises his intona-
tions in solitude, cannot, however much ho may
desire it, give them the ring that they will carry
to the ears of his actually present and attentive
rival

;
can no more do so than a racehorse could

stretch over the two-raile course alone, in the
same time as when another is straining forwards
at bis flank. Worthy rivalry is requisite to bring
out all the powers j aud, under this stimulns,
work is put into work that may easily escape the
detection of the best criticism of the amateur,
but will tell, nevertheless, upon bis sentiments
more and more as time goes on,—will secure that
continued power of pleasing, which is the last teat
of all excellence in art. Bitter enough has been
apt to be the rivalry of artists. How should it

be otherwise ? How should contempoi'uries
exactly measure themselves against each other ?

They can scarcely be called upon, how then
expected, to do so, in the heat of the battle of life

and struggle for existence
j human candour has

its limitation in human weakness. But the diffi-

culty cannot in fairness bo recognised as always
one merely of candour. The point of view of
one artist relatively to another mast always be
one of disadvantage, and if he can justly estimate
his rival, he is often truly disabled from gauging
his own qualifications. These are often, by their
very nature, as progressive, to as great extent as
much a mystery to himself as to others. He has a
couaoiousnesa of power—of power that has yet to
be developed—he may as yet not know quite in
what direction

j he cannot at all judge to what
extent. When the life-work of both draws to a
close, ho may, haviug all the field of achievement
before him, know, and may then admit, the truth.
Even in the meau time, however, generous allow-
acco of merit, if not of relative merit, is the due
and the right. The effect of such generosity in
emulation goes far to explain the phenomenon of
the appearance of great geniuses in groups. The
coincidence of a second noble career enhances the
development of the first. Raffaelle thanked God
that he lived at the same time as Michelangelo,
aud with good reason

;
his best friends recog-

nized how much his style was modified by
observation of that of the Florentine, bub the
emulation may be believed to have had as im-
portant an influence npon the development of
his proper genius as the mere instruction of
imitation

j telling, as it would, nob only ou what
he derived, bub also on all that he had of bis
own most independent and original. And even
mere emulation was still further heightened in
effect by the confidence that he would be under-
stood, be appreciated, by the very genius be was
eager to rival, and who, more than all others, must
be competent to appreciate him. That the rival
did so there is little doubt, though the admission
may have taken too much the form, in his own
words or those of his friends, of ascribing
excellences too exclusively or in too large pro-
portion to what was borrowed rather than what
was learnt,—to what was learnt rather than to
what was suggested to a sen.sibility that was
singularly apt to respond to such a stimulus.
As regards our own prospects of art in archi-

tecture, when wo review these conditions of
success, we are not disposed to anticipate,-—to
recognise a dearth of genius

;
we may trust to be

on a par with, if not better than, our sires. After
this main condition, wealth and occasion are not
likely to fail ns; generous and stimulative
emulation we would hope as little. As regards
the culture of those with whom rests the con-

ferment of the commissioDB, and no little of the
control of them, this also we may trust, as
knowledge, as free discussion, and trained
experience are extended, is nob doomed to be
entirely or for ever inanapicious.

HOW JOHN Ye SON OF SMYTH
BEAUTIFIED Ye HOUSE OF Ye LORDE.
It came to pass in old time that there dwelt

in the north country a people which was great
and powerful, and like them was none other
nation under heaven.
Aud their merchandise was on all seas and in

all lands
5 and they were wont continually to

trade in great ships with the people of all

kindreds, nations, and languages, in gold and in
silver, and in silk and in woollen, and in what-
soever merchandise can bo made for money

:

and they waxed exceedingly, and prospered, and
no poor man was seen among them; for they
kept them aloof in their cities, in desolate places
and in miry streets, where the light of heaven
came not, aud where no comfort was.
And the people dwelt at ease, and governed

their affairs with discretion; for they had in
their chief city a talking-house, where chosen
men were placed one against another, and they
rest not day or night, but did continually talk for
the good of the whole nation.

Nevertheless this people loved not that which
is beautiful, neither comprehended it; seeing
that the men among them wore upon their heads
a thing after the likeness of a pot, and their

j

women fashioned their heads like nothing in

I

heaven or in earth
;
and their chairs and their

I

tables, aud whatsoever was for use in their dwell-

j

inga, were fashioned after no order at all, but in

I

scrolls aud in curls, and in every manner of way
I

that was to no good purpose, so as no man ever

I

saw the like, and there was no sense in them.

I

Likewise, also, their dwellings were a marvel

j

to look upon, for they made them of burnt clay,
after the same manner, for many miles, one
dwelling like nnto his fellow, so that it was a
weariness to look upon them

;
for if one looked

this way, behold, clay walls wir,h square holes
in them ; and if one looked the contrary way,
behold clay walls with square holes in them

;

and they dwelt contentedly behind them.
Now, there arose among this people certain

which said, “ Behold now, all ye people, and
consider the temples which were bnilded by
our fathers aforetime, and which remain nnto
this day; how they be great and high, and cun-

.

ningly wrought in all manner of ornament, and
strange devices, right pleasant to behold

; where-
fore build we not them after this manner, that
so our name may go forth among the nations,
and our fame may endure under the sun among
our posterity ? For ye see that wo be a byword
among the nations touching our buildings, for-

asmuch as there is no man among us that can
build after this sort.”

Then they stirred up the people, so that many
men of them went forth throughout all the land,
with measuring rods, and with tablets, and with
gravers, and with all manner of implements, to
the end that they might measure the buildings
of their forefathers

;
and the land was overrun

with them. Also, there were among them that
wrote boobs, and they put into the books all

things whatsoever they had measured, and
divers also which they had not measured, and
there was no end of their books.
Aud it came to pass when they had measured

every stone which was in their own land, that
they were at their wits’ end

;
howbeit, they girt

up their loins, and went their way, each one with
his tablet, and with his graver, and with all

manner of implements, till they came unto the
south country, and there also they measured all

buildings whatsoever they could find, and they
left not one stone upon another the which they
did not measure. For they said, “ Lo ! these
are fairer than the buildings of our forefathers.”
And they that were unlearned and ignorant gave
credence unto them, and gave them fine gold for
to build all manner of buildings such as had been
built before. And if any man took npon him to
build after his own heart, and so as had not been
done aforetime, they said, “ Lo ! what is this ?”
And they were offended at him.
Howbeit some of their buildings fell down

again.

Now, when these things became known to the
dwellers in the town that is called Mugford, they
came together with one consent—that is to say,
the chief magistrate and the council, being two
souls in all—and said, “ Yo see, brethren, how
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that, over all the land, there are built new tern-
plea, after the manner of our forefathers, and
bow also that the dwellers in the town of Pug-
ford, which are our enemies, have built nnto
them a temple on this wise, with large money;
how also that our own temple is dirty and
battered, and is at the point to fall, and we are
in case to be despised in the land

: go to, then j

let us build a temple even -as others, after the
manner of our forefathers, and onr fame shall be
known thereby.” The council also spake con-
cerning “ the glory of God,” but no man heark-
ened unto him.
Then they gave proclamation unto all such as

were cunning to make buildings after the ortho-
dox pattern, and promised to him who should
send to them, by the first of the month of Abib,
the device of a temple graven on tablets, even to
him whoso should please them by his device,
ten shekels of silver and two changes of raiment,
and furthermore that he should be appointed
chief artificer to erect the same. But they lied

unto them.
And all the artificers, in the east and in the

west, and in tho north and in the south, when
they heard the proclamation, laboured mightily
unto the going down of the sun to deliver them-
selves of canning devices for a temple, and all

their servants and chief helpmeets sweat night
and day over the work. And when the chief
magistrate and the council arose in the morning,
behold the devices of all the artificers lay npon
the floor of the ootincil-chamber, so that there
was no room for a man to turn.

Then they hung them up, and they were of all

shapes and devices which had ever been imagined
by man

; aud behold they were very costly. And
the chief magistrate and the council walked up
and down amongst them, and they shook their

heads and rent their clothes, and wist not what
to do. Then they sent all the devices back to them

I who had sent them, with small thanks. Then
all the artificers cursed the chief magistrate and
the council with one voice.

For, moreover, they had also to pay the
carriage.

Tlien there arose up one of the chief men in

the town, aud said, “ Behold now, there is a
man whose name is John, which is the son of

Smyth, which was the son of Jones, which
dwelleth in the chief city in that quarter which
is called Myle-ende; seek ye now nnto him;
even he is cunning to devise such a temple as ye
require.” Then they went with one accord to

the part of the chief city called Myle-ende, and
inquired for the said John. And him they found
in his habitation, where his name was written

up in letters which no man could read, and all

things whatsoever that were in his habitation

were astonishing, for all hia chairs and tables

and whatsoever he had were full of angles and
juttings and coigns and elbows, so that no man
could use them with safety

;
furthermore, they

were all painted with divers colours fit to knock
a man down. Aud John the son of Smyth ap-

peared unto them half-dressed and with hia beard
hanging down to hia waist, and spake roughly
unto them. Aud they told him their bnsineas,

and covenanted to give him money. Then it

came to pass that he knocked off a design in

double-quick time 5 and it pleased them, and
they appointed him chief artificer to oversee the

wo’k. And this was tho fashion of it :

—

It was seventy cubits long and forty cubits

wide
;
and the walls wore of burnt clay of all

manner of colours, in stripes one over the other

continually
;
and it was so. And forty cubits

length was for them who worshipped, and thirty 1

cubits length was divided therefrom for the

priest; and it was railed off with a railing fear-

ful to look upon, for it was all twisted andi
knotted and spiked, to the end the worshippers

.

should not climb over into the holy of holies.

And the windows were a cubit in width, and they

,

were arched with arches four cubits in depth

,

above. And the great arches were notched at the I

edge after the semblance of a carpenter’s saw,

;

and they rested on marble columns with chapiters
j

and bases; and the size of the columns was on
this wise, namely, one cubit high and two cubits

,

wide; and it was so. And as for the ceiling,;

there is no colour that was ever known of
1

man but it was found thereon ; and the beams
|

of the ceiling were painted round in rings and
j

stripes, after the likeness of a ring-tailed

opossum, so that one knew not what to think.

Moreover, John the son of Smyth contrived also

a font to stand near the door of the temple, and
a pulpit to stand near tho opposite end ;

and
they were supported on columns with chapiters

and bases howbeit, the columns had been for-
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gotten, and every ctapiter Btood upon its base ;

and he saw that it was good. And round about

them were cunningly carven figures of apostles

and saints after their kind j
and their likeness

was as the likeness of the small ape which
hoppeth upon an instrument of music in the

streets of the city, even hoppeth for halfpence j

in this fashion they were carven. And in the

windows he placed also images of saints and

angels after their kind, fashioned in coloured

glass, and this was the fashion of them ;
every

of them stood upon tip-toe, and each of them
held up two fingers after his kind; and their

faces were long and thin, and they had no elbows

or knees, but were fashioned after a wonderful

manner like nothing that was ever seen on

earth. And in every part of the bnilding,

whether it were in clay, or in stone, or in wood,
did John the son of Smyth canse to be cut and
sunk many round holes, so as that the whole
building was full of round holes; divers of the

windows also were of round holes, with lesser

ones about them. And on the outer side of the

temple he did cause to bo carved many beasts

and horrible monsters, such as never were seen
since the creation of the world onto this day,

—

no, nor ever shall be; and all the world won-
dered after the beasts. And on the roofs of it,

and at the height of the tower of it, ho caused
to be placed wonderful erections of iron of
fantastic shapes, even as though a grove of

plants were sprouting from the roofs; insomuch
that the people woudored.

Also beside the holy of holies he placed an
instrument of music, even aS organ, ombellisbed
after a marvellous manner, and painted about
with paintings of angels, and their wings were
red on the one side and green on the contrary
side, and they bore every one a domestic ntensil

in his hand
;
also the pipes of the organ had

suffered from an erysipelas. And over all the
temples likewise he caused to be painted what
he affirmed to be ancient religions tests ; bow-
beit no Bonl did fructify by the same, for they
were in unknown characters so as no man was able
to make so much as a head or a tayle thereof.

And when John the sou of Smyth had con-
loluded the temple, all wi-re of diverse minds
oonoerning it. And some said that it was a

j

thing of beauty and a joy for ever, and again

!

some said profanely that it was hideous, and
! other some that it would not stand. But John
I the son of Smyth said to the chief magistrate,
1“ Did I not covenant to erect a temple for thee,

land have I not accomplished my covenant ? If

so be that it stand not, or thy people like it not,

1 what is that to me p Pay me that thon owest !

”

lAnd they gave him paper whereupon was
graven “ I promise to pay,” and he went on his

I way rejoicing.

AECHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
SCOTTISH ACADEMY.*

The display of architectural drawings this year
is more than usually meagre.
The churches are all of small dimensions, and

-are thirteenth-century Gothic in style: (it is rarely
ithat we see one designed iu any other at the
rpresenb time,) and they only vary in the mode of
•applying the well-known features of the style,

^Bome of them having more or less of a leaning
I towards the French variety of it.

Mr. Robert Anderson exhibits an exterior
.and interior view of St. Andrew’s Church,
Kelso ; it is a decided advance upon his former
iefforts, which, though correct enough, were
uheavy and ungraceful. We have hero a well-

rproportioned, carefully-detailed little church,
iwith aisles, chancel, and bell turret of purely
liEnglish character. There is no efl’ort at origin-

lality, but it is more satisfactory than some other
edesigus where a strenuous endeavour has been
itmade to attain that end.

The M‘Cheyne Memorial Church at Dundee
jiseems to have been the subject of a competition,
jtho successful competitors being Messrs. Pil-

ikington & Bell. The design is such as would be
iattractive to a building committee, and looks
ibettei on paper than it will do in execution. It
uhas a spikey.looking spire, and the body of the
acburch is broken up into parts in a manner that
idoes not seem to be called for by the require-
lanents of the interior. The doorway, with its

isquare, angular label moulding and cusped
jspandrols, is not in keeping with the other
tdetail, and the general effect is somewhat over-
;istrained.

The second design in the competition, by Mr.

• See p. 182, ante.
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H. A. Nisbeb, is much more simply treated. The

exterior is au echo of the interior arrangements,

and suitable for a Presbyterian place of worship,

where galleries are required. To carry out the

successful design in its entirety would evidently

cost more than its rival, and without its spire

the result would be lame and impotent.

The Free West Church, Perth, by Mr. J.

Honyman, has a well-developed spire, the parts

of which are happily combined. So far as

appears from the drawing, the body of the

church is greatly subordinated to the spire.

The church for the Rev. D. K. Guthrie, by

Mr. J. W. Smith, is good in intention, but feeble

in execution ; it lacks emphasis in the detail, and

the side porch and vestry are very unhappily

combined.
It hardly requires a reference to the catalogue

to ascertain that “ Trinity Church, Irvine,” is

the work of Mr. F. T. Pilkington; bis designs

possess a peculiar character of their own, and

they make effective and striking drawings. On
analysing the detail, it will be found unusually

large in proportion to the size of the buildings,

so that every item of decoration claims atten-

tion
;
there is no reserve, the architeet displays

bis whole forces at once, and thus it is that his

designs, though out of the common run, begin to

pall the appetite by excess of piquancy. One
does not desire to have every dish highly spiced

;

an admixture of plainer food gives zest to the

remainder, and is better for the conatitution.

The introduction of railways has given rise to

an unprecedented increase in the amount of

hotel accommodation in Edinbnrgh, and that,

probably, to a greater degree than in any other

city in this country of similar dimensions. The
additional accommodation so provided is, how-
ever, far from being satisfactory; the expedient

adopted has (with one exception) been to extem-

porise two or three adjoining dwellings into a

hotel, and of necessity the internal arrangements

are very inconvenient. The one example of an
entirely new building having been produced is.

called “The Edinburgh”; it occupies a convenient

and conspicuous position in Princes-street, but

it is far from being a model, either as regards

internal arrangement or external effect. There

are three designs for hotels exhibited
;
one of

them is to be erected towards the west end of
' Princes-street, and is designed by Mr. Lessela :

the ground floor is occupied by shops, presenting

a field of glass uninterrupted by any visible sup-

ports for the superstructure. Above this are

four stories, Italian in style, and the roof is broken
into the form of a mansard in 'the centre. The
whole elevation is flat, tame, and commonplace,
and the combination of the parts (particularly the

horizontal architraves over arched windows) is

crude and unsatisfactory.

Mr. Dick Peddle exhibits a design for a hotel

in connexion with the North British railway

station, and, iu tho drawing, the space being

formed into a market is represented as occu-

pied by a bazaar, of two stories in height, with

open court in the centre, and a promenade above
on the level of Princes-street. The idea of form-

ing the roofs of the market-stalls into a terrace

walk is a happy one, and would go far towards

remedying the error of placing tho market on
the site it now occupies. The hotel is a light and
cheerful-looking building, of French character.

Mr. Robert Matheson exhibits a design for a

“grand National Hotel,” on the same site, but

he does not propose to interfere with tho market.

The elevation is a repetition of the General
Post-office, with slight alterations in the fene-

stration, and the substitution of louvre for flat

roofs on the pavilions.

Tho building of a hotel or other structure, if

possessed of any architectural merit, on the site

indicated, would be a manifest improvement to a
conspicuous part of the city

; it would hide the

unsightly back and adjuncts of the northern

division of Bridge-strect, and produce a more
harmonious combination of lines than exists at

present.

Glengyle-terrace, now in course of erection,

by E. D. McGregor, is au instance of a builder

being his own architect, and the result is what
might have been expected in the circumstances.

The detail is weak and ineffective, and .a long
line of horizontal cornice breaks abruptly into an
efflorescence of octagonal turrets at one end of it.

“ Glenmayne House, Galashiels," by Mr. Dick
Peddie, is not a very remarkable mansion, in the

Scottish baronial style.

More worthy of notice is “ Craigend, near

Liberton,” by Messrs. Pilkington & Bell. The
general outline is that of a Scotch baronial

residence bnb the detail has a French Gothic
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cast and is sparingly applied. The combination

is happily effected, and the mansion is elegant

yet homely, and comfortable-looking.

The villa by Mr. W. Richardson is large enough
to be styled a mansion. It is one of the best

examples of Gothic applied to domestic pur-

poses that has been produced north of the

Tweed, There is no exuberance of detail, and
the proportion and distribution of the parts are

well considered.
“ Ballikinran House, Stirlingshire,” is a dig.

nified baronial residence, by Mr. David Bryce.

The offices attached to it are carried out with

such a degree of munificence as to make them
as important a group as many a mansion.

“ Blair-Drummond House,” by Mr, J. C.

Walker, is not satisfactory. Having an entirely

new mansion, upon a large scale, to design, the

architect should have sought for unity and
dignity of effect

;
he has, however, cut up his

facade into a multiplicity of parts that suggest

the idea of patchwork and alterations upon an
old fabric. As usual with most of the large

mansions now erected in Scotland, it is in the

Baronial style introduced into the country by
French architects when it was a separate

kingdom.
Mr. Walker also exhibits a view of the

“Waverley Hydropathic Institution, near Mel*

rose,” which is well arranged and suitable for

the purpose intended, and will at the same time

be an ornament to the neighbourhood of this

favourite summer resort.

BEHAVIOUR OF PORTLAND CEMENT.

Sin,—“A Builder” iu your last number asks

for information as to the behaviour of Portland

cement under somewhat vaguely described cir-

cumstances.
All dangerous developments of that cement

arise generally from defective manufacture, the

more frequent being that arising from an excess

of carbonate of lime, which, when de- carbonized,

has a strong affinity for moisture, and in the

process of slaking exerts its inherent mechanical
force iu the displacement of the materials with

which it may be in contact; hence cracks and
upheavals, or other dislocations in brickwork and
plastering. The peculiar eflect of being confined

to the horiz'jual joints is doubtlessly due to

their containing a larger undivided amount of

mortar than the vertical ones. In this case the

cement must have been bad, aud would have
been rejected under more careful supervision.

Although endeavouring thus to explain the

course of the evil results in qneation, I do not

wish it to be assumed that all similar defects are

duo to bad cement. On the contrary, many of

a minor degree are brought about by bad or

careless workmanship, such as those arising

from imperfect wetting of the bricks, and the

still more reprehensible practice of plastering a
new coat of cement on an old one. In con-

sequence of the former bad reputation of Port-

land cement many sins of omission and com-
mision were laid to its charge of which it was
entirely innocent. A case occurred in my own
experience which, 'without investigation, would
have materially increased the doubtful feeling

as to its safeness. I will shortly describe the cir-

cumstances.

Some years ago I was requested to examine a
first-class engineering work, in the execution of

which alarming results had arisen from the use

of Portland cement and Saffolk bricks. The
moat careful examination failed to discover any
cracks or flaws in the cement, notwithstanding

the existence in the most aggravated forms of

displaced and distorted brickwork. Farther in-

vestigation proved that tho mischief had been
caused by the bricks, and from the materials of

which they were made having been miperfeotly

washed ; and I convinced those interested that to

that cause alone was due the unfortunate waste

of labour and materials. The work consisted of

several hundred piers, on which were to have

been built groined arches ;
and it was fortunate

that the discovery was made before the arches

were turned. As it was, the loss amounted to

several hundred pounds. I should mention that

the cement used was of first-rate quality, and
had been severely tested by a system of testing

which I had been iustrumeutal in establishing.

This lucky discovery led to an increased con-

fidence iu using the cement, and establishing

the efficiency of the tests.

In my work on Portland cement I have fully

described the best mode of testing, so as to

avoid the danger of using faulty cement.
Henry Reid.
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ON THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE PUBLIC
OFFICES, LONDON *

Tdere is a project by Colonel Clarke, R.E.
Director of Works in the Admiralty, which is
attached to the report, tboagh it does not appear
to have received much discussion from the Com-
misaioners

; bat it seems to give a prospect of
meeting necessary conditions. It occupies the
whole of the Western site from Spring-gardens
to Great George-street, bounded by the main
street on one side, and by the Park on the
other; thus affording the most important ad-
vantage of concentrating the whole of the
public offices into one continuous block, well
uolated from any other buildings. It is dif-
ficnlt to overrate the importance of this for
the three points of convenience, health, and
security; and as this area is greater than what
IS required for the public offices alone. Colonel
Clarke utilizes it by providing accommodation
for a regiment of cavalry and a battalion of
mtantry, thus taking the opportunity of effecting
another great public improvement,—namely, the
removal of two barracks from two sites confessed
to be inconvenient and inappropriate for both
Civil and military reasons, and placing them in
positions peculiarly suitable both for public con-
venience and for the benefit of the troops. It

'

appears from the evidence of his Royal Highness
Cambridge, Comraander-in-Chief,

that ff there are to be Guards at the Horse
Guards, it is very desirable for the health of the

,

troops that the regiments supplying them should
be quartered nearer than they are at present.

i

_

The plan in the previous number of the Stdlder
IB Virtually the same as Colonel Clarke’s, being

'

modified only in detail and not in principle. lu
Colonel Clarke’s plan (which we now give)
although the position of the Horse Guards is
made the central feature of the whole, the
eiistmg building is proposed to be removed.
In the revised plan, in accordance with the

ideas before suggested, it is retaiued, and raised
a story, and otherwise made more important in
character, and the square on its west side is
completed by two flanking blocks of buildings of
similar character, containing official houses for
such of the great officers of State as should live on
the spot, and for a suite of official reception-rooms
common to all. The official houses are thus placed
tc^ether in a central and agreeable position.
Ike Horse Guards’ parade is altogether altered
by It, for to make a square at all well propor-
tioned. It 18 necessary to bring the flanking build-
mgs closer together than the existing flanking
block of Kent’s original design would allow • and
as, moreover, that block interferes with the in-
ternal roadway of the whole mass, it is proposed
to remove it. But there is plenty of room for
the parade outside the square; a space can be
iormed between the new Foreign Office and the
cavalry barrack proposed in this plan, 800 ft.
long and 200 ft. broad, which is sufficient for an
ordinary battalion to stand in line. The smaller
square mighty thus be reserved as a site for
national trophies and monuments.
On the north side of this central part of the

whole site it is proposed to place the Admiralty
and War-office, aud a barrack for a regiment of
cavalry, as proposed by Colonel Clarke. The
space available is not more than is requisite for
providing the accommodation stated in the report
to be required for these two departments. The
northern boundary is drawn so as to afford by a
street direct into the park, a view from Charing,
^oss along the Mall towards Buckingham Palace
ITie triangular space further north is reserved
for general refreshment-rooms for the whole of
the offices.

On the south side of the Horse Guards it is
proposed to place the whole of the buildings con-
nected with the Treasury, Pay, and Audit Offices.
and_ also the Office of Works. South of this. .

uuuuu oi [.nia
again, that is, m line with the Now Foreign and
India Oaces, are the Colonial Offioo and Board
of Trade.
And at the extreme south of the whole site

abutting on Great George-street, are the Home
Uffice, luor Law Board, Council Offices. Civil
Service, and other Royal Commission Offices-and also space for the head quarters of the me-

Sntry
barracks for a battalion of

_

The whole of this general arrangement is quite
in accordance with Colonel Clarke’s project.
There is another plan with the report, bearin-
the name of the chief commissioner for public
works, which proposes to occupy nearly the same

• See p. 180, aii/g.

ground, but is wanting in the great character-
istic of Colonel Clarke’s, that of isolating them
from other buildings and grouping them round
the Horse Guards’ site, although the Horse
Guards Itself is retained in it. The details of
the arrangement of the various offices in the
group are also somewhat different in this latter
p^Ian from Colonel Clarke’s. In his the Home
Office, Poor-law Board, Council Offices—in fact
all those departments connected with the in-
ternal administration of Government at home

grouped together, and placed nearest to the
Houses of Parliament; these are the depart-
ments into the detail of whose duties Parliament
enters more than of any others, and therefore if
any are to be nearer Westminster than others
they are the ones.

'

Then the Colonial Office and the Board of
Trade (which deals with the commerce of the
country) should naturally be grouped together
with the Indian and Foreign Offices. The
Treasury (also the office of the Prime Minister),
and the Pay Office, and Audit Office, and Office
of Works, being more or less common to all the
other departments, should naturally be placed
together and near the centre of the group. And
finally, all parties are agreed that the Com-
mander-in-Chief’s Office, the War Office, and the
Admiralty should be in contiguous buildings.
The troops are placed on the flanks of the whole

i

group, on the Park side, so as to have easy
jaccess to the parade ground.
j

Another point of detail in which the first
plan differs from Colonel Clarke’s is that the I

blocks of buildings are placed as far as prac-
‘

ticable in a north and sonth direction, so as
to allow the snn to shine on both sides of them

;a condition considered by hygienists and arohi-

;

tecta as essential in the climate of England to
the good preservation both of the buildino-s
themselves, as well as of the persons who in-

^

habit them. It is a condition which has passed
into a proverb even in Italy, how much more
essential is it in the cold dull days of an English
spring. It is further advantageous in this plan,
that it facilitates the provision of a continuous
Btoeet from end to end of the whole group of
offices, which affords a means of quiet, secure
internal communication without dependence
upon either the main streets or the Park; and in
a still growing country like Great Britain, the
duties of the respective departments of which
must vary and become sometimes interchanged

jwith each other from time to time, it is desirable
!that the public buildings shonld be tolerably '

uniform in arrangement, and capable of snoh ,

alterations without great difficulty.
I

The question of the reconstruction of the main '

street from Charing-oross to Westminster does

'

not necessarily form part of this plan, but as it
*

has been so much discussed in the report, and is
projected in Colonel Clarke’s plan, it seems
necessary to mention it. The difficulty of deal-
ing with it lies chiefly in the fact before men-
tioned, that it does not lead direct either to the ^

Abbey or to the Honses of Parliament, but just
between the two. The endeavour to meet this
by a supplementary street leading direct to the
Abbey would not do away with the defect in the
main street: it would be better to acknowledge
and provide for it by removing the Law Courts
building, and so opening out the west side of
Westminster Hall, aud by improving Old Palace
Yard.
As the Tictoria Tower forms the really promi-

pent termination to the view down the street,—
if there was a building of somewhat correspond-
ing bulk and character on the Westminster!
College side of the Yard, the two together would I

form a tolerably fitting architectural termination
I

to the main approach bo Westminster,—it would *

thus appear to do what it does in reality,— to lead
to the two great national buildings. It will
probably not be disputed that in such case the
most effective arrangement would be to have
one broad street throughout the whole length
from Chariug-croas to Westminster. Colonel
CUrke’s plan provides such a street of about
150 ft. in width from house to house. This is
wider than necessary, even for the great traffic
passing along it, and very wide for the oonve-
nienoe of foot passengers crossing, but it is
not too wide for the effect of the proposed
buildings on either hand; for the Government
buildings on the west side will be at least 60 fc.
high, and the buildings on the east side, if
private, will not probably be less, considering
the value of the ground. Ir. might be practicable
to divide it into three distinct roadways sepa-
rated by Hoes of trees, which would afford shelter
for the foot passengers in crossing and yet would

not interrupt the general view along the street
which it is essential should be preserved.
The mode of dealing with the site on the

eastern side of the main street, so as to insure
as far as practicable, that the private buildio^-s
abutting on the street shall be of a character
tolerably suitable to the site and also fur pro-
viding suitable openings from it to the river
embankment, is a question more for the Com-
missioners of Public Works and the Metropolitan
Commissioners of Works than for the Public
Offices project. The site would no doubt be
occupied partly by private bouses and partly by
shops and offices connected with the Public
Offices and with Parliament; the part towards
the sonth end is particularly suitable for private
offices, lying as it does between two great
tooroughfares and close to a station on the
Underground Railway.
Upon the whole, then, to the problem put

forward in the beginning of this paper Given,
a certain number of public departments, each
requiring a certain area of ground for its ac-
commodation, to provide for them in a manner
that shall unite convenience, sentiment, and
beauty in the highest practicable degree. The
reply to the first point in the question seems to
be to do that which would naturally occur to
anybody as the first and plainest idea, namely, to
extend the area already occupied by the existing

, Public Offices, utilizing the existing buildings as
much as possible. It is what a great manu-
facturer would do if he were proposing to con-
centrate several scattered establishments into
one whole

;
he would obtain an area round the

j

most suitable one of them large enough to

I

contain all his establishments articulately
I

arranged, and to isolate them from other build-
ings. Very considerable sums have been spent
by our manufacturers to gain this area and this
isolation, and probably the only regret any ono
has felt in the matter has been at not having
spent more money in gaining them more fnlly ac
first.

The Government have an area partly occupied
by Public Offices, and very suitable for exten-
sion to contain all of them, arranged in proper
symmetry and isolated. Thisis Colonel Clarke’s
proposition. The total cost of it appears more
than that of any of the other projects; but
besides its intrinsic merits, it provides for more
than any of the other projects. It ptovides for

,
two much-needed barracks, to obtain which
independently would cost the country much
more than in this manner; aud for official houses
for certain of the great officers of State which,
though acknowledged to be an important part of
the reconstruction of the Public Offices, is nob
definitely provided for in any of the other pro-
jects. Furthermore, against the total expense
must be set off the occupation by public build-
ings of the site of King-street, which, though ic
must be paid for in some shape or other, is left
unoccupied in the other projects; it is so much
area saved in some other direction. The total
area proposed to be occupied is not more than
is reasonably necessary to afford sufficient light
and air to the great mass of buildings

; and the
total expenditure may be spread over a great
extent of years if desired, because, although new
buildings are shown on the sites of the present
Treasury and Admiralty Offices, the existing
buildings can be occupied without interfering
with other parts of the whole project.

lu conclusion, we cannot do better than quota
Colonel Clarke’s own statement about his pro-
ject, to show how he meets the general question

I

of this great architectural problem,
j

At a cost of 4,000,000j. it effectually carries

I

out consolidation.
_

No thoronghfare of traffic

I

separates one building from the other, whilst
covered inter-communicatiou gives easy access
throughout the whole.

It provides for all the departments, with the
addition not contemplated in the other proposals
of state residences for certain ministers, offices
for the head-quarters of the metropolitan police,
quarters for detachments of Guards and house-
hold cavalry, thus leaving for other appropriation
St. George’s Barracks, and facilitating the re-
moval of those at Knightsbridge.
Not interfering with the private property on

the river side of Parliament-street, it leaves those
sites free for occupation by the very large class
of persons, such as parliamentary agents, rail-
way engineers, &c., whose employment is in
direct and intimate connexion with the business
and proceedings of Parliament.
The alternative plans require a large amount

to be expended in the purchase of land aud de-
molition of houses previously to the commence-
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ment of any bailcHng operations. According to

this plan, building can beat once begun without

a material disturbance of the public departments,

and a far less immediate outlay is necessary for

the acquisition of land.

In the alternative plans the cost of widening

Whitehall, &c., will be eventually a direct charge

upon the public, while in this plan the State will

secure this advantage without making it the

subject of exceptional expenditure.

While by this plan a much larger area will be

devoted to the public than under the other, the

coat per acre will not exceed that of the least

expensive of the alternative Eohomes.

This design interfering little with private pro-

perty and interests, releases a larger amount of

public property for fntnre disposal.

Taken as a general design to be gradually

carried out, it offers superior facilities for partial

or continuous execution.’' I. B. C.

middle is i W.Z : let this quantity be repre-

sented by the vertical WC ;
join AC, BC

;
then

the moment of rupture at D is represented by
the vertical DB.

Fig. 3.

When the load is uniformly distributed over

tbe entire beam AB (Qg. 4), the moment of

rupture at tbe centre, C, is « : let CD
represent this quantity, and draw the parabola

ADB; then the moment of ruptnre at D is re-

presented by the ordinate DB.

X secant DBF.

STRAINS IN GIRDERS,

The employment of wrougbt-iron in girders,

bridges, and roofa, has increased greatly of late

years
;
and it is, therefore, very desirable that

every one who has the designing of such struc-

tures should bo able to calculate readily the

straius on tbe several parts. In some cases the

determination ofthe strains by analytical methods

becomes very laborious, and a method represent-

ing to the eye the relative proportions which the

various strains on different parts of a structure

bear to one another is extremely advantageous,

as it enables tho designer to see at a glance

where the structure may be either too weak or

unnecessarily strong.

Mr. Humber, who is tho author of many
standard books on engineering subjects, has

rendered a great service to the architect and

engineer by producing a small work,* especially

treating on the methods of delineating tbe

strains on iron beams, roofs, and bridges, by

means of diagrams. The only figure required to

be drawn besides straight lines, is the parabola,

for tbe easy delineation of which several methods

are given at the end of the book.

When a beam is subjected to a strain arising

from a weight acting at any point, it is generally

necessary to consider the effect of that weight

upon some other point than the one at which it

acts. This effect is proportional to the distance

of that other point frotii the weight itself. Thus,

if a beam as AB (fig. 1), is fixed at A, and loaded

with W at B, the strain at A is proportional to

the length AB, and is represented by the pro-

duct of W multiplied by the length AB, which is

called the moment ofW about A.

So also W X BD, is the moment ofW about D,

and represents the strain produced by W upon

the point D, Let AC represent the quantity

W X AB
;
draw BC ;

then the moment of ruptnre

at any point D is represented to the same scale

by the vertical line DB.

vary as the secants of the angles of inclination

to the horizontal, and may be determined

geometrically in the following manner. Let B
be any point on the curved flange, FBE the

tangent at B j
draw ED horizontal, and of sucli

length as to represent on. scale the quantity,

—

Moment of rupture at B.

Depth of girder at B.

Draw the vertical lino DP, and the line FE will

then represent the amount of strain on either

at B
5
that is,

—

Moment of ruptnre at B.

Depth of girder at B.

Open-webbed or lattice girders are constructed

with two flanges or “booms” connected by
diagonal braces, which form tbe web, and divide

the booms into bays. When any load is placed

on the girder between the two extremities of a

bay, that bay becomes a separate girder. The
strains on the braces which constitute the web
act in the direction of their length j

those in-

clined down to the nearest support being in a

state of compression, while those inclined down
from the nearest support are in a state of tension ;

the girder being loaded symmetrically. The
strains at the several points of a lattice girder

can bo shown by drawing the diagram as before

described according to the method of distributing

the load, when tbe vertical ordinates drawn from

the points where the braces are united to the

booms will give the relative values of the strains

at those points.

A roof principal is a bent girder in which the

lower boom consists of chords of one curve, and

the upper boom of chords of another curve

having a less radius than the former. The braces

are alternately vertical and inclined. The
moment of rapture at the centre is obtained

from the formula, and gives the ordinate of the

parabola at its vertex ;
and the ordinates drawn

from the several points of junction on the girder

will give the relative volues of the strains.

Iron bridges are generally formed of flat seg-

mental arches, with open spandrel bracing.

When the arch is a flat segment of a circle it

may be considered as very nearly a parabola ; in

which case the only strain on the spandrel is the

vertical pressure of the loud supported by the

top horizontal member. If we call v the rise of

the arch, or versine, I its span, and w its load

per unit of length ;
the compression at the

crown is

Sv

These four examples are the simplest that

occur in practice, and all others are variations or

combinations of them. In tbe work before us

nearly all possible varieties of arrangement of

load are discussed and the diagrams worked ont.

With practice the diagrams can generally be

readily drawn for each particular case, although

in some cases it would be easier to calculate the

algebraical formulm than to construct the

diagram.
Besides the moments of rupture there is the

“shearing” force which acts upon a loaded

beam, and is due to the transmission of the

vertical pressure of the load to the points of

support, tending to cause contiguous vertical

sections in the beam to slide over each other. The

resistance toshearing is proportional toihe aroaof

section subjected to that force. lu the case of a

beam fixed at one end and uniformly loaded, the

shearing force at A (fig. 1) is wl: let this be re-

presented by AC 5
join CB

5
then the ordinate

DE represents the shearing force at any

point D.
If a beam, AB, is supported at each end, and

loaded in the centre by a weight, W, the shearing

force at any point on the beam is equal to ^ W.
When the beam AB is loaded uniformly through-

out, the shearing force is 0 in the centre, and is
j

represented by ^ ivl at each end. To show this
j

and the compression at any other point (at

on a diagram, draw at each end AC and BD
, distance y from the centre) is

,

vertical, and each equal to ^ wl; join C and D 1

with tho middle point, E, of the beam
j
then the

ordinate drawn vertically from any point F on

When the beam AB (fig. 2) is uniformly loaded

along its entire length (1) with a weight, w, for

every unit of length, then wl is the total weight

supported by tbe beam. Let AC represent

which is the moment of rupture at A
;
draw

the parabola CEB j
then the moment of rupture

at any point D is represented by the vertical

ordinate DE.

Fio. 2.

When a beam, AB (fig. 3), whose length is I,

is supported at each end and loaded in the centre

by a weight, W, the moment of rupture at the

* “A Handy-book for the Calculation of Strains ir

Girders and similar Structures, ic.” By "W. Humber,
Asgoc. Inst. C. E. Lockwood & Co. London, 1868.

the beam to the inclined Hues EC or ED will

give the value of the shearing force at F.

In the case of a beam supported at both ends,

and subject to a distributed load moving from

A to B, the shearing force at B i8i«.'l=BD
(BD being drawn vertical), and for any inter-

mediate points is represented by the ordinates

of a parabola drawn through A and D, and having

its vertex at A. In tbe same way the value of

this force can be determined in other arrange-

ments of the load.

In applying the method of diagrams to flanged

girders, arches, or snspension bridges, an ontlino

sketch must be first drawn to scale
;

its cross-

section and weight must then be determined. The
central depth of straight independent girders

should bo about one-twelfth of the span, in order to

secure tbe greatest economy of material. If they

are fixed firmly at the ends the depth may be

much less. Girders having curved flanges or
“ booms,” as bowstring girders, arches, or sus-

pension chains, should have their depths propor-

tioned to the moments of rupture, which will

give them the form of a parabola. In deter-

mining the moments of rupture of flanged

girders, tbe resistance of the web being small is

generally omitted from the investigation
;

for

those having parallel straight flanges, the strains

are equal on the two flanges, at any vertical

section, bnt opposite in their nature, and will

vary as the moments of rupture. Tbe amount
of tbe strain at any vertical section is found by

dividing the moment of rupture by the distance

apart of the centres of gravity of the sections

of the two flanges. Tbe strain which the web
has to sustain at any vertical section is equal to

tbe shearing force developed at that section.

In girders having curved flanges the strains

+ (wy)’-

This last expression also gives the value of

the thrust at the abutments, where y = iZ. In

this case, tbe load is uniform throughout the

entire length of the bridge. For a moving load

the calculation is not so simple.

In suspension-bridges, with uniform horizontal

load, the main chains will assume a curve which

is very nearly a parabola, tbe tension on which

at the centre is the same as that given above

for the arch. The tension at any other point is

found by multiplying tbe tension at the middle

by the secant of the angle which a tangent to

the chain, at that point, makes with the hori-

zontal. Tho tension on the suspension-rods, if

vertical, is of equal amount, and is found by

dividing the weight which each chain supports

by tho number of rods. The pressure ou the

towers is determined by means of a simple

diagram. 'When the load is a moving one, the

chains are liable to disfigurement, which may be

prevented, either by an auxiliary girder from

pier to pier, by fixing the chains to the top of

the towers (when there are several spans), or

by inserting diagonal bracing between the road-

way and chains.

Mr. Hnmber has not attempted any investiga-

tion in his book, but only gives the results ob-

tained in the treatises which have been written

on the several snbjeots referred to j his object

having been to facilitate the calculations that

must be made, in order to securo the stability of

a structure.

Mr. Simpson, C.E.— Tbe death of Mr.

Simpson, the engineer of the Carlisle and other

Waterworks, is announced.
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THE (ALBERT) MUSEUM, SOUTH
KENSmUTON”.

Ix continaafcion of my “ Notes ” on gemmed
and enamelled art-objects now on loan at the
Musenm, I would draw attention to the spirited
little harlequin, lent by Mr. Bereaford Hope, the
body formed of a baroque pearl with enamelled
limbs and head, the face bearing a most mirth-
provoking grin. The figure, which ia enriched
with gems, is planted firmly on one foot, the
other extended in air, and rests upon a small
octagonal base of white earnelian, in a setting of
enamel, the whole being mounted on a larger
slab of onyx, as if intended to serve as a paper-
weight. To Mr. Hope we are also indebted for
the Plasma* cup, on gilt metal tripod of terminal
figures set with precious stones

; the charming
vinaigrette, in form of a book, with chain and
ring for suspension, having on one side an
enamelled Cupid among flowers on a ground of
deep blue translucent enamel set round with
pearls

; and, in the barbaric grandeur style, the
silver-gilt scent-bottle of peculiar form, incrusted
with turquoises and garnets

j the latter of a most
rich, ruby-like hue. There is likewise a large
ivory cup and cover, or tankard, carved on one
aide with an equestrian figure of an emperor
piercing an enemy, both figures being fully olad
in richly-chased armour : the lance entering

and a mantle-clasp with pendent pearls, Hunga-
rian eighteenth century, are less “barbaric” in
their grandeur

j
but the necklace, ear-rings, and

bracelets of present century work, show so many
instances of utter want of taste, that one can
but regret the toil and care that have been be-
stowed upon them to so little good result. The
enamelling is, in many portions, extremely deli-
cate and judioious, both as to form and colour;
but the continually repeated scroll of pearls
strung on gold wire, is such a terribly primitive
mode of ornamentation, and is quite out of keep-
ing with the carefnl enamelling. All tho pieces
of necklace and ear-rings are made alike on both
sides

j now this is quite correct for the latter.

for he appears so dangerously insecure; the
right leg is bent and touches the small platform
on tiptoe, while the left foot has slipped over the
edge on to a lower portion of the cup’s base,
which is about 3 in. high, round, increasing in
size as it descends, and is ornamented with bauds
of flowers. The cover of the cup bears an old
man seated, holding a globe. This work is

seventeenth century, and is thought to be
Italiau.

In a table glass case close by are several rich
treasures lent by various owners. A gold and
onyx-bead rosary, formed of ten oval beads about
an inch long, alternated with eleven round ones,
joined together by links of gold wire. The oval

above the breastplate of the fallen foe, makes
I

• * • rr.
one exclaim involuntarily, in the speech of the I

S-J’ bpfl ^ h
of Queen

old Bomans, ‘Ha.bet.’" On the other side oflfl -1 ’ enamel frame,

the tankard, the arms of Holland and motto, I

n°l F"Jo maintiendrai,” are carved in a f-». haia
It hangs m front of a small lookmg

but for the former it would seem to bo a great beads open in halves, are hollowed out, and each
mistake, as rendering it nncomfortable to wear, bead contains two minute Scripture subjects in
and preventing it from lying flat on the neck; gold and enamel. It is lent by Colonel Cum-
and can anything be more dreadful in point ming. Besideitliesapendantinthreestrips—
of taste, than the_ gold and white- enamel curly Quesre, a chatelaine ? —of early seventeenth
little “ Agnus Dei,” which forms the pendant century German work

;
it ia formed of silver

to the necklace ! The lamb is hung up by its gilt openwork set with garnets and turquoises,
back, with the

_

feet unsupported
;

has three and on each alternate link soma small
square gems set in its side, a pearl banging from ornament of bronze or iron is introduced, a
beneath its body, and a thick curve of gold blood tiny head or piece of knot-work; while in the
flowingfrom itsohesb into a sacrificial cup, which centre of the pendant there is a small figure of
18 fixed on to the end of the gold-blood stream. ' tho same metal—a man wearing a short cloak,
Compare this jewelry with the delicate work furred cap, and sword. The workmanship of tho
of the “ enseigne,” lent by Mias Wild, which is whole ia extremely careful and minute

;
it is lent

placed iu tho glass case beside the Leicester

- „ free bold
stylo

; on the cover is a plumed helmet by way
of handle

;
the date ia the seventeenth century.

_

To Mr. J. Heywood Hawkins belong the fiuger-
ring of Indian manufacture, cut out of red
earnelian, the centre set with diamonds and
emeralds

; the costal spoon and fork, mounted
in gold and set with rabies—anotherinstanee that
formerly forks were treated merely as luxurious
toys. We read in Knight’s “Cyclopmdia,” “the
first mention of table or eating forks is found
in the ‘ Chronicon Piacentinum’ of John do
Mussis, a writer of tho early part of the fifteenth
century, who, when speaking of the Inxnries of
the people of Piacenza recently introduced,
says, ‘they use cups and spoons and little forks
of silver.’ .... Even when Heylin published
his ‘ Cosmography,’ in 1652, forks for the table
were still a novelty

;
having spoken of the ivory

eticks used by the Chinese, he adds, ‘ the use of
silver forks with us by some of our spruce
gallants taken up of late, came from hence to
Italy and thence into England.’ ” Chambers, in
an interesting little notice of ancient forks’ in
his “Book of Days,” says they were in use in
Italy in the seventeenth century, and were
introduced into England by Coryate, the strange
traveller. They were little forks, usually made
of iron or steel, but occasionally also of silver.
Coryate says he “thought good to imitate the
Italian fashion by this forked cutting of meat,”
whereupon a facetious English friend, “ in his
merry humour, doubted not to call me furcifer,
only for nsing a fork at feeding.” The notice

'

goes on to say that, in 1834-, some labourers found
at Sevington, in North Wiltshire, a number of
Saxon pennies and sovereigns ranging from
A.D. /96 to 890, and with them lay a spoon and
fork, showing that the introduction of the fork
into England dates from a very early period,
though the use of it may not have been general!
The small oval silver watch, engraved with a

flower on the ontside, of English work, also be-
longs to Mr. Heywood Hawkins, and these various
articles are to be seen in one of the table glass
oases in the centre of the loan department. In
another of these central cases is exhibited a
rich collection of Hungarian jewelry, lent by the
Countess Harley Tcleki: rich, as regards the
•costly stones and enamel with which it is thickly
encrusted

; but, as works of art, I own myself
unable to find much to admire in the various
apecimens. The mauile-clasp of rubies and
diamonds set in enamelled gold, formerly belong-
ing to Francis Rakoezy, Prince of Transylvania,
Hungarian seventeenth century, is a grand
cluster of rich colours

; the cross of precious
atones and enamel, Italian sixteenth century,

Plasma, sometimes wittea Prasma, whence theFrench name of the stone Prhme d'EMemndeAz merelvMlccdony coloured fjreen by some metallic oxide, pro-^bly copper or nickel, and is. in fact, a semi-transparent
jasper; and althoueh it olten approximates to theiinest
emerald in colour, yet it is never pure, but always inter
spersed with black spots, or with patches of the dull
yellow of the onginai species But of a pale-CTeea
variety pieces do occur, quite free from flaws and spots

-

such, however, are probably rather to be considered as
varieties of the ohryopraae.”— on Antiiiue Gems

glass, so that the back, which ia also ornamented
with enamel, may be seen likewise. The dif-
ference in execution of the two is worth several
journeys from case to case to examine minntely.
Another colleotiou of jewelry of the barbaric-
grandeur type, ia that lent by Count Chas. Stuart
D’Albanie. It ia Hungarian also, and dates
from the seventeenth or eighteenth century, and
ia atudiied with precious stones. I have heard
it admired, but I infinitely prefer the hunting-
knife likewise exhibited by the Count, which
belonged formerly to the uncle of Frederic the
Great. The knife—with six smaller instruments—fits into a sheath covered with crimson velvet,
ornamented with hunting scenes in gilt metal,

—

the handle and mounts being also of gilt metal.
Thongh the workmanship is coarse, there are a
boldness and appropriateness in the whole thing
that is satisfactory.

In a table glass case close by, lies an amethyst-
spar sunff-box given by Pope Pius V. to Mr. J.

Cox Hippisley, and lent by Sir J. Hippisley. It
has a red jasper cameo head on the lid ; and
there is another of petrified wood lent by Mr.
Martin, which is thought to be French eighteenth
century work, Returning to thehighglass case near
to the one containing Mr. Bereaford Hope’s art-
objects, a steel key, French seventeenth century,
merits attention. The head, or handle, is pierced
with a cipher and coronet, the stem is fluted and
engraved, and even the ward-holes are orna-
mented with engraving oh the fiat sides of the
key. It is a choice production, and is lent by
Mr. T. M. Whitehead. In the same case is a
silver horn, such as is worn on the head by the
Druse women. It is about 18 in. in height, of
modem Syrian work, and is lent by the Messrs.

|

excellent.
Lambert & Rawlings. The wide end of the horn

|

Very near to Mr. E. W. Cooke’s Venetian glass
has three rings attached at a short distance from ' is a case of choice porcelain. In one corner
the edge, as a means, no doobt, of fixing it on stands a tray of peculiar interest to Englishmen,
to the head. The sight of this strange-looking

; being painted by the eldest daughter of their
ornament forcibly calls to mind the numerous

j

Queen as a present to her brother, the Prince of
allnaions to wearing a horn in Scripture, such as ' Wales, by whom it is lent. On the reverse,
“ Their horn shall be exalted,” “ Set not up your

|

which is turned to tho spectator, is the following
horn on high.”

j

device :—The feathers of the plume, which are
I have already mentioned Mr. Farquhar separate, are stuck through a green chaplet

Matbeson’s choice little octagonal crystal casket, bonnd with ribbons, on the ends of which is the
This gentleman exhibits likewise a very fine vase motto, " loh dien ;” on a label below is the in-
and cover of silver gilt. The bowl, which is ' soription in large capitals, “ FELIX—SIS,” and
ornamented with medallions representing the

j

on another band below, “ from Victoria, Nov. 21
liberal arts, is supported on the bent head and below which again, on the rim, is “ Miohelangelo-
neck of a youth, who holds a small cup in his

!
e-Margherita . Caotani . Dnca . e . Duchessa . di

.

right hand. The head leans to the left side, not :
Sermoneta . feoero.” On the upper side of the

forward, so that the admirable little face can be ' tray is painted in Medimval characters, “ Albert
seen ; the expression on it is one of anxiety as to I Edward—Romeo, A.M.DCCC.LXII.,” surmounted

’ by a crown surrounded by a wreath of oak and
acorns.

Near to this are two excellent small white
glazed fignres of Docoia ware, Ignatius Loyola
and Luigi Gonzaga, early eighteenth century,
lent by Mr. H. Gillett, who also shows a
charming two-handled cup and saucer of Wedg-
wood-ware, pail form, oream-ccloured, with leaf-

pattern border iu brown with green thread ;
the

handles, which are very delicate, are twisted.

This cup stands beside the elegant double pails

already mentioned. The quaint little teapot,

by Mrs. Charles Tiuoy. Below the pendant a pen-
case and ink-case from Constantinople, lent by
Mr, H. Vaughan, of silver-gilt, and ornamented
with niello, are admiiable both as to form and
execution. Next lies a small mirror, with a
frame of silver-gilt, incrusted with large square,
polished, but uncut emeralds, rubies, and dia-
monds. The metal work is open between the
pattern of scrolls and other forms in which the
stones are set, and above the mirror they rise
into a high ornament, the framework of gems
occupying as much space as the mirror itself,

which is only about 4 in. or 5 in. square. It was
made for the Dey of Algiers as a wedding
present to his daughter. It is Algerine work,
early present century, and is lent by Mr. A.
Elmore, R.A. The gold finger-ring, with a balas
ruby bearing an Arabic inscription, and lent by
M. le Corate B. YUnski, is stated to have been
found in a tomb near Babylon. A curious small
scent-bottle, or perhaps vinaigrette, lent by
Mr. H, Vaughan, gilt and jewelled, with filigree

mount and cover, is ornamented with most
singular figures that suggest “ Masons’ marks.”
The bottle is barely more than iu. high, and
about three-quarters of an inch in diameter;
the colour is dark red, or brown, and the
figures, which occur three times each, are gilt.

Close to the above lies a white Sevres poroelaiu
box in shape of a sealed letter : being “ a sham,”
not a thing to be altogether admired, but curious
in its way. On the outside is inscribed in
italics :

—

“ A Madame,
Madame la Justice,

aux yeux ictairis,"

and on the inside is painted a garden scene with
figures. It is lent by Sir W. Fraser, hart. A
small medallion in Hone stone, 1 in. square,
lent by Sir W. C. Trevelyan, bart., and carved
with minute scrolls and arabesque with satyr, is

his power of steadying the cap rather than of
suftering on account of the distressing weight

;

so that the idea is not so painful to the beholder
as is usually the case in similar but leas judi-
ciously treated subjects. Nevertheless, I quesbion
if the effect pi*oduced be altogether a pleasing
one, although from the beauty of the whole thing
in this instance, one cannot fail to admire. The
figure of the youth ia excellently well modelled,
the costume harmonious and appropriate

; but
the feeling of anxiety in the face communicates
itself unpleasantly to the mind of the spectator,
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Dresden early eighteenth century, white and
painted with Chinese snbject, is likewise Mr.

Gillett’s property.

Mr. J. Bond lends a very fine bowl, cover, and
sancer, of old Chelsea porcelain, ornamented
with compartments of dark bloe and gold

alternated with white
5
on the latter are painted

birds and flowers. The somewhat similar-in-

design butter-cooler close by, of old Worcester

porcelain, looks very coarse in comparison.

Bowl, cover, stand, and two trays of Leeds

earthenware, late eighteenth-century, lent by
Mr. H. Willett, cream-coloured ground with

birds and plants in dark brown or black, are

admirable, as are also another tray and basket

with open lattice border. There is a choice cup
and saucer of Stivres porcelain, painted with

grisaille landscapes in medallions, by Rosset, on
blue ground, the gilding and garlands by Prevost;

lent by Mrs. Yorke. A fine pair of Chelsea

porcelain candlesticks are lent by Mrs. Fowkej
peacocks in a cluster of hawthorn—illustrating
the fable of “ the jackdaw in peacock’s feathers ”

—form the one, while the other is composed
of domestic fowls in a cluster of hawthorn and
daisies, representing the fable of “ the cock and
the jewel.” What a pity it is that these fine

Chelsea specimens always have such coarse,

ugly “rococo” stands.

A coffer-like box of white porcelain, eighteenth

century, thought to be Plymouth manufacture,

painted with landscapes and birds, the handle on
the cover formed of a cornucopia filled with

flowers, is lent by Mrs. Preake
;

as is also a

tureen and cover of earthenware, shaped like a
double shell, on a foot of leaves, part openwork

j
^

on the cover, which has leaf forms impressed all

over it, is painted a " Lent lily ” on one side, and
it has for handle a bunch of most original green
grapes in relief. The tureen is called “ Modern
British,” but it looks anything but modern.

Abt-Lover.

ART WORKMANSHIP COMPETITION,
SOCIETY OF ARTS.

The following is the report of the three gentle-

men, to whom the Council referred the various

works that w’ere submitted :

—

“ In spite of the individual specimens of excel-

lence, to which we shall presently allude, we are

bound to confess that the response made by art-

workmen to the Society’s liberal invitation to

compete for prizes offered during the last session,

cannot, in our opinion, be regarded as satis-

factory.

It will be remembered that the lists of snbjects

proposed difl'ered materially from those of pre-

vious years—it having been considered well, as

an experiment, to test the workmen’s powers in

the combination of original design with skilful

workmanship, and in novel directions, rather

than to keep them in the groove of the repro-

duction of the beat works of the past.

We deemed some change of this nature requi-

site, from our observation that, while a fair level

of mechanical perfection had been attained by
the workmen generally, no such marked progress

was realised from season to season as M justify

the continued application of the large annual
outlay made by the Society, in the attempt to

foster and effect the improvement desired, but

which could scarcely be said to have manifested
itself.

Whether it is that the task recently set to the

art-workmen has been beyond their present

powers, or, as is more probable, that they look

with anxiety only to what affects their regular

employment, possibly, in some cases, apprehend-

ing notoriety as a fault rather than merit in

their masters’ eyes, certain it is that the results

of their labour, taken as a whole, are not such

as we had hoped for, nor such, by any means, as

we think would have been made by French, or

even Belgian workmen, hud a similar invitation

been addressed to them.
We do not necessarily attribute this to in-

capacity on the part of our art-workmen as

executants, but ascribe it rather to their want,
in this case, of the directing and sustaining

power which is supplied to them, in the

course of ordinary business, by the superior
education and attainments of their masters and
the artists and designers, from whose drawings,
models, or suggestions they may habitually work.
That it would be a national gain for British

workmen to acquire that measure of facility in

the application of tkilled workmanship which
distinguishes so highly the best class of foreign

workmen no one would probably deny. It was
to encourage development in this direction that
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the modification, to which allusion has been

made, was introduced into last year’s pro-

gramme.
The responsebeing, incur judgment, so nneheer-

ing, we feel bound to recommend to the Society

of Arts either a return to former programmes,
or such a change in the conditions of their

invitation as should recognize and reward not only

the skilled workmen, but the talent and energies

also of the masters, through whose application

of capital and knowledge such workmen might
be brought to the production of the real ex-

cellence and novelty we bad hoped to have seen

united in the present exhibition. We are em-
boldened to make the above suggestion in the

full conviction that no such radical change is

likely to be adopted without receiving that care-

ful consideration at the hands of the Council of

the Society of Arts, possibly after conference

with us, which its importance may justify.

In the first division, ‘ Specimens of Art-

Workmanship in Prescribed Processes,’ we have
recommended such rewards to be given as we
considered right under the circumstances, but

we do not feel justified in dwelling at length

upon any of the specimens so rewarded.

Mr. Thomas Godfrey’s panel for a cabinet,

consisting of six different woods, is skilfully

carved in delicate relief, in a manner familiar

enough to French, Italian, and Spanish work-

men, but not, as yet, common in this country.

In the second division, ‘ Specimens of the

Application to Ordinary Industry of Prescribed

Art Processes,’ wo regard as by far the most

hopeful product, ‘ the slab for insertion in the

frieze of a chimneypiece,’ painted on a red tile,

by Mr. J. B. Evans.
Considering the almost universal application

of the process of enamelling on metal in France,

and the strides made at Birmingham in the

industrial application of the process, we had

certainly expected more important contribu-

tions than those forwarded by Mr. Frederick

Lowe. They being the beat and—the ring-tray

in particular—being satisfactory both in design

and execution, we have considered him en-

titled to a reward of 101., bat we are certainly

nuable to regard either specimen as ‘ most

beautifnl.’

Some of the clock-dials exhibited by Mr. J.

Thwaites are agreeable in design and pleasing

in execution
;

the collection is, however, of

singular inequality in point of merit in design.

Mr. W. H. Slater’s blackware slab, painted

with the subject of ‘ Pluto,’ is of good average

execution.

Among the subjects sent in for exhibition, bat

nob wrought in accordance with prescribed pro-

cesses, the moat to be commended, by far, is the

painting on china, ‘ Giving a Bite,’ after W.
ilulready, R.A., by Mr. W. P. Simpson. It is an

admirable specimen, although not a very im-

portant one as to size, of painting on porcelain,

and we have awarded to it ‘ The North London
Exhibition’ prize, in addition to a sum of 51 .

from the Society of Arts.

We were particularly pleased with the delicacy

of the modelling of the subjects ' St. Cecilia,’

and the ‘ Virgin and Child,’ after Donatello, by
‘ W. W.’ : we considered these to be admirable

specimens of cabinet modelling.

We were much pleased with the steel die sunk

by G. Morgan, after the bead of a female

modelled from life by himself : we regarded this

as a work of great promise in a branch of art

too little practised or considered at the present

date.

Mr. John Barker’s bracket, carved in Caen
stone, and bis flowers, and some carvings in

marble, executed by ‘ W. X. D.,’ were satis-

factory.

Mr. Robert Taw’s embossing iu copper of a

yacht in fall sail, showed both taste and skill,

althongh we regarded the form in which they

had been brought to bear on the present occasion

to be rather a misapplication of both.

Mr. Thomas Wills’s alto-relief in boxwood, with

an ebonyborder, of ‘ VennaGenitrix 5’ Mr. Deere’s

renaissance ornament in copper 5
Mr. Eyre’s

painting on porcelain of the ‘ Death of Goliah

and Mr. Emma’s wrought-ironwork for cabinet,

were also commendable.
George Godwin.
Richard Redgrave.
M. Digby Wyatt.”

The following is a list of the prizes awarded :

Works tent in in Accordance tcilk t?ie Fretcril/ed Froeettes.

riBSX DIVISION.

Earthenware vase, with jjainted ornament in enamel

colours. By J. B. Evans, Shelton, Stallbrdsire Potteries.

Price 81. 88. Prize of 2i.

Clock case, in amboyoa and piirplewood, with inlay of

ivory. By Thomas .tacob, 4, Upper Charlton-street,

Fitzroy-square, W. Prize of 51.

Marquetrie panel. Designed and inlaid by F. Braun,

12, Star-street, Edgware-roai, W. Price 9i. Prize ofSC
Centre of a chimneypiece, a combination of mosaic and

inlay with carved stone. By John E. Daly, 33, Medway-
streot, Westminster, 8.W. Prize of j/.

Panel lor a cabinet, consisting of six different woods.

Designed, carved, and inlaid bj Thomas Godfrey, 21,

Chathara-road, Wandswonh-common, 8.W. Prize of 6t.

Panel for a cabinet. By Charles Lmc, 41, Prince of

Wales'a-crescent, N.W. Price 12^. Prize of 4?.

SECOND DIVISION.

Cases of specimen clock dials. Nos. 1 to 6 enamel
ainted ; Nos. 7 and 8 dead surface suitable for public

uildiogs, as not reflecting the light
;
Nos. 9 to It glass

dials in imitation of engraved dials, and superior to them
for durability iu consequence of the work being at the

back. By J. Thwaites, 38, 8pencer- street, Clerkenwell,

E.C. Prize of of.

Frame for a miniature, of strongly -gilt giiding-metal

and enamelled; solder of 18 carst gold. Designi-d, traced,

engraved, and enamelled by Frederick Lowe, 13, Wilder-

ness-row, E.C. Prize of lOi, for the exhibit of this and

ring tray, similar in material and process to the above.

Slab, for insertion io the frieze of a chimneypiece. By
J. B. Evans, Howard-place, Shelton, Staffordshire Pot-

teries. Price IJJ. 6s. Prize of lOJ.

Ditto. “Pluto.” Painted on blackware, after the

style of the Limoges enamels. By W. H. Slater, James-
street, London-road, Stoke-on-Trent. Prize of -M,

Tablet for monumental or commemorative purposes

(unfinished, but lent to show design). By James Grilfiths,

Field-place, Stoke-on-Trent. Prize of 2/.

Book cover, enrichment in gold upon coloured ground.

By C. Pfander, 28, Bayham-street, N.W. Viilucd at 31.

10a. Prize of 3f. for the exhibit of this and euriohment ia

cameo tints upon black and gold grounds.

Sub/eett tent in for Exkihition, hut not in Accordance toUh

the Fretcribed Procettes.

CARVING IN STONE.

Bracket, carved in Caen stone. By John B.irker, 2,

Paradise-street, Lambeth, S.E. Prize of 5l. for the ex-

hibit of this and other carvings.

CARTING IN SriRBLE.

Boy'shead.in relief, a portrait. ByW.X. D. Price

21. Prize of 4f. for the exhibit of this and mecUlliou head

of Michelangelo.
Carving in relief. By Owen Tliomsa, (JO, Harewood-

street, N.W. Prize of If.

ItODELLlNG IN TLASTBE.

Modellings, after Donatello, of St. Cecilia, and the

Virgin and Child. By W. W. Price 6Z. Prize of 5i.

Head of a female, modelled from life. By Q. Morgan,

•il, Pelham-street, Brompton, S.W. Prize of 51. for this

in combination with the following :

—

METAL WORK.

Kednced copy in steel of the above. By the same
exhibitor.

,, .

Embossing in copper of a yacht in full sail. By liobert

Taw, 8, Prince of Wales's-croscent, N.VV._ Prize of 2f.

Wrought-iron work for cabinet. Designed by B. T.

Talbot. Executed bv G. Emma, 2, Kiog-sireet, Old Eent-

road, S.E. Prize of If.

Renaiasanee ornament in copper. By G. Deere, 23,

Weston-streef, Pentonville, N. Price lOf. Prize of 2f.

CARVING IN WOOD.

Alto-relief in boxwood with ebony border. “Venue
Genetnx.” By Thomas Wills, New-road, Hammersmith,

W. Price 16f. Prize of 3?.

PAINTING ON PORCELAIN.

“ The Death of Goliab.” By John Eyre, 16, Newman •

street, Oxford-street, \V. Price 5f. 19s. Prize of 2f.

“ Giving a Bite after W. Mulready, R.A. ByW._P.
Simpson, 6, Queen’s. road, Bavswater, W. Price 26f. 5s.

Prize of 51. Also the “ North London Exhibition Krize."

Head of Our Saviour, from an engraving by Sharp, after

Guido. ByA. D. Prize of 2f.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

The Uali/ax School.—The report of Mr. W. H.
[

Stopford, the bead master of this school, states

that the classes, which were at a very low ebb

from successive changes of masters, when he
|

undertook the duties eighteen months ago, are

DOW getting ou successfully. The ladies’ morn-

ing class, which numbered about four or five

students, has increased to seventeen or eighteen,

and will form (as it should) one of the most im-

portant classes in the school. The result of the

examinations last year of the students in this

school, and of their works, is as follows :

—

1 national prize of books
;
13 second grade prizes

;

10 third grade prizes; 8 free studentships ; 11

certificates in free-hand
;
10 ditto in model draw-

ing
;

1 ditto in perspective ; 8 ditto in geometry ;

2 ditto in mechanical 5
4 full certificates. The

committee’s report, read at the annual meeting

by Mr. C. J. Fox, the hon. secretary, points

attention to the fact that the Science and Art !

Department have awarded a bonns of ICI. to
j

Mr. Stopford on account of the general results of 1

the last examination. The prizes have been i

distributed by Lient.-colonel Akroyd.

The Nottingham School.—Mr. H. W. Foster
|

(a student of this school) has been awarded a t

“ Government Art Scholarship,” and proceeds at ;

once to South Kensington Museum to pursue his
|

studies. The scholarships are granted for twu I

years, at the rate of 521. per annum for the first «

six months, and then increased to 1041. ;
they

f

are granted to decorators, designers, and others.
1
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THE BAILWAY SYSTEM AND ITS
EEFEOTS.

At the ordinary general meeting of the Insti-

tution of Surveyors on the 22nd nit., the presi-

dent in the chair, the discussion on Mr. J. Bailey
Denton’s paper, to which we have already re-

ferred, was resumed by
Mr. Edward Hyde, member, who said that

although extravagant claims had frequently
been made against railway companies, and
extravagant compensations had sometimes
been paid, it did not follow that all land-
owners were extortionate. It was equally true
that they had sometimes been awarded sums
which were not compensations at all, while
there were instances even in which railway com-
panies had taken land and made their line, yet
to this day the landowner had not been paid a
farthing. He felt some anxiety that it should
go forth to the world that, as a body of men,
they would not look at things—even this subject
of railways—from one point of view only

j
and

that, while admitting fully the benefits conferred
by railways upon land in common with other
interests, they did not subscribe to the notion
that, in future, railways should be formed, so to
speak, at the expense of the landowners, who
were to give up their laud just where it was
wanted, at an arbitrary price, without their con-
venience in the matter being consulted in any
way. He thought Mr. Denton had overlooked
the fact that land had in itself a large element
of improvement

; that, whether there were rail-

ways or not, the land of this country must of
necessity become more valuable. The supply
was absolutely limited, while the demand was
daily increasing. They must, therefore, not
attribute all the additional value to railways.
No doubt, a large increased value was given to
all kinds of agricultural land within reach of a
railway station, by facilities for transport of
produce, manure, and machinery

5 besides the
development of its dormant or building value.
Mr. Denton had given authorities for putting the
increase in value of agricultural land at from
5 to 10 per cent,, but he (Mr. Ryde) confessed
he did not know what the per-centage really
amounted to. He knew a light land farm, for-
merly, as arable land, worth 30s. per acre, which,
since the making of railways, had become a dairy
farm, and sent every gallon of milk prodneed to
the London market. That bad increased the
value of the land at least 40 per cent. He
thought, taking the general average, the increase
was in rental value, not in years’ purchase;
because that land at SOs. an acre would have
fetched the same number of years’ purchase as
it would now at SOs. per acre. The development
of the dormant building or accommodation value
of land was in some instances enormous. Land
at Redhill, purchased thirty years ago for 50J.
an acre, had since been sold at 7001. per acre.
At Tunbridge they did not find any remark-
able increase

;
Tunbridge Wells gave a higher

rate, but at Hastings, land that cost 300Z. per
acre twenty years ago bad since been sold, some
for lOjOOOZ., some for 5,0001. per acre, and a con-
siderable number of acres had realized 1,900Z.
per acre, or six times its former price. At Sur-
biton, on the South-Western, thirty years ago
the whole of the land on which that place stands
was in the office in which he was brought up
for sale, at 501. per acre, as farming land

j now
he was afraid to say what the value was. At
Weybridge, land for which 18i. to 20Z. per acre
was considered a good price now fetched that
sum per annum in ground-rent. But, granting
that agricultural land could be so increased in
value, and building land also, it did not follow
that all landowners wanted railways to run
through their property. Such, for instance,
would be the case with a man through whose
land the railway cut, bub who was still left
remote from a station. Again, it was no satis-
faction to the purchaser of an estate for resi-
dential purposes to tell him the land was
enhanced in value. He did not want to sell;
he had bought the estate, and wished to
keep it as it was. Matters of this sort must
not be overlooked. Hard things had been said
of solicitors and surveyors concerned in building
estates taken by railways, but he thought they
had some ground of grievance on their part.
The solicitor would get a profit on every lease he
granted and every mortgage ho prepared if the
land were nob taken, and he sustained an injury
by

_

a railway going through that estate for
which he obtained no compensation. It mioht
be said he could take his skill and energy efse-
where; but his client might nob be inclined to

invest his money in another estate. It was no
wonder such a man should advise his client to
oppose the railway Bill at every stage. He
thought, again, that a case like that of the
Surrey and Sussex Junction Railway,—where
some of the land had never been paid for the
railway half formed, and there remained in an un-
finished state,—did not much commend itself to
landowners, wbo, he submitted, would be certainly
in a state of “aboriginal innocence’’ if they did not
oppose such a scheme to the best of their ability.
Passing on to the cost of the land, and sinking
railways altogether for the moment, let them
think how much more than the value had been
given for five or six aores of adjoining land, for
the mere purpose of adding them to an estate.
Three times as much as the value he had known
to be given. The cost of land for railways ought
to be compared with such examples as that.
Then, again, looking at what was to be the fair
and proper cost of land for future railways, they
must just consider that a railway might be laid
out through two or three estates, and very near
to the boundaries of others eqnally .benefited.
Now, it was said, a man should give his land

;

but there was this anomaly—that those who did
not give the land would derive tho same amount

1 ^
. . .. ,—

of benefit as those who did. A better scheme >

the great importance, if railways were to be

TYinaf k J • J of obtaining some fresh powers formust therefore be devised than that of asking
,

dealing with level crossings. A line to be not only econo-
landowners to give their land for nothing They ’”‘‘"*1 but serviceable to the land, must be a surface line

and then have a contribution from all m respect :
at a speed of twenty or tweaty.flve miles au hour. If it

of the benefits which they all derived. While on I

intended to serve farming interests, deep cuttings

the question of the cost of land he would gav ' may be put in for

thnf hBxrr.ndlr.fo
. oewouiQ say -ach large estate. He quite agreed with Mr. Ryde, that thetnac tne verdicts given by juries, and, m some

|

value ol a railway to a landowner was not much when his
oases he might say, the awards made bv arbi- ^*"4 was at a great distance from a station. As an example

. nl’ fho l..- "W.— i.J 1
^

thought too much had been said about contractors'
lines by those who did not understand the question. The
very fact that the large majority of contractors who had
dabbled in so-called contractors* lines had come to grief,
showed that, as far as they were concerned, they had
gained nothing by the business, and the state of the
Unaiice companies showed that the profits had not gone
into their pockets. It might be that the small sum sub-
scribed in the district was lost, but the landowners had
the benefit of the railway, and they were amply repaid
Therefore, if more railways were to be made, they must
be carried out in some such mode as Mr. Denton had
suggested

;
and he was glad to hear Mr. Hyde, to a groat

extent, coincided with it. He would, in conclusion, give
them a case in point, showing that lines could not be
carried out now without some assistance other than they
had. He was the engineer of a line called the Bude and
Torrington, which ran forty miles through an agricultural
district, but with a fair traffic. The railway could be
made for 7,COO/, per mile. There was a working agreement
with the South-Western Company to work the line at -13A
per cent, of the receipts, and the Bude Company were to
receive a rebate of 3,000/, a year for the traffic they threw
upon the South-Western line. He had put the cost of the
line at 300,000/.

j
he took the traffic at 10/, per mile per

week, and adding the rebate of 3,000/., tho net returns
would be 15,000/ a year, which would pay 5 per cent, upon
the capital expended. AVhat had they got from the dis-
trict itself? About half the landowners had given their
land, and the district had subscribed about 20,000/. out of
the 300,000/. The result was, if some further effort was
not made, the Act would be lost, and that agreement
wonld never be renewed by the South-Western Company.
Mr. Charles Douglas Fox (Visitor) would confirm the

remarks of his brother engineer (Mr. Galbraith) with

ol the saving to be effected by a lighter form of construc-
tion, he would give the cost of an ordinary branch line, con-
slrncted by himself, through a purely agricultural country.
The Act of Parliament was applied for in the usual way. The
line wasmide by a contractor, part payment being in paper,

coat of the liue was 8,019/. per mile, of which
• k j*L X

*
'i

’ expenses were 341/.; land, 930/.; works,
wisnea, ana then to aeo the next landowner, by 1

5,831/. ; law expenses, 325/. j engineering, 279/. ; manage-
employing a “emart” man to make a claim;™? total of

trators, gave onoonragement to many of tho
heavy claims which were subsequently made.
It was a bard thing, they must admit, for on©
landowner to raeel tho railway company in the ti.o pViT' v—

»

r—
find nnnitnBIc Til'

D

-i rk ^
tot*l Coat of the Ime was 8,019/. per mile, of which

• v
equitable spuit Mr. Bailey Denton Farliameutary expenses were 341/.: land, 930/.: works.

WlSheQ. and thpri tfk Bork 1.\ «« l._ law fkTnanBa- QO=:? . a—

.

l-rak

before afuj-y, get doable Se^rmeaetlor WelaliA
j

SreS SrUS?tp' thi.Assuming the average price of land for railways, I

^—Preliminary expenses, 60/., including cost of appli-
aa set out in Mr. Denton’s table, to be 2401 ner

to the Board ofTrado under the Railway Facilities
k- ii 1... .Act; mnd,600/. (thequantityoflandpormilenotexceeding

five acres, at 120/. per acre) ; works, 2,919/.
;
law expenses,

engineering, and management, 600/. = total, 4,100/. The
result was this The gross revenue was 11/. per mile per
week. The line was worked by the parent line at 60 per

acre, he thought one moiety of that sum might
fairly be put as the cost of the land itself, and
the other as duo to severance and other causes.

which ne thought, looking at tho forced sale, was
!

cf2- per cent. ; but three-foutths of the money being bor-
not such an extravagant price after ail. and he i

® dividend was almost absorbed,
--t ici-.i- .1 . B . . and Iho shareholders got uo returns. Butif, on the other

hand, the line had been made for 4,000/. per mile, the net
receipts would, on the same traffic, be per cent, on the

did not think tho landowners had got so much
the best of it.

Mr. W. E, Galbraith (visitor) said, that feeing a good
deal oonceruod m railways made through agricultural
distneti, he had rend Mr. Deaton's paper with great

capital
; and if three-sevenths of tlie money had, as beforej

been obtained at 6 per cent., the dividend on the ordinary
uc nau re.ia lur. ueaton's paper with creat

per cent. This, he repeated,
interest, and he thought its discussion here and Ihroue^hout prices
the country would do good, not only forSa ve b?t to i .uL ^ i'"f 1

- Tft 'J
^

the landed interest generally. He thought landowners
th»t wh.oh they had ih America-viz., surface

could hope for nothing better, as far as *hia eioerience
worked by accommodation trains

; in other words,
wnnf tKnn k. B -Btiw-.. branch lines With more frequent stations than there were

now, or, what would be better, stopping-places or sidings
for the more important farms or estates situate on the
hnoj and this did not of necessity involve facing points.
He brought this forward because he felt the members of
this Institution, and those of the Institution of Civil Engi-
neers, should combine together to carry out a necessity of
the country

;
and, as they had already made the great

trunk railways, they should now, upon anew system, make
the branch lines, and not allow a large quantity ol'land to
lie comparatively unproductive. He believed the money
would be readily obtained for the purpose, if only proper
facilities for the making of these branch lines were afiorded

Sir Charles Fox (visitor) called attention to what he
considered a difficulty in “ Tho Improvement of Land Act,
1861," viz., that the land could not be charged with the
rate till the works were completed, and tho funds neces-
sary for carrying on works in progress could not, there-
fore, be readily collected.
Mr. J . H. Lloyd would just mention, that the provisionsm “The Improvement of Land Act, 1364,” referred to by

tho last speaker, originated with the Lands Improvement
Company, who sought to introduce them into their own
private Act. Lord Rcdesdale, who had a great objection
to private Bills, suggested, that if such a measure was
good for tho Lands Improvement Company, it would be
good for the country generally

;
and ho (Mr. Lloyd) was,

accordingly, instructed to prepare, and did prepare, tho
public Bill. Ho did not believe there was any difficulty in
the working of the Act, and that it had not been availed
ol he thought must be chiefly owing to a want of combina-
tion on the part of the landowners.

After some other speeches, the discassion was
adjourned, and was resumed on tho 8th lust.

went, than having a railw.iy brought near them He
agreed with Mr. Denton that the parliamentary expenses
of railways bad been far too much, but he thought he had
not quite fairly selected the cases of railways in agricul-
tural localities. Tho North Staffordshire and •Manchester
Sheffield, and Lincolnshire could scarcely be placed in that
category, and the estimate of 1,600/. per mile for Parlia-
mentary expenses, was far beyond what they would see
now for railways in agricultural districts. As an extreme
case the reverse way, they found the Parliamentary ex-
penses of the Cockermouth and Keswick line were only
121/. per mile. If that included tho preparation of Parlia-
mentary plans and legal expenses, it was probably the
cheapest Bill that was ever carried. Then there was
another matter which, he thought, required amendment •

that was the Standing Orders, inasmuch as they were fre-
quently an instrument in tho hands of large companies
for oppressing small projectors. He had himself assisted in
throwing out schemesupon some very trivial points indeed •

and he thought the policy of thoHouse of Lords especially
seemed to be rather to check railway enterprise than to
encourage it. Two or three years ago, perhaps a whole-
some check was reguired.but at the present they required
encouragement rather than opposition. It was, however
no use for engineers to talk about that. If they were to
do any good in respect of future railways, the question
must undoubtedly be taken up by the landowners them-
selves, and this body of surveyors, who mainly represented
the landed interest, must also take it up, and press it
opon the landowners. As to the cost of land, he would
mention one or two cases on a line constructed by him
which passed throu^i a property for a length of 3i miles
The land was very poor indeed; he (Mr. Galbraith)
should Lave thought 10/. per acre was about the proper
price, but a surveyor valued it at 20/. The price actually
paid for that land was 126/. per acre, or four times and a
hall Its agricultural value. The tenants told him they had
received no abatement of rent. The company bought
about 39 acres of this land, and the result was, the owner
put about 6,000/. into Lis pocket. In tho centre of this
property the company had to construct a station. He
believed ho was within the mark when he said that this
property was raised in value hy two years’ purchase

;
if so,

the rental value of the property being about 4,000/, ayear,
besides the 6,000/, paid for the laud, the property itself
was improved to_ the extent of 8,000/. After squeezing
this money out of the company, the gentleman took thein
before the justices in reference to accommodation works,
the result of which was, in the 3i miles, they constructed
no less than fourteen crossings, or about one in every
quarter of a mile, so that there could not bo said to be
much severance there. He was glad to say, ffir the
honour of this Institution, that tho extortion was
perpetrated by a solicitor, and not by a surveyor. He

The XiOudoD X.abourers' Dwelling Societ;r
(Iiimited).— This society lias just held its
fifteenth half-yearly general meeting, Mr. Richard
Foster in the chair, at which the report for the
six months ending Slab December was presented.
From this it appeared that the capital bad in-
creased to 3-l,700Z.

; and that the not revenue
for the half-year was sufficient to pay the mem-
bers a dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, per
annum free of income-tax, which dividend was
accordingly declared. The sinking fund of the
society now amounts to 1,131Z,, and tho reserve
fund to 4,000Z.
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THE CHUKCHES OP MUNSTER,
GERMANY.

In former numbers of the Builder we have had
occasiou to describe different buildiegs in the

very ancient and interesting town of Munster, in

Westphalia, and we have given illustrations of

the Hood-screen in the Cathedral, and of the
Bath-haus. We propose now to say a few words
npon the churches of that city. The first which
claims our attention, on acconnt of its remark-
able size and importance, is the church of St.

Lambert. This very beautiful edifice is situated

at the north end of the great market, and is a

rich and noble example of late German Gothic.

The plan is exceedingly simple, consisting of a

nave and aisles under one external roof, a long

chancel or choir, and an octagonal lady-chapel

leading out of the east end of the south aisle.

At the west end is a tower, the lower portions of

which are Romanesque, and form the sole re-

mains of a former church. The present building

dates from the end of the fourteenth century.

What is particularly striking in this church is

its grand scale. Each bay of the nave is 28 ft.

from centre to centre; the height to the vaulting

is nearly 100 ft. ; and the nave is over 40 ft. wide
without the aisles. The tiacery of the windows
is very remarkable, and more wild than beautiful.

There are three very rich doorways, one of which
is ornamented with a “ Jesse tree,” carved in

stone in its tympanum.
The church of St. Mary, or as it is more com-

monly called, the “ Uberwasser” Church, is a
beautiful Gothic building, consisting of a nave

and aisles under one external roof, a spacious

chancel, and a noble tower at the west end (of

which we give a drawing). This church was
erected between the yeara 1340 and 1346, but

the tower was not completed until 1374. Like
the church of St. Lambert, the dimensions of this

building are grand for a mere parochial church.

The nave and aisles are 120 ft. long, the choir

45 ft. long, and the tower 50 ft. square at the

base. The internal width of the nave and aisles

is 73 ft., and the height of the tower 180 ft. The
style is simple geometric. Two side altars of

remarkably good design have just been erected

at the end of the south aisle.

The next church in point of size and impor-
tance is that of St. Ludgeri. It consists of a
low Romanesque nave, aisles, and transepts,

with an octagon central tower, the lower portion

of which is Romanesque, and the upper forms
a beautiful open lantern of Decorated work.
The choir is very large and magnificent

; its

walls continue at right angles to the tran-

septs, and in a line with the nave for two bays,

but the third bay widens outwards in an oblique

direction, the fourth bay is again straight, and
then the apse starts, so that the eastern portion

of the choir forms a large polygon. The choir was
begun in 1383. This church hasbeen well restored,

and a new stone high altar of good design erected.

The church of St. Martin is in general plan

similar to St. Mary’s; it is, however, smaller,

and not so rich in detail : like the latter church,

it possesses a fine tower.

St. Servatius is a small but singular Roman-
esque church. It consists of a short nave and

aisles, and a small chancel. The vaulting of the
nave is quadripartite, and each bay incloses two
arches of the aisles.

The Protestant church (originally the Minorite
church) was built in the year 1270, but nearly

rebuilt in the fourteenth century. It has a nave
and aisles the same height, and a very long
chancel. Over the chancel arch is a simple
metal fleche.

St. Clement’s and St. Giles’s are modern Italian

churches of no architectural interest. The latter

has been charmingly decorated by Steinlie and
his pupils.

The Alnwersty church, formerly belonging to

the Jesuits, was built in the year 1615, and is

one of the latest Gothic churches built in

Germany. It has galleries over the aisles, and
the whole building is well vaulted in stone.

There are two new churches in Munster : one
built for the Jesuits, and the other for the Pran-
cisoans. The former is rather too thin and wiry,

but the latter is commendable.
The church of St. Maurice, in the suburb, is

a most interesting building. It consists of a
nave and aisles, and a long choir. There is a
very solid tower at the west end, and, a kind of
forehall or antechapel. There are two other

towers flanking the chancel. The whole of the

church is Romanesque, except the chancel,

which is Decorated. The nave and towers

were erected between the years 1084 and 1118,

and the chancel in the year 1451. The church
has been restored and decorated in a very costly

manner. The high altar and choir fittings are
worthy of notice.
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SPANISH EVANGELICAL CHURCH
PROPOSED TO BE BUILT IN MADRID.

The eccleeiaBtioal movements in Spain, f

conntry heretofore bo intolerant that Haifa dozen

Protestants did not dare say their prayert-

together on a Sunday morning, must interest

many of onr readers, and they will donbtless be

glad to know that a Protestant church is about

to be built in Madrid. We engrave a view of

the west end, and the plan of the intended build-

ing, which has been designed by M. Juan de

JIadrazo, architect, who has obligingly enabled

ns to give these illuBtrationp.

Since the last revolution of September, several

Protestant rooms for preaching the Gospel have

been opened, and committees for promoting the

Protestant religion have been organized in

various provinces. To the Madrid committee

the municipal corporation have granted gratui-

tously a piece of ground 17,000 square feet in

extent, for the purpose of building this churoh.

The entrance to tbo biiildiug will be at the

west front, through a sort of cloister or narthex,

separating the baptistery from the body of the

church, above which the clock and bell tower,

with a perforated stone spire, will rise about

155 ft. high. Entering the church, there will be

found accommodation for 500 persons in open

seats. A small court will separate the ohancel

from the schools and clergyman’s house, which

both form a rear wing. These buildings will be

of stone (a kind of Bath stone). Both nave and
chancel will have an open timber roof, supported

by arches built of brick, spanned across. In the

centre of the transept a louvre in the roof will

be provided for ventilation, taking externally the

appearance of a spire. This and the roofs will

thickness of the wall. I should like to hear how
you and others like it.

I have heard it objected to the 6-in. bricks,

that the bricklayers would find them too wide

for their hand. I know that the old Italian

workmen used such bricks, and what they could do

we can do. An attempt to remedy this evil, as

well as to be original, has been made by our

American brethren, by uniting the bricks toge-

ther, and goes by the name of ‘ Yankee bond.’
”

Our correspondent is quite correct as to the

scamping way in which much brickwork is done ;

no thought whatever is taken as to the result

;

the sole endeavour is to give it such an appear-

ance as will deceive and pass. The utter dis-

regard for truth on the part of a large number

of operatives which has been induced by the

system is painfully distressing to those who are

thrown officially amongst them. As to the mode

of building proposed, if the writer find it diffi-

cult to get ordinary bricks laid properly he would

find the difficulty increased when bricks of

different sizes were to be used. Many attempts

have been made to introduce bricks that might

be dowelled, dovetailed, mitred, and so forth,

but they have never been persevered in, snch

has been the difficulty of getting the work done,
^

except by special men at Increased cost. The ' arranged for an experiment, which was
bricks proposed by onr present correspondent

' qq Noy^mber 6th, 1855 : there were present

would not make such sound work as ordinary
' gjj. Henry Ellis, Mr. Sydney Smirks, Mr. A.

when the roofs of the houses fell in, the asphalte, iu which
a sort of rubble is miied up, was found to have resisted

the effects of the heat, and, like a mass of dirt, served

rather to smother the llames than to give them increased

vitality.”

A similar instance of extinguishing a fire is

noticed in our first article, where an upper floor

was covered with asphalte,—“till at last the

beams of the floor carbonized, gave way, and

the floor sank, carrying with it the bed of

asphalte, which extinguished the fire instantly.”

Some few years back an extensive fire occurred

at Messrs. Buker & Son’s premises at Stangate.

An engine-house, with a flat roof of Claridge’s

asphalte was exposed to the full force of the fire

from the surrounding buildings
;
upon examina-

tion it seemed to have melted or softened only,

as the surface of it was marked with corruga-

tions, but these in no way affected the imper-

viousness of the asphalte.

We have already spoken of fires whereat the

asphalte hardened again, and returned to its

onginal condition, as in the instance of the engine-

house roof. It may bo as well to add to these

notes a record of what was done at the time of

the erection of the new reading-room at the

British Museum :
—

Mr. Henry Fielder, the managing partnei- of

rcoTered wiih^ ofihe
|

- Eugli.h ofacom..u.icatioa recently addrcBBed
i to the “ French Societe des Ingunieurs Civils,

! by MM. Plachat and Noisette.”* This has brought

!

to us other communications upon the same sub'

Pauizzi, Mr. G. W. Baker, Mr. G. Baker, Mr. fl.

Fielder, Mr. Superintendent Braidwood, and two

clerks of works.

j

A mass of fire, 3 ft. in diameter, formed by the

' combustion of thirty-four faggots of wood, with

j

coal and coke, was maintained for the space of
AppreciatIxVG the importance of proper know-

1 ^ portion of the asphalte that

ledge of the subject, we lately gave the pith
bad been laid down to form the roofing portion

bricks properly laid.

THE FIRE-PROOF PROPERTIES OF
ASPHALTE.

whole is estimated at 10,000j.

RAILINGS A PAINFUL NECESSITY.

of the snow gutters. At the expiration of tlie

above period the soffit of the arch beneath

became too hot for the band to be held upon it.

It was observed that the fire tluZ not spread

I AM no advocate for having things railed in,

but there are cases in which this undesirable

Iject, the substance of which may be usefully i

mentioned, aud
« beyond fusing that part of the asphalte no

damage was done to the adjoining portions of ic,

thereby satisfactorily proving to the minds of all

noticed. One correspondent, however, cites a

case in Norfolk, of a large rainwater tank that

,. ,
was lined with asphalte, and leaked. A work-

treatment 18 absolutely necessary, however dia- ^ to discover the defect, entered
agreeable it may be

;
and, I take it, the pretty manhole with a lighted candle, when an ex-

• T-r J 11 t f J e
lixauuw.vi ...ux. ,

cieceils 01 inia exp^runeui. weie L&tvcu
rank garden in Hyde lark, formed on the site of followed, causing ranch m.

j-arrell from Mr. ihelder’a notes made at
tliPi nlfl rPH«rvnir. iH a ease in nomt. i

»

present its perfect incombustibility.”

The details of this expsriraent were taken by

the old reservoir, is a case in point.
^

J

to him. This circumstance occurred some ' ruL'ffmr'"
3 distressed to

, gjnee, and was recorded by us at the time, I

As I passed this afternoon, I was c

see how worn and shabby the grass on the
| ^^t as concerning an asphalte lining, but one of

sloping banks looks, although it has just been '

enjoying its winter reprieve from being trampled

upon. If it is thus at the beginning of “ the

season,” what will it be at the end ! I was, I say,
:

This odour is that of the highly corn-
distressed ; surprised I could not be when I saw Ur,r,.;u\^ n.<>o nnd \t. was this whiohdistressed

;
snrprised I could not

the numbers of rough boys and girls who were

amusing themselves by running up and down produced the explosion,

gas tar. From this material there escapes more
^ the BELLS AND CHIMES OF ST. GILES’'S,

or less at all times an unpleasant odour, espe-
j

CRIPPLEGATE.
ciallv noticeable when the tar has been recently

j

'
..cxi-i'i

- - — - - . .. .• .. I The ancient and venerable church of at. Guos,

! bustible hydro-carbon gas, and it was this which,
!

Cripplegate, in which rest the remains of our

' remaining without the means of escape from the ' immortal poet, John Milton, and several^ other

these slopes. Surely there are plenty of grassy

stretches in Hyde Park where mischievous

children may disport themselves, without al-

lowing them to injure their neighbours, by wil-

fully damaging a spot that has been so taste-

fully laid out for the public delight, aud paid for

by the public money ?

I am afraid there is no help for it, Mr. Com-
missioner Layard, but by ordering these pretty

slopes to be railed in all ronnd, even to the sides
.-t, o

of the steps, and thus preBerving them green I a translation

na, piuoueon .ne ' distinguished Worthies, possesBes a peal of tweleo

The memoir above referred to does not embrace
;

bells m the key of D flat, weight ot tenor

artificial compounds, but rook asphaltic mas-
!

36 cwt. The tower of the church also contains

tics, snch as Seysael.t and the following other
!

a clock, pot up by Langley Bradley maker of

cases, where asphalte has been exposed to the ,

the great clock at St. Paul
^
m 1722, and a set

action of fire, seem to corroborate the opinion as of chimes constructed by George Harman, ot

to the value of this particular material
ww , ttt . . x -

applicable to all fire-proof constructions.

So long back as 1835 a fire took place at

,

Bordeaux, when the bnrning materials fell upon
:

a roof of asphalte, causing no material damage to
j

and fresh for the visual enjoymentof the general
loungers, as well os for that of

One of the Pvblic.

BRICKWORK.
A COREESPONDENT, E. Grimes, writes thus :

—

“ While superintending the carrying out of an

important building contract, in which the face of

the walls is bnilt of red pressed brick, set in

Flemish bond, I have found that, just to save

the difference of cost between the half of a

pressed brick, and the half of a common brick,

the headers have been broken in the middle,

with only here and there one whole for bond, so

that the facing has been only a 4i-in. veneer,

instead of an integral part of the wall.

I have taken counsel with other clerks of

works and architects, and find it to be a com-
mon practice in these scamping times, and the

thing is treated as a matter of course. I do not

like this, aud mean to prevent it as far as I am
able

;
aud in thinking the matter over, I have, J

believe, hit upon a plan which will circumvent the

evil. It will give us half bond, too, which is an ad-

vantage over either old English bond or Flemish

bond, and it will also bo a saving of the facing

material. The plan is to lay all face bricks at

stretchers, but to make the bricks in each

alternate course, 3 in. aud 6 in. wide, so that w*-

always get 3 in. bond in the direction of the

to the value of this particular material as one High Wycombe, in the year 1792.
-- -- - ... The bells are respectively inscribed as below ;

—
1, “John Briant, fecit, Hertford. 1792. ‘Tliomaa

Willots and Thomas Smith, churchwardens;

Wiliiam Staines, deputy ;
Robert Clark, Na-

thaniel Browning, and John Knight, comuioa

councilmen.”

2. Same as the above.records the particulars.

TRANSLATION.
_ ^

I

“ We, the undersigned inhabitants of the city of Bor-

!

deanx, hereby eertity and attest that, at the time of the
|

couflagration of the Bazaar Bordelais, situated in the
|

St. Catherine and Great and Little Canoera streets, which
'

happened on the night of the 28th Decembe'r, 1835, a
number of burning beams, rafters, and other bodies, in

flames, fell on that part of the building covered with

asphalte without causing it to melt
;
and we further attest

that the said roof, so covered, has not been injured to any
material degree.”

Of the great fire in Hamburg iu 1842, which

destroyed, with other buildings, the Church of

St. Nicholas, the Times of the 28th of May, 1842,

said,

—

" It was remarked as a singular ciroumatance during

the conflagration, that roofs covered with asphalte, of

which there are some here, opposed rather than encou-

raged the progress of the flames. Ic was imagined, on
account of the substance of which these roofs were com-
posed, that they would easily catch fire, and be the cause

of great miachi f; such, however, was not the case, for it

appears that the fire had little or no effect on them, and

10.

• See p. 125, ante.

t Mr. P. W. Simms, C.E., in 1838, gave the analysis of

this rock
Carbonate of lime pure 92

Dry bitumen 8

And Dr. Phipson, P.C.8., quite recently gives

analysis
Bitumen ”'50

Carbonate o( lime 92 50

To which when brought to a liue powder, Irom 2 to 9 per

cen*. of grit is added, and from 5 to 6 per cent, of bitu-

men, to reduce the whole to a state of mastic.

3. 1 he same.
4. “Pack Sc Chaprasn, fecit, London, 1772.^

5. “ Pack & Chapman, fecit, London, 1772.”

6. “Ye people all who hear mb king,

Be faithful to yovb God and King.
Pack Sc Chapman, fecit, London, 1772.

7. “Whilst thus wb join in cubeeful sound,

Mat love and loyalty abound.
Pack Sc Chapman, fecit, London, 1772.

’

8. “Peace and good nbighdoubuood.
^

Pack Sc Chapman, fecit, London, 1772.'

9. “OOE VOICES Sn-ALL IN CONCERT RING,

To BONOUB DOTH OF GOD AND KING.

Pack it Chapman, fecit, London, 17/-.

In wedlock’s bants, all ye who join

With hands, youe hearts unite :

So shall OOB TUNEFUL TONGUES COUBINE

To LAUD TUB NUPTIAL RITE.

Pack 4i Chapman, fecit, London, 1/(2.

11. “ Tb EINGBBS all THAT PKIZB

Your healbh and happiness,

Be soubr, meurt, wise.

And you'll the bams possess.

Puck S Chapman, fecit, London, 1772.”

12. “Robert Patrick, founder, London, 1787
;
John

Warner, contractor; William Godfrey Brown and

Richard Gouge,church wardens; SirJames Esdaile,

knight, alderman; John Bunner, deputy; Wil-

liam Staines, Robert Clark, and Robert french,

common councilmen.”

Robert Patrick, who recast the tenor in the

year 1787, made but very few bells on his own

account. He, like Pack & Chapman, resided in

Whitechapel.

The present ringers are members of the

“Cripplegate Society,” and meet in the belfry

for practice every alternate Tuesday evening*
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It shoald be mentioned that the clock strikes

the hours npon a small bell of wretched quality

of tone, suspended in a wooden turret surmount-

ing the tower. I undertake to say, however, as

a hint for some worthy parishioner, that it

could be at once replaced by a truly musical

bell, the cost of which would be very moderate.

The chimes play daily at 3, 6, 9, and 12 o’clock

in the following order :

—

Sanday.—“ Easter Hymn.”
Mooday.—“ God Save the Queen.”
Tuesday.

—

"

See the Conquering Hero comes.”
Wednesday.—” Martin’s LaBe.”
Thursday.—” Anld Lang Syne.”
Friday.—” Sicilian Hymn.”
Saturday.—“Old lOith PBalm.”,

The tune is generally changed at noon, so

that two different melodies may be heard every

day.
Of the manner in which the tunes are per-

formed I cannot speak in terms of praise.

Possibly the machinery may have suffered from

the wear and tear it has undergone.
A few years ago the interior of this church was

in a lamentable condition, being disBgured by
high pews and ponderous galleries, among other

unsightly things. These have, however, all dis-

appeared, while, by the liberality of many of the

parishioners and others, the sanctuary has

lately been restored and adorned with memorial
windows of staioed glass, Mr. Edmund Wood-
thorp© being the architect.

The best historical account of the parish, the

ward, and the time-honoured edifice, brought

down to tbe present time, will be found in a little

work compiled by the respected organist of the

church, Mr. William Miller, of H. M. India

Office. Thostas Walesby.

SEWEES IN LINE OF RIVEE.

A cofiEESPONDENT Writes,—In the Builder of

Feb. 6, “ Engineer requires to know “ where a

main sewer is carried down the bank of a river

;

or rather, where an embankment has been formed
by a river side to contain the sewer.”

No answer as yet appearing, I venture to

submit one, through your kindness. Not, how-
ever, one that relates to a town of any mag-
nitude ; yet, in other respects, such as your
correspondent is seeking to find. One, more-
over, if he has time to spare, he may readily see

for himself.

Bedford, about an hour’s ride from London (or

Leicester), is the town to which I would refer

him. It is a plaoe of progress and improve-

ment, containing between three and foui'

thousand bouses. It has no?7 (thanks to Mr.
James Howard, M.P., and others) a complete
system of modern sewers, which can be flushed

from the water supply above the town, and
which terminate at a pumping-station for

irrigating ” purposes.

A CHEAP AND EFFICIENT MODE OF
BEATING FUTURE HOUSES, WHETHER
ON A LARGE OR SMALL SCALE.

Sir,—

T

he plan I propose has been submitted
to architects and builders, and, albeit it is but a
theory to be tested by practical experiments,
they all coincide in the likelihood of its proving
a perfect success.

It is very simple and inexpensive. In con-
structing the building, allow a space of 4 in. or

6 in. between the outer and inner walls. This
will be no source of weakness to the strnctnre,

if at suitable intervals building stones or bricks

connect and stay the outer and inner shell. The
same interval should be allowed between the

floors. This is the chief extra expense. It will

necessitate a light set of joists and lath and
plaster for the ceiling of the rooms, as well as
“ deafening” for the floors. In tbe basement of

the building there is a furnace precisely of the

construction of those of the best Turkish baths
in this country, i.e., the hot air passes over fire-

brick, and therefore, if it should be let into the
rooms in very cold weather, it is free of the in-

jurious effects arising from air heated from iron

flues. [The day, I predict, is not far distant
when every gentleman’s house will contain a
Turkish bath in the basement.] The proposition

I ventore to lay before builders and architects is

this, viz., that the beat from the furnace in

question will circulate through the space between
tbe walls and the floors, and may be increased
to any extent, and let in, or shut off, at will. A
bouse heated in this way (if the ventilation is

perfectly attended to) will give us a Madeira

climate in our coldest and moat ungenial wea-
ther, and at perhaps a 6d. per day for a house

of a dozen rooms.
I have no doubt but that architects and

builders will act upon the hint I give. It com-
mends itself to common sense at least, and if

found in effect what I predict it will be found,

this simple warming expedient will revolutionize

house building, from the model lodging-house

and the almshouse, and the gentleman’s villa,

and the hospital, and asylum, up to the club-

house, museum, picture-gallery, library, Govern-

ment offices, law-courts, and palatial residences

of whatever sort and size. If it be objected

that there will be some difficulty in circulating

this hot air through certain walls and floors, I

reply that a Howarth’s Ventilator, placed here

and there on the roof in connexion with these

cavities, will create a perfect draught through

them.
I am, sir, one of your subscribers and readers,

but neither an architect nor a builder.

J. Balbirnie, A.M., M.D.

MANUFACTURING STEEL.

A PAPER on this itfiportant subject was read on
Thursday in last week, at the Inventors’ Institute,

by Dr. B. H. Paul. After describing the charac-

teristics of steel as compared with ordinnry
malleable iron and oast iron, the author pointed
out that all the known methods of producing
steel] were referable to one or other of three

classes :—1. Carburation of malleable iron ;

2. Decarburation of cast iron
;
and 3. The direct

production of steel from iron ore by one opera-

tion. He showed, in describing the several new
methods, that they involved the same principles

as the older methods, and that the novelties

which constituted the importauce of these, like

other improvements, consisted chiefly in the
mode of applying those principles, suggested
and rendered possible by a more thorough
Bcientiflc knowledge of the subject to which
thoy referred. Thus in one of the oldest

methods of producing steel with the Styrian
forge the principle is precisely the same as that

of the Bessemer method, -burning out the

surplus carbon of cast iron by atmospheric air.

But while only a few hundredweight of iron

could be worked at one time with the forge, and
the product was obtained in small pasty lumps,
requiring much subsequent labour to bring it

into a compact state, the Bessemer converter

would turn out at once from five to ten tons of
pure melted steel, which could be run into

moulds as an ingot, a cannon, or any other form
desired, this difference being entirely owing to

the different mode of applying the principle

involved. In speaking of the influence exercised

npon the quality of steel by various impurities

originating from the ore or the fuel nsed in

smelting, the author dwelt upon the defective

state of chemical knowledge in reference to this

subject, and urged the necessity of soientifio

investigation of a nature commensurate with its

importance, bearing on a manufacture which was
first developed on a large scale in this kingdom,
and in that respect has been until recently

almost peculiarly British.

THE ROMAN ARUM.
It may interest some of your readers to know

that a plant very similar to the gigantic arum
from Nicaragua, described in your last number,
exists in the Campagna of Rome. In the spring
of 1852, a medical friend of mine, since deceased,
found this plant growing among the roots of the
canes (Arundo Donax), which are commonly
planted as hedges round the few cultivated

patches of that barren soil. It differs from tbe
American plant, which latter would seem to

show only one leaf. The Roman arum, on the
contrary, bears deeply serrated leaves, about the
size of a large human hand with tbe fingers

spread out, somewhat similar to a horse-chestnut-

leaf. But the lofty stem, the large purple spath
and pistil, and the carrion-Hke odour of the
flower are all exactly similar to the Nicaraguan
plant, as described by you. The habitat of the

plant is, so far as I am aware, restricted to the

immediate neighbourhood in whichit was found, a
gloomy lane ofno good repute, called the ViaCnpa,
about five miles beyond the Porta Pia. My friend,

who brought his fragrant burden to my house in
the city, knowing how glad I should be to get a

sketch of it, was almost overpowered by the

stench. He found the Roman professors to

whom he spoke quite unaware of its existence

the peasants to whom it was known stated that

it had received its colour and odour from growing
at the foot of the cross, and being drenched in

the blood of the Saviour,—not a very compli-

mentary legend.

The size of the flower was less than the one

mentioned in your pages, the length of the

spath in my specimen not exceeding 18 in.

My friend planted one of these weird monsters

in a garden at Leghorn, where I saw it in flower

a year or two later.

Possibly, indeed most probably, this plant is

well known to our botanists; but, as I have
already stated, it was a novelty not only to our

British community, but also to such learned

Romans as my friend, a long resident, was able

to consult. I remember that a young Scottish

artist made good use of it in a fairy picture

from the ” Midsummer Night’s Dream.”
S. F. D.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

At the meeting of this society on the 10th

inst., the diaoussion of the proposed form of

bnilding contract, adjourned from a former

meeting, was resumed. Tbe several clauses of

the proposed form of contract (which was
printed at length in the Builder for February

6th) having been separately gone through, the

following resolution was finally carried unani-

mously :

—

“ That this meeting approves of and recommenda for

adoption among the members of this Society tbe form of

building contract drawn up by the sub-committee chosen

from this Society and from (he Liverpool Master Builders’

Association, as amended at this meeting, and at the

meeting held on tbe 10th of February, 1869.’’

CHURCH RESTORATION.

giRj—Will one of your enlightened readers tell

a poor parishioner the best plan for preventing

the repair of a gallery across the east end of the

parish church of Branntou, North Devon ?

A proposal to restore tbe church has produced

no mors money than would fairly pay for the

plans and estimates.

This interesting relic of antiquity has escaped

entire pewing owing to the noble carved seats

;

but some of the pews hide a large number of

handsome bench-ends. By bringing these to

light, and by sweeping away the eas: and west

galleries, and those in the north transept, and
the opposite tower arch, the number of seats

would be materially reduced.
“ Kick out all pews and galleries, and the seats

would be reduced one half.” This always sounds

very heartless and wicked, and meets with the

opposition of those who think that what was
good enough for their respected and immediate
ancestors is good enougli for them. Is this a

hopeless case ? Brauxtoniam.

BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF
ROME.

Since our last notice they have had an
excursion to the French part of the Palatine to

see the ruins of the Palace of Tiberius [and

Caligula, with tbe subterranean passage made
by Vespasian for the Emperor and hia suite to

go from the private apartments at the north end
of the hill to tbe public State apartments in the

centre. The day being open to the public by a
general order. Signor Rosa could not have pre-

vented the Society from going on that day had
be wished to do so. He did not make his

appearance nor send any apology for having shut

his door in their faces on the previous Thursday.

M. Lanoiani, a young architect, was the guide,

but as he did not speak English, Mr. Parker
walked with him and interpreted. Mr. Parker

was obliged in some instances to express dissent

from his opinions, especially on the subject of

the intermontium, or valley across from east to

west, dividing the hill into two parts, the

southern part of which, according to Signor

Rosa, is the Velia. M. Lanciani said that the

proof of this was that there are houses of the

time of the Republic in this valley buried by the

buildings of the Ca3aars, and he pointed out

the pit in which these houses were to be seen :

but as there was room for not more than half a

dozen persons at a time, and the party amounted
to upwards of a hundred, he requested them
to examine this detail afterwards.

After the lecture, Mr. Parker, with Mr. W.
Cotton and others, went to examine the alleged

remains of *' houses of the Republic in the
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yallej'.” Instead of these remains, they found
,

some small brick chambers of the third century

without windows, and with fresco-painting on

the vaults. These chambers are built in the

great subterranean passage from the Palace of

Augustus at the south end of the hill to the

Public Chambers iu the centre, in the same

manner as that of Vespasian from the northern

palace. The passage is vaulted and has no

windows in it, having evidently always been

subterranean, and this great passage runs north

and south across the alleged valley. The small

chambers were for the use of the Emperor in the

hot summer months, as in the palaces.

SMOKY CHIMNEYS.

YouE correspondent, “ R. J.,” asks if any of

your readers can suggest a cause, or a cure, for

the smoky chimneys in his house.

I have just completed the building of such a

house as that named by “ R. J.,” and for some

weeks after we moved into ours it was in quite

as bad a condition with regard to smoke and

down-draught as that with which your corre-

spondent is troubled.

With your permission I will give, very briefly,

the means I employed to ascertain the cause of

the mischief, and say what was done to remedy

the evil.

My object was to ascertain if the heated air

and smoke were able to make their way into

adjoining flues in which no fires were burning j

because, if I found this to be the case, I felt sure

that the contrary would also occur,— viz., that

the cold air would enter the flue through which

are faced with white brick, and relieved with
light red bands and Bath stone dressings. The
roofs are covered with blue and green slate, in

alternate bands. The building is planned to seat

about 500 persons, and was designed by Mr. H.
Oldham Chambers, architect, Lowestoft. The
contractors were Messrs. Jackson & Mounce, of

Blundestone ; and the sub-contractors, Messrs.

J. G. Balls, Lay, and Skoyles, of Lowestoft.

Reading.—The new rerodos of St. Mary’s
Chnrch is now complete. The centre gronp
represents our Lord surrounded by his Apostles,

addressing to the listening multitude the words,
“ Come unto Me, all ye that labour and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest.” Mr. Earp, of

London, was the carver. The arcade to the north

of the centre group contains three figures in

mosaic, signifying, “ The Old Testament,” viz.,

Moses—the Law
5
David—the Psalms; Daniel

—

the Prophets. • The arcade on the South side also

contains three figures signifying “ The New
Teatame.t,” Vi.., St. Lake-the Gospel, and

BriaeQ separate even frocn the malversation of funds, of i Acts ; St. Paul—the Epistles ; Ht. JOnn-“tn0
vfliich the public has heard of i.ate so much. I Revelation.
By a decision of the Judicial Committee of the Privy I „

. , rfirndns bna hftRn nlaced in the
CouncO, Riven on the 13th ult., it appears that bankers 1

, f
rereaos nas oeen piacea m me

not answerable for such securities as debentures left ohancel of the parish church, at the expense ot

and I am quite Rlad to have this opportunity of recording

estimation ot Iho manner in which they conduct them-
My visits to the Museum have ticen neither few

far between, so that 1 have had good esperienee of

their great civility and patient attention ; always at band,

never in the way; and so, I repeat, it was a pity your

correspondent did not apply to one of the policemen and
inquire if there was anything else to be seen

;
he would

not then have had occasion to conclude his letter by

saying, “It seems simply absurd for a popular institu-

tion to close its doors at ” four o’clock on Saturdays, Uu-
doubtedly it does, and therefore the Museum at South
Kensington keeps its doors open nnlil ten.

We are barely entered into March, and are only just

emerging from dark evenings : so it is scarcelyfair to begin

grumbling yet; and, really, when wo contemplate the

amount of art-treasures collected at South Kensington in

so few years, I think Mr. Colo deserves the highest com-
mendation, not condemnation, for what he has done. I

was myself at the Museum last Saturday until alter 5

o’clock, and on the previous Saturday until 0’30 : so I can
vouch for the doors not being closed at 4.

Aet-Loyeb,

INSECURITY OF SECURITIES.

in their care. Mr. Richard Lewis had left in the care

his bankers, debentures to tbc value of 10,450L, which
were stolen by one of the bank clerks j

and it is now shown
to botbolawof the land that hankers are not liable for the

safe custody of such documents, unless through the

grossest negligence; and that the public are consequently
at the mercy of any clerk on a pittance of a salary who may
be in the banker’s employment, and, having a tasto for the

e stravagant living of the period, may be reduced into an
ultimate indistinct appreciation of the difl’erence between
meum and tuam.
Moreover, documents duly secured in apparently safe

boxes arc deposited with bankers and left there for years,

from which, under the present stale of the law, there is no

and other valuables.

-u t J • 1
- .. ,1 „„„„„ o security that the must valuable documents may not br ab-

the heabed air was aBOentiiDg, and thaa cause a
; stracte^-aud years beforesuchfrauds may be discovered;

dowu-draughb whenever the wind was high, or
, and, consequently, detection of the criminal nearly ira-

when the fires were allowed to get low. 1
possible. It, therefore, a^^pears essential that the pubiie

I first had a plate of lead out to fit oa to the
|

°™
top of the chimney-pot (a bishop’s cap), so that

j

Jq tUe iuterest of lock and safe engineers, wo should be

when the former WUS put into position, the smoke
j

obliged by your giving publicity to this fact, which, if pro-

was completely prevented from isBUing in tfie
^

usual way. A fire was then made lu one Oi the gufest methods of security for documents of this nature

grates, so as to cause a dense volume of smoke to

ascend, and a man was sent on to the roof to

place the lead plate on the chimney-pot from

which the smoke was issuing. Under these

circumstances only one of two things could

happen,—either that the smoke would pass into

an adjoining flue, or come down into the room.

In fourteen of tho flues the smoke passed easily

from one to the other, and the openings were

found to be caused by an entire absence of par-

geting, or, in some cases, to the fact of bricks

having been left out here and there in the
“ midfeathera.”

The flues wore laid open from the outside, one

by one, and well pargeted with good hair mortar,

and were then built up again.

The remedy has, on the whole, been very

successful. Except during high winds, such as

we have had for the lust low days, we are not

troubled with smoke in tho rooms, and when it

does come it is easily controlled. Of down-
draught, when the fires get low, we have
scarcely any at all. M. R. C. S. Eng.

CHILDS-HILL DRAINAGE.
Bin,—In the Builder of January 25, 1869, appeared

advertisemeut BdUressed “ to EngiueerB," in which the

Childa-hill Drainage Committee invited schemes for the

best mode of draining the district of Cbilda-hilJ, Hendon
(close to Hampstead). It stated that the engineer

whose scheme was selected would be employed “ upon
terms to be arranged between tho committee aud such
engineer.”
The following talented engineers competed :

—

Estimate. Commissi
J. Blenkarn
C. H. Bright
H. A. Huge
J. T. Bressly
Lucas & Wilkinson .

. Black .

SUN DIALS.
Sin,—As your correspondent, “E. L. G.” has taken

upon himself to pronounce judgment upon the Higbgate
dial, which was projected by me lor Mr. Cockerell, may I
ask of him (“£. L. G.”), how any shadow cau be pro-
jected upon a sun-didl, parallel to the equator at the time
of equinox ? aud siiil more, how wheu the suu is beyoud
the equator ?

Quoting some of “ E. L. G.’s” own words, I would sug-
gest that, “In fact, the most natural, most obvious, aud
beat thing to do,” is to examine, carefully, our own work
before venturing to criticize thai of others.

M'. SCABCItL,

£5.308 £262
3,097 (not stated).

3,027 200
2,730 5 per cent.

2,406 10 „
1,798 4 „

H. H. Fulton 1,780 160

A host of other gentlemen took a great deal of trouble

in the matter; but the above seven, at considerable out-

lay and toil, surveyed the whole district, and prepared
most elaborate plans, estimates, and speciucatious.

Although Mr. Bugo was nominally selected, a year has

elapsed, and the drainage has neither been done nor

begun; and if it ever will seems doubtful. Mr.Eugeoan-
ot yet set to work, nor bus ho received a shilling.

Surely this is not quite fair and right ! Would a private

individual do so ? Why does “ a public body” thus act ?

Is it (to partly paraphrase a well-known quotation) be-

cause it has uo soul to be saved, and no corporeal part to

be toed ? I'aih Pi-at.

CLOSED DOORS AT SOUTH
KENSINGTON.

Sib,—A letter under the above beading in the last

number of the Builder, p. 193, seems to me to call for

comment, as it is calculated to mislead. Tour corre-
spondent writes, “ May 1 urge the hardship—aud it really

amounts to this—of closing the South Kensington Museum
at four o’clock on Saturdays ?"

Now, the museum proper is open until ten o’clock on
Saturdays, as on Mondays aud Tuesdays; but there is a
portion of it, a sort of annexe, where the models of ships
are exhibited, that closes at four, and poesibly there may
be other outlying departments which, being uuder tempo-
rary regulations, are of necessity closed likewise; as the
days lengthen, probably tho lime for keeping them open
may be extended also, as was the case at the embryo
museum, known as “ the Brompton Boilers.” It is a pity

your correspondent did not inquire of one of the numerous
policemen who are on duty whether there was anything
else to be seen ; be would then have received every informa-
tion. It is impossible to find a more civil, well-behaved;

inteUigont, ana obliging set ol men anywhere in the public

service, than are the policemen on duty in the Museum

;

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Lowestoji.—Christchurch, Lowestoft, has been
opened fur divine service. The edifice ie in the

Early English style, and consists of nave, aisles,

chancel, organ chapel, tower, and spire, with

porch and vestry. The nave is lighted by four

double-light windows in the sides, and a fan-

light window in the gable j also by a three-light

window in the chancel. An arcade of moulded
arches divides the nave from the aisles, sup-

ported upon ornamental cast-iron columns. The
aisles are lighted by three double-light win-

dowa, and a tbree-ligbt window in the gable.

The tower is placed at the south-east angle of

the nave, terminating in a spire, rising to a
height of about 80 fb. There are two principal

entrances, one under the tower into the nave,

forming a porch, and the other into the aisle.

The porch and chancel are paved with Maw’s
mosaic tiles, and the aisles with blue and red

tiles to pattern. The roofs of nave and aisle

are all open, and boarded on the upper side of

the rafters
;
that of the ohancel is divided by

moulded riba into panels. All the wood fittings

and roofs are stained and varnished. The win-

dows are glazed with cathedral glass, in lead

quarries, aud stained-glass margins. The walls

the Rev. C. R. Manning, tho Rector. It is about

8 ft. 6 in. in length at the back of the com-
munion table, and rises a few inches above the

cill of the east window
;
the rest of the east wall

on either side, and of the north and south walls,

as far as the rails, being panelled in oak, with
diapered patterns in colour. Its material ie

Caen stone, of a uniform cream-white colour,

inlaid with marble, and bosses of spar, gold, and
crystal. A large panel forms the main design,

and is filled with four quatrefoila sunk iu tho

stone, each containing one of the well-known
emblems of the four Evangelists, carved in

alabaster, on a background of black marble. In

the centre is a cross of black marble, and gold

mosaic, the arms terminating in crystal bosses,

and the front resting on a slab of red Devon-

shire marble. Between the evangelistic symbols

are floral patterns, in green and red marbles,

gold mosaic, and bosses of Derbyshire spar. A
band of grey marble, inlaid with black, runs

below the panel, and a cornice of pierced trefoils

and sculptured leaves extends along the whole
length of the top, projecting in the centre, to-

form a three-sided canopy, which also is orna-

mented with marble and gold bosses. The
whole design is supported at each end by a

doable bnttress, rising from the ground, and
inlaid like the rest. This part of tho work was
executed in London, by Messrs. Field. The oak
panelling was executed iu Dies, by Messrs.

C. Bishop & Son. On the south side the

panels form three " sedilia,” or seats for olergy.

Above the reredos, except where the line is

broken by the windows, is carried a coved

cornice, painted in the hollow part with a flowing

pattern, the end next the windows being finished

with a carved elbow, and those at the rails with

a lofty standard, each surmounted by a figure of

an angel, with uplifted wings, A plinth of oak
supports the panels all round from the floor, in

which are devices in sunk circles, buC without

any colour. All the painting has been executed,

under the superintendence of the architect, by

Mr. Herbert Orsbourne, Stowmarket. The whole

of this work was designed, after suggestions from

the rector, by Mr. Augustus E. Browne, of

Diss.

Lincoln.—The new church for the combined
parishes of St. Peter-in-Eastgate and St. Mar-

garet will, in all probability, be shortly com-

menced. At a recent meeting of the committee

Mr. Blomfield, of London, architect (son of the

late Bishop Blomfield), was selected to prepare

the designs. The cost of tho buildicg is esti-

mated at 2,5001., and 2,120L have been already

subscribed.

IVickhani 2[arTcet.—Efforts are now being made
to restore the church, which dates back to the

year 1319, and has of late years been falling into

decay. The tower, which is octagonal, is sur-

mounted by a leaden spire, rising to a height of

135 ft., and is a conspicuous landmark for sea-

going vessels. Plans for the complete restoration

of the fabric, with the addition of a new aisle on
the north side, and the substitution of benches

for the present old-fashioned pews, have been

made by Mr. E. C. Hakowell, and submitted to

the bishop, who has expressed his approval.

The total cost is estimated at 1,300Z. The sub-

scriptions in the town already amount to upwards
of 1851. ;

the Rev. W. T. Image, the vicar, has in

addition to this a sura of 575Z. promised to him,

and it is hoped that the neighbouring landowners,

and all who have an interest in the town, will
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liberally assist. At a vestry meeting a com-
mittee has been formed to co-operate with the
vicar in soliciting subscriptions.

Wai-rington.—A new church at Warrington,
dedicated to 8t. Ann, has been consecrated by
the Bishop of Chester. The church is situated
in a district taken out of that of St. Paul’s,
Warrington. An endowment has been provided
by Mr. W. E. A. Beamont, of Orford Hall, who
has also given 2,5001. of the total cost of 5,2001.,

the remainder having been contributed by the
public.

Wehhea tli.—The plans of the new church have
been prepared by Mr. Preedy. Messrs. M'Cann
& Everal, of Malvern, are the contractors. The
site is at the corner where the road from Fox-
lydiate to Bentley intersects the one running
eastward to Hill Top, and was given by Mr. R.
Hemming. The building is to be of stone
externally, and internally from the gray and the
red beds of the Wateratone formation, at Hewell
and at Finstall. Bath stone is to bo used for
the decorations and dressings, and at the
entrance of the porch a pair of polished marble I

shafts. The roof will be of Broseley tiles

;

inside roof, op*n timbered; seats, pine, stained
and varnished. The style is Early English.
The chief east window is a three-light one, sur-
mounted by a wheel heading

;
with trefoil

windows on each side. The plan is simply nave
and chancel, with a south porch at the western
end, a bell gablet at the intersection of nave and
chancel, and a vestry, and organ arch between
it and the choir. The accommodation is for 200—IGA adults and 2-1 children, with 12 in the
choir. The total length, inside, is 88 ft.

;

width of nave, 22 ft.
;
width of chancel, 18 ft.

;

length of chancel, 2-1 ft.

Roger, Ives, & Son, of Halifax; Mr. Powell
being clerk of the works. The estimates
amounted to 6,638Z. 23. 5d., and, with the
lighting and heating apparatus, boundary rails,

and cost of land, the whole coat will be about
9,OOOZ., e-xclusivo of the cost of schools, which it

is proposed to erect at some future time. The
church is lighted by corona gaseliers, suspended
above the galleries, and also by ornamental
brackets affixed to the walls. The heating
apparatus has been supplied by Mr. E. Lnmby,
of Halifax. No organ has yet been erected.

STAINED GLASS.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Halijax,—A now Congregational or Independ-

ent chapel has been opened here fur divine ser-
vice. The style of architecture is the Early
Geometrical, and the chapel is built of Northow-
ram pitch-faced wallstones, with freestone dress-
ings. The edifice is 113 ft. 6 in. long by 53 ft.

wide, and 53 ft. high externally, exclusive of
minister’s and other vestries at the back. It

is divided into nave and side aisles by cast-iron
pillars supporting the galleries and roof, aud
five bays in length, the bay next the organ re-

cess being much wider than the others, so as
to allow of the church being enlarged at some
future time by the addition of transepts, which
are prepared for in the erection. At the north
end of the building there is au octagonal re-

cess fur the organ, 22 ft. wide, aud 6 ft. 6 in.

deep, divided from the nave by a deeply moulded
and enriched arch springing from granite columns,
with carved freestone capitals. Over the pillars
dividing the bays are moulded arches in brick-
work and cement, between which and in the
centre over each pillar are granite columns
with carved capitals and moulded bases, sup-
ported upon carved corbels, upon which the
roof principally rests. The internal wood-
work, where exposed, is of pitch pine. The
pews are 3 ft. 10 in. wide, and allow 20 in. for
each person. Ou the ground floor there is

accommodation for 568 persons, and in the
gallery 3GA, making a total of 932 sittings. In
Hopwood, the south front, are the entrauoe
vestibules aud staircases, and at the south-west
angle there is a tower and apireleb 120 ft. high.
The principal entrance is in the centre of the
front, through a deeply-moulded and enriched
doorway, with deeply-moulded windows on each
side, over which there is a large five-light
traceried window. On each side of the principal
entrance, and in the same point, are the entrances
to the galleries. On the side elevations, in each
bay of building, the windows under the galleries
are arranged in couplets, over which are three-
light traceried windows to light the galleries,

with gables aud ornamental finials over each.
In the transept gables there are large four-light
traceried windows, with columned mulliona and
carved capitals. All the windows are glazed
with tinted glass in quarries, and with orna-
mental borders. The grounds are inclosed with
wrought-iron railings and gates. The masonry
work has been executed by Messrs. Michael
Firth & Co.

; carpenters and joiners, by Messrs.
John Dyson i Son; slating and plastering, by
Messrs. Joseph Bancroft & Son; plumbing and
glazing, Mr. George Walsh

; ironfounders’ work,
Mr. James Farrar; and painters’, Messrs. W.
Lee & Suns. The works have been carried out
under the directions of the architects, Messrs.

fVest Church, Stirling.— A stained glass
window has just been set up in this church. It
forms the central window on the south side,
nearly opposite to the terrace of the bowling-
gieen, and consists of nine divisions. The three
principal designs, with the texts above of which
they are illustrative, occupy the lower six com-
partments. The whole are Scriptural subjects

—

the representation of Christ being the principal
in each of them. In the first illustration of the
words “ Come unto me, all ye that labour,” & 3 .,

are the figures of a negro, fettered, and in the

j

attitude of supplication, and also of a woman in

I

the attitude of reverential homage. The second

I

is “Christ with Martha and Mary at the tomb

j

of Lazarus.” The third, in which there are six

I

figures—that of Christ, as in the others, being in
the centre,—it is illustrative of the words “ Him
that cometh to mo I will in nowise cast out.”
The window is in memory of the late Mr. John
Diclr, of Craigengelt, Provost of Stirling, who
died 22nd April, 1865. Messrs. Ballantine, of
Edinburgh, were the artists. It cost upwards
of lOOZ. The glass is rough and cystalline in
texture

;
none of the colours are used, but all

pot metal, and made in the glass. On the faces
there is little or no shading, and the light and
shadow in the draperies and accessories are
mainly produced by the unequal thicknesses of
the coloured pot metals. In this the best
specimens of early glass have been followed,
aud the brilliancy throughout is equal, and purely
mosaic. There is no obacuricy or semi-trans-
parency. The groundworks are all broken up
by little bits of glass of different intensities of
colour. We understand Messrs. Ballantine have
in this instance followed the ad 5'ico and directions
of the president of the Royal Scottish Academy,
Sir George Hervey. While in this window the
strongest colours predominate, the light which
passes through aud falls around is colourless.
This was stated by Sir George Hervey, iu a letter
some time ago, to be characteristic of the best
specimen of coloured glass.

Church of Westbury-upon-Trym. — The great
east window in the Canynge chapel of this
chnrch has just been filled in, as a memorial,
with painted glass, by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, &
Bayne, of London. The window is filled in with
Perpendicular tracery, and is divided into six
subjects taken from the miraoles of our Lord, and
forms a contiuuation of the story of His life,

illustrated in the four windows of the chancel
apse. The first compartment of the new window
represents the Marriage of Cjina; the secoud,
the Pool of Bothesda; the thirl, the Raising of'

Lazarus
;
the fourth, the Widow’s Son restored to '

Life
;
the fifth, the R^-ising of Jairus’s Daughter

;

the sixth, the two Blind Men receiving their
Sight. Each subject occupies two lights, and
the window is divided into two parts by orna-
mental canopy work, which is repeated again
above the subjects in each light. These canopies
give character to the window. Tiie upper part
of the tracery is filled in with figures of angels
playing on various instruments.

Marlborough College Chapel.—A stained glass
window has been erected iu this chapel, to the
memory of Dr. Cotton, the late bishop of
Calcutta. The cost of the window will be
defrayed by voluntary coutributions. The artists

are Messrs. Clayton & Bell, who were desired to
erect the best window possible regardless of coat.

The window is a two-light, each light being
divided into two compartments. The subjects

ai'e :
— Agabos binding the hands of Paul,

symbolical of his going “ bound in the spirit”

to Jerusalem. Beneath is a uorth-easb view of
the College Chapel. The other light represents

Paul preaching at Athens, with the Parthenon
in the background

;
and, on the panel, the cathe-

dral at Calcutta.

Durham Cath<dval.—In the presence of the
Dean and a considerable number of ladies aud

I

gentleman, a staiued glass window, in memory

of the late Archbishop Thorp, Warden of
Durham University, has been uncovered in this
oathedral. In the two centre lights are repre-
sented the chief events of our Lord’s life. In
the next light, on the left, are groups of the
“Apostles;” on the right the “Prophets;”
while on the extreme left are the “ Martyrs

;

”

and on the extreme right the “Holy Church.”
Above, in the tracery, are saints, angels,
Cherubim, and Seraphim, and the Holy Spirit.

Above each group is the legend, “To Deum
Laudamus,” and the angels bear scrolls with
“ Alleluia, Alleluia.”

Mossley Church,—The east end of this chnrch
has just been ornamented with a stained glass
window, which has been erected as a memorial
of the late Rev. John Hextall, who was in-
cumbent of Mossley for thirty-three years. The
space over the communion table has been
divided into three compartments : the centre
light contains a full-length figure of our Lord as
the Good Shepherd, bearing on his right
shoulder a lamb, and holding the pastoral crook
in his left hand. To the right of the Good
Shepherd stands Moses, with the tablets of the
law. To the left, St. John the Baptist. Under
the centre figure is the text, “ I am the good
Shepherd and kuow my 8heep,and am known of
mine

;
” under the figure of Moses, “ By the deeds

of the law shall no man be justified ;” and under
that of St. John the Baptist, “Repent ye, for the
kingdom of Heaven is at hand.” The figures
stand out from a ground of parti-coloured
quarries, which are again relieved by a coloured
border. Messrs. Cox & Co., of London, supplied
the work.

COMPETITIONS.
South Metropolitan Schools, Sutton.—The three

premiums of 40Z. each, offered in this competition,
have been awarded to Mr. Wallen, London

;

Messrs. Wilson & Willcox, Bath
; and Messrs.

C. J. Phipps & F. M. Harvey, London. There
were thiriy-eighb competitors.

Public Hall, E.veter.— The committee have
selected the plans of Mr. C. J. Phipps, London,
who is appointed to carry out the works. There
were twenty competitors.

The Elements of Plane Geometry for the use of
Schools and Colleges. By Richard P. Wright.
With a Preface by T. Archer Hirst, F.R.S.
London : Longmans & Co. 1868.

Outlines of Oeomatry ; or, the iJotion of a Point.

An introductory Treatise. By W. Marsham
Adams, B..A. Longmans & Co.

Cassell's Technical Manuals : Orthographic and
Isometrical Projection ; Development of Surfaces
and Penetration of Solids. By Ellis A.
Davidson. Cassell, Petter, & Galpin.

Right Lines in their Right Places; or, the First

Principles of Drawing and Design without
Instruments. By Ellis A. D.\.\’Idson. Cassell

& Co.

The geometrical basis of technical education
is now being supplied, in a variety of forms and
degrees of simpliciry or progress. “ Eight Lines
in their Right Places” is the most primitive
of those under notice. Wright’s “Elements ” is

a volume on a larger scale than the others named
above, and more thoroughly geometrical in its

nature and scope : it is a sound and useful work.
Adams’s “ Treatise” relates to the difficulties of

elementary geometry, and the general principles

of the higher plane curves, with especial refer-

ence to Euclid’s elements. Davidson’s “ Treatise
on Projection ” professes to contain the simplest
methods of projecting solids, the curves formed
where one solid penetrates another, and the shape
metal must be cut so that on being rolled, bent,
or folded, it may give the required form. The
work also contains 100 questions for examina-
tion.

UltsctUnitja.

Robbing: a Foundation Stone.—The fonn-
dation stone of a Primitive Methodist chapel has
been laid near Huddersfield

; and since the
ceremony some person has lifted the stone and
taken from the cavity beneath a bottle contain-
ing a shilling, a sixpence, a penny, and a half-

penny piece, all new coins, and a number of
documents and papers.
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Mr. Henry Iieslle's Concerts.—At the
concert on March 4t,h, which was mainly
orchestral, the soloists were Madlle. Liebhart
and Herr Joachim, who both delighted their

audience beyond measure. The great event of

the evening was the performance of Samuel
Wesley’s motett for double choir, “ In exitu

Israel.” Mr. Leslie deserves well of the public
for the admirable entertainment he provides.

On the 18th Miss Edith Wynne and Mr. Sims
Reeves will take part in the concert, and some
fine things are promised.

Equalization of tbe Metropolitan Poor-
rates.—Meeting' of Parochial Delegates.

—

With a view of sifting tbe question of equalizing
poor-rates all over the metropolis, and to gain
as much information as could be furnished, a
central meeting of delegates from the majority
of the metropolitan vestries was held in the
vestry of St. George the Martyr, Southwark, on
Thursday in last week. About fifty gentlemen
attended to state tbe special grievances which
had befallen their respective parishes under the
unequal and unjust system of rating. The chair
wa^ occupied by Mr. E. Collinson, of St. George
the Martyr vestry, who called upon the vestry
clerk to read a report furnished by the House of
Commons a few years ago, showing that even at
that time it was considered desirable to extend
the area of rating. A table of extracts from re-

turns ordered by the House of Commons showed
tbe total area of the metropolis to be 77,9'14
acres, and tbe population in 1861 to have been

,

2,802,367. The average pauperism (indoor) was,
said to be 35,972, and the outdoor 109,397.

'

The total cost of the relief given to the poor '

amounted to 1.316,0891., out of a total rateable
'

value of 16,818,7681, the average ratal being

'

Is. 6-J-d. in the pound. Several speeches were
made in support of the following resolution, pro-
posed by Mr. Fowler (of Lambeth), and carried
unanimously :

—

"

That a deputation, consisting
of representatives from all the parishes of the
metropolis, should lay a memorial before tbe
Eight Hon. J. G. Goschen at the earliest possible
period, and that a sub-committee be at once
formed to prepare the memorial.”

Edinburgh ‘iXTorkmen's Houses Improve-
ment Company (Xiimlted). — The seventh
annual general meeting of this company has
been held; Admiral Ramsay in the chair. The
report stated that the affairs of the company
continued in a sound condition. Although the
directors were disappointed in their expectations
of selling the houses to the extent they antici-

pated—only one of the houses having been sold

during tbe past year, making a total of nine
booses sold out of 132 houses built by the com-
pany at Dumbiedykes—yet they were gratifitd

to find that a fair return on the capital invested
was derived from letting them. The report
stated that there was a great and increasing de-
mand fur the houses, and there was uo loss what-
ever arising from vacant houses. The net revenue
for the year enabled the directors to dec'are tbe
usnal dividend of 5 per cent, on the subscribed
capital, and to add 891. Is. 9d. to the reserved
fund. The report was unanimously adopted.

Tbe Condition of Dcicester-square.

—

Judgment was given on Saturday last in the
case of Webb v. Wyld and Tulk, in which the
owner of a house in Leicester-square sought to
compel Jlr. Wyld and Mr. Tulk to restore the
garden of the square, and to put the railings in
repair. Tbe Master of the Rolls found he was
unable to give any relief to tbe plaintiff, because
a court of equity could not enforce specific per-
formance of an agreement to repair

j he, however,
dismissed the bill without costs, as he considered
the dofendants were morally bound to do what
Mr. Webb had required of them.

Hammersmith Bridge.—In the Commons,
Lord Bury has directed tbe attention of the
Home Secretary to a letter in a morning paper,
signed by Mr. Lnmbton Young, secretary of the
Royal Humane Society, which had been dictated
by the fear that there might be an accident on
Hammersmith Bridge in the forthcoming boat-
race between the Universities of Oxford and
Cambridge. This bridge was built fifty-two
years ago, and was constructed rather w’ith a
view to lightness and elegance than to strength
and durability. There is reason to believe that
tbe iron has become weakened from the pres-
sure pub upon it. Mr. Broee promised to com-
munioato with the Board of Trade, and ask them
to send an engineer to examine the bridge, who
might report to the Board, and the report would
be made publio.

Tbe Association for Prevention of Steam
Boiler Explosions.—The following are portions
of tbe report to the annual meeting of the
members of this association. Number of mem-
bers, 573 ;

works, 747 j
boilers, 1,930 j

sub-
scriptions, special service fees, &c., 3,944J. The
committee have again the pleasure of submitting
to the subscribers a satisfactory financial state-

ment. The revenue of the association for the
past year has attained to a higher point than
daring any previous one, and there is a balance
in favour of the year’s working of 3051. There
were 59 boilers more under inspection at the
close of 1868 than there were at the close of

1867, and a greater number upon the books of

the association on the former date than ever
before. The committee have again to note tbe
increase in the number of entire examinations,
1,856 having been made during the past year, or,

including the internal and the flue examinations,
2,060. This is the highest number ever made in

one year. No explosion has happened to any
boiler under the care of tbe association during
the year, neither has any guaranteed boiler ever
exploded. During the past year, 45 explosions
have come to the knowledge of the association’s

officers as having occurred to boilers in the
United Kingdom not under its inspection, by
which 57 lives have been sacrificed, and 60 other
persons injured. Almost every explosion is attri-

buted to shortness of water through neglect of
the attendants, and the verdict usually is acci-
dental death.

Tbe Wew Town Clock, Liverpool.—The
finance committee of the town council accepted
the tender of Messrs. Penlington & Hutton, for

the supply of a clock for the new Municipal
Buildings, at a cost of 5751. The clock has
now been put up. Messrs. Warner, of London,
furnished the bells for the sura of 5141. lOs.

The bonr-bell weighs 40 cwb. (and in in C)
—two of the quarter bells are eight (G), and
thirteen cwt. (0) respectively, and the other two
6 cwt. each (D and E),—and the Cambridge
chimes are those which will be sounded. The
clock goes eight days. It is of sufficient power
to strike a bell of 40 cwt., and also to chime
tbe quarters on four bells. The clock is

made with a dead-beat escapamenfc and adjust-
ing pallets

J
all the wheels are made of hard

gun-metal
; the striking and quarter main-wheel

are 28 in. in diameter, aud 1^ in. thick; the
watch or going main-wheel, 24 in. in diameter,
and in. thick; the rest of the wheels in due
propojtion. From its elevated position the clock
can be distinctly seen from a great distance in
various directions.

Improvement of the State of the Agri-
cultural Itabourer.—Aconference, attended by

j

many influential gentlemen—Canon Girdlestone,

j

Mr. Fawcett, Mr. Godfrey Lushington, Lord

[

Lyttelton, the Earl of Shaftesbury, the Hon.

I

Auberon Herbert, and Sir John Bowring among

j

the number—has been held at the Society of

I

Arts, under the presidency of Earl Ducie, to con-
! aider tbe question of establishing a society for
' the improvement of the condition of the agricul-

tural labourer. A long discussion took place, in

which most things in tnrn were recommended as
good for the labonrer, except the proposed society,

which it was resolved should not, for the present,

at least, be called into existence.

Destruction of a Parish Church by Fire.
On Sunday week, during the celebration of
divine service in Herringswell Church, the
thatched roof was seen to be on fire. The
congregation quickly dispersed. The flames,
fanned by a strong wind, made rapid progress,
and at length nothing but the bare walls of the
church and tower remained. The fire is believed
to have been caused by the stove-pipe getting
red hot, in consequence of an accumulation of

soot in that portion which came in contact with
the roof. The church was not insured.

How to Prevent Fires.—The following is

extracted from the Japan Gazette ;
—” One edict

of the new Government, recently promulgated
in Yedo, is of a character so extraordinary that
we are not surprised to find all the Japanese
thoroughly alarmed by it, especially as it has
already had its penal clause carried into effect

in one instance, and more are expecting the
extreme vigour of the law. It is to tbe effect

that ‘ every one with whom, or in whose honsa a
fire originates, whether accidentally or not, shall

be decapitated without any appeal.’ One roan
has been already beheaded under the statute.

Few large fires occur in Japan in which some
lives are not sacrificed.”

South Kensington Museum.—The visitors

during the week ending 6th March, nnmbered :

—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday (free),

from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.—Museum, 12,598;
Meyriok and other Galleries, 2,724. On Wed-
nesday, Thursday, and Friday (admission Gd.),

from 10 a.m. till 5 p.m —Museum, 2,209
;
Mey-

rick and other Galleries, 205. Total, 17,736.

Manchester Academy of Fine Arts.

—

Supported by a large assembly of friends and
those favourably disposed to local art, the
annual exhibition of the Manchester Academy of
Fine Arts, held in the rooms of the Royal Insti-

tution, on Tuesday, may be stated to have passed
off with every success. Occupying two com-
modious and well-adapted rooms, the productions
of the members completely covered all available
wall space and the contributions were in every
respect superior to any similar gathering.

The River Hene Improvement.—The
principal portions of the work for the improve-
ment of the navigation of the Nene from the sea
to Peterborough are uearly complete, and it is

only now necessary to carry out certain other
works, which it is said could be executed at a
comparatively small expense, but which would
have the effect of improving the river to such an
extent as would permit vessels drawing fourteen
feet of water to reach Peterborough. It is under-
stood that a careful survey of the present con-
dition of the river has been in course of prepara-
tion, under the direction of Mr. Hamilton
Pulton. Birmingham, Leicester, Nottingham,
Northampton, Market Harborough, and other
places, are all anxious, it appears, to havo a
seaport so near to them as Peterborough.

St. Andrew’s, Hertford.—-The committee
for the rebuilding of this church have been
obliged, from want of funds for rebuilding tbe
whole edifice, to inform Messrs. Dove of their

inability to accept their tender; and to pass the
following resolution, proposed by the Right Hou.
W. Cowper, M.P.,—“ That the opinion of the
architect, Mr. Johnson, bo requested as to the
feasibility and expediency of erecting the chancel
and transepts at once, and postponing the erection

of the remainder of the proposed church till the
requisite funds have been collected

; and also as

to what increase of expenditure would be likely

to be incurred by erecting the new church in two
parts.” The sum total collected and promised
is between 2,0001. and 3,0001.

Proposed International Exhibition in
Sydney, Australia.—A proposal for a Grand
International Exhibition, to be held in Sydney
in 1870, to celebrate the centenary of the di.s-

covery and taking possession of Australia in

1770, by Captain Cook, has been made in a letter,

by Mr. Joseph Dyer, to the Sydney Morning Herald,
of October 27th, 1868. Mr. Dyer proposes that
the Exhibition should be held in a new central
railway terminus which is said to be much
wanted in Sydney, and which might as well bo
built now as in a year or two hence. He sug-
gests Hyde Park, facing Elizabeth-street, as the
site, bat wherever placed in Sydney, of course the
Exhibition could be held in it by way of inaugu-
ration.

“ For three or four months of 1870,” he remarhs,
“ Sydney ought to be the Paris of the Southe-'u Hemi-
sphere. The first object of attraction would be the
Grand Intercolonial Exhibition, to celebrate the ICOth
anniversary of the discovery of the colony. Here would
be shown the highest elTorta we are capable of in art and
manufacture, ia competition with the productions of the
other colonies. Our engineoro would show locomotive
engines aud railway carriages ; our carriage builders, boat
builders, tweed makers, boot and shoe makers, paper
manufacturers, kerosene oil, glass, saddlery, tobacco,
arrowroot, maizeniv. wine, and a vast variety of other
arts, in which we can hold our own against foreign com-
petition.”

As tbe subject of a statue to Captain Cook, the

discoverer of the colony, is now being agitated,

the proposed Exhibition would form au excellent

opportunity for its inauguration.

Closing Uninliabitable Houses In Diver-
pool.—Two houses in Brick-strcet have been
ordered by tbe local authorities to be shat up till

they be rendered habitable by the conversion of
privies in them into water-closets, the provision

of water supply to them, &o. They are inhabited

by squatters, the proprietor being in a lunatic

asylum.

South Dondon Working- Classes Indus-
trial Exhibition. —This exposition has been
crowded every night since its opening, the doors
having to be closed frequ»ntly to allow of any-
thing like a freo passage for the people. The
awards will be made known early in next week.
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Tbe Sanitary Condition of Birkenliead.

The usual report ot Dr. Boylis, the niedioul

offlcer of health for Birkenhead, has just been

publiahed. According to this report, the number

of deaths in Birkenhead from all oansee registered

during the year was 1,07'!', wUich, computing the

population at 52,233, gives the death-rate at

20-56 per 1,000, or but very slightly above 2 per

cent. Since 1864 the death-rate baa decreased

from 24-39 per 1,000, being relatively a far greater

improvement than has taken place in the health

of the country generally. After referring to the

moderate decrease in the deaths from zymotic

diseases, Dr. Baylis alludes to the _ " mam
poisouers of the atmosphere,” upon which sub-

joct he says “ The persistent abatement of the

gigantic midden nnisance by conversion of the

remaining privies into water-closets 5
the adop-

tion of some scheme for the daily or weekly

removal of ashes and other house refuse j
the

abolition of duog-pibs 5
a more effectual surface

cleansing, especially in hob weather, and the

complete removal of street sweepings, which

always contain much animal and organic refuse,

are the remedies clearly indicated by the mortality

lessons of the year.” Dr. Baylis further recom-

mends the entire discontinuance of cellar

dwellings. The number of births during the

year amounted to 1,903, of which 953 were

males, and 950 females
;
the natural morease of

the population, i.c., the excess of births over

deaths, was therefore 856. The usual mujonty

of male births over females seems to have here

been very small.

Mr. Mark Firth’s Almshouses, Sheffield.

The corner atone of the almshonsea at Ran-

moor, the gift of the Master Cutler of Sheffield

(Mr. Mark Firth), has been laid by the Lari of

Shaftesbury, amidst a great concourse of people.

The buildings are in course of erection, under

the snperintondence of Messrs. Hill & Swan, of

Sheffield and Leeds, architects 3
and the struc-

ture is to bo of sQch a character as will accord

with the pioturesquenosB of the landscape skirt-

ing the romantic Porter Brook, near which it is

placed.

Workmen and their Employers.—A con-

ference has been held at Darlington between the

ironmasters of the north of England and repre-

sentatives of the workmen, to discuss the

dpsirabUity of establishing courts of arbitration

in the northern iron-trade district, and so

prevent the periodical disputes and strikes which

have been so disastrous to both masters and

men. A joint committee of masters and men

was appointed to draw up rules for eBtablishiDg

courts of arbitration and conciliation, and to

report to a future meeting.

The Royal Academy Library.—Mr. John

Leighton has addressed a printed letter to the

Royal Academy of Arts upon the condition and

future of their Library, in which he points out

the extent to which it has been neglected, ana the

importance of now forming in the new .bnilding

a special Library of Art that should be_ worthy

of the Institution. The advice is well timed-

Lowestoft.—A public hall capable of accom-

modating some 1,500 or 2,000 persons on public

occasions, is abont to be erected on the west

side of Clapham-road, facing Surrey-street and

the London-road. The ground, some 601t. by

157 ft., has been purchased of Mr. W. H. Thirtle

for the purpose. A company is forming, and

tho shares, 11. each, are being taken up.

The Charterhouse.—We hear from the City

Press that the ground, nearly two acres in extent,

which was formerly tho Charterhouse play-

ground, has been let on a building lease, and

tenders being now out, there is every prospect

of its being shortly covered with warehouses and

shops.

Wew Town-hall, Rochdale.— Several engi-

neers having been invited to submit plans and

tenders for warming and ventilating this Town-

hall, we learn that the plans of Mr. Wilson

W. Phipson, C.B., London, have been selected by

the corporation.

Local Government Act, 1858.—A parish

which includes within its area a corporate

borough, is a place " having a known or dehned

boundary,” within tho meaning of the Local

Government Act, 1858, and may adopt the Act

by resolution of the owners and ratepayers,

although it is itself included in a Parliamentary

borough. This was the holding of the Court of

Queen’s Bench, in the case of the Queen v.

Hardy.

Big- Sticks.—The vast timber resources to

be found in the forests around the Capo Otway

ranges in Australia, are daily attracting more

attention and likely soon to be publicly ulilieed.

Mr. Barber, says the Oeelong Advertiser, has

erected a fine saw-mill in the vicinity of Gos-

lintr’s Marsh, amongst giants of the forest, rising

to aheight of from 200 ft. to 225 ft.,nnd promising

a splendid supply, sufficient to keep the mill

employed in its present position for three or

four years.

Lickfleld Catbedral.—There have lately

been placed in three of the bays between the

pillars near the reredos, metal screens, designed

by Mr. G. G. Scott, and which have been manu-

factured "by Mr. Atterton, of Lichfield. The

screens are of wrought iron, and each is a sepa-

rate floral design of a light and airy nature.

An Engllsb Brick House in America.

—

There is a bonse in the town of Greenland, Kew
Hampshire, the bricks for which were brought

from England in 1638. It is still in good repair.

TENDERS.
For residence near Kettering. Mr. R. W. Johnson,

0 0

:::::::: ^ S S

w5,“ ~r,'. 88“ 1" »

880 0 0

Briggs 0 0

For cottages near Kettering. Mr. E. W. Johnson,

Briggs
. J J

;?” »
2

Accepted for polling down and rebuilding
^
shop and

waVehouses, No. 190, High-street, Sunderland, for Mr.

John Forster. Mr. John Tillman, iirohnect

Zlaton't BricMuyfr^ s IVork.

Hodgson ^2369 0 0

Joiner'* and Curpenter'a Work.

Peart & Humble £3-24 0 0

Slater's Work.
P.Mto. 1:86 0 0

PUimler's and Ironfounder’

s

IT ork.

Tonkinson & Panton £'315 0 0

Painter's and Glazier's Work,

Halfnight £63 0 0

Accepted for bnilding a school at Pallion, for Messrs.

Webster & Oswald. Mr. John Tillman, “rcbitect

Hutchinson ^376 0 0

Accepted for building a bouse in Park-terrace, Toward-

road, Sunderland, for Mr. John Forster. Mr. John

Tilitnan, architect :
—

Masons andBrieklayev's Work.

James Xoung ^580 0 0

Joiner's and Carpenter's Work.

John Young 3i'130 0 0

Pliimbei's and Gaefitte/s Work.

Tonkinson 10 0

Painter’s and Glazier’s Work.

K-irkup £19 13 0

Slater's H'orfc.

Preston £31 0 0

For alterations to 63, St. Martin's-lano, for Mr. Muicott.

^ ^
ms o o

Marr (accepted) 333 0 0

For two chapels, lodge, boundary walls, and entrance-

gates, to new cemetery, Pembroke Dock. Mr. a., vv.

Ladd, architect;— xm n n

Jones & Johns « »

T. Thomas 1>114 0 u

Allen (accepted) 1,089 0 0

For alterations and improvements ‘o Hilton House,

Pembrokeshire, for Mr. Jas. Sommers. Mr. K.W . Ladd,

architect :— - ,,

Qriflith (accepted) ^339 0 0

For erecting proposed Primitive Methodist Chapel at

Ashford, Kent. Mr. John R. CoUett, architect

&eddy;-S0D;&8teddy 410 0 0

Clifford 409 9 0

Dryland & Miles 4^0 « «

For reconstruction of premises, 13, Newgate-street,

City, for Mr. John Wheelei. Mr. Wilbam Smith, aichi-

Nightingale 0 0

Carter & Sons 1.^77 0 9

Cooked Green WO 0 0
1,858 0 O

Eaton it' Chapman W9 0 0

Baker & Constable 1.070 0 0

Crabb A Vaughan (accepted) ... 1,6^ 0 0

Wicks. Bangs, & Co 1,6^ 0 0

Babey & Son 1.0^ 9 0

Blackmore & Morley 1.-493 0 0
-tr,,-!. 1,4/3 0 0

iS&'RuVseii':::;:.;;.: o o

Rowe A Co L39J 0 0

For building St. Paul’s Charch, Upper HoUoway.

Messrs. Henry Jarvis A Sou, architects :

Gibson, Brothers L5,749 0 0

Bill, Keddell, A Waidi-am 6,390 0 0

5.^
0 9

Core, Brothere... 2 9
*.9
" “ “

Thompson “

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
O t.-E. i. O.-Mi. B.-A. K. S M.-H. W.-H. E.-O.-W. W. P.

-C E. 0.-Mr. P.-W. P.-3. F. I). -Messrs. 0 U—
A. T.C.-C. F. H.-Qaoud8m.-E. T.

^ ^ p
H siW H Ia—J V N. B.—E. G.—W. P. G.—Dr. 8.—R- U.—T. P.—

J T-C. J.'p.-L.’ V. h.—A. V.-U. B.-A. E. U-J. B.

-U^a Son.-W.U.-K. W. L.-W. D. A.-D. Q.-r. C, H. the

rromiain would depend on the position of the oivU eog.ueer selected.

It miabt be lOOf. or 500t.).- J. M. U. Ithe answer In oar Notice to

Correfpoudents only applies to the Inltlels to which It is atUched.

as outfht to be obvious to anyone).— J. B. (we bare notseont

article referred to).-B. H. L. B, (next weehl.-H.U D. (next week).-

'*’-w’e°Je*Mmp*6»ia to decline poln'lng out books and giving

^^"stltemente of facte, list, of TmderB, Sec., must be a-companled

by the name and address of the sender, not neceasarily o

responsibility ot eigned articles, and papers read at

pnbllo meetings, resU, of couixe. with the authors.

For residence at Woodbridge, Suffolk. Messrs. A. A

W. H. Lockwood, architects
n,.n . r

Dove (accepted) £1,00- 6 6

For alterations and additions to 21
,
Coventry-street,

Hsymarket, for Messrs. C. Lloyd A Son. Mr. W. P.

GrilHcb, architect.:-
Lawrence (accepted) £«» 0 u

For new shop and dwelling-house in the Whitechapel-

road, for Mr. W. H. Dean. Mr. G. A. Dean, architect.

Quantities by Mr. Albert Vicars;-
Jacobs n o
Perry A Co 1.055 0 0

Read A Son 1.028 0 0

Wood, Brothers 1.007 0 0

I

Masters 99o 0 0

Kivett (3 0 U

Esnor (accepted)..... 914 0 t)

For new shop and dwelling-house in the Whiteehapel-

road for Mr. D. Munro. Mr. G. A. Dean, architect.

^.90 0 0

Jacobs .89
9 2

Masters (accepted) 300 0 0

For cemetery chapel and lodge at East Derebam,

Messrs. Brown A Pearce, architects-.—

[iS 5 2 2

Perkins 1,3/0 0 0

Hiibbard’(accepted) 998 0 0

Skipper 981 0 0

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The PuMisher ccmiot he responsible for Oei-

GINAL Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommends that

Copies only should be sent.

Igg" NOTICE.—All Cormnunications respecU

ing Adve'disernents, Sxtbscriplions, ^c., should be

addressed to “ The Publisher of the Baild^,

No. 1, Yorli-street, Covent Qard&n. All other

CoTwmv/nications should he ad/lressed to the

“ Edntor,'’ <md not to the “ Publisher.

BUENOS ATRES GOVERNMENT CER-

TIFICATE. — TkansLoVTION. — We, the under-

siened, at the request of Messrs. Jas. C.

Thompson & Co., certify that the IRON SAFES

of MeWs. CHUBB & SONS, London, of which

these gentlemen are agents, were exposed for

several hours to the fire that took place m the

offices of the National Government on the even-

ing of the 26ch inst. 5
that in our presence they

were easily opened with their respective keys

;

that the moneys and important documents they

contained were found in perfect order 5
and thafc

these safes are now in use in the National

Treasury Office.—(Signed) J. M. Duago (Trea-

surer of the National Government), Jose Tomas

Rojo, Juan M. Alvarez. A true copy—A. M.

Bell.—Buenos Ayres, July 31, 1867. CHUBB
& SON, makers to the Queen and the Bank of

England, 57, St. PauTs-churebyard, London ; 68,

Cross-street, Manchester ;
28, Lord-street, Liver-

pool; and Horsley-fields, Wolverhampton.
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IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with

STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufactnre of Church, Turret,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with

estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church

and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,
by special appointment. Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and

60, Lodgate-hill ;
Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-

street, London.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ESHER-BTBKET, WESTMINSTER.—To Coocli, Cart, and Cab
Bnlli’er*. Whr»l»ric'iU. and Otheri.

MFSSES. METCALFE & MERCER have
'rrcaivod iDMmctl^ns to SEI.l. by AUCTION at the MART,

Tok^nhouiw-.yard, on TUESDAY, >I 'RCH 23, at TWELVE for ONE.
in onel' t, tlip yalaablp LRA8E, with poMofsinn. o' thn PREMISKS
sinown aa Ru'tell & Co, ’a Patoiil Saotional Wheal and Axle WorR*.
on the west aide of Eahor-atreet

;
atao the licenses Cor wotkltie the

patent and goodwill of the hu-inp«<. tngother with the excellent plant

and macblDeiy; comprialnir n'eom-o'igine and boiler, ehaftlDga and
flttlnpj, a poke nuiDhine, patteni-in*l£i*r’s lathe, two turninj lathei,

large chuck, and all the tools and rlT cUrcquUltefor carrylng^n the

husloPK, which, under proper niannrement and with alequste
capital, might he made very Incratiie.—Tlie property may be riowed
l y application on the Pretniaea ; and parl’culars and oonditiona of
tale, and schedule of machinery, 4c. may he had of Mesars. THOMAS
& HOLLAM8, Solicitor*. Commercial Sale Bocnis, Mincin* -lane.

EO.i and of MceKra. METCALFE * MERCRR.AuctioDeerB and Bur-
veyore. Mii cinB-lane. comer IVnchuroh-atreef, London, P.O.

and Newcaatle-on-TyuB. who will be happy to give any further infer-

rasUon that may be required.

\/rH. HENRY J. PHILLIPS will OFFER
IVi to PUBLIC COMPETITION at the NEW AUOTIO.V MART,
Token house-yard, on WKDNE'ID.aY, APRIL 14. at TWO precisely,
the following and other dea! nh e Proj^rtlet t-CHELSilA.-SSg.
E<Dg'a-ioa(], comer of Paa1toii,a,|ii*re. A dealrahle compact lease-
hold propeify, well adapteil for the huaineaa of a Builder, having a
frontage to the Kiog's-road of about fly faet and a depth of 100 feet

by a width In the rear of ab-iut 102 feet
;
on one side of the 'and,

enclesed hy forecourt, is erect'd a double-fronted Villa Residence,
with a frontage of about 31 feet ; at the side of the j'eeidence are
bnlldet’s ysnl, saw ebcd, and Wi-rkahops, abundant epace for the
erection of a dwelling buu'e or ah on

;
and on the pirtlon of the land

abutting on Paullon-aiuarc. a dealrahle bouse might be erecied
without interfering -Ith the ctpablli'Iea of the property for a
bnltdei's hnsInesB Jthe douhle-froii’ed houte le let for three years at
7SI. per annum The whole property U held for about 4’l years un-
explred, at a ground-rent of SOI. per aniiuin. Pirtlcul&rs and con-
dUlona of esle may be bad. whan ready, of Meears. SHAEN 4
BOBC'OE, Solicitore, 8, Bedford, row

;
at the Auction Mart

;
or of the

Anctionrer, at 34, Moorgate-a'reet. A considerable amount of the
purchase-money may he obtained on morigage from the T'mp*Ttnce
Permanent Land and Bulldins Society, the morlgige being red'em-
Able by ea*y monthly inatalinonta loteres'’, (In ad lltlon to a small
premium). 5 per cent on thabUance each year.—Apply at the Offices,

34, MooTg.v'e atieet, London,

EDOWARh-RO.AD. Middlesex,—R'iglb'e Freehold Bulldinr Land.

n\/f£SSRS. WTNSTANLEY & HORWOOD
LVl. are Instmcted to olT.r for SALE by AUCTION, at the
MART, Tokaahouao-y»rd. tC. on THURdDAY, MAROII Id, at TWO
o'clock precisely, in 153 'ois, ab-'Ut 7\ acres of very va'uaMe KRBR-
GOLD BUILDIN'4 LAND, tith- free and t-md-tax redeemed, situ-

ated at tne northern extremity of the village of Kilburo, In the
parish of Hamp'tead, haviog frontages to tho Edgware-road, and
also to In'ended roads le-idfug therefrom, clois to the BJgwsre Station
on the North London Railway. The frontages vary from 13 feet to
144 feet, by capital deplh'. and present desirable opportunities f-ir

the eTCCtlnn of moderate-ctas< h"U<es, shops, 4c. which are much In
demand in this favourite and h-althy loodity. There are sever.tl
ehUTCbes and obapals in the immediate neigh>>onrhood. After pay,
ment of a deposit of 10 per cent, ihe balance of purchate-mooeyB
may remain on morig'ge fur nine yean at S per cent, payable by
monthly or other Instalments, the purchaser belug at lilisrty to pay
the balatc- at any time without notice.— Printed particulars, with
plans and conditions of B^le. may be obtained ten days previous to
the Sale, of HENRY SJUTH, Eiq. Solicitor, 33. Norfolk-etreet,
Strand, W.C. ; and of the Auctioneers. 10, Paterooster-row, St.

Paul's, E.C.

To Builders, IroDfounders, and Others,—Important. Pale of FREE-
HOLD and COPYHOLD LAND. Sand Quarry, and valuable Beds
of Maene-ieu Limestone, Sutton-in-AshSeld, NutU.—TO bB SOLD
by AUCTION, bv

Mr. white, at the House of Mr. John
Goodwin, the CART and HOE8F, INN, Sutton-in-Ashfleld. in

the county of Nottingham, on TUE3DAY, the 23rd of MARCH. 1809.

at THREE o'clock in the Afternoon precUe’y, In the following or
sSch other Lots as may be agreed upon at the time of sole, and
subject to snob conditions as wiU be then pro-luce-' and rerd.

Lot 1, All that substantial and well-built Freehold Dwelling-
home or Tenement, with the framework-knittor's shop, out-b-ild-

ings, gardens, and nppurtenancea thereto adjolniog and belonging,

tbUBte at Ea'tdeld Side, In the parish if Suttoo-in-AshBeld ofure-

sald, now in the occupation of James Middleton .

I ot 2. Alt that plot or parcel of Cupyhold Building Land, as now
staked or marked ont from tho northern end of a close of land
situate near to the Sutton-in-AebSeld Railway Btailoo. called " Lano
Bud Close," and which eald plot of land contains an area of 1,10S

square yai^e or thereabouts, and has a frontage of CS feet- to an in-

tended new road eet nut along the east side of the eald clivse of land.
Lot 3. All that other plot or parcel of Copyhold Building Lmd,

si'uate on the eouth side of and adjoiGing Lu’ 2, with a frontage of

65 feet to the said new road, and ooutalning an area of 1,060 square

Lot 4. Ail that other plot or parrel of Copyhold Building Land,
eltnnte on the eouth side of and and adjoining Lot 3, containing an
area of 1.081 equate yards, and having a front.sge to the said new

Lot 5. All that other plot or parcel of Copyhold Building lAnd,
sitna'o -n the south side of and adjolulog Lot 4. cnntaining an area
of 1,007 equare yar’e. and hiving a frontage of 65 feet to the said

Lot fi. All that other plot or parcel of Copyhold Bnl'ding Land,
silua'o on tbesouth aide of and adjoining Lot 5, coniainlog an area
of 2 749 squire yania or tbereab'iule.

Lot 7. All that plot or parc-l ofr.opybold Building Land, as now
staked or marked out from the south side of another close of land
called " Lane End Close," situate and a-Joinlng the 9r*t-men>loned
“ Lane End Close," and which said p’ot of land Is situate on the east

Bide of ihe said in'ended new road, has a frontage thereto of SO feet

and cont dns an area of 1 4113 -qUiare yards.
Lots. Alt that other plot or panel of Copyhold Building Land

sltnate on tho north elJo of, and a-lj lining Lot 7, onutaliilngan area
of 1,662 sqoare yards, and having a frontage of 55 feet to the said

Lot 9. All that other plot or parcel of Copyhold Bul'ding Land
situate on Ihe north side of 'and adjoining Lo’ 8. containing an area
of 1,476 square yards, and having a D-cntage of 56 feet to the said new
road,
The ahove-montione.I r.ew rood is 36 Det wide. and Ls given np by

the vendor for the beueSt of the purchaaers of the above 8 Lots of
Builiiing Land.

Lot 10. All those Two Closet, pieces, or parcBliof FreolioldArabla
Land.cilled “Grrenhill cinses," situate ai'j dning each other and
near ’o the Sultnn-in-Ashai-U Railway Bla'inn (one thereof having
a frenlnge of 174 fret or iheieab u'e to the r ad leading from
Skegby to Nottingham, and part of the other bring used os a Saud
Qua-Tj), coiitalnfog In the whole 5i Ir. Op or thereabouts, bounded
on the uorlh-tast. partly by the said road ieailing from Skegby
to Nnt.llnRhim, and partly by L->t 11 ;

on lh» nortb-we*t. partly by
Lot- 11, and partly hy land beloogirg to Messrs. Onkee 4 Co. ; on the
scnth-wesf by land belunglog to Ills Grace the Duke of parlUnd

;

and on the south-east by land belonging to Mr. J.imes I Indley, and
DOW in the occnpatlon of Mr, John Goodwin

Lot n. All that other Clo e. piec-, or pircel of Freehold Land,
called “Oreeuhill Clu'e" (part ot which is now uned as a Sand
Qnairy). situate adjoining Ixit 10. and having a fionla^e if 180 feet

to the said ro>d leading from Skegby to Nottingham, containlug by
entvey 2a. Or. ]9p. or thsreabnut*, and which said close Is bounded
on the north-eo't by the said rosd lra.tliig from Sk-ghy to Nutting-

hem. (11 Ihe noith-we-t by land belonging to Messrs. Oak's 4 Oo.

and on the soaitb-east and snu h-west by Lot 10, aud is now In the
ooenpalton of Mr. John Qoodwlo.

Lot 12 All that plot, piece, or pircd of Cnpyhoid I and. as
staked or rna-ked nnt Lorn and heretofore f-nulng part- of a

or parcel i.f land ^l•n^te in or near to Stoneyford-lane. in the parish
of Sntton-in-Aahfleld af -resald. cilled " Sxegb.- Hedge," or " Mtoney-
ford-lane Close," and whieh sairl plot of Lsod cmulns by recent
survey 2 acre] nr ihereabou'*, his a frunbige nf 251 feet to au
occupation to«d leading from the Alfreton smlManiflcid Turnpike-
road. and is nnw io the occupation of the slid J'hn Goodwin.

X.ot 13. All that 'otii-r plo', piece, nr pirc-1 of C.'pyhold Land,
situate a-ij -luing Lot. 12. .,n the north siie thereof, being the re-

maining part of the said closB of land c-illed " Hkegby Hedge,*’ or
'• Stoneyf -rd Lane Clore," aud which eald pl.t of land contains 2i.

Or. 39p. or therealiratt.’has a frontage of SO,6 feet to Stoneyford-
lane aforesaid, .and le now In the occupation of the said John
Goodwin,
The G.eeublll Closet (Lots 10 aud 11 respectively), contain a most

exteiirlv'bsd of auperlor moulding Baud, as well as aevaral beds of
coal and iroi stone. Lots 12 and 13 contain a very valuable bed of
raigaesian limestone. From 'he proximltv of the gr-ater part of
the above pr.,party to the Mlrilaud Hallway Statl.m at Snllon-la-
AshBeld, and tne excellent quaU’yof the moulding eaud aud lime-
stone above mentioned, an opportunity is pre-ented to Ironfonnders,
BoHilers, and Oauitallste rarely to be met with. The copyhalds are
holdrn of Ihe Manor of Mau-field. Fine small and c'tUln. To view
f-e estate application may be made to Mr. GOODWIN, the tenant

;

and for further Inrnrmatlnn aud to see the plaus of 'ha estate,

application may be made to the Anctlon'er, Swan Hotel, Mans-
field ; or to Mefers. HANDLEY 4 WALK DEN. Sslicitors, Mansfield.
MauiA'ld, 6cb March, 1869.

‘ESSR8. WINSTANLEY & HORWOOD
_ have received InstTUCllons to offer for SALE by AUCTION,
itthe MART.Toke'ihouse-yat-i. B.O. ou FRIDAY. MARCH l“th,

at TWO oVIock pr-ciaely. In 58 lota, nearly three acres of eligible

FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND (lithe free and land-tax redeemed),
commanding heantiful views, an-l situate at Muswell Hill, la the

S
aiish of Horr eey, neat to an intended etation on the Edgware,
lighgate, aud Alexandia Park Railway, and abont three-quarters

pt a mile from Uor.isey Sla'ion on the Great Northeru Railway,
eecurlug direct cummuuicaliun with the City and West-end. The
laud has capital froutog's to the Muswell Hill-road, and also to
Intended roads le .ding therefrom. After payment of a drpoalt of
10 percent, the bslanca of pnrchasemoney may remain for nine
years at 5 percent, luteresr, payable by monthly or oLhrr lustai-
inents, the purchtaer being at llbeily to pay the balance at any
time without notice, -Prlntt-d parti uiara, with plana and conditions
of sale, may b' obtained tea days previously of HENRY SMITH,
Esq. Solicitor, No. 33. Norfolk atreet. Strand, W.O. j an I of the
Auctloneeia, 10, Pateroostai’-row, St. Paul's, E.C.

KINGSTON.-Freehold Building Land.'

T7ULLER & MARR have received in-
i ' structions from the London rnd Southwestern Railway Com-
pany, to SELL by AUCTION, in lot*, at tho AUCTION MART,
Tokei-house-yard, Loudon, on MONDAY. APRIL 5ih. 1869. at TWO
o’clock precisely, about s'x acre* of beautiful and prettily-t'wbered

FREEHOLD BUILnING LAND, immediately opposite Kingston
Station, and particularly eligible for the erection of villas, being la

the centra of a neighbourhood mneb sought after for residential pur-
poses by reason of its neamesa to Richmond Park, Wimbledon Com-
mon. Kew Garden*, and other well known p’sces of public resort,

and also of the nilKsy r»cUlties which it ei-Joys. parliculaily now
that the Kingston and Norhiton line, giving dlreot communication
to the City aud West-end, hoe been opened for public traffic. The
whole of It ia iii band, and poseestion will be given on completion of .

the purchase. Particulars will be ready ten days prior to the sale,

and msy be had of Mr. LEWIS CBO.MBIE, Law Clerk’s Office,

Waterloo Station ;
of the Station Agent, Kingeton Station i at the

AuolioD Mart ; and of FULLER 4 MARR, Auctioneers and Estate

Agents, 3, Whitehall Gardena

ENFIELD, Middlesex.- Desirable Fi-eehold Building Land.

IV/I E6SRS WINSTANLEY & HORWOOD
XVJ. are Instructed to cffer for SALE by AUOTION.at the MART,
Tokeohouse-jaid, E.C. on FIIID.AT, MAdCH 29 h. et TWO o’cl-ck.

In 17 lots, the REMAINING FOR HON of the eligible FREEHOLD
BUILDING LAND, t'the free and laud-Ux redeemed, having fron-
tages varying from 20 feet to 38 feet, hy depths of 60 to 14ii feet. In
Burleigh, and Qneen’s road*, a very short dietanoe from the Enfield
Station, on tbs Great Eastern Railway. After payment of a depo*it
Of 10 psr cenMhe b tiai ce of purobaae-money m-y remain for tilne

year* at 6 per cent, lu'ereat, jiayaUle by mon'hly or other in*tal
meuts, the purchom-r bstog at liberty to pay the haiauce at any time
without notice.— Printed pariteulHr*, wt'h plana aud conditions of
Bale, may be obtained if HENRY SMITH. Esq. Solicitor, 33, Norfolk
street, Strand, W.C. ;

and of the Auotioneeie, 10, Fatemoeier-row
6t. Paul’., K.C.

SURRl-Y and MIDDLESEX,—Freehold Buildl. g Plots.

IX/TESSRS. WINiSTANLEY & HORWOOD
ItX are Instmoted to off.'r for SALE bv AUCTION, et the Mart,
Tokenhouw-yaf. K.O. on FRIDAY. MARCH lOlh, at TWO o'clock.
In 45 lot*, the KR.MAiNISG I'oRTIONd ot some valuable FRBb-
nOLD BUILDING LAND, tithe tros aud land-tax redeemed, desir-
ably situate in Ruohimpton-lane, and Ri.iielagh-road, Roebamp-
tonPark, in BecUve-road, Potuey, and Park-road, Ailsa road, and
Sh Hargaret'e-ioad, in the pirlrbe. of Twickenham and Islewortb,
near to Kichmoi d Park, KtW Gardens, Putney-heath, and tte
Elver Tham-r. After payment of a deposltjbf 10 per cent, the

cent, intere-t, payable by luontlily or other loelalmeuls, the
purchaaor being at llboriy to r>y the Sal.mc' at any time without
notice.-Priuteil parilcuiare, plans, and cniidltlane if sale, may be
Obtained .’of HENRY SMIl'H, Fsq. Solicitor. 33, Norfolk-street.
Strand, W.C. ; and of the Auctloneere, 10, Paiernoster-xow, 8t.

Paul’^ E.C.

CLAPHAM JUNCTION.-Freahotd Building Land.

Fuller & MARR have received instruc-
tructious from the West London Ex‘en»ioa Railway Company,

to SELL by AnCTION. at tho AUCfloN M ART, Tekenh-jli-e-yard.

London, nu WEDNESDAY. APRIL 14. 18i!9, at TWO o’clock pre-

clsely, f'lriy-one lota of FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND, occupying
a moet central aud commanding poeitlon, being within a rliorc dta-

tHDce of CUchana Juuc'iim Station, Balterrca Station, Du'tersea

Park, L»vender-1*ill, and Wai,d«worth rfiad. and eminently adapted
for the carrying out t>f several cuiD|irelieiisive and profitable build-

log Bcbemee, especially for bouses and shops of the artisan claas, for

which tbere i« ut a 1 llmei a great aud evec-iucreasiog demand by
reason of the large number of hand, constantly employed at tbe
railway, factory, and other works In the Immediate vlclulty. The
whole of 'the land ie in band, and poesesslon will he given on com.
pletlon of puicbasp, thns enabling building nperatinos to be com-
ms’-ced immediately anerwanls,—Partionlan will {be r'ady teu
dayspriorto sale, and may be had of EDWaP.D BELLaMlT. Esq.
B'CteUry. at the Offices of the Company, 7. Wo«troio»tor.ch»mbers,
Victoria-street, Westmiueter ;

of WILLIAM HEGOERfY, Esq. BdII-

Citor, 32, Great Qoorge-street, Weatmin.ter
;
the Snperiutendent at

Kensington 'tatlon
;
the Sta’Inn M ister at Battersea Btatlou

;
at

the Auction Mirt; and of FULLER 4 MARR, Auctioneers and
Estate Aleuts, 3, Wbllebatl Gardens.

aOUTHWAEK.—Two Acres of Frethold Land.

Fuller & MARR have received
Instruclioiia ) to SELL by AUCTION, at the AUCTION

MART, Tokeuhouie-yird, London, on WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14lh,
1869. at I'WO o’clock precisely, an extremely valuable and highly
Important FRKEHO'D BUILDING ESTATE of TWO AOREB,
together with the Buildings and Erections standing on a purtion
situ ite at Oetmondsey New-road, S-uthwark. For building purposes,
either Ilf a CJiumeic'isl or residrutlal cbareccr, this estate, from its

extensive ar. a anil suporler position, is nndetilably one "f the best
in that loualiiy that bos ever tieeu I rougbt before the public. For
either of these purposes Its p <8ltii>n Is uuexce,/tlouabIe. us It U in the
centre of a most denselypopulated district, where It is alni'ist Impos-
sible to . et uncovered land atauy price

;
it 1> within a sboi t distance

of London Bridge, the termini of tho London and Brighton and
BoUib-Ea-teru Kailwayi, Tooley-street, and other river-ide wbatvee
and warrbou.iu

;
it hj. Borough HigU sttest, Long-lane, Bcrmoi,daey,

Old Keiit-road, Uieat Dover -sireet, Graiige-ruad, and other ihorongh-
fariS couvergli g iberetu, aud it U also in the immediate viumi'y of

many well-known trading rd 1 manufauturlag premises. PosreMlug
oil these advantages, it is particularly rectimm'ud.d to tho.0 In
search of such a pioperty, as being well wor.by their special atlen-
tlou. The giealer poi-iiun l iu baud ; of this posseisiou wilt be glvrn
on completion of 'ho purchase, so that nuiM'iig op'ratious c-in be
e-'inuieuceJ iuiinedi.ile’y afterw.irda ; the r- mti'ider, comprislug the
buildings and eieotiun-, is let tv Mcs>r». Bow-, as yearly tenaiita, at
1501. per annum, upon whom notice to quit at Luly-day, 1870. h is

and miy be had of Mr.-sre DREW 4 WlLKINSdN, Soiloitorv, 151,'

Bermon.isey-sti-eit; aclV'u Auction Mart
;
ana of FULLER & MARR,

Auctioneers and Estate Agents, 3, Wbltehall-gardcns.

TAIRECT ENGLISH, INDIAN, and
I J AUSTRALIAN SUBMARINE TELEGRAPH COMPANY,
LIMITED.

Incorporated under " The rompanles Acta, 1889 and 1867."

O ipltal, 2,500,OflOI In SuO.UOO shares of 61. each.

The first iMue of Shares will be for the lines from Suez to Bombay
and the Malta lines, aud will consist of a Capltut of

750,0002. lu 150,000 Shares of 51. each.
11 . to be pu il nn application.

II. to be paid on allotment.

No further Call wilt be made till the branch line from Malta to

Brindisi Is laid and working. No Call will be made exceeding U.
and neyer at a shorter lutorval than three moutba

Subicriben fur these Bhasea (150,000) incur no liability of any kind,

except for the Calls thereon, but, thi holders of Ihsm will haye the

option of taking Shares in prororlloa to their boldligs, in any fntuie

Issue ofShares.
DIRECTORS.

Tho Right H-iQourable W, N. Massey, lately Minister ot Finance

in India. Chairman.
John Clerk. E->q. 10. Ru'land-gate, Hyde Park.

John Harvey, Esq. 7, Mlticlng-Une.

George Hendenon, E-q. 7. Mlucing-lane.

John Hs'igt). Esq. M-oioh-ater.

Thomas Hughes, E*q 51, P.

Bratimont William Luhho k, Esq. 15, Lombard-strest.

Geo. Maonair, Esq. (late of Calcutta), 44, UamUton-terrace, N.W,
James WyiUe, Esq. 13, Leadenhall-stceet.

BANKERS.
Messrs. Bobarts, Lubbock, 4 Co Lombard-street.

The National Bank ofRcntUnd, London aud Scotland.

The Oriental Bank Corporation, Loudon, and Indian and Austra-

lian Brauc'hee.

EouetTOR — James Cmwily. Fsq, 17, Bergeants'-inn, Fleet-street.

CoyeuLTiso kLBCTRiaajj — Sir William Thomson, F.B.8.

Elktrcias AND BT.FiTiiii-ar. FMiissEk — Ofomwell F. Vatley, Etq
M.I.C-E.

NauTICAl. SupihisTEXOaiJT — Cap'ain Henry A. MorUrty, R.N. C-B.

Eat’RCTAiiY Ipro tem.1.— Na.**au .John Senior, Esq.

OrncBi.- N”. 2, King William -street, E.O.

PHOdPECTUR.
The obj'Ot of thU Company is to J«y and work Sabmarlne Tele-

graphs between Eoglanii. Gibraltar, Malta, Egypt, li.dU, China, and

Anstralia. which shall be lu Eng'l*h hand- fr-.in end to end.

This Telegraph will work h- Siibnuirlne CabUi, aud will therefore

be more accurate, reliable, aud pe-dy tuan by land lines.

The cost of the cable -elected will be little more than half that of

the deep-sea cable ordic-arl y in use.

The cible has been csrefiMv tssted under the direction of Sir

William Thomson and Ur. V-itl -y, au-l nothing could he mere eatls-

fontory than the resulta. The report addreeaed by Sir William

Thomson ta the Directors is appenried

With a virw of ensuring dtrec. aud advantageous communication

with the c-inllneut of Europe. It is proposed to lay at once a short

line brlween Milta anil Briuriisl. The contcacton wlU engage to

ship ibis cable not later than the end of MAY.
The lilrectvrs reserve *0 themselves to decide whether, after this

br*Jich lioe is laid, a cab'e from Mall* to Egypt, or from SU'Z to

Bjiubay, shall be next laid. In the event of the cable between
Malia and Egypt being undertaken first, no cill will be made beyond
the ‘il. paid on applioallm and allotment till the MalU-E-iypt line la

laid and working. In the event of the lines from Suez to BombW
betrg nueJertaken fttat, If. will bo colled in JUNE, and If. lu BEP-
TEM8BB. and the remaining If. in DECEMBER, 1869.

With (esiiect to the an'lcipated revenue, it has been generally

admitted that it la not too much to calculate upon 300 messages pet

d-iy
:
that i«, 15l) ujfs ages ea-h 'way. Supposing the liu» from Suez

to Bombay to earn au avernge i-f 30-. per me^eage for 300 days, the

number of messages given above would, at tbat rate, yield a grew

annual return of 135,0001. upon a cost -omewhat exceeding OOO.OOOf.

The woiklng expeusee of snbmarlue tolegiaphe form avery small per

"^'Hef'Mnjesty’e Oovernmont has furnished the Company with the

latest surveys aud eonndlugs of the proposed route, which prove that

the bed* on which these cablva will lie are nunsoally good.

40,000 shares have already been taken up, aud tliere remain 110,000

shares which are i-lTered to the public

Applicati-ini for efisres. accompanied hy a deposit of If. per snaw
on the number applied for, may be mide to any of the Bankers of the

Company. Prospectuses ami forms of application may be obtained

at tbo Bankers, or at the Office- ofthe Coa-pany.
, , .v

The deposit will be returned If no allotment U made to the

applicant.
Copies of the mrmorandnm and articles of association may be In-

speo'ed at the OHlces uf the Solicitor or of the Company,
For further uartlcnlari see detailed Proepectns In newspaper*.

COPY uF LETTER.
Sir William Thompson to the Directors of this Coroptny.

" Loudon, 27'h February, 1869.

Gestlembs,-

A

fter the seyere tests to which I b.iva subjected your

Cable yesterday aud to-day, I have perfect confidence in reootn-

mending rou to adopt it. 1 am convinced that it will give yon a

S'lter prospect of oomple'e i-ucceas in ymr nudertaking than you

could have with any oiher form of Cable hitherto devised or made.

In the vari^ expeiUnuuta I have made I have ex^gerat^ every

vaiioty of rough u-age a-ul heavy etrain towhicn it could be ex-

posed In laying it, or even in hauling it np on a grapnel Irvm a

depth of three miles, ami I ond the mecbnnlo-tl qualities to bo most

satisfactory, much sup9rl..r. indeed, to anything I could have anti-

cipated. The protaclUn nlTirded to the electric wire was quite

perfect throughout all the rough mage, both in respect ot insulaU jn.

and continuity.
I reoialn your obedient Servant.

(Signed) William Thomson.”

/"COMPENSATION in CASE of INJURY,
AND A FIXED bUM IN CASE OF DEATH,

Caused hy ACCIDENI’ of ANY KIND,
M.ay be sec ued uy a Policy of the

RAILWAY Pa3bE.sOF.R8 ASaUKANUE COMPANY.
An annual payment of 3f. to 6f. 5s. luauros l,000f. at death, and an

allowance at the rate of 6f. per week f-n* luj'iry.

Offices— 64, COKNHILL, and 10, KBGEM-STREET.
' WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

TMPEEIAL FIRE INSUKANOB
I COMPANY.
OLD BROAD STREET, and 16 aud 17, PALL MALL, LONDON.

EstahllsbeJ 1803.

Subscribed and Invested Caoital, 3.600,Oiwf. Losses paid, 3.000,0081,

Fire lueurances granted on every deiortptloa of proper.y, at home
and abroad, at modsrnle ratee.

Claims Lherslly and promptly settled.

JAMB3 HOLLAND. Superintendent.

CRANSTON’S PATENT GLASS BUILDING for HORTICULTURE.
I’leLS and E-cmiites free.

Justpuhliebed, free tor 30 Ramp*, 3rd Edition.

DESOKIPIIVE BOOK, splendidly lUus-
iraled from exis'log tluiliilug*.

,

By the Author and Pa'eutee, JAMES UKaNSTON, Architect,

1, Temp!e-ri>w West, Birmingham.
H. J. QROWTaGE, Manager.
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Notice of 8 grext Remainder B*1*.-Loui]oc, 35, Piccidillr,

March. IS'lfl.

M e. BERNAED QUARITm. findinii

that he cannot deT..le the lime ne.-eB>aiy for promoting th-

sale r.f hi« Wholesale Stuck, haa decided 'ip„u coiilvaoUnK th^i

breurh uf hl» botloess
;
he will therefore BELL OFE by TRADE

AUCTION. In APRIL, the entire remslndni of the foUowintr

,,
B.lllWW™

250 BbekeBpeaTe, flnt edltloo of 1623,f taonton s fic timlle

Ueue.l vol. folio. 1881 V •'

200 tuniriireyiVHlBtoiyofPrliitlDu.lTol.fulio.lOSfeC-
eltnileeuf the Esrly Prin'iug Prat 3 3 0

200 Bolbelo'e Dance of Death. Bret edl'lon of Lyon, 1538,

fa' eimllerdltion.hy Huiiiphrey*, IStjjo

120 Dr. Rrgera’e Lyra Brl:aDnlc». thick pos‘ Sto cloth ..

Mr. QUABITl H aill also Sell :

150 Owen Jones'e Graitunar of Ornament, 1 vnl, folio,

112 plate*, richly executed in colonra, coniprlalng

about 3,008 Specimena of ninament, extra ciotb ..

25 Owen Jones’* Pxanjplta of Chinese Ornament. 1vol.

Itupl. 4ln. 100 beautiful plates In rich colour*.

extra cloth. 1887

20 Pueiii'e Gloa-ary of E'cleilaatical Ornemdit, 1 vol.

Impl. 4tn. 74 auperh plates, printed In gold and
colouis, hf. bd. red morocco

2 Westwood'* Mlnlaf.qrea and Dmamen'* of Anglo-

Paxon and Irl-h Manuscript*, tmpl. folic. 04

(iriterhly Illuminated pla'es, board* 21 0 o

i Id morocco, by Bedford ^

20 Dr. R. Owen’s Odontography or Anatomy of TcetlJ,
, , „

2voIf.roy. Sto. with 1^8 flue pla’es. hf, morocco.. 5 5 0

4 Blume Flora JavcB, 4 vole, folio, 308 fine'y coloured

pUte* ® ®

2 do do. 4 vole, bf. bound green morocco,

gilt back* anri gilt top* 30 0 0

4 orehtddee, folio, 70 coloured plates 6 0 0

2 do. hf. grern mor cuo gilt " 7 0

2 RumphI*. 4 v.l*. folio. 214coioureri plate* .. 25 0 0

2 do. 4 vole, In 3, hf, bd. green morocco

' 7 6

7 7 0

red n
do. do. 2 vole, half bound

e rol. roy. 8vo

12 12 0

14 14

60 Wadilrn’e Jewish Coinage, 1 h*!rdi"i_

wtih 254 engraving*, half mor cco 15
6 Morhy’s Indian T aw Renor's, 3 v.d*. roval 8vo 10 10

Murray's Geographical Dlstrlbntiou of Mammals, I

Tol. J'o. 1C2 coloured p atentni 1 map*, clrr'h. 1880..

to Pricbard'e Natural History of Man, 2 vole. roy. Sro. 02

coloured plate*, amt 100 wuQdcule, cloth

1 Bleb-ld, Bibliotheca Japonlca, 6 Vole, folio

2

Fauna Jep^tjira. 5 division*, folio

150 Ms'nnU of WoTCpster’s Ccirturi of lovenilons, with

hi I Life andTIriies. roy. 8co. portrait* and cut* ...

30 Thorpe's Northern Mythology, 3 voU. 8vo. half

10 WaUrhonse's NaVu’tTir'Hia'oty of Mvmmaila. 2 vol*.

8vo. coloured irlatea, c'oth

10 Walton, the Camel, roy. folio, 04 fine plate*, cloth,

e.1885 .

Just pnbli hed. In cne volume. Imperial rjuarto, eonfainftig 83 Pages

of eagr-vingi, and 233 piecs of lelt<-r-pra**, price 1? Hr. Gd. In

cloth; or 11. 15‘. strongly hound In hair m 'rooci.

faON and STEEL MANtlFACTrlRE :

L A Series of Papers on the Manufacture and Properties of Iron

and Steel ; with Reports on Iron and Steel In the Pari* Exhibition of

1867 : Revl»w9 of the BUte and Progress of the Maunfs' turn during

the years 1807 and 1888 :
atid De'crip'iona of many of the piinclpat

Iron and Steel Work* In Great BrlUin and on the Continent.

Bv FERDINAN.r KOHN, C.E.

Reprlnter! from K 'plneerliiy: revised and enlarged by the Author.

WILLIAM MACKENZie, S2. Pn*emo*tev-row. London, E.C. ;

and 47. Howard-etreet. Glasgow
;
and

BI'tPKIN. MAH-HALL, * CO Londott.

Just published,

Q
uantities made easy.
A quick and accurate ra-thod of taking out quantities from

plans or building*, with or without a apeciflca'lon. Sent free

by post for 30 stamp*.— Address. A. C. 18. Medway-terrace, TyrwhlU-

road. TTpo*TLewl«ham-road. N»w-cro«s. S^R

Price 2B. iTeeoyrosu

ejEWAGE and its GENERAL APPLIOA-
O TTON to ORA'S. CEREAL, and ROOT CROPS, s'-owiog the

,nt DHte
•hod of Forming the

strlbutlng the Sewage

lult* obtained by actual Kiperl'

with Flaua aud Sectlous tHustratiija

Ground fur the nifferent By* sins, and fi

°'^**’By THOMA- CARGILL. Civil Engineer. A BT.O.D. M.S E.

Publlrhed by BOBKRTSaN, RROOMAN. ft CO. “ M-chanlci

Magaslne" and Patent Offlers. 163, Fleet-street, E C

Nowjre*dy,N*-« e for 1889, with fine steel p trait of JOSEPH
WHITWORTH. K*q C.F. j.tlc-S-. cloth (p >eeage 4

1

J.

rOHE YEAR-BOOK of FACTS m SCIENCE
1 and ART, exhibiting the roost important Discoveries and

veroente of the p*styaarln M.ohaiiica i^d the TT-eM Aru ;

A record of

3 3 0

1 18 0
20 0 0
47 0 0

Irarroveroenie -a me ‘ j
Natural Philosophy ;

Electricity ;
Chsml*try :

Zoology and Botany

Geologv and MlueraL^gv
;
Me'ocrologv a^d Aelronomv, 4o.

By JOHNTIMBS, Eeq Author of •' Curiosities of So'*"- *o

•• A correct exponent of so'entlflc ptogresr. . .

abiding Interest."- .l/cchfinio*’ Magazine
*' Persoua wh > wish for a oniiclse annual summary of Impoi

B-ienUfloeveuts will flucl their desire lu' The Year-Book of Fact*,

.ifAcuofi/m^
pet* of thl* valuable eerie* see advertisement be'o*r

Loudon; LOCKWOOD ft CO. 7, Stationers’ _Hall-court, K.C._

THE YEAR-BOOK of FACTS b SCIENCE
anlART.

• * A* an inducement to new >ub ciber*. set* of the work from

1831 to 1889, with ail extra volume In 1860 (in vo a. In all, each con-

taining a steel portra'tl. will he sunpl el for 37a. fid. post ff'®-

London : LOCKWOOD 4 CO. 7, Stationers HUI-court. b.t.

[March 13, 1869.

tltrANTED, hy a Chemist, a well-built,
VV good Slied HOUSE arrd handsome SHOP, In London, or

Upper Teddingtou, Ulldl b<

„,.u.e to eoDBlst of five good bodroon ,

feet to 20 feet sciuv e, also three W.C.'..bath-

and all necrss'ry domestic office*. To be

s noighhcurhood.—Address, H. WAKEFIELD,

TO MASONS.

AAfANTED, a thoroash practical MONO-
VV MENTAL MASON (who undeistands Carvlngi to act a*

FOREMAN. Also, a good general MASON and BETTER.—Apply t<

8. J, WATTS. Colchester.

tTirANTED, an active CARPENTER and
VV JuINBR. to take the lead in a Jobbing Builder'* Shop at

the Wett-end. Constant employment to a suitable mau.---Ap^y, by

letter only, itatlog wage* required and reference*, to 41, Otfic-.' of

“The Builder.”

ASrANTED, by a London Firm of Builders
VV and Contractoi*. a thoroughly competent Y'aRD FORE-

MAN. It is quite usele** any one applying who has not fliied a simi-

lar situation, and esQ pio-IuceuudeniHbletw'imouUlsw to character

aud abill'y.— Address, by letter only, wlHi fu'l partl^sulara Twp*ctlng

age, salary required, and reference*, to Q Q. Post-office. Lirae-

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

XTlfANTED, to APPRB TICE a LAD, aged

VV 14, as Carpenter, Joiner, and Undertaker. Premium mode-
!

' -- Address, sUtlog terms, to

iT) A RT N E R S H I P. — WANTED, a
^ e T,VT.iraTt7ao In

rare,l865 ------ » •• "
, X PARTNER'HfP, in an old or weil-eeUblhhed BUSINESS in TO ABCHirBUia, «c.

. * vrm

;.'S.xrs’h; ,

, b..

commiMlon. A caUlngue of this sale can he bad gratis from any TO ARCHITEITrS AND SURYF.'^RS. some knowledge of Gothic, aud unmake ^ shelve .

TO STONE MBRCHANfS AND PAVIORS.

YLTANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as

V V YARD FOREMAN or CLERK. Good reference* a* to cha-

racUr and abilttie>.-Adilrc*a, IXii. Office of “ Tb* Builder.

TO BRICK AND TILE MANUFACTURERS.

A'lT'ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
VV a SITUATION u* FOREMAN or MANAGER Has bid

25 years' ixperience. and capable of keeping all accuuuto. Aildres-.

.A, C. 13. ht. Maiy’e-road, Favervbam. Keut,

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

ANTED, a SITCATION, by a

BUILDER'S BON. Cuo trace, draw plau*. taka out quan-

-ities. estimate, or con'd take charge of__6

acquainted wi'halllrade*. Salary it)

•'The Builder."

.e.-AdJren.Ol'l, Office of

ANTED, by a practical BRICK-
LAYEE, a very steady man. BKICKWORf . by /he ”d.

Good rereioucu.-AdJfe.a. R. F. P. 14, Brook-road. Juuaioo-iuad.

Upper Holloway.

' riiOOASIONAL ASSISTANCE rendered

. { J by the Adverllae.s In PREPARING PLANS, Bp-cIflc.tL.n,
‘

'•— Qua’ tl'lei. or Meaauring, on moderste terms.— Aiidre**. 1.3 o, Jonn

bookseller. B. QUARITCH, London.

IJEKEBOTION in BOOKKEEPING.
_r BUILDERS and Others desiring a rea'ly good aystem. —

-

h.v, . asr « MODEM r.,
^ rtOMPETITIONS, WORKING DRA'

• *,lso a \ l IICG8, DESIGNS, Sc. ntide-Uken on the ahnrle-t mi

PerapecHvet fut'tned and_col ured.- Addraa*, Z. A. cereot n<

keeper, No, 1, L ng-acre.

I. C. Mr, Gobbi, Iroum

t. Adelphl.t

d which baa been adop'ed by many la'ge

BALE’S RUDIMENTARY SERIES.
|

A EOmTECTS E^
,
Mechauicsl

HUiOil.lD.iVXAA,
I

.W.,. -TFMPORXKV

The ART of BUILDING; containing the
'

leral prinelpl.i of eonatructlnn. the materials used In balldiog. Drawing ft*.

c-ngth of wateiiale, Sc. Sc. By EDWARD LOBSON Price Is. 6^
BRICK and TILE MAKING. By EDWARD

addition*, embracing account of a"

i<j ePHOLSTERERS. BUILDERS. AND OTHERS.

YT7ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 20, a

V V RR-ENGAOEUENT ae CLEkK.TIMEKEEPER..*c Would

object to lu'
...nv.-i Q.iarw iniidecate. Unexceotlon-

ilLf TO ARCHTTRfTH AND SURVEYORS.

DOBSON New edition, with addition*, embracing account of all y\ESIGNS PREPARED from ROUGH
rtcent iropD^vemeut*. new uja.liluery, Ac. By ROBERT MALLET. J / gKElCHF-S or o'herwDe in the beat atrU of art PeraijecHv-a

Prices*. miillned 0. etched. Q'l.ntlOe. iU,.plied.-Addi-es., X. 17. ThHVle*

MASONRY and STONE-CUTTING : exhibit- mn. u- ibom,

ingthelnlDclpl.s of m»-oi,ic pr-Jection. and their app1l»DoD By
TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, ftc.

‘“?£rLTE™nON'“f¥wEtLlNG.H(IDSES, ' nlLDERS,tto

''‘cottage building. By 0. BRUCE r, ,w _

m

1 LLS. —WANTED, a steadj-,
.--c,.—. xBi*- --••1 and addltlooi. Piicel" .. ... ... »-O AYV

O imr, s the working of i

FOUNDATIONS and CONCRETE WORKS. "ib* Buoder -

’‘'liTeT railENTS, MORTARS, CON. ' -TWO (/ERKS WANTED

! Kits^udon : VIKIUE ft fO-2b Ivy-'aue-
,u •

aiplicaiito.’ own writing,

Blrchin-iaoe, E.C.

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS. 4c

WANTED, by a first-class PLUMBER, &c.

a SITUATION or JOB, piecework or otherwise—Address,

stating waits given, to A. Z. Plumber, 38. Hya lane. P ckhaiii, e,

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

\\7ANTED, plastering, Piecework, by
VV a Man In tbe habit of taking plastering to any amount^

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

W ANTED, by a thoroughly good
PLUMBER, a JOB, or SITUATION as THRE&BRaNCH

HAND Can do gnsfitting or plam zmcw.irk if required. A good

refeieu ie can I* given.- Address. PLUMBER, No. 118. Berinoudexy

street, BuUthwark. —
TO BUILDERS AND ARCHITECTS.

XtUANTED, a KE-BNGAGEVIENT, as

VV GENERAL FOREMAN or CLERK of WOBKd. H** h’d

care of cxt-nslve j .b». Aged 3a G.iod reference*.— Addrea*. A. D,

No. 1, Aiexaudra I

Jusl published In One Volume, 8' o. price 12-. i

George petkie, ll.d. m.k.i.a. &c.
foimerly Pierident of the Royal Hibernian Academy; his

Life and Dihoui* in Artand Arcb.-eoLigy. „
Hv WILLIAM STOhES, M.D. D C L. Phyilclan-iD-O-dlnniy to the

Qu euiul.e'and-
We rejoice at the appearance of a wo k which more than at y

other we have seen erhluila withlu a very moderate space a rion

uieplayoflbeouliquarlanandarlsllctreoju-'-
lele to fully ab..uml«. The llybt which Ihest

iiiiinente."— flrifisA J/«ficn( yoKDKtL
'• Petne's Line will, doublles*. always mainly rest upon his magnl-

demt volume on the Hound Towers, and the early ecoleslostlcal r--

main* In Ireland. But wc haidly knew, tUl we learned it ft.,m Ur.

Stokes’* bock, how varied his stodieB and aUataments wei*. —

good hand*, and understsn

od ci.Ufly io the survey <

in making plana—Apply. 1

. Messrs. Walerlow ft Sous

ii kes bse perfoi med
Apait from Petrie’s career, il

sir cl* of his more Imporlar

biographical tvk with loving c

bi ok supplies carefully-wrltieu

iTchooluglc-l woiks, and a cxmp
picluroo."— AfACi

iVa xerfwi treat to f-.llow Dr, Petrie* 9

illng laud, aud to review his works ou

under the able gulilJ

rpRE LOCAL BOARD of HEALTH of

.L«STs'oKSSR";r.'S?tVoS
“hi;™"'.?.’.';

Bvor and Inspector of Nuissoces under the Public

46 aud not to engage In any other buainees. He will

’expected to have a fhotcugh knowledge of laying but-

dreTalring roads, making plans and «'imat«i. aud of the v-Joe

gliways wiihln the district la about 30 miles. The population,

..W An uuforutshad ho -
App'ica eta'Irg^sH'y,

e of Dr. Stokes."- Cor

•ps about that
er, abbey, srd
anpornri/ Uc-

•• A loving and appreciative memoir. . . Tae archts iloglst

learn troo Petrie'.. sttuipleilivbtstmodeofslu-'y. . . Ur. Btii

inter. sting memoir is a valuable addition toourilvesofdUliugui

Irishmen.”— -Vof.qt (tad Querira
London: LONGMaWS, GREEN,* CO. Paternos'er-rnw.

W ANTED, a SITHATION, in an Archi-

Uct’s Office, as IMPROVER. Ho* some knowledge of the

business. Aged 18.-F r futthe,- particular* address lo J. T. (i, I.i.k-

TO HOUSR DECOHATOR8 AND EHTATK AGENTS.

W ANTED, by a young Man, a constant
SITUATION as WORKING FOREMAN. I* a goO'l ihree-

brin.hhai.d, gas-fttter. aud pspe'-*-

•

—i' nn in all house

re(ialr*
;
a flnt -class hand for a gap

dl up in at

.
st.te. E'ghtye'.

given as lo abillly and itBadlne8a.--Add.e.s,

TERRISGloN, No. 8, Weulock-terra.o, Wcnlock-rood, Lity roi

TO ARCHITECTS, ftc.

YtrANTED, a RE-ENGaGEMBNT, eiihei

VV in au AECHlTECl'd OFFICE or as CLERK of WORKS.

Ha* been anicled to the profession. B« ii '“F?*'**
/''i'

‘

addr I

oiuoauled with testimouli

"OEOiiOE BAlLCy.Clork to the Local

3, Union-street, Luton, Bed*.

-y 0 R K
L a-Al

minster.
I_ W ANTED, a CLERK of the WORKS, or MASTER MASON,

ho hashed practical experience In the reeioratloo

i hiircb aichiltclure, and in whom the fullest cnutldencecau be p area

for ' f c uduct and altenlton to his duti«. t“'‘>7.2 .
jer

week and the profpect of a house ran'-free — AppHcatlonsaod lest -

moirrals to be>ent to CHA8. A. THI3HLTON, Eeq. Miuster yard,

York, ‘

TO MASTER PLUMBERS.

\irANTED, by a Young Man, aged 21, a

VV SITUATION. M IMPROVER la PLCMBINU aud QAS-

PITTINO Ha* been used to uew aud Jobblug work. Would like to

TO ARCaiTE'CTS, ftc.

Now ready, in royal 8vo. price 0*. with many lllu.tiaUoiH.^

riN the EXTUAVAGAMTUbE of FUEL
lu COOtlNG OPERATIONS; wUh a *bo>t ncccaut

BENJAMIN lOUNT of RUMFoRU. and his Econouilc.l Syste

aul numerous practical inggestlon. adapted for domeatic use.

By FBfcUbHK'K KDWxeKDS. Juli.

Al t her of " Our Liomtsii.; Fueploces,” " The VeulUstl in of

HoneWsc.
loodon : ROBERT liallUVi JCKE. 192. Piccadi lly.

COMPLETION OF EASTLAKv'S HlaTORV ' P OIL PAINTING.
Now ready, lu S\0. p,l.o 14r. Vol 11. of

RIALS for a HlS'iOKY of OIL

: LONGMANS. GREtN, <

TO MASONS.

W ANTED, an energetic WORKING
FOREMAN. None need apply unlee* having fliledaslm lar

•Hi.iHnn — Ani.lv bv lett-r. Mating age. reference*, anil wages re-

qulrid,t-J P. BURTON. S^ne^erch-. n', Siratford-road, Kenrlng’on .

TO 0RAINEB8 -AND WRITERS.

YY7ANTED, a firdt-class Workman for a

\V vermanoucy.-Apply to SMITH BROTflEKS. Decorator*,

TO GOTHIC DRAUGHTSMEN.

YA7ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by an

VV .x,etl.ncedDRAnGaT0UXf. C«d e dr.-..j!.rr..n

raUs-Addra**, R. F, 4ii, WludmiU-erreet. Tot euham-:ourt-rOi'. W.

ANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a
respecUb'e Young M.n, «g-d 32. as RLUMSSR, PAINIER,

GLAZIER, and PLAIN Zt>C-WOKKER, Welt able t

self generally useful lu unyihing leqolred, prlr- --

Vages uo object.

—

W‘

TO BL'ILDBUB. ftc.

WAIaTED, by the Aiivertiser, ageii 24, a
KE-ENOAQEMEST as CLERK. Beveial jear. In la teitua-

liou. Highest refereuce8.-Addre8s, A. B. 5. CauibolU-Urrac*.

TO GRAINERS AND WRITERS.

anted, by a Yiarng Man, a SITUA-
VV TDiN os IMIROVLR. Town preferrtd.- Addtiss. J. C.
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Islington of Old.*

HE northern suburbs

of London, as Mr.

Howitfc remarks, are

amongst the richest in

historical and biogra-

phical reminiscences.

Before the aristocratic

class acquired the ten-

dency to spread itself

over the western flats,

the higher grounds on

the north, as well as

the City itself, were

the chief abodes of the

nobles, as well as of the

The fields about Islington have, from the

earliest times, been a favourite resort of the

Londoners for open-air exercise and sport. Dis-

tinguished archers here won the game-title of

Marqnis of Islington, as in other parts they won
that of Earl of Pancras, or Duke of Shoreditch.

King Henry VIII. himself conferred the title

of Duke of Archers, or Duke of Shoreditch,

on one of his guards, named Barlo. The dis-

tance at which a skilful archer could hit a mark

is something wonderful. The longest distances

between the marks in these fields were nineteen

score, or 380 yards j the shortest nine score, or

180 yards. A curious fact is related of Tophara,

“ the strong man of Islington,” who could bend

a stout poker round his neck, and do greater

feats. He ridiculed the long-bow in a public-

house amongst archers as a plaything only fit

for children. The archers wagered him a bowl

of punch that he could not draw the arrow two-

thirds of its length, and on trial he lamentably

failed. Such are the marvels of practice. And

though archery died out, pleasure continued

to live, and sought its aliment at Islington.

Thornton, in his “ Conncisseur,” has described

the Sunday excursions of the citizens to this

village, to drink ale and smoke their pipes
;
and

Goldsmith has celebrated the tea-parties, and the

hot rolls and butter at White Conduit House.wealthy merchants of

London. Hampstead Nobody enjoyed each holiday trips into the

and Highgate bear, !
country near London more than Goldsmith. In

even now, amid all the ‘ what he called his “ Shoemaker’s Holidays,” be

changes of the last two
i

often turned his steps towards Islington. Three

centuries, the traces of or four of his intimate friends, says the “ Euro-

this former predilection ' pean Magazine,” rendezvoused at his chambers

of the affluent dwellers
i

to breakfast about ten o’clock in the morning,

in, and frequenters of,
,

At eleven they proceeded np the City-road, and

the metropolis
;

and
|

through the fields to Highbury Barn to dinner.

Islington, if possessing ' About six in the evening they adjourned to

fewer of the residences ' White Conduit House to drink tea; and they

of the nobles of secular rank, is still more
!
concluded the evening by supping at the Grecian

abounding in the memories of the intellectual
j

or Temple Exchange Coffoe-honso, or at the

heads of society. Its easy approach at all times 1
Globe in Fleet-street.

from the City had made it at once the resort I The parish of Islington contains six districts,

and the abode of a great number and a great or liberties, named from the manner in which

variety of those who lived and worked there.
j

they are situated,— Sc. John of Jerusalem,

Many names and many derivations of name i Upper Barnsbury, Lower Barnshury, Canon-

have been assigned to Islington. Isendune, ' bury, The Prebend, and Highbury, or Nowing-

l8endone,Iseltone,Hia8elton,HysBldone,TseIdon, I ton Barrow. It contains also the hamlets of

and Byseldon, are the various forms of the name ' Upper and Lower Holloway, Ball’s Pond, Battle-

which present themselves for Islington at various ' bridge, the City Gardens, Kiugaland-green, and

periods. Till almost a recent date it was a ' the greater part of Newington.green. It is

village standing isolated in open fields. Lyaons ! also divided into eight ecclesiastical districts,

says the parish is three miles one farloug in ' namely,— St. Mary’s, St. John’s, St. Paul’s,

length, two miles one furlong in breadth, ton ' Holy Trinity, St. Peter’s, St. James’s, All Saints’,

miles and one half in circumference, and con-
!
and St. Stephen’s.

tains, exolnaive of honses, gardens, aud wastes,
!

One of the oldest establishments at the foot

2,699 acres 37 perches of land, of which 22 a.Tes
\

of Highgate-hill, just above Holloway, and near

only wore arable, and about 10 acres nursery-
,

to where Whittington’s stone is placed, was a

grounds. When Doomsday Book was com-
j

Lazar-house, or hospital for lepers. This was

piled, part of the parish was arable, part common i one of four such hospitals erected at some dia-

pasture, and the rest consisted of woodland, oak, I tance out of London for the reception of people

and beech, affording pannage for sixty swine.
!
afflicted with the leprosy, or, as it was called.

The population then consisted of only twenty- “ the linenless disease.”

seven persons and their families, who were chiefly

shepherds, herdsmen, aud tillers of the ground.

Mr. Tomlin thinks that tho old Whittington

Stone was merely the basement of a cross once

From the earliest times Islington seems to have standing there, of which he gives a woodcut, and

been amidst extensive open fields, the resort of ! that this part of the story of Whittington is a

shepherds and graziers. The church stood in a
field on the highest part of the town, and not

far from the woods. It was dedicated to St. Mary,

and was considered to he of very ancient date

;

some imagining that there had been a church

there from the Saxon times. When the old

structure was pulled down to erect the present

one, in 1751, it was in a very ruinous state, but

the tower was so strongly cemented as to require

gunpowder to rend it to pieces. We are en-

abled to reproduce a view of it given in Mr.

Howitt’s book.f

• “The Northern Heighta of London; or. Historical
. Aaso.iationa of Hampstead, Highgate, Muaweil - hill,

i Hornsey, and Islington.” By William Howiit. London:
Longmans & Co. 18tl9.

t See p. 226.

myth. But why so ? asks Mr. Howitt ; the

basement of a cross by the wayside, from which

the cross itself was broken, is just tho sort of

seat of which a wayfarer would avail himself.

In Nelson’s time there were some old houses

which appeared to have belonged to persons of

eminence on tho north side of the road at Upper

Holloway. In one of them, which became the

Crown' publio-house, and which has long dis-

appeared, there was a tradition that Cromwell

had lived. Nelson donbts Cromwell everhaving

a house here, but thinks he might have visited

his friend. Sir Arthur Haselrigge, who had a

residence in Islington.

Highbury, famous for springs and conduits

which used to supply part of the city before the

making of tho New River, has always been

noted for its elevated situation and its fine

views over Stamford hill, Epping Forest, Horn-

sey-wood, Muawell-hill, Crouch-end, Highgate,

Caen-wood, Hampstead, and Primrose-hill. The
water from the Highbury springs was conveyed

as far as the White Conduit aud St. Giles’s, Crip-

plegate, and carried from the conduit to the

private honses by 'men called water-bearers, in

vessels called tankards, bolding about three

gallons each.

Of the New River we have often spoken, and

we need not recur to its origin here
;
nor to the

life and doings of Sir Hugh Middelton.

The dangers of the road between London and

such suburban villages as Islington were extra-

ordinary in old times. Nelson says that as late

as 1770, and later, the roads were so dangerous

betwixt London aud Islington, that few ventured

back to London in the evening, they stayed in the

village all night at the Angel, the Lion, or the

Pied Bull. Even in the heart of the villages

robberies were committed; both carriages and

foot passengers were frequently stopped in tho

moat daring manner; and it was usual for people

walking from the City in the evening to wait at

the end of St. John-sfcreet till a sufficient party

were collected, who were escorted to Islington

by an armed patrol appointed for that purpose.

The precincts of Islington were the haunts of

such notorious robbers as Duval and Turpin.

Canonbury Tower, or House, the chief part of

which still remains, was possessed in the six-

teenth century by Sir John Spencer, who was

Lord Mayor of London in 1591, and was reputed

to be the richest commoner of his time : his

town residence was Crosby Hall, and Canonbury

House was therefore a sorb of country residence

at that time. The greatness of Sir John drew

upon him dangerous eyes, and a plot was laid

by a Dunkirk pirate to waylay and kidnap him

for tho purpose of obtaining a ransom for him,

which it was said would not havo been less than

50,0001. Sir John, however, escaped accidentally

by remaioing in London all the selected night,

and the pirate and his men had to fly and em-

bark for Dunkirk in the morning. But a more

successful pirate turned up in the lover of Sir

John's daughter, who stole Iter away in a baker’s

basket. Sir John resolved to disinherit her in

consequence, and on Queen Elizabeth asking him

to stand sponsor along with herself to the first

child of a young couple who had been abandoned

by their father, he resolved to make this child

his heir, but to his astonishment discovered that

it was his own grandchild whom he had adopted.

This is one of the best anecdotes extant of

“ good Queen Bess.”

As London, under the names of Canonbury

and Isliugton, came crowding up about Canon-

bury Tower and its ample gardens aud fair lakes,

the proprietors began to desert it for more dis-

tant resorts ; it became the house of the steward,

and the chambers were let as -lodgings to gentle-

men from London who sought suburban quiet.

Newbery, the publisher, had rooms in it, and

Goldsmith used to visit him there. As difficulties

pressed on Goldsmith, he would remain hidden

there for weeks, giving out that he was away in

Yorkshire, or elsewhere. He came to like Canon-

bury House BO much, that ho had summer

lodgings in it, and his literary friends used to

visit him there. Sam. Johnson, no doubt, showed

his ponderous figure there frequently. He and

his associates wonld adjourn to the Crown

Tavern in the Lower-road, and be very jolly.

It is said that Goldsmith wrote the “ Deserted

‘Village,” the “ Traveller,” and part of the

“ Vicar of Wakefield,” in Canonbury Tower.

Washington Irving visited Canonbury Tower

because Goldsmith had inhabited it. He says :

“ I was shown the very apartment. It was a relic

of the original style of the castle, with panelled

wainscot and Gothic windows. I was pleased

with its air of antiq\iity and its having been the

residence of poor Goldy.”
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Irving located his “ Poor Devil Author ”

there, and described what be himself, uo doubt,

saw. The view given* is from a print in ilr.

Gardner’s Collection. The “tower’' is now
surrounded with houses. Within the last

ten years some thousands of houses (we speak

from personal knowledge) have been erected in

Islington.

The Pied Bull, to which allusion has just been

made, stands not far from Islington-green, and

is said to have been the residence of Sir Walter

Baleigh. It is now a public-house, as the name
implies. It has undergone many alterations.

The Queen’s Head, another public-house, in

Lower-street, is traditionally said to have been

the residence of Lord Treasurer Burleigh, and to

have oven been occupied by the Queen her-

self occasionally. When Brewer compiled his

“Beauties of England and Wales,” in 1816, the

“Queen’s Head” was one of the most perfect

specimens of ancient domestic architecture re-

maining in the environs of London. It was ~

as an experiment of a model prison, in which an

improved discipline could be carried out. The

first atone was laid on April 10th of that year by

Lord Lansdowne, attended by several members

of Parliament, and other gentlemen interested

in the improvement of prison discipline. He
also laid the foundation stone of the New City

Prifon, which superseded the Compter, at

Hollo- way, and which was opened October 6,

1832.
. - f

In respect to the comparative substantiality of

many old buildings, there is but too much truth

in Hr. Howitt’s remarks while describing those

in the northern outskirts of London, but some

allowance may perhaps be made for the influence

of time in hardening and consolidating cements

and mortar : he says :

—

“ The bricka and brickwork of hundreds ofold mansions

in town and country, show how far, in this burrying and

money-scraping age, we have gone backward in the quality

of brick and bricklaying. And yet this is scarcely a correct

espression, for we can go back to r

which the brick and bricklaying

Blrontr wood-aud-plaster building of three stories, 1 ours. Look at the fineness, the solid
,

. ,

prejecting over each other,
_

and ^forming bay barnt

brick of to-day, and the coarse mortar in which it ”windows in front, supported by brackets aud

carved figures. The centre protruded several

feet beyond the rest of the front, and formed a

commodious porch, to which there was a descent

often in rude layers of nearly an inch thick, and the con-

trast is disgraceful to this age of boasted progress in the

arts, but an age in which strength and beauty of bnilding

sacrificed to the sordid calculations of the builders

the decline of Rome. No
gniflcently than the

of several steps. The superstructure was sup-
1

profits. This „ , t. .v

ported by figures ot carved cab. crowuod with
|

Ionic scrolls, standing on each side Ot tne en-
; gt^ntially. Juvenal, describing the buildings of Rome, as

trance, The interior was in the ancient style of
|

well as its luxury and vices, astonishes US by^bU actual

oak panelled wainscot, stuccoed ceilings, and
,
descriptions ol London

U. . .
’ — V . - says, you were alwavs 1..

your ears, and hurrying to escape from fires :

—

—
' rru t. 1 K .Twriv. fl.o savB, you were always having the houses tumbling about

carved chiraneypieces. The stone slab over the ® - » j . . - ...

fireplace of a front room on the ground-floor had

a classical design of Diana and Aotmon in

relief, with mutilated figures of Bacchus, Venus,

&c. This ancient building was pulled down in

1829, and a new house, still called the old

“ Queen’s Head,” erected on the site. We may
add to what Mr. Howitt says, that the bas-relief

mentioned—a coarse work—and some other of

the fittings, including one of the ceilings, are set

up in the present house.

‘ inceadia, lapsus

Te'-tomm assiduos, ac mille pericula a»vrc

Urbis.'

And again

—

‘Nos urbem colimus fenui tibicine fjtam
Magnii parte sni, &c.'

The builders ran up their slim walls and daubed th(

with stucco to make them look decent, as ours c

‘ Heace,’ says Juvenal, ‘the greater part of the houses

,,, are kept standing by frail props, which the agent erects to

4. i 1 T « v,nV.,W, uvna nnllpd ' prevent their instant fa'l. He s'ops up the old craekr
The ancient Angel Inn, which was P“>led

,
, But next, you

down in 1819 to make way for the present one, neighbour shouts for water—he is running to save h

exhibited the usual features of a large old ' moveables—the Qames are already in the third story, and

country inn. having n long front, with an over. «» ‘ben. vbo 1 v. m ibo K.rr.t. 1

hanging tiled roof, and two rows of windows,

twelve in each row, independent of those in the

basement story. The principal entrance was

beneath a projection, which extended along a

portion of the front, and had a wooden gallery

at the top. The inn yard (of which also we
are enabled to give a view), approached by a gate-

way in the centre, was nearly a quadrangle,

having double galleries, supported by plain

columns and carved pilasters, with caryatides

and other figures. These galleries had, doubt-

less, been often thronged with fpectators of

dramatic entertainments, at the period when inn-

yards were customarily employed for such pur-

poses.

In Copenhagen-fields, whore the Londoners

sought amusement and the graver exercise of

political agitation, is now placed the extensive

New Cattle Market. The enormous inconve-

nience, cruelty, and public danger occasioned by

driving the weekly hosts of cattle and sheep

through the crowded streets of the metropolis,

had long been a subject of discussion and serious

reflection amongst "the metropolitan public. A
Mr. Perkins, of Bletchingley, in Surrey, seized

the opportunity to remove the public difficulty

by a bold speculation. He projected and built a

new cattle market near Ball’s-pond, at a cost of

100,0001. It was commenced in 1833, by sanc-

tion of an Act of Parliament, and completed in

1836. The object of Mr. Perkins was good, but

it was destined nob to be profitable, for he re-

ceived determined opposition from the City

anthorities, aud the site was too near Loudon to

obviate, for any considerable period, the mischief

it was intended to remedy. It was soon sur-

rounded by a dense popul..tion. It was extin-

gnished by an Act of Parliament, to make way
for the City soheme of a market in Copenhagen-

fields. For this purpose, Copenhagen House aud

fields, to the extent of seventy-five acres, were

porchased by the Corporation of London, aud

converted into the present New Cattle Market,

which was opened June 13th, 1855. Com-
modious as is this site, it has also the fault of

being too near London. It is already environed

by houses, and must become more and more so.

Eventually, the London abattoirs must be placed

away in the country, and the meat sent np by
railway.

Pentonville Prison was commenced in 18-10,

Mr. Howibb’s volume is a very entertaining

one : of course, it must needs bo to some extent

a compilation
5
but it is skilfully done, by one

who well knows how to give old facts a fresh in-

terest by presenting them in words of hia own.

WHAT IS “CLASSIC” ?

We owe to onr Poet-Laureate the recommenda-
tion not to

“ Deal iu walch-toordi overmucli
j

”

and perhaps the advice is no leas applicable to

those engaged in the practice of any important

branch of art than it is in the wider sphere of

political or social life. Many of the misappre-

hensions, misunderstandings, and cross-purposes

which interfere so seriously with real intellec-

tual or artistic progress, arise from imperfect

out of it,” or in some such complimentary Ian-

guage. The Gothic man, however, is nob in

reality so bigoted in comparison with his Classic

brother, as may seem at first sight ;
he has some

reason for bis “ good hating but that reason

is in fact mainly baaed on the ambiguous use of

the word Classic, which has most unfairly been

made to stand for two schools of architecture,

which have in fact very little in common, so lAr

at least as principles are concerned, although in

some details they approximate. With the view

of promoting the cause of catholicity in our Art,

let us endeavour to discriminate between whaC

we may call tbe true and the spurious applica-

tion of the word Classic to architecture.

When the revived attention to, and recovery

of, the ancient literature of Greece aud ilciue

occupied the attention of the first minds of the

period, afterwards to be known as that of the

Renaissance, these newly-fouud treasures became

naturally, by contrast with the Medimvalliteratnre
period of o'ur history

|
supplanted, the select or “ Classic

”

™o"h“'i'™Ah^ models of style, the preference for which was

laid; carried (as in most revivals) to sucli an exteno

as to render the whole of the new literature of

the period but a weak and artificial imitation of

the peculiar turns of thought aud phrase of the

originals; nob, be it observed, of tbe spirit and

feeling, bub only of the details of the bitter.

Hence it is that the original literature of this

period in Italy, and the productions of the cor-

responding era at a later date in onr own oountry,

have for the most part lost so mneh of their in-

terest for any but professed students of literature.

They are not the expression of genuine feeling;

or if they are it is so hidden under a veil of

artificial form as to be scarcely recognizable;

and when wo speak of “ Classical literature,”

we pass over in our minds the reproductions of

the antique style; we think, not of Pope or

Poiitian, but of Homer or Horace. Bub it has

nob been sufficiently recognized that the archi-

tectural history of the period is precisely analo-

gous to its literary history. The revived interest

in Greek and Roman literature suggested also

the return to the study of their architectural

remains, when the fierce flame of Mediteval in-

spiration had well-nigh burnt itself out ;
and this

return, so far as it bore fruit in actual architec-

tural reproduction, was marked by exactly the

same character as distinguished the literary

works of the Renaissance. Like the adopted and

affected Ciceronio correspondence of the period,

wherein the attention to minutim of style com-

pletely superseded the free and heartfelt expres-

sion of genuine sentiments, the architecture of

the day, and for a long time after, became a

kind of artificial shell consisting of an agglorae-

rate of details from various ancient buildings, of

sections of antique architecture super-imposed

one upon another; the Roman corruption of

Greek architecture being here made the starting-

point for a still more unlicensed treatment,

whereby the external design became divorced

from the internal plan, and from the actual con-

struction, and was iu fact in many instances an

elaborate piece of scenery erected as a ma!?k to

the actualities of the building which it concealed

rather than illustrated. Hence it was that the

Renaissance architecture lost so much, we may
aDprehensions of the definite meaning of words, !

,

•

or from the current nse of the same word under
;

perhaps say lost almost entirely, the arohitectonio

different significations, constituting what logi- expression, and assumed a sort of decorated fur-

oiatis designate as the fallacy of an “ ambiguous 1
nitnre or cabinet appearance, endeavouring o

middle term,” through which different parties compensate for the falsity and superficiality of

may arrive at nearly opposite conclusions from !
the general treatment by the elegance of win ow-

apparently the same premises. And such words
!

dressing, balustrades, terminal
_

vases, and such-

especially as have been laid hold of as the watch- like adjuncts. It is not sui prising t a eearn-

words and badges of a party, are apt to lose est minded architects, who imbiated the Gothic

sometimes ull trace of their genuine origin and
,

revival, and who. from dihgenb study of ^

meToing, or at least to be madVto include mean-
i

remains, had become penetrated with the love

, ......... . > 3 ' Iii/i/Ri-m/i nrf.. fi.n fi iBt.i naiiiahefl troin
iDffS which do nob rightly fall under them. Aud for genuine bmlding art, as distinguished from

thWh the terms “Classic” and “ Gothic ’’may what Professor Kerr has well termed the

be. as has been remarked, little better than a
j

" superficiation” of the Renaissance shonld have

kind of “slang,” their constant use as represent-
j

learned to look with contempt on the latter as a

ing two schools of architectural art, supposed to ' false treatment of architecture, entirely degrading

be radically opposed to each other, has had con-
[

the art from its true form of expression, i e

siderable influence in narrowing and restricting same feeling has nowspread from the professional

* See p. 226. t See p. 228.

the theory and practice of the most conscientious

and earnest workers in each of said schools.

Each of these words forma a concrete term under

which an architect of one school may include all

the defects as well as all the merits of the other

;

and in this manner the word “ classic ” is espe-

cially used by the adherents of the Gothic per-

suasion. The Classicists are mostly lenient

towards Gothic, except to certain modern de-

formities parading under that name, referred to

in a recent article in our columns; bub the

genuine Goth takes up his song against all build

ings of the Classic school, shortly defining t

Classic design as “ a design with all the life taken

ranks to those of educated people generally.

Whilst writing this, we have an instance brought

before us of the expression of this feeling, iu the

course of a story in the current number of the

Coryiliill Magazine: the heroine is sitting in a

cathedral,

—

“At the foot of one of the onormons stone masses of

clustered columns, which looked almost as large as a house

in itself, and she gazed up into the mighty labyrinth of

arches and roofs above her head. Each part in a Gothic

structure seems to grow out of each by a natural and ever-

varying sequence,—there is something so li'ing in it;

while a Palladiaa or Italian building obtains height by

simply piling a repetition of column and architrave and

niche, one upon ihe other, again and again,— a far more

awkward and inartificial manner of accomplishing it.”
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By “ inartiBcial ” we presume the writer means

“inartistic;” but the remark is a perfectly just

one, and shows a better perception of what con-

stitutes architecture than we commonly meet

with in the popular works of fiction of the day.

But to represent the Renaissance type of archi-

tecture as the embodiment of the Classic school,

as the only alternative and opposing school to

Gothic, shows a moat strange misapprehension

of the real relation of the Renaissance to the

Antique. To lay claim for the Medimval style,

as its votaries are wont to do, to be considered

the constructively truthful and Architectonic

style par excellence, as opposed to the construc-

tively false and superficial Classic style, is per-

fectly unreasonable. If we are to admit, as the

characteristic principle of Gothic, the genuine

and truthful exhibition of construction and the

correspondence of external design to internal

plan, the Parthenon is on that view as Gothic a

building as ever was erected : and to charge the

vices of the Renaissance (compensated as they

were by much beauty and elegance of detail)

upon the Classic school generally as its recognised

and inseparable characteristics, is about as rea-

sonable as it would be to decry the value and the

truthfulness of Greek and Roman literature

because pedantic scholars in the present day

amuse themselves by the manufacture of bald

and coldly correct Greek and Latin verses—the

shadow without the substance.

If, then, we take away the distinction between

Gothic and Classic, vulgarly accepted by the

adherents of the Gothic school, as representing

respectively the truthful and the “ sham ” in

architecture
;
if we refuse to identify “ Classic

”

with wreathed and trussed window-dressings

and interrupted pediments whose two halves

flank the inevitable vase; if we cannot even con-

sider that a building is properly “classicked”

by the presence around it of rows of columns,
” engaged” or otherwise, where do we draw the

broad distinction between the two schools ?

Taking the widest view of the matter, and

leaving details for a moment out of considera-

tion, it may be said that Classic and Gothic are

in architecture the representation of the two
widely opposite spirits which in literature would

be called the Classical and Romantic. And what
these two schools, whose respective influence can

be traced through all the productions of art and
literature, really represent, is this :—the Clas-

sical is the spirit of repose in feeling and of self-

restraint in execution; the Romantic (or Gothic,

for we may just now use the terms interchange-

ably) is that of restlessness and aspiration in

feeling, and of licence and freedom in exe-

cution. In the first, the thought and soul of

the work, though always present, is to a
great extent in subordination to the form and
execution; or, at least, the conception and
execution are precisely adjusted to one another,

and there is no attempt to express more
in the work than the form in which it is to be
embodied will admit of—no attempt to hint at a

meaning and feeling imaginable though inex-

pressible. In the romantic school, on the other

hand, there is always manifest a straggle on the

part of the artist to convey some indefinable

feeling to the reader or spectator, something
which he cannot adequately express, and for

which all the materials at his command are in-

sufficient. Consequent upon this comes an in-

difierence to form and unity in art, and an at-

tempt to get as near as possible to the feeling

desired to be conveyed, by the aggregation of a
multiplicity of expressions and forms, crowded
one upon another, as Hilton says of the verdure of

Eden

—

"Wild without rule or art, enormous bliss,”

the expressive word “ enormous ” being of course

used in its original Latin sense. The first school

expresses most clearly all that it is intended to

express, but leaves little for the imagination ;
the

second is more mysterious and suggestive, more
stimulating to the imagination, but fails in unity,

concentration, and distinctness. The first is

pre-eminently the art of high civilization and
of positive philosophy ; the second, that of

imperfect civilization and of metaphysical
theology.

Not to theorise beyond the patience of our
readers, however, and to return to our own branch
of art,we cannot see this better exemplified than in

contrasting two such buildings as St. Paul’s

Cathedral and York Minster, both being dis-

posed in the same manner as to general mass,
each having the principal and prominent feature

in the centre of the composition. Of course

in detail St. Paul’s has a great deal of

what we have called the “spurious Classic”

about it, and it suffers, moreover, from having

no advantageous point of view near it. The best

idea we have had of the real beauty of the dome

was from a photograph taken from the roof of

some one of the neighbouring buildings. But,

witbont entering into the question of the intrinsic

beauty of the two cathedrals, what strikes us in

the aspect of St. Paul’s dome along with its

western towers, as seen from the most advan-

tageous point of view, is the completeness and

unity of the whole composition. As we look at

it, the architect’s whole idea is before us,

carefully studied and worked out; we want

nothing farther to tell us his intention. In

York Minster, on the other hand, there is by

no means this finished appearance. Not only

are there, as in nearly all Gothic cathedrals,

divers irregularities and freaks of treatment in

parts, but the central object itself,—the main

tower,—conveys to us less the notion of a

thoroughly conceived and finished design than

the idea that the architect had here done all be

could. Thus far he had got in expressing his

feeling, when the shortcomings of material and

means obliged him to leave the rest to our

imacrination. It is this uncompleted aspect of a

great Gothic work, this hinting of we know not

what remaining still to be expressed, which

probably suggested to Coleridge the remark that

a Medieval cathedral was “infinity made con-

ceivable.” Perhaps there is no more striking

instance of the Gothic spirit in its parity than is

shown in the west front of Peterborough, called

by a well-known eminent critic,
“ the finest

portico in Europe.” It may be admitted to be

SO; but there can be no doubt that it is in fact

quite out of proportion to the building, and, if

done on a small scale, would bo condemned on

that ground by every one. But the architect of

Peterborough troubled not his mind about pro-

portions
;
be would have as grand, as lofty a

portico over bis principal entrance as could pos-

sibly be obtained. If practical difficulties pre-

vented his carrying up the rest of his building

to a proportionate height, he must submit
;
but

here, at least, was one element of grandeur

secured, and there it will remain to be a joy for

ever. The same theory explains, if it does not

altogether justify, the disproportionate height

of the French cathedrals, which rendered it

impossible to crown them by a tower adequately

proportioned to the substructure, and in which

we trace the same effort to give the utmost

possible effect to the part of the building which

was first worked upon, leaving it an after-

consideration whether it would be possible

to carry out a complete design on the same

scale.

From our present point of view, the rival con-

struotive systems of trabeationandarcuationmnst

be regarded rather as auxiliary than essential to

the expression of the Classic and Gothic schools

respectively ;
the latter constructive system

growing up naturally when the romantic con-

ceptions of the post-Christian architects went

beyond what could be accomplished by the

simpler trabeated conatruotion. Bub it may be

doubted whether the characteristics of horizon-

tality and verticality of general design, so long

identified with the Classic and Gothic schools

respectively, are nob in reality of the essence of

the two schools. The spirit of repose, which we
identified with the Classic school, finds its moat

natural expression in horizontal composition upon

a widely-extended base, and carried to no such

heights as render its construction or its per-

manence a mystery to the spectator. The spirit

of unrest and aspiration which belongs pecu-

liarly to the Romantic school, on the other

hand, can only be fully embodied in those ascend-

ing lines and that restless, soaring growth of

vault, and turret, and pinnacle, which the Medite-

val builders seubup into mid-air, and poised there

by a touT’dC'foTce of masonry. Then the distinc-

tion between the use of ornament in the Classic

and Gothic school must not be passed over. The

pure Classic school, whether in literature or art,

is always sparing of ornament, and would prefer

to sacrifice the most beautiful and elegant of

detail rather than for a moment obscure or draw

attention from the main composition. The

Romantic school has always loved ornament for

ornament’s sake, and scattered it in very pro-

fusion over poem and cathedral, without caring

to consider too curiously whether such profusion

mightnob defeat its own end.

In endeavouring to draw a marked distinction

between the true Classic school in architecture

and its supposed antitype the Renaissance, we

shall have done a good work if we may have

thereby suggested the removal from the former

of the stigma which has been attached to it by

BO many Gothic practitioners, who have con-

founded it with the spirit of the Renaissance,

and passed one sweeping judgment on both; a

judgment partially just, no doubt, from their

view of the subject, but founded (unless we are

much mistaken) upon falao premises. If the

leaders of the modern Gothic faction (we take no

account of the manufacturers of coloured-brick

fireworks) claim that in all truthful architecture

the constructive and msthetio design should go

hand-in-hand and illustrate one another, and

that the external design should exhibit and grow

out of the exigencies and requirements of the

internal plan, and of the objects and ends of the

building, they may see their principles illustrated

in the noblest remains of the pure Classic

school. Nor ought the great qualities which

specially distinguish the Classic school of archi-

tecture to be ignored or diaesteemed as they are

at present. Granting all the elevating tendency

of the aspiring vertical style, it may be doubted

whether in the long run the horizontal style does

not lend itself better to what can most rightly

be termed architectural composition, and whether

it is not in fact susceptible of the grander treat-

ment of the two. The qualities of repose and

majesty, which belong peculiarly to this style,

have always been recognised by the beat critics

as the highest qualities which a work of art can

boast ;
and in respect of architecture, we may

add to these the invaluable attribute of stability,

real and apparent, which unquestionably belongs

more to buildings in the trabeated horizontal

style than to any others; though a horizontal

composition is by no means incompatible with

the employment of arcuation in the subordinate

features of a building, or even with domical

roofing. Nor is it in the least to be supposed

that a Classical style of design necessarily in-

volves inconsistency between plan and design,

and the halving a building into two corre-

sponding sides, like the parterres of a Dutch

garden. This misapprehension is nnfortunately

fostered by the practice of many of those who

have called themselves Classical architects, and

whose tame and weary productions have gone

far to make the word Classic synonyinoua

with Hamlet’s three adjectives, “ flat, stale,

and unprofitable.” But the notion of building

a town-hall, for instance, with two wings identical

in design, although one may be occupied by a

grand public room and the other by small offices,

belongs not to the Classic, but to the Renaissance.

That which really gives the Classic tone to a

building, viz., unity and completeness of design,

horizontaiity and consequent repose and stability,

and the sparing use of ornament refined and

well-studied in character and carefully sub-

ordinated to the total effect—all this is just as

compatible with the free treatment of ground-

plan and grouping according to the dictates of

convenience, as is the Gothic style which^ is

supposed to monopolise all freedom of planning

to itself. And those who think that to renounce

the revived Gothic style in favour of one based

on such principles of treatment as we have

shown to belong peculiarly to the Classic school,

would be to give up the opportunity for the

greatest triumphs of their profession, may be

reminded that when Martin, in his grand scenes

illustrative of the Bible and of Milton, drew so

largely on architecture in aid of his effects, he

obtained all his grandeur of effect by^the employ-

ment of horizontal perspective in bia imaginary

buildings, without a single exception which we
can call to mind. What might be made of such

commissions as the Law Courts, were a sober

and stately style of the Classic model substituted

for the piquant and variegated groupings of

towers and turrets which always form the main

features in such designs at present, we should be

curious to see. Our strong impression is that

both in these and in smaller and more ordinary

buildings, a return to Classic principles, as dis-

tinguished from Renaissance, and with doe regard

paid to peculiarities of climate, and so forth,in the

treatment of detail, would result in a style far

more suited to the real wants and feelings of the

present day than the revived Gothic can be said to

be ;
more especially as we bold that, whatever

be the attraction of Gothic for those who love

the romantic and picturesque in art beyond all

other qualities, the Classic always has been, and

when treated in its true spirit always will

be, the style which pre-eminently recommenda

itself to intellectual minds, whether it be

embodied in long-resounding verse, or^ in the

silent outstretched perspective ^of cornice and

colonnade.
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HOW SHALL WE KEEP OUE HOUSES
CLEAN ?

When we come to reap the fruits of an ex-

truded system of education,—say, in the next

f eneration,—we shall find many matters in onr
} ouses will require alteration or re-adjiistmenfc,

(o suit the new order of things. When our
domeatio servants are sufficiently educated to
know somewhat of the structure of the human
frame, they will probably object to do very rough
work that exposes them to the certainty of pre-
sent colds and aches, and future rheumatism.
We shall have to look thoughtfully at the various
appliances and means with which domestic
labonro are effected, and consider whether they
can be improved

;
whether different materials

could be substituted in some cases, or plans
contrived in others, by which much of the
drudgery of house-cleaning could be done away
with. Wo propose to briefly point out some of

the existing domestic tasks that are unneces-
sarily oppressive upon such of the daughters of

men as are maidservants. Just as some other
cccupations have their peculiar diseases, so are
these persons especially liable to colds, sprains,

and the complaint known as “ the housemaid’s
knee;” and when they come to be educated and
able to choose employment, it is not likely they
will prefer one that has the disadvantages of

domestic service. And then how shall we keep
otir houses clean ?

The first task of many maidservants after

rising is to light fires, and remove the ashes
left from those of the previous day. This
is a dirty, smutty operation. But it might be
shorn of half its discomfort by tho application to

all fireplaces of tho contrivance already used in

some kitchens, viz.—a grated well sunk in the
hearth for the ashes to fall into. It is, indeed,
a matter of surprise that this plan is not in

universal nse, moat especially in drawing-rooms,
where the furniture is covered with velvet and
satin, and articles of virtu are displayed, which
must materially suffer from the matitndinal
coating of fine ashes. A fireproof well, a few
inches deep, furnished with a tray having sides
to it as high as the depth of tho well would
permit, and handles, so that it could bo drawn
np and carried away conveniently, would very
materially lessen the dirt of the fire-lighting

business. The next disagreeable is the black-
leading process. We are full of sympathy for

the incouveniencea suffered by the painter in the
use of white-lead, but we only laugh at the victim
of black-lead when a maid-servant answers a
bell with a smudge of it on her brow. Nostrils,
month, and throat got choked with the fine

powder flying from this smooth-faced article.

Can we not think of some pleasant-looking, suit-

able, and economical material for our fireplaces

that would supersede the use of it ?

Then look at the immense number of houses
which have a flight of stone steps, and a huge
landing-stone in front of them, in the streets and
squares of London

j
in the crescents and terraces

of fair, bright, inland watering-places, as Leam-
ington and Cheltenham

;
in quiet country towns

;

in fine, in every direction. The beauty of these
approaches, and, indeed, the character of the
head of the house, are supposed to depend on their
whiteness

; to secure which quality they must be
daily scoured and hearth-stoned, in all weathers
and all seasons. Sorely here is a waste of time
and servicq, which the choice of some other
material for an approach to the street-door might
diminish. But, besides the steps, there are the
brass bell-handles and tho brass knocker to
polish. Unless these are well rubbed with some
polishing paste or powder every morning, they
have a dismal, slovenly appearance. Some ten
minutes must, therefore, be wasted in thousands
of houses by one of their most able-bodied in-

mates in this frivolous piece of labour, after
the still longer process of “doing” the steps
is accomplished. It will be seen that future
improvements in choice of materials for the
items enumerated may considerably alter for
the better the natnre of the toil demanded of
the young working-woman. The scores of kneel-
ing figures in lilao gowns and tiny white caps
scouring their masters’ door-steps, to be seen
in the course of a morning’s walk, are nob now
above the task

; but will they like it when they
are as educated as our morning governesses ?

But we have not yet done, luside the street-door
there is another item open to improvement. This
is the door-mat. Lift it np, and beneath it there
is usually to be found a thick deposit of dust
that has filtered through it, whether it be made
of india-rubber, cocoa-nut fibre, oakum, or

matting. Those who carry it away to beat it

are speedily lest to sight from more causes than
one. The door-mat is evidently one of the prin-

cipal deposits of dirt in a house, and requires a

masterly management. Would nob a well (some-
times now formed tho depth of the mat only)

similar to that we have described for the ashes,

and of the same size as the mat, be of service
'

here ? Again, would not a couple of coats of

paint on every floor of wood considerably lessen

the labour of scouring it, and facilitate the
sweeping of it free from the dust that filters

through even the best carpets ? And should not
every wash-house in private houses, as in insti-

tutions, be furnished with an open-work wooden
floor that would permit of the laundresses’ feet

being kept dry ?

The next difficult indoor operation is window
cleaning. Owing to the exact division of sash
windows into two equal portions it is next to

impossible to clean parts of the panes in some
large windows without standing outside

;
and to

bo able to sit on the window-sills and bring the
process to a successful issue is considered such
an improvement on this fearful danger, that we
shall be probably thought to be over particular

when we find fault with this alternative. But
we do find fault with it, and believe that we
shall yet contrive for windows to be cleaned as
comfortably as swing-looking-glasses.

This generation has already done somewhat in

our bouses for the next. We have introduced
self-acting cooking apparatus, lifts, washing,
wringing, and drying machines, extended house-
drainage, water supply on our upper floors,

and in various other ways lessened indoor labour.

But wo must not forget that there are those

coming after ns, and for whom it is in a great

measure onr duty to provide, as it should be our
pleasure, who will look upon some of onr ap-

pliances as we look npon the cumbrous mangle
of onr forefathers, or upon the spit that required

turning, or upon the bucket of water that had to

be lifted from the well and carried from the

basement of the house to the topmost bedroom.
We, as well as edncating our successors, are not
to forget to improve the appliances we are to pnt
into their hands.

EEMAEKS UPON MILITARY REMAINS
IN WALES.

The country west of the Severn and the Dee,
which, in a military point of view, may be re-

garded as Wales, is peculiarly rich in military

remains, British, Roman, Saxon, Danish, and
Norman. It would seem that in remote times,

before the invader had stained the sacred soil,

the several tribes were, as they long continued
to be, at war with one another, and in conse-
quence each had its own camps and strongholds.

At least, this seems to be the only way of ac-

counting for an almost infinite number of earth-

works, of no great size and of irregular form,
which are found in positions where they never
could have been intended for the general secnriby

of the country. These are evidently of early

date, and no doubt antecedent to any general
invasion, either from England or from the sea.

Besides all these, are found a aeries of larger
though less numerous earthworks, which crown
the high grounds along the B:?a-coa8t, and those
inland to the west of the Severn

j
and occur

also along the straths and passes by which the
country is laid open

;
such, for example, as the

vale of Clywd on the north, of the Vyrnwy in

Mid-Wales.Sand of the Wye and Usk in South
Wales. These are probably of later date, and
certainly intended for defence against a more
general enemy. On the east they are opposed
to that long chain of camps of large area, and
constrncted with immense labour, which crown
the heights and spurs of the Cotswold from the
Bristol Avon northwards to Evesham, and which
are generally regarded as the works of the ad-
vancing Saxons, who, having traversed the plains
of England, looked down with delighted and
greedy eyes upon the “ virgin daughter of
Locrine,” and her rich pastures of Gloucester,
Hereford, and Worcester.
Some of these earthworks are known to be

Biitish, and others to be Saxon and Danish;
but no certain rules of distinction between them
have been established. They are either round
or oval, or more commonly of irregular outline,

governed by the character of the ground. They
are usually on the tops of hills or the crests of

an encampment, so as to command a view, and
be tolerably secure against surprise. The de-

fences are commonly a succession of banks and

ditches, the earth from the latter being thrown
inwards

;
and these defences are deeper and in

greater number on the more accessible sides.

There are seldom more than two entrances ; often

but one ; and these wind obliquely through the
defences, so as to check the force of a imsh of
men, and thus guard against a surprise. There
is but seldom a supply of water. They seem to

have been intended rather to resist a sudden
attack than to hold out against a blockade. The
banks are in some instances of broken stone,

and occasionally, though very rarely, of rude dry
stone walling. Some of these camps are of very
large size. Dolebury, on the Mendips, is above
1,000 yards in length

j and its banks, of broken
stone, are from 10 ft. to 15 ft. high.

These camps, however extensive, all appear to

be the work of barbarous or unscientific nations

;

bub mixed up with them are found other works,
commonly indeed of earth, but placed and de-

signed by men who were evidently no novices in

civilized wars, and were proficients in the arts of

castrametation. These were the Romans, whoso
camps are usually placed, not on the tops of hills

or in inaccessible places, but in the plain and
near a stream or source of water. They moved
with wheel-carriages and cavalry in their train,

and trusted to their discipline to guard against

surprise, the favourite tactic of the savage.

The Roman camps, instead of being round or

oval or of irregular Lirm, are usually rectaugu-

lar, constructed with great regularity, and pro-

vided with several openings, whence an assailant

could be outflanked. They were also divided

within, according to certain well-ascertained

rules.

The Romans, moreover, coming not merely as
invaders, but as future colonists, busied them-
selves in making lines of high road, upon which
their camps are posted, and by means of which
their communications were kept open. At cer-

tain intervals they converted their camps into

fixed stations, regularly walled in, many of

which, like Caerwent, Caerleon, Neath, Cardiff,

Gloucester, and Chester, became the nuclei of

large villages, towns, and cities.

These earthworks, with occasional Roman
defences in masonry, were the only military

works that preceded the invasions of the Nor-
mans in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.

There is no existing evidence that either Celt or

Saxon in Wales ever built a military structure

in brick or stone and mortar. The instances

cited on Penmaer-maur, Carn-Goch, and else-

where, only prove tho poverty of the evidence

adduced. These are enclosed with loose dry
stone walling, of considerable thickness, and
which at Carn-Goch contain certain cists or

cavities in which the natives probably hid their

valuables and possibly themselves. Of a regular

wall still left of a tower or castle, no trace has

been recognised.

The influence of the Norman conquest was
speedily felt on the Welsh border. With the

activity of all great generals, William at once
saw the importance of securing the Severn and
the Dee, with a view to the occupation of the

marches in strength, and the conquest at some
future time, of the rocky and impregnable
country beyond.

lie at once took possession of Gloucester,

Hereford, Worcester, Ludlow, Bridgonorth,

Shrewsbury, and Chester, and directly, or by the

agency of his greater barons, fortified these

Saxon towns, and placed a strong castle in

each.

At the same time he,—and the policy was pur-

sued by his son,—encouraged these barons to in-

vade Wales, selecting the more open and weaker
parts to the south and west, and the broad strath

or vale of Clwyd, which forms a sort of ap-
proach to the great strongholds of Snowdon and
Anglesea. Thus the Earls Palatine of Chester,

second only to their sovereigns in rank, and
sometimes their superior in force, established

castles at Mold, Flint, Rhuddlan, and Diganwy,
extending up to the Conwy river, and securing

access from, the north by sea. In like manner
the De Clares, of the race of Strongbow, in the

south, placed the base of their opei’ations in

their impregnable castle of Chepstow, upon the
month of the Wye, and having married the

heiress of Fitzhamon the conqueror of Glamor-
gan, established their power along the plain and
fertile country between the hills and the Bristol

Channel, and advancing along the old Roman
via maritima, maintained a chain of fortresses,

of which Newport, Cardiff, Neath, Kidwelly,
Llaustephan, Caermarthen, and Llangharne, each
commanded the month or passage of some con-

(Siderable river or inlet, while Tenby, Pembroke,
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Manorbccr, Oarew, and Haverford, secnred the

peninsula of Pembroke and the haven of Mil-

ford, and thus not only commanded all the ap-

proaches by the Bristol Channel, but laid the

foundation of a secure connexion with Ireland.

Ludlow and Shrewsbury, like Chester and

Gloucester, also served as bases for further con-

quests. Ludlow was the head-quarters of the

lords of the Middle March, the Mortimers,

De Lacys, Talbots, Dinans, and Fitz-Warines.

Shrewsbury was the fortress of Robert de

Belcsme, of the great house of Montgomery,

to whom belonged the proud distinction ofgiving

name to a Welsh county, instead of, like other

lords, deriving a title from it. From Shrews-

bury issued those warriors who founded Pool

Castle, Aberystwith and Cardigan, Kilgaran,

Newport, and, indeed Pembroke, althougb that

maguificent fortress owes its chief illustrations

to its later lords of the bouses of De Clare and

Mareschal.
In addition to these main lines of occupation,

the open valleys of the Usk and the Middle Wye
were occupied by the great barons Fitz-Osbert

and Newmarch, who established their power
about Brecknock, Abergavenny, and Usk, and

whose estates ultimately vested in, and were

augmented by, the Bohuns, whose earldoms of

Hereford and Essex balanced even the enormous
influence and royal connexion of their rivals, the

Do Clares, with their earldoms of Gloucester

and Hertford.

The grasp thus taken upon Wales was held

with variable strength, according as the Marchers
were supported by or at variance with their

eovcreign
;
but, with some intervals, it was re-

tained during the reigns of the two first Henrys,

and was, on the whole, strengthened during that

of Henry III. The castles, often taken, and
sometimes ruined, by the Welsh, were regained

and strengthened, and in South Wales one new
•castle of great magnitude (Caerphilly) was
erected by the De Clares iu the last year of the

king.

But under Edward I. the English power was
not only consolidated, but extended, and was
wielded far more by the king than by the

proaching a wall to breach it shall be open to

the fire of as large an extent of rampart as

possible; and as they reach the wall shall be

exposed, not merely from the top of the point

attacked, but from each side of it. In other

words, the besiegers should be unable to attack

without being exposed to a superior and con-

centrated fire from the besieged; and the be-

sieged should be sheltered.

Now a round tower—supposed to bo a very old

form of castle—least of all forms fulfils these

conditions
;
for it is clear that the besiegers,

while approaching, can only be fired at from

that part of the wall exactly in front of them

;

and when they reach its foot they are safe from

all missiles except those thrown down from its

top, while their supporters could, by a steady

and sustained flight of arrows, prevent any one

from appearing on the battlements.

The only advantage of the round tower is its

passive strength and absence of all angles,

so that it is not easily breached; and when
mined, does not readily crack and fall.

The square tower is rather more defensible,

since a broader part, that is a greater length of

rampart, could bo manned for the annoyance of

the assailants
;
but the defendants, it will be

observed, are quite unprotected from arrows

from without; also, when the attacking party

have reached the foot of the wall, they are safe

from all but missiles from above.

From these considerations it will be evident-

and it was evident to all the mititaiy nations even

of remote antiquity—that every wall should have

flanking defences, that is, towers or bastions

or mounds witbiu seventy miles of Caen, and

they are not uncommon in England. There is

one at Arundel, carrying a polygonal shell of

wall, and they occur at Oxford, York, Totnes,

Bedford, Marlborough, Hinckley, Tamworth,War-

wick, and Christchurch, and there is a very fine

one at Wallingford. It is now supposed that

they were thrown up by the Saxons, and were

intended to be fortified with palisades. In Wales

they are very rare. There was one at Hereford,

there is one at Caerleon ;
bub the grandest mili-

tary mound in Wales proper is at Cardiff, where,

though crowned by a Norman wall, it is con-

nected with earthworks of a Roman character.

There are, however, in many parts of Wales

detached mounds, surrounded by a ditch, and

which seem to have been thrown up to enable a

small body of men to hold out with certainty for

a limited period. They were, no doubt, stoutly

palisaded at the summit, and probably outside

the ditch. There is one at Gelligaer in Glamor-

gan, a fine one near Towyn, and one near

Newport in Cardigan ;
but they are rather liable

to be confounded with sepulchi'al mounds or

barrows.

The north Welsh castles rarely present any-

thing of the Norman type ;
and those in South

Wales, though generally earlier, seldom, in their

present form, are older than the times of Henry

III. Some of the earliest, as, for example, Pon-

mon, and, to judge from its foundations, Sully,

contain a variety of the square keep ;
but the

general tendency of the EaVly English period in

Wales was in favour of a large aud often irregu-

lar enclosure with high curtaius and round

flanking towers, in which the peasants and the
projecting from the face of the wall, and capping -— ...-q

its angles. In such an arrangement the curtain cattle could be received and sheltered daring

or wan mtermediate between the flanking towers, ' any sudden incnrsion of U.e Welsh.

wbiob, being the weakest, would naturally be
,

and Dynevor Penmark, •Wh.teonstle, and Mga-

seleoied for breaching, is so protected as to be
;

ran, seem to have been snA places and Morlars

almost unapproachable
;
and even when reached, ,

though of the reign of Edward I., illustrates

the assailants are exposed to the near and direct
;

this type,

fires of the defenders, one on each side; and
j

these defenders, as they shoot from a flank, are

Duriur*’ the post-Norman, or Early English,

rnese uoienners, as sue, „
,

period, at the end cf the twelfth or early in the

not at all exposed to arrows coming from the thirteenth oentnry. tkero seems to have been a

front. This is the system of flanking defences, tondeney to build dotaohed round towel s, and

well understood indeed by the Homans, and sometimes oastles^with cironlar keeps, snob as

from them adopted by the Normans, but far
,

Oonisborough. Without touching upon tho

*.. 1.
• _„i- Ktt flioir Hp. Tpxpd nneation

Marcher lords. North Wales and Anglesca were trom tnem auopteu uy ms .liuiiuouo,
rramiuh LrtPns’ I mav

•conquered, and the conquests were secured by more extensively put in practice by their de-
^

vexe qn
„ keen of Pembroke the

the great castles of Bero, Harlech, Caernarvon, sceudants in tho twelfth and thirteenth

Beaumaris, and Conway, the mins of which still turies, and only brought to perfection after tho
j

towers ot
1 are also

..n__n uv. ’ ,u.. J evF rvsa^raownripr I Tretowct, ucar Abergaveuny. lUere are aiso
attest the wealth and generalship of Edward
and the skill of the military engineers and
masons of his day.

With these great works of Edward I., the

military history of Wales is brought to a close.

Tho Welsh fought valiantly in the English ranks

at Agiucourt, and, under the house of Tudor,

became gradually incorporated into the British

Empire, of which they have ever approved

themselves, both in peace and war, very loyal

and valuable constituents.

Such, then, very briefly related, are the cir-

cumstances under which the great fortresses of

Wales were constructed. I now arrive at the

consideration of the works themselves.

English, or rather Mediaeval, architecture, has
•only been scientifically studied during the last

thirty years, and military architecture for a

much shorter period. Rickman altogether de-

clined to notice castles, and they have by no
means shared in the flood of light which has

been directed upon our cathedrals. What is

wanted are good ground-plans, and scientifio

•elevations aud details. Grose gives few plans,

and bis plates are poor. Buck, though better, is

cut of perspective and inaccurate in detail. The
plates in King’s “Munimenta” are as excellent

a,s his letterpress is worthless. Tho plates pub-

lished by the Society of Antiquaries are also

excellent; and recently Mr. Parker’s valuable

volumes have supplied much towards a complete

study of the subject; aud it is difficult to speak

too highly of the abstract of the great work of

Tiollet-le-Duc, which has appeared under his

care.

Much, however, remains to be done. Castles

are usually in a ruined state. They are but
seldom ornamented

;
aud very commonly all the

ashlar work has been removed, and nothing
remains but the rubble and concrete of the

interior of the walls, without i-egular form, and
affording but little information as to age. A
castle is essentially a defensive work. Its uses

are to enable a small number of men to resist

or beat off the attacks of a larger number, and
to secure a safe place from under cover of which
an army may retire, or from which it may
advance.
The great point in the design of these works,

is so to arrange them that those who are ap-

Tbo Norman ®caBtle usually consisted of a the foundations of a largo round tower, dccdadly

walled enclosure, the wall being flanked with ' Early English, at Whitohnroh, near Cardiff, and

towers, generally square, and in the enelosure a ,
tho tower of Bronllys, in Breoknockshire,_ has

building of far greater strength than tho outer

part, and known as the keep. The Norman
keep, from its great height aud size, towered

above and gave character to the whole fortress

;

and, from the immense thickness of its walls, it

has in mauy cases descended to the present day

entire or nearly so. Most commonly these keeps

were quadrangular, with a door on the first story,

and outside they are strengthened by pilaster

strips, while all the angles become square turrets,

though of very slight projection. The first-floor

is generally a hall. There is often a chapel, and

the access to the different floors is by winding

stairs at the angles, and by galleries and small

chambers in the thickness of the walls. The

well is usually carried up through the wall,

having an opening for the drawing of water, in

each story. I need only name as generally

known the keeps of Dover, London, Canterbury,

Rochester, Guildford, Porohester, Colchester,

Kenilworth, Richmond, Baiiborough, Prudhoe,

Newcastle, and Carlisle. There are about thirty

of them in England, and many in Normandy.

Iu Wales and the Marches they are rare.

Those of Bristol and Gloucester have long been

destroyed, as has that of Haverford. At Chester

there is a square keep, aud at Ludlow, though

this latter is mixed up with later buildings.

There are square Norman keeps at Goodrich aud

Chepstow, on the Wye, and a small one at Og-

more, on the river of that name. At Penlline,

also in Glamorgan, is a fragment with herring-

bone masonry.
The Normans did not, however, always build

square keeps. Sometimes, within the enclosure,

is a circular mound of earth, and upon this they

placed a circular, or, more commonly, a polygonal

shell of wall, of considerable thickness, against

which, in the side, buildings were erected, leaving

an open court iu the centre. Where these mounds

are seen it is uuusual to find a square keep,

Their origin is doubtful. Had the Normaus

thrown them up they could scarcely have built

upon them, aud yet most of the masonry they

carry is Norman, of a very solid character. In

Normandy there are about forty of these mottes

recently been illustrated iu tho pages of tho

“ Arcbajologia Cauibrensis.”

This circular style, though employed largely

in France, aud long contiuued iu the flanking

towers of castles, and on town walls, was not

much affected for detached castles in England,

but the reign of Hetwy III. witnessed a great

improvement in castle building, which was

carried on and perfected in that of Edward I.

This new style, now known as the concentric

or Edwardian type of castle, exhibits a great

advance in military knowledge, no less than in

architectural skill. Although the structures

are more extensive, and on a far larger scale

than in the Norman period, the walls are not so

massive, and there is far more economy of

material.

The keep, whether square or round, disappears,

and in its stead is found a largo oeulral court,

usually rectangular, with drum towers capping

the augles, a hall and offices on one side, aud at

each end a gatehouse. Outside this inner ward

or bailey is usually a second enclosure, also

rectangular, capped with round towers at the

angles, and sometimes with intermediate towers

on the curtain wall, and also, like the iuner ward,

having two gatehouses. This is the middle

ward.
The outer ward is seldom if ever complete.

It UBuallv consists of a sort of outwork, some-

times of earth, aud often includes one or more

barbiCauB, or defences outside the moat. The

smaller specimens of these castles have only a

tendency towards the conceutric arrangement,

but the larger examples, such as are found both

iu North aud South Wales, exhibit it very

strongly.

Moreover, most of these castles were intenaed

to lodge some very great lord, the sovereign s

deputy, and occasionally the sovereigu himself,

and although security was their first object, it

was by no means, as formerly, their only one,

and was combined with great architectural

splendour, and with arrangeiueuts for the display

of hospitality on a large scale.

Many of these concentric castles are not
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original works, but are formed by tbe addition

of exterior walls to an older keep. At Porcbes-

ter is a large rectangular space, still enclosed

witbio what are usually regarded as Komau
walls and buttresses. In tbia stands a fine

Norman cburcb, probably on tbe site of tbe
Boman sacellum

j
and at one angle is a very

fine Norman rectangular keep, of unusual size

and height. In tbe Edwardian times this keep
has been isolated from tbe great court by a wall

and buildings, converting the structure into a
sort of concentric castle.

Chepstow in like manner has bad Early
English and Decorated wards added above and
below the Norman keep. Tbe castles of London
and Dover are still finer and more perfect ex-

amples of the conversion of a Norman keep into

a perfect concentric fortress.

Kidwelly, a very curious Welsh castle, is, in its

present form, concentric. It is in plan almost a
semicircle, the river Gwendraitb forming tbe

chord, and a deep artificial fosse the arc. It has

a celebrated chapel.

Perhaps, having regard to its area, its archi-

tectural detail, and the number and complete-

ness of its defences, Caerphilly is the first

concentric castle in Britain, as Beaumaris is

the second.

Caerphilly covers about 30 acres of ground.

It has three distinct wards, seven gatehouses,

of which five are of large size, and about thirty

portcullises in different p.irts of the work. Its

hall and kitchen are on a grand scale, there is a

grand gnard-chamber or governor’s hall in each
of the two interior gatehouses, and within the

walls are fish-stews and a water-mill. The
north and west sides are covered by large earth-

works, skilfully designed and placed; and tbe

Bontb aide was protected, as at Kenilworth and
Leeds, by a spacious lake, now drained, bnt
which once filled the moats, and flooded also the

low ground on the north. The grand front

towards the Rhymny is 250 yards in length, and
from 20 ft. to 60 ft. in height, with a grand central

gatehouse, and large postern gatebonses at the

end of each flank. The pier and foundations of

the barbican of the grand entrance remain, and
show that the drawbridges defending it must
have been of unusual span and breadth.

Caerphilly was constructed towards the end
of the reign of Henry HI., by one of the De
Clares, Earls of Gloucester and Hertford ; and
large additions were made to it by Hugh le

Despenser tbe younger, who garrisoned it for

Edward II. in the last year of his reign.

Caerphilly is especially remarkable for the

jealous care with which it is guarded against

Bnrprise. Each tower and each gatehouse is

isolated both from the court and from the walls

by regularly portcullised doorways.

Beaumaris is rather more regular in form than

Caerphilly, though of less magnitude. Here
the hall is in one of the gatehooses, and the

chapel occupies, as at Kidwelly, a mural tower.

The inner walls aro of unusual height and thick-

ness, and contain two very curious tiers of tri-

forial galleries, of which the lower covers a

magnificent aeries of sewers. There are but

two concentric lines of wall. The outer line is

represented by a sort of spur work, which ex-

tends towards the sea, and commanded the

whole port. Beaumariswaa builtbyEdwardI.,and
marked the establishment of his power in North
Wales when he turned the flank of Snowdon.

Harlech is of the same class. Caernarvon
and Conway, both works of great size and
beauty, and also the work of Edward, are

scarcely in plan concentric, but are rather graud
examples of tbe curtained and towered inclosure

introduced by Henry III., and both combine the

accommodations of a palace with the defences

of a castle.

With the conquest of Wales by Edward I.

terminates tbe history of Welsh military archi-

tectore. Many of the castles were aubsequontly

altered, and some converted into dwelling-

houses ;
but, with the brilliant exceptions of

Raglan and St. Donat’s, we have not much of

purely military work of later date than the

middle of the reign of Edward I.

To recapibnlate, we have to observe, in Wales,

the Norman castle of Cardiff, with its earlier

mound
j

the rectangular keeps of Goodrich,

Chepstow, Ludlow, Ogmore, and Penlline, and,

rather later, of Fonmon. The cironlar keep of

Pembroke, and tbe towers of Tretower, Caldecot,

Bronllya, and Whitchurch.
Next we have the fortified enclosures of Kil-

geran, Bere, Caldecot, Dynover, Whitecastle,

Llauatephan, Tenby, Dinas-Bran, Manorbeer, and
some others.

Finally, and chiefly, wo have the grand con-

concentrio stmetures of Caerphilly, Beaumaris,
Kidwelly, Harlech, and their contemporary
structures of Caernarvon and Conway, and in

South Wales of Morlais and Dinas by Talgarth.

Besides these well-marked and, more or less,

well-known examples, there are scores of castles

in Wales of which parts, usually gatehouses, re-

main, and many of which having been originally

founded by the alter Normans, and afterwards

burned and destroyed, exhibit what the skilled

antiquary will recognise as traces of the Early

English, Decorated, and Perpendicular periods,

down to the partial restoration in the Tudor
manner, which followed upon the extensive

devastations of Owen Glondower.
In the grand divisions of British military archi-

tecture, to Wales must be allotted, as peculiarly

her own, tbe Edwardian period. The Norman
keep, whether square or as a shell upon mounds,
must bo studied in England or in Normandy, and
the circular tower keeps chiefly in France; but

oven Windsor, Warwick, Dover, and the Tower
of London, though rich in historical association,

aud possessing individual parts of surpassing

grandeur, can by no means, in military com-
pleteness and simplicity of plan, be compared
to those noble fortresses which girdle the skirts

of Snowdon, or rise out of the velvet meads of

Glamorgan. C.

PROPOSED INFIRMARY FOR LAMBETH.
The gnardians of St. Mary’s, Lambeth, in-

vited some twenty-two architects to send designs

for the infirmary proposed to be erected near

Kennington-road, offering three premiums, 150Z.,

lOOZ., and 50Z., for tbe best, second best, and
third best respectively : the snccessful compe-
titor, if required, to carry out the works for

1,200Z., leas tbe amount of premium, but not to

be entitled to any premium or payment, unless

a contractor would undertake the work at a sum
not being more than 10 per cent, above the

architect’s estimate. The accommodation re-

quired is for 600 patients,—250 males and 350
females. In addition to the infirmary, the

guardians asked for a block plan of a workhouse
for 1,500 inmates, in order to show that tbe

infirmary, as planned, would not render it im-

practicable to provide a workhouse ou the site

hereafter, and they offered a separate premium
of 50Z. for the block plan which should seem to

them to be tbe best.

Twelve of the twenty-two, as we mentioned
recently, have responded, and their designs have
been hung for some time in Lambeth workhouse.
The injurious farce has been played of covering

up the names of the designers affixed to the

various drawings, and substituting in each case

a letter, from A. to K. ; neither of tbe two under

those letters, by the way, being without merit.

Ono of the least important results of resorting

to the pseudo-anonymous appears to be that the

descriptive particulars sent by tbe architects are

not appended to the designs, probably becanae

the name of the designer in each case appears

in them.
The architects have been left in donbt as to the

desired mode of approach, and some (of which
L, a compact plan, may be taken as type) have
thought it necessary to have the entrance front

of their buildings on the narrow width of the

land, next Pleasant-place ;
while others, of which

we will point to G as an example (a plan well

deserving attention), havo availed themselves

of a roadway newly acquired by the guardians,

leading from Renfrew-road to the long side of

the land, and placed their main front there.

The guardians unfortunately say in their

Instructions, “ Some of the wards may be pro-

vided to contain four rows of beds;” and this has

betrayed many of the architects into submitting

plans which ought on no account to be adopted.

For bedridden patients and convalescents a
double ward may be endured ; bat now to erect a
double ward for the sick would be so entirely

opposed to the teaching of experience and to tbe

public opinion on the subject which we have

aided to form, that we cannot for a moment
suppose the Lambeth guardians contemplate

each a step. Shonld they do so, an over-ruliug

power should be appealed to. In design H, as

iu some others, the double wards are confiued to

the bedridden cases ;
and iu design K, on which

much pains have been bestowed, an alternative

plan avoids doable wards altogether, and is com-

mendable accordingly.

It may be noticed that some of tbe compe-

titors have submitted complete designs for a

workhouse, though asked for only a block plan.

ST. JAMES’S CHURCH, BOLTON.
St. James’s Church, Bolton, has been opened

by licence of the Bishop of Manchester. In

1864', the charitable trustees under the will of

the late John Barrow, having at their disposal a

considerable sum of money left by Mr. Barrow,

towards the building fund, advertised for designs.

A very large number were sent iu under cipher.

From amongst them, two were selected for con-

sideration, which were found to be by the same
architect, and ultimately one of them, with a

central steeple (as now carried out), was adopted.

In the first instance, it was proposed to build, at

the cost of 5,OOOZ., a church to seat 1,000 people.

Bat afterwards, iu consequence of subscriptions

not coming in as liberally as was hoped, it was
decided to reduce the cost somewhat, and the

accommodation to 800. However, before the

builder’s estimates were asked for tbe plans

were again enlarged in various ways, so that the

ohurcb as now built will accommodate nearly

900 persons on the ground floor, there being no
galleries. The contract was taken by Messrs.

H. & S. Warburton, of Harpurhey, Mauebester.

The ground plan is cruciform. There is a western

porch, rather longer than the width of the

nave, and so arranged as that one door may
serve for entrance, while there are three to allow

of speedy exit. At the north end of this

western porch is the baptistery, which opens into

the church with a couple of narrow arches resting

on a central pillar. Tbe nave is of more than

ordinary breadth, and is marked oft' from the

aisles by four arches on either side. The chancel,

which terminates towards the east with a semi-

circular apse, is 43 ft. long by 20 ft. wide, the

steeple being built over the western half of it.

The choir seats are under the steeple, aud the

flat boarded oeiling of this part is considered to

be well adapted for sound. To the north of the

choir is the transept, 34 ft. long, affording space

for the organ as well as for large vestries. The
south transept is not quite so long, but has an

aisle on its east side opening out of it by a

doable arcade, and is also provided with a sepa-

rate door. Here the school children will sit.

The seats are low aud open benches, the choir

stalls being somewhat more ornate. The floors

of the passages and chancel are all laid with

red and black tiles, in patterns. There are wood
floors under the pews. The heating apparatus is

by Haden & Co., of Trowbridge. The windows
are all fitted with thick granulated glass of a

warm amber tint. The tracery of the windows has

the lead-work arranged in various devices. The
apse windows, made by Lavers & Barraud, are

filled with glass, having a floral ornament. The
capitals of the two pillars of the nave nearest

to tbe east have been carved by Mr. Green, of

Manchester, with the rose of Sharon and the

lily of the valley. The gas-fittings have been
supplied by Mr. Thomason, of Birmingham, and

consist of wall-brackets. The west end of tbe

church has three arches in the lower part, the

central one containing a doorway ;
the others

will, it is hoped, ere long be occupied by medal-

lions and other decorations. Above these arches

is a four-light traceried window, about 20 ft.

high. There are nineteen clearstory windows,

arranged in pairs of alternate design. The
style of tho church is Early Geometric Deco-

rated. The tower and spire rise from tbe centre

of the building to a height of about 150 fo. The
belfry is octagonal in shape, and each side has

a window, fitted with slate louvres. It is capable

of containing a full poal of eight large bells.

The spire is also octagonal, but an angle comes

over tbe centre of each face of tbe octagon

below. There are traceried windows in the

south aisle. The architects are Messrs. Medland
& Henry Taylor, of Manchester.

GLASS IN BLANK SASHES.
Sir,—During the past six niontbs I have removed St

large number of old wood sashes from freestone window
frames, and substituted tbe best British plate-glass in lieu

thereof. In the windows are a large proportion of
“ blanks.” Some of these have been glazed with black

enamelled glass and others with transparent glass, the
plaster painted black behind it,

I shall be glad if any of your readers can inform me
why these blank squares, both enamelled aud transparent,

are frequently “ flying ” ? As it occurs only on the south

side of the house, I can only attribute it to the great heat

absorbed from the sun's rays. It is not caused by ex-

pansion of the heated air behind the glass, provision

having been made for this by leaving small openings at

the top edge of glass. The squares are all very carefuUy

beddec, without wedges or pins, in elastic putty, made by
mixing about half a pint of best olive oil with about 12 or

14 lb. of linseed oil putty. The transparent glass in the

same windows, so bedded, never breaks. W. B.
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THE NEED OF A NATIONAL ARMOUfiY.

At a time when so much money is about to be

expended on public buildings of a character not

undeserring of the name Imperial, it may for

a moment seem to be a step of questionable pro-

priety to advocate the establiahment of a new

kind of public exhibition, that would demand

either the large extension of existing, and even

of projected edifices, or the erection of an entirely

new structure.

But it must be borne in mind that occasions

often occur, in the history of nations, no less

than in that of individuals, which, once lost,

never return. The lesson of the Sybilline books

is one which no wise statesman can forget. Nor

are we now so much entering into the purely

architectural question of the erection of an

armoury, worthy of the nation and of the age, as

anxious to insist upon the importance of not

allowing a present opportunity to escape. But,

in seizing that opportunity, it will be puerile

merely to grasp at the materials of a fine

collection without at the same time resolving to

make a consistent and worthy use of the acqui-

sition. The question of the purchase of the

lleyriok collection of arms involves the more

important question of the establishment of a

national armoury worthy of the name.

The purchase by the nation of the finest

private collection of arms in Europe, and one of

the finest in existence, is one entitled to receive

the support of all advocates of artistic educa-

tion. It is precisely one of those occasions which

oocnr rarely, and which, when once neglected,

still more rarely return.

But this purchase can be justified only upon

the ground of its being made really available for

educational purposes. It is not with the same

object as that with which a country friend is taken

to visitthe famous ohamberof horrors, that visitors

should repair to a national armoury. It is as an

illustration ofthe history of the last eight hundred

years, the change in social habits, the advance in

mechanical skill, the application of decorative

natural places as illustrative of one another,

and the gallery, thus organised, would have a

growth almost like that of Nature herself.

Nor should our investigation be confined to

English armour, or to the armour of the period

of chivalry. The general progress of human
skill as applied to offensive and defensive

weapons should not be left out of sight. We
may trace the regular development, for example,

of the resistless thunder-bolts of our present

warlike array, from the misshapen stones with

which the giants were said to have assailed

Olympus, to the Armstrong shell, and to the

Whitworth bolt. The progress of mankind in

the nae of missiles had been long and rapid

before the invention of gunpowder. Two
thonsand nine hundred years ago the use of the

sling in battle appears to have been a novelty.

Within a quarter of a century from that date we
find reference to a national, or, at all events, to

a military, practice in the use of the bow. In

Egypt we find that weapon represented from the

times of the earlier dynasties. The projection

of large stones from the balista, for purposes of

battering, as well as for personal offence, was a

marked feature of Eoman warfare. The two
methods of missile annoyance were long em-

ployed side by aide, the powerful cross-bows, for

which the Genoese were famous, being the last

form of machine for the mechanical discharge

of a bolt, while the cloth yard shafts which the

English archers were taught to send, with such

accurate aim, from their 6-fc.yew bows,made their

trajectory on the principle of the rifled bullet

of the present dayj a rotatory motion being

communicated to the arrow by a slight twist, or

rather screw, in the insertion of the feather.

The relation between offence and defence is

almost as close as the mechanical relation be-

tween action and reaction. A new missile, or a

new weapon, rendered useless an old form of

defence, or rendered advantageous a new one.

An improvement in mail, suggested the employ-

ment of a new offensive weapon; such, for in-

stance, as the long narrow pick designed for

embellishment to warlike defences, that such an penetrating the joints of the armour, or the

addition to our Art Museum is valuable. For
!

apertures in the visor, which one of the Meyrick

this purpose the Meyrick collection forms but a
.

horsemen holds in his hand. Tho_ same con-

single chapter, although a splendid and volu-
j

troversy that now rages between increasingly

rainous one in tbo illustrated history of armoury. ,
heavy ordnance, and increasingly solid armature,

It will, no doubt, unavoidably happen, that in
|

for ships or for forts, has been constantly brought

any series of illustrations of a long period of
,

to the arbitrement of the open field. The pro

artistic labour, certain portions will afford fuller gress is distinctly intelligible. It has continually

materials for the collector than he can hope to
j

been that of the gradual perfection, or at all

find for the remainder of bis work. Of certain
^

events increase in solidity and m weight, of the

periods, and notably of the earliest periods, bis
.
defensive panoply. Parallel with that increase

specimens are likely to bo few. But it is none . has been the increase in the violence of the

the less true that to give the full value to these ' attack. So long as manual encounters decided

more richly illustrated portions, a general idea the fate of battle, this increased force

_p i._i_ i-i: V>n t-.t-ri- I oVinnV ron.fl narhlv i

of the whole outline of the subject must be pre-

sented to the student. Anadmirably arranged dis-

play for example, of the armour of the time of the

Tudor dynasty, giving such abundant specimens

as shall show the general change of fashion that

occurred, __reign after reign, can only convey a

distinotiv'e lesson, either to the observer already

acquainted with the general history of the

weapons of offence and of defence, or to the

special student of the events of the Tudor times.

But if a general collection bo framed, show-

ing by few, but well-selected examples, the utter

transformation which the defensive array of the

nobleman underwent, from the date of the Battle

of Hastings to that of Marston Moor, the fuller

details of that portion of tho change which

occurred between the Battle of Bosworth and the

defeat of tho Armada, will have a twofold sig-

nificance.

For an armorial gallery, then, of which the

Meyrick collection should form tho fullest and

most brilliant division, we must ransack other

stores to obtain the requisite complementary

information. In many instances it may be diffi-

cult to obtain actual arms. We shall bo driven

to have recourse to monuments, to ancient

tapestry, to brass rubbings, even to illuminated

missals and books of devotion. No period should

be omitted from the historic series, however

inadequate may be our present means of repre-

senting that period. In each we should distri-

bute the best positive information at present

within our reach. The mere fact of the existence

of suoh a national collection, however bald and
poor might be the oatline which certain portions

would in the first instance present, would be a

great historic and artistic advantage. Contri-

butions would flow in from all sides. New
specimens would be collected by purchase, by

gift, by exchange, by eleotro-type reproduction.

Anomalous and ill understood weapons, or por-

tbe

shock was partly due to that very increase in

the weight of armour that was intended for

resistance. The impact of tho lance in the lists

became so tremendous, towards the time when
the accidental slaughter of King Henry II. of

France gave the first grand discouragement to

the practice of the tourney, that tilting armour

was made of a solidity, and a peculiar oue-sided

form, altogether inappropriate for actual warfare.

The pauldron that was forged to receive the

blow of those ponderous lances, that always

look so impossible iu pictorial representations,

weighted the left side of the corslet in a manner
inconsistent with the activity of the m£lde ; and

the unprotected freedom left to the right arm,

iu suits of armour of this description, would have

been equally disastrous in any combat not

regulated by strict chivalrous rules.

The earliest European armour with which we
are acquainted—that of the Koman soldier—was
made of boiled leather. It took, in many in-

stances, the form and the muscular markings of

the body, being a simple, solid, hard tunic, with

a square hole, protected by metal straps, through

which the head was thrust. Eecent discoveries

at Pompeii have disentombed the Eoman soldier

from his repose. He died on his post, and the

thickly drifting volcanic ashes closed around

hia form, and his arms, with the accuracy of a

plaster mould. Thus the minutest detail of hia

array, even to the ligaments of his sandals, has

been accurately preserved by the fatal tufa, which

formed around him almost before life was extinct

;

and what appeared to be mere conventional

representation, on ancient bas-relief, or coin, or

statue, has now become distinctly intelligible.

The leathern tunic was first adorned and

strengthened by straps, or plates ofmetal. Then

parallel plates or scales were attached. By de-

grees these metal joints were framed so as to

depend more on each other than on the lea^

tions of armorial defence, would find their [them sub-structure. Eings were substituted

for plates or scales. The old tunic was replaced

by the softer material of wash-leather, and tho

coat of mail became entirely distinct from the

buff jerkin worn beneath it.

At the period of the Norman Conquest, when
what may be called the armour of feudalism or

of chivalry first becomes familiar to our know-

ledge, the use of mail had grown very prevalent.

Mail shirts, greaves, shoes, gauntlets, hoods,

appear on the Bayeux tapestry. A solid steel

cap, at one period, seems to have been the only

portion of the defence that was made of plate
;

and a mail hood was thrown over the steel cap.

Play was given to the neck by a mail shirt or

gorget, long after plate had spread over the rest

of the person. This mail appears in distinct

small pieces, to protect the arms, the elbows,

the breast, tbe thighs; and then gradually dis-

places, or rather replaces, the mail fittings, until

the whole figure is seen to be clad in one solid

riveted panoply of plate-iron. The gradual dis-

appearance of mail in certain parts of the figure

dates the period of armour with considerable

accuracy
;
the last improvement being that of

the protection of tbe throat by overlapping plate-

joints, and the total disappearance of mail.

What ultimate revolution might have occurred

in the armature of the noble, it is now impossible

to guess. The armour at the Tower of London,

badly looked after as that collection has been,here

offers a mute, but most instructive lesson. We
havea long period in English history, during which

no armed sovereign of our island took the field-

Thus the armour made for Edward VI. closes the

series of royal panoplies, Elizabeth Tudor boro

the heart of a king to the inspection of her

troops at Tilbury, but not tbe iron clothing to

which kings had long been accustomed to trust.

With her unwarlike successor the heavy weight

of the plate panoply was thrown aside as use-

less. For the armour of the tilting field would

not resist the bullet projected by gunpowder.

The weapon of Guy Faux was more irresistible

than that of the Comte de Moutgommeri.

Connected with this general transformation

from the Norman mail to the plate of the Valois

and the Tudor reigns, was a change in one portion

of the defensive armour so gradual and so steady,

that it might be reduced to definite metrical rule.

An accurate study of a well-grouped series of

armour would bring ont very prominently the

gradual diminution of the shield. We know that

in Sparta the true military instinct of a people

who were not only quarrelsome, but warlike,

placed the point of military honour in tho pre-

servation of the shield. With mail armour was

associated the use of a large, long shield, capable

of protecting tbe person from head to foot from

the flight of arrows. As plate superseded mail

the size of the shield diminished, partly to save

the weight which was added to the immovable

parts of the defensive array, partly because tbe

plate would resist the arrow which might pene-

trate the mail. Thus reign after reign, with tho

increase of the plated portions of the armour, the

shield lost inch afeer inch of its size. At length

it remained merely as the target intended to

catch the blow of the tilting spear; and the

carious form assumed by the heavy pauldrons

leads to the speculation that, even had gun-

powder not been invented, the shield might have

ultimately disappeared. A scale of antiquity

might be constructed from an accurate measure-

mentofthe successive forms and sizes of the shield.

This subject assumes extreme interest in con-

nexion with the authenticity and the date of

monuments. In regarding qnestions of anachro-

nism in this respect we should bear iu mind that

a genuine monument may represent costume later

than that worn by tbe person represented on the

effigy
;
but earlier, never.

While the steady change of fashion which has

taken place in the form of defensive armour,

whether we regard the protection of the trunk

and limbs, the helmet, or the shield, has thus

followed a certain intelligible course, every freak

of tbe most fantastic imagination seems to have

been embodied in some quaint shape of offensive

weapon. Halberds and hooks, and picks and

maces; swords, from tbe ponderous 6-ft. blade

to the lady’s stiletto; engines for discharging

projectiles, which took in time the generic name
of artillery, are represented by so many speci-

mens as almost to resemble the creations of

night-mare. The diabolical ingenuity attributed

to the mysterious " Companion of Sintram,”

has been emulated by the armour smiths of tho

Tudor times. There is hardly one of the im-

possibly grotesque armed figures of the “ Contes

drolatiques,” who might not have equipped

himself at Goodrich Coart. The different aspect
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of a' line of battle' in which the soldiers are

armed with regalation weapons, whether lance,

or rifle, or bayonetted carbine, and of one ii[

which each weapon suited the skill or the fancy

of its possessor, must have been as wide as that

between the fish of the old red sandstone and

those of our present waters.

It is unworthy of our national dignity that we
should be without a fit museum for the display

and the preservation of these carious relics of

the past. The citizen of Madrid, of Vienna, of

St. Petersburg, even of gallant little Turin,

would shrug bis shoulders at the reply elicited

by the question, which was onr historic armoury ?

We have, indeed, in the Tower of London a

collection of arms which, if added to those now
at South Kensington, and properly arranged,

would form the basis for a very noble museum.

The removal of artistic or arcbmological objects

from their local places of deposit, is not always

a desirable proceeding. The axe, and the block,

of fatal mtmory, now exhibited in the Tower,

would lose thoir associations of terror if put

under a glass case at Bloomsbury or at Kensing-

ton. But it is otherwise with the suits of

armour. They are at the Tower accidentally.

An ancient place of strength has been converted,

in failure of its old military and political import-

ance, into a dep6t of arms. Among these

weapons have been kept some tb^it have gone out

of use. There can be no good reason against

removing such of these as possess historic value

from an inaccessible place, in no way adapted

for their proper preservation or exhibition, to a

well-ordered national armoury. With them

should be associated, in honourable safe-keeping

and tendance, such famous relics of some of the

noblest of our historic chieftains as now ignobly

moulder in neglected solitudo. The helmet of

the Black Prince, shorn of its Bohemian plume,

gathers dust, and is gradually devoured by rust

in Canterbury Cathedral. That of Harry V., the

terror of Prance, lurks (or lurked) in similar dis-

regard in Westminster Abbey. Our deans and

chapters have not made it a part of their duty

to tend reverently either the effigies of the

great or the relics of the mighty.

Feudal armoury thus historically treated,would

be well illustrated by specimens of the weapons,

and of the defences, of other nations. In social

phenomena, as in natural history, an acquaint-

ance with widely-lying districts illustratoa the

Bucoessioa of the most advanced condition of

life. The British Museum could contribute

specimens of savage clubs, and tomahawks, and

poisoned arrows. South Kensington could con-

tribute rich and curious Oriental arms. By bring-

ing all our stores, from the flint knife or the

bone arrow-head, of the times when our ancestors

had to struggle with the cave bear and the

woolly-haired rhinooei’os, down to the small ex-

plosive shell which a semi-barbaric power has

suddenly discovered to be inhumane, into one

focus, we shall add a most instructive and iu-

telligible chapter, not only to tho records of

modern Europe, but to the physical history of

mankind.
The idea has been suggested by some of those

who are in the best position for forming un

opinion on tho subject, that the national

armoury should form, not a mere portion of the

museum of art, but a separate and independent

institution. In that case it has been farther

suggested, there would be good reasons for

building tho edifice necessary for the reception

and exhibition of the arms, in the vicinity of

the Tower of Loudon. That densely populated

part of London is far removed from any museum

or educational exhibition. There would thus be a

local benefit conferred on a large district of the

metropolis ;
while at the same time those historic

associations, which tho architect ever studies to

maintain in active vigour, would bo acknow-

ledged and to some extent revived. The subject

is one deserving careful attention. It is a detail,

bub an esBonbiul detail. The first thing to be

regarded is, the removal of the national reproach

that vests upon ua in the matter. We have a

history of which any people may be justly

proud
;
but while even so small a state as Savoy

was bofore it became merged in an Italian

kingduni, had an armorial gallery of a descrip-

tion to which we could lay no claim, our only

public armoury exists per occiiZcns. Nor is ii

matter of decent self-respect alone. The know-

ledge of the actual history of defensive armeur

is essential to the education of the historian,

the arclmologist, the sculptor, the painter,

and the decorator. It is a subjec^ on which

no good architect, either,

ignorant.

rals, our greatest admirals invariably classical

scholars or first-rate mathemabieiaus ? Or if we
look elsewhere, shall we not find numerous

instances of men who have become eminent in

physio, in the law—who have even attained to

the woolsack—wibhont being university mon or

classical scholars ? Are there nob many who
have even risen to the highest distiuohion in the

senate, and have left their mark in the history of

their country, with no aid from Latin or from

Greek ? Look next at those who have achieved

success in the pursuits of commerce, of finance,

and of speculation—at our raerohant princes, our

wealthy bankers, onr city maguate.s, our mil-

lionaire conbracbora ! Are they usually remark-

able for classical knowledge ? If we tarn even

to the regions of science—tho peculiar province,

as one might imagine, of the schools—and look

at the grand modern discoveries in chemistry, in

electricity, in light, optics, physios, and me-

chanics

—

I

“In the railway, in the steamsbip, in the thoughts that

1 shake mankind,"

—

EDUCATE ;
BUT EIGHTLY.

If we consider that of all the various subjecta

which at different times have occupied the minds

of men, there is, perhaps, none which possesses

a wider interest, a more uuivorsal importance,

than education—none that has a more imme-

diate and direct bearing, or is oapkble of exert-

ing a mono powerful influence, upon the moral

and physical welfare of society at large—wo

shall not be surprised at the large share of public

attention it still contioues to attract, though so

much has already been said and written about

it from almost every possible point of view.
^

Various and conflicting have been the opinions

enunciated, some of them obstinately defended

and pertinaciously maintained, more especially

those relating to religious, as against secular,

instruction j
but upon one part of the question

the concord of opinions has been wonderfully

unanimous, viz., the necessity of raising the

standard of education, and of extending its

benefits to all classes of the community. Tet

this question, like every other, has two sides to

it • and it is a point of policy, no less than a
j

what shall we find that the Universities have

maxim of justice, to hoar both of them : a course
i.:-u ri.’ADonf 1 nQ+,ft.nOfl. inwhich would seem, in the preseot instance, in

some danger of being lost sight of.

Into the religious part of tho subject it is nob

proposed to enter herej our present business being

merely with that portion of it which appertains

done for us there P Is it to them ,that we owe

those magnificent inventions and improvements

which have wrought more wondrous transforma-

tions than the wave of wizard’s wand, annihila-

ting Time and Space, and loading Matter bound,

like a captive of old, to the triumphal car of

to secular instruction, and especially with the Mind ? No 1 their systems did nob produce, nor

inquiry in what direction is education to be ex-
;

their toachinga foster, tho Franklins, the Davys,

bonded? the Watts, the Stephensons, the Fultons, the

There is no doubt that elementary education
|

Faradays, the Wheatstones— those great thinkers

should be universal,—that every man, woman,
;
and workers who are the boast and glory of

and child ia the kingdom should be taught read-
1

these recent ages and tho benefactors of all suc-

ing, writing, and some knowledge of arithmetic
|

ceeding ones.

aud of common things. And nob less emphabi-
1

Let ua turn lastly to literature
j
there

cally I contend that means should be afforded ' if anywhere, one might expect to find the

to all who have to earn a living, to acquire a
|

triumph of scholarship assured, and its iiifiaeace

special technical knowledge of the subjects re-
j

invincible. But is it so ? As for the poet, he

quired for the calling, profession, or occupation must be born, we are told, nob made
;
which is

which they may intend lo embrace.
!

at once a confession that for him, at all events,

In speaking of the sorb of education, termed : classical learning, and indeed book-learning in

here simply from its piincipal characteristic,
'

general, is by no means indispensable. And

" ctassical,” it is intended to refer to that kind
\

accordingly, although the universities have from

which for centuries has been, aud to this day their very foundation fostered and encouraged

still is, imparted at most of our public schools,
I

the study of tho ancient poets, how sin HI a pro-

and continued at our two chief universities, and ' portion, among all the thousands who have spent

which consists mainly of the dead languages,
'

years within their precincts in poring over the

with more or leas of mathematics, and, quite re-
[

masterpieces of Homer, Virgil, and Horace, have

Gently, a very small modicum of natural science; produced poems which cau compare with the

but the oncouragement given to this study

small and inad-. quabe, that it is evidently con-

sidered of no importance as compared with that

of the classics.

It is proposed here to consider this kind of

education from a more general aud leas partial

point of view than that of the schoolmaster, who
naturally thinks there is nothing like Latin and

Greek, just as tho cobbler thought there was
“nothing like leather;" and so considered, it

will be found, I think, with comparatively few

exceptions, so negative in its effects, so barren of

useful or practical results, so unproductive of

anything bub disappointment to thousands of

those who have made the greatest sacrifices of

time and money to acquire it, that it is a question

whether its use should not be confined within

much narrower limits than it has hitherto

been.

The object which we all mono or less directly

seek in life I take to be success—suoh success as

leads to fame or fortune, or both. Now, lot us

examine to what extent this is likely to be

farthered by the possession of a thorough

classical and mathematical education. If in

any considerable degree such an education were

essential to the attainment of this object, should

we nob naturally expect to find that the most

highly accomplished men would bo those who
draw the greatest prizes in life ? Should we not

have a right to suppo e that university men in

general, and especially the most erudite of them,

would almost invariably succeed in attaining the

very bighosb positions iu their respective careers,

and that, at all events in such as demand a high

intellectual capacity, men who have nob enjoyed

the same advantages, would be totally unable to

compete with them ?

Bat ia this the case ? With the single ex

cepbion of tho Church, the natural and faithful

ally of the University, is there any one calling iu

which success is to any appreciable extent de-

pendent upon, or in any calculable ratio pro-

portioned to, classical knowledge ?

Let us first consider those careers, for emi-

nence in which the very highest rewards of the

can afford to bo I State are usually reserved. Are our moat

[skilful diplomatists, our most successful gene-

works of those who, like Shakspeare, Burns,

Ho^g, aud Keats, drew their inspiration not

from books, but from Nature !

Nor, if we come to reflect upon the matter,

will this result appear surprising or unexpected.

The very essence of the true poet is originality;

the most polished diction, tho most elegant turns

of expression, tho nicest skill in the management
of rhythm and rhyme oaa never atone for hack-

neyed ideas and borrowed thoughts. Now, can

orif^iaality be taught in the schools, or acquired

by 'study ? Is it nob actually more difficult for

the man who is steeped to the soul in the

thoughts of others to be original, than for him
who has only communed with naturo, and who
has thought only his own thoughts, not those of

other people ? Are we nob more likely lo tread

in the footmarks of others if we travel a road

which has been frequented for ages, than if we
wander without a guide in the primeval forest,

or over the trackless prairie? Will not the

student of books be perpetually finding that the

ancients have “stolen all his best thoughts”

from him? While if once in a way an idea

should occur to the unlettered poet which has

already been used, it will be but a chance simi-

larity, nob a direct plagiarism; aud nt the worst

it will be, ia all probability, seen from a new
point of view, and clothed in fresh colours.

And what has been said of tho poet is almost

equally applicable to writers in other branches of

literature. Are not some of our very beat modern
works of prose fiction written by women, who
certainly are not graduates of any university,

and are for the most part entirely ignorant of

the languages and the literature of the ancients ?

Were it worth while to pursue the inquiry, I

believe we should still arrive at the same results,

and find that there ia scarcely any branch of

literature in which the greatest names will be

found the highest on the list of Classics or

Wranglers of the universities.

It is not neca^aary now to seek to account for

these facts, or to ascertain why itj is not among

the most profound scholars that we must look for

the most brilliant conversationalists, the most

able writers, the greatest discoverers
;
why those

who possess to a high degree the faculty of
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acquiring knowledge, are, in bo many inetanoes,

extremely dedoient in that of imparting it to the
,

world
j
but certain it is that very generally those

who have most profoundly studied and most
thoroughly mastered a subject, are less succeas-

ful in teaching it than some who are leaa per-

fectly versed in it, yet have in a greater degree

the gift of enabling others to understand it. It

may be either that those faculties are by nature

diverse and almost antagonialio, and therefore

rarely combined in_ the same individual
j

or-ili-

may simply bo that the -undae enooucagemont
and constant exercise of the one dwarfs the

growttni,aiid nltimately saps the very existence

of the other. Probably it is -with the mind as

with the body, that an inordinate appetite by no
moans implies a. good digestion, andithat the
habit of taking in food with great rapidity and
in large qnaotitius, prevents its assimilation^

withont which the food does no good,. bat, on tho

contrary, considerable mischief.'

However this may be, it is certainly the case

that it is one thing, to absorb knowledge, and
another to give it out ; so that tho lives of the

most profonnd sohoiars h.ave, more frequently

than otherwise, been completely barrenofuseful re-

sults. They have locked up within theirown brains

the enormous stores of learning they have spent
a lifetime in hoarding, and—worse even than
other misers—have carried their treasures with
them to tho grave, instead of leaving them behind
for the benefit of their immediate heirs and the

enrichment of all future generations. Examples
inunmerable might be accnranlated in proof of

these assertions
;
but the names of Person and

Mezzofanti must be familiar to every one as

instances of the most extraordinary acquire-

ments and the most insignifioant results.

But if wo takeca/. more extended horizon and
a lower range, we Bhailporceive-still more clearly

the defects of the-pneBent syatem of considering

a classical education tho- beet possible prepara-

tion for nearly every one of the various pnrouita of.

life. Let us look at the resnlta in a few instanoes.

A young man of. my acquaintance, who has-
lately taken lus B.A'. . degree, is an . excellent

.

Latin scholar and a very fair Grecian; yeb he’

cannot hold a conversation io-Fiench, or write’

a Spanish letter for lus father, tUo laerchant,

.

Anothepria well up in mathemasic.s
;
-he has ths-

integrak' and the differential calcai.u.s ak hisj

fiogers’i'ends, but it is ten to one ho consobj
calcnlukd a snm in compound interest’ half, os

quickly. as the junior clerk in his uncle’s bank,

.

whoso entire aehooling was comprised in fonre

years at a cheap commercial aaademy\-in P*eck-

ham. A third actually knows something of

Hebrew; yet the Civil Service examiners would
not pass him for ajunior clerkship in the Cnatoms
ortho Post-office, because bisEuglish composition

was slovenly, and his handwriting barely legible.

What, then, shall the young graduate do with
his classical knowledge ? To what market shall

He carry his Homer and Horace, his Todhuntor
and Newton ? Of course he may get a fellow-

ship or a college living, or even, if his luck be
good and his connexions high, a bishopric ; but
these prizes are ueoeasarily for the few;—-and
what of the many ? What will society give
them for their Greek and mathematics? Why,
u curacy iu Wales with 80Z. a year, or an. usher-
ship at a school with 601.

When a lad, then, is nob born to independence,
but has to earn his living in a lawyer’s or

merchant’s office, iu the army or navy, the civil

service, or any other of the ordinary occupa-
tions and professions, is it, I ask, absolutely

indispensable—nay, is it even desirable—that

he should devote several years of his life to the
acquisition of the dead languages ? Hoes it not
warp his ideas from a more practical and prolit-

able channel, and waste precious time that
might be employed in mastering sneb special
brauches of knowledge as would fit him not
merely to pursue creditably, bub to excel and
rise in, his future career ? If a lad is to become
a merchant, why not rather teach him modern
laugnages and book-keeping ? If a sailor, let

him study navigation and steam
;

if a farmer,
agricultural chemistry. If he is to be an archi-
tect or boilder, would it not be better for him to
employ his time in acquiring the art of con-
struction than in learning the Greek particles ?

Would not Tredgold’a Carpentry” be n more i

useful text-book for him than Ovid’s Mata-:
morphosoa? If he is to earn his living as a.
telegraph clerk, should ho not study telegraphy
rather than Terence ? Will Conic Sections make
a clover contractor, or the writings of Euripides
an engineer ? Is the Binomial Theorem essen-
tial to a barrister, or Surds to a solicitor ?

Some will reply that these studies are intended
merely as the groundwork of a complete ediioa-

oion—as tho best substructure for technical in-

rttruebion. But the length of time employed in

them r.tonoo disposes of this objection; for in

this busy, hand-to-month age, when time is

money, and the struggle for existence is daily

becoming fiercer and more desperate, we cannot
afford to spend a third of our probable span of
life in merely l'iying_th6 foundation of education.

No ; when a yonfch passes from Econ or West-
minster, Merchant Taylors’ or Charterhouse, to

tho university, and cornea -away at the age of 22
or 23, he is practically presumed to be fit to make
his way in the world in any capacity whatever.
It is-clcar, therefore, that the studies which are
commenced at a public school, and continued at
the university, are intended as the sum- total

—

tho be-oll and end-all of education
;
and it is, I

think, equally oleac that in this sense they are
wofaiiy insuffioiont, and lamentably nnsorvioe-
able, at least for niue out of ten of tho various
walks of life ; and I would therefore aek whether
a considerable portion of them might nob with
advantage bo remitted in favour of other branches
of knowledge which would exert a more direct

and practical influence upon the aolive pursuits
and real business of after-life.

Of course, it is not always true that “ the
real worth of anything is just as much as it will

bring and no doubt learning has uses and
advantages which cannot be precisely measured
by the metre of £, s. d. Perhaps the most
plaxisible mode of defending a classical train-

ing is that of considering it as synonymous
and identical with the cultivation of the intel-

lect
;
as if there were no other means possible

of effecting that object, or, at least, none other
worthy of consideration. But no satisfactory

reason is ever vonofasafed why the dead lan-

guages abould;tead, more than natural science
or any other branch of knowledge, to promote
thiughi, which, after all, is a far higher exercise

of the intelleob than tho more mechanical one of
memory, which alone, is necessary for the ac-

qaremont'.of-'laBgiiagee. Nor, on the other hand,
ecu facta bo more sncoessfally appeiled to in

support of ' the assumption; since, as we have
already seen, the. chief positions in diplomacy,
Qaanc.^, literature, science, and all those careers

which require the very highest intellectual qiiali-

fioationa,. are occupied by men devoid of clas-

sical training, at the very least as frequently as

by those who have most enjoyed its advantagea,

L.

TREE WORSHIP AND CONIFEROUS
TREES.

It is very difficult to draw the line between
the actual worship and the mere reverence of
trees and plants. Incredible and romantic tales

innumerable might be cited, similar to the legend
attached to the Roman Arum (Dracimculus
communii) referred to in last week’s Builder. If
some competent person would publish a cata-

logno of all plants that have been, or are,

worshipped as gods, or that have sacred legends
attached to them, it would prove a most in-

structive piece of work.
That trees were ever worshipped in conaide^a^

tion of their value to man, as suggested by Mr;
Fergusson in bis recent lecture, reported iu yonr
columns, or on aooonnt of their long -life or im-
posing aspect, is quite fallacious-; for amongst
sacred plants we have objects- the moabiworth-
le33,iu8ignifioant,and short-lived. Mr. Forgua.son
also tells na that very few traces of tree wor-
ship are left in- this country-, and these traces

are on the borders of Walee^; but heomits alto-

gether to saywhat the tracee-are, and what tre«3s-

he refers to. Traces of tree-worship pure and
simple may be very few, or they may be many,
according to the views of tho writer on the sub-
ject ; traces of the reverence- of.trees as possess-
ing sacred, occult, or mystical properties are
common enough,—witness the singular beliefs

regarding the mountain ash and the poplar.

The foliage of tho latter tree exactly resembles
in shape the heart-liko -foliage of theeacred fig

of tho East (Pints religiosa) and other hallowed
plants: the poplar itself is even. said, on good
authority, to be worshipped by- certain savages at

the present day; and in this coantry wo have the
carious legend that the Cross of' Christ was- made
from its wood.
Bab omitting for the present all reference to

other trees but the fir tribe, the beliefs and
legends connected with the Con-iferts, or cone-
bearing trees, are most remarkable. In ancient
writings, it is difficult always to precisely deter-

mine the special trees referred to, but nnder the
term Coniferce are understood the fir, cedar, yew,
&o. The references to the cedar in the Bible, to

the groves of “ sacred pines ” in Ovid, the repre-

sonbatioua of fir-cones in the hands of the mystic
figures on either side of tho sacred trees in the

Assyrian sculptures, the pine splints used in

torches during sacred ceremonies, cedar ashes
nsedas a pnrification from sin, the fir-cone fi.xed

on the staff or thyrsus of Bacchus, and the fir-

chaplets of the Isthmian games, are pretty

familiar to ua all. That conifers were worshipped
for their value to man, that the cones were signi-

ficant of fire,” as suggested by L'xyard, or were
merely used to fl-ivour tbe wine of Bacchus, are

thoughts quite unworthy of the snbjeot
; the real

origin of the sacred attributes of trees has yet

to be written.

Through the middle agge we Gad the Conifcrce

regarded wioh the same reverenoe
;
pilgrimages

were made to the ancient cedar-gcovee, with

fcaetiog, singing, daoeiBg, aud the celebration

o£. religious rites. How far these uotioae have
varied aud been brought down to tbe present

day ib is-noteasy-.tosay.bnt in anoienteculptares

wo find repraeentations of these sacred trees,

adorned with ribbons, medallions, statuettes, and
nick-nacks, apparently as offerings to the gods

on special occasions, just as in this nineteenth

century at the greatest festival of the year we
have one of the coniforons trees brought into our

honsea, illuminated and garnished with the same
ribbons, medallions, toys, and nick-nacks, appa-
rently in hononr of the birth of Christ. Is it

too much to say that the Christmas tree of

northern nations is a mere relic of Pagan tree

worship (.so called), or is it only a curioas and
moaninglesa coincidence ? Auy reference to the

veneration of the sacred bean (Kelumbiiim), the

sacred fig (Ficus), the sacred cotton (Oossypixim),

the meaning of the sacred tree of the Assyrians,

the thrysus of Bacchus, trees held sacred by
savages, sacred water-plants, the remarkable and
well-kuowD fungns (Pohjporus saccr), worshipped

as a god in West Africa, the plants grown upon
roofs aud eaves of bouses as the bouaeleek

(Sempervivum) in the most ancient timi?8, and
at the present day, to repel evil spirits and avert

,

lightning, would prove too long for the present

I

number of the Biiiid-jr. W. G. S.

THE PALL OF ROADWAY. GREAT
Hi&TERN^ RAILWAY.

On tbe lyth, Mr.
, Huuiiphreya resumed the

inquiry respecting the death of the four men
who lost their lives through the fall of arches at
the goods station of the Great Eastern Railway.
Varions witnesses said they had seen a crack in

the stone early in February. Mr. Charles
Provis, engineering agent in the employ of

Messrs. Lucas, said three weeks before the
accident his attention was called to the crack,

and he had it filled with cement. Ho afterwards
directed the girders to be shored. There was
no other way to set things right but by patting
up strata and removing the pillar and the stone.

Mr. J. Tinkham, inspector of works to tho Great
Eastern Railway Company, said he had seen the
stone since the accident. The bottom, of it was
hollow. The cause of the cracks- ia the stone
was dne to that. It conld have been, ascertained

that- the stone was hollow before it was-pla^ed
in position.

Mr. Jamas Edmeaton, arohiteot, produce-d a
written report of an examination which he had
made. He attributed the acoident to the cracks
in the stone. There was at hollow underneath
the stone, in tbe stone itsel-f. . The -weight which
the iron pUJar supported was 200 tons. The
stone was from Brontley Moor, near Leeds, andwas
of a kind extensively used, and considered good..

The jury, after a long, consultation in private,

returned a verdict :—” That the deceased per-

sons were killed accidentally by the -falling in.

of a-ooetain roadway, which was supported by.

an iron pillar, which rested on a hollow stone, and
that fissures in the said stone caused the fall

;

and the jurors say that when the said fissnres

WMra first noticed the girders should have been
shored up and a perfect stone substituted for

tbe -imperfect one.”

Society of Sngineers.—At tho ordinary
meeting. of the Society of Engineers, held on the

15th instant, Mr. F. \V. Bryant, president, in the
chair, a paper was read “ On Joints for tbe Pre-

vention of Leakage in Gas and Water Mains,”
by Mr. C. M. Barker.
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[See pp. 317 a

Old Quec7i's Head.

THE SITE FOR THE LAW COURTS.

Evidence and opinion accnmnlate m favour

' retaining the site already obtained Hr. 1;

.

Sheilds, C.E., in a report to the Chancellor

the Exchequer, just now printed by order_ ot

10 House of Commons, arrives at the opinion •

e have already expressed, viz., that the Strand

id Carey-Btreet site has the advantage of the

mbankment site in important particulars.

“Its adoption,” the reporter says, appears from

« i«timl.tL of Mr. Hyde, would save a further eipendi-

[re of 725,0001. of public money. Its level

leading thorough r
deEciency were '

nblic.”

His plan for effecting this object is to carry a

ride street, in continuation of Piccadilly and

.one Acre, through Carey-street to Cheapside.

:bi8 new street would be continued from Long

k.cre bv Covent Garden and Drury -lane theatres,

,0 pass along the northern front of the parey-

itreet site, and thence it -would be extended

'crosrir.-' the Farringclon-street valley by a

-iadi'- ftp »he end of Cheapside at St. Pauls.

Lt is proposed also to widen the pa^:^®

The Turnstile,” at the eastern end of Lincoln a-

Ion-fields, so as to give a direct commnnication

for carriage traffic between the Law Courts and

Holbom.

To meet part ot the coat of the new street,

Mr Shields proposes that a company sbonlci be

authorized to make an underground railway

from the junotion ot the Fulham and Cromwell

roads, near the South Kensington Mnseum, to

the Mansion House, terminating^ in the new

street now in coarse of oonstruction from that

point to Blackfriara Bridge. The tunnel could

be formed without interference with prirate

property , and the company, haying no property

to purchase and no oomponsations to pay, won d

be able to contribute a considerable sum towards

the new street in return for the privilege, ihe

remainder of the cost, he suggests, ought to bo

shared between the Government and the metro-

polis.

ST PAUL'S CHURCH, ST, LEONARDS-
ON.SEA.

The church, of which wo here give a view,

has been recently built at St. Leonards-ou-Sea,

iadioining Hastinge, at the sole cost of the late

; Mr. William Gilliat, of East Hoathley, Susaoi.

from the designs of Mr. John Newton, of

I Salisbury-street, London, It has a commanding

I situation over the entrance to the Hastings

I
tunnel, on the hill immediately above Warnor-

sqaare, and will have cost, when the spire is

Biished, about 16,0001. The coutraotom were

Messrs. Jackson & Shaw, of Westminster, and

1 Mr. George Walters was clerk of works.

' The church, which will accommodate about

700 persons, is built of Local Blue stone, with

Bath stone dressings, and is lined internally with

Fareham bricks, tiles, and Batb stone bands.

It consists, on plan, of nave and two side aisles,

with north and south porches.

terminates in a horse-shoe apse. South of the

chancel is an aisle, and on the north the tower,

containing a fine organ by Holdich. It was

originally intended to place the tower on the

south side, but the difficulties of foundation

rendered an alteration desirable.

There are five arches on either side ot the

nave, supported by shafts, and clustered responds

of Devonshire and Greek green marble. The

clearstory consists of a succession of narrow

lidrMs surmounted by a roof of good proportions,

covered with Broseley tiles. The chancel is

groined, as also the apse, with incised stone and

^*Th0 pulpit and reredos are of Alabaster,

the font is of Sienna marble, and the sedilia of

Caen stone, all inlaid with panels of marb e.

Messrs. Field & Co. supplied the marble,

and Messrs. Farmer & Brindley executed the

*^^MesBrs. Minton & Co. executed the tiles for

the pavement, which is elaborate, having sub-

ieots incised in marble. The working cartoons

for these, as also those for the incised subject of

the Lord’s snpper, in the reredos, were made by

Messrs. Burlison & Grylls.
^ . j

Messrs. Clayton & Bell executed the stained

..lass windows ;
Mr. Robinson, of Holborn. the

stalls ;
and Mr. Leaver, the gas standards.
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ST. PAUL’S CHURCH, ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, SUSSEX. Me. Jons Nshtos, Aechitect.
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THE “ SEPARATE STSTEH” OP
DBAINAQE.

' Sill,—Now thab the natural streams and
•rivers in and near 'to towns are seen to be
polluted, and their beds to be allbing'np, through
being used as’uutfalla for sewage

5
and that large

•sewers, by receiving sewage as well as rainfall,

cause hlth to deposit and noxious gases to

generate within them, which gases escape into

and contaminate the atmosphere, people begin
' to perceive that a great mistake has been made
in draining the metropolis and towns throughout
the country by this " combined system.” It is

now, therefore, very evident that what is aptly
termed the “ separate system ’’should have been
adopted instead of it, so far aslcironmstances
•'would have permitted. The “separate system”
consists in collecting the natural or snbsoil and
snrface drainage of towns into channels separate
from the artificial, or house and soil drainage,
and discharging it into the natural streams and
rivers, and in receiving the artificial drainage
into channels separate from the natural
drainage, and carrying it to convenient places
for profitable distribution on the land. The
growth of the “combined system” has been
altogether accidental. It arose out of the
necessity to rid ourselves of the foul drainage of
our houses

;
and, without thinking or troubling

ourselves about the error or mischief we might
be doing, wa must, forsooth, turn it into the
nearest watercourse

;
or, if that was not at hand,

we must carry a sewer or a drain up from it for

that purpose. In this way the “combined
system” came gradually into operation,-without
pre-arrangement of plan or principle, nntil it

grew into the system as we see it developed in
the works of the Metropolitan Board, and also,

taking their cue from it, of the Local Boar.'ls

throughout the country; and the inevitable

result is the continual pollution, by the foul

liquid, of every natnral stream and river on the
one hand, and by the noxious gases engendered
of the atmosphere on the other. This great
error in. the drainage of towns cannot be gainsaid.
It is palpable, not only iu the foal state of

the streams and rivers and the atmosphere, bub
in the high death-rate returns of the Registrar-
General. Had the “separate system” been
adopted twenty years ago, when it was first

promulgated, it is fair to presume thab the people
living in towns would now bo breathing a purer
atmosphere, and that the death-rates would be
much less than they are. It is not compli-
mentary to the sagacity of those to whom the
serious question of the drainage of the metro-
polis was referred at the time that they should
have utterly ignored this system without due
and calm inquiry into its merits. No doubt they
acted according to their light, and that is all that

can be said in mitigation of the monstrous evil

that has been perpetuated in the drainage of
towns. The “ separate system,” however, is

beginning to be nnderetood, and is gradually
coming into action, as doubtless it is the proper
principle to be adopted ;

nnd nob only the present,

but all future works of drainage should bo made
to conform to it aa much as circumstances will

permit. The following is an abridgement of the
preliminary report of Mr. John Phillips on the
drainage of the metropolis, July, 1849, wherein
the “separate system” is advocated. Mr.
Phillips, who was chief surveyor to the Metro-
politan Commission of Sowers at the time, was
led to recommend this principle for adoption from
his thorough acquaintance with the^ working of
the sewers under his care, and it is to be deplored
that it was not then put into practice. The
metropolitan sewers are nearly as bad now in

‘regard to cleansing and ventilation as they were
twenty years ago, when they were examined, and
remedies were proposed embodying the “ separate
system.” This yet remains to be done. The
main drainage that has been carried out has iu

no way improved the general ramification of the
sewers in these respects, but simply removed the
fonl condition of the river from one place to
another.

“ It is impossible to provide a perfectly in-

nocuous system of town drainage while combin-
ing in one channel the house and surface drain-
age. They must be kept separate. Se-wers
which receive both kinds of drainage accumulate
soil, and genei'ate noxious gases, which oscapo
into the houses and streets. The necessity for

flashing to remove the soil, and for trapping to
prevent the smell from escaping, proves that the
combined system is eminently at fanlb. A general
trapping would not remedy the evil, since fonl

air would be generated as freely, and would

pass np the drains into the houses instead of

into the streets. The evil arising from house
drains discharging into sewers which receive

surface drainage, is not confined to the houses
and streets, for snob sewers constantly pour
floods of filth into the river, which is polluted in

consequence. It is impossible, therefore, to pre-

serve the purity of the air we breathe, and of the

river, on the banks of which we live, while the
filth from the houses is allowed to pass into the

sewers which communicate with the surface and
empty into the river 5 and, therefore, it is a
necessaTy condition of perfect drainage that
separate channels should be provided for the

house drainage havingm connexion with the river.

In order to restore the atmosphere of the

metropolis, and also the natural watercourses
and the river, to their original parity, the follow-

ing principles must be oonformed to;

—

let. That two systems of sewers and outfalls,

independently of each other, should be provided

;

one for the discharge of natural or surface drain-

age, and the other for the discharge of artificial

or house drainage.

2nd. That as outfalls are already provided for

natural drainage, it is only necessary to provide
separate outfalls for artificial drainage, which
should be conveyed to convenient dep6 ts below
the town.

3rd. That, in order to perfectly drain the sub-

soil and the surface, a system of permeable
sewers should be provided to discharge into the

natural watercourses and the river.

4th. That, in order to carry off the house
drainage, without the escape of tffiuvia, a

system of impermeable sewers should be provided
separate from thepenneabZe sewers, to discharge
without intermission into artificial outfalls, in-

dependently of the river.

5bh. That on these outfalls depots should

be formed and works eatahliahed for raising the
sewage and distributing it for agricultural

purposes.

As the river is the natural outfall for the
drainage of the subsoil and the surface, it is

proposed to lay down permeable sewfers where
none now exist, and to lower and improve those
sewers which are iueffioiont. One of the evils

of the combined system is that the sewers in the
low districts are filled part of each tide with the
drainage which comes chiefly from the high dis-

tricts. By intercepting the island waters and
conveying them into the streams and river,

above the iofluenoe of the tide, this defect would
be remedied, and the sewers in the low districts

would be sufficient to accommodate the quantity
of water fulling thereon. In these arrange-

ments the present sewers would be deepened
and made efficient, and lines of catch-sewers
would be conetrncied to serve us conduits for

the sarfaco water.
Having provided for the discharge of the sub-

soil and the surface drainage, the next con-

sideration is to provide an outfall as a substitute

for the river in respect of the sewage in the low
districts. The extent of this outfuU will depend
on the quantity of sewage. This will consist

chiefly of the water supplied to the houses for

domestic use, and such rain falling thereon as

cannot ha conveniently carried into the sewers
provided for the surface drainage. Iu this case
only an exception must be made to the general

principle of keeping the house and surface

drainage separate.

The Thames is the common sewer of London.
Its tributaries, both open and covered, should
be purified the same as itself, namely, by pro-
viding separate channels for the reception of the

sewage. The best method of doing this would
be to lay pipes upon or under the inverts of the
existing branch and main sewers, and to coa-
neob all the house drains with these pipes. Then
the house drainage would be diverted from the
sewers, which would only receive and cany off

the snrface drainage, and thus the metropolis

would be perfectly drained.

It is not intended to discuss here the merits
of liquid and solid manure, but to show how the
metropolis and the river may be relieved of

the sewage, which may be led and raised into

reservoirs and filtering tanks in the Essex and
Kentish marshes below London, and there dis-

posed of for agricultural purposes. The sewage
of the high grounds could be intercepted, and
distributed over distant agricultural districts on
a lower level by gravitation, and lifted for dis-

tribution on higher levels by mechanical power.
To sufler the sewage to flow into the river when
it cannot be pub upon the land would be to

pollute the river, and thus ttie first principles

of sanitary improvement would be vitiated.

Main outfalls therefore should be provided to
receive and discharge the house drainage of
the metropolis at such times, independently of
the river. By this system the metropolis and
the river would be permanently relieved from
sewage. Towns can only be properly drained by
the adoption of these principles.

An Enginbeb.

THE RAILWAY SYSTEM.
At the ordinary meeting of the Institution of

Surveyors, held on Monday, March 8bh, Mr. John
Glutton, president, in the chair, the discussion
on Mr. J. Bailey Denton’s paper was resnmed by
Mr. J. W. Barry, who thought it could not bo
anticipated that owners wonid give their land
for railways, or subscribe for the shares, aa ex-
pected by Mr. Galbraith. He thought if expen-
sive accommodation works were demanded the
district should contribute in some way towards
the cost. Light railways following the contour
of the country would be impracticable in hilly
districts, which would entail heavy gradients,
and consequently heavy engines and costly per-
manent way.
Mr. J. H. Lloyd did not agree in the strictures

,

passed on the landowners. No doubt, in earlier
days the invasion of estates by railways was
considered as something horrible, and large
amounts were paid aa compensation

; but he
thought Mr. Denton had gone a little too far,

and no inflexible rule could be laid down. There
would be a great deal of practical difficulty in
applying the principles of the Land Drainage

.
and Improvement Acts to such cases aa these.
He instanced the Land Clauses Consolidation
Act for Ireland, under which an arbitrator was
appointed by the Government, to whom was re-

ferred every question of accommodation works
and compensation, as being a very convenient

,
Act, and capable of easy application. Mr. Lloyd
suggested that a committee might be usefully
appointed to consider the whole question in con-
junction with the Institution of Civil Engineers.

Mr. Francis Vigors thought something might
be gained if the surveyor, in conjunction with
the engineer, advised on the course of the line
before the plans were made public, and thus be
enabled to negotiate the compensation on better
terms.

Mr. E. J. Smith thought the landowners and
the existing railway companies should combine
to make branch railways, the landowners under-
taking to guarantee a certain moderate per-
centage on the capital.

Mr. T. MaiT Johnson said that in laying out
the Metropolitan Railway they were greatly in-

debted to surveyors for their . assistance. Ha
thonght something must be conceded by the
public if branch railways were to be constructed
economically, and the first thing to bo given up
must be high speed, which involved heavy
engines, costly permanent way, and excessive

wear and tear. The branch lines must be of the
same gauge as the main lines, and would probably
resolve themselves into two classes

5
one adapted

to fiat countries, where the rolling stock of the

main lino could travel
;
and another for hilly

countries with ateep gradients, which would
require special working plant, carriages as well

as engines.

Mr. R. C. Driver mentioned an instance in

which a proprietor, having rsceived a large sum
for damage to his estate, and the property after-

wards realizing more than it was thought
originally to be worth, returned the amount
received to the railway company.
Mr. J. Bailey Denton expressed himself satis-

fied with the course the dkeusaion had taken,

and said the whole question resolved itself into

this, that if railways wei'e to be made at some-

thing like 5.000Z. per mile some way of paying
less than 2iOZ. per acre for laud must be devised

;

for with eight or ten acres per mile that would
absorb at least 2

,
0001 ., and practically put astop

to further proceedings.

The President mentioned that on the purchase

of land for a certain railway he had to pay 300Z.

per acre for land not worth 30Z., beciiusa it was
alleged the railway would frighten the nightin-

gales out of the wood. Landowners were not
the only plunderers. He had sold 2^ acres to a
railway company for 900Z. One acre was used
for the railway, and the company demanded
1,2501. for the remaining acre; so that those

who complained the loudest, when they became
landowners themselves were equally exorbitant

in their demands. He thought the question of

giving land for railways depended in a great
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measure on the size of the estate and a variety

of oircumatances which would prevent a general

rule being laid down ;
besides, this sacrifice

should not be expected exclusively of the land-

owners, as every class of society was benefited by

their construction. He was sorry to hear so

high an authority as Hr. Lloyd say that pro-

ceedings similar to those under the Incloaure and

Drainage Acts could not well be applied to rail-

wavs, and ho quite agreed with the proposition

to appoint a committee to consider the whole

question. . ,

After some farther conversation on the subject,

it was resolved

—

not be too strongly condemned. Messrs. Sadlier,

Dutton, Postlethwaite, and others addressed the

meeting on the varions topics of interest that

had been raised. After a cordial vote of thanks

proposed by Mr. Gilks to Mr. Tidey, who replied

to some of the objections, and with a vote of

thanks proposed by Capt. Brittan to the obair-

man, the proceedings terminated.

“That it be left to the Council to nominate a Com-

inittee for the purpose of considering what steps, if any,

can be taken to promote the extension of the

svBtem especiaUy in agricultural districts
;
and that the

Council of the Institntion of CWU Engineers be mvited to

co-operate in any way that may be thought desirable.

PARK LANE.

DRAWING AND PAINTING IN RELA.TION

TO MATERIAL AND IDEAL ART.

At a meeting of the Society for the En-

couragement of the Fine Arts, ou the 11th,

Mr. T. R. S. Temple, the honorary secretary, m
the chair, n paper was read by Mr. Henry Tidey

on “Drawing and Painting ^ti Relation to

Material and Ideal Art.” Ho said,—With the

differences of opinion abont art, it was necessary

to reverb to nature. Man was a compound of

spirib mind, and matter, and became, as one or

the other predominated, the man of genius, as

the poet ;
the man of talent, as the scientific

man! and the man of ordinary ability, who was

inevitably subject to the other two. The vitality

of works of genius was remarkable, Shakspeare

himself being to ua bub a dream compared with

the reality of his Falsbaff. Poetry, music, and

sculpture were in advance of painting
;
for m

the word-pictures of Shakspeare or Shelley, in

sound-pictures of Beethoven, and m the stone-

pictures of the ancient Greeks, is to he found a

more thorough realization of the ideal, a more

complete supremacy of spirit and mind, than is

presented in the works of any painter with

whom we are acquainted.

The coniraoneab of the commonplace in Hem-

brandt is redeemed only by the marvellous

chiaro 'scuro and textual power. Rubens is

gorgeous, but decorative, rather than spiritual.

Raffuelle, if spiritual, is often grotesque in draw-

ing, hard in outline, and crude m colour.

Murillo never attained the divine, at which he

aimed. Mr. Tidey next turning to the considera-

tion. of colour, remarked that the pigments

in use at present represented but imperfectly

primitive colour,—a defect that was not to

be remedied, however, by the very common

mistake of putting vermilion in the place of

primitive red. He then, with the help of several

diagrams, explained, first, Mr. Benson’s system

of the science of colour, and afterwards the

inirenions theory of Mr. Hay, of Edinburgh,

pointing ont the close connexion as sbown^ by

him to exist between form, colour, and musical

sounds; form being exemplified in the circle,

triangle, and square; colour in the prismatic

rays and harmony in the different chords of

music. Ho entered also into a minute examina-

tion, illustrated by diagrams of the perspective

of the pre-Rafiaellibes, and into other technical

matters, such as the agreeable effects produced

by engraving, from black, comprising the three

primitive colours, the balance of colour in

pictures, &c. Ary Scheffer’s he characterized as

in a minor key of colour, and concluded a paper,

which was greatly applauded, with the remark

that the schoolboy now had more facilities for

acquiring the true principles of art than artists

formerly enjoyed.

The chairman said,—At a time when it was the

custom to refer everything in art and science to

first principles, it was most important that the

practical as well as the theoretical man, as on

the present occasion, should give us the result of

his experience. The love of reality was a charac-

teristic of the age, yet the imitation of material

substance was but the first stepping-stone to

fine art, the beautiful thought and expression

being the life and soul of it. With respect to

Greek art, it was no wonder that it flourished

under the threefold influence of religion, climate,

and the applause of a people who thoroughly ap-

preciated and rewarded art. Mr. Fahey, whilst

defending the pre-Raffaellite school of painting,

remarked that a great authority had said an

artist ought to be able to paint down as well as

Will you grant a small space in the Builder

to suggest a plan for the improvement of Park-

lane, which, I think, has not yet been duly con

sidered. .

The Board of Works have announced their

intentioQ of purchasing the two houses at the

north-east corner of Hamilton-place ;
if they also

purchase the house at the corner of Piccadilly

they will be able to continue Park-lane to Picca-

dilly at tbe same width throughout, and it -will

plaint against him (not working with him) i as

one surveyor said some time ago, “ Oh, I was

told a farmer said, ‘ We don’t want fine gentle-

men as surveyors, who come into our parish with

floe gold chains.’ ” He happened to wear a gold

chain to his watch. Or, as in the case ofanother

surveyor, who at last resigned his office in dis-

gust,
—“ My dear ! he goes about the roads with a

silver-handled whip, big as life, d—n his eyes.”

All this takes the spirit out of the very best

officer, and at last he finds a clerkship in a mer-

chant’s office infinitely preferable. But though

the Government may be aware of the ill-working

of the Act, of the incapability of highway boards,

they are, as rapidly as possible, giving them

more work to do.

As fast as the debt is paid, the turnpikes

throughout the kingdom are being abolished,

and put under tbe care of these boards. They

are not simultaneously abolished, but only as

they pay off their liabilities.

Now, in every way, this is a great injustice.

Adam Smith says, in his “ Wealth of Nations,
boDoasibloto Kite up a uarrow strip of ground Adam Bmitn says, m ms - „ o.

hi tout of the houMS on the west side of that a “ fairer way of raising a tax than the pre-

Hamilton.plnoe to be used, not as a garden, but sent toll system cannot bo conooned. But,

r,™ „ oarrinoo-wav. It this be done, the admitting the inoonvenienoe and injustioo of thenaumiuu-j^iaoc, Irw uw -w- —. - o— •

for a private carriage-way. If this be done, the

inhabitants of Hamilton-place will be in a great

measure compensated for the loss of the privacy

which they now enjoy; and as the carriages at

their doors will not be in a crowded street the

public will gain much. A Ratepayee.

THE MANAGEMENT OF ENGLAND’S
ROADS.

Regarding the management of England’s

roads, much interest has of late been mani-

fested. Improvement being sought for, about

four or five years ago an Act was passed for the

amalgamation of parishes. Under its provisions

the representatives of each parish in a petty

sessional or union division form a district high-

way board, the board appointing a surveyor and

clerk as its officers. Strange to say, these

boards, though made up of such rude elements

as compose boards of guardians (and, goodness

knows, we have heard enough of boards of

guardians lately to judge as to their capability

for transacting business), are virtually irrespon-

sible ;
they spend what money they wish, as they

wish
;

their accounts may chance to be audited

by a zealous member of their own board, or, as

in other instauces.the accounts may be regarded

as a nuisance, interfering with the delight of

fault-finding, and they may be never audited.

As a vice-chairman of a highway board once

said, when some one thought it was well that

the accounts should be examined, “ Augh ! d—
the items, it’s the totals we want,—aw, aw, aw !

”

A mistake was made even in the Act it8elf,_by

making it permissive. The onus of introducing

the Act was made to rest with the Court of

Quarter Sessions, thus casting thereon unne-

cessary odium.

As was prognosticated from the first, those

disorderly gatherings called highway boards are

uow found to be utterly incapable of the manage-

ment of the duties thrown on them, and indeed

the Legislature must have been sanguine to have

otherwise anticipated. They began their errors

by giving small salaries to their surveyors and

comparatively large salaries to their clerks.

Now, the whole well-being of a highway district

depends upon the surveyor; yet the office was

in many cases put up by tender, to be obtained

by him who bid the lowest sum, regardless of

all qualifications for the office. Always accusing

the magistrates of jobbery, they themselves have

been guilty of the grossest jobbery; they have

introduced as surveyors of England’s roads

farmers who couli not make their farms pay,

the son of an eating-house keeper, horse jobbers,

tax collectors, aud men of the like standing

;

but who or what the man, he has a salary

which an educated gentleman, educated as an

engineer, would not submit to, even supposing

such a one allowing himself to serve a district

highway board. Tbe surveyor being incapable,

the roads, as a whole, get worse (some parts get

better) ;
people using the roads complain ; the

rates get higher, all complain; then the boards,

not finding fault with themselves, do as they are

now doing so markedly in Yorkshire, cry out

that the Legislature, through the magistrates,

has hurt them,—not seeing that the hurt has

been caused by their own short-sighted policy.

Bat, supposing the surveyor chances to be a man

sene LOii bysLeiii uauuDi/ uo

admitting the inconvenience and injustice of the

toll system, surely the parish through which the

turupike-road happens to run should not be made

to maintain it.

Turnpike-roads are the main arteries of com-

merce (subsidiary, of course, to railways) ;
they

run from one town to another, being fed in a

measure on their way by the parish roads.

Turnpikes are as much for the accommodation

of tbe town as of the country ;
therefore it is a

hardship of the country as against the town to

maintain them. The parish, for its own benefit,

maintains roads that thread through its most

important parts, connecting those parts with the

through turnpike-road. The town, for its own

benefit, maintains a network of roads in con-

nexion with the turnpike-roads branching from

its borders.

Now for the remedy, for which a great cry is

being made. The points to be held in view are

the existing debts on the different trusts, and

the incapacity of the highway Boards.

la not the following suggestion worthy of

thought ? The highway boards should not have

the care of the turnpiko-roads.

The turnpikes should be regarded as imperial

roads, and maintained as such by an imperial

tax (whether on horses or carriages). They

should be amalgamated ;
two, three, or four

trusts, according to their size, should be col-

lected under one management ;
the present

trustees of the two, three, or four to be the

trustees of the new one. There should be on©

staff for the amalgamated trusts, thus at once

materially reducing the cost of management.*

The coat of maintenance of these amalgamated

trusts should be defrayed by an imperial tax

;

aud in case one or more of the trusts should be

in debt, the toll-gates on that part should be

allowed to remain, until the whole of the debt

was discharged, the entire receipts from the

tolls being devoted to that purpose. As it is an

injustice that these highway boards, who do not

fairly represent the ratepayers (inasmuch as

business-men really cannot afford the time; and

even if they could, would decline to associate

with such people), should have an irrespouBible

control, they should (as also the amalgamated

trusts) be subject to a central government board

of control, possessing similar powers to the Poor-

Law Board. Each county, or two or three

counties combined (dependent on their size),

should have a surveyor-in-chief, who should also

act as auditor. As it would be well that this

chief surveyor should know something of the

personal characterisbios of the county or coun-

ties to be under his care, the Court of

Quarter Sessions (or combined courts, as the

case may be), should be directed to nominate

the gentleman for the office, such nomina-

tion to be subject to the approval of the

Secretary of State. But such chief surveyor

should alone be responsible to the central board,

who should name their salaries, and in fact be

with the foregoing proviso, and under reference

always to the Secretary of State, the servant of

the central board. Thus the district under the

chief surveyor would have all its accounts

audited, it would have a gentleman at hand to

direct and advise ; it would have one system of

roadmaking, and one system of account-keeping ;

unnecessary expense would be checked, a power

artist oueht to be able to paint down as well as who is capable of doing the work of the highway

So So hi! Dublic Dr.Heinemann said such a board, even then the Act does not work well

:

principtartbat suggested by Mr. Fahey could
|

the board is ever seeking some cause of com-

• It would not reduce the cost of mauagement but a

very trifle more by making the highway boards accept

the management; as with increase of work, their olheers

would expect increase of pay.
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to keep the district up to the work would be at

hand (for again and again has been heard the

remark from members of highway boards,—“We
are not bound to make gentlemen’s carriage-roads

of the parish roads”), the highway surreyors
would be able to breathe, and would then perhaps
find it unnecessary to touch their hats as much
as they do now

5
and the clerks would find them-

selves simply clerks, and not clerks and the
board too.

It has been suggested in influential quarters
that the turnpikes should be abolished, thrown
on the highway boards, and the whole maintained
by an imperial tax; but that would be fair only
when the town roads are allowed to join in the
benefits of an imperial tax. The town maintains
its own roads, the country should maintain its

own roads—the roads joining the towns,— by the
imperial tax.

As for the metropolitan roads, they should be
treated something in the same way; one sur-

veyor-in-chief acting also as auditor, subject to

the central Board of Control; and dividing
London into four or five districts, the representa-
tives of each parish in a district should form a
board, it appointing its staff. Pro.

FOUNDATIONS IN RIVERS.
THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

At the meeting on March 2od, Mr. C. Hutton
Gregory, president, in the chair, the first paper
read was “ On Sinking Wells for the Fonndations
of the Piers of the Bridge over the river Jumna,
Delhi Railway,” by Mr. Imrie Bell.

After allnding to the native plans of sinking
wells, built of masonry or brickwork, by exca-

vating the sand from the interior, at first by
means of a spade called a “ phaora,” and after

the first 5 ft. by an implement called a “ jham,"
reference was made to a modification in the use
of the jham in constructing the railway bridge
over the Jumna at Allahabad, where, instead of

sending down a diver to force the spade into the
ground, a pole was employed to strike the butt
end of the jham, and so to drive it into the
ground. This was, in the author’s opinion, a
decided improvement

; but the process was still

tedious and slow, especially where clay or hard
strata were met with.

The author then proceeded to describe the
mode of forming the foundations of the bridge
over the river Jumna, near Siraawa, on the Delhi
Railway. It appeared that the bed of the river

at this point consisted of coarse and fine gravel

and sand, interspersed with layers of blue clay

3 ft. and 4 ft. thick, and covered with silt
; but,

during the rainy season, large boulders, weigh-
ing 14 lb. each and upwards, were brought
down, aud deposited by the scour of the river

30 ft. below the level of the bed. The bridge
comprised twenty-four openings, each 99 ft. in

the clear, and the soperstrncture was composed
of two lines of lattice girders, resting ou brick

columns, or wells, each 12 ft. G in. external
diameter, and 5 ft. 10 in. internal diameter; so ;

that the wall of the well was 3 ft. 4 in. thick. In
'

some instances the sites of the piers were get
clear of water by diverting the river at different

points during the dry season, while in other
cases islands were formed, by driving a half-

circle of piles on the npi-atream side, then lower-
ing sand-bags on the down-stream side, to the
height of 4 ft. or 5 ft., and afterwards filling np
with sand to 5 ft. above low water. The curb
on which the steining of the well rested was
formed of wrought-iron plates and angle-irons

riveted together; and in cross section the curb
was like an inverted right-angled triangle, of
which the height was 4 ft., and the base 3 ft.

4 in. When each curb was complete, it was
moved into position, and the compartments were
then filled in with concrete. The curb was next
sunk by mon working with the phaora and
basket, till the upper edge was within 3 in. of
the level of the water, when a ring of brickwork
was carried np for a height of 6 ft. The excava-
tion of the interior was again proceeded with, by
means of the jham aud divers, in the old native
stylo; afterwards a further height of 10 ft. of
brickwork was added, but the material was now
removed by a sand-pump (to be hereafter de-
scribed) worked by a steam-hoist of four-horse
power, as was the case after two additional
lengths, each of 15 ft., were built, when the well
was carried down to its full depth. In opera-
tions of this nature great care was neoeFsary,
especially at first, to insure the Well, or cylinder,
descending vertically. For this purpose the
lOurb should invariably be sunk alone without any

building. The first height of brickwork should
not exceed 5 ft. or 6 ft., the next 10 ft., and it

was never advisable to build more than 15 ft. at

a time. Before commencing any additional

height, the top course of the brickwork already
built ought to be removed, to insure a thoroughly
clean surface for the mortar.
The well-sinking for the foundations of the

piers and the abutments of this bridge was com-
pleted in little more than two years, which, with-
out deducting any time for building up the
brickwork, or for that unavoidably lost by the
rise in the river during rains, gave an average
rate of 159 ft. per month. The time occupied
in the building of the steining of the wells,

erecting, taking down, and re-et^cting scaffold-

ing aud staging for sand pump, weighting the
wells, &c., was equal to that employed in sink-

ing. This would give the rate of sinking as
a little over 300 ft. per month. If cast-iron

cylinders had been used, the work could have
been performed much more quickly, as the por-
tions of the cylinders could have been put
together more rapidly, and owing to the slight

bearing surface exposed by the thickness of the
iron, compared to the breadth of brickwork in

the walls of the well. The total weight of the
foundations and of the iron girder superstructure
on each well was 420 tons, and the area of the
bottom of each well was 117 ft., so that the
weight was less than 4 tons per square foot.

The novelty in the sinking of the wells of this

bridge 'was in the use of the Sand Pump. This
was described to consist of a wrought-iron
cylinder having a pump riveted to it at the top,

in which was a piston fitting loosely, and pierced
with small holes to allow of the escape of water.
The piston rod terminated in an eye at the upper
end, to which a chain could be attached. The
bottom of the cylinder was moveable, and in the
centre there was an upright suction-pipe, pro-

jecting outwards for a distance equal to its own
diameter, and inwards nearly to the top of the
cylinder. When the pump was lowered to the
bottom of the well, the chain attached to the
piston rod was worked up and down like a ring-

ing engine. In this way water was first drawn
through the upright pipe, followed by sand or
other material, which fell over the pipe into the
cylinder. This operation was oontinued until
the cylinder was quite full, which was known by
the piston working stiffly, when the machine was
raised to the surface ; the bottom of the cylinder
was then detached, with the column of sand
resting on it, and another cylinder bottom which
had been cleared of its sand was substituted.

COMPETITIONS.
Newport.—Church of Scotland Chapel.—The

committee of this chapel have selected the
design of Mr. Alexander Johnston, architect,

Duudeo. There were five competitors. The
design of Mr. Mackenzie, of Dundee, was
second.

Jorlcshire Investment Company, Leeds.—In the
sale of sites forming part of the corporation
scheme for tho widening and improvement of

Boar-lane, an important plot of ground was
acquired by the Leeds and Yorkshire Land,
Building, and Investment Company (Limited).
It consists of the space occupied by the Railway
Hotel and adjoining premises. To secure a
structure worthy of the site, the directors invited

architects to send in competing plans. Out of
a number seat in they have selected the eleva-
tions and plans of Messrs. Mallinson & Bake-
well, architects, East Parade, Leeds, the pre-
mium for the second beat set of plans having
been awarded td* Mr. Harris, architect. East
Parade, Leeds. The plans of Messrs. Mallinson

Bakewell provide for the erection of a hotel,

embracing a restaurant, luncheon bar, &o., and
two first-class shops. Toe new building is

Renaissance in style. The main entrance to the
hotel will be in Boar-lane. In each of the three
stories above the doorway are oriel windows.
Rotherham Hospital and Dispensary.—About

eighty designs had been received on Monday
evening last, March 15tb, by the bon. secretary
of the building committee, in answer to his ad-
vertisement inviting architects to submit plans
in competition for this hospital. The designs
will be hung at once in the Mechanics’ Hall,

and the sub-committee meet this week to decide
on the further steps to be taken in order to

secure a fair selection.

Baptist Chapel, Glossop-road, iS'7tp^eZd.—Some
time ago a movement was made amongst the
members of the Townhead-street Baptist Chapel

for the erection of an additional chapel in another
part of tho town. A suitable site was found in.

Glossop-road, at the junction ofNorthumberlund-
road, and the new building was projected to cost

from 5,O00J. to 6,000Z. The tender of designs
for a suitable edifice was invited, and plans sub-
mitted by the following architects were exhibited
in tho Cutlers’ Hall. The mottoes attached
with each design are subjoined with the name :

—

Messrs. Hill & Swan, “ Hxperientia docet

Messrs. Flockton & Abbott, “ Two triangles

Messrs. Blackmoor & Mitchell-Withers, “ Excel-

sior Mr. J. P. Pritchett, Darlington," Labor et

spes Messrs. Lockwood & Mawaon, Bradford,
“ Experientia docet;” Mr. J. C. Hine, Nottingham,
'‘Omnibus electus;” Messrs. Pavell & Robinson,
Manchester, " Q Messrs. Innocent & Brown,
Sheffield, “ Nota Bene." The last named were
the snccessful competitors. The style of the

building is Gothic. The spire is placed so that

its full height of 140 ft. is seen. The school

adjoining is 5i fc. long, 24 ft. wide, and 17 ft.

high, with accommodation for 250 children.

The Infant Schools at Sutton.—There were
thirty-five designs sent in, and after consi-

deration of their merits, the managers made
the following selections for the prizes of 40Z.

each :

—

1. Mr. W. 'Wallen, Greenwich £15,973 0 0
3. Messrs. Wilson S Willcocks, Xing

William-street, Strand 11,000 0 0
3. Mr. Chas. J. Phipps, and Mr. F. M.

Harvey, Mectlenburg-sqiiare ... li,600 0 0

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Chester.—The foundation-stone of new Sunday

schools for the Methodist new connexion has
been laid. They are to be built at the rear of,

and immediately behind, the chapel, a small

space intervening. On the basement there will

bo two class-rooms, 11 fc. 6 in. by 22 ft. 10 in.,

and one larger, 20 ft. by 22 fc. 10 in., each room
being entered by a separate door. Above these

will be one large schoolroom, 44 ft. 6 in. by 22 ft.

10 in., lighted by five windows; each of tho

class-rooms being lighted by one window. Those
rooms it is expected will accommodate 300
scholars. Belowthe class-rooms there are boilers

for heating water at tea-parties, store-rooms, >ic.

The building will be of brick, with stone facings,

and will cost, when completed, about 350Z. Mr.
Walter Bodeo, of Chester, is the architect;

Mr. H. Pearson, tho builder; Mr. J. Deckers
doing the stonework.

Bilston.— The Wesleyan new schoolrooms,
erected at a cost of 1,000Z., have been opened.
The school is a brick building, composed of a
central room 58 ft. 6 in. long by -45 ft. wide, with
a range of four class-rooms on each side 8 fc.

square, and two class-rooms 15 ft. 6 in. by 8 ft.

each. There is also a gallery for infants at tho
entrance. The walls are wainscoted to about
5 ft. high. A platform pulpit is erected on the
east side of the schoolroom, which may be easily

partitioned off to divide the boys from the girls.

The school will accommodate about 600, and it

is decided to have a day and infants’ as well as

a Sunday school. Almost the entire cost of the

erection has been already raised.

Birkenhead.—-The new boys’ school, in con-
nexion with St. Ann’s Church, Birkenhead, has

been formally opened. The new buildings are

erected from the designs of Mr. David Walker,
of Liverpool, and provide accommodation for

about 200 scholars, the plans being in accord-

ance with the Committee of Council regulations,

from whom a grant in aid is obtained. The
schoolroom is 77 fc. long by 20 ft. in width, and
there are two class-rooms, each 25 ft. 6 in. by
15 ft. in width, together with a cloak-room, lava-

tory, entrance poi'ches, and all nsual conve-

niences, a large playground being likewise pro-

vided. The roof timbers of the schoolroom are

exposed to view, and varnished ;
and the walls

are coloured a warm tint on the brickwork,

finished with a skirting, 4 fc. high, in oil paint,

and capped with a stencil border. The class-

rooms are fitted up with galleries. The style is

Gothic, of an early character, and tho buiidiag

is constructed almost entirely of brick. The
site of the new buildings, which adioins the old,

was presented by Mr. Thomas Brassey, who also

gave a liberal donation towards the building
('and. The cost of the works will be above
1,200Z. Messrs. Booth & Richards, of Rock
Ferry, were the contractors.

Doncaster.—The new building which has just

been completed for the Doncaster Grammar-
school, at a cost of something like 7,0001., was to
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have been formally opened on Friday before last.

At the last moment, however, ciroamstances arose

which led to a difiference of opinion between the

charity trustees and the head master, and it was
resolved that the pupils should re-assemble in

the old building.

Carlton {Notts).—New day and Sunday schools

have been opened at Carlton, in connexion with

the church there. The schools are erected on a

site which had been presented for the purpose

by the Earl of Chesterfield, and are in the Tudor

style of architecture. The cost incurred was

about 1,9001., including the site and alterations

at Gedling Schools. The schoolrooms are suffi.

cient to seat about 400 persons. The play-

grounds for the children are asphalted, and pro-

vided with swings and other appurtenances.

Great Horton ,—In addition to the large Sunday

and day schools which are being carried on by

the friends of the Church, the Wesleyans, and

the Primitive Methodists, the services in con-

nexion with the opening of large and extensive

school premises, which have recently been com-

pleted by the Congregationalists, have just been

held. When the sum of nearly 2,0001. was raised,

plans were prepared by Messrs. Paul & Robinson,

of Manchester, and the different works were let to

Messrs. Booth, Illingworth, & Son, contractors,

Bradford, and the erection is now completed. The
site is in a prominent position fronting the main

road. A level street separates the building on

the south-west side from the chapel premises,

and the north-east side is also flanked by a street,

but the ground here falls to the extent of 12 ft.

Advantage has been taken of the difference of

level, the class-rooms for infants and week night

scholars being placed on a lower ground story,

with separate external entrances from the side

street. The area of ground covered by the

building is about 550 superflcial yards, the

dimensions being 120 ft. by 41 ft. The height

from the floor to the ridge of the roof is 52 ft.

On the ground-floor there is an assembly-room,

which is 65 ft. by 38 ft. and 16 ft. high, having

separate entrances from the front street, and

communicating directly with the lobby at another

entrance on the north-west side. This room is

lighted with gas by means of six pendants sus-

pended from the ceiling. In the rear of the

assembly-room there is a lecture-hall, which is

36 ft. by 26 ft.
;
and the same height between the

assembly-room and the leoturo-hall, and ascend-

ing from the side entrance lobby, there is a stair-

case leading up to sixteen class-rooms above,

which extend in double row with vertically

lighted passage between them, the entire length

of the building, and at the end of the passage

a room is provided for the superintendent, who
will have a view of the entire range. On the

lower ground-floor and underneath the lecture-

hall there is a class-room 25 ft. by 20 ft. and

14 ft. high, containing a raised gallery, which will

accommodate 100 infants. This room is lighted

by large windows from the street on the lower

side. On the same level there are two class-

rooms for adults, specially adapted for week

evening purposes.

Newmarket.—Much-needed school and church

accommodation for All Saints parish will, through

the exertions of the vicar, be probably very

shortly provided. The site given by the Duke
of Rutland for the new school is near the

vicarage. The principal inhabitants of the town

are oontribating liberally towards the building

funds. The school will be commenced early in

April, and the enlargement of the church as

soon after as convenient.

FROM AUSTRALIA.

Melbourne. — The new bridge at Keilor,

erected across the Saltwater River, has

been opened. Messrs. Brown & Son, of Cam-
berwell, were the engineers. The bridge was
constructed on the site of the former one,

which was a wooden frame bridge of the

American style, and was erected at great cost

in 1853. The contract for the present bridge

was let in October, 1867, to Mr. Enoch Chambers,

for 4,6641., which included the masonry of the

towers, the raising of the old piers 3 ft. 11 in.,

and the bnts and platform of the bridge. Two
new piers, however, have occasioned an addi-

tional outlay of from 9001. to l,000i. The
masonry was commenced in December last; the

iron for the construction of the tubes arrived

from England in June, and their erection com-

menced in July, and the whole of the work,

excepting the approaches, was completed in

October, without accident to life or limb. The

cost of the entiro work, including the service

bridge and the approaches, is upwards of 6,0001.

The weight of each iron girder is about 50 tons,

and the platform also about 50 tons, making a

total weight of 150 tons. The bridge is 142 ft.

in length, and 136 ft. between the points of sup-

port, and 20 fc. wide. 41,000 rivets have been
used in its construction. It has been tested with

a load of 142 tons placed equally on the girders,

and with this weight it deflected 1 inch, and
on the removal of the testing weight the girders

rose to their original camber. The actual

strength of the bridge, exclusive of its iron

weight, is 980 tons, and the working power 326
tons.

Competitive designs are invited by the execu-
tive committee of the projected Prince Alfred

Hospital. A premium of 501. is offered for the
first, and 251. for the second best design.

The Victoria School of Design, in connexion
with the Gallery of Art, has from thirty to forty

students, but no master. One result is that not
more than six or eight students attend with any
steadiness or regularity. If the school (if we
can call it a school) is to become useful, it must
be provided with a competent master.

Sydney .—The new General Poet Office, nowin
course of erection in Sydney, has a frontage to

George-street of about 80 ft. and 170 ft. to a
proposed lane which will oonueot George-street
with Pitt-street. The business of the Money
Order and Telegraph Departments will be trans-

acted in the building as well as that of the Post
Office. Sydney freestone is being used iu the
erection of the building principally, with the
exception of such portions as the base-coarse,

the columns, and capitals of the arcades, &c.,

requiring additional strength, where granite will

be employed to resist the pressure. Of this an
abundant supply of excellent quality and various

colours can be obtained at sever.al places along
the coast between Sydney and Cape Howe. In-

ternally, briokwork and wroughc-iron will be
used as far as practicable. The desigu is Italian,

by Mr. James Barnet, Colonial Architect of
N.S. Wales, and the contractor is Mr, John Young,
of Melbourne.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Brcdgar .—The new Wesleyan chapel here has

been opened for divine worship. Mr. R. Carey, of
Coxheath, gave the bricks and the land, the cost

of the labour and woodwork being about 1,000Z.

The building was designed by Mr. Carey, jun.,

of London, and carried out under the direction

of Mr. C. Piilow, of Milton. Mr. Beaumont, of

Milton, was the builder; the candelabra were
supplied by Mr. A. Buley, of Sittingbourue, who
likewise did the staining and the glazing. The
size of the chapel is 50 ft. by 30 fc. in the clear,

and it will seat 300 persons. The style is Gothic.

There are a school-room and vestry at the end.

As the land upon which the chapel is built is at

a considerable elevation, it is a prominent fea-

ture iu the landscape for some distance.

Yeovil .—The foundation stone of a Wesleyan
chapel has been laid here. The new edifice is

intended to accommodate 700 people, the cost

being 3,OOOZ., inoluding site. The architect is

Mr. Lander, of Barnstaple j and the builders are

Messrs. Bartlett, of Coker.

Stratford.— The foundation-stone of a new
Unitarian chapel has been laid here. The site

is in Ham-lane, near the new Townhall, Strat-

ford. The cost of the site and building is esti-

mated at 1,200Z. It is expected the building will

be completed in June. Mr. Clark is the archi-

tect, and Mr. Thomas Horken contractor.

Dundee .—A new Wesleyan chapel is being

erected in Wellington-street, from the designs

of Mr. Alexander Johnston, o4Pundee.

METROPOLITAN ASSESSMENT BILL.

Sir,—

A

llow me to call attention to one provision in

Mr. Goscheo’s Bill, which appears to me to perpetuate a
fallacy which has long existed relative to deductions Co be
made from the gross estimated rental in respect of repairs

and insurance.
For the purpose of this oommanication I have this

morning inspeet--d the rate-book of one of the city

parishes, and subsequently a house, tbo gross estimated
rental of which was there stated to bo 6UCL, and the
rateable value 20 per cent, less, viz

,
-lOOL

;
of this

amount I venture to say the structural value is only lOOL,

the remainder beiug the value of the land; 20 per cent,

from the gross amount would therefore equal the total

annual value of the structure to bo repaired.

I would suggest the following plan, which I am adopting

in the valuation of a union for poor-rate assessment, viz.,

to make the deduction a per-centage on the structural

value only, and for this purpose discarding altogether the

value of the land.
A carefully-prepared table on this basis, though working

some inequalities, would, I venture to think, be fur more
just than the plan now adopted. Wm. £te.

STAINED GLASS.

All Saints’ Church, Souldrop, Bedfordshire ,

—

Another window has juat been filled with stained
laas, by Messrs. O’Connor, of London, for the
bancel of the church in thia village. The
indow oonaiats of one large circle and aix small

openings, and being above the organ, subjects

from the Te Deum were thought to be suitable.

Thus the centre light repreaents onr Lord in

majeaty, with two angels in adoration, and the
six other lights are filled with variona snbjects,

sneh as the angels Michael, Gabriel, Raphael,
and Uriel, with their respective emblems

;
the

apostles Peter, John, James, and Paul
j

the
prophets leaiab, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel;
and the martyrs, John Baptist, Stephen, Mat-
thew, and Andrew.

Si. Peter’s Collegiate Church, Wolverhampton.
The three main lights of the Lonsdale window
are intended to recall to the mind Bishop Lons-
dale, as Bishop, Father in God, and Chnroh
Restorer, by the following figures :—Melchiaedec,

priest and king, bearing the bread and wine

;

St.John at Ephesns, with a long white beard,

and having in his right hand a writing style, his

left hand resting on the head of a child standing

at bis side
;

Ezra, the priest, holding three

scrolls, representing the Law, Prophets, and
Sacred Writings. In the panels beneath these

figures are three scenes from the history of St.

Chad, first Bishop of Lichfield, A.D. 669. 1st.

His consecration. 2nd. St. Chad, as Bishop of

Lichfield and founder of the Mother Church of

the diocese. 3rd. The death of St. Chad an-

nounced to him. The tracery is a flowing

Decorated composition, and contains emblems of

the Sacramental Cup, with serpent issuing from
it, the Seven-Branched Candlestick, the Seven
Stars (Rev. i. 16), St. Chad’s Branch, &c. Along
the base of the window, on a brass, is the

inscription, “ John, Bishop of Lichfield
;

con-

secrated 1813; died 1867.” The ai’tists were
Messrs. O’Coanor, of London,

PORTLAND CEilENT.

Sia,—Your correspondent, Henry Bird, in an-

swer as to behaviour of Portland cement, gives

causes and effects, but he does not point to the

remedy, which, in my humble opinion, lies with

the manufacturers, as they grind and sieve it too

coarse, and send it out too freab, more so in a
busy time. These coarsely-ground particles of

hard carbonate of lime take time to absorb the

moisture, and, having done so, it swells
;
hence

the upheaving of the joints iu the brickwork,

and what is termed, in plastering, the fire-

cracking. Now the remedy wonld be for the

manufacturer to grind and sift it finer,—pass it

through a sieve, say twenty holes to the inch,—
and let it lie in a dry place or bin exposed to

the air for twenty-one days before use. Some
of your readers may probably say it would take

a great time to set : 1 find by experience the

longer it takes to set the harder it gets,

WlLLIAil PULHAM.

THE “BUILDER’S” LAW NOTES.

Pollution of a River by Sewage.— A Local

Board of Health directed that the sewage of a

certain town should be by means of drainage con-

veyed to a river. The sewage, not having been

completely deodorised before coming into contact

with the river, polluted the stream passing

through certain lands so much that the fish were

killed, and a nuisance was caused. It was held

by the Court of Chancery that the owner of the

lands through which the river passed was en-

titled to an iojunotioa to restrain the con-

tinuation of the pollution of the water.

—

Biddery.

The Croydon Board of Health.

Railway Works diverting subterranean Waier.

^ Railway Company having oonstrncted a

tunnel on their own land, thereby diverted the

subterranean water from plaintiff's land con-

tiguous to the tunnel. Proceedings having been

taken against the company for such diversion of

the underground water, it was decided that they

were not liable, as the act had been in the exer-

cise of the ownership of their own laud .—Galgay

V. The Great Southetm and Western Railway

Company of Ireland.

Use of Public Fountain Water .—The Darling-

ton Board of Health was empowered by statute

to supply that town with water at certain rates

for domestic purposes, and forother than domestic

purposes upon such terms as might be agreed
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upon, between the Board and tbose desiroas of

having suoh supply. A public fountain having
been presented to the town, the Board supplied

it with water on market-days for the use of the
cattle in the market, and for yoked horses pass-

ing to and fro. A person who kept horses, and
was desirous to evade payment of the rate for

the supply of water to his stable, took his horses

to the fountain to drink. An information was
laid against him under the Waterworks ClaJises

Act of 1847 ;
but the magistrates, being of

opinion that the Board bad no right to limit the
gratuitous use of the water at the fountain, re-

fused to convict. The Court of Common Pleas set

aside the decision of the magistrates, on the
ground that it was quite competent for the Board
to limit (as they had done) the supply of water
to the fountain .—Hildreth v. Adamson.

Injury to a Stream by a ilaiiufacture.—Certain
calico-printers were for some years in the habit
of using the water of a stream for the purposes
of their works. Arsenite of soda is one of the
substances used in the process of dying calico,

and it was found that arsenic from the works
above mentioned was traced in the mud of the
reservoir of the Stockport Waterworks Company
(some miles below the works), and also in the
water supplied by that company to the town of
Stockport. Proceedings were taken against the
owners of the calico-printing works, and it was
contended that the defendants might have pre-
vented the arsenic from escaping, if they had
constructed a large settling reservoir below the
works. In defence it was alleged that such
a course would have been very expensive ; but
no evidence was given as to the mode in which
the works were carried on. The jury found
that the trade was lawful, useful to the com-
munity, and properly carried on

;
but it was

decided by the full Court that the verdict was
not in pursuance of evidence

;
and also that,

even if it were admitted that the trade were
lawful, useful, and properly carried on, that
would be no answer to the legal proceedings
for being the cause of poison becoming mixed
with the water .—Stockport Waterworks Company
V. Potter.

DEAINAGE WORKS AT AECAN,
ROSS-SHIRE.

Some improvements deserving of notice have
just been completed on the Soaforth estate. The
lands in question lie in the valley of the Conon,
a few miles from the iluir of Ord Station on
the Highland Railway. At this place the river
Conon was sometimes so high for weeks, or
even for months together, as to flood the fields

to such an extent that they presented more the
appearance of a loch than the fertile lands they
really were. In order to remedy this state of
matters, Mr. G. Cadell Bruce, C.E., of Edin-
burgh, was applied to, and he undertook to
carry a tunnel all the way through the lands,
passing below the river Urrin through part of
the Highfield property, and discharging the
water into the river on the Conon estate, im-
mediately below the march between the Sea-
forth and Highfield properties. This work has
been successfully accomplished, the result being
that the flat of Arcan, extending over 800 acres,
is now entirely free from water. From the sur-
face of the ground at the inlet to the outlet
there is about 14 ft. of fall. The tunnel is 2,142
yards in length—solid brick building—and there
are also 500 yards of a large open watercourse,
besides other drainage works. The work was
begun in May last, aud has been accomplished
in the face of many difficulties, arising from
the nature of the ground and the large gather-
ing of water. The tunnel is constructed of
radiating bricks, built with hydraulic lime, and
partly laid in concrete. It is boxed in with
piles of timber, and considerable difficulty was
often experienced in conducting this work, owino'
to the shifting nature of the sand and gravel.
The quantity of water which the tunnel will
discharge, running half full, is about 100,000,000
gallons in twenty-four hours. The tunnel under
the Orrin is 10 ft. below the bed of the river.
These improvement works were carried out to
a large extent on the lands of two proprie-
tors, under the “Outfall Act” of 1847—one of
the first instances, we believe, in which the
conditions of this Act have been conformed to.
One of the proprietors was averse to the exe-
cution of the drainage operations; but the Act
was expressly intended to meet such a case.
The contractor for the undertaking was Mr.
George Hunter, Edinburgh.

THE VALUATION OF PROPERTY IN THE
METROPOLIS.

The text of the Bill to provide for uniformity in

the assessment of rateable property in the raeiro-

polis, prepared by Mr. Goschen, Mr. Arthur Peel,

and Mr. Ayrton, has been published. This measure
provides for the establishment in the metropolis

of a valuation board for the purpose of deter-

mining the per-centage of the rate of deductions

to be made from the gross value in calculating

the rateable value of heraditaments. The Board
is to be composed of one representative from
each assessment committee, and its proceedings
are to be conducted in such manner aud accord
ing to such regulations as the Poor-law Board
may from time to time prescribe. The cleik of
the Board is to be the clerk for the time being of

the Metropolitan Asylum district. The right of
appeal is to be given to any ratepayer and
any surveyor of taxes who may feel aggrieved
by the decision of the assessment committee.
The same right is also accorded to the assess-

ment committees, overseers, and any body
of persons legally empowered to levy rates,

if they feel aggrieved by reason of the gross
or rateable value being too high or too low,

or of there being no approved valuation list.

The Poor-law Board is to be authorised to

appoint commissioners for hearing appeals,

subject to the consent of the Commissioners of
the Treasury. Oue-half the remuneration of
those officers and of their courts is to be paid
out of the Treasury funds, aud the other half

by the managers of the Metropolitan Asylum
district, who are to be recouped out of the Com-
mon Poor Fund. If a commissioner should find,

on appeal, that there is no approved valuation
list in a^jy pariah, he may appoint a person to

prepare one, the costs to be paid by the assess-

menb committee failing to approve the list. The
Bill contains seventy-three clauses and five

sohodules.

THE WORKS OF THE LATE E. H.

WEHNERT.
Toe Institute of Painters in Water Colours

have opened an exhibition in their Gallery,

Pall-mall, of pictures and sketches by the late

Mr. Wehnerb, “with the sole object of doing
honour to the memory of an early and much-
esteemed member,”—and a very praiseworthy
and houonrable step it is. The collection, in-

cluding 150 works, is one of great interest, and
shows the industry as well as the genius of the
artist, who straggled against ill health in the
latter part of bis career, and was prematurely
cab oflT. The earliest picture, of which the date
is given in the catalogue, is 14, “ The Dinner at

Page's House, from the ‘ Merry Wives of Wind-
sor,’” the property of Mr. James Godwin; and
the last is 127, " Recantation by Galileo of hia

Heresies before the Tribunal of the Inquisition,”

on which Mr. Wehnert was engaged at the time
of his lamented death. The sketches and studies

for pictures exhibited show well hia manner of
working, and the carefulness with which ho pre-
pared himself for the finished work.

ARCHITECTS’ ACTIONS.
DRE.tCH OF CONTRACT.

A-N action was brought by Mr. E. H. Lingen
Barker, against the Rev. J. Ormiston, as chair-
man of the St. David’s (Islington) Church Bnild-
ing Committee, for a breach of contract, in
wrongfully dismissing him from the position of
architsot, to whic^h he had been appointed by a
resolution of the committee. There were also

special claims for plans prepared and other ser-

vices rendered, and for the user of the said plans
after his dismissal.

The case had been referred, by agreement, to
the decision of Mr. Johnson, one of the Masters
of the Court of Exchequer.
The defendant paid 101. into court, and sub-

mitted pleas denying the contract ; alleging
that the contract (if any) was conditional

;

chat the plaintitt’ had failed to fulfil the condition

;

and that the amount jjaid into court was suffi-

cient for the work done.

The following is an outline of the chief facts,

as disclosed by the correspondence :

—

In June, 1866, plaintiff received instructions from de-
fendant to prepare plans for the above ebnreb, to seat
l,^b0 persons, tbe oust not being named. Ultimately the
accommodation was reduced to 1,0U7, when plaintiff stated
lie thought the cost need not exceed -hdi OJ. (afterwards
increased to -l,3uOi.3, paying strict attention to economy
in matters of detail, and using inexpensive materials only.

Xo gnarantce, however, on thispointwas either asked for
or given, and in November tho plans were adopted by re-
solution, subject only to any future desired modillcations.
Funds having come in but slowly, it was decided, about
October, 1867, to erect the nave of the church first; and
plaintiff sent his plans to defendant, at his request, with
this object, with estimates, showing the superior advan-
toge of building the side aisles at the same time. Instead
nf noticing this suggestion, defendant showed the plans to
Messrs. Dove, builders, who estimated the complete cost
at 6,0001. ;

they, however, in answer to plaintiff's subse-
quent inquiries, admitted that this price was only approxi-
mate, as they had had no specifications, and only a
“casual glance" at the plans; they further said, ihat
doubtless the details might be simplified, so as to bring
the coat down to about 6,000L; and that, on receiving the
plana and specifications, they shonld be able to say the
lowest they could carry them out for. Plaintiff fully ex-
plained all this to defendant (who had himself previously
state I to the secretary of the Bishop of London’s fund
that tho cost would no doubt be 6,000/.), adding that hia
original estimate would now have to bo raised to about
that sum, owing to the increased cost of building since it

Wes giveu, and for other reasons duly specified
;
he also

alluded to the wide difference often existing between eom-
pelition tenders, pointing out that defendant's mode of
proceeding was such as to tempt the builders to name a
high figure. And he finally reminded him of the original
understanding, which was, that tenders were to be procured
in competition

; and that if the lowest was then found to
exceol the available funds, the cost should bo reduced by
the omission of certain details principally ornamental.
Notwithstanding these and further explanations, and an
offer to modify tho plans to suit the reduced state of the
funds; and though ha warned the defendant against in-
volving his committee in the expense of two architects,
plaintiff received, in April, 1868, a formal resolution ter-
minating the engagement

;
and shortly afterwards a letter

from defendant, referring him to his solicitor. An arbi-
tration was then proposed, and acceded to at first by
plaintiff, but afterwards declined, on hearing that, penJ-
log these negotiations, defendant, had been using hia plans
and employing another architect, Mr. E. L. Blackburne.
Indeed, under this gentleman’s direction, plaintiff's re-
jected advice of building nave wilb side aisles has since
been carried out by Messrs. Dove. After hearing the
(admitted) correspondence, tho Master stated that his
impression was decidedly in favour of the plaintiff, and
also that the amount paid into court was inadequate. He
thought, however, a compromise might be effected at that
stage, so as to spare funds collected for a charitable pur-
pose; this hope being grounded upon the good feeling and
moderation exhibited m plaintiff's letters. Ultimately it

was arranged that the Master should certify for the de-
fendant to pay the plaintiff's costs, and 81/. beyond tho
70/. paid into court, and to return the plans.

HOUSE PAINTING.
Sir,—Can any of your readers inform tae the

reason why plain oil painting upon old work,
when dry, has a flat and smeary appearance ? If
a light grey (for instance), the first coat will dry
with a uniform gloss, but the second coat will be
sure to be flat and smeary. 1 have inquired of
many painters, bat can get no satisfactory ex-
planation. I use American turpentine, and have
tried linseed oil from dilforent honses, but with
the same result each time : for the past few
years it has been impossible, after the first coat,
to make plain paint look well, with a decent
gloss. Can the cause be in the white lead P

H. L. D.

FRENCH WORKMEN FOR THE TRINTT
BOARD.

Sir,—I find this paragraph in the Daily Neivs^
and would call your attention to it :

—

"New English Zighthoiise .—Tbo Trinity Board have
entered into a contract with a French firm to supply and
work the granite of a lightbonae, to be constructed on a
rock near the present Longships, off Land’s End. The
new lightbonse will embrace all the modern improvements,
and will, when completed, supersede the Longships. The
Elder Brethren, it is said, have gone to France with the
contract, in consequence of the high price asked by English
firms. The work will be commenced immediately."

We have a very old proverb about carrying
coals to Newcastle, but here ia a job to be done
in Cornwall, aud the material ia Cornish granite,
aud workmen there are as much unemployed as
they are at this moment in other parts of Eng-
laud and as badly paid,—ay, and worse, for there
is no district in England where wages rule as low
as they do there; and yet, when a little job like

the foundation of a lighthouse has to be done,
our rulers must, forsooth, send the order to

France. I must confess my disgust at the
transaction. Bntlamtold that the price asked
by the English contractors who 'a'ere applied to

was too high, and the French asked leas. I
leave out altogether any question of patriotism.

My reply ia, take a wider circle. We English go
abroad and compete there with all nations, and
on their own soil, aud shall it be said that we are
beaten at home ? These things are done in a
corner, as the recent magisterial investigations
prove. Let every job of this kind be well
advertised in the journals devoted to the trade,

BO that contractors generally may be mado
aware that such work has to be done

;
and I am

sure that, after that, they need not go to Franc©
or any other country for tenders of any kind of
building. A Clerk of Works.
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PERPETUAL MOTION.

In tHe Gentleman's Magazine for 1818, p. 156,

vol. ii., appears the following cnrions account :

—

“John Spence, an ingenious individual, residing

at Linlithgow, in Scotland, has applied the mag-
netic power to the production of a perpetual

motion. This person was in early life appren-

ticed to a shoemaker, but the natural bent of his

genius for mechanics overcame every obstacle.

He got to be keeper of a steam-engine, in a spin-

ning factory at Glasgow, and after two years’

study in this school, retired to his native place

to pursue the shoemaking for bread
j
and wheels,

levers, &c., for the gratification of his own
taste. The perpetual motion was an object

worthy of such a devotee, and we find that he
has invented a piece of mechanism which is

doubly curious, from its own powers, and from
the extraordinary difficulties in whose despite it

has been accomplished. It is not easy to convey
an idea of it without plates. A wooden beam,
poised by the centre, has a piece of steel

attached to one end of it, which is alternately

drawn up by a piece of magnet placed above it,

and down by another placed below it t as the

end of the beam approaches the magnet either

above or below, the machine interjects a non-

conducting substance, which suspends the attrac-

tion of the magnet approached, and allows the

other to exert its powers. Thus the end of the

beam continually ascends and descends betwixt

the two magnets, without ever coming into con-

tact with either, the attractive power of each
being suspended precisely at the moment of
nearest approach. And as the magnetic attrac-

tion is a permanently operating power, there ap-

pears to be no limit to the continuance of the

motion but the endurance of the materials of

the machine. The first machine made by Mr.

Spence is very rude, and fashioned by his own
hands

;
but he intends applying the principle to

the motion of a timepiece. We trust this in-

genious man will meet the encouragement be
deserves

;
if not as the reward of his talents and

perseverance, at least for the benefit of the com-
munity, for it is from such sources that great

national improvements are often derived.”

Such is the article verbatim, and an old cor-

respondent would wish to ask, can the force of

the magnet be made so strong as to be applied

to a sewing-machine or to locomotion ? and ifyon
could procure an outline drawing, and give in the

Builder a small wood engraving of this curious

machine, no doubt it would much oblige your
readers.

A BIG HAMMER.
A SEVENTY-TON cast-irou block being required

for a steam hammer, and being undertaken with
other works by Mr. Wm. Williams, ironfounder,

St. Helen’s Works, Swansea, was successfully

cast on the 11th inat. Two cupolas were specially

erected at a suitable distance to enable the metal
to run directly into the mould. Operations com-
menced at an early hour, and by a quarter to

ten a.m. the first set of charges were ready and
tapped. Successive charges followed each other
at regular intervals of three-quarters of an hour
up to nine p.m.j at which time the block con-
taining the full weight of 70 tons of solid iron

was finished, thus successfully completing the
largest casting ever made in Wales.
The dimensions are 11 ft. 6 in. by 9 ft. G in. at

base, and 7 ft. 6 in. high. It will occupy from
two to three weeks to cool suflfioiently to allow it

to be reversed, it having been cast base upper-
most.

THE NEW EXCHANGE BUILDINGS,
LIVERPOOL.

Tins extensive and important fabric is now
far advanced towards completion. The present
works, contract No. 2, include the whole of the

east wing and the central portion, and are

being carried out by Messrs. John Parker & Son.
Mr. Wyatt is the architect. A portion of the
quadrangle will very shortly be completed. The
excavation through the hard red rock has proved
a tedious and arduous process, but with the aid

of Taylor’s steam-hoist the labour has been
materially reduced and the work expedited, as it

has enabled Mr. Abraham Thomas, the con-
tractor for this portion of the work, to remove
blecks weighing from three to five tons each.
This excavation has proved an exceedingly
interesting and important portion of the
whole work, and will provide for the construc-
tion of two tiers of vanlts, well ventilated.

The space at present left open in the centre of

the north side of the quadrangle is for the central

tower, the building of which will be proceeded

with as soon as the temporary Stock Exchange
and Telegraph-office have been removed. The
upper part of this tower will be made available

for a grand picture-gallery, lighted from thereof.

It will be 62 ft. long by 34 ft. wide, and access

to it will be afforded by a large passenger-lift.

The circular tower at the north-east angle of the

building will add to the apparent height of the

edifice at this point. When completed, which it

nearly is already, this tower will form a featore

in the general aspect of the building. The whole

of the fabric is under the superintendence of

Mr, Jonathan Parsons.

CABINET-MAKERS IN LONDON.
I Air very glad to hear that there are now a

great number of respectable firms who procure

good drawings of cabinet-work and get the de-

signs executed. That they look less to the quality

of the work than to their full profit is, I think, a

very bad sign
;
but permit me to ask, who sup-

plies the designs,—architects or artists ? and
are they paid for ? Are they not rather furnished

by the workman as a condition on getting the

order to execute, and that, too, without other fee

or reward ? And if a workman once gives

evidence of his ability to devise something new
either in style or material, is he not continually

pestered with, “ So-and-so, can’t yon give us

something fresh ?" Sir, the present race of

mere dealers must die out. The motto the public

should adopt is “ Buy of the maker,” Let the

man who wants a piece of furniture, or any-

thing else, I care not what, if it is to be satis-

factory either artistically or constructively, bring

his mind in direct contact with the mind of the

producer, and an advantage would ensue which
is not to be measured by any money value.

E. G.

EQUATORIAL DIALS.
Bin,—

A

b I said " the most natural, most obvious, and
best” waj to treat snu-diala was the ancient one of
makiuK all their turf-icei “ parallel or perpendicular to

the equator,” 1 do not see why it should be necessary to

answer Mr. Scargill’s inquiry about a “ sun-dial parallel to

the equator,” a thing I never mentioned
;
hut if he takes

the trouble to make one on the “ surfaces,”—I never said

lurj'ace,—parallel thereto, be will find that not only does
the southern face act exactly as well all the time the “ sun
is beyond the equator,” as the northern while he is on this

side, but “ at the equinox,” or any time within several

hours thereof, both faces will receive shadowa at once,

half, nay, a quarter or a tenth of the sun alfording ample
light for this purpose

;
just as the east and west walls of a

building are, for two minutes, both shone upon, or as both
poles of the earth may be proved, at the same equinox
time, to be in sunshine for some three days together; in

this case, indeed, not merely having h(i{f his disc, but
(owing to refraction) the whole of it, welllifted above both
their horizons. For the same reason, at our sunrise or

sunset, there are at least four minutes, and often many
more, during which we and our antipodes can both see his

entire disc.

And this leads me to remark, it is a mistake to place
dials where they can be shone upon till sunset, for re-

fraction must greatly vitiate their time-keeping whenever
the sun is no higher than a few, say five, degrees. Nor
does this admit of any self-acting correction like the ether

inequalities. Hence it is useless to graduate a dial beyond
16 hours for any part even of Scotland, or up to 16 for the

south of England.

E.L. G.

“ ROYD.”
Srii,—The word “Eoyd” is of frequent occurrence in

names of places in this district (Briidibrd, Yorkshire)
;
as

Abbot Boyd, Brook Eoyd, Clay Rojd, Hood Royd, How
Royd, Raw Royd, Swain Boyd, Lady Royd, Nun Royd,
Stony Royd, and many others. Will you be so kind as to

give me its meaning ? E. C.

LOCAL BOARDS OF HEALTH AND THEIR
CHOICE OF SURVEYORS.

Sib,—

A

friend of mine, a duly qualified civil engineer
and surveyor of considerable praciicai experience, has,

with great assiduity, for some time applied himself in

trying to obtain an appointment as above.
Strange to say, with respectability of character and ex-

cellent credentials as to ability, 4e,, no response has ever

been made to his numerous attempts. This has led me to

the inquiry, upon whst principles do these bodies gauge
the qualifications of their applicants ?

It is within my knowledge that parties have been selected

and sent for who know as little of the use of the level,

taking and drawing a section, making a road, and other
professional duties necessary to their efficiency, as a school-

boy might be expected to do.

Are there no means that can be devised by which the

competent and orthodox surveyor can be properly recog-

nized, and have some guarantee against this haphazard
election of one and the rejection of others with as little

respect to their fitness as to their feelings ?

I shall be glad if my brother professionals would give

the subject consideration, and point out for the benefit of

electing bodies means calculated to protect the interests

of our fraternity, Out of Adjvstmest.

A NICE LITTLE BILL.

Sib,—

T

on are so frequently' requested to give some
portion of your space to inquiries as to the best mode of
preventing damp penetrating through the walls of newly-
built houses, that you will probably extend your good
nature to this communication whivh will unfold a certain
cure, although many of your readers may fancy it has its

drawbacks. Briefly, the method of proceeding, in a

recent case, was as follows Miss J. requested a plumber
to remedy a portion of a damp wall over a bay window in

one of her lodges. The work was done, the damp stopped,
and the account sent in; but as it was more than she
thought such a thing ought to have cost, she sent for an
architect, giving him an idea of the afi'ected place in the

lodge, and asking him what he supposed the cost of such
work. His idea was from 31. to 51.

;

the bill was produced
of 61L The ingenious tradesman had fixed a framework
of wood over the gable down to the bay window. Uf-OU
this be fixed bis lead, one strip weathering tbe other. A
small window in the gable, with stone jambs and mullion,

did not escape, as the jambs and mullion were carefully

encased with lead, the poor little building presenting a

most woe-begone aspect. Should any of your non-pro-
fessional readers be troubled with damp walls, I should

advise them to try your mixture of alum and soap before

giving inatrnctions to a plumber, or they may have to pay
dearly for their whistle through his pipes, I enclose a
copy of the bill.

CLOSED DOORS, SOUTH KENSINGTON.
Bin,—I thank your correspondent “Art-Lover ” for his

explanation that the “ museum proper” is not closed at

four o’clock on Saturdays
;
but—like an apologist often—

he goes too far, and proves too much for his own purpose.
First, he speaks slightingly of “ a portion of it " as " a

mere annexe where the models of ships are exhibited.”

Would any one imagine that this meant the wonderful
collection of armour so admirably arranged, and so inte-

resting to the public, that when the doors were closed upon
me and hundreds of others at four o’clock, there was a
general undertone of disappointment ? Again, would one
suppose that the doors to the Museum “proper" in

Exhibition-road were closed at this same time ? I thank
him for his advice to ask the very civil policemen ;

but I

venture to think that I know at least as much as they do of
what the Museum contains, and have visited it sufficiently

often not to require to ask “if there is anything more to

be seen.”
Your correspondent supposes I am condemning Mr.

Cole j on the contrary, I so value the distinguished services

of that gentleman on behalf of the public, and his sym-
pathy with all public wants, that I felt sure—had he been,

there at the time to see— he would have regretted the

regulations as to closing this Armour Gallery on Saturday
alternoons at four o’clock (even in March) as much as

your correspondent, and would have altered them at once.
One DisiFPOiNTBD.

THE NEW STEAMBOAT PIERS.

Sib,—

G

reat improvements are undoubtedly being made
to the river side between Westminster Bridge and the

Temple by the substitution of the new steamboat piers for

the oldracketty broken-down dummies of bygone times;

but these new piers lack one thing.

I was going up the nver the other day from Loudon
Bridge to Westminster by boat, and during the passage

was inquired of by several people which was this pier and
which was that. It struck me at the lime what an advan-

tage it would bo to strangers and ihe public generally if

the Thames Conservancy, or whoever have the manage-
ment of these piers, would have the names of them painted

legibly on a board as at railway stations, and placed in

positions where they may be seen by everybody on the

arrival of Ihe boats. J. C. D,

gioolis

“ Toe Year Book of Facts in Science and Art.”

ByJohnTimbs. London: Lockwood & Co.—The
present issue of this long- established and interest-

ing annual is illustrated with an engraved likeness

of Mr. Whitworth, the gun inventor, and scholar-

ship founder. There is also a brief memoir of

Mr. Whitworth. “Thames Valley Drainage

Outfall.” Plan proposed by Sidney J. Hervou
Herrtage, C.E. Mr. Herrtage is surveyor to the

Surbiton Improvement Commissioners. He pro-

poses to deal with the sewage of the following

towns and villages ;—Richmond, Petersham,

Twickenham, Ham, Teddiugtou, Kingston, Sur-

bitOD, Long Ditton, Thames Dibton, Hampton
Wick, Hampton Court, Hampton, Sunbury,

Walton, Weybridge, Halliford, Shepperton,

Cherteey, Addlestoue. This he would do by
carrying the sewage back from Richmond, along

the course of the river, or nearly so, by the aid

of two lifts, one at Kingston and the other

opposite Walton, to a pumping station near

Cbertsey, where it would be lifted 150 ft. from a

reservoir containing six hours’ flow ofsewage and

rainfall, and forced through a 36-inch cast-iron

main under the Thames, to irrigation farms,

which it appears would be available between

Cbertsey, 'Woking, and Egham. The total

estimate for all the works comprised in

this plan is, in round numbers, 167,0001.

“ British Railways as they are and as they might

be : Suggestions as to Cheap and Uniform Fares,

with Increased and Guarauteed Dividends.” By
John Imray, M.A., C.E. London : Spon. This

is a modification of Mr. Raphael Brandon’s

plan. Mr. Imray proposes a division into short

and long fares,—the short, for say twenty-five
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miles less or more, at Is. first class, fid. second,

and 3d. third; and the long, all above that

distance, at Ifis., 8s., and -Is
;
luggage tickets

for any distance. Is. The management of rail-

ways to bo in the hands of a Government

department, and tickets to be issued, like

postage-stamps, at any stamp or post office.

Mr. Imray calculates that even on the present

number of passengers there would by this system

be a gain of more than 2,000,0001., exclusive of

luggage and parcels. Travellers for short dis-

tances beyond twenty-five miles, ho calculates,

would take short-distance journeys, and so save

their money, as indeed they might do by repeat-

ing their short distances again and again. One

defect of Mr. Brandon’s plan, he urges, would be,

that in journeys of any considerable length, pas-

sengers generally would become first-class, pre-

ferring soft and comfortable seats for Is. to inferior

ones for 3cl.
;
so that the distinctions of class would

be nugatory. The author’s plan is further elabo-

rated in the pamphlet under notice. “Engi-

neering Facts and Figures for 1868.” London

and Edinburgh ; Fullarton & Co.—The present

issue of this annual compilation chiefly relates to

boilers and boiler i xplosions, furnaces, enginen,

naval construction, &o.

Ulisctltancit.

Kydrogenium— a metal.—At tbo Royal

Society’s conversazione, Mr. W. C. Roberts (for

Mr. Graham, the Master of the Mint), exhibited

a curious example of the absorption of hydrogen

by palludinm, and consequent alloy and expansion

of the metal. A coiled ribbon of palladium was at-

tached to each pole of a small battery in a water

bath. The current being turned on, the ribbon

absorbs hydrogen, expands, uncoils, and stretches

itself across the bath
j
then, on reversal of the

current, shrinks, and reforms its coil, while the

opposite ribbon goes through the opposite process.

The appearance is that of two worms wriggling

alternataly to and fro across the bath. In

another instance the expansion was shown by a

red-tipped arrow making bold sweeps half round

a circle. These experiments demonstrate the

enormous capacity of palladium for absorption

of hydrogen, and verify Mr. Graham’s con-

clusions. It is a singular fact, that the true

Royal Horticultural Society.—The first

spring show of the Royal Horticultural Society

of the present year was held in the Gardens on

Saturday last, when there was a wonderful col-

lection of hyacinths, cyclamens, roses, and other

spring flowers. The Dutch growers gave supple-

mental prizes amounting to 451., which caused a

very keen competition among the various ex-

hibitors. The attendance was large, and the

whole affair a success.

Gas.— The Hastings Gas Company have

declared a dividend at the rate of 8 per cent,

per annum for the last half-year on old shares,

and 7 on new, as at the two preceding half-

yearly meetings, leaving a balance. There is a

duty of 2s, 4d. a ton on coal at Hastings, which

duty costs the company about l,0O0Z. a year.

The Minster Gas Company have declared a divi-

dend of 5 per cent, for the last year. A dividend

of 6 per cent, was proposed, but the chairman

said he preferred reducing the price of gas.

Some alterations are about to be made at Carlisle

Gas Works. The engine-house is to be enlarged
;

two new engines substituted for that which is

now in use; and a new “washer-house” (in

which the gas undergoes a purifying process)

erected. The erection of a new chimney 150 ft.

high is also in contemplation. The present

chimney, which serves Messrs. T. & J. Nelson,

The Hurometer.—An instrument fortesting

the hardness of metals, by drilling, has been

invented by M. Behrens, an engineer of Tarbes,

in France. It is said that it has been thoroughly

tried, and that many French contracts for rails

now contain a condition that they are to be

tested by this apparatus. It consists of an

upright cast-iron standard, bolted down upon a

bed-plate, and provided with a table for support-

ing the rail or other article to be tested. The
spindle of the drilling tool is capable of being

raised and lowered in its bearings by turning a

handle for that purpose, and the drill is held

down to its mark by a weight fitted to the upper

end of the drilling epiudle. Its rotary motion is

derived, through a pair of mitre wheels, from a

driving shaft carrying the usual fast and loose

pulleys. This shaft h.as a worm upon it which

moves a train of mechanism, in connexion with

a signal gong, for the purpose of indicating the

number of revolutions made by the drill. The

apparatus is exceedingly compact. Its use by

French manufacturers has led to a gradual

increase in the hardness of the rails they pro-

duce.

Royal Italian Opera, Covent-Garden.

—

Any doubt that existed as to the union of the

two managements and the two companies, those

of Covent-Garden and Her Majesty’s, has been

Mr. Brockbank, and the Gasworks, stands in the
[

dispelled by the published programme, which

middle of the street, and is foond to bo incon-
j

aets forth the double company wonderfully strong

venient in that position. The corporation have
' on the lady side, but wanting on the other a

the right to pull this chimney down, upon giving I great tenor, spite of Mongiui and the return of

certain notice to the joint-proprietors, and paying
j

i'amberlik. But where is he to be found?

them 200Z. Signor Arditi will be conductor, with a colleague

I

not yet n.amed, and the Covent-Garden orchestra

Industrial Employment of Criminals,—
1 remains intact. Only one opera new to London

The Howard Association has issued a printed I

spoken of, Ambroise Thomas’s “ Hamlet,”
note of desiderata in criminal treatment, '^'th

j

Mdlle. Christine Nilsson as Ophelia; bnt,

illustrations and suggestions. One espeoiaU^ promising conjunctions

point urged is the industrial training of crimi- I

stock operas are promised
;
such, for example,

iiala. It is a shame to ’the Legislature, and a
|

di Figaro,” with Patti as Susannah,

gross injustice to tax-payers, that nothing is
as Cherubino, and Titiens, La Contessa.

done in this respect. Criminals ought, for their ' rj-j^g aubscription list can scarcely fail to be very
own Bakes, as well as for the sake of the public,

jg^ro-o.

to be trained in industrial employment while in
|

° '

prison. Tread-mills, which “grind the wind,” i “Cleopatra's Needle." — The prostrate

are liker a Innatic invention than one of sane obelisk in E;.'ypt that belongs to us has again

origin. The objects of the Howard Association turned up, and one more suggestion is made,

ought to be supported by the tar-paying public that wo ought to bring it to England. Our

at large, and by all who have anything to lose
j

readers will remember the agitation of the

, , . , t 1 I
or to suffer by the misconduct of criminals. The question in our pages some years ago, when one

alchemists appear to have been aware not on y
^

gj- ^j^g ^gsociation is at 5, Bishopsgate-
'
of our correspondents, the late Mr. Nathaniel

of the existence, but of the metallic nature, ot
| Without, and the secretary is Mr. W.

; Gould, offered to fetch it to England for a certain
hydrogen, which they called their celestial mer.

( inflaeutial stipulated sum. Nothing came of the proposition,
oury, and prime matter of metals. They speak,

Association. ! then, however ;
nor will it now. Under ordinary

E F
J circuiustances we arc not advocates for the

Eton College.—On the 13th mat. the Provost
• removal of historical monuments from their

of Eton delivered a lecture in the College Audit-
1
original site,

chamber on the “ Archmology of Eton.” On the i

^

table of the apartment in which the assembly
j

Transplanting a Earge Tree.—At Elve-

was held there was laid a collection of the most I den Hall, the seat of the Maharajah Dhuleep

ancient and noteworthy documents relating to
[

Singh, considerable interest has been excited by

the fonndation. Taking these for bis subject,
j

the successful removal of a very large tree, under

the Provost commenced by showing how amply
j

the superintendence of Mr. Barron, of the

they witnessed to the munificent intentions of.Elvaston Nurseries, Derby. The remarkably

the founder. In the handwriting of Henry TI. fine specimen of purple beech thus transplanted

there were directions as to the dimensions of the
|

is nearly 50 ft. high, tbo diameter of the branches

for example, of rotting or corrupting a “ metallic

sulphur,” by means of distilled water, till the

“mercury” enters into “companionship” with

the sulphur, leaving the “ stony crassitude” in the

fmcea ; which, translated into modern chemical

language, obviously just refers to the decompo-

sition of a metallic sulphuret, such for example

as sulphuret of iron, into sulphuretted hydrogen,

on the one hand, and iron oxide, on the

other
;

and it also clearly shows that they

were well acquainted with oxygen as well as with

hydrogen, and with the fact that water is com
posed of these two elements, the separation of

I chapel, which in all respects he desired should be . 58 ft., and the circumference of the stem at
1

gypgj.joj. to those of its Winchester rival, New ' about a foot from the ground, 7 ft. 8 in. Thewhich, by means of a metallic sulphuret, into

sulphuretted hydrogen and metallic njcide, they

thus distinctly although quaintly indicated.

Burlington House.—In the House of Com-
mons on Monday, Lord R. Gower asked the

Secretary of State for the Homo Department
whether the structure connecting Burlington

House with Piccadilly was a temporary erection

;

also what was the proposed destination of the

colonnade recently removed from the front of

Burlington House. Mr. Knatchbull-Hugessen

(in the absence of the Home Secretary) said

that the structure referred to in the first part of

the que stion was purely temporary
;
and with

regard to the colonnade, its fiual destination, he
believed, had nob yet been determined upon.

The Asylum .'‘or Idiots.—The aeylnm at

Earlswood was designed originally for 400 in-

mates. At present some additions have been
made, and it is desired to enlarge the asylum so

as to enable it to receive 800 inmates. This
addition would coat 10,000Z., and between 9,000Z.

and lOjOOOZ. have been already subscribed, and
about 1,5001. more promised. The Prince of

Wales has consented to lay the first stone of the

new building on his return from Egypt. A lady

has also offered to give 100 guineas, provided

nineteen others will give a similar sum each.

She offers to consider any two gifts of 50
guineas as one of 100. Four sums of 100
guineas and five of 50 guineas have already been
promised

College, Oxford. The misfortunes of the KiD|_

however, frustrated the accomplishment of his

designs, and his successor, Edward IV., so far

from inheriting his partiality for the new
creation, was anxious to transfer the entire

property of Eton to the Doan and Canons of

Windsor. One of the most remarkable, as one of

the moat tattered among the papers lying before

the audience, was an inventory of the property

which was ordered to be surrendered in this way.

An appeal, however, was made to Rome, the

hearing of which was remitted to England, and

the result was that the College retained all

that belonged to it, without giving any per.

manent annoyance to Edward, who subsequently

appears as a benefactor. The Provost concluded

at the date of Oliver Cromwell, who, he re-

marked, was the last to contribute the royal gifts

of game and wine, which had previously been

annual,—a neat hint.

A “Steeple Jack.”—For somedaysMr. Jason

Goodchild, alias Steeple Jack, from Dundee, has

been attaching lightning conductors to the tower

and gables of the hydropathic establishment at

Crieff. The tower is about 100 ft. high, and the

flagstaff thereon is 40 ft. At this height—some

140 ft.,—Jack thought proper to balance him-

self with one foot resting on the top of the

flagstaff. Here he stood till his photograph was

taken, and thereafter waved his cap while the

flagstaff was swinging in the breeze.

mass of soil and undisturbed roots measured

16 ft. by 14 ft., the roots extending 6 ft. beyond,

and the whole weighed considerably over twenty

tons. A platform of strong timber was con-

structed underneath, and the tree was raised

upon rollers laid on planks by means of powerful

screw-jacks. This being done, the tree was
drawn on to its new site with the aid of pully-

blocks of unusual size, being maintained through-

out in an upright position.

Frightful Explosion at Oldbury.—An
explosion, by which two men instantly lost their

lives and several others sustained serious if not

fatal injui‘ic-8, has occurred at the works of

Messrs. Demuth & Co., at Oldbury, manu-

facturers of naphtha and other chemicals from

gas tar, including, amongst other things, the

celebrated aniline dyes. The cause of- the acci-

dent does not appear. The retort is of enormous

weight, and was blown through the air to a

distance of about forty yards, “ like a balloon.”

The amount of damage will amount, it is said, to

3,0o0Z. or 4,000Z.

Earthquake in Eancashire.—A shock of

earthquake was felt on Monday evening in Man-
chester and the neighbourhood. At Newchurch

a factory chimney was destroyed, and the shook

was severely felt at Todenerden, Rawtenstall,

and Haslingden. The wall of the railway station

there was cracked.
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The Drainagre of Steading.—At a meetiog
of the Local Board it haa been nnanimoualy
reBolyet], that a drainage scheme, involving an
espenae of -10,0001. shall be carried ont. Mr.
Lawson, C.E,, and Mr. Woodman, the borough
surveyor, have, for some time past, been en-
gaged in maturing the plans for the work, and
these plana will now be forwarded to the Homo
Secretary for approval before the money can
be borrowed. According to a statement made
by Mr. Simonds, a 6d. rate spread over a period
of thirty years will pay both principal and inte-
rest. As the Thames Conservancy Board have
determined to enforce the powers they possess
by Act of Parliament, of compelling all towns in
the valley of the Thames to divert their sewage
from the river, no option is left but to convey
the sewage to the land, and this plan will bo
adopted at Heading. Owners of property will
be compelled to connect their drainage with the
main sewer, but time will be given for payment
for the work, which mnst be esecnted subject to
the supervision of the borough surveyor.

Election of a Surveyor for l>cominster.
The town council, sitting as a Board of Health,
met recently for the purposes of receiving appli-
cations, and of electing a person to fill the oflSce
of surveyor, at a salary of a “ pound a week,”
the person undertaking the duties to be allowed
to execute certain other work not to the detri-
ment of his office. There were eleven applica-
tions, including seven local names, and the
Board, having opened all the applications, osten-
sibly formed themselves into a committee, and
proceeded to the election with closed doors, the
result of their labours being the selection of Mr.
John Edwards, of Stourbridge.

The Southampton statue of Isord Pal-
merston.—A difference of opinion has arisen
between the local Palmerston Memorial Com-
mittee and the Town Council as to the site for
the statue. The Town Cooncil, by a majority
of 19 to 9, have refused to allow it to be put np
on the place recommended by the committee,
in the High-street, near Holy Rood Chnrch.
The editor of the local Independent says ho
regrets this decision, because he knows of no
better place. As to any interested motives on
either side, ho discards the idea.

Destruction of Durham Theatre by
Theatre Royal, in Saddler-street,

Durham, has been totally destroyed by fire.

The building had been used for some time as a
mnsic-hall. It contained a large quantity of
dried timber. The cause of the fire is unknown.
It appears that smoking was allowed in many
parts of the honse. The building has been in
existence over 100 years.

Chatham.—The contract for the erection of
the new Lock Hospital intended to be built by
the Government, in Chatham, has been taken by
Mr. P. Stiff, builder, of Dover, for the sum of
7,749Z. The hospital will be built on the
Government land adjoining the Maidstone-road.

The Adelaide Gallery, Strand, De-
stroyed by Tire.—The Adelaide Gallery, once
known to fame, like the Polytechnic, as a seat of
popular science, but latterly occupied by Messrs.
Agostino Gatti &, Monico as a enfo, has been
destroyed by fire. Adjoining bouses were some-
what injured.

The Question.—This question Las
presented itself at Preston in a somewhat
singular form. A number of spinners, who have
enjoyed parochial relief, have been deprived of'
that_ privilege on the ground that they could
obtain work in the town. Their answer is, that
they can only do so by accepting reduced wages.
The guardians allege that this is not a point
with which they have anything to doj while the
employers justify the lower rates on the ground
that the depressed condition of the cotton trade
prevents them from giving more.

Railway Traffic Returcs.— The traffic
receipts of railways in the United Kingdom fur
the week ending February 28th amounted, on
13,420 miles, to 703,1831., and for the corre-
sponding week in 1868, on 13.216 miles, to
6/9,3641., showing an increase of 204 miles and
of 23,8191.

The Thames Embankment Approaches.
A petition has been presented to the House of
Commons, by Mr. W. H. Smith, from the vestry
of St. Paul, Covent-garden, for the provision of
suitable approaches to the Embankment from
the Strand, between Norfolk-atreet and Villiere-
street.

The South Staffordshire Industrial and
Tine Arts’ Exhibition.—The various pre-
liminary works, for the opening of this exhibition
in May next, are rapidly approaching a state of
completeness, and the matter is being now taken
up by the manufacturers generally throughout
the district with heartiness and zeiM. The tim-
ber framework of the special building is com-
pleted, and a large portion of it covered in j the
ground floor is laid, the galleries are erected,
and the contractor (Mr. F. N. Clarke) expected
to have the whole building completed by the
time specified, the 15th instant. Notwithstand-
ing the large dimensions of the building—150 ft.

long by 80 ft. broad, and 43 ft. high, the cotn-
niittee will experience some difficulty to satisfy
all the demands that are now being made upon
them, and a suggestion has been generally agreed
to that another temporary structure shonld bo
erected in the lower part of the grounds in
which to exhibit machinery in motion : the ex-
hibits in this department will include ribbon
looms from Coventry, nailmaking machines, &c.
The dimensions of the structure will bo about
100 ft. by 30 ft. The arrangements for the fiue
art department, which are under the special
management *of the Earl of Dartmouth, are like-
wise being carried out with snccese. Instrnc-
tions have been given to Mr. Wadsworth, of
Manchester, for the erection of a grand orches-
tral organ, which is to bo fixed in the gallery at
the end of the main building.

IN^ational Educational Deague.—A league,
having for object the eatablUhnieut of a system
which shall secure the education of every child
in England and Wales (and why not Ireland also ?),
is in course of formation in Birmingham. Mr.
George Dixon, M.P., is the chairman of tho
provisional committee.

For altepationa to No. 24, Piecadillj, for Messrs. Unwin
& Albert. Mr. Frederick SuUiTan, architect :

—
Cock £232 0 0
Drew 227 0 0
Saunders (accepted) 194 0 0

Mr. \V. Stark. Mr. E. Aldous, architect: —
Snelling £285 10 0
Stark 286 0 0
Dennis 281 3 5
Croaker & Son (accepted) 239 0 0

For two houses, Keyuaham, exclusive of boundaries,
&C. Mr. E. A. Lansdowne, architect:—

Eastabrook & Son (accepted) ... £I,C01 0 0

For alterations andadditions at West End, Hampstead,
for Mr. T. E. Kipley. Messrs. Parr & Strong, archi-
tects :

—

Cos • £976 14 11
Simpson 747 0 0
I'Anson 7.1-4 0 0
Eamsey 735 0 0
Tracey 733 0 0
Wheeler 720 0 0
Eobinson 698 0 0

For new wing to the Baker and Basket Tavern, St.
James's-stroot, Old Kent-road, for Mr. Lnngsford. Mr.
E. Aldoos, architect:

—

Morris (accepted) £230 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
W. G. 8.-C. F- n.-A. 8. E.—W. F.—A. M.-Q —Z—T. B. B. T.—

J. H,—F. D.—J. W. P.—W. U.-G. \V. S.—\V. W.—P. 4 S.—Dr. T.—
G. B.-H, C.—T. S.-J. T. D,— fl. T— E. J.-E, G.-Oue whoso
Chimney Sinokei.—W. B.-P. B.-SL-P. R. W.-B, B. 9.—E. R.—
W. B. 8.-Cnpt. P.—L. & Co.-C. u.—E. L. G.—K. 4 Sons.—One who
has been a Bough Boy.—0. Q.— P.— J, W,—W. 8,—C. P. (ehall appear
first opportunity).—A, C. H. (we hsd useless joumej).-Lustrans

We aro compelled to decline piln lag out books and glring
addresses.

All statements of recti, liitj of T nde-s, 4c., mast be a-companied
by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for

XoTB —Tho lesponsi'jility of sigueJ articles, and papers read at
public meeUugs, resti, of course, with Ihe authors.

TENDSKS.
For engine-sheda, Ac., New Croas, for (hi London,

Brighton, and South Coast KuLlway. Mr. F.D. Bannister,
enginepr :

—

Bluckraore £17,900 0 (1

Myers & Sons 10,363 0 0
Pickering 10,310 0 0
Firbuuk 16.200 0 0
Chappell 15,950 0 0
Jackson & Co 15,937 0 0
Sherburu 1-4,601 0 0
Dickinson & Olirer 11,469 0 0
Perry, jun 14,347 0 0

For fluishing a house at Cremorne New-road, lucluding
addi'ional rooms and vaults, lor Mr. Cowley. Mr. J. S.
Muye, architect. QiinnLiliea not supplied

Kecd £1,049 17 0 !

Eiidkia ouj 0 0
Sapwell. 6r,7 0 0
Stocks 667 14 0
Howlelt 3ii 0 0!

[Who will expl liu thie ?]

For extensions to the E )nian Catholic Institution for
Deaf and Dumb Boys, Cabia, near Dublin. Mr. Charles
Qecigh'-gan, architect:

—

Murphy £5,025 0 0
Holan 4_5(ia 0 0
Hammond 4,36! 0 0

For tho erection of house and ebop, Peckham-grove,
Cumberwtll. Mr. J. Coc, architect:—

llichardaon £779 10 0
Turner 709 0 0
king & Sous 751 10 0
Morier 746 10 0
Smith 7-3 0 0

For various works to premises, 107
, Leadenhall-street.

1

Mr. W. Eve, architect :— 1

B.owne A Robinst
Brass ..

Newman & Mann..
Xing A Sous

Turner, jun.

£928 0 0
081 0 0
847 0 0
940 0 0
816 0 0
694 0 0
069 0 0
639 0 0

I'or a villa residence at Harbledown, near Canlerhory,
for Mr. J. Ciiilavvay. Mr. M. C. W. llorue, architect ;

—
Lniigmead A Way -.....£2,810 0 0
Macey a,639 0 0
G-askin X Godden 2,750 0 0
Wilson 2,498 0 0
Cezuns, Brothers 2,345 0 0

For erecting New Pmuiiern Hospit.il, Liverpool, to
contain 20U beds. Messrs. CuLLaw A Suruniera, archi-
tects. Quantities supphed :—

Callie £3'’,039 0 0
Parker A Son 29,600 0 0
Black A Eeaddie 27,835 0 0
Burroughs & Son 27,546 0 0
Tomkiusou 27.373 0 0
Hughes 27,200 0 0
ITaigh A Co 2H,694 0 0
Holme A Niool 2H,.i6'3 0 0
Jones A Sou 26.123 0 0
Armaon 25,339 0 0
Nicholson A Ayre 2j,7u0 0 0
Rome (recommended to the

general committee fur ac-
ceptance) 25,154 0 0

GOOD FRIDAY.
NOTICE.— THE BUILDER,” for the week

ending MARCH 27th, loill be published at TWO
p.m. ou THURSDAT, 25tli inst. Advertisements

for insertion in that Number must therefore reach

the Office before TAREE p.m ,
on Wednes-

day, 2‘Lth.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The Publisher cannot he responsible for Ori-
ginal Testimonials left at the Office m reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommends that

Copies only should be sent.

l5^“ NOTICE.—All Communications respect-

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be
addressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder,’'

No, 1, York-street, Covent Garden, All other

Commwiications should he addressed to the
“ Editor,” and not to the “ Publisher.”

BUENOS AYRES GOVERNMENT CER-
TIPICATE. — TBANSL.vriON. — We, the ueder-
Bigoed, at the request of Messrs. Jaa. C.
Thompson & Co., certify that the IRON SAFES
of Messrs. CHUBB & SONS, London, of which
these gentlemen are agents, were exposed for

several honrs to the fire that took place in the
offices of tho National Government on the even-
ing of the 26th inst.

j
that in our presence they

were easily opened with their respective keys j

that the moneys and important documents they
contained wore found in perfect order

;
and that

these safes are now in use in the National
Treasury Office.— (Signed) J. M. Drago (Trea-

surer of the National Government), Jose Tomas
Rojo, Juan M. Alvarez. A true copy—A, M.
Bell.—Buenos Ayres, July 31, 1867. CHUBB
& SON, makers to the Queen and the Bank of
England, 57, St. PauTs-chnrehyard, London; 68,
Cross-street, Manchester

; 28, Lord-street, Liver-
pool; and Horsley-fields, Wolverhampton.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufacture of Church, Turret,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and
60, Ludgate-hill

;
Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-

street, London.
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The accompanying diagram represents the

marks on stones recently discovered by Lient.

FBOM THE HARAWl AREA JERUSALEM

o y

r
Something about Masons'

Marks in Varwis
Countries.*

N early days I noticed

the fact, now well

known, bat not so then,

that the stones of many
old churches bore pecu-

liar marks, the work of

the original buildersj and,

so long ago as 1841, I

submitted a communi-

cation on the subject to

the Society of Anti-

quaries. This, with a

second memoir on the

same subject, and tran-

scripts of 158 of the

marks from England,

France, and Germany,

was printed iu the

ArcliCBologia, vol. xxx.,

p. 113. I believe I

may take the credit,

such as it is, of having

first brought these signs

under public observation,

and for several years I

never met any person

v.lo had independently noticed them. It is

ouriouB how long a thing may remain unseen

•until it has been pointed out. I remember the

observation of an old French priest to whom I

had shown the marks with which the walls of his

church in Poitiers were literally strewn:—“I

have walked through this church four times a

day, twenty-eight times a week, for nearly forty

years, and never noticed one of them ;
and now

I cannot look anywhere but they flit into my
eyes.” Since that time I have made very large

collections in various quarters, and when at a

recent meeting of the Institute a memoir was

presented by the Chevalier J. P. N. da Silva,

“ Sar la veritable signification des Signes qu'on

voit graves sur lea anciens Monuments du

Portugal,” it occurred to me that some account

of that memoir, with such additional matter con-

oerning masons’ mai’ks generally as I had col-

lected, might nob be uninteresting. I am sorry

I cannot carry out this intention completely,

and as I should desire. The mass of matter in

my hands is so large that I find it impossible to

do more than bring together a few disjointed

observations, and a selection from the marks

in my possession. These are now before you,

and range over many conturies.f

In the great Pyramid of Glzeh many of the

stones present symbols, either quarry marks or

masons’ marks, in red ochre, apparently made

before the stones were placed. Some of these

are published in Vyse’s book. Masons’ marks

have been found, too, on ancient buildings in

Lycia and Mesopotamia, and in various parts of

India. In 1846 some marks were accidentally

discovered in St. Mary’s Church, Leicester (on

removing the great west wiudosv), one of which

is almost identical with a mark found by Colonel

Vyse on the walls of Lady Arbuthnot’s Chamber
in the Great Pyramid.

No. 1 shows marks found in Campbell’s Cham-
ber at Gizeh.

Warren in an excavation at the south-east angle

of the Haram area in Jerusalem. The H form,

and the mark below it, and a cross on an

upper stone, are deeply cut in; the rest of the

marks are in red paint.

No. 2 gives other marks from churches in the

Holy Land,—Sebustiyeh (or Samaria), Bireh,

Jea'Qsalem, and elsewhere. These are unques-

tionable masons’ marks of the Christian period,

probably of the eleventh or twelfth century,

(although I have no precise knowledge of the

buildings from which they were taken), and,

with two exceptions, have been widely used, as

may be seen on reference to the other illustra-

tions. These exceptions are, one at Samaria,

somewhat like the Arabic numeral 3 (though it

is not a numeral), and one at Kuryet el Euab,

which is apparently the double of the last

alluded to. The mark at Jerusalem like the

broad arrow (the present mark of our own Govern-

ment) /K ;curs in St. Anselm’s crypt (the

• By George Godwin. Read at the Royal Institute of
British Architects, March lat.

t See pp. 245 and 216,

earliest portion of), Canterbury Cathedral, in Fur-

ness Abbey, Bosworth Church, Lincoln Cathedral,

and many other places.

Through the kindness of Miss Mary Eliza

Eogers, I have obtained from the ruined build-

iogs of deserted cities in the Bedouin-haunted

districts beyond the river Jordan, a number of

marks scratched on the stones (No. 1). Mr.

E. T. Eogers, our Consul at Cairo, has copied

many of these signs, and connects them with the

Bedouin wanderers, who pitch their tents from

time to time in the neighbourhood of these

ruins. Each tribe has, he says, its distinctive

mark
;
and tents and cloaks are embroidered,

and camels are branded accordingly. Some of

these forma, collected by Mr. Eogers from tents

and camels, are like those on the ancient walls

of which I have given representations ; bat I am
inclined to consider the latter quarry or masons’

marks.

In Price’s “ Journal of the British Embassy

to Persia,” with a Dissertation npon the antiqui-

ties of Persepolis (published by Kingsbury &
Co., 1825), the author gives specimens of what

he considers to bo the Antediluvian character,

and adds—

“

It is rather remarkable that signs

resembling these should be used by stone

masons, as distinguishing marks, in every part

of the globe where I have had opportunities of

observing; which signs, in all likelihood, have

been used by stone-cutters ever since the con-

fusion of tongues.”—Vol. I., p. 32, of the Dis-

sertation.

The trident-like mark on the stones of the wall

in Pompeii is very carious (No. 3). Nearly

every stone bears it. Dr. Barlow, who made

the sketch for me, says, “ The wall, if I remem-

ber rightly, is not very far distant from the

Porta Eoraana, or the gate of Pompeii towards

Eome. I have since drawn and measured much

masonry of ancient structure, both in Greece

aud Italy, but have never noticed any marks

on the stones like these, or indeed any marks

at all.”

No. 3 shows other marks from Pompeii, chiefly

from the inner face of the town walls. With

reference to marks found on these walls, there

are half a dozen lines in the work on Pompeii,

published by Cha5. Kuight, which may be worth

quoting. The author says, On many of the

stones certain characters aro found, intended,

apparently, as directions to the workmen, which

are said by M. Mazois to be either Oacan, or the

mostancientformsofthe Greek alphabet.” Various

theories are propounded on this, very much ante-

dating the build of the walls, which probably

have not a very high antiquity. The characters

are evidently masons’ marks, carrying on the

early forms which Mazois recognised. The
Etruscan alphabet includes forms used as masons’

marks to this day. So, too, the Lyciau alphabet,

as given by Sir Charles Fellowes in his “ Lycia,”

p. 442. Some of the letters will be found at

No. 6. While speaking of Lycia, I may point to

No. 5, which shows the marks on the stones of a

Turkish ruin, called the Old Khan, not far from

Adalia, on the road to the Gulelook Pass.* These

marks are precisely similar to those found on

Medimval buildings in other countries. Before

quitting Italy, reference may be made to marks

from the Doge’s Palace, Venice (No. 4). These

were found on the spandrels of the lower arcade

(at the end nearest St. Mark’s), usually dated

about 1350.

No. 7 represents marks from some Eoman
altars found in England. The mark known as

the Fylfot, seen on one now in Alnwick Castle,

has been pointed to by Lord Broughton as de-

noting the hammer or mace of the Scandinavian

god Thor. It is seen with Thor on various

medals and on Eunic monuments. It also occurs

in the minster at Basle. With reference to the

connexion of the Scandinavians with Italy, Sir

William Btttham (‘Etrurio Celtioa’) shows an

Etruscan coin with this symbol on it. No. 7

includes also the cuttings, resembling masons’

marks, which occasionally occur on the stones of

the Eoman wall in Northumberland (second

century). Sometimes they consist of a single oi

double stroke; sometimes of a diagonal cross;

sometimes a rectangular cross. The other

marks which are represented are less frequently

met with.f Search has been made on the Saxon

portions of Monkwearmouth, Jarrow, Sumpting,

Worth, and some other churches of that period,

but no masons’ marks were detected.

No. 8 shows a mark on a atono containing an

Anglo-Saxon inscription, Aldborongh Church,

Holderness, Yorkshire.

No. 9 gives marks from Kenilworth.

10. „ Sussex.

11. „ Lincoln Cathedral.

12. ,, Leicester, Gaddesby,

York Minster (early

English basement,

now in crypt).

13. „ Canterbuiy Cathe-

dral (earliest, An*
selm’s crypt).

14. „ Haddon Hall.

15. These marks, from the Church of St.

Nicholas, Yarmouth, are from the stones of the

pinnacles of the two enter turrets at the west

front. The Eev, E. M. Musgrave, who sent them

to me, says, “ These pinnacles, erected about

1230, were taken down in consequence of being

unsafe. The proportion of marked stones seems

to be about one in four.” As to the use of out-

lines of limbs and other objects of that kind,

Mr. Musgrave suggests that they may be

“referable to a lower class of labourers not

entitled to use the more strictly masonic

characters.” I found the outline of a leg used

as a mark in the spire tower of Strasburg

Cathedral.

No. 16 shows some of the latest marks that I

have mot with in England on the face of stones.

Goddard’s Almshouses, Bray, 1625 to 1628 ;
and

Brambletye House, Sussex, 1631.

No. 17. Before dining with the Court of the

Bricklayers’ and Tylers’ Company, some years

ago, I was enabled by the then Master to glance

through some of their old minute-books. In

the year 1580, nearly all who attended and

signed the book used a mark or initial, the name

* Spratt & Forbes’s Travels in Lycia, 1817. Tol. I.,

p. 227.

t See Dr. Bruce’s Book on the Roman Wall.
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being written at the side of it. I give a few of
these characters

;
some of them are kn'jwn

masons’ marks.
No. 18. England : Yorkshire.

19. Scotland: Glasgow Cathedral, crypt,

1175 to 1233 ;
Zetland Isles.

20. Ireland : St. Mary’s, Youghal, thir*

teenth century.

21. France: Strasburg Cathedral.

22. „ St. Michael’s, Dijon.

23. „ Notre Dame, Paris; Danish
Island, Bornholm.

24-. The Tyro! : Botzen.

25. Switzerland: Cathedral, Lausanne;
and Cathedral, Geneva (parteleventh
century).

26. Sweden : Upsala Cathedral.
27. Germany: Cathedral, Munster; and

St. Lambert’s, Munster.
28. Austria: St. Stephen’s, Vienna.
29. Spain: San Ysidoro, Leon

;
Santiago

de Coropostella.

30&31. Spain: Sta. Maria, Benavente,
Segovia,

32. Portugal: Church of St. Francis,

Santarem.
33. Portugal : St. Cross, Coimbra.
31, „ Convent of Batalba.

I have drawn np with more pains, perhaps,

than the end repays, lists of various places in

different countries whereat the same mark,
selecting those roost widely need, may be found.

I must content myself, however, with placing

only a few of them before yon :

—

X
The hour-glass form has been found on

stones on the site of Carthage. Postern,
Hastings Castle, eleventh century. Cathe*
dral, Geneva, eleventh and twelfth cen-

tnries. Lausanne Cathedral, eleventh to thir-

teenth centnry. Turkish ruin, “ The Old Khan,”
nob far from Adalia, in Lycia. Kirkstall Abbey.
Koche Abbey. Furness Abbey (twelfth century,

part). Gloucester Cathedral (inside nave).
Malmsbury Abbey Church. The Church du
Bon Dieu, Setubal, Portugal, 1-189. Church of

St. Fran9oi8, Santarem, Portugal, 1242. Lincoln
Cathedral, thirteenth century, Kenilworth
Gateway. York Cathedral, thirteenth centnry.

Canterbury Cathedral, columns in nave. Sala-

manca, Old Cathedral (Spain), before twelfth
century. Cathedral, Lerida, Spain, fonrteenth

century. Mauresa Church, Spain, screen round
coro, fifteenth century.

The N form, in Anselm’s crypt, Canterbury
Cathedral, end of the eleventh century. North
aisle of nave, ditto. Church, Samaria, Holy
Land. Norman Tower, Bury St. Edmunds,
Crypt, York Minster. St. Mary’s Abbey, York,
Chapter House, twelfth century. Maison Dieu
Brechin, Scotland, founded 1264. St. Pierre,

Poitiers. Cathedral, Geneva, eleventh and
twelfth centuries. Old Cathedral, Salamanca,
Spain, before twelfth century. Kirbatall Abbey.
Koche Abbey, twelfth century. Lincoln Cathe-
dral, twelfth century. Fountains Abbey, twelfth
century. Strasburg Cathedral, twelfth century

St. Croix, Coimbra, Portugal, 1228. Church of

the Convent of Belem, Lisbon, 1500. Cathedral,
Leon, Spain, thirteenth century. Lerida Cathe-
dral, Spain, fourteenth century. Cathedral,
Segovia, Spain, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

The horizontal 73 form at—Canterbury Ca-
thedral, north transept, choir. Fountains Abbey,
Chapter House, 1165. Gloucester Cathedral,

inside nave. - St. Pierre Poitiers, outside. Freiro

da Espada, Cintra, Portugal, 1214. The Convent
at Thomar, Portugal, 1323. Several churches
in Spain.

The \\/

/

8,t — Church Samaria, Holy
Land. vv Cathedral, Munster, Germany
(south transept), 1500. Glasgow
Cathedral. Canterbury Cathedral. Kenilworth,
Cajsar’s Tower. York Cathedral, choir. Fonn-
tains Abbey, twelfth and fifteenth centuries.

Bolton Abbey. Lincoln Cathedral, twelfth cen-

tury. Roche Abbey. Soulbury Church, near
Woburn (perpendicular nave).

The cross with stopped ends, at n-

Furness Abbey, twelfth century.

Gloucester Cathedral, eleventh and ~

fourteenth centuries. Fountains Abbey, cloisters,

thirteenth century, and Chapter House, twelfth

century. York Cathedral, twelfth and thirteenth

centuries. Church dn Bon Dien, Setubal, Por-

tugal, 1489. Freiro do Espada, Cintra, Portugal,

1214.

The length of the marks, it may be as well to

mention, ranges from 1 in. to 5 in. or 6 in. The
greater number, however, are from 2 in. to 3 in.

long.

The majority of the marks I have given from
Spain are taken from Mr. Street’s “ Account of

Gothic Architecture in Spain.” Speaking of the

ancient buildings there, the author says:—“The
masons seem to have worked together in large

bodies, and the walla are marked in all directions

with the signs which, then as now, distinguished

the work of each mason from that of his neigh-

bour
;
but I have been unable (save in one or

two cases) to detect the mark of the same mason
in more than one work; and from this it would
seem to be probable that the masons were sta-

tionary rather than nomadic in their habits, a
deduction which is fortified by the dift’orence of

general character which may,I think, be detected

between the groups of marks in different bnild-

ings. Occasionally the number of men employed
on one building seems to have been unusually
large, and it is clear, therefore, that there were
great numbers of masons in the country. In
the small church of Sta. Marin, Benavente, there

are the marks of at least 31 masons on the
eastern wall; as many as 35 were at work on
the lower part of the steeple at Lerida; whilst

in one portion of Santiago Cathedral there
appears to have been as many as 60.”

Looking through the marks given in Mr.
Street’s excellent book, I find the same mark
repeated a little oftener than might perhaps be
interred from the writer’s observation. Thus the
nniversal fvj form occurs in Lerida Cathedral,

Leon Cathedral, the Cathedral of Santiago de
part. Leon Cathedral, Spain, thirteenth century.

!
Compostella, and the old Cathedral of Sala-

Cathedral at Santiago de Compostella, Spain,
! manca. The pentacle appears in Lerida Cathe-

before 1200. Friburg Cathedral, fourteenth ' dral, the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostella,
century. Sir John de Creke’s Monastery, and the Church of San Ysidora at Leon. The
Westley Waterless, Cambridgeshire, about 1325.

' hour-glass form is in San Ysidora, Leon ;

The pentecle, at Kuryet el Euab, Holy
j

Lerida Cathedral, and elsewhere. The same
Land. Church in Jerusalem. Malms

' bury Abbey Church. Furness Abbey
(twelfth centnry part, and thirteenth cen-
tury). Dunstable Church (twelfth century).
Steyning Church, Sussex, twelfth century. (A
suit of armour in the Museum at Turin is

powdered with this sign, coronet and letter F.)

Cathedral, Geneva, eleventh and twelfth centu-
ries. Gloucester Cathedral, eleventh and four-

teenth centuries. Lincoln Cathedral, choir,

twelfth century. St. Mary’s Abbey, York (north
aisle, nave), 1270. Ditto, Chapter House,
eleventh century. Fountains Abbey. Stras-

burg Cathedral, twelfth century (portion). York
Cathedral, twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

Glasgow Cathedral. Brechin, Cathedral Tower,
Scotland (supposed 1354 to 1373). Canterbury
Cathedral, north transept, choir. Church of
San Ysidoro, Leon, Spain, choir, fifteenth cen-
tury. Santiago de Compostella Cathedral, Spain,
before 1200. Ldrida Cathedral, Spain, fourteenth
century. (On a Saxon fibula, found at Harnham-
hill, near Salisbury, date supposed 6-16 to 672.)
The topped A a* Church in Samaria, Holy

Land. Gloucester Cathedral, eleventh and
twelfth centuries

;
also on later part. Fountains

Abbey, twelfth century. York Cathedral,
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Church of
St. Martin, Cintra, Portugal, 1147. Church of

form, without the bottom line, occurs in Lerida
Cathedral, Cathedral of Santiago de Compostella,

San Marcos at Salamanca, Tarragona Cathedral,
Segovia Cathedral. The horizontal X form is in

Lerida Cathedral and Segovia Cathedral. The
topped A ^8 Lerida Cathedral, and the Cathe-
dral of Segovia, and so with some others. I

mention my impression in this respect, not by
any means as seeking to contradict Mr. Street,

but because the inference drawn, namely, that
“the masons were stationary rather than no-

madic in their habits,” is of consequence, and it

is desirable that those who may have to discuss

it should be agreed as to the premises.
The marks from Portugal, to which reference

has been made, are chiefly taken from the
Chev. da Silva’s Memoir, to which I will now
briefly allude. It gives 508 marks from ancient

buildings in Portugal, besides a supplementary
plate containing fourteen marks from the great

Aqueduct of Lisbon, built in 1738, and twenty-
two “ancient Masonic Hieroglyphics,” whore
used is not stated. They are, in fact, nothing

more than a “secret alphabet” of our sobool

days; and so transparent that no one would
think of trusting a secret to it. The marks in

Portugal are feebler and coarser than those of
some other countries, bub include many of the
latter, as I have already pointed out, such as the

hour-glass form, the topped the N form, and
many others. The earliest given are dated
A.D. 1102.

In my second letter to the Society of Anti-
quaries on the subject, I said, “ The marks, of
which we are speaking, it can perhaps hardly be
doubted, were made chiefly to distinguish the
work of different individuals. At the present
time the man who works a stone (being different

from the man who sets it) makes his mark on
the bed or other internal face of it, so that it

may be identified. The fact, however, that in

the ancient buildings it is only a certain number
of the stones which bear symbols, and that the
marks found in different countries (although the
variety is great) are in many cases identical, and
in all have a singular accordance in character,

seems to show that the men who employed them
did so by system, and that the system, if not the

same, was closely analogous in one country to

that of the others.”

In Portugal, however, going farther than this,

it would seem to have been urged that these

signs were symbolical, and were used as means
of recognition by the Freemasons, who, as some
believe, travelled over central Europe exercising

their art. The principal object of the Chevalier’s

Memoir is to show that the opinion of those who
have believed that these marks have a Masonic
signification, cannot, for a moment be admitted.

Although English archaeologists mny not need
any argument to convince them that the marks
are nob symbolical, they may be willing to hear
what he has to say on the point.

“ Why should the Freemasons,” he writes,

“ who travelled to execute their labours in a

body, each accompanied by his family, have
placed these signs upon the stones, since each

one knew the other for his partner ? For none
but those initiated or afiiliated to their lodges,

were permitted to help in the construction of

those beautiful edifices ; thus enabling them to

protect each other reciprocally as loyal brothers,

and above all to keep amongst themselves the

secrets of their art. Why then show these marks
to all the world, if (as it was said) they were
simply naed with the intention of making them-
selves known as Freemasons, when every work-

man knew the other as a brother ? And, besides,

I

would they have been permitted to make public

j

these signs, if they were really those of the order

I

into which they had been admitted ! Again, if

j

these signs were really characteristic of the

; Masonic order, they ought, without doubt, to be

j

identical on all buildings, because the hiero-

glyphic alphabet, or scale, being composed of a

[

limited number of figures, and masonry having

at the commencement but a single rite, the sign

would have been reserved for the most argent

cases for recognition or correspondence, and
never employed nselessly or exposed to the

observation of the profane.”
“ An attentive consideration of these objec-

tions,” the writer proceeds, “ and the great

diversity of the signs seem to us to afford

tolerably convincing proof that they are by no

means symbolical, and can have no perfect

meaning; for, in order to attain this, it would
have been necessary to use them with some-

thing like order, whilst in none of the buildings

that we have examined, and of which we annex
the marks, has this been observed. On the

contrary, the marks are found on stones at

various heights, totally void of connexiou one

with another, and many are placed in inverted

positions, although similar in form.”

After speaking of the religious feeling that

prevailed during the Middle Ages, and the spirit

that animated the builders, the writer goes on to

say :

—

“ In order to execute such important works, it

was necessary to have large numbers of work-

men, the more so as similar buildings were in

course of construction in more than one country,

and even at the same time, for the execution of

which preference was given to the cleverest

workmen, and these, being always of the

Society of Freemasons, were much sought after

everywhere.
Although the number of adepts on the spot

was considerable, still more were needed to

complete the nnmerous strnctures then in course

of execution, audthey were therefore summoned
from all parts to work at the buildings in Por-

tugal before and daring the construction of the

church and convent of B.atalha.

There is still another and stronger reason to

confirm the opinion we are about to give on this

question; which is, that the works progressed

but slowly, not only on account of the enormous
size of the edifices, but more especially because
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cut stones of small dimensions were employed,
and all buildings being constructed with 8tone->

faced on every side, the hand labour waagreatly
increased

j
the only means available to avoiii

this inconvenience, and hasten the works, and at

the same time to benefit the workmen, was to

make them cut the stones as piecework, according

to dimensions given and designs drawn by the

architect. To enable payments to be made to so

large a number of workmen without mistake, to

know exactly those who had done the various

duties assigned to them, the workmen shaped
their blocks one after another, and, to avoid con-
fusion in their work, were in the habit of

marking each block with a given sign as repre-
senting their signature, so as to show how much
was due to them. This, in our opinion, is the
reason why we find so many difiereut marks, not
only on the same building, but on others which
exist in different provinces in Portugal, and why
they are met with in different parts of the
building.”

“The use of these signs,” continues M. da
Silva, “ passed from father to son

;
and as it

was usual (then, as in many families of the pre-

sent day) for sons to follow the same profession
as their fathers, from the similarity of marks
seen on buildings in the provinces of Portugal,
we may learn that the stone-cutters of a certain
locality took part in the construction of other
buildings in the same style in different places,
and by the date of the construction we may
even find out where the workman was first em-
ployed.

“ Our supposition on this point carries us still

farther, for it shows us how many workmen of
the same family,—that is to say, bearing the same
surname,—have worked together on the same
building at the same time. To find this out, it

is sufficient to observe, the second mark, added
to the special sign used by them, which will

always be the same for the whole family ; those
marks are usually a zero Oj a triangle A, a
disc ©, or a smay + .”

In the examples given from Portugal, this

second mark is chiefly a circle (see 32 and 33) j

so it is also in Spain. In England, I have gene-
rally found the N form and the acute angle <
so used (see No. 13, Canterbury

;
also Dijon, 22).

My own opinion, expressed long ago, is, that the
second mark probably belonged to the overseer;
and I see no reason to change it; althongh this,

like other points in connexion with the marks, is

by no means certain. I have mot with four
atones in one wall, nearly close together, each
bearing two marks, and the whole eight marks
different. In the south transept of York Cathe-
dral there is a stone with three marks on it, and
80 there is in Straaburg Cathedral (see 21).
M. da Silva finally asks how it can be that

these signs are those of Freemasons, when we
find them on the atones of several monuments
erected before the organization of these frater-

nities. Here, however, he assumes two things

;

first, that the marks found on the earliest bnild-
xngs are precisely similar in description to those
of the Middle Ages

; and, secondly, that the
date of the initial organization of such frater-

nities is really known. Moreover, he leaves ont
of consideration the probability, or, I should
rather say, the fact, that the guilds adopted
existing forms and symbols. Without consider-
ing the marks symbolioal, we may yet believe
they owe their wide diffusion to the existence of
associated guilds. The genera! similarity which
they present all over Europe from, at any rate,
the eleventh century to the sixteenth, and in-

deed to the present day, point to a common
origin and continued transmission.
M. da Silva fully admits the existence of the

building guilds, and his quotations go to affirm

that they were maintained as an opposition to
the monastic associations, which were deposi-
taries of old theological traditions, and could
be met only by other associations organized with
sufficient strength to endure, and in time to be-
come themselves guardians of traditions, and
with enough mystery to avoid rousing dangerous
resistance.

“ Towards the end of the twelfth century, when
their numbers had become considerable, a spe-
cial corporation of intelligent architects, stone-
cutters, and labourers was instituted, who, uniting
together, formed a secular body, which acknow-
ledged royal authority alone. Notwithstanding
the absence of written proofs and historical
documents, it is probable that societies of lay
builders existed in Germany as far back as the
thirteenth century. In the year 1275, the
Emperor Rodolpho granted a special charter to
builders established in Strasburg, and in 1278,

the Pope Nicholas III. delivered them a brief of

indulgence, renewed from time to time by his

successors.”*

The precedence of the Freemasons of Strasburg
came to be recognized by neighbouring states,

and at a meeting of various lodges held in Ratis-

bon in 1159, the head of the lodge at the

cathedral was acknowledged the head of the
Freemasons in Germany. The statutes of this

date of the Strasburg Lodge, from which lodges

branched to many places, have been published.

Two boards whereon are delineated the marks of

the masons who were engaged are still preserved,

or wore so a few years ago, in the cathedral.

As to the earlier guilds, in classic countries,

of which there are traces, I cannot now pretend
to speak

; nor will I do more, with reference to

our own country, than briefly remind you that a
College of Masous is mentioned in a Latin dedi-

catory inscription, dating from about a.d. 52,

and which was found in Chichester, in 1725. A
bull was issued prior to 1200, giving authority

to heads of churches to build churches, and
attaching to them a certain number of “ liberi

muratores,’' or freemasons, to direct and execute
the ornamental parts of the struoture.i’

Much might be, and something has been
written on the actual origin of many of the

marks. I have already pointed to some of them
in the Lycian alphabet. Others are apparently
Runic letters. In the later works several of the
Roman capitals are used, and may or may not
be the initial letter of the user’s name. The alpha
on some Greek altars found in England, »

near the Roman wall is shaped thus /X
and has been in common use as a mark
for centuries. It may be worth note, too, that
the letter M in some Latin inscriptions found on I

the site of the Roman wall and figured by Dr.
Bruce (one of them dated A D. 216), is thus
shaped giving the hour-glass mark
when upright. The two side

lines in the letter are carved in-

stead of straight, and I have seen the mark in

more places than one (Malmsbury Abbey Church,
for example, as figured by me in the Archccohgia),
with the ends thus rounded.
The hour-glass form, however, has been found

on stones much more ancient than the inscrip-
tion referred to. I simply mention the similarity.
The hexalpha,ordouble triangle, was amystic mark
in India centuries ago. The fv| formed symbol
appears on the coins of the Ariarathes, a series
of Persian kings who lived before Christ : also
on a coin of Amyntas, king of Galatia in the
time of Strabo, 50 years B.C. The topped A.
as I have shown, has been very widely used.
Dr. Clarke mentions that in the walls of the
Castle at Paros, butt ends of columns are seen
marked with the letter A near the Lewis hole,
and suggests that it may be a mark to adjust by, i

or the initial of the architect, not to be dis-

covered until the bnilding was in ruins.J
Mr. J. E. Dove, in a series of papers pub-

lished in the Builder some time ago,§ attributed
recondite meanings originally to many of the
forms used as marks, and supported his views
with erudition and ingenuity. Some of them
were in use amongst the Egyptians, and then,
doubtless, had signification. The circle and
triangle, later taken to symbolise eternity and
the Trinity, had earlier a different significance.

The acute angle or V form, as used by the
Egyptians, he found reason to believe was a
feminine symbol, and that the same form re-

versed A was a male symbol. Into this part of
the inquiry, however, 1 am nob now entering.
Whatever may have been the original significa-

tion of the forma adopted, I find no evidence to
lead me to believe they were viewed by masons
other than as signatures, given to them, in some
cases, on joining a lodge, or otherwise regulated.
The Scottish lodges gave marks till very recently,
if they do not do so now. In St. Ninian’s Lodge,
at Brechin, every member had to register his
mark in a book kept for the purpose, and he
could not change it without certain formalities.

I must now end. The subject is probably more
curious than useful

;
but I hope you will consider

it sufficiently interesting to justify me in again
bringing it before you. In my first communica-
tion on the matter to the Society of Anti-
quaries, and afterwards to the Institute, I ven-
tured to express my belief that “ no circumstance

* M. Daniel Ram^e, " Histoiie Q^n^rale de i’Archi-
tecture,” quoted by SI. da Silva.

t Sir R. Westmacott, “ Archreolopcal Journal,” vol,
iii., p. 199.

t Travels, part 2, sec. 2, ch. 10.

§ See vol. for 1863, April 4th, April 13th, June 6th, and
July 11th.

which promises to throw even the small- st

additional light on the early history of those

wonderful men to whom we are indebted for so
many magnificent buildings can be deemed
insignificant or unworthy of consideration,” and
I think so still.

THE LATER DISCOVERIES AT
JERUSALEM.

Theue have been but few instances of lost

cities BO remarkable as that of the loss of
Jerusalem. A city of which we have the most
minute accounts from the earliest times of ita

history till the period of its capture by the
Romans, and the size, magnificence, and baauty
of which are familiar to all, baa disapp.-ared

from the face of the earth, and left nothing to
mark its site but a collection ofgigantic mounds,
on which a small, ill-built, aud irregular modem
town is perched.

Although the destruction which the city under-
went was in its completeness and vindictiveness

unparalleled in the history of the world, and, in-

deed, almost incredible, still the gigantic propor-

tions of the masonry were such that it was only
where the works were raised above the surface

that they could be in any way disturbed, at a
time when blasting and mines were unknown,
and when a clumsy hammering with the huge
rams in use was the greatest force to be resisted.

Thus, the appearancewhichwe should naturally

have expected the ruins of Jerusalem to have
presented would have resembled that of the
rained cities of Greece, or of Central America,
though there might have been less remaining of
buildings, still standing, on their original sites.

We should have expected to find the foundations
of walls, towers, gates, palaces, and especially of

the Temple, while gigantic piles of stones

tumbled in heaps at the spots where they once
stood, broken columns, friezes, aud pediments,

would show the characteristics of the archi-

tecture of the times, aud enable us to restore, at

least, the outline of the city ; and not only above
the ground would such ruins exist, but the
entrances would bo found to that extensive

system of subterranean passages, under the
temple and city, which was the refuge of so

many after the taking by Titus, and in the time
of Hadrian’s oppression of the Jews.

Of the condition in which the city was left by
the Romans we have a full description from
Josephus

;
and although he states that “ the

buildings were razed to the foundations, so that

no man should know that auy had inhabited it,”

still, his general description gives the same
impression that would naturally have been
expected

; aud of the fortifications he makes
Titus to have said, that they were such, that
without the special aid of God no human efforts

conld have effected their destruction.

From the doings of Titus till the time of

Constantine but little is known of the history of
the city; but after that time descriptions are

numerous and detailed.

In the fourth century we have Eusebios
; in

the seventh, Saint Aroulphus
;

in the twelfth
and later centuries, the Bordeaux Pilgrim, John
of Wurtzburg, WildebrauJof Uldenberg, Scewulf,

Antony of Piacenza, Guibert of Nogent, William
of Tyre, Foucher of Chartres, James of Vitry,

Albert of Aix, and a host of devout anonymous
pilgrims who visited and described the Holy
City. It is they, or at least their informers, who
have to answer for the impenetrable forest of
ill-founded and even absurd traditions throngh
which later explorers have had to cat their way
to the truth.

There is, perhaps, no instance in which tho

theories and prejudices of early writers have
done so much to hinder aud divert the pre^ess
of discovery as has been the case at Jerusalem.

These writers laying down the true sites of

ancient remains at spots where not a vestige of
them appeared, according, it would seem, to

their own fancies, or on the not more trust-

worthy authority of the mouks and inhabitants

of the then existing Jerusalem, content to take

the condition of the city as it was in their time
as having been the only one it ever knew, and
being alite ignorant of history and architecture,

conjured up for themselves and their successors

a false notion of ancient Jerusalem, which being
improved on by later writers according to

theories of their own, has been generally received

on all hands until quite of late years. Com-
menced in the time of Hadrian

;
added to and

enlarged by Constantine, Julian, and Justinian j

fortified and restored by the Crusaders and the

Christian kings
;
and still more beautified by the
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noble works of the Moslems, which in their turn

have been patched and repaired by the Arabs
Turks, Franks, and Jews, modern Jerusalein

with all its traditions, Christian and Mabom
medan, has risen over the Jernsalom of tii-

Jows, which, in coosrqnence of tho bigottn

ignorance of earlier writers, it was fully believi n

to represent.

The Mediaeval chroniclers were followed by
later travellers, who found the sites (thougli

they were principally those interesting in tbs-

Christian history of the city) ready fixed, and
accepted them as the true ones. Among these

we may notice Sir John Maundeville, Irvy and
Mangles, Richardson, Pococke, Brown, and
Bnokingham. These were in turn succeeded by
those who established theories of their own, but
took little or no trouble in verifying them

;
and

these again are at last followed by real explorers,

who are content to leave theory on one side, and
to endeavour to restore, by excavation or other-

-wise, sufficient relics of the ancient city to make
its restoration really possible.

Of the work of those who have preceded
Lieut. Warren a resum4 has been before given in

these columns,* and it is needless to do more
than mention them here. Tipping, Pierotti, and
Barclay, have explored what remained above
ground of the Temple ; Mr. Catherwood furnished
tho first correct plan of the Haram; and M. De
Vogue describes what remains in the city itself,

above the surface of the ground. But all these

investigations were superficial, and it is to the

Palestine Exploration Committee that we are

indebted, for the opening-up of an entirely new
branch of the investigation, and the true re-

discovery of the lost city buried under modern
Jerusalem.
The great scarcity of the superficial remains

which the careful investigations of many authors
succeeded in discovering had given rise to a sup-
position that very little of the old city would be
found, and indeed it was apparently sni^posed

that not only was Jerusalera razed to the ground,
but also that it had been cleared away from its

site, and that no vestiges of it had been left.

A fact which has never been touched might
perhaps be considered to point to the existence

beneath the surface of tho foundations of the

city, and this is that, whilst as far as can be
compared with existing circumstances, the de-

scription given by Josephus of the masonry of

the city, and of the disposition of the valleys,

•pools, and streams, is most correct and free from
exaggeration

;
yet the appearance and compara-

tive heights of the hills, and especially the height

of the temple wall is totally different, and the

last specially has often been quoted as showing
the unreliability of Josephus’s statements,

whereas it might have pointed to the fact that

only a portion of the temple wall was apparent
above the surface, a fact which is now ascer-

tained by Lieut. Warren.
The few and disconnected letters which have

appeared from time to time in the papers have
failed to give any idea of the magnitude or

importance of the discoveries now made, and
even the reports issued to the subscribers to the

Palestine Exploration Society have been little

noticed by the public.

The success that has attended these efforts,

which have been cramped by want of time,

money, and materials, as well as by opposition,

passive or even active, of the authorities and
inhabitants of the town, is considerable, and is

the result of untiring energy and great skill,

deserving to be better seconded than they have
as yet been.

Lieut. Warren arrived at Jerusalem in the

middle of February, 1867, and his work has been
reported to the October of the same year by
himself in his report, and up to February, 1860,

in his letters.

The shafts sunk by his direction may be

summed up as below.

For the investigation of the Temple,

—

1. The south wall :

—

A. South-east angle.

B. Sonfch-west angle.

C. Single gate (so called by Lieut. Warren),
two shafts.

D. Between El Akaah and the Triple gate.

2. On the east wall :

—

A. Gallery between sonth-east corner anil

Kedron, three shafts.

B. Golden gateway, 100 ft. to east of it.

For the investigation of the remainder of thp

city:

—

1. Damascus gate, three shafts.

* See Tol. xxvi., p. 1C5.

2. Muristan or Hospital of St. John, three

shafts.

3. The Pool of the Virgin.

4. Shafts in the Tyropcoan, six.

5. Wall on Ophel, three shafts.

6. Ancient aqueduct.

7. Rock cleared at Siloam, stopped for want
of wood.

8. Excavations at the Pool of Bethesda.

These are arranged in order of interest and
importance, and not according to the time of

their execution.

The first excavation was at tho south-east

corner of the Harara enclosure, a spot familiar

to all who know Jerusalem, remarkable for the

size of the stones in the wall, and the height of

the same, which is about 70 ft. above tho pre-
'

sent surface.

The wall_wa3 first bared to a depth of 20 ft.

below the present level, when the work, which
was close to the wall, was stopped by the Pacha.

The stones here found were small compared with

the largest above ground. A second shaft was
then commenced, 40 ft. to the south of the

Haram, at the south-east corner, and a wall was
struck, and a shaft driven 53 ft. Thus, in

endeavouring to drive a gallery northward to

the south-east corner, a wall was found running

south from the Haram, but not flash with

it, being set back 12^ ft. Further, a wall

parallel to the south Haram wall, 15 ft. south

of it, 4 ft. thick, was discovered with large

stones, and had to be mined through. On
reaching the Haram wall, large stones, rebated,

and similar to those above the surface, were
found, the faces being, however, left rusticated,

and not dressed. The course of the wall joining

the Temple will be described later.

In October another shaft was begun, 5 ft.

south-east of the south-east corner, to bare the

east face of the Temple wall, and of that joining

it. This struck on the top of the wall of Ophel

(that is the wall running south from the Temple)
which was found to terminate within 5 ft. of the

south Temple wall, but no signs of any gate

were found, the wall simply abutting on the

Haram.
Tho result is, therefore, the discovery of the

true surface of the rock on which the Temple
wall stands here, at a depth of 60 ft. below the

present surface, or 133 fc. below tbe interior level

of the platform of tbe Haram.
This discovery, when coupled with that of the

true bed of the Kedron (not yet finished in a

satisfactory manner) will at once vindicate

Josephns from the charge of exaggeration in

describing the dizzy height from the top of the

southern cloister to the bottom of tbe Kedron
valley; for, the wall being 133 ft. to tbe level of

the floor of this cloister, which was according to

the account in tho " Antiquities,” 90 fc. in height,

and the present surface of the Kedron being

more than 100 ft. below the base of the wall as

now discovered, it requires only about 100 ft.

(the depth of the bottom, according to Lieut.

Warren, below the present surface) to make a

total of 450 ft., or tbe greatest estimation of the

height of 300 cubits given by Josephus.

The discovery at the opposite end of the south

wall is hardly less interesting, though it does

not clinch any fact as the other does. A shaft

was sunk in September, 1867, about 40 ft. from

the corner to a depth of 18 ft. At 12 ft. a rough

pavement was found, the stones of the Haram
proved to be like those above

j
but no rebating

was found on them. This excavation was con-

tinued in October, and proved productive of

important results. The depth was increased to

45 ft. without reaching rock, and the wall was
exposed to its whole height, the pavement was
then found to consist of stones about 1 ft. square,

and polished by wear. Below tho pavement
was a concrete of stone, bricks, and mortar

(16 fc.)
;
beneath this, loose stones or shingles

(5 ft.) ;
then large stones 3 ft. by 2 ft., and a

rubble wall running north and south, and_abut-

ting on the Haram.
The appearance of the whole Haram wall,

when thus cleared, so as to make its total height

more than 100 ft., was most interesting. The
lower courses of stories were rusticated, but those

above are finished on the face, though the

uppermost courses are much worn. The rebating

is about 4 in. to 6 in. wide, and set back about

3 in. in the upper or dressed atones, and 18 in.

in those not dressed. The joints are beantifnlly

worked, and hardly visible.

The work was continued by further sinking of

the shaft to a depth of 79 ft., when the ground

gave way, and, a ledge remaining, the workmen
looked down into a dark abyss ofunknown depth.

It was, however, only a depth of 6 ft., and at the

bottom was a passage running north and south,

4 ft. high and 2 ft. wide. It was of rubble, with

flat stones at the top, instead of arches. The
mud made it impossible to explore this far

;
but,

under the impression that it might have been

the examining passage of the Temple aqueduct,

Lieut. Warren caused the floor to be removed.

The foundation of the wall at the south-west

corner is thus ascertained to be about 280 ft.

The gallery was explored for 380 ft., where a

branch going east and west was found; bat here

the want of materials, and the] mud, stopped tbe

prosecution of the work.
The Single Gate, as Lient. Warren has called

it, though this name has been before given to a

half-hidden gate on the west, discovered by
Dr. Barclay, is situated at a distance of 83 fc.

from the sonth-east corner of tbe south wall.

A complication in the investigation of this

part of the wall exists in the appearance, above

the level of the vaults discovered by Lieu*-.

Warren, of a large series of vaults which have

been, till of late, supposed ancient, and %vere

known as the “ Stables of Solomon.” These are

supported on piers of rebated stones, but only

one face of each stone is properly rebated, the

rest being rusticated; and there can be little

doubt that these vaults, which occupy a space of

about 12,000 square feet, were built by the Sara-

cens from the stones of the east wall after a part

of it had been destroyed by earthquake in the

time of the building of the Kubbet es Sacnili.

The first shaft was begun in September, at a

distance of 37 ft. from the wall, and driven to a

depth of 22 ft. (for the last 8 ft. through the

kind of shingle formed by the disintegration of

the ancient masonry, which is found in ali parts

of the excavations, and which runs, as Lieut.

Warren informs us, like water) when the top

stones of a supposed passage were found. This

shaft was soon filled up, the supposed top being

found to rest on pebbles, and the stones to be

rebated on the lower side while a wall existed to

the east. In October the second shaft was driven,

the few frames so long waited for having arrived ;

it was 14 fc. to the sou^b, and sunk upwards of

30 ft., at first through rubbish and stones which
bad to be broken, when the shingle began imme-
diately to run. Lower down a firm soil is found,

and finally, a letter on the 17th of the month
announces the discovery of the entrance into a

series of vaults under the stables of Solomon.

These probably have some connexion with the

Cradle of Christ, a chamber described by M.
De Vogue at the south-east corner. The shaft

had been covered up for some time, owing to the

illness of the Lieutenant, and on being reopened

after several accidents a passage was found

running north, directly at right angles to the

line of the wall. It is 3 ft. wide at its top,

which is 13 ft. below the present surface of the

ground
;
the floor has not been reached as yet,

but there are, according to Lieut. Warren, two
entrances, one at a depth of 25 ft. from tho sur-

face, the other at a depth of 16 ft. or 17 fc., and

as the lowest of these two may be part of tbe

real entrance, it is not improbable that tho floor

of the passage may be at the level at which the

rock was found, namely, 30 ft. below the present

surface. The interior is filled with rubbish, and

is at present only about 5 ft. or 6 ft. high, but

may, as is thus shown, be from 12 ft. to 18 ft.

The passage is choked up at the further end, and

was explored to a distance of 70 ft.

At a distance of 45 ft. from the entrance is

another passage unexplored running east, seem-

ing to point to a connexion with the Cradle of

Christ before mentioned.

The masonry of this passage is of the first

order of Megalithic masonry, with atones up-

wards of 15 ft. in length, beautifully worked,

and with the characteristic rebating. The roof

is most interesting, consisting of large stones,

many of which are rebated and laid flat across

tbe passage, a construction similar to the flat

lintels on some of the gates discovered above the

surface of the ground, and to those of Mycence

and Etruria, as also to the passage near the

south-west corner. The upper course of stones

in the wall is 4 ft. in height, and a small channel

for water runs on each side of the passage at

this height, made of dark cement, and projecting

from the wall. At a distance of 6 ft. or 7 ft.

within the wall, a check 10 in. enbe is cut in the

roof, and a mark made apparently by the grind-

ing of a metal door, 13 in. swing, is visible.

The passage runs concentric with one of the

colonnades of the vaults above.

The next point explored is between El Aksah
and the Triple gate,—the entrance to the stables
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of Solomon,—here, however, the shaft has

brought to light nothing of importance, although

the rock is fennel immediatelj beneath the sur-

face.

The excavations on the east wall are not of

equal importance as yet, though they tend to

clear up one of the most disputed points in the

topography of Jerusalem, namely, the appearance

of the eastern side of the city, and the existence

or non-existence of a stream in the Kedron
valley, now dry, and supposed by Robinson and

other writers never to have been otherwise.

It has been previously noticed that the Kedron
is supposed by Lieut. Warren, to have originally

run upwards of 100 ft. below its present level.
|

In order to ascertain this, and following out the

indication given by the sound of running water
^

heard beneath the surface at several points, three

shafts were sunk near the south-east corner of the i

Haram wall, and one 100 ft. east of the Golden

Gate, an entrance of the time of Julian, about
^

two-thirds of the length of the east wall from
;

the southern corner. The galleries at the south-

east corner were driven under great difficulties,

with little result. They were all sunk in the

early part of 1867. The first was closed, in con-

sequence of the danger caused by the running
^

of the shingle, after being driven at a depth of

70 ft. The second was an oblique gallery at an
angle of CO'’ (the shingle lying at 30° natural

level), it only reached a length of 14 ft. The
third was a perpendicular shaft not connected

with the southern shaft as the first gallery was.

This was sunk about 14 ft., but was again

stopped by the running shingle.

Having failed to find rock in this part of the

valley, the Golden Gateway shaft was next ex-

plored
;
though in November, 1867, a shaft; was

again sunk, 40 ft. deep, 70 ft. west of the present

bed of the Kedron, and rock found, thus deter-

mining the slope of the valley here to be upwards
of 30°. At this second point a shaft was sunk
27 ft. On first starting some large stones were
found, and the shaft, unless closed for want of

money, is still being driven to find the river

bed.

On the west wall a shaft was attempted, at

the arch known as Wilson’s Arch,—a second
bridge connecting the city and Temple, of which
little is known, bat which should be thoroughly
investigated, as being a place most likely to yield

discoveries. This was closed by the interference

of the authorities.

Such, then, are the discoveries and explora-

tions made on the Temple itself, and the results

to be gathered from them are interesting.

They show that the height of the temple wall

was more than twice its present height at the

south-east and south-west corners, and further

that there was a natural slope of the ground
-down from the centre of the south wall, while
four passages led from the priests’ quarter to the

vaults of the Temple, as mentioned in the Talmud,
these being found at the level of the rock

—

Ist, near the south-west corner
;

2ad, at the

Double gate, now shown to rest at the level of

the rocky surface
j 3rd, the so-called Triple gate,

near the south-east corner; 4tb, at the Singlegate
iust described. Further, the existence of a deep
valley on the east and west is proved, and the
fact that the upper courses of masonry are still

in situ, and are not, as some have supposed,
the patchwork of later builders using the old
materials, is clearly proved.
The discoveries in the city itself are quite as

interesting, and have been more numerous
;
for

though Lieut. Warren complains that in some
places nothing but a confused mass of inter-

secting wall is found, still this and the discovery
of a paved street in one part of the city only
seem the more to point to the existence of the
old under the modern Jerusalem. Of this, how-
ever, in our next.

SOaiETHING ABOUT MELROSE.
Melrose, as we have before now said, is one

of the loveliest valleys of the Tweed. We have
•also explained that this quality is due, next to
the value it derives from the beautiful river, to
its curious geological structure. In point of
fact, it is composed of the basin of an ancient
lake, timbered with fine oaks and silver birches,
with the River Tweed, now sadly polluted, and
at the time of our visit much diminished in

volume, flowing in its own placid and meander-
ing way through its winding channel. Sup-
posing the traveller to get his first view from the
south, as he traverses the ridge, or rather the
aouth-eastern skirt, of the Bildon Hills, crossing

the Bowden-burn, and passing under the land

arches of the splendid railway viaduct, be will

come suddenly upon a panorama such as we have

seldom seen equalled. The grey ruins of the fine

old abbey embowered in beautiful foliage, the

noble sweep of the river, the spires of the

parish churches, the undulating ground, the

picturesque-looking villas in the suburbs, and,

lastly, the irregular outlines of the ancient

town itself, constitute a landscape which every

painter of genius, from Turner to D. 0. Hill, has

loved to paint, and every poet from Scott to

Leyden has loved to sing. One ceases, indeed,

to be astonished at the wonderful web of en-

chantment which the great northern minstrel

has contrived to throw over the district when-

ever we come in full sight of the valley of Mel-

rose.

Such a romantic district has been the means of

drawing together some of the oldest aristocracy

of Scotland, and of evolving their highest efforts

with regard to the architecture and embellishment

of their country seats. At the foot of the southern

slope of the Eildon Hills, for example, stands

Eildon Hall, a large and rather heavy specimen

of Scotch Baronial, the newly-acquired residence

of Lord Henry Scott, sou of his Grace the Dnke
of Bucoleuch, who is of course the feudal supe-

rior of the whole country side. Eildon Hall was
long the seat of the Honourable Major Baillie.

Upon the slopes of the north-eastern hill, and
nearest the town of Melrose, is a large and
tasteful specimen of a country seat, the resi-

dence of Lady Russell. Sir George Leith has a

very neat cottage at Diygrange; and, in fact,

there are more of the ancient and hereditary

aristocracy of Scotland domiciled in this beauti-

ful neighbourhood than in any equal area we can

call to memory in the whole of Scotland. Most
of the architectural labour and expenditure has

obviously been done by their immediate fore-

fathers. At the same time, while acknowledging

their efforts, we are bound to add that the pre-

sent race of inhabitants near Melrose have not

done their best to improve the natural beauty of

their situation. The town itself—that is to say,

the earlier portion of it—is poor and uninterest-

ing, consisting mainly of two leading thorough-

fares, the High-street and the Abbey Wynd,
set at right angles, like a joiner’s square. The
modern suburb, on the Weir Hill, is rather more
tastefully laid out

;
but we cannot speak in very

high praise of the villa architecture. With the

exception of one rather tasteful cottage on the

Darnick-road, by Peddie & Kinnear, we saw no-

thing to lead us to suppose, even with Mr.

Rhind’s now Established Church manse in our

eye, that the spirit of modern improvement had

penetrated into the colony of retired merchants

and half-pay officers who go to make up the

west end of this ancient ecclesiastical borough.

As to the modern churches, the less we say about

them the better. There is, we must admit, a toler-

ably good specimen of an Early English design in

the Free Church, which stands in proud defiance

to its original Presbyterian mother, on a rising ,

knoll on the opposite side of the Weir Hill-road.

'

This is due, we believe, to the good taste of Mr.

Charles Heath Wilson ;
and the proportions and de-

tails are good, although the stunted chancel some-

what spoils the design. There is also in Melrose

a very small but rather neat and tasteful Early

English Episcopal chapel, nearly opposite to the

I

U. P. Church, erected from the design, we be-

lieve, of Mr. Gilbert Scott, bat carried oat under

the direction of the clerk of works to the Doke
'of Bucoleuch. The interior is very plainly

finished, the pews awkwardly constructed, and
' the ventilation, as we found, defective

j
bat the

window above the altar and the stone polpit are

in excellent taste.

I As to the ancient town of Melrose, which still

clusters round the abbey, it is delightfully situ-

ated at the northern base of the Bildon Hills.

On a closely contiguous elevation, near the
' grounds of Priorbank, stands the Melrose
' station of the Edinburgh and Hawick Railway,

I

which is beyond question the best elevation it

' possesses. Melrose has partly the character of

I an antique dingy place, with narrow thorough-

fares and ancient houses; and partly, as we
have indicated, the appearance of a modern
watering-place, with its suburban villas; and in

both respects it looks somewhat out of harmony
with the grand ecclesiastical antiquity beside it,

which still asserts its original connexion and

relation to the magnificent landscape around it.

It has recently, we are told, undergone much
improvement, in consequence of strangers being

attracted to it for occasional or permanent resi-

dence. The body of the town consists of three

curious lines of houses arranged along the sides

of a triangular open area. That leading to the
abbey is obviously the more ancient of the two,
as the low dingy thatched cottages will testify

;

but a modern little High-street leads oat at the
west corner towards Galashiels, in which are
situated the principal inns and shops, and there

are narrow short thoroughfares which lead off at

the other comers toward Gattonside and Jed-
burgh. Some of the houses still display on
their lintels, amid the general plainness and
poverty of their walls, numerous sculptured
atones, carved with the sacred monogram
“I.H.S,” and other ecclesiological devices,—all

affording clear indications that at the time when
those honaes were erected building materials

were largely and remorselessly abstracted from
the pile of the adjacent abbey ! In the centre

of the open triangular town area stands the

market-cross, a structure which has been already

described in the Builder (see vol. xvi.). This

cross bears marks of some antiquity. It is about
20 ft. high, and has on its apex a carving of the

unicorn which pertains to the arms of Scotland.

A Latin cross anciently surmounted the struc-

ture, and, according to the usage of the period,

received homage from all pilgrims before

entering the precincts of the monastery

;

but this was destroyed in the year 1604.

The old-fashioned flight of steps was also re-

moved, and an octagonal base substituted,

which is anything but tasteful or appropriate.

It is curious that about a rood of land, called
" the Corse-rig,” in a field near the town, is still

held by the proprietor on the oonditionof his keep-

ing the cross in repair.*

We must now say a few words with regard to the

social statistics and local Government. The popu-
lation of the parish of Melrose has risen from
about 4,300 in 1831, to about 7,700 in 1861

;
but,

of the town proper, the population at last census

was only 1,141. Many causes, we believe, have
operated to retard the growth of the population

of Melrose. In the first place, it is a purely

agricultural and pastoral district, not distin-

guished in any way for manufactures like its

neighbours, Galashiels or Selkirk; in fact, the

only manufactory we conld discover, and the

only steam-engine in the valley of Melrose was
that of a bobbin manufactory, which, however,

had its locus standi on the opposite side of the

Tweed at Gattonside, close to the northern ter-

minus of the suspension-bridge, and within a

few hundred yards of Allerly, the classic retreat

of the late Sir David Brewster. In the second

plaoe, it has no traders of any sort, if we except

the hotels and the local purveyors of food and
clothing. The attractions of Melrose are of that

character which attract chiefly residents of the

upper and middle classes who are retired from

business and active life, and whose object is

for the most part to combine as much out-

ward show as possible with their limited means
of independence. Thus there has been going

on unperceived for a number of years an
influx of the richer, and an efflux of the

poorer classes, the latter of which it need not be
mentioned, are at all times, and under any cir-

cumstances, the most prolific in producing

population. For example, within the memory
of the present generation of inhabitants, there

existed a row of cottages where the present wall

of St. Cuthbert’s garden extends. A similar line

of houses extended down the east line of Abbey-
street, where the wall of Priorbank Nursery is

built
;

and a considerable street, known as

Dingleton-wynd, occupied the site of the present

railway-station and its approaches. Of course,

these improvements necessitated clearings
;
and

clearings in their turn have compelled many of

the inhabitants to resort to the neighbouring

villages to procure suitable house-accommoda-

tion. The villages of Darnick and Newstead are

in this manner quite overstocked with a poor

and disorderly population, which has been driven

out of Melrose,—much to the annoyance and

disgust of the original villagers.

There can be no doubt that Melrose is bound

to provide for her poorer population ; and

although we are glad to understand that some

* There ie a atone still preserved of the old gaol

on which the arms of Melrose are sculptured. These are

a melt, or mallet, and a rose,—mell-roso. This, however,

is well understood to be a mere pun, or at least a hiero-

glyphic version of the name of the town. The learned

and accurate Irvine («. "Nomenclature,” p. 161), dis-

tinguishes the vocable into two epithets, viz., tnull and
rots; i.e., a bare promontory. Other etymologies have

been given
;
but, speaking from recollection, we think the

geological character of the Eildon Hills and the archffiolo-

gical traditions of the district bear out this.—Comp. "A
Description of the Parish of Melrose,” by the Rev. A.
MUne. Edinburgh: IT-iS.
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Bteps have been taken in the proper direction, it

sefraa to ns that the anthorities are something
too indifferent to their tme interests. They
have permitted the land speculators to purchase
too much of the only ground fit for feuingj
and accordingly plots for working-class houses
are very difficult to procure at a price that
would make this class of property remunera-
tive.

We have mentioned the local authorities.
These bodies, as far as we can find out, appear to
be, first, the parochial board j second, the kiVk
session

j
third, the road trnstees

;
fourth, the

county police; fifth, the trustees under the Act
for conserving the river Tweed

;
and, lastly, the

district justices of peace of the quorum of Rox-
burghshire, who hold a court when necessary in

the burgh of Melrose. But all these legally con-
stituted bodies would seem to be subordinate to
a fonctionary known as the Baron Bailie, a gen-
tleman of the name of Erskine, who bears the
same relation to the-presenb Duke of Buccleueh,
that a certain Duncan of Knockdunder did to
his grace and glory, John Dube of Argyle. That
is to say, he is in a certain fasbion the absolute
sovereign, and the tutelary deity of the place.
He lives in the duke’s house

; lie occupies the
duke’s pew in the parish church

; he collects the
duke’s rents, feus, tolls, multures, arriages, and
carriages

; he received her Majesty in the duke’s
name when she visited Melrose; and in general
he conducts himself as the prior of the monastery
might have done four or five hundred years ago.
He has no constitutional check, that we conld
hear of, npon his doings. For be it known to an
incredulous public, that Melrose possesses neither
burgh property, burgh revenues, nor burgh
expenditure. No public meetings are held in
this primitive place; no burgh courts dare sit

within the jurisdiction of this Roxbnrghshire
potentate; and we need hardly add there are no
accounts published under his supervision or dis-

charge, to show the arbitrary character of his
administration, or the degree of skill with which
it is conducted ! Much as we dislike, and have
on more than one occasion expressed our dislike
to, the mnltifarious systems of police legislation
which prevail inScotland,we cannot help pointing
out that the worst of those systems are constitn-
tional and proper as compared with this. For let
us just look for a moment at its results

; always
remembering that Melrose is a fashionable place
of residence, as well as a shrine of modern pil-

griroage. Let us ask how is it oft' in the
matter of sanitary improvements and social re* I

formation ?

In the first place, the drainage is perceptibly ^

defective. Although we understand that Melrose ^

is, to a certain extent, properly enough drained !

with large clay drain-pipes—a process, by the
jway, which was curiously enough the result of a ^

voluntary asseasmeut on the part of the pro-
j

priebors themselves,—we cannot admit that it is I

thoroughly drained. The poorer quarters of the '

town, where it is by far the most desirable and
'

necessary, do not seem to have been included in
[

the system. And we speak from experience
I

when we say that the best houses on the
j

rising grounds are, during hot and dry weather
especially, sometimes uninhabitable owing to the
poisonous smells proceeding from the soil pipes.
In fact, there seems to be no proper method of
trapping the drains in use. All the heavy por.
tion of the soil is retained in a cesspool in the
very centre of the town, in connexion with which,
it is proper to state, a sluice is so constructed
as to admit what volume there is of a small
waterconrse, called Dingleton Burn, that flows
past the town, and which is thus regularly
applied to flush the sewers. But the soil which
issnifered to collect in the cesspool is only cleared
out twice a year! And considering that tbe
whole domestic soil-pipes act as escape vents
to this receptacle, our readers may judge
of its probable influence. After leaving this
point, the drainage is carried partially by an
iron pipe through tbe Mill Lade, and is finally
discharged in a pure state, as it is supposed, into
the Tweed, near Friars’ Hall, about half a
mile below the abbey; and there its fertilising
influence may be traced on the bed of the stream
by the luxuriant growth of those slimy, rank
river grasses which the geese so greedily gobble
up, but which are so fatal to the health of the
trout and to the spawning beds of the salmon.

Let us add that we have no wish to say any-
thing against the mechanical construction and
design of the Melrose drainage, for which,
it is worth stating, clay pipes were for the first
time introduced into Scotland. The main sewer
is 15 in. diameter; and the arrangement of the

sluice, and of tbe cast-iron conduit through the
mill dam, reflect much credit on the county
surveyor, Mr. Mitchell, C.E., of Melrose. The
cost was only about 400Z. The sewage matter
removed from the cesspool every six months
amounts to about twenty cart-loads

; and is sold
for 28. a load.

We have less grounds for criticising tbe
water sapply, although even that might suffer

improvement. Melrose ought to possess a
plentiful supply of water

; for this is derived
from a number of natural springs, which rise

at the base of the Eildon Hills, and are
collected in cast-iron pipes and accumulated in

a reservoir capable of containing between 30,000
and -lOjOGO gallons. This reservoir is placed
at an elevation above the highest levels of
the town and suburbs, and accordingly the
service is managed by simple gravitation. The
water is very pure, containing only a very

I

minute proportion of carbonate of lime and
silicates, and is therefore not the least hard;
indeed, if we except the Glasgow water, which
is derived from Loch Katrine, we do not remember

I

a softer water in Sdotland. The assessment is

j

6d. in the pound on the rental, and tbe works

I

are the property of a joint-stock company,
under a free concession of the springs by the

I

Duke of Bnccleuoh. The company’s stock pays
5 per cent, interest. The superintendent is

[

Mr. Walter Hogg, who is also manager of the
gas-works.

We are sorry to have to speak about the gas-
works, although it is unquestionably our duty; for
there can be no mistake as to the fact that they
are the most intolerable nuisance in the whole
valley of Melrose. Of course, gasworks are at no
time a savoury subject, aud we do not say that
these little gasworks are not as well managed as
any others we have had occasion to inspect; bnt
the sad mistake was in the selection of their
site. If our readers have properly apprehended
our brief topographical description, they will see
that the older and newer districts of the town
are separated by half a mile of the Abbotsford,
or rather Galashiels, road. In the very centre
of this otherwise agreeable valley the wise
authorities have planted the gasworks on one
side and the slndge-pool on the other ; it is

therefore impossible to avoid either of them
excepting by going into the town by a back
roundabout road, which, nevertheless, we most
heartily recommend all strangers to pursue.
Of course we were told that the modem town
had chiefly sprung up since the gas-works were
erected; but sorely this might have been foie-
seen. As it is, the best houses of Melrose are
invaded during certain hours of the day, and,
what is still worse, certain hours of the night,
with that abominable compound of unconsumed
oarbnretted hydrogen, carbonic acid, and hydro-
Bulphuret of ammonia which plain people
denominate coal gas! We need not dilate on
the serious evils which may spring from this
cause. Some gas engineers, indeed, assert that
the mflnofactnre of gas is not unhealthy, bnt
rather the opposite. We will not stay to enter
on a technical dispute on the subject in this
article. But we may again express the opinion
we have long held that all bad smells had better
be avoided : anything, in fact, which prevents
the due quantity of fresh air entering the lungs
must be bad

; and we will not exclude coal-gas
from the category on its real or supposed
antiseptic properties. We cannot estimate the
eft’ecta of these gas-works on the health of the
boarding-schools with which they are surrounded

;

but we were informed of one significant fact,
that the very strong and robust young men of
tbe county constabnlary who live in the station
close beside them constantly complain of languor
and depression of spirits, unrefreahing sleep, and
other symptoms ofnausea and low nervous fever.
As in our previous remarks with regard to drain-
age, we must acquit the manager of all blame

;

since we can cheerfully bear testimony to hia
extreme care in the process of manufacture.
But, on the whole, we must say that the quicker
the Melrose gas-works are removed from their
present site the better for the health of the com-
munity, including those strangers who every year
come to pay devotion to its shrines.
One creditable feature of modern improvement

Melrose possesses which we must not in fairness
overlook : that is a small and secluded suburban
cemetery. Up to a recent period the burial-
ground of Melrose consisted of the greensward
which surrounds the ancient abbey

; and here
we had pointed out to us a spot under the beau-
tiful windows of the south aisle which contains
the mortal remains of Sir David Brewster.

Such a distinguished philosopher had no doubt
a clear title, irrespective of territorial right,
to a final resting-place under the shadow
of so magnificent a shrine

;
bat this right,

we understood, was equally shared by persons
of a less deserving name, Accordingly, the
cemetery in Melrose, as it appears to us, has
provided at once for the extinction of two in-

tolerable nuisances,—that is to say, the over-
crowding of the abbey churchyard to the injury
of the public health

;
and the blocking up of

the foreground of that splendid historical pile
by the commonplace gravestones of men who
had no concern in its constmotion.*

All we wish to add, and we do so most
emphatically, is, that some experience of this

beautiful village as a place of residence leads
us to desire much improvement and reform,
both in a social and a sanitary point of view.
We do not, of course, profess to interfere with
local politics, nor are we the special advocates
of this or that form of county or burgh police.

But the time has come, we think, that the in-

habitants of Melrose might with propriety adopt
the sanitary clauses of the General Police Act for
Scotland, even although this might have the
apparent effect of transferring their allegiance
from the seignorial jurisdiction of the Duke of
Buccleuch and his baron bailie to the statutory
enactments of Mr, Provost Lindsay and the
sheriff of the county.

THE (ALBERT) MUSEUM, SOUTH
KENSINGTON.

Having closed my last “ Notes” among the
cases of porcelain in the loan department of the
Museum, I will resume my descriptive account
in the same locality. In the corner of this de-
partment adjoining the centre alley, stands a
small case of beautiful specimens of Wedgwood
ware. Crowning tbe whole is a large vase 16 in.

high, an oviform amphora, with Cupids and a car
drawn by swans in the clouds, white on pale blue
ground, serpents twisting round the handles. As
no owner’s name is attached, and from the simi-
larity of the label to those used in the “ Keramie
Gallery,” I conclude this fine vase is the property
of the Museum. Mr. Archibald Hume lends a
small vase of old Wedgwood, twelve cups aud
saucers, sugar-basin and cover, a vase on pedestal,
and a small teapot and cover

;
also a tall milk-

jug and cover, especially charming: subject, a
female with feathers in her hair, seated, and
teaching, from a book on her knee, a child who
stands beside her. The design is kept low down
on the jug, while a delicate, airy butterfly floats

in the azure space above. Mr. Hume likewise
lends two small vases with covers, ornamented
with white festoons, medallions, and a border of
conventional leaves alternated with large flowers,

quaintly bent to one side, reminding one of the
illustration to Christian Andersen’s pretty tale

called “ Little Ida’s Flowers,” in which the
flowers become animated in the night-time, and
assemble at a grand flower-ball.

Sir John Hippisley lends a fine bowl of pale
blue, ornamented with Cupids and festoons, and
having on the under part a beanbiful pattern of
flame-like leaves; an amphora, white on black
ground, with a frieze of figures of the Muses j

two balloon-shaped vases and covers, on tripod
of goats’ heads and legs, ornamented with fes-

toons and leaves; a tall cup, cover, and stand,
white on blue ground ; a pair of bottles, or
small-necked vases with handles, white on lilac

ground, having very delicate and graceful
detached subjects ornamenting the sides : on
one, a 'youth and young girl seem to have, for

the fij’st time, entered the presence of Cupid,
who, as the god of Love, stands on a pedestal,
and to him the pair are making a burnt offering,

while a second winged Cupid urges the girl on j

in another design the youth kisses the upturned
face of the girl, while he crowns Love with a
wreath, and behind them Hymen, holding hia
flaming torch, stands with his finger on bis lip;,

and in a third, a kneeling girl bathes, or anoints,
the foot of a seated female, who covers her face
with her drapery, which also envelopes in grace-
ful folds her whole figure. Sir John Hippisley
likewise lends a pair of amphorae, ornamented

* This new cemetery of Melrose, we may mention, con-
tains a striking mortaair monument : a rectangular
plinth in three stages of marble, resting npon a sur-
bttse of granite, the whole capped by a sculptured
seraph, also of marble, pointing to heaven. The whole
was designed and executed by Mr. Currie, sculptor, of
Tarnick, and was, we believe, erected to the memory of
a young Australian lady who had died at one of tho
neighbouring boarding-schools two or three years ago.
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with white honeysuckle on blue ground, and a

band of scrollwork broken in the centre by the

introduction of small medallion with mytho-
logical subject; they have handles terminating

in masks.
A candlestick, lent by Dr. J. Braxton Hicks,

pale blue and white jasper ware, by Turner, in

imitation of Wedgwood, late eighteenth century,

is admirable as to delicacy of execution
;
but

there is a want of exactness in the manner in

which the white ornamentation is placed on the

blue ground, the intervals between the various

members being irregular, and in some portions

the leaf designs do not stand perfectly upright.

Mr. Willett lends a square vase, with perforated

cover for cut flowers, white figures of Shak-

sperian characters on blue ground, with side

ornament of vases and foliage : it was made by
Neale & Co., lato in the eighteenth century, and
is very charming; also a jardiniere of old

Wedgwood, white on chocolate ground, the

corners being formed by terminal female figures,

the exquisite little faces bent downwards, and
the heads hooded by scallop-shells.

Two admirable statuettes of early Wedgwood,
coloured like life, are lent by Mr. J. J. Swinson.

One is a draped female figure, holding in the left

hand what looks like the socket for a candle-

stick, and grasping a serpent in the right ; the

other represents an elderly man in the attitude

of earnest declamation. He wears a loose robe,

coloured green, fringed with yellow, and lined

with ermiue, which ho confines with his left

hand, while in the right he grasps a rolIed-up

scroll ; he stands beside a square pedestal, on
the top of which lies a closely-written scroll

partly unrolled, and on the front is a bas-relief

of Mercury flying in the clouds.

Close by this case of Wedgwood, going out

into the centre alley, standing one on each side

of the double archway that leads into the North
Court, are the two noble vases made by Minton
for the Paris Exhibition of 1867. I was much
delighted with them at the Exhibition, and I

think mentioned them iu some notices that ap-

peared in the Builder during the summer of that

year; but as the picture-galleries were then my
especial object, I could not enter so fully into

the detail of these two exceedingly fine art

works as their merits demand. They are called

“A Modern Adaptation of Maiolioa.” The
modelling is alike in both, the variations in the

appearance of the vases—which are very great

—being due to the difference in colonring, and
to the design of the painted subject which en-

circles the body of each. These vases stand

about 4 ft. high
;
on the cover, is Prometheus

chained to the rock on Mount Caucasus, with
the devouring vulture carrying on his perpetual

torment. The handles are tall, straight up to the

top, where they curl over, and they have a chaiu

running down each, and terminating in three

large balls; two shields bearing each a bas-

relief and a plumed helmet, decorate the lower
portion of the handles ; while to the upper part

two prisoners of war are tied up by the raised

arms and hands : they rest on the top of the

body of the vase, and are chained together by
one foot. They wear buskins and body armour
of chain, and a leaf-like mail. All these

figures, with their earnest faces, are moat
admirable. The design round the body of

one of the vases is in deep blue colour only,

the subject, “ The rape of the Sabine women
;

”

on the foot is a wreath of green leaves and
white berries, twined around by four excellently-

well-modelled serpents, whoso heads creep up
the blue-purple stem

;
the neck and cover of the

vase are purple-blue also, relieved by stone-

colour and yellow. In the companion vase the
stem is green, with berries, yellow

j the foot,

yellow-brown; cover and neck, green and brown,

to correspond. The design on the body in this

case is a very spirited boar-hunt, richly coloured

like life, and very carefully painted. The
chained warriors here have the eyes painted,

which adds greatly to the effectiveness of the

most excellently-modelled faces.

Immediately at the back of these vases, bat
not belonging to the loan department, are two
admirable cast-iron gates, 'or rather doors, of
Prussian manufacture, bought at the Paris Exhi-
bition of 1867, and already mentioned in the
Builder; they are nearly alike, having only a
slight variation in the niched standing figure

and in the seated recording angel.
Eetoniing into the South Court, in the glass-

case next beyond that containing the Wedg-
wood, is a large p'’ateau of brass, damascened
with steel made in Corfu, dated 1565, and lent by
Mr. James Woodhonse; a tablet of Plorontine

mosaic in relief of the seventeenth or eighteenth

century; a plateau of earthenware, paiuced in

oil, with the Virgin and Child, sixteenth century
;

several oval bronze medallions of Roman Em-
perors, Italian sixteenth century ; a larger one

Pius Y., inscribed “ BEA • PIVS • V ' P 0 • M .

GREATVS DIE 1 lANVAR 1565,” with rays

like glory around the head
;
and all this fuss for

a poor toothless old man,—with a good profile,

nevertheless. There is, too, a silver pomander,

Dutch, seventeenth century, with only six com-

partments for scent ;
unlike Mr. J. Webb’s,

which has eight and a little sliding-lid to each,

whereas in this one all the lids are “ conspicuous

by their absence.” Mr. J. Webb has in this

collection a large piece of early Majolica, a

barrel-shaped vase drawn into a neck at the top,

ornamented with Scripture subjects on ground

of dark blue, divided horizontally by narrow
bands of yellow : subjects, “ The Adoration of

the Magi,” and “ The Murder of the Innocents,”

and a row of masks and garlands. It is German
(Niirnberg) early sixteenth century. Below this

is a large plateau lent by Lady Havelock, of

lustred Maiolica, Italian (Deruta), about 1500 to

1520 ;
it bears the profile bust of a lady with

her hair inclosed in an ornamental bag which

nearly covers her head, and hangs down the

back of her neck. She has before her face a

long twisted scroll bearing an inscription
;
and

from her left hand, which is not seen, rises a

large spray of huge single carnations and buds.

On each side of this plateau stands a large vase,

the two being very similar, but not seemingly

intended for a pair. Each bears a design in

grey tints, the one being Neptune in his car,

attended by mermen, mermaids, and children;

on this vase there is a strange ornamentation

under the edge, of pairs of spouting dolphins

resting on their heads; on tho other, Minerva in

her chariot diawn by winged horses, is accom-

panied by figures representing the arts and
manufactures. Both vases have white and
gilded bandies, stems, and bases; are Dresden

porcelain, eighteenth century; and are lent by
Mr. n. Wagner.
On the shelf below are two charming “ small

plates,” in broad gilt frames, Maiolica of Castelli

in the Abruzzi; each is painted with a landscape

in delicate colours, heightened with gold, and on

the rim is a border composed of four pretty little

Cupids with flowers, foliage, and two masks.

They are iu date about 1660 to 1670, and are lent

by Sir Woodbine Pariah. The bowl placed be-

tween these two plates, of silver—German,
seventeenth century—is of excellent workman-
ship; the bowl part is small, and has a broad

rim on which are twelve long, raised, pointed

medallions,—they and the flat part between

them being covered with richly and deeply-

chased work of vases, scrolls, birds, and lions;

it is lent by Mr. J. Woodhouse, to whom we are

also indebted for the rich cup and stand of dark

blue enamel on copper, ornamented with coloured

flowers and leaves. To this is pub “ Italian,

seventeenth century;” bub some of the flower-

forms are extremely Oriental in their design. On
the same shelf is a pretty little bowl of silver-

gilt, with figures in beaten-work, thought to be

Portuguese sixteenth - century ;
also several

rings, Etruscan, Roman, and Mediaaval, and one

earring formed of a bunch of grapes made of

seed pearls
;
an inkstand of crystal, with gilt-

metal mounts aud largo crystal foot, on metal

stand, bub by no means beautiful as to form,

thought to be Italian sixteenth-century ;
and a

cup covered with filigree foliage and sorolls,

interspersed with birds and small animals in

coloured enamel. It is of sixteenth or seven-

teenth century German work, and is very rich-

looking. There is likewise an elegant bottle of

white porcelain, with silver-gilt mounts, Vene-

tian seventeenth-century, with ingenious knot

ornament hinged to make it fit the shape of the

bottle ; also a long pipe of boxwood, richly

carved and ornamented with groups of musi-

cians, huntsmen, warriors, and a battle-field

;

an elegantly-shaped cross of carved boxwood,
Russo-Greek; and one leaf of a stained ivory

triptych, carved with two sacred subjects in

qnatrefoil enclosures,—the Nativity aud the

Crucifixion,—German fourteenth-century.

The large plateau of Maiolica, painted in pale

blue, with a masquerade sapper scene, is chiefly

remarkable for the original manner in which a
woman, standing up, is aiming a thick stream of

wine from the large flask she holds aloft into a

shallow tazza at least 5 ft. distant from the

mouth of the flask ;
and, for the deformed small-

ness of head of the lady who sits at the top of

the table in the seat of honour, and who, from

having two attendants standing behind her
high-backed chair, would seem to be the prin-

cipal guest, or else the giver of the feast. This
plateau is called Venetian eighteenth-century

work : let us hope that in tho ninetenth century,

and with her chosen king to foster her art,

Venice will now produce something more worthy
of her former name and gloriona antecedents.

The contiguous glass case contains the beau-
tiful modern specimens from the Worcester
Porcelain Works, already noticed in the Builder

;

but since that notice was printed, the case has
been crowded up with small articles in glazed

porcelain, from the manufactory at Belleck,

county Fermanagh, lent by Mr. Kerr. This is

much to be regretted, for the specimens spoil

each other, being utterly incongruous. Else-

where the Irish porcelain might look very well

:

here it has a most paltry appearance, and its

presence also detracts from the excellent art-

work of the Worcester porcelain.

On my way ont of the Museum, I must stop

for a few minutes at the last upright glass case

on the left hand. Here is to be seen a very

excellent cabinet, inlaid with various woods aud
ivory, and enriched with numerous plaques of

Wedgwood ware, of different sizes and sage-green

ground. The cabinet has incised and gilded

ornamentation, which, when on a blaok or dark

ground, is very elegant
;
but when applied to the

portions in white wood, it reminds one un-

pleasantly of stamped white leather blotting-

pads and book-covers. The top of the cabinet is

in three slabs of marble, the centre of red being

raised above the end pieces, which are black,

polished, aud have an incised dull pattern on

them. The cabinet was designed by W. J.

Estall, for Mr. J. Lamb, of Manchester, by whom
it is lent : it is British manufacture, and was in

the Paris Exhibition of 1867. To the left of the

above stands a delicately-made steel chair, date

about 1610, lent by Mr. H. G. Bohn. The seat

and back are of red velvet, on which the arms of

Anne of Denmark are embroidered ;
and above,

on the back, is a round plaque of dark blue

enamel, bearing a large H in white, intertwined

by gilt laurel branches. To the right of the

cabinet stands a Highland claymore, lent by Mr.

Budgen, the blade marked “ Anrea Ferara.” It

has a steel basket-hilt, in pattern of ovals, en-

closing a double fleur-de-lis, and a sheath covered

with blaok leather
;
the hilt is probably Scottish

seventeenth-centurj’ work. A rapier, lent by Sir

W. Fraser, stands beside the claymore
;

it has a

long narrow blade, inscribed “Tomas Atala,”

and a cup-hilt, ornamented with engraved scrolls

in steel, on gilt ground; the sheath is covered

with purple velvet, and has steel rings aud

mounts. Aet-Lover,

THE KING OF METALS.

A MAKUFACTUREE of “ ring-taws ” or marble

alleys,” who suddenly glutted the market with

an extraordinary supply of these neoessaries for

the development of the youthful mind, would

incline to the belief that their price in com-

mercial circles would decline ; but it seems that

the excess of supply does not always produce

this effect. That remarkable pyramid shown
us in the 1851 Exhibition as the result of the
“ diggius” iu Australia has had but a small

effect on the marketable value of gold. The
learned disciple of Galen still gets his antiquated

fee, and a pound gets its twenty shillings in

exchange. It will take a great commercial con-

vulsion to upset to any extent this stato of things
;

but it has been re-arranged many times and may
be again. His majesty, the “ sovereign,” has

not always been in the same position ; in the old

time he was a greater personage and of more
“weight” in society than now; in Edward III.’s

time (a.d. 1327), a pound weight (Troy) was mado
into but fifteen current pounds ; now a pound is

transformed into forty-six and three-quarters at

the Mint; it has remained thus since George I.

Iu the former reign, the reign of Edward II.,

gold had just been honoured with the patron-

age of the bead of the nation, i.c., a gold

currency was enacted, with the king s head on

it : in a previous reign, Edward I., it was
discovered that some cunning crafesmen had

been making gold go “ a little farther ” in manu-
factures by mixing it with hose metals

;
he (the

cunning craftsman) was engaged in the manu-
facture of drinking-cups, ornaments, &c., hitherto

made of virgin gold
;

but now its purity was

sacrificed at tbeshrine of pelf, and a “ villainona
”

compound substituted : so the king enacted a law

that, “ Because of rogues who, &c.” (sic) ,
all vessels

and articles purporting to be of gold should be
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marked. Thus onr Hall mark became establishod,

and gold fixed at its present standard,—that is,

twenty-two parts, called in this instance carats,

to two of alloy, put to harden it, it was named at

the time king’s gold
;
lower qualities are now

marked, but until a recent date England kept up
“ her standard ” higher than her Continental

neighbours.

Gold is with many reasons styled the king of

metals. One was its great scarcity
;
in this it is

now “ topped ” by some other metals, but for-

tunately it has more claim than one to the title.

It is the most ductile and malleable of metals.

One grain of gold beaten out may be extended

to 75i square inches of surface, the thickness of

which will be T^T-'^rrtr of inch. One ounce

of gold, placed on a piece of copper and after-

wards drawn into fine wire, can be extended 1,300

miles, being the gold wire used in lace-making
;

typifying the length to which a king’s authority

may extend. Another most kingly quality is

that it shows a marked dieinolination to mix as

an equal with its inferiors, as those employed in

gold-beating will testify. There is but one acid

that it will yield to (Encyclo. Brit.), viz., selenic,

and that a scarce one. It may be dissolved by
boiling with hydro-sulphate of potash and water,

and chymists have proposed that this was the

method adopted by Moses ofdissolving the golden

calf of the Israelites. The great have their weak-

nesses, and we cannot expect the greatest of

metals to be without. These are the means by
which it can be brought low. The most noble

qualification it has is that it will not tarnish in

common usage. Can a king have a fairer thing

said of his name than that it is untarnished ?

although, if we are to be guided by one of our

most respected poets, there are not many kings

who leave an untarnished name behind them :

—

“ QueTodo, as he tells his sober tale.

Ask'd, when in bell, to see the royal jail.

Approved their method in all other things

;

* Blit where, pood sir, do you confine your kings ?
’

‘ There,’ said hie guide, ‘ the group is full in view.’
* Indeed,’ replied the Don, ‘ there are but few.’

His black interpreter the charge disdain’d

;

* Few, fellow ? They are all that ever reign’d 1

’ "

In illustration of this we point to the ball and
cross of St. Paul’s Cathedral : this is double gilt

with what is called fine gold, or gold with only

a particle of alloy scarcely worth consideration
;

it has been done many years, but when the sun

shines on it after a shower of rain it looks as

bright as when first done, reminding one of the

Temple that “ within ” and “ without Solomon
caused to be “ laid over with pure gold.” This

gold leaf, so wonderful in its tissue-like sub-

stance that it can be distinctly seen through,

yet is of so independent a nature that when used

for external purposes it scorns to be protected by
any varnish or size over it, braving the elements

uncovered, and, like a British boxer, “ comes up
smiling ” after severe punishment.

The art of gold-beating is a very ancient one.

There seems) great probability that, like some
other arts, it has been known and practised and
forgotten. Homer refers to it ; Pliny, more
practical, states that gold can be beaten, loz.

making 550 leaves, each four fingers sqnare,

—

about four times the thickness of the gold now
used. This is moat probably such gold as was
used in the decoration of the Temple,—“it was
covered with plates of burnished gold.” The
Peruviana had thin plates nailed together. It

is possible that if decorations of this character

were used in these parts their insecurity would
BO trouble some folk that they would have no
rest until they were eflectually “nailed.” The
Thebans have in their wall histories some gold

characters done with leaf said to be as thin as

the gold of the present day. Coming down with

a jump from the long past to the present age,

we find our country celebrated for its gold-leaf.

Italy used to excel us; but Italy has been in a
long sleep, and is only just awakened. It is one
of the last things onr over-grown offspring

undertook to make for herself. Until very

recently she imported all the gold-leaf she

required from this country. The gold-beaters’

skin made here is still the admiration of the

world (of gold-beaters). This skin is gut-skin,

stretched and dried on frames ; after which each
surface is very carefully levelled, a labour en-

trusted to the delicate hands of young girls. A
mould (as the number of square pieces of skin

beaten at oue time in the gold-beating process

is called) is an expensive article, costing from
91 . to lOh, and when nseless for gold-beating is

still of some value. Fifty or sixty years back a
workman made 2,000 leaves of gold from 18 or

19 dwts. of gold; now by better skin and skill

he is enabled to produce the same number from

14 or 15 dwts., showing a considerable reduction

in the cost of produce, and, as may be expected,

a deterioration in the quality of the article.

One grain of gold beaten between this skiu

can be extended to some 75 square inches

of surface, the thickness of which will be

^rjvTi^jpart of an inch. These figures represent

what may be done. What is done for the pur-

poses of trade is somewhat less, viz., 56i square

inches per grain, < o
thickness.

To give an idea of its thinness, it would take 120

to make the thickness ofcommon printing paper,

367,050 sheets of which would make a column
half as high as the Monument. An economist

who strives to make a little money go a long

way might have seen two sovereigns so extended

that they would have decorated the ’51 Exhibi-

tion Building with a gold border 1 in. in width

all the way round. Gold in this form is trans-

parent, with the peculiarity that when looked

through ibis green. Science does not seem to have

accounted for this, unless it is that the blue of

the atmosphere and the yellow of the metal pro-

duce the green. Bub silver, if beaten very thin,

transmits a pnoe; and that upsets the theory.

Gold, when beaten to extreme tenuity, has a

very bad appearance on decorative work. The
gold, as if indignant at being driven to such

extremities, turns red, or blushes at being

reduced to so poor a condition. Now this is

another mystery : the thinner gold is beaten

the redder it becomes ;
and plain surfaces

that are gilt with poor gold show every leaf of

gold as a distinct block, instead of an unvaried

and even-toned surface, the poor gold being

usually yellow in the centre and red at the out-

sides of the leaf. Gold leaf can be made abso-

lutely pore, but is not, for this reason, that it has

a strong tendency to solidify itself, so that when
it gets creased or lapped over it will not flatten

out, entailing a loss of labour in the beating.

There are occasions when fine or pure gold is

need. The noble reading-room at the British

Museum is decorated with fine gold
;
the result

being, that that rich yellow tone of the metal so

much admired on all antique decoration is ob-

tained; very durable, and easily restored, when
covered by London smoke, to its first appearance.

The popular substitute for gold, the washable
gilding, is a delusion, insomuch that whatever
other recommendations it may have, it has

nob a particle of gold in its composition.

The variations in the oolonr of gold leaf ex-

tend to twelve (more generally limited to

three), deep, middling, and pale. The first

has 12 to 16 grains of copper to 1 oz. of gold.

When this quantity of copper is put, no silver

can he added; it would destroy the malleability

of the gold, it would beat into powder
;
with

less copper a little silver may be added, pro-

ducing a middle colour. Thus gold will only

unite to a very limited extent. With silver alone

it is more kindly disposed to unite, amalgamating
with it to any extent, choosing it for its queen,

and placing it on equality with itself. Should

its consort not be pure, have any copper with it

to heighten the colour of this pale gold to take

the place of the deeper and more expensive

colour, hia majesty declares off the union, and
ceases to be malleable. The gold is first melted
in a crucible at an intense heat, cast into an
ingot, and flattened at a flatting mill. First it

becomes a brassy looking ribbon about 10 ft.

long by in. wide; it is then annealed and cub

into small squares, 6 grains each ; these are

placed between the leaves of what is termed a

catch—160 leaves of tough paper made in

France. Formerly vellum was used. It is then

beaten with a 17 lb. hammer. This appears

very laborious, and probably is so
;
but it must

be remembered that the bulk operated on is very

elastic, consequently the weight rebounds. In
20 minutes it is taken out, the gold is spread,

and is cut into four parts, and pub into what is

called a shodder, or worn-out mould. The great

difficulty is, that the alloy will not spread equally

with the gold. Now it is beaten for two hours

with a 9 lb. hammer. Should an inexperienced

workman imagine he can, by putting more
power and a heavier hammer on, produce hia

work quicker, he finds the leaves crumbled to

dust at the edges. The gold is again opened and
out into four, and put into the “ monld,” about

900 leaves of the prepared skin. In each of

these cuttings it must be remembered that there

is a large amount of “ waste ” ofl’ the edges,

called shruff, that is not wasted. This is the last

and most delicate process, and the quality of the

leaf depends on the judgment and skill of the

workman. It must be beaten for four long hours
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with a 7 lb. hammer : dull work, one would think

but needing great cave. The first hour the

beating is done mainly in the centre, cansing

gaping cracks in the margins, which fill in with-

out any trace, coalesce, and unite thoroughly.

At the second hour the leaf is tst^-ov of an inch

in thickness, and light passes through it. If

pure, or nearly so, green,— if much silver,

violet,—rays pass through. It is now opened,

and cut rather over 3 in. square, and placed in

the red books we often see in manufacturers’.

The greatest care is necessary in dry and hot

pressing the things used, except in frosty

weather; and then they become too dry, and
take off the brightness of the leaf. “ Bub where

is the giant steam that it does nob step in and
do the hammering for them?” exclaims young
Archimides. True, it looks as though it could

be done, and that it would be worth while, seeing

that a gold-beater spends one-third of his time

hammering; but it cannot be done. In the

year 1850, an American inventor brought out a

steam hammer for the purpose in New York, by
which he undertook to do it better and cheaper

;

it consisted of a small well (to hold the beat) in

a square table, having an eccentric circle at each

side, which gave it a peculiar rotary motion. The
writer saw it in motion

;
bub it did not provide

for turning the beat so as to operate on both

sides; neither for the continual opening of the

mould that has to be done : consequently a man
would have to attend to the beat all the time,

and the hammer dare not come down heavier or

quicker, or the leaf would be spoiled. The
inventor sold his right for 3001. to a New York
gold-beater, who sent it to the first great Exhibi-

tion; but the sure judgment, and what may be
called the “ intense” carefulness required, could

not be supplied by steam, and so the gold-beater

paid dearly for his “ whistle.”

THE WINDSOR THEATRE.

The old theatre here, scarcely worthy of the

name, has been entirely remodelled under the

direction of Mr. Somers Clarke, architect. The
pit has been arranged so as to be available for

use either as a pit or as stalls ;
and two entrances

to the pit have been made to meet this arrange-

ment. The old entrance to the boxes has from

necessity been retained, though much improved,

and it is now made into a small corridor, paved

with encanstio tiles. A Royal box has been pro-

vided. The whole of the new approaches have
been made fireproof as nearly as possible. The
original proscenium being contracted in size ani
of the commonest character, a new proscenium

front, with wings, has been executed. A new
stage, too, has been laid down, the old oue being

totally nnsuited to modern requirements for

spectacle.

The decorations of the interior, based on Pom-
peian models, have been undertaken by Messrs.

Harland & Fisher, whose representative, Mr.

Campbell, has executed the whole of the figures

and polychromy throughout under the super-

vision of the architect. The greater part of the

decorative painting is in positive colour. Gold

is sparingly used, and only to the frame of the

proscenium next the act-drop, and to the iron

columns carrying the front of the boxes. The
building works have been executed by Messrs.

Holden & Gray, of Windsor. The auditorium is

lighted by a sunburner of sixty-three jets. The
whole of the gas arrangements have been exe-

ented by Messrs. Verity & Son. New scenery is

being painted by Mr. William Calcott, who also

has painted a view of Windsor Long Walk from

the George III. statue as an act-drop. Mr. W.
Baker has been clerk of the works in charge

during the whole of the alterations.

It is intended to open this theatre on Wednes-
day, the 31sb instant, and on Friday, the 2Qd
of April, with performances by the ‘‘ Windsor
Strollers.”

rail of a Bridge near Edinburgh.—The
inhabitants of Coatbridge were alarmed on Mon-
day by the sudden fall of the iron girder bridge

which spanned the Whiffleb branch of the North
British Railway,and formed aroadwayfromGray’s-

Land to Sunnyside. A cart laden with manure
was being driven across the bridge, when the

whole affair came away, and driver, horse, cart,

and bridge fell to the line of rails below. It is

remarkable that neither the lad nor the horse

seemed much the worse for the fall. The
accident, it is supposed, was caused by the

subsidence of the earth under a wall on. which,

the iron girders of the bridge rested.
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THE LATE MR. JAMES SIMPSON,
ENGINEER.

At the Institution of Civil Engineers on
March 9, Mr. C. Hutton Gregor7, the president,

before commencing the ordinary bueinesa, re-

ferred to the recent decease of one of the

oldest members, Mr. James Simpson, past

president of the Institabion. The president

observed that Mr. Simpson had left a name
which would long bo remembered with honour;
by the world as a man of the most up-

right character, and a distinguished hydranlic

engineer
;
by the Institution of Civil Engineers

as one who for many years was a most regular

and valued attendant at the meetings ; and by
those who enjoyed his intimacy as a faithful

and devoted friend. We add a few particulars

of Mr. Simpson’s career. He was the son of
I

Mr. Thomas Simpson, engineer of the old I

Chelsea water-works, on the banks ofthe Thames,
and at his father’s death succeeded to his post.

About 1837 he was instructed by his company
to examine into the various methods of dltering

water on a large scale, after which ha designed
and executed his first filter-bed in 1828. It

was so complete that no material alteration has
been made in the system of filtration since that
time, similar filters being now in operation in

almost every town artificially supplied with
water. Mr. Simpson was also engineer to

the Lambeth Waterworks Company, By his

advice the works were removed above King-
ston, and made, to a certain extent, anperior
to the Thames tidal infiuences by filters and
pumping works. Early in life Mr. Simpson

became the engineering adviser of the Govern-
ment on many subjects. He constructed
waterworks for the supply of Windsor Castle
daring the reign of George IV. About
the year 1845 Mr. Simpson was engaged
by a new company formed at Bristol for the
supply of water, and designed the works for

bringing to that city springs and streams of
water from the Mendip Hills. He designed and
carried out, as consulting engineer, the present
extensive works at Copenhagen, and was em-
ployed in many of the most important towns in
c.he kingdom. The town of Aberdeen, too,

owes to him the design and execution of the
very comprehensive and complete works for

supplying that town with water taken from
the river Dee, about twenty miles above the
city.

MASONS’ MARKS RROM YARIOUS PARTS OF THE WORLD.
Collected hy Mr. Godwin,

[See pp. 237, 238, and 239, anle.
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CHUHOn, SCHOOLS, AND PARSONAGE,
PERTH, SCOTLAND.

Tue new group of Episcopal buildinga recently

commenced at Perth, in the diocese of St.

Andrew’s, will consist of the chnroh, dedicated

to St. Andrew, the parsonage-house, schools for

boys, girls, and infants,witli residence for master.

The schools only are yet erected, and were

opened in October last, the large room, 75 ft.

in length and 21 ft. in width, being used for

service until the church can be built. The east

end is fitted as a chancel, with table, prayer-

desk, credence, and pnlpit, with dorsal hangings.

Bishop Wordsworth’s residence being at Perth,

which is the most central and accessible town of

importance in the united dioceses of St. Andrew’s,

Duukeld, and Dumblano, the buildings are pro-

moted by the bishop for the benefit of the inha-

bitants and visitors, and as a church at which to

meet his clergy. The sice is close to the railway-

station, in a fine position. Tbe buildings are

from the design of Mr. Joseph Peacock, architect,

of London, and are built of Hunbingtower and
Danmore stone, and faced internally with malm
bricks, laced with black and red bricks in courses,

the roofs, of open timber, being of pine, stained

and varnished, and are covered with Ballahulieh

slates.

MAIN DRAINAGE AND DIARRHOIA.
The remarkable inequalities in the fatality of

diarrhoea daring the unusually hot summer of
1868 in the different large English towns
naturally attracted considerable local interest in

various places. Leicester was one of the towns i

which snQ'ered most severely. Diarrhoea was
very fatal in London, and caused 3,1-45 deaths;

but it was pointed ont at the time that if the
'

disease had been fatal to the same extent iu the
metropolis as in Leicester, instead of 3,145
deaths, 11,012 would have resulted. In short,

diarrhoea was nearly four times more fatal iu

Leicester than iu London. This statement led

the Highway and Sewerage Committee of
Leicester to form a sub-committee to inquire

into the cause of this excessive mortality. This
sub-committee has recently made its report,

which in a great measure traces the extra-

ordinary death-rate from diarrhoea to radical

defects in the main sewer of the town.

The main drainage of Leicester was carried

ont at a very largo outlay many years ago, when
sanitary engineering was little understood. The
sewers were laid down by contract, were brick

: built, and the lower courses of bricks were laid

I without cement or mortar. Tbe report iu ques-

;
tion offers the choice of two explanations of this

. defect in the sewers. The first is a simple one,

I namely, that tbe contractor, finding his bargain

; nnproficable, adopted this method in order to

I lighten his loss
;

it is hard to believe that such a

L course, if not in accordance with his contract,

E should have escaped detection at the time. We
[ are more inclined towards the second explana-

l tion, although one which offers a curious com-
t mentary upon the state of sanitary intelligence,

t at all events in Leicester, at the time the works
V were carried out. At the commencement of the

e sewerage contract there was, it appears, a

^ growing deficiency in the water supply. Water-
? works were not in existence, and were scarcely
: contemplated

;
bnt the wells were failing, and

n manufacturers were engaged in deepening many.
1 It is suggested that there prevailed a pretty

g general conviction that if a solid, water-tight

S' sewer were constructed, a still more serious and
c continued scarcity of water might ensue, and that

t the main sewers of Leicester were, therefore, in

t the lower courses laid without mortar or cement,
t to prevent the wells from being robbed of that

p portion of their supply which they might
d derive therefrom through percolation. At the

ti time sewage was little understood, and was
Ic looked upon merely as a system of drainage and
fl a means of carrying off rain-floods. But the in-

ti troduobion of waterworks and the pretty general
81 substitution of water-closets fur cesspools, has
a considerably altered the character of the Con-
te tents of the sewers. The percolation, however,
at still goes on for the benefit of the wells

;
and as

a a large portion of the inhabitants of Leicester
Bt still use well-water for all purposes, we need
8C scarcely look further for the cause of the fatality

ol of diarrhoea last summer iu that town.
The use of well-water in all large towns for

di drinking purposes should at once be discon-
tiitinued : its fatal result last summer was conclu-
ai sively shown in Birmingham and many other
la large towns

;
for, where the same radical defects

of sewerage do not exist as in Leicester, the

drainage from cesspools and pits, and the in-

evitable defilement of the surface of the ground
by decaying vegetable and animal matter pro-

duces its effect upon well-water to a dangerous
extent, without mentioning the drainage from
churchyards, although probably long since dis-

used. Leicester will, it is hoped, not hesitate to

remedy, as soon as possible, the evils of her pre-

sent sewerage system, which have been conclu-

sively shown to have caused a fatality from
diarrhoea last year so far iu excess of that in

most of the large towns. In the meantime it

may be expected that the now annual infantile

mortality from this cause may in future be con-

siderably reduced by the increasing intelligence

of mothers in the treatment of their children
j
by

a decrease of the too frequent neglect on the

part of mothers, especially in those towns largely

employing female labour in factories, or other-

wise
;
and by a more general effort to preserve

the air we breathe and the water wo drink from
becoming tainted by exhalations and percolations

of noxious organic matters.

“MANAGEMENT” ON THE
METROPOLITAN DISTRICT RAILWAY.
In the interest of the working man, I beg to

point out a system which seems acted on by the

Metropolitan District Railway. Accident it

cannot be, having with my own eyes seen the

result occur often
;
besides, a somewhat similar

case appeared in a police-court a few days ago.

Tickets are given for a station, sometimes two
stations, short of that asked for, and full fare is

taken. Upon arriving at one’s destination, the

extra fare between that and the station named
on the ticket is demanded, sometimes with force.

On March 20bh, sixpence was paid for my second-

class return ticket. Upon delivering up half,

I was suddenly stopped on account of the

ticket — unknown to mo — being for two
stations short, aud I had to pay sevenpenoe
extra before I again reached my starting-point.

I must in justice say that, upon investigation,

the ticket-clerk acknowledged a mistake. Still,

many working men could nob spare the time for

inquiry, and to them such extras are of conse-

quence. If public confidence is desired, such a
system must be altered. No doubt, you will

have many letters to confirm the above. S.

NEW TILE WORKS, STOKE-UPON-TRENT.

order the damping-places, two buildings in which
a slight degree of dampness is imparted to the

powdered clay from which tiles and tesserm are

made by pressure, and having one an area of

80 ft. by 33 ft., and the other of 85 ft. by 33 ft.

Then come the workshops, a pile of buildings

three stories high, and measuring 176 ft. by 27 ft.

The ground floor will be occupied by the makers
of pressed tiles and mosaics, and the second
floor by those engaged in the production of
encaustic tiles, while under the ground floor are

spacious cellars for tbe storage of plastic and
powdered clay. The workshops are notable for

height, light, and ventilation. They will be
fitted with drying stoves heated by steam pipes

and running down the centre of each room. In
the “green” state the tiles will be taken from
these workshops to the hothouse, and having
been dried they will bo placed in saggars in

sheds adjoining, and thence removed to the ovens.

Of these there are four, with one kiln for finish-

ing purposes. The hovels inclosing the ovens

are 60 ft. high, and each rests upon a layer of

waterproof concrete composed of Barrow lime.

The hothouses (with storage blookrooms over),

the saggar-houses, and the ovens, form two sepa-

rate blocks, each 180 ft. by 69 ft. The tiles

having been drawn from the oven will be removed
to the sorting-houses, and those which have to

be decorated to the painters’ shops above, whence
the latter will pass to the finishing kiln adjoin-

ing. Lastly comes the front block, which is

^

300 ft. long by 48 fc. wide, and in some parts

three stories high. It includes warehouses (there

1 are several of these, of which one has a con-

^ siderably larger area than Stoke Town-hall),

packing and straw rooms, a platform room for

i the arrangement of tesserm ; offices, studios,
' museum, lodges, and a spacious entrance.

I Tho architect, by arranging the various por-

I

tions of tho works in blocks, has secured

external ventilation
;

and the roads thus

formed will be kerbed, paved, and channelled,
' giving the entire establishment an air of neat-

ness and finish. The material used is red brick,

' with blue brick dressings, and in two or three
' oases floors aro supported by wronght-iron

I

girders. The whole of the machinery, with the

exception of the patent clay-presses of Messrs.

I
Needham & Kite, has been designed and executed

' by Mr. George Kirk, of Etruria Ironworks. In
addition to the buildings and machinery, a large

outlay will be required for heating and lighting

apparatus, fi-xtures, furniture, &c., so that the

total cost of the works will not be much less

than 30,OOOZ.

Last year Mr. M. D. Hollins retired from
the firm of Messrs. Minton & Co., relainiug

for his establishment the old title of
“ Minton, Hollins, & Co.” At that time
three distinct works—the Church-street, the

Cliffe-bank, and the Boothen-lane—were occu-

pied in the production of the Minton tiles, but
Mr. Hollins resolved upon the erection of an
entirely new suite of works. To this end he
purchased a plot of land having an area of

between three and four acres, and lyingbetween
the Roman Catholic Convent and the Foalhay
Brook, and employed Mr. Charles Lynam, archi-

tect, of Stoke, to prepare the plans and super-

intend the erection of the new establishment.

.

The ground lying low and being exposed to

floods after heavy rains, it was necessary in the

first instance to erect a substantial boundary
wall as a barrier to the inroads of the water,

and then to raise the level of the entire area
6 ft. This latter would have been in almost any
other part of tho country a slow and expensive
proceeding, but the extraordinary amount of

waste material (technically called “schraf”)
produced iu the manufacture of pottery enabled
the proprietor to effect this elevation rapidly,

and at a comparatively trifling cost. The plans

having been prepared aud the specifications

issued, the tender of Messrs. Kirk & Parry, of

London, was accepted for the erection of the

major portion of the new buildings, their

contract being 14,5001.
;
but this did not include

the mill block, which has been erected by Mr.
W. Sutton, of Newcastle, whose contract was
4,000Z., nor the sliphouse, which has been built

independently, at a cost of 5001. The manufac-
tory as a whole stands due north and south, aud
the varions blocks of buildings are so arranged
that, commencing with the mill and terminating

with the packing-house, every part corresponds

in order with the successive processes undergone
in the production of the tiles. The mill block

comes first : its machinery alone will cost 6,000Z.

Contiguous to this is the sliphouse, and next in

CLOSING OF THE
SOUTH LONDON WORKING CLASSES

INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.

The closing meeting was held on Saturday
last, when Sir M. D. Wyatt, presided. The Rev.

G. M. Murphy read a statement, which showed
that about 50,000 persons had visited the build-

ing on payment. The receipts for the same
have been about 3701. Tho expenses cannot as

yet be precisely ascertained, but it is believed

that somewhere about 2001. will meet all costs,

the residue will then be devoted for the payment
of prizes in proportionate amounts.

“ Tbe committee regret that no one article exhibited
was deemed worthy of the higher class of reward they
were prepared to bestow— viz., lOf. ; aud they are also

bound to state that, while there is an improvement visible

when the Exhibition is compared with toe former enter-

prises, the advance is by far less marked than they would
like to have aeon ; under these circumstances they reaiily
fell in with the views of the exhibitors in giving ?«o/iy

rather than few prizes.”

The Chairman having addressed the meeting,

Mr. Godwin moved, and Mr. S. C. Hall

seconded, the first resolution :

—

“That this meeting, while rejoiciug in the success of

tbe present exhibition as shown by tbe statement just

made, urges upon exhibitors and those who desire to

become such in future displays, the determination to seek

to excel in their own departments of labour ; or, that in

having their attention drawn to amateur productions, they

should, so far as possible, copy the best models, use the
best materials, and work with the best tools it is in their

power to obtain
;
seeking to excel in the quality rather

than in the size or quantity of tho objects produced.”

Mr. Paesmore Edwards moved, aud Mr. George
Potter seconded, the second resolution :

—

“ That it is highly desirable to further the interests of
the people, and stimulate their desire for technical studies,

by the forming of musenms supplied with the best models
more accessible to them than the national institutions

are
;
and that, pending this desirable change, the week

evening opening of the National Gallery, British Museum,
ie., should be arranged for. It is also the opinion of

this meeting that the South Eeusiiigton Museum, the

Schools of Art, and classes connceied therewith, as well as

all chartered institutions founded for educational purposes,
shonJd be popularized to tbe utmost extent possible.”
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Mr. T. B. Smithies (of the British Worlcman)

then moved, and the Rev. E. Berry seconded, a

further resolution :

—

“ That the best tbanis of tho committee aod exhibitors

aro due, and are hereby given, to Sir Digby Wyatt and the

adjudicators of the various classes for the time and atten-

tion bestowed in making the awards; and they would
express the hope that the many labours put forth en

behalf of the enterprise now so near its close, may result

in true aud lasting benelit to many who have been en-

gaged in it, as well as to the honour and glory of Almighty

God."

The whole of these were carried unanimonsly.

The following is a list of the exhibitors to

whom Ist and 2nd class prizes have been

awarded :

—

1st Class.
Class 1.— (Ar/t»<fe.)—J. Long, J. Taylor, C. Meacham,

T. Hinchcliff, C. Atkins, W. Drake, and J. Boys.
Class 2.

—

IMrehanical.)—H. C. D. Davies, C. Rowlett,

E. L. Packer, W. Baxter, J. Bartlett, J. Tullley, B. Car-

enter, J. Steer, J. M'Gregor, J. Smith, J. Mocock, and

. Girling.

Class 3.—(GsneruL)—G. Hodden, W. Archer,Mra. A.

Muggericfge, and C. Willis.

Class •*.— (Fnirics.)—W. Laiton, Mrs. E. Costall, and
H. A. Law.

2Nn Class.
Class 1.—(ArbVic.)—C. Hino, W. F. Poole. E. Pear-

man, J. 8. GUI, R. W. Martin, H. Terry, J. W. Narrawsy,
C. L. Green, J. Hampson, G. Sandell, J. Dodds, J. A.

Pitt, "W

.

Gare, R. Pembery, J. Mitchell, D. A. Winter,

W. Morley, C. E. Jones, J. 8. Gill, G. F. Thompson, F. Q.
ionghurst, C. T. Braaier, J. R. Harper, J. R. Thompson,
A. F. W. Ebel, H. Bright, T. Byers, J, Morpeth, and A.

W. Gregory.
Class 2.— (JlfeeliawieHZ.)—J. Crook, C. Luckhurst, T. J.

Satchell, W. Ford, P. Caller, H. C. Symons, J. Holmes,

T. Whitton, W. Bleese, W. Crawford, C. Anderson, J. G.
Cajkin, B. Fuller, TV. Mynott, T. Paice, G. W. Leewonby,
"W. Marsh, H. Field, E. Pcndrick, C. Driver, E. Horton,
and F. Scott.

Class 3.— (GeneraL) — T. Sutton, J. Kewill, J, P.
Norris, and E. J. Broughton.
Class 4.— (Paine#.) — E. Foster, W. Wilson, M.

Williams, E. Hayes, M. A. Tether, E. Harden, Mrs. Daft,

Miss Daft, A. L. Lathrope, Z. A. Norris, and M. Shider.

The speaking was for the most part excellent,

and might be usefully reported in full.

circumstances. The most delicate textures of

silk, of linen, or of leather, are cleansed over

and over again. And sorely it ought to be easy

for the rising generation of Faradays to find

some means of doing for the grimy surfaces of

marble and granite, of oolite or bronze, which

may be almost measured by acres in London
alone, what soap and benzoin, and “ soonring

drops” of all sorts, accomplish for onr curtains,

carpets, and kid gloves,—viz., remove the dirt

without damaging the material.

The problem ought not to be difficult to solve,

and is worth any trouble in solution. Fancy the

result, when our metropolitan edifices—public

and private, ecclesiastical and lay—could pass

through a process of lustration and emerge there-

from clean and tidy—spick and span—as on the

day when the scaffolding first came down ! The
oldest Londoner would not know his own city

again with all its features disclosed. Many of

these features, as we know, would be artistically

beautifully. And if many others would be much
the reverse, at any rate it is better that they

should be seen, such as they are. The ugliest

figure looks more comely when clean than when
dirty. Lustilans.

THE BELLS AND CHIMES OF
ST. CLEMENT DANES’, IN THE STRAND.

TflE steeple of the church of St. Clement
Danes is furnished with a peal of ten bells in the

key of E, the tenor weighing 24 cwt.
;
a clock,

and a set of chimes. There is also a saints’ bell

in the steeple.

As the bells have no epigraphs, I give a copy

of the inscription on a brass plate, which naay

be seen in the porch under tho tower :

—

Thb Stebplb or inia Chcbch was THOBorcuLT
Repaiebd ly TSB tbae 1839.

W.® Mason : T. Bohlton, Cuudchwabdens.
D

THE EDINBURGH ROYAL INFIRMARY.

Some of our readers will be glad to learn that the

subscribers to this medical charity have at length

taken the proper view of the site—the one which
we six weeks ago recommended,—and have re-

solved that the new hospital shall be built on
the more healthful, spacious, and salubrious

grounds of George Watson’s Hospital. A meet-

ing of the contributors was held last week, for

the purpose of deciding the question, and the

Lord Provost presided. Professor Syme moved
that, “ (1) The new infirmary shall afford ac-

commodation for surgical as well as medical

patients
5
and (2) That the new infirmary shall

be built on the grounds of George Watson’s

Hospital.” Mr. James Arnot, late surgeon of Mid-

dlesex Hospital, and President of tho Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons of England, seconded the motion.

An amendment was then proposed by Coun-

oillor Millar, and seconded by Professor Spence,

“That the present sitebe adhered to.” After a long

discussion the motion was can-ied by a majority

of 94, the numbers being, for Professor Syme’s

motion, 144 ;
for Councillor Millar’s, 50. The

announcement of tho vote was received with

loud cheers.

Professor Syme then said it was very necessary

for the meeting to consider what steps should be

taken to carry out the resolution. His opinion

was that they should have competitive plans

from three or four eminent architects. These
plans could be submitted to the public, and the

contributors could thereafter decide which should

be adopted.

After some conversation it was agreed that

another meeting of the contributors should be
called to receive the report of the scrutiny of

the votes, and to consider what steps should be

taken to carry the resolution into effect.

DCUBLE WARDS IN INFIRMARIES.

I AM glad to notice your remarks with respect

to the construction of wards to contain four rows

of beds. It is not generally known, however, that

the fault does not in any instance lie with the

architects, but that four-bedded wards are recom-

mended and enforced by the Poor-law Board.

The plans of the Poplar and Stepney Sick

Asylum have been altered under the direction of

Dr. Markham, aud Mr. Savage, the architect to

tho Poor-law Board
;
so that two-thirds of the

beds will be in wards of this description; and I

have reason to believe that the designs for all

the infirmaries not actually commenced have
been served in a similar manner. This is for the

purpose of reducing the cost.

An Aechitect.

HOW KEEP THE BUILDINGS CLEAN.

Sir,—Artists, and especially architects, have
long complained that the moat elaborate pro-

ducts of their skill and genius aro, in the course

of a very few years, veiled and practically spoilt

by the effects of the smoke -laden atmosphere
of London. The complaint is forcibly urged by a
correspondent of an evening contemporary in a
recent number, who remarks, apropos of the

memorial of the Prince Consort in Hyde Park,

that in the lapse of a few seasons “ the spire and
all its elaborate tracery will have become obsolete

and effaced for all artistic purposes. The atmo-
sphere of London will have performed its inevitable

function. Every ‘scroll work’ and ‘pinnacle’

will be a mere clot of soot,” &o. And he con-

cludes with the deduction that “ all expenditure

on highly decorated architecture is absolutely

misspent for out-of-door purposes in London.
The result can only be in a few years a shapeless

black frontage, reminding the observer at first

of a beauty which has perished, and afterwards

appealing to no taste or association at all.”

That this is only a melancholy truth no one
can doubt. And it says little for our boasted

‘‘progress” that science, even when stimulated

by Acts of Parliament, has effected little, if any-
thing, towards curing the evil. The metropolitan
public, though very willing to learn the lesson,

have not been taught as yet how to consume
their own smoke. But there is more than this.

If to remove the cause of injury presents a
problem too difficult for solution, it ought, at all

events, to be possible to efface its effects ;—in

other words, to discover some detergent which
shall cleanse the soot-deposit away from our
metropolitan edifices. The result is attained in

other departments, under much more difficult

8 [Anchor] C
Tub Eight Bells in this Stbbplb
Webb cast bt Will: & Phill: Wight-
-MAR Theib Maj:'"'* Fodkdp.b*. Aro. Dosrr.

1693. Ir thb tyuk of
W;® D.wis Chhbch Ei>w:'1 Clarke and') Cutjech

t Arc riNisHEB whfr >

Edw.'*ClaiikbJ Wardens: UdguMillsitebe j WAruERS
T 0 Q L

Weight TOTAL: 4:13:2:8. Tub Gift of Edw-.*! Claekb.

The first of the above peal of eight was re-cast

in 1843, by Charles Oliver, who added two new
trebles in 1845, made a new frame, and thus

completed the present peal of ten bells
;
which

the parochial ringers opened by ringing an excel-

lent peal of Grandsire Caters, consisting of 5,093

changes, in three hours and thirty minutes, on
Easter Monday in the same year. The peal was
conducted by Mr. George Stockharo, who has

been steeple-keeper at this church upwards of

thirty years.

Philip Wightman, whose name appears on the

brass plate, was the founder who re-cast “ Great
Tom of Westminster.” See my notes on the

Great Bell of St. Paul’s Cathedral in the Builder

of December 14th, 1867, and April 4th, 1868.

Charles Oliver, mentioned above, was employed
for some years at the foundry of Messrs. Mears,
in Whitechapel. He was a very skilful bell-

hanger.
The Saints’ Bell is inscribed “ Robertts made

me, 1588.”

In the belfry are fourteen tablets, on which are

recorded certain remarkable performances of

change-ringers from 1829 to 1869.

The present ringers are members of the St.

James’s Society, which was established about
the year 1822, in the pariah of St. James,
Clerkenwell, and re-established A.D. 1827.
The clock was made by Langley Bradley in

1721, and now strikes the quarters on the first,

second, third, and sixth bells, the hour being
struck twice; first on the tenor, and then on
tho Saints’ Bell.

“ During the seventeenth century,” says Mr.
A. Thomson, in bis ‘ Time and Time-keepers,
1842,’ many clocks struck the hours twice ; so

that had the first been miscounted, the second
might be more correctly observed.”

The chimes play daily, at five, nine, and twelve
o’clock, either the “ Easter Hymn” or tho “ Old
104th Psalm.” But as to the setting of the tunes

in the barrel, and the manner in which they are

executed by the crazy old machine, the less said

the better. I may, however, take occasion to

say that it is to be hoped a fund may shortly be
raised by subscription, for the purpose of pro-

curing new and improved machinery, so that the

music of the chimes of one of our most con-

spicuous metropolitan churches may be always
pleasing to the ear. Thomas W.vlesby.

STREET AND OTHER IMPROVEMENTS
IN LONDON.

The report of works executed by the City

Sewers Commission in 1868 has been made by
Mr. Haywood, engineer and surveyor to the

Commission, and printed for circulation.

The length of sewer constructed during the

year was 1,807 ft. The deepening and exten-

sion of the sewerage, and the increasing value

of ground, are leading to the construction of

double basements, oue under the other, and
these of a superior character to those heretofore

constructed. These basements are frequently

used as offices, and as warehouses for valuable

goods.
Various improvements in the widening of

streets have been made, as in Newgate-street,

the whole line of which has now been widened,

except at the west end, where fifteen houses,

scheduled under the Holborn Valley Act, still

stand. Widening of streets has also been going

on in Ludgate-hill, Mansion-house-street, Pater-

noster-row, Fenchurch-street, &c. ; aud negotia-

tions are still in hand for widening St. Paul’s

Churchyard at the west end, and for other aud
similar improvements.

In Duke-street, Smithfield, an experiment in

paving has been made by laying a portion of the

carriage-way with granite from Carnarvon,

filling the joints with small pebbles and running

in a composition of pitch and oil when in a
heated state, instead of filling the joints with

the ordinary grouting. This mode of grouting

the joints is adopted at Manchester, and has

been also employed at other towns in the North
of England.
An experiment with Cooper’s patent for

watering the streets has been made, but the

Commission have resolved to postpone adopting

it till its value has been further demonstrated

elsewhere.

Under the head of “ Dangerous Structures,”

Mr. Haywood says :

—

The businosa transacted by tbe Commission under the
Metropolitan Buddings Act may be gathered from the
following summary of cases :

—

Number of structures reported on by the
suTTeyors appointed by the commissioa 122

Buildings shored up 7

Number of cases heard before the magis.
trate 29

Number of cases certified by the district

Burreyors as being completed 82

231

The total shows a very large increase over previous
years

;
in fact, so large a number of cases have not been

COaU with since the year 1362.’’

The arrangements entered into with the Lon-
don, Chatham, and Dover Railway Company in

1866, were completed by widening Ludgate-hill
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on its southern side, between New Bridge-street
and the railway, so as to make tkat thorough-
fare 60 ft. wide, and by forming half of the cir-

cus at the junction of Ludgate-hill, New Bridge-
street, and Farringdon-street

;
this improvement

has been of great advantage to the public, and
shows the necessity for its completion by form-
ing the western half of the circus.

Nothing is said in the report as to the foot

bridge across Ludgate, which was arranged for

with the railway company, but of the completion
of which there was no sign last time we passed
that way.

NOTES ON NORTHCOTE, THE PAINTER,
BY BROCKEDON.

These notes respecting Northcote were written
by the late William Brockedon, author of “ The
Passes of the Alps,” and are now first printed.

Northcote was one day speaking in severe
terms of reprobation of an artist as well known
for his improvidence as for his perpetually
thrusting his pretensions and claims to patron-
age before the public. “ And what are his
merits as a painter ?” said Northcote. “ What
has he done to justify his claims ? Why, cer-
tainly, painted some fine pictures. Not three
pictures in fonr times the number of years

;

and those with some catching qualities full of
defects. They were overrated by himself, and

!

sensible man like Northcote could not have said
the world was bullied by the papers into the 1

this without some powerful recollections, pro-
belief that his own estimation of them was just.

' bably of some love disappointment, which thus
He received and spent thousands more of money

j

warped his judgment. His ideas of female purity
than any other artist in the same time

j yet
|

excellence were very high, and ho always
swore he was left to starve by an ungrateful thought that Sir Joshua was the only painter of
world.” “ Why, sir, jou cannot deny that such I

his time who treated it with the delicacy and
a picture,” naming that artist’s finest produc-

1

dignity due to it. Lawrence’s female portraits,
tion, “ possessed great merit.” " At first it did,

[

he said, shocked him. Did you ever see one of
perhaps; but it got worse and worse from his ,

Lawrence’s females whom you would wish to be
busy idleness over it

5
and though at one time your wife ? Not being immediately answered,

contriving to get out of scrapes to be bent with
a becoming energy and power to his art. There
is the thing which the king bought the other
day. To bo sure, it was a subject worthy of a
king to buy, and an historical painter to execute.
Lord bless us, why the world’s gone mad, if

either fancied that it was like Hogarth
;

it was
the fable of the Frog and the Bull.” But that
picture was recommended to his majesty under
peculiar circumstances. By whom ? By Law-
rence, who good-naturedly tried to serve the
painter by hinting to his majesty that he was an
unfortunate though an improvident man, and
that the sale of the picture would probably
restore bim. Upon this the king ordered it to be
sent to Windsor, and the picture was paid for.

Northcote here burst out indignantly with

—

‘'Did Lawrence do this ? Why a worthier man and
a better painter might have been left to starve.
I wish to Christ the king had knighted 'em.”

It is not improbable that Northcote had had
some afiPair of the heart in his earlier days : all

his females bear the impress of some favourite
image; it is a pretty English face of common
life, but it is pretty, and all his ideal female
heads are alike

; and Northcote had been heard
to say that nothing commanded happiness like

personal beauty : and if be had to live again,
with the choice of being distinguished for wis-
dom or beauty, he would choose the latter. A

some fine ideas were seen in the work, he
seemed to be the only person insensible of them,
for they were rubbed out before the picture was
finished; though he was not singular in not
knowing how to appreciate the chief merit of
his work. I remember Opie’s doing the same
thing. But, oh ! what a different man was
Opie. He ivos a painter. I will tell you the
instance of Opie’s mistake about his picture.

BRICKWORK.
Sib,—

Y

our correspondent “ E. G.” bits rather hard on
the present building age when ho says “ these scamping
times.” The kind of scamping he particnlarly alludes to
18 not peculiar to onr time, lor if be ever bad anything to
do with many old buildings in London especially, he would
be aware that our fathers and grandfathers knew how to
veneer equally well, if not better than ourselves. I
have heard, more than thirty years ago, of facing bricks
being sawn down the middle lengthways, and so making
two out of one. As to his 6 in. and 3 in. bricks, he forgets
that his remedy is worse than the evil, as he might be
treated to a 3 in. veneer instead of a - ; for the 6 in.
being double the size, would be neatly double the cost;
consequently a greater inducement to use the 3 in, I
challenge him or anyone else to find a better plan than
English bond, if it is carried out in its strict sim-
plicity. Nothing is so simple or so perfect in brickwork,
as old English bond; and yet in the inner sections of
a wall or walls nothing is so much neglected : it is the
only true and perfect bond for bricks 9 by 4^, and as long
as walls are built of baked earth, no size or form is sS
convenient, or so uniform and pleasing to the eye, as the
9 by by 2;. As to the dilBculty of 6-in. bricks being
too wide for the bricklayer’s hand, that is easily got over.
He could have them made with holes through them to
insert the fingers, and by a corresponding hole in the 3 in.
he could skewer his courses together with a dowel as long
'as he pleased.

A word about scamping in brickwork. In my opinioa
the best plan to prevent it is first to be a little more uberal
in the estimates on that head, for the cost of brickwork,
though so much competition, is got to be thought so
lightly of, and employers expect it done at no price; and
secondly, a thorouglily practical bricklayer to see ib
carried out. It is truly lamentable to see the manner
brickwork is done on many an important job through that
very neglect. The idea of a carpenter from the bench, a
mason from the banker, or perhaps an architect's clerk

—

albeit, .clever men in their own branch—to superintend
brickwork! Not a great while ago I heard of a broken-
down draper aeting as an ioepeetor of brickwork on on®
of the recent large and important works of the metropolis,
and he was spoken of by men who had worked under him

be beat lellow on the whole length of the work, aa
they could scamp as much as they liked.

A Bbiceiatbh.

CLOSED DOORS AT SOUTH KENSINGTON
SiE,—I beg to apologize to yonr “Disappointed ”

cor-
respondent lor having ventured to suppose there was any
matter connected with the Museum at South Kensington
upon which it was possible for bim to receive informationhe said,—“Ah! you would not have paused if

the question had been put upon Sir Joshua’s from the policemen on duty. In addition to hisknowledgo

Ub were »o pure that you wiehed to love them.
U1 liawrenee s, you would ask yourself whether think he must be willing to admit that the two following
it would be prudent, for they looked as if they Btatements are not synonymous Closing the South Ken-
wished to love you. You would bo afraid to do "S"”' 'h" Pehljr lour o'clock 'on SuturJ.j,,-

p n 1 p p.. T 1
^

I

and “ the regulations as to closing this Armour Gallery 01
anvf.nmc'’ wrnner hfitiiro n toTno lo r>f Sin -InoKnii’H . a.. r --..i.-i. >» tt* j ui_ _ <anything wrong before a female of Sir Joshua’s;
you thought only of wrong before a portrait by
Lawrence—you only thought of her as a mis-

When he was engaged to paint the llurder of tress.” More cynicism has been charged to
James I. of Scotland, now in the Guildhall, 1 1

Northcote than he deserved. Sometimes his
heard a good deal of his proceedings, and that

[

remarks were excited by his hearers, who
he had begun what would be the finest picture I

flattered him with approbation when he
ever painted in England. I did nob like to hear

j

said a cross thing, and forgot its severity in
this, and I got fidgetty when anybody who came

j

the smile of his listeners. Once Northcote lost
in spoke of it. At last they worried me so that 1

1

a valued friend by a remark that had less of
determined to go up to Hampstead, where he

,

heartlessness in ib than his friend supposed,
was painting it, and judge for myself; for I ' Soon after the death of Miss Ann Plnmtre, be-
thought it might be a bit of spite to vex me.

I

tween whom and Northcote a warm friendship
Well, I went np, and when I saw it I was existed for many years, an estimable lady and
astounded. The effect was the finest and most ' a mutual friend called to condole with North-
striking I ever saw. He had introduced the ' cote. The meeting was a painful and evidently
light from a trap-door in the chamber, and it

!

an embarrassing one; for, after a long pause,

Saturday afternoons at four o’clock.” Had the latter
sentence appeared in your correspondent’s former letter,
I should not have troubled you or him on the subject

;
bnt,

as 1 said, the original statement “ seems to me to call for
comment as being calculated to mislead.”
Allow me also to add that mywords in reference to that

portion of the Museum " where the models of ships are
exhibited” were “a sort of annexe,” not “a mero
annexe,” as quoted by “ One Disappointed.”

Abt-Loveb,
, vTUh this the correspondence may end.

RE-BUILDING AND ENLARGEMENT OP
POPLAR UNION WORKHOUSE.

At a special committee meeting of the Poplar Union
Board of Guardians, Mr. Barringer in the chair, tenders
were opened for re-building and enlarging Poplar Work-
house. As far back as 1857, Mr. Farnall, Poor-law
Inspector of Workhouses, reporteh this workhouse to th©
Poor-law Board, as " inadequate in size and inelDcient

arrangomeot.” At the present time it is overcrowded
530 inmates, and for many months the guardians have

airtme Tit is all over with you. Go" home; go
|

awaited hia further remarks, is he had ‘intro:
|home. 1 md go home, where I waa perfectly

i

duced her name. A pause followed, which waa to the bouse. The greater portion of tho old workhouse
haunted by the fine effect. I could nob paint : I

j

at last broken by Northcote with the exclama -

1

demolished, and, the guardians having acquired

was always thinking of Opie’s picture
;
and 1

1

tion How ngly she was !” The lady, perfectly
, BVs'pIrlr.!

worned myseit ao that at the end of the week
|

shocked, got away as soon as she could, and was intended by the Board to provide accommodation for
I was obliged to go, like an animal fascinated.

|

so displeased that she broke a friendship of '

LOOO paupers, and plans were prepared in accordance with

Well I went up, dreading to do what I could fifteen years, and never called upon Northcote
not nelp

; bub when i entered his room ib was atter. Her conolusions were too hasty that
Northcote was unfeeling. It was not an occa-

gleamed up upon the murderers in the most
,

Northcote said, with a sigh, “ Ah
!
poor Miss in i

appalling way. ‘ Oh !
’ said I to myself, 'it is

j

Plumtre !
” The friend, with painful suspense, '

qnite a relief to me; for I saw, to my great com-
fort, that he had rubbed all the glorious effect

out.”

This singular avowal of his feelings by Nort.h-
cote has been thought a mistake in the relation
of them as to the picture, and that the subject
was the Murder of David Rizzio

; but North-
cote waa right : the murderers of Rizzio entered
by a private passage of the queen’s chamber,
and nothing is said about a vault

; but in the
murder of James, he escaped into a vault, to
which there was a secret entrance from the
floor of his chamber. The assassin, having dis-

covered the place of the king’s retreat, pursued
him there, and slew him. It is highly probable
that Opie began his picture from the mis-
taken impression that the murderers entered
the chamber by that vault, and subsequently
discerning his historical error, sacrificed his fine
effect to truth, not from ignorance of its value.
Northcote, adverting again to the artist whose
censure led to this anecdote of Opie, said,

—

“What has he done since? The picture you
praise so was done many years ago, and was his
best. He has painted worse and worse every
year, and shown that a bad man cannot be a good
painter, for his mind is too much occupied in

sion in which Northcote’s conversational powers
were likely to be displayed, and the embarrass-
ment which arose from hie evidently not know-
ing what to say whilst there appeared to be a
necessity for saying something, produced a true
but thoughtless remark which cost him a friend.

SMOKY CHIMNEYS.
Onb of Jlio greatest canses of smoke nuisance iu a

bouse is the manner in which coals are thrown on to the
fire. Large and small coal and dust, mixed together and
thrown on hy the ahovelfull, merely to save five seconds
of time, will form a sort of concrete from which the fire

underneath the smoke, keeping the room cold,
wasting inflammable gas, and depositing soot in the
chimney, and sometimes issuing forth into the room,
spoiling furniture and making every one cough.

Iu the early part of the day the coals should be put on,
one piece at a time, with the tongs. An upright coal-
scuttle is the best, as in it the largest pieces keep upper-
most and the dust falls to the bottom. When the coats
have run, they should be turned in one piece with the
tongs, and not smashed with the poker. When the fire

has acquired its extreme fierceness, as it will towards
evening, the dust and very small coal can be thrown on,
and will be consumed reaJily.

By attendiug to these trifling matters, time will be
saved, fuel economised, and bnt little smoke produced,
and that little consumed, and the chimney require
sweeping about once in five years, W. S,

approval, those gentlemen re-
fused to sanction the carrying of them out

;
and, suggest-

ing certain modifications, which brought the number to
be accommodated down to 8i8, recommended the Poplar
Board to prepare fresh drawings, embodying the views of
the Poor-law Board. There was considerable dissatisfac-
tion expressed by the guardians at this, but it was eventu-
ally resolved to accept the upper Board’s dictum, and th©
architect, Mr. John \V. Morris, was instructed to prepare
a fresh set of drawings. Having done so, the Poor-law
Board immediately approved (hem. The local Board then
issued invitations to builders to send in tenders for the
works. The architect’s estimate for the cost of tho works,
as originally determin ed upon hy the guardians (viz., for
1,000 paupers), was 47,709, but the extensive modification
suggested by the Poor-law Board reduced this sum by
12,709L; the estimate, therefore, for the boilditig to accom-
modate 808 persons, stood as 35,0001.

There were fifteen tenders for the work sent in, a®
follow :

—

G.J. Watts £36,559

Cooper & Callum
Scrivener & White

34,980
34,854
34,700

Wicks, Bangs, & Co
Atherton & Latta
Abraham

34,200
33,855
33,490

Webb i Son
Hili, Keddell, & WMdram
Anscombo

33,203
32,480

The special meeting having discussed the tenders, and
conferred with the architect iu relerence thereto, decided
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to reconiniend to Hie Board’s consideration the two lowest

tenders, Dainely, Mr. Anscooobe’s and Messrs. Hill, Keddell,

& Waldram's.
At the ordinary business meeting of Ihe Board, held on

Friday afternoon, the committee’s recommendation was

read by the clerk, and a very lengthy and animated dis-

cnssion ensued. Numerous resolutions, counter resolu-

tions, and amendments were proposed, some of which

were seconded and put to the vote, whilst others could

find no supporters, and consequently “ fell through." One
proposal advocated the addition of Mr. Sheffield’s name
to the recommended two, on the score that that gentleman
was resident in the district, and would employ labour from
the district; Messrs. Webb’s tender was then proposed
on Ihe same grounds

;
a third proposition suggested that

the committee's recommendation should be thrown over,

and Ihe fifteen tenders submitted to vote. After more
than two hours had thus been spent, Mr. W. Hickson,

superintendent of the West-India Dock Company, moved,

and Mr. J. R. Ravenhill, engineer, seconded, “That
Messrs. Hill, KeddeM, k Waldram's tender be accepted, as

Mr. Anscombe, whose tender is the lowest, has not com*

plied with the Board’s condition in regard to the provision

of sureties.” (It appeared that Mr. Anscombe had not

supplied the addresses of the parties proposed^ as his

sureties.) This resolution was carried by a majority of 6,

and Mr. Waldram immediately signed lh» contract. The
Board's seal was then aflixed to the contract, and the

Guardians proceeded to the general business of the day.

BURACH OF CONTKACTWITH AUCHITECT
IN CONNEXION WITH ST. DAVID’S
CHURCH, ISLINGTON.
Sib,—

P

ermit roc to state, in reference to the above case

reported in your columns of last week, that I was prepared
with the evidence of several well-known contractors in

confirmation of the accuracy of my estimate, in the event
(improbable, of course) of Messrs. Dove’s remarkable
admission on that point not being deemed sufficient

;
and

that I was also prepared to show I'rom a published state-

ment that the full cost of carrying out Mr, Blaekburne’s
design as approved would have been actually far greater

than mine.
I should thus have been able to dispose quickly of both

the grounds alleged for my dismissal, viz., that my esti-

mate was incorrect, and that my design was too eipensive
to carry out either wholly or in part.

I consented to a compromise solely from a desire to

spare charitable funds, upon which it was supposed the
expense of a protracted suit would fall, and not from Ihe
slightest fear as to the result.

Trusting to your sense of justice to insert this explana-
tion in your next impression,—I am. Ac.

E. H. Lixgbn B.vbkbb.

"ROD;” “RODE;” “ROYD.”

In local nnme-formaiion " Royd ” moans a

clearing in a forest. Its derivation is probably
rather from the Northern than the Saxon
Teutonic, aa in ISL, rot; Dan, rod; Swkp, rot;

Eng, root, radix : and the verbs formed from
them

—

rota, oproiier, roJen, to root np, grab up,

;

rake np, and, more remotely, to trench the ground.
,

The combination of Kod, Rode, Royd is common
i

in Yorkshire, Lancashire, and parts of the

'

northern counties, where the Norsemen settled,

sometimes with the name of a mao, perhaps the

original settler, as Ormrod, Ormroyd, Martin-
royd, Margatroyd

;
or with an office, aa Mnnk-

royd, Biehoproyd, Nunroyd
;

or a descriptive

word, as Blackeroyd, Oateroyd, Stonyroyd; or a
tree, as the oak in Akeroyd, Oakenroyd, the
holly in Hollinroyd, the rash in Holroyd.

In legal phrase, terra rodata, rode land, means
land in tillage from immemorial times,—in con-

tradistinction to terra iovata, pasture land.

There is a word used in a similar sense in the

woody marches of Wales,

—

moot means a root.

This may possibly be a dialectic change from the

Anglo-Saxon ort, wort; and viooted land in Dean
and Gwentwood means disforested land, cleared

of the stamps. In heraldry mooted means
plucked np by the roots. W. C. C.

Iv answer to the query of “ R. C.," in your issue of the
20lh inst., I beg to iuform him that the word “ Royd," in
local names in England, as Abhotroyd, denotes land
lately reclaimed and thrown into cultivation, and is

derived from the provincial verb rid, to clear or grub up.
Tti'ea rodata, rode laud, was eo called in opposition to
terra hovnta, an ancient encliisure which had been from
time immemorial under the plough, and was measured by
the quantity which one ox could plough in a season.
(Charaock'e “ Local Etymology,'’)

Edward J. Wood.

SCHOOLS OP ART.

The Sheffi-eld School—The annual conver-

sazione of this school has been held at the school

buildings, Arundel-street. There was a oom-
pauy numbering between 500 and 600 persons.

The pictures and artistic objects with which
the rooms were filled were inspected with
tnoch interest. The prizes were distributed

by Sir. Roebuck, who delivered a speech iu

exposition of art, showing its effects on the
happiness of the individual and of the com-
munity, and the necessity for meeting the rivalry

of other nations, especially by improvements in

design.
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CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Manf’field.^A.t a vestry meeting of the inhabi-

tants to consider as to the restoration and

enlargement of St. Peter’s church, the following

and other resolations were passed :
—“ That for

the seemliness of the Honae of God, and the

comfort of worshippers, it is important that the

fabric of St. Peter’s Church should be restored,

the galleries removed, and the interior reseated

with open sittings;” "that as the area of St.

Peter’s Church is insufficient for the spiritual

wants of tho pariah, it is expedient, provided

it can be done without sacrificing what is valu-

able in the present bnilding, that the church be

enlarged as well as restored ;

” “ that Mr. Wil-

liam Smith, of the Adelphi Chambers, London,

be instructed to prepare two reports, with esti-

mates—one for the restoration of the church on

its present scale
;
the other for enlargement as

well as restoration, provided that the expenses

of such advice of Mr. Smith, in case the parish

is unable to accept his plans, do not exceed the

sum of 201. ;
” and " that the vicar and church-

wardens be empowered to forward the resolutions

of this meeting to the architect
;
and on re-

ceiving his reports to convene a public meeting

of the inhabitants of Mansfield, to consider

what action shall be taken on them.”
Ipsndch.—A vestry meeting has been held for

Ihe purpose of considering the plans of Mr.

Phipson for enclosing the churchyard of St.

Mary Tower Church, and making certain altera-

tions in the west entrance. Mr. Bacon (who
has already been very liberal in his expenditure

upon this church) intimated that he was pre-

pared to carry out the whole of the proposed

plans at his own expense, and the works will be

proceeded with forthwith.

Worth Matravers.—The parish church here has

been renovated and repaired nnder the direction

of Mr. R. Salvin, of London.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Stockport .—The new Wesleyan Schools, Wel-
lington-road South, intended to supersede the

old Breutnall-street Sunday school, approaches

completion. Mr. T. H. Allen, of Stockport, is

the architect
;
and Messrs. T. & W. Meadows,

also of this town, are the contractors. The
workmen employed in its erection, together with

a number engaged, nnder Messrs. Meadows, in

the erection of two first-class honses in Heaton
Norris, numbering altogether about sixty, re-

cently assembled at the Railway Hotel, opposite

Heaton Norris Station, where they partook of a
“ rearing supper.”

I

IT'clslanlon.—Following the erection of their

new chapel in 1866, the Wesleyan body in this

district have now completed their original plan

of providing new schools. The schools are in

architectural keeping with the Gothic chapel,

and have been erected from the plans of Mr. T.

Roberts, of Trentham, who rendered his gratui-

tous services. The contractor for the building

was Mr. W. Sutton, of Newcastle. The premises

are sitnated at the rear of the chapel, and con-

tain a room 70 ft. by 50 ft., and capable of

accommodating between 300 and 4-00 children.

The bnilding will also contain an infant school,

several class-rooms, and a room for the school

library. The total coat of the schools, including

the land (701. lOs. 6d.), and the heating, furni-

ture, &c., will amount to about l,080i.

Tunbridge.—New schools are about to be built

by the Wesleyans here, in Swan-lane, atacosbof
1,000L, including site, near the South-Eastern

railway. The chief stone has been laid. The
architect is Mr. Baker, of London

;
and Mr. Dove,

of Tunbridge, is the builder.

MONUMENTAL.
A MEMBER of the Council of the Workmen’s

Club and Institute Union suggests that a fitting

national memorial to Henry Brougham should

be now set about. A monument in Westminster
Abbey would be a matter of course ; bnt he
suggests the erection of a Central Hail and Free
Library in London, with reading-rooms and
meeting-places open at all times to all classes of

men. Such an institution is much needed. The
boon of a free library has been appreciated in

some of our great cities already. Why shonld

not London follow, though late, so good ex-

ample ? We know that attempts have already

been made to induce the Londoners to do so, but

it is only by reiterated endeavours that many
good things are realized.

A meeting of Loudon Scotchmen interested in

the monument in course of erection to Sir William
Wallace on the Abbey Craig, Stirling, has been
held in the hall of the Scottish Corporation,

Crane-court, Fleet-street
;

Dr. Ramsay, presi-

dent of the Caledonian Society of London, in the

chair. There was a very full attendance, and
the proceedings were very enthusiastic and
unauimouB. Mr. Burns, of Glasgow, attended

as a delegate from the building committee, and
stated that the total amount subscribed up to the

present time has been 12,l2ul., and the total

expenditure has been 12,6701., so that the de-

ficiency still existing is about 5501. Mr. Burns
urged upon the meeting the necessity which
existed for completing the monument. A reso-

lution was carried to the effect that immediate
action shonld be taken to finish the small re-

maining portion of the work necessary to com-
plete the monument, and that in order to do this

the Scotchmen in England should be appealed

to for funds to aid in the good national cause.

A committee was appointed to farther the end
in view.

At Bolton it has been determined to

erect the statne of Dr. Chadwick in Nelson-

square, immediately in front of the in-

firmary. A committee, consisting of the Mayor
(Mr. Alderman Barlow), chairman of the com-
mittee; Mr. G. L. Taylor, vice-chairman; Mr.

W. C. Williamson, hon. treasurer; Mr. R. G.

Hinnell, town clerk, and Mr. J. Nightingale, hon.

secretaries
;
together with Mr. John Hall and

Mr. James Fogg, was appointed to procure de-

signs from some halfidozen of the leading

sonlptors of the country, as well as an estimate

of the coat of the statue, and sabmit the same
to a fnture meeting.

PORTLAND CEMENT.

Your correspondents, William Pulham and
Henry Reid, the author of a valuable woik on
the subject, have both given good and valid

reasons for the behaviour of Portland cement as

described by " A Builder” in your impressiou of

the 6bh inst. To show the great ignorance that

exists amongst builders and others at the present

time, we will give an instance that occurred only

last week. We were requested to send some
good cement by a large ship-building firm in

Liverpool, and accordingly sent some that we
had tested and found to break at 700 Ib., being

200 lb. more than the Government test. The
next day a complaint was lodged saying that the

cement had been condemned because it would
not set quick. We are constantly asked to send

out the cement fresh as possible. As manu-
facturers who have experimented a great deal,

we have always found the strongest cement to

be the slowest in setbiog. It is very important

for all users of this cement to be particular iu

ordering, to state whether it is wanted quick

setting, which is more useful for plasterers or

ship oementers
;
or for strength, as moat neces-

sary for concrete building, or sea-work, or flooring

purposes.
There is no doubt that all cement should be

ground fine, and never usjd until ib has been

made over six weeks ; and when used care should

be taken that the sand or gravel used is well

washed and sharp, and free from dirt.

Manutacturers.

COMPETITIONS.

St. Philip’s, Heigham, near Norwich. — The
following gentlemen were invited to compete for

this church, which is to seat 800 persona;—Messrs.

Brown, Phipson, Benesb, Christopher, Warren,
Hawkesley, and Power. The designs of Mr.

Edward Power, of London, have been selected.

GLASS IN SHAM WINDOWS.
I SEE from a letter on the above subject in

your last that one of your correspondents has,

or supposes he has, experienced the resnlts of a
peculiar tendency of glass to break when placed

in blank windows with a wall behind, especially

when exposed to the sun. If ib be so, I can only

regard with peculiar satisfaction such an indica-

tion of an opposition in Nature herself to the

existence of such absurdities. The statement

may be taken to be, as Sam Slick would have
said, "a beautiful allegory;" but perhaps ib

never occurred to your correspondent that glass

80 placed may be broken by a blow from a stone

or other missile, without those in the house
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sing any tho wiser, until a walk round the
nildicg may reveal the fact of the glass having
flown ” under this very simple treatment.
Whether this be the explanation of the
lystery, however, or whether it be due to more
jcondite causes, natural or supernatural, I do
Dt undertake to say

;
but I hope that any one

ho does know the reason will keep it to himself,

ad that all glass in blank windows may exhibit

le same alarming propensity, until jerry-arohi-

lets shall no more dare to employ them to the
iscoiiifiture of all who love honest building,

icluding yours, H. H. S.

nODSE PAINTING.

Stk,—

I

f your correspondent “ H. S. D.” mix in

16 first coat of paint half turps and linseed-oil, or
ither more turps than oil, and in the second or
st coat nearly all linseed-oil, he will find it dry
a nice glossy and even manner. Of course

le above is for inside work. S. Gocher,

RE FRENCH WORKMEN IN CORNWALT,.

TestlDg a New Asscmbly-Koom.—The
new assembly-room at Hyde has been tested by
forming and drilling about forty volunteers in it.

The quick march, says our authority, made it

shiver, but the “double” made the floor wave
like a sheet of tissue-paper in the wind. Some-
thing, it is thought, must be done to make it

more stable and firm, and the only effective

means, some of the examiners considered, would
be to place stout timber or iron pillars under the
middle part of the long beams. This would
mar the drill-place for the volunteers, and is to

be avoided if possible.

Ecclesiastical Dilapidations.—After the
lapse of several sessions, the Archbishop of York
has laid before the House of Lords another Bill

upon this subject. The Bill proposes, like its

predecessors, the appointment of official sur-

veyors
5
they are to be chosen, not for a diocese,

but for an archdeaconry, and by the archdeacon
and rural deans, subject to the approval of the
bishop. The surveyors are to be paid, not by
salary, but according to a rate of chargee to be
fixed in each diocese by the bishop, the arch-
deacons, and the chancellor. An incumbent of
a benefice may at any time, at his own expense.Sir,—I hope that some one more learned ,

Ml am in granite matters, may think it worth
I

belonging to hia beneSoo

hile to say something in reply to “ Clerk of the “Sf “ "ffioia snreeyor
;
his report is

orks " in yonr nnmber of the 30th. '^'*“P

I do not snppoBB there can be any donbt about I

, 9“ ‘be incambont ejeent.ng the works,

e quantity or quality of the Cornish granite,
. f estate are to be free for five years

tho skill and powers of Cornish qnarrymen ‘i'topi'iations, unless the

the capital and energy of quarry owners and ,

bishop, on a vacancy occurring w.thm the fire

ntraetors for granite work.
yeirrs, shall oonsidor that wilful waste committed

Are there any unions among Cornish quarry- 1 '’T?®''-
Jf ‘be surreyor

sn ? If BO, do these unions compel their mem- ^

‘'“es that, m consideration of the antiquity

irs to demand a certain rate of wage, to work -

“ ‘be promises, or for other reason to be speoi-

ly daywork and not piecework, to strike for
,

‘b® the repairs ought to be spread

are wages whenever they think their employer
;

“T®"'
®®''®''‘‘' J®®™' ‘benjwith the consent of tho

,8 cob a remunerative enntraet. or la nreauprl °P >'
,8 gob a remunerative contract, or ia preased
r time? and thus force their employers in
adering for work to put on an extra price, to
Bet these too probable contingencies.
If these unions do exist, they may be one
laon why Cornish men will see the foreigner
ing their work, and at their own doors.

A Laym-^n.

^ItstnUauca.

New Britisb Telegraph direct to India
Id Australia.—A “ Direct English, Indian,
d Australian Submarine Telegraph Company,
mited” is being formed; capital, 2,500,0001.,
1500,000 shares of 51. each. The first issue of
ares will be for the lines from Suez to Bombay
d the Malta lines. The consulting electrician
Sir William Thomson, F.R.S.

; and the elec-
cian and electrical engineer, Mr. Cromwell F.
-rley, M.I.C.E. The object of the company is

lay and work submarine telegraphs between
gland, Gibraltar, Malta, Egypt, India, China,
i Australia, which shall be in English hands
m end to end. The telegraph will work by
jmarino cables, and will therefore be more
Durate, reliable, and speedy than by land lines.

The Deeds Briggate Improvements.

—

tcourse of these improvements some landmarks
:• being removed, such as the old Corn Ex-
mge. Tho demolition of bnildings in widen-
Upperhead-row has commenced. They are

pngst the oldest in the town, having stood
nearly 4U0 years. One, a shop, once the

-ntry of St. Mary Magdalen, is traditionally
!j to have had a subterranean communication
h Kirkstall Abbey; and in the cellars of the
iTse and Trumpet there are some curious
ibes, which must at one time have been con.
'ted with an underground passage. The Com-
ircial Bnildings are to be cut into, a wedge-
'ped portion having to come off the south
I. Drawings have been prepared by Messrs.
8. & A. J. Nelson, architects, for the recon-
notion and rearrangement of the structure on
reduced site at a coat of ll,000i. to 12,0001.

layswater and Notting-hin Batbs.—
A’Swater, Notting-hill, and Shepherd’s-bush
I shortly be provided, by means of a Limited
lapany, with public baths, similar to those
loh have so largely assisted the progress of
litary reforms in other parts of the metropolis.
(8 estimated by the architect, Mr. E. Hewett
t the outlay upon the buildings and fittings
t be fully met for 6,0001. There will be a
esle of swimming-baths, respectively 67 ft. by
it., and 44 ft. 6 in. by 22 ft. 6 in.

ueen Anne’s Bounty Board may lend
money for the execution of the repairs, to be
repayable by instalments out of the proceeds of
the living. On the avoidance of any benefice,
the incumbent not being free from liability as
above mentioned, the archdeacon is to order an
inspection of the bnildings. If tho surveyor’s
report of dilapidations ia objected to, the arch-
deacon may direct a fresh survey

;
and the order

eventually made by the archdeacon will be
subject to appeal to the bishop.

Cost of Garrick-street, Covent Garden.
The Metropolitan Board of Works having cora-

St. Peter’s, Dome.—The Pope visited, on
the 6th inst., the works now in progress in the
transept of St. Peter’s, according to the Tablet.
His Holiness was accompanied by the four archi-

tects of the church, and by other officials.

Some modifications have been made in the
original plan for accommodating the General
Conncil. There will be fourteen rows of stalls,

arranged en ampkithidtre. Each bishop will
have a desk before him. To prevent the dis-

persion of sound which would be caused by the
great elevation of the roof of the transept, a
thick enrtain will be suspended above the
assembly, stretching from one cornice to tho
other. The arcades, which form a commnnica-
tion between the transept and the two chapels
adjoining it, will be entirely closed. Tho interior

surface of the enclosure through which the pre-

lates will enter the transept will be adorned with
portraits of all the Popes who have held
CEcumenical Conncils.

New Central Branch Synagogue in St.
IVXarylebone,—The first stone of a building
henceforth to be known as the Central Branch
Synagogue has been laid by Baron Lionel da
Rothschild, on a piece of ground reaching from
Great Portland-street westward to Charlotte-
street. This will bo ocenpied by a Moresque
edifice of stately elevation and ample interior

space, the ground area measuring 70 ft. by 60 fc.,

and the galleries, according to the plans, giving
a considerable addition of space. The proposed
building will cost 24,000J. The stone bears
inscriptions in Hebrew and English, stating that
it was laid in the year of the world 5629 and the
32nd year of the reign of Queen Viotorin, and
giving also the names of the principal officers.

Dime Digbt with Gas and Air.— bril-

liant and steady light, it is said, has been ob-
tained by the Messrs. Darker from a mixture of
common gas and atmospheric air. The air and
gas are either mixed (which is a dangerous
arrangement, and has already given rise to ex-

plosions), or are emitted singly, as in some forma
of the oxy-hydrogen burner. Instead, however,
of the intense heat thus obtained being employed
to raise to a white heat a platina gauze cap, as

proposed two years ago by M. Bourbonze, Messrs.
Darker cause the flame to impinge upon lime or
magnesia, either singly or in combination with
asbestos.

The Crystal Palace.—Amongst the Easter
pleted the sale of all the property ia Garrick- Lttraetions, which are aamerons, will be the
street formed aacler the Goveat Garden Ap.

I ejhibitioa ia the coaoert-hall of a sceae spe-
proach Act, 1857, have made out an acconnt of

j cially designed by Mr. Matt Morgan representing
the payments and receipts connected with the _ °

improvement, as follows :—Expenditure—Par-
liamentary expenses, 2691. IQs. 3d.; cost of
freehold and other property, lOSjQloL 28. 2d.

;

professional and law charges, 4,912i. 4s. 3d.;
works, 6,0991. 19a. 7d. ; stamps and incidentals,

8751. Os. lOd.
;
clerk of works’ wages, 68Z. Ss.

;

land-tax and redemption, 1,0S8Z. lOs. 2d.
; in-

surance, rent, &c., of houses, 7511. Is. 4d.
;
pro-

portion of expenses, salaries, &o., 3,200Z. ;

interest on actual payments beyond receipts of

Sb. Peter’s at Rome, as illuminated for Easter.
This has been painted from drawings and designs
taken specially for the company at Easter last

year ; and, considering the interest now taken by
the many English who visit Rome annually at

this period, it will no doubt prove attractive.

Dambeth School of Art.—The gold medal
has been awarded to Edwin Mullins, for a
model from the antique. Silver medals have
been awarded to Cyrus Johnson, for a head from

each year from 1858 to date of sale of ground-
j

life
;
and Alexander Booker, for a design for wall

rents, 19,086Z. 49. 8d.
j

total, 142,091Z. 78. 3d. ^ decoration. Bronze medals were awarded to

Receipts—Advances from London Bridges Ap- Richard Gates, for design for lace; and Walter
proaches Fund, 62,3521. 6s. 2d.

;
contribution

!
Stacey, for a drawing from the antique,

from the Duke of Bedford (15,0001. less repur-

1

chase of property), 6,766Z. Qs.
;

proceeds of I

iWetropolitan Association of hleiJcal

sales of old materials, 2,43GZ. ISs. 2d. • rents
,

Officers of Health.—At the last meeting, held

10,895Z. 18s. 5d.; received in respect of vaults, ,

°° instant, Mr. Liddle introduced the

1,229Z. ;
interest on cash balances, 5,5761. 3s. 6d. •

i

subject of the class of houses desirable to place

sale of ground-rents, 52,7i5Z. 48. lOd. There ^
the provisions of the Artisans’ and

was a balance of 14,2101. 133., which has been
I

Dwellings Act; and Mr. Sharpe

handed over to the Thames Embankment and exhibited models of improved sanitary dwe llings.

Metropolis Improvement Fund.

ihe recent Inflow of Water into a
Coal-pit.'—Extraordinary attempts have been
persistently made to get at tho men who have
been buried alive by the inflow of water into the
workings of the Nine Locks Pit at Brierley-hill,

and these attempts have at last been crowned
with unanticipated success. After 25,000 tons
of water had been lifted from a depth of 200
yards, access to some part of the interior became
possible, but was for a time delayed by the
prevalence of carbonic acid gas. After ventila-
tion had been improved, a party of picked men
descended and succeeded in bringing to the
surface four men and a boy, who, althongh they
had been immured for four days and as many
nights, and had nothing bat candles to supply
the place of food, were still alive. The other
poor fellows who were in workings at a greater
depth were soon reached, and aU got out alive.

Boyal Gallery of Illustration. — Mr.
and Mrs. German Reed on Easter Monday will

produce two novelties— one from the pen of

W. S. Gilbert, entitled “No Cards;” and the
other a triumviretta, a musical adaptation,

entitled “ Cox and Box, or the Long Lost

Brothers,” hy P. C. Burnand and Arthur Sulli-

van ;—heretofore only heard in private.

Tecbnlcal Education-— The Government
have decided not to establish schools of technical

education throoghout the country, as the expense
would be enormous. They have resolved, how-
ever, to give liberal support to local efforts made
for this purpose.

An—Ice Tire.—An American paper informs
its readers it has been ascertained that tho cause
of a fire in a Western brewery was that “ the ice

heated in consequence of being packed too

damp.”
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Discovery of Roman Remains at Snod-
land.—Some labourers engaged at Mr. Peter’s
lime and cement works, on the banks of tbe
Medway at Snodland, whilst digging out the
foundations for some new buildings on the river
banks, have come upon a well-preserved piece of
Homan teaselated pavement, formed of bright
red bricks about an inch square. The extent of
the pavement is probably about 6 ft. by 3 ft., and
it is tolerably level throughout. Some fragments
of Boman pottery and an ancient coin were also
turned np. On the opposite side of the river
bricks laid in regular order have been traced for
some distance along the bank.

The Thames Bank at Wapping,—

A

public meeting was held last week in Wapping,
to consider thepropriety of petibioningParliament
to provide an embankment to prevent the fre-
quent overflowings of the Thames into the pro-
perty in the district. Mr. W. Creighton, who
occupied the chair, in opening the proceedings,
said that at present, whenever there was a high
tide, the river overflowed, entered the houses,
and but a very short time ago the whole of the
inhabitants of one street were compelled to re-

move from their tenements. When the water
subsided the floors and furniture of the inhabi-
tants were coated with mud, which emitted a
most disgusting odour. A number of statements
were then made by sufferers. A committee
having been formed to collect information, the
proceedings were adjourned.

Proposed Foundation of a Gladstone
Hospital in Liverpool.—The money which
has been recently collected (for the most part in
penny subscriptions) in Liverpool and the dis-
trict, for the “ Gladstone Testimonial,” is to be
expended, in compliance with the Premier’s
expressed wish, upon a convalescent hospital,
the foundation stone of which will shortly be
laid by Mrs. Gladstone.

Memorial Picture for the ZVew Town-
balli Manchester.—A picture has been done
for the new town-hall, by Mr. George E. Tuson.
It is of large dimensions, and represents the
presentation of addresses by the corporation and
the Cotton Supply Association of Manchester to
the Sultan, when he visited this country some
two years ago. The scene is laid in a room in
Bnckingham Palace. Altogether there are thirty-

one persons represented. The portrait of the
Saltan has been painted from a full-length
forwarded to Mr. Tuson by direction of the
Saltan.

Strike of Plasterers in Sheffield. — The
operative plasterers in Sheffield, a body of about
a hundred men, are now on strike to enforce a
demand for a redaction of hours. Their demand
is for an alteration of the present arrangement
—which is, from six a.m. to half-past five p.m.,
four days a week, from seven to half-past five on
Monday, and from six to one on Saturday,—so as
to make the hour for beginning work seven
o’clock every morning. The masters refnaed to

grant this demand, and estimate that the loss

to them of agreeing to it would be Ss. per week
per plasterer, and 2s. per week per labourer,
making 5b. per week for every plasterer em-
ployed. The local trade-union gave six months’
notice to the employers, according to rule, of
their desire for an alteration of hours, and the
association of employers refused to accede to
the desire. The refusal was communicated to
the trade about two months after the notice was
^ven. One of the rules provides that questions
in dispute shall be discussed by three delegates
from each side, with an ultimate appeal to an
umpire.

Baying Foundation Stone of Middle
Class Schools 'of Whitgift’s Hospital at
Croydon.—The foundation or memorial stone
of the intended Commercial or Middle Class
Schools, at North-end, Croydon, has been laid by
the Archbishop of Canterbury. The architect is

Mr. Arthur William Blomfield. The position, in

the building, of the memorial stone is over the
centre of the arched doorway which will be the
principal entrance on the west front of the school
building. The doorway will be in the centre of
the base of the tower, which will rise to the
height of nearly 80 ft., and as this is the highest
part of the town, the tower will bo a conspicuous
and ornamental object from every part of the
town and immediate neighbourhood.

KTazareth.—A Christian church is about to
be erected at Nazareth. The estimated cost is

2,000Z., and towards that amount 1,8201. have
been received.

Vppingliam.—It is proposed to hold the next
summer meeting of the Northamptonshire and
Leicestershire Architectural and Archceological
Societies at this place, which is the centre of a
very interesting district.

TENDERS.

Brindley & Critchloff £1,310 0 0
Elaon 1,190 0 0
Cotlerill (accepted) 1,096 10 0

For DoTcr Harbour ofGces and abops. Mr. Eovrland
Eeea, O.E., architect:—

Reid £972 10 0
Fagg 9B8 0 0
Piekford 896 0 0
Nightingale & Buahell 679 J

1

Tunbridge & Denne 876 0
Woodcock 869 0 0
Lawson 862 0 0
Ayers & Son 856 0 0
Adcock 819 0 0
Bichardaon S-lS 0 0
Stiff & Co 836 0 0
Matthews (accepted) 828 10 0

For seven houses, Cliff-terrace, Southend. Mr. W. A.
Dixon, architect. Quantities supplied ;

—

Mann £9,234 0 0
Manley & Rogers 9,073 0 0
Wilkins & Son 9,(i63 0 0
Eaton & Chapman 8,934 0 0
Thome 8,773 0 0
Witkers 8,7 7 0 0
Staines & Son 8,603 0 0
Wicks, Bangs, & Co 8,270 0 0

For new galleries, entrance porches, and other additions
to the Lewisham High-road Congregational Church. Mr.
John Tarring, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Patman & Folheringbam £1,515 0 0
Richards 1,492 0 0
Hill & Sons 1,485 0 0
Shurmur 1,297 0 0
Shepherd 1,285 7 6

For completion of St. Saviour's Church, Kensall New
Town. Mr. B. White, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Rivett 3,633 0 0
Hill, KeddelJ, & Waldram 3,259 0 0
Eunor 3,158 0 0
Earle 3,100 0 0
Scrivener & White 2,971 0 0

For building offices, fermeuting-room, and ale-stoi
at the Faveriliam Brewery, for Messrs. Shepherd, Neai
& Co. Mr. B. Adkins, architect. Quantities supplied
Mr. T. M. Rickman:—

Brazier & Son £3,778 0 0
Austen 3,-124 0 0
Lawson 3,422 0 0
Judges 3,301 16 0
Stiff 3,279 0 0
Sollitt 2,823 0 0
Shrubsole 2,749 0 0
Naylar (accepted) 2,697 0 0

For the erection of three warehouses, Dowgate-l
E.C. Messrs. H. J. & D. Mathews, architects

'

Browne & Robinson £9,670 0 0
Colls & Sons 9,469 0 0
Ramsay 9,186 0 0
Horner 9,170 0 0
King & Sons 9,028 0 0
Brass 8,989 0 0
Sewell 8,706 0 0
Webb & Sods 8,3-18 0 0

For new mission house premises, Castle-street, Holbo
for the Baptist Missionary Society. Mrasra. C. G. Ses
& Son, architects. Quantities supplied by Mr. Jai
Barnett :— '

Tarrant £10,034 0 0
Dove, Brothers 9,475 0 0
Macey 9,391 0 0
Mausfield &, Co 9,376 0 0
Patman & Fotheringham 9,345 0 0
Higgs 9,141 0 0
Coleman 9,069 0 0
Browne & Robinson 8,930 0 0
Ashby & Homer 8.970 0 0
Myers & Sons 8,461 0 0
Brass & Co. (accepted) 8,437 0 0

For first portion of proposed extension of Mess
Maple & Co.’s premises, Tottenham-conrt-road. k
F. G. WiddowB, architect :

—

Foiley £4,203 0 0
Chessnm 3,785 0 0
Rivett 3,773 0 0
Hill, Keddell, & Waldram 8,773 0 0
Clarke & Manooch 3,719 0 0
Ennor 3,660 0 0
Manley & Rogers 3,577 0 0
Scrivener & White (accepted)... 3,427 0 0
Cooke & Green (too late) 3,314 0 0

TO COBRESPONDENTS.
J. H.—V.-P.—D. C.—Mr. K.—O. t. P.—B. R.—“A Headet.f

No. 6 Contract.
Pumping

Station, £c.

For new reservoir, pumping station, and sundry works,
at Madgete Park, for the Leicester Waterworks Com.
pany. Mr. Hawkesley, engineer

No. 4 Contract.
Reservoir, 3tc.

Watson £06,919 9 6
Docknay 62,000 0 0
Turner k flayer ... 60,530 0 0
Pickering 60,513 14 1

Neale k Sods
Kirk k Parry 69,460
8harpe,Brother8... 68,071
Osborne, Brothers
Webster 67,640
Malthewson 55,876
Neave & Fry 66,154 8 6 11,838 16
Yoscall 64,497 6 0
Pearvesley 63,760 18 10
Adamson 62,027 0 0 S),166 1 3
Hill, Keddell, <K Co. 61,318 0 0 9,371 0 0

• 49,059 14 4 8,368 17 6
8,557 0 0

47,7''’' ^

W. C. C,—tv. B.—W. B. * Co.—W. A. D.-A, 4 C. H.—N. A. B
Q. C. 8.—F. R. C.— J. B. T.—Llverpiol Cement Company.— B. & sl

E. ABoD.—W. C. C.—J. P.— 8. O.—A. a. T.-E. J. W.-R. vl
G. A—A Bricklayer (the Ion, eat mea3aT-.'nient).—T. A. H. (I'Unal
labouTera'cotta,gee wUt be tonnd la prevlona volameeof the Suildt
We are compelled to decline poluciag out books and glvlj

addresses.

All slaUments of fsots, lists o( Tenders, Ac., must be a-'cninpanlk

by the name and address o( the sender, not necessarily t

publication.
[

Note.—

T

he responslbUIty of signed article!, and papers readi

public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors, '

..£10,739 0 0
0 10,025 2 3

11 9.406 10 9
9,343 0 0

0 10,086 0 0

3 19 11

Kirk ,

Waine
Maxfleld
Killet & Winkle .

Hilton
Treadwell
Ashwell
Herbert
Tomlinson
Fast
Dixon
Benton & Co

47,654 9
47,353 4
45,455 0

8,476 0 0
9,218 6 3
9,779 16 8
0,852 0 0
7,770 0 0

7,953 0
-42,243 19 5\ 9,619 13 lOi
41,814 6 11 8,300 15 4

For the erection of Warehouse,. Gun-square, Hounds-
ditch. Messrs. John Young & Son, architects :

—

Jacobs & Son £1,-490 0 0
Newman & Mann 1,346 0 0
Eenshaw 1,340 0 0
Conder 1,291 0 0
King k Sons 1,270 0 0
Hart 1,225 0 0
Merritt & Ashby 1,209 0 0
Ashby k Horner 1,150 0 0
Cohen 1,140 0 0

For alterations to the children’s establishment at Lime-
house, for the guardians of the Stepney Union :

—

Heiser £850 0 0
Kilby 779 0 0
Izard 779 0 0
Cook & Green 740 0 0
Crockett 700 0 0
Harris 694 0 0
Knight k Son 693 0 0
Till 689 0 0
Eughesden 683 0 0
Sheffield 673 0 0
Girling 671 0 0
Wicks, Bangs, k Co 670 0 0

For alterations, repairs, painting, &e., at Messrs.
Phillips, Brothers’ ale stores. Swan-walk, Chelsea. Mr.
W. S. Witherington, architect

Staines k Son (accepted) £508 0 0

For alterations to the Panther Tavern, Bethnal-green,
for Mr. Kjnaston, Mr. Joseph Harris, jun., architect

Steed £379 0 0
Hearle 266 0 0
Forrest (accepted) 249 0 0

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
The Publisher camiot be responsible for Ol

GTNAL Testimonials left at the Office in reply

Advertise7nents, and strongly reconnnends th

Copies only should be senf.

8^” NOTICE.—All Communications respe

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should
addressed to “ The Publisher of the Buildei

No. 1, Yorlc-street, Covent Garden. All otf

Communications should be add/ressed to

“ Editor,” and not to the “ PubUsher.”

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined wi

STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BE'
SON in the Manufacture of Church, Turr
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wi
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every clescripti

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builde

Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied wi
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Chur
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSO
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Mak
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wal
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 s

60, Ludgate-hill
j

Showrooms, 25, Old Bor
street, London,

ADVERTISEMENTS.
rPHE QUARTERLY JOURNAL
I SCIBNCE. No. XXIL APEIL. 18-9. Pilce 6s,

I. TbeUal&y Archipelago. With two Woodutita.
IL The Pi'ijBOted Memey Tunnel and BiMwayfrom Llverpotf

BIrkcuhead. By Sir Charlea Pex. With Page Plate,
in. Vetuvlu*.
IV. 'Ihe Artificial Produolion of Ice and Cold. By Dr. B. H. Fl

With four Woodcuta.
V, On Eome Recent Spectroscopic Beaearchee. By WlUiam E

P.B.S. With Page Plate and three woodouta.
VL The Future Water Supply of London. By C. W. Heaton, F,(

Charing Crosi Buapluil.

CHRONICLES of SCIENCE
;

including t

Froceedlaga of Learned Sooteties at Hume and Abroad,
'

Noticee of Becent Scientific Literature.

TauKS BsviEWKii (ajnongat other.)

Wallace’* Malay Archipelago. I Lobley’a Vesuvina.
Bickmore’a Koat Indian Arcbl- Simonui'a Underground Life.

pelago. Jordan's Via Inervcc In the Oe
FhiUipa's Vesuvitu. I Agate-Iuduatry.

Lendon : LONGMANS, OBEBN, C CO. fnternoster-row.

New Edition, crown 8vo, cloth, Ss.

Histoiee he gh,i.kles xii. i
Voltaire, with copious Notes and Introdoction,

By LB CBBVALIEH DE CHaTELAIN, Tiaiulalor of CbaiBU
Canterbury Tales, Bhakspeanao Oeins, Sc.

*«* Schools supplied with Ibis Edition on llbeial tnuu,
Loudon : WILLIAM TEOQ, Pancras-lane. Cheapidde.
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'AUANTITIES MADE EASY.
qL a quick and accurate m*tbod of taking out quantitlea from

plans or buildings, with or wltboot a specification. Bent free
r post for 30 stamps.~Addre*s, A. C. 16, Medway-terrace, Tjrwhltt-
m). Upper LewlsUatn-road. New-croai, 8.E.

lAlfBTON’S PATENT OLA88 BUILDING for HOETICULTDRE.
Plana and Estimates free.

_ J'lst published, free fur 30 aiouips, Srd Edition.

DESCRIPTIVE BOOK, splendidiy illus*
-/ trated from erlatlng Buildingc
By the Author and Paieuloa, JAMErt CRANSTON, Architect,

1, Temple-row Weet, Birmingham.
H. J. OBOWTaOR. Manager.

DEEFEOTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
_ BUILDERS and Others desiring a really good ayatem, can
ITB a BET of MODELS for BUIL'lEHS’ BOOKS, by DOUBLE
NTRY. to whlih waa swarded thepHzu offered In ” The Builder "
0. 1,180, and which baa been adop’ed by many large firms. Also a
odifled Arrangement by Single Jlutry.suitshle for small builders.—^

I, St. Georgo’e-road, Begent’a Park, London.Idresa, E. A

^teale's rudimentary series.

THE ORDERS of ARCHITECTURE and
ice

Prliiclplei. By W. H. LEEDS. 7tli Edit!,

'TEE STYLES of ARCHITECTURE of
5 aVT>SS.“2rt*,!5l.

Earlieat to the Present period. ByTALBOT BURY. NewErlltloa, Price la 6cJ

THE PRINCIPLES of DESIGN in AECHI.
•UrUitE. By EDWARD LACY GARBEIT. Price 9j

AROHITBOTURAL MOD ELLING in PAPER.
lu^TOCtlons. By T. A, RICHARDSON Price 1-. 6d.

VITEDVIDS'S AEOHITEOTDEE, translated
iJ. GWILT. Price 5».

GRECIAN ARCHITECTURE, PRINCIPLESMAUTT in. By the EARL of ABERDEEN. Price Is.

dictionary of TECHNICAL TEEMS
.'EU^r^AUCBITECTS, BUILDERS, ENGINEERS, SURVEYORS

,

B. ACaulogneofWeale’aSerteawillbesentfree o
London : VIRTUE A CO. 26. Ivy-lane.

rm-r-wT^ ^ ®''P«r royal 4lo, half morocco. 3f.HHE CARPENTER and JOINER’,

9

A^ISTANT; being a Oumprehemlve TrenthB on the Selectionjparstion, and Strenath of Materlala and the MecbanWl P in
'

leaofPsam.Dg.wllbthMrAp.llcSl^^p^n**^^^^^^^

n application.

dlluatrated by al

London; BLACKIE A

1 Building.

nd-ralling

ometrlcil
,

itllraUd Gloaaory of Terms uaea in Architecture
By James newlands.
xten^lvo Series of Platee, ami many hundred

. - EngraviDga on Wood.

iroach«°.hl^
Joinery which at airoaones this In meri',’—,l/eclmr»ii’s' JftionMne.

.cviE. * SON, 44, P.t6mo.Uer-row

-vTi-r-v-r^-r-F^.o.
8vo. bound, 7a. 6d.

JEDDIES Practical measurer—
th«

'll* Cnlcu’atiooa required ia

.1 RECENT EXAMPLES OF DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE
Imperial 4io, ha'f bound in morooco, 31. 10a.

I'^ILLA and COTTAGE AECHITEO-
TUBE.

fSeleot Exaraploa of Country and Suburban Reaidencet reeentlv

-‘h.
Notice of each Bolldlng.

^

r.

WorkaotNlneteeu different Archi-
iB, are llluatr^ed by Plani, Elevalions, and SecHoue. together
.1 oooaiiniial Per.pectivo Views and Details. The buildings are

^ given
^ " statement of the actual

iiThle ia a Tolnme that those about to build villa realdencee or-«gea may oaefully atuily. The combined wit of ninXen ,whl.
-I can acarcely faU to furnish iufi.nu.tlou thst It will be a gair:thcm toa^iiire. Bulldere engaged in eiectiugauch resideujwfoi

I willalao find l^U many vaiuenl- auggirttiou».'’-ffu«tfer.

r uuctu oaie o: rjoiiaiug Materials.

"jV^ESSRS. GLA.SIER & SONS have been
Xei favoiirsd with initrucliona from the Citnm'saionerB of Her
M«j“!iy’a Works and Public Bulldiugi to SELL by AUCTION, on the
PREMISES, on THURSDAY next. APRIL lat, at TWELVE for
OWE o'clock, In Lou, the valuable BUILDING MATERIALS of Ten
Hou'es In St. Martln's-Ie-Grand, St. MAitln'a-pl.tce, St. Johu'a-court,
atjfl Bath-atreet : comprUlDg800,000o»plt(il stock bricky liira, alatea,
timber in roofs and fluora. doors, laahes and frames, pUte-glasj abop
fronta and abutters, ahop fittiuga, marble chimney-pfeoea, reglater
and other atovee, atone paving, several tana of Usd, and the usual
flxturea and flitlnga.—On view the day prior, and caUlogura had at

- of her Majesty’s Works, Ac. 12, WhlUball-pUce : on the
.-.1 „< .1... ...... !, Chadag-croaa.’lemlaea

;
and of the Auctloneera, 4

The Boleyn EataU.—East Ham, Eiaex.

1 WEDNESDAY. March 31. at THRl :k. in lots, the

eluding a commanding tavern plot), pleasantly altuate, adjoic
Green-atreet House, having eligible froiilagss on tbe Barkiag-n
Oreen-atreet, and other roade recently formed. Tbe E.tale la 1
and dry, about llTemilea from Loodoo, midway between Plaii
and Bast Ham SUtioua

;
out of the jurtsdiotlou of the Local Be

of Healih, and aubjsct to little local laxitlon, whUh. added tt
natural eligible position for bulldiog purpo.os, cannot foil to prove
aUraotIve to the public aa an Inveitmeui for the erection of bou
or the profitable ereo’ioa of ground rents. The wjrka of
Chartered Gaa Company, now in ooursa of progress In the uelghbo
hood of this property, and the connexion of the Tl'bury Ralli
with tbe North London at B .w, cannot fail greatly to auhauee
value for building purposes. Note.— Nlue-tentha of the purch
money can remain on mortgage at 6 per cent, payable by In.
menu, within five years. May be viewed and particulars, w
plaus, hadof Measra. RUSSELL, SON, AtCOrT, Bidk'ltors, 14
Jewry Chambera, B.C. and Dnriford. Kent : T. K EDWARDS, 1

SoUcUor, Sa. Cioak-Uue.l Cannon atreet, EC.: at tbe PUceof Be
and of Mr. JOHN M. DEAN, Auctioneer and Surveyor, The Qrc
Straiford, E,

SOUTHWARK, contiguous to the new atreet, and only a
zuluuies’ walk from Cheapalde and Cannuu-atreet.— Highly
porlai.t Freehold Builos’w Prainises, f^uiiog the B..uthwatk-bridge
r.ad, and hiving a valuib’

' ' ' " — ‘ ' '

feet to Little Guildford rt
about lO.OOJ fee', and, fron

'I'lO AECHITEOT.9.—The Directors of the
I. Midland Railway Comp.iny are abont to APPOINT an AR-

' HITECT for the Northern Division of their Hallway. Th- salary
offered Is 3001. per annum. Written appilca'lo. .a, endorsed " Arohi-

UstimonlaU, to be addresird to the Seeretsry of the Way
DATMIb' “h'.S-S; SI'*’’
Derby, March 16:h, 1869. JAMEB WILLIAMS, SecreUry.

TO CONTRACTORS,
Y^ANTED, in a Railway, Road, and Sewerage
Tt Contrnrtoi'sCoiic*m,a JUNIOR partner. CaniUlfe-

qutred, from S.OjO/, to 4,0001.—Aiiply in the first inatsuce, by letter
only, to W. H. JOHNBO', Eaq. CivU Eoglueer, Alms Chambera,

m_ SELL by AUCTION, on THURSDAY, APRIL IS, «
(uuUrs previously diapused or by privite contract), valua
HOLD BUSINESS PKEMIBKS. No. 107. South wark-bndge
28 and SO, Little Oulldiunl-street. oecupytug a site rarri
with at a like dUtauoe; from the City.—Pariiculare sud cr

a.le. with plan, may be obta iied of Mossr-. BOBINSO
EDMONDS. Bolicitora, 18, Charterbuuse-squsre ; an
MARSH’S OOiC'S, 64. Cannon-street KU.

Important Sale.-Csm'Uu-town.-By order of the Executrix of th«
late Mr. W. Beaver.-Tu Timber Merchants, Contractors, Bulldera,
and Otherv,

Mr. LEREW will SELL by AUCTION,
on tbe PItEMiSEB. Uamden-ya'd, Great College-street, oo

MONDAY, APRIL 5'h, at TWELVE forONE o’cLick. In one or thret
lots, 'he valuable LBA3E and GOODWILL of this old eatablished
TIMBBB-TARDi also Two excellent DWELLING-HOUSES, being
Noa. 3 and 4, Orrat ColUge-atreet, the whole occupying an area ol
about 13.000 BUpeificlal feet.hrlJ for an uoexpiied term of twenty
yeara, at the low rent of 5Ul. per annum

i
together with the ex-

tensive dry Stock and Plant, which will be offered by valuation, but
if there should be no purchaser ttarae will beiold In detail by auction
on a future duy.-M.y be viewed; particulaia and pUns had on the
Premises

;
of J. BVAN.S, Esq Solicitor, 59, Llucoin’s-lun-flelda

; and
of the Auctioneer, Cardlngtou-street, Hampsleid-road, near Button
Station.

Ixjndon : BLACKIE A SON. 4-

iNolice of a groat Remainder SaK—Loudon, 15 Plccadltlv
_ Mnreb, 1889.

"
ITR. BERNAKD QUARITOH, finding

, r
Uis tlwo neeesaaiy for promoting the

V
Stock, bu decided upon contracting that

of hla busineas; he will therefore BELL OF? bvTRAnn
lOTION, to APRIL, the entire remainder; of toe fcUowtog

i 8i‘»k«PeaTe,totrflttonori623.6tauntoa’8fac-atoff?e^^^‘“‘

h Humphrey. 'a History of Printing, i Toi.'foilo,'i()6fkil
8 0

almilrsof the Early PtlntlngPreaa. .. q n n
kHolbeto'aDanceof Death. flratediaonofLyon’isM

fan-almUe aiHUoD, by Humphreys. 12iuo. ’ 0 7 «
hDr.Eogere’aLyraBritsnuica.thlckpostSvo.clotii'" 1 i n

, ^ ^
Mr.QUABmH-iUa^^Il

:

^ ^

I'Owen Joneae Grammar of Ornament, 1 vol folio
113 pllite^ richly executed in coloure. comDrislnir
about 3,000 Specimens of urnament, extra cloth * B 5nOwen Jooee’a Exaroplra of Ohineae Ornament. 1 vol
Impl. 4to. 100 beauUful plates to rich colours!
extra o'.otb. 18S7 ^

iPugln'a Glossary of EcoleslMtioal Ornament,' i' vol'
Impl. 4to. 74 Buperb plates, printed to gold and

' colours, hf. bd. red morocco .... 7 v
it.Weatwood'B MlDiatures and Ornaments' orAnilo-

I Saxon and Irish Manuscripts, Impl. folio 64
superbly illumluated pUtea, boards .... «i n

3il0

OAMBRIDGE-ROAD, KILBURN.-Capltal Brickmaker'a Plant
BnlldePa Htook, 300.000 capital Bcloka, lO-horae power port
Engine and Carriage, Mortar end Pug Mllis, wllh gearing, tow
Bench, aad valuable Effects.

IV/fESSKS. GAIRDNER & SON are in-
-Lt_L atrncted to SELL by AUCTION, on the PREMISES, in the
Oambridge-road, on MONDAY, tbe 6tli of APRIL, at TWELVE
300.000 bTOCK and PLACE BRICKS (sorted), un-borae power
portable atoim engine and uiortar-mlll on carriages, 2 pug-milla for
fjur and two stools with driving gear, a horse pug-mill, circular saw
bench, jlgeer ditto, water tanka and meters, navvy, crowding, and
hearing-off barrow*, several thousand ca ital wood hack oipa, boards
and planks, iron wheeling plates, timber erections of engine and
lime sheds, 300 rods of ballast and aaud, York paving and bawd slab
1.000 (Caffold boards, poles, cords, and balls, 6 carts, timber carriage,’
and numerous useful effects.—On view two days prior to the Sale :

catalogues on the Premises
;
and forwarded by post on application to

Meaera. GAIRDNER A BON, 42, Oniveralty-Btreet, Totteuham-court-
road, W.C.

to morocco, by Beilfoiil
Dr. R, Owen's Odontography, or Auatom'y'ofTectb'"

'
ll 168 fine plates, hf, morocco..
vole, folio, 308 finely coloured

toy. 8vo.
IgBlume Flora Jnvie,

1 plates

B. hf, bound green morocco,

do. hf. green m p...
' - Rumphla, 4 vnla. folio, 214 coloured pl'a't'ea’ !

!

^ do. 4 voU. to 3, hf. bd. green morooco

iiGiniiei’a Ornamental Art, atlas' foil'o,”86'opiendld'
1

plates, to gold and colour, with 4to. text, 2 vola. in

. do. do. 2 veil! haif bound.

idiadJi. ’» Jewish Coinage, 1 hanger
254 eogrsvlngs, half morucco

. I

Imports, 3 Vola. royal 8vo 10 10
rlleriey’a Jndlr

_ ^
ittuiray^ Geomphlcal Diatnlmtlou _

itea an 1 maps, cloth, 1^.. s
- of Mao, 2 vols.Toy. 8vo. 62

plates, and lOu Woodeute, cloth 1
lUotbeca Japonlca, 6 voU. folio 20

'Japonlca, 6 divisions, folio 47of Wntc.tj,,’, Century of Inventions, with
s. toy. 8vo. porlrallsaud outs.. .. 1Myihology, 3 yole. 8vo. half

iifrlchard

A'llebold, BibUolb

idaiquia of W<
L bii Life aiid'i

fhorpe’i Koithi

•iVaterhome'e Natural History of Mammalia "2'voU
c. o_- 'oioured Plate*, cloth

3
fine pUtM.' cioth)

ilFailoii, J Camel, roy. folio, 9*

d many other it

Iron Water Plp»e, 25 Irish Car*. 8 Cupolas for melting metals. Steel
and Zluc. Serge Cutllugs, good Hirueas, Canvas, Jutr. Screw Pro-
peller, Machloery. Packing Coees and Boxes, Lead and Founders'
Ashes, Mixed Meinl, Tools, Leather, Wagons and Wheels Carts
Files, Nalls, A .'. AC.

'

Mr. SPILLMAN (of Bell-yard, Fleet-
street, W.C.) will BELL by PUBLIC AUCTION, at theBOVaL ARSENAL, Woolwich, by order of the Secretary of State

for War, on MONDAY, 6th APRIL, 18(19, at ELEVEN o'clock la the
forenoon pioelsely.—The lota may be viewed at the ROYAL
ARSENAL. Woolwich, from TEN till ONE o'clock, and from TWO

FIVE o'clock, on the three working daya previous to, and on the
’ may be obtaim ‘

r. the Day of bale
;

Morniug c

War-offlee, Pall-mall

;

Woolwich.
at the lower

; 9 Royal Arsenal,

COMPENSATION in CASE of INJURY,
AND A FIXED BUM IN CASE OF DEATH.

Caused by ACCIDENT of ANY KIND,
May be aecored oy a Policy of the

RAILWAY PaSSENGERB AbdURANuE COMPANY.
An annual payment of 31. to 6f. 6e. Inauree 1,0001. at death, and an

allowance at the rate of 6f. per week for lujury.
Offlees— 64, CORNHILL, and 10, REuENT-BTREET.

WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary,

TO ARCKITBCTS AND SURVEYORS.
A RCHITECTUKAL DESIGNS PRE-

PARED from ROUGH BKETCHE3 or otherwise to the beet
at>le of art. Perapectivea outlined Of etched. Ab.itraoting, billing 4c
on moderate terms. Quantities aUpplieJ.—Addi’esa X 17 Thavles'
Inn, Uolbom.

Bkadfoed oobpokation.—
Wanted, in the office of the Borongh Surveyor, TWO

fUlERKB duly qualified aa Surveyors to aseiet in oairylng out privaterylng out private
makings, uuder the Public

Health Act. Salary, 1001. per annum each. Applljatlons, stating
age of applicant, and accompanied with teallmonlaU, to be ae nt to

'.—By order,
•HtRLES GOTT.

ir before the 7lh of APRIL n

Corporation Offices, Swaine-street.lOth March, 1869.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS. 4c.

Gilders, thoroughly experienced in House
Work, Decorative Futmture, oafl Gilding in all its branchei,

may he OBTAINED at tboHouieof Call, Marlborough Inn, Blenhelm-
Btepa, Oxford-street.—Address to the becretary.

modern works.
curing Bomo of the above worki, at

to their regular

loulou. A catalog
riler. B, (JUARIICH. Lomloc.

liiiGentlemeu dull
•: led price, ahould send their

who will effect tbe pnichaae, and charge the us'u'*.
this sale can be bad gratia frem'*My

TO FOEE.MEN.
"DEQUIRED, in a small Jobbing Business

Of Builder and Undeitakir. a few miles Dam London, a
thorough pniotlcsl WORKING FOREMAN, a Carpenter by trade,
with a good general knowledge, able to prepare a plan and estimate
for Work- balary not the oouslderation, but an elllclent Man.—

encloslpg original teatlmonlals, to Mr.WARD, 87, ChurchLll-road, Upper Holloway.

YY/^ANTED, by a London Firm of Builders
T T and Contractors, a CLERK competeot to take out extra and

make out day-work acconnls —Apple (by letter only), atatlug age
salary, refereuces, 4c. to A. A. Laurcl-vllU. Blackstock-Uue. N.

WANTED, a -WORKING FOREMAN,
''*^0 thoro-ghly understands the ERECTION of HORTI-’CULTURAL BUILDINGS, It ia necessary that he should be a first-

rate workruan.and be able to make working drawings Itiaalao
desirable tbathaahould be comp tent to supeiluteud tbeconalruc-
tlon and arraug-meut of hot-waUr apparaiui. — Apply, aUtiug

® terms and eiperteuo-. to W. Post-offlie, B.inbury.

^ young Man, a SITUA-
TT TION as IMPROVER to the GRAINING and MARBLING,

Eight years at Painting, 4c.—Addresa, alatlsg cermi, J. T. D. Post-
offli-v, Jeriey.

TO BUILDERS.
' ARTICLE a YOUTH, 17,

T T to a Builder.- Apply, stating terms and partioulara, 210,
dtiiualca-roa-i, Bcimondaey.

TO PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, OLAZIBBS. 4c.

q ^ Permanent SITUATION,
f

1

* T on a Nobleman’a Faiate, Dear Hereford, a steady Man, of
r

1

good character, withatborough knowledge of tbe three hraachea
;
also

' to uodrraUud papeihaoglug and plain graining. Wages, to a really

j

competent baud. 24<, per week.— Apply, by letter, givln • reforeucea,

j

to Mr. GEORGE NICE, EoUto Agent, UownablU Home. Hereford.

1

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
1 TyANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a Young
1

TT Mao, age 30. as PLUMBER, Painter, Ql .rier, and plUn
1
Zinc Worker, Well up, and wil tog to maKe hluue'f g.-nerally useful

,
in Jobbli’g w.irk. Wages, 6i<I. per hour.-Address, 8. U. 40, Boston-

1

place, Doraet-siiuare, Maryleoone, N.W.

YYT-^^TED, the entire M.lNAGEMENT of
I T T good COUNTRY WORK, for an Architect or Gentleman, by
a Bullder’a son and Clerk of Works. Aged S3. A falrd aughtsmitn.

1 Address, A. 0. Mr, QwiUlm's, Siacioaer, 44, Cburtoii-stroct, b.W.

!
TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERB.

T\r ANTED, a SITUATION, by a
w f PLUM PER and GASFITTER. No objection to fill up time

1 with other brsnebes.-Address, T. C, 20, Woudfield-place, H.trrow-
' rosd, London, W.

TO BUILDERS.

\Y7"ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
T T a thoroughly efficient and systematical SHOP FOREMAN,

or Buildei'e Arsiatact, of uncommon ablUiy and unblemlsbrd reputa-
tion. No oliJirctlon to tbe country.—Addresa, T. J. o. 197, Uppei
EenningtoD-lone, S.

TO ARCHITECTS. 4e,

YYT'ANTED, an EiSGAGEMENT as
T T ASSISTANT or CLERK of WORKS, by an experienced

Draughtsman, who baa been a practical builder. Can ahetroct
quantities and eitlmate.-Address, M. A. C. 84, Mllton-atreet,
Dorvet-aqnare, W.

TO ARCHITECTS.

YYT^^TED, an ENGAGEMENT in a
T T London Office, by tbe Advertiser, a neat and quick Gothic

Draughtsman, rvcooBtomed to general office work, Gojd refereneea.—
Address, ARCUITBCT, Poat-offloe, Melton Mowbray.

TO ARCHITECTS.

YY^ANTED, by a practical Man, who has
T T Just completed some extonalve works, a RE-ENGAO BURNT

ae CLERK of WORKS Used to preparing working drawing*, and
menurla* up work.—Addresa, 167, Office of" The Builder,"

TO BUILDERS AND OCBERS.

YYTanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
T T practical FOREMAN PLASTERER, of pu«hing habits, who

has completed extentive jobs in Town and conatry. or would take
plasterer’a work to anj am mnL Age 35.— Flrat-olaaa refjrence.-
Address, 165, Office of ''The Builder."

YYTA^TED, a SITUATION in the country,
V T by a rrspectable Young Man, a good Q.ainer, Paperhanger,

and General Decorator, capable of kaeoing booki.—Address.A.B,
care of Hr. Roper, Bolider, 83, Hlgh-stieet, Sbadweli, London. E.

TO BUILDERS, UPHOLSTHRER3. AND OTHERS.

YY/"anted, by the Advertiser, aged 20 a
TT RK-ENGAGEMENTaaCLEBK, TIMEKEEPER, 4c. Would

not object to make hiuurlf useful Salary moderate. Unexcep-
tionable leforencea.—Address, RGX, 30, Alfied-atreet, St. Leonards-
on-Bea.

YY/^anted, by a Man, of long practice in
T T the making, burning, and 'entire management of Bricks,

Tiles, Drain Pipes, Ac. a SITUATION aa FOREMAN. Good refe-
rence*,-Addrese, S. D. B. Swiss Cottage, Eyford Park, near Moreton-
In-Maisb, Gloncestersblre.

TO CARPENTERS IN THE COUNTRY.

YY^ANTED, to apprentice a YOUTH
T T to tbe trade, where he would have a comfortable home, and

regular work.-Address (stating preinlum requl-ed) to Z. care of
Mr. White, 33, Fleet-street, London.

\YTANTED, by a thoroughly Practical
T V CLERK of WORKS, a RE-BNGAuEUENT on a Urge

Eelale (preferred), to supermteud and tike the Mauagementof the
various budJing works. Has been euiidoyed blue years under
GoverDm-nt, In prepirlng plan*, eatimsting, auperinteudlng and
measuring works.—Addresa, BETA, Mr. Davison't, Chlille Farm,
Ooldred, uearDuver.

TO BUILDERS AND COSIRACTORS,

Y\rANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 30, a
VV SITUATION, Bithoroa CLKEKor FOREMAN. Jualoom-

plelecl a Urgejub, where be had the whole management of tbe work,
and sflJoe. No objettion to go abrosd. Salary moderate. Flret-
:Uss roforencea.—Address, T. Y. D, 8, Albart-gardona, Kilburu Park,
London.

YY/"ANTED, by a thorough practical, active,
T T and steady Mao. a SITUATION us FOREMAN of Job, ot

the management of a good joubiug nustne*s. Carpenter and Joiner.
Well up In all the branche!. Age 38. Four years with a leading
Louden firm. No objection to the country.—Address, A. J. care of
Mra. HUl, Suaeex-plaw, Masbru’-road, Uammerimlth, W.

j
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\17 ANTED, hy a Builder’s Son, a SITUA-
VV TION Can draw plans, take out quantUle*. eBtlmvte, and

measure up
;
or could take charge of works.-Adjress, W. H. 12,

Commercial-place, Plough-road. Rulherhlthe, S.B,

TO ARCHITECrS. 4c.

A N experienced ASSISTANT desires an
I'X. ENGAGEMENT. Is a neat draughtsman aud fair colourl.t,

and can pr-pare working and detail drawings from rough sketche*.

Five years and a half Iu last litnali. n. Excellent references. Salary

moderate,—Address, R, P. 40, Windmill-street, Tottenham court-

road, W.TO ARCHITECTS.

"WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
y V CLERK of WORKS, or av ORNERAL SUPERINTENDENT

on a larg- Estate.— Address, JOHN DAVIS, 7, Rutland-street,
PIm'Ico, 8.W.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A VERY NEAT and correct DRAUGHTS-
jiri. MAN and good Colourist, who can prepare really first-class

ce-imetrical drawings, and who ia well versed in construction aud
details, desires an ENGAGEMENT on moderate terms— Address,
ALPHA, care of Mr. C. Lock. Maslweller, Lower Toollug.

TO PLUMBERS. PAINTERS, LANDLORDS, Ac.

Wr ANTED, by a steady, handy Man,
yy Hged 37, a constant SITUATION in a Jobblog Shop, where

re Would have to turn bis baud to the general branebes, or do the
repairs of gentlemen's private property. Good references.—Address,
r. 1B3, St. Qeorge-straet. Kaet.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

A DRAUGHTSMAN, well up in Land
SorreyiDg, and eipoilenced in making floished driwlngsfrom

rongh sketches, and having a knowledge of peisprcllve, requires a

RE.ENGAGEMENt. Good referencea,—Address, H. A. Vale Cottage
Jatou. Lancaster.

\17 ANTED, a SITUATION. Can work
yy a CIRCULAR BENCH PLANING and MOULDING

ll tClIINE, and ibarpensaw* An abitaloer. Good reference. Twenty
years in one sltnUlon.—AddreKS, J, C. 10, Gravel lane, Southwark,
London

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

A BUILDER in the Country, who is about
j\ >0 pirt. with a CLERK, aged 25. la deiliouaof finding another
SITUATION fur him. Can ho well rrcommendeiL— Addreas for

particulars, to K. K. Poat-offloe, Uckfield Sussex.
'VAT'ANTED, a SITUATION, as a MEDI-
y V .EVAL SU.TD, having worked at that trade fourteen years.

S'o objection to country or town. Can have good references.—
Apply, T, A. IS, Stanley-street, South Lamb tth, Surrey. TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, &o.

A YOUNG Man recpiires a SITUATION
.J~\_ as CLERK- Can k-ep prims o >it. day and mesaureJ accounts

,

race and copy drawings. Ac. or Uke eba-ge of au oQi:a. Uuexoep-
tionable rrl-rence* and testimoniaie. Accustomed tu Government
works.—Address, X. Y. Z. 3, Bleobeim-rood, Hornssy-road , N.

"yiT^ANTED, by a first-class DRAUGHTS-
T T MAN. a permanent EVGAOEMENT, In auy capacity where

lisabllltiee would be of service,—Address,!. R. 15, Keujpsfurd-road,
Eenning’oD lane.

'\17'ANTED, a SITUATION, as SHOP
y y FOREMAN, or to T ike Charge of Work o i a G»n'l«mvu’

Estate. Carpenter aud Joloer by Irale.—Address, W. 0. 123, Pem
57 ‘ke-rov), KHburn.

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, AND CONTRACTORS.

A THOROUGHLY practical Man, well
/~\ occuslnm d to setting out building*, measuremen’e, design-

ing, conrtructive, detail, 4o. desires au ENGAGEMENT. Remuoe-
r«ti"n not so much an otgtct as Immediate employment. First-

class testimonlels, and the highest references.—Adiireis, A. Z. Post-
olllie, Croydon, 8.

TO BUILDERS.

\\7"i^NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT by
IT a practical Builder’s Foreman. Carpenter and Joiner hy

trade, Ace 38 Good testimonials and referunces.—Addreti. R. C.
41 ,

Bflvertlere-road, Lambeth. rpo BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, and
X OTHERS, —TO BE DISPOSED OP. through a death in tho

family, an old-established BUSiNKSS, which has been conducted by
the pre*eiit proprietor fur ovrr thlr'y yeare. Reut moderate. Stock
at a valuat'ou not exc-ediug 6i)02. There is a capital dwelling-h mee
on the premises, and eveiy aonllanee ftr earr.ilog on the trade.

—

Afiply to lleean. PEAKE & EDEN, Auctioneers and Surveyors, 44,

Tuuley-stiect, Southwark.

WANTED, a RF-ENGAGEMENT, by a
y y thoroughly prsc'lc ,I Mar5, ns CLERK of WOSKS or ou-rtoor

Foreman. Middle age. Joiner by trade.- Addresi, A. U. Pust-ofllce.

116, Camden-road, N.W.

\\7ANTED, a SITUATION, as BUILDER’S
yy MANAOhR or SUPERINTENDENT of WORKS. General

khowlet'ge of every branch of the b isluesa, measuring, eitlmatiug,
and drawing, pureba^ing luiterlale. No ahjectiou to cooduct a cjn-
tract abroad. Flret-c'ass referenret—Adilrees, J. C. care of R.
Unswortb, esq. 1, Raymond-buildingt, Gray’g-inn.

ri10 BUILDERS and DECORATORS.—

A

,1. BUSINESS TO BE DISPOSED OF, in the West-end, with
Lense of House and Workshops attached.—Apply to H. PUILLIPS,
191, East-street, Walworih.

TO ABCH;TEnT0. SURVEY 'Ra, AND CONTRACTORS.

A FIRST-CLASS QUANTITY TAKER,
J~\ MKASURIiR, and DRAUGHT.ttMAN requires an FJfQAGE-
MKNT, temparaiy or partial not objected to. Aged 2U y'arr, and
thoroughly aequalnte 1 with all maiteri coouseted with the building
trace. Highest tesMmonlala Terine, at the rate of SO*, por week.—
AdtresB, A. B. C. 63, Swiuton-street, Gray's-lun-roa'I, W.C.

rpo BUILDERS.—FOR DISPOSAL, a good
_1 COUNTRY BUSINE.S?, employing over forty bauds. In a
rapidly increasiug district, about oue mile from site fur Cnarter-

hoiifc Schuols, aud with au exteoalve private c-.noexion- Cool

trade attached. Can be taken wlih or without brkkyaru.—Fall pat-

tii'ularsof Mr. J.C. COLLIER, Acconatsnt, 4c. Goda’mlag.

TO BUILDERS, Ac.

A YOUNG MAN wishes for a SITUA-
Xi. TION with tho above. Can make working and detail

at Ihe bench and three to 'he ofijee. Good rof-rsnees. Tjwu or
country.—Address, W, A. 4. Osborne-teriace, Claphsm-roa’. B.

pHfENIX FIRE ASSURANCE
1 COMPANY, Lombard-street and Charing-cross, London. Esta-

blished in 1783.
TauBTaos aun Dirictobs.

Decimus Burton, esq. James A. Gordon, esq. F.R.3.

Travers Buxtoii.eaq. Oegood Hanbury, jun.esq.

The Hon. James Byug. Klrkman D. Hodgson, esq.

John Cluttnn, e-q Sir John Lubbock, bart. F.R.S.

Octavius Edward Cuope, esq. Joha Dorrien Magens, esq,

John Coolie Davis, esq. Benjamin Shaw, esq.

George Arthur Fuller, esq. Wm. James Thompeon, esq.

Charles Emanuel Qoodhart, esq. Hy. Heyman Touliiiin, esq.

Matthew Whiting, esq

John Hodgson, esq. 1 Peter Martlnenu, esq.

Joseph Samuel Lescher, esq.

SscRCi-AXy—George William Lovell.
AeaisTaHT8Ei.'HsrrAKY-^ohu J. Bromufleld.

Insurances against Loss by Five are effected by the Phmnix Company
upon every description of Property, in every part of the world, on the

most favourable terms.
The promptitude and Ubemllty with which Its engagements are

always met by this Comi5aiiy ere well known
;
and the Import-

ance of Its relatione with the public may be estimated from the fact

that since its establishment It has paid more than Niue MlUions
Bt*-rllng In discharge of Claims for Losses by Fire.

Insurances with this Company expiring at LADY-DAY must be
renewed within HTteeu days thereafter, or they will become void.

Receipts are DOW ready at the principal Offices, Lombard-street and
Choring-oroBs, and with the respective Agoute throughout tho United
Kingdom.

TO SURVEYORS AND ENGINF.RR-'.

A N efficient CLERK of WORKS, who has
XV. Just completed somx large waterworks, and Is also well

acquainted with sewerage works, wlanei for an ENOAGEMENr.
Ex.-oilent references, talary moderate.— Address, ALPH.A, Puat-
office, Canterbuiy rood, Malda-vele. N W.

TO 1 ECOR.ATOBS AND BUILDERS.

AS WORKING FOREMAN of
X\-PaINTER8.—WANTBD, by a steady, energetic manofexpetl-
euce. as above. Well up in writing, grsiniug, gilding, and all the
regulrements of a Builder's and Decorator’s Good refereucea—
Address, W. H. 37, C'amden-grove North, Peckliam, S.B.

TO ARCHITKCrS AND SURVEYORS,

A JUNIOR ASSISTANT, aged 20, is

XX desirous of an ENGAGEMENT. Can assist In measuring up
w. rka, and has a knowledge of abstracUiig, Ac. Good teitlinoulals.

Country preferred.-Addreu, R. N.2,lukeTmaun-cottages, NorbituD,
Elngrton-ou-llumea.

TO MODELLERS, BUILIiERS, Ac.

A respectable youth, aged 19, is

xA. In Want of a SITUsTION as SHOP HAND, in Towu or
couDliy. Daywoik or piecework. Unexceptionable reference.

—

Address. A, B. 14, Kew-atceei, Dorset-square, N.W.
rpHE GUARDIAN FIRE and LIFE

1 ASSURANCE COMPANY. Established 1321.

No. ll.Lombou'd-Btreet, London, KC.
Subscribed Capital, Two Millions.

Notice U hereby given, that FIRE POLICIES which expire at

LADY-DAY must be renewed within Ftfteeu Days at this Office,

or with the Company’s Agents throughout the kingdom, otherwise

they become void.

For Frosiieclus and other Information apply to the Company i

Agents, or to T. TALLEMACH, Secretary.

A GOTHIC WOOD CARVER is desirous
xV of EMPLOYMENT,-Address, J. A. B. No. 15, Crosier-siro-.t.

Lsmleth, 8.E.

rpHE Parents of a Respectable YOUTH
1 are deslr.ui of piecing their son with an ARCHITECT as

INDOOR PUPIL, to acquire a thorough knowledge of the prafession.
liar a good knowledge of diawiug and designing.—Address. W. T.
BROWN, Cedar Lawu, Welliugboruugh. TMPERIAL fire INSURANCE COM-

1 PASy, 1. Old Br,. ad-street, and 16 and 17, Pall-mall, L mdon.
Established 1803. Subscribe 1 and Invested Capital. 1.800.0002. In-

Buranco due at LADY -D \Y should be renewal wlihiu flfiaen days

thoiefrom (last day 9th APRII.). or the same will become void.

James Holland, superintendent.

rPHE Advertiser, who has been engaged
JL durit'g tho past two years ss Assistant to one of theMtiro
poliian Surveyors Incairylug out extensive sewer works, requires a
KE-ENOaQEMENI in some aoeh like capacily, at uome dr abroad.
Address. A. C. 6, Chestnut-grove, Balbain, S.W. RESHAM life ASSURANCE

VT SOCIETY, 37, Old Jewry, London.
WILLIAM TABOK, Esq. Chairman.

Realised Assets exceed £1,120,000

Annual Income 320.000

Payments under Policies 675 000

Cash Bonus divided 200,000
Mortgages granted on Bales, Land, 4c,

F. ALLAN CURTIS, AclUity aud BecreUry.

TO BUILDERS.

rPHE Advertiser, who has been with an
1 Architect four years, can prepare drawing*, has a fair kucw-

ledge of quantitiis, snd can meoiure up work, wishes for a SITUA-
TION in a Builderis Office; where be will have an opportunity ol

inspecting works preferred.—Address, Q. W. P. Fust-oOlce, Royston,
Haute.

DRAINING, MARBLING, &c—
\jr WANTED, hy a good GBAINKB, a SIlUATION, or JOB.
Can be well recommended, and specimeoe seen. Been used to work
under surveyors.—Address, W. C. K. 3, Park-plice, Knlghtabridge.

A/T 0 N E Y. — 20,000^. ready to be
iVX ADVANCED, upon the lecuiUy of freehold, copyhold, and
leasehold eaiatei

;
tlie same to be bad lu sums of not lees than 1002,

repayable ellh-r iu oue amount or by gieriodical luitalmeuis.— Apply
ro Mr. TRE IDDRR. Secre'ary to the Perpetual luvestment and
Building Sociaty, 16, New Bridge-street, Blackfilars.

TJVENING ASSISTANCE in DETAIL
1 'd and WORKING DRAWINGS, peripecUve, competition*, and

free hand generally, by a fiist-cla-s practical DK.AUGHTdMAN.

—

Address. Al.PHA care of Gray, Stationer. 141, PsuUinvlile-ioad.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
A LONDOiV practical FOREMAN
XX wishes for a RE-BNGAGRMRNT, to take entire charge o
hnlldlug works in town or country. Carpent‘r and Joluet, Qooi
ipfersnces. Age 39. Wei. up iu estate work.—A-Llreu, J. B. 13
Gloucester-terrace, Beckenham, Keut.

17 DENT & CO.’S TURRET CLOCKS.—
Hi, Tha.atteuUou of Public Bodies, Gentlemen, and others, ir

espectfnlly requested to the improvements made in the construction

.f Clocks suitable fur sUbles, Cbu' chss, and other large buildings, by

me late K J. Deut and F. Dent, Clock and Chronometer Makers to

he Queen and the late Prince Consort, and Makers of the GREAT
•LOCK for the HOUSES of PARLIAMENT, 4c. Turret Clooks, with

i.cmpensation pendulum, adjusted for variations of temperature, to

cr.rk the bonils of dials from any size D-om 1 foot to 3 feel

' K DENT 4 CO 61, Strand. W.C. {adjoining Coutts’s Bank), and a

4 and 86. Royal Exchange, E.C.
;
and sdso at the Truret Clock and

Marine Compus Factory, ^voy-etreet, Bti&nd, London, W.C,

A WORKING FOREMAN of BRICK
XX LAYERS WANTS a PE-ENOAGEMENT, or BRICKWORK
CD ITINO. or POINTING. Plecswork, labour only. Age 38. Goc
teaCmoniais.—Address, M. 131, Upper Grongc-ruad, Old Kent-ruod
London, 6.E.

T'O BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, and
L OTHEE18.—ACCOMMODATION for BARQE3. Lotdins »nd

Unlading, at Parliament Wbarf, Mlllbank, Carman's Work
Wanted.

A RTIFICIAL STONE and PLASTER
£\. ENRICHMENT MANUPACrUEERS,
Colling Flowers, Bhop-Pront Trasses, Bslus'ors, Yasee, Terminals,

Colamns, Corinthian Capitals, and erer? description of ornament for

Internal and external decoration.

W. & E. HERBERT, MODELLERS,
And ARCHTTEUrURAL ORNAMENT DECORATORS.

842. BUBTON ROAD.
Gelatine prepared for Uonldlcg Ss, per lb,

Plaster, coarse, 3Ss. ; Bne, ASs. and 50s. per ton.

PARTS, LADDERS, BARROWS, &c.—
\J GEORGE ELL i CO. Builders of Carts, Tans, Wagons,
Trucks, Trolleys, Ac. Contractors’ and Builders’ Plant.

LADDERS, BARROWS, TRESTLES, STEPS, PORTABLE
SCAFFOLDS, PICK- HELVES, HAMMER HANDLES. *0.

Wheels made b; Improved Machinery on the Premises.
A Urge variety of both light and heavy Wheals kept in slock

Barrows, Dobbin and other Carts, intended for exportation, are
made by machinery so as to be Interchangeable in their parts.

Dobbin Carts. 92. Brick Carta, 152. Navvy Barrows, IDs. 6d. each.

BcaOblding, Ladders, Barrows, Trestles, Steps, Ac, Lent on Hire.
Price Lilts on application.

GEORGE ELL & CO.
EDBTON WOEKS, 366 and 888, EUSTON BOAD. LONDON, N.W.

pAUTION.—It having been represented to
V./' me, by the kindness of several customers, that travellere I

represeutlng London and other Qrms are offering to supply and takesupply fti

lallcal Instruments, Ac. manufactured by tx...

supply In place thereof the common trade article, I give NOTICE I

I DO NOT MANDFA''TDREfor the TR\DR, do not authorise b

any perron to take orders for my goods, and that all my goods are
|

marked with my name.—W. F. bTANLEY, 3 and 5, Great Tarnstlle,
ti

m, Londoo.

FIRST CLASS MEDALS TO MAW A CO. EXHIBITION OF ^

1882; DUBLIN 1865
;
AND OPORTO.

TMPERISHABLE TESSELATED I!

i PAVEMENTS, combining a highly decorative and economloaJ |l

snhstltute for ordliiory floors and their perishable coverings. MAW i!

A CO.’S Pattern-book, the work of the first designers of the day. for- I

warded, together with speolal deslgus and estimates for every kind of k
"

? and wail tiling. Specimens may be seen at MAW A CO.’S, D

_ jcbester Agents, T. DALE A SON, 50, John Dalton-etieet
;
and I

Loudon Agents,—W. F. SIMPSON A 80N8.456, West Strand.
BENTHALL WORKS, BROSBLSY.

M inton & co.
have REMOVED FROM ALBION PLACE. BLACKFRIAES, »

toSO.CONDUIT STREET, REGENT STREET.

ENCAUSTIC AND OTHER PAVEMENTS, i

EARTHENWARE AND PLAIN TILES.
DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES PRRPARKD.
MANUFACTORY 8TOKE-UPON-TRBNT.

i

SILVER MEDAL. PARIS EXHIBITION. 1867,

PEAKE’S TERRO-METALLIO TILES, II

PIPES, Ac.—Notice Is hereby most respectfully given, that the k

LONDON DEPOT for this WARE U REMOVED to No. SI Wharf f

Macclesfield-streei North, City-road Basin, N. Sndly, that the trade b

term, “ TERRO-METALLIC" is the exclusive right of the Proprietor
; u

and 3rdly. that the " Reports of the Juries,” page 581, of tho Great ;

Exhibition, 1851. note the grant of a Pirst-olass Medal, and rank the j

Minnfactories known so long as ‘‘ The TUeriea,” Tunstall. Stafford- jl

shire, as the flnt of the kind In the world.

Cocoa mattings of all descriptions, i

PIGGOTT BROTHERS,
69, BISeOPSQATE WITHOUT. LONDON, E.C.

T10 BRICKMAKRRS and OTHERS.—

H

FOR SALE, the SURPLUS PLANT of a BRICKMAKER: 11

.....tiog of steam-engines, boilers, Ac
;
wash and chalk mills, n

ivatois, pug mills (for hone aud stesm power), iron ehafting, off- .

srlog barrows, and other effects used In brick-yards.—Apply to !

r. CLARKE, Lee’s Btlckflelds, Church-street, Stjke Newington, .,

on, N.

T?IRST-CLASS BUILDING MATERIALS.!
_r? J03HUA BINNS, CADuOAN-TERRACE, cHKLSEA, has tho L

LARGEST STOCK In LONDON. Plate-K'aia Shop Fronts, Marble i

CUlmuey-piecei, Lobby Duur., Coach-house and Entrance Gatos. I

Cisterns, Fire-proof Iron Safes and Doors in great variety. ^

lent faculties to coQUiry buyers. Gcods delivered to Metro-

b

pultlaii Railway Stations free of charge, N.B. The highest price I

given fur Old Buildings to take down. '

riiO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS,^
BUILDERS, ftUd OTHER3.-HOU3ES, WAREHOUSES, and

BUILDlNOa of every description. In largo or small blocks, BOUGHT
to PULL DOWN, In town or country ;

the Materials removed with I

all po.slble deepatch. Terms cash.—Address, W. BLOUNT, 45 Co 19, k
~ ' pton-sireet, Camberwell B.B.

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OP 60 YEARS. K

a Nonconductor of Heat or Sound,!
the best. lightest, and most durable substance is 'A® , lightest, a --

WOOD’S ORIGINAL HAIR FELT,
Uanufactuied by

BAKER & MAY, late Whiting & Co. a

At their Wurks, Old Furd-Dsd, Bow, London, K .

This article is extensively nsel by the must emmenC ArchltactaL

and Builders, un.'er Slate, Tile, or Metal Roofs, and between Floors!

Partitions. It may be had of various tnickneases in sheets, size b
uebes by SU liiubes, weighing from 16 os. to 48 uz. at prices [lom-i

to 13d. per sheet. Samples and every Information may ba)«

obtained at the Oifice, 5, Barge-yard, Bucklersbury, KC.
|

Building materials.—

T

he largest,^

best, and most miscellanems STOCK in Loudon. -Plate-glass,

i

shopfronts, Iron oolumus ;
m-ihogauy folding, lobby, aud otheri

doors; plate and stained glass sashes and casemeuts ; plain and I

carved marble maotlepleces
;
cisterns, iron safes, Ac. Also a variety M

of public-house fixtures.—W. BLOUNT, 45 to 49, Southampton-

t

at. Can

G OLD MOULDINGS.,'
Gold Mouldings of the best quality Mauufactured and kept InV

GEORGE JACKSON & SONS,
No. 49, RATHBONS PLACE, W.

Sections of Uocldluge and List of Prices can be had on
application.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRAUTOES, AND OTHERS.
,

non YARDS of GRAVEL and SANDj
tJWfWyJW gf excellent quality, FOB BALE, at On«|i

Shilling aud Sixpence per yard, at Glengall Gravel Pits, Gloagall'l

road, Old Kent road, within two miles of the City.—Sample seut irerl

ouappUcationtoKDMOND REDDIN atthePits, or principal oaoe
drove, South wark-sUeet, S.K

E belleroche!
BELGIAN BUILDING and RAILWAY IRON. I

BEL'UAN SHEET ZING aud MEI'aLLIC PAINTS.
BELGIAN Marble chimneys, slabs, and TILES. I

6-mCH WALL TILES, white gliix-J and othere, Ac, 1

ai, COLEUAN-BTEKBT, CITY. I
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Masterpieces of the Industrial Aiis.

E have just closed a volume
we aro sure most of our

readers will open
with pleasure. It

is a translation of

M. Burty’s book,

entitled “Chefs-

d’ffiuvre of the

Indastrial Arts,”

edited by Mr.

Chaffers.* With
a graceful array

of illustrations of

some of the most
delicate and ele-

gant objects ever

made, it gives ns

most of the lead-

ao facta in the

history of cera-

mic wares, and
some account of many of the artists who pro-
duced the choicest specimens

; also valuable
information relating to glass, enamels, jewelry,
plate, and tapestry : not after a dry fashion, or
with stilted talk, but with life, vigour, colour,
and surprises thrown in with as much freedom
as Palissy exhibited when he placed odd start-
ling creatures on his most magnificent pieces.
The originality and ardour of the author are not
diluted with attempts at literary finish. Ceramic
art evidently fills his heart, and in glowing
praise and particularization of it he has poured
out his soul, thinking more of meed than man-
ner. Something of his enthusiasm must grow
upon those who turn over his pages. His palette
is spread with such lustrous variegated colours,
blue-greens, grey-blues, red-browns, milky whites,
and delicate violets, prominently, that it must
charm them. Those who are not concerned in
the details of the various manufactures will find
themselves brought to an enjoyable appreciation
of many treasures in our museums that before
had but little meaning for them : the circle of
producers will find much more significance in
Mr. Chaffera’s labours.

The work is opened with an account of terra-
cotta. Two specimens of ancient Gaelic pottery,
found in La Vendee, precede a notice of the sub-
jects and styles of the antifixes and bas-reliefs
displayed on the fa9adea of Eoman houses.
From the frequent repetition of the same sub-
iect, we may see that the old artists, when the
power of choice was not strong in them, con-
tented themselves with doing over again what
had been done before, showing their individuality
only in a modification of the details. Two speci-
mens of Greek terra-cotta are given

j the head of
f a shepherd from the cabinet of M. Thiers, and a
!

girl at her toilet from the Pourtalfes collection.
• More is made of the Italian Renaissance, where
' wo first come in contact with the bano of
: collectors, sham antiques. One of the chefs-
d ceuvre of the Renaissance period mentioned
in the original work by M. Burty has been sup-

[
pressed in this translation, because, in the

i interval, the sculptor who was the author of it

I has come forward and owned the counterfeit.
•• An illustration is given of a figure of this period
' which is pleasing. It is supposed to represent a

* Chefs-d'CEuTT0 of the Industrial Arts. By Philippe
I Burty. Pottery and Porcelain, Glass, Enamel, Met&
( Goldsmiths’ Work, Jewelry, and Tapestry, lilusirated!
J Edited by TV. Chaffers, JT.S.A. London: Chapman &
1 Hall, Piccadilly, 1869,

Florentine princess. She stands upright, in a

robe of brocaded satin, singing from a sheet of

music she holds in her hand. At this period, the

Della Robbias step in ; but as their process of

applying enamel to the terra-cotta removed it

from the category of works executed simply in

this material, their works are not mentioned
under this heading. The large medallions at

Hampton Court, and in the H6 tel Seipio Sardini

in Paris, are mentioned with delight as harmo-
nizing better than anything else possibly could

with brickwork
;

and modern architects are
blamed for not introducing similar features more
frequently than they are just now timidly

beginning to do. The eighteenth century saw
the result of an extravagant use of terra-cotta,

when gentlemen’s grounds presented tho ap-

pearance that old-fashioned tea-gardens have
handed down to ns. Earthenware figures,

life-size, met the eye at every turn. In France
this absurdity seems to have been carried farther

than with us. But the base use to which the

.
material has been put should not blind us as to

its value. Its moist and malleable qualities

permit an artist to retouch it after it has come
from the mould, and thus give every specimen a
mark of originality. As M. Burty says, it has

less rigidity than bronze, leas uniformity than
marble, and is in every way well fitted for the

representation of objects of a familiar character.

He continues, ” Let our artists use bronze for

heroic, marble for ideal statues, but take the clay

and the modelling-tool more often in hand to

reproduce the features of their contemporaries,

or embody some pleasing fantasy.” After this,

we turn over a page as though it were a veil,

and find ourselves in tho beauteous presence of

enamelled faience.

In old times, in Italy, it was a general custom
to make presents of plates and dishes : even
lovers presented their mistresses with small

dishes in preference to other objects
;
and on

their own cups and bowls were inscribed the

names of the dear ones with expressions of praise

and affection. Hence it is, perhaps, that so many
of the ancient specimens of this branch of indas-

trial art seem to shine again with fire, tenderness,

devotion, and self-abandonment. Pieces of ware
in some hands were like pieces of musio or

poems in others,—the vehicles of great feeling.

One of the princes of the honse of Medici is

said to have spent ten years in perfecting a

method of making porcelain, spoiling thousands

of pieces before he was able to make the ex-

amples now so precious in the eyes of collectors.

In France, in later times, a particular kind of;

ware, manufactured at Nevers, reflected the

politics of the day. M. Cbampflaory, a French
collector, has accnmulated a series of plates and
salad-bowls made daring tho storms that ushered

in and succeeded the French Revolution, on which

may bo read most of the popnlar cries of those

days. M. Bnrty says of this “ speaking ware,”

that it is more eloquent than “ the prose writings

of many authors who contemptuously pass over

these naive and robust records of French

history.” A collection of Rouen ware reads, too,

like a chapter on French heraldry. The old

German families highly appreciated tho artistic

capabilities of their ceramic stoneware. On the

occasions of a wedding or a birth they appear

to have ordered vessels to be made recording

those events, and these heirlooms placed on their

sideboards, with their gourds and jugs bearing

coats of arms, mottoes, and sacred subjects,

must have largely contributed to the calm, sub-

stantial, stately sheen of the interior of their

houses. Ceramic ware, both foreign and that of

native manufacture, has long been held in esteem

in cultivated circles in our own country. The
Spectator tells ns, when Sir Roger do Coverley

sent him with a letter to tho beautiful widow,

he found her library to be nearly half full of

chinaware
j the folios were separated from the

quartos by great jars, and a pile of smaller

vessels rose in a pyramid between these and the
octavos

5 the last-mentioned were bounded by
tea-dishes of various forms and hues, arranged
on a wooden frame to look like a pillar, and the
plays and pamphlets were enclosed in a square
of grotesque works made up of scaramouches,
lions, mandarins, trees, and shells, all in china;
in other words, her library had more ceramic
treasure in it than books. M. Burty ascribes the
present revival of taste in this art in France to the
reaction arising from the raptures of fashion over
the so-called Etruscan vases in the days of the
first empire. This classic terra-cotta at that
time was the only kind that was tolerated by
the learned

; but after a season artists wan-
dering in Normandy or in the forest of Fontaine-

blean for their holidays, possessed themselves of

the radiant Rouen dishes and Nevers plates then
in the hands of the peasantry, and bringing

them home triumphantly, eventually reinstated

them in the degree of estimation in which they
had originally been held. A sixpenny assiette

coq rose in value to sixty francs. The further

course of the revival is thus traced:

—

“ In the meanwhile, amateurs and traders of taste had
bronght from Italy diehes to which the potters of Majorca
and Urbino had giren the grand style of Oriental art, or
of tho floe periods of Italian art. People began to admire
the changing hues of the metallic lustres, the free and
bold attitudes of the flgares, and became at last so entba-
siastic as to pillage even the apothecaries’ shops. Closer
relations with China, Japan, and Persia brought into the
market new food for the ever-increasing cunosity of the
public. The success of those printed vessels with expres-
sive outline, those vases with long-clawed dragons twisting
round their sides, those deep dishes with pinks and carna-
tions blowing in the hollow of them, began to disturb the
souls of the disciples of tho old Classic school, and it is

from this return of taste to the Oriental porcelain that we
may date all serious discussion concerning the principles
of decorative art. At last, the eighteenth century having
reconquered the ground it had lost, Dresden figures and
S6vres services were appreciated for their refined gallantry
and elegance."

The history of the Oiron pottery well illus-

trates the enthusiasm expended upon articles

of ceramic ware in these latter days. In 1839,

attention was called by Willemin to a splendid

ewer tben in the collection of the Baron do
Moaville. It, with twenty-fonr pieces of similar

ware, was supposed to form part of a service

belonging to Henry II,, on aeeonnt, principally,

of the initials C and H ocenrring upon, it,

placed back to back, and interlaced. Three of

the pieces then ornamenting the Ponrtales and
Preault collections were published by M. du
Sommerard, when the public interest became
intensified. We are told “ The imagination of

amateurs and critics became excited ; much
speculation went abroad on the subject

5
romances

were composed with these for their thome ; some
insisted that they came from the studio of a
Bcnlptor named Ascanio, the pnpil of Benvenuto
Cellini

;
others that ' they were modelled by

Girolamo della Robbia, whom Francis I. sum-
moned over from Italy to decorate the terra

cottas of the Chiiteau de Madrid
j
later on it was

believed that the artist-printer Geoffrey Tory,

whose sign was, ' The Broken Vessel/ had
printed on the sides of the flagon some typo-

graphic ornaments whioh resembled niello ; then

that some Florentine prince had sent them as a
present to the hnsbaud of Catharine do Medicis.”

The prices the difterent pieces commanded were
enormous. A bowl that Sanvageot lefc to the

Louvre was bought by him for 200 francs. But

after curiosity had been thus stimulated the

prices ran up. The ewer of the Baron de

Monviile was sold, in 1835, for 2,500 francs
5 a

salt-celiar, at the Rattier sale, 1859, sold for

12.500 francs ; a candlestick at the sale of

Lassayette, 1862, the ornamentation of which,

wo are told, was of the meanest kind
5 went

for 16,000 francs, and was afterwards sold

again in England for 18,000 francs before it

was placed in tho South Kensington Museum
5

and a biberon, at the Pourtalca sale, brought

27.500 francs. The ware was analysed by M.
Brongniart, and its mode of manufacture made
out sufficiently well to admit of its reproduction

by an able hand in the factory. He found that
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tho groundwork of tho piece was firsfciundo with-

ont any relief or ornament, not tamed, but thinly '

moulded and pressed, and this was afterwards

covered witli a thin coating of the same material

,

on which were placed the ornaments, and finally

the glaze. The number of the pieces known to
;

be in existence amonnted to fifty-fonr. At last

M. Benjamin Fillon found out the secret. An
;

antiquary showed him two fly-leaves of an old
|

Prayer Book that had been illuminated by Claude
Gouffier, the grand equerry and friend of Uenry II.

Tn one of th^e miniatures in the ornamentation
j

M. Fillon saw a gourd identical in its character !

to the mysteriona ware, with the armorial bear-

ings of Gouffier on it. With this clue he visited

Giron, the castle of the grand equerry, now in

mins, and in the architecture, ornament, and
farther pieces of the ware, be found confirmation

o‘ his belief that he had found the author of the

much-admired pottery. He published his dis-

covery, and it is now generally agreed that

during the long widowhood of the mother of

Claude Gouffier, she spent some of her time in

presiding over tho manufacture of this ware at

her castle of Oiron. Francis I. entrusted her

wiih the education of his second son, afterwards

Henry II.
;
hence we may be assured she was a

person of cultivated taste. Associated with her

were Francis Charpentier, potter, and John

Bornart, her secretary; and, as death removed
the members of this gifted triplet, a decline can

be traced in the objects manufactured. The
pieces ore believed now never to have formed a

set, but to have been made singly for the decora-

tion of sideboards for presents, as some of them
bear the arms of neighbonring families. The
castle of the grand equerry was devastated in

1568, when we may presume the manufacture
ceased. Though M. Burty quotes of it that
“ Bornart bestowed on it his talent for ornamen-

tation, Charpentier his neatness of touch in

handling the clay, and Helen her exquisite but

somewhat sadly-toned refinement of taste,” he

seems to think tho Oiron faience has been over-

rated
;
but bis editor thinks that hitherto it has

proved inimitable.

We are next shown a Hispano-Moorish dish,

cm which is depicted a heraldic beast. This

ware, with that of Persia, is considered the

richest that can be displayed on a dining-room

sideboard. Of it our author vaunts, ‘‘ These

basins of hnge dimensions, which ai'e flashed by

metallic oxides with lightning like the jet of in-

candescent gas in a fire, and whereon are

blazoned animals treading mottoes and labelled

war-cries under their feet as they would, the

briars of a heraldic forest
;

these rude and

delicate witnesses of war, and of the art and
industry of the fifteenth century of Spain, open
with unequalled force and gracefulness a wide
world to the study of enamelled plates and

dishes of enamelled fuieoce.” The chief seat of

its production was Malaga, and the secrets of

its metallic lustres are supposed to have been

imported there either by Arabs or Moors. The
Alhambra glitters with it. A vase from this

storehouse, of white earthenware with orna-

ments of two shades of blue and a prismatic

copper colour, interlaced knots of Arabic cha-

racters and a medallion, formed like a Moorish

arcade, on which are two antelopes, has been

I imitated by a French firm often mentioned in

the course of the work for their clever repro-

ductions. Architects are recommended to turn

to this Hispano-Moorish majolica as to a mine
in which they may find the materials to build

!

palaces outshining those of the “ Arabian

Nights.” That the composition of metallic

lustres is not lost we may bo assnred by the

sight of it ou modern productions at the exhibi-

tions. The authorities of South Kensington,

however, are in possession of a work on the

!

process of metallic lustre which has never yet

been published, which may throw some addi-

tional light on the subject. M. Burty remarks
that it is curious such a liberal museum has not

transcribed and edited this document.
When Italy commenced the manufacture of

enamelled ware, her siiooess surprised herself.

Her chief craftsman, Luca della Bobbia, was
first a goldsmith, then a carver, before be was a

modeller in clay. In endeavouring to trace bis

development from one to the other, our author

thinks he may have been actuated by a desire to

produce a work entirely with his own bands.

Before his first work in this material was accom-
plished, he had been employed, in conjunction

with Michelozzo and Mazo di Bartolomeo, in

casting and chiselling the gates of the vestry of

; the church of San Maria del Fiore, for which

,

his first Ascension iu terra cotta was produced;
' and it is supposed that it may have been from a

I

desire to be unassisted that he chose this new
vehicle. The effect of bis coloured bas-reliefs

upon the black and white backgrounds of Floren-

[

tine architecture was magical. His large me-
dallions, lighted up the sombre facades, and

his friezes gave life and youth. It is almost a

wonder that, with these examples in existence,

polychromy should have passed into the stage of

I

disuse and ridicule in which the commencement
of this century found it. One of the first

Parisian attempts at a revival was a failure. It

occurred at the theatres on the Place du Cba-

telet, where the architect introduced it in me-
dallions of Music and Poetry, inserted in the

walla; but as no continuation of the ornainen-

tation was made, these isolated objects stood

out too glaringly, and had to be removed. Italy,

as we have said, rejoiced in tho happy colouring

and pleasing forms taken by the new ware.
” Sideboards were weighted down with gourds

and ewers, whoso handles were formed of lean-

ing sirens, or of twisted and knotted serpents.”

The Siege of Troy was depicted on plates, the

Metamorphosis of Ovid on dinner-sets ;
even

Raffaelle did not disdain to make designs and
colour cartoons for the workmen's guidance.

Some idea of the amount manufactured comes
to us when we read of the quantity destroyed.

At a banquet given by Cardinal do Birague,

Pierre de I’Estoile relates, “There were two

large tables covered with 1,100 or 1,200 pieces

of faience, full of dried fruits, sugar-plums, and
confects of all kinds, built up into castles, pyra-

mids, platforms, and other magnificent fashions,

most of which were thrown down and broken by

the pages and servants of the Court, who were

of a wanton and insolent nature. And great

was the loss, for all the service was excellently

beautiful.” Eighteen Italian manufactories are

mentioned. That at Fnenza is placed foremost,

probably on account of its name being applied by

the French to every kind of terra cotta and

enamelled ware, "rhe particular produce of

Faenza is called an archaic style. It is deco-

reted with minutely-drawn grotesque figures,

which stand out upon blue and yellow grounds.

We must refer the reader to the work for the

list of factories, and descriptions of tlieir

chefs-d’ceuvro. Bernard Palissy now appears

on the scene.

This irrepressible, irritable, versatile genius ia

allowed to tell much of his own story in quota-

tions from his works. The author is proud of

his countryman, and lingers over the details of

his experiments, failures, perseverance, and

success, from the day he was shown the enamelled

cap of milky and brilliant white made after

the process known only to the Dukes of Ferr.ara,

so that, when after years of pounding and baking

various materials in kiln after kiln made with

his own hands, in tho face of hardships and dis-

couragements, he was at last rewarded by the

ascertainment of the secret, and his ware, with

its green lizards, brown serpents, marvellous

oray-fish, tortoises, and crabs, became the wonder
of the day. An illustration of one of the grottoes

designed by him is given, besides specimens of

his goblets, dishes, and plates. Arouud the

walls of the grotto were niches, and between
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them were medallions, wibh basts of heroes
;
in

its centre was a foantaln playing into a basin, in

which disported fish and reptiles, all in ceramic
ware. This rustic retreat was to be planted
with trees, shrabs bearing berries, and mosses,
and every inducement held oat to the songsters
of the grove to frequent it. Such a grotto as
this he is known to have made for Catharine de
Medicis; and some moulds, two farnaces, and
vitrified bricks, found in building the new
State apartments adjoining the gallery of the
Louvre, are believed to be the very ovens and
moulds he used in its production. M. Burty
suggests that portions of the grotto itself may
yet be found in the gardens of the Tuileries, for
it may have been filled in when it went out of
fashion, and not altogether destroyed. As in the
case of the Hispano-Moorish ware, a French
potter has succeeded iu reproducing the Palissy
dishes so exactly as to perplex amateurs. Only
when taken into the hand, and their lightness is

observed, can any difference be perceived.
The Nevers ware was originated by Domeniqne

Cenrade, whom Loais of Gonzaga summoned
from Italy to his duchy when he took possession
cf it as his wife’s wedding portion. An early
specimen of it, a large basin for a fountain, with
twisted serpents and maritime goods for decora-
tions, is in the Hdtel de Clnny. It is considered
to be more interesting after it began to imitate
the Venetian ware that was founded upon
Oriental models, and then proceeded to trace
Chinese figures in manganese violet colour

; but
it never attained any great elegance. It was
essentially a popular ware, as its reproduction of
the songs and sayings of the day testifies. The
illustrations given of it consist of an enamelled

I

square from the ruined castle of the Dukes of
Nevers, one of the popular plates bearing
patriotic emblems, date 1789, and a somewhat
gaudy benitier, date ITGJi. We quote a recom-
mendation to architects :

—

“At the present day there ia atili one manufactory of
great commercial importance at Nevers, that of Monsieur
Bignoret. Although but little of decorative art ia baked
there— for notwithstanding great eaoourageraont from all
sides, the architects but dare use it but very moderately

—

it V7BS in that factory, which employs a considerable number
of hands, that the entire ornamentation of a Ibouse at
Beriiay, in Normandy, was made of late years. We have
Been and been over it, and we can assure the reader that
nothing could bo more cheerful or agreeable to the eye
thau those pavements bearing the initial or name of their
owner; those encrusted plates on the frontages, the
coloured balustrades and balconies which look out on the
court-yard and gardens.”

Tbe ohefe-d’ceitvre of Persian ware arc magui-
fiosnfc, telling, appealing, and satisfying. Though
we do not see the colour in the examples given,
it is impossible nob to feel it. The graceful out-
lines and rich ornamentation suggest as much
beauty and wealth in the hues, for those who
could make the first could give the other. We
read of fawn colour, brown, and bright blue, for
the grounds of their porcelain, wibh manganese
lilac, bright yellow, green, turquoise-blue, bright
red like unpolished jaspar, for the decorations.
Tulips, roses, hyacinths, honeysuckle, and Indian
and clove pinks, are the favourite flowers depicted,
and these are arranged with consummate taste.
Birds and animals are also placed on Persian
ware. The author calls upon French potters to
study the forms and details of the flowers of the
West, and taking these with brown and green I

enamels already in use on the “ more vulgar
pottery of tbe South,” invent and produce
original designs of like beauty. Chinese porce-
lain, although inexpressibly clever, does not
convey to ns so much of the poetical sentiment
as the ware of Iran. Our classical edneation is

blamed as having unfitted us for recognizing the
purity and truth in Chinese figures. M. Burty,
however, who is a ceramist of the world rather
than of Franco, can see more than Greek beauty
in many of the Chinese productions, more espe-
cially in the early examples. He has tired of
the interminable variations upon the Medici vase,
and the persistency of French artists in intro-
ducing the human figure either as a support or
a relief, and sees much freshness and power in
Chinese work. He finds excuse for the tendency
of this ancient meditative people, whom he also
characterizes as melancholy, towards the mon-
etrous, in the suggestion that their winged
dragons and other unknown beasts are pro-
bably traditions of extinct animals. Their
aaored horse, Fou-hi, their regal bird Fong-
hoang, the branched-headed Ki-lin, depicted
BO frequently in Chiaese ornamentation, he
thinks, are not less likely to be preservations
cf a knowledge of pre-historio creatures, than
was the mention of the great roc in the “ Arabian
Nights,” which bird was atone time judged to

have lived in the imagination, but is now known
to have actually existed. Their love of nature
prompting them to their superb colouring making
them dissatisfied with less than the melongena’s
violet, the scarlet-runner’s red, the thick creamy
white of the camellia

;
their attention to de-

tails j’ their faculty of imitation
j and their

patience, are all dwelt npou with appreciation.
Like the Western barbarians, the mandarins
have begun to be collectors, and tbe soldiers who
sacked the incomparable Summer Palace are
stated to have found in them rich and ready
customers for even fragments of old porcelain.
On the other hand, when the Japanese am-
bassadors who visited Europe a short time ago
were shown the treasures of the Ceramic
Museum of Sevres, they were unable to identify

their own ware, or point out any distinction
between it and that of China; and they declared
that no one in their country troubled himself
about the subject. But to this quick, fervent,
artistic people is ascribed that family of designs
in which a rose tint predominates on a field of
black, and those gorgeous dishes on which
peonies and chrysanthemums are blooming
either after the natural manner or in squares.
But the artists of Japan are in course of degra-
dation to manufacturers. A merchant captain
gives them an order for 10,000 vases of No. 12
pattern, and 15,000 dinner services of No. 25
pattern, to be executed in the shortest time nt

the lowest price
;
and, asks our author, what is

the result ? “ Modern Japan gives ns nothing
but flimsy decorations, and China trashy
copies."

We are enabled to reproduce some of the
samples of ceramic treasures of which Mr.
Chaffers has thus extended the fame. Beautiful i

as are the Oiron faience, and that from some of
the Italian manufactories, it will be seen that ^

the Persian hag not less charm. I

In the chapter on table-glass there are three !

illustrations,—one of a Persian bottle and lamp
j

from an Arab mosque, a group of Venetian glass,

'

and another of German glass, all startlingly
j

bright and beautiful to see. Persian glass is

enriched wibh precious stones, enamel, and gilt.
'

Two of the chefs-d’ccuvre preserved in the
;

Treasury at Vienna are described. “ The first

is a bottle, on the neck of which are two small
handles

; it is decorated wibh interlaced zones,
alternated with a groundwork df little rosettes
of gold, edged with red, and blue enamel. The
other, which is still more singular, had a frieze

[

composed of little draped figures, four separate
!

medallions, and a cypress tree, which, for

;

Zoroaster and his disciples, was an emblem of,

the soul’s flight into heaven.” These were in
'

the Treasury when a catalogue of its contents
|

was compiled in 1373, when they are called
,

“duro amphorm ex Damasco.” A Byzantine'
bottle, now in the possession of M. Gustave de

!

Eothschild, was sold at the Soltikoff sale for
j

5,500 francs. On this highly-valued specimen i

are medalHong, on which are displayed the three-
j

petalled flower that first gave the idea of the
fieur-de-lts, a device found on some of tbe most
ancient mounments of Asia. M. Burty keenly
feels the sea and sun-like beauty of Murano glass,

its tints of Mediterranean blue, milky white,

veined sea-green, and delicate pinks, and calls

especial attention to a goblet now in the British

Museum, on which early Murano glass-workers
painted iu the medallions the portraits of two
affianced lovers, with the legend, “ Amor vol

F6” (Love exacts fidelity). The German glass

is heavy, quaint, and generally charged with
heraldic devices, enamelled. Wheel-engraving
on the surface of glass was much practised in

France, especially in the days of Louis XVI.,
when some very delicate work was produced.
Our modern discovery of the power of hydro-
fluoric acid to produce the efiect known to us as

ground-glass is treated at length, both as to tbe
process and the purposes to which it can be
advantageously applied. England is accredited
with the first use of oxide of lead as a basis for

glass. More than a hundred years elapsed before
it was adopted in France, and then the glass

made with it was called “ the Queen’s Crystals.”

Among the chefs-d’oeuvres of stained window-
glass, we are reminded of those in the Abbey of
Tegernsee, in Bavaria, painted in the tenth
century by the monk Wornber (the most an-

cient known)
;

those of the thirteenth in the
apse of the Cathedral at Bourges ;

the three

rose windows on tbe portals of the transepts

of Notre Dame de Paris
;
the windows of tbe

Sainte Chapelle
;

the fourbeenth-oentury work
at Chartres, full-length figures of apostles and
prophets

; and of the round window at Bean-

mont-le-Boger, Normandy, as a sample of the
Renaissance. There are illustrations of the
different periods as well as short accounts of
the process of painting on glass, its revival, and
modern workmanship.
The three kinds of enamel are also fully de-

scribed
;
cloisonnd ia the oldest, champl&ve being

bub a development of the Oriental art, though
painted enamels, the third variety, are not so
new bub that they were known to the Greeks
and Etruscans. An Egyptian bracelet, Etruscan
ear-rings, Chinese and Romano-Gauliah vases,
illustrate ancient enamels

; and ewers, plaques,
medallions of Limoges manufacture those of the
Renaigsance. This is an exceedingly ample chap-
ter. Besides the processes, the styles of different
masters are discussed, and brief biographies of
the leading artists furnished ; sufficient infor-

mation, in tine, is grouped together to give both
artists and ordinary readers much to think over.
The tomb of William of Valence, in Westminster
Abbey, is rightly mentioned as a chef-d’oeuvre.
The enamels of Leonard Limosiu are highly
valued, both for tbeir brilliance and harmonious
colouring, and for their exposition of the style
of furniture and decoration in the time of the
Valois. Then come those of Pierre Raymond, who
wrought, in the middle of the sixteenth century,
dinner and dessert services, for the leading noble
families in England, Germany, and Holland.
Jean Cour is another artist whose enamels are
in great esteem. He made the beautiful cup
presented by Francis II. to his afiianced bride,
Mary Stuart, which was sold at the Pourtalea
sale for 35.000 francs. The cover of this love-
gift is one of the ohefs-d’ceuvre illustrated.

With the Valois passed away the taste for
enamels. Bernard Palissy deplores that enamel
buttons made for three francs a dozen were
selling in his time for a halfpenny a dozen. In
later days we read of Jean Petitot’s enamels
being pounejed in the jeweller’s mortar, for the
sake of their gold plate, just as some of Jacques
Callot's copperplates were bought byironmongers
to bo made into saucepans. Nevertheless their
time has come round again, and they are now
held in the highest estimation. Petitot’s portraits
are scarcely larger than sixpence. It was be who
painted under the superiatendence of Van Dyck
a portrait of Charles I., and afterwards, on the
death of this patron, portraits of Louis XIV.,
the Queen-mother, and many members of the
French court. The Chinese likewise excel in this
art. Reviewing its career and prospects, our
author, whose mind is eminently receptive, ex-
pansive, and longing for progress, says,

—

“All, therefore, that eoamel now has to do is to follow the
lead of the modern world. It ornameiited the reliquaries
and super-altara at a time when church furniture was of
all importance in tbe mind of tbe age. Later on it pro-
dueea the handsomest possible description of ware next to
plates and dishes of embossed gold and silrer. Later
still it has endowed women’s ornaments and jewelry with
an ever-varying charm and novelty of design. Row it

most enter into the ornamentation of the furniture of
palaces and great bouses. It combines especially well
with dark red, black, or dark brown, such as oak, ebony,
and hard foreign woods, which modern good taste has
consented to leave unvarnished.”

We are enabled to give from the book a view*
and descriptioQ of an enameller’s oven. The
description is by M. Popelin, a dietinguighed
enameller of our day, and we quote hie own
words :

—

“ ‘The oven is composed of three principal compartments,
placed one over an other, but each one quite indepenent
of the other : these are the laboratory, the dome or conical
cover, and the chimney.’
Tbe laboratory. A, is a rectangular vessel, with a semi-

circular aperture in front; a door, P, also in clay, with a
perpendicular handle; a projecting horizontal tablet, D,
little more than 2 in. thick, but extending tbe whole width
of the laboratory, on which tbe earthen door rests; be-
neath is, I, the place for the reception cf cinders, in which
there is an opening, which may be closed by a movable
button, to regulate the current of air

;
a grate of clay, Z,

pierced like a skimmer, is placed inside tbe oven imme-
diately above the cmder-box, and a stopper to fit it is

placed on the perforated plate, This compartment con-
lams tbe fuel, which, when set alight, quickly burns up,
owing to the draught from the two circular air-holes

situated at tbe sides of the oven. The chimney, C, needs no
xplanation. Tbe dome or conical ceiling, b, which is the
eceptaele for the enamel, is simply a trapezoidal roof,
without a base, perforated wiib boles at the top. It fits ou
to the laboratory, which it exactly resembles externally.
The stand on which tbe enamel is placed is introduced by
the door. The numbers 5 and 9 answer to tbe tonga and
poker, the use of which is well known

; No. 10 is a kind of
iron pincher, or scissors, made flat, which are used to take
hold of the plates 1 and 2 when in the oven and hot. These
plates are of thin hard earth, on which the plate of enamel
is placed.”

The working of bronze and iron ia treated in

tbe same manner aa ia each art in Buccession.
First ia traced its infancy in the hands of Tubal
Cain, and then its gradual Oriental perfection.

’ See p. 266.
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A chef-d’cenvre, of which early mention is mndo,
is a dagger fronj the collection of Princo SoltikoO',

now in the poseeesion of tho JIarqnis of nertford,

on the steel blade of which ia engraved a hollow
line, on the flattened sides of which is a nnmbor
of small rubies, which give all the appearance of

a streak of blood upon it. Tho handles of

Oriental weapons are usually enriched with
rubies, sapphires, pearls, and diamonds, bub this

illusion of blood on the blade is a rai'iLy. Greek
armour, the work of the gods, mnst havo been
exquisite. The account on the liiad of Aga-
memnon’s armour is qnoted to show its per-

fection, bnt no relics of this period can be pointed

ont. Tlio first specimen illustrated is an Italian

sword of the sixteenth century. M. Burty is

fired with ardour as he contemplates arms :

—

“ Nothing is nobler than collections of arms,”
he declares. And then he enumerates the chefs-

d’oeavre in the cabinets of the Count of Nien-
werkerke and the llarquis of Saint-Seine. In-

stead of a bronze statue to celebrate the bravery
of a person of second-rate distinction, he would
bestow upon him a sword of honour, which he
could transmit to hia descendants. "Wo are
shown, after the jewelled weapons, a series of

bronze statuettes, medals, vases, candlestioke of

the manufacture of difterent countries and all

ages. We can do no more than indicate that

those interested in this branch of the arts will

find much to gratify them on tho diversified

pages to which we arc referring. An iron gate of
the twelfth century, of scroll-work branching
right and left and clasped together with infinite

grace (see p. 2GG), keys with open-work and en-

twined handles, a clasp and key of a fifteenbh-

centory purse, a frame for a signboard, a knocker
ornamented with interlaced crescents and mono-
grams ofthedateof Henry 11. of France,contrasted
with specimens of modern work, such as the iron

gates of the new Parc Monceaux and Candelabra
made in England, elaborate this chapter. There
is a prophetic announcement that the electro

process is sure to triumph over the ancient one
of casting. Already it has been applied, we are

told, to the outer covering of the Pope’s waggon,
the locksmith’s work of the Empress’s apart-

ments at the Tnileries, and tho doors of the
church of St. Anguatine.

In tho next section there is this distinction

made between the goldsmith and the jeweller:

—

“ The goldsmith ia the jeweller of tho dressuir
j

and the jeweller ia the goldsmith of the jewel-

case.” There is somethiug very touching about
old jewelry. It seems almost profane to examine
lightly, for the mere curiosity of their work-
manship, trinkets that were worn, and prized,

and carefully guarded by beautiful women, who
loved and were loved

j even though it was ages

ago men went down to their graves blessing

them, and, perhaps, raving about them with
their last breaths. Here wo have tho ear-rings,

jewelled pins, and pendants that may have been
worn by the “beautiful Sholamite,” King Solo-

mon’s wife; and here is a bracelet that once
decked the sleek olive-coloured arm of a slanting-

faced Egyptian. Or,perhaps,we take from a tomb
a trinket that has laid upon a faithful heart till it

mouldered away, or was placed round tho neck
of a dead beauty with a burst of passionate grief

by those who never smiled more ; and we hold
it up to the light, and only say the jewellers of

those times mnst have used some process to fix

these exquisitely minute interbwistings that wo
cannot trace. But in the present case there is

too much sympathy for all human conditions, as
well as for art, to admit of coldness. Phcenician,
Greek, Byzantine, Jewish, Early French, and
German work are all spread out in dazzling
array. Of course, the contents of the jewel-
rooms of the French monarebs furnish many
examples. Froissart has recorded the presents
made by the gentry of Paris on the coronation
of Queen Isabeau, and carried to her on litters

by men dressed as Moors with their faces

blackened, and others disguised as a bear and
unicorn, consisting of gold pots, ladles, and
dishes; scent-bottles, bonbon-boxes, salt-cellars,

pots, lamps, silver dishes and trays. Tho regal
accumulations would havo been enormous by
this time if it had nob been for rainy days when
wars had to he paid for and prisoners ransomed,
on which occasions heaps of such treasure was
obliged to be melted down. The author quotes
M. Leon de Laborde ;

—“ If children had to be
settled in life and a dowry given them, it was
the jewel-room which furnislied the required
sum. And more, in every day life scarcely a
day passed without a dive being made into one’s
treasure to make a present of jewelry, a golden
drinkiug-enp, or a simple gilt dish, to some
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favourite or relation, a foreign ambassador, a
messenger bearing the tidings of some victory
or defeat, or to the modest outrider, who came as

fast as his horse would carry him to announce the
birth of a son or a ncpbe•v\^” Drageoirs, bowls on
which preserved fruits and sweetmeats were
placed upon tho dressoir, or handed round at
table

;
aigneres, or ewers for water, of fantastic

forms, sometimes in the shape of men, sirens,

lions, birds; hanaps, or drinking-cups
;
the small

repository for spices, drinking-cups and spoons,
intended to bo placed on the table, and first made
in the form of a ship and called a “ nef 5”and salt-

cellars with serpents entwined about them, to

give warning of poison
;
are some of the articles

upon which the goldsmith lavished his resources.

We reproduce a view of a reliquary of the
thirteenth century broughtfrom Basle (see p. 266)

.

There are many noble names in the list of Italian
goldsmiths ; for most of tlio great sculptors and
painters were first versed in the use of the hand-
vico. They are all enumerated in their turn;
and Benvenuto Cellini, like Bernard Palissy, ia

allowed to tell again his oft-told tale. Some of
the papal coins and medals by this last-men-
tioned celebrity are illnatrated. His gold en-

amelled salt-cellar, representing earth and ocean,
described by him at great length

;
his bronze

nymph of Fontainebleau
; hia Perseus, the cast-

ing of which he relates so minutely
; a vase and

cup of Oriental jasper, attributed to him, are
also given. Etienne Delaulue is another cele-

brated goldsmith, whose biography is entered
into. He has left a view of the interior of his

workshop (1575) here reproduced (p. 258). His
busy workmen, hammering and blowing bellows,

and grinding away in their slashed doublets
and trunk hose, present a very picturesque
appearance. Diamonds are touched upon. A
pendant, after Gilles Legarro, seventeeth
century, is illustrated, of which M. Paul Mantz
has said, “This is the most reasonable, solid, and
soberly French sorb of jewel ever worn by the
Montespans and Fontanges.” M. Bnrty, too,

gives the palm to precious stones over any other
kind of jewels. The small enamelled figures of
virtues and vices, or horses on ovals no bigger
than nutshells, produce no effect at a little dis-

tance, he thinks
;
they become but as a blot

these should be left to the sculptor or statuary.

On the other hand, he says, nothing can be more
telling and beantiful than tho intense brilliancy

of a well-cut and well-mounted diamond. Here,
as in other departments, he thinks much of
English progress.

“Nowadaya jewelry iaatill doing marvels. The English,
who daily import workmen from ua at enormous wages—
the English, and the English only— can compete with our
Parisian jewellers. They have the same superiority with
regard to (ho freshness of polish and brightness of colour
of their metala

;
ours, however, have pre-eminent chaste-

neas of mounting, lightness, and strength; producing
twice as much effect with half the number of stones.
Workmanship ia now more perfect than ever it was.”

When Louis XIT. sent all hia plate, jewelry,
and silver furniture to the mint—a sacrifice

M. Bnrty compares to that a captain ia obliged

to make when he throws his cargo overboard

—

we read there were huge orange-tree boxes and
sofas of solid silver, besides an immense heap of

still more sumptuous articles of less startling

dimensions. It is in this tragic melting’down
that all Cellini’s work is supposed to have dis-

appeared. There have been imitations of these
made oven recently. The author refers to the

! has produced the knotted work which ia to-

sale of some shields made by a goldsmith of the
j

be seen in the productions of the Anglo-Saxons
present day to the King of Prussia as works by and the Soandinavians. In this way parts of the
Cellini, who placed them in his museum, and

j

weapons and implements of the New Zealanders
enjoyed his possessions exceediugly till the

\

are adorned, and also many of the intricate and
fraud was discovered. In reference to the cups often beautiful patterns which are made in India
and vases now given as prizes at races and other at the present day. In Lapland, where the
competitions, onr author declines to name their

j

people burrow in the snow, or live in tho most

Hector desire his mother to bring out the speci-

men of it she loved best, and spread it on tho
knees of glorions-haired Minerva. The way the
Smyrna maidens began to make carpets for their

wedding dowers, whilst they are yet children,
with the warp stretched between two trees,

which gradually grow under their hands as the
months and years elapse, is told. Bub tho body
of information consists of a notice of existing

ohefs-d’eouvre and a history of tho Gobelins
manufactory. We have a representation of

falcon chase on a piece of arras tapestry
at the Castle of Arono ; the history of
David and Bathsheba, worked in Flemish
tapestry of the reign of Louis XII.

;
and a

sporting specimen of the tapestry of Neuilly;
bub more beautiful than either of these is an
illustration of a Persian carpet of the sixteenth

century on silk, the dominating colour of which
ia a brilliant yellow, described as being as in-

tense as the core of a ripe apricot, on w’hioh

groundwork ia a graceful variegated design
worked in black, white, green, and grey, and
different shades of blue and red. This is, of
course, pointed ont as the style which should
have occupied the designers and colourists of
our day, instead of the bouquets and scroll-work
they have produced. For the future, it is

thought likely the Jacquard loom will yield a
carpet that will supply that first songht-for
quality, cheapness. Some snob appliance is-

already at work at Neuilly, where models are set

out as if for enormous shawls on several thou-
sand sheets of cardboard pierced with cylindrical

holes. This is called “ a democratic and social

loom,” for after the pattern is onco set out on the
pasteboards the groundwork rapidly decreases
in value, and what was worth ten thousand
francs at first, by the time it is reproduced for

the tenth time is only worth a thousand. The
subject of hand-tapestry is not gone into except
so far as the gallant insertion of a pattern for

hand-needlework, for the encouragement of fair

readers, taken from a Venetian work by Giovanni
Ortani, 1567.

To look carefully over this work brings an.

impression into the mind exactly like thatwhioh
occupies it after a long day spent in the South
Kensington Mnseum, or in the Louvre, or in the
Vatican. And it also brings a desire to visit

those conrts and salles again, to see the lordly

dishes and other triumphal specimens of the
great ceramists, the clover, dainty, cunning
enamels, the bronze and ironwork of departed
centnries, the snmptnons goldsmith’s work and
sparkling jewelry, with the now lights its-

perueal has conferred.

ART GLIMMERINGS.
AiroNGsT those who are considered the most-

barbarous people, when -even the art of house-
building was, and is now, but little prac-

tised or understood, there is a wish shown bo

produce certain kinds of ornamentation, which,,

although of a simple and rude character, still

indicate the natural desire which exists in

human nature for more than mere utility.

The forma were made to assume something
like geometrical symmetry, such, as tho zig-

zag and other patterns. Then there is an
intermingling of various kinds of lines which

artists, and says sensibly :

—

“ UjifortODately, these chefs-d’cenTre are, for the raost
part, signed not by the artist who designed them, but by
tho mater who fabricated them

;
and we will not once

establish n series of raistahes over which the future will

not have spare time enough to hold an inquest. If, there-
fore, we hear that a trinket or statuette, a ring or a cup,
comes from such and such a shop, well andgood; but let it not
be said that it is the work of this or that roaster, for that is

equivalent to saying that a particular book was written by
the publisher or bookseller of whom one may chance to

purchase it.’’

Concerning tapestry and carpets, the author
says ever since man forfeited hia natural liberty

he has been endeavouring to disguise the walls

of bis prison-hoose, and these are bnt items in

the sequence of his inventions. First there was
mural painting, then mosaic ornamentation, then
tapestry ; this was supplanted successively by
gilt leather, painted wood, and painted paper.

He gives India the credit of the invention of

I
tapestry in remote ages, before Homer made

miserable kind of huts, there is to be found on
vessels, lamps, and implements an elaborate and
well-execnted kind of ornament.
When examining the earliest productions of

ancient people, and of those who are now in acom-
parative state of barbarism, it is remarkable to
notice the general resemblance which these bear
to each other, and how, as progress is made, the
varied lines in the first examples, as if it were by
accident, assume a rude resemblance to the
form of the human figure, animals, and flowers.

In primitive nations, not only is the desire

shown to decorate arms, articles for general use,

war vessels, and other objects, but even amongst
the most uncivilised people there is the wish
shown to decorate the person,—the unsightly

process of tattooing, the crowns of feathers, the
teeth of wild beasts, choice skins, and furs,

all indicate this natural instinct
; and there

can be no doubt that this feeling has been
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to a coDBiderable extent the means of advancing
progress. Many instances might bo given, but it

may be sufficient to mention that this is to be
especially marked in the history of the Anglo-
Saxons, who, with the aid of the distaff, and
quaintly-fashioned looms, assisted by various

dyes, were enabled to manufacture articles of
both male and female costume, which seem to

havo been remarkable for fineness of quality and
picturesque elegance of appearance

5
and at a

very remote date we learn that the Anglo-
Saxon ladies were remarkable for their skill

in embroidering parts of dresses and in making
the tapestry hangings of beds and apartments.
In this way they were important pioneers of
English art.

As we have before said, it is curious to note
when the power of drawing figures, as we see

them in ancient illuminations, on the walls of
ohurches, and the oldest examples of tapestry and
embroidery, was acquired, how long a period
elasped before what we may call the elevational

style of drawing becam'e exchanged for works
which exhibited the faintest indication of the
knowledge of perspective

;
and the same result

may be noticed in the efforts of children, who,
by an instinctive feeling for pictorial art, are led

to the attempt to make drawings of objects

which they have constantly before their view.
In these cases there is the same difficulty to be
overcome which for so long puzzled the early

limners.

The writer has frequently noticed the sketches
of very young children which have been remark-
able for a degree of feeling and a power of ex-

pression which would seem to show promise of
future excellence j but great is the difficulty,

and long the patience, required, to cause those
dawnings to assume a more finished and re-

fined stage, to indicate the delicacies of outline,

and the niceties and varieties of distance, which
•are needed for a complete picture or the

representation of natural objects on a fiat sur-

face. How best, during early years, to teach
the practice and principles of art, when there is

shown to be a natural faculty for it, is not an
easy matter to determine, especially when it has

.

to bo carried on in connexion with the usual
school education. The practice of writing is an
impediment to the teaching of drawing, and we
havo often noticed that it has required long care
to get boys and girls who have been under the
training of the writing-master to make a firm
upright or horizontal lino. In order to prevent
the sloping of all perpendicular lines to the angle
which is commonly used in writing, wo have
seen various means tried.

It would be interesting if we had more ex-

amples of the very earliest works of our most
•celebrated painters, and it would also be worth
while to preserve with care the sketches made
by men who have risen to literary eminence.
Amongst those who have shown ability in this

way may be mentioned the late Thomas Hood,
some of whoso pen-and-ink sketches were re-

markable for both humour and intense feel-

ing. They are, however, for the most part so
slight that they are not likely to be rightly un-
derstood by those who have not had the advan-
tago of art training or knowledge. Some of those
•designs are generally known in consequence of

their having been engraved and printed with
Hood’s v/ritings

5
but several of them were

•drawn on the wood from the sketches by an
artist who was well practised in this description
of work. And although this may have been the
means of making the engravings more present-

able to the public, in some instances the spirit

and freedom of the originals have- suffered.

There are also some remarkable sketches by
Thackeray, and others of much merit by Mr.
Cr. A. Sala. The sketches of the two last-named
writers are carried much further than those by
Hood. We believe that there ai*e some pen-and-
ink scraps by Charles Lamb still left, and some
of our readers will be reminded by these re-

marks of other works of a similar description.

It is a question on which there has been much
difference of opinion as to whether or not men
like Thackeray who have shown not only a cer-
tain degree of ability for art, would in that
direction have arrived at the same extent of
eminence that they have doue in others. We
think not 3 for it is requisite in addition to the
teaching to have peculiar faculties to enable
any one to become a great paiuter, a great
sculptor or musician, or a famous architect or
engineer. It has been urged that by industrious
application success may be achieved in any of
those professions. It is not, however, likely

that Peter Kicholson, clever as ho was as a

mathematician, and noted as he also was for

oonstructive skill, would over havo become cele-

brated as an architect 3 or that Thackeray, or
those others to whom we have referred, would,
notwithstanding their marvellous skill in

making wood pictures, have been able to pro-

duce finished delineations on the canvas.
We have briefly noticed the difficulties which

there are in acquiring the right practice and
mechanical practice of art; but when some pro-
gress has been made, it is pleasant to watch the
results of fitting genius, aided by industry and
right training. It is with proportionate pain
that the decline of skill in artists who had risen

to eminence is noticed. No moro distressing in-

stance of this is to be mot with than that of the
late Mr. Ewbank, whose picture of Edinburgh
and other fine works are the pride of several

collections, and which, when now occasionally
ofl’ered for sale, produce large prices. In the
prime years of his life the works of this artist,

owing to his intemperate habits, declined in

merit
; and towards the end, the paintings pro-

duced were mere daubs, and hia sketches became
utterly worthless.
Luke Clennell was another sad instance of

the decline of artistic power, and a lapse into

original conditions, after this artist had pro-

duced many water - colour drawings and oil

paintings, which raised him to a foremost posi-

tion. One of these was the picture of the
famous charge of the “ Horse Guards at the
Battle of Waterloo.” The success of this and

' other works was the means of obtaining for

the artist the commission to paint a large

picture of the meeting of the allied sove-
reigns, after the long European war, and it

is believed that such was the extent of the worry
and trouble in obtaining the needful sittings

from various illustrious persons, that he was
driven into a state of mind which rendered
con^ement in a lunatic asylum necessary.

When there, notwithstanding the cloud which
had come over the iutellect, the hand was
kept busy in the production of sketches and
slight drawings

3 but few persons would have
thought that those productions were by the
master who had previously shown its cunning,
and delineated in an excellent way the old
Border castles, the animated scenes of country
fairs, and the terrible rush and the strife of con-
tendiug hosts.*

Ten or fifteen years ago tho boys in the
general schools for the middle classes, and even
those of a higher rank, bad less opportunity for

producing any work of an artistic nature than
even the young ladies ; but few boys in the middle
schools, and even persons who had received a
very liberal education were able to delineate the
most simple object in nature

3
some by rule and

compass learned to draw geometrical figures
5

and there was also the ornamental penmanship,
executed in the pieces which wore shown at

Christmas time, in which there were flourishing

ornaments which imitated the forms of birds,

fishes, and other creatures, which had some pre-

tensions to artistic design; bub beyond tho
matters mentioned there were but few opportu-
nities of acquiring a knowledge of the principles

of art or of forming that kind of taste which
would be likely to produce a better description of

articles required for general use, or to lead (even
if tbey were made) to a proper demand for them

.

As regards the girls, they had the advan-
tage of tho practice of embroidery and various
kinds of hand-wrought lace, some of it very
beautiful

;
we have also seen very creditable

copies of pictures of a superior class, done
with coloured lamb’s wool upon white silk.

The effect of some of those needlework pictures

is good. The manner of executing those
needlework illustrations, was to strain the silk

aud prepare it in a peculiar way, and an
artist accustomed to the work drew in water-
colours, and with all the needful tints, and light

aud shade, a good representation of tho picture

to be imitated. Then the young lady matched
the colours of the drapery, foliage, rocks, fore-

ground, and so on
;
the faces, hands, and limbs

left without the wool, just as the artist had
coloured them

3
the light tints of the sky wore also

kept iu this way. There were also the samplers
;

an elaborate performance, one or more of which
most young girls executed in thoir youthful days.
Those once familiar objects are getting scarce,

and the custom of working them has almost gone
out of use. They are, however, interesting,

• The composition of the picture of the Charge of the
Guards is worthy of study. Besides the escelleace of the
drawing, the effect of tho motion or rush of the troops is

wouderfuily shown by the arrangement of the lines.

inasmuch as they are examples of a particular
kind of art-work, and also show the gradual
way iu which the old style of ornament gives
way to the new

;
and it may be observed that

this is to be noticed not only in needlework, but
also in ironwork, wood-carving, the fashion of
earthenware vessels, and many other matters.
For instance, in some rural districts there may
bo seen ale-mugs, and other implements of
modern manufacturo, which in colour, shape, and
quality of material could not be readily distin-

guished by a practised axrtiquary from those of
Elizabethan date : we may, in illustration of our
meaning, mention the fashion of coffin-furnish-

ing, which is still in partial use. The bright
white devices, some of them grouped together

3

others bearing crowns, heraldic shields, &o., pub
together in a way similar to those which are
so often to be met with on tombs of the reign of
Charles II., and up to about the time of George I.

Good examples of these are to be met with on
the monument to the memory of the daughter of
Sir Christopher Wren iu the crypt of St. Paul’s

Cathedral, aud iu many other places. Tho de-

vices are arranged iU imitation panels (formed
with nails) of lozenge, square, and oblong shapes.
On referring to drawings of the coffin of
Charles IL, and comparing it with those at pre-

sent in use, it is easily to be seen that the
general shape has been altered for the worse

;

but, as regards tho ornamentation, this will be
found, especially on the coflins provided by tho
old-fashiohed undertakers of London, to have an
appearance of considerable antiquity. Some of
the heads of the winged cherubs are worth atten-

tion in consequence of the artistic expression

which has been given to thorn. These have
probably been struck from moulds which have
been in use about two centuries, or are fac-

similes of such works. Even the shrouds pro-

vided by the undertakers are of such an antique
appearance that the fashion may have remained
unchanged since Queen Elizabeth’s reigu, aud
even from before that time.

MIRFIELD, YORKSHIRE.
Tue foundation-stone of the new parish church

here was laid on the 29th ult. by the Rev. R.
Maude, M.A., vicar. The old church is nob to

be taken down until the new one, which will be
situated on an adjoining site, is complete.

The style is Early English, and it was designed

by Mr. G. G, Scott, R.A., under whose direction

the works will be carried out. The plan consists

of nave, aisles, chancel, and tower, with open
porch on the south side, aud two vestries at the

north-east end of the north aisle, one of these

being for the use of the choir. The apparatus
room and coal-vault will be under these, and
approached by stops from the outside.

The church will be entered westward through
the tower, which will add considerably to the

length of the building, it being 153 ft. long

clear of the walls. The nave is 82 ft. long,

divided into five bays, is 27 ft. across, and 64 fc.

from the floor-line to the ridge of the roof. The
aisles are each 13 ft. 6 in. wide in the clear, and
tho chancel, including the sanctuary, is 40 ft. long

by 27 ft. wide. The tower at its base is 30 ft.

square, exclusive of the buttresses, and rises

139 fi. from the ground-line to the top of the

pinnacles, and will contain a clock and ten bells,

the clock to be supplied by Mr. W. Potts, of

Leeds, and the bells by Messrs. Taylor, of

Loughborough.
Externally the church is to be built with

Torkshii’e stone, from St. Michael’s Mount
Quarry, the face to be diagonally tooled. In-

ternally, the stone from a neighbouring quarry,

having a light brown tint, will be rubbed to a

smooth surface.

Mr. H. Roome is the clerk of the works, and
Messrs. W. & 3. Milners, of Mirfleld, are the

contractors. Messrs. Baukea & Clough are

engaged to do the carpenters’ and joiners’ work.

The cost will be about 20,000J,

V/in(lot7-cleaniDg.—Glass panes, constantly

exposed to the action of tho sun and rain, are

soon deteriorated, as tho potash or soda they

contain combines with the carbonic acid of ihe

air. A whitish opaqueness is the consequence

of this action; and in order to make the pane
return to its pristine transpur'enoy, rubbing it

with dilute hydrochloric acid is recommended,
and then cleaning with moistened whiting. By
this means, it is said, glass in an extreme state

of decomposition may be completely restored.
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ST. MATTHEW’S CHURCH, MOUNT
PLEASANT LANE, UPPER CLAPTON.

This important oharch, a plan and eouth-east

view of wiiich we give,* has been during tie
last two years in progress of erection from
the designs and under the superintendence
throughout of the architect, Mr. F. T. Dollman,
and will be consecrated on Monday next, the 5th
of April, by the Lord Bishop of London. It

occupies a very elevated site, overlooking the
meadows of the river Lea, and will form a con-
spicuous landmark in every direction.

The plan consists of a nave and aisles
;
north

and Bonth porches
;
chancel, with north aisle

;

organ chamber on south side of chancel; tower,

and lofty spire.

The nave has five bays longitudinally
;
the shafts

supporting the arches being of red Mansfield

etone, with foliated capitals in Bath stone, and
moulded bases. Over the nave arches is a range
of two-light clearstory windows, the bearing
shafts of the roof trusses being of blue Pennant
stone. At the west end of the church is a con-
tinuoQS arcading, over which are two lofty win-

dows, of two lights each. At the west end of

the south aisle of the nave stands an octangular
font in Caen stone, with marble shafts at the

angles. The chief panels are filled with the

following subjects, referring to Holy Baptism,
executed in high relief:—1. The entry into the

Ark } 2. The Presentation of our Lord in the

Temple; 3. The Baptism of our Lord; 4. Our
Lord blessing little Children. The four angle
panels are filled with varieties of sculptured

lilies. The stem is of alabaster, surrounded by
four coloured marble shafts

;
and the font is

surmounted by an elaborate oak cover, on the

top of which is the figure of an angel (the

emblem of the patron saint of the church), with
outspread wings.
The windows of the north and south aisles of

the nave are eight in number—four two-light

and four three-light, in which the design of the

tracery differs in each instance. The whole of
the seats in the nave and aisles are of oak.

• See p. 267.

On the north side of the chancel arch stands

the pulpit, executed in Caen stone, the design of

which consists of a series of arches, with
coloured marble shafts and carved capitals and
bases, the panels being left open to the floor.

The stem is of red Macsfield stone, with four

detached shafts in alabaster, and monlded caps
and bases. Under the cornice around the pulpit

are inscribed the words, “ We preach Christ
crncified.”

The nave and aisles are paved with red and
black tiles, laid diagonally, with figured tiles at

the intersections of the pattern. Across the
chancel arch is a richly-ornamented metal screen,

with gates ; and over the arch is the text, “ I am
He tbatliveth and was dead

;
and behold, I am

alive for evermore. Amen.” On the south side

of the chancel arch stands the lectern, in oak and
brass, the gift of the architect.

The west end of the chancel is elevated three

steps above the floor of the nave, and towards
the east end, including the foot-pace, are five

more steps. The stalls are all of oak and richly

carved, and the floor throughout the chancel is

paved with encaustic tiles. The arch on the
north side of the chancel has an ornamental
metal screen, and over the arch is the text,
“ Thou art the King of Glory, 0 Christ.” Over
the correspondiog arch on the south side are the

words, ” Thou art the Everlasting Son of the
Father.” The whole of this arch is filled with
the organ front. At the east end of thechancel,
the sanctnary, which is apsidal, has five lofty

two-ligbt windows, the whole filled with stained
glass, the gifts of residents in the vicinity, the

subjects illustrated in which are the principal

incidents of interest recorded in the Old and
New Testaments. Under the centre window is

a reredos, canopied, with the Institution of the

Eucharist sculptured in high relief. On the north

side of the apse there is a credence, and on the
south side three canopied sedilia, forming part of

the arcading which is continued round the apse,

the plain surfaces of which are filled with red

and black diaper work.
On the south side of the chancel, and between

it and the tower, is an entrance vestibule for the

clergy and choir. Above this is the organ
chamber. The gi'ound-floor of the tower is

appropriated to a choristers’ vestry, above it is

the incumbent’s vestry, over this the ringers’

floor, and higher still the belfry, in which is a
full peal of eight very melodious bells by Mears
& Stainbank,
The style of architecture adopted throughout

the church is that of the cud of the thirteenth

century. The core of the walla is of brick,

faced externally with Kentish rag, and inter-

nally with Bath'stone ashlar, the whole of the

work being bonded together in cement. The
spire is of Kentish rag, with Bath stone spire-

lights, bands, quoins, and apex.

The contractors were Messrs. Myers & Sons.

The ornamental sculpture of the nave and
chancel, font, font-cover, pulpit, and reredos

was executed, from the architect’s designs, by
Mr. James Forsyth; the metal work by Skid-

more, of Coventry
;
the gas standards and com-

munion railing by Messrs. Johnston, of Holborn ;

the tiles by Godwin, of Lngwardine, near
Hereford

;
the stained glass by Powell, of White-

friars
;
the warming with hot water by Messrs.

Weeks
;

and the ot^an by Messrs. Gray &
Davison. The cost of the entire structure will

be not less than 15,0001.

The church has been erected entirely by sub-

BCriptioD, aided by the personal munificence of

residents in the immediate neighbourhood, and
has been, from first to last entirely independent of

pecuniary aid from any of the church societies,

fortunately for the architect and the parish.

The chnrch will contain about 750 worshippers,

and the whole of the eeats will be entirely fMe
and nnappropriated.
The principal dimensions are as follow ;

—

Ft. In.
Width of nave between columns 25 1

Width of aisles (each) 13 i
Total width of church 66 3
Length of nave 90 0
Height of do 60 0
Height of aisles 33 0
Length of chancel 38 0
Height of do -15 f>

Square of tower on ground-Uoor 21 t>

Heisibt of tower to top of cornice 80 0
Total height of tower and spire 180 0

ST. ilATTHEW’S CHURCH, UPPER CLAPTON, MIDDLESEX.

Flan.
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THE LATER EISOOVBEIES IN
JERUSALEM.*

The Damascas Gate is situate in the present
north wall of the city, about 1,400 ft. from the
north-west corner of the Temple, and is a Sara-
cenic stmctnre flanked by two square towers.
Three shafts were snnk here without the gate,
near which Dr. Barclay had discovered the super-
ficial remains of a tower which have been pre-
viously described in these columns.
Two of the shafts were east, and the third

west of the road, and without the gate. The
result was the discovery of an ancient arch, to
the north of this a flight of steps, north of this
again the remains of a wall of rebated masonry
of large size. These stones do not, however,
appear to be in. situ, as more modern masonry is

visible.

The principal interest attaching to this inves-
tigation is the discovery that the ground is here
at its ancient level, thus accounting for the
finding of superficial remains

; and this is proved
by the foundations being about 3 ft. below the
present surface.

The excavation at the Muristan or Hospital of
St. John, on the west side of the city, south of
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, is a con-
tinuation of M. De Vogue’s discovery of a wall
here, above the level of the ground, forming the
east wall of part of the church. Three shafts
were sunk in September, one 80 ft. west of the
portion of wall above ground, where masonry was
found 14 ft. below ground; the second 180 ft. west
of same point, masonry found at the same depth ;

the third, 26 ft. north of the second, masonry
being found at a depth of 8 ft. When investi-
gated by trenches joining the shafts, two vaulted
chambers were found, the vaults being rough,
but the piers of apparently ancient masonry,
with large stones and voussoirs. A large tank,
40 ft. by 17 ft., with twenty-five steps, was also
found near, 28 ft. below the surface, connected
with two other tanks,—the one 68Tt. by 17 ft.,

and containing a little water; the other not
excavated, but in good preservation. These are
the largest cisterns yet found outside the temple
enclosure, and might be conjectured to belong to
the foundations of one of the three towers on
this side of the city, where cisterns are described
by Josephus as being of large extent.

It is perhaps rather to be regretted that
instead of endeavouring to trace the wall at this
point to the west, it should not have been
explored north or south, as the direction of the
part above ground would seem^to intimate that
it ran in that direction.

The next discovery is one of great interest,
being entirely unlooked for, and in a quarter
where no previous discoveries have been made.
It consists of an underground excavation near
the Pool of the Virgin, a well situated on the
west side of the Kedron valley, to the south of
the Haram enclosure, and at the bottom of the
slope of the Temple Hill. Here there has been
no trace above ground of ancient work, the well
being a late structure, and very rude, forming
an entrance to a rock-hewn cave in which the
water rises.

The existence of a commnnication between
this Pool and the larger reservoir of the Pool of
Siloam to the south, by means of a channel
hewn in the rock, was made known by Dr.
Barclay, who explored it from both ends, and it

is supposed to explain the intermittent rising of
the water in the lower pool, as being caused by
.the syphon-shaped termination of this passage.
Lieut. Warren has now added to this discovery
that of a larger and more important excavation.
The exploration was commenced under the

) lowest step of the pool, and with great difficulty,
•as the rising of the water threatened to drown
ilhe workmen already up to the neck in water.
Another attempt was then made to explore the
^passage already mentioned, and at length, lead-
),ing out of it towards the north-west, two pas-
liSages were found, the largest being about 50 ft.
j south of the pool.

This was gradually cleared out to a distance
I of 17 ft., when a cave was reached, and a shaft,
twhich proved to be 40 ft. in depth, leading
pnpwards from this point.

On exploring this rock-hewn shaft, which has
ramooth aides, and cross section, of 6 ft. by 4 ft.,

)to a height of 40 ft., a piece of loose masonry
awas discovered directly over the heads of the
iBxplorers, weighing about 8 cwt. The ascent
awas made by scatfolding, and at the heights ol
j^O ft., 27 ft., and 38 ft., landings were made

• See p. 239, ante.

with frames, checks being cut in the rock on
which they rested.

At the height of 4A ft. the shaft opened into a
covering, with a sloping ascent, covered by small
stones : being pursued about 30 ft. towards the
west, it reached a landing, and the cave went
from this point in two directions, one which was
impassable towards the south-west, and the other
north-west still sloping, following which at a
distance of 15 ft. a level plateau was reached,
and a, passage 8 ft. high by 3 ft. broad. Still
pursuing this, a wall was reached, and on creep-
ing through it, the passage was found to rise
again at an angle of 45°, for a distance of 50 ft.,

and as it was very low, it was easy to ascend.
At the end of this was a vaulted chamber, 20 ft.

long, still running north-west, having a well-cut
arch, of semicircular form, the crown being 20 ft.

from the ground, and built with large voussoirs.
This terminated in a pit about 20 ft. deep, and
at this point the passage was blocked up. Two
or three curious glass lamps, and two of red
pottery, were found here; an iron ring overhung
the shaft, and a small pile of charcoal, near which
was a dish for cooking food, was also found in
the chamber last mentioned. This passage ap-
pears to have had some connexion with the
ancient aqueduct, but owing to the unfortunate
blocking up of the western end, this communi-
cation was not traced.
A good deal of importance has been given to

the investigations which have been here placed
next in order, namely, those in the Tyropcean
valley

; and although the spot was one where ex-
ploration was difficulty as being within the city,
still one discovery of extreme interest baa here
been made, although no one has as yet ex-
pressed an opinion as to the real name or use of
the building explored.

Six shafts were sunk iu this exploration, being
all iu a line running west from the arch on the

,

west Temple wall. These number in order from
the first to the fifth, the fii'st being the most
westerly. The sixth is situated between the
fourth and fifth. Their object was to find the
continuation of the bridge, of which only a
fragment of one arch exists, and their result was
the discovery that it consisted apparently of one
great arch, to which an ascent from the city led
with a gentle slope.

£aoh of the shafts led to the discovery of some
ancient work. The first was sunk 21 ft., when
the rock was reached, and a polished slab of
marble, forming the top of a drain in which a
current of water was flowing through the sewage
with which it was filled. The sewer was 6 ft.

deep by 3 ft. broad, and the stone 21 ft. by 6 ft.

The second shaft. 250 ft. from the Temple wall
and 35 ft. east of the first, was sunk about 5 ft.

to a masonry pier, measuring 3 ft. by 4 ft., in
which was discovered the entrance to a cistern
beneath, which is, according to Lieut. Warren,
of greater antiquity than the pier, and has its
bottom on a level with the top of the first sewer.
Passages were driven east and west from this
shaft, and resulted in the discovery of similar
piers at an interval of 12 ft. 6 in., the whole
forming a colonnade. The stone was sandstone,
well cut and dressed. The cistern is plastered,
and has a slightly domed roof. The rock was

'

here found at a depth of 18 ft. below the surface.
The third shaft disclosed another portion of the
colonnade, and the rock at a depth of 32 ft. Its
distance was 216 ft. from the Temple wall. The

'

fourth shaft, 182 ft, from the same, disclosed at
a depth of 22 ft. a square rock-cut cistern, 7 ft.

below the surface of the rock, as well as a pillar,
1 ft. diameter, and various fragments apparently
belonging to the colonnade. The fifth shaft, at a
distance of 82 ft. from Robinson’s arch, and the
sixth, 132 ft. from the same, were investigated
with great eagerness, as tending to show the
original width and depth of the Tyropcean valley,
and the form of the bridge. The fifth shaft dis’
covered a large cistern, bat was abandoned at
the depth of 25 ft,, and a second was sunk close
to it, 87 ft. from the wall, which discovered a
tank at the depth of 9 ft., measuring 18 ft. by
12 ft. The rock was here only found at a depth
of/il ft; It was proposed to run a gallery from
this point to the wall, which would probably
throw much light on the appearance of the
valley. The sixth shaft disclosed rock at a
depth of 30 ft., and an ancient wall of hammer-
dressed stones running north and south, and
another running east and west, of massive stones,
the top at a depth of 26 ft. below the surface.

It is difficult to give an idea of the whole
result of these isolated explorations, but it is
well explained on paper by Lieut. Warren, and
shows that the hill must have been crowded

with ancient buildings of large size, including
the colonnade, which ran gradually from the
west to the level of the great bridge. There can
be surely hnt little doubt that in this we have
the remains of the great Xystua, or covered
gymnasium, which is distinctly stated by
Jcisephus to have stood here, and the dimensions
will fit with the scale to which the entrance to
the Temple on this side was constructed.
The next exploration is a continuation of that

at the south-east corner of the Temple wall, and
is of extreme interest, as showing that the
ancient city wall joined the Temple here, and
not, as it is often supposed, at the south-west
corner. There is as yet no connexion between
the exploration in this part and that on the west
of the Temple

; but wherever a shaft has been
commenced, ruins of some kind have been found
throughout the whole space immediately south
and Bouth-wesbof the Temple; and there seems
reason to suppose that a large amount of ancient
building lies hidden beneath the ground in this
part.

The city wall, whicii is here exposed, consists
of large stones partly rebated, and runs in a line
with that of the Temple for a distance of twenty
yards, and afterwards bends towards the west,
at an angle of about 45'’ with its first direction.
Close to the Temple wall there appears to have
been an entrance. Three shafts were sunk for
this exploration, and at the corner of the wall a
tower was found, having a face 23 ft. 6 in. in
length, and projecting about 8 ft. beyond the wall.
Tills was, no doubt, one of those turrets which,
according to Josephus, were placed along the wall!
There were also discovered, 15 ft. south of the
Temple, the remains of a wall running east and
west, abutting on the city wall. Of these walls
the courses remained entire to the height of
some 40 ft.

It was in this investigation that the Lieutenant
found the only remains of ancient writing yet
discovered. On the corner stone of the second
conrse (south-east corner of the Temple wall)
three letters or marks were found painted in
vermilion, apparently with a brush, and the
largest some 5 in. in height. The paint when
wetted rubs ofl' easily.

There was also found a horseshoe mark on the
east wall, about 2 fc. broad at the base of the
shoe, and 2 ft. 8 in. deep (supposed to be used in
working the tackle in the lowering of the stone)
cut in the rock at the foot of the wall. A small
earthenware jug was found in a hole in the rock
further south. On the north wall also a deeply,
engraved letter H was found, and splashes of
both z’ed and black paint. These are supposed
to be only masons’ marks. The H may be a
Pbcenician “ Cheth.” A diagram of the stone
with the markings will be found in our last
number.
The explorations of the ancient aqueduct con-

veying water to Jerusalem from the sealed foun-
tain and pools of Solomon at Bethlehem, are also
of great interest.

A shaft was discovered, south-east of the south-
east corner of the “ Cionaculum,” in the convent
of Mount Zion on the southern slope of that hill,
50 ft. above the present aqueduct. The shaft
was of a square section, 2 ft. wide, and at a depth
of 16 ft. opened into the ancient aqueduct, which
was traced north-east for 300 ft. and 200 ft. west

;

its appearance was similar to the rock-cut pas!
sages of the Triple gate. It was traced to the
English school, near which it crossed the modern
aqueduct, whore it was lost. The course is ex-
tremely zigzag. An attempt was made to find
the other end of the line at Bethlehem, but
without success, though there is little doubt that
it led thence probably to the Temple area, which
derived the greater part of its water supply
from it.

There now only remains one other exploration
to describe, that near the Pool of Bethesda or
Birket Israel, a large tank to the north of the
Haram enclosure, and immediately below the
wall, measuring some 350 ft. from east to west,
and 100 ft. from north to south.

*

The tank discovered was entered from a small
garden, forming part of the northern end of the
Haram enclosure, and entered by a narrow shaft
leading into a little chamber 6 ft. square, through
which it descends to the bottom of the so-called
tank, a depth of 45 ft. in all.

This tank is situated tinder the Haram
enclosure, and proved to be of large size, 63 ft.
from north to south, and 57 ft. east and west

;

the interior of its north wall 24 ft. within the
exterior of the north Haram wall, its height
28 ft. It is described by Lieutenant Warren as
consisting of nine rectangular bays, formed by

a
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four piers
;

those arches springing from the

northero piers are stilted, but the form of those

from the southern is not ascertained. The
dimensions are irregular. The piers and ai’ches

covered thickly with plaster. The arches sup-

port nothing, and are li ft. to the crown from

the floor. The roof is vaulted, and intersects in

groins over the bays. The arches connecting

the piers with the sides of the vault have cut

stone surface ribs. The appearance of the whole

is dissimilar to any other of the Harom vaults,

and this discovery is most intoreating as being

the first attempt at subterranean exploration on

the north, hitherto entirely unexplored.

The construction is said to be similar to that

of many Roman tanka at Naples and Bajm, as

well aa at Constantinople.

Such, briefly described, are the discoveries

which, in the two last years, with great per-

severance and patience, under the most difficult

circumstances, in want of men, materials, and

that the line of this passage, the entrance to ' barely cover such interest and tenant’s profit

which was known as the Single Gate, before

that name was given by the Lieutenant to the

entrance discovered by Wm on the south, abuts

on the end of the gallery from the Double Gate.

There is also another point which demands

attention,—the discovery of the towers of Jeru-

salem. Of the great fortresses, Hippiens,

Phaejslus, Mariamne, and Psephiuus, not a

vestige remains above ground. It has been

supposed that a small tower of utterly different

and inferior dimensions, on the west side of

Jerusalem, near the gate of Bethlehem, or Bab

ol Khalil, known as the Tower of David, is the

ancient Hippicus
;
but of this there is no proof

whatever, and the rebated stones of which it is

built are greatly inferior in size to any found in

any of the really ancient masonry, and perfectly

different in character. To discover, therefore,

the foundations at least, and probably more, of

these great buildings is a work to which we look

and expenses, it is just worth cultivating, but

oinly at a nominal rent; whilst, for a more fertile

pece of land, the tenant can afford to pay the

value of the whole of the increased net produce,

though in estimating this it must be borne in

mind that the more productive land will involve

a larger deduction for interest on capital aa well

aa for heavier rates and taxes, and some increase

of expenses consequent on larger crops.

The late Robert Baker, in his edition of

“ Bayldon on Rents and Tillages,” suggests that

the rent is to be calculated by estimating the

expenses incurred and the profits arising during

the whole course of one rotation of crops on

different soils
;
and he very justly observes, that

the land valuer must be constantly alive to the

changes in the market price of the various

articles of produce, and, he might now have

added, to the supply of agricultural labour in

the various localities. He also remarks, that the

cost of cultivating various soils differs so greatly

in proportion to the gross produce obtained

(especially in these days when, by high farming,

the increase of the gross produce depends so

greatly on the skill of the farmer and on the

investment of capital), that the notion which
seems to have formerly prevailed that a fourth

or fifth of the money value of the produce will

represent the rent, is fallacious in the highest

degree. There can be no doubt of the truth of

UKJuey, liuoiucu k»y o.u.y -— ,
— —
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sergeant of the Engineer corps, and with nn- ! west wall, where the ground was lowest, and one

skilled and stupid natives. Lieutenant Warren , at least (Psephinus) must have been considerably

has made. They include the explanation of the north of the present town.

true appearance and arrangement of the Temple ' In conclusion, it is to be hoped that the work

enclosure. The discovery of a building outside left untouched for ages, and now at length com-

its wall entirely lost, the probable rediscovery of menced, will not be allowed to come to a

one of the ancient towers, and of a largo portion
j

stop, when so much has been done, and the

of the city wall, besides the exploration of the
[

promise of so much more been given, through

aoueduct and of innumerable tanks, passages, ,
the want of funds, and that thus the credit

vault., and sabterranesacommumoatioM. of thi. great discovery will be reserved for
|

tma last remark toe oaien.auons suggeaton uy

The work, instead of being regarded as scanty ' Englishmen. It is to be hoped that, while no Mr. Baker are, theoretically, the only biMis

and desultory, thus appear?, when summed np, time er money has been spared m bnngmg for determining rent, althongb he has to admit

to be aa satirfaetory as could have been the small Roman city, which occupied no that eitperienoed valuers do not, m practioe, rely

pected when the cirenmstanoes of time and
!

place in the history of its time, from under
,

entirely or even principally upon them. The

place are taken into account, and is interesting the ashes of Tesavins to the light of day, a no truth is. that sneh ealouMions arc liable to be

on its own account as well aa in showing the less active interest and energetic support will be sononsly altered by snob comparatively slight

immense amount of hitherto nnsnapccted and
,

felt in, and given to, the rc-discovery of a great
j

variations in the estimated produce and expenses

most valuable information which lies bnried
,

city, which holds so unrivalled a position among that although many intelligent farmers conld

beneath modern Jerusalem. !
the ancient capitals of the world. apply them to their own farm or oj™ p»is^

It may not be out of place here to hint in what I

1

comparatively few men are able to carry them

quarter the researches might with great advan-

!

V . .. i-n .-a 1. QJJ

' much farther, and the possession of accurate

tage be pursued, and especially as it has never

before been pointed out.

There can be no doubt, when we take into

account the description by Josephus and other

historians, that Jerusalem, in the time of its

greatest prosperhy, occupied a space nearly

three times as great as that on which the

modern town stands
;
and, as natural features

prevented its growth east and west, this space

must have extended north and south of the pre-

sent city. Hence there must bo on Mount Zion,

to the south of the present city wall, and on the

K THE ART OE VALUING AGRIOUL- ' data for their general application implies a

TURAL LAND, AND ON THE IHDIOA. 1

Mporimoe which renders them almost

TIONS OF THE VARIOUS QUALITIES
, ^ think the sound plan is to go carefully into

OF SOILS.* I these calculations aa to the best and worst

Theee are probably few subjects within the qualities of both light and heavy arable and

whole range of the profession, which oblige the

surveyor to rely so entirely upon his own judg-

ment and knowledge, as the determination of

the rental value of agricultural land.

When an estate is to be sold, it may be

observed that almost every probable purchaser

broad plateau on which the New Jerusalem or

Russian town stands, a large field for exploration

hitherto untouched.

The depth of dJbris on Zion, which is greater

than that in any other part of the city, wonld

seem to favour this supposition, as it extends far

south of the modern wall. And to the north, re-

mains have been discovered by the Russian con-

Bulate, which also intimates that much is here
,

has bis own opinion aa to the number of years’

purchase it is worth, whilst, for the great body

of the public, the actual existing rental must
necessarily be taken as the only available basis,

until professional advice is obtained to test it.

Again, in valuing house property, it is often

possible for those who have little previous

acquaintance with a locality to form something

like a fair estimate of the rental value of a house,

to be found. The advantage of exploration in ' by comparing it with other houses of which the

these parts is, that as they are free of houses and :
rents can be ascertained ;

and similar oompan-

other obstructions, there would be less difficulty
j

sons can often be mstitnted ^ ease nt

and expense in conducting it in these parts;

while there can be little doubt that some of the

principal buildings of ancient Jerusalem lay

without the walla of the city now existing.

It would be most interesting also, and moat

instructive, to follow the course of the city wall

discovered at Ophel, and to trace its course on

Zion, for the position and extent of the walla of

the ancient city (a subject on which, owing to

the entire absence of landmarks of any kind,

much useless controvery has arisen) is one of

the first and most important points in the re-

discovery of Jerusalem, a fact which has been

already noticed in these columns.

It is curious also, that while on the south and

north BO much has been done at the Haram
enclosure by Lieut. Warren, still on the west he has

not yet attempted any investigation besides that

of the Tyropcean bridge ;
but this is no doubt

owing to the great difficulties arising from the

number of bouses and bazaars which lie against

the wall. There was, however, discovered on

this side by Dr. Barclay an ancient gateway,

almost buried below the present level of the

street, which was explored by M. De Vogiie,

and has already been described, together with

the passage walled up at its eastern end which

leads from it. Would it not be possible to

investigate this more fully, and even to pass that

wall, behind which; it is possible a communica-

tion with the southern vaults may exist, and

perhaps a system of passageb and balls bnried

in the heart of the mountain, of which we have

at present no information ? It may be remarked

building or accommodation land, or almost any

description of property depending for its value

mainly on position, whilst it is seldom difficult

roughly to calculate the cost of any building.

Such aids to the judgment are nob to be had

when walking over a farm
;
for, as we all know,

the variations in the qaalibiesof the soil are far

too sudden and uncertain in most districts, for

the rental value of one estate or farm, or even

field, to be deduced from that of those near it,

whilst the indications of fertility or barrenness,

though plain and reliable enough to those who
know how to read them, are not usually apparent

to the ordinary eye.

The principles on which the amount of rent

should be arrived at, and the indications of

rental value afforded by land, form therefore, I

venture to think, one of the most interesting

subjects for discussion by the members of oar

institution.

The rent of land, we are taught by Ricardo

and the political economists, consists of the

difference between its “neb produce” and the

net produce of the worst land which it is worth

while to cultivate at all
;
the term “ net pro-

duce ” indicating what is left after deducting the

tenant’s interest on his capital, and remunera-

tion for his own labour and superintendence, as

well as the actual working expenses. That is to

say, that if the produce of a piece of land will

* By Mr. Philip D. Tuckett, read at the Ordiaary

General Meeting of the Institution of Surreyors,

March 22nd. Mr. Henry Arthur Hunt, Vice-President,

in the chair.

pasture land, so as to form and keep a well

settled scale of values, to be filled up on going

over each estate.

An actual knowledge of the rates at which the

various classes of land are freely hired by good
tenants is also, I need hardly say, a most im-

portant practical test of the accuracy of such

individual calculations, and is gradually acquired

by the negotiations incident to the practice of a
land agent ;

bat whatever the method by which

the valuer fixes in his mind his scale of rental

value, what he has to do, in looking at any par-

ticular field or estate, is to obtain such indica-

tions of its quality as will enable him unhesi-

tatingly to give it its true place in this scale.

The great majority of farmers, I believe, judge

entirely, or almost entirely, by the crops, and
they usually give surveyors the credit for doing

the same. I have often been amused, in walking

over a farm in company with the occupier, at

being told incidentally, that he did not know what
sort of field such a one was, because he had only

had it four or five years, and he did not know yet

what sorb ofcrops it would bear. The same notion

probably has something to do, along with many
other causes, with the circumstance that instruc-

tions for such a large proportion of valuations are

given about the time of year when the land

begins to be so covered with crops that it is in-

creasingly difficult and laborious to examine it.

If the object be to advise a tenant whether to

hire a farm or not, it may be very desirable to

judge from the crops what condition it is in
;
but

it may be safely asserted, that the valuer who
allows them to influence bis judgment in deter-

mining the permanent rental value, is very liable

to fall into serious error—over-valuing poor land

which has been highly farmed, but under some

new tenant will some day return to its poverty
;

under-valuing mismanaged land, which possesses

the power of producing good crops with proper

treatment. The local knowledge, which is

thought so much of in some quarters, and which

is founded on the reputation of different farms

according to their former crops, is not an affair

of judgment at all, but of traditional knowledge,

and is totally different in its very nature from

the judgment of a surveyor founded on his own
observation. The one is aaeless directly it passes

out of its accustomed locality
;
the other is of

general application. The one cramps the inind

by accustoming it to trust to traditional reputa-
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tion, which is only the general opinions of the

casual observer
j

the other strengthens the

judgment and prepares it for dealing with new
subjects as they arise. Few things are so easily

acquired with a little inquiry and trouble as such

local information on any given point—few things

are more difficult to obtain than a good sound

independent judgment upon it.

But to return from this digression. Although

it is exceedingly dangerous to attempt to judge

of the quality of a soil from tho crops grown
upon it in one parbionlar year only, still m-iny

most useful indications may be obtained from

its more permanent products, especially from the

trees and grasses. Most of our ordinary forest-

trees have special proclivities for the various

soils on which they Nourish, and a careful obser-

vation of their gi’owth, and of the hedge-rows,

affords information which will seldom mislead.

A really thriving elm-tree or hazel cjenuot be

found where there is not a good mixed soil

whilst an abundance of oak and blackthorn are

indications of heavy land, and the growth of

the trees will generally correspond with tho

depth and quality of the soil. The alder and the

willow are only found in wet places, chiefly by
the waterside, and the poplar usually in wet
places. On the other hand, coniferous trees

prefer the lighter soils, and the Scotch fir grows
on thin lands which will produce nothing else

except heather; and the beech, though it will

grow elsewhere on good land, is usually indi-

cative of a calcareous soil. The sycamore is

partial to light or sandy soils, whilst the walnut,

and I believe I may say the maple also, usually

grow on good mixed loams. The ash is acaroely

a sign of any particular kind of land
; if it is of

rapid growth, it indicates good land
;
in poor

still’ clay it is constantly met with, but is of

slower growth and often stunted. The white
thorn, if it grows rapidly, is a sure indication of

good land
j
and one never sees a strongly-grown

quick-fence on inferior soils.

The various permanent grasses which make
up the swards of an old pasture, and even the
weeds found in the land, and the character of tho

growth of both, form most valuable indications

of the quality of the land.

This part of the subject is treated in great

detail in a long and admirable essay by Mr.
Bravender, published in the fifth volume of the
“ Koyal Agricultural Society’s Journal,” to which
I would refer those who desire a greater amount
of botanical detail than I can afford space for in

this paper.

It is estimated that the distinct species of

natural grasses, natives of this country, are in

number about 150 or 160, whilst those which are
recognised as covering the Burfaoe of good old

pasture land, number, I believe, only about 18.

It is said that a square foot of old pasture or

meadow laud contains about 1,100 plants, a
square foot of water meadow about 1,800, and a
square foot of a crop of grass seeds ou arable

land only about 80. The species of the best

permnueut grasses being so moderate in number,
it is worth while to learn their names, and also

to recognize them at sight when in flower.

They are as follows :

—

selecting only a few specimens and arranging
them into two very important divisions—a few
of the principal plants indicating cold wet land,

and a few of those found on very dry soils
;
be-

cause, as the valuer visits the land iu all sorts of

weather and at different seasons, he may be
principally dependent on vegetation to tell him
whether a field is injured by excessive wab in its

ordinary oondition, or,on the other hand, whether
light laud is excessively dry and likely to burn,
whilst of almost everything else he cau always
judge by other means ; and because, if one
attempts to extend such lists too far, the indi-

cations intended bo be derived from them become
less clear and simple. It is a very curious fact

that the herbage of a web grass field almost
entirely changes when it is drained : this is the
reason why people used to say that grass land
conld be easily over-drained, and was often in-

jured by draining. The fact is, wet grass land
is injured by draining for two or three years,

the old grasses dying off and the better ones not
having yet fully taken their place.

PLANTS tNDICATtNO COLD TVBT LAST).

Agrostis Palustria
Aira Aquatics
Aira Crcspitosa
Al'^pecurus Qenicolatus
Carex

Centaurea Calcitrapa

Cniens Palustria

Hippuria Vulgaris
PotentilU Aaerina
Frimula Veris
RhiuButhas Cristi Galli

Scabiosa Succisa

Tussilago Parfara

Marsh Beat Grass
Water Hair Grass
Tufted Hair Grass
Floating Fox-tail Grass
CaroatiOQ Grass

/Blue Bottle, or Star
\ Thistle
Marsh Plume Thistle
Mare’s Tail
S lrer Weed
Cowslip
Yellow Rattle

f Devil’s Bit Scabious,
^Bluo Button
Coltsfoot.

PLANTS INDICATING VEHT DBY LIGHT SOILS.

/Common or Fine Bent
1 Grass
fWavy Monntain Hair
t Grass
Crested Hair Grass
Canterbury Bells
Heath Bell Flower

/Common Heath, Ling, or
t Heather
Sheep’s Fescue Grass
Yellow Ladies’ Bed Straw
Wild Sainfoin
wad Thyme.

Dactylia Glomerata
Alopecurus Prutensis
Pestucii Pratensis
Festuca Duriuseula

Phleum Pratenso

Anthoxsnthum Odoratum

Arena Pratensis
Arena Flaroscens
^nosurua Cristatus
Holcus Arenaceus, or
Arrhenatheruoi Arena- >

ceum
Hordeum Pratense
Lolium Fereune

Cook's.foot Grass
Meadow Foxtail
Meadow Fescue
Hard Fescue Grass

/ Greater Meadow Cat's

I Tail Grass

^
Sweet - scented Vernal

< Grass (which gives its

(. scent to Hay)
Meadow Oat Grass
Yellow Oat Grass
Crested Dog’s Tail Grass

Tali Oat-like Soft Grass

Meadow Barley Grass
Rye Grass

/ AuDnalMeadoworSuffolk
t Grass

/ Rough Stalked Meadow
I Grass

/ Smooth Stalked Meadow
( Grass
Perennial Red Clover
White or Dutch Clover
Creeping Vetch.

Trifolium Pratense Perenne
TrifoHum Hepens
Vicia Sepium

All really good pastures are composed chiefly
or almost entirely of the above grasses; leafy
plants take up so much space in proportion to
their produce, that they are necessarily wasteful,
even when not otherwise injurious. The pro-
portion in which these best grasses occupy the
surface is a pretty sure indication of quality.

Mr. Bravender, in the pape r above mentioned,
gives several lists of flowering plants and natural
grasses, with their several indications; bnt, with
a view to condensation, I shall confine myself to

Agrostia Vulgaris

Aira Flexnosa

Aira Oriatata
Campanula Glomerata
Campanula Rotundifolia

Erica Vulgaris

Festuca Oviua
Galium Verum
Onobrychis Satira
Thjmus SerpyUum

j

In addition to the species of grasses, a good
' deal mey be learned by the character of their

1 growth. On good land the blade grows full and
! broad ; on poor wet land it often looks stunted

.

whilst on thin sandy soils it is apt to be thin and
wiry.*

NOTES AND CIPHERS
The other day, for want of something better

to do, or for the reason why a well-known
young man in the poem " whistled as he went,”
namely, “ for want of thought,” we looked over
a couple of huudred ordinary replies to an
ordinary invitation, “ So-and-so solicits the
honour of So-and-so’s company,” and ” So-and-
so will be happy to come,” or he won’t be,

according to circumstances, or she won’t be,

according to gender. Lazily turning over the
glossy sheets, and almost sent into dreamland
by the constantly-recurring formula, two things

struck us, and one of these things was this

thing,—that amongst the respondents there
were forty educated men and women who said,
“ we will have the pleasure of accepting the
polite invitation.” Speaking from knowledge of
those who thus write, one would say there
surely must be some .way of defending this mode
of expression (a parson, a painter, a poet, a peer,

and a parliament-man are amongst those who
use it; and it is even printed on cards and
sheets of paper in blank, to save the time of the
overwhelmed, and sought for)

;
bub, for the life of

us, we cannot find it. They do accept, they are
accepting

;
invitation is the present act of in-

viting, and that present act they accept ; they
do not intend to do it to-morrow, they do it when
they write. Quite properly they “ will avail

themselves of ” an invite, “ will have the plea-

sure of coming,” or “ will accept your hospi-
tality but as to the invitation, they do then
and there accept it; there is no “will” in the
case ; so, to misapply Longfellow’s line,

—

“ Trust no future, howe’er pleasant.”

The other thought that forced itself upon us
was one adverse to the present universal

adoption, even by those who have historic

crests, of what are called Monograms, but
which are for the moat part nothing more than
idiotic and contorted groups of letters, often

illegible, and oftener still wholly unauggestive of
the information intended to be conveyed. What

is really a monogram ? A monotheist believes in

one God
; & monologue ia a speech uttered by one

parsoQ
;
a monodram is a dr.araabio psrformaoce

by one actor only; a, monosyllable is one syllable;

and a monogram is one letter or a character done
at one writing ; that is, with a continuous line,

though compounded of several letters—monos,
one, and gramma, a letter. Oue might as well
call three or four stones leaning against each
other a monolith [monos, one, and lithos, a stone),

as three or four distinct letters, because
gloriously jumbled, a monogram. Still, what’s
in a name ? A nose by any other name would
smell as well

;
so pass by the name and look at

the thing itself. Tho great majority of those
ciphers are altogether unintelligible. There is a
proper system which, if followad, would make
them always understandable, at any rate, by
those who know the system. Bub in practice, as

a rule, there is no rule, and confusion worse
confounded results.

Thus, on pious Mary Auue Dickon’s envelope
we get three letters, very blue (suggestive of
“ deep read ”), lovingly entwined, bat whether
they are meant to suggest M. A. D ,

or say
D. A. M., is no more easily to be divined with-

out extraneous knowledge than you can under-
stand from the so-called monogram of our wild
friend Trimmer, ohristeued Richard Andrew,
whether he means it to convey R. A. T. or

T. A. R. An astute doctor of onr .acquaintance,

a strict monogamist, has twisted his R. and his

T. and his D. about till they resemble nothing so

much as tho cipher of the Grand Turk ; and one
of the most refined and dignified of ladies, high
in the social scale, assures every one at the top
of her notes, and in violent tones (of colour), that
she is L. 0. W.

However, this is but a fasliiou, and we have
the comfort, if it be one, of believing that long
before people have left off saying th^ will have
the pleasure of accepting what by^hat saying
they do accept, they will return to -their proper
crest if they have one, and make Hheir cipher
intelligible if they have not.

’ To be continued.

DEMOLITION OF HOUSES UNFIT FOR
HUMAN HABITATION.

At a meeting of the Oity Commissioners of
Sewers a report wa? brought up from the Sani-
tary Committee condemning the premises Nos. 1,

2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11, Sun-court, Golden-lane,
as unfit for human habitation, and recommending
that it be referred back to the committee to take
steps under the “Artisans and Labourers’ Dwel-
lings Act, 1868,” for their demolition. A discus-
sion of some length took place upon the subject,

and, IQ reply to Mr. Bedford, it was stated that
the commissioners had no authority to erect new
buildings in place of those proposed to be taken
down, although that appeared to have been
originally contemplated by the Act referred to

in the report of the committee. The chairman
stated that the materials of which the houses
were composed would nob cover the cost of
demolition. The comm^ioners, however, had
power to make a rate of 2d. in -the pound for the
purposes ofthe Act

; but that wonld be equivalent
to sneh a large sum that, unless they were
engaged in very extensive alterations, it would be
unnecessary. Mr. Baylis, the solicitor to the
commissioners, stated that there was power given
to charge the land with the expense incarred,

and in reference to some observations made by
bon. members that they could not understand
the provisions of the Act, remarked that the
measnre had been so much altered in oommitLee
as to make it a jumble, and some local authorities

had given up all idea of putting it in operation.

Mr. Gover asked, “ What was the meaning of a
house being unfit for habitation—whether it was
dangeroos to the public, or simply in a filthy

state owing to the habits of the inmates?"
Replying to tho question, Mr. Haywood, the sur-

veyor, read his report upon the state ofone of the

houses. Its general condition was a follows :

—

The floors aod ceiliugs throughout were considerably
of level. Some of the walls were saturated with filth

and water, and others were broken and fallen down. The
doors, window-Bashes, and frames were mostly rotten and
in a very dilapidated state

; the stairs were also dilapidated
and dangerous, and if a person were to jump npon them
they would very probably give way

;
the faateniugs tithe

doors were in nearly all cases broken or torn away. The
roof was leaky, and admitted the rain. There was a
closet used in common by the inmates of this and of seven
other houses in the court, and it appeared by the report
that it was in a bad state, owing to the drippings from the
cistern. The only water supply was from this cistern above
the closet.”

In the result the report was adopted, and the

houses will aocordingly be demolished.
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SCULPTURE IN FLORENCE.

“ Death and Honour,” a gronp commemo-
ratiT© of those who fell in the late American

war, recently executed in Florence by a young

artist, Mr. Pierce Connelly, announces such

talent and power of imagination as certainly

should not pass unnoticed. Setting aside

the accidental and local in his subject, the

sculptor treats it in the purely abstract and

moral aspect, or, we may say, as an allegory

illustrative of an enduring truth. It is “ Honour
arresting the Triumph of Death,” which is, in

fact, the subject here presented in a group of

five figures, Death, himself, being mounted on

a horse, and with masterly skill in the treatment

of a composition so difficult ; the number of

figures and serenity of action demanding so much
both of inventive power and technical science.

Besides Death and Honour, the other personages

introduced are also allegorical representations of

abstract forces, namely, Courage, Perseverance,

and Strength, who are all oast down before the

career of that king of terrors, but not alike

subjected to him. Strength, who seems to have

first fallen, still holds his broken sword in his

hand ;
Perseverance desperately grasps the

scythe with which Death is mowing down his

victims
!
Courage, though prostrate and actually

beneath the lifted hoof of the conqueror’s steed,

rears himself with gallant effort, and aims a

blow with his battleaxe at the enemy about to

ride over him
;
Honour alone, the figure whose

heroic grace and expressive action at once arrest

attention, with helmed head, but otherwise

unarmed, and calmly triumphant, "severe in

youthful beauty,” opposes the headlong career

of that shadowy king, and tears down the

banner which, as well as the scythe, are the

symbols of conquest borne by him. As for this

personified Death, so rarely represented in

Christian art save in forms that are grotesque

and revolting, we see here an aged warrior, of

wiry and sinewy frame, terrible, not hideous, in

aspect, with crowned head, and body partly clad

in close-fitting ohain-armonr, his actions indi-

cating the sudden check of an onward impetuona

career, and the indignant astonishment excited

by unlooked-for opposition, strikingly expressive

and dramatic.

This group has not yet been executed on a

large scale, but is intended, as theme and com-

position obviously require, for the colossal. It

seems to us to fulfil the high conditions of

sculpture in illustrating the inner and moral

reality of things, the principle that abides per-

manent amidst the shifting varieties of time

and place.

Proposed Indrinary at Rotherliam.

—

The building committee of the proposed new

Infirmary at Rotherham have work before them,

upwards of ninety sets of plans having been

forwarded to the honorary secretary in reply

to the advertisement offering prizes for the best

designs.
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ROYAL COmmSSIONERS’ REPORT ON
THE BUILDING TBADE-DNIONS.

The eleventh and final report of the Royal

Commissioners, who were appointed to report

on the working of trade-unions, is now in the

bands of the public. The Commissioners seem

to have paid especial attention to the unions

connected with building trades. With the

officers of these societies they commenced their

investigations, and examined bo fewer than

thirteen of the officers connected with the car-

penters’, joiners’, masons’, plasterers’, brick-

layers’, and painters’ societies. They also ex-

amined thirteen gentlemen connected with the

various branches of the trade, but who had no

connexion with the union except so far as the

working of them on the trade are concerned.

The Commissioners in their report say under

this heading :

—

“ ErrECT OF tlNioHS os Teadb.

(61). The effect which unions have had in impeding the

development of trade, whether by simply raisiag prices, or

by diverting trade from certain distriota, or from this

country abroad, is a matter excessively difficult to

determine. (62.) There are many rules and practices of

whieh the effect must of necessity be to enhance the price
of commodities by laising the cost of production. But
whether such rules and practices are not far less effectual

than is commonly supposed, is a question incapable of
solution without an investigation extending to a great

variety of subjects besides that directly submitted to

us. (63.) The- industries on which trades' unions may be
supposed to have had an effect must be divided into two
classes—those in which foreign competition cannot, and
those in which it can, materially interfere with the pro-
ductive industry of the country, (64) In the first case,

there is nothing a priori to prevent the operation of trade-

aniODS from raising the coat of commodities nntil the rise

is checked by the diminution of consumption. Such an
instance is afforded by the varions trades in building. We
are disposed to think that the operation of trade-unions
may have tended to enhance in these trades of late

years the coat of production, and that houses and other
buildings might have been somewhat better and cboaper at

the present time had not trade-unions interfered so

extensively and so vcxatiously with the proceedings of the
employers. It does not necessarily follow that they have
raised wages in those trades, and improved thereby the
condition of the workman; the contrary, in the long run,
is more probable. (56.) The other class of trades—that
class in which production may be interfered with by
foreign competition—is for more important. But we are i

compelled to admit that we have been unable to arrive at I

any very definite solution of the problem whether or not
trade-unions have had of late years a mischievous opera-
tion in this direction.’*

They freqaently single oat the evidence given in

connexion with the building trade as worthy of re-

mark as well as to show the working of the unions.

We give a few of the many examples. Speaking
of the monopoly of the work of a district, the
Commissioners say :

—“A society of brickmakers
claim an extent around Manchester in every
direction equal to an area of 120 square miles

as their peculiar district, within the limits

of which they permit no bricks to be made
except by Manchester union men, nor any bricks

to be used except those made within the district.

They accomplish the latter object by means ofan
alliance with the Manchester Bricklayers’ Union,
the members of which will not set any bricks

not made within the above-named district.”

Referring to the interference of trade-unions

with the employers, the Commissioners say,
“ A union of bricklayers at Manchester, inter-

1

fered to insist that a Manchester builder, con-
i

structing a railway station at Bury, should take

'

at least half the meu from Manchester ;
whilst

j

the National Association of Operative Plasterers !

interfered to require an employer whose head
office was at Manchester (although he had a
branch office at Bolton) to pay Manchester wages
for a job at Bolton.” Again, the Commissioners
are told by Mr. Conolly, who is a member of the

Operative Stone Masons’ Society, that the rules

“Are made for men, not for masters. We do not take
masters into tbe account at all in the arrangement of the

matter; we merely look upon them as meu who step in

with tbeir capital, and who want to get the greatest profit

they can out of their capital, whilst we want te get the
greatest profit we can out ofour labour ; aud we find that,

by an arrangement of this sort, without deprivieg society
of the advantage of the skill of its members, we can gain
our object."

Mr. Hughes and Mr. Harrison sign a dissent

which they term “ conclusions from evidence.”
They point to the great extent and increase of
unionism, and to the improved character of

unions of late years. Well-established unions,

they urge, rather diminish the frequency and
disorder of strikes, and are, on the whole, bene-
ficial in their operation. It is affirmed that the
workmen generally are not opposed to the nseof
machinery. State interference iu the matter of
apprentices is deprecated. It is difficult to

estimate the efiect of unions on foreign trade,

but it is admitted that it is sometimes mis-
chievous. Masters’ associations are held to be

open to the same objections as those of the men.
They recommend that unions should be capable

of suing and recovering at law contributions,

arrears, and fines against their own members.
Unions ought not to be capable of being sued or

dissolved. It is not deemed expedient to change
the position of trade-unions as clubs. It is

also deemed inexpedient to give a legislative

character to Courts of Conciliation or Arbitra-

tion, but to give facilities for their establish-

ment and for enforcing- the agreements made
under them.

ANTIQUITIES AT WEYMOUTH.
There has been lately exposed by the action

of the sea encroaching on the land, about one
mile and a half south-west of Weymouth, a
circular construction of very ancient date, made
of well-puddled clay, about 6 ft. or 7 ft. in

diameter, and about 2 ft. deep, having two
rectangular openings about 1 ft. wide, one to the

south-east and another to the south-west. These
openings were lined with slabs of Kimmeridge
shale, about 3 in. thick on edge, and across

these was laid a smaller slab. The south-eastern

opening, however, had a third slab on edge mid-

way between the two others, either to divide the

outlet into two, or assist in supporting the top or

covering slab. The clay forming the outer edge
of the pan was sloped from the rim about 3 ft.

outwards, till it reached the level of the ground.

May it not have been an ancient sale-pan ?

About fifty yards off are remains of Saxon
masonry, also a number of fragments of ancient

British and Roman pottery, and articles used by
the ancient Britons. R. T. SiiiTH,

THE PROPOSED LAW COURTS’ SITE.

At the second meeting of the Thames Em-
bankment Committee appointed by the Society

of Arts, Lord Elcho being in the chair, Sir

Charles Trevelyan brought forward, as a written

statement under six heads, his views on the

advantages of the Thames Embankment site for

the Law Courts. Mr. Edwin Field combated
each of them seriat/im with his usual vigour.

Mr. Street took the view that we have felc

compelled to adopt, that the change would not

be a wise step. In the course of replies to Sir

Charles Trevelyan, he said it must be remem-
bered that on the Embankment site there was a
fall of about 33 ft. from the Strand, which was a
very serious difficulty

;
whereas, on the Carey-

street site, by a slight alteration in the level of

Carey-street the whole fall from front to back had
been reduced to about 13 ft. From an architec-

tural point of view he did not conceive that the

building itself, or London in general, would be

improved by the Embankment site being selected

in preference to the higher one in Carey-street.

They all knew the great effect which was pro-

duced by the upper part of St. Paul’s standing

up from the surrounding buildings ; and his own
opinion was that, looking only to his own repu-

tation in time to come, it would be quite as

much consulted by putting the Law Courts on
the Carey-street site as on the bank of the river.

He believed that the general impression as to

the grandeur of Somerset House was derived

much more from the view of the quadrangle

from the Strand than from the river front. He
was convinced that it wonld be damaged by any
higher building adjoining it, which would be
necessary in the case of courts of justice. There
were one or two points which he had hoped
wonld have been touched upon, one being the

question of the railway-station, whiol^ as sanc-

tioned by the Act of Parliament, would be right

across Surrey, Norfolk, and Arundel streets. It

would be necessary to make the station a part of

the building, in order to preserve anything like a

good architectural effect
5
and there would be

the danger of inconvenience arising from the

smell of the burning coke, and from vibration.

Then, if a rising road were constructed under
the building, as was suggested, a great deal of

valuable space would be wasted. His own
opinion was, that the proper way of making an

access to the building itself and to the Strand

from the railway-station would be to have an

open thoroughfare at the end, and that would at

once get rid of about half tbe additional space.

If they built close up to the Temple, they would

have to pay for interfering with the ancient

lights. He arrived altogether at the conclusion

that the superior height of the Carey-street site

gave it the advantage, and the fact of the bnild-

ing being slightly encumbered by other erections

he did not consider at all a drawback. Ou the
contrary, it rather tended to make the perspec-
tive more picturesque, and to increase the appa-
rent scale of the building. He wonld farther
only say at present that the Carey-street site gave
a much better and wider opening towards the
Strand than the other site

5
and also that it had

the advantage of -wide thoroughfares all round
its four sides, so as to allow of all traffic to the
offices being kept out of the building; whereas
Sir C. Trevelyan’s plan, by doing away with
roads on the east and west points, would neces-
sitate all the carriage traffic coming into the
internal quadrangles, and so increasiog the noise
very greatly.

THE VOLUNTARY ARCHITECTURAL
EXAMINATION.

At the last meeting of the Institute of Arohi-
tects the chairman announced that no application
had been received from any candidate for the
Voluntary Architectnral Examination of 1S69.
In reference to this subject, the following resolu-

tions of the conncil will be submitted to a special

general meeting, to bo held on the 5th of April
next;

—

1. That passion the Yolantary Examination ought to be
foUoived by advantages snch as will promote tbe advance-
ment in life and in the profession of tbe Student.

2. That each Candidate who passes the Examination
should receive a formal acknowledgment of bis having
passed.

3. That pasaed Students in the Claes of Proficiency
should become, ipsofacto. Students of the Institute, with-
out farther payment, for as many years as they have paid
guineas.

4. That the names of Candidates who have passed in
the Class of Distinction be notified to the Board of Exa-
miners for District Saevevorship Certificates, when such
Candidates present themselves for Examination before that
Board; and that tfaeir.Examination Papers be also for-

warded, if the Board requires to see them.

AN ENGINEER FOR CALCUTTA.
The Justices of the Peace for Calcutta are

seeking to obtain from England a properly

qualified Engineer, and propose to offer these
terms :

—

“ 1. Salary to be Hs. GOO per mensem, with an annual
increase of Ra. 100 per month annually, up to a maximum
of Bs. 1,000 per mensem.

2. His passage to India to he paid by the Justices.
3. That he be not engaged for any definite period, but

that, in the event of his services being dispensed with
before the expiration of three years, he receive three
mouths' notice of the termination of his engagement, and
that in that case bis passage back to England be paid by

I the Justices.

4. That the engineer have the option of throwing up his
appointment by giving three monuis’ previons notice,

6. That, in the event of hia doing so, be shall not be at
liberty to accept any other employment in India,”

The Calcutta Engineers' Journal combats the
propriety of the last condition, urging that the
return of his passage-money is as much as the
Justices should require.

THE NEW NORTH-EASTERN AND THE
LONDON AND NORTH-WESTERN RAIL-
WAY STATION AT LEEDS.
From plans and specifications which were de-

signed by Mr. T, Prosser, of Newcastle, the
architect to the North-Eastern Railway Com-
pany, a new station has been erected iu Leeds
for the joint use of the North-Eastern and the
London and North-Western Railway Companies.
The station has been raised on arches, which
cover about seven acres and a half of ground,
and are computed, including the station

itself, to have consumed about 18 millions of

bricks. The building is situate near to Welling-
ton-street, and. is for the most part composed of

iron and glass. In the mid-space are two elon-

gated buildings,which provide waiting and refresh-

ment rooms,booking-offices, &c
,
which willbensed

jointly by both companies. Facing the entrance

from the street an oval-shaped building has been
raised

j
to the left of which will be the booking,

left-luggage, and parcel offices. These depart-
ments are separated by a passage 14 ft. wide and
75 ft. in length. There are two docks for pas-
senger traffic, one belonging to each company.
That set apart for the London and North-
Western contains four lines of rails, with plat-

forms on each side 35 ft. wide. The platforms

are 630 ft. in length, and are covered for a dis-

tance of 302 ft. The dock owned by the North-
Eastern Company has also four lines of rails,

with platform accommodation to the extent of

940 ft. in length, the roofing over which extends

to a distance of 513 ft. There are also several

lines laid down, which will be used for goods
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traffic. The wide spans and the altitude of the

various ridges give the structure an imposing
appearance. The greatest span is to be found

on the side set apart for the London and North-

Western Company at a point near to the book-

ing offices, where it is not less than 92 ft. across.

Over that part of the station used by the other

company there is a span of 68 ft.

The contractors for the whole of the roof-work

were Messrs. Butler & Pitts, of Stanningley;
whilst Messrs. Thompson & Co. contracted for

the other work.

INDUSTRIAL PARTNERSHIPS FOR
CABINETMAKERS.

SiE,—Returning to the position of the English cabinet-

makers, in support of my hypothesia of industrial partner-

ships producing a great and beneficial change, one much
desired by art patrons and all philosophic minda, there are

numerous proofs of its success, and in businessea where
there ia not one tithe of the incentive neoeaaary for its

adoption as there is in the cabinet trade, where the work-

man is intrusted with material that is expensive, and if

not used judiciously causes enormous waste, and also if

not conscientious he can escape a great amount of physical

labour by leaving undone what is necessary to really

Bound, good work, but which cannot be discovered when
put together except by some accident. And there ia

another thing which should be considered: the workman
has to invest his capital in tools, which are very expensive,

and when he has got the stock he has to keep that stock

up, in doing which there is scarcely a week elapses that it

ia not necessary to replace some article lost or broken.
They cost, in the first instance, about 251., and he must
insure them,—the employer will not do it for him. Every
expense in the manufacture of an article of furniture,

except the material and shop-room with bench, falls upon
the workman. There ia no wonder he is anxious to be on bis

own account as soon as possible. It recurs to the reflective

mind that the 'profits of business, either as employer of
labour or as dealer, would be more usefully and bene-
ficially employed if more equitably distributed. There
are too many drones. 1 consider the idea fallacious that
education, as it is often expressed and generally onderstood,
will be the harbinger of that happy millennium when no
protests or complaints will be heard, and they will be only
connected with history. Edneation awakens the faculties

to perceive the anomalous position the owner of that
intelligence holds, if he is a worker, relative to the
capitalist, and creates the desire of greater equality,

greater according to intelligence. There is proof in

abundance in the many commercial bouses that admit
their ablest assistants to a share in the profits: it

simply sinks into an act of expediency, to prevent
them commencing on an independent basis. Selfish-

ness is an inherent principle in man; it grows with his

growth ; but physical science teaches us that we can make
use of Nature’s irrevocable laws, and wield her powers to

our every requirement and happiness. Social science, if

properly nnderstood, would lead to the same goal. My
views may appear utopiau to some of your readers, but a
case in point will not be out of place, which came nnaer my
notice a short time ago, and which carries conviction with
its statement. Mr. Charles Ooodall, printer and litho-

grapher, of Leeds, entertained his workpeople at a repast,

and he took occasion to express his opinion with respect
to industrial partnerships, which he adopted two years
ago, giving 12j per cent, of net profits amongst all work-
people employed on the works, the sole proprietary and
management remaining in his own bands. He stated his

high opinion of the principle, where much care and skill

was required of the operatives; he unhesitatingly said
increased prosperity bad manifested itself as the result of
increased attention from the ^mploi/^g. They had also the
fact that there was not an unsteady man in the whole
lace, nor any person who was not a credit to them

;
and

e believed the moral tone was above the average. Now
this is a fact, and not theoretical. We enact laws to pre-
vent onr fellow-man from injuring us physically, and bind
ourselves by the same to.him. Why not socially ? The neg-
lected apprentice is a social wrong done at the expense of
the community, aud of the man individually. There are
years of labour lost, as often be has to learn his trade
when a man, and often never does learn it. Why should
not the State step in and look to this cankerworm.

Wm. Waebex.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.
A r the last meeting of this society, March 24tb,

Mr. J. Boult occupied the chair (in the absence
of the president), and Mr. Picton exhibited a
number of pencil sketches of various churches
and other buildings taken during a tour in the
South of England, and of buildings in Norwich,
Lincoln, and other towns. He also offered

to give a prize of two guineas for the best
sketches' from existing buildings made by any
of the students during the summer recess.

The chairman drew attention to the fact that
the time fur sending in contributions to the
Architectural Exhibition in London was drawing
to a close, and hoped that the members of

the society would endeavour to contribute
largely.

Mr. G. F. Deacon, C.E., then read a paper
“ On the .^Esthetics of Construction,” of con-
siderable importance and interest. Referring to
diagrams illustrative of the various systems of
iron bridge construction in use, be argued that
those forms which indicated most obviously the
lines of equilibrium of pressure, and showed most
clearly the manner in which the strnoture
performed the work intrusted to it, were also
those in which the lines were moat pleasing to
the eye. The box and plate girder, where these
lines were not obvious at all to the ordinary

spectator, be characterized as completely devoid
of beanty. The straight lattice girder was not
in reality much superior, but bad a lighter effect

to the eye. The bowstring girder, and the prin-

ciple of two inverted parabolic ribs, adopted by
M. Ruppert in his proposed designs for bridges

for the Austrian and Asia Minor Railway, showed
the visible lives almost coincident with the actual

lines of compression and tension
;
and in the most

beautiful of all forms, the suspension-bridge

formed by the simple catenary curve, the coin-

cidence was complete. By a table giving the

relative weight of material, &c., required in these

various forms of construction, he showed that in

general the festhetic beauty of lines of construc-

tion was in direct ratio to the economy and
stability of the structure. From these premises
he proceeded to apply the same considerations

to more strictly architectural structures, repre-
senting especially that the Gothic style of archi-

tecture above all others carried constructive and
artistic beauty hand in hand. A lengthened
diaonasion followed, in which Mr. Picton, Mr.
Beloe, Mr. Statham, and the chairman took part.

ARCHITECTS’ ACTIONS.
LAMBTON V. ELLIOTT.

This cause was heard at the Newcastle County Court,
before Judge Blanchard. Mr. T. Forster appeared for
the plaintii!', Mr. George Lambton, architect, Newcastle

;

and Mr. Joel appeared for the defendant, Mr. Elliott,

grocer and draper, Choppington. In September last, the
defendant engaged the plaintiff to prepare plans, &c., for
a house, shop, and warehouse be proposed building at
Choppington. Flans were prepared, tenders advertised
for, and the lowest, amounting to 1,213L, was accepted.
The defendant, however, did not wish to expend so much
money, and the plaintiff, at bis request, altered the plans
BO as to reduce the cost to 940L, and he made other altera.

tiouB, reducing the cost to 689L Ultimately the defendant
wrote to the plaintiff stating that he did not require any
further services from him. The plaintiff then sent in his
bill for '17^ 78. Mr. Charles Francis Johnson, engineer,
who had been in the employment of Mr. Lambton, gave
evidence as to the drawing of the plans and justness of the
claim. On the part of the defendant, Mr. Joel pointed
out that the defendant gave plaintiff instructions to pre-
pare plans for a building, the cost of which was not to
exceed 600L ;

but the plaintiff' prepared plans for a build-
ing to cost twice that amount

;
and the defendant came to

the coDcluaion that the sooner he got rid of Mr. Lambton
the better, He contended that the plaintiff' had caused
the expense, and brought tbe loss upon himself. His
Honour said there was no doubt the plaintiff' had been
put to a great deal of trouble aud expense. Both parties
were to suffer in the action; and, after a great deal of
difficulty, be bad come to the conclusion that the plaintiff

was entitled to recover. He gave a verdict for the plaintiff

for 2ol.

RECENT EXCAVATIONS IN ROME.
TuE last pit dug for tho British Archmologica^

Society of Rome on the line of the wall of
ServiuB Tullins between the Ccclian and the
Aventine, is close under the cliff of the Aven-
tine, and in this pit are now visible two of the
subterranean chambers of tbe Piscina Publica,
with the Specus or conduit of the Aqua Appia
(made about three hundred years before the
Christian era) quite perfect. It is 6 ft. high,

with a triangular head, and 2 ft. or rather more
wide. The earth has been cleared ont of it for

some yards, and several English gentlemen have
been into it. This remarkable Specus had not
been found perfect in any of the previous pits ;

the lower part of it only bad been found, and
those not accustomed to the subject could not
well understand it, but now it is perfectly clear

and distinct. This Speciis is carried upon the
Wall of ServiuB Tnllius, built of large blocks of
tufa as usual, and is partly cut out of the wall
itself, which is now plainly visible and in a
cleaner state here than it was found in the other
pits across this valley. This most recent exca-
vation is considered by all who have seen it a
demonstration of the truth of Mr. Parker’s
observations. Two years ago he said that this

wall and this aqueduct must have crossed the
valley at this point; he was ridiculed by the
bead Roman antiquaries, and their German and
French allies. Visconti the Roman, Dr. Hurzon
the German, and Rosa the employ6 o( the French
Emperor, all agreed that Mr. Parker was
entirely wrong, and called by the name of “ im-
pudent conjectures” his observations, which
were in reality the result of long experience in
the modem science of archmology, which is the
opposite of the old school of local antiquaries
such as we had in England in the days of good
King George HI., and such as still are the anti-

quaries of B/Ome, few of whom have ever been
twenty miles from the place in which they were
bom. Whereas the modern science of arcbmo-
logy is grounded on comparison, like comparative
anatomy. An experienced archeeologist can

compare the small remains in one place with
more perfect remains of the same kind and of
the same period elsewhere. He can describe a
whole building or an entire ancient fortification

from some small remains only, just as an ex-

perienced comparative anatomist can describe a
whole bird or a whole animal from a single bone.
It was in this manner that Mr. Parker was able
to see what the primitive fortifications of Rome
must have been, and to find remains of them
everywhere as soon as he could obtain permission
to dig and search for them.

TEE PRIZE WORKS AT THE INSTITUTE
OF ARCHITECTS.

In March last the Council offered the silver

medal of the Institute to the authors of the best
essays on certain subjects; a Special Prize of
101. for the best essay on the application to

modern architecture of moulded, shaped, and
coloured bricks, and terra-cotta

;
the Soane

medallion (and a possible 501.) for the best
design for either a town hospital or a club-house ;

Mr. Hope’s prize of ten guineas for a design for

a theatre in accordance with modem require-
ments throughout, and in harmony with the
style of architecture which prevailed during the
thirteenth or fourteenth century ; and Mr. Tile’s

prize of forty guineas for a design for the treat-

ment of the river front and existing terrace of

Somerset House, in connexion with the embank-
ment road. They further offered the medal of
the Institute, with five guineas, for the best
illustrations of any building at home or abroad
erected before the year 1700; besides book-
prizes for students only. Here surely were
strong indneementa for study and work. Such
offers are open doorways through which the
student may walk early to a certain amount of
distinction, which, though it may operate in only
a small circle, will unquestionably help him on his

upward way. The response is not adequate,
still it is superior to that made on some previous
occasions. Thus, for the Institute medal and five

guineas there are fonr exceedingly creditable sets
of illustrations of old buildings : Hatfield Hall,
marked with a ring

;
the Abbey d’Or, Hereford-

shire, marked “ Faith
;
” Wingfield Manor Honse,

“Truth;” and the church of St. Mary Overy,
Southwark, “ Nemo." For the first, a ring, the
coQDcil recommend the prize

;
for the other three

a Medal of Merit each. The set of drawings
which they recommend for the Soane medallion
and 50J. under conditions, is a design for

a club-house, French-Italian in style, very
cleverly set forth in a mode of drawing that is

recognizable, aud marked “ Fest." The design
is disfigured by broken pediments, and the
inevitable urn, but is in other respects very
praiseworthy and deserves the prize. A set of
designs marked “ Austerne ” has a tower that,

considering the period and purpose, is simply
ridiculous. The set marked “Hope,”—“Scot-ty”
in character,—is Geometric in style, and not bad
of its kind. The gentleman who marks his

design for a hospital “Ah!” must have made
the exclamation when he saw how completely
he had spoilt the work by his tower aud over-
hanging turrets. Mr. Tile’s munificent offer

meets with no response. For Mr. Hope’s prize

the Council recommend the drawings for a

Gothic theatre, marked “ As you like it." It

has a high wooden roof, a lofty tower, the
main entrance close to the doors to pit and
stalls, and is otherwise altogether unsuitable
and useless. To set students striving to de-

sign Gothic theatres is not the best way to

improve onr vernacular architecture. An essay
on the Revival of Italian Architectnre, marked
“ Meddo tutissimus ibis," is recommended for the
Institute medal

;
and one on Terra-cotta, with

the motto “ Wait and Hope,” for the 101. pre-

mium. The author of the gateway signed
” Per vias rectas” well deserves the Student’s
Prize of books.

Tbe Proposed Restoration of 10'ew
Shoreham Cburcb.—The project for restoring
the parish church of New Shoreham has been
abandoned by tbe parishioners, the funds pro-
mised and collected (about 2,500L) being in-

sufficient to warrant the General Restoration
Committee in commencing the work. In con-
sequence of this, the whole of the funds in the
bauds of the Connly Committee has been re-

turned to the several subscribers. It is much
feared that this old church will shortly fall into

utter ruin.
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THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Bricklayers in the Potteries.—Some weeks ago

the bricklayers of the Siaffordahire Potteries

and Newcastle made an application to the

builders for an increase of wages, to the amount

of a farthing an hour, and a reduction of work-

ing hours to the extent of half an hour a day.

The demand for increased pay was rejected, and,

a reference to arbitration failing to effect the

settlement of the difficulty, it became necessary

to call in the services of an umpire. Mr. Davis,

the stipendiary magistrate, who has before done

good service to the building trade by acting as

umpire, was again unanimously chosen as final

referee. Mr. Davis heard the statements of the

representatives of both the men and the masters,

and put a number of questions for the purpose

of informing himself thoroughly upon the subject

in hand. At the close of a prolonged inquiry he

intimated that he did not think ho should be

disposed to make any change in the hours, as

the men who were the movers in the matter

preferred the present hours to a change such as

the employers proposed, and the latter seemed

to have no strong desire for a change. With
respect to the question of wages, he would give

it careful consideration.

Strike o/ Masons.—Two hundred masons in the

employ of the Duke of Portland, at Welbeok,

have just struck work. A large number of de-

pendent labourers have, consequently, been

thrown out of work. The masons seek an in-

crease of wages.
Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and

Joiners.—The annual tea, soirfe, and ball of this

society has taken place at the Freemasons’

Tavern, under the presidency of Mr. Thomas
Hughes, M.P., who was supported by Mr.

Edmond Beales, Mr. Muudella, M.P., Mr. Har-

rison, Professor Beesly, Mr. Baxter Langley, and
other gentlemen. Dpwards of 400 ladies aud
gentlemen sat down to tea. The chairman, in

his opening address, said he heartily congratu-

lated the society upon the progress it bad made
during the past year. He heard that the socieiy's

funds bad increased upwards of 2
,
0001., that 700

new members had been gained, aud that fifteen

or sixteen new branches of the society had been
established during the past year. That was a

very remarkable result. Those present knew
that a Royal Commission had been inquiring into

the conduct of trade societies. He himself was
a member of that Commission, and there was
another member (Ur. Harrison) in the room.

The general result of the Commission was that

the whole of the Commissioners came to the con-

clusion that the law of this country was unfair

to trade societies, and must bo altered. He
would earnestly impress on these societies the

paramount importance of taking care that their

members prodnoed the best work it was possible

for them to produce. They ought to insist upon
the establishment of arbitration courts fur the

settlement of questions between employers and
their workmen. Until such courts were esta-

blished the great labour question could never be

solved. Mr. Applegarth, the secretary, then

gave a report of the society’s proceedings during
the past year, and referred to the report of

the Royal Commission, of which he strongly

complained. He did not believe that any Par-
liament would sanction the four conditions which
the Commission recommended should be im-
posed upon trade societies. What those societies

I wanted was the protection of their funds. They
I bad a right to have their hard-earned savings

:
properly invested. Let arbitration do its work,

. but as to the rest, let the working men alone.

. Uther gentlemen addressed the meeting.

A HINT TO HOUSEHOLDERS.
Owing to the present custom of shooting tho

I domestic coals into house-cellars through holes

[ in the pavement, we Londoners—and I presume
.1 the inhabitants of other towns are fellow-

it snfferers with ourselves,—have to endure a con-
ii siderable inconvenience and annoyance which
D might as well be spared us.

i am not about to complain of the coalheavers

;

)i on the contrary, I look to them as my especial

3( helpers in the project of amendment I contem-
3! plate. My notion is, that any householder who
ii allows the pavement in front of his house to re-

nmain disfigured and soiled by the dust that has
fa fallen from his coals during the process ol

It delivery, commits an act of injustice ou every
pspaaser-by ;—on men, through the outrage done to

litheir sense of propriety and cleanliness
;

on

women, by the same, and the addition of damage
done to their dress. Now, for years past I have

adopted a very simple plan, by which I save my
own feeling of self-respect, and also all risk of

annoying other people. Over and above the

little honorarium the men who deliver coals at

my house receive for their trouble, I give them

6d., and a couple of buckets of water, aud get

them to wash down the pavement before they

drive away. They are very glad of the job, and

I and my household are equally well satisfied.

Do try to persuade some, if not all, of your

readers to consult their neighbours’ convenience

by following the example of

One of the Public.

ANALYSTS’ DIFFERENCES.

I SHOULD be glad to obtain, through the Builder,

information on tho following matter :—I observe

in the Builder of some months back, it is stated

that the epidemic which broke out at Terling, io

I

Essex, had been traced to originate in the con-
' lamination of the well-water by sewage, and
that analyses showed this water to have con-

tained sewage. A similar acconnt of sewage
contamination to water supply and epidemical

outbreak is also given of Guildford. I want to

know where such analyses, together with Govern-

ment inspector’s report, can be obtained, sup-

posing such to have been made, which I under-

stand to have been done.

In looking over a number of analyses of water

and of sewage, each by a different analyst, 1 find

that scarcely any two of them agree. I do not

mean that where two analysts each test the

same water or sewage, or water and sewage
drawn from the same source and at the same
time, the result given by each is not correct;

but I refer to the different modes of expres-

sing such result : for instance, the standard

quantity for analysis is taken at one gallon of

70.000 grains by one analyst
5

another takes

100.000 lb. or parts, and so expresses the result,

of analysis. So much for the quantity of sub-

stance operated upon.

In stating the actual analyses, one operator

gives the quantity of earthy and alkaline salts,

&c., and organic matter, simply as organic matter,

and without any information as to its nature :

this is usually expressed in grains.

Another gives the quantity of alkaline

and earthy salts, &e., and instead of organic

matter simply, he shows it as organic carbon, as

organic nitrogen, and as ammonia, or nitrates :

this would be in parts of the whole instead of

grains per gallon.

Perhaps another would add the quantity of

oxygen absorbed from permanganate of potash
5

and so on with each analyst. I cannot call to

mind more than one or two who express the re-

sults similarly. I sometimes observe that another

chemist will maintain that the process of analysis

by incineration and permanganate for determin-

ing organic matter, the process of analysis by
other chemists, is quite erroneous, aud that a

small quantity per gallon of one kind of organic

matter—nitrogenous,—is detrimental to health
;

whereas a comparatively large quantity of

another kind of organic matter—carbonaceous, or

non-nitrogenouB,—may be taken in water with-

out hurt

!

I have some knowledge of chemistry, but must
confess I frequently cannot nnderstand, and can
draw no useful inference from analyses as fre-

quently given, especially when two chemists

operate upon the same water !

Can you give me any information why this is

so, and how the public are to judge of results ?

Aud can you farther inform me (orhow such iufor-

matiou may be obtained) the maximum amount
of organic impurity,—whether as carbon, as

nitrogen, or as ammonia,—that should be per-

mitted in water for domestic purposes.

W. R.

THE CHANGES IN ST. SWITHIN’S
CHURCH, LONDON.

The restoration (as I suppose it will be called)

of St. Swithin’a Church, in Cannon-street, is so

extreme an instance of the treatment which
some of our City churches have met with at the

hands of modern architects, that it would be well

if public attention could be directed to it.

The St. Swithin’s of a few months ago was a

building in the style of the Roman Renaissance.

The St. Swithin’s of to-day is a building in no
particular style, reminding one of the mongrel

Gothic of the earlier years of James I-, examples

of which may be seen in certain colleges at

Oxford
5
buildings which are only redeemed from

ngliness by the venerable aspect which the black-

ness and decay of the stone they are built of has

impressed upon them in a degree to which their

ago does not entitle them. If the parishioners

of St. Swithin and their architect are such

purists in Gothic that the sight of a Classic chorch
is intolerable to them, let them pull their church

down aud rebuild it iu the Gothic style. To
convert a Classic church into a Gothic one by
any other means is impossible, as their recent

attempt helps to prove.

But before we resolve either to destroy or

convert our old Classic buildings, let ua con-

sider whether (even if it were possible) either

one or the other measure is desirable. The
architecture of the Roman Renaissance in

England has an historical interest of its own,

apart from its artistic character. Whether it be

of itself admirable or not, it forms the subject

of a very important chapter in the history of our

national taste
;
and it performs one of the main

functions of art, by reflecting the moral aspect

of the period during which ic prevailed.

Although, therefore, we may not wish to see

Classic churclies built at the present day, we
onght not to wish to obliterate the memory of

the Renaissance by destroying or disfiguring all

that it has left us. Wo may think it wrong to

imitate these buildings, but it requires no saori-

I

fice of principle on our part to let them alone.

! We may prefer Wordsworth and Tennyson to

I the poets of the last age, but there is a place in

,

our library for Pope notwithstanding, and our

library would be imperfect without him.

Tho experiment of Gotbicizing Classic churchea

has been tried elsewhere in London, and in one
case with great splendour, and with a degree c£

taste and refinement which are wanting at St.

Swithin’s; but even there it is not euccessfnl,

because it has attempted an impossibility.

There is great danger of this fashion becom-
ing prevalent, unless it is checked at once by
public remonstrance. It is rumoured that the

parish authorities of the principal ebavoh in the

City are thinking of filling with tracery tho

windows which were built for their predecessors

by Sir Christopher Wren.
I, for one, confess that I can contemplate with

equanimity the idea of a window without tracery,

although 1 sign myself
A Gothic Architect.

VALUATION OP RATEABLE PROPERTY.

A BRIEF summary of the contents of the Govero-

ment Bill to provide for uniformity in tho

assessment of rateable property in the metro-

polis has been given in our pages : tho other

Bill of the Government, applying the same sys-

tem to the rest of England, has now been issned.

The County Valuation Boards, which are £0

determine the percentage or rate of deductions

to be made from gross value in calculating

rateable value, are to consist of representatives

of the assessment committees of the county,

two to be elected by each committee from its

own body, one to be a justice if there is a justice

on the committee, and where a borongh has a
separate court of quarter sessions, or contains

a population at the then last census, of not

less than 10,000, the town council may elect

one of their number or one of the borough

justices to be on the Valnation Board. The
members of the Valuation Board are to hold

office for three years aud be re-eligible. The
Board is to have power to form committees of

its own members, and may delegate to a com-
mittee all or any of the powers conferred on

the Board by this Bill. The Bill provides that

where the overseers of a parish, in making their

valuation list, raise the gross or rateable value

of a hereditament or insert one not previously

assessed, or where the assessment committee

do so (otherwise than in determining an objec-

tion), notice shall be sent to the person rated.

Appeals against decisions of assessment com-
mittees are to be heard before the County Court

Judge, au appeal lying to a superior court on
a point of law. The valuation list subject to

annual revision for alterations, new bnildiogs,

or reductioo in value, is to be, during its three

years’ existence, conclusive for county rate,

poor rate, &o., and every rate levied on the

basis of value; for house-tax and income-tax;

and for determining the qualification of jurors

and guardians, and under the Acts relating to

the sale of excisable liquors. The overseers

are to make a new valuation list every third
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year, and the Yaluation Board may then revise

the table of dednctions to be made from gross
value in determining the rateable value, but the
stated maximum is not to be exceeded.

LETTERS PATENT FOE 1868.

Mb. Geobge Shaav has drawn np a condensed
analytical list of letters patent for inventions
granted and provisional protections applied
for during the year 1868. From this summary
of inventive effort we subjoin an indication

of the progress discernible in materials and
appliances connected with building trades. In
all, there were 3,991 applications. Of this

large number 11 related to improvements or
inventions connected with sewers, drains, and
oesspools ; 13 with making and sweeping
roads; 38 appertained to wheels for railway
and other carriages ; 4 to docks, breakwaters,
and submerged works

;
84 to furnaces and

consuming fuel
;
116 to railways, locomotives,

and railway carriages
;

185 to steam engines
and steam boilers j 33 to artificial fuel, matches,
and splints

; 6 to baths
;

4 to bells and
bell-hanging

j 2 to castors for furniture
; 32

belonged to latches, hinges, and springs for

doors ; 5 to fenders, fire-irons, and fire-guards

;

39 to nails, bolts, screw-nuts, and rivets, and
machinery for manufacturing the same; 21 re-

lated to the processes of sawing, planing, boring,

•&C., stone and slate ; 54 to sawing, planing, and
turning metals, wood, &o.

; 79 to telegraphs,
signals, and intercommunication in railway
trains; 4 to surveying instruments

; 14 to draw-
ing, painting, and exhibiting pictures and photo-
graphs

;
31 to windows, sashes, shutters, doors,

and fencing
; 3 to floors and flooring machinery

;

62 to tunnels, bridges, arches, and portable and i

other bnildings ; 21 to lime, brick, and other
|

kilns and ooke ovens ; 10 to artificial stone,
|

plaster, and cements; 30 to bricks, tiles, and
clay-pipes; 13 to glass manufacture; 19 to

;

blinds, curtains, and shades
; 43 to stoves,

•grates, fire-places, kitchen ranges, and culinary
apparatus; 30 to warming and ventilating
buildings

;
11 to gaa-bnrners

; 33 to gas and
water meters and regulators

; 43 to cocks, taps,
and valves; 31 concerned pipes and tubes for

steam, water, and gas, and joints for the same;
21 related to water-closets and urinals; 16 to
hydraulic machinery for raising and.distributing

water; 5 treated of the preservation and pre-
paration of timber

;
and 2 apportioned to coffins,

hearses, and preservation of the dead. Satis-

factory as this amount of activity thus indicated
may be, it appears trifling to that fermenting in

men’s brains on the other side of the Atlantic.

ACCIDENTS.

At Leeds the wall of a railway hotel in pro-

cess of demolition has fallen upon a number of
workmen, crushing one of them to death, and
aeriously injuring others.

During a furious storm In Devon and Corn-
wall numerous trees have been rooted up and
chimneys blown down, and the pinnacle of Totnes
Church, Devon, was blown down and fell through
the roof. Several narrow escapes were reported,

but fortunately no lives were lost. All the trains
upon the South Devon and Cornwall line were
delayed, and telegraphic communication by the
United Kingdom Company was entirely sus-
pended.
At Dudley, a large engine stack, recently

-erected upon the works of Mr. Thomas Jones, at
the Bufl'ery, has fallen. The catastrophe was,
however, expected, and care was taken that no
person shoald be within reach of the falling

debris. It appears that moat of the mine had
been gotten before Mr. Jones commenced his
tenancy, and the stack was built under the im-
pression that the portion near the furnaces had,
as is the general rule, been undisturbed. When
the stack, which contained at least 100,000
bricks, began to show symptoms of falling,

mining operations were commenced on the
opposite side to the works, so that it might not
fall across the boiler or works, and this end was
accomplished before it was too late.

News of a serious accident comes from Norfolk.
In consequence of an unusually high tide, nearly
50 ft. of the east bank of the Case has subsided
into the river. This took place about half a
mile from the parish church of St. Germans,
King’s Lynn. It was feared that the prevailing
rough weather might cause the tide to flow
through the breach and inundate the surrounding
country

; but the bank was secured in time.

The new extension of the Midland Eailway
from Cudworth to Barnsley, which is near its

completion, it is thought will not bo opened so
early as was intended, owing to a portion of the
embankment giving way. The line crosses the
main outlet which carries away the sewerage
from the town to the river Dearne, which, at the
time the branch was being constructed, was
arched over by an inverted culvert. This appears
to have given way, and caused the embankment
to slip in several places for a distance of twenty
yards.

On Wednesday morning, an accident occurred
at the New Palace Club-house, King-street, St.

James’s, by which several persons were injnred.
It appears that the club-house in question is to
be repaired, and while the workmen were pulling
np a ladder over the balcony, a height of 20 ft.,

the stone balustrade suddenly gave way, and
fell with a crash, bringing the workmen with it.

They were picked up and placed in a cab, and
conveyed to St. George’s Ilospital, where one,
Patrick Quin, was found to be most seriously
injured. The others were sent home.

THE AECHITECTUEAL EXHIBITION.
It should be remembered that the annual

exhibition will be opened on Wednesday, May 5th
next, and that all drawings must be sent to the
galleries on Monday or Tuesday, the 5th and 6th
days of April, after which days no drawings will

be received.

The council, in their last report, say :

—

“ The eooncil have regarded with great interest the
improvement that they hope will be effected by the Royal
Academy in regard to the space proposed to be given to
architectural subjects in their new building : they do not
forget that the Architectural Exhibition was originated in
agreat measure on account of the inefficient and unworthy
manner in which architecture was represented on the walls
of the Academy

; and should the Academy agree to give
to architectnre a fair and equitable proportion of their
walls, they would gladly enter into an arrangement by
which the present Architectural Exhibition might be
merged into the annual one of the Academy; but until
such arrangement is made they feel bound, in the interest
of the profession, to do their best to continue the present
eilubition.’'

POETLAND CEMENT.
Had the ship-builders at Liverpool been con-

versant with the properties of Portland cement,
or informed as to the best mode of using it, they
would not have rejected that of the quality de-
scribed by “ Manufacturers.” In using cement
of a high specific gi'avity, in contact with iron,

great care is necessary. A slow-setting cement
is not absolutely required for coating the inside

of iron vessels, as the conditions under which it

must be used are moat unfavourable. Iron is

obviously an unsuitable material for receiving a
covering of cement

;
and the difficulty in using

it increased by the iuterpositiou of a coat of red
lead, with which it is usually painted. At this

season, and in the necessarily confined hold of a
ship, the process of cement-setting must be
slow

;
in summer weather, or with a more

favourable atmospheric temperature, the diffi-

culty in question might not have arisen.

To apply Portland cement to the inside of an
iron ship, in the most successful manner, it is

necessary to mix up the cement with the smallest
possible quantity of water, and to allow the
mixture to remain for several hoars before apply-
ing it with the trowel. It is difficult to prescribe
any exact time it should be so left, but it must
be used before the initial set has begun, so as
not to prejudice its ultimate induration.

Heavy Portland cement—when obtained by
an excess of fuel and not from a preponderance
of clay—is naturally slow-setting, and in a ratio
with its weight will be its final hardness. It is

—at present at least—practically impossible to
combine in Portland cement the two qualities of
quick-setting and maximum strength. Where
protection to heavy cement joints is necessary,
from water or other disturbing causes, careful
engineers usually apply an internal facing of one
of the quick-setting lloman cements.

Before the introduction of these cements
Smeaton used plaster of Paris to protect the
composite mortar (Aberthaw lime aud puzzolana)
joints of the Eddystone Lighthouse. That emi-
nent engineer considered good mortar indis-

pensable, and insured its quality by strict per-

sonal attention to its preparation. Eddystone
Lighthouse mortar cost 3a. 8d. per cubic foot.

Heavy cement should be submitted to the
greatest amount of mechanical pulverization,
and should be rejected unless it will pass through
a No. 40 (1,600 meshes to the square inch) gauze
wire sieve. In America the engineers impose
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the No. 80 gauze for the natural cements of that
country; but to subject a heavy Portland cement
to that teat would add greatly to its cost*
There can be no question of the impolicy of
using imperfectly-ground heavy cement; to do
so is sheer waste. Heney Eeid.

SEWAGE lEEIGATION.
Sanhury .—The experiment of applying the

sewage of Banbury to the laud succeeded so well
last year that a large portion of the farm in the
occupation of the local board has been laid down
for irrigation in the course of the winter ; and at
a recent meeting it was resolved to prepare still

more ; in faot, the whole of the land to which
the sewage can be applied is to be made ready
to receive it. Mr. Hawkes, a successful practical
farmer, aud member of the board, said they
would not be doing tbeir duty to the ratepayers
if they left a foot of their land without the
benefit of the sewage. A large field is to be
appropriated this year to the growth of root
crops—mangold, turnips, and parsnips—to test
the powers of the sewage in the production of
those esculents.

Leaminyton.— The Leamington Local Board
have accepted an offer from the Earl of War-
wick to take the whole of the sewage of the
town, for a term of thirty years, and dispose of
it by irrigation on his lordship’s estate, at a
distance of from two to three miles south of
Leamington. The Local Board are to lay down
the requisite mains, construct the necessary
works, and pump the sewage to a given point
on the estate, and in return the Earl will pay
the Board 450L annually for the sewage.

CHESTEE CATEEDEAL.
The tenders for the restoration of a certain

portion of the cathedral have been sent, and are
as follow

; the quantities were taken out by Mr.
J. S. Lee. Mr. G. Gilbert Scott, E.A., as our
readers know, is the architect :

—

Barnsley (Birmicgham)
Hughes (Cheater)
Holme A Kicholl (Liverpool)
J. & W. Beanland (Bradford)
Wood (Worcester)
Thompson (Peterborough), accepted

£24.546 0 0
23,571 0 0
22,965 9 0
22,366 0 0
21,633 0 0
21,263 0 0

THE EOMAN WALLS OF DAX.
We understand that the fine Eoman walls of

Dax are again in danger. Some ten years ago
Mr, C. Eoach Smith exerted himself against a
threatened injury to them, aud contributed
towards preventing it. The Emperor formerly
interposed; bat now the Prefect, to carry votes
among the little shopkeepers, has consented that
the walls shall be broken through. They are, or
were, the most perfect in the North of Europe.
Surely somo of the numerous antiquarian socie-

ties of which England now boasts will bestir
themselves to prevent the destruction of so
important a monument.

PLYMOUTH GUILDHALL COMPETITION.
Sib,—

K

nowing that you are alwsya ready to lend a
helping hand to the correction of abuses, I venture to call
your attention to the terms of the above competition
advertised in your two last issues, with the hope that a few
remarks from you may induce the committee to reconsider
their instructions. The premiums offered appear, at first

sight, libera!, hut, on perusing the “instructions,” we
actually find that archjteois are requested to furnish
designs and estimates for buildings intended to cost about
25,000{., in return for which they have a chance of ob-
taining one of the three premiums

;
and it is stated in the

“ instructions ' that “ competitors must iook»o/e2y to the
premiums for their remuneration, as the Towu Council
will not engage to employ any of the architects whose
plans may be accepted." 1 think this requires no com-
ment, but I should hope that no member of the profession
will compete under such conditions. PnoviNciAL.

DOINGS ON THE METEOPOLITAN
DISTEICT EAILWAY.

Bib,—

I

n your last issue I observe your correppondent
“ S" gives a trne statement of the shortcomings of the
iletropolitsn Eailway.

I am an unfortunate instance,—as follows. On the 25th of
March a ticket was given me one station short of the one
asked for, full fare having been taken. Oo arrival at my des-
tinationiwas seized by theaufhorities foran excess fare, and
detained some time

;
then taken before the station master,

in consequence of my refusal to pay the excess, Laving
already paid Ml fare for the distance travelled : however,
after all this bother, seeing I was determined not to pay,
I was then liberated upon giving my address, N. W,
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DISSENTING CHUECH-BniLDING NEWS.
Camderi’road, London.—A memorial stone of a

Presbyterian church which has been built in the

Camden-road, and which is called after the name
of its locality, has been laid by the Duke of

Argyll. It was not a foundation-stone, for the

building is entirely completed : it was only the

last stone on the outer basement, which was
laid in its place to commemorate the comple-

tion of the work. The new chnrch is in the

Italian Gothic style. The interior, with its

centre uare and small side aisles, has rows
of short, though massive, stone columns. The
church in which the congregation formerly

met used to be in the Caledonian-road, but a site

having been obtained from the Marquis of

Camden, it was determined to build the present

structure. The schools were first erected and
for a time used as a church till the completion of

the edifice adjoining.

Northampton.—The Grafton-street new Baptist

chapel has been opened for divine service. Mr.
Ingham was the architect, and Messrs. Clark &
Heap were the builders. The new structure

stands on the site of the old chapel; but its

breadth, from north to south, is considerably

larger, the waste ground at the back being in-

cluded. The building consists of the chapel, an
adjoining vestry, lower and upper school-rooms,

the latter of which being also used as a lecture-

room, baptistery, two schoolrooms, and a base-

ment or cellar, with fire-place and every con-
I venience for providing tea. The ohapel is 45 ft.

,
by 45 ft. The lower school-room is 25 ft. by 29 ft. j

and the upper school-room or lecture-room is

45 ft. by 25 ft. On the south side of the chapel

; is a commodious gallery, in which provision is

; made for a harmonium and choir. Whilst
. attached to the chapel, the school-rooms are

: externally of a different character, being mnoh
I plainer, and without any marked design. The
entrance to the school-room is from Harding-

:i street. The chapel fronts Grafton-square. It

^ will seat nearly 500 persons, and the total cost

V will be 2,0001., including the purchase of the

[1
ground and similar items.

Bradford.—The new Wesleyan chapel now
e being erected in the Girlington-road, is intended
) to afford sittings for 840 persons, and to cost

b abont 4,0001. Five class-rooms are obtained in

lithe basement upon the south or Willow-street

tside, which, owing to the fall of the grouud,
dadmits of light and ventilation

; the basement-
ofloor also contains a room for the heating ap-

laparatus, and an entrance, lobby, lavatories,

:(&c. The ground-fioor has in front three en-

ntrances and vestibules which can bo used con-

lijointly for the body of the chapel and the galleries,

iror for each part independently. In the rear are

evestries for the minister and deacons, and stair*

ficases leading downward to the class-rooms, and
ifupward to the organ-loft and galleries. Separate
iDentrances are also provided to the minister’s

•evestry and the class-rooms. The fronts of the
'agalleries are curved in a semi-circnlar shape at

iieach end, and the ceiling of the chapel is also

incurved and divided by ribs into panels, which
Tiwill be further enriched by moulding and plaster

ledecorations. Amongst a limited number of local

irarohitects, Messrs. Andrews, Son, & Pepper were
hthe successful competitors.

Chesterfield, — The foundation-stone of the
'.'lUnited Methodist Tree Church, Chesterfield, has
lebeen laid. The church is in course of erection

nin Mareden-streefc, and when completed will be
acapable of seating about 850 people. The church
Tiwiil be a brick building, and will cost 2,500i.

!lMr. Simpson, of Nottingham, is the architect

;

uand Mr. E. Maw and Mr. J. Glossop, of Amber-
[Bgate, are the contractors—the former for the
inbuilding, and the latter for the woodwork.

Burscough.—A new Wesleyan chapel has been
ip^pened for divine service at Burscough Bridge,
'hlhe building is calculated to seat about 500
lepersons. It has been erected by Mr. T. Bridge,
inouilder, Burscough, from plans drawn by his son,

i'lrUr. T. Bridge, jun., architect. The chapel is

j'nbuilt in the Early Pointed style of architecture,
Ibehe material being brickwork, of different colours,

Jd in ornamental bands, &c., and coloured arches to

i

’tuhe various windows and doors; other orna-
nmental brick and stone work being used throngh-
'DOUt the building. The windows are chiefly

Uncoupled lancets, excepting in the various gables
nave, transepts, and chancel, where triplet

•fipvindows are used ; that to the nave being more
Redecorated. The chief entrance to the ohapel is

lyiya porch of ornamental timber construction,
mnurmounted by a gilded wronght-iron finial. At
ihthe junction of the roofs of nave and transepts

rises a epirolet to the height of 50 ft. from the

ground, terminating in a gilded wronght-iron
finial

;
and the several gables have also finials.

The ceiling is divided into bays by arched
principals, with pierced tracery work in the

spandrels, and terminating on wood carved
corbels. The nave measures 46 ft. by 30 ft.

;

transepts, 42 ft. 6 in. by 18 ft. ; and chancel,

16 ft. by 8 ft. The entire cost of the building is

about 950Z., about 600Z. of which have already
been raised.

Darlington.—The church in Northgate, erected
by the United Presbyterians of Darlington, has
been formally opened. The edifice consists in-

ternally of nave and aisles, with an apse at the

east end. The entrance is by a double doorway
in the west gable, leading into a vestibule. Over
this vestibule is an end gallery. At the south-

west angle of the building is placed the tower
and spire. The upper stage of the tower is

octagonal, having the cardinal faces occupied
with the belfry windows, and the intermediate
faces with huttreases, terminating in carved
capitals and pinnacles. The spire, which is

approaching completion, will have one tier of

spire lights, and be terminated with a carved
finial and ornamental vane. The total height of
tower and spire will be 120 ft. Over the
entrance- doors in the west gable is a four-light

window, consisting of a two-light and two single-

light windows, enclosed under one hood mould.
The window is filled with stained glass, by Mr.
Taib, of Stirling, the gifb of a member of the
congregation. The north and south flanks are

occupied by two-light windows, finished each
with a small gablet rising above the eaves. The
walling is of blocking course from Haughton
Bank quarry, and the Ashlar dressings, window
tracery, &c., are from the same quarry. In-
ternally, the roof is divided into three spans, and
supported by cast-iron columns. The nave roof

is wagon-headed. The principal timbers are
exposed to view, and stained and varnished, and
the panels between are plastered and coloured a
light blue. The pews are of deal, with bench
ends and sloping backs, and are, together with all

exposed woodwork about the building, stained
and varnished. At the east end are placed
vestries, and stairs to basement. In the base-
ment are placed a large school-room, session-

house, class-room, heating-place, &o. The style

is Geometrical. The contractors for the various
works are Messrs. Duck, Todd, Atkinson & Son,
Hope, Johnson, and HaiTOW, all of Darlington.
The heating apparatus has been supplied by
Messrs. Lewis & Adams, of Middlesborough.
The cost of the building, including site, &c., will

be about 3,6001. ;
and it has been erected from

the designs and under the superintendence of

Mr. John Boss, of Darlington, architect.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Birmingham.—The memorial stone of the new

Workhouse Schools for boys, about to be erected

on land adjoining the workhouse at Birmingham
Heath, has been laid by the chairman of the
Board. Messrs. Martin & Chamberlain are the

architects, and Messrs. Jeffery & Pritchard the

contractors.

STAINED GLASS.

Haslington Crane Church (Lancashire).—

A

series'of three windows have been placed in the
apsidal chancel of this chnrch. The style of the
edifice is Early English, and the windows are
severally composed of two lights and qnatrofoil

in tracing. The centre window contains figures

of Sb. Peter and St. Paul, with their usual
accessories, beneath floriate canopies, the qaatre-
foils being filled with sacred emblems and
figures of angels with inscribed scrolls. The
two side windows contain, in each opening, two
medallions, in which are pictured several sub-

jects. A fourth window, being a memorial, is

occupied by one subject extended over two lights,
“ Christ blessing little Children.” These win-
dows are from the works of Messrs. E. B.
Edmondson & Son, of Manchester.

Lichfield Cathedral.—For more than twelve
months past, the large window at the west
entrance has been entirely blocked up by a screen

of boarding, which has been fixed there during
the time the alterations to the window have
been in progress. The old window has been
removed, the architectural design entirely altered

by Mr. G. G. Scott, and a new one of stained

glass, manufactured by Messrs. Clayton & Bell,

of London, has been fixed. The chief features
,

are six large figures in the six divisions of the
window, representing St. Michael, St. Joseph,
the Virgin and Child, and, in the three others,
the Magi. At the extreme top of the window is

the representation of the Holy Trinity, and
nnderneath the Virgin Mary and St. Simeon and
Child. Beneath the six large figures above
referred to are six separate Scriptural subjects,

the other portions of the window being filled

with designs of a floral and architectural cha-
racter. The window is erected as a memorial of
the late Eev. Canon Hutchinson.

COMPETITIONS.

Alexandra Baric, Manchester. — Thirty-seven
designs were sent in for the new public park for

the Hulme district, at Moss-side, to be named
after the Princess of Wales. The two premiums
offered by the City Corporation for the best de-
signs have both been gained by London artists j

the former by Mr. A. G. Hennell, Southampton-
buildings, Chancery-lane, and the latter by Mr.
Fred. A. Klein, Cannon-street. Openness and
breadth are the main features of the chosen de-
sign. There are no mazes, and only few retreats ;

the centre of the park is an open lawn, broken
by no protuberance, shadowed by no tree or
shrub, but a wide, free expanse of green grass,

inclosed by wooded banks, and thereby also

sheltered from the outside world, but on which
the sun may shine and the winds blow freely.

The second prize design very closely resembles
the first, the chief exception to this statement
being that the lawn and cricket-ground in Mr.
Klein’s design are made perfect circles, while ia

Mr. Hennell’s the spaces are oval.

FEOM lEELAND.

Portadown,.—The newly-erected Presbyterian
chnrch—the second in Portadown—has been for-

mally opened for public worship. The site

chosen for the new building is bub a short dis-

tance from the town, on the Armagh road, in the
centre of a largely extended building district,

the property of the Duke of Manchester, which
will ere long be principally devoted to private
dwelling-houses, a large number having already
been erected and oconpied. The building is

Gothic in style, from the designs of Messrs. Body
& Batt, of Belfast; and the contractor was Mr.
John Collen. The frontage is of limestone, with
freestone dressings, and ornamented by a large

central window, filled in with cathedral glass and
stained-glass margins, having moulded jambs,
aroh, and bosses, carved, likewise in freestone,

from the Dungannon quarries of Mr. Kennedy, the
pointed gable being surmounted by a pinnacle
with carved finial. Accommodation has been
provided for 350 of a congregation, and the pews
are of pine, varnished, this portion of the work
having been performed by Mr. Joseph Wright,
jan.

BEOKEN GLASS IN BLANK WINDOWS.
Sib,—^Yonp corrsapondoot ‘'H. H. S.,” in hia humor-

ous letter of last week, has not introdoeed a single ray of
light to my “ blank” windows. If broken by a stone or
other missile, such fracture could readily bo distinguished
from those already broken

;
in which case the glass ie not

“ starred,” as it would be if caused by a blow, but exhibits
a sort of network of fractures.
The same day on which I wrote my former letter, a

member of the establishment was on the scaffold with the
workmen, and hearing a slight cracking noise, turned, and
saw one of the black squares break. lie describes it ae
occupying several seconds from the time he heard the
noise to the completion of the fracture. This is nothing
supernatural, but what is it? ScientiQc men, including
the manufacturers of the glass, have been consulted with-
out at present ascertaining the true cause.
I heartily agree with “ H. H. S.” in condemning the use

of “blanks.” I would under no circumstances insert
them in new bnildinge, and, whore practicable, would
abolish them in old buildings

j
but in the present instance

it would require the skUl of something more than a jerry-

architect to dispense with them where they number about
100, the house being 300 years old. W. B.

Longleat,

§0oIvS Utatfach.

The Eandbooh of the Year 1863 ; o Register of
Facts, Dates, and Events, at Home and Abroad,
With Appendices. By G. H. Townsend.
London ; Wyman & Song, Groat Qneen-atre'et.

1869.
This volame is a well-compiled repertory of

interesting and important facts bearing upon
religion, commerce, legislation, politics, litera-

ture, science, and art, forming an encyolopmdia
of facts, dates, and events. The chronological
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dlvisioQ does rot profess to record everything of
any public importance that may have occurred
in course of the year, or to be an exhaustive
summary of facts and occurrences, but is in-
tended as an occasional aid to those who consnlb
the alphabetically-arranged "register,” which is

the main portion of the work. As the original
editor, Mr. Townsend, remarks in the preface,
it is

"Designed to supply a trostworthy record, within
reasonable limits and opon a well-doflned plan, of the
pnoeipal changes, transactiors, and events that have oc-
curred in all parts of the globe during the past twelve
months. It contains an epitome of the results of human
action and endeavour in numerous directions, recording
failure as well as success, disaster as well as triumph, and

**• every respect ‘ an abstract and brief cbrooicle of the
time." In its pages will be found records of both persons
and things; aud though specially devoted to the illustra-
tion of 1868, itsupplies the necessary links to connect the
Past with the Present, and to bring clearly before the
reader (lie events and the characters that have appeared
upon the scene.”

There is a largo aud well-selected and coudensed
mass of useful matter for refereuoe throughout
its seven to eight hundred pages ; and the
appendices contain copies of diplomatic and
state papers, Acts of Parliament, official docu-
ments, &o., and statistical and other tables.
Amongst them are lists of the Houses of Lords
and Commons. It would be an improvement in
next year’s issue were an alphabetical list of
members' names appended to the Commons list

of borough names. The editor of this work, Mr.
Townsend, the author of “ The Manual of
Dates,” had nearly completed it, we learn, when
bis brain gave way, and he has since died.

EritisJi Rainfall, 1868. On the Distribution of
Rain over the British Isles, during the year
1868; with Remarks and Illustrations. Com-
piled by G. J. SxMONS, F.M.S. London: Stan-
ford. 1869.

The results of observations at about 1,500
stations in Great Britain and Ireland are here
given ; and that result is that in England the
rainfall of 1868 was 2 per cent, in excess, and
in Ireland 6 per cent,

j
but that in Scotland

the excess was really bewildering, being no
less than 10 per cent. ! No doubt, the moun-
tainous nature of much of the surface of Scot-
land has had something to do with this excess.
The volume is illustrated, for frontispiece,

with an engraving, showing the arrangement
of rain gauges, &o., on the grounds of Strath-
field Targiss rectory, Reading, the manage-
ment of the records of rainfall there, and of
the various experimental and other apparatus
by which it is indicated, being under the care
of the rector, the Rev. C. H. Griffith, who has
written an elaborate and able paper on the
aubject, included in the volume uniJer notice;
which may be regarded as the authorized re-
cord of rainfall

; Mr. Symons being the Rain-
fall Secretary to the British Association. The
experimental committee of the Royal Society,
however, pay the expenses of the thermome-
trioal work undertaken by the Rev. Mr. Griffith,

which has met with their approbation.

Vere Foster’s Drawing Copy-Boolcs. London

:

Simpkin, Marshall, & Co. ; Marcus Ward & Co.
These very cheap books are intended mainly for
aelf-instroction in schools which have not the
advantage of a drawing-master. Each number
contains both examples and paper for the pupil’s
copy. They have been adopted by the Commis-
sioners of National Education in Ireland, and are
well suited for the purpose for which they are
required. Each book contains a distinct series
of subjects, such as ilovvers, trees, boats, and
ehips, the human figure, animals, &c.
The following list of artists who are occupied

on this series shows how earnest the projector
is in his endeavours to provide the best copies
obtainable. Each part costs Id., or, on better
paper, 3d. The Human Figure—Thomas D.
Scott. Animals—Harrison Weir. Landscapes
—R. P. Leitch, E. M. Wimperis, &c. Marine
Subjects—E. WeedoD, J. Callow, G. Whitaker.
Flowers—W. H. Fitch, W. French, F. E. Hulrae,
W. G. Smith, W. 8. Coleman, &o. Architecture,
Ornament, and Perspective— W. G. Smith.
Geometry and Mechanics—J. Mangnall.

A Practical Course of Military Surveying

;

in-
cluding the Principles of Topographical Draw-
ing. By Captain Lendy, F.G.S., &o. With
an Atlas, mostly by Major Petley. New
Edition. London: Atchley Co. 1869.

That this able work has reached a second
edition is a practical and well-merited testimony
in its favour. We reviewed the work at goq-
siderable length some years ago. The author, it

may be recolleoted, is director of the Practical
Military College at Sunbury

j and Major Petley
is Professor of Military Surveying at the Royal
Military College, Sandhurst. This edition con-
tains many additional plates, &o. The practical
part of the work has nob been altered, and
remains quite elementary, though deemed suffi-

cient for all field purposes. A brief sketch of
the operations necessary for a trigonometrical
survey has been added.

Street's Indian and Colonial Mercantile Directory
for 1869. London : Street, Cornhill.

In this edition of the work under notice various
additions and other improvements have been
effected. It is not intended to supersede local
directories, but to give a concise book of refer-
ence to every English, foreign, and colonial
merchant. If reliable, and so far as we can we
have tested it and found it so, this must be a
very useful book to mercantile men, and indeed,
to many others interested in India and the
colonies. It is not only a directory, or series of
directories, bub gives much other valuable infor-
mation as to trade returns and lists of trades,
tarift’d, populations, rates and times of steam
and other transit, London agents of banka,
principal products and articles of trade, tables
of local weights and measures, &c. There is

also a series of directories of shipping-agents,
manufacturers, &c., more or leas connected with
India and the Colonies, in London and the prin-
cipal towns throughout England, and at Glasgow.

Appleby's Illustrated Iland-boolc of Machinery and
Ironwork. By Api'leby Bkothebs, Engineers.
London : Spon.

AtTnouGir this is in truth a trade book of
articles manufactured or sold by Messrs.
Appleby, of Southwark, relating as it does to
cranes, engines, pumps, contractors’ machinery
aud tools, colonial and agricnltural and other
machinery and plant, &c., it contains a large
mass of useful matter, and is profusely illus-

trated. It gives the cost, working expenses, and
results obtained iu the use of the various
maohiues, with weights, measurements,

;

and prices of tools, stores, &c., required by civil

and mechanical engineers, merchants, and others,
with numerous tables aud memoranda.

VARIORUM.
"Power without Fuel: an Investigation of,

the Means by which it may be obtained from
the Heat of Natnral Sources.” By James S.
Baldwin. New York: Winana & Co., Gold-
street. 1869. This pamphlet contains an ac-
count of certain improvements on the carbonic

|

acid engine to fib it for work by means of
waste heat, as of blast furnaces, kilns, and
ironworks, as well as the heat of the sun, of
artesian wells, &c. Voltaire’s ” Histoire de
Charles XII.” has been long recognized as one !

of the beat French reading-books for students of
the language, and Mr. Tegg has done wisely iu
issuing a new edition. It is edited by the
Chevalier de Chatclain, and is very neatly gob
np. An elaborate paper “On the Relative
Demand for Labour in the Agricultural and

j

Manufacturing Districts, its Causes and Effects,”
j

in Frazer's Magazine ol this month, with maps ^

and diagrams, merits careful consideration. The '

same number contains a good account of Mr.
Fergusson’s book, " Tree and Serpent Worship.”

"Debrc'ttr’s Honse of Commons and • the
Judicial Bench” (edited by R. H. Mair, and pub-
lished by Dean & Son) is uniform with the
"Peerage” and " Barouetoge,” already men-
tioned, and gives a brief biographical sketch of
each member and his “ arms.” A list of “ Parlia-
mentary Expressions and Practices ” supplies
particulars that may be useful to general readers.
It is altogether the bast book of its class.

gltstcllanta:.

The XZoyal Birmingham Society of
Artists.—The Spring Exhibition of this Society
has been opened, with a collection of water-
colour drawings aud oil sketches (the latter not
very numerous). This year’s collection is con-
sidered to be very nearly, if not quite, equal to

that which opened the series.

Honour to English Architects.—We have
great pleasure in mentioning that Professor G. G.
Scott, R.A., and Mr. G. E. Street, A.R.A., have
been elected honorary members of the Imperial
Academy of the Fine Arts at Vienna.

"Worcester Diocesan Architectural
Society.—The fifteenth annual meeting of this
society has been held at the Natural History
Society’s council-room, Worcester; Mr. G. J. A.
Walker presiding. The report referred chiefly
to the restoration of old and building of
new churches in the diocese, and to the Cathe-
dral restoration. Referring to the Grammar
School in the Tything, the report says :

—
"A handsome nevr building was opened in the Tyfhing

last summer, for the Grammar School founded at 'Wor-
cester by Queen Elizabeth. It was designed by Mr.
Perkins, in the picturesque but debased style of erehi-
tocture whiob prevailed in England during that monarch’s
reign; having large mullioned windows, carved gables,
and other characteristics of the Elizabethan period. The
large echoolroom has a fine open-timbered roof, but ia
somewhat disproportionately lofty for its length. Indeed,
the whole design would have been much more ell'activo
had the same amount of detail been distributed over a
building half as long again

; the principal facade, with its
three large windows, each surmounted by au ornamental
gable (the middle one containing a statue of Queen
Elizabeth), and the tall louvre rising from the centre of
the high roof, having rather a crowded and overdone

• appearance. There is a class-room at the north end, also
a porch and commonplace iron railings in front; but the
structure altogether forms by far the most important and
satisfactory architectural feature in this part of the city."

The Orphan Asylum at Henwiok is thus
noticed :

—

I

"The Orphan Asylum at Henwiek is approaching

I

towards completion, and promises to form another example
I

of the failure of public competition to secure the erection

I

of buildings of even tolerably good architectural design.
* In this instance a moat eccentric version of Gothic has

J

been adopted. The front is cut up by all kinds of pro-

j

jections and irregularities, such as queer-shaped bay
I windows, stepped gables, overhanging dormer windows,

j

8piky_ pinnacles, &c. ; there being an entire absence ot
, that simplicity and repose which should especially charac-

j

terize structures of this description. The internal arrange-

j

ments may be good, but if so, there could be no reason
I
why they might not have been combined with a well-
proportioned and consistent fufsde."

A Copying- Ink that Speeds no Press,

—

Dr. Rud, Boettyer, of Frankfort, according to
the Scientific Reuieio, prepares thus a black copy-
ing ink, which flows easily from the non, and
will enable any one to obtain very sharp copies
without the aid of a press :—One ounce of
coarsely broken extract of logwood and two
drachms of crystallized carbonate of soda are
placed in a porcelain capsule with eight ounces
of distilled water, and heated until the solution
is of a deep red colour, and all the extract is dis-
solved. I then take the capsule from the fire,

and stir well into the mixture one ounce of
glycerine of a specific gravity of 1-25, fifteen
grains of neutral chromate of potash dissolved
in a little water, and two drachms of finely
pulverised gum arabic, which may be previously
dissolved in a little hot water so as to produce a
mucilaginous solution. The ink is now complete
and ready for use. In well-closed bottles it may
be kept for a long time without getting mouldy,
and, however old it may be, will allow copies of
writing to be taken without aid of a press. It
does not attack steel pons. This ink cannot be
used with a copying press. Its impression is

taken on thin moistened copying paper, at the
back of which is placed a sheet of writing-
paper.

Earthquake-proof Architecture. — The
Neiu York Times, lollowingin the Builder’s wake,
says :

—
" The recent earthquakes on the Pacific

coast have necessitated the adoption of some new
style of building in that section of the country.
Mere brick shells will not stand many heavy land
shocks, and the architects of San Francisco are
now busy over earthquake-proof plans of archi-
tecture. One of the new plans proposed is to
build a compact wooden frame structure, and sur-
round it with brick walls. The frame would
secure it against falling, and the wall would
render it fire-proof. A large publishiug-house in
San Francisco is soon to erect a store upon this
plan. Another method proposed is to build thick
walls with iron girders inserted in them, and
riveted at the angles. There has been consider-
able discussion among builders ou this subject,
aud a new field ia open for the ingenuity of
architects. Anybody who will guarantee to put
up a house that will stand an ordinary earth-
quake without damage, whether it be built of
wood, stone, iron, paper, or rubber, can make his
fortune on the Pacific coast.”

Increase of Mortality in Whitebaven.

—

According to Dr. Robert Lumb’s return, the
mortality in Whitehaven for the month ending
February 23 was at the rate of 33 per 1,000 per
annum. This is a rate of mortality higher than
the average of thirteen large towns. In the
week ending March 6 the mortality in London
was 24 per thousand, and in thirteen other large

towns it was 26.
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The Model Dwelling's, Worcester.—An
addition has just been made to the pile of build-

ings known as the Model Dwellings, Copenhagen-

street, by the completion of the quadrangle on

the west side. The experiment made by the

company formed to promote the erection of these

buildings baa so far been successful. The new
portion consists of eight dwellings arranged in

two flats one above the other. Each habitation

comprises a living-room with fire-grate and

oven, cupboards, and other necessary con-

veniences, two bed-rooms, water-closet, sink-

stone, meat-safe, plate-rack, and table. The

rooms are lofty and ventilated, colonr-wasbed,

and woodwork painted. The average rental of

these dwellings is 3s. Gd. per week, including all

pay ments.

rail of a Grand-stand.—An accident has

happened at the Rotherham steeplechases.

V7hilst one of these steeplechases was being run,

several hundred persons viewed the race from

the grand-stand, when suddenly the structure

collapsed. Tuose on the lower tiers saved them-

selves by jumping to the earth as soon as they

felt the vibration, but those above them on the

fourth and fifth tiers fell from a height of about

6 ft., tumbling upon the heads of their neigh-

bours. As soon as they gained their feet, it was
found that two women were covered with part

of the woodwork, and had each a broken leg.

Others were rather seriously injured. Many
persons bad narrow escapes, and it is surprising

that—looking at the extent, 176 ft. in length—no
loss of life took place. It appears that the

erection had been considered capable of bearing
;

more weight than was upon it, but the earth

being soft on account of recent rain, the supports

were gradually buried in the ground. Mr. Joseph

Blaokmoor, of Rotherham, erected the stand.

Opening of a Sailors’ Home at Rotlier-
liitbe.—For some time past an effort has been '

made to establish a sailors’ home on the south '

bank of the Thames by the Society for the Pro-
j

motion of Sailors’ Homes. That eff’ort has at

length been successful, and a home at Rother-

1

hithe has just been formally opened by Admiral
^

Sir W. Hall, K.C.B., chairman and honorary
managing director of the society. Tho new
home is fitted up in a simple, unpretending style.

It contains sleeping accommodation for about

thirty men, each man having a little cot to him-

self; a convalescent room iu which sick and
destitute seamen will be taken care of gratis

;

dining, refreshment, and reading rooms ; and
there are also a lavatory, skittle-alley, quoit-

grouud, &c. It is hoped that when the institution

. is fairly started it will be self-supporting.

MasoDlc literature.—An American gen-

tleman, Mr. Morris, of Kentucky, who has
recently been travelling in Syria and Palestine,

is now preparing for publication in the United
' States his observations on the Holy Land from
1 a Masonic point of view. The book will be
: called “ Haudmarks of Solomon’s Builders.” Mr.
1 Morris wishes to dedicate it to Baschid Pasha,

, the present Governor of Syria, who is a Turk
I and a Moslem, but, nevertheless,—like the

: chivalrous Abd-el-Kader, too, the ex-Emir of

{ Algeria,—a Freemason and an enlightened man.
I The book will be illustrated with portraits of

I these and other Oriental Freemasons. It is to be
b hoped that Mr. Morris, during bis travels, had
his eyes open for Masons’ Marks.

ITottingbam Sebool of Art.— In tho
j Government examinations hell last mouth as

n many as 178 candidates presented themselves
fi for examination, and 314 papers were worked
a and forwarded to the Department of Science and
& Art, London, for the prizes, &c., to be adjudged.

I In freehand drawing 100 papers were worked, in

p practical geometry 66 papers, in perspective 55

p papers, in model drawing 83 papers, and in

n mechanical drawing 10 papers —total, 314

p papers.

Ulverstone (Xiancasbire).—A system of

HI new sewers, embracing upwards of six miles in

le length, is being laid down at this place by the
se sewer authority. Mr. James Young, of Sunder-

,

la land, is the contractor
;
Mr. Brierley, of Blaok-

biburn, the engineer. The works are to be;
re completed in seven months.

St. George’s Cburcb, Queen's - square,
B Bloomsbury.—The restoration (?) of St. George
lb the Martyr Church, Queen’s-sqnare, is now com-
p! plete, and it was to be opened on Tuesday by the
BiBishop of London. Mr. S. S. Teulon is architect.
JI Mr. Bromfield, sculptor, executed the figures and
v<wood and stone carving.

Royal Institute of tbe Architects of
Ireland.—At tbe last ordinary general meeting,

vir. Charles Geoghegan, Fellow, in the chair,

Mr. Thomas Early, Associate, read
,
a paper on

Stained Glass,” in which he traced the history

of the art, from the examples of the twelfth

century, as at York, until recent times, dealing

with the revival of some thirty years past, and

his own experience in connexion with the Royal

Commission fur the decoration of the Houses of

Parliament, and calling special attention to the

effects of colour, the result of unequal thick-

ness, and irregularity of surface in the old glass,

which is lost by the smoothness of surface and

equal density of most modern work. His paper

was referred to the council for publication. Mr.

Geogbegan’s patent regulator for water under

high pressure was exhibited at work in the rooms,

and explained by the patentee. Dr. Kidd also

explained, by diagrams, his invention having

similar objects.

Institution of Civil Engineers. — At a

recent meeting of this institution, au elaborate

paper “ On American Locomotives and Rolling

Stock,” by Mr. Zerah Colburn, was read. It was
remarked that, in construction and working, the

American railways represeuted little more than

a modified application of English practice. When
tbe systems of the railway machinery of the two
countries were compared, many of the differences

which first struck the eye were found to be

external rather than fundamental
;
and so, too,

many of the peculiarities of construction now
retained in America were due to the initiative

of English engineers. A discussion of Mr.

Colburn’s paper took place on the 18th ult.

Rating of the Wew Meat Market, Smith-
fleid.—The report of the Finance and Improve-

ment Committee recommends that the several

premises situate within the New Metropolitan

Meat and PoultryMarket be respectively assessed

to the rates made by authority of the commis-

sioners, on rentals recommended by Mr. Hudson,

iu his valuation submitted to the last court,

amounting to between 17,0001. and 18,000h Tho
City Commissioners of Sewers have adopted the

report.

Valuation of Property. — There has just

beeu published the text of a Bill which provides

for a common basis of value for the purposes of

Government and local taxation, and for uni-

formity in the assessment of rateable property

in England. It is the measure prepared and
brought in by Mr. Goschen, Mr. Arthur Peel, and
Mr. Ayrton. It is proposed by this Bill to apply

the principle of the measure framed by tbe

Government for the assessment of property in

the metropolis to the provinces, and the end is

to be obtained by the creation of a similar kind

of machinery. In the provinces a valuation

board is to be elected in every county for the

purpose of determining the percentage or rate of

deductions to be made from tbe gross value in

calculating the rateable value of hereditaments :

the board to consist of representatives of the

various assessment committees in tbe county,

two from each. The bill cootains 77 clauses,

and there are various schedules attached.

Working Men's College Building Tund.
From a statement by the Council it appears

that tbe ground iu the rear of the house

in Great Ormond - street (12,000 square feet

in area) being the freehold property of the

College, they are advised that such a building

as is wanted can be well and substantially built,

in a plain but good style, for about 2,0001. or

2,500i. Of this amount they have l,000i. in

band and 200?. promised. Plans prepared by

Mr. W. Webbe have been accepted, and the

buildingwill becommenced immediately. Finau-

daily the college is self-supporting. I'hey have

never yet asked money of the general public,

and think they are justified in doing so now.

Professor Maurice, the principal, signs the state-

ment. Contributions may be sent (amongst
others) to the London and County Bank,

Oxford-street branch (“ Working Men’s College

Account ”).

Eire at South Iiosdon Music-hall.—The
Music-hall in London-road, Blackfriars-road, has

been gutted by fire. The walls, it appears, re-

main uninjured, and part of tbe premises are

only damaged a little by water. The cause of

the fire is believed to have been the dropping

of a lighted fusee or some lighted tobacco

through chinks in tbe flooring into a cellar

beneath. Plans are being prepared for restoring

the hall on an enlarged scale.
,

Royal Microscopical Society.—Tbe annual

soiree of this Society was held at King’s College,

on Wednesday evening last
;
none of the objects

exhibited surpassed in interest tbe produce of

Dr. Carpenter’s deep-sea dredgings : some of

these objects were recently fished up by him
from a depth of two thousand fathoms in the

North seas.

Tho Public Health.—In the week ending
Saturday, the 20th, the annual rate of mortality

was very high. It was 25 per 1,000 in London,

34 in BJdinburgh, and 27 in Dnblin
;

21 in

Bristol, 22 in Birmingham, 32 in Liverpool, 34

in Manchester, 28 in Salford, 36 in Sheffield,

28 in Bradford, 33 in Leeds, 26 in Hull, 22 in

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and 47 in Glasgow.

Building: in Brighton.—The Brighton

papers speak well of a new building erected by
Mr. Hudson, in Station-street, for storing

valuable furniture. With a view to the easy

removal of heavy packages, as also to the pre-

servation of them from damp, dust, and vermin,

the entire area of the stores has beeu floored with

Pyi'imoDt asphalte.

TENDERS.
For tho erection of new shop and dwelling-hou’e and

other premises in the Irongate, Derby (exclaaive of base-

ment), for Mr. 8. Ersns. Messrs. Thompson & Young,
architects.

E. Thompson 1,999 0 0
Gadsby 1,975 0 0

J.W. Thompson 1,950 0 0
Fryer (accepted) 1,749 0 0

Dunmow, Essex. Mr. Charles Periwee, architect,

Chelmsford.
Gross Deduction for

Tender. old materials.

Thorn £2,497 0 0 £100 0 0
GJassock 2,1S2 0 0 195 0 0

Gozzett 2,169 0 0 165 0 0

Drown .;,055 0 0 ISO 0 0

Johnson 2,030 0 0 20} 0 0

Crabb A Letch 2,050 0 0 200 0 0

Cole, Bros. (Bccepted) 1,841 11 0 210 0 0

For reb'iilding the Huntingdon Grammar School-house.

Mr, K. Hutchinson, Huntingdon, architect :

—

T. C. Bmilh £l,‘l58 17 0
W. Bahuer 1.456 0 0
Cenuell & Balmer I,'d92 16 0
G. Thaebray (accepted) 1,537 0 0

For the erection of a farm residence at Sawtry, Hunt’’,

on the estate of the Kight Hon. the Baron Chesham. Mr.
Robert Hulcbinson, architect, Huntingdon :

—
Andrews, Brothers £2,5S7 0 0

Cade & Son 1,691 0 0
Coates 18 0
Richardson & Spriggs 1,5SS 0 0
Richardson 4 Maile 1,5')6 0 0
Machin 1,491 3 2

Thackray l.^o 0 0
Richardson (K Tyers 1,4.59 0 0
Hobson & Taylor 1,439 0 0

Heythorpe IjS-id 0 0
Bridge 4 Whiteman 1,3j5 0 0

For repairs and alterations at 31, Cheapside, E.C., for

Messrs. Kowaell 4 Son. Messrs. Haywood 4 Biashill,

architects ;

—

Mauslleld & Price £1SG 0 0
Ramsey 476 0 0
Niud 456 0 0

Colls 4 Sons 411 0 0

For the erection of a private residence nt Biampton,
Hunts. Mr. Robert liutcliiusoo, Huntingdon, arnbitecc :

—

Allen £138 0 0
Maile 4 Hichardsou -135 0 t)

T. C. Smith 429 0 0
Ceonell 4 Buliner 461 0 0

Francis 4'’0 0 0
Thackray 399 0 0

For tho erection of villa residence, with stable, coach-
house, 4c., for Mr. Chiirles Cannon. Mr. William Smith,
architect :

—

Deacon £3,610 0 0

Killby 2,827 0 0
Henshaw 2,778 0 0

Browne 4 Robinson 2,759 0 0
Webb 4 Son 2,H5l) 0 0

Dove, Broiliera 2,645 0 0

Crabb 4 Yiiughan 2,591 0 0

Eaton 4 Chapman 2,590 0 0

Wicks, Bangs, 4 Co 2,48) 0 0
Hiil 4 Son 2.430 0 0

Carter & Son 2,430 0 0

Hughesden 2,400 0 0

For addition to Messrs. Johnson & Son’s warehouse,

in Hatton-garden, Mr. Lewis H. Isaacs, architeoi.

Quantities supplied by Mr. Riddelt;

—

Smith 4 Son £891 0 0
tiSowell4SoQ 596 0 0
Walker £6) 0 0
Batnford 515 0 0

F’oxley (accepted) 610 5 0

New wing to almshouses, at Seaford, Sussex. Messrs.

Wm. G. Haberslion 4 Pite, architects :

—

Kerapsell £1,361 0 0
Davey 1,300 0 0
Burgess 1,266 0 0

Kirk 1.2V) 0 0

Morling 1,233 0 0

Fuller 4 Longley 1,111 0 0
Nash 1,069 0 0
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For Tarious vrorks to premises, 107, Loadenhall-etreet,
Mr. W. Eve, architect

I<owe £929 0 0
Izor 891 0 0
Browne & Kohinson 817 0 0
Brass 816 0 0
Newman & Mann am o 0
King & Sons 691 0 0
W. Turner 659 0 0
VI . T. Turner (accepted) 039 0 0

For deepening and covering the Putnev Boundary
sewer, for Metropolitan Board of Works, Spriog-gardens.
Mr. Bazalgette, engineer

° °

Dickenson Ji (Biver £3,200 0 0
Robinson 2,911 0 0
Nicholson 2,950 0 0
Hiscocka & Williams 2,lo0 0 0
P«»rsoii 2,399 0 0
Blackmora 2,350 0 0
Aviss,. 2,119 0 0
Crocket i^yao o 0

For building St. Silas Church, Hull. Quantities supplied
for both designs by Messrs. Ka^e & Rauweli

Simpson & Malone
3Ir. Miiggi-

Hubberabaw
Sergeant
Shafioe & Barry
Skinner
Dove, Brothers
Hutchinson
Foster
Sissons
Barrett ..

Musgrave
•Eviugton & Wharram.
Robinson & Hull

Mr. Smith'll desiyn.

.. £3,993 0

£3,042 0
3,79 ) 0
3,744 0
3,715 0
3,676 0
3,610 0
3,-199 0
3,192 0
3,178 0
3,419 0
3,204 0
3,192

* Accepted, subject to approved sureties being found.

For the erection ol fever and small-pox wards, Stock-
port. Mr. John Whitaker, architect, who also supplied
the quantities :

—

Swindells £2,788 0 0
J. Barlow 2,685 0 0
Bullock 2,680 0 0
Bann 2,685 0 0
T. & W. Meadows 2,648 0 0
Gotbard 2,475 0 0
J. A J, Longson 2,411 0 0
Brown 2,420 0 0
EoUis 2,420 0 0
Bassett 2,390 0 0
Crosby 2,380 0 0
Wallord 2,380 0 0
Eobinaoa 2,340 0 0
Austin 2,339 0 0
Woolacott 2,335 0 0
E. J. k W. E. Kaye 2,300 0 0
H. Barlow (accepted) 2,274 0 0

For Jalterations, new shop front. &c., 121, Edgwai
road. Mr. W. S. VVitheringion, architect:

Hawk £126 0 0
Mark 417 q q
Staines & Sons 278 0 0
Melville 239 0 0

For the erection of a ninety-quarter malthouse at
Farndoa Field, near Newark, NoHs, for Mr. Joseph
Eichurdson. Mr. Charles Bally, architect;—

Mackenzie £3,010 0 0
Henderson 3, 00 0 0
Fretwell (accepted) 2,996 0 0

For the erection of wool stores in Mill-gate, Newark,
Notts, lor Mr. Thomas Bayley. Mr. Charles Daily,
architect :

—

Ward ££25 0 0
Fretwell 493 10 0
Bute 492 0 0
Mackenzie 435 0 0
Lane (accepted) 430 0 0

ForEoman Catholic Church and Presbytery, Tudhoe
for Rev. J. Watson. Messrs. J. A. Hansom & Son,
architects :

—

Maionry.
Ogleby £1,687 0 0
Lowes 1,509 0 0

JijcaoatioH, Mutonry, mid Flaiteriny.
Walker S Joplin (accepted) l,39j 0 0

d^liisteriny,

Pearson 135 12 0
Carpenter and Juiner.

Saunderson
. 7.47 0 q

Graham & Fairiess 637 0 0
Alherson

. 695 10 0
Nicholson (accepted) 646 0 0

Slating, .j'c..

Dawber iqq 0 0
Mascall (accepted) 133 10 y

Plumbing, Painting,Qlazing, and Metal.
Snaith 263 0 0
Heron

. 208 0 0
Almond (accepted) 203 7 0
Simpson 197 3 0
•Hodgson 101 19 7

" Aol includmg Metal.

Accepted Tenders for Bt. Paul’s Church, Bybope,
county Durham. Sittings for 638 adults. Mr. Ebdy,
architect.

No. 1. For nave, chancel, south trans pt and aisle,
vestry, organ chamber, first stage 01 peal tower,
aisle arches, columns, and temporary wall for north
aisle.

No. 3. North aisle and transept.

Masonry, Carpenter, Joiner, and Plasterer's Work.
,, .

-No. 1. No. 2.
Moir £1,634 19 0 £3u9 0 0

Preston.,,.. 134 0 0 ...... included.
Plumber and Smith's Work.

J. & W. Glaholm 71 0 0 included.
Stainer and Glazier's Work.

Almond 75 0 0 4 0 0

For the reseating of the chancel of Eye Church, Suffolk.
Mr. James K. CoOing, architeot :

Wilson £439 9 q
iyhug 340 0 0
Vino Si Daj 245 0 0
Tooley 240 0 0
Cornish (accepted) 220 0 0
Ludkin ... 210 0 0
J.& A. Wright 206 10 0

For a chapel, school, and residence. East-road, Hoston.
Mr. Horace Field, architect. Quantities by Mr. Qeorce
Lansdown :— &

Holland & Hnnnen £5,198 0 0
Dove, Brothers 5|l76 0 0
Coleman 4’94o q q
Patman & Fotherin|haiii 4 895 0 0
Scrivener & White 4,791 0 0
Biahop 4,734 0 0

For residence at Southgate. Messrs.Wm. G.’Habershon& Pite, architects
Newby q q
Ihurmott 737 q q
Carter & Son 720 0 0

697 0 0
gP'jJaufl 686 0 0
P'e'd 650 0 0
Baker & Constable 591 n 0
J. E. £; T. Davis 555 0 0

Saimundham, Suffolk. Messrs.
VV m. G. Hubershou 5s Pite, architects ;

—
Carter* Son £1,890 0 0 ,Peedou

1 745 0 0
Chnpmtin 1,732 q q

1.7iS 0 0
®“*‘? 1,719 0 0

1,466 0 0
t/UQiiolds 1 483 0 0
Smith, of Aldeburgh 1 477 0 q

.'.i! 1^400 0 0
Carter, of Saxmimdham l 369 0 0

shops and factory, Newport,
Monmouth. Messrs. Wm. G. Hsbershou & Pite, arohi’

John Williams £4,126 0 0

-iiv-v;- 3,776 0 0W ilhiim Williams 3 739 q q
Eicharda 3'c73 q 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
" -Vain Drahiaffc ami D!iirrha!a.‘'—aeyenl letters as toLelcetter

shell liftTa cobaliloratlOQ next week,
A. E. a-J. B.-Me«r«. P.-a P.-M. P.-H. R.-J. J. E.-G, A.—

G,E.8.-S. B.-ilr.P.-Mra. B.-J. P.-M. E. B.-W. T,-S. & Sob,—
C. K.-A. Q. ]£.—T. N. D.-B, R,-C. O.-W,- R, C.-A. 8 -0 B-
T. 0. J.-Me srs. U.—T. B—H. K. A W.—H. R,-T. C, E.-P, L.-
VV, T. T.—B.& R.—K A.—A. R T.—J. F. B.—H. A P.—J T. M.—
w. L. H. I.-A. G. H,-J. S.-G L.-W. K. (the subject has Wen oltm
tre*teIofliitU«AiiHcter. but lemeily Is not easily found. Acoating
of good Portland cement would probably be the cheapeit in the
ead).-R. II- P. (It WHS not eo sUt.d).-W. L. (who was ihe archi-
tect fj-B. L. a. (next w6Bk).-A Palace (next week).
We are oompeiled to decUue p.ln.iug out bJoka and giving

addresses. ® “

AU sutements of facts, list, of Tmdere. Ac., must be aicompanled
by the name and addreas of the sender, not neceasatily for
publication.

Rove,-The responsiWllty of rlgned articles, and pap rs read at
public meetings, resu, of course, with the authors.

Freehold. — Hampatead-hoith. — Public Inatitutlon. — Home for
Couvalesceats. Infirmary, Hoapital. Asylum, large Priv.ite School,
Banatorliim, or a Pablic ludu. trial or Training ^tabUsbmsat. aad
Freehold Groand-rent of lOOf. per annum.

DOWSETT & CHATTELL are
instructed to BE' L by AUCTION, in two lota, at the MART.

Tokenbouie-yard, on TUESDAY, APRIL 13th. at ONE o’clock pre-
cisely. unless an acoeplable ofl'.r be prevlouMy made, that important
CASTELLATED MANSION, known as Uiispslead-heath House,
delightfu’ly positioned in the Vale of Health, 400 feet above the
Tbaiiics leveL It contains five commodious lofty reception-rooms, a
public room 80 feet Inni;, and ancthec room of similar sire, 28 bed-
rooms, some of which are fitted with baths, Ac.; lavatories aad
waler-closetsj hot and cold water and gas are laid on all over the
house

i
the doraeetlo apartments are very extensive, and are con-

nect-d with each floor by a lift. The brickwork is of a most sub-
stantial character, being in eome parte 2 feet thick, and in others
18 inches. The grounds aie not large, but the beiith, extending over
several hundred scree, is ivailable for tba recreation of the ooouplere.
A lease for 99 years will be granted at a ground-rent of lOOL per
annum. Lot 1 will comprise the lease, aad Lot 3 the ground-rent.—
Plans, panioulats, and views may bs obtained at the Mart, and of
Messrs. DOWdETT A CHATTELL. 29a, Llncoln’s-tun-llelds.

The BEIDQEN HALL ESTATE, Enfleld.

]\fR. JOHN M. DEAN will SELL by
T-tA AHCTION. at the GOAT INN, Forty Hill. Enflald (near the
propeitr) on THURSDAY. APRIL 15th. at FOUR o’clock, the
remaining portion of a FREEHOLD ESI ATK, comp-ldog 48 plots of
most eligible Building Land, including a commanding tavern plot,
pleasantly situate at Forty Hill, on tlie high road from Eufield to
Cheahunt. having fton'eges on the high road and other roads lately
madA Tbs land is high and dry, with a gravelly subsoil, and is
situated about a mile from The Eufield E.llway Station, and near
the itilendid station on the Great Northern aad Metcopolitau line,
is surrouuded by houses of first-clus character, and other houses are
much wanted in the neighbourhood. Note.—Four-flfihs of the
purcha e money may rem-lu on mortgage contract, at 5 per cent,
lutereat, payable by Inatalmeuts wiculu 6 years.if required.—May be
viewed, and purtlcuiars and con lltious of sale, with plans, hadof
Mes n. RUnbELL. SON, A 6COTT, Solicitors, 14, Old Jewry
CbambeiB, F.C. andDartford, Kent; at the Place of Sale; and of
Mr. JOHN M. DEAN, Auctioneer and Sorveyor, The Grove,
Slratfoid, E,

l^ESSRS. PEAKE 5c EDEN are in-
-L’A slructed by the tinstoes of Hr, Deason, to SELL by
AUCTION, upon tlie PKEM SbS aud YARDS, 'Ituate High-street,
Slratford

;
Bridge Yard, Btra ford; wharf at back of Bridge Yard, Strat-

fold; and Maijlsnd-i-oad, Leylunatone-road ; all intheoniity of
Esiex, on TUESDAY. APRIL Oth.JSiy. and foUowlugday. at TWELVE
fur ONE o'clock precl-ely, in lots, each day, the v-ry superior STOCK-
IN-TRADE of a Brlt'sh aud Foreign Timber Merchant, ooinprislng
3.500 pliiuke, deals, and battins, yellow aud white, various Ibick-
ursses

; 700 prime pine planks ; superior dry sawn goods ; dry
fl'iorlng; capita] die aqua es

; sev-ral prime oak and elm trees, fli
p.ales, boinbeim planks, poles, ac. ; oak and elm wheel stocks, dm
planks, Ac. all of good quality and well seasoned. Also the useful
linpieuient), Ac. iu trade, v.A Two timber carrlagis, a pony, good

cart aud harness, two deal carts, a trully, aud useful grey hone
harness, conutlng-boiise fixtures, staging over pits and sheds,
a variety of useful propan y and efT-cts.—May be viewod the day
ions acci Moruings of Sale, and catalogues obtained on tbe
uises; of Messi--., ALLEN A COLLEY, Solicitors. No. 8, Old
ry; and at Messrs. PEAKE A EDE.V’S Auction Offices. 44,

Tooley street, Bouibwaik,

TO OAEPENTER3 and OONTRAOrOES.
ST. PAUL'S CATHEDKAI,.— Several hundred cubic feet of

TIMBER, for tbe most part sound, aud of useful scantling, which
hvve furm-d parts of staging and other Umporsry erections, Ac, TO
BE SOLO.—On view, in the Crypt, bycordi issued at the Fabric
Burveyiira Office, 68, 8t. Paul’s Ccutchyard, any day during the
ensuing week (except THURSDAY, the Bth lust.), between tue hours
of ELEVEN Am. &ud THREE pm. Uifera for the whole quantity
to brt sent la to the Surveyor, ou or before APRIL 13th. Payment in
odvauce. and the removal of tbe whole within five consecutive
worklug days of the present month, to form conditions of tbe saie.
Coutractors are also invited to give Txndert for the Removal of a
large quantity of pnre Coke Ashes, which would be found useful for
la) log un ler boseruent floors in damp elluatiuns.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Mannfactnre of Church, Turret,

i

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind 1

Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description \

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders, i

Committees, &c. can be promptly snpplied with
I

estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d, J. W. BENSON,

'

by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and
60, Ludgate-hill

} Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

To Bnildera and Others.

IVTE. w. HOLLINGSWORTH will SELL
AtJL by AUCTION, at Ibe SALE-ROOMS, 13, High Holboni, on
MONDAY next. APRIL 5ih. at ONE o'cluck, a Urge SEOCK of Black
and General IRONMONGERY, of every deecrlption uied in the
building trades. Also marble ubimney-piecei, elO'ets.piper-huig-
Ings, carpentero’, julnere’, aud paiuierT tools, brass work, plumbers’
goods, doDis anil sashes, aud other eCeots. Catalogues ready.

Important Sale of Timber and Df ols at Hull by
HEAVEN, FORD, & UO.—TO

. SOLD by PUBLIC AUCTION, on WEDNESDAY 7th
APRIL, 1869, eomm-nciog at ELEVEN o’clock a,ni precisely, in B-

jd, Drypool-bitaln, Victoria Dock (oppoRte Drypool Church),

.lob Pieces Bailie REDWOOD DEALS, BATTENS, and BOARDS
S9,7(Hl Pieces Baltic WHITEWoOD DEALS, BATfENS, and

7.500 Pleci-8 Gothenburg REDWOOD FLOORING BOARDS planed
tongued, and grooved.

’

1,000 Pieces Quebec BRIO Hr PINE DEALS
AOOO Piecee W.I.W.O. PUNCHEON 8 PAVES.

4«1 Pieces Javannab Hewu PITCH PINE TIMBER, „v,.
Savannah. This cargo is quite fresh

landing
[Pam . ,

of veiy prime quality.
291 Pie«s Stettin Hewu OAK TIMBER, now landing ex Winiam

Jrom BtettlD, being the first arrival this eeaaoo, qniij
fteeb, of superior qusUty, and larger in length and square
than the usual average,

At same time and place,
7.212 Pieces Baltic REDWOOD DEALS auu BATTENS, stored at

WestHartltpjol,
1,070 Pieces Baltic KEuWOOD DEALS, stored at Grimsby.
Samples of the above will be showa lu B Yard, lu Hull. Alio

sundry parcels daily expected to arrive.—Catalogues may be had on
application 'o HEAVEN, FORD, A CO. Queen's Dock, Hull.

oeciiuu.—f ourteeutu caie 01 RUiiamg Materials

IV/fESSKS. GLASIER & SONS are
J..tjL favonred with Instrucuons from the Commlaslonere of Her

""orhs and Pul-lic Buildings, to 8KLL I

9Ed, on TDEiDAY next, APRIL l>. at T
Lota, the BUILDING MA'CEBIALS of

Nos. 4, 5, and 0. Horseahoe-conrt, aud jxos. 51 to 63, Ciemeui’s-Une
and range of nearly new Workshops in the rear : comprising about
800,000 capital stock bricks, tiles, elatet, timbers lu roota and floors,
duon. sashes and frames, register oud utter stoves, iron craue and
gear, iron columiie, hot-water apparatus and boUur. rongh plate-
gUse, granite and York paving, fittings, Ao.—Miy be viowei the day
prior and morning of sale, aud catalogues bod at tbe Office of Her
Msjestj’h Works, Ac. 12, WultehalLplace

;
ou the Premises : and of

the Auctlonsen, 41, Cbaring Cross.

EASTON HILL-SIDE, near Stamford.—Important Sale of Oak and
Aah Timber, Pules, Ac.—fo Government and Railway Contraotora,
Bhlpbuiiderr, limber Merchants, Carnage and Imp’ement Manu-
facturers, nud Others.

li/fESSRS. KICHARDSON beg to notify
J_T_L thtir InstrnctlouB to BELL by ADCtlOW. on MONDAY,
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, acd THURSDAY, the 12th, 13th, Uth.
and 15th days of APRIL, 1819, 1,693 OAK and 1,0911 ASH TIMBER
TREES, 29 Elm, 17 B.-ecb, 1 Syc.more, 2 Lime, and 4 Birch Trees,
136 Oak SapUugs, 1,651 Sycamore, Ash, Maple, Larch, and other
Poles, and 103 lots of 0 ik and Ash Collars, now felled and lying on
Easton HiR.slde, marked and numbered with white pnlut. George
Woodward, woodmau, Easton, will render Intruding purchasers
every assistance m viewing the different lots np to the day of sale.
The Anctioneera can confidently recomineud thr uoovo timber to the
notice of all perions in tbe trade, tbe oaks aud asu being of fine
growth and most supirlor quality. Tho whole being within n abort
distance of Stamford, can easily be removed to any p\rt of the
kingduin,—Catalogues and further iuformallun may bs oDtalued of
Mr. CHARLES THORPE, Jun. St. Mary’s-hill, B’aintord; or of
RICHARDSON A SON, Auctioneers aud Surt'eyors, Baru-biU, Stun*
ford, or who will forward the same on appllc itlou. The Sale will
commence each day at TEN o’clock, tbe company bilug respeccfally
requested to meet the Auctioneers nt Lot 1, ueur to the Colly woston
Bridge.

Auction and Valuation Offices, B.irn-hlU, Stamford,
Miach 17tb, 1669.

WOODFORD, Essex.— Bilgible Freehold Building Land,

|\yTR. WHiTTlNGHAM is iaatructed to
i.VX SELL by AUCTION, at tbe AUCTION it ART, T.ikeohouse-
yard, City, B.C. on MONDAY, APRIL 6, 1889 a*. TWELVE far ONE
O’clock in tbe afternoon, the eliglb'e FREEHOLD BUILDING-
LAND, being a further portion of tbe Woodfor.l Hail E.tito, eitnate
in Grove-rood, leading from the high rood from London to Bpplng,
and wiiblu a lew minutes' walk of tbe Oeorga-la le Station, ou the
Woodford branch of the Great Eoeteni Railway. Niue tenths of the
pnichase-money may remato on mortgage, or contract at 5 psr cent,
to be paid in nine years by equal half-yearly ins'almentj

; but the
whole or any part cf the balance may be p dd off at any time with-
out notlcA—Particulars, plans, and conditions of sate may be
obtained ten days before the silo, at ih" principal Inns lu the uolgh-
bonrhood; of Messrs. RUSSELL A DAVIES, 69, Coleman-street,
B.C. ;

of the Anc loueer, 14, Moorgate-street, Loudon, E.C.
;
and at

the Place of Sale.

TOOTING, Surrey.—Eligible Freehold Bul’dlog L mdand
Kesi ‘euces.

MS. WHITTINGHaIVI is insfcracbed to
SELL by AUCTION, at the AUCTION Mart, City, B.O. on

Monday, aPKIL 5, 1869. at twelve tor ONE, tho TWO RESI-
DBN0S8 situ kte on the high road at the coiner of Tooting Grove ;

and. iu Lo s, a PIECE of LEASEHOLD LAND adjoining, held at
a peppercorn rent for a term of about 55 ye.iTe. Also, a Further
Ponionof tba eligible FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND, eltuste on
the high road from Loudon to M--rton, and betwenu the Broadway,
Tooting, and the rooting Junction Station ou the Tooting, Merton,
and Wimbledon Exteimou EaQway. Nlue-louths of the purchase-
money miy remain on mortgage or contrac : at 5 per cent, to be piid
in nine years by eqnal half-yearly iuslalmeuts ; but tbe whole or
any part of the baUoce may be po-d off at any time w thou’, notice.
Patliculars, plans, and conditioos of sale, mty be obtained ten days
before tbe sale, at tbe pclucioaL inns In me ueighbiurbood

;
of

ilessra. BUS-^ELL A DAV1E->, 59, Culemau-strcet, E.C.
; of the

Auctioneer, 14, Moorgale-sUest, London, K.!.', ; un toe estate and
at the Place of Sale.
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TltA Frommadcs of Paris,

VERY fine work under
this title,by II. Alphand,

director of the Pronie-

nades of Paris, is now
in coarse of publication

in that city
;
M. Davioud

architect,M. Hochereau,
architect, and others,

making the drawings to

illustrate it.* It is of
large size, printed in

clear type on beautiful

paper, and, of course,

costs money. Judginf,

however, from the list

of subscribers already

entered, the publication

promises to be remu-
nerative, which pro-

bably would not be the
case with any similar

work in England. The
number of books of

equally costly cha-

racter published in

France, as compared
with such ventures in England, is very re-
markable. It may be partly accounted for by
the fact that while in France the Government
often gives material aid to such undertakings, in
England it taxes them heavily by requirements
for public libraries. By all means, let copies be
supplied to public libraries

; but Jet the State,
who is to benefit, pay for them.
Of “ Les Promenades ” some twenty parts are

now out, and deal wholly with the Bois de
Boulogne, illustrating and describing minutely

I every portion of it, giving the mode of forma-
I tion, and the cost of the several works. The
1 history of the place is, of course, sketched.

The Bois de Boulogne, the delight of the pre-
• sent race of French citizens, is all that remains
i of the vast forest of Rouvray, which formerly
f spread for miles along the right bank of the
i Seine, and where Dagobert L, according to the
( chroniclers, enjoyed, the pleasures of the chace
V when he inhabited his oastle at Clichy. The
n ancient forest, gradually divided and cutup, lost
;i its old name from the commencement of the
t twelfth century, and was called the Wood of St.
C Cloud, from the name of a neighbouring village.

I In the year 1319, however, some pilgrims having
e erected at Manulez-Saint-Cloud—a little hamlet
i: in the wood~n church on the model of that at
I Boulogne-sur-Mer, the name of the hamlet was
c changed to Boulogne. The wood, followicg the
fi fortune of the first inhabited portion of it, took
t; the same name, and remains the Bois de Bou-
Ic logne to the present day. Situated as it is, at
tl the gates of the capital, and facing the smiling
a country that borders the left bank of the Seine
fr from Meudon to Sureanes, the Bois de Boulogne
hi has been for several centuries the favourite
pi promenade of the Parisian population, and sue-

covered to a considerable extent by the sale of
the outlying lands, while great advantages have
otherwise resulted from the works to both the
State and the City.

To go a little into details, from the con-
sideration of which a valuable lesson may be
derived. Our author, il, Alphand, gives us
the cost of

—

Francs.
Tbe works 7,173,836
Purchase of adjoining properties 6,878,168

Sale of laud and the value of parts not yet
1-1,352,001

disposed of 8,770,365

From this is to be deducted half cost of
Hippodrome to be paid by the State ... 2,110,613

Leaving the cost of the whole to the City of
Paris 3,462,126

cessive sovereigns have sought how best to

embellish and improve it. As a church gave the
wood its name, so an abbey christened its most
famous drive. The abbey of Longchamps (Longus
Campus), founded in the year 125G, by Isabel of
France, sister of St. Louis, is the most ancient of

the princely residences in the wood recorded by
history. It was at one time a place ofpilgrimage,
and afterwards a promenade frequented by the
court and the city during the Holy Week, on
pretext of listening to sacred singing,—a custom
still kept in memory by the practice of the
fashionable part of the population, who annually
disport themselves there on the last days of that
same week.

Fran 9ois Premier, after much improving the
wood, erected from the designs, it is believed,

of PrimatioB, ia 1S30 the Chateau of Madrid, i,, thue, for the trilliug sum of 138,-480!..
which was occupied by several succeeding sove- obtained a promenade, the renown of which
reigns and contained many marvels of art that

, to bring multitndes of money-spending
have all disappeared, with the exception of some I

trangers to the city, while if affords healthful
works of Della Eobia. Another building in the enjoyment to the population. To the State itwood was called the Chateau do la Muette, be. been even more advantageons. The price
oanse of a hnnting.box near, wherein were 'f land adjoining the Bois on all sides has been
deposited every year the horns oast by the stags increased enormonsly i land, the value of which
at then- shedding time (m«e). Here also was did not exceed from If. 60c. to Of. the moire, is
Le Randagh, set up under the direction of>„„ worth from 20f. to lOOf, the metre. It is
Mane-Antomette, in imitation of the still well-

! tv t. tv j- t j ao-t
, ,

’
.

'Computed that on the surrounding land 487
remembered gardens m Chelsea of that name. Lvit«,x • -n tv t r v v
mi t- n -KT , -..n , «

cbateaux Or expensive villas, the cost of which.
The first Napoleon did much for the Bois; but „itb fnrnishing, cannot bo put at a lowerm 181.4 and ISlo, when foreign armies ooonpied ^^^rage than 8,0001. each, have been built and
Pans, the wood was for the moat part destroyed.

: fitted np. These of course bring a large annual
The reparation was soon commenced; but onr

. income to the Stale; and who shall further
history must be brief. Louis Philippe's fortifioa. calculate the sums it has received in stamps
twns cut off certain portions of the land. After ' ^d fees connected with the transfer of pro-
the revolution of 1S4S, the Bois de Boulo<vne

' „ n < i.v i. . - i, u u o uo jjuuiu^ut) perties as well as from the taxes on materials
ceased to belong to the Civil List, and reverted I and
to the State.

In 1853 began the works which were to render
it a place of recreation ^worthy of .the capital.

By a law passed on the 13th of July, 1852, it

was ceded to the city of Paris, which uudertook

on the articles of food consumed by the

workmen ?

The works iu the Bois de Boulogne include a
number of buildings, such as a Kiosque for the

Emperor, garden-seats, the Tower of Long-
champs, and the lodges, or keepers’ houses, at

at I S own cost to maintain it, and to execute
jfie different entrances to tho Bois and else-

, .

* Proinmiido, de I'eri,. Boi. do Boalogoe, Boi.
He de \ incenuea, Fares, Squares, Boulerards " Fur A
A Alphand, direulcur des Frumenades de la VUte de Faris'
Id In fulio, illustrated wirhChromolUlijeraphs engravioeson
»! steel and ou wood, drawn by MM. Davioud, Chief Arclii-
tf tect ol the City of Faris; Hochereau, Architect of the
cifcity; Dardoize, Antoine, Fath, Engineers of the city • andbjbyihe best French artists, as M.M. de Bar, Lancelot
GiGrandsir, Gaildrau, Freeman, &c. Fans : J. Holhsebild’
A[Ageut3 for England : Messrs. ‘Williams & ITorgate Uen-
riinetta-street, Covent-gardeu

;
Dulau i Co., Sobo-square-

ifuBartbds & LowelJ, Great Marlborough- street • Hardwicke'
Piccadilly.

'

works withiQ four years, at the cost of 2,000,000
of francs. In 1851 it was determined to extend
the Bois towards tbe Seine, and to enable the
city to provide the funds that were required for

the great works contemplated, laws were passed,

prescribing tbe establishment of a hippodrome
for horse-racing, the State taking upon itself

half tbe coat of the land and works required for

that purpose, and empowering the city to dispose

of, for its profit, certain outlying portions of the
Bois. The purchasers of this surrounding land

were made to assist in enclosing it with a
wrought-iron railing, of uniform design, and to

cultivate as a garden a zone of ground, about
30 ft. wide, next the railing.

Elsewhere a ha-ha, or, as our neighbours term
it, a saut do loup, was formed, and tbe Bois being

thus enclosed all round, seventeen entrance gate-

ways were opened, and lodges for the residence

of the keepers were erected. Besides these

entrances and lodges, tho completion of the

design included the conversion of straight paths

into sinuous ways, paved and otherwise; the

formation of pieces of water, streams, and
cascades; the production of extensive lawns
around tbe lakes

; the planting of large trees
j

the construction of grottos and chalets; and the

assimilating to the rest of the park the new land

united to it.

All the works commenced in 1853 were com-
pleted in 1858, leaving the total area of the park
84G hectares, 5 area, 39 centiares. To supply

the cascades, an Ai tesian well of large diameter

was sunk in the plain of Pussy. This aftbrds

from 9,000 to 10,000 cubic mefres in the twenty-

four hours.

Tho drainage of the roads is effected by means
of dry wells at certain intervals. The bottoms

are not paved, and the permeability of the soil

allows storm water to escape quickly. It is

unnecessary to say that the works executed have
led to a large expendi&ure

; but this has been

where. The Kiosque, erected on an island in

the great lake, is placed on a circular basement,

the lower part being of freestone, the upper

part of brick of two colours (rejointoi/des d
VAnglaise). An external staircase leads to the

apartment above, which is formed of woods of

various colours, and has a balcony all round it.

The roof is bulbous, covered with slates of two
colours. Although of small size, this construc-

tion cost 1,040Z. The prospect from the Kiosque

is charming.

The lodges or pavilions are of six classes.

Although each building difl’era from the other

in plan and elevation, the use of similar mate-

rials and mode of construction gives to tbe

lodges in each class a certain amount of re-

semblance. We are enabled to reproduce a few

of the smaller illustrations of the book, repre-

senting three of these lodges, with the plan of

each, as well as a view of the Pool of Sureanes

;

namely, the Porte de Passy, the Porte d’Auteuil,

aud the Porte Danphine.*

The walls of these lodges are constructed of

brick, disposed in horizontal bands of two colours,

rising from a stone plinth
;
the window dressings,

parapets, cornices, and so forth, being also of

stone. The roofs, of high pitoh, are covered

with slates from Mezieres and Angers, which

differ slightly in colour, but harmonize with

each other, and the chimney-pots are of terra-

cotta, and all from the same model. One class

of lodges has overhanging roofs, with ornamental

barge-boards. The total expense of nineteen

lodges was 15,1801. One of them, the Porte

de Passy, of which we have given a view and
plan, cost 780i.

We repeat our commendation of the admirable

manner in which this work on tho Promenades
of Paris is being produced.

• See pp. 285, 29G, 237. The elev-ations are on a scale
of O'Ol m. to a n.it e : the plans, U'UUo in. to a metre.
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THE KENSINGTON AMPEITHEATHB,

With the decline and fall of the Roman
empire, the erection of amphitheatres ceased.

Those characteristic buildings were probably far

more numerous than we are accustomed to sup-

pose, basing our ideas, as we do, on the small

number of ruins yet remaining. But when we
find, in so small a city as Pompeii, that an am-

phitheatre, proportionate to the population, ex-

isted, as well as a regular theatre, while another

of the former buildings is yet standing at Poz-

zuoli, at a similarly small distance from the Cam-
panian capital; and when we remember that

the mutual jealousies and rancours between

neighbouring cities (Pompeii and Nola to wit)

would not allow the citizens of one to take part

in the festivities of another, we have reason

to conclude that an amphitheatre was regarded

as a necessity for almost every town of tolerable

magnitude daring the imperial sway. In a

country where earthquake has so often changed

the face of nature, the mere negative evidence

of the absence of any distinct class of ruins must
weigh but little against our positive testimony

as to the habits of the pleasure-loving Cam-
panians.

The condition of several of these ruins, which

are to bo found in Italy, in Roman Gaul, in

Istria, and, most notably, in Rome itself, is such

as to give us a very distinct view of the general

arrangement of the amphitheatre. No relics

of the time preceding the Gothic invasion, no

portion of the art, the literature, or the poetry

that have survived that great deluge, give us so

full and distinct an idea of the savage habits of

the masters of the world. In Pompeii, indeed,

we view the scenes familiar to the daily life of

the first Christian century, when Christianity

had not yet secured a footing, but little removed

as it was from the sensnous Sontheru habits of

to-day. But in that very city,—the richest

museum of antiquities yet laid open to the

student,—'the amphitheatre, though one of the

latest, is one of the most important discoveries.

The central portion of these colossal buildings,

the arC7ia, was a level surface, covered, as its

name imports, with sand. It was surrounded by,

if not reared upon, vaults, and the arrangements

for admitting the gladiators who were to exhibit

their prowess; the wild beasts who were to con-

tend with each other or with human opponents ;

the criminals who might be exposed to an un-

willing strife with these monsters
;
and the

necessary attendants, were all very careful and

complete. In some instances provision was
made for flooding the arena, so as to have the

means of presenting a sham sea-fight to the

spectators. In the largest of these buildings,

which was erected in the capital by the Emperor
Vespasian, six acres of ground were encircled by
the outer wall, of which surface the arena occu-

pied rather less than a sixth part. This enormous

structure, known as the Colismum, was capable

of containing more than a hundred _thousand

spectators.

The arena was bounded by a wall, of sufficient

height to preserve the spectators who filled

the coveted seats which most closely bordered

the scene of action, from any untoward spring

of maddened lion or stealthy panther. The
form of the amphitheatre was generally elliptical,

or oval
;
the proportions of the Colismum being

as 5 to 6, between the conjngate and the

transverse diameters. By this arrangement a

certain number of seats would be brought nearer

to the very centre of the sport than could have

been the case if tbe'same number of spectators

had been accommodated in a circular building.

The revival, fantastic and ill-omened as it

may seem in this nineteenth century, of imperial

style, and morals, and language iu France, has

stimulated some of the most able French artists

to give us strikingly realistic glimpses at the

cruel Roman life which gloated over the exhi-

bitions of the amphitheatre. In our own country

the Retianiis and the Siicutor were replaced and

long represented by the champions of the prize-

ring. The struggles of the lion in the arena are

yet recalled to the Spaniard by the bull-fight.

With us bear-baiting is a thing of the past ;
and

that once favonrite sport, in which, on a minia-

ture scale, the arena was represented by the

cockpit, is no longer a national or a fashionable

pursuit. But at the very time when the in-

creasing civilization of modern manners, the

displacement, it may be, of crimes of force by
crimes of fraud, or the direction of the attention

of our dangerous classes rather to profitable

depredation than to brutalizing amusement, has

banished the last relics of public bloodshed, we

see rising in our metropolis a veritable amphi-

theatre.

From the podium, or low wall surrounding the

arena, the part of these ancient buildings which

was intended to contain the spectators rose in a

vast funnel, or inverted cone ;
resembling, on a

colossal scale, the den of the antiion. This

widening ascent was divided into steps, which,

at all events in the minor amphitheatres, served

at once for the seat of one tier of spectators and

for the foot-rest of the row immediately behind

them. The continuous bench, which in any

somewhat similar arrangement among ourselves,

allows the feet of persons seated in one row to

be accommodated below tbo seat of those in the

rank before, and below them, was not adopted

in the more solidly constructed buildings of

ancient Rome. For persons entitled to the

dignity of a curule chair, space was reserved in

a tribune, or place of honour ; but the arrange-

ment of enshions on the stone steps was the

extreme of luxury ordinarily allowed.

Lines of entrance and of exit, radiating from

the centre of the arena, divided the series of

seats into cunei or wedges. The apparently

solid structure was really raised upon vaults and

arches, and openings from the radiating pas-

sages led into corridors at different levels, by

means of which the vast number of spectators

entered and left the building, with an ease and

rapidity of which the general arrangements of

our own public buildings are far from enabling

us to form any adequate and practical idea.

The theatre of the Royal Institution, on a

miniature scale, is arranged somewhat on the

principle of the seats of the amphitheatre. Exit

from this room is rendered more tedious by the

presence of the benches
;
but the difference in

the facility of ingress and egress, compared with

that which is presented by the aisles and gal-

leries of a church, or by the strangling doorways

of some other places of assembly, is not to bo

overlooked.

It is far from impossible to realize the scene

which one of these vast buildings must have

presented when thronged for some great festival.

We are far less able to form an idea of the order

of the service of the temples. At Athens, and

other cities, most notably at Pmstum, we see the

structure of these ancient places of worship

almost untouched, by the tooth of Time. But

how the suppliants were arranged in, or around,

the naos, what processions of priests, or what
throngs of idlers, filled the peristyles ; how the

service of the immortal gods was carried on, at a

time when men were forbidden to approach their

altars with unwashed hands, wo know not. In

some of the great eoclesiaatical anniversaries

which are yet held in Magna GriBcia, pilgrim?,

barefoot and bearing a gourd slung to a long

staff', throng, at the present day, from distances

extending to as much as three hundred miles, to

the shrine of St. Nicolas of Bari, or the Qiiattro

Incoroyiaii. The blindness and the fervour of

the faith of these pilgrims are evinced by the

humiliating penauce of proceeding round the

great churches on their knees, with the forehead

rubbing along the pavement. There is no

question as to the earnestness of these tens of

thousands of peasants. Bub, apart from such

unusual instances, the processions now to be

seen in Southern Europe (which to some extent

may be regarded as the lineal descendants of

the ancient rites) have a painful character of

unreality, of irreverence, and of mockery. They
can give us bub little idea of the pagan worship

at tho time when the awe of the immortals was
real; as, for instance, in the days of Hero-

dotus.

Bub when we gaze upon the ruins of an amphi-

theatre, it requires but scant effort of the

imagination to conjure up the terrible spectacle

which that great concourse of men and women,
intent on the life-struggle and thirsting for

blood, must have presented to any eyo that was
turned, not on the arena, bub on the spectators.

The fierce gaze of the Spanish women on the

mangled heroes of the boll-fight may tell us

somewhat of the effect which, the gladiatorial

spectacles had on the children of the She-wolf.

The scenes which, in our own country, might

have supplied the painter with models, maddened

with the frantic excitement of watching the

death-struggles of a prisoner, are happily ended

by the prohibition of the brutalizing exhibition

of public executions. Still we may form no

feeble idea of the stony glare of ruthless cruelty

that met the gaze of the wounded gladiator,

when ho read his doom in the downward-tnrned

thumbs of his thousands of judges
j
and we may

road, with a thrill approaching to a shudder, the

simple and grateful words, “ And I was delivered

it of the mouth of the lion.”

It is for no pui'pose of gladiatorial display

;

it is not for the revival of the sports of the prize-

ring, the cockpit, or the bull-6ghb, that an

amphitheatre capable of holding 15,000 persons

is now silently and rapidly rising in Kensington.

Shortly after the closing of the Great Exhibition

of 1851, numerous representations were made
to the commissioners of that Exhibition, on the

part of Chambers of Commerce, learned socie-

ties, and other bodies of persons interested in

science and in art, of the general want that was

felt of a central place of assembly in Loudon.

The commissioners, agreeing in these views,

devoted the surplus funds of the Great Exhibi-

tion to the purchase of an estate in South Ken-

sington, with the view of providing a common
centre of union for all such public bodies, and for

the various departments of industrial eduoatiou.

In the plans for this central institution, which

were prepared under the enlightened direction of

the Frince Consort, a vast hail of assemblage

formed an important feature. The death of his

Royal Highness arrested the steps which were in

contemplation, but the scheme was revived in

1865, and the shell of the building is now raised

to such a height as to give a fair idea of the

architectural importance which will attach to the

building when completed. Some views of it have

already appeared iu our pages.

The Kensington Amphitheatre covers a space

of 200 ft. in the longest diameter, by 175 ft. in

the conjugate, measnred from the engraved

plan. The design originally made was on the

plan of a more eccentric ellipse. But it is pro-

bable that, in working out the details, the fact

that ooncentric ellipses are not parallel, and that

the excessive length of the longer diameter keeps

proportionately increasing with every external

slice that is added tothe arena,rendered it imprac-

ticable to adhere to this figure. Draughtsmen

are aware that there is an ellipse in which the

proportion of the diameters is such as to allow of

a very close approximation bo the elliptical form

which is drawn by means of arcs struck from

only four centres, placed at the angles of a

square. A figure of this nature has been adopted,

and the difficulties of the incessantly changing

elliptic curve are thus, we conclude, altogether

avoided. There will, however, be far more com-

plication in tho roof than if a circular plan had

been chosen.

The shell of the Albert Hall consists mainly

of two concentric walls, between which are con-

tained the staircases, corridors, and general

arrangements for the service of the central hall,

as well as a considerable number of good-sized,

well-lighted rooms, which will be available for

committee-rooms, offices for scientifio societies,

or other objects in harmony with the main design

of the building. It is also intended to have a

gallery at the top of this complex shell, lighted

from the roof, which would be serviceable for the

exhibition of sculpture or of paintings.

The external face of this shell is enriched with

moulded terra-cotta, designed and_ manufactured

from the clay of the Trent valley, expressly for

this building. The mouldings on the base-

ment are somewhat rough, bub improvement is

perceptible in the later specimens ;
and there

can be little doubt that the result of this new

application of the most ancient form of ceramio

art will be at once economical and architec-

turally effective. We reserve, however, all

opinion as to the merits of the building at pre-

sent. The drawing of the exterior shows,

above the basement, an order of square-headed

windows divided by channelled piers. Above

this is a balustraded row of circular-headed

windows, divided by twin pillars. A third order

follows, consisting of square-headed windows

(about half the height of those in the lower tier),

one above every alternate aperture, with a

balustrade below, and a modelled frieze and pro-

jecting cornice above. The cornice hides a set-

back, which will be occupied, we presume, by

the gallery skylight. Iu the great spheroidal

roof, within the parapet that crowns the cornice,

are arranged one order of dormer windows, and

a seooud row of circular or elliptical lights.

Three carriage porches will afford access

from the Kensington and the Exhibition roads,

with intermediate perrons, or flights of open

steps, for pedestrian visitors. The southern end

of the building will communicate with the con-

servatories of the Royal Horticultural Society.

The arrangement of the central hall preseuta

a novel combination of the features of the

theatre with those of the ampliitheatre. Of

course there is no stage
;
but a large organ, and
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seats arranged for an orchestra, at the end of
one of the larger diameters, will break the perfect
regalarity proper to a structaro intended for

spectators, rather than for anditors, for the
former of which classes of attendants the Roman
bnildings of this nature were provided. The
arena will be maintained, and, on such occasions
as scientific gatherings, will l^orm a most impor-
tant part of the hall. From the pocZiwja, or fence
wall of the arena, seats will arise step above
step, as in the Roman amphitheatres. We regret
to see that this part of the building is in course
of construction as a piece of carpentry. The
English public might perhaps object to dispense
with the ugly but convenient expedient of the
bench, a feature which is so immensely inferior,

in a pictorial point of view, to the solid steps of
tho ancients. But it is on all grounds important
that as little combustible material as possible
should be employed in an edifice intended to
contain so large a number of people. It is not
BO much the danger of fire as the danger of
panic, which the architect should resolve to avoid.
Panic in a crowded assembly is likely to be, if

once excited, far more fatal than any other
source of calamity

5
and in case of an alarm,

real, fanciful, or even malicious, tho confidence
which might be placed in a building which
manifestly owed little to the carpenter would be
invaluable.

The arrangement of the cunei, wedges of seats
as well as of the corridors and vomitories, will

be araphitheatrical. But, before the hollow
cone formed by the seats reaches the inner wall
of the capacious hall, a series of three tiers of
loges or boxes is interposed, running round that
part of the building which is not oconpied by
the orchestra. This arrangement, resembling
that of a theatre, will probably detract from the
grandeur of the coup-cl’ceiZ. The majestic
simplicity of the vast conical basin will be
destroyed. On the other hand, the richness and
picturesque effect of the scene will be increased.
But wo wish some gracefully moulded form had
been adopted for the pillars which are to sepa-
rate the boxes and to support the upper tiers.
These are plain, sound, well-executed castings,
forming plain Doric columns. Their frequent
repetition will render them the most promineut
elements of the physiognomy of the interior.
We fear that this severity of outline will give a
baldness and poverty to the tiers of boxes, which
no decoration in the way of cornice and curtains
can counteract. The floors of the boxes, and of
the gallery which runs over the upper tier, are
fireproof, being supported on Belgian wrought-
iron girders, filled in with the costomary expe-
dient of concrete laid on battens.
The great feature of the hall will be tho roof.

The idea which may be formed of this colossal
dome from drawings or models must fall very
far short of the actual effect. The prepa-
rations which the contractors are making for
raising the great ribs show that these builders
are aware that their task is no child's play.
The building has, of course, no central axis or
point of support (the builders use a simple
vernacular term), and it has therefore been
necessary to constrnct a great wooden tower or
framework, on which one end of each rib will be
supported, until they are all fairly bedded and
riveted together to the central ring or lantern.
Substantial iron wall-plates rest on the interior
portion of the shell, bind together the brickwork,
and form a solid and tenacious abutment for the
springing of the dome.

In the wooden model of the amphitheatre,
which is to be seen in one of tho private apart-
ments of the South Kensington Museum, a
species of velarium is shown beneath the roof,
expanding like a gigantic umbrella. We think
that this arrangement may be abandoned with ad-
vantage. The soffit of the roof, as shown in the
engravings, is incomparably finer than any tex-
tile canopy, on so large a scale can be. If the
light prove too strong, it can readily be dealt
with by internal and external blinds or sun
shades to each window. In the Italian amphi-
theatres a velarium was a matter, if not of uooes-
sity, at least of great luxury. That season of the
year which ofteu gives a rainless interval of six
mouths, would naturally be selected for enter-
tainments given in these great hypmthral places
of concourse. But the fierce rays of tho sun
are dreaded by the Italian, whom experience
has made acquainted with their dangerous
power, scarcely less than rain. To sheirer the
spectators from the sun a teut-like roof, in the
later days of imperial luxury, was provided, in
the form of a sloping, pent-house-like curtain,
declining from the top of the inner wall towards

the arena. Such an arrangement would be in-

compatible with a dome ; and an upward slope,

suggesting the idea of an enormous umbrella
could only hide the structure of the roof, to the
great disadvantage of the pictorial effect.

DUBLIN SANITARY STATISTICS.

Dn. Mapother, the Medical Officer of Health
for Dublin, has recently presented to the Public
Health Committee of that city his annual report,

reviewing the vital statistics for last year. Tho
report is eminently satisfactory, both as evidence
of the existence of a thoroughly efficient sanitary
executive in that city, and as recording an im-
provement in the standard of health there pre-
vailing during 1868.
The death-rate in Dublin city per 1,000 per-

sons living, which in 1866 and 1867 had been
29'5, and 28'9, farther declined last year to
26-7. This rate, althongh three per 1,000 in ex-
cess of that which prevailed last year in London,
compares favourably with the rates in Manches-
ter, Liverpool, Glasgow, and several other large
towns for the same period. It may be nsefully
noted that the annual death-rates in Dublin, in
the four quarters of last year, wero respectively
32 0, 241, 21'9, and 22 8; from these it appears
that the principal excess of deaths occurred in

the three months ending March, the excess being
mainly due to the fatality of diseases of the
respiratory organs.

In examining the death-rate of a city as
evidence of its sanitary condition, it is natural
first to ascertain the mortality from zymotic
diseases. The report tells us, that of the 6,604*
deaths registered in 1868 in the city of Dublin,
1,526 were referred to this class of diseases,
against 2,309 and 1,673 in 1866 and 1867.
Allowing for the mortality from cholera, which
caused a great part of the excess in 1866, these
figures show a satisfactory and progressive de-
cline in the deaths from these canses. The 1,526
deaths in 1868 formed 23'1 per cent, of the total
deaths, a proportion which, although affording
a large field for the future exertions of the
Public Health Committee and the officer of
health in Dublin, compares favourably with the
proportion in London, where, during 1868, 25'2
per cent, of the deaths resulted from zymotic,
and, as they have been justly termed, “ prevent-
able ” diseases. Perhaps the deaths from
typhus, typhoid, continued, and other forms of
fever, may be most safely taken as an index of
the sanitary condition of large towns. The
deaths from all forms of fever which, in Dublin,
in the three years 1865-7, had been 492, 480,
and 309, further declined last year to 256 in
1868. If any further evidence were necessary
of the declining prevalence of fever in Dublin,
it is afforded by the report in the following
statement :

—“ The Hardwicke and Cork-street
Fever Hospitals received from city dwellings
during 1865-8, 3,245, 2,536, 1,841, and 1,211
patients respectively, or in the ratio of 127,
99, 72, and 49 out of each 10,000 of the
population.” The report details at considerable
length the machinery by which the medical
officer of health, and his eight assisting sanitary
sergeants of police, are immediately informed of
all deaths from fever and other zymotic diseases,

and what is almost more important, how they
receive bi-weekly lists of the patients admitted
to the fever hospitals

;
and, moreover, the

addresses of all patients suffering from infections
diseases are furnished by the fourteen dispensary

i

physicians. We must especially commend this
|

portion of the report to all those interested in :

the sanitary administration of large towns.
1

Not only has the mortality from fever declined, I

bnt measles caused iu 1868 less than a sixth of
the deaths from that disease in 1867. Small-
pox also, to which seventy and twenty-three
deaths were referred in 1865 and 1866, has been
almost eradicated, causing only one death in

1867 and not one in 1868. Scarlatina and
diarrhoea formed exceptions in 1868 to the de-
clining mortality from this class of diseases.
Scarlatina was fatally prevalent in Dublin in the
latter part of 1868, and resulted during the year
in 377 deaths, whereas in 1865-6-7 only 43, 63,
and 199 were respectively referred to this disease.

It will be remembered that scarlatina was exten-
sively fatal during 1868 in London, Manchester,
and many other large towns, aLd assumed a
severely epidemic form. The 367 deaths from
diarrhccaiu 1868, against 194 in 1867, is explained

• A tiible in the report gives the deaths in Dublin city
as 8,604; but this is an evident misprint for 6,604, which
figures are nsed above.

by the intense heat of the summer. Four-fifths
of these deaths were of children under five years
of age, although infantile diarrhoea was far leas
fatal in Dublin than in many other large towns.
The mortality from diseases of the respira-

tory organs is always largely influenced fay tho
general sanitary condition of a community

;
a low

standard of health is especially conducive to
phthisis. It is not, therefore, sarpriaing to find
that in recent years the mortality from this
disease has declined, influenced, no doubt, partly
by an improved and extended system of sewer-
age. In the four years 1865-8, the deaths from
phthisis have been 969, 929, 831, and 804 re-
spectively. Bronchitis caused 858 deaths last
year, and the disease is reported to be still one-
third more fatal in Dublin than in London.
The periodical inspection of workshops in

Dublin, which has till recently been but imper-
fectly carried out, the opening of more spaces
for play-grounds, the improvement of the dwell-
ings for the poor, and the erection of public
baths, are pointed ont among other measnres,
the adoption of which would probably still fur-

ther reduce the mortality from diseases of the
lungs.

Dr. Mapother shows that abundant and nsefnl
sanitary work has been carried on under hia
superintendence during the past year, which can
scarcely fail to effect a still farther decline in
the death-rate during the current year

; ho,
however, regrets, in conclusion, that the non-
extension of tho Local Government Acts to
Ireland, and the general unsatisfactory state of
the Sanitary Acts, through want of codification,
considerably militate against the usefulness of
himself and his assistants. It is to be hoped
that the legislative failings here pointed out, the
latter of which is also widely felt in England,
may receive attention during the present session.

ON THE ART OF VALUING AGRICUL-
TURAL LAND, AND ON THE INDICA-
TIONS OF THE VARIOUS QUALITIES
OP SOILS,*

When pastnrelaud contains a large proportion
of the mosses, it is a sure sign of poverty, and
more often of poverty caused by constant
mowing and the want of manure than of natural
barrenness.

On commons and unreclaimed laud the com-
mon brake or fern (pteris acquilina) generally
grows on tho best land, and Irish gorse, heather,
&c., on the inferior portions.

The general colour of the surface of pasture
land is also some guide to its quality. The
colonr of all pastures changes with the season,
and no land is green all the year round (though
the best land looks green the longest), and a
fresh green colonr is often dependent on recent
manaring ; bat in winter, when the frosts have
stopped the growth of the grass, poor cold grass
land turns brown, whilst good sound pastures
are never brown, but assume a whitish hue.

I must now proceed to point to that which I
had especially in my mind when I commenced
preparing this paper—the primary indications to

be obtained by an examination of the soil itself,

by which, I think, tho same results may gene-
rally be arrived at with greater directness and
certainty. By far the larger proportion of the
food of plants is derived from the air, through
their leaves, or from water absorbed by their

roots; and of the remainder, the greater part is

obtained from animal or vegetable matter, ap-
plied to tho land in the form of manure (not

necessarily for any particular crop, because the

soil has a remarkable power of absorbing and
retaining a portion of such matters)

;
so that it

happens that the food supplied to the crops by
the actual natural soil itself is confined to very
small quantities of certain soluble mineral

matters, such as the various combinations of
lime and silica. What is, therefore, chiefly

required of the soil, by plants, is nob a supply
of food, but mechanical support, under favour-

able conditions, for allowing a free circnlation of
the air, necessary for the decomposition and
assimilation of organic matters, and for re-

taining a constant supply of moisture even in
dry weather, without, on the other hand, re-

taining an undue amount of water iu wet seasons,

and allowing it to become stagnant, to the exclu-

sion of the air. All soils are mainly composed of

three snbstances—sand, clay, and lime,—and
every fertile soil must contain a proportion of

each, because each in a slight degree enters into

See p. 264, mite.
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the compoeition of plants
;

bub it is on the

mechanical condition or consistency, resulting

from the proportions in which they are com-
bined, the depth of the surface soil, and the

character of the subsoil in reference to the re-

tention of moisture, that the fertility or barren-

ness of the soil primarily and mainly depends.

Thus, when mixed in good proportions, with

good depth, with a slight preponderance of

clay, a strong fertile loam is the result,

capable of producing large corn crops; or,

with a slight preponderance of sand, a deep
sandy loam, producing great root crops and
prolific market-gardens. Where one element is

greatly in excess—a hungry sand or gravel, a

thin barren chalk soil or a poor thin-skinned

clay is the result; where the sand is greatly

deficient, and the other two elements greatly in

excess, a tenacious marl
;
or, where the lime is

wanting, the weak clay soils, characteristic of

the Silurian slate formation, aud some others.

In the great majority of cases, the soil is only

the subsoil altered by long exposure to atmo-
spheric influences and cultivation, and with a
supply of organic matter derived from the roots

of plants. Thus, light land usually has a sub-

soil of sand, gravel, or rock, whilst a clay sub-

soil usually underlies a clay soil ; but, when
from special causes this is not the case, the

effect on the fertility of the land is very striking.

Thus, some of the finest old pasture lands will

be found to have a strong soil of sufficient depth
to retain moisture and manure, resting on a bed
of gravel, which provides a perfect drainage.

This is also managed artificially, to a great
extent, in warping, on the Humber, by taking

advantage of the fact that the sand settles much
faster than the clay, and allowing the water,

when the current is checked, to flow first over a

piece of land just beginning to be warped, and
afterwards to reach the portion which has more
nearly attained its intended level.

Although the mechanical condition is thus the

chief cause of fertility or barrenness, there are

in some cases other substances which have a

direct influence on vegetation. The chief of

them is phosphate of lime, which enters so

largely into the composition of bones, but also

exists in certain fossiliferous strata, and adds
considerably to their fertility. On the other

hand, certain salts of iron and other substances

occasionally occur, which have a deleterious

influence ;
and the fertility of alluvial land,

deposited at the mouths of rivers, may, in great

measure, be due to the amount of organic matter
brought down along with the soil by the stream

;

especially if we recollect that a century or two
ago the use of manure can hardly be said to have
been known iu many parts of this country, and
the refuse from stables and cow-houses was not

unfrequeutly thrown into a neighbouring stream.

But whatever other circumstances may have
to be noted, the mechanical conditions ofthe soil

remain by far the most material
;
and these are

precisely the ones which can be most certainly

arrived at by an examination of the soil itself.

There is no difficulty with a good walking-stick

in ascertaining the depth, nor in judging of the

texture ; and by examining the ditches aud the

sides of sand, gravel, clay, or chalk pits, the nature

of the subsoil can often be learned, even without
using a spade; and if his conclusions are based
on a real examination of the laud itself, the vainer

is not liable to be misled by the results on
vegetation of peculiar seasons, or the particular

time of year when he 'sees the land. And when
he has the opportunity of fairly testing hie

results by the crops, he will not find that he has

been misled.

There is one science which is often spoken of

as having an important bearing on the profession

of a surveyor, but I have never seen any prac-

tical suggestion of how it can be rendered

really available in the valuation of land
;
aud

that is, the science of geology. I am, however,

myself, fully convinced that although a very

complete knowledge of the science in all its

details is not needful for the purpose, a know-
ledge of its general laws—the distribution of

the strata, their order, thickness, general direc-

tion and dip, and a sufficient acquaintance with
each to recognise it in passing across the
country—is exceedingly useful in land valuing,

provided the surveyor knows how practically to

apply it. Mr. Bravender, in the paper before

referred to, has taken great pains in preparing a
careful and interesting enumeration of the soils

found on each formation, and states whether
they are barren or fertile

;
but as the practical

result is that almost all the formations contain

both barren and fertile soils, I fear that all the

information we derive from that mode of treating

the subject, if we consult a geological map before

setting out on a valuation, is only a general idea

of the sorts of land we are likely to fiud
;
but no

real assistance in actually valuing it. It must
be borne in mind that geological classification is

chiefly paleontological and nob mineralogical

;

and, even if it were, the various beds do not

always come to the surface, but are overlain by
all sorts of surface deposits, from small accumu-
lations of soil in hollows to vast deposits of

overlying drift. And the surface soils are often

so mixed and varied, that most of the forma-

tions have both fertile and barren soils, ac-

cording to the various mechanical conditions

resulting from the accident of their particular

position. I have been led to think, in the course

of my observations of the soils on the various

strata, that this subject is susceptible of an
entirely different treatment; and the use to

which I propose to apply geology in land valuing

is to correct and modify the results of a direct

examination of the soil, according to certain

known characteristics of the various formations.

Thus, to begin with the clays and heavy soils,

which are the most easily compared. These con-

sist principally of alluvial clays, the London and
Plastic clays of the Tertiary system, the Weald,
Kimmeridge, Oxford, and Lias clays, and the new
red marl of the secondary system

;
the clays of

the coal measures, and those weak clay soils

devoid of lime, found amongst the Silurian and
Cambrian systems, besides the purer clay formed
by the decomposition of granite. Now clay

soils, on each of these formations, comprise a
considerable range of diflerence, as respects

,

consistency or texture, and depth
;
and it is nob

difficult to find specimens of soils in dilTerent

'

formations, which, in these respects, and even
in colour, and in everything that can be judged
of by touch or sight, are as nearly as possible

alike. What I have observed and am disposed

to allow for iu making valuations is, that, under
these circumstances, there are certain forma-

,

tioDS, the soils on which will be of better

'

quality, and others where they will be worse
than they appear. The alluvial clays are, no
doubt, the most fertile, even when judged by
this standard, as one may well be led to suppose
likely, considering the large proportion of organic

matter which they generally contain. Next to

them I should place the Lias clay. This forma-

tion comprises some very stiff, poor, thin-skinned

laud, as well as much that is better, and some
of the best Leicestershire pastures

;
but when

it is bad it always looks so, and is, I believe,

always more fertile in proportion to its texture

and depth than some to be afterwards mentioned.

It will be recollected, that this formation is asso-

ciated with the Lias limestone containing all the

great saurian fossils, aud a very small per-centage

of phosphate oflime, in addition to an ample sup-

ply of the carbonate, may possibly account for

what I have observed. The London clay also,

though not in so great a degree, may be said to

incline to fertility
;
and it will be noticed that

this also rests upon a carbonate of lime io the

form of chalk, though it does nob possess the

same supply of fossils. The Oxford clay, on
the contrary, which bears the same relation to

the middle oolitic series that the Lias does to

the lower one, is certainly of a barren nature

in comparison to either it or the London clay;

i.e., a soil on the Oxford clay will bo found

slightly less productive than one of the same
consistency aud depth on either the Lias or

London clay. I can offer no satisfactory ex-

planation of this fact, bub I feel sure it is a

fact. Still more are the clay soils of the

Weald of Sussex and Kent of an infertile

nature
;
although they contain small deposits

of shelly limestone, called Petworth or Sussex

marble, this deposit is, probably, generally defi-

cient in lime, whilst it is often associated with
ironstone; but whatever the cause, I know that

stiff and poor as it often looks, the Weald clay

is even less fertile than its texture would in-

dicate; and that a valuer, accustomed to other

formations, will do well to make hie calcula-

tions with great caution on entering the Weald.

Of the other soils mentioned, the red marls

are among the most fertile ;
the plastic and

Kimmeridge clays do not occupy large areas,

bub most nearly resemble the London and
Oxford clays respectively

;
the clays of the coal

measures are often very poor, and those on the

slate rocks especially so.

The lighter soils are not so easily compared,

because they do nob so closely resemble each

other in appearance and texture. The simi-

larity between two different clays is much closer

than, for instance, that between a light soil

resting on the chalk containing flints, and made
up chiefly of sand, gravel, and chalk

;
and one

resting on the oolitic rock, containing small

pieces of brown limestone, which, though a light

thin soil, is in reality composed of particles of

clay mixed with limestone, with only a small

proportion of sand. Still, I think, some com-

parison may be made; and, I believe, it will be
found that the same fertility observed iu the

Lias clay is preserved throughout the whole of

the lower oolitic series, even to the great or Bath
oolite

;
although Mr. Bravender, whose resi-

dence is near the worst part of it, instances this as

a noted specimen of barren land. But, although

its average rental value along the Cotteswold

Hills is low (probably considerably below 11. per

acre), if its extremely shallow soil, lying on a
hard rock for subsoil, on the tops of those hills,

be considered, I think it is evidence of the

wonderful property of' this rubbly rock for re-

taining moisture, that the crops are not burnt

up, as they certainly would be with a gravel or

sandy subsoil, with only a similar depth of soil,

which on the chalk would form hardly more than

down land, and on slate rocks be almost worth-

less. And on other parts of its range, on
Lincoln Heath, nob to say in Oxfordshire and
Nottinghamshire, its rental value rises to very

respectable figures.

The narrow belt of inferior oolite sand between
the Bath oolite and the lias, which runs through
England, from Guisborough in Yorkshire to near

Crewkerne, Sherborne, and Yeovil, in the south-

west, is everywhere singularly fertile, and forms

some of the best light, deep, arable land in the

kingdom. This formation, again, is singularly

full of fossils, and, like the adjoining lias, I

suspect that it contains a trace of phosphate of

lime. The sandstone of this formation contaius

the celebrated Cleveland iron, and I believe it is

in great measure due to its containing a certain

portion of lime that the iron can be made from

it BO economically, although it is not enough to

supersede the use of other limestone as a flux.

The green sand also, associated with the lower

chalk, is essentially fertile
;
whilst the Hastings

sand and ironstone of the Weald of Sussex are

essentially barren.

I am nob at present able to carry these com-

parisons out with certainty through the remain-

ing varieties of light land, and therefore must
be content to leave those notes somewhat
imperfect on that point. This mode of com-
paring the different strata is one that has

occurred to me, aud which I have never heard

suggested by any one else, and possibly it may be

considered as fanciful; but I am rather desirous

of calling especial attention to this part of my
paper, because I should be much interested in

hearing what others think of it.

In addition to those enumerated, many other

signs of good or bad land are often pointed out,

but I believe most of them naturally result from
what has been already stated. Thus the size

aud colour of the stones in light atony soils is

often much thought of, and there is no doubt

that in the chalk, small water-worn gravel stones

indicate a thin gravel immediately below the

surface
;
whilst larger fiat flints, though they

make the ground look more stony, and cover a

much greater surface, are split off by the plough

from a more solid layer of fiint below, which may
have a very useful soil over it. Again, the

colour of soils is often spoken of, but it varies so

: exceedingly iu both good and bad land, that all

I am inclined to say about it is, that the darker

coloured soils usually contain the largest propor-

tion of “ humus ” or vegetable matter, which is

generally an advantage, but, like all things else,

may be in excess, as in peat soils.

To sum up, then, my ideas about the indica-

tions of the intrinsic value of a soil ;—I think the

vainer should form his conclusions primarily from
an examination of the soil itself, as to its me-
chanical composition, depth, and subsoil ;

then

he should modify these conclusions by his know-
ledge of the geology of the district, and check

and confirm them by all the botanical evidence

his observation may collect. By carefully carry-

ing out this method, I believe he secures himself

from being misled, either by high or low farm-

ing, dry or wet summers or winters, different

seasons of the year, or any other causes, which
are apt to affect the appearance of the surface,

and sadly deceive those who look at what is upon
the land, rather than at the land itself.

Having determined the intrinsic value of the

soil, there are many other things to be con-

sidered before arriving at the rental value of a

farm. One of the most important is the situa-
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tion of the lands with reference to the homestead,
a compact farm with a homestead in the centre
being mach more economical to work than one
where the lands are scattered. But if the
valaation be for the purpose of sale and not for

letting, it will be well to recollect that what is

inconvenient for one occupier may have a special

value for another, and that a simple re-letting

may bring each enclosure to its full value. The
sizes of the enclosures and the quantity of land
lost in wide fences may also be noted

j but small
fields generally imply small tenants who pay
high rents, so that, practically, the great loss of

space and labour resulting from too numerous
hedges does nob usually fall on the landlord.

The particular position of a farm with reference
to markets and railway stations, and its having
a ready access by good roads, are very important
points

;
bub since, with our present railway

system and easy communication, the values of
the principal agricultural products are pretty
nearly equalized over large areas, the rental
value of the same quality of purely agricultural

land, devoid of any accommodative character
through proximity to towns or otherwise, will

not be found very greatly to vary throughout the
country, except in those districts where a marked
alteration in climate materially affects the
character or quality of the produce.

There are favourite counties where the number
of years’ purchase obtained for an estate is in-

creased by competition, but I do nob think the
rents that farmers give vary to the same extent
for similar laud.

The elevation above the sea level and the
climate make a groat difference if the valuer’s

observations are extended over a sufficiently

wide area. In the south-eastern and Midland
counties the variations are nob important. All
along the west coast the dampness of the climate
materially affects the course of husbandry, and
gives a great preponderauce to grass land.
The aspect should be noted. It is, of course,

desirable that land should slope to the south
rather than to the north, so as to receive the
sun’s rays at a larger angle, but it must be
remembered that any steep slope is objection-
able in whatever direction it may be.

Of the drainage of retentive soils I say nothing
here, because, in the examination of the land
itself, it will, of course, be ascertained whether
it is dry (naturally or artiticially), or whether it

remains wet
; but any liability to flood should be

carefully allowed for. The character of the farm
buildings, the presence or absence of hedgerow
timber, adjoining woods, game and rabbits, are
also modifying circumstances of importance,
onough to occupy more than one paper for them-
selves, and I merely allude to them to show that
the subject is not complete without them. The
whole subject is one that must be very interest-

ing to many of us ; bub it depends so entirely on
personal experience and judgment, that it is very
difficult to convey much information upon it in

a written form. Still, I believe, that every
attempt to reduce one’s ideas to a systematic
shape must be useful, if only that it tends to
help us the better to arrange our observations,
BO that more of their results are permanently
preserved in the mental storehouse for future
use.

RIVERS POLLUTION AND SEWAGE
IRBIGATION.

KINGSTON-UPON-TH.\.MES.

The important questions, how to diminish the
present gross forms of rivers pollution, and how
best to apply liquid town-sewage to agricultural

purposes, require answers. Towns which pollute

streams with their sewage are actionable at

common law for such abuse, and Parliament has,

in some degree, provided a way of escape through
the powers of the Sewage Utilization Acts re-

cently passed. Both questions are complicated
in many ways. Some rivers are polluted by
manufacturers as well as by towns. If, there-
fore, rivers are to be conserved from pollutions,
there must be official supervision armed with
powers covering the entire areas polluted (town
and country), and capable of coercing all pollu-
ters and obstructors of streams.

Experiments and experience have proved that
irrigation of land under grass cultivation is the
most effective mode of purifying town-sewage

;

the real difficulty being, to find sites suitable for
sewage farming, and means to convey the sewage
to the land. There are evidence and experience
enough to prove that sewage farming need not
cause any nuisance injurious to human health

j

as, also, that where land can be obtained at even

an extravagant agricultural price, the operation

may be made to pay
;
but there must clearly be

a limit to the price to be paid. Land near large

towns for instance, studded with houses (villa

residences), surrounded by ornamental grounds,

will not be available, for two reasons : firstly,

local opposition; and, secondly, cost. Local

opposition, in fact, means “ cost.” There are

hundreds of acres of land surrounding large

towns now letting at agricultural prices. bub which
would only be sold at building land value

;
that

is, land letting at annual rents, from 31. to Gl. per

acre, but which would only be sold at 5001. or

IjOOOZ. per acre, and under a forced sale after

heavy costa. These things being so, no town

,

would be warranted in paying such prices for a

sewage farm.

The Kingston-npon-Thames Corporation pro-

posed, recently, to acquire 180 acres of the

“Ham Fields,” stretching along the margin of

the most beautiful portion of the Thames, partly

above and partly below Teddington Lock. On
the opposite side of the river stands Twicken-
ham, and on both sides there are large mansions,
which are inhabited because the district is open,

beautiful, and free from manufactures and the
snspicion of nuisance. The proposal of the

Kingston Corporation has, however, set all these

owners of property and residents in the district

in violent opposition
;

and numerously signed
memorials against the scheme have been received

at the Home Office. An inquiry has taken place,

and tho Kingston Corporation proved certain

well-known facts with respect to properly irri-

gated land—namely, that the effects and results

of sewage irrigation are not necessarily injurious

to health.

The land proposed to be taken in subsoil and
surface soil was proved to be suitable for sewage
irrigation—this portion of the valley of the
Thames being alluvial, that is, a loamy gravel.

The Croydon witnesses on behalf of the Corpo-
ration proved that fresh sewage, applied to such
land in proper volnmes, would produce heavy
crops of Italian rye grass, and would not create
local nuisance nor disease.

Land valuers on behalf of the Corporation
estimated the estate at 32,0001. (less than 1801.

an acre)
,
and the necessary works were estimated

at 11,0001. The land is “freehold,” subject to
“ Lammas rights;” and it was stated that in

effecting a purchase a hostile lord of the manor
and hostile commoners w'ould have to be bought
out. Evidence was given, in cross examioation,
that land in the immediate neighbourhood had
been sold at prices varying from 5001. np to 1,0001.

per acre; and that such prices would be con-

tended for if the question of a forced sale ever
came before an arbitrator. The opponents,
however, declared their intention of resisting tho
purchase of this land for a sewage farm, by every
legal means, at any price. Supposing that the

Secretary of State assented to the preparing of a
provisional order, this would be opposed on the
“second reading,” when it musbgo before a“ select

committee,” and all the evidence, they said, and
all the cost would be again incurred

;
and further,

supposing the bill to have escaped this ordeal,

there would be violent opposition in both. Houses
of Parliament, and according to any reasonable

doctrine of chances, defeat would be certain.

Evidence, it was stated, would be tendered by the

opponents to prove that land can be obtained in

the neighbourhood free from the objections

raised against Ham Fields, as also that com-
bination with other districts would make the
proposed sewage irrigation works better and
cheaper for all parties.

Those members of the Kingston Corporation

who promoted the scheme profess to be angry
with the Home Secretary for declining to sanc-

tion a prolonged inquiry
; but when there is

time for cooler judgment this feeling will doubt-

less wear away. There are two sides to most
questions, and more than one way of parties

interested looking at them ;
an official, however,

ought to arrive at his opinions, if possible, free

from bias, and then decide fearless of either

praise or blame. The Kingston sewage irriga-

tion would undoubtedly have saturated the

subsoil of 150 acres opposite to a portion of the

river drawn upon by the great water companies
for the supply of London, and suspicion would
have been thrown upon all the local wells. One
of the open spaces in the most beautiful part of

the Thames would thus have been vitiated by
sewage utilization. The question, as may be
learned on reading tho published evidence,

ceased to be one of nuisance or no nuisance,

and became one of relative cost, in the first

instance
;
and, if the corporation like to put i.,

so, of sentiment on behalf of the local pro-
prietors. But besides the resident objectors
there was a loudly-objecting public, in the
persons of many commoners, who reasonably
objected to the enclosure of so much open com-
mon land, over which, from time immemorial,
there have been Lammas rights. Town sewering
and sewage farming are both necessary

; but
town authorities, in selecting sites for sewage
irrigation, ought to have regard to local feeling,

probable cost, and to public convenience. The
margin of the river Thames opposite to Twick-
enham and parallel with Ham village ought not
yet, at any rate, to be selected for town sewage
farming.

THE DRAINAGE AND HEALTH OF
LEICESTER.

We have received, amongst other letters on
this subject, and in reply to recent observations

in our pages, one from Mr. E. S. Stephens, the
borough surveyor, and another from one of the
inspectors of the Leicester deep sewer works,
who signs himself “ Not Ashamed of my Job.”
The facts stated in our article of the 27th of
March wore derived from the report addressed to

the members of the highway and sewerage com-
mittee of the town council of Leicester, signed
Jas. Thompson, and dated February, 1869.

Mr. Stephens in his letter complains of the
statement that the “ sub-committee, in a great

measure, traces the extraordinary death-rate from
diarrhoea to radical defects iu the main sewer of
the town.” The report gives three conclusions

at which the sub-committee arrived in tracing
the cause of the mortality from diarrha3a.

The 2ud conclusion is, “ The ineffioacy of somo
of tho main sewers in carrying off the daily sup-
plies of fcecal and other offensive matter con-

veyed into them from the bouses by side drains.”

To this are appended the following remarks :
—

“It will bo in the remembrance of some mem-
bers of the highway and sewerago committee
that the main sewers were laid down by con-
tract ; that the contractor found his bargain
unprofitable

j
and suspicions were entertained at

the time that the work was done on incorrect

principles—the lower tiers of bricks being laid

in without mortar. In consequence it would be
found, I firmly believe, were investigation to take
place, that many of the sewers are nearly filled

up with silt, and hence the sewage matter chokes
them up, continually evolving gas of a most in-

jurions description, which forces itself up the
side drains into the houses, through the imper-
fect arrangements made for trapping the pipes

in sculleries, and kitchens, and cellars.”

Conclusion 3rd is, “The introduction intowells,

by percolation, of the emanations of cesspools,

the water being drunk by the inhabitants of the
locality, and thus occasioning the disease.”

Among the remedies proposed. No. 2 is “ The
taking up of the brick sewer by degrees, when
proved faulty, and the substitution therefor of
the pipe sewer. At Liverpool, I hear, a pipe
sewer, nine miles long, is in course of construc-

tion.” No. 4 is “ The prompt discontinuance of
the use of well-water in all quarters where the
contact is near with the lower parts of cesspools,

and other similar places of deposit.”

At the end of the report is printed a letter

written by a friend of Mr. Thompson’s, and an
eye-witness of tho construction of the main
sewer. The following is an extract from the
letter:—“You will remember that Mr. Bowu
was appointed inspector, and it was generally

understood that the appointment was to be a
sinecure. When the sewer was being made, I

was induced, by the rumours afloat, to go with a

frisod to see with my own eyes whether they
were being laid without mortar. I went to some
streets between Belgrave Gate and Humberstone
Gate, and saw in a number of places that the

lower half, at least, of the sewer was laid with-

out any kind of cement ; that a small quantity

of mortar appeared on the top of the completed

work
;
and that filling in with earth had com-

menced, so that the work was visible in all

stages.”

The suggestion as to the cause of this defec-

tive construction, is also contained in the same
letter appended to the printed report, and is not
as stated by Mr. Stephens, a sage suggestion of

our own.
Mr. Stephens says the only inference he can

draw from our observations is, that the writer
“ must be a large shareholder in the water com-
pany, and that his desire is to frighten the

public into taking his water.” Mr. Stephens
evidently knows nothing of the Builder.
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THE ARRANGEMENT OP FARMSTEADS.
At a rocent Tnr>etiDg of tho Tarporley Agri-

cttltoral Society, Mr. R. Beckett, of Ilartforcl,

read a paper on “ Cheshire Farmsteads,” which
contained snggestions that may be tisefolly

attended to in other counties. Wo therefore
print the pitli of it :

—
I have nothing particularly novel toproponnd,

nor do I claim entire originality, either in the
matter of this paper, or the plan accompanying
it ;

so far from this, yon will often find me
indulging in quotations—of which I am fond

—

for when fitting they are as ” grains of wheat in

bushels of chaff.” And as to my model plan,

you will find many of its features in one or other
of the other plans exhibited, whose authors’
names are attached to them, and whose consent
I have for bringing them before you. I have not
the least intention of adding to the number of
vnpractical practical suggestions—which abound
already—in proof of which I may say, that,

although this model plan has not in its entirety
in any particular case been carried out, yet in

one place or another its main features are those
of buildings I have myself erected within the
last fourteen years, and have more or lees re-

ceived the approval of experienced farmers.
If I am asked what is tho beat advice I conld

give to those about to build, it would bo somo-
ibing of this sort :—As “ UDderetaiiding a thing
is half doing it,” bo thoroughly satisfied before
you lay a brick that the plana not only show the
accommodation you want, but that it is well and
conveniently arranged for its purpose—ever
remembering that as the area covered is a
criterion of cost, so let as little room as possible
be given to unnecessary passages and useless

places. It is easy to correct what is wrong
before yon begin

; it is not so when built, for then
needless additional expense most be incurred or
there it must remain, it may be, to the discredit
of all concerned.

Then, if yon build by estimate, be prepared
with something more than the sum first named,
for depend upon it there is trnth in the old
adage, “ The charges of bnilding and making of
gardens are unknown.” Rely more on the
character of your tradesmen than on figures;
and, above all, what yon do build, build sub-
stantially. Give your orders as long beforehand
as you can. To delay them until spring is ad-
vanced, and then to insist on the work being
done in the few summer months, perplexes an
employer, is injurious to the employed, and leads
to disappointment and loss. Moreover, ” Good
and quickly seldom meet.” Shakepeare says :

—

“ When wc do mean to build,

We first survey the plot, then draw the model

;

And when we see the figure of the house,
Then must we rate the cost of the erection.
Which if we find*o«tweigbs ability,

What do we then, but draw anew the model.”

As the tenant is the most interested in the
convenience of the buildings, it is but right that
his opinion should be taken

; and, indeed, so
far as my experience goes, it generally is. Bub
still I am no advocate for the sorb of parliament
which the Chronicler of a Clay Farm has so
humorously described:—“The landlord, the
tenant, the bricklayer, the carpenter, the work-
men, and last, not least, tho gaping neighbour,
each has his opinion, and gives it freely enough.
The result is generally a mongrel compromise
between them all. No one voice, no one plan is

predominant
; and by the time the whole outlay

is expended, the job is half a job, and the ship
is spoilt for a bap’orth of tar and an ounce of
oakum ! The extreme of cold, as well as the
extreme of heat, will leave a blister on the
fingers.”

Position.—When yon possess the power of
choosing the situation, Lord Bacon’s advice is,

“ Avoid ill ways, ill markets, and ill neighbours.”
The two last are, perhaps, greater ills than the
first, and not easily avoided. Good accessible
roads are unquestionably a greater consideration
than central position, which writers on this sub-
ject have theorised so much about. Another
authority says, “ A house built in low or flat
ground by a river side, makes work for the
physician, apothecary, surgeon, coffin-maker, and
grave-digger,” so there is more in this question
of locality than we are disposed to think.

Site.—This, as well as the last, does not often
happen to be a matter of choice, but when it does
it is just as well to recollect what an artist has
said, “None but a fool would build a house on a
hill unless there was another hill behind it as a
shelter against northern storms.” But there is

one very material consideration these wise men

have not mentioned, and that is, a constant and
abundant supply of good water, a sine qua non
about a farmstead.

Aspect.—This, at any rate, in new buildings,
can and ought to be considered. If in other
dwellings comfort and health are affected by it,

in a Cheshire farmstead, there is the other
advantage—usefulness. Aspect is, to some
extent, as necessary in a fa/rmliouse ns in a green-
house, for if there is a manufactured article one
may call vegetable, and which requires treating as

such, it is cheese. The best front aspect is south-
east 5 north and east are cold and cutting, sooth
and west hot and wet. A reference to the plan
before you will best explain what I deem the best
disposition of the different rooms. The living-

room is on the south-east, kitchen south-west,
and the milk-house on the north and north-east.
Of a milk-house Professor Voelcker says, “It
should be dry, well-ventilated, and protected
from the rays of the sun.”

Arrangor$ient.—Here again, I must refer you
to the plan, mentioning only some of the points
which strike me as important. As “ One eye of

a master is said to see more than ten of bis

servants,” the living-room, with master’s bed-
room over it, should command a view of the
farm-yard. A good sized back or working
kitchen, with a soft-water tank under it, is pro-

vided. In this kitchen the bulk of the rougher
work and cheesemaking are done

;
the best

kitchen being more of a dining and general living
room for the servants.

Over this working kitchen I have placed the
cheesetDaking room, or rather rooms, for the
smaller the room the more uniform the tempera-
ture. No farmhouse, at any rate, ought to be
without a second staircase, if only for the com-
plete separation of male and female dormitories.
Good cellarage is indispensable

;
and attics,

where the elevation will allow of them, are a
great convenience.

For the arrangement of the farmery, I con-
sider the cruciform plan as best adapted for our
purpose, the double cow-sheds forming the main
leg

;
the root-house, with chopping-room over it,

filling in the intersection between this and the
young stock sheds on the one side, and the cart
and implement sheds on the other. Dutch bays
have of late entirely superseded the old lock-up
barns. These are placed against the root and
chopping houses. Over the cart and implement
sheds is the granary. Stables and loose boxes
form a wing on tho south-east side. Piggeries,
yards, as well as sleeping sheds, should, I think,
be roofed in, but open on at least two sides.

Pigs, from their general treatment, might ap-
pear to be considered an exception to all other
animals, which thrive and fatten best when
sheltered and warm. A covered pigsty has also
less of “rank compound of villainous smell” so
common to open ones.

There are no lofcs over the cattle sheds
; the

little convenience these may be being more than
counterbalanced by their many disadvantages,
such as injury done to the provender from exha-
lation, the health of the animals being affected
by the confined space, and the discomfort to the
milkers in hot weather. Add to this the danger
of fire. I have known so many losses from fire

traceable to these lofts, often from unprotected
lights, that I wonder insurance offices do not
levy an increased rate where they exist. Other
depots for the provender must of course be pro-
vided in lieu of lofts. Liquid manure tanka, so
popular a few years ago, are now, it is to be
feared, very little cared for. Where they are
nob regularly emptied either for distribution on
the land, or on to the manure, they are a doubt-
ful advantage, for they then simply convert a
visible and partial waste into an invisible and
total loss. I do not recommend that the drains
should be taken directly into the tank, but that
they should deliver themselves on to the manure
in the manure yard, which should be sunk for
that purpose. The tank being in the opposite
corner of the manure stead would thus only re-

ceive what the manure (or the next best thing,
sand or soil, carted in for the purpose) failed to
absorb. The liquid should likewise be con-
stantly pumped back again on to the manure or
soil, and never be allowed to reach the overflow
pipe.

A great want in our modern farmeries seems
to be a sufficient number of good loose boxes
for breeding and sick animals, and fair-sized

straw-yards for young stock. That useful fluid,

rain-water, is too often allowed to run to waste,
instead of which I would provide a large under-
ground tank, having a lift-pump and drinking-
trough in the yard.

Stationary engines can hardly, in these days
of locomotives, be said to be a necessity j and as
“
’Tia use alone that sanctifies expense,” I do not

consider that engine-houses are a fair demand on
a landlord’s purse. Horse-power, both for pre-
paring cattle-food and churning, is more econo-
mical in the long rnn. The rick-yard would, of
course, adjoin the Dutch bays. I may mention
here, I think it a too common practice to place
this very near the buildings, for if a fire takes
place, it results in the destrnction of both build-

ings and produce. I have placed the higher
bnilding fo as to protect the cattle-sheds and
yards from the prevalent cold winds and wet.

Construction.—By this is meant both mate-
rials and their disposal. The strength of mate-
rials should always be proportioned to what is

required of them, and of the two “ stronger than
strong enough.” Tredgold, a great authority on
this, says: “ The strength depends more on the
right position of the materials than on the sub-
stance.” I will epitomise some^ practical points
which suggest themselves.

All underground work, especially in wet sitna-

tions, should be set in hydraulic mortar. Astbury,
in this county, supplies an excellent quality of
hydraulic lime. Good sand is essential to good
mortar as well as good lime. External walls,

especially of obeese-rooms and dairies, are better
built with a cavity, thus resisting all external

influences, whether from heat, cold, or damp.
Brickwork can hardly be set too wet in summer,
or too dry in winter. Hereabouts we are nob
rich in good building-stones. Runcorn provides

a fair red sandstone, and Mow Cop and Biddulph
Park an excellent grey grit. These last have
bub one fault, that is, the expense of working
them.

In timber, there is nothing equals our famous
oak for internal fittings to cattle-sheds, door-

frames, and such like, especially as it is now
much cheaper than formerly, iron having fore-

stalled it so much in ship-building. For general

purposes, American red and yellow pine are the

beat; American spruce is the cheapest and
worst. We have a maxim in carpentry which is

worth remembering, namely, “ truss with wood,
and lye with iron.” All large doors, and those
exposed to wind, should slide, where practicable.

For roof covering, tiles, although heavier than
slates, have the advantage of being less costly ;

they are also slow and imperfect conductors of

both heat and cold. All roofs should be spouted,

and eaves and verges should overhang the walls
at least a foot. Let there be as little to keep up
in the way of external exposed wood and iron

work as may be.

External Appearance.—It has been well said
“ houses are built to live in more than to look

on ; therefore let use be preferred before uni-

formity, except where both may be had.” Both
can be had, as we all know. It is well to re-

member “the difference of cost between good
and bad bnilding is very small, the difference in

their appearance and utility immense.” The
architecture should be distinctive, that is, the

appearance of a building should bespeak its

character and use. The Elizabethan stylo is

generally preferred. Mach may be done by
colour as well as outline. What dress is ta

an individual that colour is to an elevation.

Ventilation.—For a definition of this, I will

quote from a lecture I heard a week or two ago,

by Mr. Reid, ventilatist, of Prescot. He says:
“ To define the word Ventilation—it is to be un-

derstood as being the due and suitable supply of

air to any apartment or place not having free

and unlimited communication with the open at-

mosphere. This definition therefore includes

all buildings, and all parts of buildings : and the

supplying to them of the most important and
the most indispensable of all things necessary to

sustaining the life and health of the occupants of

such dwellings ;—for without clothing a person

may live long, and without food may live days,

but without air life cannot be sustained even for

a few minutes; therefore, air is the most abso-

lutely indispensable of all life-sustaining sub-

stances. The definition also embraces the art

and skill necessary to introduce such air in due
quantity, at proper places, in a fit condition, and
appliances to insure a continuous circulation into

and out of every apartment.
So that, to be satisfactory, it implies ingress

as much as egress—a free current without
draughts. For admitting the air into cattle

steadings, a glazed drain tube, a little above the
floor, pointing inwards and downwards, is nob a
bad expedient—the point of egress should be as
high as possible. What are known as bonnet-
ridges, and louvre ventilators, are generally used
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for this purpose. As to the ventilation of the

rooms of a bouse, there is no doubt every room
which is closed for hours together, should have

<w;o flues—one for smoke, the other for vitiated

air. It certainly seems odd that we should de-

vote such endless ingenuity and expenditure in

eecuring the most perfect system of ventilation

in our gaols and workhouses, and yet so entirely

neglect it incur own dwellings. I cannot refrain

from quoting here some remarks I met with a

•day or two ago on this subject—reflecting, though

it does, on my own craft :
—“ The manner in

which rooms aro now constructed is, in my
opinion, really criminal

;
one would suppose that

every pains and care were taken to render them
thorougblyuncomfortabloand as unhealthy as pos-

sible
;
they are positively as much like air-tight

boxes as they can be. They have no properly-

constructed inlets for fresh air, which is left to

get in as it can through the chinks and crevices

of ill-fitting doors or windows. It is a mercy,

for the sake of their inmates, that the joiner does

not more perfectly complete his work; were he
80 to do, the chances aro that they would not
* live out half their days,’ where the foul or

respired air is guardedly retained as though
tenacious of losing one’s breath.”

Light is only secondary to ventilation, and
being cheaply come at, there is the less reason to

witUold it. Continual darkness is without doubt
injurious to sight, and so also is too glaring a

light in front of an animal.

Heating of clieeae-rooms cither by hot air or

hot water is the exception, and ought, we are

told, to be the rule. The simplest plan, and I

think thobest, because the most easily regulated,

is having a stove in the press-room, with its

pipes passing through an aperture much larger

than itself, in the floor of the cheese-room above.

Cost .—Bailey Denton, in his “ Homesteads of

•England,” a most admirable work, computes this

at about 71. per acre, which probably as an
•approximation is as near as one can hope to get

;

but it is evident this would vary in proportion to

the extent of the farm. The number of cattle

kept is so disproportionate to the acreage on
different farms, that any average computation
based on extent is necessarily very uncertain.

The next thing which would follow upon cost—
namely interest—is so unwelcome a theme, and
so rarely brought into question in Cheshire, that

wo will, as the schoolboys say, “ skip it,”

although, mind you, I am not a convert of those

who seem to think a landowner is the only man in

the world who should eschew an interest table.

I shall conclude with a few general remarks,
which I hope you will not think irrelevant.

A landed estate has not inaptly been styled

“an animal with its mouth ever open.” It is,

therefore, wiser to expect too little than too

much.
There is one essential to a satisfactory home-

stead I have not yet mentioned, and that is, an
•occupant who appreciates it, and will see that as

there is a place for everything, so everything

shall be in its place. I care not how good and
well arranged it may be; if misappropriation

within and untidiness without are the rule, the

effect can only be the reverse of pleasing. A
good homestead without a good tenant is a lock

-without a key.
ily views of what chiefly constitute a good

Cheshire Farmstead are now before you, and all

I can say is

—

“ If a better syatern’e tbine,

Impart it frankly, or make use of mine.”

Most of you have the advantage of experience in

the every-day working of them, which I have
not; therefore, so far, your opinions are worth
more than mine, and 1 trust you will not hesi-

tate to give them as freely and candidly as I

have tried to do. No one can ba more interested

in learning than I am, and none, I hope, more
willing.

Notwithstanding we have in this country some
of the best landlords, the best farms, the best
farmers, and the best farmsteads in the world,
we have a suflicient number of the latter, at

least, which are so unworthy of the name of

farmsteads as to render this subject worthy of

our considerations.

The plan which the most successfully com-
bines working convenience with economy of

space, and the best facilities for manufacturing
cheese and manure, must be the best, come from
where it may.

Building- Act.—It is understood that no
endeavour will be made this session to obtain a

new Metropolitan Building Act.

THE LIVEEPOOL HEALTH EEPOET.

The usual annual report (for last year) on the

health of Liverpool by Dr. Trench, the medical

officer of health for the borough, has been
printed, and we give a few extracts from it.

The average death-rate of the borongh for

1868 was 29-1 per 1,000. The average during

the previous ten years (1850 to 1867) was 32 2

per 1,000, or 3T p^r 1,000 more than in 1868.

This is equivalent to a decrease of 1,552 in the

number of deaths relatively to population, or, in

other words, it may bo regarded as a saving of

1,552 human lives when compared with the

mortality of the previous decennial period. The
deaths during 1867 were l't,513, or by seventy

numerically less than in 1868 ; bub if allowance

be made for increase of population, at the rate

of 1-68 per cent., then the returns of 1868 aro

more favourable than in 1867 by at least 172

deaths, or by a rate equal to 0-3 per 1,000 of the

population. This decrease, though slight, is

satisfactory, because the excessive heat and dry-

ness of the seasons occasioned an unusual

amount of infantile sickliness throughout the

country during the summer and autumnal
months of 1868.

Zymotic diseases occasioned, during 1868,

3,9-11 deaths, and thus accounted for 27 per cent,

of the total mortality from all causes. This

rate is 3 per cent, more than what in ordinary

years is found to be the proportional rate of

zymotic deaths throughout the country
;
bub it

is 1-8 per cent, less than the proportional rate

within the borongh of Liverpool during the pre-

ceding decennial period.

Typhus and infantile remittent fever accounted

within the borongh of Liverpool for 811 deaths
;

or for 532 in the parish and 309 in the out-town-

ships. The rate of their mortality was equal to

1-7 per 1,000 per annum of the estimated popula-

tion
;
their pcr-centago rate relatively to deaths

from all causes was 4-2 daring the first, 3-8 during

the second, 4-7 during the third, and 10’2 daring

the fourth quarter of the year. Their deaths

included 432 males and 409 females
; 239 persons

below the age of 15 ;
231 between the ages of

15 and 30 ; and 371 above the age of 30.

During the months of August, September, and
October, while summer and infantile diarrhoea

were likewise extremely prevalent, there raged a

wide-spread epidemic of the enteric typo of con-

tinued fever. It first showed itself in the rural

districts on the north and north-east of Liverpool,

where, beneath a sandy soil of very moderate

depth, the substratum is boulder clay of great

extent and thickness. Its attacks were nob re-

stricted to the weakly, the poor, the indigent, or

the overcrowded; but, ou the contrary, while it

spared no class, its chief victims were the young
and adolescent of families in comfortable circum-

stances. It was not on the whole a very fatal

malady ; its death-rate being much less than

that of ordinary typhus.

Tbe drainage of houses throughout the whole

of the rural districts is at present necessarily

imperfect. The land is flat, the clay substratum

impervious to fluids, the subsoil water line near

to the surface. The drains, such as they aro,

either terminate in cesspools, or empty into

stagnant ditches, or enter the muddy and sluggish

tributary streams of the river Alt, or allow their

contents to percolate through the porous soil

around the houses. In Bootle the sewers are

UQVontilated, and notwithstanding the lessons

so sadly taught by the death registry of Liver-

pool, the houses in that rising district are con-

structed in many respects without due regard to

the principles of hygiene. The season was

favourable to tbe injurious miasmata which

result from vegetable decomposition aided by a

high temperature.

The number of privies certified for conversion

into water-closets throughout the borough, from

July, 1863, to end of December, 1867, was 8,323 ;

from January to December, 1868, both mouths

inclusive, the number was 5,068.

The corporation, availing themselves of the

provisions of the 29th Viet., cap. 28, have

erected on land, purchased for the purpose, six

blocks of tenements, containing in all 146 dwel-

lings for the labouring class. The rents at which

it is purposed to let the houses are extremely

moderate, and the rent-charge includes sanitary

and parish rates, and the water and gas used in

the households. The St. Martin’s Cottages cost,

for site and buildings, 16,15H. They contain 84

two-roomed houses, at rents from 33. to -la. 3d.
;

•i2 three-roomed ditto, 43. to 53.3d.; 20 four-

roomed ditto, 5s. Gd. to Cs. GJ.
;

gross total

rents, l,6-i7i. lls.

PROPOSED CHANNEL TUNl^EL.
DUNGENESS TO CAPE GRISREZ.

In a prospectus on this subject, Mr. Gjorg©
Remington, C.E., says,

—

“The Wealden formation, consistinE of very strong
clay, beds of freestone, and freshwater limestone, extend-
ing from Dungeness across the Chnuijel to Cape Grianez

;

and having concluded that that was the proper course for

the construction of the tunnel; I at once proceeded, at
considerable expense, to prepare plans and sections, and
laid them before the Board of Trade, the Minister of
Works, Paris, and also placed copies in the hands of many
noblemen, including the Earl of Derby, the Duke of
Richmond, the Duke of Sutherland, and others.

The line is intended t > commenco at the town of Lydd,
where it will join ths branch railway from the South
Eastern at Appledore. It will descend from Lydd at an
inclination of 1 in ?'•, the distance of 3, miles to the point
of Dungeness. where the level of the rails will be 210 ft.

below tbe level of low-water spring tides
;
tbe rails would

then rise from Duugeness shall at the rate of 1 in 3,795 for

about 7 miles, then fall at the rate of 1 in 1,300 for about
8 miles, to the centre shaft on tbe “Ridge”

;
from thence

fall at the rate of 1 in3,2li5 for 11 miles to Cape Grianez,

and then rise at the rate of 1 in 79, aud 1 in 81, to jvin the

French railways.

The height of the tunnel, as shown on the section, will

be 30 ft. from the sollit of the arch to the centre of the
invert, and there will be a clear headway of 20 ft. for the

trains; the space between tbe rails and the invert will be
occupied by a spacious sewer, running along the ceutre

line of the tunnel, and on each side ol it two air tunnels,

for the purpose of providing perfect ventilation. The
width of the tunnel wi l be 25 ft. : it will bo constructed of

brickwork and masonry, surrounded with coiierete, and
also a mass of concrete will be placed upon the invert sur-

rounding the air and drainage tunnels, and forming a bed-
ding for the sleepers of the railway.

There will be three main shafts of large dimeoeioae. The
centre shaft on the “ Ridge ” will be protected by a break-

water, formed of rubble and faced with ashlars
;
the other

shafts are to be ell'ected by means of wrought-iron tubular

piles from 8 ft. to 10 ft. square, or diameter, the inside

strengilieued with plates on tbe cellular principle. These
piles will bs provided with proper valves to regulate the

ingress and egress of waterduriiig the time of sinking into

position, and when sunk they will be supported by proper

guy chains and tickle from anchor moorings placed in

various directions around the piles, every pile forming a

shaft of suflicient length to reach the entire depth of water

and through the bed of the Channel down to the level of the

tunnel. It is intruded to weight the lower end of the piles,

and to sink them intoposition on the principle ofi he angler’s

lloat. The water will then be pumped out by steam power,

and the soil be brought up from the interior and cast over

on the outside, forming a cone round the pile ;
thus, very

rapid progress may be made with the works according to

the number of shafts put down.”

Each temporary shaft, he estimates, will cost

19,8001.

“ Should it be decided on to employ ten intermediate

shafts, it is quite clear that the tunnel may be carried on
in twenty-six sections simultaneously ,

and, as the distance

across the Channel is twenty-six miles, gives only one

mile for each section, or two miles for a shaft; and,

assuming only one yard advance per day for each heading,

the whole works might be accomplished in 51 years
;
but

by means of improved machinery for'tunnelling I believe

that much more rapid progress might be made.”

He estimates the total cost of the works at

6,993,2001., aud the probable net profit at

975,5401. per annum.

COMMUNICATION BETWEEN RAILWAY
PASSENGERS AND GUARDS.

A PLAN, to some extent on the principle we
have long advocated, of opening a way of per-

aonal communication for passengers who require

it, while trains are in transit, has been invented

by Mr. Henry Ledger, builder, Hulme. The

specification says :
—‘‘ The object of this inven-

tion is the application of simple, inexpensive,

and reliable apparatus, which cannot be tam-

pered with, to railway carriages, in order that

passengers may communicate or signal to the

guard or driver of a train, and at the same time

receive instantaneous personal assistance in case

of necessity, whilst the train is in motion, from

their fellow-passengers in any other compart-

ment of the same carriage ;
and the application

of this invention is also to afford a means of

escape from any compartment, in case of fire or

accident, whilst the train is in motion.” The in-

vention consists in providing a thoroughfare of

ample dimensions through the whole length of the

carriages, and from one carriage to another, if

necessary, by forming a doorway and fitting a

door in each division or partition which now

separates carriages into compartments, and, if

necessary, in the ends of the carriages. These

thoroughfares and doors are situated above the

seats, and the doors are made to slide up and

down in grooves behind the seats, so that

when closed such doors give all the privacy

to each compartment which at present exists.

When closed, such doors are fastened by means

of a self-acting hook, which is acted upon by

a lever or series of levers connected to a rod

running along the whole length of the roof of

the carriage. In each compartment a chain is

suspended, which is connected to an arm branch-

ing from the longitudinal rod before mentioned
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EO that when such chain is pulled by a pasgenger,
the longitudinal rod turns partially, and thus the
hooks are caused to release all the doors in such
carriage, so as to open up a communication
through the sliding doorways between all the
compartments. At the same time the doors in
falling come in contact with two levers connected
by chains, passing over guide-pulleys, to sema-
phore signals mounted on each side, or on each
side of the roof of such carriages, so that such
semaphores are thrown out to signal in which
carriage the guard is wanted

j
whilst at the

same instant the chains connected with the
actuating lever of such semaphore are caused,
by means of a peculiar clutch attached to them,
to pull the ordinary cord or rope which passed
from one end of the train to the other, and thus
actnate the hammer of a gong situated either in

the goard’s van or on the engine, or both
;

or, if

connected with the steam whistle, to cause it to
sound an alarm. An indication is also given
from which compartment the chain has been
polled, by means of a self-acting latch, which,
when once released, renders it impossible to re-
place it in its original position without the use of
a key made expressly to suit it. The whole
mechanism of this apparatus is closed in so as
to render it impossible to be tampered with.

An important provision of the Railways Regu-
lation Act has now come into operation. Every
train travelling more than twenty miles without
stopping is to be provided with an efficient means
of communication between the passengers and
the servants of the company in charge of the
train. There is a penalty of lOi. for each case
of default, and passengers nging the apparatus
without Buffioienb cause will bo liable to a fine
of 51.

In the Commons, in reply to a question, Mr.
Bright said:—Some weeks ago a deputation of
the principal railway companies north of London
called at the Board of Trade, and recommended
a new mode of communication between the
guards and drivers, and between them and the
passengers. After examining it, and hearing
the statements of the deputation, the Board of
Trade sanctioned the application of the system
to those railway companies, and it is known as
the rope system. As regards some other lines,

—

as, for instance, the South-Eastern, which does
not generally, or even as a rule, run trains in

connexion with the northern lines,—another
system, called the electric, has been adopted,
and sanctioned by the Board of Trade. If these
means should nob be found effective, then the
Board of Trade will be ready to make such other
recommendations and sanction such other plans
as may be fonnd more efficient.

NEWS FROM PARIS.

On the 4th iust. the veil which concealed the
great bas-relief at the Louvre, representing
Napoleon III., full size, on horseback, was
removed. It is placed between the Lasdigu'ures
and La Tremouilie pavilions, above the public
entrance to the court. This bas-relief is of
bronze, set in white marble. Above there is an
inscription commemorative of the termination
of the works of the new Louvre, executed by
order of the Emperor. He is represented in
Roman costume, with naked legs and arms, and
wears a crown of laurel on his bead. It brings
to mind the bas-relief equestrian statue of
Henry IV. over the entrauce-door of the Hotel
de Ville.

The Paris circular railway is at last wholly
open to the public, the gap between the
Courcelles and the Yillette stations being com-
pleted. Three collisions have taken place on
this line within a few days.

It must bo very disagreeable for the owner
or inhabitant of a house in an obscure street

to be promised a first-class central street
crossing his own, and to find that the new
thoroughfare differs in level from his street
to the extent of above 60 metres, or nearly
200 ft., a depth in which the Monument of
Loudon could be bid. The town surveyor calcu-
lated the difference of level as only a few metres
between the old and new street, and tried to
maintain it; but the Siecle has proved that the
most out-of-the-way carelessness combined with
ignorance of municipal engineering has been
allowed to prevail over the just complaints of
the inhabitants. The Chamber of Deputies
was lately occupied with this question, and a
sharp but very wholesome discussion was the
result. All persons who have visited Paris
know the rue Neuve-Saint-fitienne-du-Mont,

now called the rue Rollin, leading from the me
Lacipede, near the Jardin des Plantes, to the
Counterscarpe-Saint-Victor. This is the old

street alluded to. Chroniclers inform us that
Pascal died in this street, No. 22

,
in 1662

;

Descartes and Bernardin de Saint-Pierre lived

in it; at No. 6 existed the convent of the Pilles

de la Congregation de Notre Dame, where
Madame Rolland passed, when a young girl,

several years.
The new street (Avenue Napoleon) leading

from the New Opera to the Louvre is in a very
forward state. As it does not form an oblique
angle, like the rue de la Paix and other streets,

with the Boulevard des Capucines, it has been
BO laid out as to be opposite and perpendicular
to the facade of the New Opera-house. Its length
is 800 metres, and breadth 30 metres—about
100 ft. — and during its passage through the
Butte des Moulins serious displacements of level

of adjoining streets will have to be made.
M. Michael Chevalier, the well-known states-

man, said, a few months ago, that, by the posi-

tion of the Opera and the construction of the
Place de TOpero, one of the finest streets iu

Europe—the rue de la Paix—was spoiled. One
of the French periodicals has borne out the pre-
visions of this great statistician: it says, “La
rue de la Paix, si hello autrefois, ne semble plus
avjourd'hui qu'wie faeon de ruelle, d cold de cette

avenue colossalc.” The same paper seems to

exult in the commercial prospects of this new
thoroughfare, basing the calculations on the
ruinous price paid for land at the corners of the
avenue. This amounts to 681. or 72?. per square
mfetre, or from 61. 163 . to 71. a square foot (taking
roughly 10 ft. to the square metre)

; whereas at
the Boulevards, even near the Now Opera, rue
Scribe, and elsewhere, the land is only worth
5J. a square foot at present, even for the new
palaces there rising up.

On the -ith inst., the “ Achille le Clerc ” archi-

tectural competition was decided by the judges,
the subject proposed being “ A Monument to the
Memory of Rossini.” The prize was awarded to

Mr. A. Dillon, pupil of M. Questel.
We learn from the Journal Offcicl (late

Monifeur) that during the lost fifteen years only
the collections of the Imperial museums have been
increased by 45,000 objects of art, such as paint-

ings, statues, antiquities, &o., owing to the good
taste and activity of the Count de Nieuwerkerke.
Objects of the richest artistic value are lying in

the streets all through Paris, but the administra-
tion has bad as yet no place to put them in, and
therefore did not buy. There is no e.xcuse at

present, for the museum space now available in

the Louvre is immense. Thfre are, since the
restoring of the building, 142 saloons, including
the two new galleries on the quay. In spite of

all these resources, there is not room for what is

in the inventories. The minister proposes to

place the surplus in churches and galleries of

provincial towns for a certain sum.

SUBURB.\N VILLAGES.
The ceremony of laying a memorial stone in

connexion with the first village about to be
erected by the Suburban Villsge and General
Dwellings Company has taken place at Lough-
borough Park, Brixton. This comp.my, which
is under the limited liability principle, has been
established for the purpose of building houses in

healthy suburbs, for the accommodation of the
many thonsanda of the industrial classes in onr
large cities and towns who are suffering from
“ overcrowding.” The ceremony was performed
by the Earl of Shaftesbury. The objects of the
company are set forth in an address, with this

prefixture or motto, taken from writings our
readers know of:—
“ ' Overcrowding- ’ means want of pure air, and want of

lire air means debility, continued fever, death, widow-
ood, orphanage, pauperism, and money loss to the living,

It should be needless now to give proof of its deadly
doings."

The leasehold of the Longhborough Park estate

was purchased from the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners on very reasonable terms, and this has
been laid out in plots for dwellings. The whole
extent of the ground thus required is about
26 acres. It has been planned out in six main
streets, each house having its garden in the rear.

The houses, which are to be built on plans by Mr.
Fite, the architect, are to be cottage dwellings
in ornamental brick, and built in six, eight, or
ten rooms, exactly as the shareholder and in-

tending occupier may wish. The rules of the
society are so framed that any one can purchase

his house at oncoon payment of the amount down,
or in one or two years ; or he may spread over his

payment in the form ofrent for seven, fourteen, or
twenty-one years. Thus, if a shareholder selects

a number one bouse, the price of which is 200 Z.,

and pays for it by yearly instalments in twenty-
one years, he would have to pay 19Z. a year and
twenty-one years’ ground-rent at 3Z. Ss. a year,

so that at the end of the twenty-one years he
would have paid 4701.

;
but, on the other hand,

it must be recollected that at the end of his

twenty-one years the bouse becomes absolutely
his own property, and that for the same descrip-
tion of honse elsewhere ho would have to pay at
least one-third more rent, and at the end of his

twenty-one years have no more title to the pro-
perty than on the first day he entered on his

occupancy. Mr. Haberahon is the chairman of
the company.
The Earl of Shaftesbury, at the laying of the

stone, said he firmly believed that the great
want of the day in our large towns, and some
parts of the agricultural districts, was a better
domiciliary condition for the mass of the working
people. The efforts which had been made to

alter the old state of things showed unmis-
takably that the great mass of the pepole did
desire improved dwelling-places, and he rejoiced

that companies were being inaugurated to im-
prove the moral and social condition of the
working-classes. The present movement had
his cordial and hearty support.

OPENING OF AN ART AND INDUSTRIAL
EXHIBITION AT CARLTON.

The Art and Industrial Exhibition at Carlton,
promoted by the rector of the parish, has been
formally opened by Earl Manver?. The rooms
are well adapted for the purpose, and by the
supervision of Mr. W. Bailey they have under-
gone a transformation. Amongst the articles

exhibited are a large number of the products of
local industry, prominent amongst them being
several varieties of hosiery. Prizes have been
offered by the rector, Mr. Forester, to the resi-

dents in the parish. Among the contributions
are a model of a cottage by a briekmaker, and a
second one by a bed-ridden bricklayer, living in

Norfolk-lane, Nottingham. Joseph Barnett, of
Derby, a youth of sixteen, shows a model of a
steam machine, to which the first prize has been
awarded. There is also a model of Carlton
Schools made to form a chefibnior. Near the
end of the room are some etchings by Mr. Parker,
a Lincolnshire schoolmaster, scarcely distin-

guishable from steel engravings.
There is a collection of woods, all of which

have been grown on the estate of the Duke of
Rutland at Belvoir, and arranged by bis grace’s
wood-reeve. There are specimens of various kinds
of wood, from cedar down to black-thorn, and
the varieties and intricacies of grain are well
brought out by the hand of the polisher. Among
the varieties are English oak, knotted, twisted,

light, dark, and diversified iu size ; sections of
chestnut; and silvery birch, elm, walnut, ash,

maple, yew, alder, pear, cedar, mulberry, haw-
thorn, &o. The proportionate weight per foot is

given, and also the soil in which each is grown,
with other facts of iaterest.

THE WISBECH NEW CATTLE MARKET.
This market was opened on Thursday, the Isfc

inst., by the mayor. It stands upon the same
site as the old one, and occupies about an acre,

one-half being devoted to the cattle-yard.

There are two entrances, one for cattle and
the other for sheep and pigs. The pens are of
wrought iron, let into stone sills, and the cattle-

stalls are wrought-iron rails with cast-ircu

posts. The pens and avenues between them are
asphalted. The cattle-stalls are paved with
granite squares, the roads and the cattle-yard

being macadamized. There is also an asphalte
walk, 5 ft. wide, completely round the oattle-

yard, and a large watering-trough, supplied by
the Waterworks Company, in the centre. A long-

covered shed is provided for calves and pigs, and
an office which forms part of a Gothic front

for the collector, and for settling acconnts. The
works were designed and carried out by Mr.
Charles Mumford, C.E., the borough surveyor ^

the contractors being Messrs. Mellard, South-
well, & Co., of Rugeley, for the ironwork, 497Z.

;

and Mr. J. J. Fast, of Melton Mowbray, for the

other work, 1,199?. The market will accommo-
date about 1,400 sheep, 500 pigs, and 400 head
of cattle.
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THE NEW NATIONAL GALLBBT.
The correspondence relative to the appoint-

ment of the architect for the New National
Gallery has jast been printed, by order of the
House of Commons, on the motion of Mr. Beres-

ford Hope, M.P. It will be remembered that

eleven architects submitted designs in competi-

tion for this work ; and the judges, of whom
Mr. Hope was one, reported that they were not
prepared to recommend any one individual design

for adoption
j
at the same time, they thought it

“ doe to the competitors to point to the design

for a new gallery by Mr. Edward Barry, and to

that for the adaptation of the existing gallery by
Mr. Murray, as exhibiting the greatest amount
of architectural merit.”

The competitors, on seeing a statement, which,
we believe, we were the first to publish, that it was
intended to make no selection from the designs,

addressed a unanimona protest to Lord John
Manners, then First Commissioner of Works, in

which they said :

—

“Weaereed to enter tlie competition on the distinct
anderstanding with your Lordship'a predece'sor, the
Bight Hod. W. Cowper, that one of the competing arclii-

tects would bo selected for omuloymerit
j
and wo most re-

spectfully rop-oseut to your’Lordsbip that a contrary
course would he a breach of faith with us, and would
confer a lasting injury upon every one of the com-
petitors.”

And Mr. Cowper, writing at the same time to

Mr. Austin, said :

—

“The expectation held out to architects to induce them
to compete has always been that an impartial decision
would be made and published between the competing
designs, and that the successful competitor would bo
engaged us tlio architect of the building, even though the
identical desigu was not adopted.
la drawing the instructions for the Courts of Justice

competition, we stated distinctly that the successful archi-
tect would be employe!

;
but in framing the other in-

structions I thought It better to reserve a discretion on
this point, because the vote for the building had not been
passed by Parliament, and future proceedings must be
subject io the action of Parliament

;
but I did not intend

practically to place these competitors in a worse position
than the others.
In inviLiug a limited ournbi’r of tenders for works, the

Ollice does not commit itself to accept ibe lowest, and yet
there is a general understsiiding that the lowest tender
will be accepted under a'.l ordinary circumstances: and I
suppose the competing architects must have understood
that the one whose design had the award of the lirst place
would be engaged.”

Tho correspondencQ now printecl opens with a
letter from the Office of Works to Mr. E. M.
Barry, A.R.A., dated IGch June, 18CS, appoint-
ing him to be the architect for the New National
Gallery. Mr. Barry, in his reply of 20th Jane,
says :

—
“In accepting the appointment, I have to express tho

high graiification it has ali'orded me, coming, as it does,
after tho report of tho Judges of Designs in the recent
competition, that of all the designs submitted to them,
mine exhibited the greatest amount of architectural
merit

;
and I have to assure the First Commissioner that

no exertion shall be spared on my part to render the
building suitable for the important purposes for which it

is destined, and uot unworthy of ths nation as a work of
art.’'

He further adds :

—

“ I shall be glad to be informed whether it is intended to
proceed immediately with the new building.”

This letter received from the Office of Works
: a reply, dated 26ch June, which contains the

following passage :

—

“To prevent any possible future misunderstanding,
I the First Coramisaioner desires me to inform you, with
t regard to your remark as to the report of the Judges of
1 Designs, that lit was upon a consideration of all the eir-
t cumstances attending the competitions for tho National
t Gallery and the Law Courts, that your appointment took
I

place.”

It is also stated :

—

“ I am to add that as soon as the ground is acquired,
I and the design approved of, it is intended to commence
t tho building, and that instructions will shortly be sent to

} you to place yourself iu communication with the trustees
' of tho National Gallery, and of the National Portrait
( Gallery, with that object.”

Mr. Barry remarks on the foregoing in a letter
d dated -Ith July, 1868 :

—

“It is the lirst intimation I have received that tho
Q Government considered tliat there was any connexion
b- between tho eoinpetition for tho National Gallery andany
i other matter; and I had supposed that my appointment
It as architect of the former was due to the fact that the
Ji Judges of Designs had declared my design for a new
bi budding to possess the greatest amount of architectural
n merit

;
and to tho statement of the competitors that their

la inducement to furnish designs was their belief that an
BI understanding existed that one of the competing archi-
le tects would be selected for employment, as, however,
yt you refer to all the circumsiances attending the compr-
ii' titioDs for the National Gallery and the Law Courts I
m may perhaps be permitted to advert to those circu’m-
it. Stances, us fur as they affect my position. I was honoured
bj by invitations to send in designs to both competitions in
CO common with Mr. Scott and Mr. Street. The latter
ge gentleman and myself furnished designs in each com-'
p« petition, and I was the only competitor who was dis-

:

til tinguished by tho favourable mention of the judges tn
ki both caaet.

Deeply as I appreciate the compliment of being ap-
pointed architect of the National Gallery, I shall have
reason to regret having been placed in the position
awarded to me by the judges of the two competitions, if

I am to nnderstand that iu consequence of it, it has been
thought right to appoint mo to the lesser work, aud to
refuse me the opportunity of obtaining lasting fame and
advantages, by having my name connected with the
largest und most important public bniltiiog of the age, in

respect of which I have been specially recommended for
employment (jointly with Mr. Street), by tho Judges of
Designs, whose award the competitors were told at the
outset would be regarded as final by her Majesty’s Govern-
ment ; and on the faith of «hich promise, I, iu common
with the other competitors, agreed to enter the compe-

Tbe remainder of the Return ia taken up with
a report of the truateee and director of the
National Gallery, and by subsequent corre-

spondence placing Mr. Barry in communication
with the trustees and director of the National
Gallery, the trustees of the Portrait Gallery, and
the officers of the Department of Science and
Art at South Kensington.
A pamphlet by the Right Hon. A. H. Layard,

M.P., is also specially brought under the notice
of the architect by a letter dated IGoh Nov.,

dying out in the land, and, with all due respect
for it, I submit that it appears to me inappro-

priate to apply to one of the distinctive and
characteristic institutions of the country the
name of any individual, however good and
great he may have been.

“ Honour to whom honour is due,” is always
desirable at proper times, and under proper
circumstances

; but in the case of a vast and
ever increasing collection of works of art, the
result of many princely gifts, of loans, and of
immense cost to the country—which is main-
tained as a national institution at the expense,

and under the control, of the Government of the
country, and which has necessarily connected
with it so many names which most ever be held
iu reverence and in honour—I do think that a
name of dignity and significance as to its owner-
ship and its intentions should be given to it.

It is the property of the nation (acquired by the
gifts of many, and by purchase) for the general
good, and therefore I would suggest that it be
called “The National Museum.” This nppella-

IP .
-

. , P tion, I think, would meet all tho requirements
18S8, before tho reooot change of Governmont

j

j,. exproBaive,
occurre

. appeals to the understanding of every one,

whilst it is also short, euphonious, and not liable

OUR ANCIENT MONUMENTS. to any abbreviations; and we should then be
the other

magnificent collections of the nation, and should
ItJ the House of Commons Sir H. Veraey ^

‘to Pre?eciont sot ns^

asked tho First Commissioner of Works to con- I

magnificent colieot.ons of the nnta

sidor whether measures could bo adopted to
the Na mnal Galior,

^

m Trafalgar-

plaoe the ancient monuments now existing in the
,

Bloomsbury,

country under the protection of some authority
which might prevent their destruction. Mr.
Layard said the question was one of very con-
siderable importance. Not only had a great
many royal and very interesting sepulchral

monuments been allowed to fall into decay, or
been removed or destroyed, but many monuments
of great nrcbmologicftl value had shared the
same fate. This was not creditable to the
country. In France and elsewhere care was
taken to preserve such monuments as parts of

the public property. When he (Mr. Layard)
first came into office his attention was directed

aud “ The National Museum” in South Ken-
sington (in the latter of which is already in-

cluded a part of the National Gallery).

Bonum Nomen.

NEW HEAD-QUARTERS FOR 1st SUSSEX
VOLUNTEER ARTILLERY CORPS AT
BRIGHTON.

The old Eagle Foundry has been altered and
converted into new head-quarters for tho local

artillery corps. The black frontage has been
repaired and tuck-pointed. Tne gates open

to the subject, and he addressed a letter to the at once into the drill-hall, 106 ft. in length
Society of Aniiquaries requesting them, if pos- by 38 ft. in width ; but on the left an orderly-
aible, to prepare him a list of monuments which ' room reduces the length of the hall to 88 fc. In
they thought required public protection. That

;
the centre of the wall on the left-hand side of

request w.as met in a cordial spirit by the dis-
^

the drill-hall is a large opening, fitted with
tinguished president of the society (Lord Stan-

. double sliding doors, forming the entrance to a
hope) aud its members, and they had taken steps ' gun-shed, 60 ft. by 38 ft., in which are placed
which would enable him to obtain such a list, i four 18-poundcr field-pieces; the room being
and permit him to submit some proposal to the ' amply sufficient to permit four detachments to
House for the preservation of such raonunients. drill at the same time, including limbering and
He hoped to be able to do something in that

,
unlimbering the guns. On the north side of

direction, but could not conceal that there were this shed is an armourer’s workshop. This room
some difficulties in the way of legislation on this

, also affords space for the quarter-master’s stores,
subject, arising from private rights and property, and leading from it is the armoury, fitted with
A case, for instance, had recently occurred where racks for 516 stand of arms. Tho arched roof
a monument of great national value was de- and walls of the armoury are composed of
stroyed iu such a manner as, if the accounts in masonry, strengthened by iron girders. The
the newspapers were true, showed an amount of block of buildings described forms the northern
vandalism which one could hardly believe was and central portion of the premises. In the
possible in those days.

SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.
Sir,—

I

n your issue of February 6ch there
appeared some observations by your contributor,

Art Lover,” on the objectionable name which

southern portion is a private room for the
colonel and officers

;
and above are two rooms,

one a reading and smoking room, 25 ft. by IS ft.

for the non-commissioned officers, and the other,

38 fc. by 25 ft
,
a reading and smoking room for

the gunners. Ou the west side of the premises
thero is an eight-roomed house, which forms the

attaches to 'the museum at South Kensingtoo.
' the sergeant-major. The work has

I quite agree with him and others on the point, I

Performed by members of the corps, at cost

but I object to it still more strongly on the ground ‘'’‘’F ™etoly charge for loboor

of its being singularly inappropriate that a great
1

material, the carpenters and builders

national institution should be known by no other
carried out under the superinten-

name than that of the locality iu which it !

Sergeants Hilton and Bunting, upon
• — .1 plans furnished by Lieutenant Goulty (Goutty &

Gibbins, architects), and the gasfletings by
Sergeant Allen. The expense will not be covered
by 1,0001. The colonel advanced the money.

happens to be situated. We are told that
rose by any other name would smell as sweet

;

yet I can hardly conceive, that had the British
Museum been called the Bloomsbury Museum
we should have felt it so worthy and appropriate
an appellation. The term “ Art Museum ” would
neither be sufficiently significant, nor yet would
it meet the case

;
for, as “Art Lover” suggests,

it would “ignore the British Museum,” whilst,

of course, for many reasons, it would never do
to divide the honours of the name with that
grand and matchless collection. In the desira-

bility of having a name for tho museum at South
Kensington which shall be at once “ short,

euphonious, and acceptable to everybody,” “ Art
Lover” suggests its being called the “Albert
Museum.” Now, although that suggestion has
been made some time, so far as I have observed
or have been able to k-arn from inquiry, no
response has been made to it, and I, for one,

take exception to it. I do not think there is

any probability of the name of “ Albert ”

ceasing to be honoured, nor any likelihood of its

ABUSE OF LIBERTY.

Sir,—

W

e boast of our liberty, and, no doubt,

liberty is good if you know how to use it. Now,
it seems to me thero is a liberty greatly abused
occasionally, connected with the province of the
Builder, and that is the liberty which persons ap-
pear to possess of letting houses stand untenautod
and running to ruin to the great annoyance of
their neighbours. This has been tho case for

many years past of a row of houses at the corner
of Stamford-street, Blackfriars

;
there they stand

from year to year, in all their filthiness and
dilapidation, a nuisance to the whole neighbour-
hood, simply because some crazy or crotchety-

wretch wills it, and there is no wholesome law to

will otherwise. Oh, for a little wholesome curtail-

ment of this unchastened liberty. H. W.
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THE BELLS OF ST. MASGAEET’S,
WESTMINSTEE.

On the north side of the venerable Abbej
atanda the well-known and very interesting

parish church of St. Margaret. Its tower con-

tains a peal of ten bells, in the key of E flat 5

weight of tenor 26 owt.,* and a clock.

During the sixteenth century this church, like

many others, had only five bells for ringing in

peal. But in the course of time these were in-

creased to six, subsequently to eight, and at

length to ten in number.
The following extracts from the “ Church-

wardens’ Accompts,” indicate some of the various

occasions on which the bells wore formerly

used :

—

1-19S. Item, for the burying of Muster Taysdale,
fur the bell 0 0 6

1532. Item, received for the kuyli and peuls of
the buryal of Abbot lelype 0 16

1545. Also paid to the ringers ol Christmas evyn,
when the King's Grace came to the Par-
liument-house 0 0 3

1547. Also paid to the ringers at King Henry
the Eighth his dirige in the parish
church 0 0 8

1659. Item, paid to the tinker for mending the
second bell 0 8 0

1571. Item, paid for ringing for joy of the great

victory that the Cdristians hath gotten
of the Turk 0 3 6

1574. Item, paid for ringing for the most pro-

sperous reigu of our most gracious

Sovereign Lady Queen Elizabeth 0 2 6

1536. Item, paid for ringing tde 16lh day of
August for joy of taking the triiytors ... 0 1 0

1587. Item, paid for ringing at the beheading of
the Queen of Scotts 0 10

1596. Item, paid the bellringers the 7, for joy of
victory against the Spaniards 0 7 6

£1003], Item, paid for ringing at the fuueral of
the Queen 0 10

1605. Item, paid for ringing at the time when
the parliament house thould [sic] have
been blown up 0 10 0

1611. Item, paid on Monday, the 8th day of
April, A.D. 1611, for oyl, and for ringing

at the dedicating and coosecrutiug of the

new ground inclosed within the church
yard wull of St. Margaret’s, in West-
minster, for the buryal of the dead 0 2 2

1617. Item, paid to Leonard Tenant, for a new
clock and chimes, and twoe dyals, and
for a barrel, aud pricking thereof, and
for wyers to the chimes, and for all the

iron work, and workmanship in the
setting up, and Onisbing of the same,
according to an agreement made with
him in that behalf, being for the use of

this church and parish 37 0 0

1628. Item, to the ringers at the news of the
Queen's Majesty being with child 0 6 0

1665. Item, to the ringers at the late victory

obtained against Che Dutch 10 0

Numoroua items also occur for ringing on

flivers other occasions. See Nichols’s “ lilustra-

tions of the Manners and Expences of Aubient

Times in England.” dto. 1797.

The bells now in the tower have no inscrip-

tions besides the names or initials of founders,

churchwardens, &c. I will, however, give a

abatement showing by whom, aud when they

were severally cast;

—

2' J
Lester & Puck, Loudon, 1761.

6. > Samuel Knight, London, 1739.

V
8. Pack & Chapman, London, 1773.

9. Thomas Mears, Loudon, 1931.

10. Lester & Pack, Loudon, 1761.

As I have said, the church at one time had a

peal of eight bells, and it is probable that these

were all made in 1739 by Samuel Knight. Be
this as it may, it is certain that the last three

of the peal were subsequently recast or replaced.

I may remark, in passing, that Samuel Knight
cast the grand peal of twelve bella at St.

Saviour’s, Southwark, of which I gave a descrip-

tive account in the Builder of June 13, 18G8.

In 1761, Lester and Pack added two new
trebles to the peal of eight, above mentioned,

recast the tenor, and thus completed the present

peal of bells, upon which ten members of the

Society of College Youths rang, on the 5bh of

March in the same year, a true peal of Grand-
sire Caters, consisting of 5,010 changes, in three

hours and thirty-five minutes. This was the

opening peal upon the ten bells.

Several remarkable exploits of change-ringers
from 1751 to 1828 are recorded upon tablets

placed on the walls of the belfry.

Certain members of the “ College Youths,”

and other Societies, still ring here occasionally,

Mr. S. Smith being the steeple-keeper.

The clock was made in 1712, by Langley

Bradley, [from whose hands came that of our
Metropolitan Cathedral, and now strikes the

quarters upon the 3rd, 4th, 5tb, and 6th bells,

the hour being struck on the tenor.

Having personally surveyed the bells and
belfry, I may state, in conclusion, that the above
account will, it is hoped, be found moro trust-

worthy than any other yet published.

I need scarcely say that the Rev. Mackenzie
E. C. Walcott has given the best history of the

church in question in his “ Memorials of West-
minster,” 8vo., 1851. Thomas Walesbi'.

THE TRADE-UNION COMMISSION
REPORT.

Sir,—

A

s the last Report of the Commissioners is issned,

I hope you will think a few thoughts on the matter by a
working man worth inserting in the Butli/er. It appears
the Report is not likely to please the unionists, and {here
are others who have some fault to find with it. For the
first it is too definite : its proposals clash with the primary
objects of trade-unions, and would abolish their ohjec.

tionable and oppressive features. The comments of the
press on the reports differ on almost every point ; and if a
workman thinks ha can learn anything from them he will

be disappointed. A portion of the Liberal press have
been severe upon the report of the majority, and exceed-
ingly kind to that of the minority, and would grant the
unionists the sanction of the law to oppress those who
differ from them.
I cannot see what is unfair or unjust in the report of

the majority. It gives power to the workmen to combine,
and would grant protection to the funds accumulated,

yet are as able to do a day’s work as the others. 2od. A
candidate must be a competent workman. Whether that
rule is intended to be carried out, of course I am unable to
say

;
but I have seen some very incompetent society men :

as the rule forms part of the trade-union code, it is open
to conclude that it will be enforce'!. Then all incompetent
workmen, according to trade.union roles and legal enact-
ments, would be prevented from gaining a living. I might
still further illustrate this part of the question; and as I
intended to allude to what I believe would obviate and
abolish the idea of a necessity of trade-unions, and also
to show some fallacies in connexion with that part of the
question, I hope to have an opportunity for that in
another issue of the Builder, Jack FlakB.

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS.
Sib,—

I

had hoped that some one “learned in granite

matters” would have responded to the suggestion of “ A
Layman," and have favoured us with some explanation of
the subject.

As a step in that direction, I wish to call your attention

to a report of the proceedings of the House of Commons,
on Friday night, April 2Qd. On the motion to go into

committee of supply, Mr. Mon a wished to say, “That
there were rumours prevalent amongst commercial moo,
that it was of no use offering to contract for Admiralty
stores, unless they had friends to support them. He had
heard of eases of contracts entered into to supply articles,

whioh, if there had been fair competition, might have
been supplied for something less than half the amount.
He knew as a personal matter that many houses refused
to tender to supply the Government, believing they had
no chance. Then there was another matter with regard
to articles supplied to the Admiralty, and also to other

departments of the service. It was left to the decision of

a viewer to state whether the articles should be received

or not
j
and be knew as a positive fact, that in many in-

stances viewers bad refused to receive articles, without
assigning any reason whatever. He thought they shouldprovided their objects were not criminal. To make a long

tala short, the report of the majority of the Commissioners
! jjg required to give some reason,” &c.

diflers much from the one by the minority, inasmuch as I q-Q alarming statement, made by one of our great
they would allow working men some freedom in the dis-

|
merchants, there was no response on the part of any one,

posal of their labour, and would give non-umonists the and the House went into Committee of Supply at once,
right to gain a living, and to dispose of their article, and voted away millions.
labour, in the way they believe to be most conducive to jt yrill probably bo objected that the Trinity Board is

their interests. It is generally acknowledged that we live ' the Admiralty, but 1 think it may fairly be included
in a free eouulry, and that it is a citizen's duty to try and

,
^^9 of the other departments of the service referred to

preserve it intact, andsee that liberty and justice are not ^y Mr. Muniz. Besides, the Trinity Board is not open
outraged or trampled upon by any portion of the com- I quite as much to the inquisition of Parliament and the
muniiy. Oppression in relation to labour has not yet been

' public, and I think it may be concluded that, “If they
recoguised by law, and the minority are certainly bold do these things in the green tree, we may expect them to

* I have given the weight of this bell as generally

reported ;
but, like that of mauy other tenors, it is, in my

opinion, over-rated.

proposing that it shill be legal for a majority of
workmen to starve the miuority into conformity with
their objects and views. Their report “recommends that

persons should be allowed to combine as to the meu
they will work with or for. No such combination to be
penal, unless it has a criminal object, or nses criminal
means.” Upon the last point bangs all the objects of
trade-unions. The Trades Commission proved conclusively
there are men in this country who are troubled with
oblique vision

;
who cannot see right from wrong

;
whose

sense of justice is so blunted that they believe every one
must, under pain of starvation, do as they do, and think as

they think. These men could not, in their bigotry and
unjust proceedings, draw a distinction between what is

just or what is penal. Brosdbead and bis followers thought
their acts were glorious and commendable, and that the
ends justified their crimes.
The question of combination, as to whom a workman or a

sniuber of workmen will work with or for, seems so
commonplace, the difficulty to common minds seems to be
so easily settled, that 1 wonder it wanted any report at all.

For instance, live men are working in a shop, aud known as

Jack, Bob, and Tom, Bill, and Joe. After working some
time together in peace and harmony, the first three believe
it would be for their advantage to join a trade society.

Bill and Joe, after due consideration, conclude their inte-

rests are beat served by abstaining. The first three are
not satisfied with their decision, and become extremely
disagreeable, aud at last determine that they shall not
work with them, and by signing a round robin, or some
other course, inform their employer of their decision.
The employer is satisfied with the services of the two men,
and sooner than part with them, be would lot the three
first-named go, and would fill their places with others.
Then comes the dilemma. The three, being the rnsjority,

at once demur to that. They do not want to leave ; it is

Bill and Joe that must go, because they will not conform
and submit to their dictation. If not they will not work,
but try all in their power to prevent the employer from
getting others. The absurdity of the matter is, that the
first three want to work for tbo employer, end yet will not
becauso he employs others who will not do os they do. It

is cot then a qusstion as to whom the trade-anionists will

work with, but that all shops shall be union shops, and all

workmen shall work upon the same conditions as them-
selves. Common sense would say that the three
being dissatisfied with tbo employer's terms, would go
away and find other employment; experience proves the
contrary

;
and thus it is not a question as to whom they wifi

work for, but that all employers shall keep their places
open fur trade-unionists, upon trade-union terms, and
that outsiders abaU not have permission to get alivieg any-
where in England. What the two or three commissioners

iDt for their clients is,—and they migbthave embodied it

their report ; it would have saved a deal of palaver and
beating about the bush,—"We, the dissenting com-
missioners, recommend the Legislature to enact a

hieh will for ever endow the trade-unionists of
England with a perpetual right to all employers and
all shops, and that no outsider, no matter what his
abilities or disabilities may be, sbalt invade their sacred
domaioB, unless he forego his English birthright, and fulfil

all the conditions the trade-union executives impose upon
him." When that law is passed, as I suppose it will be as

soon as the advanced Liberals have settled the Irish diffi-

culty, as it is the fashion just now for advanced M. P.s

and would be M.P.s to I'rateroize with trade-union leaders,

and say such pleasant things toge'her that commoners
would suppose they were in the third heaven, I do not
suppose the three comraissionera will find what the
consequences will be. At any rate, a large number
of Englishmen in trade-union towna would at <

be reduced to starvation or pauperism, as there
several causes irrespective of the objection to trade-union
rules, or trade dictation, which incapacitate working meu
from joining trade societies. 1st. There is the question of
health. The union requires a candidate to be in sound
health, and pass the ordeal of a med cal examination.
There are mauy that would not pass sneh a ecrutiny, and

be done in the dry.” A Clebk of Wobxs.

APPRENTICES.
Sib,—Our trade has been inundated with apprentices,

perhaps more than any other. A small master down at

Brighton, for example, made it a constant practice to

have more apprentices than journeymen—siioftheformer,

four of the latter ! And this was his constant practice for

years. Was there anything right, commendable, or fair

about this? Cresting aud carrying on a business prin-

cipally by the aid of apprentices, their work and their

premiums ranging from 51. (parish) to 401. Would there

have been anything wrong in the journeymen trying in

some measure to restrain and regulate this practice ? Can
you be surprised at their looking with disfavour on such

a system ? Their trade swamped, and they themselves

compelled to be the means of bringing it about, neither

the master nor his family having any trouble in the matter,

—all out-door apprentices ! In other counties the same
system has prevailed; not so bad now, I believe, as a few

years back. From Norfolk, 1 hoar of a o^e of five

apprentices to four journeymen ! aud this carried on year

after year. Can such a system be justified ? Is it just to

other masters in the same town ? Do yon not see that

such a one could easily undersell another that was content

with three or four apprentices to eight journeymen ? I

again ask, is such a system right ? Do the public expect

cheapness on such an unjust system? Can it nroduce a

good feeling between employer and employed ? It does

not produce ffood journeymen, as of course their follow,

men have been antagonistic throughout their term of ap-

prenticeship. OrfLx A Tailob.

POPLAR NEW WORKHOUSE.
At the last meeting of the Poplar Board of Guardians

Mr. Morris, the architect of the proposed new Workhouse
buildings, represented the necessity of appointing a clerk

of the works. He also stated that he would be glad to be

informed if the Board contemplated any ceremonial in con-

nexion with laying the foundation-stone of the new house,

and if so, what day they would fix upon, in order that the

requisite arrangements might he made.
The Board resolved to udvertise for applicants for the

situation, fixing the salary at three guineas weekly. They
also decided that the Chairman should be invited to lay

the foundation-stone on the 14th of April.

The Clerk said that, according to agreement, Mr.
Morris was entitled to the sum of 6601. on the signing of

le contract for the erection of the new workhouse.

Resolved that a cheque be signed for the amount.

The Clerk then said that Mr. Dobson was entitled to

payment of the sum of 163^ for taking out the quantities

of the new buildings at i per cent, on the outlay.

A cheque was also signed in payment of this sum.

ENGINEER FOR CALCUTTA.

The appointtneQfc of Assistant Engineer to

the mnnicipality of Calcutta has been given to

Mr. Thoa. W. Gardner, C.E. We understand

that Mr. Gardner was some years ago a pupil of

Mr. J. W. Bazaigetbe, of the Metropolitan Board

of Works, aud that he has been recently engaged

in assisting to carry out the drainage works at

Odessa.*

• This will be sufficient answer for the nine gentlemen

who have written to us wishing to know where to apply.
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AEOHITEOTS’ ACTIONS.
Fielier 'V. Jackson .—In this action, tried at Liverpool,

before Mr. Justice Brett and a special jury, Mr. Quain,
Q.C., and Mr. Charles Uusaell were counsel for the
plaintilT; Mr. Holker, Q.C., and Mr. L. Temple for the
defendant.
The plaintiff is an architect and surveyor at Birken-

head, and the defendant, formerly member for North
Derbyshire, is the owner of a considerable quantity of
building laud in and close to Birkenhead. The defendant
was in the habit of letting his land for building, under
agreement to make advances from time to time towards
such building. The advances varied, but did not generally
exceed 60 per cent, of the value of the erections made.
In 1865 the plaintiff was empl yed by the defendant to
superinteud the building with a view to certifying for aneh
advances, and also to see that the buildings were con-
formable to the agreed plans. The plaintiff now sought
to recover a balance of 166L 6s. in respect of 36 houses
and two shops and promises in Vulcan-street, Birkenhead,
claiming to be paid at the rate of five guineas per house.
The defendant’s contention, on the contrary, was that he
had made a specific agreement to pay U. per house and 2L

g
er shop. If this were correct, the plaintiff’s claim had
ecu discharged by the payments made. The cause was

tried at the late Winter Assizes, where the jury disagreed,
and it now came on for a new trial.

In the result there was a verdict for the plaintiff—
Damages, 166L

THE MEDALS AND PREMIUMS OF THE
INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.

At a special geoeral meeting of ibis Institute,

beld on Monday, the 5th inst., the recommenda-
tion of the council that the Royal Gold Medal for

1868-9 should, with her Majesty’s gracious
sanction, be awarded to Professor C. R. Lepsius,
of Berlin, was formally adopted.
The Institute medals and prizes were (also in

accordance with the recommendation of the
council) awarded as follows :

—

The Soane Medallion (with 60?., subject to certain con-
ditions of continental study) to Mr. H. L. Florence.
Mr. Beresford Hope’s prize of 10?., for the design of a

theatre in accordance with Mediroval principles, to Mr E
J. Roche.
The Institote Silver Medal, with five guineas, for

measured drawings, &c., illustrative of Hatfield Hall and
Bt. Peter's Church, Wintringham, to Mr. T. C. Wilberfoss.
In the same competition. Medals of Merit to Mr. T. E.

Williams, for drawings of the Abbey Doro; Mr. E. B.
Perrov, for drawings of Wingfield Manor House

j and
Mr. W. Howes, for drawings of St. Mary Overy Church,
LondoD.
The Student’s Prize, in books, for the design of a gate-

way leading to a courtyard, to Mr. A. S. Bird.
I'he Institute Medal, for an Essay " Oa the Revival of

Italian Art in England during the Sixteenth and Seven-
teenth Centuries,” to Mr. H, D. Shepard.
A Medal of Merit, for an Essay “ On Timber,’' to Mr.

T. A. Britton.
A special Prize of 10?., for an Essay " On Bricks and

Terra-cotta,” to Mr. E. Locke.
The formal i)resentation of the Royal Medal, Institute

Medals, and Prizes will take place on Monday, the I9ih
inst, at eight p.m., after which Mr. W. Papworth, fellow,
will read a memoir of the lato A. Ashpitel, F.8. A,

,

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
A MEETING of the membera of the Manchester

Court of Arbitration and Conciliation baa been
held at the offices of the Chamber of Commerce,
in Manchester. There were present Messrs. J.

M. Bennett, H. J. Leppoc, and J. Slagg, jun.,
representing the employers

; Messrs. W. H.
Wood, G. Townley, and C. Swain, representing

! the employed
j
and Mr. T. Browning, secretary.

I Mr. A. Milne, who had accepted the office of

I

president, took the chair. The court reconsidered
; alterations which had been suggested in the
:
draft of rules, and these being finally determined,
the rules were formally adopted. The court

; being now fully constituted, will meet quarterly
f for the despatch of ordinary business iu the
: months of January, April, July, and October, or
J at such other times as are provided for by the
r rules. According to the rules as now settled,

t the Manchester and Salford Court of Arbitration
£ and Conciliation will be open to all trades and
c occupations within the parliamentary boroughs
c of Manchester and Sallbrd. The object of the
( court will be to aibitrato on any question or dis-

I
pute relating to wages or other matters that

I may by mutual agreement be referred to it from
I time to time by employers and employed, and
b by conciliatory means to interpose its influence
k to put an end to any disputes that may arise.
T The court is composed of a president and sixteen
E members, eight to be nominated by the Chamber
01 of Commerce, and eight by the Trades’ Council,
tl the whole elected yearly.

There is a strike among the masons at Wel-
b beck. Several meetings of union men have been
li held. The Duke refuses to comply with their
n requests. Many are leaving the district, and it is

ai anticipated that shortly the few who remain will
ct commence work again. Men who do not belong
tc to the union are set on when they apply.

At a numerously-attended meeting of em-
p', ployera of operative joiners held last week in

Edinburgh it was unanimously resolved that,

taking into account the present state of the

building trade and of the labour market, the re-

quest by the operatives for an advance on the

current wages is uncalled for, and should not

be complied with.

Paris is threatened with a strike of the men of

all trades engaged in house-building. The men,
it appears, require the masters to contribute

certain sums monthly to their (the men’s)
charitable associations, and the masters resist.

The men have nominated delegates to confer

with the employers ; but there is not much
likelihood that an arrangement can be made.
The workmen engaged in building operations

are more numerous than those of any other
trade in Paris. At the present moment it is

said they are at leELst 150,000, and yet this is the

period of the year at which building is least

active.

STAINED GLASS FOR SHANGHAI.

Stained glass is about to be forwarded to

Shanghai, for a group of windows in the apse of

the handsome chnrch now being built there by
the English residents, from the designs of Pro-

fessor G. G. Scott. The subjects represented are

—

The Agony in the Garden of Gethsemane, the
Carriage of the Cross, the Crucifixion, the En-
tombment, St, Mary Magdalene in the Garden,
and the Angel announcing the Resurrection to

the Three Holy Women at the Sepulchre. Each
subject is surmounted with a small canopy laid

upon a ground of rich colour. The windows are

designed to commemorate the late Mr. George
Henry Fitzroy, of Shanghai, and an inscription

bearing his name is placed beneath the groups.

The commission has been intrusted to Messrs.
Lavers, Barrand, & Westlake, of London.

THE CLERK TO THE GUARDIANS OP
KENSINGTON.

Me. Samuel Coenell has retired from this

post, and the Kensington News, a spirited local

sheet, urges that the parishioners shonld present

to Mr. Cornell a substantial testimonial in recog-

nition of the sterling worth which has marked his

long devotion to their services. We endorse this

recommendation most cordially. Mr. Cornell’s

whole life has been spent in the discharge of his

duties, first in Chelsea and then in Kensington,
always doing what he considered right, without
fear or favour. The guardians themselves have
presented to him their own testimonial in the

form of a handsome clock; but the parishioners

should do more than this. In these days, when
self-seeking is the rule, the absence of it de-

serves to be marked prominently.

WELLCLOSE-SQUARE.
Sir,—Would you allow me for one moment

the use of your machinery to flash the signal

far and near to the world, that Wellclose-square,

down east (own brother in desolateness to

Leicester-square, up west), is in danger of being

again built upon ? They have taken down the

dingy central building, and are going to erect a
larger ! Is there no society, or association, or

league, or Board of any kind, for the securing

of Open Spaces in London ? W.
P.S. The building they are going to erect in

the middle of Wellclose-square is to be for

schools to St. Paul’s Church, Dock-street (the

Sailors’ Homo Church). These schools could be
erected much better on a large piece of ground,

now vacant, next the church. Shall it be schools

only, or schools, and Wellclose-square for a

health-giving, heart-refreshing open space ?

AMUSEMENTS.
Royal Italian Opera.—Some very successful

performances have been given, mainly by mem-
bers of Mr. Mapleson’s company. “Rigoletto”
last week was admirably done, although the
personator of the heroine, Mdlle. Vanzini (one of

Mr. Gye’s company, by the way), can scarcely

be pronounced unexceptionable. With respect

to Mr. Santley, Signor Mongini, and Signor Fob",

the Sparafucile of the opera, the word may be
used in its fullest sense. The oborases too, not-

withstanding a new condnetor, Signor Li Calsi,

went admirably. “ Fidelio” on Saturday drew
a crowd, the admirers of Beethoven and Titiens

united. In this, also, Mr. Santley was super-

eminently good. What is the mystery at Her

Majesty’s Theatre ? There certainly is one. Nob
merely is the house completely finished, and the
gas lighted, according to contract, by Messrs.
Trollope, but the act-drop, beautifully painted
by Mr. 'Telbin, is in its place, and the dock and
the painting-room are full of new scenery, ready
for a performance.

The Gallery of Illustration, Regent-street.—Mr.
and Mrs. German Reed’s new entertainment,
titled “ No Cards,” and written by Mr. W. S.
Gilbert, the mnsio by Mr. Reed himself, is a
decided success : seldom have these two excel-
lent persons, as well as excellent entertainers,
been seen to greater advantoge than they are in
this ingenious and spirited production. The
time will come when the future of one who,
like Mrs. German Reed, has afforded the public
for a long term of years wholesome delight, will

be made the care of the nation. The new actor
and singer whom they introduce, Mr. Arthur
Cecil, is a decided acquisition. '* Cox and Box,”
a musical version of the immortal “ Box and
Cox,” written by Mr. Burnand, and the music
composed by Mr. A. Sullivan, had achieved a
success in private before it was produced here,

but never went so well before. Mr. German
Reed and Mr. Arthur Cecil represent the “ Long
Lost Brothers.” The two pieces together make
a capital evening, and on Thursdays and Satur-
days as good a morning.

Exhibitions.—The Exhibition of the Society
of British Artists, Suffolk-street, is now open.
So, too, is the annual collection of French and
Belgian pictures, Pall-mall. We must postpone
notice of these until next week.

Polytechnic Institution. — Professor Pepper
has at length obtained what he has long
desired, the largest and most powerful induc-
tion-coil in the world. It has been made by
Mr. Alfred Apps, and is 5 ft. in length and 2 ft.

in diameter. The core wires weigh 125 lb.,

and these are covered with a primary coil com-
posed of two miles and a quarter of cotton-

covered wire, and a secondary coil consist-

ing of 150 miles of wire covered with silk.

The condenser is divided into six parts, and tin-

foil has been substitnted for glass, by which
means, with plates of 125 square feet, a charging
surface of 1,500 square feet is obtained. In the
construction of the coil Mr. Apps has used
477 lb. of ebonite, and between the secondary
coil and the outer insulator he has left an air

space about 1^ in, wide, which it is found makes
the working of the instrument much more reli-

able. At the private view the maximum length
of spark obtained with forty-eight Bunsen cells,

each containing a pint of nitric acid, was 21i in.,

but it was stated that Mr. Apps had, iu experi-
ments made by himself, obtained still better
results. With five cells he obtained a spark
10 in. long, and adding five cells at a time he
obtained sparks of 14, 17^, 21^, 23, 23^, 26, and
(with forty cells) 27^ in. in length respectively,

a battery of fifty cells giving a spark of from
28 to 29 in. long. We are waiting an oppor-
tunity to see for ourselves some of the effects

produced by this enormous machine. It will

doubtless be turned to good purpose.

ACCIDENTS.

Burslejn Parish Church.—During a severe gal©
of wind the centre portion of the chancel window
of Burslem parish chnrch was completely blown
in. The project for rebuilding the church appears,

of late, at least, to be making little or no pro-

gress, although no church in the district requires

rebuilding more than it does.

Fire in Whittington Church.—Whilst a party
of ladies were decorating the church, one of them
noticed some large fragments of burnt wood
inside the tower entrance. On ascending the

tower, the floor of the bell chamber was dis-

covered to be on fire. The fire was, however,

put out without much difficulty. The woodwork
of the tower is very old and dry, and the wind
was strong at the time. The fire originated in a
flue, on which one of the beams of the bell

chamber is fixed.

Startling Occurrence at Preston.—The Preston
Gas Company are erecting in Ribbleton-lane a
tack, intended for the reception of a very large
gas-holder. In the erection of the tank, which
is 150 ft. in diameter, and 450 ft. in circum-
ference, in consequence ofthe wet weather which
has lately prevailed, the dry well was left out,

and the walla of the tank were propped up in-

stead of being backed up. The workmen
wore waiting to put the dry well in, and while

it had been getting ready the walla had been
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shored. Mr. Greene, of the Preston Gas Com-
pany, having been informed that the walls looked

to be in a rather dangerous condition, imme-
diately proceeded to the spot, and, on arriving

there, just had time to order a gang of navvies
off, who were working on the wall at the moment,
when instantaneously, as the last man had sprung
off, the structure of brickwork, to the extent of

some twenty yards, fell inwards with a deafening
crash. No one is injured. The damage done is

estimated at 1,0001.

Fall of a House Side at Wigton.—The side of

an inhabited house has fallen, through the

violence of the wind, at Wigton. The house is

rather an old one, and is situate on the Market-
hill, the back part being in the yard known as
the Old Coach-Houee-yard. The side of the
premises has been noticed for some time to be
in a bad condition, and bricks bad been laid down
to have it repaired. It would seem that for some
years the outer and inner parts of the wall have
been separating, the wall looked bulged out, and
the recent wet weather made it much worse.

A high chimney on a workshop in Water-street,

Wigton, has also been blown down by the violence
of the wind. It had looked tottering for a length
of time. The large mass of bricks fell on to the

roof of a house and smashed in the slates, bub
no one was inside.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Leicester.— St. Mary’s Schools, which were

originally erected by the Eev. Thomas Robinson,
vicar of St. Mary’s, at the latter end of the last

century, Laving been found too small for the
wants of the parish, have been taken down, and
in their stead a more spacious and ornamental
building has been erected. The schools, which
are Gothic in design, are built of granite, lined

with brick, with brick and stone dressings, the
windows being filled in with cast-iron frames with
ventilating casements. The school-rooms, which
are of the following dimensions, 39 ft. 3in.by 20 ft.,

32 ft. by 24 ft., and 51 ft. by 20 ft., with one class-

room 21 fc, by 11 ft., form the ground plan
;
and

the rooms are provided with screens, so that they
may be divided when required. The roofs are

open-timbered
5
and the interior is lighted with

nine decorated gas coronas, each having sixteen

burners, which have been designed by Mr. A.
Robinson, of the local Gas Office, and manufac-
tured and supplied from bis workshop. The total

coat of the work is estimated at about 2,500i., and
it has been carried out under the direction of Mr.
Joseph Goddard, architect. The stonework was
executed by Mr. J. Firnj the woodwork by
Winkles Brothers

;
the plumbing and glazing

by Mr. Fozzard
;
and the ironwork by Messrs.

Richards & Co. The bnilding, being sufficiently

advanced towards completion, has been formally

opened.

CnURCn-BUILDING NEWS.
Hertford.—At a recent meeting of the Com-

mittee for the rebuilding of St. Andrew’s Church,
Earl Cowper presiding, the Rev. C. N. Williams
read the resolution of the last meeting, directing

that the opinion of the architect should be ob-

tained as to the feasibility and expediency of
erecting the chancel and transepts at once, and
postponing the erection of the nave until the
requisite funds had been collected. The reso-

lution also directed that the architect should be
requested to give an estimate of the increased
expenditure which would be incurred by erecting
the church in two parts. Mr. Williams said

that this resolution had been communicated to

Mr. Johnson, who had since visited Hertford, and
that he had consulted with Messrs. Dove, the
contractors, who had also been down. Mr. John-
son reported that there was no constructional

difficulty in erecting the church in two parts, as

snggested
j and he sent in estimates from

Messrs. Dove, showing the comparative coat of

erecting the church complete according to the

original plans, and incompletely with a view to
the structure being finished hereafter. The
estimate for the church completed was 3,2651.;

in carcass, with glazing done, 3,6801. j
chancel

and transepts complete, with nave in carcass,

2,9G5l
;

chancel and transepts complete, with
temporary boarding sunk to old nave, making
provision for the performance of divine service
in the nave and aisles while the new works are
going on, 2,2331. The latter estimate further

showed that the cost of erecting the nave and
aisles, if the order for the work were given before
the withdrawal of the plant, would be 1,1851.

Mr, Williams stated that there would be accom-

modation for 300 in the new chancel and tran-

septs; and if the committee had not sufficient

funds in hand to enable it to proceed with the

building, when this part of the work was done,
the temporary boarding would be taken down,
and the new chancel and transepts thrown into

the old nave, greatly increasing the accommoda-
tion. A resolution was agreed to, to the effect that
it was desirable to adopt the estimate for build-

ing the chancel and transepts, at a cost of 2,2231.

It was also resolved that the secretary be re-

quested to write to the subscribers who had not
paid their promised contributions, informing
them that the Committee, bearing in mind that
the great object of the subscribers was the
providing of fmther accommodation for the
parishioners, and being anxious that so im-
portant a work should not bo neglected year
after year, had resolved to erect a new chancel
and transepts, leaving the remainder of the work
to be completed, according to the plana, as soon
as sufficient money was in the hands of the
treasurer. The secretary was then requested to

communicate with the Committee’s solicitor,

with a view to the drawing up of the contract.

Dorking.—The new aisle on the south side of
St. Paul’s Church has been recently completed.
The new aisle, which is in the early Decorated
English stylo, is 60 ft. in length by 23 ft. G in. in

breadth. It has been built from the designs of
Mr. Benj. Ferrey, architect, by Mr. Shearburn, of
this town, builder. Considerable difficulty was
experienced in the coarse of construction, in

consequence of it having been necessary to take
away the whole of the south wall and having to

support the nave roof, in order that divine
service might not be interrupted during the
time the work was in band. This difficulty,

however, was overcome, and without causing
the congregation any discomfort worth speaking
of. The total cost of the new aisle, including a
porch at the west end, has been about 1,6001.,

towards which Mrs. Hope has contributed the
sum of 3001. (besides erecting a window in

memory of her late husband, Mr. H. T. Hope, at

a similar cost), and Mr. J. Deverell, 5001.,

the remainder being made up by donations.
The church was built in 1857 at the sole cost of
the late Mr. J. H. Labouchere, and an aisle on
the north side was added abont five years since,

also at the expense of that gentleman.
Manchester.—The foundation-stone has been

laid of a church to be erected in Waterloo-road,
Cheetbam, to be dedicated to St. John the
Evangelist. The church, the site and the
structure of which are to cost 10,0001., is to be

.

built and endowed at the cost of Mr. Lewis
Loyd, of Monk’s Orchard, Surrey. It will be con-
structed on designs prepared by Messrs. Paley &
Austin, of Lancaster, architects. The style will

be Early Gothic of the thirteenth centnry, and
the edifice wilt be calculated to seat 600
persous. The total interior length will be 111 fc.

from east to west, and the width 57 ft.
;

it will

have the usual arrangements as to nave and side

aisles, the nave being divided from the aisles by
fonr pillars and arches. The tower at the west
end of the side aisle will have a large porch or
narthex. The chancel will have an apsidat

termination, doubled by arches, the vestry on
one side and the organ-chamber on the other.

The church geueraily will be of simple con-
struction, durability and permanence being
aimed at rather than ornamentation. The
exterior will be built of atone

;
and the interior,

instead of with the ordinary plaster, will be lined

with colonred bricks made specially. The roof
will be covered with Staffordshire tiles. The
tower will be 34 ft. square, and rise to a height of

130 ft. It will bo covered with a lofty pyramidal
roof, ornamented with tiles. The contractor for

the building is Mr. J. Robinson, of Hyde.
Tintagel.—Visitors to Tintagel will remember

the picturesque old church which stands at the
edge of the cliffs overlooking the sea. This
church, which is ancient and archroologically

interesting, possessing as it does portions of
Saxon as well as Norman work, is now in a sad
state, and urgently requires restoration. The
amount necessary for the work is 1,2001. Towards
this the vicar, the Rev. E. B. Kinsman, has con-

tributed liberally, as have his parishioners, who
are less than 1,000 in number, and for the most
part poor, The sum mentioned is beyond their

resources, and it is hoped, says the Westerii

Neu's, tliat visitors who have pleasant recollec-

tions of this splendid coast, and those who are

interested in archmology, as well as that far

larger class who have generous hands to help

those who deserve to be helped, will aid in this

work of restoration.

Pelton (Durham),—Tbo little church here has
just received an addition in the erection of a
new south porch. The edifice being in an ex-

posed situation, with its only entrance through
the tower at the west end, it has always been
considered very desirable that a more sheltered

entrance shonld be provided, and with a view
to such a provision the ground to the south-west
has been preserved free from burials. By tho
liberality of a parishioner this pressing want
has been supplied. The work was done by Mr.
George Bailey, in ashlar, both externally and
internally. It is in the Early English style,

with polished red granite shafts to the columns,
and other enrichments.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Portsmouth.—The foundation-stone has been

laid, at Portsmouth, of the first of the docks
proposed to be contracted on the extension woi’ks

of the dockyard. The dock is situated at the

south end of the works, and is designated
“No. 12,” The firm having the contract to

construct tho dock is Messrs. Leather & Smith.
The dock, which will be built on blocks, is to be
410 ft. long, 110 ft. wide at coping, 42 ft. 6 in.

in breadth at floor, and SO ft. wide at entrance.

The depth of water at the entrance will be 30 ft.

at high water (neaps), aud 32 ft. 6 in. at high
water (springs). The dock is to have a granite

floor and Portland-stone altars, and is expected
to be completed in about three years.

Basingstoke.—The arrangements for erecting

a new building for the Mechanics’ Institution

have been so far completed. The successful

tender was sent in by Mr. W. Pistell, of this

town, who undertakes to erect the building

according to plans prepared by Messrs. Messenger
& Seymour, architects, London, for the sum of

6651.

Stone.—At a committee meeting, twelve ten-

ders for the erection of tho new town-hall were
opened. That of Mr. John White, builder,

Nottingham, for 2,130Z., was accepted. Tho
building, after plans of Mr. F. Bakewell, of

Nottingham, architect, will be immediately com-
menced, and it is expected that it will be handed
over to the trustees by the Ist of September
next.

Cottage Plans. Dedicated to the Landowners of
Carmarthenshire and Pembrokeshire. By
John Fkederick Vaugtian, Earl of Cawdor.
London: William Ridgway. 1869.

The intention of this book is excellent; the
spirit that prompts it, on the part of the Earl of
Cawdor, cannot be too highly commended

; but
if such information as is here given be necessary

in the United Kingdom, it shows the existence

of even greater ignorance than the saddest
croakers have ventured to believe. The plans
are for the merest cow-houses aud dog-kennels
that can be imagined : four walls with holes in

them and a partition or two within. Neverthe-
less, and we are ashamed to say it, we must
suppose that there are districts where even such
rudimentary information as is here given maybe
useful.

When wo mention that in no one of these

plans, nor throughout the letter-press, is there

any allusion or instruction as to the provision of

a convenience, to meet the first necessity of

decency, and without attention to which all

other changes in the house are useless, the
frightful condition of the dwellings on which
these plans are intended to work an improve-
ment will be obvious. A bitterer

,
condem-

nation of tbe land-owners of Carmarthenshire
and Pembrokeshire than the Earl of Cawdor’s
book it would be difficult to concoct. Let us
hope they will take it seriously to heart.

VARIORUM.
“ Town Life among the Poorest.” By John E.

Morgan, M.D. Longmans. This is a paper read
at the State-medicine Section of the British

Medical Association, Oxford, in August last. It

treats of overcrowding, &c., in oar large towns
;

and, although there is nothing of importance in

it that has not been urged by us over and over
again, this is a subject whose echoes caauot be
too often or too widely repeated till it reach
every ear and pervade all society

;
and when

public opinion has been thus fairly and fully

brought to bear upon it, then it will be that the

originators of the movement will have the satis-
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faction of seeing useful and abundant fruits

resulting from their exertions and those of their

followers. “ Observations on Some of the

Fundamental Principles and Existing Defects

of National Education.” By Neil Arnott,

M.D., F.ll.S. Longmans. The author of this

pamphlet here takes a slight but compre-

hensive view of the national divisions of

human knowledge in all the three great

kingdoms of nature, mineral, vegetable, and

animal, and shows bow soienco and art should

be brought to bear upon education. The con-

clusion drawn from what he writes is that

Government shonld cause to be prepared short

summaries or outline statements of the chief

branches of knowledge, as specified by the

author
5
and “ determine by law that none of its

people should grow to maturity withont being

rendered able to read with facility and good

understanding, and therefore with much satis-

faction, any book suited to their age.” A
valuable lesson, he remarks, would thus be

given to others. The mannals suggested, the

author adds, would be read as reading lessons,
j

to be further explained, if requisite, when read,

and might be made ns interesting to young
minds and general readers as Defoe’s “ Life of

Eobinaon Crusoe ” is to ordinary boys.

The Belgrave Market Bill.—It is pro-

posed, as our readers know, to erect near Sloane-

square, Chelsea, with a branch from the Metropoli-

tan District Railway, a general market for flowers,

fruit, vegetables, meat, fish, game, poultry, &c,,

provided with all the new requirements of civili-

zation, aided by telegraph and direct underground

railway communication, in order to command
the supply from abroad and the three kingdoms.

The Bill has now passed the second reading, and

is referred to a Select Committee of the House
of Commons. The site, consisting of about

seven acres, on which the market will be erected,

is in the middle of about a dozen roads, in the

neighbourhood of Sloane-street and Queen’s-road,

and in front of Chelsea Bridge.

Opening of Railway Bridge at Runcorn.
The great viaduct over the Mersey at Runcorn,

I which has been constructed by the London and

North-Western Railway Company to shorten the

distance between Liverpool and London, has been

opened for public traffic. The quickest train is

the 10 a.m., which does the journey to Liver-

pool in 5 hours and 10 minutes. At Rugby an

artesian well has been sunk for the supply of

water to the engines. The water is let into

cisterns between the rails, and is scooped up by

the tender while the train is in motion. The

PltsccUnncrt.

New Club House for Malvern. — Plans

have been prepared by Messrs, lladdon, and
tenders are about to be received to carry ouc the

new Club House at Malvern. The entrance

will be from Church-street by a stone porch,

and on the ground-floor there are provided an
entrance-hall, a reading-room, 2-1 ft. by 17 ft.,

with a square bay window jutting out at the

angle, afl'ording views up and down Church-

street and the Graham and Promenade roads.

There will also be a committee-room, 18 ft. by

14 ft., with bay window, a cofi'ee or chop room,

18 ft. by 15 ft., a private entrance from the

Promenade-road, with living-rooms and kitchen

for attendants, lavatory, and other offices. On
the first-floor will be two billiard-rooms, smoke-
room, attendants’ bed-rooms, &c. The billiard

and all the principal rooms will be heated by
hot water. The style of architectoro chosen is

Italian, after the Pulladian model. The principal

facades it is proposed to face with Cradley stone

ashlar, if the state of the exchequer will admit;

if not, then with pressed red bricks. The dress-

I ings will be of Hollington stone. For the pre-

sent it is only intended to carry up the front

I

part of the building, containing one billiard-

I room, reading, committee, and smoking room,

with offices. It is further contemplated to erect

i iucounixion with this building a Masonic ball,

I embracing lodge, tyler’a, ante, and other rooms.

Medical Officers for tlie liondon Poor.

—

. A return prepared by the Poor-law Board shows

1 that the unions and parishes in the metropolis

1 have 55 medical officers of workhouses and 159

( of districts. Their remuneration for the year

< ending at Michaelmas last amounted to 28,609i.

;

; and the guardians paid 6,796i. for cost of medi-

{ cines. The number of sick poor attended in the

j year was 79.375 in-door, and 268,135 out-door.

Opening of Ecclesblll New Mechanics'
] Institute.—The Mechanics’ Institute, which
1 Las just been erected in Eccleshill, has been

f formally opened. The building, which has

1 been erected from the designs of Mr. S. Firth, of

1 Eccleshill, is at Stone Hall Hill, fronting Stoney

1 Lane, and in view of the valley of the Aire. It

i is of the Doric order of architecture, externally

[
plain. It occupies an area of 64 ft. by 40 ft.

—

t 800 square yards, and is two stories in height,

t On the ground-floor are a reading-room, 20 ft. by
1 10 ft., four class-rooms, and a library aud a

c cookiog-room, each 15 ft. by 12 ft. The whole
0 of the second story is occupied by a large

k lecture-hall accommodating 600 to 700 persons.

South Hensington Museum. — During
E Easter week, the visitors to the Museum, Mey rick,

8' and other Galleries, have numbered 54,354. The
1(3 long delay in the publication of the catalogue of

t! the Armour is much to be regretted.

Finsbury Park Preservation Associa-
t tion.—This association, for the preservation of

tl the open space formerly called Hornsey Wood
H House, is about to make application to the

G Government to interpose, and prevent the Metro-

p politan Board of Works from buildiog on the

fi frontage of Finsbury Park.

Runcorn viaduct was planned by Mr. William

Baker, engineer to the London and North-

Western Company. The bridge—a wronght-

iron open lattice girder—consists of three

openings of 305 ft. each, the height to the under
|

edge of the girders at spring tide high water
'

being 75 ft. The piers are built upon the rock. I

The approaches are by two viaducts of brick-
j

work, containing on the Lancashire side 65

arches, aud on the Cheshire side 32 arches.
1

These arches are built in blue Staff’ordshire
'

bricks, aud are of 61 ft. 6 in., and 40 ft. spans,
j

The facings and piers of the bridge are of

Bramley-fall stone.

A Scheme of Juvenile Emigration.

—

Mias Rye is going to try the experiment of

deporting the street Arabs of London aud other

large towns to Canada and the Western States.

She is encouraged to make the experiment, ac-

cording to the Pall Mall Gazette, by the success

which baa attended the labours of Mr. Van
Meter, who claims to have rescued 2,000 ohildren

from the slums of New York, and to have given

them a fair start in the West. Miss Rye is pre-

pared, she says, to start with a party of children

for the West about August. The matter was
pressed upon her attention by both press and

people in America :

—

“I propose,” alie says, “ tak’ng only female children,

and they are to he—1, orphans; 2, children who have been

deserted five years; 3, foundlings, also deserted; and all

to be of the age of from five to ten years. To start this

work properly I shall want 1,000/. at least. Should I be

able to raise this sum I shall take some small place in or

near London as a sheltering home until the children are

ready to start, and another and similar place in Canada
to receive them upon our arrival in that country, and from
which the children would be draughted as fit and suitable

opportunities occurred. I am in treaty for a little property

iu the village of Niagara, and if it bo ultimately eo

arranged that our ' Western Wanderers’ Homo ’ should be

in this locality, I have received many promises of help in

‘kind’ to keep the children on our first arrival, and an

assurance from the people ot that one district that they

will adopt, either for life or to bring up with u view to

ultimate service, 25 of the children when I bring them.”

Property in England.—The assessraenta

for income-tax purposes in 1866-67 of railways

showed an increase (as compared with 1865-6)

of 323,0001. in England and 111,0001. in Scot-

land. A similar assessment of mines showed an

increase of 411,0001. in England and 138,0001.

in Scotland. A similar assessraent of ironworks

showed an increase of 449,0001. in England and

109,0001. in Scotland. A similar assessment of

gasworks showed an increase of 260,0001. in

England. Something of the increase is probably

attributable to the increased stringency with

which the income-tax has been collected of lato

years.

Statue of the Prince Consort forliondon.

At a meeting of the Common Council, held at

Guildhall, the Lord Mayor presiding, Mr. Alder-

man Causton gave notice of his intention to

move at the next Court that a statue, in com-

memoration of the late Prince Consort, be erected

by the Corporation at a cost nob exceeding 3,000

guineas, as the City of London memorial of his

late Royal Highness.

Plymouth Guildhall Competition.—Three

or four correspondents repeat the complaint of

our correspondent “Provincial.” The Corpora-

tion should revise their olTera.

Vhe French Government and English
Working Men.—An official letter from the

French Government has just been received by
the secretary of the Society of Arts, asking per-

mission (which has of course been granted) to

translate Mr. Coningsby’a report from the

English volume of workmen’s reports on the

Paris Exhibition, and republish it with the re-

ports of the French workmen. The letter is

couched in very complimentary terms to all the

English reporters, and expresses regret that the

whole of the book—owing to its bulk—cannot

be used, instead of one report.

The Water supplied to Bristol.—The
water used in Bristol in February contained

(according to Professor Frankland’s analysis) in

100,000 tons, foreign solid matters amounting to

127 tons in the All Saints’-lane water, and 29 tons

iu tho water supplied by the Bristol Waterworks.

100,000 tons of the All Saints’ -lane water con-

tained 67 tons, and the water supplied by the

Bristol Waterworks 24 tons of carbonate of lime,

or an equivalent quantity of other soap-destroy-

ing ingredients. Of the All Saints’-lane water

the surgeon to the Bristol Dispensary says :

—

“ It is not supplied by the waterworks company.
It is much used in the neighbourhood, and also

by small trading vessels.” Professor Frank-

land remarks:—“ This water is simply sewage
oxidized and filtered. Its use for domestic pur-

poses cannot but be attended with much risk to

liealch, and the supply to the public ought to

be stopped.” The Bristol Waterworks Company
decline to state whence their supply is^ obtained.

Working People's Hotels in New York.
Mr. A. T. Stewart oflered to bestow upon the poor

of New York the entire profits of his business

I

for as many years as he remained Secretary of

I the Treasury, but Congress, it is said, declined

' the offer. This, it seems, does not at all inter-

fere with Mr. Stewart’s schemes of extensive

and systematic benevolence in other directions.

Among his pi'operty is a lot of land on Fourth

Avenue (one of the most pleasant streets in the

city), 100 ft. by 205 ft., for which several years

ago he paid 220,000 dollars. Ho is now re-

moving the buildings upon this lot, and will

erect thereon, at a cost of 2,000,000 dollars, an

iron building, seven stories high, and of hand-

some architecture. This is to be “ a working-

women’s hotel,” and in it sewing-girls, female

clerks, and other working women are to be fur-

nished with comfortable and wholesome apart-

ments, and the best of food, for the smallest

possible sum. Tho building will be ready for

ocenpation in two years. When it is completed,

Mr. Stewart will erect a similar hotel for work-

ing men in another quarter of the city. Aud
I
thus he bids fair to rival Mr. Peabody iu the

I

extent and munificence of his charities.

I

New Railway Regulation.—The follow-

ing provisions in the Act 31 & 32 Vic., chap.

119, “To Amend the Laws relating to Rail-

' ways,” for the safety of passengers, have taken
' eftect—“ After the Ist of April, 1869, every com-

pany shall provide aud maintain in working order,

I in every train worked by it which carries

passengers and travels more than twenty miles

without stopping, such efficient means of com-

munication between the passengers and the

servants of the company in charge of the train

as the Board of Trade may approve. If any
company makes default in complying with this

section, it shall be liable to a penalty not exceed-

ing lOh for each case of default. Any passenger

who makes use of the said means of communica-
tion without reasonable and sufficient cause shall

be liable to a penalty not exceeding 51.”

Open Spaces.—Mr. Thomas Chambers, M.P.,

has given notice that in committee on the

Endowed Schools Bill he will move the follo.ving

proviso to clause 25 :

—
“ Provided always that no

open space now frequented or enjoyed by the

public, within a radius of twenty-five miles from

Charing-cross, shall be inclosed or otherwise

dealt with as an endowment under this Act,

without the special intervention of Parliament,

even though doles in money or kind may have

been given arising from herbage, wood-cutting,

or other produce of such open space.”

Australian Glue.—A movement has been

talked of in Geelong for the establishment of a

company to manufacture glue, a person skilled

in the process of making this article having

stated hia ability to supply it by a company at a

price considerably less than it can be mauufac-

tured for in England.
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Clevedon.—A new pier has been opened at

the north end of the beach at Clevedon. The
Btrocture, which haa coat about 12,0001.—the
ironwork alone costing 8,0001., and weighing
350 tons—is upwards of 1,000 ft. in length, in-

cluding the pier-head and approaches. The
actual length of the pier is 800 ft. It is six

years since the levels wore taken, and the work
was commenced two years ago. A new market-
house—a Gothic structure—has just been opened
at Clevedon.

Australian Meat for tbe Xiondon Poor.
Arrangoments have been made by which the
London public will be able to purchase sogar-
and-salt-cured Australian mutton and beef at

5d. and 6d. per lb., without bone, at the eighty
and odd shops of the Aerated Bread Company,
who will sell it on commission under an agree-
ment with the Australian Meat Agency in Norton
Folgate, The success which has attended the
opening of an experimental establishment in

that locality it said to have exceeded the most
Banguine expectations of the company.

Halifax Sorougli Survey.—The accepted
tenders for this survey are as follows :

—

Mr. Henry C. Roper, Dadley,

—

No. 1, or Ovenden District £150 0 0
No. 2, or Northowrara District ... 365 0 0
No. 3, or Western District 105 0 0

Mr. E. Brown, Newcastle,

—

No. 4, or Town District 493 3 2
Mr. Daniel Eersbaw, Halifax,

—

No. 6, or Skireoat District 280 0 0
Mr. John Eddison, Leeds,

—

No. 6, or Southowram District ... 377 6 0

Total 1,770 8 2

Sheffield Architectural Society.—On
Tuesday a meeting of the members of this society
was held at the local School of Art, the Rev. J.

Stacye, the president, in the chair. Dr. Syson,
of Manchester, formerly of Watb, delivered an
address on the functions of arcbceologioal
societies, dwelling specially on their usefulness
as guardians of our national monuments and old
churohes, as educators of the middle class in art,

and as sworn foes to architectural shams.

Royal Academy of the Fine Arts,
Vienna.—English architects appear to have
been specially favoured by this body. In addi-
tion to the two gentlemen mentioned in our last,

we are glad to be able to say that Mr. E. M.
Barry, A.R.A., and Mr. A. Waterhouse have been
elected honorary members. Amongst other
artists to whom the diploma of honorary mem-
bership has been forwarded we may name Mr.
Frith, R.A.

Remedy for Damp Walls.—We have re-
ceived a strong testimonial in favour of a water-
proofing material invented by Mr. John Spiller,
late assistant chemist to the War Department.
We must leave those who manufacture it for him
to make it known.

The House of Commons,—On Tuesday a
long and interesting discussion ensued on Mr.
Headlam’s motion, touching the insufficiency of
the present House, and the plans submitted for
a new one. The motion was ultimately with-
drawn. We will look into the question presently.

The Drinking - Fountain, Westminster.
The costly driuking-fountain, erected by Mr.
Buxton, M.P., at the corner of Great George-
street, Westminster, and of which we gave a
view some time ago, has been opened for public
use.

TENDERS.
For alterations to tbe Primrose Tavern, Bishopacato-

street, for Messrs. W. & A. Medcalf
Kiddle £996 0 0
Cook S84 0 0
Ashby & Son 840 0 0
Stoner gi’S 0 0
Kilbj 782 0 0
Blackmore & Morley (accepted)... 7C9 0 0

For new villa, Downs-road, Clapton, for Mr. John
Hopper. Messrs. Osborn & Russell, architects :

—

Ashby & Sons £3,395 0 0
Brown & Robinson 3,100 0 0
Pritchard 3,133 0 0
Colls & Sons 3,ii30 0 0
Webb Si Sons 2,986 0 0
Wood Brothers 2,873 0 0
Sabey & Son 2,830 0 0

For new Primitive Methodist Chapel and Schools, Leigh,
Lancashire. Mr. £. Pritchard, architect. Quantifies
supplied

Wiunaird £1,810 0 0
Collin & Son 1,750 0 0
Taylor 1,650 0 0
Preston 1,633 0 0
Bithcll (accepted) 1,512 0 0

For the erection of a house and shop in North-street,
Brighton, for Mr. William Hart. Mr. Daliiiuore, archi-
tect. Quantities supplied

Parsons £1,580 0 0
Chappell 1,518 0 0
Lynu & Sons 1,528 0 0
Cheesman & Co 1,624 0 0
Lockyer (accepted) 1,430 0 0

Mr. Martin Bnlmer,
Ruck ;

—

.£3,659 10 0

. 3,365 0 0
. 3,261 0 0
. 3,100 0 0
. 3,l97 0 0
. 2,977 0 0
. 2,053 0 0
. 2,936 0 0
. 2,929 0 0
. 2,900 0 0
. 2.797 0 0
. 2,742 0 0
. 2,697 0 0
. 2.510 0 0

Inflrmary for Mailing Union, Kent,
architect. Quantities by Mr. George

Bishop
Henshaw
Bridge
Warren
Webb
Cox Brothers
Naylor
Vaughan
Clements
West
Bollitt

Anscomb
Lane
Church (accepted)

For alterations to the Albion, Bridge-road, Stratford.
Mr. R. Washington Hart, archiiect :

—

Jones £506 0 0
Kuigbt (accepted) 464 0 0

For external painting, Ac., Foundling Hospital,
Henry Currey, architect:

—

Laini

Nash
Durrant
Bracher A Sons ....

Beard & Morrison .

Higgs (accepted),.,.

£497 0 0
465 0 0
425 0 0

For the erection of a pair of semi-detached villa resi-
dences at Central Hijl, Upper Norwood, for Mr. R S
Shrigley. Messrs. Lavender & Son. architects

Staines & Son...

Same price if yellow malms
instead of red and white bricks,

t 158. cheaper if yellow malms, &c.

£3,480

Extra if White
Brick Facing
to Front.

2,uU0

1,919 0 ... 35 0 0*
1.895 0 0 ... 25 0 0*
1,150 ... 12 0 0*
1,825 Not including

1,696 0

boondury walls and
fences.

0 ... —
1,675
1,615 ... 20 0 0
1,595 0 ... 10s. per 1,000

1,380
exwa.t

arches, strings, &c..

For building five houses at Hornsey, for Mr. Andrews
Quantities supplied by Mr. Orines.

Torode
Welch
Garrat k Wilkinson..,
Niehtingale
Salter
Johnson
TuU
Clark
George
Warr
Ward
Turner
Hugbesdon

..£2,800 0 O'
.. 2,213 0 0
.. 2,220 0 0
.. 2,163 0 0
.. 2,068 0 0
.. 2,018 0 0
.. 2,015 0 0

1.966 0 0
1,685 0 0

.. 1,665 0 0
1,645 0 0

.. 1,625 0 0

.. 1,420 0 O'

For erecting new house and shop. Sheet-street, Winds
for Mr. R. Baiter. Messrs. Edgington & Sou, architei
Quantities supplied ;

—

Harrison £1,670 0 0
Hollis 1,542 0 Q
Keavell 1,640 0 0
i^orns 993 o 0

For making new streets for the Leamington Local
Board of Health. Mr. T. D. Barry, C.E. :

—

Green £3,^39 17 9
Marriott 2,610 3 4
Clark (necopted) 2,012 0 6

For erecting Poor Schools in Parliament-street, Cam-
bridge-road. Mr. C. A. Buckler, architect:

—

Merritt & Ashby (accepted) £543 0 0

Chapel, ^-e., Eaat-road, Hoxton.—Sir : In your last
number you give the lowest, two tenders as

Scrivener & White £4,791 0 0
Bishop 4,734 0 0

I can assert that the amount of Mr. Bishop’s tender as
opened in the presence of the competitors, was £3,73-4.

A Boildeb.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N. i F.—F. E. L. 8.-W.-A. P.-J. F.-K. C.-Mr. J.-H.

D. H.-U.—W. \V—W, C. A.-J. D.-J. E. N.-J. B— H. W.-C il.—
T.— F. P.—G. II. R.—E. JL— F. D. W.—W. P.—O. W. H.— C. E,— Mr.
8.— C. C. N.— Ali.ha,— J. D. C .—Donmn yomen.— P. 8.—H. II. 8.

—

J. 8.- J. T.— J. E. O.-G. R.—Mr. B.—B. t Bonj.— J. M.—L. A Son —
G.I,.—W. M.-G. R.-P. P.-A. B.-P. N. T.-B. A Co.-J. C. T.—
Pljmouth Officlftl,— 0. G. 0. (wilt find refeienoo to it in prevlona
Dutubere) —J. R. (. banka].

We are oompelUd to decline poln'lng out books and giving
addresses.

All elatemeuts of facts, llsti of T ndera, Ac., must be arcoinpaQiad

bv the name and address of the sender, not necessarllj for
publication.

FOTB.—Tbe respontlblllty of signed articles, and papers read nt
public meetings, rests, of coarse, with the auibon.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

NOTICE.—All Conwiv/rvications respecU
ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^e., should be

addressed to “ The Publisher oj the Builder,’*

No. 1, Yoi'k-street, Covent Carden. All other

Communications should be addressed to the

"Editor," and not to the “ Publisher."

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Oei-
GiNAL Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommends that

Copies only should be sent.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor the current

week’s issue later than THREE O’clock, p m,,
on TRUSSDAT.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON iu the Manufacture of Church, Turret,
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and
60, Lndgate-hillj Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

^YEALE’S RUDIMENTARY SERIES.

CARPENTRY and JOINERY : Principles of
Construction. By R,BISON A TREDGOLD. New tdltlou. Price
' 6il.>-N.O. Au AtluoutBlhiii 17 FlHte-to theabore. Priced-. 6d.

ROOFS for PUBLIC and PRIVATE BUILD-
IN(38 : their Construction. By ROBISON, PRICE, A TREDGOLD.
Price is. Sd.

DRAINAGE and SEWAGE of TOWNS and
BUILDlNOa By 0. D, DEMPSEY, C.E. PrlceSj.

WARMING and VENTILATION. By C.
TOMLINSON, F.R.9 NewEdillon. Price 34.

ARCHES, PIERS, BUTTRESSES : their Con-
sttnc'ioD, Ac. for Ihe U.e of the Proctlcai Builder. By W. BLAND,
Esq. Thud Edition. Price U,6J.

ACOUSTICS in RELATION to ARCHI-
TECTURE and BUILDINO : the Laws of Boand as applied to the
Arengeinenl of Buildings. By T. ROGER BMITH. Price is. 6d,

BLASTING and QUARRYING of STONE
for Baliding and other Furposce, Ac. By Sir JOHN BURQOYNE

sent free on application.

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
BUILDERS aud Others desiring a really good system, can

hivvo a SET of MODELS for BUIL'jEHB' BOOKS, by DOUBLE
ENTRY, to which was awarded thepHre offered lu " Tiie Builder,”
No. 1,160, and which haa been adop'ed by many la-ge firmi. Also a
Modified Anraugement by Single Kutry.suit ble fur aiuall builders,—
‘ '

''ess, £. A. 4, St. George 's-ruad, Rrgeui’s Park, London.

For additions to Dove House, Pinner, Middlesex,
Lucius Harlock Eeichel, architect

Cox £695 10 0
Carter 678 12 0
Larten 659 10 0
Koberts 625 0 0
Wheeler 570 0 0

11.
additions to a villa residence at

Enth, Kent, S.E. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect —
Carter & Sons £1,235 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan 1,214 0 0
J. Vaughan i_061 0 0

l,o26 0 0
WiUis (accepted) 630 0 0

For rebuilding premises at Stratford, for Mr. Henry
Norden. Mr. James C.Timmis, architect (first contract)

Cohen (accepted) £650 0 0

For repairs of No. 17 to 33, Maismose-square, Park-
road, Peckham, and Hanover aud Rose Cottages adjoin-
ing:— _

Sharpington & Cole £1,443 0 0
Selkirk 820 0 0
Peirpoint 800 0 0
Goodwill 796 0 0
Williams & Son 790 0 0

For alterations to the Buckingham Stores, Strand, for
Mr. Burton. Mr. E. Washington Hart, architect. Quan-
tities supplied:

—

Langmead&Way £516 0 0
Ilodson 482 0 0
Eaton & Chapman 480 0 0
Knight 420 0 0
Kelly, Brothers 419 0 0
Ball (accepted) 397 0 0

The MONEYs”o7*all NATIONS, with
their correct Value in Englieh Currency. 8U copies sent fies

by poet on receipt of two peuuy siauips-—AdJreu, T. UDBEKTd A
CO. 6, Crane-C'jurt. PleBt-atfeet, Loodoii, E.U.

Joel publiahcd. In Crown 8vo. boards, price One Shllllug.

A rouse and its FUltNlStllNGS : How
to Choose a Huute and Furnish It at a Small Ex|ieus«.

Mrs. WARREN, AUlbor of '• How I Managed my Hou.e on 2001.
a year,” " Cookery CstJs for the Kitchou, ' An.

London : BEMRDSB A BUNS, 21, Fateruoster-row
;
aud ali Railway

Just pubiished, free fur 30 stamps, 3ni Editl-in.

Descriptive book, splendidly iiii
trated from existing Buildingi.

By the Author and Paieutec, JAMES CRANSTON, Aiciilteet,
3, Tcnjple-i< w West, Biriuicighain.

li. J. ORuWiaGE, Manager.
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RECENT EXAMPLES OF DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE.
Imperial 4to, h»'f bouud Id morocco, 31 lOs.

XTILLA and COTTAGE AEOHITEO-
V TUBE.
Select Enampte* of Country an.l Suburban Residences recently

eiecteil, wiib a full Desorlptire Notice of eaoli BulIdlD^,

Thirty Villas and Cottages, the Works of Nineteen

dilTerent Architects, are Illustrated by Plans, Elerations,

and Sections, together with occasional Perspective Views

and Details. The buildings are fully described, and

in nearly every case a statotuont of the actual cost is

®*"Tn'is Is a volume that thoee about to build villa reeldenoes

cottages may usefully study. The combined wit of nluetee" •'oV

tccts can Bcarcely fall to furnish lofoj

for iberu to acquire. Bulldurs engagol in

sale will a'so flud In It many vatu'
'

'

London : BLACKIE A SON. 44. Paternoiti

srcbl-

.. tnu it will be a gain
dingsuch resideniesfor

I,- suggestion"."—Builder.

T'
Super roya' 4t', half morocco, 31.

HE OAEPENTER and JOINBE’S
ASSISTANT :

belngaComprehenstveTreitiseon tbeSoIectlou,

Preparallun.sud Blreiiglli of MatenaU, and tbs Meohaulcal Piiu-

olples of Flaming, with ilietr Applicn'lons in Carpentry, Joinery, and

Hand-rslliug
;
also a Coarse of Instruction In Praotiosl Geometry,

Geiimetrlcnl Liner. Drowiug, PrejeeUor, and Perspective, and an

, Jllustralcil Glossary of ftioos ui>.d in Arclil'ecture and BuUdiug.

By JAMES NEWLANDS.
Illuitra'cd by an exteu" vo Seiiesof HUt-e, and m my htmdred

Fngraving" on Wood.
•' Wc know of ro Irratl e on Carpentry snd Joinery which at all

approaches th'S la uierit."— .'frefninic#' J/fij/fisijie.

London : BLACKIE & SON, 44, PotTnoster-TOw.

ESHER STREET, WESTUINSTSR.—To Coach, Cart, and Cab
BuildeM, Wheelwiights. and Others.

Messes, metoaleb & meecee have
received Instructions to offer for PALE by AUCTION, on the

PREMISES, on TUESDAY, SOtb APBIL, at TWELVE for ONE
o-clook, lathe flnt loslauce In one and H “ot «>

dlalely, in numerous Lots, the valuable I EASE, with po-srssion of

the PREMISES, knowo at Russell 4 Co.’s

and Asia Works, on the wert side..f Eslier-street
;
a's^ the l.ICENC^

for working the Pa'euI, t.gether wuh the escalleut Plant and

Macblneiy, comprlsiug eteam engine ard boiler, shartlnga ana

flttUigs spoke maoblue, paUrrnmaker’s lathe, two tuinlig

larg" chuck, and all the tools and effects requisite for

the butiness, whlca under proper maeagement, and wit

csplUl, might be made very lucr.tive.—The property ma
by application on the Prrm'wa ; and
tale. and catalogues, in.ay he bid of Messrs, THOM.AS 4 HOLLVMS,
Srlicltore.CommeicUl Sate Rooms. Mincing-lane, E.O. and of Maesn.

METCALFE * MERCER, Sntveyon and Valuers, 43. Mlncli'g-laiie

(corner of Fenchiiroh.streel), E.C. and Newcaslle-on-Tfne, who will

be happy lo give any further laformallon tint any be requmo.

ying on
adequate
Be viewed

Foolscap, 8vo. bound 7s. 61.

rEDDIE’S PKACTIOAL MEASURER.—
A Series of Tables fur fscUUatlug th* C»lcuUtloni required in

all the Building Trades. New edition, greatly impiOvod and enlarged.

London ; BL'CKIF. A 80s, 44. Patenn a er-row.

MR. JOHN BOURNE’S WORKS ON THE STEAM ENGINE.
In cue volume, 4tD. pp. CIS, with portrait, 37 plates, and 540

eiigravliigs on wood, price 42". cloth,

A TEEATISE on the STEAM ENGINE,
in Its various Applications to Minee, Mills, Steam Navigs-

tioD, Railways, and AgricuUiire : with Thtoretical Inveallgationr

respectlog the Motive Power of Heal and the Propor lonsot 8t9'im-

Enginea j Tables of the Right DlmeiisloDs of every Putt
;
and Prac-

tlcal lustruotiona for the Manufacture and Mausgjuient of every

species of EoBiua In actual u-e.

By JOHN BOURNE, O.E
Being the Eighth EJiilon, Ihuroughly revised, of the Artisan Club’s

Trcatire on the Steaui-Cnglne.

By the same Author, Improved EdHions

HANDBOOK of tho STEAM-ENGINE, fcap.
8vo. Os.

CATECHISM of the STEAM-ENGINE, price 6a.

TREATISE on tho SCREW PROPELLER, 4to.

03s.

EXAMPLES of MODERN STEAM, AIR, and
GAS ENGINES, Parts I. to XL 4to. price S*. Sd. each.

London: LONGMANS, ORKBN, S CO. P..Uriio«tBrTOW.

WIG MORE-STREET, Cavendish -square.—Spacious Bualness Pre-

mises. usfd as a carriage factory, with dwelling-house and

premises, well adapted for any trade_ requiring^ large spaci

good light, In a capital
' ‘ ‘

posnesslon.
t-"/-v-vT d- ntrrrrtT ^

With

A/TBSSES. DANIEL SMITH, SON, &
!Vr OAKLEY have received In^tinotions to OFFER fo- SALE by
•TV-,—

.

1, n 1? r* Ml TtTKqfTAV.AUCTION, at the MAlir, Toke.. home-yard, H.C. ou TUESDAY,
APRIL 13, at TWO preclarly, the capital BUSINESS PREMISES,
situate No 55, Wigmore str

‘ - ’ ' ' ' e-'~>

dwelling-house over, and «

occupation if Mrssri. Gejrg
perty is leasehold, held by
land for tei" ' “

PARTNERSHIP.—A Gentleman of con
r sWerable Arcbitectnral esperlence and ability is desirous of

T NEILL & SON,
,1 , QUANTITY aURVRYORg,

11, COOKRIDGE STREET, LEEDS.
Highest lestiroouials from s

— ’ — a-—....

apiillcation.

rchitects. Terini c

Just published.

UANTITIES MADE EASY.
A quick and accurate method of taking out qnanUHes from
plans nr buildings, with or without a spaclflcallon. Sent free

by post for 30 stamps.—Address. A- C. 16, Medway-terraoe, TjrwhUt-

road Upper Lewisbaiu-roaJ, New-cross, 3. B.

Q'

/COMPETITIONS,
\_y INGS. DESIGNS, Ac.

WORKING DRAW-
’underlaken on the shortest notice

iloured.— Address, Z, A. cats of House.-

imountlng t-i 2431. pt

excellrut situatliin for trade, aud
medla’ely available for bnsini-ss

more than 7,000 square f el, but

18,000 square feet.—Particular*, wivu pi-«u,

Messrs. WALKER ± MAKTINEAU, aoltcl

Gray’.-inn, W.C.
;
at tha Mcrt

;
ami of Me

SON. A OAKLEY, Land AgenU aud Surveyi

Pall-mall. S-W.

tendvs piemUes in the rear, iu the

BriigsA Co. coachbulldera. The pro-

rn leiwes direct from 'he Duke of Poit-

21 year* respectively a-e uiiexnired.at

The p
^

They occupy an area of

the total a loc space la upwards of
9 obtalued of

,
King’.-road,

ira. DANIEL SMITH
r, 10, Waterloo-placs

,

IVU

KERL'a METALLURGY BY CROOKES AND ROHBIG.
Vol If. now ready, in 8v.>. with 2/3 Woodcuts, price 36s.

PRACTICAL treatise: on METAL-
LURGY, adspt-d from ibe last German Edition of Professor

Koil's "Metallurgy" by WILLfAM CROuKKS, K.B.B. Ac. and
ERNST BOHRIG, Ph-D. M.E. Vul. H. comprislug Copper and Iron.

comprising Leart, 811’
" ^ *'

ABBOTS LANGLEY, HERTS.- To Builders. Timber Merchxnta, aud
Olherd.— Eighty-lhreo seas laed and wioter-felled 0»t Butts, four

But's of Elm. and one of A h, will be SOLD by AUCflON. by

ar-ier of the proprietor, on WEUNESD.W, APRIL I4th, ISJO. by

R. G. ALEXANDER SMITH, at the
HOME FARlf, N-iSh M il-, Abbo’s Langley, at THREE

Timber is lying at N >sh Mills Home Farm, Skew
Bridge'Meadow, iu the Park, and at Bnukni’a Farm ;

has all been
- I. oneJ and lit fjt iiuiuediale use. The

ug n-ar to the Grand Junction Canal,

1 ih-- L'udon and N''irlh-'Veatera Rail-

duable by the fa- lllty ih'is atf irded for

aupHcatlon to Mr. KOBINSON, Nash
Auc ioneer, Marlowes, Kernel Hemp-
luus, may bi ubtalueJ.

felled, a

greater part "I the Timber
and King’s Langley Station

way, is ren ’ered peculiarly

reQigval.-May be viewed .

Mi ls
;
of whom, and of tl

stead, catalogues, with cmi

IV TR. J. TAYLOR is instructed to SELL by
JAi AUCT.ON. at the AUCTION MART, Tokeuhouee-yard.

Lolbbury, L.C. on MONDAY, APRIL 19. atTWELVB for ONE, the

following portlovs^pf^ellglble
FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND, vl;

F.FTY.EIGHT LOTS on the PiCNQK ESTATE, consisting of a

TaVBBN PLOT and TEN SHOP PLOTS in the Elmo'S-euu-road,

and furly-MVea PloU for the erection of prival

....... .... V.
,

Antimony, Nickel. Areeule, Gold, Platinum, and Sulphur,
I

Malden,

with 207' Woodcut*. prlo> 3U. 6d.
" A Very laige amount of valuable Information is contained

voluiDO ; snd every worker iu metals who desires to km

rio AECHITECTS and SUEVEYOES.—
1 SKETCHES, DESIGNS, WORKING. DETAIL DRAWIN08,

iid' SPEl IFICATIONS made by a« experienced Archi'ect who has

thorouih knowledge of Gothic art. Terms moderate.—Addeesi,

P Q. 195, Strand.

T. A. RICHARDSON,
A EG HITECTUEAL AETIST.—

Perspectives OnUined, F.tched, or Artistically Coloured. Eirory

dercriplion of Architectural Assistance on modeta'e terms. Highest

re'eiencei. Sixteen years’ experience.— 6, Symoud’s Inn, Chaucery-

lane, Loudon.

BEIOKLAYEES AYANTED, to Build a
number of detached Houses (labour only.at per rod) at Sutton,

near Crojdoo, Several th-u-and rods of brickwork will be required,

aud full employment can b" giv.n u-util Oc'ober or November next.

All BCaffoldiug found. — Prii

Nevriugton Butts, SB,
» to Mr.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, Ac.

Gilders, thoroughly experienced in House
Work. Decorative Furniture, and Gliding in all it* branches,

may be OBTAINED at the House of Call, Marlborough Inn, Blenheim-

steps, Oxfurd-stieel.—Address to the BeoroUry.

W ANTED, ill a Builder’s Office, a re-

spectablo Youth as JUNIOR CLERK. He must write a

good baud, qnick. at accouuti One having a koowlodge of drawing

Lrefeirtd No saliry will bo given for the tlrst twelve mont^.

HUte full particulars aa to age and qualiflctLlona.-Address, 397,

Office of "The BuUJer."

adopted
jie/icnrum,
"This work will be

8li

the CbU'.lueiit would do wed t

.1 the prootloal metallur-

.on of all this elab.-rate

w >rk may bo regarded

upeclally valnable

t, , . . The arrangement aud classificil

liter are admirable. . . . Alt-igeth-r tbt

as an excellent text-book of analytical meniiiurgy.
" This seems In all respects an admirable work, and will, without

douh'. lake a high place In techuologicaJ literature.’’—.dinericait

Cflemical Aewr.
Vol. III. enmi lefing the work, is In the press.

London ; LONGMANS, GREEN, A CO. Pattmoster-row.

houses
NORBITON PARK ESTATE, Now

_ of SEVEN SHOP PL018 In the Kiugston-

road, and fffiy*niue plots for the erection of semi-detached or terrace

this houres.
, , , i ,

pro- I Nine-tenths of the purchue-money may remain at 5 per cent, to
' be paid in nine yean by quarterly Instalmeute, but the whole or any
part of the balance may be paid at any time without notice.

Plans, 4c. m ly be obiained at ibe Railway Tavoru, Auuerley ;
the

Mitre Tavern and the Robin Hood Tavern, Cr'ydon-road, Penge ; at

the Norbiton Pork Hotel, New Malden
;
the Railway Tavoru, NeW

Malden; of T. W. ROGERS, Esq. Solicitor, 70, Peuchurch-street.

K.C. ;
of Messrs. QAMMACK « LAMBERT, Surveyors, 50, Bishcps-

gate-street Wiibio
;
at the Place of Sale

;
and of the Auctioueor,

Wra, Fenohurch-street, E.C.

frevnoin urouun-reut ox luui. pvr auuuiu.

1\/IESSRS. DOWSKTI' & CHATTELL i

1 >_L iiistnicted to 8Bi L by AUCTION, in two lots, at the MA
>r..i -.-.I .... -TITEroiliV aooir. ruih riNP ..*..l/,.«lr I

Freehold. — Hampsteail-healh. — Public Institution. — Home Ifor
Convalescents, Infirmary, H"Bpltal, Asylum, large PrlvGe Soho d
Sanatorium, or a Public Indutlrlal or Training Belabltshmeot, and
Frerliold Ground-rent of lOOf. per annum.

are
. . MART.

je-yard, ou TUESDAY. APRIL 13lh. atONB
cisely. unless an acceptable uff-r be previouity m ide, that Important
CAbTKLLATED MANSION, known as B .mpstead-heath House,
deligbtfu'ly positioned iu the Vale of Uoalili, 400 feet above the
Thames level. It contains fire commodious lofty reoeptlou rooms, a
public room 60 feel lou«. and another room of similar size, 98 bed-

rooms, some of which are fitted with baths, Ac.
;

lavatories and
waler.closeU; hot and cold water aud gas A'e laid ou all over the
house; the domestic aparlmeuts are very extensive, and are con.
liect'd with each flror by u lift. The brickwork Is of a mrst sub-
ataulial character, being in some parts 2 feet tb ck, and in others

IS inches. The grounds aie not Large, but tba heath, extending over
several hundred acres, la available lor the recceatioH oi the occupiers.

A lease for 99 years will be granted at a grouud-reul of lOdi. per
annum. Lot 1 will comprise the le.ase, aud Lot 2 tbe ground-rent.

—

Flaus, particulars, and views may bo obtaine I at tbe Mail, and of
MesBiB. DOWSKrr A CHATTELL. 39a. Llncoln’s-iun-flolds.

I BASTON HILL-SIDE, near BUmford.—Important Sale of Oak and
Ash Timber, Poles, Ac.-Tu Government and Railway Coatraetors,
Shipbuilder*, Timber Merchants, Carriage and implement Minu-

M ESSRS. RICHARDSON beg to notify
thtir instniclioas to BELL by AUCTION, on MONDAY,

'IUKS'DAY. WEDNESD.iV. aid TUUItSDAY, the 13tb, 13th, 14th,

and 15th days of APRIL, ISjfl, 1,698 OAK and 1,093 ASH TIMBER
TREES. 29 Elm, 17 B-ecU, 1 Syc-more, 3 Lime, and 4 Birch Trees,

13(i Oak Saplings, 1,554 nyoomore. Ash, Mople, Larch, aud other

Poles, and 103 lota of Ook and Asli Collars, now felled aud lying on
Battou Hill-side, marked and numbered with white paint, George
V’uodwnid, wcodiuau, Easton, will render Intending purchaseie

The Auctioneers can confidently recommend lb" above timber to the

notice of all pertons In the ti-sde, the oaks and ash being of fins

grow'ili and most tnpsrior quality. The whole being within a short

dlB.ance of Stamford, cun easily be rrmoved to any part of tbe

k ugdoin.—Catalogues aud further information may be obiained of

Vr. CHARI KS THORPE, Jun. St. Mary’s-hill, Stamford
;

or of
RICHaRDBON a son. AticUoiieers and Survoyois, Batu.hlll, Stam-
ford, or who will foiward the same ou spplicaliun. The Sale will

commence each day at TEN o'clock, the ceuipiny being respectfully

requesled to meet tbe Auctioneers at Lot 1, near to tbe Coliyweston
Brldg”.

Auction and Valuation Offices. Barn-hill, Blamford,
M«ch 17tb, 1809,

etc of 102 feet, aud 40
r, pnsee-sliig an ares of
to the CKy. eminently
snufoctuiiug pieuiisee.

SOUTHWARK, contiguous to the
miuuies' Walk from Cheapeide atm t.

porra’.t Freehold Buslueas Pieuitss-, fa

r ad, and having a valuable frontage

feet Co Lillie Guildlord-ttieet lu lh>

about 10,000 fee', aud, from its pruxn
adsp ed fur the erection of firsl-clai

warebouoes, Ac.

Mr. marsh has received instructions to
SELL by AUCIION, ou THURSDAY, APRIL 15. at TWELVE

(uiiiejB previcnsly dispoeed OI by piiv.te coutrset), valuable FREE-
HOLD HLSINKBS PREMISES. No. 107, SonlhwBvk-bridge-road, No».
28 and 29, Little Gulldloid-«ti>ef, occupj lug a site rarely to be met
with at a like Qialanci-' from the City.— Paiuculara sud conditloiis of
sale, wilb plan, may 'be obta ned of Meavr-. ROBINSON, HON. A
ED1I0ND3, Bolloiior*, 18. Charterbouse-square

“ *'

MARSH'S Offices, 64, Cnnuon-street, E.O,

•t-hories, the prop -rty of

J. S. GOWER will SELLbyAUCTION,
_ u FRIDAY next. APRIL 16, FOURTEEN powerful, active

g CART or VAN HORSES, iu conseque-ice of completion of

conlriicte with the Croydon Lecal Board of Health. On view two

days pvlor^

BEULAH SPA, Norwood, Surrey.— Eiiglbie Freehold Build ng

WHITTINGHAM is instructed to
SELL by AUCTION, at the AUCTION MART, Tukenhouie-

yard. City. E.C. ou MONDAY, APRIL 12. 1809, at TWELVE for

ONE o’clock, in lot", a Further Portion of the eligible FREEHOLD
BUILDING LAND, llthe-fiee and land-tax redeemed, haying

frontagci to the new roa i oilled Moffa t-roaJ, lea'Uug from Nor-

buiy-toad, situate about a mile from ti-e Norwood Junction, Crystal

Palace, aud Glp»y-hill Btatioue, aud about five mLnuiea’ walk from

the Thoruicn UoUU Slatiou ;
trains lunuiog treqiioully to tne City

and West end. Nine teutbs of the purchase-mouey ici»y remain on
mortgage or coutrsc . at 5 per cent, lo be pUd in nine years by equal

hnf-yeurly iustalmeuts
;

but the whole or any part of the bsUnce
may be paid offal any time without notice.- Particulars, plans,

aud conditions of sale may be obiained ten days before the sa e at

the principal Inns la the neigbbouihood ; of filessrs, KU8SELL
DAVIES, No. 89. Colemau-btreoC, B-U. ;

of

gale-street, B.C.
;
and at the Place of Sale.

SOUTHWARK, 59. St. George’s-ioad,—To Timber Merchants, Cabinet

M.ikers, Builders. Piaiiotorte Makers, Coach Bulld-rs, Billiard

Table Makers, Turners, Carvers, Dealers la Bull ling Materials, Ac.

R. JaS. BUX lias received instructions
from the Executors of Mr. John Looker, to SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve, ou ill* PRBMISEi as above, tho whole of the well-

seasoned STOCK of TIMBER and Iinpleraeuts 1m Trade, together with

the substantial Residence sticlTTinboi- Yard, as also five CoUagos aud
Timber Yard, situate lu oc. Ja-ueo's-ylaca, Union street, St. George’s-

road, Southwark. The first portion of ihr stock will be sold on
MONDAY. TUESDAY, aud W ED.s E sDAY, APRIL 12ih. ISlh.aud
14tn, IS .9, at'TWELVEfor ONE o’clock precisely, and the remainder
ou MONDAY, MAY 3ra, and following dsys. at the same hour. Tne
clock consists of about 450 oOO feet in piauk aud b -aid, viz. 119.090

feet of Spanish and Honduras mahogany, 60.000 feet of cedar, 60.900

feet Riga wainscot, very choice, 3,500 Mem 1 ouk staves, cut aud un-

cut, 3,300 deals and choice plae plants, 16,000 feet wjliiut, 5,000 feet

birch, 2.000 feet teak, 2.090 feet satin, 35.UjO feet veneers, lu luabu-

gany, rosewoud, tulip, amhoyna, walnut, waiuscoi, miple, birch,

pollard. Oak, Ac. Ac. 20,v0u feet wide pine, 50,000 feel cut deal, 25

tons of rosewood, 20 legs of maple. 50 sticks of tulip, 70 lathum o'

wood, oak, and mahogauy sKbs, pit saws, crow bats, pulleys, jacks,

trucks, lathe, rollers, 20.090 stwkiug slicLs, Ac. Ac. May ho viewed

the Friday and Saturday previous, an 1 mornings of sale. Catalogues

m.iy be hod on the Pieinlses, aud of tbe Auciloiieor, 19, WUsou-
strset, Fiusbury-square, K.U. one week provioos to sale.

HOBNSEY-ROAD, opposite the Eaglet Tavern.—Silo of Buildlu

Ualci iuls.

ATE. CHARLES L. GOODMAN iviU

IyX SBLLbyAUiJITUN. on the GROUNDS opposite the Eaglet

laveru, as above, on WEnNEaDA'i'. APRIL 14lh, 1899, at TWELVE
fgr UNK o’clock pr cisely. the useful uU J LDING Ma TitRIALS, com-

uiis'UK btesUummers, long joi- ts. qu.ai teriug. flooring Loai-a*. ss-he*

and rrsme-, a mt , f York i
avlug, Oo- rr, 6o,t>uO goixl Hock buck-,

girders cupLoaid frulU.. chmiury-pie e-, a quant ty of Portland, ill

blocks, itoue lauding, stovei, rau.o-. a luige quaiitiiy of p ut lesand

blatis, and other n-elul itouis.-UsU Oe virwed ihe osy previous and

morning uf 8 ,le aad ca alognes h ul ou the Ground ; at the pilucipol

luustuine noighbmruood ; and uf tho Auctioneer, 3, Caiiugton-

place, Seveu Siststs'-road.

TO ARCHITECTS’ ASSISTANTS.

ATIANTED, a Young Man, desirous of im-

VY provemeut as ASSISTANT CLERK of WORK--. Most be

a draugbt.maa. State salary.—Apply, (by letter, X. P. Post-oQlce,

Balorll Heath, Birmingham.

TO CEMETERY MA3JNS AND SCULPTORS.

WANTED, a thoroughly practical aQd
eneriellc MONUMENTAL MASON (who undersUndi

nerving) to ACT as FORF.MAN In London. StaW wages aud rete-

cecei. Sobtr and truitwotlby. CotUge. — App)y, iu the first

ustaoce, to A. I. Oifloe of “ The Baildor."

TO BUILDERS.

WANTED, by a respectable steady Young
Man, a good workman, .aged 22, EMPLOYMENT as a

JOINER. Has been eight years in tbe bmld'ng trade; used to

keen time aud materials; can be well recommended. No ob-

jec loD to town or country.—Address, W. H. 11, College-street,

TO STONE MERCHANTS AND PAVIORS.

a KE-ENGAGEMENT as
FOREMAN or CLERK. Good references ai to cha-

racter and abilities.—Addresi, 383, Oflice of " The Buildrr-

\T7anted,
VV YARD FOREI

TO BRICK AND TILE MANUFACTURERS.

YITANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
VV a SITUATION 88 FOREMAN or MANAGER- Has had

-- ... ,— . — 1 -r i,...,.i,<rF bII accounha.—Address,

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

WANTED, in an Architect’s or Surveyor’s
Office a SITUATION aa ASSISTANT. Three aud a half

V of Mr. Macmichael, 2J7, King's-

TO ARSHITECrS AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, a KE-BNGAGEMENT, by
aflrst-claiB rapid DRAUGUrSMAN. Well up iu construe-

ti„n. working and delnll drawings, surveying, taklog out quaut.ties,

sBeoificntionB, measuriug, aud superluiendiug works. First-class

testimonials.—Address, ALPHA, U, Havelock-strest, Copenhagsn-

street, Isllcgton, N.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
\TTANTED by the Advertiser, aged 31, a
VV RE-ENGAGEMENl’ as CLERK and TIMEKBBPEE. Well

up in the whole routine of Office work, Ac. Excellent references

from eugiuters and oonlrmtors. S.ilary moderate.—Address, R. U. H.

8, Alhert gardoUB, Kllburu-p ark. Lou Jon, W.

TO BUILDERS, DECORAl'ORS, Ac.

WANTED, by a respectable Married Man,
ag»d 34, CONSTANT EMPLOYME-ST as ° ‘Nnir.B

and PAINTER. Twenty-two jeaia’ oxperleuce it

Good refereuuBS. Couatry pra. erred. A week on

patd.-Addreas, U, G. R, 27, Weymmlh-Btreet, Poitl

e PAPBRHANGBR

TO SASH GLAZIERS AND GLASS CUTFERS.

WANTED, by the Advertiser, a YOUNG
MAN orLAD that has been u,ed to the above line.—Apply

HOr-WAlKK tMiiWAisnr.

WANTED, a CONSTANT SITUATION,
iu the above Hue. by a thoroughly experienced baud. Hat

TO BUILDERS.

lArANIED, a SITUATION, as WORK-
VV ING KOKE.>tAN of BRIUKLAY ERS. Piecework preferred,

rowu or country. Hiili-iBt references.—Address, H. J. No. 1, Gsr-

TO PLU.MBBRS AND BUILDERS.

WrANTED, by a tirst-class PLUMBER, a

VV JOB in or near town. A good reference If required.—

tddresi. PLUMBER, .T, Gable, News Agent, 1, Back-road. Kings-
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TO BUILDERS, 4c.

\;\7"ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
T '

. .
TION as IMPROVER in tha SMITH TRADE in » Builder'*

W TO DECORATORS. BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.ANTED, by a practical Man,
CONSTANT SnUAlION iu thecftuntrvM a Rood Writ,

ttrainer. Painter, and Paperhapffer, and belne well acninintad wi
all decorative pari, of th- bimiae,,. bavin, h.vi 15 yean.' good esc
rieoce. Good referen'e.-AdJrcM. C. M, 15. Wafceir.r(>a.t, Peage.

-w-r-r aTmv,’’® BUILDERS. Ac.

\.\/ ANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
T r a CONSTANT SITUATION a. PT.ITMRHU •or.ii «ii

g. P>. 121). King', Cr. M-roi

tT''' A
CONTRACTORS.

VI/ ANTED, by a respectable young Man.
linr. ]

, '‘®*/^^TI0N wbere he w.,uld be able to obla^ a KeneralknOwledvA of nfflo. o_i . .
...... o ..rucioiknowledge of offlt

H», been seven
office, Uraveietid,

TO BUII DERS.
ANTED, by a Young Man, of good

i7.t
» SITUATION with the above. S x year.’ prac-

tical experlen.
required. Referencea can be g'vei
3myrks-roa;l. O'd Ksnt-rood. 8, E.

year,' prac-
.'.loa la lua uoiinliog-hc
Balary, 30,.—Address, J.

TO BUILDERS' CLERKS.WANTED, a JUNIOR CLERK, one
« ; V to prime cist, day and meaenred a-count.Must be a good penman, and ^ui.•^c ,t figures,-Apply, stating agei

TO BUILDERS.VyANTED, a KE-EN(iAGEMENT, as
T T SHOP FOREMAN of JOINERS, or work bv the nle«.

BUILDERS AND IRONMONOBRS.
anted, employment, by

^“‘'kioK Day or piece work, 0*aa On®
Dfflcc of"! tU! "P ‘‘•“‘iT' 't^c.-Address, 371,

“^'I-DERS and DECORATORS.WANTED, by a good GRAINER (Oil or
T T Fpiril), a CONSTANCY. HU up time In paiiitine Town

T-r-T- .
’'0 builders.WANTED, to ARTICLE a YOUTH, aued

X Y Z. iVi JanTai^r.', o^'J;l7r',,'(o^d;!.V‘S
Phtticular':. to

by the Advertiser, aged 34
BAPERHANOER and PAlNTER^a cor,...„l

TTT A Xrrr-C’Tv
CUITERS, ac.

VyA^TED, by a competent and steadyIT Man, a SITUATION as OLAZISR, feven ypirs' referent

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS. *c.WANTED, a SITUATION, by a good
r ’

1 1
okpetleaced in new work or j .bbing.wnld fill lip time in painting. gUz ne, Ac. Wngss, for a permauen t

lion, 7d. per honr.—Ad.Iross, PLUMBER, 53, Loug-iwre.

TO ARCHITECTS.WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, aa
B'ifteen years’ experience, Teslimonisis

nrsvoiass. Well np iq church work, quahtitie*. meaHUriag up, Ac.Aged 4.1 —Address, A. Z. Z. Mrs. Bverard’s, Kmtbury. Bjrks.

TT-T- 1 w-rrJil
BUILDEBS and CONTRACrORS.Yy ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,

I T A RE-RNOAOEMENTosaENSBALFORKMANof WORKS.
tnicUon, can rue. sure up
EUldanre of wo-kmen. T
ferencee.—Address, W. B. 8

FOREMAN of WORKS,
alleratlons, and biillding, cons-
ike out detail drawings for the
I with last employer. Oood re*
s-etreet Rothechltbe, S.B.

TO BUILDERS AND Ol'HERS.TyANTED, by a Young Man, aued 19, a
TT SITUATION aa CARPENTER. Has been five years althe

Und^.8trett'p?Sico*8w^‘’'^^^*"^

TO BUILDERS, &0.

WT-ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
,7.7,.,,., *' ‘o the CAKPENTRRINQ andJOINERY Line
nor. so much an oi jeot as Impriveineut or'i
JOHN, Poal-offlcf, Broad-atreet, Reading, B.

TO TIMEKEEPERS.
WANTED, for a large WORK, iu the
T T north of Engla d. an efficLot TIUKKEEPBR. None but

. .
TO BUILDERS AND CONTR.ACrORS.WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as

T T
J
LERK of WORKS, or GENERAL FOREMAN, or to

manage the entire work on an estate, by a thoroughly practical
Man. Has bad the management of exteualva job* in town and
country’ ^ih every description of machinery. Ficat-claes references.
Address, 32D, Offles of " The Builder."

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.wanted, a SITUATION,' as TIME,
T T STORE, and STOCK KEEPER, Entariog Clerk, or to make

TO AECHITECT.4.W ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-
ENOAOEMENT. Town or country. Classic, Salary moderate.

r. H. 53, Upper Berk-ley-st

TO BUILDEBS, ic.

ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 24, a
fr SITUATION as CLERK. Eight vpsrs’ reference from late

employer.- AddPis. A. R. 73. Bri<lga-roHd 'Wc«t, B.ttere.a.

TO ARCH TECT3, SURVEYORS, AND RUILURRS.

I •upr. with refers
Westuiloster, P.W.

w| W^NfED, an ENGAGE.\IENT (tempo-
5, Oueen'a-sQusre I

’ ’ country prefe red), by a first class QUANTITY and
, -i H-*-. aiPaflTTRIMl rr.PPK’ .n.t IlD > tiiutiTjar > KI .in -» ...

’’5' ^ '> SITUA- kXUAMsfia"'.
.7,1. "f

CLERK in a Bonder's Offl.-e. Well .ac .u dutid
Good refereuce.—Address. 4J6. uttioe of e-n

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T T BHOP FOREMAN of JOINERS.orGENERAL FOREMAN.

MEARURINU CLERK and DRAUGHTSMAN. Aged 29 yc
._|j thoronghly versed In building aud survey.

Highest trs’iiuoD'als. Terms moderate
i, bwiuton-street, Qi-ay'.-inn-roaJ, W.O.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

WT"ANTED, by an experienced Carpenter
T V_ and Jo'ne-. CARCASSES to FiNISH. or other PIECE-

-ITT A -NTfr-n-^®
J'I^ILDERS AND OTHERS.

first-class experienced

lig. eud.Uk'* the C^pmtrr’. witrk liy piece, Wiirup'ln"(ii
I rcfercDoee.-Adlresp, J. 21.

-TT-r . ............ ARCHITECTS

\V anted, by a practical Man, who has
a. CLERK* rf"’wORKS°'“/r"l‘'."‘‘^*

' ^'^-ENGAOKME.NT
A,blre«,3ds;omce o?-The Bm^

“rawlng.,-

sagood dr.ughtamau, uuderatand* Gothic a
•• aettihg nut every description of joii

[ament i f men. Highest refrrmcea ns
reaeoutble.-Addie*B. ARGUS, at Dra

FOREJIAN.
I

work. Well I

and In the
I

WORK. Labo n'y,—Address, A. H, U. 24, Bilm

\V ANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a roat-offl'e*. BroIdw.ty”'De*puLdl

liv- .

‘^A.KPBNTER Ha. a good knowledge of pla*.. Used to
'

TO ARCHITEUTS, ESTATE AOBVTS, AND OTHERS.
SITUATION in any

.oily, by a young man, aged 29. Has had thirteen years’" g trade.—Aldrew, 0. M. T.

I

^X/'ANTED,'
j

I V canacily, by a y

all kinds of jol
empli.yer If required
Final] jubLiug businei
Vlnceut-squsre, S-W.

"r i
av^nted, by a

—Address, B 4 Bloounliure®.*ri^..F*^
' '' branch H.n

a

conalftut JO 3. Cm do plain zlncwork, .o.oomsnury street,
fitting. Towu or country. ' -

PLUMBER or Three-
i J0 3. CmdopW

itry. Agei 30.—Addrets, 1

TO MASTER PLUMBERS.
'WT’ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 21 a ^W A N T E D, a SITUATION,
TT BITUATION a* IMPROVER In PLUMBING and GAR '

’’ WORKING FOREMAN of MASONS, or to Superintend the
CTTTTXrO TT._a .... .. w u »uu UAfi. T? 1.,. . F TX? __1, -* , ..... „ -

TTT-r . PLUMBERS.
AArANTED, a SITUATION asIMPEOVER
. ' .

to the PLl MBINO. Connirv net nt r>./
rqnlred. Aged 22.—Address,

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS

AAT*anted, a SITUATION or JOB, by an

W . DECORATORS.ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT
PAPEPHAKGRR. 4c. Died tn . nnd Ttn. i,. v^i .u,

fill up (ime at other branches. Good references -Ad'dresa P HMan, Ion street. Csmbrrwfll.rosd. HE.
Acjuresa. P. H

Id, PadiliugiQt

TOBU LDERS AND H0U6E TiRCORATORS.

AATANTED, by a practical JOINER, also

1

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

I

"WANTED, by a thoroughly good
T T FLU.MBEK, a JOB or SITUATION as Three-bianch Hand

Can do ga-fiulug or plain glncwork. Uia no ohj'Cilju to take
piumbiug Piecework, if reqiilreJ. A good refeteuce can be eiveu —
Address, T. T, No. 1, Borrnuiideey-squ ire, Southwark.

*

I bench or jobbinp.
b-Uiyaa per*'
The Builder.

W ANTED, in town or country, a SITUA-
'IION nt FORIMAN of JOB, hy a thorough praclic.!, active,

erkly. Address, NEMO. 9. Canterbury-terracs. BalTs Po'iid.W
-TTT A

SURVEYORS.
^Y^ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT in
TiJrla *"• ^'=‘8 above. Neat draughlsmau and colourist

Street ^AJel
U- Siuilh's Library. u Jke-

-WT-r 1
•'ND builders.

YVANTED,aSITaATION as IMPROVER,
°

.'.t® jear* at the trade. Waos*

AU'ANTED, a SITUATION as GRAINER

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a respect-
T T able Y’ouug Man. aged 30 rui PT.trMni.-p Ti*i,OT.or>

OIAZrEP, and plain ZINC M’ORKKB, Abli and wHliJgVo^makohimself geuera’ly useful In Jobbing Work. Wage, verv mo®dsra?a _Addie a, 8. S. 33. Paddinglun-street. Portnrsn squire, Maryletiono

WANTED, a SITUATION as GENEeIl
' ’ ASBIS'^NT to an Architect, Surveyor, or Builder iu the

cruutry, by
auperint.ndeDce and t

Btaiiouer,44. Cburton-
) work.—Addrers, B. B. Mr. Qwliiim's,

TO BUILDERS.
\i7ANTED, a RE-ENGaGEMENT, by a
»h

^ thoroughly effleient and tjstematic.l SHOP FOREMAN,
T. J. B 197. Upper Kepnluglon-lgn e,

9 very unconimoo.—Address,

-TTT » MERCHANTS.

\\/ ANTED, by a Gentleman, with a con-
,

' ’
.,

neki.n among Buildtri and others and having some
T h.”4oij

^‘5ENCY. or 'JOWN TKaVBLLKR and COL-citciUR. on CommlrsiQU.—Addreas, 48:i.Ofllce of " ll.e BuUder."

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT,
_T T BHOPorAVORKING SHOP FOREMAN (Juli.arl ci. n.

rsughiaiuaii.—Address,
'.-road.

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS
AA^ANTED, by a M.atried Man, EMPLOY-
J T MENT as PLUMBER, OASFITTSB. and plain ZINCWORKER. Thorcughly uLdstsUnda pump,, bath, closet, and
Uvat, ry work, jeipatiing. ic. Would lake charge of a butiues* or

**«'''' nee If T.quired. Slate Uiors, Sc.-Addrees, J.'w.
29, Mi.dma} street, Bali’s-poud, N.

TO CARPENTERS AND OTHERS.W"ANTED, by the Advertiser, EMPLOY-
TV SIENT as CARPENTER and JOINER. Aged 40 Moderate

salary. Good refereucos given -Address, B. K. 25. Grove-street,

w
J. L.

'ANTED, a competent CLERK of the
WORKS, for a bnild'ug in the suburbs. One who ha. had

Dcein the construction of eloue spires preferred.—Address.
•. ratnell. Stationer, Southampton-row, W.C.

WANTED, by a steady Man, a RE-
BNOAGEMSNT os MOULDING or PLANING MACHINE

WORKER. C.iu FliarjiF-n circular siw, and make hlm*,lf generally
useful in a Bui'der’s jhop.—Addio.a, J. WOOD. No. 3. f '

race, Yoi-k-stree(. York-t-"* —

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
QF.NEIULFOfihMANof JOB, or to Manage a good Jobbing

Buslneia. Carpenter and Joiii»r. Well up in all tUe blanches. Good
refeieucrs. No ol.J ctl.u to the couutiy. Age 38.-Add.esj. S. J.
15, Suseex-plaie, Ma-boiough-ioid, IlauiureiBUiUh, W.

^PHE Advertiser desires a RE-ENGAGE-X MENT as CLERK of WORKS, GENERAL CLERK. 01

tiog out butidiuge, qiis

It.—Address, VJCJNE, AJooit-

TO AECHITECrs AND SURVEYORS.
WT-A^NTED, by the Advertiser, a SHARE
TV of lURNlSHKD OFFICES.—Addns.. stating full nar-

liculara and Icrms, ALPHA, 2Ir. Newiuau, 27, Wldegato-atre.t, fc.C.

w TO ARCtllTECTP, BUILDERS, &c.

ANTED, by the Advertiser, an EN-
OAGE.MKNT IB DRAUGHTSMAN or CLERK of W'ORKS, or
capaoily where a *ery cjnsder.ble ku.iwlcdge of building
. ....<,.1 ... sjaiter uq Ider or Anhltecr. C..uiitry pre-

1. 3, Icknitld-teirace, DuustaLIe, BeUi.—Addrcti

\\TANTED, in a Saw Mill, a Man competent
T V tr HAMMER, PUNCH, and SHARPEN ( IKCULAR and

itherSAWP.-AdUie,

WANTED, a SITUATION, as FOREMAN
T V of FLAa'l'ERERS, or take Piecework, it required. Good

I. J. H. Poit-uO Clare.

TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS.WANTED, to APPRENTICE, a Youth,
aged 16. Hsa be.n accustomed to the use of the tools A

moderate pretniiun would be glveu.—Aaoiesj, J. A. CULPIN, Crom
weU-pUce at IvcS, Hunts.

TO ARCBITECra, 4c.

WANTED, by a good ASSISTANT, a
TV BE-ENGAGEMENr. Is a first-rate drnushtstnan and de*

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
TyANTIlD, by the Advertiser, who is a
TV fifFt-closs wokiimn, a SITUATION or JOB, ae PLU3IBER.JOB, u PLU3IBER.

Q-rca 1, Wyndliim-ioid, Can

AiiL;iiur>i!.i!,KR,

^HE Advertiser, nged 20, wishes for anX APPOINTMENT as JUNIOR CLERK. Has been arliclod to ft

•Tonbiidge.l
y inojerale.

TO ARCHITECTS.

rpOWN or Country. A Gentleman, of manyX yenrs' experience In tbe profession as ASSISTANT, Ls deslroua
of a RK.ENUAOEaBNT.—Addresj, ARCHlTECr, 33, Gloucesler-
stieet, Blojuubury.

TO BUILDECS AND OTHERS.
^HE Advertiser is open to an ENGAGE-X MENT as GENERAL 21ACH1NI8T. Can work joiners, ciicular
Faw, moulding machines

; can uhurpeu oircnlar saws and make cut-
ters. Nooljecilod to town or conuDy. A good rrteience given.—
Address, L. D. No. 21. Ei'lss-scjiiare, Ainelia.etieet, Walworth.

fT^HE Advertiser desires a RE-ENGAGE"X MENT In iin Aichitecl’e Office. Terms very modorate. pro-

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS. 4c.

The Advertiser, aged 28, desires a SITUA-
TION as BOOKKEEPER. 4c. in a Builder's Office, la aa

excel lent penman. Has a general knowledge of the trade and offl e
No oljccllon to go abioid,—Address, R. C. 149, MUe Eud-

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.^HE Advertiser, who has not long since
1. completed h's Aitic'is wiili nn Architect and Sciveyor

I. NoUiog-hill.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and
OTHEHS.-EMPLOYMENT WANTED, by a thorough handy

Man, painter, glazier, Irou pipe fitter for hot-watsr appar.nus of any
description fur warming buUdi- gs. Well up in fixing close arid oiber
range work for baths,[and steam cooking, aud lauuJiie*. 4-. Willing
to fill up time in any kind of hoi S3 repairs.—Address, W. 59, Collier-
street, PeutooviUe. London.

^VENING EMPLOYMENT, in making
.1 J up buildeie' accounts, .atimates, 4c, WANTED, by a tb°

I, ALPHA, 63,Clifdcii-i-oadEai'

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
T7VENING EMPLOYMENT WANTED,
1 J by the AdverlLer, ajEd 22, os BOOKKEEPER, 4c. Te me,

ajEd 22, os BOOKKEEPER, 4c. Te me
can produce exiel-
l, Eastoa-aqusi-e.

TO CONTRACTORS. BUILDERS, AND SURVEYORS.

CLEPvK.—A Young Man, of several years’
experiruce, requiree » SITUATION at PRIME COST fLEKK

Can trace and copy diawirgs, lake charge of an office, arid kaep tbo
books, 4c— Addreee, X. Y. Z. 3, Blenhelm-ioad, Hornsoy-toad,
London, N,
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Exhibition of French and Flemish Pictures,

JCE more, with the same
good fortuDe that appears

ever to attend this under-

taking, Mr. Wallis has

managed to convene many
choice examples of some
of the best representatives

of the French and Flemish

schools of painting, and to

have been even more for-

tunate than usual iu the

nature of the works col-

lected, most of them ap-

pealing to the sympathies

that “ make the whole world

kin.” So much baa been
j

said and written in favour

of the long apprentice-

ship, the strict discipline

and regularity with which

the Continental art-student

graduates in his profession,

the means that enable him

to acquire the requisite

knowledge to practise it at

last with the same degree

of certainty attending the

learning of any other, and how much to be

deplored it is that similar opportunities do not

exist for the English, that it might be thought

any one could become an able artist who chose.

To hear and to read, it would be thought that

those foreign painters with whose works an

acquaintance now is as common, or nearly so,

here as at home, are but a fair sample, in
'

fact, instead of being—as is surely the case— i

rare exceptions
j as rare as the best of our own

|

painters. It would be a very interesting expe-
j

riment to compare the picture produce of any ,

year throughout Europe; divide it under the'

several denominations of good, bad, and indif-
j

ferent
; and, making fair allowance for quantity,

\

determine if England stands “ where it did.” i

M. Meissonier, of course, is inimitable : to be

'

ranked with exceptions of the past, let alone the
j

present. He is represented by two celebrated

works,—one, the property of her Majesty the

Queen, “ Les Bons Amis” (76), very richly

coloured, and finished to a marvel ; the expres-

sion of gravity with which the fuddled toper

strives to listen as the other two argue, just

able to avoid sliding oft' his chair, is wonder-

fully comic, without the slightest approach to

caricature
j and an equestrian portrait of

“Napoleon I., 18L4” (75), lent by Mr. Buskin,

as perfect with regard to finish, also, as it is

possible to be. This is cold and grey in tone,

with a threatening storm-clond for background.

Putting aside a very efficient method of educing

them, there are qualities and a charm that en-

thral the attention—matters beyond mere train,

ing, and that defy translation or adaptation—in
M. T. E. Duverger’a exquisite rendering of a

subject BO often illustrated before as to have
become “ stock ” with the delineators of ordinary

incidents, bub which in its worth as an investment

has seldom returned such interest as it does now.
A mother, in a paroxysm of grief, is leaning

over “ The Empty Cradle ” (15) that has so

lately held her child, now lost to her
;
tearless,

with burning eyes and parched throat, she is

wrestling with the anguish of her bereavement,

watched by her own mother, whom experience

may have tanght how unavailing all condolence

is at such time
j for her pity is for the living,

not for the dead : a lad at the half-opened door

is about to retreat on tip-toe, as he silently be-

holds that he is intruding on so solemn an occa-

sion
; and even the faithful dog stands gazing at

the mourner’s face, as if he, too, shared the

grief he cannot help to assuage. All the acces-

sories assist in telling the story,—a sad one, but,

told with such intense pathos, and with no

vulgar emphasis to destroy its efiect, it leaves

no painful impression on the mind, beyond

that calculated to be of benefit. Another

phase of family grievance provides M. Du-

verger with a theme for a second important

work. A youth, the black sheep of the flock,

has been “ Led Astray ” (67) by bad com-

panions. He has been out without leave,

roystering at some cheap masquerade, and is

brought home in a condition easily imagined

and ofcen described, very much to the con-

sternation of his sisters and grief of his mother,

who is, however, interceding to prevent the

sterner parent from inflicting the horsewhipping

the youngster richly deserves. The incident is so

clearly narrated by the artist that it borders more
on theatrical representation than is usually the

case with him
;
bub the stage is so well dressed,

and the actors so well up in their several

parts, that it could only be a French per-

formance.

For dramatic power, as well as for the apti-

tude with which M. A. Tadema revivifies classic

history by appropriate character of personations)

and appropriated architecture, costume, and

general accessories, his composition entitled

"School for Vengeance” (54) is strikingly

singular. The chronicles of the ages when
cherished revenge for injuries—however old the

injury, however long-cherished the idea of re-

taliation—was accounted a virtue are replete

,

with such episodes as the education of Ohio-

I

thilda’s children. " Gondobald, king of the

Burgunds, in order to be master of the

whole country, had bad his brother Sigibert

murdered. Chlothilda, Sigiberb’s daughter,

kept a prisoner in Lyons, Gondobald’s resi-

dence, had devoted the whole of her life to

avenge her family
;
and with this view trained

|

her sous from childhood to fierce retaliation.” I

A subject repulsive enough : and barbarity i

needs no recorder of its practices. Every day

furnishes fresh evidence of how much of it lies

I

latent even amongst civilised humanity, and any
i precedent of its fiercest expression is better
'

forgotten. The afl'ectionate mother is seated,

j

with her attendants respectfully grouped about

j

her, watching with a cold-blooded delight the

;
successful efforts of her eldest son to hit the

j

mark with the hatchet he is hurling at a target

;

' the boy himself—a pocket Hercules—behaves as

I

if he knew what was expected of him, and

i

accepted it as the great purpose of his life.

]

This figure is capital in action, as, taking aim, he

I

prepares to hurl the axe with an unmistakable

I
precision and sturdy conscioasuess of coming

I

strength and opportunity to make full use of it.

His younger brother wails his turn, whilst the

grandfather, with long plaited grey hair twined

about his head, watches, with keen appreciation

and a speculative view of being some day

satisfied, the graceful agility of his hopeful

descendant. There is a marked individuality in

each of the heads of the many figures intro-

duced iu the picture, and, as already intimated,

a general propriety in its treatment, its sombre

but harmonious colouring and total eS'ecb, that

make it valuable as a faithful tradition and a

fine work of art.

It is to be hoped that M. J. Israel’s chubby

baby’s early path will nob diverge for some

time to come from that which hie “ first steps
”

(132) are marking out for him—an equal desire

to gratify his pa and delight his ma ; bub " as

the twig is bent, the tree ’s inclined,” and as in

toddling along towards his father, who with out-

stretched arms entices his progress, he evinces

that liability to fall common to his species : it

would be unwarrantable to promise his safe

conduct for long. To its simplicity and natural-

ness this picture owes its interest; it is very

broadly and fluently painted ; and so is an
interior with a fisher-wife " Waiting her Hus-
band’s Return ” (112), by the same artist.

M. G. Brion’s “Family Worship—Alsace” (19),

with the convincing evidence of its excellence

corroborated by the award of the medal of

honour, is magnificently conspicuous for its

executive power, the harmony of its deep tone

and rich colonring, and the strongly-marked

character of the listeners, as well as of the

reader or expounder of the doctrine who holds

them in such rapt attention. There is no at-

tempt at ideality in this plain depiction of

a household engaged in the exercise of their

religious duties, but the feeling of quiet earnest

piety generally expressed seems to reach the

spectator, and to include him in the congre-

gation of homely, ordinary-looking men, women,

and children, for the most part, ministered bo by

one who, the oldest, is the most ungainly of

them all, yet of such patriarchal and benevolent

appearance as quite to account for any amount

of respectful deference that might be paid him.

How far preferable is the impression left by

contemplating this and cognate works to the

most startling of sensational effects produced

by others of the opposite tendency ! Such, for

instance, as (43), “The death of John the

Baptist,” by M. A. Giaize, with all the awful

concomitants—the headless, rigid trunk stretched

on the blood-streaked pavement, the severed head,

and BO forth. Without denying the exceptional

abilities of the painter, one can but wish that

such elaborate literal exactness were more ex-

ceptional still, if it bo desirable to represent

such matters at all, that pall even on the

imagination. M. J. Caraud’s two scenes from

" The Marriage of Figaro ” (10), Cherubino, the

Countess, and Susan, and (33) Count Almaviva,

the Countess, and Susan again, are highly

finished genre performances, that depend mainly

on pretty faces, excessively well imitated

I

drapery, and good taste in arrangement. All

I

these recommendations are to be found in these

i instances, though, perhaps, the faces might

have been prettier.

A little gem, a peasant child poring over a

book, entitled “Reading made Easy” (14), by

M.E.Frere,i8 one of those things that oome under

the category of “joys for ever,” for it might be

looked at every day and a new charm discovered

each time of inspection. (81) “Rival Pets,” F.

Willems, a lady dressed in satins, with two dogs

to divide her favours, rests, and may safely rest,

on the perfect workmanship it displays. And
Madame Henrietta Browne’s monastic head, “ A
Seminarist,” exhibits admirable quality of a

larger and less elaborate style. In “ Recover-

ing ” (91) M. G. de JoDghe has tried the

complexions of two charming members of the

fair sex by surrounding them with vivid

yellow curtains and furniture to the proof that

they were above proof, for it is an exquisite

example of power and delicacy combined, and a

picture, although it is composed but of au invalid,

still iu bed, bnt approaohing convalescence near

enough to receive a visitor to congratulate her,

who, dressed in black, is the key-note of the

harmonious arrangement of so much bright

brimstone colour, and the key to its manage-

ment.

“Faust’s First Sight of Marguerite” (98), by

M. G. Koller—one of many draughts from the

same fountain of inspiration—is distinguished by

the clean, solid painting remarkable in all this

painter’s works, but with no novelty in its descrip

-

cion of the episode : it could scarcely be better

executed, however, though it appears bo want air

I
“Filial Confessions” (105), by C. Boutibonno :
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60 sliglit in narrative that it appears wonderful
how much valuable workmanahip and how
many rare qualities should be made to hang
on its so slender thread. Both mother and
daughter— winning through retiuement— are
natural in their actions, and very expressive
of the sentiments that are actuating them.
The young lady baa evidently disposed of her
affections in a way her mother wonld deprecate.
M, F. Heilbuth contributes a sketchy but
dexterous performance

;
but why it should be

called " Watteau ” (118) “ no fellow can make
out”; and two portraits of very original style.

“Wreckers’ Wives making False Signals” (138),
by M. G. Cloirin— some weird and wicked
women making a Are on the coast with dried
seaweed, and whatever other fuel they can
find, to mislead their victims—and (1S3) “The
Wreckers” themselves, creeping along the shore
to get at a long-shot distance of theh prey, are
very clever and striking, but disagreeable pic-

tures.
“ Going out for a Day’s Sport” (5), by M. B.

Poittevin ;
“ Travelling in Valaquia” (27), and

“ The Halt on the Road, Valaquia” (16), by
A. Schreyer, two masterly works, produced
with evident rapidity

;
“ The Origin of the Co-

rinthian Pillar ” (61), (“ Capital” would be the
better term) by M. P. Leyendecker, carefully

studied, well drawn, but not quite pleasant in

colour, from a prevalence of green
;
“ Pleasures

of the Imagination” (106), a fair reflector on “the
inspiration which no language finds;” “After
Mass" (120),by M. A. Woisz; and “TheTJnwilling
Scholar ”

(198), by M. P. Seignac, are in their di-

versity sure to attract observation for their merit.
M. C. Laudello contributes a life-size study of
“ A Fellah Woman” (139), rich in golden orna-
ments and academic grace; and M. Bonguerreau
a laughing Italian peasant "In the Cornfield”
(IDl) : of consummate fiuiah and refined treat-

ment, but of too elegant a polish to convey the
idea of absolute truth to those who recognise its

nearer semblance in the less smooth but more
subtle expression of it to be found, for instance
here, “In the Ilayfield” (209), by M. Jules Breton.
It wonld seem very difficult indeed to surpass
M. C. Bisschop in obtaining such force and
splendour of colour as are to bo witnessed in
“ The Lovers’ Quarrel” (170), that attain almost
an ovorpowering brilliancy, an obtrusive gor-
geoasnesa that exceeds probability, and, though
fascinating to the sense of such agreeable
influence, destroys all idea of reality.

It would be supererogation to write a word of
more than general acknowledgment of the
worth of the greater number of the items that
constitute this collection

;
all are to be identified

with a peculiar capability of making much of
trifling materials by innate good taste and
patient labour of imitating all that is to be
represented in relation to the subject selected
for illustration.

Such characteristics in their highest degree
of value are to be found exemplified in (25)
“Moro Free than Welcome,” by M. J. G.
Vibert, and the admiration it excites is entirely
derived from them. A lady and a favoured
cavalier have just cat down to dine, when an
intruder disturbs them,— a priest, who evi-
dently thinks he has a right to an invitation
to^ join them, though he approaches the lady
with the most respectful and deferential appear-
ance ofobseqnience: the cavalier, it is quite plain,
wishes him where.J in all probability, he never
prays he may go

;
and the annoyed mistress as

clearly wishes herself well out of so embarrassing
a pi edicament. lu its entirety the picture rivals
any of the Dutch Gchool whose works it emulates.

il. A. Cabanel, however, is quite independent
of such means of inviting attention as well
selected accessories, wonderfully copied costume,
and the liko, so often prove. “La Naissance
de Venus” (ISi), a small replica of his famous
picture, offers nothing but the naked truth
for a story, though it can scarcely be said
to be confined to baro fact, for she is so
idealized as to become and as becomes a mytho-
logio personage, and super-exquisitely beautiful
as the Cupids demonstrate they opine her, as they
hover about her in enamoured wonderment. The
drawing of this figure is beyond praise, and the
Goddess of Love could hardly complain of her
portrait failing to do her justice. But for the
eyes of the goddess, the picture would be uuritv
itself.

“ True to his Post” (13), by M. Schenck,
exhibits great skill in apprehending and depict-
ing animal life, and painting landscape, or rather
atmospheric influences

; for one can hear the rain
as it splashes on tho rocky shelter that protects

but partially the sheep that cuddle together as
even sheep do, so strong is family affinity and
affection, in times of annoyance and trouble. But
there is no shelter for the poor dog, the protector
regarded in quite another light, perhaps, by those
whom he protects : with shivering haunches be
braves the storm from which hisfidelity to hia trust
forbids him to screen himself, and from his

.
exposed position on the sheltering boulder sees
that his master is better located than himself
He is no envious dog, that is very certain, and
thinks of others rather than of himself. Seldom
have pictures of this class been invested with so
much interest, and very few are the painters
who could so thoroughly impress the spectator.

(63) “ Fjellbacka, on the Coast of Bohustan,”
is a barren moonlit scene, with silence and
solitude to make it poetical, by M. Whalberg.
“Calm Weather” (143) is delightful in colour,

and shows in what a masterly manner M. P. J.

Cloys can paint the sea and vessels, with their
reflexions in its depths.

(195) “ A Sedgy Stream,” by the late M.
Troyon, a charming landscape, recalls the recol-

lection of others that have preceded this, and
the fact that none will follow it.

COMPENSATION TO LAND AND HOUSE
OWNERS.*

Althougii a work of this description is

written mainly for the advantage of the pro-
fession of the law, yet it claims serious attention
at tho hands of the surveyor, nob only on account

I

of tho enormous amount of business which has

,

been and will bo enjoyed by many men eminent
I in our profession, but because the best interests
of the claimants are so much more dependent

I

on the knowledge, tact, and skill of the sur-

;
veyor than of the lawyer, more especially as the

I

introductory steps of most claims are taken by
tho former, although in difficult eases no sur-

I

veyor is wise who fails to take into his counsols

j

a skilled member of the other profession,

j

It is some fifteen years since a work on this
subject has been published—we are nob for-

1
getting that book on “ Railway Precedents ” in

j

18GG, which touches slightly on this subject
' amongst others—since which date decisions
have been given in the Courts of .Appeal

I

which have considerably changed the position

I of many claimants. Our proceedings, as snr-

!

veyors, must be guided in these matters by the
dicta of the Courts, and we are thankful when
these ara gathered together from their scattered
records. This volume being exclusively and
intentionally devoted to that branch of the

;

subject, it becomes a paraphrase of the Lands
Clauses and the Railway Clauses Acts, 1845,
with notes of tho decisions on cases taken to

appeal. To the experienced surveyor, therefore,

it is too much, for the Acts are aufficieut without
the diniinished equivalent, and a collection of

tho records of decisions would suffice
; while to

the beginner it is deficient, as lacking informa-
tion on, to others, well-known and every-day
practice—the result of chamber research rather
than of the daily attendance in the Courts of the
Sheriffs and Arbitrators. Yet, fatal mistakes
may be mado by even a tolerably experienced
surveyor without information at his elbow such
as this work conveys.

The volume seems to have suffered, eveu to

the clipping of its grammar, in the desperate
attempt to lessen its bulk j and yet that bulk
might have been reduced by the extent of the
Acts of Parliament in the appendix, or their
paraphrases in the body of the work might have
been omitted, and would have saved much repe-
tition of cases. This was the plan adopted by i

Shelford, the notes of decisions being appended
to each clause

;
and the former would appear to

have been the first intention of the editor, for

the Acts of Parliament are in no way noticed in

the index, which is a serious oversight : and,
while wo are ou the subject of indices, we may
add that this is no better in that respect than
other law books. A copious and accurate index
is a necessary part of every volume, and, in its

absence, the volume may frequently be called a
sealed book. This is a common complaint against
law books. In the index there are no such heads
as Disputed Compensation ; Costs of Manda^nus

;

Engines, or Loc^jinotivcs, or User of Railway

;

Neglect to Act ; Obstruction of A ccess ; SximmoTis
by Yearly Tenant; Actio^iof Mandamus ; Invest-

* Coinpensaiion to Land aod House Owners : a
Treatise on the Law of Compeusations, &c. By J. D.
Ingram. Second edition. Edited by J. J. flmcs.
Butterwoiths, Fleet-street. 1869.

ment, or Reinvestment; Right to a Jury or
Arbitration by Yea/rly Tenant; Right of Renewal;
and a dozen other important subjects mentioned
in the volume

;
while, in some instances, the cases

are indexed reversely,—that is, showing an
opposite decision to that in the text. And in the
advertisement it would have been better, we con-
sider, to have stated what does not constitute an
interest, for the case cited is the refusal ,to con-
sider a right of sporting as an interest.

Having thus introduced the volume generally,

we propose to point out some of its good points,

as well as its failings, and to refer more in detail

to some of the matters treated of; and we are
led to do this because there are many novelties

in practice which mainly depend ou the deci-

sions, and this book does not deal with them
thoroughly.

The author has paid a tribute to skill in the

general remarks ou claims (p. 59), “ The actual

amount awarded will of course vary according

to the views taken by the parties or arbitrators,

or the ability with which tho claim is laid before

the jury.” We remember a few lines to the
same effect in the Dictionary of the Architec-

tural Publication Society. “ The estimates of the

value and the damage must almost entirely de-

pend upon the ability, knowledge, and skill of

the surveyor.” Again (p. 87), he says, “ It is

not at all easy to say what is exactly meant by,

and how much is included in, the words, ‘ in-

juriously affected.’ It is almost impossible /or

any but a practical surveyor to point out.”

It is, perhaps, needless to say that both law
and practice assume that no advantage is to be

' taken by either party
;
on tho one hand, the

I

company (or promoters) are to pay for every

! value and loss; and, on the other, no profit is to

j

be made out of the company, but a liberal and

j

full sum should be given and taken : that is the

; theory. In practice, alas ! each party mostly
' struggles to overreach the other. Much of this

: is duo to professional pride, but much, also, to

I

extortion on one side and inadequate offers on

!
the other. The result has been continual com-
plaints of robbery and oppression. This will

I

probably never be changed, so long as the

tribunals are constituted as they are.

I The subjects, very naturally, are divided by

I

the author into chapters, the priucipal of which,

I

as affecting us, are agreements in Parliament :

—

I

with companies after incorporation; compulsory
powers

;
restrictions

;
injuriously affecting

;

I

modes of settling compensations ;
lessees and

yearly tenants ; costs ; and special railway

,
powers.

I
The subject of Parliamentary agreements has

I

not hitherto received sufficient attention : the

,

few paragraphs here are useful, but lead to doubt

I and disturbance, inasmuch as they unsettle our

I

minds as regards the stability of any such con-

tracts, unless they are incorporated in the Act

;

but we may say that we have not known any

such agreements repudiated by respectable com-
panies. It is more correct, perhaps, to say that

mauy agreements made in the committee-rooms
are valueless, unless they are money contracts,

as they are rarely properly drawn np, and fre-

quently are resolved into a written expression of

some existing rights under the general Acts. In

all such cases, persons expert in compensations

should be consulted on the effects of the agree-

ments, and a clause, if possible, obtained; com-

panies, however, naturally object to commence
admitting clauses when the consequence might

be a legion of them.
Attention is properly drawn to the execution,

after the passing of the Act, of documents other-

wise than under seal. Certain notices may be
signed by the secretary, bub there is no refer-

ence in the work to the legality of such con-

tracts as are made by the surveyors of the com-

panies. If these are appointed under seal, we
presume their Acts would bind the company.
Wo know that injuuctions have been obtained

under such informal agreements. We remember
also a case of great hardship not reported here,

where a claimant withdrew his claim on an
undertaking given by the counsel for the com-
pany to sell the freehold of a portion of tho

premises to him. The company repudiated this

bargain, but the Court of Chancery compelled

its fulfilment. He, however, enjoyed his triumph
but briefly, for the company almost immediately
served another notice to treat, and ejected him
from the whole. His trade had in the mean
time been nearly destroyed, and his claim thereby

lessened.

lu exercising the compulsory processes of the

general Aces, both parties have a certain amount
of power, the initiative beiug always taken by
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tbe promoters by the service of a “ notice to

treat.” From that time the powers are, if he so

choose, entirely in the hands of the claimant.

The course of proceedings is not quite as laid

down in pp. 135 and 13(1, where it is stated that

if the parties do not concur in appointing a

single arbitrator, “a request should be made by
one party to the other, that the latter should

appoint one. Then each shonld make his ap-

pointment in writing,” &o. How this slip has

occurred we cannot imagine, because the Acts

are clear, and the authorities and decisions are

all one way—namely, that the party requesting

an appointment must have already appointed his

own arbitrator. There is a very proper direction

on p. 138, that ” no person connected in any
manner with, or employed by, the company,
should be appointed arbitrator or umpire.” How
constantly is this wholesome advice violated in

practice ! How frequently does a regularly

retained witness of to-day sit as judge on the

adjoining property to-morrow ! Is there no
remedy for this ? Unfortunately the Board of

Trade is no refuge, because, if appealed to to

appoint an umpire, it names one of the very

persons who may already have been refnsed,

notwithstanding the representation that the

refusal has been on the ground of employment
by the company. Our own opinion has long been

that the Board of Trade should appoint no one
who does not give a pledge to act on neither

side on the particular undertaking; that, in fact,

an umpire should be entirely free from bias, and
unconfronted by evidence given by himself in

similar cases on tbo same line. Until this be
done, the appeal to the Board of Trade is a
delnsiou and a snare. We know of systematic
refusals of companies’ arbitrators to concur in

appointing an nmpire outside of the charmed
circle, knowing the result of tho appeal. This

was not formerly so, the gentleman who was
generally appointed having kept himself entirely

independent of both parties. We believe that it

was “ companies’ ” influence which caused his

being less frequently appointed. It may be said

that the proper alternative is a jury. Those who
are aware of the caprices of juries, and the
manner in which the twelve men are brought
together, are not inclined to prefer that tribunal

in the cases of valuation to an independent pro-

fessional judgment. It is tho knowledge that

that independent judgment is so difficult to

obtain that causes so many inquiries before juries,

doubtful as the result always is. In one respect

a great improvement has been effected injury
cases by the Regulation of Railways Act, 1868,
either party being at liberty to apply to a judge
of any one of tho superior courts; and if he
think fib the inquiry is to be in one of those

courts. No such inquiry has yet been held, and
we do not see whether or not the right to special

juries has been withheld. No notice is taken of

a peculiar case of recent Metropolitan Acts,

where tho occupiers are entitled to six months’
notice—we presume to prevent the scandal of
rapid ejectments in towns. These six months’
“ratepayers’” notices have been ‘held to be
“notices to treat.”

We should have been glad to have had some
information upon the subject of an arbitrator’s
“ neglecting to act.” What is neglect in these
cases ? Our author answers by referring to the
case of Willoughby v. Willoughby, in the Queen’s
Bench Reports. That case, however, is not in

point. It was not a railway case, but simply a
case of an award made after the time limited,

and the court set it aside. The Lands Clauses
Act enacts that “if either of the arbitrators

refuse, or for seven days neglect to aot, the other
may proceed eu} parte." We confess we never
knew of a case of ex parte procoeding, but we
have known of very many cases of real neglect

;

meaning by that expression that the arbitrator
neither makes the statutory declaration, nor
takes any steps towards the appointment of an
nmpire, and therefore no attempt at any settle-

ment. Frequently, however, all approaches for
a settlement have previously been made. Before
proof of neglect could be adduced, must seven
days’ notice be given to the arbitrators ? We are
still without any means of knowing what is

neglect—not neglect to appoint an nmpire,
becanse there remains the appeal to the Board
of Trade.

In the case of a claimant requiring a jury to
be summoned, the beat mode is by action of
mandamus, to which there appears to be no
answer. It is desirable in all cases to have proof
of a request having been made to the promoters
for a jury.

There are several kinds of interests all sup-

posed to be antagonistic, but in reality most in-

timately connected and mutually supporting,

and, unless by the collusion of a railway com-

pany in the way of a bargain with an owner for

empty possessioD, which means that the owner
is to give notices to quit to the yearly tenants

(whose demands have of late years been more
carefully considered than they were formerly),

every interest is separately treated for by tho

company. There are anomalies, however, en-

tirely in practice, which our leading surveyors,

a.oting, as they do, almost solely in the inte-

rests of the companies, consent to adopt in the

vain attempt to generalize instead of treating

each case on its own merits. For instance, a

freehold house may fairly be reckoned at 20
years’ purchase—if at say 1001. a year, the value

would amount to 2,0001. ;
but take the case of

the adjoining house (und it is not a mere enp-

posicion, for the case has frequently come before

the writer of this article) v/hioh has an original

ground-rent of 101. : this, on principle, is usually

taken at 25 years’ purchase, 2501., and the

tenant’s iotereat, 901., at 16^ years’ purchase,

l,500i.
;
total, 1,750L, an error of 2501. In truth,

every variation from the exact proportion of one

of ground rent to one and a half of building rent

is a disturbance of the equity of the several

interests, and makes either the whole greater

than the parts, or the parts greater than the

whole.

There is no law on this state of affairs, and so

long as surveyors are content to be unscientific,

and guided by red tape, so long will injustice

exist in our compensations. lu truth, theground-

rents are, as regards London, almost invariably

estimated too low, and, while in many cases the

leasehold interests might fairly be estimated at

the rate of 5 per cent., yet in a large nnmbar of

oases 6 per cent, is much too high. The usual

acknowledged proportion of ground-rent to build-

ing-rent is as 1 to 5 ;
that is to say, the ground-

rent should be, to be fairly apportioned, one-sixth

of the full net rent. This again is subject to

great exceptions, as in the city of London, and

in the more desirable positions at the West-end,

as well as in other large towns, where the addi-

tional value of property arises entirely from its

position, or “ground-rent,” to such a degree that

sometimes the latter is two-thirds of the whole

value. How would the'oaloulation ofthe separate

interests then tell on the totals ? We will

answer that question by a case where the value

per annum was 4501. ;
this at 20 years’ purchase

was 9,0001.
;
ground-rent, 3001. at 25 years’ pur-

chase, 7,5001. ;
building-rent, 1501., at 16f ,

2,5001.,

making a total of 10,0001., or 1,0001. of error in

one of the modes of calculation. It would thus

seem that the large majority of “ compensation ”

surveyors being retained by the railway com-
panies, have rough-and-ready modes of ascertain-

ing compensations, and have compelled the adop-
tion of their illogical calculations, causing a

mischief which it seems almost impossible now to

prevent. No remedy exists for any error of this

kind, nor perhaps would it be possible to ascar-

tain on what grounds either juries or arbitrators’

decisions could be reviewed by any court.

It may be sufficient to state, as regulating the

principles of compensation, that the sum I’e-

ceived from the sale is assumed to be reinvested

in property of theeame nature. It is not an un-

common notion amongst annuitants that they
are entitled to an equal income in Consols.

Though no case is mentioned in this book, we
know of those where the Court of Chauccry has

sanctioned investments in similar limited lease-

hold property. It is to some extent desirable

that there should in some cases be an amend-
ment in the law, because even where the
directors of a company are desirous to be liberal

(a state of mind which is rare in those bodies),

it is questionable whether they could conscien-

tiously be BO. A case in point is that of a
charitable institution whore a trade was carried

on. The chairman of the institution was the

actual lessee; the trade was carried on at a
loss, being in competition with more skilled and
efficient labour, the balauce being provided by
public voluntary aid. In such a case the com-
pany felt compelled to refuse any compensation
for the loss of trade, the trade being un-

questioned; and although the loss of the sale

of the goods for a time would throw several

hundred workmen either out of employment
or on the charity of the world, yet as those

hundreds of men had no legal interest in the

premises, compensation was steadily refused, on
the ground that nothing but the leasehold

interest and the plant and fixtures could be paid
for, and that to the person who nominally held

the lease. This case was not tried, as the com-
pany abandoned the undertaking : wo were
curious to see what a jury would say. Other
charitable institutions have been hardly dealt

with because they were not corporate bodies

damnified. Wo shall continue oar remarks iu

another number.

HOW TO USE OUR FUEL PROPERLY.*

Now that wo have been told that wo are

getting through our great coal supply at an
annually increasing rate that threatens to bring

us to the end of our stock at no very distant

date, it would be folly not to examine with

minuteness all plans brought before us that bear

upon the husbaudiog of our fuel. But setting

aside this probably remote exhaustion of our

supply, we should carefully consider all propo-

sitions setting forth modes of economising the

use of fuel, for the weighty reason that money
expended upon its wanton, ignorant, and unscien-

tific waste could be beneficially laid out in objects

that would conduce to tbo health, comfort, or

mental elevation of the household in which
extravagance is permitted. This is a subject

npon which we have before dwelt at length, and
to which we have often referred, feeling that a

great addition to the domestic comfort of the

whole country might be made by a little

earnest attention and determination. A fresh

endeavour in this direction has been made by
Mr. Edwards, the author of a work on “Do-
mestic Fireplaces,” noticed in these columns.

He urges that there is peculiar fitness in the

present season in an invitation to consider the

subject of waste of fuel because tho national

prosperity has flagged a little, and it may be

deemed expedient to think over means by which
money can be saved.

Mr. Edwards makes suggestions relating to

improvements in our present cooking-stoves,

that would, he says, reduce the cost of the fuel to

a fourth of that at present required. A kitchen fire

that annually consumes four sovereigns’ worth
of coal would thus need but one sovereign’s

worth, and its owner would remain in posses-

sion of three sovereigns to expend upon something

more useful or beautiful tbau a volume of thick

smoko ascending out of his chimneys to waste.

The subject was taken up about seventy years

ago by Count Rumford, who, in the great

kitchens under his administration in Bavaria,

reduced the consumption of fuel to one-fifth of

that hitherto used. A biography of this remark-

able person occupies a considerable portion of

the book, and is instructive in showing the

importance attached to saving iu this depart-

ment by one of the moat methodical managers and
administrators that overlived. Count Rumford,

we may briefly state for the benefit of tho.S0

whose memories do not go quite so far back, was
an American gentleman, by name Benjamin
Thomp-son. At the declaration of American
indepeudenoo he was a loyal adherent to the

English monarch, and was selected to carry the

news of the evacuation of Boston to London,
where he was warmly received by Lord Sack-

ville, and provided with employment in his

department, and soon created uuder-seoretary

of state. On a change of ministry he returned

to America, reorganized tho cavalry, went to

Jamaica, and afterwards, when peace was de-

clared, returned to Europe, intending to place

his services in the hands of the Emperor of

Austria against the Turks; but making the

acquaintance of tho Elector of Bavaria, ho was
invited to arrange his military affairs. The
English Government gave consent, with the title

of knight and a pension. In this new position Sir

Benjamin Thompson reorganized the Bavarian

army, eatablished numerous schools, and put

down mendicity; and itwaa in providing dinners

for the thousands of persons thus under his care

that his wonder-working attention was directed

to the great saving that might be effected in the

use of fuel. Twelve hundred, and at some
seasons 1,500, persons dined daily in the^House

of Industry he. founded for the mendicants, upon
soup and bread, at a cost of a penny each, and
200 dined daily on roast moat at a correspondingly

small expenditure. The cost of the fuel required

to cook 1,000 soup dinners in the public kitchen

• On the ExtraTagant Use of Fuel in Cooking Opera-
tions

;
with • a short Account of Benjamin, Count

Eumford, and his Economical System?, and numerona
practical Suggeations adapted for Homeatic Use. By
Frederick Edwards, juu., author of “ Our Domestic Fire-

places,” “A Treatise on the Ventilation of Dwelling-

houses," &c. London : Eobert Hardwicke, 19^, Piccadilly,

1869 ,
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of the military workbouae at Munich, after hie

mode, was 4id. In the hospital of La Pietu, in

Verona, ho instituted a similar economy; and
his plan was adopted ultimately in the Foundling
Hospital, the Royal Institution, and the Heriot
Hospital, Edinburgh. We will now describe
the contrivances by which be arranged that so
much cooking should be effected with so little

fuel.

His leading idea was to cut off every source of
waste. To this end he endeavoured to prevent
all radiation into the cooking apartment, and to

turn heat to the fnllest account before it could
find its way up the chimney shaft. First he
substituted the close .stove for the open fire with
the gaping chimney. His stove consisted, indeed,
of a mimber of small fire-places sunk into a level

surface, each of which was provided with a vessel
that fitted it accurately, and each little re-

ceptacle for fire was provided with a flue that
snrrounded the vessel with which it was furnished,
and so carried round it the heat and smoke
before they escaped. Mr. Edwards gives an
illustration of Count Rumford’s arrangements
as made in the house of a gentlemen in Munich,
with sections and details of the cooking vessels.

The stove has the appearance of a solid table or
counter of brickwork, at one end of the kitchen,
with a semi.circnlar recess in the centre of its

front, in which a person could conveniently stand
and adjust the different vessels upon the surface.
We will condense the author’s explanation :

—

“ Upon the horizontal surface of the brickwork are
'

seen vutious cooking utensils, each fitted into an aperture
,

80 us to leave nothing but the covers and handles pro-
j

jecttiig above. Below each cooking utensil a small lire- I

place was arranged, consisting of a grate to contain the
j

fuel, with an ash-pit below, and a door in front of it for
j

the rcmovftl of aebea and the regulation of the supply of!
air. To the larger utensils another door, termed a •

stopper, was provided, through which fuel could be intro-
duced to the fireplace. The smaller fireplaces were
refilled with inel by removing the utensil in them for that
purpose. In every fireplace there was a small flue, which
compelled the smoke and heat to pass round every portion
of the utensil before Llieir escape, and their exit was
farther checked by a damper in the oscape-flue, which
was regulated so as to allow no heat to pass away as long
as it conlil be safely retained. The ntensil became in fact
immersed in a sort of hot-air bath

;
and to complete the

arrangement, each cover was made double, with a hollow
spsco between the two parts filled with air, which, acting
us a non-conductor, most materially checked the escape
of heat. Flues from the diiFerent utensils passed hori-
zontally into four main vertical fines formed in the brick-
work at back, by which the smoke escaped finally into the
chimney.”

Over and above the block of brickwork thus
perforated with fire receptacles and flues, and,
as we should have mentioned before, with a
boiler for hot water heated by the smoke and
hot air from the three fire-places nearest to it,

there was a hearth on which a fire could be lighted
and two ovens heated. Instead, therefore, of an
enormous fire burning to waste when but a little

cooking was going on, this plan permitted of the
use of the exact quantity of firing required, and
the particular construction of the flues provided
that all the heat should be utilized before it left

the neighbonrhood of the vessel in which food
was in course of preparation. Generally three
of the small fireplaces sufficed to cook a dinner :

occasionally only one was lighted, while on occa-
sions all would be in use together. That there
might be no mistake as to the comparative con-
sumption and cost of fuel. Count Romford insti-

tuted a scries of experiments, and ascertained
beyond the possibility of donbt that twenty-eight
gallons of water in a large boiler on an open
fire required 62^ lb. of wood to bring it to
the boiling point, and maintain it for two hours,
while the same result could be obtained on a
closed fire with the use of 13^ lb. Again, a
copper pan on an open fireplace consumed
11^^ lb. of wood in the process of boiling its

contents, while the same vessel required but
l^lb. on a closed fire. Hence he laid it down
as a fact that in the large open fire-places five

times as much heat was required as was used
when the fireplace was closed.

It is upon the basis made by Count Ruraford’s
experience that Mr. Edwards has built his super-
structure. He first traces the introduction and
gradual adoption of the kitchener now in pretty
general use in newly-built houses, and then makes
a series of suggestions for its material improve-
ment. The drawbacks to the present kitcheners
are, they give out a great deal of heat

; the
scent of the cooking, having no open chimney to
ascend, is apt to spread over the house

; repairs
to them are expensive

j and they are nob so
frugal in their call upon the coal-cellar as they
might be. These questions of heat, ventilation,
wear, and economy are successively gone into by
Mr. Edwards, and upon all he has something
sensible to say. A great deal of the radiation

would be done away with by the nse of tiles

instead of metal, wherever possible
;
the ventila-

tion might be improved by a funnel and tube
over the fireplace communicating with the
chimney above the height at which the small
flues enter it

;
the necessity of frequent repair

might be reduced by the use of the most inde-

structible materials known
;
bub the matter of

extravagant consumption of fuel cannot be dis-

posed of so easily. Waste of fuel means waste
of heat. To prevent this in every portion and
department of a kitchener, so many alterations

would have to be made, that it would, when
perfect, bear scarcely any likeness to its original

appearance and construction. Pour causes of
waste are pointed out : too free admission of

air, the exposure of a needlessly large surface
of metal, too rapid draughts, and the use of a
single fire for all purposes, whether great or
small

;
and some half-dozen means are considered

by which they might be cancelled. The fire-

place, the ovens, the boiler, the dampers, and
the hot-plate are all open to improvement. Mr.
Edwards shows, in the first place, that the fire-

place is unnecessarily deep. Now that people
know how to prevent the peculiar taste that
used to be urged as an objection to baked meat,
tbe open fire is not used for roasting, nor, indeed,
for anything more importaut than toasting
bread : 6 in. or 8 in. of depth in the frontage of
the fire, he therefore considers would be suffi-

cient. The next thing he urges is, that the
bottom on which the fire rests should be of
fire-brick, pierced with a number of holes for the
dust to fall through. Perhaps such of our readers
as have used the plan now generally known as
“ The Builder's Fire” would go a little further,

and consider the piercing not wanted. Another
suggestion is based upon Count Romford’s con-
clusion, “ that any air which entered a kitchen
fire, and which was not required for combustion,
was a thief, which stole the heat, and escaped with
it up tbe chimney,” To prevent this waste, the
author recommeuds the use of the fire on the
slow combustion principle, by closing the fire in

front wic.h a perforated door. His last hint brings
him still nearer to “ The Builder's Fire,” though.

circulation of hot water convoyed to it by
branch pipes from the first-mentioned ascending
and descending pipes. The simplicity and
frugality of this scheme are weighty reconi-

meudations. But the usual difficulties are not
altogether vanquished. When the bath is for

use, for instance, and all the hob water in the
boiler drawn off for it, how can tbe supply of
heat to the coil be maintained ? The passage of

branch pipes between floors and ceilings, too, is

always attended with disaster, sooner or later,

either from carelessness or [frost. Where such
an arrangement is inevitable, the ceilings below
the pipes should be rendered waterproof with a
layer of asphalte, and every facility made on
the floors above them for getting at them
expeditiously. When an extra fierce kitchen

fire has burnt for some time, it sometimes
happens that the water in the cistern at the top

of the house boils too with dreadful gurgling,

hissing noises that alarm all hearers. So what
with the chance of having the water cold always
for some time after the bath is filled, when it is

wanted hot for the coil, perhaps, from inclement

weather; and the contrary possibility of having
it too dangerously liot after a dinner-party, just

as the fatigued household are going to rest ;
and

the certainty of the pipes bursting some time or

other from the effects of frost
;
we must not yet

rest satisfied with our contrivances in this

department.
Improvements are brought about slowly.

National customs are nob to be uprooted with
one effort, like weeds in a garden, and many a

long day most come and go before thriftiness is

thoroughly understood in the English kitchen.

Mr. Edwards may feel satisfied that he is doing

something towards bringing this about.

THE RESULTS OF ASSOCIATION
FOR PROVIDING DWELLINGS FOR THE

WORKING CLASSES.

INSTITVTION OF SURVEYOBS.

At a meeting of this Institution, on the 5th

_
inst., Mr. T. Cbatfield Clarke reviewed the pro-

as he thinks, farther from his own recommenda- gress made in providing dwellings for the
tion of the nearly solid bottom in preference

I
working-olasses. We print that portion of his

to bars. Ho would have a fire receptacle
I
paper which gives results :

—

large enough to have a day’s consumption of! In tbe order I have proposed to myself, I

coal in it, on the top of which the fire should be desire first to refer to the work of the Metropo-
lighted and the fuel gradually raised to it, ns litan Association for Improving the Dwellings
required, by simple machinery. Bub whether it

would be strictly economical to light a fire that
would go on burning all day, when only a dinner
was required to be cooked with it, should be
considered. The whole question of economy in

the matter of fuel seems to be compressed into

the possibility of using only the smallest quan-
tity for the shortest time; and the lighting of a
furnace that is to burn all day seems to be going
away from the mark set up. It seems to us the
plan of lighting the fire from the top might be
useful without any subsequent winding of fuel

from below. Mr. Edwards considers the ovens
would be better heated if they were put on the
top of the hot-plate, instead of below it ; and he
would adopt Count Ramford’a plan of furnishing
them with double doors having anon-conducting
material between them. But his most striking
improvement relates to the hot-plate. Here he
brings more of Count Rumford’s teaching to

bear. Instead of the large metal surface, all of
which is equally heated, and therefore much
waste is going on because but little of it is in

actual use, he would have the kitchener covered
with tiles, except where he would provide a
double row of metal rings with covers

; and
under these covers he would have all the hot
air conducted in channels. As in the Bavarian
stoves, utensils provided for the purpose could
bo fitted into either of tbe metal rings and there
maintained in a bath of hob air. Mr. Edwards
gives illustrations of kitcheners in which these
improvements are shown. Mr. Burch’s American
kitchener, Norwegian cooking-stoves, and gas
stoves are also shown with a view to the com-
pleteness of the work.
Among the illustrations is a section of the

heating arrangements of a six-storied house,
counting the kitchen and attics, which are
embraced in the scheme. From the boiler of a
kitchener in the basement to the top of the
house stretch ascending and descending pipes

conveying hot water to a hot-water cistern,

which is placed below one for cold water fixed

beneath the roof. Branch pipes from this hob-

water cistern supply the basins in the bedrooms,
and the bath and basin in the bath-room. And
in the hall is a hob-water coil, heated by the

of the Industrious classes, as being the associa-

tion that, on a charter involving much prelimi-

nary expense and with many restrictions, has
proceeded in such a careful manner with various

tentative experiments as to entitle the managers
of such association to much praise.

It is satisfactory to learn from the clear and
detailed accounts presented by this association,

that several of their larger buildings are earning,

after the payment of every expense, more than

5 per cent., and in one of their largest blocks,

6 per cent.

The statement of general results is as follows,

to Midsummer, 186S :

—

Paying on a capital of about 100,0001., ex-

clusive of loans and advances and provincial

branches, this association was enabled to divide

at the rate of 4 per cent, last Midsummer,
though having earned nearly 5 per cent., accom-
modating a population of 3,342 persons at that

date, and with the favourable rate of mortality

of 14 per 1,000, tbe average rentals per room
being, I estimate, from 23. to 2a. 5d. per week.

Ranking next in interest, perhaps, is “ The
Improved Industrial Dwellings Company,” from
the spirited way iu which, in a short space of

time, BO many blocks of buildings have been
raised in various parts of the metropolis, on
plana peouliar in their conception and original in

the class of material used in their construction.

This company are going to avail themselves
largely of the power to borrow from the Govern-
menb at 4 per cent., to assist their nnderbakiag,
though the advantages likely to accrue from so

doing have been lessened considerably by the

great expense hitherto incurred in obtaining

each loans.

With a productive capital, by the last report,

of about 90,OOOL, this company is enabled bo

pay 5 per cent., accommodating a population

now of about 2,930 persons, but shortly hoping
to increase that number, by their buildings pro-

jected, to 3,890 persons. No statistics of the

health of the inmates have bsen kept, but from
some partial observations in one locality they
have been very favourable. The average rentals

derivable are from 23. 3d. to 2s. 6d. nearly per

week per room.
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The munificent and repeated gifcs of Jlr.

Peabody nest claim some notice—indeed, such
an amount as the total of 350,0001. put in trnst
for this object must impress every one as an
unexampled instance of a generous and high-
minded man seeking in what way his great
wealth can be devoted for the permanent good
of the commnnity of which he is not even a
countryman.

In reviewing the action of the trustees hitherto,
it is difficult to go into much detail as to the
results, inasmuch as the accounts presented
annually to the pnblic are so meagre in character,
BO revenue account being pnblished, and no
analysis being given of the interests obtained
on distinct blocks of building. It is much to be
wished that the trustees would consider the ad-
visability of furnishing more detailed accounts,
as great interest is felt in the matter, and it

might serve to remove from the public mind, by
explanations, false results, possibly otherwise
arrived at.

As to the scale and substantial character of
the buildings, there cannot be a question with
their large and airy secluded playgrounds,
laundries, and other conveniences

;
all must add

very much to the comfort and convenience of
the dwellers therein

;
but, judging by the recent

letter of the secretary to the trust, ic is a sooroe
of regret that it has been hitherto impossible to
realize a larger rate of interest than 2i per cent.,
“ a sura,” as he justly says, ” much too small to
induce those actuated even partially by a view
to investment, to follow the same example.”
The capital hitherto expended has been abont

1-50,0001. with a total population of 1,971 per-
sons, the rents demanded being at the rate of
23. Gd. for one room, -Is. for two rooms, and Ss.

for three rooms
;

the health statistics show a
mortality of abont 15 to 16 per 1,000.
The average wages of the working men in

these buildings are stated to be about 218. per
week, and to be as carefully selected as possible
to avoid a class who could pay higher rents.
The buildings erected by the Corporation of

London in Parringdon-road next claim notice as
a large and spirited undertaking, which sets a
good example to like corporations.

These buildings are on the model (with some
modifications) of those erected by The Improved
Industrial Dwellings Company, with the addition
of shops on the ground floor.

The outlay on this property has been abont
64,0001 , showing on the average of three years
a clear net receipt of rather over 4 per cent.,
beyond which there is a portion of the site not
yet utilized.

The population in these buildings amounts to
872 persons in 1G8 tenements, and the average
number of deaths is at the rate of 23 per 1,000,
showing only a difference of 1 per 1,000 over the
whole of the metropolis, bub as compared with
a small property not far off it shows a very
favourable result, where the death-rate is 31 per
1

,
000 .

The Society for Improving the Condition of
the Labouring Classes claims to rank with the
Metropolitan Association as setting up models
for imitation, and as having led this movement.
This Society, at the present moment, is nob
extending its operations, and does not consider
itself committed to any continued series of
erections. Its properties are various in character,
several being occupied by single men and
women, and it has also a pnblic washhouse,
which occasions the Society considerable expense
and loss

;
it has also adapted existing houses,

with every needful comfort, which yield, the
report states, a fair average balance.

It is almost to be regretted, I think, that the
mode of conducting tho operations of this society
does nob seem to provide a clear balance to
accumulate for the extension of their opera-
tions, or a sinking fund to redeem the leaseholds,

; as is the case with other societies, and the
I expenses seem large

;
but this society is working

' with a large amount of borrowed capital, obtained
: as to a considerable proportion at 5 per cent.

;

{ several of the blocks of buildings show in the
E accounts a considerable surplus of from 4 per
( cent, to 5 per cent., after deducting the charges
i upon same.

1 he capital account, not including a freehold

I
property at Hull, shows an expenditure of about

: 37,0001., an entire population of from 1,600 to
] 1,700 persons, and a death-rate of 15'5 per 1,000.

Miss Coutts, whose name is so universally
r respected for her long and generous interest in
t the welfare of the poor in the metropolis, has
8 also added this movement by the erection, in
( Columbia-equare, Shoreditch, of a large pile of
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boildings, giving every facility for healthy living,

and on a scale superior to others as to external
decoration.

The outlay upon this undertaking has been in

land and building abont 45,000Z.
;
the gross rents

amount to abont 1,840Z. per annum, and the
deductions upon the same to about one-third,
yielding therefore, according to Mr. Darbishire’s
report, about 2^ per cent, per annum.
There are 189 tenements, let, I am informed,

at very moderate rents, which Miss Coutts will

not permit to be raised, and commencing at 2s.

per week. The number of inhabitants is about
716. These buildings have the advantage of
laundries, drying-rooms, baths, and other con-
veniences, and are much valued in the poor
neighbourhood in which they are placed.

Mr. Gibbs has also erected a large pile of

buildings, on the scale of those erected for the
trustees of the Peabody Fund, in Rochester-row,
Westminster, and it- is a gratifying fact that
after a large outlay in buying up the leases of
old properties, so good a result comparatively
should be derived

; but hero, also, taxation
presses heavily on the success of the scheme in

a financial point of view, the taxes, rates, gas,
superintendence, and repairs, amonnting to about

of the gross rental derivable.

These bnildings consist of 166 tenements,
housing abont 650 persons, at rents varying from
28. 3d. for a single room to 5a. for a three-roomed
tenement. The total outlay has been about
32,OOOZ., and a net dividend derived of some-
thing over 3 per cent.

;
the death-rate averaging

for two years 19 in 1,000.

Sir Sydney Waterlow, with great boldness,
before initiating the company with which his
name is connected experimented in this matter
in the erection of a block of bnildings called
“ Langbourne Buildings,” at a cost of nearly

8,0001., containing 78 tenements, with abont 390
inmates, and these (partly on acconnt of the leas

cost of building when they were erected) yield,

after deducting all expenses, and providing for

repairs, a net result of over 9 per cent,
j
and

these figures are obtained after a trial of five

years.

The Right Honourable Rnsaell Gurney, M.P.,
has also made a most interesting experiment in

bis own neighbourhood, which has a special

value that not only does it locate the poor near
to their work, but combines the element of re-

taining poor families in the neighbourhood adja-

cent to their richer brethren, in whom they may
justly take a special interest.

The outlay was 2,500Z., giving accommodation
for ten sets of dwellings, and from 50 to 60 per-

sons; the rentals being 78. 6d. for three rooms
with conveniences attached, and yielding a full

5 per cent, on the outlay.

These buildings are constructed on the same
design, and with similar material bo those carried

out by the Improved Industrial Dwellings Com-
pany.

Before closing this paper there are one or two
other associations for this object in the metro-
polis which it is right to refer to ;

among others,
the Marylebone Association for Improving the
Dwellings of the Industrial Classes, and the

Highgate Dwellings Improvement Company.
With respect to the former, I am hardly able to

present many particulars, but with a capital of
about 27,0001., spread over six properties, donbt-
less a considerable work is being effected. The
dividend on the ordinary shares last declared
was at the rate of 4 per cent., and 4-1 per cent,

on the preferential stock of the company.
With respect to the Highgate Dwellings Im-

provement Company, built also on similar plann
to the Improved Industrial Dwellings Company,
it provides on a total capital of about 6,0001.,

though the expenditure of the same is not fully

defined, for 96 rooms, and the company have
been enabled to pay a dividend of 5 per cent, on
rentals varying from 28. to 2s. 3d, per room per
week, and for two or three rooms in a somewhat
less proportion.

In giving this sketch, I ought not to omit some
other kindred societies and persons who have
privately worked out schemes of the kind, and
amongst others the Strand Buildings Company,
the Central London Dwellings Improvement
Company, the London Labourers’ Dwelling
Society, the Rev. Mr. Burgess, Mr. G. Barker,

Mr. J. H, Harlowe, the Rev. Thos. Ainsworth,
Mr. John Newaon, and Mr. Hilliard may be
mentioned

;
nor ongbb the labours of the late

Prince Consort in this direction to be omitted,
as tending probably more than any other person,
by his high position and his pure and disin-

terested motives, to have infused energy and

excited inquiry in many minds that might other-
wise have been directed into other channels.
Of the results of some of the above operations

it may be briefly noted that the Strand Build-
ings Company, on an expenditure of 5,0001

,

pays 44 per cent.
;
the Central London Dwellings

Improvement Company pays 3 per cent, on a
capital expended of about 10,0001. ; the London
Labourers’ Dwelling Society pays 5 per cent, on
about 30,0001., spent chiefly in renovating old
bnildings. As to that of the private owners, Mr.
Hilliard receives from 6 to 7 per cent, on an
outlay of about 14,0001., and Mr. Newson is

reported to have received a net per cent, on
an outlay of 13,0001. or thereabouts.

I am aware in this paper I omit altogether
any notice of cottage dwellings, both suburban
and agricultural

;
but Ishonld like to mention that

the Metropolitan Association have an interesting
experiment in snbnrban dwellings at Penge. I
trust that some other member of the Institution
may be found willing and more able than my-
self to deal with this question. It is by no
means second in interest and importance to the
subject considered in this paper ; it also abounds
with similar problems as to the difficulty of
providing adequate accommodation for tho
humblest classes, at fairly remunerative rates.

With respect to the general results obtained
from this paper, I trust they may be looked at as
on the whole enconraging. With a total sum
expended in the metropolis of abont 650,0001.,
housing approximately from 15,000 to 16,000
persons at moderate rents, giving an average
return of 4^ per cent, on fifteen ascertained
returns, with a death-rate in a great proportion
of reported cases much below the average rate
of mortality in the metropolis, and considerably
below the rate in the poorer districts taken
singly, and with a rate of interest derivable not
varying much from that receivable for freehold
property elsewhere, I trust we may look to tho
future with hope.

SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS.

The forty-sixth exhibition of the Society of
British Artists may be better, perhaps, than has
been the case for some seasons past. A fortnitons
combination of atoms,—some of the smallest
contributions to be the most hononrably acknow-
ledged,—numbering 1,088 works, including water,
colour drawings and sculpture, besides oil

pictures
;
with sufficient of the pleasing, the

clever, and the natnral; make the collection a
popular one, and lift it above the average level

of its tide of prosperity. Even now, however,
there is nothing to awaken a fresh interest in

the existence of this old institution
; very little

to revive a past one. The better known of the
members do bat repeatedly repeat repetition,

until their works have become like dissolving
views,—views that they were formerly so well
able to explain, that there are few among tho
new-comers to Suffolk-street likely to interfere

with the recollection of their early impressions.
Mr. G. Cole’s large landscape (9)

” Evening,”
will scarcely be called an atom, or thought to bo
an atom too large

;
it conveys an idea of truth-

fulness, and is one of those ordinary scenes that
a sunset effect would invest with extraordinary
beauty. Carefully studied, and well painted
throughout, it invites the criticism of a great
number of appreciators, and will satisfy the
most of them. Mr. A. J. Woolmer contributes
some half a dozen of those perplexing combina-
tions of paint, poetry, and power that for so
many years gone by have made him conspicnous
on these walls. They have less of paint, and
less of poetry and power, than formerly to recom-
mend them, but are still attractive. (23)
” Milton found Sleeping by two Ladies,” in the
avenue of an Italian garden, has a mysterions

grace and harmony of colour to condone in some
measure its shortcomings. At his best, Mr.
Woolmer relies too much on hia imagination, and
often shows little respect even for probability

;

but, looking back at such of his works as may
best illustrate his peculiarities of style, it is hard
to refrain from wishing it were more easy to

learn from them how ideality and reality might
be made more compatible. The difficulty must
be a real one, and never more apparent, or to be
deplored, than at present, when matter-of-fact
representation only is so insisted on, and, of
course, persisted in, to the exclusion of anything
else that wonld distinguish the artist from the
mere painter. Mr. J. B. Pyne has but one
picture (33), “Bay of Naples, from tbe Villa

Rocca Romano, Nuova Strada,” to recall hia
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many triumphs when dealing with similar

themes
;
Mr. J. Tennant, several, notably (97)

“ Ilillsborough,” “The Lantern Hock Light-
house, and Part of the Town and Harbour of
Ilfracombe;” and Mr. A. Oin*^, in (231) “The
Harbonr of Little Hampton,” -ndth a gorgeous
sunset illumination, to wit, and many another
instance, proves himself to be ns clever and
productive ns ever.

There aro bold life-sizo figures, by Hr. F. T.
HurUtone, of Spanish boys

;
an illustration of

“ Dc'sdemona and Othello before the Senate”
(128), by Mr. W. Salter; soft-eyed, speckless-

complexioued “ Kate Kearney” (oO), and other
unimaginable and unimpeachable beauties, by
Hr. C. Baxter; a very plain, if not ugly, state-

ment of Mr. J. J. Hill’s notion of “ Happi-
ness” (175), that does not fairly represent him,
or it ; and a variety of engtigementa of Mr. E.
J. Cobbett’s favourite models ae expressionless,
motionless, motiveless, and cleanly washed as
heretofore. “Absent Thouglits” (328) is the
title of one, and might well describe all.

(65) “ The First Time of Asking,” by Mr. W.
Hemsley, introduces a would-be happy pair
undergoing the severe ordeal denoted, and as
they look as if but a slight modicum of happi-
ness would content them, it would be gratuitously
unkind to remark their awkwarduess, the more
especially as the ceremony is only interesting to

themselves. (397) “ Little Woman ” is far

better worth looking at, as she nurses the big,

stiff baby, aud seems to have the cares of a
household on her back, though but a child
herself; possibly she will never bo “ asked ” in

church, as is often the case with very kind
housewifely elder sisters and aunts. (71) “ The
First Step,” by Mr. Haynes King, though but a
conventional rendering of a very often depicted
incident, is very carefully and nicely presented
in this case

;
the same may bo said of a smaller

interior (307), “A Highland Home;” but (556)
“Granny,” a single figure of the old lady who
does duty in “ The First Step ” as antithesis, is

a step beyond,—a very excellent study, highly
finished, with no display of manipulative
dexterity.

Mr. T. Eoborts has taken great pains with his

“fancy portrait” of Eichard III. to substan-
tiate Horace Walpole’sopinion that thekingwas
nothing like so ugly as he has often been painted.

Who is ? Bub in spite of all the cai'eful labour
bestowed, the cleverly-drawn aud well-painted
figure racked by painful dreams, “ The Night
before Bosworth ” (78) will scarcely be accepted
as a true and correct likeness. The draperies,
armour, and other accessories bear too modern
an appearance

; a more ideal treatment of the
subject, or any such a one, would convey it far

more really to apprehension than the best me-
chanical skill could ever do if confined—as it is

here—to the representation of bare appropriated
facts. Mr. Eoberts is more successful in another
“ Ghost Story ” (565), where he hoe had but to

describe the reader of, and the listener to, the
tale, not the awful relation of it, the terror
caused—not the cause of the terror—this is a
favourable specimen, proving how well he can
paint. In a third picture, “After Waterloo”
(526), suggested by an incident in “A Soldier’s

Fortune,” by Mrs. Marsh, he intimates that he
does not limit himself to a special dealing with
one class of subject. A hero has lost a limb in

the great battle, and with no means of his own
to procure a substitute, is bedridden longer in

consequence than he otherwise need have been,
until his good genius intervenes and makes him
the grim but gratifying present of“ the most per-
fectof wooden legs.” The workmanship of this pic-

ture is less satisfactory than in former instances,
and consequently it falls short of being quite so
good as it might easily have been made it' a pre-
vailiug hardness aud paintiness had been over-

come ; and Susanna, the little daughter, shown
to have been more indebted to nature : she is

not pretty here. “Left in Charge” (83), by
Mr. J. Gow, thecustodian being a dog big enough
to take care of himself, and, no doubt, faithful

enough to be intrusted with the safe keeping of a
cradled infant and any amount of property com-
prised in this composition, which is a pleasant one
to look at, by reason of its subdued colouring, is

one proof that Mr. Gow is a gain to the society;

(347), “ Quiet Thoughts,” with the lady taking
care of baby herself, is another. More ambi-
tions, if less pleasing, the illustration of Gold-
smith’s readiness to oblige a fellow-lodger with
the historical “Pot of Coals” (538), would seem
to foretell further distinction.

There are not many of the exhibits here that
can at all compete with those of Mr. E. C. Barnes :

“ The Tease ” (155), a young lady, in Middle Age
dress, and with very old young proclivities, 'wor-

rying the only specimen of the parrot-tribe she
happens to have near her at the time—

a

cockatoo; and (572), the same handsome fair-

haired heroine “ Dissatisfied ” with a more
modern co.stume, with some show of excuse, for

she does not look quite so well iu it; besides
having to divide the honour of attractiveness

with a bruuette who has equal claims to it; are
signalised by extraordinary force and brilliancy,

apparently obtained by easy means. Want of

refinement is the chief objection to these pro-
ductions, though it arises more from an excess
of power that should be restrained, rather than
positive vulgarity, and it is to bo wished very
much that the same remark were applicable
more geuerally.

Mr. G. Pope’s delicate Nun, who typifies
“ Eest ” (199), ovres to her quiet unobtrusive
character an attention aud ‘respect not to be ob-
tained by the louder demands of the “come and
look at me ” class of beauties that abound here :

and Mr. A. Patten’s contemplative gilt— (226),
“Pansies, that’s for Thoughts,”—when con-
trasted with, even (165), “The Blonde,” by the
same, though the latter be more clever in tech-
nical merit, and not at all exemplary in wider
comparison, will sufficiently indicate the value
of modesty and refinement as opposed to
meretricioasness.

(313) “ His Lordship,” by Mr. P. E. Morris,
is rather a plagiarism, and a weak one—a noble
infant, surrounded by an adulatory crowd of
menials. “ Glory ” (613), by the same—

a

wounded soldier, by the side of his dead charger,
watching the sun rise—is better in executive
quality, if even less novel in design. Mr.
A. B. Houghton’s “ Playmates ” (62),* which
may also be traced to a precedent, bub he is suf-

ficiently clever and original to defy such an im-
putation

;
Mr. Croft’s Border-rider, “ The Fugi-

tive ” (103) ;
Mr. A. Provis’s elaborate “ Interior

of a Welsh Farmhouse” (135); Mr. W. H.
Weatherhead’s “Arab Storekeeper” (136),
though but an Academy study, and his “ Love-
lorn Damsel,” in sixteenth-century costume,
taking a solitary stroll (235) at the hour

“ 'When from the boughs
The Digbtingate's high note is heard.

• • • • •

And gentle winds and wntere near
Make mosic to the lonelj ear,”

very nice in tone ; Mr. V. W. Bromley’s
painter renovating an old dial, “ Eepairing
the Kavages of Time” (300), a slight but
characteristic trifle, though more completely
satisfactory than his more finished warder
jocularly forbidding the supply of provisions
brought by a hard-featured handmaiden for
the solace of some favoured prisoner, since it

is “Against Orders” (545), and “The End of a
most Beautiful Tale” (578), by Mr. P. Hoyoll,
are a fair sample of what the collection can
boast in abundance. Mr. D. Pasmore’s “ Cavalier
and Lady-love playing at Cards, with Hearts for

Trumps,” is distinguished by the flickering

brightness common to him (45), but is ratker
more carefully made out in parts than usual;
Mr. L. Smythe’s fisherboy “ Como Ashore ” (51) ;

Mr. E. Koberts’s old dame who has ostensibly
taken something out of a teacup that disagrees
with her, and is consequently “ Poorly” (196) ;

Mr. ColJinson’s very highly elaborated “ Irish

Flower-girl” (225) ;
Mr. T. J. Watson’s broadly

painted but sufficiently finished interior, with
“ Ransacking the old Cabinet ” for incident

(269); Mr. W. Bromley’s Irishman “Bothered”
(420) ;

Mr. T. Heephj’s little lady her own hair-
dresser,—“It won’t come Smooth” (441); Mr.
A. B. Donaldson’s sombre and Yenetian-lookiug
“Students of the Collegio d6 Propagandfi Fide at
their Devotions,” though rather too black, it may
be said, without invidious allusion to one in par-
ticularwho is so by nature (504) ;

Mr. J. Ritchie’s

traveller “Fallen amongst Thieves,” very tall

thieves, with small heads,—depredators in open
daylight (510); Mr. J.Hayllar’sadmirably-painted
pedestrian wearing the Suffolk Conservative
colour, “ True Blue ” (606) ; and Mr. J. K.
Thomson’s chilled victim to heartnip apos-
trophising the “ Cold Rivulet,” and illustrating

Tennyson, are selected out of more from having
been more particularly observed. Mr.R. Buckner’s
Italian peasants at “Roadside Prayer” (626),
somewhat old-fashioned and conventional, is

agreeable by contrast whore so much has been
accepted hap-liazard as worthy of depiction.

A study of a “ Roman Beggar-girl,” by the same
(308), is very mannered, but to be classed with
the better of the cognate examples present. To
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these belong Mr. Barnes’s “Spanish Girl” (4),

though not quite pleasant in complexion and
expression ; Mr. J. Harwood’s “ Josephine ” (27),
that reminds one of llothwell

;
Mr. A. Ludo-

vici’s nnsophisticated little German peasant
leaving home for church, “ Sunday Morning

—

Bohemia” (37),—she is individnalised as well
as natural

;
and Mrs. Anderson’s big “ Fairy

(239), with goldeu hair and pomade that would
appear to be a very efficacious “ Catch ’em alive

oh !
” for butterflies, they cluster so thickly to

enwreath her head. This is individualised, too,,

and as well not natural as it is the nature of
fairies to be, but a mixture of “ most beautiful

things,” according to recipe, and very well mixed
and made oat they are.

The multiplicity of the landscapes renders it

too onerous a task to say more of them than
to acknowledge their general merit, which
is, on the average, high. Mr. J. P. Pettibt’s
“ Aiguille de Dru, Valley of Chamounix ” (117),
after the first fall of snow, October 15th, 1868,
almost too faithfully copied to look true, for the
influence of the weather destroys all perspective
to the effect of destroying effect,—the chalets,

figures, and cattle, whether far off or near, are
equally visible, aud look like toys surrounded
by such an overwhelming mass of snow,—is one-

of the leaders, one of the moat remarkable of

the remarkable; and “The Fern Harvest,” of
quite an opposite character (168), with its misty,

warm, autumnal season to describe in sky and
on common, has enabled Mr. H. Moore to da
wonders in his way. Mr. C. N. Hemy has a very
graphic view of “The Thames, below Bridge”
(191) ;

and Mr. J. Danbya poetical adaptation of
sea, rocks, and sunset-sky—“Algerine Pirates”’

(294).

The collection of water-colour drawings is

quite a feature—an exhibition apart. Witlt

nothing calculated to astonish from particular

excellence, there are many items to repay a
search for what may be best amongst them, or
considered best, for there is variety onongh to

minister to nearly all tastes ; as “ A View ia
Highgate Wood,” by Mr. G. Lucas (958), very
bright and sunny ;— Do all Londoners know how
soon they may get into the country ?—Mr. F. J.

Skill’s Brittany washerwomen “At the Foun-
tain ” (959) ;

“ The Backwater,” by Mr. W. W.
Gosling (964) ;

“ The Old Well in the Campa
Zanipolo, Venice” (990), very carefully, but
somewhat too manneredly drawn, for the figures-

want vitality, and the colouring is too pure and
pretty to look anything but colour, by Mr. J.

Bouvier; “ The Victor’s Wreath,” in preparation
by a stout, handsome Roman wife, or daughter
(1003), very well studied with regard to draw-
ing and accessories, by Mr. A. Innes

;
Mr. E.

Hull’s little bit of truth, “An Autumn Nook”
(1047) ;

and Mrs. Backhouse’s peasant child,.

“ Happy as a Queen ” (1058), will help ta
prove.

“ The Blackpool on the Lledr, North Wales ”

(645), by Mr. J. J. Curnock
;
Mr. T. F. Waine-

wright’s exquisite sheep, “ By the Sea ” (669)
Miss A. Claxtou’s outcast, who is sorry she is,

like Topsy, “so drefful wicked” (681), though
morbidly sensational, and exaggerated in every

respect; Mr. J. Hardy’s juvenile rustics “After
the^Butterfly ” (682) ;

“ Fond RecolleotionB,” by
Mr. J. C. Playfair (719j ;

Miss S. 8. Warren’s
“ Beech-bill Common, Hants,” with its quiet,

rich evening effect” (736) ;
“ The Thames, near

Bolney, by Mr. W. W. Gosling again ; and Mr.
E. Tayler’a bewitching young sorceress (779),
“ The Witch ” she is, are of better quality still j

whilst Mr. H. Hardy’s dogs, and the force be
procures from the use of pure water-colour as

exemplified in the workmanship of (773) “ The
Keeper’s Boy,” give to bis drawing quite an
exceptional character. We will say one word
too for some sketches by Mr. Bnrrell.

Dedication Ceremony of Freemasons*'
Hall, liondon.—On Wednesday afternoon an
imposing Masonic ceremony was performed in

the new grand hall in Great Qoeen-street, by
the Most Worshipful the Grand Master of
English Masons, the Earl of Zetland, in the pre-

sence of the largest aud most distingnisLed body
of the craft ever before assembled. The cere-

mony was that of the dedication to the Order of
Ancient Free and Accepted Masons of England
of the new grand hall and offices, on the site of
those which were pulled down some few years
since. The Grand Master, when seated on his

throne, was surrounded by upwards of 1,000
officers of lodges from all parts of the United
Kingdom.
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THE SCULPTURE AT THE UNIVERSITY
OE LONDON, BURLINGTON GARDENS.
The new building in Burlington-gardens,

Kegent'Btreet, now fast proceeding under the

direction of Mr. James Pennethorne, architect,

already shows a very large amount of the scalp,

ture with which the front is to be formed. Our

readers will, doubtless, be glad to have the

following list of the statues, and of the artists by
whom these have been executed. We would
suggest before it be too late for easy remedy that

a little further attention should be given to the

figures at the extreme angles east and west,

which as seen from various positions have the

effect of reclining towards the south :

—

Joseph Durham, A.R.A.

W. F. Woodiugton

J. 8. Westmacott

William Theed

Patrick McDowell, R.A.

Mathew Noble

E. W. Wyon

Four seated figures on portico.
(Not yet up.)

Three standing figures on roof line of
west half of centre portion.

Three figures on east half of ditto.

Throe standing figures in niches of
west wing.

Three figures on east v,

Three standing flgui-es on roof line of

west wing.

Three stsnding figures on roof line of

cast wing.

Subject.

Bentfaam.
Milton.
Newton.
Harrey,
Plato.
Archimedes.
Justinian.
Cioero.
Galen.
Aristotle.

Locke.
Bacon.
Adam Smith

Leibnitz,
Linneus.
Hume.
Hunter.
Sir II. Davy.
Galileo.
La Place.
Goethe.

The four faculties of the Uni-
versity as represented by
Englishmen illustrious in art

science, law, aud medicine.

Men of ancient times eminent
in various departments of
atud^ included in the uui>

versity course.

Distinguished representatives
of modern knowledge, half

Britons and halt foreigners.

Distiugnisbed representatives
of modern knowledge, half
Britons and half foreigners.

THE DISCOVEEIES OF BOMAN REMAINS
AT BATH.

Discovebies arc still being made of Roman
remains during the excavations on the site

of the old White Hart. The remains of the

Roman wall, discovered south of the temple
platform when the foundations of the south

wing of the hotel were put in, have been traced

right across Stall-street, and loft passing under
the foundation of the Pump-room. A week or

two ago there was found a fine fragment of

the side cornice of the Great Temple
j
part of

the trough of rain-water gutter remains on the

top of the stone, as well as one-half of the
spiritedly carved lion’s head, which served, to

discharge the water at various distances along
the cornices. The carving is bold and effective,

and consists of an egg and tongue, formed of a
sorb of reversed fleur-de-lis, tied by a baud in

the centre
j the half of each coming together

forms the egg, and the point of flower the

tongue. Beneath was a bead mould formed of

a running scroll. Part of the front cornice of

the temple below the pediment has also turned

up ; it slightly differs in its design, and has
enriched cantilevers, and the scroll mould at the

bottom is replaced by one of reel pattern. Many
other fragments of the massive wall stones were
found, and one retained very perfectly the slots

for large metal cramps used to join the stones

of the wall, no mortar having been used
j
these

must have been of lead or bronze, as no stain-

marks of rust could be seen. One large mass
took the united strength of 3 or 4 men to roll

out of its bed ; the wrought faces seemed to bo
formed by very correct sawing, requiring no
alteration. The section of the soil at the site of

the Great Temple supports the presumption
that this building must have stood perfect or

nearly so, less roof, as late as somewhere about
l07O. In the angles of the carving are remains
of the red paint used by the Romans to decorate
or preserve the stone.

A SANITARY POLICE.

Home-bound during two or three days as an
invalid, I happened to turn for an hour through
an old volume of oar ever-fresh aud inimitable
friend Punch. In the volume for the latter half

of the year 1848, there occurs a most humorous
reference to what Mr. Punch calls “ A Sanitary
Police,” and beneath the guise of hie laughter-
etirring jokes there is an idea so excellent, and a

; suggestion so palpable, that it is almost a wonder
that it has lain unappropriated for twenty-one

. long years. Take a sample of the humour :

—

“We should, however, suggest that to facilitate the
1 orrangements of the General Hoard of Health a sanitary

)
police forco should bo at oace organized. This corps

: might be empowered to order the atagnaut pool to move
I on, and in case of unlawful assemblages of large vegetable
I bodies, the sanitary policeman should have iostructions
I to take them up at once without any other warrant.”
- Again—“Large crowds of persons in smalt houses or
‘ single rooms might be declared illegal, and power should
I bo given to the sanitary police to call upon them to
i disperse, while the law of arrest should at once be put
i in force against anything in tho shape of a pestilential
' vapour.”

Thus and thus does Mr. Punch, in 18-lS, raise

I his voice and his baton against prevailing

nuisances. Now, it occurs to me that the police

might with the greatest propriety and usefulness

be employed to aid in the enforcement of tho

sanitary laws.* I speak particularly of the

smaller borough and county towns, and of the

rural districts, where happily the duties of the

police are very nearly a sinecure, and where
the officers appointed for sanitary work are few
and far between. I am quite prepared to under-

stand the objection there might be raised to the

intrusion of the police into aud about our
dwellings on the pretence of having “an eye to

a drain,” or with a view more clearly to appre-
hend a savoury or unsavoury smell; but this

is not what is intended. Practically, take
an inland town, with its thirty or forty police

and its one nuisance inspector. There are many
cases where one inspector only is allotted to

towns having a population of 60,000 to 80,000
souls, and where the police go their weary and
monotonous rounds day by day, in search of

that thief who may be lurking in secret places

to steal our goods aud chattels, whilst tho sani-

tary officer contends in vain against a hundred
thievish causes which in open day steal our very
lives and those of our children. Sixty intelligent

and sharp-witted men are set to catch one Jack
Prig, whilst one man alone has to detect and
punish the wholesale hordes of malaria aud
disease,

I would select, say, half a dozen of the most
intelligent and deserving officers, give them a
trifling increase of pay, pub them into the

sanitary department of the town’s police, mark
their preferment by a prominent S iu real silver

lace on the left arm, and having trained them
with a few praotical rules, send them out upon
their double mission of preservers of the public

peace (so seldom broken) and preservers of the

public health (so generally violated). The rural

police iu the counties would be especially ser-

viceable in this respect, seeing that iu most of

the out-of-tho-way districts there is no organized
sanitary work. Joseph Bkiebley.

THE (ALBERT) MUSEUM, SOUTH
KENSINGTON.

Beeoee continuing my “ Notes,” I must just

say that I have read with much interest the

suggestion of “ Bonum Nomen ” in last week’s

Builder' respecting a name for the above Mu-
seum. I think, if London did not already pos-

sess,—as he himself remarks,—“ the ‘ National
Gallery’ in Trafalgar-square ” and “tho ‘British

Museum ’ iu Bloomsbury,” his notion of calling

the Museum at South Kensington “ the National
Museum ” would be an excellent idea; but havitig

the former, I fear sad confusion would arise with
foreigners and conutryfolks between the National
Gallery and the National Museum

;
and having

the latter, I—being a stanch Bi'itisher—cannot
help considering the British Museum tho national

one. However, “ Bonum Nomen ” seems as

desirous as myself to find a suitable appellation

for our most excellent bub nameless museum,
aud therefore I cordially shake hands—mentally

—with my fellow-worker in the good cause.

• Iu the metropolis thej" are bo.—Ed.

Meanwhile, pending the selection of a name, I

may still be allowed to use my own pet cog-
nomen, modestly placing it, as I have hitherto
done, parenthetically, to show that as yet it

only appears on sufferance; thongh of course/
think it an excellent designation, and naturally
hope it may some day take its stand there of
right. And now to return to my own especial

work.

Although I have already particularized so
many beautiful art-objects belonging to Mr.
Beresford Hope on loan at the Museum, those
that remain unnoticed in these “Notes” are
still very numerous. Immediately to the right

on entering, and below the large Spanish altar-

piece painted with the legendary history of St.

George, and brought from a destroyed church at

Valencia, date fifteenth century, stands a glass

case containing the following rare and costly

articles :—a boat-shaped bowl cut out of a car-

buncle, about 2^ in. long by 2 in. wide ; a sword-
hilt formed of the largest known aquamarine
stone, chased gold handle, terminating at each
end in a lion’s head, the whole mounted in gold,

and set with precious stones (it formerly be-

longed to Joachim Murat, king of Naples)
;
an

enormous pearl, the largest known, darkened
almost to black at one end, aud slightly resem-
bling a clenched hand (it is mounted, at the

wrist end, with a crown set with diamonds) ; a
large Hungarian opal, very rich in varied colours,

set iu a square blue enamel frame
;
a vinaigrette,

bottle-shaped, carved out of an emerald, with
cover of the same; a ring sot with a wonderful
sapphire, called “ Le saphir merveilleux,” of

such a rich blue, and bordered with small

diamonds; a plain gold ring, with a large

diamond cub in the shape of a cross, which looks

exactly as if the diamond were perforated with
the cross form ;

an antique cameo sardonyx
ring, the under stratum white, the dark layer cut

in high relief with bearded mask, having ruby
eyes

;
a gold ring, formerly belonging to Pope

Gregory Xfll. and Pope Pius VI., having a boy’s

head in high relief cub in a jacinth, and set

round with eight pearls, that are fastened on by
a gold wire, or nail, pierced sideways through
each

; and tho Mexican sun-opal, carved with
the head of Apollo—tho sun, that is to say—sob

in enamelled and gold, or gilt, frame, with rays,

like flames, surrounding.

The block of rock-crystal enclosing a drop of

water, and the three pieces of amber, tho one
enclosing a small fish, and the others a fly and
various insects, are all extremely interesting to

see; as are the twenty-three specimens of

double and single-eyed Oriental agates, mounted
as rings, and the twenty-four specimens of
Oriental striated agate,mocha stonesand pebbles,

bearing most s'.rangely natural representations

of tho human face and other objects. Mr. J.

Tennant likewise shows nineteen specimens of

mocha stones from India that are very beautiful

and very interesting. The antique dark sard
cameo bearing the head of a Roman emperor, on
a white under sbratum, belongs to Mr. Beresford
Hope, as do the jacinth cameo bust in high
relief, of Cleopatra, fifteenth-century work; the

massive gold ring with emerald intaglio head* of

Jupiter
;
and the small cross formed of six rare

green brilliant diamonds set round with small

white stones. A rich collection of precious

stones, mounted as rings, adjoining the above,
was bequeathed by the Rev. Chauucoy Hare
Townshend; the large rubies set round with
diamonds, and the foil-coloured and large tur-

quoises, also diamond-framed, are especially

beautiful.

Turning sharply round we find ourselves

before the high glass case containing “ the col-

lection of miniatures, snuff-boxes, watches, jade

and crystal ornaments, porcelain and decorative

plate, lent by Lord Chesbam.” The title is suf-

ficient warning of the task undertaken by any
person who shall attempt to give even a super-

ficial account of the various objects. The
miniatures aloue are forty-nine in number; Van
Dyck’s handsome young face stands bravely out

from its companions, and first attracts the eye ;

an oil portrait of a gentleman in large ruff aud
embroidered coat is lifelike, and impressive from
its calmness ; there are two miniatures of Crom-
well, and if both are true, the difference in them
makes one feel how much more intellectual the

face became with ago and deeper matter for

grave thought
;
there are also two of Louis XIV.,

of which the one said to be by Petitot is much
the less refined in its expression : the costume

of the neck'gear in the other, with the blue

riband across tho breast,—namely, necktie with

long full ends of lace hanging down over a
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wide bow of red ribbon,—is picfcareeqae, and
would be worth reviving in these days of inno-

vation on the too-long neglected and ngly
costume of our modern beaax. There is very
careful work in the miniature, painted in oil on
jasper, of an elderly head, almost bald, the face

bearing a straight rongh moustache and pointed
beard, and below, a square lace-edged collar

;

next comes the pretty likeness of Louis XV. in

youth
5 a small oval engraving on mother-of-

pearl of a naval engagement is careful and clever

;

and the oval miniature in oil of a lady in a large

high lace rufT, amongst the folds of which the
lace only is visible, reminds one of Fitzgerald’s

fascinating fairy scenes, wherein the tiny beings
are all dressed in flower-petals and leaves.

Of snuff-boxes, the most notable are an
octagonal flat gold box, with painted enamel
portrait of the Dauphin of France, in filigree

border
; a basket-shaped box of two pieces of

lapis-lazuli mounted in chased gold
; a square

gold box, chased with “rococo” scrolls, set with
diamonds, and having slabs of moss-agato on
top and sides, and a miniatnre of a gentleman
inside the lid

j a gold box, cover inlaid with slab

of bloodstone
;
another, with slabs of Labrador

spar, mottled green brown and white
; a red

;

sardonyx basket-shaped box
;
an oval agate box '

marked with dark-brown spots j a square
j

Oriental agate box of a light-brown colour ; an I

oval one formed of two slabs of striped red and
drab onyx; an oval moss-agate box; an ova!
gold box, with pieces of amber at top and
bottom

;
a pale amber box iu form of a book,

mounted in silver; an Oriental agate egg-shaped
box; ared Oriental agate box,pomiform, with gold
rim and hinge; a square bloodstone box, gold
rim and hinge

;
a square amethyst-matrix box,

on the lid a bull-dog couchant, diamond eyes and
collar ; a square gold box, inlaid with insects,

flowers, and leaves in translucent enamel
;
an

octagonal gold honbonniere, covered with green
translucent enamel and white flowers

;
un

Oriental-work ootagonal flat gold patch-box, the
cover,chased with Cupids and scrolls, eighteenth
century

;
a circular gold bonbonniSre, with raised

beautifully-modelled flowers and leaves, ena-
melled in natural colours on green ground, very
rich ; and a cironlar gold and blue enamel hon-
honniere, with dome-shaped slabs ofagate top and
bottom.
Very charming are the gold and purple-enamel

oval toothpiek-case, shuttle, and large clasp,

the latter having hair, under glass surrounded
with large pearls, in the centre ; the two former
bearing a cipher of diamonds, the toothpick-oase

being also set round with diamonds. There is a
fluted oval bowl hollowed out of rock-crystal,

the gold rim set with emeralds and rubies,

and having a crystal cover to match
;
there are

two oval crystal boxes, with lid, silver rim, and
hinge

;
a rich one-handled bowl of root-of-ame-

thyat, with red jasper strim ; four fine caps of
clear pale jade, two with doable handles, one with
dragon handle, and one covered with over-lappiug
leaves ; six cups and saucers of Oriental white
agate, no handles; and varions other agate cups
and bowls. An oval basket-shapedamberbor, with
gold hinge and lid, the lid unfortunately broken,

I

is very clear, and rioh, and dark in colour; an
|

amber cup, on tnrned stem, is also of dark amber;

'

and there are three cane-handles of the pale.

!

One bowl of red agate is spoiled by its stem, a ;

frightful seated Hindoo deity of gold, with neck-

1

lace and ear-rings set with Jewels,—possibly rare
and valuable, but still very ugly; and a mild

|

version of the above comment must apply to the
two Oriental agate covered cups, composed of

several pieces of varied form, built up one above
another

;
and the lofty bloodstone cup, striped

with red and yellow, and having a long thick stem
and foot. One smaller Oriental agate cup on a
foot white with brown strite, has a thick fieahy-

looking stem, that makes it wonderfully like a
sea-anemone just beginning to think of stretch-

ing out its tentacles. I cannot see any beanty
in the last-named object, nor yet in the alabas-

ter column surmounted by an agate egg-shaped
ornament, and having an agate base; nor in the
bloodstone handle mounted at one end with a
pointed piece of corueliau

;
nor the agate handle

mounted with a piece of sard. The Oriental

agate hemispherical bowl, with pierced base of
enamelled green and white leaves, is good

;
also

a small white oval agate bowl, with pi-ojecting

handle at each end. The moss-agate teapot and
cover, with silver rims, is quaint and rich

; and
there are besides an oval jasper bowl carved
with cherubs’ heads, on a stem and foot mounted
with gold rim and enamelled flowers; an Orien-

tal agate cup on silver stem of three helmeted

terminal figures, the foot chased wdth recumbent
fignres, and borders of sixteeuth-centnry work ; a
crystal boat-shaped tazza on foot, with handle
in form of a dragon’s head, with enamelled wings
and breast, and enamelled border and foot; a
crystal bottle, pyriform, carved with cherubs’
beads and festoons ; a shell-shaped bloodstone
bowl, mounted with silver-gilt handles and foot,

and a prettly little white Oriental agate scent-

bottle with pointed stopper.
I cannot admire the three Sevres vases of

bleu-dn-roi, covered with gold spots; but the
Sevres cassolette and cover of gros-bleu, mounted
iu ormolu, with twisted scroll-handles, and chased
square foot and marble plinth, is very elegant and
of moat careful workmanship. The three Chinese
porcelain globular vases of celadon, mounted
iu ormoln, are handsome

;
as is the gourd-shaped

Serres vase and cover, painted with a marine
subject, by Morin, and groups of flowers. This
vase was apparently intended to be monnted on
an ormolu base, judging from the unshapely
band of white, which is now its sole foot, and
which is an eyesore, detracting from its other-

wise rich and finished appearance.
A small German sun-dial, with compass, level,

and indexes to show the hour and minute of the
day, in original leather case, is curious. There
are seven rich watches, one of which has ablood-
stone case set with diamonds, and another a
case of Oriental agate

;
two gold anchors, in-

scribed respectively, “Esperance—Keppel,” and
“ Keppel—Victory,” and a gold enseigne pierced

and enamelled, and in the centre a white cross

and bine knot, with “ High Borlace ” inscribed

below ; date 1759.
A Sevres cabaret of six pieces, covered with

blue trellis-pattern enclosing roses on gold-

spotted ground, and painted with medallions of

pastoral emblems, is not particnlarly beautiful as

to form. The Chelsea porcelain tea-service, gold
imbricated pattern on white ground, and painted
with blue forget-me-nots, is interesting from the
fact that some of the pieces are of "Crown-
Derby,” made to match the others, and marked
with the crown and Italic capital D in puce
colour, two crossed sticks, with three dots
between each two ends, separatiug the crown
and the D.

A toilet service of silver gilt, with white silver

plaques of classical subjects in relief, and con-

sisting of eighteen pieces large and small, is

costly but not effective : though this may arise

from the manner iu which it has become
tarnished

;
it is in the German style and dates

from the end of the seventeenth century. The
two Chinese melon-shaped silver canisters,

chased with birds and flowers in relief, are mnch
more satisfactory on account of the vigour and
sharpness of their execution.

Art-Lover.

THE CAKLTON ART AND INDUSTRIAL
EXHIBITION, NEAR NOTTINGHAM.

This exhibition of art and general industry,

which was opened on Monday, the 29th nit., by
Earl Manvera, comprises a very respectable

collection of articles of local industry, and a
valuable selection of rare and costly articles

calcnlated to please the eye, improve the taste,

and elevate the class among whom the originator

of the Exhibition, the Rev. 0. W. Forester,

rector of Godling, is labouring.

The following lines on the opening of the
Exhibition were written by Lady John Manners,
of Belvoir Castle :

—

Treasures of art, and toil, aud tbou(;1it.

From far and near, are hither broujjbt;
Castle and homestead, cottage, ball
Have kindly answer’d to our call;

Jewels of industry they send.
Which here, as in one casket, blend.

From rich and poor, from young end old.

These gems of toil wo here behold :

They prove that powerful fairies dwell
With all who labour to excel

;

Genius and industry their name,
They lead to happiness and fame,

iir.

In ancient times, men used to say,
“ 5Iy SOD, to labour is to pray."
The power who gives the artist fkilT—

The canning hand—the earnest will

—

Blesses bis children who delight

To use their lather’s gifts aright.

May art’s creations ever teach
The lesson Nature’s wonders preach ;

Encourage all, in every sphere.

In doing well to persevere,

And seek, in humble faith and love.

Light, life, and help from One above.

BUILDINGS FOR WORKMEN, DEPTFORD.
On Tuesday, the Gfch, the new group of build-

inga for workmen, consisting of a mission hall,

to hold 350
;
Institute library and reading-room,

with lodge and soup kitchen, were opened at
Deptford, Lord Sydney presiding, supported by
the Bishop of Colnmbo (in the absence of the
Bishop of Rochester from illness), and others.

The buildings were erected mainly by the free-

holder of a large estate there, Mr. James J. S. S.

Lucas, who also gave the site at a cost of 1,800Z.

They were built by Mr. Saunders, from the
designs of Mr, Joseph Peacock, architect, and
are attached to St. John’s Chnrch, Lewisham-
road, under the guidance of the Vicar, the Rev.
C. F. S. Money.

THE SEWAGE QUESTION AT BRIGHTON
AND BOLTON.

Brighton.—The town council have had a dis-

cussion on the outfall question, upon a report
from the local works committee, who informed the
council that they had had under consideration

the desirability of constructing a new outfall for

sewage opposite the west end of the King’s-

road, at the joint expanse of the town council

and the Bcunswick-sqnare and terrace com-
missioners, in lien of the two present outfalls in

that neighbourhood. The borough surveyor
had submitted a report upon the existing outfall

for the Brighton western district, which, he
stated, was in a very dilapidated condition, and
recommended that a new outfall be constructed

and extended to a distance of 2,000 ft. from the

shore, where the depth of water was about 11 ft.

at low water and 31 ft. at high water, with a
strong current east and west. This outfall (3 ft.

in diameter) would be sufficient to carry away
the sewage of the Brunwlok-square district, in

addition to the Brighton western district, if, at

any future time, the two should be combined.
The works committee passed no resolution upon
this recommendation, bat reported that they
hoped to be in a position to state to the council,

at a meeting on the 2l8t of April, what coarse

they would recommend to be adopted. The
report of the works committee (which embodied
the surveyor’s report and recommendation) was,
on the formal motion of Mr. Fabian, chair-

man of the committee, ordered to be entered
on the minutes of the council’s proceedings.
Alderman Smithera then said if Mr. Fabian
took no further steps in the matter, he should.

He considered the report a most important one

;

and thought the council ought not to postpone
this matter. Therefore he moved that the
report now presented be approved aud adopted,
and that the works committee be requested to

carry out the same as quickly as possible. After
some discussion the motion was carried by a
majority of 26 against 13.

Bolton.—Mr. Arnold Taylor, of the Local
Government Act Department, has had an inter-

view with the street committee of the Bolton-

corporation. Two schemes had been before them
for some time for the interception of the sewage
of the borough,—one by the borough engineer,,

costing about 12,000i.,and one by Mr. Councillor

Lomax, surveyor, to cost abont 5,000i. Com-
plaints having been made to the Home-office

that nothing was being done in the matter,

Mr. Tom Taylor has been pressing the question

upon the corporation, who have now adopted
Mr. Lomax’s scheme, with slight modifications.

ACCIDENTS.

Fall of a Bridge, Saltburn-by-the-Sea.—Messrs-.

Hopkins, Gilkos, & Co., of MiddlesbTrough, are

building an iron bridge of 700 ft. in length across

the glen, along which the Skelton beck runs at

Saltbum-by-the-Sea, for Mr. J. T. Wharton, of

Skelton Castle. The work has been iu hand
some time, aud the whole of the piers—eight in

number—which consist of cast-iron columns,
were finished some time ago, and four of the
girders, which are about 85 ft. iu length, are

fixed, and the flooring completed. On Monday a
strong force of workmen was employed fixing a
pair of girders upon two of the piers, which are

eight tiers in height, reaching about 130 ft. from
the ground. Everything appeared to be pro-

gressing favourably, when suddenly one of the

girders slipped from its holding upon the pier,

swung to and fro, and then struck against the

other pier, smashing the two girders and one of

the piers absolutely into scrap iron. Three men
were unfortunately killed.
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UVEEPOOL ABOHITEOinRAL SOCIETY.

At the meeting of this Society on the 10th ulb.

(Mr. W. H. Hay, vice-president, in the chair),

Mr. R. Jiihns, late of Berlin, read a paper under
the title “ Carl Friedrich Schinkel,” being an
endeavour to define the place and influence of

Schinkel in connexion with the revival of the

Greek spirit in art. He claimed for Schinkel
the character of a “ prophet ” in art, as being
one of those who perceived the real origin and
tendency of the movements of thought in hia

day, and who entered on hia artistic career upon
eertainfixed and definite philosophical principles.

This position he illustrated by quotations from
the writings of the celebrated Berlin classicist,

showing that his object and intention were not
to revive the Greek style in its ancient forms, so
much as to study its spirit and principles, and
continue its historical development, instead of
merely repeating the early history of classic art

over again. The paper was illustrated by a
great number of engravings and drawings of
Schinkel’s principal designs, both executed and
unexecuted, including not only purely archi-

tectural design, but many beautiful sculptural
designs for friezes and bas-reliefs, showing a
complete knowledge of the difficulties of figure-

drawing. Among the illustrations also were
several lithographs ofdesigns made for important
scenes in the grand operas given at the Berlin
theatre; some of which, intended for Mozart's
“ Zauberflote ” and Gluck’s “ Armido,” were of a
highly imaginative and original character.

A lengthened discussion took place upon the
principal points touched on in the paper.

INDUSTRIAL PARTNERSHIPS IN
CABINET-MAKING.

Sib,—

T

ho letters in your journal on industrial partner-
ships in cabinet-making, show it is not widely known
that the principle has been, for threo years past, practi-
cally applied to the manufacture of I'uruiture, a number of
jonrneytnen cabinet-makers having started a co-operative
manufacturing society. They bad long seen the tendency
to deterioration in the quality and style of the work in the
trade, fostered by the M-ant of taste in tho public, and the
unfailing cry of the day, cheapness of production. To
the merest tyro it must bo evident that where cheapness is
the one desideratum, excellence of work and taste in design
are sure, to a certaiu degree, to be sacrificed. I however

I think, that co-operative elTort is a great stop towards
c checking the evil; but more than that is required, the
t technical education of the individual workers, and oultiva-
i tion of their taste, by means of schools and easier access to
t the national and local museums,—so that, by having ever
[ present to their minds an ideal standard of excellence,
1 they will unoonscioualy strive to emulate it. The same
n means that tend to elevate tho workmen will also gradu-
3 ally have that effect on public taste, and we shall then
1 find that persons wishing to furnish wUl rather have an
a article thoroughly well made, even if severely simple in
I design, than a llorid and showy piece of furniture, in which
t the joints will start, tho dovetails loosen, and, in fact, be-
c come nsolesB in three or four years. I do not subscribe
t to the idea that the required excellence of work cannot at
I

present be attained by many of the London cabinot-
I makers

j
such as are attracted to our society, for instance,

1 I find quite capable of carrying out any design that might
t be submitted to them : still the remark applies to too
t many of our trade. Yet it must be borne in mind that
t the workman’s efforts in that direction are stifled by his
c constant struggle for a suMcient wage; and tho employer
u is driven by the competition of his own class to perpetuate
H a system by which those engaged in the trade suffer, and the
t nadiscerning public obtain an article which may appear
c ^oap, but in tho end will prove anything but a bargain.
1 Experience has confirmed my opinion tW the general
a adoption of a system, such as we have successfully inau-
g gnrated, or the twin principle of industrial partnerships,
.1 advocated by your correspondents, is necessary, before
» we can expect to realise that happy combination of taste
s and elEciency, together with the minimum cost of pro-
i dactioD, which is desired. Bn. Mkahs

1 THE MEN ROCK, OR TOLMEN, RECENTLY
DESTROYED.

You inserted in the Builder of April 10,
p p. 289, Mr. Layard’a replj in the House of
C Commous to the question of Sir H. Verney
r respecting the preservation of .oar ancient
n monuments. The concluding sentences refer to“ “ a monument of great national value,” which,
h he stated, had recently been destroyed in a
V Vandaliah manner. It may interest your readers
tc to know that the relic of antiquity of which Mr.
I, Layard spoke was the Men Rock or Tolmen, in
H Western Cornwall, about miles south-west of
P Penryn

j and I propose here to give a very brief
01 outline of its appearance previous to its dis-
lo lodgment into the quarry below.

The Men Rock was one of those objects
d( designated by Borlase as tolmens or holed rocks.
T Two of a similar character occur in the island
of of St. Mary, Scilly, but these are not of such a
cc curious formation as was the reoently-displaoed

iTi Tolmen, in Constantine parish. Situated on
;tii,high ground, this latter rook was such a pro-
•mimment and interesting feature, both from its

position and from its huge size, that it could not
fail to bo noticed even by a stranger to the
locality. Borlase states that at least 750 tons
of granite were contained in the stone itself,

but I believe this estimation to be a rather
exaggerated one, and a value probably nearer
the truth would be about 500 tons. Even this

is an immense weight to rest simply on the
points of two rocks several feet apart ;

and,
more remarkable still, beneath the huge stone
there was an open passage large enough for a
fall-grown person to creep through withont much
difficulty or exertion. The length of the stone,

which was oval in form, was about 33 ft.,

decreasing in width from 19 ft. in the middle to
18 ft. and 16 ft. at tho north and south ends
respectively. Its cirenmferenoe measured ap-
proximately 100 ft. The passage beneath the
stone was about 3 ft. square, and, throngh this,

it has been customary among the ignorant and
superetitiouB to pass men, women, and infants to
cure them of lumbago and all spinal complaints.

I have been unable to ascertain the exact date
of the overthrow of the Men Rock; bub it pro-
bably occurred some time during the second
week in March last. The deed was done, I
believe, without the knowledge of the proprietor
of the ground, by a man to whom he had let the
adjoining quarry, and to whose discredit and
shame belongs, therefore, the blowing up by
gunpowder of the bed of granite on which the
stone lay.

When shall we have our pre-historic remains,
all of which are so valuable in elncidating the
history of an ancient race, preserved from
farther mutilation and deatrnotion ? The county
of Cornwall is rich in these remains; but almost
every year brings under onr notice fresh acts of
vandalism, which call for the strict inquiry of
some learned and well-qualified body. The
Ethnological Society of London has recently
appointed a committee to look after our pre-
historic monuments generally; why shonld not
the local societies at Truro and Penzance,
originally formed for tho purpose of protecting
the antiquarian relics of the county, follow the
same good example? and, with tho local in-
fluence and personal knowledge of their members,
mnch might be done to prevent such an un-
pardonable act of vandalism, as the' recent
blowing up of the Men Rock, from again
occurring. x. X.

MODERN BRICKLAYERS.
Sir,—I said ” scamping times ”

advisedly, and
your correspondent—their apologist—thinks
they are hardly used thereby. I do not know
whether any good would accrue if I were to stop
now to enumerate the various practices in the
building trade alone which are wrong and
indefensible, and of modem date, but if he
desires it, I shall have no objection to mention
such as have come under my own observation.
That facing bricks are cut down the middle
lengthwise I know, having used such recently,
but it has been only in single course bands of
costly material, and never with any pi-etence of
veneering.

With the latter part of your correspondent’s
letter I would rather some third person—an
architect—had dealt, and, with your permission,
I will quote Mr. Garbett, in his recent com-
munication to you on sun-dials (p. 18i). He
says, “ I am obliged to say ‘ carj)ent}‘i/ ' not
‘ building,’ because in no branch of building craft
hut the carpenter's do we any longer attempt more
practical science than the builders of Timhuctoo.”
Such is the opinion of a living architect, and
sneh^ is, I fear, the experience of many others,
and it seems to offer a reason why bricklayers
are seldom appointed to superintend brickwork.
That there are honourable exceptions I am very
sure, bub they are rare, and it is deplorable to
every thinking mind that an important body of
men like the bricklayers should have lapsed
into such a state as to produce so few
men capable of conducting their own work
in a proper manner. There is a very small
per-centago of the whole body who know enough
of the practice of their art to set a nicely cut
and gauged arch, and fewer still who can set it

oat, especially if it be an elliptic or Gothic
pointed, and one may inquire of a very, very
large number. Why is a. brick red ?—or white ?

and get no answer; not to speak of such prac-
tical, every-day matters as the composition of
mortars and cements, and their changes and
behaviour. I am sorry to say aU this

; bub it is

true, and the statement of the fact may do good.
I hope it will, for bricklaying has been a fine art

in past times, and may bo so again, if we can get
men to give their minds to it. At present, who-
ever sets about doing good brickwork has to
educate hia men up to it, and as there are always
many unwilling to be taught, it is very up-hill
work and discouraging. Why do not men, who
now indulge in filthy talk at their work, who
enrae and swear at every sentence they utter,
and which goes under the general term ” scaffold
grammar,”—why, I say, will not these men be
persuaded to discuss their work and its con-
nexions—geometry, geology, chemistry, colour,

&c. ?—thus making themselves masters of their

bnsiness, and able to undertake anything that
may be expected of them. When will the
trade societies become the successors to the
old trade guilds, and require every man to

undergo a theoretical and practical examinadon
before he imposes himself upon the public as a
tradesman ? I mast confess I like good work,
and wish to see every workman a good work-
man; but as long as we pay all men alike,

whether they be good, bad, or indifferent, and
allow any additional wage offered to the good
workman to be characterized as “ blood moneyf’

wo cast adrift a very powerful incentive to
improvement, and so long will our trade, I fear,

remain in the very unsatisfactory state in which
it now is. E. G.

HAVE CHURCHES OF
EVERY DENOMINATION A RIGHT TO USE

BELLS?
In a paragraph, “The Bell-ringing of Eng-

land,” very lately published, occurs the following
statement

“ It is not eenerally known that tho use of bells in
churches and chapels is restricted to those of the Establish-
ment

;
so that Dissenting bodies are not allowed their use

in England, and the same law is applicable in Scotland."

Now, in order to show that this is a mistake
on the part of the writer of the paragraph, I

subjoin an extract from a judgment of Lord Chiof
Justice Jervis in the case of Soltau v. De Held,
relating to the use of bells by a Roman Catholic
commnnifcy in such a manner as was alleged to
be a nuisance, which was tried at tho Croydon
Assizes on the 13th, and reported in the Times
of the lith of August, 1851 :

—

“ First, with regard to tho [right of using bells at all.
By the common law, churches of every denomination had
a full right to use bells, and it was a vulgar error to sup-
pose that there was any distinction at the present time in
this respect. At- tho same time, those bells might un-
doubtedly bo made use of in such a manner as to create a
nuisance

; and in that case a Protestant church and a
Roman Catholic one were equally liable.”
“ He would now tell them what, in his opinion, constituted

a nuisance. The mere fact of ringing bells so many times
in the day did not in itself constitute a nuisance—the
nuisance must be of an enduring and snbstantial character,
not such as would give offence and annoyance to a nervous
mind, but which was calculated to cause[permaneut incon-
venience and disturbance to men of ordinary mind and
nerve.
The jury would say whether tho evidence satisfied them

of this in the present case."

I may add that the jury'gave a verdict for the
plaintiff—damages, 40d.

Upon the application of the learned counsel,
his lordship said he thought it was a case in
which he ought to certify.

Thomas Walesby.

BRECON COUNTY GAOL COMPETITION.
The designs sent in to the clerk of the peace

for the above were six in number, and were
opened in the presence of the committee of
visiting magistrates on the 6th of March ult.
After examinations, the committee recommended
the design of Mr. Thomas F. Fillary, of 27,
Leadenhall-street, London, as possessing marked
advantages in its general details and arrange-
ments over the others, to the Court of Quarter
Sessions, which was held on the 6bh insb., when
their selection was finally endorsed, by vote of
the whole court in favour of its adoption, aud
that it be carried out, after the publishing of the
necessary notices, &c., in the local papers. The
following were the estimates of the competitors,
viz. ;

—

Mr. Lawrence, of Newport, Monmouthshire... £6.500
Mr. Fillary, London 6 300
Mr. C. J, Phipps, F.S. A., 28, Mecklonburgh-

square, Lon^jn 6,030
Mr. Nicholson, of Hereford, about ojoOO
Mr. Williams, County Surveyor, Brecon, about 5^000
Mr. Sutton, Bromley Hall, County Surveyor, Notting-

ham, did not specify the amount in hia report on his
design.

Mr. Fillary’s estimate will be considerably
reduced by making use of the native stone
externally, instead of impervious brick, as shown
in his drawings and plan.

a
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THE ALLIANCE BANK, LIVERPOOL.

An important; building has just now been

'

been erected in Castle-street, Liverpool, for the
\

purposes of the Alliance Bank, formerly carried :

on in Brown’s Buildings.
|

The site upon which the building has been

;

erected is conspicuous, and there is reason for

supposing that it is immediately contiguous to

the ground upon which the famous old Castle

!

once reared its head. The building, which covers
j

525 superficial yards of ground, has three eleva-

tioDS, the principal- entrance front being towards 1

Castle-street, the other two fronts being to
|

Derby-square and Lower Castle-street respec-

tively. The whole of these fronts and the

ornamental chimney-shafts are executed in stone

of a light cream colour, from the Cefn quarries,

near Ruabon.
The entrance to the bank occupies a central

position in the Castle-street front; and, to give

it importance and to distingnish it from the

entrance to the offices, which is also in this front,

it has been made a prominent feature in the

design. The style of architecture adopted is

Italian, of the Venetian type.

The interior of the building has been finished

in a substantial manner. The public room of

the bank is handsomely fitted up. A spacious
,

vestibule intervenes between the street and the
i

public room, fitted at each end with folding-doors

of oak, glazed with ornamental glass, to avoid

draughts. Passing through the second pair of,

doors, the visitor stands immediately under a

large dome, from which and the eight windows
ample light is obtained in all parts of the room.

The side walls are divided into bays by
pilasters of Devonshire marble, and panelled

with detached columns of marble supporting the

main ceiling beams. The bases and carved

capitals to these columns and pilasters and the

dressings to the various doors are of stone. An
enriched impost band and frieze, ornamented

with festoons of fruit and flowers, are continued

entirely round the walls, the space between them
being filled in with panelling. The soffits of the

'

main ceiling beams are finished with panelling,

the ceiling itself is also divided in panels, and
,

decorated. The dome is an important feature in
,

the composition. The walls and ceilings have
J

been painted in oil of subdued tints, gilding
|

being introduced to obtain richness of effect.
;

The floors of the vestibule and public space in

front of the counter are laid with tiles
;
the floor

|

behind the counter is of oak. The counter,

enclosing screens and other fittings in the public
|

room, are of Spanish mahogany, designed to be :

in character with the building. The board-room, I

and a private office for the manager of the bank,
j

Mr. James Beckett, adjoin the public room.
j

The offices erected over the Bank are entered,
j

as before stated, from Castle-street, the entrance-

1

hall being spacious and well-lighted. Prom this

hall access is obtained to the various floors

—

three in number—by a wide staircase of Hopton
Wood stone. The walla of the staircase and
entrance-hall are finished in Keene’s cement,
divided into panels, which will be painted in

tints. Four I’ooms are provided as a mezzanine
floor.

Descending to the basement, we find the

strong-rooms belonging to the Bank, and notice i

that precaution has been taken in their construe-

,

i
tion to obtain security. Among other provisions

is a passage running entirely round the strong-

room, BO that the manager, who has a private

entrance to it, could at once detect if anything

wrong were going on. For the removal of cash

and books to these rooms, an hydraulic lift

aS'ords a ready means of communication with :

: the banking-room. Retiring-room and lavatory
|

accommodation is provided on the basement for
j

the manager, and for the clerks, with ready

access, by separate staircases. A portion of the

I

basement fronting Castle-street is appropriated

I

to the residence of the keeper of the premises

;

i
whilst the residue, or that portion fronting

I Lower Castle-street, is devoted to offices, to be

let off to wine merchants or others, in conjunc-
tion with the vaults in the sub-basement. The
reason the vaults were introduced was, that in

sinking for the foundation it was discovered that

the rock on which a portion of the premises
stand had been out away, and the opinion of

the builders was, that they had alighted upon
the moat of the old castle, a view which would
be favoured by the circumstance of a subterra-

neous passage having been discovered, leading, it

is supposed, down to the river. Under the cir-

cumatances, therefore, foundations had to be
built, and this led to the formation of the fire-

proof vaults.

The following are the dimensions of the build-

ing :—Area, 525 superficial yards; height from
the street level to the main cornice, 66 ft. ; ditto

to the top of the ornamental chimneys, 78 ft.

6 in.; depth from the street to the vaults, 22 ft.

The area of the banking-room is 263 yds.
;
height

to the ceiling, 22 ft.
;
height to the eye of the

dome, 33 ft.
J
diameter of the dome. Id- ft.

The contract for the whole of the work was
taken by Messrs. Holme & Nicol, and they have
been assisted by the following sub-contractors :

viz., Mr. Dempster, masonry
;

Mr. Merrick,
plumbing, painting, and glazing; Mr. Jones,

slating, plastering, and modelling of decorations

in banking-room
;

Mr. Oppenheimer, of Man-
chester, ornamental tiling; Mr. Green, of Man-
chester, sculpture. The late Jos. Smith and
George Owen & Co. supplied the marble chimney-
pieces, and Messrs. Pilkington & Sons the glass

for the dome. The contract for decorating the

public room, and the other rooms occupied by
the Bank, and for supplying the necessary furni-

ture, was taken by Messrs. J. R. & W. Jeffery &
Co., and they have carried out the work en-

trusted to them satisfactorily. The hydraulic

machinery was supplied by Messrs. Easton,

Amos, & Anderson, of London.
The architects were Messrs. Lucy & Littler,

whose designs were originally chosen in compe-
tition with those of other architects.
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THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
The Potteries.—A reference was recently made

to Mr. Davia, the stipendiary magistrate, as

umpire in the arbitration of a difference between

the builders and bricklayers of this district.

The bricklayers had applied for a reduction' of

the hours ot labour to the extent of half an hour

a day, enabling them to leave off work at half-

past five, and an advance of a farthing an hour

in their wages. Mr. Davis has given his de-

cision, which is adverse to the operatives on

both points. Ho says :
—“ I have come to the

determination that the operatives have not

made out a case for an alteration in the existing

rules.”

Sheffi'Cld .—We understand that the whole of

the operative carpenters and joiners in this town

are under notice. The object of the masters is

that day payments be changed to the hour

system. The men are believed to be adverse to

the change, unless some rules are agreed to

which would have the effect of enabling them to

earn adequate wages in winter, as in Birming-

ham and some other towns.

Stoclcport.—The sawyers have struck for an

advance of wages, equivalent to 17^ per cent.,

taking the work ” all round.” They have

declined to accept the Manchester rates of

payment.
Manchester.—The masons in the employment

of all the principal firms in Manchester have

struck work. The masters desire to introduce

payment by the hour, which the men refuse to

accept, and make a demand for a reduction of

time, from 54^ to 48^ hours per week. There

are also questions about quarry-dressed atone,

and the introduction of machinery. It is greatly

to be desired that the whole question should be

referred to some disinterested party to effect a

settlement. The masters, wo understand, are

willing to adopt arbitration. In the case of the

operative joiners a simitar resnlt is feared, the

masters having given the men notice that after

May Ist they will pay by the hour, and the men
in turn having given notice that they will expect

from the same date a diminution of half an hour

a day in their hours of labour. The case is

rendered still more complicated by the masons
and joiners wishing to begin and leave off work
at different hours, an arrangement which the

masters say would be prejudicial to their

interests when carried into practical operation.

THE LIABILITY OP INFANTS.
COLLINS V, PHILLIPS.

Tniswasan action brought at the BloomBbury County
Court, before Mr. G. Lake KussiOl, Judge, by Mr. Collina,

a builder, to recover the sum of 'i'll. 129. 6d. for work
done. Mr. Wright appeared for the plaiutifl', and Mr.
Williams for the defendant. The ease was tried by a jury.

PlaintilF stated that in March, 1866, bo lilted up a shop for

the defeudaut, who then curried ou the business of a boot
and shoe maker in Duke-slreet, Grosvenor-squnre. De-
fendant’s name was up, and trade cards were also issued

bearing bis uame
;
he also did some work for del'end-

aut’s I'aiber at the sume house. AVhen he applied for

payment be was told that defeudaut was under age.

Defendant had since given up the shop in question, and
had become a cab proprietor. The defence was, lirstly,

that defendant was an infant in the eye of the Uw when
the work was doue

;
and, secoudiy, that the father had paid

for the work in the amount he paid to the pluintilT. His
Honour left three questions for the jury to decide. Firstly,

was defeudaut under age at the time the work was doue,
and did he give the order ? Secondly, if so, was the work
a necessary ? And thirdly, were the charges fair and
reasonable ? The jury, alter a short consultation, gave a

verdict for the plaintitl’ on each point. Judgment for the

lull amount of the claim aud costa was thcrofoie gtveu.

A PALACE.
Sia,—When one reads of the reception that our own

princes as well as others ou the Continent meet with, and
the maguificent palaces iu which they are accommodated,
it appears rather a slur on our own country when we
reflect that wo have not a palace worthy of its uame, or

one that would command the attention of foreign priaees,

aud this after the vast sums that have been squandered in

alterations, additions, &c., without a single result. If

you go back to the period of George IV. not one vestige

is leti of bis atrocious taste fortunately. Even if you look
at Bucklughum Fulace, what is there that is satisfactory p

Again, look at St. James's, which is also termed apilace ;

aud Windsor Castle is really the only one that merits such
a designation. The fiuest opportunity that olTered of
making a magnificent palacewas at Kensington, which might
and ought to have been secured, and no part of the land
let olT or sold for building purposes (which has been a great
mistake). There is now no site scarcely left for such a
purpose, and if there hod becu, ih© only mode at the
present day would have been to have selected a cer-

tain number of talented aud tasteful men to have com-
peted by Itoyal patronage for such a purpose, by beiug
hberally remunerated for the task. The style selected

should be that of Ilalian or Ilomun Arckileetare, of the

age of Palladio, aud the architecture of Venice. As for

Gothic, it would be out of the question, frittered away in

absurd and extravagant ornaineut, to be, in the space u

some few inontha or years, obliterated tcUh lool and dirt

;

and it is still to be hoped in the new law courts all this

extravagance may be avoided, and that good and telling

masses will predominate rather thau trilling ornaments.

Only witness the result of all this in the new Houses ot

Parliament, wherein, if a bolder outline, with a less pro-

fusion of oruameut, had been adopted, there would have

been less occasion to censuie the talented architect.

I hope still it may not yet be too late in the rising genera-

tion of our praiseworthy princes to »et the example for a

Iloval palace Korthii of thi» great countri/.

A SunscBtuEK.

THE THAMES EMBANKMENT AND THE
DISTEICT RAILWAY.

In the Hoase of Commons Lord Elcho, as

chairman of the Thames Embankment Com-
mittee, called attention to the serious danger

to private and public buildings in the metropolis

from the vibration of the trains of the Under-

ground Railway. He moved

—

“ That it be an ins'ruction to the committee on the

Metropolitan District Railway Bill to inquire and report

whether any and whut provision will be made by the rail-
|

way company in constructing their line from Westminster

to Cannon-street, with a view to prevent injury to adjacant

buildings from the vibration caused by the passage of

trains.’^

Mr. Dent, the chairman of the Select Com-

mittee on the Metropolitan District Railway

Bill, said that the committee had reported ou it '

that day, and it was now too late to move this
,

instruction.

Mr. Layard said he thought good service was

done by calling attention to this subject. He
hoped the noble lord would either move the

recommittal of the bill, or propose new clauses,

on the third reading. He was informed that

Somerset House would be endangered by the

working of the Underground Railway. '

Lord Elcho, having said that he would consult

with hia right hon. friend as to the course he

should adopt, withdrew bis motion.
i

The following resolution was, on another occa-

sion, agreed to on the motion of Lord Elcho :— |

“ That it be an iustruotion to tbe Select Committee on

Hungerford-bridge aud Welliugtoa-street viaduct to in-

quire aud report specially to the House whether any

public huildibgs now eiistiog, or that msy hereafter be

erected on the Thames Embankment site, are likely to be

injuriously aflccted by the Metropolitan District Kadway,
or by auy other railway or railways now iu progress or

sanctioned by Parliament on the embankment ;
and, if so,

whether it would be poaaiblo in tbe couatruction of the

railways to guard against such injury.”

THE WORCESTER SOCIETY’S CRITICISMS.

Sni,—Will you kindly allow me space in your

paper to brieliy notice the ” eccentric” remarks

in the last report of the Worcester Architectural

Society iu reference to the new Orphan Asylum
now in course of erection at Henwick, near

Worcester, extracts from which appeared in

the Builder; not that I have any fear those

remarks will carry much weight with them, the

author being well known—by the profession at

least—for his partial criticisms.

Just and honest criticism is a wholesome thing,

and of immense advantage aud instruction to the

uninitiated as well as the profession
;
but when

it degenerates into a morbid desire to attack, a

disposition and, indeed, determination to appre-

ciate nothing (unless it be from the pencil of

the personal friends of tbe critic), its iuUuence

becomes derogatory and damaging to the very

cause it purports to uphold and advance.

I am not the first who has been maligned in

this society’s reports. I remember the malignant

disposition shown towards one of its own mem-
bers a few years ago in reference to the St.

Clement’s schools at Worcester and the Broms-
grove Lickey Church, and the still more bitter

feeling displayed in reference to the Worcester

new Cemetery chapels, upon each of which
occasions the Builder—well-known for its in-

tegrity and honesty of purpose—deprecated its

action and mode of criticism.

In this instance the few general terms con-

demnatory of the architecture as applied to the

building iu question, although evidently intended

to be damaging, are really so weak and mean-
ingless that they convey to my mind nothing

but the spirit of a wilful desire to injure its

authors, for not a single argument is adduced iu

support of the charges; aud I am left with the

alternative, therefore, of denying them iu toto,

and asserting that I am prepared to defend

the building upon the true principles of Pointed

architecture. It is true I expected nothing from

the society except tbe treatment I received ;
and

I ought to be thankful since I find the seconder

of the report asserted that the secretary had

been less sharp in his criticisms than in former

years. William Watkins, Architect.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Derby.—Messrs. R. Dennett & Co., of Derby,

London, and Nottingham, builders, are now
proceeding with the new Government Offices, at

the Victoria-street corner of the new St. James’s-

street, having undertaken the contract for its

erection at a sum approaching to 6,0001. The
elevation will be Classic, from designs by Mr. J.

Williams, of London, the Government Post-office

architect. The fabric, which will be of stone

externally, will rise from a deep plinth of Devon-

shire marble. There will be two entrances from

Victoria-street, that front to St. James a-street

being for the public on Post-office business.

Another, at the contrary end of the same front,

will lead to the Revenue Offices, which will be

on the second floor, and to the Postmaster s roonu

and other offices. There will be two windows

between on the gronud floor, flanked by columns

with deep sunk bases and projecting capitals.

These will carry a string or series of stone linteis,

which will extend along tbe entire front, and

upon them the ornamentation will be fretted

Grecian. Above these windows there will ulso

be a plate-glass panel, corresponding with them

in width, and flanked ijy carved corbels assisting

to bear the first cornice, which will project from

4 ft. to 5 ft. Above this, the first floor will be

lighted by four lofty windows, with balustraded

balconies, and moulded architraves, fiuished with

pedimental heads. Above these, the upper story

will bo of a somewhat plainer character, and the

entire front will be completed by a projecting

dental cornice, surmounted by a balustraded

parapet. The St. Jamea’s-street front will be of

precisely the same character as far as the main

building extends. The sorting-room will extend

beyond it, and will be a plainer structure, cf oue

story only, but in keeping with the Classic

order of the whole. It will be lighted by a large

raised skylight, which will extend from the

principal elevation to the end of the site. The

entrance to the sorting-room will be by a central

door in St. James’a-stroet, which will be used by

officials only. The Telegraph Office will be on

the St. Jamea’s-streeb side, but the business con-

nected with it will he transacted at a central

,
counter in the public hall, which will be entered

! by the first door in Victoria-street, and which
I will occupy the entire area, except the Entrance

j

Hall for the Revenue Offices. The space iu the

I

rear from St. James’s-street of the sorting-room,

I and extending from the main structure, will bo

I

occupied by rooms for the clerks, sorters, &c.,

' and the basement story of the public hall will

be used for revenue stores, and will be fire-proot,

! as the floor over them will be on the principle of

the contractors, who are the patentees for fire-

* proof flooring, whose principle has, we under-

' stand, been also adopted at the Derby and Derby-

I

shire Infirmary.
I fVareham.—For the proposed new Town-hall

1 and Corn Exchange several designs have been

i
submitted to the committee, but abandoned in

' consequence of not having sufficient support by

j

subscriptions to carry either of them out. A
design, with plan, was placed before the cor-

I poration at a recent meeting, aud tbe Mayor

I

was requested to ascertain the amount likely to

' be required to carry it out, or oue somewhat

similar. It was carried unanimously

—

“ That, inasraucli as money to the amount of 1.400L or

thereabouts will be required for tbe purtjose of buildinga

new to»n-ball, corn exchange, &c., and, as it appears that

8(J0L or thereabouts have been raised by voluntary contri-

bution, the Corporation hereby consent to borrow (if

required), ou such terms and in such manner as may be

hereafter determined upon, a sum not exceeding 50ci. to

complete the buildings,

"

And,

—

" That (he Corporation will not accept any tender fo?

the building until tbe sum of 8301., already promised by

subscription, bo collected by tbe secretary.”

Additional subscriptions meantime are solicited,

and will be received by the Mayor.

Wolverhampton.—The Public Works Com-

mittee of the Town Council have been adver-

tising for tenders for works required to be donb

in the erection of a new Town-hall upon the

site of the present oue in North-street. Several

tenders were forwarded in answer to the adver-

tisement, aud the committee held a meeting to

consider them. After opeuiug and disenssing

the tenders, the committee adjourned in order

that certain necessary inquiries might be made.

Bury Saint Edmunds.—The rectory-house at

Hargrave has been restored and enlarged. The

house formerly was small, and occupied as

a double cottage. It is situated in front

of the ohurcb, in its own grounds, and for the

last 100 years no resident rector has been
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able to reside therein. The old part is bnilt of
oak studding, and plastered externally. The
additions are all of brick, and faced with white
Suffolk bricks, with red bands. The window
arches are executed to match. The gables hare
moulded barge-boards, with ornamental finials.

The interior has been renovated. The old roof
tiles have been taken off, and the whole covered
with slates. The floor of the hall is laid with red,

black, and white local tiles, in pattern. In a
limited competition, the tender of Mr. James
Drake, of Ousden, builder, was accepted for

5601., exclusive of the bricks, drains, and forma-
tion of roads, and he has just completed the
same. The whole has been carried oat under
the direction of the architect, Mr. Ralph
Chamberlain, of London.

STAINED GLASS.
Gloucester Cathedral.—The memorial window

to the late Canon Bankes has just been com-
pleted, according to the local Chronicle. It
occupies the northernmost division of the east
walk of the cloister’s, and completes the series of
nine painted windows lately erected on that side
of the building. The window is by Messrs.
Clayton & Bell, of London. The subjects are
the healing of the daughter of the Syrophenician
woman (Matt, xv., Mark vii.), and the raising of
Jairus’s daughter (Matt, ix., Mark v., Luke viii.),

each subject occupying four lights. In the
centre of the left-hand compartment is the
woman of Canaan kneeling, and addressing the
supplication " Domine adjuva me” (Lord help
me) to our Saviour, who replies, “ Fiat tihi
sicutvis” (Beit unto thee even as thou wilt).
Behind the woman is her daughter lying on a
bed, and with a conventional representation of
the departure of the unclean spirit. Behind our
Lord are two disciples. The other compartment
represents Christ taking the hand of the maiden
who is lying on a bed

; behind her are her father
and mother, and behind Jesus the three apostles,
Peter, James, and John. On the extreme left
are two females (one seated) lamenting. The
four tracery lights above are each filled with an
angel holding a scroll inscribed " Sanctus,
SanctuSj Sanctus,” The four remaining windows
in the carols, or cells, in the south walk of the
cloisters have just been filled in with ornamented
quarries, having medallions of scrollwork, birds,
Ac., in the centre. This completes the work
undertaken at the expense of Mr. Thos. Holt.

St. George’s, Stamford.—A memorial window
has just been placed at the east end of the
chancel of this church, in memory of the late
Mr. Titus Berry. The five-light window is of
the Perpendicular stylo, the whole of which has
been filled with stained glass executed by
Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle. The subject repre-
sented is that of our Lord’s Ascension, the
fignre of the Saviour being in the centre com-
partment, and his eleven apostles, with the
Virgin Mary and Mary Magdalen, grouped in
various attitudes in the side-lights. With the
exception of the centre opening of the window,
where our Lord is shown ascending to heaven
amid rays of light, the figures are surmounted
by canopied work, and this is repeated at the
bottom of the window in the shape of pediments
or bases, to raise the whole subject from the
stonework of the cill. The panels in the tracery

filled with angelic figures engaged in adora-
tion and praise. The window formerly con-
tained the figures of St. Catherine, St. Anne
teaching the Virgin, the head of a mitred
ecolesiastio, and our Saviour blessing the
elements, copied in 1705 from the celebrated
piece by Carlo Dolce, at Burgbley. The latter
was the gift of John Langtou (by whom it was
executed), a celebrated writing-master of Stam.
ford. He lived in the house now occupied by
Mr. Hare, and in 1700 revived the art of glass-
painting, staining, and tinging, in the way of
the ancients, and made a new discovery for
painting flowers and fruits on white glass. His
handiwork has been recently discarded, and is
now in private hands; but the ancient glass has
been preserved, and is to be placed in one of the
compartments of one of the south windows,
which will bo filled up, at the expense of a
parishioner, with the figures of St. George and
St. Paul, executed at Mr. Wailes’s stained-glass
works, Newcastle.

Coseley Church.—A memorial window has
lately been placed iu this church, by Mr. David
Hill, Sedgley, to the memory of his deceased
parents. The window is executed after the
style in vogue about the earlier portion of the

sixteenth century. The composition is arranged
with reference to the galleries, which out off the
upper part of the window. The subject of the
lower panel is the procession to Calvary. Above
this, arranged en grisaille, are busts of angels,
and personages of the Old Testament. In the
centre of the top compartment is a fignre of
St. James the Apostle. The window was exe-
cuted by Messrs. Lavers, Barraud, & Westlake
of London.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Rhos Crowther, ^'c. (TFaZes).—The church of

Rhos Crowther, Pembrokeshire, has been re-
opened, after extensive restorations from the
designs of Mr. Wehuert, architect, Milford. The
churches of Manorbier, Hubberston, and St.
Katherine’s, Milford, have lately been restored
by the same architect

; and Walwyn’s Castle,
Llys-y-fran and Llanstinan Churches are now in
course of restoration.

Holmside.—The foundation stone of a new
church has been laid at Burnhope, in the eccle-
siastical district of Holmside. Mr. T. C. Ebdy
is the architect of the building. The style of
the architecture is Geometrical Gothic, of the
thirteenth century. The plan of the church
consists of a nave, chancel, organ - chamber,
vestry, and western porch. The east and west
window will be filled with tracery, and the
church throughout will have an open timber roof,
supported on detached columns. The whole of
the sittings will be free. The works have been
in progress for some months. The contractor
for the masonry is Mr. Robert Kell, junior, of
Chester-le-street.

Pontefract.—The ancient parish church at
Pontefract, after having been closed some time
for repairs, has been re-opened by the Arch-
bishop of York. The present alterations have
cost about 2,OOOZ., and of this sum more than
half has been subscribed. It is intended that
the seats, with the exception of corporation
pews, shall be free and unappropriated. The
principal contributor to the alteration fund was
the Earl of Harewood, the lay rector, who gave
3501., and this sum was devoted towards the
erection of a new chancel. The plain windows
that were formerly in the building have been
replaced by Gothic ones. The old pews have
been removed and replaced by open deal benches,
and the floor has been lowered for some depth.

Slad (Gloucester).—The church of the Holy
Trinity at the Slad, which has recently been
enlarged and improved, has been reconse-
crated by the Bishop of the Diocese. The old
pews and galleries have been removed. On the
north side a new aisle has been built, the old
wall being pierced with arches, and thus con-
siderable additional accommodation is afforded.
The chancel has also been lengthened. The
floor is inlaid with encaustic pavement. Modern
stained deal pews have been placed in the
church. The walls are cream-coloured, with
mural decorations. A new organ, the gift of
Mr. R. Hastings, has been erected. The archi-
tect is Mr. Benjamin Buoknall, and the builder
Mr. W. Restall, Bisley. The work has been done
at a coat of about 900Z.

Otley. — The parish church at Otley has
recently been restored and reopened. It is
dedicated to All Saints, and was originally a
Saxon fabric. The east or old church window
is certainly very ancient. The south end of
the church belonged to Denton, and the north
end to Lindley, in all probability. They
were then called chapels. The windows have
evidently been long, narrow, and round-headed.
The west, or new part of the church, it is con-
jectured, was built in the reign of Henry VIII.
The great north door is very early. The church
abounds with monuments. There are also five
or six painted windows, one of which has
been recently erected by subscription, in memory
of the late Mr. P. Billam, of Newall Hall. Some-
thing was done towards tbe restoration of the
edifice nearly twenty years ago, the ceiling which
covered the roof having at that time been re-
moved, and subsequently other improvements,
which were much needed, have been effected!
The chancel floor has been raised. All the
plastering has been cleansed off the pillars, and
they have been wrought to a face and the arches
have been treated to correspond. New capitals
and bases have been made to the pillars

j
the

Norman windows in the chancel have been
opened out; all the walls have been replastered;
an opening has been made to the tower by the
removal of a gallery

; encaustic tiles have been
placed upon the chancel floor, and the old oak

roof has been opened up
;
a new organ-chamber

and a new vestry have been erected, and the
whole of the church has been re-pewed, all the
pews being of oak. A new warming appa-
ratus has been inserted, and all the aisles are
boarded and felted. These improvements
have been designed by Mr. Rhode Hawkins,
architect, London, the contractors being Mr.
Beckwith Maston, stonemason, Otley; Messrs.
C. Chaffer & Co., plasterers, Otley; Mr. T. Hall
& Co., Leeds, joiners; and Messrs. Suthill »S5

Warrington, plumbers, Otley. The cost of the
whole has been about 2,400Z., towards which
sum subscriptions have been raised amounting
to 1,700Z. A number of special gifts have also

been presented. The organ has been refitted

and improved by Messrs. Forster & Andrews, of

Hull.

Battersea (London).—A site has been obtained
at Battersea Park for a new church. The dis-

trict is a poor one. The church will be called

St. Saviour’s, and will make the third church
erected in the parish during the last twelve
months.

Neioarh^on-Trent.—The tower and spire of the
parish church, in this town, being considered
unsafe, Mr. G. G. Scott has recommended imme-
diate and substantial repairs. The works are
entrusted to Mr. John Fast, of- Melton Mowbray,
under Mr. Yeoman as clerk of the works.

Colleton (Devonshire). — Memorials of the
founder of the church of St. Mary the Virgin,

—

the late Rev. J. R. Hogg,—have recently been
placed in the chancel of this church, and con-
sist of a reredos, with wall-arcades on each side

of it, and returning north and south, and two
stained-glass windows on the south side. The
reredos and wall-arcades, designed by Mr. J. F.
Bentley, architect, are, like the church itself, of
Early IJnglish Transitional style : the subject in

the former is the Institution of the Holy
Eucharist, executed of Caen atone in alto-relievo,

by Mr. T. Phyffers, sculptor, and the archi-

tectural portions by Mr. T. Earp, both of London.
The Caen stone sculptured frame to the reredos
is composed of side panels of diaper patterns,

resting on a moulding of white Mansfield stone,

surmounted by traceries enclosing Christian

emblems of the Sacrifice in the “ Agnus Dei,”

and the legend of the “ Pelican in her piety.”

The canopy, with groined soffits and cusped arches,

carries a line of trefoils panelled with polished
Irish green marble, beneath a carved cornice of
conventional foliage and fruit, crested by Gothic
embattlement work, which last-named feature
forms a symbol of the “ Church Militant.”

The buttresses, with diapered faces, support
crooketed pinnacles and finials. The wall-

arcades (also of Caen stone) spring from plinths
of white Mansfield stone, and contain large
panels of polished Staffordshire alabaster in

bossed mouldings, with cusped headings, under
a line of trefoils ; also, between the panels are
canopied angels holding on discs the “ Alpha”
and ” Omega,” and the whole design terminates
in an embattled cornice. The windows are iu
the style also of the late part of the First

Pointed period, and are from the designs of Mr.
J. F. Bentley and Mr. R. H. J. Westlake (artist),

both of London
; and executed under the super-

vision of those gentlemen at the stained-glass

works of Messrs. Lavers, Barraud, & Co. The
Resurrection is the subject of the one window,
and Christ’s Charge to St. Peter that of the
other. The panels of ornamentation contain
angels holding on discs the Christian emblems
of the Resurrection and St. Peter ; and the con-
ventional tree, foliage and fruit springing from
the base and running through the borders to the
arch, symbolically suggest thoughts of the ” tree

of life,” and, to apply another allusion, "taking
root downward and bearing fruit upward.”

Rainhill (Lancashire).— St. Ann’s Church,
which was re-consecrated by the Bishop of
Chester on the 3rd inst., consists of a nave and
chancel, 88 ft. by 31 ft.

j
the latter consisting of

a raised platform, projecting westward, the
width of the eastern bay

;
north aisle, 88 ft. by

18 ft. 6 in.
; south transept and south chancel

aisle, 18 ft. 6 in. wide. The numerous graves
ou the south side prevented a south aisle to nave
being added. The open roof timbers are carried
on attached shafts with carved caps. The church
is entirely new, except the lower portion of
south and west walls of nave, and the tower and
spire and south transept. It is proposed ulti-

mately to extend the church to the westward,
and build a new tower and spire. The new east
window is a large seven-light window, filled in
with Perpendicular tracery. It is intended to
fill this window with stained glass. The original
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church was erected about thirty years ago, and

had become far too small. The enlargement

and rebuilding were mainly brought about by

the vicar, the Rev. W. L. Clay. The contractor

for the entire contract was Mr. George Harris,

of St. Helen’s. Mr. William Middlehurst was

the sub-contractor for the masonry, which is of

the local red sandstone; Mr. J. Westwood, for

the plasterer’s work
;
Mr. G. R. Stockwell, of

Liverpool, executed the carving ; Messrs. Cooper

& Son, of Liverpool, the heating apparatus

;

Messrs. Forrest, of Liverpool, the glazing; and

Messrs. Maw & Co., of Broseley, the plain and

encaustic tiling. Mr. G. H. Ridsdale, of Liver-

poor, is the architect. The church has seat-

room for 81'5 persons : 250 sittings are free.

Eaton Socon, Beds. — The pariah church of

this populous village, which has for the past

twelve mouths been undergoing an extensive

restoration, has been re-opened for public worship.

The church is in the Decorated style of architec-

ture, with the exception of the chancel, which

is Perpendicular. The restoration has been con-

ducted under the supervision of Messrs. Cory &
Ferguson, architects, Carlisle. The roofs of the

aisles have been replaced and re-leaded
;

and

the east bay of the nave has been restored to its

original dark green and gold, with other embel-

lishments, while the nave itself has been painted

anew in a light greyish tint with ornamentation.

The roof of the chancel was originally composed

of oak, but from time to time had been repaired

with deal ; it has now been encased with oak,

formed into panels and compartments, and left in

its natural colour. The old whitewash has been

cleared off the stonework, which has been pieced

where required ;
and the plaster has been re-

moved from the walls, and stucco substituted.

The old square pews have now entirely disap-

peared, and modern oak seats, with carved poppy-

beads, have succeeded them ; a few of the same

style, nevertheless, which were in the church

before, have been restored. This latter portion

of the work has been executed by Messrs. Moody,

of Durham. The organ, which was formerly

placed in a gallery at the west end, has been

removed to a space between the east end of

. the north aisle and the vestry, and the old

chamber cleared away, so that the tower arch

; can now be seen. The organ has been rebuilt

1 and enlarged, with the new swell and other

; modern improvements, by Messrs. Gray & Davi-

i son, of London. The new stone arch to form

[ the west front of the organ-chamber is 20 ft. in

1 height, and 10 ft. in the opening. Underneath

t the organ-chamber is formed a cellar for the

1 reception of the hot-water apparatus, which

1 warms the church by means of pipes traversing

i the several aisles, the heat being allowed emis-

i sion by a fancy iron grating. This, it is said,

1 has not proved injurious to the old memorial

i slabs, as they have all been retained in the floor-

i ing. The apparatus was supplied by Mr. George

] Bower, engineer, St. Neots. A new floor has

1 been put in the tower for the ringers, who now
; approach the belfry by an outer entrance, instead

I of having to come into the church. Patterns of

; mosaic design in encaustic tiles (by Moore & Co.,

' of Broseley, Salop), compose the flooring of the

1 chancel. An old Korman font has been restored

: and replaced in the church, after being out for

I mauy years. The restoration will cost some-

l thing like 2,6001. The local parties engaged in

I the work were Mr. William Wade, Eaton Ford.

1 and Mr. Edey and Mr. Wildman, St. Neots.

Worcester '.—The Free Church, Friar-street,

has been opened for divine service. The old

prison wall forms one side of the building,

sustaining with other corresponding walla a

Bteep.pitched roof. Its length is from north to

south 83^ ft., and breadth 30 ft. The principal

entrance is from Friar-street. The church will

accommodate about 500 persons, and should

more room be required a gallery can be con-

structed. At the Southend is a window of three

lancet lights, and the other windows are round-

headed. Three coronas, having twenty burners

each, hang from the ceiling, and the chapel will

be warmed by a couple of stoves. The seats are

open and free.

Tunstall. — The Goldenhill Wesleyan New
Chapel, sitnated in High-street, and combining

both chapol and schools, the foundation stone of

which was laid in July last, has been opened

for divine service. The building has been

erected from the plans of Mr. Roberts, of Tren-

tham, by Mr. John Gcosvenor, of Bradley-green.

The total cost, including the land, is expected

to be 2,2001.

Todmorden. — The new Unitarian church,

which has been erected at a cost of 25,0001. or

30,0001., by Messrs. Fielden Brothers, of Tod-

morden, has been opened. The spire, from the

base to the extreme point of the vane, is 192 fc..,

in which is placed a peal of eight bells, and an

illuminated clock. Internally the edifice is of

rather costly character, and consists of chancel,

nave, and side aisles. The pews are of English

oak. The chancel is paved with Sicilian marble,

and the aisles with Mansfield stone. An organ

is placed on the south side of the chancel. The
font is of white ornamented marble, inlaid, and

rests on polished granite. The pulpit and read-

ing-desk are of carved oak, and the former rests

on a pedestal of marble and granite. Three

stained-glass windows are placed in the chancel.

rapidity. Every effort was made to stay the

progress of the flames, but without avail. In

Meigle no proper apparatus for the ex-

tingnishing of fire exists, and the only means
for suppressing the flames available was
throwing the water on the building from

backets. In about half an hour the roof fell in,

and in loss than one hour all that remained of

the church were the walls. The edifice was
improved last summer ; a new roof was put

on it, and the interior was renovated—the re-

pairs entailing a considerable expenditure.

DISSENTING CHURCH BUILDING NEWS.

Burton Joyce .—The foundation atone of a new
I church and schools for the Independents, at

Barton Joyce, has been laid. The building will

1 be in the Gothic style of the thirteenth century.

. Externally ib will be faced with Bulwell stone

: and freestone dressings
;
internally it will con-

E sist of a chapel, school-room, and vestries. The
c chapel and school-room will bo divided by an

3 arcade, to be fitted with movable shutters, so as

t to admit of the two parts of the edifice being

; used separately or together on anniversary and

c other similar occasions. Accommodation will

I be provided for upwards of 200 persons in the

C chapel, and about the same number in the

E school. Mr. Tait, of Leicester, is the architect,

t and Messrs. J. Wright & Son, builders, Notting-

1 ham, are the contractors. The contracts for

I building the chapel, enclosing it, and heating it,

£ amount to 1,0001. Other charges will probably

I bring up the amount to 1,1001. The site upon

; which the bnilding stands has been given by
1 Mr. S. Ruddock, of London.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Portobello (near Edinburgh).—Building opera-

tions have been commenced at the north end

of Brighton-place, immediately adjoining the

Roman Catholic Chapel. The block of buildings

now in course of erection will be three stories

high, presenting a frontage to Brighton-place.

The plans drawn are by Mr. Hay, architect,

Edinburgh. The now block will embrace twelve

dwellings—four main doors, and eight on the

upper flat. These and other improvements have

deprived two of the most popular local institu-

tious, the Portobello Bowling and Golf Clubs, of

their bowling and butting greens. Among the

improvements referred to is the erection of a

new and more commodious place for public

meetings, concerts, and penny readings, &c., to

be called “ The New Public Hall,” capable of

accommodating 1,200 persons.

Paisley.—The new works for giving Paisley an

additional supply of water have just been com-

pleted, and the branch supply for the town of

Johnstone has been formally opened. The new
reservoir is at Rowbank, about seven miles west

of Paisley, on the elevated ground which is a

continuation of the Braes of Gleniffer. The
plans were prepared by Mr. Leslie, civil engineer,

Edinburgh, and the new reservoir is estimated to

contain about 75 millions cubic feet of water,

being about equal to the supply at present

obtained from the reservoirs at Stanely, about a

mile to the south of Paisley. The entire ex-

pense of the new works will be about 70,0001..

and the Provost of Paisley states that he

believes the Commissioners will be able to carry

through the undertaking without the slightest

increase of the water rates. Hitherto Johnstone

has had to depend entirely on a few pump-wells

thronghout the town, and in the summer weather

the inhabitants were frequently sadly in want of

good water. The turning on of the water was

the occasion for a half-holiday in Johnstone.

A number of temporary fountains were erected

in Honston-square for the purpose of testiugthe

pressure of the water, which proved sufficient to

propel it several feet above the highest building,

so that in case of fires the use of engines will

no longer be necessary. The filters are about

300 ft. above the town.
—The Parish Church at Meigle has

been burned to the gronnd. A few of the

parishioners had assembled in the church to

attend divine service, when the fire was dis-

covered. The building is heated by hot air, and

flames were seen issuing from the outlet of the

flue situate near the pulpit. The fire at once

seized on the building, and spread with alarming

CASES UNDER THE METROPOLITAN
BUILDINGS ACT.

CAtrrlON TO INEXPEEIENCED CA8FITTEB3.

Mb. j. M. Lamb, gasfitter, of No. 10, High-

street, St. John’s Wood, was summoned to ap-

pear before Mr. D’Eyncourt, at the Marylebone

Police-court, on the 16th inst., by Mr. Alexander

Peebles, District Surveyor of North St. Mary-

lebone, “ for, that he being engaged in doing

certain works at No. 44, High-street, St. John’s

Wood, did fix a pipe for conveying smoke or

other product of combustion nearer than 9 in.

to combustible material,” Sec. 21, Paragraph 5.

From the opening statement of Mr. ITarston (Rooks,
Kcnrick, & Hareton), who attended with Mr. Peebles, it

appeared that the defendant had been employed last Feb-
ruary to ht up a Buu-light containing twelve burners in

this shop, which was fixed close under the ceiling, and the

'on pipe for conTeying from it the product of combustion

as laid in between the wooden fiooring joists, and from
them it was only distant 2 in. or 3 in. on each side. The
pipe ran along between the joists till it reached the bres-

BUDimer, which was notched out to receive it, then turned

upwards in a chase cut in the front wall, and emerged into

the external air in front of aud against the wooden oill of

the first-floor window, where it was fitted with a cap. No
notice of these works had been given to the aurveyor.

The gas was put out at eleven o'clock upon the night of

Saturday, March the 6th, and at half-past six o’clock on
the following Sunday morning the premises were dis-

covered to be on fire in the fiooring and bressnmmer.
Had the premises been burnt out, the origin of this firo

could not have been ascertained. For infringing Sec. 21 a
penalty not exceeding 201. is attached.

Mr. Harston called the fireman who attended and ex-

tinguished the fire, for the purpose of proving the state he
found the premises in, and the position of the pipe, when
a solicitor, upon behalf of the defendant, stated he could

not resist a conviction
;
but that as his client had erred in

ignorance of the law, and the district surveyor’s motive

was not to obtain a heavy line, but a conviction, in order

to put a stop to such irregularities, ho trusted the magis-

trate would inflict a nominal penally.

Mr. D’Eyncourt, .after scrutinizing the various clauses

of the Act, and that which rendered these proceedings
imperative on the surveyor, said ho was afraid, unless he
did inflict a heavy penalty, it wonld not act as a warning s

however, as it was the first case of this description in that

court, he would impose a fined forty shillings and costs;

but upon the occurrence of a similar offence, he would
inflict a heavy penalty.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

The Hanley School.—The annual meeting of

this institution has been held, Mr. G. Ridgway,

the mayor, in the chair. The attendance was
good, but not 80 lai’ge as on some former occa-

sions. A considerable number of drawings and
models were exhibited. The report of the head-

master, Mr. Carter, said :

—

“ The total number of individual students who attended

the school for the year 1867 was 177, and for 1868 176,

while the attendance has been unusually good and very

much higher than was stated in my last report. I may
here mention that for the past two years our chief strength

lay in the elementary section as now fixed by the Dep»rt-

meut, aud although the results at the time are not so
apparent as in the advanced section, the works in the latter

for the present year will sufliciently corroborate my asser-

tion, for without a good foundation it would be hopeless

to look for a satisfactory result in the more advanced

stages. The public examination in the second grade took
place as usual, on the 10th and 11th of March, 1868, when
39 students presented themselves for examination, of

whom 32 were successful. The return of the examination,

held in March in the present year, has not yet been made
known."

Mr. G. Wedgwood, in moviug a resolution, which

was passed, expressing the satisfttetion felt by

the meeting at the progress made by the pupils,

as evidenced by the master’s report, the works

exhibited, and the prizes awarded by the De-

partment, said, as an old School of Art

student both at Edinburgh and Hanley, he had

much pleasure in moving this resolution, because

ho thought the results of the tuition given in

the school were most gratifying. At the same
time he was much disappointed that a town like

Hanley, having a population of 40,000 inhabi-

tants, only sent 175 pupils to its School of Art.

He was glad to know that the school had always

stood well iu the matter of medals, but he did

not consider that the number of medals awarded

was a conclusive test of efficiency. It was not

a few forced plants which were wanted, but a

good average of general growth amongst all the
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plants. That that was Mr. Carter’s aim was
shown by the drawings exhibited, which were
free from any attempt at tricky effects, and
were not what were called show drawings.

The Cixrlisle Schooil.—The annual exhibition of
drawings by students in this school has been
opened, in the rooms of the Academy in Finkle-
street. The collection of drawings comprises
studies in various departments of art, and many
of the specimens exhibit considerable ability.
The geometrical and mechanical drawings are
for the most part executed with precision, and
some of the architectural sketches delineate
faithfally different styles of architecture.
The Boston School. — A free exhibition of

works by the students of this school has taken
place. It was in every sense of the term a
success, says a local paper

; the productions
were of a saperior order, and the number of
visitors greater than on any previous occasion ;

the art works were of a high class, and must be
taken as an evidence of Mr. Howard’s skilful-
ness as an art-teacher. The number of visitors
admitted on Friday was 300, and that on Satur-
day upwards of 900.

1,100 lis

^

A B.\TCll of reading-books (without any par-
ticular reference to our specialities) have just
now reached us, foremost amongst which (facile
princeps) is “ The Fight of Faith,” a story in
two volumes, by Mrs. S. C. Hall, published by
Chapman & Hall. Commencing with the perse-
cution of the Huguenots in France, it ends with
the Battle of the Boyne in Ireland. The heroine,

forces whereby it is carried on. It may be all
very true, and we believe it to be true, that, “ as
a general rule, with more oxygen in the brain
occurs the brighter t«afer/u.Zne.«s; with les.s oxygen
the readier sleep ; but what is the precise nature
of wakefulness, and wherein does it essentially
differ from sleep ? An attempt was made inci-
dentally to shed some light on the.se vital and
fundamental qnestions, in a paper “ On Geome-
trical and other Symbols,—the Psychological
Key,” in the Builde)- of July 11th, 1863.

Pauline de Chavernay, is an original conception, . v.. -

worked out with great care and delicacy, and -supply of the town on a permanently im-

P:isccnanc!t.

Fever in Dorking.—Welearnfrom the County
Times (Surrey) that an inquiry into the existence
of fever in Dorking has been instituted by the
Privy Council, and that Mr. Simon, in the name
of the council, has taken the local authorities
sharply to task. It would appear from the re-
port of the council’s inspector, that the water-
sxipply of the town is very uosatisfactory

; that
the portion which is supplied by the water-
brooks is not only scanty, and delivered without
filtration, but is also stored in dangerous proxi-
mity to sewage. The inspector further reports
that the sewerage of Dorking is urgently in need
of improvement

; that in parts of the town
where there are no sewers, the filth is detained
in cesspools close to houses, while in other parts
the drains are so defectively constructed as to
let sewer-air pass into the houses. To the de-
fective sanitary arrangements referred to, Mr.
Simon attributes the prevalence of fever. It is
to be hoped that the vestry will immediately
take measures for patting the drainage and

resulting in a perfect picture. The otheV cha-
racters are also incisively marked, and incident
follows incident throughout the volumes. It
is no small praise to say that, as a literary
production, “The Fight of Faith” is Mrs.
Hall’s best book, making the admirable
author’s announcement in the preface that it
w.ll be her last work of fiction the more to be
regretted. The interest of the story is main-
tained unflaggiogly throughout, in the latter half
of it especially, which sets forth the life and

proved footing.

The Opening of the Wedgwood memo-
rial Institute.—The art exhibition which is to
be associated with the opening of the Wedgwood
Memorial Institute at Bnrslem will be, it°iB as-
serted, the best ever seen in the Potteries. The Go-
vernment, through the Department of Science and
Art, will send a liberal selection of pictures, with
pottery Medifoval metal work, and other objects
of art-industry, from the South Kensington
Museum. What is equivalent to a carte blanchedeath etrugglos between the Proteetanta and the has been given to thi committee to eeleot’fromHomaniata m Ireland, and, once taken np, the the Mayer Mnsenm at Liverpool, which townvolnme can acarcely be pnt by nntil read ' thanks to the untiring labours of Mr. G. Ifelly,'

^ M-P- wHl Contribute A the most handsome soafe
® “'•Han. to the eahibition. Many private collectors willnay has a deep reverence for Thackeray, and in lend valnablo objects. Portraits of Wedgwoodthoseetnd.es looking at him aa novelist, humor, and of some of his contemporaries, incfnding

ist.or tie, and poet, sets It forth with earnestness
I

Boulton, Darwin, Bentley, and probably D?and eloquence. They mak-e an interesting little Priestley, with varions porLnal memorials of the
p“ R'-sat potter, will also form an attractive feature,

whh tb^sold-'^Tb
(J.Hogg&Sen),dealB Up to the present time works from the studioswith the soldier, the eap orer, and the missionary, of not less than eighty artists of eminenoehavaand is a recommendable books for boys, likely

, been promised,
to induce desires to see and do. It contains

'

portraits and other illustrations. “ The Book
of Ready-made Speeches” (Routledge & Sod) is

intended to supply hints to persons who are
called on to make a speech, and are in the
position of having nothing of their own to say.

“ The Swiss Family Robinson ” and
“Evenings at Home” (Routledge & Son) have
been put into words ot one syllable by Mary
Godolpbin, who performed the same kind office
for “ Robinson Crusoe.” Two better little books
for the purpose could not have been chosen;
they will be found of us-^ in the education of the
young. “Poems,” by Geo. Francis Armstrong.
(Moxon, Son, & Co.) These poems seem to
speak of a strong struggle against temptation,

—

a struggle probably not successful. Some of
them are very charming. “ The Quarterly
Journal of Science” for April (Longmans) con-
tains some excellent and interesting papers,

—

“ On the Future Water Supply of London,” by
C. W. Heaton, F.C.S.j “On the Projected
Mersey Tunnel and Railway (from Liverpool to
Birkenhead),” by Sir Charles Fox

j
“ On

Vesuvius;” “On Recent Spectroscopic Re-
searches,” by W. Huggins, F.R.S.; and there is
also much interesting matter in the “ Chronicles
of Science.” “ On Going to Sleep.” By C.
H. Moore (Hardwicke). This is a strictly
physiological paper,—perhaps too physiological,
since the true nature of waking and sleep,

—

showing wherein they difler as well as wherein
they agree, and what it is for the one to be
superinduced upon the other, or to take its
place,—can never be clearly known apart from
psychological inquiry and discovery of the true
nature of mentalization and of the powers or

Remunerative labour by Soldiers.—The
latest reports on the result of employing soldier
labour on incidental repairs of barracks, and on
new works, have been issued. At Alderahott
there has been a saving of about 10 percent, on.
incidental repairs, rising up to 50 per cent, on
some new works. A larger number of military
superintendents are required for military labour
than for work performed by civilians. At the
Curragh the saving is estimated at 39 per cent.
To work the system satisfactorily it is essential
that the troops should remain for a considerable
time at each station, and that they should be
superintended by officers and non-commissioned
officers of Royal Engineers. At Parkhurst there
has been a saving of 30 per cent. The hearty
co-operation of all concerned is essential for the
snccessful employment of soldier labour. At
Woolwich there has been a saving, estimated at
20 par cent, on incidentals, and 25 per cent, on
new works. A continnance of the system will
develop its advantages in a higher degree. It
would be well, we should think, for its final
success that the soldiers employed should
uniformly receive some small benefit in the shape
of additional pocket-money for the work done

;

especially since it must be recollected that no
such employment was contemplated by the
soldiers when they enlisted.

The Proposed New Gallery of Art for
Liverpool.—At a recent council meeting, Mr.
Picton moved a recommendation of the library,
museum, and edneation committee, to approve
of plana of the new gallery of art prepared by
the architect and surveyor, to whom, he said,
they did great credit. The condition of the
museum rate was nob such at present as to afford
the 10,000L already granted for the excellent
purpose in question, and in existing cironm-
stances he felt it would be hopeless to ask the
cpuncil for a grant. The committee, therefore,
simply submitted the plans which they had
obtained according to instructions, and proposed
to wait till a more favourable opportunity for
carrying them out. Mr. Melly moved that the
plana be referred back, and brought up again for
an estimate of the cost for the site and bnild-
ing, and an estimate as to how it was proposed
to meet the outlay. Mr. Picton expressed his
willingness to accept the amendment, and, sub-
ject to this, the proceedings were confirmed.

The Half-yearly Reports of the JTn-
spectors of Factories.—These reports, ending
in October last, have just been issued. They
are on this occasion more than usually bulky,
forming an octavo volume of 350 pages. They
chiefly bear upon the application of the new
Factory Acts to the miscellaneona trades and
occupations carried on in the United Kingdom.
The report of the senior inspector, Mr. A. Red-
grave, opens with the gratifying information
that but few instances have ocenrred in which it
has been necessary during the half-year to pro-
seente offenders under the Factory Acts. Prom
the manner in which Mr. Henderson concludes his
report, but little good, it would appear, is likely
to bo eft’ectod by the Factory Acta in the metro-

National Industrial Home for Crippled
Boys.—The nunnal meeting of this institution
has beea held at Willis’s Rooms. The Earl of
Shaftesbury presided. The home was established t • '

•
'

three years since, in a house at Kensington
; I

^^7 of assisting or promoting the
but so numerous were the demands for admission' the^ young. Upon two important
that a second house was taken, both of which

i

points Mr. Baker’s opinions appear to be widely
are now filled, by thirty-four boys. Duriuf^

j

at variance from those entertained by his col-

past year over 200 applications have been made
I

Mr. Redgrave, who thinks that it is a
for admission

;
bub there being no room, it jg ;

of public money to call for reports upon
impossible to entertain these deserving cases. .

which occur in factories, and which
The committee, however, in full conficfence of

i

by machinery
; andhealsoques-

aid in such a cause, have purchased a freehold
j

of compelling employers to be
house, with an acre of land, close to the new I

expense of providing a surgical certificate

station at Kensington. The purchase-money
!

ev^e^-y young person or child they may
C nn/vi 1 ^ - n . . . f»mnlnTrexceeds 6,OOOL, and a sum of about 4,OOOZ. more

will be necessary for proper workshops, plant,
fittings, furniture, &c., making a total of lO.OOOL

j

but it is believed that the institution will become
self-supporting, as the boys have already been
sufficiently instructed in the trades of carpenters,
die-stampers, and tailors to earn their own
living. A gentleman has offered to give 50Z

,
on

condition that nineteen other fifties be contri-
buted on or before the 25th of June next.

Enlargement of tbe Britannia Works.
The louiidatioiis have been commenced for an
entirely new foundry department. There will
bo nearly an acre of land within the walls of
the building, and four large furnaces producing
some 150 or 200 tons of castings weekly.
Employment will be afforded to about two
hundred additional hands. The general ar-
rangement has been planned by Mr. James
Howard, M.P., and the erection of the building
placed in the hands of Mr. John Usher.

employ.

Wirc-Bope Transport. — Tbe practical
valne of the wire-rope transport system, invented
by Mr. C. Hodgson, C.E., is now being recog-
nized by those engaged in working mines. Sir
G. S. Robinson has given an order to the Wire
Tramway Company to construct one of their
patent ways, for ca'crying iron ore from his
quarries to the Cransford Station.

Tbe Bessemer Steel Trade.—It is under-
stood that Mr. Bessemer has signified his
willingness to rednee his royalties from 21. to
28. 6d. per ton, except for steel rails, for which a
rebate of 203. per ton is already allowed-
Ordinary Bessemer steel will thus be reduced
nearly 21. per ton, and rails about IZ. 10s. This
will permit steel rails to bo sold in the market
at a price bub little higher than that of iron.
If tbe Heaton process should solve tbe question
of converting cheap pig-iron into steel, iron rails
may, probably, be entirely displaced.
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Iloyal Commission on Historical 2>ocu-

nents.—The Oazette announces the appoint-

nent of a royal commission, the objects of which

vre stated as follow:—Whereas it has been re-

jreseuted unto us that there are belonging to

nauy institutions and private families various

jollections of manuscripts and papers of general

public interest, a knowledge of which would be

of great utility in the illustration of history, con-

stitutional law, science, and general literature,

and that in some cases these papers are liable

bo be lost or obliterated; and, whereas, we are

informed that many of the possessors of such

manuscripts would be willing to give access to

them, and permit their contents to bo made
public, provided that nothing of a private cha-

racter or relating to the title of existing owners

should be divulged
;
and whereas it appears to

us that there would be considerable public ad-

vantage in its being generally known whore such

papers and manuscripts are deposited, and that

the contents of those which tend to the elncida-

tion of history and to the illustration of consti-

tutional law, science, and literature, shall be

published. The Gazette then gives a list of the

commissioners nominated bo carry out the objects

of the commission, ilr. Mayer, of Liverpool,

suggested this in a pamphlet, and the saggostion

was recently specially referred to in the Buildei'.

Tlie Great Hallways.—The London and
North-Western is the oldest of the great railway

systems, dating from the Liverpool and Man-
chebter line as the parent germ, and coming
down to the amalgamation, in lS61',of the Grand
Junction, the Manchester and Birmingham, and
the London and Birmingham. This system has

nsver lost its lead as in different respects the

greatest of our railway systems. In mileage

about 1,400 miles—the Great Western comes
nearest to it, but it and all others fall short of

the London and North-Western in miles run by
trains, in ^revenne, and in other respects. In
1307 the miles run by trains were as follows:

—

London and North-Western, 22,269,542 miles,

revenue, 6,752,567i. ; Great Western, 14,157,224
miles, revenue, 3,911,5191. ; North - Eastern,

15,51'8,09y miles, revenue, 3,804,2201. ;
Midland,

13,084,287 miles, revenue, 3,139,855J.
;

Groat
Northern, 9,115,204 miles, revenue, 2,112,1501.

;

Great Eastern, 6,835,163 miles, revenue,

1,915,481?. ;
Lancashire and Torkshire, 8,227,128

miles, revenue, 8,227,128?. As regards rolling

stock of the companies just named, in 1867, the

iLondon and North-Western had 1,443 locomo-

tives; the Great Western 842 ; the North-

Eastern, 851 ;
the Midland, 623 ; the Great

Northern, 468; the Great Eastern, 3S0 ; and
ithe Lancashire and Yorkshire, 455.—The Engi-

.neer.

Banish Church, Wellclose - square.

—

The Danish Church in Wellclose-square, be-

^tween the Tower and Whitechapel, has been
' levelled to the ground. The edi6ce, which some-
what resembled the parish church of Kensing.
iton in its ugly nondescript style, was bnilt in the

jreign of William III., for the use and benefit of

ithe Danish seamen, who appear mostly to have
icongregated to that part of the metropolis. In-

itside it, at the south-eastern corner, stood a royal

bthrone pew, intended for the use of any of the
?T6igning house of Denmark. After it had ceased
)to be used by the Danes, the building itself ap-

epeara to have experienced more than its fair

hsbare of vicissitudes. The lower part of the wall

non the north and south aides is now all that is

-Heft. The site, an iuclosure within the garden of

hthe square, will be devoted to the erection of

oeome schools in connexion with St. George’s

amission. Endeavours are being made to prevent

hthe erection on this site, so that it might be kept

pjpen.

New Public Offices.—Lord J. Manners asked
hthe Eirst Commissioner of Works if it.was the
nSntention of the Government to introduce a bill

bithia session for the acquisition of the property
ecrecommended to be purchased by the Treasury
loCommission for the concentration of the public
itfoffices, and for which the proper notices were
iivjiven last November. Mr. Layard said a bill

rawas in course of preparation, and when it was
irpresented he would state what portions of the
iroroperty were to be acquired.

. A Welsb University.—Tfc is expected that
tiwithin two years the university of Wales will be
Q n full operation. A building, which has been
iflourchased for the purpose, is receiving the
mecessary alterations, and other requisite steps

rare being taken.

The Manufacture of a Frying Pan.

—

A brief description of the modus opfirandi em-

ployed in the construction of that familiar

domestic article the frying-pan will afford a

general idea of the process of kitchen-ware

manufactnre. It is given in the Engineer, The
disc plate is first heated, and then placed on the

“ bed”-dieof the first of three stamping-machines

ranged in a row. The stamp is next released,

and the disc receives its first impression, the

required shape being completely attained by the

two aucceediog stamps. To restore the tough-

ness of the iron—impaired somewhat by these

three violent operations—and also to prepare

it for the subsequent operation of tinning, the

pan is reannealed, and then subjected to a sys-

tematic process of hammering, in which the

hammer is made to fall with the greatest possible

uniformity so as to insure a perfectly smooth and

regular surface. This process requires a good

deal of tact and agility in manipulation, and can

only be successfully performed after long ex-

perience on the part of the workman. The
“stripping” or paring of the rim is the next

operation, by which all roughness of the outer

edge is removed, after which, by a sort of scrap-

ing process, all particles of oxide are taken away.

A second “hammering” is then effected before

the pan is transferred to the “ monntvng shop.”

Here a forged iron handle—made of Stafford-

shire rods—is riveted on, and the fryiug-pan is

then ready for the final process of tinuiog. The
tinning shop is, as a rule, a large and well-

ventilated building, fitted up with a number of

vats containing sulphuric acid, and “baths”
filled with molten tin. The dipping of the article

to be tinned into the sulphuric acid—au opera-

tion expressively termed “ pickling”—thoroughly

cleanses it, and it is then ready for immersion

in the tin “ bath,” which eQ'ects the required

coating, and renders the article ready for use.

Birmingham Bells for Sydney. — The

process of casting a peal of six bells, by Messrs.

Blews, for the church at Tass, near Sydney,

New South Wales, has been successfully effected.

The moulds for this peal were set in the same
pit with those for three other bells, inclnding

one for Mexico and another for Mr. Walker, of

Bei'kswell Hall, the weight of the entire casting

being about three and a half tons. The cost of

the peal of six bells for New South Wales, to-

gether with the requisite beams, wheels, &o.,

complete, is about 320?. The inscription borne

by the tenor bell in this peal is from Psalm

cxxxvii. 4,—“ We sing the Lord’s song in a

strange land.” The whole of the bells came out

of the pit perfect, both the inner aud outer sur-

faces being quite clear, and tho tone pure.

The Homan Catholic Church of St.

Mary of the Angels, Bayswater.—Exten-

sive alterations have lately been made by the

oblates of St. Charles to the Church of St. Mary
of the Angels, Bayswater. They consist of two

chapels ranging laterally with the north aisle,

dedicated respectively to the Sacred Heart and

St. Joseph
;
a baptistery at the west of the aisle

;

I
and an oratory, entered from and attached to

1 the presbytery adjoining the church, and
i extending over the corridor leading to the refec-

! tory to the east of the first of the above-men-

tioned chapels. The style is described to us as

that prevailing about the middle of the twelfoh

century. Mr. Bentley was the architect engaged.

A Present from the Queen.—The work-

men of Messrs. Chubb & Sons, Jock and safe

makers to the Queen, have formed a library,

comprising about 800 volumes of standard

works. On Easter Tuesday they had the honour

of receiving from her Majesty a copy of “ Leaves

from the Journal of our Life in the Highlands,”

with the following inscription, in the Queen’s

own handwriting, on the fly-leaf, “ Presented to

Messrs. Chubb & Sons’ Workmen’s Library, at

Wolverhampton, by Victoria 11., March 29th,

1869.” Some other libraries have been similarly

honoured.

United Presbyterian Church, Dublin.

—

The first United Presbyterian Church in

Dublin has been opened for publio worship.

The edifice is constructed in the Gothic

style of architecture. It is situated in Abbey-

street. Tho centre is covered with an arched

roof, supported on Grecian colnmns arched

towards each other by masonry. Semi-wings

running parallel along the church add to

the space for sittings, for which there is accom-

modatioD for nearly 600. At the rear of the

church there are a lecture-hall, reading-room,

and vestry.

Subsidence of Band.—An occurrence in a

field belonging to Marton Hall, Cheshire, has

caused a great deal of excitement in the neigh-

bourhood. It was discovered that a circular

piece of ground, with a diameter of 60 yards,

had, daring the night, sunk to the depth of

20 yards, leaving a hole very similar in shape to

a cone with the point downwards. There were
two trees growing on the spot, but these have

disappeared, water having risen to within abont

14 yards below the level of the field. Many say

that the withdrawal of brine from underneath to

supply the Winsford Salt Works has caused the

incident. On the same spot a kind of pit, about

8 yards across aud 3 or 4 yards deep, is reported

to have sunk in the same manner a few years

ago.

Gas.—The price of gas at Sheffield is about

to be reduced. The present prices are 83 . Od,

per 1
,
000

,
and Ss. for all consumed above a

certain quantity. It is proposed to reduce these

charges to Ss. 3d. and 23. 9d. respectively.

The directors of the Swansea Gas Company have

made a reduction in the price of gas of 3d. per

1,000 cubic ft., the past price being 83 . 6d. Sen-

tence has been passed upon John Firth, convicted

some months ago at the West Riding Sessions of

stealing 50,000 cubic ft. of gas, tho property of

tho Halifax corporation. The fraud was effected

by intercepting the gas from the mains of the

corporation by means of a pipe introduced at a

point where the gas could be obtained and need

without the quantity being recorded by the

meter. The presiding magistrate said the evi-

dence showed that tho Halifax corporation bad
been abominably robbed by a system of fraud

which had been carried on for ten or eleven

years, and sentenced tho defendant to six months’

imprisonment, with hard labour.

Tramways for the Metropolis. — The
Tramways Committee have given their decision

on the three Bills under their cousideratiou.

They find that the promoters have established

their case so far as regards the construction of

the southern line, less the loop between Hercules-

buildings and Westminster Bridge
;
that some

limitation must be placed on the proposed

monopoly
;
and that, after a period to be fixed,

the street authorities are to have tho power of

purchasing the tramways ;
that the police shall

have power to regulate the traffic
;
and that the

bye-laws shall be subject to the approval of

tho Home Office. The other bills have since

been under consideration.

Open Spaces In the Horth of Bondou.

—

A memorial, with 50,000 signatures appended,

prays that her Majesty’s Government will inter-

pose on behalf of the public and inhabitants of

the northern suburbs of the metropolis, with the

Metropolitan Board of Works ;
and, if necessary,

iotroduce an Act to restrain that Board from

building npou, or letting for building, any part

of the land purchased under the Finsbury Park

Act, 1857, BO that the whole of tho land so pur-

chased may form the said park, and be devoted

to the use, recreation, aud enjoyment of the

publio.

Bead and Hals.—A correspondent has sent

us a length of lead-piping eaten into boles by

rats in a space of time as short as from Saturday

to Monday. It shows that lead shonld not be

trusted to in positions where these "varmint”
can get access to it. Greasy matter smeared
on a pipe will occasionally induce them to eat

through it ;
and gasfitters have a dangerous

propensity sometimes thus to butter their bread

for them.

The lastjnew Thing- in Sweets.—A London
confectioner has appealed to Chancery to protect

his copyright in a design for a sweetmeat—an imi-

tation in sugar of an oyster, which is affixed to

and sold upon a real oyster-shell. Vice-Chan-

cellor James held that tho sweetmeat was a

“design” within the meaning of the Act, and

granted an injunction.

Smlgration of Pauper Children.—The
Liverpool Workhonse committee bare decided to

entertain a proposal from Miss Rye to take all

their orphan girls for her emigration scheme,
each girl being supplied with 8i. by the parochial

authorities. Mr. Rathboue, M.P., brought Miss

Rye’s scheme forward.

Proposed Sale of Painters’ Hall.—The
court of the Painters’ Company, according to

the City Press, are contemplating the sale of the

hall in Little Trinity-lane, without, if information

be correct, consulting the body of the livery

upon the subject.
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Proposed Witlidrawal of tbe Zdverpool
Borougb Arcbitect’s Resignation. — Mr.
Bobson has written to the corporation, express-
ing a desire to withdraw his resignation

; and
there has been some discussion on the sabjecb,

which has been referred to the finance com-
mittee. Some arrangements were being made
for the separation of the ofBco of surveyor, from
that of architect, and for the settlement of the
qnestiou of salaries to any future borough archi-

tect and borough surveyor.

The Society of Beefsteaks.~It is much
to be regretted that a social club of this

kind, which has become a part of literary history,

should be broken up. It seems to us that the
late members of it had really no right to wipe it

out as they have done without giving the oppor-
tunity to others to carry it on if they wonld.

Bridlington.—A.t a recent meeting of the
Local Government Board the clerk reported that
he had entered into a contract with Messrs.
Fraser & Prudhoe, of Sunderland, for erecting a
groyne and barrier on the north beach at Brid-
lington Quay, according to plans and specifioa-

tions prepared by Messrs. Meik & Nisbit, for

2,379J.

An Apparatus for Examining Ships’
Bottoms.—A scientific lady, Mrs. Levoe, has
invented an apparatus for the examination of
ships’ bottoms. It consists of a boat, into the
sides and bottom of which are let panes of glass,
and a series of reflectors and tubes, by which the

I

magnesium light can be thrown upon nuy part of
j

tho ship’s sides or bottom.
j

Fire at the Junior Carlton Club-house.

—

This club-house has been seriously damaged by a
fire which broke out on Monday morning. The
newspaper and waiters’ room on the ground
floor, the billiard-room on the third floor, and the
roof were in great part destroyed. The building
and contents are insured.

The Royal Society.—The number of candi-
dates for the degree of F.K.S., from which list

the council have to select a limited number for
ballot, is forty-five. More than one-third of
these belong to the medical aud surgical pro-
fession.

For Quccii-Blreot Chapel, Peterboroagh. Mr. J,

Wallis Chapman, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Jepon £3,676 0 0.., —
E. & B. Andrews 3,317 0 0 ...

—
Thompson 2.848 0 0 ...£212 0 0
T. & C. Hinson ... 2,747 0 0 ... 340 0 0
Eailidsy & Care 2,69.5 0 0 ... 216 0 0
Hobson

, & Taylor 2,685 0 0... 198 0 0
Nightingale 2,573 0 0 ...

—
Bell it Sons 2,658 0 0 ... 217 0 0

For villa residence at Surbiton. Mr. E. Bates, archi-
tect :

—
Cooper & CuUem £2,300 0 0
Johnson 2,2!)5 0 0
Collins 2,236 0 0
Nightingale 2,064 0 0
Fowell 1,95J 0 0

Fop alterations, repairs, and additions to No. 18,
Howland-streot. Mr. J. B ;wley, architect :

—

Till £767 0 0

!

E’gby 718 0 0
James 098 0 0
Foale 680 0 0
Melville 643 0 0
Banford 620 0 0
Yates 637 0 0
Robson (accepted on finding

security) 495 0 0
Kankin .190 0 0
Vickery 375 0 01

TENDERS.
For re-ereoting butcher’s shop, Dover, for Mr. H. W.

Thorp. Mr. Rowland Rees, juu., architect. Quantities
supplied :

—

Stiffs Co £1,219 0 0
Tunbridge & Denne 1,150 0 0
Adoock 1,009 0 0
Matthews (accepted) 963 0 0

For sewering, forming, and metalling roads at Col-
chester. Mr. John Leamioff. surveyor :

—

T-eo £363 10 0
Nason & Sons 350 6 0
StrickeoE 340 0 0
Edwards 371 0 0

For building Mechanics' Institute at Basingstoke. Mr
Seymour, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Jennings £1,250 0 0
Harwell 998 0 0
5?™“-; »3 0 0
Nightingale 943 0 0
Maeklin 930 0 0
Musselwbite 809 0 0
ristell 803 0 0
T. & W. Hoben 876 0 0

For new oiEcea at Cowfold, Sussex, for Mr. R. Hooper
Messrs. Habershon & Brock, architects. Quantities bud-
plied:— ^

Pengoe £633 0 0
^lghtlDgalc 488 0 0
Poiter 461 0 0
Sharpe 4-49^0 0
Fowler (accepted) 435 0 0

For Church at Ore, near Hastings. Messrs. Habershon
& Brock, architects. Quaniitios supplied :

—

Howell £4,285 0 0
Langridge 4,110 0 0
Wilkins 6; Son 4,080 0 0
Constable 3,851 0 0
JJightingale 3,667 0 0
Hughes (accepted) 3,664 0 0

For three cottages, Boundary-road, St. Xanrenee,
Ramsgate, for Mr. Austin. Mr. John R. Collett, archi-
tect

’

Eelson (accepted) £CO0 0 0

For the erection of chapel, College-street, Chelsea.
Mr. J. Hall, architect. Qaaotities not supplied

Bywaters £1,U05 0 0
Stimpfon 1,1^60 0 0
Taylor, Pitts, & Fern (accepted) 1,030 0 0

For taking down and rebuilding Crown and Masons’
Arms Tavein, Cannon-row, Woolwich, for Mr. Edwin
Dibbcn. Messrs. William Gosling & Son, architects.
Quantities supplied.
The contractor will bo allowed to use any of the old

materials approved of by the architects :
—

Thompson £1,650 0 0
Richardson 1,499 0 0
Wigmore 1,450 0 0
Hughes 1,420 0 0
Hunt 1,290 0 0
Hugheson 1,285 0 0
Wood 1,276 0 0
Vickery 1,265 0 0
Williams & Brown 1,247 0 0
Lidbetter 1,190 0 0
Hobern 1,180 0 0
Ginger 1,145 0 0
Harrison & Edwards 1,135 0 0
Stone 1,090 0 0
Carter 1,042 0 0

Accepted for the erection of a chapel at Cross Banka.
Batley, for the Wesleyan Methodist Society. Messrs,
H. Sheard & Hanstock, architects

Mason't Work.
Mallinson £1,247 0 0

Joiner's, ^e. Work.
WiUans £790 0 0

Plumber's and Glazier’s Work.
Brommit £54 16 6

Plasterer's Work.
Parker £119 14 0

Slater’s, 4'c. Work.
Thoruton £69 14 0 0

For alterations and additions to Henley Cottage,
Chelehitin, Croydon, for Mr. William Foster. Mr,
Houghton Spencer, architect :

—

Giles £1,328 10 0
Ho
Falkner ..

W'ard
Taverner ..

Wills
Hunt
Spencer ..

Hall..
Pettriok ..

1,076 0 0
1,033 0 0
987 10 0

For Mansion House-street, for Metropolitan Board of
W’orks

Nicholson
WebhASon

... £2i,100
23,433

0
0

0
0

Keeblo 22,716 0 0
Thirst A Co 22,667 0 0
Hill, Keddell, A Waldram ... 22,150 0 0
Pearson

,
21,899 0 0

Knight ... 21,790 0 0
Webster 20,400 0 0
Anderson , 19,900 0 0
Neave A Fry 19,930 0 0
Mowlam A Co

,
19,760 0 0

For alterations and addition to a warehouse in Addle-
street, City, E.C. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect :

—

Moreland St Burton £950 0 0
Young . 941 0 0
Henshaw 926 0 0
Conder 898 0 0
Killby 769 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan (accepted) 696 0 0

For reinstating premises destroyed by fire, St. Mary
Axe. Mr. H. H. Collins, architect:—

Williams £975 0 0
Richardson 796 0 0
Kiug & Sons 686 0 0
Cohen 680 0 0

For elteratioDS and additions to a house, Dulwich Com-
mon. Mr. H. H. Collins, architect:

—

Robinson £676 0 0
Stuart Si Bennett 640 0 0
Cohen 680 0 0
Mitchell 525 0 0

For new banktog premises at Tavistock, Devon. Mr.
H. Elliott, architect

Call & Pethick £2,249 0 0
Roach 2,207 10 0
Hinch 2,145 0 0
Condy Brothers 2,050 0 0
Adams , 2,049 0 0
Matcham 2,002 10 0
Sargent 1,898 0 0
Walters 1,866 0 0
Blatchl'ord (accepted) 1,860 0 0

For pulling down and rebnilding 10, Crombies-row
Commercial-road, E., tor Mr. H. Jewell. Mr. G. I
Payne, architect. Quantities supplied

Allow for
old materials.

Berivener & White £1,357 0 0 ... £18 0 0
Eonor 1,263 0 0 ... 10 0 0
Harding 1,220 0 0 ... 30 0 0
Wicks, Bangs, & Co.... 1,180 0 0 ... 30 0 0
Heaile ; 1,123 0 0 ... 27 0 0
Moyle (accepted) 835 0 0 ... 25 0 0

For alterations to Roding House, Woodford Bridge,
for Mr. C. Ritchie. Mr. J. W. Morris, architect;

—

Arbour £695 0 0
Rivelt 683 0 0
Egau 523 0 0
Sievens 408 0 0
Wicks, Bangs, & Co 493 0 0
Abrahams 404 0 0
Atherton 460 0 0
Sheffield 441 0 0

For completion of Church, Kensal New Town. Mr.
B. White, architect

Rivett £3,633 0 0
Hill, Jveddell, & Waldrani 3,359 0 0
Ennor 3,168 0 0
Hearle 3,100 0 0
Scrivener & White 2,971 0 0

For enlargement of tbe infirmary of Paddington Work-
Louse. Mr. Thos. K. Parker, architect. Quantities sup-

plied
Merrit & Ashby' £11,000 0 0
Moore 10,'lrl9 0 0
Green 9.945 0 0

Williams 9.000 0 0

Wigmore 9,900 0 0
Manley & Rogers 9,817 0 0
Croaker 9,790 0 0
Henshaw 9,737 0 0
Johnson 9,669 0 0
Balter 0,356 0 0
Welch 9,360 0 0
Crockett 9,300 0 0

nightingale.... 9,270 0 0
Till 9,142 0 0
Foale 8,928 0 0
Bennett 8,123 0 0

For the carcassing of seven warehouses on the Charter

House Estate. Mr. John Collier, architect. Quantities

supplied :

—

Brisley £6,160 0 0
Keeble 5,664 0 0
Patman & Fotberingham (too

late) 6,638 0 0
Crockett 6,480 0 0
Downes 6,460 0 0
Wicks, Bangs, & Co 6,385 0 0
Hockley 6,368 0 0

Wigmore 6,300 0 0
Gammon & 80ns 6,260 0 0
Merritt St Ashby 6,113 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan 6,077 0 0
Perry 6,050 0 0

King & Bon 4,999 0 0
Henshaw............ 4,937 0 0

For erecting shop and sundry works at No. 33, Church-
street, Btoke Newington, for Mr. W. Widdows. Messrs.

Osborn & Russell, architects s—
Devereui & Son £314 0 0
Sabey A Bon 313 0 0
Fletcher & Caughey 280 0 0

For tbe erection of a Proabyterian Church, Gravesend,
Kent. Mr. A. Bedborough, architect :

—

Carter £6,890 0 0

Hunt 6,350 0 0
Marsland & Co. 6,020 0 0
Wigmore 6,000 0 0
Wicks, Bangs, & Co 6,900 0 0
Cobbam 5,633 0 0
Staines & Son 6,588 0 0
Pink A Co 5,649 0 0
Blake 6,200 0 0
Heylar . 6,090 0 0
Nightingale 4,873 0 0
Sawyer 4,848 0 0
Bull A Son 4,799 0 0

TO OOERESPONDENTS.
G. C.-E. O.-O. 4 R.-T. J. U.-B. E.-T. B. P.-H. K. 4 W.—

J. A.—W. B. A Co.— J. A. R—E. B.—J. L.—RE, N.—E. R.—J. Ce H.
—W. P.-A Former Oi-ntributor.-J. B. C.—W.G.-E. IS. B.—
E. H- W, D.-H. T. E.-A. U. P.-J. F.-J. H. 0.-J. L.-lDdian
Engineer.— 8. & U.— H. E.— I.. 0. M.—G. N. W. (such a form of seit Is

ofteu used).—L. B. (we can have nothing to do with forming a com-
pany|.— J. K. 8. (we are not likely to Ulu tralo U).— J. B. (such iufor-

ruatlon has already been given in ear page>).— J. W. B. (let os sec

them).— C. 4 B. (next week).— J. T. (cezt week).—Water Analysts

(next week).

We are compelled to decline polnliag out books and giving

addresses.

All statements of facts, listj of Trnders, Ac., must be accompanied
by the name and address of the seuder, not neceasaiiiy for

pablication,

b’CTA—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at

poblic meetings, rests, of course, with the auibera.
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TO SUBSCRIBERS.

jSp* NOTICE.—All Communications respect-

ing Advertisements, Suliscriptions, ^c., should be

addressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder,"

No. 1, TorTc’Street, Covent Garden. All othei

Conimu/nications should he addressed to the

Editor," a/nd not to the “ Publisher,"

The Publisher caoinot be responsible for Ori-

ginal Testimonials left at the OJJice in reply to

Advertisements, a/iid strongly recommends that

Copies only should be sent.

Advertisements cannot he receivedfor the current

week’s issue later than THREE o’clock, p.m.,

on THURSDAY.

aor'a Hospitkl Improrementt.

MK. PERKINS will .-ELL by AUCTION,
on the PRKMI8B3 of the HOSPITAL, Ore'.t Maze Pon‘',

Boutbwark, on TUESDAY, APRIL 20th at TWEUVB n'clock.lo

I.otj (to clear the ground for the new wing), the MaTSRIALS of

Seven Dwelllng-bonies, Ere Ward. Mode ler’a Stndio, and other

Bnlldlnge : ctrUiprlBlng capital itock bnck*. eUtee, tllee.etoneoopiog,

Ule, haarihe, pivlug, etont lead lu guUera. flata, Ac. ueeful tlraher in

r^ftara, Jolats, Ao,
;
aonnd floor-boa^s, sarher and doors, jianelllng.

itovre, elnks. end offeeU.— Oo view the day prior and raorDiiig of sale.

Catalognes had of A. 0- NEWMAN. Eeq Surveyor's Office, Quy'a
Hoapitsl

;
and of the Auctioneer, S2, Tooley-etreet, 0.E.

ll/TESSRS. HERON & SOJ
I T I favoured with inetrucHoni from Mes'

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufacture of Church, Turret,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Snn and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description
of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &e. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J.W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock 'Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and
60, Lndgate-hill

j Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

BRICKFIELDS, NORWOOD, now Southall, Middlesss.—1,100,000
Brl, ko, Brickmaklng ImoleiuenU, CnrtB, Wagon, Ac.

SONS have been
, , ... Holland A Hannen

(who have worked out the brick earlh). to SELL by AUCTION, on
the PREMISES, ub above, and adj lining the Grand Juoctloa Canal,

on WEDNESDAY, APRIL CS'h, 1869. at ELS.VBN for TWELVR
o'llclc, in lota, about 1,100.000 BRICKS: coneistiug of etocks,

grizzles, rough etocks, or SLiime and Halm pickings. Ac. brlckmaklog
Imiremeate, comprieing chalk-mills, pug-mills, lables, oir-benring,

crowding, londiBg, navvy, rand, asu, aud breeze bariowe, liou wh'Ol-

Ing plate and platk, seta of ihiokir g and luck boards, cart«, spring

wagon, ha ueis, erection of asud h'luser, about 20 tons of sand, and
many other effecta,—May be viewed »even d«y« before the sale, when
catalogues may ha had of Mesar*. Hi’LLaND A HANAEN, 17, Duke-
Btrear, Bloomatiury. W.C.

;
of Mr OROsVENoR, on the Premises

;

and of Messrs. HBEON A SUNS, Auctioneers and Valuers, Uxbridge,

Middlesex.

CLEEKENW£LL.-BalTsgsBtocknf a Timber Merchant.

Mr. WAGSTAFE will SELL, on the
PREMISE-', 9. Kli'g-street, Goswell-road, on MONDAY,

lAPRlL 26lh, 1869. nt TWELVE o’clock, the wolUensoned bTOCK of
n TIMBER HKBCHANT, conslsliug of very fine vaiieera, dry birch,
walnut, and wainscot planks, Honduras and Spa-ilah mahogany,

I pine planks, well-built dog-carf, with UoIHoge’s patent axles. On
I view the Saturday prior and morning of sale; and catalogues
> obtained on the Premises, and at the Auctloneei’s Offices, 176,
I Upper-street IfUngtuu,

I RAMSGATE, MARGATE, and BROADSTAIRS, Kent.—Eligible

1 1\/rR. WHITTINGHaM is instructed to
1 LtX bell by AUCTION, at (he ROYAL HOTEL, Harbour-
. street, Bara«gate. on TUESDAY, MAY 4, 1869, at BIX for SEVEN iu
- the evening, lu Lofs. the lem-inii g PORTION of the e'lgiblo FREE-
iHOLD BUILDING LAAD, ilibe free and land tax redeemed, with

1 frontages to the new reads called Wellington aud Sou'b Eastern
1 roads, situate between tbe South Eaitem Railway and the Vole

I Church; about two acres of laud having a building rriu'age t
.Downs road, Pegwell Bay

;
a lot of land in GodwLn's-road, Margate,

, aud a lot fromlng St. Poier's read. Broadala<rs. Nine-tenths of tli

r putchate-money mny remain on inort.ngs or contract at C per cent
I to be 1 aid in nine yean hy balf-yeaily instnlmeuta ; but tbe wbol
I or any part of the h.ilanee may be paid off at eny time without
J nolice.—Parliculacs aud coudUioni of tsle may be obtained ten days
ciheforu the sole, at the piiuclpal luna iu the neighbourhood; of £.
I. M. SADLER, Home-sgeut, Speucer-sfiuare. Ramsgate

; of Mr.
ilNEALL.ll.Vale-terrsce, Bnmsgato

;
i f Ucs.rv. RUbaELL A DA VIES,

S9, Colrman-itreet, Lon-iou, E.C. ; of the Auctlooeer, 14, Mootgate-
I s' reel, KC.

;
on the Estate

;
and at the Place of Sate.

> Freehold Building Land, Radlet, Hertfordehirr, about ten mlnutee
walk from tbe Radlet Staliiu on tbe Midland Railway.

ITV/IESSRS. HUMBERT & COX have
L’LvJl toteived iiistrnctlons to offer for SALE by AUCTION,
n TUESDAY, MAT nth. 1869. at FOUR o'clock precisely, at the ROSE
« A CROWN HOTEL, Watford, an Kxienslve Frontage of FREEHOLD
bl BUILDING LAND, in Lota, fronting tbe receuily widened road
r between Aldenhem and the Radlet Station, from which there are
ciconstant trains to London, reaching tbe St. Fancras Slaitan in lets
I'thaii holt au hour.— Further particulars may shortly bs obtained at
tithe pl-oe of Sale

;
at the Red Lion Inn, Radlet

;
the Essex Anus

Hand Clareidon Hotels, Watford; of Merstv. HAWKINri, PA'I ER-
lOSON, SNOW. A BURNEY. Solicitors, 40, Cbai oery-Iane, London,
t W.C.

;
and of the Auctioneers, 88, St. Jim-rs'e-street, S.W. and

»t Watford. Heiti.

To Ironmongers, Contractors, Gaafltters, Plumbers, and Others.

\]\iR. BILL7NGAY will SELL by AUC-
DXVX TJON, at TAYLOR’S DEPOSITORY, near the Elephant and
.Cfl‘tle. Newington-cauieway, on TUESDAY, APRIL 20th. J869. aud

1 following day, at TWELVE for ONE o’clock precsoly, a sniplus
1I€T0CK of GENERAL IRONMONGERY, Bras>-wark. Oos-fltlingB,
t.'.Ac.

;
including lo.'k>, uaiU, hinges, screws, bolts and nnts, sasb fasten-

r^rgs. bell work ; china, mortise, and other furuilui-e
;
gaatllera, psL-

hidauta, brackets aud other fittings
;
cost-steel spades, square aud ruuud

Ds nosed shovels, rotary, stationary and other vices, a pair of clicnla,
iiridouble-blut forge bellows, sundry tools, a ijuautlly of Crn^on's felt
1 1» veiy superior town-made batn, fitted with every requl-ico for

’ '

uiand cold water, and numerons offeola.—May be viewed the day i

mvious and on mornings of sale. Catsl-rgues at tbe Place of bale
;

of Mr. DILLINGAT, Itcinmougers', Eugii-eert', and Founders' Va!
-tioud Auctioneer, 64, King WiltUm-street, Loudon Bridge, £.0.

( GRAY’S INN ROAD.—To Builders, Carpenters, Cabinetmakers,
Builolug Material Dc-aUrs, and Otners,Mr. LEREW will bELL by AUCTION,

on the PREMISES, Kritannla-.t-ett, Kiug's-croM, cn MON-
UtDAY, APRIL 19lh, at 'IWEl.VK fur ONE, a BUILDER’S STOCK,
-itviz, plank-, deala and battens, flooring, qiiarleilug, wide p ne,
miuahogany, mouldings, cut stuff, 4-pauel dojre, scsflbld-poles, boariis,
M cords, ISO puilogs, lu Udileis, wbee'a aud falls, palls, screens, 19 car-

1
psutets’ bBDcbc.buUfler’e iptlug oirt, light dog-cart, tiuck, trou-

-i-TOonRcry, noils, stores, snpcilor iLteiuai fltlUg- of private and
I'.ipuhllc bouses.-Auciion Ulfices, 2, CoieUnatJU-street, Huioriateal-
raroad, K.W.

ELIGIBLE FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND.-PENQE and
NORBITON. SURREY.

IV/rR. J. TAYLOR is instructed to SELL by
J.VX AUCr.ON, at the AUCTION MART, Tokenbouse-yard,
Lothbury, E.O. on MONDAY, APRIL 19,at TWELVE for ONE, the
foUowlug portions of ellgiblB

FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND, viz.:—
F.FTT.EIOHT LOTS on the PKNOE ESTATE, consisting tf s

TAVERN PLOT aud TEN SHOP PLOTS in the Elmers-enu-road,
and forty-seven Plots for the erection of private hnuses ; also

tlXTY-SlX LOTS on the NORBITON PARK ESTATE, New
Malden, cunslsllog of SEVEN SHOP PLOl'S in tbe Kingston-
road, and fifiy-nlue plots for tbe erection of semi-detached or terrace

Nine-tenths of tbe purchase-money may remain at 5 per cent, to

be paid In nine years by quarterly instalments, but the whole or any
part of tbe balance may be paid at any t-me without notice.

Plans, Ao. may be ob ained at 'be Railway Tavern, Anuerley ; the
Mitre Tavern and the Robin Hood Tavein, Ce ydon-roaci, Peuge

;
at

the Noibiton Park Hotel, New Malden ; tbe Railway Tavern, New
Malden ; of T. W, ROGERS, F-tq. Sollcitar, 70. Peiichuroh-street,

E.C. ; of Measre. HAMUACK « LAMBERT, Surveyors, 60. Buhcps-
gate-street Within

;
at the Place of Sale; aud of tbe Auctioneer,

107a, Fenchnich-street, KC.

ONGAR, ESSEX.— With poess elon. —Highly valuabio and eligible
Building and AccommoOa'lon Land, hnvli-g veryexteusive froutage
to tbe Lnndon-toad, and coLtalnliig altog-ther 15a. Ir. Cp, of Qrst-
cla-s land, freeho’d, and land-tex redeemed.

TV/TESSKiS. BEADELare instructed to SELL
J-Vi by AUCTION, at the MART, Tokei house-yard, London, on
UhcDAY. tbe 20th of APRIL atONE f rlWO o’clock, In fourlois.

the above vety desirable PRiiPEKTY. It Is situate In the parish of
High Ongar end banil t i f Mnr-deu Aib, at the sontheni chiskiru of
tbe town, is distant half a mile Uoui iho railway slaiion, and s-x
miles from tbe 'own of Brentwood, it possesses a frontage of about
930 feet to tbe blgh read leading from I'hlpping Ongar to London,
nnd is admirably adapted for the 'Ta-ition • f a siiLier.oi- class of lo-l-

dcnces, or for arcnuninilatiou purposes. The whole U In the ocoupa-

Furthei particulars may be obtained of Messts. MAYNAKD, SON,
M ARKDY, * DENTON. SuUoltore, .IT. Colemau-street

;
at the Mail

;

aud ot Mcitre. BEADEL, 26, Gieiham-street, Loudon, E.O.

In Chancery ;
' Cooper r. Martln.''—Pnini-hlll Estate, near to Clare-

mont and E.h-r, in the county of Surrey.—A very choice aud
valuable Re-idential Estate, situate in the parishes of Wa’ton,
Cohbam, aud Wlsley ; comprising a subitantlally-erecled Mansion,
staocliug in the midst of beautiful lawns and pleasure groutid*,

ornamenti-d with cedars of extraordinary grosrth. and sutronnileil

by a imall but richly-timbered park (long celebrated as one of the

earlieet aud finest examples of the modern style of English land-

scape gardening!, lu which are an extensive lake, grotto, aad
temples, with other ornamen'sl buildings, thus presenting some of

the most charming end varied scenery to be found even in thii

favoured locall'y. In addition, there is a quanUty of prod-icttvs

mcodow laud, extending to the bonks of tbe river Mole.Mio sever U
dwellisg-houies, coitages, and gardens in the village of i-treet

Cobiiam, with numeroos enclosures of accommodation and budd-
ing laud aejolning, the whole containing an area of 403a. 3f. 5p.

Messrs. BEADEL are instructed, pursuant
to a decree oLthe High Court of Chancery, made in the above

cause, to SE L by AUCTJON, at the MART, Tikenhoase-yard.

London, on TUESDAY. JUNE 22nd, at TWELVE for ONE, in

Fifteen lota, tbe Hbjve hlgh'y.lmportant ESTATE, nearly the whole

of which is fieshold and tithe free. It Is situate in the must bjtu-

tifnl part of 'he conijiy of Surrey, distant three miles from the

royal park at Clarem n , six from Epsom, and within four miles of

railway-stations at Esher, Waybridge, aud LeatherhesdL The mm-
sion occupies a pleasant and commanding site, coataius h.nd ume
and well-airaugeil suites of room*, and is approached from two

lodge entrsncei ;
conveniently near are sUbUng, coach-houses, aud

other office. : ailaohed to the msnsiou, and ci-mmnniealiog with

tbe plesanre-grouuds, is abeiutlful conservatory, tbe lofty root *f

which is supported by Imitative palms. The walled gajdens extend

over three ecres, Tne p.rk is buuaded on tne south and east by the

winding river Mole. On the wvst It abate on property belonging to

the Bail of Lovelace and on tbe Purtamouth-rood (planted cut by bet Is

of tr..t8). A c iminuaiion of the tame road divides the park from the

remainder of thee-tate, wllhlu the parish of Walton, extending to

the ilmita of Buiwood Park, the seat of the Countess of Edo-mere.

The connexion betweeu the two portions, however, li maintaiue 1 liy

a handsome chain auspensioa-bridge. Tbe surfaco of the ground at

PaiuB-hlll Is exceedli-gly ondul iting. bold, high ground, being liiter-

spersed with gisd-s aU 1 v.tlleys, rendered moat picturesque by a pro-

fu-iou of wide-epreadiug oaks, cedars, andgrouiw of tress of dlflureut

At the southern side of the park is a lake, about 30 acres iu ex'eat,

stndded with small islands, clothed with trees aud shrubs, aud ao

disposed that by the aid of tlie adjacent woodlaud, tbe wbo'e rxpaose

of water can never be seen at once. At the back of Ike lake, aud
stretching along the tugged bank of the river, are plantations of

magnificent pines and other forest trees, intersected by s.cluded

drives and paths. Teiu.les and other ornamental bnildlng. d-s-

tluguish those places (mm which the most beautiful views can be

obtained, and on the principtl island there Is a grotto encrusted

with spar and quariz crystal. The park-like l»nd, north of the

Port-mouth-road, la also abundantly stocked with fiue timber, aud
couimauds extensive scenery. The general cbaractez of tbLlsud
being very similar to that of the park. Its natural advautagea and
capabilities ouly require to be developed by art. Immediate po-aei-

slou may be had if the mansion and park and land la WalUn
parish. The huiiaes in Street Cubliam and encloeures adjoining are

let to respectable tenant!. PArliculara, with plans and eouditlous ut

sale, will shortly be prepared, aud when completed may ba ootai ed

of Messrs. PIUP&ON 4 DIMOND, 10, Heuiietta-street, C.venillsh.

f.iuare, W.
;
M-ssre. WHll'E, BRUUGUTON, i WHIIK. 12, Great

Marlborough-treet. W,
;

Messrs, BURGOYNES. MILNEd, BuR-
OOYNB.i THRUl'P, 160. Oxford-sti-eet, W,

;
Messrs. J. J. UUBBaRD

& SON, 24, Bucklerabory, E.C ;
«t tbe Mirt ;and of Messrs. UGADEL,

25, Gresham sties', London, E,C. j of whuni only on and after

May 3cd orders to view tfie prop irly can be obtained.

80UTHFND, Essex,-Important Sale of firat-olsas Freehold Qroued-
reaiB, most amply se."red on some of the best properti In the
town, together with the valuable reversions to ihv t>ick rentals
after ilie sburt term of abiUl 20 jotrs; s-vcral fieehold houses
situate in th° Royal- terrace, numerous piivote lesideuco aud sbniie

In tbe Uigli-stree', aud tbe vataanie st.bllug and premises ill the
Ro}'al-iuews, tbe whole let "u ytarly and oihcr teuane es at rents
amounting to upwards of l.OOOk i-er annum; eigilde freebuld
building si’ei fronting the High-street ii jd other r a is, suitable for
tlio erection of Qr.t class h-iiiies of Im-iness as Well os a s-ip’rior

description of villa and other resiUeuie-, a- d sevoinl plots of nighly
vrluabU accomm-xlaiinn Uud, f -rmiug the fir-t iiortloo of the
estates belonging to Darnel K Scratton, Fsq. wbo Is realizing bit

Essex property, iu coute-iuence of Laving purchased a large estate

iu tbe south of Devoo.

Messrs. BEADEL are favoured with
Instrucil-ins to OFFER l.y AUCTION, nt the MART, Ti ken-

house-yard.L nd'in.on mURSDAY. APRiL 29, at ONE o’clock i-re-

citely, ihe above higi-lyaitrsctive PROPERTY, in 68 Lota. Hietals
will ci'iiipriss the Royal Ho'el, w th the tap, oswriibly-reom, and
spacious stabling and piemlses ; the whido of the Royal -ten ace, com-
pririug 16 fiist-cUss praa e rB*ldenies. w.th 'tabling and c>ach-
bnuies atticheo

;
the I oj'itl Jlbrary end premises

; the several shops
and ptiiate bouses sitaaie in ihe iiigh-sireet; the raluai-ie block of
bnildiugs, oon'i-itlug of ttabliug, coao-h-houiei, and teuemeuts, etui

kbown ai tbe Mews
;
ebou' 26 pi -is of fiist-closs buUdlug laud, with

Irontoges of from 40 to 100 feet to the H gh-etreet, and t j the Iwj
propO'Bd uewToailB coinmuuloailiig wUh iLfT-tuwn

;
several lots of

most desirsLle accemmoiatiou Inud and market geideu ground oo
Ihe sou'll si-le of tbe rd.way ita'ian and the betb house, and portion
of the i-brubbery in the icoupill-iu of Mr, Thomas Ing aui.

The whole of tbe piopcrcy it ireebold, and, with but illghtexcep-
tioDi, land-tax redeemed. Thegrouiid-reDts are emlneutiy suited ,or

the invrtiuient of capital, end tne building Und, wliioh hss for to

many yean been ftU' red with hn j lensa!. U now i ffeied for »ele free

f,om reitriotions, enabling the liigh->treet to be c-ive ed on bjth
sides w itb a class of houses and th"iH which have been long required
in Ibis portion of tbe town. The excellent iMIlwa, nccjmmoiUtiou
which Southend now po sceses ren-leilug U so acce-eible to the
metropolis and other l.rge towns; tbejuucii-iii between h* North
London Builway end ibe I'llbuiy line, at Bow, being now complete,
and to be opened fur traffic tnia eprlng (tnus creating a quick aud
direct communicaiiim between Siuiheiid and tee Noiih Loodun
and London and Noith-Wt stern syt em--)

;
the proverbi-Uy hca.thy

character of tbe ueijhbouihood, and the groat aivtutag.satforUed
for Eia-bvtbtng, lender it peculiarly ntiraitive as a pi tee ui reeidence,

and, wiih tbe opportubil.s fir improvement now -iTered, tend to

ui-'koitoue i f the m<.at pleauxtble a id favourite wnter.uj-places

witlila easy reach of L-oiidun.— Pitrliculais, with plan and c-.-nJitiuns

of stle, may be obtaiutd 'f Mesrs. GRKOcO.V A SON. S-ilioitor*.

Rochfi^rd : at the priucipal Ho'-eD, Soutbeud
;

n'- the Mart ; and of
Messrs. BEADEL, 21, Ui'esbam-slreet, London, E.C.

j ESSRS.
It i slxuetlons tc

CO.COMMERCIAL-ROAD, LAMBETH.-To Pianoforte Makere, Gun-
Btcck Makvis, and Otlieis.

. LEREW is instructed to SELL by
AUCTION, at LETT’S WHARF, near Waterloo Fridge, on

ltlTUUl-SUAY,ARRlL22ud,at ONE lorTWO o’clock, in Iota. 23 very
li'Jarge and fine BD l’lS cf WALNUT, aud a qiiaotlty of TUPs, lu all
s -About -U toHda- May be viewed ibe day p-rli.r to the dale. Catalogues
I- had on tbe Premises

;
aud of tbe AuoUonierj 2, CaddlUgtun-street,

HtjHamp.teod-rcad, neat Ecstiu btatlou.

THE BULL INN. ALUQ.VTE—The Tup and other Premioes, also

the exteusivs range of Freehold Stcblmg aud Ya-'ds, the whole
comprisii'g an area of 10,7D'J square fott, with Two -Uouies and
bliopa iu tbe High-street.

BEADEL have received in-
lo SELLby AUClION, at the MART, T- kenliou'e-

yaid, LolUOQ.on TUErDAY, the 4th day of MAY, 1869. st TWO
o'clock, ill two lots (unless previously dispoicd of i-y private con-
tioc I, the above deelrable PRUPEKiY. Lot 1 will comprise the
valuable Lease and Good will, wl h p-ssessini', of iJie (4d-establi>hed

aud comiLooioDS Inn. known os Tbe Bull, Aldgatc, together with an
excellent Tap, two Teaemeuta, Boukii-g-offic". Yaid, Ac. held for au
tiuvxpir d term of about 19 years, at a r.iit of 13Si. per annum, an.l

CO tsiniug an area of about 8,500 square feet
;
a s j, thu L-a-i, s of

Two Uguses, wiih Shops, Nos. 24 i>nu 2-, Aidgate High -street, held
fur a similar term at 162f. 10s. ptrsnuum aud sub lea-eu at ren's

amounting to Di6f. The freehol-Jer of the above property is willing

lo treat for an extension of the lease fur 60 ye.srs, thus toiider ng it

mutt detir-ble for oommeicW purposes, or. lu conn.xion lelth Lot 2,

an uuU'Ually large area ot first cisss building Joiid may bn secuted

for profitable develnpiuout. Lot 2, the valuable and extensive range

of sub-tauiial Fieehuld Builolugs lu the rear of tbe B. 11 Inn, a-<m-

prisiug au area of al-out 8,200 equate feet, divided into siabllng, Ac.

with large yards, iift'ordiiig acC- lumnda'ion for 53 horsts, with
cap.clous toach-houie*. Jofta, Ao —The piMperly m.ty be viewed by
oideis, lobe obtained of the Auctioneers; and lurlher particulare

may be bad of F. BROUQ HTON. Fs-p flullciior, 43. Fmsbury-squire
;

at the Mart
; or uf Messrs. BEADEL, 25, Giesham-itteet, Loudon,

DULWICH. Surrey. -Fieehold Kesldeac* and eligible Buildiog Lmd

Mr. WHITTINGHAM is iastructed
to OFFER by AUCTION at tbe AUCTION MART. Tuk,n-

housi-vaid. City. KC. on MONDAY. APRIL 19th, 1869, at TWELVE
for ONE, ihed'siiable FUKBttOLD RESiDENCB, with Grouuds,

known ns Rose B.uk, Luidship-lauo, Dulwisb, and a Further Por-

tion of eligible Builulug Jtacd, free of tltbe aud i-ind-tax, situite in

tbe Dew rusds liadiug fiomLordcblp-Iane, close to tbe Lordsbip-la-.e

and Hm-ir ook sMalious, uu the Crystal Rslaoe Railway. Nine-ten’ ha

of the puich je-money mty remilu on mortgage or contract at 5 per

cent, to be paid in uiue yeaia by equal half-yearly Instalmeiit-, but
tbo whole or any p »rt of lUs balance may ba paid off at any t-me

wjtboht notice.-Pitiiculirs, plans, and conditions of la'e m-«y be

obtnned t-n d.ys b fore 'be sale, 'of Messrs. RUdSBLL A DaVIES,
No. 59. Col.msu-street, E.C. ; of the Auctioneer, 14, Moorgata-sireer,

Loudun, E.C. f uf tbe Furoman on the Estate
;
and at the Place of

Sale.

DuVKR, KENT.—TUres Five-roomed Cottages, Stabling, and eligible

Freehold Building Land.

Mr, WHITTINGHAM is instructed to
SELL by AUCTION, nt the ROYAL OAK HOTEL, Caunon-

siraet, Dover, on THURiDAY. APRIL 22, at SIX for SEVEN o'eiock

iu the Kveuine, THREE FIVE-ROOMKD HUU8E3 an-l Stii.lu.g,

Bitut'e iu Dl.vk Horse-lane, and ellglule FREEHOLD BUILDING
LAND, lithB-freo-iiU laud-tax ledef-med, aituitein Edred and Wi ircd

roads situate cUse to tbe Tower Hvmleta Nine-tenths of ibc pur

chase’ moury may rtmiln 00 mortgage or com
be piid in niue yean by h*l(-yearly iaslalm.n

liny piait of tbe baiauce luvy be paid offal any tiiue ••...u /u>

Particulars, plaus, aud couditiuas of sale, may be obUtne-i at tbe

Eaglo Taveru
;
of Mr JAMES HEARN, 96, Suargata-stteet, Dover

;

of Messrs. RUSSELL A DAVIBi, 59. Coleman-slreet. Loudon, E 0. :

of the Auctioneer, 14, Muorgit.-street, KC. ;
aud at the Place of

Sale.

t ihs whole or

HADLEY COMMON, llerta.—Eligible Freehold Building Land.

Mr. WHlTTlJStGHAM ia instructed to
SELL by AUCTION. ,it the AUCTION MART, Tokenbome-

yaid City, KC. on MONDAY. APRIL 26, 1869, at TWELVE for

ONE o’clock, ihe FIRST PORTION of the eligible FREEHOLD
BUILDING LAND, free of tithe and land-tax, having a froutage

to Hadley Common aud the new roads leading from Bsmetonthe
Great Northern Railway. Trtins run frequently to the City and

West-end NIne-teulbe of the puruhase-iuoney may remain on

mortgage or contract at 5 per cent, to be pild la nloe years by equal

hjU-yearly iustalmenw ;
but tbe whole or any part of the balance

may be paid off at any time without nelice.—Particulars, plans,

and conditions of sale may bo obtained ten days before the sale at

the Railway Hold an-l Railway Tavern, New Barnet ;
of Messrs.

hUFSELL a DAVIES, No. 59. Colemau-street. E.C. ;
of the Aue-

lioueet, 14, Moofgate-stcaet, KO,
;
of Mr. SIOKOE, on the Estate

;

and.at the Place of Sole.

To Carpenters and Builders.

It/TE. S. INIIRKMAUB -will SELL by
i\ i AUCTION, atAVBST FIELDS, Barnes, on WEDNESDAY,
APKiL 21, at TWO o’cl-'ck, the STOCK of a BUILDER, oomprl'iug

Lew ssabes, fraums, new doors, cut timber, carpenters’ benches,

slat 3, pi es, Yoik paving, aud a quantity of useful inatetials;

exceilt-ut portable otfl-e

PEEFEOTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
BUILDERS and Others desiring a really good syslenj, am

have a BET of MODELS for FUILDERS’ BOOKS, by BOOBLE
ENTRY to whlih was awarded the prize offered in Tne Bnildor,

No 1 IBi) and which has been adop td by many la-ge firms. Also a

Medified 'Artaiigeiueut by Single Eulry, suit.ble for emiOl bnUders.-

Address, E. A, 4, St. Geoigo’s-road. Regent’s Park. London.

FI- th thousand, in Crown 8vo. boards, price One Sbllliog.

A HOUSE and its FURNISHINGS ; How
to Choose a House and Furulsh it at a Small Expense.

By Mrs. WARREN. Author of " How I Managed my House on 200f.

a year," ” Cookery CUrds for the Kitchen," Ac.

London : BEMR03E A SGNd, 21, Paternostor-ro* ;
ond all Railway

BcokatsJls.

CRANSTON’S PATENT GLASS BUILDING for HORTICULTDBK
Plans and Estiniatea free.

Just published, free for 30 stamps, 3rd Edition.

DESORIFI'IVE book, splendidly illas-

irated from eilsling Buililing*.

By the Author aud Pa'eutee, JAMES CRANSTON, Architect,

1, Teiuplo-row West, Blrmlugham.
H. J. QKoWTAOE, Manager,
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KELLY’S PEAOTIOAL BUILDERS’
tl'.IOR-HOOK ; ur, S»(ii Guide Is the VsluatioQ orsU Iciudt

ol Ai'iiflv-ern' Woik ; wl'h the Modem Pnwtlce of Hciuurlog, aud au
Abalruct uf the New BuildiDt; Act for Regulating the Couatruotion
of Rulldiugt. KevLeed and Cuirected b; New Calculatioua upon the
preectit Value of .Uateiiala and Labour. Airnuged bp an Architect of

eminence, oeeUted by lececHl experieoced Measuring Surveyura
llluairatelaud exemplified by Steel Engrariuga and uumeroua Wood-
cute. Royal 8vo. price Se. neatly bound.
Loodun: Publielied byT. KKLLY. Patomoiter row

;
SIMPKIN &

MARSHALL; aodlii’iybe had of all Bjokfellere.

Of whom may be bad, new Editiuui iu Quarto, of the following

1. PETER '‘^NICHOLSON’S 'PRACTICAL
CtnPRN-rr.V', JOINERY, and CABINET MAKING. Reviled by

TJIRDROLD: being a uew and complete Sjeteio of Lines, lor the

tJso of Workmen, founued on Geometrical and .MecOanioal Ptincl-

p'ei. Ten I’acta at 8s. or iu luatda, 80'.
;
containing upwards of lllU

tJleel Plalei, aud uumeraue Woodcut Disgrams.

2. PETER NICHOLSON’S PRACTICAL
MASONRY. BRICKLAYING, and PLASTERING (revised byTRED-
GOLIi) bolh plain and omameutal

;
Coutaiulng a new and complete

Syateiu of Lines for Stoiie-cutliug. fnr the Use of Workmen
;
the

Form kliou of Mortirj.Ceineiile, Concrete, to which is added a variety

of new Designs fm-.Mural Tablets, Tombs. Gravesloues for Ucmeteiiei,

Ac. Ac. : and a Description of the various Materials einitlojed. leu
Parts at 3t. or in boards, 3l>s.

;
Cbutaluiug upwards of Ninety Steel

Plates, and numerous Woodeuia

3. TREDGOLD and NICHOLSON’S Theore-
llcnl and Practical Treatise on thaPIVK ORDERS of ARCHITEC-
TURE ;

eontalulng plain aud slmplo Rules fir Drawing aud Execut-

ing them in (he pui-est stylo, including an Historical De-criptiou of

O-ithIc Architecture. Il.uslrated by upwards of Ooo Hundred Steel

Kiigr.iviugs, executed by Arti-U of fini-rato talent, Uicduding uuue-
ToUi Disgrauii, Ac. Twelve ParU at 3i or iu boards. 38i.

4: DESIGNS for COTTAGE aud VILLA
AUrHITECTURK,cnnUiiiiiig Plans. Elevatlcms, Sections, Perspec-

tive Views, and Detail*, for tbe Rrectla i of Cottage* aud Villa*. By
S. H. l'.ROOK=l. Architect. Benutifully engraved on steal, wir.h

Ibiectloii for Building, and the estimated cost of each edifice. Twelve

''V.'DBsiGNSf'or PUBLIC BUILDINGS. con-
slsiing of Plans. Klevatlous, SjjtiODB, Perspective Views and Details
of Chun hes, Chapels. Schools, Alm«hoiise*.G.u Works, Markets, and
oti er Bnildlngi for public purposes. By 8 H. BROOKd. Architect.
13 au fuilv eiigrvveil on steel. Ten P.irCs at 3*. or 328. boards.

f). The HOUSE DECORATOR and PAINT-
ER'A GUIDE, containing a Series of Leslgiis f..r D-coratiiig Aport-
iii«nb> with taste, and suited to the various Styles of Arebitr-cture.

By II W. and A. ARROWSMITU. House Decor.vtors to Her Majesty.

'Whe
’’

house’'' PAINTER, or’ DECORA-
TOR’o COMPANION, cooUiniog a complete Treatise on the Art of
House PaioUug, Graluing, and Marbling, Including the Origin of
Colour, the Laws of Harmonlnu) Colouring, tbe ManufaCnre of Plc-
Jneats.Oils, Varnishes, Ac. By W. M. HIGQIN3, Ek(|. Aecoinpanieil
by actual Specimens of Haud-bruah Gralutug aud Marbling. Ten
Part* at 3*. or In boards, 3ys

The ENGINEERS’ and MECHANICS’
ENCVCLOP.dJOIA : a uew and enlarged F4illon. cirnprebeinliiif
Fracileal Illustratious of the Machinery a-id Prcceaae* enmloyed in
every Detcrlptlon of Manufacture of the Riitlsli Rimiire. Illn-itra'ed

by upwards of 2.000 Wood Eiicravlug*. By LUKE HBRBERf, (’i.il

Engineer, Ac. The rapid progress of MeeBauical Sci»uca has dev-
lop^ many of the Important facts since the first publica'Lou, in 18:13,

of the Encyclopasdla. The iDven'ious and diacov->ries rejeiitlv made
have engaged tbe sedulous atteution of the Editor

;
fur, as the value

of each was tested by experiment, a description was aces dingly pre-
pared. By 'he s-leo'iou of new articles, and care in tue revision of
old ones, this edition has n.^w become systsmaticslly eiirUhed

; so
that It may be received a.s fully and faithfiiUy exprpssiiic " tbe exist-

of Englueeriiig nod Mecbaulsm, mlantcd to the wants of
|

T
The aim

Now publishlug. in parts, price xr. eo.u.HE WORKSHOP.
Journal roay be aptly considered as a practical and

^ _-ork of art, centain'ng llluslratlous and dwlgos, with
oescripTive 'ex', and a sheet of full size d. tails, furnl-hing examples
for all br.Dcbes of art-ln- ustry and ttale-tnanufaciure.

It Is especUlly calculated to be of value tosuen piofessloos aril
S...1.. ~i otniiiientatlou and novelty of de.igQ are

-v.r*. cabiiie'toakers, porcelain manufacturers,
.cly on ]*t of May.luL^' A^‘'‘‘“pVrVxvi'*.

London : JaMB8 UAGGEtt, 67, raternostcr-row.

WORKING DRAWINGS, No. 17.—
RAILWAY STATION ROOF, with DETAILS-COLOURjlD.

See THE ENGINEER of April IC.h.
v-wais.

ENGINEER, of FRIDAY, April 16th.
JL CONrKNTS:

1. Veloclprdei, No. III. (Illustrated).
2. ElemecUry Papen on Cou.ttuoHou, No. XIII. (Illustrated)
3. Goods Rugue! for 'Sleep Incimas-raris, Lyooe, and Mediter-

ranean Railway (Idustraleil).
4. E waide's Signalling Apparatus (IllDitrated).
5. Petubeiton’s Impruvemebts Id Aroillery (Illustrated).
6. Receut Lectures at Ibe Royal Iiiatftutlou.
7, Inteicommunloatlon In Rmlway Trains.
8 K-'icl.ii sud Colonial Railways.
a ’I he Nitrate of 8od« Proccs and Mr. Bessemet’e Procees.

B) L'.udou Association of Foremen Engiu-aii.
11 Keiisioglou aud Kicbmoad KiHway Lildyc (Illustrated).
32 U.-iiv«rted8hlp*.

'

13. Eogiueers for ludifc
14. Literature.
15. Pnglo-e logon tbe Continent.
10. Zinc Pile.thing for Plrii>s (Illustrated).

o'”r
Boiling i j cjnuexlou with some Processes In tbs

18, Tbe Engineering and Scientific News of the week. Full Lists of
FaUntp, Ac.

THE Ea'OlNEER, price 61, ; by post 7d
OlBco : 183. .Strand

; and at all Neweagunt.' and Railway Stations.

NEILL & SON,
QUANTITY 6URVEVOR8,

11, COOKRIDGE STREET, LEEDS.
Highest i

application.
ai-chlttc

Jnst publisbed.

Q uantities made easy.
A quick and accurate method of taking out quantities from
plana or buildinge, with or without a apMiflcailon, Sent free

by Iwst for 3l> elampa-Addre.e, A. C. 16. Wedway-terrace, Tyrvrhilt-
load Upper Lewisbara-road. Now-cross, 8.E.

A
T. A. RICHARDSON,

ROHITECTURAL ARTIST.—
_ Pn-ptctlvea Outlined. Etched, orAilistieally Cnlou-ed. Every
criptinu of Architectural AssistanCd on lundera'e term*. Higbeit
eieiicw. 6ixtsou years’ eiperlenco.-6, SymoUd's Jun. Chaucery-

TO LAND SURVEYORS.
APPOINTMENT as SURVEYOR to a

Ur\. Public Coiop"ny.—V''rpatti:u1ar<,iildress by letter (euvlurlng

vl Men 9

ard), N. 0. P. 102, Lower Keuuiugton-la

RfiCENT EXAMPLES OF DOMESTIC ARCH I rECTURE.
Imperial 4io, ba’f bound In morucoo, 32 IDsyiLLA and COTTAGE AKOHITEO-

V TURE.
Select Examples of Country aud Buburban Re»ideuces recently

eiectrp. wlih a full Descriptive Notice of each Biilldhig
Thirty Yillaa und Cottagea, tbo 'Works of Nineteen

dill'erent Architects, are Illustrated by Plans, Elevations,
and Sections, together with occasional Perspective Views
and Details. The buildings are fully described, and
in nearly every case a Btutement of the actual cost is
given.

“Tciis Is a volume that tbo«e shout to build villa residences or
cottages may usefully study. Tbe coiLbiued wit of nluvteeu syebi-
tcLta eon scarcely fail to luruish infuruiailun that ir will be a gain
fur them to acquire. Builders engage 1 lu erecllugsuoh resldonjesfur
sale will also find In it many valiui.l- siiggesiiou-." -ftnitifer.

London : BLAUKIB & SON. 44. Pateruo*Kr-row

pLERK of WORKS WANTED, at once,
fur a Church in Lancashire, He must be exDcr>encetl In

church building, anil a julner by trsdu- — Aildcess, R. W. D, 7,
Sti.rcj’s-gste, S.W. giving refvrenova to tbe architect by whom last

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, 4c.

GILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
Work. Decorative Furniture, sod Gilding In all lia bram.-hrs.

may be OBTAINED at the House of Call, Marlborough Inn, Blenheim-
steps, Oxfurd-street.—Address to tbe Secretary.

a^HE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No.
CCLXIV. APRIL, was puhliriicd on WEDNESDAY lu.t.

Cu.snsas.
1. CONFUCIUS.

II. EDIBI.K FUNGI.
III. THE COMPETITIVE INDUSTRY of NATIONS.
3V. MEMOIR of WADaMK DE LAFAYEflli.
V. I’llK SKTT'LKMKNl' of IILSTKK

VI. DILKK'B GREATER lilinAIN.
VII. MATITIKW a ItNul.D'B CimiCAL WRITINGS.
Mil. AMBRIOAN FlNANt-K.
IX, LONGMAN’S EDWARD III.
X. CAMPBELL’S LlVkS . f LYnDHURaT and BROUGHAM
London: LONGMANS a CO. Etliuburgh : A. 4 C. BLACK.

in one volume, 4to. pp. 512, w,th portrait, 37 plates, and 040
rngiavlLgs ou woial, price 42e. cloth,

A TREATISE on the STEAM ENGINE,
Xi. Inlts various Appllcatioue to Mines, Mills, Steam Kavigs-
tlou. Railways, and AKticullure: with Iheuretical Inveallgatlons
rtepectiijg ihe Motive Power of Heal aud tbe Prouurrious of Steam-
Ei.kines

;
Tables ol the Right Uimenulorn of every Putt • and Prac-

tical Instiuclloui for the Manufacture and MiiUHg.ment of every
species of Engine in actual u-e

° ''

By JOHN BOURNE, C.E.
Being the Eighth EJiiiun, thoroughly revuad.of the Artisan Club’s

Tieail.e on the btcara-Engiue.
By the same Author, Improved Editions

HANDBOOK of the STEAM-ENGINE fcao
8vo. 99.

^

CATECHISM of tbe STEAM-ENGINE, price 6a.
TREATISE on the SCREW PROPELLER, 4to.

EXAMPLES of MODERN STEAM, AIR, and
Gab 5NGINEB. Parts I. ti> Xh -tso. pries 2', 6d. »aob.

^ndon: LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 CO. Pateino-ter-row.

KEBL’8 METALLURGY BY CR00KP8 AND KOHRIG.

P
VoI. II. uow ready, in 8v". with 2,'3 Woodcut*, p. loe 36i.

liACTICAL ’I'EEATISR on METAL-
LUBGY, adapud from ihe last German Ediiiou of Professor

’’7 '"’ILLIAU CKOfKKS, F.R.B. 4o. andERNST KOHEIU, Ph.D. H.E. V,.l. II. tompnsiug Cjppsraud Uou
Vid. I. cumpilhing Lead. Silver, Zuc, C-dmiuiii, ’iiu. Mercury

,i“
AieenU-, Gold, Plailuum, a^d Sulphur,

witli 2U7 WuoOcuU, price 3U. 6d.
A Very latge amouut of valuable liifi.rinAtion is contained in this

volume
: and every worker iu metaie wlu dr.ires to know the pro-

cerrea adopted ou the Coli iueut would do wa.l to posses i,.”—

the praBtioal^meti^llur-

dnub'. lake a high place in tecbnoKgical lUer’iUue
CAemicuI .Vt ic/,

Voi. IIL cr mi leling the work, ia in the pres*.
London ; LONGMANS, GHERN, 4 CO. Falerooster-row.

PARISH of ST. GEORGE, HANOVER
1 . RQ0AIIF-—WANTKD. n CLERK, to assist the Surveyor of lha
above Parish. He must be quite convereaut with simple ac-ouius,
and be rompeleut to prep-re plais and eecUout for road and newer
work., 4c. SaliyJSs. perw.ek. Tssi'monlals, *c. must be sent tj the
romimite- of Works. Board-room, Mount-street. GroBV-uor-rqua-e,
W. i.ii nr before Ihe 27ih luataat. Any cauvasslog will dlsiiua'ify
caodidates.—By order. J, H. SMIiH, CUrk.

WEST LONDON SCHOOL DISTRICT.
T V The Board of Management are prepared to receive APPLI-

CATIONS fr-m CANDIDATES for the A I’POIN I MEST of CLERK of
ibe WORKS (at a salary of three giiiuBos per week) fnr the School to
1-e erer.ted at A-hf- t-l. Middlesex. His iervi- e* will be requl ed
about ttie 1st of JUNE. Applications and tctCiQinnl.als to be /--r*

warded to my office, on or before the 2l8t of APRIL iiext.-By
order. CHaS. D. HUME, C-eik to th- Manaser-.
Paddington Workliouse, Uarrow-road, March 25tb. I869.

W”AN TED, a TRAVELLER, to Represent
TV a first-cia a London Hanulacturini House, iu the B -ss,

Q Trade. filUbt be aegu.
l-'ers, plumber*, Sc.—Reply,
id salary required, to Mr. J

rith articles
ny let er only, staiit

. ARROWBMirU,

WANTED, a CLERK, competent to per-
form tbe usuni duties of a builder’s bfiice. Sati«ractory rt-

fereuce to last, nup' oyer iodlapeinable.—Address, statlug salary ro-
quiio . 570, Office of •• The Bnlld.r."

W ANTED, a FOREMAN, to make
WOUKINO DRAWINGS. Set Out and Manage the Cabinet

and J diier.-i’ Work nf a Decorator's Ship.—Anply (by letter), stating
capabil ties. 4c. to Z. In. I'ercy-sUest, Bedford-i.iQa-e, W.C.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

A/ ANTED, in an Architect’s or Builder’sW I'TUATION a* ASSISTANT. Can design draw up
spc-ificilluuB ; well up in qua-jtiiie, eatimatlog, survey ng. con-

Coun ry preferred.—Addrisi, J. U. Chetwyud-oud, Newimrt, Salop.

AArANTED, a Mao to WORK a GENERAL
tV JOiNhR Id a sm-li shop. Oue who could loru his hand to

mn Wsgss, 7»d. i

icUlara, 82 i. Olhce of " Tbo Eu-ldev

WANTED, an APPRENTICE or IM-
PROVER to tbe Writing spd Graining. Premium.—Ad-

dress, F, Ult.i.Y, 15, Ua!don-r«nd, N.W.

TO Masons. 4c.

AAfANTED, a good LETTER-CUTTER and
V V MASON. Constauc cinplojmeDt for a steady man.—Address

5940, Office of ” Tbe Builder.”

TO FOREMEN OP WORKa

AAr ANTED, immediately, a thoroughly
TT piactlcal FOKEMANolWiRKS, to take tbe entire charge

nf the Works ol a Ut||e Building in ibe counlry.-Addtesa, A. B,
Kcst-oUlce, Dorchester, Durset, btatiug wages, and giving reference
to last eoiployer.

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
Yoong Man, as GRATNER, PAINTER, and PAPER-HANGER.-Address. T. T. 4. LUUe George-etreot, Hampslead-

TO ARCHITBCrS AND SURVEYORS.
VVANTED, by a Young Man, aged 21, an
^V

^
^’GAGEMENT with either of the above; has been aoeux.

of both offices. Good reference, 4o.—Address,

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACrORS. AND OTHERS.
wanted, a SITUATION as CLERK,
_ TJ TIMEKEEPER, STOREKEEPER, and PORE5IAN of
LABOURERS. Aged 32. Couulry not objected to. Wag-s 25*. per
week. References an I teitlmonals from late employsis.—Address,
C. J. 30, Baalzaphon-etrset. Loug-laue, Bermondeey, E.C.

wanted, a RR- ENGAGEMENT as
V V CLERK of WORKS, or Out-door F.reman. by a Ihoroughljr

prai-tic-i) Men. joiner by trade. MUdle age.—Addrees, A. 8. Post-
offlc". Graflnn-nail. Kenti h.'own, N-W.

TO PLUMuKRO. PAINTERS, WRITERS, AND HOUSE AGESTd-
X^ANTED, by a steady active Man, aged
_

V V
_ _

37, a CONSTANr SITUATION In a Jobbing Shoo, where
' '

' rn 111* hand to the general brauches, -r to
maiiag-men' to do the repairs of bouse property. Good

cn — address, J. 36.3, 8t George-street. St. George’s, E«at.

•lO BUILDERS, CARPENTERS. J

\\7'ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 24,
tV EMPLOYMENT a« CARPENTER a-,d JOINER U-e.I to

the brnfh.-AdJreas. W, TENON. 7, Howard-street, Reading, B.ik*.

VVrANTED, in a West-end Firm (principally
V V alleratioue and (Jobbing), a UENBRAL OUT-DOOR FOR&

MAN O'MANAGdft. Oetui.r ughtyu-oupet-n' ---d energilic.
W:ige« Slle. per week. Ni"ia ueetl applv whose ch«eo'.'r Will nut

-r ilie itrioteit Inve-tigntion—Addres-. si -ring p t' on' of pie-
ms engHgrmcute aail ag-,toNa. 579, Offiie of “ The Builder.”

TO BUTLDKBS, ROAD-MAKERS, AND CONTRACTORS.
TWANTED, by a first-class practical Man,
VV a CarrlBue-sy Pavlor. Street Mason G-ani'e Dr*-ter (Wood“

IS. Divch CriukrtF, or Tile-), to TAKE WOBKbv the PIECE.
nr ouly Good tesUiuonlale md rrf.*rrnce».—Addteis. JAMES

CRUrCHLKY. No. 7. Jaii.r»-piace. North-s're.'t. Poplar.

TO RUILDERS-

ANTED a EE - ENGAGEMENT as
SHOP FORFMAN, or charge of a Bulldei’a BoHoess. Under-

mds Uulbic and Cburcb-Wnrk. and is well up in d-awinge and
:i lUits. .Tolner by trade. Highest ref-reac-s as to character and
llliy. Palary reasonable.—Addreu, BROWN, at Deacon’s. Lraden-

Wi

wANTED, a SITUATION immediately,
.

by the Advertisi-r, a first vla>a GRAINER, Writer, aud Oeco-
Apply by letter only to Mr. T. ORaHaU, Beckeoheai,

TO BUILDERS. 4e.

ANTED, a SITUATION in town or
• V c iiniiy. hj- a reepeciab'e. s’eady Man, as a flr-t-clses

PLUMBiR. PAINTER, and GLAIZIEH; 1« a good Writer and
QraliiiT —address, J, W., at Mr, Appleton’s, 33, South Molton-atreet.
Oxf.rd-s- reet.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

W7^ANTED, a SITf^ATION in town, by
T T a JUNIOR ASSISTANT.-Addtesa, B. B. Wattleton,

Biaeousfie'.d, Bucks.

w^o^;
rimd.Chehea, S.W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
TED, in an Architect’s or Surveyor’s

TO HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, AND OTHER.®.WANTED, a CONSERVATORY of IRON
CONSTRUCTION, about 2u feet by 15 feel. Foil parliculare

as to elze. deslgo, and price, to be adUieised to Mr. WILLIAM
MUMiV. Surveyor, Vestry Offices. Cbotch-row, Bethnal-greeo, N.K.

WANTED, a SITUATION as GENERAL
T V FOREMAN of JOB, or to Blsiiave a good Jobbing Baslneee.

Carjienter and J-duer, well up In all Braiichea. Uiirxcnpt.ional
tefeience from last emplo.'er. Age 4‘2

;
conutry preferred; wages

moderate.—Addreis, S. PRESTON, Mr. Kelly, Gray e-inn Gateway,

TO SURVEYORS AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, a SITUATION, as JUNIORW CLEkK. Competent for squarlug. abB’.reC’ing, billing,
tracing drawiugr, and general routine of Survry.-r'a office. Thte*
years’ reference 'o last emp'oyer.—Address, C. 3'. ID, Retreat cot-
tog-)*. A bert-road, Prckhneo. S.F.

TO ABCUITECTS AND OTHERS.WANTED, by an experienced CLERK of
WORKS, a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Carpenter by trade. Town

or country. Good teotiuiouials aud references.—Address, 578, Offleo
of " The Builder.”

TO BUILDER? AND CONTBACrORS.

WVANTED, PLASTERING, PIECE-
T V WORK, by a practical Mau, well experienced In taking

Flaslerlng 'u nuy amount . Eiiber town or conutry. Labourunly.
A good rnfer-nce as to ability. If required.—Address, 578, Office of
"The Builder."

TO ARCHITECrS AND SURVEYOR®.
YIVANTED, by a good General ASSISTANT,
VV e BE-BKGAGE.Mft’vT. Seven years’ experience. Good

refereuces.— Address, B. E, 40, Fuley-atreet, Porttaud-piace, W.

YirANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a good
V V JOBBING BRICKLAYER, lued to all kinds of Fire Work.

diesa, C. M. 13, Lower North-s!

ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
. ,

GENERAL FORI M tN of JOB, or to Manage a good Jobbing
Busloees. Carpenter and Joiti'-r Writ up in all the biauchea. tJooa
rvfeieticrs. No ohj-ctioii ti the coui.try, Ace 38.-Addre88. 6. J.
15, Siisrex-place, Masborongh-road, Hanimersmlrii, W,

w
TO ABCBITEgTS.

WANTED, by a good DRAUGHTSMAN,
VV a RE-eNGAGBMSNT. Pieparrs working and finished

Address. R. Terrace-a
)

TO BUILDERS AND OTHEHS.
W-^^TED, a SITUATION, by an expe-
VV rUucel Man, iu Greenboueee, Stairs, Shopfronts, Buxtpg

Sbulteis, Basher, Frames, tbe geuerai Building, Alterations, end
Repairs. Wages 6id. pec hour. Aged 50.—Address, A. R, 30, Han-
tiyer-sqUiiTe, Keiiulogton Pnrk ruad, 8 B.

TO ABCHITRCra.

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
VV ri.KRK of WORKS, by a practical Uaa.-Ad3rosi, 521,

Office of ’ The BuUJer.”,
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The Status 0/ (Ac Architectural Profession in

the Frovinces.

E recollect contem*

plating, one day, on

the lid of a German

toy-box of "bricks”

for children, a "gilt

and illustrated” re-

presentation of the

supposed actual work-

ing of the ancient

craft, typified by the

contents under the

lid. On one side were

seen the labourers

—

the base manual

workers—engaged on

the shell of a half-

finished mansion
j
on

the opposite side, the

noble proprietor, at

whose bidding the

work was proceeding,

in the glory of mili-

taiy costume and

cocked hat, his horse

held by a humble de-

pendant behind him,

while before him,

clothed in modest black, and hat in hand, stood

the equally humble Bau-meister, respectfully pre-

senting a plan for the languid inspection of his

aristocratic employer. Judging from incidental

hints which turn up now and then, in conver-

sation and in books, we surmise that there is a

certain proportion of the British public out of

i the metropolis whose idea of the dignity of the

architectural profession, and of the relation

' of its members to those who use their ser-

vices, is very much that which seemed to

I be indicated in the childish illustration re-

t ferred to. It has been our painful lot to hear

1 (not without certain inward feelings) the de-

: olaratioD, from people in good society, that they

K could not by any possibility frame unto them-

N selves an idea of the distinction between an

1 architect and a builder, or even imagine what

,1 there could be in architecture to render it worthy

A to be called a “ profession ” at all, beside

i. those noble and time-honoured professions, the

I army, the navy, and the " church,” the killing

]l of bodies, and the saving of souls. Certainly,

II these views we have only heard from repre

5t sentatives of the old school of " County Family ”

1 aristocracy, the Squire Hazeldeans and their

d daughters, whose idea of life ranges between

p partridges and county-town balls. But in our

c current light literature it must be confessed that

t the architect is not on the whole treated very

d deferentially. He is commonly looked on as a

SI sort of inferior, a character belonging to the
“ " debatable land” between gentility and rusticity.

" " Dobbs,” says the parson of the novel, “ has

I made a very pretty thing of the church ;
he is

n really a clever fellow;” as if Dobbs were the

T village cabinet-maker, and had just turned out a

d decent piece of furniture. In one of Mr. Trol-

k lope's cleverest stories, the archdeacon declines

k to listen to Bishop Proudie’s complaints of

d dilapidation in the Palace, hinting that the

d diocesan architect, " or his foreman," would be

t' the proper person to speak to ;
and further on

t! the same dignitary counsels one of his brother

clergy as to the alteration of the wine-cellar in

his new rectory, with “leave it to me; these

fellows” (i. e., the architects) " know nothing

about wine.” We might certainly go with better

hopes of “particular” wine to a contractor’s

cellar than an architect’s, the difference being

that between 15 and 5 per cent, upon " work

executed.” But when we contrast the manner

in which the architect is alluded to (if alluded

to at all) in the current literature of fiction, with

the heroic part often allotted to the engineer in

similar works, which teem with interesting

engineering heroes with compressed lips, square

chins, and broad foreheads ;
and when we con-

sider the indiflferent manner in which a “noble”

or “ honourable ” client often ignores the

claims of “ his architect” to social recognition

(the architect’s “assistants” being of course

" damned,” in a body, by that one fact, as

creatures too small for consideration), it is

evident that we must either be what our Yankee

cousins would call “very small pumpkins"

ourselves, or that a section of our natural em-

ployers must be under a great misapprehension

about us.

“ They manage these matters better

the desire for anything like beauty or poetry in

the disposition of our streets, and towns, and

public buildings. Many people, indeed, before

they have had occasion to employ an architect,

have not the remotest idea as to the nature of

the work done in the office
;
and we have often

been witnesses to the unfeigned astonishment of

a client at the number and elaboration of the

drawings required in carrying out a building

artistically. To show wherein the profession

really consists, and to vindicate it as something

essentially distinct from or superadded to engi-

neering, is not our purpose in this essay, and

would lead ns to a disproportionate digression

from our subject.

We fear, however, that it will scarcely be a fair

statement of the case, to represent the present

very partial recognition of the architectural pro-

fession among ns, the want of appreciation of its

real importance, as entirely chargeable on the

want of right knowledge of a certain portion of

British society. There is no smoke without fire.

We have referred to French estimation of the

profession, as contrasted with English. But the

man who goes under the title of “ architect” in

France represents to the national mind a person

France.” It wa^s the hard lot of one of our
I

educated duly and on a defined and known

professional friends, on one occasion, to travel
j

system
;
one who has passed through an jScoZe

through part of France in company with

fellow-countryman of the genus “ snob.” “ I

have filled up my passport,” said the latter, “ as

landed proprietor ; I advise you to do so
;

it

procures one more respect and attention.”

“ Thanks,” was the reply
;

“ I shall content my-

self with my professional title, and I will venture

to predict that my architect will procure us

more consideration than your landedproprietor ;
”

and the event proved he was right. But in

England the result would have been the oppo-

site. In France an artist, as such, has a soul to

be saved, and a position and title to recognition

in good society. Many Englishmen have still in

their blood the feeling embodied in Lord Chester-

field’s advice to his son, to “ pay fiddlers to fiddle

for him.” Yet with regard to the architectural

profession more allowance must be made for the

public than with regard to some other artistic

professions. It is reasonable to conclude that

the pure and unadulterated ignorance concerning

architectural design, what it consists in, and

why it should be at all, which is prevalent in

this country, is at the bottom of part of the

neglect with which our representatives are often

treated. Moat people see definitely what a

painter or musician is, and that he does some-

thing which no one else can do, even if they

look on that “ something ” as altogether trivial

and ornamental. And if we glance at the

cognate profession of engineering, and feel

aggrieved at the importance attached by the

British public thereto, and the popular glorifying

thereof in biographies and novels, it must

be remembered that the results of engineering

skill are of such a nature as to be appreciable by

the practical common-sense majority. We may,

they think, do without cathedrals or monu-

ments ;
but we cannot do without railways and

viaducts ;
and every unprejudiced person must

admit that engineering has been the great

power of the present century, owing to a con-

catenation of circumstances, and that its pro

feasors are those who have recently done one of

the most important parts of the world’s work.

But to the ordinary mind the exact work which

has to be done by the architect is something not

altogether perceivable, something impalpable,

and which cannot be defined to their satisfaction.

It is not engineering, they know, and they are

told it is not simple building, and what it is

precisely they cannot make out
;

the ruison

d'etre of the profession is not clear to them ; and

it is difficult to know how it can become so, as

long as our towns consist of congregated masses

of endless ugliness, of itself sufficient to fami-

liarise the eye with all that is mean, and stifle

des Beaux Arts, and has had his period of educa-

tion systematically apportioned in such manner

as to afford him the opportunity of learning

satisfactorily the artistic and the practical

portion of his profession in due order. But

what does "architect” represent in England?

It may represent, and happily we are glad to

know that in not a few cases it does represent, a

very accomplished, clever, and ready man, with

a more varied stock of information than most

men possess. But there is no guarantee, in the

present system of architectural education, for its

representing anything of the kind. In the best

circumstances, an architect has, amongst us,

picked up his own education at hap-hazard, and

by hia own exertions, commonly made in a desul-

tory and unsystematic manner ;
and it is only

after he has obtained the chance (which many

never obtain) of carrying out a work of some

importance, that the public can form any

idea of his claims to respect as an accomplished

professional man. And in less happy cases, it

turns out occasionally that the “architect” has

been originally a builder, a joiner, a mason, or

that he has passed his apprenticeship in some

office where surveying and valuation were the

chief employments of his principal ;
and has, in

fact, learnt nothing of architecture, properly so

called, until the lucky day arrives when he gets,

through friendship or interest, a commission to

try his hand upon. There is nothing to prevent

such a man, when once he gets a start, from

representing himself to the public as on precisely

the same level with the man who has spent years

in studying the history of architecture, and the

art of architectural designing
;
and if we so ill

guard the inlet to our profession as to make

no distinction in such matters ourselves, it is

idle to expect that the public will make the

distinction for us, except so far as that in the

long run the really able man will generally, by a

process of “ natural selection,” find his level.

But again, with regard to those who really are

competent and worthy practitioners of the pro-

fession, and every way entitled to the rank of

“ architect,” is there so much attention to general

cultivation of mind and manner as there ought to

be with men who aspire to fill a good position in

society ? Mere ability and knowledge in his

peculiar profession will not in itself render a

man an agreeable companion, or one whose

society will be sought for or valued by the

best and most refined of his fellow men

in other professions. And it must be con-

fessed that indications appear, now and then,

of a lamentably low standard of education and

manner existing among some of those who
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are, nevertheless, talented and hard-working
members of their profession. We have heard, in

by no means despicable assemblies of members
of the profession, ill-usage of a certain letter of
the alphabet to an extent which reminded us of
a sentence in the Book of Proverbs, about a
“ continual dropping;” and we have been startled
by the assertion of the architect, that the works
of Durandus, and some other Medimval lights,

were better literature than Plato and Sophocles,
which, for all the speaker knew of the matter,
they might have been. This state of things is un-
fortunate, not only in its immediate resnlts, but
because it is also an indication that architecture
as a profession is verging more and more into

mere fine drawing and diligent copying, quali-
ties which call little or no mental culture to
their aid. The architects of the retiring gene-
ration were and are, many of them, men of
quiet, refined habits, and of good education,

—

men to whom could be confided the task of
planning mansions and public buildings with the
view of securing at once dignity, grace, and
practical fitness. They may have been wanting
in force of character, and both their merits
and defects are reflected in their works. The
rising generation of architects seem too mnch
characterized by a want of cultivation, an in-
difference to everything beyond the actual
working part of their profession, which infallibly

narrows the mind, and cannot advance the pro-
fession in the eyes of the educated portion of
society. Their main strength seems to lie in

clever, rapid, rough-and-ready drawing (design^
ing, in many cases, it cannot be called), which
they stick to with a diligence and perseverance
that enable them to get through a great amount
of this kind of work, and make a great show
for their trouble; and they are apt to stigmatise
“ writing” architects as persons who can make
admirable theories, but can carry nothing out.
But rapid drawing does not necessarily mean
rapid designing; often it is a snbstitute for
designing altogether, aud is unaccompanied by
any real thought or consideration as to the best
way of solving the problem committed to the
architect. Money is made by the process, and
will be made so long as the majority of the
public are unable to distinguish between design
and mere drawing. But if the new generation
of architects elect to give so much of their time
and labour to what is in fact merely the prepa-
ratory work in erecting a building, viz., the
drawing aud getting up of plans,—if they
neglect the most nsnal accomplishments of
modern education, take no interest in any of
the great questions of the day, or in anything
beyond the routine of professional work; and
adopt a roughness of manner and want of polish,
two results will naturally take place,—the more
refined portion of society will be content to
employ their services, and beg to bo excused
their company

j
and the best class of intellectual

men, whatever natural talents they may possess
for architectural designing, will not care to join
the ranks of a pi-ofeasion which does not seem
to offer them auy work worthy of their energies,
or any position in society, except in a few cases,
equal to that filled by the members of some
other professions, artistic and scientific.

COMPENSATION TO LAND AND HOUSE
OWNERS.*

Theue is considerable uncertainty manifested
in the volume we are considerlng-f as regards
easements. Doubt is expressed whether com-
panies are empowered to purchase any ease-
ment, such as the easement of a tunnel instead
of purchasing the land out and out (see
p. 51), and the case of an arch over part of a
manufactory is confused (p. 53). We be-
lieve that the effect of all the cases is that,
although the parties may agree for an easement,’
it cannot be taken by compulsion, and aa arch
over, or a tunnel under, is equally a taking
within the meaning of the Act. This, however,
does not apply to such works as sewers by
public boards, who can take such easements, but
must pay for the depreciation and damage re-
sulting. Another point rather loosely discussed
is that of “ statutory owners,” as the author
calls them, being parties having limited present
interests. He fails to say that parties may
insist on having life interests or other limited
claims settled separately, leaving reversioners and
mortgagees to arrange on their own account.

• Beo p. 29S, ante.

t Ingram on Componsation to Laud and Houae Owners.
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The promoters cannot compel the limited owner
to sell the reversionary interests

;
but if they take

possession they may deposit one sum in the bank
and give bonds to every person interested. A
question has often been raised, but not decided,
whether, if a claimant does not disclose a mort-
gage, he or the company should pay the six
months’ interest in advance in lieu of notice.
The claimant receives the 10 per cent, com-
pulsory sale on the whole, including the mort-
gage.

By a recent Act of Parliament (Railway Com-
pauies Act, 1867) a great impropriety in practice
has been remedied. In the eases of taking pos-
session of lands under the 85th section it was the
law that a deposit of the value, as ascertained by
a surveyor (always the nominee of the pro-
moters), should be made in the Bank of England,
and bonds given for a like sum. This in the case
of owners in fee was sufficiently equitable

;
but

in the cases of lessees, whose i7ijury might be a
hundredfold the value of the intei'est, it was
manifestlylabsurd. ^Uoder the new Act not only
is the surveyor now independently appointed,
but he is to take into consideration the damage
as well as value. The compiler of this book has
evidently not been aware of what has been done
by bankrupt companies, when at p. 38 he says,
as regards the old Act :

—“ Though the approval
of the Justices is provided in case the parties
differ ” (i.e., aa to the sureties), " the sureties
may be fixed upon by the company without
notice to the claimant. But as the company are

I

bound to deposit the amount of the claim or

I

valuation, as well as to give a bond, no practical

j

harm can arise from this construction.”

I

Imagine a fiourishing tradesman, having only a

j

short lease, being tnrued into the street at a few

I

days’ notice, his protection being a deposit of a
! hundred or two of pounds, and a bond signed by
, one or two whose names had been appended to

I

other bonds for hundreds of thousands of
pounds ! And yet this was the case until 1867.

It is not important to notice, except to show
the misapprehension which may be created as to
the nature of some oases. Wood’s case against
the Charing-croas Railway. It is mentioned on
p. 33, where the plaintiff is described as an
” obstinate landowner,” the fact being that his
land was taken possession of by the contractors
for two lines of railway on viaducts withoiit any
deposit or honds. An injunction was therenpon
granted. A jury was shortly empanelled, and a

i

settlement effected. The " obstinate landowner ”

hero was in fact an ill-used man
j difficulties had

previously arisen, and, os usual when a little

temper is displayed, were not smoothed away by
high-handed proceedings.
As regards deposits, one of the most remark-

able of the habitual proceedings of railway
companies has never attracted attention nor is

noticed in this work, namely, where they are
effected by agreement with the claimants. The
companies, seemingly as a matter of course,
insert in their printed forms a clause by which
the deposit is placed in the hands of their own
bankers. Whether any such deposit really
takes place we cannot say, bub even if it does,
such a deposit can scarcely be so equitable as
when it is in independent hands, and there may
be some special understanding between the com-
panies and their bankers as regards interest. In
any case it is an indnoement to postpone the
completion of the purchases. Endeavours, too,
are often if not always made to alter the
statutory interest of 5 per cent, on deposits to
4- per cent., and as companies have rarely been
able to borrow at less than 5 per cent.—more fre-

quently it is 6 per cent.—it follows that, with a
part return from their bankers, they may in
effect be borrowing from the landowners at abont
2, or even I per cent.
A few words may be devoted to what is

termed “compulsory sale;” the words appear
in the index, but the text is on another subject.

It is a very ordinary custom to add a small
per-centage to the value of the property—mostly
20 or 25 per cent, on land, aud l6 per cent, on
other property. lu the northern counties, how-
ever, a much larger sum is added. This item is

another of those lame ways of setting aside a
difficulty instead of surmounting it. Prior to
the Lauds Clauses Act no snob item was usual,
parties then claiming for extra coats, expenses
of reinvestment, loss of interest by delay, and
other claims now condensed. In the case of
property only, the 10 per cent, probably more
than suffices, but in that of a small interest,

such as a leasehold occupation of short duration,
it is wholly inadequate. We should like to see
a more reasouable system adopted instead of

this clumsy and almost lazy way of saving
i

thought by the persistence in generalization.
,

One or two of the assessors very properly set I

their faces against this item, but we doubt very
|much if they could with reason object to the
!

equivalent claims under the separate heads. If i

the per-centage is adopted, it should unques-
tionably be on a sliding scale, when judgment
would once more be brought into play. In the
cases of “reinstatements” and “injnrionsly
affecting,” no per-centage is added—no one can
say for what reason.

The skill of the surveyor is sorely taxed in
cases of claims for approaches to land fit for

building purposes where it is to be intersected
by a railway. In inquiries of that kind the
company need not define what bridges they will
give, being under the orders of justices, nor can
any one foresee what damage may result from
any peculiar views of two magistrates.
The class of claims for “ injuriously affecting”

is perhaps the most anxious and interesting to
professional men. The courts of appeal are
evidently holding views perfectly consistent,

although apparently contradictory, and whether
from the varying modes of presenting the
questions, or from the many new positions
arising, each case seems to be decided upon its

own merits. Thns it is that the notorious ease
of Ricketts v. The Metropolitan Railway iu all

probability would have bad an opposite result

but for the evidence on which the appeals were
made. It was not alleged, as we think it should
have been, that the laiid was injured ; bat it was
proved that the eastern fell off, and ergo the
damage to the trade depreciated the laud. It

was not proved that the land had been injured ;

hence the disallowance of the claim. Nearly
similar cases where the claims have been for the
depreciation of the land, tempora/rily or perma-
nently, have been adjudicatad on and paid, thus
showing that the nature of the proofs deterred
the companies from raising any objection.

Very recently, in the case of Knock v. The
Metropolitan Railway Company, the liability for

injuriously affecting has been materially ex-

tended by a claim for injury to goods being
allowed : there was a locus sta^idi by reason of
the property being damaged. How far the injury
can be claimed for where the property is not

|

injured it is not easy to say. One kind of cose
has been now (since the publication of this

book) permanently settled by the House of Lords
in the case of Brand v. The Hammersmith
Railway. This claim was for vibration and

]

other injury caused by the proximity of the i

railway, and has been upheld by the highest
|

tribunal. It had been previously held that
j

injury legally ceased when the railway works
|

were completed. It is now clear that the user of
|

the railway may cause injury, to be com-
|

pensated.

There is a curious oversight in page 59 and
the note thereon, where it is stated that juries
cannot legally give damage for other land than
that taken. Sections 49 and 63 in the Lauds
Clauses Act alike authorise jnries, justices, and
surveyors, to assess all values and damages that
can be foreseen,—indeed, the words of the
clauses are identical. In the case of juries they i

may be given separately, bnt it is difficult to say
|

for what purpose, unless it is to fix the stamp
j

duties on the necessary deeds of conveyance.
It propably never was intended that in cases

,

of property injuriously affected, when held by
j

tenants for less than a year, they should be i

entitled to either an arbitration or jnry whore i

the claim is over 50Z. This power sometimes
more unfairly presses on a company than if

they had the same right if the property was i

taken, because in the case of an injury only it

must naturally bo less than if the whole
were taken, and the proportion of costs to i

the claim is proportionately greater, and it

appears to have been the main object of the
framers of the Act to avoid costly modes of

settlement in small cases. The avidity, how-
ever, with which claimants seize on opportucities
of having either juries or arbitrators shows that
the Justices have not earned a character for

sympathy with them.
The almost universal feeling of magistrates

seems to be against claimants, but there Lava
been some extraordinary exceptions; a change
certainly seems to bo demanded, because they
have not the professional skill and knowledge to

come to a conclusion of themselves, aud the
course ofproceedings before them does not tenclto

enlighten them. Their jurisdiction would very
properly be limited to cases where less thau oOZ.

is claimed, or there should be a few selected
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iBtices. There is no indacemenfc to make them

oqaire amongst themselves what is done, so as

0 obtain a greater unanimity and certainty in

heir decisions.

It is not generally known that a yearly tenant,

laving received a notice, can summon the com-

lany before any two justices acting together in

»etty session. This is not noted in Ingram’s

olume simply because no “case” has arisen

roin it.

One of the greatest hardships we are aware of

B created by bargains made between owners of

imall property and railway companies for enypty

)oss688ion, which means that in consideration of

L larger sum of money the owner undertakes to

"ive hia tenants notices to quit, thus saring the

;ompany the compensations to the occupiers,

ind turning them into the street without recom-

)0 Dse. To their honour be it said, most of the

netropolitan companies have generally refrained

rom this hard bargain.

Two statements are made, the first, we sup-

Dose, founded on some case (which, however, is

lot quoted)
,
that “ a lessee is entitled to compen-

jation for (inter alia) the loss of his chance of a

beneficial renewal.” It was so in some of the

larly special Acts, but so far is it from being the

3886 now that, except in the case of customary

renewalsj where some special rights exist under

the Ecclesiastical Acts, even a power to deter-

mine a lease is taken advantage of, and the cus-

tom is to value only the shortest term. We
acknowledge the severity of this arbitrary pro-

ceeding, but so long as the courts recognise the

right of a railway company to determine tenan-

cies when they have acquired the ownership, the

converse cannot bo maintained in the case of

leases. The second statement is on page 64,

where the foregoing case is flatly contradicted,

and cases are cited to show that no claim for

“ chance of renewal ” can be sustained.

Throughont the work the writer has con-

founded the word taken with required

:

the re-

sult is positive error. In the one case a yearly

tenant has a right to a jury or arbitrator, and in

the other he must appear before justices. Con-

stantly the expression “ required and taken” is

adopted. There is no such expression in the

12l8t section, but that used is “ required to give

up possession.” In page 181 this wantofpre-l
cision leads to a decided mis-statement on the

subject.

We ai'e brought now nearly to the close of the

matter, and “ costs ” form the only point

desirable to be noticed.

In all preliminary matters, and in settlements

. by agreement, no costs are legally payable. It

has become a custom to do so, but the amount is

absolutely under the control of the purchasers.

The legal fact is stated in the book, bat nob the

. custom. When, however, the claims have been
“ tried,” costs are payable by the promoters,

1 unless, in ordinary language, they have a verdict,

t.e., thesum offered has nob been exceeded, in

• which case the costs are, as it were, divided.

The modes of taxation, however, are very nn-

: satisfactory : up to last year arbitrators very
II properly settled the costs. This appears to have
I displeased the companies, who have succeeded in

;• getting all costs taxed by the Masters of the

)
Queen’s Bench, there being a bill now before

’ Parliament to complete the references of costs to

I those officers. In one respect only it is better,

II and that is the somewhat certain scale on which
costs will be allowed, leaving it open to claim-

II ants to make an item of “ extra costs” in their

1' demands. This volume has not quite accurately

’ given the law on taxations as it stood
;
but as

p
probably the bill above named will pass, it will

b become accurate by anticipation.

We are amazed at one of the assertions on

p page 200, to the effect that it is extremely

d doubtful whether in the cases of “ injuriously

B affecting,” if no offer be made by the company,
tl the claimant is entitled to the costs of the in-

q quiry. The author can know nothing of the

e every-day proceedings of every company where
tl these costs are as undisputed as in any ordinary

a< action. Again, at page 202, a doubt is sug-

g gested whether lessees are entitled to half costs

it in a certain case. He must mean liable, as the
Cl company invariably pay the expenses of the
Cl court } and at page 203, because a lessee is not

8l strictly an “owner,” he may not be entitled to

c costa, “but the courts might, and probably would,
ii interpret the word ‘owners’ so as to include

a all claimants.” We think sotoo. We may add,

t' that it never seems to have entered into any
0 other mind that lessees’ costs could be evaded.

The costs before justices are in their discretion,

a and vary in assessment as much as in their other

“ discretions.” Counsel, solicitors, and scientific

witnesses are frequently employed, and yet we

have known two guineas allowed for costs of the

inquiry.

In the cases of apportionment of rents by

jnsticee, there is no power as to costs. This ap-

pears to have been another oversight in the

general Acts.

Amongst the special railway matters as dif-

ferent from those of other public bodies are ques-

tions of certain kinds of “ injuriously affecting.”

In the case of interference with light and air, for

inatance,railway companies cannot beinterrupted,

but the claim must, once for all, include every

anticipated damage. In the other cases the

injury most be first complete, and a second

inquiry in an action at law must bo held, or the

works can be stopped as in the case of ordinary

adjoining owners. This, however, is not ex-

plained here, because it only arises in practice.

There are many other subjects to which we
could call attention

;
but we have written enough

to show the great interest pertaining to such a

volume as this : and it would become a treatise

instead of a review were wo to extend this

notice further. We cannot but hail this edition

of a work especially designed as a book of

reference.

HOTEL DIEU, PARIS.

It seems that all the forces of the town of

Paris are realty concentrated npon the early

completion of even a portion of the new H6tel

Dieu. All the best masons are there congregated,

and if it were objected that the new theatres,

operas, or the Chateau d’Eau are left nearly at a

standstill, the reply would be, “ The poor first"

This vast structure is laid north and south, and

stands upon a surface of nearly 5^ statute acres.

As to the site, various opinions have been put

forth by professional men, medical and architec-

tural, with regard to the propriety of keeping

this hospital in the heart of the city, and they

have rightly urged its removal. Some medical

men state that, although the building is far

advanced, the proximity of the Seine will be

fatal to the inmates, and they want to change

the destination of the new house.

The hospital is to contain 800 beds ;
but it

will not receive generally more than 700 and odd

sick, the wards for the remainder being reserved

for cases of emergency, when a sudden change

is prndently advisable from one ward to another.

Six pavilions, isolated on three sides, are to

contain wards, one over another, of twenty-

six or thirty beds
;
thus the fatal crowding of

the inmates will be avoided. These pavilions

have only two stories. This is to facilitate the

circulation of air throughout the building.

Chambers containing from one to ten beds are

to be provided for those patients who require

isolation.

The main ventilation is to be effected by large

windows opening out on the facades of the

pavilions. M. A. Tardien conceiving that it

was impossible at all temperatures to obtain a

sufficient supply of fresh air by these means, the

anthoribies are preparing to install a system of

artificial heating and ventilation combined. M.
Tardien states in hia own words •.

—

“ Dc8 ventilatenrs mus par lavapeur iront puiser I'air

a une grande hauteur, cet air, aprea avoir circuit dans les

caloriferes, suivant les besoins du chauffago, d(5bouchera

par des oritices disposes dans Taxe de chaque salle.

II s’^Rvera jusqu’au plafond et redescendra par couches

sueoesaives pour servir a la respiration et ii Tentraine-

ment des niiasmes.
Quant a I’air vioU, il s’dchappera par des ouverturea

mfinagi^es an niveau du plancher et aboulissant k une

vaste eheminde, oil un appel duergique sera, entretenu dtd

comme hivor par la chaleur du reservoir d’eau chaude.

Cette veutilation artifleieUe pourra porter le renouvello-

meut de Tair a plus de ceut ruiitres cubes par heuro et

par lit.”

Hoisting machines, cranes, and hydraulic lifts

are to be adopted. In fact, of all that modern

science, ingenuity, and skill can apply to the

alleviation of the sufferings of mankind, none

will be found wanting,—they say.

TEE TALKED-OP LAW COURTS.

We must leave off saying the proposed Law
Courts, for the whole matter is now in abeyance

again. The present Chancellor of the Exchequer

deals in surprises. After the advocates of the

Embankment site and the Strand site had done

their very best in support of their different

views, the Chancellor of the Exchequer made a

very elaborate speech, showed the House that the

undertaking as it then stood would involve an

expenditure of something like four millions in-

stead of the one million and a half originally

contemplated, and that the coat would fall on the

public, notwithstanding what bad been said to

the'eontrary. It hud been assumed, he continued,

that there were only the two alternatives of

Carey-street and the Embankment j but he be-

lieved there was a third plan which ho hoped

the House would accept. There was a street

called Howard-street, which ran half-way be-

tween the road on the Embankment and tho

Strand, parallel to both. Above that street the

property was of considerable value, consisting of

very good houses in Norfolk-street, Amndel-
streetjEsser-street, Surrey-street, and the Strand.

Below it was of a very inferior character, con-

sisting of premises of different kinds, which had

been left, as it were, derelict by the Embank-
ment. He believed that a piece of land, amount-

ing to six acres, between roads 100 ft. wide,

might be purchased there for G0O,000Z. He was

advised that on that piece of land might be

erected buildings which would hold all the

courts of justice, all the ancillary offices, and

several others not so ancillary, and that it

would be a high estimate to pub that down at

a cost of 1,000,0001. So that together the cost

would only be 100,000i. more than the original

I

estimate. All that might be made, without

great expense, extremely ornamental on the side

facing the river. On the other side, towards the

Strand, not being exposed, it would not require

to be so ornamental. For the faijade of the

building, he would suggest to the House to

consider Inigo Jones’s magnificent design for a

palace for Charles I., which was to have con-

sisted of a great quadrangle, occupying all the

land between the river and the Horse Guards,

with a fa9ade of 874 ft. to the river. The plans

and elevations of that building wore in exist-

ence, and ho would entreat the House to give

every consideration to a scheme which had been

the result of much consideration and of many
anxious inquiries.

Ultimately the debate was adjourned, the

Government accepting the responsibility of

bringing forward a scheme.

It is obvious that if the plot of land pointed

to by Mr. Lowe is sufficient for the building

required, it mast be a very different building

from that necessitated by the Commissioners’

instrnctions. A more remarkable mesa was
probably never made by a Royal Commission

than that which is now before ns.

OUR ANCIENT CASTLES.

At the last meeting of tho Bath Literary and

Philosophical Association, Prebendary Scarth

read a paper on “ Castellated Architeotnre,” in

which he described the castles of various

periods,

At the close, the chairman, Mr. J. Goodwin,

P.S.A., said that one feature in the paper they

had all listened to with so much pleasure was to

him of very peculiar interest— namely, the

effectual way in which tho Rev. Prebendary

Scarth had dissipated the idea, very diligently

maintained by authorities of no inconsiderable

repute, of the remote antiquity of existing

remains of castellated architecture in this

country. Only that afternoon he had read in a

work of reference, far from meanly thought of,

that the caBtle of Richborough, near Sandwich,

in Kent, was not only built on the ground plan

of the ancient Roman stationary camp in that

locality, but retained features of the original

Roman architeotnre; whereas if they looked to

authentic illnstrations they would find that only

a few bare walls were standing, and it was very

doubtful whether anything earlier than of

Norman date was now extant there or in any

other castellated remains in England. Even the

Saxons, as explained by the lecturer,
_

had left

very little, if anything, of the kind behind them,

and he strongly inclined to the opinion that it

was to the massive solidity introduced by the

Normans that they must look for the first and

best examples of castellated architecture that

had descended to us from early times.

Why upsetting tho belief that thei’e are in

this country remains of castellated architecture

of remote antiquity should give any antiquary

particular pleasure, is not very obvious. The

truth is, of course, pre-emiuently desirable
;
but

one school of antiquaries of the present day seem

to think it their mission, oddly enough, to prove

all English antiquities modern. Mr. J. Goodwin

I

can scarcely know Riohborough, except from the

illustrations of which he speaks, and possibly

has never seen Pevensev.
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A KEW CATHEDRAL FOR GRAFTON,

AUSTRALIA.
Designs for a new cathedral at Grafton have

been made by Messrs. Slater & Carpenter, and
will be taken ont by the Bishop of Grafton and
Armidale, when it is expected a commencement
will be made at once. The plan consists of a
nave and aisles, 72 ft. long and 42 ft. wide

;

choir 38 ft. long, and of the same width. There
are two towers placed to form qnasi'transepts, as
at Geneva and Exeter

; these are of lofty pro-
portions, with shingle spires. The detail is
necessarily very simple

; the arcades have
moulded caps, and only one order for the arches.
Above is a clearstory of lancets, forming inter-
nally a continnons arcade. At the east of the

removing a largo portion of the present church,
yard, and all the houses that formerly stood
upon that side. Continuing on nearly a perfect
level with the surface of the street at its point
of starting, the new road crosses at Parringdon-
street at an angle by means of a skew bridge,
and thence passes up what was formerly Skinner-
street, until it reaches the western end of New-
gate-street. This forms the main line or simple
viaduct of the Holbom Valley

; but growing out
of this are two secondary lines, scarcely less
important.
The first of these is anew street starting from

the Holborn Circus, and continuing in a north-
easterly direction to Farringdon-road, im-
mediately opposite to the new street leading to
Smithfield Market. These roads will be 60 ft.square-ended choir, are three arches opening ... - -- -- - —

into the octagonal chapter-house, communicating I

width, forming a continuous thoroughfare to
also with the ambulatories, as in “ Beoket’s !

1°
crown,” at Canterbury (if the comparison indeed with this Shoe-lane is widened to
could be allowed). North and sonth of the
chapter-house are placed the vestries, with
porches opening also into the ambulatories of
the choir. The chapter-honse is finished with a
high pyramidal roof, and over the three eastern
arches of the choir is a large rose-window, with
an internal enclosing arch. Stone can be pro-
cured in the neighbourhood of Grafton, but all
skilled labour is very dear and scarce; it will
therefore probably be many years before the
chapter can enter their cathedral in its com-
pleted state. The choir will be first undertaken,
and the works will gradually extend westwards.

THE HOLBORN VALLEY IMPROVEMENT.
This important work, long delayed, at last

approaches completion. It is stated that the
main line will be so far finished that the traffic
may be expected to be resumed during this
present summer or autumn.

After many years consumed in consideration
of varions schemes and in endeavours (not
always happily resulting) to reconcile conflicting
interests, the plan now being carried ont was
decided upon, and Mr. Haywood, the engineer
to the Commissioners of Sewers of the City of
London, was instructed to proceed with the
necessary works. These have been in progress
eince May, 1863, and have been carried out
without accidents of any consequence. The
nature of the works themselves, and the delays
in efieoting the demolition of the old structures
and roadways, embarrassed, too, by much litiga-
tion, are given as answers to those who complain
of delay.

All passengers who remember the dangers
and discomforts of old Holborn-hill will appre-
ciate the relief afforded by the wide and level
road which now spans the valley between
Hatton-garden and Newgate-street

;
the neces-

sity, in fact, of this new viaduct is so apparent,
that in a year or two the public will scarcely
think it credible that so obvious an improve,
ment could have been so long delayed. Not
only will the new viaduct afford a continuous
line for traffic between the West-end and the
City, but it will cause a large amount of most
valuable land now lying nearly nnemployed to
be made immediately available for building pur-
poses. In the neighbourhoods of old Smithfield,
Snow-hill, and new Farringdon streets, already
large warehouses and other commercial struc-
tures are rapidly rising, and in a few years the
Holborn Valley Improvement will be the sub-
stantial centre of almost a new part of London.
The nature of the undertaking may be thus

described :—Commencing from the Holborn end,
the first feature is a wide circular open space,
called the Holborn Circus, resembling its name-
sakes in Oxford-street and Piccadilly. From
this the new road starts in continuation of the
present line of Holborn, and takes an easy
curve of about a quarter of a mile radius to the
iron bridge which crosses Farringdon-street.
On the north side of this circus Hatton-garden
opens, and immediately near to it, on the north-
east of the circle, is the commencement of a
lateral road, which will presently be described.
Upon the opposite side is the new entrance to
Bartlett’s-buildings and the intended opening
into a projected street, at present terminating in
St. Andrew’s-court and Thavies-inn, which is to
run diagonally in a south-westerly direction, and
join Fleet-street near the site of the present
Temple-bar. The width of the Holborn con-
tinuation is 80 ft. Before reaching the bridge
over Farringdon-street, the road is carried by a
smaller girder-bridge over Shoe-Jane, and passes
close to the Church of St. Andrew, Holborn,

30 ft., and, passing under the viaduct, connects
with a second auxiliary street, which, beginning
at Farringdon-road, is carried nearly parallel
with the viaduct for some distance, and then
unites with it by an easy curve by the side of
St. Sepulchre’s Church. This street will join
King-street, and thns give another line of access
to the new market. With the buildings to be
erected on either side, it will take the place of
what was once known as Snow-hill,
The present level of the road-snrface of a

portion of Farringdon-street will be raised, so as
to form more easy gradients for junction with
the side streets.

Access is gained to the upper level of the
roadway over Farringdon-street by steps for
foot-passengers, enclosed by uniform buildings
at each of the four corners of the viaduct. These
buildings are intended as shops and for other
commercial purposes, and form substantial
abutments for the springing of the viaduct.
The architecture of each of these is uniform, the
style being a free rendering of what we suppose
must be called modern Italian, a convertible and
yet appropriate name for that which has not the
pointed element too freely prevailing, and owns
desire for beauty and common sense with some
slight reference to Classic as its parents. How
these four buildings will appear in reference to
their position with the line of angle of the road-
way, is an open question. Rectangular structures
applied to a “skew” plan are always ticklish
things to manage, and as the buildings are as
yet not sufficiently developed to fairly allow a
judgment to be formed, we shall be curions to
see how Mr. Haywood’s ingenuity escapes a
somewhat difficult dilemma.
The impression left upon the mind after a

first leisurely walk from Holborn to Newgate-
street on the top of the new roadway is of a
wide and level thoroughfare raised above the
old pavements, and of a spacions bridge crossing
the busy thoroughfare of Farringdon-street
below. The improvement is so grand and yet
so simple, and the direction taken by the new
read so obviously is the easiest and the best, that
difficulties of construction and engineering de-
tails are in a manner lost sight of, and it is not
until the work concealed from the eye is dived
into that the true nature of the undertaking is
understood. To know what has been accom-
plished, and to appreciate rightly the work, an
observer must leave the upper level and pene-
trate the interior; to comprehend his subject he
must do as all patient learners do, commence
at the foundation.
The problem that the engineer had to work

out appears at first sight a simple one. The
postulates were a bridge crossing the great artery
of Farringdon-street, and a level causeway on
either side from Holborn on to Newgate-street.
Then came considerations of detail that soon
assumed a complex and difficult shape. Sewers,
and gas, and water pipes had to be carried, levels’
to be regarded, and connexions with lateral
thoroughfares had to be maintained. Then arose
questions of modes of construction. Obviously
a solid embankment was not possible, and an
open arcade would be a waste of valuable space.
So the design gradually shaped itself into what
may be briefly and accurately described as a
plan consisting of two lateral passages, one on
either side, supporting the pavement, and cross
arches forming vaults between, and carrying the
carriage roadway above.
As the great depth of the Holborn Talley

caused the viaduct to be of considerable height
at its point of crossing Fan-ingdon-street, the
engineer took advantage of this to subdivide his
vaulted passages into stories, and there are ac-
cordingly one, two, and three as the dip of the

level permits. First is appropriated a space for
areas and vaulted cellars of the houses, and
then against these is at top a subway in which
are the gas, water, and telegraph pipes

j then a
passage, and below these a vaulted chamber
constructed with damp.proof courses through its
walls, and of considerable depth, at the bottom
of which, resting on a concrete bed, is the sewer.
The sewer is intended to be open, and the acen-
mulation of foul gases is expected to be pre-
vented by upward ventilation; but as a matter
of passing criticism we would suggest that there
seems a source of trouble in prospect which
might readily be obviated by' constructing an
enclosed sewer in the ordinary manner, and using
the ventilating fines and pipes (that are provided
for the purpose of carrying off effluvia) from the
sower direct instead of from the large chamber
in which at present it is placed.
The height of these subways is 11 ft. 6 in.,

and their width 7 ft.
; they are constructed of

brickwork, excepting where carried over the
London, Chatham, and Dover Railway, at which
point they are of tubular form, and are con-
structed of iron. The subways are interrnpted
in the level course at the crossing of Shoe-lane
and Farringdon-street, and dip down under the
lower level by means of vertical shafts. In this
connexion a qnestion arises as to the means to
be adopted to relieve the great pressure npon
the water-pipes caused by this descent and
ascent.

The subways contain ventilating shafts which
are connected with trapped gullies in the road-
way above, also with the pedestals of the lamp-
posts perforated for the purpose, and with flues
specially directed to be left in party walls of
buildings,—all these contrivances being specially
made for the carrying off of gases that may
escape, especially from leakage from the gas
mains. It is not anticipated, however, that the
difficulties arising from this latter source of
trouble will be so great as some supposed. It is

well known that an enormous loss annually
occurs to the gas companies from defective joints,
the evidence of saturation of the earth around
them showing invariably a most formidable
leakage; but we have always been of opinion
that this waste should not exist, and it remains
to be seen whether true economy will not be
found in a system which permits the pipes
to be always accessible, and compels better
workmanship by leaving it constantly exposed
to test and examination. The temptation to
conceal bad or careless work by burying it in the
earth is too great for most workmen to resist.
As it is, in these subways, defective joints will
soon tell their own tale, and the smallest
possible escape will be soon detected and easily
stopped. It should be the policy of the gas
companies to have men specially employed to
examine the mains in the subways, and there is

no doubt that the more careful workmanship
that exposure of the whole pipe must necessitate
will result in a gas-tight joint and a sensibly
diminished waste. Provision is made for the
easy ingress of workmen and materials, and the
subways are lighted by means of gratings fitted
with globules of thick glass. Their ventilation
has been already alluded to.

The extensive range of vaults under the centre
of the road is calculated to yield a considerable
revenue. They are large, commodious, dry, and
of an agreeable temperature, and for storage of
goods and other commercial purposes may fairly

be expected to be gladly appropriated. They
will have tramways laid through them for the
more easy carriage of goods, and the entrance to
them will be in the abutments of the bridges
over Shoe-lane and Farringdon-street.
The plan and sectional views that wo give

will make the mode of construction thus briefly

described readily understood.
The extent of the viaduct from Holborn to

Newgate-street is about 1,400 ft. in length, and
the width between the building line 80 ft.,

affording space for a 50-ft. carriage-way in the
centre, and two pavements, each 15 ft. wide on
either side. The brickwork is composed of
stocks, with Galt facings from the Medway, and
the cement is Portland. The stone of the boild-
logs is Portland, and the granite, black
Guernsey, red Ross, and Mull, with Aberdeen.
The surface of the carriage-way will be paved
with cubes of granite 9 in. by 3 in., bedded on fine
ballast 4 in. thick, resting on concrete 12 in.

deep, lying on coarse ballast, with a layer of |-in.
asphalts next to the brick arches. The side
pavements will be laid with 3-in. York flags,

with perforated gratings, as before described, to
light the subways.
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The qnantities of materials so far employed,
*nny be roughly stated at about 16,000,000 of
bricks, between 50,000 and 60,000 yards of con-
crete, 120,000 yards of digging and carting,

25.000 tons of stone, and, inoluding the bridges,

but exclusive of water and other pipes, about
12.000 tons of iron. The cost of the works can
scarcely at present be approximated

;
it appears

probable, however, that the construction account
will seem small compared with the cost of pur-
chase of site, settlement of compensation with
owners and occupiers, and the money sunk in

much unfortunate litigation.

The bridges afford the principal opportunity
of ornamental display, that over Farringdon-
street being the most important. This is con-
structed with cast-iron girders covered with
flanged corrugated plating, and crosses the
thoroughfare at an angle. It is divided by rows
of piers into three spans, the outer rows resting
npcn the curb of the pavements. These piers,

as well as the half-piers of the abutments, are
of polished granite, very boldly wrought, and
effective in design. The ornamental metal en-
richments of the open girders is simple in its

general arrangement, and far from common-
place.

The loading idea is of circular panels,connected
by scroll work, and fflled with emblematic de-
vices, in which the civic emblazonry and the
well-known griffins are appropriately conspicn.
ous. The outer central piers dividing the pave-
ment from the carriage-road, are carried above
the railing on the parapet of the bridge, and
terminate in pedestals on which are to be placed
four stone statues of civic worthies of older
times, which, when in place, will be well seen,
and will form effective features. The panels
composing the balustrading are already par-
tially placed, and from the decoration that is

hinted at by a small specimen on the northern
front, promise to be light and cheerful, with
colour and gilding, as well as of a substantial
character. The ornamental castings, by the
way, throughout struck us as clean and good,
the artistic details being sharp and well pre-
served.

The height of the Farringdon Bridge will be
16 ft. at the curb, and a minimum of 21 ft. in
the centre. At present the apparent altitudes

I exceed these
; but, as before remarked, the

i surface-level of the street will be raised.
When completed, the effect of this wide level

. thoroughfare will be very satisfactory, and no-
i where do the dome and lantern of St. Paul’s
I appear to so good advantage as when seen from
t the centre of the Farringdon Bridge. Much, of

,

( course, must depend upon the style and finish of
i the new buildings that will line its sides

;
but

i from present appearances it is not to be sup-

j
posed that they will be otherwise than well

( designed, and of ornate and costly finish.

A large and handsomely embellished building
i for Messrs. Negretti «& Zambra is rapidly
{ approaching completion from the designs of
1 Mr. Waterhouse. This stands upon the corner of
t the Circus at the jauction of the new street, and
I next to it are the new premises for the Messrs.
] Fearon, the wine-merchants, in a similar state
( of forwardness, and for whom Mr. F. W. Porter
i is architect. Close by in Holborn is the site for
a a large building intended to be erected under
t the direction of Mr. Lockwood.

During the demolition of the old streets and
i) bouses nothing of any special value or interest
? was brought to light

j the most noteworthy being
t the frequent discovery of all sorts of concealed

f passages for escape and nooks for hiding plunder
i in the villainous old houses of Field-lane and its

t unsavoury neighbourhood, the removal of which
s alone sbonid cause the Holborn Valley Improve-
I ment to be considered a blessing to this part of
I London. In carrying the new road through
f St. Andrew’s Church-yard, a large slice of the

g ground was required, and this compelled the
r removal of a great number of human remains

j

b 'between 11,000 and 12,000 were therefore
d decorously transferred to the City Cemetery at
1] Ilford.

It now only remains to mention that the works
0 of this important and most beneficial improve-
n ment are being carried out by the Improvement
0 Committee of the Corporation of the City of
L London, from the designs and under the super-
V vision of Mr. William Haywood

; Mr. Robert
L Lidstono acting as his principal clerk of the
B works. Messrs. Hill, Keddell, & Waldram are
tl the contractors for the whole

; and the charge of
tl the ironwork of the Farringdon Bridge, and of
tl the greater portion of the remainder, ia in the
b hands of Messrs. Cochrane & Groves.
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INSTITUTE OF PATNTEES IN WATEE
COLOUES.

The summer exhibition of tho Institotc of
Puinters in Water-colonrs is less distinguishable

than could be wished from the collection shown
during the winter months, and this arises prin-

cipally from the want of ambition amongst tho
younger members, who might bo supposed to

share a desire to support tho prestige of the
society, and may be capable of tho undertaking.
The ligure draughtsmen, with tho exception of

those who for years past have supplied the
leading pictures at this gallery, show a want of
inventiveness that in itself is very astonishing,
and a barrenness in conceiving the simplest
incidents more astonishing still.

There are numerous small drawings that have
scarcely cost as mnch thought as many an
inferior magazine illastration, and that might
have been acceptable in a gathering of sketches
and studies, but leave no favourable impressions
as finished works ; for in too many cases the
matter is not worth the method employed in

making tho most of it.

In landscapes, however, in coast-scenes, in-

teriors, exteriors, and still-life, or in any respect
where thought and creative faculty are less to

be exercised, and executive skill is the great
desideratum, the collection is rich, and in choice
examples. A too ready excuse may always be
found in the assertion that demand itifluences

supply, when it w’onld be more just to remember
that the better quality of the supply would more
certainly produce the demand. Mr. Louis Hagbe'e
drawings, of which there are half a dozen this
year, display most of the characteristics common
to all he does. Well-selected themes to invest
sneh capabilities as he excels in, are (37) “ St.
George’s Chapel, Windsor : Burial of King
Charles I.;” and the bedchamber in which
happened “The Arrest” (28) of the monarch

;

though the incidents depicted are of less con-
sequence than the studied and ably represented
interiors : by dint of clever light and shade ar-

rangement and sombre rich colouring, they are
made very interesting.

“ Cromwell on the ITorning of tho Battle of
Naseby ” (93) ; the Eepublican hero reading in
his tent, his bard, stern features illuminated by
the light of the lamp, is a more important pro-
duction, rising to the dignity of historical iUus-
tration, and a very impressive and suggestive
portrait. “ Eeading the New Sonnet” (157);
the poet himself, perhaps, attired in black, sur-
rounded by a weU-dressed assemblage of late
eighteenth-century fashion, is—doing as Sterne
used to do—treating some of his acquaintances
with the first taste of his latest efli’usion : this

again is very remarkable for the apposite style of
the room, furniture, and appointments, and a
very pleasant example of the master.

Mr. E. II. Corbould is not so strongly repre-
sented as is customarily the case

;
but, as usual,

his drawings are conspicnous for clearness and
brilliancy, as well as for force. (63) “ Joan of
Arc forsaken,” though little more than a single
figure, is at once to be identified by the
precise drawing and well-selected costume
and equipments : the horse appears rather
small, and there may be some difficulty in
finding legs for some of tho dead warriors,
but there is this to be said, they will not require
them again even if they are found. “ My
Grandfather’s Choice” (16), a bepatched, be-
powdered beanty of certain uncertain age, in
qualified pink drapery, and with an unqualified
green fan

; and a ladylike, agreeable portrait of
“ The Lily of Oakwood ” (40), form his share in
the exhibition.

Mr. Henry Warren, besides a snbject—eluci-
dated on a large scale—from Biblical history,
“ Abraham purchasing the Field and Cave of
Macbpelah" (143), with its correct realization
of Eastern habits and observances, has an
“Arrival at the Weil” (13), with (109) a pro-
cession conveying "The Queen of Sheba on her
Way to visit Solomon,” to represent him.
A study for the last work that had engaged

the untiring industry and valuable acquire-
ments of the clever, amiable Mr. Edward H.
Wehnert (15), “ Galileo before the Inquisi-
tion

a

quaint fancy portrait, “Pavoniua”
(117), by Mr. J, M. Jopling; and two life-

size companion-pictnres by Mr. Gnido Bach,
very deftly, but somewhat slightly done,

—

(175), the one, of a pretty, perplexed maiden,
whose thoughts may be supposed to be not
totally concentrated on the means of bettering
herst'lf, since her adjuration to the monk,
‘‘ Father, advise me,” implies some divided in-

clinations; and the other, “The Appeal” (181)
of a rugged-faced petitioner of the rougher sex
to a knight of mundane ideas with regard to

favour, who shows no divided inclination, for he
looks quite determined not to allow the appellant
to got the better of him,—are amongst the more
ambitious performances to be noted. Slight-

ness, again, and careless drawing deteriorate
from the claims of Mr. Bach’s classical compo-
sition (198), “ Pysebe, having lost Cupid, ap-
peals to Pan for advice to aid her in his re-

covery.” There is so little needed to make this

a favourable example of the pure resources of

water-colour—emulating the qualities of fresco-

painting—that the failing is the more observable
and disappointing.

“A Mistake” (12), by Mr. Valentine W.
Bromley, made by a gallant at a masquerade :

he Las declared bis love to the wrong lady. It

would have been a more sensational situation had
she been awronged lady, and in that the artist has
missed a point. There is good workmanship to

recommend good colour in this, but a want of
story. Were the loved one rather more lovely

(123), “Kiss and be Friends” would bo a
charming drawing; it indicates no common
taste for refinement, and an originality of idea in

treating simple episodes of an ordinary life’s

history so as to invest them with a peculiar
interest. Such is the passing anger of an
impetuous boy-lover, who, after a tiff, is leaving
the castle-home to chew the end of an alterative

'

dose that checks hia sanguine hope of everlasting
worldly happiness, armed with a weapon to

bring down the deer,—with more chance of|

success abroad, be it hoped, than he has had
|

with the dear within walls, who, however, re-

;

lenting, follows him to invito reconciliation

before the wound should rankle. “The Ferry ”

(158), also by Mr. Bromley, is another short
[

chapter of romance very well told, but of
less merit than the former as a picture.

“Persuasion” (22), by Mr. C. Green, is more
j

remarkable for the care with which the variety

of articles dealt in by the broker are made
out than from much that interests in the pair,

who, about to pair, are buying furniture, or in

the persuader, who is trying to dispose of a clock
to the best advantage.

(66) “A Cap of Tea,” “The Writing Desk”
(232), “Contentment” (234), and “The New
Novel ” (236), are nicely manipulated, and serve
to indicate the nature of many of the items to

be found on the walls and screens this year.
“The Doubtful Coin” (45) that a tenant has
offered to the steward amongst his rent-money,
by Mr. H. B. Eoberts

; (57) “A Question of
Time,” the lover pleading his suit to a lukewarm
listener, with a sundial to divide them and serve
for their support—one of Mr. J. Absolon’s
prettiest productions on this occasion

;
(51)

“ Ehoda,” more subdued in colour than usual, by
Mr. A. Bouvier ; more love-making, as described
in “Enoch Arden” (207) and by Mr. G. G.
Kilburne, are also noteworthy. With a photo-
graphic distinctness of outline and the utmost
finish that could be lavished on this, through-
out there is a want of vitality inseparable from
camera reflexions. Both silent and loquacious
swain, with “that one girl ” on whom "either
fixt his heart” appear to have a very cool idea
of the affections. Enoch is speaking his love,

whilst Philip is like the parrot that said nothing,
but thought tho more.
“A Candidate for Adoption” (202), by Mr.

A. C. Gow, selected by a wealthy lady from an
orphan-school, is a pretty subject

;

“ Old Com-
rades” (247), a monk, perched on the garden-
wall of the monastery, conversing with an armed
and mounted man of war about old times, when
peace was not so compatible with his happiness

' as now,—an elaborated and clever drawing
j

and “Chamber Practice” of an old gentleman
who is desirous of becoming an adept at fencing
with other than forensic adversaries, are all dis-

tinguishable among the more valuable examples
present. “Faust and Marguerite” (163), the
garden scene, by J. D. Linton, is more curious
than pleasing. Neither hero nor heroine has
much in the way of personal advantages to

boast of, and they, with their surroundings, are
so lighted up with reflected light as to suggest
a phosphorus diet bad been pi-escribed for them
by their worthy friend and enemy, Mephis-
topheles.

(178) “ Near Selborno, Hants,” by Mr. George
Shalders, is unquestionably a most astonishing
and perfect production of its class; though but
a composition embracing an expansive tract of

country with numerous sheep feeding and re-

posing to be influenced by the effect of a gorge-
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ous sunset sky : the harmonious brilliancy of the
whole is to be marvelled at. Mr. Mole, if he do
not work with an incredibly rapid pencil, must
be indefatigable. No less than fourteen emana-
tions repeat bis name in the catalogue, thongh
they are not all of the calibre of (39) “An
Autumn Evening in South Wales,” hia principal

work.
There are nnmerons landscapes of a very high

degree of merit, charming drawings by Mr. H,
G. Hine

;
for witness, “ On the Downs, near

Willingdon, Sussex” (41), from eight or nine
specimens

; (17) “ Eeef at Peveri! Point, Swan-
age, Dorset ;” (27) “ Downs near Folkington,
Sussex;” and an unpretentious rendering of
“ Gravesend Eeach, from Milton, Kent” (183).
Others of the sea by Mr. J. G. Philp, such as
“Eeecue of a Derelict Ship” (18), “Effect of a
Gale near Falmonth” (61), and similar works
betokening close stndy : more by Mr. John
Mogford, “ Elizabeth Castle, Jersey ” (26),.
“ Tynemonth Priory, Northumberland—Even-
ing ” (150), and (173) “ By the Sad Sea Waves
with exemplary specimens of Messrs. W. W.
Deane, D’Egviile, Leitcb, Maplestone, McKewan^
Pidgeon, Pront, Eeed, Eowbotham, and Vacher,
with their several methods, styles, and manners.

Mr. James Fahey, amongst annmber ofcapital

landscapes, has a very interesting picture (29),.

showing Barrow-in-Furness, Lancashire, in 1867,
and as it was in 1846. It is painted for the
present mayor, Mr. Jas. Eamsden, to whom

I

mnch of the change is due, if we remember
rightly.

I

Mr. Carl Werner's half-dozen works are marked

I

by the strict adherence to fact that always dis-

tingnishes them—mannered though they be.

They are valuable and faithful transcripts of
Eastern buildings, and local propriety and truth

[

extends to tho smallest matters in all of them j
' their accessories are most appropriate. The in-

terest is not confined to the immediate subjeefc

I

represented, but enlisted in a comprehensive
view of life, habits, coatnmes, and enstoms,
besides localities and buildings.

But how foolish it is, or it appears to bo, to

decry mannerism, when it secures such admira-
tion as protects Mr. Edmund G. Warren's won-
derful drawings from all effects of adverse com-
ment : he needs no protection from infringement
of copyright. The tact with which he adapts
whatever he intends to represent—and one pity

is, that he should restrict himself quite so much
as he does—gains for him more credit for literal

exactness than his works really possess, thongh
there is more of prose than poetry in them, after-

all. Novelty in their author’s description forms
no part of the cause for their success, in treating

such natural circumstances as are moat likely to-

delight the spectator in scenes like “ Harvesting
by the Sea ” (23), with its golden corn, tnrqnoiso
and emerald sea, and exhilarating sky ; or
“Harvesting in Surrey” (149), with another
such cheering sky, more aureate wealth, bufc

with woodlands and hills for the distance that
lends enchantment to tho view—a very fine

one—in lieu of the liquefied jewels. An admira-
ble perspective arrangement and management in

this composition is one of its most noticeable-

points. (186) “The Beeches in the Wood,”

—

“ Where, the long drooping boughs between.
Shadows dark and snnlight sheen,
AJternate come and go;”

—

are represented with the appearance of extra-

ordinary reality shared by similar drawings that
have preceded it, and the perfection attained is

a strong argument in favonr of repetition, though
the present instance of their use may make it all

the more difficult for the artist to surpass himself
in a future one. “Sheep Washing” (194), a
fourth contribution, is brilliantly lighted by
sunshine.

All these drawings, if they go no way towards
refuting the proverb that “ there is nothing new
under the snn,” at all events will enable those who
possess them to enjoy at home, in the smoky,
dusty atmosphere of busy London, some of the
calm pleasures of country out-door life.

The Xew Theatre, South Keusingtos
museum.—The Lord President of the Cooncil
baa requested Sir Charles Wheatstone, Sir
Michael Costa, Professor Tyndall, Lient.-Col.

Scott, E.E., Capt, Donnelly, E.B., and Mr.
Bowley, to report on the acoustics of the new
lecture theatre. There will be three trials—one
by a lecture, with demonstrations, on Musical
Pitch

; a second by voices
; and the third by

instruments.
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THE H3STHETICS OF CONSTRUCTION.*

No sooner had I taken np my pen, to pot into

shape the innnmerable but disconnected ideas

on the subject of the iEsthetica of Construction,

which have from time to time engaged my
attention, than I discovered my utter inability

to place them in anything like the convincing

form in which they have occurred to me, and

which has induced me to choose them for the

subject of this paper.

The principles I advocate are certainly not

new ;
they are co-existent with the pleasure we

derive from all natural forms and motions around

us on the earth, and I had almost added, in the

planetary and sidereal systems j but I must
draw a line here.

The man who can gaze into the starlight

night, and conceive at once the motion of each

planet—the grand elliptic sweep—the influence

of each upon each—the drawing nearer, and the

drawing off—has a higher conception of the

beauty of the Creator’s work than he who can

imagine the pure ellipse alone, and to whom the

infinite perturbations are but irregularities

which puzzle his brain, and dim the grandeur of

the scene. Here then the pleasure derived

depends chiefly upon the extent of mental cul-

ture and intellectual energy of the man. The
impression of perfection and of consequent

beauty is in a different degree conceived by each

mind, and in both cases it is wholly artificial.

There is yet another man who will call the

stars beautiful. Ho looks up into the silent

nighc—all is confusion there— perchance the

crescent moon is up, and a dim light covers the

darkened portion of its sphere. Earth light

!

Did he ever think of that ? If so, would he not

call it more beautiful ? The other minds see all

the glory that he sees, but far more that he can

never see.

Fortunately, the man for whom we build is

born and bred in a world where the laws of

nature, which ho sees and admires unknowingly,

are those in subjection to which our art is exer-

cised, We build for none of the three first

named. We build for a man who would perceive

the absence of those laws, not because he under-

etands them as the astronomer understands the

paths of the planets, but because he has seen

them around him all his life—the Creator has

covered the earth with them, and we see no

beauty where they are not.

The subject of my paper, then, is the con-

sideration of the conditions under which we
are pleasurably impressed by the presence, in

our structures, of those natural laws with which

we have become familiar, in a greater degree

perhaps than we are prepared to believe, by the

senses of sight and touch, and not of necessity

by that higher mental power which analyzes

mathematically the action of those laws. I only

speak of the absence of mathematical analysis

in the minds of those for whom wo build, and do

not by any means suggest its exclusion from the

minds of the builders. I have always believed

that the distinction between the professions of

the architect and the engineer is, or ought to be,

a, distinction rather of degree than of kind. We
are both of us constructors. We must inves-

tigate in common the resistance of materials to

the simple strains; those, for instance, of com-

pression, shearing, and tension
;
and we must, to

become masters of our subject, be conversant,

though perhaps in a different, degree, with the

more complex calculations arising from the com-
bination of such strains, either in the same piece

of a structure, or in pieces depending for their

support upon one another. We must both of us

consider without prejudice these elements in the

works of eminent men who have preceded us,

not with a view to servile imitation, but as a safe

and well-tried foundation upon which to erect

original, and, it is to be hoped, better works of

our own. •

This cursory glance at the minimum amount
of Bcieutifio knowledge which it appears to me
we ought to possess in common, suggests the

consideration of that particular branch of

msthetics included under the general term
decoration, which is altogether independent of

construction, and which is excluded from the
more immediate subject of this paper.

Our scientific speculations, which are them-
selves subservient to the adaptability of the

result to the end in view, having brought the

design in which we are engaged to a certain

point, we must, in carrying out our enterprise,

and without in any way hiding the work pro-

• By Mr. Q. F. Deacon, C.E. From a paper read at

the Lirerpool Architectural Society.

duced by our reasoning faculties, exercise in a

greater or less degree our imaginative faculties
j

often for the purpose of adding pleasing outline

or relief, always with a view to the development

of that intrinsic beauty which, as I hope to show,

is rarely absent from scientifically-designed

structures.

Agreeable sensations arise in our minds from

the contemplation of the beautiful in nature and

the beautiful in art, from two distinctly different

causes
;

the one depending solely upon our

appreciation of the action of the mechanical

forces of nature, the other affecting our senses in

virtue of certain distributions of form, colour,

or light and shade, for which we can lay down

bub few rules, and those of a merely empirical

nature.

Take in your hand a frond of the common
lady-fern. It has, for some reason, a most

pleasing effect on the eye, and you call it

beautiful. Paste the same frond on a sheet of

paper in a vertical position, and to most minds

more than half its beauty will have vanished.

And why ? On the first impulse one would be

inclined to answer, “ because it formerly hung
in a beautiful curve, and we have now rendered

it rigid and straight ;
” but a little consideration

will show the incompleteness of such a reply.

The circle is a beautiful curve, so is the spiral,

BO is the cycloid
;
hut the fern, when bent into

any of these, will have but little more beauty

than it hud as a straight line. Only one curve

will answer the purpose, and that is the curve

into which it naturally falls, the curve in which

the force of gravity is exactly balanced by the

resistance of the stalk to flexure.

Innumerable examples of a similar nature

might be adduced, and I think they would one

and all show, that there is a ^pleasurable effect

produced upon the mind by foriixs resulting from,

or balanced by, the direct action of the mechanical

forces of nature, when those forces act in a man*
ner which wo apprehend intiuiivehj, and are not

complicated in their mode of producing their effect

upon the senses by artificial means, or by the

superimposition of one upon another. And this

result is evidently altogether independent of the

arrangement of the component parts—a division

of the subject to which I have already alluded,

as including all embellishments nob necessary to

those conditions of stability which the ordinary

mind is capable of appreciating, bub which

may nevertheless be introduced to enhance the

beauty of the structure.

The first of these effects appears to have a

peculiar interest for the engineer, as it is the

basis of a great problem
;
namely, how he is

to produce, in those works which are pre-

eminently dependent for beauty on their lines of

construction, such forms as the mind will at

once apprehend as curves natural to the con-

ditions involved, and which it will not be

slow to call beantiful
;
in short, such curves as

are known by engineers as lines of equilibrium.

The second, or decorative effect, it is the more
immediate object of the artist to produce, and

in all cases it should be subordinate and sub-

sidiary to the first.

For the purpose of illustrating my statements,

or, I would rather say, as the best arguments

that I can adduce, I have collected engravings

and photographs of a few of each type of de-

signs for iron bridges executed or proposed ; and

I have numbered these types, not according to

their scientific classification, but rather as they

produce a pleasing effect or the reverse.

Typo 1. Box and plate girders.

„ 2. Lattice girders.

„ 3. Bowstring girders.

„ 4. Arched ribs with braced spandrels.

„ 5. Suspension - bridge with stiffening

girders.

„ 6. The continuous parabolic system.

,, 7. Simple suspension-bridge with ver-

tical rods.

If we consider for a moment the disagreeable

impression produced upon us by the first of

these types (and every Englishman has ample
opportunities for considering it), we cannot fail

to notice that it does not altogether arise from

the monotonous oblong form, or even from the

flab uninteresting face, of the structure. Cover

it with mouldings and ornaments Of cast iron

—

paint it in the best taste—decorate it as you

—you cannot redeem it from its uncom-

promising ugliness. And why ? Because it ap-

pears to be out of place; it is a form which

seems to want some additional support; it is

essentially deceptive. We cannot appreciate the

beauty of construction, the principles of which

we do not instinctively comprehend. In a limited

sense, those principles are correct enough. In

the molecular structure of every straight beam
there are curves of direct tension and com-
pression, which clear up the mystery at once.

The lines of compression are concave down-
wards, those of tension concave upwards. They
cross each other in every case at right angles,

and each cuts the neutral surface of the beam
at an angle of 45°.

Although the two halves are in all respects

similar, there are nob two points in the half

elevation of the web and flanges, at which the

stress is at once the same in amount and direc-

tion. Along each individual curve the stress

varies from centre to end, and every curve re-

presents an amount of stress differing from that

of every other. Then what an infinitely com-

plicated piece of workmanship wo should ha,ve,

if wo attempted to vary the section of our

wronght-iron plates, in proportion to the doty

that each point in their elevation has to perform.

Practically wo cannot do this. It is for the

engineer to determine how far he can approxi-

mate to the theoretical conditions involved, and

thus save material without necessitating more
labour than the value of that material repre-

sents; and in most cases this can be done with

great advantage. In small wronght-iron girders

we may, perhaps, by due attention to the prin-

ciples of stress, save 15 per cent, of the material

necessary in a girder of equal strength, but of

uniform section, and that without adding to the

labour in the least. This per centage, however,

is but a fraction of the weight which theoretical

perfection represents as lost.

This type, then, is essentially bad in respect

of its response to the theoretical conditions of a

minimum weight of material. Nevertheless, in

small spans the economy of labour consequent

on simplicity of construction often compensates

for this defect.

Type 2 is the straight lattice girder
;
and

here the lines of stress are guided from their

natural curves, and concentrated in the flanges

and diagonals. This fact, however, does not

assist the mind in conceiving the mode
_

of

action of the beam, and I am inclined to think

that all the superiority of appearance is to

be traced to the decorative effect produced

by the open lattice work, and the reduction

of apparent weight. Among the best known
bridges of this class are, in England, those at

Crumlin and Buncorn, and on the Continent,

those over the Rhine at Cologne, and at Kehl,

near Strasburg, and that over the Vistula at

Dirschau. But one and all of these must be re-

garded as failures in an cesthetio sense. Pro-

bably Mr. Baker’s towers at Runcorn, and the

piers at Dirschau, are most in keeping with the

works. The Gothic piers of the bridge at Kehl

have a singular effect. Their appearance is very

striking, but they do not harmonize well with

the long horizontal lines of the girder, or with its

lattice bars arranged at angles of 45®.
^

The
proximity of Strasburg Cathedral, too, is not

calculated to impress one in favour of that puny

cast-iron arehiteobure.

The Bowstring girder is our next type, and it

iooludes all those in which the top or bottom

flange, or each, consists of a segmental or para-

bolic rib, connected together by diagonal lattice

bars. The best known of those which have both

flanges curved are Brunei’s bridge at Saltash,

and that over the Rhine at Mayenee. All these

structures are, as regards the iron work, more

natural than either of the preceding types, and

we must accord to them the merit of giving us

the first clear idea of the manner in which they

do their work. Wo may not feel satisfied with

their appearance, but we must admit that it is,

or may be made, much superior to that of either

of the straight types.

We now come to the arch, respecting which I

shall say more hereafter, but assuredly we cannot

hesitate to assign to it, in our classification, a

higher place than we would to those already

mentioned. The mind at once perceives the

natural and efficient manner in which it sup-

ports the load to which it is subject.

Our fifth type is the suspension bridge,

stiffened in such a manner by lattice work as to

be capable of bearing, without undue vibration,

heavy rolling loads. It is sufficiently obvious

that the effect of the simple parabolic or

catenarian curve is, in a great measure, marred

by the proportions of the stiffening girder.

In the late Paris Exhibition were exhibited

two striking drawings, by Herr Cai'l von

Ruppert, for bridges across the Bosphorus, and

over one of the great chasms in the tertiary

limestones of the Balkan. In carrying out the
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Aaatrian project of a railway to Asia Minor, it : spans, the order of ultimate economy is some-
will be necessary to cross these places, and Von what changed by the different proportions of
Enppert has probably solved the difficulty in a labour to material required, it would’ not bo
very complete^ manner. It is well to mention felt in the large spans.

‘

that his investigations have been published, and These general facts have been long known to
they can leave no doubt in the mind of the the engineer; but Mr. Benjamin Baker has
reader that the Austrian engineer baa brought recently reduced them to approximately correct
topther principles already well understood, with ' figures for different lengths of railway bridges up
a boldness and originality resulting in a com-

;

to the limiting spans, and I have prepared, from

I

his investigations, the annexed table showing the
There 18 but one more, and that is the pure

,

weights of material in spans of 700 ft., and also
sppenaion bridge. We cannot improve upon

j

in spans 100 ft. leas than the limiting spans,
that simple catenary. Its mode of action is The types are in principle the same as those I
apparent at a glance, and its curve is evidently
a natural one. But, unfortunately, we have no
means of rendering it sufficiently rigid for
railway purposes, without destroying its chief
msthetio characteristic.

Thns far I have endeavoured to lead you
through the general principles, in virtue of
which each of the seven types supports its load.
You may feel inclined to change the order of one
or two, but that will not affect the general
result.

Had I based the classification upon the rela*

have described, though not arranged quite as
Mr. Baker has classed them.

I have now laid before you the general argu-
ments which, you will probably admit, prove, at
least in regard to great bridges, the truth of the
statement that, in equal spans, the jesthetio
properties of the lines of the structure vary in

direct proportion to the simplicity of the design,
in a scientific sense, and in the inverse ratio of
its aotual cost.

These results are sufficiently remarkable
;
and

if we can in every case find beauty and science
tive economy of material, upon the absolute ' walking hand in hand, as here, shall we not be
weight of the superstructure which each would able to do more in the cause of both than we do
have required for the same span, and to bear the, at present ? And this, I think, we can find in
same moving load, it is at least gratifying to

[

onr works of stone and brick, without either the
know that the arrangement would have been ' conditions of great size, or the cost of extra
precisely the same, and that, although in small

;

labour.

TlBlB compHed from Mr. Baker’s Analjsis, showinR the Approximate Weiehts of ‘Wroncht-irc
Saperstroetiire of Railway BtidRes of six different Typos; the working stress of the iron beic
and that ol the steel at 6^ tons per square inch of sectional area :

700 feet Span.
Approximate Weight in Tons.

Limiting Span minus
lOO feet.

Iron. Steel.
Weight of Steel

in Tons.
Length of

Span in Feet.

61,(130

e'eso

3,600
3,C-I5

2,660

‘j’-OA
J

Arched riba with braced spandrels
Snspension with stiffeninr^ p'ird.»r

Continuous girder with varying depth*

1 .9^5
1,716

1,820

3a4.;420

276,450
1,120,000

liooo
1,900
3,200

5. Estimation of carbon in organic matter.
This estimation is only described by Fraukland
and Armstrong. I am unable to give an opinion
as to the value of this datum.
The fact is, cousidered from a sanitary point

of view, the chemical analysis of drinking-water
has, till within the last few years, been of very
little use. With regard to the methods of
returning analyses, it is, no doubt, to be regretted
that greater uniformity does not prevail. But
this does not interfere with the comparableness
of different analyses

; as half a minute’s calcula-
tion would suffice to bring the results into one
system, Eunest T. Chapman.

WATER ANALYSTS.
My attention has been drawn to a letter

signed “ W. R.,” and headed “ Analysts’ Differ-
enoes,” which appeared in your columns on the
3rd of this month. I will endeavour to explain,
perhaps I should say to apologise, for some of
the matters complained of in that letter. I
mast premise that I have myself entered too
deeply into water analysis controversies to be
regarded as a perfectly impartial person. The
great difficulty in water analysis is to get rid of
the water; for it is only with the imparities of
the water, amounting perhaps to O’Ol or 0 03
per cent., that we have to deal. Of this matter
a very small fraction only is organic, and to get
at, and estimate this, is on the face of it not an
easy matter. We cannot remove the water with-
out endangering the organic matter

;
hence the

attempts to estimate the organic matter in the
water. Dp to the present date, no method
exists by which an actual estimation of organic
matter in water can be made. Wo can only
attempt to estimate the leading constituents of
the organic matter, and even to do this accu-
rately is, I believe, a task beyond our present
powers. The enormous difficulty, and, what
more directly concerns the public, the enormous
cost, of these attempted precise estimations of
organic matter, has driven chemists to attempt
to find re-agents which shall directly indicate
the condition of the water. The first of these
was permanganate of potash. But though cer-
tainly it has a great tendeuoy to decolorise in
the presence of organic matter, it does so also
in many cases where no organic matter is pre-
sent; it deals, also, quite differently with dif-

ferent forms of organic matter. It is now
nearly universally agreed that this re-agent is

almost valueless for the purposes of water
analysis. Occasionally we see in analysts’ re-
ports, that water contains so much organic
matter—nature not specified. This datum is

another term for loss on ignition of the residue;
it represents a variety of matters, and may, I
think, with the consent of all the first chemists,
both here and abroad, be dismissed as valueless.

I will now try to point out what data have a
real meaning, and within what limits they may
be relied on.

• This type :

eyetem.
nearly equiTalent to Von Enppert's

1. The estimation of ammonia in water, as
now almost universally carried out, gives ns not
only ammonia existing as such, in the water,
but also a certain amount, derived from the
nitrogenous organic matter during the process
of analysis. Its quantity should be exceedingly
small. When it exceeds one part in ten millions,
the water must be looked upon with great sus-
picion

; in good water it is often not more than
a fifth of this, and seldom more than half. I
believe all chemists, without exception, regard
the presence of ammonia in water as a bad sign,
and would condemn any water which contained
as much as one part in a million.

2. The estimation of nitrates. Very great
diversity of opinion exists as to the value of this
datum

;
however, other things being equal, we

may safely say the less nitrates the better,
especially if the water is required for stowage
on shipboard, &o.

3. Estimation of total solids. The connexion
between the salubrity of a water, and the amount
of solids it contains, has never been satisfactorily
established, bat it is generally believed that
waters containing large quantities of solid
matter are undesirable, but we cannot pretend
to fix the exact limit.

4. Estimation of nitrogen fromorganio matters.
There are two processes which profess to make
this estimation

; the one by Frankland and Arm-
strong, the other by Wanklyn Smith and myself.
Frankland and Armstrong aim at an estimation
of the total nitrogen of the organic compounds

;

we, on the contrary, are content to obtain a por-
tion of the nitrogen; and as we know for any
given organic compound what proportion of the
nitrogen we obtain, we are obviously in a posi-
tion to calculate the quantity of any nitrogenous
compound known or assumed to be present in
the water. That we can and do effect this is, we
believe, not now questioned by any one. With
regard to Frankland and Armstrong’s estima-
tion, if it can be satisfactorily made, it is here
obviously exactly on a par with our own, but the
only data we have as to its practicability are
some test analyses, published by Frankland and
Armstrong, the admitted ei'rors of which are
greater than the quantities to be estimated in
ordinary waters.

The quantity of nitrogen or ammonia from
organic matter certainly should not exceed one
part in ten millions, and onght to be much less.

INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITIONS.
The Derby Art and Industrial Exhibition.-^

This projected exhibition of works of art uad
products of industry, in connexion with the new
Drill Hall, which is being erected for the use of
the First Battalion of Derbyshire Volunteers, in
Derby, promises to be a success.
The exhibition is intended to consist of sculp-

ture, oil paintings, water-colour drawings, por-
traits of Derbyshire worthies and eminent per-
sons, engravings, photographs, porcelain,- aud
earthenware (especially that of Derby), a loan
collection from the Science and Art Department,
Kensington Museum, London (in connexion with
the schools of art in Derby) ; industrial objects
and machinery; mineral products of the oounty
in their raw state, &o.
The estimated space at the disposal of the

committee, including the various rooms attached
to the Central Hall, will, according to the local
Advei'tiser, be as follows :

—

Total w«U sarface 8,600 feet.

„ surface of screens 10,300 „
,, ,, wall cases 1,000 ,,

II II floor stands and cases 1,000 ,,

20,900 feet.

South Staffordshire Industrial and Fine Arts
Exhibition.—The main building for the forth-
coming exhibition of South Staffordshire Arte
and Industries has been completed, and the
various other departments are progressing. The
main building is planned as a central nave 150 ft.

long by 60 ft. in width, and 18 ft. high to the
spring of the roof. The roof is of semi-
octagon form, rising to a total height of
4-5 ft. from the floor. Around this nave and
across the ends of the building is continued a
wide and spacious gallery, approached by three
broad staircases. On each side of the nave,,
and of equal length with it, are wings 10 ft. wide
aud 14 ft. high, and again projecting beyond
the eastern wing is an annexe for refreshment
buffet, ante-room, and ladies’ and gentlemen's
retiring-rooms. The building is well lighted
from the roof. The framing is of timber, covered
externally with corrngated iron, and internally
with boarding on felt. The decoration has
been very simply treated. The roof is carried
by eleven ribbed principals, and these are
coloured of a deep maroon relieved by a
broad line of grey ; the fish-plates and ironwork
are tinted grey, the washers picked out in
chrome yellow, and the nuts vermilion. The
soffit of the roof, between the centre and second
sky-light, are tinted grey with a design
dividing it into panels drawn in vermilion : the
ridge boarding and soffit are treated in similar
colours. The side boarding is coloured sage-
green, and so much as will be exposed over the
hanging space for paintings and art produotions
is lined with a simple pattern Jn vermilion.
Around the front of the gallery is a railing in
ironwork of a light design ; the ironwork is

bronzed, and the gallery cornice is picked
out in oolonr, with a design of leaf and stem
pencilled on the fascine. The end gallery
facing the principal entrance to the building has-
been adapted to the proportions of* the grand
organ that is in course of erection. The archi-
tect is Mr. Bidlake, from whose designs the
decorations have also been carried out : the
contractor is Mr. F. N. Clerk (whose manager,
Mr. Lysaght, has been in daily attendance).
The rooms in Molineur House, as before stated,
will be adapted for some of the lighter and more
ornamental portions of the exhibits, and a
covered way will be erected from the house to-

the main building above described. Earl Gran-
ville is to perform the opening ceremony. A,
notable piece of art-workmauship, in the form of
a presentation key (the gift of Messrs. Chubb Ss-

Son), will be handed to his lordship, with which
he will unlock the principal entrance, and
declare the Exhibition open.
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THE SANITARY TREATMENT OF THE
REFUSE OF TOWNS, AND THE UTILI'
ZATION OF SEWAGE.
At the Ordinary General Meeting of the

Inatilntion of Surveyors, April 19th, 1869, a
paper on this subject, by Mr. William Menzies,
was read. In the course of it he said,

—

To the treatment of the refuse of towns
I intend entirely to confine myself in this

paper.

The first question that may be asked is, " What
is a town ? ” My investigations would lead me
to think that when there are some anoh number
as 2,000 people living upon an area equal to the
half of a square mile, or 320 acres, the com-
munity may be spoken of os residing in a
“ town ” and not in a “ village.” From that
number the population increases in density,

until we have, in some oases, 100,000 on a square
mile.

By way of illustrating my subject, we may
very properly take a town with a population of
10,000 living upon a square mile, which is some-
thing like the average of English towns.

It is also necessary to define what the refuse

of such towns inoludes.

Under the general name of ” sewage,” pro-

perly so called, are included the whole excreta
of the inhabitauts

;
all refuse water from

houses, baths, washings of butchers' yards, the

liquid part of stable drainage, and, in fact, all

polluted water. • This polluted water is princi-

pally the result of the use by the inhabitants of
the water supply to the town, which we may
assume, on a general average, at 20 gallons a
head. The term " sewage,” however, has
hitherto included more or less of the rainfall,

the washings of the streets, and the water from
the roofs of the houses, and it is important to

bear this in mind in the course of the following
paper, as I have at first used “sewage” in its

popular sense, inclusive of the rainfall, and have
afterwards, for reasons which will become appa-
rent in the course of the discussion, carefully
distinguished between sewage properly so called,

and a compound of sewage and rainfall mixed.
I may say hero, also, that it is proposed to leave
out of the discussion, for the present, all refer-

ence to seaside towns, and confine myself to the
much more difficult question of the consideration
of those in the interior of the country. Although
allusion will subsequently be made to this part
of the subject, I shall also assume as a general
conclusion that this sewage is not to be dis-

charged into a river until it has been purified.

In proceeding to consider the method of treat-

ment that should be adopted with “ sewage,”
using the word in that more general sense, the
subject divides itself into

—

Ist. The questions affecting the public health
that attend upon the management of
this sewage.

2nd. The efficiency and cost of whatever system
is adopted for its removal.

3rd. The mode of dealing with this refuse
when so removed.

The first principle, and onewhich will be almost
universally accepted as of paramount importance,
is that the removal of sewage should be com-
plete, continuous, and safe, in all weathers, and
in all seasons, without injury to the public health j

!

and the second, that the sewage should produce,
if possible, some return, when applied to the
purpose for which nature evidently designed it,

viz.,—the refertilization of the earth, from which
mankind derive their food.

I could not admit that the water system cannot
be made perfectly safe for the inhabitants, and ^

successful in the utilization on the fields.

The feelings of the upper classes on this sub-
ject must also be considered, as they have a
decided preference to the complete washing away
of all impurities. Many other practical difficul-
ties suggest themselves in the way of working
such a process, and I am forced to the conclu-
sion, that however excellent the earth system
may be for cottages, growing villages, esta-
blishments built upon land belonging to such
establishments, and all entirely under the super-
vision

^

and perfect control of one supreme
authority, with full power to enforce his regu-
lations, and to visit and inspect when he pleases
every portion of the building under his charge,
I cannot see my way to recommend the attempt
to be made in any such specimen town as we
have selected

j but must leave it to some one
who has more confidence in the success of such
a scheme.

Before proceeding to consider the question of

water carriage of this sewage, it appears
desirable to state generally my views on the
treatment of such sewage at the outlet. Vast
sums of money have been spent in attempting
purification by means of different processes, sneb
as by using milk of lime, carbolic acid, animal
charcoal, and a vast number of other substances
which need not be mentioned, but universal
failure followed, and it seemed to have been
working against the natural law, that vegetation
is the great purifier of all refuse, and that living
plants should build up again into some useful
and safe shape the polluted matter which ia dis-

charged from human dwellings. Any one who
has been bred an sgrioulfcnral engineer and
surveyor naturally looks to the fields at once as
the only safe agent to be entrusted with this
work of useful purification.

Every one must admit the great benefit to the
towns themselves that has resulted from the
general adoption of systems of drainage and other
sanitary measures. Although there appear to

be exceptional cases, which are very puzzling,
it is impossible to deny the fact; and the latter

mentioned system has, apparently, judging by
the mortality tables, done more good than the
former; and believing that the systems of
drainage hitherto adopted in England have been
better than anything similar in the world, and
that we must proooed moat cautiously before
proposing to change them; wo must keep at the
same time before us constantly the question,

—

“Have the present systems fulfilled all the re-

quirements of the case ? and will they, if followed
out, solve the difficulty in all its aspects ?” My
own feelings and conviction lead me to believe

they do not, and some of the evils which they
have entailed will now be mentioned. . . .

In proceeding to discuss the second system of
drainage previously adverted to, viz., that of
having vary small pipes, only sufficient for the
dry-weather flow of the sewage, and providing
for the wet-weather discharge by sending the
contaminated mass into some stream or ditch by
an overflow, it is more difficult to produce a
clear impression. It is obvious that the varia-
tions of such a system must be endless, and I
would muoh rather give my opinion of it in the
broad terms that, the nearer it approaches in
any case to the older system of putting all the
rainfall into the same drain as the sewage, the
worse it is, and that I would much rather leave
you to form your own judgment on its merits
after I have endeavoured to explain to you the
system, which I trust I am not assuming too
much in saying, that if not for the country
generally, at least for the Thames valley, I may '

take the credit of having introduced. That
system is, that the rainfall shall in all cases, as :

a principle, be entirely separated from the
sewage

;
the rainfall being conveyed to the

nearest outlet, and the sewage to the most
appropriate land for utilization.

Under the system of separation of rainfall

from the sewage, the first advantage anticipated
ia that there will be no gullies or openings into
the streets communicating with the foul drains
by which effluvium can rise into the streets or
court-yards. The second, that men will not re-

quire to enter into the drains, to clean out the
sand and grit oft' the roads. The third, that no
overflows of foul or sewage matter will be noces-

! sary. And the fourth and most important, that
the treatment at the ontlet by irrigation will be
uniform, economical, and practically perfect.
The fifth advantage is, that perfect and don-
tinuous removal of all sewage may be secured
by a complete system of flushiug, under oom-

I

mand at all times and at all seasons
; and it is

worth observing that the greatest flushing will

be necessary, or, rather, desirable, in the town
in dry weather, just when the fields outside will
take it best. The sixth advantage is, that when
pumping is necessary, as it is in such a vast
number of cases, the economy will be very great.
The objections that have been raised to this

system must be noticed.

The first is, that the water off the streets will
be so polluted as to be unfit to be poured into a
stream

;
to which the answer is, that the streets

ought, therefore, to be thoroughly scavenged, as
it cannot be maintained that any filth is to be
left there till the rain washes it away.
The second objection is, that it will be enor-

mously expensive to provide two sets of drains.

This might be answered at once, by saying that
effioienoy is the first essential element

; but the
question of expensiveness is open to full con-
sideration. Every town, before it is drained for
sewage purposes, has a system of surface drains
of some sort existing, and the new sewage drains

may therefore be reduced to the smallest size,
for removing the sewage alone, instead of being
capable of removing sewage and maximum rain-
fall mixed. I shall allude to this more particu-
larly hereafter, when speaking of the drainage
of Windsor, Eton, and Oxford. We must look
at the expense of the process from first to last,
keeping in remembrance that the whole question
is one affecting the rates on the town itself.

The last objection which has been raised is,

that it ia stated to be impracticable. On that
point I would merely ask, “ Has it ever been
tried

;
” or, “ where it has been tried has it

failed ?
”

I hope to be able to convince all of my hearers
that it is worth a trial, at least.

Without, however, perfect ventilation and
flashing, no such a system, nor indeed any sys-
tem of drainage should ever be attempted.
The speaker then gave a very long account of

what has been done with reference to the Thames
Talley drainage, and said,— I have thought it

advisable in this somewhat too long paper to
restrict my remarks more especially to the much
more debateable question of the principle upon
which the drainage of towns should be con-
ducted, as that most be settled first before any
really satisfactory result can be obtained. Keep-
ing my mind, I hope, at all times free from pre-
judice, and having had no object in view except
arriving at the truth in my investigations, and
influenced by a pardonable ambition to assist in
the solution of the difficult problem before the
community,'! trust that this Institution will sup-
port us in the conclusion in which those who
have been acting with me have daily become
more confirmed of, that the system of entire
separation of rainfall from sewage ia the safest
and most proper coarse to follow.

It ia necessary that something should be said
of the subsoil water nnder a town, and the
method of dealing with it. The great advan-
tages of lowering the level of this water are
undeniable, and there are not such strong ob-
jections toadmittingtbis as there are to admitting
the rainfall into the foul drains

;
but, at the

same time, in all practicable cases, it would be
preferable to deal with it in some other way.
That must be entirelyjudgedof by local considera-
tions, and the origin of the snbsoil water must
be traced, before any means are taken for lower-
ing it effectually.

Reverting, finally, for one moment, to the
question of separation of rainfall from sewage,
I would merely point out that, if this system is

right, large questions present themselves, such
as, “ Are all the older systems wrong ? Must
many towns, and Lundon among them, be
drained over again, by restoring their surface
drainage, or what is to be done ? Is the prin-
ciple applicable to all towns, or only those special
towns in the Thames valley ? ” A new Sanitary
Commission has just been appointed by the
Home Office, and we are curiona to know what
they will inquire into. Will they open this vast
subject afresh, and examine all the engineers
over again ?—or, will they tnrn their attention
to the many other sanitary subjects equally
demanding attention.

Allow me to sum up what has been attempted
to be proved in this paper.
Under the system of mixing sewage and raiu-

fall together we have the danger, if not the
certainty, of putrid deposits in the sewers, im-
perfect flushing of the drains, impure air in the
street, large and expensive foul drains leading
out of the town, dangerous storm overflows
laden with putrid filth, cumbersome and excessive
arrangements to make when pumping is neces-
sary, putrid sewage discharged on the fields,

unnecessarily extensive land to lay out for irri-

gation, and, when taken at all times, as it

ought to be, liquid to distribute that must
frequently be not only worthless as manure, but
injurious to vegetation,—and this profitless

labour and expense involved on all hands.
Under the “ separate system ” it is anticipated

we shall have means of dealing rapidly and
efficiently with the rainfall, perfect, safe, and
continuous removal of the sewage while fresh,
cheap and small foul drains, economy at the
pumping-station, economy in the fields, valuable
and comparatively innocuous liquid at all times
to distribute on the land, and absolute control
from first to last.

This question and its kindred subjects are, as
pointed out by your president ia his opening
address, of the first importance; and as many
members of this Institution will, daring the next
few years, be professionally engaged in con-
sidering them, free investigation will be of the

a
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greatest beuefit
; and I may take the liberty of

snggestiDg that the first and most pressing to be
discussed is that to which this paper is almost
entirely confined, viz., “ What is the best system
of removing and utilizing the refuse of the
inland towns of this country?”
A vote of thanks was put and carried to

Mr. Menzies for his paper, and a short discussion
followed, in which Mr. J. H. Lloyd, Mr. W. Hope,
and others, took part. The meeting then ad-
journed to Monday, May 3rd, when the discussion
will be resumed, and a paper will be read by
Mr. W. Hope, “ On the Distribution and Utiliza-

tion of Sewage.”

A NEW WINDOW IN WESTMINSTER
ABBEY.

Wjthin the last few days Messrs. Clayton &
Bell have set up a stained-glass window in Poets’

Corner (south transept), immediately over the

monuments to Milton and others of our dis-

tinguished poets. The window is of two divi-

sions, each containing a canopied figure of a poet
of holy writ. In the one light is introduced

David representing the poetry of the Old
Testament; in the other St. John, as the author
of the Apocalyptic poetry of the New Testament.
David is in attitude of rapt inspiration, holding

his pen, rather than using it, and looking up-
ward, while on a scroll held in the left hand runs
in Latin a passage from the Psalms—one of the

poet’s most fervid ascriptions of praise and glory

to God.
The other figure, St. John laden with years,

the St. John of Patmos, is attended by his

symbolic eagle, and is engaged in writing his

Apocalypse, a passage from which is written on
the scroll which he holds across a writing-ttable.

'This work, which is too high up for proper
examination, is one of the most elaborate in

execution and powerful in colour that these able

artists have executed. Ic is the gift of Dr. N.
Rogers, who formerly lived in the parish, and
along the base of the window is an inscription

recording the donor.

GLASS IN SHAM WINDOWS.
Sir,—Loving such little puzzles as that offered

by “ W. B.” in your issue of the 20th of March,
permit me, though not offering a solution of the

difficulty (for I have not seen the windows), to

anggest a remedy.
Let the grooves in which the glass is to beset

be deeper in the mnllions than is actually required

for the size of the pane—for the sake of the force

of expansion,—and let the glass be set in cement
instead of putty, the edges of the glass having
first been wiped with an oily rag, that the cement
may set towards the mullions, and not towards
the glass. The edges of the glass need not be
bedded in cement, but after the pane is placed

in the grooves let the intervening outside space
be filled with it. The cement should not be
rammed into the grooves, as that might warp or

bend the glass, and a very little warping or

bending may induce the breakage when there is

bub a little difference between the outside and
the icside temperature

;
and to fm’ther avoid the

warping, the cleaning of the glass should be de-

ferred until the cement has set. If this sugges-

tion, being adopted, is found to answer, I must
ask “ W. B.” to acknowledge it in the Builder.

Pro.

NEW OFFICES AND SHOW-ROOMS,
MARK-LANE, LONDON.

The building. No. 36, Mark-lane, as shown in

the accompanying engraving, is constructed

especially for mercantile offices and show-rooms

for colonial produce, where great light is re-

,

quired, and has a frontage in Mark-lane of up-

wards of 70 ft.

It belongs to the City of London Real Pro-

perty Company, and was carried out from the

designs, and under the superintendence, of Mr.
Edwin A. B. Crockett, architect.

The front is of Portland stone
;
the piers on

ground and first stories being of grey Aberdeen
granite, with shafts of red granite, all polished.

The shafts to the second-floor windows are also

of polished red granite, and those in front of the
first-story piers, which carry the hood mould-
ings, those to the third-floor windows, and the

bosses, are of polished serpentine marble. The
voussoirs of arches are of Forest of Dean and
red Mansfield stone alternately.

The entrance lobby is built of Caen stone,

and baiTel-vaulted with polished serpentine
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marble columns, supporting red Mansfield

moulded and carved ribs, which divide the vault

into three bays. The barrel-vault between these

ribs springs from a carved string, and is inlaid

with Forest of Dean stone to a pattern, the

centre stone of each bay being a red Mansfield

hemispherical quatrefoil, holding a polished ser-

pentine marble ball.

The floors are carried on wrought-iron girders,

resting on cast-iron columns and stancheons.

The pavement of corridors is supported on orna-

mental cast-iron bearers, and is formed of York
stone landings, covered with Maw’s tiles. The

dado running round corridors and staircase is

formed of glazed tiles, with a border of majolica.

The wrought-iron gates at entrance were
supplied by Messrs. Skidmore & Co., of

Coventry.

Messrs. Handyside & Co., of Derby, supplied

the cast and wrought ironwork, including the

cast-iron balusters to staircase ;
Messrs. Jackson

& Shaw were the builders ;
and Mr. C. J. Jones

was the clerk of works. Mr. W. Plows, of West-

minster, did the carving; and Messrs. Mannelle

supplied the granite, and the Lizard Serpentine

Company the marble.

Section of d'C. [See p. 320, aiile.

HOLBOEN TALLEY VIADUCT. Me. W. Haywood, O.E.
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THE SOUTH METROPOLITAN DISTRICT
ASYLUM.

The foandation-atone of the asylum for imbe-
cile poor of the south metropolitan district at

Caberham was laid on Saturday last. As our
readers may recollect, this asylum is to be in all

respects a duplicate of that now also in course
of erection at Learesden, in Herts. We gave
full particulars of the designs in a leading article

for July 26th, 1868, with view and plans. Some
little progress with the extensive blocks has
been made by the contractors for the new build-
ings at Caterham. The works, when complete,
like those at Leavesden, will cost about 85,0001.
The contractor is Mr. John Chappell, and the
architects are Messrs. Giles & Biven. The site
is in the parish of Caterham, near Croydon, and
about four miles from the Caterham Junction of
the London and Brighton Railway. The founda-
tion-stone was laid in the vestibule of the central
block, and Ihe ceremony of laying it was per-
formed by Dr. Brower, M.P., the chairman of the
board. A numerous company was convoyed to
Caterham for the purpose of witnessing the
ceremonial, and for the convenience of the visi-

tors a special train had been provided by the
board. From Caterham Junction the contractors
have laid a single line of railway, by means of
which the materials for the new buildings are
conveyed, and along this lino, which is a rather
np-hill piece of work, with a gradient which in
some parts is about 1 in 30, the visitors were
conveyed.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
The Bill of Mr. Mnndella and Mr. T. Hughes

upon trades-unions, baaed upon the report of
the Trades Union Commisaiou, is intended to
repeal all the combination laws. It provides
that any number of persons, whether workmen
or employers, shall be at liberty to make any
agreement with respect to the wages to be paid
or the houi’s to bo worked, and with respect to
the persons or the mode by which the work is to
be done, on any terms whatsoever. No combi-
nation established for merely giving effect to
such agreement shall subject any person a party
thereto to criminal prosecution. The Bill, how-
ever, shall not exempt from liability persons
guilty of offences under the common law. The
Bill legalises the formation of associations for
mutual support in every trade or employment,
the subscribing of funds, &c., provided no such
association be formed to procure the commission
of any offence, and it confers the benefit of the
Friendly Societies Act upon such associations.
The rules and by-laws of these associations are
to be registered, and the person depositing the
same must declare that no other rules or by-laws
are in force. The Bill also provides for the pro-
tection of the funds of these societies, provided
only that they are duly registered. The Govern-
ment, it appears, will not oppose the Bill.
The relations between the builders and their

workmen are likely to be disturbed this year by
the attitude taken by both parties in respect to
the_ hours of labour, rate of wages, &c., several
notices and cross notices having been given by
the masons, and joiners, and their employers.
The greater portion of the stonemasons of Man-
chester have struck, their six months’ notice
having expired. The carpenters’ notice expires
on the Ist of May, bat it is hoped that in the
mean time the dispute may be settled by an
appeal to the arbitration of Mr. Rupert Kettle,
who has consented to arbitrate in the dispute
between the operative carpenters and joiners of
Manchester and their employers with reference

masters of the hoar system. It is stated that

both sides are anxious to settle the matter in a
friendly spirit. An interview between nine re-

presentatives of the Masters’ Association and an
equal number of operatives has taken place, and
tho propositions of the employers have been dis-

cussed. The workmen explained that they were
anxious to be fully informed of the proposed
alterations in the existing system of working,
with which they were perfectly satisfied, in order
that they might be laid before a general meeting
of tho trade. Several representatives of the
operatives expressed the opinion that some of
the new rules would require modidoation before
they would be acceptable to the workmen. The
men are anxious not to involve the unions in

any dispute with the employers, and are willing
to submit any points upon which the deputations
fail to*agree to arbitration. The Sheffield file

trade have agreed to the establishment of a
board of arbitration and conciliation, and repre-
sentatives from the workmen and the manufac-
turers have already settled the rules, and ap-
pointed a president and board, as well as a joint
secretary.

A serious workmen’s strike has occurred in

Belgium. The colliers and puddlers of the ex-
tensive coal works and machinery establishments
of Messrs. Cockerell, at Seraing, near Lidge,
have struck

;
and, as is too often the case with

Belgian workmen, they have resorted to acts of
violence, which have led to the usual conse-
quences, the calling out of tho troops to restore
order, and a collision with the rioters, in which
several were killed and wounded.

THE WHITBY JET TRADE.
The local drawing class connected with

the Mechanics’ Institute is doing much for the
jet trade, and it has risen from six to between
fifty and sixty lads who attend during the
winter months. The master is indefatigable,
but he can only get them to a certain
point, and a local correspondent wishes to
know how they conld obtain some models for
the drawing class, or whether the Kensington
Mnseum would aid them, there being no School
of Art in the place. Designs in fruit, foliage,

and flowers have been extensively used,
but the material is rather fragile for some
of the designs, and a desire for variety has led
to other patterns being chosen, especially those
allowing of greater solidity, and the best work-
men are now imitating Roman cameos and
antique gems in high relief. The material is

becoming dearer than it was. There is in the
town a very general wish to assist the workmen,
and raise the manufacturo in artistic excellence

;

but it is difficult to know in what way this can
be best promoted. At present it would probably
be impracticable to establish in the town a per-
manent School of Art

; but it is worthy of con-
sideration whether something might not be done
to form a collection of models and such objects
as are used in art-education, and to obtain
occasionally the assistance of the living in-
structor; not merely for the sake of the jet
manufacture only, but also for the promotion of
art in some other trades of importance in the
town, and to improve the public taste. We
shall be glad to receive any snggestions to these
ends.

DANGEROUS EXEMPTIONS CLAIMED BY
RAILWAY COMPANIES.

On the north side of St. PanTs-road, Islington,

The defendants, nominally Messrs. Mansfield
& Price, but really the North London Railway
Company, were represented by a solicitor, who
pleaded exemption under See. 6, which says the
following buildings and works shall be exempt
from the operation of the first part of the Act,
viz. :

—

“ The buildings belonging to any csnal, doeV, or rail-
way company, and used for the purposes of such canal,
dock, or railway, under the provisions of any Act ®f
Parliament,’*

Mr. Matthews, engineer to the company, gave
evidence to the effect, that the Telegraph Com-
pany transmitted messages for the Railway
Company. He said the Telegraph Company
were paid for keeping the Railway Company’s
posts and wires in order, but denied that the
Telegraph Company were paid anything for
transmitting messages for his company, the
accommodation aft’orded them being sufficient

return, The District Surveyor said, if that would
exempt the building from the control of the Act,
the Railway Company might erect next it

another equally dangerous wooden building, and
let it to a potato-merchant, taking out the rent
in potatoes for the stokers. The magistrate
said he was afraid it was so, and that in the
present case the summons must be dismissed.
He had arrived at this opinion with the greatest
possible reluctance, and fully agreed with the
District Surveyor, in his opinion as to this
disastrous state of things. He hoped soon to
bear that the Railway Company had taken down
the objectionable building. The sammone was
then dismissed.

Daring the past twelve months the District
Surveyor has been forced, in the discharge of his
duty, to compel dozens of poor costermongers
and others to take down small wooden sheds
erected for the storage of goods in their own
yards, almost to the ruin of some of them.
What respect for the law can be expected from
these people when they see a powerful company
able to erect with impunity a hnge strnctnre of
wood abutting on the public highway ? We
commend this scandal to the attention of the
Metropolitan Board of Works, that they may
take steps to obtain such an alteration of the
law by their proposed new Act as will prevent
its recnrrence. The North London Railway
Company have here committed an act which
will probably assist in cancelling the most un-
wise and unjast privilege of exemption railway
companies now enjoy. In this same district
we know of a carpenter’s yard between dwelling-
houses filled with dangerous wooden structures,
the occupant of which sets common sense and
the law at defiance by showing that they belong
to a railway company, and that work for the
company is done in the shops.

TEMPLE BAR AND THE STRAITS OP
THE STRAND.

. r
‘ —

I

on ground adjoining the North London Railwayto tho mtroduction of the honr system by tho
\
Messrs. Mansfield I Price have - - - " '

latter. It is generally alleged by the workmen
that this system would act very injuriously to
the interests of the ** out-door ” men, who would
in the winter months have to suffer

recently erected
a wooden building 31 ft. long, 12 ft. wide, and
about 13 ft. to ridge of roof. When the District
Surveyor of South Islington inquired, he was
informed it was intended for the Electric anduira « ,

. c -.r 4^
luiuiiueu ii; was lutunaeu lor tne HHeotrio and

reined H -
>“ International Telegraph Company. Thebnildorsreoneated that the _r .u.

^
P.

Surveyor, as required by the Building Act, on
the ground that the building belonged to the
North London Railway Company, and they paid
no attention to a notice of irregularity calling on
them to construct the building of brick, stone, or
other incombustible material, served on them by
the District Surveyor. As soon as it was finished
the Electric Telegraph Company, who had pre-
viouslyocenpied an office close by, took possession,
put up their boards, and carried on business.
The District Surveyor then summoned the
builders to the Clerkenwell Police-court, and on
Tuesday last the case was heard before Mr.
Ellison, sitting for Mr. Cooke.

requested that in the interim all agitation of the
matter may cease, and this course has been
agreed to by both parties.
The house-painters of the West Riding have

ajgreed to the appointment of a board of concilia-
tion, to which is to be referred all disputes respect-
ing wages and other trade matters which may arise
between the employers and employed. The
board is to consist of nine employers and the
same number of operatives, who are to be elected
annually, and whose decision upon any matter is
to be final.

The whole of the carpenters and joiners of
Sheffield and the neighbourhood are under
notice, preparatory to the introduction by the

In the leading thoroughfare of the metropolis
it is strange that a barrier like Temple Bar
should be allowed to impede the stream of traffic,

which every day, at intervals, becomes stagnant,
and is retarded for at least half an honr, between
Charing Cross and the Bank.
So soon as the driftway along the Embank-

ment is completed to the Mansion House, the
pressure upon this line will be much alleviated

;

but even then it will be requisite to remove the
useless bit of architecture which intercepts the
roulage of the thoroughfare by nearly one half
of its capacity

!

The narrowest part of the way on the whole
line to St. Paul’s is at the Bar, which measares
21 ft. on the Fleet-street side, and 24 ft. on the
west side

; the abutments of the piers taking up
5 ft. on either side, and thus giving an interval

of 14 ft., barely sufficient for a double lino of
teams; whereas, if the structure were removed,
there would be ample space for three lines, and
that without any interference with the present
range of houses, or the footways.

In many parts the Strand is of great width,

—

at Clement’s Danes it is 172 ft., at St. Mary le

Strand tho traverse is at either end of the church
102 ft.,—and the mean width throughout is 60 ft.

from house to house, save the portion backed by
Holywell-street, which is only 36 ft., and this
strait extends a length of about 150 yards, or
the whole distance between tho two sacred fanes
of the highway.
Now this block of houses facing the Strand

south, and Holywell-lane (15 ft. wide) north, is

of nearly an equable width, varying from 50 ft.

to 70 ft. throughout
j it is as it has been for 150
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years, some of tho houses being still erect which

etood in the times of the Alsatia ;
and, in fact,

the range facing Holywell-street, and that front-

ing the Strand, are for the most part built back

to back, some of the houses having front to both

streets, and others being separated by only 5 ft.

or 6 ft. of back area. Why snch an aneurism, or

antiquated constriction, in the principal arterial

duct of a great and wealthy city, should have

been allowed to remain, would be a puzzle for

foreign visitors, who must notice the clearances

of Holborn and the exaltation of the valley.

It may happen that the New Law Courts will

necessitate a transformation of these slums, and

that New Inn, Lyon’s Inn, and their wretched

alentours, will give place to respectable ranges of

open and quadrated frontage. Without a wide

lateral thoroughfare between the Strand and

Eolborn, either by Serle-street and Great Turn-

stile on the east, or by a continuation of the

west side of Lincoln’s-inn-fields from Little Tnrn-

Btile, southward, in a direct line, the contem-

plated new Courts would be comparatively in-

accessible, except from tho Strand.

Now, as to the location of the Law Courts,

whatever visionary speculators may predicate

with respect to the lately-proposed site on the

Embankment, there is no position so appropriate

as the ground already cleared. Lying inter-

mediate between Lincoln’s-inn-fields, Gray’s-inn,

and the Temple, it would be most convenient to

offices of law practitioners as 'they are at pre-

sent situated ;
the difference of level between

Carey-street and the Strand is less, and would

be more easily adapted than the site along the

Embankment, which would require the erection

of two stories, 15 ft. high each, beneath the

floors on the Strand level. Like the lower

floors and vaults of Somerset House, all that

portion of the structure must be comparatively

dark, ill ventilated, and unsuitable for public

offices j and the cost in attainment of the Norfolk

and Salisbury estates would be far in excess of

the old slums now demolished, whilst the scope

of ground would not equal the extent of that

already cleared.

Whichever site is chosen, it is clear that

suitable streets of access must be formed on all

sides of the Courts and Offices
;
and as a new

thoroughfare struck out from Holborn by Little

Turnstile must involve the clearance of some of

tho worst slums of central London, such an

opening would tend to the improvement of the

whole vicinage.

The shortest opening in nearly a direct line

would be only 500 ft. between the south-west

angle of Lincoln’s-inn-fields and Newcastle-street,

which opens into the Strand at the west end of

Holywell-street, and this would involve the

diagonal traverse of only Sheffield, Clare, and

Holies streets.

A more direct line, issuing into the Strand

opposite Surrey-street, would cut through Lyon’s

Inn and touch New Inn, but would cause

demolitions and reconstructions extending nearly

1,000 ft. In such clearances, however, the value

of the building ground having frontage to a

street of at least 60 ft. would be considerable.

As it stands, Lyon’s Inn is a disgrace to muni-

oipal authority, and the whole neighbourhood,

—

Holywell and Wych streets, together with New
Inn,—seems to indicate that the most valuable

positions and sites for building may continue in

desolation for want of some directing authority,

T. H. H.

ing the amount of tho architect’s estimate, and

the number of drawings comprising each design.

The cost which the conditions state that

architects must not exceed is under 5,0001., but

many of the estimates go considerably beyond

that amount ;
one, indeed, being placed at

10,0001. The condition of cost is, surely,
_

as

important as any other rule of the competition,

and the committee should require its strict

enforcement.

Few of the architects appear to have visited

the site previous to preparing their design,

judging from the plans, or the bird’s eye and

other views submitted. The importance of

direct south light for the wards, aid their

thorough isolation from the front or admini-

strative block of buildings, as well as from each

other, has been frequently overlooked.

As it is nearly impossible for a committee

composed of unprofessional men to arrive at a

fair selection, we earnestly recommend that they

call in the assistance of some distinguished

architect to guide them in their choice.^ This

course will secure to them the confidence^of the

competitors, who otherwise would have just

cause of complaint.

to a truthful estimate : Let the illuminating

power of the gas be determined by the aid of

the present recognized photometer, fitted with a

Carcel lamp, bui-ning oil of the same quality,

and verified in the same manner, as that adopted

by the municipality of Paris as a standard ; and

let a sufficient number of experiments be made,

so as to cover tho errors that were known to

exist, and the average of these be compared with

the illuminating power, as shown by tho jet

photometer and the Duration test, and then the

“ mean of comparison ” might be taken as the

illuminating power of the gas.

HOMAGE TO ART.

On Monday last, the 19th inst., about three

o’clock in the afternoon, an amusing incident

occurred in the British Museum. It appears that

three young ladies, apparently sisters, and of the

respective ages of from 19 to 22 or 23 years,

were passing along, taking the greatest interest

in everything they saw. At length they chanced

to come upon a sleeping Cupid. There he lay,

with a most delicious dream-smile on his face :

they gathered round him, and, with the true

sympathy of woman, soon began to smile also.

r, I ” PTnIn.imfld f)Tii

“ What a dear, lovely boy !
” sighed another ;

and

they gazed and revelled in silent ecstasy over

this embodiment of the sculptor’s genins. Bat

the eldest of the three certainly put the climax

on the whole, for, without any idea of the pos-

sibility of the thing, or the logical sequence cf

what she was about to say, she breathed forth,

“ What a handsome man he would have made ! !

!

”

We put three notes of admiration to this whis-

pered expression, so warm and intense was the

feeling that ushered it into the world. What

next and next? Why they all looked silently

at each other, and at the dreaming marble be-

fore them, when, with that touch of nature

which is said to make tho whole world kin, they

each bent over the sleeping God of Love, kissed

him in turn, and went away with lingering looks

behind.

Like moat other mundane joys, it had, how-

ever, its shadow—but very light ;
in fact, so

lightly did that shadow fall at tho blissful

moment, that those poetic daughters of Eve will

not have known of its existence nntil they read

these lines. To bo plain, then, a young art-

student was quietly ensconced behind a group

of statuary sketching something before him, and

perfectly hidden from the sight of the ladies.

When he saw the unusual turn which affairs had

taken, be crouched down, and almost hid him-

self in bis boots. Poor fellow, what a Barme-

cide feast was his !

—

“ But time at last brings all things even,—
And if wo do but wait the hour.”

To him our readers owe the discovery.

ANCIENT MONUMENTS IN IRELAND.

Mr. Agar-Elxis, on Monday, in the House of

Commons, asked the First Commissioner of

Works whether Ireland would be included in any

measure he might bring in for protection of

ancient monuments, as indicated in his answer

to the hon. member for Buckingham on the

2nd inst.

Mr. Layard said The Office of Works has

no control or jurisdiction in Ireland. The Irish

Board of Works is under the Treasury. There

are many most valuable and interesting national

monuments in Ireland which might be placed

under proper supervision, as many snch monu-

ments in Scotland are, and I think that the time

will come when they will bo taken care of and

preserved. My attention has been called to the

subject bv many communications which I have

received from Ireland, and I may especially

allude to one from the President of the Royal

Irish Society, Lord Talbot of Malahide, who has

most kindly offered to be of any assistance to

me in the matter. I can only say that if it

should be determined to place the national

monuments of Ireland, like many of those of

Scotland, under the care and jurisdiction of the

Office of Works, I would do my utmost to take

measures to preserve them. But this is a matter

which does not rest with me.

HOSPITAL COMPETITION, ROTHERHAM.
Since our last notice of this competition, I

which was written on March 15th ult., nominally I

the last day for receiving designs, the number

has increased to 93 separate sets, including

alternative plans.

Last week the exhibition of drawings was on

private view j but it is now open to the public.

The exhibition is held in an ordinary dwelling-

house, containing seven very small rooms, and

two lobbies, not in the public hall, as was at first

expected. Each set of designs occupies a ver-

tical compartment, one drawing in width, and
•five high. As many architects have submitted

from 9 to 12 drawings, the superfluous ones are

etowed away out of sight behind the bottom
plan. Coloured showy views occupy prominent
positions on the walls, whilst really important

plans cannot be got at. In only one ease was
the written description of the design connected

with the drawings, the remainder not being

visible. A list of the mottoes and numbers of

fche plans has been drawn up and printed, show-

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

At the meeting, April 13th, Mr. C. Hutton

Gregory, president, in the chair, the paper read

was on “ Experiments on the Standards of

Comparison employed for testing the Illumina-

ting Power of Coal Gas,” by Mr. T.N. Kirkbam.

It was observed that the standards of com-

parison at present in use were known to be

wanting in that uniformity of result necessary

for determining with accuracy the difference in

the intensities of two lights. But as the amount

of the variation had never been clearly defined,

the author had instituted a series of experiments

for the purpose of ascertaining the extent of

these difl'erences.

From these experiments the author believed

it was evident that a more reliable method than

that at present in use, for determining the

correct illuminating power of the gas supplied

to the public, was urgently needed; and be

thought the following system would be found to

give results approaching as nearly as practicable

DURABILITY OF BATH STONE.

—I observe in your valuable periodical a

perpetual outcry about bad building-stone, par-

ticularly as to what is known in the market by

the name of Bath stone. These complaints I

have no doubt are not without reason ;
but to

any who make them I would say the fault is

among your own people, and all your own.

The fact is, there is plenty of good stone to be

got from the Bath quarries, which will last for

coutnries, if builders will get it from tho right

quarries, and the masons — particularly the

bankers—will work it to be right bedded ; instead

of which, it is to be feared, the contractors prefer

the inferior stone, because it is more easily

worked, and many masons care little about the

bed. Young ones do not understand it, so as it

will suit their moulds, and can be got rid of in

the quickest way.
In the spring of 1854 I rebuilt the top of the

tower of this parish church. The upper string

course was to be of Bath stone, as well as the

copings of the battlements and the embrasures.

I went myself to the quarry at Combe Down in the

autumn of 1853. There it was all worked, and

there it lay exposed all through the winter. Early

in the following spring it was sent down, and used ;

and there it now is in place, without an arris

having perished ;
nor is there the slightest show

of scaling or defect. Afterwards I had a deal of

work from the same quarry,—crocheted bell-cot,

bargo tabling, window mullions, heads and

jambs, and door jambs, &o., for substantial

school buildings : not a single stone shows

any sign of defect— all as perfect as when it

was set, and a great deal harder; in fact, the

drag will nob touch it. Such is the nature of

the beat Combe Down stone. I had experience

of it before I came into this county. I have

no interest in the quarries
;
I wish I had, for I

have heard they used to be rented at tho rate

of 1,000J. an acre
;
hut I have no doubt Mr.

Daridge or Mr. Sumption, of Combe Down, will

be happy to supply any quantities equally

durable.

There are plenty of old buildings in Bath

adorned with carved work, and old churches in

the neighbourhood, standing proofs of the dura-

bility of the sound and hard beds of the old Bath

quarries.

If people would nob bo in such hurry to run

up churches and mansions, and would take more

care in selecting the stone and allow it to season,

there would not be such cause for complaint.
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Bailding by contract, under bigb pressare,

;

driving it on at railway speed, is the bane of
sound building. That was not the way they built

when our noble cathedrals and churches and old

castles were erected. It is said that William of

Wykehara never allowed a stone to be set

during the winter months—all which time the
masons should bo preparing work under cover

j

bnt now it is “ nil mora nil requies." But up
goes the work sometimes, in spite of cold and
frost, it may be even to a topmost spire !

What is the present condition of the stone-

work in Portland-place ? That is where the first

stone from Bath was nsed in London, and was,
I believe, from the Combe Down quarries.

Clyst St George. H. T. Ellacombe.

UGLT WORK IN THE SOUTH
KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

SiBj— It is weU known to lie tbeuniverBal wish—and more
especially so with ull the aatliorities concerned—that the
South Kensington Museum (or the “Albert Museum,” as
some people desire to have it called) should be rendered
as pure and perfect as possible; and, therefore, I trust
the remarks 1 am about to make will not bo attributed to

a propensity for fluding fault.

An important and beautiful addition to the Museum is

being created in the grand staircase to the “ Keramic
Gallery’’ now in course of decoration, and which, at great
cost and with admirable taste, is being incrusted with
maiolica and painting. This staircase is a favourite portion
of the Museum to me, and I constantly go up and down it,

lingering lovingly on the steps, studying any new feature
that has been added, or developed, since my last visit.

To-day, to my dismay, I perceived in one of the centre
side-panels on the staircase walls, a decoration which I
cannot bat consider a most fearful violation of good taste
and of common sense.

As you doubtless remember, the top and bottom lines of
these panels take the slant of the stairs and ceiling; in one
of them was placed—I trust only “ oflered up ” as work-
men say

;
but there it was—a sort of trophy consisting of

an escutcheon, on which is a female mask with closed eyes

;

a trident; the “open hand” of the old Romans; Mcr-
cury's cadueeus; and an oval ring, whose purpose I could
not understand, below all. Some of tliese objects are made
to slant while others are straight, and—oh! horror of
horrors—the mask, or face, is all awry too! The right-
band corner of the mouth is drawn down an inch below
the left; the closed right eye is treated the same; but the
nose is tolerably level.

You can scarcely form an idea of the outrageously fright-
ful appearance this distortion presents, suggesting a
decapitated head that has been woefully ill-treated ; or, at
beat, a gutta-percha toy face, squeezed out of shape. The
colour, too, is gutta-percha green-drab : rather a death-like
hue. The various objects— oiyeets, with a witness !—are
in bas-relief

:
and as they are carefully executed, and by

no means sparingly gilded, I fear thatwhosoever designed
or created this nightmare, has grown so accustomed to its

ugliness as not to perceive its enormity. Pope has said,

—

“ Vico is a monster of so frightful mien
As, to be hated, needs but to be seen;
Yet seen too oft, familisr with her face,
We first endure, then pity, then embrace.”

This argument of the poet's can be the only excuse for
the authorities at South Kensington having allowed any-
thing so utterly at variance with the usual course of their
proceedings, to bo placed in this beautiful museum.
Pray call their attention to the deformity I have mentioned,
which I feel sure is ail that is needed, and, by ridding us
of this incubus, you will have earned the thanks of mere
than Okh of tub Public.

*,* Before printing this letter we made an opportunity
to view the panel mentioned, and we must endorse the
complaint in its entirety. If the panel be permitted to
remain it will bring lasting ridicule on what otherwise
promises to be an elegant work.-—En.

PROPOSED REGISTRATION OFFICE
FOR WORKMEN.

Sir,—I venture to address you upon a subject which I
1 think is of some importance to those who are in the habit

of reading your widely-circulated journal. I, as a builder,
feel that there is a necessity for instituting some plan by
which the employer of labour may make bis requirements
easily and expeditiously known. At present, if a builder re-

5
quires a good sndcflicient foreman at a short notice, he is at

li hiawifs end, should his staff be fully engaged. He probably
r makes inquiries of those in his line of business or publishes
b his wants through any channel he thinks most likely to
Q make them generally known. Bat this process is slow and
Q unsatisfactory, and he very likely, after ail, sends a man
f who is a very inefficient superintendent to a work of
b importance.

It occurs to me that all this might be remedied by
c creating a registration-office in some central position in
I Lon/.on, with a manager carefully selected for the post, in
" whom confidence for sound judgment and discrimination
B might be placed. The expenses need not be great and
c could be defrayed by small annual subscriptions from the
b builders. It should be the duty of this manager to receive
p personally each applicant for a situation, and he should
I take copicus notes of every fact which refers to his
ci character for ability and integrity,—that is to say, his
i| age, what works he bad conducted, their extent, whom for,
i &c., and after these questions he should make it bis bnsi-
ni ncBB to test the accuracy of hia statements, and, in point
cl of fact, make himself thoroughly acquainted with the
m man's antecedents, or, to use a book-keeping expression,
" “ post up” his character for the ready inspection of any
tl of the subscribers, so that an employer should have the
t; privilege of knowing where to go, with some chance of
III being able, without loss of lime, to find the sort of man he
m might want. I think there are numbers of foremen who
* would at once present themaelves for registration. It
Be would bo necessary for the manager to have a personal
in interview, so that he might be able lo judge by a vied i-oee
ei examination whether the man knew hia business, and to
»s assist bis judgment as to whether the applicant appeared
lo to be shrewd, intelligent, and energetic.

It would be necessary to make it supportable by sub-
scriptions, and not by inquiry-fees

;
for this reason, that it

ought to be an office where both sides could fe^I that
something was known both of the builder and foreman.
Such an establishment would enable many promising

young men to work their way to the front. My know-
ledge of the men is this, that there are many intelligent,

well-conducted, energetic, and trustworthy workmen,
with all the elements of good foremen about them, and
these would thus have a chance of bringing themselves
before the notice of the builders, who, did they but know
where to find them without delay, would be cfelighted to
give such men an opportunity. Should the scheme answer,
branch offices could be grafted on to the parent institution,

and the idea might be extended to the registration of
workmen’s names and addresses. Notices might also be
oated at these branches, stating that at such a place
ricklayers or masons, Ac., were wanted. The builder

would thus merely have to make his requirements
known at the central office, from whence they could be
promulgated, saving the workmen the present disheart-
ening custom of walking from works to works to find
employment, or seeking information from their mates as
to where it is to bo found, I am, of course, not sure that
the scheme would answer, bnt my belief is that it would.
However, if you will be good enough to give this sugges-
tion a space in your paper it may have the effect of elicit-

ing some remarks from employers, superintendents, and
workmen. It seems to me that it would tend to bring all

three classes into free communication with each other,
and with immense advantage to all, 1 should take great
interest in its development. A Builser,

THE VOLUNTARY ARCHITECTURAL
EXAMINATION.

The Institute of Architects hare adopted the
following Resolutions :

—

“1. That passing the Voluntary Examination ought to
be followed by advantages such as will promote the ad-
vancement in life and in the profession or the Student.

2. That each Candidate who passes the EvamiuKtion
shonld receive a formal acknowledgement of hia having
passed,

3. That passed Students in the Class of Proficiency
should become, ipeo/acto, Students of the Institute, with-
out further payment, for as many years as they have paid
guineas.

4. That the names of Candidates who have passed in the
Class of Distinction be formally notified, by the Secretary,
to the Board of Examiners for District Surveyoraliip
Certificates, when snch Candidates present themselves for
Examination before that Board.”

The Council have been requested to determine
the manner in which the recommendation em-
bodied in Resolution No. 2 shall be carried out.

INUNDATION OF A BATH-STONE
QUARRY,

We understand that the flooding of Messrs-
Pictor & Sons' Coraham Down Stone Quarry has
completely subsided, and quarrying operations

were recommenced on Monday, the 12th inst. The
workmen and boys, nearly 100 in number, have
been thrown out of work for the last twenty
weeks, thereby causing great distress.

The flooding of the quarry is attributed to the
heavy rainfall that we had at the close of last

year. The volume of water, when it first broke
in, was computed at 60,000 gallons per hour.
This continued to flow until there was water
enough in the quarry to fill a lake equal to three
acres and a half in extent, averaging 9 ft. deep.
The present working chambers were high and
dry, but not accessible to the workmen, the
entrance being on the lower level, the stone
iuclining from the bottom of shaft at 3 ft. in

100 ft., consequently completely blocking the
only entrance j in fact, at that point the water
was 15 ft. deep,—that is, 7 ft. higher in the shaft

than the ceiling of the quarry. The proprietors
are sinking another inclined shaft that will

penetrate to the workings at a level above that
reached by the water, so that shonld there be a
flood again next winter the working of the quarry
will not be delayed.

BRIGHTON BATHS.
Tue Brighton (Brill's) Baths Company are

now having a first-class swimming-bath added
to their premises at the bottom of East-street,

with its accompanying hot-batha, shower, vapour,
douche, and shampooing. The frontage of the
new building in East-street is 96 ft.

;
its height,

45 ft. The chief feature of the lower facade
will be polished granite columns, with sculp-
tured stone capitals

j
five facing on East-street,

and two on Pool-valley, with eight smaller pillars

on the ground-floor and seventeen on the upper-
floor. At the summit there will be a stone
palisade. The grand entrance leads to a read-
ing-room, 24 ft. square. Out of the reading-
room the visitor can pass to the first-class

swimming-bath or to warm-baths on the second
floor. The swimming-bath is 61 ft. in diameter

;

the depth of water will be fi-om 4 ft. to 6 fc. 6 in.

;

its area will be twice that of the second-class

swimming-bath, and it will be surrounded by
twenty-two dressing-rooms, each 9 ft. by 7 ft.,

considerably larger than those of the second-
class, and which will be more handsomely fitted

up. The interior of the swimming-bath obtains
its ornamental character from courses of coloured
brick, intersected by Portland stone, from which
latter springs the dome, formed of iron ribs, filled

in with coloured brick, and a glass lantern as its

apex. This dome will not be much smaller than
that of the pavilion. Mr. G. G. Scott is the
architect of the company.

DISASTERS.
On Saturday night, when “ True to the Core”

was finished at the Surrey Theatre, the crowd
in the gallery rushed out, and pressed so heavily
against the barrier on the second landing, where
checks were being given, as to force it out of its

place. Of course, a great portion of the crowd
were precipitated down the lower stairs, and
several people were seriously hurt. One man
had bis leg broken, another man had an arm
broken, and a third had hia ribs fractured.

A new Baptist chapel is now in course of
erection in Everton-road, Liverpool. Ou Satur-
day morning some of the workmen, in removing
a block of stone weighing between 3 cwt. and
4 cwt., placed it upon a newly -built arch. The
latter at once gave way, precipitating the whole
of them into a vault beneath. The block of
stone fell upon a man and killed him.
The New Adelphi Music Hall, Union-street,

Oldham, which was opened a few months ago by
the Oldham Philharmonic Society, fell in on
Monday morning, and has become a complete
wreck. It having been ascertained that the build-

ing was unsafe, on Monday morning the leasee,

Mr. Seal, and some of the others connected with
the place were in the orchestra collecting their
music, when the east wall gave unmistakeable
evidence of its unsoundness, and they therefore
rushed for the outside. They were only just in
time, and Mr. Seal was struck on the bead by
some of the debris, but he was not seriously hurt.
The cause of this catastrophe is said to be the
undermining of the foundations while excavating
the adjoining new buildings.

ACCIDENTS OFFENCES.
Of all the tenements that are every day

wantonly destroyed, none can compare with
that mortal tenement which contains the
principle of human life. It is one which no
legislature can absolutely protect, excepting
it may be in altering the circumstances, or
circumscribing the conditions

; and hence the
great necessity of pointing out again and
again, with all the wearisome iteration of
which the subject will admit, that the horrible
colliery calamities which we hear of every day
are always to a greater or less extent preventible*
There are to be sure different varieties of fatal

accidents. If an earthquake happen; if a gulpb
spring open under a man’s feet and swallow
him up

;
or even let us suppose the recurrence of

that awful catastrophe which happened to the
ancient inhabitants of Pompeii and Herculaneum,
he is overwhelmed in a single night with red-
hot lava

;
these ai’e fatal events against which

in the present state of our knowledge there is no
provision. The law pronounces such cases, and
with justice, to be inscrutable visitations of
Providence

; in plainer words, to be “ the act of
God,” in the face of which all human foresight

and prudence is inoperative and ineffectual.

There are, moreover, certain accidents connected
with coal-mines and manufactories on which we
have previously dwelt that would seem prac-

tically to come very near within the reach of
this category. Putting aside the unfortunate
temerity of the miners, and the laxity in

adhering to well-known rules of prevention,

—smoking in the mine, for example, in the
midst of the dangerous fire-damp, opening their

safety-lamps, and so forth,—it is obvious that

500 men cannot work in the bowels of the earth
with the same degree of safety and security that
they can do on its surface. And so on. There are,

in short, classes of accidents and casualties to
which human beings working iu coal-pits are liable

which are more or leas beyond the control of the
human will, and for the results of which there-
fore, in the great aggregate of fatality, we must
hold the unfortunate victims, as well as society

itself, almost, if not altogether, exempted. We
sincerely trust that the State will at length
intervene and contrive some special rules by
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which these fatal accidents in collieries may be at

least taken oot of the category of wanton and
reckless sacrifice of life. Nothing, we will add,

is more discreditable to the present state of

education in our public schools than to find men
who have been liberally educated—graduates of

our best universities not nnfrequently—pro-

foundly ignorant of the simple and elementary
rules of physics and mechanics by which our

civilization is increased. How, then, shall we
expect more at the bands of poor miners, who
have hardly any education at all? Since Mr.

Stanley Jevons pointed oot the growing and
increasing difficulty of mining for coal, we have
always felt that the process would involve an
increasing waste of hnman life. The only anti-

dote, we are afraid, is an increased intelligence

on the part of the miners. No mere inspection,

of necessity irregular and superficial, can supply

this want. Let these men be as well educated
and as well paid as railway engineers or other

classes of men who risk their lives every day in

a profession equally perilous, and, above all, let

their voice be hoard periodically—weekly, it

might be—on the state of their mines ; and,

above all things, let them exercise more fre-

quently their undoubted prerogative of entering

well-fonnded complaints with the Government
inspectors

j
and, without saying we can do

everything to nrevent this horrible loss of life,

we may at least discover a method of oircum-
,

Bcribiug its extent. There must be some limit to

coal-mining just as there is to high speed on our

railways
;
and it appears to us that no mine

whatever should exist unless with separate

shafts, and safety-chambers, ventilated from the

surface, attached to every gallery.

SCHOOL.BUILDING NEWS.
I/ynn .—A contract has been entered into for

the erection of a building designed by Mr. Teulon,

architect, for a boys’ and girls’ school in con-

nexion with St. Nicholas’s chapel, for the educa-

tion of the children of the poor at the north end
of the town; a site for the purpose having
recently been purchased in an eligible situation

in Pilot-street. The cost of the land and bnild-

ing is estimated at 1,3001., and a large portion

of that sum has been subscribed.

DISSENTING CHURCH BUILDING NEWS.
Todmorden .—The architect of the Unitarian

Church erected here, as already noticed, by
Messrs. Fielden Brothers (in memory of their

deceased father), was Mr. John Gibson, of

London
;
and the contractors for the wood work

(chiefly oak) were Messrs. Clay & Son, of Man-
chester : the masonry was executed under the

charge of the clerk of the works on the stone

being supplied to him. Although the edifice has

ooet between 25,0001. and 30,0001., it will only

accommodate about 5(j0 persons, so that the

workmanship and materials have been of a very

costly description.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
SiocHon .—The foundation stone of new stores

proposed to be erected by the Stockton Indus-

trial and Provident Co-operative Society has

been laid. The site is in Wellington-etreet, at

the top of St. John’s-road. The building will

have a frontage of 40 ft., and from the back to

the front will measure 49 ft. The store will

consist of grocery and drapery shops on the

first floor, a dry goods warehouse, committee
and reading rooms over the two shops, and
cellars underneath. To place one large assembly-

room at the disposal of the society, a partition

has been placed between the reading and com-

mittee rooms, which can be removed at plea-

sure. The contract for the mason and wood
work has been taken by Mr. Craggs, bnilder,

for 7091. The site of the building has cost 1541.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Easiy .—The church, which has recently re-

ceived a thorough restoration, under the hands
of Mr. Gilbert Scott, has been reopened. The
restoration has been eifeoted at thejoint expense
of the Earl of Zetland and Mr. Leonard Jacques
(patrons of the living). The edifice possesses

interesting features, amongst which may be
mentioned some carious wall paintings of rude
design, which were only revealed at the time the

bnilding was undergoing restoration. They
adorn the north and south walls of the chancel,

and are specimens of the decoration of the

twelfth or thirteenth century. These have been
restored at the instance of the Earl of Zetland,

iinder the direction of Messrs. Burlinson & Grylls.

They represent various incidents of Scripture

history—the Creation, the Birth of Eve, &c. The
total cost of the restoration will be about
2

,
0001 .

Burton Latwier.—The parish church of Burton
Latimer, dedicated to “ the Blessed Virgin,” has

been reopened for divine worship, after under-

going a restoration. The work was commenced
in June last, and the expense incurred amounts
to something like 4,0001. The chancel has,

perhaps, undergone the most restoration, 7001.

having been expended ou it. The screen, the

top part of which exhibits some carving, for-

merly occupied a position at the further end of

the chancel, where it was made to serve the

purpose of a chancel screen. It has been
restored, however, to its original position, that

of dividing the chancel from the nave. The
church has a raised boarded floor, aud the high-

backed pews have given way to the ordinary

rnsh-bottomed chair. The clearstory walls are

adorned by paintings of the twelve patriarchs.

These are of comparatively modern date, and
are, perhaps, of small intrinsio worth, but as

they are in a good state of preservation it was
thought advisable to retain them. On the wall

of the north aisle is another, a representation of

St. Catherine being broken on the wheel—the

aisle being dedicated to St. Catharine. A west
gallery, which served to hide an Early English

arch, and a lancet window in the tower has been
removed. The south aisle has been almost

entirely rebuilt, the outer wall having been out

of the perpendicular. The roof of the church,

too, is almost wholly new. The whole of the

windows have been newly glazed. A separate

subscription is on foot for the purpose of pro-

viding a new pulpit and font. The restoration

has been executed under the superintendence

heating of the church. The nave and chancel
aisle will be lighted with a two-light window.
There will be an additional three-light window
in the chancel, and another of the same de-

scription at the western end. The tower will be
at the south-east angle, its height being 72^ ft.

from the parapet, the roof being spiral in form,

and made of wood covered with lead. In the

tower there will be bell and ringing chambers,
the latter 13 ft. square. The total length of the

church inside will be 130 ft. 6 in., and the total

W'idth 63 ft. 2 in. The edifice will afford ac-

commodation for between 1,100 and 1,200. The
total cost is between 10,000i. and 11,0001. Mr.
Gilbert Scott is the architect; Mr. Roberta, of

Cheater, the builder; and the clerk of the works
is Mr. Frater, who is also in charge of the works
connected with the Cathedral Restoration. At
present it has been arranged that only a portion

of the building shall be erected, but sufficient to

render it capable of being used as a place of

worship. That portion will not include the

tower, and it will depend upon the funds that are

forthcoming at what time the church will be
completed. The necessity for a now church for

the parish of St. Oswald arose from the nave of

the cathedral being used for the Sunday Eve-

ning Special Services, which prevented the nae

of the parish church.

Kirkley .—The foundation stone of the new
church of St. Chad, Kirkley, has been laid. The
old church was built in 1609, and as it was
scarcely suited for the requirements of the

present time, the Earl of Sefton, at the cost

to himself of 10,0001., has resolved to build

a new one.

Newtown, near Wem, Salop.—The new church

here was consecrated on the 17th inat. It con-

sists of nave, chancel, bell turret, vestry, and
porch, and provides accommodation for 214 per-

sons. The roofs are open-timbered and covered

with tile. The floor of the chancel, which is

separated from the nave by a low screen, is

paved with Maw & Co.’s encaustic tiles, the

stone slab at the back of the altar being also

of Mr. Slater, of London. The restoration 1 inlaid with majolica and enamelled tiles,

of the chancel, tower, and spire was done by I Grinshill stone has been used for the walling and

Mr. Henson, of Wollingborough, builder
;
that of

,

all dressings. The style is Early English. The
the body of the church by Messrs. Foster &

' east window consists of flowered quarries and
Wynn, of Kempston. The hot-water apparatus

I coloured roundels, the centre light containing a

with which the church is warmed was provided i subject in painted glass representing our Lord

by Messrs. Bymington. 1 appearing to St. Mary Magdalene : the artists

Qrantham .—The re-opening of St. Wolfran’s ^ were Messrs. Saunders & Co., of London. The
Church, Grantham, after an extensive restora-

tion, took place on the Ist instant. Mr. Gilbert

Scott has superintended the work. The galleries

have been removed, aud a partition of wood and
glass, which sopported the organ and organ-

gallery, and divided the ante-church from the

eastern half of the building, has been taken

down. The walls have been cleaned, the columns
repaired and restored. A new roof has been
placed on the whole of the church, with the

church has been erected at a cost of 1,200Z. by
Messrs. Nevett, Ironbridge, from the designs of

Mr. E. Haycock, jun., architect, Shrewsbury.

South Kensington .—The dedication stone of

the new Church of St. Matthew, South Kensing-

ton, was laid on Monday, 12ch April, by Mr. C.

A. North. The church, when completed, will

consist of nave and chancel, with aisles separated

by arcades, and a tower at the west end of the

south aisle. The style is Early Decorated, and

exception of a small portion at the south-west the edifice is calculated to hold about 1,000 per-

angle—where a portion of the old work remains

in a sound state. This has cost about 12,0001.

The roof of the chancel is ceiled with oak, and

covered with carved work of the same material.

There are carved borderings, with inscriptions of

the same material. The pews have been re-

moved, their places being temporarily supplied

with rush-bottomed chairs. The organ, which

cost some 2,000Z., has been enlarged and em-
bellished at a cost of 900Z. It is placed in the

north end of the church. An open screen of

carved oak, surmounted by a cross, has been

erected between the chancel and the body of the

church. It does not, however, interfere with

the view of its dimensions. Tho pulpit and

lectern are of the same material. A corona of

lights depends from the roof. The total cost of

the restoration has been between 16,OOOZ. and
17,000Z.

Chester.—The chief stone of the new Church

sons. The contract, which at present only in-

cludes the chancel and aisles, has been taken by
Messrs. Myers. The architect is Mr. J. H.
Hakewill.

Sudbury.—The alterations and repairs of

Lamarsh Church having been completed, the

edifice has been reopened for divine service. 'I'he

work has been done according to the plans of

Mr. A. Blomfield, architect, by Mr. T. Holland,

builder, Sudbury. The work of restoration

commenced by taking ont a gallery and opening

up the tower by a large Gothic arch, putting in

a raised floor, and seats for schools. The east

lancet windows are new, the mullions and

tracery of the other windows have been restored,

and two new windows have been inserted on the

north side. A new vestry has been erected ou

the north side of the chancel, uniform with the

church. The tower is now surmounted by a new
octagon spire, covered in with ornamental tiling

of St. Thomas, for St. Oswald’s parish, has been and lead, with ;dormer windows in each sqaare,

laid. The site is a plot of ground off the Park- The spire adds 35 ft. to the height of the tower,

gate-road, near the Training College. The
bnilding will stand upon a gentle rising ground,

about 7 ft. higher than the road. The style is

Early English, and it will be built entirely of

red Runcorn stone, the inside of dressed ashlar,

and having an open timber roof. The building

will consist of tower, nave, and two aisles, with

chancel and chancel aisle on the north side, the

tower being on the south side of the chancel.

The nave will contain a western entrance.

There will also be an entrance by a porch at the

north, with a priest’s doorway at the chancel

aisle. The vestry will be underneath the tower,

with entrance from the sonth aisle. Beneath the

tower there will be a chamber devoted to the

making the total height more than 80 fo. The
east gable is entirely rebuilt, with corner but-

tresses, and is surmounted at the apex by a stone

cross. The porch has also been restored. The
inside of the chnrch has undergone a material

alteration. The chancel, altar, and reredos

are decorated with Maw & Co.’s encaustic

tiles and with mosaic work. The stalls are all

new, in stained wood. The screen has been

restored with new spandrels, bosses, and cresting

in old oak. The old ceiling beams have been

taken out, and the ceiling panelled and other-

wise ornamented. Other improvements have

been effected, and the giave-yard, over an acre

in extent, surrounding the chnrch, has been
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levelled, the moonda restored, and the walks
newly laid out.

Matlock Bath .—The new church of Scarthen,
in this parish, has been opened for dlvioo service.
The church has been built under the direction of
Mr. Whyatt, architect, Manchester; and the
whole of the sittings will be open and entirely
free.

_

Han-niriffton.—The parish cbarch of the small
village of Hannington, dedicated to St. Peter
and St. Paul, has been re-opened for divine
worship, after restoration. The church, previous
to its restoration, was in a dilapidated condition.
Everything connected with it is new except the
walls, and they have been restored. The pitch
of the roof has been raised. The restoration
has been effected at a cost of about 900h, under
the superintendence of Messrs. Slater & Car-
penter, of London, architects, the contractors
being Messrs. Clark & Heap, of Northampton.

§0olis

Law of Baimts for Inventions. By P. W. Cam.
PIN, Barrister-at-Law. London : Virtue & Co.

This treatise sets forth the state of the law re-
suiting from decisions more recent than those of
any other work published up to the present
time

;
although it is intended more for the use

of inventors and patentees, engineers, mechanics,
manufacturers, and others interested in patent
matters, than for the instruction of lawyers.
The author also gives explanatory notes on the
law as to the protection of designs and trade
marks.

VAEIOEUM.
" The Ninth Annual Eeport of the Amal-

gamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners
from December, 1867, to December, 1868.’’
Office, 113, Stamford. street, Waterloo-road. In
his remarks, the general secretary, Mr. Apple-
garth, says :

—

“The arrears of contributiona owing to the soeiefy ig
Ito. per member ]es9, while our funds average la permember more than at ihe end of 1867 ; nor is this all.

' WeLate opened sixteen new branches (three of them in Ire-
land), have added 714 to our number of members

; and,
after meeting an extraordinary expenditure, wo have in-creased our balance in hand by 2,0281. 4s. lOJd.
During the past year, thoogh we have had aome trifl’ine
dilForences respecting wages and working hours, in no ia-

1^**1 occasion to resort to a strike.
There is little doubt but thot the depressed state oftrade may to some extent account for this encouraginp

fact, but It IS nevertheless true, that amongst our mem-
bers there is an increasing desire for arbitration.”

It IS most gratifying to observe the progress which hasbeen made by our members during the past year in the
direction of technical education. In many of the prin-
cipal towns, and m several parts of London, classes have
been formed, assisted by loans granted by the council fromthe contingent fund; and the progress which many mem-
bers are making by close application to their studies ismost encouragmg.

. . . . It is a matter of remark«at, with the exception of a few employers of labour atBradford, and others at Manchester, none, that I amaware of, have given any encouragement to a schemewhich would be of the utmost value to their apprenticesand coBsequently to themselves.” ’

-—Donoaslerin 1868. By William Sheardown.
Gazette Office, Doncaster. The matter of this
pamphlet was communicated to the Doncaster
Gazette in the present year; and it gives a full
account of the meteorology, vital statistics,
town improvements, markets, railway system
&a., of Doncaster, for the past year. Trans-

I actions of the Institution of Engineers in Scot-
i land; Twelfth Session, 1868-9. This part of
1 these Trausactions is occupied with reports of
t two papers,—oue by Mr. James Gale, C.E., the
)

president, on some recent additions to the Looh
] Katrine waterworks; and the other by Mr.
William Moodie, on an improved form of hori-
zontal propeller, and results of experiments.

. The papers are illustrated by engravings.
The Sun not the Source of Heat and Light

t to the Solar System : a Lecture at Eyde. By
I George F. Harrington. Eyde : Mason. This
1

^®velop8 an ingenious but somewhat
f fallacious theory, which seems to be au inversion
0 ot an old one, according to which light alone
a actually emanated from the sun, while heat and
4 actinism were generated in the planetary

J
atmosphere. According to Mr. Harrington’s

1 S®. generates

! Tif-
the planetary atmosphere,

r This It does by bringing about a slow combustion
b. between its oxygen and hydrogen, the nitroeen
5jby Its dilution of the oxygen preventing a more
arapid conflagration, which mast otherwise occur
5) by the combination of the oxygen which floats
tiin the nitrogen with the hydrogen, which floats
t,mainly above it, notwithstanding the law of the

diffusion of gases. Light, according to the
author, is the “ incandescent atoms ” in process
of combustion. But what is the meaning of
incandescent atoms. It must just be luminous
atoms, or atoms radiating light, so far as regards
that light apart from the heat; and how can
light be such atoms if it only emanates from
them ? This is no explanation of what light is,
although it is an attempt to show whence it
comes. The way in which the author attempts to
prove that the space between the san and
planets must be an absolute void seems to bo
equally fallacious. On the whole, however, the
author’s theory is one worthy of considera-
tion, although spectral analysis and the general
drift of speculation as to the sun seem at
present to be much against such a theory.

Destruction of a Cburcb in Exeter.—
The new Congregational Church in this city,
which had nearly reached completion, was unfor-
tunately almost entirely destroyed by fire on
Monday, the 12th ult. A large commodious
building of considerable pretensions, it has been
erected from the designs of Mr. Tarring, of
London, and with the exception of differently
arranged roof timbers, and the omission of the
clearstory, is almost a facsimile of his church at
Huntingdon. On the whole, the building was
most satisfactory, and if we except a profusion
of rather coarse and commonplace stone carving,
it promised to become a great ornament to the
city. The Devon Weekly Times says:—“The
fire originated in the roof of the building, but
from what cause is not definitely stated. It is
however, reported that some of the men had’
lighted a fire in a little room, at the top of the
building, near the tower, which they left nn.
protected while they ran to witness a cirens
procession, and when they returned thereof was
in flames. The wind was blowing in the direc-
tion of the hospital, and the tower and scaffold-
ing escaped

; but the flames rapidly extended in
the opposite direction, and the interior of the roof
was a mass of fire in a few minutes. The loss
occasioned by this disastrous fire will fall on the
Insnranoe Company, and not on Messrs. Brao-g&
Dyer,” the contractors.

°

Tewkesbury New Waterworks.—At the

I

last quarterly meeting of the town council, Mr.
McLaudsborougb, engineer to the Cheltenham
Waterworks Company, laid before the members
plans of the proposed works for the supply of
water for the borough. The pumping-station
will be placed on the Brick Kiln Meadow, and
will consist of a Gothic engine and boiler house,
and engine-man’s residence, built with red and
black bricks and Bath-stone dressings. The
water will be drawn from the Severn, and first
pumped into a large subsiding reservoir, out of
which it will pass on to the top of three filters
filled with nearly 7 ft. of filtering material
through which it will pass, and thence flow
into a covered pure-water reservoir, from which
it will be again pumped into the service-reservoir
placed on an ornamental tower, to be built on
the top of the hill, near to the My the Tate, from
which the water will flow directly to the town.
This tower will be about SO ft. high from the
ground. The water will reach to the tops of the
highest honses in Tewkesbury. The works are
estimated to cost 12,0001. The company, under
their Act of Parliament, undertake to give a
constant supply of water to the owners of pro-
perty at the rate of 51. per cent, on the rental,
and to supply the cottage property at the rate of
2d. per week per cottage.

Salisbury Cathedral.—The restoration of
the west front is now approaching completion.
Most of the figures have been placed in the
niches. Some halfa dozen more are to be added
but still there will be many niches left vacant’
The polishing of the marble shafts lately added
to the windows, &c., in place of those which were
decayed, is now in progress, and when finished
the immense pile of scaffolding now completely
covering the west end will be removed. The
interior restorations have not yet been began
but it is expected they will shortly be proceeded’
with. Funds, however, will be wanted for this.

New Bridge at Halifax The foundation
stone of a new bridge over the valley of the
river Hobble, at Halifax,—the construction of
which is demanded by the large increase that
has taken place in the amount of traffic between
Bradford, Leeds, and the towas eastward since
the original structure was built,—has been laid
with much ceremony. The new bridge, which
18 to be of iron, with two spans of 160 ft., is to be
built by the corporation of the town, at a cost of
21,0001. It is designed in the Decorated Gothic
style of architecture, and the elevation shows
two flat elliptical arches, each of 160 ft. span
with a rise of only 16 ft. The clear width
between the parapets, available for traffic,
will be 60 ft. The outside ribs, which are to be
of cast iron, will be 4 ft. deep at the centre, and
5 ft. 3 in. deep at the springing, and will carry
open-traceried spandrels at the haunches,
crowned by a cornice, and a partly qaatrefnl
and battlement parapet. The inside ribs, of
which there will be six, are placed at a distance
of 8 ft. 7 in. apart. The centre part for a apace
of 52 fc., will bo composed of wrought-iron
plates : the remaining parts of the ribs are to be
of cast iron. The road will be formed by a layer
of asphalte concrete, upon which the p.aviDg Is to
be laid. The total weight of the cast-iron work
will be 1,200 tons, and that of the wrought-iron
work 150 tons. The iron to bensed will be from
the West Yorkshire Iron and Coal Company,
Limited. The masonry of the central pier and
of the abutments on each side the valley
will be finished by five spires, like terminations,
which will rise 15 fo. above the parapet on each
side of the bridge, and will carry large octagonal
lamps, to be supplied with gas for lighting the
roadway. As a portion of the new bridge will
stand upon the site of the old one, it is intended
first to build one half of the new bridge, and
then to divert the traffic from the present struc-
ture on to the now half. The present bridge
will then be pulled down, and the remaining
half completed. The roadway of the new bridge,
when completed, will be 11 fc. above -the
level of the old one, and by this means a gradient
almost level will be obtained from Cross Hills to
the opposite side of the valley. The construc-
tion of the bridge, and also of a new road in
lieu of the present Bridge Lane, rendered necos-
sary by the increased width of the approaches,
has been let to Mr. Archibald Neill, of Bradford,
for 21,0001. The construction of the ironwork
has been sub-let by Mr. Neill to Messrs. Joseph
Chff & Co., also of Bradford. The bridge will
be made from designs by Mr. John Fraser, C.E.
of Leeds.

’ ’

Civil and Mechanical Engineers’ So-
ciety. Oil Saturday last the members of this
society visited the St. Thomas’s Hospital and
the Lambeth section of the Thames Embank-
ment works, by permission of Mr. Henry Currey
and Mr. Bazalgetto. Amongst the gentlemen
present were Mr. B. Haughton, president; Mr.
G. E. Eachus, past president

; Messrs. J. B.
Walton, G. W. Dsill, and E. M. Bancroft, mem-
bers of the Council, &c. Amongst other things
worth noting, a sample of Portland cement as
used on the Embankment works was broken in the
presence of the members of the society, showing
a tensile strength of 603 lbs per square inch of
section.

National Portrait Exhibitions. — The
receipts at the three exhibitions, in 1866, in
1867, and in 1868, were 8,845Z. ; expenditure,
10,1341. The deficiency is supplied by the Par-
liamentary vote for the Science and Art De-
partment.

Crystal Palace.—The programme of the
sixteenth season is to be issued next week by
the directors. The season will open on Saturday,
May Ist.with a grand musical festival in honour
of Eossini. The orchestra will be on a gigantic
scale, approximating with to of the Handel
Festivals, consisting of upwards of 3,000 selected
performers. The programme will include the
Overtures to “ Semiramide,’’ “LaGazza Ladra,”
and “ William Tell,” The “ Stabat Mater,” a
work eminently suited for interpretation by a
large body of performers, will form part of the
selection. On May Ist, likewise, a transparent
scene, which has been specially painted for the
Crystal Palace by Mr. Matt Morgan, representing
the “silver” and “golden” iilnminations of
St. Peter’s, at Eome, will be exhibited in the
Concert-hall. Another novel attraction is the
announcement of operas to be performed on the
complete stage, which was last year erected in
the Concert-hall. These will be played in
English, supported by efficient companies, and
will be under the management of Mr. Georcre
Perren;^Mr. Manna conducting. The “Bohemian
Girl,” “ Lnrline,” and other popular operas will
be produced, the series commencing at the ter-
mination of the Whitsuntide amusements.
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Wew Sanitary Commission.—An order has

been iesned by her Haiesty revoking the com-

mission appointed last November for inquiring

into the operation of the sanitary laws, and ap-

pointing a fresh one with enlarged powers. The

new commissioners are—C. B. Adderley, Earl of

Romney, Earl of Ducie, Lord Robert Montagu,

Russell Gurney, Stephen Cave, Sir Thomas Wat-

son, C. B. Ewart, J. R. M'Clean, Samuel Whit-

bread, J. T. Hibbert, E. M. Richards, George

Clive, F. S. Powell, Benjamin Shaw, James

Paget, H. W. Acland, Robert Christison, Wm.
Stokes, John Lambert, and F. T. Biroham and

Mr. W. H. Birley is secretary. This order gives

power to inquire into the operation of the sani-

tary laws, so far as they apply to sewerage,

drainage, water-supply, removal of refuse, con-

trol of buildings, prevention of over-crowd-

ing, and other means of promoting the public

health.

The Wew Workhouse for Poplar Union,

The foundation stone of this new workhouse

has been laid. The buildings, which have been

designed by Mr. J. W. Morris, of East India-

road, are to be constructed on the doable pavilion

principle, for the accommodation of 800 paupers.

The site is that of the prosent workhouse, por-

tions of which will be removed as the now work

progresses, the main block of the present struc-

ture facing the High-street being simply altered

and adapted for the future administrative offices.

A chapel is to be erected, with accommodation

for 300 persons
5
and attached to the institution

will be capacious labour-yards, workshops, mills,

and a bakery. The contractors for the works

are Messrs. Ilill, Keddell, & Waldram, and the

contract price is 32,480L This building will be

the first metropolitan workhouse constructed

specially for accommodating able-bodied paupers.

The expenditure on the new house will amount

to 40,000Z., which will have to be repaid, with

interest at 5 per cent., by insbalments extending

over thirty years.

Bouse Decoration.—At the Society for the

Encouragement of the Fine Arts, last week, Dr.

Dresser gave a lecture, the subject of which was

how to decorate and furnish a house from an art

point of view. The lecturer, commencing with the

general principles that all art should be truthful

in its utterance, all decorated objects appear to

be what they are, and all excessive decoration

avoided, proceeded to point out bow this might

be carried out in the furnishing and embellish-

ment of a house. Amongst his suggestions were

the following That of a creamy buff colour,

with stars stencilled upon it, to replace the cold

whiteness of our ceilings ;
the rejection of floral

mural patterns that aped relief, being mere repe-

titions of pictorial objects, and therefore objec-

tionable as backgrounds. In lieu of these last

he recommended simple patterns having a

bloomy effect, and he concluded his discourse by

impressing upon his audience the importance of

seeking after general harmony, and cautioning

them against strong colours in large masses,

repose, not glitter, being the groat object.

Transplantlog' in the Wight.—A gentle-

man anxious to ascertain the effect of trans-

planting at night, instead of by day, made au

experiment, with the following result :—He
transplanted ten cherry-trees while in] bloom,

commencing at four o’clock in the afternoon and

transplanting one each hour until one o’clock in

the morning. Those transplanted during the

daylight shed their blossoms, producing little or

no fruit, while those planted in the dark

maintained their conditions fully. He did

the same with ten dwarf trees after the

fruit was one-third grown. Those transplanted

during the day shed their fruit; those trans-

planted daring the night perfected their crop,

and showed no injury from having been removed.

With each of these trees be removed some earth

with the roots. The incident is fully vouched

for
;
and if a few more similar experiments pro-

duce the same result it will be a strong argu-

ment to horticulturists, gardeners, and fruit-

growers to do such work at night.

—

J3oio Bells.

ilrtists’ General Benevolent Institution.

The dinner in aid of this institution, the object

of which is to afford relief to distressed meri-

torious artists, whether subscribers to its funds

or not, as well as to their widows and orphans,

merit and distress constituting the claims to its

benevolence, is fixed to take place on the 8th of

May. The Right Hon. Lord John Manners,

M.P., will preside. Mr. John Everett Millais,

R.A., is now hon. secretary.

Arcliitecture in Carlisle.—At a recent

meeting of the Carlisle City Council, on an ap-

plication of Mr. J. Graham, a councillor, for

leave to purchase from the Corporation a corner

site of Cavendish-place and Alfred-streot, at

83. 6d. per square yard for building-ground as

far as it is square, and 43. 6d. for the three-

corner plots adjoining, it was resolved, after

some discussion,

—

“That architeclB be invited to send in elevationa for

houses to be erected in Alfred-street, and that ‘M. be

eivou for the design approved of by the council. In the

meantime the sale of the site at the corner of Cavendish-

place and Alfred-street, and other sites m Alfred-street,

bo postponed.”

A committee was appointed to carry ont the

arrangements, and the Town Clerkwas instructed

to insert au advertisement in the local papers,

and also in the Builder, Manchester Guardian,

and Scotsman,

A Warning,—Such Societies as the Literary

Fund, the Artists’ General Benovolent Institu-

tion, and others that distribute “ doles in money

or kind,” should at once petition against

clause 259 in the Endowed Schools Bill, or they

will find themselves forced to apply their funds

for a purpose entirely different tiom that for

which they were gathered.

Tbe Burning of Theatres.—A hoy is in

custody for an attempt to sec the Belfast Theatre

on fire. In the middle cf tbe night it was dis-

covered that all the meters had been turned on,

the gas escaping, the place full of smoke, and

that the under part of tbe stage had been on

fire. The prisoner was caught in the act of

escaping from the bouse. The Bellini Theatre

in Naples has been burnt to tbe ground.

For constructing the Western Outlet Sewer, from

Woolton to Garston. Woolton sewerage. Contract No. 3,

G. W. Goodison, C.E. (Reade & Goodison), engineer.

Quantities supplied :

—

Muscrove & Roper £6,080 12 6

Thomas 4,780 0 0

Jones 4,763 0 0

Huuking 4,316 0 0

I,ee .... 4,260 0 0

Mitchell 4,244 8 6

Martin, jun 3,999 0 0

Dixon & Sleight 3,747 10 0

Pilkington 3,699 0 0

WioDsrd, inn 3,691 6 6

Rothwell 3.650 0 0

Hardaere 3,471 0 0

Standing & Litller (accepted)... 3,419 12 9

For Serpentine marble shop front, &c., 85, Edgewwe-
road, for Mr. C. M. Blades. Mr. W. Seckbam W ither-

ington^aro^bUect:-
^ ^

Melville 343 0 0

Hawke 315 0 0

For repairs to twenty-live houses in Tiafalgar-sqnsies

Peckhara ^ .

Williams & Son £1,467 0 0

Goodwin 1,349 0 0
Selkirk 1.300 0 0

Sharpington & Cole 1,197 0 0

Pierpoint (accepted) 1,095 0 0

For house and shop at Hottingdea:

architect. Quantities supplied

Oorringe
J. & W. Sawyer
nightingale
Lawyer & Simmons

I Mr. T. Simpson,

£1,180 0 0

1,083 0 0

970 0 0

905 0 0

TENDERS.
For the erection of a row of three villa residences, for

Mr. W. Wallis, Watford, Herts. Mr. Frank E. Thicke,

architect:—
Bennett £2,13- 0 0

Allen 0 0

Hailey 1,435 14 0

For the erection of a villa residence, at Wandsworth

for Mr. W. W. Barth. Messrs. Tolley & Dale, archi

Do. with back additions
omitted,
£812 0 0Knight £833 0 '

Fawcett ... 840 0

Steel 745 10

Stark 690 0 630 0 0

For additions to Boscotube, near Christebareb, Hant^

for Sir Percy Shelley, hart. Mr. T. Dashwood, architect.

Quantities supplied by Mr. L. C. Eiddett:—
Futehec £4,8^ « ^

Adamson & Sons 4,490 0 0

Jackson & Shaw 4,410 0 0

Bull & Sons 4,318 0 0

V buildings, enclosingrailings, gates, lodges, &c.,

Hambro Synagogue Burial-ground, VictoriaFor t . .

for the Hambro Synagogu

Park. Mr. H. fl. Collins, architect :

Stuart & Bennett
King & Sons
Nagle
Cohen (accepted)

£1,060 0 0

1,025 0 0

943 0 0

850 0 0

For foor nairs of cottages at Southgate, for Mr. Med-

iLsio « »

;.»» » »

IS? S S

Vvpritfc 1.435 0 0

Qumneii::'.:'.'::!!!!:!!...!:!
0 0

Gibbs i.Bon (accepted) 1,335 0 0

For certain alterations at No. 1, Panl-street, Finsbury,

for Mr. £. Midwinter. Messrs. Tolley & Dale, archi-

Green (accepted),.. £400 0 0

For enlargement of the warehouse premises of T. Adams

& Company, Limited, Nottingham. Messrs. T. C. Hine &
Son, architects :

—

Barker ..

StoveoaoQ & estou .

Bell & Son
Hall ..

Ward
Lynam
White
Dennett & Co
Wood & Son
Marriott & Co
Wood k Slight

Johnson & Wright ....

Fish .,

..£6,250 0 0
,. 6,954 0 0
.. 6.941 0 0

6,900 0 0
.. 6,847 0 0
.. 6,625 0 0

.. 6,685 0 0

.. 6,576 0 0

.. 6,511 0 0

.. 6,606 0 0
6,494 0 0
5,412 0 0

.. 6,371 0 0

For alterations, Cambridge Lodge, for Mr. H. Dodson,

Peuze Mr. H. White, architect

With Lead. With Zinc. Greenhouse.

Croaker & Son £306 ... £380 ... £95 0 0

Cooper & Cullum ... 3o5 ... 340 ... 60 0 0

Gibbs k Son* 355 ... 340 ... 45 lU u

* Accepted.

For St Augustin's Church, Highbury. Messrs. Haber-

£10.375 0 0

Coll. » Co 8,g3.0 0

For building a new ward at the Faversham 'Union. Mr.

B. Adkins, .architect. Quantities by Mr. T. M. Eiek-

‘ Bull £3,050 0 0

Sawyer 1,869 0 0

Foad W 0 0

Eatcliffe 1.706 0 0

Judges l.*199 0 0

Auaien 1,694 0 0

Adcock 1,693 0 0

Naylar 1,673 0 0

Whiting I.*i39 10 0
1,619 0 0

SoUitt 1,537 0 0

Accepted, we are requested to say, in consequence of

the little diO'ereuce above the lowest tender, and the

builder being a resident within the parish.

For alterations to Roding House, ChigwcU. Mr. J. W.
Morris, architects

Axber ,£o96 0 0

Hivett 533 0 0

Egan 623 10 0

Stevens 498 0 0

Wicks & Bangs 493 0 0

Abraham ... 464 0 0

Atherton 460 0 0

Sheflield (accepted) 444 0 0

For erecting two dwelling-houses and shops in Wal-

worth-road, for the Rev. J. C. Clark. Mr. Robert Parris,

architect. Quantities supplied

Newman & Mann £2,620 0 0

Bottomly 2,595 0 0

Sharpington t Cole 2,577 0 0

Downs.. 2.463 0 0

Marsland 2,397 0 C

For additions and repairs to Helo’s School ’buildingB,

Plympton St. Mawrice, Devon. Mr. H. Elliott, archi-

tect :

—

Saunders
Sendey & Hellings

Opio
Condy, Brothers

Bishop r-tV
Radcliffe & Crocker (accepted) ..

Webber & Rowse

Myei
Newman & Mann ....

Patman k Co
Nightingale
Scrivener S White .

Downes
Manley & Rogers ....

7,720 0 0
7,600 0 0
7,673 0 0
7,398 0 0

7,630 0 0

6,994 0 0

..£664 16

490 0 0
463 0 0
450 0 0
407 10 0

For alterations to the British Queen Tavern, Trafalgw-

road. East Greenwich, from Mr. A. Beckwith. Messrs.

Shaw & Lockington, arcbitccta, Quantitie supphed .

Bricklayer, Carpenter'i, ^c.. Work.

Miller (accepted) 218 6 u

Teaterer’i Work.
£150 0 0

Pringie (accepted) 136 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

W E (received).—J.'B. (we do not publish a stamped edition.

8 to Velocipede maken, we mn.t refer him to adTertisoinente. The

queetloo n» to mensuiement could only be eetiled by one who had

the epecificaUon, die., before blm).-J. H. (the reply we could give to

such a questiou might mUlead. Tbe agreement ebould be fully con-

aidered).-A. L.-B.-H. V.-Mr. S.-E H.. juu.-T. * D.-H. S Son.

.T. H.-B. A.—E. H. C.—K. & Son.— C. T.-A Builder.- J. E. «.—

W 8 W. — J W. 11. — L. 4 II. — H- F. — 0. fi eon.— H. H. 0.—

A. W.-B. M. B.-L. C.n.-a*C.-0. W. G.-B. SSone.

-J, W. H,-C- M.-Chevr. da B.-H.E.-K. G.—F. R. a
We are compelled to decline pslQllof out books and giving

addresses.
,

.

AU statements of facU, listi of T..ndsrs, Ac., must be a'ccmpanlea

by tbe name and address of tbe sender, not necessarily for

publication.

Hots—

T

he reeponsibllily of signed artldea, and papers read

public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.
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TO SUBSOEIBEES.

NOTICE,—All Commv/nications respect-

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be
ciddressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder,”
No. 1, Tork-street, Covent Garden. All other
Communications should be addressed to the
** Editor” and not to the “ Publisher.”

IMPROVED MACHINERY, oombined with
STEAM POWER, ia employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufactare of Church, Turret,
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocka, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description
of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,
Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J.W. BENSON,
by special appointment. Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and
€0, Ludgate-hill

; Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
fleefrlng n really good ayetera, can
BUILDERS' BOOKS, by DOUBLEnniKY.lo which waa awarded the prize offered In ' The Builder."

£jo. 1.180. and which hse been adop'ed by many large flrma. Al-o aModiBed Arrangement by Single Entry, anlt.ble for email boUdera.—
AUdreai, K. A. 4, St. Georgo'a-road, Regeni’a Park, London.

CRANSTON'S PATENT GLASS BUILDING for HORTICULTURE.
Plana and Eetimatea free.

ifS'*
imbllahed. free for 30 aUiupa, 3rd Edition.

T^ESCRIPTIVE book, splendidly illus-
-I-'

.
trated from eilatlDg Bulldluga.

By ths Anlhor and Pateutee, JAMES CRANSTON, Atchitect,
J. Tenjplc'cow Weat, Birmingham,
H. J. GEaWTAGE, Maufiger.

RECENT EXAMPLES OF DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE
Imperial 4io, half bound In morocco, 31 10a

TTILLA and COTTAGE AEOHITEO-
» TURE.
Select Ezamplet of Coantry and Snburban Reaidencea recently

ei€Ct^_, will! a full Deacrlptlve Notice of each Building.
Cottages, the Works of Nineteen

Uiflereat Arohitects, are Illustrated by Plans, Elerations
and Sections, together with occasional Perspective Views
and Details. The buildings are fully described, and
in nearly every case a statement of the actual cost ia
given.
"Tble U a volume that thoie about to build villa reildence* orcouagts may ueefully study. The combined vrlt of nineteen archi-m Bcarcely fail to furnlah information that It will be a gainmtoi^nire. Builders eugagel lu erecUngiuch re»iden:eafor

11 also flud in U many raluat.U iiiggesUon.."- BuHtler.London ; BLACKIB A SON, 44. PaUtnoaler-toir.

A T the BALTIC SALE-ROOM, SOUTH-
i£y at^'wo*o^foek'^*‘'^'^“'^°^^‘^^*‘'^*''''’*’

WEDNESDAY. 8th

600 Lends Foreign and Colonial Timber
100.000 Pl.ees ditto dltt) Deals nod Battens
150.000 Pieces Flooring and Ma’eh Bo irds

And other Wood Goods.

„ _ . , ,
H. FEEESIAN 4 CO. Brokers.

8, Crooked-lane. Cannon-street. RC.

ToGoverniDentContractors, Binders, and others Interested
ImheOakTlmbETTrade.

TV/TE. EDWARD SMITH will SELL by
auction, on FRIDAY. APRIL 30th. 18S9, upon the FARM,

occu^ed by Mr. David Everett, at Boxted, about three miles from
Railway sutlon, FORTY very superior OAKTIMBER fREES, of Urge dlmensione and flr«t quality, varying

from six loads In a tree down to one load. The timber ia well laid
for removal. The railway afforda eicollent translc to all psrts of the
kingdom. Sale to commence at TWO for THREF, o’clock In the
aiternocn.

Goodwill and Stock-In-Trade of a Builder.

^/TESSRS. BREWER & SON are instructed
1.

Rooke (who is retiring from the business) topLL by AUCTION, on the PREHIriR.S, Rlohmond-rovl. Twlcken-
ham, on TUESDAY, the 27th of APRIL, at TWELVE for ONE
o olock, the LEASE of tha House and Premlaoa, In which an excellent
business hw. far some years bean carried on, tigather with the Good-

and valuable Stock-In-Trade, comprising a quantity of timber,

0. i,i
’'fll eesaontd pitch pine lu plaok, a quantity of excellent

builders ironmongery, stone, bricks, slates, and tilea. carpenters'
work benchts. grindstones, scaffolding, ladders, steps, tarpauhng and
other implemeuti, an ereelleut brown cart ware and nearly new
-'tk cart, van, old mateila'i, and the general effects of a builder’s

n and premises. Tha lease of the premises and goodwill of the
mess will be eubmltted at Two o’clock preeisaly.— Oata'ogues had
the Preiuifes and of the Anctioueers, 2, Upnsr Hill-stree'.

Richmond, Surrey.

In Chancery : Cooper r. Martin."- Palnt-hUl KeUte.neftr to Clare-mont ErhfT. In the county of Surrey.—A very choice and
Viluable Re‘ideDtial EsUte, ellnate In the parishes of Walton.
Cohham, and Wlsley

; comprising a sub«UiitiaIly.ereeted Mansion,
standing In the midst of beautiful lawns and pleasure gtoUTid*.
oraameiit-d with cedars of extraordinary growth, and enrronnded
by a iroall but richly-timbered park (long celebrated as one of the
earliest and finest ex.tmplea of the modern style of English land-
scape gardening), m which are an extensive lake, grutto, and
temples, with other omamen'al bnildlogs, thus presenting eome of
the most channlng and varied eemery to be found even In this
favoured locali'y. In addition, there Isa quantity of prodnetivemeadow laud, extending to the banks of the river Mole, also several
dwellmg-houseS’ cottages, and gardene In the village of Street
coDhanj, with nnmorous encloenrea of accoromodation and build-
Ing l^d ^'Jplnibg, the whole containing an area of sOSa. 3r. 5p.

]\/|^EbSRS. BEABEL are instructeci, pursuant
Xt_1_ to a decree oo - . 4 ..

oanae, to
'

London, .

Fifteen loti. ___
of which iefieehold and tithe fre^

'
it'ls s

tiful part of the connty of Surrey, distant thr.-e miles from the
royal park at Clsrem n’, six from Epsom, and within four miles of
rsUwny-stotlons at Esher, Weybridge. and Leatherbead. The maa-

“ Pl**eant and commanding sit*, cobtilns band-oms
and Is anproiched from two

Its stabling, coach-bouses, and
cummnnicaiing with

Ty, the lofty roof ef
-

’ dens extend

Uourt of Chancery, made In tha above
to 8E L by AUCTION, at the MART, T .kenhouse-yard.- -- TUESDAY. JUNE S2nd. at TWELVE for ONE. In

the above high'y-lmporiant ESTATE, nearly the whole
,j ai.u.f— T. .. the most beau

and well-arranged suites of ro'
lodge entrsDces

; conveniently ui
other office) ; attached to the i_ , _
the pIcMUie-grounds, la abe.utiful conserve...,,
which Is supported by imitative palms. The u-alled
over three sciw. The p.ik is bonuiled on tne south and east by the
winding river Mole. On the west it abuts on properly belonging to
the Earl of Lovelace and on thePort-inouth-rood (planted out by hclte
of tr. ts). A continuation of the tame road dlvidae the park from the
remainder of the estate, within the parish of Walt «n. extending to
the limits of Burwood Park, the seat of the Countess of EUeimere.
The connexion between tho two portions, however, is raaliitalne I by
ahandsoine chain suspension-bridge. The surface of the ground at
Pams-billls exoeedlTigly undulating, bold, high ground, being luter-
Bperied with glades and valleys, rendered most pletu-eeque by a pro-
fu-lon of wide-spreading oaks, cedars, and groups of trees of different
PiCles.

At the Bonlhem side of the park is a lake, about 30 a<— —•--a
itudded with smaU islands, clothed with tTITERSRS HfTATRF.HT Ar PAV ivoTT«

with smaU Islands, clothed with trees and shrubs, andD.OOiVO. nUi>lL«LitV-L OC L/UA. nave ,
dlapoied that by the aid of the adjacent woo,llaml, the whole expam

t FOUR o’clock precisely, at the ROSETUESDAY. MAY lllh, 18119,
ft CROWN HOTEL, Wstfui

'

BUILDING LAND, in Lt
,

between Aldrnbam and the Rsdiet Station, from which there
constant trains to London, reaching the St. Faucrat BlatloC In lees
than half au hour.— Further particulars may shirtiy be obtained at
thepl-ee of Sale i at th« Red Lion Inn, K«dl«t ; the Kssoi Amis
and Claret don Hotels, Watford; of Me-srs. HAWKINS. PA'IBR-
SON. SNOW, ft BURNEr, Solicit w. 40, Chancery-lane, L-mdon
W.C; and tf the Auctioneers, 83. St. Jaruss's-itreet, 8.W. and
Watford. Heiti.

iblag along the rugged b

T
„_ ^ Bop®r roya' 4li, halt inorowo, 31.HE CAEPEMTEE and JOINER’S
ASSISTANT ; being a Compreliensive Treatise on the Selectionrrsparaticu.aud Strength of Materials, and the Mechaolcal Pilu-^plea of F.aming, with iheir Applications Jn Carpentry. Joinery andHoiw-rsUlng; also a Course of Inatrnotion lu Practirai GcomstrvOBomeiricnl Llne.i. Drawing. Prcjectlon, and PerspecUve, and anUlustratcil Glossary of leiius used io Architecture and Building

By JAAIkS NBWLAND3.
Hlustra.ed by an extensive Seiles of Plat-y, and many hundred

,
ingravings on Wood.

T® iTfAtl-e on CarpentiT and Joinery which at allcpproacUca this in merit, —.Ifecftnnlcs* Munazine
London : BLACKIE ft SON, 44, Fatcnioater-row.

Foolscap, 8vo. bound 7s. flii.

EDDIE’S PKACTIOAL MEASURER.—
the Calculation, required Inou ino BulldlLirTr.., ... New edition, greatly imp.oved aud Ularged.

.a(.Ki V * 4^ Pateriioaier-row.

... •— —
I

. --= ..— M.o plantations of_ „—,'n,lve Frontage of FREEHOLD magnificent pines and other forest trees, intersected by si-cluded
fronting the receuily widened load

i

lirivea and paths. Teiniilee aud other oniamsntal builiHnga d's-
' tlnguish those place, from which tha most beautiful views esn be

obtained, and on the principal island tbere Is a grotto encrusted
with tpsr and quartz crystal. The park-like l*nd, north of the
Poit)Dioulh-ro4d, Is also abundantly stocked with fiue timber, and
commands exteniivo ecenery. The general oharacUr of this land
being very similar to that of the pork, its natural advantages aud
ca|iabililiei only require to be developed by art. Immediate pojes-
slon may he hid of the mausion and park and land in Waltcn
porUh. The bouse, in fitreet Cobhsm and enclosure, adjoining are
let to respectable tenants, Particulars, with plans and o.iDditloua of
sale, will shortly be prepared, and when completed may b, obuloed
of ilesare. fIMPSON ft DI.MOND. 10. Henrletla-str.ei, Cavendish-
iqusre, W.

; .M-ssrs. WHITE, BROUGHTON, ft WIIIl'E, 12. Great
Morlborough-etreet, W.

;
Messrs. BlIRGOYNES. MILNBS, BOR-

OOYNE.ft THRUPP, 160, Oxford-street, W,
;
Messrs. J. J. HUBBARD

ft 81^, 24, Bncklertbary.RC; at the Mart ; and of Messrs. BEADEL,oe f —o ... .. KC. : of whom only on and sifter
be obtained.

BRICKFIELDS, NORWOOD, near Srutball, Mlddtes-i.-I.IOO.OOO
Brl- ks, Bricknisking Imolemenis, Carts, Wagon, fte,

ly/TESSKS. HERON & SONS have been
XT_L favoured with instructions from Mes»rs, Hollaml ft Hanneu
(who have worked out the brick earth), to 8ELL by AUCTION, on
the PREMISKS, a, above, and odj .Ining the Grand Jiioolioii Cau-l

28'h. 1869. at ELEVEN for TWELVE '

ord^n
e'cl ek, In lots, about 1,100.000 BRICKS: cotii‘aiiiig of stocks. I

^

grizzles, rough stocks, or Malms and Malm pickings, Ac. Urickmaklng I

~ "

*ro** d'l*'*°V’ad'°™^^"'**'*
ckelk-wHls. pug^inills, tables, tir-be.”’'-" '

log plate and plank, seta of iha'ckirg and hack Ik ards,’carts s
wagon, ha.ness, erection of sand huoete, about 20 tonsofrauJm tuy other effects.—May be viewed seven d.y, bafure ifae sale, when
catslognes may he hiwl of Mewe. IIOLLA-VD ft HANnEN, 17, Imke-
stree’. Bloomsbury. W.C.

;
of Mr OROsVENyR, on the Premises;

and of Slossra. HERON ft SONS. Auctioneers und Valuers, Uxbridge,

) view the property ci

•>, /aTT-K.T\“.®"'
Coloured Diagrams, price 3s. 6d.aOUND anti GOLODE, tlieir Relations,

K-/ Analogies, and Haiwoniea *

By JOHN DENIS MACDONALD. M.D. F.R 3. BUff-8nrgeon, E.N.London : LONGMANS ft CO. Gospoit : GROVES.W ANTED to PUKOHASB, “The

ITHE extravagant USB of FUEL in

8uggeations adapted for D.imestlo Use.
' P«»ctkal

By bREDEHlCK EDWARDS, Jan.
... a., .—

.

1 .. important domestic
eedicgly ns ful treatise o"This

•nbject "—Army ...

wo,k.--n™,

By the aime Author,
The VENTILATION of DWELLING.HOUSES, and the UtlJlsailon of Wacte Heat from Opeu Fire-nlaces
royal 8vn. with 107 Hlostrations. Price lOs. 6d.

*

SMOKy C.HIA1NEYS ; their Cure and Pre-
price'ss’e/^'''^ ^ Hlustratlons.

«'
enlarged edition of Mr. Edwards’sDomealic Fire-place* is postponed till the Autnwn

Loudon ; LoNGMaNo, GKEnN.ft CO. Paternoster-row.

Dwellings for working people.
The Society for Improving the Condition of the Lsbontlug

U'®'®- 21. KJteter-ha'l, Strand a
T tvno .

enlarged edition (iixin thousand) of the DWEL-LINGS of the Labouring CLASoES: their Arrangement aTd^asttuolioh To which is nowaddedtheEisenTr.ri?a H®bU.T
1° beneflia o'‘th“a w'’‘l''i“*

0*“^^ ^or extending

noli, HLd 1 2--?. w*
Population. pmtlcuUtly In the metio-

EOUTURN U. Essex.—Important Sale of Brst-claes Freehold Oroubd-
reuls, moat amply secured on some of the best property in the
town, together with the valuable reversions to Ihe rock rentals
afl-r Die short term of about 20 years; several freehold houses
situate In th« Royal-terrace, numerous private residence- aud shops
lu the High-slzeo', and the valuable etsbling aud premises in the
Royal-mows, Ihe whole let on yearly aud oiher tenancies at rents
amouniiiig to upwards of l.OOOI. per annum; e igible freehold
building sites froming the High street and other roa'la, auUable for
the election of flnt-clase homes of tausiuesa. as wi-Il os a sup-rlor
descTiptlOD of villa and other rosidonre*. a- d several plots of higbly
valuable accommodation Uod, f-rmliig tha flr,t portioo of the
Wlates belonging to Daniel R, Scratton, Fsq. who is realizing his
^sex property. In couseiiueccc of having purchased a large estate
in tbe south of Devon.

BEADEL are favoured with
^ inetruci ions to OFFER by AUCTION, at the MART. T< ken-
bouse-yard, Lond-m, on IIIURSDaY. APRIL 2!l, at ONE o’clock i,re-
cisely. iheabove btghlyau-active PROPERTY, in 68 Lots. IheseU
will otinprisa the Royal Hoiel, with the tap. assembly-room and
spacious siahling and piemises

; ibe whole of the Royal-terrace, com-
prltiog 18 fiist-el-Bs priva e re.ldeurc8, w,th stabling and c -ach-
heuses sUtched

; tbe boy.l library and premises; Ihe several shops
and private houses situate in the Hiuh-sirett

; the Toluatde block of
hclloirgs, oonsl-tlng of stabling, coach-homes, and tenements
known as the Mews

;
about 26 plots of Qist-clois bulldiug lam*, with

frontages of from 40 to 100 feet to tlie High-street, ahd t; tho two
proposed n-w rosks communloctlng wlch tliff-iown; several lots of
most desirable accommodation land and maiket garden ground on
the scu'h side of Oie rsi.wiiy station and tho h.tU houje. and portion
of the shrubbery in tbe oocupiiiiiu of Mr. Thomas Ingiam.
The whole of tbe prop-rty is Ireebold, and, with but alight exoep-

lions, Uud-Ux redeemed. The ground-rents are smlneotly suited lor
the investment of capital, snd tne bnlldiDg laiid, which hss for somany years been fett-red with hug teases. U now offered for sale tree
f.om teatrlotluiis, ennhllng Ihe High-strest to be covered on both
sides with a cla« of houswand shops which hava been long required
iu this portli.u of th-) town. The excell-nt railway accommodation
which Southend now po'sersss rendering it bo accessible to the
metropolis and other Urge towns

; Ihejunctlon between ihe North
Hd tbs Tilbuiy Hue, at Bow, being now complete.

IJIHBIR royal highnesses the
A, PRINCESSES LOUISA and BEATRICE have honoured Pro-— .... honoured Pro-

fessor Pepper's Lecture with thoir prraonce
;
evincing much Interest

in the exparlmenU with "The Great Ligbtulu* liiductorlam."
Stokee "On Memary" at 12.30 daily. "Bohin Hood" and "his
Merry Men," ma«lcally treated by George Bucklaiid, Baq. liilr ilueing
Spectral a-iri Scenic elf oU. PichlePs " Astromotrotoope." Wood-
bury'. " Photo-r-lief Proceis,” with Doi6'a pictures of “ Elaine."
combined with the varied Easter Ngveltles, at the ROYAL POLY-TBCHNia-One Bhailcg.

JAuxuni

J.
NEILL & SON

QUANTITY SURVEYORS.
11, COOKRIDGE STREET, LEEDS.

Highest teslimooisli from several emiaent architects. Terms on
application.

Just pnbllibed.

Q uantities made easy.
A quick and accurate method of taking out quantities from, .. taking out quantities I

plans or buildings, with or without a speclficatiou. Sent free
sUmps,—Addrees, A. C. 16. Medway-tecroue, Tjrwhitt-by postVoi

rood UpperLewlaham-romd, Ni

T^:
important NO'nCE.

E SALE of the fixed MACHINERY
mrt RRK.ITIONS ’* >be Abbey Works, Shrewsbunr. odver-

WEDNF-SDaY, the 2„.„ „„„
AdvertheJ, aud catalogues may be had on app’licat.„_ u»

ADril" 0th 1867
^^^®^'°^*®^®’^^UK,AucU0QeBt8, Chester.

I KREgTIONS,
wsea 10 oe held on TUESDAY hEXT, Ihe 27th lust ii wn-M
£,KA.yNj]bnt the SALE of MAIEKIALS and PLANT, fixed for’‘ InsL aud following days, will 'proceed as

London Railwr
and to be opeued foi .

direct communication
aud Loudon audNoith- ^

character of the nelghbouiiioorl, ai

for sea-bathing, render It pe..ullatly
aud.wlih the opportiioilcs f-.r improvement
m-ike it one of the nicst plea-urable and fan
within easy retch of London.— Particulars, with pUu and condiUoua
of sale, may be ohUln.d of Mestr.. URK080N ft SON, Sullciturs
Rochferd : at the principal Hotels, Southend

;
at the Mart ; and tf

Messro. BEADEL. 23, Gresham-street, Loudon. K.C.

0 this eprlng (llim , _
teen Sou'liend and tbe North Louden

em«); the provaibl-lly healthy
.1 the great advontag-siifforiled

place of reeidence,

A wa*ering-places

THE BULL INN, ALUGATE-lhe Tap aud other Premises aim
the extensive range of Freehold Stabling aud Yards, the ihole
comprising an area of 16,700 square feet, with Two Houses and
Shops in the High-t-troet,

"jV/TEBSES. BEADEL have received in-
i-VX stmctlons to BELL hy AUCI ION. at tha MART, T.-kenhouse-
yarJ, Loudon, on lUBsDAY. the 4th d»y of MAY, 1869. at TWO
0 clock, in two lots (unices previously dispored cf by private con-
triw 1 the above desirable PKOPERiY. Lot 1 will c.imprise the
val^ble Lease and Goodwill, wiih i)ii*sea.loii. of Ihe uld-tatabllshed

1 The Bull, Aldgiite, together wiih au
Bookiog-offic-, Yard, ftc. held fur au

iciiii ui auuui 10 yrars, at a rent of 135f. per annum, ami
ining an area of about 8,5U0 square feet

; a'so. the L-asrs of
Hous-B. with Shops, Nos. 21 au-i 2<. Aidga'o H igh-street, held
similar term at 162f, IDs. ptr anunm aud sub-leaieti at n-uce
latlng to 216f. The freeholder of the above property is willing
rat fur an extension of the Iea»B for 60 yeare, thus reiidermx it
desir tble for commercial purpuses, ir, in coouixioit with Lot 2
.uiiually large »rea of firrt class building laud may ha secured

for profitable deielupmeut. L>t 2, the valuable and exleusive range
cf BubttautUl Fiechuld Builoiuge lu the rear of the Bull luu.c-im-
prislug au area of at out 8,2U0 equu-e Itct, divided into s'abUug. ftc.
with latge yards, afferding acci.rum--Ca'lon for 53 horses, with
capiclous coach houses, loft), ftc—The proi>eriy may be viewed by
- dels, to be obtaiued of tbe Auctioneers; and further partii-ulars
ay be had of F. BROUGHTON, Fsq. Solicitor, 48, Finsbury-square •

the Matt
;
or of Mcssib. BEAD,EL, 2J, Greshani-street, Loudon.

*

T. A. RICHARDSON,
architectural artist.—XX Peupectlves Outlined, Etched, or Artistically Colooted. Every

dcrcrlpUon of Architectural Assistance on modera'e terms. Sigheit
re'oie^es^ Siiteon jeacs' experience.— 6, Symood's Inn, Chancery-

pOMPETITIONS, WORKING DRAW-
V.>/ IN03, DESIGNS, ftc. undertaken on tbe ehortest notice.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A N Opening for an ARCHITECT aud
Xi. Civil engineer, in an old-etfabllshed Practice lu China
either M PARTNER by piirebaae, or as ASSISTANT, with a small
salary, to take a partnership intwoor'hree year* —Address N T
Poat-offioe, Warwlck-road, Malda-hlll, W.

fpo LAND SURVEYORS, &c. — AnX BNQINEER and SURVEYOR wi-hes to meet a Gentieinanwho will share the occupation of good OFFICES (furni-hed) situate
in the best part of Weelininiter. Good references rejuired.— Apply
for furiher particulars to M, J, 8. care of Messrs. Kelly’s Advaruxe-meut Offlie. 1, Upper Charles-street, We*tm‘niter.

"DUILDER’S CLERK WANTED, in a
JL> Contract and Jobbing Buelnass. He will be required to take

OREMAN of BRICKFIELDS.—
WANTED, i.

BKICKFIBLDS. Ooewhol
stating references, to. 681, Office of" The Builder."

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, ftc.

^ ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
VX” Work, Decorative Famllure, and Gilding In all Its branches.

T ITCHURCH DRAINAGE.—CLERK of
1 J WohKS.—The Litohui-ch Local Board require ihs services of
an experieucBd Mau as CLERK of WdRKS, to superintend tho
Construction of tha Sewersga - f their Di.trlct —Applluitions, acora-
paaied by certificates of experieucs aud eh»ract«r, aud suimg islary
required, must be sent to me on or before THURSDAY, MAY fish,
for submission to the Board.—By < rder,

WH. WHISTiiN. JuD. Clerk to the Beard.
Lilchurch (Derby), Local Board Office. April lath, 1869.

OHOP FOREMAN WANTED.
kj active

Must be
_ active and thoroughly competent. — lAdrtrcss, slating age

former engagement, aud salary required, to 706, Office cf ‘‘The
Builder''
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rroWN TRAVELLER. — WANTED, to

X BBPBESENT h )»rgfl SMITHING ESTABLI-HMENT iQ the

eaetof tondor, locell u^on Builder* and Olbets, He luu.t be able

to draw, take out qaautitiea, and innke estimetea Ifaccuetomod to

brldgee, girdei*. *c. he wonid be preferred.—Apidy. by letter, to 8.

care of Mr. Taylor, Caatle-conit, Bircblndaue, KC. eUting eatery

expected and tbe n»me of la«t employer.

rpc''0 CLEEKS of WOEKS.—The Board of

Gnardiana for the Monmouth futon, wish to ENGAGE the

BF.KVICEB of a compeienl Person as CLBBK of W0BK8, for their

intenjed Ntw Workboiiae buUdlog". to act under the sup* Intend-

euce of Mr. G. C. Baddow, of Hereford Aichitecl.—CanrtldaUs are

nqurated to send apilicatlous. with recent testimonials as to fltnoss

and state tenns to the underrlgTied. by TfE8DAV ,
MAY

T J. A. WILLIAMS. Clerk to the said Guard
Board-room, Monmouth, April il. 1S69.

1. IRGQ.

ItLANTED, a CLERK in a Builder and
VV Decoratnr’a Office. Must be a good Bookkeeper, have a

knowledge of the hnstiiesa, anl be used to abstract m, n's lime,

joatetlalB, 4c. Good refereote required.—Addreea, staling low.st

Urms and length of former service to BHILDSB, Busby's Library,

Great PotUsnd-afreet, W. '

TO SURVETOES’ ASSISTANTS.

’XlT'-^NTEi), temporarily, by an ARCHI-
VV TKCT (Somites from Londrn|.an ASSrSTANT competent

ind prepare bUls of q
guaranteed. Pnlaiy. S guineas pr

Pirnt-clasi reference* required.—/
Newbury. News Agent, 157, Friar-

week, and travelling expeu»»a.

ifreaa. ARCHITKUT. care of Mr.
ireet, Reading.

I,WANTED,W foreman' {a Carpet
CHARGE of a JOB. in the couu
and where last employed —Addi
Queen-street. Portemoiitb, Hant*

GENERAL WORKING
.nd Joiner prtferred). to take

Slate age and salaiy exper

, A. B. C. In care of Mr. Boyce,

w
XU ARCHITBCTS AND 8DRVBY0R8.

ANTED, in an Architect’s or Surveyors
Office, a SITUATION as ASSISTANT.

_

Three
‘ ’ “

perlei ca.—Address, X.

'

re of Mr. Macmlcbael, SJ7, King’s

AALANTED, a SITUATION, asFOREMAN
VV of PLASTERERS, or take Piecework, if required. Good

refer* nr^i.—Addre Post-office, Clareudon-ibad, Lancaeter-

WANTED, by a thoroughly practical,
steady, and active Man (Joiner by trahe), a SITUATION a*

FuBEMA.V of JOB, in town or country. Well acquainted with all

branches in any claw building, having been angajed asahoi

last thirteen years, aud has Ju-t completed aj’ib iu the Ci'y

not a special object.—Address, 736, Office of " The Builder."

W»gte

\1TANTED, by a Builder’s son, aged 21, a
VV SITUATION. Good accountant, can take men's time make

VITANTED, by a Young Man,
V V been sccustomed to a good Jobbing Bosiuees.

JOBasPLDMBI-R

J, H.at Mr. HallVy'

OASFITIEH.
. Town 0
ord-street.

who has
SITUATION

objection to dll up
country.—Address,

TO CABlNETMAKbBS AND JOINERS.

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a steady
Yourg Man, as CABINETMAKER. Has had good expe-

rience Id general work. Can do jobbing. If required. Willing to

make himself generally useful. Town or coanUy.—Address, B. P.

78. Pratt-street, Camden Town, Ljndon.

TO BUILDERS.

a EE-KNGAGEMENT as
FOREMAN, or Foreman of Carpenters and

Ag(d 30. Good references can be given.—Address, A. B. 6,

Nighllngale-rcsd, Ting'ey-park, Hamplon-

117"ANTED,
VV GE“-'ERAL I

TO BUILDERS, Ac.

A'\7ANTED, by a thoroughly experienced
V V and well-ediicalol Man, a SITUATION as FOREMAN. 0 - to

.. u, ...X I--... ar.-i.in^ro Wall iin'ln loakingwork any klud of Wood-Coitmg Machic
Sharpening Saws, Sc.—Addre”
London, N.

wanted,
Y V a respectabliespectable Youth. Must write a good h

quick at aoenums. One having a kaowl.dge of drawing prefeer

No salaiy given the first 13 months.— Address, with age aud full p
Ikularr, to T. Martin’s Library, Churcb-etrret, CambecwBll.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

Office of a Builder AArANTED, a SITUATION as BOOK-
UmCe 01 A JDUliaei, \\ -n.i.Dieo .1,1 xaoTorxVP I., 111. Manansmant ofaHouie

it estimates, measure up, and tbe geuera

Office. Good references aud seenrity. Saliry mo
ALPHA, cate of Mr. Parkinson, Churcb-end, Finch ey, N.

TO ARCHITECTS.

IHT'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as

VV ASSISTANT in a London Office. Used to competition work.

Schools. 4c. Is working for a gentleman to whom he was aiiioled.

R, A. S'udent. Style MediaivaL Sale-y,

Builtli’* Library. Duke-street, AdelphI, W.O.
• ..—Addre

IAT'ANTED, a SITUATION as PLUMBER
VV by a middle-aged Mtn. Ha* fill«d one situation for some

rt thr-iugh ihed-a'hof his employer

mr with painting and glaring. No o'

'

s J. C. 158. Gladstone-Ouvldlng*. W

No objection tc

t couairy.
Finsbury,

good draughtsman, r"‘ '

quantities Aged 23

ham Palace-road, Pin

RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
lu Architect or Surveyor's Office. Is a

penatan. and can assist in Uklng out

d refe ences.—Address, G. F.U86, Bucking-

TO PLUMBERS. PAINTERS, Ac.

AirANTED, a. good THREE-BRANCH
VV HAND. Steady woik for a gond baud, with undeuUble

I Mr. GEO. PICKEBDEN, 29, Uniun at

w
who

TO ORAINERJ, WRITERS, AND DECORATORS.

ANTED, immediately, a thoroughly good
and experienced HAND *'" ‘

VV KEEPER and ASSISTAN C lu the Management of a House
Decorator’s aud Bullder'i Budnes*. Many year.’ experlenc

refarericer. Advertiser could uiidrrtake entire charge vl

estsb’lrhraent.—Addreai. 719. Office of ” lha Bu.Mer.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

W ANTED, a RE-ENGaGEMENT in
either 1 he above. Eight years’ experience. Hlgbast refer-

ences.—Addtres, J.C. 26, Mxrkham etreet, Chelsea, S.W

neeif e.ally v eful il y busli

epecimens cf work. Silualio

None under 30 yean of »*o need apply.—Ad lrea*. siftt

acqiiir*ment«, to D. M. W. Post-ofllce, Torquay. Devou.

PENCIL HAND, Would

/"ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as o. p.?, buu iDn-ch«mher..Hoiborn,

WANTED, by a Young Man, aged 29, a
SITUATION a» BUILDER’S CLF.RK or MANaQER. Can

make plain ilrawiog-, measure, aud eati.nate, I* a good Book k*eper,

and accustomed to the suparinteoilcnce uf jobbing works.—Address,

J. B. 7, College-terrace, Bond street, Chelsea, S.W.

CLERK OF WORKS, or QRNltRAL FOREMAN.
1 _ , k». Finit-class refarenees. At liberty after

Ihis week.—Aadresv, No. 746, Office of "The Builder."

"WTANTED, by a steady, experienced Man,
VV Constant EMPLOYMENT, as OBAINER. WKITKH, and

PENCIL HAND, Would act M foreman If required.—Addross,

0. P. 7, Bull Inn-chamhers, Hulborn, L ui 'on.

AArANTED, a SITUATION .as thorough
VV PAINTER, WRITER, sud GILDER. Accnsimned to the

w ANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young
Manas fOPYINO aud TRACING CLKKK. Been accuilomed

ilteit'i Ofllcer.— Addresn, A. B. 15, Palmcrsiou-stcact, Qros-

'-park, Camtx rwell.

TO GLASS MERCHANTS AND OPHERS.

\^rANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
V V TION as CUTTER and GLAZIER.—Address. J. P. 6. Cromp-
m-itrret, Hall-psrk, W.

wANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT
CLERK of WORKS, or as Asslelant to an Arch't*c

D the country. Age 33 -Address, F. BROWN, 3J, Vl. o

ifar Bentlnck-streei), B.W.

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT by a

Villas. Kicbmouii

ARCHITECTURAL DRAUGlirSMAN. w.
and perspective.— Addres*, L. M. N. S, Portland

rosd, Walnam-greei

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS. 4c.

JOB of PLUMBING.
a SITUATION as good Three-Bii

Hand - Add' ess. PLUMPER, 63, Matylebone-lane, W.

WANTED, a JO';
V V Piece or dav woik

;
or a

TO CAKPENFERB AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, by a steady, active Young Man,
a SITUATION as IMPROVER, either In tbe Shop or Build-

ing, who bas served i>veu years in tbe trade.-Address, E. Q. P. 25,

Par.dlse-road.Latk H-li-lane. Clapham, &.

TO ABCHITECT8 AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, a EE - ENGAGEMENT as
CLERK of WORKS or MANAGING FOREMAN, by a

thoromhly P.Kctioal Man. capable of Preparing Plans. Working aod

D-!ail Ur.wliige. Me.rurlrg up Work, Taking out Qiiautlties, and

Bstiioa-ing.—Addrese. D. R. 41. Grafton-road, Keu'isb-town.

VirANTED, a SITUATION, to Superin-

VV tend the Management of a large stud of Horses. Iheadver-

years in practii

rare of a large stud.
.0.—Address,

jsciraonlaU as to ch .r voter

B. Tlckford Abbey, Newport Pagnel, Bucte

YlfANTED, by a Young Man, a Carpenter,

VV aged 18, a hllUATION as IMPROVER. Has h*en three

TO AR«BITECt8 AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, a RB-BNGAGEMENT,
a first-elars DRAUGHTSMAN. Well up in con

working and de all drawings, snrveying, Ukiug out q

speclflctluns, measuring, and superintending work*. G
mouiali.— Address, H. S. 9, Havelook-sUeet, Copenhag.

Islington, N.

,

hy
itrnction.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS. _

WANTED, a SITUATION, aa TIME,
STOKE, aud STOCK KEEPER, Entering Clerk, or to make

himself general y ure’ul. ISs. per week. Experience. High tesll-

tnonials. Becurl'y. Leaves situation through lllne-s of prlucipat

1 or country.—Address, M. N. Post-office, High-street, Peckham.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACfORS.

WANTED, a KB -ENGAGEMENT, as
GENERAL. SHOP, or WORKING SHOP PoRKMaS of

JOINERS, oc as Clerk and Foreman In a Jobbing Buimrss, or entire

Uauagement. Thoroughly experienced snd trustwor'hy. Well versed

lu Gothic, church, ana first-class work. Town and cuuotry. Befer-

exce*. Agei 38.—Address, 672, Office uf " Use Builder."

WANTED, by a practical Man, a RE-EN-
GAGE-MENT as CLERK of WORKS, or General orOut-dooi

Foreman. Carpenter aud joiner by trade, age 34. Bix yeais’ refer-

ence from present empluyers. — Address, K. D. Office of ‘The

Bul'der."

/ ANTED,
. . CLERK of WORKS,

practiol Man, Joiner by trs

iffii--. Giafton-road, Kenll h-t

a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
or Fjfeman. bj a thoroughlv
le age.— Address, A. B. Fust-

VV
ANTED, by a Young Man, a RE-
ENOAGEH RNT as CLERK, in a Bull ler's Office. Thor-iughly

i;tod with Office dulie*. T«o years aud a hulf with last

ver*.—Addters. W. B. '.'fi, Hlgh-'ireet west., Pimlico, S.W.

lO ARCHITECTS.

WANTED, a RE-ENGaGEMENT, by an
effldeut CLERK oi WOBKS._

Fimt-dais tesiimuuLali

TO ARCHITECTS.

TVyANTED, hy an ASSISTANT, a EE-
YV ENGAGEMENT. Can prepare plans, Ac. under supervUionj

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

W ANTED, by a LEDGER OLBEK, a
RE-ENGAGEMENT, In a good office. Upwards of five yean

In present .Mtuatlon (a builder’s office), and thoroughly unaerstands

the geueial rcuilne. First-class reference as to ability and character.

A-dirss, A. Z. Post-office, Uckfleld.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDEr.3.

\7^7ANTED, in an Architect’s or Builder’s

VV Office, a SIlUATION as ASSISTANT. Can design, draw uy

— Address, U E. H, 1

ANTED, by an experienced Man,
VV CONSTANT JoB a* PAINTER, GUAINBB, PAPH

consUuctlun. Seve.

previously with a
Addreis, J. H.thet

1 quantities,

ynd-eud. Newport,

W'ANTED, by the Advertiser, a Carpenter
and Joiner by trade, a RE ENGAGEMENT as General Out.

,
Flisroy-square.

door FOREMAN. - .

reference. Good experlen

terrace, Barnsbury.

TO ARCHITECT’, &c.

w ANTED, immediately, by the Advertiser,

i«i -r only lo Mr. T, GRAHAM, Beckeu

TO BDILDERB, BOAD-MAKERS. AND CONTRACTORS.

W ANTED, by a iirst-class practical Man,
a Csirligewsy Vavlor, Street Mason. Clraulie Dreiser (Wood

Biieka, Dniih Clinkers, or Tiles), to TAKE WORK by the PIECE.
Lalwiir ocly. Good te*tlmoiilals and references-— A'ldress, JAMES
CRUIUULKY. No. 7, James-place, Noith-etrect, Poplar.

TO SURVEYORS AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, a RE-ENGaGEMENT, by
a Young Man. Well acquainted with office duties. H

gensral knowledge of building, drawing, taking ofT quanti

measurii'g up, and estimating works, 4c. Ten years' refereud

Ipw'i.—Addie-e, H. B. lb, Fraucia-street, Gower-street, W.C.

WANTED,
V V MAN of B

TO BUILDERS.

SITUATION as FORE-
b'bICKLAYERS. Piecework preferred. Just

Highest references.— Address. 8. J.

the
BRICKLAYERS, or

"VSTANTED, by an energetic Man,
VY CHARGE uf a JOB. or as FORBMAN of BRICKLAYI
'

. ... I,.,. W.ll III, ll,my kind of work in i

work. No objeotiou lo the t

Auiberley-r-iad, Paodlugdon, W.

Labour only. Well .

untry.—Address, BEPTIMUB, I

TirANTED, by a good ASSISTANT, a
VV RE-BNGAGBMKNT. Is a first-rate draughtsman aud de-

signer, aud an aiU.iicool ur.st. Terms moderate. Good references.

Address, No. 743, Office of ’’ ’The Builder."

\X7ANTED, EMPLOYMENT in Town or

YV Couutry by a good JOBBING BRICKLAYER. Well up In

a’l branchesof the Budding Line.—Address P. D.8. Blouifield-sUect

h.Daiston.N.B.

TO AECHITKCTd AND BUILDERS.

lATANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young
V V Man, who bas worked at ihe bench. Hud txperieuce iu

I
ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,W AI

, . ^ .

a hE-ENGAGEMENT as GENKRAL FOREMAN or CLERK
cf WORKS. Good refetencoa.—Address, J. Z. 1, Bui

Stratford, Essex.

w TO BUILDERS, GAaFITTERa, AND OTHERS.

ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TION asGASFirTER and BRaSS-FINISHEB. First-cUw

B. No objection to the country.—Address, W. F, 116, New
road, HoxiOD, N.

BDILDEK3 AND OTHERS.

TED, by a Young Man,
ENGAGEMENT a* CLERK or oiaerwise. Cs

jonnu, aud Is well acquainted wito the usual n
.—Address, J. H. 24, Little Queeu-sueet, Storey's

WAN'
V V EN(

RE-

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBER.S, 4c.WANTED, a SITUATION as good
PLUMBER. Cau do Hot-waier Baths, Closet Work, rumps.

Zinc Work, 4c. Married. Goou references. Town or conn
Adoress, 689, Office of *' Tbe Builder.”

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT,
VV OliNHRAL FOREilAN or WORK’. Experienced ii

difi'erent branches, also iu the general cuud acting and carry in,

ol Wi-rkx Undeisiauds meaauilug up setiiug out, and taking off

quantUles, drawings, 4c. Ound reference* from last and (if r.quued)

foimer cngHgeuruis. Joiner by trade.—A. J, PorUea College.

Ordnance-road, Ueurulow.

raughtimau
leteuce* goO
llcllowsy.

TO deloraioks and builders.

WANTED, by an experienced DECORA-
TIVE PAPERHANOER. a PERMANENCY. Us* been

used lo fill up bU time at painting, 4o.—Address, G. TOON, 4,

m-ficMs, Hackney

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUEVEYORS.

T H E Advertiser, aged 21, desires

RE-ENGAGEMENT with the above asASSISlANT. H
been aenstomed to the duties of both offloes. Good lefeteuces, 4c

Add. ess, 709, Office of “The Builder."

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

ri'^HE Advertiser, who has not long since

L compiettd hi* articles wph an architect ai-d surveyor (Loudon),

I. dasiruui of an ENGAGEMENT with an Architect and Surveyor,

temporarily or otherwise. -irrurixM ai. B.mth’s l.ibra

Elgiu-road, MotUng-bllL
—Address, TUSCAN, at Smith’s Library,

TO BUILDERS.

WANTED, by a WORKING FOREMAN
Of BUK'KlAYERS, a flIlUATION, In town or couutry.

Good Te(erences.-AddreB8. C, 8. W. 12, Lee-street. Kingslaad-road.

WANTED, PIECEWORK, by a thorongh
practical Cart cuter aud Joiner. Good reference from last

Job.-Addte s. E. B. S3. Uuiou-itreet, Keunington-ruad, Lambeth.

TO BUILDERS. PLUMBERS. AND OTHERS.

ANTLD, by a respectable Young Man,
aSITUAllON as PLDMBkR. Good rsf.reucea rr required.

Addrets,
W"

TO BUILDERS. 4c.

I, a SHUaTIuN, by a Young
, 21, as IMPROVER to a CARPENTER and

TfillVKIl t7cetk Ui the trace two years and a half. Wages 18s.

per wfet—Address, A. T. 10, Hanover rquare, KeMUiugton Park-

rosd, S.K.

WANTED,
VV Man. aged i

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS. 4c.

rriMBER TRADE (English or Foreign).-
I \ Cl fl.TtfDlU.XT _ A el..

WANTED,
an, by a young_

Two yrats in lai

RE-BNGAGKUENr a

g nan {»go 27 ), sitioUy sober a.

place. -Address. A. W. care of A
London-brldge, E.C.1

TO BREWERS. RAILWAY CONTRiCrORS, 4c.

IGN WEITER.—WANTED, by a Young
Man. a SITUATION es SIGN WRITER, io a brewery, rail-

works or geueial advenUemeut fiim. Reference given to pre-

, employer«.-AddreeB, Q. P. >V1 k-ro-id. South Hackusy. N.E.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND BUILDERS.

e-engagement. Wanted, by a
thoroughly practical general FORRMaN. Fully converrant

'th esUte works generally, and tbe bulldiug business in 1*11 is»

branches. Good tesllinoulala. Aged 40.— Addi'eti, K W. Po.t-offlce,

Selbumi, Suirey.

TO BUILDBR9, LIME AND TIMBER MERCHANTS.

LATHRENDING wanted, by a
thoroughly practical Man. Good reference. Labour only.—

Address, W. 3. Underwood -place. Shepherdess-walk. N.

TO SCULPTORS.
CARVERS and
THOS. BROMFiaLDi
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man from standing npright at drill. We hear

nothing of that spirit of the martinet which,

Mr. Kinglake tells us, made the Eussian emperor

so averse to enter on the Crimean War, iccause

he had at last put his army on so satisfactory a

footing, That men are to be drilled to such

perfection that it is a pity and a shame ever to

allow them to do anything but appear on parade,

was not urged on the present occasion.

The grand idea that the army might, to its

own advantage no less than to that of the rest

of the nation, be made to a considerable extent

a self-supporting institution, was not, indeed,

distinctly present to any speaker who joined

in the debate. No one questioned the ad-

visability of taking steps in that direction. The

only obstacles that blocked the course were

those of detail. But these are precisely the

most formidable. For it is when we descend

from the region of the theoretically advisable to

that of the practical, that all depends on detail.

Thus the opposition of commanding officers is

rather hinted at than brought distinctly forward.

It is hinted at, however, as a fatal obstacle.

Want of snperintendenoe was another stnmbling-

block. It seemed to be tacitly assumed by General

Herbert that, when engineer officers were not

available, no others were capable of taking the

direction of works. Thus in discovering detailed

causes for the postponement of a scheme which

was intended to prevent the waste of public

money, we find the argument employed by the

Hon. General that “ another difficulty to be got

over was the financial one. When engineer

officers were nob available to superintend the

labour of soldiers, it was in many instances

cheaper to have work done by contract.

An argument of this nature has a wider range

than its author appears to have contemplated,

If urged against the general theory, that the

army should be rendered, as far as possible, self-

supporting, it has neither weight nor relevance.

It is a simple admission of the inferior and in-

adequate state of our military education, outside

of one very distinguished corps ;
and it implies

more than it admits, for it seems to contemplate

the adhesion to a system of passive resistance

to improvement. Officers cannot be expected,

this objection implies, to know anything about

brickwork, or masonry, or carpentry, or any

useful art. If they know—we were going to

say, the art of war, but the art of war includes

making the best possible instrument of the

soldier—if they know their military hand-books,

it is all that the country has any right to expect

from them ! The best friends and the most

genuine admirers of the British army take a

widely different view—a view diametrically an-

tagonistic to that which would prevent a single

brick from being laid without the presence of a

lieutenant of Engineers.

The mode in which we have ourselves ap-

proached this important subject was derived

Military Labour and the Builder.

N tbe order of the

day for going into a

Committee of Sup-

ply being moved re-

cently in the House

of Commons, Mr.

Hanbury Tracy called

attention to an im-

portant subject, to

which, on repeated

occasions, we have

devoted our columns.

In any matter of

real reform, which is

neither a private

crotchet nor a party

move, a considerable

amount of uncon-

certed unanimity will

generally be found

to prevail amongst

its advocates. Ap
proaobing the ques

tion from different

points of view, argu-

ments of varying

weight and character

will be found to con-

verge; as the movements of various bodies of

troops may be combined by a skilful general.

When the reform is uncalled for, or illusory,

these various arguments will bo often found

to be mutually antagonistic. But when, as

in the present case, the purport is concurrent,

although the points of departure are distinct,

conclusive evidence is afforded that the general

in command is no other than the truth.

Mr. Hanbury Tracy's point of departure was

the idea of the waste of public money which

arises from the system of employing civilian

labour in the construction and repair of works

and buildings connected with the War Depart-

ment. He moved a resolution to the effect that

“ an authorized system should be adopted for

extending the system of ' military labours to

military works ’ to all stations of her Majesty’s

army.” The point of view thus selected may
be described as tbe abstract and philosophical,

That economical advantage is foregone by the

idleness of the soldier, when not nndor drill, is a
proposition which may seem almost self-evident.

Mr. Headlam, in seconding the motion, enforced
\

from a long and wide practical experience. It in-

the arguments of the hon. mover, by testifying,
^

eludes not only a personal acquaiutanee with

from his own experience as Judge Advocate, the
j

the great departments of our own public works,

fact that many of the crimes of which soldiers ' with the procedures of the Ordnance (as it

are guilty are really committed in consequence ^ was) and of the Admiralty, bat one with that

of the lack of employment. Thus far, the motion

met with the cordial sympathy of Mr. Cardwell,

who regarded everything which diminished idle-

ness among soldiers as a boon, seeing that, in

the army, as out of it, idleness was a fruitful

source of evil. But the difficulty of super-

intendence arose as a detailed objection to the

enforcement of any general rule.

It is at this point that the arguments which
we have previously urged appear, to our judg-

ment, to come in with irresistible practical force.

To a certain extent we may consider the ground

to be cleared by the discussion in tbe House of

Commons. The old-fashioned notion that a

soldier must be nothing but a soldier, has dropped

out of sight. Wo are no longer told that stoop-

ing to use the spade and pickaxe prevents a

which is yet more germane to the matter in

hand, namely, the practical education of the

workman.

An engineer who, in the remoter districts of

the British Isles, as wtll as in various parts of

tbe continent of Europe, has had to form work-

men out of clumsy, untaught, less than half-

fed, agricultural labourers, has an advantage

in approaching the question of cost, which few

other men can possess : and the experienoe to

which we refer has been acquired under circum-

stances of difficulty compared to which the

attempt to introduce remunerative labour into

the army, bears no proportion at all. For with

the civilian, moral obstacles occur which tax the

utmost skill and tbe most sustained energy to

overcome. In opening a new district for a road.

a harbour, or a railway, it is by no means a

simple matter to commence operations. If the

country be, indeed, entirely uninhabited, as in

the Landes of the South of France, the diffi-

culties may be said to be at a minimum. Then

it is only necessary to collect the workmen, to

house them, and to feed them. The obstacles, in

this case, to a rapid and economical progress, arise

either from the national or provincial jealousies

of the labourers, if brought from different dis-

tricts, or from their coming to the conclusion

that they are masters of the situation, if they

fraternize. Between this Scylla and Charybdis,

however, it is not impossible to steer.

But in a country which is not desolate, but

only remote, the case is different. The reasons

for tbe employment of local labour are frequently

irresistible. Sometimes it is matter of contract

or of Governmental direction that such should

bo the case. Everywhere the local labourer

expects employment, and regards it as a right.

He brings to the works a good-will, an un-

trained pair of arms, and that resentment at the

idea that any other workman is his better,

which is always most keen in proportion to its

unfounded character. Then the local magnates

exert a disturbing and somewhat inconsistent

influence. The invading engineer is expected to

employ local labour, because it will reduce the

poor-rates; but be is not to employ any but

surplus labour, or to pay more than the local

rate of wages, because in either case the agri-

cultural labourer will be encouraged to strike

against the farmer. We could cite not a few

instances. In one, the local rate of wages for

agricultural labour was eight-pence a day ;
the

rate of payment at that time for the best-paid

“ navvy,” the “getter” or pick-man, was 43. 3d.,

and from that downtoSs. 9d. The county magis-

trates consideredib outrageous that the contractor

should paymore thanthelowerfignre. The country

people considered it unjust that “ foreigners,”

who spent great part of their wages in beef and

beer, should oome into their country and earn

from six to seven times as much for a day’s work

as they could do themselves. They could not

understand that the sturdy giant, who would

consume half-a-crown’s worth of substantial solid

and liquid food during his ten hours of labour,

was actually converting his beef and beer into a

measurable mechauical “ duty.” With the best

will in the world, the countryman could not fill

sixteen cubic yards of earth into a wagon, if he

only ate eight-pennyworth of food. The actual

cost of the mechanical duty, however effected,

was far more. For a day or two pluck and

resolve may do much, hut in the long run mecha-

nical law must prevail. For a man to do a

man’s work he must eat a man’s dinner.

Little by little these difficnlties were overcome.

They are of a nature to be overcome by resolu-

tion, good temper, and perseverance. The eight-

penny workmen, who could nob at first do

eight-pennyworth of work, learned in a few

months to earn their half-crown per diem. They

also managed to consume no inconsiderable por-

tion of the value of that coin. They improved

in physique no less than in skill
;
and in decent

self-respect as well as respect for their betters.

They learned to distinguish between the skilled

and the unskilled workman, and to avail them-

selves of the advantage of the guidance of the

former. And thus, in the particular case we

have in view, by the time that one of the most

out-lying districts of Great Britain was opened

to the flow of an important stream of through,

as well as of local, traffic, the peasantry of the

districts served had been raised from a state that

oould hardly be denominated as anything better

than that of savages, to be men who could com-

mand, as well as deserve, remunerative employ-

ment.

The material here employed was identical

with that from which care and discipline form

the British soldier. Few natives of Northern
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Enrope are so "unhandy” as the English rustic,

pure and simple.” Few have in them the
elements of so good a workman when educated.
None, Marshal Soult thought, make better
Boldiers, and the patriotic Frenchman piously
thanked God that their numbers were so few.
What the civil engineer had to deal with in the

case we have quoted is the problem now before
the Secretary at War. But, in the army, the
case is every way more simple. For to teach
the utterly untaught peasant, is a widely different
task from teaching the disciplined man. The
latter has, at all events, learned the moral part
of the lesson, how to look up to the better
instructed for guidance, and how to give prompt
obedience to the voice of authority.
We cannot, therefore, hesitate to reiterate the

opinion that the technical education of the
soldier, not in the use of firearms alone, but in
that of the pick, the spade, the trowel, the
chisel, the saw,—in fact, in the general imple-
ments of the more rough and ready of the crafts
of the builder,—is an imperative national duty.
We insist, in the first instance, on this branch of
military education, because self-defence is the
first requisite. In case of war, the English
soldier, taking him as ho actually is, would be
placed at a cruel disadvantage as compared with
the soldier of some more provident nations. He
woold be almost as unfairly pitted against either
the French or the American soldier as if he were
sent with the old-fashioned musket to face the
Chass^ot and the repeating rifle.

Each day that is added to the history of
arms of offence increases their irresistible power.
There is no courage in facing the inevitable
when it is evidently useless to do so. Cover from
fire is becoming the first point to be regarded,
even in the field. The troops that can most
readily, in the face of the enemy, provide them-
selves with cover, will remain on the ground.
The exposed masses will be not decimated, but
annihilated.

In the construction of our military works,
changed as they must all sooner or later be by
the introduction of the Moncrief system, we have
an admirable opportunity for giving the whole of
onr line this most essential education. We may
at once render oar troops better soldiers, more
educated workmen, and productive labourers.
But the attempt must be guided by a wise
experience. No increase of the duties of the
soldier must be introduced with a high hand.
The demoralisation of the army would be the
result of such an endeavour. The plan must be
so digested as to tempt both officers and men to
volunteer. And the simple, and no way dis-

honourable, temptation, must be a combination of
distinction for extra service, with payment for
work done.

No man of adequate experience can doubt that
on the first attempt to execute public works, or
large military works, by troops of ,the line, there
would bo no economy effected. If the men were
paid by time, the work done would be over
costly. If they were paid by piece, they would
be altogether discontented with the remunera-
tion

;
and the disproportion and discontent would

be even greater on the part of the officers, on
whoso leisure the nation has no right to make
any gratuitous demand not contemplated when
they took their commissions.

But with systematic training, calling in, pro-
bably, in the first instance, the assistance of
the civil engineer and ofa few of his subordinates,
and deriving no little aid from those meritorious
men, the non-commissioned officers of the
Sappers, these financial difficulties would disap-
pear. It must be borne in mind that a consider-
able pecuniary gain will be effected so soon as the
troops are educated to their new implements.
But, in the first instance, an outlay will be
requisite. That outlay will be recouped, but it

must not be deferred. The men must be en-
couraged—not disgusted. This encouragement,
our civil experience tells us, can only be afforded
by paying, in the first instance, by time. When
the soldier has become a craftsman, he can be
paid by the piece. He would be the gainer, and
so would bo the nation.

All minor and subsidiary crafts would follow,
in their development, the establishment of the first

practical success. To induce the soldier to become
an engineer is a duty which we shall neglect at our
peril. To attempt to force him to become one
would be to repeat the costly folly of Louis XIY.,
who set his army to work to bring water for bis
fountains at Versailles. To lead and encourage
him thus to become a man, instead of a machine,
is that for which we are urgent. And when
we have once taken this coarse

j
when every

commanding officer feels that he must rely on his
own forces for what human hands may effect

;

when we come to take it for granted that a
regiment of infantry ought to be at least as
ready to provide for themselves defence and
shelter as a party of hunters or of squatters
would consider to be requisite in their own case,
the minor and less essential details will follow.
The men will learn naturally to assort them-
selves according to their trades. Aptness will
go for much

; civil experience, when it exists,
will go for more. The framing of a code of regu-
lations, providing for the due remuneration of all

kinds of work, will not be a more insurmountable
difficulty than the framing of an engineer’s
schedule of prices was, before the time of the
Stephensons. By adopting this course we
shall at once raise the morale of the soldier

;

produce a far more efficient combatant, and a
combatant who, like the Spartans, will consider
defence of his own life a prime military duty;
and tend towards the development of what the
world has not yet seen, an army that shall be
something more than a collection of men, fniges
consumere nati, whose only mission is to waste
and to destroy.

DIAEY OF JOHN MANNINGHAM.*
Among the Ilarleian Manuscripts in the

British Museum is a small book of 133 pages,
scarcely 6 in. long by 4.' in., in which, with small
neat penmanship in close regular lines, one of
the young gallants of the days of Queen Eliza-
beth and her successor jotted down observations,
occurrences, the witty sayings of his friends, or of
his contemporariesas related to him by his friends,
notes of information he wished to remember,
scraps of foreign news, the talk of the town, and
the pith of the sermons he heard preached. The I

diminutive volume has been looked through more
than once by historians seeking to know more of
the life of those days of the ruff and rapier, or of
individnals who lived in them

; and they made
out from its contents that the diarist was pro-
bably a student of the Middle Temple. They
found jottings relating to such celebrities as
Shakspeare, Ben Jonaon, old Stowe the anti-
quary, Sir Thomas Bodley, the unhappy Sir
Thomas Overbury, the scarcely less unfortunate
Earl of Northumberland, who was imprisoned in
the Tower for fifteen years

; Sir Walter Raleigh,
I

Sir Thomas More, Bacon, the Lord Keeper
Egerton

;
the unimpressionable Coke, prosecutor

of the Earl of Essex and Sir Walter Raleigh, os
well as author of the famous Coke upon Lyttelton

;

Pym, the Cecils, Fleetwood, the recorder ofi
Tudor London, as well as to a host of judges
and divines; just as the diary of a young'
Templar of the present day might refer to the I

leading actors, statesmen, legal celebrities,

and other public characters of our time. They
also found notices of the queen, especially of her
last illness and death

;
and of the proclamation

of James, and the manner in which it was
received

;
and of the family of Oliver Cromwell.

The varied interest of this diary awakened a
curiosity as to the authorship of it. Mr. Payne
Collier, in his "Annals of the Stage,” first pointed
out that the writer must have been a barrister,
and had numerous relations in Kent whom he
frequently visited. The late Mr. Joseph Hunter,
searching for further “Illustrations of Sbaks-
peare,” took the trouble to follow the clues the
diary afforded further, and succeeded in identi-
fying its writer most satisfactorily. He found,
by many ingenious references and inquiries that
we need not follow, that the young gallant in

question was John Manningham, the adopted
son and heir of his cousin Richard Manningham,
of Bradbourne, Kent, and was entered a student
of the Middle Temple in 1597-8, and who, having
been on the books for the necessary term, was
called to the degree of barrister

;
and ultimately,

on the death of his cousin, whom he called his
father-in-love, came into possession of the
Bradbourne estate; married Aone Curie, the
sister of bis “ chamber-fellow ” at the Temple,
and of Dr. Curie, Dean of Lichfield ; bad a family;
and died 1621-2. Thus the little volume was
invested with a fresh interest : its writer was
no longer one of the nameless and indistinguish-

able persons that made up a Tudor crowd, but
had an individual history ; the estate he enjoyed

• Diary of John Manningham, of the Middle Temple,
and of Bradbourne, Kent, Barrister-at-Law, 16 2-3.
Edited from the origioal manuscript by Mr. John Bruce,
and presemed to the Camden Society by Mr. William
Tite, M. t*.. President of the Society. Westminster:
printed by J, B. Nicholls & Sons. 136d.

down among the cherry orchards and hop-
gardens, the monument he placed in the noble
old church at East Mailing to the memory of his

benefactor, his will, as well as that of his cousin,

were all tangible facts like so many illustrations

to it.

We now come to the point with which we are
most concerned. The Diary of John Manning-
ham has just been printed at the expense of Mr.
Tite, and presented by him to the members of
the Camden Society, of which he is president.
He tells ns he wished to make some ac-
knowledgment of his sense of the honour the
Society conferred upon him in appointing him
the successor of the Marquis Camden, and at

first thought of printing one of the manuscripts
in his own library for presentation to the mem-
bers

;
but on taking Mr. John Bruce into counsel,

who pointed out the intrinsic interest of John
Manningham’s diary in the British Museum, he
resolved upon selecting this instead. Mr. Tite
also tells us that Mr. Bruce saw the relic safely

through the press : and we may see for ourselves
that he has prefaced it with a suave and succinct
digest of its contents. Very pleasant reading is

Mr. Bruce’s account of the diary : fresh, short,

full of movement and sparkle, like one of

the Templar’s spring afoernoons upon the
Thames, when he took wherry to Richmond “ to

be assured whether the Queene were living or
dead.” To Mr. Hunter’s researches respecting

the Manningham family he has added discoveries

of his own, which he has woven into a connected
narrative; but itia in the methodical assortment
of the leading facts recorded in the diary that

we are most grati6ed. He shows us through
the volume, as it were, turning over every page
with us, grouping incidents, pointing out indi-

viduals, explaining associations, accounting for

everything mentioned, save one. This one unex-
plained puzzle is " Kentish tayles.” The diarist

wrote one day in June, 1602, “ Kentish tayles

are nowe turned to such spectacles, soe that yf
a man put them on his nose he shall haue all the
land he can see.” Mr. Bruce consulted the late

founder of the Kent Archtoological Society as to

the nature of these blinding tails, but seems to

have received no information to clear up the
mystery before his death. Whether they have
any connexion with the old legend of Kentish
tails, he says, he knows not, and leaves the ques-

tion in the dark. Perhaps some of our readers
can throw a little light upon this matter.

We will now turn over the pages of this valu-

able accession to onr stores of information of the

Tudor period in our readers’ company. The first

date is March 28, 1602. This was Palm Sunday,
and the entry relates to the sermon preached at

the Temple. In this and all the sermons, in

fine, it is curious to note the epigrammatic
pungency, the conceits, the types, and the
frequent Latin quotations. Thus one divine

begins his sermon, “ The love of the world is the

,

divels eldest sonne;” and another thus, "The
I

proverbe is that building is a thiefe, because it

j

makes us lay out more money then wee thought
on;” but we pass on to note other entries of

a more general nature. The next somewhat
uncbronologically relates to a visit to the diarist’s

father-in-love at Bradbourne:

—

“At Bradborne with my coaen this Christmas, 1601.
My cosen told me that Mr. Richers would give his cosea
Cartwright 8,OOOL for hia leas of the Abbey of towne
Mallinges, the reversion whereof the L. Cobhara bath
purchased of hir Mijestie.
An old child sucks hard; i.[e.], children when they

growe to age proue chargeable.
Peter Conrthopo said it would be more beneflciall yf

our woll and cloth were Dot to be transported but ia

colours; but my cosen said we may as well make it ioto
clokes and garmentea, as dye it in colours before we carry
it oner

;
for both variable, and as much change in colour

as fashion.'’

In this way the young Templar notes down
the mixed information he gleans as he lives.

JJis cousin, before the purchase of the Brad-
bourne estate, was a London merchant and a
member of the Mercors’ Company

; consequently
well fitted to give an opinion on the subject

discussed above. In the course of this same
visit he rode with hia cousin’s wife, probably
behind him, to Maidstone, and dined with a
cousin Gellibrand, a physician there, who showed
him a skull in his study, and pointed out the
seam, or suture, which, he told him, midwives
closed in female children before the wit could
enter, adding, “ and that is a reason that women
be such fooles ever after.” Perhaps thus riding
through the heart of the hop country pnt his

cousin’s wife in mind of her young days, for she
told him when she was first married to her first

husband she was riding behind him one day and
slipped down, and he rode on without looking to
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see what had become of her, or waiting to help

her up again, “ so shee went soe long a foote that

she tooke it eoe unkindly that shee thought neuer

to have come againe to him, but to haue sought

a service in some vnknowne place 5
but be tooke

hir at last.” This discipline under her first

husband did not prevent her, we find, from being

perverse under the genial sway of her second,

Richard Manningham ;
for we read further on

that she contradicts him vehemently and obsti-

nately before company, and then kisses his hand

penitently, “ with an extreme kind of flattery.”

On the 22nd of January, John Manningham is

in London again, hearing and noting the news

from Ostend, concerning the negotiation Sir F.

Vere was deputed to make with the archduke
5

the arrest of several merchants for shipping

more cloth than they were entitled to do by their

licences
;
a grievance of the company of Pew-

terers; anecdotes, anagrams, epitaphs; a new
order by the benchers that the students should

not eat bread newer than two days old
;
an

account of a play called “Twelue Night; or,

What You Will,” performed “at our feast;” the

arrest of a Cousin Norton, with hie supplication

to Sir Robert Cecil to bring one Copping, “a
notable riche practiser,” who has charge of his

lunatic mother and their goods, to order; and

town talk of various sorts; but in February he

revisits his “ cosen in Kent.” On the 19th he

was at Mailing with Mr. Richers, and seems to

hear much of a claim from Mr. Cartwright upon

divers parcells of land belonging to Richard

Manningham, called concealed land, which his

cousin acknowledged to exist, but could not

define how it was bonnded.' The countryside

was then talking of Sir Robert Sydney having

bought Otford House, and selling it again “ by

parcells;” of Mr. Jo. Sedley building a house in

Aylesford that cost above 4,0001., and yet had

but fourteen acres of ground belonging to it, and

the probability that Lord Buckhurst would take

it ofl' bis hands.

In May John Manningham was in London

again, recording for that month scarcely any-

thing but elaborate notes of the sermons be

heard at the Temple Church, at “ Paules Crosse,”

and at Westminster successively. In June his

entries are more miscellaneous. He tells the

talk he and Mr. Foster, of Lincoln’s-inn, bad, as

they walked together to Westminster, about Sir

Thomas More and his witticisms over his altered

fortunes
;
how, when he was in office, his gen-

tlemen attendants used to notify to his lady when
he had left church, that she might follow

;
but

on his deprivation of place be went himself and

opened the door of her pew, saying “Madame,
his lordship is gone before,” alluding to hia loss of

dignity. “ Come, wife, nowe wee may goe togither

and talke.” Soon after this there is one of the

frequent interrnptions of the regularity of the

entries to record information acquired in a visit

to Huntingdonshire, where a horse-race was run

at Sapley, in which Mr. Oliver Cromwell’s horse

won the “ sylver bell,” and Mr. Cromwell, the

uncle of the future Protector, “ had the glory of

the day.” This Mr. Oliver Cromwell was married

to a distant connexion of Richard Manningbam’s

first wife ; hence probably the Templar’s interest

in him and his family.

“ Upon inarriago with the Lady Poliuizena [the con-

nexion to which we refer, Sir Henry Cromwell conueyed
biB lands vnto his sonne, Mr. Oliuer, in marriage,

Mr. Oliuer, with hia owne and his ludyea living,

greatest esquire in thoae partes, thought to he wortb neere

6,000L per annum. There liuves a housefull at Ilinohiog-

brooke, Lke a kenoell.

On Eaater-day, Dr. Chamberlaine was at Sir Henry
Cromwell’s, and ministered the Communion, but without

booke."

journey only from Mailing. Wenext come upon

two consecutive entries relating to joiners ;

—

Mr StenenBeckiugham, of Hartfordshire, was brought

into the Kings Benche at the suit of two poor loyners

whom he hath undone ;
they seeled his house, which came

to a matter of some 80i., and they could hardly obtain

thing by suit. A man of a hott collerick disposicio"

a'creaking loud voyce, a greasy whitish head, a reddish

beard, oflongstanng moucke^ont

;

wore an outworne miitl

with two old gold laces, a playue falling band
;
his cufls

wrought with colored silk and gold, a aattin doublet, a

wroufihte wastcote, &c., vtfacile quit coffnotca(_haudfaci/at

It eum alijt convenire potiet, qiii voce, facie, vetMu tea

lecuta dittidet. One of his witnesses would not aunswere

anything for him vntill he were payd his charges in the

face of the court. Soe little couBdence had he in his

credit whoe had dealt soe hardly with his loyners.

On Fossar, sn old ioyner dwelling [in] Faules Church-

yard, a common and a good measurer of loynera work.

Soon after this bis cbamber-fellow told him

how the founder of the Bodleian library had

courted and wen a rich widow in her garden

while a fellow suitor waited in her house and

held “ hia cardes ” for him ;
and some one else

told him of an epitaph upon a bellows-maker, to

which the initials of Ben Jonson are attached :

—

" Here lyes Jo. Pottercll, a maker of bellowes,

Maister of bis trade, and king of good feilowes;

Yet for all this, att the houre of his death.

He that made bellowes could not make breath.
__

(B. J.)

Among the Templar’s acquaintances was the

Queen’s chaplain, Dr. Parry, to whom he is in-

debted for most of the particulars he has dotted

down about hia sovereign lady. Once she told

Dr. Parry she would not hear him preach on

Good Friday, because she was sure he would

preach against her; but heard him nevertheless.

Another time she forbad Dr. Barlowe, who was
also a chaplain, to come into her presence be-

cause he bad preached against the Earl of Essex,

and when he presumed to do so, notwithstand-

ing, she taunted him curiously. “ 0
,

sir,” said

she, “ wee heare you are an honest man ! You
are an honest man,” &c. These items of royal

vacillation he seems to have received when
visiting Dr. Parry, before making another journey

to Bradbourne. Further on, we shall find Johu
Manningham waiting upon this divine at Court,

dining with him in the Queen’s palace, and

finally hearing from hia lips an account of the

last moments of the grand old lioness. Mean-
while, he returned to London, a thirty-mile

And then thirteen closely-written pages are filled

with the notes of an able sermon preached by

Dr. King, rector of St. Andrew’s, Holborn, at

Paul’s Cross, October 2-1, 1602
;
and two more

with the speech of Mr. Croke, the recorder of

London, on the nomination of Mr. Lee, as Mayor,

at the bar, “ in the Chequer,” and the replies of

the Lord Chief Baron Periam, and of the Lord

Treasurer. The first of these said an improve-

ment in the management of the city might be

effected by a monthly search for idle persons and
“ maisterles meu,” of whom there were then

30,000 in London, all of whom ought to be sought

out and punished as they were “ the very scumme

of England,” and the “ sink of iniquity.” The

last said there were two things her majesty

wished to see attended to in the city, to his

certain knowledge: one was to make “ in this

time of plenty” great stores of corn in the

magazines to serve for occasions, and from which

the poor could be served in times of dearth
;
and

the other was the foundation and famishing of

hospitals, neglects be advised the mayor to

especially amend ** while their fault sleepes in

the bosom of hir Majesties clemency.” “ Theise

were thinges,” continued the Lord Treasurer,

poet and statesman, better known as Earl

Dorset, “ must be better regarded than they

have bin
;
otherwise, howesoever be honours the

Cytie in his priuat person, yet it is hia dutie in

regard of his place to call them to accompt for

it.” And the young Templar, unimpressed with

the municipal formalities, jots down below this

the scoffing remark of one of bis C07ifreres :
—

One said the Recorder was the mouth of the Cytie
;

then the Cytie bath a black mouth, said Harwell, for he is

a Ycrry blacke man.”

In November, among other talk, he notes how

a grant of land was made to one Burke, in

Ireland, and taken away from him again, to

appease another Burke, who was jealous of the

liberality ;
how Sir Robert undertakes nothing

but what he can blame some one else for, should

the enterprise be uusuccessful ;
bow Plowden

had such a check as be never bad before for

saying to a “circumuentingjustice” that “neither

justice nor counsell could commit anie to prison

without a cause ;

” how the Earl of Northumber-

land was living apart again from bis wife, the

daughter of the first Earl of Essex, notwith-

standing that she had brought him an heir,

which he bad said should be the “soder of their

reconcilement,” and was living at Sion House

with the child, playing with it, but being other-

wise “ of a verry melancholy spirit ;” how Mr.

Overbury, in telling that a thief had stolen bis

cloak from his chamber, said “ the villeioe had

gotten a cloke for his knavery
;

” how his saucy

laundress answered him, “ I was brought up as

my frends were able
;
when manners were in

the ball, I was in the stable,” when he rebuked

her for her boldness ; how “ the old Lord

Treasurers witt was as it seemes of Borrowe

Englisbe tenure, for it descended to his younger

sonne. Sir Robert;” and similar gossip. Then

come a striug of poses for a jet ring lined with

silver, with their significations, a selection of

aphorisms, more anecdotes, rumours, sermons,

an anagram, with device—“John Sweete: wee

shine to : a companie of stars about the moon ;

”

quotations from books, and, by-and-by, an

account of the Queen’s visit to Sir Robert Cecil:

—

“Oa Monday last the Qaeen dyned at Sir Robert

Secil’s newe house iu the Simn. Shee was verry royally

entertained, richely presented, and marvelous well con-

tented
j
but at hir departure shee strayned her foot.

His hall was well furnished with choise weapons, which

herMajestie took speeiali notice of. Sundry deuises ;
at hit

entraunce, three women, a maid, a widdowe, and a wife,

eache commending their owno states, but the virgin pre-

ferred
;
an other, on attired in habit of a Turke desyroDS

to see hir Msjestie, but as a straunger without hope of

such grace, in regard of the retired manner of hir lord,

complained
;
answere made, howe gracious hir Majestie in

admitting to presence, and howe able to discourse in anie

language; which the Turke admired, and, admitted, pre-

sents hir with a riche mantle, Ac."

In December he called upon Stowe the anti-

quary, and when he was at home again dotted

down as much as he could remember of what

the quaint old gentleman bad told him. They
seem first to have discussed hia portrait prefixed

to bis survey of London. A “ modell ” of this,

Stowe said, was found in the study of the

Recorder Fleetwood, with the inscription, “ Jo-

hannes Stowe, Antiquarius Anglim.” Then they

touched upon the unremnnerative character of

the historian’s labours, the old antiquary de-

claring, doubtless smiling at the retrospect, that

bo thought himself worthy of the title the

Recorder conferred upon him, for he had no

other gain for hia “ tranaile.” Perhaps the

Templar led up to the next explanation by asking

why many of the newest monuments were not

mentioned in the survey. We can see the

genuine antiquary iu the reply that as the men
who had placed these monuments had defaced or

removed others of antiquity, he was determined,

as far as he was concerned, that they should bo

deprived of that memory or record of which

they had deprived others. And, lastly, the old

gentleman told the yonng barrister a legal fact

of which he does not seem to have been aware :

—“ He told me that the cheife citizens of London

in auncient tymes were called Barons, and soe

diveiB Kinges wrote unto them, ‘ Portegreuio et

Baronihus suis London,’ and the auncient seale

had this circumscription, ‘ Sigillum Baronum

Londoniarum,’ ” We may picture the slow, stiff

bow of the antiquary, then almost an octo-

genarian, and the dash and flowing ease with

which John Manningham took bis leave, and

turned his face towards the Temple again.

Christmas sees the diarist once more at Brad-

bourne, where bis cousin tells him the news of the

county as before, and deputes him to see to some

legal business for him. He made a round of

family visits at this time, sleeping one night at

bis “cosen Chapmans at Godmerrabam,” dining

one day at his “ cosen Cranmers at Canterbury,”

sleeping another night at his “ cosen Watts, by

Sandwich,” who rode with him next day to Can-

terbury, where they dined together at hia “ cosen

Cranmers.” Between mention of this journey

and the dinner there is a “rime” entered which

probably Cousin Watts told him as they rode

along the wintry road and through the bare

lanes, and now and then took to a bridle-path :

—

“Sir Wa. Rawley made this rime upon the name of a

gallant, one Mr. Noe!,

—

The word of deni jl, and the letter of fifty.

Makes the gent, name that will never be thrifty.

(Noe. L.)

And Noels answere,
The foe to the stommaohe, and the word of disgrace,

Shewes the gent, name with the bold face.

(Raw. Ly.)”

The next entries include notice of the good

fortune of Mr. Bodley, “ which hath made the

famous library at Oxeford;” more anecdotes,

gossip, rumours, observations,—“ the play at

shnbtlecock is become soe muebe in request at

court that the making sbuttlecockes is almost

growne a trade in London ;
” all dated February,

1602. The next few pages, dated March, tells

us more of the Court. We may be sure there

was no play of shuttlecock going on when the

young Templar made his way to Richmond on

the 23rd of March, to ascertain the troth of the

rumours that were in circnlation of the Queen s

death. He heard Dr. Parry preach and pray for

her, both before and after the sermon, which

assQrcd him she was still living
;
and then he

dined with him in the Privy Chamber, and under-

stood from him and the Bishop of Chichester,

the Dean of Canterbury, and Dean of Windsor,

the particulars of her Majesty’s malady; how
she had been melancholy for three or four

months, but within the last fortnight had be-

come much worse, through her obstinacy in not

taking any remedy, or food, or rest in bed
;
and

how she now laid “ verry pensive and silent,”

almost speechless, yet conscious enough to de-

light in prayer, and hug the hand of the Arch-

bishop when he spoke of Heaven and its joys.

" 24 Mar. 1602. This morniiig about three at clocke

her rnsjestie departed this lyfe, mildly like a lambe, easUy

like a ripe apple from a tree, cum leue quadam feore,

absque gemitu. Dr. Parry told me that he was present,
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and sout his prayers before hir soule; and I doubt not
but ahee is amongst the royaU saints in Heaven in eternal
joyes.”

This pious and loyal expectation of the young
barrister seems to have been shared by a large
proportion of her subjects. The regret was so
general and so genuine that the people had no
voice for shouting when the Council and acorn-
pany of noblemen, headed by Sir Eobert Cecil,
proclaimed James the Sixth of Scotland King of
England at ten o’clock the same morning at
Whitehall gates and again in Clieapsidej though
they recovered themselves sufficiently towards
nightfall as to light bonfires, and set the bells
a-ringing. “ I thinke,” wrote the diarist, with his
heart full of regard for the dead queen, “ the
sorrowe for her Majeatie’s departure was soo deep
on many hearts they could not so suddenly
showe auie great joy, though it could not be
lease then exceeding greate for the succession of
800 worthy a king.” The content at the quiet
accession of James was doubtless the greater for
the expectation that had prevailed, that the
queen’s death wonld bo signal for the many rival
claimants of the throne to come forward

;
never-

theless, the transitory nature of all things must
have jarred upon his mind when he wrote, before
he went to rest on this eventful day, “ This
evening prayer at Paulea the King was publikely
prayed for in forme as our Queen used to be.”
Her fresh momo^ does not pass away from him
so speedily, for, interspersed with various news
from Scotland of the new monarch, and notices '

t\(‘ !.« ... .. . ....

When this proportion is departed from, either in
excess or defect, a sense of inequality is expe-
rienced

; but where it is nob altered, the two
materially dissimilar images are identical in
their effects.

This phenomenon, which is at once physio-
logical and psychological, is easily e.xp]aiued by
the consideration that our perceptive faculties
are restricted within certain limits. It is worthy
of notice that if we repeat these experiments
with different lines of various lengths, we shall
find that this proportion remains constant as long
as the lines do not greatly exceed in length those
which the eye is accustomed to regard.

appears smaller when empty than when filled
with furniture and other objects, which destroy
the sense of distance. Painters know that their
figures appear to grow, and swell out upon
the canvas as the outlines become filled in.
The mind thus obeys a double law. First, it

evolves a standard of comparison; and this stan-
dard having bee?i found, it proportions its sensi-
bility thereto. The human mind is not an inert
mirror, across whose surface images flit capri-
ciously. The lens of the eye does not more
readily adapt itself to varying distances, than
does our mental susceptibility to a diversity of
impressions. It is by this peculiarity that w©
aonmrp nn»- fivoB i

iJc»T iiitiutiiuu, auu nonces' 1 -i c—-’-
of tlie Scottish nobility with their “lisping

' reference to the subject of
fumblicg language,” on the following pages'

I

» white screen by means of
dated 1603, are entries such as — ’

\

candles of equal size, in front of which
„ '

i

a ring or some such object, so as to throw

t tbo OuLne
K.lJare assured him two shadows upon the screen. By advancing ort,tbo Queeue caused the nng wherewUb sbee was retiring one of the candles we modify the depth

of the shadow cast by it on the screen, and thns
we are enabled to compare the luminous in-
tensities of the candles themselves. . The candle
may be removed so far from the screen that the
shadow becomes invisible. It exists still, but it
is imperceptible. Measuring the respective
distances of the candles from the screen, we
shall find that at the instant of the disappear-
ance of one shadow the luminous intensities are
in the relative proportion of 1 : 100. This ex-
periment shows that the eye is incapable of
appreciating a difference in luminosity equal to
ro77 the intensity of a wax candle. Let us
now substitute jets of flame or other brilliant
objects for the candles, and repeat the ex-
periments : the proportion remains the samo :

the eye accommodates itself anew to the circum-
stances of each case. The appreciable propor-
tion becomes slightly increased with very bright
objects, the luminous power of which greatly
exceeds that to which the eye is accustomed. It
is from the above cause, M. Helmholtz observes,
that in closely scrutinizing photographs we often

alifrVif.

tbat tbo Queene caused the ring wherewitb sbee wowedded to the crowne, to be eutt Irom bir finper some si...
weekes before bir death, but wore a liug which the Eatl
ot Essex gave hir unto the daj of bir death.

It IS certaine the Qiieeue was not embowelled, but wraptup m cere cloth, and that ver}- il to, Ihrouehthe covetous-
neas ofthem that defrauded hir of the allowance of clothwas given them for that purpose.

I lieard the Queene lelt behinde hir in money, plate
12,000,000/., whereof in gold is

And thus we come towards the end of this
oommnnicative little book. The last few lines
record news from turbulent Ireland. Tyrone
had submitted, not having heard of the Queen’s
death, and Tirrill had also given himself up;
and then John Manningham had filled up his
diary, and it was laid aside.
For our share of the pleasure of its perusal

in our readers’ company we cordially thank Mr
Tite.

TISION IN ITS EELATIONS TO THE
FINE AETS.*

The static arts.f painting, sculpture, architec-
ture, have two modes of expression, and two
only—form and colour. For the appreciation of
both we are dependent upon the eye: hence it
follows as a natural sequence, that the concep-
tions of the beautiful for which we are indebted
to this organ, are subject to certain restrictions
imposed by the physical laws of vision. It may
indeed be said that there is a science of Optical
^Esthetics, whose laws have never yet been for-
mulated. Eaeh as the attempt may appear to
subject our mental emotions to any sort of
material control—savouring somewhat of irre-
verence, the contemplation of art-mysteries with
the cold eye of the physicist—esthetics has no
cause to dread the encroachment of the exact
sciences npon her domain.

There is a law, the result of the limited
capabilities of human vision, which affects our
appreciation of size and colonr alike.

This law, which was first recognized by M.
Feohner, has been rightly regarded by him as
psychological rather than physiological, seeing
that it corresponds to the transformation of a
material impression into a mental emotion.
We will endeavour to explain it, taking, in the

first instance, the case of lines. Place two lines
of eqnal length side by side: we evoke a con-
sciousness of their equality. Let one of the
lines be lengthened by the successive addition
of eqnal increments, and the illusion will con-
tmue until the difference acquires a certain defi-
nite proportion to the original length. This pro-
portion no doubt will vary in different individuals
In my own case it is about equal to a millimetre
in lines of a decimetre in length, or as 1 : 100.

Urnrr, fi,-
luipresBions. it 18 Dy tins peculiarity that we

conclude that our percep- acquire our fixed impressions of natural objects,tion of size becomes more obtuse as the dimen-
.
for it rarely happens that they are presented tosions of objects are augmented; in familiar . us twice under precisely similar conditions so asodjects It 18 in direct proportion to the size of to produce images which are absolutely identical,the objects themselves.

j

The mysterious power which elaborates these

1
V'cb readily detect a difference of

, impressions, in each case seizes upon the mostper-1 muiimetre in lines of a decimetre length, can
^

manent and indestructible element in the pheno-
appreciate no difference under 2 millimetres in ' menon. Sightfeeling intnitively becomes subor-
lines ot 2 decimetres; nor under 1 centimetre in i dinated to sight-judgment. Of this we have proof

se o m re.^ Jq the fact that, if we desire to quicken our per-in very long lines the proportion is slightly
]

ceptive powers, it usually suffices to regard anmcreased—at first to 1 ; 95 ;
afterwards to 1:90., object from an unaccustomed point of view.Ihis increase takes place very slowly; so that

1
To the amateur fixedly regarding a picturegenerally speaking, the larger the object seen, through his hand as through a telescope, or withthe less capable we are of appreciating differences head posed thoughtfully aside, the canvas seems

‘“if;®.

.

to spring to life, the perspective to deepen out

r i t"'
of peat importance, and is equally into the distance. Why is this ? Simply because

K P^^o^Pti^e fpulties. Let
|

through these changes of position, the material
side of the perceptive faculties resumes the
predominance. Examine a landscape in any
unusual manner, so that the visual ray may pass
under the arm, or between the legs : all seems
transposed,— coloui'S and forms alike appear
more defined, more pronounced. Paintings npon
ceilings, which involve a certain constraint in
the effort to observe them, appear harsh and
crude. The unaccustomed position in which
they are seen acts more surely on the retina than
on the senaorium, and evokes a material rather
than an ideal sensation. When the eye reposes
under ordinary circumstances upon the horizon, it

loses to some extent its susceptibilityto colour. We
find it difficult to distinguish distant hills; while
the distance covers them, in place of a greenish
hue, with a bluish or purplish haze. We make ne
effort to follow the endless undulations of wide-
spreading plains. This natural dnlneas of ap-
prehension in regard to the nicer gradations of
colour, and of luminous intensity, permits the
painter’s art to produce its illusory effects

j
for

the light with which objects are shown by it is,

after all, the feeblest and most diluted imagin-
able. If we contrast photometrically the sun-
light of one of Claude Lorraine’s pieces with the
light of the most miserable candle, we shall be
astonished at the weakness of the former in com-
parison. Yet, in the picture, it suffices to light

“ Revue des Deux
• Extracted from an article in the

Mondes,” by M. AtiRuste Laugel,
+ Paiutirg, seulplure. and architecture are classed byM. Laugel as static arts; music, aa involving an addi-

tional element, tbat of time, as a dynamic art.

.IX Huruuuizmgpnocograpnawe often parison. Yet, in the picture, it suffices to light
detect slight cloudmgs and shadows upon sur- ' up the farthest depths, to gild the tops of the
laces which appeared to the eye to be equally I waves, to whiten the sails of the ships, to bring
and perfectly illumined throughout their whole out the sunlit fronts of the buildings into mar-

vellous relief.
A less delicate experiment will enable ns to The artist’s work once before us, the eye

appreciate the universal applicability of this
.
accepts unhesitatiugly the standard which he

weights, one in
j

has been compelled by force of circumst.ances to
each hand. The lighter the weights the more

,

adopt. Were it not for this precious faculty,
easily any slight difference between them can be the painter’s art would be an impossibility,—the
detected.

_

When once the arms are fatigued by works of the most brilliant colourists would ap-
iieavy weights, the difference between which is pear cold and poor,—Kembrandt’s living forms
^all, the perceptive faculty becomes confused.

!
would no longer be transfigured by that mysticWhen the weights are light, the appreciable aureola which fills the centre of his canvasses,

—

ditlerences are nearly proportionate to the the “ Sleeping Nymph ” of Correggio wonld ne
weights

_

themselves
;
but when the muscular

,
longer repose in that glorionssunlight,—the most

tension is greatly increased, comparison becomes ' life-like conceptions would appear as faint spec-more and more difficult. In every case the tree, thin shades !

mind compares its impressions with others of a The painter cannot cope with Nature in the
like nature. It creates for itself a sort of intensity of his light; his resource lies in the
standard, and its aptitude for appreciating dif- skilful gradation of tints, and in contrasts. Ho
lerencea ot detail is proportioned to this stand- should address himself to the imagination,—to-
ard. i he mental effort is made unconsciously, the reflective powers; lure the observer’s raindand with the rapidity and certainty of an away from the material aide of his subject

; bub
,

w’hen these primary conditions have been aatis-Ibus we are taught that our ideas of size are fied by due care in the selection and arrauge-
separable from those of measurement: what, ment of the latter, it is still in his power, by

I

attention to certain physical phenomena, to
heighten the effect and lend to the ideal a
material charm.
What these phenomena are, and what are

their bearings upon questions of colour, size, and
form, are points which we propose no'w briefly
to discuss.

We all know that music takes cognizance of
concords and discords of sound. Are there con-
cords and discords of colour ? Can certain tints
be so blended as to produce npon the optic nerve
effects analogous to those which harmony pro-
duces on the ear ? Here it may be desirable to
observe, once for ail, that the laws of harmony

^ 15
“" VX.XX xuciio Ul OiX.O ait

inseparable from those of measurement: what-
ever is undivided appears smaller than reality.

Here we have a second psychological law,
equal in importance to that of Fechner. A
multitude of examples might be adduced in
proof of its existence.

Take two lines of equal length—one divided
into a certain number of equal parts, the other
undivided : the latter will appear the shorter.
Divide a square surface by equi-distant hori-
zontal lines— it appears to gain in altitude;
range the lines vertically, and its apparent
breadth is increased. A right angle,’ subdivided
by lines drawn from the apex, appears more
obtuse than an ordinary right angle. A room
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in colouring are ab present but very imperfectly

understood. The eye is gratified by the con-

trust of two complementary colours, because they

illumine each other reciprocally—each appears

the brighter for the contrast.
_

Bata pleasurable

eenaation appears also to arise from the toning

down and general indistinctness which result

from the juxtaposition of two closely-allied tints.

The more we etady the works of the great

masters of the art, the more difficulty we experi-

ence in discovering any precise rule on the

snbject. Where the effect desired is brilliancy,

distinctness, vigour, the painter instinctively

resorts to the complementary colours, white and

black, red and green, orange and blue, yellow

and violet. When be wishes to employ three

colours, he so arranges them that they may be

as nearly as possible equi-distant on the prismatic

scale. In the works of the Italian school we

frequently meet with the union of red, green,

and violet, or of red, blue, and yellow.

If, on the other hand, a softened effect is

required, it must be sought in the application of

tints which are more intimately related.

Luini, in his admirable frescoes, had no hesita-

tion in intermingling draperies of violet, green,

and pale blue—a colouring which harmonizes

admirably with the mysterious softness of the

rival of Leonardo. With equal hardihood, and

with like success, we find him blending together

all the various tints of reds and yellows. There

are, in truth, no real discords in colour j
but the

admixture of different tints has different effects

and varying expressions. White, rich hues, pure

prismatic colours, are suggestive of joy, might,

triumphal beauty; sorrow, abstraction, contem-

plation, require more complex and sober hues.

The painter should avoid any undue predomi-

nance of a single colour in his picture. The

general effect should be, as far as possible, white

or grey. Let the red be in excess, the retina

will become fatigued, and the eye will, so to

speak, see green, and the effect will be unnatural

and dull. To give due luminous effect to a picture,

the prismatic colours should be so distributed

and balanced that the eye in travelling over the

surface may not be fatigued by one colour more

than another. It is marvellous with what skill

this problem has been resolved in the vast com-

positions of Veronese. Afier prolonged contem-

plation of them, the eye retains a sensation of

whiteness, of clearness, of distinct vision. On
the other hand, there are pictures which prO'

dace the same effect upon the eye as a pane of

coloured glass interposed between the landscape

and the observer, which destroys every sense of

reality.

For a like reason it is requisite to guard

against placing pictures, especially if they be

small in size, upon bright-coloured panels.

Viewed against a violet background, a small

picture looks yellow; on a red one, it appears

green. In onr opinion the most suitable colour

is not white, for the thin tints of the painting

would be impoverished by its juxtaposition, but

a deep grey, as it is preferable to bring out the

colours bodily, rather than to alter their effects

by the contrast of complementary colours. The

leddish-brown walls so common in museums are

well enough suited to landscape pieces ;
but for

portraits they are leas so,—the latter often look

best against a greenish background.

Hero a question not unnaturally suggests

itself as to the almost universal practice of

enclosing paintings in gilt frames. To me
it appears referrible to the fact that bright

objects produce tw'o dissimilar images simulta-

neously on the retina, and thus provoke a sense

of relief or elevation. The brightness of the

frame in these cases prepares the eye for the

illusion by which the various details of the

picture are thrown into the requisite degree of

relief.

Leaving the subject of colour, we now come

to the consideration of size and form. In

painting, it is true, it is difficult to distinguish

between colour and form
;
for on the flat surface

of the canvas the artist can only produce the

effect of distance by skilful gradations of colour.

Tho study of the phenomena of vision shows us

that our impressions of relief and of depression

are due to the simultaneous reception on the

retina of two images not rigidly coincident

;

but a picture presents a single image only, and

can therefore never produce precisely the same
impression as reality. Besides every picture

has its own individual point of view, the centre

of its perspective, the point to which all the

visual rays converge. There is no need here of

geometrical precision. The eye does not take in

the whole picture at one fixed glance
;

it travels

over the surface, pauses for a second, travels on

again, advances, recedes a little, ever preserving

a certain liberty of movement. The size of the

canvas should never be so great as^ to neces-

sitate much movement in embracing its various

parts, for in this case, as the position of the

spectator changes, that of the picture should

also change so as to appear under a new aspect.

Hence the want of effect in long panoramic

views. Hence it is, that wide compositions like

Horace Yemet’s “ La Smala,” and the “ Cmsar s

Triumph” of Mantegna, at Hampton Court,

violate a fundamental rule of art; they have no

unity
;
the canvas is divided into a number of

separate pictures, each one of which, no doubt,

would be excellent if taken individually.

Theoretically, the image produced by a picture

corresponds to one particular point of view.

Consequently the size of the canvas shonld not

exceed the limits of the field of vision. This is

included by a horizontal angle of rather less

than 100°, the vertical angle being still smaller,

as the eyes and cheeks oppose material obstacles

to its extension in that direction. Painters too

often neglect these considerations. Landscape

painters, more especially, rarely restrict their

subjects within suitable limits. The frame

should be as a window through which the

prospect is seen ;
earth and sky should each

appear in its due proportion. Whence, let us

ask, do we derive that sense of the majestic

which we all experience at the foot of a mountain,

like the Jung-fran, or Monte Rosa, or Mont

Biano ? It is that the whole field of vision is, as

it were, filled by these overwhelming masses.

We often hear it asserted that art can never

reproduce these scenes ! May it not be that the

impressions they produce have never been

thoroughly analyzed, and cannot, therefore, be

placed npon the canvas ? When we contemplate

the ocean, sky and sea appear to divide the

visual field as with a line, bub the position of

this line is by no means arbitrary : let it be

placed too high or too low, aud the effect is

destroyed. A similar proportion is observable

in landscapes of open plains. Ruysdael never

fails in this particular, although his horizons

have an unapproachable depth aud reality about

them. His clouds never float in a fantastic

atmosphere. We see them, as it were, coming

towards us in dense masses, lowering, full of

wind. In his “ Storm” we seem to feel the force

of the hurricane, which bows all before it. In

his “ View on the Shore at Scheveningen,” heavy

volumes of cloud fill the entire sky, and brood

over the ominous-looking, tempest-driven sea,

whose turbid waves are yellow with the sand

they have borne away from the shore. In this

composition there is nothing more than the eye

can embrace at a single glance, and yet without

an effort the imagination is carried away for

miles over those long sand-hills before the cold,

gloomy, pitiless North Sea.

Bub when the painter essays the portrayal

of human passion or emotion, this strict adhe-

rence to the truth is no longer indispensable.

Art readily casts aside the trammels of a more

rigorous perspective, and material objects often

serve rather as symbols of the ideal. A ter-

restrial globe, which, strictly speaking, should

have an elliptic form, appears as a perfect sphere

in the “Melancholy” of A. Durer—the artists

aim having been to suggest the idea of a sphere,

interminable, intermiuate. So in tke “ Marriage

of the Virgin,” by Raffaelle, the Temple in the

distance is out of all proportion to the figures-—

it is far too small—but its role is to add a certain

something to the general effect ; to accentuate

the composition ; to give a more religious tone

to the scene. Again, in the rival cartoon of

“ Paul Preaching,” the architectare, the temples,

columns, porticoes, are all types of the oldRoman

world, of which the speaker is a part. The laws

of perspective are violated, but art is satisfied.

The very stones, the monuments of an older

civilization appear to re-echo the words of one

who declares the tidings of a new dispensation

!

The miniature painters of the Middle Ages

the German and Flemish masters—often carried

this licence beyond all bounds of moderation.

Their compositions are too synthetic. Their

delight was to crowd a dozen pictures into one
;

and, without regard to size or distance, to sur-

round their subjects with numberless additions

of suggestive acoessories.

Since the Renaissance, more attention has

been paid to material truth, but it has never de-

generated into a geometrical precision which

would overwhelm the ideal under a preponder-

ance of material objects.

In painting we have two dimensions only, with

which to produce the effect of three. A single

image only is presented to the eye, an image

which can therefore never produce a stereoscopic

illusion. The only means available for the re-

presentation of distance are shadows, carefully

graduated tints, outline.

To produce an effect of size, the artist has to

appeal to that faculty, which wo all instinctively

possess, of estimating the magnitude of objects

by their relative proportion, rather than by their

absolute extent. A picture, as we have already

said, should bo as a window through which we

view the objects themselves, the smallest being the

farthest distant, the largest the nearest to us. A
reduction of size in tho objects depicted should

thus, strictly speaking, involve a toning down of

their hues. A small copy of a large composition

should not be executed with precisely the^same

scale of colours as the original. But painters

take advantage of the inherent indifference of

the eye to the degree of intensity of luminous

power ;
and the scope of their palette is, more-

over, in reality so restricted that they are com-

pelled, whatever may be the size of the objects

represented, to aim at the most marked effects.

In passing thi'ough an art-gallery, we see

compositions of all sizes, large and small alike,

executed in precisely similar tints. Indeed, the

special charm of miniature painting lies in the

fact that the artist is enabled to disguise the

poverty of bis palette by reducing the size of

objects without diminishing the richness of their

colouring.

Bas-relief forms a sort of connecting link

between painting and sculpture. The stereoscopic

illusion which is wanting in paintings is here

present, and the eye readily asaigus their correct

positions in nature to objects which are in reality

confined between two closely contiguous planes.

In these cases the imagination is singularly

tractable, but we should guard against its abuse.

Attempts to give a correct natural outline to

certain portions of a bas-relief defeat their own

ends : the eye becomes bewildered. Conven-

tionality once admitted must be respected, for

our perceptive faculties, though they readily

adapt themselves to different standards of com-

parison, become speedily confused by the

presence of several standards at once.

Bas-relief requires broad surfaces and strong

lights, where tho shadows are rapidly formed^and

sharply defined. Direct sunlight is specially

favourable to its effects. The Greeks showed

sound judgment in employing it freely in the

exterior decoration of their temples.

Sculpture and architecture possess three dimen-

sions. They have thus greater liberty in the

reproduction of form. They are free from the

restrictions of the painter’s art, but they have

difficulties of their own in the nature of the

materials at the artist’s disposal, the tardiness

of their processes, the conditions of equilibrium

and material stability which they impose. _An

air of endurance, of immutability, of serenity,

is essential to the sculptor’s handiwork. A
statue is seen from afar; the warm hues of

nature are wanting, for even the advocates of

polychromy have never exceeded a few light flat

tints. It should speak to the imagination rather

than to the eye. Its anatomy should be just, but

it need not be the anatomy of the schools. The

general effect would be spoiled by too great a

profusion of details. The waving of the hair,

the swelling of the muscles, the folds of the

drapery, should rather serve as it were to abstract

the idea of mechanical effort from the marble.

Fechner’s law has a constant application alike

to sculpture and to architectare. Within ordi-

nary limits, as we have seen, the sensibility of

the eye to matters of detail is in direct propor-

tion to the size of the objects. Minute details

are permissible in small subjects : the degree of

finish should correspond with the size ot the

ornament. Bat in large statues, for a like reason,

the artist should confine himself to broad details.

In architectural derigns, the proportions of the

human frame aud of objects with which we are

most familiar are usually exceeded. To this

case, therefore, is applicable the portions of

Fechner’s law according to which our perceptive

powers become weakened by an increase in the

size of the object regarded. In this law we shall

find the explanation of a long-recognized fact—

viz., that in a perfect arohicectaral design the

taste is always offended by a reduction of i'be

scale to one-half or one-third of the original

This is equally true in the opposite sense. In

enlarging a monument, the larger the scale the

simpler should be the details, the more marked
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the accentuation,— all the proportions should be
changed in unison with the increase of size.

Herein lies the real difficulty of architectural
design. The architect has never a correct model
before him. He is guided by traditions, by
styles, by necessity, by the nature of his ma-
terials, by the laws of mechanics

;
but where is

be to seek that knowledge which alone can infuse
unity and life into his work ? His plans and
designs yield him at best bnt approximative
notions. He must see his work with his mind’s
eye as it will stand completed ; he must verify

its proportions mentally : he must guard
against confusion or excess of detail, and assure
himself that in every portion of his design the
means are in keeping with the end.
But there is a point to which we have not yet

referred. Optical science makes us acquainted
with a curious phenomenon known as
by virtue of which a white square viewed against
a black background will appear larger (as well as
brighter) than when seen against a white one.
Now size is also irradiative. A square surface
appears larger when surrounded by narrow
mouldings; the narrowness of the latter gives
an air of amplitude to the surface itself. Hence
the value of these ornaments : they impart cha-
racter to the surfaces they divide. Long lines,

sharply cut, produce a happy combination of
large and small dimensions which is peculiarly
favourable to a general effect of size. Orna-
mentation is also productive of the same effect,

provided it be not carried to excess. It should
attract and arrest the eye at certain points only.

The secret of architectural effect lies in alterna-

tion,—delicacy, and strength, narrow lines and
broad surfaces.

Our perceptions of size are not altogether in-

dependent of climatic influences—our apprecia-
tive power is intimately connected with the
intensity of the light. Under the brilliant suns
of Greece, Egypt, and Southern Europe, the
shadows become more transparent, light tints

and shades become more intimately blended
together. Here the projecting portions of a
design should be strongly defined, detail should
be simple and distinct, ornament would appear
confused were it otherwise than simple in outline
and vigorous in expression.

On the other hand, under the changing skies,

and in the fitful but tempered light of more
northern climes, the eye no longer derives grati-
fication from the contemplation of the broad
surfaces and pure outlines of the Greek school;
the perceptive powers are heightened in
regard to matters of detail

; and architecture
finds its greatest charm in the mnltiplieity of
ornament and intricacy of detail of the Gothic
style. Let a Gothic cathedral, a Flemish hCtel
de ville, or a Medimval ebatean, be transported
to the sunny shores of Greece, and the outlines
would no longer appear in harmony with nature.
How much our imitations of Grecian architec-
ture lose in character and beauty when set down
in the heart of a modern city like llunich or
Paris, we know but too well.

* * # « *

Having thus far analyzed the laws and limi-

tations of oar perceptive powers, it appears to
me that the conclusion is forced upon us that
art is only vision unfettered by experience

;
that

its works are to ns as material objects of which
we have to seek the ideal. To discover the latter
we have need to interpret the emotions they
produce in us, and this interpretation is a mental
effort which is performed with greater ease the
oftener it is pub in requisition.

PARLIAMENTARY ART-PHOBIA.”
Readers of our admirable contemporary.

Punch, will probably not have forgotten the
incident of the sturdy little specimen of a John
Bull in frocks, who, being pitted against a
prematurely intellectual cousin, whose precocious
accomplishments he was called upon to emulate,
laconically retorted,—“ I oan’t speak Pu’ench, and
I can’t sing; but I’ll pnneh his head for him.”
Without repeating hackneyed sentiments, as that
” the child is father of the man,” and so forth,

one may be permitted to say, in the vulgar
tongue, that this is not a bad epitome or type of
the attitude assumed by the Anglican mind when
brought into opposition with purely msthebical
motives and principles. It is true that fighting
is nowadays rather at a discount, and that we
are no longer inclined to answer remarks on the
superiority of French taste and elegance in

details, by the heroic declaration that one
Englishman can beat three Frenchmen. No;

political economy is superseding the nse of
arras, natural or artificial

; and we ensconce our-

'

selves now behind the shield of utilitarianism.
We are a “ practical ” people

;
we are not to be

taken in by dreams and sentimentalism. It is

very well for Continental nations, who know no
better, to lavish large sums upon schools of art
and grand streets and buildings

;
we want to see

the return for our money, and if any man
attempts to sednee us into expending pounds,
shillings, and pence upon mere artistic effect, we
(metaphorically) button up our pockets, and in-
dulge in reflections which might be shortly
embodied in a certain vulgar ditty, whose burden
is “ You don’t come over me.”

Without going into the question here as to the
superiority of one site for our national temple of
Themis over another, it may be said that the
debate on the Law Courts, which amused our
Legislative assembly for an evening last week,
furnished no inapt illustration of this peculiar
and so-called “practical” bent of the English
mind. Throughout the debate there was a mani-
fest reluctance, even on the part of those mem-
bers whose names have been specially connected
with art-interests, to base their preference for a
site upon anything so shadowy and unreal as a
mereconsideration of architectural effect. There
was a latent feeling, evidently, that such a con-
sideration was beneath the dignity and business-
like character of a British House of Commons.
Those with whom such a motive really had any
weight urged their argument only in a sidelong
manner, as something which, in fact, they were
half-ashamed of. Mr. Gregory, in the motion
which

,
initiated the discussion, placed archi-

tectural effect last in the order of advantages
enumerated, though it is easy to see that the
prospect of a grand river front was really upper-
most iu his thoughts. Then followed one prac-
tical lawyer. Sir Roundell Palmer, to demolish
the edifice. “ His honourable friend had made
an imaginative speech, full of high flights of
fancy,” unpardonable in such a case, since “ the
question had beoo considered on its merits
before this inflated structure of architectural
fancies bad risen.” He recoiled with horror from
Ihe idea that Parliament “ would be tempted to
authorise greater expense than was necessary by
considerations connected with architectural
beauty ” (misguided Parliament !) ; but Govern-
ment had evidently never intended to make
sacrifices for “any snob object.” The whole
benefit of “concentration” was in danger of
being lost by a sacrifice to " the demon of good
taste.” The first provision was not made “ for

a magnificent architectural work ” (it never is in
England), though the learned gentleman ad-
mitted that if that was what was wanted, “ no
one could tell what it would cost." It is to be
hoped that it would coat some expenditure of
thought and of brains, at least, which large
buildings unfortunately too often make no
demand upon at all. And, finally, according to
the prudent Sir Roundell, the “whole world was to
be changed in order to carry out the magnificent
dreams of Sir Charles Trevelyan.” After this

the speaker could scarcely be in a position to
accuse his antagonist of “ romancing.” Some of
us might, after a sort, wish to see “the whole
world changed;” but then there must be a
digniis vindice nodus, perhaps more likely to be
found in the eliminating of lawyers from the face
of the earth, rather than in the mere question of
the whereabouts of their habitation—“ too cruel,

anywhere,” as Lady Macbeth puts it. One
might have expected that Mr. Beresford Hope, at
least, would have attached due importance to

architectural considerations; but he knew his
andience too well ;

“ he wished to approach the
question not in a dilettante, but in a practical
point of view.” Lord Bury, following suit in the
samo strain, “ wished to look on this subject as
a rate-payer and in a practical point of view.”
Both these speakers were favourable to a par-
ticular site on architectural grounds

; but
both masked their chief solicitude under
cover of an appeal to the vulnerable part,
the pocket. Lord John Manners said openly
that the original motion under dieenssion “ would
have been more in place before the Society of

Arts,” and “ entreated the House to take a
practical view of the question

;
” that is to say,

to ignore everything but the material con-

venience of the legal gentlemen “ for whose
benefit,” as the Chancellor [of the Exchequer
observed, “mankind were made.” Finally, the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, after blocking up
the way with cartloads of figures, showed in the
end a leaning towards a project for obtaining a
fine architectural fa9ade along the Embank-

ment at a more moderate coat than that of the
already proposed Law Palace

;
but no sooner had

such expressions inadvertently dropped from his
lips than he, too, hastened to retract and modify,
assuring the House “ that he had no dilettante
feeling at all on the matter, bnt &o. ; and
so, after much talking, an adjournment of
architeetnral effect till a more convenient
season.

Now, is there not something supremely ridi-

culous in all this ? Here are a set of gentlemen,
representing mostly the highest class of English
education (we refer to the speakers in the debate
in question, not to the House of Commons en
masse), discussing the question of the position of
a future immense building—a building which, if

erected, will largely influence the architectural

character and appearance of their capital city
in one of its central and most frequented dis-

tricts,—which, wherever placed, will block out
from neighbours and passengers a great space of
Heaven’s light, and is therefore bound to give
them something in return,—a building which, if

grandly designed, upon a commanding site,

where there is space on one side or another to
view it properly, would be an object such as
would draw visitors of other nations to comment
on and admire it ;—and yet the question whether
such building shall be a grand decoration to the
capital, or shall prove a gigantic eyesore te
beholders for all time, is treated as a matter of
utter indifference,; or of merely trifling impor-
tance

;
and even those few who may be supposed

to have strong feelings on this subject have not
the courage to express them before an assembly
which seems inclined only to turn them to
ridicule. We venture to say that in no Conti-

nental legislative body, of anything like similar

importance to the House of Commons, would
such a question be treated as a matter of indif-

ference. But the tone of the House through
this debate was exactly that of the ordinary
“intelligent British public” to which Mr. Locke
so touchingly appealed. The said public is

willing enough to have things decent; “neat-
ness” is their heau ideal; but talk to them of
the importance of rendering a great building an
addition to the beauty of their land, persuade
them to lapse for a few minutes into contempla-
tion of the poetry of architecture, and their tone,

on recovering from so unwonted a trance, is as

that of Will Waterproof:

—

“ I ranged too high
;
what draws me down

Into the common day ?

Is it the weight of that half-crown
Which I shall hare to pay ?

”

The writer of the best book yet current cm
gentlemen’s honses tells us that the English
gentleman, as a rule, eschews anything like an
attempt at architectural effect in his mansion,
thinking such a thing “vulgar” and“preten.
tious.” This is only saying, in fact, that the
average English gentleman is, in regard to
matters of art, a dunce,—a sad truth, which we
cannot think of disputing. The average English
lawyer seems to be no better, and to be some-
what of an egotist into the bargain

;
and, as a

natural result, we have the spectacle of ac-

complished lawyers and members of Parliament
all np in arms because, when it is proposed to

build a comfortable bouse for them, it is pro-

posed also to build it and place it so as to be orna-

mental as well as useful, and declaring, almost
in BO many words, that so long as they are
perfectly comfortable inside, they do not care

whether the millions who are only concerned
with the exterior of the building find in it a
continual source of pleasure or a perpetual and
wearisome mass of unsightliness. It is not one
of the least pleasing qualities of architectural

beanty that its pleasnres are for the many in

their daily walks and passing to and fro, and that

it is eminently the art in which courtesy is em-
bodied ; and as long as the lawyer continues to
regale so magnificently upon the oyster, it is at
least fair that the shell with which the public ia

presented should be duly gilt and illustrated.

A WarnlDg:.

—

Bramham College for Dis-
senters, near Tadcaster, nob far from Leeds, is,

we are informed, suffering seriously from the-

ravages of fever. Two Leeds youths who were
being educated there have died from typhus.
The cause of this sickness iu so healthily-

situated and well-condnoted an establishment is

said to be the accidental percolation of dele-

terious matter through the earth into the well

whence water was drawn for drinking purposes
in the college.
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formed themselves into associations, in the hope of obtain-
ing therobj a rise m the rate ofwages. They didnot succeed
the only result being frequent ruptures between themselves
and the masters."

In this pictorial way the anther goes on. to
describe the blowing np of the house of Feamy-
hough and the other murderous revelations
brought to light by the Commission. When the
Count has occasion to speak of the Royal Com-
mission which was appointed by the Government
to investigate the workings of unionism, he
thus writes :

—

“ No party spirit inspired the Royal Commission. It
contained aU the necessary elements for eliciting a com-
plete and searching discussion, for its members, to the
number of ten, presided over by one of the worthiest of
England’s judges,--Sir William Erie,— belonged to the
most opposite opinions. The House of Lords was repre-
sented by Lord Lichfield, whose appointment was due to
his efforts, in 1065, at reconciliation between the iron-
masters and their workpeople. The Honse of Commons
was represented by four gentlemen. Sir Daniel Gooch, a
director of the Great Western Railway, specially known
for bis participation in the work of laying the great
Atla,ntic cable, was the only member who belonged to the
ministerial party. The three other members were Lord
Elcho, a moderate Liberal; Mr. Roebuck, a lawyer and
an independent member of the Radical party; linaUy
Mr. Thomas Hughes, a popular who is imbued with demo’
cratic opinions. Besides these, there were Mr. Harrison

lawyer, and the faithful ally of the last-named gentle-
man; Sir Edmund Head, formerly Governor of Canada-
Mr. Booth; Mr. Merivale

;
and Mr. Mathews, an iron-

master, who represented the great manufacturing interest
Divergences of opinion were made manifest even at the
very first sittings, in the interrogation of witnesses. Each
member having the right to put his own questions, couched

'''''"“V"*''
are in his own particular form, to witnesses, these wSsespenned m a mood as calm and unimpassioned as Ibuod themselves subjected, after their examination in

though he were writing of events which took form^ of procedure known in England as
place a thousand years ago, and which had nr. I

of a commissioner who
. -.v XL’' .

iiaa no I was anxious to scrntujise the value of their Statements orconnexion with the passions and the aspirations :
to weaken the force of assertions which were opposed’ to

ot to-day. The performance of the task is not '
Thns is it probable that the Com-

less satisfactory than the tone which pervades it i

moment be divided among them-

unions, but having been at considerable pains to I

sagacity of the prince has here led him to
make himself master of the whole bearings of

« conjecture which has come to be quite
AV-a nneirt t-w I-—-. 3 i - tn A —«1.'^ i.1-. i-l ...

A ROYAL AUTHOR ON TRADE-UNIONS.
A REMARKABLE book, from the pen of a dis-

tingnished author, has just appeared in Paris.
The subject of the book is trade-unions; its

author is the exiled Orleanist prince, the Comte
de Paris. The prince has entered upon the study
of his subject by a minute analysis of the vast
body of evidence submitted to the English Royal
Commissioners. He informs his readers that he
has waded throngh ten folio volumes, which
contain, in the shape of twenty thousand ques-
tions and a like number of answers, the laborious
result of forty-eight long sittings. By the aid
of Lord Stanley, a valuable appendix, consisting
of a voluminons collection of documents relating
to foreign working men’s associations, has been
added. These folios are the outcome of a long
procedure, extending over nearly two years,
during which period the Commission has ex-
amined members of almost every class, and
almost every profession. Masters and men have
been brought before them on the same bench.
What a labour for a prince ! Sweet, indeed,

are the uses of adversity when they lead so
eminent a personage to face the toil of mastering
a great question, relating neither to princes nor
to the pageants of this world, bat to the every-day
toilers in our midst. The Count leans neither to
the side of the masters nor the men, but deals
with his materials in the spirit of the historian
and the practical economist. His sentences are

01/ wuDiueraoie pains to
make himself master of the whole bearioga of
the case, he has discovered that such combina-
tions are inevitable, and beyond the power of the
legislature to cripple. Hence ho counsels the
State to allow them perfect freedom of action so
long as they keep within the limits of the law.
On entering upon his task, the author declares

it to be his aim to study, without any party
feeling, a subject which should bo regarded from
a purely practical point of view. He thinks that
“ the development of the principle of working-
men’s associations must be full of interest, not
alone to those who expect therefrom an amelio-
ration of their condition in life, but to society in
general.” Ha proceeds “ It appears to us that
the new application of the fruitful principle of
association will not only assure to society mate-
rial profit, and an increase of the general wealth
but will render to public morals still more im’
portant services.” He apprehends that he shall
be able to show that the two elements, capital
and labour, formerly and now engaged in an
unnatural and deadly struggle, will hereafter re-
gam all their strength by a happy alliance. The
first portion of the book opens with a high
tribute to the working-classes, and the author
expresses the hope that when his task has been
closed, he shall have succeeded in meting out
the justice which is due, not alone to the mighty
manufacturing interests which so powerfully
contribute to the advancement of civilization

I but also to the honest and laborious workine
population which, by “its solid qualities consti-
tutes the strength and the honour of every great
nation.” The Count de Paris’s book, which
being addressed to French readers, is nooessa-

i rily written in the author’s native language is
I entitled “ Les Associations Ouvrieres cn Angle-
terre.’l It is divided into ten chapters, the first

1 of which has the somewhat “ sensational ” title
1 of “The Crimes of Sheffield.” In this chapter
be attords his countrymen a most animated and

1 picturesque account of the doings of Messrs
1 Bro^head & Co., as revealed before the notable
:i Sheffield Commission. By way of exhibiting to
tour readers the style in which the book” is
iwritten, W6 will translate a portion of the
-Counts description of the theatre of these
(•events:

—

' the centre of Eneland in the(neighbourhood of many coal-mines, at the &m of adeusely-packedand dwaya emoke-begrimed valley i^.hich

esteam-hammers in all J^ngland, together
(ioupolas of Bessemer, gig^antio’ JefortsTn wbic^TeSriti-ono time some five or six tons of iron

seethe at

an addition to these manu/aetnres, there goes on atSheffli?.!
.puHerj, th. old indo.try of th. 'town. "Sh.S h., Sits nncient nipnopol, of tM. trade

; some of it, braLta«4.ve been snbjeet.d to . rndo shook.nnd nmong thesXrmmonehave been more unfortunate than the Baw-erioTera•iThe working outlets, fewin numbers, jealous and eldusi";

— w-a-j-v/v-.u- .Tkituu uao uuuio to U0 quite
verified in fact. A split in the Commission has
actually taken place. The Count’s book was
composed before Lord Lichfield and Messrs.
Hughes and Harrison’s “ Conclusions from
Evidence” was published,—the conclusions in
question being totally opposed to those pro-
mulgated by the majority of the Commission.

In his second chapter the Count gives a de-
scription '.of the origin of trade-unions in this
country, showing how long since is the day when
the first attempt at organization was made
“ The terrible plague of 1348 had carried off a
fourth of the population and plunged the re-
mainder into the depths of misery; but the
natural march of human affairs carried, as
usual, the remedy by the side of the disease;
the scarcity of hand-labour very soon augmented
its emoluments.” The survivors demanded
higher wages, but the Legislature interposed and
attempted to fix a maximum of wages. Here,
then, was the first attempt at combination on the
part of labour, and the first attempt of the
Legislature, acting on the side of capital to
check Its demands. With a bright and impartial
pen the author pursues his account of the history
of trade-unions till, reaching the period of the
Luddites, he stops to describe that unhappy
struggle in detail. He says

^

of Nottingham suffered
cruelly. The badly-paid workmen hired, at an exorbitant

j worked

fn r
T'le introduction of machinery, which threatened

further reduce their earnings by coming into
hoine-manufacture, precipitat^ theexplosion. As is usually the case in such crises, this eventoccurred at a time when the masters, almost in a ruinedstate themselves, were m the worst possible condition togrant concessions to their men. The result was, not astrike, but a veritable insurrection. Meeting at night insecret conclave, the workmen declared war against the

formed themselves into
‘destroy them. Every manufactory wasattacked; many were pillaged or bnrnt; the mad move-ment spread into the adjacent counties, and very soon theLuddites —a name borrowed by them from one of theirleaders-carried oiit_ their depredations on the moste-itensive scale. Their secret was so well kept that at theoutset they eluded the most vigorous atteSipts at Stec!tion. During the apace of sit years they burst out atregular intervals, notwithstanding the execution of tLir

Yoffii ml." were hanged

devoted to an exposition of the operation of
trade combination in such industries as house-
building, the working of iron, coal-mining, iron
ship-building, machinery, tailoring, printing
glass-blowing, &c., in which the Count discusses
the mode of formation of the unions in these
trades, their character, their development, and
the use they have made of their power.
The ninth chapter of this interesting and, in

some respects, unique book, deals with the
“ remedies for strikes,” which opens with this
impartial paragraph ;

—

“An unprejudiced examination has snOiced to dispel
the cruel and unjust snspicions which the crimes of She!-
neld had brought npon the whole number of trade-unions.
Certain scoundrels thought to serve the associations to
which they belonged by their abominable deeds but their
isolated villainy ought never to recoil npon the general
body of trade-unions. These latter are not more respon-
sible for those dark deeds than the old chiefs of ‘ The
League were formerly for the murder of Henry IV of
b ranee

; or, more recently, the Confederate generals, for
the assasamation of President Lincoln. They may lie
under the reproach of having been the authors of many
acts much to be deplored; they have been accused of
having organized a system of intimidation against those
who opposed their authority—many of these things having
been proved by the statements elicited by the Royal Com-
mission. But these instances of wrong-doing will appear
very few and far between to those who take into account
tho vast population from which these cases have been
selected. Besides, these cases of wrong-doing show that
associations of working-men stand in need of enlighten-
ment, and of being directed into wiser ways, rather than
of menting universal condemnation."

The Prince next proceeds to narrate what
certain innovators have done towards the great
work of conciliation between master and work-
man. He founds his sketch of these schemes
upon the statements of Mr. Kettle, Mr. Mun-
della, and Mr. Briggs, the mining proprietor, of
Norman ton.

Want of space precludes our following tho
Count in his description of the enterprises of
these and other well-intentioned gentlemen; and
we proceed to the final chapter of tho treatise,
which has for its subject “ the future of trade-
unions and political liberty.” In this chapter,
which displays in no slight degree a philosophical
spirit and graphic eloquence, the author declares
that, on the day when councils of arbitration
shall render almost every form of strike
useless and ineffectual, the funds which in the
present order of things are absorbed in strike
expenses will be left to form the monetary
nucleus of co-operative associations, whose peace-
ful reign shall bring prosperity and improved
social status to both employer and employed.
Surely a consummation most deairedly to be
wished for; and, let us hope, not an entirely
Utopian and visionary idea.
This book, embodying the views of an illus-

trious foreigner, must possess a value to the
thoughtful reader, as being illustrative of what
men of enlightenment and culture among other
nations think of unionism and its struggles herem England. The views expressed iu the book
are not those of a charlatan, or an advocate who
has a particular cause to defend. It is tho work
of a man of high attainments, who in his
leisure has brought great powers to tho con-
sideration of a vital question which is alike
interesting to all classes of society.

It W1 1 not be necessary to follow the steps of
the anthor while describing the legal position of
trade-umons,—a section of the book which is
written with carefulness. In the third chapter
he takes np tho anbjoot ot the “ organization of
trnde-nnions.” Speaking of the contributions inmmey of the workman to his union, he says —
When this painfully-accumulated capital shall

no longer be in great part absorbed by the un-
productive expenses of strikes, it will constitute
tor the working-man a new element of pro-
sperity.”

We next come to certain chapters which are

ROYAL SANITARY COMMISSION.
The first meeting of tho commissioners w£

held on April 22nd, in Committee-room No. 1-

House of Commons, at two p.m. Preaent,-
Right Hon. C. B. Adderley in the chair, Earl c

Romney, Earl Ducie, Right Hon. S. Cave, M.P
Col. M'Clean, M.P., Mr. Hibbert, M.P., Mr. Clivi
Mr. Shaw, Dr. Ackland, Right Hon. Lord Robot
Montagu, M.P., Col. Ewart, Mr. Whitbreac
M.P., Mr. Richards, M.P., Mr. Powell, Mr. Page!
F.R.S,, and Mr. Bircham.
The chairman proposed that the first pro

oeediogs should be as follows ;

—

1. To take evidence on the operation of th'
sanitary laws,— (1.) Their machinery; (2.) Thei
administration, as to (a) areas, (6) local authori
ties, (c) powers

;
the enforcement of the sanitan

laws, and their defects
; the central control ove";

the local authorities.

2. That for the present, at all events, scientific
controversies as to the best modes of carryinc
out sanitary improvements should be postponed

3. Evidence to be taken,—first, from the Home
Office and the Privy Council Office; next, frou
sample towns and districts.

4. A digest of judicial decisions on disputed
cases under the Sanitary Acts since 1848, or in
matters connected therewith, to be prepared
immediately.
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They commenced ^
26th, in Committee-room No. 14, Mr. Tom Taylor,

secretary of the Local Government Act Office,

being under examination. On Thursday, the

29th ulb., Mr. Thring and Mr. Bobert Rawlinson

were to be examined. The commission will con-

tinue to sit on Mondays and Thursdays, until

the evidence required has been completed.

THE (ALBERT) MUSEUM, SOUTH
KENSINGTON.

On entering the north court of the museum,

a very tine statue of white marble, executed and

lent by Mr. Woolner, immediately attracts atten-

tion. It represents the late David Sassoon, the

munificent Persian merchant of Bombay, and is

intended to be set np in that city in a grand hall,

which has been erected in his honour. In Bom-

bay, as at Poonah, Mr. Sassoon, laid out large

sums of money in building schools and hospitals,

and doing other good works, both during his

lifetime, and by bequest, after his death. The

statue represents its subject in the attitude of

Oriental thanksgiving, standing upright, with

the hands slightly extended, and the palms

turned upward, as if ascribing to Heaven’s gift

all the earthly goods he had received.

The pose is grand and simple, and in perfect

accord with the Eastern costnme. The latter

lends itself admirably to sculpturesque effect,

and Mr. Woolner has been peculiarly happy in

the treatment of his drapery, both as to the

gracefulness of arrangement, and the varied

texture of the materials represented. In accord-

ance with our Western ideas, the act of looking

up to God, would be attended with a rather

more upturned position of the face
;
but the old

Eastern nations are calmer in their outward ex-

pressions than we upstart peoples
;
and, doubt-

less, therefore, Mr. Woolner is equally correct

in the position of the head as in all the other

details of this very admirable and extremely

satisfactory statue.

The cause of the differences observable be-

tween individual nations is always an interesting

inquiry, and the great calm and self-possesBion

of Oriental peoples as compared with those of

the Western world, form a peculiarity that is very

remarkable. It is constantly said that the

vivacity of the southern inhabitants of Europe

is mainly attributable to the warm generous

climate their countries enjoy
;

if such be the

case, why should Tnrks, Arabs, and Hindoos be

so quiet and undemonstrative in their demeanour ?

It cannot be argued that their climates are cold

and nngenial. For my own part, I think the

cause might be succesafnlly sought in the fact of

the greater or less degree in which the women

take part in the out- door life of each country.

To women especially belong,—as their distinctive

characteristic,—the affections, which are demon-

strative, and necessanhj demonstrative or they

cease to exist for want of aliment
;
to men belong

the reflective powers of mind, which require

tranquil meditative composure for their develop-

ment. When, then, sudden, quick (spasmodic,

if you will) actions, bringing life and bustle with

them, are constantly being exhibited, calm and

repose vanish, and man—who is an imitative

animal—catching the infection of liveliness, copies

and thus doubles these energetic demonstrations,

until a general hubbub is the result
5
and this,

going on from generation to generation, finally

becomes the national character. On the other

hand, when women from preference or necessity

withdraw from public life and shut themselves

up within their bouses, out of sight and hearing

of what is going on ont-of-doors, the influence of

their vivacious manner ceases to be felt, and

men (who in some way or other are always in

antagonism to, or rivalry with, their fellow-men)

become silent and cantious the better towatch their

neighbours’ proceedings 5
sedate and collected

so as to be on their gnard against surprise, and

to be ready to take advantage of any lucky turn

in affairs that may ensue ;
and too often morose

and reserved under loss and disappointment, for

want of an auditor equally interested with them-

selves in their failure or success. Thus, as I

remarked above, I think the great cause of the

difference in national characteristics, arises from

the degree in which women miogle in, or absent

themselves from, the public life of each particular

country.

To return from this long digression to the

loan mnseum at South Kensington. In the

south court, close to the east aisle, stands a

small table glass-case containing several rich

objects lent by Mrs. Sassoon, the widow, I pre-

sume, of the gentleman whose fine statue I have

mentioned above. The most attractive sped-

men in the case is a very beautiful hemispherical

box of gold with corresponding lid, of the shape,

when shut up, and size, of a large orange. The

gold is of a rich deep colour, the surface roughed ;

it is sot with rubies, sapphires, and emeralds, in

flowers, scrolls, and a central star, while round the

edge of both box and lid—consequently forming a

doable band round the centre of the ball—runs

a row of large rubies set closely together.
^

This

is a lovely thing, of the richest type of Oriental

lavish luxury, but not in the least partaking of

the “ barbaric ” in its grandeur.

Another interesting object is a watch given

by Queen Charlotte to an Empress of China, It

is of large size, and has a blue enamelled case

set with diamonds in a rich star, with festoons

of diamonds around, and a border of coloured

enamel. The little coffret of gold, or gilt metal,

is vory pretty; it is in size about 4 in. long by 2 in.

wide and in. hit-h, and is formed of slabs of

imitation lapis lazuli, on which are three medal-

lions of dark translucent enamel, bearing a

diamond star, and set round with pearls,—the

whole enclosed by a band of black enamel, orna-

mented with coloured flowers. Folding up in the

inside, are three trays of small instruments, such

as scissors, bottles, a tiny spoon, and so forth,

the handles and cases being of coloured enamel.

There are besides two carious gold amulets,

carved and perforatf

large enamelled bror

,ted wood cover and stand. A
large enamelled bronzed bird, resting on a natural

root of a tree, is very clever as to attitude and
form

;
a pair of terra-cotta bottles, ornamented

with leaves and branches and admirably-
modelled squirrels; two L-shaped boxes of blue
turquoise enamel on copper, with flowers on
the top and rosettes on the sides, fit ingeniously

one to the other, so as to form a square; and
there is an enamelled copper case to match the

boxes, of flat escalloped form. A very pretty

little box, of round escalloped shape, is made of

lead covered with black lacquer, and ornamented
with flowers and dragon-like forms in mother-of-

pearl, and has mother-of-pearl masks holding a

ring in the mouth for handles. An Oriental

bronze bowl, with dragons in high relief and a

Chinese inscription, is supported by wondrous
birds. Two enamelled copper bottles, with long

str.iight neck and two tubular loops, dark blue

ground covered with flowers of rich bright colours.

A small japanned cabinet, of four drawers and
open shelves, is entirely faced with the natural

bark of a tree, moss, leaves, &c, : it is an inte-

resting example of the ingenuity of this singular

people—the Japanese—in turning the simplest

materials to good account.

The tall tubular vase of jade, squared on the

outside by a sort of billet-moulding, divided into

three compartments, and mounted on a carved

wood stand, is very elegant; and the various

encrusted with turquoise out into various forms,
^

flowor-holders, of red and white agate, crystal,

with some Chinese writing in dark blue enamel ;

' red cornelian, Oriental agate, and white and

and two German coins or counters, dates 1758 pink cornelian, are very rich. These latter sug-

and 1776, which are ingeniously preserved in a ' geattoWeatern-worldbeholderSjthatFancy might

box of carved wood in the shape of a figure 8,
|

be advantageously allowed to have more liberty

each coin being sunk in a ring of white satin, among our own manufacturers ;
there^^is no law

which, again, is enclosed in a ring of pale jade

on a white satin foundation. The oblong box of

tortoise-shell, the cover decorated with raised

Japanese work of shrubs and very nabural-looking

domestic fowls, is lent by Mr. E. Thompson,

and the large round shallow bowl and cover of

porcelain, with white scrolls and ornaments in

relief on a light brown roughed-up ground, is

lent by Mr. Barnes Dallas. In the same case

are several gold coins—Chinese money called

“obang,” lent by Captain W. Gore Jones, R.N.

They are formed of a flat thin oval sheet of

gold, the largest—the value of which is 181.

—

being about 8 in. long by 4^ in. wide, and the

smallest, worth 83. 6d., li in. by 1 in.

They have stamps and inscriptions on them.

The sword of honour, mounted in gold and

jewelled, presented by bis Highness Holkar,

Maharajah of Indore, to the young son of the

late Lieutenant-Colonel Townsend Hungerford,

C.B., and lent by Mrs. Hungerford, though

formed of the richest materials, is utterly devoid

of taste or artistic merit. It is of modern

Indian work, some of the stones are out with

facets, others are merely rounded and polished ;

as a whole it makes one regret that Orientals,

who, when left to their own judgment, produce

such exquisite work, especially where colonr

obtains, should be set to imitate Western pro-

ductions they do not understand, and with which

they have no sympathy.

Mr. Barnes Dallas, whose elegant porcelain

box and cover I mentioned above, has sent a
,

, r u v.

collection of interesting objects sufficient to fill relief
;
and also a terra-cotta teapot ot bamboo-

one large upright glass case and half of another. I pattern, and brown in colour. The white porca-

The most noriceable, from being particularly
|

lain bowl, with crab, lobster, tortoise, and

handsome or especially curious, are the follow-
j

flowers in relief, seems a dream of Palissy-

iQg . X. Chinese porcelain two-handled bottle, of ware, or its forerunner
;
and there is a singular

flattened spherical form, yellow ground, with I cylindrical cup formed of the root of a tree with

among c

to compel a flower-holder to appear for ever iu

the form of a vase or a gloss, nor to be made
only of glass or porcelain. Perhaps the riohest-

looking specimens in Mr. Dallas’s collection, are

the twelve small silver cups and saucers with

raised blue and green enamelled flowers and

leaves. On the saucers the enamel is nearly

flat ;
but on the under part of the cups it is

boldly raised, so as to form a sorb of foot. The
cups are in outline shaped like a loaf, with the

stalk for handle, and are very similar one to

another
;

but the saucers are of most varied

form (in only one instance are there two alike),

to wit, a trefoil, quatrefoil, cinq-foil, an oblong,

a horseshoe, and so on.

Two diminutive Japanese pill-boxes, one of

wood and lacquer, the other of metal, fitting

into a brass frame, each box being about 1 in.

loD" f in. wide, and ^ in. thick, prove that these

sapient folks are as wisely moderate in their

consumption of medicine as are the homoeopaths.

A Chinese seal, apparently of iron, pyramidal

in form, and about 2 in. high, is an excellent

shape for the purpose. To prevent the fingers

from slipping upwards, deep parallel channels

are sunk on each of the four sides. The seal is

apparently of iron, damascened with gold and

silver. Two pewter cups, one round and the

other fluted, are engraved with Chinese charac-

ters, lined with grey enamel, and have jade

handles ;
and there is a red and brown jade

teapot, bamboo pattern, with spout and crossed

handle, and covered with flowers and leaves in

dark blue flowers ;
a square porcelain bottle, red

ground and coloured flowers, with two rows^ of

short bars of white, gilded and painted with

spots, the bars in groups of three
;
the manner

in which variety is obtained by occasionally

dividing a bar into two shorter pieces, is very

ingenious, the entire and the divided bars being

placed apparently by caprice, yet really by

design, as shown by the fact that the arrange-

ment on all four sides of the bottle is exactly

the same. The vase is mounted on a carved

wood stand, and the effect of the whole is ex-

tremely rich and “ cared-for.” An ancient

Chinese bottle of enamel and gilt brass is very

admirable: it is of spherical form, bub flat on

one side, as if cut in half, so as to stand against

a wall : the ground yellow, with bine flowers and

leaves, and a circular gilt plaque in the centre,

bearing a Chinese inscription. A similarly flat-

tened tall, slender wall vase, of enamel, has a

white ground with blue flowers, birds, leaves,

and writing upon it. A double diamond-shaped

vase and cover of enamelled copper, blue ground

with coloured flowers, has rings at all the angles

bine enamelled interior, and five gilt bats in low

relief on the top edge. There are, besides, a

number of the clever and very amusing Japanese

"nitchkies,” beautifully carved as usual, and

colonred iu parts ;
several carious Chinese books,

both plain and coloured; six charming little

coloured and four white porcelain snuff-bottles,

with figures, animals, and dragons in relief;

bottles and vases of glass in two layers, the

upper aud coloured layer being cut into designs

that stand out on the white ground ; and three

cigar-cases of beautifully-plaited fibre of a light

brown colonr, in varied patterns and of Japanese

manufacture.*
Not far from the above glass oases hangs a

remarkable Chinese gong, somewhat resembling

a double f,eur-de-lis in form. It is of bronze,

and an inscription upon it says it was presented

to Mekok Sang monastery. Its height is 3 ft.

* Since the abo-ve was written, I find that Mr. a

collection has been withdrawn from exhibition ;
neyerthe-

lesa, I do not annul my description of it, for the objects i

have specified are so noteworthy that they well merit the

...p.* ^ - honour ofhaTiug their memory embalmed in the pages oi

which serve, on the lower ones, for feet ;
it has a

]

tte Builder.
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10 in. and width 2 ft. 10 in., and it has a ana-
pending loop of bronze. It was given to the
musonm by the officers of the let Dragoon
Guards.
As I have, by mention of this gong, wandered

from the loan portion of the vast collection at
South Kensington, I may as well continue oat of

my usual course
; for there are many objects

among the purchases that seem imperatively to

demand notice, and that it is impossible to pass
unheeded by. Amongst these the wondrously
beautiful '“Paradise Lost’ Shield” stands
first and foremost. The shield is of silver

and damascened iron, was executed by M.
Morel-Ladeuil, for the Messrs. Elkington, and
was bought at the Paris Exhibition of 1867
for 2,000h The form is a graceful oval, the
height 2 ft. lOJ- in., and width 2 ft. 2i in. In
the central medallion, or compartment, Adam
and Eve are seated in the Garden of Eden,
under the shade of trees, on a bank covered
with flowers and charmingly-executed ferns,

while the Archangel Baphael stands before them
and describes the defeat of the rebel angels. In
the other divisions the events of the contest are
displayed j while below, the Archangel Michael

—

a calm, dignified figure in damascened iron that
admirably represents the armour he wears—is

seen, vanquishing Satan ; and beneath the feet

of this group crouch Sin and Death. Above are
displayed the signs of the zodiac and other
objects. The delicate gold tracery introduced on
the borders, or frames, to the various designs is

very chaste and delicate, and the entire work is

most admirable.

Near to the above shield, in a glass case among
some objects on loan, are two excellent carved
wood frames for miniatures

j the one, in par-
ticular, of pear-tree wood and modern Florentine
work, with much undercutting, is very sharp and
true. It was bought for 121. Below these frames
are miniature profile busts in ivory, on ebony
ground, of Napoleon I. and the Empress
Josephine : they are in separate frames, and the
Emperor’s bust is accompanied by warlike and
other emblems

;
while that of the Empress has a

dance of Apollo and the Moses below. The
carving is extremely delicate and careful

j
they

are signed “ Zanigo,” date from the beginning of
the present century, and are lent by Mr. W. G.
Rogers. On the shelf below is a noticeable
table-top formed of various marbles and other
minerals irregularly combined, called Borghese
mosaic, the light-ooloured being placed on the
outside, and the darkest towards the centre,
where they form a frame to a circular landscape
of Roman mosaic : subject, the Foro Romano.
A wide border of white mosaic encircles the
whole slab, and into it are introduced sixteen
various-sized medallions of buildings, figures, and
busts, in very minute mosaic, in shades of green.
The table-top is modern Roman work, and is

lent by Mr. D. Vaughan. Art-Lover.

COLUMBIA-SQUARE MARKET.
Not long ago wo gave some descriptive par-

I ticulars of the market founded by Miss Burdett
I Coutts in Bethnal-green, together with a plan of
i the whole and a view of the interior of the
t market-hall, a handsome Gothic structure.* In
I our volume for 1866 we had previously published
II a view of one side of the market-square and
I other illnstrations.f We now add to these a
view of the north front of the market-hall as

s seen from New-streeb.
On Wednesday last the market was opened

i: under the most propitious auspices, the weather
h being genial in the extreme, and the entire
I neighbourhood having put on a holiday aspect
h befitting tho occasion. The majority of the shops
" were closed, and flags and banners waved from
li housetop to housetop, each bearing an inscrip.
t. tion in honour of the event. Miss Burdett
C Coutts arrived at half-past two o’clock, and was
n received by a guard of houoar composed of
i! about 300 of the Tower Hamlets Volunteers.
31 She was afterwards conducted by Mr. Johnson
[c (chairman of the market committee) to a dais
which had been ereoted in the centre of the

p quadrangle ; and various formal introductions
IS having taken place, the company present re-
soeived the addition of the Duchess of Cambridge,
Pi Princess Mary of Teok, the Prince of Teck, the
DiDaohess of Argyll, the Marquis of Lome,’ the
DiDuke of Wellington (lord lieutenant of the
xioounty), the Bishop of London, the Earl of
ffiHarrowby, the Marquis of Salisbury, Lord
BtRedesdale, the Lord Mayor and the Sheriffa of

' See pp. 137, 146, 147, ante, f Vol, iiiv,, pp. 796, 797.

London and Middlesex, ikc. A procession was
then formed to meet the Archbishop of Can-

,

terbury.

The company being assembled on the dais,
and Miss Coutts having taken her position in the
centre, addresses from the tenants of the market
and the workmen in the employ of Messrs.
W. Cubitt & Co. were presented to her. The
address of the workmen was to this effect :

—
"Madam,—We, the workmen who have been engagedm building Columbia Market and induatrial dwellinga in

connexion therewith, desire to avail ourselves of the oppor-
tunity which the proceedings of to-day afford to eiprese
oiw grateful acknowledgments to yon, and the admiration
which we entertain for the many generous deeds with
which your name is associated. The care and solicitude
you have continuously shown on behalf of the moral and
social elevation of our class emboldens ns to join in the
congratulations of to-day, and we feel assured that the
magnificent and beantiful structure now completed, and
"toe^your bounty has provided, will be another proof,
added to many, of a rare generosity nnited with prac-
tical wisdom. Believing as we do that wealth is put
to its highest and noblest purposes when given as
the price of useful labour, we as workmen feel deeply
indebted to yon, and beg to offer our heartfelt thanks.We earaesUy hope and pray that this edifice may realise
the object ofits design

;
that it may confer lasting benefit

upon this locality
; that its utility may be established, and

the_ lesson of its beauty appreciated; and that it may re-
main a monument to a remote posterity of a loving spirit,
a fostering care, and a bounteous benevolence. We pray
that your valuable life may be long spared, and that your
name may be warmly cherished and held in affectionate
remembrance by ell classes in the realm; and that others,
looking at your example, may be encouraged to go and do
likewise.”

After other proceedings, the Archbishop of
Canterbury said Miss Coutts had placed a letter in
his hands which she wished him to communicate.
His ^ace then proceeded to read the letter, com-
menting upon various passages of it as he went
along. Miss Coutts, he said, thanked the work-
men for the address they had delivered to her.
It was a satisfaction for her to know that by
their conduct while the works wero in progress
they had shown a good example to the neighbour-
hood. Miss Coutts also wished him to thank the
tenants for the kind expressions in their address.
He might be wrong, but he thought it was
unusual for London landlords and tenants to
meet in the same relations as those which charac-
terised the meeting between Miss Coutts and her
tenants to-day, and to interchange such kind
expressions of regard as those which had been
made. Miss Coutts hoped that the same good
feeling would prevail between ber and her
Bethnal-green tenants as had been shown to-day.
She thanked Messrs. Cubitt & Co. and their
workmen for the manner in which the building
bad been erected. Apart from the beauty of tho
market, she rejoiced at tho reconstruction of a
neighbourhood which, from combined circum-
stances, had fallen into dilapidation and squalor.
She was also happy to be able to say that the
carrying out of the work had been unattended
with any serious accident.
Mr. Darbishire, as architect, and Mr. George

Pluoknett, as representing Messrs. Cubitt & Co.,
had proper places in the ceremony.
The whole proceedings passed ofi" happily.

THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.
At the meetings of the Society of Arts’ com-

mittee, an Egyptian obelisk for the Embank-
ment is being advocated. Sir Charles Trevelyan
said, after the recent discussion of this subject,
at tho instance of Colonel Sir James Alexander,
Lord Houghton was so good as to say to me,’
“ You are quite right about bringing an Egyp-
tian obelisk to this country

; but the one to
bring is, not Cleopatra’s Needle, bub the remain-
ing obelisk of Luxor, the fellow of the one which
has been erected by the French in the Place de
la Concorde.” Luxor is the modern Arabic
name, but the city is Egyptian Thebes of the
hundred gates; and these beautiful obelisks,
which are in the highest style of ancient Egyp-
tian art, formed the portal of the great Temple
of Thebes. These obelisks were given by
Mohammed Ali, one to the French and the other
to the English. Tho French brought theirs to
Paris, first securing it in a kind of gigantic paok-
ing-case, and then, lowering it by means familiar
to engineers, they conveyed it to a Nile boat, and
so by water to Alexandria, and thenoe to the
Seine. In the same way. and with the advan-
tage of their experience, the other obelisk might,
with the help of one of our many old Admiralty
hulks, be easily brought to the Thames, and
thenoe to the Temple-gardens.
Whatever may be ^e general advantages of

public monuments, there will be a peculiar
advantage in having in this country and in this
great metropolis so perfect and beautiful a
specimen of that by-gone civilization, the earliest

on record, inasmuch as it will suggest to all who
see it that there have been other forms of
civilization, which have had characteristic merits
of their own. Tho English and French would
then have fellow obelisks, and the Temple
Gardena would form a site peculiarly appro-
priate to the one belonging tons. The difficulfy
which prevented the transfer of Cleopatra’s
Needle to Hyde Park will not occur in this case,
the Temple Gardena being close to the Thames.
In the centre of the Temple Gardens, with all
London streaming before it on the Embankment
and river, the obelisk would be in an extremely
conspicuous situation.

ST. PAUL’S CHURCH, LITTLE EATON,
DERBYSHIRE.

The enlargement and general improvement
of the church of Little Eaton, near Derby, having
been completed, it has been re-opened for divine
service. The old church having been found
very inconvenient and too small for the con-
gregation, an enlargement was determined on,
and the Building Committee etnnloyed Messrs.
Giles & Brookhouse, of Derby, architects,
under whose direction the works have been
carried out. With the exception of tho tower
and chancel, the church is almost new, and now
forms a nave and north aisle, with stoue arcade
supporting double-span roofs. Accommodation
for about 300 persons is provided. The roofs
are supported by principals, and the spaces
between them are thrown into moulded panels,
with wrought boarding terminating at the feet
of the principals, with a moulded and perforated
cornice. Ttie sittings are open, and, with the
rest of the woodwork, slightly stained and var-
nished. The fljors are laid with Whetstone’s
Coalville quarries, and the building is warmed
by a Gurney’s patent stove. The contractor for
the whole of the work was Mr. Fryer, of Derby.
The Rev. J. E. Carr, of the Outwoods, Little
Eaton, has addressed a ” protest ” to the minister
and churchwardens of Litile Eaton, against " the
pictorial representation of the Crucifixion, in
other words tho painted Crucifix, in the chancel
window, which has been placed there without the
consent of the parishioners

;
” and repeats an offer

he had already made to give 50J. towards the
liquidation of the debt upon the church oil con-
dition of its removal.

WESLEYAN CHAPELS.
The fourteenth annual report of the Wesleyan

Chapel Committee shows that since the Confer-
enoe of 1867, the following cases have been
sanotioned :

—

120 Chapeli, at an estimated cost of... £126,631
8 Ministers’ houses ditto ... 4,703

43 Schools ditto ... 30,231
71 Enlargeraents and alterations, ditto 21,5)2
22 Organs, ditto 4,311
72 Modifications of cases previously

'

sanctioned, at an estimated
additional outlay of 21,233

Total 345 cases £211 818

Compared with the cases sanctioned last year,
there is an increase of nine ohapels, and of
1,848Z. in proposed outlay; an increase of twenty-
four sohool-rooms, and of 23,781i. iu proposed
outlay; being the largest number of chapels, and,
with one exception, the largest nnmber of school-
erections sanctioned in any one year.
The report contains views and particulars of

several of the chapels recently erected. Of
these we illustrate two. It is noteworthy that
no chapel is now pub up without some attempt
at architectural character.

Jiarnstaple Chapel.—For several years the con-
gregations attending Wesleyan-Methodisb ser-
vices in Barnstaple have been steadily inoreasiog

;

and the old Chapel having an unsightly exterior,
and an uncomfortable and ill-ventilated interior,

it was found necessary to erect a new edifice. A
design was prepared by Mr. Alexander Lauder,
of Barnstaple, architect, and the foundation-
stone of the new building was laid on the 25th
of February by Sir Francis Lycett. The cost of
the building, besides old materials, was 1,6001.
The bailders were Messrs. Thomas Brown, W.
Youngs, and J. and W. Oliver, of Barnstaple.
The new building is erected on the site of the old
chapel, in one of the principal streets, its length
being towards the street. The plan comprises
ground-floor, large gallery around three sides,
and a choir gallery in the recess formed by the
double staircases at the other side. The
entrances to the galleries are separate from the
entrances to the ground-floor, giving a ready
ingress and egress to and from the building, also
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obviating draughts. The chapel will acoommo-

date nearl7 900 persons. The roof is open,

ceiled to the collar, formed into panels and

slightly stencilled in colour. The roof, with all

other timber, is stained and varnished. The

style is early fourteenth century Gothic.

Longsifjht Chapel, Manchester.—

A

few years

ago Wesleyan Methodists in Longsight were

few in number, worshipping in a hired room.

In 1860 the former chapel, accommodating

nearly 500 persons, was erected at a cost of

3 0001. The demand for accommodation still

increasing, the trustees determined on erecting

a more commodious place of worship. Freenold

land, not subject to any chief rent, in an eligible

situation, including a large vacant space behind

the chapel, on which it is intended, eventually, to

erect an extensive day and Sunday school es-

tablishment, was purchased at a cost of 1,37-1.

The new chapel is a Gothic structure, of the

Early Decorated period, and has been erected froni

the designs and under the superintendence of

Mr. George Woodhouse, architect. It will seat

nearly 1,200 persons, 300 eligible sittings being

free. The entire outlay, including land, chapel,

organ, fittings, &c., will amount to at least

9 0001 The building is cruciform in plan, the

total length being 108 ft., the width of the nave

48 ft., and across the transepts 76 ft., each

transept being 28 ft. in breadth. The height

from ground line to spring of roof is 27 ft., and to

the ridge of nave 55 ft. The front gable of the

nave, which faces to the main road, contains the

principal entrance, which has moulded arch and

label, supported by pillars, the whole surmounted

by a large five-light window, with tracery in the

head To the right of the entrance there is an

octagonal staircase, with tall slated spirelet roof,

and on the left there is an entrance porch, with

arch-headed door, surmounted by a gable, and by

a tower, and spire, the total height of which is

120 ft. to the base of metal finial with which it is

crowned. The nave has four two-light windows,

with tracery in the heads ;
each transept has

a circnlar window in the npper portion ot the

nable, and single light windows below the same.

A wheel window is also placed in the back gable

of the chancel, which forms the organ gallery,

having vestries under for the minister and

stewards, also heating chamber below. There is

a gallery on each side of the chapel, extended

into each transept, and also into the recess in

front over the vestibules to the front and side

entrances. The roofs are open-timbered, except a

flat portion in the upper part of the nave roof,

the height of which, above the floor line, is 40 ft.

The walls are of stone, the wall-stone from

Dnrnford Bridge, the ashlar from the Hudson’s

field quarry. Mr. J. Robinson, jun., of Hyde,

was the builder.

Mr. Alexander Lauder, Architect.

Mr. George Woodhouse, Architect.
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THE ART-UNION OF LONDON ANNUAL
MEETING.

On Tuesday last the subsoribera and their

friends assembled in largo numbers in the

Adelphi Theatre, Strand, to receive the com-

mittee’s report, and distribute the amount sub-

scribed for the purchase of works of art. The

president, Lord Houghton, having taken the

chair, Mr. Lewis Pocock, F.S.A., honorary secre-

tary, read the following

REPORT.

The Conncil of the Art-Uoion, in preBenting their

annnal Report, have the satiafaetion of stating the amount

of subscriptions to be 11,109L lOa. 6d.

The Council having been repeetedly requested by their

subscribers and agents to produce a chromo-lithograph,

for general distribution, instead of the acenstomed en.

graving, or book of illustrations, selected for the present

year a reproduction of one of Mulready’s finest and most

popular works, namely, " Choosing the Wedding Gown,”
probably one of the most elaborate and dilBcnlt subjects

hitherto attempted, and which, it is hoped, will prove as

popular as the original painting.

The writers in the public press have eipreased most
favourable opinions, both with respect to the subject, and

its execution, as will appear by the following extracts from

two leading journals :

—

“ Than this picture by Mulready it would be ditEcnlt to

find, in the entire range of modern art, any work rnoro

pre-eminently combining skilful composition and drawing,

with thorough knowledge and masterly exposition of the

theory of colour
;
whilst the sentiment and composition

are no less excellent. The exquisitely easy pose of the

bride’s figure, the bonhomie of the old mercer, and the

are all admirably given. abe work is full of valuable

inatrnction both for the drunghtsman and the colourist.”

“ When this picture was exhibited in 1846, it was felt

that Mulready had given new interest to an ‘old story.’

That the popularity of the subject has not waned, improved

by the number of copies constantly being made of the

original in the South Kensington Museum, and the crowd
of visitors always attracted to it.”

Again :
—” Apart altogether from the chance of a valu-

able prize given for each guinea subscribed, ‘ Choosing the

Wedding Gown’ would be cheap at double the money.
No fewer than thirty-four stones have been used in pro-

ducing it; that is to say, it has passed thirty-four times

through the press,—a fact which, more than words, will

convey an idea of the labour that has been expended on
the work.”

In the production of this work, by the mismanagement of

tho'e employed, and their mitcalculalion as to the time

required in drying the colours, the issue of the copies has

been delayed to a degree which has proved extremely
prejudicial to the returns of the year

j
and for this disap-

pointment, though arising from circumstances quite

oeyond their control, the Council take this opportunity of

apologising to those members who have had to wait for their

impressions. A.second cause has also acted very unfavour-

ably^—the financial depression which has existed, not only

in England and on the continents of Europe and America,
but has extended to the most remote regions of India,

China, Australia and New Zealand.
It may, however, be reasonably anticipated that, ere

long, as on former similar oocasiots, a reaction will take

place, and bo followed by confidence and permanent
national prosperity, and that, as a oonseqnence, the sub-

I
scriptions of this Society wiU again equal, if not exceed,

the amount usnally attained.

In consequence of the very successful result of the

. various competitions of designs in outline, the Council, in

June last, issued the following advertisement :

—

“ To Aetists.—

T

he Conncil of the Art-Union of London
: offer a Premium of Two Hundred Guineas for a Series of

t not less than Twenty partially-shaded Drawing (size

I 12 in. by 8 in.), illustrating some poetical or historical

. work of a British author, or events in British history, the

i selection being left to the discretion of the artists. The
( Conncil propose to add a further sum of One Hundred
< Guineas if a aeries of very high character be submitted;
1 at the same time they reserve the right of withholding
! any premium in the event of not receiving any work of

I adequate merit,” &c.
In reply, thirty-four sets of designs, of various degrees

( of merit, were received, and, by the kind permission of the
I authorities at the South Kensington Museum, were there
! exhibited to the public. After dne consideration the

C Council selected, as most deserving of the premium offered,

> a series illustrative of Charles Kingsley’s well-known
s story of “ Hereward the Wake.” These drawings were
I afterwards found to be the work of H. C. Selons, already
k known to the subscribers for his admirable designs to the
' “Pilgrim’s Progress,”— by a device for the Society

( engraved and published in the Report for the year 1852,

I and by his picture of “The Surrender of Calais,” engraved
I by Mr. Robinson for the subscribers of the year 1853,

1 These designs are of a very high order of merit, and, as

I they fulfil the stipulations of the advertisement in every

I
particular, your Conncil have placed them in the hands of

I Mr. Charles Lewis to be engraved, and a copy of the series

\ will be presented to each subscriber in the ensuing year.
" This story is a stirring and pictnresqne narrative of the
1 last struggles of the Anglo-Danish people of England to

r resist the supremacy of the Normans, immediately after
t the battle of Hastings. Hereward, born in Bourne, was
I the son of Leofric, Earl of Mercia, and Lady Godiva,
r renowned in story for her ride through Coventry ; and,
a amidst the fens and marshes of the Eastern counties,

p placing himself at the head of a few devoted followers,
Ii living a life which in some degree resembled the free life

0 of the woods afterwards adopted by Robin Hood and his

a merry men, ho for man^ a day set at defiance all the
1 attempts of the emissaries of William the Conqueror to
c capture or subdue him, till, at last, partly in desperation
n and partly induced by the promises of amnesty and honour
• whicn the king held out to him, he resolved to go down to
1 Winchester, and swear fealty and allegiance to tneNorman
n monarch.

The man;^ hair-breadth escapes and doughty deeds of
I the hero, vividly described by Mr. Kingsley, have been
r most strikingly illustrated by the pencil of Mr. Selous, and
i the Conncil feel confident that the volume of twenty
p plates will form a worthy aneoessor to the “ Norman
C Conquest ” o{ Mr. Macliae, and *' The Ancient Mariner
u of Sir Noel Paton.

In the year 1867 the Conncil issued a limited number or

etchings by the members of the Etching Club, inuuding

Messrs. Redgrave, Creswick, Horsley, Hook, Cope, Tayier,

&c., which gave groat satisfaction, copies of that volume

being now much sought after by amateurs.

The Council have the satisfaction of being able to an-

nounce that they are in treaty with the same Society for

the production of another similar work to form a number

of prizes, which, they have every reason to expect, may be

ready for next year’s distribution.

The Council have to announce with deep regret the

retirement of Mr. Godwin, as one of the honorary secre-

taries, to whose knowledge of art, and unwearied exertions

for the welfare of the Society, from its first formation,

much of its success is to be attributed.

He remains, greatly to the satisfaction of his colleagues,

a member of the Council, and will, on every occasion, be

ready to afford his valuable aid on all subjects connected

with the Society.

Death has deprived the Art-Union of one of its most
earnest and distinguished vice-presidents, the late Dean
of St. Paul’s, who, in the earlier years of the Association,

as an active member of the Council, was ever ready to

assist by his presence and advice.

It is a matter of congratulation to the Society that the

Right Hon. Lord Stanley and the Very Rev. the Dean of

Canterbury, have consented to be nominated Yice-

Presidenta.
Vacancies in the Council, caused by the retirement of

Sir Gardner Wilkinson and E. S. Dallas, esq., have been
filled up by the election of Sir Walter Stirling, hart., and
George William Reid, esq., of the British Museum.
Very considerable progress baa been made by the en-

gravers, who are engaged on the two great works in

Westminster Palace, by Mr. Macliae, as announced in

onr Reports of the years 1865 and 1866.

The Reserve Fund now amonnts to 14,911i. 143. 7d. The
Council keep steadily in view the importance of obtaining

a gallery and other premises for the purposes of the

Association (the original object of this fund) ;
they have

likewise long had under consideration the practicability

of establishing a permanent exhibitioa.in connexion with

the Society.
The accounts have been audited by three members of

the Finance Committee and two gentlemen from the

general body of subscribers, namely, Mr. Atkinson and
Mr. Muzio, to whom the thanks of the Conncil are offered.

The following is a brief summary of the receipts and
expenditure; a detailed account will, us usual, be printed

in the Report ;

—

Amount of subscriptions £11,109 10 6

Cost of print of the year, report, exhi-

bition, and almanack, including re-

serve of 24 per cent £3,652 6 10
General printing, rent, salaries, &c 3,634 13 8

Set apart for prizes 4,933 10 0

Total £11,109 10 6

The Council have, as usual, to return their warm thanks

to the local honorary secretaries and agents, both in this

country and in every quarter of the globe, without whose
zealous co-operatiou the sphere 01 the Society’s action

would be comparatively insignificant. It is a fact, con-
tinually alluded to in these reports, that, the infinenco of

this Association, acting through the instrumentality of

its agents, binds together the remotest regions by a com-
mon bond of appreciation of those products of genius

which tend to refine and elevate the mind, and that, while

the cotton and woollen goods, the hardware aud crockery,

of England, are to be found in almost every clime in-

habited by man, at the same time, by the agency of this

Society, the natives of all parts of the world are supplied

with sonrees of mental enjoyment and refluemeut, by the

acquisition of engravings, or reduced copies, of the finest

works of the first painters and sculptors of the day.

It may be mentioned that, in South Australia, we have

> less than twenty' agencies at work, nnder the able

superintendence of Mr. Hawkes, of Adelaide, and that

smoiigat others conspicuons for good service are Messrs.

Wilkie, of Melbourne
;

Dennet, of Boston, U.S.

;

Dawson, of Montreal; De Cordova, of Kingston,

Jamaica; Outram, of Peru; besides fourteen others in

different parts of Australia, six in New Zealand, eight in

the West Indies, and numerous others.

The amount available for the purebaso of works of art

from the public galleries will be thus allotted ;

—

£10 each.23 works at ..

21

1 work at .

.

15

. 200

There will also be distributed,

—

20 Bronzes of the Nelson Column,
10 Medallion Bronze lukstands.
100 Statuettes, “ The Wood-nymph.”

Thus, with the pariau basts given to all who have sub-
scribed for tea years consecutively without gaining a

prize, there will be 402 prizes, in addition to the work
given to every member. •
The works selected the prizeholders of the past year

were as usual, by the kind permission of the members of
the Institute of Painters in Water-colours, exhibited in

their gallery in Pall-mall. The Council are glad to be able
to state that the pictures chosen showed a decided improve-
ment, in point of merit, on those of recent years. It

mast be borne in mind that the task of selecting a picture
for a prize is a very different matter now from what it was
in the early days of the Society, when the sale of pictures
was the exception; while now, as a rule, the greater
portion of works of excellence are bought before they
are exhibited. The British public has become essentially

a picture-buying public, and, to the advanced knowledge
and interest in matters of art from which this arises, the
Art-Union of London may boast of having contributed
in no inconsiderable degree. The more dilliculty there is

in finding works of merit, the greater the necessity for

using discrimination and care in the selection ; and the
Council are glad to find that, in addition to a much highc

standard of appreciation of the qiial'tiesof a picture on

the part of the prizeholders, there is a oontimially-

increasing disposition to come to the Committee appointed
to afford them advice and assistance as to their choice, or
to place the task of selection in their hands.

It is not to be supposed that a knowledge of the prin-

ciples on which depend the power of forming a right
judgment on works of art comes by nature, or that the

science of “esthetics” is not dependent on certain

axioms and elementary rules, equally with mathe-
matics or chemistry, or any other exact science. A
recent writer on art has well observed that “it
seems too obvious for argument, that we ought to have
rules within oarsolves to know how to choose, or what
to look at; that, in short, it is an eminently desirable

thing to have a good taste. The dilliculty is, that people

often practically deny that there is any such thing in

existence. It is true they acknowledge that taste is a sub-

stantive thing, ruled by definite laws, in general terms;

but the moment that any one disagrees with them, do they

not cry, ' That may be your taste, but mine is so and so ?
’

And if reasons are given for disagreement, we often hear
‘Tastes are not to be disputed,’ quoted with all the

gravity which can be given by translating a foolish proverb
from the Latin.
The natural bias, without which nothing can bo done, we

cannot give ;
aud hence the niue-tontbs, as Locke caUed

it, which comes to us all through education aud knowledge,
is clearly the only part which can be discussed to practical

purpose. But this natural bias differs with every indi-

vidual,—indeed, is precisely that which marks out every-

one's individuality
;
and hence, returning to art, there is

no possibility that the greatest knowledge, uniformly dif-

fused, would end in uniformity of taste. People are born

to prefer red to blue, expression to action, figures to

landscape, as they prefer burguuJy to claret, or rhyme to

blank verse ;
and tastes, to this degree, will difi'er to the

end of the world.”
Prizeholders are reminded that, at some of the exhibi-

tions the prices of the works to be sold ore printed in the

catalogues, whilst at the Royal Academy and the old

Water Colour Society, the prices are not so published;

but at the former a clerk is always in attendance to answer

the inquiries of purchasers, and at the latter the keeper
attends in the gallery for the same purpose.

The National Collections, most valuable means of in-

struction, are yearly becoming larger and more important ;

and the muniiicent bequests of the late Mr. Felix Slade

deserve to be widely known, as they rank with Mr. Pea-

body's benefaction, and Mr, Whitworth's scholarships.

During many years Mr. Slade employed bis leisure in the

study of various branches of the line arts, and became
eminent as a connoisseur aud collector, particularly of

engravings and Venetian glass. By a codicil to his will he
bequeathed to the British Museum a large portion of his

noble collection of engravings, to the valueof 16,000?., and
the whole of his celebrated collection of Venetian glass,

estimated to be worth upwards of 8,000?.

But a still more munificent and important bequest is

that provided by another codicil of Mr. Slade's will,

whereby the large sum of 45,000?. is set apart for the

foundation and endowment of profesiorships and scholar-

ships of flue arts ;
this sum being given "from a tincere

with and »» the hope thereby to confer a benefit on society

The following are the directions to the troatees and
executors :

—

A sum not exceeding 35,000?. to be devoted to the

foundation and endowment, within two years after the

testator’s decease, of three or more professorships for

promoting the study of the fine arts, to be termed the Slade

Professorships of Fine Arts. The amount to be expended
in founding and endowing each of these is left at the dis-

cretion of the trustees and executors. Out of the 45,000?,

they are further to found and endow, within two years of

the testator's decease, six exhibitions or scholarships of fine

arts, to be called the Slade Exhibitions or Scholarships,

each to be of 6U?. per annum in amount to students in the

fine arts under nineteen years of age for proficiency in

drawing, painting, or soulptaro, and to be held for not

more than three years. If after providing for these

purposes, or for such of them as can and shall be effected

within the two years allowed, any surplus remain it is to be

disposed of within five years of the testator's death, as the

trustees and executors may think fit, “ for the encourage-

ment, benefit, and advancement of the fine arts in

England ;
” and, finally, if there still remain a portion

of this surplus it shall fall into the residuary personal

estate.

By these conditions it will be seen that, unless the

arrangements proposed bo promptly carried out, this

munificent gift will be lost : the attention, therefore, of

all interested is particularly directed to the subject.

By these noble gifts, Mr. Slade’s name will certainly be
preserved with reverence and affection, as a great bene-

factor of his country. Assuming that the professors will

be chosen to teach the theory of art in its highest sense,

and Its widest relations, rather than to singly instruct in

its practical rudiments, it, may safely be predicted that art-

knowledge will be regarded as part of a liberal education,

and no less essential to a gentleman than classics or mathe-
matics, and both professors and students will be influeuced

by other besides commercial considerations. Men of in-

tellectual culture and refinement will be lured into the

study of the fine arts, to the credit of the profession ;
in

short, Mr. Slade has deserved at least as well of his country

us many of the successful commanders, pohticians, and
others, whom the nation delights to honour and com-
memorate in marble and in bronze.
The Art-Union of London has now been in operation

thirty-two years, and, during that time, has collected for

thj purpose of aiding in tUe udvaacemaut ot arc, and

thereby in the advancement of civilization, a sum exceed-

ing 376,000?. ; and when it is remembered that the greater

part of this large amount could not have been so appro-

priated, but for the means afi’orded by the Association,

the advantages and the good which must result irom it to

the whole nation become at once strikingly evident.

The Council, in conclusion, invite your renewed co-

operation for the ensuiog year, and they cannot too

urgently request those who are fortunate enough to be

prizeholders to-day, to use the utmost discrimination in

their selection, a matter in which the whole Sooiety is

concerned, to the end that the great object of the Asso-

ciation,—namely, the elevation of the general taste, and the

advancement of the fine arts,—may be satisfactorily

attained. Lewis Pocock, 1 o
Edm. E, Akxbobus, i

The President, in moving the adoption of the

report, said that the general tenor of it was suf-

ficiently satisfactory to ensare its immediate

approval. It was perfectly true that this society

had partaken of the general depression of
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commerce and the ciroolation of capital in this

country. Indeed, it could not be expected to be
otherwise, because the institntion was supported
by the superfluities of men ; but he trusted that,

if the state of commercial affairs should rally,

the prospects of the Art-Union would become still

brighter than they had ever been. Considering
that there were 12,000 persons who sub-
scribed to the association in various parts of the
world, there was sufficient evidence that this was
a matter of great general interest to the English
people ; and there could be no doubt whatever
that it was of considerable use to art. He was
sure that all present, ladies as well as gentle-
3uen, would allow that gambling was a universal
passion, and he claimed for this society the ex-
ceptional privilege of making what was generally
held to be a universal proceeding subservient
to the advancement of the highest intellectnal

cultivation and moral improvement.
Professor Westraacott seconded the motion,

and observed that it was extremely desirable
that those who had the opportunity of choosing
pictures would be so far careful, that if they had
any doubt as to the quality of the works before
them they would not be too proud or conceited
to ask the opinion of others who were older and
more experienced than themselves. He dwelt
forcibly on the fact that the state of art in this

country mainly depends on the public,—that it

was their duty to insist on the striving after a
high standard in art by refusing to buy pictures
of a low or unworthy character

; and that if the
artists of England are not born with a feeling for

the beautiful, like those of the warmer South,
they may be educated up to it. He had the
pleasure to inform the company that be had seen
the new Eoyal Academy, and he was proud to
be enabled to state that they might now hold up
their heads in the conviction that they possessed
the finest exhibition-rooms in the world. The
general arrangements as to light, the distribution
of the pictures, and the space at the command
of the visitors, were such as he felt assured
would excite universal approbation. Ho was
happy to have the opportunity of bearing this
first public testimony to the excellence of the
new building, which, it would be admitted, was
not surpassed by any other structure in Europe
devoted to the same purpose.

Sir Walter Stirling proposed a vote of thanks
to the hon. secretaries, Mr. Pocock and Mr.
Antrobus, accompanied with an expression of
regret that Mr. Godwin had retired from that
position since the last annual meeting.

Professor Donaldson, in seconding the reso-
lution, alluded to what he termed the able and
lucidly-written record of matters on art in

England, which would be found embodied in the
series of the Council’s reports.

Mr. Pocock, in returning thanks, expressed
his hearty concurrence in the eulogium on his
late colleague, which had been pronounced both
by Professor Westmacott, Sir W. Stirling, and
Professor Donaldson, and his regret at losing the
advantage of his co-operation as Hon. Secretary.
He remarked that with the aid of the amiable
and accomplished gentleman who had been
appointed to the office, he felt no doubt of the
successful continuation of the Society’s opera-
tions.

Mr. Hayward moved a vote of thanks to Mr.
Benjamin Webster for the use of hie theatre, and
to Mr. John Kinloch, the acting manager of the
establishment, for his active co-operation.

Professor Westmacott seconded the motion,
which was cordially agreed to.

A tribute of thanks was passed to the chair-
man, and the drawing of the money prizes was
declared to be as follows :

—

290i.— Shand, A., Old Churchyard, Liverpool.
160L—Cobden, Mra. A. E., Dunford; Robertson, J.,

Edinburgh.
lOOL—Hawker, W. C., Cloudesley-square

;
Smith, E. A.,

Kensington
;
Walford, Mrs. W., Wolverhampton.

751.—Beach, E., Lime-street; Fairhurat, W., Halifax,
Yorkshire

;
Kerr, G., Abehnrch-lane

;
Pecker, J.,

Windsor.
601.—Eaton, H. T., Winchester; Edwards, T., 67,

Lombard-street; Lucas, Alfred, KentiaU-town-robd

;

Wright, W., Runcorn.
501.—Jarvis, W. M., St. John’s, N.B.; Manthorp, S.,

Colchester; Spinks, W., Oiford-terrace
;

Stewart, Dr.,
Alton; Taylor, J., Reading; Wright, W., Oatlanda,
Koneorn.

ibl.—Copeman, W. J,, Yarmouth; Hetherington, A.,
Alton; James, William, Bayawater; Noone, Rev. J. J.,
Tasmania; Roberts, E., Regent’s Park.

4fH.—Corbett, Miss E., Camden-road
; Dean, J. I.,

Putney; Dixon, E. F., Whitehaven; Dodd, J., Sydney;
Dowse, II. A., Queen-square; Hazeltine, C., Hew Bed-
ford

;
Prieatman, T., Preston Brook; Rolfe, H. L.,

Hicbolas-lane.
35L — Brackenbcry, W. T., Thorpe; Burgess, B.,

Demerara
;

Christian, B. D., Constantinople; Lawless,
J., Exeter; Mortimer, F., Shepherd’s-bnsh; Russell,

W. F., Wanganui; Thornton, Mrs., Brixton-hill
; "Wel-

cpme," Knockholt; Withen, H., Fenchureh-street; Woold-
ridge, C., Winchester.

301.—Blake, E., VVhiteladies
;
Bullock, W. J., Holland-

road; Flaxraan, J
,
iWarnsmboo!

; Gaunt, W. H., Old
Thornville; Gibson, C. W., Ballarat; Hall, H., Cam-
bridge; Harris, W., Woollaston

:
Holden, E. T., Walsall

;

Inderwick, E. S., Tregunter-road
;
M'Queen, P. C., Tot-

tenham-court-road
;
Mumford, A., Walthamstow; New-

aoD, D., Dias.
261.—Adam, Miss, Barnet; Ctorley, T. F., Moorgate-

street
; Forbes, Capt. H. T., Thacker & Co.

;
Francis, J.,

Brynderwen
; Harhrough, G., Hobart Town; Hawker,

W. 0., Clondesley-square
;
Howis. C., Brentford; James,

W. J., Hobart Town
;
Loder, P. W., South Audley-street

;

Nicholson, Sir Chas., bart., Devonsbire-place
;
Read, R.

C., Hobart Town; White, Benjamin, Bishopsgate.
201.— Espley, A., Eversham; Foxwell, E., Wotton-

under-Edge; Hall, R,, Bolton; Helps, T. W.. Dean's-
yard; Holt, 0. W., Southborough

; Lawrie, W., Inver-
ness; Schaaz, Mrs,, Holland; Solomon, 8., Cape Town

;

Tamer, W. J., Wood-green; Vandy, G. J., Camberwell;
Wilson, A., Dundee; Young, W., Bolton.

151.—Bolil, A., Lima; Collyns, Q. N,, Moreton Hamp-
stead; Clark, C., Sawbridgeworth; Clarke, R., Cork;
Davison, T., Poland-street

;
Dixon, H. J,, SbefTield;

Frickor, Q. C., Hamilton, Victoria; Golding, Miss, Eden-
bridge; Harrington, Elizabeth, Countess of, Kensington
Palace-gardens; Leigh, S. G,, Leeds; Mansion, A.,
Liverpool; Moore, R. 8., Holyrood-place; Muzio, J.,
Highbury; Noble, H. B., Moorgate-street

;
Pertwee, A.,

Woodbam; Prideaux, Lady, Netherton Hall; Kowton,
W. C., Greenwich

;
Salmon, Mrs., Melbourne; Stewart, J.,

Greenock; Whittington, J. B., Walleroo; Wright, P.,
Blackheatb.

101.—Aiken, C., Kentish Town; Allingham, Mrs. E.,
Milton; Bond, W. T., Bexley; Campbell, R., jun.,
Montreal; Carver, E. J., Melbourne, Cambs; Child, II.,

Hackney; Christie, Dr., Clifton, Yorkshire
;

Colvin, E.
M., Melbourne; Holmes, R. W., Ballarat; Hugel, C.,
Crefeld

;
Lightfoot, Mrs. G., Masham

;
Loibl, Mrs.,

Holland-road
i Maepherson, D., St. Petersburg

; Monte-
fiore, E. M., Melbourne; Newton, Miss, Clapton; Para-
dise, A. W., Bedford, C. G. II.

;
Patterson, Miss, Mel-

bourne; Rogers, T. W., Fenchurch-street; Southeomb,
T., Belfast, Victoria

;
Stately, Miss, Belsize-road ; Tyacke,

W. A., CornhOl; Weller, W., Littlehampton.

THDRNHAM CASTLE.
Thubniiam, called also, from the hill on which

it stands, “ Godard’s ” Castle, near Maidstone, is

a curious example of a Norman castle, placed
upon what is evidently a British camp.
The camp crowned ^the high point of a very

steep spur, which juts out between a depression
on the one side, and a small deep combe on the
other, in the great escarpment of the lower
chalk, about four miles east-north-east of Maid-
stone. The earthworks were formed by scarp-
ing the central knoll, and perhaps raising it a
very little, so as to form a slight mound, and
thus especially strengthening its weak sides,
those towards the root of the spur. On the
lower or Thurnham front the defences, naturally
strong, are reinforced by a ditch and bank,
placed some little way down the hill, far below
the body of the fortress, and intended to com-
mand the road which here winds up the ridge
from the village and church of Thurnham, at
the foot of the hill. The ground within this

outer defence has been extensively opened for
chalk, and is so disfigured by heaps of quarry
rubbish, that but little can be accurately ascer-
tained of its ancient dispositions.

The Norman castle occupied a platform close

west of the mound, and probably included within
the British camp. Here stand the remains of
the gateway and court, bub as a trace of masonry
is still seen upon the mound, it may be that it

was included ^in the enceinte wall, or that upon
it stood one of the circular or polygonal shell

keeps which sometimes, with the Normans, took
the place of the ordinary square keep, especially
where there was an earlier mound to be fortified.

The ruins are not considerable. They are
composed of the two parallel walls of a gate-
house, having on either hand two large round-
headed recesses, dividing the passage into two
bays, and there are besides two small lodge
doors, also roundheaded, on the east side.

Westwards from the'gatehouae runs a low cur-
tain wall, about 13 ft. high, and 4 ft. thick, for
about 80 ft., ending in a broad flat bnttress,
perhaps the base of a square tower. The wall
thence may be traced southwards, along the
edge of the steep, whence it seems to have been
continued towards the mound. A hollow way,
out in the chalk, winds from below, beneath
and close to the west of this wall, and, making
a bend, enters the gatehouse from the north.
There are no traces of ashlar. Much of the wall
shows a face of coursed flints. The work may
be late Norman.
On the summit of the knoll is a depression in

the soil. This part of the work is so covered
with thick bramble and underwood that it cannot
be very accurately examined.
Thurnham or Turnham occurs in Domesday,

and was one of the numerous manors given by
the conqueror to ^Bishop Odo, and held under

him at the survey by Ralph Curbespine. It then
contained a church, and had been held under
the Confessor by Sbern Biga.
On Odo’s fall, 19 W. C., it was granted to

Gilbert Maminob by the tenure of castle guard
under Dover Castle. The holders under Mami-
not were a knightly family, who took their name
from the place. Robert de Turnham held ifc

temp. H. II., and founded Combwell Priory.
Possibly he built the Castle. Robert had
Robert, who died s.p. 13 John

j and Stephen,
who died also s.p. 16 John.

In the reign of Ed. I. Thurnham was held by
Sir Roger de Northwode, who died 13 Ed. I.,

leaving John, who 'married Joan de Badleamere,
and died 14 Ed. II. Their son John died before
his father, leaving Roger, who had Thurnham,
and married Juliana, d. of Geoffrey de Say, chief
lord of the manor. Their son, Sir John, third
baron, died 2 R. II.'j and his son, Roger de
Northwode, who was never summoned to Par-
liament, alienated Thurnham, and died s.p.,
leaving a brother.

The Northwodes are said to have resided here,
but the castle is thought to have been dismantled
at an early period. Thurnham Castle is not named
in the Ordnance map.

Binbury.

Binbury, called also Bingebury, is a very com-
plete and very remarkable earthwork, in the
parish of Thurnham. It stands upon the high
table-land of the chalk, a mile or more from the
escarpment, and about four miles from Mciid-
Btone. In the Ordnance map it is erroneously
called a barrow.
The earthwork is composed of a conical

mound about 50 yards across at its flat top,
with steep sides, forming the scarp of a circum-
scribing ditch, so that the platform of the mound
is about 35 ft. above the bottom of the ditch,
and 15 ft. above the level of the adjacent ground.
The mound is wholly artificial, and perfectly
regular, and with its ditch includes just an
acre. Upon it are some fine old oaks, and
both mound and ditch are thickly grown over
with underwood, so that an accurate inspection
or measurement is scarcely at present prac-
ticable. There are no traces of outworks.
Towards the south-east the ditch has been filled

up to form the garden of an adjacent farm-honse
of Tudor date, with more recent alterations.
There are no traces of masonry connected with
either mound or ditch. This was evidently a
[Saxon] stronghold, intended to be defended by
a palisade, and crowned by a house of timber.
The outline is very perfect and well defined.
As the work is thrown up in a plain, where

there were no natnral advantages for defence,
its owner probably selected the site as being
within his estate, and convenient for the over-
looking of his lands. In this it differs materially
from Thurnham oamp, which was probably the
work of a tribe who lived by hunting and war,
and therefore cared chiefly for an extensive
view.

Bingebury has always been an important and
independent manor, though in the parish of
Thurnham. At Domesday it probably belonged
with Thurnham to Sbern Biga, who is thought
to have resided here and given his name to it.

He was a very considerable Kentish landholder
under the Confessor, and likely enough to have
dwelt upon a mound of this size and strength.

It descended with Thurnham, and in the
escheats of 12 Ed. II. Joan, widow of John de
Northwode, was seized of the manors of “ Thorne-
ham and Bengebury.” C.

Society for tbe Sneouragrement of tbe
Fine Arts.—On Thursday, the 22nd ult., at
the rooms of this society, there was an exhibition
of engravings of the English school, with a
paper, “ On the Technicalities of the Art,” by
Mr. John Saddler; Mr. G. R. Ward in the chair.
Adverting to the antiquity of the art, and re-
marking on the slow progress of technical know-
ledge as a branch of education in England, Mr.
Saddler proceeded to illustrate and explain the
various modes of engraving on metal—in line,

stipple, mezzotint, and aquatint—pointing out
the peculiarities of each, the kind of treatment
required for different subjects, the mechanical
difficulties that had to be surmounted, the prin-
ciples that governed the art, condemning the
mixed style now moat in vogne, and concluded a
very able and interesting paper with some allu-

sions to the law of copyright in paintings, by
which, he said, the interests of neither artist,

engraver, nor publisher were protected.
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THE NEW OHUROn AT KIRKBY.
At Kirkby, a village a few miles north of

Liverpool, is a very ancient ohapelry. It is a

small dilapidated building, partly Gothic and
partly base RenaiBsance, with high painted pews,
flat ceiling, and low galleries on three sides.

This having become unsatisfactory, is to be re-

placed by a larger structure. The Earl of
Sefton, who owns the district, has selected a
site north of the present church, and appointed
Messrs. Paley & Austin, of Lancaster, architects.

Estimates have been obtained from several
builders of the town and neighbourhood, and the
tender of Mr. Edward Gabbutt, of Liverpool, for

7,63SL, though not the lowest nor highest by
nearly 2,OOOJ., was accepted.
The material used is the native red sandstone,

dressed, in courses, throughout. Lord Sefton
supplies atone and sand. The work has been
proceeded with, and on the Slst of March bis
lK)rdship laid the foundation-stone of the new
Dhurch, which is dedicated to St. Chad. The
proceedings passed off with great 6clat, a feast
Deing provided for all concerned.
The style adopted is Early Thirteenth-Century

Gothic, and the building will consist of a nave
and aisles, 88 ft. by 51 ft. inside, and a choir with
groined ceiling, over which rises a square tower
tvith saddle-back roof 128 ft. high. The vestry
ind organ-chamber are situated respectively
aorth and south of choir. The chancel or sane-
iuary extends 20 ft. farther east, and is rectan-
gular. It has triple sedilia on the south side,
md credence on the north side.

1 The aisles are narrow, and are divided from
he nave by arcades of five bays each, resting on
nassive pillars, those on the north side being
lOtagonal, and on the south circular, and support
(. lofty clearstory. At the west end of each aisle

;re placed north and south porches, to be open in
iront with seats. The south door will be effec-
ave.

[ It is intended torestore and place at the westend
tfthe nave avery ancient font belonging to the old
]iarch, which has had its vicissitudes of fortune,
lod been brought back from the vicarage garden,
ehere the basin served the purpose of a flower-
• jt. This is of red sandstone, circular, about

in. in diameter, and 16 in. deep, and is rudely
vwved in panels cn its circumference, with
irgnres, on© subject being Adam and Eve in
}iden, with the serpent and the tree of know-
gdge. Serpents coiled together form a moulding
iodemeath. The base is formed of a heavy
ieristed rope moulding in the same material, the
ifiaft being lost. Altogether it is an interesting
iolic of ancient times.

CHEAP RAILWAYS.
[ I THINK it is high time that we had some
otform in onr railway system, at least for
.ajlages and country places, where the roads are
tch as the gradients are not more than 1 in

; ;
I say 1 in 12, because I understand

•tat has been tried and found to answer;
Qohongh a deeper gradient than that can be
ninaged with light trains, and adding weight
1^ power to the engine, or adopting the hori-
laital wheel and screw friction. Before our
liflway days a man could build a house any-
jinere, and he was at home, because the con-
lieiience was nearly as good in one place as
[tbther, viz., the common road

;
but now, unless

[bibuilds near to a railway, he is nowhere, as the
jiaimon saying is,—be is out of the world,—and
^tn that cause the country places are neglected,
;irir popnlations are decreasing, and people are
ikijking to the railways; also, the land in
nlntry places is getting poorer, because there
oliot sufficient animal and other kinds of matter
roanaintain the soil, while the towns are getting
fe^er, and the populations increasing so much,
I, t^ the sewage and other refuse cannot be
Iblied to the land, so that it is allowed to run

' [b the rivers and pollute them. Our manure
'mnnning into the sea instead of boing used on
lie land, and the country places are seldom
kdid to improve. I do not pretend to say this
i e of things can be stopped, but I think it
hiht to some extent be checked

; at all events
Cfe good can be done to the villages and other
oriortant country places. Where the gradients
inenot more than 1 in 12, instead of making
ailailway at a cost of some 40,0001. per
,ij, driving through hill and dale, and cutting
a n all sorts of valuable property, levelling
lististraightening, no matter whatever the cost,
1 a line of rails on the road side, and one

engine would do all the work, both passengers
and goods, for short distances; but where the
approaches are favourable and prac icable, the
main-line carriages and tracks could run on
the road branches, which I believe could be done
at about three or four thousand pounds per mile,

less perhaps than the road itself coat; so that
there would not be sneh a large sum to pay for

interest upon the first outlay, which is the killing

of all railway schemes for country places. I

believe if this could be done the net work of

railways would be rapidly increased throughont
the land

;
and in a few years we should have

railways nearly at as little cost as we now have
the roads made, and, with the Mont Cenis three-
wheel plan, or Mr. Earlie’s Bogie engine, curves
are no objects of great importance, no matter
how sharp they are, so that we conld travel on
anyroad, no matter how oircuitons, although the
straighter and nearer level a road is the better;

but the coat of making them so is a considera-
tion

j
bat where the traffic is light there would

be no need to run more than ten or fifteen miles
an hour, because for small places there is little

need, and the speed could be increased as the
traffic increased.

Some may urge that it would be dangerous to

the horses and passengers on the road. I say, not
SO; for as to horses there would bo very few on
the road, the rails would do nearly all the work.
Besides, the horses would become so accustomed
to the trains that they would take no notice of
them, as they now do near all railway trains.

I have seen a horse grazing within a few feet of
a train when passing, and he never as mneh as
lifted his head from the grass; and as for foot

passengers, they would also be fewer, and it is

just possible to make it quite secure by fencing
the rails off; and I think i could adopt a brake,
the plan of which I can produce, with which the
guard might stop a train when going at full

speed in a very short time, so that on rather long
branches, and where there are few passengers,
he could stop and take a single passenger any-
where, like the driver of an omnibus does. There
would be no levelling nor straightening of the
roads where the gradients do not exceed 1 in

12, and the curves do not matter when going
at a speed of say ten or fifteen miles an
hour. It could be tried on one of the best
roads first, and if it answers (and I have no
doubt of it

; in fact, it cannot failj, it would be
very soon tried on another, and then another,
and so on, till it had fonnd all roads in England,
where practicable : then the villages and country
places would have a railway such as would do
the work, and such as they could pay for. The
great advantage of railways is having the smooth
iron rail to run on, instead of the sandy road,
where the wheels are always sinking more or
less, according to the weight they carry, no
matter how hard the road is : so that they are
always palling up an incline, even when the road
is level. It is not so much in the steam-engine as
the iron rail that we find the advantage of rail-

ways, but of course they both work well together.
To apply a locomotive engine on the highways
without iron rails is, to say the least of it, an
uniogenious plan, and they who have tried it

cannot be possessed of good theory. It is im-
possible to have proper friction in the sand ; and
as the wheels are constantly sinking to some
extent, the load needs more propelling, and the
engine is less powerful to propel it.

There has been a great deal said lately about
railways not paying, and a good many schemes
have been thrown out of the House of Commons,
on the ground that they would not pay, and that
there were already more railways than could amply
pay their shareholders ; that is simply because
they are so expensively made. If a railway or
branch line is mooted for a village, or country
place, they say at once, ” Oh, it will not pay;”
and there is great difficulty in getting railway
companies to make branch lines to villages, ex-
cept where they see the danger of a competing
company making a lice, and so taking away
their traffic. The branch lines cannot pay on the
present expensive system, simply because there
is not sufficient traffic in the district

; but let a
company make a line on the road between vil-

lages and towns, and I venture to say that they
would find it to pay as well or better than moat
railways in England. Of course they would
have to get an Act of Parliament before they
could do 80

;
that is jnst what I am now seeking

to be done in order that the country may get
relieved of the dreadful want of iron rails to run
wheels on. I imagine it only wants to be seen
to be appreciated, and, once begun, I believe it

would go along faster than ever the other rail-

ways have done. The great advantage of the
iron rails instead of the roads can be seen from
the fact that, while the horse is loaded with
30 cwt. or 40 owt. on an ordinary road, the same
horse can draw 30 tons or 40 tons on the rails

of the same level
;
so that to me it seems strange

that we have dragged oar loads so long ou the
rough roads, and that we have not adopted the
smooth iron rails long ago,—not by horses, but
by steam, whereby the transit can be so much
facilitated, and time seems now of great import-
ance : besides, the land which it takes to grow
corn and other commodities for horses could be
adapted to the growth of other tbiegs, so that it

would have a tendency to make corn, milk,
butter, &c., cheaper. Some would say, ‘‘Look how
you would narrow the road, and then there
would not be room left for the horses, carts, &o.,

on the road.” I say there would be far more
room left than there is now, in proportion to the
work they wonld have to do; becanse, suppose
the rails took, say, 9 fc. or 10 ft. from the road,

there would in ordinary roads still bo left about
20 ft., so there would be only one-third of the
road taken

;
but I should think that nine-tenths

of the traffic would be taken by the rails. There
would be very little more to do than the laying
of the sleepers and rails, so that the cost could
not be great, and having only one line of rails,

which would be quite ample, in nearly all places
there would be no fear of collisions. The roads
are made, and the anrveyors or roadmakers
have continually lowered the hills, and raised
the valleys, so that a moderate uniform gradient
is already secured, and I should think quite hard
enough when the sleepers and rails are laid to
bear the weight of the locomotive engine, so
that the roads need but a very slight application
to convert them into railways.

A locomotive engine with its train of carriages
would be a clumsy monster to move ou the high-
ways without rails, bat lay the rails, and it

would do its work as well as on any other
railway of the same gradient and curvature.
There would be no need to apply the MontCenia
3-wheel plan, or Mr. Farlio’s Bogie engine, ex-
cept where there are very deep gradients and
sharp curves

; but where there is a reason-
able gradient, say 1 in 30, or 1 in 40, the
ordinary fast-wheel system would be the best
and safest, and they can take moderately sharp
curves, which can be seen on all railways,
although curves detract a little from the powex
of the engine. As I said before, the best roads
could be tried first, and on the ordinary fast-

wheel plan, which could not fail, but would
be a decided success. Joseph Taylok.

CONDITION OF WATER.
Sir,—Adverting to, and in continnation of, miy

commnuication in your issue of the 3rd ult.,

upon water impurity and other subjects, I trust
that some of your correspondents may be in-
duced to give the result of analyses of waters
from wells at Terling, in Essex, and of other
places in which it has been shown, or may
reasonably bo inferred, that an epidemic baa
arisen from the impurity of potable waters duo
to sewage contamination.

I take it that too much publicity cannot be
given to such important sanitary matters as
those which treat upon the quality of waters for
domestic purposes. I apprehend, that in the
purity of the water we drink, and the air we
breathe, lies the grand secret of a healthy mor-
tality bill

;
and when these are deteriorated, how

almost universally does it arise each from the
same source—sewage contamination, whose con-
stituents are dissolved in the water, and
diffused through the air.

And I believe, when the public is aware, and
particularly those who are somewhat responsible
in local government, that certain fatal results

are known to have followed the use of water of a
certain quality, that the like may be presumed
to occur in usage of similar water, irrespective

of locality. And, therefore, on comparing the
results of new analyses with the old, a veiy
useful inference may be drawn. I would
not wish to be understood as saying that, be-
cause certain quantities of organic substances
exist in water, such is dangerous, for this

as a test is shown to be valueless
;
nor even when

the impurities are known in much greater
detail, as ammonia, nitrites, and other products
of decomposing matter, us expressed in even the
most elaborate analysis

;
for X conceive it is nob

these salts, ^>er se, which cause disease, bub
rather that their presence and derivation are
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indicative of some latent and subtle power, the

nature of which we know not, bat whose pro-

perty is to generate and propagate certain forms

of sickness when taken into the system; as we

may with impunity, and without detriment, par-

take of a chemical preparation of salts equivalent

to those in bad and unwholesome water,

I am obliged to Mr. B. T. Chapman for his

information in your last number ; and, if the

matter be appreciated, many of your readers are

indebted to him,

I regret there is so much ambiguity in

analyses, as I think is admitted by Mr. Chap-

man ;
but this one, like all branches of science,

being progressive, may soon be improved. And
what I more regret is that so little attention

seems to be paid by local authorities to the con-

dition of water. W. R.

THE HOLBORN YIADUCT DRAINAGE.

Sin —After all the speeches and lectures that

have been delivered, and the reports and treatises

that have been written, during the past twenty-

five years, on the arrangement, construction, and

ventilation of sewers, it is astonishing, at this

time of day, to meet with such an ill-designed

piece of sewer-engineering as that exhibited in

the Holborn Viaduct. In the works of men in

prominent stations we naturally look for and

generally find genius, superior skill, happy

thoughts, and scientific combinations, which we
adopt as models to inspire ns in planning similar

works. But the work referred to, as regards its

drainage and ventilating arrangements, cannot

be selected for any merits to be copied, but

rather for faults to be avoided. As such, there-

fore, it may safely be naod by professors of

engineering to lay before their pupils
;
for know-

ledge is gained as much by pointing to defects

in inferior objects as to beauties in superior

ones.
Rnnning along within the foundation of the

viaduct there are two canal-like open sewers

—

one near each side. Into these sewers the large

houses proposed to be built along both sides are

intended to be drained. Some years ago open

sewers were thought to be so prejudicial to

health that they were generally covered over or

abolished. It may, therefore, be presumed that

the sewer authorities of the City cannot have

properly considered the drainage arrangements

of the viaduct, or they would not have permitted

such abominable things as open sewers to be

formed within it.

The house-drains are without water-traps near

the sewers. The effect of this will be that the

gases engendered in the sewers will constantly

force a passage up the drains into the houses,

and by this means partly ventilate the sewers.

It is a well-ascertained fact that this process

goes on more or less in almost every house by

the present method of sewerage; and, therefore,

it is too bad that those who have the care of the

aewers should do nothing to remedy the evil, but

rather project and execute works which aggra-

vate it.

Alongside each open sewer there is a paved

pathway 4 ft. in width, like the towing-path to a

canal. As myriads of rats congregate and

multiply in the sewers in this locality, these

paths will afford them excellent recreative pro-

menades. Here they may gambol at pleasure

climb up the walls, and, by numerous openings,

•disperse through the viaduct and the houses in

search of provender.

Above the open sewers there are air spaces or

chambers, 7 ft. in width, end 24 ft. in height,

running the whole length of the viaduct, minus

the cross streets. These chambers are neither

more nor less than huge elongated sewer-

gasometers ;
for ventilating which, and for

carrying off the efiiavia from decomposing rat-

excreta (large quantities of which will be sure

to accumulate along the towing-paths), 9-ia.

pipes are carried up in the viaduct walls from

near the top of the chambers.

The ventilating pipes are intended to be con-

tinned upwards in the party walls of the houses.

The effect of this will be that the sewer gases

will continually escape into the rooms through

the joints of the pipes and the brickwork
;
for

practically whatever pains are taken to stop,

flush in, and secure the pipe and brick joints,

shrinkage and subsidence, and vibration by heavy
traffic, will cause fissnres and cracks in the pipes

and walls
;
and, consequently, leakage of foul

air will take place into the rooms. As these are

common occurrences, it surely is not wise to

ventilate the sewers in this manner. If by the

methods of construction and ventilation adopted

the object was to introduce streams of impure

air from the sewers into the houses and rooms,

no better plans could hardly be devised for the

purpose. For gases, like liquids, insiouate

through the smallest, almost imperceptible,

chinks and crevices, and even through porous

brick walls, to a greater or less amount, accord-

ing to differences of temperatures ;
and, there-

fore, the foul air which will accumulate in the

huge sewer-gasometer referred to, will pervade

not only every space in the viaduct, but every

room in the adjacent houses.

There is an old exploded contrivance consist-

ing of a hinged iron flap fixed in a niche in the

fonl-air chamber at the bottom of each gully-

shoot. As the hinges of this flap corrode (they

all do so), the flap will stick fast, let foul air

pass through the opening, and become worse

than useless. No one should employ such a worth-

less thing as a flap-trap nowadays. The only

commendable thing in the whole drainage

arrangements of the viaduct is the water-trap

I

under the gully grating.

Now what should be done to remedy error is

this :—lat. Arch over the open sewers. 2nd.

Put water-traps at the outlets of the house-drains

next the sewers, so that foul air may not flow

up the drains into the houses. 3rd. Take away

the hinged iron flaps, and continue the gully-

drains down into the sewers. 4th. Ventilate the

sewers by the gully-shafts by carrying pipes

from near the top under the water-trap of the

gullies across tbe subway arches into the ven-

tilating flues from the subways, which flues

should by no means be continued upwards in

the party walls of the houses as intended, but

connected with specially constructed shafts

carried up outside the houses ;
and 5th. Provide

receptacles under the gutter channels for the

street-sweepings and horse-droppings to be

emptied every night.

The foregoing observations are commended to

the serious consideration of those concerned, by
Common Sense.

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION.
LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

At the last meeting of this society, held on

Wednesday, 21st ult., the honorary secretary (Mr.

H. H. Statham, jun.) read a report that had been

drawn up by a special committee of this body in

reply to a communication from the honorary

secretary of the Architectural Alliance on the

subject of the condition of architectural educa-

tion. The committee reported that the age at

which architectural pupils generally left school

was about fifteen or sixteen, and the usual term

of articles five years. Not more than forty

architects who were known to practise, in Liver-

pool on their own account (or about one-third of

the whole number) were believed to have been

articled. Perhaps not more than one-half of

the students obtaining education with the view

of entering the profession bad passed through a

school of art, including those who attended one

of the Government schools in the evenings.

Very little systematic instruction for the im-

provement of pupils appeared to be given, and

there was too little opportunity afforded them of

making acquaintance with the practical details

of their profession by visiting and inspecting

buildings in progress of erection, aud for which

they may have been engaged in making the

drawings, the consequence being that the pupil

obtained merely what might be termed a “ draw-

ing board” idea of arcbitectural designs and

construction. The committee were nob aware

that the study and sketching of existing build-

ings are especially encouraged by those who have

pupils under them, though it had. been urged

upon the student members, at the meetings of

that society, by varions membtrs who have from

time to time offered prizes for tho encourage-

ment of this study among the students. After

speaking of the small amount of support that

bad been given to the special architectural and

building classes held some time since in the

Queen’s College, of the stores of architectural

and fine-art work at the Free Public Library,

and of the efforts put forward by that society

for the benefit of students, the report went on to

say that with regard to the improvement of, and

addition to, the existing facilities for instruction,

the committee were of opinion that much must

depend npon the recognition by individual archi-

tects of their responsibility towards their articled

pupils, and much also upon the industry and

desire for improvement among the pupils them-

selves. The committee, however, believed that

the strongest inducement to the improvement of

architectural education would be the establish-

ment of a compulsory examination for those who
wished to enter the profession. The committee

concluded by saying it was much to be wished

also that the use of a good professional library

was available, either by the establishment ofone

national or of several provincial book societies.

The paper for the evening, which was read by

Mr. A. Darbyshire, member of the Manchester

Architectural Association, was entitled “ The

Science of Heraldry.” The subject was consi-

dered with a view to a more extended application

of the principles of heraldry to architecture, as

an expressive symbolism, as a means of architec-

tural decoration. Mr. Darbyshire reviewed the

origin and the objects of heraldry, traced it

down to the most modern times, and went at

some length into its different sciences, explained

the marshalling and cadency of heraldry, and

also treated of its different charges, ordinaries,

and sub-ordinaries.

THE SINAI EXPLORATIONS.

At the last ordinary meeting of the Royal

Geographical Society, at the Royal Institutiou

—

Sir Roderick Murchison in the chair—the Rev.

F. W. Holland read a paper " On tho Recent

Explorations in the Peninsula of Sinai.” It was

the object, he said, of Captains Wilson and

Palmer, Messrs. Palmer and Wyatt, and Sergeant

Macdonald, to make a trigonometrical survey.

Accompanied by Mr. Holland, who acted as

guide, and with three picked men of the Royal

Engineers, they started from Suez in the middle

of November, crossed the Desert, and arrived at

Jebel Mousha, near which is the plain supposed

to have been the camping ground of the

Israelites. They observed many signs of former

cultivation, and numerous hermit cells in all

parts of the district, besides circles of stones,

like the Drnidioal stone circles, and formed in

the same manner. They took carefol photo-

graphs and drawings of the inscriptions found

on many of the stones, 12 of which contained

Semitic and Greek characters together. These

were found chiefly in the mining districts at

Wady, Ajala, and others, and many of them

seemed to have Christian signs and marks upon

them, thus indicating a comparatively recent

origin. However, Mr. Palmer was investigating

them fully, and would publish his researches on

his return, At Jebel Nakons Mr. Holland saw

the celebrated bell mountain, which consists of

a steep bank of sand, 400 ft. high, facing the

sea, aud the sonnd, resembling the dull grating

of an .aSolian harp, is produced by the falling

sand, the noise being greatest when the sand is

most dry and heated. Nob much was discovered

to throw light upon the route of the Israelites.

EXPERIMENTS ON LIGHTING.

The illumination of the Court of the Tuileries

by the oxyhydrogen flame playing on a pencil of

zircon, or on magnesia covered with zircon, has

now continued for four months in a regular

manner. Messrs. Tessie de Motay and Marcchal,

of Metz, whose chemical discoveries, or rather

applications, have been very successful (as we

have often noticed) in photographic operations

on paper, glass, aud porcelain, are the gentle-

men whom the Emperor allowed to build a small

wooden shed in the court of honour of the palace,

and carry on practical operations for the ” Drum-

mond lights.” Now, from temporary installa-

tion, the affair is to pass into a permanent one,

and a suitable erection is to be provided.

We have examined tbe system, and watched

its progress ever since MM. Tessie de Motay

and Marechal had revived tbe oxyhydrogen light

for street illumination, by aid of the cheap pro-

duction of oxygen, which is mixed at the bumei

with common coal-gas. We must confess that

we were disappointed as to the d.gioi'no light-

ing up of the square. Tbe individual light

of each burner, if we may so call it, is re-

markably intense
;
but it is a mere point, and

has nob the same diffusive power fcveii_ as

the electric light iu its lowest condition

If we recollect rightly, about thirty years ag(

a Bade light was placed in the centre of tb{

upper yard (court of honour) of Dublin Castle

It formed a ring of light, 2 ft. in diameter, anc

about 3 in. high. This sole light was enough t(

illuminate perfectly the whole of the square, fo:

the simple reason that there was surface o

intense 'flame. If the oxyhydrogen Tuileri®
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ippliauce had a number of jets placed a foot

ipart all round atagoodheight (to be calculated)
he lighting might be accomplished with a
deasing result not yet afforded by the ill-con.

[acted experiments we have witnessed. We
annot end this paragraph without recalling to

aind a rather curious episode in the Bade
Ighting. Near Dublin Castle there is a cele-

irated hatter
j
and he put up Bade lights in his

hop. They attracted the attention of every
ne. After a short period he took them away :

n our asking him why, he replied, “ Why, sir,

bey melted all my hats.”

The Drummond, or any magnesian or
ircon light, may furnish a very intense point,

een from an immense distance, bat giving
0 more light than Sirius, &o., for illu-

linating the earth, unless a reflector be placed
ehind or a refracting or catadioptric lens in

ont. Then an intense light is projected for-

ard in a pencil, whoso impinging area is, how-
rer, so limited that the rest of the “scene” is

krker than ever. Not so with the Bade light.

7 a proper disposition of the circular burner,

—

e speak of a ring-light—and a suitable supply
• oxygen regulated according to the carburation
the gas, we can obtain a light fully equal to

iat of a harvest moon over a large area. As
imust be adapted for the open air, the question
1 heat is annulled.

DIOCESAN ARCHITECTS.
\I>’ the course of the debate on the Irish
iiurch Bill, Mr. Brodrick said he had placed an
lendmont on the paper in order that justice

ight be done to a very small and deserving
jdy of men, the diocesan architects, who were
(pointed under the 14th and 15th Victoria,

rown as Napier’s Act. The bishop appointed
B in each diocese, and their duty was to super-
cend all the alterations of the glebe-houses,
Dmake periodical inspections, to report on the
ibairs necessary, and to see that those repairs
ere properly completed. They were, indeed,
lih useful functionaries that he wished there
ere similar ones on this side of the water,
rfere was no provision in the Bill for compen.
eping these officers for the extinction of their
Icployment. He had added the words
Icolnments” after” salaries,” because they were
p paid by definite yearly salaries, but by a
mmission on the repairs they had superin-
leded. One gentleman, who had filled this
see for fifteen years, told him that his profes.
ahal earnings from this source for the last three
)iionr years had exceeded lOOZ. per annum,
sese offices would not be continued because, as

,g glebe houses fell in and wore purchased
'[[er the Bill, they became the property of the
rarch body, which need not employ diocesan
itiitects unless it chose to do so. He moved,
le 6, line 27, after “ benefices,” to insert ” the
Dount of yearly salary or emoluments which
di diocesan architect appointed under the pro-
tens of the Act of the 14th and loth years
i/ictoi'ia is entitled to receive.”
lehe Attorney-General for Ireland said that
le compensation clauses had been considered
1 care, and it was found impossible to extend
lepensation to every case and circumstance,
tihis particular case, the claims of those
iliala who called themselves diocesan arohi-
9 would not be recognized, because there
a no such officers. The diocesan architects
Cl constituted themselves officers, but there
ni no such officials known to the law.
eie amendment was negatived,
eie question has been asked iu the Builder
ere now who created the diocesan architects
pgQgland ? and it will have to be answered
ifof these days, with particulars as to what
tn.mstances led to their appointment, and
ni use they have made of their position.

mouldinga, notebiags, and champhera, will “take” with
committees as ignorant of art as themeelvea. But what
can be expected when one is known to have been a joiner,
another a cabinetmaker, or, as something anperior, has
been three years with a enrveyor ! Can it be wondered at
that men of this stamp representing the profession, it is
looked down on ? Then, again, these gentlemen will, on
bearing of a new church or other building being required,
make drawings on speculation, or send photographs of
works executed, and offer to make designs, free of cost, if
not approved ? Then the underhand practices in competi-
tion works are too well known to need any mention here.
Such being unfortunately too frequently the case in the
country, you may imagine how unpleasant it very fre-
quently is for an architect who has been differently
brought up, to hear his profession run down, and to feel
at the same time how just in many cases is the condemna-
tion. And this low standard of eo many members of the
profession is a moat serious hinderance to uuited action,
for with men of entirely different associations and ideas,

’ 'tnpossible to cultivate the friendly feeling that
should exist between members of so noble a profession.
If the rules of the Institute were more strictly carried out,
much good might be doae, and good men bo got to join it

;

but now they stand aloof, seeing many of its members
guilty of the practice I have referred to.

_

Pray, then, Mr. Editor, continue your good work, andm so doing educate both architect and public.
A COCNTRT ABCniTBCI.

Bugpsted. At the same time he should be able to give
such assurance to the House as would, he hoped, convincethem that it might bo carried out, including numerous andmost convenient approaches, for the sum mentioned bv
his right hon. fnend, viz., 1.6O0,OO0L, or at a much less
cost than any other scheme. He might state to the House
that he had wceived a communication from the ChiefBaron of the Exchequer (Sir Fitzroy KeUy), stating that
he and all the judges, with one exception, were of opinion
that upon every ground as regarded the bench, the bar^e solicitors, the suitors, and the public, the Thames
Embankment should be preferred for the site of the Law
Courts.”

DISPUTED LIABILITY.
On Tuesday an action was brought in the Marylebone

County Court, before Sir J. Wilmot, bart., judge, by Mr
ironmonger, of the Edgware-road, to recover

IKf. 3s. from Mr. Wilkinson, architect, al;o of the
Edgwure-road.

appeared for the plaintiff; and
Mr. Clarke for the defendant.
It appeared that Mr. Wilkinson required some work

done to his offices in the Edgware-roud, and employed
® Hatton, of Sutton, to do the work.
Mr. Hatton owed Mr. Wilkinson a largo sum of money,
and was to work it out. Mr. Hatton's foreman went over

Mr. Pope’s and obtained various articles for the work,
and Mr. Pope sued Mr. Wilkinson for the cost of the
wticles, but he positively swore that he did not order Mr.Matt^ or the foreman to go to Mr. Pope’s; in fact,
Mr. Hatton swore that he had every requirement for the
work at his warehouse, but his man went to Pope’s to
save himself the trouble of going to the warehouse for
the goods.
Mr. Pollard said he did the work in question for Mr,

Hatton, and the foreman instructed him to apply to Mr.
Pope for whet ho required, and he did so.
Mr. Griffiths contended, for the plaintiff, that Mr Wil-kmson was aware that Mr. Pope supplied the goods

;
but

his Honour said he entertained quite a different opinion.Wo doubt the goods were used in the work stated, but lie
believed that Mr. Wilkinson had no knowledge of it, and
could not therefore be iu any way liable. He should
therefore give judgment for the defendant, with costs.

THE BUILDING TRADES.
There ia said to bo some danger of a general

strike of stonemasoua throughout the kingdom
3

aud, in order to avert it, a pressing invitation to
both masters and men to settle their dispute by
arbitration has been signed by Lord Lichfield,
Mr. Kettle, Mr. Muudella, Mr. Harrison, Mr!
Hughes, Mr. S. Morley, and six of the principal
trade secretaries.

At a meeting of the trade-unionists of the
metropolis, convened by the London Trades’
Council, a resolution was unanimously adopted,
approving of the Bill lately introduced by Mr!
T. Hughes and Mr. Mundella, as a measure
calculated to remedy the grievances which had
BO long been a source of discontent to the work-
men, and had seriously disturbed the relations
between employers and employed.

ilARCniTECTS IN THE COUNTRY.
was with the greatest pleasure and thankfulness that

•r
leader on the “Status of the

teciural Professiou in the Proviuces.” and I trust
Hall not suffer the matter to rest there, but will again
bigain draw attention to the subject, and point ont
jnan architect ought to be, and the position he ought

lapable ol taking in society. I say “ capable of
. because unfortunately great numbers of so-

la architects seem utterly unacquainted with the habits
Id society and take more naturally to the supposed
)on of “ Dobbs.” And this defective education (for
n one great reason of the low position taken by the

liOBion), is not confined to absence of knowledge on
)
ry topics, but is frequently more apparent, in pro-

i»hal matters, iheir designs (?) too frequently dis-
Hu utter ignorance ol all dates and styles; hat

it they ha\e [plenty of inappropriate aad reedy

THE TALKED-OF LAW COURTS.
Mr. Lowe is quite determined to go on with

his scheme, aud Mr. Street, Mr. James Fer-
gasBOO, Mr. Thring, and others, are at work upon
it. The report is that Mr. Lowe intends that the
style adopted shall be Italian

; while Mr. Layard
goes in for Venetian Gothic, and Mr. Fergusson
wants something new

3
bat what that something

is we do not happen to know.
On Tuesday last Mr. Layard said in the House

of Commons,

—

“ that the Government had finally decided to propose
to the House a plan for the erection of the new law Courts
on the site mentioned by his right bon. friend the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer on the 20th ult. The site proposed
to be acquired by the Government was that comprised
between Somerset House and the Temple, bounded on
the South by the Thames Embankment, and on the north
by Hovrard-street and several email alleys and passages
connecting that street with thoTemple and King’s College.
This site would furnish six acres of uuilding ground. Mr
Street, who was now occupied in adapting the plans which
he had already prepared for the Carev-street site to this
new site, had informed him that he wonld be able to erect
all the law courts, and every office necessarily dependent
thereon, upon these six acres. It was his intention to intro-
duce very shortly, if possible before Whitsuntide, a Bill
which, should the House think lit to pass it, would enable the
Government to proceed without delay to acquire the pro-
posed site, and to commence the erection of the Law
Courts upon it. He should he prepared, on the intro-
ducUun ol that Bill, to give a full explanation to the House
ot the plan contemplated by the Government, aud to point
out its great advautages over ail other plans hitherto

THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF THE HOLBORN
VIADUCT.

Sir,—After reading your account of the
Holborn Viaduct in last week’s Builder, I was,
of course, struck with the immense importance
of the undertaking and of the benefit conferred
on London. Will you allow me to raise my
humble voice in stating what I consider should be
done in order to make what is already a great
boon a still greater one ? I see by the papers
that about two acres of land formerly used as the
playground of the Charterhouse School have been
sold. Why not continue Charterhouse-street
through Charterhouse-sqnare to Old-street ?
This could be done now without pulling down a
single house, and compensation necessarily would
be of a trifling nature. By reference to an
Ordnance map of that locality you will, I am
sure, see the advisability of such a scheme.

W. Gibbs.

PROVINCIAL EXHIBITIONS.
The Devonport Exhibition.—An exhibition of

arts, science, aud manufactures will be held at
the Devonport Mechanics’ Institution in July or
August next. The exhibition will be directly in
connexion with the Institute, the secretaries aud
committees of which are now organizing it. Its
professed object is,

—

“ To afford to artisans, students, and the inhabitants
generally of the West of England, an opportunity of
extending their knowledge of the application of science
to those particular branches of art and manufacture, on
the full development of which so much of social welfare
mainly depends."

Another object is to benefit the funds of the
institution. The last realised a considerabl©
sum. Committees have been at work for several
months past, and many meetings have been
held. The exhibition will be held in the halls
and rooms of the institution, and will be open
for several days. A large number of promises
to lend articles has been received. A prize list
has been published. The prizes are divided into
thirteen classes, wbich include not merely works
applying more directly to the arts and sciences,
but also articles of every-day mechanical work
and industry.

The South Staffordshire Exhibition .—The arti-
oles for exhibition are coming in, and in a short
time the new main building will have all it
needs to develope its outlines. The annexe for
the exhibition of machinery in motion is nearly
completed. Mr. Lowe, the florist, has planted
the grounds, which he has relaid, with homo
and foreign trees, firs, pines, and shrubs.
Geometrical and other beds are prepared for
flowers. Ornamental gates, hurdles, fencing,
and garden iron furniture of all sorts are being
placed upon the grounds. Mr. Lowe has pro-
vided a croquet-ground in a shady corner of the
garden’. The opening is fixed for Tuesday.
May 11th.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Halifax .—The corner stone of the chancel of

the Church of St. Mary, situate in Rhodes-street,
Halifax, has been laid. The church is the gift
of Mr. Michael Stocks, of Upper Sbibden Hall,
near Halifax

3 and the stone was laid by his son.
Major Stocks, of Latheron Wheel, Caithness, in
place of his wife, who was to have performed the
ceremony. The church will be built from
designs by Messrs. Mallinson & Barber, archi-
tects, Halifax and Brighouse. The style is
Geometrical Decorated. The principal entrance
to the building ia through the tower at the west
end of the north aisle. There is also a doorway
placed in a shallow porch in the second bay of
the south aisle. The interior arrangement will
show a nave, 47 ft. to the ridge, and the clear-
story pierced with spherical triangular traceried
windows. The nave, which is 21 fc. 6 in. wide,
is divided from the north and south aisles re-
spectively by arcades of five or six arches. Th&
centre aisle of the nave ia 5 ft. wide, and tho
aisles 3 fr. wide, these latter being placed against
the outer walla. A stone font, with a canopied
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oak cover, will be placed aij tbe western end of the

central aisle or passage. The chancel is 34 fc.

long and 20 ft. wide, with one bay on the north

and south sides, screened off and appropriated

to an organ-chamber and vestry. The chancel

arch, the largo five-light east window, and the

Caen-stone reredos are features where the most

decoration will be bestowed. The nave and

aisles will have plain and open deal seats, and in

the chancel will be two rows of oak stalls, the

ends of seats and stalls to be filled with pattern

panels in low relief. The roofs of the nave and

aisles will be open-timbered, with moulded ribs

and braces. The chancel roof will be con-

structed with coupled rafters, having carved

moulded ribs, with a boarded ceiling at the back.

Advantage is taken of the somewhat rapid fall

of the site from west to east, in forming an

under vestry the full width of the chancel, which

may be used as a robing-room for choristers.

The estimated cost of the building, without

extras, is 5,5001. The contractors for the

masonry are Messrs. J. & T. Cordingley 5
for

joiner’s work, Mr. J. Bedforth ;
for plastering,

&c., Mr. A. Bancroft ;
and for plumbing, Messrs.

S. Firth & Sons—all of lEalifax. The works

were commenced on the 12th of May, 1868, and
have progressed to the top of the chancel and

aisle walls.

Chichester.— St. Panoras Church has been re-

opened after enlargement. The church abuts

against dwel ling-houses at the east end, and is

limited on the south and west by the street, and
the architect (Mr. Gordon M. Hills, of London)

found that the only way in which the enlargement

could be carried out was by adding an aisle on

the side. This has accordingly been done, the

contractor for the works being Mr. J. Marshall,

of Chichester, known in connexion with the

The church, which is of the Late Decorated

period, with tower and spire of the Perpen-

dicular character, has been new roofed, the

clearstory walls, which were 16 in. out of the

line, being put in their proper position. The

north porch has been raised, and a now south

porch, formerly the site of the vestry, has been

erected
;
while the south aisle has been rebuilt,

and new windows placed throughout the church,

and stone mullions substituted for wood. The

old fittings also have been replaced, the entire

cost hitherto being about 1,7001. The new
vestry which it is contemplated to erect will

bring the total to 2,0001. The work has been

carried out by Messrs. Winn & Foster, builders,

Kempston, near Bedford. Mr. Bland, of Bir-

mingham, was the architect employed.

Church Gresley .—At a numerous meeting in

the vestry, it has been unanimously decided that

earnest efibrts at once be made to restore and

enlarge the parish church. Mr. Blomfield, archi-

tect, has been named to provide plana and speci-

fications.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Baching .—Tbe Congregational chapel here has

been reopened. The works have been carried

out by Mr. J. Brown, builder, of Booking, from

the designs and under the direction of Mr. C.

Pertwee, architect, Chelmsford. The exterior

alterations are complete. The interior improve-

ments comprise new lantern over the dome, new
windows, floors, galleries, and plastering through-

out, as well as reseating the entire area. The
plain surface of the dome has been divided into

pauels by the introduction of ribs, and an

enriched cornice is carried round the base, as

also round the main walla of the building. The

have occupied the back portion of tbe chapel,

which was originally designed with a view to its

ultimate extension in the manner which has

been carried out, and an additional length of

25 ft. has been obtained, affording 120 extra sit-

tings on the ground-floor, and 70 by the exten-

sion of the side galleries. A platform for the

organ is placed behind the pulpit, and doorways

communicating with the vestries and schools

have been placed on each side. The interior of

the chapel has been redecorated from the designs

of the architects. The new building has

separate entrances for boys and girls, and

contains, on the ground-floor, vestries for the

minister and deacons, infant school-room, large

class-room, ladies’-room, and a kitchen with

boiler, &o., and a hoist to the room above. The

entire area of the first-floor is devoted to the

boys’ and girls’ school-room, is 78 ft. long and

31 ft. wide, and is provided with portable screens 1

dividing it into five class-rooms. This room has
j

an open roof. The building is heated by hot water. ;

The schools have been designed to harmonise in i

style with the chapel. The windows and doors 1

have semicircular heads, and are doubly recessed, i

and the centre gable is surmounted by a bell- I

turret. Messrs. Andrews, Son, & Pepper, of *

Bradford, were the architects. ,

restoration of the cathedral; and the result is
|

blank wall at the end has been relieved by

additional accommodation for 125 persons. There
|

a large circular-beaded recess, enriched with

wore formerly 200 sittings, now there are 325,
,

stencilling, immediately in front of which stands

and the old seats have been replaced by benches the pulpit on a raised semi-circular dais or plat-

of stained deal. The pulpit also is new, and is
[

form. In place of the double galleries a single

of an octagon form with open tracery on each gallery has been constructed round three sides

side. The church has also been improved by the
,

of the building, with light open front, and m the

erection of a stone instead of, as before, a plaster
i

centre, opposite the pulpit, stands the organ,

arch, with the addition of shafts of polished
,
The new lantern light now surtnounts thereof,

Ippleden marble, the gift in part of Mr. Henry and terminates the dome, the improvement of
_ U . . ..... m* nna r^F /.Timf foti.t.nroB ill

Halstead and Mr. Charles Townsend Halstead. '
which is considered one of the chief features m

The gaswork has been fixed free of coat to the ’ the alteration. In place of the old high-backed

poriahioners b7 Mr. Kobert Church, of the paws, under the galleries and in the body of the

Chichester gasworks, by whom the fittings and obapel are new low benches of plain varnished

arrangements were also designed and presented. . wood arranged in a racliatory manner to give the

There are seven standards, each carrying a small congregation a front view of the minister from

coo every part of the chapel. The pulpit and deacons’

Wolverhampton.—The new district church of platform are approached on either side by stairs

;

-r _ n »_ ._ji XT- .u u. rmrtf la rtK nno.Ti TTfi.nfillinp’. with crimson
Sb. Jude’s, erected near Newbridge, on tbe right-

hand side of the Tettenhall-road, Wolverhamp-

ton, has been consecrated. Tbe site for the

church and parsonage, together with 2,(jODI.

towards tbe endowment fund, was the gift of

Miss Stokes. The building has been erected by

Mr. Nelson, of Dudley, from the designs of Mr.

Bidlake, of Wolverhampton, at a cost of 4,5001.

The plan is cruciform. The nave is 92 ft. 6 in.

long by 32 ft. 4 in. wide 5
tbe aisles 13 ft. 6 in.

wide, and the chancel 35 ft. long by 23 ft. wide.

On the north side of the chancel is the organ

chamber, and on the south side the vestry. The
tower is at the west end of the south aisle, and

the entrances to the church are under the tower

and a porch in the north aisle. The seating is

divided into four bays by central and aisle

passages. The shafts supporting the nave

arches and clearstory wall are of Aberdeen
granite polished, as are also the shafts to the

chancel arch, the caps being carved. The style

of architecture is Geometric Decorated, and the

materials used are Codsall stone for the walling,

laid in level courses, rock-faced, with dressings

of light-coloured stone. The timber work is

deal, stained and varnished. The glazing is

with cathedral tinted glass in lead lights of

geometric design. The contractor for the heat-

ing apparatus was Mr. Blakemore, of Wednos-

bury; and for the gasfittings, Mr. Thomason, of

Birmingham. The carving, which is executed in

the conventional style, is by Mr. Forsyth, of

Worcester. The architect has personally superin-

tended the carrying out of the works. The edifice

seats 812 adult persons.

Little Marcle (Herefordshire). — The parish

church of Little Marcle is to be entirely rebuilt

this summer, from plans furnished by Mr. Hugall,

of Oxford. Messrs. Wall & Hook, of Brimacombe,

are the builders. Earl Somers is lord of the

manor, and one of bis daughters is to lay the

foundation-stone.

Emberton (Bucks).—The parish church of All

Saints’ has been re-opened for divine worship.

the front is of open panelling, with crimson

cloth lining. The decorating of the recesswas done

by Mr. Garrood, of Chelmsford. The entrance-

lobbies are paved with red and black tiles, and

the benches have been cushioned in crimson by

Messrs. J. E. Andrew, and A. Adkins, of Brain-

tree and Booking. The building is warmed by

means of hot-water apparatus. Lighting is

provided for by Mr. Crittall by twelve sus-

pended star gas-burners, each star containing

eight jets, and about a dozen smaller burners, of

a similar description, to light the body of the

chapel and under the gallery. The organ has a

frontage in the Italian style, the diapering

having been executed by Mr. Garrood, of

Chelmsford, in gold and colour.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

PROVINCIAL NEWS. ;

Rickmansworth.—A company is being formed i

with a capital of 1,2501., in 51. shares, for the i

formation of a town-hall here. Shares to the
j

amount of 1,0301. have already been subscribed. |

Brighton.—The new county-court offices are 1

progressing towards completion. They are
1

situate in Church-street, and are being.erected i

on plans designed by Mr. Thomas Charles Sorby, ;

architect and county-court surveyor. The edifice I

has a frontage into Chnrch-street, measuring 1

60 ft,, with an elevation of about 30 ft., and a
I

depth of 170 ft. It is Gothic in stylo, and built
]

with red bricks, the “ dressings” being of Bath i

stone, and it is roofed with Taylor’s patent tiles. '

The principal entrance—the “ Judge’s Entrance” 1

ia in Church-street, the stone work of it being
i

carved. The public offices of the new court are |

in the south-west corner of the building, and are I

in size 31 ft. 6 in. by 20 ft., with waiting-rooms for

the public measuring 35 ft. by 15 ft. ;
and these 1

lead into the court, which is a distinct building :

35 ft. wide, 41 ft. long, with an open roof, to the )

ridge of which is 40 ft. The roof timbers are 1

stained, resting on carved stone corbels
;
and the

|

conrt is lighted with ten " lead lights,” furnished
]

with Moore’s patent Louvre ventilators.
_

Ad- i

joining the waiting-rooms to the north is the
j

registrar’s court, with a jurors’ retiring-room at
,

the back of it. On the east of the public offices

is a private room for the registrar; another for

the judge ;
also one for the high bailiff

;
together

with a “strong room” for the safe custody of

books and documents. The passages and waiting-

rooms are floored with red and buff Staffordshire

tiles, and the flooring of the court is covered with

kamptulicon. The above-mentioned departments

are all on the ground-floor, and the first floor—

the building is only two stories in height—is

devoted to apartments for the accommodation of

the office-keeper. The work is being carried out

by Mr. Jolm Chappell, of Steyning and Brighton,

under the superintendence of Mr. John Sharman.

The hoarding surrounding the building has been

removed, leaving a wall enclosing the different

fronts of the new county court.

Northampton .—Tbe new mission schools

St. Giles’s parish have been opened. The build-

ing is of red brick, from a design by Mr. M. H.

Holding, and forms two rooms, each about 35 fc.

by 20 It. The side walls are 14 ft. high to wall-

plate, and it is lighted by circular-headed win-

dows. In the south wall is au arcade of four

arches to hold the Commandments, Ac., which

are being illuminated by a lady of the parish.

The aurlace of the walls is relieved by string

courses of coloured bricks and tiles. Thereof is

of a tolerably high pitch, and open to tbe ridge;

the main timbers stained and varnished.
_

The

two rooms can be thrown into one by sliding

doors. The north gable of the building, which

fronts Dychurch-lane, is also of red brick, with

black bricks over the door and window arches
;

Bath stone is used over the doorway in glazed

trefoil openings. The total cost is about 6401.,

of which nearly 6001. have been raised.

Bowling (Bradford).—New schools have lately

been erected at the back of the Congregational

Chapel, in Essex-street, Bowling, with a frontage

towards Frances-street. Hitherto tbe schools

FROM SCOTLAND.

Leith .—Daring the past year a considerable

number of new buildings have been erected

here, and the state of the building trade bears

favourable comparison with recent years. Fears

have been entertained that too many houses have

been erected, and that difficulty will be experi-

enced in getting them let, but it is not yet certain,

according to our authority, the Scotsman, that the

number will be beyond what will be needed.

Within the year 500 dwelling-houses have been

built, some of which are already occupied. More

than 350 have been erected for tbe working-

classes
;
thirty-seven are let, or are expected to

be let, at rents varying from 201. to 501., and the

annual rents of the remainder are expected to be

from 121. to 201. The bouses are situated iOi

healthy localities in the suburban parts of the]

burgh. No manufactories, lofts, or warehouses;

have been built during the year. The new in-

dustrial school in the Lochend-road is now

rapidly nearing completion. Almost all the.
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aoasea have been built by speculators, who
orefer aelling to letting. The small houses, parti-

imlarly if they have gardens or bleaching-greens
attached, meet with ready purchasers. It is

:sxpected that the building trade will continue
brisk for some time to come. Large lota of
ifTOund have been feued at Hermitage, Eaater-
(oad, Lochend-road, Leith-walk, North Leith,
^donnington, &c., and a more extensive house
i^peculation will be soon commenced at Wardie.

STAINED GLASS.
5 IS'iniiy Chwcli, Tew'kesbv.ry,—Mrs. Laing, of
{he Mythe, has just had an obituary window
arlaced in this church to the memory of a youtb-
lal son who died many years ago. It depicts
(he incident of Christ blessing little children,
icnd forma an ornament to the chancel, which
.aas lately been improved. It is the work of
elessrs. Heaton & Co., of London. In addition

this, Mrs. Laing is also causing the other
uindows of the church, seven in number, which
rere of the usual common glass, to be refilled
t.ith thick tinted glass, with coloured borders.

Opening of the Ifew Smitbfield at
Hanley.—The new cattle market at Hanley,
provided by the town council, at a coat of about
3,0001., has been opened, lb contains an area
of 8,000 square yards. The principal frontage,
in Bethesda-street, will be about 100 yards
length. The accommodation to be provided, in

the first instance, will be for 220 head of cattle,

1,620 sheep, and 100 pigs. The pens are formed
of iron pillars with sockets, in which rails of
wood are inserted. There will also be a “ cham-
pering” ground for horses, 10 yards in width,
along the west boundary wall. Some 2,000
square yards of land will remain within the
inclosed area of the market, even after pens to

the above extent have been all fixed, on which
additional pens will be erected as they are re-

quired
5
but that place is levelled and sewered,

and the foundations for the necessary pavement
and pens are laid. When the whole area is thus
covered, there will 'be ample accommodation for

380 cattle, and 3,600 sheep and pigs. The
market will be sarrounded on three sides by a
boundary wall, and a toll-collector’s office, a
refreshment-room, and a settling-room will be
provided. The new Smithfield has been designed
and laid out by Mr. T. Hewson, the borough
surveyor. This market is now the only institu-

tion of the kind for the supply of the North
Staffordshire district.

Tbe Valuation of Property (Metropolis)
Bill.—A report has been presented to the Metro.

P:t!5tcIIanc!T.

r The Royal Society.—On the 21th ultimoj
inen. Sabine, the president of the Royal Society,
;weived the fellows of that body and numerous ' poTitan B(iard‘orWo7k7 b^thrir" plrliamruTa^y
jiisi ore belonging to the different learned insti- ' committee, stating the result of their interview
(Ktious of the United Kingdom, at the apart- with Mr. Goschen on the subject of the bill of
{tents of the society ID Burlington House,

|

the Poor-law Board, to provide for uniformity in
jjccca 1 y. he reception-rooma belonging to

, the aeaessment of rateable property in the metro-
. e Lmnaean Library, the Lmnioan meeting- pob,. The report stated that the committee
.mm, the saloon, the counoil-room, and other ' had pointed out that the assessment committees
finnecting apartments wero^ thrown open, and

I shonld bo appointed by the vestries, not by the
lYWinyentions connected with science, besides guardian boards

;
thatithe appellate jurisdiction

jnmy attractive works of art, were displayed, should be vested as at the nreaont. in the mnois.
the receptioD-room were displayed some draw-

r^ajs of Leonardo da Vinci, Luini, and some
kiknowD Italian masters.

DOestruction of All Saints' Church, Sur-
r.y.square, by Fire-—On Tuesday morning
ijd Saiuts’ Church, situated in Surrey-square,

I 1 Kent-road, was discovered to be ou lire.

|e,e ediCoe was erecsted about four years since,
"•awas of modern construction, with no tower,

tlp
eple, or galleries

; the organ being erected in
k<eco38 of the northern aisle, next to the com-
timion. At first an impression prevailed in the
tritrict that the church must have been wilfully
tfi fire to

;
but, from careful inquiry, there

bims to be no foundation for such conclusion,
tsvas evident the fire originated in the vicinity
Ihohe organ, for it was in that part the flames
le:e first observed. In about an hour the
l^rch was completely consumed, only the walls
•IbI stone pillars in the aisle standing. It was
llrared in the Royal Insurance Fire-office, but
i'ty to one-half of the expense of its erection.

;(h7he Sheffield Architectural Society.
I ro members of this society visited Worksop on
jtdaday, this being the opening excursion for the
Jiaon. The party first directed their attention
bthe new church now in course of erection,
hob bears the stamp of most modern churches,
^ig arranged to accommodate a largo number
epeople at a smtll cost. The tower only,
lich is partly built, is an exception. Pro’
inling thence to the Gate-house, the members
Ibiimbled in the old school-room, when the
1 iiident read a paper on the history of the
[f-b-houae and Abbey Church. A cordial vote
uahanks was proposed by the Rev. Mr. Lamb,
ilseseconded by Mr. Arnold Ward. After the

the Abbey Church was examined with
h interest. The Lion Hotel was the ultimate

;ej(e.

[jidie Drainage of Brighton into the Sea.
jhcher long debate on this question has taken

> in the town council. Mr. Alderman
)y moved :

—

|What a special committee, consisting of ten membcrB,

J

H'ipointed to inquire into the present aystom of'drain-
I) to the «ea in Iront of the town, and as to the practica-
6f_of diverting the drainage therefrom. That the
I’dttee be also authorized to inquire, by personal
mgacion, if neceessary, into any systems adopted in
)l< places for the utilization of sewage. That the com-
li have power to cull in professional assistance
H^tlieir investigations to aid them in making their

liiuamb moved as an amendment, “That the
jintntment of the committee is inexpedient.”
»;0Bouncil divided, with the following result;

1: Mr. Lamb’s amendment, 26 j
agaiost the

'inflment, IL

should be vested as at the present, in the magis-
trates in Quarter Sessions, not by committees
appointed by the Poor-law Board

;
that appeals

as between parishes shonld be decided by a court
composed of the representatives of each Quarter
Sessions who had jurisdiction over the metropo-
litan area ; and, lastly, that the operation of the
bill should be limited to local taxation. It was
admitted by Mr. Goschen, that with regard to
the first objection, there was a good deal offeree
in it, and the proposal shonld be reconsidered.
As to a Valuation Board, since it appeared that
the vestries were opposed to it, the clause would
probably be omitted. The suggestion as to the
appellate jurisdiction Mr. Goschen was disposed
“ favourably to consider,” and the plan proposed
with regard to appeals as between parishes might
be carried out. With reference to the last point
urged, Mr. Goschen held out little hope of its

being adopted. The report was unanimously
adopted.

The Quarry Catastrophe in Cornwall.

—

It is now ascertained that no less than sixteen
persons have lost their lives through the shocking
accident which occurred on Wednesday before last

at the Delabole Slate Quarries, These persons
include thirteen men, two boys, and one woman.
One man is reported to be dying through the
effects of the injuries which he received. Four
bodies have not as yet been recovered. It is

estimated that the quantity of rook which fell

the whole distance of 250 ft. amounted to no less
than 150 tons. An inquest ou the bodies was
opened on Friday, the 23rd, before the county
coroner, but after taking some formal evidence
the inquiry was adjourned until Monday next.
As might be imagined, the catastrophe has
created great excitement throughout the district,

and although 400 hands are employed in the
quarry no work has been done since the accident

The Public Buildings of the City.
Pursuant to an order of the Court of Common
Council the City architect has presented an
estimate, as far as practicable, of the probable
amount of repairs that may be absolutely requi-
site for the ensuing half-year for the public
buildings of the City. The amount is 7,GdOI

, as
follows ;

— Mansion House, 1,0001. ; Guildhall
offices and courts, 500i. ; markets, 200Z.

5 police-
stations, 150Z.

j
Coal Exchange, 50i. 5 schools

and almshouse, 3501. ; Corporation buildings,
lOOZ

;
prisons, 200Z. 5 bridges, 5.000Z.

j
and other

public buildings, lOOZ .—City Press.

Mr. James Fennothorne.—We hear with
some surprise that Mr. I’ennethorne’s conne-xion
with her Majesty’s Office of Works has been
terminated.

Sent Archaeological Society. — The
conncil of this society held their Spring meet*
ing on the 16th ult., at Chilllngton House,
under the presidency of Earl Amherst. The
meeting was held for the first time in
the society’s new apartments. It was re-
solved that the general meeting of the society
should be held this summer at Mailing, which is

the centre of a neighbourhood rich in archi-
tecture and antiquities, including Mailing Abbey.
Fifteen new members were elected, among whom
were the Archbishop of Canterbury. The seventh
volume of the Transactions of the society has
just issued from the press, and contains Professor
Willis’s work on the Monastic Buildings of Can-
terbnry Cathedral.

Straw Houses.—An English inventor has
built some houses on a novel principle at New
Hampton. The honses, says the Scientific
American, are of a cheap order, designed for

labourers. He compresses straw into slabs, soaks
them in a solution of flint, to render them fire-

proof, coats the two sides with a kind of cement
or concrete

; and of these slabs the cottages are
built. By ingenious contrivances, the quantity
of joiners’ work is much reduced, and the
chimney is so constructed as to secure warmth
with the smallest consumption of fuel, and at
the same time to heat a drying-oloset. The cost
of a single cottage of this description, combining
“all the requirements of health, decency, and
comfort,” is 85Z.

Tbe Dore Gallery, Hew Bond Street.

—

In addition to various other new works by M.
Gustave Dore, now in this gallery, there is a
picture of the composer Rossini after death, from
sketches made at the time. Though a painful
work, it is deeply interesting, and least painful
to those who kuew the great master and his

custom of closing his eyes even at the head of
his own table, and when contributing to the
liveliest conversation. Many difficulties are
overcome in this painting,—the prevalence of
white, for example,—and the result is a startling

portrait, broad, truthful, and interesting to all

Europe.

Tlie Reredos In St. Edward's Church)
Cambridge.—In a letter from King’s College,
signed W. R. Churton, in the local CZtrouicZe, are
the following remarks on this subject :

—

“ As one of the memhers of the University who took a
leading part in the erection of the east window and reredos
in St. Edward's Church as a testimonial to the labours of
the present Dean of Ely during his incumbency of that
parish, I request permission to protest against the manner
in which this reredos has been defaced and stripped of its
coloured decoration since the beginning of the present
year. The design was furnished by the late Mr. L’Estrauge,
and executed at some considerable cost by Messrs. Morris
& Co., of Queen’s-square, London. It was worked on
good clunch, that shows no sign of decay; and if its failing
were the reason of taking it off, it would have been quite
time enough to have done that when they were prepared
to put on something else.”

Rejection and Dejection.—Bitter lamenta-
tions already reach us from various quarters,
branchiug from Burlington House, We hear of
established artists whose works have been wholly
rejected, their art not meeting the views of the
hangers. Surely, however, this is scarcely the
right thing ? If an artist has attained a certain
position, and is pursuing creditably his profes-
sion, it seems hardly fair to cut him short for
the year, because one of the hangers says this is

not the sort of art that ought to be encouraged.
However, we speak at present with great re-
serve, and hope the statements made to ua may
have been overdrawn.

A Concrete Pavement, which is called the
“ Patent Adamantean Concrete Pavement,” is

being laid in Great Carter-lane, near St, Paul’s
Cathedral, for the corporation of the City of
Loudon. The patentee claims for it that the
mud, dust, noise, and wear of vehicles, are re-

duced to the minimum ; that the heat or cold
of this country will not affect the material j

that it is non-absorbent, so that there will be no
tendency for water or other impurities to enter
from above, and the pavement can be washed
down as easily as the deck of a ship. Time will

show.

Xilandaff.—The last stone of the new spire
erected at Llandaff Cathedral has been fixed by
the Bishop of the diocese. The spire is 180 ft.

high. The last stone was hauled up by a winch,
which the right rev. prelate turned “ in a work-
manlike manner.” After having set the stone,
his lordship made an address, in which he gave
a lucid history of the restoration of the cathedral
from its commencement.
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Self-acting Pbotographlc Apparatus.

—

An invention new to English operators is

described in the last number of the “ Illustrated

Photographer.” It is called the “ Ophthalmos,”

and is in reality a camera provided with

mechanical contrivances for automatically un-

covering and covering the lens, and exposing

the plate. It is sent up attached to a small

balloon without an operator, and at any required

height takes a picture of the surface of the earth

beneath it with all the bearings of the compass
accurately marked. It has often occurred to the

writer of this that a time might come when a

system of self-recording photography (micro-

Bcopio perhaps) might “take note” of the

progress of events, such as a battle, or of a

spectacle of any kind, such as an eclipse, in a

series of successive photographs at brief inter-

vals, showing its whole progress from beginning

to end
}
or the whole series of events in a bank-

ing house, with portraits of every one who
entered, and of all their movements,—or in a

ceremonial such as a coronation, a marriage, &c.

Bub when this idea shall have been realized, we
suppose we must not dare to say that we sag-

gested it. The same satyric grin which now
meets the suggestion, would then meet our claim

to it !

TENDERS.
For alterations at_Colonel Morrison's House, Cleygat®,

Esher. Mr. J. H. Rowley, architect

Brass £660 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan 646 0 0
Cullinghani 625 10 0
Sharpington & Cole 597 10 0
Killby 622 0 0
Shepherd 620 0 0
Snowden 495 0 0

Cook 470 0 0

For the erection of the Martyrs’ Memorial Church, St.

Johu’a-street, Clerkenwell, Mr. E. B. Lamb, architect

Howard £9,952 0 0
Browne & Robioson 8,729 0 0
Cooper & Cullum 8,168 0 0
Myers & Son 8.060 0 0
Jackson & Shaw 7,926 0 0
Carter & Son 7,850 0 0
Wright 7,735 0 0
HiU & Son .. 7,460 0 0

For the erection of a brewery at Maidenhead, for Mr.
J, Fuller. Mr. C. Cooper, architect :

—

Woodbridge £2,395 0 0

Price 2,299 0 0
Bilver & Son (accepted) 2,287 0 0

For six almshousee for the widows of clergymen, Canter-
bury. Mr. John Green Ilall, architect:

—

Gaskin & Qodden (accepted) ... £2,160 0 0

The Shaw Memorial, Castlewellan.

—

At a meeting of the tenantry of the Earl Annes-

ley’s estates, which was convened for the pur-

pose of taking the necessary steps to erect a

memorial drinking-fountain in memory of the

late Mr. George Shaw, J.P., who was for many
years agent, a committee was formed to obtain

plana, &c., in competition, and a premium was
offered for the best design. Nine designs were

sent in, and of these the committee have adopted

the one prepared by Mr. Chappell, architect,

Newtownarde, and awarded him the prize. The
memorial is to be executed in the Castlewellan

granite.

Tewkesbury.—The waterworks have been

began. The contractors are—for engines, Bout-

ledge & Ommaney, Salford ;
for service reser-

voir, Butt & Co., Kingabolm Foundry, Glouces-

ter j
for cast-iron pipes, T. Spittle, Newport;

and for buildings, water-tower, and general

works, T. Dixon, Worcester. It is intended to

begin supplying the borough by Christmas.

For additions to Barton Mill, Canterbury {oxclcsire of

boilers, engine, Sc.). Mr. John Green Mall, architect

:

SoUitt (accepted) £997 0 0

For second portion of St. Paul’s Schools, Stratford,

Mr. Henry Ongh, architect :
—

Rivett (accepted) £1,360 0 0

3tFor residence at Strutford-green, for Mr. E. Hilleary.

Mr. Horace A. Alexander, architect. Quantities not sup-

plied :

—

Pavitt £1,495 0 0
Waterer 1,476 0 0

Kirett (accepted) 1,471 0 0

Value of Property in Regent-street.

—

The old-established premises known as New-
mau’s-yard, covering about a quarter of an acre,

and held on Crown leases for fifty-four years

unexpired at about 2001. per annum, have been

sold by auction by Messrs. E. & H. Lumley,

after a brisk competition, at the sum of 1-1,2001.

For new workhouse at Penkridge. Mr. E. Holmes,
architect

Holt £9,269 0 0
Debuey 8,290 0 0

Cobb 8,200 0 0
Yates 7,790 0 0
Gough 7,684 0 0

Bell & Son 7,645 0 0
Ratchff. 7,625 0 0
Hunter & Bennett 7,680 0 0

Wilkes 7,636 0 0
Horseman 7,485 0 0
Loralt 7,400 0 0
Thompson 7,260 0 0
Hilton 7,250 0 0
Matthews 7,232 0 0
Bennett 7,12G 0 0
Lilley 7,012 0 0

Coply 0,983 0 0
Nelson 0,980 0 0
Horsley, Brothers 6,975 0 0
Gilbert 6,910 0 0
Trow & Sons 6,900 0 0
Parnell k Sons 6,810 0 0

For now church at Colehill, near Carlisle, for the Rev.
John Howard. Messrs. E. Habershon & Brock, archi-

tects 1

—

Lawson £1,294 0 0

Ormiston 1,286 0 0

Blacl 1,262 0 0

Armstrong 1,229 0 0

Court (accepted) 1,122 0 0

For new conservatory, stabling, &c. to house at Leather-
head, for Mr. Henry Brooks, Messrs. Habershon &
Brock, architects :

—

Hamblin £689 0 0

Batchelsr 649 3 0

For rebuilding the Harrow Gazette Office, Harrow-0
tbe-Hill. Messrs. Habershon & Brock, architects

Avery.... £374 0 0

Salter 337 0 0

Eindell . , 300 0 0

For house and stables, Broom-road, Teddiogton, for

Mr. Geo, Browne. Quantities supplied, Mr. H. 8, Leggy
architect :

—

Downs
Stimpson
Webb & Sons
Scrivener k White
Browne & Robinson
Gibson, Brothers
Todd k Sanders (accepted)

.. £2,660 0 0

.. 2,694 0 0

.. 2,636 0 0

.. 2,494 0 0

.. 2,443 0 0

.. 2,397 0 0

For rebuildiog the Red Lion Tavern, Tottenham.
Quantities supplied by Messrs. Beddall & Cumber. Mr.
Thoe, E. Mundy, architect

Wicks, Bangs, & Co £2,997 0 0
Preedy S Son 2,950 0 0
Forrest 2,931 0 0

Eaton k Chapman 2,884 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan 2,679 0 0
Maeers 2,640 0 0

Linzell 2,597 0 0

For erecting two warehouses. Red Cross-square, E.C,,

for Mr. G. H. Smith. Mr. Wimble, architect

Hill* Son £3,821 0 0

Scrivener k White 3,665 0 0

Howard 3,617 0 0

Myers & Sons 3,545 0 0

Killby ... 3,336 0 0

Colls & Son 3,315 0 0

Ramsey 3,267 0 0
Newman & Mann 3,180 0 0

Anecomb 3,180 0 0

Morter 3,107 0 0 ,

Hart .. 3,140 0 0

Specifying ” in Criminal Proceedings.
At the Birmingham sessions, the other day, two

thieves escaped punishment because the recorder

ruled that articles described in the indictment as

“ deal boards fixed to a building ” should have

been described as “ woodwork belonging to a

building.”

Prizes for Srawing.—The Court of the

Worshipful Company of Coacbmakers have re-

solved to place one silver and one bronze medal

of the Company at the disposal of the Council of

the Society of Arts, to be presented to the

candidates (actually engaged in the trade of

coach-building) who shall pass the beat examina-

tion in “ Free-hand Drawing” and “ Practical

Mechanics.”

For additions aud alterations to Belmont House, East
Barnet, Herts, for Mr. Chas. A. Hanbury. Mr. A. R.
Barker, architect. Quantities supphed by Mr. F. W.
Hunt :

—

Messrs. Adamson £2,686 0 0
W'ells 2,076 0 0

Dove, Brothers 2,670 0 0
Hill & Sons 1,945 0 0

For building villa residence, for Mr. W. Price, at Pen-
hill, near Carditt'. Mr. J. Hartland, architect. Quantities

supplied
Stride £2,376 0 0
Jones 2,373 0 0

Webb 2,360 0 0

Price 2,295 0 0

Jones, Brothers 2,290 0 0
Smith k Pring 2,206 0 0
Shopton 2,260 0 0
Seager (accepted) 2,200 0 0
Franklin 2,200 0 0

Aluminium a Bell-metal. — A Belgian

manufacturer has just had a bell cast of alu-

minium, and, we are informed, with very good

results. It is, of course, extremely light, so

that though large, it can be easily tolled. Its

tone is said to be loud, aud of excellent pitch.

—

Scientific Opinion,

Ztondon Over the Water.—It was stated

by a member of the Lambeth vestry, on Thurs-

day, the 22adult., that the sanitary condition of

one portion of the parish in the neighbourhood

of the vestry-hall was so bad that a brewer’s

drayman had refused to deliver beer there

because he would not face the stench.

A Wonderful Feat in High Art for l>owe.

(Subject for a Grand Cartoon in the Salle des

Pas Perdus of the New Law Courts)—As a

pendant to Samson carrying oft’ the Gates of

Gaza—Bob Lowe with Inigo Jones’s front upon

his back !

—

Punch.

For alterations and additions to the Old Globe, Mile,

end-road. Messrs. Hammack k Lambert, architecta i

Perry ..
£1,095 0 0 .

Hedgea 1,061 0 0 J

Wicks, Bangs, k Co 1,026 0 0

Ennor S8S 0 0

For the erection of house at Peekham-grove.

Coe, architect. Quantities supplied

Mooter (accepted) £746 0 0

Mr.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. W.— G. J3.—S. W,—J M.—C. H. F.—W. T. V.—R. W.—B. R.—

a. H. E.-R. E.-U. H.-W.-J, a. U.-A BiicU»yer.-S. 8.-E. McJ>.

_w. G.— O’C. A Bon.—L. A Co.-Q.—B. D.—U. A. G.— J. R.—Mr. B.—

F. W. H.—W. W.—W. 3.— J. M.—U. T. E.—T. S.— B. E. N.—A. W.—
W. K.—A.L.-C. E. S. S. t

We ate compelled to decline poln'-lag oat boolu and giving

addreeeee.

All etatements of facta, lleta of Tenders, Ac., mast be Rccompaniod

by the name and address of the sender, not uecesaarily foi

publication.
"

UoTi.—The lesponslblUty of signed articles, and papers read at

public meetings, teste, of coatee, with the authors.

For Mr. Perry’s bouse. Duke-street, Brighton,

Tbos. Simpsou, architect. Quantities supplied
Lockyer £1,265 0 0
Lynn A Sons 1,235 0 0
Patching & Son 1,230 0 0
Sawyer 1,183 0 0
Chessman & Co 1,140 0 0
Nash S Co 3,139 0 0
Nightingale 1,111 0 0
Deau A Dickersoa 1,045 0 0

Mr.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with

STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufacture of Church, Turret;,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description;

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders^

Committees, &o. can be promptly supplied with

estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church

and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Makes

to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales*

Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 ano

60, Lndgate-hill }
Showrooms, 25, Old Bor"*^

street, London.

For St. Angudiin’s Church, Highbury. Measrs. Haber-
aboa k Brock, arehitecls. Quauiitiea supplied

Arcbitectural Exhibition Society.—The
opening cojwersasione will be held in the Conduit-

street Galleries, on Tuesday, the 4th inst.

n & Mai
Scrivener & White ....

bbarpiugtoD k Cole .

Carter k Son
Gammon & Son
Nightingale
Enuor
Wilkins k Son
Browne A Robinson
Rudkin .

Tarrant
Temple & Forster
Lotigmire & Bnrge ...

Perry k Co

.. £6,757

.. 6,675 0 0
6,660 0 0

,. 6,597 0 0
.. 6,493 0 0
.. 6,434 0 0
.. 6,394 0 0
.. 0,392 0 0
.. 6,289 0 0
.. 6,267 0 0
.. 6,191 0 0

6,105 0 0
6,937 0 0
6,923 0 0

0 ^

For enlargement of the chancel of the parish church,

3t. Leonard’s-on-Sea, for the Rev. 8. Hadden Parkes.
Messrs. E. Habershon A Brock, architects-.

—

Rodda £516 0 0

Hugkes 602 0 0

Now ready. Saper-royal Quarto, prico 2s. 6 1. PART ONE of 3
UE EUKAL CHUECHKS; thfl

Bistorles, Avcbltecture, and AuliqaltiM. Tf
By SIDNEY CORNER. |

With C'-louied Illaattationa from Paiutiugs by lbs Editor. • '

TbU luarnidcent work will comprise IllusCiaiioua of some of tboie

of the CiiUiObiB of oar country that are mo-t intctestlng either flMB
tbelc usociaClons, or from the picturesque beauiy of their sltuatiootc

each lllostratlou beta? accompanied Dy a full descriptive acconl^g
the History. Architecture, and Antiquities of the Gbarch, togdOn
with infotmalluu on subject* of Interest la its nsigbbouchood.!

_ _ .J
The Book will be issued in Monthly Parts, e»cb put

Three fulUiztd Coloured Pistes, execultd with ths

style otait.
QROOMBRIDGE A SONS. 5, Patemoster-i

stcare la the

r HORTICDLTOJ1CRANSTON’S PATENT GLASS BUILDING
Plans aud Estimates free.

Just pabllsbed, free fur 30 euuips, 3rd Edition.

DESOEIPTIVB book, splendidly UloS-

Hated from existing Buildiug*.

By the Author and Patentee, JAMES CRANSTON, Aichitect,

1, Temple-row West, Blrmlogham.
H. J. QR.'WTaGE, Manager.

In 8vo. with Coloured Diagrams, price 3i. OJ.

CiOUN-D and COLOUR, their Eelations,

Analogies, and Haimoniw. ^
JOnS DENIS MAt'DUNALD, M.D. f.RB. Staff-Surgeon, B-N-

Louduu : LONGMANS A CO. Gospoit : GKOVea.
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The Exhibition of

Architectural Works

at the Boyal Academy.

BEAT additioDal in-

terest belonga thisyear I

to the Annual Exhibi-

1

tion of Works of Art
|

by the Royal Academy,
|

on account of its

change of site. The
|

sense of freshness,

.

order,light,andbreath-
j

ing space experienced I

on entering the new I

galleries next Barling-
j

ton House, contrasted
[

with recollections of a

crowded day at Trafal-

;

gar Square, creates an
j

immediate impression
j

in favour of the new
structure. The gal-

[

leries, as our readers

are aware, are in the

rear of this fine old

mansion, and are ap-

proached by a long

temporary covered
way from Piccadilly,

through the hall of the old house. Mr. Sydney
Smirke’s work is thus agreeably linked to the

associations belonging to Lord Burlington.

The new galleries, of which we have already

published the plan,* are in the form of a
parallelogram, in which are three suites, ranged

side by side,—two of five galleries each on the

outer sides, and one of four in the centre, in

which latter we find a central octagonal hall with

ten salles thus arranged round it : a vestibule,

a sculpture gallery, and a lecture-hall, forming

three arms of the cross shape of the central

Buites, making fourteen galleries in all. Thus
the new vestibule gives access to the octagonal
hall devoted to sculpture, beyond which, and in

aline with it, is the principal sculpture-room}
and opening out of the hall, vestibule and sculp-

tnre-room to the right and left, are the picture

galleries. The octagon also gives acooss to the
lecture-hall, in which are hung the architectural

drawings, engravings, miniatures, and a col-

lection of character sketches made in Egypt by
Mr. Goodall.

We must say a few additional words of the

decorations. There are niches in the architrave
|

of the octagon, in each of which is a bust of a
|

painter; and on the bold cornice is written in
1

mosaic letters, one line on each side of the eight
sides, from one of Spenser’s hymns :

—

“ The Hearts of men which
Fondly here admire

Fair-seeming shows, may
Lift themselveB up higher.

And learn to love, with
Zealous humble duty,

The Eternal Fountain of
That Heavenly Beauty.”

The walls generally are covered with a reddish
chocolate paper, with leafy ornament of a similar

tone, and are finished with a dado of walnut,
with an ebony cornice. The ceilings are coved,
and both coviogs and spandrels glisten with
gold, relieved by bufi' and chocolate and green
lines. The architrave and pilasters of the semi-

circular archways leading from the centre hall,

• See pp. 105, 106, ante.

as well as those of the moat northern suite of

galleries, are of coloured marbles, while the

openings of communication between each of the

rest of the surrounding suites are square-headed,

and the architraves, pilasters, and reveals are

of walnut. The largest room, or Sala Regia, in

which the best pictures by the academicians and
associates are hang, has a noble ceiling of the

shape Italians call a “ schifo," lighted by central

skylights by day, and star burners suspended by
gilt rods by night, the whole being richly orna-

mented, and then gilt upon a buff ground,

relieved by lines of neutral colours. The floors

are of polished marqueterie. The galleries are

furnished with comfortable sofas, adding to the

ease with which this year’s display of art works
can be examined.

The display in the architectural department
is certainly nnexpectedly small, and, as hitherto

in the vacated halls in Trafalgar-square, archi-

tecture has nob a department to itself, nor is it

so worthily represented as it should be. We
learn that part of the architectural drawings

were hung in one of the galleries, planned by
Mr. Smirke especially for them, bub they were
subsequently taken down to make room for the

works of painters, and were then lessened in

number, and, as they now are, suspended in two
divisions on the walla of the lecture-room

instead. And here, so few of the architectural

designs being accepted, the rest of the room is, I

as we have said, devoted to the exhibition of

miniatures, engravings, and Mr. Goodall’s studies.

That this lecture-room could never have been
intended by Mr. Smirke, moreover, for the exhi-

bition of pictures or drawings of any kind is

evident from the fact that a large portion of the

works have to be examined sideways from the

stepped platform of the gallery, stage by stage,

an arrangement so excessively awkward, that

narrow escapes from serions fall were taking

place the whole time of our visit by the viewers

of the drawings, who, absorbed in the examina-

tion of the works, forgot they were standing on
a series of stepped ledges, instead of on a flat

floor, and, moving back, slipped over the steps,

and scrambled against falling.

There are fifty-eight frames of arcbitectnral

drawings. Ten of these are devoted to archreo-

logical subjects, and three to continental sketches,

leaving bub forty-five frames to illustrate the

art and progress of architecture of this great

country during the past year, and what may
not have been shown of it in previous years.

Thirteen of the subjects are churches or ecclesi.

astical work, ten drawings are devoted to town-

halls, four to country residences, two to public

schools, three to colleges, one to a university, one

to a lodge, one to a villa, one to stained glass,

one to a monument, one to a ceiling, one to a

sailors’ home, one rectory, one wall decoration,

one only to the Law Courts, one to Temple Bar,

and three to Burlington House and the new
buildings, those which are now in progress for

the accommodation of the Royal, Linnean, and
Chemical Societies. The names of the exhibitors

include scarcely one provincial or colonial prac-

titioner.

Probably the most important new edifice illus-

trated in a large fine drawing is the ” New
Building in course of erection for the University

of Glasgow, Gilmore-hill, Glasgow” (977), for it

affords a fine opportunity of marking the archi-

tectural age and in giving distinctive character

to a large building in a part of Great Britain

that has a national style peculiarly its own.

Mr. G. G. Scott has endeavoured to graft on

to his own Edwardian Domestic Gothic style

that of the late ancient Scottish Baronial, and

we cannot help thinking he fairly fails in the

attempt. The form of the building is quad-

rangular, with towers at the comers, raised

a story above the rest of the building, sur-

mounted by high-pitched roofs with “ corbie-

stepped” gables and conical capped round

turrets at the angles
; imitations of four Border

Pele-towers, in fact, so pierced in their basement
with windows as to show the want of solidity,

that the style requires to give it due effect. The
central tower, with spire, is a fine feature, in

which there is little attempt to Scotch baronial-

ism, but in the four angular towers, and in the
treatment of the oriels under corbie-stepped

gables, and wherever Mr. Scott has attempted
(always tentatively), to Scotticise in his de-

sign; the massive fierce feudal characteristics

of the native style have not been grasped, and
the ense7nlle is not dignified. An isolated

building, near to the main fabric, which in the

absence of a plan we take to be a kitohen, is

almost an exact reproduction of the Abbot’s

Kitchen at Glastonbury. Turning from what is

intended to be a sublime design to one that is

ridiculous, we see in Mr. E. Turner’s “Design
for the Improvement of Temple Bar" (96G), the

latest idea for the disposal of this relic of the

City boundaries. Mr. Turner proposes to take

down Tomple Bar, build a flat four-centered arch

across the whole width of the Strand on the

same spot, and re-erect the bar, stone for stone,

above it ! with a gallery on the east side for

foot-passengers, and one on the west for commu-
nication between the Law Courts and Temple.
Thus the bar, in its new position, would bo
merely a ponderous, useless adjunct, utterly

obstructing the view of Fleet-street, and the

churches now freely seen.

At (973), wo find an “Original Sketch fora
Monument to a Friend,” by Sir M. D. Wyatt,

In a lofty arched recess a female figure reposes

upon a sarcophagus, with head raised on pillows,

and hands uplifted. From a lofty candelabrum,

in the centre of each side, spring festoons, which

are held by kneeling angels at the head, and
standing cherubs at the feet, the latter bearing

a cross between them, and an altar, with sur-

mounting cross, is between the former. The
panelled and raised pictorial and sculptured

ornamentations are most elaborate, and as rich

as, and in the style of, the Raffaelle Loggia iu

the Vatican. It certainly will be a grand era

for architectural art, when such a monument as

is here depicted can be erected to “ a friend.”

We take the cost of the execution of such in

marble to be, say only 30,000i. 1 nearly equal to

the cost of that which we hear Mr. Stevens is at

last completing, and will erect in the latter part

of this year in St. Paul’s Cathedral, as the

national monument in memory of the Duke of

Wellington, and a drawing or model of which

we ought to have seen here.

Mr. G. E. Street, in two characteristic pen-

and-ink drawings placed side by side (988,989),

shows two different treatments of church towers

and spires,—that for the former, St. Peter’s

Church, Bournemouth, being a good adaptation

of a Northamptonshire steeple, with the spire

terminating behind parapets, and pinnacles rising

at the corners out of them; and that for the

latter, “ in course of erection in Toddington

Park for the Lord Sudeley,” is one with a

broach spire of pure Lincolnshire steeple type.

There is an absence of that oontinentalism and

mannerism in both these examples which are

found in some of Mr. Street’s designs. The

belfry stages,—always fine features,—are treated

differently; in the broach-spire design the two

lights are under one arch ;
in the parapeted-

spire subject the belfry lights are under two

arches. In the latter the appearance of the

tower is much weakened by piercing the first

story with very large windows. The fact of the

long-talked removal of the Charterhouse Schools

is established, on inspection of Mr. P. C. Hard-
wick’s large drawing of the “ South-west View of

the New Charterhouse Schools, Godaiming,

Surrey” (983). In this we observe several

good and some indifferent features. The tower

of entrance has a leaden spire rising from behind

parapets. The church, close by and partly de.
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tached, with nave, aisles, and transepts, has a

stone, square spire. Towers at each of the ends

of the long wings of the building have square

spires, with red-tile coverings. In the absence

of a plan the general aiTangements cannot well

be traced ;
but we see the great ball is not

made sufficiently distinctive. There is a free use

of bow-windows, oriels, gabled dormers, octagon

chimney-shafts, and a general ruddy, thoroughly

old-English tone about the buildings, whioh are

designed in the style of the domestic architecture

of the Late Decorated period. What will become

of the fittings of the hall of the existing Charter-

house Schools? By Leech’s bequest the boys

compete every year for a drawing prize by
making an interior view of the quaint old place.

We hope the old hall will be incorporated in the

new building.

Mr. Sydney Smirko shows us an interesting

drawing—" The intended Design for the Future
Adaptation of Burlington House to the Purposes

of the Royal Academy, as approved by her

Majesty” (1141). It is an elevation of the

entrance front, as proposed to bo altered
;

is in

pencil, shaded witb Indian ink j
bears hie signa-

ture and date, April, 18C7 ; and is signed by the

Queen as “ App**,, Victoria R.” It is proposed,

wo see, to raise a blind story of niches aud
statues upon the present facade, facing towards

Piccadilly. In Mr. Sniirke’s drawing the propor-

tions of this addition are fairly in keeping with

the architecture beneath it. But turn we now to

Messrs. Banks & Barry’s drawing (9G8), show-

ing the same subject, in connexion with tbeir own
design, in “ The View of Proposed Quadrangle as

seen through Entrance Archway in New Front to

Piccadilly,” and wo see how completely the pro-

portions of a building can be spoiled by wrong
perspective. Mr. Smirke’s altered front is seen

in the distance, and the height of the new story

is so great that it appears to completely over-

whelm the fabric on which it is proposed to bo

built. There is, too, a discrepancy between Mr. ^

Smirke’s and Messrs. Banks & Barry’s drawing

of the same building; the former shows a round
,

arch arcaded portico at the base of the build-

1

ing; and in the latter it is square-headed. Look I

at Messrs. Banks & Barry’s drawing, too, from
the opposite end of the gallery, and Burlington

House appears at least a quarter of a mile from
the archway in Piccadilly.

Mr. II. Conybeare makes a curious mistake in

describing his contribution as a ” Romanesque
DeStgn for Parish Church at Ryde : interior,

looking east” (969),— it is clearly Early Deco-

rated throughout. The seven-light window occu-

pying the whole of the width of the east end

baa an immense wheel within a wheel in the

tracery; the outer one has six qnatrefoils aud
six cinquefoils alternately, and the inner one
five cinquefoils. With the exception of the

misnomer of the title, and the poverty of size

and arrangement of the altar-table, and the

hardness and stifi’ness of the colouring, there

are some good points in the design. There
is certainly, however, a “Romanesque” design

(1013), for it is simply a jumble of the Towers
of Andernach on the Rhine, and the apses and
octagon lantern of the churches of St. Gereon
and the Apostles in Cologne; fortunately, we
should say, for the author, his name does not
appear in the catalogue. Among the many
styles of drawing by which architectural

buildings are represented here, some being
in pencil, some in pen and* ink, some in

sepia, others in all the colours of the rainbow,
the scratchy pen-and-ink bad imitation of Mr.
Street’s style by Mr. G. F. Jones is not to bo
commended. In bis chancel of Heworth Church,
York (1002), misnamed in the catalogue, the

drawing, especially the shading, is so sketchy

and scratchy that it materially spoils the effect

of the design ; the repose of the architectural

lines are sacrificed, and in the ease of the dark

lines in the panels of the roof, what is doubt-

less meant for decoration looks like iron cross-tie

rods quite out of place. This interior should

have been coloured, as it is evidently intended

to be treated with prlychromy, and, viceversd,

the exterior view of the same chapel (1014)
might have been iu pen-and-ink instead of being
treated as it is with a startling landscape, under
a highly coloured sunset. 'There is a consci-

entiously wrought set of designs for the Man-
Chester Town-hall, by Mr. J. 0. Scott (967, 978,

996, 1020, 1021),—one which has been illustrated

in our pages. Oddly enough, though this unac-
cepted design is so fully illustrated, the one
actually adopted and in course of execution,

by Mr. Waterhouse, is only shown by one
small external view, also published by us.

and a view of a well staircase (986, 999). A
polychromatic interior is shown in a minute

drawing by Mr. J. D. Wyatt, of the “ Interior

View of the New Chapel for St. John’s College,

Cambridge, to be consecrated May 12th, 1869,

—

G. G. Scott, R.A., architect” (1011). This work,

whioh is said to have cost 50,0001., deserves a

larger and bolder representation. The colouring is

mainly confined to the elaborate wooden groined

roof. A band of figures, on a gold ground in

niches, passes round the roof, halfway up its

sides, and round the 7-8ided apse at the same
level, the horizontal line being broken at the

centre of the apse by a vesica. The riba are

picked in in the manner of the famous groined

roof of S. Jacques, at Liege. In a new lodge to

public gardens at Boscombe, near Bournemouth,

about to be erected (963), and a new villa at the

same place (967), Mr. Edia favours a mixture of

Old English and Old German domestic archi-

tectural treatment, pencilled as well as designed

with much delicacy : hip-roofs he admires, gables

he ignores. In the case of the villa, the upper
story is marked by an ogee shingled covering to

the walls, and a string-course
;
the tallness of the

two lower stories is much aggravated by being

string-coursoless, and by the sudden fall of the

ground giving an exaggerated base. It has a

weird aspect.

The Law Courts and Thames Embankment
question will nob be much furthered by Mr. L. do

Ville’s “ sketch showing tho general appearance

of the Law Courts if erected on the Thames
Embankment site ” (971). He would make the

river frontage look like a vast ootton-mill. Upon
a row of 34 arches similar to thoao on which
Somerset House is built (also showing tho eleva-

tion), he places four stories (Somerset House
has three) of uniform rows of windows, 270 iu

total number, aud in the centre a ntark-straight

chimney-like tower rises stiffly up to a prodigious

height, nine stories above the main building,—15

stories high iu all. With red bricks, stone quoins,

purple slates, and with a modified French Re-

naisBauce chateau Henri Quatre treatment, Mr.

T. H. Wyatt plans a mansion now erecting at

Brockenhnrst, in the New Forest, for Mr. John
Morant (970). If the low wing on the left looked

less like servant offices brought too prominently

in view, or less like an addition made at a sub-

sequent period to the main building, this would

be as thoroughly compact a residence, worthy of

ihe name of an English country mansion, as one

would hope to see. We wish that Messrs.

Banks & Barry’s new fa9ade to Piccadilly of the

Burlington House new building (972) showed

less of a repetition of that of the Board of

Trade
;
twice repeated, we should say, for there

is to be a wing of it on each, aide of the central

gateway leading to the quadrangle. The extra

tower-like story raised on this central point

saves it from the monotony. In their St. Ste-

phen’s Church, South Dulwich, as completed

j

(974), the authors show they can tackle Gothic

j

as well as Classic work. There is a Kentish-
' raggy tone about the drawing. A tower and
' spire at the north-west corner, a clearstory to

I the nave with windows all gabled, a lean-to

* aisle with arcaded triplets, an apsidal chancel
' with kipped roof, and a gable to the latter end

of the apse only
;

bands of light brown and

purple slates, and a deep zig-zag ornamentation

of slate from tho terro-metallio ridge down-

wards, are the features, with a careful and hand-

some treatment. For a “ Sailors’ Home, Bombay,
about to be erected in the Calaba-road, Bombay,
from the designs of J. M. Anderson” (9S5) we
see no special provision for climate, or adaptation

to native wants. It is certainly verandabed in the

two stories, but looks very much like a railway

station. Mr. G. G. Scott is about to erect, as

we have before now said, a costly parish church

for St. Mary Abbot’s, Kensington (982), in the

Geometric period merging from the Lancet.

Mr. Scott confines himself to a reproduction of

ancient styles, and he has taken the details of

Salisbury Cathedral for the foundation of this

design. Among tho really practical drawings in

the exhibition, Sir M. D. Wyatt sends a detail

for a ceiling (980), and Mr. E. W. Godwin one

for walls (1012). The former is a large sketch

of delicate plaster-work in that Rococo style

often met with in mansions a century old, upon

buff, blue, mauve, and green grounds. The ceil,

ing is panelled and coved, the walls are green,

and, for the want of a little gold relief, the

general effect is pale even to sickliness. Iu the

latter the architect takes Mr. H. S. Marks, the

painter, into his confidence, and the two con-

jointly produce some quaint decoration for the

walls of Dromoro Castle, with a half Pompeian,

half Japanese treatment, upon Early Pointed
architecture. There is an unusual arrangement
in there being no distinction made between
either the architecture or decoration for the

drawing-room, ante-room, or dining-room. The
one Rectory-house exhibited is a most elaborate

and costly affair. It has a Flamboyant traceried

and crocketed tower and spire. The windows,
especially the bow, have tracery in the heads,

and cusped transoms. It is in red brick, with
stone quoins; situated at Wrexham, Berks; and is

altered from the designs of Mr. T. Bury (997). Mr.
C. Barry’s work shown as the “ Interior of New
Dulwich College ” (1018), is in reality the inte-

rior of the hall of the college. It is remarkable

for double-coved arrangement of roof; its wide
span ; for the griffins at the hammer-beam ends

j

and for a large window at tho end.

Mr. Waterhouse is constructing new buildings

for Gonville and Cains College, Cambridge, in a
curious and somewhat heavy Jacobitiah style

(975). The view shows two fronts ; one next a
narrow street of low old gabled houses, in which
he introduces square oriels to every student’s

room on the first floor: ho has an oriel at one

corner of the building one story high, aud at

the corresponding corner one three stories high.

There is a general appearance of heaviness

every way, his oriels and other projections are

not sufficiently well corbelled out to relieve

them from an appearance of giving way from

the weight.

In Mr. Crossland’s interior of “ St. Stephen’s

Church, Coploy” (1008), everything is massive,

appropriate, constructively real, and rightly

subdued.
Mr. Law’s competitive design for the “ New

Town-hall, Northampton ” (1015), and Mr.

Brydone’s for “Bolton Town-hall” (995), may
be dismissed briefly; they were evidently un-

suitable, and therefore not accepted.

Mr. Street’s rough pencil view of “ Proposed

New Examination Schools, at Cxford” (993), is

remarkable for a sombre arrangement of narrow
lancets to the upper hall, in six bays between
buttresses, placed upon a row of large arches

with tracery in them, beneath four of which are

cusped doorways ;
this, and his beautifully

coloured drawings of the “ Palazzo Celsi, and

Bridge of S. Bernardo, Venice” (1010), show
his continental predilections.

Turn we now to the subjects strictly archmo-

logical, exhibited by T. H. Watson, W. W. Deane

(979), R. Groom (981), W. Richardson (991), and

E. George, “ Interior of Cathedral, Soissons ”

(1000), all of whioh are more or less painstaking

and pictorial
;
and we close our reviow of the

scanty representation of the national progress

in architecture as portrayed in the new galleries

of the Royal Academy.

THE FUTURE OF BRICKWORK.

The recent impulse which has been given to

ceramic manufacture, as applicable to archi-

tectural purposes, bids fair to effect a notable

revolution in domestic building. Brick, the most

ancient artificial building material, has been

styled “ ignoble.” If we look at the rough stocks

with which many buildings now in course of

erection are supplied, the term is not undeserved.

As far as our personal knowledge and recollection

go, such bricks as we now see made use of in

many places that we could name, would have

been unsaleable a quarter of a century ago.

English brickwork, with some honourable ex-

ceptions, is not only ignoble, but daily becoming

more and more inartistic. Tho prevalence of the

stucco taste of the Regency, the sham classioality

which replaced the honest, plain, well-bonded

brickwork of the time of the earlier Georges,

and even of preceding reigns, has produced its

natural effect on tho briokmakers. Anything

will do to be smeared over with cement.

Quantity and cheapness, instead of excellence of

quality, have therefore been aimed at; and

although some few places still furnish a sightly,

well-squared, well-coloured brick, those advanced

works by which London is making its approach

to Windsor, supply abundant examples of

“ignoble” material.

There can be no doubt that our manufacture

of this article has retrograded. Fire-biick, in-

deed, is produced in our time of a better quality

than was considered necessaiy, or perhaps pos-

siblo, in days when iron was smelted with wood.

But tho many curious forms of moulded brick,

which are still to be seen in the chimneys

and other parts of some of our old country

mansions, are things of the past. They have
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gODO onb of date witli the cHimneys themgolves.
The demon of economy, or rather the demon of
cheap and Bqnalid discomfort, has equal dislike
to tall chimneys and to moulded bricks. Com-
pare the walls of some of our Metropolitan
railway viaducts with some of those to which
the elder inhabitants of London were accustomed
to look with satisfaction

!

As a protest and a counterpoise against the
extreme degradation of a style of building which,
when rightly carried out, is not devoid of its

own appropriate beauty, we regard with the
more satisfaction the introduction of moulded
terra cotta, and the application to numerous
architectural elements of the same skill, and the
same material, that have hitherto been almost
exclusively applied to the formation of bricks, of
tiles, of drain-pipes, and of chimney-pots. Nor
is it just to refer to the subject without some
acknowledgment of the impulse which the col-
lection, and the designs, of the South Kensing-
ton Museum have given to ceramic art in this
country.

Throughout every branch of the manufacture
of earthenware may be traced the great natural
division of enamelled, and unenamelled, ware.
That distinction is even more essential than that
which is mainly relied on by writers on the sub-
ject, of hard and soft paste. The latter form,
dependent primarily upon the character of the
material employed, I’esults from the application
of a greater or a less degree ofheat. But the dis-
tinctive character of the former results from the
adoption of a second process ; a material differing
from that which forma the body of the article,
is spread over the surface after a first firing,
and a second application of heat is required to
fuse this new face into a species of glass. In
some cases the fusible glaze, or courante, is a
simple natural product, as in the instance of the
true, hard, porcelain of China. Then the body of
the article, the “ boxes,” the Chinese writers on
the subject call it, consists of a felapathic earth,
the kao-lin, which is entirely infusible, but liable
to crack from overheating. The glaze, which the
Chinese call the “ flesh,” and the French call
the courante, consists of another kind of fels-
pathic earth, of opposite qualities, fusible, and of
course not liable to crack by heat.
The most ambitious, if not the earliest, attempt

to decorate architectural work by inlaid ceramic
ware, is to be found in the detla Robbia ware of
Italy. This earthenware is almost exclusively
devoted to architectural purposes; statuettes,
and, very rarely, vases, being the only exception,
if, indeed, they can be so called. The della
Robbia ware is enamelled. It is thus entirely
independent of the action of the atmosphere,
and is applicable to such purposes as the decora-
tion of baths and fountains, or for constant
exposure to those violent changes of temperature
that would be likely to prove destructive to more
porous terra-cotta. The chief uses of this
earthenware in architectural decoration have
been either heraldic or religious; the arms of a
sovereign or of a noble family, being represented,
in their true tinctures, in a medallion built into
the wails of a palace or chdteau; and the repre-
sentation of some religious scene, generally a
pietd, a crucifixion, or a Madonna with her infant,
being erected behind the altars of churches, or
in the way-side chapels, or mere illuminated
niches, with which we are so familiar in Italy.
The secret of the della Robbia ware, that is to

say, of enamelling in high relief, and in bright
and various colours, perished with the third
generation of the family. Girolamo della Robbia,
the grandson of Luca della Robbia, the inventor
of the style, and the nephew of Andrea, who
made a considerable advance both in the bold-
ness of relief and in the variety of colours, died
in France, whither he had been invited by King
Francis I. to exercise his craft. He was the last
possessor of the secret. The period of tho pro-
duction of this ware is, therefore, limited to little
more than a century, Luca having produced his
first work in *1438.

The modern French artists, whose skill has
reproduced, even with advantage, almost all
kinds of ancient ware, have as yet sent to this
country but very poor specimens of imitated
della Robbia ware. The efforts which have been
made under^ the direction of the authorities at
South Kensington are highly encouraging in
their results. Moulded, coloured, and enamelled
earthenware is to be seen forming columns in
tl'e refreshment-room at South Kensington. In
colour, and in hardness of enamel, the results
already attained may be regarded as satisfactory.
Boldness of relief is wanting, but it is not in
that direction that the efforts of the manufac-

turers have been bent. There can bo little doubt
that within [a few years the works at Stoko-
upon-Trent, and elsewhere, will be able to pro-
duce any description of coloured and enamelled
earthenware which the architect may desire
to use.

With many persons, however, especially in
England, neither the glaze nor the vivid colour-
ing of the enamelled ware finds favour. A true
terra-cotta, an nnglazed material, resembling the
finest brick in its texture, but produced in artistic
form, is likely, at all events at present, to be
more in demand than the more brilliant sub-
stance. Even this dead or “matte” terra-cotta,
however, is divided into two groups. Of course
the varieties are many, resulting from the almost
infinite variety in the chemical nature of the
clay, simple or mixed, that forms the basis of
the manufacture. Still the main division be-
tween a terra-cotta so hard as to resist the file

or the chisel, resembling, indeed, very closely
the texture of the old Flemish and German
stoneware, and a material which, more like the
finest brick, is susceptible of finish by tho tool
of the workman, cannot be lost sight of. The
latter, of course, is susceptible of higher finish,

and of effect equal to that of sculptured stone
(at a much lower price). The former, though
not subjected to any enamelling process, yet
forms a sort of skiu over its surface iu the
furnace, and, for external work, promises a greater
durability.

These two descriptions of architectnral terra-
cotta may be advantageously examined and
compared at South Kensington. In the Albert
Hall, of which wo gave a description recently,
the latter, or stoneware terra-cotta, is employed.
In the buildings which are now in progress for
the art schools a softer earthenware is decora-
tively employed

;
and the finish and delicacy of

the work will strike the student with admiration.
In this promising development iu the artistic

production of a purely artificial building material,
we trace an important step in the secular
progress of the builder’s art. The general idea
of that progress appears to us to bo this : it

consists iu tho substitution, first, of the skill of
the craftsman for the mere brute force of the
pilor up of stones

;
and, subsequently, in the re-

placement of the manual dexterity of the crafts-
man by the science of the chemist. Just as
smelting made ore available for the purposes to
which, in tho first instance, virgin metal was
applied, and as, in our time, the process of
electro-deposit enabled the worker in metal to
take so gigantic a stride in advance of even the
ablest founder, we conceive that we shall advance
Irom the rude efforts of the earliest masons and
pyramid builders, to the chemico-artiatic archi-
tecture of the future.

The earliest human relics of which we can as
yet speak with certitude as to their geological
date (although we are as yet unable to attach
any astronomical determination to the epoch),
intimate the use of caverns for human abode.
“ Dens and caves of the earth ” arc spoken of as
the natural homes of savage life. To supjDle-

ment shelter by defence, and to rear enormous
stones into a fence to protect the entrance of the
cavern, would naturally be the earliest effort of
man as a builder, if we consider that his facul-

ties were gradually developed by experience.
To protect a hill, instead of a cavern, would
have followed, when the already improving
intelligence had arrived at the power nob only
of seeking, but of constructing, a shelter.
Whether these earlier steps were, or were not,
actually taken, we have yet extant, in many
localities, remains of massive walls of rude
unwrought stones, so enormous iu their size that
it is hard to discredit the tradition which
designates their upraising as the work of giants.
Gigantic strength, to say the least of it, was re-

quired for the erection of these rudest Cyclopean
walls

;
while the ovidenceof skill displayed iu their

construction is not such as to lead us to suppose
that any mechanical aid was made use of to
lessen the toil of tho builders. After a time,
man, or the ancestors of what man now is,

learned how to cut stone. In this invention we
have probably an indication of the nearly con-
temporaneous discovery of tho use of metal.
The Cyclopean walla in which polygonal and
partly-dressed stones are used, are thus to a
certain extent identiQed with the earlier part of
the Bronze period of the archmologisb.
Masonry, thus originated, had its own career,

and its own history. The stone-cutter became
more and more the master, both of his tools and
of his material. He substituted coursed stones
for polygonal blocks. In this change of style it

is probable that we find an indication of tho
first commencement of the art of quarrying.
No longer contented with tho endeavour to
utilise stones left on the surface of the ground,
or on the scarps of the hills, the builders of tho
squared megalibhic work attacked the rocka
themselves, followed out and utilised beds and
joints in the natural strata, and reproduced
them in a mode of construction that still relied
for its stability on the weight attendant on
enormous bulk.

With coursed megalithic stone wo seem to
tread on historic ground. It is possible that tho
next great step may be that of the introduction
of metal for bond. The simple juxtaposition of
squared stones led to tho employment of con-
structive means of bond, such as mortise and
tenon joints, as we find them existing at Stone-
henge, and grooved and tongued work, of which
we find examples in tho Great Pyramid. But, in
the time of Solomon, although tho use of the
lewis was unknown, and projecting pins or
blocks were left on the wrought faces of tho
stones in order to give means of attachment to
the ropes that were nsed for their removal, the
practice of dovetailing or mortising the stones
themselves appears to have yielded to that of
introducing metal ties or dowels. The discovery
of lime cement, whenever that great chemical
stride was taken, was destined to revolutionize
masonry. When once it became known to tho
builder that he could produce an artificial sub-
stance, which, in the course of time, would
harden into something like stone itself, and
would thus bind together the separate elements
of his work, the day of megalithic structure was
passed. It could only be for the purposes of
architectural splendour, or for the military I’eason
of offering a more substantial resistance to tho
blow of the battering-ram, that walls were built
of enormous stones, after the use of mortar had
become established.

In these distinct steps, then, are to be traced
the divisions of the pre-historic periods of
masonry. First, the piling up of rocks; then
the orderly arrangement of large unwrought
stones

;
thirdly, the partial working, which

produced polygonal megalithic work
;
fourthly,

coursed cyolopean masonry; fifthly, grooved,
dovetailed, or tenoned sLtucturo; sixthly, metal
bond

;
and, seventhly, the general employment

of mortar. Much service will be done to the
history of architecture by tho investigation of
the existing rains, in which traces of this gradual
development of the art of the mason down to
a period some 3,000 years back, arc still to be
detected.

We must not suppose that the transition from
one style to another was abrupt, or that exact
chronological value can as yet be assigned to
structural characteristics. Thus, in one of the
most ancient buildings of which the exact date
is known, we find not only that mortar has been
employed in the bulk of the ordinary masonry,
but that cement of great excellence of compo-
sition has been spread between the joints and
beds of large stones, so exactly wrought that
the blade of a penknife cannot be introduced
between the blocks. The granite masonry of
the obambers of the Great Pyramid is as
minutely and carefully finished as is the marble
and limestone ashlar within the ducal mansion
of Chatsworth. If we consider tho difference of
the material employed, wo shall find that the
work of the masons of the Memphite king
Sonphis, 5,300 years ago, was as finished as, as
well as no less colossal than, that of the masons
of the Jewish king Solomon, 1,450 years later.

With the introduction of cement, the size of
the blocks nsed in building naturally diminished.
Reduction of size is uot confined to stonework.
The same diminution may be observed to coincide
with the decreasing antiquity of brickwork.
The bricks of the earlier Assyrian kings are
larger than those of the later monarchs. In the
brick pyramid single blocks of this artificial

material have been measured of the dimensions
of *525 mfefcre and -315 m!>tre, or 20^ in. and
12J in. The small size of tho Roman bricks
contrasts distinctly with that of tho more pon-
derous masses of the earlier builders.

The attempt to produce an artificial, homo-
geneous structure may be traced in various
forms of work, some deserving of the admiration
of the engineer, some being decidedly retrograde
steps in the art of the builder. In countries
where small stones are plentifully found, to the
exclusion of large masses, as, for example, in
chalk districts, whore flints abound, a neatly-
fitted rubble work of the natural material, built

iu a good lime cement, and protected at the
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angles, or occasionally bniided, wilb courses of

wrougiit stuno, is an admirable style of work.

With this may be contrasted an oolitic rubble,

held together with grout. In our modern
inferior work the use of what is called Roman
or Portland cement, spread over the face of an

ill-built wall, of rubble or of ill-shaped bricks,

may be referred to as at once an instance of base

and ignoble treatment of structure, and of the

attempt to diminish skilled labour by chemical

application.

A yet more striking instance of this tendency

may be observed in the employment of concrete.

In the first and simplest mode of applying this

material, when a solid and widespread founda-

tion is provided by its use, the builder has a

great resoorce. In submarine works the em-

ployment of concrete made with hydraulic lime

has been highly successful. More recently houses

have been erected altogether of concrete. The
sands of Egypt are being bound into large

blocks of artificial stone by the enterprising

constructor of the Saez Canal. To such a

degree of excellence has the manufacture of

artificial stone now attained in our own country,

that its durability is considered to be superior

to that of almost any natural substance.

In each of these different expedients to dis-

pense with the simple form of squared and

jointed masonry we trace an attempt to proceed

in the same direction. Whether we regard the

rough walls plastered with cement, the concrete

house, the brick building with moulded enrich-

ments, or covered with glazed tiles, we find the

effort to make science supply the place of skill,

and to supplement the labour of the craftsman,

by tbe simpler process of the chemist. When we
see bow far nature is yet in advance of her

most faithful minister and closest imitator, we
may believe that we are only on the threshold of

discovery in this field. If we compare a dome
formed by nature—such, for example, as the egg

of an ostrich—with one built by man, such as

the vault of the Pantheon at Paris, or the

unrivalled ceiling of King’s College Chapel, at

Cambridge, we see how far tbe chemical pro-

cess excells that which is mechanical. It may
bo urged that we refer to the [proceedings of

vital and organic chemistry; but, although pro-

duced within a living being, tbe structure of the

shell of the ostrich is mineral and inorganic.

Tbe shell of the oyster and that of the snail are

external deposits, and the liquor contained in tbe

gland of the latter animal has been successfully

used as a cement, to repair broken carnet, intaglii,

and other objects of art. In these chemically pro-

duced structures, homes and houses as they are for

lower and more defenceless forms of life, we find

not only perfect adaptation of form, the contour

of the unyielding substance being determined by

the requirements of the soft cellular tissue, but

extraordinary economy of material. The shell

of the oyster or of the mussel may be thought a

rude object when compared with the shadowy

grandeur of such an edifice as the Cathedral of

Milan. Bub if the great Italian architects bad

been able to dispose of their material with tbe

economy with which the poor mollusk has been

taught to construct his home, what sort of

temples would have glorified the abodes of

civilisation

!

It is, as wo might naturally suppose, in Italy

that the greatest advance has been made in the

chemistry of building. The lime cements, the

fine concrete formed with volcanic ZapilZi, the

scagliola, and the material used for preparing

walls to receive fresco painting, assume, in the

hands of the practised masons of that country,

a beanty and a strength to which we are alto-

gether strangers in England, as applied, at least,

to any ordinary work. The most remarkable

example of the manner in which homogeneous

and darablo structure is pr’oduced from materials

which are brought together in the form of fine

gravel, sand, and lime is that of the beaten

floors which are common throughout the

Peninsula. In the Italian palaces, which

are built nob for years, bub for centuries,

the most luxurious and expensive floor, for a

large apartment, is of marble. In the summer
the coolness is most refreshing, and in tbe winter

a thick carpet is spread over the polished surface.

But the next highly prized is the beaten floor.

This is made of a species of very fine concrete,

composed partly of volcanic pebbles, and it is

incessantly beaten by a gang of men for two

days or a fortnight, as it dries and solidifies.

The result is a smooth and level surface, finer

than any stone except marble, and often to receive

the work of the colourist. Designs of pavement

or of carpeting are painted on these floors, and

their excellence is undeniable. A homogeneous

floor of this nature, in which chemical change is

accompanied by patient labour, is perhaps tbe

nearest approach yet made by the art of the

builder to tbe processes of that vital chemistry

by which the strongest, the lightest, and the

most elegant, of the habitations of the animals

that dwell on tbe surface of the earth, have been

constructed under the guidance of the Great

Architect of the Universe.

In the highest effort of the art of the mason,

the chemical action of lime appears to designate

the course of improvement. In the plastic art

of the ceramic builder, chemistry acts by the

agency of fire. It may be, that in either case,

wo are yet young iu the science of the builder.

SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN WATER-
COLOURS.

Tins year’s — the 65th exhibition of tbe

Society of Painters in Water-colours— is likely

to be more than ordinarily attractive, from the

numerous large drawings it contains. The
members appear to have been actuated by a

general desire to make it particularly con-

spicuous and distinct among the several water-

colour exhibitions of the season ; or, perhaps, to

refute the supposition that two displays in

the course of the year must necessarily occa-

sion a rather exhaustive tax on the energies of

the same exhibitors—and evidence to that effect

might sometimes have been adduced here as

elsewhere. However to be accounted for, they

have provided for this summer’s show ample

contrast to mark the difi’erence between it and

a collection of sketches and studies. Diversity

has some share in creating more than the usual

interest
;
and if there be no more than ordinary

proof of the excellence attained by the leading

members even in tbe extra size of their works,

others have manifested a laudable desire to

emulate them in supporting tbe character of

the institution.

The largest drawing is contributed by Mr.

Birket Poster,—a combination of landscape and

figures
;

village children for the more promi-

nent, watching “The Meet” (75), very bril-

liantly and deftly described. Tbe expanse of

country under a splendid sky; the fresh, clean-

looking fox-hounds, scarlet-coated huntsman, and

the healthy rustic boys and girls variously clad

in the striped cotton draperies and qualified-

coloured clothes that Mr. Foster’s peasant

children always wear and look so well in; the

precisely drawn tree trunks, crisp foliage,

herbage, dried ferns, and the like—all brought

together with such tact and skill as few possess

in common with him—have conduced to a very

successful and pleasant result. But with all the

admiration due to such an evidence of power

and knowledge, there is the want of some of the

better qualities that distinguish the smaller pro-

ductious of the painter; the charm of refine-

ment that BO greatly helps to make the simplest

objects matters of interest
;
and the difference

is sufficiently marked in comparison with a

delightful little bib entitled “A Breakwater”

(240) ; or again when tbe “ Tillage Children”

(274) are more poetically treated
;
or where a

quiet evening effect enables him to show bis

appreciation of rich subdued colour, if it be but

“ A Mill Pool” (266) that reflects it.

Precedence, by right, belongs to those whoso

practice indicates a more exalted application of

artistic ability ;
but Mr. Foster’s picture is un-

doubtedly the leading feature of the present

collection, by reason of its forcible appeal to

popular baste.

More rich and rare are the gifts and acquire-

ments necessary to the proper enunciation of

Mr. F. W. Barton’s conception of “ Cassandra

Fedele ” (20) : the figure of a Muse, with appro-

priate attributes, and invested with the grace

that refined feeling helped by such advantages

as academic proficiency always secures. Though

announced to be unfinished, it has an appearance

of completeness,—a fitness of everything intro-

(jQcedj—that associates it with old rather than

modern art : it might be the labour of love of

some Tenetian master. And for tbe matter of

that, so might be Mr. E. Bui-ne Jones’s repre-

sentation of a loosely-clad nymph drugging “ The

Wine of Circe” (197), but of one who idealizes

the possessor of quite another idiosyncrasy. For

fine colour this is one of Mr. Jones’s best

examples
;
the lady is sufficiently beautiful to

look no better than she is, and is known to be,

perhaps, by the black panthers—who do duty for

the classic tame lions and wolves—in this large

and clever drawing. “ A Lament ” (43), by the

same, though it might be something very fresh

from Pompeii, has peculiarity if not originality,

and a singular gracefulness to recommend it,

even though it emulates immature art.

The rapidity and ease with which Mr. John

Gilbert appears to get through any amount of

work he may underbake are just as manifest in

his pictures as iu the thousands of woodcut

illustrations with which he has whilom delighted

his admirers. Whether Shakespeareaff illustra-

tions like “ Joan of Arc contemplating the Dead

Bodies of John Talbot and bis Son”—from King

Henry TI., Part I., Act IT., Scene 7 (30)—with

the heroine, who looks more addicted to fighting

tban^' Mr.‘ Corbould’s milder impersonation,

seated on her white charger, and surrounded by

mounted and dismounted, armed and disarmed

warriors; or “ Lear and Cordelia” (121), with

splendid British draperies for themselves, pictu-

resqne accoutrements for their captors, in addition

to characteristic heads and stalwart figures ;
or in.

the grey-toned funeral procession, “ The Burial

of Ophelia” (113)), with a brilliantly attired

Horatio in juxtaposition to tbe deep rich black of

Hamlet ;
or in tbe snbject from Gil Bias, including

the renowned Doctor Sangrado visiting a doomed

patient (234) ;
and “The Introduction” (259)j

that might be from Gil Bias as well, with its

tapestry background and showy costumes, all

bespeak their author by the same bold, facile

execution that has become as autographic now

as any other signature could be to the cipital

light-and-shadow arrangement of any one of the

subjects.

A little boy relating to bis smaller sister

“ The Story of a Suit of Armour ” (278) is one

of the artist’s most agreeable if less important

productions; but objection may be taken to an

over-prevalence of grey at the expense
^

of

brighter, warmer, and more natural-looking

light in this case as in others.

For splendour of colour as much as for vigorous

use of it, few can compete with Mr. Carl Haag.

His portrait of “ Kaheen Amran,” the high

priest of the Samaritan community at Nablous,

reading the Pentateuch (131), is exemplary of

the resources of the medium, and proof enough

of its sufficiency to meet the requirements of

general representation, even if a life-sized head

of “ A Dragoman” (78) were not a corroboration

of the superlative merits water-colour can boast

;

and an artistic rendering of “ The Acropolis^ of

Athens,” as seen from the monument of Philo-

pappns, shows to what an extent this sense of

colour can idealize even stones, and make them

consonant with their inherent interest. Mr.

F. W. Topbam’s Spanish group preparing deco-

rations on “ The Eve of the Festa ” (151)) &°d

a handsome spinster surrounded by sheep in

“A Pastoral” (12), are both prominent on

other acconnt than their size : they are very

beautiful in tone. Mr. J. D. Watson’s bevy of

lively damsels “ Carrying in the Peacock” (161),

to grace some feast in old chivalric times, are

cleverly drawn and painted in their quaint

fifteenth-century costume, and betoken him to

bo of those from whom great things might

be expected. The work has much of the clear

brightness of a fresco that fits it adtnirably for

mural decoration, the purpose for which it w^s

designed. An interior of “A Smithy” (27),

with a gaily-clad, thirsty smith draining the^Iast

drops of ale from a tankard ;
and another

interior, “ The Family Pew,” with an occupant

whose draught has been from the metaphorical

cup of sorrow, for she is in mourning and alone,

are conspicuous for merit.

(142) “ A Hunting Morning : Passing the

Gipsy Tents,” is Mr. F. Tayler’s moat important

contribution ;
though two smaller examples,

_

(236) “ In the New Forest,” with some ponies

that have stood still to be taken, for a wonder,

atd “A Good Scenting Day” (244),
_

that

behoves the huntsman make the most of it, and

not to mind small spills,—he is pulling his horse

out of a ditch,—are not of less value for being

80 small, for they are thoroughly indicative of

Mr. Tayler’s admirable style. Mr. T. R. Lament

has found inspiration in an old ballad telling how
“ Glasgerion” (170) was so good a harper as to

harp himsetf into the favour, not only of the

king and his nobles, but, by changing his tune,

into the graces of the monarch’s one fair

daughter likewise. He is represented here as

having “ harpit them a’ asleep.

“ A’ except the yoaug princess,

Whom love did waking keep.

And first he has harpit a grave tune.

And syne he has harpit a gay,

And mony’s tbe sigh and the loving word
That pass’d alween them twao."
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WMIst papa and his courtiers are being gently
nursed in the arms of Morpheus; and the jester

lies cuddled up close to the hearth, whence
proceeds the only light that illumines the ardent
pair of lovers, and the bright pair of red legs of

the clown, that are made by it a rather obtrusive
feature in the composition, a very effective one,

as having afforded Mr. Lament an opportunity
of showing great technical skill

; it also evidences
originality in dealing with, and research in find-

ing, new subjects whereon to employ it.

Mr. U. Brittan Willis is pre-eminent in the
treatment of cattle and landscape : his most
important contribution is one of these combina-
tions (112), “ Early Morning on the Snowdon
Eange,” with a very successful imitation of
natural effect.

Mr. Bradley, with far less aptitude for giving
picturesque value to his drawings, exhibits the
exceptional power of suggesting life-likeness
and action. His “ Wild Cattle of Chillingham
Park,” with bulls about to fight (182) ;

“ Oxen
Ploughing on the Sussex Downs” (196), and
“ The Chiddingfold Foxhounds in Full Cry,
Surrey” (198), are portrayed with astonishing
vigour and apparent anatomical knowledge, and
on a scale too large to admit of a doubt. Mr.
Basil Bradley’s works help to give variety to the
collection, as does Mr. G. Rosenberg’s carefully-

studied dead swan—“ The Angler’s Vengeance ”

plO).
Mr. Holman Hunt, who has lately joined tho

society, sends two finished studies,—"Moonlight
at Salerno” (255), with a curious effect pro-
duced by the last ray of sunset-colour tinging
the horizon with its reflection

;
and the '* Interior

of the Cathedral at Salerno” (263). Mr. G. J.

Pinwell, another new associate, in addition to a
couple of quaint illustrations from Mr. Browning’s
"Pied Piper of Hamlin ” (260), and (282), has
a very choice drawing of some such group as
may be frequently discerned on “A Seat in St.

James’s Park” (297). Tho itinerant musician
counting her scanty gains

;
the poor gentleman,

born to disappointment, whose life has been a
gradual decline from what he was to what he is,

with no other reflection for consolation but the
one—that in great measure he has to thank
himself for it

;
the captivating lifegnardsman

and the captivated life-guardian of perambula-
toryand toddling treasures of a fatuous mamma,
who thinks Jane has no followers, and chil-

dren, the least foolish of the party, since they
have not arrived at that age when the foolish
think themselves wise,—are some of the indi-
vidualities the artist has depicted with some
approach to the delicate but precise finish of
Mr. J. F. Lewis. Mr. E. K. Johnson’s graceful
and lady-like girl contemplating " The Burnt
Letter ” (300) is charming in her unobtrusive-
nesB

; a delightful little drawing, though in very
opaque body-colour.
Mr. Jos. J. Jenkins devotes himself entirely to

landscape now
j
and with him we will leave the

figures for the present, though they are so much
more easily talked of and praised or blamed than
trees and stones and limpid brooks, rocks or the
Rhine, mountains or Murray-described foreign
experience of what may be found in any town
all the world over. One need not travel very
far to see such scenes as, for the most part, Mr.
Jenkins transcribes, such as that under the
influence of "Starlight” (9), or when, in some
earlier of the twenty-four hours, " Sketching on
tho Thames” (109), “The Quiet Mill-race” (127);
or, leaving the banksof the river, he finds material
for his dissertation in rustic bridges, hedged
fields, and the like, introducing a flock of sheep
" Scared ” (286) for incident, to lend point to his
capital means of representation that one mast
seeds be very obtuse not to acknowledge.

Mr. Alfred W. Hunt has concentrated his
talents and attention to the production of one
large and very great drawing, " Loch Cornisk”
(155), with giant rocks “ at random thrown,”—

a

masterpiece of workmanship. Mr. E. Duncan
sends an exposition of his special supremacy in
painting stormy seas and skies in (26) " St.
Abb’s Head, coast of Haddington

;

” Mr. G. Dodg-
son, several admirable examples, notably (ITS)
"Woods at Evening

j
” Mr. J. Holland, amongst

^hers, a gorgeous view of “Geneva, looking
South-east” (126), and drawings that vie with
those of Mr. E. A. Goodall in making Venice
moat Venetian and beautiful; and Messrs.
George Fripp, C. Davidson. A. Glennie, W. and
J. Callow, P. J. Naftel, Collingwood Smith, G.
H. Andrews, Francis Powell, C. Branwhite* T.
Danby, A. P. Newton, T. M. Richardson, s’. P,
Jackson, and J. W. Whittaker, all contribute
excellent examples of their several styles.

THE PUBLIC HEALTH IN THE FIRST
THREE MONTHS OF 1869.

The influence of temperature upon the public
health during the winter is so direct and so
marked that it is somewhat difficult to institute

useful comparison between the death-rates in

the first three months of any year with those pre-
vailing in the same period of other years. Nor
will the mean temperature of the quarters aflbrd
us much assistance, as two or three weeks of
frost may be followed by a longer period of warm
weather, and thns raise the mean to about the
average, whereas the effect of the frost upon
the death-rate will not be neutralized. A con-
tinuance of frost tells with deadly effect upon
the young and old of all classes, bub with
varying effect. In communities, as in indi-
viduals, however, the ratio of the effect of tern-

perature upon health depends very largely upon
their sanitary and physical condition. This
varying proportion affords valuable information
for the consideration of the relative health
standards prevailing in different towns and
countries.

As it may be said that there was during
January, February, and March of this year an
immunity from frost, we might fairly have
expected to find that the death-rate in England
and Wales in those three months had been con-
siderably below the average. The cold winds
and low temperature of March, however—more
especially coming as they did at the close of an
unusually mild winter—so raised the fatality from
inflammatory diseases of the respiratory organs,
as almost to counterbalance the low death-rates
of the previous two mouths. The Registrar.
General tells us in his quarterly return, just
issued, that in England and Wales the annual
death-rate doring the first quarter of this year
was 24'8 per 1,000. This average rate in the
corresponding quarter of the ten previous years
was '25'4. The rate last quarter was 2'5 per
1,0U0 above that which prevailed in the same
three months of last year, but showed a marked
decline upon those which ruled in the same
periods of the five years 1863-67.
Tho effect of the steady diffusion of sanitary

intelligence which has taken place in recent
years should appear in a nearer approach of the
town death-rates to those enjoyed by the inha-
bibants of the country. It appears that during
last quarter the rate of mortality in the country
districts of England was 22'6, while in town
districts it was 26'G ; thus showing a difference
of mortality so great as 4 per 1,000. In the
March quarters of the ten years, 1859-68, this
difference averaged 4'2, and varied between 7'2

in 1867, and 2 9 in 1859. It would be too much
to expect that sanitary efforts alone will bridge
over this chasm by lowering the town death-
rates more nearly to a level with those of rnral
districts. We must look to the practical appli-
cation of Social Science, and perhaps more than
all to tho labours of the school-master to help
forward this great work.

In the 14 large towns of the United Kingdom
furnishing weekly returns, the average death -rate

last quarter was 27‘7 per 1,000, against 3C*5,2S*9,
and 25'4 in the corresponding quarters of the
three years 1866-8. Arranged in the order of
their death-rates last quarter, from the lowest,
they were as follow :

—

Birmingham ..

London
Hull
Bristol

Bradford
Leeds
Salford
DuWin
ShelUeld
Liverpool
Newcastle
Manebester ..

Edinturgh
Glasgow

18G9.
. 207
,

25--1

. 2G-3

. 26'0

, 260

,
27-8

,
29-1

, 29-i

290

30-

4

31-

0
33-0
49-1

23-3

22-1
25'6

1S67.

25-

4

26-

8

23-6

23-3

31 •!

34-6

33-a
29-5

33-6

of 1867-8. In Manchester and Salford it was
still more fatal, the 494 deaths in Hulme town-
ship alone, including sixty-four deaths from the
disease; in the city and borough over 200 fatal
cases of scarlatina were returned, and in some
measure accounted for their excessive death-rate.
Small-pox was again fatal in Sheffield, vaccina-
tion being still neglected. Typhus continued
epidemic in Liverpool throughout the quarter,
bub to a far less fatal extent than in former
visitations of the disease in that town. As some
set-off against the low position occupied in the
above list by two such important towns as Liver-
pool and Manchester, it is satisfactory to observe
that the death-rate in each during last quarter
showed a further slight decrease upon the de-
clining rates of recent years. In Liverpool, for
instance, the death-rate in the first quarter of the
four years 186G-9 has been snccessively 45'9,

33‘3, SO'O, and 29'6. This, in the face of the
general increase in 1869 upon 1868, shows a
favourable result for the sanitary activity in
Liverpool daring the past few years under the
able direction of Dr. Trench.
The Registrar-General shows that in 46 other

large English towns the death-rate last quarter
was 24-6, or more than one per 1,000 lower than
in the 14 largest towns above mentioned. The
rate was remarkably low in Brighton, Southamp-
ton, Plymouth, Cheater, Coventry, Birkenhead,
and Swansea

; while an excessive rate was shown
in Exeter, Macclesfield, Wigan, Rochdale, Black-
burn, and Preston. The excess in nearly all

these towns was in a great measure due to the
fatal prevalence of zymotic diseases.

The dwellers in London may well be satisfied
with the health of the metropolis dnring last

quarter. Of the 14 largest towns, only Bir-
mingham enjoyed a lower death-rate. If
London is the ugliest city in the world, it is no
small consolation to know that it is now about
the healthiest. In Berlin last quarter the
annual death-rate was 34 2, and in Vienna 33'2
per 1,000, against the 25'4 which prevailed in
London. Typhus was very fatally prevalent
during tho past three months in Berlin, Brussels,
and several other continental cities. London
has almost snbdued this disease in its worst and
most virulent type.

Space will not allow ns to dwell upon other
and interesting features in the Registrar-Gene-
ral’s last quarterly return. He tells us, how-
ever, that the births in England and Wales
exceeded by nearly 8,000 those registered in any
previous winter quarter on record, and that the
excess of births over deaths was over 70,000 in
the 90 days.

The natural increase in tho population of the
country during the quarter by excess of births
over deaths, was disturbed by the continual out-
flow of emigrants. Of the 30,275 persons who
left the ports of the United Kingdom in the first

three months of 1869, 11,110 were English and
9,800 Irish

;
the latter showing a decrease on the

first quarter of 1868, while the total number of
emigrants 1: ad increased.
The efleot of the stagnation in the

nation’s commerce, dating from the commercial
crisis of 1866, continues to be apparent in the
marriage rate : 17-7 per 1,000 persons were
married in 1866, 16-7 in 1867, and only 16'3 in
1868, a lower rate than in any year since 1861.

Apart from the increase of deaths last quarter
from the fatal prevalence of bronchitis and
pneumonia, which was more or less shared by
all the towns, and, indeed, throughout Great
Britain and Ireland, the mortality in the above
towns was disturbed by a varying proportion of
deaths from zymotic causes. Birmingham, which
beads the list, enjoyed all but an immunity from
this class of diseases, excepting the prevalence of
scarlatina in some parts of the town. Scarlatina,
indeed, may be said to have been very generally
epidemic. In London, for instance, 648 deaths
were referred to this disease in the three months,
against 339 and 368 in the corresponding quarters

CONVERSAZIONE OF THE
ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION SOCIETY.
The nineteenth annual exhibition of this

society was opened on Tuesday evening with a
conveTsazio7ie,a.t the galleries in CoRduit-streefc,
and with considerable dclat. For three hours a
stream of visitors paraded, the rooms, admiring
the numerous collection and subjects on the well-
lined walls. Many members of the profession,

accompanied by ladies, were amongst the guests,
Mr. James Fergusson, tho president, receiving
them. The conversazione was varied this year
by the omission altogether of the usual addresses
from the president and members. The omission,
however, was supplied by the performance of a
band of musicians, placed, in the absence of a
music gallery, at a table in the centre of the great
gallery.

The whole snites of galleries was opened on
this occasion, and is devoted in this manner :

—

The west or first gallery exclusively to a series
of 294 coloured sketches, partly Continental and
partly of subjects taken from various places in
Great Britain, by the late Rev. J. L. Petit,
M.A., F.S.A., all framed uniformly in size; the
great gallery to the architectural collection, in a
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recess of which is an exhibition of Dr. Salviati’s

Venetian glass ; and the uppormosL suite to the

models and designs of constructive and building

appliances. Want of space prevents us this week
from going into a detailed examination of the

several works, and wo shall therefore content

ourselves for the present with a few general

remarks upon the whole collection. The works
of the late ilr. Petit are astonishing for their

number and characteristic treatment
j

his

rapidity of sketching must have been surprising,

for his sisters, who have obligingly lent this

collection, possess, we learn, some 15,000 draw-

ings by the same hand that is now still. We
regret that the Council have not arranged these

294 subjects in a chronological form, so as to

mark the periods of his unique style. None of the

drawings being dated, they are placed, accord-

ingly, in a jumbled and confused form.

As to the architectural collection proper, the

extraordinary treatment which architects have
received at the Royal Academy, has been the

means of preventing the exhibition of the best

was different ; but he was glad to say, for the

credit of the profession in England at the present

moment, that he knew of no profession in which
there were fewer incompetent men, or where a

man did more work for less money. Under
these circumstances be fully appreciated the

effort which Mr. Smith had made to impress upon
his audience the importance of the architect’s

functions. With regard to the degree in which

the owner of a house might be allowed to exer-

cise his own fancy in the design, his (Professor

Kerr’s) opinion was that an intelligent client

was entitled, within the limits which no English

gentleman was likely to transgress, to dictate to

his architect the conditions under which he chose

to live
;
and a skilful architect would fulfil these

conditions as perfectly as possible. He was
bound to say that he had had clients whose
assistance had been of the greatest possible

service, and he knew of no greater gratification

on the part of a professional man than to feel

that he had honestly fulfilled the wishes of his

client, and that by the exercise of his own skill

specimens of their works in either place. Led
,
ho had accomplished that which a less careful

by the promises held out to the profes- 1 man would have pooh-poohed as an impossibility,

sion, of ample space and special provision for
|

The lecturer, he was glad to see, had not followed

their designs, some hundreds were sent to the , the general rule according to which architects

Royal Academy instead of to the Architectural
j

were spoken of in England. Their functions

Exhibition; the rejection, at the last moment
]

were generally divided into practical and artistic,

at the former place of so many works, precluded
j

the latter being considered by far the most ira-

the exhibition of them at either, and so between I portant. This he considered a great mistake,

the two stools the architects this year have, to , He believed that it was, generally speaking, the

a considerable extent, fallen to the ground,
j

truth that an architect, at any rate in his calmer

There are, nevertheless, in all, in this collection, moods, considered himself simply as the servant

295 frames of subjects, exclusive of the 294 of the public, and it was a mistake to suppose

sketches : 58 of these are views of ancient I that ho wished to force his own principles of

Continental buildings, and 7 of English anti-
|

treatment on the public against their wish. That
qnities; there are 33 examples of English country . which had led architects to produce public

residences and villas, and one Irish. Ecclesias-
i
buildings which had ultimately gone out of

tical architectnro is represented by designs and fashion, to say nothing more, was the pressure

drawings of 57 churches and chapels in or for put upon them by dilettanti and others, who,

England, 2 for Scotland, and 2 in Wales. For with the best intentions, were not always

schools there are 17 specimens ; for sick asylums,
!

possessed of that information which enabled

2; infirmaries, 3; small-pox hospital, 1; fever them to give judicious advice. If architects, as

hospital, 1 ;
and lunatic asylums, 5. For edu- a body, were more consulted on questions of

cational buildings on a largo scale, there are for ' public architectural art, architecture would not

a college and a university 1 each
;
and for

establishments dealing with crime, 1 for assize

courts and 1 for police and sessions house. Of
town-halls there are 9 ;

business premises, 11

;

and corn exchanges, 3. For banks, markets,

flour-mills, monuments, workhouses, stables,

hotels, boat-houses, railway stations, bridges,

rectories, hunting and other lodges, almshouses,

road-side inns, and club-houses, there are isolated

illustrations, mainly 1 of each. Of the details

of the respective buildings represented there

are 27 drawings, showing fonts, sculpture, a

reredos, a sacrarium, porches, windows, dados,

and staircase. From the 295 illustrations, we

become more outrageous than it had been,but less

so. Unless architects were encouraged in the

other direction, he believed theywould be induced

to follow the dictates of common sense, and to

remember that, after all, the English character

was averse to any excess of display, either in

ornament or anything else, and that the first

condition of a good building should be that it

fulfilled all its internal functions thoroughly and
completely, and that any elaborate ornamenta-
tion was altogether a secondary consideration.

Mr. C. F. Hayward said, although he quite

saw the wisdom of the course which had been
adopted, he could nob help regretting that the

further ascertain the fact that 133, or less than artistic portion of the subject had not been more
half the total only, are of buildings executed or touched upon. He could nob at all agree with
in progress.

|

Professor Kerr that the time was gone by for~
I

sentiment with regard to architecture, aud he

ON THE DUTIES OP AN ‘ should much regret if sentiment were entirely to

WITH REFERENCE TO THE ARRANGE-
:

designing a building. When

MENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF A
BUILDING.

Atter a paper on this snbject by Mr. T. R.
Smith, at the Society of Arts last week, a dis-

cussion ensued, iu the course of which

troubles came, as they would come—troubles

connected with contracts, with workmen, with
clients, or with other professional matters—he
could not help feeling that it would be a most
disagreeable task to go on with the building if

there were no sentiment connected with it. He
Professor Kerr said, the impression left upon ' would put it to any gentleman present nob con-

his mind was that it was a most unwise thing to nected with the profession, if it would be possible

be one’s own architect : he did not know whether ! to build a granary or factory in the same spirit

the main intention of the writer was to impress as such a building as had been brought under
this upon the public mind, but he had certainly ' their notice in the paper, a gentleman’s country
mentioned a list of dangers to be apprehended
from the non-employment of an architect enough
to frighten any one. The typical English
gentleman, however, was usually determined to

act as hia own architect as far as he could, as he
believed he knew his own requirements much
better than any one else, and he (Professor Kerr)

believed it to be the professional architect’s duty
to carry out his client’s wishes to the beat of his

ability. He looked upon the architect as a
practical man, and not at all as a sentimental

person; his sentimental days were gone long

ago, and he hoped they would never return. The
architect was the servant of the public, employed
for the purpose of doing that which they were
not able thoroughly to do for themselves, viz., to

design and scientifically arrange a building, so

that it should be perfect in all its parts, so that
all the refinements of the age might be duly
provided fur. When this was properly done he
considered that a great deal more than 5 per
cent, additional value was conferred upon the
building. If the architect were an unskilfnl

man, which might sometimes happen, the case

He must say that, independently of any
question of remuneration, it was a great pleasure

to an architect to build a good house for a good
client, and he believed that was one of the reasons
why an English country gentleman was
anxioxrs to interfere with the arrangements of

his building
;
be felt the infiuenco of sentiment,

and desired for the time being to be himself an
architect, and could scarcely refrain from in-

terfering, although he might know that he would
do so to bis own cost. It would be evident to

any one that, whatever an architect was, he was
a working man

;
and that in the present day

was a very honourable term. Even if his own
hands took no part in the work, still his mind
aud brain must be constantly on the stretch

until the building was finished. Mr. Smith
spoke of an architect designing or superintending

the furnishing of a house as well as the house

itself, and this he looked upon as a most im-

portant matter. Some clients would trust an
architect with the carrying out of a building

from the foundation to the chimney-top, and yet

would not take his opinion with regard to the

design of a stove or a chimney-piece, and cer*

taiuly not on the question of a paperhanging.

This was a point which, in his opinion, ought to

be more insisted upon as connected with the

duties of an architect. As he understood it, an.

architect’s duty was to carry out a building until

it was externally and internally complete, and
this conld not be the case unless everything

connected with it were under his immediate
superintendence. He had great pleasure in

seconding the vote of thanks.

Mr. Chatfield Clarke thought there were
several points which must at ouoe impress the

miud of any one who contemplated building.

The first was, that ho should employ an honest

and capable architect
;
and the second, that,,

having done so, he should give him his full con-

fidence
;
and this latter point was, in his opinion,

one of the principal requisites to success in any

building. The next point was to secure an honest

and able contractor, for, as had been said, how-
ever desirous an architect might be of producing

a good building, he could not do so if the builder

were a determined rogue
;
and the result of hia

own experience was the same as that of Mr.

Smith, that, however careful they might be, they

conld not make a bad builder do good work.

Another point, which he considered of some
moment, was, that when once a building had
been planned, it should be altered as little as-

possible. A building was a conception as a

whole, and, to a certain extent, might be con-

sidered as an inspiration, and therefore any sub-

sequent piecemeal alteration very often interfered

with the general effect of the structure. In con-

clusion, he would remark that building a house

in the country was a very easy matter indeed

compared with building in London. Very re-

cently, in erecting quite a small building, which

was not to cost more than 5,0001., he had had
eight or ten different negotiations on the subject

of party walls, the rights of adjacent lights,

difficulties connected with the Metropolitan

Building Act, lines of frontage, and so on.

Qncstiona of lights and other matters were now
refined upon to such an unnecessary and vexa-

tious extent, that he believed it would be well if

professional men were to take some means of

calling public attention to the difficulties thus

thrown in their way. He thonght the manifest

conclusion to be drawn from all that had been

said was, that no wise man would enter on build-

ing operations of any extent without the assist-

ance of a competent architect.

Mr. J. C. Wilson said there were a few ques-

tions which he should like to ask, nob being a

member of the profession. Did architects gene-

rally approve of deafening the floors of houses,,

as was frequently done in Scotland, by intro-

ducing a mixture of lime and ashes, which was
found to keep the rooms warm in winter and

cool in summer ? Again, did they approve of

making flues of a taper shape ? He believed such

a method would greatly tend to prevent chim-

neys from smoking. He should also like to-

know if architects approved of making a sepa-

rate flue for ventilating purposes from each room

to the roof of the house. He was nob sure

whether or not it was the practice amongst

architects, when serving their apprenticeship, to

learn the various trades connected with building,

such as joinery, masonry, and so on. This course

was adopted by engineers, and he believed with

very great advantage, as it gave them a know-

ledge of materials and construction which they

could hardly obtain in any other way. He als&

begged leave to throw out the suggestion whether

it would be possible to build houses according to

certain classes, and have them classed, much in

the same way as ships were classed at Lloyd’s,

having regard simply to the quality of materials

employed and the workmanship, so that the

purchaser of a house which had been built and

certified, say by the Institute of Architects, as

belonging to a certain class, would know that he

was buying something of a certain marketable

value. Of course, no house would be classed at

all which had not been built under the superin-

tendence of a professional man. Whatever the

public might think of the value of an architect’s

services, the members of the kindred profession

were quite aware of the great ability and talent

which were required to make a man a good

architect, and he hoped the day was nob far

distant when the two professions wonld be found

going more hand in hand than they had hitherto-

done, the architect doing that portion of an
engineer’s work which properly belonged to him,

and the engineer, on the other hand, assisting

the architect in all purely engineering matters.

Mr. Bishop said that last summer he had a
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house built, the bills of quantities being got out

by a surveyor from the architect’s specification,

and upon these quantities builders were invited

to tender. He went through some of the details

himself, and he found, to his astonishment, that

on tho average the results were 33 per cent, in

excess. The consequence was that he had to call

upon the different parties who were tendering,

and explain the matter to them, and one con-

tractor, who had made out his estimate, was able

to reduce it by 4003., which was about 33 per

cent, of the total.

Mr. Jones remarked that, having heard what
was the amount of remuneration which archi-

tects received, he should be much obliged if Mr.

Smith could inform him what amount of con-

sideration would secure honesty in a clerk of

works. It was quite possible for him to have a

commission on both sides, whereas, unless he

were quite loyal to the person [building, there

was every probability of the structure being

defective. It was one of the greatest evils' in

the present day that so few workmen could be
trusted ; so that a man, unless he could do a

thing himself, never had any certainty that it

would be done honestly and properly according

to bis expectations.

Mr. Edwin Nash said all architects knew the

difficulty of obtaining good clerks of works, and
very often they were glad to have a building

erected without such assistance, feeling that

they could trust much better to the builder him-
self. A good clerk of the works was a most
valuable man, but though there were some of

that class, unfortunately there were a good many
of the other j and being generally drawn from
the ranks of workmen, it could not be expected

that they would always be ail that was desired.

Architects did nob object to deafening floors,

which were very often treated in a similar

manner to that described, nor did they object to

taper chimneys, except as a question of expense,
and some little arrangement being required in

tbo management of the brickwork. The eft’eot

in tho way of preventing smoky chimneys had
not been much tried, but he believed it would
be found beneficial, although of course there

were objections; as, for instance, such chimneys
would be much more exposed to the weather
than those of one calibre throughout. One
matter which had not been touched upon he
considered of great importance in connexion
with tho architects’ duties

;
he was too much

harassed with practical office work of a dry
technical character. This could not have been
the case with Michaelangelo, Eaffaelle, or the
other great masters of former periods, or they
never could have designed and carried out their

magnificent works. He considered that archi-

tects ought to be far more of artists than they
were, and unless a large amount of their dry
business work were transferred to some one else,

he thought English architects would never rise

to the high standard of excellence which had
been seen in former days.

Mr. Hyde Clarke said it had been hinted to

him that the audience was to a great extent a
professional one, and that the discussion had
been principally carried on by architects'; but as

an old member of the Society of Arts, he might
remark that the subject came strictly within
their domain as a technological one, and one of
very great importance to the public. Tho point
of view from which it had been treated, was
omineutly practical, for every one was, in some
degree, interested in the building of a house,
which could not be said to the same extent with
regard to building on a large scale, although on
that also there was a bond of union between
architects and an educated public,—the com-
munity of enjoyment in works of art. Unfor-
tunately architects were too often neglected in

such matters as house building, and he regretted
that a greater number of what might be called

the employers of architects were not present, to

see, from the drawings which surrounded the
room, the great quantity of work which an archi-
tect had to perform. The interesting paper
which had been read showed the relations be-
tween the architect and employer, and pointed
out to the latter the real value of the services
rendered by that profession. If this were more
generally known, he believed there would be a
much better undei’standing between architects
and the public. In every business bub that of
building the value of ability and directing power
seemed to be understood. Even in a tailor’s

shop this was the case, bub people were much
fonder of having their houses from a “ slop-

shop” than their clothes; they were not always
in the habit of having them made to fit, and yet

every one knew that even in the matter of a

coat, a considerable amount of ability was re-

quired in order to ensure a succesafal result.

Mr. Ladd, as a professional man, felt much
obliged to Mr. Smith for the manner in which

he had presented his drawings to their notice.

These plana showed the amount of work which

had to be gob through
;
and, when it was done

in 80 complete and detailed a manner, he did

not consider that the 5 per cent, was at all an

adequate remuneration. These drawings set a

good example to any young architects or pupils

who might be present, and showed them how
their duty should be fulfilled in carrying out any

work which was placed in their hands. Very
often, he was afraid, nob one-fourth of the draw*

ings—in proportion to the extent of the work

—

were made which were here shown, and in those

cases probably 5 per cent, was enough. First-

class architects, of course, would do their work
thoroughly and well, and in such cases they

were not over but under paid. In bis opinion

there should be different scales of remuneration

according to the amount of detail in the buildiog,

which involved extra work on the part of an

architect.

Mr. Tracy asked if there were any intelligible

rule known to architects by which they con-

structed n house; for, according to his experi-

ence, smoky chimneys were the rule in dwellings

of all classes, both those on which unlimited

expense was lavished, as well as those built in

the cheapest possible manner.
Mr. Smith, having thanked the meeting for

the kind reception which his paper had received,

said that notwithstanding the remarks of the

last speaker, architects had a certain amount of

knowledge with regard to the building of chim-

neys, and when they were carefully constructed

on principles which were generally understood,

they were nob often complained of. It must be

remembered, however, that it was a very delicate

matter to arrange for a column of hot air to

ascend, in all weathers and under all circum-

stances, so that it should never be liable to dis-

turbance either by the opening or shutting of

doors, by the starting of similar currents in other

parts of the house, or by changes in the condition

of the atmosphere inside or outside the building

;

still he was quite ready to admit that a good t

deal might yet be learned on the subject of flues.

It was a very common practice to deafen the

floors in good houses, but be knew nothing about

taper chimneys, and should not like to take the

responsibility of advising their introduction.

Distinct ventilating flues were very desirab’e

where expense was not an object, provided they

were constructed upon an intelligible system.

It was nob usual for architects to go through any

large series of workshops, but they nob unfre-

quently spent some time in a joiner’s shop,

which was, no doubt, of considerable advantage.

It would nob be very easy to devise a classiflea -

1

tion for houses
;
and if it were done, be did nob

think it would be of any practical value. One
of the most important points in the discussion i

was that raised by Professor Kerr, .as to the
i

share which the proprietor himself might take
|

in the erection of a building. What he had said
|

in the paper referred rather to a man acting as ,

his own architect, which he did not deem by any

means desirable; but, for his own part, the

greater share his client took in the building the

better he was pleased, not that the result was
always better, but that so much responsibility

was taken from his shoulders. Ho perfectly

agreed that a client had a right to dictate his

conditions, and it was the business of the archi-

tect to carry them out in the best way possible. :

He believed the best results were attained where
the client contented himself with stating his con-

ditions, and left to the professional man the carry-

ing of them out. The whole question was compli-

cated to some extent by a house being so familiar

an object, and the furniture even more so. From
this canse, probably, it was that an architect

j

was so rarely allowed to give any opinion as to
'

furniture, or even what were really parts of the

house, such as chimneypieces and wall papers.

His own idea was that a map who wanted to

make the most of his architect would use his

skill and experience to the utmost, considering

that he knew more than he himself did. Occa-

sionally there were instances in which the client

might detect matters which had escaped the

attention of tho architect, bub, as a rule, it was

the other way. Some of his brethren had rather

complained of his not having said more of the

artistic part of an architect’s work, but the fact

was he had been cautioned not to go into that

matter, but to deal with the subject from a

technological point of view, as being more spe-

cially fitted for discussion in that room. The
truth was, considerations of artistic excellence

and beauty never ought to be absent from the

mind of an architect, whose loyalty to his pro-

fession should make him endeavour to make the

plainest and simplest building conform to the

true principles of art. He could noc agree with

what Mr. Chatfield Clarke had said about the

alteration of plans when once made
;
but that

was simply an instance of the difterent way in

which different minds worked, and probably it

would be found that no two men arrived at the

same end by the same road. He could not go

into the question raised by Mr. Bishop as to the

quantities without having all the particulars,

but the remarks of Mr. Jones as to clerks of

works were most important. No sum of money
would purchase houesty iu such functionaries,

but at the same time he had had many, and had
never had a thoroughly bad one. He always re-

garded it as one of the moat important points to

secure excellence in a clerk of works, and spared

no pains, therefore, to ascertain what was his

previous character.

The Chairman, Sir M. D. Wyatt, said he could

not help feeling that the duties which an arohi-

teot was called upon to render to his client had

been, if anything, rather understated in the

paper of Mr. Smith. One particular duty which

bad nob been insisted on, but which was of great

importance, was that of exercising patience.

There were momenta of difficulty in the progress

of almost every great work when an immense
deal of tact and patience was necessary some-

times oven to keep the peace between half a

dozen people, and to make things go on smoothly,

and this was worth at least one out of the 5 per

cent. Another essential qualification was a

combination of unselfishness and friendliness.

An architect, in the early stages of his inter-

course with bis client, could very frequently be

of the greatest possible service, sometimes by

telling a man that he must spend more money,

and sometimes that ho should spend less. It

was important early in the negotiations to see

what was the tendency of the client. Some-

times he might be a man with a great taste for

1 art, but with limited means or heavy family

claims
;
and if in a moment of selfishness an

architect took advantage of that enthusiasm, and

went on glorifying himself at his client’s expense

he did that which was improper and repre-

hensible. Again, the relations between the

architect and his client being reciprocal, it was
his bounden duty to act as a friend to bis

employer throughout; and from the moment
that was clearly understood all mistrust would

be removed, and the happiest relations would be

established. Another quality which the archi-

tect should possess was that of justice. It was
necessary for the protection of the employer that

contracts should be in very strict terms ; and

where the employer was of a grasping disposition,

j

tho builder was often so much at his mercy, that

' unless the architect held a very fair hand between
the two, great injustice might be committed. He
should, therefore, strive, above all things, to earn

in all his transactions a character for uprightness,

taking care, on the one hand, to protect his

client, but never allowing injustice to be done to

the builder.

THE KING OF METALS.

Nature in her beautiful and wonderful divi-

sions completes the arrangement by marking out

a ruler or head of the various divisions. To

some “ one ” is given greater, grander attributes

;

it is marked out as being the chief of the order

or species. Not only in things animate does this

occur, bat in things inanimate also. The stately

and noble oak, the king of the forest, fosters the

growth offender parasites under its sturdy arms,

yet braves the storm that brings destruction to

its meeker neighbours. The greatness of these

“lords of creation” does not always arise from

great power. They usually have their eqnal_ in

sustaining or resisting power : has not the king

of the beasts, the majestic lion ? Yet there is none

to equal him in the “ grandness ” of his nature.

Our subject (see page 2-13, ante) is not only

kingly in its qualities when brought into manu-
I faebures, bub is so in its bearing naturally. The
' records are closely kept of where it is found, and

in what condition, and the result shows that it is

discovered in the purest condition of any metal.

Most ores yield only a small percentage of even

ounces to the ton, but gold is got without

smelting, and wherever it exists it is visible to the

[
eye without any artificial process. It is rare that
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any other metal is found so; bnt with “our”
metal it is the rule,—from 60 to 99 per cent, of

ptrt-e metal, and be it marked there is little else

but its “consort,” silver, taken in its embrace.
Californian gold averages of pure metal 875 to
885 per 1,000 ; Australian ditto 960 to 966.
Appended is a list of various proportions, from
which it will be seen how little else but silver is

there :

—

Gold.
Imarowski 6y08
Titiribi, Colombia 74’00
Trinidad 63'40
Ogas, Ancas 84-50
Senegal, Africa 8T50
Petropawlowski Se Sl
Chandiere, Canada 86'73
Eiv. Lueio, W. Mooquita 87-94
Baia, near Painpeloua 88-15
lilann 88-51
California 89-61
Beresof 91-88
Katherenenburg 01-09
Brazil 9400
AuBtralia 95-48
Katherenenburg 05 81
California 96-42
Katherenenburg 98'96

Silver.
39-38
26-00
17-00
16-60

16-30
13-19
13-27

12-6
11-85

n-4-2
10-05
8-03

6-55

6-85
3-69
3-63

3-5S
0-16

Although gold has from time immemorial held
the sway, it is somewhat singular that there are
no records of great finds iu early times. Russia,
until within a few years since, has been most
productive, but nothing approaching recent
discoveries is recorded, with the exception men.
tioned below. In North Carolina, a nugget
-weighing 37 lb. Troy was found

;
the largest mass

as yet from California is 20 lb. la Paraguay a
large mass of rock fell down and brought to
light pieces from 1 lb. to 50 lb. in weight. In
1842, at Taganka, Russia, a mass was found of
100 lb. Troy, now in the Museum of Engineers,
St. Petersburg. Australia eclipses all these by
a trifie weighing 137 lb., sold for 5,5321. ; another
from Forrest Creek weighing 27 lb. 6 oz. 13 dwts.*

Wherever gold is found it is visible to the eye
without tests, we have said,

—

i.e., found in
quantities worth searching for

;
perhaps its

most natural condition is in quartz : here it is

observable in small plates bright and pure
j the

beds of streams and ravines near will abound
with it in grains and nuggets,—the small plates
rounded by friction with rock and stone. The
rock, worn away by diluvian or aute-dilnvian
torrents, detaches the particles of gold, and they
are deposited in little hollows of the soil, and, their 1

pnreneas making them very ductile, they get
j

compressed into nuggets. This is the greatest

'

source of supply of gold, and is the system Nature
j

has adopted all over the globe, and one we claim '

as distinctive of gold
;
where large nuggets are

found apart from these water-couraesundoubtedly
volcanic heat has been at work. The primeval
condition of metals is a wondrous matter to
think over. The round of nature in all things

'

that generate can be in some degree marked out,

but with inanimate metals it is different; the
air is charged with metallic particles, sea water
holds metal in solution, the fissures of the earth !

contain fluids impregnated with oxides of metals,
yet among all these gold is not found. Cer-
tainly none of the popular metals can claim
the same exemption. Scientific manufacturers ^

have brought down its proud spirit, and if nature
does not dissolve it, art has done so ; and it does
seem one of the few things that are nerv under
the BUD, that the decomposition should be a great
necessity in trade. A large quantity of gold is

consumed in photographing and in other ways,
never to be recovered in our vision, but to be
gathered together again—when ? The gases
that foster vegetation are set free by the de-
struction of coal

;
and vegetation produces coal,

recreated, but there is no recreation in one sub-
ject (now a king and a subject too !), bnt simply
a reproduction by being bronght together ; it

passes through no different state of being.
When Ophir was the source whence the Romans
obtained their gold (believed to be on the coast of
Madagascar), California and Australia were over-
laid with gold : it was not being formed like

other products of nature, but lay there grand in

its distinctiveness, chaste in its associations, and
glorious in its colour. What a wondrous power
has the king of metals ! There is a great nation
now—great in the number of its people, great
in its attributes, in their productions, in the
space they occupy

;
but they lack gold, and their

credit suffers. It is sensitive, and baa been
freighted from their shores, for it taketh to itself

wings and flieth away at the prospect of disrup-
tion.

* Vide Dana’s “ Metallurgy " (American), iu which
valuable book there is an error in stating that gold can be
beaten to l,230,000ch8 of an inch in sobstance

; long before
it would come to this it would be reduced to powder.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN THE
MIDLAND DISTRICT.

During the past fortnight Mr. Buckmaater,
from the Science and Art Department, has held
meetings in the different colliery centres near
Chesterfield, for the purpose of promoting
scientific instruction. These meetings were
brought to a close by a conference, which was
held under the auspices of the mayor in the
Municipal Hall, Chesterfield. There was a large
and influential attendance of the principal col-

liery owners and others interested in the pro-
motion of educational questions. Mr. C. Binns,
J.P., from Clay Cross, occupied the chair, and
introduced Mr. Buckmaster, who, after explain-
ing the Government scheme, said—“ We have
been blessed beyond other countries with an
abundance of coal and iron, the raw material of
our iudustrial prosperity and wealth. Where
nature does most, man frequently does least, and
in countries less gifted with mineral riches

schools have been established to compensate by
scientific instruction for their relatively un-
favourable position. Watt saw the importance of
this knowledge seventy years ago, and established
a school at Soho to teach workmen elementary
mechanics and the laws of heat. It is not sup-
posed that abstract scientific knowledge will

ever qualify a man to become a bailiff or over-
man. The practical part of a miner’s business
most be learnt in the mine

;
but superior intel-

ligence will distinguish itself in every situation.
What do you propose to do ? The Government,
through the Science and Art Department, is pre-
pared to give very considerable assistance in
promoting instruction in those sciences which re-

late to the industries carried on in this neighbour-
hood. The first necessity will be a science teacher.
I fear it is now too late for persons to prepare
for the science examinations which will be held
throughout the country next month. Every
science teacher, unless he have a degree, must
pass an examination in the subject or subjects ho
proposes to teach. He must instruct a class
under the supervision of a local commi&tee. The
class must receive not loss than twenty-five
lessons, and undergo an elementary examination
by means of printed questions iu the subject or
subjects which have been taught, and on the

1
result of this examination liberal payments will

j

be made to the teacher. The pupils of these
' science classes are encouraged by prizes of

j

books, certificates, medals, exhibitions, and
I scholarships, and 50 per cent, will be given
towards the purchase of apparatus necessary
for the proper instruction of the class. Under
certain regulations, scholarships of the value of
lOZ. and 151. a year are given to the best boys in

our elementary schools. The scheme contaius
the maximum amount of help with the
minimum amount of iuterferenco. Throngh
the various meetings I have attended in this

district I have fully explained the details of the
science regulations and the conditions upon which
the State is prepared to help forward a scheme
of scientific instruction suited to the industrial

and educational requirements of the country.
It now remains to be seen what you are pre-

pared to do. If you believe iu this instruc-

tion, if you believe men are more amenable to

reason as they become more educated, if you
believe in the growth of that intellectual nature
which God has given in various degrees to every
man, then I ask your co-operation and help.

It is useless for the State to multiply these
agencies and opportunities if those for whom
they are intended are careless and indifferent.

Our unparalleled prosperity has not been an un-
mixed good

;
we have not developed in the same

ratio as our wealth the culture of humanity.
There is one way by which all difficulty can be
overcome, and that is, to engage from next
October to the end of April a competent science
teacher capable of giving instruction in three or
four sciences. Such a teacher would move from
place to place within a convenient distance from
Chesterfield, and teach classes, and from these
classes other teachers and assistants would be
raised up. Such a scheme has been in operation
in East Lancashire, and is now in operation in

the colliery districts around Newcastle, and I am
informed that the scheme has worked with a
auccesB beyond anything which could be
anticipated.”

The chairman said he should be very sorry if the con-
ference did not come to some practical result. He thought
the scheme explained by Mr. Buckmaster capable of
doing mneb good.
Mr. Markham, of Stavely, said he should like to ask

Mr. Buckmaster what he thought would be a fair gua-
rantee for a science teacher P
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Mr. Buckmaster said a teacher could be obtained for a
guarantee oflOOZ. ayear, but this guarantee must be un-
derstood as quite distinct from any payments to the
teacher by tho Science and Art Department.
The Hev. J. Booth—May I ask Mr. Buckmaster what

fees are required'of the pupils ?

Mr. Buckmaster—This is very much a matter of local
arrangement. I And at Stavely and Clay Cros? there is a
desire, and I believe it is the practice to provide a free
elementary education but any fees paM by pupils of
science classes could go towards the guarantee fund. The
only regulation of the department is, that the fees shall
not be such as to exclude young men, and those who live
by manual labour.
The following resolution was passed: — “That this

meeting, having heard the erplauation given by Mr.
Buckmaster, hereby agrees to raise a guarantee I'uud of
1007. a year for fire years, for the purpose of employing a
competent science teacher, and that this meeting do re-
solve itself into a committee for that purpose.’’
In a few minutes nearly half the guarantee, in sums

from 107. lOs. to 10s. 6d., was promised in tho r.om, Mr.
Busby was solicited to forward a circular to gentlemen in

the district who were not present at the meeting, asking
their coanteDsnee and support to the undertaking.

SAN ZENONE, VERONA.
Some days back I was working in the churcb of

San Zsnone, when the custodian told me that it

was intended to raise part of the pavement above
the steps leading to the choir, to see if there
were any arches similar to those in the aisles of
the church through which the steps lead to the
crypt. The two capitals seen in the crypt would
seem to indicate the existence of arches at one
time in the history of the church. Under the
direction of an architect, the workmen very care-

fully raised some of the marble slabs above the
steps, and, to the delight of all present, we dis-

covered the crown of an arch immediately under
the pavement. Very carefully removing the
sand and rubbish, portions of a fresco were dis-

covered, and then two rows of bas-reliefa

similar in form to those on the arches in the
aisles. The designs of the bas-reliefs are quite

different from those upon the other arches, and
they are in perfect preservation, tlie sharp
cutting as fresh as ever, and the colour remaining
clearly distinguishable.

Half the arch was uncovered, and upon the
spandrel there is a fresco, consisting of scroll

work, a large bird, and several figures. The
subject is not clearly discernible at present, tb5
other part being no doubt upon the other span-
drel still covered

;
the colours are fresh, and but

very little injured. The style of work is similar

to that of many others in San Zenone,—very
early, the outlines strongly marked, no attempt
at gradation of colour, the folds of drapery, &c.,

simply indicated by lines.

In some places the surface had been broken,
revealing the existence of a previous fresco difl

ferent in design and colour.

This discovery has raised the question of the
advisability of opening up the arches, so that the
crypt may be seen perfectly from the main point

of the church, and restoring the church to the

condition it was in before the erection of the
steps in the sixteenth century.

Of course the cost is the principal difficulty,

unless tho municipality undertake tho work.
There is, indeed, bub little chance of its being
done unless help can be obtained from other
sources.

To open the arches, erect a balustrade above
them, and also two small flights of steps in the
aisles in place of the large one in the nave,

which would seem to have been the original

condition of tho church by the presence of

markings in the aisles, walls of steps on either

side, and upon tho balustrade to place the

statues of Christ and the Twelve Apostles, will

cost over 1001. English, and the pariah of San
Zenone is too poor to furnish such a sum.

John Bunney.

Post-ofBce Savings Banks. — A return
relating to Post-office Savings Banks has just

been published. It was moved for by Sir F.
Goldsmid, and differs somewhat from the usual
return furnished in pursuance of the Act of
Parliament, inasmuch as it supplies various
additional particulars. It shows, for instance-,

that the total amount received from depositors;

including interest, to the Slat of December,
1868, was 27,153,571Z. Ss. Id., and the total

amount repaid to depositors was 15,48G,915Z.

168. 8d., leaving a balance due to depositors of

11,666,652Z. 83 . 5d. The total number of de-
posits and withdrawals was 11,516,496Z., the
average cost of each transaction having been
6'92d. Prior to the passing of the Post-offico

Savings Bank Act, 1861, it was estimated that?

the average cost of each transactioa would
be 7d.
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GAEL ralEDEIOH SOHLNKEL .•

Haying the honour to apeak abont Schinkel,
I am rather in a pecnliar and difficult position
towards you, my profeaaional English friends

—

pecnliar in as far as I do not belong to your
great nation, and therefore difficult, as all the
profound sentiments and all the different aonroes
of feelings and viewa, the artistic disposition, and
judgment and taste, are generally developed
just as differently between two nationa as the
nations themselves.

Possibly I cannot but speak as a German,
which I am proud to bo, from a more or less

German point of view, particularly when I speak
about my countrymen. But I think truth of
mind, real nobility of intellect, and independent
artistic feelings are coins which have the same
value in every part of the world, and amongst
every nation, and which do not require a letter
of introduction stamped on in the form of the
likeness of any king or queen to render them
valid, even if it were possible for this to do ao.

From this cosmopolitan point of view, I will
commence the solution of my task, and try to
apeak to you about a great man, one of the
noblest princes of the royal family of superior
men of all times.

How shall I do it ? Go the says, “ You are like
those yon understand.” In considering these
words, I should almost doubt whether I should
be able to do justice to the high genius of
Schinkel, and should, from the beginning, almost
despair of undertaking to depict the material of
his intellect, and the forms of its appearing. As
I hope to convince yon, the material of his in-
tellect was of too high a nature to hear even the
well-founded expressions of devoted admiration

;

and though full of this admiration as I am
myself, I will not troable you to listen to its
effusion, as I cannot approve of the coarse

;

generally followed in talking about great people.
If we never had seen the sun, no talking about

I its brilliancy and life-creating powers would be
. able to give us an idea of the blessing spread by
1 the participation of it. Oar eyes must see it,

I the whole of our being must feel it, by being
! exposed directly to its action, and will feel it as
sure as we are men. Therefore I am sure you
will recognize Sohinkers genius as surely as

• trnthfulness towards your best artistic feelings,
: oonvicLions, and judgment abides in you.

Although Schinkel was an architect princi-
i pally, I cannot, in characterizing him, first speak
tof him as such, as it is not his architectural
imind exclusively that makes him great

; it is far
imore his philosophic, artistic disposition and
[profoundness of so high and extraordinary a class
r which gives us the key to understand him, this
oBolely and totally being the foundation of the
tstrnctnre of his artistic being, the formula for
bthe results of his activity, and the unit for the
1 measure of bis merits. It was this high artistic
Iphilosophic disposition and capacity which
nenabled him not only to be a great architect, but
lialso a great painter and a great sculptor, being
tat the same time gifted with a rare fancy and
every great technical talents, and in most of his
'(Works, wherever opportunity and oircnmstancea
liallowed, the architect, the painter, and the
CBonlptor speaks to ns simultaneously.

Let us, therefore, first make the acquaintance
f of some of his msthetic views and ideas as they
ocome to hand

;
for instance :

—

“Beauty of form is the theory of created
hlhinga become visible (that is, apprehended by
aos instinctively).” Or,

“Beauty in form is the logical consequence of
tcreation grown visible.”

“Beauty cannot exist by itself, but only in
^connexion with objects.”

“ The vocation of man is to develop the created
caccording to the logical consequences of its
a^aws, and that with self-conviction, and not
rhrbitrarily.”

“ Inciependence of thought is increased by the
dodncationof the reasonable, sublime, and beauLi-
il.nl. None of these ingredients may be omitted,
.viecause even tha_ moral is enhanced by the
eaeantiful, and it is, for instance, of importance
(hvhether a beneficial act shows itself with beauty
r ir without. In the first case the act will
bohoroughly and really render happy and en-
oaourage, while in the second it will offend,
'hfhere is thus an action of the arts on the moral
tattate. The freedom of sentiment represented by
ertertain means through art in the empire of the
eaieantiful excludes every element of egotism.”
" “The aim of an artist is, that all should parti-

* * By Mr. R. Jahna: from a paper read at LiTerpool
rciiTchitectural Society.
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oipate in the delight of the very highest, and this
alone is moral and virtuous.”

“ The beautiful seems to be one of the founda-
tions of the whole existence on which the life of
reason depends. Withont this foundation it is

only a battle with barbarism.”
“Man in every respect should aim at beauty,

in order to influence all his motives and render
the results of their actions beneficial. Then the
idea of duty in a rougher sense will disappear,
and he will always act in celestial delight,
which is the necessary consequence of producing
the beautiful. In other words, every action
should be a task of art to him.”
Time will not allow mo to quote any more, bat

you will feel through these ideas the spirit of a
mind which is able to feel in a highly superior
manner, and the aim of which is directed al-

together to the idea of the beautiful as the com-
mencement and the end of all earthly and
transcendent intentions. Thus he was able to be
a worthy priest of art, and of morals through art.

Bub nob only did he preach maxims of this
kind on paper or in conversation, but he acted
also from this high point of view, and the whole
of his works in architecture, painting, and
scnlpture are only translations of these pure
ideas into stone and mortar, into paint and
marble. He was a true moralist in art, and as it

is impossible for fashion to govern the moral, as
moral is unchangeable, equally impossible is it

also that Schinkel should have sacrificed any of
his art, so holy to him, to do degrading, slavish
homage to fashion in art. His philosophical
ideas were independent, and so were hia artistic
creations.

Perhaps they would often have had more the
appearance of so-called originality if his in-

tellectual independence had only been founded
on the idea of doing sometbiug different from
what had been done before. This being too low
for him, too destitute of high principle and aim,
the germs of hia ideas were always beauty iu its

artistic-philosophical sense—beauty of lorm by
its correspondence with natural law—beauty in
aim by true, total, and most correspondent fulfil-

ment of requirement. *

* # # # *

Before we converse about Schinkel’s position
towards his epoch, the beginning and middle of
this century, in which he lived, we muat draw
our attention to the state of things as he found
them, and to the conditions and ciroumstances
under which he had to develop his ideas and
exercise his activity.

The commencement of the nineteenth century
signalises the latter end of a long and severe
illness of the social state of things in nearly the
whole of civilized Europe for two centuries pre-
vious. All the bands of the general laws of a
moral existence had been broken, and the
natural consequences were the total loss of con-
sciousness of the nationa. The poisoning effect
of this was felt everywhere, but, thanks to a wise

!

Providence, the statical development of affairs
j

now took a favourable turn, and gave the leading
'

nations an opportunity of becoming conscious of;
their physical power, and thus scattered the seed

j

for a new epoch of formation, which now im-
mediately began.
A feeling of respect for law again prevailed;

the state of anarchy was now to be looked open
as belonging to an unworthy past

j
the illness

was overcome; the individual mind of nations
began to reflect on the reason of it, in order
consciously to be able to prevent its return.
Thus a strong and predominant historical feeling
is created

;
philosophers, statesmen, and artists

look back to the time and state of things long
past away, in order to refresh themselves, to heal
the burning wounds late events had inflicted, and
to relieve the loneliness and barrennessoffeelings
by the acknowledgment of their unworthiness.
The recollection of classical times and its

spirit did, naturally, not fail to produce its

attraction again, being, on account of its ever-
lasting freshness, its simplicity and pure fancy,
the most healthy mental food for the state of
re-convaloscence. Bub the classical spirit did
nob only attract again—it soon was cherished
and loved. Particularly in architecture we see
the leading nations—Germans, French, and
English, taking the greatest part in this move-
ment. Since Winkelmann in Berlin, who par-
ticularly has the merit of drawing public atten-
tion to the remaining relics of the ancients, great
praise is due to two Englishmen, Stuart and
Revett, for the perseverence and excellent man-
ner in which they drew the precious treasures
of art to light again, and nob only so, bub gave
them to the whole civilized world, by measur-

ing, copying, and drawing whatever was left to
be found of them. Thna the language of forma
of the Greek architecture became known again,
and the grammatical laws of it began to be
understood more or less.

Bub before this was the case, the grandeur,
truthfulness, and beauty of the ancient Greek
productions were high enough to fix, the atten-
tion of the nations firmly upon them

; the
elements were too new, the idea of reforming or
remodelling them therefore very distant, and
the long.forgotten charms induced the mind to
rest upon them (quietly, and enjoy their eanshine.
In England imitations aud‘ copies of the

ancient buildings soon were seen, and thus, for
instance, in London, St. Pancras Ccurch was, in
1819, built in Euston-square, by Inwood. This,
singular to say, is an exact ccjpy of the Erech-
th(3ion at Athens, at each side of which two
imitations of the Pandroseiou are given. In
order to do the utmost and keep it up to the
standing of the day and its customs, the old
tower of the winds, the monument of the
Andronikoa at Thyrre, was placed aside of this
Erechtheion, bat as it is too small alone, and
would nob have looked like a somewhat fashion-
able church tower, the same monument was
simply placed again on the top of the first one

—

certainly an idea about as bright as that of
Columbus in making the egg stand.
So is St. Philip’s Chapel, by Repton, in

Regent-street, merely a copy of Lysikrates’s lan-
tern put on the top of an extra clock-case, for
the purpose of producing a genuine Greek clock
tower

; and so on.
These facts seem to be singular, bub are quite

in accordance with one of the principal English
peculiarities

; that is, the great respect for every-
thing that has once attained a name and stand-
ing, without going deeper into the real cause of
the reputation attached to the object. The
great weight of so-called authority and real
authority has governed the English mind more
than any other, and does so still.

Unhappily, nevertheless, the development of
classical architecture in England, after the first
powerful movement of transplanting it, soon lost
its prospects; and very naturally so too, be-
cause the spirit of it did only meet an incli-
nation of the public mind, which was interested
in. making itself acquainted with it, being
something new and fresh, imposing, and gene-
rally acknowledged. But there was no real
sympathy, no natural disposition for the re-
ception of classical spirit, and I ventnre to say
that this will never be very different in England.
Nobody could say that this.is not as it ought
to be—nob at all. Bub the English mind is
differently constructed; the English mind is a
Gothic mind, and as little as a column or
pilaster can do the same service as a buttress,
so little is a real English mind suited to possess
areal genuine classical architectural disposition.

But, after all, the classical fashion of these
days, although it died away, because it did not
exceed this state of infancy, had undoubtedly
had an excellent effect on the history of architec-
ture in England, as means to a more philosophical
way of looking into the msthebical questions
and requirement of architectural constructions.
Thus much about England, whose Gothic

architecture has even benefited by it, and now
perhaps occupies the first rank in the civilized
Gothic world. Let us now see how Germany,
and particularly Berlin, the centre of intellec-
tual life in Germany, was influenced by the new
movement in architecture.

The effect was similar to that experienced in
England as far as the unconditional reception of
the refreshing elements of the renewed and
completed traditions went, bub the understand-
iog with which this was done was very different.

It was generally felt that these traditions
were not only to be looked upon as worthy of
iqiitation and a happy and refreshing contrast to

the late past; but it was far more felt that they
were the source of ideas for the formation of the
future, corresponding with the national German
philosophical disposition.

Thus no inducement was felt to make an
attempt at direct copying only for the sake of
copying, but, in fact, an eager study of the
alphabet of Greek forms began, in order to be
able to read the Greek spirit in artistic form, to
learn to understand it thoroughly, to make it the
means of educatioil to the artistic views and
taste, and thus to lay the foundation for conse-
quent development of ideas and actions resulting
thereof. Schinkel was already in his earlier
days the bearer, and, perhaps, the leader of these
ideas, and the whole of his work throughout his

ft
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life was the fertile embodiment of them.
^

This

mental indaence was so widespread and inten-

sive that I 6 entirely governed the taste of the

day withonb making it a slave in any respect, the

means of his government and his intentions only

being true love to art and the highest independ-

ence and freedom of thought. His actual

endeavours, crowned by rare and extraordinary

success, were thus, nob only to regenerate Greek

architecture, bub far more, to form new words

and a new language, fit for the use of the pre.sent

day by means of its best elements. That he did

nob do this from a prejudicial point of view, but

with depth and breadth of genuine artistical tact

and nobility of feeling, you will best understand

by listening to his own words. He says, for

instance, referring to one of his most important

works :

—

” I followed the simple and superior style of

the pure Greek art, which was enabled by an

undisturbed development to reject every element

strange to its nature 5
and thus, in opposition to

modem art,preserving the character ofinnocence,

;

used all my mental powers and talents for the

most organic formation of details in every part.

This totally ideal style, thoogh in direct contra-

diction to many conditions and requirements of

our modern life, was, of course, to be modified

accordingly.”
“ The ideal in architecture is only totally

realized when a building entirely corresponds as

a whole, and in all its parts, mentally and physi-

cally, with its purpose.”
“ From this alone, it is clear that the ideal is

to be modified at every period by its new require-

ments,—that all the artistic material already

inherited by art from the different periods of

past history correspond more or less with the

requirements of the present day, and therefore

must be modified in their application 5
and it will

also be seen that even entire new inventions are

necessary to reach the aim, and that in order to

SCALE OF FEET

THE CLARENDON LABORATORY. OXFORD.

Plan.

no doubt yon. will acknowledge that this manner
is certainly preferable to the attempt of inventing

a new style of architecture and of endeavouring

to force it into the requirements of the present

day or of pefsisting in rendering one of the

ancient styles absolutely predominant. The
mental disposition thus shown can only be

possessed by a real genius, who certainly deserves

our greatest respect and that of future genera-

tions, because he shows bis highest respect to

the past and present.

For a long time we shall still be nourished by
the richness of past periods, we shall imitate,

combine, and modify, until a new spirit of a new
epoch will revive the arts. The invention of a

new style can only take place in the course of

centuries, and can only be the result of a general

revolution in the life of nations.

IN PARLI&.1IENT.
Hamiltcn Gardens.—In reply to Mr. C. Deni-

son, Mr. Layard said that the rights of the

Crown over Hamilton Gardens were the same as

over the rest of Hyde Park. A portion of

Hamilton Gardens was to be taken to make the

new access to Piccadilly if the Metropolitan

Board of Works carried out that scheme. A
very small portion would have to be given up,

but under present circumstances it was nob

desirable to make any change in regard to

throwing open the remaining portion to the

public.

Puhlic OJ?ices in Great Qcorge-street.—Mr. W.
H. Smith asked the First Commissioner of

Works if it was the intention of the Government
to proceed this session with the Bill for the

acquisition of an additional site for the public

offices in Great George-street, Delahay-street,

and the adjacent streets. Mr. Layard said the

Government would proceed with the Bill, which

gave them power to take possession of the land

between the India-office and Great George-

street. It was intended to exclude from the Bill

certain houses in Great George-street, Delahay-

street, and Duke-street, according to the de-

posited plan.

produce a realihistoric work (not arohjeologic),

not only limited historic matter is to be repeated,

which would not produce a new history, but a

new matter is to be created, which really allows

history to continue.”

Again he says,
—“ It also seems necessary to

me to place the different spheres, within which

the feeling of an architect must necessarily be

formed, distinctly opposite to each other, in order

to enable him to survey at the same time the

entire extent of his art. At first it is to be taken

into consideration what our days require in their

architectural undertakings. In doing so we at

once commence to criticise the elements in these

undertakings. We try to learn which are con-

genial to the spirit of the day, and which are not,

and whether the undertakings of this kind are

infringed by wrong views, prejudice, ignorance,

want of fancy, and suspicion of new inventions

suitable in assisting to remove and overcome

difficulties connected with the undertaking.

Secondly. It is necessary to look back to

former periods, in order to see what already has

been formerly ascertained for similar purposes,

and whether anything, being complete in its

formation, can be nseful and available to us.

Thirdly. It is necessary to consider in what
manner that which has been happily discovered

must necessarily be modified for our use.

Fourthly. In what manner fancy is to be exer-

cised in order to create new spiritual matter fit

to meet the necessary modifications, and how
, this matter is to be treated with regard to its

appearance in form, in order to become harmoni-

ously connected with past history, and thus not

only preserve the style in the work, but much
more, in a beautiful manner, combine the charm
of novelty with the feelings of (the) style im-

pressed upon the spectator. Thus a happy
creation of the present day results, particularly

enhanced in its charming effect by the acknow-

ledgment of the primitive style.”

In these remarks you will certainly see very

delicate treatment of one of the most serious

questions of art of the ’present day, and I have
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CLARENDON LABORATORY, OXFORD.
Tnc rnuseum built at Oxford, under the direc-

tion of Messra. Deane & Woodward, a few years

ago, attracted, as onr readers will remember,
much attention, partly becanae of its archi-

tectural character, partly because of the battle

which raged in the University between the New
and the Old as to the introduction or exclusion of

complete means of scientific education. It seems
strange that already within ten years the fine

accommodation requires extension. The depart-

ment of physics, ably presided over by Professor

Clifton, F.R.S., ia to be wholly remodelled

—

indeed created. Mr. T. N. Deane, who also de-

signed the new buildings at Christ Church, is the

architect of the work. The funds were provided
by the judicious wisdom of Mr. Gladstone, Lord
Carnarvon, and Sir William Heathcote, trustees

of a fund left by the great Lord Clarendon, and
arising from the sale of his works. The fund
had been long accumulating, and in consequence
of the terms of the will the disposal of it came
absolutely into the trustees’ hands. Looking at

the needs of national scientific education, they
acted wisely in erecting the Clarendon Labo-
ratory for the study of physics, the most pre-

cise and the moat fundamental of the circle of

natural sciences. The building is arranged to

meet the requirements of the three courses into

which the study of physic must bo divided, viz.,

experimental lectures on the principles of the
science, mathematical lectures on the physical

theories, and praclical study of experimental
methods.

In the portion of the building to bo used ns

the Laboratory, arrangements have been made
for properly fixing the different instrnraents

used in accnrate experiments, the apparatus re-

quired for each branch of physics being placed
in a separate room. A student wishing to use
any instrument, will perform his experiments
with the apparatus thus fixed, and will not move
it to a place allotted to himself; in this respect
a physical laboratory must differ from a chemical
laboratory, as It is often impossible to move
physical apparatus without causing great delay,

I and often injury to the instrument.

On tho ground-floor, the theatre for experi-
I mental lectures occupies tho east side, and is

.

joined at the south end by a store-room, to be
; used also as a laboratory for preparing experi-

: ments for the lectures
;
joining this on the sonth

i side, are two rooms for spectrum analysis and
: radiant heat. At the south-west corner and
1 half the west side, are the private laboratories

I of tbo professors, and the remainder of the west
1 side ia devoted to the entrance passage, the

) porter’s room, and the staircase. At the north-
^ west corner ia the room for instruments used in

^ weighing and measuring; and joining this, on
,1 the north side, are two rooms for heat, one room
'( for statical electricity, and a room for acoustics.

I On the first floor, on the south side, is a large
T room for the study of optics. At the south-west
X corner ia the private room of the professor, and
0 joining it, on the west side, the library and
it students’ common room. At the north-west
xcorner is a lecture-room for theoretical lectures,
«and on the north side are the rooms for dynamic
ilelectricity.

In the roof of the west side is a long gallery
ofor optical experiments, and over the sonth end of
ihlhe theatre are tho photographic rooms.

The central space, which ia open from the
;rground to the rool, and is surrounded by a gallery,

sis to be used for storing the apparatus which is

lonot in use
;
and in it experiments, for which a

loconsiderable height is required, are to be per-
ibformed.

The basement contains a room for the study
jfof magnetism, store-rooms, and battery-rooms.

Some small workshops are attached to the
jobuilding, and a covered passage connects it with
.hthe museum.

' The theatre will accommodate loO students,
iDOnd forty students can work simultaneously in
babe laboratories. The cost of the building will be
babont 10,3001. The builder is Mr. Symm, of
iiOxford

; the local enperintendent, Mr. Bramwell.

1

—

'

—
I OBITUAKY,
i I The Liverpool local papers recently announced
pehe death of a lady whose talents may well call
i)r3r a passing tribute in the pages of a journal
levevoted to art generally, and specially to art in
ononneiion with architecture. The family to
bi/hich she belonged was already known to those
”h(Tho take interest in art ; and the names of Mr.
aoamuel Huggins, as a critical writer on archi-

,

tecture, and of Mr. Wm. Huggins, as an accom-
plished animal painter, will be familiar to many
readers of the Builder. Their sister, Miss Sarah
Huggins, whose sudden and unexpected death
will have been a source of regret to all who knew
her or her works, shared the artistic talents of

her brothers, though not their reputation, except
among a comparatively limited circle. Debarred
by weak health and a retiring disposition from
competing on equal terras with others in tho race
for distinction, she nevertheless followed her art

as perseveringly and conscientiously as any of

those more favoured and stronger labourers in

the same field who work under the eye of a
critical public. Mias Huggins turned her atten-

tion, in the first instance, to the depicting of
flower and fruit subjects, in which she showed
remarkable truthfulness of tone and colour, and
extreme delicacy and finish in details

:
qualities

which she afterwards carried to even greater

excellence in her “
still-life ” compositions. She

did not perhaps possess the dash of some of our
better known water-colour artists, and which
they turn to snch account; but her truthful

adherence to nature, and her exquisite colour
and finish, rendered her works highly acceptable

to those who would rather be pleased than
astonished.

Her residence in Chester for some years,

within reach of nnmerons subjects for picturesque
architectural studies, led Miss Huggins to turn
her attention to architecture ; and such was her
natural versatility of talent, that she succeeded
at once, in this new walk of art, as completely

as she had before succeeded in the totally

different class of studies previously alluded to.

Her interior views of Chester Cathedral, and of
other buildings in and about Chester, and more
recently also in the neigbbonrhood of Liverpool,
exhibit a union of general effectiveness com-
bined with the most accurate and finished

representation of detail, such as is very seldom
met with in drawings of this class, even by
artists of much higher pretensions. Most par-
ticularly remarkable was her truthful representa-
tion of texture in the various material of a
building; brick, timber, and stone, in all states

of decay and weather-staining, being imitated
with the utmost reality, yet without any undue
or over-minute touching. Every one who has
attempted the colouring of architectural interiors

will understand the difficulty of accomplishing
this.

Miss Huggins had exhibited pictures regularly
for some years in Liverpool, and in most of the
provincial exhibitions, and also occasionally in

the Royal Academy Exhibition; which latter

circnmstance may be a sufficient gnarantee of
her talents with those who have no other
means of judging. Some of her works had also

found their way into the principal houses in
the neighbourhood of Liverpool, bub owing, as
before observed, to ill-health and a reluctance
to pub herself forward, her talents were left to
be mainly recognised by the generosity of her
brother artists, from whom she enjoyed much
sincere individual appreciation

; and many dis-

tiuguished artists might be named who were
among the admirers of her works, and who held
and expressed a high opinion of her powers.
Indeed, all those who have seen her works, and
who know anything of art, will feel that this

short tribnte to her memory is nob undeserved
or uncalled for

;
and it will not be thought out

of place, in a journal like this, to call attention
to the merits of one of that class of quiet, con-
scientions, and painstaking art-workers, whose
labours are none the less genuine and worthy,
though their praises are not in everybody’s
mouth; more especially when, as in the subject
of the present remarks, talent and industry have
been combined with a character and conduct
exemplary in every relation of life.

n. H. StathaMj Jun.

NOTE ON SCIENTIFIC ORIGIN OF
ARTISTIC NOTIONS.

There are perhaps few things more striking to

Englishmen in Roman Catholic countries than
the frequent representation of the Crucifixion.

Every church and place of worship has pictures

or models
;
even the roadsides are adorned with

effigies of the same subject.

In some parts of the Rhine valley this is par-

ticularly noticeable
;

a region luxnriating in

madhonses, there these mournful signposts stand,

at every taming of the road. There they stand

of wood or plaster, gilded and plain, red and
yellow, a warm flesh colour and ghastly, the

pure white bodies stained with huge, hot-looking

red blood streaks
;
every freak of the artist’s

imagination leads him to devise some new horror.

But the most frigid of all, the most exceedingly
horrible, is one painted wholly in blue, icy coJti.

Even on a hot summer’s day the impression is a
lasting one ; the fearfnl appearance of that blue
Christ is nob easily to be forgotten.

That colour has meaning is perhaps one of the
simplest and most easily believed in of artistic pro-

positions
;
and the expression of that meaning has

for some time past developed itself into an art.

It acknowledges that reds and yellows are warm
tints, and that blue is a cold one. It is th'S one
little undisputed law we would ooncern ourselves

with jost now. How can the rnle be accounted
for ?

One of onr most celebrated essayists, Blair,

accounts for this and many other items in taste

by supposing that at some primitive period indi-

vidual taste of a majority assigned such mean-
ings and such arbitrary rules, educated them,
strengthened and confirmed them to posterity.

To account for such laws,—for laws we admit
them to be,—simply by perception and con-

sciousness, is somewhat vague and unsatis-

factory; and now that we’ are admitted more
fnlly into the secrets of science, it is needless to

build on so slight a foundation.

It is very gratifying to one’s innate conacious-

neas, however, that modern scieuce'. fully con-

firms that which perception has already supposed.
Newton’s theory of the composition of the colour

of bodies was the result of laborions experi-

menting, and bis conclusion was that white light

is not homogeneous, bat formed of several lights

unequally refrangible, which he called simple or

primitive lights. It is owing to their difference

in refrangibility that they become separated in

traversing the prism.

On this theory, too, by a process called "
dif-

fusion,” bodies decompose light by refleotion,

and their colour depends on their reflecting

power for the different simple colours. Those
which reflect all colours in tho proportion in

which they exist in the spectrum are white

;

those which reflect none are black. Between
these two limits there are of coarse infinite tints,

according to the greater or less extent to which
bodies absorb some colours and reflect others.

The red colonr of a geraninm is caused by its

absorbing all the rays except the red, which are

irregularly reflected in all directions.

Like the solutions of all the greatest problems
in science, that belonging to our subject ia

exceedingly simple. Why is red called a warm
colour ? Why should a blue figure produce such
a chilling effect ? Science affords a clue to the
mystery. These rays may have their respective

heating powers tested, and it is found that the
reds and yellows absolutely do possess the
greatest amount of heat, and the blues the least.

With a sensitive thermometer, the result will be
striking. Where the blue ray mark will be but
58“ Fahr., in the yellow it will have reached 62“,

and a little beyond the red it will be 79“.

Some, among others Mellorie, have found tho

greatest heat in the yellow ray
;
but this seeming

discrepancy is, in truth, none. An analysis of our
sensations will show ns that both red and yellow
produce a sensation of warmth, the difl’erent

states of our nerves corresponding to the differ-

ence in media through which the rays have beea
examined.
A scientific proof may be thus afforded,—

a

thing needed by many,—that our artistic notions

are not founded upon the mere arbitrary whim
of some leader among men, or upon the power
of a majority to influence the education of
impressions.

To this test must all our notions come. Will

scieuce substantiate them P

Even in this century of education and enlight-

enment there exist still a few whose rale of life

ia “ I know what I like,” and who look upon
artistic laws and rules of art as creations of

fanciful, and withal conceited and egotistic,

brains, and who delight in having things done
“ my way.”
From these emanate that Icelandic Tartarus,

a blue drawing-room : in this refrigerator style a
study may still be seen in Kensington

;
and the

old blue drawing-room of Hampton Court may
still, though but in pictures, freeze the spectator.

These matter-of-fact unaensitive men are,

however, convincible by a thoroughly good
scientific proof, and souls deaf to a discord and
blind to the appeals of a sunbeam are still

willing and able to stride up to, and knock till

they are opened, the wide, willing doors of

scientific research, S. S.
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THE PEINCE CONSORT’S STATUE FOR
THE NATIONAL MEMORIAL.

Sir,—Ab tte memorial in Hyde Park ap-

proaches completion, the guise in which wo are

to repreeent the figure of him to whom it is raised

becomes a matter for serious consideration.

As no decision upon the subject has been

arrived at, and no sculptor, so far as I am aware,

been entrusted with the task of designing the

statue of the Prince, I feel myself free to offer

the following remarks upon the question, which

have been suggested by the perusal of a brief

pamphlet by Mr. Bell, of Kensington, who is

now engaged upon one of the marble groups of

eculpture to be placed at the base of the memo-
rial, and an inspection of a model for a figure of

the Prince designed by the same gentleman.

The central figure in the Hyde Park memorial

whatever its design, must be viewed in two
aspects, in relation to the Prince, as a good and

fitting representation of him, and in relation to

the edifice in which it is placed, as in harmony
with the sentiment that pervades it, and in con-

formity with its leading architectural features.

At the first blush only two attitudes of the figure

suggest themselves as possible,—an erect and a

sitting attitude. By the almost universal con-

sent of all men whose opinions on the matter are

worth listening to, the standing figure is deemed

inadmissible,—not only because there would be

a greater chance of failure in a standing than in

a sitting figure, but also because the attitude

would signify nothing in the Prince’s bearing,

person, or character, that a sitting posture would

not signify equally well, while the latter would

be more dignified than an erect attitude, and

moro in harmony with the style of building, the

repose by which it is characterized, and the

nature of the memorial.

But granting that of the two attitudes the

sitting is preferable to the erect, yet, if we are

desirous of something nJOre than a mere fac-

simile effigy in marble, if we look for something

that shall impress us with an idea, however

feeble, of the virtue aud goodness of the man
whose virtue and goodness we would specially

commemorate, will a sitting figure give us that

something ? I think not. Spiritualize the

countenance as much as we will, we cannot,

without the aid of some startling gesture, some
striking facial expression (both in this instance

inadmissible), cause a seated figure to represent

anything more than a man seated. How is a

figure in a sitting poatnre, whose features must
evidence ,no strong emotion of the mind, but

must, on the contrary, be cast in a mould of

dignified and placid repose, to signify the posses-

sion of virtue or goodness in the man it repre-

sents, however correct it may be as a likeness ?

A man in the flesh cannot, by sitting in an atti-

tude of dignified repose, impress a spectator

with an adequate idea of his humility, his piety,

his preference of virtue to vice, or his love of

the fin e arts, even when permitted a considerable

play of the facial muscles
;
much less, then, a

man in marble, who has no muscles to move.

And if a seated figure, such as I have

described, would nob satisfy na viewed as a

representation of the good Prince whose memory
we would perpetuate, neither, looking ab it in

relation to the edifice in which it is to be placed,

would it fulfil the requirements, msthetic and
architectural, of the situation.

The general character of the memorial is

ecclesiastical, or, more correctly perhaps, devo-

tional. It points heavenwards
;
it is surmounted

by the emblem of our faith : in the absence of

the groups of sculpture symbolical of the four

quarters of the globe and the various depart-

ments of art, science, and industry, we should

not hesitate to pronounce it a funeral monu-
ment : as it is, we should prefer to call it a

shrine. To accord, therefore, with the character

of the edifice, the figure should be in some sort

spiritualized. But how are we to spiritualize a

sitting figure except by making an idol of it ?

Were we desirous of erecting an object of

worship,—an idol,—we should fashion a seated

figure, and raise a shrine over it. But while the

memorial is designed to perpetuate the remem-
brance of the virtues of a good man, it is not

raised to his glorification. The object we have
in view is not to exalt the creature at the expense
of God, bub in all meekness and reverence to

honour God through the creature.

Apart, however, from these considerations

which probably will not have much weight with

a numerous class of men who affect to despise

what they would term the sentimental in sculpture,

there is a serious architectural objection to a

sitting figure. It would be too low. There
would be so much space between the head of the

figure and the canopy that the latter would be

rendered unnecessarily heavy. It is true the

figure might be elevated, but this could only be

effected by raising the pedestal to a height out

of proportion not only to the statue itself but

also to the structure in which it is placed.

Again, in every building of a pyramidal form

(and if we draw straight lines from the fonr

corners of the base to the top of the cross, we
shall enclose a pyramid) I believe it to be an

admitted rule that all interior pyramids similarly

formed by drawing lines from a conspicuous

point in the central line or axis to other con-

spicuous points outside that line shall, if pro-

duced, have their bases either coincident wither

wholly within the base of the exterior pyramid.

Thus, taking the statue of the Prince as the

most conspicuous object throngh which the

central line or axis runs, if we draw straight

lines from the head of the figure to the apex of

each of the fonr secondary groups of sculpture

immediately beneath it, and produce them in

the same direction, they ought to fall within

the area of the base of the exterior pyramid.

With a standing figure they would fall within

it, but with a sitting figure they would fall

without it. If, therefore, the rule I have
assumed to exist be good, a sitting figure

is inadmissible, and I have shown that a
standing figure would, for many reasons, be less

satisfactory than a sitting figure; therefore, both

attitudes, in my judgment, are excluded. What
possible attitude then remains ? I will leave

Mr. Bell to tell us in his own words :

—

“In this country, which too frequently elects that its

rocmoriiils should be prosaic, it may appear a bold propo-
sition to suggest that the statue of the Prince should

kneel
j
and possibly were he still in life, some objection

might be raised to it; but now that bis good and pure life

lies before U8 complete, it appears the only attitude that

can fully express the sentiment of religious duty that

informea his actions.”

In the model of the kneeling figure designed

by Mr. Bell, the Prince is represented as a

Christian knight clad in armour. The surcoat

beads the Royal arms quartered with bis own,

and over all the mantle of a Knight of the Garter

falls in graceful folds. The head is bare, and
inclined slightly forward, and the hands are

crossed over the breast grasping a sword on the

blade, on which is engraven the Prince’s motto,

Tfou und fest.

The artist, in a short printed desoription^of the

figure, says :

—

“The general form, as a moss, is symmetrical, and in

all views the head is central
;
exactly so in the front and

back views, and only slightly forward of the centre at the

side views to the degree of inclination of the head, which
I conceive isljust. It is adapted to be looked at in all

views, and from close beneath as well as from a distance.”

The only question in my mind is whether
viewed in front, even from a little distance, the

figure would not have the appearance of being

cut off at the knees, or just above them. Not

to say that a captious critic would be apt to

liken the figure to that of brave Widdrington, of

whom we are told that when, bis legs were both

cut oil' he fought upon his stumps, it must be
remembered that where an unusual attitude is

adopted, the eye or the mind does not in fancy

supply what is not actually visible, but, on the

contrary, rather notes its absence. The knees

of a man who is kneeling attract our attention

more than any other part of his person, because

we do not often in private life see a man in such

an attitude
;
not so, however, with the feet of one

who stands or sits. In the case of a sitting

figure the feet are frequently bidden by drapery
;

at any rate, when from the position of the statue

they are not immediately visible, we mentally

supply the omission. However, to carry out the

argument to its logical conolnaion, costom, or

use, the continued presence of the kneeling

figure would do away with the novelty, and so

remedy the defect, if defect it be.

Considered in relation to the edifice a kneeling

figure would in every way be more suitable than

a sitting figure. It would, in the first place,

stand higher, aud so lessen the space between

the head of the figure and the canopy,—no
unimportant matter, as we have shown on archi-

tectural grounds. Then it would accord better

with the general design of the memorial, and

be in greater harmony with the sentiment of the

whole composition. Not that on this account

we anticipate a more favourable reception for

the proposition from the non-artistio public,

since as a nation we do not understand senti-

ment either in architecture or sculpture. We
full in love with something glaringly unreal.

because it is pretty and catching, like Maro-
chetti’s Occur de Lion in Old Palace Yard, or else

we run mad after something positively ugly,

because it is prosaically real like Magui’a
Reading Girl,

Were the present proposition carried into effect

there would be plenty of people who would wish to

be informed why the Prince should be represented

as saying hia prayers, or why so peace-loving

a man should be clad in armour utterly ignoring

the symbolism of the design, or really ignorant

that the knight in armour kneeling, not neces-

sarily in prayer, but in a devotional pose, is

typical of the Christian who having fought the

good fight against sin boldly and manfully before

the world, kneels meekly and humbly before the

God in whom he trusts to receive the reward of

his piety and valour.

So much eulogy has been lavished upon the

Prince, that many people are inclined now to

run into the opposite extreme, and declare him
to have been greatly overrated. They tell us

that the high position he occupied placed him
above the temptations to err which beset ordinary

mortals, but forget that the very position which

exempted him from some, exposed him to other

and no less dangerous temptations. But he

resisted them all. Instead of aspiring to the

acquisition of political power, he was content to

stand outside the arena of public life; and,

although conscious that in genius and ability he

need yield to none of the statesmen of the day,

be never permitted himself to oppose, or oven

to interfere with, the counsels of the constitu-

tional advisers of the sovereign. With every

excuse afforded by the tradition of courts and

the practice of princes for pursuing a contrary

course, ho led a pure, chaste, and blameless life,

and, by his example^ and personal infiuence, i

materially aided the Queen in her determination

to diffuse a more healthy atmosphere and a purer '

moral tone than had existed in previous reigns i

over those high circles of society of which she i

was the centre and their visible head. How
effectnal for good the personal influence of the

;

Prince was, let the rapid deterioration in man- I

ners and morals among the upper classes since i

his death bear witness.

It cannot, therefore, be considered unfitting
i

that a man who, resisting the temptations of
!

the flesh and the world, practised au active
i

Christianity in a situation where it is seldom

more than professed, should be handed down to
I

posterity in the National Memorial under the
j

figure of a Christian knight. While, then, I

agree with Mr. Bell, that his proposition is a
.

novel one in the present state of art in this
\

country, I cannot but commend hia boldness
i

in putting it forward. C. G. :

COLUMBIA MARKET. '

Sir,—

I

was induced by what I had read as to
;

the beauty of the new market to go and see it on l

Saturday evening last. Curiosity, no doubt,
j

had drawn a large number of persons there, I

mostly of the working classes, who perhaps
j

intended also to obtain therefrom the Sunday’s

dinner. On entering, the first impression as to

the general appearance was favourable, but

disappointment as to the supply was soon felt.

Mingling with the crowd, I could not help
j

hearing frequent expressions such as "We can
j

get better and cheaper at home.” The butchers’ i

shops, scattered on three sides, are not numerous, i

and the width of the colonnade is so narrow

that the crowd made it anything but pleasant to

stop to purchase. This of coarse will not

always be so, though of a Saturday night incon-

venience will be felt. One batcher’s shop, which

certainly had a very clean and respectable

appearance, caused some jocose bantering,—the

beautiful-looking legs of mutton hung all round
|

the interior were dummies !—capital specimens
j

of art!—but the good-tempered salesman out-

|

side met the jeers with which he was now and i

then assailed with astonishing equanimity as he

endeavoured to obtain customers for his real
|

provender. The best supply seemed to be in the I

vegetable market; good fresh broccoli were sold 1

at from 2d. to 3d. each, and secured a large i

demand. The open space was occupied by the i

usual itinerant vendors of miscellaneous articles,
|

shouting amid the occasional crack of the " shot
|

for nuts,” and making the place ring with the

;

hubbub of a country fair. i

The hall, grand as it may be in an arohitec-

1

tural sense, has the appearance of a cathedral
]

planted on one side. " What is the use of it ? ” I

some bystanders asked. Why spend so much
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tj:

liQ money on such an immenBe building, the interior

i'i of which is dwarfed by a few small shops
cramped into the sides like bo many portholes ?

] Tho polished granite columns, no doubt, are the
' admiration of everybody, and tho vast expanse

i\ above seemed to add to the solemnity which
ill such a building usually creates ; at least, there

r was a feeling that the edifice hod something of a

I

s Bacrod character about it which the Gothic
it arches and their inscriptions tended to confirm.

I By the bye, why should the mottoes and inscrip-

1 tions be carved in such letters as but few can
f rend ? Surely in n place intended for the educa-
i tion of the unlettered, the plainest typo should
X be employed, and not such as at best of times are

\ a puzzle and an enigma ? Contrast, for instance,
1 the inscriptions over the entrance of the outside
il of the hall with those of the Market-house inn

-j by its side. Two figures are supporting the
la mottoes

—

j

5obtr I |.Ufiful

;

Uigilant
|

etourtrous

i

n in such letters that it is almost impossible to
n make them out. While I stood endeavouring to

k decipher them, two or three persons told mo
b they had tried for several minutes to do so, but
II bad failed. Now, having robbed your eyes over

!

h this attempt, look on the left,
—“The Market

I House : Combe & Co.’s Entire,” in plain bold
;ipilt letters that everybody can read. It is quite
, a relief. (The House, by the bye, was crammed

.:v with customers, who thus demonstrated that the

E

market contained a stimulant
!}

It almost looked
as if the advice to “ be sober” was slinking out
of sight in the presence of such company. Even

i; the “Lodgings for a Single Man” chalked on
|lic one of the upper windows of tho inn by a
die domestic painter was understood with greater
(!D ease than the Gothic hieroglyphics of the
;|c Bcientifio carvers. When tho romance of the
:]ll illuminating lamps is worn olF, and the centre
i.ta gas lamp is duly lighted, in conjunction with the
inr present good supply of gas in the shops, business
i^o no doubt will be carried on with spirit, and the
fli inhabitants find it advantageous to make their
i)di marketing there

; but people will not go from

I

10 home and their own neighbourhood without the
inducement of a large, cheap, and good supply,

lie better, perhaps, than they can elsewhere obtain.

One or the People.

I TEE NATIONAL ARMOURY IN THE
1 TOWER.
1 For some years, persistently and alone, we
ta have set forth the unsatisfactory, not to say
fii. disreputable, condition of the national armoury
lE in the Tower of Loudon, and have called for the

appointment of a competent person to bring it

n into proper order, and to maintain it in a state

I

of efficiency worthy of the country, and in which
artists and the public are entitled to find it.

It gives US great satisfaction to be able to
r announce a step forward in the direction we
1 have pointed out.- Mr. J. R. Planche, Somerset
I Herald, Las been appointed by the Government
to arrange tho collection. An order has been
sent to tho Tower that he is to have all assist-

i ance necessary, and he has already made a pre-
jii liminary survey previously to reporting to the

Government what he considers should be done,
'i' At present nothing is fixed as to a permanent
•Jp appointment, but the authorities having now bad
Ith their attention fairly roused, will scarcely fail to
Ire recognise the necessity of this step. With Mr.
fl Planchc for superintendent, and a proper use of
Itk the funds which the sight-seeing public and arb-
|lo' loving students furnish, and will, of course, sup-
|pl ply to a greater amount than ever, we might
Ihc hope soon to have one of the finest collections
(of of arms and armour in the world.

,
THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

Lancaster.—A notice recently given to their
sa employers by the operative stonemasons of
Lt Lancaster, requiring a reduction in the hours
tf of labour, has come into operation. An inter-
fii view between the parties took place, the result
Df of which was, that the masters refused to
1C accede to the demands of the men. The build-
tDj ing trade of Lancaster was never known to be
,iD in a more flourishing condition than it has been

of late.

I Leeds.— In connexion with the dispute in
'Le Leeds, it would seem that there is a very general
let feeling of antagonism amongst the plumbers
to to the proposals of the masters, and especially
M as regards the hour system. There is, however,

no trade society in the town, and up to the

present time no organized opposition has mani-

fested itself. It is thought that they will be
mainly influenced by the action taken by the

masons and plasterers, and should these strike,

or, as the men say, be locked out, the result

will be, that building operations will be practi-

cally at a standstill.

York .—Apprehensions entertained that there

would be a general strike among the opera-

tives employed in the building trades here
have nob been realized

;
but although the masons

as a body have resumed work, and stated that

,

they are satisfied with the proposition of the

,

employers to pay them 6id. per hour in summer,
and 7d. and 7id. per hour in winter, which
would raise the wages about 4d. per week in ,

summer and lOd. per week in winter, amount-
ing in the former period to 11. lOs. 4d., and in the

latter to IZ. 7s. lOd. The bricklayers, or at least

those of them who were dissatisfied with 6id.

per hour in summer and fi^d. per hour in winter,

.

have nob so readily made up their minds.
They have held two meetings with closed doors,

but it is believed that they have arrived at no
definite result. A number of the bricklayers,

however, Lave no connexion with any association.

Sheffield .—Some time ago notices were given
to the operative carpenters and joiners of this

town, that after the 1st of May, the employers
intended to introduce the hour system. Seve-
ral deputations from the employers and the

operatives have since met. At the first inter-

view the employers submitted a new code of

working rules, but these were rejected by a

general meeting of the men, and a modified code

was prepared, and laid before the deputation.

The men stated that they were only authorised

by the constituents to ascertain the require-

ments of the masters, and to report the result to

a general meeting. On behalf of the employers
it was stated that they were prepared to submit
the matter to arbitration. The deputation re-

ported tho result of their conference to a meet-
ing of about four hundred operatives. It was
affirmed that the employers were not at one as

to the hour system, and it was contended that

no sufficient reason had been advanced for

disturbing existing arrangements. After an
animated discussion, it was resolved to reject

the hour system altogether. With respect to

arbitration, it was contended that, unless the
employers were united no permanent advantage
could result from that course, as it was believed

a majority of the masters look with little favour

upon the proposed change, being generally satis-

fied with the existing system. A resolution was
subsequently adopted, requesting the men in

each shop to appoint deputations to wait upon
their employers, and the meeting was adjourned.

Bradford.—There is every probability now of a
lock-out in the building trade at Bradford, the

operative stonemasons having refused to con-

firm the agreement which their deputation had
come to with the deputation of their masters in

80 far as that agreement relates to payment by
the hour and the employment of machine-
worked stone

;
and the meeting of masters

resolved to publish the whole of their corre-

spondence, and to fall back upon their original

notice, expiring on the 3rd of May, though still

willing to refer the dispute to an arbitrator, and
to abide by his decision. The lock-out has since

taken place.

Miscellaneous.—There are partial strikes or

lock-outs of masons at Bolton and Wolverhamp-
ton. The strike among the Hudderfield masons
has been averted.

Darlington.—The wages question in the North
of England iron trade has been under considera-

tion by a Court of Conciliation and Arbitration,

with Mr. Rupert Kettle as arbitrator. It is under-
stood that a compromise had been offered on
both sides, which has resulted in some advance
of wages. The proceedings were private.

PROPOSED INQUIRY FOR IMPROVING
THE INSTITUTE.

The annual meeting on Monday night was
pleased to grant me a special general meeting,

at which to offer the proposal that a committee
be appointed to inquire into the operations of the

Institute generally, and to suggest measures for

increasing its efficiency. Owing to want of time,

all I was able to explain was that as the Institute

has now existed for nearly forty years, without

any considerable modification of its original

system, it might be thought only reasonable to

expect that various improvements, chiefly per-

haps of detail, would, on inquiry, be found
desirable, in order more completely to adapt its

operations to the advanced and still rapidly
advancing condition of professional affairs. I was
very glad to find the proposition not only cheer-
fully entertained, but 1 may say universally and
hopefully approved. What I beg you to permit
me now to say is that I should be happy to
receive from members and friends of the Insti-

tute, the profession, and the art, such opinions
as they may think fit to entrust to me, in order
that I may prepare myself to introduce the
formal motion for the appointment of the com-
mittee with as wide a knowledge as possible of
what is really floating in people’s minds. With,
its large and influential membership, its high
public character, and its established financial

prosperity, I cannot help thinking the Institute

of Architects might do a great deal of useful
work; and any suggestions to this end, if ad-
dressed to mo in writing, I shall be very glad to
consider. Robert Kerr.

22, Old Burlington-street.

LAMBETH INFIRMARY COMPETITION.
We nnderstand that the Board of Guardians

have adopted Mr. Hunt’s award in the above,
giving the first premium to Mr. Wilson, the
second to Messrs. Stenning & Lepard, and the
third to Messrs. R. E. Tyler & Chester Fouls-
ham.

THE GREAT BELL OF MOSCOW
;

OB, TZAR KOLOKOL.
According to the best authorities, tho present

“ Tzar Kolokol,” or King of Bolls, was made in

1733-4, and subsequently suspended over the
spot where it was cast, at no great height from
the surface of the ground. It hnng by immense
beams and cross beams, and was covered by a
wooden edifice, which having caught fire in 1737,
the bell became hot, and doubtless was cracked
in consequence of oold water being then thrown
upon it in order to extinguish the fire.* It fell

to the ground, and a large fragment about 6 ft.

in height, was broken out of it. There it lay for

many years
;
but in 1837 the Emperor Nicholas

caused it to be removed, with the broken frag-

ment, and placed upon a noble pedestal of
granite, standing near to tho tower of Ivan
Veliki, where it is now to be seen, being sur-

mounted by a ball and cross.

With respect to the dimensions and weight of
this “ mountain of metal”—which would make
about a dozen “ Big Bens,”—instead of filling

several columns with the loose and conflicting

statements of various writers, I will give an
extract from Lyall’s “ Character of the Russians,
and detailed History of Moscow.” London,
1823

“ The different methods employed in taking tho
admeasuremeutB account in part for the variation of the
statements of different authors."

“ According fo the tcale qfthe plate and accompanying
section, copied from those of the emperor, the diameter
at the mouth of the groat bell is 21 feet 8 inches; con-
sequently its circumference must be 65 feet, or 21 yards
and 2 feet; its height, not including tho top, through
which the beams pass for its suspension, is 17 feet."

Dr. Lyall also tells us that Mr. Murray, the
engineer, examined the bell with the most
scrupulous atteution in 1817, by desire of Mr.
Wilson, of Alexandrovskii

;
and that

“ Mr. Wilson himself copied the inscriptions, which I
have Yerified, and which, when compared with those on
the same sheet with the drawing executed for the emperor,
were found to correspond, notwithstanding that a few
words on the bell were almost iilegible."

The following are the inscriptions on the

bell, as translated in the work above men-
tioned;

—

“ By order of the blessed and eternally worthy of
• memory Great Gosudar, Tsar, and Great Duke, Alexei

Michaelovitch, Autocrat of all Great, Little, and White
Russia, this great bell was cast, for the chief cathedral,

dedicated to the honourable and famous Assumption of

the most holy Mother of God, contaiuing eight thousand
poods of copper [and tinj, in the year 7162 from the
creation of the world, and irom the birth by the flesh of

God the Woid 165-1. It began to announce divine setTico

in the year 7107 from the creation of the world, and in the
year 1669 [should be 1050] from the birth of Christ, and
continued to aunoanee cGvine service till the year 720a
from the creation of ths world, and till tho year 1761

[1700] from the birth of Our Lord
;

in which year, on the
19th d une, in consequence of a great fire which happened
in the Kremle, it was damaged."
“
Till the year 7239 from the beginning of the world, and

the year 1731 from the birth into the world of Christ, it

remained mute."

* Four of the peal of bells at Oundle Church were
cracked uuder somewhat similar circumstances in August,
1808.
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“ By order of the most pions, most potent, and great
Gosudarinya, the Empress Anna Ivannovna, Autocratess
of All Russia, in glory of God, in the acknowledged
Trinity, and in honour of the most holy Mother of God,
this bell was cast for the chief cathedral of her famous
assumption, from the eight thousand poods of copper [and
tin] of the former bell that was destroyed by fire, with the
addition of two thousand poods of copper [and tin], in the
year 7212 from the creation of the world, and in the year
of our Lord 1731, in the 1th year of her most prosperous
reign.”

• • • «

Dr. Lyall then goes on to say :

—

“Contrary to the reports of innumerable writers,
Russian, German, French, English, &c., that the great
bell contains 12j00[) poods, or 1811,003 Russian pounds of
copper [and tin]

,
or a sum equal, nearly equal, or superior

to that JQ German, French, or English weight, we have
the most positive evidence from the second inscription
that this nioanfoiK of metal only contains 10,000 poods,
equal to 400,000 Russian pounds, or to 360,000 English
pounds ” [or, 160 tons 11 cwt. 1 qr. 1 lb.].

Before concluding, I should state that this
monarch of bells was cast by Michael Monterine

j

and it has been so often misrepresented and
caricatured in pictorial works, that I may add it

is remarkable for beauty of form and just
proportions.

The boll is also variously ornamented. On
one side is represented the Tzar Alexei Michaelo-
vitcb, above him the Saviour; on the right of
the Saviour the Virgin Mary, and on the left

John the Baptist. On the other side of the bell
is a figure of the Empress Anna Ivannovna in
imperial robes, and a figure above it of the
Saviour, with the Apostle St. Peter on the right,
and the prophetess Ann on the left, besides
numerous seraphims and other ornaments.
As I have said, the diameter at the month of

the great bell, according to the scale of the plate
in Lyall’s work, is 21 ft. 8 in., its height being
17 ft. And it is worth noting, that this state-
ment agrees with certain measurements of the
bell made in 1868-9.

Thojias Walesby.

PATENTEES.
Sib,—

I

beg to suggest to the notice of yourself, and,
with your permission and aid, to your readers, the advan-
tages to be derived from a combination of patent and other
mechanical appliances. Favourable andjust to inventors
as tho security of patent-right is, it frequently occurs
that the success of inventors is to give the public a multi-
plicity of useful articles applicable to one purpose, all of
equal merit and service, whereby the most benefit is not
given to the inventors or the public, as it would be were
inventors to agree to supersede their individual patented
articles by a combined invention, enjoying the several
excellences of each patent.
The national and international exhibitions have most

probably stimulated inventors to a great degree of merit;
but in these days of close competition, and in some
measure depression, our manufactures sufl'er. I beg to
hope my hiut may be of service io leading our patent
inventors or others of merit to endeavour to e.vcel even
their own individual excellences by a combination of
merit; as surely thereby will the certainty of success be
theirs, and the most pleasure arise to the public, who have
not always convenience or inclination to purchase every
article they admire of a number of desirable articles of
various recommendatory purports.
Against foreign competition excelling our inventive

genius this unity would be a bar, and thereby our manu-
facturing interests be protected in whatever branch ot art
they are applied, as in iron, steel, and other metal work-
ings

;
silk, iiai, cotton, or other fabrics, &c.

As the origin of most patented articles or manufactures
is from a consultation of artistic minds or a consideration
of improvement of some already-introduced appliances,
we have to suit a purpose, which inventors seek to render
more serviceable to the public by some novel advantages,
as the unity of patent excellences must tend at all limes
or ages to give most success and sa'isfaction to all con-
cerned, and therefore is, I beg to consider, worthy the
notice of the public.

Ur-’iTx wtin Excellbkcb.

PEOPOSED REGISTRATION OFFICE FOR
WORKMEN.

SiK,—I quite concur with your recent correspondent
that there is great need for such an oflice as be suggests)
which would give the opportunity to many men like
myself of selling their ability in the best market, but
who often tow tail in the attempt for want of the first
rntroduetion. Likewise it would be the means of inspiring
workmen to more energy to make themselves capable to
be placed upon the books, with a better hope of a real
chance than he has now under the present system of selec-
tion of foremen. Hoping I shall soon see such an esta-
blishment formed, which, if carried out as suggested, I
have no doubt would work beneficieilly,— I am, Ac.,

A JoUBNEl'XIAX CAkPJiNTEE.

VERMILION.
As you have more than once published suggestions of

mine respecting pigments, colour, and colouring, 1 venture
to ask you to submit to the consideration of chemists and
colour-makers what, I think, may prove a solution of the
question why so lew manufacturers (peihsps only one)
can produce vermilion of the utmost splendour of which it
(viz., sulphuret of mercury) is susceptible.
A friend of mine, a consulting commercial chemist, tells

me that a manufacturer lately applied to him wilh a sample
of his best vermilion, which, when seen alone, my friend
pronounced “first-rate but when placed by the side of

a sample from another maker it became “brick-dust” in
ooroparisoa. My friend, the chemist, confessed himself
nou-plussed

; and both he and his client came to the con-
clusion that the difference must be the result of some
mystery of manipulation.
The SQggestion I made seemed to me so obvious that I

was surprised to find that the thought had never occurred
to either party. I asked, “What sort of quicksilver do
these vermilion-makers use?” The answer compels me
to conclude that they useit“neata3 imported if so, it

is quite clear that they do not know what they use; they
cannot tell what amount of lead (sulphuret of lead is as
black as soot), zinc, tin, bismuth, &c., eaters into a com-
pound which (for the sake of colour) ought to contain no
atom of anything but pure mercury and pure sulphur.
To insure this purity as far as is possible, the mercury
must be distilled, and the sulphur “ sublimed " (volatilized)
at the lowest available temperature. Moreover, I would
venture to suggest that it might be possible and desirable
to bring about the combination of the mercury with the
sulphur whilst both are in a state of vapour.

J. H. M.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Cullercoats.—A new hotel is about to be

erected at this marine village on the north-
eastern coast. It will be in the centre of the
bay, and have a fine sea view. Mr. Thomas
Oliver is the architect.

STAINED GLASS.

Edenham Church, Bourn (Lincolnshire). —
About eighteen months since three stained-glass
windows were erected in the north aisle of this
church, to the memory of the late Lord and Lady
Willoughby de Eresby, by subscription of the
tenantry and friends. Another window has just
been erected as a memorial of a former incum-
bent and his daughter. It is a three-light
window, with tracery of the Perpendicular period
of architecture, and is the easternmost window
of tke sooth aisle. The subject represented is

the Resurrection of our Lord, which extends over
the three lower openings. The centre is occupied
by Our Saviour rising from the Tomb ; the
angel, which is in the dexter opening, having
rolled away the stone, is seated upon it iu tho
act of adoration. In the sinister opening are
shown the figures of Mary Magdalene, Joanna
and Mary the Mother of Jesus. In the fore-

ground are represented the Roman Gnard, some
asleep, others, in confusion and alarm, making
their escape. A text is placed at the bottom of
the window, “ I am the resurrection and the life

;

he that believeth in me, though ho were dead,
yet shall he live.” The group is surmounted by
passion-flower enrichment. In the tracery are
angels, &c. The windows were designed and
executed by Messrs. Baillie & Mayer, of London.

Wellinrjton Church.—A new memorial tower
window has been put np in this church. The
subject is the Birth of our Lord. The individual
to whose memory it is dedicated by one of his
surviving relatives, having in his lifetime adorned
the eastern apse with a representation of the
Crucifixion, it was thought that the western end
would be moat appropriately occupied with the
corresponding design of the Nativity. The type
of the edifice being of the character so com-
monly met with in the Georgian period of archi-
tecture, precluded a Gothic treatment of the in-

cident
;
but the window being of a large apace,

good scope was afforded to the artist for pictorial

effect. The main object in the group—the
Infant Saviour—is represented lying in the
manger with outstretched arms, symbolical of
His embrace of the world. At H's right side
the Virgin Mother kneels in adoration, and at
His left Joseph is seated. In the background,
through the stable, are shown the distant coun-
try, the watching shepherds, and the angels
announcing the glad tidings

;
and above the roof

of the stable, a company of heavenly messengers
bear a scroll with the sentence of rejoicing,

—

“ Glory to God in the highest.” Surrounding
the scenery is a border of ornamentation, com-
posed of the stem, leaf, and flower of the lily,

upon a ground of deep ruby
;
tho whole being

inclosed by a mosaic framework. The work is

seen with the disadvantage of a feeble light
borrowed from the small window on the western
side of the tower. The artists were the Messrs.
O’Connor, of London.

Wakefield Parish Chxirch.—The window in the
tower of All Saints’, Wakefield, has lately been
filled with painted glass, in memory of the late

Mr. Thomas Bolton, at the expense of his son,

also lately deceased. It has been executed by
Messrs. Hardmans, of Birmingham. The sub-
ject is the “ Day of Judgment,” and is divided
into three portions : first, the coming of our Lord
in glory attended by saints and angels; second,
tho dead summoned from their graves, and rising

to meet Him
; third, angels in heaven worship

ping. The lower portion of the window repre
sents the summoning of souls to judgment.

St. Jaynes’s, Boroughhridge. — A memoria
stained-glass window has been placed in thii

church. The design, which has been executec
by Messrs. Hughes & Ward, of London, is foundea
on Simeon receiving the infant Saviour in tht
Temple.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Arthuret (Cumberland).—The ancient churcl

here has been renovated, chiefly at the cost ol

the Graham family. The edifice, both externally)

and internallyjhas undergone a thorough renewal,)

although its form, with one slight exception,

unaltered. The tower, except as regards thei

doorway in it, has not been touched, the priu-|

cipal portion of the external improvements!
having been made at the east end. Originallyt

the roof of the chancel was fiat, and somewhat?
lower than that of the nave. It has now beei%
raised so that the whole of the roof from the:

tower to the end of the chanoel is of the samel
height. The old east window has been restored,)

and the gable surmounted by a cross. The other!

external alterations require little notice, beingl
merely renovations of the old walls. Iu the in-i

terior, however, everything is changed, the wholef
of the arrangements having been altered. Thai
old flat plaster ceiling has been removed from)
the roof, and succeeded by an open roof of oak.
The floor, except in the centre aisle, has been
boarded. The pillars and arches, which were
previously covered with plaster, have been
stripped of their covering and cleaned. In order'

to increase the number of sittings, the centrec

aisle has been made narrower by elongating thej

seats, which have been converted from square!
pews into open benches. The western and cbiefi

doorway has been enlarged. Oa the north sidei

of the chancel a Gothic oak screen has been!
erected in front of the pews appropriated to thef

use of the Graham family. On the south side is)

a small vestry. The chief feature of the chancel,!

and, indeed, of the church, is the window!
erected in memory of Sir James Graham. It isf

18 ft. in height, and 14 ft. in breadth. It con-
tains six lights, all filled with stained glass. In
the lower panels are representations of thel
twelve apostles, accompanied by the different!

symbols which distinguish them. Above thel
apostles, six other panels are filled with figures

}

of angels, each carrying in her hand a harp or{
trumpet. Above these, again, the interstices!

caused by the transverse shafts of the window!
are filled up with the symbols of the four

i

evangelists
;
and the whole is surmounted by an

argent dove with outstretched wings, in a cir-

;

cular panel. The border round the figures is of!

a floral design, coloured with a deeper tint than
,

the figures. The building has been renovated
under the superintendence of Mr. D. Birkett, of

j

Carlisle, architect, the window being from the t

establishment of Messrs. John Scott & Son, of

,

Carlisle.

Eiuhurst.—The parish church has been for the 1

last few weeks in the hands of Mr. Wm. Vaughan,
of Maidstone, builder, who has undertaken the ^

contract for its restoration, and is proceeding
!

with it, under the direction of Mr. Robert

:

Wheeler, of Tunbridge Wells, architect. The 1

building has for many years been in a very !

dilapidated state, and at last was considered i

almost dangerous.

Hailey.—Tho village church of Hailey, which
'

has been entirely rebuilt, has now been conse-
crated. The new church stands in a portion of /

the field in front of the vicarage, one side of the I

churchyard adjoining theroad through the village. ;

The style is of the thirteenth century. Hailey-
stone facings are used both inside and out. The )

roof is of Baltio timber, unstained and unvar- '

nished. Milton freestone is used both inside and :

out. The whole of the church is laid with tiling,

and the arrangement of the edifice provides a
heating-vault, chancel (with accommodation and i

fitting for a surpliced choir), nave, south porch,
north aisle, and vestry at the west end of the i

aisle. The church is seated throughout with '

rush-bottom chairs, with a kneeler to each chair, i

and will accommodate about 240, including the I

choir. A dwarf stone wall separates the chancel i

from the nave. The altar, of English oak, is
,

approached by a flight of seven steps. It is i

symbolically framed in English oak, and the slab '

is incised with five crosses. The reredos is built

into the east wall of the chancel, and contains a :

super-altar of red Mansfield stone. The upper '

portion of the reredos is divided into three com-

;
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>Brtinents containing frescoes of the Three

Persons of the Trinity. The three-light east

window has been 611ed with stained glass to the

nemory of the Bev. J. Hyde, a former vicar

)f Hailey. The principal feature of the centre

ight is the Crncifixion, and those in the side

.ights are the figures of our Saviour as the Good
Shepherd, and as celebrant instituting the

Bucharist. The sides of the east wall at the

wedos are lined with encaustic tiles. The side

lights of the chancel are partially filled with

atained glass. No clerk of works has been
smployed. The builder was Mr. A. Groves, and
the architect Mr. Clapton C. Bolfo. The total

308t of the building is about 2,000i.

Illtsciltaniitr.

Professor Huxley on Physical Science
Id Education.—At a recent annual dinner of

the Liverpool Philomathio Society, Professor

Huxley spoke on the subject of the introduction

of scientific training into the general education
;

of the country. Upon no subject has the public

mind been more educated, he was happy to say,

than upon this particular topic of the introduc-

tion of science into education ; and physical

science was already recognised as a part of the
Durriculum at Harrow and Rugby, and some
of our great schools, while ample preparations

were being made for its introduction at Eton and
elsewhere. He would ask any one present who
bad chanced to take the profession of an engi-

neer how mnch time he had lost because when
he had loft school he had had to take to pursuits

which were absolutely novel and strange to him.
In the interests of mankind and of fair play,

why would not the clergy get some little tincture

of physical science, and put themselves into

a position to understand the difficulties which
were forced upon the mind of every thoughtful
and intelligent man ? The professor, in con-

cluding, said he hoped the time would come
when it would not be regarded as a blasphemous
proposition that there should be opened iu every
parish in this country Sunday schools for science.

That might be supplemented by a series of

Sunday evening discourses upon secular matters,

ind upon topics which would enlighten them,
ind enable them to bear better the toil of daily

life.

The sxatlonal Education Eeague.—This

League has been started in Birmingham, with
the concurrence of educational reformers in

various parts of the country, and has already

made rapid progress. The object of the League
is to establish a system which shall secure the
sdneation of every child in Ecgland aud Wales.
The means by which this object is to be attained
are stated in a circular issued by the provisional

committee of the League. When a sufficient

number of persons have joined, it is proposed to

call a general meeting in Birmingham, to nonii-

uate a governing council, and to form branches
throughout the kingdom. The general meeting
will probably be held early in the autumn

j
and

iu the mean time oommunications may be made
to Mr. George Dixon, M.P., Broad-street, Bir-

mingham, chairman of the provisional committee.
Ihe members already include several hundred
gentlemen known as promoters of education,
and fresh accessions are being daily received.

Ihe names of twenty members of the House of
Commons are already upon the list, and we
observe those of Mr. T. Hughes and Mr. Mundella
imong them.

Tbe late Mr. Frederick Hering, Archi-
tect. — We mention with great regret the
decease of this gentleman, which took place at
his residence in Argyll-street, Regent-street, on
the 2nd inst. Mr. Hering, who belonged to a
family of artists, was an accomplished and
amiable man, but seems to have obtained few
opportunities to distinguish himself in hia pro-
fession. The elaborate shop-front at the corner
of the Quadrant and Regent’a-circus, which be
designed for Messrs. Swan & Edgar, some years
ago, was described in our pages at the time.
Mr. Hering was iu his 70th year when he died.

A New Exhibition.—So large a number of
pjctures have been rejected by tbe Academy on
the present occasion, many of them admittedly
excellent, that a committee has been formed to
atrange, if practicable, a supplementary exhibi-
tion. Whether they will succeed in their en-
deavours is not yet quite certain.

Clubhouse In Birmingham.—The first

building erected in this town solely for the pur-

poses of a clubhouse has been opened. The
edifice is at the top of Newhall-street, iu the

centre and the highest part of the town

;

it is within a few yards of the Bank of England
and all the other banking houses. The style of

architecture is Italian, with elaborate detail and

carving. The fronts are to two streets, are two

stories in]_height, and are of stone, from the

Pillongh quarries, Derbyshire, with a balustrade

protecting the basement area ;
the ground-floor

is rusticated, aud has square-headed windows,
with] [boldly-carved keystones and recessed

pilasters in the reveals. The entrance, which is

in Colemore-row, opposite to Bennett’s-bill, has

four massive columns with rich Corinthian

capitals
;
the first-floor windows have balconies

in front; the windows are circular-headed, with

pilasters, consoles, cornices, and pediments, with

carved keystones to the arches, spandrels, and
other parts

;
these are of varied design, the

triple windows being still further enriched, to

make them as salient points in the elevation

;

above them is a carved frieze of foliage with

shields, charged with armorial bearings, inclu-

ding that of Mr. Coleraore, of Cheltenham, who
is the ground landlord. The cornicione surmounts
the frieze, and the whole structure is finished

with a balustrade and pedestals bearing vases.

On the ground-floor there is an entranoe-hall

leading to a corridor, out of which open a dining-

room 41 ft. by 2-1' ft. ; the morning-room, 60 ft.

by 24 ft.
;
luncheon-room, &c.

;
the two first-

named rooms have richly panelled ceilings and
details in character with the principal part of

the work. The great staircase is divided

into three compartments by stone columns, and

lighted by triplet windows of large size. The
first-floor, which has a corridor extending the

whole length of the building, leads to a drawing-

rcom, library, billiard-room, &o. The cost is

about 16,OOOJ. The architect is Mr. Yooville

Thomason, of Birmingham,

Northern Architectural Association.

—

At the quarterly meeting of this association,

held under the presidency of Mr. Watson, the

committee which had been named to report on
the articles of association of the Glasgow Insti-

tute of Architects, expressed their opinion that

however useful the same might prove to their

Scottish brethren, they would not materially

improve the condition of that association ; be-

sides, a large expense would be incurred by
the adoption of the Act. The committee recom-

mended that the members of the Northern
Architectural Association should not apply for

incorporation. Mr. Charlton moved that the

report should be adopted, which was seconded

and carried. With regard to the Architectural

Alliance letter, on the scheme for the educa

tion of pupils, the committee were of opinion

that it would be desirable, before sending

answers to the various questions proposed, that

the association should consider the same seriatim,

and that a statement should be forwarded by
the secretary. The report was received, and the

discussion was adjourned.

Civil and iviecbanical Engineers’
Society,—The gentlemen of this association

made their second visit to works this session on

Saturday last, when they visited the new Black-

friars Bridge, which is shortly to be opened for

public traffic, permission being granted to them
iDy Mr. Cubitt, the engineer. Mr. F. W. Bryant,

the resident engineer, escorted the members
over the works. Afterwards the society’s

members inspected the Blackfriars section of the

Thames Embankment, by permission of Mr.
Bazalgette. This Saturday the members, by
permission of the architect, will visit the new
Royal Italian Opera now being built in the Hay-
market.

The Munich International Exhibition.
Endeavours are being made to obtain from
England architectural designs, models, and ap-

pliances
;
but it is to be feared almost too late, as

the exhibition is to open at the beginning of

July next. The special committee for this

department consists of Messrs. B. Gottgetreu,

k. Professor
;
Hiigel, Baurath

;
E. Lange, k. Pro-

fessor
; G. F. Seidel, k. Baubeamter

;
and Zenetti,

Stadt-Baurath.

Concrete Buildings.—Mr. D. Osborn, of

Great Berkhamstead, has erected several Port-

land cement concrete buildings io that locality.

At Rickmansworth Lord Ebury has employed

Mr. Osborn to erect buildings with this material.

New Eunatic Asylum for Eancashire.

—

At Preston a special meeting of the magistrates

of Lancashire has been held to consider the pro-

priety of erecting another lunatic asylum for

the county. It was stated that authority had
been obtained by the General Finance Committee
to purchase a site in Whittingbam, near Preston,

and that one of the instructions of the committee
was that the asylum should accommodate 1,000

patients. The coat would be 20,000h It was
resolved that a committee be appointed to pro-

vide an additional asylum, and that 20,000i. be
borrowed on the county rates for the purpose.

Progress of Invention.—It appears from a
Parliamentary return that 3,991 patents were
applied for in 1868, and up to the llth of March
last 1,715 of the applications had been granted.

The total number for 1868 cannot be known until

the 30th of June, owing to the six months allowed

patentees (from the dates of their several appli-

cations) in which to have their patents sealed

and to file their final specifications. The return

shows the progress of invention. It begins with

1650, when no patent was granted. Just a cen-

tury later, in 1750, there were only 7 ;
in 1850

there were 523 ; and in 1867, 2,292.

The Fine Art Copyright Consolidation
and Amendment Bill.—On the motion of

Lord Westbury in the House of Lords, this Bill

has been read a second time and referred to a

select committee. Hia lordship pointed out that

while there was protection for the author’s life

and 25 years afterwards iu Spain
j 30 years

afterwards in Germany; and 50 years after-

wards in France ;
protection was only accorded

in England for 28 years altogether in one class

of artistic works, and for 7 years altogether

in another class. The new Bill granted protec-

tion for the author’s life and 30 years afterwards,

with certain exceptions. The Earl of Kimberley
appeared to think that, as one of the public, he
had a right to reap the fruits of an artist’s

brains, after bis death at all events, if not before
;

although his lordship certainly could not lay

hold of the pecuniary fruits of their industry or

talent in a similar way.

Science and Art Classes for Ely and
Cambridge.—A movement is in progress for

the establishment of classes in elementary science

aud drawing at Ely, in connexion with the

Science and Art Department at South Kensing-
ton. Some time ago it was proposed to establish

similar classes in Cambridge. The project fell

through
;
but it is possible a fresh attempt will

be made under more favourable ciroumstancea
to bring this really important subject before the
attention of the University and town. Professor

Kingsley, in his address to the Cambridge School
of Art at the late distribution of prizes, pointedly

referred to the matter, and tbe archdeacon of

Ely, and others then present, suggested that the

new classes proposed might be carried on in

connexion with the Cambridge School of Art.

Printers’ Almshouses.— We understand
that the required sum for erecting the celebra-

tion wing to these almshouses has been received

or promised, with tbe exception of about 200Z.

It is to be hoped that this comparatively small

amount will soon be subscribed, and promises
realised, to enable the council to appoint a build-

ing committee to carry out immediately this

much-desired object. Subscriptions are received

by the treasurer, Mr. W. Clowes, Duke-street,

Stamford-street
;

or by the oullector, Mr. C.

Pope, 14, Derby-street, Argyle-square, W.C.

University of Glasgow. — Session 1868-9.

Certificates of proficiency in engineering science

(Mr. Macquorn Rankine, professor) have been
granted to Messrs. Anthony S. Bower, C.E., St.

Neots, Hunts; Walter Deed, C.E., Colchester;

James J. Galloway, C.E., Paisley; James Gil-

lespie, jun., C.E., Garnkirk
;
Alexander Malcolm,

C.E., Balfron ;
Robert McIIaffia Melliss, jun.,

C.E., Glasgow
;
Georgo D. Neill, C.E., Greenock

;

and John Rnssell, C.E., Glasgow.

Fever.—Amongst the Liverpool detectives

fever seems to prevail. Two of them have died

of it on one and the same day, and at that time

two or three others were prostrated by it.

At Tickhill, Doncaster, fever is prevalent in an
epidemic form. The Doncaster Board of Guar-
dians have had a discussion on the subject, and
have written to the local authorities at Tickhill

drawing their serious attention to it. In course

of the discussion it was stated that defective

drainage aud contamination of wells were the

cause.
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Tbe Drainage of Frankfort-on-tbe-
Malne.—Mr. Gordon, late surveyor of Carlisle,

who a few years ago left Carlisle for rrankforb-
on-the-Maine, having been appointed principal
resident engineer to the Board of Works at that
place, is at present engaged in carrying out an
extensive system of sewerage in that town. The
editor of the Carlisle Journal has obtained an esti-

mate of tbe work and the cost of it, from which
he gathers that the total length of new sewers is

nearly fifty-six English miles, and is estimated to
cost 282,1081. The secondary division comprises
extensions or additions, and improvements to
existing sewerage works, and the length is

fourteen English miles and a half, and will coat
according to estimate 49,103Z. The grand total
length of the whole sewerage is about seventy
miles, and will coat, on the whole, 331,211J.
Mr. Gordon has been invited by Prince Ludwig
to visit Darmstadt, for the purpose of inspecting
the drainage of the palace, with a view to
advising as to its improvement.

& Weekly Return of Work in Sirmlng"
bam.—A week’s work in Birmingham in it®

aggregate results is something wonderful. Ac*
cording to the Engineer, it comprises the fabrica-
tion of fourteen millions of pens, six thousand
bedsteads, seven thousand guns, three hundred
millions of cub nails, one hundred millions of
buttons, one thousand saddles, five millions of
copper or bronze coins, twenty thousand pairs of
spectacles, six tons of papier-mache ware,
30,0001. worth of jewelry, four thousand miles ofi
iron and steel wire, ten tons of pins, five tons of
hairpins, hooks and eyes, and eyelets, one bun-

1

dred and thirty thousand gross of wood screws, I

five hundred tons of nuts, screw-bolts, spikes, and I

rivets, fifty tons of wrought-iron binges, three
hundred and fifty miles length of wax for vestas,
forty tons of refined metal, forty tons of German
silver, one thousand dozens of fenders, three
thousand five hundred bellows, a thousand roast-
ing jacks, one hundred and fifty sewing-machines,
eight hundred tons of braes and copper wai'es,
besides an almost endless multitude of mis-
cellaneous articles, of which no statistics can be
given, but which like those enumerated, find
employment for hundreds and thousands of busy
hands, and are destined to supply the manifold
wants of humanity from China to Peru.

Accidents.—The new church in the course
of erection on Soutliernhay, Exeter, belonging to
the Independents, has been destroyed by fire.

The building was nearly finished, and while the
men were engaged varnishing the roof, flames
burst from it at the west end, near the tower.
The fire rapidly extended to the other end of the
roof which became one mass of flames. The
roof fell in, and the woodwoi'k inside, including
the large galleries, was speedily burnt up.
Three of the city engines were at work, and by
their efforts some of the glass work and the walla
were saved. An excavator was engaged in
digging a foundation at the back of the Mare-
street Baptist Chapel, Hackney, and had got to
the depth of 12 ft., when one of the aides fell in,

and he was buried under several tons of earth.
When extricated he was found to be dead.
While a number of workmen were engaged in
removing some old cottages, in order to make
room for the enlargement of the foundry of Mr.
Asa Lees, Huddersfield-road, Oldham, one of the
inside walls fell down, and buried beneath it a
labonrer engaged in the work. Ho was killed at
once.

Telegraphic Communication in the
Bristol Royal Infirmary.—Mr. Grafton, C.E.,
of London, is now erecting in the Bristol Infir-
mary a mechanical telegraph to communicate
orders to all the wards in that institution. The
point from which the communication is to be
made, says the local Times, is from the porter’s
lodge, on the ground floor, where there is affixed

a large dial, on which there are twenty points,
traversed by a hand. At each of these points
will be placed a word, such as “ casualty,”
“ meals,” “ visitors out,” “ house-surgeon,”
matron,” &c., so that, by tnrning the wooden

hand to any of these points, a similar hand will
indicate the same thing on a similar dial in each
of the wards. This will prevent the running
abont from ward to ward to look for a person, or
give any summons which is necessary. The
expense (which will be about 250i.) will be paid
by an anonymous friend of the infirmary.

Works of Diving Artists in France.—
Tbe exhibition of the works of living artists
was opened in Paris on the Ist of May. The
liahiPuis consider it scarcely up to the mark.

Bursting of a Reservoir.—At the Ban-
nister Hall Print Works, Higher Walton, a
village a few miles from Preston, there are two
extensive reservoirs in connexion with the works,
one of them a very largo one, covering nearly
two acres of land, which was used for clean
water purposes. At tbe time of the accident it

contained a depth of 18 ft. of water. Between
twelve at night and three in the morning this
immense sheet of water burst through its banks
into the river Darwen, near which it was situated.
The reservoir had been filled too full the previous
day, and water having filtered into rat-holes that
lined its banks, worked its way through until a
continuous opening had been made, and the banks
being only composed of clay, a large gap was
soon opened, and the water rushed out into the
Darwen with immense velocity, carrying all

before it. In a very short time the reservoir
was quite empty. The fissure is twenty yards
wide by over six yards deep.

Fire at Albury Park. — The Duke of
Northumberland’s mansion at Albury Park has
been on fire. The intimation of the fire reached
the duke and duchess at Northumberland House.
Through the carelessness, it is said, of workmen
employed at Albury, a candle had been left
burning, and the flame communicated with some
part of tbe building. Fortunately the fire was
discovered before it had gained much hold, and
a great destruction of property was avoided. The
fire occurred in a part of the building remotely
connected with the valuable and extensive library
formed by the Duchess of Northumberland’s
father, and with the principal apartments, which
are adorned with some of the rarest specimens
of the ancient masters. When the duke and
duchess, with Earl Percy arrived, the fire was
under tbe entire control of tbe engines from
Guildford. The damage is trifling, and is covered
by insurance. Within a few hours of the extinc-
tion of the fire, a second outbreak of a more
serious character took place ia another part of
the mansion, which looks suspicious.

Improvements in Mummification.—An
odd discovery has just been made by a
man of Grenoble, by which it is calculated that
cemeteries and graveyards will become super-
fluous. At the decease of an individual the body
is plunged into a liquid invented by tbe man of
Grenoble, and in about five years the individual
is turned into stone. The secret of the petrifac-
tion is known only to the discoverer. He says
that in a thousand years’ time, if persons will
only preserve their relatives aud friends, they
will be able to build houses with them, and thus
live in residences surrounded by their ancestors !

Altogether an absurdity.

Designs for Channel Steamers.—The
Council of the Society of Arts offer the Gold
Medal of the Society, and the large Silver Medal
of the Society, for the best and the second-best
block model of a steamer, which shall aflbrd the
most convenient shelter and accommodation to
passengers on the deck of the vessels crossing
the Channel between France and England.

Architectural Alliance.— The annnal
meeting of this association ia to be held in
London on the 12th iost.

Ruled Paper.—Messrs, Letts & Co. prepare
paper ruled (in pencil-ink) in squares by grada-
tion of ^ in. from ^ to the full. On paper thus
prepared rough plans can be drawn and coloured
in without tbe ruled line showing objectionably.

City Memorial of the Prince Consort.

—

At the last Court of Common Council it was re-
solved to place a stained-glass memorial window
at the western end of the Guildhall, to the memory
of Prince Albert. There is also reason to believe
that a statue, the gift of a private individual,
will be erected.

Fine Arts Copyright.—The Select Com-
mittee on the Fine Arte Copyright Consolidation
and Amendment (No. 2) Bill consists of the
Lord Privy Seal, Earls Stanhope, Carnarvon,
and Somers, Viscount Hardingo, the Bishop of
Oxford, Lords Portman, Overstone, Lyvedon,
Westbury, Houghton, and Eomilly.

TENDERS.
For erecting a billiard-room over the present skittle-

ground, at the Prince of Orange, Greenwich, exclusive of
gasiiuioga, for Mr. Chas. ‘Wall. Mr. Henrj Roberts, archi-
tect. Quantities supplied;—

Disney £525 0 0
Penn 4U3 o 0

[May 8, 1869,

For the erection of a warehouse, in the Miuories, 1
Messrs. Carter. Mr. G. Barnes Williams, architect •—

Thompson iC4-,l« 0 0
Hill, Keddell, Si Co 3^681 0 0
King & Sons 3^.i6o o 0
Ashby Si Sons 3,290 0 0

3,270 0 0
Ashby & Horner 3,000 0 0

For iron aud glass roof over seed market of the Lond
Corn Exchange, Mark-lano. Mr. G. Barnes WilJian
architect

Messrs. Phillips £080 0 0

For the erection of shops aad premises at Peckhai
Mr. n. G. Haywood, architect

~

Snnor £3.097 0 0
Beeton 2,000 0 0
HiU & Eeddell 1,993 0 0
Colls & Son 1,978 0 0
Gammon 1,951 0 0
King & Sons 1,910 0 0
TuUy 1,875 0 0

For the erection of three warehouses, at Wells-stree
Oxford-street. Mr. J. Deason, architect:

“

Bowman £4,270 0 0
Foster
Hyde
Higgs
King & Sous
Scrivener & White .

Cooper & Cnllum ....

4,050
3,9f'0

3,781

0

For the erection of stabling, at Tangley Par
Worplesdon, Surrey, for Mr. Thos. Oborn. Mr. Hen
Peak, architect

^

T.;&J.Loe (accepted) £311 0 0

For the erection ofa pair of cottages on the Woodbridg
road Estate (exclusive ofplumber's, glazier’s, andpaintw
works), for Mr. Higlett. Mr. H. Peak, architect—

Stradwick £322 0 0
West 330 0 0
Garnett 295 0 0
Taylor & Downes 290 0 0
Swayne & Sons (accepted) 257 10 0

For new school-room and alteration of present sohoo
rooms, Belmont-street, Brighton. Mr. Thos. Simpaoi
architect. Quantities supplied :—

Patching & Son £890 0 0
Dean & Dickerson 880 0 0
Cheesman & Co 860 0 0
Baker 835 0 0
Lockyer 832 0 0
Sawyer ; 793 q 0
Nash & Co 783 0 0
Barnes 749 0 0

For Little Park House, near Newbury, Berks, Qaai
titles supplied by Messrs. Pain & Clark

^

_ ,

House. Stable,
Henshaw £5,738 0 0 ... £724 0
Manley & Rogers ... 4,797 0 0 ... 693 0
Bracher & Son 4,803 0 0 ... 076 0
Ebbs rSc Sods 4,810 0 0 ... 617 0
Bull & Sons* 4,400 0 0 ... 697 0

• Accepted,

For alterations at Fairlawu. Aet,<m
by Messrs. Pain & Clark :

—

Little

Bracher & Son
TuUy
Ebbs S Son
Cook Si Green
Manley & Rogers

Quantities eupplie

.£1,610 0

. 1.3i)0 0
, 1,295 0
, 1,247 0
, 1,064 0

1,043 0

For building stables, coach-houses, &c., in Blaekn
street. Borough, for Messrs. Hadley. Mr. Josiuh Ho
architect ;

—

Bitile £4,199 0 0
Patman & Fotheringham •4,185 0 0
Manslield & Price 4,184 0 0
I'Anson 4^126 0 0
Macey 4,088 0 0
Scrivener & White 3,997 0 0
Ennor .. 3,066 0 0
Langmead Sc Way 3,640 0 0

For alterations to the White Horse publichouse, 10(
High Holborn, for Mr. 8 . Mead. Mr. F. Cadogan arch
teci:—

Sykes £215 0 0
Goodwin 157 0 0
Blackmoor&Co 145 0 0

,, £6,071

For the erection of a new foundry, for Messrs. J, & I
Howard, Britannia Ironworks, Beaford. Mr. John Usher
architect. Quantities suonlied :

—

Corby A Son
Bmitii
Field
Dickens
Young
Nightingale
Claridge
Moore
Cunvin
Winn & Foster (accepted) ...,

Loveday (too late)

4,660 0 0
4,647 0 0
4,667 0 0
4,660 0 0
4,625 10 0
4,-i39 0 0
4,211 0 0
3,934 0 0

For the erection of four houses aud shops, in Bcisize
road, Kilburn, for Mr. J. Bishop. Mr. Douglas, architect
No quantities

Backworth £2,790 0 0
Waters 2,670 0 0
Wiliiams & Son 2,647 0 0
Ebbs & Sons 2,437 0 0

For the erection of schools, master's house, &c. al

Lyon’s Down, East Barnett. Mr. G. Barnes Williami
architect :

—

Dovo £3,075 0 0
Scrivener & Stephenson 2,937 0 O
Turner 2,899 0 0
Saunders 2,753 0 0
Walton 2,609 0 0
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. A. r.-G. D. W.—D.—H. B.- J. H.—K. A aoM.—IL TT.-F. W. H.

-T. & Co.-H. A F.-N. A. H.-J. G, P.-E. M, B.—Highflyer.-Mr. T-

—T. 8.-C1t1«.—H. P,— t. H. M.-W. C. T.—B. T.—B. H. W. D.-
W. G.-G. H. A.-Mr. E.-I. I.-H. U. 0.—X. S.—G. W. H.-J. A.—
M . lU-C. O.—A Joiner.- C. W, B. C.—J. C, B.

We are comiMlled to decline pointlag out boolu and giving
tddresseii.

All Btatemento of facte, llste of Tenders, Ac., must be acoompanlsd
7 the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for

publlc.atlon.

Note.—

T

he responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with the anthers.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
NOTICE.—All ConwiunicaUons respect-

ing Adv&rtisemenis, Subscriptions, ^c., should be

addressed to "The Publisher of the Builder,”
No. 1, Torh-street, Covent Garden. All other
Communications should be addressed to the
"Editor" and not to the " PubUsher."

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Ori-
ginal Testimonials left at the Office in reply to
Advertisements, and strongly recommends that
Copies only should be sent.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufacture of Church, Turret,
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description
of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Bailders,
Committees, &o. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,
by special appointment. Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and
60, Ludgate-hill

; Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

Now ready, Super-royal Quarto, pricii 2a. 6d. PART ONE of

UE EUEAL OHUECHES: their
Bistorlee, Architecture, and AntinultleB.

ry r-lDNEY COBNEK.
With C-loured IlInetratloDa from Palntinga by Iho Editor,

igniaoent work will comprise Illmtiftiloua of some of those
"lit cguntiy that era mo-t lutersatlng either fri-m
from the piclureaque beauty of their si lualii'Cs,— -ieil byafull descriptive account of

.ntlquitles of the Church, together
nterest In its uelghbeurhocd.

Monthly Parts, eecb part containing

rypotalblo appurt*
, „„„

finely tiuibered park skirted oil the western extremity by
.iieutai fish ponds. I'be estate lies high, end the land Is of an un-
dulatlug character, with a deep gravel subsoil, cumprising alto-
geth.r »ls. Ir. 8p. It posserres a valuable frontage to llie Avenue-
toad of 1,13S feet, ail') a similar froutnge to Oonnersbury and
Bullo-brlilge-leues of 706 feet. Approaches by good roads >ra secured
on lbs eastern and southern boundaries, thus permitting a com-
prehensive building sobeme to be developed, and a large extent of
valuable frentsge aecnred, wiiliout (if desired) Interfeilug with the
present house and grounds, J/ot 1 will lucluile the mauslou and
ion. 6r. la. of land i Lot 3 consLstieg of 7a. Sr, 7p. has a large pro-
portion of frontage, and pre-ents an admirable site fur the erection
of a Qrst-cluss residence.—The properly may he viewed, by orders
to be obtained of Iho Anotloneer. Full particulars, with plan,
may he had at the principal Inns at Act'U : of Mesirs. hllEP-
HKAED A SON. Solicitors, 78, Cnleman-street, E.l'.

;
and 12.

Lower I’lilllimc re-place, Keuilngton, W,
;
at th" Unit, IS.C. : and of

Ur. ROBINS, S. WaUtluo pUce, Pall-mall, B.W. (Sale 18, -ly?-)

UPPER NORWOOD.-Freebold ! illdlug Estate of

IV/TK. PHILIP D. TUOKETT will SELL by
-LtXtJ^'K.'TION, «^tho MART, Tokenhouse-yard, K.C. on 1UE8-
i-lAY, JUNE l.t, at ONE, In 1 I'-t, by older of tlie Moitgage'
UALE-PARE liSTAlH : cotupri ing a cottage 'and garden and 2d
aens of very eligible bultdiug-land, baving a long frou'age to the
high road, situate close to the Beulah Spa Hotel, aud about one tulle
from IheGipsy-blll, Crystal rnl.ee.Noiwood Junction, aud Thornton-

|
WANU8WORTU-ROAD,

heath Rnlway aiaiiuns. This favourite locality Is now so nearly ‘ -

surrounded by buildings, that it •cannot be doubted tbst this estate
will be speedily covered with greet profit to the builders —Particu-
lars of Messrs. LACE. BANNRK. A CO. Solicitors. No, 1. Union-court,
Llverionl

;
Jles.ri', EUWA RUA A CO. 6, Uelahay-atreet. Westinlnsler :

or. of Mr. PHILIP U. TUCEEW, Land Agent, Surveyor, Ac. lOn,
Old Broad-.tr.et,E.C.

pHlNNuCK, GALSWORTHY, & CHIN-
V.// NOCK will 8SLL by AUCTION, at the MART, Tokenhouse-
y.iid, C.ly. on'fHUKSUAY next, MAY 13, at TWO pr«
lots. SIX FREEHOLD HOUSES, Compiling Nos. 1 tod, Meduws-bulld-
lugs, lacing the Wuudsworin-road, near lbs Nng’e Head, a shell dii-
laucB from CUphom-common, clo.e to the works of the L.C. aud

PHILIP Dr TtfOKBTT wiU SELL
'

by AUCTION, at the MART, E.O. on TUESDAY, JUNE 1, at
i

Budding Land, with a fronta.e of about 60 feet. A pc

3 following
Is.— Lot
1 garde

conii-act FREE- I

. butcommodious
|

ch-houss, stabling,
-- lautlf

•

This
of the Chui
their assiciatioDS,
each TUustratloii being acccmpai
the History, Architeotur.*, ana .

With information on subjects of

'

The Book will be Issued in
Three full-siztd Coloured f’lutei

hast style of ait.

GKOOMBRIDGE A SONS,

CRANSTON'S PATENT GLASS BUILDING for HORTICULTURE.
Plans aud E-tlinales free.

Just rublhhed, free for SO stamp?, 3rd Edition.

T^ESCRIPITVE BOOK, splendidly illus-
A—' trated from existing BiiUdinn,

By the Author and Paieutee, JAMES CRANSTON. Architect,
1, Temple-row We»t, Birmingham.

.
H. J. GROWTAOE, Manager.

ONE,
HOLD PROPERTIi:
oetacbed Residence,

in all abuut ihre

reach blshopsgate
Solicitor, at a rent of SOL for a term expiring at Christi
Lot 2. A Pa-'dock. Orchard, and Garden acjoluing Lot 1, and held
therewith, but euldect to one week's notice, occupying a prcmlneut
corner position, having 838 feet of frcuUge to two goed public rosds,
and comprlehig 2a. 2r. 2Ui>. of very valuable building land, the whole
immediately available for the erection of moJerate-.ixed villas, with-
out any expvuditme in new roadi — Partloolars, with plans, of

.YOUNG, JONES, KOBERTV, A HALE, Bolicltore, 2. St. Mil-
*>th otd.ra to view, of Mr. PHILIP D.TUCKETT, Laud Agent, Surveyor. Ac. IC.v, Old Broad-street, EO.

A BOOK FOR AMATEUR AND YOUNG OEOLOOISTS.
_ This d-y is pnblifhed. piles 5s.pHIPS and CHAPTERS
\y By DAVID PAGE, LL.D. F.B.8.E. F.G.S.

Author of Text Books of Physicsl Geography aud Geology Ac
CONTENTS.

Geology— Its Alms and Objects.
Prsciltal Boatings of Oe. ..or.
The Nature of Geological Evl-

Unifi nuity and Progression.
Present A.pocla of Geological

Inguiry.
Geology as a Branch of Geneml
Education.

Geoirgy and Modern Thought.
Bocks — Tlieir Formation and
Metamoi iilicses.

By the Sea-ahote.
L^laudr, aud the Tale they (ell,
SpMrge lu their Geological
Aapeet?.

Spill or Fractured Bonldei-s,
Conglomerates and Breccias.
In Uo Fiad. A Forgotten Chapter.

GEOLOGY for GENERAL READERS; A
Bsriea of Popular Sketches lu Geology and PaUeoutoloir Second'

l.-haiirani Pri,.* it,
*

Mapping of Supetfleial Accumu-
lation?.

Scottish Geology— Its Proofs and
Problem..

The Natu’ttl Sciences — Their
Place In Eduction.

DuiB Den- Its Place In Geology.
Soils and Subsoils—‘ihrir Nature
and Origin.

Balii-priiits, Sun-cracka. Ripple-
marks, Foul-prints, Tr«oka,aDd

Raised Beaches and Submarine

fpeci-s-makiiig and Nomencla-

Seenery— Its Ch.aracteristica and

r

Just published, in impeilal oblong folio, Price Oue Guinea
HU PEINCIPLES of PBBSPJSOTiVE.

Iltiistrated lu a Series of Examples,
By HEKKY U. HDMPHRI3.

London: CHAP.MAN A HALL, Plccadllv.
Cheltenham : HENRY DAVIEi

j and all B. okiellers.

naiiarfea, ouirey.

It/TE. CHARLES YUCNG will SELL by
-Lt_L auction, by order of the proprietor, Mr. F. Brown, on the
1'WH.1UI8E8, J, C'.lllogwoHd L-rrace. Plough-lane, Bi'.tersea. onWEDNErDAY, .MAY 12th, 1880, at ONE o'clock, the aitenslvYaock
of TLAat'bK and CEMENT UASI ING8, comprising large quantity of
cenite flowers, cement and plas'or trueee-, eurlchmai.te,Ube:a, con-
aolee, Corinthian capluls.bujta, brackela. vasst, aniflcUl stone sinks,
moulds of every pattern aud design, a quantity ofscaffoldiog, and
sundries, and numerous useful ell', ots. On view day ncli.ir and
morning of sale.-Calslogues on the Ptemises ond of the Auctioneer.
Mcjrick-road, Battenee.

N.B,—Mr. Brown wilt reopen the Premises in the general
IronmfUgery.

KENTISH TOWN.—Stock In Trade of a Bnllder and Contractor.

1\/|"ESSES. BOND & SON are instructed
J. 'X by the Execute rs of Mr. lYm, Palmer, deccase-J. to SELL bvAUCTION, on the PREMlSEB, Chelton, Klng's-road, LeUhUn-VoaJ
« i'“-UKdl>AY and FRIDAY, 3uth aud 21st ofMAY. at ELEVEN each day, the whole of the STOCK and EFKBCrS,
comptlalng well-seasoned timber, 2OJolD0r*’ benches, 2 mortising ma
chines, pile-dnvlng machine, a craue nearly new, Johnson’s pateni
holBt.3crah»,4screw jack?. 8-horse power borlzmtal steam-eueme
sawing benches, large grindstone, 3 powerful oatl-horaea, 2 vi
Ilmb-.T carnages, brick aud dobbin caits, ihUl aud trace hai
scaffolding, blocks aud fills, ladders, pestles, steps, barrows uisful
iroumongeiy, abour, 2 tons of Lad, i ton of nails, quantity of stone
c^uut mare, park ph-.etoa and harness, dog cart, gig, 2 iiortabb
ofilcea, offlue flltiugs.a dumpy level, an I mUcellaueous etfecls. May
bo viewed the day previous, and cati.laguea had on the Premises,
of the Auctioneers, 51 and 53, Seymouc-street Euotou-souare-
21!t,Hami»teiid-ro,td,N.W.

‘ ’

for tli yeais unexpireil, at a ground-
,irui.

,
,iie icmainder for di years, at a giouud-rsnt of 281.

—

Partiiulais ..I Ue-sra. TOMPSON, PICKERING, « blYAN, rolicUora,
4, stone-i uildlngs, Ltnooln's-iun

;
at the Mart; and Of Mesirs,

CHINNUCK A CO. Land Agents, 11, Watcrloo-place,

WANDSWORTH CJ5tMON. — Four Plots of valuable Freehold
Building Laud, finely tlmbetcd, gently undulating, aud emtalulog
about Ij to 2 accts'eacb.

pHINNOCK, GALSWORTHY, & CHIN-
NOCK will 8ELL by AUCTION, at the MART, Tokeuhouse-

' CiV.^ou THURSDAY next. MAY 18tc. a
“—

ilaely, FOUR il

TWO o'

FREEHOLD BUILDING SITES, containing
. nd ccuupying a most eligible position, over-

itoklug Wanda worth-romaiou. very near to Nigbtiugale-laue, a short
dlsiauce from Clspham-coinmon aud the Clapuam Junction Railway
Btatioii, which gives direct access to every pint of the metropolis,

a prospect of a new siation on the Crystal Palace line close to
the property. All the plots are gently undulating, and have eplenijld
elm and lime trees growing thereon, with luxuriant shrubberlee
alrea-iy formed, aud afford eligible sites for the erection of Qisl-olats
residences in this fivouiable locality, which, with Its UDmeroas imes
of railway, D the moat accossihlo suburb of Loudon, and within an
easy and pleasant drive of Ihe City or West-euO.—PariLulara and
Condilluns of sale may ha ootalned of HERBERT WALFOKD, Esq.
tolicKo’', 27, Bolton-aireet. Piccadilly; at 'he Mart; and of Messrs.
CHlNNuCK A CO. Land Aganlsaud Sutveyots, II, ffateileo-place,
Fitil-malL

T
Sujier royal 4tj. hsUmoroico, 3f.

HE CAEPENl’EE and JOINER’S
.— ASSISTANT : being a Comprehensive Treatise on the SolectUu
rrepsKiii, ti, ,u<i Slreiiglh o( Mater. ol?, aud the Mechauieal Piii,-’
wples of biomuig, wlib iheir Applk-a'luua in Carpeniiy, Joinery and
Hauc-railii.g

; aleoa Coiu'se if Instruction in Practloi.l Q.ometrv
Dw"?'! Projection, and Perapective, and anJUUSMalcd Glossary of 'lerms used in Architecture and Buildine

,
By JAMiS NEWLANDS.

illiutrated by an extens ve Sei ion ol Plat»s, and many hundred
,

iugravlagaonWood.

aniJJo®!
® Carpentry and Joluery which at all

ftppToa«lii-,,_th!a in merit."-JfecA.i.ii«' .Wagntiiie.

FooJscap.Bvo. bouuUTs. B't,

pEDDIE’S PllAUTIOAL MEASURER.-

airailoid, t.‘sex.— Clearance Sale

:SSES. BUUTH & CO. will SELL by
next f'

1'"' for ONE o'clock, on MONDAYext, JIAY lOib, about 150 -f
GOODS, MATERIALS. 1'LA^T,
neouB ai titles

; also two spring
View and cslalogues - -

lackaey-toad, Loudon.

MAIDSTONE, KENT.

IVfESSES. TOOTELL & SONS are in-
XVX Biructed to BELL by AUCTION, at the Stsv Hotel. Matd-
atouB.on WEDNESDAY, the 16lh day of JUNE, 1869, at THREE
o'clock precisely, lhat deiliable FREEHOLD ESToVTE, the
miiioder of the properly of Che late Hr. Hartoup, situate on the T
bridge-road, about oue mile from th.* town, comprlslcg a c
venlent dwelling-house and farm bulliilogs, a dwollmg-honse
with grocer’s shop and bakehouse, 12 cottage*, and 43 a.;ros
of most desirable building and acioinmo<tatluii land, having
large fconiegee to existing roads, and '-fferiug sites for '
erection of flrst-cloas residences unequalled in Ihe nelghbti
hood. The property will be divided into convenient lols
from 2 to 10 acres, and poisusslon will be given at Michaelmas
next. Paitluulurs and conditions of sde.wUh pl.iLB, m.ay shortly
be had at the Auction Matt, Tok-tihome-yard, Loudon; of Meirrs.

", Maidstone; of Messrs. MONCKTON
’ Riiym md-buildtug?, Gray's

'

SONS, Maidstone,

MONCKTON A S _ .

A MONCKTON, Solicitors,

London
;
and of Messn. TOOTELL i

TO BUILDKR-S AND OTHERS.-PEREMPTORY SALE wlthoii
reserve.—Stock of Paper Hauglogs, Pale Oak Varniab, White Lead.
Sheet Glass, Dryer*, and etTecie, Klug'e-ioad, Chelsea,

lY/TESSKa. KKMP Lave received instruc-
XtX tiona to remove aud SELL .by AUCTION, upon the PRE
MishS, adjoining the Woi-lu's
MONDAY next, luili of MAY, at ONE o’cloi
Bale.—AuctioLeer’a Offices. Iu7, Aaylum-road,

.by AUCTION, upon the PRE-
I, Ciemoroe, Klug’s-road, Chelsea, on

morning of

BLACKFKIARB BRIuaR-Importaiit sa'e of the first portion of
_the Plant and Machiueiy used in the censtruotiou of the bridge.

.. 0. J. Baker has received iustriic-
from M-e»r... Thorn A Co. the oontraoturs, to SELL by

AUurloN, on the V. oRKS, at BlsckfiUrs-hrldge, on TUESUAY. the
- of JUNK, the first portion of the PLANT and MACHINERY
d in the couitruction of the new bildge; comprising 10 and 14

...iise-powerportanle eugluts, 3 thiviy-t-m puichose crabs and blocks,
pile eugliies, 100-ton lyUranlic jacks, Woodford’s pumps, several secs
of Heinke's diving apparatus, 3 Blc.tm-tiavellers. 4 bnud-travellers,
Chaplin’s steam ersnes aud hfista, 12 wrought-iroii girders 70 feet
span, h quantity of 18 inch deep girders, suitable for bulltlsrs, a large
cluancity of timber, a 50-tou barge, d buata, ironwork, chains, blctka.

WOOD-GREEN.—Faik Ridings Estate.—Eight eligible Plots of
Freehold Building Laud, sitnated a short distance tram Alexandra
Paik and Wood-green Station, on the Great Northern Railway.

/^HINNOGK, GALSWORTHY, & CHIN-
NOCK will SELL by AUCTION, at the AUCTION MART,

Tokenhouee-yard. City, on WEDNESDAY, JUNE 2, at I WO o'clock,
In eigkt loL*, a portion of the valuable FREEHOLD ESTATE known
as Park Riding*, couiprising eight plots of eligible building land,
ripe (or Immediate operations, aud admirably adapted for the erec-
tion of vill.t tcsideucea of a good class, wnlch are lu great demand In
this favourite and bighly-improviDg locality, so easily acceasible to
the City and all puts of Loauen, by the Great Norlhrrn and Metro-
politan Railways, All the lots have extem-lve froutiges to the High
Londou-road, with return frontages toother nails, laid out with a
view of developlcg the property to the best advantage, aud some of
the plots offer a favourable opportunity for a profiiable speculation,
by building chops, a tavern, Ac. The estate is only a lew minutes
walk from the Alexandra Falsce aud the Wood-gieru and H.-inscy
Slaucns.—Particulars aud plans of Messrs, W1 1 HALL A COMPTON,
Solicitors, 7, ParUament-sireet ; J. C. LEE, Esej. Surveyor, 43,
Oraveu-aireet, Strand

; at the Mart; aud of MessrA CHINNOCK
A CO. Laud Agents and Surveyors, 11, Walerloo-pioce, P&ll-malL

CHELSEA.—Valuable Fretbold Estate, comprising four capital
houses aud shops, facing the Tbatuns, in Cheyne-watk

; also two
eligible plots of building laud lu the rear, extending to Oakley-

'or abuut li acre. By direotlon ofstreet, and ooutainL

riHlNNOCK, GALSWORTHY, & CHIN-
Nock win sell by auction, at the Mart. Tokenhouse-

yard, on WEDNESDAY, JUNE 2oil, at TWO o'clock precisely. In
lour iota, an important FREEHOLD Ee'i'AIE, comprialng four
good, briok-built houses, with shops, beiog Nua 35, 88, 37, and 38,
Cheyne-walk, facing the river, close to Codogan-pter and the pco-
pusoJ new bridge, and having a frontage of 83 foot 6 Im-hea, with
gaidens and outbuildings in the tear

; let to yeaiiy tenants at old
rentals, pruduciug 1751. per annum, capable of immediate increase.
Also, .two eligiole Ploia of Building Lau-i, extending 365 feet in the
rear, having a frontage of 73 feet 6 inches to Oakley-stroet, aud an
entrance to Cbryue-walk, cuutaiuing an srea of about 6.001) square
yards, preieutii-g a favourable opportunity for aprotilchle bunding
specuiaiion or the uroation of ground-rents

;
houses of a moderate

Claes being iu great demand in this highly- improving neighbourhood.
It would also form a capital she (or a large public hisiituUou or
model dwelhngs —Particulars may be obtained of Messes, BELL,
STEWARD, A LLOYD, Solicitors. 49. Lincoln's lon-iidlds

;
at the

Auction Mart; and of Messrs. CHINNUCK A CO. IJ, Wat.-rloo-
place, Pall-mail.

T NEILL & SON,
O • QUANTITY faURVEYORS,

11, COOKKlBtlE STREET, LEEDS.
Highest tesllmouiais from seveial emiaeut architects. Terms o

Just published.

QUANTITIES MADE EASY.
A quick aud accurate method of taking out quantities from
plane or buildings, with or without a apecitlcaliou. Sent free

.
ist for 39 eUmps.—Address, A. 0. IS, Medway -terraco, Tyrwhltt-

1 UpperLewuhaiu-road. New-oro«, a.E.
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Draughtsman wanted, by the
Prefton Local Board of Health. Ea’a jSOf. per annum,

Tntim'’'ni*l» (cipiesonly), with (peciinen p'an. to €:eul.ou orbefore
the 11th of MAY next, to Mr. ASMYXAGE, Borough Surveyor,

PARTNERSHIP.— WANTED, a PART-
NKRSHIP, Id an old or well-established Builder’s Firm. One

T. A. RICHARDSON, Architecfcnral Artist.

PERSPECTIVES OUTLINED, ETCHED,X or Artiftically COLODRED. Every dercrlption of Atchltec-
tnral Assistance on moderate terme. Highest rcferencts, Sixteen
years' experience.— 6. Uymonj'i lun, Chancery- lane, London.

Theodolite practice and level-
ling,—

a

Gentleman of thirty year*' experience will give
e of Instruction la Riiglnee’'ing Fieldwork, eiubraclog the

-whole practice of setting out curves, &c. after the methods now prac-
tised.—For paiticuUri e^diess C. E. 73, Orant-road, Bstlerses.

TO BUILDERS. DECORATORS, ic.

^ ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
VX Work, Decorative Furniture, and Gilding in all ite branches,

I
:)ochester highway district.—
\) The Hinhwsy Board for the above district hereby give notice

ibat at their Meeting to be held on the lllh dsy of MAY next, at the
Bull Hotel, Rochester, they will proceed to the ELECriON of a
SURVEYOR to Ihelr DUtrlet, A practical knowle.'ge of the
juansgemeut and repair of highways will be requisite. The District
at. pierent comprises 26 ptrlefae.*, and coutains about 220 miles of
road. The yearly salary, including travelling aod all other expenses,
will be 1302. He will have to reside within the dietrlc. SaUsIactory
eocurliy wilt be required. Candidatei must state their age, aod
forward Cestlmoolats as ,to character and ability, to Mr. CHARLES
MARTIN, the Clerk to the Board, at bis Ottlce In Strood, on or
before the 10th day of MAY next. Applications to be marked
District Surveyorsbip."—By order of th« B lard,

Btrood, April 23, ISt’S. CHARLES MARTIN, Clerk.

Irequired, in an Architect’s and
V Suivryor’s ORIce,a competent JUNIOR ABsIsTANT

;
aUoan

OFFICE YOUTH, who must write a good baud.—Bute salary, io. to
4,010, Ottlce of Tire Builder."

SMITH, BELLHANGER, and GAS-
FITTER.—A Urst-clase JOBBING HAND WANTED for an

lioumoogei’s Shop.—Address, J. W. LAWSON, High slreet, Rea-
sinetuD, opposite the Station.

anted, by a Man who will shortly he
V V DISENGAGED, and has a first-class portable 12-borse powerportable-

Ingliie and all applianc-s for building purposes. Would
uiidcrtshe the erection of any large building or a quantity of small
buildings, or the sawing, carcawiug, and Joiner’s work, by the job or
otherwise. Can produce references from several architects and
builders.—Addri-es to R. AYERS, 23. Fleet-road, St. John's Park,
Uampstosd, N.W.

wanted, a SITUATION as ARCHI-
T T TECT3 ASSISTANT. Good testimonials. Salary moderate.-

Apply to b. C. Post-oflice, Weeh t. Upper Norwaol.

WANTED, by a Youth, a RE-ENGAGE-
V V MENT. Can trace 'and copy plans neatly, square dimen... ... - dlmen

I, shstiact time and materials, and put into bill ; also mess
up timber, Ac. Has been used to ihe regular routine of a Build
Office —Terms, ftc. to be addressed, W. P. B. Office of" The BuUil<

WANTED, by an experienced CLERK, a
RE-ENGAGEMENT s" COLLECTOR. BOOKKEEPER, or

any poeitim of confidence. Welluplln sll the office duties. Satis-
factory refereuces. Mod-rate salary, Security If required,—Address,
E. 0. P. Mr. Foidham’e, 59S, Mile End-road,

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
SHOP FOREMAN of JOINERS, bysn no'ive, thoroughly

qualified, and experienced man, a-cuslomei tr machinery and pteoe-
woi k In connexion therewith. Good references.-Address. OOG, Office
of The Builder. ’’

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
WTANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
Tt a Situ.ATION where he would be able to obUiu a general

knowledge of >.ffice routine. ‘Salary of a secondary consideration,
Hae be-n stven years at the bullulug tta-le.—Address, U. J, Post-
office, Graveseud.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHBRS.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
V Y BUILDER'S CLERK, having been upwards of twelve y ars

,
having bi

rith pre wut rni|iloyer. wbu ii retiring from business.—AddieJ
' Falmouib-road, B.K

TO ENGINEERS AND OTHERS.

NTED, STEAM BOILERS to SET,

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.W'ANTED, by a GENERAL FOREMAN,
Y Y Charge of a JOB. Carpeuter by trade. Age 43. Goad

TO DECORATORS AND BUILDERS.

ANTED, by an experienced DECORA-
YY TIVE PAPEBHANOEB, a PERMANECtCY. Has been used

to fill up his time at painting, ic.—Address, E. 8. P. No. 12, Cole-
bruuke-teiiace, Dimcan-ter,a:e, Islington.

W ANTED, by the Aston Board of
Guardians, an effiilent CLERK of WORKS, to take the

charge of the erection of the New Wc ikbous*. Applioatlooi to be
made in -wrUIng. with copies of to tlmoriials, tr YEOVILLE
THOMASON. Architect, 4'>, Beanctt'e Hill, liiriniogbam, not later
than the luth of MAY lustaut

JOHN LUMBY. Clerk to the Gnardl.ana

WANTED, a SITUATION as PAINTER,
GRAINER. and PAPERHANGEIL Town or country.-

Address, W. H. 142, White Uoise-etrf et. Limebuui

TO SURVEYORS AND BUILDERS.
WANTED, a EE-BNGAGEMENT, by a

[Y Y Young Man, well acquainted with office duties, drawing, •
taking off quantities, measuring up and estimating works, Ao.
Twelve years’ refereuces from surveyors and builders la town.

—

Addresr, A. B. 6, Foley-strset, W.

W ANTED, TWO or THREE good
GLAZIERS. Well a-cuitomed to church work-—Apply to

B. TOOLEY, Church Eistoration Woiks, Bury St. Edmund's.

WANTED, by an Architect in the country,
an ASSISTANT. Oue who has been accusUmed toOothlu|

and knows som-ihing of construction. A moderate la'ary only wir
be given,-Address, wiih reforencei and full particulars, to F. W. H-
8, Shawfield-atreet, Kiug's-road, Cbolsea, S.W,

WANTED, a MANAGER for the DECO-
RATIVE DEPARTMENT. Mu>t posicra couslderable expe-

rience, and be of good address.—Apply to Me. NOiOTl’I, 323, Oxford-

WANTED, a Young Man, about 30 years
of age, thoioughlyacqualaUd with the TIMBER TRADE,

to take part in managiog a business. Uudeniable references will be
regiilred-—Apply Ooly by letter, statingage, Urini, aud refereuces, to
J. K. 175. Buikmeham Palaca-r.iad. 8.W.

TO MASONS.W ANTED, a good FOREMAN of
MASONS, for a Job iu the country, about eeveuty miles

from London. Muct be an energetic, sober, and iiiduttnuus man.
Noue need apply whole character will not bear the strictest lnve«U-
gation.—Apply, by letter (with reference to last employer), to JOHN
A THOS. DAVIS, Builders, Banbury.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.WANTED, by a thoroughly practical
Man (Carpenter aud Joiner) a RE-ENGAGEMENT as

GENERAL FOREMAN. Fifteen years similarly employeil. Good
testimonials. Town or country.—Address, G. N. L. «, Blsckfrlars-

TO BUILDERS, PAINTERS, Ac.

TED, by an experienced, practical
- .. SITUATION as 'WORKING 'FObEMAN

PAINTERS- Can be well recommended by present and late
plnyers.—Address, J. W. Posslngwurth Mansion. Hurst Green.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
WLANTED, by a Young Man, a constant
Y Y SITUATION as a good PLUMBER, GASPITTER, Ac. No

YArANTED, by a Young Man, aged 23, a
Y Y SITUATION as BUILDER’S CLRRK. Isa isir draughts-draughts-

turned to quauliticB aud estimates. Good refereuces.
Address, C, B. 367, Fdgware-road, W.

TO AUCTIONEERS.
ANTED, by the son of a first-class

Y Y Auetkueer in tbo West of EogUnd, a SITUATION, ai
IMPROVER, Can survey, aud writes a good baud. Has had five

years’ exoerlecce. Country preferred,—Address,
to H. B, F. Fost-olBcf, Trowbridge.

TyANTED, by an experienced M«n, just
Y Y completing a Church, a BE-ENOAOEMENT as CLBKK of

WORKS, in Town or country. Is ..w. ~.f v.
the Building Trade, and is a falr;draiigbtsman. First-c ass refereocii,
Address, CLERK of the WORKS, Now Church, Hemel Hemps'ead,

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
YY MEASURING and QUANTITY CLERK. Twelve years'

TO BUILDERS, Ac.

'X'XT’ANTED, for a respectable Youth, aged ', j

YY 16 (the Jon of a butl.leri, a SITUATION iu the Office, No ' I

preralnm given. No salary required for first twelve mouths.— ®

Address, P. P. Swakeley Tavern, Now-road, Hammorsmitb. 7

WANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, aa
YY GENERAL MANAGING FOREMAN, in charge of a Country

Job, or etberwise. Good references as to ability iu the cvrryii-g on '

of works iu geuersl, also fur honesty, sobiiety, Ac. Cumpeteutto
measure up If required. J. in-r by trade.—Address, a. J. PorUea
Cot-age, Oiduance-road, Iloutulow, S.W.

WT"ANTED, by the Advertiser, PLAS- ^

YV TEKING, PIECEWORK, to any amount. Labour only.

Fint-class references irsm London builders.—Address, S, J. F. 41,
Chapter-st-eet, S.W-

TO AUCTIONEERS. SURVEYORS, Ac. t

wanted, by a SURVEYOR, a SITUA- :

YY TION, In either of the above offices. Is a good draughts-
man, surveyor, aud leveller, aud writer a neat band. Aged 22.—
Address, ALPHA, care of Messrs, Kingsbury A Co. 4, Birchiu-lane.

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
'

YV GENERAL OUT-DOOR FOREMAN. Carpeuter and Joiner
by trade. Well up in all brauche*. Good reference*. Town nr coun-
tiy,—Addrers, J. U. M. 23, Palmerstm-buildiDgs, Ci'y Toad, Ii!inglon_

^

'\,\rANTED, by a thoroughly practical, .

Y V a'-tive, snd steady Man, a RE-ENGAQE.MENt as FOREMAN
of JOB, or to Manaie a good Jobbing Business. Carpeuter aud
Joiner. Aged 33. Well up in all the branches. Four years with a
leailing Lon lou firm. No objection to the c-iuntry.-Aldrsss, . J.

15, Susscx-plece, Masbjioagh-road, Hammersmith, W.

TO BRICKLAYERS AND BUILDERS.

YITANTED, by a steady Young Man, a
Y V SITUATION, as BRICKLAYER. Ac.—Addras, WM. GAPP,

46, Deverell-*treet, Dover-road, Borough, S.E.

TO CLERKS OF WORKS.
\T7ANTED, by an ARCHITECT in the
YV West of Eegl-ni. a CLFRK of WORKS tosuperlntend the

various buildings he has now in'eaurse of erection in the town and
neignbourh icd, ai d to prepare woiklur drawings — Addtes'. “tiMng
age, tifereuoea, and salary required, t-s 810, Office of '- The Bullde-.’’

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
YITANTED. by a good PLUMBER, a
V V JOB, or a SITUATION aa ,Three-Branch Hand, in town or

oouutry. Giod le'ereuces.—AddreaS, J. L. 2, Momer-xow, Maryle-
bone-.ond,W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

‘\‘\7’ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 20, a
Y V BirU-VTION at GENERAL CLERK. Is able to make plain

drawings, measure, and estimate, aud Ls a good bookkeeper. Would
undertake tbe manageuiriit of a Jubbl-g Buiiuess.-Address, J. B. 7,

College-tBirace, B-ud-slreet, Chela a. 8 W.

TO PAINTERS AND BUILDERS.

“WANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITU-
Y V ATION as PAIN TEE, Ac. or General Hand in a small shup.

Two years' character from employer. London shop preferred.—
Addtesi, W. 8. 76, Qfut Bland-street. Dover-road, Borough.

TO GEAINER3 AND MARBLERS,

\JT ANTED, immediately, a first-class

\ V GRAINER and MaRBLER, In an old-established firm. Ooe
willing to fill up bis time In painting and psperhanglng if required.

Situation pvimanenL Specimens required.—Address, etaliug wages,

to J. H. TRUEMAN, 09, Baxlergate. Whitby, Yorkshire.

TO AKCHlTECrS, BUILDERS, 4

\yANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 22,
Y Y BK-ENGAGEMENT as DRAUGHTSMAN, Ac. and to attei
generally to the duties of the office, 'derma luodtrale.—Address, B.

10, Irinidad-placc, Islington, N.

TO BUILDERS.

TO BUILDERS, MILL PROPRIETORS, Ac.

TTT’ANTED, by a well-educated, persevering i
Y V Man, of many years' experience, a SITUATION as FORE- I

MAN, or to work Tenoning, Moulding. OeneralJolner, or any wood-
cutting machines. Can make cutters and sharpen saws. Town ox
country.— Address, J. H.205. New Notth-ioad, Hoiton, London, N. 1

TO BUILDERS. PLUMBERS, Ac.

WANTED, a SITUATION, by a good e
YY practical PLUMBER, GASFITTEn, Ac. No objeclion to fill »

uphls time in painting, or leal or eash-glazlng.-PLUMBER, 8, J

Keppel-streot, Fulham-road, S.W.

ANTED, by the Advertiser (Ciirpenter by f

Y Y trade), thoroughly practical in nil br.raohea. a SITUATION IP
as GENERAL FOREMAN, or tr Take Charge of s Job. Town or B
louutry. Good references.—Address, A. Z. 28, Higb-stroat, Miryls- Ifi

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, by a good PLUMBER, a
YV SITUATION, as PLUMBER and GASFITTER, W.Hupln h

rath and closet work. Can do hot-w.iter work if requited.—Address, hi
etatiog wages g'lVon, to A. Z. ll.Ooldiogton-crescent. Somera-'own. ,a

TO ARCHITECTS,

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, iu
YV London, as ASSISTANT. Good draughtsman, UnJerstand* '.n

perspective, and can assist at qnantities. Pirst-c'ass references, io

lalaiy moderate.—Address, X. care of Mr. T. Matbesju, 27, Wlluiot- m
strest, Bruuswick-square. W.

wanted a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
fYY a thoroughly practict! Mtn. Joiner by trade, a SITUATION, ti

D town'or country, as FOREMAN of JOB. Well acquainted with all <

branches In nuy class of building. Wages not a spsoial object.— I»
Address, 998, Office of " The Builder."

TO BUILDF.RS.

YTT’ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 40, a
YY SITUATION as FOREMAN of PLASTERERS, or to take U

Plastering by the Piece, in town or country. Firat-class testl- n,

menials.—Address, ALPHA, 22, Trovor-s juste, Bromptjn, S.W.

wanted, aSITUATION as ASSISTANT ^
YY loan ARCHITECT, in a provincial town, or the euperintend-

ence of country work. Aged 33.—Address, F. BROWN, 33, Vincent- r
square, S. W.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS. &c.

YYT’ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 40, a J
YV EE-ENGAOEMENT as FOREMAN of MASONS. Test! a

njoniels (if r-quired) from Ust and Ri-asrnt employer*.-Apply to J.
O.AWTBORFH, at tbe Cburcb, Srredlngtoa, Falkingham, Lincoln- .r

sbire.

wanted, by a M. M., a RE-ENGAGE- ;

YV MENT ssCLERK OF WORKS, GENERAL or SHOP FORE- !(.

31 AN. Is a good draughtsman
;
understands all braucbeiof the trade, n

Energetic, and well up in the management of men. Has had a former n
experience of two years as foreman pUtem-maker in an engineer’s >«

yard, aud has carried out various workr at the West-end the lost five
)

years. Hlgbes'r-fsreucesnT d cestimmials. Salary reasonable.-0. P. .<

3rcve-terrace, North End, Fulham.

TO FURNISHING IRONMONGERS. SMITHS. AND BUILDERS, it

AYfANTED, a S I T UAT I 0 N, as
,

YY MANAGING or WORKING FOREMAN, by a flr»t claa K
mechanic In the Smith, Bell-banglcg, Oaifittiug, Close Range. Batb, >.

Steam, find all kinds of Hot- water Woik. Pir»t-olass refeionce — i»

Aiidresi, A. B. 10, Victoria-grove, Morpoth-rotd, Victoria Pack, N.B C

YY/"ANTED, by a good GRAINER, a
'

YV SITUATION, or JOB. Can be well recommended, and s

PTieclmens jeen. Bobu ueed to work under surveyors.—By letter, i

W. C. K 3. Park-place, KaighUbrldge, Brampton

YY^ANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT as
YV CLERK of WORKS or OUTDOOR FOREMAN, by n t

tharougbly practical Man. Sliddleage. Joiner. by tradr.-AddreS!, i

A. B. 38. VictorU-road, Kenti*b Town, N.W.

TO ARCHITECTS.

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, tempo-
i

Y Y rary or otherwbe. Is a good geometrical and perspeclva ’

drangbirman, a Uo well up In colouring and prep.^riug drswiogs for
competition. Good references. Salary moderate.—Address, A. D .

63, Southampton-row, W.C.

“WANTED, a SITUATION as BUILDER’S il

Y V MANAGER or SUPERINTENDENT of WORKS, Oeueral li

knowledge of every branch of the business, measuring, estimatlog, 1

snd drawing, purchaslug materials. No obJeccion to conduct a con*
tract abroad. Firal-cloes refercoces.—Address, J. C. care of R 4

Uuaworlb, Esq, 1, Raymond-buildlugs. Orsy's-lnu.

TO BUILDERS, ROAD-MAKERS, AND CONTEACTOB3.

YY7ANTED, by a first-class practical Man, [

Y V a Carriageway Pavior, Street Mason. Granite Dresser (Wood W
Bricks, Dutch Cdokers, or Tiles), to TAKE WORK by the PIECE. |l

Labour ooly. Good teelimonlals aud references.-Address, JAMEd f

CRDTCHLEY, No. 7, James-place, North-street, Poplar.
|

rpHE Advertiser, eight years in the profes-

1

1 slOD, the two last with an eminent London Architect, will bo 1

glad to communicate with a view to another ENGAGEMENT, It

alihougb not yet disengaged. Is capable of ttkliig the charge of an 1-

office, and willing to identify himwif generally with the interests of f

an architect.—Address, " ASPIRO," 352, Essex-ros'l, Islington.

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.

rpHE Advertiser, a thoroughly good Three-

i

X branch Hand, wishes for a PERMANENCY.—Addreas, E. P
1, White Uact-court, Bishopsgate-street Without, City.

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS.
TPHE Advertiser, aged 34 (married), is in

,

X -want of a SITUATION as FOREMAN and SALESMAN in a '

TIMBER Yard and SAW MILL. Good character from last em-
ployer.—Address, stating salary. C. T. Pjst-offics, Birmingham.

TO BD1LOEH3 OR MASTER PLUMBERS.
^

i

rp H E Advertiser, a thorough practical 1

1 PLUMBER, wishes to meet with a JOB, or a Constancy. Can i

bs highly recommended from last einpluyera. No objeotiin to a i

coontry Job. Can turu bis hand to other branches If required.—Ad- -

dress, W. W. 24, B'audford-street.Portman-aqnare, London, W.

TO BUILDERS, ic.

rpEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT RB-1
X QUIRED iu Measuring op Work, Takiog outQaantitKs, or
MaVlog Working Drawings, by apraoticH Mon waiting to take upon
Eiigagvmeut.—Address, U. C. 244, Vauihall Bridge-road, S.W.

\V7ANTED, a SITUATION as JUNIOR
Vi clerk, by a Youug Man, aged 22. His beeu nearly seven

-s with a London ArcbUect, is a good draughtsmau, quick peu-
cau aerist at quisutities. Country preferred. First-class

Salary moderate.—Address, OG^, Office of ["The

TO ABCHITECra AND BUILDERS.
rpHE Advertiser, three years and a half

I experience in an Architect’s Office, fair draughtsman, good
knowledge of quantities, and measuring up work, desires an

I

ENGAQtMENT. Ba’ary about IBs, or JSs. per week. Geodrefer- '

ence,—Addiers, M. Fost-ofllce, Boystou, Cauibrldgs,
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The Projiertics of Iron and its A2}plicaHlity to

BuildingPurposes* *

HE study of metallurgy

is eeaentialto thearclii-

teefc wlio desires to do
justice to the interests

of his clients. None
of the mechanical arts

have shown such pro-

gress of late years as

the mannfacture of me-
tals. In the working of

iron the improvements
have been so great, that

within thepast ten years

processes which before

that time had been pro-

nounced i mpossiblo have
been practically de-

monstrated as easy of

achievement, and the

qualities of this inval-

uable metal have not

only greatly improved,

but the mysteries of its

organization and inner
nature are daily becoming more clearly re-

vealed. Castings in soft steel can now be
made in contradiction of all past assertions,
whilst the simple but moat marvellous dis-

covery by Mr. Saxby of the application of
magnetic tests as a means of discovering un-
Buspeoted flaws in manufactured iron, promises
to add a most important safeguard to the
use of a material which is now so largely
increasing. The Bessemer process of the con-
version of iron ore into steel by a comparatively
cheap and reliable process has, it is well known,
introduced a now element into the manufacture
of this metal, whilst the costly and long-con-
tinued experiments of Government have given
to the world facta which engineers and practical
men have not been slow to take advantage of.

The result is that we have now a supply of
iron equal in its qualities to all the demands
that the nature of its use may make upon it.

The iron of the heavy armour-plating of our
ships of war

j the metal of our guns ; the mate-
rial of which girders and columns, railway tyres
and rails, are made; and the iron of domestic
use and for cutlery, hardware, and the like, have
all their one common origin, and yet diff’er so
much in their qualities, that very little observa-
tion is needed to admit that the treatment by
which results so opposed can bo gained from the
same basis must be one of great practical diffi-

culty, and requiring thorough scientific know-
ledge. Workers of iron will tell you that every
day convinces them there is something more to
learn, and enormous as has been the stride made

• ‘‘Iron and Steel. The Elasticity, Extensibility, and
Tensile Strength of Iron and Steel.” By Knut Stylle,
Director of the Royal Technological Institute at Stock-
holm; translated from the Swedish, with an original
Appendix, by Christer P. Sandberg, Inspector of Kailway
riant to the Swedish Government, Asaoc. Inst Civ Eng •

with a Preface by John Percy, M.D., P.K.S. London-
John Murray, Albemarle-street. 1869.

*v
^acticul Treatise on Metallurgy," adapted from

ir® edition of Professor Kerl's " Metallurev.”
Crookes. F.R.S., &c., and Ernst Rdhng,

rh.D., M.E. lu three volumes. Vol. it. Copper, Iron
iiondon : Longmans, Green, & Co. 1869.
- * Steel Manufacture : a Series of Papers on

Manuf^acture and Properties of Iron and Steel.” ByEerdinand Kohu, C.E. London: William Mackenzie 1369

tWAuthor/'’'^^
“EDgineering,” revised and enlarged by

History, Properties, and Processes of
Maoulacture. By W. Fairbuirn, C.E., LL D Third

B1 k”'
enlarged Edinburgh: Adam & Charles

in the past few years, each onward step only
shows that the resources of art are illimitable,

aud the value of the metal so freely and
abundantly given to man becomes the more
appreciated, as its qualities develops.
There is at present a warm controversy on the

respective merits of iron and steel for mechanical
purposes; but, perhaps, the true and simple
view of the question may be found in the opinion
of Mr. Zsrah Colburn ;

“ Steel,” says he, “ is only
ron in its best and most valuable form.” Steel

in fact, no more a different material from
•ron, than are wrought-iron or cast-iron from
each other. The time may come when the
distinctive name of “steel” will be disused
altogether, and the generic name iron, with
some mineral or other distinctive prefix to mark
its special quality, will express better what is

meant.

The study of metallurgy will be seen to have
especial interest for all engaged in the practical
application of Bcientifio researches. The engineer
and the architect employ metals largely in the
oonatrnotion of their works, and as a conscien-
tious practitioner would scarcely content him-
self with accepting the dicta of those employed
in carrying out his designs as to the description
and dimensions of the materials he may seek to
use, bub would wish to satisfy himself on so
important a matter, a careful study of treatises
on metallurgy becomes essential.

Our owu iron-masters are a different race of
men to what the last century produoad; the
immense improvements made by science in the
treatment of metals has compelled an amount
of study and patient experiment which none but
enthusiastic, unprejudiced minds would find con-
genial. We in England may be proud of some
of our enormous iron-works, and of the laborious
processes so continually carried on therein, bnt
we must not blind ourselves to what is going on
abroad. The iron trade at home has had a blow,
whilst within the past twelve years the same
branch of industry in France has made an
astounding commercial progress. We believe
that a careful analysis of the causes of the
seeming stagnation in our own trade, and the
increase of that of the Continent, will show
no real cause for alarm, and for reasons that
may presently be seen. This popular belief,

however, is widely spread, and there seem
grounds for such belief in the indications that
meet the pnblic eye. There are genuine French
locomotives to be seen rnnning on our English
lines,—as a few years ago there were American

;

and what is more, encouraging by their per-

formance those who imported them. Krupp’s
tyres are required by English engineers to be
used by their specifications, when the very best
Bessemer steel cau be obtained at half their

price in this country. French and Belgian iron

are largely bought by our merchants and ship-

bnildera, and Belgian shipwrights are getting
contracts from English firms, and are expanding
their works with Eaglish capital; whilst on the
other side of the picture are seen our men “ on
strike,” and hundreds of onr furnaces silent and
cold. To strengthen this alarm, came the Paris
Exhibition, the display in which acted upon all

superficial observers to the prejudice of this

country. But, why we consider there is no real

cause of alarm, and believe that accurate sta-

tistics of our iron trade at home will show no
diminution, is that, in fact, the whole system of
iron-working has, within the period alluded to,

undergone an entire revolution. This seems the
simple explanation of it all, 'and this important
revolution has been brought about by the intro-

duction of the Bessemer process, and by conse-

quent demand for hematite or spathic ore.

The result, then, is this : heretofore the great

necessity of iron-working has been coal; and
those localities which best supplied the fuel

have been in the most flourishing state. The old

centres of the iron trade were, therefore, natn-

rally placed in such localities where coal-fields

abounded in the purest fuel ; hence Yorkshire,
Staffordshire, aud Wales were in the foremost
ranks. Moreover, it was well known that the
quality of the iron mannfactnred depended
almost entirely on its working

; that is, on the
amount of fuel burnt in producing and re-work,
ing it. In fact, quality of ore was secondary to
abnndance of coal in the old days of the paddling-
fnrnace. But the introduction of the Bessemer
invention has changed all this. The metal result-
ing from this process depends entirely upon the
purity of the ore employed, and as the consump-
tion of coal is not only enormonsly lessened, but,
by the application of the invention known as
Siemen’s gas furnace, coal of inferior quality
may be partially used, the choice of a locality
for conducting the working of iron with adequate
economy and success is dependent now on its
supply of pure ore, not upon that of coal. Now
we know how tardy we good folks of England
are to adopt largely any new thing however good,
and the simple state of the present question is,

that new ironworks are slowly being established
new districts more locally favourable for

carrying on the requirements of the new process,
and the old furnaces are becoming disused.
Again, observance of facts shows that at the
present day there is a demand only for the
cheapest kinds of iron, and for the very best.
For the cheapest iron, our old-established Staf-
fordshire ironmasters cannot remuneratively to
themselves compete, and our best is not as yet
made in sufficient quantities.

So these reasons will serve to show how the
apparent retrogression in the commercial pro-
sperity of our iron trade has been brought abont,
and what are the hopes of the future. Already
in Wales the long-neglected purer iron ores are
being reopened as the Bessemer process becomes
introduced, and in time Wales will take a proud
position, and be prepared not only to make the
cheapest kinds of iron, but also the best qualities

known now as steel. The vexed question of
puddlers’ strikes has also had much to answer
for In the past, but happily the wider intro-

duction of the new system will render iron-

masters less dependent on such unfortunate
interruptions of important works.

The wider use of Bessemer steel will afford

architects an extended range for carrying oat
constructive and ornamental details. Its extra-

ordinary malleability, in a certain state of
manufactnre, is a most valuable quality, whilst

its great strength and lightness permit delicacy
and minute finish.

The subject of metallurgy, some features of
which we have thus far briefly sketched, is fully

treated in the recently-published volnmes whose
names appear at the head of this notice.

For the first, on the “ Elasticity, Extensibility,

and Tensile Strength of Iron and Steel,” we are

indebted to Sweden. The work is, in fact, a
report by the author, Knnt Styffe, Director of
the Koyal Technological Institute at Stookholm,
prepared by the instrnction of a Royal Com-
mission from the king of Sweden upon the fit-

ness of Swedish iron for railway purposes, and
embodies a series of protracted and interesting

experiments of which the results are fully aud
impartially given. The tests applied for the

purpose are minutely described, and the effects

of temperature as modifying the conditions of

the material are elaborately examined. The
results of all the experiments are clearly set

forth in tables, which will be found most useful

to the student. On p. 70 is a r4suni6 of the

results of experiments made upon tension, which
gives in condensed form so much valuable in-

formation, that we regret spase will nob permit
quotation

j
the student is referred, therefore, to

the volume itself. The second chapter is devoted

to the application of the foregoing results, and the

useful nature of its contents may be seen from

the following sketch of its various headings :

—
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1. Preference of steel to iron for sucli pnrposes

as require a combination of strength and light-

ness. 2. And for such as require strength and
hardness to resist wear. 3. Importance of ex-

tensibility in materials employed for machinery
and buildings.* 4. Relative capacity of steel

and iron to endure sudden shocks. 5. Best
material for articles occasionally subject to

severe shocks. 6. Choice of material for articles

commonly subject to slight shocks or vibrations.

7. Most suitable degree of hardness for steel to

be used for tyres, axles, &o. 8. Employment of

iron, which has become stiff by mechanical treat-

ment. 9. And of iron containing phosphorus.
10. And of iron containing slag. 11. Advantages
of a pure iron for general forgings.

The next chapter is devoted to experiments on
tensions at low and high temperatures, and con-

tains a theory which it is fair to say the trans-

lator of the work does nob endorse, asserting

that although the experiments are most carefully

and impartially performed, the conclusions

arrived at are justly open to hesitation. These
remarks are given in an appendix by the trans-

lator, and relate to the reasons assigned by the
author for tho breakage of metals during severe
frost. Professor Stjffe seems to assert that tho

absolute strength of iron and steel is not
dimlnished by the influence of cold on the metal
itself, but that the liability of fracture of rail-

way tyres and rails, for example, occurs from
the elasticity of their supports being destroyed
by the freezing of the ground, and tho harden-
ing of the sleepers. On this opinion being com-
bated, the author still asserted that frost could
have no influence on iron in its resistance to

blows, provided the elasticity of the supports
was nndiminished ; so, to ascertain the real

position of the case, experiments were made of
a practical nature by Sandberg (the translator

of the work) at Stockholm in the winter and
summer of 1867. These experiments are fully

detailed in the appendix, but tho following facts

may be briefly gleaned. Iron rails were sup-
ported on blocks of granite built up on solid

granite rock, and were broken into halves, so
that the conditions of each portion under ex-

periment should be precisely the same. These
were then tested by the falling of a heavy
weight, one in winter at 10 degrees Fahrenheit,
and the other in summer at 84. The result

was, that the one thus tested in the winter would
nob sustain much more than one-fourth of the
blow that it resisted in the snmmer.
The concluding chapter details experiments

on Flexion at different degrees of temperature, i

and although short, is comprehensive.
I

The translation is clearly written, and the I

style simple and interesting. The tables are
copious, and the illustrations exceedingly well
drawn and engraved. The volume is a fitting

companion to many others from the same pub-
lishing house, and, like all of Mr. Murray’s issues,

is handsomely printed, on good paper, and in

large and readable type. It is a valuable con-
tribution to tho literature of metallurgy, and will

be found of practical utility.

The “ Practical Treatise on Metallurgy, by
Crookes and Rohrig,” that forms the second of
the series on our list, is a thick octavo volnme of
nearly nine hundred pages. It is in itself the
second volume, aud is to be followed by a third.

The production of copper forms about a third
portion of the work, the remainder being devoted
to iron.

The scope of this present volnmo may be
understood from the comprehensive table of con-
tents, and the value to a reader is considerably
enhanced by a very clear index at the end.
This feature is one, the necessity for which
cannot be too often insisted upon, and in this

case it is given with commendable amplitude and
intelligibility.

The work is an exhanstive and comprehensive
treatise on metallurgy, and is so clearly written,
and so well aud intelligently arranged, that no
student will regret obtaining it as a work for

reference and study. The language is simple,
and an immense amount of information is given
in short, pleasantly fluent sentences, that render
reading easy aud convert a severe study into an
agreeable task. A feature in the work is the
separation of chapters into heads, and these into

• The meaning of the word "extensibility,” which
frequently occurs in the work, is explained to be us nearly
tranaiated as one English word could represent the
Swedish, and to mean that property by which the metal
assumes a greater or less permanent elonguiion, in oppo-
sition to elasticity, by which the metal comes hack again
to its original dimensions. Such, at all events, is our com-
prehension of the intended meaning of the author in using
he Swedish word " tunjbarhet.”

shorter subdivisions, each one readily dis-

tingnished by its own heading in distinctive

type, thus materially assisting the student in his

search for special information. We have scarcely

ever read a book arranged with so much judgment
in this respect; the clearness of the construction,

the classification of the subjects, combined with
the simplicity and directness of the language, are

the best possible proofs of the mastery of the
matters treated on by Messrs. Crookes and
Ernst Rohrig. The book itself modestly is called

an adaptation from a German work, the metal-
lurgy of Professor Kerl, and is put into a readable
form that will largely commend itself. It is well

printed, illustrated with upwards of 270 wood
engravings, and is published by Messrs. Long-
muuBj Green, & Co.
The last on our list, “ Iron and Steel Manu-

facture, by Ferdinand Kohn, C.E.,” consists

mainly of papers written by the author for the
pages of Engineerivg, and added to these are

further elucidations from his own pen, and some
interesting desoriptions of important ironworks
by Mr. Zerah Colburn, C.E. The volume is of

large quarto size, contains a great number of

valuable engravings, and is dedicated to Mr.
Henry Bessemer. In the preface the author

modestly gives the reasons which induced him
to present the work to his readers, and as these

state in brief the whole scope of the work, we
will let him speak for himself.

“In collecting into a volnme a series of

articles on the manufacture of iron and steel,

which have appeared in Engineering daring the
last two years, the author believes that he has
undertaken a work of utility rather than ambi-
tion. The republication of articles which have
appeared in a widely circulated professional

journal, and of which a cousiderable number
have been reprinted, translated, and quoted in

tho leading professional papers in this country,

in America, and on the Continent, may, perhaps,
at first sight, appear uncalled for and super-

fluous ; but the fact that in their original form
these papers are irregularly scattered through
seven different volumes, and that some of those

volumes are out of print
;
the fact that no sys-

tematic record of the important progress made
dnring the last five years in all branches of iron

and steel metallurgy, is in existence at this

moment; and the fact that the attention of the ^

public has at no time been more closely and
more generally given to this subject than is the

case at present : these facts, the author believes,

will be found sofficient to justify the compilation

of the present volume.”
In the work will be found full descriptions of

all the most important ironworks, accounts of

the processes employed, and illustrations of the

machinery. There is ranch very valuable in-

formation simply and interestingly told, bub the
serial form is unpleasantly prominent, and we
cannot refrain from the remark that we wish the

writer had re-written and re-arranged the work
in smaller form, with only a selection from the

illustrations
;
then we should have had a most

readable and handy book, which at this time
could have been warmly welcomed.
Towards the end of the work is an excellent

account of the iron and steel in the Paris Exhi-

bition, and of the celebrated works of F. Krupp,
at Essen, in Rheuish Prussia. The volnme con-

cludes with a description, with illustrations, of

the machinery employed in testing metals for

constructive and engineering purposes. It is

published by William Mackenzie, 22, Paternoster-

row, London, and is well printed and substan-

tially bound. The illustratioos are large and
well executed, and the type and paper corre-

spond.
The value to an architect of such volumes as

the above, which afford a means for the study of
metallurgy, need not further be insisted upon

;

the subject itself is interesting, aud repays
investigation largely. In excuse it may be urged
that in an architect’s practice there is not left

much leisure for scientific study, but no man
exists but may so methodise his time as to be
continually learning, and the developments of

improved iron-manufacture are so rapid and
important, that none can safely rely on the

unsatisfying information to be got from pub-
lished tables such as are too generally hunted
up when reference is made as to the dimensions

of a requisite girder or a column. The good
architect will, by keeping himself informed of

what is daily going on, be able to intelligently

direct the use of materials that are now so

largely employed
;
the art-worker, too, aud the

art-designer, have a common interest in investi-

gating the applicability of new results of metal
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manufacture
;
and finally the important iron

trade of our country will reach a more healthful
state as knowledge becomes extended and pre-

judice removed.

COMPETITIVE DESIGNS
FOR ST. LUKE’S PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS,

GOLDEN LANE.
It is a difficult task for an architect to arrange

a complete National School establishment upon
a confined site in a crowded neighbourhood in
the city of the metropolis. The regulations of
the Committee of Council on Education are,

under the most favourable circumstances of site,

sufficiently exaotiog; bub when these have to be
combined with large requirements, low cost,

difficulties as to rights of way, limited space
aud approaches, and circumscribed means of

obtaining light and ventilation, the task becomes
even more onerous. The trustees and com-
mittee of St. Luke’s Parochial School, Golden-
lane, have presented this puzzle. They offer

premiums of 50Z. and 301. respectively for the
best and second best designs for the now
boys’ and girls’ schools, which are to include

residences for a married master, the unmarried
mistresses, and the assistant master, each to

themselves, besides committee-rooms, and vari-

ous offices ; and to this invitation thirty-three

competitors have responded with drawings 199
in number, 32 being based on a Gothic treatment
and 1 Italian. These have been on view in the
old School-house, in Golden-lane, for the last ten
days.

There is a remarkable feature in connexion
with this competition that deserves attention at

once. By an omission in tho instructions, or in

the absence of a personal inspection of the site,

nearly all the competitors have ignored the fact

that the Metropolitan Board of Works forbid

the re-erection of any building over the gateway
at one end of the frontage of the new site. The
site, which has a frontage to Old-street, on the

Finsbury Prebend estates, is now occupied by
old buildings, including a house built over a
gateway leading from the street to a timber-

yard in the rear. It is proposed to clear away
all the existing buildings, including the erection

over the gateway, for the new schools. The
Board of Works, however, step in, and pro-

hibit the trustees from rebnilding on this

private gateway, although the site is included

in the lease to the trustees of the school

by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. The
competitors, losing sight of this prohibition,

have planned the schools to include the curtailed

space. Excluding this important consideration,

the designs exhibit a large amount of careful

thought. The difficulties by which the subject

is beset are exemplified by the various imperfect

modes in which the accommodation is provided.

In some of them the playgrounds are placed in

the basement, as cellars, with absolutely little or

no light; in some the entrances are to be used
in common by the children of both sexes j in

others bat one staircase is employed for access

in common to both the schools and all the resi-

dences
;
in nearly all, the schoolrooms are placed

one above the other
;
in a few the residences for

the masters and mistresses, married and single,

are placed in the attic floor, on the flat-system,

with kitchens, bedrooms, larders, and sanitary

conveniences all in too close and most inconve-

nient proximity, and with wearisome approach.

Setting aside those competitors who are de-

barred from all consideration by failing to com-
ply with the instructions as to the scale of the

drawings, or by excess of expenditure, viz. :

—

” Health and Education,” aud “ Dit," whose esti-

mated cost is 5,COOL instead of 3,000i., the
average of the rest

;
and “ Fides,” who shows a

wide street at the corner of his building which
does not exist, and whose scale is l-8th instead
of i in. to the foot; we come to nearly the only
design whoso external fa9ade presents (as all

buildings should), at a glance, the purpose for

which it is intended. “Antonio Masa” places
the schools as a centre, with high roof and bell-

tnrret straddling it, rising above the residences

which flank it on either side. If the ground-
floor were raised to give more light to the
kitchens of the houses, and to the playgrounds
in the basement; if the girls’-school on the first

floor had more height (it is only 13 ft., while the

boys’ school, on the second floor, with better

chance of light, is 16 ft.), and better provision

were made for light aud air to the sanitary

conveniences, and advantage taken of the side-

lights to be obtained from the unbuilt upon
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gateway, this design wonid be improved

;

already it has elements of success about it.

Cost 2,750Z. In the Classic design of " St.
Luke ” the second, or top story is devoted entirely
to the objectionable arrangement of the whole
of the culinary, sitting, sleeping, and sanitary
apartments of the masters and mistresses,
married and single, in one flat ! The partitions
dividing these numerous rooms rest upon the
ceiling of the boys’ school, a room 40 ft. Gin. by
31 ft., and 18 ft. in height. The drawings show
no sufficient provision for the construction of
tho partitions over this room of 31 ft. span.
The playgrounds are in the basement, and
tho ground floor is raised a good flight of steps
to give light to these

} but tho children have first
to go up the flight of steps to the entrances at
the ground floor, and down internal flights of
stairs to reach the playgrounds. The street
elevations are promising and neat, but have
nothing of a scholastic character about them

;

they are alternative in design, the one to cost
3,2901., the other 3,2751.

_

" Qui parcit virgee odit filium” is too eccle-
siastically monastic, and too rich for such
a plain^ prosaic parish as St. Luke’s. The in-
terior is sacrificed for the exterior, and we
doubt whether such a highly adorned Early
Gothic building could be erected for anything
like the estimated sum of 3,0001. The partner-
ship design marked “ Work ” is more to the
purpose. The authors avoid all expensive de-
coration, they state, keeping the facade as plain
as a public building of the character would
allow, feeling assured that the committee “ would
prefer the money spent in sufficiency of accom-
modation and stability rather than frittered
away in prettiness of design or needless orna-
mentation

j
” and this they contrive to do for

an estimated cost of 2,9761. 13d. 4d.
The designs of “A. Z,” are wrought out with

special regard to the site. The author places
tho playground in tho basement, the sitting-
rooms for the master and committee-room on the
ground-floor, the main domestic accommodation
for the teachers on the first floor, the boys’
school on the second floor, and the girls’ school
on the third floor, and a considerable space is

reserved in the rear for light. In many respects
this design is satisfactory, bub the girls’ school
is sacrificed for the accommodation required in
the provision of the committee and attendant
rooms. The playgrounds in the basement must
be very dark, as they are only 9 ft. high, and
the ceiling of them is not raised more than a
couple of feet above the pavement of the street.
This author does not avail himself of side light
from tho gateway, and shows iu his external
perspective view tho dilapidated house over the
gateway as if it were to remain attached to the
schools.

“ Education ” has fallen into tho common error
of proposing to build over the prohibited gate-
way space, and hence, as the entire arrange-
ments are aliected by this mistake, the plana are
impracticable. “ Dum spiro spero” is bad in the
following respects : there is but one staircase,
to be common for the boys’ and girls’ school,
and master and mistresses residences; and the
playground is in a cellar. The superficial area
of the boys’ school is very large compared with
some others, being 1,800 ft.; the lowest area
shown is 1,182 ft. There seems to be a general
misunderstanding as to the superficial measure-
ment required by the Privy Council for each
child. One of the competitors naming it at 6 ft.,

and another at 10 ft. Under the figore of a
Maltese cross, one competitor shows the trustees
how to build for the low sum of 2,5001. a school
without any playgrounds, and by using the space
tabooed by the Board of Works, crowds a good
deal of accommodation into the site, by an
arrangement of giving the ground-floor to the
girls, the first story, or middle flat, to the resi-
dences, and the second, or upper flat, to the boys.
Another, “ St. Luke,” No. 1 in order of arrange-
ment, would place the boys’ and girls’ play-
grounds in a basement or cellar, lighted by a
deep area 5 ft. wide in the back, and one 2 ft. 6 in.
in the front

; the boys’ school and class-rooms on
the gronnd-floor (the latter lighted by windows
in the 5 ft. narrow back yard), the girls’ school
on the first floor, and the teachers’ residences on
the second floor

;
the kitchens being placed in

the basement dark cellars. This is the author
who states that 10 ft. are required by the Privy
Council on Education for eauh scholar. “ Cum
martiminerva’' in two alternative plans, arranges
tho different floors round an internal yard or
well, about 30 Id. by 10 fc., and thus gives very
imperfect light to every apartment lighted from

it. A sensible feature in them is that of the
boys’sebool, in tho upper story, which has an open
roof 20 ft. high to the collar beams. “ Sagittarii ”

exhibit a book containing a photograph of their
perspective view, and lithographs from their
plans, which have some good points. In this
design the girls’ school is on the ground floor,
the boys’ on the first floor. “ Ab initio" places
the playground in the basement,—that for the
boys in the front, and that fur the girls in the
rear. Tho boys’ school occupies the whole
frontage of the gronnd floor. “ Nature is my
Guide ” stows away the teachers iu apartments
in the attics, and makes the stairs to boys’ school
on the first floor common to both. “ Fair-play ”

soars no higher in the architectural treatment of
bis exterior than the plain bricky character which
distinguishes the buildings generallyin the parish
of 8t. Luke.
“Anglican” builds over the private gateway,

and even blocks up the gateway itself. The
author has evidently nob taken the trouble to
inquire into the nature of the site at all.
“ Utilitas ” is utility with a vengeance, without
any convenience at all. The boys are to enter
the school direct from the street, without any
porch, lobby, or cap and cloak place

; a regular
old-fashioned, rough aod-roady, out-of-date,

—

one of the very old-school sort of men,—the
author must be, surely. “ Much for Little ”

crowds all the establishment into two stories
only, besides the basement. The playgrounds
are simply duugeons. The doors of entrance for

I both girls and boys are close together in the
centre of the ground-floor, with only a mullion
between them. If the boys and girls could
assemble and be dismased at separate hours, this
arrangement might do. The assistant master is

to have dreary and dismal quarters ic the rear
of the ground-floor. Ia“ Vivevaleque” wo have
a still worse oontrivanoe for the non-separation
of the sexes. There is but one entrance for both
girls and boys; the girls have to pass through
the boys’ playground to get to the stairs to their :

schools, which said stairs are also, iu fact, com-
mon to both boys’ and girls’ schools.
The author of the desigus marked with a red

quatrefoil, is distinguished from the rest, by
dividing his frontage into four btorieB,^thu3 ;

—

the ground-floor to playgrounds, with arches next
the street

;
the first floor to the girls’ school

;

the second floor residences in a flat; the third
floor to the boys’ school, which has six throe-
light tracery windows all gabled. The staircase
accommodation and the sanitary provisions are
lamentably deficient.

Bonns ” ignores the private passage,

and adopts what we may call the dove-cot style
—there ai‘6 so many fanciful pigeon-honse pro-
jections in the facade ; and illustrates his plans
in three shabby drawings.

There are always to be found, in a general
competition like this, the works of inappropriate,
slovenly, or ’prentice hands, and there is no
exception of the kind here

;
these we pass by.

We come now to but one conclnsion on rising
from a careful examination of these designs, and
it is this : the trustees demand more accommoda-
tion than the site can possibly admit of. If the
new parochial schools are to bo satisfactorily
wroughtoutjthe trustees must forthwith abandon
the provision of a committee and waiting rooms,
and if they cannot obtain the sanction of tho
Board of Works to the restitution of that portion
of their site from which they are to be deprived
they must at least secure the right to have lights
in the uncovered gateway. Where so very much
is required to be crowded in a small place of the
scholastic establishment proper, we cannot see
why a school and class-rooms could not be used
as a committee-room and waiting-rooms, seeing
that the trustees could arrange to sit when these
are not otherwise in use

; and it is imperative
chat more space should be secured for light and
ventilation by that offered in the gateway. The
trustees will of course proceed to adjudicate the
premiums offered, for there is ample and worthy
material for their decision; but the first-solected
designer will certainly have to rearrange his
plans entirely to secure the above considerations
before the drawings caa be placed in the con-
tractor’s hands.

Since the above was iu type, the trustees have
adjudicated the premiums as follows :—To Mr.
John Toner, of Furuival’s-inn, the author of the
designs “ A. Z.,” the first premium; to Mr. S.

Hewitt, of Great Russell-street, the second, for his
plans marked "Cum marti minerva ad-
ditional prizes of five pounds each have been

awarded to Messrs. Hill & Stevens for tiieir
designs, with the motto of St. Luke, and “An-
tonio Masa,” in the person of Mr. J. Niblett,
the parish surveyor. We are confirmed in our
opinion, by the trustees’ adjudication of the
prizes, that the author of the accepted design
will have to re-arrange bis plans.

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION,
CONDUIT STREET.

Resuming the notice of this Exhibition which
we commenced in our last number, let us be
gallant and first give place aux dames, for two
ladies enter the field with the host of architects.
In a little beautiful drawing (-1 in. by 2j in.) by
Lucy H. Bloxhara, that might be taken for a page
from a missal, entitled an “Illuminated Fly-leaf
for Piayer-Book, on Yellum” (19), this lady
unfortunately gives a Berlin-woolly character to
her work by dividing the diapered ground on
which the two figures of St. Peter and St. Panl
lie, into little squares. In the more ambitions
work of tho Lambeth National Bronze Medallist,
Helen J. A. Miles ventures boldly on architec-
tural ground with her “ Design for a Library
Door” (162). Ab a first glance we mistake it

for a drawing of the Ghiberti Gates, and we are
not far wrong, for the lady divides her door into
eight panels, containing subjects in high relief,
with prominent busts between them, and ear-*
rounds them with pilasters and panels in many
respects similar to the great Florentine work.
Her subjects illustrate the works of eight Greek,
Italian, German, and English poets to be exe-
cuted in bronze, viz., Uomer’s “ Iliad,” Dante’s
“ Purgatory,” Tasso’s “ Jerusalem,” Goethe’s
“Faust,” Chaucer’s “Griselda,” Spenser’s
“Fairy Queen,” Shakspeare’s “ Cymbeline,” and
Milton’s “ Cotnus,” and an allegorical group of
mosaic fills tho arch. We should like to see the
building that this contributor would make to
correspond with her library door. It would be
very costly, at any rate.

Proceeding now with the works of the sterner
sex, we find an instance of that injudicious over-
crowding of buildings ou confined sites too
frequent in the case of town workhouses, by
referring to “ Photographs of tho New Poor-
house, Southampton,” by T. A. Skelton (261.).
The plans and views show a perfect sea of walls
and wards intersecting each other, and such a
crowding of the different ward-blocks for master,
vagrants, receiving, and refractory, for able men
and women, for aged and married couples,
dining-hall, kitchen, idiots, lunatics, infirmary, and
infectious, that the airing yards are wofully
curtailed. All the buildings overlook a crowded
church to which they are adjacent

; the site
cannot be cheerful or healthy. The classification
is kept up throughout in the different blocks,
and these are again planned on the central-cor-
ridor system. There are no wards for sick
vagrants, and this is an omission. In the
“ Perspective View of the Residence of Mr.
J. Greer, at Pinner” (34), Messrs. Walfoi’d,
Donkin, & Evill show what can be done in a
very artistic manner, by a careful arrangement
of ordiuary brickwork, combiued with varied
heights in the building, which give gables at
different elevations

; aod a use of Taylor’s ruddy
ridge aud farrow tile. Ab the artist’s great
Buiumer and autumn rendezvous, Bettws-y-Coed,
North Wales, there is to be built a new church
of local grauite, with Cefn stone dressings, to
hold 300 persons, and to cost 2,0001, and Mr.
Charles H. M. Mileham shows the design for it

in two external views (47, 48). The main part
of tho fabric is thoroughly English in tone, bob a
very eccentric bell-tnrrot appears, which is an
adaptation of an old Welsh one, if we re-
member rightly. “ That is the best drawing
in the Exhibition,” we heard several persons
exclaim, pointiug to the " Premiated Design
for the Bristol Assize Conrta,” by Messrs. B.
Godwin & Chrisp (50) ;

and certainly the
authors have given us their work in a most
careful brown ink elevation, that looks at a
distance like an engraving. Young students,
and all draughtsmen inclined to be slovenly,
should look at this drawing carefully. Mr. John
Foster, iu his sheet of fourteen sketches of
timber honses and churches in Normandy (4),
and in his more fiuisbed set of eight well-known
churches, also in Normandy (11), is an illus-

tration of a slovenly oommencement, and gradual
progress achieved by care and finish. The
mountainous Welsh districts offer fine oppor-
tunities of bold material and site for an archi-

tecture that should be, and o'ten is, made cha-
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racteristio of the locale; then why plant down a

half-timbered Cheshire villa at the entrance to

the least steep way up to mighty Snowdon, as

Mr. John Ladds shows us he would do in his

“ Design for Glynrhonwy Lodge” (53) ? It is a
sound practical idea that dictates theillnatration

of a fine old parish church by large elevations

to scale, like those of St. Nicholas’s Church,
Great Yarmouth, exhibited by Mr. J. P. Seddon

(55, 5G). The value of the illustration, however,

is less when there is, as in this case, no scale

attached. Besides the absence of a scale, the

omission of a plan is frequently felt by those who
would examine a design carefully. How, for in-

stance, can the merits of Mr. T. II. Watson’s de-

sign for Small-pox Hospital for the Metropolitan

Asylum District, Ilomerton, be tested from his

south view (57) ? or such a matter-of-fact

building as the Workhouse, Darlington, by Mr.
C. J. Adams (181), from his perspective view; or,

again, how can we ascertain whether the internal
|

arrangements for the Fever Hospital for the .

Metropolitan Asylum district, Homerton (also

an unsuccessful design), by Mr. T. H. Watson I

(177), are good, when we have nothing to indi-
j

cate them in the isometrical view shown ? Cer-
tainly there are labels on the grass, shown i

oddly in the drawing against the blocks, to indi- I

cate one to be for typhus, a second for scarlet,
'

and a third for enteric fevers, but otherwise the

view is absolutely useless.

Mr. J. W. Walton gives us two views of Lower
Stoughton Hall, Flintshire, restored by him
(109), and plenty of little instructive plans in

the corners of the views, by which we can at

once see the spirit of the whole design. The
adoption of a style which admits of nothing but
straight-headed mullions and transoms to the
windows throughont, not a single arch of any
kind being employed, gives a very prim aspect

to the building
;
and it is a mistake to make the

entrance to the house through a room jointly

used as a ” hall and library.” Books suffer

readily from damp ; and they will suffer in an
entrance-hall with an outer door, porcblesa, in

it. The "unsuccessful” designs of Messrs.
Blackmoor & Withers (so they properly name
them in the catalogue), for the Baptist Chapel and
St. Mark’s Church, Sheffield (92, 95, 101, 102),
certainly do not meet our views ; the one is not
unlike a bazaar, and both are damaged by the
flashy figures introduced. There is a certain

class of drapers’-show-card-artista in all large

towns, and Messrs. Blackmoor & Withers have|
injudiciously soxight the co-operation of one of

:

these to slash the figures into their drawing.
Photography is largely employed for this exhi-

bition, and in many cases where taken from
'

buildings completed, with considerable success.

We will mention some of the best and largest of

them, though they are nearly ail well known :— i

St. George’s Church, Doncaster (155, 156), E.
Wormald, photographer; Mechanics’ Institute,

Leeds (191), and Town-hall, Leeds (190), both
designed by Mr. C. Broderick. Mr.,G. Corson has
a set from buildings executed by him in or near
Leeds, "Auction Rooms” (185); “Business
Premises” (187), and a "Studio and Dwelling,
of Edmund Wormald” (188), all in Leeds : the
latter has a clever, acute-angled oriel, corbelled

out from the first floor, and is an excellent street

front, somewhat too Alhambresque in detail to be
practical. He also shows tho "Entrance Porch”
(186), and a " View from the South” (189), of
Foxhill, near Leeds :—a very fine mansion for a
city magnate, designed by Mr. Corson, with in-

tense Medimval fervour, even to the lamp-posts.
Mr. G. Trnefitt exhibibi one of his charac-

teristic multuni in parvo designs in " Fernbank,
Tufnell Park, Holloway, lately erected ” (205).

There are few architects who get so much effect

out of a plain brick villa for little cost as this

author. In the " Designs for proposed Villas

and Pavilions on the Manor Estate, South Hay-
ling, and to which first premium was awarded”
(207), Mr. A. G. Heonell shows seven little views
of villas in the Italian, half-timbered, cottage

ornee, and what we may term the conservatory
styles. Posterity will be sorely puzzled by such
a mixture.

"The Middlesbrough Exchange—Interior of

Hall,” by Mr. C. J. Adams (200), and "Perspec-
tive View of the Colston Hall, Bristol,” by
Messrs. Porter & Wood (195), the interior so
crowded with an audience as to make the hall ap-
pear about 150 ft.spaUjhaveboth been illustrated

by us. It is a pity that Mr. E. R. Robson has
entrusted the "Perspective View of the Munici-
pal Offices, Liverpool” (179), to a stranger to

draw. The view, though large, is faintly and
feebly shaded

;
the draughtsman can be neither
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an architect nor a colourist
;
we forbear to give his

,

name, though it is on the drawing. In three

highly-finished drawings under one frame—one

of entrance-hall and two of a drawing-room

—

Mr. F. Pantfcuius shows “ Series of Designs for

the Decoration and Furnishing a Gentleman’s

Seat in Ireland” (ISO), in the modern uphol-

sterer’s adaptation of the Louis Qnatorze style.

Mr. Ewan Christian contributes a careful

drawing of " Trinity Church, Folkestone, as

designed for the Right Hon. the Earl of

Radnor, the nave, base of tower, cbanccl, and
south porch of which were completed last

year” (75). This is a design that must be

seriously affected by the non-erection of the tower

and spire. These are placed at the junction of

the semicircular apse with the transepts. The
lancet style is adopted with much taste through-

out, and we have only one objection to make, and
it is to the snow-traps formed by joining all the

gables over the aisle-windows together. For
“ Police and Sessions Courts for the City of

Manchester, now in course of erection” (77),

Mr. Thos. Worthington gives us, in a red brick

building, a Venetian tower at a corner, based

upon that of St. Mark
;
varied, however, by the

introduction of arcaded parapets and queer

corner turrets at the summit, and Oy weakening
the base in piercing it with a door and window
too near tho corner for safety to the fabric. It

will be an effective structure, nevertheless.

Mr. C. Buckeridge shows some of bis quaint

and conscientiously wrought-out early Gothic

designs, by means of prints by the anastatic

process. Unfortunately the plates are so wavy
that mnch of the dignity of the designs is sacri-

ficed. This is notably in " South-west View of

Avon-Dasset Church, Warwickshire, now in the

course of erection ” (91), where the wavinesa of

the paper gives an appearance of the windows
and buttresses being out of the perpendicular.

In the interior of the same church (152), and
that of " Chapel for the Convent (Anglican) of

the Holy Trinity, Oxford” (153), Mr. Buckeridge

throws his strength upon the enrichment of the

altar and retabulum at the east end. Messrs.

Bell & Almond exhibit " Designs for Glass and
Decoration for East End of St. Gabriel’s, Bromley,

Middlesex” (132), and "Design for Glass Deco-

ration for the East End of Shouldham Church”
(161) . In both of these a very elaborate rerodos

and retabulum are shown; bub as they are not

shaded in the elevation it is impossible to tell

whether they are to be in sculpture or mere
wall-decoration ; in the latter subject, some saints

painted on the wall-space on each side of the

windows look in every respect like stained glass
;

they correspond almost exactly in treatment

with the glass in the window in a line with them.

Iq their "Mosaic Reredos for St. Edmund’s,

I

Salisbury, now being executed” (163), the Tcu
' Commandments are introduced. The " Decora-

tions of the Gaiety Theatre” are so well known
and have been so often described that we need
only mention to those interested in the subject

that they will find hero a section of the theatre

(165), the " Frieze over the Proscenium ” (161),

and the " Lunettes” (166), as designed by Mr.

C. J. Phipps, with Mr. H. S. Marks, the painter,

as his collaborateur.

j

Mr. A. Waterhouse has a considerably larger

and finer view of the Manchester Town-hall

(117) than that which ho shows in the Royal

Academy. The point of view is from Albert-

square, and the building presents more of a

town-hall aspect from this than any other front.

In the “ First Sketch of the Interior of the

Church of St. Barnabas, Oxford,” by Mr. A. W.
Blomfield (61), we see that he has taken the

basilica of San Clemente in Rome as his model,

even to the row of apostles on mosaic ground
in the upper part of the domed apse. A large

cross is suspended by a chain from the second

tie-beam of tho roof from the East to mark the

boundary between priest and people. The
ciborium over the high altar is very rich, and the

arrangements and decorations throughout are of

the highest-church kind. Another author has

gone to Rome for an example. The " Church of

St. Bridget, Wavertreo, Liverpool,” now in course

of erection
;
total cost, 6,600Z. (exclusive of

frescoes only)
;
columns of Irish red and black

marble; accommodation for 800 (204), by Mr.

E. A. Hefl’er, is a miniature adaptation of the

basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore,—flat panelled

and coffered ceiling and all. There are two good

Italian designs for a mansion to be erected at

Mentone, South of France, by Mr. T. T. Smith

(197, 202) . They are both placed on the terrace

of a mountain, both have loggie in towers, and
seem to be so little varied as to make us doubt

whether they are not alternative designs. It is

not clearly mentioned in the catalogue whether

they are both to be erected. Mr. T. Chatfield

Clarke sends a pen-and-ink view of a house now
being erected at Blackheath for Mr. B. H.

Hartley (183). It looks too much like a pair of

semi-detached villas. His sheets of office details

from works (140, 145) are a little too elementary

for an exhibition like this. In the “ Selected

Design for New Baptist Chapel, Sheffield,” sent

in competition (110) by Innocent & Brown, we
have a clever adaptation of an ecclesiastical

building to a corner site upon a hill.

There is a pretty drawing, by Mr. E. S, Cole,

of the rear view of the University College build-

ing at Aberystwitb, designed by Mr. J. P. Seddon

(46). The building is well known on account of

its strange fate, and castellated architecture.

" Competitive Design for new Church at Walsall”

(27), by Albert Hartshorne, is modest in design,

and of a blushing tone, for it is apparently pro-

posed to be of red sandstone.

Selecting for commendation briefly the strictly

archajological or pictorial works,—" Les Halles,

Ypres ” (1 a) ;
“ Whitby Abbey ” (1 b), by Mr.

G. E. Street; “French Chateaux, traced from

original drawings” (7) (excellent examples of the

style) ; the " Pen-and-ink Sketches of Boxgrove,

Sapton, and Clymping Churches, Sussex” (15),

W. Young
;
" Rue St. Jean, Caen” (21) ;

" Do!,

Brittany;” and “Dinan” (22), by A. Darby-

shire; and the photographs and chromo-litho-

graphs of Russian buildings and views, contri-

buted by Mr. Wyatt Papwortb,—we come to the

photograph of the " New Central Station, Leeds”

(now being completed for the Great Northern

Railway Company (259), by Messrs. E. N. Had-

field & Son, and which we have before now
described.

There are some good photographed specimens

of Mediaeval sculpture, by Theodore Phyffers,

W. Theed, and J. F. Redfern
;
also some elaborate

coloured views by Mr, Thomas Allom
;
and com-

pleting our review by gentle reference to the

series of designs for different subjects by mem-
bers of the Class of Design of the Architectural

Association, upon screen No. 3, amongst which

should be noticed Mr. R. F. Deal’s designs for a

warehouse for a river front, we close in the

assurance to our readers that though there is

nothing very startling in the collection, there is

yet a large amount of varied work, and that

with Mr. Petit’s collection it well repays a visit.

TEE SITE FOR THE LAW COURTS.

Mu. Layard, on Monday night, brought in

the Bill for changing the site of the new Law
Courts, and repeated the arguments advanced

by Mr. Lowe on a former evening, when he first

suggested the change. The Carey-street site,

he stated, with approaches, would cost 4,000,OOOZ.,

while Mr. Tite’s plan to separate the Offices and

Courts would cost 2,710,0001., and Sir C. Tre-

velyan’s 3,250,0001. Bub the more moderate plan

contemplated by the Government on the Em-
bankment would only cost l,60O,00OZ.,—600,OOOZ.

for the land, and 1,000,OOOZ. for the building,—

and that this would not be exceeded Mr. Layard

pledged his reputation. The site was the plot

of ground bounded on the north by Howard-

street, on the south by the Embankment, on the

east by the Temple, and on the west by King’s

College. It was six acres in extent, and on it

could bo built, in a line with Somerset House,

eighteen courts with their offices, with the capa-

city of extending either offices or courts north-

wards as necessity arose. Mr. Layard explained

the various advantages possessed, as he thought,

by the new site
;
such as the facility of approach-

ing it by road, river, and rail, &c., and he said

that its adoption would lead to no delay. The
plans and drawings for the Carey-street site

would nob be ready for a year, and by this Bill

it was proposed to suspend the Standing Orders

and proceed as if notices had been given in

November last. The Government would be
bound to exercise its compulsory powers by July,

1870, and there would be no delay, as the Duke
of Norfolk, who owned most of the land, was
understood to be anxious nob to throw any
difficulty in the way. Among other recommend,
ations, he mentioned that he was negotiating for

the sale of the Carey-street site for tho price

given for it, and that the style of the new
building, for which the plans and drawings would

soon be ready, would most probably be Italian

Gothic, as Mr. Lowe’s notion of utilizing Inigo

Jones’s facade had been given up.

Sir Eoundell Palmer gave notice at once that
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he would move the rejection, on the second read-
ing, of what he characterised as the worst scheme
yet proposed, and the certain ruin of a great
public improvement. He warmly defended the
Commissioners against Mr. Lowe’s charges of
extravagance and reckless inflation of the
original estimates, and made an animated attack
on the new plan. It had no approaches east or
wests its levels were bad; it would advance to
the very edge of the railway cutting; it would
block up the Strand ; and the building, put down
in a hole where nobody could see it except from
the river, would be no ornamentation to the
metropolis. The profession was almost unani-
mously, and certainly by a large majority, against
it

;
and finally he declared that there was nothing

he would not do to upset the plan.
The bill was brought in.

The present plan of the Government offers no
single excuse for the change of site : even the ar-
guments that were used to support Sir Charles
Trevelyan’s original site disappear. If a smaller
building than was at one time thought necessary
will suffice, it can as well be placed on the
Strand (or miscalled Carey-street) site, already
in our possession, as next the Embankment, and
with infinitely better effect with reference to the
adornment of Loudon than if it be buried behind
the houses on the south side of the Strand. The
land already bought offers a noble position for a
noble building

;
and its superiority with refer-

ence to the greatest convenience to the greatest
number is so universally admitted as to require
no argument.

THE EXHIBITION OF THE EOYAL
ACADEMY.

If there be no great increase in the number,
no great accession of particular interest in the
nature of the works exhibited this year by the
Koyal Academy in their splendid new home, com-
pared with those of former times, when their local
habitation was leas worthy of their name, it cer-
tainly appears to be a longer day’s work than
ever used to be the case, to see all that is to be
seen. This is partly attributable to the fact of
every picture included in the collection asserting
a right by its position to a thorongb examination

;

Bo many are to be seen, and so well worth
fleeing, and of these a few of superlative excel-
lence grace the fine galleries, though it hap-
pens that both members and associates are
more generally represented by the numerical
strength of their contributions rather than by
examples that precedent would allow individual
reputation to rest on.

To inaugurate the new era, to commence the
second century of the Academy’s existence with
a production that will help to commemorate it,

Sir Edwin Landseer has specially distinguished
himself—even in comparison with himself

—

by the more than renewed power manifested in
his chief work. “ The Swannery invaded by
Soa-eagles ” (120) is a magnificent attestation
of consummate skill; wonderful for the force of
its representation. Its reality gives it that
eloquence an Hilaop would fail to impart to birds
that speak in fable, if he attempted to describe in
epitome tyrannic and nnexpected invasion. The
peaceful swans have fought to the death in
defending their “arch-necked princesses” and
their little ones; it is almost possible to hear the
flutter of blood-bedabbled wings and the scream
of the eagle struggling in its efforts to rise in
the impotence of a broken pinion. Even whilst
most admiring the unparalleled ability displayed
in this depiction of savage onslaught, its very
truthfulness exacts something like distaste
with the astonishment at all its marvellous
perfection ,

Two slight but masterly studies of lions (30
and 32), and a brace of setters complacently
watching a covey of birds on “ The Ptarmigan
Hill” (224), are further examples of Sir Edwin’s
Wonderful dominion in animal painting; of the
perfection attained iu the use of the brush, never
yet excelled, and of the aptitude for giving
vitality to everything zoological he may select
for its exercise.

_

Mr. Millais maintains his right to be con-
sidered thoroughly original

;
he is of those who

recognise grandeur in simplicity ; his full-length
portrait of “ Nina, daughter of Mr. Frederick
Lehmann” (127), is a charming picture, a work
of extraordinary beauty : the faculty of direct
imitation chastened by rare taste in the adjust-
ment of whatever is to be imitated, is evidentm it. With him everything is paintable, any
arrangement of colours perfectly practicable for
the most agreeable reeults- He has been fortu-

nate, too, in his sitter,—a type of fair golden-
haired childhood, who is posed in the most natural
of attitudes, with innate grace enough to account
for it. The little lady has become the gem of
such an artistic setting as would enhance the
lustre of the brightest. In direct opposition to
this, the fancy portrait of “Vanessa” (357) has
afforded him an opportunity of showing how he
can manage to harmonise the most intensely
positive of colours

;
for, in spite of the gorgeously

embroidered drapery, the head is very life-like,

and so forcibly painted as to assume its right of

being first considered
; though the former work,

with its exquisite refinement, derived in great
measure from the inimitable combination of
delicate hues and tones, is by far the greater
achievement. Mr. Millais was quite independent
of adventitious aid in making a picture of Mr.
John Fowler, the engineer, and a very valuable
one (225), for it is a likeness stamped with the
simplicity of direct resemblance. “The Gam-
blers Wife” (104), in sorrowful contemplation
as she stands in the lately vacated room at
dawn, examining the cards, the instruments of
impending ruin, is pathetic without being senti-

mental, and with two highly-finished water-
colour drawings, well supplements Mr. Millais’s

more important contributions.

Mr. Maclise is very conspicuous in a composi-
tion that exhibits some of his best character-
istics,

—
“ King Cophetna and the Beggar-Maid,”

for whom he was “glad and fame” to stultify

his expressed disdain for “lovers’ looks” (171).
The king, seated in his tent, or rather at the
entrance of it, is regarding with novel interest

the fair object of his very impulsive matrimonial
intentions

;
for she is very fair and winsome,

though iu rags, and bidding his cup-bearer to
fill him the wine, with which he prefaces the
declaration that,

—

“ She shall be queen this beggar mayde.
If she’ll not say me nay."

His armed warriors, courtiers, and attendants,
are variousiy influenced; some seeing at once,
others unable to comprehend “ what there really
is to see in the young woman.” As usual,
minute elaboration pervades this picture ; and
the skilful drawing, wealth of accessories, and
invention of ornamental detail, are as remark-
able as in any preceding instances of their em-
ployment.

Mr. Frith has been diverse in his choice of
subjects : one from contemporary domestic his-

tory, an episode of old, new, and ever-recurring
events, for it happens to most men with marry-
ing prospects. In “ Hope and Fear” (82) are
two subjects of the blind god’s autocracy in one
frame—in a frame to become one, subject to

papa’s approval, which is being requested with
a proper degree of earnestness by a very nice
young gentleman of eligible appearance; but
papa has arrived at that age to know that ap-
pearances are deceitful

;
he has long ago learnt

the price of bread and butter, and babies’ shoes,

and hesitates whilst cogitating on the pro-
posal, for he has too many books by the best
authors in his well-furnished library not to be
very clever and wise, and is one of the least

likely to be addicted to sensational romauoes.
Harriet Georgina—for she has a nominative
expressiveness about her besides the nominal

—

fears he would hesitate, and has sought shelter
and sympathy in the drawing-room and her
mamma’Q arms. It need scarcely be told bow
nicely and naturally Mr. Frith has related this

chapter from the volumes of every-day interest,

or how much his relation with the two posi-
tions—the one awful, and the other fearful—has
increased their intensity by illustrating them
so admirably. His principal work “ Altisi-

dora, pretending love for Don Quixote, feigns

a swoon at the sight of him” (123). is very
finely painted

;
the figure of the impostor

—

though it appears rather disproportionately small
from the waist to where the feet would be—and
the imposing figure of the imposed-upon Don,
are specially distinguishable for extraordinary
technical value. Still more power is exhibited
in a capital portrait of “ A Man in Armour ”

(253), one of the very best portraits in the
galleries.

“ Nell Gwyn ” (291) “ selling oranges and
pippins, with pertinent wit, gratis, to liberal

fops who would buy the first and return the
second with interest,” as Dr. Doran says,

will scarcely realize a conception of the

archness and captivating charms of this
“ smartest and most audacious of orange-
girls she has not the look of the period to

indicate her attractiveness for the swells who so

delighted in her impudence. The costumes are
very brilliant and tasteful, with the exception of
Nell’s, which appertains more to the country
than the town. A smaller picture, of the scene
from “ Twelfth Night ” wherein Malvolio, married
to the countess in imagination, soliloquizes (391),
shows the same dexterity, the manipulative
proficiency attained by the painter that has
made him so popular.
Mr. Faed always secures a wide circle of ap-

preoiators by his appeal to common sympathies.
The poor little crossing-sweeper, who, “ Home-
less,” is sleeping in unhappy ignorance ofrent and
taxes on the steps of a porched doorway (73) ,

whose
unconsciousness of water-rate and of what the
meaning of soap may be, have made him in his
wretchedness and ragged attire, an object of in-

terest to so many more than the policeman
treading his boat at dawn of day, and blinking
in the lamplight as creatures deprived of natural
rest, and forbidden to take even forty winks on
a doorstep, are wont to do,—is, by the aid of
Mr. Faed’s most fascinating style of depiction,
raised to poetic significance. N.B.—Why have
painters never mode a hero of a policeman ?

Anybody in the class answering the riddle may
“ take us up.”

Look, too, at the old pedlar-woman, who
has “ Only Herself” to care for, or take care of
her, aud sighs for social intercourse (119) ;
“ Alone with Her Thoughts !

” As a song may
awaken some scenes long forgotten—some
haunts long forsaken,—so the laughter of child-
hood has brought back her home. But, alas!
for the vision ! she’s alone—all alone. Mr.
Faed has never succeeded better in enforcing the
gist of his appeal, than in these expressive types
of homelessness and loneliuess. The command
he has of executive moans enables him to do
wonders in the most ordinary appliances of
them; as in “Letting the Cow into ,the Corn”
(205) he represents a Scotch lassie indulging in
a day-dream; or in “Faults on Both Sides”
(231), a couple of peasant-lovers, who have
quarrelled for the pleasure of making it up again

;

or in the impersonation of shrewd Scotch cha-
racter (264), “Donald Mac Tavish;” all these
indicate his capability of making much of very
small matters.

Mr. Elmore is another who glories in a style

:

rich colour and strong opposing effects have
given great force to his “ Judith ” (395) ; painted
life-size, as standing at the entrance of the tent
from which artificial light is illuminating the
shadows cast by the stronger light of the moon,
she appears stealthily approaching to wreak her
vengeance on Holoferues. “ Katherine and
Petrnchio” (164), however, are not lifted out of
the ordinary level of their usual representation
by any extraordinary conception : faulty drawing
has in some degree counteracted the worth of
clever painting. “ Home Life in Algiers ” (229),
and “ Algerine Jewesses ” (462) testify to their

probable naturalness by their peculiarity of cha-
racterization, and are, besides, very carefully and
cleverly portrayed. Mr. Elmore’s other contribu-
tions are, a young wife “ Watching and Wait-
ing” at dawn, for her husband’s return (95);
“A Sketch from Nature” of a young lady
sketching from nature, very bright and decided
in its rendering (823) ;

and a fine portrait of
“John Simon, P.E.S.,” medical officer of her
Majesty’s Council (879).

Mr. Leighton stands alone this year for the
academic knowledge and ideal grace with which
he qualifies his study and treatment of the nude.
He has several large subject pictures conceived
in classic taste, and although derived from dead
language he invests them with sufficient vitality

to realize them for general apprehension as facts.

“Helios and Rhodus” (864) illustrates one of
the mythic identifications of islands with
nymphs who are lovely and of course loved, and
gives a name and a purpose far a fine picture;

“Dfedalus and Icarus” (469), who revive the
antique in form and physiognomy; and “St.
Jerome ” (377), his diploma work, with the saint

kneeling in prayer before a crucifix ; and, last and
best for good drawing and agreeable colour,

“Electra at the Tomb of Agamemnon” (705),
are bis other contributions.

Mr. Calderon has managed to give some
novelty to his handsome pair of lovers, who
are in a boat drifting down the stream, whilst
the gallant rower is resting on his oars, gazing
at the proud beauty who has enslaved him, and
“ Sighing his soul into bis lady’s face” (128),
and she, with downcast eyes, trails a lily in the
water, for the sake of having something to do, as
they float along. The fifceenth-century costumes,
picturesque boat, and the admirable manner in
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wliicli it ia painted, makes this a very favour-

able example. “ Catherine of Lorraine, nrging
Jacques Clement to assaseinate Henri III.” (67),

is another and more ambitious performance by
the same arti-t : the character and expression of
both actors are very appropriate to the sitoation,

which is a very dramatic one, and the work is

distinguished by rich subdued colouring, and
solid masterly execution, though the drawing is

faulty in parts that would soonest betray it
j

the hands of the monk appear to be very large.

(643) “The Fruit-seller,” a water-colour draw-
ing, would scarcely be taken for Mr. Calderon’s.

Mr. Lewis is to be seen in unusual force
j
the

marvellous intricacy of his pictures is positively

bewildering. The interior of a harem at Cairo,

with “an intercepted correspondence” to put
into extra flutter its occupants, if their imper-
turbable natures could ever allow them to be in

any flutter at all, is the most elaborate of them.
A young girl has been detected in establishing
communication, by means of flowers, with some
one she prefers to the old Turk, her lord and
master, and who is giving her a lecture on her
impropriety, disclosed by a black slave with the
last floral hillet-donx in her hand as evidence in

proof, while the other ladies of the seraglio are
looking on with various degrees of interest ex-

pressed. Some think it good fun; others think
the delinquent will not find it so, and are very
glad of it—for there is such a thing as a jealous
woman in Turkey, though they do live in such
a united happy - family kind of way with
cats and gazelles : one languid lady evidently
thinks her a fool for being found out

; but,
after all, the wonder at the achievement is

not created by the subject of it, but by the ren-
dering of the accumulation of objects repre-
sented : the most opposite of colours in dazzling
brightness brought in contact : the most elabo-
rate embroideries, decorations, lattice-work, and
a profusion of rich materials of all descriptions,

with patterns it takes patience even to examine,
are all precisely given with more than photo-
graphic fidelity.

Mr. Hook has painted, on rather a large scale,

some “Cottagers making Cider” (124); the
composition is as unpretentious as its title, for

he has relied on the rare power he has of con-
veying absolute naturalness into all that he re-

presents, in preference to a more sophisticated
attempt at picture-making for gaining interest.

However, the sturdy peasants engaged in the
operation, the rude mill and press, with other im-
plements nsed in the process

;
the apples of many

a sort, and the landscape to be seen from beneath
the cart-shed that shelters all the cider-makers
and the cider-making, are of that picturesque
nature that the result, as adduced by the artist,

is a very agreeable one, besides being an example
of Mr, Hook’s peculiar forte. Two children
perched on the rocks, “ Caught by the Tide ”

(332), and signalling a distant boat, are sur-

rounded by a sea that is a perfect triumph of
representation; and a happy fisher family
preparing for breakfast in “The Boat” (217),
their freehold residence,—“It served them for

kitchen and parlour and all,”—are delightful in
their freshness, their pure natural truth.

THE DISTEIBUTION AND AGRICDLTUKAL
TTSE OF TOWN SEWAGE.*

For the last eight years I Lave studied deeply
and carefully the question how to dispose of the
sewage of London

; and my pecuniary stake in

the successful solution of this question has been
and is so large, that it is, perhaps, the best
guarantee that I have left no stone unturned in

my endeavours to ascertain the truth. The
various experiments conducted by the Metropolis
Sewage Company, both at Barking Creek and on
their experimental farm a little beyond Barking,
as well as those conducted by myself on a smaller
scale on my own land, have given me an oppor-
tunity of acquiring knowledge in this particular

branch of agriculture, which, I believe I may
safely say, no one else has enjoyed

;
and it is only

the consideration of these exceptional advan-
tages which has made me presume so far as to

address the Institution of Surveyors on such a
subject.

In considering the utilization of sewage by
irrigation, we may usefully divide it into three
heads ;—first, Conveyance of the sewage from the
town to the country

; secondly, histribution

• Prom a paper by Mr. William Hope, read at the
ordinary fieneral meeting ol' the Institution of Sorveyore
on May 3rd.

throughout the district proposed to be irrigated ;

thirdly, Application of the sewage to the aoturd
soil or crops.

Now, with regard to the first question I need
say very little. An experienced surveyor will

naturally avail himself of the readiest means at

his command for conveying a large body of
noxious liquid from one district to another. He
will be guided by local circumstances and local

materials in designing his work, and the nature
of the work will, in some degree of course, also

depend upon whether the levels of the ground
permit of gravitation either by purely natural
fall, or by means of a short lift, or necessitate
forcing by expensive machinery. I will merely
remark that there is of course a great con-
venience for distribution in what I may term the
luxury of pressure. If the main culvert or
sewer be an iron pipe of any description,

through which the sewage is forced by powerful
engines, it becomes a very easy and simple matter
to attach a pipe at any point for supplying any
land, no matter where situated

;
but if the main

outfall conveys the sewage by gravitation only,

then the sewage can only be distributed by the
same means, and of coarse can only be taken to

land on a lower level than the outfall, and this,

in many places, becomes a most serious diffi-

culty.

But this brings me in fact to the consideration
of the second division of the question, namely,
Distribution.

The distribution of the sewage of a small town
of 10,000 or 20,000 inhabitants is a simple enough
affair, for it is distributed on one farm only, and
that farm is of conrse chosen so as to be more or
less in a ring fence

;
but if it is desired to deal

with the sewage of a great city, much more con-
triving is necessary. For short distances and
low pressures, earthenware pipes may sometimes
be used for the lateral channels, bnt they are not
satisfactory; and it must always be recollected

that the bursting or leakage of a sewage pipe is

a somewhat serious affair, even in the country.
Iron pipes are, of course, always the handiest aud
neatest things to deal with, but they are expen-
sive. Earth ditches are perfectly effectual, and
are, perhaps, the most convenient of all for com-
municating with other minor branches ; but
unless the lie of the land coincides exactly with
the fall required to be given to distributing

channels, the earth ditches soon become very
expensive in construction, and wasteful in the
apace occupied. And in view of the several

difficulties aud drawbacks attending the use of
either ditches or earthenware or iron pipes, I

have devised a new method of distributing
sewage, which, I think, ia likely to prove useful
in some localities. It is very simple,—consisting
merely of sheet iron troughs, with a semicircular
section, supported upon rough wooden legs of
any required size and length. Such iron troughs,
at whatever elevation from the ground,—and in

most cases a very few feet are quite sufficient,

—

occupy no more space than a ditch would occupy
when running with a fall coincident with that of
the land itself. Therefore, there is no permanent
waste of land in a broad embankment, and the
outlay becomes less than the outlay in construct-

ing a raised up ditch when a very few inches in

height are attained. If any unusual height is

necessary, to bridge over a hollow for instance,

the section of the trough may be slightly altered,

I

and, instead of being semicircular the diameter
may be diminished, and to the prqjongation of

the sides of the smaller aemicircnlar trough thus
formed may be riveted stronger plates to act as
girders, and so the original sectional area would
be preserved. With troughs so constructed,
having a few angle irons bent all round them out-
side, a very strong and durable kind of semi-
tnbnlar bridge would be obtained. I may men-
tion that I have made an experiment with about
a mile and a half of semicircular troughing far

thinner than that which would be used in a
permanent work, and that this troughing is

placed at an unusual height, being for a great
part of its length from 16 ft. to 22 ft. above the
ground. It is, moreover, in a most exposed
situation, and has, nevertheless, stood all the
severe gales of last winter without the very
smallest sign of giving way.

Difficulties for the first few years may arise

in arranging for the distribution of the whole
sewage of a large town over a wide area of land,

if there are a few obstructive people in the
area who fancy that they could make more
by standing out and refusing to take the
sewage, than by taking it, if compulsory powers
have not been obtained. But, even in this case,

it would bo a pecuniary rather than a [physical

difficulty; for, in the neighbourhood of any largo «

town, the country roads are always numerous, g

and power may always be obtained from Par- ^

liament, on the precedent of the Metropolis li

Sewage Company’s Act, for conveying the sew- v

age in pipes under and along the line of roads.

There need, therefore, be no greater difficulty in ti

designing the different channels by which the ic

sewage of a large town may be distributed to tf

any given number of farms, than there is in an M

analogous kind of work which has been executed k

by very many gentlemen now present, namely,
][

draining several separate estates into one com- n

mon outfall. It is simply inverting the process, r

and, instead of collecting the water from the r

varions estates into one main channel by which Ic

it would run away, bringing the water down tho e

one main channel, and then distributing it over o

the varions estates.

Now, with regard to the purely agricultural p'

question of tho application of sewage to the ri

soil or crops. I have seen and heard a great t'

deal of vague and loose writing and talking on o

the different modes of laying oat land for irriga- p'

tioD, but further experience has only served to 3

confirm me in my original opinion, that the ri

proper way of laying oat land for sewage is, li

wherever the fall of the land will at all permit jr

it, to lay it out in rectangular “ panes,” or lands b,

thrown up to a ridge in the centre, a small car-

rier of say 8 in. or 9 in. wide being cub 3;

along the top of the ridge, by which to irrigate t.

the land. This system combines many advan- li

tages, and, so far as I see, presents no draw- f

backs. First of all, the rectangular form n

admits of easy and simple cultivation by ;1

horse aud steam power, without turn-wrest k

ploughs, or any other special apparatus, ir

and this of itself is so great an advan-
tage as almost to outweigh anything that it

could be urged in favour of any other
system. But this is also the cheapest way of i

laying out land
;
for it is manifest that from the

ridge to the furrow there will always be a
sufficient fall for the flow of the sewage ;

there- 'r

fore the actual watering of the plants can be I

done with certainty and regularity, and all that .

requires to be attended to is the fall to be given ;•

to the carrier in the ridge, and to regulate this,

unless the land is either very flat or very irregular tl

in formation, very little soil need be shifted, except p
along the line of the ridge. Moreover, if, during ii

the first year that the land is laid out, there may r

be a little too much fall from the ridge to the i

furrow in one place, or rather too little in i

another, owing to the shifting of the land to fill i'

np hollows and level rises in the length of the i

ridge, this irregularity will be diminished every i'

time that the laud is worked, and so, in the
course of a few years, will gradually disappear, .!

Last year I laid out a small experimental field, >

of some nine acres, on this system under peculiar ;i

disadvantages, as the point to which alone I •

could bring the sewage was slightly lower than i

most other parts of the field; and although i,

there was very little difference of level in any r

part, yet such difference as there was, was .•

against me. The field was also irregularly !;

shaped, one of its sides being more than twice ;i

as long as the opposite side, and one of its

corner angles very acute, and another very r

obtuse
; but, as I ran my lands so as to abut

upon or tail off on the side between these twe '

angles, this difficulty vanished; for, of conrse,

it did not the least signify whether the end of >

each land was square or not. I also laid out ths i

lands of slightly varying breadths and of an t;

increasing slope, beginning with a very flat land it

and rising to a very steep one,—the last land [t

having a fall of 1 in 10 from the ridge to the ^

farrow. Tho most convenient size of land is

40 ft. or 45 ft. wide from furrow to furrow, with i

a slope of 1 in 20 from farrow to ridge. The I

best mode of conducting the work in laying- _

out lands in this way is, after any small amount
|j

of cross ploughing or filling up old furrows, and
other similar work that may be necessary, has i'

been got through, to plough the land into ridges :

approximating to the desired height. These
ridges should then be rolled very heavily, when l

it will be seen whether or not their fall is suffi- II

ciently continuous to admit of a carrier being .

dng in them as they are; and if it is found that :

any shifting of earth is required, the rolling of i

the ridge will have answered the purpose of i

making the carting lighter. Ton will observe >

that the simplicity of this mode of laying out i

land, as compared with attempting to alter the '

levels of the entire surface of a field, is very >

great; the labour is, in fact, minimized, and,
moreover, for the future cultivation of each ,
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individual crop, the form of lands which I have
described is, I find, very convenient. Of coarse,
the size of each land is known with accuracy

j

therefore, all the future cultivation, whether
ploughing, or hoeing, or weeding, or harvesting,
may be done by piece-work, and the quantities
of sewage applied and the bulk of produce
obtained can be checked and ascertained with
very great ease; and thus the farmer has a
better opportunity of finding out the exact profit
that he makes upon any particular crop.

With regard to the cost of such laying out,
this must, of coarse, depend upon the prior
formation of the ground; but my friends,
Messrs. John Fowler & Co., will at any time be
happy to undertake throwing up the ridges for
11. an acre

;
and of course the money, whatever

it may bo, spent in forming these ridges is

practically in substitution of the ordinary
ploughing that the land must receive,—so that
this part of laying out the land may practically
be done for the cost of, perhaps, one extra
ploughing.

We will suppose, then, that as suitable a
district as possible, both with regard to the
quality of its soil and the general lie of the land,
has been chosen for the application of the
sewage of a town, and that the land has been
laid out in ridges, as I have described. There
remains, then, the question over what area and
to what crops to apply the sewage; and, clearly,
the area on which it is applied must depend, in
some measure, upon the oi’ops selected. One
important crop must always be grass

; because
this is the only crop that is always on the ground,
and always more or less in a growing condition.
It is the only crop, therefore, to which sewage
can be applied more or leas usefully on all days
in the year ; and, wherever any largo quantity
of sewage is to be disposed of, there is always a
population to consume grass, whether in the form
of meat, or of dairy produce, or of horse-labour.
A very considerable quantity of the sewage of
any town can, therefore, always be used in the
production of grass, without any danger of
overstocking the market. The experience that
wo have had, both at the Lodge Farm, in the
occupation of the Metropolis Sewage Company,
and on my own experimental field, shows that
flewage is equally applicable to cereal crops as to
grass, green crops, and vegetables; but, no
donbt, a greater return per acre can be obtained
by the production of the latter, because a greater
quantity of sewage can be utilized by them than
by cereals, and, therefore, it is desirable that the
bulk of the sewage should be applied to either
grass, green crops, or market-garden vegetables.
But, in a case where sewage is carried to a con-
siderable distance from a town, into a purely
farming district, experience proves that sewage
is quite as applicable to cereal crops as to auy
•other during the periods of the year when it can
be GO applied

;
and in the early spring, before

the summer green crops are sown, probably
sewage may be more usefully applied to winter
wheat and oats than to anything else. The
third crop of wheat, on the same land, the third
year running, can now be seen growing, and ap-
parently very healthy, upon a poor gravel at the
Lodge Farm

; and this result has been obtained
exclusively by the use of sewage, and of a sur-
prisingly small quantity. Last year there was
a very fair crop indeed of quarters to the
acre, and the sewage applied was only about
500 tons,—equal, in round numbers, at a penny
a ton, to about a couple of guineas

; and the
first year that we tried sewage upon wheat, it

was put to one portion of the same field which
looked particularly bad. Two portions of this
field were carefully measured, and one was left
as it was, and the other was sewaged with about
the same quantity of sewage as mentioned
before. The result was very remarkable. The
ansewaged portion gave 3 loads of straw to tho
acre, and 3 quarters 6 bushels of grain

; the
sewaged portion gave, as was naturally to be
expected, a large increase of straw, 4^ loads to
the acre, or 60 per cent, of increase

;
and the

figures of the grain were still more satisfactory,
being inverted—namely, 5 quarters and 3 bushels
to the acre.

We should now consider the quantity of sewage
per acre which may be usefully applied to crops
of grass, roots, and vegetables, to which the
main bulk of the sewage must always be applied.
With regard to grass, I have frequently had con-
troversies with various persons, including some
well-known agriculturists, as to the proper kind
of grass to which to apply sewage, and also as
to the proper time of sowing the proper quantity
of sewage to be applied, and the result to be

looked for. Some persons have imagined that
sewage can be beneficially applied to ordinary
natural grasses year after year, and they cite
the Craigentinny meadows at Edinburgh as an
example; and cases have been brought to my
notice where I myself have been quoted as sup-
porting this notion

; but it is an idea which I

am altogether opposed to. Tho water and
manure, which together compose sewage, stimu-
late the growth ot all tho hardier and ranker
kinds of natural grasses to such an extent that
in the course of time they choke and kill out all

the finer kinds, and tho grass becomes the rank,
nasty stuff that we see at Craigeutiuny.
Many persons imagine that sewage cannot be

applied to any crop, without positive injury,
during hard frosts or snow

; but this is not the
case. The sewage is always above the freezing
point, and more so than ordinary running water.
The actual cout.ict with the sewage must, there-
fore, be beneficial to the plants, in protecting
them from cold.

The water supply of Loudon, os proved by
the official returns, exceeds thirty gallons per
head per diem. This would give upwards of -48

tons of sewage per head in the course of the
year; so that, if we take 50 tons as an easy

rough calculations will show that this is a very
safe estimate indeed.
To take tho case of Italian rye grass. We

have seen that 90 to 100 tons of grass ought to
be grown from 5,000 tons of sewage in the course
of one entire growing season. Now, 5,000 tons
at Id. are equal to 20Z. Ifis. 8d., to which we
must add, say 4L an acre for rent and taxes;
IL an acre for application of sewage, interest on
improvement expenditure, and other small items;
the mowing of ten crops a year by machine (for

which I may mention the rye grass is particu-
larly suitable) at 3s., Ik 10s. ; carting 100 tons
to the homestead at 6d., 21. lOs.; or a total of
29k 16ti. 8d.—say, 30k

If we take such a crop as mangold-wnrzel
and apply 2,000 tons at Id., we have a charge
for sewage of 8k Gs. 8d. per acre ; taking the
same figures of d-k for rent and taxes, and Ik for
application of sewage, &c., 308. for cultivation,
lOd. for seed, 10s. for hoeing, and 70b. for
harvesting 70 tons of roots, we have a total
charge of 19k 6s. 8d. per acre, and taking the
same price of ISs. per ton for the value of the
food obtained, we have a total yield of 52k lOs.
per acre, or a net balance to the farmer of
33k 3s. -Id. ; and I think you will all agree that,

calculation in round numbers for the quantity of
,
as we have produced 52i tons of mangold at the

sewage per head flowing out of any town, we
|

Lodge Farm from 1,100 tons of sewage, I am
shall nob be very far wrong. In this way 6,000

^

not going too far in reckoning upon 70 tons of
tons would represent the sewage of 100 persons

; j

mangold from 2,000 tons of sewage,
so that, as the sewage of lUO persons is the It may be objected that I am dealing with the
maximam amount that can be properly utilized sewage of a great city, and not of a small town ;

by a crop of Italian rye grass, and as the rye ' but though the raiufall is less in London in pro-
grass can be grown only once in two years, we portion to the population, yet the water supply is
should get fifty persona per acre as the maximum

|

greater, and the two together give 75 or 80 tons
proportion of population which is at all safe to of sewage per head per annum instead of 50 ;

so
apply.

^

But, of course, it never would suit the if this diluted sewage is of the value I have
convenience of any farmer to grow nothing but

|

described, surely a sewage equal to only 50 tons
a never-ending see-saw of Italian rye grass and per head per annum canuotbe worth less. Now,
potatoes.

j

50 tons at Id. are equal to 4a. 2d.
; at 2d.

With regard to other crops, we have grown Ss. 4d.
;
and at 2id. lOs. 5d.

;
so that as the urban

52^ tons of mangold wurzil per acre at the
Lodge Farm from tho application of 1,100 tons
of sewage to land which was completely worked
out by white crops. Now 1,100 tons would be
equal, according to the same rough calculation,

population of England, living in towns of 2,000
inhabitants and upwards, exceeds ten millions,
and as almost all these towns are duly pollutiug
the rivers iu conformity with the “ Towns Im-
provement Act, 1847,” they are propagating

to the sewage of only 22 persons per acre; but
;

scarlet fever and typhus at a direct cost to the
I do nob at all say that this is the proper
quantity to apply to such a crop as mangold
wnrzel.

When I talk of 70 tons per acre as a weight
of mangold which ought to bo obtained every

towns of five millions a year, in addition to the
indirect loss to the land and to the working
classes

; so that we may reckon the loss to the
country iu gold exported to pay for foreign
manure, grain, beef, mutton, hides, wool, bacon.

season by the use of sewage, it is not such an
|

batter, and cheese, at not less than fifteen
unreasonable thing as it at first appears. And i millioLS sterling annually,
if we apply 2,000 tons per acre to a crop of'
mangold, it would be equivalent roughly to one
acre for every 40 persons

;
and my own opinion

is, that some such proportion should be the
very minimum of land which should be laid out
for the utilization of the sewage of any town.
And it would be greatly for the advantage both
of the town and of the farmer if an increased
area were put under, at all events, the possibility
of irrigation ; for, how often would not the
farmer, if his land were laid out for it, be only
too glad to give an occasional dressing to a
crop of wheat that looked sickly after the March
storms, to a crop of turnips that he was afraid of
losing from the fly, or even to a crop of potatoes
in such a summer as we had last year ?

And now a few words as to the money value
of town sewage. When used for market-garden
vegetables its value is exceptionally great, as
the vegetables prodnoed are of the finest possible
quality

;
being grown with maximum rapidity,

on which the quality of vegetables specially de-
pends. Now it is well known that market-
gardeners apply from 10k to 20k worth of solid

manure to the acre, around London, at all

events
;

while, to produce the finett crops of
cabbages, cauliflowers, or celery, only takes from
500 to 1,000 tons of sewage, according to the
particular species ofseed used, and the particular
age at which it is desired to send the crop to
market. Taking, then, the highest of these
quantities, or, 1,000 tons, as equal to the lowest
value for a garden dressing of ordinary manure,
or 10k an acre, we should have a total value of
2,400 pence for 1,000 tons of sewage, or nearly
2id. per ton

;
and I have no reason to suppose

that this is at all beyond what a market-gardener
could afford to pay, having regard to the superior
result which he obtains. And it is somewhat
curious that this value does not differ very con-

siderably from the only reliable valuation that
was ever made of the chemical ingredients in

town sewage. To be on the safe side, I have
always taken Id. a ton as the standard price at

which the Metropolis Sewage Company should
sell the sewage to the farmer ; and a very few

GENEEAL MEETING : INSTITUTE OF
BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

The report of the council read at the annual
meeting, on the 3rd inst., showed that the
Institute, in regard to the steadily increasing
numbers of its members, and the condition of its

funds, continues to prosper. The present number
of fellows is 264, and of associates 241, making
a total of 508. In other classes of membership
the numbers are as follow :—13 honorary fellows,

9 honorary members, and 78 honorary and corre-

sponding members, making, with ordinary fellows

and associates, a total of 608 members. There
are also 10 contributing visitors, 9 students, and
10 temporary students.

We give two or three paragraphs from the
report :

—

“Several meetiogB of tho Profeaeional Practice Com-
mittee have been held to deliberate on important questions,
both of a private and public nature. In December last
they received a deputation from the London Builders'
Society, who were desirous of submitting, for the con-
sideration of the lobtitute, the details of an arbitration
clause proposed to be incorporated with future forms of
contract. Iu the course of the conference many points
were raised, which rendered it desirable that the pro-
fessional relations between architects and builders, as well
as between builders aud their employers, should bo dis-

cussed in extetieo; and, with this object in view, a sub-
committee was appointed, who, after collecting from
various sources BuiUcient material for their purpose, will

shortly report the result of their labours."

“The Committee for the ‘Conservation of Ancient
Monuments aod Kemains' has, happily, had but few in-

stances of threatened destrnction or neglect brou^'ht
before its notice within the last twelve mouths. It has,
however, tendered its advice on some matters of im-
portance, and generally with a satisfactory result. The
preservation of the Church of 8i. Mary Somerset, in
Thames-street, one of the works of Sir Christopher Wren,
which was proposed to be removed during the recent
alterations in the City, maybe mentioned as an instance
in which the timely intervention of this committee has
been successful."

“ The question of artistic education for architects, after
a lapse ot son.e years, was again revived at the last annual
meeting of 1668. It is necessary to explain that, although
the conaideration of this subject originated with the mem-
bers of the Institute, it was left, so long ago as 1862, in
the hands of a general committee, consisting of members
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of Tarious art societies, &c., in which the Institute was
only represented by delegates. A meeting of these dele-

gates was therefore held in November, 1868, and the
general commitlee was re-invited to assemble, and has
since held several meetings."

" In regard to the library, now comprising what may be
fairly described as the niostvsluable collection of works on
architecture in Loudon, the completion, during the past
year, of purchases made with the president's donation
(by adding abont 170 volumes of English and foreign
architectural works of great interest and value), has
formed an important epoch in the history of the Institnte.

The supplementary catalogue issued at the beginning of
the present year includes all these works, and their

arrangement under the headings of ‘Author’ and ‘Sub-
ject,’ greatly facilitates reference

;
this catologue also

includes every work added to the library from the
session 18G5-66 to the end of the session 1867-68.’’

“The department of architectural drawings, prints, and
photographs has not been forgotten. Ihe librarian is now
engaged in making a catalogue of this valuable collection,

whicli will soon bo conveniently arranged and made acces-
sible to members. Attention is specially directed to a
list, about to be reprinted, of works essential in such a
library, but still deticient. Among others may be men-
tioned those required to complete thevolumes of Piranesi,
and certain editions of Vitruvius. ’’

llie collection of casts possessed by the Institute, and
hitherto preserved in one of the basement rooms, has been
ofl'cred as a loan to, and as such accepted by, the autho-
rities of the Architectural Muaeuen, where they will be
more accessible for inspection. The opening of the new
bnildings of the museum at Wesliainster is a matter for
congratulation, not only to the zealous promoters of that
undertaking, but to the profession at large, and the coun-
cil trust that, while it will undoubtedly prove advan-
tageous to the student, it may also tend, in conjunction
with other institutions, to develope public interest, and
educate national taste on the subject of architecture, in
regard to its artistic as well as its antiquarian aspect.”

The balance - sheet showed the sum of
2,38iiL 8s. 3d. on the receipt side, and 86Z. 13s. 6d.
lees on the disbursement aide. The statement
of assets and liabilities showed a balance of
8,318Z.

The following office-bearers were elected :

—

President, Mr. W. T.te, M.P.
; vice-presidents, Messrs

U. Barry, Clarke, and I’Ansonj honorary secretaries
Mr. M yatt Papworth (in place of a gentleman proposec
by council) and Professor Donaldson (foreign corre
yiondence)

; ordinary members of council, Messrs
Christian, C. F. Hayward, Edmeston, Marrable, C. C
Nelson, Pearson. Smith; (new names) BloraOeld, Cnrrev
C. howler, E. W. Godwin, Hakewill, K. J. Johnson (New
castle-upon-Tyne), Worthington (Manchester), and Bryce
Edinburgh; treasurer. Sir W. It. Farquhar

; honorun
solicitor, Mr, P. Ouvry.

^

Mr, Henry Baker was placed on the District
Surveyorship Examination Board in lieu of the
late Mr. Ashpitel.

SALISBURY CATHEDRAL RESTORATIOI
A UEPORT from the dean and chapter has bee

laid before the cathedral restoration committei
The following is an abstract from it :

—
“ The restoration of the exteriorof the cathedral, con

mencedby ths dean and chapter in 1063. and continuf
since 1804 by the aid of a public subscription, is at lengl
on theove of completion.
The first operation was to consolidate the foundatioi

with Iresh conerote. The stonework was then repaired (

renewed; a channel, coated with Portland cement, wi
earned round the building, and the whole was ell'cclive
drained. At the same time the earth, which to the heigl
of between 2 ft. or 3 ft. had been heaped up against tl
walls w-as cleared away. The plinth and base mouldings,me edilice being thus uncovered, itsarchitecturalellecthi
been strikingly improved. The surface of the eburchyai
has since been lowered to the same level by the dean ar
chapter, from funds at their own disposal
On a careful survey of the exterior, it was found thi

most of the flying buttresses were in a dangerous statSome or them have been entirely rebuilt, and the re
have been substantially repaired. The finials, pinnacle
p.rapet oopme., and mnllions, tbrouehoM the boildinm ny of them in a state of dilapidation and decay, ha'
been made good. The decayed shafts, capitals, and has
ol the numerous windows have been thoroughly restoreThese were originally of Porbeck marble, a materi

^ therefore resolved, 1the recommendation of Mr. Scott, to employ in repairiithem a variety of the Devonshire marble, as being modurable and less costly than the Puibeck. The juxt
poBilion of these two kinds of marble, dill'ering as th,
do in external appearance, offended Ihe eye. In order
soften the contrast a process of rubbing and oiling tl
Burlaces of both is now being employed, under the sanclii
t>i Mr. Scott, with a view of assimilating, as nearly
possible, the colour of the new to that of the old materi.
Ihe result of the experiment has, thus far, been high
eatislactory. '

"W e next come to what was justly considered the mo
important part of our great work—the strengthening
the tower, and the ensuring thereby the safety of the nob
fabric itself. . . The grand object was to strength,
and consolidate the walls of the lantern, without ore
loading the piers in the nave. This object has been ful
aeeomuhshed by means of an ingenious and elabora
system of iron ties, devised by Mr. Shields, the emine
civil pgineer, whom Mr. Scott had called in to assist h
in tius delicate operation."

The interior of the tower having also bei
restored,

—

"Attention was next directed to the west front, every
part of which stood lamentably in need of renovation or
repair. The stone and marble work throughout have been
restored, and the enriched mouldings of the porches, on
which a great deal of time and labour has been bestowed,
are now far advanced.
The restoration of the west front could not he regarded

as complete without an attempt being made to replace a

portion, at least, of the statues that anciently adorned it.

The late Professor Cockerell has stated that there were

originally on the exterior of the cathedral 160 figures, of

which 123 stood on the west front. From a minute oiarai-

nalion of them it was inferred that the whole series of the

west front formed what is termed a Te Deiim or theological

scheme.
In accordance with this was the plan of restoration

proposed by Mr. Scott, and by his advice entrusted for

execution to a sculptor of rising reputation, Mr. Redfern.
The work, begun about two jears ago, and still in pro-

gress, may be thus briefly described : — In the panel of the

great gable of the west front is a colossal figure of our
Saviour, seated in majesty. Hanged in successive tiers

below this grand csntral figure there will be in the first

tier figures of angels; in the second, of prophets and
patriarchs; in the third, of apostles and evangelists

;
in

the fourth and fifth, of saints, martyrs, and founders. It

will be observed that in this plan apostles and evangelists

are placed below prophets and patriarchs. The remains
of two figures, those of 8t. Peter and St. Paul, proved
that this must have been the order in which they originally

stood, as, in fact, both the number and distribution of the
niches admitted of no other arrangement.
Of the entire number of statues required to fill the

niches of the west front, about fifty will soon have been
fixed in their places, exclusive of eight ancient mutilated
figures which have been restored by Mr. Redfern. For
the further prosecution of this portion of the work there
are no available fundr.
The surplus in the hands of the treasurer may be esti-

mated at 3,OOOL With 80 inadequate a sura at our com-
mand it would be idle to attempt so costly an undertaking
as the entire restoration of the interior. Tbe lady-chapel
may be considered the fittest part of the work to he first

taken in hand, as the cost of its restoration, according to
an estimate approved by Mr. Scott, will not exceed the
limits of our resources.’’

The committee having, at the meeting just
held, decided on the restoration of the lady-

chapel, that 'work vvill bo immediately com-
menced.
From the financial statement appended to the

report we learn that the subscriptions for tbe
general and special objects of tbe restoration,

together with the interest, amounted to 16,525J.

15s. 8d.

THE CHAPEL OF ST. JOHN’S COLLEGE^
CAMBRIDGE.

The new chapel was opened on Wednesdaylast.
St. John’s College was originally a hospital

for poor and infirm persons, and certain religious

brethren under the rule of St. Augustine.
Bishop Balsham, of Ely, in 1280, attempted to

add to the old institution a college for scholars on
the model of thatjust then established at Oxford
by Walter de Merton. This, however, failing,

owing to altercations arising between tbe mem-
bers of the old and new foundations, he removed,
in 128'i, his college to where Peterhouse now
stands, and the old hospital of St. John, revert-

ing to its former position, continued unmolested
till the reign of Henry YIL, when the Lady
Margaret, the king’s mother, determined to con-
vert it into a college, which was effected under
her will by her executor, Bishop Fisher, between
the years 1509 and 151G, in which latter year
the chapel was re-consecrated. This chapel—

a

not very decorative building—apparently of the
sixteenth century, being found very insufficient

for the present demands of the college, it was
some few years back determined to rebuild it,

and Mr. G. Gilbert Scott was appointed the
architect.

Finding the old chapel to be in reality

the chapel of the original hospital, and to

be a building of the latter portion of the
thirteenth century transformed into a six-

teenth century structure, the architect pro-
posed, as an alternative scheme to designing
the new chapel, that the old one, restored, so far

as possible, to its original design, might form an
aisle. This, however, being considered hardly
compatible with the practical uses of a college
chapel, was not adopted, and a wholly new
chapel was determined on.

The form adopted is one which, though fre-

quent in Oxford, had nob hitherto been adopted
in Cambridge. It is that in which the ante-
chapel forms a kind of western transept. This
happened to be peculiarly suitable to the position
of the new chapel

;
and, as it originated at Oxford

in jthe incomplete cruciform church which forms
the chapel of Merton, it may not be inappro-
priate (though the association was accidental) to

a college in the sister University of which the
earliest scheme was founded on the model of
Merton.

The chapel proper is internally 143 ft. long by
34 ft. wide, and is terminated with an apse of

five bays. The antecbapel is 78 ft. by 32 ft.

The extreme length of chapel from east to

west outside is 193 ft. 1 iu.
;
breadth, north to

south, 52 ft. ;
extreme length of ante-chapel

from north to south, 89 ft. ; breadth, east to

west, 50 ft. The exterior height of the chapel is

50 ft. to the top of the parapet, 80 fo. to the
ridge of the roof. The tower is 42 ft. square )

outside ; its height is 140 ft. to the top of the )i

parapet, and 163 ft. to the top of the pinnacles.

In the demolition of the "labyrinth,” tbe curious to

chapel of the Old Hospital of Canons Regular, &
founded A.D. 1134, to which the college

succeeded, was revealed. Its stylo is the earliest h
type of Early English. An account of it has it

been pnblished by Professor C. Cardale Babing- ^
ton. The arches of its piscina have been placed £
in mcmoriani in the new chapel.

The stalls lately in the old chapel have been v
transferred to the eastern division of tbe choir.

The style of architecture adopted is not that It

of the period of the royal foundress of the m
college, but that of the age of its intended V
founder, Bishop Balsham

;
which is, in point of o

fact, the precise style of the earlier portions of o
the old chapel : for, though it is hardly to be id

supposed that Balsham erected the chapel during |(

the short period of his abortive foandership of D

the college, 1280-1284, itis, nevertheless, probable tl<

that the impulse given by his intentions may
have led the authorities of the Hospital of St.

John to re-erect their chapel
;
for the character o

of the old parts which remain is just that of o

Balsham’s time.

The closest typos of tbe architectural details

of the new chapel may be said to be Newstead
Abbey, and the nave of Lichfield.

When the design was first made, no tower was U
contemplated, but only a fleche, at the intersec- a

tion of the roofs of the chapel and ante-chapel,* I,

but shortly after the commencement an old hi

member of the college, Mr. Henry Hoare, who g
had laid the cornerstone of the building, made h

the munificent proposal—contingent on his living |f

long enough to carry it out—to erect a tower is

similarly placed to that of Merton, at a cost of b

about 5,OOOZ. Mr. Hoare’s lamented death, the it

result of an accident, cut his generous intention K

short before the work was quite half complete, [x

but the college undertook the perfecting of hie U

undertaking.
Internally the chapel is roofed with an arched i9

ceiling of oak, which has been splendidly deco*
p

rated by Messrs. Clayton & Bell.

It consists of nineteen bays. In the central a

bay at the east end is a representation of Our j|

Lord iu Majesty. The other eighteen bays con- n

tain figures of illustriores of the eighteen tj

Christian centuries afeer the first century, each f:

bay being appropriated to a century. The cen- ti

turies proceed from east to west : the even '>

centuries on the north side, the odd centuries on o

tbe south side.

The known cost of the chapel op to the present n

date may bo roughly stated at 53,C00i., not o

including the cost of the organ or of the painted Ij

windows.
The reconstruction of the organ, including the il

water-blowiug apparatus, has involved an ex- k

penditure of 1,130Z. The question of the case is |i

not yet settled.

The painted windows are the gifts of various ;a

donors. The five windows of the apse are the a

gift of the Earl of Powis, High Steward of the >1

University. The great west window is the gift i

of Members oj the College in stalu pupillari

;

and :

cost 1,5101.

The six following side windows of the choir of
\

the chapel are ordered at a cost of 276J. each.

The erection of the chapel has occasioned the U

erection of a new master’s lodge, the exten- h

sion of the Great Hall, and that of the old 'l'

gallery of the college— a noble Jacobean apart- I*

ment, henceforth to be used as the " Combination [c

Room,” or withdrawing-room of the fellows.

The following are the names of those whs il

have been concerned in the erection;— con- d

tractors, Messrs. Jackson & Shaw, Westminaterj. 'i

stone carvers, Messrs. Farmer & Brindley, Lon- S’

don
;

wood carvers, Messrs. Eattee & Kett, i

Cambridge; glass painters, of the apse windows,, n

the great west window, and the side windows in |i

the chapel, Messrs. Clayton & Bell, London ; of :

the window in the north transept of the ante- !•

chapel, in memory of Professor Blunt, Messrs,
John Hardman & Co., Birmingham; of tbe two
windows to be placed in the north transept of :

the antecbapel, in memory of Dr. Tatham, late :

master, Mr. Wailes, Newcastle. Organ-builders, i

Messrs. William Hill «fc Son, London
;
clerk of

!

the works, Mr. W. M. Cooper.

We have no hesitation in placing the interior M

of this building amongst the most successful'
|

achievements of Mr. Scott. I

* The design as at first arranged will be found in onr i

Yol. xxi. (1863), p. 225. We now give an interior and ei- I

'

terior view of the building as completed,
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THE TRADE.UNION REPORT AND THE
BILL FOUNDED THEREON. WHOM
DOES IT CONCERN ?

Sir,—

S

ince I addreseed a few thoaghts to my
fellow-workmen on the dangerous tendencies
contained in the Report of the Minority Com-
missioners, a Bill based on these conclnsions has
been presented to Parliament. Feeling great
interest in the question, I have in my rambles
about London made inquiries as to the opinions
of workmen on the above important matter, and
I have found in a majority of cases they did not
know of the e-vistence of the Report, or anything
of the Trade-Union Bill. And yet we are
supposed to live in a reading and thinking age. I
therefore could not but ask myself the question,
Whom does it concern ?

Did I not know that this snbject was one of
vital importance to both master and man, I

should not have troubled you again. It would
appear that our country, which has been up to
the present time so far ahead of all nations in
the industrial arts, had determined to let other
nations who are yet young in the race carry
away the industrial prize. The apathy of all

classes in relation to the trade-union question is

a potent sign that Englishmen are oblivious to
the consequences which will ensue on the passing
of a Bill based on one of the moat absurd and
inconsistent reports ever presented to Parlia-
ment.
The apologists and supporters of trade

societies would, if they were able, make them
universal, and the Bill is at least a long step in
that direction, and if carried in its present form
will give power to a class of men who have dis-
regarded liberty and justice when in opposition
to their so-called interests.

One of the very strange things In connexion
with it is that the promoters and supporters of
the Bill class themselves as ardent supporters of

'

civil and religious liberty, and yet offer to the
House of Commons a measure to suppress all

rights of a large poition of the people. It is

high time the working men of this country were
taught the true bearing of the labour question,
as they now are pursuing the shadow and are fast
losing the substance. The report of the minority
informs the world that the operations of unions
have had no depressing effect upon the trade of
this country. In last week’s papers I noticed
the members of various working men’s clubs
had been visiting the new St. Thomas’s Hos-
pital, and an address was delivered on its
special features. I have no doubt as to its
being highly interesting, bub one explanation
appeared to be wanting to clear away the
mist which now obscures the working men’s
industrial vision. In my opinion, no part
cf the address wonld have been of greater
importance than that relating to foreign
industrial competition, as illustrated in the
progress of the building,—the ironwork for
R is sent from Belgium, and the joinery from
Sweden,—and the oauaes which have led to such
results. There is nothing the working men want
at present more than plain-speaking

;
they have

been flattered too long, and their eulogists have
led them to believe that they are and always will
be at the head of the world in manufacturing
productiveness, and that the labour of one
Koglishman is worth that of two or more
foreigners. At any rate, an opportunity appeared
to have been lost to enforce upon working men the
necessity of being cautious in their dealings with
capital, and not, like the calf, quarrel with “ their
feed of hay because it is not clover.” The iron
trade is, and has been for some long time past,
in a depressed state

;
thousands of moulders and

others have been out of employment
;
and, with-

out some alterations take place, the ironfounders’
trade society will not be able much longer to meet
the demands upon it. The building trade is
certainly nob in a flourishing condition. Work-
men in that trade have been led to believe
there was no limit to their demands if
they were well combined

j and all they had to
do when the society was consolidated, was to
knock at the employers’ door and receive an
advance of wages, and exceptional circumstances
have lent aid to that fatal supposition. How often
IS one obliged to hear from workmen who have
never read or thought for a single moment on
the causes which aflect the rate of wages, or the
forces at work to counteract their combinations,
that if they were thoroughly united they could
do whatever they pleased. It appears that
whatever is granted to the demands of the
unionists, it is but the prelude to other require-
ments. In fact, they are looking for the trade

millennium, when there is to be eight hours’ work,
eight hours’ play, and Ss. per day. Unions are
not defensive but aggressive associations; and, if

the destruction of the trade of the country is

not aimed at by those who govern, and we do
not exactly know what follies they will commit,
this we know, they are frittering away valuable
time upon a question which involves nothing in

comparison with the education of the tnassea on
industrial and economical subjects. Whilst
they are quarrelling over the few millions of
pounds involved in the disendowing a branch
of the national church, the industrial sway is

gradually, but surely, slipping away from
us, and doctrinaires are proposing schemes to
hasten it on, and Government, it is said, will not
oppose. It is a fact not to be denied that not
only are foreign nations supplying their own
wants, but they are outselling us in our home
markets, and are extending their forces to other
countries. The strides they have made in all

branches of industry are far greater than those of
England. The Paris Exhibition showed that in
most cases they were on a level with us, and
where beauty of design was required wo were
far behind. It is said there are none so blind as
those who will not see, and that appears to be the
case with the Minority Commissioners, as most of
the cases they have cited in support of their
theory, and as bearing on production, are falla-

'

cious, and not founded on experience, and are
still further calculated to mislead those who will
not see the practical results of oar past in-
dustrial policy and example. The glass trade is

one chosen as illustrative of the advantages
which nuions confer. The members of that
trade enforce their rules with great strict-

ness, limit apprentices, and boast of how
much they yearly pay to their members out of
work, apparently thinking they can gauge the
wants of the community, regulate the demand,
and fix an extra price for their produce : they

^

at once clash with the demands of the public,

I

whose interest is to get their article at a market-

!

able price, and, if nob produced here, the trade
goes elsewhere. Under trade restriction, the
glass trade languishes in this country, and a
large part of the glass used is the product of
foreigners, whose business is flourishing, and is

daily enlarging its borders. I find I have again
outrun my intentions, and have not said all I

intended at the beginning of this letter; but
feeling that this question does concern the
nation, and is of vital importance to our good
name and commerce; and as I know the readers
of the Btiilder are thinkers; I hope a working
man’s plain-speaking willcause them to perceive
the ultimate issue in regard to the above
questions. Jack Flake.

THE SOCIAL POSITION OF THE
PROVINCIAL ARCHITECT.

Sir,—“ The social position of the provincial
architect” is a most trying one to that generally
unfortunate individual. As one of the class, I

wish to put upon record a few of my own expe-
riences as some small contribution to the history
of architectural revival in this nineteenth century
of our Lord. I will pass over my preparation in

London for the practice of what I considered
the noblest profession, simply stating that I was
regularly articled to a gentleman standing high
in the profession—a gentleman, too, by birth
and education. I had, I believed, made the
most of my time t had attended Professor
Donaldson’s lectures

; worked at the Archi-
tectural Museum when it found shelter in
Cjnnon-row, Westminster; and had been a
student of the Institute. One day in autumn 1
found myself some two hundred miles from the
metropolis, with unlimited funds of hope, some
amount of self-complacency, and the very highest
opinion of my own calling. From circumstances
over which I had no control, I did nob set up ray
carriage ; I did not even take the lease of a good-
sized professional-looking house, and furnish it

with that comfort, combined with elegance,
which ought to have at once stamped me as one
who could design an edifice possessing those
attributes. Thus you will perceive, sir, that I

had nothing bub my profession to give me any
social standing whatever. From the introduc-
tions given to me, I was soon thrown amongst
well-to-do doctors, lawyers, and country squires,
as well as yeomen, and that highly-intelligent
class who enlighten their fellows when they sib

in solemn council as aldermen. I was not long in

discovering that I was looked upon as a queer
fish,—neither one thing nor the other : am-

phibious probably. They could not get me to swim
easily in trade, and they would not let mo walk
side by side with professions. John Jones, the
mason, had two years before writ in bold cha-
racters on brass “ architect.” Truly John Jones
wrote a peculiar hand : his English was often-
times questionable; bub what of that? There
were two architects in the town, and were not
their names William Surde and John Jones ?

Was it to be supposed for an instant that any
father claiming any standing wonld have dreamed
of making his son an architect, and only equal
to John Jones ? The thing was too ridiculous
for a dream,—too horrible for a nightmare.
Those who professed friendly feelings for me
were candid enough to express their wonder at
my following such a “ business ;

” and one day
whilst dining with an old gentleman he advised me
in a most parental manner to give up my “trade”
and take to medicine or law as more fitting for
a man of any education whatever. I explained
that a professor of architecture was no trades-
man, that he was as good as any doctor, lawyer,
parson, or independent gentleman; that from
the nature of his profession his general acquire-
ments were, or should be, greater; that as a
rule his education had been as good

;
that travel

should have enlarged his mind, and the study of
the ancient monuments enriched it with a know-
ledge of the most enlightened peoples who had
inhabited the globe. All this, however, went
for nothing in the face of John Jones being an
an architeob. Where was his education ? Where
was his travel lore ?—and yet I could nob nnarchi-
tecturaliso him. The fact is, John Jones entirely

put out ray light socially, not by shining brighter,
but by the density of bis smoke

;
and at the

present time there is a good deal of the samo
sort of smoke dimming many another profes-
sional light, not necessarily architectural. I
fear, sir, we must for some time bear our evils

patiently. It certainly is annoying to have to
meet John Jones,—to have to listen to the chair-
man of a committee whilst he calls your atten-
tion to matters of detail in your plans whioh
John Jones declares are mistakes

;
that your

roof will not stand, because the tie-beam is not

^

of sufficient scantling to keep up the king-post

;

that this beam does not require trussing, and
that that chimney will not draw because it is too
high. It is even worse if yon are a young man,
and happen to attend the hunt or Infirmary ball,

to be coldly informed by Dr. Femur’s pretty
daughter that “Thanks; I’m quite full,” and
then to see that snob. Quillet, the conveyancer,
lead her off in triumph. What use is it that you
can talk Blacklows, the curate’s, head off when
his social status is looked upon as so superior to
yours by both the wife and daughters of William
Bobbin, esq., that you cannot get' listened to.

Besides, it is dangerous for a man who is so looked
upon to show that he knows more than he is

given credit for. Such a course ensures a certain
amount of snubbing.
There are many arguments, no doubt, which

might be used to prove that architects are no
worse off than painters or scnlptors

; that they
have no right to wish to take higher ground
than either. Undoubtedly any one can call

himself a painter or sculptor as easily as ho can
an architect; yet we do not hear any cry out
from either of those professions, whereas it is a
well-known fact that few men are so illiterate as
a body—few men more egotistical. The reason is

clear enongh. Painters and sculptors have not
to meet their patrons face to face as architects
have; they fly at high game, fame 'and future,
or obscurity and death

;
they choose to live in a

world of their own, and they can do so—an
architect cannot. He can no more live without
seeing his client than a surgeon can perform an
amputation without seeing his patient; hence
the necessity of social intercourse, and hence his

feeling of humiliationwhen treated otherwise than
as a member of society whose acquirements en-

title hinr to those amenities so readily accorded to

the threeacknowledged professions. I have found
that it is only amongst certain classes that
architects are looked upon as socially inferior to
men who have chosen physic, law, or the
Church

;
that class who really are able to give

good commissions—the aristocracy,—thoseof the
public who are better acquainted with the
nobility of our calling than any other section,
never behave otherwise than courteously, do full

honour to our art and to us. Kuowing this, we
can either go on our way rejoicing, careless of
the little slights of ignorance, doing our duty,
and proving ourselves inferior to none by be-
having like gentlemen, or we must firmly close
our doors, diplomas must be granted, and
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granted only after snct a course of training as

will convince the public that there is more in

architecture than a name. But we cannot
blame the public for the non-appreciation of

a thing of which they know nothing. We
must look upon ourselves as a small army
who have flocked to the standard of a fair but
unknown virgin. We have sworn to uphold her
fame and to prove her fair, and we h ave chosen no
easy task. We are often looked upon as simple

enthusiasts, a sort of rabble without generals.

Our leading men, except to a few initiated, are

unknown, whereas a galaxy of famous and
world-renowned men dazzles in any other pro-

fession. In time, and as we become a wealthy
and striving portion of the community, our

influence will be felt. When the wills of our

most successful brethren shall have been proved
at not less than six flgures, as I have no doubt
they will be, the moral influence in this money-
getting country will be soon apparent. Most of

us at present are looked upon as needy and
eeedy; but go to any town you like, be the

population three thousand or three hundred
thousand, you will find one or more wealthy men
who have made their fortune by their profession.

In how many towns do you find architects simi-

larly situated. This sets me a-moralizing : so I

leave the continuance of the thought to others,

and will close this by saying that, as a profes-

sion, we owe you, sir, much. The high character

of the Builder, its wide circulation, and its

readiness at all times to advauceour just claims,

have had great and due weight with the reading
and learned community, and no doubt its useful-

ness to ua will continue to increase, and thereby
elevate our “ social position.” B. M.

THE FUTURE OF BRICKWORK.
I HAVE read with much interest the article in

your last impression of the Builder on “ The
Fntnre of Brickwork,” and am fully impressed
with the idea that a new era is dawning with
regard to the internal and external decoration of

buildings. I believe the time is not far distant

when glazed surfaoes in a rich variety of colours

will supersede the present mode of “ daubing”
with cement and stucco, which not only in many
instances offends the eye, but has to be renewed
periodically, like a cast-ofT garment. I am
further convinced of this from the fact that an
indestructible glazed surface can at the present

time be produced on bricks, in various tints,

made of common red clay. I have myself been
experimenting for several years with the various

red and fire clays of England and Scotland, and
have produced a durable red, black, white, blue,

green, and yellow, which I have laid on the

bricks in the clay state, by which means I save

the cost of twice burning. I may also say, that

the expense of producing bricks by this process

will not exceed lOs. per 1,000 over the cost of

ordinary pressed bricks. Doubtless others have
been, and are now, experimenting in a similar way,
which will probably lead to a complete revolution

in the decoration of public and private buildings.

The great point to be attained is to produce a
glazed surface of varied colours on the same
material at a price which will compete with the
present mode of embellishment. When that is

accomplished, I believe architects will only
require to see it in order to adopt it universally.

Alpha.

THE IMPERIAL GAS COMPANY’S BILL.

The Metropolitan Board of Works, in a

Statement of the Course taken by the Board
with regard to the Imperial Gas Company’s Bill

DOW before Parliament,” after pointing out the

objections stated on their bebalf, and the amend-
ments urged in committee on the Bill, go on to

say :

—

“The committee, however, found the preamble of the

Bill proved, and at the same time intimated the extent to

whicD they were prepared to amend the Bill, viz.,— to

reduce the price to 3b. 9d. after the let January, 1871.

making nn alteration in the illuminatiug power; to limit

the dividend on the additional ordinary share capital to 7

per cent., and on the preference capital to 6 per cent.

;

and to strike out of the Bill the power to purchase or take
-on lease coal-mines and collieries.

On the committee declaring the preamble proved, and
also adopting the somewhat unusual course of adding to it

the express alterations which they intended to make in the
clauses, and those amendmeuis not comprising a public
audit, au independent testing of gas, and proper pro-
visions as to reserved fund and other important principles,

it was obvious that the Board woulu have to present their

views to the House of Lords
;
and, consistently with ordi-

nary prai tice and prudence, it was iraportnnt not to pre-
judice auy step in the House of Lords by accepting a

portion only of the required clauses iu the House ol

Commons, out to seek the insertion of what might be

necessary in the House of Lords, where the whole question

of preamble and clauses would be open. And the Board
at once gave directions for a petition to the House of
Lords, and this took place before the debate in the House
of Commons on Wednesday last.

The Bill having now been referred back to the com-
mittee by the House of Commons, the Board propose to

appear before them again by counsel, to urge the same
points as before, viz,,—the expediency and necessity of
applying to the Imperial Gas Company the terms and
conditions imposed by the Act of last session on the com-
panies supplying the City; and the Board earnestly trust
that ibe result will be such as will be acceptable to the
consumers."

It is earnestly to be hoped that the Imperial
Gas Company will be compelled to improve
their gas. The quality of it has long been dis-

graceful, and such as this Company would not
have dared to impose upon the public by
charging for at the rate they do had there

been any actual competition. Even the
Company must have been ashamed of it, for

when their Bill came to be under oonsidoration

they immensely improved its quality, as h by
this flash process they expected to blind the

eyes of the gas-consumers, or the committee on
their Bill, to their past misconduct, and ensure
a clear way for its future continuance. To pre-

sent the public with infamous gaslight such as

theirs, at the price they charge, is little short of

obtaining money under false pretences.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION’S
VISITS.

The works selected for tho out-door practical

lessons which have been wisely established as
features by the Architectural Association have
been from time to time noticed in the Builder.

On Saturday last the new bridge at Blackl'riars

and the Holborn Viaduct were chosen, and were
visited by a party of between fifty and sixty

members, including some well-known names.
They were received at Blackfriars Bridge by
Mr. F. W. Bryant, the resident engineer, aud
after inspecting the drawings, were shown over
the works. The bridge, as our readers know, is

of iron, resting on piers of solid masonry, and
crosses the river in five spans, the centre one of

which has an opening of 185 ft., with a height
of 25 ft. above high water level. Its length is

1,280 ft., and its total width is 75 ft., the road-

way being 45 ft., and the two pavements each
15 ft. wide. It is expected to be ready for pnblio

use some time in August. We have so lately

given particulars that repetition is unnecessary.*

After tendering their acknowledgments to Mr.
Bryant, ,the party proceeded to the Holborn
Viaduct. As this also has been so recently fully

described in the Builder (see p. 320, ante), we
will only remark that considerable time was
spent, noder guidance of Mr. Blashill, in viewing
the subways and other practical features of this

interesting work, and that the party separated

at a late hoar in the afternoon much pleased

with the time so profitably employed. Since our
last visit rapid progress has been made, and
pipes are now being laid for the nse of the
Puenmatio Despatch Company beneath the

viaduct. A new parsonage-house for the parish

of St. Andrew, Holborn, is about to be com-
menced, Mr. Teulon acting as architect. This

will stand close to the present church, and the

site is now being prepared.

THE SEWAGE QUESTION.

Eton.—The Eton Local Board of Health have
determined to adopt the report and plan of
Messrs. Ripley & Simonds, civil engineers, for

the drainage of Eton College and town. The
system adopted is the separate one, with the
purchase of laud for sewage utilization and irri-

gation. The coat is estimated at 8,0001.

Merthyr.—The town of Merthyr Tydfil has
fallen into the same difficulty which has entailed

so much anxiety and expense to the local autho-
rities of Cheltenham, Leamington, and other
English towns—namely, not knowing what to

do with its sewage. The Local Board of
Health having expended 30,0001. in draining
the town, discharged the sewage into the

River Tafif, but a Chancery suit was com-
menced against them by Mr. Nixon, a coal

owner, and an ad interim injunction was
granted to restrain them from discharging into

the river. The suit is still proceeding, and the
board Lave been discussing various schemes for

getting over the difficulty. The valley at the
point where the sewer discharges is so narrow

• See p. 163, ante.

that not a quarter of the area of land necessary
to receive the whole of the sewage is obtainable.

Another scheme has been devised by the board’s
engineer, and adopted, which is, to continne the
main sewer some seven miles further down the
valley, to a point 4 miles above Pontypridd, where
it widens considerably. Here there is a large

tract of common land suitable for the purposes
of irrigation, and which may be acquired on
easy terms. About 400 acres will be required

for the effective disposal of all the sewage of

the town, and the cost of continuing the main
conduit to this land, and preparing it for the

sewage, is estimated at 20,0001.
;

but, on the

other hand, it is calculated, from what has been
done in other districts, that in the coarse of a

short period the soil will have been so much
improved by the application of sewage as to

command good tenants at rents that will cover
the outlay.

Stroud.—Mr. J. H. Groome, of Earl Soham,
says, in a letter to tha. Suffolk Clvronicle,—" My
pastures, manured with 5 cwt. per acre of the

Stroud sewage grass manure — a compound
manure—of which the deposit obtained by the

now well-known Stroud process is the basis,

fully come up to their condition after like treat-

ment in 1865 and 1866, and the experiment
made in 1868, viz., laying down half au acre of

land in permanent pasture, with the same
amount per acre of the same manure and no
other, is this spring quite as successful in its

continuous growth as it was last autumn. The
sewage of towns, treated by the process in use

at Stroud, will bo a cheap source of that which
all farmers want—a really good grass manure.”

PAVEMENT AND SLATE IN SCOTLAND.*

A SERIES of able and useful papers appeared,

not long ago, iu the weekly Scotsman newspaper,

and we quoted from them at some length while

they were in course of issue. They now form a

goodly volume of about 500 pages, treating of

coal-mines, the manufacture of iron and iron

manufactures, shipbuildiog, railways, plate and
jewelry, manufactures in metals ;

woollen, cotton,

linen, and jute manufactures; dyeing, sewed
muslin manufactures, fishing-nets, paper and
paper-hangings, floorcloth, leather, india-rubber,

glass and earthenware, granite, freestone, pave-
ment, and slate quarrying, brewing, distilling,

sugar-refining, confectionary, preserved provi-

sions, mineral oils and paraffine, printing and
publishing, and fisheries. The volume is

valuable.

We shall glean a few particulars from the

paper on pavement and slate.

The pavement quarries of Caithness are of

considerable extent and importance, and their

produce has a world-wide reputation. The
working of the quarries and the dressing of the

stones constitute a considerable part of the in-

dustry of the county, employing more persons

than any other kind of trade, exclusive of agri-

culture and fishing.

The Caithness flagstones belong to the middle
formation of the Old Red Sandstone. Great

numbers of fossil fish and plants are found in-

tercalated among the flag-beds of commerce,

having been buried in the ancient mud of the

Old Red waters. These fossils appear on almost

every slab of Caithness pavement, but although

the fish remains lie by thousands, it is seldom

that anything like a perfect specimen is gob.

However, they are beautiful in their ruin—their

blackened, enamelled, and glistening scales and

plates standing out in contrast with the sober

grey of the matrix. The flag-beds have suffered

much in geological ages from dislocations by

I

“ faults ” and other causes.

I

Sir Roderick Murchison says,—“ The peculiar

I

tenacity and durability of the flag-stones is due
' to the manner in which silica and alumina are

cemented together by certain proportions of cal-

I careous and bituminous (organic) matter.”

I

As a proof of the durability of the Caithness

1

pavement, a circumstance which occurred a few

i

years ago is mentioned. A fire broke out in a

building in Leith Walk, Edinburgh, and the hose

for the engines was laid across the road. The
ordinary traffic line being thus impeded, the

cabs, carts, aud wagons, some of the latter

heavily laden, took to the footway, and the con-

sequence was that for nearly 200 yards the sand-

stone flags—from the north of England and

other places—were broken under the unusual

weight, whereas a portion, several feet in width.

• “ The loduBtries of Scotland,” by David Breinner.

Edinburgh : A. & C. Black. 1S69.
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of the same road, laid with Caithness flags, bore
all the traflSo without being injured.
The principal pavement quarries in the county

are situated ou a line extending from the parish
of Olrig, on the shores of the Pentland Firth, to
the parish of Reay, in the west—a distance of
ten or twelve miles. Another run of pavement
commences at the seaside four miles south from
Wick, and extends westward to the parish of
Halkirk, in the centre of the county. The first

exportation of pavement was made from quarries
on the Crown lands of Scrabster, formerly be-
longing to the bishopric of Caithness, and situated
near Thnrso.

The principal fiagstone qnarries in Caithness
are those of Castlehill, which are worked by the
proprietor, Mr. Traill, M.P., under the manag-'-
ment of Mr. M'Beath, who has been in charge
for nearly forty years. Although these quarries
are the most important in the county, they are
not the oldest.

The pavement qnarries have had a marked
effect on the wages of the labouring classes in
Caithness, which have risen from 78. or Ss. a
week to from 128. to IBs. There are no statistics
of the quantities of pavement exported annually
from Caithness, but it is roughly estimated that
from 500,000 to 600,000 superficial yards are
shipped every year, the value of which is from
70,0001. to 80,OOOL
The date at which slate for covering houses

came into use in Scotland is not known, but
there is good reason for believing that it was at
least three centuries ago. Though slate suitable
for roofing purposes exists iu various localities,
the_ earliest used would appear to have been
derived from the island of Easdale, which for
upwards of 200 years has been one of the chief
sources of supply. It is stated that among the
ruins of a castle in the north of Scotland, which
was built in tho fifteenth century, fragments of
slate similar to that obtained at Easdale were
discovered. There is evidence that the Falco-
ner’s Castle at Appin was in 1631 roofed with
Easdale slates. Ardmaddy Castle, a seat of the
Earl of Breadalbaue, built in 1676, was covered
with slates of the same kind. In the latter case
they were fastened with wooden pegs, and have
withstood the tempests of nearly two centuries
without requiring to be replaced. Of greater
extent than the Easdale quarries, and of equal
fame, though some years younger, are those of
Ballachnlish. The other slate quarries in Scot-
land are not of much account.

Easdale forms one of the group of small
islands which skirt the coast of Argyle between
Criuau and Oban, and lies close to the sonth*
west point of the island of Seil.

Mr. John White, who was manager of the
Easdale quarries for upwards of twenty years,
gives an account of the disposal and character
of the slate. Ho says:

—

" TLo slate-baTids appear in two seams, which are mnch
contorted throughout the whole extent of the islHud.
These seams ate made up of dill'ereut beds, raogiug iu
thickness Irom a few inches to tQ«ny feet, like our sand-
stones nod limestones, but Irequently so closely united
that only a practised eye can detect aline of contact;
whilst the supeiinduced phenomenon of cleavage consti-
tutes a distinct diBSimilanty between them and the other
rocks referred to. It may be noticed, as an indication ol the
sedimentary character of these slate rocks, that there is a
decided dillVreuce in the quality of the upper and lower
portions ot tho thicker beds, the former being line grained
and smooth, and the latter coarse and gritty—the feature
which we recognise as analogous to that exhibited by other
rocks of sedimentary origin.”

Tho slate-seams extend across the channel,
150 yards in width, which separates Easdale
from Seil, and crop up on the shore of the latter
island, where they are worked at two points
known locally as the Elleuubeioh Quarries.
The principal quarry at Ellenabeich is about

450 ft. in length, 250 ft. in width, and 160 ft. in
depth. The Windmill Quarry in Easdale is

250 ft. in length and breadth, and 120 ft, in
depth. Two powerful steam-engines are em-
ployed for raising the material aud keeping the
quarries clear of water. About 300 men aud
boys are employ ed. The number of slates turned
Ont annually cannot be less than from 7,000,000
to 9,0U0,0(jO; the average from 1842 to 1861
was 7,000,000. Taking the valne of the slates
at the quarries to be 21. a thousand, the total
produce will, according to the lowest computa.
tion, be worth about 14,OU0i. a year. The slates
are well known in the market, and command a
ready sale—it being no uncommon thing to find
above a dozen vessels, of an aggregate burthen
of over 1,500 tons, waiting their turn for
loading.

_

The Ballachulish slate quarries are situated
in the north of Argyleshire, on the shores of

Loch Leven, about two or three miles from the
scene of the tragic massacre of Glencoe. There
are two qnarries about half a mile apart. The
slates are divided into fonr classes— viz.,
" duchess,” " conntess,” " sizable,” and " under-
sized.” The first-mentioned are the largest,
being 24 in. long by 12 in. broad

;
while the

“ countess ” slates are 20 in. by 10 in. The
other two classes are smaller. The number of
men and boys employed is about 400, and
15,000,000 slates are turned ont annually.
There are also slatequarries at Dunkeld, Lass,

Aberfoyle, and Craiglea. Those of Craiglea are
the most important. They are situated on the
Logiealmond estate (the property of the Earl of
Mansfield), and are about fourteen miles north-
west from Perth. Under the skilfnl manage-
ment of Mr. John White, who was manager of
the Easdale Quarries, they are being opened up
on an extensive scale. The elate vein is of ex-
cellent quality, and has this pecnliarity, that,
while one portion of it supplies slates of a dark-
blue colour, those obtained from the other portion
are of a sea-green hue

j but otherwise there is
no appreciable difference between them.

CHURCH DECORATION.
St. Olave’s Church, Marygate, York, has

been re - opened, after partial decoration.
A design was prepared by Mr, J, W.
Knowles, mural decorator, by whom the
work has been carried out. Around the east
window two borders have been painted, one on
the face of the wall, aud the other in a deep
hollow which runs around the outer edge of the
window. Tho former is composed of leaves and
flowers alternately, buff and gold, on a sage-
green ground, aud the latter is of a pointed
design, having one side brown and the reverse
bufl’ for a ground, and on which the pattern is
red and grey. The wail space on each side of
the window, as high as the cuspings of the
lights, is covered with a quatrefoil diaper of
sage-green, filled in with foliated crosses in red,
and BIX pointed stars in gold. Across the top of
this diaper work is a crested border of buff and
gold ou a deep red ground, and at the base a
foliated one in buff and brown on a gold ground.
The portion of the wall above this diaper is
powdered with roses in red. Under the reredos
is a diaper composed of lozenges of scarlet on a
green ground, each lozenge being alternately
covered with gold aud pink Jleur-de-Us, and the
cresting at the top of the reredos is picked out
in ^Id. The wall all rouud the chnroh is painted
6 ft. high of a dull red, with an ornamental
border, and the top edge of green leaves, divided
at intervals by gold Maltese crosses aud grey
flowers. One side of a pillar (the rest of which
are at present painted stone colour) has been
decorated, and it has been proposed to extend
this additional embollishmept to the whole of
the pillars at a future time.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Trade Unions Bill.—At a recent meeting of

the trades’ delegates it was resolved that a large
public meeting should bo held iu June, to give
an opportnuity to the operatives and others for a
full discussion and declaration of opinion on this
question. A petition to tho House of Commons
ou the question of trade-uuions has also been
agreed to, disclaiming any desire for a relaxation
of the criminal laws, while urging the need of
legislation to give proper status to their
societies.

Wolverhampton.—This town is now numbered
amongst those—nearly thirty in all—where the
stonemasons are on strike. The couditions to
which they object are payment by the hoar
instead of by the week (though they are the
only class of men employed by Wolverhampton
builders who are not already paid by the hour)
tho use of stone ready worked, and arbitration
for the settlement of disputes between masters
and men. The labourers have given notice of a
demand for a rise in wages of id. per hour
which would make 4id., their present pay being
4d, per hour. The masters refuse to grant tho
request, but both parties have agreed to arbitra-
tion, The relations between masters and men
in the other branches of the trade are of an
amicable character.

Manchester.—The board of arbitration being
divided as to the disputes between the carpenters
and joiners and their employers, Mr, Kettle, as
umpire, decided That the ^wages of car-

penters and joiners, of fair average skill, shall
be from the 1st of May, 1869, to Ist May, 1870,

per hour, excepting for men working upon
unprotected buildings, under rale 3 j and car-
penters and joiners working under that rule
shall be paid 7id- per hour, from the 20th
October, 1869, to 20th February, 1870.” Mr.
Kettle decided against the application of the*
men for a reduction of the hours of labour.
Between 600 and 700 unionist plasterers were to
cease work on Saturday.

Bolton.—Mr. S. Pope, recorder, has consented
to act as arbitrator between the master joiners
and the men in their dispute. The masons, to
the number of about 150, are still out.

Sheffield.—A meeting of the Master Car-
penters’ and Joiners’ Association has been held,
and the following resolution was unanimously-
passed ;

—

"That the members of this Association still adhere to
the notice given to the operative carpenters and joiners topay by the hour for the future.”

A meeting of the master builders was also held,
Mr. Rodley in the chair. It was stated that
there were 27 bricklayers, 136 masons, and 70
labourers who had refused to continue at work
on the hour system. The meeting nnanimonsly
resolved to adhere to the hour system, believing
it to be alike advantageous to the men and
masters. As the men would really gain an
advance of wages, the masters wonld be spared
a great amount of iucooveuience, and the wishes
of the general public would be met by substi-
tuting the hour for the day system. There are
two_ other grievances the masters are desirons of
having redressed. At present worked stone is
not allowed to bo brought into the town. The
masters wish to be able to have stone worked afc
the quarry or where it is going to be used, aud
either by hand or by machine at their pleasure.
In the carpenters’ and joiners’ trade the men
will take piecework from their masters

;
in the

masons’ and bricklayers’ trade they will nob,
and the masters wish this anomaly to be done
away with. They are, however, quite willing to
have all the points in dispute settled by an
arbitration, if the men will consent to that
course being adopted.

Bradford.—The unionists locked ont have held
a meeting to consider their position. Pleasure
was expressed that the number of masons locked
ont was only 139, and not 250, as had been sup-
posed. It was also stated that tbirty-fonr
masters, three of whom were connected with the
association, will, as well as others whose names
were not given, continue to employ their men as
hitherto, regardless of the notice given by the
Masters’ Association, on the gronnd that the
contracts they have in hand will nob permit
their doing otherwise without incurring serious
inconvenience and loss. These masters, it was
said, were at present employing no fewer than
800 masons, while the associated masters do not
on an average employ more than twelve men
each, and at the present time in the aggregate
are employing only 139. From these alleged
facts it was contended that the lock-out wonld
not be of long continuance.

Glasgow.—The operative house-painters have
struck for an advance of wages, from 6d. to 6id.
per hour, to commence on the 3rd of May. The
ship.painters have made a similar request.

Cmeffi.—Some time ago, the operative masons
of Crieff intimated to their employers that, on
and after the 1st of May, they would work only
nine hours a day. It seems that none of the
masters replied to the request made, but at five
o clock the men dropped work, having completed
nine hours. The result of the demand made
was, that all the journeymen working at the
Hydropathic establishment, and other large jobs
in Broieh-terrace, were paid their wages and
“locked out;” but the dispute has terminated
much sooner than was autioipated. It seems
that according to the union rules the men acted
irregularly in regard to the nine hours move-
ment, which, together with the determination of
the masters to resist the demand, brought the
dispute to a close. All the journeymen resumed
work on the old terms.

Kirkcaldy .—The masons, who have for some
time past been engaged upon several large
buildings in town and neighbourhood, have left
off working. The rate of wages of late has
been Sjd. per hour

;
the demand is now 6d. per

hoar. Employers have refused this. The pro-
prietors of several of the large buildings which
have been in progress are not in present circum-
stances iDclined to push the contractors, so that
there is little hope of the demand being speedily
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granted. This movement on. the part of the

masons is also affecting very materially a number
of labourers, joiners, plasterers, slaters, and

others.

KUSSIAN, &c., GREAT BELLS.

Sir,—Mr. Walesby, in his interesting notice

of Moscow bells, from Dr. Lyell, has omitted to

mention the largest bell now in use

:

and mounted
high up in the (Kremlin) Tower of Ivan Veli&ii,

about 300 ft. high.

This is called the Solslioi (Great) as the other

is, the Tsar (Royal) Kolobol. To the best of my
recollection it weighs about 125,000 lb. English,

and was re cast abonb 1820, not many years

after the wretched French retreat. (Is the

asserted local “chime" to which the words
“ Those Evening Bells," <fco., were adapted above

fortyjyears ago, forgotten?) There are many other

bells in that tower
j

one of them called the

Semisotnoi, weighing, if my memory serves me,
about 27,000 lb., but the smallest except two or

three.

In a penny publication I lately read of two

large “ turret bells ” at Cologne Cathedral, giving

their “ Bourdon ” at funerals, as for Royal ones ;

at Notre Dame; weighing “two hundred and

twenty cwt.” This is, I presume, the united

weight; and, if about equal, each would bo a

trifle heavier than our “ St. Paul’s.”

Can any one guess the weight of the former

(in the time of Aldrich) great bells at

Christchurch, Oxford, brought from Oseney
Abbey

; to hoar which chimed, it is said,

foreigners had come down expressly from

London ?

Also, could Mr. W., as an accomplished cam-
panologist, give us any cause for Jive being

much the most accustomed (unless for small

churches) or “orthodox” number before the

Reformation ? Almost the only instance of eight

I have met with was in the “inventory” (of

“goods”) of reiD^esbury Abbey.
J. D. Parry.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

TilE first annual meeting in connexion with

the Manchester and Salford Building Trades

Institute for Technical Instruction, which was
established about twelve months since by the

Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners,

was held on Tuesday evening last in John’s

Schools, Gartside-street. Mr. Isaac Holden,

architect, presided.

The Chairman, in the course of his opening re-

marks, said that technical education at the present

time was very different from what it was at the

time when the axe only was used in the forest.

Men had now to produce highly ornamental

structures, not only in form and character, bub

they required skilful arrangement in order to give

them strength and security. Technical education,

therefore, became of the utmost importance to

every artisan. Men pursued this knowledge not

only for their own benefit, but for the benefit of
j

their employers. Skilful mechanics were always

in demand, and it was well that men should
j

bear that in mind. He was pleased to find that i

this institution bad been originated by the work-

ingmen themselves; and if they continued to work
together they would form not only a powerful

body of men of intelligence and ability, bub a

body of men capable of controlling their own des-

tinies.

The nirmber of members for the past year

has averaged 62 per quarter.

THE ROTAL ACADEMY, BURLINGTON
HOUSE.

giR^—On reading yonr description of Mr.

Sydney Smirke’s clever and well-arranged build-

ing of the new Royal Academy, it is to be re-

gretted that, as shown by the plan, though

there was a room assigned solely for archi-

tecture, the architects now should be deprived

of that boon, by having it appropriated lo

painting, although the painters have already

the lion’s share of the exhibition rooms. If

the lecture-hall is for the future to be ap-

propriated to architecture during the exhibi-

tion, I would ask whether the platforms could

DOt be made moveable, as in the old Academy
rooms and other buildings, as there is so much
stowage room in the basement, and the archi-

tects would then have fair play ?

A SUBSCBIDEE.

GOOD DINNERS.

Royal Literary Fund.—The dinner in aid of

this important corporation, which took place

at Willis’s Rooms on the 5bh instant, under

the presidency of Lord Stanley, was a bril-

liant affair. About 170 gentlemen sat down,

and 60 ladies occupied settees at the end
of the loom. Lord Stanley pronounced a warm
eulogium ou the institution. The Hon. W.
Egerton, M.P., Sir John Burgoyne, Capt. Sber-

rard Osborne, Viscount Stratford de Redcliffe,

Mr. Reverdy Johnson, Lord Justice Giffard, Mr.

A. Trollope, Sir John Simeon, Professor Blackie,

and others, spoke. Mr. Godwin, as a member
of the committee, announced that the donations

amounted to about 9S0Z.
;
and the Chairman in-

formed the meeting that the late Mr. Brown, a

member of the great publishing firm of Long-
mans, had bequeathed to the fund a sum of

3,0001., being, with a single exception—that of

the Newton bequest sixty years ago—the largest

contribution ever made by a private individual.

The Artists’ General Benevolent Fund.—The
dinner on Saturday evening last, presided over

by Lord John Manners, was a great success.

About 180 persons sat down, and Mr. Hardwick,

as treasurer, announced that the subscriptions

amounted to over 1,5001. Mr. Millais, R.A., the

new honorary secretary, had evidently worked
well. The speakers, in addition to the chair-

man, were Sir Francis Grant, A.R.A., General

Wood, Mr. A. Trollope, Mr. Frederick Tayler,

Mr. O’Neil, Lord Malmabnry, Mr. Godwin,
Sir Coutts Lindsay, Mr. Marcus Stone, and
others. We understand the committee are

offered a building for the reception and education

of the children of artists. Unless to a consider-

able extent endowed, they should deliberate well

before accepting it.

KIDDERMINSTER INFIRMARY
COMPETITION.

The committee have hold a meeting to recon-

sider a resolution passed on the 23rd of Decem-
ber, limiting the sum to be expended ou the

building to 4,0001., “ with a view of rescinding

the same, and of granting enlarged powers to

your committee, this sum being found quite

inadequate to meet the estimated cost of the

approved plan, combining, as it does, all the

requirements of the honorary surgeons.”

In consequence of this a correspondent justly

writes :
—

“As tbe author of one of the rejected designs in the

late compelilion for this building, 1 caunot allow this ad- .

ditional call to be made upou the eubacriiiers without
entering mj protest against the action of the committee
in having chosen, from out of eighteen designs, one which
it was easily to be seen would cost 40 per cent, more than the

sum to which competitors were restricted, viz., 4,00CZ. I

made a caieful survey of the whole of the drawings whilst

they were on view in the Com Exchange, and, therefore,

I have no hesitation in staling that there were three (or

more) designs there, e-iiher ot'which was more in confor-

mity with the 'Instructions' issued by the committee,
thau the selected one is, and that either of them could be

erected for 1,0001. less than it can be. Had the com-
mittee taken the advice of an independent profes-

sional man, and acted upon it, I feel sure that the compe-
tition would have been decided more by merit and less by
personal friendship, and that those gentlemen whose
designs were returned to them carriage to pay, would
have had the consolation of feeling that, at least, fair

play had been awarded them.’’

THE PICTURES AT THE ACADEMY.
Sir,— Is it possible that no better plan can be devised

for hanging the pictures at the Royal Academy than the

barbarous one of driving into the walla the large and
unsightly nails visible in every direction ?

Tne damage to the frames in several instances is per-

fectly apparent, and the state of the walls after a few
years ot such honeycombing is very easily imagined. Is

It no one’s business, moreover, to give the glasses a clean

after the pictures are hung ?

I cannot help thinking that, now the pictures are all

hung a fair distance from the floor-line, a protecting bar,

which would not iuterfere at all with ihe view, is very
desirable, to keep the visitors a reasonable distance from
the walls. lu more than one instance, during ray visit, I

saw an individual, without the slightest compunction,
pass in a crowded corner between the crowd aud the

pictures, brushing his shoulders right against tho painted

surface, aud, I should imagine, by no means improving it.

CONDITION OF WATER,
Bin,—In “ \V. R.’s’’ communication, which appeared in

your tdilion ot May 1, ou this subject, be states, “ it is not

these salts, per te, which cause disease, but rather that

their presence and derivation are indicative of some latent

aud subtle power, tbo nature of wbicb we know not, but

whose property is to generate and propagate certuiu forms

of sickness when taken into the system.” If this be the

case, I presume it would be practicable to remove the in-

dicative sMts from impure water, at least temporarily,

I

aud still to leave the lucent and subtle power, wbicb is the

1 real cause of sickness. Therefore, a sjstein of filtration

I

may be adopted which removes the indteufions of im-
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purity, but leaves this “unknown power” to work its

mischief the more subtly. Such a theory cannot but fill

with apprehension the minds of those whose domestic

water-supply is obtained from a river contaminated by the

sewage of several towns whose collective inhabitants num-
ber more than 100,000, and by the refuse of a great number
of worsted-mills.

Obtaining filtered water from such a source is, I hope,

suflioieut apoloey for tendering these remarks, and calling

attention to “ W. E.’s” theory. X. S.

A BUILDER’S COMPLAINT.
Sib,—

P

ermit me throughyour valuable paper to call the

attention of builders aud contractors to an increasing evil

which is damaging to the interests of both builders and
architects. The evil to which I allude, is that of building

materials—merchants who are frequently supplying

bricks, sand, lime, ballasts, timber, &c., to persons not in

the trade as builders, at prices as low and sometimes
lower than to builders, the effect of which is, that many
gentlemen who require buildings erected, get hold of a
builder's foreman or ex-clerk of works, who may be able

to draw a little, and thus with his assistance get out their

own plans, employ their own workmen, purchase their

own materials, and under a false impression of effecting a

saving of money, dispense with the services of both archi-

tect and builder
;
and this is traceable to the temptation

offered of cheap materials; and what is worse, in moat
instances when the building is completed, the proprietors

think they have effected a large saving, and though it is a

delusion, yet never having had any estimate from a

builder, they remain happy in their ignorance.

If, you will kindly call the attention of the trade to

this subject, I think some of your readers will bo ready

to suggest a remedy for such an evil. A Buhdbe.

THE OLD GRAYE-YARDS IN LONDON.
Sir,—

M

any of your readers may have observed the

neglected state of the disused burial places, which, once
sacred when they paid, are now disregarded by clerical

disseizees, disaeminatiug disease, discontinued, disgraceful.

Disrespect is heaped on the departed. Stacks of timber
are the lot of some, but that is a deal better than what
others have to bear

;
houses have been erected on our

graadfatbers' stomachs,—but will they bear op bodily

against it? Another sacred resting-place is converted

into a rubbish depositorj', a home for carts and barrows,

refuse from fish-shops, and serves as a canine golgotha,

where poor Pincher is returning to Alma Mater.

I verily believe the oiciier* (?) of these yards would sell

tho clay to make bricks, if an offer were made. Take
precedent from “Old Tobx Piiilpott."

ROMAN PAVEMENT IN LONDON.

Within the last few days a discorery has been

made of a Roman tesaelated pavement, in coarse

of excavating at the corner of the Poultry, for

the formation of the new street from the Mansion

House to Blackfriars. The pavement lies about

17 ft. from the surface of the ground, and, as far

as can be at present ascertained, is in excellent

preservation. It is evidently of some extent.

Adjoitiiug the pavement are the foundations

of Roman walls, with other evidences of extensive

buildings.

THE COLOURING OF ARCHITECTURAL
ARTISTS.

In examining Mr. Petit’s sketches, at the

Architectural Exhibition, one cannot help being

struck with the great uniformity of colouring

which pervades them. Whether it is a building

in Loudon, Rome, or Jerusalem that is repre-

sented, the same tiuts prevail. This mode of

treatment, although very pleasing bo the eye,

gives a very unreal effect to the subjects
;
for

what Londoner would recognise his smoke-dried

St. Paul’s under tho garb which Mr. Petit has

given it ?

It is to be feared that many architectural

artists are guilty of the same deception, and aim
in their drawings at producing a pleasing effect

rather than a true representation of the stern

realities of actual building. E. W. T.

PHOTOGRAPHIC TELL-TALE.

Sir,—I perceive in the Builder a suggestion

for a photographic " tell-tale.” In anticipation

of the “smiles” which will greet its advent, let

me state that I have often, in earnest fun, told, at

the dinner-table, to the alarm of many present,

that a contrivance was in embryo by which the

whole of the proceedings of an interior might be
made as plain as an illustrated book

;
that this

would be done by a roll of sensitive paper
released by clockwork, and set in some concealed

spot commanding the fullest view of room or

chamber, and so adjusted as to photograph every

two minutes if necessary
;
and that, when the

master returned, he could thus spread out before

him all the transactions of the past time.

I claim nothing for the notion, having already

been mischievously rewarded for the consterna-

tion I have occasioned, and the cries of “ Shame "

from some, and “ What next ? ” from others, most

seriously ejaculated. J. G. F.
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THE KUNQ CHEEET.
Some years ago Chinese seed chesnnts were

ntroduoed in a growing state by means of

Vardiau cases into India. Is it not possible to

ntroduce the Kung Cherry-tree,—which perhaps
nay have been introduced into Russia from
L'hibet or Tartary by some recluse monks or

mchorite,— into this countr]/ ? Amongst the
torm-swept and almost treeless Orkney, or
Western Isles, even in the Island of Lewes, the
[ivision of land is marked by rows of docks,

fhose stems make the creels or hottes in which
he poor inhabitants carry out manure. Might
LOt such a tree, if it could be introduced, be of
;reat practical utility and benefit, as people go
ar and near to see a single tree ?

Elder and sycamore stand the sea-breezes : is

t not possible to introduce the seeds of these
Iso? Civis Londinej^sis,

COMPETITIOIfS.

EuU.—St. Silas’s Church Competition.—At the
ast meeting of the committee, the second pre-
aium was awarded to the plans bearing the
Qotto “ Well considered.” The design is by
Ir. E. W. Hagen, of Hull.

Lambeth Workhouse.—The premiums for the
nftemary were awarded as stated in our last.

7e have now to add that the first premium for

lesign for workhouse has been given to Messrs.
L. & C. Ilarston, for design mentioned as “ K.”
1 our notice.

liJistiltiiHea:.

Rossini’s Xiast Work.—There has been a
reat struggle for Rossini’s last work, the “ Messe
olennelle.” It is now definitely understood
hat this great work is secured for England, the
roprietor of the copyright (for purposes of pub-
oation in England) being Mr. Thomas Chappell,
lossini’s Mass will be produced by the directors
f the United Opera, London, in St. James’s
tall, on the 19th inst. It will be illustrated by
le talents of the first vocal artistes

;
and the

horuses will be sung by a body of choristers
ho are unrivalled,

Cardiff Free Xtibrary and Museum.—It
1 proposed by Mr. Price, the honorary secretary
f this institution, to erect a new building for
Eree Public Library, Museum, Gallery of Art,
chools of Science and Art, and Lecture Theatre,
ad to make application to the town council to
ppropriate to this use the piece of land in the
3ar of the new post-office, known as “ Mr.
tookdalo’s Garden.” The building, under the
ibraries Act, would become town property, and
le corporation might be asked to build a theatre,
ith entrance direct from the town-hall, Mr.
rice estimates that the cost of the several
aildings would be approximately as follows,
iz. :—The schools of science and art, 1,750J.

;

illery of art, 5101.
j
museum, 2,5001.

;
library

id refereuce room, newspaper and magazine
lading-room, 4.,740J.5 lecture theatre, 3,3701.,—
>tal, 12,900?.

Metropolitan Tramways.—There is now a
sry fair prospect of improved street conveyance
r largo sectious of the metropolis. Street
amways are likely to have a trial in London,
ider conditions carefully considered. The
lect committee of the House of Commons to
bich the three tramway bills were referred has
icompliahed its work. The bills, which will
)w be referred to the House of Commons, and
oat probably passed, provide for the establish-
ent of three chief lines of tramway,—two on
6 south of the Thames and one on the north,
le lines south of the Thames are one connect-
g Pimlico with Peckham and Greenwich, and
lother connecting the new thoroughfare of
luthwark-street with Brixton and Clapham.
le northern line is from Whitechapel Church to
ratford. In all oases the fares are fixed by the
11, and not more than 2d. is to be charged for

y distance under two miles.

Metropolitan Improvements. — Sonth-
trk Park will be opened to the public by Sir
bn Thwaites on the 19th inst. On Friday the
etropolitau Board of Works decided to contri-
te 7,000?., one-half of the cost of an improve-
Jut in Royal Mint-street, Whitechapel; and
106?., one-halfof the cost of an improvement to
carried out by the St. Olave’s district Board of
irks, by setting back the premises 60 and 61,
oley-street.

Towns Drainage and Sewage Utilization
Company.—’A new company with this title has
been incorporated by special Acts of Parliament.
30 & 31 Viet., c. 173, and 31 & 32 Viet., o. 175.
The consulting engineers are Messrs. James
Bruulees and G. B. Bruce, and the acting en-
gineer is Mr. J. Bailey-Denton. The subject is

one requiring a peculiar knowledge, which cannot
be commanded without heavy expense, and which
is scarcely available for small towns and local
districts. Hence, says the prospectus, the ne-
cessity for some central authority on the subject,

easily accessible, and possessed of the latest in-

formatiouj—and it is this want which the com-
pany seek to supply. It is also intended by the
company to assist the local authorities of towns
in disposing of their sewage with the least outlay
and taxation, by acting as a medium between the
sewer authorities and farmers. The company
will be prepared to advise upon and to treat for
the preparation of plans and the construction of
works necessary for the supply of water to
towns and districts at present insufficiently

provided.

Fall of a House in Oxford.—Labourers in

the employ of Mr, John Dover, builder, had
been engaged in digging the foundation of a
house about to be erected on land having a
frontage to the High-street, in St. Clement’s
parish. The excavations were made close to a
house, the foundation of which was so far under-
mined that the whole of the external wall, from
the roof to the ground, fell. Fortunately, the
men were engaged in digging the foundation of
a second house adjoining, and escaped without
being injured. Oa the previous evening the
inmates of the house discovered that something
was wrong, in consequence of their being unable
to fasten the back door, but although the dan-
gerous state of the outer wall became more
apparent on the following day, nothing was done
to shore it up and prevent it from falling. The
inmates bad left; the house a short time when it

fell.

New Indian Railway.—Operations in con-
nexion with the survey and laying out of a new
and important Hue of railway communication
have just been commenced by a stall' of British
civil engineers. The line is designed to connect
Carwar, on the Malabar coast, and the cotton
districts of Hooblee and Dbarwar, with the pro-
bability of its being carried through into the
Madras Presidency. The line is to be desig-
nated “ The Southern Mahratta and Mysore
Railway.” There will be formidable difficulties

to contend with in "carrying the line up the
densely.jungled ghaut,” with au elevation of
some 1,500 feet. The undertaking is to be
carried out under the direct orders of Govern-
ment. The Duke of Argyll has devolved the
chief responsibility on Mr. Buchanan, C.E.,
London.

Suilding for Royal Society for Preven-
tion of Cruelty to Animals.—The founda-
tion stone of a new building, in course of erec-
tion for the purposes of this society, in Jerrayn-
street, St. James’s, has been laid. A statistical
record of the origin and progress of the society
states that since its formation in 1824 upwards
of 16,000 convictions in cases of aggravated
cruelty have been obtained by means of its

officers. The yearly income of the society is

nearly 4,000?., and the cost of the present build-
ing will be about 3,000?. The freehold for the
site, contributed by Mr. George Wood, one of
the trustees, is valued at 5,000?,

The South Staffordshire Industrial and
Fine Arts Sxhibition.—On Tuesday the South
Stafi'ordshire Industrial and Fine Arts Exhibition,
Wolverhampton, was opened by Lord Granville
in the hall which has been erected for the pur-
pose in the grounds attached to Molineux House.
The building, which is of iron and glass, forms
a central nave 150 ft. long by 60 ft, in width,
and 18 ft. high at the spring of the roof, which
is semi-octagonal, and rises to a height of 45 ft.

from the floor. Around the building is a Fine
Arts Gallery, containing nearly 800 oil and
water-colour paintings. The objects of industry
exhibited are placed on the floor and outside the
building. The architect and designing decorator
of the Exhibition-ball was Mr. Bidlake, of Wol-
verhampton, and the contractors were Messrs.
Clarke i Co., of the same town.

A Xieper Hospital for Jerusalem.—The
Marquis of Bute, says a Roman Catholic paper,
in token of gratitude for his conversion, and as
a thank-ofiering, is about founding and endowing
a magnificent hospital for lepers in Jerusalem.

New Fever Hospital for Bradford.—The
Board of the Bradford Infirmary have let the
works for this building to the following con-
tractors :—Excavators’ and masons’ work, S.
Holdsworth

; carpenters’ and joiners’ work, W.
Crabtree; plumbers’ and glaziers’ work, J.

Schofield
;
slaters’ work, Hill & Nelson

;
painters’

work, Brown & Pullen; the total cost being
8,500?. The building is arranged to accommo-
date forty-eight patients. The site, approaches,
boundary walls, &c., are estimated to cost 4,000?.
The architects are Messrs, Andrews, Son, &
Pepper.

The late Sir Wentworth Dllke.—We
record with feelings of extreme regret the death
of Sir Charles Wentworth Dilke, intimately
associated for many years past with Inter-
national Exhibitions, the Royal Horticultoral
Society, and the Society of Arts. The deceased
baronet has left two sons,—not one only, as stated
iu some of the newspapers,—namely, the present
member for Chelsea, and Mr. Ashton Dilke, who
had accompanied his father to St. Petersburg,
where the event that many besides personal
friends will deplore took place.

Memorial Hospital at Deek.—A memorial
cottage hospital is about to be erected at Leek
by Mrs. Alaop, as a gift to the town in memory
of her late husband, Mr. James Alaop, J.P.
The arrangements of the plan comprise, on the
ground floor, a male ward, acute-case ward,
waiting and committee rooms, kitchen, scullery,

pantry, store, bath-room, and closet, with other
conveniences, and a detached mortuary. On the
upper floor are female ward, acute-case ward,
operating-room and medical stores, nurses bed-
rooms and stores, bath-room, and closet. Mr.
Sugden, of Leek, is the architect.

Reminiscences of Authors. — On the
6th inst. Mr, S. C. Hall, F.S.A., delivered his

now famous lecture on the Authors of the
First Half of this Century, in the rooms of
the Society for the Encouragement of the Fine
Arts, Conduit-street, to a large audience. The
chair was taken by Sir Digby Wyatt, and Mr.
S. C. Hall commenced by stating that having
had frequent and peculiar opportunities of inti-

macy with the distinguished men and women of
his time, he was about to give portraits of some
of those whom he had known, entirely drawn
from personal remembrance. He then sketched
graphic and interesting accounts of Hannah
More, Samuel Rogers, James Montgomery,
Ebenezer Elliott, Thomas Moore, Miss Landon,
Amelia Opie, Charles Lamb, Samuel Taylor
Coleridge, Leigh Hunt, Professor Wilson, Hood,
and many others. The lecture was vividly and
impressively delivered, and was listened to
with the closest attention, now and then inter-

rupted with bursts of applause.

St. John's Church, Croydon.—The artisans
engaged in restoring the pariah church at Croy-
don, which was destroyed by fire, as our readers
may remember, on the 5th of January, 1867, are
making progress. An oak pulpit is in process of
construction by Mr. Ruddle, of Peterborough.
Aq alabaster font, with stone basement, reredos
with centre of alabaster and sides of Caeu stone,

and altar-rail in oak, all from designs by Mr.
G. G. Scott, are being executed by Mr. Parmer,
of Westminster-road, by whom the whole of the
carving of the exterior and interior of the church
will be done. The prayer-desk, also from a
design by Mr. Scott, will be carved and presented
by Mr. Gaskin, of Croydon, Messrs. Hill, of

Euston-road, are engaged in building the new
organ. The peal of eight bells and a clock have
been designed by Mr. E. B. Denison, Q.C. The
bells are being cast by Mr. Taylor, of Lough-
borough, and the clock is in the hands of Messrs.
Gillett lb Bland, of Croydon.

Deatb of the York City Surveyor.—The
sudden death is announced of Mr. Thomas
Pickersgill, the city surveyor of York. He was
seized -with illness in the street, and died in a

few minutes in a shop. Fatfy degeneration of

the heart is said to have been the cause of his

deatb. He had on previous occasions suffered

somewhat similar attacks.

Proposed New Town-hall for Xilncoln.

—

At the meeting of the town council it has been
resolved that a new town-ball is required, and a
committee has been appointed to select a suitable
site, and to report to a future meeting. The
County Court authorities are expected to con-
tribute 8,000?. or 9,000?., and Mr. Alderman
Brogden proposes that the Corporation should
add 8,000? ,

and give the site, valued at 4,000?.
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The Brighton Drainage.—At the last

week’s meeting of the towu council, the Works
Committee reported the receipt of the following

tenders for the construction of a tubular iron

outfall near the western boundary of the

borongh. The surveyor’s estimate was 7,000L
Prom Mr. J. Phillips, London, G,490L

;
Messrs.

G. Cheesman & Co., Brighton, 8,4002 5 J.

Harris & Son, Rotherhithe, 6,9431. lOs. ; W.
Webster, London, 9,9002.

5

J. Kirk, Woolwich,
5.3242 .

5

T. Middleton & Co., Lindfield,

6.7492 .

5

and Dickenson & Oliver, 8,5002. The
committee recommended the acceptance of

the tender of Mr. Kirk, and approved of his

sureties. The proceedings were confirmed. The
Borongh Surveyor (Mr. Lockwood) then reported

upon the appointment of a Clerk of the Works
to superintend the new groyne and storm outlet

opposite the Junction-road
5

and the Works
Committee appointed Mr. Charles D. Rickards
at a salary of 22. lOs. per week.

To Remove Old Putty.—Many persons
destroy their window sash endeavouring to
remove old putty. This may be obviated by
applying a hot poker to the putty, which will

then readily yield to the knife and leave the
sash cleun. Care must be taken not to touch the
glass with the poker, nor even to let it stop too
near it.

Query.—One of the " Things not generally
known,” is that steam will, by direct impact,
ignite dry wood or other inflammable substances.
The “ Scientific American ” mentions a case in

which a portion of dry pine was lighted by steam
from a boiler 12 ft. off!

Tbe Sewage at Barking.—Matters are
looking serious at the northern outfall, as wo
have more than once expressed fears would be
the case. Mr. Robert Rawlinson, C.B., has been
directed by the Home Office to examine into and

,

report on the circumstances.

Family Monument to the late Bishop
Donsdale.—A monument has just been erected

in Ecoleshall churchyard, over the grave of Bishop
Lonsdale, by themembera ofhisfamily. Themonu-
ment is in the form of a memorial cross, of early

architecture. It rests on an octagon base of grey
Aberdeen granite, rising two steps, and measuring
8 ft. 4 in. across. In the centre of this base is

fixed a square block of the same material, with
the sides sloped away from the top. Out of this

block or plinth springs the shaft of the cross,

the upper limbs of which are connected by a
circle. With the exception of the octagon base,

which is tooled down smooth and level, the whole
of the monument is highly polished. The dark
blue colour of the polished granite contrasts with
the light grey tint of the unpolished base. The
monument measures about 11 ft. 6 in. in height.

The stone was wrought, polished, and engraved
at Messrs. Fraser’s Granite Works, Aberdeen,
under the direction of the contractors, Messrs.
Bevers, of Southwark, Mr. Gilbert Soott de-
signed the memorial.

Tbe Thames Brnbankment.—Most readers
are aware that the Metropolitan District Rail-

way Company, which obtained powers to make a
line under the Embankmout, have failed to carry
out their powers up to the present moment, and
have thus delayed, and are still delaying, its

completion. This has involved a great expense
on the Board of Works, and thus, of course, on
those who provide the money

j but the worst loss

has not yet been reached, and there is great
probability, not only of the final opening of the
Embankment being delayed, but of a further out-

lay falling upon the ratepayers. A large staff of
officials has been retained and paid which would
have been dispensed with but for the delay. The
public are also losing the interest on about two
millions of money expended on the Embankment,
which islyingidle, and has been (throughthedelay
of the railway company) lying idle for two years.

Moreover, the 200,0002. which the company was
bound to pay to the Metropolitan Board for the
privilege of making the railway in the Embank-
ment has not been paid.

Memorial of tho Slln^sby Hunting Acci-
dent.—A nionumeut is to be erected in York
Minster to the memory of Sir Charles Slingsby
and of those others who lost their lives in a late

hunting accident. Hitherto there have been
two proposals

}
an obelisk at Newby or a me-

morial bridge over the Tire on the site of the
present ferry. The committee of subscribers
have, however, determined in favour of a ceno-
taph in tbe Minster.

Monument to Sr. Whewell. — The
Master and Fellows of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, have jost decided to entrust to Mr.
Woolner the execution of a monument to Dr.
Whewel), which is to be placed in the ante-

chapel of the college.

Bxmoutb.—The new docks have been thrown
open to the public. The works were commenced
in 1865 by a company with a capital of 60,0001.

A new market, built at a cost of 6,0002., and a
new hotel, which cost 8

,
0002 ., have also been

opened. The principal improvements have been
carried out by the Hon. Mark Rolle.

Rotherham. — Mr. George Jennings, late
Assistant Surveyor to the Rotherham Board of
Health, has been appointed to the offices of
Surveyor and Inspector of Nuisances to the
Rotherham and Kimberworth Local Board of
Health, rendered vacant by the resignation of
Mr. J. H. Jaggar.

To Stop a lieak.—Beat yellow soap and
whitening, with a little water, into a thick paste.

Rub this over the part where the leakage is, and
it will be instantly stopped.

TENDERS.
For four cottaRea, Uttoxeter-road, Derby, for Mr. W.

HaUiduv. Measra. Thompson & Young, architects;

—

Bridgart £S20 0 0
Craddock 811 19 1
Eiley (accepted) 782 9 8

For works, in Derbyshire, for the Eight Hon. the Lord
Yernoa :

—

8. De Ville (accepted) £560 0 0

For erecting the New Prince Alfred public-house, Lon-
don-hfreet, Greenwich, for Mr. Hodges. Mr. J. Dudley,
architect :

—

Morgan £2,188 10 0
Windows 2,<82 0 0
Bamford 2,040 0 0
Disney 2,000 0 0
Sabey 1,909 0 0
Pearson 1,990 0 0
Saywell 1,058 0 0
Turner & Sons 1,765 0 0

For building a bouse, at Burnham, near Barton-on-
Humber, in tbe county of Lincoln, on tbe estate of the
Right Hon. the Earl of Y’urborough. R. G. Smith, archi-
tect. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Rake & Hanwell :

—
Rarritt £2,671 0 0
Jackson 2,674 0 0
Hutchinson & Son 2,4 0 0 0
Bilton -. 2,328 0 0
Stamp 2,234 0 0
Clarkson 3,212 0 0

For the erection of a hotel at Finchley. Mr.’F. Lett,
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. C. Poland

Wheeler £1,847 0 0
Henshaw 1,779 0 0
Bbarpington &, Cole 1,635 0 0
Cooper 3: Cullum 1,660 0 0
King & Sons 1,540 0 0

For the erection of a new dwelling-house at Farncombe,
Surrey. Mr. H. Peak, architect. Quantities supplied

With 26iJZ. Sheet. W’itli Plate Glass.
Mitchell. £1,310 0 0 ... £1.3'8 0 0
Moor & Son... 1,300 0 0 ... 1,337 0 0
Duke 1,270 0 0 ... 1,3'jO 0 0
Loe 1,233 0 0 ... 1,251 0 0
Nye 1,212 17 4 ... 1,231 7 4
Goddard &Sou** 1,173 0 0 ... 1,190 10 0

• Accepted.

For alterations to the Crown Tavern, Clcrkenwell-
green, for Mr. Maples. Mr. W. Nunn, architect :

—
Hyde (accepted) £2,050 0 0

For alterations and additions to a mansion
worth. Mr. H. Ford, architect:

—

Easton Brothers £5,677
Dove Brothers 4,567
Henshaw 4,317
Gammon & Sons 4,239
Cooper 4,196
Conder 3,877
Scrivener & White 3,761
Kilby 3,675
Avies&Co 3,656
Adamson &, Sons 3,620
Tongue 3,500
Crabb & Vaughan 3,426

at Wands-

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

For the erection of a school at Hanwell. Mr. C, J.
Jones. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Richardson <£

Waghorn ;
—

Tyrell £720 0 0
Dusgate 700 0 0
Nye 70) 0 0
Adamson 687 0 0
Hansom 675 0 0
Gibson Brothers 650 0 0

For erection of shop and dwelling-house in Duke-street,
Brighton, for Mr, Bendall. Messrs. GouUy & Gibbins,
archiCeeta. Quantities supplied :—

Dancy £1,340 0 0
Garrett 1,240 0 0
Cheesman & Co 1,205 0 0
Lockyer 1,195 11 0
Patching & Son 1,120 0 0
Dean & Dickenson 1,063 0 0
Balter 1,068 0 0

" For alterations to house at Crown-hiJl, Lower Norwood,
for Mr. Jos ah Temple. Messrs. Goulty He, Gibbons, ar
chitects :

—

Deacon £il5 0 0
Bnyer&Son 398 0 0
W'ards (accepted) 370 0 0

For erection of stables, &a., at Palmeria-mews, Hove,
Brighton, for Mr. George Vaughau, Messrs. Goul^ S
Gibbins, architects:—

Levett £796 0 0
Cheesman & Co 750 0 0
Nash & Co 709 0 0
Lockyer C98 0 0

For the erection of two shops on foreeourtsof Nos. 271

&274, Euston-road. Mr. W. A. Baker, architect. Quan
titles supplied by Messrs. Richardson & Waghorn :

—

Stephens & Watson £69) 0 0
Bird 650 0 0
Hatchman 690 0 0
Grover 685 0 0
Tarrant (accepted) 555 0 0

For the erection of a workshop in Southampton-mewe,
uston-road, for Mr. Hughes ;

—

Abbott £533 0 0
Cooper & Cullum 667 0 0
Roberta 645 0 0
Eaton & Chapniau 630 0 0
Kelly Brothers 623 0 0
Blott & Co. (accepted) 619 0 0

For a tower and spire at Forest-hill, Surrey. Mr. E
Christian, architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs
Goodman &. Pinali :

—
Hutchinson £4,595 0 0
WeUs 4,340 0 0
Wright 3,495 0 0
Mundy ... 2,978 0 0

For bonse and schools, York-road, Battersea. Hr
C. A. Buckler, architect :

—

Nightingale (accepted) £4,736 0 0

For a memorial to be erected in the City of Londos
Cemetery, over tbe remains of persona buried in thi

church of St. Mary Somerset, Thames-street, and recent!

removed. Messrs. Haywood & BlashilJ, architects :

—

Farmer 4 Brindley £320 0 0
Dunklcy & Co 290 16 0
Druitt (accepted) 276 0 0

For three shops at Beckenham, Kent. Messrs. Hay
wood & Blasbill, architects. Quantities supplied by Mr
D. Cubitt Nicholls :

—

Breeze & Emmett £2,631 0 0
Ennor 2,097 0 0
Beeton 2,000 0 0
Hill, Keddell, & Waldram 1,998 0 0
Colls 4 Son 1,978 0 0
Gammon 1,951 0 0
King 4 Sou 1,940 0 0
TuUy (accepted) 1,875 0 0

For alterations to No. 69, Mortimer-street, for Mr
P. Robinson :

—

Saunders £526 0 0
Ditto, revised (accepted) 373 0 0

For re-building premises, No. 65, Tottenham Court
road, for Messrs. Waugh & Son. Mr. J. Dent, arcbitect
Quantities supplied by Messrs. Richardson 4 Waghorn

New E'er old
Premises. Materials.

I’Anson £l,-t37 0 0 ... £25 0 0
Wsgstaff 1,430 0 0 ... 60 0 0
Simpson 1,38 ) 0 0 ... 10 0 0
Keeole 1,323 0 0 ... 35 0 0
Conder 1,287 0 0 ... 5 0 0
Eaton 4Chapman 1,293 0 0 ... 40 0 0

For farm buildings at Malmain's Farm, Alkbam, nea
Dover, for Mr. W. F. Trott. Mr. J. H. Andrews, u
chitect ;

—

Miller £1,323 0 0
Sampson 1,233 0 0
Richardson 1,140 0 0
Harnett 1,069 0 0 1

Bushell I,'i62 0 0
Adcock (accepted) 1,648 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
H. Q.-J.—H.—A. AC. H.—E. F.-G. W.-B. B.-J.T. M.-VV.—J.l

— J. D. P.—J. F, R.-W. 8.- A. J.-H. P.-K.-W. 8.—T. M. E.-

B. w.-W. B.-F. A.B.-H. A Co,—F. W. H.— J. B.—C. C. H.—La-

Society,—M. P.— P. A K. (iu due oouree),—H. B. (wa ni»e no Ctn

reucy to inuoLdoct).—Ur. C. (received too Ute).—W. O'A (iha

spyeor.

We are compelled to decline pnniiag out books sod givln

addresses.

Ail statements of facta, Ileta of T ndera, Ac,, must be ai-oompaale

by tbe name and address of the seuder, nut uecessarily te

publication.

ItoTB.—The lesponsIbUity of slsueJ articles, aud papers read a

public meetings, rests, of coarse, with tbe anthers,
,

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined witi

STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN
SON in the Manufactare of Charcli, Turreti

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, San and Wintl

Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every descriptioil

of Clock and Watoh Work. Architects, Builders!

Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied witl

estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Churcb
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON:
by special appointment. Watch and Clock Make;!

to His Royal Highness the Prinoe of Wales

Steam Factory for Clocks aud Watches, 53 anc

60, Ludgate-hillj Showrooms, 25, Old Bond
street, Loudon.
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TURNER & ALLEN’S
NEW EESIQNS

For Plain & Oraamentsl

LAMP POSTS,
DWARF

GAS PILLARS,

LAMP BRACKETS
CAI^DELABRA,

GasLarups, Lanterns, &c.

Garden and Drinking
Fountains,

BRONZED STATUES,
VASES, &c.

Complete Pattern and
Price Book 39. 6d. f

Btamps,

J.

TURNER & ALLEN,
Engineers, Founders,

Nowrandy, foap 870. 3*. GA loth

A POPULAR OI TI.INE of PBRSPEC
TIVRnr ORAPBin PROJECTION, PAEALLEL, DIAGONAL.

PAHANGULAR, ORAnEPUR
BvTHO'IAS MOtmia. Architect.now TO VALUE, PROTECT, and CLAIM

ATT.
JO Oompen«llcn for Pro-

, No 3\nee«, Pre4orii)ti7a Window
ALL tNTRRE.8T^

«rly and PeMoii, P
Ugbt*. and P.irochUl ,

DILAPIDATIONS, ECOLESIASTIOAL and
9ENERAL: with An Apprn'<lx on P. rtf-walla and Statutory Bogo-
iatloua, 4a. cl

Lonilop : BIHPKTN. MARSHALL, 4 CO.

TUustrations. priea tSi. fld. rl>*r U.icq lAI. O'l. 1*1 >'Q: 0011^70/0
TIHE STUDENT’S TEXT-BOOK ofJ KLECTRICITY.
Being Ccnd'nwd R63i:m6 ..

Ilcalgcimce, Including i-a La‘»«
arly iwrrUHng tn AS lal and Sul’

3y HENRY M. NOAD, Ph.D L“C

ind Apolicat'on of Elec-
•ic»i D-velopcaenta, parllcu-

n UhoiuUtry at St. Oeorge'a

CreAr.corapendloua, compact, w-d illUAtrated. aad wall printed.
A la an rxnpDAnf *

IBANSTON-S PATENT GLASS BUILDING for HORTICOLTURB-

Di
Plana

free f r 30 -'amv

splendidiy illus-
trated from dieting Bnildlnge.

rand Pa'eulre, JAMKd CRANSTON. Architect.
1, T-mpIe-row We-t. Birmingham,
H. J. OROWTaOE. Manager.

jih;
puhlifhed. in Imperial oblong folio, Price One Gnlne*

,B PKINOlPLK.S of PERSPECTIVE.
'llnatrntril In a Seri** nf Examples.

By HENRY n. HOMPHRIS
London : CHAPMAN 4 HM L, Piccadily.

Cheltephem : HENRY DAVIES
; and all Bookeellera.

NEILL & SON
QUANTITY SURVEYORS,

11, OOOKRIDGE STREET, LEEDS.
Highest tMtimonlals .from sercral eminent architects. Terms oi

application.

Just published.

UANTITIBS MADE EASY.
gnick and accurate method of taking out qnautltlei from
.Da or buildings, with or without a specification. Sent free

by poet for 30 stamps.—AddreBS, A, C. 16, Medway-terrace, Tyrwhltt*
oad Upper Lewlsham-road. New-crnse. HE.

r)U.^ S.:

TO ARCHITRCTS ANIl SURVEYORS
"rvESIGNS PREPARED from ROUGH
J / SKETCHES or ntberwlse in the best style of a' t. Por^pectlvea,

Thavlea

T. A. RICHARDSON, Architectural Artist.

PERSPECTIVES OUTLINED, ETCHED,
-'“'.onEED. KTery description of Archi'ee-1. or ATliitlcslly

tnral Aaalatance on
year.’ experience.—6

pASTLEPOED LOCAL BOARD of
V ' HEALTH.—Hie above Board re()ulre a CLERK of WORKS
to SiiperinUii^d ihe Cnn.tmctiou of tb.lr Waerworka. under the
directfon of (beir enalneer.—Apn'y, by letter only fwith reference-

stating rnlary reiiulred), to Mr. GEORGE BRADLEY. Sollcltur',

(COMPOSITION ORNAMENT

TO nUTLDBRS. DRCORATORS. Ac.

/^IDDERS, thoroughly expprienced in House
A.T Work, n^oratiye Furniture, and Olldlpg In all Its hranchea,may be OBTATNKD at theHoriaenf Call, Marlborough Inn, Bleohelm-
Bteps, Oiford-atreet.—Address to tha Secretary.

pRATNING OP WRITING.—WANTED,
mT C'’'>''*'-r.'-Addre<8, II. B. 15,
M»tden-rnad, Ksuiiah Town. Lnndoo. N.W.

X ILBTTRN SAW MILLS and JOINERY
WORKS — WA'TED. MOULDI.Sri anl PLANINGMAf’HTNE HANDS.-Appiy. « ab -ve, wl-h testimonial from last

employer, between TEN au.l TWELVE, on MOND.AY, tue 17th ln*t.

ANTED, a SITUATION as WORKING
,

' ' _ POREMAN of Carpeatera. Thirty years’ experience in build.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT,
T y aa CLERK of WORKS or GENERAL FOREMAN, by a

thoroughly practlcsl man, a Joiner by trad-. Good refereBCob-
Address, A. K. 1, Buxton-road, Stratford, Eaaex.

TO BUILDERS, ENOfNEERS. 4c.WANTED, a SITUATION as CLERK,
yy Has bad 11 years' experience Excellent teatlmioiala. Good

WANTED, a SITUATION, by a
y y Pi UMBER, or Fhree-br.pch Hand. London preferred.—

Addreia, S. F. 20, Woodfleld-plsce, Harrcw-rcaf, London, W.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
yy CLERK of WORKS, or Ruilder’a K ireman. Ag«d 34. Good

reference?,-Addreea, A. 46, Bwlntoa-slreet, Gray’a-lon-road.

TO AECHITECTS.W ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
jea’ly good DRAUGHTSMAN, well verar-I lit construction

e. — Address, LINEATOB,

TO MASONS AND BUILDERS.
ANTED, by a practical Man, a STTUA-

yy TIONee WORKING FOREMAN of MASONS. Goolteitl-
Address, M. 8, Nutbourne-

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
y y SHOP FOREMAN, or Carpebter'a and Joiner's Work of

Hnu«es taken, labour only. Good ref-rencea.-Addrew, W. B. 12,
Deomark-grove, Barnabnry-rosd, Islington.

TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS.
T^ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 20,

• EMPLOYMENT in the Carpentry and Joinerv trade, as IM-nn/sT-nr. n..... .... —Addrea-, 46. Ofilce of “The

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

WT"ANTED, a permanent SITUATION as
yy PLUMPER and GAeFIlTER. No ol^ieetfon to tb* conn try.

Timber trade.— traveller
WANTED who well iind«r-t.ra> hi. buaine.e. and has a gond

x'on.—A*^ihB remiin.Ti'i n will bs liberal only ren'Iv eUeible

in, Crosby Hal'-chambara,

I

Spring-street, Hull.
r, W. No. 4, AuviU’s-terrace,

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
yy GENERAL OUT-DOOR FOREMAN. I'arpenter and Joiner

by Ir-vle. Well up in all branche*. Good reference*- Ti)<»ii nr eoun-
t'y-~Addrp?e, J. It, M. 23, Palmereton-bullJinga, nty-road. lelinglon

rro SURVRYOR.«.—The Rheerne..iB LocaP XTr AWTirn 1,1° a ' oTa-rr.
I Hoard of Health will he rrady. nil TRURsnAv the 20th day '

YVA-^NTED, by th© Advertissr, a SITUA*
of M \V, 1860. tn receive APPI-IfATfONR from Per.n„. wiiii’ng'o '

tt'
' ** Willing to fill up hla time at the b-.ich.

NUrHANCE t.. thee.

ind hi- whole time n
Appllcn'it« wHl not Iv

cUinnsare to bn d-llt
fiha'meee, on nr heP,,,

nf BUt’VR'OR end TNSPECTOP. of
ro'ti til* 27th Mey. 1969. The Officer
ealarv nf IJnf, par aunum. payable

Has served a elmilar poiitlou si

TO MASTER MASONA, Ac
be re.ioired ti ^rform ell

, ANTED, by a respectable Young Man, a
tbe busine-s of IhT Bwd. <5™ERA.L HAND In m-eonry, and good

... „ „ Appll
red at the Offi e of the Hoard, Trlnitv-road.
TSfTRAD VY, the 26ih 'ay nf MAY. 1866. and

enlDg nf that diy.—By order of

BUCKHUReT.HILL.
A/^T^t ALFRED DAY is honoured withDX J

•

ln.etruotiouB tf-L by AUCTION, o PKEMIAKfl,
. . ..a . u-t-er-II me rteilway ata'iin
ind the Rajd-faced Stag. Buck huiet-hill. on THUF.St) A Y. M AY 2Mth.

-ck, without reeerve. the remaining STOCK of
comprUlne a quantity of yehow
cord-, qua-itity of quart-ring, 10
a. lUh' -prlng cart, foiir-wh-eled
•uiilo ke, er. ctionsof woikshops
icrai,— On view the morning of

- TWELVE o’.
I BUILDER, retirimi
leals.hua de, acaffilil

•rpent^ia' benches
;

ihaetop, S seta of he

t* bad of the A

To Rnildera, Contraotore, and Othei
IX/TR. LEWIS is favoured with instructions
L’X h SELL by APCriON, wtihout reserve, on tte PREMISES.
6, St. Jemea’a terrace, Lucy-i
large Rudder and Coutr*.'tor. rc

,600 pieies of paper, l,-6ii0 f,el
eloka, ohiujueypieflta, BCatfolrt p,
od several other u eful artioles -
klsea

; the Railway Tavern St
he Auctionrer, 16, PhllL—t reet]

General Post-office Ext

the PREMISES,
md ey. the eutire STOCK of

husines*. ouslstlng

a-r-r,' Vo'r.
of Binding Materials.

ITES^RS. GLASILK, & SONS have been
tajeaty'. «. orka sDd Puhllu BuIuHdcs to SELL by AUCTION

““ WEDNEADAY next., MAY 10 h. at TWiXYK fnNE oulook. tu lute, the yalual.la BUILDIaO MATERIALS of th
earl^r new Warehou e. No. 6, Ang-t-etreet, and No. 8, Ba'h-atreel
i tha raar . comprising aboot fifiii.o.jO capital stock bricka, tllei

4c flioring, aaebea and frt
atea, timber In ruofa, fi .oi
ODia. girders, aud columu«,
xtures.—On view day prloi

ei-at t B pavi

. Keeideolial and Building Estate.

\TR. R0BIN8 has been favoured with
jv'A directions from the Tmateea under the will of the late

tbe Sbeeruess Locel Board of Health.

.... .
EDWARD FELKIN, Clerk.

Office of tbe Local Board of Heph TriuUy.ro.td.
Sheeriifsa. G h Muy, 1869.

ANTED, a MANAGER for the DECO-
yy RATIVK DEPARTMENT Uu^t po«-e~ eon?ld»rab1« exps-

rlence, and be of good address.—Apply to Mr. NOSOm, 398. Oxford

T^ANTED, a thoroughly practical Man, to
y SUI’EIUNTFND the ERECTION of BRTCK-KtLNS and the

Manuiaotn
factory I

Bannder

le ERECTION of BRICK KILNS and the
f and Bricka for Facing purpoac", fiaUi-
-e I — Adilreaa, AL'^HA, care of Mr. James
I. Darlington-street, Wolverhampton.

'YY/'ANTED, a thoroughly competent Man, to
SUi’EHTNTEND and ASSIST In the MANUFACTURE of

Ty'ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITTJA-
y y TION or JOB as PLUMBER and OASPITTER. No oh-

TO BUILDERS AND OTHER-H

YY/'ANTED, by a thoroughly practical
yy Man (CiTpenter and Joiner) a RE-ENGAGEMENT asGENERAL FOREMAN. Fifteen years similarly employe-i Good

teslimonUla. Town or country, -Address, Q. N. L. 9, flUckCrian-

TO RD1LDEH3.

YYT-A-NTED, a SITUATION, by a Yonng
y y M*D, as CLERK or ASSIST-ANT. Has had bench experi-

ence, chaige of work, likewise a good drauahtauiao, with a fair
io>rle<lge oftmeasurirg and qaanlitles.—Address, Q 10, Alhelatine-

ARCeiTKCTURAt,
designer, and In ey
;g full partleiilara, t

itier. B'rtnlinham.

In the MANUFACTURE of
’y M-diaj'al. Must be a
il for the post.-Apply.
Mr, Willey, Wholeiale

tcrrMC', 8troiid-gi'

WANTED, a SLVTE ENAMELLER,
y y steady, and a gnej workman.- Apply by lelt-r with te«tl

monlals, to J. SESSIONS 4 SONS. Slate and Muble Works. Cur-liff.

^ Builder, House Decorator,
“S

exoerl-nced Per.oo. well acquainted with the value of

YYT-^^^^^t immeiiiately, a good "WORK-
Pf>HB'tAN of -TOINEES,-Apply, stating wages

sjW. K Post-office, ColchratBr.

award Buxton, osq. to SELL by ADCTioN,
okeohOQ.e.jard, B.C. ou ThUKSDaY, MAY

Two 7‘lu.ble and tinporUnt FBEfclHoLb

YYT'anted,
T * veyor’a Offlc-‘,a

the MART,
at TWO pre.

a-rWiir -'-s*-'? reiu.oio AU*I ruj'— t:'t»T».'rr-.r

STATE, known as Mill Hill Paik. aitnare
North and S -uth Western Juuction Railwayraudm the Acton Starion, on the Great Werteru Rail.

ilaiuing ample
family, surniuiiUfd hy pleasurt

compii-iug attogPthei 21a. Ir. 8p the greater i
irig.—ParilcuUrs, with plan, mayllglblt

.

asrHKARD * HON. Pol
ower Pblilun re-pUce. Keii-liig’i
PBINS. 5. Waterloo pUee Pall

rt of which is
had of MtssT*.

reel, E.C.
;
and 12.

- and of Mr.

*.?1 othera.-st Aib.n’-. Herts.-Sevm Acres of Valu-^le FHpaiU.O BUILDING LAND (Tithe Free and L-ud-TsXRedeem dj. will <,« suLU by AUClluN, by
WK. KUMBALL, at the PEAHEN INN,

“n THURSDAY, MAY 20, at THREE for FOUR
. .

This land

I’atlc
»tJOt. Oil giavetly .uii, and good water : within

nily. Midland Nurih- Western, and Great:
b. Auunoneer can with c nfidBuco sfr

'

illce of builders, specula
I'rmaud for food bouses

-..-.am. uffar- advaut.ges rarely to be met with

nv »'tb plans, may be ba-
T-T. B»q, Policttur; M-. JOHN HARRIS, Architect;

15. 1.' • • • - '

N.B.-
'bis pro

.

I from *1

gly r

liiiM-i» ’r°r'’">
16- I’Uke-strrei., Londou-bridge: and of

. EUMSaLL, Laud Agent snd Suryeyor, 6t. Alhau’a,

n an Architect and Sur-
•ffleient ASSISTANT, competent to abi’rsct

in a goo I practical dranght^inau. Well up in

„ ,
riigi.-Ap(dy, by letter, elating referpuees.

quaiifi-atloD', and salary required, to J, D. K. care of DAVIES 4 CO.
Adyeriieipg Agenta, Fiuch-lane. Cornhlll.

TO STAINED GLASS ARTISTS.

YYT^^TED, a competent FIGURE
y y DRAUGHTSMAN, capable of de-igning small drawlngr

Cornhlll, E.C.
Apply, by letter, to AETI8T. care of Mr. O. Street, sti.

TO CLERKS OF WORKS.

YY/'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, in an
y y Auctioneer’s, Surveyor’s, or Estate Agent's Office, hy a Young
n. apd 21,

nlal fr

cneof the first And
nri'u-. ui.o I writer, acoonatant, rcc. Excei’eic (eiilm
last employer.—Add'eas, A. B. Pojt-olHo*, Trowbridge.

TO BUILDERS, 4e.

YV^ANTED, by a practical, steady Man, a
y V RE-ENGAOEM-CNT aa SHOP or OUT-DOOK FOREMAN,
Charge of a Ji

knowledge of al

Aged 35.—Addresi
brauches of the trade.

"" O o'd rafs'en^cas.
6. Bryard’s-road, Albsrt-road, Peckh-im.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

Y^ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
yy irON as ENGINE DfilVER. Can sharpen saw?, a- d has

TO BUILDERS.

YY7anted, by the Advertiser, to TAKE
y y any <,u,iuilty of CARPENTRRfi’ and JOINERS' WORK,

as Pieoe-work. lu town or ouuutry. For labour only.—Address,
B, M. E. 91. C.atle-road, Keutish-towa, N. W.

YY/'ANTED, a constant siTUATfON in the
y y above Hue, by a tboronghly expaiieoced Hand. Baa been

jsed to the jubhiog tra le.—Address, R. 11. 6, Uuduor-slrert, Klns's*

W ANTED, immediately, a competent
Person to SUPERINTEND the RESTORATION of aCHURCH, It 1- Well acqutiu’ed

i s'mllar «-g.gem-iit< —Copies of
vorks previously -ngaged upon, to
re of Mr. Pilcher, Newsagent,

YY/'ANTED, by a thoroughly practical,
yy active, HUi steady man, an ENGAGEMENTaa FOREMAN

of JOB, or t i manage a J.iblilng bnsluess Carpenter and joiner.
Ace 43, 15 years with a Loiidou firm Wa^es moderate,-Address
F.T. Post-offl-.e, Fara-ie. Tanhridge Wells, Kent.

TO AR'-HITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
YY/'ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
y y TION in an Arhitect’ or Sorveyoi’s Office, in Town or

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS,
WANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT,
yy c

-CLERK of WORKS,
thoroughly piac leal M.a-i. Has had
Jobs m tuwu and country. First-class referei
of “ 'Ihe BullcJor.”

GENERAL FOREMAN, by a
ineut of extensive
Address, 95. Office

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

YY/'ANTED, by the Advertiser (aged 20),
yy _^au ENGAGEMENT as A89I8TANr. Is accustomed t.> the

’ ” relerenoes, 4o.—Address, 31. il.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

WANTED, by a Bricklayer, an ENGAGE-
3ISNr, as GENERAL FOREMAN, or Sanitary Iu«pector.
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TO LAND AGENTS. SGRTETORSi, Ac.WANTED, a SITUATION as CLERK
T T Bpd ASSISTANT. Riu had three yeftta’ expetleoce in an

Eatato Ageat’a Office. Tan inrvey Ian d, agd ’e a geod draught>mati.
Haa atio aome knowledge of building, aiirv'vlng, and abUractlrg
quaDlitiea. Age 19 i-alary mo'erate Reference to preaent em-
ployer,— Addreea. T. W, Office of “ The Builder.

"'l^ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 23, a
T T SITUATION as BUILDER’S CLERK. Is a fair draiighls-

msn, and a-cust -raed to quantities and eitimntes, Good rsfeteiices.
Address, C. B. 367. Edgware-road, W.

"Y^ANTED, by a thoroughly practical and
a..

'nPfltetic Man, an KNOAOEMEKT as GENERAL FORE-
MAN. or to Snperlntsnd a Job. Well up In setting cut and pushing
woik on. Aceuilomsil to all brinchis. Honesty and sobrlsty
guaranteed. Ciirpentcr and Joiner by 1r«de. Good references.
Aged 31.—Addres*. F, W. 13, Gurney-street, Walworth, 3.E.

TO SUEVEYORS AND BUILDERS.
XIF-ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
T T Young Man, well acquainted with offles duties, drawing

taking off i.iianlillas, measuring up and estimuting works, Ac.
Twelve year*’ rsferc-ces from surveyors and bulldere In town.-
Addrev, A, B, 6, Foley-streel, W.

WANTED, a SITUATION as BUILDER’S
TT MANAGER or SUPERINTENDENT of WORKS. General

knowledge of every branch of the htuinese, raeasurinj. estlmatii-g,
end diawii'g. purchasing materiali. No oljecrioii to conduct a cen-
trset abroaii. Flrst-clare referenc-s.—Address, J. C. care of R
Unsworih, Esq. 1, Rsyraond-bnlldiugs, Oraj's-lnu.

WANTFD, a SITUATION, in a Builder’s
T I ( ffl r'. by one who i« well up In general office wo-k, m«asni •

ingup. ard e»-imating. and lias a thor .ugh Vnjwledre of drawing.-
Addre-s. DICKS-ON. 318. Klngiland-rcaf, N.E,

TO FURNISHING IRONMONGERS, SMITHS, AND BI'ILDERS.WA NTED, a SITUATION as WORK [NG
T I FOREMAN ill the Smith, Bellhingiog, Oas-flttire. Close

refererces. No objection to Pieeswurk.—Address. A.W. 10. Victorla-
lUuge, Bath, Steam, and all kinds of Hot-water Work. Fi st-c'a-B
grove, Morpelh-ro id. Victoria P.irk.N.E.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACT IRS.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
T V an efficient BUILDER'S CLF.BK, capable of taking the

entire charge of the boi-ks in a builder’s office, and can a-slst in
esliraatiug. Bxeel'eat. rvfe-eiicet from eminent LoDdon firms.—
Adrtreea. H. W. Poit-0 bee, 1, Banelagh-terrace, Pimlico, a W.

'Y.\/'aNTED, by a thoroughly practical,
T T active, and steady Man, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as K.JREMAN

of a JOB. or the M..nagenient of a giod Jobbing Builness. Carpenter
and joiner. Aged 38. Well up In a'l the br-iiches. Four years with
a leading london firm. No obje.tlon ti the cmi'itry.—Addrese,
8. J- 16. S«s>ei-plac-, Ma%bro'-road, Hammersmith, W.

TO ARCHirECrd AND BUILDERS.
^\7ANTED, by au efficient CLERK of
» T YORKS, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as above, or .ns MANAGING

FORF.UAN. Has a good practical kuowledga of the v.Litous
branches, cau prepare working and dotiil drswlug*. measuie up
work, lake out quantilles, aud ettimste Good Icitimonlaia —Ad-
dreee, BETA, 8, Ebenezsr-ptnee. North End. Fulham.

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS. 4c.

\\7ANTED, a SIIUaTION, as gGod
TT rLUMBRK. or Thtes-branch Hand.—.Ad iress. PLUMBER.

63, Mirylel.one-lano. W.

"X^I^AFITED, by a respectable Young Man,
T T who hss bsd five years’ experience as a joiner, a SITUA-

TION, where he would he required tu aisiet lu thi uiti :e. at d d'l b is

time up at the bench. Quod rtfeieu.-e.— Addiesr, 43. OlBca of
" The Builder."

"VI^ANTED, by the Advertiser (eight years
T T experlmced in Ihe profession), a RE-KNtlAGK.MENT, either

temrorary or pr-riu.ment. Is practnal, an, I iLoroughly acquainted
wi-h the (Intles of au aieblteci’s office. Unlerelands peispecilvc.
aud it an aitistle cnlouritt. Flrst-cia» sped mens.-v id teslim >ui,l< —
Adftreee. .555. Offi. e of ' The Builder.'’

TO BUILDEBS AND PLU.MBER8.

WTANTED, by a Young Man, a constant
TT SnUAIION. a* PLUMBER end ZINt’-WORKER. C-n

turn his baud to peinli' g. Wsges not particular.—Addres*, W, R. 2,
Draj-cot place. Edmund street, New Church-road, Camberwell, 8. E.

rpHE Advertiser is desirous of APPHEN-
J_ TIDING a well-educated YOUTH, 1« years of age. to a
CABINETMAKKR, DECOBATOR, Ac. A mrd-rnte premium w H
be paid. Also, WANTEI'. a YOUlll of about the some »ge end
qusllficatiors as an APPRE.sTIUE to a CHKMiBr and LRUGGIST-
Adrtre«>, T. J. “ Expres',.’’ Otfi.e, Honham, Suts-x.

TO ARCHITECTS.
FPHE Advertiser, eight years iu tbe profes-
.1. sloo. tbe two last with an eminent Loudm architect, wisbes a
RE-ENQAGKMKNT Accustuiued to Gothic and Classic detail. Cm
take charge of an cflice, if required.-Addiess. A8PIUO, 351, Easex-
roail. Islington.

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, AND OIUBR3.
FP H E Adveitiser, a thorough good
_L THREE-BRANCH HAND wishes for a pe-maneucy.-Adlreas,
t. P- 1, White Hart-court, Bishopsgate-slrect Withou', City.

O
1
A BONUS.—The Advertiser OFFERS

cW J- V' . the above bonus to any one who will PROCURE him a
birUATlON of not less than 30i. per week, f.ir a PEKMaNKNCY.
A LenduD Office preferred. Is thoiuugUIy c mpetenc iu a'l tbe usuU
office and field work of Bnglneer’a and Burveyoi’a 0 Uce, and has b en
on Inrge works. Is a neat ciraughtstnaii. Good referencts.—AtlJieae,
C. H roit-offico, Crowii-hili, Ctojd m, Boi-rey.

rr^'O ARCHITECTS and LAND SUR-
X VEYOB8.—A flist-raU DRAUGHTSMAN and LAND SUR-
VEYOR desires an ENGAGEMENT as A3fcI:TANI'. SaUry
moderate.—Address, L. Monies, Stevenage, Herts.

ri^O BUILDERS or MASTER PLUMBERS
J_ wishing (0 meet with a good PLUMBER. A rfspeclable man
with good relereuce to last loreman of ploraberi. Has no ol'j»ctlon

to turn hie hand for a c instancy to other branches.—Address, M, H.
Jacob’s Well-mews, fh-irlea st'eet. Marylebone, W.

TO BUILDERS. Ac,

rpEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT RE-
_L. QUIRED iu M'ssurlngup W.uk. Takli.g out Quaullti' s. or
Making Woikti.g Drawings, by a pracllc il M.m wailing to take up an
Eugsgemeot.-Address, U. C. 244,Vauihali Bridge-road, 8.W.

SITUATION WANTED as PAINTER
KJ GAtFlITKK.aod ZINCWORKElt. C in do a liltlo plumblog
Ac. Steady young man.- Address, W. COX, Blucher-s'reet, CUesham,
Bucks.

A N experienced CLERK of WORKS de-
«ire» an EN’OaOBMEVT (temporary or otherwiae) to or near

Ltulor. Ta a good draughteinaD and buUdiog sutTryor.—Addreas,
S. Ia W. 202. Qray’i Inn-road.

A GENTLEMAN, of considerable expe-
rience In dcaignlng and carrying out buildings of all claaae#

a guod draughtsman and aitiatlc coluurist, alto well vnaed m sur
yeying and valuing preperty, Ac. la de-1roua it oblalniog ai
ENGAGEMENT ae MANAGING ASSISTANT, In an office in town o
country,—Addresa, 078, Office ol " The Builder,"

A CLERK of WORKS requires a RE-
Ajl EVOAQEMKNr. Refersnee to mo-t eminent architects in
London, by whom lia has been employed io Town and coun'ry.—
Address, M. M. 244, Vauxhall Brldge-rosd, 8.W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

A COMPETENT ASSISTANT seeks an
ATa. ENGAGEMENT (temporary or permanent). Hss ac'el as
clerk of works. Design, quaatllie«.—Addre-a, J. C. 1, Great Qu -en-
street, Wes’mlnster.

A S TIME, STOREKEEPER, or CEERK,
AV. used lo either. Served au arprenticeahip in the irenmongery
rade. Fifteen years' reference. Married, Aged 29.—Addre.a, A. F .

29. Fleet-rood, Hampsteoi. N.W.

TO BUILDERa, DECORATOR®, AND ESTATE AGENTS.
A YOUNG MAN, thoroughly competent

JTX. in all branches of House Decor»ting. Is deslrom of a c nrtant
'ITUATION. Five years in last situation ai working fo'eman.
'irst o'asr references os to character and ability,-Addresi, A. B. 69,
Murrny-street, Uoxton, N.

TO ARCHITEtTTS.

A GENTLEMAN requires a RE-EN-
Jrv. GAQRMKNT SB A->SISTANT. Has had many Teats' experi-
once, and is well up in persp-ctive.—Addreas. ARCHITECT. No. 33,
G'DiiceiLr-street. Qneen.-quHre.

TO ARCHIIECTS ANO BUILDERS.

A N experienced and thoroughly qualified
J~V. ASSISTANT Is in want of an ENGAGEMENr, temporary or
otherwise. Is a good iriciiol drau.h'sraan, rioaoliiy surveyor,
mrasorer, and rs'lma or. Aged 38 — Andress, ALPHA BSTA, No. 3.
College-street, Vloe-at-eet, York-road, Lamheth, 8 E.

TO ARCBITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
A JUNIOR ASSISTANT, aged 20, is
JtV anxious for an KSOAOEMENr. Writes a good hand, and U
a neat dra"gh'sman. Can aquars dlm'D'lona, at'l ahatrnet brick-
work. No iibjeotion to the country.—Addieis, M. E. 2, Inkormann
Cottage*, Norblton, King.ton-on-Tlumea,

TO ARCHITECTS.

A GOOD GOTHIC and PERSPECTIVE
Jr\. DRAUGHTSMAN requires a SITUATION as ASSISTANT.
Can design, prepare w. rklng drawings, detail*. Ac. and Is wrl' u.i in
the general routiOB of an office. Aved 28. Good references.—Address
A. B. 136, Cloudesley-rood, Bsrnsbury.N.

A N ARCHITECT’S ASSISTANT wishes
XJL for an immediate RE-KNGAOEMBNT in Town. Accustomed
to the preparation of woikiog and detail diawiage, and well up in
tbe general duties of an offio'. L-ft last eng.igrment in cunserjuance
of decease nt employer, with whom he had b en four yeare.

—

Addreas, C. P. 43, New-stieet, St. John’s, Sou'hwark, S. E.

TO UPHOLSTERERS AND CABINET MAKER®.
A PRACTICAL ARTIST, of great experi-

J_A_ ence in their Una. and ihorcoglily qualified to mike smell
and working designs and drawings in any stvle, it op*n to au EN-
OAOKMENT.-Adfires*. H. w. 21, M.mnt-street, Liverpool.

TO ARCHITECTS
A JUNIOR AS.-ISTANT, aged 20, desires
x\- an ENGAGEMENT. Neat d'SUghGman and writer Sala-y
not Bi much an i LJect as einplotineiit,— Addres*, L, G. 16, Lyndburst-
Grove.LyndhiK.st-road. Prckh-sm.

TO BUILDERS.

A CARPENTER requires a JOB. Bench
AV nr fixing. Wa:es mode'a'c. London or suburbs —Address,
K T. 14. aallBbury-crescent, Salisbury-row, L ckfields, Walworth.

TO ARCHITECrS.

A THOROUGHLY practical CLERK of
JTA works is drslrouat,fan engagement. Fully qnaliflet to
*uperinteiiH the erection of any extensive works. First- lass tesli-

niatiiKU — Addre'B. G N. T. care of Mr. Waghorn, 10, Vicegir-yard,
Biy.tgci street, Cuvent Oardeu.

A THOROUGHLY efficient BUILDER’S
Jr\. CLERK desires a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Isftgool estimator
aud mesBurer.- Address, HOUSEKEEPER, 8, Cr 'sby -quare.E.C.

A N ARCHITECTURAL ASSISTANT
J:\. seeks a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Working drawings, perspective,
detail, Ac. Specimeos shown. Salary li guinea.—Addre-s, L, V.
22, iUlton-road, E sex-road, Islington.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTOR®.

A THOROUGHLY practical GENERAL
J:\_ FOREMAN requires a RE-ENGAGEMKNT. to fake the entire

Charge of a Job. Town or , onnt' y. Aj iner by trade, Good lefer-

eccer.-Address,R. 169, Camhrldge-street, Pimlico, S.W.

A JUNIOR ARCHITECT and QUAN-
Xv TIIY SURVEYOR’S ASSISTANT, aged 21, is now DISEN-
GAGED. Six years’ experience. Neat draughtsman. Good practical

kiiowted.e of ci n-truc 1 m, details, speclBcaiious, 4c. and good asiist-

auca at quaiititi-s. Highest refereuce*, and specimens shown.
Moderate salary lequ'red,—Address ASSISTANT, 2, Queen-sqnare,
Blootnsbuiy,

TO ARCHITECTS.

A JUNIOR ASSISTANT requires an
Ai. ENGAGEMENT. Six years’ experience : threo years w th
la't tmpliiyeiB. 0 od references.—Apply to F. W. M. 53, Cambridge-
terrace, Liipus stieet, Pimlico.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

A RESPECTABLE Young Mao, recently
J\ engaged in City Archlt'cls’ and Civil Eugineerlng Office*,

desirrs an ENGAGEMENT in a similar establlshm-ne. Good refer-

eucrt.—Address, A. B, 34, Cbuich-street, Latnbetb-road, 8.E.

TO ARCHITECTS AND eURVEVORS.

A N ENGAGEMENT is desired by an
Xa- experienced deslgier and surveyor, wh' hts bean engaged

some ycais iu carrying outall dosses <,( building. Ca-i unlertake
1 he > uilre luauageiueuc of au oRke. Only muderate terms required.

Addr.B-. M. .A. 2, Qu-eii-s.iiiare. bhiomsbury.

TO CARVERS AND GlLDl’BS, DECORATORS. 4o.

A RESPECTABLE middle-aged Man
Ai. wi,hes to meet with aSnUATlON in tbs abiveline. He
was in bu,iuesa many years forhiinielf, and has a practical know-
ledge ot the whole of il. Country not objected to.—Addiess, A. M.

19, Beu-ou-btreol. LiveriwoU

TO ARCHlTHCUa AND SURVEYORS.

A FIRST-CLASS DRAUGHTSMAN and
QUANTITY TAKER U open to a RE-ENGAGEMENT.

-

K.ferenees from LoLdnn architects,-Address, P. -M, 19, Klng’s-ter

race, Stanley Bridge. Fulham.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A GENERAL ASSISTANT, of varied i

yC\. experience, la deslfoaaofaRE-BNGAOBMENT, BiiecimBne.i
Referencea and teatlmoniala. Personal loUrvlew (If desired) free of |
sxtieoBe,—Addrtaa, M, T. Po.t-office, Southampton.

[

Abolition of fire insurance
DUTY.

IHPERIAL FIRE OPFICB.
No. 1, Old Broftd-atreet, aud 18 and 17. Pall-mill,

Ii itituted 1803.
Bnbicrlbed aud lureitel Capital, 1,600.0001.

Jnenrancea can be effected both at H i'ne and Abroad .at Moderata
Ralet of Premium, and BNTIRELA’ FREE OF DUTY af-er Mitl-

eext
;

meanwhile, the exact proportion will be charged

Clalme liberally and promptly settled.

JAMES HOLLAND, Superintendent.

HAND - IN - HAND FIRE and LIFE
MUTOAL INSURANCE OFFICE, 1, NEW BRCDOE STREET,

BLACKFRIARS, E.O.
The oldest Office in the Kingdom. Instllnted for Fire Buaiaesi,

A.I\ 1690. Extended to H e, 183(1.

The whole of the proSta cllyided yearly amongst the members.
RETURNS FOR 1869.

Fire Department—68 per cent, of the Premiums paid on Flrst-cUes
Bisks.

Life Department—60 per cent, of the Premiums on all Policies of I

the 9nt series. '

Accumulated Capital (2ith December, 1S68>—1,332.1711.
Tbe Directors are williog to appoint as Agents, persene of good i

position and cl

TRONFOUNDRY TO BE LET, with im-]
X m»dUto prsseasioa, an old-ettabllshed IRONFOUNDRY, wUh a

Bleam powrr, situated at Hackney, N.E. Low rent, small premium I

for lease. Also caobehad with the above. aC.APITAL REBIDESCE, i

suitable for nn IKONMONOER'S SHOP, which ia much wanted in i

the neighbourhood. Also a CAPITAL WORKSHOP, latyly occupied 9

by a Marble Haenn. Can be had separately or together.—Apply. ;•

E. A. VOUNO, Lime and Cement Merchant, Cambridge Heath stone >

Wharf, Hackney, N.E.

TO PLUMBERS, GAS-FITTERS,
PAINTEBB, and HOUSE DECORATORS.—TO BE DISP0.8ED

OF, a genuine established BUSINESS In tbe suburbs of Loud in.

First-clase house and pcvuiises, good workshops, coacta-bouie, stable,
yard, &o

;
reiC. 701. : n great portion of which can be let off. In-

coming about 3001. Satisfactory roisoDS givsn for leaving.—Apply to
Messrs. 0. FAKMILOB& SONS, Lead Merchants, 31, St. Joliu-street,
West SmitbBeld, E.C.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, in a leading!
thoroughfare, the STOCK-IN-TRADE, PLANT, and GOOD-j

WILL of a Biiiall Brass Manufacturer.-Inquire at 6, Judd-sireet, i

Euston-road, W.C. I

TJIPORTANT to BUILDERS and CON-j
i TRACIORS.—A Builder, about retiring from business, OFFERS

f

f r SALK, by private c .ntract, a good and sub'tautUI PLANT, aud a 1

Huiall STOCK, boTh of which must be sold, as be mu>t vacate tbe
(

premlaea ho oempiea immrdla'ely. Price for all. 2001.—Apply to I

G. U 0. Dmuiark-terrace. Bonner read. Vletoiia Park. N.E. *

TO BE SOLD, the BUSINESS of a LIME,
CEMENT, BRICK, TILE, and .STONEWARE PIPE MER-

seat podLlons in London.

T° BUILDERS.—TO BE DISPOSED OF, I

of a BUILDEd, 'ately carried on by Mr.St-phen Kiudall Bi )wa, of
f

Keltericg. In the county of Northiimptoii. Tbe premises where tbe t

bu.lupsa Is now and bas been earned on for many years, consists of I

an excellent dwelUng-housB, with yard and workshops thoroughly |

adapted for the busioeea, and replete with every onyenleaoe for •

carrying on the s ime, together with a cottage let at 192, p-r annum, I

ndjciulug ibe busluesi premises, wjll adapted for a Foreman, the
|

whole of which premises can be purchased, or takco ou lease, anil I

If reiinired, part of the purchase money may remain on m iitg.ige. I

This IB ail offer Writ worthy the atteutioii of any young man wish- t

ing to get into a drat-claas business at a small outlay. To treat fori
the purchase of the aam-, application 1 1 be made (o the widow, Mre.

'

KUZARKIH BROWN. or Mr. GEORGE ELDRED, both ot KetCeyj
lng,v 11 give every Information relative ti

rpo
I Ti

IRONFOUNDERS and OTHERS.—

I

TO BE DISPOBED OF.nn old-established IBONFOONDER'B
BUSINESS, SToCK-IN-TRADE. and all tbe Working Apparatus

iplete, rxlecsive Premises, with newly-erccted 7-roumed houss,
ate lu an increasing manufacturing town In the midst of an
cultural district on two lines of railwty.— For further par-
Urs apply to B 45, Grove-road, Holloway.

CLUMBERS, BUILDERS, and HOUSEP;

DE'ORATOR3.-TO BE DI8P03ED OF, an old-establiaheJ

(IHNERAL BCSINESd in the abore line, situated tu an exceUeut
central position lu London, now doing a good business. Present pro-
ptletorretiriug to tbe country. Arrangements may bs made with
any one possessing about 2902. cash. Tbe present proprlotor Would
give his lime for a few weeks, and any other facility to ioeure

BuccesB to tbe purchaser.—App'y, by letter, with name and address,

to Y. Z. care of Mr. Greenwood, ISl, Bouthampton-row, W.O.

I
70R DISPOSAL, a genteel ready-money
; BUSINESS, estob’iihed fur the sate of Paperhaugings. NoJ.' BUSIN l.„. ...

previous kuowUcge required, The propriet ir has re dizcd afortnne,
and is reliriiig, but will stay one mouth to prove trade. Leasee,

goodwill, stock-in-trade, and Ox'ures of the two establishmeDts,

about 1,7002.—App'y on the Premises, 85 and 127, Wardour-street,

Oiford-stceet, A large variety of Paporhangin gs alwys in stock.

/^ILT ROOM BORDERING.
\jr i-inch OG, 6s. per 100 feet ;

i-inoh OG, 7b.
;
1-inch OG, lOs

very description of Picture P.ames and Mouldings kept on Stock *t
the Lowest Prices. Regllding to the Trade.

At GEORGE REES’S, 67, DRURY LANE.

TVTARQUEES, TENTS, FLAGS, and
AWNING3

ON SALE, OR HIRE.

PIGGOTT BROTHERS,
09, BISaOPdQATE WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

A GOOD GENERAL ASSISTANT will be
shortly disengaged. Flrst.rote designer and draughtsman,

as bad experience In Quantities, Abstractions, Ac. Highest

nces.—Address, X 132, Holborn.

T10 BE SOLD, cheap, — Contract finished,—

i

One Pair of 46 feel DERRICK POLES and ORADLK, and,

:ful Donble-purchsae Grab, all neatly now.—JOHN PORT,'
itreet, Ai.coats, Macchester^

)

Horse, brick cart, and haenessi
FOR BA.LB, from constant work; Just complelin; a C0D.>

UKOt. Also, an Kx'ra BRICK CART au I HARNESS.—Apply to Mr.l

ROBT. PEttKINS, Builder, 30. Cfla-lolte-street, Fiizioy-iquare, W

1 f;AA YARDS of EXCELLENT SANE
F’tJUv and GRAVEL FOR SALE, from li. 6J. t523.3d.pei|

yard ou'tlie Trial gle, at Soutbampton-street, Samples sent free on!

application to PREGBRICK RUDnEY, at tbe Pit
;
or at the Office,

139, WvlU-sireet, Camberwell. :

TO TIMBER DEALERS and OTHERS.-:
WANTED to PURCHASE, for Immediate Cash, about IWi

squares of i-iuch YELLOW FLOORING, aud about FIFTY LOADS
LATHS. Send lowest price, by Utter, to C. C. c

Lincoln 's-lnn-fi elds.

e of Housekeepsil
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i?o//aZ Academy Exhibition,

AYING another shilling for
another look at the pic-
tures, and feeling very gra-
tified at what we have seen
of them, as well as gratefnl

- for the improved conditions
under which we can see all, two thoughts
occur m the turniog of a turnstile, as some
one more than whispered, » Oh, hang the
pictures, I’ve ocme to see the rooms.” Hunit
the pictures, indeed ! Who is to do it to pleusejrybodj ? We thought, how far the happier
or the two must the Eoyal Academician be who
18 to be hung, compared with him who is to do
the hanging

; and what a delightful state ofthings would be brought about if everybody’s
individual notion of its necessary reform were
some day to bo realiaed in the future enistenoe of
an institution so strong in its present growth of
hundred years, as to be very well able to defy

lome very strong attacks from those who would
prune and graft, with little respect for the stem,
BVen, if they could got no now fruit from the old
-roe. But so long as visitors may come and
lisitors may go, the Bojal Academy will go on
or ever, if another simile may be brooked. We
annot shut our eyes, however, to its short.
Jominge and mistakes.
Mr. Watts, in his impressive indication of

llmost entire obliteration and intended universal
^nova ion such as he presents in his imaginative
ranoeptiouof "TheEeturn of the Dove” (45)

irk'that '''"'t
water, lo thewk that contains the little remnant of all thatS m^'

' wept oruade merry; „erked or rested in the once

leZof only real
s of adjusting some difficulties. Mr Watts

1 his other pictures of this year's exhibition,
e IS not BO well represented as on some former
soasions, high qualities distinguish his embodi-
lent of chivalry protecting innocence and

rna”(l“5).“"''°

Mr. Herbert’s most remarkable production
_a large desert scene (184), “ Gazelle Hunters

or h Africa,” m unexpected and too.close-
be.pleasant proximity to a lion and lioness

istakably intent on making game of them
siess they are anticipated and made game of
le bare, sun.bumt waste of rook and sand with
> sign of vegetation to deny its barrenness

; the
lae expanse of sky, with no cloud that would
timise moisture-admirably convey the idea
patched desolation and an atmosphere in

nich a tight cravat would be intolerable. A
coibly executed study of a “ Girl of Lower
OTt,” descendant of Amron the Victorious,
W), too peculiar personally, figuratively and’
th reprd to costume, to admit of a doubt of
r being faithfally portrayed; and “Mary
igdalene” at the tomb of the Saviour on the
J of hie cruoifiaion (416), are at once to be

identified, by the clear and somewhat hard style
of the manipulation, as emanating from one of
the very best of British artists.

Besides a grand classic rendering of “ Hero
lighting the Beacon to guide Leander across
the Hellespont ” (108), wherein nude nature has
been mystified by moonshine and fire-light into
decorous dress, though the physical description
of the heroine—to say the best and the worst of

least equals her poetical development, Mr.
Armitage contributes a profile of an Egyptian
lady, regarding with mixed concern and curiosity
a sick chameleon (272), than whom, if Cleopatra
were more beautiful, Antony must have been
no weaker than big schoolboys could consider
him. His chief work, however, is the smallest;
for this is marked by great originality of
treatment and of high value by reason of its
subject. Mr. Armitage illustrates the Gospel of
St. Matthew, iv. 21, “ Christ calling theApostlea
James and John, the Sons of Zebedee” (365),
with a propriety of sentiment and a sufficiently
realistic probability of scene and circumstances
that conduce very much to gaining consideration
and respect for the picture. He also exhibits
two clever portraits.

To any one who needs food for reflection,—but
who can need it, with their own pocket edition of
the world’s business troubles and trials for their
own special and immediate cogitation ?—yet to
those so happily exceptional, an exhibition of pic-
tures is a mine of inexhaustible resource

; its

varied contents offer a vein to the major part of
imaginative miners,—gold to all.

Mr. Ward’s telling picture of “ Grinling
Gibbons’s first introduction at Court” (144.)

inculcates a double lesson
; one, to those whose

common apostrophe is “ What odds ? It will
be all one a hundred years hence !

” Another, to
the grumblers, who would have least cause to
grumble if they had a real one, and gave less
time to their pet propensity : there is far less
hope for the hopeful, who found their too
sanguine belief on a fortuitous show of early good
fortune : disappointment in the long run awaits
nearly all such, and it is far better to begin with
faUure than to end with it

j
and to recollect that

platitude is not always “foolish talk.” Mr.
Ward’s picture illustrates a passage in “Evelyn’s
Diary,” describing how Grinling Gibbons, having
been introduced to Charles II., who has been
astonished by his workmanship in a curious
specimen of carving, has been commanded to
show it to the Queen, who, from the fact of its
being a crnoifii, would, in his Majesty’s opinion,
have been likely to appreciate it as much or more
than himself, and have bought it

;
“ but when his

Majesty was gone, a French peddling woman,
one Madame de Boord, who used to bring
petticoats, and fans, and baubles out of France
to the ladies, began to fiud fault with several
things in the work, which she understood no
more than an ass or a monkey,” very much to
Evelyns indignation, who summarily relieves
the Queen of the cause of question, by ordering
the porter who brought the work of art to take
It away. The anecdote is very perspicuously
related by the artist, who has found a congenial
theme to expatiate on : his aptitude for charae-
terization, knowledge of the costume and cus-
toms of the period, and fine taste for colour and
effect, have conduced to the production of a
thorough realization of the incident. The name
of Grinling Gibbons will be associated with
perfect skill in wood-carving so long as the art
exists; his patient endurance is one example of
many to encourage merit that waits for acknow-
ledgment.

It will be all one, it may be supposed, with
moat of US a hundred years hence, so far as
mundane relationships are concerned,—unless
like the Pole of recent report, whose hair re-

gained colour at eighty or ninety years of age,
and who died comparatively youthful at 130;
and all one at last with those who, coming after

397
us, live to take their turn at the wheels that
keep Time’s clock going for them; for they wUl
share the same senses and the same want of
them; the same dispositions and proclivities;
the same or similar chances of success or
failure

; the same fallacies and the same discon-
tent, which is a virtue, for without it there
would be no energy, no effort, and no such
results as a steady determination not to bo
satisfied easily frequently obtains ;

w ,
The time oflife IB short—

L®. that shortness basely, were too lone.If hie did ride upon a dial’s point
^

Still ending at the arrival of an boor ’*

So grumble whilst you work, but atriotly with
and at yonrself—not loudly.

Did Luther eyor dream of all the infiuenoe
his dissent from Papal authority wonld have
over the Christian world P Mr. Ward depicts
him as the monk who, in his youth and inter,
pretative genius found more than words in the
Holy Book so long hidden from custom.bleared
eyes. The painter oonid bnt show the thought,
ful, wasted face and form of the student whose
new belief was almost a terror to himself; and
this he has done most ancoessfnlly by means of
fit apprehension of character and rigorous

I

imitative painting.

Mra. Ward has painted the Young Pretender
(211)mhishappierdi8Contented days, recognising
some poor exiled Jacobites, who are glad to kiss
his band extended with kindly grace to raise
them as they kneel in homage to the shadow of
royalty that has darkened the sunshine of their
world’s prosperity

; but they are loyal gentlemen,
and are well repaid as the princely boy expresses
his gratefnl appreciation of their services. “ He
told them he bad often heard of their valonr,
and that it made him proud, and that he had wept
for their misfortunes as much as he had done for
those of his own parents

; bub he hoped a day

I

would come that would convince them that they

I

had not made sneh great sacrifices for ungrateful
princes. ’ Miss Strickland is fortanate in having
BO powerful and so graceful an illustrator as
Mra. Ward to point the interest of her anecdote

:

one whose soaceptibilities enable her to compre-
hend the full force of its touching nature, and
whoso fine taste and great skill give her so much
command in securing the sympathy of others.
In her many successes, she has never sue-
needed better in narrating any incident selected
for recording than in this, of broken-down but
still devoted loyalty

; or in depicting the grief,
worn ailing exiles in such strong oontraat with
the bright hopefulness of the boy

; their cynosure
and the picture’s.

Mr. Marcus Stone is the Harrison Ainsworth
of the palette and the brush; his dramatic re-
presentation of “ The Princess Elizabeth obliged
to attend Mass by her Sister, Mary ” (60),
has derived more romantic interest from bis
method of relating the incident than a less
demonstrative and more probable version of it
conld possibly have given. The bigoted queen
sits gloating on the all-sufficiency of ceremony
and outward show to bring religious comfort
whilst the princess at her side sits in quiet but
determined disregard of priests, censing acolytes
and of the plotting Spanish and French ambas-
sadors alike, who, in adjoining stalls, are signify-
ing their observation of Elizabeth’s behaviour as
she trifles with her rings, and looks into vacant
space—of which the painter has provided plenty
—by stealthily exchanging whispered remarks
Mr. Stone paints very boldly and precisely, and
shows great discrimination in his choice of
costume and accessories

; but he shares in
a prevailing mistake of giving his actors so much
stage room that they lose their proper import-
ance; the carpet is too often now made the first
object for consideration in precedence of what
may happen to be on it by rights. Mr. Orchard-
son is less amenable in this respect than usual,
though his manner of painting is even more dex-
terous and fascinating than ever

; so much so,
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that the admiration it exacts condones the ob-

jection, if it exists. “ The Duke’s Antechamber ”

(103) is well filled with such an assemblage of

applicants for patronage, favour, and assistance,

as dependency, toadyism, and exigence, would

be likely to bring together at the hour that his

Highness might be most approachable. The

first to have admission to his presence is the

scrivener to provide means for the indulgence of

His Greatness in his weakness ; for there is show

enough to indicate that the fawner and flatterer

find a ready ear and an open hand. The poet,

with his eulogy
;
the pharmatist, with his new

drug or wash ;
the musician, with a pretty tune

he hopes his ducal lightness will dance to, or

mayhap an opera dedicated in consideration of

a high note that few besides his mellifluously-

voiced grace could reach
;
the artificer in pre-

cious metals, with a design on gold that can

never be carried out without his patron’s assist-

the jester, the monk, the bnlly and

sneak, and an old retainer, or tenant, or soldier,

who, with some real claim to it, is less sure of a

welcome than any of them, although he has a

pretty daughtei-. This is a very capital picture,

and although it can boast no novelty of design,

little invention, the skill that is manifested in

its production gives new interest to an old

subject, and individualizes it as a remarkable

work.
In any desire Sir. Yeames may have had to

concentrate attention on his excellent technical

performance, “The Fugitive Jacobite” (148),

he has absolutely and literally been floored, by

himself. Why will so clever, so agreeable an

artist make “ his room to be preferred to his

company?” The interior is a tapestried cham-

bor in an ancestral mansion : the hunted man is

about to clamber up the chimney, assisted by

the means of a ladder—it must be a short one

to have been placed where it is—members of

his family anxiously cluster about him ;
one tall

sister keeping watch from the window, whilst a

younger one sits in serene unconsciousness of

impending danger; for her worldly experiences

might be amplified in half a “duodecimo”

sheet, at the rate of one page a year
;

all she

knows of territory at present is, that it bears

flowers; and the toast, “Over the Water,” has

with her a mental connexion with butter and

milk—never bloodshed—to make it at all com-

prehensible. May be it is the same little sister

who comes pattering down stairs, and whose

“Alarming Footsteps” disturb the lovers in a

smaller and very pretty picture by Mr. Yeames,

with a nice efteot, but no cause
;
for little sister

has "Dtopian views, and thinks it only just and

proper, and a very natural state of things, for

all to be fond of each other; and if anything

like civil or uncivil strife were imminent, her

advice would be, that everybody should kiss

everybody else, and be friends (432).

Mr. Horsley, too, is fond of disclosing

lovers’ secrets
;
he takes a merry, mischievous

debght and some pains to show how carefully

the pretty damsel of a time gone by guarded

from sudden surprises “ The Secret Interview ”

she gave her gallant swain (498), or to what

advantage a daring, sauoy youth turned the oppor-

tunity when the usually wide-awake guardian

was “ Caught Napping,” to kiss the fair hand of

her wicked, winsome charge (397). The tender

passion again may have influenced “ The Gaoler’s

Daughter,” and have given her motive to cull the

bunch of sweet blossoms she holds in her hand,

as she confronts her father, whose office is lees

kindly th an his cheery face, for he regards her

as so much the more typical of bright golden

sunshine to lighten his heart and light up his

dismal home, from the very dismalness of that

homo when she is absent and the diaagreeable-

ness of his calling (176). These examples of

Mr. Horsley’s familiar style have the old qualities

of luminousness and pleasant colour, and show

incontestable evidence of great proficiency in a

rather restricted practice of his art.

If Mr. Marks is at once to be identified with

his works, it is not from repetition of their sub-

jects, but from the repeated evidence they bring

of his originality, and the aptitude he possesses

of distinguishing all men he portrays as men of

Mark’s. His band of musicians conducted by the

supercilious “stick-in-waiting” to “The Min-

strel’s Gallery” (69) are each individualized by

some physical peculiarity that is curiously iu-

dicative of what manner of men they are, from

the pale nervous enthusiast whose soul is in his

fiddle, to the drummer who knows he was born

to make a noise in the world. Refioement and

clever, careful workmanship help very much to

give value to this painting.

Refinement degenerates to weakness in Mr.

G. Leslie’s super-delicate and evanescent young

lady in white mnslin and “ Celia’s Arbour ”

(133). She is a dream of gracefuluess—a phan-

tom of prettiness; and her unreality is shared

by the fair victim of “Cupid’s Curse” (281),

who it may be feared will be the greater sufl’erer

of the two, for the deceiver who could have

proved himself unfaithful to one so touching, so

tender, and so trusting, must be a hardened

criminal indeed. May he who has changed old

love for new, find that he has changed for

worse

!

Mr. Creawick’s landscapes have the same

charm as ever : whether in avenues for shade

and shelter in “Sunshine and Showers” (70),

or in more open space to court fresh, soft breezes,

one has but need to follow him in his pathways

through homely scenes to feel as national and as

convinced of their delightful nature as he him-

self must be. Whether it be “ The Windings of

a Rocky Stream” (167), or “An old English

Village on the Banks of a River” (305), or such

homesteads as “ Moorland Cottages ” ofler to bis

view, he is equally at home in transferring them

to canvas, and asserting that there is little travel

wanted to prove the world to be beautiful, and

that the humblest, even,may dwell in picturesque

wealth, at all events.

ARCHITECTURAL SERIALS IN AMERICA.

We trust that tbo increase in America of the

number of periodicals devoted to architecture

and kindred topics, may be a proof of improved

taste on the part of the people. Possibly no

other country can show so enormous an amonnt

of buildings of every description, yearly erected
;

and we can conceive that the inventive genius

of a race so peculiarly gifted as the Americans

in mechanical contrivances, has found abundant

scope in the perfecting of all kinds of inge-

nions appliances to lessen labour, and add to

comfort and convenience
;
bat as yet we see

more evidence of the improvement and skill of

the builder than of the architect, more credit

to be duo to the constructor than to the de-

signer. Americans are eminently a practical

people ;
buildings they must and will have, and

of the best
;
qualities of workmanship and con-

trivances for convenience they can judge of, and

they have sense enough to insist upon these;

but for artistic fiuish and for architectural taste

they have no means of applyiug a standard,

other than perhaps the last costly structure that

has been put up, and so they have to content

themselves with what their architect can best

give them. What this best may be can be fairly

seen in the illustrations of the many journals

that are devoted to architectural art, and from

the descriptions of unprejudiced visitors, as well

as those of their own writers, so that we shall

not be thought illnatured in asserting that the

general design of American buildings isj at pre-

sent inferior to their construction. The causes

of this are probably tbe very recent recognition

of architecture as a profession, and the scarcity

of properly qualified men as professors. Now,
however, that there are American Architectural

Institutes, and a plentiful supply of serials de-

voted to architectural literature, there is every

hope that a sensible improvement will be seen.

We have at this moment on our table many
numbers of publications devoted to tbe building

arts, and may mention the Manufacturer and

Builder, a Practical Journal of Industrial Pro-

gress, published in New York, a large closely

filled folio of some thirty pages
;
the A merican

Builder and Journal of Art, published in Chicago,

a three-column quarto of twenty pages; and the

Architectural Review and American Builders'

Journal, published in Philadelphia, a large octavo

of sixty-two pages. There are others, but these

will fairly serve as examples of what our friends

on the other side of the Atlantic are doing in

the cause of professional progress.

The first on our list, the Manufacturer and

Builder, is mainly devoted to practical details of

constructional industry. Amongst its contents

is an instructive article upon brickmaking, by

which we should gather that more care is usually

taken in the manufacture and selection of ordi-

nary bricks tbau is attempted here, and that few

others but moulded bricks are in general use.

Machinery is largely employed, and manual

labour as far as possible is dispensed with. A
practical hint is elsewhere given which may be

of use to our operatives, as to the hardening of

cutting tools, which is, that if the point of the

tool whilst in use is kept constantly moistened

with petroleum, the blunting of the edge will be

prevented. “ Steel tempered to a light yellow

has been turned with the greatest facility by

using a mixture of two parts of petroleum and

one of oil of turpentine.” Some papers upon
warmiug and ventilation appear, and a sensible

remark is made as to the absolute necessity of

some motive power to give force to the

adit of impure air, however heated, showing

that holes alone will not always do this,

however protected from downward drafts

—

as some adepts seem to think. The illustra*

tions in this serial, which appears every Satur-

day, are not numerous, bat they are generally

unostentatious and to the point, and are well

executed. A fa9ade of an iron church in course

of erection by the Novelty Iron Works is ex-

hibited, which, for the sake of truth in art, we
hope will not be often repeated throughoot the

country. Iron buildings by the way are

numerous in New York, and are often of enor-

mous dimensions. They are generally painted

white in imitation of marble, and are usually

profusely ornamented. The editor seems very

proud to be able to announce to his readers

—

in large capitals—that “Henry Ward Beecher

is positively engaged as a regular contributor,”

and short articles accordingly appear from that

gentleman’s pen in the “ Home Department.”

One is on “ Too many Irons iu the Fire,” in

which the writer says it is impossible for a

workman to have too many, moaning that an

artizan cannot make himself master of too many
trades. He says,

—

“A working man skouldbe carious to understand eveiy

trade that touches his trade. A man with a single trade is

like a knife with a single blade. Every blade in addition

makes it a belter knife, up to the point when it beoomOT

too bulky for convenient use. And this figure very well

-
,
illustrates the benefit of being able to pursue several

i i diflerent avocations. If the blade of a one-bladed knife

breaks, there is an end of it
;
but if it has two blades, it

is serviceable yet.”

The architectural designs in this serial are

principally of cottages and villas, which seem

simple and convenient, and are not noticeable in

any special way excepting for the unaccountable

omission of all external evidence of obinmeys,

albhongh fireplaces of usual construction appear

in their proper places in the plans (see pp. 56

and 69). From tbe details of coat we gather

that expenses of building have largely increased

in the United States, and that they mnst be ir

excess of our prices as now ruling here.

The American Builder and Journal of Art if

somewhat similar in scope to the last mentionec

serial. It appears onoe a month only, and con-

tains a number of short, well-arranged papers o;

an interesting and useful nature. We find Iron

them that, ingenious as American artisans uni

doubtedly are, they have not forgotten to applj

their cunning to all sorts of tricks in building

and that “ scamping ” builders and crafty land

lords are to be found as plentifully there as here

The editor seems to feel this so strongly that h<

makes it the theme of his personal chat witl

his readers. Thus he moralizes :

—

" And we would like to express an opinion here of th

character of many men who build houses in Chicago t

rent. Incur opinion they are not ssints. Their hone

will not be preserved as miracle working relics. Whe
these men die, and they die slowly, their remains will no

be disturbed. But where will their spirits go? WiUthei

spiritual houses be constructed of green lumber, and wi

ihe poor souls pay exorbitant rent in a land where col

blasts pouring through chink and cranny will cause thei

naked souls to shiver? We hope these consciencelw

builders will yet reform ;
we trust they will repent ere

biulder's purgatory greets them.”

The frequency of fires in America is ofte

alluded to, and if the statements of the Fii

Marshall of New York are to be relied on, tw(

thirds of the fires in that city are traceable t

the use of hot-air furnaces.

A short practical paper appears on rat-pro(

buildings, beseeching the aid of skilled arch

tects to contrive some reliable mode of rat-proi

construction, and offering some startling sti

tistica of the ravages in. Chicago by thet

destructive rodents.

The illustrations are of large commerci

buildings already existing in Chicago, whic-i

though possessing but slight arohiteotural chil

racter, seem commodious and serviceable, and
I

country residences of moderate size. In thei;

latter, Mansard roofs seem to be the prevaiHij

features, with an odd jumble of details whiej

we notice here and elsewhere, the designers al

careful to claim as “ French.” In these tl

decorations are principally wooden embellis;

meats on brick walls. The execution of tl|

illustrations is fairly good, and tho buildiu,

represented are undoubtedly useful examples .f

a practical people, but they are not very instro
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tive as artistic models. The letterpress is, how-
eyer, copions, and the articles are written in a
pithy style. In fact, on reading the varions
publications now before us, we are struck with
the agreeable absence of what the Americans
themselves call “ tall” writing, and congratulate
the writers on their simplicity of diction as well

practical value of their remarks.
TOtj Architectural Review and American

BuxLders Journal\is a magazine of considerable
Jiteiyy pretension. It appears monthly, is
printed m large type, and is somewhat widely
spread apon the page. The contents show rather
more of the process called “padding" than the
periodicals before alluded to. and the arrange-
ment of the articles is not nearly so well pre-
8erved._ The editor apologises for the difficulty
in obtaining engravers of arohiteotural snbieots.
and regrets that “ American engravers have not
as yet seen fit to pay much attention to the study
of architectere, and especially in the minntiio of
details. He, however, seems to overlook themet that something is required also of the

' draughtsman, and that the latter must do his
1

port before the engraver can have a fair chance.
dho illnstrations are inferior to some in the other

: similar publications we have looked over, and as
1 most of them are designs by the editor himself,
1 there seems less reason for their being oarelesalv
or inefficiently produced. A portion of themagazine is devoted to descriptions of European

'
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mateeials eoe a histoey of oil
PAINTING.*

”® “'’P beenmigea to make some alteration in the first of
second volume of “ Materials

'Kpamttybv “ uPtuteuf

oademv l?b®
“‘p PrpP'dent of the Eoyal
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Mrri.^4 ^ ?„®P°P ‘be Portinari chapel in
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®®"®‘ “ oil.painting,

t of oil b
“ bind of nursery of tiS

Paiutmg in Central Italy.” Certain of
.‘°° uPPPU'-aeies in Vasari, and snspLioils oJ

more, ho does not, however, seem to have dis-
covered any error here. Bat the researches of
bignor Cavaloasolle have shown that the chapel
was not the scene of the rivalship of Andrea del
Gastagno and Domenico Veneziano

j for though
the records of the hospital attached to S. Maria
-Naova prove that both worked there, they also
show that an interval of six years occurred be-
tween the termination of Domenico’s long labours
and the commencement of those of Andrea.
Moreover, It is ascertained almost beyond doubt
tuat they did not practise what is called oil-paint-’

nsed oil, as the records also show,
but this was in common nse in processes of wall-
pamting, long before the invention of oil-paiut-
ing. The Portinari family were not the less
patrons of art, and. Lady Eastlake considers, as
partners of the Medici and agents for them in
oreign parts, and in their employment of
Meraling and Hugo Tan der Goes, they occupied
a position in Florence, with a corresponding in-
nuence on Florentine art that should not be un-
represented. She has, therefore, not plucked
them from the page altogether, but simply sup-
pressed such passages as later investigations
have proved to be incorrect. Dante’s Beatrice

^
will be remembered, was the daughter of

I'olco Portinari, who founded the hospital
above mentioned, and employed Cimabue to
paint a Madonna for its chapel. With the ez-
ception of the omission, then, of the statement of
the joint practice of oil-painting by Domenico
Veneziano and Andrea del Gastagno, in the
chapel of this family, no alteration has been
made m the materials edited by Lady Eastlake
Ihey are snpplemented, however, with a series
ot professional essays written by Sir Charles for
publication, but which have hitherto lain by
notwithstanding some of them were written more
than forty years ago.
The productions of the brothers Pollaiuoli arenow believed to be the earliest examples of

Italian oil painting extant. An account of
these artists, with a notice of Antonio da Mes-
sma, the Sicilian, who visited Flanders to learn
the secret, occupies a large portion of the first
chapter. Their works are described, and the
dates of them given; and the slow progress thenew ars made at first indicated. The Florentine
artists could admire the drawings and designs of
these masters, but their method found no great
avour with them. The old preferred the man-
ner with which they were accustomed to the

I

innovation, and even young and rising men. I

influenced by these, doubtless, hesitated to
accept the new practice. Domenico Ghirlandaiomay be supposed to have represented the general
sentiment when he said that painting consisted
ot drawing, and that the only method likely to
insure durability was mosaic. The experiments
by which Hubert Van Eyck arrived at the result
that was at first so little appreciated are next
given with every technical detail. Resistance
to humidity was one of the great points gained
by his process

; and for a long time this was the
only quality the Italians allowed it to possess.
Ihey confined the use of it to out-door objects
where its imperviousness to damp was a con-
sideration, sneh as standards carried in proces-
sions, canopies, and. Sir Charles adds, caparisons
tor horses. But at the time that Pollaiuoli was
painting hia celebrated picture of St. Sebastian
lor the chapel of St. Sebastiano a’ Servi, which
was the first example of the application of thenew mode to altar-pieces, there were three youDsmen studying with Andrea Terocchino, who
eventually embraced the new style with rapture
and created an enthusiasm in its favour. These
were Pietro Perugino, Leonardo da Vinci, andLorenzo di Credi. Their progress with that of
the method and modifications they adopted
are next minutely described, their movements
followed,

_

the society by which they were sur-
rounded indicated, and their works enumerated
H^ere we have a sight of Leonardo as he went
about Milan, quoted from a contemporary writer

^’ngmans. Green, & Co^'lSSo!
^ volume. London

He was wont to go earlvin the morning.—I have oftenseen and watched him,—and ascend the scaffolding ffor thepicture of the Last Supper is somewhat high trim thewould continue painting there from sunrise to

Jaal
and never laving aside hiapencil. Then, perhapa, for two, throe, or 'fourXvs he

Cr ^
‘th®

sometimes atood^r anhour or two lu the day merely looking at it and as ifpassing judgment on his figures. I have also seen him fasoapnee or impulse moved him) set out at noon, under aJuly sun, from the Corte Vecchia. «here he was modellingthat stupepdons horse in clay, and hasten to the Madonnf
wentw t t’-

ascended the scatr.lding. hewould take his pencil, and, after giving one or two touchesto a figure, he would all at once quit the convent."

The next figure that is made to walk across

• About the height of a man
; not more.

the canvas is that of Francesco Francia. In the
notice of the works of this artist, as of those just
mentioned, the most minute technicalities are
elaborately dwelt upon. Hia treatment of the
darker colours and deep shadows, the solidity
and fusion of his flesh tints and other distinctions
are explained with greater fulness than the sub-
jects of hiB pictures. At every page we are im-
preMed with the fact that this history of painting
18 the work of a painter, for painters. Sir Charles
thus accounts for the fact that such technicalities
have been hitherto unnoticed. He says the im-
presBions which great works produce upon themmd are so removed from the consideration of
mere art that few feel disposed to inquire into
their mechanical parts

;
bub his attention is pro-

mssedly confined to these material qualities.
Hence he has shown ns Francia, as indeed
Leonardo, Perugino, and the other artists men-
tioued, not in grand reveries of visions of inex-
pressible beauty, but as busy with varnishes,
distilling oils, grinding colours, determining
grounds for shadows, vehicles for lights, hatch-
ing, scumbling, and covering too hastily con-
sidered work with “ pentimenti,” or after-
thoughts. “ There are several pictures under it,
some better, some worse,” said Sir Joshua
Reynolds of his painting of the “ Infant
Hercules and many of the Italian masters
might have made the same remark of their
chefs -d’ceuyre. Raffaelle, Fra Bartolomeo.
-Manotto Albertinelli, are next successively
examined from this technical point of vieiv.
Then are arraigned Ridolfo Ghirlandajo, Granacci,
Bugiardini, whose flesh tints are described as
ess thin than those of their predecessors, and
their darks more prominent than lights; and
atter them Andrea del Sarto, and his friend and
fellow-worker, Franoiabigio, are examined, and
the transparent system ” of the former noted
as expressed in thin flesh, prominent darks*
blues, and greens being protected with vehicle,
as well as lakes in a less degree

; and his
ultimate practice of the “serai-solid system”
aa exemplified in hia copy of Raffaelle’s “LeoX.”

Correggio is treated at greater length than any
other painter. First of ail, the unpleasant asso-
ciation of his name with poverty is dissevered.
The great painter, though not wealthy,” we

are told, ” was in easy oircumstancea, and was
suihoiently well paid, as appears by existing
contracts and receipts, for the works he under”
took. The works themselves—among others

cupolas of two churches—would not have
been confided to an indigent professor; and, as
Lanzi and others justly remark, the artist him-
aelt spared no time, study, or expense in the
execution of the important oommissions he
received, and grudged no outlay on the materials
of his pictures. Documents further prove that
purchases of land were the result of his increas-
ing fortune, and that his family inherited from
film a ooDBiderable propurty." Tfiua ramovoii
from the ouoe current tradition that he was a
spectacle Seneca tells us the gods look upon
with pleasure, a virtuous man straggling with
misfortunes, Correggio still stands before us
an unappreciated man. Art - critics are so
absorbed with interest in the early Italian and
blemish schools, according to Sir Charles that
they have yet no sympathy for the great painters
° Parma

; and a representative of
_

the new Gorman tendency” even goes so farm the path of depreciation as to date the moral
decline of art from “ the effeminate Correggio.”
Hia occaBional trivial treatment of sacred sub-
jects, his unsatisfactory arrangement of drapery,
his want of attention to the leading lines of the
architetecture he was called upon to embellish,
hiB hot shadows,” and other defects, are freely
acknowledged

; but the effect of these is over-
powered in the warmth of the recognition of hia

u
^“<1 delicate powers of light and

shade, the sweetness, richnoes, and bountifuluess
of his “ transcendent genius.” The foreshorten-
ing of the human figure seems to have occupied
this painter’s attention and care. Some of the
figures in his cupolas could not have been drawn
except by the aid of clay models, as they are in
positions it would be impossible for living models
to sustain. Such assistance aa he required in
this matter was given him. Sir Charles concludes
by Antomo Begarelli, of Modena. A rapid
glance at his works in their chronological order
with remarks on hia technical methods and
materials in each, follows :

Eyery method was familiar to Correggio
; the drawiacsand studies tor his frescoes, which arc prlserVed in “ariofl

«eented. or at least completed!a red chalk, and exhibit the mo-t profound knowledge of
‘ delicate feeling for rouudnoas,and a thoroughly practised hand. His love of gradation
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end of the imperceptible union of half-tints led him to use

the ‘ atomp,’ or some similar mechanical means. Among
other materials, he appears sometimes to hare employed

coloured crayons, or, at all events, to have produced

drawings similar to crayon drawings.”

In a minute manner is Correggio attended

throughout all his undertakings, till his death

at the age of forty. His beautiful finish and

softness are attributed in some degree to the

perfection of the under-painting, the nature

of which is also elaborately described. He
is supposed to have nsed amber varnish j

which supposition has been thought to be

recently confirmed by the analysis of a portion

of a damaged picture, by the late Professor

Moreni, of Parma. Bat it appears to us there is

rather an uncomfortable degree of nncertainty

yet attending this inquiry, because, as related

by Sir Charles, the particular fragment analysed

was a part of the ” Procession to Calvary ” in the

gallery at Parma, which, though attributed by

some to Correggio, is by others supposed to be

the work of Anselrai. The last chapter relates

to Venetian methods, as practised by Giorgione

among others ;
and here, says Lady Eastlake,

“ the manuscript of the second volume of ‘ Mate-

rials for a History of Oil Painting’ stops short.”

To remedy this incompleteness the selection

from the professional essays and memoranda, we

have mentioned, was made. The first of these

is upon colour, light, sherds, and CoTreggio, Here

we have the difference in the technicalities of the

Venetian and Flemish schools again defined with

a precision that must be grateful to students

when first brought to a contemplation of their

mysteries. This is followed by remarks on the

necessity for definitions, on negative lights and

shades, natural harmonies, contrasts, finish,

space, and effect ;
some of them being expressed

in a few lines. Chiaroscuro preparations are

gone into at greater length : indeed, it wonld be

unreasonable to require more exact descriptions

of processes than are here given. The pains-

taking with which the essays on oiling out, on

vehicles for shadows, on transparent painting,

on warm outlines and shadows, on toning,

texture, acnmbling and retouching, and glazing,

is a remarkable feature. In an essay on “ the

gem-like quality,” in which it is remarked,

forcibly, that it is a defect in a picture for any-

thing in it to be capable of being likened to

something else, wo have an amusing summary

of some terms in use in art-criticism:
—“A

picture, for instance, is said to he golden, to be

silvery, to be gem-like, to be mossy, to be woolly,

to be wooden, to be tinny, &c.,” out of which list

the term gem-liko is considered moat laudatory,

because it includes such qualities as nearly

sparkling, velvety, glittering, pure, and definite.

The mode of attaining this appearance is de-

tailed. That no labour should be apparent is

another truth impressed in these essays. ” The

idea of power is always conveyed when we have

an impression that the actor, whatever he may

be doing, can or could do more than he actually

does, that the strength shown is only a part of

the strength that might be shown.” In support

of this statement wo are given Addison’s reply

to a reproof from a friend for having sent hirn a

long answer to a letter, “ I had not time to write

a short one.” How to compose and paint a

single head is the subject of a strictly professional

paper. This is followed by one of more general

interest on subjects for painting, in which it is

laid down that though in descriptions the actors

should be “ morally interesting,” in a picture it

was necessary that what is being done, more

than who is doing, should be of interest. Michel-

angelo, in his choice of subjects, disdained to

paint cloth, and delighted to depict the human

form nude, from a desire to express Nature in

its grandest aspects. This feeling, in different

degrees of intensity, has actuated, and will con-

tinue to actuate thousands. Human beings

must ever be the most interesting subjects for'

paintings j
and of these the youthful and beau-

tiful will ever be the more admired. The author

says “ the exhibition of female beauty will

always first attract the eye. But although

interest in the object and beauty in colouring

may be thus secured, a picture may still need

some moral interest—that is, the feelings must

be interested} and. lastly, the intellect maybe
addressed by as much attention to costume or

history as can be kept subordinate to more

proper claims.” The volume concludes with a

fragment from a journal book of 1828, ou the

means and end of art, in which it is shown that

the primary appeal made by art to the senses

should be connected with another addressed to

the feelings, prompting noble and ennobling

aspirations and sympathies.

ON TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN FRANCE.

BY A GUADTJATE OF THE ECOIE CENTRALE.

In describing the system of technical educa

tion as it existed in France in 1853, when I left

the “ Ecole Centrale,” I shall endeavour to show

that our neighbours are better supplied than we

are with schools or colleges for the study oi the

applied sciences, a branch of education almost

ignored in England, as will be seen hereafter.

Technical education, as recently defined by

Mr. Gladstone in a public meeting, includes

professional education ;
in France, the expressions

enseignement technique and enscignement pro/es-

sionnel signify two different things : the former

implies just asmuch as is necessary to acquire pro-

ficiency in the useful arts, the latter includes the

higher branches of the applied sciences. It must

not be supposed, however, that science and art

are strictly separate
;
on the contrary, they are

taught together, as one assists the other, and

th0°radiments of both are considered in France,

and I believe justly, to form the basis of a

serious education. Literary education is not

considered or referred to in any way, for obvious

reasons, in this paper.

The enseignement technique begins in the

'iScoleB primaires,” or ” Schools of Elementaty

Instruction,” which are supported by the ‘‘ Com-

munes.” In these schools young pupils learn

reading, writing, grammar, arithmetic, mensu-

ration on the metric principle, and drawing,

more or leas, usually ornament.
_

The inatraobion commenced in the “primary

schools may be completed in one of the four

following schools, called “ ficoles d’Arts et

Metiers,” viz. :—Cbalons, Angers, Aix, St. Etienne.

Thethree firstare considered the bestfor foremen,

and managers ofworks or manufactures ;
the last

is especially devoted to the training of colliery

I

viewers, or managers of mines. This school is

known as the “Ecole dea Minenrs” (not “des

Mines”), and has acquired no little celebrity from

the fact that Bonssingault, the eminent agricul-

tural chemist, and Pourneyron, inventor of the

turbine, studied there together.

The courses in these four schools include

mathematics, drawing, surveying, and the rudi-

ments of chemistry and physics.

The institutions reserved for the enseignement

professionnel are so numerous that I cannot make

an accurate nomenclatnre of them without refer-

ing to official documents, which are out of my
reach at present

j
here is the list to the best of

my recollection :

—

Mathemafics.—College Sainte-Barbe, Loms-le-

Grand, College de France, College Chaptal, Ecole

Polytechnique (Paris).

C^iemistry.— (Natural Scienci s) Sorbonne,

Jardiu des Plantes (Paris).

Fine Arts (drawing, painting, architecture,

music).—Ecole des Beaux Arts (Paris).
^

Medicine, Surgery, Anatomy.—Ecole de Mede-

cine, Ecole Veterinaire d’All'ort (Pans).

Artillery and Military Engineering—^aole

d’Application de Metz (Moselle).

Navigation.—Ecole Navale de Brest.

TFoods and Forests.— Ecole Forestiere de

Nancy (this school is only for the civil service).

Civil and Mechanical Engineering —'Bcole

Imperiale des Pouts et Chaussces, Paris.

Mines and Metallurgy.—Ecole des Mines, Pans.

Practical School (Arts, Manufactures, Civil

and Mechanical Engineering).—Ecole Centrale

dea Arts et Manufactures, Paris.*

* Thk ficoLB Cbntbale,—This unique school is due to

the initiolive of the late M. Auguste RerdoDuet, our kind

friend and adviser, whom the students were accustomed

to call “Father.” His life was spout in endeavouring,

with variable success, und notwilhstandiog the most

strenuous opposition on the part of the public function-

aries, to introduce in Franco liberal, and especia ly

Enulish institutions. Uis greatest achievement, probably,

was the foundation, with the assistance ol thelate M. Laval-

ItSe and of several eminent professors, of the Ecole Een-

trale dea Arts et Manufactures,” on apian and principles

quiteunprecedented in France. This 8chool,which is entirely

.oii'.annnortinB- is at the Same tune “ technique and pro-
quiteunprecedented luErance. rma 8cuuoj,«iii,.u,»cxi^.vv

self-supporting, is at the same tune “ technique and pro-

fessionnel,” being equally . IBeient for manufacturers and

for consulting engineers. The tuition costa about 32L per

annum for three years, and for out-door pupils—no boarders

being admitted. lu my time there were eighteen pro-

fessors, many of whom were eminent men. The diplomas

awarded by the Council of the Ecole Centrale are generally

recognised ou the Continent as a sufficieut guarantee of

P
T‘St;ute:'’are"dm^ into four departments, or

*^u'Buhder8 (eoTittructeurt), including railway engineers.

2. Chemists, or mannfuctutera.

3. Maobii iits.

4. Metallurgists.
. . „ , , i

The Ecole Centrale is represented all over the world by

eneineers, manufacturers, ironmasters, and professors.

A free library for the working-classes has been added

to this school within the last few years; and free courses

of lectures, similar to those of the “ Cotiservatoire oes

Arts et Mdtiers,” have been instituted by M. Ferdoanet,

Three of the institutions I have just enume-

rated are what I call special district schools;

that is to say, they are placed in the districts

best suited for the acquirement of the arts and

sciences to which they are devoted. These

special district schools are the Naval School, in

the military harbour of Brest ;
the School of

Forests, in the wooded valley of the Meurthe j

and the School of Miners, in the coal-district of

the Haute-Loire (St. Etienne). The School^ of

Metz may also be considered a special^ district

school, being surrounded by hills, affording

practice in military, and especially in “contour

surveying.

The above educational establishments are

mostly maintained at the expense of the State

;

they are all under the control and supervision

of Government.
Some of them are the exclusive property ot

the State, and admit only of in-door pupils, being

destined tn train students for the public ser^cea :

Ecole Poly technique, Eoole Forestifere, and Ecole

d’Application.

Others are maintained by the State, but are

open to all comers—students paying for

examinations, but not for the lectures : Ecole de

Medecine.
Those of Cbalons. Aix, Angers, and St. Etienne

are supported by the State.

The Eoole Centrale is entirely self-supporting.

Most of the institutions enumerated above are

of recent foundation, having been established

since 1789. The Ecole Polyteebnique was msti-

tubed by Monge, by order of Napoleon I.

The schools or colleges are liberally supple-

mented and assisted, first by the
_

numerous

libraries and museums, which are maintained at

the expense of the State in all the large cities;

and, secondly, by several establishments, such

as the “ Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers,

where courses of lectures are open, gratuitously,

to all students, for a season of three, four, five,

or aix months. These courses are very nu-

merous. The evening lectures are especially

organized for the working-classes, although no

distinction is made in admitting students. In

Paris the public lectures usually begin in Novem-

ber, ending in April or thereabouts.

But the most wonderful instance of Govern-

ment liberality is in the chemical laboratories of

the Ecole des Mines and of the Jardin dea

Plantes. In the former, any person bringing a

specimen of a mineral will receive an analysis of

it, free of expense; in the latter, students of any

class or age (provided they have a sufficient

knowledge of chemistry) are initiated, gra-

tnitously, iu the mysteries of chemical analysis,

under the supervision of eminent professors.

There is, probably, no country in the world,

not even Germany, offering such facilities for

studying the applied sciences as are found m
France, and especially in Paris.

The French educational system includes art,

pure science, and applied science. The strength

of Franco is undoubtedly in the latter. 1^ y®
inquire, with the assistance of a goof

graphical dictionary, which of the civilized

nations has contributed the moat to the progress

of art and science, wo shall find that in pR^e

science England stands unrivalled ;
that our list

of inventors is so long as to equal, probably,

that of all the inventors of the European conti-

nent pub together; whereas in the applied

sciences we are far behind the French. As to

art, we may not be on the top of the list, but

we have schools of art, such as South Eensmg-

ton, which ought to be sufficient to maintain

England’s reputation in that respect.

Rursaries.—In all the schools or college^

recognized by the State, a certain number ok

poor students are admitted to follow the courseElj

or classes without paying any fee or subscripjj

tion. These students {boursiers) are efocteoj

among the most talented and promising studentEl

in the junior classes ;
for instance, if a pupil hasi

distinguished himself in the “ Eoole Primaire l

being deserving of assistance in other res-pectsii

be will be admitted to any of the upper classesu

without payment ;
on two conditions, however :

lab. He must be recommended by his previoui?

professors
;

and, 2nd. He must pass a pre^

liminary examination.

Results .—The following are the most palpabiq

results of the French system of technical edu^

witli the asaistBuce of the professors. There are too _
gratuitous lectures in France; the worhi^DC-men aUaci

fittle value to them, and frequently go to

merely for the sake of warming themselves at the expena,

of the Government. Very few follow the coR/Be®

from first to last
;
and 1 have seen many bring

j.-he
newspapers to the“ Amphithdutre," and read them dunu

he lectures.



cation as described above, that is to e

ens<^ffnement technique et professionnel ”
i. ihe poorest and most obscure student nacquire rehable scientific information, igradnally raise himself to the highest positi

world of arts and sciences.

constantly snppl
with officers of first-class talent and ability.

d. ilanagera of manufactories, or of minand ironmasters, being accustomed to calcul;
lorces and materials with precision, are able
work economically; that is to say, to obtain (

4. Gradnates of some of the special schoo
but ^especially of the £cole Centrale, are d
Beminated all over the civilized world, spreadii
the arts and soienoes, and furthering the nr
gress of engineering, trade, and manufacture.

Conctusiort.—The above suffices to show th

BVanTe^
sciences constitute the strength

We may take a lesson from onr neighbourWe have schools of art, and unrivalled eng
eering works. What we are deplorably defioierm is schools for the applied sciences. There •

England to be compared to thEoole Centrale. We have few, if any, specif
listrict schools, such as that of St. EtiLne^
i have no information on technical education Germany. I expect it will be necessary t

• py some of the German, and some of th

edlffi
’ '°®5‘^°tion8. I do not suppose it wi

I
to obtain information from Austrif

rossia, and Belgium. As to the French, I hav

,
lived long enough among them to be assured that
they will communicate all requisite particulars,
and answer any reasonable request, without
jealousy or arriere pensde of any kind.

_

I would suggest, however, not to copy foreign
institutions too closely; and I think that the
special district ” system I have alluded to could

be extended in England with advantage. Ifmy
opinion on this subject were of any value, I
should advise reserving London for the purely
scientific schools, and placing the special esta-
blishments in the provinces; for instance—
Mines and Metallurgy in the Black Country, or
10 South Wales; Mechanical Engineering in
Manche^er; Chemistry in Glasgow

; Hydraulicsm the West of Ireland,—the foundation of a
college in the West of Ireland would, perhaps,
counterbalance, to a certain extent, the evil
results of absenteeism

; Navigation at Plymouth
or Liverpool; and so with all the departments,
ihe special district schools would offer the
unquestionable advantage of being accessible to
mechanics.

I see no reason why the technical schools of
England should not be self-supporting, as the
Eoole Centrale, though it might be expedient to
apply to Government, in the first instance, to
raise tpe required capital.

W. O’Brien, C.E.

Feversham Memorial.—On Monday the
foundation-stone of the memorial of the late
Earl Fevershara, consisting of a market cross,
was laid at Helmsley by his son, the present earl.

CEMETERY LANTERNS.
Our illustration represents a very perfect

;

beautiful cemetery lantern existing in the cc
of the cloisters at Munster Cathedral in W.
phalia.^ It will be seen upon referring to
engraving that the glazing and pulley are &
perfect, and we know of very few examt
where this is the case.

^

It is highly probable that in the Middle Ai
every cemetery possessed one or more of th<
lanterns, which were lighted upon All SoiEve and other anniversaries. Those who ha
ived in Roman Catholic countries will doul
lessly remember the illumination of the ohurc
yards on All Souls’ Eve. We remember seei
the cemetery at Wurzburg, in Bavaria, light
np by several hundred little glass lamps,
many parts of Germany the graves are suppli
with metal and sometimes stone lanterns f
this purpose. Ancient stone lanterns of th
description attached to graves may be seen
the cloisters of Ratisbon Cathedral.
We are not aware of the existence of eithi

cemetery lanterns or lamps attached to torn!
anywhere in England, but some have been .

opinion that the Irish round towers were use
lor this purpose.
GermaDy is vep- rich in cemetery lantern

moat of the churches in Bavaria posseasinir onor more ancient example. The most perfer
ones we are acquainted with are to be found a
Oohsonfarth, Gmnafeld, Eatisbon, and Saltzfeir
At Hadrmgsfeld is a cemetery lantern attache
to an ancient stone pulpit in the churchyard.
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ACOUSTICS AND BUILDINGS.

Two kctarea on this anbjecfc have been deli-

vered by Mr. W. Fletcher Barrett (of the Inter-

national College, Springfield) to the Royal

Engineers at the Brompton Barracks, Chatham.

We print a portion of them :

—

The reflection of sound has often been used as

a valuable auxiliary in the acoustical arrange-

ment of a building. One of the most remark-

able instances of this kind was published in the

Philosophical Magazine for 1830. A church had

been erected in Sheffield in which the preacher

was altogether unheard, however great his

exertion. Various unsuccessful expedients were

tried until the incumbent, happily in this case a

scientific man, had a large parabolic reflector of

light wood constructed and so suspended that

the pulpit was in the focus of the parabola. By

such an arrangoment the rays of sound issuing

from the focus of the mirror would be thrown

forward as a parallel beam. The consequence of

this was that every word uttered in the pulpit

could be distinctly heard throughout the church

;

indeed, the speaker was more distinctly heard at

the far end of the church than at the inter-

mediate portions, because this parallel beam of

sound was directly cast upon those in the distant

gallery. Unfortunately, however, the reflector

acted in both directions. If any one whispered

in that distant gallery the sound of the whisper

was gathered into the focus of the reflector. The

preacher placed in that focus thus heard all the

remarks that happened to be made by the people

sitting in the gallery, and, as it was anything but

pleasant to preach and listen to criticism on the

sermon at the same time, the reflector after

awhile had to be taken down. The inconvenience

of this reverse action might in some measure

have been obviated by placing the pulpit not

perfectly in the focus of the reflector. In St.

Paul’s Cathedral a metallic mirror was success-

fully used to prevent the passage of sonnd into

the roof, and thus removed the unpleasant re-

verberation which before ensued when the

building was used for the evening services. The

mirror here employed was of hyperbolic section,

placed over the pulpit with the convex aide

downwards. The sound of the preacher’s voice

falling upon this convex surface was thus pre-

vented ascending into the dome, and was re-

. fleeted down upon the people below, who, in

consequence, heard with much greater distinct-

ness than those in the gallery on either side.

Many other useful applications of the reflection

of sound to remedy acoustical defects in build-

ings might be given, hnt these will be sufficient

to show that, with judgment, you may either

properly avoid, or safely seek, its aid in the

structures you may be called upon to erect or

acoustically to improve.

As already remarked, the reflection of sound

explains to ns the cause of echo, often so serious

a defect in a building. In fact, upon the right

use of reflection, or the wrong use of it, depends,

to some extent, the right or wrong acoustical

construction of a building. Bear in mind, then,

that whilst any smooth surface will reflect sound,

a broken or rough surface will disperse or absorb

sound. Hence, when we wish to get rid of the

echo in buildings, if the echo proceed from a

distant wall, we may hang curtains or carpets

over that wall, and the sound striking the wall

will then be absorbed. If the echo come from

better building to bear in. Acoustically speak-

ing, it is better also to have a low ceiling rather

than a high one, because thereby the decay of

sound in one direction is lessened, and if your

ceiling be very low your room practically becomes

a huge speaking-tube.

I must now allude to an effect which has been

very obscurely understood until recently, when

the investigations of Mr. Scott Russell have

thrown considerable light on the subject. It is

found that if a speaker be placed very near

a wall the sound of his voice is wonderfully lost,

whereas if he stand at some distance from the

wall he is heard very much better. Frequently

I have noticed, when speaking close to a wall in

in some regularly-oonstracted hall, that the

sound of my voice has completely traversed

along the walls of the building and come back to

me again, while I have felt an utter inability to

make the audience hear. Now, the chief oanse

of this may be deduced from Mr. Scott Russell’s

experiments on waves. That gentleman has

established the fact that when a wave of water

meets a rigid nnbroken obstacle, it is regularly

and wholly reflected if the incident angle be

greater than 45°. If, however, it make an angle

of less than 45°, the wave will be imperfectly

reflected ;
and if the angle of incidence be 30°,

or less, the wave is not reflected at all. What

then becomes of the wave ? It rolls along the

reflecting surface. If, then, a water wave strike

a river-bank at a less angle than 30°—say at a

quarter of a right angle,—instead of bounding

form of whispering-galleries, there is another,

arising from the nature of the sound uttered.

Loud open words are not propagated through

such galleries with anything like the facility of

a snbdued whisper j
in fact, to be heard

^

at all

you must speak softly. Now, it is the sibilant

character of a whisper that gives it this pecu-

liarity, and there is evidently much of interest

and much yet unknown in the singular behaviour

of sibilant sounds. Curiously enough, taken m
connexion with what I have just been sayxi^,

the Astronomer Royal long ago arrived at the

conclusion that the sounds of s or z resemble m
their mode of propagation the rush of a bore on

a river, and has compared them to a broken-

headed sea, which meeting an embankment is-

not regularly reflected as the larger waves would

be, but runs along the bank as a roller. Th©

same authority also states that sibilants are not-

capable of being returned by reflection like an

ordinary eoho ;
and I may add a further

liarity, viz., that it is this class of sounds which

have the moat profound effect on those recently-

discovered and wonderful phonoscopes, senaitiv©

flames.
. ,

.

I wish now to direct your attention to a lurtner

illustration of the value of a curved over a flab

surface for the reflection of sound. You

remember what I said in the last lecture regard-

ing the loss of sound by rolling round the walla

of a building, a phenomenon which occurs when

the sound-waves meet the wall at a very obliquo

angle. Now, let S, fig. 1, be a speaker standing

off on the other side, it will cling to the bank
i
near to a flat wall, W W. The sound diverging

and thenceforward progress as a roller. Ton can in all directions from S, wfll strike the wall ab

often notice this effect when on board a river- every angle. Let us consider three rays^
1

1

steamer ;
the commotion produced by the paddle- sound o, b, c ;

the first will reach the wall W VY

- wheels constantly diverges from the source, and
i

perpendicular to its surface, and will be renectea
the roof, banging a sail-cloth or drapery over- wheels constantly diverges from the source, and

|

perpendiimlar to its suriace,
• h

head will cure the defect. Some such simple when it reaches the banks frequently strikes i
straight back in the direotio

them at an angle of less than 30°, and a long !
will strike the wall at an angle, but still, never-

roller spreading along the shore is the result.
!

theless, will be reflected ;
c reaches the w^l ab

Well, the wave of sound is in every way analo- an angle approaching 30 ,* and consequently la

gous to the wave of water. When that portion
j

not regularly reflected, but hencetorth P^opa-

of my voice which reaches the wall strikes it at gated in part as a roller round the room. i bia

plan as is here indicated has been generally

found to destroy echoes in badly-constructed

buildings, and several instances of its success

have ocenrred in my own experience. By
breaking up the reflecting surface we accomplish

the same end as by placing a curtain. If, there-

fore, the ceiling be broken up with rafters, or

interspersed with hollows, or the end walls have

recesses of any kind, wo shall have echo, to a

certain extent, prevented.

Owing, therefore, to the disturbance arising

from reflection you will see why a room of a

rectangular form, with a flat ceiling, a flat floor,

and flat walls meeting the ceiling and floor at

right angles, is a room constructed on bad

acoustical principles. Within certain limits the

more you depart from this principle the better

will your building be for acoustic purposes.

Make one of the dimensions of your room longer

than the other, and curve the ends of your room

and you will improve the acoustic properties of

your structure. Make your ceiling not flat, but

curved—as the ancients were fond of doing, and

as Sir Christopher Wren has done in many of

the churches he has built—and you will have a

less than 30°, no reflection takes place, but a

roller of sound proceeds around the room. Now
you will understand why a pulpit placed near a

wall is in a bad place
3
because you have the

speaker’s voice striking the wall at a very obtuse

angle, a large portion at less than 30°, and hence

the sound goes rolling round the building, often

coming back to the speaker himself, so that he

hears a distressing repetition of his own voice.

If the acoustic defect of a building be of this

kind, it may be obviated by placing the speaker

of course occurs with all the rays falling on the |J

two extreme ends of W W 5 and you will further il

notice that the nearer S is to W W, the greater li

the obliquity of the incident rays, and the larger !

will be the number of rays then abstracted from- ;

the total volume of sound.

But imagine the more distant portions of WW '

to be bent forward, the incident rays remaining

the same, they will now meet the wall at a less 1
!

oblique angle, and this is the point to be gained.

Hence, as will be seen from fig. 2, those ray©
|

farther from the wall, breaking up into recesses ' which before were not reflected are now senn

the wall behind, or fixing a suitable curved re- ' forward with the others. Still more perfectly

fleotor behind the speaker. ,

would this be the case if the wall had a parabolia

This rolling of sound is undoubtedly the chief curve, and the speaker were placed m what

cause of the effect noticed in whispering-galleries. ' would be the principal focus of that curve.

For here the voice is purposely directed along
j

the wall, so that almost the whole of the sound
[ , reflecting surface. I hare put it

strikes the surface at au angle uuder 30°. But
i for the sake of simplicity, but usually the angle ie-

besides this cause, and also the semi-tabular measured from the «omoZ to the reflecting surface.
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There ia such a thing as a complete sound

shadow, and there ia a partial sound shadow,
corresponding to, though not produced in the
same way, as what in optics we should call an
umbra and a. penumbra. Hence, just as we re-
quire a clear line of sight to see a speaker well,
BO we require a clear line of sound to hear a
speaker well. Architects have sought to obtain

arrangement of the seats in a
building. Perhaps one of the most successful
forms which has yet been adopted ia that by
which the seats in a building are not arrangedm a perfectly straight line gradually rising up-
wards, but in a curved line. In this way the
sound of the speaker’s voice, unobstructed in any
way, can reach the persons on these seats. Such
a ^curved arrangement has been termed an
isacoustio curve,” and I believe has proved

successful in those buildings where it has been
tried.

We must now turn our attention to another
and most important point in the acoustics of
buildings

5
VIZ. :—The reinforcement of sound.

iLvery one knows that in some buildings it ia
extremely difficult to make an ordinary voice
heard beyond the vicinity of the speaker. The
epeaker labours and exerts himself to the utmost,
but fails to make himself heard. A gentleman
once said to me, after ho had been speaking in
the Rotunda at Dnblin, ” It appears as if some
one were m front soaking up my words with a

as in all cases of stringed instruments, it is the
vibration of the board that you hear, nob that of
the wire, although the latter is the exciting
cause of the former.

I now wish to direct your attention to the
tact that these inaudible sonorous vibrations can
be propagated through a considerable length of
matter, and be made to give rise to audible
vibrations at the distant extremity. Here, for
instance, ia a wire firmly attached to that wooden
screen. The wire, as we know, is a conductor
of sound. If now I excite some alight vibration
in the near end of the wire, by filing it, for
example, the crepitation travels up the wire with
the velocity of sound, reaches the screen, and
there for the first time becomes audible

j simply
because it has thrown the wood of which that
screen is composed into vibration. Now, just as
that wire conveyed sonorous vibrations through-
out its length, and just as that surface of wood
made those vibrations audible, so the air can
transmit the sonndof my voice,—in one direction
transmits it to this same wooden screen ;—and
can there now be a doubt in your mind as to the
action of the wood when these aerial vibrations
reach its surface ? Not only are you aware of
^ ^ sound-board behind a speaker
will increase the distinctness of bis voice, but
you can visualize the manner by which this
augmentation is produced.

Let U 9 now inquire into the value of differentsponge as soon as the sWlablea had left mv
tbe value of different

mouth.” All the eflbrts o/the speaker are thus
® ^®Sards this reinforcement of sound.

sUBtaini„B hiB vole . S S "o “penmen.
uv i,uo upeaser are tnus

t -^erted in sustaining his voice
j
his attention is

( Averted from what he is saying, and a miserable
f iailuro is often the result. On the other hand,
^ we all know that in some places large audiences
c be addressed with perfect ease, the reaction
. ot the ^attentive listeners upon the speaker
: giving increased strength and stimulus to his
^

?v- discover the cause of
; this difference ? The loss of sound by improper
;

reflection does not account for it by any means,
1 for we may find buildings on precisely the same
t model, and yet with very different acoustic pro-

is the cause? You will
.1 notice that if there be two buildings of equal
1 eizo and similar shape, and one building be better
( lor hearing in than the other, that building will
! in all probability have more wood lining its in-
. tenor than the other. I could not adduce a
> better example of this than is to be found in the
I tbeatre of the Royal Institution of Great Britain.
. Ihe shape of this theatre is semicircular, with
1 the seats sloping upwards

5 but the great point
: IS that this theatre is entirely lined with wood.
; Imitations in the shape of this theatre have, I

_

onderstand, been made in England and on the
.
continent, and have in some cases failed, simply
from the omission of this most important item
«f exposed wood. Again, the reoently-destroyed
Opera-house in the Haymarket was noticeable

. tor its excellent acoustic properties, its structure

^
of wood

5 and so with

I

buildings, both ancient and modern.
Romans, for instance, were

. ootable for their good acoustic effects
; and these

theatres were almost uniformly constructed ofwood in the interior.
What, now, is the action of the wood ? It is

to reinforce by its own vibrations the sound of the
-^eake^-s voice. When the string of a musical
instrument is caused to vibrate, by its own
cnotKm it can stir but a very small portion of
air; but when this string is associated with a
eurfaoe of wood, it throws that wood into vibra-
tion, and thus creates a vibratory area of much
targer surface, which produces a correspondinglv
greater disturbance of the air. In a piano, or
harp, or violin, we do not hear the sound of the
atrmgs of any of these instruments, but we hear
the sound of the wood to which those strings
are attached. I can illustrate this very con-
vincingly, I think, by means of two wires which
.have been differently strung on to the bracket
. above.

_

One is merely depending from a cord
which is tied to the iron bracket. Thus arranged,
this wire cannot throw any wood into vibration
lor the cord completely cuts off the wooden floor

this room; the other exactly similar wire is
nrat connected with this wooden tray, which is
also suspended by a cord from the bracket. Aweight of 28 lb. strains each of these wires. I

“O sonnd,
incompetent to disturb

he air around to any great extent. I turn tothe other wire and pull it aside : immediately yon
difference; the sound is loudana lui . This increased loudness is simply pro-

uoed by the wood overhead, which plays the
part of an ordinary sound-board. Here, then,

II j
^ na uttu au uuoo experimen-

tally ^termine by means of the apparatus before
me. Here are a set of boxes, each provided with
a little door at its side, which, together with the
whole interior of the box, ia thickly padded,

pQfpoae of rendering them ‘‘sound-
tight. I now start this little musical-box, and
opning the doors, place it within the innermost
chamber, shntting all the padded doors after it.
The music pf the instrument now ceases to be
heard, for it has been utterly quenched by the
absorbing surfaces through which it struggles in
yam to pass. A small aperture, protected by
little valves of felt, runs through all the boxes,
ihrough this aperture I now thrust a light
wooden rod

; the wood is a conductor of sound,
and as its extremity strikes the musical-box
within, you hear a feeble sound of the music,
apparently emanating from the free end of the
rod. On the top of the rod I lay a disc of wood,
and now yon hear the music as plainly as if the
origin of it were outside. The wooden disc re-
inforces the sound conducted up the rod, by ex-
posing a large surface, which can easily be
thrown into vibration. Instead of the wood I
now substitute this piece of slate, placing it on
the top of the rod : now you perceive but little
remforoement of the sound. I take a tile, and
you hear a feeble augmentation. I take a cake
of plaster broken from a wall, and there is
now, practically, no reinforcement of the sound.
I take one of these tuning-fork boxes, made
of very light wood, and containing an open
mass of air in the interior, and placing it on
the top of the rod, yon observe this powerful
reinforcement.
The extreme importance"of this experiment in

its practical application to bnildings will at once
be seen. Imagine the interior of a building
lined with plaster, with wood, or with stone, and
instead of this musical-box as the sonree of
sonnd, substitute the voice of a speaker

; further,
let the conducting-rod of wood be replaced by
the air between the speaker and the walls around
him. The walls of snob a building, if covered
with plaster, slate, or stone, would be almost or
altogether unable thus to strengthen the sound
of a speaker’s voice

; whereas if covered with
wood the voice would be strongly reinforced.
This, then, is the explanation why, in buildings
lined with wood, speaking is so very much easier
than in corresponding structures the interior of
which is plaster or stone. Curiously enough
there is in the very room in which I am speaking
an illustration of this fact. For this lectnre-
room was, I nnderstand, most imperfect for
auditory purposes, and moat painful to speak in.An alteration was therefore made, and these
side pieces formed of wood, were erected behind
the speaker. Moreover, within these side pieces
are air-chambers which, as we shall explain
directly, further strengthen this reinforcement.
Speaking within this room is now perfectly easy,
simply from the fact that everything I say is
taken up and reinforced by the vibration of the
wooden

_

screens behind me. Before quitting
this subject, I would just allude to a fact which
has often been noticed by architects

; and that
is, that in buildings which are newly plastered

there is more difficulty found in speaking, thanm old buiIdiDgs. It is noticed that as the plaster
becomes dry, the acoustic properties of the
building improve. The reason of this is pro-
bably to be found in the fact that the drying gf
the plaster rnakes^ that material more homoge-
neous, and thus increases the elasticity of its
Struoture. When dry the plaster is therefore, to
a certain extent, able to accept and give out
these vibrations, which in its moist, unelastic
state, It would have been altogether unable to do.We are now in a position to advance a step
turther, and can investigate the reinforcement of
ths voice of the speaker, derived from quite
another cause. If I speak in front of this mem-
brane which is stretched over a frame, you will
hear certain of my words reinforced, bat you
will nob hear all of those words reinforced.
When our musical-box was placed upon the
table you heard every note reinforced. Here on
the contrary when I speak, you hear this loud
deep tone occasionally coming out. What ia
the cause of this strange effect ? In the mem-
brane we have a sympathetic vibration, which
was not the case in the reinforcement by the
wood previously. The apparent sympathy bo-
tween the membrane and certain tones I will
try to make evident. To the centre of this
membrane I have attached a light concave
mirror about^ the size of a sixpenny-pieoe.

I can reflect a strong beam
ot light on to the screen. You will find that
every time the membrane reinforces the sound
of my voice, that patch of light thrown by the
mirror upon the screen will begin to quiver.
This quivering is derived from the shaking of
the membrane; thus showiug you there exists
a sympathy between the tension of the mem-
brane and certain of the notes in my voice.
Important as are these considerations, some

however, may be inclined to say, ‘‘ Of what use
to us are they ?” Gentlemen, the truest use of
knowledge, its application to the benefit of man-
kind, is never seen at once

; and a proper insight
of the true value of scientific inquiry lies far
below mere surface observation. Acquaint your-
selves well with the principles of your study,
and you will bo at no loss to use them, for prac-
tical applications will constantly unfold them-
selves to the properly cultured mind. For
example, from the facts already placed before
you, it is easy to see how valuable an aid the
resonance of tho column of air contained in a
building would be to a speaker’s voice, if that
air could be properly sub-divided and attuned,^e ancient Greeks, whose theatres were built
chiefly of stone or marble, sought to make up
the lacking reinforcement, owing to the want of
elastic materials in these structures, by employ-
ing the aid of resonance. A series of hollow
brazen or earthenware vessels, of carefully gra-
duated sizes, were placed beneath the seats of
their theatres. These vessels, termed “ echeia,”
were found greatly to strengthen the speaker’s
voice, more particularly when the speaking was
intoned. For each echelon selected from the
speaker’s voice a note which was in unison with
itself, and by its resonance reinforced that note.
Likewise^ there can be no doubt that the cavities
which exist in the construction of buildings actm a similar manner. The air enclosed within
hollow spaces below the floor, or above the ceil-
ing, more or less, accommodates itself to the
^bration occasioned by the speaker’s voice.
Hence, where there are these cavities, the
resonance is powerful, and often very useful.
Thus, in the theatre of the Royal Institution, to
which I referred just now, there are open spaces
beneath the seats, below the floor, and behind
the wooden walls, all of which add greatly to
the resonance and good acoustic properties of
that building. In the opera-houses of Italy
it is, I believe, the custom to have below the
orchestra hollow spaces, and the orchestra itself
is constructed of thin wood. The acoustic success
which must attend an orchestra thus constructed
will, however, largely depend npon the fact that
by placing the floor over a hollow space we give
increased elasticity to that surface, and therefore
bring the vibration of the wood more powerfully
into play.

Now this strengthening of the voice by re-
sonance diflers from the prevention of its decay
by proper reflection and condensation, inasmuch
as whilst the two latter give increased loudness
without increased smoothness, resonance, on the
other hand, gives a musical character or richness
to the voice of the speaker. This property
indeed, in some cases, as in the vaulted roof of
cathedrals, may often be so great as to be a dia-
advautage unless the speaker intones his voice
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80 as to keep time to the masical resonance of

the bailding. And here we have probably the

philosophy of the origin and practice of intoning

services in cathedrals.

The reason why resonance imparts a musical

character to the voice I will endeavour to explain.

Here is a narrow slit through which I blow, and

you hear, as the result, an unpleasant rustling

sound, nothing more. Over this slit I place this

wooden tube: blowing once mors yon now hear

a rich musical note. In fact, I have constructed

an organ pipe, the philosophy of which you

doubtless already perceive. The column of air

within the tube placed over the slit, selects from

the rustling sound a note to which it can respond.

Entering into vibration the air reacts upon the

confused rustle at the slit, and thereat urges

greater unison with its own period of motion,

and thus augments the volume of the sound.

The music of an organ is therefore solely duo to

the resonance of its pipes. Pipes of varying

length will respond to various notes, though

placed over the self-same slit ; because, as I have

already said, the buzzing noise at the slit con.

tains a mixed multitude of notes, from which the

pipe selects and responds to the note proper to

itself. Just as here, when I bold a number of

Two points, however, seem worthy of considera-

tion—namely, the dimensions of a room, and

the presence of rows of pillars in a regular

series, recesses, &c., all of which, more or less,

favour subdivision. In a flute, for example, the

note can be raised by uncovering the holes, these

holes determining the nodes of the vibrating

column of air within the tube. Probably an

action somewhat analogous may occur in a build-

ing. The dimemions, however, are also important.

It appears that for good acoustic properties a

bailding should be so constructed that its different

dimensions shall be in some simple relationship

to each other. An analogous effect is well known
in music, for if two notes have the simplest

possible relationship to each other’s rate of vibra-

tion, as 1 to 2, or an octave, the combination of

those two notes is more harmonious than any

other combination. Next to this would be the

rate of 2 to 3, or the fifth, and next the ratio of

3 to 4-, or the interval of a fourth
;
the harmony

decreasing with the simplicity of the combina-

tion. Further, in the case of three numbers a

musical or harmonic proportion exists when the

first is to the third as the difference of the first

and second is to the difference of the second and

third : thus, 2, 3, 6 are in harmonic proportions

because 2 : 6 ; : 1 : 3. And that an approach to
tuning-forks of different pitch over one of onr

,

. .

resonant jars you hear a loud resonance, but if I
:
au harmonic proportion between the three dimen-

take away one, two, three, of these forks, you 1
siona of a building is better than an unaym-

Btill hear the resonance equally loud. If, how-
]

metrical arrangement gains some support by

ever, I restore the others and remove this one, the citing the following proportions of buildings

resonance is gone. Amongst the several notes
|

famous for their good acoustic properties.

sounding in its neighbourhood, the column of

can reinforce only that note whose rate of vibra-

tion is coincident with its own.

The effect of resonance in raising sounds to the

dignity of music cannot perhaps be better shown

than in the following experiment. I have here

a tiny gas flame, which, whilst burning, originates

a feeble vibration, chiefly from the inaudible ex-

plosions which occur during the combustion of

the gas. If I enclose the flame within a tube,

the draught thus created will render these ex-

plosions more pronounced, and at the same time

the resonance of the column of air within the

tube will impart to those explosions a musical

character. Here, too, the vibrations of the flame,

which apparently consist in its rapid extinction

and re-ignition, are now forced into a rate which

synchronizes with the rate of vibration of the

resonant air within the tube. A longer tube

placed over this flame gives, as you hear, a lower

note; this tin tube, 14 ft. long, and nearly 4 in.

wide, placed over a larger flame, gives this loud

low organ note, forcible enough to shake the very

floor of this room.

We must now inquire how the large volume of

air in a building can reinforce the comparatively

rapid vibrations of a speaker’s voice. At first

sight it would seem unlikely that this could be

the case, the length of a bailding being so vast

in comparison with the length necessary to re-

sound to the sound of the voice. This difficulty,

however, in a measure is removed by the fact

that the general mass of air in a building can

subdivide itself, can split up spontaneously into

aliquot portions, and thus vibrating give rise to

a resonance which would otherwise be impos-

sible. The air inside this organ-pipe, for example,

when I blow gently, divides itself into two

vibrating parts: when I blow more strongly the

air has divided itself into three vibrating parts

with surfaces of comparative rest between. It

would take me too far astray, and would besides

be impossible in this limited time if I were to

explain why this is. That such a division and
subdivision do take place can be shown
experimentally by lowering this little membrane
into the pipe, when you hear it alternately silent,

and sounding as I raise and lower it.

And there can, I think, be little doubt that

the air within a building behaves very much like

the air in the interior of a gigantic organ-pipe.

The entire mass of air in a largo room, if it

could be thrown into vibration as a whole, would

yield a note of a pitch so low as to be quite

inaudible. By subdivision, its parts can, how-

ever, vibrate more rapidly, and give rise to that

resonance which is often called the note of a

room. This note you may observe by making a

noise in a room : a sharp ear can then often

detect a faint musical sound lingering after the

noise. So in speaking it is desirable to find the

note of the room, and endeavour to pitch the

voice to suit that note.

This brings us to the question, what deter-

mines these subdivisions ?—for as they determine

to some extent the acoustic properties of a room,

whatever influences them must be important.

An altogether satisfactory answer I cannot give.

Fuee Trade Hall, Manciiesteh.

Height, 52 ft., or as 2 ;
unit, 26 fc.

Width, 78 ft., „ 3.

Length, 130 ft., ,,
5.

Eoyil Institution Theatre.

Height, 30 ft., or as 2 ;
unit, 15 ft.

Length, 45 ft., ,,
3.

Width, 60 ft., „ 4.

Westminster Cuapel.

Height, 50 ft., or as 2 ;
unit, 24 ft.

Width, G7 ft,, „ 3.

Length, 120 ft., „ 5.

In all you will perceive a very simple ratio of

their proportions. The last quoted is a buildiug

receutly erected, and has proved a great acoustic

success. Besides its excellent proportions, this

building has in its interior a smooth apse behind

the speaker, which may assist by reflecting the

voice, and certainly with the curved ceiling pre-

vents the waste of sound arising from obliqa-3

incidence. Then the extensive wooden ceiling

and other wood surfaces, greatly aid by their

reioforcement ;
and finally the large hollow

spaces above the roof and below the bailding

afford cavities where resonance can take place.

I am inclined to attribute to this form of ceiling

great value iu the acoustic construction of large

buildings.

Such, then, is a rapid and confessedly imper-

fect outline of some of the more important

points connected with the acoustics of buildings.

Summing np what should bo avoided, and what

it is desirable to secure in the constructiou of

buildings as regards speaking, what we have

learnt can be comprised under three heads.

I.—We have to avoid the waste of voice: (a)

by the production of rollers of sound from oblique

incidence; (If) by echo and reverberation from

improper reflection.

II.—We have to secure the prci'ention of the

decay of voice

;

(a) by condensation of the

sound
; (!') by proper reflection ;

and (c) by a

proper arrangement of the seats.

in.— TV’s have to secure a reinforcement of the

• ice: (a) by lining the interior of a buildiug

with elastic materials, such as wood, and, where

possible, having the ceiling of the same
; (5) by

employing the resonance of cavities within a

building, having spaces above its ceiling and

below its floors
;

(c) by endeavouring to obtain

some simple ratio between the various dimen-

sions of the room.

EEPOET ON ARCHITECTUEAL
EDUCATION.

A COMMITTEE of members of the Eoya!

Institute of British Architects, and delegates

from various cognate societies have been con-

sidering for a long time past—first, the expe-

diency of establishing a “ School of Art acces-

sorial to Architecture
;

” and secondly, the

question of Architectural Education generally.*

After many meetings, the following Report has

been agreed on, and has been sent to us for

publication :

—

The committee appointed by you to consider

the propriety of establishing a “ School of Art

accessorial to Architecture,” in consideration of

the advantages likely to be obtained in a short-

time by the reconstruction of the Architectural

Museum, and by new arrangements at the Royal

Academy and University College, have hesitated

to recommend at present the foundation of a

“School of Art accessorial to Architecture;’*

but have deemed it expedient in commencing
their labours not only to investigate that ques-

tion, but to extend their inquiries over the whole

range of architectural education.

Your committee considered that, in order to-

have a sound and accepted basis on which to

work, they could not do better than avail them-

selves of the experience gained in establishing

the voluntary arcbiteotural examination.

This scheme was undertaken by the Royal In--

Btitute of British Architects, the council of which

body having been twice memorialized upon the

subject by the Architectural Association, formally

propounded the subject to the Liverpool, Bir-

mingham, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Northern

societies, and to the Architectural Asso-

ciation in 1860. Upon their replies in 1861,

a commiiteo of twenty-six members of the

Institute was appointed to prepare a cur-

riculum and bye-laws. This committee, after

an inquiry into the nature of the examina-

tions held in the civil and military services, the-

medical and legal professions, King’s and Uni-

versity Colleges, and the architectural schools

on the Continent, submitted to the Royal

Institute of British Architects a course and

regulations of examination upon subjects with

which it was considered that every architect?

should be acquainted. The Institute having

given them its valuable consideration, accepted

them as tests of architectural knowledge, and

incurred great expense iu carrying them into

effect.

The Institute thus established two examina-

tions, one in the class of proficiency, and the

other, of a higher grade, in the class of distinction.
nil in 1 fl,nd‘The first examination took place in 1863, and

twenty-two candidates have passed
;
nineteen

in the class of proficiency, and three in the clase

of distinction.

The following are the subjects in which it was

considered advisable to examine all candidates

who presented themselves in the class of pro-

fioienoy :—Design and Drawing, Mathematics,

Geometrical Drawing and Mensuration, Profes-

sional Practice, Physios, Materials, Construction,

and the History aud Literature of Architecture.

The scheme of this examination, as is well

known, has not yet achieved the success which

was anticipated
;
but your committee, feeling

that it was a step in the right direction, agreed

from the commencement of their labours that

any more general or complete scheme should bo

baaed on that examination, and should tend to

its firm establishment. Your committee has

carefully investigated the whole subject, and hM
arrived at the conclusion that its failure io

deficiency of candidates is not due to any inhe-

rent defects in the examination, but, amongst

others, to the four following important causes :

Isb. The absence of a formal certificate of

having passed the examination.

2ad. The want of such a btimulus or pressnre>

. would make the passing of the examination

ofessionally necessary.

3fd. Inefficient preliminary education.

4th. Want of system iu arcbiteotural education.

New Town Hall for Iielcester. — At

special meeting of the., Leicester Town Council

held on Tuesday, it was decided by a majority of

3 (27 votes against 2-1), to devote 3,000 square

yards of laud, originally purchased at SOs. a

yard, to the erection of a new Town Hall (about

2,000 yards to be appropriated to municipal

buildings, and the remainder to a large hall to

be built at a future time), the present Guildhall,

which has been used for' abonc 370 years, being I

* The cotntuittes conBisted of the following gentlemen:

Royal Institute of Briiiah Architects—Messrs. VV. Tite,
|

M.U., F.RS. ;
P. P. Cockerell; G. Godwin, F.R.S.j

Oweu Jones
;
A. Waterhouse; Professor T. Haytor Le?m. i|

Koval Academy— Messrs. E. M. Barry, A.R. A- ;
E. »V.j

Cooke, R.A.
;

P. Hardwick, R.A.; S. Sroirke, K.A.;
[

R. Westmacott, R.A. Architectural Museum— Messrs, i

A J. B. Beresford Hope, M.P.
;

J. Clarke, F.S.A. ;
I

J. Kuskin, M.A.
;
G. G. Scott, R.A. Architecture Asso- (

ciation—Messrs. L. W. Ridge
;
R. P. Spiers; E. J. Tarver;

)

W White. F.S.A. Architectural Exhibition— Messrs.

W. Burges; R. W. Edis ; R. Plumbe; T. B. Smth.

Added by the committee—Messrs. C. F. Hayward ; C. L. j

... -vm-.. - .. iTh IT* A

inadequate for the requirements of the borough. I Wyatt.
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With reference to the certificate, the chief ob-

jections hitherto bronght forward have been :

let. That such certificate might be improperly
used

;
and 2nd. That it might be poseiblo for a

student to work up the whole snhject and pass
through the examination withont having received
any practical training in an office. Now, although
your committee doubt whether the first subject
of the voluntary examination could be passed by
any one who had not worked a long time in an
office, they think that this latter objection could
be remedied if a rule were laid down that no
passed student could receive the certificate until
he was able to produce a testimonial to the effect
that he had worked for, at least, four years in
an architect s office, this term to be commuted
to three years in the case of those who had con-
tinued their education at either of the universi-
ties, in the Science Schools of King’s College,
or any other recognized body.
The first objection does not seem to have any

reasonable foundation. Your committee propose,
therefore, “ that a certificate he granted to all who
pass the Voluntary Architcctwal Examination ;

”

snhject to the above regulations.
Respecting the second question, such stimulus

or pressure can only arise from such a feeling on
the part of the profession and the public as would
induce students to submit themselves for exa-
mination. This must necessarily be a work of
time, and would naturally develop itself when a
more perfect system of architectural education
became established

; at the same time your
committee have deemed it expedient to suggest

—

"That at some fiiture period thr Membership of
the Institute he made dependent ou the passing of
the Voluntary Architectural Examination in thr
Class of Proficiency."
With regard to the third cause of failure, one

which it is almost beyond the power of the
architectural societies to remedy, viz., “ the in-
efficiency of preliminary education,” it is felt by
many of those who take pupils, that a very large
number of them ceme to their offices very in-
efficiently educated

; not only are they totally
unacquainted with drawing of any kind, but even
their knowledge of mathematics and the elements
of physics, is so exceedingly limited as to cause
the greatest possible hinderance to their training
in the office. Your committee, therefore, are glad
to recognise the great efforts now being made by
the Society of Arts and other bodies to enlarge
the sphere of general education, so as to embody
proper instruction in science and art; and they
feel sure that these efforts will result in great
service to the architectural profession.

It is, however, to the fourth reason given for
the failure of the voluntary architectural exarai-
nation scheme (viz., the want of system in
architectural education), that your committee
have given their most serious attention, because
they believe that it will be pcsstble, without
incurring much expense, and withont departing
froin the objects for which it was founded, for
tlm Institute to adopt certain measures which
while raising the standard of the profession, will
increase its own strength.
The complaint generally expressed by the

students of the profession is, that there seems
to be no curriculum laid down to indicate the
progressive course of study by which the
numerous subjects should bo taken up seriatim;
so chat It often happens that at the termination
of their articles or period of study they are
Ignorant of many of the most essential qualifi-
cations required for architectural practice. In
consequence of the shortened period of pupilage
and the increased number of subjects with
which it is necessary that the student should be
acquainted, .it is found that sufficient time is not
afibrded for acquiring the necessary architectural
knowledge by routine alone

; more preliminary
training, therefore, in elementary knowledge is
required, in order that daring the first and
second years’ study in the office the student
should more readily understand what he is
working npon, thus learn more quickly, and lose
less time. It was assumed, that by establishing
an examination setting forth the series of sub-
jects with which an architect should be ac-
quainted, and giving a list of books to be read
and studied at leisure, there could no longer be
any excuse for the student to say that be did notknow what he had to learn, or where he could
learn it. But the result has proved that books
alone are not sufficient, and that without any of
the progressive series of tests or examinations,
such as are held in all colleges and schools, the
student shrinks from taking all the subjects at
one time to pass them in three days’ examina-
tion. Your committee, to remedy this defect.

recommend, therefore, ” that a preUminary
examination he held in elementary subjects, open
to all students wJlo have been at least one year in
an architect s <fiice and that those who prefer
to wait for the final examination be then required
to pass also in these elementary subjects.
Your committee feel that the prescription of a

curriculum of study for the young architect
entails very important inquiry, and is one of the
most serious questions which has ever been
brought before the profession.

It is objected that, of some of the subjects
demanded for the voluntary architectural exaini-
nation, safficieob knowledge is obviously not to

tiiiich hy iitteniling tliem, and there are few
subjects treated tliere with which an architect
ought not to be conversant. The authorities of
the College would prcb.bly be glad to extend
these courses so as to admit of the special in-
struotion of the architectural student.

University College has tho reputation of having
established the only Art rrofessorsbip in Engt
land—that of Architecture

;
and there is now a

Bill before Parliament to enable them to estaliHHi
a Faculty of Arts, in addition to those of Science
and of Medicine, which they now possess. The
artistic education of tbo architect, therefore,
•"hich is so much required, it is hoped will

•
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With all these etttraueons courses of lectures 1 might® b“e\nZd'°f“”'existing, your committee were surprised to find 1037 t^o fnrttrZ.Z

^— J ... aju.o uocu kiHIkUU 1,0 allow ot
pupils attending them during office hours. With
regard to evening classes, your committee are of
opinion that it mast be accepted as a fact, that
in the architectural as well as in other pro-
fessions no evening courses of lectures are
likely to attract many of the younger members,
unless there be some more serious advantage to
be derived from so doing than that of simple
self-improvement

: thns they consider, whether
rightly or not, that such subjects as freehand
drawing, construction, materials, &o., are con-
stituent parts of architectural education, and
ought to be learnt during office hours. It is the

ouo 1 ari,ijoijon irieze to
illustrate the lecturer’s remarks, could not but
prove of the greatest utility.

Your committee would be most unwilling that
any attempt at a centralization of architectural
education in Loudon should be made; they
recommend, therefore, that, upon the adoption of
this^ report, circulars be sent round to all the
bond fide architectural societies in Great Britain,
to seek for their co-operation, as their support
would bo needed to establish throughout the
country a complete and recognised course of
architectural education.
Your committee have heard with pleasure

that the Architectural Association are

t‘Zth1rcZct„™f l ‘ts n^e
with

Z

freehaZdLiZtam tZo nameZrZZ ^ “
all periods aad oSuotrios will brg" en there Ld 77^“ attendance at the coarse,
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Tho A,^r.A p ® oolugooa. tore, to the serious attention of the Roval

hit^tSnX^&rht A_rehiteots,.as the senio^r'
tectural students the instruction afforded to
painters and sculptors

; but in their new premises,
with a large and well-Iighted room, they will be
able to establish (aud would doubtless be willing
to do so, on the recommendation of the Institute)
schools for architectural drawing, and for free-
hand drawing from the antique and the orna-
mental cast.

The complete courses of instruction at King’s
College are established for the special training
of civil and mechanical engineers. There are,
however, many architects who have profited

— wv.-M. w X.,. aa bue senior anc
only chartered body of the profession, the follow-
ing propositions :

—

1st. “ That a text-book oi- pamphlet should b(
prepared, containing a complete curriculum oj
study for the architectural shidenf, pointing out
where and when (in addition to ofiire instruction)
courses of lectures specially peHaimng to the pro-
fession can be obtained uith advantage, and
giving a limited number of books in which the best
wforviation is to be had in a condensed form.
In this text-book the greatest possible publicity
should be given to the course of leotures which
are given by our architectural professors, and to
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^he imperative necessity of attending schools in

which any instroction in freehand and ligare-

drawing is to be obtained. This book should

take into account the numerous honorary prizes

offered by the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects, by the Royal Academy, by University and

Kin^s College, and by the Architectural As-

sociation 5
it should suggest at what period these

might be competed for with advantage ;
and,

finally, it should set forth how all these courses

of instruction should tend to the passing of the

Voluntary Architectural Examination, which

should be placed before the student as the goal

to which he most of necessity attain. The ^m-
raittee are further of opinion that the Institute

should ask for the co-operation of the Archi-

tectural Association, which, now numbering over

600 students, could materially support it in the

furtherance of their scheme.”

Tour committee recommend that in this text-

book great importance be attached to the ad-
:

vantage of travelling in England and on the
I

Continent, as the best and almost the only means 1

of becoming acquainted with the works of our
,

ancestors, without which it is impossible to i

design 5
pointing out that those who have ac-

quired the greatest reputations as architects and

designers have done so in consequence of their
|

knowledge, and not ignorance, of precedent.
j

2nd. “ That a certificate be granted to all '

who pass the Voluntary Arclvitectural Examina-
j

tion established by the Institute, and in addition,
j

that some especial incentive should he given by
!

the Institute, endeavouHng, if possible, to found a

money scholarship for the pupil who shall pass

li/rst each year; or if this cannot be at once

'managed, by giving one or more medals.”

3rd. “ That at some future pei-iod the menu

bership of the Institute be made dependent on the

passing of the Voluntary Architectural Examina-

tion in the Class of Proficiency.”

-Uh. That a preliminary examination he held

in elementary subjects, open to all students who

hax'e been at least one year in an architect s
\

office
”

^

5. “ That the Institute should assist the
!

Architectii/ral Association to carry out the d/rawvng i

school which it xvas proposed by that Society to
j

establish this session.”

And 6 ^/^. “ That an Architectii/ral Committee

be appointed, consisting of members of the Royal

Institute of British Architects, of the Architectural

Association, of the Architectural Museum, of the

Architectural Exhibition, and delegates from

provincial societies, to assist in the compilation

of the text-booh or pamphlet above recommended,

and put themselves in commtmication with insti-

tutions outside the profession, to obtoAn their

co-operotion and assistance.

'

THE UNION BANK, HUDDERSFIELD.
YORKSHIRE.

This building, for the Halifax and Hudders-

field Union Banking Company, is amongst the

most recent structures in this thriving and im-

portant town. Its erection was greatly retarded

by a local strike of masons, which ocenrred in

the summer of 1865, and lasted eighteen con-

secutive weeks.

Designs were obtained in limited competition

from three architects in ISdl, and the plans of

Messrs. Pauli & Ayliffe, of Manchester, were

selected. The works were in great part carried

out under their joint superintendence ;
but after

a dissolution of partnership, were completed by

Mr. Pauli. The walls are built of rabble stone,

faced with fine-tooled ashlar wall-stones, in

regular courses, and lined with brickwork. The

front apartments on the ground and first floors

were arranged for the Huddersfield Chamber of

Commerce, the upper room being used as an
exchange and news-room, and the lower for

council meetings.

The banking-room is lighted by a dome, con-

taining stained glass by Edmundson & Son.

of Manchester. This room is octagonal. It is

well finished, the columns being of Aberdeen red

granite; the carved capitals and bases, &o.,of free-

stone
;
and the mouldings of Keene’s cement.

The fittings are executed in wainscot oak, with

Spanish mahogany counter and desk tops, and

ebony mountings, all arranged under the special

oversight of Mr. James Bowman, of Halifax, the

managing director. Vaulted cellars extend

throughout the basement, warmed and ventilated

fordeposit of valuables, and two spacious safes are

provided, fitted up with galvanized iron shelving

and wrought-iron doors.

The arrangements include a residence for the

cashier, the kitchen being on the first floor, same

as the dining and drawing rooms, and commu-
nicating with the basement by a balance-lift.

The external shafts in the elevations are from

Messrs. Freeman’s granite quarries at Penryn.

The carving was executed by Mr. W. Green, of

Manchester. Mr. Dovey, of Manchester, sup-

plied the gas-fittings and other internal metal-

. work. The building was erected by local con-

tractors as follows:—Masons’ work by Messrs.

: Graham & Sons
;
carpenters’ and joiners’ work

I by Messrs. Fawcett & Sons ;
slating by Messrs.

Goodwin; plastering by Mr. Jowitt
;
plnmbing

and glazing by Messrs. Lidster & Armitage’;

smiths’ and founders’ work by Mr. G. Schole-

field } and painting by Messrs. Webster &
Depledge. The clerk of works was Mr. John

Gill. The cost of the building and fittings, ex-

clusive of site, was about 8,5001. The internal

decorative painting is to be executed during the

summer of this year under the direction of

Messrs. Pauli & Robinson.

THE UNIOK BANK AND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, HUDDERSFIELD.

1

SCALE OF. FEET

Flan of Ground Floor.
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EEOENT WORK OF THE ROYAL
ENGINEERS.

The seventeenth volnme of papers by officers

of the Royal Engineers, on subjects connected
with the duties of the corps, is now published.*

The editor, Lieut.-col. Hutchinson, remarks that

he expected it would have been enriched by a
paper from Lord Napier of Magdala upon the

Abyssinian campaign, but in this particular he
has been disappointed. Two papers on this

subject are, however, among the contents of the
volume, though neither of them is from the

pen of the great commander. Ono of these is a
report by Lieut.-col. St. Clair Watkins, R.E

,

giving an account of the operations of the engi-

neer department in Abjssinia, with details of all

the works executed, accompanied by plans of

the port, coast, depots, camp of Zoolla, and the

railway line. A stone pier, jutting out 900 ft.

into the sea, with a tramway on it, and on to

the beach beyond, to facilitate the landing of

the army and its stores
;
a road, 50 ft. wide,

through the jungle from this pier to the camp,
1:^ mile distant; the cleansing of the old village

wells, and the oonsbrncuon of twenty new ones,

for the watering of 2,000 men and 2,000 animals

;

a large store-shed; and a water-shoot about half

the length of the pier, raised on trestles above
the sea, for conveying to the shore sweet water
condensed by H.M.S. Satellite, were among
the first works executed, and are minutely de-

scribed here. Lieut.-col. Watkins states that the

difficulties of constructing a railway with un-
professional labour were enhanced by the fact of
five different descriptions of rails being sent onb,

calling for four different modes of fixing, and
that five out of ten of the fish-plate holes did

nob fib those on the rails. After this harassing
experience, he comes to the conclusion that
railways required for the operations of war
should be carried out as a civil work, by engi-

neers and contractors, who make it their business

to construct them. An estimate by a contractor

was given for this railway at 72,0001., exclusive

of rails and plant. The cost, as incnrred by the
Royal Engineers, was 6,0001., exclusive of rails

and plant. Out of this large margin the con-

tractors would have had to supply labour and
superintendence. The second Abyssinian paper
relates only to the position and leading features

of Uagdala and its construction. Lieut. T. J.

WillauB describes one entrance into the place
as a small double-storied hut, built of stone and
mud, in which^was a stout timber door, 4 ft. wide
only, with a window over it for the defenders to

guard it from ; but the dwellings seem to have
been built exolnsively of wicker work and thatch.

A paper relating to Prnssian siege operations by
Co). Lennox is of much professional interest,

showing as it does the Prussian army organi-

zation, methods of coustrnction, mining, &o. In
this volume, too, are to be found the reports on
tke Paris exhibition, by Capt. Stotherd, de-
scribing the Austrian military equipment, sys-

tem of submarine mines, telegraphic and elec-

trical apparatus, and both naval and military
visual and sighting apparafos. A sketch of the
military proceedings in New Zealand, since

tranquillity was restored in 1861, by Major-
general Mould, C.B., has some important
deductions in it. The first engineering work
nudertaken under the anpices of the new
governor, Sir Geo. Grey, was the Groat South
Road, which cost 2,9301. per mile. The next
proceeding was the construction of a conrt-houae,

for the erection of which a quantity of timber
was bronght to the site, when the natives got
alarmed, fearing that something more than a

court-house was intended, and removed the
whole of it. To punish this proceeding fresh hos-
tilities were commenced, which only terraiuated
in 1866 ;

and then, as we know, but temporarily.
The natives resist the most urgent solicitations

for the construction of roads, believing that this

ooncessiou would involve their loss of right to
the land. Good road - making is, however,
the surest mode ofoonquesb. The Romans made
roads in Britain

;
the Highlanders were never

settled till great roads threaded their most
mountainous districts

;
the North American In-

dians are only subjugated by the pushing for-

ward of roads through their almost impenetra-
ble forests

; and the only errors committed by
Sir Henry Smith, according to the Duke of
Wellington, was his omission to leave great
military roads in the Kaffira’ country. The

• Papers on Subjects connected with the Dufies of the
Corps of Royal Engineers, contributed by OllicTs of the
Royal Engineers. Hew Heries. Vol, irii. Printed by
Jackson & Son, Woolwich, 1869.

desirability of good modes of communication
settled, Major-general Mould next considers the

conditions under which they should be made.
This able paper is accompanied by a map of the

territory, a sketch of Waikato Delta, a plan of

the Maori works, a plan of Paterangi, another of

the native entrenchment at Picopico, plana of the

most considerable Pahs, and a plan and section

of Puke Hina Hina, or the Gate Pa, Tauranga,

showing the maze-like system of the rifle-pits,

hat dwellings, and palisadings. Besides these

graphic particulars of works of military conatrac-

tion undertaken by the English army in foreign

parts and distant colonies, there are several good
papers on such miscellaneous subjects as the

application of photography to surveying, revolv-

ing mnsket-proof mantlets, and a diagram illus-

trating the course of promotion in the corps of

royal engineers, which we must bo permitted to

say appears to be very zig-zag.

POTTS’ SYSTEM OF VENTILATION.

The use of a hollow cornice communicating
with the exterior of a room to bring in fresh air

or take out foul is not au unknown arrangement.
We have used it ourselves on several occasions,

and at intervals ranging over some years.

Nevertheless, the system patented by Mr. Potts is

his own, and certainly deserves attention. In
this the perforated cornice is formed into two
passages, the one next the coiling, and which
communicates by valves with the chimney or

other flue, is for the vitiated air, and the lower one,

open to the external atmosphere for fresh air.

The latter is not perforated near the entrance, so

as to give the air a direction along the channel.

Wo have seen the cornice in abilliard-room, where
it is found very serviceable. The size of the chan-
nels, of the perforations, and of tho openings of

|

entrance and exit must of course be apportioned
i

to the size and purpose of the apai’tment. Mr. I

Potts forms the cornice of various materials
:

^

zinc, or sheet brass, usually; sometimes partly I

of plaster, eepeoially where old cornices are to

be converted. Some houses iu Kew and some
taverns in the City are being provided with these i

ventilating cornices, and there is little doubt
i

that as the value and simplicity of the system
I

become known, it will be more extensively

;

adopted. It is likely to be tried, we are glad to

hear, in the Justice Court at the Mansion House.

CHURCHES IN DEVON.
Clyst St. Mary Church.—This church was re-

opened on Eaator Sunday after works of restora-

tion. It had suffered almost a travesbie in some
alterations made more than thirty years since

;

Italian windows, cornices, Ao. having, together
with a thick coating of cement over the exterior,

effectually disguised the originally Gothic church.

The present improvements consist in inserting

four traceried windows, one of which, in the

chancel, has been filled with stained glass by
Messrs. Lavers, Barraud, & Westlake. Some
new open seats have been constructed, also a
pulpit of wainscot, the chanoel arch restored, and
the avenues laid with Minton’s tiles. The ceil-

ings, of cradle form, have been divided into com-
partments, with ribs and bosses; copings and
crosses erected on two gables. Tho works have
been carried out through tho exertions of the

rector. Rev. S. Warner, under the superintend-
ence of Mr. Ashworth, architect, by Moasis.

Moass & Sous, builders, of Exeter.

Bishopsnympton .—The parish church has been
reopened for divine service, after considerable

works of restoration. The work was commenced
in July last, and the outlay has amounted to

about 1,3001. The chancel has had a ceiling

removed and the roof for the most part renewed,
the old principals and arched braces doing duty
in an open boarded roof. A now reredos of Bith
stone has been erected at the east end; and a
new tvvo-lighb stained glass window from Mrs.
Beer’s establishment has been erected to the

memory of the late Rev. Canon Heberden. The
south aisle has had its cradle-roof uncovered,
repaired throughout, and reslated, and carved

bosses fixed at the intersections of ths ribs.

Three new Bath stone windows have been put in,

and the west wall rebuilt. The nave roof, a

cradle plastered between the ribs, has been

adorned with carved bosses. The church has

been reseated throughonb with red deal open
seats, the bench ends and fronts having tracery.

The plastering has been removed from the walls,

and the whole interior exhibits the stone, having

pointed joints. Two old windows on the north
side have been repaired and reglazed. The floors

of the avenues are laid with Haywood’s black
and red tiles. The font, a Norman one, has been
restored by supplying four shafts in Purbeok stone.

The tower of the church requires much repair,

which has yet to be undertaken. The Rev. J.

Thorne, the rector, has been the chief promoter
of the work, aided by contributions of friends,

the Bishop of Exeter giving to the amount of
5001. The work has been carried out, under the
superintendence of Mr. Ashworth, of Exeter,

architect, by Mr. Cook, of South Molton, builder ;

the Bath stone work by Mr. Gonld, of Barn-
staple

; the stone carving by Ur. Hems, and
wood carving by Mr. Sendoll, both of Exeter.

NOTES FROM PARIS.

The exterior of the New Vaudeville Theatre,

at the corner of the Boulevard des Capneines

and the Rue de la Chaussee-d’Antin, is a simple

semicircular pavilion, planted between two high

mansions. M. Magne is tho architect of this

building, which does him mnoh credit. The
inside decorations are completed, the colouring

being of a very harmonious clear tone. There is

a profusion of gilding ; but it is used to such good

advantage that it do3a not appear tawdry or oat

of place. The lighting is a sort of partnership of

the sunlight and the open chandelier
;
in fact,

it is obtained by a lustre in demi-relief. On tho

front of the stage the footlights consist of a
new species of bnrner invented by M. Snbra,

which he calls reveraed-flame burner (iiec ro

fiamme renvers^o), every light being under a
glass shade unopen at the top ;

so that there is

no possibility of the dress of an actress taking

fire from that cause. Similar lights, our readers

know, have been used in England. The ceiling

has four allegorical paintings by M. Mazerolles

—Polly, Music, Drama, and Tragedy. Their

conception is very poor, some jovial figures

being seated on clouds and likely to fall

through ;
B'.ill, it has a moral which the author

never dream-ed of ; for how many new dramas
and operas comiques have lately fallen through

the happy oloods and r^oes of a good reception

j

never to be lifted to the skies of public favour !

. We may add that the circular foyer of this

theatre is charming ;
the machinery in the

house is of first-rate conception and power, and
is worked by a six-horse power engine.

The ancient Vaudeville, ou the Place de la

Bourse, now in course of demolition, afforded

much amusemeut to the dilettanti during the

removal of the pieces of machinery, some of

which are of large dimensions. The principal

doorway had to be enlarged by taking down a
portion of the walling.

The new Opera proceeds slowly but regularly,

all hands being employed (there are not many)
in patting the sttHe into shape for the decorators,

and in finishing the dome. Tho facades are

terminated, except the crowning statues, which

have yet to be raised. There were circular

refuges and candelabra facing the Opera, and in

a line with the two footways of the Boulevard.

These have been suppressed, and four others of

smaller dimensions on each side of the axis of

the Opera, two on each side of the Boulevard,

substituted.

A few days ago the fifeh pavilion of the Halles

Centrales, intended for the sale of offal, was
formally opened to the public. This pavilion

completes this magnificent construction, the most
perfect of all tbe establishments of this class

throughout the world. To the first emperor
is due the idea of the general reform of tho

Halles Centrales, a project the execution of

which was only oommencad in the reign of Louis-

Poilippe, under the administration of M. do

Rambuteau, whose name is affixed to a wide and

well-built street leading from the Rue da
Temple to the Halles. The excellent arrange^

ments and magnificent structures which now
form the group are, however, due to the actual

administration, and the sum of money expended

up to the present day, so as to complete the

structure, has been 2,400,0001. To M. Victor

Baltard, municipal architect, is due the creation’

of the special style of architecture, so com-
pletely and so perfectly applied to the modern
exigencies of the supply, ou an immtnie scale,

of wholesome food of the best quality.

According to official returns, in 1816, Paris'

contained 710,000 souls; in 1826,890,000; in

1836, 909,000; iu 1846, 1.053,000; in 1856,

1,174,000 (at this period the population inside

the fortifications was 1,525,943) ;
in 1866 (after
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the spread of Paris to the forbifioations)

1,825,274.
From a statistical retam jast published, we

find that the first omnibus circulated in Paris in
1652 by letters patent granted to the Duke de
Boubane, the Marquis de Souches, and the
Marqnis de Crenan. Daring 1868 the General
Omnibus Company had in service 691 carriages.
Each performed, on an average, 91,260 metres

j

this, for 682 omnibuses daily at work, gives
22i millions of kilometres for the entire year, or
about 13J millions of miles. The number of
effective horses in stable was 8,227 per day; 12
were daily yoked to each of the 682 omnibuses

;

the average mileage done by each horse was 9'6
miles. The number of passengers conveyed
during 1868 was 113,3-18,041. In Paris and the an-
nexed communes the company possess 43 stables,
coaoh-yards and forage-stores, and 4 carriage
workshops : these latter, in 1868, employed a
staff amounting to 591 men per day, the daily
wages being, on an average, 4f. 53c. 18m., giving
an annual amount of wages of 32,1551. The
whole working expenses of the company for the
year amounted to 881,9741. j receipts, 928,8241. j

profit for the year 1868, 46,8501. This, at 4 per
cent., would represent a capital of l,171,250i.

Ab^the Louvre, on the four sides of the Salle
des Etats, up to a convenient height, have been
arranged nearly three hundred paintings of the
Dutch and Flemish masters. This collection is a
most valuable one, and appears to be worth at least
half a million sterling. Owing to the loud com-
plaints of artists and amateurs of all classes, the
pictures temporarily stolen from the galleries of
the Louvre have been given back to their rightful
owner, the public. Now it is the turn of the
miniatures. The portraits of Saint-M%rin and
of Baisac d’Entragues, of Saiute-Gonoviuve, and
other marvels of the Savageot oolleotiou, have
already reappeared in the Miniature Gallery.
They have been wisely placed in a shady spot,
whereas, exposed to the sun in their former
place, many of these valuable pieces were being
spoiled.

On the Ist of May the hawthorn kept up its

4innual name by showering into the streets of
Paris oart-Ioads of “Mai,” as the French call it

also. Hundreds of hand-carts circulated for
some days, laden with single white, single red,
and double red, the latter being a most profuse
clustering of microscopic roses. Every work-
man oould provide himself, for one sou, with a
branch 3 ft. long, and, at the present moment,
every young girl can have a respectable bouquet
of lilies of the valley for the same sum at any of
the markets. As these come from the provinces,
the quantities of may and mugueta brought in
•daily by train to Paris must this year have been
enormous.

STEAM POWER IN LAND CULTIVATION.
An opportunity has been afforded by Mr. Webb,

of Smallwood Manor, near Uttoxeter, of seeing in
operation on bis own estate the latest improve-
ments in the application of steam power to the
drainage of clay soils. He has just obtained from
Messrs. Fowler & Co., of Leeds, a set of double
engine tackle for ploughing, cultivating, and
draining. The engines are of 14-hor8e nominal
power, fitted with a large drum underneath the
boiler, on which the steel rope which draws the
implement is wonnd. For draining, double
power is obtained by the wire passing over a
pulley mounted on the frame of the draining
plough, the opposite end being secured to the
wheel of the engine, so that the rope travels at
twice the speed of the plough. A draining
plough made by Messrs. Howard, of Bedford,
at work at Swansmoor, near Weston, is similar,
except that the steel rope, instead of being
drawn round a snatch-block in front passes
round a large pulley on the frame. The plough
on the first day of trial, says our authority, the
Staffordshire Advertiser, did its work admirably.
The mould which forms the drain is 4 in. in

diameter, pointed in front, and is connected with
the frame of the plough by a flat bar of steel,
which cuts its way through the ground, the
small orifice being closed again by rolliug. The
field in which the draining was first performed
had been previously drained by pipes in the
furrows, and the steam draining plough was
used to run drains along the ridges. One advan-
tage attending the use of the implement is that
the land on each side the drain is slightly raised
for a considerable distance, which admits of the
aeration of the soil, a very important matter in
heavy land. The drains were cut through in
several places, and in each case the opening was

found to be perfect, and the inside firm and
smooth. The drains are rnn at a depth varying
from 2 ft. 3 in. to 3 ft., and the work will be done
in the neighbonrhood at 11. an acre, the drains
being 16 ft. apart. We understand that in parts
of Essex, where Mr. John Fowler conducted his
first experiments fifteen years ago, the drains
then formed in this way are as perfect as on the
day they were made. It is hardly necessary to
say that this mode is only applicable where the
drain passes through a retentive stratum of olay.
The cost of a pair of these engines, with all the
tackle for ploughing, cultivating, and draining,
is 1,6001. They require five persons to attend
to them, and will drain from eight to ten acres
per day, at the depth and distance apart stated
above. The tackle was drawn by its own power
from Uttoxeter to Smallwood Manor, along a
road which has several steep hills, with perfect
ease.

From lOs. to 18b. an acre was charged for
ploughing or cultivating, going once over the
ground, and from 16a. to SOs. for going over
twice the depth, the nature of the soil and other
circumstances determining the price. Mr. M. T.
Baas, M.P., at the suggestion of Mr. Webb,
joined the enterprise a few years ago. Two sets
of their apparatus are stationed at Sleighford,
in the northern part of Lincolnshire. Not only
havo the partners thus increased their plant,
but many others in the district have been in-
duced by their success to purchase the appara-
tus, and about thirty sets of Messrs. Fowlers’
doable engine tackle are at work in Lincolnshire
and Nottinghamshire. As the fai’mers become
convinced of the valne of the implement, and
can reckon with confidence on getting their land
worked by it, they are able to dispense with a
large number of horses, and to effect a consider-
able saving, as well as to secure more efficient

cultivation. It is the perfection to which the
draining plough has been brought that has in-
dneed Mr. Webb to make another effort to try
whether the apparatus cannot be profitably
employed in the grazing district in which he
resides.

The men employed by the firm of Fowler &
Co. have from time to time dabbed their savings,
and bought a set of tackle. The largest pro-
prietor has gone out with it to a promising place,
and hired it oat, dividing the profits after re-
ceiving wages for himself. In this way no leas
than twenty sets of tackle have been purchased,
and are now at work. A plan of introdneing
steam cultivation has been proposed, and is

shortly to be pat into operation, baaed on the
following principles :—A steady, mdustrious
man, of good sense and good character, is to be
pat in charge of a machine, receiving moderate
wages, and after paying interest on the cost, the
profits are to bo equally divided, half to go to
the purchaser and half placed to the credit of
the man until the amount will repay the cost,
when the apparatus will become bis property.
In this way his interest would be strongly en-
listed in the work, whilst the purchaser has the
seonrity of possesaiou for the original cost, in-

terest on the outlay, and a share of the profits.

No particular mechanical ability, it seems, is

necessary.

It is a matter of surprise that so promising
an investment as that offered by steam ouUiva-
tion should be so little regarded, and it can only
be explained by the early failures, and by the
want of proper care in the selection of appara-
tus, and of prudent management in recent
attempts to introduce it.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Liverpool.—A correspondent writes :

“ It may
interest you to know that the masons have de-
termined to resist payment by the hour in this
town and district, and that in consequence a
general strike (called by them a lock-ont) will
take place here on Saturday next. The works
affected will be very few in number, and the
stoppage of little consequence. Trade was never
known to be so bad in Liverpool in the memory
of man.”

Sheffield .—At a meeting of the associated
masters in the' building trades it was stated
that an advertisement for men, which had
been inserted by the masters in the local and
other papers, was being freely answered. It
was likewise stated that no difficulty had os yet
been experienced by the masters who were in
favour of the hour system, as they had sufficient
men in all classes of the building trades to
enable them to carry on the work which they

had at present in hand. In order, however, to
guard against the possibility of their being in
want of men, a deputation had been sent that
morning to London, to arrange with Colonel
Maude, of the Free Labour Society, for the
sending down a number of men who were willing
to work according to the system which the
associated masters are desirous of introducing.

Stockport .—The dispute between the joiners
and bniiders of this town, we are glad to say, is
likely to terminate satisfactorily to all parties,
the operatives being disposed to accept their
employers’ proposition of being paid by the hour.
The only point waiting for arrangement now is
the rate of wages for over-hours and the unpro-
tected work in the winter season, which, there
is reason to believe, will be amicably settled.

St. Helen’s.—Mr. Harnett, general secretary
of the Operative Stonemasons’ Association, re-
ports that the dispute at St. Helen’s has been
arranged, and that eighteen men out there had
returned to work on the old terms.

Holland .—Strikes are beginning to be preva-
lent in Holland as well as Belgium. One is
reported at Amsterdam. The ship-oarpenters
declined to continue work unless the masters
would increase their wages from l-SOfl. to 2fl.
a day, the working hoars to be henceforth from
six in the morning till six in the evening. The
masters, however, refused these proposals, and
the workmen have left the yards. Bight hun-
dred men are now oat of employment. The
turf-cuttera at Beets (Friesland) have also struck
for higher wages. Here serious disorders have
taken place, and some lives have been lost. The
Dutch workmen want to expel the Belgians,
who work for lower wages. The Dutch printers
are organizing a league to obtain higher pay.

Berlin. — A Berlin letter says,— The house-
carpenters here are still out on strike, or at least
a great many of them. A large public meeting of
working-men was held here on Sunday week.
Upwards of 3,000 persons attended it, and the
speakers, who were of all trades, encouraged the
carpenters to hold oat. Two resolutions were
passed, of which the first was to the effect that
it was the duty of every working-man to help
his fellow-workmen in their struggle with capital;
and the second, that as the North German Par-
liament consisted of Conservatives and capi-
talists, the working-men could not hope for any
aid from them, and must therefore endeavour at
the next election to secure the return of their
own representatives.

Manchester and Salford Building Trades In-
stitute .—The annual meeting of the members of
this Institnte for Technical Education has been
held. There was a very numerous attendance,
and the chair was occupied by Mr. Isaac Holden.
Suitable addresses were delivered by the chair-
man and other gentlemen present. * The report
was read by Mr. John M'Lean, the secretary.
The committee, in presenting their first annual
report, state that, at the commencement of the
movement, the objects of the institute were con-
fined to the trades of carpenters and joiners, bat
it bad been afterwards resolved to connect the
bnilding trades. The number of members for
the past year had averaged 62 per quarter—58
carpenters and joiners, and of whom twenty were
apprentices, three masons, and one a bricklayer.
The students had generally shown their appre-
ciation of the instruction furnished, by their
regular attendance and diligence throughout the
season. The committee, however, conld not
withhold expressing their opinion that the num-

,

ber of students for the first year had been very
few compared with the number of members,
and the importance of the building trade, in this
locality. The total amount of sabscriptions for
the past year had been 281. 5a. 04d .

;

the ex-
penses, iDclndiDg hire of rooms and teachers’
salary, with other items, 411. Ss. 6d.

; leaving a
deficit of 151. 93. Oid.

Co-operation at Deptford.— A committee of
workmen recently discharged on the closing of
Deptford Dockyard has been formed to draw up
the rules of a Co-operative Association, or part-
nership of indnatry, to carry on the trades of
shipbuilding, ship-repairing, and ship breaking
in the unoccupied yard. The co-operation of
several influential tradesmen in the locality, be-
sides members of Parliament and others (among
the latter being Mr. T. Hughes, M.P.), has been
promised. The Government have expressed a
willingness to treat with the men for the occu-
pation of the yard on liberal terms, and the
Admiralty have now a memorial from the latter

before them, asking that the old and useless
ships of the navy be sent to Deptford for break-
ing up.
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KAILWAY MATTERS.

The Sheffield station of the Midland Railway

is progressing rapidly towards completion. The

whole of the station, both on the np and down
line, will be covered in, and the span of the roof

will be something more than 115 ft. On the

down side of the line, which is the side nearest

the town, the station will be 426 ft. in length,

and the platform will be about 150 ft, longer at

either end. The centre of the building will be

set apart as booking-offices. On either side

there are large waiting-rooms for the three

classes of passengers, and a first- and a second-

class refreshment-room. The station on the

up-side will not be so long as the other, but it

will contain a refreshment-room, booking-offices,

and waiting-rooms. Both the up and the down
platforms will be about 30 ft. wide. It is not

intended to erect a goods station, as the one

at present in existence will still be used, and
most of the goods traffic will be run over the old

line to Masbrongh^and thence to Sheffield. The
building on the down-line is nearly completed,

and workmen are now engaged in fixing iron

girders for^the support of the roof, and in erecting

the platform walls. The station on the np-side

is not so far advanced. The site of the station

is between Granville-street and Pond-street.

The whole of one side of Granville-street has

been pulled down to meet the requirements

of the company
j
whilst on the Pond-street side,

rows of cottage property have disappeared to

make room for the entrances. The station will

have a large open space in front, so as to accom-

modate cabs and other vehicles. That side of

Granville-street which has been pulled down to

make way for the line is supported by a wall

stretching from the mouth of the tunnel nearly

up to the top of Broad-street. Most of the

Station itself stands upon arches. The buildings

are entirely of stone, and what architectural

features they have about them are in the Italian

style. There will be two chief approaches to

the station, the most important being that which
will commence in the Old Haymarket, near to

the site of the new Post-office, which will occupy
the eastern side of the approach. This approach
will be 60 ft. wide, and will have an easy gradient

to the station.

Much light is thrown on the interesting ques-

tion whether railway travelling is injurious to

health, by the statistical investigations of Dr.

Wiegand, of Halle. His inquiries are based on
the reports of thirty-eight companies, and the

results for 1868 are as follow :—Of 11,125

engine-drivers, stokers, and other officials tra-

yelling with the train, 119, or 1’072 per cent.,

died while of the 43,853 other officials employed
only 408, or 0'931 per cent., died in the same
period. It will be seen that the rate of mor-
tality is somewhat higher in the first than in the

second class, bat the difference is not great
enough to lead ns to suppose that the occu-
pation is more than usually dangerous or un-
healthy.

MALTHUS AND THE POPULATION
QUESTION.

The National Association for the Promotion
of Social Science met last week in the room of
the Society of Arts, Mr, Newmarch in the chair,
when Mr, W. B. Hodgson, LL.D., read a lecture

on “ Popnlation.”

Dr. Hodgson said that it was to bo regretted
that the ideas of Malthas were always appealed
to on this question. Distress and destitution

were not by any means to bo found on the
increase in proportion to the density of popula-

tion. On the contrary, in many thinly-populated
and fertile countries distress was much greater
than in others which were as fertile, yet more
densely peopled. Destitution was almost uni-

versal in thinly-peopled countries, even where
the influences of climate and soil were favour-
able, while abundance might exist in countries
densely peopled even without a fertile soil. No
doubt the number of the rich and of the poor
would be in pioportion to the paucity and the
density of the population. The application of
the abstract theories of Malthas was, in fact,

practically senseless at the present time, for the
world was yet a long way from being under culti-
vation either to the extent or the degree which
might be reached, and it was therefore unneces-
sary to reason on the results of an over-popula-
tion which might never exist, aud which, in any
case, could only be anticipated in a very remote
future. The present distress and scarcity were
not due to over-population, but to over-specula-

tion. In Canada the want of population was
preventing the development of the resources of

the country. At the same time Dr. Hodgson
admitted that it was the duty of parents to

exercise due consideration, and to act with a due

sense of their responsibilities, and not marry
withont some provision j for it was clearly wrong
to bring up large families of paupers to be

burdens on the community. The only remedy,

however, which was possible seemed to be the

diffusion of correct views on the question of

individual responsibility, to which it must be left.

A discussion followed, in which the speakers

seemed to be about equally divided, and a vote

of thanks was unanimously given to Dr.

Hodgson, who, in thanking the meeting, said he

was of opinion that Malthas and his theories

should be put aside altogether. The surface of

the earth was not infinite, but it was not ex-

hausted, nor all cultivated as yet, and it was
unnecessary to speculate on a condition of things

which might never arise. A large portion of the

earth was now ready for cultivation, and general

over-production was impossible. A large portion

of the population grew up without being able to

render any aid to society, and these must be

taught the necessity of adding to the wealth of

society instead of diminishing it. If we could

qualify the mass of society, and make them all

producers, we should not only make them all

useful, but comfortable.

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.
The honorary secretary writes,—I should be

glad to let those who are interested in the museum
know, through your columns, that we are now
busily engaged in arranging our collection. The
task of sorting and finding suitable hanging-
space for the various objects in so large a col-

lection occupies, it is found, a longer time than

was at first anticipated. Hence a slight delay

has arisen, for which I should be glad to explain

the cause to the public : and here I would
remark that it is felt by those who are carrying

on this work, that considering the advantages
gained by architects for an annual guinea, and
the very disinterested way in which art amateurs
have come forward, we may fairly look for more
general help from the profession.

STAGE NOTES.

The General Theatrical Fund Dinner.—The
twenty-fourth anniversary festival of this excel-

lent charity was held on Thursday evening, the

13bh, at the Freemasons’ Tavern, under the pre-

sidency of Mr. Angiolo R. Slous. Few recent

anniversaries of this or similar institutions have
passed off with more 6clai, or have been more
satisfactory in every respect. Mr. Slous made
several admirable addresses, especially, of coarse,

that in advocacy of the fund. To this, Mr.

Buokstone responded in an amnsing address,

ending with the suggestive remark,—“ When the

stewards wait on yon with their subscription-

papers, write your names plainly, and let your

figures be large.” In reply to the toast, “ The
English Drama,” Dr. Doran responded in an
eloquent speech, a mixture of amusement and
information, wit and pathos. Mr. Cullingford,

the secretary, announced the subscriptions as

4001. The presidency of Mr. Slons will be re-

membered.
Princess's Theatre .—One of the most charming

landscape scenes that has been exhibited for

some time has been produced by Mr. F. Lloyds,

for the new drama, “ Presumptive Evidence,” in

which Madame Celeste is now playing at this

house. The scene represents a cornfield in

bright sun-light, a river, with bridge and other

accessories, running near. It is as good as one
of Vicat Cole’s best works magnified.

Fluvial Realism .—A real river is to be intro-

duced into the Munich Theatre in Wagner’s
” Rheingold.” One of the scenes represents

the Rhine (real water) flowing through a
luxuriant country. Suddenly a nymph plunges

into the water, and swims across the river to a
rock. Mdlle. Mallinger, who is to perform this

feat, is now taking lessons in swimming!
Another Theatre Burnt .—The Flora Theatre at

Cologne has been totally destroyed by a fire

which broke out just after the performance had
been concluded. The catastrophe is supposed

to be the work of an incendiary, and the more so

that the Grand Theatre was bornt to the

ground a few months back under similar circum-

stances.

TJie New Opera House at Vienna.—This build-

ing, although not yet completely fitted up, has

just been inaugurated in presence of the imperial

family, the ex-King of Hanover, Counts de
Beust and Hohenlohe, the Duke de Gramont,
and nearly all the foreign ambassadors. The
house is lighted by an illuminated roof, as^in

some of the theatres of Paris.

CAMPANOLOGY: PEALS OF TWELVE
BELLS IN ENGLAND.

The following list of twelve-bells peals is

fuller than that published in “N, & Q.” 3''^ S.

iv. 96. I give the date, the weight, and note of

the tenor, also the founders. The earliest rin^

was at York Cathedral, dated 1681.

Date, Churches. Foundera. Weight.
Cwt.q.lb.

1681. York Cathedral Church, Ancient. 63 0 O
Melted down to a pea! of ten, 1765, hy
Lester & Packe, of Whitechapel. De-
stroyed by Are 1829, after which a new
ring was cast by Moars in

184*. ... C. 63 3 9'

1716. St. John's, Cirenceater. Rudhall. D. 23 0 O'

1719. St. Bride’s, Fleet-street. Ditto. D. 23 0 0
1724. St. Nicholaa's, Liverpool. Dobaon. C. 41 0 0
1726. St. Mertin’a-in-the-Fjelds. Rudball. D. 23 0 0

1729. St. Michael’s, Comhill. Whitechapel. C. 41 0 O
1731. St. Mary's, Painswick. EudhaU. D. 28 0 0

(Two trebles added in 1831.)

1735. St. SaYionr's, Soulhwark. Knight. B. 63 0 O
1739. Bt. Leonard's, Shoreditoh. Whitechapel. D. 36 0 0

(Two trebles added in 1823. Tenor cracked
by clocking, February 27th, 1860.)

1770. St. Mary’s, Cambridge. Whitechapel. D. 30 0 0

1771. St. Martin’s, Birmingham. Ditto. D. 36 1 24r

1776. St. Peter’s Mancroft,
Norwich. Ditto. C. 41 0 0

1787. St. John’s, Halifax (13
bells). Ditto. E. 26 0 O

1787. St. Giles’s, Cripplegate. Ditto. D. 30 0 0
1798. St. Chad’s, Shrewsbury. Ditto. C. 41 1 0
1828. Quet Park, Isle of Tbanet. Ditto. F. 16 0 O
1830. St. Mary’s, Oldham. Ditto. C. 30 0 0
1841. St. Peter’s, Leeds (13

bells). Ditto. C. 36 0 0
1847. West Bromwich (13 bells). Ditto. E. 23 0 9
1867. St. Mary le Tower,

Ipswich. Warners. C lAarp 30 2 0
1868. St. Peter’s, St. Alban’s,

augmented by Warners, E. 23 0 9
1869. Worcester Cathedral

Church. Taylor. D. 49 0 9
(In the moulds.)

The advantage of an extra bell, as at Halifax,

Leeds, &o., is, that the key may be occasionally

altered from a major to a minor, when less than

the full number' of twelve are rung. The grand

ring of ten at Exeter Cathedral is most remark-
able for this clever arrangement. It is to be
observed that a ring of bells was the old phrase
for a set of bells, and not a peal ; this latter

word being applied to the performance of ring-

ing, whether one bell or more j
and among

change-ringers it means the performance of the

full number of changes which may be rung on a
given number of bells : a less number of changea
is called a touch. H. T. Ell.4.combe, M.A.

HAND-PAINTED TILES FOR SURFACE
DECORATION.

In the Paris Exhibition of 1867 there were
exhibited by the French Imperial, Manufactory

at Sbvres two ceramic pictures, painted by the
well-known artist Yvon.eaoh composed of several

pieces of earthenware, each piece having been
painted and fired separately, and afterwards

combined into one large slab
;
with a mosaic

system of joints, similar to that ordinarily em-
ployed for stained glass, so arranged as not to-

interfere with the leading forms of the composi-

tion. These pictures, which have been pur-

chased by our Government, and which are now
in the South Kensington Museum, suggested to
Messrs. Simpson Sons the idea of applying a
similar method of vitreous painting to the tiles

manufactured by Messrs. Maw & Co., such as are

in ordinary use, as a means of general decora-

tion at once artistic, perfectly durable, and
suitable alike for interior and exterior use.

They have now succeeded in perfecting the

process, and have issued lithographs of th&

designs they have prepared. Some of their

specimens are highly glazed, while in othera

the surface is perfectly free from gloss, and
resembles fresco-painting. The range of colours

available for this description of work is very

extensive j and as it is applicable for designs in

all styles, it should be largely employed.

Its cost, they say, would approximate to that

of ordinary mural painting of a like character,

with the expense of the tiles and burning in of
the painting superadded. This is vague : the
expense of mural painting is regnlated by the

terms of the artist employed
;
and so with these

wall tiles, as the Messrs. Simpson lay themselves-

oub to execute the designs of architects and
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otters who may desire their co-operation.
Using designs already in hand, 11. per foot is

spoken of
;
and if ordinary encaustic or other

cheaper tiles be nsed in conjunction with the hand-
painted tiles, in the shape of borders and tiling-
in, the coat per foot of covering any given sur-
face will, of course, be lessened.
The great point, however, is to obtain good

art : it is not desirable to make a bad design
permanent

j
and a pound afoot, unless it furnish

something charming to look at, would be all too
dear.

We quite agree with Messrs. Simpson in
believing that ceramic painting will hold an im-
portant place in decoration hereafter

;
thecurrent

is setting that way
;
and we heartily wish them

success in their praiseworthy endeavours to
forward its introduction.

ON THE IMPOKTANCE OF .AQUEOUS
TAPOUE IN WARMINGAND VENTILATING

DWELLING-HOUSES.
Mr. Charles M. Wetherill, Pii. D., M.D.,

professor of Chemistry in the Lehigh Univer*
sity, of the United States, has written a paper
on this subject, in the Journal of the Franklin
Institute, in which he offers the following sug-
gestions to practical men for an improvement in
furnaces :

—

“1. Cease improvements of the stove, making it more
complicated aod eapeosive, and saving both coal and the
trouble of charging it, until a good water supply capable
of being regulated is obtained. This would not prevent
the supply of moisture to any such complei furnaces if
they be preferred.

2. Save the coal, as is done, by dampers in the Cre flue
and register, in the ash-pit atid stovo-door. Also, by
attention to the quantity .of air paasiog through the hot-
air chamber governing it by dampers in the hot-air ducts
near the stove, and in the cold-air ducts; paying also great
attention to the air leaving the apartments, aud reeulaiine
it as much as possible. “

3. Seek some method of adding steam by the action of
the Are, Bn<?. m regulated quantities under control, to the
hot-aii chamber. Perhaps the water tromp for obtaining
a blast by the fall of water or the atomizer may be made
available. Perhaps some means for the evaporation or
atomization of water in the apartment may render assist-m maintaining the proper relative humidity.
The admission of steam to the hot-air chamber docs not

rest upon theory only; it has been carried out in practice
by Professor Henry at his dwelbng in the Smithsonian
Institution. An iron tube connected with the water vesselm the hot-air chamber, was inserted through the side of
the fnraace into the midst of the burning fuel ;' this device
kept the water m the vessel in a state of rapid ebullition,
raised the relative humidity of his apartments, and a
quality of 'softness and salubrity were imparted not before
perceived ' in the air.”

The paper is accompanied with sketches re-
presenting a vertical and a horizontal section of
a famace improved for hydration. The supply
tank, with ball-cock, the author remarks, may
be placed inside of the air chamber, providing
for an overflow through the wall. The water
back should nob be in the fuel, and devices
should be present to prevent unpleasant results
from derangement of the water apparatus. The
water must boil at the rate of a gallon, or more,
per hour, according to the ventilation, for a
moderate dwelling.

Taking 100 as the saturating point, the atmo-
sphere, he calculates, should be hydrated to a
standard, ranging between 50 and 75, or to
mean of 67 5.

_

With respect to the i-ate of the renewal of the
air, he says, “ it has been found necessary in the
halls of Congress to change it every eight
minutes, i.e., seven times and a half each hour.
This rate would not be required for an ordinary
dwelling-honse, nor could ic be effected without
powerful means

; it would need the evaporation
of nearly eight gallons of water per hour.”

Sib,

PARLIAMENTARY ART-PHOBIA.
-“May I be permitted to continue the subject so

forcibly commeuced in your number for May lat, by
selecting a short extract from those volnminous reports of
the Irish Church debates, in which a topic of much interest
to architects might possibly remain buried out of sight
from some of your readers? It appears that Mr. Glad-
stone had purposed to set aside funds for the maintenance
of some important monumental churches, not to exceed
twelve in number

;
but in compliment to the superior (?)

taste and judgment of a British House of Commons, had
TOaseuted to forego that purpose. On May 13th Mr.
Vaijce proposed and Mr. Scourfield seconded a danse of
similar tendency to the omitted clause, whereupon (I
quote the newspapers of last Friday), the Attorney-
general for Ireland said that the proposal of the hon.
member for Armagh conld not be maintained for a
moment. The negative had already been decided in one
of the fullest Houses of the session. Mr. B. Hope sup-
ported the amendment, which was negatived without a
division.

REGISTRATION OFFICE FOR WORKMEN.
,

pleased at seeing a letter from "A
tuilder on the above, and am sorry that so little notice

has been tsken of it. More so as it is generally aoknow-
Jeaged that the mode of engaging workmen in the building
trade is clumsy and nnsatislactory. I have heard very
able men lament because there was not an office similar to
that proposed by ” A Builder.” I have spoken to several
men, and they agree as to the necessity of some better
method for communication between masters and men It
IB well known that work in the building trade is uncertain,
and that but few are kept as constant hands. Busy oue
month, alack the next, and for that reason a large number
are alaays seeking employment. A regiitration office
would bf a great gam, and save both parties much valuable

The associated workmen and the frequenters of public-
houses have an advantage in hearing of jobs over those
who are not members of the first, and who do not attend
the others. My employer being slack, I had to look for
work

;
and I sgree with “ A Builder ” that nothing is more

disheartening than looking for work in London. I think
It would be easy to form an office, aud, if supported by
employers. I feel sure that a largo number of men would
try to make it a success. Jack Plamb

THE SUPPLEMENTARY EXHIBITION OF
PICTURES OP 1869.

A COM.MITTEE has been formed to arrange the
proposed exhibition of a selection of the pictures
returned by the Royal Academy, including the
following names :

—

Messrs. Samuel Solly, F.R.S.
; George Chester - the

Very Rev. D. Rock, D.D. ; Dutton Cook, Mark Lemon,
Captain J. W. Clayton, E. A. Folev, G. A. Sala. Frede-
rick Chester, T. J. Gulbck, T. Stuart Smith, C. J. Dum.
pme, Alfred Thompson, Walter Thornbury, Alexander W.
Macdougall, J. A. Sterry, J. W. Benson, John Hollinga-
bead, A. Harvey Moore, Walter Severn, A. Baceaui R
Sayers, Charles Prater. Edwin A. Peitiit, Charles Drury
Fortnum, Frederick Smsillield, A. C. Staunus, Henry
Weekes, &c. ^

The works of art, it seems, will be received at
the Old Bond-street Gallery, from Wednesday,
i9tb, to Saturday, 29th instant, inclusive. It is
proposed that the exhibition shall open early in
June, and remain open until the 31at of August.

CO.RELATIVE STRENGTH OF BUILDING
MATERIALS.

I SBin) an extract from the Times of the 7th iust .which
may have esuaped the notice of those who are unaccus-
tomed to read the result of the experiments tried with
guns at Woolwich, but which are always interesting andm this instance instructive to builders and architects. The
test was to try the powers of endurance of a 9-in. wrought-
iron gun, with a battering charge of 43 lb. of powSer
1,114 rounds being fired

;
with the maximum penetration’

as laid down by the Committee on Fortifications, as fol-
lows Into earth, 40 ft.; into concrete, 12 ft.; brick-
^<)rk, 12 ft.; rubble masonry, 12 ft.; massive granite
2 ft. (but with a fracturing and disintegrating ettect to a
much greater depth and over a considerable area) • into
iron plating, 11 in.”

' ’

This is doubtless the severest test to which the relative
strength of such materials can be subjected; and whilst
giving a large pre-eminence in favour ot iron, places brick-
work and concrete on an equal footing-a result certainly
most favourable to those who advocate the use of the
latter, both on the score of efficiency and economy

r==r--—
ROTHERHAM HOSPITAL AND

INFIRMARY.
Ninetv-two designs were sent in, aud the

votes were 17 to 3 in favour of the design bear-
ing the motto “iEsculapius,” by Messrs, Mallinson
& Bakewell, architects, Leeds and Dewsbury,
which was therefore selected. According to
our correspondent,

—

“The plan is so arranged that each depsrfment is
separate and complete in itself, and yet at the same time
IQ contiguity with the various offices and deimrtmenta
each having a distinct entrance.

‘

'i he hospital entrance on the west side, with the por-
ter’s room, leads immediately to the waiting-room, bath-
room, for cleansing, and examination of patients before
admission to the wards, to the operating theatre
accident ward 1V~ — -

COMPETITIONS.
The design of Mr. Thomas Oliver, of New*

oastle-npon-Tyne, has been selected for the pro-
posed New Congregational Church, Toxteth Park,
Liverpool.

Bognor Sea Defences .—TheBognor Local Board,
Sussex, recently advertised in this paper for
designs for sea defences, tffering a premium of
50J. for design selected. Forty-two designs were
submitted to the Board, principally by engi-
neers. The Board obtained the assistance of
Mr. J, W. Grover, C.E., of Victoria-chambers,
Westminster, to examine the designs, and report
thereon. Mr. Grover reported that the best
design, taken as a whole, was that bearing the
motto ” Canute defying the Waves,” sabmitted
by Mr. Green, of Lewes and Hertford (to whom
the premium has been awarded). Mr. Grover
also reported that the design “Experience,” by
Mr. F. A. Klein, of Cannon-street, London, was
a good proposal, and deserved the considera-
tion and commendation of the Board

j as also

the designs “Nil sine Labore,” “ Fis Consilii

expers mole rwit sua," and “ Zero,” submitted re-

spectively by Mr. T. L. Evans, of Gosport; Mr.
Palmer Smythe, of Bulsize Park, London;
and Mr. W. G. Bennett, of Sonth Villa, Hamp-
stead.

House Architecture in Carlisle.— The pre-
mium of 201. oQered by the corporation of
Carlisle for designs of elevations of houses pro-
posed to be erected in Alfred-street and South
Portlaud-square, in this city, has attracted six-

teen sets of plans, which are now being exhibited

to the public in the town-hall. Many of them
are of a very unsuitable kind and have evidently

been the work of ’prentice hands; but there are

a few designs evincing both architectural skill

and practical knowledge of building. A set, for

example, bearing the motto, “ Design with
beauty, build with truth,” seems to attract

favour. Two or three others might be named.
The committee have not yet arrived at a final

decision.

KIDDERMINSTER INFIRMARY
COMPETITION.

Sib,—

A

s the author of another of the rejected designs,

I was wailing but a few minutes’ leisure to send you my
murmurs upon this despicable job. I am glad to see in

jour number of last week that toe subject has been taken
up by a brother competitor. During a long practice,
though happily very little experienced in competitions,
except in noting in the pages of the Builder the many
enormities to which they give rise, nothing more iniquitous
than the management of this one has ever come under my
observation.

In the interests of my fellow anfferera and myself, I will,

with your kind permission, challenge the committee to
answer the following straightforward questions :

—

1. Did Mr. Bland, the author of ttie accepted design,
deliver his drawings a day later than the date named in
the conditions, viz , on the 10th of Februory instead of
the 9th?

2. Had not Mr. Bland access to the room in which the
isigns were exhibited during the time certain members

of the committee were inspecting and discussing such
desigcB ?

3. Did not the estimate for carrying out Mr. Bland’s
design amount to more than 6,OOOL instead of -4,0002. (the
limit fixed bj the conditions) ?

4. la not Mr. Bland the personal friend and architect
of the honorary secretary to the committee ?

Rejected.

ACTION FOR COLOURS SUPPLIED.
Ox Tuesday judgment was given at the Bloomsbnry

County Court, by Mr, G. Lake Russell, judge, in the case
of J. Detenre c. Graham. Plaintill', who resides at 29,
Paradise-terrace, Islington, called, with his daughter, in

patients that may have to be operated ' July last, upon Messrs. Jackson &, Graham, and submitted
w.., upon their immediate entrance.

, small samples of various colours to the firm; they were
The dispensary entrance is on the north side of the

|

referred to Mr. Pugh, the surveyor to the firm, and he
admiuistrutivo department, with its lobby. The large

I

selected about thirty colours, and directed the plaintiff
hall for the patients to wait communicates immediately ' to send samples of each colour for the purpose of being
with the physicians’ room, aud with the surgeons’ roo'mX
for the economy of time, the dispensary adjoining for
prescriptions, medicine, &c., with hntchway or windoi
into the hall, and oue is also provided for the lobby.”

SMOKY CHIMNEYS.
Sir,—

C

an any of your correspondents advise ns what to
do under the following circumstances About two years
ago W0 built a Tillage school-room 40 ft. by 3'J ft. It has
a high-pitched roof; the chimney is on the north side,
and 18 carried up higher than the roof, but in spite of all
we can do it will not draw when the wind is in the north
or east. We have tried chimney pots and cowls of various
kinds

;
we have also closed up the open lire, and replaced

it by a Gill stove : still the wind rushes down, carrying the
smoke and flame into the room; we have also tried
various kinds of openings in the chimney, but without
any advantage. There is no doubt the chimney is too
large, being 14 in. or la in. square, and being on the
north side, the lire has not power to warm it. We bad
some thoughts of trying to introduce an iron pipe to form
an inner flue, as this could be more easily warmed if the
tire could get to it; but ol this there appears no chance :

as the down draught is so strong, the lire cannot reverse

any practical advice w d be most thankfully received.
Orb of the CoiiiiiriEE.

tested as to quality, at the same time informing the plain-
tiff that the colours must be of the best possible quality,
as none other were used by the firm. Plaintiff' denied
that anything was said about quality, and he said the
goods were ordered for ose aud not as samples to bo
tested. He sent in thirty small boxes of colours, and re-
ceived a bill payable at three mouths, signed by Mr. Pugh
for the goods, but when it became due, Messrs, Jackson'’&
Graham repudiated it.

Mr. Codd, barrister, who appeared for the defence,
contended that the actiou was a deliberate attempt to
defraud Messrs. Jacksou &. Graham, and he called Mr.
Edgar Graham and Mr. Pugh, who positively swore that
the colours were to be sent in as samples on approval

;
that

they were tested, and were found to be worthless for the
use of the firm, and they were returned. Plaintiff' was
informed that all colours must be of the best quality, and
as regarded the bill for payment at three months, Mr.
Pugh signed it, believing it to be the usual delivery paper
accompanying the articles. He had no authority to give
promissory notes, and, in fact, the firm never paid iu that
way.
Mr. Clark, foreman of painters to Messrs. Jackson &

Graham, stated that he examined the colours in question,
and they were perfectly worthless to the firm.
Mr. Jarvis cross-examined the witnesses for the plaintiff,

to show that the colours were supplied at a low price, and
that it could not be supposed that colours ot the best
quality were to be supplied, but Ihe wituessea stated that
the colours were bad at any price, and
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The judge, in deliTering judgment for the defendants, 1

said he fully believed that the order was given for

samples only, and that the goods were left upon approval.

It might be said that they were left for a considerable

period before they were returned, but it must be borne in

mind that a few days after a letter was written from

Messrs. Jackson & Graham, to the plaintiiT, stating^ the

colours had been tested, and were of no uso to the tirm.

As regarded the promissory note, no donbt Mr. Pngh bad

exhibited a want of caution in the matter in signing it,

believing it to be a notice of delivery. Under all the cir-

cumstances, he must give judgment for the defendants,

with costs,

§00 hs §i£rtil)£)}.

The Royal Academy s the "Outsiders;'’ and the

Press. By T. J. Gullics. London : Hard-

wicks. 18G9.

That the body of English artists outside the

Academy have been grievously disappointed and

damaged in this the first year of the opening of

the new galleries at Burlington House appears

certain. The fact that, while led by the pre-

valent belief that there would be a great in-

crease of space available, 1,600 pictures were

Bent in more than in any previous year, there

is very little increase in the number of paintings

exhibited—that 4,500 works of art were sent in
;

and that the number catalogued is 1,320—will

almost suffice to prove this. The writer of the

pamphlet before us, Mr. GuUich, known as an

art-critic, goes farther, however, than this, and

gives his reasons for asseitlng that in

consequence of an extra number received

of works by Academicians, associates, and
foreigners, there are a hundred paintings leas

by native outsiders in this year’s exhibition

than there were in the last. He makes
various charges against the hanging com-

mittee, with a tone of acerbity that may
bo thought not nnnatural under the circum-

fitances, but which we do not think it neoes-

Bary to adopt; and he advocates that every

artist of merit or promise should have a

chance with the public
;

that the council of

selectiou should include a certain number of

connoisseurs and art critics from without
;
that

more time should be devoted to the examination

of the works submitted than is now given; that

members of the Academy should be limited to a

less number of works; and that these should bo

hung distinct from those by outsiders
;

end-

ing with an urgent invitation to all whose
pictures were returned by the Academy to submit
them to the consideration of the committee that

has been appointed to arrange the supplementary
exhibition.

TAIHOHUM.

The Popular Science Review for April contains

various papers of interest, besides its excellent

BcientiSo summaries and reviews. There is a
useful paper on spectacles for defective sight;

a curious one on the cuttle-fish; another on
“ The British Lion,” of geological celebrity

;

and various others. Palestine Exploration

Fund
:
Quarterly statement, No. 1, January 1 to

March 31, 1869. Office, 9, Pall-mall East. This

statement subscribers get free, and farther copies

at half-price, or 6d. each. It contains various in-

formation as to the progress of the explorations,

such as letters and papers, lectures, extracts,

&o., and forms an interesting pamphlet. There
are also illustrative diagrams.

glisc£llitn£a:.

An ” Eligible Building Site.”—The East

London and Cambridge Heath Cemetery, closed

by Government simply because it could hold

no more, coffins in its latter days having to be
placed above and not under the ground, has

been taken, says the Eastern Post, by some very

spirited builder for building purposes. Cheap
houses, with neat gardens in front and rear,

are to occupy the place of the abodes of the dead,

who are to be left to slumber on fully 50 in.

deep beneath the kitchen floors ! The tomb-
Btones, adds our authority, have been carted

off by the score to a stoneyard, and duly cut
np into mantel shelves, door-steps, and lintels

'

for the new houses ! Can all this be possible ?

We would fain hope there is some mistake.

If not, however, the "spirited builder” ought
to be put in limbo in the meantime for stealing

the tombstones, if he cannot be prosecuted for

desecratiou of the dead. We are not surprised
to hear that very energetic reclamations have
been made by those more immediately interested,

and that legal proceedings are threatened.

I

Automatic Water-Engine.—A discovery

connected with the raising of water is claimed

to have been made by Dr. Bouron, a physician

of some reputation, at Haberville, Seine Infe-

rieure. By a very simple piece of mechanism he

says be can raise aoontinuous stream of water to

almost any altitude, without labour of any kind,

and without expense, beyond that necessary for

the first cost of the machine, and this is by no
means large. Dr, Boitron states that the power

of the machine is based upon a natural and

immutable mechanical principle, and that by it

there may be created a continuous current of

water at the surface of the soil, wherever a

spring of water exists, no matter at what depth.

The machine is intended to snpersede all exist-

ing pumps. Dr. Bouron also states that, how-

ever paradoxical it may appear, he has found
“ the greater the height to which the water has

to be raised the greater is the power of the

machine.” As he has not yet protected his dis-

covery, the mechanical details are nob at present

given, and perhaps this is all one may ever hear

of it.

Bursting of the Warwick and Wapton
Canal Embankment.—A portion of the em-
bankment of the Warwick and Napton Canal,

near Warwick, has given way. The water

rushed through the aperture into the fields and '

gardens adjacent to the Avon, and about mid-

way beween theEmscote-bridge and the aqueduct.

A large proportion of the embankment on the

Warwick side of the river, between 20 ft. and

30 ft. in width, was wholly washed away, and

the water submerged two or three adjoining

fields, and did serious mischief to the crops and
property in that locality. A large open boat was
carried through the opening into the fields below,

and broken into two parts. The cause of the acci-

dent is alleged to lie in the construction of a 3 ft.

culvert, the excavations for which beneath the

bed of the river were in course of progress at

the place where the embankment burst. The
culvert is being executed for the Local Board of

Health, under a contract.

Paper as a iviaterlal for Clotbing.—The
Japanese paper handkerchiefs are assuredly

coming, if the Olobo be right. The paper collar

manufacture has now been extended to less

prominent but more important garments, of

great strength and flexibility, which can be sewn
with a machine, giving seams almost as strong

as a woven fabric ! The inventor has particu-

larly applied it to the production of peUicoats,

which are either printed in imitation of the

,

fashionable skirts of the day, or stamped out

with open work of sneh beauty and delicacy as

no amount of labour with scissors and needle

conld imitate. The marvel is that these really

beautiful productions can be sold retail at 6d.

each ! Imitation cretonnes and chintzes for bed

furniture are also made, a set costing retail

about 53. The felted material " is so flexible that

a curtain may be twisted into a rope and shaken

out again, showing as little creasing as a chintz

similarly treated.” There are also table-cloths

embossed with designs of great beauty. This

felted paper may in the end have a serious

influence on the production of the woven fabrics

it is intended to displace. Imitation leather

impermeable to water is likewise made of it, and

produces a cheap and useful covering for furni-

tnre, and even serves for shoes.

The Working Men's International Ex-
hibition.—A public meeting of the inhabitants

of Birmingham was held in the Town Hall on

Saturday evening, for the purpose of promoting

the Working Men’s International Exhibition, to

be held in the Agricultural Hall, London, next

year. Lord Lyttelton presided, and in opening

the proceedings expressed his warm interest in

the undertaking, and his hope that it would be
Bucceesfully carried out.

Technical Education.—On the 30th ult-

fifteen members of the science class, held during

the past winter in Bedford, were examined by

means of printed questions, superintended by
three gentlemen, members of the local com-

mittee. Th's class commenced in November last

at the local Working Men’s Institute. Twenty-
one joined in all, three discontinued for various

reasons, and three were absent on the examina-

tion night. The subject of study iu the class

was physiology, illustrated by life-size diagrams.

The answers given were sealed up, and sent to the

Science and Art Department, South Kensington.

It is expected that the list of succesaful can-

didates will be issued in about two months.

' The examiner is Prof* 83)r Huxley.

The M’ew Bridge at Blackfrlars.

—

At a

recent Court of Common Council, the Lord
Mayor presiding, a report was brought up from
the Bridge House Committee, stating that

although a considerable amount of work re-

mained to be done, the new Blackfriars Bridge

would be in a sufficiently advanced state to

admit of its being opened in the latter part of

July. The committee were of opinion that some
public ceremony should take place on the occa-

sion, and requested authority to make the neces-

sary arrangements. The report was adopted.

Nevertheless, it seems the bridge will not bo
opened at that date.

The Prodnets of a Cas-Zilght.—In a
report on the Edinburgh Observatory, it is stated

by Professor Piazzi Smyth, that in trying some
mechanical means of ventilation for carrying oflf

from the top of a room the effluvia of gaslights,

there were obtained five pouuds of water so acid

as at once to redden litmus paper, by the con-

slant burning of one gas-light for a week; a

result completely explaining, it is considered, the

circumstance of the corroding and falling-off of

the covers of books in the Observatory, the

Athenaium Club, and elsewhere.

Street Tramways.—At a meeting of the

Inventors’ Institute, Mr. T. Measomread a paper

on the proposed street tramways. After de-

scribing various forms of trams and mode of

laying them so as to avoid interference with

existing traffic, Mr. Measom reviewed at length

the advantages or disadvantages that might bo

expected to result from the adoption of the

system in the metropolis. In the discussion that

followed, an American gentleman, Mr. G. W.
Reid, described the working of the tramways in

New York and Boston, which he mentioned were
eminently successful even in the latter city,

where the streets are narrow and crowded.

The Historical Manuscripts Commis-
sion.

—

A circular has been issued from the

Rolls House, Chancery-lane, calling attention to

and explaining the object of the new act, and
requesting co-operation in carrying it into effect.

The circular states that no title-deeds or other

private documents are to be read, and no papers

of any kind with which the Public Record Office

may be entrusted are to be given access to by
any one without the express sanction of the

owner, who may have them returned at any
time, or may allow them to remain as long as he

chooses among the public records.

Eondon Artisans’ Club and Institute
KJewman-street.—A Bocial meeting is to be
held here on Thursday, May 27th, when Mr. J. G.
Crace has kindly engaged to read a paper on
" Art applied to Manufactures ;

” and the Earl

of Lichfield, the Right Hon. A. H. Layard,

M.P., Sir Haroourt Johnstone, hart., M.P.,

Mr. Thomas Hughes, M.P., Mr. Frederick

Harrison, and other friends of the working
classes have accepted invitations to attend.

Endeavours are being made to raise funds to

obtain a library and philosophical instruments

for the club. About 1,000 members have

joined.

Glasgow Cathedral Windows. — Some
alarm has been created in Glasgow by the asser-

tion of more than one examiner, that the

Munich glass is decaying in certain parts. A
correspondent has sent us a list of nine windows,

' wherein the enamel colour, as he asserts, is

!

peeling ofi' iu spots or flakes. We know no
reason why this should take place, and mention

the statement merely to elicit the truth.

Institute of British Architects.—The
motion made at the annual general meeting, on

the 3rd of May, " That a committee be appointed

to inquire into the operations of the Institute,

and to propose means for increasing their effi-

ciency,” will be considered at a special meeting

of the members on Monday, May Slst.

The I^oman Pavementnear the Mansion
House.—With the aid of the contractors, Messrs.

Mowlem, Freeman, & Burt, the Library Committee

of the Corporation of London have been able to

arrange so that any person wishing to see this

interesting relic in situ can do so this Friday (the

21et) and Saturday (the 22nd). The entrance

is iu Bucklei'sbury.

A New Electric Organ.—In St. George’s

Church, Tufnell Park, a new organ has been
opened. The quality of tone of many of the

stops in this instrument is said to be fine, and
advantages are gained from the application of

the electric system.
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Anotlier Bridge across the Mersey.—
Messrs. William Low aocl George Thomas, civil
engineers, have submitted to the Mersey Dock
and Harbour Board a letter and plans, illus-
tratiog their scheme of crossing the Mersey by
means of a railway suspension-bridge between
Liverpool and Birkenhead. It will consist of
three spans, the centre one 1,800 ft. in length,
and the others 9G0 ft. each, and will be 110 ft.
above high-water mark. The bridge would
unite the various railway lines in Lancashire and
Cheshire. It will be under two miles long, and
the total cost is estimated at 1,750,0001. This
would be the sort of thing to try our engineering
mettle before we venture to bridge the Irish and
the British Channels.

British Archaeological Society of Rome.
This society has wound up its proceedings for
the season. The weekly lectures and excnraions
were continued as long as there wereanyEnglish
or American people remaining in Kome to attend
them. Mr. Parker concluded with an account
of the most recent excavations up to the present
time, and announced that they would not be
continued during the summer from want of
funds. The latest discovery is the Remains of
the Thermo? of Severus and Commodus, on the
opposite side of the Via Appia to those of An-
toninus (Caracalla). The “Lecture on the
Ancient Streets of Rome and the Roads in the
immediate neighbourhood” has been printed
for the nse of members, with an engraving
to show the nature of the foss-ways or hollow-
ways.

Ancient Remains in Jersey.—In a field
near St. Helier’s a tomb constrncted of sixteen
or eighteen huge stones roofed by three others,
and closed at each end, the floor consisting of
detritus and sand, has been discovered. There
were eleven urns inside, some of them broken
and imperfect, but others intaot. They ap-
proach each other in size, and, standing from
6 in. to 8 in. high, are 9 in. or 10 in. in extreme
width.

_

Outside they are symmetrically shaped,
and inside they are filled with earth.

City of iiondon Museum.—The Chairman
of the City Library Committee writes :—The
Museum of the City of London is attached to the
library at Guildhall, and conaists of a very
interesting collection of Roman antiquities,
including several rare specimens of tabellce,
stili, crepid<e, fibulae, strigiles, lamps, knives, and
many articles of personal adornment in bronze
and bone} the glass includes lachrymatories
and parts of vessels of various descriptions
shapes, and colours. The Samian ware is par-
ticularly fine, consisting of bowls, vases, &c
highly ornamented with emblems of war and the
chase. It also possesses many varieties of
tesselated pavements, and other building
materials of the same date. Among the more
important monuments may be mentioned the
group described by Roach Smith, of the Decv
ifatrcs, found in Crntched Friars; and, of still
higher value, a Roman hexagonal column, found
at Ludgate, erected by Aneucletus Provincialis
and his wife Martina

j
also a very beautifully-

Bculptured-fluted marble sarcophagus, of the
fourth century, recently dug up at Clapton.
The Medjmval department is far from des-
pioable, and includes the finest collection known
of the leaden signacula, or pilgrims’ signs.

Over-papered Walls. — Our readers will
recollect mention of a disgusting smell which
drove BO many officers from their quarters in
Kuightsbridge Barracks, and threatened the
whole establiehment with fever. Great pains
had been taken by the engineers to remedy the
evil. Drains were examined, and floors were
taken up, but nothing was found. Since then
ventilators have been inserted in every room,
and the space beneath the floors has also been
ventilated. The Lancet now mentions that the
cause has been discovered. It was found that
there were in one case, at least, fonrteen layers
of paper, some of them of a moat expensive
kind. Between these layers of paper stinking
paste, fungi, and even maggots had accumulated

j

whilst, the wall being hollow, the stench spread
through the passages behind, and seriously in-
creased the evil. “ It is somewhat curious, that
aRhongh the true cause was suggested by an
officer of engineers some months ago, no real
attempt seems to have been made to verify his
suggestion until the arrival of the present regi-
ment._ Warnings against the injurious effects
resulting from the practice of leaving successive
coats of paper on the walls, will be found in the
Suilder, and on more than one page.

Monumental.—The statue of Mr. Mayer, of
Liverpool, which the Corperation intend to place
in St. George’s Hall, as a memorial of Mr. Mayer’s
munificent donation, to the local museum, of
antiquities, which cost over 50,0001. and half his
lifetime in the collection, is now completed at
Chelsea, by Signor Fontana, the sculptor named
by Mr. Mayer, at the Corporation’s request, to
execute the statue. The figure is a portrait of
Mr. Mayer as ho appears in ordinary daily life.
The proportions are /of heroic dimensions, and
the material is Carrara marble, of remarkable
purity. It is said to be a good likeness. The
pedestal of the statue of the Marquis of West-
minster at Chester is now complete, and has just
received thestatue, which has beenforwarded from
Mr. Thorneycroft’a stndio. The plinth, or base,
consists of four blocks, and is, like the rest of the
pedestal and capping, of a polished grey granite.
The local Chronicle says of the inscription, which
is in gilt letters, “The only objection to which
this is open is the abbreviation of ‘ second Mar-
quis.’ We cannot understand why ‘ 2nd’ should
not have been used, which would have been far
preferable to _2d, as the latter is liable to a
funny^ ambiguity which will at once suggest
itself.” An immense crowd assembled at
Sydney, on the 28th March, to witness the
laying of the foundation-stone of the statue in
memory of Captain Cook, by his Royal Highness
the Duke of Edinburgh.

Westmoreland Granite.—A new branch of
industry has recently been established on Shap
Fells. Some time ago Mr. Curteis, a gentleman
connected with the Dalbeattie Quarry Works
and now residing at Penrith, directed his atten-
tion to a huge granite formation on a fell known
a8_Wa9tdale_ Crag, about four miles from Shap
railway-station and about two miles from Shap
Wells. Ho obtained a lease of the property
from the Earl of Lonsdale, and in the middle of
July last began operations, and, in spite of many
difficulties, by the aid of costly machinery has
now made considerable progress. Wastdale
Crag is the only granite ridge between Scotland
and London, with the exception of minor
deposits in Leicestershire, so that the cost of
transmission from all parts of England and
Wales will, it is expected, enable the lessees to
compete snccessfully with the Scottish quarries
in this respect. From its extent, too, the supply
will be comparatively inexhaustible. The yield
is 90 per cent, upon the blastings, whereas in
many quarries in Scotland it is said to be not
more than 50 per cent. The blocks are of
immense size. One block was computed at 2,700
tons of pure granite, and blocks of from 20 to
100 tons in the solid are frequently blasted.
The granite has three shades

} one a light grey,
another a dark red, and an intermediate colour’
variegated and ornamental. It is harder than
the Dalbeattie granite. Lately 1,000 ft. of
curb were finished and sent to London, the
lessees having contracted with one of the
metropolitan districts, and they have contracts
for work in connexion with the New Town-hall
at Manchester, and the Midland Railway hotel,
in the New-road, London.

’

Mr. Peter Cunningham.—We mention with
extreme regret the death of Mr. Peter Cunning-
ham, the author of the “ Handbook of London,”
and other works, which took place on the 18th
instant at St. Alban’s. He had just completed
his 53rd year, having been born on the 16th of
April, 1816.

za'ewcastle-on-T5me
: New Slaughter-

houses.—New slanghter-honsea have been com-
menced in this town, on the principle of the
abattoirs of France. Mr. Thomas Oliver is the
architect.' The contracts for erecting a large
drill-shed have been let to Mr. Kennedy, of
Jarrow. The building will be 130 ft. by 50 ft.,

and rooms for dressing, smoking, &o. are attached.

TENDEES.
For Congregational Chanel and School, Godalminc. Mr.W. F. Poulton, architect

E3,318 0 0
Aldred & Doolton... 3,200 0 0
Hallett... 3,030 0 0

••• 2.595 0 0
Carter & Sons (accepted) 2,450 0 0

Foralterationa to Trinity Chapel, Reading. Mr W F.
Poulton, architect :

—

Wheeler Brothers £330 0 0
Sheppard

. 355 0 0
Matbewa 354 q q
Barnicoat (accepted) 313 0 0

The Brighton Drainage.—The residents lu
Brighton are naturally anxious as to the result
of draining it into the sea in front of the town
and unfavourable to the scheme. They have’
therefore, had a public meeting, and have re-
solved:

—

That in the state of public opinion in reference to the
ayatem of drainage in Brighton, and in view of the ininrv
caused by the existing prejudice against it, tbe town
council be requested to confer with the neighbouring
authoruiea and to receive a deputation from this meeting

J,'?."'
to instituting further inquiry into the

practicability and expediency of removing the drainageaway from the town.”

That the Londoners and others who visit
Brighton as a watering-place will acquire a pre-
judice against it on account of the fact that its
drainage is disembogued in front of the town, and
whether there be sufficient reason or not, as re-
gards the relative purity of the water, seems to
be but too probable. The case, as the chairman
of the meeting. Dr. Carter, put it, resembles
that of an aristocrat dining in a hotel at a table
on which was a cloth whioh had been in nse
before. The^ cloth might be as wholesome as
ever} bnt still the aristocratic visitor would not
come again. It was something the same with
the water in front of Brighton. Visitors would
net believe it was fit to bathe in so long as the
sewage was drained into it. Moreover, we would
earnestly urge the adoption at once of more
complete measures to secure an effective and un-
objectionable system of drainage for the town.

For alterations, &c., at No. 126, Newingtou-causeway,
for Mr. J. F. Smith:—

Camming & Mullins £323 10 0
Falkner 321 q 0
Goodes & Clarke (accepted) 3 j7 16 8

School, Church Coppen*
hall, Cheshire. Mr. George B. Ford, architect

Cotterill £312 0 0
Hodgkinson 811 0 0
Ellson 738 10 0
Williamson (accepted) 670 4 4^

For alterations to premises, South Audley-street. for
Messrs. Wilson Brothers. Mr. .T. W. Morris, architect

Shellield £332 0 0
Wicks & Bangs 352 0 0
Stevens 343 0 0
Abrahams (accepted) 333 0 0

For a house and farm buildings at the homestead known
as Lower Cromer Hyde Farm, Lemsford Mills, Herts, for
Viscountess Palmerston. Mr. W. Wilds, architect. Quan-
tities supplied :

—

Castle £1,697 0 0
Bint & Son 1,680 0 0
Eaves & Blow 1,666 0 0
Lawrence 1,414 0 0
Wells 1,425 0 0
Ekins 1 286 0 0

For the restoration of Kimeote Church, Leicestershire,
Mr. William Smith, architect :

—

Law (accepted) £1,065 0 0

For the re-building Boyton Church, Suffolk. Mr.
William Smith, architect:—

Tooley
Last
Cullingford..,

Hewitt
Carter
Cunnold .....

..£1,510 0 0

.. 1,436 10 0

.. 1,482 10 0

.. 1,433 0 0

.. 1,252 0 0

... 996 0 0

For the erection of u residence, St. Qodwald's, Finstall
-ear Bromsgrove, for the Rev. J. H. Baiabrigge. Messrs!
Payne & Taloot, architects

Wilson & Son £1,780 0 0
Surman 1,637 0 0
Partridge i,600 0 0
Jeffery & Pritchard 1,550 0 0
Matthews (accepted) 1,666 19 0

For additions to a private residence, Blaekheath. Mr.
J. H. Rowley, architect:—

Brass
Homann
Snowden
Sharpington & Cole
Shepherd
Crabb & Vaughan
Beeton (accepted)

.. £558 0

.. 430 0

379 0
365 0

325 0 0

For the erection of two pairs of semi-detached resi-
dences at Red Hill, for Mr. Joseph Perren. Messrs.
Holden & Tribe, architects. Quantities suppfed

Holdsworth £2,636 14 0Holdsworth
Marsland & Sons
Putland & Holt
Gage
Regis, sen
Room
Cook
Hooper
Grummant (accepted)

2,190 . .

3.457 12 8
2,-110 10 0
2,310 0 0
2,233 0 0
2,255 16 0
2,160 0 0
1,720 0 0

For taking down and rebnildiug the parish church of
Bishampton, Worcestershire. Mr. Frederick Preedv
architect:— '*

Wood & Sons £1 877 0 0
Bennett 1,734 q 0
Warner i,69S 5 0
Inwood 1,694 0 0
Hearn i,601 0 0
Collins & Cullia 1,541 0 O
Griffiths (accepted) 1,609 10 0
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For St. Mark’s Schools, Notting IliU. Mr. Carrey, ai

chitect. Quantities supplied by Mr. J. H. Strudwick:—
Foster
Colley

£2,360
2,270

Cowland 2,170
Higgs 2.083
Butt 2,050
Perry & Co 2,040
Downs 1,987

For altorations, repairs, and painting of Christ Church,
Tunbridge Wells. Mr. William Bond, architeot i

—

Edwards & Wadding (accepted),.. £24S 2 0

For arida residence, with a oonaervatory and stabling,

at Langton, near Tunbridge Wells, for Messrs. Henry &
Robert Goodsham. Mr. William Bond, architect, Quaa>
titles by Mr. Albert Vicars

Winnifrith £2,217 0 0
Edwards & Wadding 2,233 16 7i
Strange 2,190 12 0
Willicombe, Son, & Oakley

(accepted) 2,130 0 0
Mercer 2,125 11 8

For the erection of new National Schools for the parish
of St. Silas, Islington, for the Ilov. J. Wilkinson, M.A.
Mr. Edwin Clare, arclutect. Quantities supplied by Mr.
Waymouth. After deducting allowanoes respectively made
for old materials on the site, but including prices gireufor
boundary walls :

—
Herring £3,807 0 0
Foster 2,198 0 0
Williams & Son 2,120 0 0
Fairhall & Weekes 2,079 0 0
Webb .... 2,077 0 0
Dove Brothers 2,025 0 0

For re-building premises, Nos. 199, 200, & 201, High
Holborn, for Mr. G. Kent. Mr. W. J. Trehearne, archi-
tect. Quautities BuppUed

Thompson £11,400 0 0
Patman & Fothcringham 11,285 0 0
Macey 10,297 0 0
Scrivener & White 9,988 0 0
Sawyer,. 0,795 0 0
Colla & Son 9,736 0 0
Hill, Keddell, & Waldram

(accepted) 0,635 0 0

For construction of sowers, subways, vaultago, and in-

cidental works in a now street from northern side of
Holborn Valley to Farringdon-street, for Corporation of
the City of London. Mr. W. Haywood, engineer. Quan-
tities supplied by Mr. Stent

Hill, Kedded, & Waldram
(accepted) £24,720 0 0

For Wesleyan Chapel at Barking. Messrs. Pooock,
Corfe, & Parker, architects. Quantities supplied :

—

Hill, Keddell, & Waldram
(accepted) £2,420 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
P. & T.-W, W.~B. 4 M. tv.—J. N. C.—J. H. fi.—E. J. P.—Com-

pstltor.— Kiddeminster Pump,— E. 0,-J. W.— E. V.—Chev. da 8.

—J. F.—TouDg T. P.-R. R-J. B. D.—H. & T.-lIessra. O’O.—
Bogaor.—I. St. M.—P. P.— F. D, W.-W. B,—A. V.-J. 8. fL-O. A F.

— T. B.—W. R.—W. H. B,—A. TT. P.—Q. 4 C.-C. C. U.—Mt*. B,—F.
IroD-work«.-T. W.-B. 8.-E. A.—W. P. P.-Jack Plane.-B. O.—
B. L. 8.—W.S.— H. K. 4 W,—B. I. K. (alwoye glad to receive In-

foiuiatioE).— C. H. (shall appear).—W. 0. (shall appear. Band tar-
tlcu'ara at convenience).

We are compelled to decline polnllng oat books and giving
addreum.

All ataiemente of facts, Hate of Tenders, 4c., mnat be accompanied
by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for

publication.

Note,—

T

he responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at
pnbUc meetlnp, rests, of coarse, with the authors.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufactore of Church, Turret,
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description
of Clock and Watch Work, Architects, Builders,

Committees, &o. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J.W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 68 and
60, Lndgate-hill

j
Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-

street, London.

Juit pnbliahed. price Sixpence,

Military work by military
LABOUR.

By an OFFICER of ROYAL BSGINBER9.
London : COBJiELIOS BUCK. 2>, Poteruo.tcr-row. E.O. :

WILLIAM MITCHELL, 39, Charlug crow, S.W.

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
BUILDERS and Others dealring a really good system, can

hiivs a SSr of MOUELa for BUILOERS' BOOKS, by DOUBLE
ENTRY, to which was awarded tbe prize otfered in ' Toe Builder,"
Ro. and which has been adop'ed by many U'ge firms. Also a
Modified Arrongeuieul by Biogle Eniry, salt Oile fur small builders.—
Address, A A. 4, 3t. Georgu’s-road, Regent’s Park, London.

London : LONGM.ANS, GREEN, 4 CO. Palernoster-i

Juet pablisbed, in oblong folio, Price One 0

CRANSTON'S PATENT GLA98 BUILDING for HORTICULTURE
Plans and Estimates free.

Just published, free for 30 stamps, 3rd Edition.

Descriptive book, splendidly illus-
trated from existing Balldingi.

By the Author and Paleotee, JAMES CRANSTON, Architect,

1, Temple-row Went, Birmingham.
U. J. GKOWTAOB, Manager.

ySyclop^dic science simplified.
By J. H. PEPPER. Professor of Chsmiitry, and Uonora'y

Dlrec'or of the Kuyal Polytecbuic lusiftuH >u. Emorocing
LIGHT—HEAT-ELE' TrllLlTY — MAGNETISM-PNEUMATICS-

ACOUaT10S-CHEM!3TBY.
With SU Hundred lllustra'lons.

F. WARNE 4 CO. Bedford^tree', Covent Garden.

NOW OSVIEW, 59, SL Oeorge's-road. 8outhwark.-To Cabinet-
makers, uUdars, Timber Merchants, Building Mateii.sl and Fire-
wood Detlers, and Others,

ATR. JAMES BOX will SELL by AUC-
i-rX TION. 00 the PREMISES, es above (wllhout rts-rve),by
order of the Executors of the Ute Mr. John Looker, on MONDAY,
MAY 24, 1869. at TWELVE for ONE o'clo.'k procUsly, the rblid and
remaining putlon of tbe extensive and well-seasoned STOCK of
TIMBER : cumprlsing Spanish and Honduroo mahogany slabs and
boards, a quantity uf fine dry cut deals. 8 capllal lugs ofmsew.od,
large quantity of cedar in ) and 1 inebaud b -ad. various lots of vrueert,

450 beet p-iie planks, about 100 fsttomsoC word. Including mahogany,
wainscot, fleewot’d, *c.

;
together with the loiplementi in Trade,

consisting of trucks, pit-saws, hoUt, ropes and pulleys, jacks, crow-
barSi^lalhe. rollers, veneer bin, immeme pile of etocklag sticks, office

desk, table, B oves, step ladders, pirtitlons, doors, aud Innumerable
useful Hems. May be viewed on Pii lay and Baturduy preceding the
day of the tale.— C ila'ogurB uiny be hod on the Premises, aud of tbs
Auctioneer. 19, Wllsnu-slreet, Finsbuty sq'nre, B C.
N.B,—The valuable Estates will be sold at tbe Auction Mart.Tukeh-

honse-ysrd, early In June, of which due notice will be given.

UPPER PLAISTOW.

Mr. EDMUND LITTLER will SELL by
AUCTION, at tho EARL DERBY, London-rosd, Plslstow,

on MONDAY, MAY, 24tb. at FIVE for 8)X o'clock. Twelve dtral-
detacbed LBAMEKOLD VILLAS and Eight CARCASSES; also

sevrral Plots of very eligible Freeboli Building lAml, m must com-
moudiug elluallou*, tl ae to the PlnUtow Station, Buutbend Railway,
now diioctly counecicl wUn the North Londoo Railway. Nlue-
tenlhe of the purchase-money for frretiuld lots oau rema n on mort-
gage At 5 per cent. aoO fuuc-fiftbs fir loasehuli lolsnt d per cent, to

be piid by tqud half yi-arly ins almenls —ParticulHrs and plans may
be obUiue-l at the principal luss

;
of Mesrrs. UKLLaTLY, SON, 4

WARTON', 8. Dim^ard-court, Qracechucch-street
;
aud at iheAuc-

tlbueei's Offices, Plsislow.

To Ironmongers, Builders, Carpenters, Cabinetmakers, Oasfitters,

A/TR. BILLINGAy” will SELL by AUC-
XfitlON, wllhout reserve, at Messr«. NORM AN 4 SONS’ ROOMS,
No. 5. Little BriULn, E.C. on TUESDAY, MAY 25lh, 1869, at
TWELVE fur ONE o’clock precisely (liiateAd of tbe day previously
aunuunced), an oseoTlmeut of CABINET end BUILDKKS’ IRON-
MONO BBY, including 4i>0 dozen rim, mot Use, drawback, pad, chest,
and other locks, latches, bolls, hinges, screws, nails, cabinet and
builders' brssswork, gaieliers, and other fittings, carpenters' tools,
qaontlty of Tniton's steel cart -pribg-, fuudeis, firelrons, sundry tin,
copper, and Jspanued goods, also a Thomas’s powerful sewlng-macblue,
and num-ruus effects.—May bo viewed day previous and on morning
of Solo. Catalogues at tbe Rooms ; aud of Mr. BILLINQAY. Iron-
mongers’ and Founders' Valuer and Auctioneer, 64, King Wiltlam-
street, London Bridge, E.C.

BALHAM, SURREY.-Ellgible Freehold BnUdlng Land for Cottage
Property.

A/TR. WHITTINGHaM is instructed to
XtX SELL by AUCTION st.’Ihe AUCTION MART, Tukenhouse yard,
City. B.C. on MONDAY, MAY 24. 1869. at TWELVE fur ONE o'clock
precisely In the Aflertionu, in lot-, a further portion of the eligible

FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND, sltuaie In the new roads leading
from Holly-grove, Balham-bltl, and suitable for the erection of
collages. The property is siiuile between tbe WoudawoTtb and
Balbun Stations, about five miles from ihe City and West-end, and
about ten minutes' walk from the Clapham JuLcUon and Balbam
btalluus ou tbe London, Biigliton, and tiouth Coast and South
Western Railways. Nlue-ten Its of the purchase-money may remain
on mortgage or contract et 6 per cent, to be paid in nine years by
equal half-yearly instaliuenU; hut tbe whole or any part of tbs
balance may be paid ofi' at any time without notice —Particulars,

plaua, aud condiilunsof sale may be obtained teu days before tbe
sale, at tbe principal Inns in tbe neighbourhood

;
of Meesra,

RUSSELL 4 DAVIES, 69, Coleium-stie-l. E.C. ; of tho Auctioneer,

14, Moorgati-slreet. Loudon, E i'.
;
and at the Place of Sale.

J.

GREAT YARMOUTH.
W, De CAUX has received instructions
from Mr. 8. Seogo. to SELL by AUCTION, on TUF.8DAY,

jurvftUt, 1869, at TWELVE o'tloek at noon, upon the PREMISES,
near the Snspeusion Bridge, Great Yai mouth, tho following valuable
SAW-MIIL PLANT, coiiiisiiug of 8. U. P- lable engine (In work-
ing order)

;
S. U. P. taorizoiital engine ; S. H. P, portable engine lin

working Older)
;
two boilers, 9 loot by 4 feet, and 12 feet by 3 feet,

D.al sawlng-framo complete; timber frame, driving shaft, oon-
deuser, three pumps, thiee benebea, righteen saws, 4:,—Fur further
paiUcuHrs, apply to the Au tiuueer, R-g -ut-roa1. Great Yarmouth.

rpiifS PKINOIPLKS of PERSPECTIVE.
-JL Illustrated in a Series of Examples,

By HENf.Y U. HUMPUKI8.
Londou : CHAPMAN 4 HALL, Ficcadllv,

ChelUnbom ; HENRY DAVIES
;
aud all Booksellers.

KILBURN.—Eligible Leoeebold luvestmenl.

A/IESSRS. DANIEL EMUH, SON, &
I V I O.tKLEY have received liistruitlous to iffer for SALE by
aUCiION, all the MART. Tokeiihouse-yard, on TUESDAY. MAY
25tb. HI TWO u’c ock prtcisoly, in seven lute, bKVEN LEASEHOLD
HOUSES with girdcna in the tear, being No*. 17. 19, 21. 23. 27.

and 29, Oxti'id road, and No. 49, Cnuib.iJge-road, each coutaluing
six bid-roou,s, two dnsslug-roouis, drawiu.-rjoui, diuli g-room,
ante-room, kitchen, scullery. 4c. and four crilars in tbe area. Ihe
houaes are semi-detached, built of brick aud partly stuccoed, and
being let to good tenants effotd a sound Inv.stmeut. The Property
Is held on lease, of which about 99 years ate unexpired, at a ground-
rent of 111. each house, and pruduues a rental of 3701, per annum.

—

Further particulars may ha obcalued on acpllcalion to Messrs.
HOLLINGSWORTH, 'TVERMaN, 4 QRhKN, Solicitors, 4, East
ludia-aveuue, I.aadeiihall-street, KC. ; at tbs Auction Mart

;
or to

Messrs. DANIEL SMITH, BON, 4 OAKf.BY, Land Agents and Snr-
veyorf, 10, Wat rloo-pUoe, Pall Mall, S.W.

8UEREY,-Iu tbe delightful vicinity of EsstSheen.about half a mile
from Uoit'oke Station, wheuce Waterloo Is reached iu about SO
minutes, witbconslaut comioUDlcallon with Ludgste-hllJ, Oaunon-
street, and Cuaring-oross Siatioua.

M essrs, daniel smith, son, &
OAELRY have received iustruolions to offer for SALE by

AUCTION, at the MART . Tokenhouse-yarU, E.U on WEDNEaUAY,
JUNE 16lh, at TWO piecisely, m one lot, uui.st previously dUposed
of by private coutn-ot, tue valmnle FREEHOLD FAMILY RESI-
DENCE, known os Percy Lodge, placed in grounds of an ornauieutal
but Inexpeiislvo chaiaoler, w.th atabiiog, conch-hoiue, and various
out-offices, cunservatory, ki’cheu gardeu, and psd-iock, with small
set of farm premises iu tho re>r, me whole coutriniiig about 3^
ac e<. The bouse, which U substauUally built of brick, is iu an
excellent state of repair. There are four principal Teceplloo-room*,
which ave Urge aud lofty, aud 13 pitucipal aud secondary bed-
chambers aud other rooms, will! two good s'alrcosea anddomes'lo
bifices, which aro spacious aud good. 'I'he property is situate In a
moot excelleot neighbourhood, within short diives of Richmond,
ibrougii tbe Park, aud H .mptou Couit. Possession will be given on
completion of tue puicbase. — Particulars, with pilans, may be
cbUlneU of Messrs. BENNent, DAWaON, 4 BENNETT, Solicitors,

No. 2, Now square, Llnoolu'a-lun, W.C.
;
of ALBERT GHaNUELLUR,

Esq. Burveycr, Richmond, Surrey
;
at tbe Place of Sole

; ami of
Messrs, D.ANIEL SMITH, SON. 4 OAKLEY, Laud Agents and aur-
veyors, Iu, Waterloo-place. Pall-mall, Loudon, B.W.

EAST SHEEN. BUBREY.—Valuable Freehold Bulldlog Laud, free

from Und'tax, containing Ubwar. a of nine acres, and a Freehold
Ground-rent secured upou a capl'ol family residence, with rever-

sion to the rack reut.

Messrs, daniel smith, son, &
OAKLEY have received iustructioiis to offer for SALE by

AUuTlON.at the MART, Tukcuhome-yard, E.C. on WEDNESDAY,
JUNE 16, at Tn 0 precisely (unless previously disposed of by private
contract), valuable FREEUOLO RUXLUI.NQ LAND, eltuatcd near
to the entrance ,to Richmond Park, which, with the surrounding
attractive neighbourhood, affords some very pleasant drives, being at
the same time witbiuteveu miles by rood from tbe City or Weet.
end. Tbe property is arranged .in fire plole, eich varying irom U to

2j acres in exien', barmg exteusive frontages, aud approsohed by

are much sought after iu this .Select eud loehlonab e locality. Tbe
freehold ground-rent is 43{, per anuum, secured upon a capital
family res,denes. The term has ninety-four yeoru unexpired, with
reversion to the rock rent, forming an excellent aud safe luveitmeat
for capital.— Particulars aud plans may be obtained as iu the pre-
ceding advertkemeuL

Sewing M. chines, Lifting Jack*, Irish Cars, Cupolas, Steel and Zinc,
Hainesa, Packing Cosee and Boxes. Girths, Scrap Iron, Fire OuarJr,
Tools, Lead Asher, Mixed Metal, Leather, Wagons, Carts, P'lles,

Na-ls, 4c.

SPILLMAN, of Bell-yard, Fleet-
LVX street. W.C. wUldELL by PUBLIC AIH.TION, at the ROYAL
ARr<ii,NAL, Woolwich, by order of th.- Secretary of SUte for War, ou
MONDAY, JUNE 7, 1869, at ELEVEN o'clock in the loreucou pre-
cisely.—The lots may lie viewed at the Royal Areenal, Woolwl.ih, from
'ien to One o'clock, and from Two lo Five o’clock, ou the three
working oaje previoua to, and on the morning of, liie day of sale

;

ami catalogues may be obtained at tbe War Utfice, Pall-mall
;
at the

Tower ; and at the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich.

IV
/J
ESttRS.

I T I received inst.

NASCOT ESTATE, WATFORD, HERTS.- Freehold Land, affording
' ' ' -. for tbe erection of First-class ViUaRe-ideucss.

HUMBERT & CoX have
notions to offer for SALE by AUCTION, at the

KsShX ARM-) HOTEL, W.itfotd, ou TUE-DAY, 'he 25th day of

MAY, at FIVE o’clock precisely, B'ght Pieces of FREEH OnD L.VND,
varying from Oa. 3 r. 9 p. to 8a. 3 r. Op in extent, in Right Lots.

The site is most picturesque, and in a good hunting district
;

it pcs-

sessee every advauUge, ihe soil is gravel upon chilk. there is a good
maikei-town iu close proximity, and the lailway accomtucdaiiuii Is

alt that could bs desired. Tluee-fourths of the purch lae-mcmey may
remain ou mortgage at 5 per cent.—The land may be viewed, anc
particulars and ooudiUons of sale may be had of Hlssiv. ValPY 4
LEDSaM, Solicitors. 60, C»rey-place. Lincoln’s Inn, W.C.

;
aud of

tho Auctloueeis, 68, St. J-uies's-stieel, S.W. and Watford, Herts.

and Oihers.

Mr. LEREW will SELL by AUCTION,
on the PREMISES, CamJeu-yard, Great College-street, on

MONDAY. JUNK7tb, and foU.iWiug days, at TWELVE for ONEea<h
day, the oid-esUbllshed TIMBBR YaRU aud TWO DWELLING-
UUUBB.d, Nos, 8 nnd 4, Qivat CoIltgo-siresT, tbe whole occupying on
area of about 23,090 superSi-iitl feet

;
uurxptred term about 20 years,

at the low rent of 501. per annum
;

togeiber witQ the extensive diy
STOCK ami PLAN'!', ViZ. ; 3,590 plneydlowaud white plauks, deals

and balteas whole. 2,000 ditto cut.4 0d0 feet wide pine, 6,000 feet ma-
bogAuy, 200 squ.-ircs of fio iriug, 14,00J IVet <i«k, yellow and white quar-
tering. S 000 feet sill, 3,000 f-e'. oak plai k

,
4,500 feet wainscot, 4,500

feit birch, 2 500 feet beech, 3,300 fret vh, 20 lua-ls of Meotel timber,
20 loads of yellow balk, 250 folei, 700 i ulLog*, 3,000 feet mouldloga,
match boaids, sluting biUens. pauule and other laths, felt, SO doors

60 snshea and frames, 14 benches, horse, harness, 3 carts, 4 trucks
office fittings, aud mucu other useful slook.—May be viewed, cata-

logues nud particulars had on the Preuiises
;
of J. RVAN8, Esq. Soli-

citor, 59, Lincoln's Inn Fields ; aud of tbe Auciioneer, Conliugtou-

BATTERSEA.—To Builders .tad Others.

Messrs, broad, pkitchard, &
WIL'IBHIRK will SEi.L by AUCTION, at the new AUCTION

MART, Tokeuhouse-jard, E.C. ou TUESD \Y, the 23th day of MAY,
at ONE o'clock pre-isely, in two lots, the valuable and well-built
CARCAPsEd of Thir'y-sereii HGUdES, situate and being all the
biick erections in Uume-roud, Culesto wu Estate, Bsttersea, near the
Batteraes aud York-road Stitioue. Several are in on advanced
state of complelluii. The eAlmited rental value of each is, when
flulibed, 85f. prr annum. Held under .epaiate leases at lowgrouud-
reiiia—May be viewed. Particulars and coiidilloiu at the Mart

;
of

Messrs. NICKIN30N, PRALL, 4 NlCKlNdON, Solieitito, 51, Chan-
cery-laue, W.C. ; anu of the Auctioueeis, 26, Poultry, E.C.

EAST ORINSTEAD, SUSSEX.-To Builders and Others requiring
exteusive Business PremUes.

Messrs, turner & RUDGE have been
Ina meted by Mr. Rshert Pink, who hss succeeded to au old-

es-ablished busim-ss io Surrey, to HALL b/ AUCTION, at tbe
PUBLIC BOOM, East GrinsteaiJ. ou FRIDAY, JUNE 11th, 1869, ail

that blghly-imporiaut and common-d’ng BUdlNBiS PKEMIdES in
ihe occupation of the owner ;

compiisiug a well-arrauged dwelling-
house, with excelleuC shop, office and store-r loms, workshop, yard,
and gardeo, situated lo the Leudon-road, within three mluutes' walk
of the Railwsy-statlou.—Particulars and condtlioos of sale Obtaioeil

of Messra FEARLESS 4 SONd, Solicilors, East Orlnstead ; and of

the Auctioneers, Bast Qrius.cod.

UPPER NORWOOD, -FreeLold BuUdlog Estate of 26 acres, with
posEssalon. Also 16 small Lots on tbe Hill, and a Residence, wi.h
large garden.

'i/VK PHILIP D. TUCKETT will SELL by
_LV_L AUCTION, at tho MART, Tokenhouse-yard, E.C. on TUES-
DAY, JUNE Ut, at ONE, la 1 lot, by oidsr of the Mortgagees, the

DALE-PARK ESTATE: compnrlog a cottngo aud garden and 21

acres of very eligible buUdtug-la'id, bavlog a long frontage to the

high rood, slluaie close to the Royal Beuiab Spa Hotel, and about
one mile from the Gipsy-bill, Crystal I’alace, Nniwood Junctlon.and
Thorulon-heath Railw.ay Staiiius. This favoOrite locality It now
so neatly Burronniled by bulldlugs, that it cauuot be doubted that

this estate will be speedily covered with grsot profit to the bnllfers,

AUo, in sixteen Separate lo s, tix’ei-u sites ou the Hill, for slngla

houses, and a sem'-detached re-idence, called Spa Cottage, with
large garden, adjoining tbe grounds of tue Royal Hotel.—Purtlcn-
lors of Met>rs. LACE. BANnEB, 4 CO. Solicitors, No. 1, Union-court,
Liverpool; Mes'rs. EDWARDS* CD. 8, Delahay-stresi, Weitmlnster ;

or, of Mr. PHILIP D. TUCKETT. Land Agent, Suireyor, 4o. 10a,

Old Broad^treet, E.C.

FOREST-GATE, E.-Fr6ebold Couutiy Rojldenco and BaUdlng Land,
with early posaesaion,

IVTR. PHILIP D. TUCKETT wUl SELL
XtX by AUCTION, at the MART. E.C. on TUESDAY. JUNE 1, at

ONE. in two lota, the following very desirable and compact FREE-
HOLD PEOPEET1K8, viz.- Lot 1. An old-fashioned but commodious
aeUched Rtaldeuce, with gardnn, vln-ries, ooacb-houae, sUbllng,

Ac. in all about ihree-quartern of an acre, most couveoleully sUuste

almost close to Forest-gate Railway atatlou, whence frequent trains

reach UUhopsgate iu about seventeen minutes; let to Mr. Danlell,

Bolicltor. at a rent of 601. for a term expiring at Christmas next.

Lot 9. A Paidock, Orchard, and Uar.ieu onjoining Lot 1, and held

therewith, but inluact to one week's notice, occupying a prominent

corner poslllou, having 838 feet of irautsga to two good public roods,

aud comprising 2 j. 2r. 2Up. of very valuable building land, the whole

immsdlntsly available for the erection of moderate-sized vUlai, with-

out any expenditure in new roods— PartlcuUrs, with plans, of

aiessrs YOUNG. JONES, ROSEBTd. 4 HADE, Solicitors, 2, St. MU-
drod's-eourt, E.C. ;

or, with otd.ra to view, of Mr. PHILIP D.

TUCKETT, Laud Agent, Surveyor, 4c. HIa, Old Broad-street, E.C.

r NEILL & SON,
J , QUANTITY bURVEYOHS,

11, OOOKRIDQE 8TKBET, LEEDS.
Highest lestlmoulidz from several einlae

' ‘

applicatiuo.
t architects. Terms o

Just publlsbed,

Q UANTITIliS MADE EASY.
A quick and accurate method of taking ont quauUtles from
pious or buildings, with or without a specification. Sent free

by post for 3d stamps.—Address. A. C. 16, Mcdwoy-tenaoe, Tyr'Whltt*

road Upper LewLstuia-road, New-cross, 3.B,
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P
. _ TO COUKTRY ARCniTKCra.
ARTNERSHIP. — The Advertiser is
_d«l7nniof tTWlogwith »n.Archlt«tln good prMli^e for the

1 hi* buiineee.—Address, BOUCIIOR,

-r~vT . ..T
architects and SORVEYORB.

T)LANS, VltWS, BILLS of QUANTI-
Speeiflestioiis. 4c. LITHOGRAPHED oq

notice, and er-ry de-cripllon of Slot on-ry reijuired byArcbllecU »nd Eurreyore kept tD Stock.- BPOTTISWOOUE * Cc30, ParliariieDt-etreet, Westminster, and New.atreet Square, Far-

TO ARCHITKCrTii.

an ENGAGEMENT
^

JUNIOR ASSISTANT. Accustomed to the general duties of
,

moderate.—Address A. Q. 16, Lyndbiust-grove,

wanted,
T T JUNIOR ASS

Lyudhurit-ro.td, Teckhsii

I'lgdon

PERSPECTIVES, SKETCHES, ELEVA-
or put In OUTLINE bjMr. GOtVAR, of eight years' experlc

moderate, either by the week
and tettlmonlals.—Address, a.

profession.
percouiracf. Jirst-clsss spe
.ullierton-roaii, Usmmersmit

T. A. RICHARDSON, Arohlfcecfcaral Artist.

I. Every (le'crlptlon of
ms. Highest rcferenoes. Sixteen
j, Chaucary lane, London.

pDUCATION.— The Son of a first-class
_1_J Builder can be placed immediately in a good B-hoolmoderate and reciprocsl tarma.-Addraas, OMICRON, Mr. Cumpii
High-street, 6t. John's Wood

T^OREMAN WANTED, — A thoroughly
J. competent Man. to act as BUILDER'S FOREMAN Hemnstnnder-Und building in all its branches, bs able to set out work

rv-p-^o
solders, decorators. *c.

I
thoroughly experienced in House

Furniture, and Gliding in all Its hi-»nch..

TO ARCHITECfP. BUILDERS, AWANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT
TT CLERK of W

of Jolne
Gothic.

,

malor and aocountaor. kiKheeire^fei
38.—Address, U, 8. 16. Upper Tulse-h

TO ARCHIfECTL
‘^YANTED,_ a RE-ENGAGEMENT

Office of " Tne Builder.'

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
T T MKASUfilNG and QUANIITY CLERK. Twelve years’ ex-

', ic.—Address, BUILDER, 81, Lupui-

v Furniture, and'OlldIng in all its u.
be OBTAlNEDattbeHouseof Call, Marlborough Inn. Blenheim-

- the Secretary.ford-atreeU—Address tt

n LASS STAINERS. — WANTED, an
Intelligent and experienced GLASS 8T.AINBR ti etijierinU'ncwork end workmen.-Apply to BA LLANTINE 4 SON, Edinburgh.

TRONFOUNDING, &c. - WANTED, a_L tespecUble YOUTH, of goodattalnmenla. aciive. and with an

S'rrn
‘‘ "f * O'«'e0WHe will have

,,

general routine of a wareboui
JUNIOR, Office of The Buildei

SURVEYORS’ DUAUOHrSMKN.
f|IWO good MAPPERS’ DRAUGHTS-J MEN andWRITBRS .re WANTbD. Tho situations rnsv bepermanent ones.—Appllcstloii*. with f.iU lefer-ncea and tpeclm-ns

fro BUILDERS’ FOREMEN, ESTATE
Islinglon and ootoVlrtr.'a iioersic
the custom of lucoraing tenaoti f.jr an arilMa fee for information.—Address, A. B
Faik-Street. Llverpool-road, N.

WANTED, a YOUTH, in a Surveyor’s
Office. Small premium reiiuired— All.lr«. evo

"YPANTED, an experienced and clever

of first
ofWORKL to superintend the erection of a number

Sr ?• peisons of undoubted officlemy andunexceptioLable chsracler need apply. A good drau.ht-nun nre-ftmd.-Addrtes, 182. Office of " The Builder.”
P”-

"W^ANTED, a good PAINTER; one who
Address,

WATER WORKS, PESTH.-WANTED
w'rke

” RBBIDBNr ENGINEER, to .uperintmd

Oeiman language is desirable. Apolicaots to state wh.t salary they
.t from 4001. to 6001. a year, depeadent uiwn

ANTED, TO LET (Labour only), to
BRICKWORK.

'e.—Address, wilt

-TTT wTm BUILDERS, 4c.

VV -A-NTED, by a respectable Young Man.
ihe

“ CARPKNrER and JOINEn. Used li

TyANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
•Well

“ "’OBKING FOREMAN of PjlNfERa

TT-T 1
BUILDERS.

anted, by a Youug Mau, a SITUA-
_ TT TION as TBUEE-BBANCH HAND. A ^ plumber.

.
TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.W^AN TED, by a first-class PLUMBER,

^iTiTarr,r;«‘
*3a fitting and Hot-w.ater Work, a permanent

..ITUATION. lown or country. Wages, 7id. per hour. Good
ref.eer.r.,* AAA.... tt a t> e. .. '.. l ^referencts.—Addieis, V. A, Beaufui e, Moumouib-street, Bath.

TO MASTER PAINTERS AND BUILDERS,

YV anted, by a practical Man, a SITUA-
T T TION as WORKING FOREMAN of PAINTERS. Can do

Graining' M.rbling, Gliding. 4o.—Addree-, J. T. No. 2, Buck's-place
Jubn-tUeet, King'e ruad, Cheleen, 6.W.

-r-w~r 1
I't-UMBERS. AND OTHERS.

YY ANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
aLL. Gi,odrtf«reucci.ifre.iuiieJ.

TTT A ^TrpDT^ ARCMITECTA

VV -“^TED, by an experienced Clerk of

auVa grcteg?hu^L"^"FKsn:i!"u^
country.-Address, S. W. 18, George-sueet, b.laiou’»-l»uB a

'TO SAW^MILL Pi^PRlETOBS AND TIMBER-MERCHANTS.

VV ANIED, by a Widdle-aged Man, a
T T BE-hNOAGEMENTas SUPERINTKNDRM uf . q-., ...iiBK-hNOAGEMENl^sSUPEBlNTENDEN’I of a Saw-inlll
Yard Foreman. 4c, In a Reuil Yard. Twenty years’ refeieuces.-

Uer-eUeet, Kjng's-road, Chelsea. B.W.Add! ess, A. L. 3,

-w-r-r- . , „ ’’O ARCHITECTS.

\\r ante D.—A Gentleman, of many
desirous of a RE-ENGAQEMBN T asASSISTANT. Perepeclive, wurkliig drawings, details, 4c Town orcountry.—Address, AROHITKOr, Ne. 33, OluuceaUr-sUeet. Oueen

square, W.O. . < vvu

VXTANTED, by a good GEAINER and
T T MARELEB.’a SITUATION or JOB. Can bs wall recom-

mended, an 1 apeciinens seen. Cheap estimates given for alt kinds el

brl^e *Brim
W. C. K. 3, Patk-pl»ce, KnighU-

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS,
WTANTED, by a good PLUMBER, a
T T SITUATION or Job. No objection to flU up tims wiih

ton sUeet^*8h P*'***^'

®^‘^^®^®'®““'*’~Addre6S, A. B. 65, Chirring-

TO BUILDERS,
TWANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-
T T GAGBMENt as FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS, or Brick-

a H 4^ Park «?rVel?Kl“Vuarr^^’
rcfcreuces.-Addreos,

X^ANTED, by a thoroughly practical and
A. 1 'Dcrgelic Mm. su ENGAGEMENT as GbJi-RRAL FOKK-
M.VN. V ell tp in setting out work, meaiuriug up, knvpiug accounts
4c. Acci-stomrd to all branchea Cirpeutor by trade. Good refer-
encea Aged 31.—Address, W. A. 27, Hollington-street, Avenue-road,

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
CONTRACTOR’S MANAGER (or se CLERK ofWORKS), by a Iborougbly practical Mau of flf.eeu years' eiperienos«an Estimator, Measurer, Quantity Surveyor, aud Draugntsmao.

and country. Excellent referencrs and ^^llm mlaia*'Acl’U»'oureJ
to the euttie management. Aged 39.—Address, QUANTUM. 19.
Ohryasell-toad, North Bmton, Loudon, 8.E.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
T T FOREMAN of JOB. in town or country, by a thoroughly

practical, steady, and active .Man. Joiner by ira-le. Well aeunatulel
with alt branches in the bud ling line. Rai been eogegod ae above
the lest thirteen jeara—Address. 208. Office ol “ The BuUder.”

TO BUILDERS. SURVEYORS, 4cvyANTED, by a Youth, a EE-ENGAGE-
TT MKNT in au Office of the abive. Can trace and copy pUns

neatly, square dimeneions, abetracl time and mn'erlale, put ii.ti bill,

om.e. Unexceptionab 0 ref leiioea c*u be given.—Terms 4c to be
addr-ssed to 209. Office of" The Builder.”

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBHRSW ANTED, a SITUATION, by a
TV PLUMBER. OASPIITER, and ZiNCWORKSB. Good

re ereucea can be given if rtquired.—Address, U. F. No, 13 G.ouceslcr-
•treet, Queen-’quare, Bloomsbury, W.C.

WTaNTED, a JOB, by a PLUMBER, of
TV great eiperlenco. Plecewo k or olherwise. Can do plain

z^ocwotk and gasBitlcg.— Address, G. B. D. Plumber, 147, Uign

TO AKCHITB Td AND E3TATK AGENTS.
W/’ANTED, by a thoroughly experienced
T V practical CLERK of WORKS, a Eh-ENOAGKMENr Has

b.eu employed uud-r O .veinmrnt about 8 ye.rs preparing Plan-,
speclBoatlous, aud Esliiiiate-, for all kinds of uuildima audsupeilu-
Undiog and ineasur.ng woiks. Flr.t-clase tefeieucos.—Address.
131, Olliie of "’Ibe Builder."

TO ARCUirECT.S AND SURVETOR-J
WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT (either
T T Temp lary or Permanent), by au effluent DKAUGHTSMAN.

Can prepare either fair or working arawings, t.ke out qumtiiUa. or
menBUie up work. Also thoroughly a qualuted with land rurweying
aud levelling. Unnoep louablo IrefereocsB.—Address, H. J. Miesre
Noyes a Friend, 77. Western-road, Brighton.

TO PLD3IBERB AND BUILDERS.
W/’ANTED, by a thorough practical
V V PLUMBER, a CONSTANCY er JOB, wages 6i 1, per hoar, for

a permaiieuey. Will fill up bis lime in palu'iug, 4c. Good
reference,-Address, PLUMBER. 13, Nowiugtou O.een.roid, N.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

WT"anted, by a Youug Man, aged 29,
TV a SnUATION as GENERAL CLeJlK. C,in prui ire plain

drawlnga, measure, aud ea'imit-, and is a goad book-keeper. Is
icciutoined to Jobbing works, aud would uudertake the mausge-
meat if a small business —Address, J. B. 7, Collegc-teira e. Bond-
street, Chelsea, 8, W.

®

TO AKCUfTECrS.

W^ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, tempo-
T V rary or otherwise. Is a good geometrical aud iierspectivo

Oraugfctimau, alio will up in oolourli g end pnparlng d awlugs for
compelitioa. Good refeiencei. Salary niudcrste.—Address, A. D.
bd, SouthauiplOQ-row, W.C.

W'ANTED.a SITUATION as BUILDER’S
.
T T.

_
MANAGER or SJJPERINTENDENF of WORKS. General.a -r.u. ’- iMnesj. measuring, estimating.

No objeoiton to conduct a con-
.-_AdUreaa. J. C. care of R.

ledge of every branch of the
•liuurawing, purchaaing materials.
^«ct abroad. Flrst-claii reference
Uniworth, Esq. I, Rsymond-bultdlngi, Oray'e-innT

TO FURNISHING IRONMONGERS, SMITHS, AND BUlLDERa
vy anted, a SITUA'ilON, by a first-
T T class Meclianic, in the Smllh, Bellhauging, GasQlling, Ciote-

Mgar

,
Bellhauging,

all kluda of Uotwator Work.
E. lilr. Chapman, 3, Queeu't-terrace, Tra-

TO AUCTIONEERS, SURVEYORS, 4uWANTED, by a SURVEYOR, a SITUA-
T-ON, in niher of the above offices. I, a good draughts-

man, suiveyor. BLd itvelUr, and wntrs a neat hand. Ageu22.—
Adutta., ALPHA, cere of Messrr. niugsbury 4 Co. 4, Eirchiu-l

TO BUn >RS, road-makebs, and contractors.

W ANTED, by a first-class practical Man,
a Carringcauy p.vlor. Street Mamu, Oraoite Uretser (Wool

Bncks. Luicn C.initeis. or Tll.s), to TAKE WoKK by th.
labour only. Good lesUmooials and refetebces.—Addresi
CRUTCULiiY, 7, James-place, Nutth-aireet, Poplar.

as TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

*h VV ^ thoroughly practical
i- PARPwsv‘“Tr «'“^“^'’ * aa-KNOAOEMaNT as ORNBRAL
ed

FOREMAN, Fifteen years similarly employed. Good teitimonlaUTown or country.—Address, Q. N. L. 9. Blackfrlan-road. KK.

-_.r-r- TO BUILD 4R8.

g a SITUATION, by a Young
to V CLKHK, or ASSISTANT. Has had bench exper®
16.

Of work, likewise a good draughtsman, with a fairknowledge of(messurlngand quantities.—Address, Q lu, Athelstone-
terrace, 8Croud-,iTeeii, Holloway.

a TO BUILDERS. 4c.

f;
VWanted, by a practical, steady Man, a
' T RE-BNOaGKM<NT as SHOP or OUT-DOOK FOREMAN.

“ Jl'
of a Job: by tiade a cirpenter and joinsr. Has a good

*'* bianchss of the trade, Omd refotonoei

^ ^8«d 33.— Address, A. B. 6, BryarJ’s-road, Albert-read, Pockham.

“ TO SURVEY'ORS AND BUILDERS.

m a EE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
till!.

Young Man. well acquainted with office duties, drawing- ‘'ting off quautltles. measuring up and estimating works, 4c.
f1

surveyors and buUderi in town.—*a Addreie, A. B. 6. Foley-street. W.

f
-r-r-v- . ,1® BUILDBBS AND OTHERS.

ANTED, a SITUATION, by an experi-
“

at ..7a
*“ Oreenhoutei, SUirs, Shopfronts. Buxlng

««“«'•» Building. Alterations, sud
H ,

'Y®*®* “i'- P=r hour. Aged 60.—Address, A. R. 15. Hun-
It over-square, Kei.mugton Park-road, S.E-

•
-r-w-v- , X

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

VV ** general foreman,
r.r..«a u'^2®;,

Carp'ntor by trade. Age 43. Good
reference*.—Address, H. F. 44, Lesly-stteit, Homan roadTWinrtnn

TO BUILDERS.
AWANTED, a SITUATION as JUNIOR
ee

^l-ERK. byaVoungMao, eged22. Ha> been nearly seven
years wlih a London Ar hiiect. is a good drsughtsman, quick pen-

1 man, and assist at quantities. Country preferred. Flrst-claas
. reference. Salary moderate.—Addres*. 170, Office of " The Bulide.-,''

x-v
ARCHITECTS. 4c.

WTANTED, by a thoroughly efficientCLERK
I V of WORKS, a RE-ENGAOKMENT, in town or country

S
tosllinonlalr. Aged 38.—Address, 8. F. 6, Post-office.'* Uxbridge-road, Shepherd's Bush. W.

TO BUILDERS. PLUMBERS. AND QABFITTRRSwaited, EMPLOYMENT, as GAS and
T V BOT-WATER KITTEN. Braes FmUher, Bellhanger, andJobbing Plumber. Moderate wages. Constant or job.—Address, H

4. Oeorge-Blreet, Laiigham streel, W.

TO BUILDERS.
WTANTED, by a practical BUILDER’S

SHOP, GENERAL, orOUI-DOOR FoRBMAN. - Can measure up. make out working
drawings, 4c. Quod references.—Aildreos, A. J. 63. Peel-street, Kan-
singtou, W. ’

W/’ANTED, EMPLOYMENT aa
T V DRAUGHTciMAN. COLOURIST. QUANTITY CLERK, 4e.No oljecllon to a good contractor'a, buildoPa, enjioeer’a, 4 c. Dealgo

perspective, measuring up, dilapidations, 4c Piioolpally u.ed to
Bla and Warehouse work. Terms from 35*. weekly. Aged 36
(in .rrled).— Address, B. X. 9, Canterbury-terrace, Balt's Poni, N.

WTANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, as
Y V GENERAL FOREMAN of JOB. or to Manage a good Jobbing

Buhinesi. Carpenter and Joiner. Wolqop iu sU tho braoebes. Age
38. Good refeteueee. No oljectloQ tj the cou itry.—Address, S J.
15, SuMu pIace, Mosbrongh-toad, Hatnmsrsmiih. W.

TO SURVEYORS Oa BUILDERS
wanted, a SITUATION as JUNIOR
T V CLERK. Used to abilricting and bUllDg dimeuiions

tracing drawings, end general office ruutioe. Three years’ ter«reoca*

PeckhVm
Cottages. Albert-road.

TO ABCHirECTS AND SURVEYORS.
WT^ANTED, by the Advertiser, an EN-
f f OAGEME.Sr in an Architect and Sun-eyjps Office. Is a

falrdraugliUraan. has a knawledge of qmnliti's aud measuring and
is otherwise acquainted with office routine. Neatly five yeora’
experience. Good ms imonials and references.—Addrea*, DORIC,
cars of Mejsr*. HLc ke 4 Soo. Hill-street, Rio imond, S.W.

TO ARCHITECTS.

WTANTED, by an experienced ASSIST-
J
V ANT, a SITUATION in an Office. Salary moderate.—

Addrear, lyj. Office of ''The BuUler."

W/'ANTED, by a Young Man, who has
V V been accustomed to a good Jobmug Businea.*. a SITUATION

or JOB as PLUMBER or THREE-BRANCH HAND. Town or
country.-Address, by letter only, A, B. 24, Park-street, Gloucester-
gate, N.W.

WTANTED, by a respectable Youog Man,
V V of energy and experience in the Marble bn°uesi suENGAGEMENT as SALESMAN, ort* Take Charge of a Bh^w-room,

»' w mauufaciurli.g business.-Addresi,
F. W. 32, Vorley road, Junotlon-ruad, Upper Holloway.

WTANTED, by a Builder’s son an ENGAGE-
V V MENT in auy position of trust. Cau prep.re plan-, specift.

rations, take out quauUUea, and generally carryout auy class of
buUdtng.—Address, 8. L care of Davies 4 Co. AdvectlsIne Agents
Pinch Inue, Cornhtll.

*> o »

TO BUILDERS AND FOREMEN J0INKR5.

W/ anted, by a persevering Young Man, a
V V SITUATION as IMPROYF.B iu a g„od JOINERS' SHOP.

LnderstaudsaU kinds ofcommon joinera' woik. Has bstii over font
3 ears at the beach.—Address, R. 8, 25. Hlgh-itceet, Fulham, 8. W.

TO BUILDSES AND CARPENTERS,
W-^NTED, to PLACE a YOUTH, as
V V IN-DOOR APPRENTICE, about tweuty or thirty mile*

from Londou. Iu reoly, state amount of piemium and all parti-
Address, Q. 0. « R. Dalton'. Library, 61, Canibridge-strset,

W/'ANTED, by a CIVIL ENGINEER, an
V Y ENGAGEMENT. Besides the usual roullueof all FDld and

Office work and Cousti notion, he undertakes the deeigu ana aettlug-
out of Service aiid Dielrlbut.ou C'banuels for Sewage, and all works
connected therewith.—A.dress, E. X, Mesirs Blllotc, 440, Strand.

T^ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-
TT QAQEMENl’aslJUlLDER’S CLERK. Is well up tn general

office work and eatimat ug,—Address, BOX, 77, Coieman-slreet, E.C.
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VOL. XXVIL—No. 1373.

The Northern English

Cathedrals.

N two triplets Mr. Murray

has arranged the northern

cathedrals to form two

volumes oorrespondingin

size and appearance with

the rest of his cathedral

handbooks. York.Ripon,

and Carlisle make the

first triplet
j

Durham,

Chester, and Manchester

the second.*

There are two modes
of proceeding open to

the handbook historian

or arohmologist, as well

as to the writer of history
i

on a larger scale. He
may either take up his

subject from the most

remote period of its exist-

ence, and trace its course

downwards to our own
time

;
or he may start

with it from the present

day, and wind it upwards

to its earliest antiquity.

Both conrses have been

pursued by historians and genealogists, and have

had their partisans. Mr. King, the compiler of

• Handbook to the Cathedrala of England. JTorthera
Division. Part I. York, Ripon, Carlisle. Part II.

Durham, Chester, Manchester. With illustrations.

London John Murray, Albemarle-streot. 1309.

the Handbook before us, has chosen the former

method in his treatment of the six cathedrals

nnder notice. The dissimilitude in the aspect

of the several buildings he has described, how-

ever, would impart startling differences to the

impressions they prodneed on those who looked

upon them, even if the facts in their histories

were identical, instead of the mere manner of

relating them being methodically the same.

Looking at the first triplet, it is impossible not

to be struck with the marked distinctions in the

character of the three buildings. A glance at

the illustrations we are enabled to reproduce

will explain this.* First, there is York, laden

as richly with ornamentation as an Oriental

poem with metaphor ; languid almost with

wealth, luring with sumptuousness. Then there

is Ripon, bold, bald, severe j conceived, those

who looked upon it for the first time might

exclaim, in the brain of an ascetic. Portions

in each building, doubtless, could bo picked

out to neutralise this generalisation; tuch as

the north and south transepts at York, which

are as early as the west front at Ripon, or the

two easternmost bays of Ripon choir, which are

as choicely snflScing as some parts of Carlisle

;

but these are their leading characteristics. Thus,

it comes to us, there is more Perpendicular work

at York than in the other straotures
;

moat

Transitional and Early English at Ripon
;
and

that we are most struck with the Decorated work

at Carlisle. Nevertheless, York is as ancient

as Ripon, both retaining fragments of Saxon

work
;
both are of older foundation than Carlisle,

where, however, there is plenty of Norman work.

Again, there is as great a distinction in the

general aspect of the other three northern

cathedrals, Durham, Cheater, and Manchester.

Durham, a bleached grey in tone, with black and

green streaks and weather-stains upon it in damp,

shady corner-places, is massy, sturdy, yet precious

with stern enrichment
;
an exaltation of Norman

art-power. Chester is more lightsome ; reddish,

neither hard, nor finical, nor coarse
;
but inviting,

reassuring, refreshing; albeit, it is scarcely to

• See p. -1.6.

be seen otherwise than in snatches, from tha

crowding of houses around it ;
and Manchester

is but a ripe, pliant Perpendicular church that is

only a cathedral by architectural courtesy.

Hence, there can be but little chance of a charge

of sameness being brought against the narrator

of the chief facts in the histories of these build-

ings, let the order in which he marshals them be

ever so alike ; and the facilities for contrast and

reference which an identical arrangement confers

are not to be overlooked.

Without finding any fault, therefore, with the

manner of the Handbook, we will proceed to

notice a few points respecting portions of the

various fabrics that are open to question. Wo
will begin with Ripon crypt. It would have

been well if the position of this with reference

to the rest of the building had been shown upon

the plan. There is a plan of the crypt, and the

entrance to it is marked on the plan of the

cathedral
;
but its position beneath the upper

structure is left to guess-work. If this had beea.

shown, the point we are about to discuss would

probably have struck others besides ourselves.

Now, this hidden, hoary, priceless relic of Chris-

tian architecture in Saxon times, oorresponds in

age and general characteristics with that at

Hexham ; and the two taken together should

yield us a clear and certain evidence of the

ordering of the rites or ceremonies performed in

them. At Hexham, it is plain that in rebnild-

ing the Abbey Church the new fabric was

planned with special regard to the position of

the ancient crypt in relation to it. A more

scratinising reference to the plan of Hexham,
mentioned by the writer, as consnlted by him,

published in Mr. Walbran’s acconnt of the fabric,

in Raine’s Priory of Hexham, edited for tlve

Surtees Society, which plan was the result

of a special survey made by Mr. F. R. Wilson,

would have shown that the crypt stands due

east and west in the centre of the commence-

ment of the extreme eastern end of the nave

;

and that there are three sets of steps and pas-

sages to it ;
one on the south side, for the pri-

vate use of the priest, to descend from the tran-

sept directly into the martyrium below; a second
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exactly in the centre of the nave, for the descent
of the faithful, who, when at the base of the
steps found themselves immediately in front of
the door of entrance, whence they could view the
relics without being permitted to enter the
chapel; and a third, on the north side, for
their ascent, without confusion, into the north
transept. When dealing with ^Ripon, this
arrangement is lost sight of; only two sets of
steps are shown

;
and although the site of the

third staircase is, doubtless, discoverable, no
search has been made for it. The writers, how-
ever, quoted by Mr. King, have also failed to see
the connexion between this relic and the old
order in which it was visited, and its relation
to the rest of the building. In any future
edition we recommend the insertion, if only
by dotted lines, of the plan of the crypt
upon that of the cathedral, to show its exact
position. It would add much to the in-
terest of these crypts if we could learn parti-
culars of the relics that were placed in them by
Wilfred, or preserved in them afterwards, the
sanctity of which, doubtless, led to the conserva-
tion of these rude places, mere cells,—that at
Hexham being only 13 ft. 4 in. by 8 ft., and that
at Eipon, 11 ft. 3. in by 7 ft. 9 in.,—in the face
of the sumptuous rebuilding of the fabrics
above them. Mr. Walbran, referring to the state-
ment, in Prior Richard’s “ History of Hexham,”
that Wilfred constructed crypts, underground
oratories, and winding passages below his
edihce at that place, thinks it likely that at a
future day the crypt which has been already
discovered will be found to communicate with
another. We do not follow him in this expecta-
tion

; for we consider Hexham crypt complete in
itself, and that its position in relation to the
edifice above, with that of the flights of steps
with which it is provided, explains to us with
onrious exactness the ordering of the manner in
which it was served by the priest and frequented
by the people. The crypt at Ripon was, most
likely, served and visited in the same manner

;

bnt of this there would bo no donbt if we found
that there was a third flight of steps leading
down to it from the centre of the eastern end of
the nave to face the west end, as at Hexham.
^Theu we cannot agree with the writer and

his authorities, who affirm that the Galilee at
Durham was intended for a lady-chapel. This
conld never have been the case. We quote our
author :

—

“ Bishop Hugh de Paiset (1163—1185) oommenced (how
soon after bis elevation to the see we are not told) a ‘ now
work,' probably intended for a lady-chapel, at the east
end of the cathedral. Marble columns and bases were
brought from beyond sea; but the walls bad scarcely
begun to rise when ruinous fissures appeared in them, a
‘ manifest sign that the work was not acceptable to God,
or to His servant Cuthbert.’ The cause was no doubt the
same defective foundation which, in the course of the next
century, produced the subsidence of the walla of the choir
apse, and the ‘ impending ruin ’ of its vault. Abandon-
ing his first intention, therefore, Bishop Hugh (no doubt
using the materials collected for his eastern chapel) began
another ‘ work’ at the west end, ‘into which women might
lawfully enter;' so that, although they could not be allowed

S
oraonally to approach the more holy places, they might
erive some comfort from the distant contemplation of

them. This work was the existing Galilee, so called from
a reference to ‘ Galileo of the Gentiles,’ as somewhat less
sacred than the rest of the cathedral. But it was spe-
cially intended that it should serve as a lady-chapel."

It ia impossible that a portion of the edifice*
“ less sacred than the rest,” conld have been in*
tended for a lady-chapel, then deemed the
very centre or core of sanctity. There are
foreign examples of parent monasteries in the
same position that tell us precisely its nse

;

and the intercourse with Continental ecclesias’
tical establishments was too intimate and con-
stant for ns to refuse to accept their solution of
the question. Abbatial chnrches of the order
of Olnuy possessed aute-chnrches, or closed
porches, exactly like this Galilee. At Clnuy,
Tournus, and Vozelay are corresponding ex-
amples. And in the ancient pontifical of Chalon-
sur-Sa6ne their purpose is thus described:

—

In qnibusdam ecclesiis sacerdos in aliqm altari

foribus proximiori celebrat missam, j-ussu episcopi,
peemientihus ante fores ecclesice constituiis. In
the earliest Christian ages we know converts
were baptised in or near the porch, as not
worthy to enter the sacred edifice till that rice
was performed. But as the new faith prevailed
over the face of the laud, and only infants re-
quired baptism, these less sacred places then
received penitents and pilgrims. In the abbey
churches of the order of Ciuny they were dedi-
carod to the Archangel St. Michael. That at
Tournus, divided, as at Durham, iuto a nave
with two aisles, and opening into the main
building in precisely the same manner, is
of eleventh-century work; that at Vezelay,

on a still grander scale, with galleries, dates
from the middle of the twelfth century; that at
the mother church, Ciuny, was built by the
twentieth abbot, Roland I., in 1220. This
last has a triforium. The Cistercians also
provided ant-dglises to some of their churches,
bat the peculiar severity of their order pre-
vented them from aiming at the luxury of the
Olunisiennes, and their porches accordingly were
less spacious, low, and simple. Any one fa-

miliar with French architecture andarohceology
would see at a glance that the same currents of
events and feeling in matters of ecclesiastical
usage and discipline that prompted the renewal
and erection of ^these vast vestibules, or ant-
dglises, in the one country, must have been tke
occasion of their construction in the other, in

the rare instances when the necessary funds
admitted of the outlay. Those to whom the
subject is yet unknown land we would refer to
M. Viollet-le-Duc’s elaborate illustrated ar-

ticle on Porches formas, Ant-6glises, ou Narthex,
in his Dictio7inairc Raisonnd. The Durham Ga i-

lee may have been eventually used for a lady-
chapel, but could not have been built for one.
And whilst we are recalling the magnificence of
Durham, the grandeur of its spaciousness, and
majesty of its* vistas, we must add a word of
entreaty. The writer says ;

—

“ And althongh the eye is now drawn up the long vista
to the altar-screen, and beyond it to the windows of the
nine altars, it ia much to be desired that a screen be-
tween the nave and choir, such as that at Hereford or at
Lichfield, 'should replace the heavier erection of Bishop
Cosins, removed in lSt8. Such a screen, whilst it would
add to the beauty and intricacy of this great view, would
neither interfere in reality with its extent, nor in any way
prevent the use of the nave for congregational purposes.”

We would urge, should a screen be ever deter-
mined upon, that those who sit at the council
should see that it be light aud low, if they are
not able to overrule the proposal altogether.
Looking over the plan of the conventual

buildings, which, with that of the cathedral
adjoining, is a reduction from Mr. Gordon Hill’s

plan in the Journal of the Archmological Asso-
ciation, we perceive that we can scarcely endorse
the assignment made of several parts of the
edifice. A room between the south transept and
the chapter-house, said by Mr. Hills to be the
ancient sacristy in the great parent establish-
ments in France, is occupied as a small library,
sometimes, as at Clairvaulx, having a portion
partitioned off, in which the monks could
deposit their books

; and a room south of the
chapter-house, stated by Mr. Hills to be, with two
others adjoining it, “of nneertain appropriation,”
is generally used abroad as the monks’ parlour.
Where, too, could the calefactoriuin be if not in
one of these rooms of uncertain appropriation ?

Again, the spacious double-aisled vaulted apart-
ment forming the south side of the cloister,

Mr. Hills calls cellars which had refectories
over them. In foreign ancient examples this is

the position of the refectories, which have dor-
mitories over them

; and we submit this noble
apartment is the refectory. Still we fully admit
Mr. Hills’s knowledge of these matters.
The feature of a catalogue in the Handbook

of the chief relics in the sacristies and libraries
of the cathedrals is a good one; for it makes it

into a popular terrier, and will surely be useful
as a oure for negligence and a preventive to
abstractions. The days when nursemaids were
allowed to cut out the illuminations from the
ohoioest manuscripts in the Durham library, to
amuse Dr. Dobson’s children, are past; but it is

nob so long ago since some of the ancient pin-
nacles at York Cathedral were taken down and
made into a grotto, poor spectral things being put
in their place

;
nor have many seasons come round

since the jewelled effect of the ancient stained
glass at York was utterly altered in the interior,
and altogether withdrawn and effaced on the
exterior, by the glazing in of an outer layer of
coarse sea-green gl^ss, whereby, too, the richness
formerly produced by the depth of the mulliona
ia also lost. The figures in the niches ou the
different stages of the tower at Durham are not
to be compared, we may say here, with the
ancient ones they have recently replaced.
The plans of these six northern cathedrals are

all drawn to one scale, 100 ft. to 1 in. By this

arrangement it ia easy forany one toseeataglanoe
thafeYorkisthelargestof them all; Durham follow-

ing its dimensions very closely when the Galilee
is inclnded in the measurement. Then Chester
takes its place, Ripon follows, aud Carlisle
takes precedence of Manchester, narrowly, in
length. The difl'erent periods of the various
portions of the structures are all clearly indi.

Gated, with a key of reference ou all the plans •

and we must say of the illustrations generally
that they are admirably executed. Care, too,
has been taken that the specialities of each
building should be impressed upon the possessors
of the Handbook, that they may not fail to see,
exactly what they will be asked whether they
have seen, ou their return from their visit of
inspection. At York they are reminded of the
ancient Early English stained glass filling the
Five Sisters

j that of the Perpendicular period
in the eastern aisle of the south transept

;
the

fourteenth-century Decorated glass in the nave
the great west window, filled with glass at the
expense of Archbishop Melton, 1338 ; the glass in
the vestibule of the chapter-house,—“ Ut Rosa
fios florum sic est domus ista domorum

;

”—and
that of the great east window, second only to
that at Gloucester in the world. The Gloucester
window is nob so high, bnt it ia wider, the
respective dimensions being, Gloucester 72 ft.

by 38 ft., York 78 ft. by 33 ft. At York, too,
they are reminded that the earliest brass of an
ecclesiastic, save that of Richard de Hakebonrne
in the chapel at Merton College, Oxford, is to be
seen. The fragment of Saxon work in the orypt
is duly pointed out, as also are the treasures of
the record-room, vestry, and treasury. In the
vestry are the Horn of Ulphus, made of an
elephant’s tusks, and carved with beaked and
winged beasts, and others with foliated tails

after the manner of the early Apnlian sculptures,
which was lost in the civil wars, but restored by
the Lords Fairfax

;
a carved oak chest of early

fifteenth-century work
;
a silver pastoral staff;

the mazer bowl, of dark-brown wood, with a silver

rim and'silver feet of cherubs’ heads, on which
is written “ Reoharde arche bosohope S crops
grantis on to alle tho that drinkis of this cope
X dayis to pardune; Robarb Gubaune Beschope
muain grantis in same forme afore aaide x dayis
to pardone, Robart Strensalle;” three silver

chalices, with patens
; three rings taken from

the tombs of Archbishops Greenfield, Sewall,
and Bowet ; and an ancient installation chair,

—

an interesting collectiou, but one of absurd
poverty compared with the possessions of the
treasury in the days of old.

At Ripou people used to be shown the crypt
beneath the chapter-house, full ofbones, arranged
almost in a fancy-work pattern. These have
been buried

; bat there are still some cariosities
to bo seen. “In the pinnacle of the south-east
buttress is a remarkable place of oonoealment,
or perhaps of imprisonment. (Every religious
house had its “laterna,” or prison, for refractory
members. Sometimes, as at Fonntains, there
were several, of different degrees of severity.)

On getting to the head of the stairs, which wind
up the buttress, no opening is seen

;
but when

what appears to be the roof is pushed against, a
trap-door opens, through which the prisoner
might be thrust into his narrow quarters. By
the aide of the staircase turret, is a garde-robe
seat, inserted within the battlement of the roof
of the “ Lady-loft.” At Ripon there is more
ancient woodwork to be seen than glass, thongh
there are some roundels containing heads of
saints preserved in the library, that were once
in the east window, and since then in the
westernmost window of the south aisle. The
chief of the ancieut woodwork is in the choir.
There ia a quantity of tabernacle work. The
carved subsellia of the stalls bear the dates
1489 and 1491, and the fitiials are remarkable.
“ In front of the bishop’s stall is an elephant, with
a ‘ castle ’ on his back, in which are fighting
men,—one throwing a stone, another behind with
a horn. The finial of the opposite stall, on the
north side, has a very grotesque monkey. The
subsellia are good and well carved. The spies
with grapes; Sampson with the gates of Gaza;
a fox preaching to geese; and a griffin among
rabbits, one of which has been seized, whilst the
rest are escaping iuto their holes, aro especially
noticeable,” says the Handbook. The two
easternmost stalls have pierced quatrefoils with
sliding covers, which, when opened, afford a view
of the high altar. At Carlisle, over and above
the general interest in the exquisite architec-
ture, and the special interest in the Decorated
ease window, one of the most beautiful in the
kingdom, we find the leading distinctive charac-
teristic to be provision for turning the church
into a border fortress, it being, as has been said
of Durham,

—

“ Half house of God, half castle 'gainst the Scot.”

Speaking of the south transept, Mr. King men-
tions,—” In the wall between the aisle and the
chapel is a pointed doorway, formerly opening
on a well, which was closed during the late
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reatorations. The water was raised by a wind-
laas, and the arch was protected by a door, with

a massive bar. A similar well, regularly formed,

and with sides of squared stone, exists in the

north transept, but has long been covered.

Besides supplying water for the use of the

church, such wells may have been of especial

service in border churches, which, like this of

Carlisle, served as places of refuge for the in-

habitants in case of sudden alarm or foray.”

On the capitals of the eastern arch over the

Norman piers of the tower, are carved the
badges of the dominant family in the north, the

Percy crescent and fetterlock, probably from the

circumstance of Hotspur having been Governor
of Carlisle aod Warden of the Marches at the
time of the repair of the fabric

;
and on

the west side of the tower are badges of

two other families, scarcely less famous, the
Dacres and Nevilles. The nave of this cathedral

is made into a parish church, in which, as the
Handbook reminds us, the great romancist of

the North, Sir Walter Scott, was married to

Margaret Charlotte Carpenter, December 24th,

1797.

Durham, in the account of which, we have
reason to know, special care has been taken
with special result,—the coaly city being a nest
of antiquaries, and the chiefs among them, the
Rev. W. Greenwell and Mr. W. H. D. Long-
staffe, having been consulted, is remarkable,
first, for its site. Only Lincoln and Ely are
equally fortunate in this particular. Another
extrinsical source of interest beyond the power-

.

fraught architecture are the robes and relics i

taken from the coflSn of St. Cuthbert. A Saxon '

stole and maniple of flat gold thread, wrought
|

with figures with coloured silks, are identified as
'

tho gifts of Athelstan, in 934, when he visited
,

the shrine of the saint at Chester-le-Street.

!

They are about 2^ in. wide, and at the ends are
j

the words fieri precepit, and Pio Episcopo I

Frithestano. The stole, now in five pieces, had
a central quatrefoil, inclosing a lamb, with the

!

inscription Di, with fnil-Iength figures of!

prophets on either side of it; and the maniple, '

in the centre, has an outstretched hand pro- I

trading from a cloud, with the inscription
j

Dcj:tera 1)1 and figures of saints on either side. !

Part of a girdle and two bracelets are of a
|

similar age. It is somewhat curious that accu- !

rate drawings have never been made of these
relics of the early English embroidery that once I

enjoyed so extensive a fame. The gold cross, of!
Saxon workmanship, with twelve garnets down

j

each arm, one at each angle, and a large central
j

one, that lay on the breast of the saint, is also '

among these relics. Tho manuscripts in this
I

library descended from the monastery to the ^

chapter, and are still both numerous and im-
j

portaut, notwithstanding the ravages of care-

1

lessness and destructiveness. Anglo-Irish and
Anglo-Saxon Gospels are among them, and one
copy of the Gospels, in majuscule letters, tradi-
tion says is the handwriting of Bede.
At Chester may be seen in the cloisters, at

the south end of the west walk, a few of the
carrels in which the monks studied. These
small inelosures wore common to all or most
cloisters, but have disappeared in too many in-

stances. Bnt there are examples yet standing
at Gloucester and at Worcester. An almonry,
containing the books in most frequent use, was
placed against the cloister wall at Durham,
opposite the carrels. At Clairvaulx, an apart-
ment between the sooth transept and chapter-
house was provided for the deposit of the books
most in use, divided fi'om the small library
behind it. The stone pulpit, with its arcaded
staircase in the thickness of the wall, in the
refectory at Chester, is also nob to be passed
over, though not belonging to the cathedral
itself. Duly the pulpit iu the refectory at
Beaulieu, Hampshire, is to be compared to this.

The stained glass here is of difi’erent degrees of
merit, and all modern. In the vestry, however,
is some beautiful early ironwork.
At Manchester, there is some good Perpen-

dicular woodwork in the choir, tablenacling,
bench-ends, fiuials, stall-arms, aud misereres,
with small fignres of angels, and others of apes
and fo.xes. The opening into the Late Per-
pendicular lady-chapel—now called the Chetham
Chapel, because Humphrey Chetham, a Tudor
Manchester manufacturer and worthy, lies buried
there— is of a much earlier character, suggest-
ing that the remains of some previous building
may have been used iu its formation. And here,
too, occurs one of those trifles of old times that
we occasion ally meet with in ancient buildings, a

monumental rebus. The first warden of the

college was John Huntingdon, who built the

choir, 1422—1458. On either side of the arch

opening into this chapel is a rebus upon his

name, copied from shields in tho spandrels of

tho ohoir-roofs,—a hunter, with a stag and
horned ram, and a man drawing liquor from a

tun.

Mr. Murray has materially assisted a popular

and rightful appreciation of our cathedrals by
his Handbooks, aud, consequently, has helped

in a corresponding degree, the great work of

conservatism that should be the order of the

day. And he has done more
;
for he has placed

in the hands of the archmologist and architec-

tural student a work of easy reference that may
generally be depended upon for its facts.

ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION.

With no intention of giving a full and correct

account of all the many capital pictures that this

year’s show at the Royal Academy includes, we
resume noting some of the most noticeable.* A
clever and singular production tells that Mr. J.

E. Hodgson has travelled far for his subject, and
very forcibly shows that he is not likely to

become a mannerist farther than his admirably
honest method of depiction will gain for him the
title. An “ Arab Storyteller” (15) amusing a
very attentive audience, grouped in semicircular

line, with some narrative of absorbing interest,

has afforded him an opportunity of recording how
closely he has studied the people, their habits,

customs, and costumes, outside or inside the gate
of Tangiers : a testimony to his observation is

provided iu the variety of character and expres-

sion ho has been able to impart to somanydusky
faces

;
and some proof of the scene being a faith-

ful transcriptfrom fact exists in its uuexaggerated
yet peculiar naturalness.

A similar style of straightforward manipula-
tion belongs to Mr. D. W. Wyufield. No
executive dash is added to the charms of " The
Rich Widow,” who can boast of a suflBciency

already, for she is “young, beautiful, and a great

fortune,” and beset by such admirers as her

several attractions would allure (86) j
some as

!

good-looking as herself and nearly as young, !

others older, and one very old, whose great '

advantage it is to wear royalty-conferred deco-

1

ration. Fine painting is the chief recommen-
|

dation of this work j for it means no more iu

subject than a clustering of bees would round
a honey-jar. A second example by the same
artist is still more convincing of the great
worth a knowledge of the resources of colour-

arrangement bestows: “My Lady’s Boudoir”

(44) is resplendent with its tastefully ex-

pended wealth. The fair occupant of this

gorgeous retreat is pouring water into a china
vase, preparing it for the reception of flowers ;

draped in white she looks the pearl of a
woman she doubtless is, with a gold setting

from a Japanese screen against which she
stands •, a tablecloth, rich in its dyes, and a

velvet chair, assist in this chromatic success,

simple enough in its constituent materials, but
extraordinary in their combination. Mr. J. H.
Archer’s children are, at least, a hundred years

older than they used to be
;
aud instead of play-

ing at cards, they are playing at soldiers. A
Royalist family are being drilled by the eldest

boy of them, aud are marching on in steady de-

termination “Against Cromwell” (77). This,

like all Mr. Archer’s pictures of child-life, is

very agreeable in its simplicity of treatment,
aud an excellent painting. Technical merit

—

more especially with regard to the landscape
that is the scene of the tragic occurrence— dis-

tinguishes Mr. Archer’s principal contribution

that illustrates the ballad of “ Fair Helen of Kir-

connelj” who died in shielding her lover from
the shot of his rival (129) ;

though the figures

are rather too tame aud common iu aspect and
action to give full dramatic interest to so ro-

mantic au incident, it is a flne picture.

Mr. Poole’s version of “ The Prodigal Son,”
denotes his contrition (140), with some want ol

academic proficiency on the part of this able

artist to make the figurative lesson as strong as

the circumstantial—for tho landscape is the

fine portion of his rendering of the parable. Mr.
Poynter’s shows his Return and affectionate Fur-
givenes8(10L)), with the father aud son well repre-

sented so far as good drawing and sound painting

are concerned; and Mr. Gale’s his joyous Wel-

come celebrated by Feasting and Merrymaking
(899), very carefully and peropicuously told.

’ See pp. 357, 381, 397, (inle.

Mr. W. B. Richmond is a new aspirant for

such high honours as few are competent to
snatch, as few are earnest aud patient enough
to wait for. There is evidence of rare gifts and
advance in their cultivation to justify a belief
that the classic composition, entitled “ A Pro-
cession in Honour of Bacchus at the Time
of tho Vintage” (277), is the precursor of
such produotions as will help to dignify the
English School of Art. Greek art, that in its

perfection of form is the acrao of what can be
attained in comprehending all that is to be
imitated in dead stone of breathing human
nature, may safely be accepted as the best
exemplary of that form that wears a likeness to
Him that made it. The older man becomes,
the farther removed from origin he is. We
hoDOur Mr. W. B. Richmond for his high aspira-
tions, and bid him God’s speed in his eftbrts to
achieve. “ A disputed Boundary ” (319) is an
excellent illustration, furnished by Mr. E. Nicol,
of man’s disposition to quarrel over an inch,
perhaps, of questioned right : he has never
painted anything better than the two Irish

tenants at loggerheads about a hedge and a
ditch grievance.

Mr. Pettio paints, from Shakespeare’s descrip-

tion, “The Disgrace of Cardinal Wolaey,” or
rather the cardinal’s conviction of his own fall

(130). The likeness of Wolsey does not tally

with that by which he is most readily recog-
nised

;
no trace is left of tho indomitable will

and unbounded arrogance of the man,

—

“ Ever ranking
Himself with princes; one that by suggestion
Tied all the kingdom

but he is here, too soon represented as “an old

mao, broken with the storms of state.” His
mild, undemonstrative appearance, however, is

in favourable contrast with the more exaggerated
action of the Duke of Norfolk, who is making
sarcastic obeisance as he takes his leave. “ The
Gambler’s Victim” (444)—too sleepy and tired

now that tho excitement of play is over, and too
much overcome by the fames of the wine that
has assisted it, to be conscions of or to care
much for what the game has cost him—is very
cleverly represented by Mr. Pettie in a smaller
picture, wherein the plucked pigeon is making
his uncertain way along a wing-wall from the
downier birds that are feathered at his expense.
With crowds about to suggest the appalling

nature of such -an event, Mr. L. J. Pott's ex-

citing representation of a “ Fire at a Theatre ”

(2), cannot come under the category of “ pleasing
pictures,” although it is always pleasant to note
heroism, and there could never have been a
louder or better-merited outburst of applause to
greet the clown’s “Here we are,” than when,
half-choked with the smoke, and more than well
warmed to his work after many a tumble, he
restores to its anxious mother a baby it was not
in hia part to sit upon. The catastrophe has
happened behind the scenes : it is to be hoped
that the actors, to whom “All the world’s a
stage,” found their safe exits as surely as their

entrances
5
but it is such a catastrophe as the

whole seven ages may become dreadfully in-

terested in
;

fijr children in arms are not inad-

missible everywhere, and from E.xeter Hall to a
“ penny gaff,” tho chances are, death against
life at very long odds.

It is a relief to find well-imitated water so
close to its adversary, such as runs “ Under the
Walls of Maestricht,” and floats acanal-boat, that
Mr. C. N. Henry depicts so really (4). Mr. G. A.
Storey is more perfectly satisfactory in his

portrait-compositions of “Sister” (7) and two
little well-bohaved brothers “Going to School”
(27), than in apostrophizing Sterne’s lesson on
the value of flattery that “The Old Soldier”
had learned to such good purpose ns a means of

levying black mail from fair females by defending
their own opinions agaiueb the invasion of dark
doubts. But his “fair charitable” looks too

truly good and humane
;
her eyes far too sweetly

bright to leave hsr at all a likely subject to be
affected favourably by such gratuitous- and
gratuity-seeking aoknow’ledgment. She is very
pretty and innocent as she stands in the bright

morning sunshine, helping very much, with the
help of a well-paiutod background, to make “ the
eld soldier” an agreeable as well as a humorous
picture (62)

Mr. F. Sandys has shown how nearly he can
approach the desideratum of making a portrait

i valuable work of art, and apart from sneb
worth, its close resemblance to the portrayed
must have the effect of securing for it a very
general appreciation. A? a tboroogh example of
the paiuter’s chief excellence, tho perfection of
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ornate finieh in Ms adopted view of copyisra,

—

Ms “ Portrait of an Elderly Lady” (714) may cbal-
lenge comparison with the more astoniahing dis-

play of it in “ j^ledoa ” (99) ;
for there has been

less latitude for forcing into excessive brilliancy
everything coloured to agem-like lustre. The
lady’s mourning habiliments of vividly-white
and jet-black crape have failed to detract from
the purity of complexion and life-likeness of the
face, but have made it necessary to emphasize
colour, even in this case, to an unnatural
brightness.

Unless to reach the extreme of possible finish,

and in ne plus ultra intensity, be but one and
not the only aim, there may be some doubt
whether any other end is attained than to create
wonder at workmanship

; and more doubt if

excessive elaboration be not the means some-
times of destroying the propriety of appearances
rather than assisting it. There is nothing at all

atysterious in the presentation of the sorceress
“Medea” engaged in mixing a spell-broth from
the most innocuous of ingredients, so far as may
be visibly suggested : there are lovely toads, so
bright and beautiful in a clean delicacy that
ugliness and venom can never be associated
with, wearing jewels not only in their heads but
all over them

; choice chemical compounds in
pretty and curious shells; precious little images,
such as the benighted heathen make gods of,

and often fetch high prices at Christie &

emblem of decay when seen in bright spring-
time, and introducing such figures as in ^li^

artistic instinct he would select for a novel iilns-

tration of “The Past and the Future,” paint a
fine picture—as he could scarcely fail to do—that
preaches in the eloquence of rare expressive
power and poetic feeling a long sermon from a
short text ?

TUE LATE MR. PETER CUNNINGHAM.
The death of Mr. Peter Cunningham, which

took place at hie residence in St. Alban’s, Hert-
fordshire, in the evening of the 18th inst., was
briefly mentioned in our last. He was born in
Pimlico on the 7th of April (not the 16th, as
elsewhere stated), 1816, and had therefore just
completed his fifty-third year, and was the third
son of Allan Cunningham, the well-known poet
and assistant of Chantrey, and who died on the
29th of October, 1842. The subject of this
brief notice was educated at Christ’s Hospital,
and in 1335 was appointed by the late Sir Robert
Peel, as a mark of esteem for the talents of his
father, to a clerkship in the office of the Com-
missioners for Auditingthe Public Accounts. In
1854 he became chief clerk of that department,
and retired, on the 4th of February, 1859, with a
small pension. On the|14th of September, 1842,
be had married Zenobia, second daughter of the

, -
"

I

late John Martin, the painter. Mr. Cunnineham
Manson s ;

and the lady herself, exquisitely was a most industrious contributor to critical
handsome and with remarkable hands, does not

I
and historical literature, and produced a number

J Iv rlciaat-Trj^ tr\ Vif. *• -i i ... *really deserve to be thought capable of much
more harm than others as fatally gifted with
beauty as herself—which all the world must
know is harm enough—though the light reflected

of books, besides writing constantly for periodi-
cals such as Fraser’s Magazine, the Athenceum,
and the lllustraifd London News, wherein his
weekly column of “ Town and Table Talkf V e . .1 •'•'“V v/i a.u>it u uuu iauje 1 UIK wasfrom her nefarious occupMion is not a favourable for some years an attractive feature. He will nro-

one to regard her ir. This is a very beautiful
I bablybelongest known by bis remarkable “Hand-

yrodnction, however, and only raises the ques-
|

book of London, Past and Present ” written for
toon of how far Medea may be realized clear of

i Mr. Murray, and first published in two volumes
the haze of mystery. Mr. Poynter’a idea of
“Proserpine” gathering daffodils in a classic
vale and veil, will serve as an ideal to those who
ean form no conception of bow lovely and
winning she must have been (396) ;

it is one of
4he most perfect and covetable of the smaller
items in the present collection

; delightful in its

originality of treatment as well as for the grace
sf it.

Mr. Wallis has given “ Marsyas ” (41-2) a bath
©f golden sunshine to line effect, but is more true
to Nature and himself when he paints, from
possible observation, “A January Morning”
(745), with its chill of snow and fog to intimate
the self-denial of true charity. A young lady
•has been attracted by the poverty-stricken
appearance of a wretched mother waiting
admission to the workhouse for herself and child

;

prompted by compassion, she leaves her com-
panions to wrap her own covering round the neck
of the poor little shivering creature, and in her
own quiet way shows at once her commiseration
and contempt for a sore throat.

But there is no poverty so hard to be borne as
that which is of new and unexpected experience

j

of such, for instance, as “ The Old Gate” suggests,
which, thanks to Mr. Walker, will lead to the
building of several stories (485). This is a pic-
ture that will talk for ages unless the artist tells
iia intention, and no longer leaves it to the canvas
for canvass : the want of elucidation necessary
to give it special significance rather adds to
its interest than lessens it, for it invites coTijec-
ture to supply that want, taking such hold of the
attention as good acting in a strange language
might do. How the house was built

;
how its

former tenants prospered and perished, and why
its last should have to leave so sorrowfully
attended, are some of the questions that occur.
Ideas of fresh and fresh growth may crop np
from the trodden foreground, and every step give
a different footing in the tale that leads to the
fallen old house : the old gate may typify the old
gait that causes such effects, and effects such
causes as ruin in its mazes of carelessness,
trouble, circumstances, and sin, finds a centre in
sooner gained than got out of. Does she who
looks so sad in her deep mourning, that she may
have lost father, mother, husband, children, and
all, see in the mock structure of a paper-built
house the metaphor of her own fragile fortune;
or does she envy the mother of the sunburnt,
ruddy urchins who are the bnilders even of snch
weak promise; or does she behold in the
labourer on his way to his work a type of what
destiny will make of her in the need that will
oblige her to become a labourer too ? Or did
Mr. Walker find “ the old gate,” just as he has
represented it, before some dilapidated old
mansion that was all the more indicative as an

8vo., in 1849. This work, which displays a
great amount of reading, especially of our
earlier dramatists and anecdotists, was seven
years in hand, written and re-written :

—

“It has not only engrossed all my leisure” (the author
says in the preface), * and cost rue much thought and
anxiety, but has impored upon me a very painful amount of
minute research amongst nne.xarained papers, often very
ditlicult of access, and never very clean or legible, for the
chance of opening up new sources of intelligence.”

The secoud edition of it was published as one
volume.
He edited the “ Poems of Drummond of Haw-

thoruden,” 1 vol., 8vo., ns early as 1833
;
“Songs

of England and Scotland,” 2 vols., 8vo., 1835 ; the
second edition of “ Campbell’s Specimens of the
British Poets,” with additions, 8vo., 1841 ; and
“ Campbell’s Essay on English Poetry, and Lives
of the Poets,” 12mo., 1848. The “ Handbook to
Westminster Abbey,” 12mo., was published 1812

;

‘ Life of Inigo Jones,” 8vo., for the Shakespeare
Society, 1848

;

“ Handbook of London, Past and
Present,” already mentioned, 1849

;
“ Modern

London,” 12mo., 1851; “The Story of Nell
Gwyn,” 8vo.,1852. He edited the Works of Oliver
Goldsmith, 4 vols., 8vo., in 1854

;
“ Lives of the

Poets,” by Johnson, 3 vols., 8vo., 1854; “Letters
of Horace Walpole,” chronologically arranged,
9 vols., 8vo., 1857, 1858. Rewrote Jesse’s
“Handbook to Hampton Court,” 12mo., 1842;
“ Handbook to Windsor and Eton,” 12mo., 1843 ;

edited an edition of Allan Cunningham’s “ Lifeof
David Wilkie”; an edition of “Boswell” (in

and a member of several social clubs.
With the brilliant little circle which at that
time provided London with Punch he was much
connected, and at the head of the preface—de-
dicatory to a volume of that most admirable
serial (one of the great things of onr era),
stands, if we remember rightly, “Petrus Cun-
ninghamus.”
His life fully written would not be without a

moral and a warning
; but this is not the moment

or the place to point to weaknesses. Let us
recollect only the good things and the useful
work he did. He was buriod at St. Alban’s on
the 24th, by the side of his daughter Nora, who
preceded him on the 19th of May, 1863. The
mourners were his only son, Walter, his two
brothers, General Alexander Cunningham, and
Colonel Frank Cunningham, and his brother-in-
law and old companion, Mr. Leopold Charles
Martin.

May we add an earnest word for one left

behind him ? Mr. Cunningham’s pension ceased
with his life, and his widow is unprovided for.

A pension on the Civil List, on the ground of the
contributions to British literature by her husband
and his father, supplying the place of the pension
that has dropped, would be a good and graceful
act on the part of the Prime Minister.

EFFECTS OF DRAINAGE AND WATER
SUPPLY.

The inestimable advantages which spring
from an abundant supply of pure water, and a
well-devised system of sewerage, are every day
becoming more appreciated, and in proportion
as these benefits are valued, so will the scientific
works of the engineer be acknowledged. The
Registrar-General has just issued his quarterly
returns of the rate of mortality, in which he
specially alludes to forty-six of the principal
towns of the United Kingdom. There is one
town quoted in the list which probably more
than any other shows the beneficial effects of
drainage and water supply. The town to wMoh
we now particularly refer, is Swansea, Glamor-
ganshire, a town which in itself contains
elements for a high death-rato, but which is now
quoted by the Registrar-General as the third
healthiest of the forty-six towns enumerated.
This town now contains a population of 66,000
inhabitants, and it is well known is the seat of
the largest copper smelting works in the king-
dom, something like two-thirds of the whole of
the copper ores of tho coonty being smelted in
the immediate vicinity. Then it has gigantic iron
works, tinplate works, arsenic works, and other
mannfactories, which emit dense volumes of
smoke, so much so, indeed, that the inhabitants
may be said always to live in smoke, and the
adjacent hills and districts are entirely denuded
of vegetation. At one time high medical opinions
were quoted, to show that the atmosphere, im-
pregnated with the deleterious vapours and
smokes from the works, must have a prejudicial
effect upon health and life, and certainly the
then rate of mortality seemed to bear out the
opinion of the medical faculty. The inhabitants,
however, and their representatives felt thatif they
lived in smoke they also lived jipon or by smoko

;

that is, that the stability of their trade and com-
merce depended upon the prosperity of their large
works, Impressed with this opinion, they did not

co^unotion with Mr. J. W. Croker); an edition make a crusade upon the proprietors "of these
ot Hope 8 works

;
wrote “Revels at Court-” nnd i-u /

a prefatory life of T. M. W. Turner, the painter.
After his retirement to St. Alban’s, with failing
health, his literary contributions were chiefly
confined to the Builder, wherein will be found a
large amount of curious and valuable matter,
mostly in the shape of artistic biography, with
bis name attached.
Somewhere about 1846 and in the following

years Mr. Cunningham acted as joint honorary
secretary (with the writer of these lines) ofa com-
mittee formed to present a testimonial to the late
John Britton, the antiquary. What was called the
“Britton Club” grew out of this committee,
and at one of the genial meetings of that little

society, the veteran, William Jerdan, sketching
in hasty verses its various members, thus charac-
terized the subject of onr note :

—

“ And Peter Cunningbam, of antique lore,
A hand-book ana a head-boob, both so pat.

Whose converse shows you it ia not a bore
To mil the ancient speech with modern chat.”

His social qualities at the best period of his life

were eminent
; he found friends on all sides,

and went largely into society. For some years
he was a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries,

works, compelling them to put the provisions of
the “ Smoke Nuisances Act” into operation

;
on

the contrary, the whole town, in public meeting
assembled, determined to reject the Act, for
which we give them no praise, bnt the contrary.
They will see their error presently. It was,
however, felt, upon the other hand, that the rate
of mortality was higher than should be reason-
ably expected, notwithstanding the adverse cir-

cumstances to be contended with. It was de-
termined, after much controversy in the Local
Board of Health, that a perfect system of
drainage should be carried out, and that an
abundant supply of pure water should be ob-
tained, at whatever cost. Some ten years since,
therefore, the sewerage works were planned, and
have since been carried out nnder the personal
supervision of Mr. Edward Cousins, the present
surveyor of the Local Board

; and up to the
present time upwards of forty miles of brick
and pipe sewers, varying in size from 3 ft. 9 in.

by 2 ft. 6 in. to 2 fc. 3 in. by 1 ft. 6 in, (egg-
shape), and pipes varying in size from 18 in.

diameter to 6 in. diameter, have been laid. The
house-drainage is in process of being carried
out, about 4,000 houses having been connected
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out of a total of about 8,000 houses in the
borough

j and this drainage has been carried out
at a cost of about 40,0001., in round numbers.

During the progress of the work the most
remarkable results have been noticed and care-
fully recorded by Mr. Ebenezer Davies, the
Officer of Ilealth. In the event of any outbreak
of fever or epidemic of any kind, those parts of
the town through which the main drainage had
not been carried were invariably its hotbeds,
and in some instances fever proved fearfully
fatal where no drainage existed, whilst in the
same locality, but where the drainage had been
-carried, there was a happy immunity.

But not only was drainage resorted to with
such beneficial effects, the corporation, or rather
Local Board of Health, determined npon seeing
a most abundant supply of water, not only for
domestic, bnt for trade and flushing purposes;
and at an ontlay of somewhere about 100,0001.,
they have succeeded in constructing a splendid
reservoir at the Lliw, capable of storing no less
than three hundred millions of gallons, or a sup-
ply to the town of no less than four months,
without any rainfall whatever. This water, ac-
cording to scientific analysis of Mr. F. Grace
Calvert, of Manchester, is exceedingly pure, con-
taining only 2 degrees of hardness, whilst the
London watergenerallycontains about 12 degrees.
The Swansea water is the nearest to that of the
celebrated Loch Kathrine, Scotland. The water of
the Lliw has been conducted through eight miles
of graduating conduit, and about twenty-five
miles of distributive maius have been laid. These
works were designed by Mr. R. Rawlinson, C.E.
The distributive mains have been snperintended
by Mr. Cousins, the borough surveyor. At pre-
sent about 7,000 houses iu the borough are sup-
plied with water from the reservoir, and there
can be no doubt but that in a few more years the
works will yield a very handsome revenne, far
more than paying the interest npon the outlay
made. The receipts from the water works now
amount to about 6,OOOZ. per annum. The com-
bined effect of these two important works has
had the most satisfactory, and we may say ex-
traordinary, result upon the public health, and
has enabled the Registrar. General to place
Swansea in its present position of the third
healthiest of the forty-six towns he has enume-
rated. Prior to the carrying out of the drainage
and water supply, the rate of mortality in Swan-
sea was about 26 per 1,000. The last return of
the Registrar-General now shows it 18'37 per
1,000, and one month it was as low as 12‘35 per
1,000, whilst the tables of sickness kept by the
large clubs of workmen show that the general
health of the borough has most materially
improved. We can scarcely be wrong in at-
tributing much of this good result to the im-
proved sewerage and abundant water supply pro-
vided for the town.

AN AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ART.
It is an old saying that three shops make a

market. We have never seen it stated how
many artists are required to constitute a school.
To found a school, indeed, in painting, or in

any other branch of art, the genius of one man
may suffice. We are in possession of works
attributed to “ the school of Michelangelo.” The
expression cannot be taken to intimate that the
immortal Florentine had any rival professors of
his wonderful mastery over marble.
We are, therefore, it seems to us, fully justi-

fied in speaking of the establishment, in our day,
if not in our country, of a new school of paint-
ing. The New World once more baa provided a
surprise for the Old World. Two works, by
American artists, are now exhibiting in London,
one on the walls of the Royal Academy, and one
in the show-rooms of Mr. MacLean, in the Hay-
market, which are such as to Justify the claim to
be considered as examples of a new order of
landscape painting. We refer to Mr. Bierstadt’s
picture, called “Among the Sierra Nevada
Mountains, California,” which is No. 309 in the
catalogue of the exhibition of the Royal Academy,
and to Mr. Church’s view of “ Damascus.”

Of this latter picture we can only speak, to
some extent, from knowledge acquired from the
study of the former. When we see how far the
results attained by a painter of one of the most
famous scenes of Oriental landscape, agree with
those secured by a penetrator of the Califor-
nian deserts, we feel justified in assuming the
adoption of a similar method by the two New
World painters.

The main excellence of this pictorial school

may bo said to consist in suoh a representation

of nature as results from a very patient and
careful study of details, which are afterwards
combined in an imaginative ensemile. The
aptest illustration of our meaning may be taken
from the art of the orator. A subject may be
very carefully mastered,—a speech, or speeches,
may be written and re-written on the theme,

—

and then, at the moment of delivery, something
entirely original is thrown out by the excite-

ment of the occasion, in which, however, the
golden fruit of the past toil is apparent.

Thus numerous sketches of every romantic
incident of a landscape, from distinct points of
view, and under all varying conditions of inci-

dental light, fill the portfolios of Mr. Bierstadt.

With a wise appreciation of that confusion
which creeps over a sketch from the shifting of
the shadow, which is caused by the diurnal
motion of the earth, this artist has bound him-
self by the admirable rule never to occupy more
than twenty minutes in making a water-colonr
sketch. Thus his notes, so to call them, of
detail and of incident, are characterized by
unusual vigour and truth. Iu colouring they
are bold to the verge, but not beyond the verge,
of exaggeration

j
and the promptitnde with

London last year. It is a subject as to the abso-
lute fidelity of which to nature many more per-
sons can bear witness than in the case of the
great American lakes. There are few visitors to
the Royal Academy who have seen a cataract of
4,000 ft. in sheer columnar fall, parting as it

descends into a cloud of mist, and finally flowing
like a wreath across the face of the nnveiled
precipice. But there are very many who have
scorched their boots at the infernal fires of the
lava, and cut them to pieces ou the scoria of
Vesuvius

; who have beheld the cloudy cap of the
volcano red with the pulsing and reflected glare,
and who can therefore admire, with instructed
taste, the faithful rendering of Mr. Bierstadt.
The “ Storm in the Andes,” one of the earlier

of these large pictures, has been reproduced as
a chromo-lithograph. The prints have been long
in course of preparation; which is not to be
wondered at, for they are said to have required
the use of nearly forty stones. The efi'eot is

very brilliant, and the diminution of the same
appears to have been very correctly effected.

But a question of no small importance here
arises. It is one which affects not only the
representation of Mr. Bierstadt’s landscapes,
but the very principles on which such repro-

which the sharp outline of light and shadow has ' ductious should be attempted,
been seized and staruped upon the paper, gives I In reducing a picture to a smaller scale, the
the force of actuality to the scene, however proportionate area occupied by each tone and
rough be the handling.

j

shade of colour will be unaffected. A redaction
A wide landscape, thns studied and recorded of this kind takes place in the retina, so that, in

in detail, becomes the mental property of the
i

point of fact, it may be said that we never
artist. He can choose at leisnre whether to actually see anything but a reduced picture,
represent it in storm or in sunshine, by morning I But, though the relative area occupied by each
or by evening light. He has but to map the * colour is unaltered, the relative proximity of
outline of the salient features, from the point of

,

tint is very materially altered. A bright light

view which he may ultimately select, and he will and a dark shade will contrast very differently

then find in his portfolio all that he may wish to at a distance of G ft. or of 6 in.
;
and however

tr.msfer to his easel. Nature has been his , minutely the intermediate grades of hue may be
teacher, and has insbruotod him, as it were, vivd simulated, the element of distance is materially
voce. It is true that, if be has not within him altered. Therefore, if we look at a landscape, or
that which responds to her teaching, the lesson

[

at a large painting, and then look at a reduction,
will be in vain. But few would seek to listen to or miniature representation, of the same, in
the utterances of Nature who were not, more or , which the same scale of colour is employed, we
less fully, fitted to become her pupils. And Mr.

{

at once become sensible of a very different

Bierstadt is not one of such a group.

To perfect mastery of truth of detail, and
\

impression on the vision.

This contrast becomes extremely palpable in
imaginative grasp of the ensemble of landscape, ' the present case. From the large size of the
this new school adds another rare element of !

original painting, and from the number of colours
excellence, that of proportionate precision. In

j

iutrodneed, the task of the lithographer has
accuracy of study the painter is by turns a ' been one of no ordinary hardship. A brilliant

geologist, a botanist, and a portrayer of animal
I
picture baa been produced ; but a certain want

life. Me gives a flower in the foreground with ' of repose, as compared with the original, is

all the fidelity of a flower-painter. He draws ‘ distinctly perceptible.

a deer, or an eagle, or a red Indian, as if he
|

In the present state of optical and chemical
had no eyes except for animal forms. Bub ' science, the production of chromatic effect by
when these elements take their place in his ' photography appears to be hopeless. We can,
landscape, it is as subordinate features. He

|

therefore, hardly hesitate to form the opinion
does nob give you a portrait of a buffalo or a that a chromo-lithographic reduction of a paint-
stag, with a background of landscape. It is

his aim, and we are bound to say his success-

ful aim, to subdue the individuality of figure

and of form. He equally avoids that vague
ignorance, or carelessness, of specific forms
which shallow people call generalizing, and that

precise, monotonous, equal-handed, reproduc-
tion of image, which makes what is termed pre-

Rafl'aellite treatment so closely resemble mosaic.

His deer are neither more nor less striking on
his canvas than they are on the landscape

itself. At the first glance they only want
motion ; bnt if you bring the glass to bear
on their forms, they will certainly not look

like live deer, viewed throngb the telescope.

Nor is it proper that they should do so. When
an object is focnased by optical means, it

becomes, for the time, the main centre of vision.

But if a precision of this kind be attempted on
canvas, we lose entirely that subordination of the

parts to the whole without which there can be no
such thing as pictorial unity. It is not that the

artist should not be perfectly familiar with the

anatomy and detailed outline of the wild animal.

This he must know, but he must also know
something more; he mustknow how the creature

appears at a given distance, how its outline will

melt into shade against foliage, or soften when
relieved against rock or water

;
he must know

what it is, and be able to draw what it appears
to be.

Three very large landscapes, taken from
Californian scenery, have been brought by
Mr. Bierstadt to this country. We are happy to

have been able to trace a distinct and visible

increase in artistic power, as the artist has

advanced
; and we have no hesitation in quali-

fying the picture now at the Royal Academy as

the finest of the series. We hope, indeed, again

to have an opportunity of seeing the midnight

view of Vesuvius in eruption, which was in

ing can only be a true representation of the
original when taken from a copy reduced by the
painter himself, or by some equally competent
hand. Of course, the expense and trouble of
such a procedure would be very great. There
are, however, instances in which it would be
worth while to incur them. Every artist is in-

stinctively aware that a miniature must not be
painted with the exact tints of a full-size por-
trait. In painting, and even in sculpture, the eye
instinctively teaches the hand to work to scale.

But this is something extremely different from
matching a tint. We think that not the least

of the recommendations of the print now in

conrse of publication by Mr. MacLean may be
the illustration which it affords of the importance
of studying the scale and subordination of
colouring. It is probably from this very canse
that many chromo-lithographs are so harsh and
untruthful.

We have said little of Mr. Church’s view of
“ Damascus.” It is a very beautiful picture. The
limestone rocks are lighted up with the fierce,

but quickly shifting ray which falls in those

southern latitudes, with far more intense

force than when it glints on our Westmore-
land, or Scottish, or Welch, or Irish moun-
tains. Par off, the ancient city,—the pride and
glory of the East, the metropolis of the night-

ingale,—is basking in the glorious light. The
wealth of water of the noble rivers—the owner
of the Rob Roy canoe would tell us which was
Abana and which Pharpar,—adds a sense of
plenty to the beauty of the scene. We con-
fess to a hesitation as to the foliage, which
fills the greater part of the space between the
foreground and the distant capital. The trees

look knotty and stunted—almost like a cabbage
garden. But we are far from mentioning this

as a fault attributable to Mr. Church. Bo have
we seen trees to look under similar circum
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stances. We are inclined to hold that this
rather ignoble bit of detail is quite true to nature.
The artist is not responsible for the flora
of the country he visits, nor for the planting
of its park-like scenery. No doubt, Mr. Church
would have filled his canvas with weep-
ing birches, and spiry cypresses, and storied,
branching cedars, and lighted it up by the snowy
lustre of the catalpa or the magnolia. But we
incline to think that he has shown us the Vale of
Damascus as it appeared to his own penetrating
vision under that very sun-gleam which he has
imprisoned on his canvas, and we thank him for
his picture.

It is with true pleasure that wo welcome this
artistic success of the United States. In the
hurry and jostle of the active life of our busy
neighbours across the Atlantic, wo have become
accustomed to think that the art element has
been neglected. When wealth has flowed in, in
boundless and fabulous streams, we have thought
it to bo habitually applied rather in the pursuit
of luxury, or of splendour, than in the cultiva-
tion of taste. We hail so efl’ective a protest
against this view, whether as entertained by
ourselves, or by the richer citizens of the United
States. It must be remembered that an
American artist, unless it be within bis power
to visit freely the Old World, labours under
many disadvantages as compared with his
European brethren. The great names of the

THE (ALBERT) MUSEUM, SOUTH
KENSINGTON.

Before continuing my “Notes,” I mav as
well state, for the satisfaction of lovers of art
generally, and of “One of the Public” in par-
ticular—in case your correspondent should not
have paid a subsequent visit to the Museum

—

that the strong remonstrance iu the Builder of
April 21 has been efl’ective, and the objectionable
panel on the wall of the beautiful staircase to
the “Keramic Gallery ” has disappeared.

In iny last notice of .the loan exhibition I
particularized various most interesting objects in
the East aisle, or Oriental department of the
South Conrt : I will resume my account in the
same locality.

An extensive collection of Japanese objects,
sufficient to fill two glass cases, is lent by Lady
Boxer. The various items were gathered to-
gether by Captain C. R. Boxer, R.N. Among
them are:—Two small bronze tea-kettles, each
on a tripod, ornamented with dragons in high
relief, very rich-looking

j two similar, of still

smaller size, and a hexagonal teapot, the sides
chased with scrolls and floriated work; two
bronze bowls in form of a lotus leaf, orna-
mented with buds, half-opened flowers and
rolled-up leaves, the stalks forming the support
to the bowls

; two large teapots ornamented with
dragons, and having serpent handles

;
two large-

,
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past are less familiarly household words with bronze vases, inlaid with pattern of foliage mhim ; or, at all events, the works that made those silver, with two handles, and a Greek fret bordernames great are less accessible to his study. ' top and bottom
; a small bronze vase and cover.

_lne very pride of his young citizenship,—young damascened with silver, and having wing handles
in the life of nations,—may act as a bar to his and a kylin—or dragon—on the top

; a singular
progress. The names of the nvers of Damascus “pricket” candlestick, the base of which is
recall a memorable expression of this form of somewhat of a boll-shape, but is like a ca^a
national^pnde. Are not the lakes of the Sierra formed of strips of metal in imitation of plaRsJSevada, the American artist

_

may exclaim, of string, bound together by scrolls or tendrils
;worth all the shores of the Adriatic ? Who is two graceful candlesticks, each in the shape of

I should ^earn the
,
a crane, whose bent-down head holds

• - -

^

the curving stalk of a lotus plant, the open
flower being formed into the candle-aockot : these
are also of bronze, damascened with scroll
pattern; six large shells called Venus’s Ear
{Ealiotis) set in lacquered wood with the
bark on, and thus forming a series of
dishes; a coral lac box, about 2^
square by 4 in. high, in four compartments,
beautifully carved with foliage and flowers

; an
ivory vase formed of a piece of tusk in its

natural shape, pierced with carving of birds and
foliage, mounted on stand of gilt lacquer, studded
with insects in their natural colours; and a
larger vase, with landscape in gilded lacquer, on
stand, inlaid with birds and foliage in mother-of-
pearl ; four small square trays in black lacquer,
with bamboo basket-rims

; two fine bowls of red
and white porcelain, ornamented with foliage,
and having a landscape in centre, inside

; two
bottles of the same red and ’white porcelain,
with “ interior ” scenes, and one double handle
on each

;
a plate of the same, with a garden-

scene ; and a number of exquisite egg-shell cups,
covers, and saucers, in varied sizes, that make
one break the tenth commandment desperately;
some pins for the hair, inlaid with the beautiful
blue feathers that imitate enamel so well

; a pair
of very handsome large bronze vases, on stands
ornamented with castings in high relief, ad-
mirably executed, of birds and foliage

; a bowl,
of Chinese porcelain in Imperial yellow, with
green dragons on it, and another of blue Chinese
porcelain of rich deep colour; a green jade
circular plaque, with a hole in the centre, carved
with dragons in relief; an exquisite cup of
Chinese egg-shell porcelain, with delicate deep
bine ornamentation of sparse flowers and birds ;

two others of somewhat uncommon concave
shape

; and many more, greatly interesting
objects, that must be passed over for want of time.
Lady Boxer likewise lends two very fine incense-
burners of bronze in form of a bowl, orna-
mented with multiplex Greek fret,—it is curious
to see how partial the Japanese are, or have
been, to this Classic enrichment,—and supported
on bronze rockwork, with sea-dragons in high
relief.

Nob far off is the grand incense-burner lent
by Mr. T. Hanbory. It is of turquoise-blue
cloisonne enamel, with a landscape around the
body containing swans, storks, lilies, foliage,
and water. The burner is supported on the
backs of three storks of white cloisovn^ enamel
relieved by black and a little red

; around the
rim runs a blue border of hexagons, each en-
closing a six-pointed star of red on white ground.
The body of the vase has two handles of gilt
dragons, each holding an open-work circle of
enamel that looks like an inscription. The cover

study of Nature, to sib at his feet ?” But none
the less is it true that this expression of self-
reliance is the language only of ignorance. The
human wit is not yet so bright that the best of
ns can afford to neglect the conquests of our
predecessors. To know how the masters of the
palmy times of art encountered those problems
which ever recur to the artist, is an essential
element of his education. To see how they
succeeded, is at once an encouragement and an
aid,—to see how they failed, may be, rightly
viewed, of even greater value. Not that the
study of Nature is to be neglected, even for that
of the works of her most favoured children.
But the road to excellence in art is proverbially
long.

^

Many are the byways, tempting enough
in their aspect, that lead to the damp meadows
brooded over by the mist of evening and the
frowning towers of the giant. The lesson of
those who have wandered from the path is not
to be slighted without shame.
Nor must it be forgotten that landscape paint-

ing, charming as its results may be, is by no
means the highest triumph of the painter’s art.
And when wo ascend to portraiture or to historic
composition, an intimate acquaintance, not only
with the great masters of Italian painting, but
with the works of Roman and of Grecian
sculptors, is an absolute essential to any degree
of excellence. Let an artist try to form his
style on contemporary life; let him haunt the
public assemblies of the day, the tribunals, the
chambers of tho Legislature; let him learn all
that nature in her conventionalised garb there
teaches, what will be his highest attainment ^

a portrait limned with the fidelity of a photo-
graph, with the same wearying and uninteresting
result. Two requisites go to make a noble por-
trait,—a fit subject and a fit artist. Mere
reproduction of feature, which is all to which
the painter who has not drunk deep at the
fountain of old art can hope to attain, taxes the
mechanical skill of the draughtsman. It is one
of the humblest exercises of the genius of the
artist.

Dangerous State of a Wooden Viaduct
near Huddersfield. — The town council of
Huddersfield have unanimously passed a resolu-
tion drawing the attention of the Lancashire
aod Yorkshire Railway Company to the rotten
and dangerous state of the Denley Dale Viaduct
on their line, and threatening, unless one of
stone be substituted, to complain to the Board
of Trade on the subject. The traffic along this
viaduct is very great, and it forms part of the
highway between the Huddersfield district and
the south, generally towards Loudon,

is very bold, of [flattened bell-shape, in equal
parts of perforated gilt-metal scrollwork and
clnisonn^ enamel, and is surmounted by an
elongated knob of open-work gilt metal.

In the same glass case that contains this
incenae-burnor stands an elegant work-table
of carved sandal-wood, lent by Mrs. Hayllar : it
has an elongated hexagonal top, supported by
two bracket legs, which stand on a similar, but
smaller, base, that rests on four kylin heads.
This table is of modern Ahmedabad work, and
is very carefully and delicately executed. Mrs.
Hayllar also lends six plaques—which are to be
found in the table glass cases under the windows
—and six cups and saucers of agate and other
materials, of various sizes, all being modern
Hindoo work, and very beautiful as specimens j
four miniatures on ivory, and glazed :—a view of
the Taj Mahal at Agra, modern Agra work ; a
view of the Khotub Minar, Delhi (a large tower
or minaret)

; the Residency, Lucknow, after the
siege during the late Indian mutiny

;
and the

Cashmere Gate, Delhi, also after the siege. Was
not this the gate before which Horae and Salkeld
performed their valorous and daring act of
carrying up bags of powder, under fire of the
mutineers, and laying them before the gate; by
which powder it was blown open, and acoese
thus gained to the city, which till then seemed
hopeless of attainment ? These three last-
named paintings are all modern Delhi work, are
extremely interesting, and are very minutely and
carefully executed. There are, likewise belonging
to the same lady, a large work-box of the well-
known sandal-wood carving, modern Ahmedabad
manufacture

; and a good eight-fluted tray, of
tortoiseshell and gold lac, modern Japanese
work.
Some fine specimens of ancient Chinese-

cloisso7i7nf enamel are lent by Lieub.-col. H. Hope
Crealock : they consist of a pair of large vases
and covers, of the usual turquoise-blue, sup-
ported on three elephants’ heads of gilt metal
a square coffer, with gilt metal mounts; a large
deep salver, ornamented with a dragon and
birds, fluted on the inside, and the rim to cor-
respond; a pair of perfume-burners, Chinese
enamel, turquoise ground, and the well-known
designs in bright colours : they are like old-
fashioned high candlesticks (bub with a hollow
ball at the top instead of a socket), and are sur-
mounted by a perforated cover of gilt metal

; a
magnifieenb vase, about 2 ft. 6 in. high, of the
same costly material

j
a large circular plateau j

a pair of pricket candlesticks
; an incense-

burner, of the ordinary type; and two vases,
with covers and handles.
Two very large iaconso-burners and covers,

with gilt perforated panels, elephant-head sup-
ports and carved wood stands, are lent by Mr.
W. Hogg; and an octagonal cistern, or font, was
bought by the museum for 39?.

In the glass cases against the north wall of
this-Oriental department, are collected numerous
curious and extremely interesting objects

;
of

these I must only mention a few, namely, a book
formed of twelve leaves of thin wood, covered
with lacquer, the writing black, the ground gold,
with red foliated ornaments and figures of gods,
the leaves inclosed in onter boards painted red,
with gilt ornaments : it is 21^ in. long by 3| in.

wide, and has a wrapper of coloured cotton
fabric, stifTened with interwoven strips of bam-
boo, and a cotton bandage 12 ft. 4 in. long, into
which is woven an inscription in the same cha-
racters as the book. It is Burmese work, and
was bequeathed by the late Mrs. Boyd Miller.
A book of fourteen leaves of thin wood, coated
with lacquer, the lettering black, on red and
gold ground, inclosed between outer boards,
ornamented with birds and sun in gold lacquer
on red ground, 21ii- in. by 3J in., and given by
Lady Campbell, with another of sixteen leaves
a book formed of nine sheets of thin copper,
coated with lacquer, lettering black on red
ground, ornamented with gold lacquer, 22^- iu.

by in., Burmese work; and another of two
sheets of thin copper, 22 in. long by 4^ in. wide,
both likewise given by Lady Campbell. A
sword, worn by one of the three Delhi princes
who were shot when that city was taken, during
the mutiny, is leant by Lieut.-col. Maisey.

In the same cases are some law-books of the
Burmese, written in white on blackened paste-
board

; also some of their sacred books, w’ritten
on palm-leaves. There is, in a smaller case
adjoining, a little model in crystal of a tope, or
sepulchral mound, found within a tomb near
Bhilsa, Central India: this model is presumed,
from various circumstances, to have contained a
relic of Budha himself, aud to bear date from
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about the Christian era. There are also two
caskets of steatite containing relics of two load-

ing disciples of Budha, found in a sepulchral

mound near Bhilsa
j
the assumed date of these

is between the third and sixth century B.C.
;
but

why the disciples’ relics should have bet n
entombed so many hundred years prior to that

of their master is a mystery. It is strange that

the earliest and latest epoch assigned for the

death of Budha should differ as much as 1877

years, the former placing it in the year 2420,

and the latter in the year 543 B.C. A recent

writer says, that “ the Tibetan and Mongol
account, which fixes his birth in either 1022 or

1027 B.O., and his death in 942 or 947, may
come very near the truth. Budha was the son

of Suddhodana, King of Magadha, in South

Behar
;
his name was Sarvarthasiddha, and the

title of Budha, or ‘ the sage,’ was not given to

him until he had attained eminent sanctity as a

teacher of religion. Soon after his birth he was
presented before the image of a deity, in accord-

ance with the custom of the country, when the

image inclined its head towards him as a presage

of his future greatness. He early developed

mental faculties of the first order, and was also

remarkable for hia great personal beauty.” At
the age of twenty, ho married a noble virgin

called Yasodhara Devi, by whom ho had two
children, a son and a daughter, and he died in

his eightieth year.

To return to the Museum and the models of

sepulchral urns from which Budba’s history has

drawn me away. In the before-mentioned glass

case, and in addition to the urns already noticed,

are one of Steatite, containing wood and bone

ashes, found likewise in a sepulchral mound near

Bhilsa, assumed date between 500 and 200 years

B.C.
;
and a smaller urn, or casket, of black

steatite found inside the last-named urn.

In the corresponding aisle across the Sooth

Court, and on the site where Blkington’s beautiful

Volunteer Trophy stood when I commenced
these ” Notes,” is now to be seen a glass case

containing a collection of bronze statuettes by
the late Baron Marochetti, and lent by the

Baroness. Of these, I much like the well-

known “ Emanuel Philibert,” aspirited equestrian

figure, fully armed, and with the right arm
raised in the act of returning his sword into the

scabbard. He was that hero-ancestor of Victor

Emmanuel who did good service to Venice three

hundred years ago, and through whom—as a

modern poet sings in ” VenioePree”—the present

king of Italy claims rank among her nobles,

—

“ As heir to that good duke of Savoy's race,

Emmanuel Filibert, to whom the grace

Was granted, for himself and heirs to bo
Nobles of this fair city of the sea.”

The statuette of a man seated, and holding a

large tablet, on which is inscribed, " II Statute,

"

has a very fiue bead. Close by, in a table glass

case, is a frame containing fifteen unfinished

miniatures by Samuel Cooper, together with the

pocket - book, in which they have been pre-

served. They are lent by Mr. E. H. Lawrence,
of Hampstead, and are very interesting to see.

There are, too, a Bible, London, 1682, in the

English binding of the time, tooled in gold and
colours, lent by Mr. R. H. Drewett

;
the Diploma

of the Order of St. Hermanagilda of Spain,

dated 1816, written and illuminated on vellum,

the page where opened being very carefully

painted. It is lent by Mr. Beresford Hope, as is

the “ Horte,” Dutch MS., end of fifteenth cen-

tury, with illuminations, those where the book
is opened representing the Annunciation—large

j

and the small one the temptation of Eve, wherein
Satan is depicted, with a human head and neck,

but horned
;
the body of a bird, the legs and tail

of a dragon, and with brown arms to match.
There is a grand modern Russian Bible, bound
in red velvet, which is covered with a sheet of

silver gilt, enriched with five medallions of

enamel, containing a figure of the Saviour and
the Four Evangelists, set round with large

diamonds, either real or imitation, and the cen-
tral plaque surrounded by rays of glory in

diamonds. It is lent by Colonel Campbell, R.A.
Proceeding up the large double staircase in

the west corner of the north court,—and which
bears on its walla some of the cartoons that were
sent in,Jia answer to the Government invitation,

as designs for the decoration of the new Houses of

Parliament, and were exhibited in Westminster
Hall in 1843,—to the new “ Keramio Gallery,”

which already wears a noble aspect, and will

be nobler still when its large columns shall

be each encased in its intended shell of
maiolica. Each column seems designed to be de-

dicated to one world-famed potter. On those

already completed we read the names of Luca
della Robbia, Palissy, and others, and where
they appear, the cases contiguous contain the

work of their hands and of their time. It is

impossible to pass through the gallery, however
hurried one may be, without being compelled
continually to stop and gaze : for instance, at

the terra-cotta bust of Plaxman, by himself,

dated 1778, bought for 161L 143.
;

the Wedg-
wood black basalt vase, with two square handles,

cover, and pedestal (the base bears, in relief,

a concert of Cupids, date about 1770) j
a statuette

of the Parnese Flora, at Naples, Bow porcelain,

ascribed to John Bacon, R.A., late eighteenth

century
; a female head, handle to cane, middle

of eighteenth century
5

a vase and cover, of

Italian Faenza, height 24 in., cover formed by
six trefoiled arches, date about 1480, bought at

the sale of the Soulages collection for 801. 5 a

plaque of the Resurrection, with six guards, in-

stead of the conventional four, Christ bearing a !

banner, and his feet supported by three cheru- ,

bim, date about 1500 to 1510, very carefully !

drawn and coloui'ed, price 1261.; a jug, with
girl’s face projecting in front, so realistic as to

be quite startling, date about 1480, price 121.

5

a plaque, Virgin and Child, under a slightly
j

Gothic arch, dated 1489, price 141.
;

a plate
I

from the Bernal collection,—on it St. George '

standing with his shield, after Donatello’s
[

statue, 611. ; a fine plate, bought from the !

Soulages collection for 501.; a procession of
^

six warriors bearing banners : it is dated 1520.

The manner in which this and other plates are I

exhibited, so as to show both back and front, is

very thoughtful and ingenious too. It is interest-

1

ing to see the real signatures of the various
[

masters in their craft
;
indeed, I might say the

“ various signatures.” One plate close by is
!

signed “ Mo. Go. da Ugubio,” and dated 1526
;

j

another, “ da gubio,” 1526 also. Ofthe Sgraffiato,
I

or incised ware, there are several specimens
ranging from 1470 to 1694.

j

Next comes the small case of Hcnri-deux
|

ware, only five pieces, but still a grand collec-

'

tion, and which coat the Museum the modest
sum of 1,8201. This peculiar ware is likewise

called “Faience d’Oiron,” from Oiron, near]

Thouars, where it was made. The pieces con- >

siat of a noble high candlestick, price 7501., date
j

1541
;

a large plateau, 1401., date 1535 ; a

,

pedestal salt-cellar, 3001. ;
tazza and cover, 4501.,

'

date 1535; and a tazza inlaid with black, 18C?.

In lustred maiolica there is a plate, with a

pretty girl on it, from the Soulages collection,

which cost 1001.
1
the bust is in natural colours

on blue ground powdered with gold stars, and
bears an inscription, “ Amato chi vxe amata.” A
very early specimen of dated lustred ware is a

plaque bearing a bas-relief of St. Sebastian, in

a Renaissance niche, and below it “ADI • 14 *

DeLVGLIO • 1501.”

A plate with fluted border, date about 15-40,

bears a representation of the Laocoon
;

it is

seen as three separate figures, not bound to-

gether by the snakes, as the group now is : a

restoration of modern times
;

thus helping to

confirm the opinion that it was not so intended

by its classic sculptor. A very fine plateau of

maioUoa from the Soulages collection, and which
cost 2001,, bears a bust inscribed “ P. Perugino.”

The green border has on it medallions of birds

charmingly painted in their natural colours;

and on another plate is represented a maiolica

painter in his al-fresco studio painting, in the

presence of two persons of distinction, on a

plate he holds in his hand. On a low stool are

ranged his colours and brushes, and a curtain of

deep blu.j forms the background. It is thought

to be Caffaggiolo manufacture, and the date

about 1515. The price was 1501. An earthen-

! ware plate of lustred maiolica, dated 1537,

which was bought for 241., has an interlaced

Arabic pattern in white, heightened with lustre

tints on black ground, and is also by Maestro
Giorgio.

Ere we leave the gallery we must just glance

at the specimens of oil-painting on earthenware,
|

which was an Italian fancy of the seventeenth

century; and at the very fine collection of

Oriental porcelain. •

Descending the handsome maiolica staircase

and turning to the left, we come into the court

of metal-work, and here, placed somewhat high

up, but iu a prominent position, hangs the noble

mirror in frame of silver rJpoussJ, lent by her

Majesty. It is of large size, and is ornamented

with festoons of fruits and flowers
;
at the top is

a shield bearing the cipher of King Charles II.

It is English work, date about 1670, and is a

right regal mirror.

Retracing our steps, we pass through the
" food department ” into the library corridor, in

which are placed the plaster busts of noteworthy
men : here and elsewhere about the Museum
these busts, so far as I have been able to

number them, amount to seventeen or eighteen

;

they are inscribed with the name, date of birth

and death of their snbject, and are very in-

teresting and instructive so far as they go
j
but

there was a much more extensive collection at
Sydenham in the olden days of the Crystal

Palace, and I would venture to suggest to the
authorities at South Kensington, that it would
be a little money well spent to get replicas of all

the known and credited busts, there and else-

where, of men and women worthy to be had in

honour and held in remembrance. To those who
cannot see these worthies in the flesh, it is most
desirable and advantageous to be able to gaze
upon their counterfeit presentment. And now,
having arrived at the entrance of the Museum, it

must prove an exit to me; for I must, with great

regret, discontinue my “ Notes ” at South Ken-
sington. In doing so, I beg leave respeotfally

but earnestly again to bring before the notice of

the authorities the name I have suggested for

our beautiful Museum. Since I have made bold

to use it now for a period of five months, no
better name has been proposed, and therefore I

venture to think no more appropriate—and I am
sure no better name—than the Albert Museum
can be found, and so I commend it once more to

their august consideration.

Art-Lover.

THE STYLE OP THE PROPOSED LAW
COURTS.

Sir,—In passing through Paris on my return

from Rome, I have just taken up a number of

Gali^nam’s Messenger, and I there see it stated

that “ It has been announced in Parliament from

authority that the style of architecture to be

adopted for the now Law Courts is the ' Vene-
tian Gothic.’ ” Is it too late to stop this instruc-

tion from being acted upon, or modified, or

explained ? Has Parliament no power to prevent

another example of, or repetition of, Lord Pal-

,
merston’s folly in St. James’s Park, the laughing-

j

stock of all educated people all over Europe. Is
' not one such piece of folly enough for one
' generation ? Must we always go on advertising
' the ignorance of our statesmen of a subject
' which they ought to understand ? The archi-

tecture of every nation is a part of its history.

The English nation is a great nation and has long

been so. It has a grand and magnificent style

of architecture of its own which grew with its

growth, was developed along with its civiliza-

' tion, of which it is a part and a standing proof.

It shows that the English nation was in advance

of other nations at the time when the most
genuine, the most real, and the finest style of

architecture that the world has ever seen, was
developed among us. If it was not actually

brought to perfection within the British Islands

(as 1 believe it was), it clearly was within the

j

dominions of the Crown, or of the King of

England. At that period one-third of what is

now France was under the dominion of our

I

kings, Henry II. and Richard I., whose
' dominions by inheritance included the whole of

the west of France and a great part of the

' south, the old Roman province of Aquitaine.
' The eastern part of what is now France was then
' part of the German Empire, as it remained for

centuries after that period
;
aud that part was so

much behind the rest in civilization', that it is out

of the question to look there for any advance.

The Domaine Royale of the king of France was
more advanced than other parts of Gaul, bub not

ahead of the English
;

it trod close upon our

heels, bub we always kept the lead.

The choir of Lincoln Cathedral, built in A.D.

1192—1200, is the earliest building in the world

in which our national style was fully developed

in all its purity, and this was the style of the

great diocese of Lincoln at that period. It was

not an isolated example ;
bub the earliest to be

brought to perfection. Other buildings in that

diocese approached it very closely. The French

had no building equally advanced iu style for

more than twenty years afterwards.

But what is meant by the “ Venetian Gothic

style ? ” I suppose it is the style of the palaces

of the Venetian merchant princes on the Grand
Canal, the admiration of the Raskin school.

They are very pretty toys, a series of shams,

—

merely fronts, and nothing else.'

There is nothing behind the front wall to

correspond with it in any degree, and they were
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erected for the Venetian merchants of the time of
onr Elizabeth and James I., in imitation of the
English style of the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries,—imitations at second or third hand.
Very pretty things in theirway, because any toler-
able imitation of the English style of that period
must always be pretty ; bat what folly it seems
to send our English architect to Venice to study
their petty imitations of our own national style,
instead of sending them to the originals, to
Lincoln and York, and Salisbury and Wells, or
even to Oxford and Cambridge, for the later
examples.

The colleges of Wadham and Jesus in Oxford,
and several of the Elizabethan and Jacobean
colleges in Oxford or Cambridge, are of a better
style of architecture than the Venetian palaces,
because more genuine and real, and are more
salted to our wants and our climate.
The architecture of Italy ever since the year

1000 has always been a century behind that of
the Western nations. The Italian architecture
is the worst in Enrope, and difference of climate
must always make it unsuitable for England.
What is good for the one cannot be good for the
other. Strictly speaking, the Italians had no
style of their own. The Eomans copied the
Greek bnildings, and the Medimval *

Italians
copied the Koman works of the Empire, and
used up the materials, until they were at last
exhausted

j and, then at a very late period they
imitated the style of the Western nations.

I have drawings of the architectural details
of the Venetian palaces, with the dates upon
them, made for me on the spot years ago. Most
of the dates are taken from inscriptions on the
bnildings themselves, so that there is no disputing
them, and they are all of the sixteenth or seven'
teeth century.

Unfortunately, the leading facts of the history
of architecture are unknown to the greater part
of our educated classes

;
well informed as they

are on most subjects they have never given their
attention to this. They have travelled much,
but with their eyes shot in this matter for want
of a little preliminary information. Our school-
masters are entirely ignorant of the subject, and
they cannot teach what they do not know. The
words of Professor Goldwin Smith should be
dinned into the ears of every schoolmaster in
England. “The buildings of every nation are
an important part of the history of that nation,
and a part that has been entirely neglected by
all historians, because the historians themselves
have been entirely ignorant of the subject.”
Why are they ignorant of it ? Because the sub-
ject has never formed part of the English school
education, as it ought to do. Happily a change
has begun, but it makes slow progress at pre-
sent; it has begun in the first-class ladies’
schools, and it is now a good test whether a
yonng lady has been educated in a first-class

school or not to see whether she knows anything
of the history of architecture or not.

Our young men will soon be ashamed of giving
their whole time to gymnastics, taking care of
their bodies and neglecting their minds alto-
gether, and will not like to find their wives and
sisters better informed than themselves on a
subject which they di8Cov..r they ought to know.
It unfortunately happens that although our
higher classes travel more than those of any
other nation, and ought, therefore, to be better
informed, they trust implicitly in this matter to
“ Murray’s Eed Bi.ob8,” called on the Continent
the “ Englishman’s Bible,” and their trust is

misplaced in this matter. The archcsology
of the whole series of handbooks belongs to
the time of George III. and Napoleon I., the
date of the books from which the handbooks
were originally compiled

;
and this part has never

been corrected since, because the venerable editor
was himself educated in the days of George III.,

and cannot shake off the ignorant prejudices of
his youth. English travellers are lamentably
misled in this manner. For instance, they are
taught to believe that the buildings of the Pisan
style of architecture, a very remarkable, original,
and beautiful style, are contemporary with our
Anglo - Saxon belfry towers of the eleventh
century, instead of what they really are, con-
temporary with our Salisbury, and York, and
Lincoln, our glorious English style of the
thirteenth century. Take the cathedral of Pisa
itself as an instance of the usual sort of blunder,
the date of the original building is given as that
of the existing structure. This is not exactly
false, but it entirely misleads beginners in the
study

5
the original building does exist in the

middle of the existing fabric, bub it has been
added to in all directions, in length, in width in

height, so that it is difficult to make out the
original part. All that is visible is of a much
later period. The nave has been lengthened one
half, and the beautiful little light arcades and
colonnettes at the end of it, all belong to the
late work, the thirteenth century. All that
people understand by the Pisan style is of that
period.

It is possible that the Doge’s palace is

intended to be taken as a type of the Venetian
Gothic style. If so, I have a word to say on
that subject also. The only good and valuable
part of that building is the arcade, which forms
the substructure

; this is assigned by Mnrray to
the fourteenth century, and is in the style that
would be of that period in England. Possibly
it was begun at the end of that century, but the
greater part of it is certainly of the fifteenth, as
is shown by the costumes of the figures carved
in the capitals, and at best, the celebrated
arcade is a copy of similar arcades in England a
century earlier. The whole of the upper part of
the palace is of the seventeenth century, or the
end of the sixteenth, rebuilt after the Great Fire
on a totally different plan from the original
building, as I showed years ago by engravings
of the two for comparison. The original design
had much merit, great boldness, and variety of
outline, and the arcade supported only a fine
balcony in front of the building, the wall being
at the back of it. After the fire, the wall was
brought ont to the front of the arcade, and was
built up as flat as a sheet of cardboard, with
holes cut out of it for windows, at intervals
varying in distance, according to convenience.
The front is decorated with an imitation of the
brickwork so much in fashion in the seventeenth
oentury in Italy, the beautiful terra-cotta of
Lombardy, which might well be copied in
London. Siugularly enough, it is imitated in
Venice in pink marble, the whole front of the
Doge’s palace being veneered with a thin coat
of pink marble, cut into the form of bricks, but
rather larger.

Possibly our authorities intend our architects
and builders to introduce really fine terra-cotta
into London

;
if so, they may do an excellent

thing; and if they propose that the surface of
the wall of the great public building shall be
veneered with glazed tiles of the Minton fabric,

well cemented into a wall of concrete, after the
fashion of the Roman emperors, that may be
also a good and convenient mode of building in
London

;
and if the cement is good, that is, if

the lime is quite fresh, or has always been kept
in air-tight vessels until required for nse, and
then used the same hour that it is opened, such
walls are everlasting : they are as solid as natural
rocks, and are impervious to sound, which is

another great advantage. Possibly, also, what
is intended in the way of taste is to copy the
beautiful wavy lines adopted at Venice, chiefly
of the form technically called the ogee. This
agrees with Hogarth’s line of beauty, and so far
an excellent recommendation.
Perhaps the authorities will condescend to ex-

plain that this is what they really do mean. If
so our architects need not go to the sunny South
to study these beautiful forms

; we have scores
of examples remaining in England of the ori-

ginals, not copies only. If the construction of

pare the churches in England of the present
time, or iu the last few years, with those of
thirty years ago, and he cannot deny the im-
mense improvement in every way. But the
public have not yet learned that the same
genuine old English style of building is just as
applicable to public buildings of all kinds, or
even to private houses, as to churches. The
purpose for which a building is erected neces-
sarily governs the plan, but not the style of
ornament, nor the mode of construction. The
windows of the hall of the Bishop’s Palace, at
VVells, built about A.D. 1200, are as fine win-
dows as any at Venice

;
those of many of our

Medimval castles are equally good, without any
reference to the chapels, or the churches con-
nected with them, and the construction of many
of these bnildings is as good as it can be. For
types and models for buildings of any kind, we
have still abundance of examples remaining. The
city of Wells alone affords a series. We have
there, in addition to the fine cathedral, with its

remarkable sculptures (the finest of their period
in the world), its chapter-house, its cloister, with
the library over it : the houses of the bishop of
the thirteenth century, the archdeacon of the
fourteenth, the dean of the fifteenth, the canons,
the precentor, the organist, the singing men, or
vicars choral, all of the fourteenth or fifteenth
century, and all sufficiently perfect to be made
out by an architect, though sadly mutilated by
the ignorance of the persons who reside iu them,
and much of this mutilation is daily going on.
At Lincoln, at Salisbury, at York, at Ely, and
Worcester, and Gloucester, and many other
places, we have the houses of the members of
the cathedral chapter, and their halls, mure or
less perfect, all sufficiently so for study. Here
is the field to which our young architects should
be sent to study, and to find buildings suitable
for our wants and for our climate.

John Henry Parker, Hon. M.A., Oxon.

THE ROMAN PAVEMENT NEAR THE
MANSION HOUSE.

Dr. S.aunders writes that 33,000 persons
visited the Roman pavement at the back of the
Poultry on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday last.

Thanks to the arrangements made by Mr. Burt,
the contractor, all were able to see this in-

teresting relic in safety and comfort. By letting

the visitors enter at one door, pass round the
e.tcavation, and out at another, all confusion was
avoided. The pavement seems to be about 16 ft.

below the present general level of the surface, and
is wonderfully fresh in appearance. It is of a bold
type of geometrical pattern, scrolls, circles, and
interlaced squares

;
no animals or figures of any

kind ; the tesserm are of five colours,—black,
white, yellow, red, and grey. It rests on con-
crete. The shape of the pavement is a paral-
lelogram with a circular end, and it would seem
to have been always under cover. Adjoining is

a well, formed with square blocks of chalk. The
pavement, we are told, will be carefully removed
to the City Museum, where it will always be-

visible. Viewed iu the excavation, the making
of which led to its discovery, the interest it excites

theEoman Empire is recommended to be fol
' ^ Looking down into the hole, there it lies

lowed fas I should recommand^. wa hfiva rvlnnf.c I
lowed (as I should recommend), we have plenty :

“““ “ "1'™/t was hrst put dow-n,

of walls of the Boman Empire remaining
tie veshbnio of a house occupied by

England, withont going to Italy for them. The ' ““T r “““r f . t
oonstruotion of the vlnotian palaces is by no

't trite but none the less

means good, not nearly so good as that of the great ,

P^ef 'i “"ey

hospital at Milan of the same period, and not i "'T
™

’’ r'l
what wore the habits

better than that of our own Elisabothan build- '

-“"era “f the people who passed over it?

inga. Our young architects should bo set to walk 5 “e™ “=

;

of the fires of
’ ^ . . - _ . . the Danes probably, and the fire of 1666, whichiall over England, Scotland, and Ireland, and may
thus learn every variety of construction and of
style, from the rudest and most barbarons to the
most highly finished,—from the worst to the
best, without any need to cross the Channel.
Buildings which have grown up by instinct in
our own climate are in general much better
suited to that climate thau those of any other
climate, and the taste and skill of the English
architects of the thirteenth, fourteenth, and
fifteenth centurieff have never been exceeded by
those of any other country. On the contrary,
those of other countries have all learned from
us,—first the French, and from the French other
nations, bat after a long interval.

It is probable that our authorities received
their own educations in Oxford, before the
Oxford Society for the Study of Gothic Archi-
tecture was established, and before the great re-
vival of taste began. We now see the results of
that revival in our churches. Let any one corn-

serve to explain the rise in the general level : and
it affords a text on which might be hung the whole
history of Loudon. It is to be hoped that some-
pains will be taken to trace, if possible, the
remaining walls of the building to which this
speaking pavement belonged.

The TTorthumberlaad Vase.—-Among the
many valuable articles either spoiled or destroyed
at the fire iu Northumberland House in October
last, when the roof of the grand ball-room fell

in, the Sevres Vase, presented by Charles X.,
upon the occasion of his Majesty’s coronation,
to Hugh, Duke of Northumberland, then ambas-
sador extraordinary from Great Britain to France,
was shattered into fragments. Mr. Daniell, of
New Bond-street, ha tnow effected its complete
restoration, so that the eye can scarcely detect
the slightest trace of injury.
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OOBNISH HILL.CASTLE3.

I.v the present paper, I shall confine my
remarks exclusively to the hill-castles in the
Land’s End district, Cornwall, reserving for a
future opportunity an examination of those in

• the central and eastern divisions of the county.
This district, of small extent, is bounded on

the east by an imaginary line drawn from Lelant
Church southwards to Cuddan Point, on the

I eastern confines of Mount’s Bay, and in other
• directions by the sea. Within the peninsula
thus defined, of about twelve miles in breadth
from east to west, there are no less than

. seven hills crowned with British fortifications,

all of which, however, have more or less suffered
from the ravages of time.

Without doubt the fortress of Chun, on the
; summit of a hill overlooking the Atlantic and

the mining operations at Botallack, is in better
preservation than the other hill-castles in the
neighbourhood, if not in the entire county

;
and

' it is consequently an object of very great interest
to the archaeologist, In the face of this, it is

I sad to see the continual depredations now being
made on its mined walls merely for the sake of
the smaller stones, which are generally used for

building hedges, barns, and out-houses on ad-
jacent estates. So much has Chun Castle fallen

a victim to these spoliations within the last
century, that some of its most striking peculiari-
ties that were easily recognised in Borlase’s
time, cannot now be traced, and would probably
have been entirely unknown had it not been for
the labours of that indefatigable antiquary.
The plan of the castle may be thus described.

First a ^ditch, 20 ft. in width, extends round
the fortress. Then two concentric walls—the

I space between them forming another ditch, 30 ft.

wide, which is now partially covered in with
loose stones from the walls—enclose a central

; area approximately circular, although in reality
; a slight ellipse, the major axis measuring from
' east to west 125 ft., and the minor axis, from
; north to south, 110 ft. These walls are formed
I of dry-stone masonry, i.c., a collection of loose

I
granite stones heaped together with some

i attempt at order, but wibbout the aid of cement.
’ This class of work is found in many of the hill-

I castles and other primitive Celtic dwellings.
\ Some good specimens of its general appearance
• when in a perfect condition may be seen near the
I enter entrance on the external face of the wall.
’ The height of the outer wall is now on the
! average only about 7 ft,, whereas Borlase con-
I sidered it to have been at least 10 ft., and the
i inner one 15 ft., high. This decrease in height
1 can be easily explained by the depredations
i alluded to above. In thickness, the outer wall
i is 6 ft., and the inner one 12 ft. The continuity
( of the second ditch was broken by three trans-
' verse walls dividing the circular space into
( equal portions. Two of these cannot now be
t easily traced, although probably almost perfect
i in Borlase’s time.

In the interior of the castle, according to the
c description of Borlase, was a third concentric
1 wall of less strength, about 30 ft. from the inner
^ wall. This space was subdivided into compart-
I ments by lines radiating from the centre of the
i interior area

;
and, although there is uncertainty

0 as to whether these enclosures were originally
r roofed or nob, they are supposed to have served
3 as the habitations of those whose duty it was
1 to reside within the fortress. Within the present
: century the principal traces of these compart-
I ments have unfortunately disappeared. On the
i north side of the central area within one of
: these enclosures was a well, bub this seems to
b have become choked up and hidden from view.
5 At any rate, I was unable, on my visit last year,
.1 to discover its exact whereabouts

5
but I find that

I Mr. Halliwell was more fortunate in 1861, for in
I hia work detailing his Cornish experiences, he
II says that the well was then visible, although the
il steps noticed by Borlase as leading down into it
11 had fallen in.

The entrance to the interior of Chun castle
,1 ^ords a remarkable instance of the military
I ingenuity of the old Britons. The opening

;

1: through the outer wall faces the W. S. W., and
1 on both sides is bounded by immense slabs of
1 unwrought granite. Thenoe, turning to the
^ left, a passage nearly 40 ft. in length conducts
J ns to the opening through the inner wall, where
' two jambs, each about 5 ft. high, still remain on

I the innermost side. This second entrance has a
due west aspect, and measures in its widest part

G 16 ft., and in its narrowest 6 ft., splaying out-
L wardly.^ For further protection, another wall
I was built from the right-hand side of the outer

entrance to within 3 ft. of the inner wall, where
it turned at right angles towards the inner
entrance. Besides this, one of the three trans-
verse walls before mentioned was so adjusted as
to extend from the left-hand side of the inner
entrance to the outer wall. It has been truly
remarked by Borlase that “ the whole of this
work, the neatness and regularity of the walls,
providing such security for their entrance,
flanking and dividing their fosse, shows a mili-
tary knowledge superior to that of any other
works of this kind which I have seen in Corn-
wall.”

The next fortress I shall describe is that called
Costle-an-dinas, on the summit of a hill in the
parish of Ludgvan,* 735 ft. above the sea-level,
and, with the exception of Carminnis Hill, north-
west of Towednack, the highest spot of elevated
ground in the district. The hill on which Castle-
an-dinas stands is easily recognised from others
by a modern building on its summit, in the
Gothic style, generally known as Bogera’s Tower.
This watch-tower, or “ folly,” was erected many
years ago by one of the ancestors of the present
proprietor, Mr. Rogers, of Penrose, apparently of
stones taken from the encampment

;
but from

want of repair the entire fabric is now in a very
dilapidated condition, and will probably before
many years hence be in utter ruins. The de-
scription that Borlase has left us of Castle-an-
dinas is full of interest. He says :

—
cODsisted of two stone walls, built one within the

other, in u circular form, aurroundiue the area of the hill.
Ihe ruins are now fallen on each aide of the walls, and
show the work to have been of great height and thickness.
There was alao a third and outmost wall, built more than
balfways round, but was left unfiniahed. Within the walls
are many little enclosurea of a circular form, about? yards
diameter, with little walla round them, of 2 ft. or S ft.
high. They appeared to me to hare been so many huts
erected for the shelter of the garrison. The diameter of
the whole fort, from east to west, is 4'JO ft., and the prin-
cipal ditch 61) ft. wide. Towards the south the sides of this
mountain are marked by two large green paths, about
10 ft. wide, which were visibly cleansed by art of their
natural roughueas for the more convenient approach to
this garrison. Near the middle of the area is a well,
almost choked with its own ruins

;
and, at a little distance

a narrow pit, its sides walled round.’’

All traces of this well have now disappeared)
besides the circular enclosures mentioned in the
foregoing extract. The outer wall is now about
12 fc. in thickness, and 5 fc. high; while of the
inner wall scarcely a vestige remains, save its
foundations, which are 12 ft. thick. The central
area, bounded by the inner wall, has a diameter
of abont 180 ft.

About 1780 some relics were found within the
inner circle of Castle-an-dinas. Among these
were two granite blocks shaped like weights,
with holes near the top of each, through which
probably a rope was passed. One weighed
17i lb., and the other 3 lb. 1 oz. They both
bear a striking resemblance to weights dug np
in 1756, at Bossens, in the neighbouring pariah
of St. Erth, which are engraved by Borlase in
hia Antiquities of Cornwall, plate xxviii., and
in the Phil. Trans., 1759, part I.

The castles of Caer Bran and Bartinney are
on adjacent hill-tops west of Sancreed church-
town. The former consists of an outer vallum
of earth, and an inner wall of stone. The outer
vallum sometimes attains the height of 15 ft

,

and is protected on each side by a ditch, so that
there is an interval of 20 yards between the
inner wall and the outer ditch. This wall
formerly had a general thickness of about 12 ft.,

and enclosed a level area of about 70 yards in
diameter. Near the centre of the encampment
are the ruins of a circular enclosure possibly of
a later date than the rest of the work. Only
portions of the inner or stone wall now remain,
the principal part having been destroyed within
the last century for the sake of the stones.
According to Borlase, the wall extended round
the summit of the hill, and was in a perfect
condition abont the middle of the last century.

Bartinney Castle consists of a single vallnm,
but what now remains of it is almost entirely
overgrown with furze. The circular enclosures
in the interior, however, can still be traced

; one
has a diameter of nine yards, the other two only
seven. This fort is 689 ft. above the sea, and is

remarkable as being the only spot in England
where the sun can be seen to rise and set in the
sea on the same day, December Slst.

Treoobben Hill, between Caatle-an. Dinas and
Lelant Church, and Castles Horneok and Lescud-
jack, in the immediate vicinity of Penzance,
were alao the sites of British encampments.
That on Trecobben Hill is in a fair state of pre-

• Not to be confounded with a fort of the same name in
the parish of 8t. Columb Major, in Eastern Cornwall.—
E. H. W. D.
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servation, of an irregular plan, and occupies the
entire summit.

It seems probable that these and similar hill-
CMtles in Cornwall are the work of the abori-
ginal inhabitants, who thus sought to defend
themselves from the attacks of their foreign
foes. Although this is now the general belief of
those who have paid particular attention to the
subject, yet some of the antiquaries of the last
century ascribed these works on the hills to
foreign invaders rather than to the native Celts.
Thus Polwhele, the historian of Devon and Corn-
wall, attributed them to the Irish

; while Borlase
thought them to be of Danish construction.
Carew (about 1600) had adopted the latter idea
when he wrote “ And divers round holds on the
tops of hills; some single, some double, and
treble trenched, which are termed Castellan Denis
or Danis, as raysed by the Danes when they
were destyned to become our scourge.” But
such a statement as this only shows how careful
we should be before placing much faith in con-
clusions founded on the mere similarity of names,
for it has since been shown that the word denis
or dinas in Cornish signifies a bulwark or
fortress

;
thus confirming the supposed original

purpose of these so-called castles on the Cornish
hill-tops, but destroying the theory that the
Danes ever had a baud in constructing them.

E. H. W. D.

MEDALS AND PRIZES : INSTITUTE OF
BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

The silver medal of the Institute is to be
awarded to the author of the best essay on the
following subject:—“On the best Principles of
Arrangement for a Town Church, having refer-
ence to the usual Difficulties of Lighting.”
The Soane medallion will be awarded for the
best design, well illustrated by a sufficient num-
ber of drawings, for “ A Metropolitan Railway
Station of the dimensions of that at Charing
Cross, showing the architectural treatment of the
facade towards the Thames Embankment, and
of the interior of the terminus shed, where the
roof is required to be in one span.”

Mr. Tite, M P., president, offers a prize of
fifty guineas to the author of the best set of
architectural drawings, illustrating “A Design
for the Treatment of the River Front and exist-
ing Terrace of Somerset House by any Altera-
tions or Additions to the same, not destructive
of the general character of the building, and
conneoted with the Embankment-road now in
course of formation, so as to produce the best
architectural effect when seen from the Em-
bankment-road and the river.”
A list of other medals and premiums offered,

with the conditions, is published, and may be
obtained at the rooms of the Institute.

A FOUNTAIN FOR STOCKHOLM.
At the Stockholm Exhibition of 1866 M.

Molin, who is a professor at the Swedish Royal
Academy of Painting and Sculpture, exhibited
the model of a design for u fountain which
attracted some attention. This is now about to
be executed in bronze (we should prefer it in
marble) for erection in Stockholm, and we have
engraved a view of it taken from the model. It
is only fair to say that the sculptor contem-
plates revising and working on it some time
before it is cast. The height of the fountain is
30 ft., the width 20 fc. The figures which form
the pedestal aud give the work its distinctive
character illustrate a portion of the Northern
mythology. The youth playing on the harp, and
seen in the view, is the god of floods, lakes, and
other inland waters, known as Naeken._ Behind,
and not seen in the engraving, is Agir, the
terrible god of the ocean, with his wife, so to
call her, the deceitful goddess Ran, who has a
veil for her face. The other female figures
represent their more or less gracious daughters,
characterizing different waves. The belief is

that, approaching for the purpose of carrying
away the Niieken, as the Naiads, according to the
Greek mythology, served Hylas, they, hearing
his song, became enchanted and nnable to
execute their intention.

The figures, for the most part, are admirably
modelled, and display considerable fitness and
beauty.

Arcbitectural Association. — On Friday
evening, the 14th, Mr. G. H. Birch read a paper
“ On London, from the Sixteenth to the Com-
meacemenc of the Eighteenth Century.”

a
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IITDE PAEK.OORNER FLORAL DISPLAY
AND KNIGHTSBBIDGB BARRACKS.

Although the hortulan decorations, extending
from Apsley House to the Serpentine by Albert
Gate, meet the approval and excite the admira-
tion of the public, some murmurings have been
uttered about the obstruction of view caused by
plantation of flowering shrubs behind a mean
range of houses in Knightsbridge.
A waste and squalid margin of about 80 ft.

wide, extending 320 yards to Albert Gate, along-
side the Drive, backed by a dingy wall and nine-
teen antiquated shops, has been decorated with
varied mounds of pure verdure, and furnished
with a gorgeous bloom of flowering shrubs

j the
opposing park border, and the hitherto waste
dell at the Serpentine falls, have been adorned
also with flowers, shrubs, and rockwork, in a style
that reflects credit on the hortulan taste of the
park managers

; and yet five of the occupants of
those tenements, which are a blot upon the park
surroundings, complain that their view of the
promenade is obstructed by flowers ! One
householder and shopkeeper on the opposite side
of Knightsbridge-road also joins in the outcry,
and, with a deputation, waited upon the Chief
Commissioner, who promised to consider their
statement.

holiday. The receipts in money taken after
the hour named, amounted to upwards of 301.,

representing a total of more than six hnndred
visitors. Since the opening day, however, the
attendance has not been so large as the pro-
moters were justified in anticipating, but it

was the week before Whitsuntide, when both
masters and men were busy at work preparing
for the annual holiday. Notwithstanding these
and other drawbacks the Exhibition has been
well patronised, and many hundred artisans
have found there a means of recreation and
instruction. As an additional attraction the
committee have arranged that a series of con-
certs and musical performances shall take
place daily iu the main building, and also iu
the grounds outside. The first of the series has
taken place, and has proved a success.

The Industrial Exldhition at Charlwood.—This

The Trade-Unions Bill.—The various trade
societies have determined to hold an aggregate
meeting of trade unionists of London and the
provinces in Exeter Hall, on the 23rd of Juno
next. Mr. Samuel Morley, M.P., has consented
to preside on the occasion, and Mr. Mundella,
M.P., Mr. Harrison, and others will be present.
The subject of the Bill has been warmly taken
up by the varions trade societies in the provinces,
and at Carlisle, Warrington, Leeds, Bui-ton.on-
Trent, Northampton, Cheltenham, the Potteries,
and, in fact, in most of the leading towns meet-
ings have been held, at which it has been resolved
to use every means to support the Bill now before
Parliament, which has been introduced by Mr.
T. Hughes and Mr. Mundella. In Birmingham,
so desirous are the working men to give all the
aid in their power to the measure, that the second
annual Congress of Trades Councils and Societies,
which had been announced for the 2l8t of June,
has been postponed until the 23rd of August.

exhibition has been opened. The working men
women, girls, and boys in the fullowing parishes ^ u. iiuguot
and districts have contributed to it, namely,—

j

In Glasgow and Greenock the same feeling pre-
Burstow, Charlwood, Crawley, Crawley Down, vails and has been expressed by the working
Horley, Ifleld, Leigh, Rasper, Newdigate, Sidlow,

;

men. In Dublin the strongest approbation of
and Worth. The collection is multifarious, in- , the Bill has been expressed, and at a public
eluding works in straw, baskets, rnatic seats,

1

meeting held there, it was resolved to send de-
models, works in wood, drawings and paintings ,

'

putations to wait upon the twenty or more mem-
stuffed birds, all descriptions of needlewoik, hers of Parliament resident in that city and

Nnw fiH thia opltror,« r 4 - i. I

sticks for tying flowers, &o., &c. As an neighbourhood to urge them to support the Bill.

-R-n- Tf’ L n f
^ waste, extending to additional attraction, ai tides have been added A large number of delegates from all narts of

?nd?dierrl?e^n''^r^^’
always a nuisance as gifts by tradespeople and wealthy residents the country are expected to be present^ at the

has now becoL the f’ U TV' I

°«ighbourhood. On the opening day half- ^ large meeting in Exeter Hall, whidi is to be held
or I.eLonao„ commence OL

tion and adornment have realized a great public
,

hibilion. There are altogether about 500 ezhi.
benefit

, and m fact, the total exclosion by forest bitore, and 1,000 different artiolea exhibited, and
plantation of the Kmghtabndge row would be a

|

three olnaaes contributed to the exhibition —merOV to the irpnncmfero nf f Kn xx-olTi-a nt, well i. , .mercy to the freqnentera of the walka, aa well first, the working olassea, who Bell for them.
Jl.fl r.n f.llA f»rnvt7 ^ H fAwieweefe T* xT__x I

^as to the crazy old tenements. It is true that
there are two structures of more than ordinary
pretensions on the line,—the mansion of the
French embassy and a chapel of ease

; but these
do not complain, as, being of lofty proportions,
they are rather benefited by a landscape garden,
whilst the humble sheds (two of them only 10 ft.

wide and 8 ft. high) are somewhat screened and
protected from contempt. Indeed, this whole
range, which is church property, and, like it in
moat cases, is in a ruinous, neglected, and
disgraceful condition, ought to be wholly cleared
away, together 7vith Knightshridge Barracks, and
give place to biiiidings of better character, and
more suitable to a site which ought to be the
most valuable in London, but which is now in a
disgraceful state, with its gin-shops and tenS'

selves
;
secondly, those who are exhibitors only

,

and thirdly, the upper classes, who exhibit and
sell for the benefit of the exhibitiou.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

Amalgamated Trades.

vidually, in respect of the changes required by a
portion of them forming the Bristol Branch of
the Associated Masters,” the resolution passed
by the masters at their meeting of the evening
before was read and discussed, and the following
resolution was unanimonsly adopted :

—“ That,
,

‘ masters having closed all further negotia’
ments that would have been a discredit to old

j

tiona and thrown down the gauntlet, and deter-

Bristol.—At a general meeting of the masons
‘for the purpose of hearing the opinions of the .. ^ v....w=.xx.a,
employers of masons, expressed by them indi- ^ design has been chosen. The plan provides a
ViHuoIItt in T-ooniinf nf r 1 U ^

COMPETITIONS.
Bedford Public Baths Company.—We under-

stand that the directors of this company have
selected the plans furnished by Mr. Walter
Robinson, of Furnival's-inn, Holborn. There
were twelve competitors.

The Proposed New Town - hall and Corn
Exchange, Wareham.—Two architects competed
for this building, Mr. C. R. Crickmay, Weymouth,
and Mr. J. T. Lacey, London. Mr. Crickmay’s

room for a corn exchange on the ground floor
40 fc. by 35 ft., lighted on two sides, with an
entrance lobby and staircase. There will be on
the upper floor a town-hall, 21 ft. by 35 ft.; a
reading-room, 28 fc. by IG ft. ; a magistrates’
room, 14 fc. by 13 ft.

; with oiBces. The corn
exchange-room will be 18 ft. in height. The
cost of adopting this plan will be 1,5001. Mr.
Crickmay has been appointed the architect of.

mined to enforce their original notice at the
There 18 abundant room for cavalry barracks

I

expiration of the month’s adjoornment, we I
the proposed new building, and a building com’-Close to the new Foot Guards at Chelsea

;
and

,

accept the challenge, and resist to the utter- mittee has been named and authorised to confermountea squadrons might surely make those
,

most all and every infringement of the existing ' with him on the matter,
quarters as easily as infantry. The accommoda-

I

working rules of our city.”
I

tions at Knightsbridge are notably bad, as I

^

Sheffield.—

A

meeting of the master bnilders
evidenced before in the Builder ; and that

,

has been held, at which, after some discussion,
mstrict, which from position is the best in the

!

they came to a determination that it was neces- MONUMENTAL.
IfonwJieni to the late Duke of AthoXe.—A mural

. ... .....
I

^ -- — VX4U.U XV vtaa lUCLltD-

rr.nr.T'’. LI ™
I

““ention to a letter which
,

.aie nraoie.—A miiracooQM ot the Dumeroua pnbho-housea, casinoa, hail appeared in that morning’s Independent from ' monument haa inat been erected bv the Dowbeiand other queationablo refuges; but atill, there ' Mr. C. Cornish, in which letter aeveral em- Dnoheaa of Athole to the memory of the lltoare good dming-halla and reception-rooms for the ployers were mentioned as having commenoed duke, in the aisle of the old kirk of Blair overflorae Guard ofiiccra, which command the rioheat work under the old rules. In answer to this ' the vault in which his remains are laid.’ Theviews 01 park and gardens, and these, of coarse, letter, the masters desired the public to bo in- 1 design, which is stated to have been suggestedwill not be easily relinquished
;
for domeatie and

i

formed that, with the exception of Mr, Milner, ' by the duchess herself, is allegorical, inasmuchngnrative soidiors require more of urban pretence they had been compelled to recommence work, aa the principal figure in it is the trunk ot aana solace than oampaigners of the line. in oonacqnence of the pressure which had been stricken oak, which is intended to represent theA groat and invaluable public advantage would put upon them by those tor whom they were , duke cat off, os it were, in the prime ot life. At
T i “ I

Ttey Moot wish it to be understood the point where the tree has boon brokenpark borders, and the high officials of our time
who regard these concerns with a more national
view will most probably persevere in improve-
ments Eo earneitly begun. T. H. H,

EXHIBITIONS.
The So^Uh Staffordshire Exhibition at Waiver-

Hampton.— The removal of the platform upon
which the ceremonial of the opening took place,
and the re-arrangement have added to the
attractions of the interior of the main build-
iog. How the colonring and lighting add to
the effect of the general arrangement of all
the parts of the building are best seen in and from
the gallery, which forms a good place for pictures.
The success which attended the inauguration
was considerably augmented by the large
number of respectably clad artisans, who, with
their wives, availed themselves of the privi-
lege of visiting the Exhibition, after four
o clock on the opening day, at the charge of
one shilling each. The day was observed by
the majority of the tradesmen, and by many
of the large employers of labour as a general

that they countenanced the old system.
j

through, a branch of the ivy which entwined it
Bolton. The questions in dispute between the

I

has been loosened, and droops towards the
employers and operative joiners and carpeptera

.

ground. On one side of the tree a vigorous ofi"-
were laid before Mr. Pope, recorder of the I shoot or branch (representing the present duke)
borough, for arbitration. Six employers and six remains in full blossom, and upon it hangs the
operatives represented the respective sides of

j

plaid or mantle of the deceased. At the other
the case. The following are the terms of the ' side of the tree is the figure of one of the duke’s
settlement agreed to.-—The men are to work
54^^ hours per week at 30s., the time to
reckoned as follows : 20th Oct. to 20th Nov.,
6.30 to 5.30, 7d. per hour; 20th Nov. to 20th
Jan., 7.30 to 5.0, 7|d. per hour; 20th Jan. to
20th Feb., 6.30 to 5.0, 7d. per hour

; 20th Feb. to
20th Oct., 6.0 to 5.30, 6fd. per hour.

The Colliers on Strike.—The novel sight of
men being escorted to and from their work by
bodies of police is extending itself, and is to be
witnessed not only iu Yorkshire, but also in Lan-
cashire. The men employed by the Tyldealey
Companyat their collieries near Manchester have
been on strike for some weeks against a reduc-
tion of wages, and a number of colliers have been
brought from Staffordshire to take their places.
On their arrival they were vigorously attacked
by the men on strike, and a large force of police
has to be kept at the collieries to protect them.

retainers—a stalwart Highland Volunteer—lean-
ing on the top of his reversed rifle, and lament-
ing the loss of his chieftain. On the base of the
tablet, beneath the sculpture, is the inscription.

The tablet is of the finest statuary Carrara
marble. It is placed upon an architectural base,

the whole rising to a height of about 9 ft., the
breadth being about 5 ft.

Inauguration of the Stowell School Memorial .

—

A monument erected in Christ-Church-yard,
Acton-square, Salford, by the teachers and
scholars of Christ-Church Schools, to the
memory of their late pastor, Canon Stowell, has
been inaugurated. The monument is in the
Early English style of archileotnre, and is

erected a few yards to the left of the entrance
to Christ-Church from the Crescent. The struc-
ture, of which Mr. W. B. Sanders, of Epperstone,
Notts, is the architect, is octagonal in shape at
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tlie base, and rises to a height of 20 ft. The
whole is constructed of Hollington stone, relie7ed

at intervals with red Mansfield pillars. At the

lower portion of the monument are panels, one
of which contains the inscription.

Inauguration of the Oastler Monument at Brad-

ford.—The monument of the late Mr. Richard

Oastler, the "Factory King,” erected in the

open space in front of the Midland Station, in

Well-street, at Bradford, has been unveiled by
the Earl of Shaftesbury. The monument con-

sists of a colossal figure in bronze of the late

Mr. Oastler, and two fhetory children, surmount-

ing a lofty pedestal of granite. The artist was
Mr. J. Birnie Philip, of London. The entire cost of

the work is 1,5001., and has been contributed by

the friends of the “Ten Hours’ Bill" in York-

shire and Lancashire. Large numbers of people

came from all the factory districts of the two
counties. Not fewer than a hundred thousand
persons filled the streets, and a procession of

some 30,000 persons preceded the ceremony.

PICTURES BOUGHT FOR THE ART-UNION
OP LONDON.

The following works have been already

purchased by prizeholders of 18G9. Many
others, including the chief prize, have yet to

be selected :

—

From (he Itoyal Academy.—Tho old Priory Farm, G.
Chester, 100/.; Dutch Landscape, A. Burke, 100/.;
Moonlight, Capri, T. White, 84/. ; The Close of Day, T.

W. Hume, 70t. ; Eveninc, Oancal, E. Hayes, 60/.
;
“ By the

Watersloi Babylon,” W. £. Frost, A.K. A., 60/.; Spring
Time, W. Luker, 52/. lOs.

;
Mending the Stepping Stones,

J.Richardson, 42/. ; The River b'eath at Penhout, Mr. E.
Gill, 40/.

;
Where tho Trout lie, C. Smith, 35/. ;

Market
Morning, A. deiBylandt, 36/. ;

Evening on the Teign, W.
Williams, 36/.; Shades of Evening, G. S. Walters, 31/,

lOs.
;
Detained, A. E. Emslie, 21/. ; Out of the Current at

Eusworp, E, S. Howard, 16/.

From the Foyal Scotch Academy. — Loch Ness, A.
Perigal, 20/.

From the Soc'efy of Brilith ArtUti.'— Left in Charge,
J. Qow, 100/.; The Day of Rest, Marshall Clarion, 100/.

;

A Passing Storm, E. N. Downard, 76/.
;
The Way Across,

E. Holmes, 60/, ;
The Wreath of Wild Flowers, E. J.

Cobbett, 60L; Pilot Boats, and other Crafts, E. Hayes,
60/.; The Trout Stream, £. Holmes, 45/.; Low Tide on
the Yorkshire Coast, J. W. McIntyre, 40/. ;

Moel Siabod,

Jas. Peel, 40/.
;
A Ghost Story, T. Roberts, 40/. ;

Senorita

me da, F. T. Hurlstone, 36/. ;
‘‘There’s but one Shirt,”

Ac,, A. Ludovici, 31/. 10s.; Plymouth Soond, H. K.
Taylor, 26/.

;
Plaintive Notes, M. Bancroft, 20/.; On the

Lledr, G. Pringle, 15/. 15s.
;
In the Market, Miss E. Val-

lentin, 15/.; Sappho, J. Physick, 15/.; Falls on the

Llugwy, W. H. Foster, 15/.; My Neighbour Opposite,
Miss Hunter, 10/. lOs.

;
Tattered and Torn, Mrs. Back-

house, 10/. KJb.; At Staplehurst, J. J. Wilson, 10/.; On
Hayes Common, W. H. Foster, 10/.

From the Society of Fainlert in Water Coloun.—The Uri
Eottesbook, C. Davidson, 76/. j

The Watzman at Sunrise,

Collingwood Smith, 36/. 16s.

F^om the Intiitute of Paintere in Water-Colours.—The
Talentine, J. Sherrin, 20/.

;
The Itinerant, W. K. Keel-

ing, 18/. 18s.
;
Moel Siabod, J. C. Reed, 16/. 16s. ;

“ Hail,

Smiling Morn,” Ac., H. Maplestone, lOt. lOs.

FS-om the Dudley Oallery.—The First Scent, Jas. Hardy,
jun., 36/. 15s.; Lunch Time, Jas. Hardy, jun., 30/. ;

The
Sonny Honrs of a Hard Life, J. Carlisle, 16/.

CLERKS OF WORKS.
Sir,—At the discussion at the Society of Arts,

lately held, Mr. Jones asked Mr. Smith what
amount of consideration would secure honesty in

a clerk of works. Mr. Nash said that there were
some good ones, as well as a good many bad
ones

;
and by being drawn from the ranks of the

workmen it could not be expected that they
would always be all that was desired. Mr.
Smith stated that no sum of money would pur-
chase honesty in such functionaries

j
but he ap-

peared to know how to select a good one. I
was bred in the trade, and I have bad consider-

able practical experience as a working man, as

a builder’s foreman, and as a clerk of works, and I

have had a very good opportunity of knowing
the difference between a good and a bad clerk of

works, and how many have been made clerks

of works. There can be no doubt that the

very best clerk of works must have seen some
years’ service as a builder’s foreman, and is

rarely worth being called a clerk of works until

about forty years of age, when, whoever secures

his services must pay for them, as it is not so

much his ambition to be a clerk of works as it is

to have a little leas labour to perform for the
same amount of pay. Honesty and integrity

have grown into such a man, and his rule will

be strict without being offensive either to his em-
ployer or the contractor under him. A bad clerk

of works will be found in this style :
—

“ Wanted,
by a thoroughly practical man (carpenter and
joiner), a situation as clerk of works. Aged 26.

Salary moderate.” This means two guineas per
week. Another can at any time be found in an
architect’s office, who is pleased to get out at

any price, who knows nothing of the practical

part of any one of the branches or of the quality

of the materials being used, but by some means
contrives to know enough to keep the architect

and the contractor in constant hot water during

the progress of the works. A good clerk of

works can always be found if a proper salary is

offered him ;
bub it must not be expected that

he will take the responsibility of a job upon his

shoulders for the same pay, or in some instances

less, than is paid to a journeyman carpenter.

An Old Clerk of Works.

NEW BUILDINGS, CEYLON.

The Bishop of Colombo has recently conse-

crated a new church at Wellewatte, and laid the

foundation-stone of another at Cottanchina.

Also, on the 7th of April, the foundation-stone

of a new church at Haputale was laid by Major-

General Hodgson. The designs for the above
churches were furnished by Mr. James G.

Smitbor, of Colombo, architect.

ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION
SOCIETY.

The annual general meeting of the sub-

scribers will be held at the house in Conduit-

street, on the Slst inst., at two p.m, precisely, to

receive the report of the committee and the

audited balance-sheets, and for the transaction

of other business. The chair will be taken by
Mr. William Tite, M.P. An important proposal

will then be submitted requiring careful con-

sideration. The report says :

—

“ If each of the present suhscribera would at once per-

sonally exert himself and obtain the adhesion, or

guarantee the subscription, of a new member, it would be
possible for the committee to arrange for the completion
of the ‘Dictionary’ without any further demand on the
subscribers; the coat of the complete work (text and
illustrations) would then be fixed at fifteen guineas. For
a work undertaken without any capital and dependent
solely upon funds derived from annual eubscriptions, and
assisted by unpaid aid for the management and produc-
tion, and with but a limited circulation, this must be
deemed exceedingly moderate.”

Guarantees have already been received, and
a little exertion on the part of the members will

insure success. Something, at any rate, must be

done.

KINGSTON-ON-THAMES : QUEEN
ELIZABETH’S SCHOOLS.

COMrETITION DESIGNS.

About thirty different sets of plans have been
received by the committee, and placed for ex-

amination in the Crown Court, by permission of

the mayor.
The site of the new building is opposite to

the present school, which has for many years

been held in the fine old Gothic chapel, the sole

remains of the once extensive scholastic group

of buildings. Many of the architects ignore the

existence of this chapel, most likely from not

having visited the site, by showing on their

plans arrangement for a new one, in connexion

with the rest of their designs. Only 5,000Z. are

allowed for the cost of tho new schools. Few
plans, more especially those of a straggling

character, are likely to comply with this impor-

tant condition. As the committee intend to

call in professional assistance, there is little

danger of these “catch" designs bringing the

committee into pecuniary difficulties. We are

surprised that the title of the school did not

suggest to more of the competitors the adoption

of Elizabethan architecture, which is very suit-

able for such a building.

It is proposed to throw open the collection of

designs for public inspection in a few days.

A BUILDER’S COMPLAINT.
Sir,—

I

n a, builder’s letter which appeared in the edition
of the 15th inat. ho complains of “building material"
merchants supplying others than builders at the same
prices.

I think it very diilicult at the present time to tell what
constitutes a builder; for instance, a common hedge
carpenter or paltry packing-case maker blunders into

business by hook or by crook, and at once styles himself
a builder, and by impudence and an immense amount of

check procures jobs embracing many branches, all of
which he is quite ignorant of, with the exception of his

own bit of bodging. He employs other masters in their

several lines, and cuts them to the lowest, puts on an
immense profit for himself, has some burly fellow for fore-

man, which only increases the expense, and swelb the
job to such an alarming amount, that gentlemen, once
bitten in this way, are compelled to have recourse to

other means for the future.

I am not a builder; but, finding so many cobblers
taking building work, I intend trying it myself.

SOUTHWARK PARK.
SiE,—The announcement that this park would be opeue d

to the pnblio last week was unfortunately not correct :

judging from appearances, it will be many weeks before it

can be opened. I went on the day fixed to the extremely
ngly roam entrance, and had a peep through the closed

bar-iron gates. One man was at work planing a wooden
enclosore-gate, and no one else was visible inside the park.

Outside, in the swamp of the miserable roads, patties of

three and four were to be seen, workmen with their wives

and children, who had evidently come to spend their Whit-
Wednesday in the park, havingheardthatitwas to be opened
that day. One respectable-looking working woman was in

a fury
;

it appeared that she and her little ones were going

somewhere else to spend their annual holiday, but having

been informed that Southwark Park would be opened that

day they had changed the venue and bad come to the park
instead, and so lost tho day entirely. No welaher on a

race-course who had promised to pay, and at tho time

promised refused, could be more mercilessly handled than

were the names of some of the members of the Board of

Works.
I thought of the 'Whitechapel improvement, and how

long /Aa{ has ,b®6u in hand. Since the Act for that im-

provement was passed, the well-abused Metropolitan

Ibistrict Railway has made and opened four miles of line,

mostly through house property

!

AnsquE Labokb Niini/.

THE BELLS OF ST. NICHOLAS’S CHURCH,
LIVERPOOL.

Sib,—

I

n the last number of the Builder, the Rev. H. T.

Ellacombe gives a list of peals of twelve bells, among
which he has 8t. Nicholas’s, Lvvei^ool, and tho date, 1721.

Allow me to correct this, for the information of those who
take an interest in such matters. The date should be
1816, as the present tower was finished the 4th of August

in that year. In 1725—«o/ 1724—a new peal of six was
put up, but the tower fell down on Sunday, February 11,

1810; and when the present tower was completed, the

peal of twelve was put up. A Rbadbb.

THE SECRETARYSHIP OF THE
INSTITUTE.

Bib,—

A

s Mr. Robert Kerr is sending round for signa-

tures to a requisition to Mr. Charles Fowler to allow him-

self to be proposed for the vacant secretaryship of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, you will perhaps be

so good as to allow me to say that our late sccretarv,

Mr! J. P. Seddon, will be proposed for re-election at tlie

meeting on Monday next.
Gbobge Edmund Stbeex.

FROM IRELAND,

The church of SS. Philip and James, Holy-

wood, county Down, to which a nave, chancel, ,

and north aisle have just been added at a cost of

5,000Z., has been consecrated by the Bishop of !

Down, The church, which is built of Scrabo <

stone, is in the Early English style. The edifice '

is built to accommodate about 720 people, and J

consists of a nave and two aisles, a portion of ;

the old church serving as the northern aisle ; but >

the south aisle is new. The nave measures 78 ft.

in length by 30 ft. in breadth, while the dimen-

sions of the chancel are 33 ft. 6 in. by 25 ft. 6 in.

The total length of the church is 111 ft. 6 in.,
,

and the total width 72 ft. 6 in. The arches \

flanking the nave on either side are of redstone. ,

From them spring the arches supporting the *

north and south walls, which are pierced by a

row of windows on. each side, overlooking the

roofs of tho aisles. The height from the floor

to the springing of the rafters measures 36 ft.,

and the height from the floor to the ridge 58 ft.

On the outside two porches are constructed, one

on each side of the west gable, and at this end

the old tower remains, the top of the finial

standing 71 ft. above the base. The church has

been designed by Messrs. Lanyon, Lynn, & ;

Lanyon, of Belfast, architects
j
and its erection

has been carried out by Messrs. Lowry & Son,

builders, Great George-street, Belfast.

DECORATIONS AT ALNWICK.

A NOTICEABLE event occurred in the North
on Wednesday, the 19 th instant. Earl Percy took

his bride to Alnwick Castle, and was received

with every demonstration of welcome and con-

gratulation by the Percy tenantry and inhabi-

tants of the town, A triumphal arch of an
architectural character was erected at the end

of the winding street that skirts part of the

castle walls, and opens into the wide space be-

fore the barbican, close upon the site of one of

the gates into the town in the olden time, when
it was surrounded with a wall. This was an

ample four-centred arch, surmounted by an em-

battlement constructed in wood, bnt painted

with a clever imitation of the stone-work of the

part of the walling of the castle that it adjoined.

Upon the centre of the parapet was placed the

Percy lion, with a reproduction of the effect of

that, so well-known to Londoners, on Northum-
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berland Honse. The spandrels were filled with
the crest of the Campbell family

;
and jast be-

low tho embattlement, between two string
courses, was a wide facia on which was in-
scribed, “Welcome to the bride;’' both span-
drels and facia being transparencies, which were
lighted up at night. Flags and young trees—the
last placed in the angles as though they had
grown there—kept up a constant flutter. The
ancient gateway, still standing at the en-
trance to the town from the south, which was
built by the son of Hotspur, and bears his crest
upon a panel over the arched way through it,

was decorated with heraldic devices and ever-
greens; and a third arch, made entirely of
evergreens, was erected in the course of the
approach to the town from Bilton.
The mounted tenantry, riding three and four

abreast, forming a cavalcade as long as a “quiet
street,’’ met the Earl and Countess at the
station at this place, distant about four miles
from Alnwick, and conducted them to the town,
at the approach to which they were met by the
Percy Artillery Volunteers, and a very striking
procession. The spectacle was altogether out
of the common order of things. A display of
fireworks, on the north terrace of the far-famed
stronghold, was the last act of it.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Herston {Swanage).—The chief stone -of a

chapel-of-ease has been laid hero. The struc-
ture is to be built of local stone, roofed with stone,
and will consist of a nave, chancel, side aisle,
with vestry and turret. The design was drawn
by the late Mr. J. Hicks, of Dorchester, architect

;

and the work will be carried out by Mr. Crick-
may, of Weymouth, who has undertaken to com-
plete the works of the deceased gentleman. The
building contract has been taken by Mr. P. G.
Fooks, of Herston, assisted as clerk and manager
by Mr, Linnington, of Swanage. Whilst exca-
vating for the foundation of the church, Mr.
Fooks discovered that there was a store of stone
called “burr,” which he got at to be used in the
building, thereby saving considerable expense.
Already 200 tons have been quarried, and its
worth is estimated at 11. a ton. The stone is
being worked for windows, plinths, and other
parts of the structure.

Burley.—It has been determined by the vicai*,
the churchwardens, and inhabitants of Barley,
to make some improvements in their church!
The chancel is to be extended, an organ gallery
is to be erected, and a portion of tho gallery is
to come down. A new organ is to supply the
place of the old one, a new warming apparatus
is to be inserted, and the church is to be re-
seated with open benches. Other changes are
also to be made, including the insertion of anew
east window. A subscription list was opened
Some time ago. The different contracts have
already been entered upon, and the entire cost
13 estimated at about 3,0001.

_

IVijulsor.—The Queen has signified her inten-
tion to give a donation of 4001. to the funds for

‘“provement of Windsor Parish Church,—
-.001. towards the alteration of the interior, and
other 200Z. should the building committee feel at
any time that they have sufficient funds to justify
their commencing the exterior work, which her
Majesty considers to be very desirable. The
designs from which the renovating is to be
made are those of Mr. Tcuion. The cost of
erecting a chancel and replacing the old-
fashioned pews with open seals is estimated at
9,0901., and the ornamentation of the exterior
at about 3,7001. It has been decided to
alter and pay for the interior work before any

columns of the style of tho twelfth century were
found in the church just pulled down, as in other
ancient buildings in the village.

Weardale.—The new church of St, Andrew,
at Westgate, in Weardale, being finished, has
been opened for Divine worship. It consists of
a nave and chancel, with a porch at the south-
west, a spirelet or bell-turret at the west end of
the nave, a vestry on the north side of the
chancel, and is of the Early English style of
architecture. The flooring of the entrance-
porch, alley, choir, and chancel, is of parti-
coloured tiles, arranged with design, and the
windows contain green-stained, transparent, and
semi-transparent glass. The nave and choir are
fitted up with wood seats, simply varnished, as
is also a lectern of antique design and a com-
munion table, the gift of the architect, Mr.
Withers. The pulpit, situated in the north-east
corner of the nave, is of Bath and Pruddah
stone, and the font is of the same material.
Messrs. MacAdam & Son were the contractors.

hellingley.— The restoration of the parish
church is now in the hands of Messrs. Avis &
Roe, of St. Leonards, under tho superintendeuce
and according to the plana and specifications
of Mr. E. Christian, architect. It is intended to
repair the whole of the external masonry, to re-
move the tiling of the roof, and relay it on new
lathing. In the interior new seating is to be
provided throughout, and various other altera-
tions will be made.

Little Marcle (tdere/ordshire)

.

—The chief stone
of the uew church has been laid by the Countess
of Somers. The style will be decorated, and
the church is to consist of nave and chancel,
with organ chamber, vestry, and porch (the
latter on the north side). The walls will be of
native red sand (from Pixley), given by Earl
Somers (besides 2001.), with Bath stone dress-
ings

; the framowark for the windows will also
be of Bath stone. There is to be an octagonal
bell turret, in which will hereafter be placed two
bells

; and the building will be roofed with
Broseley tiles in patterns. The internal fittings
will be, for the most part, of red deal, varnished,
the seats being open, and there will be an open
timbered roof, ceiled between the rafters. The
chancel and aisles are to bo paved with Godwin’s
encaustic tiles. The nave will be divided from
the chancel by a moulded arch, springing from
circular columns having carved capitals. The
contract has been taken for 9001., by Messrs.
Wall & Hook, of Brimscombe. Mr. J. W. Hugall,
of Oxford, is tho architect.

Hallow (T\'orcestershire).—The new church of
Hallow has been consecrated. The old one has
been retained as a mortuary chapel. The new
site is in a field, near the entrance of the village
from Worcester. Mr. Hopkins, consultingi-ium TiuiccoLui.^ ijir. nopsins, consulting aooub 24U. Messrs. T.
architect to the Diocesan Society, furnished the

|

ford, are tho architects
nlanS- hnt. f,li« np/'Anant-tr fnn^lo tt-a../-. e .1. mL_ i. .

ww./ w../ luiuiaucu tiie

plans, but the necessary funds were not forth-
coming, and the consequence was the abandon-
ment of the tower and spire. The tower arch
at the west end of the building is, therefore,
bricked up. The building is in the Decorated
style, and has a chancel, nave, aisles, vestry, and
orgau-chamber north of chancel, chapel on the
south for the school children, and stone porch on
the south side of the nave. The total length of
the chancel and nave is 95 ft.

;
breadth, -IS ft.

;

the roofs are lofty, with open timbers, those of
tho chancel being ornamental; and the east
window elevated. The chief constructional
feature is the stone arch ribs of the nave roof,
which are continued externally as flying but-
tresses, carrying the thrust of the roof into the
masonry of the outer walls. Four pointed
arches, resting on circular columns, divide each
aisle from the nave

; and tho clearstory windows
are circular. The east window is a three-light

The stone for the church was got from Om-
borsley, and the builder was Mr. Inwood, of
Malvern. The entire cost of the building, in-
clnding the hot-water apparatus (about 901.) will
have been about 4,0001. The church is dedi-
Gated to St. Philip and St. James.

Staines. It is said that a non-resident land-
ownerof this town has presented the parish with an
acre of land for the purpose of building a church.
The land in question is situate in the Station-road
nearly opposite the Wesleyan Chapel. A sub!
acription will be opened to receive contributions
to the building fund, and a new church, which
will be free in every part, will be erected.

AsTi&ourn. — The newly-erected chancel of
Clifton Church has been consecrated by the
Bishop of Lichfield. The new chancel has been
entirely built by subscription.

Little Ellingliam.—The parish church has been
restored and re-opened for divine service. On
Advent Sunday, 1867, after restoration, it was
totally destroyed by fire, except a small portion
of the chancel, cansed by the over-heating of the
flue, which was constructed in too close proximity
with the timbers of the roof. The walls of the
nave, as left by the fire, were considered unsafe j
it was therefore found necessary to pull them
down and tore-build them from the foundations,
in the re-construction of which rubble stone and
concrete have been used. The chancel, although
not entirely destroyed by the fire, was very much
injured, especially the roof, the scorched portions
of which have been cleaned, and the charred
parts restored, re-decorated, and varnished. The
walls within the sacrarium and the reredos have
also been re-gilt, and received additional decora-
tions in stencil work. This part of the work has
been carried oat by Mr. W. Nichols, of Watton,
painter. The chancel stalls, which were for-
tunately saved from the fire, have been replaced,
and fitted up for the use of the choir. The re-
pairs and refitting of the ohancel stalls, pulpit,
Ac., have been carried out by Mr. Clark, of Hing-
ham, builder. The nave is covered with an open
timber roof, stained and varnished. The nave
has been reseated thronghout with oak benches,
and tho floor relaid with coloured Staffordshire
tiles. All the windows of the nave are filled
with “ roller-tinted Cathedral glass.” New stone
parapets have been placed open the tower, and
which has also received other repairs. It is in-
tended to relead the steeple and to place a new
weather-vane upon the top. The floor of the
tower is relaid with coloured StaQbrdshire tiles.
The whole of the work of restoration has been
carried out by and under the personal superin-
tendence of the contractor, Mr. J. Frost, wood-
carver and builder, Watton. The seats are so
arranged that the church will accommodate
about 230. Messrs. T. H. & F. Healey, of Brad-

• J
worK oeiore any- are circular. The east window is a three-light

cWb ^ ^ exterior of the one, and there are two-light windows with bead

J.
. , , . 1 , . . .

tracery in the aisles. A reredos has been pre-

.
Church IS being erected sentod by Earl Beauchamp. It was executed byon the Sledmere estate, in the village”o7

Fimber, on the Wolds, at the sole expense of
oir Tatton Sykes. The site will be that of the
old church at the upper end of the village. The
cost will be between 3,0001. and 4,0001. The
^ngth of the edifice will be 70 ft.

; width, 20 fc.
The walla will be of dressed Whitby stone; the
chancel screen of Whitby stone, and the floor
ot Mmton tiles. The general stylo will be Gothic,
ine tower will be pointed, and will rise to the
height of 60 ft, The architect is Mr. Street, of
London, and tlie builder Mr. Clipsham, of
Norwell, Newark. The old church, just razed,
nad apparently stood two hundred years, was a
very small unecclesiastical-looking building, and
had evidently been built Jrorn the material of amuch larger and more ancient one. Portions of

ill Yvua oicouiBU oy
Mr. Boulton, of Cheltenham, and is of stone-
work, having for its central subject the Cruci-
fixion in alio relievo, with the walls of Jerusalem
in the background, surmounted by a canopy
which consists of three arches, cusped, each
having a pediment inlaid with marbles, Ac.
Upon the pediments, which arc crocheted, and
upon the intermediate columns of serpentine,
stand seven sculptnred figures of angels, repre-
senting the Seven Churches, all of alabaster,
bearing candlesticks in their hands. The rere-
dos, from its height, hides a large propor-
tion of the east window. The church contains
about 450 sittings, and the seats are open. The
gables of the roof are decorated with floriated

,

crosses, or rather, that over the nave is not a
cross, but a trefoil in the centre of foliations.

Hastings.—The honorary seoretary to the com-
mittee for restoring All Saints’ Church states
that, at a recent meeting, Mr. Butterfield, the
architect, exhibited to the committee drawings
which showed what will be the effect of the
restoration when completed. The work is esti-
mated to occupy nearly a year. The committee
appeal for additional subscriptions.

BroinJiam.—The church here bas been re-
dedicated after restoration. The nave and its
north aisle, connected by three arches of the
early Decorated period, have been cleared of
incumbrances

; the western arch thrown open,
displaying a window in the tower; the font, set
upon a new base and furnished with a raised
oak cover, the gift of Lady Dynevor; the oak
seats refitted throughout, superseding the in-
closures which formerly blocked up a con-
siderable portion of the area; the floor paved
with red and black tiles

;
the windows re-glazed j

these works, with the addition of an oak pulpit,
made by Messrs. Rattee A Ketb, of Cambridge,
and an oak lectern, presented by the Hon, Mias
Rice Trevor, comprise the chief improvements
in the church itself. The former dilapidated
chancel has been replaced (with the exception of
a small portion of wall on either side, inclosing
the leper windows, which have been retained in
situ) by a new one of the same proportions
raised upon the old foundations and opening
from the church by an arch designed after those
which separate the north aisle from the nave.
The roof, covered with old tiles, is of open
timber, tbo spaces between the rafters being
plastered, as also are the panels into which the
two bays above the sanctuary are divided. The
stalls are of oak, their ends surmounted with
poppy-heads designed after two which remain
from the old work. The east window is a repro-
duction of its predecessor, and is to be filled
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with stained glass by Lady Dynevor. The head
of the leper window on the south side has been

filled with fragments of early glass collected

from other windows of the chnrch, and the

lights with quarries imitated by Messrs. Lavers
& Barraud from a few old examples found in the

coarse of the restoration. The reredos is of

white stone inlaid with red from Babioomb
quarry, St. Mary Church, Devon. Upon the

chancel floor, which is laid with Minton’s tiles,

is replaced the brass engraved by Lysons,

originally intended to perpetuate the memory of

Thomas Wideville and his two wives, about 14'35,

and re-appropriated by a descendant, Sir John
Dyve, who died in 1535, his mother and wife.

The contract for the whole of these and other

works amounting to about 1,4001., was taken and
has been executed by Mr. Osborn, of St. Neots

}

the masonry being done by his brother-in-law,

Mr. Whitehead, of Royston. Mr. Butterfield was
the architect.

Mansfield .—The plans of Mr. William Smith,

architect, for the restoration of St. Peter’s

Church, have been accepted, subject to any
minor modifications deemed desirable by the

restoration committee, and he is appointed archi-

tect for the restoration. The interior restoration

of the woodwork will be of oak. The galleries

will be dispensed with, and the pews in the body
of the church will be open ones instead of the

present pews. Promises have been given for

sums amounting to 1,050J.

^oolis IlctJtiniJ.

“ Roads, Railways, and Canals for India. By T.

Login, C.E., F.R.S.E. London : Spon.” This is a

reprint of two pamphlets by Mr. Login, which
were printed for private circulation abont two
years since. The author is executive engineer of

the seventh division Grand Trunk Canal, and was
'

formerly superintendent of the northern division
j

of the Ganges Canal. As Indian subjects are begin-

ning to be of more general interest than hereto- '

fore, the information here given will aid in the for- :

matiou of a just appreciation of the relative value
'

of roads, railways, and canals, in developing the '

resources of ludia, aud also be of practical

value to young engineers in India, and to
|

those interested, especially in Assam, Cachar,
1

and the eastern districts. The author urges *

the formation of a passable embanked road
parallel to the hills passing through Northern
Bengal, and extending on to the Brahmapootra,
in order to promote a supply of labour in

Assam. “ Tench Annual Report of the Society

for Promoting the Employment of Women in

connexion with the Social Science Associa-

tion. Office : 23, Great Marlborough-street,

Regent-street.” It appears from this report that

the society has obtained permanent situations

for 48 persons during the past year, and tem-
porary employment for 46. During the year

2,061 visits have been made by applicants, 389
names registered, 1,087 letters received, and
2,106 written, &c. The indirect influence ex-

erted by this useful society seems also to be
considerable. ” The Journal of the Historical

and Archmological Association of Ireland,

vol. i., third series : October, 1868 : No. 4.

Dublin : McGlashan & Gill.” Besides a report

of proceedings, this number contains interesting

papers on Ogham Readings, by Mr. R. R. Brash;
on the Contents of a Sepulchre of the Bronze
Period, by Mr. T. O’Gorman

;
and on a book en-

titled " Beware of the Cat.” There is also a
list of the names aud addresses of the many
members of the society. The paper on the

obscure subject of Oghams is an important one.

The author is of opinion that the deductions to

be drawn from the facts which have been accu-

mulating for the last half-dozen years are quite

sufficient to invalidate the opinions adopted by a

section of our antiquaries, namely, that Ogham
inscriptions were ‘ tricks of the middle ages,’

and the invention of Medimval monks.” Mr.

Brash endeavours to elucidate the meaning of

what is really engraven on the Ogham stones.
“ County Military Training Schools. By

W. Cave Thomas. Strangeways & Walden,
Leicester-square.” This pamphlet contains sug-

gestions for improving the recruiting system
meriting most careful consideration. It is a

copy of a lecture delivered at the Royal United
Service Institution, in March last, and relates

to industrial training as well as military, and
to general and sciential edneation. In con-
cluding the exposition of his scheme, Mr. Thomas
gives a summary of its salient points, from

which we may give a somewhat condensed
quotation :

—

The County Military Training Schools are the basis of
the system ; the primary schools keeping up, according
to the calculation adopted, and independently of any other
source, 25,6U0 men in the reserve, and 25,6U0 men in the
army. These men would, moreover, be skilled haudi-
craftsmen in those special industries calculated to render
an army independent. Then there would be the Middle
School, supplying the Engineer Corps and educated non-
commissiouod oilicers, whose numbers are not included in

the estimated 25,500. Then there would be the High
School, preparing men for coromiasione in all branches of
the service, for the army, the reserve, the luililia, and the
volunteers, and not only designed to the military, but civil

service
; for it is important, with such extensive colonies

and comparatively so small an army, that men holding civil

appointments should have that amount of military educa-
tion which would enable them, in any case of rebellion, to
organize their countrymen and the available resources of
the station for defence to the best advantage. The high
schools should, in fact, be seminaries where men should
be prepared for important posts. The school system, too,
provides for the promotion of talent from the primary to
the high departments. The scheme also suggests the asso-
ciating, the identifying a regiment with a particular mili-

tary district and its training-schools, the depOt of that
regiment being near to the military schools of the district

and the head-quarters of the Reserve, as well as of the
recruiting stall' and depot battalion. This is looked for-

ward to as eminently calculated to promote recruiting in

the district, aud to develope an esprit de corps not likely

to be BO well fostered by any other means. To all these
advantages superadd that of an army of thoroughly trained
soldiers scattered through the land in civil employments,
on account of the moderate term of service, who would
stand the country in goodsteaJ in case of invasion, and who
might not be proof against a good bounty in other cases of
need. There is also the proposed extension of the system
of military schools to the colonies. It is also proposed,
under certain contingencies, that the boys from the
primary schools shall be passed annually to the reserve,
and from the reserve to the army, so as to rapidly increase
the strength of the latter, and from this source alone,
to 100,000 men. Finally, 1 have to mention that branch
of the reserve which would be open to working men for a

limited period of home service; the conditions would be
similar to those of the militia, but the drill-days distri-

buted over the year, so as not to interfere with their in-

dustrial occupations. The institution of this branch of
the reserve, would, I think, otl'er a more acceptable form
of service to the artisan than that of volunteering or the
militia. To this branch the pensioners of the school
system would be returned, and from it many recruits
would doubtless be sent up to the army."

“The Smoke Nuisance, and its Remedy by Means
of Water ; with Remarks on Liquid Fuel. By C.

J. Richardson, architect. Atchley & Co., Great
Rassell-street.” Mr. Richardson published his

plan for remedying the smoke nuisance, by
washing it with the spray of water, in our
columns a good many years ago. He here gives
it in detail, with diagrams; and he remarks that

though it certainly is not possible to disturb the
whole of the chimneys of London, the worst of

j
them might be operated on, such as the chief

I

kitchen flues of the great establishments which

j

are continually sending out black inky smoke.
' If it were possible, as be observes, to cut into all

i the chimneys of London and apply the remedy,
the whole of the soot which ac present escapes
into the atmosphere might be caught and passed
into the drains : it would there deodorize them,
and the sewage, when it arrived at the Abbey
Mills, would be rendered doubly valuable as

manure, and be largely increased in quantity.

This would certainly be the best mode of remedy-
ing not only the smoke nuisance, but the sewage
emanations also, because so long as the air is

contaminated with these, the smoke is at least

useful in the air as a deodorizer of them, how-
ever injurious to human lungs in itself, or un-
sightly in its ett'ects on buildings. In the

pamphlet under notice, Mr. Richardson gives

the results of bis important experiments with
liquid fuel. The substitution of petroleum for

bulky coal in steamers would be an immense im-

provement, both in our mercantile and our naval
shipping. Mr. Richardson says that “ any boiler

having water space below grate can be fitted to

burn oil, so as to obtain a result from 2^- to 3

times above that given by the best coal ; 5 times,

probably,of that given bycommon coal : no altera-

tion will be required, only some additional plates

in lieu of fire-bars.” “ Our Mother Tongue
and its Congeners. By J. A. Picton, F.S.A.”
This is a paper read before the Liverpool Lite-

rary and Philosophical Society. It is full of in-

teresting and curious matter, as our readers well

know that anything on philological science by
Mr. Picton must be. At the close of his present

paper, the author, speaking of the relative im-

portance of the English language, says,
—“Before

many generations are past, our language will be
the mother tongue of 200,000,000 millions of

people. For this consummation the language

has long been in a course of preparation by
Providence. It is the language of freedom, of

progress, of civilization, of vigorous life and
action; and, may I not add, of religion also?

How important it is that the literature of a

language with such prospects before it should

be pure and wholesome !

”

UlistcIIanca.

Metropolitan Board of \trorks.—At a re-

cent meeting the Board received tenders for the
completion of the low-level sewer of the main
drainage scheme. For that portion extending
from Tower-hill to New Earl-street, Blackfriars,

4,400 ft. in length, the tender of Mr. W.
Webster, at the sum of 67,0001,, was accepted;
for that portion of the sewer extending from the
Westminster steamboat pier to near the Gros-
venor Canal Basin, Chelsea, 9,710 ft. in length,

the tender of Messrs. Hiscox & Williams, at
72,700i., was accepted. For the deepening and
improving a main sewer in Kennington Park-
road, 2,200 ft. in length, the tender of Mr. W.
Crockett, at the sum of 3,7001., was accepted.

Mr. Bazalgette reported the finding of the
tesselated pavement at the back of the Poultry,

and a letter was received from the City Cor-

poration, asking that it might be handed over to

them for the purpose of being placed in the City
Museum, which was complied with.

Wells Cathedral.—A meeting in aid of the

proposed restoration of the west front and
chapter-house of this cathedral has been held in

the chapter-house, under the presidency of the

Earl of Cork. The Dean of Wells explained

what had already been done, and said that prior

to the meeting 3,500i. were promised, and now
they bad 1,5001. more, so that he considered the

success of the undertaking certain. Mr.
Perrey has estimated the cost at 5,0001. The
question now was how the 'work was to be done,

aud by whom. It was proposed to restore the

canopies in certain instances, aud in others to

repair them. There were 4,700 ft. of column in

the west front, and each foot cost 63., so that it

was a question whether they should be restored

in blue lias or marble. Lord Taunton moved
that it was generally desirable to carry out the

restoration of the west front according to the

plan recommended. He remarked that it bad
been proposed to have coloured glass in the

chapter-house, but he thought it better to have
no coloured windows than to have paltry ones.

Prebendary Scartb seconded the resolution, and
hoped they would get the work accomplished

before they were disendowed and disestablished,

Mr. E. A. Freeman opposed the present scheme,
as he thought it was their duty to place the

cathedral in its position as the great mother church
of the diocese. They ought, as at Lichfield and
other cathedrals, to improve and clean the inte-

rior, aud after that talk of the purely ornamental
things

;
not, however, to leave the latter undone.

He wished them to take the advice of Professor

Willis on the restoration. The resolution having
been adopted, Sir E. Strachey moved that the

chapter-house be restored to its original simple

beauty. Prebendary Horner seconded the

resolution, which -n’as carried. A committee
was then nominated.

Injuries to Buildings by Subterranean
Movements.—Considerable interest has been
raised in Halifax regarding upheavings of the

earth which have occurred at Folly Hall, a cluster

of houses on the face of Beacon Hill, lying a

short distance below the New Soothowram-road.
This road, which commences in New-bank, will

be about a mile long. At the commencement of

the road at the New-bank side, a dry retaining

wall, 15 ft. thick, strengthened by a counter fort

9 ft. thick, placed in Croasley’s brick-yard, is

being built “ to keep oil the hill,” as it is termed.

Near this place several cracks of considerable

length have appeared in the hill, which “is known
to have been moving for years.” Cottage walls

are cracked, and threaten to fall, and a wooden
floor has been lifted from its position, and now
assumes the appearance of a mound, the centre

of which is upwards of 1 ft. above its natural

level. Flags below have been thrown upward,
and some even overturned, and placed in many
singular positions. Some authorities state that

the phenomenon is caused by an accumulation

of water in the hill ; and the contractors for the

Southowram-road are laying 2 in. earthenware
pipes into it above Folly Hall, to carry off any
water into the drain.

Discoveries at Herculaneum. — The
Giornale di Napoli mentions the discovery of a

large room, which most have served for a kitchen.

In it was a wooden clothes-press, entirely car-

bonized ; also fourteen vases, a candelabrum and
a lamp, all in bronze, several vessels in glass and
terra-cotta; a small marble statue of a Faun,

and two broken tables, one in marble and the

other in slate.
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The Proposed iibolitlon of the Patent

Xiaws.—A deputation of the members of the
Inventors’ Institute, the Delegates’ Invention*
right Committee, and other gentlemen repre-
senting numerous industrial associations, waited
on the Attorney-General, as one of Her Majesty’s
acting Commissioners of Patents for Inventions,
to solicit his attention to Mr. Macfie’s proposed
motion in the House of Commons for the Aboli-
tion of Patent Eights for Inventions. The
members of the deputation impressed upon the
Attorney-General that the interests of the
working-classes and the status of the country in
regard to the mechanical and chemical arts
would be greatly injured by the abolition of the
Patent Laws, although they unanimously re-
quired that those laws should be simplified and
rendered more efficient.

The Poetry of the Pine Arts.—A lecture
' on this subject was delivered by Mr. Henry
Macmanus, E.H.A., professor of painting, in
the theatre of the Eoyal Dublin Society. The
lecturer having given a lucid definition of poetry,
fancy, and imagination, of all the fine arts, he
said, literature was the youngest. Eloquence,

' music, and acting were born at a more remote
period, since which their lives had undergone
certain vicissitudes. Music, in her maiden love-
liness, was all melody, but in process of time
was wedded to harmony, resulting in the
numerous offspring, secular and sacred. Elo-
quence was united with oratory and rhetoric

;

and acting was wedded to the drama. Either of
these arts was sufficient to entertain the most
cultivated intellect, but the mind could obtain
glimpses of all of them when the appreciative
faculty was thoroughly brought out. After
pointing out the special sphere of each of these
arts, and showing how poetry in its widest sense
was connected with all, Mr. Macmanus urged
how important painting and sculpture were ; in
many cases they conveyed the ideas expressed
by language.

Suicide of an Architect Mr. Day, an
architect, residing in Worcester with bis wife
and niece, arrived at Pentrich Vicarage, near
Eipley, Derbyshire, last week bub one, with the
intention of staying a short time with the cler-
gyman doing duty there. Mr. Day had for a
length of time been in a depressed state of
mind. On Tuesday night deceased’s wife accom-
panied him to his bedroom door, when he re-
quested her to leave him alone for a short time.
On returning she found the door looked, and
asked him to open it, which he did, when she
found that he had attempted self-destruction.
Medical assistance was obtained, bnt deceased
died on Thursday night. An inquest on the
body took place, when the jury returned a
verdict that the deceased had caused his death
by cutting his throat while in an unsound state
of mind.

Society for the Sncouragement of the
Fine Arts.—On Thursday, the 20th iust., Mr.
Montgomerie Ranking gave a lecture “ On the
Renaissance Influence, as traced in the works of
the Elizabethan Dramatists”—Mr. Cave Thomas
in the chair. After a brief sketch of the various
epochs that preceded the revival of the arts, with
especial reference to the Greek and Gothic
periods, the lecturer traced with considerable
success the spirit of the renaissance from its
earliest dawn down to the time of Marlowe, Ford
Massinger, and Webster, illustrating his subject
with passages from “The Duchess of MaJfi,”
“ The Broken Heart,” and “ Doctor Faustua,” in
which the passions of love and fear were power-
fully depicted. Mr. CaveThomaa, Dr. Ueinencann,
Mr. Tidey, and Mr. Temple addressed the
meeting.

The Projecting- Fntrance at Burlington
House.—Attention having been called in our
pages to this matter, it was ultimately brought
before the Board of Works, who directed that a
oommunication be addressed to the vestry of
St. James’s, Westminster, on the subject. The
restry, on receiving the communication, referred
<he matter to the Works Committee, and that
Jommittee has recommended that no steps be
-aken at present in reference to the porch and
Projection, which recommendation the vestry
las approved. So long as the hoarding remains
ip for the new works, the porch may as well be
Fhere it is as not.

The Priory Church, Dunstable.—The
rork of restoring this edifice has been recom-
aenced. It is to be hoped that no suspenaion
?iU be necessitated by want of funds.

The Royal Academy Floors. — Messrs.
Arrowamith & Co. are not satisfied that we
should speak of the new floors in the galleries of
the Royal Academy as being of “ Marqueterie,”
If they had remembered the descriptive parti-
culars we gave of the rooms with plans in a pre-
vious number, wherein we said “ the floors are
covered with Arrowsmith’s solid parquet work of
wainscot and walnut wood,” they would probably
have thought it unnecessary to write to us. Like
every one else, they take no notice whatever of the
statement that answers their purpose, but they
consider we do them a scandalous amount of
injury when we omit to repeat it.

Ornaments on Dinner-tables.

—

Following
an early lead of ours against the error of placing
large obstructive ornaments on dinner-tables, a
writer in the Cornhill Magazine says :

—

“ One of the foremost political men of onr time gave a
great dinner party. I was honoured by an invitation. I
must say that the guests had been most skilfully chosen.
There were not only great political personages, but people
who were eminent in science, in literature, in art, Never-
theless, the wheels of conversation drove heavily. The
next day I met, in the street, one of the guests. 1 said to
him, ‘ It was not a lively dinner yesterday

; and with such
a host and such guests it ought to have been more lively.’
‘ No,’ he replied, ‘ it was not lively; but do you know the
reason why? Our host is a mao who has the keenest
appreciation of works of art, and exhibited so many that
we could not see one another. That explains everything.’
1 think it did explain everything, and I went away feeling
I had gained what is called a ' wrinkle ’ in the art of dinner
giving."

All ornamonfca on a dinner-tablo should be quite
low, 80 as not to intercept either sight or sound,
or if the head of the house must have some-
thing more lofty in the centre let it be elevated
on a long thin stem, so as to admit of free sight
beneath.

Arctaaeolog-lcal Institute.—On May 7th,
the Earl of Dunraven (in the chair) directed
attention to a fine specimen of early Irish art,
exhibited by him. It was a large two-handled
chalice, the body of which was composed of a
white metal, formed of an alloy of silver and
lead, which seemed to be peculiar to Ireland. Ic
was ornamented with bands of gold, or gilt

!

bronze, in various parts very highly enriched, '

and with numerous enamels and precious stones!

'

It had been found last autumn in a “rath” or I

fort at Ardagh, county Limerick, by a man
digging potatoes. The chalice is inscribed with
the names of the Apostles in letters of tho early
Anglo-Saxon form, such as prevailed from the
seventh to the tenth centuries. Numerous other
objects were exhibited. The Hon. W. 0. Stanley
read a memoir on further explorations of ancient
dwellings and vestiges ou Holyhead Mountain,
with supposed remains of early metal-workings.
This_ memoir was illustrated by a large collection
of implements of stone and ancient relics,
pottery, &c., found in the course of the excava-
tions. Ground-plans of some of the dwellings
were also shown.

Exeter Meeting of British Association.
The local committee have addressed circulars
to all who are likely to attend the congress,
affording every information as to the best
and most economical means of travelling to
Devonshire, and of finding accommodation when
they arrive. Arrangements are made with
the

_

railway companies for special facilities
to visitors. The local committee issue cards
which will entitle those who hold thorn to
tourists’ tickets at reduced rates. The manager
of the new Exmouth Imperial Hotel intends to
give free railway passes between Exeter
and Exmouth for the week to all British

I

Association visitors who may take up their
quarters in that building. The new Vic-
toria Hall, for the accommodation of an
audience of 2,000, will be finished in time for
the meeting. The scaffolding has been removed
from the south wing of the Albert Memorial
Museum, and the completion of the front adds
to the general efieet of the architecture. The
mayor, Mr. Henry S. Ellis, is exerting himself
greatly to ensure a successful meeting.

Fall of Masonry at the Abbey Church,
Shrewsbury-—One of the large ornamental
stones over the northern doorway of this church
gave way recently, and fell at the side of the
walk with great force, bringing down with it a
portion of the wall, but doing no very great
amount of damage. This is the side next the
sewerage works, but, as the foundation of the
church is said to be as secure as ever, it is

thought that the mischief was occasioned by the
loosening of the stones of the wall on which the
piece of masonry rested.

Workshop Regulation Act.—In Dr. Whit-
more’s monthly report on the health of Mary,
lebone, he says:—“Since my appointment by
the vestry in November last to carry out the
provisions of the above Act in this parish, I have
caused inspection to be made of 37 workrooms,
some of which were visited in consequence of
complaints having been made to me of an
infringement of the said Act. The result of
these inspections shows that in 26 houses of
business the provisioos of the Act were complied
with, whilst in the remaining 11 they had been
more or less disregarded. With regard to the
latter, working over-honrs constituted the only
offence. The ventilation was usually found to
be very good, the apartments clean, and the
cubic space ample.”

The^XTorks at Sandringham.—Immediately
afcer the last visit of the Prince and Princess of
Wales to Sandringham the building of the new
wing to the house was commenced, but the walls
of the old house having been found to be rotten,
it was resolved to rebuild the whole of it, and
this work is now being carried on. The new
lake, picturesquely provided with islands and
grotto work, &c., has been completed, and adds
to the general charm of the grounds. The
Prince has lately visited the works in progress.

Fatal Fall of a Bridge at Montreal.— An
awful calamity has happened at Granby, a village
abont thirty miles from Montreal. While several
prominent citizens were looking at a flood, from
the principal bridge in the place, the masonry at
one end, which had become undermined by the
water, flood wood, &c.,gave way, letting the end
of the bridge fall about 30 ft., precipitating
twelve persons into the water, which was running
with a very swift current. A boy was saved, but
the rest, eleven in number, were drowned.

Drying the Crops In Wet Seasons.—Mr.
W. A. Gibbs, of Gilwell Park, Woodford, Essex,
has lately, it is said, introduced improvements in

I
the construction of his air-stove, so that without
a steam-engine the desiccating process can be
easily carried on by help of common horse-works
driving a fan. Grass can be converted into hay
without sunshine, by his desiccator, which dries
corn in the sheaf and desiccates beet and
mangold.

Poplar Board of Works.—The “ inscription
stone” of the new board-room and offices, at the
corner of High-street and Woodstock-road, was
laid on the 20th inst., by Mr. Edward Coleman,
in the presence of a large assembly of the mem-
bers of the Board and the ratepayers of tho
district. The contract has been undertaken by
Messrs. Baker & Constable, builders, at 7,330Z.
The building is from the joint designs of Messrs.
Hills & Fletcher and Messrs. A. & C. Hurston,
architects.

Civil and Mechanical Engineers’Soclety-
On the 22nd inst., at an ordinary meeting of this
Society, held at their Rooms, Whittington Club,
the president, Mr. B. Haughton, in the chair, the
first parLofapaper “ On Water Supply to Towns
and Villages,” was read by Mr. George W. Usill.
The reading of the paper was followed by a dis-
cuBsion. The president gave notice, that at the
next meeting of the Society, June 2nd, a paper
would be read upon “The Building Stone used
in the Metropolis,” by Mr. A. F. Pain.

The Manchester Alexandra Park.—

A

number of estimates were sent in by contractors
for the levelling, sewering, road making, Ac., of
the Alexandra Park, Hulme. The committee
selected six out of the number for consideration,
and they ultimately decided upon accepting
Mr. T. Worthington’s tender, which was the
lowest. The tender of Mr. Lowe, of Salford,
was the next lowest, and between his and the
third there was a difl'erence of over 1,000Z.

Institution of Civil Engineers. — The
annual conversazione of this institutioo took
place on Tuesday evening in Great George-
street, Westminster, when the president, Mr.
Charles Hutton Gregory, received a large
number of noblemen and gentlemen, the majority
of whom are well known for their connexion
with, or their patronage of, matters pertaining
to literature, art, and science.

The Idiot Asylum, Barlswood. — The
Prince of Wales will lay the first stone of
the enlargement of the Earlswood Asylum for
Idiots, Redhill, Surrey, on Monday, the 28th of
June, and the annual fete and summer entertain-

1 ment will take place the same day.
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The WelIii3g;ton ivronument, St. Paul’s.

—

A vote of 2,80Ui. on account of the Wellington

Monument is to be proposed to the House of

Commons this soseion. The original estimate

for the monument was 14,000i.,—10,266J. had
been expended upon it up to the end of 1868,

leaving 3,7341. to be still voted. Considering

that the work is not yet finished in plaster, it is

evident that some further financial arrangements
will be required before the marble monument
will be found in the cathedral.

An Antique Bell.—A bell of the twelfth or

thirteenth century has been found amongst the

ruins of Croxden Abbey. A number of letters of

the form peculiar to the period mentioned are

stamped round it, No local person has been
enabled to make out their intention, but they

were supposed to comprise some legend in con-

tracted monkish Latin. Those who understand
the form of ancient characters, however, well

know that if some of them are reversed they
^

stand for other letters—E becomes B, and C is

transformed into D, and so on with many of the

other letters of the alphabet. The letters on the

bell are as follows:—AECC. KWNOI. AECG.
EFTHIX. EFIHIK. Mr. Kedfern has received

a communication from the Secretary to the

Society of Antiquaries, who consider the bell

to be of very great interest, and are decidedly

of opinion that many of the letters are stamped
wrong side up, and when viewed as they ought
to be are neither more nor less than an alphabet,

as here:—ABCD. LMNOF. ABCD. EFGHIK.
EFGniK. Mr. Kedfern has suggested whether
they may not have been intended for a peal on
bells, which the repetition of letters might seem
to corroborate. There is also a cross, or mark
of the founder, on the body of the bell.

The Kind • Cbaudron Shaft - sinking
Apparatus.—The principle involved in this sys-

tem is that of sinking a large shaft on the Chinese
plan of sinking artesian wells

j
that is to say, a

tool suspended at the end of a rope is raised np,

turned a little round, and allowed to drop. In
another form the same principle is carried out

in the practice of “ churn jumping ” holes for

blasting, adopted in certain quarries. The appli-

cation of this principle to holes 7 ft. or 8 ft.

f iameter, however, required a total change in

the details of the apparatus and the method of

operation. The Engineer", by means of diagrams,

gives the details of this method. It comprises

a system of cast-iron tubbing, consisting of super-

imposed rings, and a peculiar stulEng-box of

moss to establish a water-tight joint between
the base of the tubbing and the rock. Nearly
all the operations are performed from tho sur-

face. A small central boring is first made with

a small tool having a number of chisels all along

its under surface. After this the boriug is

enlarged by means of larger and heavier tools

having a number of chisels at each end, aud a

projection in the middle, which passes into the

central boring previously formed by the smaller

tool, and which serves as a guide. The boring

with the tools of the smaller diameter is always
kept so much in advance of the larger boring,

that the di^bris from the latter shall always fall

into the former, and for this purpose the teeth

of the enlarging tools are arranged on an incline

BO as to produce a boring, connected to the

smaller boring by an inverted cone. In the

smaller boring may be suspended a metal re-

ceptacle, into which the debris falls, and which
is withdrawn when full, or a metal cylinder, with
valves at bottom, opening inwards, receives the
d^ris and raises it, by working, down and np.

Xiocal Taxation.—According to the annual
returns, the total amount of property assessed in

England and Wales in 1868 was, upon gross

estimated rental, 118,334,0811.; and upon rate-

able value, 100,612,7341. The total amount of

the local taxation borne by the country in this

year (1868) was 16,660,4591. This amount was
made up as follows :—Amount levied for poor-

rate, 11,061,5021. Amount levied for the following

separate rates, which in some cases are not paid

out of poor-rate— viz., county-rate, hundred-rate,

borough-rate, and police-rate, 307,2321.
;
high-

way-rate, separately levied, 916,7791.; church-
rates, 217,0831.

;
lighting aud watching rate,

76,9781. ; improvement commissioners, 445,4311.;

general district rates under Public Health Acts,

1,736,2471. ; rates under Courts of CommisBioners
of Sewers, including drainage and embankment
rates, 695,8101.

;
rates of other kinds, 1,203,3971

This total includes a sura of 981,1401. for general
and lighting rates levied in the metropolitan
district.

The Siameter of Trees,— In a paper
addressed to the Academy of Toulouse, M. Musset
states that all the large healthy trees of the

woods of Ville-d’Avray aud St. Cloud are, in the

immense majority of cases, thicker in the

direction from east to west than in the contrary

one. The same circumstance has been noticed

elsewhere by other observers.

Associated Arts' Institute.—At a meeting
hold on the 15th inst., the question discussed

was,—“ Was the Henaissauce Movement of any
real Benefit to Art ?” It was opened in the

affirmative by Mr. Wooldridge, and decided in

the negative by 8 to 3.

TENDERS.
For roads and sewers. Sheerness Kent:

—

....£2.770 0 0

.... 2,733 0 0
MUIer .... 2,094 0 0
Wigmore

1,842 10 0

.... 1,600 0 0

Dickinson & Oliver (accepted)... 1,350 0 0

Kelly 1,110 0 0

For offices for Mr. F. Ellman, at Battle. Mr. R. X.
Blessley, architect:—

1,800 0 0

1,498 0 0

1,313 10 0
Wood (accepted) 1,297 10 0

For the erection of new offices and warehouse, for

Messrs. Jameson & Co., Canning-street, Hull, Mr. W.
Bottcrill, architect. Quantities supplied :—

W. & J. Hull 2,060 10 0

1,866 0 0
Frow 1,861 6 0
Musgrave (accepted) 1,850 0 0

For Conference-ball and dwelling, at Mildmay Park,
Islington. Messrs. Haberahon &, Pite, architects:

—

. £9,900 ... £6,000

Patman & Fotheringham . 9,860 ... 6,016
. 9,700 ... 4,876

Webb & Sons . 9,750 ... 4,730

Manley Sc Rogers . 9,600 ... 4,SCO
. 9,000 ... 6,000
. 8,998 ... 4,868
. 8,944 ... 4,844
. 8,869 ... 4,865

Blackmore & Morley . 8,700 ... 4,750

Crabb & Vaughan . 8,433 ... 4,924

Temple & Forster . 8,580 ... -1,683

Baker & Constable . 8,500 ... 4,450

Kilby .... . 8,213 ... 4,634

Woods - 7,9U0 ... 4,-100

Turner (accepted) . 7,793 ... 4,400

For erection of new wharf and granary, at Bermondsey-
wall, for Mr. E. W. Roberts. Mr. Geo, Elkington,
architect

Rider & Son 2,928 0 0
Webb A Sods 2,767 0 0
Browne &. Robinson 2,695 0 0
Mucey 2,684 0 0

Wells 2,418 0 0
Sugg (accepted) 2,198 0 0

For building house, shop, and manufactory, at 113,
Shoreditch, for Messrs. Levy A Sons. Mr. Robert P.

Notley, architect:—
Myers & Sons £1,749 0 0
Ball & Russell 1,010 0 0
Mscey .... 1,689 0 0
Colls & Sons 1,580 (» 0
Browne Si Robinson 1,628 0 0

Newman & Mann 1,496 0 0
Turner Si Sons 1,439 0 0
Brett 1,450 0 0
Webb & Sods. 1,410 0 0
Morter (accepted) 1,317 0 0

For building warehouse, for Messrs. Peake, Bros., West
Bute Dock, Carditt. Mr. J. Hartland, architect. Quan-
tities supplied :

—

Sbepton 772 0 0

Seager (accepted) 750 0 0

For building two new receiving wards at the Milton
Union. Mr. B. Adkins, architect

<;7«i fi ft

Moore (accepted) 653 0 0

For the erection of Baptist Chapel, with school-room

and vestries, &c., in Grove-road, Victoria Park. Messrs.

Searle & Son, architects. Quantities supplied:

—

Patman & Fotheringham £3,998 0 0

Dove, Bros 3,990 0 0
Brass 3,980 0 0
Myers & Sons 3,791 0 0
Perry 3,789 0 0
Ennor 3,564 0 0
Wicks, Bangs, & Co 3,540 0 0
Newman & Maun 3,490 0 0

For the erection of a house in Dukc-street, Brighton,

for Mr. Swain. Mr. G. Tupper, architect. Quantities

supplied
Cheesman & Co £890 0 0
Holloway & Son 850 0 0
Dancy & Son 848 0 0

W. &. T. Garrett 828 0 0

Lockyer 817 0 0

Dean St Dickerson 815 0 0

Patching & Son 800 0 0

Kemp (accepted) 703 0 0

For the erection of a detached cottage, at Stoke-neit*

Guildford, for Mr. Drury. Mr. Henry Peak, architect

Bristow & Burdett £246 10 0

T. & J. Loe 243 0 0
Beagley • 231 0 0
Got?.... ... 226 0 0

Dickinson (accepted) 200 0 0

For finishing Nos. 9 and 10, Florence-villas, Feltham,

Mr. Robert P. Notley, architect:—
Morter £557 0 0

Fisher 467 0 0

Winterbom (accepted) 386 0 0

For building reading and billiard rooms, at Seaford,

Sussex, for Dr. Tyler Smith. Mr. G. Major, architect

Davy £622 0 0

Burgiss .... 020 0 0

Banks (accepted) 606 0 0

For English Presbyterian Church, at Beaumaris. Mr.

Boundary Wall.

Thomas £1,126 0 0 £103 0 0

George & Co 1,168 13 8 72 0 0

Chester 894 0 0 63 15 0

927 0 0Rogers
Rowlands
Thomas .t Son,

Jones 6
Pritchard & Son

(accepted) 767 0

0 0

62 0 0

For the erection of four pairs of villa residences and

house, at Lower N orwood, for Messrs. J. & J. Allen. Mr.

Albert Bridgman, architect :

—

King £4,952 0 0

Dovir 4,618 0 0

Morrison 4,600 0 0

Percival '4,350 0 0

For a house at East Dulwich, for Mr. Lander. Mr.
?rim, architect:—

Minnard
Willes
•Dewell
Eustace
Shapley Si Webster (accepted) ,

Harmer
•Munday

* Too late.

.£616 0 0
. 698 0 0

680 0 0
613 0 0

. 600 0 0
492 0 0

448 0 0

r erecting cart-sheds at the parish wharf of St.

go’s, Hanover-sounre, Commercial-road, Pimlico :

—

Haylock £350 0 0

Morris 347 0 0

Wilson 335 0 0

330 0 0

Pish 329 0 0

Bprake (accepted) 327 0 0

For alterations and additions at the Greyhound Inn,

East-street, Br ghton. Quantities not supplied :—
W. A T. Garrett £406 0 0

Holloway St Son. 401 10 0

Lockyer 397 0 0

Kemp (accepted) 344 0 0

For building gas works, at Walton, Surrey. Mr.

Stevenson, engineer:—
Sherwood
Wright
Colhogs

Ladd
Farley
Harris
Bull & Sons
Nightingale

£2,728 0 0
2,435 0 0
:.425 0 0
2,325 0 0
2,283 0 0
3,271 0 0
2,250 0 0
2,205 0 0
!,195 0 0
3.189 0 0
2,164 0 0

For the erection of a brick bridge. with accessories,

across the river Wey, for the Farnbam Local Board. Mr.
Hector Herding, surveyor s

—

Patrick £488 7 0

Taylor
Bond
Harris
Perkins
Coker
Duke
Bennett
Dickinson & Oliver...

Goddard & Son
Yates Si Ridgiers
Knight & Stiif

Mesher
G. Goddard

450 0 0
443 0 0
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For forming and constructing certain roads and foot-

S

laths, and the supply of materials for the erection of
enccs and walls in connexion with the roads for the
Farnham Local Board. Mr. H. Harding, surveyor:—

Taylor
~ '

Perkins
Coker
Goddard
Bennett
Dickinson & Oliver.,
Duke
Bond
Height k Stiif

Harris
Mesher
Bennett & Smith
Yates k Bidgiera

771 0 0
740 0 0

For new ofQocs for the Hornsey Local Board, in South-
wood-lane, Highgate. Quantities by Mr. B. J. Thacker :

—

£2,287 0 0
2,272 0 0
2,270 0 0
2,210 0 0
2,193 0 0
2,171 0 0
2,113 0 0
2,100 0 0
2,069 19 6
2,041 0 0

Baker & Constable .

Turner
Hookham
Taylor
Manley & Bogers.,..,

Kelly, Bros
Mather k Read
Henshaw
Keeble
Crockett
Southcott
Staines & Bon
Nightingale
Winship
Roper
Wood
Mundy
Foale

1,997 16 0
1,996 0 0
1,923 0 0
1,912 0 0
1,860 0 0
1,826 0 0
1 800 0 0
1,637 0 0

For rebuilding a warehouse, Philip-Iane, London-wal',
City, iceludiim part of fittings and Portland stone front
Mr. Herbert Ford, architect :

—

TURNER & ALLEN’S
NKW DESIGNS

For Plain & Ornamental

LAMP POSTS,
DWARF

GAS PILLARS,

LAMP BRACKETS
CANDELABRA,

Qns Lamps, Lanterns,&c.

Garden and Drinking
FounfcainB,

Complete Pattern and
Price Book 3s. 6d, in

TURNER & ALLEN,
Engineers, Founders,

V &c.
-A 201, UPPER THAMES
*" street, Loiraoy, E.C.

^0 BUILDERS. — Messrs. BARNARD)
Eni,rv^ii?q*UfK Ins'ructioiu to SELL theuUhINKSS, with the vala»l.ld LEASE, of Mr. Joienh Harris Car-

MrHffi
Byron-plHCe, Btietol. The proprietor hL
s°o-e«ful!r for many year.: and now

Ilf' u
® ““ eleven year* to too, and inclmle* the yard.

'•“Pectohly tenanted inByron-p ace. The purchaser will have to Uke the etook and nlant atavaluailon.—For all further partionUr*. application uiuet h« iruina
to BARNARD. THOMAS, 4 CO. at their Officoe. either in BristolSwansea, or Cardiff— Dated Albion-chamheri. Bristol, May 21 , 1869

MART, 10. Upper St Martin ’.-lane.
Country Dealers’the Trade, Partlea Bepairin?, md Otheie.—Important and Unre-served Sale, by order of the Mortgagee.

IVTR. H. C. COOPER haring received in-
‘7 AUCTION, without reserve onMONDAY the 3Ut MAY, 18,19, »t ONB o’cloek prompt, the laute

S'*
of » West-end PAPER STAINER : oomprtslMabout 40.000 piece* of elegant ;*nd coMly PAPERS, in a vatiMy o*

patent DRIERS, VARNISH,
' — — Morning of Sale.

pattern*
: 3 tons WHITE LEAO'. v.mHEET glass, and various effecto.-

Catalognei at the Mart.

N^ rea^. with 400 lUustralionr price I2a. 81. cloth: poelaseTd
ftlHE STUDENT’S TEXT-BOOK of
J- ELECTRICITY,
Being Coud'nged ROsumfi of the Theory

trical Science, Includlog it* Latest Praclici
‘0 AOfial and Submarine Tele..r.aphv.

By HENRY M. NOaD, Ph.D. Lecturer on Cheailitry at St. George'e
Hoepitel.

well illostrated, and well printed,

Lawrence, Brothers
Kiddlo
Aabhy & Horner 17,362

Kelk & Lucas
Meyers & Sons
Pritchard

16,995
10,815
16,746

Henshaw
Browne & Kobinson
Moultrie

16,337
16,072
16,000

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Mr. H.—W. B.—R. P.— J. O. 8.— F. R. C.—W. B.—F. B. P.—Q. E.—

D. a-E, A. B.-0. M-H. S. B.-W. S.—I. M.-H. 4 P,-A. C.-
J. 11. J.—E.-M. W.—T- T.-A. J. H.-K. Q. T.-J. L—R. P. N,—

A

Snbecril) r.— H. a—T. C.—J. B.—A. B.—G. E. 3,—W. R.—T. M. R
W. a-H. H.-H. P.-W. B. 4 Co.-W. C.—B. A.-B, K.N,-J. 0.—
G. T.—H. P.-C. W. C. (under our iiiaik).-H. H. V. (too late).— L. B.
(ie scarcely precise enough. What chargo te made t).—-M. T,

'
(received

too late).—Expeclentla (in type).—R. L. (In type).

We are compelled to decline pointing out hooka and giving
addreases,

AH alatementa of facte, lUts of Truderi, io., must be accompanied
by the name and addreea of the eender, not neceeiarily for
pnblicatiou.

Note.-The reeponeiblUty of signed articles, and paper* read at
public meeting*, rests, of course, with the authors.

' Clear. compendion«, compi
I ia an excellent manual."- iai..,,,.
Will lead to a correct, and even an exs

present state of electric >1 acIencB.” l/ecAnitics
London : LOCKWOOD 4 CO. No. 7. BUtioin

ict, knowledge of the
' J/ityrtiinc.

:ra'-h4ll.court. E.C.

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
-1- BUILDERS and Otbere denirlng a really good ayalera can

f®!
BOOKS, by DOUBLE

theprfae otfeied in " Tue Builder,"
No. J.180. and which baa been adopted by many la-ge flnui.

iinnerial oblong folic. Price One GuinealUHE PRINCIPLES of PERSPECTIVE.
-L Illustrated in a Seriee of Finmples.

By HENRY D. HUMPHUI3,
London: CHAPMAN 4 HAIL, Plccadlly.

Cheltenham : HENRY DAVIES
; and all Bookaellert.

CRANSTON'S PATENT GLASS BUILDING for HORTICULTURE
Plana and Estimate* free.

-w^ 30 .Urapa, 3rd Edition.

TAESCRIPIIVB BOOK, splendidly iJluB-
-i-' trated from exiatiiig Buildings.

By the Author and Patentee, JAMBS CRANSTON, Architect,
. - ... Birmingham.

'PROFESSOR PEPPER'S NEW LLLU8TRATED WORE.
In lai^e crown 8vo. price 9j. cloth gilt, and gilt edges Voo nura.

nYCLOP/EDIC SCIENCE SIMPLIFIED.

LIGHT-HEAT—ELEi TAIi ITY — MAGNETISM—PNEUMATICS-ACOUSTTCd—CBB.HISTBY.
With Six Hundred IlIuBtra'ioni.

F. WAliNE 4 CO. Bedford-stree*, Coveat Garden.

WOOLBRIDGE. SUFFOLK.—Importurt and very extenalve

H xtt-
®''®’ Worke, Woodbridge.

W. COLLINS will SELL by AUCTION,
, on WEDNESDAY, Qnd day of JUNE, ISOO, at TWELVE for

c-'.r- o cUck precisely. • he very VALUABLE and EXTENSIVE STOCK
Of upwards ofl.OOO.OTO aaperioc white and red facing brick*, quantity
of red and white ylaya. a.ulnta, pipe*, Tayior'a pitent bncka. andother manufactured ware, the property of Mr. Joseph Kulgb', who
set * in conaequence of requiring the room for the present year’s ma-
n^ufaclnre. The whole wUl be divided into lota to suit the trade
|J^^^^^^®«'4alojue8 may be had of the Auct oneer, Woodbridge,

builders, AND OTHBRS.
A/TESSRS. DAVIS & IIAZLE will SELL

) IT
AUOTON, at the RAILWAY ARCHES. Cambridge-roaiLHamm-ramUb’ on TUESDAY. 1st JU.VE, 1889, at TWBL-^

and roVTParTOn® of a BUILDERand CONTRACTOR : compriring a neatly new lO-borae nowerpo^ble by FowU 4 Co , of Millw.il, with donble cylinderand extra fire-box
: a Mortar mill, by Hykea. with 5-fo it pan and

circular aaw-benoh. with driving b.and*.
pullles, 4c. and aet of saws

:
quar* rir— •-* gn. i> ..t. » w. v. .±l

flooring boards, and general and r_
of the Auctioneera. 9 4 10, Boalughall-etreet. RC.

POU’THEND, ESSEX.—Eligible Freehold Building Land.
ATR. J. TAYLOR is instructed to SELL bv

'>'« ROVAL hotel, Southend, on MONDAYMAY 31ai, 1869, at THREE o’clock preeiaely, SEVENTY-SIX LOTS ofvery eligible FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND, consisting of one tavern
private houses, In the Leigh-road, andsixty three plots in Sutton-street. Es ei-street, and P.tlUawell-

-^®®l'i
Nine-tentbs of the purchase-money may temaiu on mortgage

to ha paid in nine years by equal
'V the bslence may be paid at any time

idltiona of sale may he

No, 107*, Fenchurc*-'

quarterly iustalmeii
without notice.— Ph... , , vu. ul qbio ma 00obtAli^ jyt the Royal Hotef, Southend

; and of the Auctioneer?•*—— City.

STOREY, SURBpON.-Vote for the County.-Valuable Plot of
ailuate In one of the best pirta of this

a abort distance from the Thames, and
ilk of the Surbiton Station, and twenty

New Kingston Station, wh.ch is about half au

e locality, only a

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

NOTICE,—All Communications respect-

ing Advertisements, Subscripbions, ^c., should be

addressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder,”

No. 1, Torlc.street, Covent Garden. All other

Communications should be addressed to the

“Editor” and not to the “Publisher,”

The Publisher camiot be responsible for Oki.
GiNAt Testimonials left at the O^ce in reply to

Advertisements, and sU'ongly recominends that
Copies only should he sent.

Adveriisements cannot be receivedfor the cwrent
week s issue later than THREE o’clock, p m,
on THURSDAY.

In 8vo. with Four large Plans and Thirty-three Wood Engravlnga
price 12a. cloth boarda.

fFHE ARCIIITEOTURAL HISTORY of
J. the CONVENTUAL BUILDI.'GS of the MONASTERY ofCHRIST CHURCH, in Canterbury, considered In relation to the

Moiiiutic Life and Rule*, and drawn up from personal Sutveva aud
original Documentary Research.

•uu

By the Rev. ROBERT WILLIS. M. A. F.R.S. Jackaonlau Professor
In the University of Cambridge.

Printed for the Kent Arcbmologioal Society
;
and to be had ofthe ^ndon Local Secretary, Mr. SMALLFIELD. 10, Little Queen-

street, Holliom.

NEW WORK BY DR. W. ODLING, F.R.8.

S
Juat published, in Crown Svo. price 4s.6i. cloth. '

IX LECTURES on the CHEMICAL
CHANGES of CARBON, delivered before a Juvenile Auditoiv

at the Royal Institution of Great Britain.

1

By W, ODLING, M.B. F.R.ff Fu'lerlan Professor of Chemistry,
Royal Institution.

Reprinted from the CAemicaJ .Vewa, with Notes by W. CROOKES
F R.3.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, & CO. Patomoiter-row.

minutes' fron . _ .

hour by rail from London.

AIR. HEDGER will ofl'er for SALE by
-k’-l- AUCTION, In one or more lots, at Iho MART, Tokeuhouae.
yard, E.a oa TUESDAY, the Sth of JUKE, at ONE o’clock precisely
(unlers previously dUposed of by irivale contract), the ahova
valuable PLOT of FREEHOLD LAND, forming the angle of Maple-
lane and Grove-road, having a frontage to thu former of 100 feat

.0 the latter of Io7 frot, more or less, and from Ita admirable’
i n in a f**t rUlug part of the Jislriot rendeta it well soited for

the erection of fimt-claae viilae or tuperlor shop property,-Particu-
lar* and plana may be had of Meur<’. ELWIN 4 SONS, SoUoltora
Castle-street, Dover

;
at the Matt : at the Oaks Tavern 0M>j*lto theland

;
and at the Auctioneer's Offloas, 49. Pall-mall.

CITY of LONDON,—Hlghly-linport.ant and valuable Freehold

H iTTJ
tbe H-art of the City.l

\/| K. HEDGER (in conjnnction with Messrs.
Q47pJTIN 4 NOTLEY) is instructed to offer for SALE byAUlJ J ION. at the M A RT TiIrunL,,,,

.

....... I x-n ... |,.T-Tr,.,-.-,AUCI ION, a _
Sth JUNE, at ONE o’cl

BUILDING SITE, situate it

to Alderagate-itrcft, with way iuto Birbloan-screet and Rsderow-
tho Aldersgate-atreet and Moorgate-a'reet

...... ... ..gg gf ,uperficlal feet, more or
is admirably adapted for the erec-

' -
1
, model lodging-houses.
-h*n ready, rr

• • •

and cl<

Stations. T1 e rite p' ssesse
leae, with frontage of 68 fet.,

of warehouse*, manufactorlug
other pui-pose*.-Particulars and plans.

r Mes»i CUTLER 4 TURNER, Sollcltnre, 29 Bedf/rd-squice of

HARROW, MIDDLBdBX —A highly important Freehold Balldlnir
I slate, comprising upwards of 2i»8 acres, a portion of which nearly
adjoin* the r.allway station, w
cation with Broad-street. City, as aliowith Buston-*qaare''atrrrdrag

.
--Table oppoituuulesfor societies aud other wh jluiale par-

with a view to the resale in ema'l tots, or for the
to portions for Che erection

chassis of
creation of freehold grouad-
of ^^-clM9_couniry

[advertisement.]

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufacture of Cburob, Turret
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every deaoription
of Clock aud Watch Work. Architects, Builders,
Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J.W. BENSON
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales,
bteani Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and
bO, Lndgate-hill

j Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

Now Ready.'

moneys of all NATIONS, with
Correct V*Iub In English Curtenev. Bfx cnnl** Mi.r

Freehold Building Land.

^FR. H. HUMPHREYS will SELL byXtX auction, at the MART. Tokenhome-vard. HD onWEDNESDAY, JUNE 16th. at TWO precisely, nntnerou* PLOTS ofvaluable FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND, with frontage* to St?Mary s and Kirkwood road*, Peckham, va-ying in size to suit the
ants of iheuelshbourhood, and being freehold offer unusual ad-uUgei 10 butlers and inembera of building jocietles.-Particular*
ay bs had of Merer.*. WOODHOOFE 4 PLASKITT, Solicitors, 1

Lincoln s-lun
; of H. A. ALEXANDER, Esq. Architect

; at the Place
" H, UDMPHRE'ys, Auctioneer, Sun Fire and

ATESSRS. DEBENHAM, TEWSON, &
XtJL FARMER are favoured with inttruetion* to BELL nt thaMART, on TUESDAY, JUNE 23nd, at TWO o’aock. iu Four Lots I
valualde and imih.rtaut FREEHOLD PROPFETY, ovmurlai’ox
portion* of Headstone Estate, aud Dunning* aJjoiolng. ocoutiviai a
most favourable Jitem the parish of Harrow, 'Tne lots wlllre»pect.
ively conebt of about 169,8, 13, aud 18 acres, descriptions of which
win appear in future eJvertUemants, and pattlcuUrs to be bad iudue coar.e of W. D. SEYMOUR COOPER, Eq Solicitor 32-.o.iA.. .-,,1 -* dbBENHAM, TEWdON, &

and Survt

Life Offices, 19, Loodon-street, Gceeiiiricb,

M»c or. iombfr ianiage spring Vans, CarU. Barrows, 4c.

1\/TR. HAMMOND is instructed to bELL
«-moodeey New-road.n TUESDAY, JUNE 15tb, 1869,

20 horse power double cylinder p
Kogine, by Clayton 4 ShDtll>-worth

‘

‘roUiee to cut large-size t

poitahle forge

-rmondeey New-road
. TWELVE o’el.,ck precisely, a
table Eoglne, a 6-boiae portah'e

powerful siw-bench, with
tuber; lO-ton screw jock

;

double - cctlon bellows.

their

k CO. 8, Crate i, Fleet -street, Louflon, E.C.

double purchase
wroughl-iroD tanks. 4 pairs of wronght-iron gate*, clrcnlar
staircase, ch>-v»ai-de-frbe, railway bars, anvil, quantity of•

- Mn block* aud fcatitling. granite curbs, chlmtiey-plece*.
. inters benchv*. wainscot caaementa, joinery, ebairs dr*

flltings, die square, plttuks, batten-, deals, and a rju mtlty of
iwful effeotSj—To be viewed one day prior, aud catalogues hi
the Auctiin Office*, 28. ChBUCery-lane, W.C.

*

leful

GreenhUI Grove Paik Freehold Estate, Barnet, being theohoceet

road*
i6e Lyoiisdown, Park, Gloucester, and Station

"jV/I R, E. TEWSON is instruefced to offer by
-hr A AUCTION, on MONDAY, Slat MAY, ISiig nt SIX for SEVEN
o’vlock In the evening precise —
Barnet, in bixtj-two L ila, ti

aud beautifnlly-attuate Eaia't -

BUILDING LAND, well drained,
within a few minutes' walk of tl

from whence there is a oonstaut comm inicatLou with the' City and
the West-end. The putchafe-tnoney m*y be pild by Instalment*,
extending over three y.an>, if deeiied.—Particulars aud condition*
of sale may he obtained of Meier*. WOODALL 4 DONSER, Soliel-
toiB, Qneeu-atreet, Scarborough

;
of Messrs. SHARP 4 ALL4TH0RN,

No. 1, Fieli'-conrt, Oray’s-Iuu
;
of Mr. HICK (the owner), and of

Mr. TEWSON, Auctioueer, both of New BorueL

. the TEMPEKANtE Hall, Neil
e First Part of this richly-tliubered
compi ising most eligible Plot* of’ '"d having go* and water laid on;

^ Lllway Station,

RICHMOND, 8UEREY.-

IVfESSRS. DREW & SON will SELL by
GREYHOUND HOTEL. Richmoud. onTUESDAY, JUNK 1st, at THREE o'llo.-k precisely, iu 8tl lota, about

Thice Acres of valuable FREEHOLD LAND, on dry, gravelly eoU
cloee to the raUway-statious. the town, nver, the park aud Kew
Gardens, some portions having froutagea to the Kiug’«-road.— Pac-

I*® “•'1 f- B. SENIOR, Esq. Solicllor,
HlD-rise : a'ao at i he Piace of Sale

; and of the Auciioneers, George-

Sale of Steam-Bugines an
Humber B.uk. Hull, t

pose*.

Mr. N. EASTON has received instruction?
irom the Directon of the Hull Dock Company, to SELL by

AUCTION, at the CEMENT WORKS. Hull, on TfiURrfD AY'.'JUNE
3rJ, at TWELVE o'clock pieciaely. the whole of the voluableMACHINERY, tu Workjug order, lately used tn the manufacture of

"jborse itjwer and 30-aud Portland Cei
hoise power coudeusing, and ii-bor:
engines, 4 Cornish hollers, 8 pairs if
4 wash mills, edge stones, and several ,pum^,I0 ton travelling or au.
2 large steam stone aaw-frsraes. sack tackles, large wrought-iroi
cisterns, and various other machinery iu eouuextoQ with the above
large wrought-irou pitch chain, circular saw-bench, old wronght an.
coat Iron; also several sheds, wlih iron column*. «e.—May be vUwei
tte day previous to the Sole, and catalogues ire Dow reidy, aud uii
be had on appiicatiun tc the Auctioneer, 9. Bowaliey-laue. HulL
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T NEILL & SON
^ . QU.VNTITY SURVEYOR8.

11, COOKRIDGE STREET, LEEDS.
BIghest ieslimoQl»]s fiom Beveral eiaiaeut aichitiCU, Termi oi

application.

Jost pulilUbeil.

Q uantities made easy.
A quick aud accurate method of taking out qnautitles from
plaua or buildings, with or without a specifloalton. Sent free

by post for 30 itAini*.—Addrest, A. C. 16, Medway terrace, Tjrwhitt-
road Upper Lewlsbnm-road, New-cross, S.B

TO PLUMBBRS, PAISTBRS, Gf.;.\ZIER9, HOD9F. AGENTS, &o.

\\7’ANTED, by a Man, aged 33, Constant
V V EMPLOYMENT in the above line. No ohjectlon to the

conntiy.—Address, C. C. 36, Crown-atreet, Soho, London, W

.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

’\'\7’ANTED, by a Builder’s Son, aged 25,
VV a SITUATION as CLERK, IIMEKEEPEB, or any slmilnr

caiiaoity. Town or country, Undoulable references.—Address, J. II.

Post offlcL Forest HIU, 8.E.

T. A. RICHARDSON, Architectural Artist.

"PERSPECTIVES OUTLINED, ETCHED,
X or Artl.ticslly COLOURED. Every dercrlptlnn of A.chliec.

tural Assistance on moderate terms. Highest references. Sixteen
years' experience.—6 Symona’r Inn. Chancery lane, Loudon.

WANTED, a PARTNER in Valuable
V V STONE and LIMB QUARRIES, or a Manager, with 2,00()f.

cspItkL—Addreea, W. B. Mr. Smith’s, Statlouer, Chipping Norton,

PARTNERSHIP. — To BUILDERS. —
1 WANTED, a Gentleman In the ah've Hue, to JOIN another
now in bo-iness as DECORATOR. Capital required.— Apply to xl,

PRICHARD, Esq. Welllngtru-oliambers, Dootors'-cummous.

PARTNER WANTED in an old-established
1 and luccessfol IRON FOUNDRY and ENGINEERING BUSI-
NESS in a country town. A capiUl of frein 3.0UOI. to S.OUUi. wou’d
be lequired.— Apply (m the first Instance by lelte ) to Wesm.
BEAlB, MaRIuOLD, 4 BEALE, SoliclloiB, lU, Park-street, West-

IVfIDDLESEX HOUSE of CORRECTION,
XVJL COLDBATU-FIELD8, — WASTED, an ENOINBEB and
CLERK of WLKKS at this Prison. He must be well acquainted with
the duties reiuired to be perfoimeO. He must bs not less tlian

thirty nor more than forty years of og". Salary 2001, a year, io-

cieaslug KIC. a year to 2301. Infi.imatlon ss to the duties may be
obtained on applb alion to the Qoveruor. at the Pri-ou, on any week
day between ELEVEN and TUkKB Persons intending to make
application fur tbe spirointmeut must fill up a printed form to be ob-
tained at the Prison, with tbe particulars required to be inserted
tbeiein.and send the same, with not exoceli ig three recent tisti-

monisls, under cover to mo, at tbe Prison, on or before THURSDAY,
tbe 17tb of JUNE next. J lie Visiting Justices will make a selection

of aiqiToved candidates, to whom DO’i-e will be sent when aud where
to attend, and the testimonials of tborenot selected will be returned
post-free, Tbe person engaged will be required to commeuce his
dulies at once, nnd he will be placed on probation for tbnt: in 'Dihs,

at tbe end of wblch time, if his competence aud conduct shall then
have been Batlsfactoiy. be will be recoiumimled to the Court of
Quarter desoioni lor itermaneul appointment. No trareliingor other
exie mes will be allowed.

JOHN 8. 6KAIFE, Clerk to the Visiting Justlcis.

ilotue of CorrecUou, Culdbath-fields, May 24th, 1869.

A GENT WANTED.—W. TICKLE & SON,
XY. Fire-clay Manufacturers, Maryport, wish to OPEN an
AOE.NCY in LONUuN, for tbe Sale of Fire-c'ay Atticlea of new
designs, suited loi gardens, conservatories, 4c. 4c. A rei-pecuble <

house, having a suitable connexion, will find this a profitable '

TO SURVEYORb’ DRAUQHTSMKN.
rpWO good MAPPERS’ DRAUGHTS-
X MEN and WRIT? r.9 ire WANTbD. The eiluatio<i« m.y be
permanent ones.—Appllcaltons, with full referenees and spectuiens

|

may be sent (sUmped), addressed “SURVEYOR," to Mr. J. Bell,

Bookseller, Nottingham.
I

pLERK of WORKS WANTED, shortly,'
to Superintend the Erection of a Prla u in W.-vies. Mu-.t be

experienced.—Apply, by letter. sUlir-g by whom emp uyed andeaUry
required, to C. D, 27, Leadenhall-slreet, Loudon.

YAT"ANTED, immediately, JOINERS, for a
yV few Months.—Apply to Mr. DUKE, Builder, Farnham,

Surrey.

Wf ANTED, immediately, a first-class
yy ARCHITELTUBAL DRAUGHrSMAN.— Apply to T. C,
HOPE, Architect. Bradford.

\YJAN TED, at once, an energetic industrious
yy Man 1o WORK a STEAM TRYISO-UP 41ACBINE.—

Addies', with lull iiarliculars, to K. Office of " Tbe BuUder.”

WANTED, a good DRAUGHTSMAN,
y T Mapping and Archiiecliiral.— Address, ataliug .terms, and

enclosing specimens and relereucis, to CHARLES MUMFOED, C.E.
Wisbech.

Y\/ ANTED, a good practical CARPENTER
yy and JOINER upon a large Estate. Permanent situation.
A middle-aged aud married man preferred. References will be
required.—Address, stallug wages, to Mcsirs. NOcKOi,OS 4 KING,
Rstate AgeuU, Satfron Walden.

\\[ANTED, WORK, by a London Draughts-
T T man, Coluurist, 4c. Ueeigu, perspective qnautitles. inea-

snrliig up. 4e. Aged 3'i (inartledl. Terms from 31s. Ui weekly.—
Address, u, Canierhury-terioce, Bali's-poud, N,

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
"tYJANTED, by the Aiivertiser, an EN-
V V GAGEMENT In an Architect and Suiveyut’s Office. Is a

fair draughtsman, has a kcswhdge of quoutllies and measuriug, and
ie othei'wue ac<iuaiuted with office louClue Nearly five years’
experience. Good leB'lmouiala aud references.—Addres-, DORIC,
care cf Messrs. Hitc.ke 4 Son, Uill-street, RIciimond, S W,

TO ARUHnECTS AND OTHERS.

\\J ANTED, by an experienced DRAUGHTS-
yy MAN, EMPLOYMENT. Accnitomedl to prepare flniated,

working, and detailed drawings, to design, 4c. aod is well up In con-
Btructlou, having tarried into exteution some of his own designs.

—

Addrere, X. Y. Z. 3, St. Jobti-sUeet, I-liogton, N.

TO SUKVEYOB8, BUILDERS. AND OTHERS.

WfAmED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
VV thoroughly competent ASSISTANT. Well up in meaiuring,

estimating, and bulldem’ accuuuu generally, also very efficient iu

taking out aud pieparing quantities, a goucl diaurhlsmin, aod
a practical man—Address, A. C. care of Mr. Lambert, lu. East-

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
y y BUILDER and COMBAOTOR’S MANAGER (or es CLERK of
WORKS), by a thoroughly practical Man of flftseo years' experience
as nu Esiimator, Measurer. Qasuiity Surveyor, and Draughhetnan
Hat carried out exiensive contracts, Doih public and puvale.iu town
and country. Bxiellent references and teatliconlais. Accut'ome
to the eutiie management. Aged 39-—Address, QUANTUM, 19
Chryesell-ioad, Nonb Bnxton, London, B,E.

TO BUILDERS. SURVEYORS, 4c.

TXT'ANTED, by a Young Man,
y V GAGEMENT in "H Office of the above. Cot

a RE-EN-

le addressed to 29S, (

wANTED, STAIRS and HANDRAILS*
, . .. any description of Joiner's Work. By the piece pre-

ferred. Good reference.—Address, F. B. 4, Oioster-place. Oloscer-

road, Croydon.

YY?"ANTED, by a thoroughly Practical
yV CLERK of WORKS, au ENGAGEMENT. Fully qualified

0 superintend the erection of any extensive works.—Address,
}. N. T. care of Mr. Waghorn, 10, Vlnegai-yard, Brydges- Vreet,

lovent-gardeu, W.C.

TO BUILDERS, SURVEYORS, &0-

YIT"ANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
y V a SITUATION wi'h el'her of Ibe above. Can take chirge

of books, a'sist lu preparing drawings, and teU ng out quantities.

3as been accuntomcd to mra'iuing works nnd superintending men.
Addiees, A. B 91. Euston-road, London, N.W.

TO DECOHATOoS, BUILDERS, 4c.

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT,
y V in the Decorating, Painting. &c. at FOREMAN. Woiklng

Foreman, or to superintend a good job. Thorough pracilca! know-
edee 1 f all the branches in the trades — A-.'dresa H. GRAHAM, 13,
hikeiiog-ploce, Queeus road, Hyde-paik, W.

TO ARCHITECTS.

YIT'ANTED, by the Advertiser, an EN-
VY GAGEMENT lu or near London, as an ASSISTANT
DRAUQHIBMAN. Is sccusV mad to church, schod, and domestic
work, can prepare drawings ir>m rou<h akeloh-s. and get out
le'alls. Good references given —Addf«‘s ARCHITECT, PoR office,

Melton Mowbray.

YAfANTED, by an ARCHITECT and
yy SURVEYOR'S ASSISTANT, a Rk-ENGAGEMENT iuTowo.

accustomed to p-ipsre tlciiebed, working, and detail drawings, per-

spectives, 40. aud well up in de Iguing uud the g.neial dulies of »n
offloe. Seven yeaia’ experience.— Addieis, C. P. 41, New-streat, St.

lubu’s, Southwark, S.B.

TO BUILDERS AND OONIRACIORS.

YXT"ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
yy a RB-ENGAGEMENT at FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS,

Dlerk of Works, or to lake the entire Charge »f a Job. Firat-olats
references at t< ability.—Address, Mr. F. TIMS. 7. Arlington-siieel,
Sew North-road, N.

Y^JANTED, a thoroughly good practical and
y V eneigellc FOREMAN, to lake charge of a job.—Apply by
etter only, in the first instance, slating wheie last rmp'oyeH, capa-

bilities, refereuces. and wages required, to BUILDER, 9, Howard-
road. Stoke NewlugtoD-green.

TO FURNISHING IRONMONGERS, SMITHS, AND BUI. DEItS.

WANTED.a SITUATION, as WORKING
yy FOREMAN, by a first-class Mechanic, In the Smith, Bo'l-

baiiglng, Goefitting, Close Range, Bath, Steam, and aT kinds of
Uolwaler Work. Flral-dosa torereuce.—AdJresa.X. Y. 10, Victoria-;
grove, Murpelh-roaii, Victoria Patk, N.B.

|

Advertiser, aged 23, a
yy RE-EKG.AGKME'-T la an Ar-ihltecl's Office. I. a (good

practical draughtsman. Eos aaiLtsd in some of Ihe principal
LomloQ officeii. Can outUoe and no our a perspective artistically.

Firtt-cl.au specliueua and testim iQlaU. Terms moderate.—Addres ,

U 2, Soutbetlon-road, Uamuiersulth, W.

TO BUILDERS' FOREMEN, 4o.

\YrANTED, hy a Young Man, a SITUA-
y V TION 'assn IMPROVER to the Carpentering aod Joiners’

line. Five tear-Vgootl experience. No objection to work tm ler a
man that takes good piecework, 4c. Can have good recommendation
from list employer. Wages moderate.—Address, M. W. W. Post-
office, Biuod-.liret, Reading, Berks.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, 4c.

"WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
y V CLERK OF WORKS, Managing. G-nera', or Shop Foreman

of Joicers, Twelve yeais' experience In Arst-oUu works by emiuent
arctaiteclB. General knowledge of all brauebes, esticaating, acconota,
4c, Town or country. Highest refereuces. Aged 38.—Address, H, 8.

16, Upper TiJee-blll, Brlxton, S.W,

TO ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.

W/ANTED, a SITUATION, at
y Y home 'r abroad. In tbe Office, or upon tbe work« of either

the above. " Can survey, level, draw, cilculate, and perform such
other diit’es as are ordinarily perloiiued by a Junior Assistant
Euglneer."—Addres', D. T, F. 3, Southeiupton-place, Nine Elm*.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

YYJANTED, by an energetic and persevering
VV Man, a RE-ENQAQEMENr os FOREMAN of BRICK-

LAYERS. Quick at setting out work, aud a good manager of men.
FDst-class reterences. No ODjeclloo to Town ur cjuntry.—Address,
T. J 2S Lutou-street, PotUaud Market, Marylaboue, N.W,

TO ARCHITECTS, Ac,

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, tempo-
y y lary or otherwise. Is a really good draughtsman and

colourist, aud cau from rough sketches prepare [fiuithed drawmss
for t'ouipet.tion, 4c. Good references. Salary very moderate.

—

Address. W. U 21, Great Russell-street, W.C.

,TO ARCHITECTS. SURVEYORS, AND BUILDERS.

YY7ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 23,
VV nn ENGAGEMENT in either of the above offices. Two

years out uf his nriicles, .and has since had good practical experience
A fair draughUmau, well up in tbe usual routine of an office. Gooc
refc'CaceH. S lory moderate. — Address, 316, Office of “The
Builder."

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

YTTANTED, by a thoroughly good Plumber,
yy a SITUATION 08 PLUMBRBaud OaSFITTBR. Wellupin

bath Aud c'otsl work. Has uo ubjectiuii to fill up his tune in other

branches c f the trade. Town ar country.—Address, H. C. 'Jl, Outiain
stieel, Copeuhsgeu-strret. Caledonlan-tdod.

TO ARCHITECTS.

a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
WORKS, by a thoroughly efficient Man, used to

preparing woiklog drawings, and measuring up work.—Address, 293,

Office of •' The Builder."

WANTED,
yy CLERK of w

WANTED, by a Plain and Decorative
PAPERIlANGEB and GILDER, a PERMANENCY. No

ol^'ctlon '0 fill up lime InlPalnting. Country preferred.—F. C. 21,

Desboroogh-terrace, Harrow-road, Paddinjtou.

TO BUILDERS.

Klngdand.

'\'\7’ANTED, by a good PLUMBER, a
yV SITUATION os PLUMBEtt, or Plumber and Glazier, Five

ye»r»' lefrreoce*.—Ad 'r.st, B J. Orange Coffee-house, Otaugs-street.

TO BUILDERS. *

s, if required.—Address,

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

half good cha-acter.—AdJ

Marbllcg.—AddriK, J. S. care of Rev

TO PLUM BBRS, PAINTERS, AND HOUSE AOENTS.

TO MASTER BUILDERS.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

\17"ANTED, by a Young Man, a 1

yy ENGAOBMENT. Can draw, ab.lraet accounts, and it

acquainted w i office.—Addresj,

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

YV-A-NTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
y V TION In an ArcbCect'a or Surveyor’. Offlc', iu town or

country. The*- years and a hn'f good references —Address, X, care
of Mr. Macmlchael, 207. King*a-road, Chelsea, 8.W.

"VVrANTED, by a Builder’s Son, aged 21, a
y y SITUATION. Can draw up speciScatlouB, take out <

titles, measuie up all klude of work, and ket-p books
;
lias

Bccustonied to SDi>erinteud works, and the general roulloe of tbe
office. Good eecuriiy.—Address, FEKGUeSON, 8, Stanley -terrace,
Chiuch-end, Finchley, N.

•, W.

YYT'-A.NTED, by a GRAINER, a permanent
yy ENGAGEMENT. Has been nisd to good work, Will fill

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

W'ANTED, a SITUATION, by a first-class

PLUMBER. QASKITTBR, and PLAIN ZINC-WORKER.
No objection to a little p.inting.—Address, W. B. 13, Tottenham-

;, Totleuham-court-reatL

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

ANTED, a SITUATION, in the Office
of above, iltber to Managa orAtsis'. Long and saliafac^o^y

relerences. Age 28-—Address, W, 7, Ualliford-teriace, QroVo-road,
Vlctoria-park.

TO BUILDERS, 4c.WANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TION as CLERK. Wl'llng to fill up time at the bench.

Haa rerod a atmilur poailion yeari. No objectlnu to go abroad.
For referencea, 4o. a| ply 1 1 A B, -15. Orova-roati, H illoway.

'\'\7’ANTED, by a Joiner’s Machine hand, a
y V SIfUATION to work Moulding and Tbieknesdne Mtchine >4

YY/'ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
y y TION a* CARMAN or otherwise. Ns olyection to the

YYT*ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 21^
y V years, a SITUATION os IMPROVER to the Urainiog aod

y V Mao. age 37, a CONSTANT SITUATION in a jobbing shop, or

to do thegeiieral repairs ofa gentleman's house property.—Apply, H.
67, B-x y-street, Windsor.

RE- 3:

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

WANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
a.ed22, a SITUATION oa PLUMBER and GLAZIER, In

town or coiiuiry. Six year.' experience^—Address, J, W. "

TO SMITHS .AND FARRIERS.

ANTED, .1 SITUATION, as Shoeing H
Jobbing SMITH. Thor.ughly corao-tenl. Country tk

loiets, A. B. Ahbey.cotlages, Queen'a-road, Kll- f

ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
MKABUfilNG and QUANTirv CLERK. Twelve years’ ex-

perience. A prucLiool Joiner, 4c,—Address, BUILDER, 81, Lupus-
CO, S.W

TO MASTER PLUMBERS AND BUILUEES.

WANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
TION as PLUMBER. No objection, occasionally, to fill up

[

time at other branches. Nearly two years at present place.—Address, I

H. C. 23, King's Crwioad. B.C'.
[

Y\7ANTED, by a thoroughly practical
VV Builder, n, RE-ESOAOEMEST as URaOGHToMAN or

Working For
ccouuis. Refcieuces uuexceptionablo.-

isl-placd, Fluujh-toad, Rotherhithc, S.

TO BUILDERS. 4c.

YYIANTED, a KE-ENGAGEMENT, as
yV Shop or Out-door FOREMAN, as Foreman of Works, or ss

Woik'ng Foreman, A carp‘uter sue Joiner by trade. Aged 34. Good
reference, &c.—Address, Y. Z. 4, Atwetl-alreel, Atwell road, Rye-lone,

Beckham.

TO CARPESTEB8.

WANTED, to ARTICLE a Youth, aged
19, for two years, as an IMPROVER, to the above. Also to

Appreuikoa Y.mth. aged 16 (Indoors pretened). A premium will

be paid,— Address, C. ROBERTS, While House, Hijhgate.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTEACTOR9.
fWANTED, by a GENERAL FOEEMAN, I

Charge of a JOB. Carpenter by trade. Age 43. Good
^

references.—Address, H. F. 41, Lesly-sCreet, Roman-coad, Islington. t

"LirANTED, by a good GRAINER and \t

y V MARBLP-R. 1

lended, an l specim
'otk, by Job or ys

bridge, Broropton.

ieen. Cheap estimates given for all Kindi of Ic

-Address, W. 0. K. 3. Park-place, Knights- .1

TO DUILDFRS. ROAD-MAKERS. AND OONTBACTOR=>.

YY7ANTED, by a first-class practical Man, J
V V a Carriageway Pavlor, Street Maion, Ora'iite D'essar (Wood '

Bricks, Dutch Clinkers, or 'niesl. to TAKE WORK by the PIECE. !i

Labour only. Good leslimonlals and references.—Address, JaMERJ/
CRUTCHLEY, 7, Jamee-ploce, Notib-streel, Pop’ar. .

TO SURVEYORS AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a;.

VY Young Man, well acquainted with office duties, drawing |i

taking off guantltiei, measuring up arid estlmatiur

Twelve year*' referencci from surveyors and builder?

Addretf. A. B. 6, Foley-streel, W.

TO BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS.

WANTED, to place a YOUTH as INDOOR
APPRENTICE, within 30 miles of London, Renly, stating/c

premium required and all parUciilais.—Address, F, H. 22, Bedfonl-k

I
street, Bedfoni-row, Uoibom, London, W.C.
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Fcvrisian Parks and
Squares, with a view

to the Improvement of

tJRIlsG the last ten

jears, while London has

been but gradually im-

proving in its parks and
public places, Paris has

been developing into

Arcadia, and has left

us far behind. Elysian

fields, as one of the

Parisian promenades is

called, is not too extra

vagant a term to apply
to moat of them. Large
sums have been spent

on their improvement,
and are annually ex-

ded on their maintenance
5 and, for a wonder,

re are but few people who will not allow
t they are worth the money. The French
kfl, promenades, gardens, and squares are all
;6r kept than ours, though it is understood
; it was our parks and squares that first im.
iBed the French Emperor with a desire to
nd their number in Paris. The author of
eanings from French Gardens” has recently
rged the sphere of his observations

; and has
presented to our consideration a description
he Parisian parks, promenades, gardens,
xes, churchyard-spaces, and boulevards, and
itement of the manner of their maintenance
its cost, with a view to our adoption of some
beir best points.* One of his leading ideas
lat under the present system we are apend-
too much upon a few parks, instead of
lasing their number. Another is that our
res should be improved scientifically

; that
say, their special aspect and soil should be
ght to bear upon the kind of trees and
ts most suited for them. Instead of every
re having a hedge of privet and borders of
3
, with a few trees all of a similar kind in
e arrangement and contents of each should
ifcu-ely different. One square might exhibit
egetatiou of the South Sea Islands

; another
Iwarf prairie and hill Jlora of cold and
srate countries

j others, he urges, might be
tasteful with grass, hardy shrubs, and

5 and then people would have an object for
Ik that would induce them to take this
iry exercise more frequently than they are
33ent inclined to do, for want of one. In
manner our parks should be treated as
ently as possible

: one might be bright
Bowers, the only boscage being that neces-
to shelter and set themoffj and another
• with the forest trees of northern and
irate Europe. Want of variety is one of
vil horticultural misfortunes

j and the pre-
e for an annual display over permanent
hshment is one of the mistakes of our
uBsioners of Woods and Forests. These
1 ideas are the result of his Parisian sur-
od to that we will now turn,
re are four parka in Paria, eleven aquaros
lamps Eljsiea. the gardeua of the Louvre’

and Q.nieni ot Psri.ed .Id c„„,d„eu i„ relation to the Want, of“u;itioB
rotation to tlie Wants of onr

’ T tj
private Gardens. By W

.i.j' _ T
upwards of four hundred ibus-

’Vita upwards
I* London: John Murray,

the Tuileriee and the Luxembourg
;
the Jardin

des Plantes, the Garden of Acclimatisation, seve-
ral church gardeua, and cemeteries

j many long
lines of boulevards, besides public nurseries, and
great tracts of market gardens. All these open
cultivated spaces, some of them ocenpying the
site of narrow streets and filthy houses, caunot
be without their beneficial influence upon the
sanitary condition of the inhabitants, and we
can see for ourselves the fresh effect, as of a
newly-watered garden, they give to the oity.

Beginning at the west end with the Bois de
Boulogne (of which we have spoken recently),

we find 2,000 acres of land laid out as a combi-
nation of forest and pleasure garden, one half
being wood, a quarter grass, an eighth roads,
and some 70 acres being dug out into lakes.

Some part of this park is cultivated with more
than the finish of our own

3
the rest is left

covered with scrubby woods and wild flowers
3

and further diversity is attained by water-falls,
an enclosure for the deer

3 bold rock-work,
attractive with conifers, rock-shrubs, and mag-
nolias

3 a zoological garden
3 the race-course,

known as Hippodrome de Longchamps
3
a large

cascade near this, with the rocks about it,

planted with ivy and rock-shrubs
3 and in the

lakes are little islands of cypresses, bamboos,
jpampas grass, and other forms of pleasing vega- ^

tation, artistically arranged. Near the centre of
the Bois and the lower lake is an enclosed space,
called the Pr^ Catalan, where there is a cow-
house, with eighty milch cows in it

3 some re-

freshment-rooms, and an open-air theatre
3 not

forced, however, upon every one’s observation,

I

but sheltered, and carrying an ornamental
aspect. The milk-house is frequented by the
general company, but most especially by the
horsemen who ride out early for exercise. And
here, too, every August is held a gardeners’
fete, with dancing, games, and fireworks.
A curious system of removing the rain-water
is adopted in this park, to which we referred in
our recent notice of the Bois.* A number of
tanks capable of bolding from ten to twenty
cubio metres of water, are placed under the foot-
paths and in side alleys, to which the rains
are conveyed by -i-in. drain - pipes, the first

joint of which is imbedded in a mouthpiece of
Portland cement. Some of the tanks are cir-
cular in plan, and terminate in truncated
cones

3 others are rectangular. Mr. Robinson
describes the rectangular cisterns as measuring
from 4 to 6 metres in length, between 1
and 2 metres in width, and 2 and 3 m&tres in
depth, arched at the top, and being provided
with trapped holes, by means of which they can
be cleansed, and with barbicans in the footwalls
for the escape of the water. The system of
tanks was adopted as less expensive than the
construction of sewers, which was estimated as
being likely to cost 160,0001. The actual expen-
diture for the tanka is nob given. The zoological
garden mentioned as beiog within this park is

the Garden of Acclimatisation, and is not to be
confused with the famous Jardin des Plantes,
where there are more zoological specimens. Its
200 varieties of vines removed from the Luxem-
bonrg, its oyster-beds and ostriches, Russian
dogs and foreign ducks, and other enriosities of
creation, are of scientific interest. There is a
plan of the Bois given, and a dozen views of its
streams, lakes, cascades, rocks, restaurants, and
islands.

’

At the east end of the city is another noble
park, the Bois de Vincennes, with a plain in it

of 755 acres, where there are a drill-ground, 40
acres of water, 700 or 800 acres of forest, 110 of
shrubberies, and as many of roads. Lakes, with
islands and margins choicely planted, a fruit-
garden belonging to the municipality, and a oity
nursery for herbaceous plants, rustic bridges
crossing the waters, restaurants in the likeness

of Swiss chalets, and a plantation of Welling,
tonias, are some of the chief features here

3 but
everywhere turf, trees, and flowers are in re*
freshing contrast and freshness. The deep fresh
green of the Parisian parks and gardens, as com-
pared with the hay colour of the grass in London
parks, varied with brown patches where it has
been trodden away, as it often is in summer, is
one of the moat striking effects. This freshness
is maintained by the system of watering. Even
the race-course at Longchamps is watered. Long
lengths of metal hose, made in joints about 6 ft.

long, with junctions of strong leathern hose,
each length of pipe being supported on two pairs
of little wheels, are the means by which the
process is effected, as we have before now
mentioned in these columns. At a distance
of about 3 ft. are perforations through which
jets out a sprinkling fountain of water, not
dense enough to convert everything into mud,
yet of sufficient force to do the work required of
it. Mr. Robinson has inquired, and finds that a
man can water 1,500 square metres per hour, by
the use of an apparatus 30 metres long, and
that he need move the hose but three times.
More than a mile of this kind of hose
may be seen at work with hundreds of jets

I

playing. For watering the streets the same
kind of hose, running on little low wheels is
used, only there is but one jet, whioh is at the
end, that the man in charge can accommodate
Its use to the convenience of the traffic. One
man does the work of ten when a garden is

treated in this same manner. For roads and
pathways a deliquescent salt is being tried. This
18 obtained from the residue of the manufacture
of carbonate of soda. It is sprinkled over the
roads by hand. Where there is traffic the salt
requires renewal frequently, hence the cost runs
up to twice that of water 3 but in places leas fre-
quented it is found to be much cheaper, because
there is no cost incurred for pipes and hydrants.
The Parc Monceau stands the next on the list.

It is more beautified than the others, though not
so extensive. It was laid out, in the first

instance, as an “ English garden ”
for Philippe

Egalitd in 1778. Here may be seen the system
of placing handsome plants singly upon grass, or
in groups, to form one mass distinct and isolated,
round which people can move without injuring
them. The entrance avenue is of plane trees”
with lines of roses of different colours on each
side of the pathway, and in every direction are
masses of foliage-flowers in superb contrast.
There are not more than twenty-two acres in
this park, which was improved at a cost of
48,0001. in 1861. The Parcs des Buttes Chau-
mont is in quite a different style,—a Parisian
Primrose-hill, with a bit of Hampstead-heath,
thrown in, taken in hand and beautified without
stint. The site was formerly a scene of desola-
tion, abandoned clay mounds, and excavations.
There was a quarry in it : this is retained as a
cliff, 161 ft. high

3
and one of its bays is made

into a stalactite cave, about 60 ft. high, iuto which
water trickles through a gorge over ivy and
other suitable plants. We give a view of it
from Mr. Robinson’s book. * At the base of
the cliff there is a lake. Winding about on the
grass are little streams, with Alpine plants
placed hero and there. One of the buttes, or
high mounds, is planted with deodars, which
Mr. Robinson considers a mistake, as it is better
to choose deciduous trees wherever possible in
cities, evergreens being less likely to flourish.

Another feature is artificial rookwork that is to
be covered with plants. The approach to this
park is only temporary, and is not satisfactory,
though it is likely to be as magnificent as the
rest when finished. The author was mnoh im-
pressed, in the course of his survey, with the
extreme rapidity with whioh such works of im-
provement are carried on in Paris :

• See p. 277, anfe.
• See p, 416.
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“ I have seen acres of land removed to a depth of

several yards without any fuss, and in a few weeks;

miles of'lrees planted in the course of a single week
;
old

Boburbs blown up by hundreds of mines a day, and levelled

into comj.anding terraces fit for princely mansions.

One Jnne day, bright, dry, and very warm, they were

planting trees in this park, and large ones too,—trees that

required great machiues to lift them,—while they were

marking the ground for fresh plantings. ‘ Do you plant

after this date ? ’ I asked. ‘ Every day in the year

!

The cost of turning this wilderness of plaster

workings into a picturesque promenade, green

with turf, glittering with water, and fragrant

with floral triumphs, was about 140,0001. Of

this 8uml20,000l. were expended upon thebridges,

roads, and gardens; and 20,0001. upon three

restaurants, one doable and eight single park-

keepers’ lodges, a rotunda, and the railings.
_

The gardens of the Luxembourg, concerning

which socb a tempest was raised a few months

ago, are more concentrated than they used to

be. Close to the palace is a basiu flanked by

balustraded terraces, above which are marble

statues and chesnut groves. The banks that

rise to the terraces are planted with dwarf

rose-bushes, and the borders of the squares of

grass are full of a succession of occupants all the

year round. In the borders, among the flowers,

are lilac bushes, roses, and low bushes of

specimen of the great Abyssinian musa, 12 ft.

high, with leaves 8 ft. long, each having a red

mid-rib tapering from the base to the point;

backed with trees of our own latitudes, and in

the foreground, is a mass of the edible caladium

springing from a bed of mignonette, edged with

guaphalium
;
and so on, in other nooks

;
a

brilliant contrast to the clammy, slimy, dark

places round some city church towers we might

name, and, indeed, to its own former dilapidated

and cheerless condition. This transformation

was effected at a cost of G,000L Unlike the

London squares, which are kept locked up, and

rarely visited save involuntarily by the nurse-

maids in charge of the children of nervous

residents afraid to trust them out of their sight,

the gates of the Paris squares stand open, in-

vitingly, from six in the morning till ten at

night; and they are furnished with seats. It is

rather curious that while we are apt to think the

populace of other countries less likely to injure

public property, either trees, antiquities, build-

ings, or works of art, than our own, the French

rightly impute to onr people a similar propriety

of behaviour. At one time, when the subject of

planting these squares and places in Paris was

discussed, a decided opinion was expressed that

honeysuckle — surely a treat to the people, i
though such proceedings were practicable

whose road to their work may take them that
]

London, they would never answer there, where

way. The fountain, with its group representing

Polyphemus discovering Aois and Galatea, and

its long basin of water bordered with plane-trees,

that make a green archway over it, and adorned

with festoons of ivy and Virginian creepers

stretching from tree to tree, is illustrated.

M. Riviere, the superintendent at this place,

gives free lectures, made very instructive with

references to the examples he has at command,

which are numerously attended. He appears

to be especially clever in the cultivation of

Woodwardias, which are seen to great perfection

under his management, in the gardens in summer,

and in the conservatories in winter.

To enable those who do not know Paris to

picture the Place de la Concorde and the avenue

of the Champs' filysees, the author bids them

think of a wide pleasure-ground at the lower

end of Regent-street, and to add to it a grand

chesnut-tree-bordered avenue stretching through

it and stalking on and on to the highest point

of the broad walk in Regent’s Park, and then to

add to that the largest triumphal arch in the

world. On the left side is the garden laid out in

1860, sprinkled with little sheds for the sale of

cigars and gingerbreads, and dotted here and

there with restaurants, concert-stands, and

caf4s‘, yet still sumptnous with belts of shrubs

ringed round with flowers, the greenest of grassy

carpets, great clumps of rhododendrons, weeping

willows, banks and beds of azaleas and hollies,

isolated specimens of rare plants, pampas grass,

Wellingtonias, and weeping sophoras. The un-

objectionable eftect of these refreshment-stalls

and chalets leads the writer to inquire why
people cannot have similar accommodation,

dropped down in the same quiet way, among the

flowers and foliage of Kew. The two gardens in

the Place Napoleon III., the enclosure formed by

the new buildings at the Louvre, are quoted as

being valuable lessons in inexpensive city gar-

dening, and charming relief to the buildings and

sculpture arouud. They are octagonal, small,

and surrounded by railings with gilt spears, and

contain only a circle of grass with a walk round

it, belted in with trees and an edging of ivy.

Mr. Robinson’s theory is that plenty of these

simple squares, giving breathing-room in dense

quarters of the town, are to be preferred to one

or two large parks which can only be used by

the comparatively small section of the com-

munity that lives conveniently near. The rows

of orange-trees in tubs to be seen in the Tuileries,

the Luxembourg, and at Versailles among other

places, find little favour in his eyes. He calcu-

lates that each tree has cost as much as it takes

to educate a surgeon or barrister, and when this

unworthy expenditure has been made upon it,

it never comes to anything more than a large

tuft of not very healthy green leaves at the top

of a tall stem. The orange-tree tub business

comes in, therefore, for blame. And in many
other instances the author shows he can see

French mistakes as well as British shortcomings.

Nevertheless, be brings up a large balance in

favour of Gallic gardening for cities.

The first square on Mr. Robinson’s list is that

of St. Jacques, an open space in which once

stood a' church, of which only the very fine tower

is standing. This, we need scarcely repeat, has

been restored, and forms the leading feature of

the square. Here, on one of the lawns, is a

the revolutionary tendencies of the people wonld

be sure to assert themselves in the destruction

of the plants and flowers. Rarely, however, is

any damage done.

The Square des Batignolles, once an open

space before a church, has a streamlet for its

leading feature, instead of an old tower like St.

Jacques. It resembles a charming vale, in which

meanders a streamlet ending in a lakelet :

—

“The margins of this streamlet are varioasly embel-

lished with suitable plauts; the rich grassy sides slope up

till they end in dense plantations of the choicest shrubs,

80 well planted and watered that they look as fresh as if

growing twenty miles from a large city. Let us walk

round— the margin of the shallow, grassy vale to our right,

the boundary shrubberies and the railing to our left. The

walk expands from the breadth of ten or a dozen feet to

forty, on the first corner of the square, so that the

children find little playgrounds without going on

vividly green grass.”

Where the gravel walks widen there are seats,

and chestnut-trees to give shade, so that those

in charge of the children can seat themselves

while they play, and the general public can rest

and enjoy the scene. Honeysuckles climbing up

the stems of the trees, groups of tall maize

springing out of dwarf phloxes, beds of varie-

gated flowers, clumps of shrubs edged with

flowers, groups of poplars and cedars, isolated

specimens of the castor-oil plant, and bananas

springing out of the turf, meet the eye on all

sides. The only fence used is a very low, light,

open-work iron edging. The streamlet takes its

source from a rockery covered with ivy an

creepers, and shaded with trees. This little

landscape extends only over three acres, was

finished the year after it was commenced (1862)

and cost 60,0001.

The Square de Montrouge is in an unfashion-

able locality, and is not so large as Leicester-

square, but is full of “glistening, deep^ and re-

freshing verdnre,” in the form of little lawns

belted with low trees and shrubs. A group in

bronze adorns one grass plot. The plants, too,

are of the choicest; tropical grasses falling from

tall stems like fountains, plants with huge leaves

3 ft. long standing in a broad mass not more

than 4 ft. or 5 ft. high, and other contrasts and

varieties.

In the Square du Temple there is more water,

with water-plants, rockwork, and weeping wil-

lows, one specimen of which is considered to be

4-00 years old. There is a tall chimney of a

manufactory in full view, and it has other every-

day surroundings
;
but there are great masses of

white and crimson and other hues among its

deep green settings, that make it, nevertheless,

very enjoyable. There are bub 8,000 square

yards in it. The cosb of laying it out was

6 ,
0001 .

The Square des Arts et Metiers is one of the

most frequented of the new imprqvements.

Sometimes, indeed, of an afternoon, it is difficult

to get across it, for the number of people taking

the air in it. Here we part company with the

idea of iron-railing, hitherto inseparable from

squares. The iuclosure is effected instead with

a low balustraded wall, upon which are vases, at

intervals, with aloes and similar plants in them.

There is more gravel here than in most of the

squares, because it was intended to serve as

much as possible for a playground. In the

centre is a Crimean moqumenb
;
and besides

this there are two ornamental fountains, wil

oblong basins of water. This is considerab

smaller than the Temple-square, for it cove

bub 5,000 square yards. The cosb of it

however, considerably more, 12,8001.

In the Place Royale we find another Iar|

open gravelled space, with an equestrian stat

in the centre, shaded with a group of chesni

trees. In each angle of the square is a splas

ing fountain, the basin of which is bordered fii*

with grass, and then belted with flowers

;

the grassy margin first mentioned are isolat

specimens of the dark-leaved Canna. Mr. Hob

son reminds us that Richelieu, Delorme, a

Victor Hugo lived in the houses of this antiq

square. The garden of the Palais Royal i:

specimen of what a French square used to

before the taste for “English gardening” v

set by the Emperor. It is a gravelled spa

with lines of clipped trees.

The Square des Innocents is another new o

In the centre of this stands the celebra

Fontaine des Nymphes, built by Pierre Les

in 1550. This was made, in 1860,intoa flowe

shady, green, cool piece of pleasure-ground

the inhabitants of a busy neighbourhood at

cost of 8,0001.

A nearly similar expenditure has made

ground around the chapel that containe the

mains of Louis XVI. and Marie Antoinette i

another square. This work was effected in 18

the exact cost not exceeding 7,5001. The Squ

de Belleville is an example of a small inexpens

square made in a poor neighbourhood, to its gt

improvement. The site was that on which

fetes of Belleville were formerly held, whe

was planted with lime-trees trained in the fi

of an arbour. It has now been planted v

flowers and shrubs, and converted into a heal

pleasing spot, at a cost of 8001. Like it is

Square Vintiraille, a pretty fresh green spot m
in the centre of an old place for less than 6

The Square Montholon is, again, more ambiti

Here there is a grass plot sunk in the cei

below the level; and there is also a runr

stream issning from a rock into a miuia

lake. The 5,000 square yards here embellk

cost 7,5001.
.

We will give the author’s descnpbioi

another :

—

“ The Square Lourois is formed on the Bite of tb

Theatre de I'Opera, which stood there until ^20.

the assassination of the Due de Bern, which took

in the February of that year, the theatre was pulledc

and a Cbapelie Expiatoire was built on the spot,

huildiue. however, was hardly completed when the ri

tion of ISSOburst forth. The chape.l was pulled down

the ground was turned into a public square, and pli

with trees. Later on, a beautiful fountaiu, from the ae

of Visconti, the architect, was built in the middle a

spot. The square consists principally of a grass

which surrounds the fountain, and of two rows ot tt

trees, and a few simple ornaments; but notwitbsta

the effect is very pretty. The Irish ivy is used her

peculiar way—trained so as to form low pyramids, pt

being planted between. Usually, it is embellished

few oruaroental exotics in summer, and is at oliu

graceful spot.”

In this way the author shows us the vige

effort that has been made in Paris to open i’

and let in the sunshine and fresh air in all d

tions, especially in those that most neede

There is yet another square of which he
|

particulars ;
and as this is one connected w

museum, and is consequently of a diff.

character, we also mention it. It is that ot

H6tel Cluuy and Palais des Thermes. 1

are ruins standing in it, it will be rememb

and many of the objects of antiquity that

intended for the adornment of the exter

buildings are here displayed, and then, p

and flowers beautify their surroundings,

withstanding the site adjoins a busy b

vard.
The fruit, flower, and vegetable markCH

Paris form another department in this voli

andi we are again impressed with the advanR

the Parisians enjoy in this matter. The tj

Central Market, their improvement upon"

Covenfc Garden, covers five acres of gr'!

There are streets of stalls in it with pas i

wide enough for purchasers to transact

business conveniently, and the stalls are ]

airy, and sufficiently large. We reproducjl

of Mr. Robinson’s views of it, and appen-;

description

.

“ It is constructed so as to be a proM|(

against extremes of weather at all seasoir

is cool and shady in summer; the systci

cellars underneath roomy and good, and

many useful arrangements for storing awfir

provisions, both live "and dead. Theroolj

zinc, the flooring partly asphalte, partly i

and, like every new building, or avenue, oi:
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street in Paris, trees adorn the margin of the
svido footways aronnd it, shading the scene of
almost ceaseless animation beneath.”
We shall return to Mr. Robinson’s very useful

volume, and refer to some of the many sugges-
tions it contains.

THE CHROMATIC HARMONY OF
THE INTERIOR OF WESTMINTER ABBEY.
The bold experiment to which, without any

.previous announcement, the tomb of the mother
of King Henry VII. has recently been subjected,
has called forth a series of explosions and counter-
explosions, which many persons have read with
amusement, and a few—the wiser few—with
pain.

When we remember the position which, ac-
-cording to statistical comparison, England holds
among educating or semi-educating nations, and
especially when we reflect upon the very recent
and limited development which art-education
has experienced in onr island, we shall hardly be
surprised at the rarity, not to say the poverty, of
writers in the English tongue who even attempt
tho pi^tier of art-criticism. Whether we may
put the effect for the cause is doubtful, but it is

not possible to disconnect the fact that educated
men are nob ashamed to confess their entire
ignorance of art, with the tone that is so fre-

quently assumed by some of the few writers
who have the field so much to themselves. On no
point do men speak with such unhesitating, un-
blushing, intolerant, dogmatism as on a question
of taste. On any scientific dififioulty some patient
and long-unknown student may be expected to
emerge from obscurity, and if he cannot at once
throw the full light of explanation on the sub-
ject, he will yet place at the common disposal of
scientific men the resnlt of his investigations,
and indicate the path by which he expects that
bhe final triumph may be attained. Reasons
may exist, indeed, of a commercial or of a
uobler nature, that induce the scientific man to
feeep his own counsel for a longer or for a shorter
lime. Bub when he does speak, he does so
dearly. He endeavours bo toll others what he
knows himself. He does not make use of a
cramped and arbitrary phraseology calcnlatedto
veil his dogmas in so much obscurity as to pre-
serve them from ready attack. He states what
be knows, and how he has come to know it

;

nhat ^he expects, and what reason he has to
expect it. He will use—and if he is a highly
educated man probably plentifully use—technical
terms. Bub he will only do so for the sake of
precision, and he will be careful to explain the
meanings of those terms with such lucid distinct-
ness that no attentive hearer can misunderstand
him. Such, we hope, is at least the method
aimed at by our men of science. Sneh, beyond
doubt, was the method of Faraday.

If we contrast this endeavour to carry the
listener intelligently along with the speaker, or
the writer, with that into which so many men
seem, perhaps unawares, to fall when they
speak of art, we shall gain a clearer insight into
the cause of two not veiy brilliant phenomena,
namely, why so few persons, even in their own
estimation, know anything about artj and why
there is such extreme, irreconcileable, and even
undecided conflict about matters of taste. The
writer on art, with the rarest exceptions, never
explains a term. He seems, on the contrary,
rather to hug himself on the facility with which
he can throw the dust of a few hard words into
the eyes of his admirers, or bis opponents. "With
some men this may arise from natural infelicity
of expression, or from the modest assurance that
those whom they address know at least as much
about art, its canons and its language, as they
do themselves. At other times—we do not wish
to be disrespectful to any one who can make use
of the pen~we are put in mind of a poodle
attempting to guard the entrance of the studio
by shouldering a manlstick.
Now, in the presence of a question of such

extreme importance as the preservation or the
neglect, the repair or ihe destruction, of some of
the finest Christian monuments in the world, it

is surely fit that the subject should be ap-
proached in the spirit of modest inquiry as to
the best course to pursue, and of candid respect
for all knowledge, or wellrfonnded advice, that
may be forthcoming. We might perhaps be
accused of e_xaggeration if we were to say that,
three hundred years hence, the destruction of
such a monument as that which yet remains so
.perfect of the there reine of the great King
Edward I. would be considered as serious a

national misfortune as the loss of a great battle.

One thing, however, is clear,—it would be more
irreparable.

It is nob then by sharp inoieivo letters, more
fitted to raise a laugh than to carry conviction,
that the thinking public will be enlightened on
the subject. “ We have had a most perfect
success,” says one gentleman. “What—touch
the tombs !” replies another; “it is sacrilege.”

“Ibis a housemaid’s question,” sneers a third.
“ Do you like to sit down in dust half an inch
deep ?” “ A housemaid !” retorts a fourth ;

“ do
you wish to scrub up the old bronzes with ashes
like a copper kettle ?” Even this, if uncon-
vincing, may be national

; but when one man
lays down, in lofty language, his ipse dixit, on
either side, not as an opinion, but as an oracle,
why does not he see that he instantly prompts a
hnndred to contradict him by the mere auto-
cracy of his tone. He may be right, bat people
will nob believe him, unless he tells them in

plain language why he holds hia opinion, as well
as what his opinion is. It convinces no one to

call dirt “ patina.” It satisfies no one to say
“ the chimney-sweeper gives the tint which is

respected by the preceding writer.”

The first important question with reference to
the condition of the grand bronze monuments of
Westminster is the chemical one. It is a matter
to be approached with some degree of delicacy
when we consider what sort of workmanship we

j

have produced in this material, in the full

scientific blaze of the nineteenth century. When
we compare our grimy Peels and Wellingtons or
our scrofulous lions with the purer metal cast by
Bacon, even so short a time back as the reign of
George III., to say nothing of the cannon taken
from Russia, or of one or two of the elder bronze
atatnes in the metropolis, we may well admit
that dealing with the alloys of copper is not at
present onr forte; and when we compare what
has been done so recently and rapidly by man
with what has been effected by the lapse of
nearly six centnries, we may well take counsel
to Icok before we leap.

After the question of the preservation of the
monuments themselves follows the question,
more properly architectural than sculptural, as
to the harmonious aspect of the Abbey. Con-
cerning this, we have a word to say with reference
to the present appearance of the tomb suh lite, but
we wish first to call the attention of our readers
to another part of the Abbey, where an innova-
tion bears the date of 18G9, which may guide
ns in forming an opinion on this very serious
question.

At the north end of the organ screen, during
the alterations in the choir, a new end, of plain
but not clumsy oak, has been added to the organ
loft, which has not, even yet, assumed that
mellowness of tone, the absence of which, when
the woodwork of our churches is renewed, for a
time grates upon the feeling. Under this
gallery is the tomb of the last representative of
one branch of the Carteret family—Sir Charles,
who died in 1715. The tomb is a sarcophagus
of marble, either built into tho wall, or so
executed as to represent such a position. To the
right of the spectator a stout cherub leans on a
diagonally disposed narrow slab of marble, which
there is some reason to suppose to be intended
to represent a sunbeam. The resemblance, how-
ever, is not clear. It is a plank, so to speak, of
marble, placed at an angle of 45 degrees from
the floor, and on it are inscribed the names of
several of the family. In fact, it is of the date
when the taste for allegorical sculpture was still

prevalent, but when the artist hands which
ennobled some of the early conceits were cold
and stiff.

Above this quaint and ngly tomb, the whole
space between the soffit of the organ-loft, the
door giving access to the stairs, and tho end of
the same, is occupied by a new, bright, chro-
matic decoration. The space thus filled is some
9 ft. square. It is divided, by a light scroll
work, into four compartments, each containing
the coat of arms of a peer or peeress, with sup-
porters, coronet, and motto. A border snr-

rounds the whole, of the same diapered or rather
latticed pattern as the division between the
quarters of the tablet, with gilded margins, and
the initial letter C, and twelve shields of arms,
brightly blazoned and illuminated.)

The colours appear to have been chosen with
care. The first effect of the memorial, new as
it is, is rather glaring. But it can hardly be
donbted that a comparatively short period will

subdue the freshness of the tinctures, so far as to

enable any judge of colour to foim a correct
opinion as to the eflect of this mode of restoring

the ancient polychrome style of adornment.
That the effect on the general repose and
harmony of the Abbey will be far less disturbing
than is that of the incongruous and rampant
originality of many of the marble memorials
which afiiict our wails, we think there is a fair
promise.

The ground of this memorial is a pale creamy
white. The gold in the decoration is of a pale
natural tint, neither reddened by copper nor
whitened by silver. The red and blue of the
illuminator, the gules and aznre of the herald,
are of that subdued tone which characterizes
the coloured reliefs of many of the Egyptian
tombs. The argent of the armorial bearings,
and even the pearls on the coronets, are not
tinctured with silver or with the more durable
substitute, tin, but are merely indicated by out-
line on the self-coloured ground. The sable of
the bearings, and the lettering of the inscrip-
tions, are of a pale brown, and nothing so much
detracts from the ofl'ensive glare of a perfectly
new work as this nndertoning of the inscription.
The arms will be valuable to the heralds of

2269 A.D., if arms and if heralds are extant at
that date. It so happens that the supporters,
which form the moat prominent features of the
memorial, are both brilliant and diversified in
their colour. The first escutcheon, on the upper
corner to the left, is that of Grace, Countess

I

Granville, who died in 1744. It is not correctly

I

blazoned, according to the best heraldic rules, as

j

the field is not displayed as a lozenge. Uniformity
! is preserved by the use of four shields (of tho
heater shape), but as the memorials are divided,
two to either sex, the appropriate form of field

might have been adhered to with advantage in
each instance.

The Countess of Granville’s escutcheon, under
an earl’s coronet, is supported by a red-winged
antelope to the dexter, and by a gold griffin to
the sinister, with the grand motto beneath,

—

“ Loyal devoir.” The arms of John, Earl of
Granville, who died in 1763, occupy the right-
band compartment on the same level, supported
by two winged antelopes, gules. Those of
Martha, Viscountess Lansdown, who died in
1689, are supported by the two brilliant winged
monsters above named—the golden griffins

; and
those of Frances, first wife of the above-named
Earl John, under the coronet of a baron, have
supporters similar to those of her husband. A
short inscription of the name, distinctions, and
date of the birth and of the death of each of the
above nobles, is clearly and distinctly painted,
in Gothioized letters, beneath each blazon.
Under and along the whole length of the tablet
runs the following legend:—“All the above lie

buried in the vault of their relative. General
George Monk, Duke of Albemarle, K.G.

;
and

this record is inscribed by order of their descen-
dant and inheritor, the sub-dean of this col-"
legiate church. A.D. 1869.” The sub-dean is

Lord John Thyhne.
We think his lordship is to be congratulated

on the performance of this family duty. The
thought that has been given to the subject has
evidently been considerable.

Looking to the operation in the north aisle of
the chapel of King Henry VII., we expected,
judging from the annonneement made, to see the
effigy restored to something like the condition in
which it left the hands of the sculptor. We do
not think that sneh is the case. A gleam of
golden yellow draws the eye at once to the spot.
We cannot say that, in itself, this is objectionable.
Yet, as the monument now exists, we fear that
it must be so considered. The robes of the effigy,
on which the greater part of the chemical clean-
ing has been bestowed, are not as they were once,
brightly gilded over, but streaks and stains of
copper, where fingers have constantly passed,
disfigure the restored gold. Different parts of
the statne are in difierent conditions. Some
parts, which have been gilded, are still black.
The face and hands, by far the finest part of the
effigy, appear to have been untouched. If

they have undergone any cleaning the utmost
credit is due to the operator. Although showing
signs of age, they are in good preservation. But
then, dark bronze contrasts too harshly with the
gold of the robe, and the contrast is rendered
more unpleasant by the rents and tears in the
gilded sheath. The escutcheons beneath the
tomb, let into foliate wreaths in the marble of
which it consists, have

[
a somewhat brassy

appearance.

We fear that either too much or too little

has been done to this tomb. We desire to speak
with ail modesty on the subject. We cannot
doubt that the Very Reverend historian of the
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Abbey has taken almost a paternal interest in

the experiment. We think it possible that some-
thing more than mere washing and careful dry-
rubbing may be advisable as to some of the
monuments. We feel sure that a simple and safe

process of removing actual dirt is loudly called

for. But it would be with the utmost reluctance
and hesitation that we should be disposed to
lend a hand to anything more. And, althongh
the memorial tablet erected by Lord John
Thynne seems to show that the idea of gold and
well-chosen colour being incongruous with the
tone of the interior is erroneous, yet we cannot
hold that the result of the operations on the
tomb of the great-grandmother of the lion-

hearted Elizabeth is highly encouraging.
We suppose that we are correct in holding

that the entire responsibility as to the preserva-
tion of these invaluable monuments devolves on
the Dean of Westminster. Erom no one can wo
expect more loving and reverent care for so
great a charge. Wo have been happy to echo
the words of Dean Stanley when telling us what
memorials are treasured in the Abbey. May we
not be heard in our turn, when we say, although
no advocates of either dirt or neglect, that the
chemistry of bronze effigies may not be made a
subject of experiment. One unlucky week may
do mischief which five hundred years have been
powerless to eftect. Let us feel our way in a
matter of so much national importance.

THE DICTIONAEY OF THE ARCHITEC-
TURAL PUBLICATION SOCIETY.

'Ihe early completion of this important work
is so desirable that we give at some length a
report of the proceedings at the annual general
meeting of the subscribers held at the House in

Conduit-street, on tho Slst ult. Mr. William
Tite, M.P., presided, and the report, to which we
have already alluded, was laid before the
meeting. The balance-sheet showed that the
amount in hand available to pay the cost of
production of the parts of illustrations and
text then on the table and for future issues was
S46h lls. 2d.

Mr. Cates, the hon. secretary, explained that
this amount would not suffice to defray the whole
of the expenditure, but that the arrears due from
subscribers, and now in course of collection
would suffice for this purpose

j
and further

showed that for some years past the society had
not been solely dependent on the annual sub-
scriptions. The actual number of subscribers
was about 300. In 1860, the receipts from sub-
scriptions amounted to sili., while from miacel-
laneoos sources and sale of parts 1701. were
received, and the expenditure was 456J. In the
next year the subscriptions were 331i., miscel-
laneous receipts 203Z., expenditure 4521. In
1862j the subscriptions were 351f., miscellaneous
receipts 158Z., expenditure 547Z.

;
in the next

year tho subscriptions amounted to 3321., mis-
cellaneous receipts 248Z., expenditure 580Z. In
1866, the subscriptions were 2S8Z., miaoellaneous
143J., and expenditure 39SZ.

Mr. Charles Mayhew having remarked on the
desirability of hastening the time of comple-
tion, suggested that the remainder of the sub-
scription to the Dictionary should be paid in
three yearly instalments of three guineas, so
as to get tho work completed in that time.
If the publication was to be extended over
nine years more, some of them would not see its

completion.

Mr. C. C. Nelson expressed his willingness
to pay nine guineas dowu in order to expedite
the completion of the Dictionary.
The Chairman remarked that the great point

was to get a sufficient number of additional aub-
scribera; he should be glad to hear the hon.
secretary’s opinion on that.

Mr. Cates thereon reported the very satis-

factory replies he had received, expressing ap-
proval of the scheme for completing the Dic-
tionary, several gentlemen coupling their ap-
proval, with tho guarantee of an additional
subscriber, or sending the name of one, while
others expressed their willingness to contribute
a larger annnal subscription to secure the com-
pletion of a work which, even in its incomplete
state, they had found to be of essential
service and assistance in the practice of their
profession. Ho also remarked it was a
startling fact, that in London they had only
140 subscribers. Just before the meeting,
he had jotted down the names of some few
persons, as they occurred to him, who, he
thought should be subscribers in London

alone—men to whom in their various vocations
the Dictionary would be a great advantage. He
had made out a list of such persons, amounting
in the aggregate to about 250, who he con-
sidered ought fairly to be subscribers to this

work
; and if each subscriber would suggest to

his friends how desirable it was that they should
possess it, no difficulty could be found in obtain-
ing in London alone the 150 new snbsoribers
whose accession would enable the committee to

complete the work for the fixed sum of 15Z. ISs.
for the whole, and without any payment from
the present subscribers. The fifteen guineas
need not be paid down at once; it would be
sufficient that new subscribers undertook to pay
that sum. He had also prepared a similar list

of persons in the provinces, many of whom be
believed would subscribe to the Dictionary if

the matter were properly represented to them.
In reply to inquiries, he said that a new sub-
scriber paying the fifteen guineas would receive
a copy of the work as issued up to the present
time, comprising the text of the Dictionary A to

L, and a large series of illustrated plates. If

five guineas were paid, five years' publication
would be supplied.

In reply to other inquiries by Mr. Hansard,
Mr. Newton, and others, the Hon. Secretary
said, leaving the question of time out of con-
sideration, the great point they bad to attain
was this : they had a certain stock of copies in
band, and that was so much capital to the
credit of the society, and the object was to
utilize that stock by getting new subscribers.
They could then provide funds for the comple-
tion of the Dictionary within the shortest
possible period compatible with maintaining the
character of the work. If they could at once
bring in only a hundred new subscribers he
would undertake to say before the Dictionary
was completed he would be able from various
other sources to get rid of all the surplus copies
which would then remain.

Mr. Seddon suggested it would be better to
keep the stock, and for the subscribers topay down
what was necessary to complete the work as
quickly as possible. ' He also suggested that the
payments by instalments should notbe less than
three guineas per annum, with the option of
payment in advance by those who might be
inclined to do so for the sake of helping the
thing on.

Mr. Newton said they must not lose sight of
the difference in the cost of the work in having
a paid and a gratuitous editor. If the continuous
services of an editor were secured, he had no
doubt the work might be completed in three
years.

Mr. T. C. Clarke said, supposing the present
subscribers paid three guineas per annum for

three years, and the work was completed, they
would then have 150 complete copies of the
Dictionary in hand, from the sale of which pay-
ment to an editor could be made. If they paid
their nine guineas each, there would be a large i

capital in hand when the work was completed.
|

Several subscribers expressed their readiness
[

to pay up the remainder of the subscription at •

once in order to expedite tho completion of the
'

work.
The Chairman, having commented approvingly

on the scheme submitted, read a series of reso-

lutions which had been prepared, and in his

opinion placed the whole proposal in a clear
light. They were as follows :

—

‘‘ 1. That it ia deairahle to seenre the early completion
of tho ‘ Dictionary of Architecture.’

2. To attain this end thia meeting authorises the
honorary secretary to take such measures as may be
necessary to obtain the immediate accession of a sufBcieut
number of uewsubscribers, andpledgesitselfund the society
to actively aid in making the work as widely known as
possible, and in procuring fresh members.

3. That in the event of fuccesa attending these exertions,
the entire cost of the Dictionary is to bo fixed : for old
and new subscribers, at 161. 15s.

4. The number of copies available being limited, this
arrangement and the advantages attendant thereon shall

w’y:—
a. To those subscribers now on the list who may, lefore

(he clote of the year, pay up all subscriptions due or out-
standing on Decemlier Slat, 1863.

h. To new subecribers who may pay down the fifteen
guineas in one sum.

c. To new niemhera who elect to pay the fifteen guineas
by instalments, in Ibe order of frequency of payment.”

The Chairman, having expressed his full con-
currence with the propositions just read, and
several members having also stated their ap-
proval and made further inquiries,

—

The Hon. Secretary, in reply, said he should
feel obliged by subscribers then present making
a selection from the lists he had prepared of
such gentlemen as they were personally ac-
quainted with, and submitting this matter to

them. He had great faith in the country archi-

tects } they had been the main stay and support
of this society. He had received many letters

from the country, expressing the highest ap-
probation of their Dictionary, and their grati-
fication at having become subscribers to it j

some acknowledging that they bad joined the
society somewhat unwillingly, but had derived
so much advantage from the information to be
obtained in the Dictionary, that they would
spare no effort to secure its completion. It

was not simply amongst architects that can-
vassing was desirable : the large contractors and
builders would find the Dictionary a valuable
addition to their technical libraries, as well as
to those of public institutions, and of amateurs
and art patrons.

The resolutions were then unanimously
adopted.

With a view to afford an opportunity of
acting upon the plan suggested, the following
resolution was also adopted :

—

“ That this experiment be immediately made, and that
the meeting adjourn for a month or aix weeks, to receive
a report from the hon. secretary on the subject; and
that Mr. Wyatt Papworth obligingly explain to tho same
meeting the time that the completion of tho work would
probably take if sulBcient funds are found.” f

We shall hope to hear at thia meeting that
the required number of new subscribers has
been obtained.

SPIRITUAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
After spirit photographs we wonder what

next and next. The spiritual is the newest
phase of the photographic art and its latest

development. Thia, it seems scarcely necessary
to say, ia a Yankee notion. There ia at least

one New York photographer who “ calls spirits

from the vasty deep” for the modest considera-

tion of ten dollars ahead. And they come tooy

or something comes, very like the popular idea)!

of a ghost. This clever artist takes the portrait!

of any person who may be desirous to sit, andl
also gives on the same carte de visite the shadowyj
picture of some deceased friend—husband or)

wife, parent, lover, or child. Thonsands ofi

persons believe, or profess to believe, that thesell

likenesses are obtained by some spiritual force,!

and their credulity has enabled the “originall

spiritual photographer” to amass a handaomel
fortune. On the other hand, it happens thatc

there are a large number of persons who havej
bad spirit photographs taken, but are decidedly!
not satisfied with the result. They not only con-j
aider that in paying the sum of 21. for their effigyF

in the new style they have paid “ too much for i

their whistle,” bub they look upon the thing as a
j

regular swindle, and legal proceedings werel
taken against the person in question, a Mr..

William H. Mumler, of 630, Broadway. The.'

charge against him was that by means of what het
calls spiritual photographs, he had cheated manyii

credulous persons, leading them to believe iti'

possible to photograph the immaterial formsw
of their departed friends. Mumler was'
charged, in fact, with obtaining money under
false pretences. The case being without pre.
cedent in the annals of criminal jurisprudence
has excited extraordinary interest in New York
The trial lasted about ten days, and much of the'

evidence was of a most remarkable character.

Mumler, it would appear, was originally at

jeweller’s assistant, and took to photography!
about seven years ago in Boston. His pictures!

brought him at once into notoriety, though it isl

only now that proceedings have been takenli

against him, at the instance of the Mayor ofr

New York. The particular charge on which the
spirit photographer was more immediately''
arrested was this. Oue of the officials of the cor«(

porationwas ordered to investigate the busineas,!

which he did by avsuming a false name, and by'’

getting his photograph taken by Mumler. Whenl
the sitting was over, the negative was shown toi

the visitor. A dim, indistinct outline of a ghostly
face stared out of one corner of the plate. He
was told that represented the spirit of bis father-,

in-law. He, however, failed to recognise the
worthy old gentleman, and emphatically declaredi

that the picture represented neither his father-’

in-law nor any of his relations, nor yet any^
person whom he had ever seen or known. Amongi
the witnesses examined for the prosecution were
several practical photographers, who stated that

pictures similar to those produced by Mumler
might be obtained through other agencies than

|

disembodied spirits. The counsel for the defence
also brought forward a large number of wit-

nesses, all of whom testified to the genuine-
I
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ness of the spiritual photographs taken for

them by Mamler. They swore that they
recognised the forms of departed friends—some
of whom had been a long time dead—on the
flame card with their own likenesses. One
gentleman even declared that not only himself
but his friends distinctly recognised the features

of his deceased wife in a photograph taken for

him in this way. We find a Judge bearing tes-

timony still more astounding. Judge Edmonds,
who is known to be one of the most prominent
advocates of spiritualism in the States, had two
photographs taken by Mnmler. The spirit form
in the one he thought he could recognise, be
said, thoogh not the one in the other. This
Judge declared his belief that the camera can
take a photograph of a spirit. “And I bulieve
also,” he went on to say, “ that spirits have
materiality; not that gross materiality that
mortals possess, but still they are material
enough to be visible to the human eye.” For
Judge Edmonds has seen them. “Only a few
days since I was in a ooart in Brooklyn, when a
suit against a life assurance company for the
amount claimed to be due on a certain policy
was being heard. Looking toward that part of
the court-room occupied by the jury, I saw the
spirit of the man whose death was the basis of
the suit. The spirit told me the circumstances
connected with the death; said that the suit was
groundless, that the claimant was not entitled
to recover from tho company, and further
that he (the man whcse spirit was speak-
ing) had committed suicide nnder certain
oiroamstances. I drew a diagram of the place
at which his death occurred, and on showing it

to the counsel, was told that it was exact in
every particular.” Parenthetically, we may
observe, that for onr part we should prefer a
Judge without the very remarkable and peculiar
power possessed by Judge Edmonds. The facts
and arguments of corporeal beings are, as a
rule, more conclusive evidence in a Court of
Justice, we should say, than the manifestations of
spirits Bo-oalled. Well, the real point at issue
is whether spirits can have their photographs
taken or not. Another witness examined in the
case was Mr. P. T. Barnnm, the notorious show-
man and prince of humbugs, who had bought
1 number of Mumler’s portraits, and bung them
ju the walls of his museum as examples of
mmbug. Being anxious, he said, to find out
aow the thing was done, Barnum called on
mother photographer, and asked him if he could
take a spirit photograph, telling him he did not
want any humbng about it. The artist said he
could do it. The showman was permitted to
examine the glass, witnessed the process of
pouring over the liquids, and then saw the glass
placed in the camera. He oonld discover nothing
tmnsual

; but when the plate was produced it

had Barnum’a likeness and the shadow of
Abraham Lincoln. “ I saw tho ghost of Lincoln
as soon as it was developed in the dark room.
I was nnconscions of any spiritual presence.”
Still this cube witness was as much in the dark
as ever as to the modiis operandi. But at a subse-
quent hearing of the case the viaierial side of the
question was presented. The counsel for the pro-
seontiou succeeded in showing “how ghosts are
made.” Mr. Bogardus, a praotioal photographer,
said there were many ways of producing these
so-called spirit photographs. He could produce
the picture of an angel hovering over a man’s
head, or pub a pair of horns on his head, with-
out his knowing that anything unusual had been
done. Of course it was a trick, and an acute
photographer might find it out, but the witness
had deceived some good ones. He could take
an impression on a sensitive plate, put the plate
aside, either in the bath or elsewhere, and after-
wards bring it out and take a second picture on
it. When the plate is developed, both pictures
will be developed together. This method, how-
ever, sometimes does not call np the desired
spirits. For example, an artist once took the
likeness of a person surrounded by the appari-
tions of Daniel Webster, Henry Clay, Calhonn,
and Napoleon. But the sitter desired the dis-
embodied presence of Washington, and this
could not be evoked, the artist nob having made
the necessary preparation. As another witness
on the same side put it, these photographs could
be got by taking a negative, and making a
positive from it, which was subsequently used
to make a spirit picture. A small camera was
produced in court, and the matter explained
practically. In one of the processes the negative
used was a piece of transparent mica having a
figure upon it. The witness showed how, by
manipulating this with dexterity, tho impression

of the figure on it could be made on the sensitive

plate, and you have your ghost. This exposition

of the affair seems to have created much merri-

ment in the court. Tho evidence was conclusive.

But besides it was proved that the ghosts in some
of Mumler’s pictures, which were exhibited,

could not have been in front of the camera at

the same time with the sitter, because the lights

and shadows of the one were opposed to those

of the other. In front of the camera ! of course

not; whoever heard of a ghost paying a visit

except in the dark! With reference to the

alleged likeness of the spirits to deceased friends,

it was proved beyond a doubt that persons had
been deceived by their imaginations, the same
spirit having appeared on different plates, and
beenreoognized as that of different departed ones!

Tho dimness of the portraits aided the deception,

and occasionally an extraordinary likeness to

some deceased person happened to exist, or to be
imagined. Then this Muuiler, from his long ex-

perience in the business, had become extremely

expert and successful at it. We have seen

several portraits taken by bim. They were of

the ordinary carte dc xdsite size, and there was
in addition to tho likeness of the sitter, the

shadowy outline of a male or female head, more
or less indistinob, or a half-length figure of a
female done in the regular white sheeted appa-
rition style. The pictures were clever enongh,
and might readily deceive the credulous and un-

suspecting,—as, indeed, they have done
;
but now

that the trick has been detected, and the swindle

publicly exposed, notwithstanding that no verdict

against him was obtained, Mr. Mumler is not very
likely to dispose of any more spirits at ten dollars

per head. That he has managed to carry on so

anccessful a trade in the disembodied for so long,

only shows that the gullibility of mankind is

very great.

THE ABCHITECTURAL ALLIANCE.
The association so called, which for under-

standable reasons does not include the priucipal

body of English arohibects, held a meeting in

London on the 12th ult., including four delegates

from the London Architectural Association, two
from the Birmingham Architectural Society, two
from the Glasgow Architectural Society, one
from the Liverpool Architectural Society, and
one from the Nottingham Architectural Asso-

ciation. They declined to admit reporters, and
have since issued printed “ Minntes of Pro-

ceedings,” the noticeable feature of which is a
series of short reports received from societies on
the question of Architectural Education, and
which are thus summarised by Mr. Bickman,
honorary secretary :

—

“The five reports which hsve been received from the
allied societies in London, Birmingham, Glasgow, Liver-
pool, and Manchester, may bo summarised as follows

; but
It would be unfair to any of them to consider such an
epitome as this a complete report, for each of the reports
contaias carefully condensed information, and views de-
serving of the moat serious attention.

I can, therefore, only call attention to the salient points
on which information was requested, and to the sugges-
tions as to a course to be pursued which aro contained in

these reports, with a view to assisting us in oar delibera-

tions respecting our future course of action.

1. The age at which architectural pupils usually leave

school ?—In London, seventeen
;
Birmingham and Liver-

pool, fifteen or sixteen; Glasgow, Iburteen to sixteen;

Manchester, fifteen.

Z. The usual term of articles ?—London and Manchester,
three to five years; Birmingham and Liverpool, five;

Glasgow, four or five.

3. What proportion of those who enter the architec-

tural profession are articled to an architect ?—London,
76 per cent,

;
Birmingham, all architects proper

;

Glasgow,
no articles, but a course of service partly remunerated;
Liverpool, oue-lhird of jiraciMiay architects, but all the
present rising generation of architects.

4. What proportion of those who enter an anehiteot’s

olRoe have passed through a school of art ? London,
5 per cent, have passed through a school of art

;
Glasgow,

St) per cent, attend a school of design
;
Liverpool, per*

haps one-half, including those attending a school of

design.

6. The stops usually taken during the term of articles for
the improvement of tho pupil ? In London seldom more
than office routine and the unggetted attendance on archi-

tectural societies and classes; in Birmingham, beyond
office routine, perhaps left pretty much to themselves;
Liverpool, very little; Manchester, insigniHeant, with a
few honourable exceptions.

6. What facilities exist in your district for improve-
ment to the pupils? What schools of art, public or
private? What lectures, casual or regular? lu London,
very numerous lectures and classes at several Inatiiutiona

;

Birmingham, the Government School of Art; Glasgow,
the school of art and a public library ;

Liverpool, lectures

and classes at two inetituti.ins, the Government School of

Art, a library and papers
;
Maochester, School of Art and

Mechanics’ Institute.

7. What means your society takes for the improvement
of those who have not yet passed through their pupilage ?

London, papers, and classes, and prizes; Birmingham,
none; Glasgow, free use of rooms and library

;
Liverpool,

papers and prizes
;
Manchester, papers and classes.

8. To what extent is the practice of study and sketching

from existing buildings carried, and how far is it en-

couraged by the principals ? London, encouragement of

the practice is neglected, and few facilities given; Bir-
mingham, it is not done so much as it ought ; in Man-
chester there is a sketching class.

9. How far could the existing facilities for instruction be
modified or added to to increase the extent of arohi-
tectural education ? The gist of this question is : what,
in the opinion of tho societies, is to be done ?

The London Architectural Association says, and in this

all the other societies agree, students use only to a small
extent the facilities sfl'orded to them.
The London Architectural Association also says that

this is caused by the want of a recognised system, and
suggests that time should be taken from the masters in the
daytime for attendance on lectures, &o , by the students.
They urge examination as the proper ultimate admission

to practice, voluntary for tho present, compulsory for the
future.

The Birmingham Society liave to suggest iucreased
library and museum accommodation.
The Glasgow Society say that action for the pupil has

proved itself useless, and that the necessary examina-
tion before entering their architectural institute is ex-
pected to produce more activity from pupils than kind
a lvioe osn do.
The Liverpool Society nrge ioeressod library accommo-

dation, and that architects should pay more attention to

their pupils, but that a compulsory examination would
afford the strongest indueoment to architectural edu-
cation.
The report of the London Architectural Association is

supplemented by this resolution :
—

‘ And this Assoeiation,

feeling strongly the desirability of obtaining a system of

compul-iory education and examination, in order that the

profession of architecture may be established on a similar

footing to other prolessiuns, would appeal to the sooieties

throughout the country, through the delegates to the
Alliance, to join with the Association in petitioniug the
Institute to take such steps as they may deem necesaury
to enforce a proper system of architectural education and
examifiation, with the ultimate view of petitioning Parlia-

ment to make such examiuatious compulsory.'
We have then before us the fullowiiig considerations

The importance of enlisting the archi tec’s in the advance
of the pupil's ediication.

The desirability of increasing in each town facility for
self-help.

The necessity of a system pressed upon the pupils for

self education.
The absurdity of a profession like that of architectnra

being without systematic examination for cutranoe, and
the course to be pursued to render such examination
legally necessary before an architect can practise.

I have to suggest then, that whatever course of action

is taken by the Alliance, should be systematically directed

to the above objects leriadm."

The following reaolation was passed :
—

“ That, in order that the profession of architecture may
be established on a similar footing to other professions,

the sooieties throughout the country be invited, through
the Alliance, to join with the Association in requesting

the Institute to initiate such steps as they may deem
necessary to enforce a proper system of architectural

education and examination, with tho ultimate view of

petitioning Parliaraent to give a legal recognition to such
examination.*'

Farther, it was resolved that the report should

be printed and distributed to the allied societies,

“so as to obtain their views as to the necessary

steps for obtaining the objects required.”

Previously, the meeting discussed “ the pro-

priety of making the bills of quantities a part of

the contract ;” and ultimately appointed “ their

office-bearers as a committee to hear the repre-

sentations of the General Builders’ Association,

and, in conjunction with any other bodies who
may be interested, to endeavour to come to some
agreement on the subjects submitted for con-

sideration, and to report to tho Alliance at its

next meeting, or to the constituent societies at

an earlier period.”

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Liverpool .—The differences between the Liver-

pool builders and the operative masons con-

cerning the introduction of the system of

payment by the hour insisted npon by the
former, has ended in the retirement of between
400 and 500 operative masons from their work.
They refuse on various grounds to accept the

plan of payment by the hour, and also object

to a proposal of the masters for arbitration in

all disputes, at least so far as to meet it with
the proposal of a court of conciliation, com-
posed half of masters and half of men. There are

some 200 non-unionist masons still at work, and
the masters will of course attempt to increase

the number. A similar dispute in Manchester

was, it will be remembered, settled in the space

of a few hours by arbitration. There is every

appearance, it is said, however, of a continued

strike here. Both masters and operatives have

issued circulars stating the terms upon which

they will resume work, and these differ

materially. Building operations have come to

a standstill at some of the principal works in

the district, including the church that is being
built at Belmont-road, the new church at Kirby,

the Lime-street railway station, the Exchange
buildings, and the new offices in Prince’s-street.

A number of the non-unionists are employed in

the construction of the new foundry, near the
Great Float, Birkenhead, and at the works at

the Softon and Stanley Parka. The following
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figures have been pablished by the secretary of

the trade society :—List of the towns still on
strike, with the number of masons out there-

at :—Birmingham, 30; Cheltenham, 3; Liver-
pool, 18; Manchester, Hulme, and Salford, 294

;

Oxford, 2 ;
Sunderland, 8 ; total, 355. The

following are the numbers said to be locked
out:—Bolton, 18; Coventry, 6; Liverpool, 334

;

Leeds, 105; Lymm, 4; Old Swan, 12; Wake-
field, 9; Wolverhampton, 10; total, 525. The
committee of the Liverpool society, in a letter

to a contemporary, remarks on the 8bh and last

rule, viz., arbitration:

—

“ That this rule has neither been pressed nor opposed
by either party, and it maybe as well that attention should
be drawn to it at once, as the primary and greatest point
at issue, seeing that the acceptance of this rule by the
operatirea would be equal to dissevering them from the
only mode of protection to which they belong—viz., the
nnion, there being no necessity for self-protection if the
decision of all disputes is to bo left to the arbitrament of
a disinterested person, They feel that they must still

resort to strikes to obtain equitable terms."

Sheffi,eld,—The dispute between the Master
Joiners’ Association and that of the operatives
as to the adoption of the hour'system, which has
now extended over a month, remains unsettled.
lEiUoh side appears determined not to give way,
the one endeavouring to obtain men from a
distance, and the other to induce them not to
accept employment in Sheffield under the hour
eystem. We are informed that there are now
between fifty and sixty men on strike.

Manchester.—It is stated, on the authority of
the master masons, that they have now 130 men
at work, and that without auy effort on the part
of the masters the non-unionists are “coming
in ” at the rate of ten every day. The employers
have resolved to take active measures with a
view ofsecuring the services ofmen not connected
with the union. The strike promises, it is said,
to become general in the building trades. The
bricklayers’ labourers a short time ago received
notice of some sweeping changes in the existing
regulations which have hitherto ruled their rela-
tions with the masters, and they resolved to
resist the adoption of the masters’ proposals. A
special general meeting of operative bricklayers
was held to receive a communication Irom
the Master Bricklayers’ Association with refer-

ence to the matters in dispute. The chief com-
plaint of the men was that the masters wished
“to thrust payment by the hour down their
throats,’’ the mode of payment in favour with
them being by the day. It was moved that they
should adhere to the practice of payment by the
day, and an amendment to accept the proposi-
tion of the masters was received with cries of
“ Turn him out,’’ and great uproar. The motion
was carried by a large majority. In conse-
quence of the opposition of the men to the hour
system, the strike and lock-out have since
commenced.

Leeds.—A meeting of the operative joiners
and carpenters has been held for the purpose of
discussing what they declared to be a “ flagrant
violation” of the decision given by Mr. Rupert
Kettle, in the arbitration of the dispute with
their employers last year. That decision was
to the efiect that men of fair average skill

should be paid 6id. per hour, and that this rate
should be in force for two years. The men
say that out of 600 or 700 joiners in the town,
there are only about seventy receiving GJd.,
and they therefore contend that the agreement
has not been carried out, A resolution was
passed by the meeting, deputing the chairman
to request Mr. Jowitt, the umpire appointed
at the arbitration, to call together the Board
of Conciliation, and instructing the represen-
tatives of the joiners to demand a fulfilment
of the agreement on the part of the employers,
or the dissolution of the Board of Arbitration.

iri^an..—A conference was held at Wigan be-
tween the representatives of the master builders
and the operative joiners, relative to some points
in dispute, Mr. John Cross, alderman, attending
as arbitrator at the request of both sides. The
main point had reference t-o the demand of the
men for au advance of wages. That fifty-five

hours shall constitute the week’s work was
agreed upon. The masters were prepared to
pay 6-}d. per hour, which amounts to IJ. 8 b. 7|d.
a week; while the men asked 6|d. per hour,
which is equal to an advance of 23. a week.
At the conterence, Mr. James Scott, in behalf
of the men, cited the cases of Bolton, 55 hours,
and wages 11. 10a. ; St. Helen’s, 55 and 11. 10a.

;

Oldham, 52 and 11. 9a.; Rochdale, 54^ ana
11. lOa.

;
Southport, 55 and 11. lls. • Manches-

ter, 54i and 11. 12s. ; Leeds, 55 and 11. lOs. 4d.

;

and Warrington, 55^ and 11. 10a.; and he did

so to show that the wages paid in Wigan were
lower than in any of those towns. He also dwelt
upon the comparative dearnesa of provisions
and the high rents in Wigan. Mr. Wilson, on
behalf of the employers, referred to the depressed
state of trade, and said that, unlike most of
the towns named by Mr. Scott, Wigan had
more regular and more constant work for

builders. This dispute has been settled, the
result being that, on the award of Mr. Cross,
the joiners are allowed an advance of wages
equal to Is. 9id. per week, while their rule as to

the limitation of the number of apprentices is

abolished.

EXHIBITIONS,

Worcester and the Workmen’s International
Exhibition.—Meetings of the Worcester manu-
facturers and employers of labour have been held
to consider the desirability of holding a local

working men’s exhibition, from which specimens
could be selected for exhibition in the Workmen’s
International Exhibition, proposed to be held in

London in 1870. It was resolved that the
working men of the various trades in the city be
invited to a public meeting for the purpose of
considering the desirability of taking part in the
Workmen’s International Exhibition, and that
circulars containing the requisite information
should be posted in the various establishments
of the city for the information of the working
men.

York.—A scheme for holding an Art Exhi-
bition and Fancy Fair on behalf of the funds of

the York Institute, has been sot agoing. It will

take place in November. A guarantee fund has
been commenced.

The Great Industrial Exhibition at Altona .

—

We understand that Mr. J. H. Sillitoe, of the
Trinity Works, Salford, has been appointed agent
for Great Britain for the Schleswig-Holstein
Industrial Exhibition, to be opened at Altona on
the 27th of August.

PICTURES.

The Seven Churches of Asia.—Some time ago
'

we mentioned a series of photographs of the I

seven chnrchea of Asia,—Ephesus, Smyrna,
j

Pergamos, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia, and
Laodicea,—taken by M. Svoboda during travels

in Asia. The same artist is now exhibiting in

the German Gallery, Bond-street, a number of
large oil paintings made by himself of the same
remarkable places. Without offering great
claims as works of art, they are cleverly

executed, and are evidently strictly truthful.
The views of Pergamos and Laodicea are more
particularly satisfactory. This exhibition ought
to be interesting to a large number of persons.

The late Robert Martincau.— An interesting
collection of works by the late R. B. Martineau,
the painter of “ The Last Day in the Old Home,”
is now on view at the Cosmopolitan Club, 30,
Charles-street, Berkeley-square. The sketches
and studies made for a still unfiaished picture,

“Christians and Christians,” show the careful

way in which he proceeded to build up a picture.

"Brighton in 1869.”—Mr. James Webb has
painted a very charming picture of Brighton, as
seen from the new pier, a part of which, filled

with gaily-dressed visitors, forms the foreground.
The view embraced extends from “ the Bedford,”
on the left, to the chain pier on the right, and
the characteristics of the town are well pre-

served. The water and the sky are admirably
painted, and constitute the chief charm of the
painting. A fine engraving of this picture of our
City by the Sea can scarcely fail to have a wide
circulation. It is on view in the St. James’s
Gallery,

COMPETITIONS.
City of Carlisle.—The premium of 20Z. offered

by the corporation of Carlisle for designs for

elevations of houses proposed to be erected in
Portland-square, Alfred-street, in that city, has
been awarded to the design bearing the motto,
‘‘ Design with beauty, build with truth.” The
design is by Mr, F. W. Hagen, of Hull. There
were sixteen competitors.

Inte7idcd New Town-hall at Bradford.—A short
time ago the Bradford Town Council adopted a
site of 2,000 yao'ds of ground (acquired in deal-

ing with street improvements) in New Market-
street, as a very central point for the puroose of

a town-hall. The council has just now issued
printed instructions to architects as to the
character of the building required on the site,
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and giving a schedule of particulars as to the
extent of accommodation to be provided for the
several departments of the corporation. The
cost of the building is not to exceed 40,000f.
The architect whose design is selected as the
best will be entrusted with the execution of the
work, receiving in payment a commission of
5 per cent, on the actual outlay. The architect
whose design is the second beet will be paid
200i., and the architect whose design is third

best will be paid lOOL The designs are to be
delivered to the corporation not later than the
1st of September next.

THE VIENNA OPERA HOUSE.
The New Opera-House in Vienna, which has

been in conrse of construction for seven or eight
years (it was half-way up when we saw it in

1862), has at last been opened. The Times
correspondent gives an interesting account of it,

part of which we condense. The outside of the
theatre built of a yellowish sandstone, is of that
fanciful nondescript style which has its home in

Imperial Paris. A product of study rather
than of inspiration, it helps itself liberally

wherever it can find something to suit its

wants, regardless of any little incongruity which
might arise from a mixture of Italian renais-

sance, Norman scroll-work, slender Saracenic
columns, bastard rose windows, and a high
French chateau-like roofing. Still the general
effect is not displeasing, because the general
proportions are fair enough, and the great
difficulty of harmonizing the necessary height
of the central part, the house proper, with the
four wings which enclose it has been more
snccessfully overcome than in the new Grand
Opera-house in Paris.

The entrance-hall, and the grand staircase,

which stands in another lofty ball reaching op
to the third tier of boxes, are perhaps the most
successful part in the building, and undoubtedly
the finest thing of the kind in existenoe. The-
idea seems taken from San Carlo at Naples, but

I

the original has been far surpassed in every
' respect. The walls are covered with gray

[

marble-like stucco, and the ceilings are painted,

j

everywhere with frescoes, rather pale, but per-
haps just on that account more in harmony with
the general soberness of ornamentation, in white
and gold. From the gallery which runs round
the hall on the first floor a pretty /oi/er occupies
the side towards the street, and opens out on a
wide balcony supported by columns.

After the lofty hall the passages seem very
low, which is owing to there being four tiers of
boxes

;
for the same reason the boxes them-

selves are very low, although wide enough to

contain three persons in a row. As in the late

Opera House in the Haymarket, people in thft

boxes look as if they were piotores in a frame.
The monotony of so many small boxes running
side by side is relieved by the large Imperial
State box in the centre of the house, which runs
up to the fourth floor, and the large Imperial
boxes in the proscenium, which architecturally
are perhaps the most successful feature of tha
inside of the house, the lowest being on the
same level as the ground-floor tier, the middle
one extending over two tiers, and the upper one
being on a level with the boxes on the fourth
tier. The lines which connect the horseshoe-
shaped house with the stage are anything but
graceful, and present moreover the incon-

gruity of pointed arches, which clash with the
rest.

As for the ornamentation, it is exquisite down,
to its minutest details. Especially the balus-

trades of the boxes, painted a pale drab and
relieved by gold ornaments, are charming. All
the draperies and curtains are in dark,

crimson, which harmonizes admirably with
the general tone of colour. All round,
the grand tier, which, however, is of the
same size as the others, medallions of renowned
singers are placed as part of the ornamentation.
All along the ceiling every large surface is

painted with allegorical pictures, while over the
stage are medallions with Venus and amourettes
in white stucco relief.

The Iiadles’ Sanitary Association.—The
annual meeting is fixed to take place at 44,

Berkeley-square, on Tuesday, the 8th inst. Lordi

Shaftesbury will preside, and several gentlemen
well known in connexion with sanitary matters
will take part in the proceedings.
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ON AET AS APPLIED TO HAND.
FAOTUKBS.

I HAVE been asked to address to you a few
words about Art

} and I have groat pleasure in

complying, being sure that the subject interests

greatly all those who are here met together.

What is art ? It is the representation of the
beautiful

;
the holding the mirror up to nature,

impressing its loveliness, adopting its forms,
borrowing its colouring.

How beneficent are its influences, how human-
izing, how pleasurable, how valuable ! It is a
mine of intellectual wealth to those who study
it, and a most important source of material
wealth to the country where it flourishes. By
art the sculptor chisels from the block of marble
a form thrilling the heart with admiration of its

beauty. By art the painter records the noblest
acts of our country’s history, or inspires the
keenest sympathy by his able portrayal of a
domestic story. By art things the moat ordinary
are made objects of admiration and of real

value
;
and it is this application of art to common

things which is of such importance to the manu-
factures of a country, and it is upon this branch
of art that I propose to speak to yon to-night.
The practice of art, to bo of real value, should
ever be regulated by sound taste. The great
French minister, Colbert, has said that " Le gout
ost le plus adroit de tous les commerces,”—a great
truth which may thus bo rendered,—“ Taste is

the most subtle and powerful of all the elements
of commerce.” But what is taste ?—a question
difficult to explain. It is a word that has many
meanings : most people pretend to have taste

;

none like to think they have bad taste. I often
hear the expression “ That is my tastej ” and how
tastes differ,

—

“ Talk what you will of taste, my friend, you'll fiud
Two of a face, aa soon aa of a mind,"

So says Pope. A countryman has a taste for fat
dumplings, and some ladies have a taste for
chignons. The word “taste” is often, I think,
misapplied, and the word "liking” might gene-
rally be substituted for it.

Taste, applied to art, I sbould express as a
keen perception of the beautiful, regulated by
experience and careful cultivation. Art, guided
by taste, is never more satisfactorily employed
than in adorning objects of utility, for utility

and beauty should always be associated. I say
art guided by taste, and not, as it often is, sadly
misapplied. There is a book by a very able
man, an honour to his country, Mr. Owen Jones,
called “ The Grammar of Ornament

5
” the book

is, I hope, familiar to all of you,—it contains a
multitude of examples of every period of art, all

well classified, from Nineveh downwards : this is

a valuable boon to all thoughtful art-workers,
bub it is distressing often to see how these
examples are misapplied by ignorant designers,
and ornaments of various periods and divers
styles commingled together. By true art, then,
things the most ordinary are nob only made
objects of real beauty, but become specimens of
real value.

The magnificent collection of terra-cotta vases
in the British Museum shows bow the art-work-
man of Etruria gave beauty of the most refined
character to his vase of burnt clay. In those
vases are combined purity of form, elegance of
ornamentation, and exquLsite design and finish
in the outlined figures : that is more than can
be said of the costly productions of the Imperial
Porcelain Manufactory of Sevres, at the present
day.

Side by side, however, with those Etruscan
vases may be placed the productions of our
noble-hearted countryman Wedgwood, aided by
the genius of our English Flaxman

;
glorious

examples of what the unaided energies of one
man can accomplish, when warmed by the true
spirit of devotion to his art. Think of old
Bernard Palissy too; think of his struggles
through poverty, almost through starvation, to
the realisation of his discovery. He made nature
serve him for models of his work. He modelled
in clay snakes, lizards, fishes, frogs, insects, all

like life itself, enamelled in their natural colours
by the process invented by this admirable en-
thusiast. Nor must I forget the lovely terra-
cotta work of Lucca della Robbia, whoso
productions, aa far as I am aware, are not known
in any other material. At the South Kensington
Museum are valuable specimens of his work in
bas-reliefs, of Madonnas, children, figures, &c.,
teeming with gentle beauty and natural sweet-
ness.

I think that in onr modern productions of
earthenware and porcelain, we are not sufficiently

careful in the arrangement of the design : greater
simplicity and greater parity are to be desired,
especially in the ornamentation of common
objects

;
for if the designs on these are in simple

good taste, it would be an effective mode of
diffusing the feeling for art among many. I
allow that progress has been made within the
last twenty years, but there is a dreadfully mis-
taken opinion in the minds of many manufac-
turers, that in making for the million they must
employ vulgar, showy patterns, as suiting the
prevailing taste. In this I think they are entirely
in error. They have no occasion to descend
into dull colouring and meagre ornament

;
that

does not constitute purity or beauty : a design
may be simple, of good drawing, in fresh and
harmonious colours, and cost no more than dull
or gaudy patterns.

The firms of Messrs. Minton and Messrs.
Copeland have worthily snpported the character
of this country for excellence in porcelain and
earthenware, both for ornamental objects and
for common things in daily use.
In the manufacture of metal-work immense

progress has been made of late years, and
instead of heavy, clnmsy works cast in moulds
of outrageously incongruous design, beaten work
is often substituted, and thus the skill of the
clever artificer can be impressed on the object.
In metal-work of Medimval design our art-work-
men of the present day are pre-eminent, in my
opinion. I saw none superior to it at Paris in
1867. In mechanical work also, such as in
steam-engines and locomotives, the harmony and
general outline of the parts, as well as the finish
of the work, are the best in the world. But in
bronze cast-work, and in the art-quality of
general objects, our art-workmen are far inferior
to the French

; in fact, English bronze-workers
are few in number. In the British Museum will
be found many specimens of bronze working,
which should be carefully studied by English
artisans, and at the Museum ia Naples is an im-
mense collection of bronze implements of all kinds
found in profusion in the ruins of Pompeii

;

that City of the Dead which has reproduced to us
the homes, the works of art, the objects of every-
day life of a people existing 1,800 years ago.
There you may seo the forum, the theatre, the
great amphitheatre, the soldiers’ barracks, the
houses of the patricians, the houses of hnmble
shopkeepers—all roofless indeed, but the walls
still glowing with their beautiful colouring, the
elegant tesselated pavements fresh as last
trodden by the owner, the garden enclosure
painted in perspective, the fountains, the
grottoes, the tracks of the chariot-wheels in-
dented on the paved streets

; all the details of
domestic life, and the end of all things, their
tombs. The excavations still proceed

; they are
not difficult, for the filling-in is partly of mud,
partly small pumice, which is easily shovelled
out, aud in almost every house are found objects
most interesting and instructive to the tasteful
student.

All this great mass of discovered objects is

collected in the great museum at Naples, the
most interesting for this class of work in the
world. There are arranged, properly classified,

all the various objects of domestic use. I do
not speak now of the specimens of high art, which
are magnificent

; there are the various culinary
utensils, lamps, tripods, steelyards, surgical in-
strumeuts, jewelry, toilet requisites, even to tho
rouge iu the pot, for the fine Homan lady of her
day ;—everything, even of the commonest kind,
stamped with a touch of elegance and tasteful
thought. It seems as if the metal-worker in
those days was not content in fashioning a simple
stewing-pan, unless he gave it a touch of art,
either in the form of the handle, or by an en-
graved outline pattern of tasteful ornament,—all

simple and quiet, however
; nothing overloaded

or disproportioned. Their goldsmith’s work, too,
was most elegant, showing great skill as well as
refinement of taste in those art-workmen of
Pompeii.

Descending to our own times, most of you
must have noticed in the Exhibition of 1862, in
the Indian collection, metal bottles of elegant
form, and inlaid with silver in ornamental pat-
terns of great beauty ; and in Paris, in 1867,

1

remarked some exquisite specimens of metal-
work, of chased work, bordered in parts with
inlaid silver ornament, made by an Italian
artist for Mr. Layard.

I must not let my fancy, however, wander
from my subject in descriptions of fine art, but
confine myself to urging on the workmen of
common things to study art, so as to throw into
objects of ordinary use a pleasing form and a

touch of beauty
; above all, avoid the evil, too

common in our day, of overloading a work wich
inappropriate and redundant ornament. That
is nauseous.
Let me next say a few words on textile or

woven fabrics. These are of various tissues, and
made for various purposes, but all are influenced
more or less by this leading principle—that the
fabric itself should, as far as possible, bo the
fundamental element of the desigu. In grass
matting, for instance, the nature of the material
and the kind of work oblige a certain simplicity
of lines or of geometric angular pattern. In
the ancient tombs of Egypt figures are shown
mat-making, exactly in the same way as I have
seen them worked at Cadiz and Seville at the
present day. In the various kinds of carpets ic

is especially desirable that the design should be
adapted to the nature of the material aud its
uses. In all it is essential that the design should
be flat, and none of the objects represented wich
cast shadows. To walk upon ornaments in
relief is as perplexing and disagreeable to the
eye as it is objectionable iu taste. The colour-
ing of the carpets should not blaze away in
bright contrasts of all the colours; a certain so-
briety and harmony is particnlarly desirable in a
floor-covering on which furniture is to be placed,
and in a room on the walls of which are probably
works of art. Not that I object to bright colours
in carpets, for if they are properly brought to-
gether, a very quiet harmony may be produced.
Take, for instanco, the Persian carpets, which
are always cheerful and bright, and never gandy

;

the so-called Maaulipatam carpets, made iu
India, are also excellent examples of most har-
monious colouring, elegant and appropriate de-
sigu, and good fabric. These are worthy of very
particular study to the artist designer; he will
find in them symmetrical arrangement and
pleasing forma exactly adapted to the nature of
the fabric. I think the designs for carpets are
much improved of late in this country. I have
a vivid remembrance of the chamber of horrors
at Marlborough House about twenty years ago,
and I think the errors of those days are better
understood now

; but still the manufacturers
cling too much to the notion that in making fur
the million the products must be vulgar and
gaudy. I think they are wrong, and that tho
million have better taste than they give them
credit for.

Tho manufacture of lace by machinery has
opened a wide Cold for a beautiful fabric, espe-
cially as applied to window-curtains

; it is a very
important manufacture, nevertheless it is ex-
ceedingly difficult to obtain appropriate and good
designs iu it. Plumes of feathers, largo
spreading ferns, or gigantic flowers are presumed
by manufacturers to suit popular taste ; they
seem to ignore altogether beautiful existing
patterns of guipure, or point, or other styles ot’

lace, which have, however, been well imitated of
late by some French manufacturers. I should
weary you were I to go too distinctly into tho
various branches of woven fabrics; in all of
them this principle should bo observed, " That
the design should be appropriate to tho
material.”

I will now allude to cabinet furniture; it is
a most important manufaotnre, in the superior
branches of which art ia a most material aid. I
think the fundamental principle sbould be “ truth
in construction ;” that this construction should
be as simple as possible, and be evideut,—after-
wards ornament if you please, but let the orna-
ment be appropriate in style and not redundant,
let the carving be from the surface as far as
possible, and avoid appliqud or atuck-on orna-
ment. In the cheap, commonly.made furniture
of the present day, the proportions are often,
faulty, the mouldings too strong, and, above all>
they are overlaid with coarse, ill-executed carving,
a hodge-podge of a bit of scroll, a bit of shell,'

and a bit of foliage, all grossly abused. But in
most of the better class manufactories of cabinet
furniture, I think, the taste is very good, fully
equal to that of the French in the more ordinary
objects

;
and by no means open to the sententious

criticisms of some modern authors, who 10
corroborate their peculiar arguments, appear to
have studiously avoided the more respectabla
houses, and taken their standard of the prevail,
ing taste from the cheaply-made rubbish to which
I have alluded

; then they exorcise this, and c nii-
pare it, as tho best existing furniture, with their
OTTU designs, which they have the modesty to.
describe as quite the proper thing.
However, I will say no more on this subject,

but returu to the principles which should guide
us in carrying out good cabinet work. We know

a
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that good work must be costly, because it takes

more time and care than common work : the

great aim, then, should be to obtain a good effect

at as reasonable a price as possible, by adopting

good form in the readiest way, and giving just

sufficient ornament to have a pleasing effect, and
no more. I think we have not hitherto paid all

the attention it deserves to the Etruscan style of

ornament for general purposes. It is a style

which associates well with simple forms, and

may be carried out with sufficient plainness nob

to be expensive
;
but the more simple the outline

the more perfect must be the drawing; every

contour must be well proportioned and graceful,

and the workman who executes the work must
have a feeling for it. The features of each par-

ticular style should be carefully attended to, not

only in the general design, bat in the details,

especially in the monldings, both carved and
plain. A careful study of early Italian work
will show that the mouldings are very delicately

wrought, and great beauty and finish may bo

given by attending to this. In the form of chairs

the outlines should be simple and adapted to the

curves necessary to give comfort
;
much carving

is nob desirable, and it should never project

beyond the surface.

There is probably no manufacture which may
be made more easily available for diffusing

taste among the people, than paper-hangings.

They are now so cheap that the home of the

mechanic can be made to look tasteful and
cleanly at small expense. About five-and-twenty

years ago there was no manufacture in which

good taste w’as so outraged, bub the style has

gradually much improved, and now neat, pretty

papers can be had for one penny per yard. In

paper-hanging great effect may be given by
good borders of correct, quiet design and har-

monious colour. There is a deficiency in borders

of this class.

I have thus rapidly brought before your notice

some of the manfactnres which are directly in-

fluenced by the application of art, and have, I

hope, shown how important it is that this great

aid to manufacture be properly understood by
the designer who composes each work. But the

greatest assistance is given to this art-designer

when his work is carried onb by intelligent and

capable workmen, who can appreciate the art-

work, have taste for it, and above all if

they can draw themselves. Therefore I

say to every man around me, learn to

draw. Every man can draw : how he icill

draw must depend upon the thought and labour

he bestows upon it. Examples for his stndyare

not difficult to find: the common thistle, the

wild flowers, the foliage of trees, the hop with

its elegant and drooping foliage clustering

around the pole; Nature, in all its forms and
colourings, afford a never-ending series of

studies : once the first difficulties conquered, it

is a most pleasing as well as profitable employ-

ment
;
and, as I have already said, a workman

who can draw understands art-work with better

feeling. It is by such aid that the natural taste

and talent of a man are developed ;
from the

simple workman he may rise to be the art-

worker of fine things himself,—of those produc-

tions that live from age to age, and are valued

and loved by those who possess them'; for, in the

words of a true poet,

—

“ A thinp of beauty is a joy for ever j

Its loveliness increases ; it will never
Pass into nothiuguess."

John G. Grace.*

STEEL BRIDGES FOR STREET
CROSSINGS.

In 1863 plans were submitted to the Commis-
sioners of Sewers of the City of London, by Mr.

Williams, for bridges over, and by Mr. Newton
for subways beneath, the crossings of the main
thoroughfares of the City, for the accommoda-
tion of foot passengers. Similar projects have
been frequently under discussion in the Court of

Common Council, and elsewhere, before and
since that time, but no fair trial has ever been
given to either one or other of these descrip-

lious of crossing. The alarming number, and
constant increase in the number, of fatal and
serious accidents from contact with vehicles in the

streets, has never allowed the important problem
to slumber of the best means of abating the

perils of the streets to foot passengers. For
years past the number of persona killed by

* Read to the members of the Artisans’ Club on the

27th ult.

' horses or vehicles in the streets of London has
been more than ten for one of all the passengers

by railway killed while travelling, or at stations,

by accidents beyond their own control, upon all

the railways in the United Kingdom. Of late

the weekly returns of the Registrar-General

have repeatedly shown that six, seven, and eight

persons, or about one daily, have been killed in

the streets of London by being, to quote a weekly
return for the current month, “ run over by a
wagon,” “ruu over by a water-cart,” “lun
over by a Hansom oab,” “run over by a horse

and cart,” “ run over by an omnibus,” &o.

The urgent necessity, becoming daily more
urgent, of providing, at any oust of money to

the public, and of time to foot passengers, moans
by which it will be, to say the least, possible for

aged, infirm, and timid persons, to cross crowded
thoroughfares with absolute immunity from the
danger of being knocked down, trampled upon,
ruu over, and killed, from contact with horses

and vehicles in the carriage-way, has forced this

subject once more upon the attention of the

Court of Common Council, and the designs of

Mr. T. P. Ivison, C.E.,for steel bridges for street

orossings, are now before the police committee
of the court, by whom Mr. Ivison has been iu-

struoted to prepare a model for a crossing for

the intersection of Ludgate-hil! and Fleet-street

with Bridge-street, Blackfriars, and Farringdon-
stroet

;
the model to bo accompanied by an esti-

mate of the cost of the proposed bridge. The
model is in course of preparation, and will be
ready for exhibition iu a few days. In the form
of the model the completion of the intended
crescent at the intersection referred to will be
anticipated, and the contemplated altered dis-

position of the foot-paths, rather than their

present form, will be provided for. The bridge

proper will be near, and run in the direction of,

the centre line of Bridge-street and Farringdon-
street. There will be eight stairs, one from each
frottoir, which will curve inwards in the direction

of the centre line of Fleet-street and Ludgate*
hill, to each of which the side view will be pre-

eeuted. All passengers between Farringdon-
street and Bridge-street, and from one side of

Fleet-street and Ludgate-hill to the other side of

the same line of thoroughfare, will require to

pass the centre of the bridge, but passengers

desiring to keep to the same side of ibat lino

will not require to do so. The curves of the

stairs will be so arranged as to afford a cover
that will make the use of them unobjectionable

to ladies.

Mr. Ivison’s design, which is applicable to the
intersections of the widest thoroughfares in

London, admits of various modifications in form
and construction. In its principal features, the
structure may be described in general terms as

consisting of arched trough girders, of wrought
iron or steel, crossing the streets diagonally, and
which are joined in the centre, and at the ends
abut upon the stairs, which rise from the outer
edge of the footway and, in part, over the gutter,

which is covered in front of the stair, and is

carried under it. The stairs are of easy ascent,

and rise 11 ft., with one intermediate landing.

The remainder of the ascent is by steps and
inclines to the centre, where the briJge will be

i 18 ft. clear above the oarriage-way. The merits

and advantages claimed as embodied in the design

are, compactness, convenience, and strength, and
also elegance in appearance. Eminent pro-

fessional men, who have examiued the design,

have readily admitted its claim to the possession

of these advantages.
The principal objection to the proposed street

crossings, and it is a serious one if well founded,
is that the people would not use them, and could
not be compelled to do so. The last part of the
statement is indisputable, but it may be worth
while to try whether the first is true. Passengers
are not compelled to use the foot pavement, but,

finding it to their comfort and safety, they do
use it wherever it is possible

;
and no one who

has noticed the anxious groups waiting at the

corners of interseotiog thoroughfares, until the

time comes for them to make the plunges, and
attempt the perilous exploit of rushing from the

one foot-walk to the refuge, and from the refuge

to the opposite pavemeut, can reasonably doubt

that many of them would gladly undergo, for

safety and comfort’s sake, a degree of bodily toil

little greater than the ascent and descent between
the ground and first floors of an ordinary

dwelling-house.

The idea of thus crossing thoroughfares on
foot is only simple

;
but a skilful embodiment of

the idea in an actual structure is surely worth
the experiment. In proportion to the extent to
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which Bucli crossings might be need important
advantages would be secured. The present
level crossings would bo left undisturbed

;
tbo

refuges, useful to a certain extent, but obstruc-
tions at those precise points where the carriage-

way should be widest, might possibly be dis-

pensed with ; the carriage-ways would be further

relieved by the diminution in the number of

foot-passengers; fewer policemen would suffice

to regulate the traffic ;
such means of passage

would save the old, infirm, timid, and feeble from
danger and apprehension

;
would save precious

time wasted in waiting during the busiest hours
of the day ; would make city life easier and less

harassing, by giving increased protection and
facility of action.

NEW BANK, BURY, LANCASHIRE.
The Bury Banking Company was established

in 1836, and some years ago erected banking
premises in Silver-street, where its business was
conducted until recently, when increased ac-

commodation became neoessary and the old

buildings were pulled down, and the new build-

ings, which form the subject of our present
illustration, were erected on the same site, and
were opened for business in the autumn of 1868.
They provide the following accommodation

for the company’s own business operations:—
Banking-room, 46 ft. by 28 ft.; manager’s room,
24 ft. by 22 ft. ; entrance-hall, waiting-room,
clerks’ room, and residence for bank porter

;

three strong rooms in addition to the one con-

taioing the bnllion-safe, which latter is worked
on the hydraulic principle. The whole of the

first floor and a portion of the ground-
floor are appropriated to offices (the entrance
to which is in Bank-street), and these offices are

let in suites to tenants as required. All the

floors are of fire-proof construction on Phillips’s

principle. That over the banking-room may bo
taken as an example, and consists of three rolled

iron girders, with laminated flanges snpporting

rolled iron joists I, on which arc laid small

iron bars J. for the support of concrete 4 in.

thick. The concrete forms an excellent ground
for the plaster ceiling, without any intermediate

battens or laths.

The banking -room is 21 ft. in height, and has

a ceiling divided into four compartments, iu

each of which are circular and other panels,

and also three centre flowers. There are

doable windows to the rooms on the ground-

floor : those to the outside are of iron, and those

to the inside of oak, and they are all enclosed

with Clark & Co.’s patent steel shutters. The
wainscoting, doors, and all other woodwork of

the principal rooms, and also all the bank
counters, desks, and screens, are of Dantzic oak,

with pillars, mouldings, &o., of ebonised oak.

Haden’s warm-air principle has been adopted

for the warming of the banking-room, safes, &s.,

and ventilation has been secured by lateral flues

formed iu the curved ceilings communicating
with two vertical shafts carried up above the

balustrade, and having eaoh a small gas-stove

therein for occasional use. All the safes and

the fire-proof and burglar-proof doors have been

manufactured by Chatwood’s Patent Lock and
Safe Company. The first story of the building

is faced with Fletcher Bank stone (millstone

grit), and has a sbriug-course of backed grey

granite at the level of the window-sills ; and

the npper story is faced with Parley Dale stone,

and has polished red granite pilasters over the

principal entrance. The arms of the several

directors are carved in the capitals of the angle

pilasters, and the pediment over the principal

entrance is filled with a sculptured group of

figures, typifyiug the various operations in

banking. The iron gates and all the gasfittiuga

were specially manufactured by Messrs. Joseph

Ratclifl’*k Sons, of Birmingham; and the stone-

carving was done by Mr. Joseph Bonohill, of

Manchester. The general contractors were
Messrs. Henry Sonthern & Son, of Salford.

Mr. James Catterall officiated as clerk of works.

Messrs. Blackwell, Son, & Booth, of Manchester

and Bury, were the architects.

The liightlng of coasts.—England has a

light for every 14 miles of coast, Scotland one

for every 391 miles, Ireland one for every 3H
miles, while France exhibits one for every 12-3

miles. The lighthouses in France are more than
three times as numerous as in Scotland, com-

pared with the amount of coast, and nearly

three times as numerous as in Ireland.
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AEOHITEOITJKE IN MADRAS.
At a meeting of the Senate of the University

of Madras last month the establishment of pro-
fessorships was discussed. Amongst other sub-
jects named for professorship,

Mr. Chisholm proposed that “Architecture”
• should be added to the list of subjects. In the
. course of an address he observed :—It has been
said that architecture is a branch of civil

! engineering. I would most respectfully protest
I against architecture being considered in any
’ way a branch of civil engineering; indeed, were
: a lecturer to lecture on both subjects, he would
teach you to forget in the one a great deal that

I he taught you to remember in the other. In his
capacity of an architect, he would teach you

I perhaps to imitate the buttresses and pinnacles,
the props and counterpoises, of the thirteenth
century

;
he would point with admiration to the

clustered shafts and groined roofs of a Gothic
cathedral; he would grow eloquent on the

' curves and proportions of a Grecian portico. In
his capacity of a civil engineer, on the other
hand, he would remorselessly scarp down the
buttress, dismantle the pinnacle, and show how

1 an inch-and-a-half iron tie-rod would replace
these counterpoises

;
he would sweep the cathe-

I dral of its clustered columns, and point in
• triumph to a lattice girder spread from wall to
wall. He would smile at the marble shafts of
the Parthenon as he placed in your hands Uodg-
ikinson’s formula for cast-iron columns!

In the race of construction the artist has
I unfortunately been left behind the man of
rsoience; he has been left behind to contemplate
and reproduce the works of by-gone ages

; but,
let us hope, to dream of some glorious future
when a Britannia Bridge will not be erected
without the requirement of a Grecian portico,

—

when the works of a complicated engine will
lespress as much art-thought as an elaborate
;traceried window. I would advocate the endow-
ment of a professorial chair of architecture on
several grounds, and, as I cannot possibly fill

that chair myself, I have no hesitation in advo-
cating its endowment. I would advocate a chair
of architecture, in the first place, because I con-
ceive it to be a duty we owe to the natives of
this country. All the art with which this country
has teemed still lies dormant among the people;
it is scattered, perhaps, but recognisable in the
carved wood lintel or plaster temple in villages
remote from civilisation

; bub have nob we, the
conquerors, scattered it ? Have we not, like all
conquering nations, robbed the people of the
architectural art they once possessed; but have
we, like all conquering nations, given them any-
thing in exchange ? Have we engrafted any art
3n to theirs ? There is hardly a work in the
country which expresses the least sympathy
between the conquerors and the conquered,
scarcely a structure which will enable future
flthnologiats to place ns in the scale of civilisa-
tion above the level of barbarians. It is trne
ve labour under great disadvantages. We cannot
•brin Gothic to this country,— it becomes parched
ind shrivelled

; but we can teach its principles,
fhe principles of all true art we can teach the
irt-pupil

; nob the symmetry of halves, but to
irrange buildings appropriate and convenient;
Ind when all has been arranged, with the
sasb possible sacrifice of convenience, wo can
ake him outside and teach him to ornament his
Jtrncture,—not with the so-called five orders of
Irchitecture, bat with the 500 orders to be found
u the columns of his own temples, with the
irnamentation of his own country, with the
orras most grateful to bis eye.
I would take a still higher view of the advan-

agea likely to follow a more cultivated taste
:mong the natives of this country, I allnde to
he morality of art. The science of rosthetics,
ilthough but of a century’s growth, has already
aken its place as one of the favourite themes of
he polite literature of the day, and no branch
:f philosophical or semipbilosophical literature
I_ quote from a recent article in the West-
iinste}- Heview) has occupied so many writers,
ad interested so large a public, as the litera-
lire of the fine arts. Hence, then, we have
< subject which is not only of a practical
ature, and from the study of which the most
uportant practical results are likely to follow,
at we have a new branch of philosophy, a branch
F philosophy into which almost any branch of
iuowledge may be pressed for service; and it is
i our power to bestow this on the natives of this
imntry.

‘ I would advocate the endowment of a chair of
i'ohitecture on still graver grounds. We have

arrived at a moat important period in the history
of architecture in this country, and it will be
decided in the course of the next five or ten
years whether we are to have a style suited to
the requirements of this country, or whether we
are to be the mere copyists of every bubble
which breaks on the surface of European art,
and import our architecture, with our beer and
our hats, by every mail-steamer which leaves
the shores of England. I have stated that the
orders of the Romans have defaced every modern
structure in this country, but we are threatened
now with an invasion fifty times worse and more
destructive to the cause of art than if every bad
imitation of a Greek temple throughout the
world had been re-copied in plaster in this
conntry. I allude to the invasion of Gothic. I
trust I may nob be misanderstood

;
I am almost

a worshipper of Gothic in its right place
; I

acknowledge its principles to be the only true
principle of architecture for all countries; but I
object to the introduction of mere familiar forms
and details, without the life, the soul, the vigour
of the art

;
the mere copying of details, without

the acquisition of the inventive faculties of the
originators. The endowment of a chair of archi-
tecture would do much to stem the current of
this invasioD.

In advocating the endowment of a chair of
architecture, I would give it as my opinion that
the chair should be filled neither by the Principal
of the Civil Engineering College nor the Con-
sulting Architect to the Government. It should
be filled by the very best man you could induce
to leave England for India, a man combining the
qualities of a fearless critic, an able lecturer, a
well-read archmologist; and he should possess a
knowledge of constmction at least equal to that
displayed in the best modem works on archi-
tecture

;
and if you can get your man, no salary

you could give him would be too large, and no
dignity this nniversity could afford too great.
Apart from his professorial duties the amount
which such a man could save Government
annually by judicious criticism would be enor-
mous. And in this way he would become a
public benefactor; for if ho who makes two
r

,
, •

,
— wuo uiuctmouLatiua lu me insiue.

n 'I®
minuteness there is a confusion

assistant. Thomas Cooley passed over to Dublin,
and while arranging for the carrying out of his
design he had the opportunity offered to him
of examining the several designs of others,
which enabled him to make many alterations
and improvements in his own. The design of
the Exchange, as carried out afterwards, was a
wonderful improvement on the original, and as a
finished piece of architecture externally, not-
withstanding the nature of tho ground, which
rendered a flight of steps and a balustrade neces-
sary to its north or main front. The form of
the Royal Exchange is nearly a sqnare. It has
three fronts of Portland atone, in the Corinthian
order. A dome crowns the building. Its north
front is the most imposing and beautiful. A
range of six columns, with their corresponding
pilasters and entablatures, are here presented.
The pediment is a noble one, and is highly
decorated. At each side in the Lane range are
two pilasters. The balustrade in the front,
which rendered a flight of steps necessary from
the incline of Cork-hill, is a drawback. In this
front, between the columns, are three entrances
with iron gates hung to Ionic pilasters. Imme-
diately over the gates are three windows,
between the columns, that assist in lighting
what was once the coffee-room. On each side of
these windows are two others richly ornamented
with architraves. The west front varies somewhat
from the north front; it has no pediment. The
interior of the Exchange would need too much
description, as it presents a somewhat curious
arrangement. Some changes have also been
made since its first construction. The dome, as
seen from the inside, is lofty, and is supported
by twelve Composite fluted columns. Tho
entablature over the columns is ornamented in
an enriched manner, above which are twelve
elegant circular windows. The ceiling of tho
dome is ricbly deooi’ated with superior stucco
ornaments in Masonic taste, divided into
hexagonal compartments. A largo window in the
centre illuminates the building. Such is the
chef-d esuvre of Thomas Cooley. I must say,
however, there is a lack of tasto and judgment
displayed in the ornamentation in the inside,

a publio benefactor, surely he who makes one
brick suffice where two or three were laid before
may have claims to that title !

After some discussion, the Vice-Chancellor
put Mr. Chisholm’s amendment to the meeting,
when it was lost, not a single hand being raised
in its defence.

MR. THOMAS COOLEY, AECniTECB.
Some captious critics in the literary, architec-

tural, political, and even in the comic world,
have been employing their pens latterly prospec-
tively and retrospectively, on the building of
BJackfriars Bridge. There seems no reason why
I should not fall into the same vein, and have
my say for what it is worth. It must be stated,
however, for the information of all whom it may
concern, that I am unable to say when the pre-
sent structure will be finished. So while await-
ing that wished-for consummation, let me say
something of it in the past, and of the career of
those whose genius took root at its original
arches. The architect of the original brfdge,
which the present is intended to replace, was
Mr. Robert Mylne, and serving under him as an
assistant was one Thomas Cooley, whose name
afterwards in the sister kingdom, Ireland, rose
to fame. Thomas Cooley served his apprentice-
ship as a carpenter to a Mr. Reynolds, of London,
and snbsequently, by his aptitude and ability!
became a clerk to Mr. Grenell, a carpenter ofthe
Board of Works. Like the late Peter Nicholson,
Cooley gave up all his spare time to the study of
architecture, and became in course of time a
respectable draughtsman. When a Society for
the Encouragement of Arts and Manufactures
existed in the last century, they gave premiums
to aspirants under twenty years of age. Thomas
Cooley became a candidate, and furnished a
design for a Temple of Victory. He did not
obtain the first prize, though in such competi-
tions he was generally a sacceesfnl competitor.
In the year 1769 a committee of Dublin mer-
chants offered premiums for designs for a Royal
Exchange. Mr. Mylne, the architect of Black-
friars, recommended Tom Cooley most power,
ft^byj and though Cooley’s plan was inferior in
architectural beauty and utility to that of James
Gandon, another Englishman, but who shortly
afterwards became the Irish architect par excel-
lence, yet the design of Cooley was accepted;
the interest of Mr. Mylne secured the job for his

created. Mach of what is to be seen would bo
effective in the drawing-room of a mansion, bat
in a large publio building its effect is altogether
lost. Alas for Dublin ! the extinction of a sepa-
rate legislature rendered the objects for which
this noble building was designed no longer
sought after. Of late years, tho building has
been converted into a Town Hall, where the
Corporation hold their meetings, and other civic
business is transacted.
Thomas Cooley also contributed other designs

for buildings of public utility in Dublin ;—the
building known as Newgate, tho Record Office
on Inns Quay, the Marine School, and a small
church in the Park : the Primate of Armagh
employed him for his different buildings and
improvements; and while our architect was in
Ireland he did a large private business.
The craftsman architect of London, whose

career began on the cradling of Old Blackfriars
Bridge, on the Thames, laid him down to rest on
the banks of the Liffey, in the city whose archi-
tectural taste he elevated, along with Gandon.
His memory is still respected and his name
spoken of with pride in Dublin, thousands of
whose citizens still claim him and Gandon as
Irish architects. Irish architects, so far as the
professional fame and practice were conoerned,
they undoubtedly were, bub they were English-
men by birth.

Thomas Cooley died in Anglesea-sbreet, Dublin,
in the 44th year of his age. He was a widower
for some time previous, and he left behind him a
son and a daughter. Perchance this brief re-
cord, which I have bung on to the history of Old
Blackfriars Bridge, will possess some little in-
terest for others besides those who are interested
in the completion of tho Now. If so, this little

bit of neglected architectural biography will not
have been written in vain. C. C. H.

Ventilation of the Metropolitan Rail-
way.—Regretting with others the evil con-
dition of parts of this line, Mr. VV. Benson ad-
jessed a communioation to the directors, point-
ing out how the ventilation might be improved
by means of shafts at various positions. Since
then we find the company ha7o, with great ad-
vantage, removed the cupolas which covered
the two shafts at the Portland-road station.
Something more, however, in the same direction
must still be done.
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THE BELLS OP OXPOBD CATHEDEAL,
AND OP OTHEE EDIFICES.

The tower of Christ Chnrch Cathedral is now
furnished with a peal of ten bells in the key of C,

rather sharp
;
the reputed weight of the largest,

or tenor, being about 42 cwt. There is also a

small one called the Latin bell, which, it is pre-

sumed, was formerly the Sanctus bell.

The bells forming the peal are severally in-

scribed as below :

—

1. Abra. Rudhall. Glonc., Bellfounder. 1693.

2. God prosper tlio Church of England. A.E. 1C9S,

3. A.K. 1747.

4. Prosperity to all onr benefactors. A.K.

[1.1 6. The grace of our Lord. 1610.

[3.} 6. This bell was made 1611. W + T.

[3.J 7. + £» tnuUls anuis tcconct campana Soljannls.

[This bell bears a shield charged with J

chevron between three trefoils,]

[4.] 8. £tella /Qarla ifBaris siircure pissiina nobis.

[iwo shields, one like that on the 7th; and
the other charged with a chevron between
three lave-oupe or ewers.]

[6.] 0. Prosperity to this College. A.K.

to.] 10 . + ITtiniiaii sacra fiat ijacc tainpaua tcat^
^

[Rose end crown between two grilUns, as

supporters.] A^. 1569.

The inscriptions are copied from the Rov. W.
C. Lukis’s “ Account of Church Bells,” 8vo.,

1857.

The figures which I have placed between

brackets indicate the old bells which came from

Oseney Abbey, and of which Dean Atdrioh sings

in bis famous Routicij

—

“Hark ! the bonny Christ Church beUa, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6."

The fifth of that peal was, however, recast at

the celebrated Gloucester foundry by Abraham
Rudhail, who in 16y8 added four new bells, the

third of which was subsequently recast by his

son Abel.

W + Y., on the [2.] 6 bell, stand for

\Yilliam Yare, of Reading. He made the bell

now used at the Bodleian Library in the same
year, 1611.

The old Sanctus, now called the Latin bell,

has no inscription or mark of any kind. Its

diameter at the mouth is 1 ft. 8^ in. ;
height, 1 ft.

in. This is the bell referred to by the dean

when he says,

—

“ Tinkle, tinkle, ting, goes the small bell at nine.”

The “ mighty Tom,” of which he also speaks,

is suspended in the tower over the college gate-

way, as most people know, and is now tolled at

about 9‘5 p.ra. A few words on this bell may be

given on some future occasion.

I.may here remark that formerly the “small

boll” rang at nine, by the cathedral time, for

five minutes, to call the members of the college

to evening prayer. This consisted of a short

Latin service, lasting for about fifteen minutes.

The Latin service was, however, I believe,

abolished by the present dean a few years ago,

and an English service at 5'40 p.m. substituted

in its stead. The small bell therefore no longer

rings at 9 p.m., but at about 5-40. It also rings

for prayers at 7 a.m. in summer, and at 8 a.m.

in winter. These services are strictly collegiate,

and partake of the nature of family prayer.

They consist of the morning and evening services

of the church, with the omission of the greater

part, if not the whole, of the Exhortation and

the ” Lessons.” The “first and second bells”

mentioned in the Roimd are sounded for cathe-

dral service

—

i.c., a service open to all comers,

at 10 a.m. and at 4 p.m.

The cathedral clock is kept five minutes in

advance of common clocks, and all college

arrangements are regulated by this cathedral

time. Fur much valuable information relating to

the services and the bells, I have long been

indebted to a well-known member of the

Cathedral Establishment whose name I am not

for the present at liberty to mention.

The foregoing notes may be interesting to

some campanologists, if not to other readers

;

while the account of the old bells from Oaeney

Abbey will, it is hoped, be acceptable as a reply

to one of Mr. J. D. Barry’s queries in the Builder

of the 15th ult.

As to the “ Bolshoi Kolokol,” or Great Bell, in

the tower of Ivan Velikii, Moscow, it is con-

siderably heavier than the weight given by Mr.

Parry. It was cast from an old bell, with

additional metal, in 1817, by Bognadof and

Zibialof, elevated to its place in 1819, and it

weighs, according to Lyall (p. 211), 144,000

English pounds.

The statement respecting the bells at Cologne

Cathedral is also partly erroneous. The great

bell alone weighs upwards of 220 cwt. It is

therefore evident that Mr. Parry has been misled

in the instances under notice, by the mistakes

of other writers.

With reference to our bells in England, Mr.

Parry asks if I can “ give any cause for Jive being

much the most accustomed (unless for small

churches) or ‘orthodox’ number before the

Reformation ?
”

Now, in ancient times scarcely any of our

churches had more than two or three bells.

But at length peals of five were introduced, and
the bells were generally heavier than at present.

“ We know of no regular peal being hung in

England,” says the Esv. Dr. Alfred Gatty,
“ before the year 1456, when Pope Calixtns III.

sent a peal of five to King’s College, Cambridge,

where they hung for about three hundred
years, and were considered for some time the

largest peal in the kingdom : the tenor weighed

57 cwt.” These bells, I may note in passing,

were hnng in a temporary wooden tower stand-

ing near the western door ;
and when this

building fell into decay they were removed into

the ante-chapel, where they incumbered the

ground till they were sold, about the middle of

the last century. In the course of time, however,

the interest in the subject of ringing increased,

and peals of six and eight were pub up in various

places
j
and at last we find ten and twelve, the

latter being the largest number of bells that it

is possible to ring in a peal. My answer, then,

to Mr. Parry’s last query is :—The musio of five

good bells tuned diatonically, and descending

from the dominant to the tonic, or key note, is

more satisfactory to the ear than that of any

smaller number. Thomas Walesby.

THE SOCIAL POSITION OP THE
ARCHITECT.

Sir,—Your recent article on “ The Position of

the Architectural Profession in the Provinces,”

and the letters it has evoked, seem to me to

leave the snbjeob incomplete until reference is

made to certain other causes which prevent

architects from attaining social positioner public

recognition && professional men.
Provincial practitioners are painfully aware

of the number of untrained pretenders pursuing

the calling of an architect, and depriving them
of their due emoluments. Uusnccessful joiners,

builders’ clerks, plasterers, landscape-gardeners,

clerks of works, bankrupt builders, who have

graduated in the colonies or on the Continent,

house-painters, even tailors and drapers, crowd

into the motley ranks of persons calling them-

selves “ architects,” until we are in danger of

occupying the position assigned to the school-

master in the old saying ; that, namely, “ When
a man is fib for nothing else, he may turn”

—

architect ! And the analogy is more complete

than is at first sight expected
;

for as ignorant

parents cannot select an efficient teacher for

their children, so an uninformed public cannot

distinguish an architect from a builder.

Wo need hardly wonder that, in the face of

this fact, the real professional man, duly edu-

cated and highly refined as he often is, is looked

down upon, and cold-shouldered, by the real

professions and by educated people in general.

The prevalent condition of things works towards

such a result in many ways : of these two or

throe may be here alluded to. This unholy army

of interlopers, whoso qualifications frequently

consist only of purloined copies of architects’

drawings and specifications, and such informa-

tion as they can pick up, united in most cases

with practical knowledge of some particular

branch of the building trade, having succeeded

in obtaining works to execute, which they do to

an astonishing extent, naturally produce results

which bring contempt on the profession whose

name they have adopted, and that contempt

spreads its baneful influence on the other bearers

of that name. The consequences are clear
j
dis-

satisfaction in the client’s mind and a natural

repudiation of the utility of any architect.

Again, there is induced by these worthies a

most unfair competition. Being themselves

originally little more than working men, entirely

devoid of any approach to a liberal education,

and capable only of a little (usually very bad)

writing, and some unreliable “ drawing ” with

tee square, &o., the usual fees of architects form

an enormous increase in revenue in comparison

with those to be derived from their usual avoca-

tions. Having no capital sunk in education, no

long years of toil and study to be remunerated

for, they are enabled to “ work low,”—very

!

The position of a professional man offers

them every temptation j for they have only to

maintain the mechanic’s rank. Accordingly,

they rush in; and although their work is

generally dear at any money, they manage to
" puli through,” profiting mainly by the igno-

rance of their clients, and dependent partly

upon the advice of builders. If they carry com-
petition too far for their own purposes, abun-

dant opportunities occur, by the old-fashioned

process of a “ tip,” of remedying the defect—

a

remedy against which neither education nor the

esprit de corps forms a safeguard for them when
their individual consciences do not interpose a
defence. Whence there comes more contempt,

and some obloquy, on the name of an architect.

It would hardly be credited that architects

themselves frequently help this vulgar and igno-

rant herd to attain the honours and emoluments
of their own profession

;
but it is so, and many

of them repent of it afterwards. Actuated by

desire of momentary gain, they are occasionally

induced to take persons of this class into their

offices, thereby saving, perhaps, a junior

clerk’s salary after a while. I speak from

actual experience, knowing instances where
utterly ignorant, rndo, coarse young men, who
have been brought up in trade, have been

received at their own request into offices, gene-

rally without premiums, and placed amongst

clerks who have been brought up respectably,

and amongst pupils who have paid the usual

honoraria. Such proceedings I consider to be

as unfair as they are impolitic,—unfair towards

the persons thus thrown together; and impo-

litic as producing that degradation, of the pro-

fession in tho provinces which tends to drive

every qualified architect who respects his calling,

into Loudon, or to adopt some other vocation.

There is still one more cause which in some of

its phases has been already touched upon, both

by yourself and by your correspondents—and

that is the want of thorough technical education

in the profession. I would not add one word to

weaken the force of what has already been said

on this point
;
but it has come within my own

observation that architects do not easily find

assistants capable of giving them real assistance

as juniors. Experienced assistants are to be had,

but the employers shrink from engaging them,

excepting on emergencies. Finding that they

have to teach tho junior assistants, they logically

conclude that they may as well teach pupils,

pocket the premiums, and get their work done

(wowill not say how) without paying salaries, ex-

ceptingto a managing clerk. They therefore take

(rather too literally, in a Pecksniffian sense)

large numbers of pupils. Some of these find

their way to learn and work
;
others, who have

joined the profession as an item of their own
respectability, pnrsne their architectural studies

during the intervals between dress occasions and

pleasure parties, and in combination with

billiards, shirt-collars, and the “right thing” in

boots and trousers. They are all turned out,

however, with redundant testimonials as to

everything but knowledge, ability, or industry,

to annoy any brother practitioner who may be so

unwary as .to employ them. Yet they “ must
live ” (that final appeal of vitality overrides all

economics) ; and if their friends be influential or

fortune favours them, their ignorance and their

vagaries contribute to the sum of contempt

heaped upon “ architects.”

For the industrious and studious amongst

pupils and juniors, the prospect is cheerless

enongh. They present themselves to our view

as well-educated gentlemen, qualified for the

better grades of society, well-informed, often

highly accomplished apart from their profession.

The mob of interlopers renders the chance of

private practice unnecessarily remote, unless the

individual have influential friends ;
and the

crowds of pupils (I should think no architect in

decent practice has leas than tivo) in various

stages of development (from the chrysalis, which

is the premium, to the testimonial, which is the

fall feather) shut him out from subordinate em-

ployment, excepting at a rate of remuneration

inconsistent with his education and antecedents.

If he fall back upon competitions, he must be

very lucky as well as very induatrioua before he

obtains the desired recognition of his abilities

;

and yet no other means appear to be available

to raise him.
As regards the question of dignity and social

precedence, an architect loses nothing by being

excluded from society incapable of diatinguishing

real power ;
and however rarely ho may meet

with people who can so diatinguiab, let the

young architect be content to enjoy that rare

boon, and let his cnltivation, his study be its

, own exquisite reward. Expeuientia.
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NEW LAW COURTS.
The site and abructure of tie projected conrte

and offices havenow become a qaeetion of intereat
to the whole population, and to every frequenter
of the metropolis. Long since, the project had been
decided on, the location fixed, competitive plans
submitted to public inspection, and the assent of
a parliamentary commission, together with the
approval of the judges, and of the legal pro-
fession in general, was expressed in favour of
the central position, as chosen, between Carey-
street and the Strand; that site, then covered
with a comparatively valueless mass of mean
and antiquated buildings, was purchased, and
cleared in the course of three years, and is now
ready for the realisation of what is vitally needed
for the accommodation of the metropolitan public,
and of the whole nation. It is a fine position

;

and elevated, the lower side being 50 ft. above
the Embankment, and open to the widest portion
of the Strand

;
occupying the most central and

convenient position for professionals and the
public. It could be easily made accessible from
the grand Holborn boulevard, by only widening
the short gorges of the two Turnstiles; but,
above all, it rests upon a solid and dry foundation.
A sufficient space for the erection of all the

Law Courts having been thus acquired and paid
for, and whilst only some considerations of style
and of construction remained for discussion, a
sudden light burst in upon officials in high posi-
tion, revealing visions of rival, though unrivalled
magnificence on theThames Embankment

; and

—

will it be credited ?—economy in outlay forms
the assigned ^notive for transferring the loca-
tion to a site 50 ft. lower, insufficient in scope,
trebly expensive in regard of purchase value,
and, above all, or rather below all, needing ex-
cavation and solid concrete foundation to a
depth of 20 ft. or even of 30 ft. beneath the range
of high-water mark; and superimposed there-
upon a substructure of 30 ft., in at least two
stories, up to the floor range of the Courts of
Justice

!

Well, the plot recommended as more econo
mical extends from" a street called Hoivard-street’
to the Embankment causeway, between Surrey
street (2-1 ft. wide), and Arundel-street (25 ft

wide), Howard-street being 33 ft., and Norfolk
street, which bisects the block, 48 ft.

The extreme width from east to west, inclusive
of Norfolk-street, is only 290 ft., and the depth
from thenorth to the Embankment on theaouth is

but 196 ft. in the mean
;
to which might be added

of reclaimed slime, a margin up to and clear of
the 100 ft. drift way—at the end of Surrey-street—of 60Jt., and at the end of Arundel-street of
80 ft. As the range of these streets does not
quadrate with the new quay-wall and causeway,
no fine structural fiujade could be erected to
square with that block of ground. Somerset
House front, which has a river range of about
650 ft., on the west angle next Waterloo-bridge
impinges some 12 ft. upon the rival causeway,
but at the other extreme it is distant about
10 fc., and so the reclaimed space increases up
to a width of about 200 ft, near Essex-street.
No building ought to advance beyond the line

of a carve drawn equably with the line of
Embankment wall, and from the south-east
angle of Somerset House, aud every frontage
should have a central tangent to that curve.

It will be seen, therefore, that the proposed
block is only 290 ft. by ,256 ft., and if any fur-
ther space is needed it must be obtained by
purchase of the whole Strand frontage, and the
other two blocks between Surrey and Arundel
streets; for, in point of fact, the courts would
be there stowed away in coucealment and secln-
sion, but too much assimilated to the approaches

Carey-street site, while the Strand frontage, if

bought, must be of tenfold value.
In addition, as to approaches to Mr. Layard’s

contemplated law centre, surely the lateral
streets cannot be allowed to remain of only 24 ft.

and 25 ft. width
;

or, would it be possible to
withdraw the court frontages 20 fc. on all sides,
thus reducing his Howard-street front to 250 ft. ?

But, in fact, it would be wholly ridicnlous to select
the proposed location, unless the grand fa9ade
were placed on the Strand

;
and even in that

case, as along the course of Holywell-street the
width of the Strand is only about 30 ft., an ad-
ditional work of demolition and enlargement
should be here carried out, at an expense that
would be difficult to estimate.

It is easy to say that 1,600,000Z. shall not be
exceeded, and for that sum, no doubt, plain
structnres or refuges might be erected. The
ground must, however, be paid for, and the
expenditure must altogether depend on the sites
selected, and the character of architecture
adopted

;
but the Clement’s Danes site being

already cleared, two years might be gained by its

adoption, on the outset of the works
;

and,
perhaps, as much more by securing a good
fouudation instead of the river side, which, as at
Somerset House, would require more of the solid
structure below than above the court floor level.
Placed in this position on the principal leading
thoroughfare, the courts would be ornamental to
the metropolis and more easy of access. In
case, however, that the Embankment be chosen,
then a street of at least 60 ft. in width must be
formed in continuation of Serle-street from
Lincolu's-inn to the Strand

; and this will make
that plot a speculation, dependent upon building
leases. How, therefore, the Government is to be
recouped for their outlay is matter of doubt.
On the grand consummation of the building,

there will be, perhaps, in five or six years, the
old deserted courts for disposal or conversion
into offices for other departments, now hired at

'

annual rentals
;
those at Westminster Hall being

of inestimable value. All this may turn out
profitable, but must be left for future con-
tingencies. T. n. II.

A TOWN-HALL FOR LEICESTER.
SiB,—The town of Leicester is one of tho most flourish-

ing in the Midland Counties, from its Tast staple trade of
elastic web, worsted hosiery, and shoe manufactories, and
its something like one hundred thousand inhabitants,
costly buildings for the conduct of the trade, as well as
the princely residence of the opulent; yot, not more
strange than true, this wealthy town, with its rich hives of
industry, has a very glaring defect. I allude to the Toten-
hull, which is a structure of wood and plaster, only one
story high, erected many centuries ago : the largest room
will hold about 400 people. In this our petty and quarter
sessions are held. At the farthest end of it is the magis-
terial bench, at the back of this, on the other side, the
wall, and adjoiniog is a public-house stable

; aud it follows
as amatter of course that we have the mayors on the one side
and the horses on the other. The police-station is a part
of this old dilapidated building, and is under 8 ft. in
height. The cells are quite close to tho sergeant's olUce,
and the prisoners can hear nearly all that is going on!
There is frequently a stench so unbearable, that the
prisoners have to be taken out of their cells into a small
yard attached, to obtain fresh air, and this is allowed to
continue. Even more, the town couuctl Lave been driven
from their deliberations into the yard for the same
purpose. These are no exaggerations

;
I refer any one to

our mayor, Mr. J. Baines (oliould the fact he doubled) as
to the correctness of this statement. The sergeants that
oifleiate in this department find it injurious to their
health, aud some of them are looking very unwell in con-
sequence.
The whole town has been talking continually for upwards

of twenty.five years about the necessity for having a new

tiqn. And this, Mr. Editor, is how things are done in
this our industrious, wealthy, and prosperous town of
Leicester.

During twenty-live years that the discussion has lasted
as to tho erection of a new town-ball, many of our now
leading men have risen from the ranks, and built for them-
selves princely mansions, in addition to mighty factories,
warehouses, and other great and costly buildings.
In committee of the whole council for selecting a site

for the new town-hall, held on the 8th instant, the Frtar-
lane site was carried by a majority of three votes.
The meeting was then resolved into a special tovm

council meeting, and the Friar-lane site was again carried
by a majority of twenty-six. The reason for so great a
difl'erenee between the numbers is, that tho minority (a
clique) were so astounded and crestfallen, that gloves,
hats, and umbrellas were seized with the greatest avidity,
and they all rushed out peUmell, as though they should be
too late for train without that great effort. The cliqne
are again shutliing the cards, in order to obtain another
postponement of the erection to an indefinite period.
The minority are very stubborn about the matter, and

will not even admit that they are beaten. If a majority
is not to rule, and the minortty bow to their decision, then
all law and order are lost, and the disordered minority, in
the eyes of all honest, fair-thinking men, are nothing
better than tyrants.

One of her .Majesty's judges, who was for many years
recorder for this borough, some few years ago compli-
mented the grand jury on the prosperity of their town,
and stated that on his way from the railway station that
morning he beheld a magnificent building, and on his in-
quiring what it was for, was informed lor a shoe ware-
house

;
and, in continuation of his address, said,—“ Surely,

gentlemen, if private individuals can erect such noble
e iifices as the one I have seen, this town ought to find
better accommodation for her MHjesty's judges to hold
their courts in.”

A meeting was convened by requisition, the object
of which was the postponement of the building of Assize
and Sessions Couris, it having been agreed upon by the
town council that the erection of a largo hall shoMd be
Iclc for a luture generation, the speakers declaring the
town too poor to furnish the requisite accommodation for
her Majesty's judges. There is plenty of proof that the
requisition contained names obtained by misrepresenta-
tion; also the names of young men in shops. At this
very meeting it was proposed, seconded, and carried, that
the whole of the ratepayers bo polled before anything
further be done in the matter. Rothing could be more
preposterous. How many ratepayers will vote for an in-
creased taxation ? If this be done, we may wait a long
time before wo have a new town-hall.

Clement Pebttt.

MAY MEETINGS AND MAY PARTINGS.
Bib,—

I

f the life of the poetical author of the " Seasons ”
had extended dowu to our time, it is possible thit his
description of the productions which grace the month of
May would have included at least two things which were
unknown in his time—namely. May meeiiugs aud May
partings. With May meetings 1 do not at present propose
to interfere, but on May partings I will, with your per-
ission, say a lew words.
Aud first let me explain what partings I mean. I mean

that separation or divorce which labour makes with capital,
which now lakes place periodically, and if at no other
time, yet always in the spring. Instead of tho circum-
stances being that '* ^otc »s (he tciufer of our discontent
made glorious summer," it seems that the feeling of dis-
cocitentis most iutonse on the eve of “ glorious summer ;”
that these words become of no avail; and men who have
all along complained that they were by their employment
unable to satisfy their wants, endeavour to achieve that
objeot by the very Quixotic method of refusing any era-
ploymem at all. But it may be urged that conditions
might be imposed upon tho workman which would make
his employment uncertain, and, without seeraiog, virtually
decrease his rcmuucration. Let us examine this state-
ment in connexion with the present str.ke (or lock-out, as
I hey will have it) among the masons in Liverpool and its
neighbourhood. Up to the aSod May just past, tho unit
of time upon which their labour has been CalculateJ, was
a quarter of a day. If this uuit hud beenafixed quantity,
a change to a shorter period could scarcely have been
necessary, as it is usually fouod that, among good and
honourable men, long engagements are best. But this
quarter of a day was not a fixed quantity, being subject
to three variations. As work did not commence on
Monday till 7 a.m., the length of that day was nine hours
ouly; consequently a quarter of that day would be a
quarter of an hour shorter than a quarter of any one of
the four succeeding days, which were often hours each.
On Saturday work ceased at half-past twelve, which gave
six hours' work only lor that day, and as the quarter of
ony other day so nearly corresponded to the half of this
one, it was usual to work from each half. The whole oftown-hill. The town council have frequently had the .

•
.

subject before them. At a special meeting a few weeks back the .niidrile quarters of the flrac live days of the week
both aldermen and councillors were compelled to best a ' “4**“ subject to additions aud deductions on account of
retreat into the yard, as the stench was beyond descrip- the hour lor dinner not dividing the day into two equal
tion. About twelve years back, one of her Majesty's so that in making up the account of labour done, it
Judges compared tho building to “ an old boat, keel up. necessary to know not only the number of days and

, —...w.. Lw KUO oMurL»a.uuaa ^ consider to be a very good comparison, ' but also what days aud what quarters ol those

alreadv pxistino- fn tliA PboTir.or<T -Dll I

I only liop® Ills lordship may see that hia appropriate each variation in time had its separate value. A
P

^ ^ Lnancery and Rolls remark has reached the columns of your \vell-known l^oolikeeper who could calculate all this without mistakes,
UOlirtS, as also to the lemple and other Inna. paper. For a number of years the judges upon circuit .

s- clever fellow. To put an end to this anumaldua
Thera might certainly be an extension of the refused to hold the borough assizes there, it being ol things, the master builders determined to adopt

Embankment site in tho HircntinTi
““ inconvenient abominahla hole, as well as disgrace *1'® system which has been found to work so eatislactorily

° ® P tothetown. ’
:
to all parties in London and elsewhere, ana they unitedly

The assizes have been held (upon sufferance) in a court ' usual six months’ notice that after the aist of
belonging to the county. The grand jury, after being -^“y ^1^®/ P®y l^y ^he hour, Ac tho same lime they
sworn, have to turn out, as no room could be found for ioti™ated that anv riianuco whic*- ----- - -

them there, the county grand jury requiring their own
room.

by the purchase and clearance of Gwynne’s ex-
tensive engineering premises and offices, besides
numerous other large and small warehonses,
stables, and premises, filling up the interval to the
Temple Gardens; in which latter case thefounda-
tions mast be all upon the slimy, alluvial river-
bed, requiring structural outlay, which might be
fairly estimated in three parts, viz.-^the snper-
structure or ornate courts, the substructure of
two stories to the Embankment level, and
under these massive foundation walls to the
London clay.

^

Now, as to the economical part of the ques-
tion, it needs no argument to show that the cost
of every house on the Norfolk estate would be

I have several times been on the borough grand jnry,
and we have had to turn out, marshalled by our worthy
town servant, Mr. llodson, carrying his rod of ollice, and
parade through the street to the town-hall (which is little
better than an old barn). Before leaving the Castle we
have been desired to let them have each bill as soon as
ready. When the first bill has been ready, I, with
one or two others of the jury, have walked down with it,
and oa our return wo have found some of the jury absent,
seeking to moisten their lips, and on our second return
others had wandered away to lunch with one of the" '•••8. I made remarks of this to some of the jury at

feeling assured that if the judge were aware of
ally takes place, instead ol paying a high com-

pliment to the jury he would censure them severely,trehlfl that nf oqoL V,r,na,» „n.'
pluDent to the jury he would censure them severely, and rejecting the proposal are either absurd or in-

8e Cleared oft on the
j
the town also for not furnishing the required aecommoda-

(

and would apply with equal force to the late arranga-

intimated that any dispute which might arise upon this
or any other question, ought to be settled by arbitration
without resorting to the old barbarous plan of striking.
To both these propositions tho men refuse to agree, aud
allege as a reason for declining to allow arbitration tbat no
one man can be found who, m their opinion, luifils tho
necessary conditions. It seems strange, at least, that the
trade of a mason should be so peculiar, and the relations
of the masters and men such, that the very plan, and
indeed the very men who have by their inllueuoe and
ettorts during the last few weeks brought about a satisfac-
tory arrangement in not a few places and trades, should
not have the qualifications to do tho same thing among the
masons. Tho allegutiou is uutrue, and will be as damaging
to their side as the strike will prove damaging to their
lauds.
With regard to the payment by the hour, the reasons

given lor rejecting the proposal are either absurd
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ment. There ia one reaaon for accepting it which ought
to have great weight with the men, and that is the much
greater ease with which an adrance of wages ms/ be ob*

tained.
As an instance, a change from a daypajmont to the

hour system has just taken place among the joiners

at Bolton, and they are to receiTS 7i’ed. per hour.
What an easy thing it would be to get the 3-16th3 neces-

sary to make up the farthing, and how paltry a thing it

appears to the pubiic who bare it to pay; yet it would
make lOd. a week additional wage to the workman.
Again, by the hour system, a workman barieg, say,

overslept the time to becin work in the morning, may
commence at the next half-hour, while by the quarter-day
plan he must lose a quarter, which was often the prelude
to a lost day or more.
The change, then, it appears to me would be most

favourable to the men, and would simplify bookkeeping by
the masters

;
but the men say they will not adopt it tilt

they are beaten.
In Manchester 400 men are on strike for a reduction of

the hours of labour to nine, with the pay of ten hours.

It is impossible at this time that they should succeed, and
evenif thev should, what would be the result. Stone will bo
superseded by brick, and other materials. ArtiOcial stone
and iron are taking its place. An order for plate tracery
in brick has rccenlty been given in Manchester, which, but
for the strike, would have been in stone

;
and a Liverpool

architect pointed out recently in a local psper that it was
intended to erect a large building ia which, if the strike

took place, not a stone would be used.

When will my countrymen be more sensible ?

E. Q.

SCHOOLS IN GLASGOW.
The schools at the corner of EenQeld and

Renfrew streets for St. Stephen’s parish, in

Glasgow, have just been completed. They are

two stories in height; and consist of one school-

room, 30 fc. by 27 ft. j two class-rooms, 20 ft.

by 13 ft. 6 in.; hall and stairs, 11 ft. wide;
lavatory, &c. for teachers, and three shops to

Renfield-street : on the npper floor,—one room,
50 ft. by 27 ft.

;
another, 45 ft. by 23 fc. (oeilings

18 ft. 6 in. high), with master’s room over hall.

The boys and girls have separate yards, with
drinking-fonDtaios, &o., in each. All the inside

walls are lined to the height of 5 ft. with yellow
pine lining in narrow widths, and the whole
woodwork is stained and varnished. The total

cost, inclnding flttings, is 2,2501. The architects

are Messrs. Cowan & Smith, nnder whose snperin-

tendenoe the works were carried oat.

Education in Science and Art at Middles-

brough.— Under the anspices of the Middles-

brough Mechanics’ Institute, a pnblic meeting

has been held in the Town-hall, to promote
eduoaKon in science and art. The chairman
explained that it was intended to establish

science and art classes at the Mechanics’ Insti-

tnte. The committee had decided to raise their

building in Durham-street a storj'' higher, and
build suitable rooms. This would involve con-

siderable outlay, and he trusted the public would
lend a helping hand. Mr. Buckmaster. of South
Kensington, explained the assistance the Govern-

ment would give to such classes. Ocher gentle-

men also addressed the meeting.

DECISIONS UNDER METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

A RAILWAY A PUBLIC HIGHWAY.

Macfie moved that the granting of patents for

inventions should be discontinued. SirR. Palmer
seconded the motion, and expressed himself in

favour of the total abolition of all rewards for

inventions. The discussion was continued by
Lord Stanley, who was in favonr of the motion.

Mr. J. Howard, Mr. Mundella, Mr. Stapleton, and
Lord Eloho opposed it. The Attorney-General

said he believed that the Patent-law should he

amended rather than abolished, and that it had
done much, more good than harm. The motion

was nltimately withdrawn,—but, let inventors

depend upon it, not for the last time. It is to

be hoped, however, that no further delay will be

allowed in nrging the Legislature, with a will, to

amend the law, so as to deprive its opponents of

all excuse for attempting to get rid of it in

order to get at the profitable exertions of

inventors without paying for them.

At Greenwioh Police-court Mr. Charles Brown,
of the Railway Tavern, near Niinhead Cemetery,
appeared before Mr. Maude, to an adjourned

summons charging him, at the instance of Mr.

Snooke, the district surveyor, with an infringe-

ment of the Metropolitan Building Act.

Mr. Lilley, barriBter, attended for the defence.
Defendant has seventeen acres of land, which he uses as

a cricket-ground and for pigeon shooting. On one side it

I
ia bounded by the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway,

I

and on that side there are three sheds. Such buildings,

I

within a specified distance of a “ public highway,” must be
' built ‘of incombustible materials. The question was
whether the railroad was a “ public highway ” within the
meaning of the Act. Without the sheds the land would
be useless, and they had been erected at a considerable
cost.

Mr. Maude said that the fact of the land being bounded
on one side by a cemetery, and on the other by a railway,

it might have been imagined that the Metropolitan
Buildings Act would not have applied to anything placed
upon it in the shape ofabuOding. The owner of the land,

however, might eventually let it out for building purposes,
and if the present structures were allowed to remain,
there would be danger, as the Meliopolitan Board of

;

Works had stated it, from the sparks of engines passing
along a line of railway, such railway being deemed a
ublic highway. The Metropolitan Board of Works
aving reluaed its sanction to the buildings remaining, he

had no alternative but to put the Act in force, and to order
that the buildings be demolished within a month, with
payment of 23s. costs.

THE SECRETARYSHIP OF THE INSTITUTE
OF ARCHITECTS.

On Monday evening last a epecial general

meeting of this Institute was held for the election

of an honorary secretary for home duties, when,

after some discussion on the subject, Mr. J. P.

Seddon, late honorary secretary, was unanimously

re-elected to that office.

Sir,—

I

n recognition of Mr. Street’s “ proclamation ” in

your last number, I feel bound to remark that I see no
need for its having been made. The proper course was to

resort to a parly whip privately ; and this was done, and
with all success. At any rate, Mr. Seddon has been re-

stored to that authority which some of us had hoped he

would have been persuaded had lasted long enough.

Under bis management the yearly Transactions appear

now to have dwindled down to about seven papers (good,

bad, and indifferent), two biographical memoirs, sod six

inconsiderable notices. So be it: as he himself very

frankly tells us, he holds the eeore^aryship on altogether

different ground. “ I hold il/or the pvrpose$ ofmp partp,

and so long as mg partp keep me in, to long I will remain.”

The operation of keeping in such an ollicial, against the

wishes of anuncontentious although indignant majority, is

well known to be easy enough to such as are actuated by
no higher motives; but I venture to think the scandal

has now readied a head. Eobbbt Xbbe.

THE RECORD OF HISTORICAL TOMBS
AND MONUMENTS.

Some little time ago the First Commissioner of

her Majesty’s Works, Mr. Layard, invited the

council of the Society of Antiquaries to furnish

him with a list of snob regal and other historical

monuments and tombs existing in cathedrals

and other buildings as in their opinion it would
be desirable to place under the protection and
snpervision of Government, with a view to their

proper enstody and preservation. The connoil

accepted the invitatiou, and appointed a special

committee, called “ The Sepulchral Monuments
Committee,” who have met and laid down certain

regulations. They have limited the date to

which the inquiry shall be conducted to the year

1760. The monuments are to be tabulated by
counties from county histories (not from general

books), in a form agreed on, various members of

the committee and others each undertaking a

separate connty or counties.

SCHOOLS OF ART AND SCIENCE.

The Croydon School of Art.—This school, which
ia conducted by Mr. Wigzell, ia said to be pro-

gressing well. The results of the examination
have been announced by the Department. It

appears that ont of sixty who were examined,
forty-seven passed. There are two degrees of

proficiency attainable, viz., passed and excellent

;

a fair share of the pupils have gained the latter,

and ont of the forty-seven members who have
passed, a great many were artisans.

Proposed School of Art for Burslem and Tunstall.

A meeting of manufacturers and other principal

inhabitants of Burslem and Tunstall has been

held at the Wedgwood Institute to deliberate on
the formation of a school of art in connexion with
that institute. The attendance was select and
inflnential. Mr. H. T. Davenport presided, and
in opening the meeting pointed out the advan-
tages already enjoyed by Hanley and Stoke,
where schools of art are in vigorous operation,

and said there was no reason why the manu-
factnrers, workmen, andgeneral publioof Burslem
and Tunstall should not enjoy similar advantages.
After some discussion, a treasurer and committee
for Burslem were appointed, and a meeting is to

be held at Tnnstall to elect a committee for that
town. An annual subscription. list was also

opened.

PROPOSED ALBERT INSTITUTE,
WINDSOR.

PROFESSIONAL ETiqUETTE.

Sib,—

I

t will be within the reoolleotion of some of your
readers that about three years ago our designs for the
proposed “ Albert Institute," Windsor, were selected, in

a limited competition.
Our drawings have been ever since with the oommittee,

and several sums of money have been received towards
the erection of our design

;
but the subscriptions have

fallen short of the sum which would warrant a commence-
ment of the work, and nothing has, therefore, as yet been
done.
One of the unsuccessful competitors, a resident in

Windsor, now seeks to sot aside the selection of the com-
mittee by offering to advance one half the estimated cost
of the work—securing it by a mortgage on the property

—

on condi'ion that the commission to prepare the “plans
and drawings " be given to him.
Of course the committee cannot accede to this ingenious

suggestion, vrhich, however, is so far useful in that it sets

the whole competition system before us in a new light.

In order that you may have complete iuformation on
the subject, we beg to hand you a copy of tbe Windsor
and jEton Jixprese of the 29th ult., containing the curious
proposal. Bacon & Bell, Architects.

THE ATTEMPT TO ROB INVENTORS.

The Patent-laws are bad enough, certainly,

as regards the interests of inventors; but the
fact that inventors suS'er from their defective

action is no right reason why the property of

inventors shonld be loft without any protection

whatever. Inventions, the fruits of the labour
and ability of inventors, are quite as much their

property as the money which they seldom
have in their pockets

;
and it is about as reason-

able to deprive them of the protection of law
to, prevent selfish and greedy manufacturers or

others from appropriating their inventions, as it

would be to deprive them of the protection

of law to prevent thieves from appropriating the

money in their pockets. Were it now proposed to

repeal the law of copyright, the gentleman who
thrust his paw into such a bee-hive, to steal the

honey, would meet with the reception he richly

merited. Inventors, however, are not celebrated

for the power of the pen, nor for their ability to

defend themselves ; so that he who has a greedy

eye upon their property and their rights may
pretty safely, so far as regards punishment, try

his hand against them. Such has just been the

case in the House of Commons, where, in the

interest of trade and commerce” ostensibly, bat
by no means in tbe interest of inventors, Mr.

PAYMENT FOR TAKING OUT
QUANTITIES.

At Wolverhampton County Court, on the 23rd

ult., before Mr. A. M. Skinner, Q.C., judge, and
ajury, Mr. Samuel Johnson, surveyor, of that

town, sought to recover from Messrs. Trow, of

Wednesbury, builders, the sum of 201. for taking

out the quantities for a house proposed to be

erected at the Wergs, according to plana pre-

pared by the late Mr. Banks, architect, for Mr.

H. n. Fowler, solicitor. It appeared that the

plans and specifications having been prepared

by Mr. Banka, four builders, viz., Mr. Cockerill,

Messrs. Higham and Mr. Horsman, of Wolver-

hampton, and Messrs. Trow, of Wednesbury,

were invited to compete for the execution of the

work, Mr. Fowler not binding himself to accept

any one of the tenders. The builders arranged

that the "quantities” should be taken ont by
Mr. Johnson, who was to be paid (at che rate of li

per cent, on the lowest estimate) by the lowest

or successful tenderer, who, however, by custom,

includes the coat of the quantities in his esti-

mate. Copies of the " quantities ” were supplied

to each of the builders, and Mr. Johnson was to

be called upon to guarantee their correctness,

but it appeared that, in consequence of the esti-

mates exceeding the amount which Mr. Fowler

had resolved to spend upon his house, and also

of the death of M. Banks, the first plans were

abandoned, and Mr. Bidlake, architect, who suc-

ceeded to llr. Banks’s business, prepared fresh

designs, The estimate of Messrs. Trow was the

lowest, and in consequence they alone were

applied to for a tender for carrying out Mr. Bid-

lake’s plans, with the intimation that if the

tender was satisfactory they would be entrusted

with the work. They accordiogly sent in a
tender (the quantities being taken out by Mr.
Bidlake, for which he received about 701.), and
the house was erected by them. Mr. Johnson

consented to accept 20i. in discharge of his

claim. The matter remaining uoseitled, Mr.
Johnson’s solicitor wrote to Messrs. Trow, claim-

ing the amount, and he received a reply stating

that they never employed Mr. Johnson. They,

however, paid 51. into court. For the defence,

Mr. Young contended that, because his clients

were successful upon a totally distinct design from

that of the late Mr. Banks, it was inconsistentwith

custom or equity to call upon them to bear more
than a proportionate share of the quantities

prepared upon plans that were abandoned. His
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Honour having in the course of the case ex-
pressed his astonishment at the letter of the
defendants, denying the employment of the
plaintifl', Mr. Young said it was written upon the
understanding that the arrangement with Hr.
Johnson was made by Mr. Cockerill on behalf of
the four builders, and not with the desire to

escape from their part of the responsibility. The
jury gave a verdict for the defendants. The
judge said he quite agreed with the verdict, but,
after the letter to which he had alluded, he
should allow no costs against the plaintiff. He
considered that Mr. Johnson had behaved very
handsomely in reducing his claim as ho had
done, and that, therefore, the builders ought to
have behaved more liberally towards him.

MONUMENTAL.
At a recent meeting of the Court of

Common Council it was announced that a
private gentleman having undertaken, at his
own cost, to erect a memorial of the late Prince
Consort, in the form of an equestrian statue,
provided the Corporation would grant a suitable
site, and would construct the pedestal, which
they had agreed to do, the engineer of the com-
mittee had indicated as a singularly desirable
site the circus at the western end of the new
viaduct, where he said such a memorial would
be visible, in some instances at a distance of
from 500 yards and upwards, from every one of
the thoroughfares converging upon that point.
The statue is to be entrusted to Mr. Bacon, the
sculptor, Biibjeob to the approval by the Corpora-
tion of a model to be prepared by him. A
long-talked-of monument at Paisley to Wilson,
poet and ornithologist, is likely soon to be set
up. Mr. Mossman, the sculptor in Glasgow,
some time ago was commissioued by the com-
mittee to execute a bronze statue

j and he has
submitted to these gentlemen a model in clay.
The statue is a colossal figure of Wilson, repre-
senting him in an American forest, looking
earnestly at a jay, his favourite bird, which he
is supposed just to have shot; while his portfolio
lies at his feet. A mouument is about to be
erected in the grounds of the English Cathedral,
Montreal, to the memory of the late Bishop
Pulford, first metropolitan of Canada. The fund
required, viz., 5,000 dollars, has been sabscribed
by a number of the principal residents.

THE TOEKSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

Ay excursion of this society took place on
Tuesday before last, the district visited being
Easby Abbey, Richmond, and the Valley of the
Swale. The party left York with aspects, so far
as the weather waa concerned, of anything bat a
cheering nature. At Easby the excursionists at
once made their way to the ohurob, which had
been recently restored under the direction of Mr.
Gilbert Scott. Here they were received by the
Rbv. J . Thompson, the vicar, who read a paper ex-
planatory of the antique wall paintings illus-
trative of Scripture history, which were brought
to light on the removal of the whitewash daring
the process of restoration. The party next pro°
ceeded to the ruins of the Abbey of Easby, which
they minutely examined. The Rev. G. Rjwe
one of the honorary secretaries, here read a paper
on the “ Early History and Present Aspect of the
Abbey,” which the late Dr. Raine had told them
was founded by Iluald of Burton, the constable of
Richmond Castle, in the year 1153. On leaving
tho ruins the party proceeded by the footpath
along the banks of the river to Richmond. The
parish church, which has also been recently re-
paired under the auspices of Mr. Scott, was
visited, as well as the castle and ruins of the
Friary. Then, by the invitation of the Mayor of
Richmond, who, along with Mr. E. Wood, the
cioeroneof the party, had met and received them
at Easby, the members were invited to the town-
hall, where a luncheon was provided by his
worship. The rain having shortly after partially
cleared up, the excursion to the Valley of Swale
was persevered with, and consequently a number
of open coaches were at once placed at the dis-
posal of the visitors, and a delightful ride of
some six miles through some of the most beautiful
STOnery in England amply compensated them for
the_ moonvenience which they had sustained
during the early portion of the day. At five
o clock upwards of fifty of the members of tho
society and their friends dined in the Assembly-
room of the King’s-head Hotel. The Lord

Mayor of York, Mr. A. E. Hargrove, was in the
chair, and he had on his right and left the Mayor
and Mayoress of Richmond. The vice-chair was
occupied by the Rev. George Rowe. The party
left Richmond soon after six o’clock, and reached
York by nine.

FROM SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh .—The restoration of the ancient

cross of the city is now almost complete. The
shaft, supported on a new pedestal, was erected
a few months ago within the railings on the
north side of St. Giles’s Cathedral, not as repre-
senting the original position of it, but with the
view of preserving it as a valuable relic, close to

the ancient site, and where it would be compara-
tively safe, and cause no obstruction. Upon the
erection of the shaft a want of effect was per-
ceived, and it occurred to Dr. David Laing that
a unicorn, as a crowning ornament, would not
only give the desired eflbct, but help to give a
more complete representation of the oross as it

existed in its original form. This suggestion has
now been carried out. The addition of the large
stone basin which formed part of the original
cross, and which is now at Abbotsford, would
have rendered the restoration still more perfect,
as the Scotsman remarks j and it must be
regretted that an endeavour was not made to
obtain this portion of the relic. This is the
basin “ fra the qubilk,” in holiday times, “ the
wyne ran out at the apouttis in greit abnud-
ance,” when “ thair wes the noyiss of pepill
casting the glassis with wyne.” The draw-
ings for the unicorn were presented by Mr.
James Drummond, R.S.A., and from these
Mr. John Rhind, sculptor, has executed the
work. A new mission church and school
are being built in Oanongate. The edifice,

which is from designs by Mr. Robert Paterson,
architect, is half completed. Tho style is Early
Pointed, and the front of the building is plain,
with a moulded central doorway, flanked by
small triplet windows, which light the vestries.

Over these are a central and two side windows.
The school occupies a sunk floor, partly beneath,
and extending backward beyond the body of the
church. Provision is made for a gallery, which,
however, is not to be erected in the meantime.
Including the gallery, there will be about 600
sittings. Messrs. Berry are the contractors for
the mason-work, aud Messrs. Smith & Son for
the carpenter-work. The cost will be about
2,OOOJ. During the last few years a consider-
able number of houses for workmen have been
built at Fountainbridge, in the south-western
suburbs of the city, where several extensive in-

dustrial establishments are situated. At Dairy,
a large space of ground has recently been laid
off in feus for houses of the class referred to,
and building operations have been in progress
for some months. Mr. M'Ewen has built a large
brewery, and there are to be four blocks of
houses, from designs by Mr. John Paterson,
architect. In the meantime, only the south
frontage of two blocks on the south side of the
ground is being proceeded with ; bub that will
embrace about 408 separate dwellings, arranged
in four stories. The elevations are in the Scotch
style of architecturej the chief features being
stepped gables and corbelled chimney-stalks.
There are railed fiowor-pots along the front.
Nearly 100 of the houses will be occupied this
month : these have been built by Mr. Mackenzie
and Mr. Rutherford.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Holloway .—The foundation-stone of a new

chnrch has been laid in Poole’s-park. Seven
Sisters-road. The building will contain accom-
modation for 1,059 persons, and one half of the
sittings are to be free. The amount paid for
the site was 1,060J. j the builder’s charge will be
3,5001.

J and the internal finishings will cost
1,5001

.

5

making a total expenditure of 6.060J.
Towards this outlay there has been granted from
the Bishop of London’s Fund l,(j60i. for the
site, and 1,0001. for the building

;
a sum of 1001.

has been received from the Diocesan Chnrch
Building Society; aud 1,3501. have been promised
by private donors

;
so that the total receipts

hitherto amount to 3,5101., and leave 2,5501.
to be still furnished for the completion of the
edifice. The church will meet the wants of a
locality which is rapidly becoming so populous
that it has been found necessary to form a new
district out of St. Mark’s, Tolliugton-park. The
materials will be partly atone and partly brick.
The nave will be 95i ft. by 29 ft., and will be

separated from the aisles (86 ft. by 16 ft.) by a
range of circular shafts supporting six arches,
above which will be a clearstory, The chancel
will be 27^ ft. by 18 ft.; the organ chamber
11 ft. by Si- ft., and the vestry of similar dimen-
sions. The tower will occupy the south-west
angle of the structure. The architect is Mr.
A. D. Gough, aud the style will be Lombardio.
It is proposed to convert the present iron build-
ing, when the new church is consecrated, into a
school-room for the use of the Sunday and day
schools, thus affording accommodation for 350
children, while the present day-school cannot
conveniently receive 100.

Shanklin (Isle of Wigh^,—The church of
St. Saviour has been consecrated. The parish
church has been repeatedly enlarged in order to
meet the requirements of this growing town, bat
it has barely sittings for 280, A new ohuroh is
now in progress of erection. It is being built
from designs by Mr. Thomas Hellyer, of Ryde,
in the Early Decorated style. It will consist of
a nave, 78 ft. by 25 ft., and a ohancel 30 ft. by
19 ft., with two side aisles 11 ft. 6 in. wide, under
iean-to roofs, and a tower and spire at the west
end of the south aisle 115 ft. in height. The nave is
25 ft. high, and the roof is 20 ft. in addition. The
charioel is approached from the nave by a single
step, aud is separated from it by an arch with
moulded corbels. The foundation-stone was laid
on the 28th of June, 1867, and the length of time
which has been occupied in its erection is
attributable to the bankruptcy of the builder
who took the contract. The committee them-
selves took the management of the work, employ-
ing Mr. Jolliffe, of Ryde, as clerk of the works,
and under his superintendence the erection of the
nave and chancel has been completed.

Salford. — The Stowell Memorial Chnrch,
Regent-road, Salford, has been consecrated by
the Bishop of Manchester. The foundation-
stone of the edifice was laid on the 19th of
October, 1867, by the bishop, the chnroh being
erected to commemorate the life and labours of
the Rev. Canon Stowell. The site had formerly
been a pit, and was found to be tilled up to many
feet with material of a far from solid description,
so that in some parts the walling is as deep
below ground as it is high above it. The steeple
is so placed that on entering the Regent-road
from Water-street it is at once seen in the
distance, aud appears from that point of view
as if in the centre of the street, with the rows of
houses on either side. The church is of stone,
designed in the Geometrical Decorated style. It
consists of a broad nave, flanked by compara-
tively narrow aisles. The chancel is of corre-
sponding dimensions, and lofty. On the north
side of the chancel, almost detached in appear-
ance, and entirely so in reality, from the main
building, stands the steeple, about 150 ft. high.
The western wall of the nave is pierced by an
arcade of three arches. The outer two lead
respectively to north and south porches, and are
provided with double doors. There is another
principal door to the tower porch, so that by
three wide doors the congregation may quickly
disperse. The whole of tho floors of the porches
aud passages are laid with red and black tiles in
patterns, and that of the chancel with Maw’s
ornamental tiles. The chancel stalls aud com-
munion rail are all of oak, moulded and carved.
The seats in the nave and aisles are all alike, and
are of simple form. The three-light baptistery
window is filled with ornamental glazing made
by Messrs. Edmundaon & Co. The great west
window is divided into six compartments, aud is
ornamented with tracery in the upper part. The
chancel window is about 25 ft. by 13 ft. It is

of five lights, and the head is filled with a central
rose and other tracery. There are five equal
arches on each side of the nave. The clearstory
windows are in pairs, alternating in design. The
aisle windows are also all traceried, aud are all

of different designs. The gasfittings have been
made by Messrs. Thomason, of Birmingham.
The chancel lights are brackets bearing a sort of
crown of gas jets. In the nave, a little aboye
the capitals of the columns, are other somewhat
similar but simpler brackets. There are also
brackets iu the aisles aud elsewhere. Tho bell
and its fittings, Hadeu’a heating appai'atus, and
everything else to render the church complete
for service, have been included iu the contract.
The church will seat 700 adults. The contract
was taken by Mr. Mark Foggett, at something
under /,000E Messrs. Medland Taylor & Henry
Taylor, of Manchester, were the architects.

Hootion Bassett.—The trustees of Sir H. Meux
have offered to I’estore the parish church, at a
cost of between 4,0001. aud 5,0001. The re-
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storatioDs comprise a new nave, the reparation

of the chancel, a new vestry, raising the tower,

and some new screens. The old galleries will

be done away with. The architect is Mr. Street.

The offer has been accepted.

Hargrave .—The small parish charch of liar-

grave has lately undergone considerable renova-

tion and enlargement. The principal feature of

the recent works is a material enlargement of

the church, which has been effected by the re-

moval of the old vestry on the north side, and
the erection in its place of an aisle about 30 ft.

long by 15 ft. wide, accommodation being thus
afforded for about ninety additional persons.

The new aisle is connected with the nave by
three arches and circular columns of Ancaster
Btono, the latter having moulded caps and bases.

The roof is boarded with unstained pine, and
slated, and the aisle is lighted by three two-light

Early English windows, also of Ancaster stone.

The walls are built of Dalham stono, faced with
flints, and with stone coins, &o. A gallery at

the west end was pulled down about a year and
a half ago, bat the tower still remains partially

blocked by a smaller gallery, which affords

accommodation for the school children. The
pews which covered the floor have for the most
part given place to benches of unstained pine,

The architect employed was Mr. Ralph Cham-
berlain, of London. Mr. James Drake, of Ousden,
was engaged as builder. The stonework has
been executed by Mr. Hopson, of Bury. The
total outlay was something in excess of 300J.,

and was raised by voluntary subscriptions.

SIX YEARS’ SANITARY LABOUR AT
LIVERPOOL.

Mu. Newl.^nds, the Liverpool borough engi-

neer, has just submitted to the health committee
of tte town council a report which embraces the

work in his department for the last six years.

From this repoit it appears that since the Slstof
December, 1862, there have been constructed
within the borough 24 miles 490 yards of sewer-

ing, at a total cost of 86,114i.,or a small fraction

over 21. per yard. Since December Slst, 1862,
the great work of converting privies into water-
closets has been going on, and the engineer
records 13,229 such conversions, and the cost of

thedrainage connected therewith wae37,7191. : 162
slate urinals, and 35 of iron, with in all -147 com-
partments, havebeen erected. No lees than 26 miles

1,153 yards of streets have been paved during the

same period.

Everton takes the lion's abare in both of the
departments. During the period 10,007 new
dwelling-honaes were erected, of which 48 per
cent, were in Everton and Kirkdale, 23 per cent,

in West Derby, and 26 per cent, for the Toxteths,

leaving only 3 per cent, for the parish. The
report embraces a great variety of other matters.

On the subject of the utilization of sewage, the
j

reporter states that the works of Messrs. John
Noble & Co,, under the Liverpool Sewage Utili-

zation Act, are nearly completed at Sandbille

outlet sewer, where the company mean to set to

work as a preliminary test. The steam-roller

purchased in 1866 cost 1,0091-, weighs 30 tons,

and has been worked five days in the week at a cost

of 3011. for sixty-one weeks. It rolls macadam
roads at a cost of ^d. per yard. Nothing is said

as to its doing any injury to gas or water pipes
sewers, &o.

1^0,0 hs

A Few Remarks on the Crystal Palace and
People's Park. By Francis Fuller. Boot,

8, Eastcheap. 1869.
In this pamphlet Mr. Fiancis Fuller paints in

strong colours the miserable condition into which
the Crystal Palace, according to his view, is

falling,—the gradual disappearance of every-
thing elevating, and the exaltation of eating and
drinking. He urges that the character of the
institution has been disgracefully lowered 3 that
it is most important it should be raised for

the advantage of the public
;
and to this end

that it “ must either be resened from the hands of

the present Direction, or the Direction must be
revised and strengthened, and made capable of
performing new duties with vigour 3” that the
debt must be paid off', and new capital raised

5
the

institution be worked solely for the original
objtcts

;
and the building and park ultimately

become the property of the nation.”

VABIORUM.
“ Military Work by Military Labour, with a

few Remarks on Mr. Hanbury Tracy’s Motion
before Parliament, by an Officer of Royal En-
gineers” (Buck, Paternoster-row), contains, be-

sides the preface, an extract from “ Hansard’s
Debates,” vol. cxcv., the debate on the introduc-

tion of the measure by Mr. Tracy
;

together

with reviews of the pri-ss extracted from the
Times and other daily papers, the United Service

Gazette, Saturday Review, Builder, &c.
3
and ab-

stract of a return to Parliament on the subject

of soldier labour on repairs of barracks, and on
new works. In the preface the author (C, E. W.)
says of Mr. Tracy’s plan for causing regiments
to do their own repairs and other work:

—

“ There is as litlle interference as possible by any other
department in the arranpements for carrying on the work.
In a short time after a uniform system bud been adopted,
the standard of the quality of the work required would
become known. Regiments would be found to emulate
one another in the neatness and perfection of execution

—

and any neglect or carelessness could be easily checked by
a deduction from the payments, which in lime iu‘glit be
left to the regiment itself to decide.

This work on repairs will utl’ord constant occupation to

a certain number of men, probably about 2 per cent. It

will therefore rest entirely with the commending oilicer to

arrange bis work, so that every deserving and competent
artificer will have the opportunity of earning a small
weekly wage. Casual special services, on which soldiers

have generally hitherto been employed, need then only be
: carried out by their labour, when there is a surplus unem-
ployed on repairs. The economy will be greater, it being
quite wrong to suppose that the greatest saving can be
ell’eeted on new works, any one with practical experience

1

kuow'Dg that the contractor's profit is mneh less on the
[

latter than on repairs.”
‘‘ It is believed, from experience gained in making in-

cidental repairs under the Royal Engineers by the troops I

at Portsmouth, that the required number of artisans 71010 I

exist in the ranks. If an oiQcer and four or five such men
from every regiment at home were placed under the
Royal Engineers for six months—say at our camps, four
in number—they would soon acquire the necessary know-
ledge for carrying on a very simple system of work. A
trifling permaueui increase of pay would give the men on
qualification the status of master tradesmen, aud the seed
would be sowu for future development in proportion to

the countenance given the work by commandiug oUicers.

Probably before long Ve should find in some regiments
that all utensils would bo returned into store in a good
state of repair.”

Mr. Meiklejobn’s “ River or Equator Sjstemof
marking Loudon or any large City with a River,

I

or other main dividing Line, for Fostal PurpoBes,

. Directions, Cab Routes, and general Guidance

I

(Stanford, Charing-cross).” The title of this

I pamphlet explains its purposes. London would
by this plan be marked off into small squares of

I

a quarter of a mile each, with numbers running

I

north and south from the river or median line,

jin connexion with alphabetical letters lunning
from west to east. Thus the exact position of a
quarter of a mile, with reference to all the

others, could readily be known, and directions,

cab fares, &c., facilitated. A letter, for example
or direction, to ” Mr. John Smith, 2-1, Clarendon-
terrace, Sussex-square, Alma-road, Keiitish-town,

London, N.W.,” would simply be to “ Mr. John
Smith, 2-1, Clarendon-terrace, K 0 3” and, after all,

gainand not lose indefinitenessaud precision.

‘Letter to the Chairman and Members of the
Mersey Dock aud Harbour Board, on Proposed
Liverpooland Birkenhead Railway. By William
Low, C.E., and George Thomas, C.E. (Advertiser

.

Office, Wrexham). Our readers who may wish
to know more as to the proposed new bridge

across the Mersey, spoken of in our issue for the

22nd May, will find it in the pamphlet under
notice. Cassell’s Magazine, the Quiver, the

HorZiZ of IFc/nders, the Popular Educator, all from
the same fiim, contain monthly full value for the

money they cost. The writing, besides being
amusing, has usually a good purpose. We take

a paragraph from the current number of Cassell's

Magazine on “ Nobody’s Children” :
—

” Half-sentimental Bynonym?, whatever may have been
their original strengtb and adaptability to a certain
purpose, are like other epigrams. They cannot continue
to be applied without bt iijg taken for expressions of truth
where they are only indications of truth

;
they falsely

assume the appearance of the inevitable, and ultimately
help to undo the work for which they were at first intended,
by.seeming to relieve us from a responsibility of which
they once usefully reminded us. Already we have changed
our synonym for the homeless children of the streets from
‘Street Arabs' to ‘Young Ravens,’ and even to ‘Gutter
Childrens’ ®nd there is no telling how many notes of
this sentimentally descriptive gainut may be sounded to

very litlle purpose in reference to the general harmony,
while we persuade ourstivea that those on whom we
bestow the pitifully evasive epithets are Nobody's Chil-

dren. The truth is, that these furlorn boys and girls—
these street Arabs—whom wo are so ready to relegate to

the great Loudon desert as a race apart from ourselves,

are of our own heritage, and we have no birthright (hat

does not also belong to them, inasmuch as they are indi-

visibly connected with us for future good or future evil.

They will be the men and women of the future time to

come—the brethren and sisters, the helpers or I bebinderors,

of tho e little oues who now sit round our tables, and who
belong to us by the ties of close and loving relationship."

—r-“ A Treatise on Dwellings for the Laboaring
Classes. By Captain E. R. Read. Hajman,
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Covent-garden.” The author of this pamphlet
here propounds a somewhat Utopian plan which
is to provide improved dwellings for the working
classes, under national or Government auspices,

and on a basis so profitable that a large surplus

revenue is reckoned upon, available for a variety

of purposes, including a sick fund, an educa-
tional fund, and a fund for the reduction of

national taxation. At the same time it is con-

sidered that pauperism will be reduced within
the narrowest possible limits. The organisation

of this State scheme would resemble that of the

present Poor-law, with a central board and local

authorities. No doubt, proper education, decent

dwellings, and a well-managed sick fund, would
greatly benefit the working classes and render
them less dependent on the ratepayers 5 but
whether in ten years the system either can or

will be brought into full operation at a cost of

20,000,0001. annually; or in twenty years at an
annual cost of 10,000,0001., as Captain Read
says it could, is quite another question.

glvsctniinea.

Scientific Slanging.

—

An owner, who has
made a rock-work, planted with ferns, in the
front of his bouse, near Winchester, has set

up the following notice, and finds it efficient :

—

“Beggars beware! Scolopendriums and Poly-

podiums are set here.” This will remind some
readers of O’Connell’s famous passage of tongues
with a fishwoman, when he replied to all her
epithets with scientific terms, and ultimately

shut her up by calling her an hypothenuse.

Society for tlie Encouragement of the
Tine Arts.

—

On Thursday, 27th alt., there was
an exhibition of the series of designs by Mr. H.
C. Selous, illustrative of Mr. C. Kingsley’s story

of “ Hereward the Wake,” and which obtained
the premium offered by the Art Union of Lon-
don in 1867, together with an equal number of

partially shaded drawings—the beat of the nn-
Buccessful series—illustrative of Lord Byron’s
“ Lara,” by Mr. C. B. Birch, the sculptor, Mr.
Godwin, F.R.S., presided. Mr.T. R. S. Temple, in

a short paper on the subject, after noticing the
slow growth of art societies in England, their

importance in raising the standard of art, and
their utility as well to the veteran as to the
youthful artist, gave a rapid sketch of the rise

and progress of the Royal Academy of Painting,

of the Society of Arts, of the British Institution,

and of the Royal Academy of Music ; aud more
especially congratulated the Art Union on being
the only society at the present day that pro-

fessedly encouraged historical composition, one
of the highest branches of art yet strangely

neglected in England. He next drew attention

to Mr. Seloos’s designs, remarking on thejudi-
oious choice of subject, and on the freedom,

and elegance of his pencil, and regretting that a
country which had such a noble history should
have so few great historical painters. Mr. Selous
felt highly gratified at the notice taken of bis

,

designs, and, whilst wishing they bad been
better, said it was an arduous task to go through
so many

;
each design, as far as the idea is con-

cerned, requiring as much thought as a finished

picture. The chairman addressed the meeting.
Mr. H. Tidey, Mr. Mapleson, Mr. Gilks, Dr.
Heinomann, and other gentlemen spoke, and tho

proceedings terminated with votes of thanks.

Ely liocal Board of Health.—At the last

meeting of the Board the chairman (the Rev. Gl
Hall) said : The Board and the town at large

had every reason to be proud of the very healthy
state of affairs detailed. These benefits conld
not be accomplished withonb the aid of excellent

officers, and the town had every reason to be
proud of the manner in which the duties

were performed. The statement made by Mr.
Marshall was so plain that every one could under-
stand it. The great reduction in their expenses
might be fairly ascribed to Mr. Mather, who per-
formed bis duties admirably, and with a sharp
eye to economy.

Tbe Small-pox and Fever Hospitals at
Homerton.—A correspondent says :—At a meet-
ing of contractors held at the Westminster Palace
Hotel, on Monday last, Mr. R. Trollope, in the

chair, Messrs. Richardson & Waghorn were
appointed the surveyors to compute the quan-
tities of the proposed works on behalf of the

builders, in conjunction with the surveyor ap-

pointed by the Asylum Board. The other sur-

veyors who were nominated at the meeting,

were Messrs. Arding & Bond, Messrs. Franklin

& Andrews, and Mr. Jas. Barnett.
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Mr. James Shepberd, of Home.—The
death of our country Qian, Mr. Jamea Shepherd,

long a resident in Rome, will be heard of with great

regret by a large number of persona. Mr.

Shepherd was well known, both in Rome and

England, for his energy, probity, and social

qualities, and is looked on as a publio benefactor

in Rome, since it is owing to his untiring exer*

tiona and able direction that the city is lighted

by gas, and that by the end of this year the most

pure and copious of all the streams formerly

brought to the capital by the ancient Romans,

the Mercian water, will be again introduced by

means of an ample aqueduct, and restored to the

use and comfort of the publio and the salubrity

and ornament of the city. Not only will every ,

one interested in the Anglo-Roman Gas Company
|

and the Mercian Water Company deeply deplore
j

the demise of their director, but a large number I

of friends will lament his exit from their social
|

circle, and offer the sinoerest tribute of con-
j

dolenoe to his bereaved widow. Mr. Shepherd
j

had been indisposed for several days in conse-

quenoe of a fall resnlting from momentary
suffocation caused by swallowing an orange-pip.

This accelerated heart-disease, from which be

died. His funeral was attended by a large body

of the English residents.

Co-operative Congress.—A co-operative

congress of representative working men and
others is being held in the large room of the

Society of Arts. There was a large attendance at

the opening proceedings. Among those present

were Mr. T. Hughes, M.P. (who was called upon
to preside), the Count de Paris, M.Morier (Cliarge

d’ Affaires at Darmstadt), Mr. W. Morrison, M.P.,

Mr. Muudella, M.P., Sir J. Bowring, Mr. Hodgson
Pratt, Mr. G. Potter, Mr. G. Holyoake, Mr.

J. Plummer, Mr. Lloyd Jones, Dr. Travers, &c.

Among the subjects to bo discussed were
What further steps can be taken to give effect

to the resolution of the Trades Congress held in

Manchester in June, 1868—“ To utilize the

organization of the trade-unions for co-operative

purposes the best means of making co-opera-

tive societies mutually helpful; in partnerships

of industry, what division of profits, as between
capital and labour, is the most likely to produce
perfectly harmonious action, and therefore the

argest measure of success
;
and the best prac-

tical means of promoting a knowledge of co-

operation among the people. During the sitting

of the congress an exhibition of specimens of

production by co-operative societies and part*

nersbips of industry was on view.

Builders' Benevolent Institution.—Last
week a general meeting of the snbscribers to

the Builders' Benevolent Institution was held at

Willis’s-rooms, King-street, St. James’s, for the

purpose of electing two pensioners—one male
and one female—on the funds of the institution.

There were fourteen candidates. Mr. G. F.

Trollope (president) occupied the chair. Since the,

foundation there have been lOi male and female
recipients of the fund,—the men receiving 2iZ.

and the women 20Z. per annum. The moneys
are invested in the Three per Cent. Consols,

—

11,706Z. Os. 8d. being for the relief fund, and
2,9511. 123. 7d. for the building fund. The
chairman, in opening the proceedings, said their

duty was a very simple one, having only to elect

two candidates out of a list of fourteen. They
all knew that the present number of pensioners
was forty-six—twenty-three mates and twenty-
three females. The society had hoped to increase

the number of pensioners, but he was sorry to

say their wishes could not be carried out, as the
funds would not permit it. He, however, trusted

that they would in future obtain a greater num-
ber ol subscribers, so that they might obtain

their desired wish, viz., the relief of those who
were in need. The poll was then declared open.

Metropolitan Police Returns, 1S68.

—

The usual orimiual returns have been printed.

From these it appears that in 1868, 45,848 males
and 21,022 females were taken into custody;
24,943 males and 9,784 females summarily dis-

posed of, or held to bail; and 2,629 males and
661 females tried and convicted. Of those taken
into custody, 9,-756 males and 5,506 females
could neither read nor write; 33,475 males and
15,350 females could read only, or read and
write imperfectly; 2,535 males and 164 females
could read and write well

;
and 82 males a7id two

females had had superior instruction. Of those
tried and convicted, 560 males and 177 females

were of the first class ; 1,889 males and 47 females
of the second

;
174 males and 13 females of the

third class
; and 6 males and no females of the

last class.

The History of Alnwick.—Mr. G. Tate

having completed his “ History of the Borough,

Castle, and Barony of Alnwick,” a number of

his fellow-townsmen and friends from other

parts entertained him at dinner on the 21st of

May, under the presidency of Dr. Collingwood

Bruce, and presented him with a testimonial, in

the shape of a silver tea-service, a purse of

money, and an address. The service was hand-

some, and bore the following inscription on the

coffee-pot :

—

“Presented to George Tate, Esq., F.G.S. (together

with one hundred guineas and an illuniinaled address), at

a public dinner held in the Town-hall, Alnwick, on the

19th day of May, 1869, as a token of esteem for his

private worth, and admiration of his eminent literary aud
ecientiflc attainments."

i
The address bore in the corners small paintings

j

of Alnwick and Hulme Abbeys, aud the Barbican

! and Abbot’s Tower of the Castle. Alnwick is

entitled to our warm commendation for showing

its appreciation of a townsman’s labourd.

I
The Kent and Canterbury Hospltalf

Canterbury.—At a special general board of

!

governors held to receive and consider a report

1 of the Boai’d of Management relative to the

!
proposed alterations and improvemeuts in the

j

hospital buildings, Dr. Lochee stated that it was

i found that the existing water-closets and tanks

I

for patients, situated as they are inside the

building, are calculated to give rise to disagree-

I

able consequences ;
that the ventilation in all the

I

wards is iueflicient ;
that, from the impossibility

of getting a temperature anything up to the re-

quired degree in winter, efforts to treat sucoess-

fully lung diseases were rendered almost futile;

and that the accommodation to out-patients and

casualties needed to be much more extended.

The faults of the building had nob been ex-

aggerated, aud they could only be rectified by

adopting and carrying out such plans as would

be submitted to them. He did nob hold out any

hope that they would have a model hospital, or

one that would even suit the ideas of modern
constructors of such edifices ; but serious incon-

veniences would be removed. The architect

(Mr. Thomas .Henry Watson, of London) then

read a report of the proposed alterations and

submitted plans of the work. He said he esti-

mated the coat to be 3,8001., or, allowing for

extras, 4,0001. It was finally resolved that the

plans produced be adopted, and that an appeal

be made to the governors and the public for a

building fund.

j

Sanitary Condition of Salford. — The
' ninth annual report of the medical officer of

health for Salford, Mr. E. J. Syson, has been

printed. From this report it appears that the

deatb-rate of the borough for 1868 was 30'53

' per 1,000 per annum, or 1 in 32. Of the total

deaths, in a population of 118,213, 1,893, or

52'43 per cent., were children under five years

I

of age. The chief causes of death were scarla-

' tina, by which 404 deaths were caused, the most

fatal period being between the ages of 2 and 5 ;

[

next follow bronchitis and diarrhoea ; then

phthisis. From convulsions, 193 died ; from

typhus, 117 ;
from typhoid fever, 125 ;

from old

' age, 128. There was an increase in 1868 of 33
' deaths from typhus, and 72 from typhoid fever,

compared with 1867.

I

Incorporated Church-building: Society,

—At the annual meeting of this society, the

I

secretary read the report, which stated that

from jubilee services the society received 8,000Z.

There was a large increase in the amount of

funds held by the society in trust for the repairs

of churches, the total being now 48,8651. ;
in

March, 1868, it was 42,249Z. During the past

year the number of applications had been

greater than in any former year; the grants

made were 170 in number, aud 8,475i. in

amount. The accounts, as audited by Messrs.

Johnstone, Cooper, Wintie, & Evans, showed a

total income from all sources amounting to

13,757Z. 178. lOd. Some very considerable

reforms are needed in this society,

The Park-lane Improvement Bill.—At
the meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works,

Mr. Newton, in answer to a question, said the

select committee of the House of Commons had
refused to insert special clauses in the b 11 to

remunerate persons for making the thoroughfare

through Hamilton-place whose property would

not be required, and in consequence of that

refusal Mr. Gore, the Commissioner of Woods
and Forests, had told the committee that he

should consult the Lords of the Treasury as to

whether they would consent to the third reading

of the bill. It has, however, been read a third

time.

Wew Park at Kampstead.—We under-

stand that a plan has been set on foot by which,

if carried into effect, the inhabitants of Mary-

leboue, Kilbnrn, Belsize, Camden Town, Haver-

stock-hill, and St. John’s Wood, will bo greatly

benefited. It was proposed in a vestry meeting

at Hampstead the other day, to take on lease, at

a moderate rental, with option of purchase, an
area of between fifty and sixty acres iu the

neighbourhood of Finchley-road. It is ex-

pected that the new lord of the manor. Sir John
Maryon Wilson, will not be indisposed to meet
the wishes of the inhabitants of Hampstead
thus far, especially if, as is very probable, the

parish of Marylebone should uuite with that of

Hampstead, aud both with the Metropolitan

Board of Works, in forwarding the success of

the scheme.

Paper Houses.—We have in former notices

referred to the numerous uses to which paper is

now being put, especially in America, where
hats, buckets, and many other useful articles

have for some time been made of ib. The
Chicago Journal ff Comme7-ce now informs ua

that houses are being bnilb of paper, and that

they are warmer, and coat one-third less than

houses built of wood and plaster after the usual

fashion.

Tbe Sheffield New Post-office.—The con-

tract for the new post-office has been let to

Messrs. Robert Neill & Sous, of Manchester.

The surveyor representing the post-office

authorities in Loudon and one of the contractors

were in Sheffield on Thursday, staking out the

building, aud the works will be immediately

proceeded with. The contractors are the same
that are engaged in the erection of the new
South Yorkshire Asylum at Wadsley Park.

Bead Poisoning.—At an inquest held at

Poplar respecting the death of Mrs. Elizabeth

Christopher, a beershop-keeper in the Com-
mercial-road, the doctor who attended the de-

ceased said that her death was caused by drink-

ing beer which had been drawn from new leaden

pipes in the bar of the beershop. The jury

returned a verdict of “ Accidental death from
lead-poisoning.” Dr. Schwarz, of Breslau, sug-

gests a simple method of protecting lead pipes

from the action of water, by forming on the

inside surface of the pipes an insoluble sulphide

of lead. The operation consists in filling the

pipes with a warm and concentrated solution of

sulphide of potassium, or sodium, which is left

in contact with the lead for a quarter of an
hour.

Important to Patentees.—The Lord Chan-
cellor bus decided a point of interest to the

registrars of patents. An intending patentee

had lodged a provisional specification, when
another inventor filed one of a similar descrip-

tion, and procured his patent to be first sealed.

The former complained of this, and argued that

under the circumstances the Attorney-Genwal
should nob have allowed the second person to

file his patent. The Lord Chancellor, however,
pointed out that there was no law to compel
a person who had filed a provisional specifica-

tion toj)roceed with his invention, and if tho

applications of other parties were to be uniformly
rejected, the country might bo deprived of the

fruits of the ingenuity of many minds which
were working iu the same direction.

Completion of the Great Pacific Rail-
way.—As the publio by this time know, the
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad is completed, and
America, big jo everything else, can now boast

of the longest single iron highway in the world.

At Promontory Point, in the State of Utah,

where the last rail was fixed, the telegraph was
kept actively at work, communicating with

every important city in the States, aud messages

in rapid succession exchanged details of each

step in the process of completion, with respon-

sive congratnlations sent by distant sympa-
thisers. Of every incident as ib happened all

Americans were informed at tire instant. It was
really a grand event; and, as the London Tele-

graph remarks, ‘‘few will think the monster
processions and rejoicings, or the special reli-

gious services, at all out of place in celebrating

one of the greatest steps in the march of civili-

sation that the century has witnessed.” As an
appendage, we may add, Brigham Young, the
Mormonite head of a hundred wives and children

(all told), has broken the first ground for the

Utah Central Railroad, below Ogden. The road
is to connect Salt Lake City with the Pacific

Railroad, and it is said will probably be finished

in October.
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Great Ifforthcrn Xtailway Churcli at
Peterborough.—Ou Friday, 27thult.jthe Bishop
of Peterborough consecrated this church, which
has been built for the locomotive establishment
of the Great Northern Railway Company at Now
England, about a mile north of the Peterborough
station. Mr. Teale, of Doncaster, is the archi-

tect. The church is 104 ft. long and 4S ft. wide,
and has a low central tower, but no transepts, a
pyramidal roof covered with the stone slates of

the country, and a semi-circular apse.

Overcrowding in the Borough.—In the
course of an inquiry before the coroner for East
Surrey, iuto the cause of the death of a child two
months old, it came out that in a small room a
man and his wife, with deceased, and a grown-up
son and daughter, all lived and slept. There
was nothing pub up to part the two beds in the
room. The coroner said it was moat disgraceful
that such a thing should exist. Overcrowding
could nob continue if a thorough house-to-house
visitation took place, and the landlords were
severely dealt with if they infringed the law.
The child appears to have been suffocated while
in bed.

A Big Blast.—At Shap Granite Works last

week, a huge blast took place. With 75 lbs. of
powder, a solid block of granite, measuring 40 ft.

by 30 ft. by 15 ft., and weighing 1,500 tons, was
blown from the monster deposit of Wastdale
Crag. Probably such an immense mass, in one
block, has never been blasted before.

The Sewage Question.—The Eton Local
Board of Health have determined to adopt the
report and plan of Messrs. Ripley & Simonds,
civil engineers, for the drainage of Eton College
and town. The system adopted is the separate
one, with the purchase of land for sewage
ntiliaation and irrigation. The cost is estimated
at 8,0001.

For Walton-oD-tlie-Hilt sewerage works. Contract
No. 1. Mr., George W. Qoodison (Evade & Goodiaon),
engineer

Anderson & Co. ...

Honking
Thomas
Lee
Dixon & Sleight ....

Marlin, jun
Hitrlley & Co
Mitchell
Fawkes & Maud ...

Hardacre
Moore
Winnard, jnn.
Thane (accepted)

,

Ford
Messrs. Smith

..£13,900 0 0

.. 13,819 12 2

.. 13,151 13 1

.. 11,995 0 0
,. 11,461 13 0
,. 11,238 0 0
.. 10,699 2 2
.. 9,998 9 3
.. 9.967 15 9

9,966 0 0
,. 9,538 0 0
,. 9,600 0 0

8,324 1 6
.. 8,326 0 0

7,160 0 0

For house. Duke-street, for Mr. A. M. M'Dougal. Mr.
Charie^E. Davies, architect. Quantities supplied:

—

Wood .

Till
,

Sburmur
Johnstone
Thomas It Son
Morgan & Lovell
Nightingale
Nixon & Son
Eudkin
Carter & Son
Myers & Sons
Blackmore & Morley
HOl & Sons
Conder (accepted)
W'igmore

£6,50u
6,547 0 0
6,141 0 0
4,630 0 0
4,300 0 0
4,280 0 0
4,140 0 0
4,130 0 0
4,000 0 0
3,993 0 0
3,984 0 0
3,810 0 0
3,780 0 0

. 3,679 0 0
3,675 0 0

For schools at Watford.
Quantities supplied:

—

Taylor
Hubbard
Stains & Bon
Humphrey
Nightingale
Waterman
Eaper
Foale
Snowden
Cooper A Cullum

Mr. Thos. Pearson, architect.

1,764 0 0
1,650 0 0
1.686 0 0
1,635 0 0
1,633 0 0
1,498 0 0
1,480 0 0
1,479 0

'

1,1 0 0
1,436 0 0

TENDERS.
For Kidsgrove sewerage. Messrs. E. Scrivener & Son,

architect. Quantities supplied :—
Palin ... Cl.OOO 0 0
Taylor 1,340 0 0
Eowaon 1,250 0 0
Lunn & Heynes 1,170 0 0
Pearce 1,031 17 7
J. & S. Smith (accepted) 1,020 11 0

For the erection of shop and nromiaes. Gun-lane, Lime-
Louse. Mr. T. C. Clarke, architect:

—

Kilby £688 0 0
Abraham 634 0 0
King & Sons 668 0 0
Hoskins

, 620 0 0
Pitcher 674 0 0
Hopewell

, 653 0 0

For additions to the Lock Hospital, Harrow-road. Mr.
F. W. Porter, architect :

—

Hill A Keddell
Patman & Fotberiugbai
Dove, Brothers
Mansfield & Price
Ashby A Sons
I’Anson
Ebb A Sons
Conder
Macey

King A Sons
Browne A Eobinson
Longmire A Burge ...

£3,114 0 0
,. 2,876 0 0

2,775 0 0
2,768 0 0
2,728 0 0

.. 2,676 (I 0
2,544 0 0

.. 2,606 0 0
2,413 0 0
2,375 0 0
2,394 0 0
2,2i7 0 0
2,117 0 0

For various works, St. Paul’s Churcb, Mill-hill, Hendon.
Mr. Parkinson, architect:

—

Patman A Co £3,104 0 0
Adamson A Sons 3,160 0 0
Foster ... 3,080 0 0
Cooper A Cullum 2,960 0 0
Wheeler 2,9j3 0 0
King A Suns 2.886 0 0
Crabb A Vaughan 2,736 0 0
Deards 2,534 0 0

For the ertetion of three houses and shops, at Ventnor,
Isle of Wight, for Mr. Gibson. Mr. Francis Newman,
architect. Quantities supplied :

—

New Buildings. Old Materials.
Wickens £1,984 10 0 £36 10 0
Ingram A Son 1,397 0 0 36 10 0
Newnham 1,S93 6 0 37 1 6
MosesA WallJerfaccd.) 1,749 0 0 100 0 0

For plumber’s, glazier’s, and painter's work, to eight
houses, at W est-hiU, Hastings. Mr. Allred Cross, archi-
tect;—

Neve
Picknell
Jarret
Tidier
Brown (accepted)

,.£497 2

For new house, Adelaide-road, South Hampstead, for
Mr. Cale, nurser) man. Quantities by Mr. AV. Todd—

Simpson A Son £S89 o o'
Ebbs A Sons
Thomas
Hackworlh
Longmire A Burge

For rebuilding 40 and 41, Haymarket, for Mr. A.
Binuie. Mr. H. Lausdowne, Architect. Quantities sup-
plied:—

Greigg £2,926 0 0
Nightingale 2,817 0 0
Patman A Co 2,810 0 0
Myers A Sons 2,687 0 0
Mitchell 3,5ii0 0 0
Scrivener A White 2,468 0 0

For the supply and delivery of about 214 tons of 24-in.
cast-iron pipes, in 9-ft. lengths, and 8 tons ditto, in 3-ft,

lengths, for outfall sewers, lor the Hyde Local Board. Mr,
Francis Newman, C.E., borough surveyor :

—

Per Ton.
9-ft. lengths. 3-ft. lengths.

Cochrane, Grove. A Co.
Staveloy Iron and Coal Co...

Woolstenhulmes A Eye
Garrett A Co
Sharpe
Coker
Spittle

Borland A Co
Laurie A Co
Fry
Laidlaw A Son
White ...

Clarke
Newton, Chambers, A Co. ..

Claridge, North, A Co
Christie A Co
Begg
Deuce
Bcilckow, Vaughan, A Co..*

£6 5 0 £7 0 0
6 6 0 6 10 0
6 0 0 6 0 0
6 0 0 6 0 0
6 0 0 6 0 0
6 17 6 6 17 6
5 15 0 7 0 0
6 16 0 6 10 0
6 14 6 6 14 6
6 14 0 6 15 0
6 12 6 6 2 6
6 10 0 6 0 0
6 10 0 6 12 C
6 10 0 6 10 0

' Accepted.
4 19 0 7 10 0

For the erection of eight houses, at West-hill, Hast-
Qgs. Mr. Alfred Cross, architect:—

Longhurst £3,452 0 0
Jones 3,330 0 0
Tidier 3,2-45 0 0
Hughes 3,108 0 0
Eodda 3,C83 0 0
Howell 3,1 66 0 0
Bourne 3,049 0 0
Parks (accepted) 2,787 0 0

For re-construction of old premises, No. 3, Cherry-tree-
court, Aldersgate-street, for Mr. T. H. Eliia. Mr. William
Smith, architect :

—

Kilby £1,180 0 0
Sabey 1,150 0 0
Henshaw 1,130 0 0
Fletcher A Caughay 1,128 0 0
Crabb A Vaughan 1,1('9 0 0
Blackmore A Morley 1,085 0 0

For alterations, Ac., to Elm Tills, Leytonstone, for Mr.
D. T. Leroni. Mr. William Smith, architect;—

Henshaw £360 o 0
CraUb A Vaughan 326 0 0
Blackmore A Morley 297 0 0
Arber 295 0 0

For the new Barnsbury Eailway
Railway Company:

—

HUl
Sharman
Hill A Sons
Mill A Co
Goodman
Bennett
Hill, Keddell, A Waldron ...

Wood
Wenahip
Merritt A Ashby
Keeble
Crabb A Vaughan
King A Sons
Mansfield, Price, A Co
Axford A Co
Watts
Hedges
Webb A Sons
Sawyer
Wicks, Bangs, A Co

Station, North London

£17,083 0 0
16,841 0 0
16,94') 0 0

... 15,634 0 0

... 16,497 0 0

... 16,350 0 0

... 15,310 0 0
.. 15,300 0 0

... 15,2-16 0 0

... 16,150 0 0

... 16,000 0 0

... 14,882 0 0
... 14,860 0 0
... 14,660 0 0
... 14,450 0 0
... 14,319 0 0
... 14.278 0 0
... 14,2'0 0 0
... 13,830 0 0
... 12,990 0 0

For alterations and addilione, St. Paul's Churcb, Mill-
hill. Mr. R. Parkinson, architect. Quantities by Mr.
George Lansdown :

—

Estimate Estimate
A. B. 0.

£. £. £.
Patman A Fotheiiugham 372 2,390 412
Adamson A Sous 376 2,360 420
Foster 360 2,330 300
Cooper A Cullum 390 2,180 380
Wheeler 418 2,ore •480

King A Son 430 2,168 300
Cra()b A Vaughan 352 2,024 360
Deans 285 1,877 363

For finishings to the Clarence Hotel, Hastings.
Alfred Cross, architect :

—

Howell £728 10 0
Parka 722 0 0
Tidier 714 0 0

Mr.

Bom
Hughes
Longhurst..
Eodda
Russell

695 0 0
655 0 0

For a house in High-street, Saffron Walden, for Mr.
G. S. Gibson. Mr. Frederick H. Johnson, architect

Wright £1,419 0 0
Bell A Sons (accepted) 1,390 0 0

For reseating, Ac., the parish church, Mitcham, Surrey.
Mr. Edffiu Chart, architect. Quantities supplied

Lawrence A Sons
Dove, Brothers ....

Mills A Son
Lawrence
Chapman
Jackson A bbaw ....

Gulland
Myers A Sons

If ii If ii

Deal. |Chestnut.

£. 8. d.i £. 8. d
1230 0 0|
955 0 o|

951 0 ollSOl 0 C

932 6 0|

922 10 0|l0a7 1 (

668 0 0'l673 0 (

853 0 OtlOSS 0 I

740 0 0]1140 0 t

1460 0
1863 0
1368 10
1316 2
1740 0
u363 0
1288 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
E. C.-J. a. R- P. N.-G. H. G.-8. i H.-A. C.-B.-B. E. N.—

T. H. K.—C. B.—W. 8.-G, F.—8. * Son.—A. W.-T. W.—M. A. B.—
A. J. S.-C. P.-R. C. M.~E. B. * 0.-H. P.—R. 8.-J. G. C.—
F. H. J.-F. W. H.—8. M.-B. C.-L. B —H. & E.-YounK Clerk of
the Woiki.— J. B. W., 8au Fjaucieco (send ui an exauipU}.—A Con-
etaut Reader (ihe architect, until rece. t>;, has been cjusiJered re-

pousible fur Li> clerk of the wurke. Vuw lhat comniiitBee and other
bodies appoint their own clerk ot the woike, the position ie altered),—
Kld'leriulusUr Infirmary (next week).— West Derby Sewerage (next
week).—W. C. B. (in type).-M. U. (m lype).—fievernl papers and
communkatione are unavoidably postpuned.

We are comi>elleil to decline puindni; ont books and giving

Ail statements of facts, lists of T..nilerB, &c., must be accompanied
by the name and address of the seuder, not uecessarUy for

publication.

Nuts.—The responsltiUity of signed articles, and papers read at
public nieetihgs, rests, of coarse, with the authets.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN*
SON in the Manufacture of Church, Turret,
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, anti every description
of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,
Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royui Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and
60, Ludgate-hill

j
Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-

street, London.

PEOFESSOK PEPPER’S LECTURE on
i UiB OKEAT LIGE'INING iNDUOlOblDSI, as delivered
briure their Buyoi High, cieea the Friucoesca Luuiau and ficatiice.—
" Rubin Uuod" and "AUaduj, ' niuaicaUy tie»ted by George huck-
Inni), eeq. — The ' Aetrumelroscope." — Wuoubuiy'a “ Fboto-Bellef
Proho-s."—Dore'a Ficiuren of Rlame.”— Stutea on ilemory.—Attbs
ROYAL POLYl'KLHMO—One BhiUlhg.

ri^HE BUILDER.” — WANTED, to
I PCECllASli, the Nunibem of J8ti4, 1865. and 1866 (Vols.

Just published. In Im^eiial oblong folio. Price One Guinea.

rPHE PRINCIPLES of PERSPECTIVE.
JL illustrated in a Series uf Examples.

By ULNuY D. HOMl’enJa.
Londou : CHAPMAN 4 Hai L, Piccadily.

ChelUubaui : aKNRV UA.ViRo; anu all Buokaellers.

Imp. 82mo. (.luib, piice 2s
;
gilt o ges, S;. 6J.

Free bj poet, 2J. ex.r.,

"'HE SURPRISING adventures of
_ rUILiP QDAbLL, the ingllsh Hermit. Entirely re-edited

London : WILLIAM T£GQ, Fancraa-laue, Cheapside,

New Edition, email post Svo. gilt slue, red edge
,
3s. 6d.

poelf.ee, 3a. 9d.

Arabian nights (ihe) entertain-
ments, thoroughly levLed. ihie euttanulng work has in

e.uie degree bieu problbiied lu the lamiiy ciiule
;

the present edition
Is ihCeuueil M a euitab-e book loc ali, anu au a-cepiaule pro.Sut to
the younger member* of suciec..

London : W ILLIAM T£QG. Pancras-Iane, Cheapside,
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The Improvement of our

Gardens and Open

Tlaces.

ANY nseful hints may
be obtained from Mr.
Eobinaon’s book on the

Paris Parks and Gar-
dena, spoken of in onr
last,* and we therefore

return to it.

The spaces in front of

several of the Parisian

chnrches are very agree-
ably adorned in much
the same manner as the

squares, even to the
fountains, little cas-

cades, and statues. The
church of the Trinite is

a case in point. Here
the garden extends in

front of the church
to about three times
its width. It is in

form of an oval, sur-

Knightsbridge, and now draped with filth and
soot,” he describes as being, with the young
pines and evergreens in the Regent’s Park, and
elsewhere, victims to the vileness of the atmo-
sphere. However, he makes amends for this
contradiction by giving a long list of trees
that will grow in London, headed by the
plane, which gives such vivacious green to
Berkeley-square. The last on the list, we may
add, before we return to the Parisian improve-
ments, is the lime. This is planted in large
numbers in our suburban gardens, where the
early withering and fall of its leaves make ns
fear the winter is approaching before the sura-
mer is half over. Every lime-tree in every small
garden, says Mr. Robinson, ruthlessly, should be
cut down. And Irish ivy should be trained up
the railing to keep the dust out, and give a fresh
green aspect.

Returning to Paris, we will take to the
spacious streets and approaches, to see what
municipal effort has done in this department.
We find, in truth,

—

face. For this purpose a wide area was formed of con-

TifiiVn
ejected a wall nearly of the same size,ihis waU was hollowed out on each side by large epivcealormiog on the front turned towards the observer a eeriesof vaults supporting a row of shrubs, which allowed the

through them into the neighbonrini»
where the embanhinent had

Ih, wS ht f “‘l™ <1>»‘

’5® added tothat of the areado itself, so as to counterbalance the elfect

outward8*’"^^°°^
embankment to throw tho wall

uvai, Bur-
rounded with a white stone balustrade, outside
of which is a carriage-way up to the church
doors. '‘From the garden to the church
ascent is gained by two flights of steps, and
between these steps three curvilinear cascades
fall from three groups of statues, the waters
uniting in one semicircular basin,” says Mr.
Robinson, adding, that the effectis quite sparkling,
even for Paris. St. Clothilde has another garden
approach, not a stiff, straight gravel-walk
through a ohurch-yard, bub a bright green sweep
of grass and foliage, margined with the low iron
edging that seems to be in general favour now
in Paris, and which is only an interlacement of
semicircles, in imitation of the rustic edgings,
probably, formed with bent twigs. Fresh from
a contemplation of this care audits happy effect
Mr. Robinson thinks of the recent attempts at
chnroh-yard gardening in London. Speaking of
the churchwardens who have already set to work,
he says—

substituted for headstones, and
Cockney jrardeniog for the memorials

wb; >f T
notable instance of this kind with““ acquainted is around the church in Bishons-

gate-street. Tombs and headstones appear to have beencleared out of the way, and all obstructions removed, soW Ifiel surface might be obtained on which to set a

flo^iuhW^-
^bich have little more chance of

S^Ltke^'
^'^bopsgote-street thau if planted in the

At any cost, with all care, and with every con-
trivance requisite, has Paris, in such matters,
gone through an Augustan change. The pave-
ments to the new streets and boulevards are of
asphalte, and in a few narrow streets the paving-
stones forming the once noisy roads have been
taken up and laid with asphalte

; while, on the
other hand, in some of the widest streets where
there is much traffic, there is a border of these
paving-stones on either aide of the macadamized
centre, that this may not be cot up by wagons.
It does not do to think of such places as the old
New-road and Leioester-square after recallin''

Parisian improvements.

The public nursery gardens of Paris are one
of the wonders of the place. Tho thousands of

' trees and hundreds of thousands of plants
Around, across, and through the city stretch the I

required for the public ways and places recently
wide, open, tree-bordered streets called boulo I

improved or formed by the oifcy are all reared in
vards, from the circumstance of the most I

the civic nursery gardens. Each of the gardens
ancient^of them having been built upon the site of the state rears its own stock, as our parks do.

“The city swims in verdure, beautiful
As Venice on the waters, the sea-swan.”

of the bulwarks of old Paris. And not content
with this, others, with footways on each side of
them, it must be borne in mind, as wide as some
of the old streets, pierce it in every direction,
radiating from circular open places. Hence, not
only is overcrowding an impossibility, as far as
it relates to houses, in the present day, bat it

will be one for several generations. We in-

aerted a view, in our previous notice, on the
Boulevards near the Chateau d’Ean, as an ex-
ample of their spaoiouaness, lightaomeness, and
attractiveness. The Boulevard Richard Lenoir
differs somewhat from the ordinary type, for
it is bnilt to a large extent over a canal, and
has eighteen pairs of ventilating and lighting
shafts in tho course of its 2,000 yards ran, which
features are made almost ornamental on as many
little parterres, with central fountains, and
flowers and grass in each. And on both sides of
these parterres are wide footways, rows of plane-
trees, and good roads. Then there are besides
tho boulevards that every visitor sees stretching
from the Madeleine to the Bastile, those of SL
Jacques, d Italie, d’Enfer,—where there is a new
name wanted, sorely,—du Mont Parnasse, and
the Avenue de Breteuil, on the left bank of the
Seine

; and as many on the right, among which
we may count over the Boulevards Pereire,
des Batignolles, CUchy, Rochechonart, de la

Ohapelle, and de Belleville. And again, treated
in the same way are many avenues, of which the

The Jardin Flenriste, where all the tender plants
are raised, is in the neighbonrhood of the Bois
de Boulogne. It is nearly covered with glass
bouses, of which Mr. Robinson gives plans and
sections, on account of their economy of space.
He also gives a view of the wonderful oaves
under this garden for the storage of tender plants
in winter. The establishment is a sorb of borti-

cultnral college. Students over eighteen years
of age, who have spent some time in the practice
of horticnltnre, are admitted to improve them-
selves; and, we may record, half the books in
the library arranged for their use, and that of
the officers, are English. Then the nursery for

the trees for the Boulevards, some forty-five

acres in extent, is at Petit Bry, near Nogent-sur-
Marne. That for shrubs is near the race-course
in the Bois de Boulogne

; and that for pines and
rhododendrons in the same park, near Auteuil.

A fifth establishment, for herbaceous plants, is

in the Bois de Vincennes, where five or six

acres of chrysanthemums may be seen, and other
providings on the same wholesale scale for the
city gardens. Mr. Robinson gives a figure of the
machine used for transplanting trees of a large
size, which is considered to be an improvement
upon that in use with us. M. Andre, known to

us for his work at Sefton Park, Liverpool, thus
describes the mode of operation, taking for his

specimen tree one of thirty years old, having a
stem circumference of 3 ft. at a height of 3 ft.

And to churchwardens who have not yet
these works must have exceeded

taken any fatal steps, he says, i
those Croema laid ont in the rich presents he

Of Delphi; but when we
magnet that the magnificence of

It hka any commonplace bit^of gro^uoL ^InsTead^oI'^ur- atrangers, and the beneficial
sanitary result, it will be seen they are, for the

Avenue del’Imperatrice is the most gardenesque, ^rom the ground, and a total weight, with its
according to our author’s taste. The auras earth-ball about the roots, of nearly two tons :

wortli nf ‘—

J

piuiiuio aiewpouQUS
TcouLi u®

* respectable landscape (jardene.

tinne? U destroying its memorials or a-socia-

whh «
Jerelled, mutilated, and planted

shrubberies, eonllde its ex-ecution to an intelligent navvy.”

We should have been glad if the author had
been as clear as this upon every point. On this
same page we notice, he says, ” Evergreen shrubs
me proverbially fond of London smut,” and
points out their luxuriance in front of Tatter-
sall’s.^ While on page 161, when advocating the
superiority of deciduous trees for cities on ac-
count of the ravages of the “ blacks,” he calls
attention to the same spot as a witness on the
other aide. “The once haudsorae and healthy
araucarias, planted in front of Tattersall’s, at

• See p. 437, ante.

most part, wisely invested. The avenue men-
tioned was formed to make a wide, direct, and
good approach to the Bois de Boulogne

; 20,0001.
was the amount of the first cost, to which the
sum of 4,000i. was added for the enlargement
of the Auteuil Railway-bridge, drainage, planta-
tions, and flower-beds, and the length does not
exceed 1,300 yards. The Avenue de I’Empereur
cost 82,0001. Large excavations in some por-

tions of its length, and embankments at others,

account for the largeness of this charge. One
portion runs along the Seine, and will form

terrace. The construction hero is thus de.

scribed :

—

The method which seemed to promise the greatest
amount of safety combined with economy was to spread
the pressure of the vast mass over a large extent of sur-

The operation is commenced by staking out, round the
stem, the circumference of tbe earth-ball, which will be,
on an average about 4 ft. in diameter for moat spaces, and
larger according to the size of tbe trees to be removed.
A second concentric circle is then made about 2 ft. outside
the first, the space between which will be the place for the
trench to be dug for preparing the tree. The soil is then
removed from this trench to the depth of 3 ft,, and tho
small delicate roots are drawn out of the earth, left bang,
ing, and carefully preserved. The earth-ball is then under-
mmed, to prevent the roots from adhering to the subsoil

;

two thick planks 1 It. wide, and a little longer than the
ball, are placed underneath, parallel with tho width of the
cart, so tnatthey sustain the weight of the earth when the
tree is lifted. Privet stems are now placed vertically
close together all round the earth-ball, tied at the top and
bottom with ropes, so as to prev-nt tbe earth from
crumbling away, anel also to protect the small roots from
the inclemencies i-f the weather.
The removal of the tree is then commenced in tbe fol-

lowing manner:—Two stoutthick planks strong enongh to
support the cart with the tree slung in it, and alittle longer
than the entire excavation, and having iron plates about
2 in. higher than the surface, bolted on each side so as to
prevent the wheels from slipping oil', are placed parallel
to each other across the excavation, with the exact width
existing between the wheels. The moveable bars are then
put in their place again so as to strengthen the back of the
wheels, which do uot run on an axletree, but are htted in
wrought-iron frames."

Passing the chains attached to the rollers
beneath the planks below the earth ball, four
men wind it up to the necessary height, when
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horses are placed to the cart, and away it goes

to its destination. The trunks of some of the

large trees newly planted in Paris are proteoted

with a coating of moss enveloped in canvas
;
and

ronnd their bases are discs of iron gratings, so

that the earth may not get trodden down too

hard. The cordon system of fruit-growing is

worth more attention than it has yet received in

England. It must not be confounded with the

ordinary spur system. The word “ cordon ” ap-

plies exclusively to a tree consisting of a single

branch bearing fruit-spurs only, and never

allowed to ramify. One of the illustrations wo
reproduce shows the cordon on the front wall

of a plant-house, in which position all the finer

apples may be grown to perfection. The most

popular form of cordon is the little line of apple-

trees acting as an edging to the quarters in the

kitchen and fruit garden, A border may be

cropped with trees trained on this principle,

and proteoted when necessary.

Peach Wall and Border, ivith Five Lines of Cor-

dons, the whole protected in Spr ing.

’’ Here is a galvanized iron bracket, more than

2 ft. wide, for supporting n temporary coping of

bitumenized felt. A wire passes through at A
to support curtains where these are necessary :

—

The large cheap bell-glass, called a Cloche,

used in every French garden, gives great faci-

lity in the production of winter and spring

salads. Acres of them may be seen round
Paris

;
they are about 16 in. high, and the same

in diameter at the base, and cost in France
about a franc each. They are useful for many
purposes, and every garden should be furnished

with a few of thorn.

The Cloche, as used in Winter Lettuce Culture.

All the appliances and contrivances nsed

by the best Parisian gardeners are illustrated

by the author. We give one more modern in-

vention,—the light iron trellis-work now in

general use in the most advanced fruit-coUiva-

t^ion.* He goes minutely into the question of

how we are to improve our fruit-cultnre, both in

quantity and quality
;
advocates the use of many

of the sunny banks of our railway embankments

;

and, indeed, says all there is to be said upon the

subject. Instead of following him through this

now somewhat beaten tract—beaten, though, by

his own efforts as much as by those of others,

—

we will turn to a more novel branch of cultnre,

from which we may and should take a lesson.

We allude to the cave culture of the mush-
room. Picture a wheat-field on the south side

of the city, with a deep well or shaft gaping
among the waving corn, famished with a pole

pierced with sticks just large enough to afford

footing and holding. Then descend this primi-

tive ladder for 60 ft. At the bottom you
find yourself, not in a coal-pit, but iu a quarry,

from which the stone has been picked out just

as in our coal-seams, leaving long alleys of

• See p. 4G6.

workings propped up by pillars of the stone left

here and there for the purpose, as pillars of the

coal are left in our pits. And these workings

are laid with low ridges of suitable soil, and

turned into mushroom beds. In these long

subterranean galleries, so low that you must

stoop every now and then, and occasionally

widening out from a narrow passage into a space

wide enough to admit of several rows of beds,

but everywhere dark and still, a crop of nearly

4001b. weight of mushrooms is gathered daily.

And there are many other mushroom oaves

around Paris. Mr. Robinson describes one that

he visited, about an hour’s ride from the city, that

gave him the idea of a gloomy subterranean cathe-

dral. In this one 3,000 lb. of mushrooms were

gathered per diem, from beds measuring twenty-

one miles in length. Another large cave men-

tioned has sixteen miles of beds. Mushrooms

are curious things as well as delicious. They

have their legends, and whims, and pecu-

liarities, like more important objects. One

tale told of them is, that they will not grow

after being seen by mortals. This imputed

blight is disproved every day ;
but the origin of

the statement is clear. They soon exhaust their

powers of growth in one place, and every now
and then they cease to thrive, and the quarries

have to be cleaned out and left to rest. It

is believed, too, they will not grow in coal-pits,

nor where there is any iron, even the neighbour-

hood of a rusty nail they will not endure; but

experiments might be made before this need be

taken for granted. Of course, it is not the in-

terest of champignonniata to assert they will

grow anywhere
;
but it will be our own fault if

some of the hundreds of miles of subterranean

workings in this country are not utilised. A
reference to Mr. Robinson’s work will reveal the

process of the cnlture. We give a view of the

mushroom cave first mentioned, where it widens

out into a large chamber.*
Our author has taken the trouble to sketch

and compile particulars of the gardens of Ver-

sailles, Fontainebleau, St. Cloud, and Meudon,

and we will accompany him to the first, called

by the French the queen of geometrical gardens.

There are in his book ten views, besides a plan of

this palace and garden
j
consequently a very clear

idea may be obtained of its beauties by those

who have not visited it. And those who have

walked on its Tapis Vert, trodden its labyrinths

of gravel walks, heard the splash and sprinkle

of its fountains, and admired its statues and

orange-trees, its clipped hedges, long canals,

and peaked groves, will learn more by a glance

at the plan than they could in an afternoon’s

ramble. We insert a view that includes the

palace and a portion of the garden. The author

does not, however, hold this place up for ad-

miration. Its stiffness and formality are defects

in his eyes, for which only the natural treat-

ment of the gardens of the Petit Trianon

compensates. In this there are “ quiet and re-

freshingly veidant glades, - a tiny streamlet,

picturesquely meandering through them
;
a well-

designed piece of water, a little Swiss village,

dairy, and so on, erected by Marie Antoinette;”

and to pass into it, after spending some time in

the Versailles gardens, or in those of the Grand
Trianon, be says, is like being suddenly trans-

ferred from some gigantic Cottonopolis to a green

and sunny Piedmontese valley. A garden should

appear in city eyes like unto a bit of the country,

beautified by cultivation and taste. Those who
have catered for the Parisians in this depart-

ment, have borne this truth well in mind. We
trust that the example they have set us in im-

proving both the artistic appearance and sanitary

condition of their city, will not be lost on those

who have grand opportunities to do as much for

London and the Londoners.

FREE PUBLIC LIBBARIES ARD
MUSEUMS.

Although a number of admirably conducted

and highly useful inslitutious have been esta-

blished iu various parts of the country under

Mr. Ewan’s Public Libraries and Museums Act of

1850, and the several amended Acts passed sub-

sequently, it can scarcely be disputed that the

full capabilities of these measures, as stepping-

stones to important educational agencies, have

not been as yet, and are not now in process of

being, worthily developed. It is a quarter

of a century since Mr. Ewart commenced his

public labours in connexion with this question,

• See p. 466.

and the first-fruit, so far as legislation is con-

cerned, was the Musenms Act of 1815, which

enabled local authorities, with the consent of

the ratepayers, to establish public museums,

and to maintain them by local rates. Only two

musenms were established under that Act—the

Royal Museum of Salford, and the smaller yet

useful and creditable collection at Warrington.

The first Act to promote the establishment and

extension of Public Libraries, in addition to, or

in conjunction with, Public Museums of Art and

Science, was passed in 1850, and has since then

been superseded by the more complete and

practical Act of 1855, which has again been

amended, and has had its provisions, extended

by other Acts, in which Scotland and Ireland,

as well as England and Wales, have been

embraced.
The results of this enlightened policy have

scarcely been satisfactory. The city and borough

constituencies of England and Wales send 301

members to Parliament ;
the Scottish cities,

burghs, and groups of burghs, send 24 ;
the Irish

cities and towns send 39. It would not be more

surely than the constituents need, to keep them

au courant with the literature, art, and science

of their day, for them to have at least one well-

appointed public free library, reading-room, and

museum, for every city and borough member
sent to the Commons’ House of Parliament. The

number established falls, however, very far short

of this. Prior to 1850 three museums were

established, Salford and Warrington, already re-

ferred to, under the Act of 1845
j
and Winches-

ter, in 1847, upon the voluntary principle, which

failed as a support, and led the inhabitants, in

1851, to adopt Mr. Ewart’s Act of 1850. In ad-

dition to these three museums, the total result

up to the present time has been the adoption of

the Free Libraries and Museums Acts in 34

other places, 28 in England and Wales, and three

each in Scotland and Ireland. In many in-

stances the inhabitants owe the benefits brought

within their reach by the establishment of free

libraries and museums to exceptional and acci-

dental circumstances, rather than to their own
appreciation of such advantages, or their desire

to possess and profit by them. Liverpool owes

its splendid free libraries and museums to the

munificence, to a .large extent, of Sir William

Brown. Manchester, in a like manner, is

mainly indebted to the personal liberality and

energetic and persevering action of Sir John

Potter, for the establishment of its original

free library, which now has grown so great in

its central reference department, and its five

lendtug libraries, each with a museum attached.

So it has been in Scotland also, with such

places as Dundee with its Baxter, and Paisley

with its Coats, men whose beneficent liberality

has rendered it impossible for the rate-payers

to reject the bounty of such donors, and the

benefits of the Act. In other cases, again, the

proposal to establish free libraries has been

carried by the tact, persistency, and ability of

enlightened and effective agitators ;
in some

cases by “management,” more clever, perhaps,

than scrupulous, in packing the room in which

the vote had to be taken with the supporters

of the proposal to the exclusion of the opponents.

The comparative supineness of communities

to avail themselves of the facilities the legis-

lature has provided for the establishment of free

public libraries and museums should not be a

cause of surprise. Hitherto their introduction

would have been, in many instances, as an

inversion of natural order. General and efficient

elementary instrnction and training take pre-

cedeuce of the higher culture tuch institutions

are fitted to impart. A certain degree of pre-

paration is necessary before the books accessible

in a public free library, or elsewhere, oan be

objects of desire, and sources of solace, delight,

refinement, or strength. To the untaught and

untrained visitor the objects presented in

museums are mere images reflected upon the

retina of the eye, which may excite a

moment’s ignorant wonder, bub which, failing

the equipment of the eye with intelligent

messengers to the seat of thought, pass

away like the picture reflected in a mirror,

leaving no traco behind,—suggesting no re-

flection or comparison,—exciting to no attempt

to understand the relations, correspondences,

adaptations, or purposes of objects and combina-

tions, Decided progress has happily been

made, in the lifetime of the present generation,

in popular instruction, and a more thorough

system, with much larger results, may con-

fidently be expected in the immediate future;

this consideration invests the subject of free
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libraries and masomns for the people with greatly
angmented importance.

^

Among the social as well as artistic and scien-
tific subjects that occupy from time to time the
attention of the Society of Arts, it is gratifying
to know that this problem,—“ How the Society
may aid in prcmoting the establishment of Free
Libraries and Museums of Science and Art,” is
at_ present engaging their attention. A com-
mittee of the Society has been appointed to con-
sider and report upon the subjeob. The com-
mittee met on Monday afternoon last at the
Society’s rooms, and may be said to have fairly
commenced business, Mr. Henry Cole, C.B.,
presided, and there was a numerous attendance
of the other members, including Sir Daniel
Cooper, hart.; General Eardley Wilmot, E.A.

;

Messrs. Samuel Redgrave, Seymour Teulon,
George Godwin, J. T. Ware, Hyde Clarke, J. P.
Iselin, James Hole, <i:o.

Mr. Cole opened the business in an appro-
priate succinct review of the important subject,
and properly urged that either the Society, or
some other authority or organization, should
take action to stimulate public feeling on this
important question. He also suggested the pro-
priety of the committee being strengthened by
the addition of a number of their own members
who were also members of Parliament.

After a conversational informal disoussion of
the motion, and of other points involved in the
general question, it was resolved, on the
motion of Mr. Godwin, seconded by Gen E
Wilmot;

—

And by Mr. Hyde Clarke,

—

That^ varJoua old public libraries, i
Aij.lL >ttijuua oio puuiic JiDraries, as t

bishop I’enisoii. liuTiDg been dispersed, it is expedient
that legal provisinns be made for the security, as national
property, oi ail libraries and museums which are ap
propriated to the public use."

, tradition with the theatrical decorator; as ifany
that of Arch-

j

thing sober and quiet were out of place here
t IB expedient Anid . .

p a^o neie

That Dr Lyon Playfair, Mr. Albert Pell, Lord F.
Cavendish, Mr E. A, Bowring, Mr. Cbas. Buxton, Colonel
Akroyd, Mr. Thoa Barley, Mr. G. C. Bentincb, Sir Frank
Crossley Mr. W. H. Gregory, Mr. A. J. Berestbrd Hope,
Colonel Jervis Mr. Walter Morrison. Mr. Edmund
Pot. or Mr. B. Samuelson, Mr. Wm. Tito, Mr. Mundella,
Mr. Ed. Baines. Mr. Geo. Dixon, Mr. I. Mellv, Mr
Auberon Herbert, and other members of Parliament
members of the Society of Arts, should be added to the
Committee.

Also, on the motion of Sir Daniel Cooper,
seconded by Mr. Seymour Teulon :

—

1
small number of the places which (as is shown

by the follow.ng list) have adopted the system of rates for
the support of free libraries and museums is a proof that
tho present Rysfem of proceeding is iusudicient to secure
the intended object.”

The following is the list of free libraries
and museoms, established by mt’ans of rates
authorised by existing Acts of Parliament, re-
ferred to in the resolution :

—

Ashtoa-under-Lvne— Public Library
Birmiugham-Public Reference Library. Reading-room,
and Gallery of Arf, Schools of Art and Science.*

Blackburn -Public Library and Museum.
Boltou—Pubiic Library and Museum, and School of Art.
Canterbury—Museum and Library.
Coventry-Librsry. School of Art.
Dover—tPublic Museum.
Exeter— School of Art.
Hertford— Public Library
Ipswich-Museum, School of Art
Kidderminster-JSchool of Art, Public LibraryLeeds—Act adopted, but not yet iu force

^

LearuiDgton—Act adopted.
Leicester—Museum.
Licbfleld—Public Library, Reading-room, and MuseumLwerpool-§Pubbc Library and Museum, two Schoob'of

Maidstone—Public Library and Mnseum
Library, District Libraries, and

Nortbampton—Museum.

Museum.N^tingham- Public Library and Museum, and School of

Library and School of Art.
Salford—Public Library and Museum.
Shelheid— Public Library, School of Art.
Stockport—Miiseuni.
Sunderliind— Public Library and MuseumMaladl—Public Library and Reading room

S"S.
^ arwick—Public Library and Reading-room.
Westminster (St. Margaret’s and St. John’s 1— PublicLibrary and Reading-room (also a branch Institute).Wnichoater-y Library and Museum. •'

Airdrie—Public Library, under Act of 1850.Dundee—Public Library (Museum in progress)

coS^^VcbSroftf
“‘I Science Classes.

Enn.s—Pubbe Library (unfinished).

The important topics to be diacasaed in future
meetings are indicated, iu part at least, by the
lol^wing notices of motion that were given—
By Mr. Cole,—

^

^‘•^'“'ies and museums should bo regarded as
^ national education, and assisted byluiids voted by Parliament, m addition to local rates.”

The contemplated State assistance in the
establishment of free libraries and museums may
be taken to refer mainly to building grants.
The local rate of from a halfpenny to a penny
would, iu many instances, suffice for the reason-
able augmentation, from time to time, of public
free libraries, and to maintain them iu an effi-

cient state; bub the oapiral sum needed for a
homo for the institution is often an insuperable
difficulty in the way of its establishment, which
Government might remove with great public
advantage.

It is much to be desired that this committee
may fully accomplish the objects for which it has
been

^

appointed, and prove instrumental in
securing the greatest possible ” university re-
form,” by providing universities for the great
body of the people. “ The place where we are
to get knowledge,” says Thomas Carlyle, “ even
theoretic knowledge, is the books themselves!
It depends on what we read, after all manner of
professors have done their beat for us. The
true university of these days is a collection of
books.”

THEATRICAL SURROUNDINGS.

JhoJ”
inststiccs Schools of Art are maiutained by^ and independent resources, although

Libraries
premises oonnected with Free

t 8 and 9 Vic
, c. 43. I § Special Act.

; 14 \ 10 ., c. 65.
J II

13 and 14 Vic., c. 65.

There seems always to have been a kind of
whiff of brimstone, a suspicion of sulphur, hang-
ing abonc the stage, and whatsoever appertains
to it, in the judgment even of many respect-
able persons, who are by no means included uu-
condicionally under the number of the “ elect.”
Among those who have duly I'onoanced the
pomps and vanities of this wicked world, there
are many who go with good courage to a con-
cert, put a bold face upon a ball, but aver that
there is to be a line drawn somewhere; and that
line they draw just in front of the foot-lights.
The theatre is to them a place of a doubtful re-
putation, which will not bear looking into

; a
haunt of dissipated sinners, where stage oaths
are occasionally vented which would be shocking
in a drawing-room, and where there is an in-
decorona exhibition of moral and physical semi-
nudity, or nudity without the semi. And on
this last head, perhaps, our scrupulous friends
have just now a fair excuse for their grumble,
though the matter may not be so bad as they
make it out, and though we have by no means
attained to the anti-drapery prejudices of our
neighbours 'across the Cbaunel. But waiving
the prevalent taste for the exhibition of—ancles,
and other illegitimate sources of effect, and
looking only to that class of theatrical perform-
ances which approach to what is currently
called " legitimate ” drama, those who sit iu the
seat of the scorners are perhaps not wholly with-
out excuse. It can scarcely be denied that there
is a certain something, not very easily de-
soribable, about the air of the theatre, which
renders it possible to divine why people of
refined feeling, especially sensitive women,
often give a very half-hearted and reluctant
support to it; why some careful parents do not
encourage their children to acquire theatrical
tastes early in life. The fact is, that we
retain about our theatres, in minor matters, a
considerable relish of the taste and appreciation
of a former generation. Wo have indeed purified
the house in essentials; the theatre is no longer,
as a rule, a place for disreputable assignations’
more than any other place of public amuse-
ment; procul June, procul indepweWee of a certain
description, has been long the verdict alike of
the magistracy and of the public. But in the
accessory attractions which, even in a good
theatre, cluster round the principal piece of the
evening, there is often something of the twang
of the old school remaining, agreeable perhaps to
veteran enthnsiasts. but nob welcome to the more
fastidious of the present generation. The deco-
rations have a/cwZe gin-palace air about them; a
gaudiness and want of solid and permanent cha-
racter which we do not find in other respectable
places of amusement, and which snggests the
idea that the principle of sham that necessarily
reigns behind the curtain has taken possession of
the front of the house also. Even in recent
theatres, where more artistic care has been given
to the decorations; in such houses as the Gaiety,
for instance, where we have the further attraction
of Mr. Marks’s clever, but rather unsatisfactory
paiutings, there is still perceptible something of
the same over-gaudiness, which seems to be a

And then the music;—is not theatrical music
(bar the opera, of course,) proverbial ? Thacke-
ray, indeed, professed to enjoy it; nay, pitied
the individual who “ could nob appreciate a
pantomime overture

;
” and, of course, the great

novelist was welcome to his taste. But is
there not something entirely per se in the crazy
tmny sound of a theatre band, with its cracked
oornet-iY piston, its three violins, and one
“bass,” flourishing away at some threadbare
waltz, in order that paterfamilias Popkins and
family may nob get too wearied during the
necessary intervals between the acts? Does
any one except Popkins ever listen to it ? And
would nob moat of us prefer a quiet talk, un-
interrupted by the noise ? There has been a
htble more attention attempted lately to this
part of the entertainment in some quarters;
music is to have a soul to be saved, and we are
informed in the playbill that the band, “ under
the direction of Herr Ton , will perform
the following pieces,” &c., and wretched stuff it is,
generally. Have any of our readers happened to
hear tho entr’acte music written by one Schubert
for a certain German play, “Rosamunde”? If
so, they may form an idea ofwhat might be made
of musical illustration in this way. Bab our
heaviest charge is against the minor perform-
ances on the stage itself—the “first pieces,” so
to call them. \V%, if we go to see such a play
as Lord Lytton’a “Money,” recently so fairly
put on the stage by Mr. Sullivan, must we, if we
chance to arrive a little too soon, be edified by
such a piece of indecorous twaddle as the
Mistress of the Mill”? Why, if we go to ad-

mire Mr. Alfred Wigan’s fine acting at the
Gaiety, are we to be bored by such preposterous
rubbish as the “ Two Harlequins ” or the “ Eligi-
ble Villa”? Why, if we take ohildren to the
pantomime at Drury Lane, must we be insulted
with an objectionable farce such as was played
there last Christmas and the Christmas before?
The managers would consult their own interests,
as well as the interests of dramatic art in
general, by breaking through some of these time-
honoured bub utterly unnecessary observances,
which really furnish ground for a great deal of
the stigma so perseveringly thrown upon the
theatre by a certain class of religionists. The
theory, no doubt, is that it is the policy of a
manager to consult all tastes, if ha would fill his
house. We much doubt the policy of attempting
to consult all tastes in the same house. The
rip who comes to grin at the indecorous farce

is bored by the play
;
and those who are attracted

by the latter, if it be really good, would be
thankful not to be put in the way of having
more vulgar associations thrust upon them.
And we are convinced that many of the best and
most educated class of English men and women,
who at present almost entirely eschew the
theatre, would give their cordial support to it,

could they find a honse where for certain their
taste alone would be consulted, where the acces-
sories and surroundings of the play would be
pervaded by the same artistic spirit, and where
they could give their tribute of tears or laughter
to the Tragic or Comic Muse, without fear of
being annoyed by tawdry decoration, contempti-
ble music, and vulgar or (possibly) indecent
farces.

THE PROPOSED LAW COURTS.

_

Block plans for new courts on the proposed
site between Howard-streeb and the Thames
Embankment, and for new courts on the site
already purchased between the Strand and Carey,
street, withont tho purchase of any additional
land, prepared by Mr. Street, together with a
report addressed to the First Commissioner of
Works, have been issued, and are before us. It
would be waste of space, however, in the present
unsettled position of affairs, to publish them.
Suffice it at present to say that Mr. Street has
given up the views he expressed so strongly to
the Society of Arts Committee in favour of the
Strand site, and has arrived at tho conclusion
“ that the Embankment site aflbrds by far the
best opportunity for a great work now that the
reduced scale of the building is accepted by tho
opponents ” to the scheme :

—

In the case of both sites I may obserye that as the
cTrato be covered with buiidinc is so much smaller than
was originally proposed, it will be necessary to omit many
departnieLts which were included in my former plans.
On neither site would there be any possibility of flndini:
space for all the offices of the Probate and Divorce de“
partmeut; and probably the Appellate Court, tho Bank-
ruptoy department, the Admiralty offices, the Land
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Registry an<l Middlesex Registry, or some of them, might

also hare to be omitted. It does not come withia my
proxinoc to suggest which of these departments should be

included and which omitted, but they would be about the

same on either site. I propose also to reduce the number
of courts to eighteen in all, with the addition, if required,

of a large spare court. Tho Court of Appeal would then

hare to reraaiu in Downing-street, and there would be no
provision for a Bankruptcy Court."

We regret that we are unable to find any
sufficient reason for the change of opinion in the

report. Our own views remain unchanged, and
we sincerely hope that the House of Commons
will yet prevent the wilful waste of public

money and public convenience that the new
site would involve.

The building, as planned for the Embankment,
would project about 75 ft. before the front of

Somerset House, at the south-east angle of that

building.

Mr. G. Pownall has surveyed the property
required to be purchased in order to carry out

Mr. Street’s design for building the New Courts

on the Thames Embankment site, as recom-
mended by Mr. Lowe. Mr. Pownall estimates

the cost of acquiring all interests in this pro-

perty, after allowing for the re-sale of surplus

land, at 812,41oi.,—212,4151. more than the
estimate of Mr. Layard. Mr. Pownall has also

surveyed tho Carey-street site already purchased
by the Government, and is of opinion that the

utmost that could be obtained for the preperty,

if used for ordinary building purposes, is

364,320?. If this be correct, the proposed substi-

tution of sites involves a loss at the outset of

448,095?., without considering the cost of con-

tinuing Essex-street to the north, as shown on
Mr. Street’s plan, or any compensation which
the Metropolitan Board of Works might claim in

the name of the ratepayers of London for the
embanked land pi’oposed to be taken. The
Carey-street site cost 765,4101.

;
the difference of

401,120?. between this sum and its present
estimated value arises chiefly from trade com-
pensations.

ON THE CAM.
The University of Cambridge may indeed

claim justly the character of elegance. Noble
benefactors have not forgotten it

:
princely re-

venues it still possesses, and many, very many,
specimens of the arts. A truly Gothic town:
like everything characteristic of onr country, it

has been the creature of necessity and utility

rather than that of theory and art. Its walks
and gardens, as scenes for retirement and stndy,
are nowhere surpassed, and we are sorry to

notice the noble avenue of lime-trees belong-
ing to Trinity in so sad a state of decay. Age
and close planting are surely doing their work,
and the beauty of this famous drive will soon,
we fear, be numbered with things of the past,

and live but in pictures and the memories of the
aged.

But it is not with the “backs” our duty and
our pleasure lie to-day.

The nineteenth century, feeble and vulgar as
:

some would fain deem it, will nevertheless
leave to its snccessors works of art unexcelled

;

even by any gone before; and for beauty and.
elegance, combined with thorough scientific

construction, few will surpass tho noble chapel
just erected and consecrated for the College of
St. John. The art of fault-finding, though
doubtless most needful, brings but little pleasure
to its acquirer

;
and were it not for the demands

of professional duty, praise alone should employ
our pen at this time. Old friends and kindly
greetings are cheery inflaences, and the vast
amount of excellent design in St. John’s new
chapel ought alone to possess pleasure enough
to counteract what little of error we may be
able to find therein. And we do not fear in-

curring the charge of presumption ia pointing

out the but one or two faults, as we deem th m,
iu Mr. Scott’s latest and by no means least suc-

cessful work.
The extreme height of the gables and roof

being upwards of 80 ft., and the immense
solidity of the tower when seen from below, create
an almost general impression that it has not
proportionate height enough

;
and this is perhaps

the more striking from a distance where the four
pinnacles belonging to the chapel of Kings, re-

sembling an inverted table, still show the most
prominently amid the trees. The tower is

seemingly of a good proportion, 42 ft. square and
140 ft. in height, till we reflect that the general
view will not be from the west, as depicted in

the excellent illustration given iu the Builder of

May 15, but from the sides and eastward

—
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coming from the “ Union,” for instance, where
the immense roof and the gables detract con-

siderably from its apparent height.

The external pillared niches, too, seem some-

what too light and finical to assimilate well

with the rest of this really fine structure, and

we fear are never destined to be filled.

A good general description has already been
given in these pages in the number alluded to,

BO that a repetition of the details and figures

there given is unnecessary.

We would we less seldom met a building

deserving as little censure as this; and at such

a time especially, when the bright May sun lights

up the exquisite tracery of the windows, and the

noble orgau, with its more than half a hundred

stops, sends its pealing notes rolling down the

chapel as the choristers practise their glorious

anthems, and the rich full tones, both of music
and colour, delight and impress the soul. With
the tracery of the windows, Mr. Scott is pecu-

liarly happy, and the donors of the stained glass

must indeed he gratified with the framework in

which their gifts are set.

The five windows of the apse have this inscrip-

tion running beneath them :

—

In mnjorem Dei Oloriam el in honon-m Divi JohuHtiie

EvangeUal(£ feiiettrus hujiie apsidia vitreis ornari curaoit

Edwardnt Jacobus Comes de Powis, LL D. Suminut Aca-
deriiiiB Senesckallus, A.S. MDCCCLXIX.

;

”

and represent the following subjects (th© win-

dows proceed round the apse in order, beginning

on the north side) ;

—
I, Chriat the Light of the World.

1. Patriftrchacoateinplating
the Saviour.

2. Our Lord washing the
Disciplea’ Feet.

3. St.MaryMagdalenewaah-
the Feet of Jeslug t

Agony.

3. Betrayal.

II. Christ the True Manna.

1. Prieats of tho Old Dis-
pensation contemplating

2. Jesua before Caiaphas
3. Jeans captive.

the Saviour.
2. Behold your King !

3. Jesus scourged,

III. Christ the Spotless Lamb.

1. Apostles contemplating I 1. Apostolic Men
the Saviour.

2. Crucifixion.

3. Bearing the Cross.

plating the Saviour.
2. Descent from the Cross.
3. St. John leading away the

I
Blessed Virgin Mary.

IV. Christ in the Apocalyptic Vision.

1. Martyrs (women) con-
templating tho Saviour.

2. Entombment.
3. Nicoriemus bearing

1. Martyrs (men) contem-
plating the Saviour.

2. Pieta.

3. St. Joseph begging the
Body of Christ.

Christ the Good Shepherd.

1. Bishops andDoctorscon-
templating the Saviour.

2. Reaurreotiou.

3. St. Peter and St. John
at the Sepulchre.

1. Priests and Deacons con-
templutiug the Saviour.

2. Noli me tamjere.

3. St. Mary Magdalene look-
ing into the Sepulchre
and seeing the two
Angela.

The principal donors of the side windows are the

friends of the late Rev. A. V. Halley, Fellow and
Tutor

;
the exhibitiouers of Sir Ralph Hare

;
Mr.

C. Bamford, M.A.
;
Mr. F. S. Powell, late M.P. for

the borough of Cambridge
;

the Rev. A. C.

Haviland
;
the Rev. S. Parkinson, D.D.

;
and the

widow and family of Professor Blunt.

The fine coved ceiling will, we trust, undimmed
by the gas, long maintain its beauty and long

convey its historical associations to the mind of

the spectator. Here we find nineteen bays
richly decorated with full-length portraits of

remarkable men who have flourished in each of

the nineteen Christian centuries, with the
inestimable advantage of having each his proper
name depicted underneath. Here we find in the
first bay Our Lord in Majesty, who most pro-

perly represents alone the first grand century of
the Christian era. The next is lightened up by
St. Ignatius, St. Polycarp, and St. Cyprian,
whose doctrinal teachings still survive.

The fourth century is represented by Sb.

Athanasius, patriarch of Alexandria, and Sb.

Ambrose, biahcip of Milan. Next we notice St.

Chrysostom, or the golden mouth, and St.

Augustine, bishop of Hippo, in Africa.

The sixth century glories in many celebrities,

five of whom we find noticed in this richly-

decorated bay :—Sb. Gregory the Great
;

St.

Ethelbert, king of the garden of England; St,

Columba; St. Benedict; and Sb. Augustine of

Canterbury.
Would that space permitted of a detailed

account of the whole of this glorious roof. As
a work of art it is fine, but as a piece of con-

secutive history it is invaluable. The curious we
refer to the Canibridge University Gazette of the

19ih of May for particulars too full to be noticed

here.

We are constrained to mention the illustration

of the fourteenth century, however, which may
be not inaptly termed the founder’s bay, as the

loved name heads the list, the pious William

of Wykeham, founder of the two noble colleges

of Sb. Mary of Winbon, at Winchester, and New
College, Oxford. Another founder of an Oxford

college—Oriel — faces the Bishop Wykeham,
King Edward II., the first English Prince of

Wales. Maria de Yaleuce, Countess of Pem-
broke, the foundress of the ancient college in this

university, which bears her name, separates him

from Bateman, bishop of Norwich, founder of

Trinity Hall. The only one in this bay who
may not claim the position of a founder is

Bradwardine, the “ profound” prelate of Canter-

bury. There is another founder, however, close

by as the leader of the figures of the fifteenth

century — Archbishop Chichele, who founded

All Souls’ College, Oxford, and who, when
Henry YI., husband of Margaret of Anjou (whose

figure comes next in order), was about to

turn bis attention to the spoliation of church

property, urged him into a war with France, in

order to save him from the sin of sacrilege,

doubtless hoping that the end would fullyjustify

the means.
Wednesday, the 12th of May, will long be re-

membered by all members of St. John’s College

as a red-letter day. The consecration service

which took place on that day was moat impres-

sive. Assisted by the Duke of Devonshire,

the vice-chancellor, Dr. Atkinson, and many
heads of their respective houses, the bishops of

Oxford, Rochester, Lichfield, Hereford, and
Gloucestor, the Bishop of Ely commenced the

service.

The Rev, E. B. Sparke read the sentence of

consecration, the bishop signed it, and Mr. H. R.

Evans, the registrar, took possession of and
duly registered it. Professor Bennett composed
an exceedingly fine anthem for the occasion,

which was sung immediately following the

sermon
;
Dr. Garrett’s execution on the organ

being here, as throughout, perfect. The offertory,

amoautiog to more thau 500?., will be devoted

to the further decoration of the chapel.

Quick to follow so good a lead, several of the

colleges have already begun dabbling in bricks

and mortar, stone, and cement.

New keeping-rooms to King’s are nearly

I
finished, under the hands of Messrs. Trollope,

,
and in general effect will be extremely good.

I

Pembroke talks of erecting a new court, and

I
sundry minor additions are already rumoured.

I

Downing-street Chapel, too, formerly under the

pastorate of Mr. A. Norris, is spoken of as about

to leap to the corner of the street, and to be
' rebuilt anew. The architect is ns yet in the

dark, though that same all-wise bird, “Rumour,”
points to Kingston as his probable professional

birth-place; and we hear that at last Mr.

Woolner has been intrusted to execute for the

master and fellows of Trinity a monument to

Dr. Whewell, which is to be placed in the ante-

chapel of the college. May it be as great an
ornament and addition to the works of art as he

j

was during his whole career to the University

I

of Cambridge.
' The heat and work of the day are over. Let as

once again stroll down to the river aide and enjoy

with unabated zest the May boat-racing. Now is

a universal holiday, and the whole town and

county world, his wife and little ones,’ are

assembled on each side the sluggish stream.

Grassy ia full, and not a few bright dresses and

fair faces gleam amid the darker masses of nou-

rowing men. The towing-path is full from the

j

Gut to the railway bridge, and a goodly number
who mean running are already far down at the

Loch, with their respective club crews.

Here, too, are we nufortunately bound to find

fault. The river being too narrow to admit ordi-

nary racing, bnmping races are the only possible

form of testing power and endurance. The old

distance start given to the boats might perhaps

have been somewhat too short; but the present

one, two boat-lengths and a half, is absurdly long.

The whole distance is but one mile and a

quarter
;

so that, unless the pursuing boat be

mightily superior, it has no chance of catching

up this excessive distance. Fewer bumps and

more rows over have been known this year than

in any previous one, and much of the interest is

thereby lost.

How contagious is excitement ! As the last

gun fires, and every oar is dipped into the water,

the cheers are taken up from point to point, and

with waving handkerchiefs and deafening cries,

“Well rowed! well lowed!” the spectators on

each side testify their pleasure. Trinity Hall



one niglt made an especially fine race, steadilygaming upon their leader, surely and surely
fining; with measured strokes and a wondor-
Inlly steady crew they are skilfully ' coxed ”
round Grassy. The Longreach is before them.

gaining, gaining faster,

vardi-^
“ lengtt a quarter !—

a

n “'c
bump surely ! but no, with

f ‘te many proverbial “ slips ' an oargashes with sheer pulling, and No. 5, wo think,mth the pithy sentence, “ Go on, you fallows,”plunged out of the ship into mid-stream. No
to perform when the boat is going fullspeed, closely pursued by half a score of racing

e ghts 1 a o ever dive beneath the oars, and a few

to
bfiog ttc hero safely

to land
; and, strange to tell, the boat, though ofcourse missing to make the bump, yet in cjnse-

hiarnf °l*t°
’'Slitoning of the ship by the

loss of what would have been but a dead weight,
pulled over the course; with her seven oars in a

rothe?“i'rght.““"“’

“pnotators will lose some-what ofpleasure by the removal of the “ Grassy "

US more than toreport the progress and completion of the Camimprovement works. Wo are truly pleased to boable to state that the funds for the purpose aresteadily rising; and we trust that L half

wXo“'^P™‘‘ia°
‘‘“t the authorities

h nl.r“i
‘P cooourage the manlyand healthful exercise of boating.

^

evening is not the

toe 0^^ this bright May.day.and
too clean bright appearance of the runningstream through the stroots of toe town set nf

even^ ‘''"'orse them know
f„,md bcoeraotor, thefounder. Hobson, too founder of the conduit acelebrated jockey, gave rise by his conduct to thatcommonplace expression of “ Hobson’s choicethat or none

; for m letting out his horses he
strict y followed that rotation which gave eachone his equal share of work, and reffsed ittsmd, to let any other than that which stood

Those, too made ns ask ourselves the ques-tion, why not arrange and carry out a new^aud

ST'f h
drainage ? In a town so full

cLof li
“

a T” “tabited by so many ro-speotablo and learned people, a town so rapidlyimproving and increasing, a town so rich'^and
prosperous, should not health bo one of its firstconsiderations ? We oaunot but fail to be struckwith toe present impartial state of toe drainageworks, and wo feel sure that, if properly pointedout to tte authorities, some system m&ht bedevised that would enable a not nnenjoyable and

Snd brTgbk wholesome

enentZ.'.l’°^ ‘a
thousands

toe evrS'^sT-
the 0am will but lessen

on
with years will roll

suffer^d
, \‘^usTmto‘i“L^Tf ““J-d

urto” L?ki’s';“““
“ “d

to tto rTrt Guide-books
to the English Cathedrals,” many specimens of

"nVv t for?
in the Buifder.-some

only a fortnight ago. Amongst his later works
Mr. Scott’s “Memorials

on
uud Mr. Street’s bookson Venice and Spam. The majoritv of toedrawings 10 the latter books were made on wood

or b^itisto
.'y“ •'“Witt himself,

iL
‘ “ ““Ptoy ! hut the best of allIB his last piece of work, viz., a series of moatelaborate and highly-finished illnatrations for aforthcoming work on •Ancient Rome,” by MrParker. Ihese illustrations have never ^been

Staf accuracy of

£ Jowht’s'' T'*“ ^ monument of

“gray™
“““‘‘ouce as an artist and wood-

tee^mr“„“
'!'°‘'°“Shly well acquainted with arehi.

wTth iL net-rTin™’ “lually at home

to a degree f
Stover, and was accurateto a degree as his works well testify. As mayhe imagined, a man with hie amount of bnsine™could not possibly get through it all with his

aL“ to d;
““ obtato assito!

Zhl SJ u’”! “^.““Stoving wherever he

for to
^ hut this was no easy matterfor the ordtnanj work of artists and engraver^he regarded with contempt. Amongsfmany

fo^hinto^°
° “ ‘'““P “hligatifu to him^lOI hints in Dersnpf'f.nro __-3 _ .

’

4 Co,, of Headmgley
; Mr. Robert Lindley, and

tbl w”'
h'>‘h of Mansfield

;

Hmitod
Tisbury Stone Co.,

Ston
^‘“hufy and London

; toe Ancaster

I™A Pf Ancaster; and Mr. C.

JxtemivLv •
which have been usedextensively in London. He also brought before

of tv "“f "““to''
“hibited fpeoimensof the Hollmgton, Little Castorton. Forest ofDean, and Minora The decay of stone, its causeand prevention, having particular reference toLondon was next considered. The doony he

believed, was caused by bad selection :• as aproof of this he drew too attention of the meet-

^to principalbmldmga in toe immediate neighbourhood ofeach quarry were in an excellent state of pro-
serration while buildings in London of the same
stone, which had been comparatively recently

.li'* -I
W“to more or less in a state of decay. Ho

attributed this, first, to the fact that the masonswho worked the stone for toe local buildings
understood the material, and kuewwhiohquarrils
and beds were good, and rejeoted toe bad whilethe masons who worked the stone for too London
buildings knew very often nothing about it, andput in good and bud without proper selection

;or secondly the architect or engineer in his
multifanons duties could not afford the time to

“ ^ “ 'l.P-'-i™. to thatfor hints in perspective draJurand enl ' the?
p' “‘““p Terries, so thal

we.’may mention Mr P H Delamefto " r"”®’ !to-T we™ xey often loosely worded
of drawing at Kin?s College toe i f’

w^’“\waa constantly taken advantage of. He
Heaviside,® who engraved tor’ n

/' ®’ ‘P *'*‘''°w on them, as there
longtime; and Mr W. G Smhh all '’nf

w^™ detail or reliable information
were his assistants fo many years' S of tof?™’

then gave as a
Mr ,

,°y J’P'*™- proof of the difficulty of obtaining information
that ne had devnf.nd nil >i;o /•..

That which ia worth doin/r,
l8 worth doing well."

*uc mauj years.
Jewitb was a great lover of nature and anaocompl,shed botanist. He illustrated one of

exLuterffP?^™''™™'' Hervey’s ’Seaweeds,”executed the drawings and engravings of theliving animals for Mr. Reeve’s "Land andPresh-water Mollusks,” and many of the en-gravings for Bentham’s “ British Flora ” He
rnd“mtoh?‘?‘

““tPreliat, as well as a student,

?t to hr H°- to
”PP” ‘P ‘’’‘‘'"'‘t er Dondon,net m hand, m toe pursuit of moths and files

Nea?f?l”to “. P°“'“/°r Pl““t8 and animals.'Nearly all the living slugs and snails were nro-
'’Thn^f'forhis assistants for Mr. Reel’sbook. At a 1 times and places he was on thf

alert, sometimes at the cleaniog out of a reser-
voir, sometimes on a>oof or in a cellarj for allplaces produced him something.
Although seventy years of ago he worked athis business to too end of his life. On the Thurs-day before his death he was about to begindrawing when his arm fell powerless by his sidehis head fell forward on his work, and he neverspoke again. During the lust few weeks he hadbeen suffering under a severe domestic afflictionwhich probably hastened his end.

a
wjll long be remembered by thosewho had the privilege of knowing him as rae ofthe most kmd-hearted and admirable of men

THE LATE OELANDO JEWITT.
The -works of Orlando Jewitt, architectural

rr????? *'PPP '’P'P™ ‘"P PPMo fornearly half a century, and at hia death which

ffld se'hoffl of° d
““P “f G-oold Bohool of wood-engravers passed away. Webelieve we are cerreot in stating that to wasvirtnally a self-taught man; and that his workdid not attract much attention till he left Derby

Dxtord Here he was busily engaged in theprodue ion of the illnstrations’for the®’’ Gill
Parto? to ? iPP"* "“'P*' ‘>°°k8, for MrS Th

“Od publisher, of Ox-

the ' C? °' '''owings 00 wood for

'hand as
"“'P “p- 'P"’i“’" own

ftom’which th?
P' “"P PP®“P' P'PPtotes

Tk-TT "PPP ‘Pkod.

tofo?!,^
P'' ''P^'l'ogton for London, ontoe promise of having the whole of toe wood,engraving placed m his hands of a weekly paperthen about to be illustrated for the first time^

‘PP ''PP''® ’'PP® “Tosl in value tohia latter and some old engravings of landscapes and trees we have seen do not®fore8hadowtoe extremo beauty and accuracy of hia laterproductions. For toe last eight1 nil yea”

ON THE BUILDING STONES USED IN
THE METROPOLIS.

At a meeting of the Civil and MechanicalLngmeers Society, held on the 2nd of June epaper was read by Mr. Arthur C. Pain, ' On t’heprincipal Budding Stones used in toe Metro-
polia. The author confined the subject of hia

pH? budding stones proper, excludingpaving stones and granites. It was illustrated bvamap of England and Wales, showing too positionand distance of toe various quarrfes, an7toeirmeans of communioation with the metroplia bv

ir? ” ““ ' “ “’’’P ‘I'P ofeach quarry in the county, name of owner, andagent in London
; also the mineral and geological

designation, component parts of stone, weightchemical analysis, number of feet to the ton'average size of blocks, suitability for various par’
poses, toe cost of working, colour, mode of workmg, price at quarry and at the various termini inLondon, as well as a few of toe prinoipal buildingsm toe metropolis and oonntry constrnoted of each
stone with remarks on toe beds, 4c. He then
described chronologically as they came into nse,Kentish rag, Gatton firo-stone, Caen, Purbook,PortlMd Bath, Painswick, Bramley Fall, Mans-
keld, Chilmark, Ancaster, and Doulting. Speci-
mens ofeach bed were exhibited from the quarries
of Messrs. W. H. Bensted & Sons, of Maidstone

;

JJir. W. Carruthers, of Gatton
;
Mr. E. Foucard

of London and Caen
;
Mr. W. II. P. Weston, and

the Portland Stone Company, both of Portland •

Messrs. Randell & Saunders, of Corsham •

Messrs. Piotor A Sons, of Boxj Messrs. Husler

flia*- i, Tj X ,

outlining inlormation
that he had devoted all his spare time for over

ffl EPfttog the results which ho hadlaid before the society that evening, notwith-
atauding that the respective quarry-owners, andthe officers of the GeologionI Museum and MiningRecord Office had afforded him every faoilit

®
He then pointed out to toe meeting how much
this Muntry was behind France in these mat-
terS’ for M. Miohelot, chief engineer of roads and

“PdPosopoto by the direc-Hon of the French Government, on the building

Sformsr ?u‘'
““"Pf-py- g'x'“E xory detailed

thl?? t
?P °“'y 'PPP'PP ’XP have on

he. subject were the Commissioners’ report 1839
%P“‘P‘', gernsraby. and not in suffloient

detail, a few of the prinoipal freestone quarries,

?? ? “f important quarries, not.withstandiug which to prove how muoh a work
wanted, the report, originally pub-Iiahed at 6d., is now worth from lOs. to li. Theapeoimens of building stones at the GoolovioalMnseum was a step in the right direction, butthe information concerning them was meagre inmost oases, and in some nil

,

besides which itwas easier to judge of the quality of a stone ifthe specimen was a rough lump than if squared

i.r'v?’®
'“’“PPP* Statistics, part 2,for 1858

, published by the Mining Record Officewas a very valuable work, but it did not godeeply enough into the subject to be of great nie
to professional men. In conclusion, the author
considered that until the heads of the profea.
sions of architecture, civil engineering, and thetrades connected with the same, took the ques-
tion up, and appointed an architect, engineer
chemist, geologist, builder, and practical stone’mason, and an appointment of the same by theGovernment as royal commissioners, to report
lully, and collect specimens from all the princi-
pal quarries in the United Kingdom, to be put in

r in every large town, weshould still see the stonework of onr public and
private buildings decaying away.

THE LATE MR. J. SHEPHERD, OP ROME.
An esteemed correspondent writes: In

reference to this gentleman, whose lamented
decease you notice in your last number, a curious
and authentic anecdote ia related. On one
occasion he found himself short of coals for hia
gas-works, in consequence of the non-arrival of
three vessels at Civita Vecchia. In this emer
gency- to avoid a great public inconvenience by
cutting off the supply from the gas-lights in the
streets of Home, he wrote to too governor
stating the fact and asking his permission torequest the inhabitants not to use gas for their
private purposes for a few days. Monsignore
immediately wrote to a very eminent official
oonntryman of ours in Rome, requesting him to
call, without, however, stating toe object, Onr
oonntryman forthwith attended the summons,

* This only applies partially.—Ed.
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and llonsignore immediately entered into con-

Tersatiou with him on variona topics. At length,

as by chance, he asked the character of Mr.

Shepherd, and whether his word was to be relied

on, and so forth. To this a most satisfactory reply

was given, and the frankest testimony borne to

the honourable principles and undoubted truth-

fulness of Mr. S., who could be trusted iu

whatever he undertook. Alter the interview,

while our countryman was pondering during bis

return home as to the purpose of his visit, he

met one of bis many Roman acquaintances, who

said to him, " So you have been to the governor’s.

Do yon know what for ? Ah, we know all about

it, and Marforio will tell you more to-morrow on

the subject.” The next day the following

pasquinade appeared:—“The Holy Father is in

a fright, that Mr. S. should have a key by which

he could throw all Rome into darkness at once

;

for he does not like any one but himself to have

the power to keep his loving subjects in the

dark.”

THE YENTILATION AKD TRAPPING OF
DRAINS.

Aktek a paper on this subject read recently

by Mr. James Lovegrove at the Society of Arts,

a discussion was opened by the Chairman, Earl

Docie, which has not had sufficient publicity.

The Earl said the subject was of vital im-

portance, and none the less so that a great deal

more attention was generally paid by engineers

and others to the treatment of sewage itself than

to the gases to which it gave rise. Mr. Love-

grove, however, had treated of air, which might

be either man’s best friend or one of his most

dangerous foes, and had shown that it was not

exempt from one of the conditions of humanity,

inasmuch as it was exceedingly liable to be con-

taminated by evil communications. It had been

shown that there were many sohemes—of, he

might almost say, diabolical ingenuity—for ad-

mitting to bouses, under the guise ot fresh air, ,

that which really came from the immediate I

neighbourhood of the most corrupt materials,

'

and that many of the sanitary improvements of
|

recent times had led to evils before unknown.

Great trouble and expense had been gone into

iu Loudon in connexion with a system of main

drainage, which was the most magnificent, pro-

bably, in the world ;
bub it must be homo in

mind that the strength of a chain was only that

of its weakest part, and while the main sewers

were on so grand a scale, the system of house-

drainage was often radically def-ctive. Tho ap-

pliances, therefore, which had been described by

Mr. Lovegrove, for remedying these defects,

were particularly valuable, if, as seemed to be

the case, they were efficient. He thought that

,

in the discussion the distinction should be borne
;

in mind between the ventilation of tbe sewers

and that of house-drains. It was to the latter

that Mr. Lovegrove’s paper principally referred.

Dr. Alfred Carpenter, who had paid particular

attention to the subject of tho ventilation of

drains for many years, could not agree with all

the principles laid clown by Mr. Lovegrove,

because they seemed to go to the end of en-

deavours to keep in drains that which wanted

to get out of them. The true principle of ven-

tilating sewers was to let out everything, and

abolish all traps in connexion with houses,

except those communicating with the water-

closets, which were necessary. His attention

had been drawn to this subject through observing,

as a medical man, the enormous amount of evil

arising from the introduction of foul air into

houses, and ultimately, be believed, he had been

able to show how proper ventilation of sewers

might take place, so as to leave the houses and

drSns perfectly safe, without any of the ingenious

contrivances which had been displayed. Looking

to nature as a guide, they found that in a tree or

in an animal there were innumerable openings

by which the foul gases which were generated

were thrown out of the system. The true prin-

ciple was to prevent the production in the sewers

of the foul atmosphere, which was to be accom-

plished by keeping a continual current of fresh

air running throngh them
;
and in this way, and

this only, would they be safe; because, however

perfect might be a system of traps, valves, as

they knew, were always liable to get out of order,

especially when they camo in contact with the

materials that passed through drain.s, and then

there was antfllux of fuul air. The principle be

contended for was the prevention of foul air being

formed in the sewer?, by providing abundant

openings for the admission of fresh air, by which

the foul air would be oxidised or neutralised as

soon as formed. There should be no communi-

cation between the house aud tbe drain, except

iu tho watercloBot, and the soil-pipe should be

carried up as straight as possible above the roof ;

there would then be no pressure on tbe water-

valve, nor any entry of foul air into the house.

This principle had been carried out by a local

board of health with which he was connected,

within the last few years, and with the most

perfect success. The openings from the sewers

should, of course, be provided with charcoal to

neutralise the foul air without any danger to the

inhabitants in the neighbourhood. These open-

ings might be placed at intervals of 50 or 100

yards, and by this means all stagnation of air in

sewers would be prevented. The same principle

was applicable to mines, where it was found

necessary to keep up a constant current of air.

Dr. John Tripe said there could be no doubt

that the best system of ventilating sewers so as

to prevent injury to the public health was to let

in as moch fresh air as possible, and change it

rapidly. Nothing would be better than the

system proposed by Dr. Alfred Carpenter, if it

could be carried out
;
but unfortunately this was

not the case, and they must deal with matters as

they actually were. Moat persons would agree

that if they were going to reconstruct the whole

drainage system, there should be no direct

communication between the sewers and the

houses except the water-closets ; in fact, the

surface-drainage should be altogether separated

from the closet-drainage, and by this means small

pipes would do instead of tbe enormous sewers

now constructed
;
but this was not their position.

Those who, like himself, were constantly engaged

in sanitary work, and bad to investigate the

cause of the presence of foul air in dwellings,

must be aware that, in a great majority of cases,

the evil arose from some defect in the traps, such

as bad been described in the paper ;
and there was

no doubt that a vast improvement would he

effected by the introduction of the syphon-trap

j

or something similar iu house-drains, particularly

I at tho sink. When he took the house in which

^ he now lived he was told that it was thoroughly

trapped, but in a few days the stink was

I

abominable, and, on examination, it was found

I that there was no syphon to the trap under-

j

neath the sink : one was pub there, and the

' smell ceased immediately. This defect was very

common in kitchens, and was the cause of an

immense deal of mischief. He quite agreed

that, if it were possible, all sink drainage should

be carried off to au open yard, thus avoiding

direct comraunioation with the sewers
;
but this

was impossible in the vast majority of houses in

London and elsewhere, where the kitchens were

below the ground level, and therefore it was

necessary to adopt the best system of traps

which could be devised. He had not seen any-

thing to equal some of the p'ans which had been

i
described that evening

;
and be could speak

^ from his own practical experience that they

answered the purpose for which they were

intended.

Mr. Botly said he was nob so conversant with

the subject as to be able to judge of the

superiority of one plan over another
;
bnt, from

j

his own experience, be could illustrate the great

1 importance of the question. Some years ago he

was for some time honorary governor to a

hospital in the West of England, in which there

were four wards. One of these wards bad been

for many years subject to skin diseases and

erysipelas, and at length a committee was

appointed to investigate the matter. It was

then found that the closet-drains from nearly the

whole building went along the wall of that parti-

1

cular ward : this was altered by the introduction

of some such arrangement as had been described
,

to them, and there was scarcely a case of

erysipelas or cutaneous disease alterwards. It
^

was often found to be the case that skin diseases
^

were very prevalent in houses where the drainage
|

j

was defective, and, therefore, too much attention '

j

could hardly be paid to the subject. 1

Mr. Baldwin Latham remarked that tbe paper
|

which they had heard was rather on appliances

by which drains were trapped than on their

ventilation. There could bo no doubt that the

secret of success of the water-closet system of

town sewerage depended on tbe ventilation of

drains and sewers ;
but much more mystery was

made of this subject than necessary, many

persons conceiving that it conld not be carried

out without some special appliances for furnish-

ing fresh air, or exhausting the sewers of foul

air, but no greater mistake could be made. From

the very nature of sewage action there was a

constant fluctuation in the supply and flow of

matter through the sewers, which might be

running at one period of the day three-quarters

full, and at another only one quarter
;
and

fluctuation might be made the means by which

perfect ventilation could be scoured. Of course,

the augmentation of the flow caused a displace-

ment of tho air, for which an escape must be

found somewhere, and, as the flow decliued, fresh

air would come iu to supply its place ;
so that if

this were only encouraged by making a sufficient

number of openings, which must be supplied

with ventilators for oxidising or deodorising the

fonl gases, a perfect system of ventilation would

be secured. Tbe general plan, on the contrary,

had been to trap every possible opening into the

sewer, and to lead tbe sewer to a point below the

water-line of the river; this was just like drain-

ing into a bottle. If at one period of the day

the sewer was nearly dry, and at another half

fall, the resnlt would be a quantity of foul gaa

condensed to the extent of one atmosphere,

which must find an outlet somewhere, and all the

traps in the world would not prevent it.

Lovegrove had shown one method by which

the ordinary bell-trap would discharge itself;

but there are several others. If, for iustance,

the housemaid poured a whole bucketful of water

down the sink at once it would act as a syphon

of itself, and every drop of water would be

drained off
;
and, again, it was a very common

thing, if there were matters in the sink which

would not readily pass away, to poll out the

bell-trap altogether, and then there was a free

communication with the drain at once. It had

occurred to him, as the simplest method ot

guarding against these evils, that as the sink

was generally placed against the external wall,

the pipe might be carried through and allowed

to discharge itself outside over au open grating

Used in the area, and then, if there were any

escape of gas from the sewer, it would be outside

the house, and not within. Stand-pipes for the

admission of fresh air had been recommended,

bat, as he had already stated, no forced supply

was required; the air must enter the sewer

without pressure. Wherever a valve was used

there must be a certain amonnt of pressure

before the air would take that direction, and he

could not conceive of what use it would be during

certain periods of the day, when tbe current

would be outwards from the sewers, and any

valve arranged merely for the admission of air

would be simply inoperative. With regard to

general principles, in laying down a correct

system of drainage, they must begin at the

beginning; when the water was flowing in one

direction the gas would be flowing in another,

and, therefore, the arrangement described by

which the gas was to be made to go m the

direction as the water when there was a flush

appeared contrary to natural laws. Any systeni

of sewers ought to be broken up into short

lengths, which should be disconnected as much

as possible, so that the fonl gas from one portion

could not pass to another. Before a town was

drained the low-lying parts were always the

most unhealthy
;
bub after a system of sewers

was constructed this condition of things was

frequently reversed, and the higher parts became

centres of disease, showing that by the system

1

of impervious drainage, which was often adopted,

' the foul gases containiog spores of disease were

1 carried from one district to another. The ven-

tilating openings in the middle of the streets

had been much objected to, but they

nob BO injurious as the system recommended by

Mr. Varley for carrying off the gas in close

proximity to a chimney ;
for it often happened

that there would be down-currents in chimneys,

which would thus draw in the foul air into the

house. Foul air was rendered innocuous in two-

wavs, by dilation, and by oxidation or destruc-

tion. The former took place when the gas
' escaped in the centre of the road, becoming, of

course, more dilute every foot from the opening

until it ceased to have any power for evil. The

other plan, oxidation, when successful, was more

complete and far preferable. Mr. Latham then

t xhibited a diagram, showing a new construction

of charcoal basket for this purpose. Around the

charcoal chamber was a deep receptacle for the

rain or falling water, communicating with tbe

sewer by au overflow outlet below the level of

the charcoal, which was thus kept constantly

dry ;
in the centre, under the charcoal, and com-

municating with it, was a spiral chamber, np

which the gas ascended. He might mention,

in coticlosion, with regard to the town of Croy-

don, to which Dr. Alfred Carpenter had alluded,

that when the sewerage system was first con-

structed, a few ventilating holes which were made
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were soon stopped up because of the stink which
arose from them

; but the result was that the
town at particular periods became subject to
attacks of low fever, which did not, however,
appear in the low, but in the high.lying districts.
It occurred to him that this was due to a lack of
sewer ventilation, and in order to test it, when
one of these epidemics was rife, ho took a long
line of road, and instead of beginning to venti-
late at the upper end, as he should have done,
if his object had been to do the work quickly, he
began at the lower end and worked upwards.
The result was, that as ventilation went on in
that road, there was not a single fresh case of
fever, and the patients began to improve
rapidly

j above the point of ventilation there were
still fresh cases, and so it went on until the
whole road was ventilated, and then the fever

Mr. Glass did not consider trapping necessary,
if drains were properly ventilated. If there
were no traps there would bo a constant influx
of fresh air into the drains, and thence into the
sewers, and there wonld be no nnisance.what-
ever, provided there were a suIBcient number of
ventilating shafts to the sewers. The plan of
carrying pipes up the sides of houses was never
really effectual

;
the proper method was to have

special shafts with disinfecting agents.
Mr. Edward R. Cook said the discussion

seemed to have wandered from the ventilation
of drains to that of sewers, both being highly
important

j but the paper had dealt rather with
the former. One important point which Mr.
Lovegrove had seized seemed to be this, that,
whenever there was a current of water down the
feed-pipe of a house-drain, there would be a
draught of air back again from the drain

j and,
therefore, it was necessary to provide against
the water which lay in syphon or bell-traps
being accidentally drawn off. Ho could not
help thinking that the plan which had been
shown for carrying the foul air through the
drain by the rush of water was, at any rate, a
step in the right direction. He could not agree
with all that had been said as to the free venti.
lation of drains. If nothing were requisite but
free access of fresh air, then an open ditch
would bo the best drain they could have which
was evidently ^not the case. If an open ditch
were offensive, so, and much more so, must be abn^ sewer, which at one time would have in it

^
ft. of sewage and at another only I ft.

There were there present the three essentials to
putrefaction, damp, heat, and air, and the gene-
ration of impure gas must consequently go on
very rapidly. He hoped that by the attention of
soientiflc men being called to the matter some
means might be devised for preventing the
generation of these gases, or for neutralizino'
them before they reached the atmosphere, for he
could nob think that their mere dilution by
admixture with a large quantity of air was the
proper method of treating them.

Mr. James Marr said the question before themwas one of immense importance, for the returns
Cl the Eegistrar-General showed that a larije
proportion of the deaths in London, especially
those in crowded courts and alleys, arose from
the constant breathing of impure air oomint»^
trom ill-ventilated sewers. The Board of Works
the local boards, and vestries, all had most
extensive powers, which were generally very
properly exercised

;
no one conld build a house

lay out a street, or construct a sewer, without their
approbation

J and one of their powers was to
stop up or cover over any offensive drain, water-
course, or pond, and to require the removal of
all offensive matters. The 71st section of the
Jffetropolis Local Management Act was to this
efleot Every district board or vestry shall
tj providing proper trap? or other coverings or
y ventilators, or by such other means as shall

06 practicable for that purpose, prevent the
effluvia of sewers from exhaling through the
gullyholea, gratings, or other openings of the
sewers m any of the streets or other places
Within their district or parish.” Now, the wayw which sewers were commonly ventilated wasoy having openings in the middle of the streets,and by allowing the man-holes in various places
to remain open for several hours at a time, and

nntrapped gullyholea, which
ought to be hermetically sealtd. In his opinion,
the Board of Works should compel every builder
to oonstvucb a ventilating shaft, direct from the
arain leading from each large house, or in the
case of small houses, one to every ten or twelve,
imsehatb might be carried tip inside the wall of
the house close to the flues, and taken to the
neighb of some feet above the chimneys. This

would only apply to new houses, but those already
built might be treated in much the same way,
only the pipe would have to be carried up
externally. He could not condemn the system
of trapping, because in many instances it was
found to do i*^s work well, bat he at the same
time agreed with Dr. Alfred Carpenter that a
thorough system of ventilation would obviate the
necessity for each appliances.

Mr. Ford regretted that the question had been
limited to the ventilation of drains, as he con-
sidered the ventilation of sewers was the flrst
and most important consideration

; but he could
not let the discussion close without bearing his
testimony to the evils of the bell-trap system,
which had been so well pointed out by Mr. Love-
grove. He recently, in company with a sanitary
inspector, visited sixty houses in one parish, in
mrty.nine of which the traps ware uncovered.
This was the great evil, that the tenants would
constantly uncover them, and consequently they
were of no service at all. It would be much
better, therefore, in bis opinion, to abolish bell-
traps, and go back to the old-fashioned plan of
a deep trap, because when that got choked with
ailt, the water would not ran off, and it was
obliged to be cleared out.

Mr. Lovegrove, in reply, said that the pro-
posal of Dr. Alfred Carpenter to abolish all
traps would, in the present state of things, be,m his opinion, a most suicidal policy

;
they were

everywhere in use, which was a sufficient proof
I
that they had their work to do, 'and it was,

'therefore, important to see that they did it
properly. The next speaker rather supported
the same view, but as his own experience showed
the evil consequences of badly-trappod drains,
he need not enlarge further on the result of
abolishing such appliances. Mr. Latham had
made some valuable observations on the subject
of ventilating sewers, which, no doubt, was one
of the most important questions of the day. It
was quite a distinct matter from that of the ven-
tilation of the drains which connected the hoase
with the sewers, and this latter was, in reality,
the more important, since the total length
of drains in London was probably equal to
ten^ times that of the sewers, and they werem immediate connexion with the houses. He
could nob conceive of such a state of things as
would admit of doing without traps at all.
He had heard it suggested that such a fall might
be given to the drain that all sewage matter
would pass off so rapidly that no smell would
arise, but still there would be a large surface
which wonld soon become coated with slimy
matter, which would contaminate the air. There
were two systems recommended for ventilating
house drains, one being an outlet trap with a
water current, which had been stigmatised by
Mr. Latham as opposed to natural laws. He
conld only say that notwithstanding these sup.
posed natural laws, he had found the air escape
that way, having tested it over and over again,
both by the anemometer and by the flame of a
candle, and he had found the enrrent of air as
frequently passing in a contrary direction to the
stream of water as wiih it. He believed the
stream bad nothing to do with the direction of
the air currents. The fluctuation in the flow of
sewage was, no doubt, a most important element
of power in the ventilation of sewers, as he had
suggested some sixteen years ago to the Commis-
sioners of Sewers. The same thing might also
be ntilised in the ventilation of house drains
which were but small sewers. The other system’
was to have outlets for the foul air at a con-
siderable elevation. He saw no reason why both
methods should not be adopted. With regard to
tho ventilation of sewers, he had had it under
his attention for a long time, and now bad a con-
siderable length under experiment upon the
principles shadowed forth in the paper he had
read, the results of which, at some future time,
he hoped to be able to communicate.

the WORCESTER MODEL DWELLINGS
ASSOCIATION.

Tice-Admi!ial H.i.STiN’Gs, of Birboumo House,
near Worcester, who died on the 21st of May
last, was the Chairman of the Worcester Asso-
ciation for Building Dwellings for the Labouring
Classes, and had given much time and thought
to the work of the society. The governors of
the association, at a meeting held at the Town-
hall of Worcester, on Tuesday last, passed the
following resolution :

—
^at Ibis meeting desires to express to Sir Thomas

fastings, and to the other members of the Hasfinea
lamily, the sincere regret fell by all the governors of the
association at the death of the late lamented Vice-admiral
ilastifigs, who for so manyyears was an active and zealoasmember of the coramittpe, and for the last few years ful-
filied the duties of chairman with so much ability and
Buoli advantage to the association."

At; the same meeting, Mr. G. W. Hastings was
elected chairman in the place of his late relative.
He is the third of the family who has filled the
office, the late Sir Charles Hastings having been
the first.

^

Value of a Xtonaon Mansion.—The free-
hold family mansion of the late Earl of Wicklow,
No. 2, Cavendish-square, with a garden in the
rear, leading to a range of stables and coach-
houses, was disposed of by Mr. Phillips, at hia
rooms in New Bond-street, by direction of the
trustees of the will of the late earl. The sale
excited considerable interest, aud was very
largely attended. After a long competition the
property was adjudged to Mr. Samuel Leo
Schuster, of Queen’s Gate, Hyde Park, at the
price of 20,80Ui., being nearly double what was
paid for the property by the late owner some

|

twenty-five years ago. I

ACCIDENTS.
OZd?iaui.—-The coping-stones of the Albion

Hotel, in this town, fell into the street below,
and killed a police-officer and his child, who were
passing at the time. Another person was so
seriously injured that his leg bad to bo ampu-
tated. At the inquest on the dead bodies, Mr.
Robert Lynam, the borough surveyor, produced
a sketch of that portion of the premises which
had given way. He said that so far as he
could ascertain, the upper part of the wall was
faced with stone without any fixings. The
stonework was 6 in. thick, and the brickwork
behind it 18 in., but the veneering was not tied
to the brickwork. On the top of the veneer-
ing there was a cornice of heavy stones, each
weighing from 13 cwt. to 15 cwb. ; and on the
top of the cornice a row of upright stones
stood, weighing from 5 cwt. to 6 cwt. each.
He found one of these stones lying on the foot-
path before the hotel, and it was the one
which had fallen upon the deceased. The cor-
nice projected beyond the facing 12 in. towards
the street, and 7 in. on the top of the wall
behind the veneering. The height of the cor-
nice from the street was 35 ft. The shop-fronts
adjoining the hotel projected from the building,
and his idea was that a part of the veneering,
in consequence of the settling of the building
when the shop-fronts were brought oat, bad
thrown upon it a greater weight than it was
able to sustain. There was not a perpendicu-
lar wall in the building, as they had all curved
inward at the middle. The settling of the
building had taken place, in his opinion, since
the putting in of the shop-fronts. The wall
of the building was then supported above the
shops by wooden beams without pillars, and
the settling had taken place over these beams.
He saw no reason to condemn the whole build-
ing if the beams were properly attended to
and made good. One of the beams was very
rotten, aud had it been allowed to remain
much longer the whole of the fabrio would have
come down. Mr. George Healy, builder, stated
that he had examined the building, and found
the lower part of it quite safe. The facing
underneath tho cornice had not sufficient base
to support tho weight of the cornice, unless
there had ^been cramps to fix it to tho brick
wall. The brick wall was itself of sufficient
thickness to support itself, independent of the
atone. His opinion was that the beams over
the shop had given way a little in the middle,
and the settling of tho building had caused the
cornice to get over-balanced. After some other
witnesses had been examined, the jury returned
a verdict of accidental death, accompanied by
a recommendation to the corporation to appoint
a competent person to examine the building,
and see to its being immediately pat into a*

proper and safe condition.

liursting of a Canal Embankment.—An alarm-
ing accident has occurred on the Grand Junction
Canal, between Cheswardine and Little Soudley
near Market Drayton. The embankment burst
in two places, on opposite sides, and the water
dashed across the adjoining fields. Sad havoc
has been made with the gardens and fields in
the neighbourhood, aud two cottages were
flooded.

tail of a Cross in BeJfordhury .—Part of the
large cross which surmounts the mission-house
in Bedfordbury has fallen. The fragments struck
several persons, but killed none.
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Petersfield .—At that portion of the town ad-

joining the London and Portsmonth-road, a shop

40 ft. in length, brick-bnilt and slated, in the

occnpation of Mr. J. Caplen, wheelwright and

builder, adjoining College-Btreet, has fallen in-

wards. Six men were employed in excavating a

pit alongside, but had left shortly before. The

premises were about being converted into a

steam brewery and malthouse 5
and old store

buildings having been removed, and a great part

of the ground excavated at considerable depth

for cellarage, &c., a portion of which ran along-

side of the building in question, and, as it seems,

too near for its stability, the foundation gave

way, and the whole pile, with the exception of

the front wall, fell.

Nenagh .—At the slate-quarries near Nenagh,

three men were at work under a projection of

stone several tons in weight. The constant strokes

of the hammers while they were preparing a

rock for blasting seem to have shaken the im-

mense atone overhead, which came down like a

thunderbolt, breaking one man’s legs and arms

into splinters, and crushing the body and head

just that I should make them known. I have

hesitated a long time about it, being fully aware

of the prejudice existing among all artists

against the immixture of science in the depart-

ment of art. The prejudice is not without a

cause, and a strong and good one even
;
never-

theless it is blind to a certain degree, like all

prejudices, and acts sometimes against the inte-

rest of art itself. Excuse this apparent boasting,

but the pamphlet is already in print, and I only

wait to read over the proof-sheets on my return

to Paris, before giving le hon d, iirer

;

you will

receive it, consequently, in all probability, in

the month of August next—of July, perhaps. If

the matter excites any interest among the

English confraternity, I will perhaps go over to

give explanation vivA voce. From Jerusalem I

go to Beyrout, Damascus, Balbeck, Cyprus,

Rhodes, Smyrna, Ephesus, Constantinople,

Athens (a point or centre of several excursions),

and I will come back to Paris, traversing Naples

and Rome, giving a fortnight to them. I calcu-

late that with all this I shall still be in Paris in

the middle of June. I shall thus have seen, in
into spiluuers, iiuu too - -

in a frightful manner. The other men were a sort of moving panorama, the antique worm

more or less severely injured. and have compared occidental and eastern art.

BnV//iion.—While workmen were engaged in ! I have started with a programme ot questions •

the history of the arch is one of the poiuts, and

I have new data and new conclusions to produce

on that subject
:
you will see shortly. In the

meantime, 1 am sorry not to have met you some-

where abroad.”

putting cn the roof timbers of three or four

houses just being built at the top of Southover-

street, the party-wall of the comer bouse and

next adjoining suddenly bulged and gave way on

the ground-floor, bringing with it the wall above,

the roof timbers, and scaftbldiug, precipitating

the workmen to the ground, injuring two of

them,—one especially receiving a fracture of the

ribs,—and necessitating their removal to the
^

hospital. An eye-witness ascribes the accident Thames Embankment and London Main

to evident baste in construction, the materials Drainage, has visited the Bay at the invitation

of the party-wall on the ground-floor being committee. He inspected the present

composed of three parts mortar and rubbish ;

'
imperfect outfalls, and will shortly submit a

and while in a green state the wall above was committee. He expresses a strong

carried thereon, all in bricks, causing too sadden i opinion that the authority ought nob to be oon-

SEWERAGE AND SEWAGE.

Beme Bat/.—Mr. Bazalgette, the engineer of

a weight before the work had sufficiently set.
j

tent with having a scheme for the Old Town
Bolton .—A serious fire has occurred in the '

oQly; but that this opportunity should be taken

Bolton Market Hall, a fine structure, 294 ft.
! having one scheme of drainage for the Old

in length, aud 215 ft. in breadth, and cost-
'

Town, by which the sewage of the

THE NEW ISLINGTON WORKHOUSE.

We illustrate this week the new workhouse for

the parish of St. Mary, Islington, now in course

of erection in Upper Holloway. The founda-

tion-stone was laid in July last by the chairman

of the board of guardians. The site of the new

workhouse (which contains about seven acres

and three quarters of land) is in the St. John s-

road, and very near the Alexandra Orphanage.

Being on the “ Hornsey Rise,” the ground is very

much higher in the rear than it is in front, a

circumstance which has been turned to advan-

tage by introducing a lower or basement story

under the main building, for stores, permitting

further of the formation of a wide double terrace

its entire length, which, as a platform for the

building, enhances its general appearance.
_

The

fall of the ground towards the front has facilitated

the drainage, and a thorough system is being

constructed with the view of rendering every

part of the building and yard perfectly dry.

Underground vaults for coal have been provided.

The buildings externally are all of bright yellow

stocks, relieved by bands and arches of red and

white brick; Portland stone being sparingly

introdnced where other material would soon

perish owing to the elevated and exposed situa-

tion.

The general arrangement of the several build-

ings will be seen on reference to the plan, and is

as follows ;

—

A. Casual wards.

B. Porters’ rooms and receiving wards.

C. Board-room and oiUoes.

D. Outdoor relief cilices.

E. Main house.

F. Dining-hall and chapel over.

GO. Refractory wards.

11. Stores.

I. Kitchen building.

KKKK. InQrmary Wards.
L. Administrative block.

M Separation wards.

N. Doctor’s resilience and dispensary.

O. Laundry.
P. Stoneyard and shed.

Q. Yard closets and sheds.

K. Dead-house, stable, ic.

ing upwards of 50,0001. The fire originated in

one of the lock-up shops underneath the gal-

lery, occupied by a provision dealer. The orna-

mental ironwork of the doors had to be smashed

in. By that time the shop was one mass of

flames, and the fire had also communicated to

adjoining shops, as well as to the canvas cover-

ing of shops iu the gallery, which were filled with

drapery goods. There being a plentiful supply

of water the fire was speedily arrested. The

damage is estimated at 5001. or 6001., partly

covered by insurance.

rniLOSOPHlCAL HISTORY OP
ARCHITECTURE.

In n recent letter to Professor Donaldson,

M. Cmsar Daly (of the J2c’vue Gcn&rale de VArchU

iecinrc), who had been running after him on the

Nile without success, makes some observations

which have a general interest. M. Daly says,

—

“ The Viceroy has named me Commander of

the Medjidie. I have collected a considerable

amount of data on the Egyptian monuments of

all periods (old Egyptian and Arabian). I will

forward to you shortly the most important docu-

ment written by me since I held a pen. Now,
our writers, without an exception, to my know-

ledge, have written volumes on the different

styles of architecture, without ever giving a

really scientific definition of what constitutes a

style, and consequently nobody has undertaken

to show' scientifically in what genealogical, ra-

tional, and mathetic relations the styles stand to

one another. The consequence is the utmost

confusion in the language, and a thorough want

of philosophy in the expoundings of the history

of our art. It is certainly, to all first appear-

ances, rather bold to speak in this apparently

hard manner; but I think that I am fully

justified in doing so, aud the more BO because

I have attempted the two things myself,

and written what I might call a synthetical

and philosophical sketch of the history of

our art, from the oldest historical times until

the present day. I have attempted even a step

more : I have tried to discriminate, in the midst

of modern confusion, the elements which are

destined to combine together and to constitute

the basis of a future style of architecture. Of

course, in a labour like this, a great deal will be

contested ;
but as these opinions, or rather strong

reasoned convictions, have governed ray arohi-

teotural judgments since thirty years, it is

latter should also be conveyed away to the east,

ward, instead of being sent out opposite the

middle of the town to defile the foreshore,

and gradually create a nuisance.

Qainford .— Mr. Lamb, surveying clerk to

Mr. Ross, architect, Darlington, has been em-

ployed by the Sanitary Committee to prepare

plans and estimates for the works required

for the sewerage. He considers that a sum

of 7501. will be required for drainage purposes,

exclusive of any cose of water supply.

Purification of Seioage .—A paper has been

read at the French Academy of Science, by

MM. Mille and Duraud-Claye, civil engineers,

on the chemical analysis of the liquid matter

of sewers. Their experiments were conducted

at the expense of the city of Paris, and under

the direction of a special commission. It was

ascertained that the waters of the sewers of

the capital could easily be purified by means of

sulphate of alumina, at a cost of one centime

per cubic metre of liquid. The 190,000 cubic

metres of the latter, which are daily allowed to

run to waste, contain a quantity of useful mat-

ter the value of which amounts in the course

of the year to about 280,0001. The operation

ot purifying the waters divides the fertilizing

substances as follows:—The phosphates remain

in the sediment; the potash is in dissolution in

the liquid
;
one third of the nitrogen is absorbed

by the water, the two other thirds by the sedi-

ment.
Little Qoncrhy Local Board .—Upon the recom-

mendation of the drainage committee, this Board

has determined to adopt and carry out the plan

and report of their surveyor, Mr. Jaa. Marsh,

C.E., for improviog the drainage of the district.

The first part of the work will be commenced

shortly.

“ A Bishop among Architects.”—A late

bishop being desirous of enlarging his palace,

caused an architect to prepare plans of the

proposed alterations ;
bub when he came to

know the estimated coat of the works, he de-

clined to proceed. “ What cheque shall I draw

for your fees, sir ?” said the bishop to the archi-

tect
;
who told him that, ns the plans were

abandoned, bis charge would be a hundred

guineas. “ A hundred guineas ! Why, sir, many

of my curates do not get so much in the course

of a year.” ‘’Possibly,” said the other; ‘but

your lordship must remember that I am a bishop

among architects.”— Church Review.

The main building possesses n frontage of

about 420 ft., aud a corridor 8 ft. in width

extends its entire length on every story, com-

municating on either side with wards about

18 ft. 6 in. wide. It is proposed to obtain a

proper classification of the inmates by means of

iron gates and separate staircases at certain

intervals.
.

The entrance is in the centre, with a vestibule

conducting to a principal staircase, behind

which is placed the dining-hall, with the chapel

over. The ground story of the main house will

be 13 ft. 3 in. high in the clear, and the one and

two-pair stories 12 ft. each.

The dining-hall is 70 ft. by 45 fc,, and 16 ft.

high, and the chapel will be finished internally

in coloured brick, with an open-timbered roof.

The infirmary, which is placed centrally in the

rear, is on the pavilion principle, and will consist

of wards 96 ft. long by 34 it. wide, those on the

ground floor being 13 ft. high in the clear, and

those on the one and two-pair stories 12 ft. high.

They are lighted by windows ou both sides

extending to within 1 ft. of the ceiling, con-

structed in three heights, the two lower being

double hung, the upper hung to hinges opening

inwards for ventilation. It is intended to warm

the wards by the “ Gallon” stove placed in the

centre, two to each ward, by means of which pure

warmed air will be introduced ;
the side walls

will consequently permit of the uniform arrange-

ment of the windows aud beds. At the farther

end is a large window, which will contribute

much to the cheerfulness of the wards, and at

the same time assist the ventilation in connexion

with louvres or fanlight over the door, which is

at the opposite end.

A nurse’s room, with inspection window, and

separate scullery, fitted with a small cooking-

stove and washing sink, will be provided to each

ward. Each ward will contain 33 beds, affording

consequently between 850 and 900 cubic feet to

each occupant. Two large day or convalescent

rooms are provided, communicating with spacioua

airing grounds.

The administrative block is placed centrally,

and will consist of kitchen and scullery, apart-

ments for the 'superiutending matron, stores,

and bedrooms in the upper part for the nurses^

The “ separation ” wards form a detached

building, consisting of ground and one-pair

stories, similar in its general arrangement to the

infirmary, but providing 1,200 cubic feet per

inmate, and reached by means of an enclosed

corridor from the infirmary.
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Access to all parts is provided by meaBs of
cartways up the two sides of the site, and
enclosed corridors afford communication to every
portion of the building under cover. Lifts will

be provided in the several buildings. The right-
hand front-wing building contains the board-
room, with clerks’ offices over, tradesmen’s
waiting-room, also a large waiting-room, 70 ft.

by 45 ft., and three offices for out-door relief.

The corresponding building on the left hand
contains poiter’s lodge and rooms in connexion,
two large receiving or probationary wards, each

25 ft. by 16 ft. and 13 ft. high, with attendants’
room adjoining

; also the casual wards, one of
which is 50 ft. by 20 ft., and the other 55 ft. by
18 ft. 6 in.

; they are 14 ft. 6 in. high to the
springing of the roof, and 21 ft. to the apex of
the roof-light. The beds for the casual wards
will be after a design by the architect, and so
arranged as to turn up bodily against the wall
when not in use, leaving the floor clear for the
purpose of cleaning. They are also very inex-
pensive as to cost.

The buildings will be supplied throughout with

hot and cold water, and warmed by ventilating
grates and stoves in all wards and rooms, and
by hot water in the corridors.

Mr. R. H. Burden is the architect. The con-
tractors are Messrs. Nutt & Co., the contract
amount being 63,300^. The ergineer’a work is
being executed by Messrs. Joikes & Co. The
gasfittiog by Messrs. Faraday & Son. The baths
are from Messrs. Rufford & Finch. The bells
will be on the electric principle. Mr. Barrett’s
fireproof flooring has been used for the main
corridors. Mr. Lewis is the clerk of works
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GAEDENS AND PEOMENADES.

View in Mushroom Caves under Montrovge, with Beds in fxdl bearing.
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TO lIEiSUKE HEIGHTS.

' Mr. St.^nley, of Holborn, is now maliing a

'ery compact and neeful instrument, called the

ipomecometer, that can be carried in thowaist-

loat pocket, for ascertaining the vertical heights

if towers, spires, and other baildinga. It can-

lot be better explained than by quoting the

iescription given by Mr. Millar, the inventor.

'The Apomecometer is constructed in accord-

ince with the principles which govern the

extant, viz. :—As the angles of incidence and
•eflection are always equal, the rays of an object

jeing thrown on the plane of one mirror are

rom that reflected to the plane of another mirror,

thereby making both extremes of the vertical

iieight coincide exactly at the same point on the

Qorizon glass
;
so that, by measuring the base

ine, we obtain a result equal to the altitude.”

rhe instrument we have tried, testing several

aeights up to 50 ft., worked very accurately.

iVe consider it to be a valuable acquisition for

:h6 architect, traveller, and aketcher. A small

iiinged handle might be added with advantage.

HERTFOED.
Reluilding of St. Andreiv's Church.—The chief

stone of the new Church of St. Andrew has been
laid by Earl Cowper. Mr. J. Johnson is the
architect, and Messrs. Dove, Brothers, are the
Dnilders.

The New \Yorlihov.sc.—The local J/ercitry says
of this building:—“ The new workhouse, in the
Ware-road, will bo one of the architectural
attractions of Hertford. There are some things
which might have been difl'erent, with advantage
to the general effect, bub the building is never-
theless an agreeable object, and we prefer it

greatly to the barrack-looking structures which
usually serve as workhouses. We hope that the
rooms are snfficiently large and lofty, and the
ventilation good ; aod it is nob too much to
expect that space will be found somewhere for

the leather and other materials iised in the
house, elsewhere than under the men’s dinner-
table. The policy of making the arrangements
of a workhouse attractive may be questioned

;

but there can be no doubt that it is as much
with a view to the benefit of the ratepayers as
of the poor that the Legislature and the Poor-
law Board require that they shall be of such a
kind as to conduce to the health of the inmates.
The Villa Residence Company’s Estate at

Bengeo.—Two of the bouses erected by the Villa
Eesidence Company on the site which it ac-
quired on its formation, have been let for the
purpose of a preparatory school for Haileybury
and the other public schools. A residence for
the minister of the new church in Port Vale has
been erected on the same estate, on the brow of
the Warren-hill, overlooking the valley of the
Lee.

COMPETITIONS.
Cirencester Cemetery.—During the past week,

on the walls of the Corn Hall, have been sus-
pended a large number of designs, for the pro-
posed chapels and lodge at the Cemetery.
Nearly seventy architects competed. The Board
eventually accepted, we are informed, the designs
of Messrs. Medland & Son, of Gloucester.

Bognor Sea Defences.—The design selected for
commendation, as second, was marked” Expe-
rience,” and not ‘‘Experience” written upon a
flag, as at first stated. It was the work of Mr.
Joseph J, Bennett.

TEE SEWERAGE OF WEST DERBY,
LIVERPOOL.

The West Derby Local Board, having applied
to the Secretary of State for powers to borrow
22,0001. for the construction of an outlet sewer
to the sea at Rimmel Bridge, an inquiry was
held by Mr. Arnold Taylor, of the Home Office,
at the Public Offices, West Derby village, on
Saturday, the 15ch of May, and on the following
Monday and Tuesday, whin evidence was given
in favoar*of the proposition of the Board, as also
in opposition and in favour of a rival scheme
prepared some time since by Messrs. Reade &
Goodison, the engineers to the Walton Local
Board.

It appears that the townships of West Derby
and Walton lie on the same watershed, and
that several hitherto ineffectual attempts have
been made to attain joint action by both boards
in the construction of a main outfall. The West

Derby Board is desirous of carrying the

sewage direct to the sea, and wasting it in the

estuary of the Mersey j
while Walton, desiring to

utilize its sewage by irrigation, and having

ineffectually attempted topersnade West Derby to

join in an irrigation scheme, has already obtained

borrowing powers for a separate system, which is

now on the point of being carried out. In ad-

dition to this complication, a memorial, signed

by some of the leading men in the township of

West Derby, opposed to the course taken by the

Board, was presented to the Home Office, pray-

ing for a thorough investigation : hence the

inquiry.

Mr. G. F. Lyster, engineer to the Mersey

Docks and Harbour Board
;
Mr. James New-

lande, borough engineer of Liverpool
;

Mr.

Orridge, engineer to the West Derby Local Board ;

and Mr. Lea, C.E., gave evidence in favour of

the sea-outlet; while the memorialists were sup-

ported by Mr. M. 0. Tarbotton, engineer to the

corporation of Nottingham ;
and Messrs. Reade

& Goodison, the originators of the ntilisation

scheme. A printed report in favour of the

utilisation of the West Derby sewage, by Mr.

Chalmers Morton, of the Rivers Commission, was
also circulated at the inquiry, but could not be

received as evidence, in consequence of that

gentleman’s non-attendance.

Mr. Lyater’s evidence was to the effect, that

the proposed outlet would not be injurious, nor

prove a nuisance to Tenforbh and Waterloo, the

sewage being swept away seawards by the tidal

current, and also that the Dock Board were

willing to enlarge the Rimrose culvert sufficiently

to take the proposed influx of sewage at the ex-

pense of the West Derby Board. He emphati-

cally disclaimed any intention of appearing

against ntilisation.

Mr. Newlanda supported the views of the

Board, considering the proposed culvert a safety-

valve to take storm water, and stating that the

scheme was almost identical with one he pro-

posed some years ago. He considered that the

river Alt could not be used to take the effluent

waters from irrigated lands, as it was a dammed-
up and sluggish stream, and that the effluent

water would ferment and prove a nuisance. It

was also his opinion that the water would be

worse as it flowed off the land, than when it

went on in the state of sewage. Ho considered

that the Liverpool outlets do not pollute the

Mersey, as they are carried down to low-water

mark, and all offensive matter is swept away by

the tidal current, and when fermentation sets

in, must be somewhere near the Isle of Man.
Mr. Orridge gave evidence of a somewhat

similar nature
;
and Mr. Lea, that the sewage

would not foul the Mersey and the shores at

Waterloo. None of the witnesses could give an

opinion on the opposition scheme, nob being

familiar with its details, and, in fact, avoided it

altogether.

Mr. Tarbotton had studied both the plans of

the Board and the utilization scheme, and had
inspected the ground, his views being embodied
in a printed report. He bad also examined the

estimates and the relative cost of the two schemes.

The adoption of the inland route, combined with

irrigation, would, he contended, save the Board

20,000i., as the outlet at present proposed only

provided for the western sewage and the eastern

main it was intended to connect with the outlet

at an expense of 10,0001., making 32,0001. in all

for outlet works
;
while the proportion to be paid by

the West Derby Board, if they joined with Walton

in irrigating, would, for engineering works for

both mains, be only 12,000?. He considered the

river Alt, which discharged 20,000,000 gallons

per day in dry weather, with a velocity of 60 ft.

per minute, a perpetual safety-valve, and by the

provision of storm inlets into it, the sewers could

be reduced in diameter. Was decidedly of

opinion that the sea outlet would damage the

shore at Waterloo. Considered Reade & Goodi-

son’s scheme simple, efficacious, and economical,

and correct in principle.

Mr. Goodison unfolded all the details of the

utilization scheme, and produced the detailed

estimates, stating that the prices were higher

than those of the accepted tender for the Walton

works. The Walton sewage would be disposed

of by gravitation, and by enlarging the outlet

they were about to construct, the whole of the

western sewage of West Derby could be disposed

of by it in a similar manner. The eastern

sewage could be readily dealt with by pumping.

Knew the Waterloo shore well, and considered

it was already suffering by the sewage of Liver-

pool. Mr. Reade confirmed the facts and details

spoken to by his partner. Tide-locked sewers

he thought, should always be avoided where

possible, as the gases were bottled up and driven

back by every recurring tide. Pointed out that

the extension of the dock works northwards,

which had increased the tidal current, had
damaged the Waterloo shore, whereas, if the

theories of Mr. Lyster and Mr. Newlands were
correct, they should have improved it.

The Waterloo Board opposed the construction

of the sewer, and brought witnesses to prove that

their property would be materially damaged if

it were carried out. The inquiry then terminated

with a eulogium on Mr. Taylor for his impartial

mode of conducting it.

THE SECRETARY^SHIPOF THE INSTITUTE
OF ARCHITECTS.

hardly appears consistent with the courtesy

which binds society together, or with the generous fairnesa

to which Professor Kerr doubtless Uys claim, that he
should avail himself of a public opportunity to recall a
hasty (and doubtless indiscreet) expression used by Mr.
Seddon long ago in a privuie house and on a private

occasion. The Professor forgets to add that Mr, Seddon
at once explained that he did not intend it to con-

vey the meaning of his intention to use bis oilieial position

for party purposes; and Professor Kerr, having with-

drawn his opposition to Mr. Seddon, ought not to have let

fly this Parthian arrow at the adversary he had soiightun-

successfully todiscomOt. Thos. L. Donaldsow.

*,• We have received two letters e^^mmenting causti-

callv on the unfortunate expression referred to; but we
deeiiue printing them: let bygones be bygones. There
should be only one “party” in the Institute.

CLERKS OP WORKS.
Sin,—Tho securing of honesty in clerks of works being

of very great importance, I was glad to see the subject

taken up ID your paper by“An Old Clerk ofWorks;”
but, while believing that the class of men he points out to

bo men in whom honesty and integrity have " grown,” I

think it just to add that there is another class not drawn
from the ranks of workmen, or from an office, who can

claim to be honest, able clerks of works, though under

forty,— viz., those trained for the work.

It was intended I should be a joiner
;
only, about four

months before I attained the age of fourteen 1 was taken

by a permanent clerk of works to assist him in any way I

was able, wilh the promise Of being “put forward; ” so that

at an early age I could make a icorkiny drawing (such aa

could be worked to) for ordinary work. I remained with

him a number of years, and oblaiued step by step, under

his tuition, on churches, schools, warehouses, and resi-

dences— in fact, buildings of almost every description and

style,— such a practical knowledge of the nature and cost

ot work and materials employed in every branch of the

trade, as can be obtained only on the actual work properly

explained at tho time. Add to this, the just Crmuess that

a like training must—or ought to—produce, and I have no
doubt your readers will acknowledge tbe above claim on
behalf of a small class of clerks of works to be just and

worth consideration. A Young Clbek of Wenis.

FIXTURES IN SCOTLAND.
An important case as to fixtures has been decided ia

the Bherifl’ Court, Berwickshire. Mr. David Baird Lind-

say occupied tbe mansion-bouse of Oxendeao, on tho

estate of Dunso Castle, wilh the garden, offices, and cer-

tain parks, as a yearly tenant, since 1361. lie had erected

at his own expense a vinery, green-bouse, peach-house,

and forcing-house. Mr. Lindsay received a legal warning

to remove from the premises at the present term of Whit.

Sunday. The proprietors, the trustees of Mr. William

Hay, of Duuse, claimed the glass-houses, and interdicted

the sale of them by auction for Mr. Lindsay. After ex-

smiuing the premises, along wilh Messrs. Duns A Duds,

builders, the Shenll'-Substitute issued an interlocutor, in

which ho finds that tbe respondent, Mr. Liudsoy, has been
occupying the house and premises at Oxendcan as a yearly

tenawt, and without a lease; that the greenhouse and
other glass houses in the garden there have been erected

by the said respondent at his own sole and considerable

expense; tout iheir removal will occasion no damage to

peiitioners' property; that the respondent is ready and
willing to restore the garden forthwith to the condition ia

which it was before the said structures were erected;

that, in these circumstances, and under these cnndiiions,

tbe respondent is entitled to remove the said green-

bouse aud other glass houses and appurtenances; that the

respondent is not entitled to remove any of the trees or

shrubs growing in the soil ;
therefore, continues and con-

firms the interdict as regards tbe said trees and shrubs ;

quoad ultra recals the interdict, refuses the prayer of the

petition, finds the petitioners liable in expenses, &e.

THE KIDDERMINSTER INFIRMARY
COMPETITION.

Sir —I noticed too late iu tbe week to reply in your

following issue, a letter from “ Rejected " relauve to the

Kidderminster Infirmary Competition. Other letters I

have seen, but scarcely thought it wonh while to reply to

them, as they appeared to be written hy disappointed meu
smarting under Oefeat. “ Rejected's” letter is, however, so

gross in its expressions, as well as false in its insinuations,

that I cannot lot it pass. Now, supposing that each of tho

four questions asked by “Rejected” were necessarily

answered in the uffirmaiive, it must be evident to your

readers that no man in his proper senses would think of

applying tbe terms “despicable job” and “ iniqu-.tous

management" on such slender grounds; because it does

not necessarily follow that there should have been any
unfairness or partiality. But what becomes of the insinua-

tion conveyed in the questions of “ Rejected,” when those

questions are answered, I leave your readers to decide,

and as briefly as possible do so.
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Mr. Bland’a plans were forwarded on the erening of the
9th, and delivered with a number oC others at nine o'clock
on the morning of the inth. He bad access, on one occasion,
to the room in which the designs were exhibited, by right
as a subscriber, many others being present

; but he did not
discuss the merits or demerits of any of the designs with
any member of the committee, some two or three being
present, bat not in their oflicia] capacity, as the exhibition
was for the inspection of the designs by the subscribers.
As to cost, it was the belief amongst parties well able to

judge that none of the designs wh'ch gave the stipulated
accommodation could be executed for the sum named,
although some of the competitors, I believe, intimated as
usual in their reports to the conirary.

Lastly, Mr. Bland was not at that time the architect of
the honora^ secretary, neither could he be called his per-
sonal friend, ss up to the time of the competition his
acquaintance with the honorary secretary was of the
slightest description.
In conclusion, I beg to call the attention of " Rejected”

to the^/fi that the committee having selected from the
19 designs exhibited, two of those which they considered
best met their requirements, they called in an entirely
disinterested architect to report upon the merits, demerits,
and probable coat of the two designs; and he having
strongly reported in my favour on all the counts, the
committee decided on accepting my design.

JoHir Geo. BLa>'u.

BAKERS’ OVENS.
numerous readers oblige me

with particulars of a well-tried smoke-consuming furnace
for bakers ovens ? I have no doubt that

'

bakehouses some such apparatus is used
; my wish.^how”

ever is to secure a thoroughly well-known and effectual
smoke-consuming furnace. b A

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
LAW courts’ SITE.--DISTRICT BAlLWAr.

At' the usual weekly meetingof the Metropolitan Board
of Works, Mr. PbiUips, the representative of the Strand
distnet, complained of the great delay in proceeding with
the New Law Courts Site Bill, and said the uncertainty
was most mmoiis tn thA inhn(.;iAnf= •'

had no ear for masic. The reason why they had
not was that masic was not placed within their
reach. Now, he believed the Englisli were the
most mnsical people on the face of the earth,
not excepting Germans and Italians

;
and he

believed it would be the same with the arts. He
observed in Paris, in all matters of detail where
the skill of the working-man was exhibited, we
were very mnch behind the French,—in each
matters, for instance, as area-railings, street-
lamps, garden-enclosures. Onr lamps in London
were a perfect disgrace. Search the world over,
and yon could find nothing more ugly. Our
area-railings were moan in the extreme.

REOPENING OP THE CHARLES MUSEUM,
MAIDSTONE.

was most ruinous to the inhabitants.
The Chairman said the delay did not rest with the board,

but with the Government. ’

.
asked the engineer, with reference to section

G of the Metropolitan Railway Act, 32 and 33 . .c
whether, in his opinion, the works of the Metropolitan
District Railway Company were proceeding at such a rate

portion of the railway
which 18 connected with the works anthorised by the
Metropolis Improyement Act, 1863, and also the remainder
of the railway from Westmiuster-bridge to Cannon-street

1870
completed and opened to the public by Jan. 1

Mr. Bazalgette replied that he did not think the workswould be opened by the date named, bat the companyhad applied for a Bill to raise funds to complete their

ihe engineer was requested to report weekly to theboard on the progress of the works.
A report was read stating that the Thames Embank-meat works were proceeding satisfactorily.

THE DANGER OP DISINFECTANTS.

‘I™® *^2° suggestions appeared in amedical paper, and were reprinted in a leading journalmth reference to the use of "green copperas" as a
dismfectant. The idea of the writer was that the germsof fever-poison penetrate into the wells from the drainsand oontaminato the water. Now it may be worth whilea*lang whether there is not danger in the plan proposed.
Is the disinfectant that is recommended a poison ? If so
the remedy would be as bad as the evU that is sought tobe cured, unless it can be proved that the two poisons sotand re-act upon each other, and are both thus rendered
tnnoxious.

This seems to me a question suitable for discussion inyour columns, and you will oblige me by inserting these
brief remarks.

; _
SanItas.

y Sulphate of copper is bine
; sulphate of iron gree^and as sulphate of copper has been called blue comieraasnlphafe of iron has sometimes, stupidly, been called greencopperas. If, therefore, by green copperas be meantprotosulphate of iron, that emnot be regarded as apoison, used in the way indicated.

*

The new wing of the Charles Mnsenm,
Maidstone, has been opened to the public
for the first time, on which occasion the
mayor invited a large number of the working,
classes to a conversazione. The idea proved suc-
cessful, nearly the whole of the possessors of
tickets, numbering several hundreds, being
present. The archmological, geological, and fine
art specimens are collected inChillington House.
The nucleus was got together by the late
Dr. Charles. It is through the liberality of
Mr. Alexander Randall that the institution has
at last been placed in an efficient state, and its
contents displayed in a manner which make
them accessible to all. About a year ago Mr.
Randall made the purchase of one of the wings
at the side of the building, which at that time
was in a dilapidated condition, and was used as
a coal-shed. He then presented it to the town
on condition that it should be restored. The
town council have accordingly restored the build-
ing, with regard for the^ architecture : the
whole of the old oaken beams, which were quite
sound, and other materials having been nsed.
The architect employed was Mr.HubertBenstead.
The new wing has added two rooms to the
building, one of which has been devoted to the
library of works of reference which the town
possesses, and the other to a picture-gallery.
This has enabled Mr. Lightfoot to make a new
disposal of his materials. The Brenchley collec-
tion from the islands of the South Sea has been
brought to light for the first time, and the
building itself has had windows opened up, and
oak wainscoting cleaned.

INTERNAL ADORNMENT OP BUILDINGS.
At the meeting of the London Artisans’ Club

when Mr. Grace’s paper, printed in our last
(p. 413), was read, Mr. Layard, M.P., said there
was nothing, in his opinion, more calculated
to raise taste in this country, and to create
a high intellectual and moral feeling, than
the internal adornment of public buildings.
This country he considered almost entirely
Ignorant of what constituted internal deco-
ration, and the kind of impression it produced
on the mind of the beholder. A great deal
had been done in outward decoration, but
very little in internal. Very few public build-
ings were decorated in a manner worthy of the
nation. The National Gallery, of which he was
almost ashamed to say he was a trustee, had a
very fine collection of pictures

; but in respect
to_ internal decoration little better—indeed, he
might truthfully say it was a little worse—than
auction-rooms. The case was very different on
the cont,nent._ There the internal decorations
ol public buildings had done very much towards
elevating the popular taste. Some few years
ago it was said of the English people that they

SUPPLEMENTARY EXHIBITION OF
PICTURES.

A SELECTION of pictures and other works of
art, partly from those which had been submitted
to the Royal Academy and returned, is now on
view in Bond-street, nearly opposite the end of
Burlington-gardens. It consists of 524 paint-
ings and drawings, 23 pieces of sculpture, and
5 miniatures. Fear of seeming to oppose the
Academy, dislike to proclaim a grievance or
even to let the fact of rejection be known
and various other reasons, have doubtless led’
many artists to refrain from submitting their
works to the committee who have arranc^ed this
exhibition. About two-thirds of the whole it is
stated, were rejections of the present year. ’ The
collection includes a number of excellent pictures,
and deserves a visit from all who are interested
in art-matters or fond of pictures. We shall
take an opportunity to return to it.

The catalogue, which is very dear at a shilling,
and so shows no step forward, should contain a
list of the exhibitors and their addresses.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Pressure of matter, and the very large num-

ber of new churches and church restorations we
have always to record, leave us somewhat in
arrear for the present.

Rotherhithe.—AU Saints’ Church, Rotherhibhe
has been re-opened, after having undergone a
restoration and decoration, under the superin-
tendence of Mr. G. Legg, of London, architect.
The former small chancel has been taken down,
and a new one constructed in its place. It is
paved with encaustic tiles, and fitted with carved
benches of pitch pine. A painted east window,
by Messrs. Powel & Co., has been fixed, and the
whole of the glass of the nave has been replaced
with coloured glass. The organ has been re-
moved from the gallery, and placed in a new
organ-room, constructed on the north side of
the chancel. The pews and free seats have been

replaced in the church by open benches, wil
carved ends. The roof has been remodelled,
new pulpit, carved in. pitch pine, and standir
on a atone base, has been erected on the soni
side of the chancel, but in the body of th
church. New fronts have been made to tt
children’s galleries, and the galleries round tl
church have been decorated with archifcectur!
designs. The whole of the works have bee
carried out by Messrs, Harrison & Edwards, i

Rotherhithe.

Tattenhail,—The church is about to undergo
rebuilding and restoration. The contractors ai
Mr. George Woollams, builder, Tattenhall

;
an

Mr. S. Dutton, stonemason, Burwardsley. The;
estimate for the whole restoration is 2,600Z.

Watford.—It is intended to have the pans
church restored, more or less thoroughly aecoro
ing to the subscriptions. Mr. Scott is spoke:
of as the architect to be employed.

Leivisham.—The foundation-stone of a nev
church, to be dedicated to St. Mark the Evan
gelist, has been laid by the Earl of Dartmoutl
The church, in the Decorated style, will be dividei
into nave, north and south aisles, chancel, am
organ chapel, with vestries for clergy and choir
and a narthex and tower with ashlar spire rising

a height of about 160 ft. at the western front
The dimensions of the edifice are,—Nave anc
aisles 80 ft. by 60 ft., chancel 28 ft. by 39 ft. The
walls will be of Kentish rag with Bath dressings.
The church will seat 750 persons, and owing'to th(
natnre of the site (from its inclination eastward)
schools may be formed under the chancel. The
present contract, about 7,0001., embraces a
portion only of the building, the contractors
being Messrs. Carter & Sons. The architect is

Mr. Wm. C. Banks, of London.
Wisbech.—The now church of St. Augustine

has been consecrated by the Bishop of Ely. It con-
sists of a nave 61 ft. in length and 24 ft. 6 in. in
width, with four arches on each side, opening into
north and south aisles 11 ft. wide, and a chancel
32 ft. by 22 ft. The seats are plain open benches,
those in the chancel made in oak, and the whole
will accommodate 500 persons. The pnlpit,
prayer-desks, and lectern were a special gift, and
are therefore of a richer character. The pulpit*
is a stone one, with alabaster top, and red
marble colnmns. The walls of the church are
built of brick, with stone for piers, windows,
doorways, &c. The whole of the works have
been carried out by Messrs. Law, of Lutterworth,
from the designs of the architect, Mr. William
Smith, of London, at a cost of over 3,000Z.,
raised by subscriptions.

Hereford.—The new district church of St.
James has been consecrated by the Bishop of
the diocese. The church is cruciform in plan,
and consists of nave, north and sonth aisles,

transepts, chancel, sacristy, and south porch.
The aisles are continued eastward of the tran-
septs, and form an organ-chamber on one side,

and an additional space for seats on the other.
The nave is 72 ft. long internally, and is divided

'

from the aisles and transepts by arcades of four
arches on each side. The width of the nave
and aisles in the clear is 44 ft., and the width

'

across the transepts is 68 ft. The nave from
the floor to the ridge is 42 ft. high. The chancel
is 35 ft. long and 20 ft. wide, and 40 ft. high to
the ridge. The south porch is constructed as
the substructure of the fatnre tower and spire,

and contains the first few steps of the cork-
screw staircase to the ringing-loft and belfry.
The style adopted is Early Geometrical. The
west front is pierced with three windows, one of
three lights and two others of two lights each;
the chancel by a three-light window at the east
end, and by two two-light windows at the side;
the transepts by four-light windows, and the
sides of the aisles by seven two-light windows.
The clearstory is pierced by light sexfoiled
circular windows. All the windows contain
foliated tracery in the heads. The building has
been constructed with Three Elms quarry stone,
with Box-gronnd Bath stone dressings; the in-
terior throughout being ashlared with random-
ranged Bath stone, axed on the face, and set in
wide joints, and relieved with bands and vona-
soirs of blue stone. The roofs are framed with
pitch pine, boarded and felted, and covered with
VVhitland Abbey slates. The timbers and board-
ing are left their natural colour. The sittings
arc also of pitch pine varnished over. The
aisles and chancel are tiled, Godwin’s orna-
mented encaustic tiles being used throughout
the latter. The works have been carried out
by Mr. Gough, builder, Bishop’s Castle, from the
designs and under the soperintendenoe of Mr.
T. Nicholson, of this city, the diocesan architect.
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Vesthougldon (near Bolton),— The corner

je of the new church of St. Bartholomew

. been laid. The contemplated structure will

the third built upon the same site, the first

I'ing been erected in the fifteenth century,

1 the second in 1731. It is to be of stone,

1 the design is Early Gothic, with a tower at

I east end. The cost will bo from 5,0001. to

001., which is borne by Mr. J. Seddou.

'.teeple Morden (Ca»jbs.).—The church here

1 been reopened. The first thing which

racts observation on entering the village is

. new tower and spire, the base of which is

It of Bath stone and forms a porch for the

bh aisle, the spire being covered with oak

agle, capped with a vane. The wall of the

ith aisle of the church baa boen refaoed, and

. west gable rebuilt. The wall on the north

; also been restored, and a parapet formed on

h sides. About 200 years ago, it is believed,

i tower of the church gave way, destroying in

; fall the chancel, which up to the present

16 had not been replaced; but the patrons of

j living having offered 4001. for its rebuilding,

I work has been carried out, and has added

QO 16 ft. to the length of the edifice. A
incel arch now appears, in the Perpendicular

lign. The architecture of the church is Early

igUsb, although there is a mixture here aud

ire. An entirely new roof has been put on,

i the windows (several of which are fresh)

i filled with the green tint cathedral glass.

G walls of the nave and north aisle have been

jlastered; that of the south being refaced

;h oluncb. The now seats are of deal (stained

3 varnished), those of the chancel being of

c, with carved heads. The flooring of the

les is composed of Staffordshire tiling, whilst

it of the chancel is laid withCollis’s (VYest-

nster) encaustic tiles. The improvements

ve been carried out by Mr. J. W. Lacy, of

>rwich
;
the architects being Messrs. Elmslie

Franey, of London. The cost of the restora*

n amounts to about 2,5001.

Louth .—The works io connexion with the

iteration of the parish church are progressing,

jrkmen are now engaged in fixing an alabaster

.•edos. A new stained-glass memorial window

s been placed at the west end of the south

ile by’ Mr. L. K. Lucas, and another one, we

urn, is to be placed at the west end of the

rlh aisle. The interior of the nave will soon

ready for the reception of the seats, and the

ales are being laid with tiles.

EUng.—l^r. Frederick Ibbotson has laid the

emorial stone of a church, which he aud his

iUghter are about to erect on a portion of their

itate at Houndsdown, not far from the Hun-

r’s Inn. The designs of the church aud par-

naga house are by Mr. Benjamin Ferrey. The

undatious of the structure are laid, and the

alls built up about 1 fc. throughout. The

(ifioe will be in the Early Decorated style of

•ohitecture, and consist of a nave, chance), and

•ausepts, having a bell-turret at one end, about

J ft. high, shingled with oak. Flint is to be the

laterial used, with Bath stone dressings ;
the

)of will be open, aud the seating stained deal

auches. The builders are Messrs. Goddard &
on, of Farnham, who have just carried out an

stensive work at Mr. Ibbetson’s mansion at

iling, and a schoolhouae and dwelling near Mr.

/ingrovo’s residence, at the foot of the hill

lading to Hunter’s Inn, all from designs by the

xme architect, and at the expense of the same

vdy and gentleman.

NeW':astle~upnn-Tyne.—In the new parish

i St. Philip, Newcastle, it is proposed to erect a

•lain and suitable church, at a probable cost of

1.5001., to contain 700 sittings, all of which shall

>e for ever free. It is also proposed that the

huroh shall be built to the memory of the late

irchbishop Longley. The site has not yet been

lecided upon, but it is not improbable that the

Irchbishop Longley Church will be erected on

i plot of ground, situated at the end of Pitt-

itreet, near to the old quarry.

Cradley.—Recently the rector, the Rev. E. R.

dampden, restored the chancel of the parish

ohurch at his own expense, when the walls were

•ecased, and the work was done in the Decorated

style, under the direction of Mr. Scott. Pollow-

ng the example of the rector, the neighbouring

gentry, parishioners, and friends resolved to take

iho nave in hand. The walls of that part of the

building are in a very bad and dangerous state,

especially on the south side, which is out of

the perpendicular aud rapidly decaying. This

wall will be rebuilt of the old material as far as

possible, and its Decorated windows reinserted
;

the wall on the north side will be pierced for six

arches, in order to add an aisle on that side.

These arches will bo supported by Decorated

pillars, the caps of which will be moulded, as also

the arches. In the new north wall of the aisle

the old Decorated windows removed from the

old north wall will be inserted. There will now
be sittings for about 400 people. The removal

of the gallery will opeu the tower to the church,

and bring into view a little Perpendicular

window in its western wall, as also the late

Norman arch of the tower, underneath which

will be a screen of open work. A roof of timber

is to be placed on the nave—a tie-beam roof on

the Decorated principle. A new porch is also to

be added to the north aide ; it will be of stone,

and connected with the hot-air chamber (which

is partly underground) for warming the church.

It is likewise contemplated as soon as possible to

restore the tower. The upper part is much
dilapidated, having been badly repaired from

time to time. Sandstone from Ombersley is to

be used in the restoration of the nave. Mr.

Perkins, architect to the Doan and Chapter of

Worcester, has prepared the plans aud drawings

for the work.

Meole Brace (near Shreiushury).— The new
church was consecrated on the IQbh inst. It

consists of a wide nave, with north and south

aisles, south porch, chancel (the width and

height of the nave, terminating in a three-sided

apse), north aud south chancel aisles (one of

which is used as an organ-chamber), and vestry.

There will also be a massive tower at the west

end of the north aisle. The seats and stalls are

of oak, aud provision is made for 500 persons.

Tho pulpit, of stone, inlaid with coloured mar-

bles, stands at the north-east angle of the nave.

The font has also alternate panels of marbles aud

carving. The chancel pavements are from Messrs.

Maw & Co. A reredos of marbles, with central

cross of white statuary', is provided. The arcade

caps are alternately moulded and carved. Messrs.

Morris & Co. have filled the altai'-window with

staiued glass. In the centre light is the Cru-

cifixion, with the Virgin aud Child underneath;

the two side lights contain double figures, in

three rows, representing angels, apoBcles, mar-

tyrs, prophets, and kings
;
and in the head is

our Lord in glory, surrounded by angels.

Another window for the apse, by the same

artists, is in progress. The carving is by

Mr. Boulton, of Cheltenham. The style of the

church is Early Decorated. Red Hill stone has

been used for the walling ;
Shelvoke for dress-

ings ;
and for the shafts to arcades and chancel

arch, Besfordwood stone and blue Pennant. The

interior is ashlared with Shelvoke stone. Mr. E
Haycock, juu., of Shrewsbury, is the architect.

The contractors are Messrs. Dowdier & Dar-

lington ;
and the coat has been about 4,500h

This sum does not include the pulpit, font, east

window, and reredos, which are separate gifts.

Chipping S'>dbury .—The parish church of St.

John the Baptist, Sodbury, has been re-opened

for divine service, after having uodergone a re-

storation. The roughcast that formerly covered

the exterior has been removed, and the stone-

work exposed to view. The bell-stage stone

louvres have been taken out, and the spaces filled

in with tracery. The west window of the tower

has been restored. The tower was separated

from the church by a wall, which was built up

between the tower-arch piers, but it is now
thrown into the church. The old ringer’s wood

flojr has been taken out, and the groining which

was commenced when the tower was built has

been fmished. The south porch has been en-

tirely rebuilt from the foundation, after the

style of the original. The canopies aud figures

have been executed by Mr. Earp, of London.

A new vestry has been erected. The walls,

arches, and columns of the church have been

freed from whitewash. The old high pews have

been taken away, and bench seats, with trace-

ried panels of varied design in the fronts and

backs, substituted. The number of sittings has

been increased by about 130, or to 415. The

chancel with its screens, filled with tracery, to

part off its aisles, and also the clergy and choir

stalls, have been executed iu oak. The tiling in

the floors is of varied design and colour, from

Mr. Godwin’s works at Lugwardine. The reredos,

which is of alabaster, is by Mr. Earp. The side

panels are of Caeu stone. The east window is

of stained glass, and is tho work of Messrs.

Clayton & Bell, of London. The church has

been refitted with a new organ, by Mr. Vowles,

of Bristol. The roof of the church baa been re-

placed by a new one of Baltic fir. The restora-

tion has been carried out from the designs of

Mr. G. E. Street, of Loudon. The contractors

were Messrs. Wall & Hook, of Brimscombe, near

Stroud, and Mr. Reddin was clerk of the works.

The restoration has cost about 4,0001.

Shaw, near Oldham .—The old Choroh of Holy
Trinity, at Shaw, near Oldham, having become
somewhat dilapidated, it has beon resolved to

build a new one near the same site. The new
church, which has been designed by Mr. Drew,
of London, is to be in the Early Decorated style.

It will have a nave with aisles, and chancel with

aisles, and a central tower of two stories, and

90 ft. in height, rising over the chancel. There

will bo a large east window of five lights ; and
at tho west end there will be three large win-

dows of two lights each. The building is esti-

mated to cost from 7,0001. to 8,0001.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Clerhenwell.—A new chapel, belonging to the

Baptist denomination of Spencer-plaoe, has been

opened in Oharles-street, Goswell-road. The
entire cost of chapel, schools, and land, ac-

cording to the Clerkenwcll News, is 5,0001., 3,4001.

of which yet remain to be raised. The chapel

is constructed to seat 800 persons. The edifice

has been commenced and completed in the course

of eight months.
Leicester.—The memorial stone of a church

for the United Presbyterians has been laid here.

The new edifice is being erected on tho London-

road, in close proximity to St. Paul’s Chapel.

It is planned to seat nearly 800 persons, and will

be galleried on three sides. A minister’s vestry

and a session-room are provided, at the north-

east angle of the site. The style is Early

English. Tho building generally will be faced

with rock-faced Bulwell atone, which has been

preferred to the granite rubble of the locality,

as being in itself equally durable, and forming

sounder masonry. The dressings will be of

Bath stone. The tower and spire occupy the

south-west angle of the site, at the junction of

London-read and Station-street. The total

height of the spire will be 120 ft. The north

front of the building will be brick-faced, and

finished in a temporary manner, it being in-

tended shortly to erect a lecture and school

room on this side of the church, and closely

adjoining it. The contract for the building has

been taken by Messrs. Osborne Brothers, of this

city, builders, for 2,7411. ;
and the coat of heating,

lighting, and other charges, will bring the total

expenditure to about 3,200i., exclusive of the

cost of the land. The architect is Mr. Taib, of

Leicester. The walla of the charch are already

several yards high, and the stone was laid inside

the building, at the farther end of the churoh}

and when the works are completed, the front of

the stone bearing the name of the gentleman by

whom laid and the date of tho ceremony, will

be seen. The church will accommodate about

750 persons. The building is well advanced.

Jjcigh .—The corner atone of a new chapel and

schools for the Primitive Methodists has been

laid at Leigh. The building will be of a semi-

Gothic style of architecture, having its principal

front towards Bradshaw-gabe. It will be con-

abrnoted of brick, having Edge Fold stone and

blue and white bricks for door and window dress-

ings, and a pressed-briok front on north eleva-

tion. The means of ingress to the chapel are by

two porches, one on either side of the principal

front. The principal window to the north eleva-

tion will be of large dimensions. Tho building

will stand partly on the site of the old chapel,

and cover an area of about 2,700 superficial feet,

the ground-floor having school-room, minister’s

vestry, three class-rooms, and boiler-house.

There will be separate entrances to the schools

for boys and girls. The chapel will be amphi-

theatre form, and will be above the school, class-

rooms, &c. It will occupy the entire spao©

above them, having open pewing, aud will accom-

modate from 400 to 500 persona. The architect

is Mr. Edward Pritchard, C.B., of Leigh, and

the builder Mr. Thomas Bothell, of Earlesbown.

The building is estimated to cost 1,512^.

j)erby .—The memorial stone of a new Congre-

gational Church now in course of erection in

Derwent-stroet was laid on the 1st inst. The

new church, as arranged at present, is to

accommodate 350 persons, but the accommoda-

tion can be increased to 500. The style of

architecture is thirteenth century Gothic. The
contract has been taken by Mr. Stoddard, of

Derby, at 1,258L The architect is Mr. Taib, of

Leicester. The United Presbyterian Church

has been opened. The building ocoupies a sit©

at the junction of Green lane and Gower-sbreeb.
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The plan ia arranged to accommodate about 500,
with minister’s vestry and seasion-room, heating
chambers, and other offices in the rear of the
church. The style is Engliah Gothic of the
thirteenth century, and the material for the
walling externally ia white Coxbench stone, the
wmdow tracery being of Hollington stone. The
principal front towards Green-lane baa a high-
pitched gable, containing a five-light window,
with tracery geotuetrical in design, and is
flanked on either side by the entrance-porches.
Ihe doorways to these have monlded arches
supported on shafts with monlded caps and
bases. Between the centre gable and the north
porch an ornamental apirette rises to a height

?9 J\' Gower-street ia
divided into five bays, the easternmost bay pro-
jecting as a transept, and containing a two-light
traceried window. Each bay in the body of the
church contains a couplet of cuaped-headed
lancet windows. Internally the church is divided
into nave and side aisles by two rows of light
iron columns supporting the arched ribs of the
roof. The ceiling of the roof is divided into
panels by timber ribs stained and varnished.
The contract for the building was taken by
Messrs. T. & H. Herbert, of Leicester, at the
sum of 2,1501. The architect was Mr. J. Tait
of Leicester.

’

Sunderland.—The foundation-stone of a new
United Presbyterian Chnrch at Sunderland has
been laid. It is in the Gothic style of archi-
tecture, and will be built entirely of stone.
Accommodation is provided for 800 persons

;
and

the total cost will be about 3,5001. Mr. Thomas
Oliver, of Newcastle-on-Tyno, is the architect.

Salford.—The foundation-stone of the new
lecture-hall and schools connected with the Rich-
mond Congregational Chapel has been laid. The
new buildings are in the Gothic style

j and com-
prise on the ground-floor a lecture-hall, 59 ft. by
35 ft., and -1-8 ft. 6 in. to the ridge, with vestibule
and entrance giving access to eight class-rooms.
The infants’ school will be 42 ft. by 28 ft. 6 in.,
with separate entrances. Each school has
lavatories, &c. The external walls will be faced
with stock bricks, relieved with blue bricks to
the arches^ of the doors and windows, and
moulded bricks to the string-courses, with stone
dressings to the doors and windows. The prin-
cipal elevation will comprise two entrances

; the
gable pierced with large window of five lights
with elaborate tracery. All the roofs are of high
pitch, with open-framed principals and covered
with Welsh elates, with ornamental ridge tiles
and iron cresting. The buildings will be warmed
and ventilated by Messrs. Haden, of Trowbridge
The cost will be about 3,5001. Mr. W. Southern
IS the contractor for the whole of the works,
under the superintendence of the architect, Mr!
John Lowe, of Manchester.

/Islitoum.—The Countess of Huntingdon’s
Church has been reopened, after restoration.
The entire outlay will be between 8001, and
9001. The works comprise the erection of a now
orchestra and vestry, the introduction of new
windows, glazed with tinted glass, and an altera-
tion of the arrangement of the window openings
throughout, which have received stone arches
and imposts, in lien of the old brick arches
removed, and plaster arches and imposts in-
teriorly, and stone dressings have been suitably
introduced in other parts of the building. A
new portico has been erected. The roof has
been restored and re-slnted. The old horizontal
ceiling has been removed, and the roof timbers,
now exposed, have been wrought or cased, and
the appearance further improved by the intro-
duction of carved braces, cantilevers, and pen-
dants. Ihe internal alterations comprise entirely
re-Boating the body of the church with open
benches. The organ has been removed from the
gallery to the new orchestra, and the gallery re-
arranged, re-seated, and re-fronted : new stair-
eases have also been put to the gallery. Through
neglect to provide for any ventilation of the
grouud-floor the timbers were so decayed as to
render necessary a new floor, which has been
laid 18 in. below the level of the old floor, and
the approaches improved. The woodwork
throughout is stained and varnished, and the
gilding warmed by the apparatus of Messrs.
Haden & Son, of Trowbridge. The contractors
were Messrs. Stonier Brothers, of llocester, near
Ashbourn. Mr. W. Sugden, of Leek, was the
architect,

Brighton.—The newWesleyan Chapel, Norfolk-
road the foundation-stone of which was laid on^e24th of June last, from the designs of Mr.
C. O. Ellison, of Liverpool, architect, is now
completed. A stone spire rises over the south
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porch to a height of nearly 120 feet. The style
of the building throughout is Early Gothic.
Light to the chancel is obtained by a large
of ornamental window filled in with stained glass
a geometrio pattern, by Messrs. Forrest & Co.,
of Liverpool. The gas lighting is from coronas,
with white glass balls round the columns of the
galleries, and by brackets beneath. There ia an
orgau-chamber at the south-east side and a
minister’s vestry at the north-west side. School,
class, and examination rooms are provided below
the chapel; and the whole is supplied with two
rows of iron heating pipes. This part of the work
was done by Messrs. Smith & Son, Brigbtou. The
ornamental wrought iron-work was executed by
Mr. Smith, of Birmiughara

;
and the gas arrange-

ments by Messrs. Banfield & Reed. The chapel
will accommodate 1,200 persons. Mr. Chappell,
of Steyuing, was the contractor; the personal
supervision of the works, in the absence of the
architect, being given by Mr. A. Loader.

§0.0 lis geccrtelr.

"Painted Windows: a Leotnre by the Rev.
Frederick Burn Harvey, M.A., on the New West
Window in Berkhamsted Church.” Longmans.
This lecture was delivered in the Town-hall
Berkhamsted, and has been published by re-
quest. The introduction treats of painted win-
dows generally, and from various sources, in-
cluding our own pages. The rev. author has
also made good use of Mrs. Jameson’s volumes,
and has altogether formed an interesting and'
excellent lecture. The west window in ^Berk-
hamsted church was presented by the late Mr.
Thomas Whately, and has quite recently been
erected. “Tables of Roman Law. By M. A.
Fantou, Dooteur en droit: Translated and Edited
by C. W. Law, Barrister. London: Wyman
& Sons, Liucoln’s-inn -fields.” Here, in 15
Tables, we have the four books of the
Institutes of Justinian, as to the ancient
Roman law regarding persons, things, and
actions. The first book gives some general
notions respecting the meaning of the words
Justitia and Jus, and treats of persons. The
second, relating to things, treats of the means of
acquiring particular objects, of successions to
deceased persons, legacies, and trusts. The
third deals with inheritances and obligations.
The fonrth treats of obligations and actions.
The tables seem to be well translated and clearly
arranged. “ A Course of Six Lectures on the
Chemical Changes of Carbon. By William
Odiing, M.B., F.R.S., Fullerian Professor of
Chemistry, Royal Institution. London : Long-
mans & Co.” This course of lectures, by Professor
Faraday’s able successor, was delivered before a
juvenile anditory at the Royal Institution during
the Christmas holidays of 1868-69, and has
been reprinted from the Chemical News, with
notes, by Mr. Crookes, F.R.S. Carbon, as the
basis of organic chemistry, is a higbly-important
subject, and it is here treated of in a way that
renders it intelligible to non-chemical readers;
for the meaning of every chemical term used is
defined as it occurs, and the real definition is
supplemented by a clear and decisive experi-
mental illustration. Carbon is treated of in the
lectures not only as the basis of all vegetable
and animal tissues, but also in its mineral re-
lationships. The first lecture treats of marble,
lime,l and carbonic gas, and there is one on ,

graphite and diamond, solid and liquid carbonic
acid gas, &c.- “ Cassell’s Primary Series'
Our Bodies.” By Ellis A. Davidson. “An
Elementary History of Britain.” By the Rev.
W. E. Littlewpod, M.A. London: Cassell,’
Fetter, & Galpin. These are two very good
little treatises for little people. That on Our
Bodies, especially, forma a useful elementary
text-book of human physiology, with 100 ques-
tious for examination

; and, of coarse, the subject
of health is not overlooked; the lessons are'
digests of lectures given in the City of London
Middle-class Schools. Abstracts of Two i

Papers on the Geography of Disease. By Alfred
Haviland. The important papers on the geo-
graphical distribution ofheart-disease anddropsy
and of cancer, iu England and Wales, already
familiar to the readers of the Builder, are here
made accessible to the public in a separate form.
The author is turning his attention to the inti-
mate relation between the prevalence of rheu-
matism and excess of heart-disease in certain
parts of England

;
and to the remarkable preva-

lence of cancer in tertiary and post-tertiary
districts subject to iuundations.
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Utisallinviia.

Money for Public Buildings. —In thi:
present finaucial year the outlay from the pubR
purse for new buildings, sites for new buildingE
alterations and maiutenanceof buildings, and con
structioo of harbours, is not very likely to be lea
than 900,0001. The item of purchase of sites wil
include 55,000i. for space for enlarging thj
National Gallery northwards, and 4S,000h fo|
more room for the offices the centre of which i|m Downing-streot; to say nothing of 25,000ll
for ground adjoining the Victoria tower, and il

possible payment in respect of the new Courtil
of Justice. Among new buildings we bavd
demands for nearly 65,000Z. towards providing
" accommodation for various learned bodies ”

ii!

the court-yard of Burlington House
; 32,000Zj

for proceeding with the new Home and Colonia'
Offices

; 30,0001. for the new wing of the Public
Record Repository; 30,000i. towards a buildind
for the London University; 29,000Z. forerectind
improving, and maintaining sheriff court-housed
lu Scotland

; 20,0001. towards new buildino-s for'
the University of Glasgow

; 10,0001. towards the:
extension of the Industrial Museum at Edin-
burgh. The Post Office department requires
this year 50,000Z. towards the erection of new
offices in St. Martin’s-le-Graud

; 21,850Z. for
purchase of a post-office site at Birmingham

jand various other sums for new post-offices,
alterations, repairs, and maintenance, swelling
up to a total of 165,000Z. Ireland must have
lOO.OOOZ. for new works and alterations in publio
buildings and harbours, and for their main-
tenance. Embassy houses, as usual, make their
appearance in the building programme of thel
year. To this must be added 135,000Z. for!
alterations, repairs, and maintenance of palaces,!
publio offices and buildings, and the Houses of'
Parliament.

jTbe Glass of the Romans.—The Slade
i

collection in the British Museum is exceedingly
j

interesting, and contains a great variety of
Roman glass. Mr. Franks has made a report on :

it, in the course of which he says :
—“ Of cut

i

glass, an art which it was formeily denied that

'

the Romans possessed, there are good examples
;

i

such, for instance, is a boat-shaped vase of deep I

emerald hue, and of the same make apparently '

as the Sacro Catino of Genoa
; a bowl cot into

facets, found near Merseburg in Germany; and
a cup, similarly decorated, found near 'Cam-'
bridge. Two vases exhibit designs iu intaglio

;
i

one of them a subject with figures; the other, a
bowl found near Merseburg, exhibits the story’of
Diana and Actmon. Of vases decorated in cameo, '

fragments alone are to be fonnd in the collection,
but as only four entire vases are known, this is not '

surprising. One of tbe fragments seems to be
part of a large panel which has represented '

buildings, &o., and has on it remains of a
Greek inscription. One of the rarest specimens
in tbe collection is a circular medallion of glass, '

on which is painted a gryphon; the colours
appear to be burnt in, and it is therefore a
genuine specimen of ancient painting on glass,
of which but three other instances are known.”

The Brighton Drainage Question.— It
IS satisfactory to be able to state that the town
council have decided to carry the sewage to a
distance (either east or west) from the town by
an intercepting sewer

; so obviating all objection
to the disembognement of tbe sewage in front of
the town. It was merely by the casting vote of
the mayor, however, that the decision was come
to, there being 21 for and against an amendment
to the effect that the plan already adopted be
persisted in. Immediate steps are to be taken
to carry out the resolution of the council

;
and the

General Purposes Committee have been em-
powered to employ a competent engineer to
advise as to the best course under the circum-
stances.

Preservation of Ancient City Records.
At a special meeting of the Court of Common
Council last week, Dr. Saunders brought up a
report from the committee for eatablishino- a
library in the Guildhall of the City of London,
stating that they had provided a fireproof re-
ceptacle in the library, and they had the
pleasure to report that the valuable manuscripts,
&c., in tbe keeping of the committee were
deposited therein, and that the records of two
parishes

^

in the city, replete with valuable
information as to the citizens of the seventeenth
century, have already been confided to the
custody of the librarian. The report was agreed
to without discussion.
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Fre-bistoric Kcmains in Ifortbumber-
land.—The Hev. Canon Greenwell, of Durham,
aocompanied at different times by Sir William
Armstronj;', Captain Noble, E.A., Captain West,

E.N., and Mr. J, Hancock, of Newcastle, has
concluded for the present au interesting survey

and examination of the ancient roads, camps,
cairns, Druids’ circles, and pit dwellings of

Northumberland. The whole district abounds
in remains of pre-historic times. Various im-

plements of bronze and iron were found in cists

along with urns and human remains. The whole
of the northern slope of the hills in the neigh-

bourhood of the two camps of Tossen and
Lordenshaws (and the same feature occurs at

other places in the district) is furrowed by
the most enigmatical road-like hollow ways,
which run up to the crown of the hill, in some
places cut at a considerable expense of labour
through the ground. The roads, or whatever
they are, remain an arcbajological puzzle. Large
stone cairns crown the ridges of the hills, most
if not all of which have been opened to a greater

or less extent, probably by shepherds in search
of treasure. Close by the camp at Lordenshaws
are several rocks with the cup and concentric

ring markings so abundant in Northumberland,
and also found in Dorset, Argyleshire, and
Ireland. Two places of sepulture were examined
on the North side of the Coquet upon Cartington
Fell. One was a flat bowl-shaped cairn of large

size, in the centre of which were a cist, and some
human remains. About a hundred yards north
of this cairn was a circle of large stones. The
inner diameter of the circle was 14 ft. These
stones were partly enclosed within a cairn 28 ft.

diameter and 3^ ft. high, and it is probable that

at one time the inner space of the circle had
been filled with stones, since removed for walling
purposes, and that the circle was within a cairn.

At the centre was a hole, which contained the
bones of a bnrnt body. Canon Greenwell and
his friends have commenced a series of investi-

gations on the Howardian Hills in Yorkshire.

Alexandra Orpbanagre.—A bazaar is being
held in the Royal Horticultural Gardens, now in

full beauty, in aid of the Alexandra Orphanage
for Infants, Hornsey-rise, and will remain open
until this Saturday evening. In our volume for

1868, we gave a view and plan of the buildings

intended to be erected by the charity. In the
space of fonr years freehold land has been pur-
chased at the cost of 3,3671. 17b. 3d. Eight
cottages have been erected on it at the coat of
(with the lodge), 5,1001.; and the central build-

ing is completed, at the coat of 6,0001. j besides
which the committee have had to provide sewers,
make their portion of the road, and otherwise
do a great deal of ground work, rendered neces-
sary by the orphanage being on the side of a
hill. The schools have yet to be built. At the pre-

sent time there are 100 infants under the care of
the charity. It may be worth while one of these
days to inquire if some cheaper course could not
have been adopted.

The Brighton Sanitary Association.

—

The annual meeting of the friends and sub-
sofibera to this association has been held at
the Royal Pavilion, The report stated that
during the past year 90 courts and streets
had been visited by the agent of the
association, and that 133 tracts, 98 papers, 7
almanacs, and 18 bottles of disinfecting fluid

distributed. A number of houses had been
white-washed, and each month the increased list

of brushes and syringes lent showed that the
people were in some degree awaking to the im-
portance of cleanliness. The library of the
association contained 114 books and pamphlets,
useful works on sanitary snbjects, and the com-
mittee, who appealed for iooreased help, hoped
speedily to make arrangements for lending out
these works. The balance-sheet showed the
funds in hand to be 251. 7d. 2d. The report was
adopted and ordered to be printed for circulation.
In connexion with the association there is, in
two rooms at the Pavilion, an interesting museum
of inventions, &c., relating to sanitary science.
There is also a collection of various articles of
food, by which persons may be tanght to dis-

criminate between the adulterated and the un-
adulterated.

Archaeological Society o.f XTorfolk.—An
excursion has been made by the members of
this society to several of the county churches.
The attendance was pretty good. Tareham,
Mattishall, North Tuddenham, Hockering, East
Tuddenham, Brandon Parva, Baruhaw Broom,
and Coston and Kimberley were visited.

Oxford Architectural Society. — On
Wednesday, Hay 26th, a meeting of this society

was held in the Taylor Building, by permission

of the curators. Mr. James Parker offered some
remarks on the churohesof Shipton andBurford,

and upon the early history of those places. Mr.
E. A. Freeman gave a short account of the

battle between the Mercians under Ethelbald,

and the West Saxons under Cathred, which is

recorded to have taken place at Burford. Mr. J.

H. Parker spoke upon the question of the Fair-

ford windows, arguing against the probability of

their being the work of Albert Diirer. A few

members of the society and their friends made
an exonrsion to Fairford on Friday, May 28Lh.

At Barford Church, by the conrtesy of the vicar,

they had full opportunities of examining all the

parts of this most difficult and instructive build-

ing, important alterations seeming to have taken

place every fifty years from the twelfth to the

sixteenth century. At Fairford, they visited the

church, and there, of course, much discussion

ensued as to the windows; and the remains of

the older church, which was not destroyed, but
made use of in bnilding the fifteenth-century

one, called for oonsiderable attention. The
discussion on the glass seemed to show that it

was not all of one period or of one country,

much less the work of one artist. Some portions

seemed to fit the windows better than others, as

if in the one case the glass were made speoially

for the windows, but in the other cut out of

larger pieces to the size of them.

Unveiling of the Palmerston Statue in
Southampton.—The Southampton statue of

Lord Palmerston has been placed on its pedestal

and inaugurated. The height of the figure is

8 ft., and the pedestal rises about 9 ft. from the

ground. The basement is of concrete ^10 ft.

square, with three tiers of brickwork above it,

each 6 in. thick
;
and these are surmounted by a

granite plinth and a marble base. The statue is

that which was exhibited at the Royal Academy
last year, and was executed by Mr. Thomas
Sharp, of London. Lord Carnarvon unveiled
the statue, which bears the following inscrip-

tion;

—

PAlMBBSTOtr, K.G., G.C.D.,

BOBN, 178i; niED, 1^65,
A BGBGESS OF SOVinAUrTOJf

.

BBBCTBD IIT PUBLIC SC BSCBIl'TIOX.
rSlSDJilllCX I'KKKIWS, UAXOE, A.B. 1869.

The leading noblemcu and gentleman present
were “grouped” near the statue at the un-
veiling, to enable Mr. Sache, photographic
artist, to take a picture, proofs of which are

now on sale. On three hearty cheers being
given in honour of the deceased, and of Lady
Palmerston and her son, the Hon. W. F. Cowper,
M.P., who was present, Mr. Cowper responded in

an address of thanks, on Lady Palmerston’s
behalf and his own. Earl Fortescae, the mayor,
Earl Carnarvon, and others also addressed the

assemblage on the occasion.

Art Schools Kational Competition.

—

The
following gentlemen have acted as the examiners
of the works sent ap in competition from the

schools of art throughout the United Kingdom :

—

Sir Francis Grant, P.R.A., Sir M. Digby Wyatt,

Messrs. J. C. Horsley, R.A., F. Piekersgill, R.A,
R. Weatmacott, R.A., and E. J. Poynter, A.R.A.,

assisted by Mr. Redgrave, R.A., and M.r. Buwler.

Upwards of 61,000 works have been examined
in this competition.

Iffewspaper Press Fund.—The sixth anni-

versary Dinner of tbie association took place on
Saturday night at Willis’s Rooms, Lord Hough-
ton, the president, in the chair. The company
present were about 200 in number. The musical

programme was, as on former occasions, of an
attractive character, and formed a leading feature

of the anniversary. A departure from the usual

order of proceedings on occasions of this nature

took place in having the whole of the singing

and instrumental music in the early part of the
evening, and during the time when the usual

loyal and patriotic toasts were given. The sub-

scriptions announced in the coarse of the evening
amounted to about 7001.

The Telegraph Transfer.—The Chancellor
of the Exchequer has stated, in the Commons,
in answer to Mr. Hunt, that as the arrange-

ments for the purchase of the telegraph lines by
Government were not yet completed, it would be

premature to make any announcement regarding

them.

Stratford-on-Avon. — Ann Hathaway’s
cottage and garden have been advertised for

sale by private contract.

Roman Becoratiou. — The Roman corre*

spondent of the Morning Post says a very in.

teresting discovery with regard to the state of

preservation of the decorative paintings now re-

vealed, has just been made on the Falatina-hill.

During the continuation of the excavations,

under the direction of the Chevalier Rosa, two
chambers have been brought to light, about

50 yards westward of the temple of Jupiter

Victor, which, from the style of their construc-

tion, the elegance of their mosaic pavements,
and the artistic colouring and design of their

mural paintings, evidently belonged to a portion

of the imperial palace, dating from the Augus-
tan period. The preservation of these specimens
of the interior decorations of a part, at any rate,

of the vast fabric, inhabited for centuries by the

rulers of the Romau world, is owing to the fact

that these chambers, with probably several others

which will gradually be cleared out in the same
manner, served, after being filled up with rubble,

as substructions to an edifice constructed at a

posterior date, a portion of which—a foundation

wall, indicating masonry of the fourth or fifth

century, is still standing within the original area

of the principal chamber, which it divides longi-

tudinally, hiding one side of the mural paint-

ings
;
on the other, however, are several ad-

mirably-preserved specimens of Roman house
painting, the most remarkable subject being the

favourite fable in which Argus, lo, and Mercury
are the protagonists.

Experimental Erection of Concrete
Cottages.—Cottages being required in con-

nexion with the newly-sunk colliery at Carberry,

says the Scotsman, the experiment is being tried

by the owner of the estate, Lord Elphinstone, of

building them of concrete. A plan has been

laid down for a village of 40 houses, with church

and school-house, to occupy a space of about 5

acres, between the Inveresk railway station and
the colliery. Twenty oobtages are already in

course of erection at Elphinstone, but these are

being bniit of stone, the experiment with con-

crete not having been resolved upon at the time

they were begun. A commencement has been

made with the new village, the operations being

in the meantime confined to one of the corner

blocks. Mr. Tall, the patentee of the moulding

apparatus for forming the walls, is down to give

the work a proper start. The cost of the ex-

periment cannot yet be ascertained, but it will

be fairly tested by comparison with the cottages

which are being built of stone on another part

of the estate. The experiment of coal-dust is

being tried as part ofthe material in this instance.

Should it succeed, the came of Coaltowu will

probably be given to the place.

Improved Dwelling-liouses for the In-
dustrial Classes.—A meeting baa been held

in the Guildhall, Newcastle, for the purpose of

promoting the formation of a company to be

called “ The Newcastle-upon-Tyne Improved
Industrial Dwellings Company (Limited).”

Mr. James Hall, the originator of the scheme,

stated that the Corporation bad kindly placed

the professional services of Mr. Lamb, the

property surveyor, at the disposal of the com-
pany, and from au estimate he had made, a
building capable of containing 200 persons would
cost 4,0001. Mr. Lamb estimated that such
block would, basing his calculatiou upon the

rate paid for inferior dwellings, yield a retarn of

5 per cent., allowing 25 per cent., for a reserve

fund. To make this experiment it was proposed

to form a small company, with a capital of

5,00L'Z., in 500 shares at lOi. each. One-third of

the amount had already been subscribed.

Resolutions were unanimously passed in favour

of the scheme.

Building- for a Week,

—

Orders have been

given at Ismaila for the construction of the

palace to be occupied by the Empress of the

French during her stay in M. Lesseps’s newly-

built city. Twenty contractors from Alexandria

and Cairo sent in plans and tenders. The sum
to be expended must not exceed 27,0001. It

must be completed by the 1st of October. Twelve
pounds per day is the fine if the palace be not

completed in time, and 12Z. premium for every

day it, be completed beforehand. The building

will be 150 ft. by 120 ft.

Women's Wages.—The working women of
Boston (America) have organized a league,

among the objects of which are to educate
women until their labour shall be as valuable as
that of men, and to secure au equality of wages
between the two sexes.
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Suffg:esteii iviemorials In Trafalg^ar-
square.—Some suggestioDa have been made for
the improvement of Trafalgar-square. Mr.
Sang proposes to make use of the water-anpply
of the existing fouotaina and to substitute two
metnoriaia, the one in commemoration of the
deeds of the army and the other of the navy.
Both are similar in outline, but difler in their
mode of embellishment and detail just suffi-

ciently to indicate the special attributes of the
two services. The memorial consists of two
large square fountains, the sides of the base-
ments of which are moulded and rest on a triple
plinth, all of Sicilian marble, enriched with
panels, or square serpentine tablets, intended to
receive the names of the officers and men who
fell or distinguished themselves at the various
notions in their country’s service. Out of one
fountain rises a block of white marble, with four
high reliefs in bronze, representing the deeds of
valour of British warriors. This pedestal is
surmounted by a group of war-trophies, and
with its candelabra-shaped base forma the footing
and hold of a Venetian mast or standard-pole,
of a great height. One of the suggestions in
the treatment of the square is the substitution
of terrace balustrades, with a flight of steps
open along the width of the northern side of the
square, immediately facing the National Gallery.
We have nob heard at whose instance these
proposals are being made.

Tbe Surbiton Sewage,—A memorial has
been presented to the Home Secretary from the
Surbiton Improvement Commissioners, setting
forth the nature of the difficulty in which they
are placed as to the disposal of their sewage.
By the Thames Conservancy Act, 1867, they are
forbidden from allowing the sewage to enter the

,

Thames after September next; and the Com-

1

missioners are desirous of having the time post-

'

poned, in order that a combination of townships
may be effected, with the view of carrying the
common sewage between Staines and Richmond,
inclusive, to Woking Heath, on the plan pre-
pared by their surveyor, Mr. Herritage. Such a
union, they state, can only be effected by Govern-
ment intervention, as attempts to bring it about
have already failed. The case of Surbiton is one
of peculiar hardship, as a system of sewerage
has already been carried out under the Surbiton
Improvement Act, which ordered the sewage to
be emptied into the Thames.

Proposed Xiocal Workmen’s IZxltibition
^^^^^ster.—A meeting of working men

and their employers has been held in the Guild-
hall, Worcester, to consider the desirability of
holding a local working men’s exhibition from
which snitable specimens could be selected for
exhibition in the Workmen’s Industrial Exhi-
bition, proposed to be held in London in 1870.
The Mayor (Mr. P. Woodward) occupied the
chair, and appropriate resolutions in favour of

object in view were unanimously carried.
The local exhibition will be held next year, pre-
viously to the London Exhibition.

Wisbech Museum. — The Townshend
collection at this museum has been opened with
a conversazione. The donor of this collection
was the Rev. Chauncey Hare Townshend, of
Park-lane, London, and Lausanne in Switzer.

was of so great an extent
that the directors of the museum have had to
incur an outlay of nearly 400h to provide suitable
cases, &c.,^ for the reception of the valuable
articles which it comprised. The porcelain and
glass have been arranged by Mr. William Smith
of Wisbech.

New Docks for Pleetwood.—There have
been great rejoicings at Pleetwood, the occasion
being the cutting of the first sod for new docks.
The docks will be 600 ft. long and -100 ft. wide.
The excavations will be only 16 ft., by which
23 ft. of water will be obtained from the dock
sill at high water with an ordinary spring tide.
The engineer is Mr. Cox, of London

; and the
contractor, Mr. Chambers, also of London.
Above where the docks will be formed, con-
siderable improvements by embanking have been
made.

Portunate Discovery of Coal.—A vast
coal-field, extending for 3U0 miles, has been dis-
covered on the line of the Union Pacific Rail-
way. As regards the “opening up’’ of the Par
West, this coal deposit is of the greatest im-
portance, but to the Pacific Railway Company it
is of special value. Six mines have already
been opened. One of these yielded 4,000 tons
in three weeks.

[Juke 12, 1869.

Value of Xiand la Dondon.—We hear that
the Meichanb Taylors’ Company have paid
90,000i. to the governors of the Charter House
for five acres and a half of the land lately
occupied by the Charter House Schools, and
intend to remove their school from SuSblk-lane
to it. They have let a portion for building pur-
poses, but they retain three acres and a half for
the school and its playground.

Alleged Discovery in St.Ccrvais Cburcti,
Paris.—A discovery has, it is said, just been
made in the old church of St. Gervais. Some
persons who were repairing the woodwork at
one of the sides of the nave discovered a secret
door, giving accejs to a small chapel, hitherto
not known, the walls of which are entirely co-
vered with excellent paintings in the Renaissance
style, in good preservation.

Exmouth Improvements.—The completion
and opening of a new and commodious market,
extensive docks, and a family hotel, are an-
nounced in the local Journal, The market is

light in structure, and has an area of about
120 ft. in length, by 60 ft. in breadth. The
docks will prove to be one of importance to the
trade of Exeter, as well as of Exmouth,

New Post-office for Birmingham.—The
miscellaneoas estimates contain a vote of 21,850Z.
for the purchase of a site for a new post-office in
Birmingham. The land selected, according to
the local Post, is at the corner of Paradise-street
and Hill-street, opposite the Town-hall, and close
to the intended sice of the corporate offices and
assize court.

Works of Albert Durer and Eucas van
leyden.—The members of the Burlington Fine
Arts Club have collected a number of the works
of these artists in the rooms of the club, 177,
Piccadilly, where they are now on view to
members’ friends and others.

rires caused by the Heat of the Sun.

—

Two fires that occurred on Monday are reported
to have been canaed by the excessive beat of the
sun. One was in Lambeth, the other at Millwall.

York City Surveyor.—Mr. George Styan,
architect, has juat been elected by the York
corporation as city surveyor, successor to the
late Mr. Pickersgill.

For the English Presbyteria
Poulton, architect:

—

n Church, Lewes. Mr. F.

Sawyer (accepted) 1,'838 0 0
G.

TENDERS.
For erecting & new wing and making alterations to

No. 20, Mornington-road, lor Mr. W. Brookes. Mr. Alex.
J. C. Scoles, architect;—

Ransom £900 0 0
James 874 0 0
Rigby 790 o 0
Falkner 770 0 0
Melville 770 0 0
Fletclier 697 0 0
Robson GSi o 0
Heath 682 0 0
Mills 646 0 0
Kelly, Brothers 638 0 0
Ginu 627 0 0
Ball 618 0 0
Hutchinson 605 0 0
Lowdon 605 0 0
TiU 600 0 0
Knight 677 0 0
Castle (accepted) 666 0 0
Cubitt (withdrawn) 458 0 0

For pianoforte manufactory, Wood Green, for Mr.
H. A. Ivory. Mr. Geo, Loe, architect

Eustace £2,735 0 0
Kiel & Brown 2,490 0 0
Cooper & Culiura 2, 175 0 0
Hart 2,.i50 0 0
Blackraore & Morley 2,390 0 0
Crubb & Viiugbao (accepted) ... 2,320 0 0

For villa residence at Addiaeombe for Mr. J. 0. Cnild.
Mr. Geo. Loe, architect :

—

Cooper & Cullum £1,690 0 0
Idenden 1,630 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan 1,480 0 0
Blackmora & Morley 1,460 0 0
Eustace 1,167 0 0
Marriage 1,390 0 0
Hart 1,380 0 0

For the erection of new workhouse, Penkridge, Staf-
fordshire. Mr. Edward Holmes, architect, Quantities
supplied by Mr. Thomas Mansell

Holt £9,269 0 0
Debney 8,290 0 0
Cobb 8,200 0 0
Tates 7,790 o 0
Gough 7,684 0 0
Bell & Son 7,645 0 0
Ratcliff 7,625 0 0
Hunter & Bennett 7,680 0 0
Wilkes 7,636 o 0
Horsman 7,485 0 0
Lovatt 7,460 0 0
Thompson 7,260 0 0
Hilton ,, 7,250 0 0
Matthews 7,232 0 O
Bennett 7,126 0 0
Ediey ., 7,oi2 0 0
Ispley., 6,903 0 0
Nelson 6,980 0 0
Horsley, Brothers 6,975 0 0
Gilbert 6,910 0 0
Trow & Sons 6,900 0 0
Parnell & Son (accepted) 6,810 0 0

For F'tgineer’e Work.
Benham £1,150 0 0
Tork 637 7 6
Taylor.. 610 12 0
Godard 527 0 0
Bennett 635 0 0
Cartwright 497 0 0
Smith A Son 475 0 0
Farkes 470 0 0
Jeakes&Co 463 0 0
Carter & Co 350 0 0

For new warehouse and shop-front, Grove-street,
W antage, for Mr. J. Dickey. Mr. J. P. Spencer, archi-
tect:—

‘

Old Materials,
Whiting & Toslaud £247 10 0 £28 0 0
Partridge A Aidworth* ... 217*0 0 37 0 0
Wheeler 24 J 10 0 30 0 0

* Accepted.

Forworbs to warehouse. Great Dover street, Southwark,
for Messrs. Cohen & Co. Messrs. Jarvis A Son, archi-
tects. Quantities supplied :

—

Thompson £590 0 0
Marsland & Sons 675 0 0
Richardson 633 0 0
Baguley 456 0 0
Tarrant 424 0 0
Kent (accepted) 416 0 0

For drainage works, Devizes :

—

Contract Contract
No. 1. No. 2.

Contract
No. 3.

£287 0

For the ereoLon of St. David's National Schools,
Birmingham. Mr. Edward Holmes, architect. Quan-
tities supplied :

—

Ravensoroft (accepted) £1,400 0 0

For new stabling and biUiard-room, Ac., Royal Hotel,
Sutton Coldfield. Mr. EdwarO Holmes, architect. Quan-
tities supplied by Mr. Thomas Mansell :—

Parton £1,598 0 0
Sapeote 1,685 0 0
Jones 1,572 0 0
Parker A Son 1,659 10 0
Jeffery A Pritchard (accepted) . 1,336 10 0

Randell A Baxter ...£99S
Bloomfield 834 .

Ash* 795 0
Mullinga* 781 0
Jones A Jepsoni ... 779 0

The following were disqualified through not having
compiled with instructions in speeificatiou to divide intS
three contracts ;

—
Ambrose £1,170 0 0
Potter 1,125 0 0

* The tender of Mr. MuUiugs for Contract No. 1, and
those of Mr. Ash for Nos. 2 and 3, have been accepted,
t Subsequently stated they had made errors.

For alterations and additions to a villa residence at Lee,
Kent, Mr. Herbert Ford, architect:—

Heushaw £3,523 0 0
Qorrum 2,511 0 0
Conder 2,315 0 0
Scrivener A White 2,3 17 0 0
Killby 2,139 0 0
Tongue 2,125 0 0
Francis 2,968 0 0
Perry 2,04J 0 0
Morter 2,016 0 0

For the erection of a pair of semi-detached villas,
Tul'nell Park, for 0. Head, esq. Mr. Dennison, architect!
Quantities supplied :

—

Mann £3,045 0 0
Warne.. 3,6U0 0 0
Wicks, Bangs, A Co 3,4j0 0 0
Carter A Sons 3,350 0 0
Ennor 3,170 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
E. M. B.-O. 8.—Y. T.-H H.-U. B.-Il. 8.-II. & R.—

A. J. C. S.-B. 1C.-E. F. D. C.-B. A.-T. 1>.-E. O.-Z.-J. P. S.-
A. C. P.-K. B.-G. W. H -T. H.-fi. B. R.—N. A. H.—lira. B.—
J. M.—0. L.—Mr. B.-W. F. P.-R. H. B.-R D. H.-W. J. L.

Builder (he can eba-ge tur his lliue if eiuiilojped to make the
drawing*).—H. P. (we cannot Interfere EJluhurgh Archi-
tectural Aeaociation (in type).—H. L. T. (in type).—J. C. 8. (should

look to prevlum numbers).

We are compelled to decline poinliag out hooks and giving
addresses.

All statements of facts, lists of Traders, 4c., must be a'loompaaied
by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily foi

publication.

Nora—The tespoDBibllity of signed articles, and papers read
public meetings, rests, of couiae, with the authors.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
NOTICE.—All Communications respect

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^‘c., should he
addressed to “ The Publisher 0/ the Builder^'
No. 1, York-street, Covent Garden. All other
Communications should be addressed to the

"Editor,^’ and not to the “ Publisher,”

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Ori*
GiNAL Testimonials left at the OJlce in reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommends that

Copies only should be sent.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor the current

week's issue later than THREE O’clock, p.m.,
on TEUESEAY.
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HI A R B L E WO S

.

TWO MINUTES’ WALK from KENSINGTON MUSEUM STATION, Metrotjoluau Kaiiway. ummbuses I'roni Islingtcn to ihe City s cvciy

two minutes. A LIBERAL COMMISSION allowed to the TRADE and BUILDERS.

166, BROMPTON ROAD, LONDON, S.W.

COLUMNS, FONTS, HALL-FLOORS, STAIRCASES, OR ANY MARBLE WORK
ESTIMATED FOR.

The greatest stimulus has been given by the above Firm to tlie Importation of Foreign Marble Work, which can be supplied

at less than the cost of English labour. A number of OLD CHIMNEY-PIECES on View. Established nearly 20 years.

For the advantage of country Architects, Euilders, and Merchants, by their giving a description of rooms for which Chimney-

Pieces are required, stating about price, &c., Photographs and Particulars will be forwarded, together with Prices for same,

and samples of the Marbles, if required; also a sheet of Designs of Chimney-Piece.s and Monuments.

THE LAEGEST AND
RICHEST ASSORTMENT OF MARBLE CHIMNEY-PIECES

IN GREAT BB,ITAI3V,
Fitted with Marble Fenders and Tile Hearths complete, with Stoves suitable to the Design, is at

G. MITCHELL’S, MASON, 166, BROMPTON ROAD, LONDON,

IN THE FOLLOWING MARBLES

STATUARY BRECHE SIENNA GREEN BLACK
BLANC P. ITALIAN GRIOTTE ROSE DE CASTILLE BARDILLA ST. ANNE
VEIN BROCATELLE SARANOLIN NAPOLEON BLUE BELGE
SICILIAN JAUNE LAMARTINE LANGUEDOC MALPLAftUET ROUGE ROYAL
JASPER JAUNE FLEURI BLACK AND GOLD COQUILLE ROUGE GRIOTTE

FOSSIL, BRECHE D’HERCTTLANEITJr, VERT des ALPS, PORPHYRE, and various GERMAN MARBLES.
Also ALABASTER Inlaid in various Colours, DEVONSHIRE, and the various BRITISH and other choice MARBLES.

Over 1,000 in STOCK, averaging from £1. 5s. to £240.
ARCHITECTS’ DESIGNS CARRIED OUT WITH THE GREATEST ACCURACY AND PROMPTNESS.
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IMPROVED MACHII7ER.T, combiDed with

STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manafnctore of Church, Turret,
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description
of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,
Cornroitteea, &o. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J.W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to Ilis Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and
60, Lndgate-hill

; Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
BERMONDSRT.-Surp’mP nnt sod Stock of ft Bnildor and Cun-

M
tnctor. Tlnih^r Caritft??. Spring Vans, Carts, Hsrrows. 4o
R. HAMMOND is instructed to SELL

liy ADCTION, on tbe PREMISES, B-rmond-eT New.roid
on TUESDAY, JUNE 15th, iSQg. »t TWELVE o^.c/prccUel^r a
20 hni»e power duublo cylinder porUble Engine a fl-horae nortab-e
Engine, by Ciftjton A BliutU-woitb

; » powerful s.w-b.n'-h with
^ftiiiway and trolTee to cut Urge-size timber

; 10-toii wrsw'jaok •

doub'epurchft»o crabr, portable forge*, double- zctlon bellows’
wrcu.bl-lroii tanks, 4 pairs of wrongbl-lrnn gates, cl-cula- Iron
.talrcMB, tli-vftux de fris-, railway bars, auvli. quantity of ureful
Stone In block* and rcanlllng, g-aiilte curts. ehlmm-y-pieceB *1.)
caip-bter*' btncb-*, wainscot rnsementf, joinery, cbair*. drawei
fitUi'OT, die aquare. td»nk«, batten*, deals, and a quantity of ott
nseful elfecta.—To be slewed one day prior, and catalogues bad

18. Cbaiicerj-Iane. W.C.

DDLWIcn.-Eliglble hold Properly.— For InTssIment and

Mr. JAMES BOX has received in-
strnc’ion* to SELL by AUCTION, at the MART, Token-

bon e-yard, E.C. on FRIDAY, JUNE ISih. at. ONE precisely, a
• n'Btanlially-erected, w-ll- finished deUched VILI-A. known as
Osbome Lodge. Croxtad-road. two mloutea' walk from the Dolwlch

« ”1!.
'U the London,^Chatham, an.) D iTer Railway

;
just bnil'. byj,.. ... . big own cccupation, and having

nd rear. Estimated to produce
leaie for a term of seventy-five

The properly is in hand.
Also an Improved Grouud-

tastefully lald.rut gardens in front
a rental of fisl par annuiD, Held o;
year*, at a ground rent of 5! p»r an _
<nd immediate pouenion may be had.

. of jji.
ing the above. let at
annum

;
held for atimilar

May be viewed : l arlicular*
THBUrp i DIXON. S.

'

I ply* sd upon property nearly a>ljoln-

monnling to upwards of 31X11. per
to the above at. only 21 per annum,
londitlons of aalenbtaitied of Meters,

'-yard, Doctoi
i of Mr. James box, Auctioneer, 19, Wllson-streel,

iu» -. nuo riuari i..ftsenora i-r'-periy adjacent,

ly/TR. JAMES BOX, having sold the 'svhole
i » 1 of theextentivett'ck of timber, 1* Instiuet-d t> SUBMIT to

the Auctidi Offices, i

SOUTHWARK-STREET {near to).-Wllhont reserve.

|\
TR. MARSH has received instructions (in

AT.JL consequence of dissolution of partnership) to SEL'. bvAUCTION, at the OUILDIIALL CO PFGK-HOUdE, on THDRSD VY
JU.NF/ 17. at TWELVE, the valuable FREEHOLD BU8INE3.4

8''«'hwark bridge-road, and Nos. S8 and 29.
I/Utle OoUdford-street, having a frontage of 102 feet to the former

occupying the Important area of abmt
10 000 feet, eminently adapted for the er*ctlon of flret-claaa manti-
facturlng premi-e-, warehonaes, *c.—Particulars aiil condlti-n' of

cbtiined of Messr*. BOBtNSON, SON, ARliMfiNna B,.i-.t.—. iQ_ Cbatterhouse-ainato; and at Mr
54, Cannon-si E C.

', Queen Elirabeth-street, Horselydown, 8.E.—To BuUden,
Coiilr*oio-B, and Other*.

BS. PEAKE & EDEN are directed
by Mr, Winder, who is retiilng from bosloos*. to SELL by

AUCTION, on the PREUiaES as above ou TUKSiiAY n-xi
JUNE 16th. at ONE o’clock, the capital SfOCK-IN-TRADE of sawn
and nnfawu planks, deals and bat'ens, sc-ffoll hoards, p ile*, au<l
puUcgs, 3 builders’ trucks, bui derb'c»rt. loreeiu. ladders, blocks ac.d
falU,2wr(.ughtT.n tanks, roicw jacks, a pair of iron folding d.ioia
and f.ame, capital jib and crane, 2 crabs, and a va le’.y of useful
materials May be viewed iho day prior and moruicg o' H«l-. and
C-t-iloguss had upon the Premises

;
and at Mtssrs. PE.vKS A EDEN'S

Auction Offices, 44, Tooley-streel, Southwark,

OTTOHTON PARK. ESSEX.—Land-tax Ro-ieemed

EDMUND LITTLEK will SELL by
Jt TION. at THE CROWN. I.roiyhtnn at. xy urivp . n i vADl TION, at THE CROWN, Loughton, onWEl'NE

JUNB33 18(19, at KuUK for FlVt o’clock, several Lota o' KttEE-HOLD BUILUINO lASD, varying from quarter sere to Ihieo or

grouuOB. Ibis estate is del ghlfully situate, having^a southern
aspect, with extensive v'ewa over diversified a-u pictures in-r
eceneiy. The railway alalion adjoint the ea’ate

j it Iher-f.-ro has
.... .1, . -J

gagrd in the Clly. Th - loai e

erted. P,
•e made ; water and gas
'-fifths of ths purch •se-iii

cm. the b.laiice peyab'e It

I.—Perticul-r-, Ac. of Mess:

0 the I

j Fs'alcs Manager, Chestert

GE'^LrATLy'. b
t ; and ot M

•rlgage

Comm in Fetate Improveraauts.— First port! in.

\TESSRS. C. STUART BARKER & b'ON
XlX _are favoured »i>h In-lructions from the Guardians of si.
Miry. Newington, to 9ELL by AUCTION, on rhe P mi.e .West-
loorelanil-r.a", Walwor'b. on WEDNESDAY, JUNK 3(ith, at
TWEI VE for ONE preci.ely, the whole of the valuab'e BUILDING
MA'EHIAI.Sof ui.werda.f (,0 Hoiiert, Shops, ftLcl .1) er e-ecii. n-,

•

rotnpiliujg about l.i nn.llcn of emind bilcke. large qaanliiies of nui-
llles, sluti-e, ri of and floor t inbers, inurds, stairs, »h' p Iri n’t, Bisore,

ig». le- d, zinc, iron pipes and raillrg, paving aril other
talegue*. t»n days prior to the Sale, may he hn1 of the
r, King Wllllam-street. Cl'y, EC. and 144, Walworth-

matevlaU.— Cl

road, S.B,

GENERAL POST OFFICE EXToNBtON.-Sixth Sa'e of Building

IX/TESSRS. GLASIER & SONS have been
-L\A f»vr ured wiin loatructions fr m the ComroUsloner* of Her
M-j.sty’s Woikssnd Public BulUHrgs to SELL by AUCTION,
PKBMldE:*, on TUKSUaY, JUNE 2-Jiul. at IWRi.VB for ONr,
o’llock. In Luts, Ihe valuable BUILDING MATERI AL-S of the nearly

»1. 32, and 33. St MarUu’s D-Orand, and l57

t, couiprising about 500 OOO capital stock brick-,
Ac.pateglassshop froDts,2lp«ii*

» Wareh

pi,

?s.—May be viewed the day
n l.acj ut the OlMce of Her
B

; on the Premises
;
and ,

rrior aud mnining of
Majesty’s Wruke, Ac.
the Auclioueer, 41.

side of Noith-'oed.

"jV/TESbRS. PARSONS & SONS have been
XlX favoured with iDStiuctloni from the Town Council of
the BoTiUth of Brighton to SEl L by AUCTION, at ihelr ESTATE
SALE ROOM, No 9. Ma- ine-i srsde. Brqliion, on WEDNESDAY,
tbe 23rd of JUNE, st TIiliEE o'clock pitcisely, In l-'vurteeu Lots,

A conspicuous PLOT tt the Marlboro-ilice end, forming a comer
of North-roid.
FOUR ?l OIS Ijirg east of Jubilee-street.

^^FOUR PLOTS lying helwceu Jubilee street and Regent-street,
Including Tw,
FIVE Important PLOIS lying between Regent-street and

street. Includim. Two Corn.r PioU.
North-road, so soon as the linprovemert Is complete, can

develrp into a lending I horouglifare with a crowded tr.
queijllj the ei'es to be eoUl aie highly eligible for buriueei
Particulars, with pUii and cindlMoDS, mav be had foi
prior to il e sale at tl e Oftico, of the Tiiwu Cleik and Bo
jeyor. Town-hall

: of Jl.j.rs BLA' K, FREEMAN.
Sfllicitore. Bhipsinet; and of the Auctioneeii. No. !

parade, LilgLloii.

lUoh 8ur.
. QELt.,
Marlne-

T BROMKTON, I

a CLIFFORD will SELL by
N, st the COMMEKClAL TAVERN. King’e-ro.d,

ir to Ibc Bailwty SUti

ME. «'

XtX AUCTiriN,
l.h.Uea,otirUEoDAY. JUNE' 15. at 'IWO o'clock
CASF.Sof 10.Hid 17, Dim-dale-na.), North-end, I

at low grciiiiii renis. Also a p etiy FREEHOLD UunsK, s'. Din'ia
dale-toad, tiiuch undeilel at aU.-Partlculars ot UiNKY SlilTtl,
F^q. 33, Notfolk-stietl, Strand

;
and of the AoctlOLeer, 2, Lowe,

Be grave street, Eatcu-sqtfxre,

d CaK-

AIICTION, at the MART, Tokeuhouse-yard, E.C. on FRIDAY.JUNE 18, at ONR prec’rely, the viluable and important PRuPERTY
hive, with poMeaalon,m nv year* in the occupation of

aot ; comprising the ex>en-
tlmber stage, veoeer-honae

MURRAY’S

ENGLISH HANDBOOKS.

The following are now ready :—

HANDBOOK of MODERN LONDON. Sa. Sd.

HANDBOOK of KENT and SUSSEX. 10s.

HANDBOOK of SURREY, HANTS, and ISLE
of WIGHT. 10s.

HANDBOOK of BERKS, BUCKS, and OXON.

af three
folding g
dw.Hiiig-

w-pit,3

1 the subitantUt
' by h

iwly bul t 8-rnoc

V of R

UHler
13.50 1 for a

.1 of 21

m. he'd

I'tagcR, timber yard, and factory,
ames-plaee, TTnion-< t-eet, St. Gcorge's-road, Southwark,
0 band, the who’e prodirc n? a reiitil of 12.5i lOr.pemnt
nleeseaat a iinnilral ground-rent,—The property may b
’arliculaiw and cundltion* of sale obtained o' H. S. LA vv. B<q. BoM-
itor, 21, Bush-lane, E.C.

;
at tbe Mart ; and of M-. JAMES BOX,

.uctioiieer, 10, Wilson-street, Fin-lmry-square, E.C.

eiiaioie rreermio jj Hiding Land.

\rESSRS. WInSTANLEY & HORWOOD
i.lX are Inst' niied to OFFER FOR SALE by AUCTION, at fhe
MART. T-‘kenhiiu»e yard. Lolhbur'
ar TWELVE for ONR o’clo<k. In numerms loti, a large ar«FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND, tiihe free sn-i land-tax redeen

(tensive froutages to tbe hlgh-roaii from Loudon
also to Intended roads leading therefrom, within t

arts of Ihs metronoll*. being only » few mloulei’ w
Gate Station, on lh» Great Eastetm Railway, This h

erection ot moderi

accVM'’Qf'*ri'

of the Fore.

tbe

..deeirable opportuciltiei .. . .....

class hon-esand shops, and two of iha plot* are insrkKi out for ii

ft'id hotrl purposes. After payment cf a deposit of 10 per ci

't the purchvo-moneys may remain on m’lrigsg- nr contra'-t
l.atS per cent lotere-t per annum on the yearly balance.,
lod of ulue year*, payable by monthly or olh-r n.Lalments,
e agreed upon, thereapectlvn pnrch isera being at Iib*rty to
i« balance at any time wilbont notice.—Printed particulars,
IS sud conditions of Sale, maybe obtained foiirtesn days
-. of HENRY SSIITH, E q. Solicitor, 3.3. N.'rf.dk-streer
F.r.

: at the Place of 8 le; and of WIN3TANLEY & HOR-
I), Pateruo-ter-row, 81 Panl’s, E.C.

poy off ll

HANDBOOK ofWILTS, DORSET, and SOMER.
SET. lOt.

HANDBOOK of DEVON and CORNWALL, 10a.

HANDBOOK of GLOUCESTER, HEREFORD,
and WORCE3TER. 6s. Sd.

HANDBOOK of NORTH WALES. 63 . 6d.

HANDBOOK of SOUTH WALES. 5a. (Id.

HANDBOOK of DERBY, STAFFORD, LEI.
CEITER, and NOTTa. 7t. Gl.

HANDBOOK of YORKSHIRE. ISa.

HANDBOOK of DURHAM and NORTHUM.
BERUND. 9a.

HANDBOOK of WESTMORLAND and CUM-
BRELAND 6a.

HANDBOOK of MAP of thoLAKB DISTRICT.
3s. 6d.

HANDBOOK of SCOTLAND. 9s.

HANDBOOK of IRELAND. 123.

CATHEDRAL TOUR OF ENGLAND.
HANDBOOK—SOUTHERN CATHEDRALS

TURNEK & ALLEN’S
NEW DESIGNS

For Plain & Ornaments

LAMP POSTS,
DWARF

GAS PILLARS,

LAMP BRACKETS
CANDELABIIA,

OasLamps, Lanterns, &c.

Garden and Drinking
Fountains,

BEONZED STATUES,
VASES, &c.

Gates, Railines, Balcony
Panels, La.

Complete Pattern and
Price Book Ss. 6d. in

stamps.

TURNER & ALLEX,
Engineers, Founders,

^201. UPPER THAMES
-^STREET, London, E.C.

with map, prit

PHE APPROPRIATION of the RAIL-
L WAYS bv the 8TATK : a POPULAR STATEMENT.

By AKTUUR JOHN WILLIAMS, of the Inner Temple,
Barri-t-r-at-Law.

L-icdtn: EDWARD STANFOED.d and 7, ChaTiog-croes. 8.W.

Just p li.hfd, 32a fid, post free.

ipHE UNIVERSAL (.URVE TABLE, for
1 . Ranging Railway Curres. Applicable to all Units of Ucasu-e-

ment and a l Rn-i.

By JOSEPH LOUIS GAT.LOTT, Mem, In«t. Civil Eiiglueers
;

Diacr'ct Kngin-rr, t’eylon Government Ral way.
london; WILLIS, aorUERAN. & CO. 42, Chatlng-cross.

a CULLOCH'S COMMERCIAL DrCTrONARY.
'ow ready, an entirely New Bdition. in One Volume, 8vo. with
11 Mup Rod 30 ChartB, price 63i. cloth, or 70j. strongly half-bound

A DICTIONARY, PRACTICAL,
I HEORETTCAL. and HISTORICAL, ot COMMERCE and

commercial NAViUATION.
Br the late J. K, M'CULLOCII. of H.M. Btalinnery Office.

S’ew Edition, rcvistd and corieeteu throughout
;
wiih a Biographical

Notice ol the Auihur.
Edited fry HUGH G. REID, Secretary to M". M'Culloch for many

yeare.
London : LONGMANS, GREEN, i CO. Pa'ernoster-n

it published, in One Vulo

T ATHES and T U

K

N I N G,
'

Simple,
JU Mech..nieal.«ndOinamei.ta).'

This is a maeUrly ai

Lnthea and thr-lr apiaca'l'ii tr

In the woudaiful i>r

caken place
ptogrested more than ti

set foith b» Mr. Nuribi

being an exuelteut manual lor the me ot practical micbmislh.”-
Exitmhirr.

Loudon : LONGMANS, GREEN, i CO. Paternoster-row.

HANDBOOK—EASTERN CATHEDRALS. 18a.

HANDBOOK—WESTERN CATH EDRALS. I63 .

HANDBOOK—NORTHERN CATREDRALS.
2 vol*. 218.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle-streeb.

MURRAY’S

FOREIGN HANDBOOKS.

The following are now ready :—

HfVNDBOOK of TRAVEL TALK. Ss. GJ.

HANDBOOK of NORTH GERMANY and the
RHINE. IDs.

HANDBOOK of SOUTH GERMANY and tbe
TYROL. lOi.

HANDBOOK of SWITZERLAND and the
ALPS. 10*.

HANDBOOK of FRANCE and the PYRENEES.

HANDBOOK of CORSICA and SARDINIA. 43 .

HANDBOOK of PARIS and its ENVIRONS.
3r. 6d.

HANDBOOK of PLAN of PARIS. 3s. 6d.

HANDBOOK of NORTH ITALY and VENICE.

HANDBOOK of CENTRAL ITALY and
FLORENCE. lOi.

HANDBOOK of ROME and its ENVIRONS. 93.

HANDBOOK of SOUTH ITALY and NAPLES.

HANDBOOK of SICILY and PALERMO. 123.

HANDBOOK of PORTUGAL and LISBON. Os.

HANDBOOK of SPAIN and ANDALUSIA.
2 veil. 24*.

HANDBOOK of EGYPT and the NILE. Ids.

HANDBOOK of SYRIA and PALESTINE.
2 vols. 24a.

HANDBOOK of BOMBAY and MADRAS.

MURRAY'S KNAPSACK GUIDES.

KNAPSACK GUIDE to SWITZERLAND.
KNAPSACK GUIDE to ITALY. 63 .

KNAPSACK GUIDE to the TYROL. Gs.

KNAPSACK GUIDE to NORWAY. 5i.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle-street.
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The Position of Labour

and Capital.

H E Builder declares

itself weekly to be a

journal for the archi-

tect, engineer, opera-

tive, and artist
; and

weekly,we are naturally

prepared to hold, does
it justify its profession

of purpose. Whether
in advertisement pages
or in the pages they

envelope, we have
reason to believe that

the operative, no less

than the classes he is

associated with, habi-

tually looks, and not in

vain, for amusement,
for instruction, for aid,

and advantage. Em-
ployer and employed
hero find themselves,

therefore, face to face,

each in search of sub-

jects of special in-

terest,—side by side in

search of matter of

common interest
; but

what is the attitude in

which they are con-

fronted by our columns
when the topics of the

day inevitably bring forward a conflict of
interests ?

For the publication itself, at least, there is

then no position open or desirable but independ-
ence,—independence, not indifference; a posi-

tion not so much out of the dust of the dispute
as above it ; from this position it will often, nay,
wo would boldly say, it will always when best
taken advantage of appear that the conflict of
interests does not in reality exist, or has only
been superinduced by disarrangements and
mistakes that either one or both parties ought to
learn how to correct,—as purely the consequences
of blind impulse or false reasoning as any of the
errors in diet or medicine that are sufBcient to
put into opposition even the typical co-partnery
of the belly and the members.

This is a principle, indeed, that should be held
to be transcendental,—axiomatic, when large
interests are considered largely,—when anything
is in question beyond a personal struggle for a
particular limited benefit that only one can
enjoy, and that the defeated must be deprived
of, and when consequences are regarded as
affecting entire classes and extending broadly
over space and futurity. Industry is an organiza-
tion of which the healthiness depends on har-
monious co-operation of all its parts

;
and this is

so certain, that no proof of the bearings of a
particular case can overturn it—can countervail
the conviction that desperate mischief lurks in

chronic quarrels and recurrent outbreaks, in

unfair restraints or overbearing oppression,
either on one side or the other.

This axiom we lay down in perfect confidence,
not merely in its abstract philosophical truth,

but as one of those maxims which any one who
has to deal with mankind on a broad scale

should have ever in his mind, and will be made
the best use of by those who are least likely to

neglect the appreciation of the motives that
have a really actuating force in the business of

the world. By whatever clumsy compromise it

may be necessary to patch up the dispute of the
hour, the complete reduction of a diSioalty can
never be hoped for from an arrangement that
does not announce itself as the best for both
sides.

But if this be so, we can scarcely escape from
the inference that many of those who speak and
write most fluently on the claims and duties of
labour and capital know but very little of the
subject they are so diffuse upon. It is, indeed,

comforting to be able to think so, however much
hope of assistance in a difficult subject is for-

feited inconsequence.

Unionism—the principle of trade-unions as
avowed and acted upon—is certainly one of the
most definite expressions possible of conflict of
interest between class and class. The onion, by
its own declaration, is in most definite antagonism
to the employing capitalist on the one hand,
on the other to the joint mass of labourers un-
aasociated, whether the skilled in the craft who
will not join the union, or the unskilled who
would fain acquire the craft, but are excluded
by onion conditions. Now, having in view the
axiom which has just been laid down, we enter
upon the consideration of the position of an
individual operative—of an operative in all the
rights of an independent point of view—with
the conviction that his moat prudent and advan-
tageous course, apart from the pinch of a casual
dilemna, will be perfectly consistent with the
best interest of employers, and of skilled and
unskilled competitors.

The considerations involved in these questions
have been recently put before the world with
great fulness, and in a most readable form in

Mr. Thornton’s work,—” Labour : its Wrongful
Claims and Rightful Dues; its Actual Present
and Possib’e Future.” In a review of this work
Mr. J. S. Mill has taken occasion to set his own
position on the subject again before the world
with certain corrections, without, however, as it

seems to us, bringing much new light to the dark
passages. In considering the relation of labourers

and employers, he says,—“ I agree with the

author that conduct may be ‘ grovelling and
sordid’ without being morally culpable,”—p. 691

;

and so at once cuts through the sympathy with
his argument of those with whom ' grovelling

and sordid ’ are terms of moral inculpation, and
of nothing else whatever. The enunciation

prepares for the strabismal distinction a few
pages onward :

—

” Aa between themselves and their employers, uoioniets
are under no obligations but those of prudence. Tho
employers ere quite able to take care of themselves.
Unionists are under no moral duty to their employers
which tho conditions they may seek to impose on them
can possibly violate. But they owe moral duties to the
remainder of the labouring classes, and moral duties to the
commuaity at large; and it behoves them to take care
that the conditions they make for their own separate
interest do not conflict with either of these obligations "

p. 605.

This is to make sacrifice of a perfectly opera-

tive restraint,—the feeling of what is honourably
due to the immediate party to a contract,—in

reliance upon a vague world-wide reference to

the influence which no mathematics conld calcu-

late upon an infinite outlying world, of which
the immediate contact is scarcely perceptible

at all.

The question at issue as regards all parties,

—

masters, men, and outsiders,—is in truth one of

free trade, merging ultimately of necessity in

the still higher questions of personal and
political freedom. Aa regards fundamental

legality there can be no dispute. Masters have

an admitted right to agree together what terms

they will offer; men have the same right to

spree together what wages they will accept;

Neither men nor masters can have a right to se-

,cure the effect of their agreement by means which

infringe the independent rights of any who may
choose to be dissentient. Masters may combine
if they can, and men may combine if they can

;

men to protect themselves against masters,
masters to protect themselves against men; nay,
masters and men may combine together, if they
please and if they can, to protect themselves
against the public, and the public in self-defence

may have a counter combination if it is able.

If any of these rights are not sufficiently pro-

tected by law there can be little doubt that

advantage will be taken of the flaw by the com-
petitors interested, and it would be vain to hope
to restrain them as a body from making the
most of the opportunity by lectures on a moral
duty owed to the community at large or to any
section of it. But such an exposition may be
fairly addressed to the arbiters of legislation and
to the public opinion which in its process of

development is not above the aid of moral con-

siderations in groping its way to the prudential

as identical with the just,—to a rule likely to be
abiding aa manifestly based on fair play.

When the rights of all—masters and men,
unionists, non-unionists, and public—are duly

guarded by law, all else may be left to the set-

tlement of competition, the straggles of self-

defence, the course of the market. When free

trade has opened the accesses of the market so

widely, we cannot fear lest free competition

should nob have fair scope. Competition is the

sharpener of the wits and the spur of industry
;

and sorely as it may pinch individuals, its ulti-

mate effect must usually be the enhancement of

the gross produce divisible among the parties to

its production. Every class will have food for

discontent, no doubt. The discontent, however,

of one class is the sign that another is not a

hopeless victim. Industry is not gambling; it is

not a juggling process for distribution of a value

derived independently
;

it ia no struggle of rob.

bera over a booty
;
it involves what is equivalent

to creation as well as distribution; it devours to

reproduce, and forfeits its moat characteristic

quality and dignity when squabbles over pro-

portionate shares of reaulta destroy or even
seriously impair the vitality on which the

amount, not to aay existence, of a result

depends.

The first book of Mr. Thornton’s work is in-

troductory, and treats of Labour’s causes of

discontent. The exposition is truly serious

enough to make a statesmaa serious, bub is

scarcely expanded to the completeness of other

portions of the subject. The class below the

lower class has itself several subdivisions
; and

how far the conditions of hardship in each of

these may be directly alleviated or sweetened

by gleam of hope is an inquiry that would lead

US direct to the relations between them and the

class above them—the class next above them,

but separated by a chasm wider than separates

commoners from the peerage.

Book II. treats of Labour and Capital iu

debate, from the most unregulated chaffering

that leads to an agreement for wages, to the

spirit of organization—the origin of trade-

unions. Book III. treats at large of Labour and

Capital in Antagonism, as exemplified in the

operations of trade-unions for good and evil,

and the writer asserts the good as enthusiasti-

cally as he fraukly admits the evil. This book

may be taken to present a picture of unionism

in its present phase, which we cannot con-

sistently with the axiom we started with be

content to regard as its best, healthiest, or

ultimate development. We pass, therefore, with

interest to the last book,—Labour and Capital

in Alliance
;
and here we have a review of the

various attempts that have been made to accom-
plish a peaceful and mutually advantageous

alliance between forces that are mutually indis-

pensable, and never can be working to best

advantage when not working in harmony. It is

at this point that wo may be well excused if we
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are less confident than Mr. Thornton as to the

subject being at present so fully elucidated as to

enable a positive solution of all its difficulties

to be yet obtainable
;
and, moreover, so far as

good lights are at present provided—nay, even

—

by the guidance of the very beacons that are

provided in his own pages,—we turn our most
hopeful looks towards a different haven from
that in which he seeks rest.

The first chapter treats of the attempts to

reconcile labour and capital to hearty co-opera-

tion on the plan of industrial partnership.

On this system the employer nominally—for

virtually we believe, unless in the most excep-

tional case, to be out of the question—takes his

workmen into partnership. The favourable

example is a colliery in which the annual profit

made in excess of a certain amount is divisible

among the regular workmen rateably according

to tbeir respective earnings. The incitement to

steadiness and industry is said to have been most
effectual; and where the profit mainly depends
on the steadiness and industry of the wage-
earning workmen, no principle could be more
legitimate

;
but tbe system vitiates all the rules

of a trade-union. It is equivalent to pay for

piecework, to encouragement to “ chasing ” and
overtime. As administered with wisdom and
fairness, the system has answered, but when the

estimate of divisible profit rests with the capi-

talist, and the surplns is dependent on his arbi-

trary reckoning “of fair and usual reservation

for redemption of capital and other legitimate

allowances”—partnership is scarcely the word
to use. From another instance cited, Mr.

Thornton appears to be quite unaware of the

extent to which the principle of a percentage

on profits to the employed obtains throughout
general business. In tbe form of premium upon
amount of sales, or, at least, of sales of particular

classes of goods, it is in operation in half the large

establishments in London. To such establish-

ments as those of the building trade, Mr. Thornton
does nob pretend that this scheme of conciliation

of the claims of labour can be applicable
;
he has

most confidence in co-operative societies, the

subject of bis third chapter.

The principle of co-operative societies is for

the labourer to be a part owner; business is

to be carried on by associations of capitalist

workmen. It strikes one at once that this is

very like a proposal to improve the condition of

dock-labonrers by making them skilled work-
men. That a workman should have more or less

capital—that is, a fund of savings—is, we have
no doubt, the euthanasia of very much of the

misery that from time to time afflicts him and
his belongings. We doubt not that every skilled

workman may, by common prudence and self-

restraint, get beforehand with the world in this

way ;
but it is then a question very open to

debate whether his most prudent course will bs
to make such an investment of it as is implied

in his partnership in a co-operative society of

whatever trade. There can be no doubt that by
this path certain workmen, of unusual capacity

and of thorough principle,—of tenacity of pur-

pose and just confidence in each other,—may
gain for themselves an improved position.

This has been shown in the celebrated case

of Rochdale; but with what result? Work-
men who were capitalists have become capital-

ists who may or may nob be workmen, and
who employ others who are in no sense capital-

ists. So it is now branded as false to its

principle, “ tbe Iscariot of the tribe” (p. 403).
Desertion on the one hand, acd difficulties and
failures on the other, make so much havoc with
the examples adduced in favour of this panacea,
to which we have ourselves a leaning, that it

would be tedious to dissert upon it further. To
obtain more cheering encouragement we must
turn back to chapter ii., which we passed
over, on Co-operative or Associativa Stores.

Into the details of these we have not space

—

it is, indeed, unnecessary—to enter. Their prin-

ciple and working are well known. They are the
very anchor of a workman’s home, making easy

to him the commencement of habits of economy
by immediate reward of improved comfort, and
inducting him into the faculty of association,

of watchfulness agflinfst fraud, with frank reliance
on the truly re’iable. They secure genuine
articles, just weight and measure, moderate
price involving great economy,—freedom from
debt. But tbe workman is bound to be far more
beforehand with the world than will just enable
him to qualify for participation in a co-operative
store, by paying ready money for the current
week. He has the contingencies of marriage,
the emergencies of accidents, of sickness, of

funerals, of age, to provide against. Against all

these his only safety lies in insurance, whether
in a benefit society that will really insure what
he bargains for, or in whatever other form. His

own prudence must be tbe judge of tbe trust-

worthiness of the hands in which be places these

hard-earned resources,—a trade-union or post-

office saviags-bank.
No man should be debarred from striking if

he chooses for a grand advance in life, and if he
knows his own capabilities—his own nature

well—be may take his chance for opportunities
;

for if they do not occur, he will make them.
But for the multitude of any class, the best

policy will be to grasp firmly at the nearest

rounds of the ladder. Those within reach of

the workman are not to be despised. The long

care for a remote future that ever oppresses the

capitalist he need not know. He may mairy
early ; he may hope to see his children married

early, providing for themselves; and thus tbe

sweetest of all morsels on the board of nature is

before him at an age when others higher up
have not begun to allow themselves to dream
of it. Intellectual pleasures are now well within

his reach, and leisure of a purity unknown to

other classes. But the basis of all must be not

only industry, but forethought, and such be-

stowal of his surplus earnings as will secure

with certainty comfort for himself and family.

ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW IN SCOTLAND.
EDINHURGH AaCHITECTUltAIi ASSOCIATION.

At the closing meeting on the 9th inst., Mr.
Alexander Ballantine, the president, delivered

a valedictory address, of which we give the

pith;

—

In proceeding, first, to the consideration of

ecclesiastical architecture, I find that at present

none of the different religious persuasions pos-

sess any distinctive architectural character.

For instance, who can, in passing through a

town, say, that is a Roman Catholic church, and
that an Episcopalian, or Presbyterian ? A let-

tered tablet over tbe door may sometimes en-

lighten one, but I think that—externally, at any
rate—any distinct expression does not exist, in

tbe sense of a religious devotional feeling.

That such has always exercised some con-

siderable influence upon the art of a country

cannot for a moment be questioned. I do not

say that it always exercised a beneficial efteot;

for sometimes it so jealously and mercilessly

asserted its convictions, that art, strong only in

the generous and gentle impulses of our nature,

was ruthlessly trampled on and discouraged.

The patronage of the brilliant artists of the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries by the heads
of the Church is pre-eminently honourable.

The work of restoration is active amongst the

fine old cathedrals and abbey churches of Eng-
land, and in Scotland we have the same move-

,
ment afoot. The Scotch Church, however, is

poor. There are no large diocesan revenues, and
the sectarian interests are so numerous and
scattered that comparatively insignificant build-

ings are erected. Nevertheless, the expenditure

upon new churches during the last few years is

by no means discreditable.

Our ecclesiastical art has had to contend with

even a stronger enemy than poverty. I allude
j

to that national prejudice against all adornment 1

of places of worship. The rapidity with which i

that feeling has subsided is remarkable. Now,
it is only heard of amongst a few old women,
who are proverbial for retaining all the expiring

prejudices of their representative generation.

The kindly shelter of his native glen, or the

heath and bracken of the trackless moor, were
in beautiful though sad sympathy with the

worship of the bunted covenanter
;
but, mean

and alirontiog were those barns of whitewash
and musty pews which people from choice erected

as churches.

Happily, these are of the past, and onr day
is more auspicious. We need scarcely expect

to see churches erected upon the grand scale

of our old cathedrals
;
yet, largeaess is by no

means an essential of the beautiful. As we are

passing to the more general adoption of the

organ, and tbe cultivation of choral singing,

oorrespouding features and accommodation will

be required in the architecture ; so that, no
longer restricted to the limited area of a

preacher’s voice, we may have churches,

—

“ Where through the long-drawn aisle and fretted vault,

The peahng anthem swells the note of praise.”

Still never for a moment let the great apostolic

charge to preach the Gospel be undervalued. Is

it not tbe indispensable duty of a Christian place

of worship to aid the minister in being distinctly

heard by the congregation ? “A moderate voice,”

says Sir Christopher Wren, “ may be heard 60 ft.

distant before the preacher, 30 ft. on each side,

and 20 ft. behind the pulpit, and not this unless

the pronunciation be distinct and equal.” He
does not give the conditions under which he came
to these conclusions ; but surely if the principles

of acoustics are properly studied by the architect,

and those of elocution by the minister, we might
safely venture beyond such a circumscribed area.

Indeed, wo have statesmen who, by that power
of presence, musical cadency of voice, compass
of intellect, and felicity of expression, can so

wrap the attention, that they are audible over a

very much larger space
;
and why should not such

faculties be more fully cultivated by the clergy ?

With the increased difficulty of obtaining space
in the midst of our large towns, the chances of

removing those unsightly galleries will be les-

sened, and together with their advantage in

seating a larger number of people within closer

radius from the pulpit, I question if the archi-

tect may succeed in preventing their future use.

We must bear in mind that the applied sciences

and their effect npon building materials, give the

present day great advantages, and architecture

must brace up to overcome gracefully all re-

quirements
;
and who knows but that some touch

of genius, like the invention of the arch or the

cupola, may alight upon a successful church
gallery ?

Having thus alluded to ecclesiastical, I now
pass to civil architecture.

Comparisons have frequently been made be-

tween them, generally to the depreciation of the

latter. High Church enthusiasts talk of it

slightingly, and place its aim and employment
in a very subordinate light

In practice there may seldom be much thought
expended upon the beauty of the duties which a

building is meant to perform. Architects have
requirements, site, cost, &c., to consider, and
these may so occupy their attention that the

mind will not readily wander over a vast range
of thought, such as from purpose to destiny, in

quest of some ideas rarer and better than those

that are gathered by the passer-by. But in

such reflections exist an unspeakable charm, and
they originate the reverent humility and the lofty

aspirations with which all great art ought to be
imbued.
To be more practical, civic architecture ia

such an immense and rapidly-extending field

that it demands great attention.

The changes effected by the growth of a city,

and also their rapidity, may be seen from what
has taken place in Edinburgh and Glasgow.
Our new town was only projected a century ago,

and so recently as 1S48, Danial Wilson, in his
“ Memorials of Edinburgh,” speaks of Gabriel’a-

road, on the west side of the Register-office,

where many of the venerable citizens then alive

remembered having “ wended their way between
green hedges that skirted the pleasant meadows
and cornfields of Wood’s Farm, and which was
in days of yore a favourite trysting-plaoe for

lovers, where they breathed out their tender tale

of passion beneath the fragrant hawthorn.”

In Glasgow, the same enlargement of town
towards suburbs, and suburbs to green fields,

has taken place
;
for in 1807 many objected to

the erection of St. George’s Church in

George-square, now the site of the most cen-

tral railway station, because it was too much in

the country.

Nor is this confined to these two cities. All

are more or less extending. The population of

Edinburgh and Leith, according to the 1861

census, had, since 1801, increased from 81,404

to 201,749, or about 2^ times. Glasgow within

the same period— 60 years—has increased from

77,058 to 394,864, or more than five times; and
London, from 958,863 to 2,803,989, or nearly

three times.

Although a considerable deduction may be
made for the smaller neighbouring villages having
gradually merged into these cities, and their

population now included with them, still Great
Britain—exclusive of Ireland, whose population

is just about the same as 50 years ago, and nob

taking into account the emigration which during

1851 to 1861 amounted together to 2x millions

—

had increased 2^ times, 10,764,591 in 1801

;

23,522,321 in 1861. Thus we learn, and learn

but to wonder at the crowding.

The character of the streets and 1 r'li!'* gs of

a town indicates at once the cond i ol the

inhabitants. The dwellings must keej. pace

with the progress of the people. Tbe older
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buildiDgs, originally the manaion-hoases of the
aristocracy, become gradually more and more
deteriorated. Literally a standatill resulta in
their degradation and ruin. By judicious
change they may, for a time, retain their reputa-
tion amongst their new and popular neighbours

;

but nitimately comes the modern Cyclopean idea
of Bcavengery, and says, “ Your streets and
closes are too narrow, steep, and crooked

;
your

dwellings are unfit for pigs.” Ib is in vain to
plead that they are no worse than long ago, that
the number of occupants might be more re-
stricted, or that all that is wanted are cisterns
and water-closets. You must change with the
times, and away sweeps the broom of reform,
obliterating alike the good and the bad of our
architecture, the dark and the bright assooia-
tions of our history. If this must be so, let us
hope that some consideration will be given to
preserve “ the lines where beauty lingers,” and
that the new work will be intrusted to architects
who possess the veneration of the antiquary
with the appreciation of the artist. They may
meet modern demands, and yet linger a .while
in reverence over the old fabric, which may have
associations worthy of recording and features of
preserving or engrafting upon the new.
Accompanying the power-loom, the burrowing,

the blast furnace, and all large manufactories,
are huge masses who must be housed in the
very cheapest manner. The great extent of this
renders complete arohitootural success impos-
sible, and often in a great measure injures most
pruiseworthy embellishment.
For example, what church spiro can appear to

advantage amid masses of belching chimneys,—obelisk-shaped or ornamented,—and how
often do cotton-mill-Iike tenements jam public
buildings ? All the greater need, thon, to
multiply the beautiful. The responsibility of
the welfare of the city rests with the oitizen.
In duty we must act, and in pity we must help,
by introducing amongst the dense and poorer
population as much as we can of the beneficial
effects of good architecture.
In Edinburgh, however, we do not experience

the same disfigurements as our so-called go-a-
head cities. Our grandly picturesque position,
spacious streets, gardened squares, and our fine
free-stone, are all eminently favourable to archi-
tectural progress. Public buildings, monum'mts,
and statues, occupy the best positions. Club-
houses, banking and insurance companies, all
vie with each other in the grandeur of their
architecture. Private enterprise shows a liberal
spirit

; and the result is that our town is selected
as a most attractive place of residence by
people from all parts of the country and
colouies.

Let architect and employer, therefore, bear in
mind their; city’s reputation, and that even the
subordinate parts of Edinburgh are no common
places. The stingy speculator is about, and
architects should beware of being identified with
his shame. The profession may be their means
of livelihood

j but unless there is some higher

painting the famous hemioycle in the Ecole des
Beaux Arts, in Paris

; and Dupres, perhaps the
Miost perfect modern sculptor of Italy, executiu,
the tympanum of Santa Croce, in Florence.

I believe that when the public give the proper
encouragement, some such helpers will come
forward. Indeed, we have seen the lamented
Dyce’s ability in that way, and we have no lack
of able sculptors who would gladly more fre-
quently be associated with the architect. I need
not dwell further on this point. Yon must know
how much nobler your art would thereby be-
come.
The question of style will possess its influence,

but it scarcely comes within the province of
this address. I would, however, remark that in
reviving, or I may now almost say practising
the Mediasval style, there may be rather too
great a tendency to retain the old type, which, if
persisted in, will be apt to produce a repetition
of errors similar to those committed in the
classical revival, such as importing temples to do
duty as picture galleries, dwelling-houses, or
shop-fronts. Architeotnre, whatever may be the
style, must not rest satisfied with reproducing,
but must go forth free, amid the freshness of
nature, and the enterprise of the city, welcoming
all progress of our fellow men, and aiming at the
bettering of humanity.

THE HEALTH OF BEIGHTON.
The town council of Brighton have at last

decided to intercept the town sewage, and to
carry it beyond the municipal limits, instead of
emptying it at their own doors, to be thrown back
upon them by each advancing tide. The council
have at the same time been able to publish some
facts relating to the health of the town during
the first quarter of this year, which show that at
all events during those three months the defects
in the drainage, which, if maintained, would ere
long have seriously afleoted the popularity of
that favourite town, did not neutralise its natural
healthiness.

The Registrar- General, in his quarterly re
turn for the first three months of this year,
showed that 711 births and -iOO deaths were re-
gistered in Brighton, which is estimated to con-
tain at the middle of this year little short of
90,000 inhabitants. The annual birth-rate for
tbo quarter was 32-2 per 1,000, and 6 per 1,000
lower than in the aggregate of forty-six large
towns containing nearly three millions of popu-
lation. The death-rate per 1,000 was only 18 2,
and 6'4 below the average rate in these forty,
six large towns. This difference in the death-
rate is remarkable, and signifies that were it
maintained for_ a year, more than oOO persons
would survive in Brighton who would have died
had the same death-rate ruled as that which
prevailed in the aggregate of the forty-six

We are often more sensitive as to the healthy

. —o— . ,

repute of a town in which we intend to spend a
moentive than fes, their art will be poor indeed, holiday, than of the neighbourhood in whichRsmember the remark of Michelangelo, “ I we live

; the Brighton town council, therefore,
think that he will be a poor fellow so long as he ' acts wisely in wishing it to be generally known
shows such an extreme eagerness to become

|

that the town has recently enjoyed such good

TO- i. XI. . . i

health. Comparison has been made in the
With the wider cultivation of matters of art return before us with the death-rate at various

and taste, we may hope to see the tonoh of an ' ages, and from different causes, in London, for
artistic hand really have a more appreciable ' the same period, which, after making full allow-
value. Petty elaboration will never touch the ' ance for situation and constitution of its inha-
sympathies of the people. lu street archi-
tecture, wo must have a certain economy

; but
in our greater works, if we could enlist the
co-operation of our highest artists, then we
would have the highest resnlts.

Their influence would tell powerfully upon the
people, and it would infuse a new life into the
palling conventionalities of both Classical and
Medimval art. To those who think that incom-
patible with the production of easel pictnrea, I
would point to Leonardo da Vinci’s sketch-books,
with a drawing of a new gun-carriage, hydraulic
machine, or apparatus for lifting heavy stones,
on one page, and a beautiful ideal female head
npoQ the other; to Michelangelo, constructing
the fortifications for the defence of Florence and
painting the Sistine chapel, in addition to his
grand works of architecture and sculpture. I
might also instance Raffaelle designing archi-
tecture,—and street architecture, too,—as seenm the well-known house in the Piazza of.
Jjlorence. Then, Albert Diirer, Quintin Matsys,
and very many others.
And in our own day, less versatile but still

illustrative of the highest art being engaged
upon architectural decoration, Paul de la Roche

bitants, which both tell unfavourably for the
metropolis, serves a useful purpose in helping
to^ show how and in what manner Brighton
enjoys a lower death-rate than most other large
towns.
The borough of Brighton includes an area of

2,320 acres, of which 3-40 are water
;
excluding

these, the estimated population for the middle of
this year shows a mean density of 45T persons
per acre; while in Loudon, within the limits of
the bills of mortality, the density is 40-7. The
natural increase in the population of the town
during the first quarter of the year by excess of
births over deaths was 311, against 191, 154, and
270 in the same quarters of the three years
1866-8. This may be taken as evidence that tbo
Registrar-General’s estimate of the present popu-
lation is not over-stated, the probability of which
might be suggested by the low birth-rate. It
is shown, however, that in St. Peter’s registra-
tion sub-district the birth-rate was 33 5, which
somewhat exceeds the average town birth-rate;
while in other parts of the town it was only 26 6
and 21-6. This difference is accounted for by
the fact that St. Peter’s contains most of the
natural and resident town families, while in the

,

other sub-districts of Palace and Kemp Town
the proportion of visitors and domestic servants
is large. A low birth-rate is usually shown in
Bath, Cheltenham, Leamington, and other
pleasure towns, as well as in the fashionablo
suburbs of Loudon, Manchester, Liverpool, and
Birmingham.
In ^the first quarter of this year the death-

rate in the whole of England and Wales was
24 8 per 1,000; and among the eleven largest
English towns famishing weekly returns, the
lowest death-rate for the quarter was 20-7 in
Birmingham. Brighton has, therefore, reason
to be well satisfied with the rate of 18 2 per 1,000
for the same period. In the return before' us,
the rates of mortality in the different registra-
tion sub-districts of Brighton, calculated for the
purpose of comparison, exclusive of deaths in in-
stitutions, are shown to have been 9 9 in Palace,
17-8 in St. Peter’s, and 19 0 in Kemp Town. Each
of these rates would be raised 12 per cent, if the
deaths in institutions were rateably divided
among the sub-districts; and as both the work-
house and the hospital are situated in St. Peter’s,
it would be unfair to this part of the town to
calculate the rates without this correction.
The 400 deaths in Brighton included 119 of

children under five years of age, showing 29 7
percent, of the deaths at all ages. Of the 20,088
deaths registered during the same three months in
London, 7,894 were ofchildren under this age, the
proportion being here 39 3 per cent, of the total
deaths. In Brighton 41-3 per cent, were of chil-
dren and adults between 5 and 60 years of age,
and 29 0 per cent, of persons aged 60 years aud
upwards. In London the proportion of deaths
at these groups of ages was 38-1 per cent, be-
tween 5 and 60 years, and only 22 6 per cent, at
60 years and upwards. Principally through the
much lighter infant mortality in Brighton, the
mean age of death in that town during the first
quarter of this year was very considerably higher
than in London.
The death-rate from zymotic cansea is one of

the surest tests of the sanitary condition of
towns; and in this Brighton is not found
wanting. The 400 deaths in the first three
months of the year included only thirty-three
which were referred to all diseases of a zymotic
character, showing an annual rate of 1-5 per
1,000 persons living; whereas in London it was
4 9, in Liverpool 5-6, in Bradford (Yorkshire)
4 7, and in Exeter 2'6. Of these thirtv-three
deaths in Brighton, fifteen resulted from "scarla-
tina, which epidemic disease can alone be said
to have been at all prevalent, eight from different
forma of fever, three from cronp, two each from
whooping-congh, diphtheria, and diarrhcoa, and
one from dysentery. Of the fifteen deaths from
scarlatina, ten oeenrred in St. Peter’s sub-
district in the centre of the town. In examining
town death-rates, the next class of diseases in
order of importance as aftording an index of the
general health of the inhabitants, is that contain-
ing all afiections of the respiratory organs, in-
cluding phthisis. TJnhealthiness of dwellings,
from faulty construction, want of ventilation,
and over-crowding, is sure to result in a high
death-rate from these diseases. In Brighton
the 141 deaths referred to these causes during
the first three months of this year showed an
annual death rate of only 6'4 per 1,000 ; whereas
it was 8'2 in Bradford, 9 0 in London, 10 9 in
Exeter, and 12-0 in Liverpool. It is thus con-
clusively proved that the low death-rate in
Brighton was principally due to three causes;

—

the comparatively low death-rate among infants,
the small number of deaths referred to zymotic
diseases, and the lighter mortality from in-
flammatory diseases of the respiratory organs.

Brighton, not being a manufacturing or a
trading town, has many ad vantages in the consti-
tution of its inhabitants, in addition to its natural
advantages of situation and climate, and ought,
therefore, to be healthy; it is, however, satisfac-
tory to find that ib has recently been so healthy,
and now that the town council seem fully alive
to the importance of appearing before the public
with a clean bill of health, we shall hope to see
in future returns a continoanoe of this low death-
rate, and immunity from epidemic diseases.
Not only the Brighton people, but the whole
metropolitan population, have a strong interest
in the health of this favourite sea-aide resort.

The “ Bermuda Dock.” — Mr. John B.
Day has published an interesting chromo-litho-
graph of the ” Bermuda Dock,” concerning which
much has been lately said.

|
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THE SELECT SUPPLEMENTARY EXHI-
BITION OF PICTURES.

We return, aa promised, to the collection of
pictures in Bond-street, made under difficulties,

aud note some of the works that left the strongest
impression after a visit.

Processional compositions are now of such
frequent recurrence that there is need of more
than an ordinary capability to secure attention
and respect for them. Mr. J. S. Cuthbert has
partly surmounted the many difficulties that
beset an embodiment of allegory : hia illustra-

tion from Spenser, “ The Maske of Cupid” (5),

is a notable work for the discrimination with
which the several passions, vices, and frailties

are shown in type, as well as for the technical
merits that distinguish it. “The Evening
after the St. Bartholomew” (26), by Mr. A.
Baccani,—fugitive Huguenots,—wants bub a little

more decision and force to make it a fine and
interesting pictnre

; it has the advantage of
quiet impressive treatment and appropriate
effect. Mr. E. Hughes has found a good eubjeeb
in " An Incident in the Life of Paganini” (51),
that tells of the great musician’s sympathy and
benevolence. The story goes that, walking in

the streets of Vienna one day, ho saw a small
brother of the bow who scraped to support his

mother, brothers, and sisters : compassionating
the poor little itinerant, and after giving
all the money he had about him, “ Paganini
took the boy’s violin and commenced play-
ing, gathered a crowd, and taking off his hat
made a collection, which he gave to the lad
amid the acclamation of the multitude.” If

more can be said of the matter than of the
method of its elucidation—though there is very
caieful workmanship brought to bear upon it,

and the monarch of a one-stringed melody
deserved a more appreciative and numerous
audience,—Mr. Hughes merits praise for leaving
beaten tracks.

What a very clever picture Mr. J. Auld’s is,

of “ The Death of Robert Greene, 1592 ” (66) ;

but what a repulsive one. Lamartine’s “ History
i

of the Girondists” has become a very favourite
J

text-book for painters
;
and Mr. T. Davidson ap-

pears to have been inspired by a very pardonable
admiration of Mr. E. M. Ward as much as by
the words of his author. The “ Condemnation
to the Guillotine of M. and Mdrae. De Sartines,

together with the Family of Mdme. De Sainte-
Amaranthe, the Counter-Revolutionists whom
Robespierre had pretended to befriend” (72),
shows some real executive power, though up-
right lines appear to be hard ones, and the head
of Mdme. De Sartines, which should have been
the chief point, is the worst feature. The figure

of the husband, firm in his convictions and ready
to die for them, and that of the seated brother
bnrying his face in his hands, are excellent.

Mr. R. Dowling’s rendering of an incident from
Clarendon’s “History of the Rebellion” (75)
wears an appearance of probability that con-
dones to a great extent its shortoomings.
Charles I. is receiving the answer to his sum-
mons for the Roundhead authorities tosun-ender
the “good city of Gloucester j” the marked
difference between Cavaliers and Commonwealth
men leads to a very decided conclusion with
regard to the artist’s political opinions. “ The
Secret Message,” by Mr. S. Sidley, has ad-
mirable qualities of workmanship, if least
displayed in the heads of the lady and mes-
senger (76). Mr. F. Smallfield contributes a
very clever representation of “ Colonel Newcome
at Gri y Friars : Grace after Meat in Pensioners’
Hall,” wherein much of the pathos of Thackeray’s
description is realized (110). Mr. W. Hemsley’s
“ Competitive Examination ; the ‘ Clever * Boy
at Fault” (129) is painted with the precise,

clean finish that bespeaks its author
;
and Mr. C.

Hunt’s children in “Training the Fairies” for

Christmas pantomime (200), if less comically
expressive than on some former occasions, are
earnestly engaged in their own and the artist’s

work. “ Children of the Sea” (148), some naked
urchins bathing from a boat, by Mr. F. Under-
hill; “An Unexpected Visitor,” by Mr. H.
Carter (166) ;

“The Captive,” apowerfully painted
head by Mr. E. Sharpe (205) ; a lady ruminating
sweet and bitter fancies relative to the loved
one “ Far Away ”

(215), by Mr. F. Wyburd
;
an

old bon vivant who has loved to live, not wisely,
bub too well, and whose godt has brought gout
to check it (222), by Mr. W. M. Wyllie; “The
Boar’s Head, Eastcheap,” when frequented by
Prince Hal, fat John, and companions, by Mr.
R. Farren (239) j

“ The Present,” by Mr. J. A.
Fitzgerald (259); and “A Study” of a gray-
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bearded elder, by Mr. V. Crome (316), are among
those first to be noted.

A capitally painted composition of a horse

helping yoked oxen with their load up hill on
“ A Tough Bit of Road, Coast of Brittany

:

Storm passing off,” by Mr. E. Beavis (20) ;
and

Mr. J. Brett’s very truthful, to all appearance,

but singular rose-hued sunset effect on a rippled

sea, “ Evening off the MenaiStraits” (51) ;
with

Mr. L. W. Desangea’s idealized portrait (187)—
“ All honour to woman

;
to her it is giren

To wreathe the dull earth with the roaes of heaven,”

lead their several departments, of which the
last is first.

“Love’s Messenger arrested” (241), though
the angry papa who has caught the black Mer-
cury by the ear is over-much demonstrative of
bis wrath, is cleverly represented by Mr. A. H.
Weigall, telling an old story in a new way.
In “ Thwarted” (280), the lady is the detective
party, and the story rather harder to be nnder-
sbood—nearly as hard as the painting, which,
however, is forcible aud brilliant, and by Mr.
W. M. Egley.

There are force, colour, and character to re-

commend Mr. W. G. R. Browne’s jovial ancho-
rite, who expresses the adage “It is not the
Cowl that makes the Monk” (3); and careful

nice painting in Mr. A. W. Cooper’s agronp-
ment of the three sixteenth-century personages
interested in “ The Broken Arrow ” (7) ;

and so

there is, on a larger scale, in Mr. F. Chester’s epi-

sode from Sir Walter Scott’s never yet equalled
historical romance— after “Kenilworth”—of
“ The Fortunes of Nigel”; the “Imprisonment
of Margaret Ramsay and Nigel in the Tower”
(10), when the hero is apostrophising her

—

“ Poor child, the dew is yet wet on thy eye-
lashes, and thou hast fairly wept thyself asleep.”

Mr. J. A. Vinter’s boy indulging in a pro-
longed study of his father’s picture as he rests

his head and crossed arms on the table, is pretty

I

and childlike in attitude, and more at ease in

j

hia opportunity of observation than moat are at

I

“ A Private View ” (33) : the drawing of the

,

head is not quite up to the mark of an Academy
gold-medal winner, but it is a pleasant pic-

ture.

Mr. F. Weekes’s small productions, such as
“Troopers crossing a Morass” (37), aud an
eloborately-finiahed armed “Trumpeter” (43),
are attractions, in spite of their size. Mr. A. L.

Herford’s koickerbockered boy and naturally
posed girl playing at “Jackstraws,” or spelli-

cans (115) ;
Mr. J. Payton’s two fashionable

ladies taking such steps in “Ascending and
Descending” as he can best account for, as he
has not made it quite clear how the portentous
title applies to a daintily-executed picture of!

eighteenth-century modes (123). Mr. C. Lucy
“ Shylock and Jessica” (188); Mr. R. L.
Aldridge’s noble wife consoling herself with her
children in the recollection of what glory her
husband is achieving whilst absent from her

(193) ; Mr. R. Hillingford’s depiction of James,
once the second British king of that name,
allowing his nationality to prevail “During the
Battle of La Hogue,” which induced an in-

voluntary exclamation of “See my brave English
Sailors”—very much to the surprise and, it may
be supposed, the gratification of the French
officers around him (310) ;

aud a very dark
“Bivouac in the Crimea,” iu a rather dark
corner of the room, by Mr. G. Regamey (325),
are all sure to obtain their meed of admiration.

Among the landscapes, Mr. J. Dochart’s spring
scene, “ The Bursting of the Leaves, Cadezo
Forest ” (176) ;

Mr. H. Weekes’s “ Hampstead
Heath, looking towards Finchley,” with some
well-drawn sheep and donkeys to give more
reality and vital interest to its representation
(2U9)

; Mr. E. A. Pettitt’s “ Mont Blanc, from
the Flcgero ” (1) ;

“ The Haunted House ” (23),
by Mr. H. Shirley

;
a clever claBsic-looking com-

position by Lord Ribblesdale (79) ; “A Glade by
a River,” by Mr. G. Mawley (92); “The Old
Pump Well,” by Mr. W. M. Taggart (251), are,

with some others, noted in our catalogne
;
and

the water-colour drawings and sculpture include
a few excellent works.

There are clever^ portraits by Mr. A. Baccani,
Mr. W. Crawford, A.R.S.A., Mr. T. J. Gullick,

Mr. J. E. Williams, and others; and Mr. J. R.
Dicksee contributes some of his series of idealized

and always graceful heroines, that may be termed
portraits of familiar friends.

Sib,—

W

ith reference tovoor remark that the catalogue
of the Supplementary Exhibition is dear at a sbilling, and
should contain a list of the exhibitors and their addresses,
I shall feel much obliged if you will allow me to explain

that the words “ price one shilling,” originally printed oa
the wrapper, were a mere mistake of a clerk, which was
rectitied as soon as my attention was called to it, sixpences
being returned to all persons who were known to have paid
the higher price. 1 have only to add that a list of the
exhibitors, with their addresses, has been appended to
every catalogue except a few marked as “ imperfect,”
which wo were compelled to issue, for want of perfect
ones, on the morning of our opening day. Thanking you
for your kind promise to return to the subject of the
Sapplementary Exhibition,

Mot Thomas, Hon. Sec.

THE ARTISTIC TREATMENT OF PIERS,
PILLARS, AND COLUMNS.*

Few subjects have received less attention from
architects than the artistic treatment of piers

and columns, although few will so well repay a
careful study

;
and few hold so important a

position in the great -art of architecture.

Numerous and valuable works have from time
to time appeared on windows, mouldings, arches,

doorways, &c., and yet so important a study as

that of the decoration of so essential a feature in

building has been neglected, or treated of only

in works embracing many other subjects. And
yet, scarcely any architectural member has em-
ployed so much artistic talent for its decoration,

scarcely any have existed so long, or are so

necessary to a building; and, from the inex-

plicable twin columns of the porch of Solomon’s
temple, to the equally mysterious pillars of a
Pimlico portico, we find that they have them-
selves been employed through all changes in art,

and in all countries, as decorative adjuncts to

an edifice.

It is necessary before commencing any his-

torical account of our subject, to iuquire into

the uses of the column, and to define exactly

what were the necessary parts of which it con-

sisted. This done, the lecture will consist solely

of an account of the different modes of treat-

ment employed in the purest styles arranged in

chronological order, with such deductions there-

from as may be of use to us in our own practice.

Whatever might be the nature of the country
in which the first builders commenced their

work, it is evident they could not have advanced
far before the necessity of constructed supports

for their roofs was forced upon them. Where
caves had been formed for dwellings or quarries,

large masses of masonry were left to sustain the

weight above
;
and in the fragile structures of

the plains a wooden post was sufficient to carry

the beams of the roof. In Egypt the two modes
of construction may for a while have been
carried on side by side, and we there see

features peculiar to one of the styles curiously

reflected iu the other. When the habit of using

the column had at last made it a decorative

feature, and thus brought it in range of our sub-

ject, we find its most essential parts are the

capital and the shaft, with the base, omitted as

an ornamental member in one or two of the

;

perfect styles, but generally present in some
crude form. The capital, except only in a few
quarried examples, is to be found universally,

and must always be considered a member ne-

cessary to the completion of a perfect column.
The oldest columns which the world can show

are perhaps those of the rook-tombs of Beni-

Hassan, or the quarried tombs of the neighbour*

hood of the Pyramids, with which they are

contemporary. The latter, like the majority of

rock-ent examples,*are*eimple, square, or oblong

masses left to sustain the superincumbent weight,

while those of Beni-Hassan are polygonal on
plan. These were the natural outcome of the

square pier which had first its angles worked oft',

making it octagonal, and then again reduced to

a figure of sixteen sides. These, iu this example,
are further wrought by having the sides chan-

nelled, except in one case only, which has been
left to receive painted hieroglyphic inscriptions.

But this simple relief of fluting was not sufficient

for Egyptian taste, accustomed to rich and
gorgeous colouring, and too much interfered with
their love of large flat spaces for pictorial deco-

ration. Hence grew up another form of column
more suited to their taste and requirements,

while the simpler and severer form was left to

inspire foreign artists, and be worked out by a
people capable of appreciating its morertfiu'ed
beauties. The custom of painting the papyrus
and lotus plants on the square sides of the piers

soon suggested the rounding out into high relief

of the stem and the bud. This, step by step

advancing, ended in the background of the pier

being cut quite away, and a pier, quarter-foil

on plan, resulting, as at first sight seems

• By Mr. J. Tavenor Perry. Bead before the Archi-
tectural AssocialioD, Friday, June 11.
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most; unlikely, from the square. To keep
up the illnaioa of the new-formed pier repre-
senting four lotus-plants, bands tying the whole
together beneath the buds were painted or
sculptured round it. From this form, the
change to the circular single shaft was very
easy, and though it seems strange that a circular
column should have been evolved, by apparently
such roundabout means, from the square pier, a
careful attention to the subject will show the
correctness of the statement. In the earlier
examples of the clustered shafts a slight entasis
had been given to their outline; but when, of
increased diameter to allow for the decrease in
horizontal section, the plain circular shafts came
into common use, they were made to diminish
considerably at their lowest diameters to give
them as far as possible a compensating appear-
ance of lightness. The bands under the necking
used in the clustered shafts were retained in the
single ones, and give additional proof of their
origin. Five was, according to Dr. Lepsius, the
usual number employed, and five is the number
of bands below the echinus of the Greek Doric
•order. The next change that they made was in
the form of the capital, a memorable one in
architecture, although the origin of the altera-
tion goes far to prove that the Egyptians were
in it more influenced by natural forms than con-
etrnotive necessities. The conventional imita-
•tions of the bud alone suggested the idea

j
and

the open flower, boll-shaped, the prototype of all
the beat forms of capitals in all future styles,
euddenly appears in its full-blown perfection.
That this was not the result of any rounding off
of the angles of an abacus, or bringing out in
graceful curves the Hues of the shaft to meet it,

is evident from a most cursory examinatiou
;
for

the same square block which served as an abacus
in the bud capitals retains in this the same form
and proportions, and is, for all practical purposes,
as useless. The first abacus we find is in the
examples already mentioned at Beni-Haaaau;
but it then, though in a rock-cut example, is a
much more complete and useful member than
when later employed in constructed columns.
It was usually of the same size across as the
upper diameter of the shaft below, so that the
apreadiog form of the bell-shaped capital,
apparently so suitable for the fulfilment of all
the requirements of a complete capital, had its
utility destroyed by the interposition of this
aquare and unmeaning feature. Thus, although
we owe to these earliest builders the very first
euggestions for the essential parts of a capital,
and find in their examples the commencement
of all the leading characteristics of later styles,
we find the Egyptians themselves quite unable
40 understand the valne of the discoveries they
had made, or to apply them in such a manner as
to render them other than mere ornamental
accessories.

This direct stndy of nature nob only produced
these new and beautiful forms, bub at the same
time prevented the artists from making such
blunders in the arrangement of the columns as
might, perhaps, have happened among a people
less mindful of its beauties. They were very
particular when using together columns with
the bud and bell-shaped capitals always to make
the latter the higher, just as the full-blown
flower is taller than the one only in bud. This
is well seen in the great hall of Karnac, where the
avenue of columns down the centre has open
bell-shaped capitals, while the side ones, sup-
porting only the lower roof, and of scarcely two-
thirds the height, are arranged with capitals of
the bud form. The great fault of this arrange-
ment is, perhaps, the want of height this gives
to the centre building, where, had the columns
been of a similar character to the side ones, or
iiad others been superimposed upon them, the
eye would be better able to appreciate the iu-
oreased height. The diameter of these columns
is very great, aud considerably detracts from
their elevation, being almost half the total
height of the story. But massiveness was as
important a feature in the piers as in all other
parts of the Egyptian style, aud this is not to be
wondered at, when we remember the small
amount of skill possessed by the builders, and
the enormous spaces they sought to cover with
their roofs. The mode of decorating employed
tended rather to increase than diminish the effect
of massiveness. The carved flutings and
painted papyrus-stalks early gave place to
broad bands of hieroglyphs, or figure subjects
ranged horizontally round the shaft, and bring-
ing out its circular form in a happy and emphatic
manner. The bell-shaped capitals were further
decorated with perpendicular lines, and leaves

running from the shaft upwards, and prodncing
a fine contrast with the lines of the shaft. The
bright rich colouring of a group of these columns
of the earlier dynasties was most brilliant and
harmonious, and the majestic appearance of a
single shaft was worthy of being compared with
the finest examples of Grecian or ilediasval
beauty.

It has been snggested that the different posi-
tions of the bud and full-blown capitals were
arranged with a view of conforming better to
the clearstory mode of lighting usually em-
ployed

;
but if this be the case, it seems difficult

to account for the peculiar case of the hall
of Tothmes III., at Thebes. There, with the
same mode of lighting, the bell-shaped capitals
are employed, but inverted; so that, although
they may be in a good position to catch the
light, the effect could not possibly be seen from
below.

In the later styles the bell-shaped capital
superseded the other form, and the ornaments
painted or carved thereon became much more
intricate. The endless varieties of lotus-flowers,
palm-leaves, &c., with which they were adorned,
presented a most marked contrast to the simple
painted decoration of the earlier times. But
there was another feature, most distinctively
Egyptian in its character, which at the same
time became very common. This was the lais-
headed column. It appears to have been first

employed as early as the eighteenth dynasty, but
it scarcely came into ordinary use uutil the time
of the Ptolemies. As a rule it was usually sur-
mounted by a temple form in place of the square
abacus-block, and in some cases it was united
with the ordinary capital. The oolnmns of the
Temple of Denderah, which are the finest ex-
amples of this peculiar treatment, are among the
best preserved, but the style can only be re-
garded as a mark of decline, and a sign of that
sad falling off from the grand and simpler ideas
of earlier times which so seriously affected the
great epoch of building activity under the Greeks
and Eomans.
But while this grand and massive style of

Egypt was passing through its various changes,
on the plains of Shinar, a difiereut race, with
different wants and materials, was in a different
manner working to the same result. The great
cities of Assyria are perhaps more famous in
history than those of Egypt, and the earliest
records we have tell of the founding of Calab,
Rezin, and Nineveh. In the means at their dis-
posal these new builders were certainly not so
fortunate as the others we have described

;
but

with brick, and alabaster, and cedar, they
raised gorgeous and ephemeral buildings, which,
exciting the amazement of the ancient world,
left scarcely a wreck behind to tell of their
ancient beauty. With brick walls of enormous
thickness, veneered with the richest sculpture,
the great palaces were covered with roofs of
timber, supported on wooden posts, which have
in every case disappeared

;
bub throughout all

the heaps of ruin scattered through the country,
no fragment remains to show how this important
feature was treated. In Koyunjik Mr. Layard
found something that appeared to him to be a
pedestal, bub from its peculiarly bulbous form, so
unsuited for bearing a weight, as well as for its

want of similarity to the bases used in a later
phase of the style, we should hardly be safe in
concluding that his surmise is correct. On the
other baud, it must be remarked that the Chinese
form the bases for their wooden posts to this day
in a manner not unlike this. A course or two of
bricks, or a large tile with a deep stone rounded
very much top and bottom, bearing a strong
likeness to this Assyrian example. That columns
were used by the Assyrians in their ordinary
construction is certain, although no traces may
remain in the buildings themselves. We know
that Solomon, in building the House of the
Forest of Lebanon, had a roof of cedar beams
supported on three rows of cedar columns, with
a porch of columns before it. And in the fine
series of bas-reliefs brought over to the British
Museum, are several instances of columns for
the support of cornices, sometimes arranged as
a temple in antis, and generally with the distinct
Ionic volute and well-developed bases.

In the mine of Susa, Persepolis, and Passar-
gadm, to which, after the destruction of Babylon
and Nineveh, we must look for a continuation of
the Assyrian styles, we are fortunately able to

find considerable remains of columns to help us
in our conjectures of the early work. Bub, far

better situated than the older cities for materials,
theysubstituted stone for wood where practicable,

and though the roof 'was still formed of beams

of cedar, the columns were built of a material
better adapted to support the superstructure and
resist the action of fire, to which those eastern
palaces so often fell a prey.
The columns of the hall of Xerxes at Perse-

polis are exceedingly graceful in form, being in
some cases as much as eleven and a half dia-
meters high, covered with flutings, and with
capitals and bases complete. The contrast
between these and the examples we have given
from Egypt is very strong, and shows how much
the materials and forms of the first efforts of
the builders throw their influences forward over
all succeeding phases of their particular style.
The baseless, capless piers reflect unmistakably
their simple stone-constructed models, while the
more complete orders, with their perfect capitals
and bases, prove as conclusively their wooden
origin. The rongh brick or stone base of the
post would early be looked upon as means of
decoration nob to be neglected when stone was
substituted for wood, and the boldly projecting
capitals having their outgrowth from necessity
and not the result of taste merely, could not bub
be continued as the artists advanced their work
towards perfection. The form assumed by the
capital was peculiar, and consisted doubtless at
first of simply a short wooden template, such as
those now constantly used in ordinary ware-
house construction, to increase the bearing space
of the top of the post, or allow of the great
beams passing each other on a level. Compare
this crude form with the perfected bull-headed
Peraepoliban capital, and you will see at a glance
how the latter, by constant use and artistic
influence, has been evolved out of the former.
The changes, which in Egyptian work we find

bringing about the circular shaft from the square
pier, are missing here. The earliest examples
we find of the style are already as perfect as
they will be, for in all variations of treatment a
material was used requiring no great difficulties
to be overcome, and one in which the simplest
form was round. But the flutings, with which
the shafts were always relieved, it would be in-
teresting to find in some less perfect state.
Whether the result of direct imitation from
Egyptian example, or whether the reflection of
the simple mode of decoration employed in
China of binding reeds and matting round their
posts, it is now impossible to say. Bub it would
be fortunate to discover the origin of a mode of
decoration which so much influenced the later
styles of Greece and Rome.
We shall find that the short time we have

spent in dwelling on the peculiarities observed in
the Egyptian and Assyrian modes of treating the
column will help us considerably to understand
the forms employed by the Greeks throughout
the period of their art. In that art, which in-
herited all the beauties of the former styles, we
find the chief characteristics of Egyptian and
Assyrian architecture welded together, though
never completely fused

; so that to almost every
feature and ornament can be assigned an origin
in one or other of the earlier schools. Bub the
imitations are never complete, but always
adapted with that skill and taste so cbarao-
teristio of the people, and the derived forma
appear not seldom to be rather recollections of
a model nob present for actual copying.

It is an unfortunate thing that the links in
the progress from the earlier examples of native
art to the time when these new and uoacous-
tomed forms were first introduced into their
architecture should be wanting. The Persian
invasion and the rebuildings of more fortunate
epochs have almost completely swept away all

remains antecedent to the time when the Greek
style reached its perfection, and it is nearly as
difficult to trace it up from its beginnings as it

would be to study the relations exisring between
our own Pointed styles and the works of Roman
times, were all the remains of Romanesque
architecture completely effaced.

The first example we find of the use of the
column is rather as an ornamental accessory
than for a practical purpose, namely, in the
bas-reliefs over the entrance to the Treasury of
Atreus at Mycenaa. It is interesting, as it con-
tains one or two pecnliarities, which the Greeks
ignored through the beat periods of their art, and
which do not reappear till a much later time.
These are the base and plinth, which are here
unmistakably present, and show that it was not
for want of precedent that the Greeks omitted
them in their Doric works. The capital seems
like a rough copy of the lonio order, more akin
to those in the Assyrian bas-reliefs than to
the finished examples of a later period. The
carving of the whole seems to have more alliance
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with the Romanesque work of Western art than
the beautiful styles of the country in which it is

found. The whole was the work of the Pelasgi,
a people perhaps of Celtic origin, or more closely

allied to those of Asia than the Dorians and
other settlers who afterwards peopled Greece,
and to whom, either pure or incorporating a
large number of the Pelasgi, we owe the finest
works now extant.

Wanting, as I have said, the steps that led up
from this example to the more complete forms,
we must turn at once to the study of the Doric
column. The earliest specimen we can find is

as perfect in all its parts as the latest, and there
is no feature of any kind to be detected which
gives the least hint at a connexion with our last

example. But its Egyptian origin is nndeniable.
The Doric column as we find it at Corinth is

stunted in its proportions, has no base, a fluted

shafc, a square abacus, and below, the echinus
moulding the great pecnliarity of the Doric
capital. The fluting'differs from the Beni-Hassan
examples, particularly in the number of the
channels. And this point goes far to prove the
imitation byunaccustomed hands ofan exoticstyle,
since in the Egyptian examples the flutings

always number 4, 8, 10, or 33, 'as the natural
outcome of the square, while in Greece the
number is by no means certain

;
and this column

at Corinth, with its twenty flutes, could not have
been evolved therefrom by the ordinary process
of cutting off the angles. At the same time, the
absence of the flat fillet between the flutes tends
to prove that this form ofcolumn was not the result
of a channelled ornamentation applied to a cir-

cular shaft. Except in this particular, and in the
presence of the peculiar echinus which here
appears in architecture for the first time, the
columns of Beni-Eassan were perfect proto-
types of the Doric columns at Corinth. This
new feature, however,—the echinus,—had its

origin, too, on the banks of the Nile; and in its

adaptation the Greeks showed that they were no
servile imitators, but capable of appreciating
the excellences of the style they sought to

reproduce, and of separating from it its acci-

dental defects. We have seen that the real
constructive value of the capital was never
understood by the Egyptians, and although
they spread out and perfected this feature, yet
the actual bearing surface was never increased.
But the Greeks, no doubt already accustomed to
value the capital for constructive as well as
msthetic purposes, could not so far stultify them-
selves as to adapt without modification a feature
so useless. Taking, therefore, one of the bud
capitals, they cut off the upper and meaningless
part above its broadest part, where often there
was some definite lice, as in the example at the
British Museum, and sometimes possibly a joint.

On this the square block abacus was flattened
down to a size sufficient to cover the echinus, or
one of the abaci from Beni-Hassan was bodily
transferred. This origin of the echinus, first

pointed out as possible by Sir Gardner Wilkinson,
becomes most palpable to any one who will ex-
amine the example of a column of the eighteenth
dynasty in the British Museum, the section
through the lower part of which in effect, and
allowing for difference of climate, is almost
identical with the earlier Doric specimens of
Greece.

The characteristics of the Doric order remain
unchanged as long as the order is itself em-
ployed by the Greeks, although it goes through
some considerable modification in its proportions.
The column, as found at Corinth, was only 4^
diameters high, while those of the temple at
Delos are seven. In this latter place the Temple
of Apollo has some shafts, with the peculiar
addition of a sheath, smooth and circular, covering
up the flutings, with the exception, perhaps, of an
inch top and bottom. The old entrance of the fine

Sun Fire-office, in the City, by Mr. Cockerell, has
two columns thus treated. In the portico of Philip,
in the same place, and the Temple of Hercules,
at Cori, are shafts fluted for two-thirds their
heights, the parts below being cut into twenty
flat sides. But the Temple of Segeste, in Sicily,

throws some light on this mode of treatment,
and gives an example of the means employed in
the construction of the order. The temple was
never completed, having been in course of erec-
tion at the destruction of the city, and remains
to this day only the bare shell of a building.
The capitals are finished, except at the angles,
where rough corners are left to be finished
last to ensure sharp arrises. The shaft is
inclosed in a sheath, as at Delos, bub perhaps
more strongly marked, the line of the shaft
showing above and below. From this it would
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appear that it was left, here and in the cases
of Halicarnassus and Delos, for the flutings to be
worked when the rest of the building was com-
plete. There is also at Segeste a squared block
forming a constructive base, but this would in

all probability bavo been incorporated in the
steps had the work been finished, and not made
an ornamental feature, as later in the great
Temple of Agrigentum. The small thin slab of

stone left on the top of the abacus at Segeste, to
prevent the risk of the edges flawing, is the
beginning of the evil which later threw back
the capital to its original uselessness by reducing
the bearing surface to the size of the shaft below.
Later examples of the use of this peculiar feature
are found in the Tombeau de la Chretienne,
in Algeria, illustrated by Professor Lewis, and,
strangely shaped, like the abacus of aCoriuthian
capita], in a capital figured in Flandrin & Coste’s
“Voyage en Perse.”*

THE VELOCIPEDE MOVEMENT OP
ENGLISH ORIGIN.

Altuougii neither the English, the French,
nor the Americans, have as yet come up to our
idea, as regards either the utility, or the im-
provement of the velocipede,—or traverser, as
bicycles, tricycles, and four-wheelers of the
kind might all be called, and whether worked
with the feet, the bauds, or any other motive
power;—we suppose it is not necessary that the
Builder, the pioneer (as we shall now show) of
the movement, should any longer chronicle its

surprising progress.

It is the fate of pioneers sometimes to be so

far ahead of their projected movement that, as
Coleridge remarked of a higher class of pioneers,

they look small in the perspective, and get out
of sight altogether, occasionally, by the time the
movement they originated reaches any point of

vantage. So is it with the Builder in this in-

stance. Overlooking, too, the progress made in

the movement in England before it was ever
heard of either in France or in America, our
countrymen seem willing to give up their own
prior claim to foreigners

;
who have now, however,

certainly gone ahead of them. But that is no
reason why the revival of the velocipede in

England within the last ten or twelve years, and
long ere it reached either America or France,
should bo ignored

; and we shall accordingly
devote a small space to what has really become
a question of some little importance.
As wo recently remarked, our purpose in

originating this movement was chiefly utility,

as was likewise the case with us in the beard
or “ moustache movement,” as wo named it,

many years ago; and although our friends the
French and the Americans, as we have said,

seem to have gone crazy about the velocipede,
and we in England are fast following their

example ; still they have not even yet, as to it,

come up to the mark, which a few quotations
from old volumes of the Bxulder will show that
we have long and steadily held in view, and
urged, ever and anon, upon the public atten-
tion. To quote all we have said on this subject
is far beyond our limits ; but in giving a few
examples, we shall also note the consequent
result, in the gradual revival of the velocipede
in this country, previously to its transfer to

America and France.
On the 23rd of October, 1858, to go no further

back, or upwards of ten years since, the following
paragraph (and by no means the first of its kind)
appeared in the Builder —

“ Vtlocipedet and Self-moving T'eAicZes.—Tke utility of
such miniature ‘carriages’ to metropolitan and other
workmen, liring at some distance from their employment,
—to enable them, in fact, to live in healthful localities,

though at s distance from their eraployrueut,—has fre-
quently been suggested in the Builder. We fee! pleased to
observe (hat tome little progreea is being made in the
mggesfed direction, at a vorkman, here and there [readers
of the Builder, no doubtj, mag oceationallg be teen on hit
teay to tcork, mounted on such a vehicle. A postman hat
jutt been provided, by ttibtcription, tcith one at Bangor,
which greatly facilitates his labours along the country
roads. Why does not some ingenious mechanic invent a
telf-moving vehicle of this sort, impelled by a powerful
spring that could be wound up with a crank-handle, or by
compressed air, indiarubber accumulators, or some such
means, so as to save the perpetual movement of feet or
hands? Some cheap form of self-moving miniature
carriages, it is to be hoped, will ere long make its ap-
pearance, and it will then only require the example of a
few strong-minded sensible workmen to overcome that
repugnance which the least novelty is so apt to excite, in
weaker minds, against the adoption of even the most
manifest improvement in the present and prevalent mode
of doing things."

* To be continued.

The application to velocipedes of india-rubber
“accumulators” was suggested iu 185G, by a
correspondent of ours, and alluded to in the
Builder of 5th April, 185G, in an article entitled
“ Self-moving Wheel-chairs, GigSjDroskies, Cabs,
&c.,” in which we say, as we have often taken
occasion to do in nearly similar words :

—

“We have more than once urged the immense utility

lo the million of some simple, light vehicle, self-moved, or
by means of some spring power easily wound up, whereby
London workmen, tradesmen, clerks, &c., could go about
their lawful calling, so as to be enabled to live in the
subnrbs, aud to run along in aU directions, independent
of omnibuses, which, moreover, traverse only the main
thoroughfares, and are, therefore, unsuitable in thousanda
of instances.”

In this article, too, (of 1856) wo note the cir-

cumstance of “ seeing a workman bowling along
on a small velocipede, with bis tools in a box before
him.” In reference to “ accumulators,” we may
here remark, by the way, that our correspondent,
“ Urgeo,” stated that these instruments (sug-

gested from seeing an African negro lift an
enormous log of mahogany by help of the re-

silient force of tree branches, applied by means of
wild vine withes,) were at that time made of even
lOO-horse power. The precise form of “ accu-
mulator” suggested by him was that of a barrel

fixed to the axle, and round which the “ accu-
mnlator,” or series of stretched india-rubber

ropes, or bands, in fact, was to work.
Our correspondent concluded by suggesting

that others should contribute their thoughts to
the Builder on the subject.

Thus we see that the velocipede movement
was begun, or revived rather, in England, at

least as far back as 1856, or some years before

it reached either America or France; aud in

that interval it had made pretty good advance,

too, in England. Thus we find that jonrneya
such as those of the other day, from London
to Brighton, and others, recently, were by no
means unprecedented in England since the

modern revival of the velocipede movement
in this country. In the Builder of October
4th, 1863 (or nearly seven years since), a para-

graph will be found titled “VelocipedalProfjrcas,”'

in which it is recorded that “ Mr. Harris, landlord

of the Fox and Crane, Bristol, had accompanied
his brother in a journey by velocipede to London,
on a visit to the International Exhibition.” They
went the 118 miles in twenty-one hours and a
half, and returned comfortably in eighteen hours.

During the same interval, too, hundreds of French
and American, as well as thousands and tens of

thousands of English, visitors to the Crystal

Palace at Sydenham, muse have seen the stud
of velocipedes there, long before the new move-
ment reached either France or America. The
fact that the movement seems to have appeared

or become popular in these two countries simul-

taneously, or nearly so, itself corroborates the

idea that it extended to both of them from its

one common source in this country.

Even Ransome’s “ Rantoone,” a word which
many Londoners must remember the walls being
placarded with, before its meaning was ever

hinted at, had assumed shape, as an improved
velocipede, before either the French or the Ameri-
cans adopted the movement; and for some time
before they did so wo took occasion, when cor-

respondents asked us, as the known originator

of the movement, where they could obtain

velocipedes, to refer them to manufacturers of

the article, at that 'time, in Cheapside and_m
Leicester-square. In country towns, too, such

as Hull, velocipedes are said to have been
getting common of late years.

In an amusing little volume on the velocipede,*

recently published, the author states that it was
in 1863 that the first American patent for an
“ automatic horse,” or “ cantering propeller,’^

was taken out ; but that it was not until the fail

of 1868 that velocipedes appear to have excited

much popular attention in America. By that

time the movement was also in progress in

Paris, for we find a paragraph in the Builder of

17th of August, 1867, in which, as usual, wo
were urging the improvement of the velocipede
into a self-moving vehicle for behoof of those

who cannot afford to “ keep a gig,” and especially

of workmen, clerks, and others; and wherein we
note that

—

“ In Paris the extension of the velocipede seems now to
be taken up in earnest, and not like wiib us as a mere
toy In America, too, the Builder’s idea is taking
root. A new style ofcarriage appeared in Boston recently.
It was a light open buggy, carrying two men, and had no

• Velocipedes, Bicycles, and Tricycles : How to Make-
and How to Use Thera ; with a Sketch of their History,
Invention, and Progress. By Velox. Koutledge & Sons.
London. 1S69,
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viiible meant locomotion save a tligkt apparatus under
the box and was guided as easily as if a horse had
been attached."

Now, does not this stow ttat the movement in

America was even specially connected, in its

origin, with our idea of a self-moving velocipede ?

We observe, too, from an article ou “Com-
pressed Air for propelling Vehicles,” in the
Builder of November 28th, 1868, in which we
refer as usnal to velocipedes, that compressed
air, as we have shown that we had years before

suggested, in connexion with this movement,
had then been snccessfally applied at New
Orleans to street-vehicles or cars. The air was
compressed into light but very strong vessels,
of a sorb of paper mash, at a station, by means
of steam power.

Of coarse, nothing we have said is to be held
as calling into question the origin of the bicycle.
That may have originated in France, in America,
or in England itself, for all that we know. It
seems to be doubtful, however, how or where
the bicycle originated. The Americans have
bicycles as well as the French

; and the author
of the little volume already noticed says that the
claim of the American patent of 1862 “ embraces
all the essential points of the modern bicycle.”
Yet he somewhat inconsistently, as well as quite
mistakenly, expresses his opinion that “there-
euscitation [of the velocipede movement] is
duo to the petits crevds and eocottes of Paris;”
although he also says that the French bicycle
was “a thing of the future” “ as far hack as
1866 ” (only two or three years ago), when “ the
Scieniific American recorded a patent for the
two-wheel velocipede with treadles and guiding
arms.” One would think this author has him-
self pretty clearly proved that both the new
velocipede movement and the bioyole were
known in America sooner than in France, as
they were in England sooner than in America.
We have, at all events, shown that several years
previously to 186G, and even to 1862, the move-
ment had already been originated in England,
and that the pioneer and originator of it was the
Builder.

We may conclude these notes by recording
a few circumstances as to recent “ velocipedal
progress.” Not only has the velocipede been
adapted to locomotion on ice, but also on water

jand a member of the Aeronautical Society, as
reported in Scientific Opinion, suggests it as a
basis for locomotion in the air !

T
Velocipede and Loco-Machine

Institute is being formed in London. Recently
a conference was held at the Inna of Conrt
Hotel, Holborn, for the purpose of explaining the
objects of the proposed Institute.
Two great improvements, says the New York

Herald of the 16th ulb., will be perfected this
week m velocipedes, and both are just the im-
provements that bid fair to make it a machine
of every-day utility. The first is a means of
oomg away with the j'arring sensation when
riding over rough pavements, and the second is
a device that trebles the speed with less than
the ordinary power and one-fourth the velocity
of treadle movement.

novelty-hunters are qnite done with
the velocipede, as we have already said, we trust
that one result of the movement may be that
the vehicle will be improved oat of mere velooi-
pedism, in the way we wish, and made nseful as
a traverser, to those who cannot afford to keep
either horse or chaise; enabling them to live
nealthmlly in out-of-tbe-way corners of the out-
flkirta of London and of other large towns, while
obh'ged to be daily in town on business.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
The fend between masters and men, we regret

to say, is believed to be getting more general
than ever. Throughout the whole of Lancashire
and Yorkshire the relation between them in
nearly every trade is most nnsettled. In Liver-
pool the master builders are said to be making
strenuous efforts to bring the unfortunate
difference which has arisen in the building
trade to a close, while on the other hand the
operative masons seemed equally determined not
to come to the terms of the masters as embodied
in the new rules. In oonsequenoe of the strike,
the principal works in the town have been sus-
pended

; though it is said that sufficient masons
have been obtained from other towns, chiefly
London, to enable operations to be resumed. By
onr last account there were 65 masons working
in Liverpool under the new rales, and 76 appren*
tices and “improvers.” There were from 80 to

100 non-society men also at work. The Opera-
tive Masons’ Society is an exceedingly strong

one,—it is said they have at least 27,000Z. in

hand.
The strike on the part of the Manchester

masons begins to show signs of feebleness in its

funds. In another month, if men come in as

rapidly as they have done since Whitsuntide,
the masters, it is said, will have hands enough
to carry on all works without any of the hands
now on strike,—some 6C0 or 700 of them.
At Leeds, a meeting of the masters has been

held, and the following resolution unanimously
adopted ;

—

“ That this meeting, feeling the importance of the
present struggle for the true principle in calculating time
and arbitration in cases of dispute, fully resolves, along
with the principal towns in England, to determinedly hold
out, and rejoices in the fact that so many men bavoagresd
to our terms, and commenced work in this and other
towns."

At Blackburn a strike in the bnilding trades

is imminent. The secretary of the Masters’

Association has received a letter from the

operatives’ union, intimating their intention of

proceeding with their notice of a reduction of

the workiog-hours from fifty-four to forty-nine

per week. The masters are firm in thoir deter-

mination not to submit to the reduction, and
the men will therefore go oat on strike.

The joiners of Over Darwen on strike, in con-

sequenoa of the refusal of the masters to comply
with the request of the operatives fora reduction

of the working hours, have refused to abate
their demands. An attempt is being made to

extend the strike to other towns in the neigh-

bourhood.
At Wigan, where the fight has been about the

hour system, the men have had an interview

with the masters, bat no arrangement was
come to.

The masters have given in at Leamington.
|

The builders aooeded to the demand of the men '

for an advance of 6il. per day, and the men on
strike were to resume work immediately at the

|

new rate of 5s. per day.
I

A number of the operative painters of Wor-

1

oester are on strike. They sent in a request to

their employers in March, asking them to adopt
the hour system, and to leave work at one o’clock

on Saturday—that being the custom in the other
branches of the building trade in Worcester—
and also asking a slight increase in their wages,
to come into operation on June Isb. The men
farther requested their employers to meet them
to discuss their request. The employers, with
one or two exceptions, took no notice of this

application. The men met on the 5th inst., and
decided to be at the shop atone o’clock on the 12th
inst., and demand payment by the hour. A
circular was sent to the employers on Monday
the 7th inst., informing them of this resolution.

A number of the employers then met and re-

solved not to alter their time of working or pay-
ment. About six shops, however, paid upon the

new system. The men strnck at the other shops,

but at one shop the men (numbering fourteen)

have gone in again, after the principals had
given an interview to a representative of the

men. The men desired to submit their case to

arbitration, a good opportunity being afforded

by Mr. Rupert Kettle’s preaeuce in Worcester

on the 6th instant, bub the employers refused

arbitration.

The bricklayers connected with the union in

Leicester have turned out on strike. The rate

of pay has been 6id. per hour, for 58i hours per
week, and an advance of id. per hour, and a
reduotion of the hours to 56 in the week, are

asked for, which, owing to the badness of trade

generally, the masters are unwilling to grant.

A strike of the bricklayers’ labourers for similar

objects is anticipated.

The joiners in Glasgow and its vicinity have
given their employers notice of their intention to

shorten their present hours of labour to nine
hours per dayon and after the Istof July, and have
issued voting-papers to all the shops and squads,

—the returns showing a majority of G to 1 in

favour of the proposed change.

Mr. Richard Harnott, general secretary of the

Operative Masons' Association, has issued the

following report :

—

“ The only new feature, in connexion with the etrilrea

andlock-outB this fortnight, is the appearance upon the

walls of large towns of huge placarUs and counter-

placards side by Bide, the one inviting to accept the em-
ployers' terms, and the other dissuading from accepting

such terms. The strikes now pending, with the niicnbera

on each respective strike-roll, are as follow Birming-

ham, 28; Birkenhead, 3; Bingley, 5; Manchester, 257;
Sunderland,?: total, 30i). Partial lock-outs still exist in

fourteen towns, viz.—Bolton, 0 ;
Bristol, 95; Coventry, 6;

Didsbury, 2; Fishford, 23; Halifax, 61 ;
Liverpool, 235;

Leeds, 66 ;
Lymm, 3 ;

Old Swan, 9; Sheffield, 25; Wake-
field, 9; Wigan, 7; Wolverhampton, 9: total, 569— making,
with those on strike, an aggregate of S59, showing a re-
duction of 21 members upon the funds since our last
return. As the gross total of members of the society is

18,291, it will be seen that both strikes and lock-outs do
not throw out of employ a twentieth of the actual mem-
bers of the society,"

Mr. Rupert Kettle, of Wolverhampton, who
has already settled by his arbitration so many
quarrels about wages between masters and men
in the Northern Counties, has just effected

another arrangement of the same kind among
the cotton-spinners of Oldham. On this oc-

casion Punch says:—“All our readers will

remember the opening of a famous domestic
quarrel in' one of Dickens’s Christmas Stories:
‘ Kettle begun it.’ Let us hope henceforth all

stories of trade-quarrels in the North will ran
‘ Kettle ended it,’ and that, encouraged by the

success of this voluntary conciliation court,

masters and men, instead of striking, will strike

up the popular chorus, ‘ Polly put the Kettle on.'

Punch begs leave to offer them a version of the

song for such occasions
;

” and a very good song
too : the refrain of it is :

—
“ Better put the Kettle on,

Better put the Kettle on,
Better put the Kettle on.
An il let's agree !

’’

An American paper, in allusion to the pro*

gress of the “eight hours movement” in the

States, says—"We have adopted the eight-hour

system in this office. We commence work at

eight o’clock in the morning and close at eight

in the evening.”

THE BRITISH MUSEUM,
You have recently devoted much space

to interesting notes on the (Albert) Museum,
South Kensington. How often do architects

visit the British Museum ? too often, or twice in

their lives ? Yet, beyond the old collection of

nnclying interest, much which is new has lately

been added. Many of your practical readers

will be glad to know that there is in the Bo-
tanical Gallery an excellent collection of cabinet

and coniferous woods, prepared and named by
Mr. Edwards. The piues and firs are specially

instructive to those who desire to acquire in-

formation touching the appearance of the several

kinds, a matter in which, however elementary,

much ignorance is sometimes manifested, pro-

duotive alike of confusion to the young prac-

titioner and of injury to his clients.

The art-student will be strikingly impressed
by the haughty grandeur, specially in the pose

and tournure of the lofty head, of a half-ruined

colossal lion, from a Doric txjmb on a promontory
near Cuidns, Asia Minor. Wandering here, in

the Egyptian and Nimroud Galleries, and wend-
ing through the Greek and Roman Saloons, the

contrast between the Kensington and British

Museums is very remarkable. The former may
be said to be characterised by sensationalism,

the latter by solidity. Gigantic Egypt, mother
of mysteries, lies silent as death, yet living

before ns,—massive, simple, snblime ; the human
heads startling in their calm repose, abstraction,

and dignity, yet over pleasing, almost smiling,

and benevolent. Curiously interposed between
Egypt and the standpoint of the Cnidus lion,

almost as a veil, stands the solid symbolism of
Assyria,—minute and elaborate, yet grand and
overpowering ; its oere-cloths oast aside, and
risen, perfect almost as when buried, from the
sepulchre of ages. And ideal and beanteoua
Greece, joyous yet tempered with her own pale

cast of thought, with her faint and distant

shadow, Rome,—they, too, speak here, oh, how
eloquently beyond words ! still with over that

wondrous appearance of unconsoiousneea of the

spectator, and striking absence of any sign of

mere self-exhibition, which deifies the gods and
ennobles the men. But, what ! our ancient love,

Clytie, is it she ? Surely, yes. She, all know,
pined away, and was metamoi-phosed into a
flower

;
but on what poetio or prosaic authority

is her phantom changed from of old into “ an
empress of the Augustan period”? Another
supposititious subject, “ Caligula,” arrests in-

stant attention among the novelties; bat who-
ever the airy and elegant figure portrays, there

can be no mistake about the nobility of his

steed.

The Parthenon marbles are now concentrated
in the second Elgin Room, the frieze of the cella

being protected with glass. In what was called

the First Elgin Room are remains from the

Mausoleum at Halicaruassas, erected in the
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palmy period of Greek art;, and whick gave ita

name tosubseqaent memoriala of the kind. The
magnidcent ooloaaal horses seem to prance and
curve; the lions are very characteristic studies;
and not the least interesting statue is one pre-
sumed to be of ifansolus himself,—a draped
figure of great dignity, found broken into sixty-
five fragments, at length reunited.

Externally, sheds still disfigure the colonnades,
tantalizing with dreams of priceless treasures
there and in cellars concealed from public gaze,
and recalling the plaintive cry of “ Antiques ”

in Count Platen’s mournful verses :

—

“ Hero have ye piled ua together, and left ua in cruel
confusion;

Each one preaaiog bia fellows, and each of ua shading
his brother;

None in a fitting abode, in the life-giving play of the
sunshine.

Here in disorder wo lie, like desolate bones in a charnel

;

Waking, in all that can feel, deep sense of sorrowful
yearning

For the magnificent days when, as all but alive, we were
honoured

!

Ye, too, have ye no temples, no pleached arcades in
your gardens,

VYhere ye can take us, and plant us all near the un.
perishing heavens,

Alter our own sweet wont, to the joy of the pious
beholder?”

The colossal pedestals will, it is to be feared,
long continue without colossal statues; but
cannot the acomplished architect to the Museum
persuade the authorities to place a fountain in

the centre of the grass-plot on either side of the
portico ? With two more respectful suggestions,—the labelling of hundreds of objects without
any description, and the issue separately, with
division of cost, of catalogues of the collectious
of natural history and antiquities, two diverse
subjects conjoined in one pamphlet,— I may con-
clude this slight annotation on, incomparably,
the moat valuable collection existing in one
edifice of natural, artistic, and literary produc-
tions. Edward L. Taubuck.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
The New Liverpool and Manchester Railway ,

—

Messrs. Benton & Woodriss, railway contractors,
have entered into an engagement to complete
the new railway within two years. The railway,
which is undertaken by the Manchester and
Sheffield Company, in conjnnction with the Mid-
land and Great Northern Companies, will have
a capacions station in Ranelagh-atreet, Liver-
pool, and will join the Garston line about a
quarter of a mile on the Liverpool side of that
village, leaving Woolton to the left. It will then
run through Farnworth and the heart of War-
rington, taking, in its course to Manchester, the
edge of Carrington Moss, Fliiton, and other
places, and will join the Manchester, South
Junction, and Altrincham line near Old Trailbrd.

There will be a fork from the line near Carring-
ton to join the line at present constructed, lead-
ing through Stockport, and it will form a con-
nexion with the Midland Company’s new line

running through Derbyshire and the neighbour-
hood of Woodley, and also with the Manchester,
Sheffield, and Lincolnshire line at Godley, thereby
forming a through route to London and all the
places of importance on the eastern coast. The
line from Liverpoolto Manchester will be almost
straight—32i miles in length, and the introduc-
tion of the latest improvements in the construc-
tion of engines and carriages will, it is expected,
enable passengers to traverse the distance in
forty-five minutes. The line presents but few
engineering difficulties, the chief erection being
the bridge over the St. Helen’s and Warrington
Canal. The heaviest portion of the works at the
Liverpool end of the line will be commenced
very shortly in the neighbourhood of Halewood.

Rcxigh and Ready.—A bridge on the Jefferson-

ville and Indianopoiis railroad, 160 ft. long, was
recently burned down, and rebuilt so that the
trains passed over in eighteen hours.

A Screech of Triumph.—The comfiletion of the
Central Pacific railroad was celebrated charac-
teristically at San Francisco. When the tele-

graph announced the last rail laid, the whistles
of thirty locomotives, gaily decked, and drawn
up in a line, screeched out in concert as an ex-
pression of joy, and the steam-whistles in the
city joined in.

The proposed Bridge Across the Mersey.—Ab a
recent meeting of the committee of works of the
Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, Messrs. Low
& Thomas, the projectors of the proposed Liver-
pool and Birkenhead railway, were present by
invitation. The principal features of the scheme
discussed by the Board were the two piers pro-
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posed to be placed in the river, and the height
of the bridge above high-water mark. One
member of the committee considered that the
height of I'lO ft. above high-water mark was
insufficient; and others were of opinion that
objection would be raised to the piers in the
river. Messrs. Low & Thomas were referred to

the conservators of the river, and if it were found
that no objection was raised by them, the com-
mittee of works thought that the Mersey Docks
and Harbour Boards would not raise any
difficulties.

THE SITE FOR THE LAW COURTS.
A PARISHIONER of St. Clement Danes being

asked for hie consent to the Bill for acquiring
the Embankment site, writes,—

“ I diasent in reference thereto. Firstly—Becanae,
from my knowledge of the site, my conviction is that the
cost will go far beyond the amount provided in the Bill.

Secondly—Because, owingto the quicksand on theThames
Embankment, it may be found necessary to have the
foundations on the site of the streets, which would render
the acquisition of the blocks of buildings up to the Strand
frontage necessary. Thirdly—Even if the Thames Em-
baakment ground could be used for the foundation, from
the cesthetic point of view, Somerset House—one of the
finest buildings in London—would bo eclipsed in effect by
Mr. Street's proposed fufade to the river. Fourthly

—

Because, from the economical point of view, the Carey-
street site would be found better adapted to the Law
Courts. And, finally— Because the parish of St. Clement
Strand has already been seriously injured by the removal
of a large neighbourhood, and a second clearance in the
parish of a large locality would cause a serious amount of
ruin and inconvenience to the inhabitants, which no
amount of compensation could repay."

The Royal Commiasion have appointed a com-
mittee to examine all the questions of measnre-
menb and coat.

Mr. E. M. Barry isjnstly urging that

" The printed correspondence, in answer to Mr. Ben-
tinck'a motion on the appointment of the architect,' is
partial and ineoroplete.” He says,—“It omits several
letters from Mr. Street and myself, written when there
was no dillerence of opinion between us, that the decision
of the judges could not be departed from (as baa since
been done) without an intolerable breach of faith. It does
not give, moreover, some further letters from me, in one
of which, several months since, I asked for definite
information on an important point without obtaining a
reply. I hope Mr. Bentinck or some other member will
get his return completed, as it is most unfair to me that a
portion of my correspoudence should be printed with the
omission of contest and sequel.”

LINCOLN DIOCESAN ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

Tbe annual gathering of this association was
held on Wednesday and Thursday, June 2nd and
3rd, at Southwell, under the presidency of Dr.

I

Wordsworth, Bishop of Lincoln. Wednesday’s !

proceedings commenced with service in the
minster.

|

Mr. Fowler, architect to the dean and chapter
!

of Durham Cathedral (formerly connected with I

Southwell Minster), afterwards read a paper
descriptive of the architectural features of:
Southwell Collegiate Church. In the afternoon, I

after divine service, Mr. Fowler gave an account

'

of the old palace to a company assembled in the '

grounds.

In the evening a meeting was held in the
Assembly-rooms, presided over by the Bishop of
Lincoln.

Mr. Bloxam read a paper on the effigy of
Archbishop Sandys, and Mr. Dimock on “ The
Documentary History of Southwell.”
On Thursday the members made an excursion

to Rofford Abbey, the seat of Captain Saville;
also calling on their way at the varions churches
between Southwell and Edwinatowe. A large
party proceeded on the excursion, which included
Halam, Edingley, Farnsfield, Bilathorpe, Rufford
Abbey, and Edwinatowe. About twenty convey-
ances of various descriptions were occupied by
the party, and the weather was fine. At Rufford
Abbey they had luncheon. After visiting
Edwinatowe they returned to Southwell. The
annual dinner was held there in the Assembly-
room. During the meeting of the Society a paper
“ On the Documentary History of Southwell,”
by the Rev. J. F. Dimock, of Bamborongh, was
read.

Archdeacon Trollope on Thursday evening
read a paper “ On the Norman and Early English
Styles of Gothic Architecture

;

” and Mr. Poole
another ” On Ways and Means.”

The Arundel Society.—The annual general
meeting of this society was held on Monday
last when the council gave a very favourable
report of its condition and progress.
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF STREETS.
Numbhous propositiona having been set forth with

regard tj dividing the metropolis into distriota, one more
proposal I ventnre to think will not muddle those who are
now endeavouring to bring forth a great aoheme. This
additional idea is, divide the metropolia into twenty-four
districts, and name each after the letters of our alphabet,
A, B, C, and so on. In district A let all the names of tbe
streets commence with A, Arbinger, Aloe, Ark, Adare,
&c., and down to Z district with tbe names of the streets
commencing with Zug, Zura, Zealand, 4c. The alter-
native I give is, let the streets in each district be known
by a number: thus, A 1, A 50, "W 4, Z 10, and so on.
This latter will be the most simple. The letters and
numbers could be easily and inexpensively marked on aQ
the lamps, and when it becomes known that No. 1 street
in each district commenced nearest St. Paul’s Cathedral, a
child would have no difficulty in finding tbe direction
required. Although streets in some parts of America are
known by numbers (in letters, not numerals), there are no
districts; and instead of writing one hundred and thirty-
seventh street, here it would be simply 137 A.
Objections may he raised as to doing away with familiar

names; but, according to many late instances, familiar
names and things have not stood in the way for supposed
improvements. Sid.

PORTUGUESE ARCHITECTURE.*
M. Silva, the architect of the King of Portu-

gal, read au able paper on Portuguese architec-
ture, ab the Congress of Architects held in

Paris in 1867, which he has now published and
illustrated with five photographs. It is written
in French. The first photograph contains eight
portraits of foreign architects who attended the
congress, from Austria, Hungary, Prussia,
America, Russia, and Portugal

; the others re-

present buildings illustrative of different periods
of Portuguese architecture. After a few pre-
liminary remarks, M. Silva puts the clue to his

thoughts about the architecture of his country
in oar hands. Ho states his conviction, like

others, that the arts—especially architecture

—

are mirrors which reflect the moral and physical

condition of the people who cultivate them ; and
that they become, in their turn, a powerful ele-

ment in their civilization
;
and he then proceeds to

show how Portuguese architecture exercised its

influence in developing the civilization of the
Portuguese, and to consider the mission of the
architect to society. Four buildings are sufficient

to illustrate his theme. These, he considers,

characterise the principal phases of Portuguese
architecture as well as of the life of the Portu-
guese people. They are the monasteries of AI-
cobaijft, Batalha, Belem, and the Royal Palace of
Mafra.

The monastery of Alcoba9a was the work of
Alphonse I., the founder of tbe Portuguese
monastery, in the middle of the twelfth century.
Though it has been altered from time to time,

it has maintained the proportions of its primi-
tive construction, its simple portals, its high and
thick walls, its three roofs sustained by massive
columns, destitute of ornaments; and these,

M. Silva believes, exemplify the simple faith of
the Portuguese of those days, their gross ,bitb

pure and simple manners, their efforts for the
foundation of the monarchy, and the consolida-

tion of the national independence. The high walls,

massive and sombre as the walls of a fortress,

tell us that their founders were absorbed with
religious and warlike ideas, and that the vitality

of tbe nation was employed exclusively in the
battle-field.

The Convent of Batalha, ’erected by Jean I,,

after his victory over the King of Castile, had
placed him upon the throne of his natural brother,
Ferdinand, marks another epoch in the sove-
reignty of the people, called by the author tte
most remarkable and glorious in the history of
the country. Of all Portuguese monuments th'S'

is that which he considers presents the most ad-
mirable harmony in all its parts, the most taste,

the best distribution of ornament, and the
greatest excellence in exeention. It also shows
the beginning of a great impulse given to the
national life, the glories acquired by the king
and his son over the rival claimants of the throne
in the field of battle, as well as the discovery of
new lands and seas. Besides reflecting the
development of a nation, architecture contri-

butes to it in placing before the eyes of the mass
beauties the contemplation of which has the
effect of gradually aofeening their manners ; and
this building in an eminent degree fulfilled both
missions.

The end of the fifteenth century saw another
great change in the rate of Portuguese progress-
The discovery of the route to the Indies by

* Dissertation Artistiqno sur TArchitectare en Portugal,
depnis la YH^me au XVIIIome Siecle, lue dans le Con-
gr6s International des Arcliitectes a Paris dans la Sdanca
de 29 Juillet, 1867. Par Chevalier J. P. N. Da Silva,

Architecte de S.M. le Hoi du Portugal. Lisbon, 1S69.
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VaBco da Gama, gave a great impulse to the
national life. Conquest, commerce, and naviga-
tion pub the Portuguese in communication with
foreign people, and furnished them much new
information, which gave rise to new wants, and
modified their habits. Riches gave birth to
luxury. Austerity changed to softness, sim-
plicity to gallantry. Adventure was the order
of the day, and hymns of triumph a popular fea-
tare. This phase of Portuguese history II.
Silva considers elaborately represented in the
monastery of Belem, erected by King Emmanuel
the Great, in memory of the discovery of the
Indies and of Vasco da Gama. In this noble
building be sees the greatness and heroic courage
which presided at the foundation of the Porta-
guese dominion in the East, and that made
Lisbon th6_ commercial centre for all the pro-
ducts of Asia, as well as the splendour and glory
of the national arms, and the poetry of the
adventnrous enterprises. The feeling that pre-
sided at its construction is an indication of the
grand enthusiasm for the propagation of the
faith, and the aggrandisement of the monarchy
that animated the Portuguese at that period.

^
The fourth era iu the national history

illustrated by a building is that when Jean V.
ceased to convene the three estates of the king-
dom to his councils, and inaugurated a personal
or absolute government. The sumptuous con-
vent and palace of Mafra was erected by this
monarch. At this time the world was ringing
with praises of the works of Bramanti, Peruzzi,
Sangallo, Michelangelo, Vignola, and Palladio,’
consequently, it is not to be wondered at that
the new palace was in the Renaissance style.
Whilst taking the works of these artists into
consideration, M. Silva declares that the arohi-
tecb of this palace did not blindly copy them

;though he seized the feeling of the fashion they
set, he gave a national tone to his building

; told
of the manners, hopes, and aspirations o’f the
sovereign and the people; and in raising it
created a type of national architecture, not
handsome, but regular, noble, and majestic,—

a

type which serves as the chronicle and portrait
of the long reign of Jean V. In the colossal
proportions of the edifice, especially, and in the
boldness of the superb cupola, he symbolised
the elevation of the legislative ideas then being
shown in the opening of canals, construction of
roads and bridges, the introduction of new
industries, the re-organisation of the navy, the
foundation of an academy, and other works.
Again, m the severity of the facades of the
palace, and the strictness of their expression,
might be traced the manner in which royal and
monastic life were blended; thns the archi-
tecture showed the severe etiquette audoatenta-
tiou of piety of the court of Jean V., and the
insies habits and monotonous manners of the
people. Twenty thousand men worked at it.
Its foundation, therefore, M. Silva believes was
the inauguration of a new epoch of reform and
splendour, for it encouraged the arts and created
artists, who, by their talents and application to
work, contributed to the progress of civilization.

After recounting that monuments constitute
the beat chronicles of the history of peoples,
M. Silva sets before the architect what he con’
eludes to be his double mission firstly, to make
the edifices entrusted to him to erect appro-
priate to the manners, customs, and tastes of
the people among whom he dwells, when he thus
becomes their historian

; secondly, to make an
effort to introduce into his country good taste
to establish harmony and system in the pro’
portions of buildings, so that there may be trans-
mitted insensibly into the national mind the
harmony and order which give birth to generous
thoughts and grand civilising enterprises

; and,
above all, to search carefully to ameliorate social
conditions. Very suggestive, dignified, and
thoughtful are many of M. Silva’s remarks.
Beauty, he continues, is an ideal very difficult
to define, and which, in the vast realms of
nature, takes very varied and capricious forms
Afak a rustic what are the attributes of beauty
and he will not know what to answer; but place
before him a beautiful object, and you will see
his ecstasy and astonishment. When a city is
transformed so rapidly as Paris has been, little
by little, by the systematic action of her archi-
tecta. Its inhabitants, accustomed to see on all
sides the same principles of order, precepts of
regularity, and laws of harmony, cannot fail to
acquire good taste as a sort of possession trans-
mitted from father co son. The most transeen-
aentai view of an architect’s mission is obtained
when we observe how he is called to assist at
most of our social problems. When the re-

organization of punishment for criminal offences
was before the Legislature, the architect stepped
in with the penitentiary, in which building the
criminal was preclnded from evil communica-
tions, and every facility offered him to commence
a new life

; when the disasters of the old hospital
systems were the burden of the day, the arohi-
tect, with his new distribution of light and air,
and infinity of sanitary contrivances, was the
cure for them; and, in the great question of
public amusement, the architect is again all in
all m the theatre and other salles de spectacle
looking after the necess iry ventilation and the
pnblic safety generally. And, without the
architect, the grand fetes, of which the inter-
national exhibitions are the most remarkable
would be impracticable. After dwelling in this
manner upon the distinguished position of the
architect devant la socUtd, the influence he
exercises in its illustration and upon its well-
being, and the duty of Governments to second
with all the means in their power the noble and
very honourable mission which the progress of
humanity has confided to him, M. Silva con-
cludes with words of recoguition of the grandeur
of the great gathering together of all nations,
which was the occasion of the congress, and of
the affability of French hospitality and the
generosity of French encouragement. It will
be remembered that EogUsh architects were
TOnspicuona by their absence from the congress
English architecture had not a single reore-
sentative. ^
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CREWE HALL, CHESHIRE.
Ckewe Hall, one of the most interesting relics

of English seventeenth century architecture, was
destroyed by fire, as most of our readers are pro-
.bably aware, in 1866. Since that time it has
been in course of restoration (with additions)
under Mr. Edward M. Barry, A.R.A., and is now
nearly completed. Some years since, it was efi'ec-
tively restored by Mr. Blore, who, having with-
drawn from active professional duties, was not
willing to undertake the work a second time,
though invited by Lord Crewe to do so. Themam body of the house was entirely gutted
by the fire (except portions of the dining-
room) and has been almost wholly rebuilt
according to its original design. The kitchen
and offices were but slightly injured. The
dining-room, the carved parlour, and the prin-
cipal staircase, which were among the best
specimens of Elizabethan architecture, have
been carefully restored according to their original
design and the other parts of the house have
been designed by the architect to correspond
with them in style. As the accommodation for
guests was very limited, new bedrooms and
dressiDg.rooms have been added in a tower and
private wing towards the garden, additional
servants’ offices have been constructed on the
ground-floor, and advantage has been taken of
the necessary reconstruction of the roof to form
in it an attic story containing about twenty
rooms for servants or others. The rooms for themen are divided from the women’s rooms by a
wall of separation. A new oircnlar staircase
leads from the ground-floor to the former, and
the latter are approached by a distinct stair-
case.

New terraces have been built around the
hou^, and the design for that given iu our view
has been taken from an oil painting in the pos.
session of Lord Crewe, which shows Crewe Hall
in the olden time, wich terraces and a gateway
which have since disappeared. The principal
piers of the balnatrade are finished with sup-
porters carved by Messrs. Farmer.
The chief alteration of the interior consists of

the formation of the hall and principal staircase
with open galleries round it, to give access to the
rooms on the mezzanine floor. Corridors on the
one-pair floor for a similar purpose are built over
the ceiling of the mezzanine corridors, leaving
the centre of the court occupied by the skylight
which lights the hall. These corridors occupy
the four sides oyer the mezzanine corridors
Ihey are arched with ornamental plaster ceilings
ot strapwork

; at the four corners the corridors
imish with four domes, with pendentives lighted
through the eyes of the domes with ornamental

An internal view of the hall was exhibited at
the Royal Academy in 1868. It is entirely con-
structed of oak, with a hammer-beam roof, and
principals filled in with perforated and carved
Elizabethan fretwork. The hall is lighted from
the top by squares of stained glass. The glass
shows the heraldic devices of the Crewe family,

divided by moulded oak ribi.with carved bosses
at the mterseotions. All the stained glass
.s by Messrs Clayton & B3II. From the pen-
dants ti the hammer-beams wroiight-iron gase-

nfght^^
^®3sr8. Hardman, will light the hall at

The carved parlour has been restored according
to Its original design, except that the chimney-
piece, which was formerly of stone, is now of
alabaster and m irble. The somewhat grotesque
modelbng of the figures in the bas-reliefs above
the wall-frammg has likewise been modified.
The room_ is 14 ft. 6 in. in height, and the wall-
Iramiog is 9 fc. high, with plaster-work above,
consisting of bas-reliefs in panels and foliated
scroll-work.

The staircase communicates with the hall and
the landings are enlarged by being thrown open
to It by triple openings on each landing. The
openings on the one-pair floor (on which the
drawing-rooms and pictnre-gallery are situated)
lead to the corridors above described, and are of
stone, forming an arcade of semicircular arches
elaborately carved. A view of the hall is ob-tamed from the corridors at each end, through
openings level with the hammer-beams of the
roof. A hot-water warming apparatus has been
placed under the hall, and air-flues lead from it
to conduct warm air to all the principal rooms.
Ihe latter are panelled with oak framing, and
the drawing-rooms have dados and floor-borders
ot inlaid woods of different colours.
The chimney-pieces are of marble and alabas-

ter carved and inlaid. That for the picture-
gallery 18 15 ft. high and 10 ft. wide. It contains
over the opening two oval niches, in which are
placed marble busts of two ancestors of Lord
Orewe, Bishop Crewe and Sir Randolph Crewe
executed by Mr. Weekes, R.A. The drawing’
room chimney-piece contains, in a panel, a bas-

-^^“stead, representing a scene in
the Tempest.” The design of these and some
other chimney-pieces is very elaborate

; and the
modelling of them and of the work generally has
been carried out by Mr. J. Mabey, of Princes-
street, Westminster, who was engaged largelym the modelling for the Houses of Parliament,
under the late Mr. Thomas. Mr. Mabey also
executed the elaborately-enriched ceilings of the
principal rooms.
The library is fitted up with walnut bookcases,

over which are bas-reliefs in plaster of various
acenes from English poets by Mr. Mabey, and
the lower parts of the bookcases support statu-
et es oak, about 18 in. high, of Elizabethan
celebrities, by Mr. Philip. The chapel, which is
consecrated, 13 on the ground-floor, with LordCrewe 8 pew m a gallery at the west end, ap-
proached from the hall by the mezzanine corridor,
ihe roof is oak, haying arched principals, with
plaster panels between them, and is being
decorated by Messrs. Clayton & Bell. The other
parts of the building are being decorated by Mr.
brace. Ihesacrarium arch at the east end of
the chapel is of alabaster and marble, with
incised patterns

; and the reredos under the
window is of similar materials, with medallion
heads of prophets and saints, by Mr. Philip The
east window is ailed with stained glass; The
entrance to the chapel is at the west end, under
Lord Crewe a psw. The latter is carried on a
aoreen of oak, with double arcades. The ceutre
opening 13 closed by wrought-iron gates, by
Messrs. Hardman. ^

carried out by Messrs.
W. Lubitb & Co., as general contractors, and are
expected to be completed during the present
year.

^

Lord Crewe has been very anxious, while
retamiug the characteristic style of his iutereat-
ing house, to render the present works illus-
trative of the art of the present time

; and
Messrs. Weekes, Armstead, Philip, Grace,
Clayton, Hardman, and all who have been en-
gaged, have readily co-operated with the architect
in carrying out his views.

Mr. Barry tells ns that as regards the parts of
the building which have been restored according
to their original design, he has derived much
assistance from the drawings of Crewe Hall
contained in Mr. Richardson’s valuable work on
Old English Mansions.

A. Bedroom.
B. DreBsing-room.
C. Housekeeper’s Room.
D. Bakery.
E. Slill-rootn.

F. Cleaning-room.
G. Fruit-room.
H. Mcat-larder.
I. Larder.
E. Pastry.

REFERENCES.

I
L. Muniment-room.
M. Strong Closet.

I

N. Giass.
0. Store-cioset.

' P. Knives.
; Q. Fish-iarder.

1
R. ‘Women’s Stairs.

I S. Men’s Stairs.

I

T. Private Pew.
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BUILDINGS NEXT THE THAMES.
Sir,—

T

hose who advocate the placing of our
public buildings upon the embankments, have,
perhaps, in their mind’s eye the Seine and the
view formed by the magnidcent buildings lining
its banks. The tout ensemble is worthy of imita-
tion, and, as Englishmen and lovers of the beauti-
ful, we wish London to possess as grand, as
ennobling a scene. But London and Paris, the
Thames and the Seine, are very different affairs,
and must be treated differently.

The Thames, with its broad black bosom, seems
to me inimical to architectural effect

; it dwarfs
the largest buildings, and by the similarity of its
colour to our soot-stained, woe-begoue edifices,
produces such a heavy sameness, as to destroy
all poetry—all sublimity. The traffic of coal
barges, the puffing of grimy steamers, the tack-
ing of lighters, the stationary and helpless-look-
ing dredgers, all combine, not only to stir up in
heavy rolling volumes the mud and sediment of
the bottom, but also the spectator’s bile; whilst
the occasional plush, plash, of the tnrbid waters
upon landing steps, and the ceaseless sucking
motion of the waves as they lazily rise and fall,
are more suggestive of suicide than msthetios.
What effect does the river front of the Houses

of Parliament produce upon the voyajeur as he
passes it on his way up or down the river ?
Not one of awe for the size of the building, nor
one of admiration for its beauty,—rather in-
djfference; but place that front in the position
of another well-abused building, the National
Gallery, and both awe and admiration would
result.

bridges which span the stream, and
the heavy overpowering viadnets, all help to
dwarf the finest buildings, and to militate against
architectural effect. I am not arguing for the
neglect of the embankments by the architect.
I simply state that the embankment is not the
fittest place in London to put a fine building, but
one where it will have to contend against many
killing effects.

^

Admitting, therefore, that the embankments,
although unfit for the display of our finest build-
mgs, whose size and importance should be
enhanced rather than overpowered by contrast, I
would plant thickly with trees more thickly than
at present attempted, and devote the building
Bites to largo shops, encouraging rather than
deprecating diversity of architecture

; for this
reason,—since grandeur is out of the question, I
would invite the p’cturesque to assist me; by so
doing the bridges would gain importance and
pace—the green trees by day, and the bril-
lianlly-lighted shops by night, would divest the
river of some of its moody blackness, and give
mo the satisfaction of improving existing costly
works, in8tea,d of the disappointment consequent
uppa the failure of a vast scheme met at all
points by adverse forces.
The manner in which our neighbours would

lows*^

subject would probably be as fol-

_

Here, they would say, “ we have a wide
rwer we consider it too wide for architectural
Buect

: so, for that reason and others, we will
ay our foundation, running from London Bridge
to Obelsea and upon this will erect a grand row
31 houses facing north and south upon each side

;

ive will have a broad roadway with double rows
3t trees; the river wall shall be massive and
aanclsome, with corresponding steps and landing-
places; we will remove all the mud from the
ihannels separated by this long island

; we will
joncrete or otherwise pave the bottom

; and will
-hen, without a blush on our cheek, invite both
lalmon and trout to disport themselves in our
low silvery Thames. Do not think we have not
lealb with the towns higher up with a strong
land : the strength of the current so augmented
)y this narrowing will prevent the accumulation
rt any deposit, and assist na in discovering weak-
less m such of the works crossing the river and

Its banks as shall have been already com-
Jeted. This latter consideration, be assured, is
30ked upon by us as very weighty.”
Mr. Lowe is quite welcome to this last idea •

he work, he will instantly see, will more than
'Uy for itself. He should therefore give it his
est consideration and support, when started •

therwise, the best thing he can do is to leave
he whole business alone : lot the Courts be built
pen the Strand site, where the architect will
3il him they ought to be placed.
In contemplating the manner in which the
hole subject has been treated by our legislators,
ae 18 apt to look upon our countrymen as only
ettifoggers in art. What a fuss and bother

have been kicked up about the three millions

;

ruination and bankruptcy have been made to
follow the expenditure of such an enormous

Three millions ! three
millions ! three millions ! Notes of admiration
fail to convey the terrible reality. Repetition,
trumpet-tongued, still seems but the piping of a
whistle, to those of our wise men who look upon
gold as god and art as dross. Why, it is art,
and art alone, that makes gold of any value.
But these “cute” political economists cannot
conceive a proposition so absurd. Where money
is so quickly, quietly, and surely got rid of

—

where capital fpolitical) is not to be made by
retrenchment—we think nothing of throwing a
million of money into the lap of Mr. Reed, and
beseeching him to favour us with one of bis
monsters as a quid pro quo

;

and thus monster
after monster, million after million, come and
go, and are likely to go on for ever; but when a
million or two aro required for art purposes,
how very valuable |money becomes ! Terily,
England is a great country, bub it has much to
learn yet as regards the fostering of the arts.
Boasting, as we do, of being the wealthiest
nation on the face of the globe, it is a pity we
cannot boast of a higher civilization. What with
the sneers of some of our leading men at learn-
ing, their open flouting or neglect of fine art,
the question naturally arises as to the good of
doing anything bob eating and drinking. The
masses are by such teaching led to believe that
such must be the fact. Let us hope, however,
that the ventilation of this Law Court business,
and its connexion with the expenditure of money
for art purposes, will teach the nation that
lesson BO necessary for its trne greatness.

M. U.

COMPETITIONS.
Kings Norton Union. — The Guardians of

King’s Norton Union, Worcestershire, have
selected the designs of Mr. E. Holmes, architect,
for the new workhouse to be erected at Selly
Oak. The estimated cost is about IS.OOOZ.
The plans have already been approved by the
Poor-law Board, and tenders are to be at once
advertised for. This is the ninth successive com-
petition this architect has of late been engaged
upon, in each of which (as we are informed) he
has been more or less signally successful.

THE DRINKING FOUNTAIN IN
BERKELEY SQUARE.

Designers of drinking-fountaios may obtain
a wrinkle by visiting the Lansdowne Fountain
in Berkeley-square. The stream of water has
a fall of about 3 fc. from the lip of the urn into
the basin, and nearly the same into the cap
when held at the usual height. Result:—

A

small shower-bath to the thirsty wayfarer, re-
freshing or otherwise, according to individual
opinion

; also a wet and muddy condition of
pavement generally prevalent around the foun-
ain- A. S. C. B.

STYLE IN ARCHITECTURE.
Sir,—I observe in your last issne that the

distinguished French editor, M. Cmsar Daly,
complains of the absence of “ a really sctenbific
definition of what constitutes a style ” in archi-
hectare. However this may be, there does not
appear any insuperable difficulty in the mattar.
A style of architecture is simply that charac-
teristic and collective material expression in
which all the artists concerned in its production,
working among a given people or iu a given
age, coincide. To be true, it must indicate the
people’s or age’s collective type of character.
This is an indispensable requisite

; and to be
good or great, it must indicate good or great
things. Bub such good or great things are to be
considered in reference to the people or age

;
for

into what is abstractly, or absolutely, good or
great, the subject does not require us to enter,
at least until we have, in some small degree,
consolidated modern diverse theories into one
consistent code.

“ So our virtues
Lie in the interpretation of the time."

The above explanations will be found to apply
rigorously to the Egyptian, Greek, Roman,
Gothic, and other ancient styles

; but now we
have neither a true nor good, much less great
style of architecture, reflecting our collective
type of character

;
recent reproductions of effete

styles (a retrogression, not revival, almost con-

fined to architecture and sculpture), mirrorin:^,
not modernism, but undue reverence for anti-
quity. It is clearly obvious that one man never
did and never can invent a new style of arohi-
tecture

;
this being consequent on the concur-

rence of many men, still leaving room for the
exclusive peculiarities of individuals, constitu-
ting their separate manners or modes of express-
ing a oonorete generality,' or generic style. Of
course, to develope the style, there must be a
certain conseutaneousness of sentiment, with
harmony of conviction and aim, governing nni-
versality of expression of what is in, or common
to, every mind

;
such oneness as there was of

old, and is absent now in this unsettled time.
Bnb if architects, like our foremost literati,
really thought for themselves, they would evolve
results proportionately untainted by low copy,
istic retrogression, and more characteristic of
the present age than of past periods of history.

E. L. T.

THE CHURCHYARD OF ST. MARGARET’S,
WESTMINSTER.

Sir,—

W

ill yon allow mo to suggest through
your columns a small public improvement P

The churchyard of St. Margaret’s, Westminster,
extending from the church for the full length of
the Abbey, is now in this condition :

—

It is bounded by an old and mean-looking
palisade railing. It is traversed by footways
that are paved with grave-stones, while its
general surface is irregularly studded with grave-
stones, the intervening spaces being covered with
a coarse gravel. Owing to the constant traffic,
the inscriptions on the gravestones are mostly
obliterated. The whole inclosure presents a
slovenly and unsatisfactory appearance.
My suggestion is, to renew the palisade railing,

say, with a similar railing to that near the statue
of Canning

; to take np all the gravestones, and
to range them regularly ronnd the border of the
churchyard, so as to form an inner margin,
finishing this margin with a granite edging

; to
lay out and pave the requisite footpaths, finish-
iog them with a lik^granite edging

;
and to turf

over all the residue.
’

I think if some such scheme as this were
carried out under the eye of Mr, E. M. Barry,
who has so much improved the adjacent open
spaces, a satisfactory improvement might be
effected without much cost.
Might I also suggest to the authorities in

charge of the Abbey to have the grass that
borders the building mowed occasionally, and
not to permit rubbish to be deposited against the
buttresses ? z.

METROPOLITAN BUILDING ACT.
At the meeting of the Metropolitan Board of

Works on Friday last, the Building Act Com-
mittee submitted a Bill to amend the Building
Act, and recommended that it be at once intro-
duced into the House of Commons, and that Mr.
Tite, M.P., be requested to take charge of the
same, which was approved by the Board. A
letter was received from the Home Secretary,
stating that the Parliamentary connsel had been
requested to make the additions suggested by
the Board to the schedule of the Bill for the
transfer of the duties connected with dangerous
strncturea to the Board.

CHARING-CROSS THEATRE.
One man in his time plays many parts, and so

it is with some buildings. The Lowther dancing-
rooms, on the north aide of King William-street,
Strand, were transformed some few years ago
into a Roman Catholic Chapel, the original seat
of the “ Oratoriana.” When tbat'body migrated
to Brompton the chapel became a temple sacred,
not to Wodiu, but to Woodin, bight the Poly-
graphic Hall; and now, presto, pass! and we
have in its stead a smart little theatre, with
boxes, pit, and gallery, capable of holding some
1,200 persons, with 8tage,aud underground green-
room. There are also eight private boxes. Mr.
Evers has acted as architect

;
Mr. Poster, builder •

aud the decorations have been executed by Mr!
Bradwell, who is one of the proprietors. The
ornamental work in relief, including the per-
forated dome, balcony-fronts, and proscenium,
were designed and executed by Messrs. White &
Co., in their carton pierre and papier mache.
The figures in the spandrels of the prosoeninm,
on the ceiling, and in lunettes on each side over
the private boxes, are tastefully painted bv
Mr. Ballard.
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16 A PEIMB NUMBER.

SiE,—In the preface which Mr. Fergnaeon has

written to his “ Architecture of Hindoatan,” I

read with considerable surprise the following

passage on the number 16 as a prime number :

—

“ Its importance will scarcely be felt by those who hare

not been in India, and who consequently cannot know how
all-important the division of everything into 16 parts is, or

some multiple or aubmultiple of that number. Hot only

is the money of the country so divided, and all the weights

and measures, but all property is divided into aunas^ (six-

teenths), and in conversation it is the usml expletive of

quantity. For all the ordinary purposes of life, it is cer-

tain that this mode of division is much superior to our

heterogeneous system, and also to the French decimal divi-

sion, for I fear it is too true that the greatest of all the

mathematical misfortunes that ever happened to mankmd
was that of our forefathers counting their thumbs as

,

fingers, and then going on to ten instead of stopping at

eight, as they should have done. It is too late to remedy
this now, but the Hindoos have done what was possible

to correct this fatal error, and in doing so have invented a

system which pervades their architecture, as it does every-

thing else," &c.

Now, sir, this statement, unaccompanied as

it is by any illustrations or explanations, is to

me rather startling. While I am prepared to

admit that our own Anglo-Saxon methods of

computing money and weights and measures are

not perfect, yet as a scientific student I have

found the now nearly universal decimal system

so appreciated, and withal so easy and success-

ful in every department of human work to which

it has been applied, that I am led to ask how is

it that—admitting, as we do, that our present

methods of computation are imperfect—we have

BO far adopted the decimal system as to make it

legally optional, instead of the more perfect one

which is enunciated above ? E. G.

AKCHITECTURA.L EDUCATION IN THE
PROVINCES.

Sir,—

I

have read with some interest the

report in yonr columns on architectural educa-

tion. With your permission, I would offer one
or two suggestions in connexion with the

enbjeot.

The committee appear to have left ont of con-

sideration, almost altogether, provincial archi-

tects and pupils, and I need not remind you that

there is really a very considerable number of

both.

To pupils in provincial towns, all the extra-

neous advantages for acquiring instruction in

snbjects connected with their profession, as

nnnounced in the report, are practically useless

;

and if the clause in that document, to the effect

that the “ artistic education of the architect,

which is so much required, it is hoped will even-

tually be obtained in the London University,”

means anything at all, it means positive exclu-

sion to the unfortunate provincial from any
ohance of acquiring the artistic education

which, &c.

Of what possible utility can instruction in

free-hand drawing at South Kensington, ma-
terials and construction at King’s College, or

even a lecture at the British Museum on
“ Athenian Sculpture, with the actual examples
of the Parthenon frieze to illustrate the

lecturer’s remarks,” be to a pupil at Newcastle,
•or Manchester, or Glasgow ?

The suggested scheme must be extended and
amplified, so as to be workable and useful, not

only to that section of the profession who may
have the good fortune to reside in London, but

to the majority in the provinces also.

It appears to me that to this end the pro-

vincial societies or associations ought to be
utilized. There should be appointed in every

large town, and in connexion with each of these

societies, a local board of examiners, properly

xjualified, to whom the examination papers pre-

pared by the central board or committee in

London should be entrusted, and the decisions

of these local examiners should be as authorita-

tive iu their effect as those of the local marine

examiners in seaport towns.

In connexion also with the provincial societies

classes might be formed for instruction in ele-

mentary design (this is the case, I believe, in

Liverpool), in the history of architecture, and in

materials and construction.

The Government schools of art, which exist in

the majority of large towns, would afford efficient

instruction in free-hand drawing and perspec-

tive. And the fact of a pupil having passed

Bucoessfully an examination in these subjects in

Buch schools might be taken into account when
he presented himself for examination before the

local architectural board.

For inflbruction in mathematics, mensuration,

languages, &c., the provincial pupil would be

driven to a groat extent to private sources
;
but

there need be no difficulty on that score, for there

is no lack of competent teachers.

I think that the Committee on Architectural

Education should add to obligations under which

they have already placed the profession by their

labours by drawing up a “ Course of Study ” for

the use of beginners, to guide them in carrying

on their studies systematically, and append to it

a list of suitable and necessary books. And
these books should be in duplicate at least in the

library of every provincial society for the use of

students.

It is to be hoped that all the societies, both in

London and the provinces, will heartily unite

in endeavouring to carry out this good work.

It will do far more to raise the status of the

profession, and to exclude inoapables, than any

amount of grumbling correspondence in profes-

sional papers. Robert Lamb.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Ely ,—For many years the western tower of

the cathedral has been considered unsafe. Mr.

Basevi, architect, who fell from the interior of

this tower in IsiS, aud was killed, was at that

time making an examination as to the strengthen-

ing of the walls of the tower
;
and after that

gentleman’s death his suggestions were in part

carried out by the dean, Dr. Peacooke. Recently,

some internal scaffolding to the south-west turret
' of the tower has been fced by order of the pre-

sent dean, Dr. Goodwin, who has consulted Mr.

G. G. Scott as to the firmness of the walls, and

a considerable number of oak beams and iron

bracing have been recommended to be fixed, to

prevent the bulging of the walls, or, in fact,

to prevent the falling of any part of the upper

portions of the tower.

Doncaster.—The restoration of the parapets

and pinnacles of the tower of the parish church,

at an estimated cost of 5001., is proposed. Mr.

E. B. Denison, Q.C., has expressed his willing-

ness to contribute half the requisite amount.

The present appearance of the tower of the

church is not creditable.

Peterborough.—The Great Northern Railway

Church has been consecrated. It has been built

for the locomotive establishment of the Groat

Northern Railway Company, at New England,

about a mile north of the Peterborough Station.

Ml’. Edward Denison, the late chairman of the

company, offered 1,0001., and Mr. E. B. Denison,

Q.C., 5001., on condition that an adequate sum
were subscribed for a plain chnrcb, to hold 500

persons, according to a design given by the latter

gentleman. The shareholders subscribed about

1,4001., which, together with some local sub-

scriptions and grants from societies, leaves a

deficiency of about 5001. still to bo supplied.

Mr. Teale, of Doncaster, is the architect. The

church is 104 ft. long and 48 ft. wide, and has a

low central tower, bub no transepts, a pyramidal

roof covered with the slates of the county, and

a semicircular apse.

Yarmouth .—The foundation-stone of the new
church of St. James has been laid. The new
church is intended to displace the iron mission-

room at the south end. The chancel will first

be constructed, capable of containing 200 per-

sons, and as funds are obtained the remainder of

the edifice will be built, which, when completed,

will afford accommodation for about 1,000

persons.

Llandulcbs .—The church of St. Cymbrid, Llan-

dulas, erected at the expense of Mr. R. B.

Hesketh, Gwyrch Castle, has been consecrated.

The chnrcb, which will accommodate about 300

persons, and cost between 5,000J. and 6,000Z., is

of Gothic architecture, from designs supplied by
Mr. G. E. Street, of London

j
aud the work has

been carried out by Messrs. J. & J. Hughes,

of Llandudno, builders. The edifice contains

several stained-glass windows, and is furnished

with a small organ, by Messrs. Hall & Sons, of

London.
Thornton ,—Arrangements have been made at

Thornton that the erection of the new church,

which has now been agitated for some time, may
be proceeded with forthwith. A site has been

given by Messrs. John Foster & Son, iu an

eligible position on the north side of the now
road, and directly opposite the old church. The
plans are now being prepared by the Messrs.

Healey, architects, Bradford.

Oldham .—The foundation-stone has been laid

of a new church at Shaw, near Oldham. The
edifice will occupy a site near that of the old

church of Holy Trinity, which is in a dilapidated

condition, and is said to possess not one single

architectural feature. The new building will

cost from 7,000i. to 8,000L, and is intended to be

in the Early Decorated style.

Slingsby .—A new structure, replacing the

ancient church of All Saints, has been opened for

divine worship. This was one of the projects of

: the late Earl of Carlisle, bub his death shortly

after his retirement from the vice-royalty pre-

vented its execution. The church, having

become so dilapidated that its safety was im-

perilled, Earl Carlisle’s brother, the Hon.

Admiral Howard, resolved upon its complete

restoration. The new church occupies the site

of the old church, bub is rather larger. The
mixed architecture and the ancient monuments

have been considered. The perpendicular

window of the east end is filled with glass in

memory of the late Earl of Carlisle, placed there

by the Howard family. The Walkerfamily have

placed a two-light window in the south wall of

the chancel, to the memory of the late rector,

the Rev. W. Walker. The trustees of the Earl

of Carlisle have filled the three-light western

window with stained glass, in memory of the ill-

fated Charles Hardwick, Archdeacon of Ely, a

native of Slingsby, who was killed by falling

over a precipice near Luebon, in the Pyrenees,

on the 15th of August, 1859. These windows

were all the work of Messrs. Clayton & Bell, of

London, The tower, which is 58 ft. high, is set

at the west end of the church. The sculpture in

the edifice throughout is the work of Mr.

Roddis, of Birmingham. The wood-stainer waa

Mr. Harker, of York. The new church will

seat between 300 and 400 persons. Its

dimensions are as follow :
— Chancel 31 ft. by

IS ft., with south aisle 19 ft. by 8 ft., and north

aisle 19 ft. by Hi ft., having eastward of it (oc-

cupying N.E. angle) a vestry Hi ft. by 10 ft.,

beneath which the heating apparatus i8_ ar-

ranged, and from which the hot-air flues radiate.

The nave is 39 ft. by 19 ft., the north aisle

39 ft. by lOi ft., and the south aisle 39 ft. by

7 ft. The architect was Mr. Johnson, of New-
castle, and the cost has been about 5,0001.,

almost the whole of which has been defrayed by

the Hon. Admiral Howard. The general con-

tractor was Mr. John Brown, of York; Mr.

Bailey, of York, doing the mason’s work j
and

Messrs. Hodgson, of York, the plumbers’ and

glaziers’ work.
Tarporlcy .—The parish church, after restora-

tion and extension, has been reopened for

Divine Service. The architect, Mr. J. S. Crow-

ther, of Manchester, has extended the west end

of the nave and north aisle, which now form two

gables, surmounted by floriated crosses, the front

elevation being in a line with the old tower. The

west window consists of four lights, divided by

mullions, the tracery, like that of the other

windows in the western portion, being geo-

metrical. The entrance, by means of a porch

at the southern side, necessitated the removal of

the lower part of the north and east walls of the

tower. These have been replaced with two

arches, through which the public enter to the

south aisle and nave. Between these there is a

pillar, from which a sloping buttress springs,

defining the length of the old nave. While

getting out the stone from the base of the tower

the workmen came upon the lid of what had

apparently been a child’s stone coffin, on which

a cross was rudely out. The restored portion of

the building embraces the nave and aisles up to

the choir, for which the old stone was redressed

and worked up again. The eastern part, in-

cluding the chancel and choir, was rebuilt some

time ago. The only portions of the old ohnret

now remaining are the tower and the chapel ir

the north aisle. Of the interior it may be said

that the roof is of pitch pine varnished, th«

seats being of the same material. The lattei

are all free.

Fridaybridge.—St. Mark’s Chnrch has beei

consecrated. The edifice is built in the Earl]

Decorated style, the material used being Whit

tlesea bricks and Ancaster stone. The gronuc

plan is a Latin cross, comprising chancel

sacristy, chantry chapel, nave, and south-wes

clock bower, to be provided with a spire. Th
site of the church, with the churchyard sut

rounding, is about half an acre in exteni

Several painted windows have been introduced

and portions of others are the gifts of Captai

Catling, Captain Aveling, Mr. S. T. Aveling

Mr. E. M. Smith (his own work), theincnmbeni

and members of his family. Another windo'

has also been promised by Mr. James Avelinj

The church ia calculated to hold 300 persom
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and its total cost will be 2,5001., including a
Bum of about 5001., which is required to build
the north-west tower. The architect was Mr.
J. H. Owen, and the contractor Mr. C. Bennett,
of Lynnj the stained windows were executed
by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, of London,
and Mr. E. M. Smith, of Wisbech.

Frampton-on-Severn.—Plans and specifications

for the restoration and enlargement of the
parish church have been executed by Mr. Henry
Woodyer, of Guildford, architect. A new chan-
cel is to be added, and the nave extended.
Several large pillars will be done away with,
and also the side galleries. A temporary vestry
will be fitted up in the north aisle. The choir
will occupy the chancel. The porch will be
lowered, and the vestry, which is over the porch,
will be removed. Several portions will bo re-

built, and others restored, so as to correspond
with the original work. Some of the windows
•will be new, and others restored. Tenders will

soon bo had for the work.
Frosterlcy (near Stanhope-in-Weardale).—

A

new church here, dedicated to St. Michael, has
been consecrated. The building is now nearly
completed, the spire only remaining to be
finished. The edifice, which is of the Early
Decorated style, occupies a site on a slight
eminence to the south of the village, and is built
of Waskerley Hill stone, with stone dressings.
The flooring of the chancel is laid with encaustic
tiles, and that of the aisles with variegated
mosaic tiles. The interior of the walls is bare
stone, similar to the exterior, and the edifice is

lighted by day from about a dozen windows, and
at night by paraffine lamps, there being no gas
nearer than Stanhope or Wolsingham. The roof
is open, and the spire will be at the extreme
west end. The entrance is by a porch, on the
west side, near the end. The seats are open,
varnished, and free, and will accommodate about
270. Tho pulpit and reading-desk are of oak,
and were made by Messrs. Eiohardson & Co., of
Darlington

} and tho font, which is of Gatherley
stone, is the work of Mr. D. Hurworth, of Dar-
lington. The heating is obtained by Hayden’s
patent apparatus. The cost of the building is

about 2,3001. j and, to complete the spire, about
200i. more will bo required. The contractors for
the work were Messrs. Lynes, of Darlington, and
Mr. A. Eellett, of Crook. Mr. li. Hutchinson,
of Durham, was clerk of the works

j and the
building is from the designs of Mr. Street.
Maisemore (near Gloucester).—The restoration

and enlargement of the old parish church of
Maisemore is in progress. The oost will be about
1,5001. The walls are now ready to receive the
roof. The new building is plain and simple. No
trace of the old building remains save the chan-
cel, the tower, and the porch. A new aisle takes
the place of galleries, and open seats will be
substituted for pews. The work is being done
under the direction of Messrs. Eulijames &
Waller, the architects.

Fensford.—Tho small parish church at Pens-
ford has been re-opened for Divine worship, after
being closed for rebuilding. The tower is the
only part that is now left of the first structure.
Some two years ago it was found that the church
was fulling into a state of extreme dilapidation.
It has, however, been rebuilt, at a cost of about
1,0001. New open seats of stained deal have
taken the plaoe of pews. The arohiteot was Mr.
C. E. Giles, of Furnival’s lun, and the contractors
were Messrs. Hayes & Son, of Bedminster.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Bradford.—The church which has now for more

than a year been in course of erection in Chapel-
lane, for the Unitarian body, has been formally
opened for religious service. The cost of the
edifice has been 5,5001. The style of architec-
ture which the architects, Messrs. Andrews, Son,
& Pepper, have adopted is the French Gothic of
the close of the thirteenth century. The street
front, which extends nearly 100 ft. along Chapel-
Itoe, is composed of a gable upwards of
/o ft. high, flanked by two large entrance
porches. The gable is the feature of the external
architecture. It is pierced with a moulded
window, 40 ft. high and 24 ft. wide, with five
lights, divided by clusters of shafts, surmounted
by a large circle filled in with tracery of smaller
circles. Over the window are three miniature
porches, recessed, one of which is filled by a globe,
while the gable is finished off with a cross-finial.
The design includes the erection of a light spire,
which may be added when desired. Internally the
chapel is 83 ft. long by 55 ft. broad, and consists
of a nave, with side aisles and a chancel. With

the view of giving the whole of the congrega-
tion an unobstructed view of the minister the
aisles have been narrowed until they are merely
broad and commodious passages, the congrega-
tion being all seated within the nave, up the
centre of which runs a wide passage. On each
side of the nave are five arches, springing from
stone shafts with carved capitals, supporting the
main side walls, and these walls, carried up to a
considerable height, are strengthened by flying
battresses extending over the side aisles. Each
bay has in the aisles two single-light windows, and
in the upper part of the nave a large two-light
window, having a oirole above containing geo-
metrical tracery. The ceiling, which rises

upwards of 50 ft. above the level of the floor,

is semicircular in form, divided by main and
intermediate ribs, and is painted blue. At tho
south or chancel end of the chapel is an arch
opening into an apse, which is paved with
encaustic tiles and surrounded by an arcade of
decorated arches and tracery, with four lancet
windows above. At the sides are chambers for

the organ and choir, with private entrance. The
pulpit is at the south side of the aisle, and is of
Caen stone with carved panels, containing in the
centre discs of polished marbles, and a cornice
enriched by foliated ornaments. The heating of
the building will be effected by Haden’a system
of hot air, aud the artificial lighting by gas
standards and brackets. Accommodation is

afforded for 600 to 600 persons. As already
stated, Messrs. Andrews, Son, & Pepper, of
Bradford, are the architects, and the following
the contractors for the respective trades ;

—

Masons, Messrs. Barractough & Co.
;
joiner, Wm.

Crabtree
j

plumber, John Scofield
;

plasterer,

Benjamin Dixon ; slaters. Hill & Nelson
j
painter,

il. Briggs
;

gaafitters, Messrs, Doocy & Co.,

Manchester; and carvers, Messrs. Maw & Ingle,

of Leeds.
Cheadle Hulme.—The memorial-stone of the

new Congregational Church at Cheadle Hulme,
has been laid. The edifice consists of a nave
with an apsidal end, semi-hexagonal in plan.

The nave is in seven bays, with traceried win-
dows on the sides, the two bays next the centre
of the sides having three-light windows. The
other windows are of two-lights each, and all

have traceried heads under Gothic equilateral

arches. The chief entrance is at the north-west
angle by a porch beneath a tower, about 11 ft.

square at its base. The tower is carried up
square, with buttressed angles for about 40 ft.,

when it slightly diminishes, by stone weathering
courses, on which the tower assumes an octa-

gonal form, with two-light windows on each
face, the angles of the weatherings being sur-

mounted by pinnacles about 12 ft. high from
base to apex. The tower is to be roofed with
timber, and covered with slates on green and
blue bands. From the ground to the apex of
the tower will be about 95 ft. At the north-

east angle of the building is another porch, with
gabled roof. The roof of the chapel (open tim-
bered) is of one span, the principals of which
spring from stone corbels about 8 ft. from the

floor, and assume the form of a pointed arch.

The windows of the apse end are a consider-

able height from the floor, so as to admit of an
organ being placed beneath them. Preparations

are being made for a gallery to be added at a
future time, if required. Externally, in the

south-west elevation, oomprisiug the chief en-

trance and tower, each bay is marked by a but-

tress between the windows. The elevation to

the north-east comprises tho tower at the angle,

the secondary porch at the opposite angle, and
a broad gable divided into three bays of but-

tresses. The centre bay is filled with a five-light

traceried window ; the two others with similar,

windows, bub of two lights only. The two other
elevations are somewhat leas ornate, though of a
similar character. The chapel will be covered
with blue slates, and the straight line of roof
will be broken by dormers. The school building

communicates with the chapel by means of the
secondary porch, and comprises a room 40 ft.

by 25 ft., and about 17 ft. high to the centre of

the wagon-headed ceiling. Adjoining are two
class-rooms. The cost of the building will pro-

bably be about 3,0001., the site for which has
been given by Mr. Storey. The architect is Mr.
Henry Littler, Cheadle Hulme and Manchester.
Mr. George Atkinson is the contractor, Mr.
George Roy supplying the mason’s work.

Thornton.—'The Congregationalists of Thorn-
ton, near Bradford, are about to erect a new
chapel in the village, and have sought designs

for the proposed building. Messrs. Andrews,
Son, «Ss Pepper, of Bradford; Messrs, Pritchett

& Son, of Darlington; and other architects, com-
peted, and the design by the first of these firms
has been chosen. The chapel is to be erected
in the main street of the village, the style
selected being Gothic. The building will con-
sist of a nave, aisles, and chancel, with miniater’a
vestry on one side, and organ-ohambor on the
other, a screen dividing the chancel from the
nave. Internally, the chapel will be 90 ft. long
by 41 ft. wide, with a height of 45 ft. in the
centre, and it will be fitted up with galleries.
Entrance will be gained by three doors in the
south front, facing the road, the gallery stair-
cases branching off right and left. Externally,
the building will be of stone

;
aud at one side

of the front a square tower and spiret of the
same shape will rise to the height of 110 ft,,

with convenient arrangement for a clock. The
cost will be somewhere about 3,0001.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Kessinyland.—Plans and specifications have

been obtained for the erection of school-rooms.
The Bishop of Norwich has laid the foundation
stone. The cost of the schools will be about
900i. The building is to be in the Gothic style,

desigued by Mr. I. B, Pearce, of Norwich, and
will be of red brick with white dressings. Mr.
Samuel Hall, of Norwich, has taken the contract-

Great Horton.—New Congregational Schools
have been opened here. They were designed by
Messrs. Pauli & Robinson, of Manchester, archi-
tects, and have been erected at a cost of nearly
GjOOOi., the site on which they stand being ren-
dered expensive on account of a publio-honse
and other buildings which occupied it. The
buildings consist of a large assembly-room,
above which is a suite of small class-rooms.
The ground-floor, underneath the assembly-room,
is occupied by infants’ class-rooms and th©^

various offices connected with the bnildings.
The rooms are ventilated aud warmed.

Leek.—The foundation-stone of new Sunday
schools, for the Methodist New Connexion in
Leek, aud attached to the chapel erected a few
years ago, was recently laid here. Mr. Sngden,
of Leek, is the architect.

Gloucester. — The foundation-stone of St.
Luke’s Schools has been laid. They will consist
of three large rooms placed side by side, and
occupying in the aggregate a space larger than
the Corn Exchange. The rooms are divided into-

departments for boys, girls, and infants, with
separate entrances, and there will be cloak-
rooms and lavatories. The master’s house will
adjoin the schools. A playground will be formed
in the rear of the schools for each class. The
elevations are designed wholly in brick and
atone ; varieties of the latter will be used. The
contract has been taken by Mr. Moreland, of
this city, for 2,642L The architect is Mr.
Maberly, of Gloucester and London, and the
works will be erected under hia supervision.
Middleham.—The foundation-stone of a school

about to be erected as a memorial of the late
rector of the pariah, the Rev. Mr. Birch, haa
been laid here. The school will be erected by
Mr. John Thorpe, stonemason, and Mr. John
Clarkson, joiner, both of Middleham. The design
is by Mr. John Topham, of this place. Th©
plans and specifications have been prepared by
Mr. Sturdy, of Middleham, architect.

Newmarket.—A national^school for All Saints*^

pariah is to be erected. The design has been
prepared by Mr. J. F. Clark, of Newmarket,
architect, and the plan includes a school-room,
60 ft. by 20 ft., with two class-rooms, each 16 ft.

by 14 ft., the latter to be converted into reading-
rooma, &c., during the winter months, whilst
the former will be available for lectures and
other entertainments. There will also be a
master’s house, aud the total cost is estimated
at l,150i. The contract for the work included
in the specifications has been taken by Messrs.

Whitmore & Simpkin, of Newmarket, builders,

at 1,1191. 163. In addition to the erection of a
national school, it is also proposed to enlarge
the parish church, so as to double the present
accommodation, which is only sufficient for about
one-fourth of the population. The cost of the
work now contemplated is estimated at 2,5001.

Bracebridge.—A school has been built here-
The residence of the mistress is placed at the
north extremity of the site. The school-room is

placed immediately behind the residence, having
play-groonda on the south side. The school-
room is 31 ft. by 16 ft. inside, and 11 ft. 6 in.

high to the square of the walls, the roof being
open to the top of the side pieces, thus giving
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the height of 17 ft. from the floor to the flat

ceiling. Adjoioing the school-room is a class-

room, 12 ft. by 10 ft. 6 in., fitted up with infanta’

gallery. The building has been erected by Mr.
Chambers, from designs by^ Mr. Watkin, of

Lincoln, architect.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Loddon.—It is proposed to erect a building for

public purposes in this place. Mr. Benest, of
Norwich, architect, has provided the design, and
guarantees that the total expense will not exceed

1,3501. A limited company is to be formed to

raise the necessary funds. Shares to the amount
of 8601. have been already taken.

Llanrhidian (Goiuer).—The foundation-stone

of a new vicarage-house has been laid here. The
architect is Mr. W. Richards, of Swansea.

Leicester.—The Wellington Hotel, which is

about to be erected upon the site of the pre-

sent “ Wellington Castle,” by Mr. Wm. Burley,

from the design of Mr. E. J. Goodacre, arohi-

tect, will have a frontage to Rutland-street of

about 115 ft., and to Granby-street of 44 ft.,

and will be built in the modern Italian style,

with white brick facing and stone dressings.

The angle at the junction of the two streets

will be made circular, and in it will be placed

the principal entrance. The ground floor will

consist of entrance-hall, staircase, bar, com-
mercial and sample rooms, cofi'ee-room, and
waiting and private rooms. The first-floor will

contain dining-room, 38, ft. long; billiard-room,

and six private rooms. On the second and
third floors there will be twenty-two bed-

rooms, bath-room, and store-rooms. The kitchen
is to be a one-story building on the ground
floor, adjoining the main corridor, and venti-

lated with Watson’s patent syphon ventilator.

A portion of the offices are to be constructed
on the ground-floor, and the remainder in the

basement. The whole area of the building is

to be excavated and made available for storage.

A lift will be introduced and communicate
with the several floors for the transmission of

luggage and other heavy articles. It is pro-

posed to provide stabling for fifty or sixty horses.

Basingstoke . — The foundation-stone of the

Mechanics’ Institute has been laid here. The
site of the new building is in New-street, and
the ground has been purchased with a fund
formed by the proceeds of a Loan Exhibition held

some time since. The plans of Messrs. Mes-
senger & Seymour, architects, London, were
chosen by the committee, there being sixteen

other competitors. The plans adopted were
slightly modified, to meet the wishes of the
committee, and, when finished, the building

will consist of a large reading-room, library,

and other offices on the ground floor, with club-

room, class-rooms over, and the librarian’s

residence in the rear. The cost will be 8751.,

and the contract has been accepted by Mr. W.
Pistell, the ex-mayor.

Bournemouth.—The New Dispensary Buildings

in Madeira Tale have been opened. They have
been erected at a cost of more than 1,000L, and
were opened free of debt. They are built of brick,

with stone dressings. There are seven rooms on
the ground floor,—the accident ward, the consult-

ing room, the waiting-room, the laboratory, the

kitchen, the larder, and the soullery, 10 ft.

square. Upstairs the rooms are four in number.
Mr. Tuck acted gratuitously as the architect.

Boulton .—A parsonage-house for the Rev. John
Rule, whom the bishop instituted as vicar, is

just completed. Mr. Ewan Christian was the
architect, and the style is Early English. The
stone of the district, with Bath stone quoins and
facings, was employed; and the tiles were also

of native stone. The joiners’ work throughout
is stained and varnished, and the paint-brush is

banished to the kitchen and servants’ rooms.

The chimney-pieces are of Bath stone, with
borders of Minton’s encaustic tiles, and frame
and shelf being of pitch pine. The stabling is

good, and the loose boxes are of stained deal.

The estimated cost of the building was 2,0461.,

and the work has been executed by Mr. William
Hinton, of Cirencester, builder. One of the

churchwardens has started a subscription to-

wards the erection of a new church and schools,

with the gift of 200L and all the stone required.
As soon as a suitable site has been secured, it is

hoped to set to work to build them. The new
chnrch is intended to be more centrally situated,

the old church of St. Michael being declared to

be at an inconvenient distance from the village,

and past restoration.

FROM AUSTRALIA,
Melbourne (Victoria).— The trustees of the

Melbourne Public Library have issued their

prospectus of the proposed Fine Arts Exhibition,

and preparations were to be made to open the

Exhibition towards the end of March. The dis-

play will comprise works of art, art treasures,

aud specimens of ornamental and decorative art.

At a meeting of the education committee of

the Presbyterian Church of Victoria, held on the
lat of February, it was unanimously resolved :

—
“That the committee recommend the General
Assembly not to sanction the transference of

any more Presbyterian schools to the Board of

Education, till it is ascertained what course the
Legislature will take in the education question.”

A sub-committee was also appointed to make
arrangements for conferring with other denomi-
nations, with the view of conserving the re-

ligious element in any system of education
that may be introduced by the Legislature.

The Presbyterian congregation of Richmond,
Melbourne, who have since their formation in

1860 assembled for public worship in the wooden
chapel in Lennox-street, opened on Sunday,
February 14th, their new stone church, situated

on the bill at the top of Lennox-street, close to

the Bridge-road. The building is of blue stone,

and is in the Gothic style. The part opened is

calculated to contain 600 seats. When the whole
building is finished, accommodation will be fur-

nished for nearly 1,000 persons. The total length
is to be 93 ft. 6 in., and the width 51 ft. The
height of the church in the interior is 56 ft., and
the outside walls are just on a level with the top
of the spire of the Congregational Church in

Collins-street—a circumstance showing the great
elevation of the land on which the church is

built. The tower and spire, which it is proposed
to erect at a future time, will be 160 ft. high
from the ground. In the interior of the church
the whole length of the floor rises as a slight

inclined plane from the pulpit to the back of the

church. The pulpit, pews, and fittings are of

polished cedar, designed in keeping with the

Gothic style of the church. The roof, which is

arched, is of polished wood
;
and the windows,

twelve in number, are filled with designed glass

of various light-tinted colours. There are two
rooms also erected at the end of the church :

one for the minister, and the other for the com-
mittee. The amount expended on the portion

now opened, reckoning the cost of the land,

will be about 2,6001. or 2,7001. The
foundation-stone of a new Roman Catholic

church, dedicated to St. Bridget, was laid on the

14th of February in the reserve at the corner

of Nicholson-street and Reilly-streeb, Fitzroy.

The church is to be in the Decorated style, and
will consist of a single nave, 28 ft. wide by 60 fc.

long, with an octagonal chancel. It is intended

to afford accommodation for 450 persons, and
will cost about 1,2001. Mr. J. Fiannagau, ar-

chitect, who was some months ago prosecuted

on an unfounded charge of perjury, which had
subsequently to be withdrawn by the officer of

the Crown as untenable, was on 1st of February
presented with an illuminated address, signed by

many of the most influential mercantile and pro-

fessional gentlemen of Melbourne, condoling

with him iu his Bufleriugs while under the stigma
of an unjust accusation, and expressing the

entire belief of those whose signatures were
appended to the document in the innocence and
straightforwardness of Mr. Flannagan. An
omnibus company has been for some time in

existence in Melbourne. They propose when in

full working order to have about 50 omuibuses
and 600 horses employed. The primitive and
iocouvenient street cars will thus be shortly re-

placed, it is hoped, by more commodious vehicles.

A piece of gold weighing 10 dwta. was
late'y picked up in the roadway opposite

Murphy’s Hotel, Castlemaine. It was separated

from a piece of quartz, which a cart-wheel bad
crushed iu passing over. A few days afterwards

a nugget was picked up in the roadway opposite

the Criterion Hotel. It is well known that the

Chewton-road, which is spread in some parts

with quartz tailings, is sufficiently auriferous to

induce the Chinese to sweep it at night, and it

is said they are well repaid for the trouble.
“ Streets paved with gold ! Such was the state-

ment,” says the Castlemaine Daily News, “ that

appeared iu some of the English papers a few

years ago in reference to Victoi'ia; and far-

fetched as the remark was, it may be

seen that it was not altogether untrue.”

It has long been known that the Western
Australian eucalyptus, known as mahogany, or

Jarrah wood, possesses the valuable property ox

resisting the attacks of the white ant, which has
destroyed all sleepers of native woods that have
been laid down on the Indian lines of railway.

To purchase and ship the wood to Calcutta has

often suggested itself to Victorian speculators as

a probably good operation. Late letters from
India .mention that a large contract has been
taken in Calcutta for the supply of this wood,

and that the contractor is on his way to Melbourne

to make the necessary arrangements. A similar

contract was made nob long ago by Mr. Compton,
who is now understood to be in Perth fulfilling

it, his great difficulty being the finding of ships.

In connexion with the same subject, a singular

circumstance has been mentioned. A large and
formal-looking letter reached the Melbourne post-

office by a recent mail, addressed to “The largest

and most important timber merchant in Mel-

bourne,—in the discretion of the postman and
this was tendered to Mr. John Sharp, of Collins-

street West. At first Mr. Sharp declined to

receive it; but at length he opened the missive,

when it proved to be an order from some one in

Calcutta to send sample tenders of the various

Australian woods. The order, it seems, is to be

fulfilled, and it is possible that an important

trade may arise out of this curiously opened
correspondence.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Milnathort .—The new United Presbyterian

Church has been opened for public worship.

The building has a large class-room and vestry

attached, and has accommodation for 700 sitters.

It has a spire, 125 fc. in height, built of stone,

the whole being completed under Mr. William

Ingram, architect, Glasgow, at an expense of

about 3,0001. The internal arrangements include

a Gothic pulpit platform, the church being

principally lighted at night by a star or sunlight

of thirty burners, suspended from the centre,

with ornamental scroll brackets under the

galleries. It is heated by one of Clark’s patent

heaters. The windows are all filled with cathe-

dral stained glass, having coloured borders, with

centre stained rosettes.

Burns’s Cottage.—Some alterations, according

to the Scotstnan, have recently been made in

Burns’s Cottage, Doonside, by the Corporation

of Shoemakers of Ayr, who are in the possession

of the interesting '* biggin’.” The establishment

of the place as an inn has proved a great con-

venience to the public
;
one of the two apart-

ments has been fitted up for the exhibition and
sale of Mauchline woodwork and other objects of

interest. The kitchen is still preserved in its

original state. In the course of the alterations

it was necessary to remove one of the old beams
of the cottage, and from the little sound wood
there remained in this the corporation have
succeeded in getting a few ornamental articles

made for distribution as mementos of the place.

The alterations have been chiefly carried out

under the superintendence of Convener Cowan.
Dumfries .—A meeting of the building com-

mittee in connexion with the new infirmary

buildings has been held for the purpose of further

considering the plan of Mr. Starford, architect,

which had been selected for recommendation to

the governors on condition that it was shown
that it could be constructed for the stipulated

sum of 10,0001. Mr. Stanford’s plan had originally

exceeded that amount, and it was now produced

in an amended form, an estimate based upon it

amounting to 8,6501. 9s. 8d. Should the pro-

ceedings of the committee bo confirmed, the

building will be commenced forthwith.

Jedburgh .—The proposed restoration of the

Abbey Church of Jedburgh, which has been
before the public for a considerable time, seems
now to be in a fair way of being carried into

court. At a meeting of the heritors of the

parish, held on the 24th of February last, it was
agreed, by a majority, to adopt the fifth recom-
mendation of Mr. Bell, architect, Glasgow, for

the restoration of the church, which plan restored

the groat west window and the St. Catherine’s

wheel in the west gable, the south aisle, and the

clearstory, and would cost 4,2001. At the same
meeting a committee was appointed to see the

plan carried out. Against these resolutions

several of the heritors protested, amongst whom
was the Marquis of Lothian. Interdicts have
now been served on all the acting members of

committee, and the case is thus being brought
before the law courts.

Kilmarnock .—A stained-glass window, pre-

pared by the Messrs. W. & J. J. Kier, of Glasgow,

has been erected in the High Church here, as a
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memorial of the last earl of Kilmarnock. It is

; a three-light window, with figares illnstrating
' the three injunctions of the Sermon on the
Mount, “ Ask, and it shall be given yon,” &c. At

I the base of the centre compartment is embla-
. zoned the escutcheon of the Boyd family, and at
right and left are the arms and names of some
early benefactors of the church.

§0olis

Transactions of the Architectural Institute of
Scotland. Session 1867-68. IllustratioTis of
Scottish Buildings.

The part last issued by the Architectural Insti-
tute of Scotland contains illustrations of the
Font and Market Cross at Inverkeithing

; the
Monastic Church of Queenaferry, and the Abbey
Church of Dryburgh, drawn and lithographed
(with evident knowledge of his subject) by Mr.
E. F. C. Clarke. The remains of the church at
Dryburgh, twelfth and thirteenth century in
date, are amongst the most interesting ruins
in Scotland. The domestic buildings at Dry-
burgh are in a more complete state than the
church, and of these it is intended to give
illustrations in the next issue of the Trans-
actions.

The church of the Carmelite Monastery of
Qaeensferry (“founded about 1330”) is at
present thus profitably appropriated,—the east
end is used as a burial-place, the tower as a
pigeon-house, and the nave as a receptacle for
rubbish

!

The writing to the various illustrations is, for
99 persona out of a 100, unreadable,—a sheer
absurdity. If a little son, writing home to tell
“dear papa” of the holidays, be forced to rule
lines to keep his words straight, he always takes
care to rub the lines out before despatching bis
epiatle. Why should the public be worse treated
than the parent ?

Architectural Illustrations and Description of
Kettering Church, NoHhampitonshire. By Mr.
R. W. Billings. Revised by the Author.
May, 18G9. Atchley & Co., Great Russell-
street, W.C.

Tins work is so well known that it is unneces-
sary to do more than announce that a new
edition, revised by the author, has been pub-
lished. The mannerin which these illustrations
are given should be a lesson to the sketchers and
Bcratchers of the present day. Kettering Church,
as we suppose all our readers know, is a fine
example of the Perpendicular period (mainly).

Cyclopedic Science Simplified. By J. II. Peppek.
London : Warne & Co.

Though still an elementary work, this handsome
volume is of a more advanced order than are
the author’s previous works. It contains a large
mass of facts, with numerous illustrations,
and is excellently well adapted to excite popular
interest, from the author’s great experience as a
popular lecturer at the Royal Polytechnic Insti-
tution and elsewhere, which has specially pre-
pared him for the production of just such a
work. The author has also made good use of the
valuable papers of such men of science as Fara-
day, Wheatstone, Brewster, Tyndall, Crookes,
and others. The work treats fully of light, heat*
slectrioity, megnetism, pneumatics, acoustics,
and chemistry. It gives explanative accounts
of the curious experiments and exhibitions
which so many thousands have witnessed at the
Polytechnic.

VARIORUM.
" Good Society : a complete Manual of Mau-

iiorB,” published by Routledge, is a valuable
little volume. Ridicule has been attached to
such books, bat this is a mistake. A book on
etiquette may, of course, be ridiculous, but it is
tot ridiculous simply because it is a book on
etiquette. “ Good Society,” however, goes beyond
etiquette; it contains much useful information,
and 18 good in tone and feeling. There are very
few persons, be their position what it may, who
might not gain from its perusal. In the next
edition the assertion on the title-page that it is
by the Right Hon. the Countess of "

mould be left out. The book is quite good
mongh to do without such nonsense as that.
ho current number of Fraser’s Magazine has a
ong and fairly-argued paper, headed “ The
jVorking Man and his Friends.” The title ofhe Young Gentleman's Magazine (Routledge)

explains its purpose, and this purpose is being
fairly carried out. “ Cooling Cups and Dainty
Drinks.” By W. Terrington. Well ! artists and
antiquaries and builders want “ cooling cups ”

as well as other people (so long as they are not
heating cups no harm will be done), and there
is no reason therefore why we should not mention
that the little book thus beaded, published by
Messrs. Routledge, contains a number of useful
recipes. Mr. Tegg, amongst his reproductions,
has issued a modernised edition of the “ Sur-
prising Adventures of Philip Quarll,”—always
welcome to young folks.

P:isan!tnc!i.

Poisoning: by White liead.—An inquiry
has been held at the German Hospital, by Mr.
Richards, into the circumstances attending the
poisoning of a workman. Fortunately, only one
of eight men so poisoned bad died. Mr.
Manillas Kurts said that the deceased was a
walking-stick maker. He was employed by
witness to varnish walking-sticks. On the 29th
ult. deceased left his work, as he was too ill to con-
tinue it. Witness used white lead in hia business
for fastening on the tops of fancy sticks and also
to whiten them. Dr. Julius Wibell said that the
deceased was admitted into the hospital on the
29th of May, suflering from the eflects of lead
poisoning. He was in convulsions. Witness
had told Mr. Kurts that it was dangerous to use
white lead iu his business, for it was a poison.
The men were poisoned throngh not washing
their hands at meal-times. The poison was not
inhaled

;
it came from the bands while eating.

The stomach was contracted, and a post-mortem
examination proved that the deceased had died
from the effects of lead poisoning. The other
men have, under medical treatment, recovered.
A jnror said that white zinc would answer all

the purposes for which white lead was used in
the business, and that it would be harmless.
The doctor said that if the men kept their hands
washed, and the place was well ventilated, the
effects]would not be so injurious. The coroner said
that it would be well to write to the officer of
health to see that proper precautions were taken,
and the jury returned a verdict “ That the
deceased expired from the mortal effects of lead
poisoning.”

Netherlands International Exhibition.

—

A meeting of the London committee has been
held at the Mansion House, the Lord Mayor in I

the chair. The sub-committee reported that the
portion of the building allotted to the United
Kingdom would be well filled by nearly 200
exhibitors, and would include the most important
British industries, all classes of these being more
or less fully represented, and especially those of
honsehold necessaries, clothing, and food. Messrs.
Gilbert Saunders, P. Le Neve Foster, Hodgson
Pratt, Edmund Johnson, andP. L. Simmonda were
nominated British jurors, having expressed their
willingness to serve if approved by his Majesty
the King of the Netherlands, The secretary was
instructed to proceed, as soon as the preliminary
details of allotment have been completed, to
Amsterdam, to arrange the British section for
the reception of the exhibits. Baron Mackay,
president of thecentral committee at the Hague,
stated that very complete arrangements had been
made byasioecial reception committee for board-
ing and lodging 200 of our working classes
during the exhibition, on the most economic scale-
it would be necessary, however, to have the pre-
cise dates previously agreed upon.

Gibraltar Drainage and Water Supply.
The sanitary state of Gibraltar is causing great
anxiety. The new drainage system is nearly
completed, but there is no provision of water to
flush the sewers, and the emanations from the
sinks and traps are very oflensive. All the
barracks are overcrowded, and this aggravates
the evil. The rainfall, too, is below the average.
Could not sea-water be lifted into a reservoir for
the flushing of the sewers ?

Technical Education.—Sir Roderick Mur-
chieon has kindly placed the theatre of the
School of Mines, in Jermyn-street, at the dis-

posal of the Workmen’s Technical Education
Committee, 150, Strand, to hold their first annual
meeting on Thursday next, the 24th instant, at
eight o’clock p.m. Lord Elcho, M.P., has con-
seated to preside. Efforts to provide technical
education for British workmen are well worthy
the support of all classes.

Monumental.—Mr. Layard, in answer to
Mr. N. Grenville, in the Commons, said the
statue of Sir Robert Peel, lately removed from
Palace-yard, is now in a Government store. As
regards the question of its re-ereotion, he was
now in communication with the committee under
whose auspices it was made. There are two
other statues warehoused in the Government
stores, namely, those of Brunei and Stephenson.
He had put these statues very carefully away till

some arrangement can be made as to a site. It
is proposed that they should be placed on the
Thames Embankment, which would be an appro-
priate site for engineers. The original dosigu
was, that the statues of Peel and Palmerston
should stand back to back on each side of the
railing. The House has already decided against
the statue being placed within the railing. A
promise baa been made that the Palmerston
statue should stand on the outside; but, before
this is carried out, it appeared to him advisable
that Mr. Woolner should place on the site a
model, both of the pedestal and the statue, so
that members of Parliament may be enabled to
judge whether the site is a proper one. The
model is now up. Mr. W. Theed, the sculptor,
has just finished a statue of Lord Derby. It
is a commission for St. George’s Hall, Liver-
pool, where it will be formally inaugurated
about the end of the present month or early in
July. It is of heroic size, and represents the earl
in his full-dress robes as a peer of Parliament,
and with the insignia of the Garter : the figure
stands in a somewhat haughty and almost
defiant attitude. The material is a white marble,
approaching closely to the appearance of ala-
baster. Is is to be placed in a sculptured niche
in the hall.

Prison Xiabour.—At the last meeting of the
Howard Association (for the promotion of the
moat effectual methods of penal treatment and
crime-prevention). Sir John Bowring in the
chair, interesting statements in relation to the
progress of the objects of the association were
made by the chairman and committee, and the
secretary, Mr. Tallack. Amongst other resolu-
tions the following was unanimously agreed to :

—

“This meeting believes that very satisfactory
results would follow the adoption (first as an
experiment, and then as a rule) of a system of
Labour Sentences, for certain classes of ofi'enders,
involving their confinement or restraint until
they have, by the result of their labour, mado
total or partial restitution for their offences, or
have at least defrayed the coat of their detention,
either wholly or in good degree, according to
their ability.”

Artists and Tlntagel Churcb.—As every
one knows, Tintagel and the ruins of King
Arthur’s Castle have been much frequented by
painters and litterateurs, and the artistic tastes
of the vicar of the parish have led to much
kindly intercourse between him and the visitors
to the place. An effort on his part to restore
his ancient church has called forth contributions
from several artists, who have specially charged
themselves with the care of the north,—or, as it

will be henceforth named, the Painters’—Tran-
sept. Among the contributors are Mr. Poole,
11.A., Mr. Samuel Palmer, and Mr. E. Duncan, of
tho Old Society ; Mr. Thomas Danby, Mr. C. P.
Kuigbt, Mr. Naiah, Mr. F. Dillon, &c. The
works contributed are now ou sale at Messrs.
Colnaghi’a.

Artists' Benevolent Tund. — This fund,
which was established in 1810, consists of two
separate branches, the “ Artists’ Annuity Fuud,”
aud the “ Artists’ Benevolent Fund.” The first

is supported by the contributions of its members
for their own relief in sickness or old age. The
second has for its object the relief of the widows
and orphans of the members of the artists’ an-
nuity fund, and is supported by the friends of
the fine arts and artists, and the annual contri-
butions of the members of the annuity fund.
Daring the past year 48 widows and 4 orphans
received annuities amounting in the whole to

975i. The dinner in aid of the fund is fixed to
take place on Thursday, the 24th. Dr. William
H. Russell will preside. Will not some of our
readers assist to ensure a good gathering ?

A New Town-ball for Liverpool. A
tempting offer has been made to the corporation
for the purchase of the Town-hall

; and the land
adjoining the Public Offices has been surveyed,
with a view to ascertain whether or not a new
Town-hall could be erected thereon suitable to
the high position Liverpool holds in the com-
mercial world.
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Gloucester Cathedral.—The work of re-

storation ia being carried forward in this cathe-

dral. Fi76 months have elapsed since the re-

storation of the choir was began, and much
of it has now been executed. The thick layers

of whitewash have been removed from one-

half of the vaulting, from part of the triforium,

and from a large portion of the side walls.

Some faint traces of decoration have been

found, but nothing of any value; and the

anticipation that colour and gilding existed

in the vaulting has been disappointed, no trace

of decoration of any kind having been dis-

covered. The stone tracery of the two eastern-

most windows on the north aide has been taken

out and renewed, and the reglazing has been

Proposed XiTew Freemasons’ Hall, at

Wlmborne.—The Lodge of “ S. Cuthborga”
of Free and Accepted Masons have purchased

the freehold of a large building hero with the

intention of converting it into a lodge-room.

They have formed themselves into a company,
and a committee has been appointed to carry

ont the arrangement and building. Mr. Walter

Fletcher has been employed to prepare the

design, &o. Liberal contributions have been

promised.

The Post-office and the Telegraphs.

—

The United Kingdom Electric Telegraph Com-
pany, Limited, state that the Post-office have

completed their arrangements, under the Tele-

b?gun; the three’remaining windows have to be 'graphs Act, with the whole of the telegraph

restored. The exterior work in the south ,

companies for the purchase of their undertakings^

transept has been completed. The chapels
' and have nearly settled their arrangements with

dedicated to St. Andrew and St. Paul have been the railways. The amount of purchase-money

restored, the former at the expense of Mr. T. required is now, therefore, so nearly ascertained

Marling and Mr. Gambler Parry, county magis- that a reliable estimate may be arrived at of the

trates; the latter by the Earl of Ellenborough. probable financial result to the country, ihe

Mr. Marling has also promised a window for the “0^67 will be raised at from 3i to 3^ per cent.
-ill- 1 . lllj^ i-iCLO CHOI/ \/LHlO^\A U u kLAXAXJ

.1 ll V*

south transept, at a cost of not less than 600J. .

and the revenue derived from the telegraphic

The south porch is at present under restoration, '
husinosB shows a return of between 6 and 6

the expense, estimated at 6001., being defrayed per cent, upon the total sum required and
. ^ w.. . .. > . ....'.-1. r\ 1 .. .voir, 4*/^ ^r.A Tin ^.1 ATI A]
bTMrrwrP.TriooT tio BBnior 'member for the ' therefore a ’large net gain to the national

city. Some progress has been made in the rofenae. The basis of twenty years porohase

restoration of the chapel of St. Philip, which ia
' of the net receipts of the companisa, ns died by

A Bishop among Architects.”—Little

anecdotes of this kind (quoted in your last) are

always worth putting right. The mot in

question is, I believe, one which attaches not to

an architect, but to an actuary well known in

the city of London. The bishop had long

placed familiar confidence in Mr. A. in con-

nexion with his official property, bub could not

help, on one occasion, hazarding in good humour
the remark that his fee of a hundred guineas for

a certain report was as much as many a hard-

working curate received for a year’s work. The
witty reply was in effect as quoted,—“Tourlord-
ship will kindly remember that I am not a curate,

bub a bishop, in my profession”; and [so the

affair was laughed off. I have heard this version

of the story told in the presence of the gentle-

man I refer to, by way of a compliment to him-

self, which seems to be good proof of correctness.

As for arohibeots, it is well known that bishop

and curate are paid by the self-same percentage.

E. K.

Congress of the Social Science Asso-
ciation.—An invitation from authorities to hold

the next Congress of the Social Science Assooia-

tion in Bristol has been received, amongst
others, and the executive committee have agreed

to recommend the council to accept it.

to form a memorial of tbe lato Sir C. W. Ood.
;

Parliament under the Act, inolades the P'ant

rington, M.P. The entire work of restoration well as the goodwill of the business. The Act

will cost 40 000Z.
I

of 1814 prescribed 25 years purchase of the net
’

!
profits and of the prospective profits of the rail-

Ancient Civilisation and History. The ^j^yg . gg that the present arrangement is far

fifth lecture of the series was reotfntly given, at
! favourable to the country than existing

St. John’s House, Winchester, by Mr. Reginald
j
preoedenta would have appeared to warrant. As

Stnart Poole, of the British Museum. On this
j

judex to tbe sort of sums dealt with we may
occasion he traced the stages of Greek history g^^^g the directors of the British and
from the Nomad, when the country was subject

to the incursions of adventurers, the chief of

whom were the Pelasgian, H^olian, Achaian, and
Ionian. The colonies of the latter were also

found on the opposite shores of Asia Minor, and
they were the commercial people of that early

day. He pointed out that the cultivation of

art was not necessarily favourable to a high

morality ;
it depended upon the end for

which any art was cultivated, whether its in-

fluence should ennoble or otherwise. Music,

the least debaseable of all arts, might be pros-

tituted to vile purposes, though the art itself

could not he rendered essentially bad. Greek

Irish Magnetic Telegraph have just agreed to

accept the sum of 1,2-13,5261. as a settlement

in fall.

Tlie Cbannel Tunnel.—The chairman of

the Channel Tunnel Committee, Lord Richard

Grosveuor, M.P., and Mr. Thomas Brassey, jun.,

M.P., accompanied by the engineers, Messrs. J.

Hawkahaw, J. Brunlees, and W. Low, having had

an audience with the Emperor Napoleon, have

obtained the report made by a special commis-

sion appointed by his Majesty to examine into

the practicability of executing the proposed sub-

marine tunnel between England and Prance.

sculpture was the finest ever produced ;
nothing! The report is of considerable length; all the

has since been given to us, except perhaps by ;
members agree upon the practicability of the

TT _n_ 1 --I. T-T J ' n no TiT-i-inAflA/l Kit f.KA Uno-liaK atto-i.
Raffaelle, which could be considered its equal,

j

undertaking, as proposed by the English engi-

The deductions the lecturer drew from his sub- .
neers, and the simplicity of ventilating daring

ject were—that philosophy is not religion
;
that

^

oonstruotion, by means of the double driftway,

it will never supply that which man wants
;

it There are some differences of opinion as to

takes the spoil, but it does not gain the battle whether the amount of probable traffic would be

over human nature ; it affects to have discovered remunerative at first. They think it will take

TENDERS.
For the reboilding of Moutpellier Baths, Cheltenham,

Mr. Edward Holmes, archueot. Quantities supplied by
Mr. 1’. Mansell

Hillon £3,805 10 0

Bennett 3,67-1 13 2

Marohant 3,559 16 8

Broom & Sons 3,638 0 0
Chaunon 3,450 0 0
Dixon 3,119 16 0
Trow &.Son3 3,191 17 -1

King jc iioa\TTn, eiciusivo of old
materials (accepted) 3,075 0 0

Far the engineer’s work, Montpellier Baths, Chelten-

ham
Denso
Ingram & Batley
Burnell
Adamson St Oo
Milton & Co
Fielding & Platt
Mullory and Green
Letheran & Randall
Fraser & Sons
Bhilton
Carter & Co.
Furkes
Taylor Brothers
Astbury & Sons
Sarory & Son (accepted)
Cormeli, jun

,. £1,649 0

.. 1,493 18

.. 1,310 0
1,300 0
1.38E

1,358 0
l,2u8 0
1,203 0
1,200 0
1,000 0

666 0 0

truths, whereas religion hud done it before. And time to develop the traffic in opposition to esta-

whether it be the Greek or any other nation, if blished routes, but that other matters than
J 1. u:.»K n kka ' i-Toffir. daIaIct AnfrKt. t.n Ka f»nrtsifl«rR(I- “ RiioVi na

it does not assign to woman as high a place as traffic solely ought to be considered, “ such

man, make her equal though diverse in her
|

the advantage of strengthening the bonds which

power, that nation will either fall or have to unite ns to an industrious, conservative, and wise

modify its own system. Aod no matter bow people, whose alliance with France constitutes a

high may be intellectual attainments in music, valuable pledge for the peace of the world.”

oratory, or architecture, they are all valuable The French council of engineers of roads and

rather as effects than as tbe causes of real good, bridges, and council of mining engineers, were

nnauimonsly of opinion that the driving of a
Iiayingr Chief Stone of Water Tower for

gyi^marine tunnel across the straits, in the
Tewkesbury. Within the last two years proposed by the English engineers, pre-
Tewkesbury has been sewered and now the nnsurmonntable difficulties. Copies
Cheltenham Water Company has begun the

^ documents have been
necessary works for providing the inhabitants

ggnt to the President of the Board of Trade.
with water from the Severn. The company
have purchased land at the foot of tbe Mythe

'

A Gift to Westbury.—A newly-erected
Bridge, and the works have been designed by building, comprising lecture-room, reading-room,
Mr. W. M’Landsboroiigh, C.E., formerly city library, a residence for the porter and his wifej

surveyor at Gloucester. The water will be ^ ladies’ cloak-room, and other offices, has been

For finishing 19 houses on the Trafslgar-road Estate,

Old Xent-road. Mr. Wiiliam Smith, arcliitect

Hearle £1,089 0 0

Harvey 959 1) 0

Cooke & Green 885 0 0

Eoghesden 818 0 0
Dlackmore & Morley 780 0 0

Baker & Constable 770 0 0

Wesleyan chapel, schools, &o., Watford,

. Thomas Peareon, architect, Qaautitiea
For ne

Herts,
supplied :

—

Taylor
Hubbard
Staines & Son
Humphrey
nightingale
Waterman, Brothers

Raper
Foale
Snowdon
Cooper & Cullum

..£1,764 14 0

.. 1,650 0 0
1,696 0 0

.. 1,635 10 0

.. 1,633 0 0

.. 1,493 0 0

.. 1,480 0 0

.. 1,479 0 0

.. 1,463 0 0

.. 1,436 0 0

For various works to Paper Mills, Ilford, for Mr. W.
Simpson. Messrs. Parr A Strong, architects

Watts £1,110 0 0

King* Son 1,096 0 0

Robinson 1,077 0 0

pumped into a subsiding tank, from which it provided for the benefit of the inoreasiDg popu-
will pass through three filtering-beds into a lation of Westbury-on-Trym, by Mr. H. St.

covered pure-water tank
;
and thence it will bo Vinoent Ames, of Cote Honse, Weatbnry. The

pumped into the service reservoir. This reser- block is built of magnesian limestone from
voir is to be erected on the top of the Mythe- cijfcon, with freestone dressings, and a porch of

hill. The tower will be 30 ft. high
;
and, as the game material. The hall is capable of accom-

hiil is 90 ft. above the level of the river, the
^

modating nearly -l-OO persons, and is lighted by
water will flow to the top of the highest house means of large side windows and a window in

in Tewkesbury, The base of the water-tower ^be west end. It has an open timbered roof,

will be of red and black bricks, with moulded ' gtained and varnished, and the height from floor

brick dressings
;
the tank, of cast-iron, will hold ' ridge of roof is about 40 ft. The cost is over

oe AAA __ii_ -..,1 ;... I-a a aaa-. p. i 1-_ 3 i- i-u:. l85,000 gallons
;
and engine-power is provided to

raise, in 8 hours, a sufficient daily supply for the

town, allowing 20 gallons per inhabitant. The
estimated cost of the works is about 8,000Z. or

9,000Z., and it is expected that they will be com-
pleted by Christmas. Messrs. J. M. Butt & Co.,

of the Kingsholm Foundry, are contractors for

the ironwork. The foundation-stone of the

water-tower was laid, with suitable ceremony,

by the wife of the Mayor of Tewkesbury.

2,000Z. for the bnilding, and to this must be

added the coat of the land.

For the erection of two chapels, a lodge, outhuildioga,

boundary-walls, lencea, gates, Ac., for the new cemelery

at Copt Hill, for the parish of St. Mary, Dover. Mr. Klein,

architect. Quantities supplied

Trowsdale, Wilson, A Co..,

M'Kenyis
Matthews
Adcock
Ayers A Son
Richardsou (accepted) ,

,,£3,43113 9
,. 3,193 2 9|
,. 2,8-40 0 0

.. 2,729 12 0

.. 2,700 0 0

.. 2,563 0 0

Bather Too Fast.— A three-story brick

house, IS ft. by 4D ft., and in the construction

of which 42,350 bricks were used, was built in

Lancaster, Pennsylvania, last month, in nine-

teen hours and a half, and persons were living

in it within three days from the time it was
commenced.

For new hot and cold bathe at St. Winifred’s Well,

Holvwell. Messrs. Robert Scrivener A Son, architects.

Quantities supplied :

—

No. 1.

Pickard A Parry... £1,160 14 6

Hughes 1,090 0 0

Edwards 1,031 0 0

Evans A Son 1,000 0 0

Chester 900 0 0

Anderson A Co.
(accepted) 729 16 0

No. 2.

..£1,135 10 9

.. 1,060 0 0

.. 1,006 0 0

.. 1,055 0 0
890 0 0

For building boundary-walls round the new ground at

the Stroud Cemetery. Mr. William Clissold, architect

Workman £400 0 0

Ball (accepted) 340 0 0
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Fc p alterations and repairs to Haaelwood Honse, Winoh-
iQore-hill. Mr. John Wimble, architect

Ward £517 o 0
Fatmen 623 6 0
Morter 613 o 0

Additions io Hesidence at Lee.—Mr. Henshaw states that
the amount of bis tender was £3,623, not £3,523.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
w. C.—C. W. A.-S. jt 8<,n.-M, r. W.-n, J.—H. P.—B, a.-
. T. 8.—OldSutacrlber.—W. W.-B. E— Retired Builder.— T. W.—

H. J.— W. 8.—B. W.—W. T.—H.- B. S.—W. S.—A. B.—J, P.— E. L.T-—E. M. B.-W. H.-B, T.-J. 8. C.-W. ft Co.-ADAclor.-T. P.-
Dr. J. A. S.— Mr. H.- F. a. A — 8. ft 8tn (the ordirary tblcknm of
pollehed plate glaee Ij i Id. and It vnriejtlluhll}-

j
but if an nnhitecl

sprcifiei that windows are to be gUred wl h J Inch poltahed plate
glaaf,” ho would be justified In expeit'Dito find It alii Inch thick).—
A. H. N. (»e will with pleaanre sp ak—when wj know),—P. 4 ions
((ball be inquired into).—W, P. (the builder appe are to have ineaul

the (urfaooof the flat).—An old Clerk of Worke (uest week).
Mai<>nt' Markt in India (unavoidably postponed).
We are compelled to decline p.>jn iug out books and giving

addrenee.

All itatemente of facts. Hats of Tenders, Ac., must be aecompanh d
by the name and addrese of the sender, not necessarily for
publication.

Notk.—The responsibility of sltmed articles, and papers read at
pnblic meetings, rests, of coarse, with the authors.

IMPROVED MACniNERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, ia employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufacture of Church, Turret,
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocka, Sun and Wiad
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every descript'oa
of Clock and Watch Work. Arohibeots, Builders,
Committeea, &c. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and
60, Lndgate-hiU

; Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

LONDON RAILWAYS AND STATIONS.
Just published, coloured, and folded in cofer, with Guide, 3a. 6d.; or, with the Map nncoloured, la. Gd

STANFORD’S SPECIAL MAP OF THE RAILWAYS
AND

STATIONS IN LONDON AND ITS ENVIRONS,
ON THE SCALE OP ONE INCH TO A MILE.

Coloured in Systems, distinguishing the Lines open and in progress, and with all the Omnibus Routes clearly markedabowing at a fiance how to reach an.y part of the Metropolis. Size, 2Q inches by 23 inches. Accompanied by a GUIDE
uy^PTTON^RTATToSf

TEApS running from every London Terminus, and especially slowing the
.1,

blATIOhS where Passengers have to change carriages. Also, the K0UTE3 OF ALL THE METRO.SUBURBAN OMNIBUSES, with their distinctive colonrs and names, the STEAMBOATROUTES, &e.
’

“ Nothing can be better done. . . It is incomparably the best publication of thekind which we ever examinedSntUcay Recoi-d.
" Must command the patronage of the million travellers whose ease and comfort are therein provided for

Saxlioay Times, ^

London : EDWARD STANFORD, 6 and 7, Charing Cross, S.W.

W H. SIMMS & CO. BUILDERS’
. BBOEEBBsad FACrOBS. 10. LATTKENCE POD*rrXET-

LANE. LONDON.-To HXIILDERS snd 0TB BR3, - NOTICE Is
btr.hy given, lhaf. s PHBLin SALE of MTSCFLLANKOCS I'LANr
ami BU LDINO MATERfALS. will be he'd in Ibeir large RALE
YARD, at fhelsee. early In JUl.T.-All versons having Stock nr
Plant for Sal*, and «ho wUh 'o seud in the same, must apply to•u— »T.

3g_ Cbeyii-.walk. Ch.lses, opposite the Cadogtn Pier :
. .. .1 XT,. .x__x . ...

•'•required.n the City as above.—N.B. Cash advau

ADVERTISEMENTS.

nuiiuiug i.ann, near lUr italiway Station.

|\TR. TAYLOR is favoured with instructions
XtX toSELLbyATTCTION. attheOKEYHOOVD HOLEL. Rich-
mond, on MONDAY. JUNE 28. at ONE for TWO P. rty.biue varv eli-
gible Plots of FREKIIOLD BUILIXNO LAND, having frot.taces oflfl
feet to Rt, Margaret’s drove, Tura's-roa'*. near Alina Park 'VtllHa aud
Isleworth-riad, aud within five minutes’ walk of the railway stolon
adinUahly adapted for the erection or villa or aaperloroottaee resl-
den«B. The eltaation it one of the most pleasant, healthy, and
convenient for uides round

; gravelly eoll, good water —Pat ll"ulars
and conril’lone of Pale, wUh plane, may be obtained o' Meeers
N1CKINS0N._ PBALL, ft NIC’KIKSON, Solicitors, 61, Chancery-

10 neighbourhood; the Place of Sale; and of

Ear'y and Import-nt Sd

lY/TESSRS. IZARD & BETTS are instructed
A' I by the Tmetfcs, under Derd of Ae-ignment, to SELL by
AUCTION, on ibe PREMIRER. tbe Swan-etreet Saw-mUK Pages-
w-lk, Bnmood^ey, on MONDAY next, JXTNE 2l9t, atTWELVF, the
whole of the valuable plai.t and luachimry, and the D'en.llsahd
fltUngs. of the ecgliieei’e, eaw-sharpeiier'e. aud eralth’e ehops. 7
ure/ul carf-horees. capital i ag hone. 8 carte, and t mb-r trolhye by
Brahy ft Son. otflee furullute. ftc a " Pat.t’i” mullitubnler steam
1 oiler, IJ fee* by 6 feet, circular eaw bench by Par*, n*. vertical evw.
framee, self-actlTig wood-ptauing and fliiiablng ranchliiee, all fifed
with corapleie dilving gtars. 350 feet leather driving bands. 16 cir-
colar, 19 ilnugh, and 70 verfcal eawe, large quantities of tools,
eev ral hundredweights of we .ught. and cast material, lathee, anvila,
bencheo, vlcee, *e. cutand ui cut timber and deale, end the mficol-
laneous eff-cts cf a large eiteh'iehment. Ou view this day. hv rata-
1 guea on'y. to be had on the Premiaea

; of Measrs. HICKLIN ft

Washington, PolloUors, l, Trlnliy-«qn»re, Borough : and of the
Auctioaeers, 173, Fenchuroh-street, E.C.

Juat publlehed.

Q uantities made easy.
A quick and accurate method of taking out quanMtlea from

> ARCHITECTS.

BALHAM HILL and CLAPHAM PARK.-Freehold Building Land.Mr. H. C. martin will sell, at the
MART, Tokenbouee-yarl, on MONDAY, the 2Slh dav of

JUNE, IFfiS. at TWELVE for ONE o’clock precisely, PLOTS of FREE-
HOLD BUILDING LAND for Bhnpa, private bnusea, and builneie
premleee. Nrar the Palham Railway Blation. Clapham Common,
and within five miles of the City and Weei-end. Nlne tenthe of the
purchase-money may remain at 6 per cent, interest, payable by half-
yearly inatalmenta.— Plane and larlleulara will be forwaided post
free on application to the Aootlotcer, Alliance House, Adam-etreet.
Adelphl.

the A ^ Richmond,

PLUMSTEAD. Kent,—Eligible Preehad Building Lai d-

ly/rR. WHITTINGHAM is instructed to
AtX SELL hy AUCTION, at th« ALBERT AUCTION ROOMS,
Eleaiior road, Woolwich, on FRIDAY, JUNK 26th, 1869, at, BIX forSEVEN In lire evening. In Ia>U. a LEASSHOLD COITAOE and
eligible FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND, lithe free end land-tax
redeemed s.ltimle In Purrelt and Saunders roade, aud tbe high road
irotn Woolwich to Erith, to Plumstead-eomnioD, near the church.
HlDe-teuth« of tbe puichsue-money may remain on mortgage ir
contract, at 6 per cent, to be paid In nine years by ba’f-yiarly instal-
ments

; but the whole or any part of the belauce mxy be p»id < ffat
any time without notice.- Particulars, plans, and coudlilnns of s>i]e
may be obtained, ten days before tbe sale, of hlesers. RUSSELL ftUAVIFJ, 69, Coamiu-sireel. E.C.

;
of the Auctioneer, 14, Moorgale-

Mr. R, GREEN, Rlchard-etreet, Woolwich
;

IMPORTANT BALE.

J. T. NEWMAN wiU SELL by
. AUCTION, at the MART, Tok»nbouee-y»rd, on WED-

NESDAY, JUNE 30tb, at THREE for FOUR o'clock, in lot*. 263
Plots of ellgl'de FRF-RHOLn BUILDING LAND, varioutJyaUuate
at Brenlwood, Harold Wood, Upton. Custom Housi. Victoria Docks
and BUvortown; also 31 Le-sehold Hoiiiea at Sllvertown, held for
95 years at groiind-renls am.mi ting to 95f. and let to weekly tenants
o’, a gross annual renUI of 4IUf -Pians. pa tioulare. an i conditions
may be had at the Matt

:
of J. W. MAR-H. E,q. 18. BUllter-street :

and of tbe Auctioneer, 106, Feuchurch -street.

The PEAOTIOB ot an AKCHITEOT, with
good counexinn. TO be DISPOSED OF, who for some

yearn baa hem established in Bolton, Laiicasbire. His retirement
is solely owing to 111 hpailh.— Addrere. in the fl-st Instance, by lotter
only. ” Sigma," care of WHITE ft HODGSON, 11, Clement's-l*ae,
London, E.O.—Prinolpats only need apply.

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.

An oH-established London ARCHITECT
has a VACANCY for a PUPIL of decided talent. Premium

BOOKKEEPER WANTED. — One who
lx can mcike plain drawings, superintend workoccaslona’ty, and

petleuce, 707, Olflee of ’’ The BulldBr."

p ENERAL FOREMAN.—WANTED, by
vjr a BUILDER and DECORATOR at the West End of London,
GF.NFRAL FOREMAN, or Superintendent ot the Building Branch

of the Business. A jutner hy trade, and one who has been slmlUrly
"'agoe 60a. per week.—Addreaa, atating

engagement, No. 036. Olficeof "The
engaged before, preferred,
age aud particulars of fern;
Builder."

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS. Ac.

^ ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
vX” Work, Decorative Furniture, and Gilding in all Us branches,
may be OBTAINED at the House of Call, Marlborough fnn

, Blonhelm-
steps, Oxfurd-etreet,—Addresa to the Secretary,

pLUMSTEAD DISTRICT BOARD of
WORKS. - ELECTION of SURVEYOR to Ihe PARISH of

Walworth Common Estate Improvement*.—First portion

TVLESSRS. 0, STUAKT BAEKBK & SON
favoured with instruottons from the Guardians of St.Mary Newington, to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises West-

WEDNESDAY. JUNE. 30lh, at

Mi precisely, tbe whole of the valuable BUILDINGMAIERIALS of upwards of 60 Housee, Shops, BL,d o thci erectlone •

comprising about 3,000,000 of sound bricks, large qua ntlllea of paa-
Ules, slates, root aud floor timbers, boards, etalra, ih- p fronts, ssahes
doors and fltHugs, le.d.zino. Iron pipes and ralllug, paving aud otbec’

Issue*, t-'t* day* prior to the Sele.may he had of the
1. 37, King WOUam-sUeet, City, E.C. aud 144, Walworlh-

Walworth- -To

]\/rESSRS. a bTCJART' BARKER & SONATi are favoured with Instrucfoni from tbe Guardlsns of St.Maiy' Newington, to LEI’ by AUCTION, at the ELKPUaNF ai J
WEDNESDAY. JULY 14th,TWO o’clock precisely. FOKiY-TWO valuable

in Westmorclaod road, Walworth, on

ONK fo.
BUILDING 8ITE8,
which nineteen ihops and twenly-three prlvi ..
erected lu conformity with plana and eleva'inne to be approved
the Surveyor to th« Guardians. Leasee will be granted for terms

of this property, in dose proximity to theweiworth-road’ one of the most important business thoroughfares iiMemotropolls, within easy walking distance of iheCity and West-Md and wlih .he mostamplerallw.-.y aud omnihue communication

mnriifiVI'
* “0“ eligible building specuIation.-Psrticmars,

? ^ “J* P'“l» uray be obtained of JOSEPH BURGESS, Esq,Vubj.hall, Walworth
; of Messers. H. ft F. CHUaTEtt. Solicitors, 86

i
El'pliant and Castle Tavern, Newiug.Wn, B E.

; and of the AULtioneera, 37, King WDUam-sireel CilvE.C. andl44, WalwQith-road. SE
nam sireei, Liiy,

M Ei3SES. BOOTH & CO. will SELL by
AUCTION, as above, on WEDNESDAY next, at ELEVEN

Ihe PARISH of
I of the Surveyor will be to carry out the
’arlUment by which the Board Is coosll-
.de thertuuder, full particular* of which

OfHcea.atOld Charlton. The salary
extras. The engagement will

rslde, Applica-
Soaid of Works,

PLUMSTEAD.-The __ .

.visions of the Acte of I

tuled, and tbe by-laws mi
may be oblalaed at tbe B,
will be I5ul. per annum, with
only be terminable by three month-’
lions, addressed to the (leik of the Plumslead
endorsed ’’ Surveyor," must be delivered at the Office of Ihe _

larlton, before FOUR o'cloA ou the evening of TUESDAY,

M
Office!, Charlton-street, June 17lh, 1869.

TWELVE o’clock, the old TIMBER and FITPINGB
lliiuses now pulling down, comprising shop-f ouU. wi'h i'

'

bars, slory poets, breisnmmers, joists, ralt-ri, Iron col
and frames, par'itlon*. doo’S, (stairs, hoards, quartering, tlies, Ac.
View the rnornloe cf sale.—Catalogues on the Premls-s ; and olBOOTH ft CO, Anctioneei* and Surveyors, Hackoey road, .London,
end L-ytonstone, Essex

"DEQUIKED, the Services of a competent
shutter-’a^d !

Timber valuer and SURVEYOR, to go abroad for a fewsnncieri and w,pi-. —i.v 1, .

engiKved cn S'eel ami Wood, price )8«. cloth,

Lathes and THENING, simple,
MechMiical, *nd Ornamental.

By W. HENRY NURTHCOTT.
" Thle Is a mast, rly and .xhsuatlvo rxpo.l'lon of th» eonatmctlon

of Lathes and their applk'o'i.’n to tumirg and other meehao'en!
operations. In the wonderful pr-gress of mechanism
taken pisce during the last two or thrr e genera’ioni, nt
progres-ed more than the L.sniE. . . . HowUlssll done la lucidly

rnlehes agreeable
' '

-Address, with references a:

wno has been in tbe foreign trade p
Club, George-etreet, Honover-iquare.

T) EQUIRED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
Xi) TION In an ArchHect's Office, or aa CLERK of WORKS. Da
good draughtsman, can take out quantities, and measure up work,
and baa ha.1 practical experience lu the office and building. Small
salary. Town or country.—Address, W. J. T. 127, Great Colmore-
street, Birmingham.

I tbeorei I of n
a book that

I excellent manual for the u

Loudon : LONGMANS, GREBN, ft CO. Patemoster-i

IO SANITARY ENGINEERS, Sur-
veyors, 4c.—The MARCH LOCAL BOARD of HEALTH,

relr Ue-ting,to be held on MONDAY, the 3th d»y of JULYn-xt,
,

proceed to appoint a Per-on to the Office of EESIDENi' BUR-
I
VKYOR, INSPECTOR of NDI8ANCE3, BUPBKINrBNDSNT ofMIGHWAYB, aud COLLECTOR of the RATES, for their District,
Ihe Town portiou of which comprises an area of about 600 acres aud
800 houses, and the Highways aie about 14 miles in ex-ent. Candi-
dates find the duties of the office fully set forth lu the " Public

HHS,’’ the ’’Slloules of Instruction ’’ Issued by the
Health iu the year 3831, aud In the ’’ General

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.-
BUILDERS and Otber* desiring a reaUy good system, rju—» .. .—Uy good system, ..»u

.. MODELS for BDILOBBS’ BOOKS, by DOUBLE
'hlch wss awarded Ihe prize otfered In " The Builder,"- —hlch has been adop’ed by many la*ge firms. Also a

by Single Kutry.suit.ble for small builders.—
' -road, Bcgeni's Park, Loudon.

SET
ENTRY. :

No. 1.180,

Modified Arrange
Address, E. A 4, St. Oeorgi

CORK STREET, BURLINGTON GARDKNS.-Imp.irtant Freehold
to Cork-street aud Ciltfnrd.etreet of

“Id wlthia four door* of New Bond atreet, with

\|ESSRS. RUSHWORTH, ABBOTT, &
(unlJasansmcepiable offs

."'..'.',.,"...7..-.
"

""'itio'f.

tethe. ...

New Royal Ac.adei
Mtablishiueiit conoected with llieratuie’ or the fiifflwtum, or exhibition ro. ms, and equally desirable forany fasblou--• •-

’-ig within a few yards of New—May be viewed with cards.
"Messrs. RUSHWORTH,

tUcy'E.C
^ -“egeut-street, W. and 19, Change-

•«epiablB offer be prevloi siv made by private contract! ihe aFKEtHOLD PROPERTY, poajeesing afroutage of IOCm Lcrk-street, and 36 feet to Clifford-street. aud lu ohee pr
islly of Loudon, lu Builiugton Gardena, ai

Tendering the j,ropery illgible
with llieratuie or the fi

'

ircanulo esrahii'i
Bondttieet aud near R.geat-

“‘'*y obtainedAMOIT, ft CO. 22, Savile row, Regeut-

T^ANTED, at ONCE! Every Architect,
TT Mason, Builder, Undertaker, Parish Clerk, aud Sexfon in

Hlghwt
eral Boar

,’’ but it famUlai

, . id prepare a;

additional works ofdrainag
works having been alreadyej

13 post.ge stamps to S. H. GARDINER. 3,
road. Lower Norwood, Loi.don. 8,B. and have by return ofTWO SHEETS ot MONUMENTAL DttaIGNB one of*- ^ materles, and the other of Marble. HeadsU-

Tablets f..r Cbnrcl
hundred sheets wi
hereon, wlU also

nno ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS,
builders, and OTHERS.-HOUSES. WAREHOUSES, andBUILDINGS of every descriptloti, In large or small blocks. BOUGHT

to PULL DOWN, iu town or country
;
the Materials removed with

all possible despatch. Terms cask.-Addresi, W. BLOUNT 43 to 49
Southampton-street, Camberwell S.K

'

r NEILL & SON,
tf • QUANTITY SURVEYORS.

11, COOKRIDGE STREET, LEEDS.
Highest lestlmobials from several eraleent architects. Terms on

applicatiou.

pOUNTRY TRAVELLER WANTED, to
CALL upon AECHIIECTS and BUILDERS. Must have some

is Indispensable that they rhould b
..in, luo practice of rngineeriug in cooneiion with works of town
drainage, of levrlllng, the making and management of roads,

.,..1 pavements, and competent to pruddce all the working
Iflcattons and estiniale* necessary for any

iquired for tbe dls rict (tbe piincIpA
:u ted), and also be able to superintend

noiKB, lest maienais, and see to the fulfllmeai of the conditions of
contracte by cont actor* for works. The Colleclion of the Rates
extends over the whole district, comprising upwards of 38,000 -acres
of laud. Tbe perron elected will be reqalred to enter upou his en-
gageineut tor'h 'itb, and to give sufficient security for tbe faltbfnl
ex- cutlou of bis office, and he will be required io devole the whole
of bis time to that ol-jacc. Appllcauts for the office are requested to
forward ihelr testimonUli to me on or before MONDAY, the 3S'.h
day of JUNE Inst accompanie 1 by a letter In tbeicown handwriting,
stating their age, the particulars of their experience Io works of the
above-meutlonei character, and tbe names of their sureties

; where-
upou a selection will be made, and such caudidaies only as shall
receive an invitation from the Board will be expected to attend on
Ibe day of eleclioD, but ibe Board do not pledge themselves to ap-
point siiy of tbe cauoidates. The salary will be lOOf. per annum,

—

By order of tbe Board, THOS. T. ELLIOIX, Clerk.
March, Die of Ely, June 8’b, 1869.

TO BUILDERS, ftc.

\\rANTED, by a practical and steady Man,
T V just completing a large job, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as

OENER.AL FORLMaN, i-r Charge ef a Job. Well up in setting out
work and making working drawings. Carpenter and Joluer.
Aged 42, Good references, ftc.—Address, SERIATIM, Royal Engineer
Office, Nelley Hospital, uear tiouthamptoD.

TO BUILDERS, ftc.

T\/‘ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, in a
I I Builder’s Office, by the Advertiser, who has just completed

JCTS and BUILDERS. Must
!
jJrawifig.-App y, by letter in the first I provei

,

90, Quem-street, E.0.1 ’ brldg-, Somerset.

. — Advertiser, who has just completed
articles. Can draw, take out quantitic*. aoddo the usual routine
s hullder's office. Salary not so much au object as room for Im-

Good references,- Address, R. L. W. Post-oUice, High-
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WANTED, a SITUATION in a builder’s
office, by one whn U well up In generel office work, eetime-

tlcg, ineuntlsg, Ac.— Addrei*, LDCA6, 318, KiogtUcd-to&d, N.B.

WANTED, in an Architect and Surveyor’s
Office, a competent URAUGHTsMAN well up in con-

Iruction Kud deUili, .

biTlDg bed some experience iu '

n lultable Asalstent the situdlo
letter, etaling reierencet and ei

•The Builder."

><iuen'illee preferred. To
3 permanent.—Apply, by
red, to ,No. (5;4. Office of

TO MOULDING MACHINIST0.WANTED, a steady Man, to undertake
Ihe WORKING of MOULDINGS (piecework), to MAKE

CUITEB8, and provide all labour re-inired. Muat be joiner by
trade. None need apply who cauuot give good reference as lo ability

and tol riely.—Addrees. 6St, Office of " The Builder."

'\T7ANTED, an experienced Person, to

\ V TAKE CHARGE of and WORK ft GENERAL JOINER.
Tie must thorooghly uudertland raa' binary, Aud bo In every way
efficient. A person having a knoeledgo of joinery pref-rred.—Apply,
statlDg references, salavy reijnred, Ac. tj Z Y. X, Post-offise,

“ll^ANTED, immediately, a thoroughly
tV competent MONUMENTAL BRASS BNGRAVBH.—App y

to LAVERS. BABRaUU. a WKSTLAKL’S, KndeU-streo-. W.C.

TO ARCUITECTS,WANTED, hy the Advertiser, an En-
gagement tn or rear London. Is a neat and *i—

-

draughtiinau. can prejiar. drawinge from roi'gb aketehe
detalle, aud ie accuitofiird lo gena-al office work. Q ol rofa

Addresa. A. B. Parket’e Hole', Surtey-sireet. Strand.

TO BUILDERS. AND CARPENTERS.
'T^'ANTED to APPRENTICE a respectable
Y V Youth as Above. A pteiniutu will be given.— Apply, JOHN

LORD, CUencester.

vv and Joiner), a eiTUATION aa WORKING FOREMAN.
Well up to setting out. Can g«t up drewli gs, Ac. Good
Woges moderate.— Address, N. W. U. Pott officr, MuMsiouo,

WANTED,
T } GENERAL F

TO BUILDERS

refer

FOREMAN. 01

untry. Carpenter liy trade,

cnce.—Addiess, F. R. IS, Deubii

,0 Take Charge of a Job. Tow
Thoroughly competent. Go.
3-ierrace No.tb, Btilereea, 8.^

\rANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by
*

- a ARCHlTEOTURtL DRAUGHTSMAN,
In dea'gn, detail aud persocutire, and who la also a good
veyor.—Address, L. M. N. !2, Portland Villa*, Blchm;
Walhftiii-greeu. S.W.

w ell t

w
TO BUILDERS’ F'ORESIEN. Ac.

SITUATION as an
id JOINERY, or BUlrc.se V

Wsges according 10 h

street, Reading, Berk*.

IMPROVER to Ihe CABPKNTS
otk. Ha* Ind five yeart' good «•

jill'r, 4c.—Addres*. Y. Z. Post

'll TAN TED, by an experienced CLERK of
VV WORKS, a RE-ENGAGKMKNT ftOftbove. ocasMtNAOINQ

TO manufacturers AND DECORATORS.

VVTANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
VV TION a* DESIGNER, or JiioUr Dtilgner.-Addres*. E. P.

WANTED, by an experienced Man, a Rfi-
ENOAGEMENT aa CLRKK of WORKS, or General .Manager

w TO MASTER PLUMBERS OR BUILDERS.

SITUATION iw PLt'MBK
gineral b<nd, three years 1

, Weybrldge Station, Surrey,

YV ARCHITECT'S ASSISTANT. Noobjectloi
tion In ft bull'rt'e, or any other Qrm, wher* be i

useful.—Add res '. 8. 26, Jaine«-fttre»t, N ii th Bnx’on

TO BUILDERS.

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
Y V thoroughly practicil out-dior FORKMAN, ju,t fluUhirg a

-Address, Cdi, Office

TO BDILDEBS, CONTRACTORS, AND OTHER'’.WAN'] ED, a SITUATION as NIGHT or
DAY WATCHMAN, Store, or Gale Keeper. Qool references

A(ldre«e, W. R. Knuwlea’* Library, 1, Colbridge-place, Westbourne-

'WT'ANTED, by a well-educated Youth,
Y V aged 17, a SITUATION In an Archltecl’e, Sorvejoi’e, Rngi-

TO ARCHITKOTS AND SURVEynBS.

~WT F- 13 open to an ENGAGEMENT as
Yt . JUNIOR or GENERAL ASSISTANT. Eight year*’ expe-

rience.—AdJresi, 3, Cair. ey Vi la*. Crowhurjl-ro d, Brlito i, S.W.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

AVrANTED, by a first class PLUMBER,
V V a SITUATION, or Job. No objection to nil up lime paint-

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS. AND OTHERS.

\T7ANTED, by a respectable Young Man, a

VV SITUATION as 1UREK-BRANCH HAND. Goodrefer-
I, PLUMBER, 5, Jnmee-plaoe, Korth-eireet, Peckhai

w TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.

ANTED, by a Young Man,
PERMANENCY as PLUMBER, Painter, Glazier,

”

iier, and PupHibsnger.—Aedeeas, H. S. 7-4, Yorlt-place
I, Rarnsbury. Islington.

-Address, Y, Z. 207, ClarendOD-road, Noltlug hill, W.

TO MASTER DF.CORATORS. BUILDERS, .

"VV/'ANTED, by an experienced Measuring -ww

V V and Quantity CLKRK (ft pr»cUcftl man), ftu ENQAGEtlBNT V
In ft Bull let'* or Quantity Siiryeyoi’* Office.—Address, SEPT, 00, »

Thistle-grove, Brorapton. 8 W,
j

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

YirANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
VV TION, In an Arehlteol's nr Surveyor's Office. Three year*

and a hftif experience.— Address. X. care of Mr. Macraichael, 207, \l

King’i-roftd, Chelsea, S.W, T

TO CONTRACTORS. an a

"VV/'ANTED, by a Young Man, a RE- ^.s

VV ENGAGEMENT a* CLERK or TIMEKEF.PER. Cm draw.

Good reference*.- Address, M.3. Derby-street. Parliament-street, S.W.

ttrANTED, by a Youth, a RE-ENGAGE- 2,
V V MENT. Can trace and copy p'an*, Ac. square dimensions, ^sfe

abslr.ict. lime and materials, ftud put Into bill, measure up timber,

4', Writes a good hand. Is thorongbly used to the rootlne of a

hu’ider. Highest references. Country not objected to.—Address,

G37, Offl.te of ’ The Builder." -T'l

TO BUILDERS. SURVEYORS, 4c. Y

YVrANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by an
VV experienced BUILDERS' CLERK, who 1* thoroughly com-

pelent In hook-keeping, rae.aruring, quanlUies. and the u»u*l duties.

Is a fair draughleman and estimator, ha* some knowledge of tbe -w-.

brick and cement Iradea, and hiu had sole managun’nt of a \/

dec-rator’s bu*ln*as. Ha* won a prize for a systrm of builders’ book- T
keeping. Country not objected to. Exc'llent ref-rences snd te-ti. Hen
monlala from go3d flrnis wub whom he has been many re.ar*. Aged d*ft

3’i Marri-d. aciive. sob-r.— Address, E. A. A. 4, St. George s-road, dut
Ptimrose-hill. Lon-’en. Add

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

"W/'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as ti
V V CLERK of WORKS, or General Foreman, by a thorjushly V

practical Mao. First class teference.'.-Addreaa. 671, Offi ’e of " The
j.

Builder." Til,

TO PLl’MBERS AND BUILDERS. -w-,

WTANTED, by a first-clas.s PLUMBER, a V
VV JOB Wftges6id. per hour. Will fill op lime in Ga*flttiug .!

and plain Zinc-wutk, A g.jod reference. — Addcee*, G76, Office of
•' Tho Builder.” n.o

WT"ANTED, by a Young Man, a constant
VV SITUATION as PLU-MBBR, or on ft Job. Can do painting T

SO'I g'ftzlng. Good rofereuee-. If required.—Addres*, G, L. 9. South- ^
tree', Maucheiter-squ ire, W, mp

TO BUILDERS, 4c.

YITANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
VV SHOP FOREMAN of JOINER’*, or the f'hirge of a Job T

Has a practical knowledge of all trades in the building line, Good. V
references. Age 43-AdJtfBi, G. V. Juuor’a News Agency, 131,

N nb-itreet, Rrightoo. —
"VV/'ANTED, by a thoroughly competent t
VV ARCHITECTURAL DRADGHT.4MAN. an KN ’AGEMRNT. V

Is well up in onnstni-tion, aud can desUn. Fln,t-elasa testimoniala. '

Addrets, W. BROWNE, 22. Mediau-roui, Lower Ci tpton.N.E.

TO BUILDERS. PLUMBERS. 4c.
’ \V7ANTED, a SITUATION, by an experi-

VV enced PLUMBER. Cmld fill np tlm« at p*lotiDg. glazing,
)

4o.—Addres*. PLUMBER, 29. Albert-terra-e. Kuightsbrldge. I

^ TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS. Ad

: YA7ANTED, by a GENERAL FOREMAN,
VV Coarge of a JOB. Carpenter by trade. Age 43. Good )

refarenees.-Address, H. F 41, Leiiy-street, Roman-road, Ullngton.

IAT'ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN- Z
VV OAGEMEST as GENERAL FOREMAN or CLERK of fo

- WORKS. Carpeuter and joiner by trade. AgeSl. Good references.—

Addresa, C33, Office of "Th* Builder.”

r TO MASTER PAINTERS AND DECORATORS. ’

• "VV/'ANTED, by a respectable Young Man, a br

VV CONSTANT SITUATION, a* PAISTHR, WkITBR, and to

GRAINER. Is willing to fill up time glazing aud paperh.nging.

Town or country. — Addres*. G. E. No. Sa. James - slreet, M.«rl- ^
1 botooffb-road, Chals*-*, S.W.

I AA7ANTED, in the country, JOINERS I
VV WORK; S'air*. Shop-fronts. Bashe*. Frames. Doors, or

H-juaes taken lo fit up c-imple'e, at a price (labour only), or Greeo-

3 bouses, Con*ervat-rie", 4e. Beforeace If required.—Address, No. 717, 3

a- Office of " The Builder”

TO SURVEYORS AND BUILDERS. “

AAT"ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
'

VV Young Man, well acquainted with office duties, drawing, si

3- Iftking off quaiitlUe*. meaiuring up and e*ilma mg works^o. Ten

a years- leferei.c-s in T .wn.-Addre-s. A. B 6, Foley- treet, W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

AArANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, as k
VV GENERAL FOREMAN on Works. Carpenter aud Joiner L

by trade. Good references ai to ability,— Address, CSS, Office of ’The
es Builder,” '

TO BUILDERS. 4c. _

AAranted, PLUMBING, PAINTING,
h VV PAPERUANGING, 4c, to any ftiuount, with or without

gl- roateila's. Fir.t-clsss references —Addioas, F. F. 2. Durham-place. f
nl Seven Si*ter*-roid, Holloway, N.

TO ARCeirECTS, BUILDERS, AND CONTRACTORS. ^

"VITANTED, by a thoroughly-experienced,
V V energetic Man, a RK-ENO AGBMBNT a* CLKRK nf WORKS,

as GENERAL FOREMAN, or MEASDKING t’LBRK. Ij well ac-

pe- quaintod In arranging aocouata with aiohltecU snd surveyors.

. First-class ref-renesa.-Address, B. T. c.r* of Messrs. Buck 4 a

Wooltou,126, Wes.min*(er-roa(l.

p YV/"ANTED, by a thorough Plumber, ex-
’ V V perlaneed lo new aud old w. rk, a JOB or SITUATION In

or near Town
;
or will fill up time at oiher b-anebea for a perm»-

neucy. Age 33 years. — Address. "Plumber,” 4, Harford-piacs,

Drury-lane. W.C.

TO WEST-END BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.
a VX7anted, a SITUATION, by a first-

VV class tiftde*raaQ. as OIL and GENERAL GRAINER,
“• WRITER, and DECORATOR. Excellent references. — Address.

P. GREY, 15. Maiden-road, aaverstock-hlll, N.AV.

a Y\7' ANTED, to take (labour only)- the
ter, vv CARCASSING and FIXING of JOINEEb' WORK, to any
ord- amount, by a IhoP ughly pracllcal Man,Ju-t HnLhIng a large coun try

job. Flrrt class re'etence. Town or country.—Address, M. A. Bye
Cottage, BrilaunU-road. Bedford.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUitBEES.
” VVIANTED, a SITUATION, by a first-class

vv P'.UMBKB, GASFllTKR, and plain ZINC WORKER.—
AdJreis. T. C. Y. 6, Mlddlcton-buildings, Langham-street, W.

•yPavlor, Street Matop, Granite Dresser iWood
ra. or Tiles), to TAKE WORK by the PIECB.
estimontals and references.—Addres*, JAMES
ea-place, North-street, Poplar.

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.

\1[7"ANTED, a constant SITUATION, a

VV PAINTER, GLAZIER, and PAPERHANGBR- Can (

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

‘VVT'ANTBD, by a thoroughly practical Man,
VV a RB-ENGAQEMBNT a* FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS,

3 take the enliie

-Addreis, Mr. F. TIMS, 7. ,

TO ARCHITECTS.

by a thoroughly practical

•e work*.—Addreis. W. U. K.

as
TO CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS.

ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT,
GENERAL FOREMAN, by one who has a thorough prac-

nowledge of the trade In all Its branches. Is ahrst c'aia

taman and estlm-'tor, and thonuehly converaint wUh the

of both workshops and office First-class tealimoulaU.

—

5, BUILDBR, 35. St. Mary'a-road, Souihimplon.

TO SURVEYORS. LAND AGENTS, AND ARCHITECTS.

TANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TUN as SURVEYOR, in a good office. A email salary only

lired. Country preferre j.—AdJciiB?, R. W, S. Olfica of "The

W ANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a
CARPENTER and JOINER, having a good knnwlelge of

eclflcatlons, and a-jcounti. 0*ed to blind miklug t

euorslly.—Address, D. 8. W, No. 1, Albert-si

oftd, Suuihwftrk. 8.

TO MASTER FLOMBERS, BUILDERS. Ac.

aes Plumber, Zineworker. Gftsfleter, *o. EMPLOY-
I

ant betth preferred.—Address, PLUMBER, Si. 77,
[

i. Upper Il-dloway.

TO IRONMONGERS. BUILDERS. AND OTHERS.
|

'ANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young
:

Mia a* IMPROVER at Ihe Hot.water. Fitting. Stove aud
,

;e Work. 4c,-Addres*, C. A. J. 10, Hsll-plaoe, Paddiiigtou.
j

TO BDILDEBS AND ARCHIfEOTJ.
I

ANTED, a EE- ENGAGEMENT, as
GENERAL FOREMAN or CLRRK of WORK!, by ft '

Aged 40, Ref.

B., O.

TO ARCHITECTS OR BUILDERS.

ITED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT in
her of the above. Nta*. conslruotlve draught»iniu, and'
rial. Can be well rec^mmeoded by last enip’oyer.-

|

T IB, SBerhoTue-sitaet, Blandford-iquare. N.W.
,

/"ANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, as
FOREMAN of JOINERS and CARPENTERS, or General

!

nan of Works, by a thorOHgbly experience 1 Man, well mi in '

ig out all klods of builders’ work. Has cirrled out good lobe

r London buildera and srchltecti. Noobjsction to bo working
i

lan.—A.Idrers. H. JAMES, 29. Hollowfty-road, Holloway.
,

TO BUILDERS. PLUMBSRS, Ac.

/"ANTED, by a first-class Plumber, a,

SITUATION, or Job, piecework or otherwise
;
or as Three-

:h H*nJ.—Address, slating ternii, A. Z. 3. Christiaua-pUce, Vio
•roiid, Peckbain, S.E.

.NTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT as
CBERK of WORKS or Buliaet’a out-door FOREMAN, by
ihly praet’cal Mau, joiner by trade. M'ddle age.—Address,

it office, Grafloii-road, Kentish Town, N.W.

TO BUILDERS WITH STEAM MACHINRRY.

WANTED, a SITUATION as SHOP or
MILL FOREMAN. Has a practical knowledge of Joinery

. _t deUll and setting out work. Would be found
a firm working for the trade, having had thirteen

at above.—Addresj, JOINER, 4. The Mall.Ken-

TO BUILDERS.

"VV/'ANTED to APPEENTfCE
VV who ha* atasteforarehltecture.and la a got

eichsnge-I.—Addte

a Youth,
good draughtsman,

of LUtljs,. Broadway,

TITANTED, WORK as PLUMBER.
VV dopalnting.—Address, J. BULL, Woolland-terrace, C

Can
ChftTlton,

TO PLUMBER?, BUILDERS. AND OTflERB,

HHE Advertiser, a thoroughly good THEEE
' BRANCH HAND, wishes for a PERJIANENOY. -Address,

L, 1, White Hart-court. Bishupsgate-street Without. City.

TO ARCHITECTS, HOUSE AND ESTATE AGENTS, 4c,

IHE Advertiser, who has had eleven years
ArchltfCl's office in London, wi.hes fo

Veil veistd in the management of hgueehtli

moderate-—Addteis, B- H. U. Oa*»lftt<

th Haikiiey. N.S.
Aged 3

d-road. Sou

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS.

TO ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS.

i of WORKS, of many years’ experi
I, Z. Z. Mr. Pauiey’«

-The Advertiser i

VV PAPERHANGBR, ORAINER, *0 . Used to g'od work
Artieler and references ibowu, it requli. d Good workmanship um
Ttspf cl ability can be relied on. A cousia .ishop pn-Ierred.and w.isei

according. Would not olject lo fiH up time by glazi' g, 4c.—AddtSM
J. S, 1, Portland place, Balham-hUI, S.W

TO PLUMBERS. GASFITTE'tS, AND DECORATORS.

IirANTJiD, a Permanent SITUATION by
VV a good THREE-BRANCH-HAND. Good reference if re-

quired, Wages modevif.—Address, * " «'Wa|«m2
j-rcftd, Holloway, N.

I, Wellington-ioad, St.

,0 Loudon archUeoti,—Address, OMEGA, 4, Richi

TO BUILDERS.

i IMPROVER, for thrre years. In i

years’ experience. Wages n it so i

’rurongbly proficient.— Address, fi. H. 2, A
’ eth. a.

A'
S GENERAL FOREMAN or CHARG]

, W. 5,Glouce8ter-tt
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The Vse of Plaster in Decoration.

iEMANDS of modern
: luxnry, in a northern
: climate especially,

: will probably always
: run counter, i:

greater or less

gree, to those of
the highest architectnral art.

Id the earlier days of simple

and hardy existence, the most
wealthy and self-indulgent

owners of habitations were
content to let the genuine
building material of the walls
show itself on the interior

surface as openly as on the
exterior, save where it might
be concealed by hangings of
“ cloth of Arras,” forming,

however, no part of the
wall-surface, and removable
at pleasure with little cost or
trouble. Then came, by slow

degrees, the days of wainscoting, rich, elaborate,
and expensive in its best developments, and
telling unmistakably of a time of settled aristo-
cratic family succession, when a mansion was
slowly and carefully built and decorated to
serve, not merely for the short-lived enjoyment
of its founder, but as an heirloom to his suc-
cessors. And finally we merged into the
plaster epoch, not merely covering the walls
for utilitarian purposes, but inventing cunning
imitations in plaster of the stone-work of our
ancestors, and discovering how Greek coffered
ceilings and Gothic vaulted roofs could be
thereby reproduced and multiplied, upon a fit

cradling of lath and framework, to the great
delectation of the beholders.

Whereupon a reaction; as there always is and
will be a reaction, sooner or later, against what-
ever is mean and false, in art as in other matters
The prophet Pugin, seeing how architecture
generally had been thus “daubed with un-
tempered mortar,” not only took up his song
against it with an alarming energy, but (to use
the language of Tate and Brady) “ also practised
what he knew building himself a house after
hiB own heart, with bare stone walls, rather than
enjoy the pleasures of plaster for a season. And
though few of us have followed this heroic
example, yet it must bo admitted that the
encrusting of a building with so base a material,
—really a species of mud,—certainly deprives it
of anything like a monumental or perennial
expression, and goes far to vulgarize any design.
We are tacitly conceding this in the efforts we
are making in many quarters to dispense with
plaster in our churches, and substitute the
honest brick wall in the interior

; though there
are not wanting philosophical minds who boldly
rail at this, and aver that we have as much
right to expect comfort and luxury in our
church as in our drawing-room. Be this as
it may, it seems probable that in our ordinary
dwelling-houses we must for the present accept
internal plastering as a necessary evil, until
some better, more durable, and more archi-
teetural material is discovered wherewith to
line our rooms without entailing an extravagant
outlay. And the existence of plaster in our
rooms being thus accepted and recognized, it is

natural enough that wo should also wish that the
material should be made to “pay its footing,” so
to speak, in the shape of decoration

; and that
as we have admitted it as useful we should also
admit it as ornamental

; the only proviso being
that the ornament should be of a kind suitable
to the nature, capabilities, and defects of the
material.

The commonest and simplest method of em-
ploying plaster in a decorative manner is, of
course, the agglomeration of a certain bulk of
the material, greater or less (generally greater),
at the angle formed by the meeting of the wall

I and ceiling, the collected mass being then “ run ”

into the form of mouldings of any required
section. Within certain limits, this is a legiti-

mate and sensible way enough of employing
plaster; it breaks the abrupt angle which would
otherwise be formed in that position, and
forms a frame to any decoration which may be
attempted on the surface of the ceiling. But
plaster has been much misused in this form

;

which IS not to be wondered at, seeing that there
18 an idea current among those who “ by this
craft have their wealth,” that the plaster cornice
round the room represents the bracket which
carries the floor above

; at least, this was the
theory of it which was gravely propounded to
us not long ago by an excellent master of his
trade. On this supposition, it is easy to under-
stand how there has arisen the habit of “ bracket-
ing down ” with concealed wooden brackets, in
order to obtain a cornice heavier and deeper
than could possibly be accomplished in plaster
without such assistance, and which, if it were in
reality what to the eye it is made to appear, a
solid mass of plaster, would of course fall down
at once. This is a process as absurd and dis-
agreeable as it is wasteful of material. The
only theory on which this source of ornament
can be defended is simply the one we have
hinted at—the desire to do away with the harsh
effect of the plain rectangle at the junction of
wall and ceiling; and this can only be done so
as not to be offensive to the architectural eye,
when the mass of plaster composing the cornice
is so shallow as to be manifestly self-supporting,

and to show itself in its true character. Besides
this, it is a manifest error, except in the case of
a disproportionately high room, to diminish the
apparent height of the apartment, and conse-
quently its dignified appearance, by bringing the
material of the ceiling low down on to the wall,

and thus losing 10 in. or 12 in. in height of wall.
The plaster moulding, if it is desired to make it

at all elaborate, should spread out, not upon
the wall, but upon the ceiling, the (generally)
bare expanse of which is thus reduced in extent

;

and the mouldings and general section should
be kept so flat as to render it evident that the
material can easily be retained in position by its

own cohesive power. The section given in fig. 1
of our illustration represents the kind of form

I

which such a cornice might take.* Here it will

I

be seen that the mouldings are simple, not so

i

small and crowded as to confuse the eye (which
is often the case), and divided into groups by
flat soffits, which serve to spread out the cornice
over the ceiling without adding to its bulk. The
small hollows introduced are a capital source of
effect, giving a strong black line of shadow
against the white material; and though the
plasterer is sure to complain of the difficulty of
mitring them, he can do it, if he chooses, well
enough. Such a cornice as this will be secure
without any bracketing; and the large hollow
in the angle, which is necessary in order to re-

duce the weight of material sufficiently, is also

utilized, in order to form a dark shadow behind
a perforated ornament, such as is shown at A.

This question of ornament, or, as it is more
commonly called, “ enrichment,” in plaster cor-

nices, is however a much more serious affair than

* See p. 506.

that of mere mouldings, and on this head the sins
both of past and present generations have been
grievous. In nearly all dwelling-houses erected
by builders, and unhappily in not a few which
have been under the supervision of architects,
the visitor's impression, if he look up on entering
& sitting-room, is that the products of the
kitchen-gardeu are having a race round the
ceiling. In proportion to the estimated rental of
the house, there are to be seen one, two, or three
rows of ragged, straggling plaster leafage in-
serted in the cornice—awkward attempts to
imitate, in mis-shapen coarse casting, the delicate
lines and surface markings of natural foliage, or
the effect of wood or stone-carving, varied by
an occasional gap where some badly-attached
lump has fallen out

; while in the centre of the
ceiling is seen a strange excrescence, looking like
a gigantic cauliflower squeezed flat, and fixed up
there as a warning to its kind. Those of our
readers who may have paid any attention to our
observations in a former number as to the relation
between design and material (see p. 3, ante),
will the better enter into our view as to the
style and degree of ornamental design permis-
sible with good effect in plaster. Two things, as
it appears to us, have to be borne in mind with
regard to this, as to all vehicles of ornamental
design— first, that the elaboration of the design,
and the amount of thought bestowed upon it,

should not be out of proportion to the durability
of the material and the difficulty of working it;

for to see a very highly elaborate and carefully-
prepared design confided to a mean and perish-
able material, always conveys a sense of dispro-
portion and of wasted labour secondly, that the
manner in which the material is to be worked,
and its texture and quality, must be taken into
consideration in designing for it. Now plaster
is a soft and by no means very durable material,
forming, in its ornamental developments, no
integral part of the building in which it is intro-
duced; and all ornament which is executed in
it is obtained by casting in a mould. These con-
siderations will determine that in the first place
such ornament should be of a comparatively
simple character, since it is not worth while to
expend the same amount of thought on the design
as if it were to be executed in stone or wood,
and consequently survive for many generations

;

that it should be highly conventionalized, since
any attempt to imitate the delicacy of natural
foliage in the manner which has sometimes been
successfully accomplished in wood-carving, be-
comes simply offensive with the coarse lines and
blunt angles which always characterize cast
work; and that the effect should be obtained
mainly by contrast of light and shadow, of flat

surfaces with deep and decided sinking; for

anything like surface manipulation, whilst it

must necessarily, as we have observed, be very
coarse in execution, becomes also offensive in so
white a material, as the means of visibly har-
bouring dust and soot, which soon “ relieve ” the
design in a manner scarcely calculated by its

originator. On the other hand, this very quality
of whiteness renders all shadow peculiarly valu-

able and marked, when employed as a contrast
to a flat surface of plaster. For this reason

such pierced designs as those shown at A, and
figures 1 and 2 in our illustrations, are well
suited for plaster ornament; with the deep
hollow behind them, which, as we before observed

has a practical use in diminishing the weight of

the cornice, the interlaced patterns in white
plaster have quite a sparkling effect, whilst there
is nothing on the surface which can hold dust.

The moulds for these are best made by simply
catting them with a knife in a flat cake of
plaster, without the intervention of clay at all

;

and by bevelling the sides of the pattern from
back to front, the visible lines of the ornament
can be rendered very thin and delicate to the
spectator, while leaving sufficient material at the

back to insure the required strength. The same
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Bystem can be mingled with surface decoration

of a simple character, as in fig. 7, where it is

not necessary to have a perforation right through,

as the employment of a deep sinking around

the trefoil leaf will produce the desired effect.

Our figures, up to No. 9, show some other

examples of the style of ornament which ap-

pears to US suitable for cornice decorations in

plaster. It will be seen that all these are simple

and very conventional in character, depending

on very few lines for their effect, and that the

patterns are produced almost entirely by direct

sinking, or by the contrast of surfaces in two

difibrent planes. It will bo observed also that

all of them are designs of small extent, consist-

ing merely of two small alternating members

indefinitely repeated
j

these in general look

better in execution than a more extended design,

which often has a straggling appearance ;
and

thus also one of the advantages of cast work is

brought out, viz., the possibility of numerous

repetitions of a small design without entailing a

disproportionate degree of labour, or exercising

the craftsman in a dreary mechanical carving of

the same feature ad infinitum. The effect of

such repetition, however, when once executed, is

exceedingly valuable, and was, as we all know,

practised by the Greeks oven in so hard a

material as marble, in the execution of their

*' ogg-and-tongue ” moulding; one of the most

beautiful andsuggestiveforms ofornament ever in-

vented, and which may serve as a basis for endless

modifications. In the present illustrations,we may

observe, figures B, C, 3, 6, 7, 8, and 9, are only

modifications of thesame principle, the alternation

of a shorter and rounder form with a thinner and

more elongated one. But to leave the cornice and

come to the consideration of the inevitable

“cauliflower” which forma the centre piece
;

it

seems quite consistent with propriety that a

ceiling which is ornamented round the margin

should have a central ornament also in the same

style; but the centre “flowers” commonly

kept in stock by plasterers and fixed up to order

in the middle of the ceiling are the most absurd

and offensive things, and violate every principle

of architectural taste. They are for the most

part great unwieldy lumps of so-called orna-

ment, sometimes not without a certain elegance

of conception, which makes the design look

pleasing on paper or in a photograph, but in a

florid style of surface-work aud under-cutting

which could only be accomplished with any

eflfect in elaborate wood-carving. Even this is

an exception, however, for in most oases the

designs put up are simply, or rather elaborately,

odious. Moreover, if those who eat dinners

under the shade of these specimens of plaster

vegetation were aware of their actual weight

and the slight means by which they are often

attached to the ceiling, they wonld bo regarded

iu the same light as the sword of Damocles.

Now the style of the centre ornament should

have distinct reference to tho style and orna-

mentation of the angle comice, and many of the

remarks which we have made with regard to the

latter apply equally to the former. Instead of

looking like some huge elaborate specimen of

vegetation stuck up above us, the centre orna-

ment should bo conventionalized aud “ arebi-

tecturalized ” into harmony with the cornice.

We like best to see it take the form of a

geometrical pattern in moulded lines, which

might be “run” upon the ceiling just as the

cornice lines are run, and then finished by the

addition of some simple ornament in the inter-

spaces. Or if the large number of mitres is an

objection to running the lines, at least the whole

thing should be kept flat and shallow, in the

same style as our model cornice, and not be of

such a shape and weight as to suggest the

wonder bow it ever could be kept in its place.

Figures 10 and 11 are suggestive of the style of

thing which might be inoffensively used; not

imitative of any natural form, but simply an

arrangement of ornament, for the most part flat

or nearly so, in geometrical forms; the one with

the orthodc-x circular outline, the other in the

lozenge form, which might be tried as a varia-

tion, often, with good effect.

These two orthodox modes of placing plaster

decoration, however, in ordinary houses, leave

the principal expanse of the ceiling a plain white

surface, as uninteresting and bald as can possibly

be. Of course this is sometimes utilized for

paiuting, which is, generally, however, if it is to

be at all well doue, an expensive pi'ocess, and

cannot be expected to become universal. Bui

why. with an impressible material like plaster

covering tho ceiling, can no ornament be attained

by diversity of surface anywhere, save at the

sides and in the centre ? It is surely possible to

devise means for impressing on the finishing

coat of plaster, while still wet, such a small

diaper ornament as might relieve the dreary

monotony of surface, and serve to connect the

centre ornament with the angle-cornice. The

attempt is at least worth making, and a much

better effect would be produced if some of the

extravagance of cast ornament now lavished on

the centre and sides of the ceilings of our

drawing-rooms were retrenched, and the orna-

ment more equally distributed over the ceiling,

which might thus also afford a ground for a

simple decorative treatment of colour, by laying

in the ground of the diaper-work in a flat tint,

so as to bring out the principal lines of the

patterns, or by a judicious touch of gilding

appropriately placed. We give a suggestive

sketch of a portion of a ceiling with the centre

part treated in this manner ;
but even a simpler

pattern than the one we have shown might bo

perfectly effective, and would be, at any rate, a

vast improvement on the ordinary expanse of

flat plaster which eeoma to be commonly accepted

as a sufficient finish to our drawing-rooms above,

whatever richness of design and materials, in

the shape of carpets and rugs, we may tread

nnder our feet.

If wo have confined our remarks and sug-

gestions to what must be considered simple and

every-day uses of plaster in decoration, and have

not given any illustration of its use in more

elaborate forms, it is because we feel that the

less encouragement there is to the use of so

unsatisfactory a material in large and important

buildings, and in highly ornamental and elabo-

rate decoration, the better will it be for art

generally, and for architecture in particular.

In ordinary dwelling-houses, where it is im-

possible to go to much expense in decorating, tho

(at present) necessary introduction of plaster as

an interior lining, furnishes, as wo observed,

opportunity and means for a certain amount of

decoration not altogether to bo despised, if

judiciously carried out, when we consider the

cheapness and ease with which it can be pro-

duced. But with regard to all buildings of a

high class, and oven of largo houses where

expense is less an object, the rules with regard

to the employment of plaster ought to consist,

like the Decalogue, chiefly of prohibitions, “ thou

sbalt not " predominating over “ thou shalb.”

Even with regard to the angle-cornice of a room,

which seems so universally accepted as a proper

situation for the decorative employment of

plaster, we should prefer to see, where expense

will admit of it, the employment of a moulded

beam, whether decorated with colour or not,

which would then really form that bracket for

the flooring above which our plastering friends

fondly suppose is represented by their agglome-

rate of run mouldings. And as to some other em-

ployments of plaster which are not infrequent,

we hold that they should be altogether abolished.

Foliated capitals, for instance, are^ most unfit

subjects for execution in plaster, seeing that the

very aspect of the material at onco suggests

weakness, where we know that, if a column is

doing any real work at all, strength is specially

required. Under the like category come all the

devices so common, even with architects by

no means to be despised in their profession,

of bracketed plaster arches, bracketed drop

mouldings and pendants, and all those devices

which represent plaster as doing what it never

can do, or endeavour to cheat you into the belief

that it is another material. Plaster in a certain

degree increases the comfort (though certainly

not the cleanliness) of our houses, and is suscep-

tible of being made ornamental up to a certain

point with good effect, if treated as what it is,

viz., a thin coating artificially laid on to the wall,

and capable of being moulded or impressed in

simple patterns. So treated, it may bo called

an arohitecboral material, though of the lowest

grade. Endeavour to go beyond this point with

it, and it at once becomes a sham, repulsive to

the architectural mind, and ranking no higher

than so much confectionary pie-crust.

The Vorkshlre Tumuli : Incised Stones.

The Rev. Canon Greenwell, of Durhnru, has re-

sumed his researches among the British grave

mounds, on the estates of Major Stapjlton, Wass

Moor, near Ilelmsley. Though unproductive in

tho usual accompaniments of grave mound

buri.als, two of the barrows yielded incised stones

bearing the “ cup ” mai kings, analogous to those

of the sculptured rocks and cist covers which we

before described.

FRENCH UTENSILS IN THE MIDDLE
AGES.

Aftee an interval of ten years since the

publication of his first volume on French furni-

ture from the Carlovingian period to that of the

Renaissance, M. Viollet-le-Duc has now issued

the first part of the second volume. He ac-

counts for this long delay by saying the extreme

favour with which the first was received fright-

ened him a little. Ho felt that he must make

hia work worthy of its reception : in two ex-

pressive words, “ succes oblige.” This instal-

ment of the second volume relates to utensils,

and will be followed by a part on goldsmiths’

work. As now proposed, vestments and trinkets

will be treated of in a third volume, and arms

and tools in a fourth.

Foremost amongst the ntensils described and

illustrated are aiguieres, vessels for holding water,

used both in ecclesiastical ceremonies and civil

life. There are seven ancient examples figured,

beginning with a specimen from a ninth-

century MS., which shows that a classical form

was then still iu use, and proceeding through

succeeding centuries with the eccentricities they

ran into. One aiguiere is in the form of a bust,

with the spout inserted over the forehead;

another is a strong-limbed horse, with a tap pro-

I jeoting from its broad oliest,

' Tho French equivalent for our word plate,

asjiet/e, was not used till the end of the fifteenth

century : before then the term we still retain

was employed

—

plats. And it was not till the

twelfth century that a plate was apportioned to

to each guest at a banquet: previously one

porringer served for two persons. In still

earlier times people helped themselves out of the

general dishes with their hands, in the Eastern

fashion, and either threw tho debris of their

repast upon the floor or left it on the table. In

the simple days of grilled meats, before man-

kind came to a knowledge of ragouts and crimes,

a slice of bread laid before each person _waa

enffioienb accommodation. Upon this primitive

plate the portion of each guest was laid, ^which

he either cut with a knife or divided with hia

fingers into morsels. With every change of

dish, or course, fresh slices of bread were pro-

vided. The custom still in use of serving small

game upon slices of toasted bread is a lingering

tradition of this ancient usage. M. Le Duo

also tolls us that the most ancient French plates

were similar to those of the present day, only

smaller
;
shallower, too, if intended for solids, and

deeper if meant for Ics mets Uquides. Earthen-

ware plates were rare. Tbe poor ate off wood

;

the middle class, off pewter ;
and the nobility, off

silver. An illustration shows a fifteenth-century

contrivance to send a dish hot to table. Instead

of burning the attendants’ hands with the hot

pewter or silver, the circular dish was placed on

the top of a cylindrical open copper ring, fur-

nished with handles and feet, and thus trans-

ported easily to table while very hob. This con-

trivance, called a doublure, is perforated with an

ornamental pattern.

Under the head of Bassins, wo are told that

basins for the accommodation of washing hands

after a repast were either double or accom-

panied by one of the atguiSres we have men-

tioned. Esyptian paintings and sculptures show

the use of basins with their proper vases for

this purpose, as do those of ancient Greece.

Vignettes of Greek MSS. of the early centuries

of Christianity prove the continuity of _tha

custom. A vignette in a psalter of the ninth

century, in the Imperial Library, shows one of

these basins, furnished with a long, straight,

hollow handle, finished with a lion’s head, through

which the contents could bo emptied.
_

This is

ficrared, as is the celebrated copper basin, deco-

rated with enamels, fonud at Soiason, now in

the same library. Sometimes basins for this

purpose were made of silver and gold. In a

woodcut M. Le Due shows us, laid out in a sump-

tuous apartment, a Medimval repast, at which is

seated a lady of rank, by the side of whom a

page is kneeling and pouring scented water

from one basin, furnished with an orifice

for the purpose, over her hands into a larger

basin ho is holding with his left band below

them. Another illustration shows us a MediJEval

toilet-basin, with a girl washing in it. It is wide,

round, aud shallow, and placed on the floor;

consequently the person using it had to kneel

down beside it.

The exigencies of an alphabetical arrangement

bring us, shortly after this, to a utensil of a less

domestic character,—the barrow, brouette. Here

M. Le Duo corrects an error that has prevailed
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in Prance with regard to the invention of this
little vehicle by Dupin. in 1669. He says he has
lonnd mention of them in thirteenth, fourteenth,
and fifteenth oentnry MSS., and gives an illus-
tration from a vignette of a MS. of the thir-
teenth century, of a man propelling a wheel-
barrow, the form of which differs but very
slightly from that now in use.
Of the gold candlesticks mentioned with so

much precision in the old catalogues of household
gods, we are told not one example is loft in
h ranee, and only a few silver ones; but of bronze
chandeliers, with one or several branches, thereM still an incredible variety. Of the dozen
illnstrations the most curious shows ns a dra"on
with a supplemental head where his tail ought
to be, on-which is seated a stunted personage
holding a large outspreading flower, in the oup
ot which IS the spike for the caudle to be fixed
upon. This candlestick is of the same dwarfish
nnoouth character as the twelfth-oentury sculp-
tures in Apulian churches. The moat beautiful
example^ given is the gilded bronze upright
candlestick which once belonged to Mans Cathe-
dral, and before that was part of the treasure of
Gloucester Cathedral, and is now again in
England. It is of twelfth.ceutnry wo?k, and
covered from^ the three lobes at the top to the
three feet at its base with a mass of human and
animal figures fantastioally linked and entwined,

m eyangelists can be
Identified, On the rim is written what has been
supposed to be an explanation of the design

“ "P” 1 lioiihina refalvena -

Predicat : nt : vicio : non : tonebretur ; homo."

the to^-^
“ second legend within the bowl at

' Hoc oenoinmen.is re« eooleile Pooienna
: Thomas

Ditftvjt cum aolannam.”

And round the stem, over its encrustation of
figures, 18 wreathed a scroll, on which is written :

"
Dsvotio

I mitis ;me . Dedit : occlosis : sol .- polri ; Sloceatre.”

In the Middle Ages every house had its
drnjcoir, either upon a oredenoe-table or on the
drcssoir, which, full of confeotions, sweetmeats
and spices was offered to every visitor on his
arrival, and also after a repast. They were ofvarious forms, but generally stood on trays onwhich they could conveniently be handed about.M. Le Duo lilustrates a handsome specimen of abowl form, raised on a stem with an octagonal

little grifflns at each
angle, which has a dome-shaped coyer Itstands upon a plateau, or narrow oblong traywith two handles to it, leaving ample room for
the spoons to be laid on one side of it and thecover upon the other. This last was laid on thetray on its orown, within which were the serviettes
for wiping the fingers of those who helped them-
selves to the dainties of the dregeoirs. In thehouse of the Dukes of Burgundy, where luxurywas carried to its greatest height, these objects

Lb Duo quotes anancient wnting relating to these princes, wheremention is made of seven drageoirs set withE““ “
Close to these elegancies we are shown acnrions utensil, which is also a piece of furni-

Middle Ages, called a damoiselle d atoumer It
consists of a circular stand about the height ofa table, ont of which rises, to the height of awoman, a twisted stem furnished with armsUne arm holds a mirror, the other a dish of pinson the top of the stem is what we should pro-’fanely oa 1 a, dummy,” but which the Medimval
gallants desipated a dajitaiselle, on which thelady a head-dress was placed till it was reqnirod

stand below served for thedeposit of combs, brushes, and cosmetics, duringthe progress of the toilet. M, Le Due says, theadornment of ladies’ beads during the periodfrom the twelfth to the fifteenth centuries wasvery complicated, and from the middle of the
‘Le fifteenth,

especially, the cotfures of noble ladies required

nroo'? arrange themK “““I
Leoomingly

, and it was only likelythat the ganles-robes would contain utensils and
turnituro specially adapted for them. He givoean illustration of a lady in the hands of the tire-

thZ'zsr “

Turning oyer a few more pages, wo come

bl. of iron-work, arresting

foZ ib
° gtacefulness. It is of a wheellorm, the rays from the centre passing out of

the rim and finishing in flenra-de-lis, and
the spaces between each spoke being filled in
with^ what we might almost call tracery.
Details show that this handsome disc tarns npon
an axis fixed in a tripod furnished with a long
handle, and we find it is nothing more than a
gridiron, made beautiful by the mind and hand
of the smith who fashioned it. The use of the
axis was to turn the gril round and round should
an undue heat below threaten to burn the meat
dressing upon it. The original is in the Uus4e
de Cluny.

In the vast goblet called a hanap we find
another word which was once common to both
countries, but which one only has retained.

I

Only in the title of an officer of state do we now
'

use the term as hanaper. The author of this
^

dictionary of relics of old French times takes up
this subject from Saxon times, when politeness

'

required that two persons should drink out of
one hanap, the first to drink saying, according '

to French rendering in an ancient MS. called U
Romans de Brut, Wes hel, and he who received
the goblet to empty it saying DrinTcel. But the

'

hanap is often of a capacity to hold more than
sufficient for two persons. Though generally of I

a goblet form, we hear of its approaching a
'

punch-bowl character in the instance of That
which belonged to Saint Louis, described as a
coupe or petit bacin. Sometimes they were fur-
nished with covers, and more occasionally with
lock and keys. A fifteenth-century hanap figured
consists of two spheroids of different sizes;
the larger, famished with a short stem and
footed base, being the bowl

; and the upper, or
smaller one, the cover. This is sarmounted by ^

a crown, which, when it is turned upside down,
serves as a base for it, and the cover then
becomes a second hanap. This cleverly-con-
trived doable goblet was, doubtless, carried on a
plateau to those to whom it was offered, and the
taster sipped from the cover.
French Medicoval lamps, again, as well as

lanterns, are of many clever shapes. The
earliest lamps were identical in form with those
of the Greeks and Romans, and in material with
those of Pompeii, of terre cuite. Then Oriental
intercourse produced the cup form, suspended by
chains or dropped into tripods. But as these

i

gave but a feeble light, thirteenth-century

'

invention set the wick free again in a bronze
vessel, supported by a chain from above. In
the fifteenth century the lamp consisted of
either a round or square bowl, having a stem
rising from one part of the rim and bending over
It, the bend being furnished with a hook or loop,
for facility in hanging. The stems were hand-
somely wrought into ornamental patterns, and
round one of the bowls shown runs an inacrip-

'

tion : Servo • e 'me ‘ Cosimio * altri, accompanied
with a device of a pair of hands joined, a heart

'

and a dog.
’

I

In the matter of mirrors we must not flatter
'

ourselves we have progressed as far as outlines
go. A Carlovingian mirror did not swing, cer-
tainly, bat it stood upright on a stem rising out
of a fitting base, very gracefully. It was made
of polished metal, not glass, framed sometimes
in goldsmith’s work, made more precious with
enamels, gems, and pearls. In the thirteenth
century an attempt was made to utilize glass for
this purpose, but the process of quicksilvering
being then unknown, the result was not suf-
ficiently satisfactory to banish the steel mirror
before the commencement of the sixteenth cen-
tury. Ancient mirrors were not, however, to be
compared with those of “the modern ” for size.
A largo -cirror was the size of a plate

; and one
of less pretensions might have been secreted by I

a belle in her pocket. M. Le Due figures a oir-

'

cnlar mirror, the frame surrounded with small
balls, and the stem rising out of a disc.
There is a beautiful example of a nef, which,

from the heraldry upon it, must have belonged
to a Duke of Orleans. At the banquet the nef
was placed before the seigneur. It was of gold-
smith’s or silversmith’s work, in the form of a
ship, furnished with orew, masts, sails, and
i igging complete. It contained, under look and
key, the spoons, forks, napkins, cups, salts, and
spices required for a repast

;
just as our modern

caddy is supposed to hold the tea and sugar in
safe custody. The name cadenas was sometimes
applied to them. The occasion of their use was
the fear of poison. In those d lys of undeveloped
medical science, doubtless many deaths attri-
buted to poison may have occurred from natural
causes not understood or discovered. On the
other hand, it is to be feared that many persons
were harried out of the world by poisons ad-
ministered in their food. A Duchess of Orleans,

quoted by M. Le Due, states that half the people
of the court of Louis XIV. died from poison.
The nef of the Duke of Orleans before us is of
silver, with enamels. On the side-planks of the
ship, as wall as on the stern, are large shields,
which form the doors to the cupboards within.
Six lions crouching beneath sustain it in position

^ a plateau called an entablement de ma(^rinnerie.
On deck, and on an upper deck, are many armed
men, whose shields are ranged to form parapets
round them. Five large banners are flying. Old
inventories mention a prodigious number of
these nefs, in silver and gold, decorated with
enamels and precious stones. Charles V. owned
four of gold and twenty-one of silver gilt. Some-
times the rigging and sails were of silk. Contem-
porary with them was the baril, an ornamental
barrel

_

made to stand npon the table or upon the
dressoir, to hold wines, scented waters, and condi-
meats. These were sometimes of silver, like-
wise; sometimes of ivory and wood. One figured
is supported on the shoulders of two youths at a
sufficient height to admit of the goblet be'ng
plaxied below the tap, and these stand on a tr^
foiled tray, so that the wine should not be spilt
upon the credence, dressoir, or table. In the

,

sixteenth-centnry wine-flagons began to be put
upon the table

;
before then persons of rank

handed their goblets to the attendant pages to
be filled.

In the salt-cellar we find a similar display of
ornamentation at this early period. Theso, when
large, were provided with wheels, so as to be
easily passed down the table. When smaller,
and there were numerous guests, they were
placed at intervals as with ns. Some like the
nefs were in the form of ships. They were
genprally furnished with lids. Examples of the
pre-Renaissanoo work are very rare. The author,
however, gives a thirteenth century low flat-
topped pewter salt-box, of a hexagon form. On
each of the six sides of these is a little panel,
with a figure on it; and on the lid is a repre-
sentation of the Annnnoiation, on a diapered
back-gronnd, with an inscription :

— “ Bosetus
mefecit Ave gratia Plena, Domintis Tecum.” On
the under sidb of the lid, which, when thrown
open, would be in full view, is a representation
of the Crucifixion, with a legend ;

—
“ Cum sis

in pensa primo de paupere pensa ; cum pascis
eiim pascis amice Deum.” Less severe than this,
and of infinitely more costly material, is a second
example, belonging to the fourteenth century, in
silver, gilded. An agate vessel holds the salt,
and is monnted in the manner of a chariot
on a framework furnished with four wheels!
A miniature chateau on the top forms a rest
for the golden lid when opened, and a snake’s
head serves as a clasp with which to make it
seoui'e when closed.

A Merovingian pail even was a picturesque
object, not narrowed at the base, but of equal
diameter throughout, with flat iron hoops, with
an ornament on them, and a flat ornamental
handle. These wooden pails have been fre-
quently found in graves in the north of
France and on the borders of the Rhine. A
vessel of precisely similar character was used
throughout the Middle Ages as almoners’ pots,
in which broken food was" given to the poor!
They were occasionally made of copper, lined
with tin. Some ioventories mention almoners’
pots, or pails, of silver; and that of Charles V.
enumerates a pot d aum6ne of gold.
Under the heading seringue we see the most

primitive of fire-engines, the syringe. In 1663
a fire was extinguished in Troyes Cathedral
with a syringe. In 1700 the same edifice pos-
sessed several of these engines. It was cus-
tomary, formerly, to make a reservoir of rain-
water under tho roofs of great buildings, to
which was supplemented a syringe. Sometimes
a little water was snffi dent to avert a great
calamity, and the syringe was nsefnl in direct-
ing it upon the portion of the structure on fire.

Troyes Cathedral still possesses one of these
relics, dating from the sixteenth century. It
is figured. Between the last two rings binding
its long cylinder, are the arms of the chapter,
and the initials S. P., for St. Peter, the patron.
Of all the trenchers that were once in use in

Prance there is no example in any musenm.
They were made of crystal, silver, silver gilt,
and gold, and all have alike vanished. Upon
them the carver cut up the viands, and also
arranged the slices of bread destined to receive
the morsels selected by the guests. They
are mentioned frequently in inventories, and the
vignettes of MSS. show them over and over
again, bnt there is no specimen known for
M. Le Duo to figure.
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The gold and silver vessels of the French

kings and of the Dukes of Burgundy, it will be

seen from our occasional rel^erence to their

inventories, were almost incredibly numerons.

M. Le Due epitomises the inventory of

Charles V., and in this abbreviated form its

richness is startling : 3G doz. silver plates, 33 doz

ditto silver gilt, and 72 of pure gold, besides

innumerable p'^ts, lianaps, drageoirs hassins,

aigui^yes, nefs, salt-cellars, one in the form of a

Vf/i 6 doz. silver-gilt candlesticks, 1-L gold ditto,

&c. And then the inventory of gold vessels set

with precious stones and pearls exceeds even

this in magnificence of array. Some of these

possessions were relics, such as the coupe^ of

St. Lonis, with its ewer, the coupe of King

Dagobert, the coupe of Charlemagne set with

sapphires, &c.

An account of glass vessels, ven-erie, brings

this portion of the work to a close. There is a

graphic description of drinking-glasses from the

days when they could not be set down unless

they were empty, till the more moderate times

when they were provided with stems. One of

the five illustrations is shaped like a cone and

ornamented with spiral stripes. This is assigned

to the Mei'ovingian period. We have but dipped

into 11. Le Due’s work sufficiently to give our

readers a taste of its contents. It is like an

ancient French drageoir— full of good things

skilfully prepared.

and kindred companies should have to complain

of their efforts being crippled through the want

of additional capital. This surely will not long

be the case when it is more generally known

that 100,0001., judiciously employed, will provide

improved dwellings, with all their attendant

blessings, for a population of about “1,000

persons
;
yet such is the truth, if the figures in

the report alluded to are to be relied upon.

There is yet another class of our London and

other large town populations, which appears at

present to have been somewhat overlooked by

the various societies and companies for improv-

ing the dwellings of the poor. We mean the

very lowest class of lahonrers and others, who

can only afford to pay Is., or at most Is. Gd., a

week for their lodging. This class is, no doubt,

a difficult one to cater for, but it is one of not

inconsiderable number, and it is the class stand-

ing most in need of sanitary, social, and moral

elevation. We earnestly hope, therefore, that

some efforts will be made to afford to a lower

stratnm of society some of the honefita which

are now being enjoyed, and fully appreciated, by

the inhabitants of the numerous tenements

erected by one or another of the associations

established for this benevolent purpose.

SUCCESS OF MODEL DWELLINGS.

The report presented by the directors at the

annual meeting of the “ Metropolitan Associa-

tion for Improving the Dwellings of the Indus-

trious Classes,” possesses an interest which is far

from being confined to the shareholders in that

undertaking. There are two points in the re-

port to which we would call the attention of all

those interested in one of the most important

social and sanitary questions of the day : first,

the financial aspect of the undertaking, and the

result produced in proportion to the capital em-

ployed j
and, second, the sanitary condition of

the inhabitants of these model dwellings, as

shown by the death-rate which prevailed in

those occupied during the past year.

The Metropolitan Association appears to have

embarked a capital of rather more than 100,000Z.

in its endeavours to improve the dwellings of

the industrial classes, and, notwithstanding the

large amount of capital which was during the

year unproductive pending the completion of the

buildings upon which it was expended, the result,

financially, of the year’s transactions was a net

profit of 4-, 2361. 1-k. This sum was sufficient to

declare a dividend of 4Z. per cent., and to carry

forward nearly 130Z. to the guarantee fund,

whioh was thus raised to 4,060Z. It appears

pretty evident that when the buildings are all

fully occupied there will be no difficulty in earn-

ing a secure 51. per cent, upon the capital

employed, after making ample provision for

deterioration of property. This should be con-

sidered quite satisfactory : here is an employ-

ment for capital, with undeniable security, and

earning a certain 51. per cent., with the impor-

tant recommendation that a most invaluable

social reform is being helped on its way. More-

over, the payment of the 51. per cent, prevents

the inhabitants of these dwellings from feel-

ing that they are the recipients of charity, at the

same time that the capitalist can have the satis-

faction of being charitable in one of the most

needed and most useful channels, and literally

at no cost to himself.

The report further tells us that during the

past year the property of the Metropolitan

Association has housed an average population of

3,531 persons, and this with an outlay of only

100,0001., a great part of which has been spent

npon property untenanted during a great portion

of the year. Probably the investment of this

sum of money will, during the current year,

house 4,000 persons, which is really an im-

portant section of the class for whose benefit

the association was founded. In this population

of 3,531 persons 62 deaths occurred during the

year, 38 of which were of children under ten

years of age. These deaths showed an annual

death-rate rather under 18 per 1,000, while the

death-rate of the whole metropolis during the

same period exceeded 24 per 1,000. This

sanitary result is eminently encouraging, and

when the social and moral effect upon the

inhabitants resulting from the radical improve-

ment of their dwellings is further taken into

consideration, it appears astonishing that this

THE ARTISTIC TREATMENT OF PIERS,

PILLARS, AND COLUMNS.*

Before the Doric order was launching itself

into eccentricities, and was still in that per-

fection of beauty we see in the Parthenon,

another more richly decorated, and in some

respects more complete, style, was, while gra-

dually throwing off the marks of its wooden

origin, assuming an important position in Greek

art. The Ionic order, althongh through all time

it preserved in a strongly marked manner the

signs of its eastern origin, gave more scope for

the variety in its enrichment, and lent itself

more freely to the changefulness and ornamenta-

tion which, at a later period, the Greek artists

came to desire.

In one most essential matter it differed from

the Doric, and could claim the superiority of

completeness over it in having a base ;
and this

no small insignificant member, os if an early

attempt to soften off the sharp junction between

the shaft and ground line, but as boldly moulded

and well developed as if directly copied from its

Assyrian prototype. Through all the changes

the form of the column afterwards underwent,

this feature, once fairly introduced, was never

lost ;
and, although in later phases of art

it may not be so richly moulded, it is always re-

garded as an essential part of the column. In

the capital, no less than in the base, is the
j

Asiatic origin of the order manifested. The
i

voluted encorbelments which, in the Assyrian
j

example, formed so marked a characteristic of

the style are retained, but with that alteration

whioh was natural to those by whom it was again

employed. As with the bud capital, the upper

and useless part was cut away, but, in imposing

thereon a square thin abacus that did not fit

itself to the projections of the capital, the Greeks

were scarcely as fortunate as in their adaptation

of Egyptian forms. We can, of course, only

speak here of the finished specimens of the order

as now found; but doubtless there must have been

many tentative examples, traces of which havemany touLaLivo

now altogether disappeared, which would better

have linked on the graceful pillars of the Erech-

theion with the grand columns of Persepolis and

Snsu.

The capital of this ©rder depended less on

colour than on form for its beanty, differing per-

haps therein from the Doric. But, to a limited

extent, we know that coloured materials were

employed to heighten the effect, and the graoerul

curves of the volute were emphasised by the

insertion of glass or marble in the eye. The

columns of the Assyrian porticos were usually

arranged in antis; hence the difficulty of dealing

with a capital, the sides of which differed from

the front, only first presented itself to the

Greeks. Instead of boldly adopting some such

expedient as might have been suggested by the

antm of the Doric order, they attempted, to

manipulate the volute in a manner so meaning-

less and with a result so contrary to good taste,

that all the refinement and delicacy of their

finish could never atone for, and which, more

perhaps than anything else, led to the abandon-

ment of the order or its absorption in another

style. In the portico of the British Museum

• By Mr. J. Tavenor Berry. See p. 490, ante.

example enough is seen of the bad effect of

turning out the angle volute of the corner

capital, and the attempt to make the front and

side to correspond. In the Temple of Apollo at

Basern, where the internal order employed is

Ionic, its treatment is very pecnliar. The shafts

are set against square pilasters, of whioh they

form a part, and the three faces of the capital

show each a pair of volutes which mitre at the

angles, having thus become mere ornamental

accessories, with little or none of that appear-

ance of emcorbelment which was the mottf

of the earliest examples.
_ ,

In the treatment of the shaft the original

model was exactly followed. The flutings, as at

Persepolis, were evidently applied to a circular

shaft, not evolved from a square pier, and

were separated by distinct fillets following the

curve of the column. The necking, which before

had not been used in Doric, was now frequently

employed, as in the Erechtheion, to inclose a

band of raised ornament, as eastern in its cha-

racter as the rest of the work. The use of the

necking is not here, however, very great ;
but

we shall see, when it becomes allied to the bell-

shaped capitals of the Corinthian order, how

useful an accessory it is.

We have not yet referred to the entasis which

is given to these orders, and which in force is

peculiar to each. The Doric, like its model, is

most marked, hut in Greek hands became much

more refined, as suited their less massive piers,

and with a carved outline so delicate that ib

requires the most exact mea8urem.ents to detect

its form. The entasis of the Ionic shaft, while

perfectly apparent, is less marked, as is neces-

sary for its greater height in proportion to its

diameter and the number of flutings given to the

shaft.
, L -J.

Before leaving this part of the_ subject, it

would be as well to instance, as additional proof

(if additional proof be required) of the strong

influence of Assyrian upon Greek art, the ball-

headed capitals of the island of Delos. Were it

not that they were not only used in a temple of

Apollo, of undoubted Greek work, bat in some

cases forming parts of some Doric piers, they

might be taken for eastern work.

At Delphi was found a fragment of uncertain

date, which shows a remarkable difference from

what we have already seen, and supplies ns,

perhaps, with the first hint at a coming change.

It is a gracefnl bell-shaped capital of palm-leaves,

turning over boldly, springing directly from the

shaft withont a necking, and surmounted by a

square unmoulded abacus. It looks precisely as

if one of the palm-leaved capitals of Egypt,

refined a little in its outline, had had placed

upon it a Doric abacus, and used withont farther

adaptation. What may be the chronological

I

position of this fragment it is now impossible to

1 say ;
but one of the earliest examples we know

' of, in the Corinthian order, betrays, though nob

to BO marked a degree, its Egyptian origin. In

! the Tower of the Winds at Athens is a series ot

columns, with square abaci and bell-shaped

j

capitals set about closely with leaves of the

' acanthus and water-lily, while the shafts are

fluted and baseless. In the Choragio monument

of Lysicrates, a slight advancement is perceptible

' in the adaptation of the lonicvolnte bo the capital,

modified and lessened so as nob to be incon*

gruouB, as a means of relieving the crude junction

between the circular bell and the square abacus.

But in this case the abacus has itself also ander-

' gone a change. The sides have been hollowed

out on plan, and the sharp angles which resulted

therefrom, and whioh have so bad an effect in

the late example of Hadrian’s Temple, are cut

off. Bub this new arrangement, although it

might give an appearance of lightness and “ore

rehned delicacy of form to the abacus, paved the

way for a total disregard for the uses of the

capital, and its declension once more to be as

useless a member, practically, of architecture as

ever were the beautiful models of Egyptian art

from which the Corinthian order was imitated.

Bub, before we pass to the further notice of

this order, whioh only reached the completion of

the first stage of its history in the hands of the

Romans, and its highest perfeotion and advance-

ment in the Middle Ages, there are one or two

points to be noticed concerning the general

arrangement of columns employed by the

Greeks. The first is the rule never to use more

than one order in the erection of a building,

except only in such positions as will prevent

their being seen and compared with each other

at the same time
;
and this rule applied to the

works of the Egyptians and Greeks was m
perfectly good baste, as the repetition of such
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forma as were used by the former were never
monotonona, from the great variety given to
them by the coloared decoration; and with
the latter, the form being so simple in itself, that
it could not be more objectionable than the repe*
tition of similar parts in other edifices. But
when this rule came to be applied to late
•buildings enriched with sculpture and all the
decorations the Komaus lavished on their
capitals, the resnlfc was not only monotonous,
but altogether disastrous to invention, and there
is little wonder that it ended in a complete
degradation of the refined lovely forms taken
from the Greeks, and the general disgust one
often feels for an order which contains in itself
so many essential elements of beauty.
A startling exception to this rule is found in

the Temple of Apollo at Bassm, already men.
tioned, where, among capitals of the Ionic order,
is introduced one of a Corinthian character.
Particular historical reasons are adduced to
account for this, though, except to students of
that style of art to which too often a careful
study of the Five Orders leads, the result would
be sufficient excuse.

Another point is the intercolumniations.
Though regulated by the rules of proportion,
these rules were not among the Greeks of that
close unbending nature found in the pages of
Vitruvius

;
and I think it must be evident, from a

study of the examples of the best periods, that
their rules were not so much those of arithmetical
precision, as of a careful and cultivated eye.

Before the Romans, by the adaptation and
alterations of the Corinthian order, and by the
multiplication of examples throughout their
empire, made it rather a feature of their own
than of the Greek styles, they had brought to
some perfection a form of column indigenous to
•their own country. This was the Tuscan, which,
influencing or allying itself with the Greek
models, became better known and commonly
used as the Roman Doric. It commenced
among a people of an origin closely allied to the
Pelasgi

;
and numerous examples remain, parti-

tmlarly in the pilasters of the tomb at Cervetri,
showing the similarity between the modes of
ornamentation employed by the kindred races.
This, as showing to a great extent the influence of
wooden construction on theirworks, will account
for the addition to the Doric order of a base, a
feature afterwards employed almost without
exception in the buildings of Italy.

But the style the Roman artist peculiarly
liked when his art reached its zenith was the
'Corinthian, which became the favourite order
for buildings of the more ornate class through-
out the empire

; and the remains of its
graceful capitals and highly enriched friezes
ure scattered over the whole region of Roman
influence, from Tadmor in the Wilderness to the
pillars of Hercules. Wherever it was found it
•exerted an overpowering influence on the works
of after times

; and though for a while its Doric
rival seemed to monopolise the attention of our
earlier artists, it was the bell-shaped capital that
the Medimvalist made the one and only form
known through the best periods of his art.
The Romans, in their treatment of the capital,

followed at first, without much alteration, their
Greek models, with one essential difi’erence. As
•the Greeks first used the order complete, they
only employed it for smaller monumental works,
80 that the peculiar form they gave to the abacas
was less reprehensible than it appeared when
the Romans came to employ it for their largest
•edifices; and the full absurdity of the form only
became apparent when—the bearing surface of
the abacus being reduced to the minimum, and
the projecting and useless angles reinforced by
the additiori of the large volutes of the Ionic—
that beautiful solecism was perpetrated, the
•Composite order.

We have not time here to dwell at any length
-on the varieties of these orders to be found
throughout the world. In their Roman dress
they are so well known by modern reproductions,
and so continually before us in architectural
achools, that any reference to examples is
unnecessary. The Eastern influence, which
gave to the later phases of the art so much
•nchness of ornamentation, frittered away
in meaningless forms the finer ideas of earlier
times. The buildings of Baalbec and Palmyra,
Wvered with all the wildest excess of carving, or
the strange distorted columns of the ruins of
Tivoli, alike show the degradation to which the
•art was brought; and it is fortunate for archi-
tecture that ere all true principles were
•utterly lost, that sweeping desolation came
which scattered far and wide her memorials, to

inspire future generations to emulate her suc-
cesses, while they avoided those errors which
had led to her decline.

When, in the year 500, Theodorio visited Rome
in his office of king of Italy, he found the city
in a much more perfect state than might be ex-
pected from the frequent sieges and troubles it
had passed through. Awed by the splendour of its
buildings, and interested in a preservation of its
glories, he ordered a careful conservation of its
monuments, and devoted large sums of money to
this purpose. Although it has been too common
to regard the Gothic invaders as mere barbarians
nnable to appreciate the refinements of art and
the beanties of architecture, the name of Theo-
doric is associated with one of the earliest ex-
amples, showing a taste for cultivating the neg-
lected arts. The tomb of Theodoric is an example
of no new style, with little bub its rude mouldings
to distinguish it from the works of much earlier
ages, yet showing signs of that returning power
and vigour, infused by the new races, which
afterwards covered Italy—and not only Italy, but
civilised Europe-with buildings rivalling the
monuments of Rome for their grandeur, and of
Greece for their beauty. The grant of money
Theodoric made for the preservation of Roman
works was well applied, and architecture, instead
of being thrown back on altogether first prin-
ciples, had preserved to it some of the finest
edifices of former times, enabling the later
builders, though halting, and doubtful of their
first efforts, to carry on this same style until it
reached its completeness in Medimval times.
The basilicas erected in Rome during the

two or three centuries which elapsed after the
decay of the Imperial power, were almost entirely
formed out of fragments of other buildings exist-
ing in the city, so that few, if any, exhibit the
smallest improvement on previous works, and it
would seem as if the very abundance of material
ready prepared to hand rendered all artistic
effort useless.

But while art in the West is sleeping, we must
turn to the East and see how there it is active
and carrying on its work. The provinces of
Asia, we have already noticed, were marked by
that excessive richness and luxuriance of imagi-
nation which ever characterized the arts of the
East. The gorgeous styles of Assyria and Persia

never wholly lost in their particular seats, and
carried on uninfluenced by other styles across

Indus to still greater perfection, refined by
Greek influence and reinvigorated by Roman
enterprise-developed into new forms under
the Sassanian dynasties. Among the ruins of
Ispahan, CtesiphoD, Diabekr, and other cities of
Persia, we find many relics of a form of art,
resulting from the partial fusion of these various
styles, and giving already signs of some of those
new forms, which were afterwards to exert so
marked an influence on all Eastern art. The
peculiar convex form of capital, which became a
feature in Byzantine works, is here most com-
monly found enriched with graceful and con-
sistent forms of decoration unlike anything of
previous times with which we are acquainted,
la the small capitals from Warka, now in the
British Museum, we find some examples of that
form so peculiarly Assyrian, which the Greeks
brought to perfection in their Ionic

; but these
forms are rare, and the convex form must be
regarded as the representative one of the style.
Whence this form was derived, so unlike any of
the examples which had been common in Assyriam former periods of her prosperity, though not
unlike the later phases of the style as found in
India, we cannot say, unless it owe its origin to
that rude imitation of Roman Doric by provincial
masons, to which we shall presently have to
trace the commencement of our own more short-
lived, but scarcely less beautiful Romanesque
forms. The decoration frequently employed
consisted of scale ornaments in slight relief
applied to the capital, richly carved neckings,
and an arcaded or running pattern on the abaci.
The richness, as well as the refinement of this
work, was carried to a very high degree of
excellence, but it could never relieve the coarse
and ungraceful outline of the capital and the
squareness of its parts. The shafts appear to
have been generally unfluted and round, while
the bases seem to have but little to distinguish
them from the more usual Roman examples.
Indeed, there is little in the style to merit more
than a passing notice, except for this one parti-
cular of the capitals, and the influence they
exercised on the style to which we now turn.
When Constantine founded his city on the

Golden Horn, he found that the arts had well
nigh died out, and he had to lament that while

he might have the ability to make his new city
rival Rome or Alexandria for size and wealth, it
was only by pilfering from every province in hia
empire that he could succeed at all in rivalling
them in the beauties of sculpture or architecture.
The number of churches, palaces, and other
public buildings he erected, as well as the
wondrous statues and carvings of Greece and
Asia he brought together, proved an incentive to
the study of the forgotten arts

; while the absence
of large ancient buildings in the new city, with
the ever-present influence of the Eastern nations
around, caused hia works to be freer from
the servile imitation which might have marked
them in the West. Besides this, the Greek
city of Byzantium was incorporated in the new
capital of the East, and Greek, not Roman, artists
were employed in the erection of the edifices, so
that we can scarcely wonder that signs of life
and beauty once more appear in art.
The city was, however, hastily and unsub-

stantially built, so that ere long it gave place to
more lasting buildings, worthier, not only of
the capital of the Bast, but the centre of art and
luxury. The western empire, and nearly all the
provinces of the mighty dominionwere falling con-
tinually under alarms and invasions, while in the
city of Constantine life passed much more quietly,
sunned by the splendour of a court rivalling all
the state and luxury of Asiatic despotism. The
many changes of government which it survived
invariably lefc the power resident in the city,
and that power one, with very rare exceptions,
patronizing art or display.
Among the earliest buildings we have remain-

ing is the church of S. Johannes, built in 463,
affording us a good idea of the state of art so
long posterior to the building of the city. In
the atrium we have a column of similar propor-
tions to the Corinthian, but with an unfluted
shaft, and a capital of the form like that I have
already instanced from Asia. The carving is of
that sharply-cnt, well-defined character, so indi-
cative of the style and arranged in much the
same way as the ordinary Corinthian cap. The
termination of the bell is more distinctly marked,
and projects considerably before the hollow of
the abacus, which is unmoulded, but enriched
with a band of sunk ornament. The entablature
is complete in all its parts, with carved frieze,
modillious, and a richness of carving luxuriating
over the whole, but destroying none of its classi-
cality. Contrast all this with a capital from the
interior, and here we see the change that has
taken place in the form of the capital where the
requirements are different. The example is
taken from the arcade of the gallery. In pure
Roman examples we should have had a capital
surmounted with its complete scrap of en-
tablature

; but here the entablature has quite
vanished, or has been reduced to such form and
smallness as to confound it with the abacus.
The decoration is still Roman, but the spirit is
that of a new and more perfect style.

In the great representative church of the
next century we find the change still more
complete and marked. At Sta. Sofia’s the
capitals have almost entirely lost the earlier
form, and the entablature has disappeared or
become fused in a more useful abacus. The
capitals take the outlines of the Sassanian,
examples

; the abacus, like them, is numoulded,
square, and enriched with sunk ornament, and
although the little projecting volutes and other
signs of clasaicality remain to show their origin,
the result evinces that complete emancipation
from old forms and adaptation to new require-
ments which had commenced with the introduc-
tion of the arch as an ornamental feature as
well as a constructive necessity.
But whilst these changes in detail were making

themselves apparent in the column, a new feature
was developing itself and taking a position in
architecture of which little had been known
before. The arch had already altered the pro-
portions and height of the column, separated
from it the entablature to which it had for so
long been bound, and now the introduction of
the dome brought with it a feature of greater
massiveness and very different proportions to
the pillar, but fulfilling much the same require-
ments. With the arch itself, little more than
the height of the column in relation to its
diameter had been altered, for the same arrange-
ment which bad held good through former times
of small intercolumniations was as possible, and
indeed as necessary, as before. But when once
the architects attempted to raise on the intersec-
tion of the naves a solid dome, the necessity was
apparent for placing at the chiefpoints of support
massive piers, capable of bearing the ooncen-
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tratcd wGight of the rooL The Rotnan arcades

had already prepared the way for this, in the

grouping together of pilasters, as in the Coloa-

senm
;
and in the basilica of Masentius wo have

a perfect example in form of the pier. But here

it is only one in appearance, being a column with

its piece of entablature complete, stuck against

a wall, which really carries all the weight

of the vault, so that the proportions of the

order have not had to be sacrificed to the

neoessities of the case. In the earlier instances

of Byzantine treatment of the pier we find it little

more than a mere strip of masonry left between

the openings, to carry the superstructure, thus

going back, as it were, to the very first princi-

ples of building. But with the domical forms of

construction, the weight to bo carried above was

far too great to be trusted on the single slender

shafts of the usual orders
;
so that having no

precedent to guide them, they introduced the

great masses of masonry necessary for the pur-

pose, with but slight attempts, as a rule, to dis-

guise their bulk. This is the case in the churches

of SS. Sergius and Bacchus, Sta. Sofia, the Dome
of the Eock, where, however panelled with

marble or enriched with mouldings, the awkward-

ness and rudeness of the mass is very apparent.

As the feature, however, became more used, or

the architects gained more experience, we find

the pier broken up into smaller parts, and built

with a regularity more akin to our own late and

more perfect examples in Medimval times. lu

the Armenian churches of Digbour, Pitzounda,

&c., the piers have simple square pilaster faces

on each side, which are carried through without

break to form the arches under the dome. At
Ani, a little later, the piers are still further

divided, and distinct caps given to them at the

spring'ng of the arches. The angle shafts often

introdu jed in the piers were carried up the whole

height, and not only suggested different propor-

tions for the single shafts, but gradually led the

way for introducing the complete compound pier

Bometiraes found in late Byzantine work. A
good example of this is figured iu Salzenburg,

from the church of Pautakrator, which might

almost pass for a Western example.

But as this new feature was thus being slowly

worked out for the new requirements of the

Easterns, the want of skill, and poorness of ma-

terials, was also bringing about the same change

in the West. The first ideas of the workmen—if

not the result of absolute necessity—may have

been given to them by the buildings erected at

Eavenna and elsewhere, under direct Byzantine

influence ; but whatever the origin, the result was,

that the pier came to take as important, or oven

a nlore important, place in Western than ia

Eastern art. Buttherewasthisessentialdifference

between the two styles iu their treatment of it
j

in thelatter it rarely, if ever, was to be confounded

with the pillar, except, perhaps, only in the very

late Armenian works, and never once appeared

to have forgotten its origin as a mere slip of wall

;

but with the Westerns it soon became mixed up

with columns in every possible way, and to a

great extent lost its original form in the clustered

shafts, which are par excellence the mark of

Medifeval work. And this is not all
;
the habit

of using the massive pier intermingled indis-

criminately with the column, caused them to act

and react on one another iu a manner scarcely

noticeable iu the East.

It is not, however, to Italy that we must look for

the chief results of the introduction of this new
feature. There we have, as it were, the materials

which our builders used; for although the Italians

worked to a certain extent in the Pointed stylos,

there was never that fusion capable of producing

the results to be found in the architecture of

France and England, or the countries influenced

by them. Hence it is from them we must draw
our examples, and in them we shall find quite

enough to show the gradual change.*

Alleged Subterranean Passage under
Sichborougb Castle. — A correspondent

draws attention to the discovery under Eioh-

borough Castle of a subterranean passage,

which be says has been cleared for a consider-

able distance. It is some G ft. high and 3 ft.

broad, and some hundreds of yards in extent.

There are also, he says, passages leading in

other directions, but these have not yet been
cleared of the earth. The walls and roof of the
excavated portion are said to be lined with rough
stones and flints. We shall be glad to hear
something more of this if correct.

• To be continued.

THE TEADES MOVEMENT.
Bath.—The master and operative carpenters

and joiners of this city have, in order to prevent

strikes, es'ablished a Board of Arbitration and

Conciliation, which consists of six merahera from

each section. Mr. Edward J. B. Mercer has

been chosen by the employers as their secretary,

and the operatives have selected Mr. Thomas
P. Chapman. The Eecorder has consented to

become umpire.

Leeds .—There was recently a meeting of the

Joiners’ Board of Arbitration, with Mr. Jowitt

as umpire, to arrange a dispute that had arisen

as to the rate of wages fixed by Mr. Eupert

Kettle a year ago. At that time, amongst the

rules agreed upon was one providing that men
of fair average skill should be paid at the rate of

6^d. per hour. Ou the part of the masters it

was stated their understanding was, that the

increase was ^d. all round, and this they had

paid. Further, they stated that trade being

bad, men offered themselves at a lower rate

than 6id., and were employed by the non-

associated masters, and the associated masters,

being in a minority, if they paid the full rate,

would not be able to compete with them. The
men, however, pointed out that the wording of

the rule was clear,—that G^d. should be paid to

fair workmen. The umpire stated that if the

men were determined to abide by the letter of

the law it must be carried out, and after a long

discussion it was mutually agreed that a man
might be engaged without stipulation as to the

wage
;
aud that, after two or three days, he

should be paid according to his worth.

Worcester .—The painters’ strike, it is said,

may now be considered at an end.

CONCRETE IN BUILDINGS : SHEFFIELD.

Mr. TnojiAS Prideaux, a gentleman who has

patented and worked a smoke-consuming appa-

ratus, and who has also patented in England
and France a new kind of concrete walling for

break-waters and sea-walls, has just completed a

block of dwelling-houses in Havelock and Bruns-

wick streets, Sheffield. It is called Havelock,

square, and consists of nineteen houses, each

containing ten rooms, water-closet, bath-room,

wiue and coal cellars. The houses form three

sides of the square, and the fourth side is occu-

pied by stabling for the use of the tenants, and

a house for the residence of the stable-keeper.

The buildings are of pressed brick, built in the

Auglo-Frenoh style, with white string-courses.

The appearance is improved by heightening the

pitch of the roof, in doing which three bedrooms

are formed in the place of two attics, which are

generally to be found in buildings of this class
;

while above them ia a large garret fitted up as a

laundry. Oue of the features in connexion with

the building of the houses is, that the plastering

of the walls and ceilings has been accomplished

without the use of hair in the mixing of the

plaster. Instead of hair, Mr. Prideaux has em-

ployed the common bench shavings, which, after

being chopped into certain lengths by a chaff-

cutting machine, are ground thoroughly with

the plaster. The result obtained is said to prove

that shavings are of a more tenacious character

than hair, for, notwithstanding that the walls

and oeilings have been plastered several months,

not a single crack or flaw can be detected in any

of tho houses. Another feature is, instead of

using stone, a peculiar concrete is employed in

the making of fireplace hearths, footpaths, door-

stones, &c. This concrete is prepared from the

very waste of tho Sheffield steel-refining fur-

naces, viz.,—the refuse crucibles which, having

done service in the making of steel, and having
been changed by metallic action, and the heat of

fiirnaoesfrom fire-clay,intoa subsbanceharderthan

stone though more brittle, are broken into pieces

and cast into the mortar-mill, with proportionate

parts of gas lime and water. These are well

ground together, aud while in a semi-liquid

state, the compound is run into tho place in

which it is required, and after being worked or

trodden for a time, is allowed partially to set.

It ia then “ dressed,” and when thoroughly dry,

looks as well as stone. The patentee has tried

several experiments with this compound, only

employing tho ordinary building lime, but he finds

that the use of tho gas lime produces a concrete

far harder than that by the building lime. Iu the

process of mixing nearly the whole of the smell of

the gas lime ia evaporated, and by the time the

compound is “ set ” not a trace of it can be

detected. The fire-grates in the booses are

peculiar in their construction. In appearance

they do not much differ from those generally in

use, but on examination it is seen that at the

back is an air-chamber fed by apertures in the

base of the grate. The outlets of the air-

chamber are at the back of the fireplace, through

parallel openings. When heated, the air passes

through these openingsinto the fire, and the result

is that nearly the whole of the smoke made by

the fire is consumed. No cinders are left in the

grate, but simply a gray ash. By the construc-

tion of the flues of the chimneys smoky fire-

places are prevented. Mr. Prideaux has found

extensive use for his concrete preparation in the

erection of boundary walls in the yard and the

stable-keeper’s house, which latter is entirely

built of it. For the building of the walls, &c.,

the concrete used is much coarser than that

used within. It is run into its place in plank

moulds to the thickness of about 9 in., then a

layer of rabble or any kind of stone or pot

rubbish is laid on the top of this, then another

layer of concrete, then another of rubble, and so

on until tbe required height is attained. The
walls are then allowed to dry, and are afterwards

dressed over with the finer concrete and jointed.

These works show that the rubbish of Sheffield

is of value in building, and that two things,

hitherto considered almost nsolesa, furnace-pots

and gas lime, when properly combined, form one

of the strongest of concretes. It ia with this

concrete that it ia proposed to cover the whole

of the yards of the houses, the footpaths at tho

front, and other places where formerly tar asphalt©

was used.

FREE LTBRAEIES AND MUSEUMS.

The committee of tbe Society of Arts, ap-

pointed by the council to consider and report

upon the best means to be employed for tbe

promotion of free libraries and museums, to

which we recently referred, met again, on

Monday last, at the society’s house in the

Adelphi, for the further promotion of their

object. Lord Henry G. Lennox, M.P., presided,

and there were present in addition General

Eardley Wilmott, Captain Donnelly, R.E.,

Captain Resting, E.E., Messrs. Wilbraham
Egerton, M.P., Edward Denison, M.P., George

Godwin, S. Redgrave, Seymour Teulon, Hyde
Clarke, J. F. Iselin, and James Hole.

The following resolutions, of which notice had

been given, were adopted, after a full and free

conversational disousaion :
—

" That free libraries and masenma, maintaiued under the

Free Libraries and Museums Act, should bo regarded as

arts of a system of national education, and assisted

y funds voted by Parliament, in addition to local rates.

That various old public libraries, as that of Archbishop

Teniaon, having been dispersed, it is expedient that !egu
provision should be made for the security, as public

property, of all libraries and museums which are ap-

propriated to tho public use."

In the discussion on the first resolution entire

unanimity was expressed upon the point that a

comparatively small sum voted by Parliament in

encouraging the formation of free libraries and
museums was calculated to yield an ample

educational return. Aid was absolutely

necessary, in many instances, in the first step

;

tho provision of a building and a moderate

principal sum granted for this purpose, would

greatly stimulate local effort in the formation of

libraries and museums, and afterwards in tbeir

augmentation aud proper maintenance.

In relation to the second resolution, Mr. Hyde
Clarke stated that he had urged Mr. Ewart to

introduce a clause into his Bill for the protec-

tion, as public property in perpetuity, of books,

pictures, and such other objects as had been

once devoted to pnblic use. Mr. Ewart entirely

concurred in the recommendation, but was un-

willing to encumber bis Bill with clauses or pro-

visions not absolutely necessary, or that were

likely to hinder its adoption. In tho United

States public libraries are under the protection

of the State Legislature; and, on the Continent,

of the authorities of provinces, departments,

communes, or municipalities : the consequence

of which is that these collections accumulate

and are preserved ;
whereas in this country, from

the failure of institutions, and the absence of any
protective provision, valuable collections of

books, devoted to public use, are frequently

dispersed.

Lord Henry Lennox, tbe chairman, referred te

his intention of asking a question in the House
of Commons, with a view to obtaining Govern-

ment sanction and assistance in the distribution

to local museums aud libraries of duplicate aud

redundant works of science and art, books, and

other objects, now in tbe possession of national
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dDSeuing and galleries in tHe metropolis, but
perfectly useless. At South Kensington there
were three pictures, exactly like each other in
all respects, painted by the same artist

;
and

there were many valuable drawings and works
of art, by Turner and others, stowed away, out
of sight, at the National Gallery, that ought to
be, and should be, put to a far more worthy use.

There cannot be a doubt that a comparatively
small public grant in aid of free libraries and
museums, and the distribution of duplicate un-
exbibited works of art, and of unused books,
would serve two important purposes (1), in
directly stimulating important educational
agencies, and (2) in abating the feeling of
jealousy with which votes in aid of the great
national museums and galleries of the metro-
polis are regarded in the provinces.

COTTAGE PROPERTY IN LIVERPOOL.
A JURY was recently empanelled in the Sheriff’s

Court to assess the amount to be paid to Mr. James
Noblet for fourteen cottages situated in Norfolk-
street and Watkinson-street, which are about to
be taken and pulled down by the corporation in
making a new road from Parliament-street to
Park-lane. The property consisted of three
houses in Norfolk-atreet, three in Watkiuson-
street, and eight in a court running between the
two. The latter, it appeared, were occupied by
eleven tenants, and in reality formed eleven
tenements, The property was shown to the
jury by Mr. Wylie, architect and surveyor, on the
part of the claimant; and by Mr. Walter Scott,
for the corporation. Mr. Gully, in stating the
case for the claimant, said the property was
leased by the corporation for seventy-five years
from^lSol. It was situated close to the docks,
and in the very centre of that part of the town
in which the working population required
lodgings and houses. The gross rental of the
premises was 2352. Gs. when folly occupied.
Generally fifteen years’ purchase was allowed in
cases of this kind to arrive at the real value of
the property; and, taking it in that way, and
adding the usual 10 per oent. for compulsory
sale, they arrived at a value varying from 3,0702.
to about 3,2702. Mr. Lewis Hornblower, archi-
tect and surveyor, said ho thought 15 per cent,
for leakages on the property in Norfolk-street
20 per cent, for that in Watkinson-atreet, an^
25 per cent, for that in the court, were very
liberal deductions to make. That would make
the total net rental 1862. 3s. 2^d. Fifteen years’
purchase would bring the sura np to 2,7922. 8s.,
to which he added 2792. -is. for compulsory sale,
which made the amount the claimant was en-
titled to, in bis opinion, 3,0712. 12s. Mr. Wylie,
architect and surveyor, considered claimant
entitled to 3,2612, lOs. Mr. Wm. Henry Wordley,
architect and surveyor, was of opinion that
3,1502. would be a fair sum to award the
claimant. The jury awarded the claimant
2,5002. (The claim sent in to the corporation
was for 3,5002.)

COMPETITION WORKS FROM THE
SCHOOLS OF ART.

The prize works of the Schools of Art of the
United Kingdom submitted in national compe-
tition are now open to the public in the galleries
overlooking the Horticultural Gardens, for want
of space in the South Kensington Museam. All
tinds of art work peculiar to students enter into
this competition ;—drawing and modelling from
the antique

;
painting of still life from nature,

in oil or water-colour
; and arohitectarai, surface’

and plastic design. The prizes consist in all of
ten gold medals, twenty silver, and fifty bronze
cnes, besides “additional prizes ”

in the shape of
works of art and books. There are also drawings
and models in reply to premiums offered by the
Plasterers’ Company : the former for ornamental
work over a doorway are unsatisfactory; the
latter, ornamental brackets, inolnde several
creditable works, such as those by John Brooke
and James Rowley.
The gold medal has been given to E. Healey

(Bradford School) for a design for a town-hall,
meritorious in many respects. John Trego
(Coventry) gets the silver medal, for an outline
dosigQ for a metal chancel screen. For the most
part, however, the architectural works are poor.
B. Perks (Kidderminster) has the gold medal, for
designs for the decoration of a room, and deserves
It

; designs by Andrew Brophy (South Kensing-
ton) for dining-room decorations, in colours and
gold, are also very creditable. H. Archer (Shef-

field) is well entitled to the gold medal awarded
him for a large metal flagon

; and the same may
be said in the case of A. 8. Palmer (South Ken-
sington), who sends a painting of a dead pigeon
and accessories

; and ofMary Anne Mansell (Sooth
Kensington), for some very graceful designs for
the decoration of cups and saucers. Alice Donkin
(Oxford), and Frances Seymour (Dublin), who
have both sent studies of heads, ought to be
heard of again.

In the gallery of approach are some very
meritorious large medallion heads in terra cotta,
by George Tinworfch (Lambeth), to whom the
bronze medal has been awarded.
The collection shows a considerable advance

as compared with those of previous years, and
includes a nnmber of designs for manufactures,
which might be advantageously carried into
execution. Manufacturers, indeed, onght to
feel it to be their duty and their interest to take
up young men and women who distinguish
themselves in these competitions, and so to aid
the efforts now making to advance the arts of
design in this country.

PROPOSED COURTS OP LAW.
Mr. Gladstone on Tuesday last moved for

the appointment of a select committee to in-
quire into the site and charge of the new
Courts of Law. Taking into consideration
the advanced period of the session and the
great pressure of public business on Parliament,
he thought it would be impossible to devote the
time absolutely necessary to a fair consideration
of the rival plans. Under these oircumatances,
the Government being desirous to give complete
satisfaction in the matter, wished to associate the
House of Commons with themselves in arriving at
a decision. He would therefore move for a select
committee to inquire into the site and charge of
the new Law Courts. Mr. Walter wished the
fir8t_ minister to state if he intended that the
particular plans for the proposed buildings
shonld be submitted to the committee. Mr.
Gladstone said that the designs would not come
under the consideration of the committee, but
the plans would. The motion was then agreed to.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OP BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION.

At the closing meeting of this Institute for
the session 1868-69, Mr. W.'Tite, M.P., president,
in the chair, Mr. Seddon, hon. sec., announced
that the report of the General Committee on
Architectural Education had been considered by
the Council, who bad passed the following reso-
lutions based on certain propositions contained
in the report :

—

“1. That a teit-book or x-^amphlet should bo prepared
poioting out where and when (in addition to office instruo-
tion) courses of lectures specially pertaining to the pro-
fession can be attended, and giving a limited number of
books in which the best information is to be had.

2. That a certificate be granted to all who pass the
voluntary architectural examination established by the
Institute.

3. That a preliminary examination be held at the Insti-
tute in elementary subjects, open to all students who have
been at least one year in an architect’s office, provided
that it be not made compulsory on those who come up for
the voluutary architectural examination.

•1. That the Institute should assist the Architectural
Association to carry out the drawing-school which it was
proposed by that society to establish this seseion.”

The Honorary Secretary also announced that
Professor T. H. Lewis and Mr. A. Waterhouse
had been requested to prepare the text-book
referred to in Resolution No. 1, which, when
approved by the council, would be submitted to
members at a general meeting next session

;
that

a form of certificate had been prepared, and
would in future be given to those candidates
who pass the voluntary architectural examina-
tion

; that the preliminary examination men-
tioned in Resolution No. 3 would be (with the
approval of the general body) henceforth esta-
blished in connexion with the annual voluntary
architectural examination

; and that the conncil
were prepared to assist the Architectural
Association drawing-class in accordance with
Resolution No. -I. It was further stated that in
regard to the other suggestions made in the
report of the general committee, the council
desired to retain under the control of the Insti-

tute the architectural examinations above
mentioned, but that they could not at present
entertain the proposition that passing the
examination should be made a condition of

future membership.

The following papers were then read

“A DeseripLion of the Tomb of Yitalis (an ancient
Itoman architect) in the Villa Volkonsky at Rome, and
of some Remains in Palestine," by Prof. Donaldson.
“ On Abyssinian Church Arcliitecture," by Mr. W,

Simpson.
Before the meeting adjonrned the President announced

that in consequence of the engagements of many guests
who had been invited on the 2Bth inst., the Council had
reluctantly fonnd it necessary to postpone the dinner,
which was to have been given in the Crystal Palace on
that day.
Tbo Conversazione will be held in the rooms of the

Institute, on Thursday, the Ist of July,

BUILDERS’ ACTION FOR LIBEL.
MATHER AND REED V. HACKWORTH.

This was au action for libel in the Court of
Queen’s Bench, Westminster, before the Lord
Chief Justice and a special jury.

Mr. Soijeant Parry and Mr. Pearce were
counsel for tho plaintiffs

;
Mr. Serjeant Ballan-

tine and Mr. A. L. Smith were counsel for the
defendant,

The plaintiffs were builders and contractors,
carrying on business in Charles-street, West-
minster, and the defendant was also a builder
and contractor, in St. Jobn’s-wood. In June,
1867, the Board of Works advertised for tenders
to build a fire-brigade station in Adolaide-road,
St. John’s-wood. The plaiotifls and defendant
sent in tenders. The plaintiffs’ tender was for

1,6502., and the defendant’s for 2,0002., and con-
sequently the former was accepted. Owing to
a dispute with reference to the title to the
land, the works were suspended until February,
1868. They were then commenced, and again
finally stopped on the 31ab of March. On the
2l8t of March a letter, signed “ Pair Play,” was
published in the Builder, and elsewhere, beaded,
“ Low Estimates and How Carried Ont.” The
letter referred to the tenders for the erection of
the fire-brigade station in tho Adelaide-road,
St, John’s-wood, and charged the plaintiffs with
having used “ a little dirty pit ballast, with a
great deal of unscreened burnt clay (or ballast,
if you will),’’ instead of “clean-washed Thames
ballast,” required by the specification. The
letter also contained this sentence,

—

“ I would, in conclusion, ask what inducement can there
be for respectable builders to enter into competition jobs,
with so little chance of success, against the ‘ cheap jacks*
of tbe present day.”

The defendant, Mr. Hackworth, admitted the
authorship of tho letter.

The plaintiff, Mr. Mather, stated in evidence
that the materials were changed with the con-
sent of the Metropolitan Board of Works’ sur-

veyor
;
but in cross-examination, it was shown

that he had sworn in November last, in reply to
certain interrogatories, that “ the concrete used
was composed of fresh-burnt bine lias ground
lime and clean-washed Thames b illast, in the
proportion of one of lime to six of ballast.” In
explanation, plaintiff said the words “ Thames
ballast” had been used in the reply in mistake.

Mr, Serjeant Parry then elected to be non-
suited. The plaintiffs were nonsuited accord-
ingly*

MANUFACTURE OF TERRA COTTA.
Sir,—Terra cotta as a decoration for buildings

has latterly become a subject of much discussion
among architects, not though as to its appli-

cability, as I believe most architects are agreed
that ornamented clay is more in character with
a building which is built of brick than stone
dressings, from the fact that it is the same
material in an artistic form, whereas stone is a
foreign material in an artistic form. In one of
your former impressions of the Builder (early in

1868) you gave an interesting account of a
meeting of architects on this subject, at which
the mode of manufacturing terra cotta was
treated npon at some length, and a diversity of

opinions was expressed, the principal objections

to the use of terra cotta being the contraction

and the liability to t'vist in the burning. I may
say that I have been connected with the manu-
facture of terra cotta and fire-clay in their various

forms in England and Scotland for some years,
and my experience convinces me that plain and
ornamental blocks of large dimensions can be
made with the greatest accuracy without any
twisting whatever, and can be prodnoed as sharp
and distinct in outline as stone. I will go
farther and state that terra cotta can be pro-
duced in a rich variety of colours at a cost which
will favourably compete with stone. The first

important point in the raanufactare of terra cotta

is to mix a body slightly vitreous, and ascertain
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carefully the amount of contraction per inch in

the burning, and allow accordingly in the clay

state. The next point is to make the articles

hollow, and allow them to dry when finished,

gradually without any heat, excepting a dry

atmosphere, such as can be obtained in any

building which is covered in. The only matter

to be considered is the time required in drying,

which is really of no importance if the work be

commenced early. As regards the burning,

which is an important consideration, a circular

muffled kiln should be adopted, with a good

number of fires in proportion to the size of the

kiln (the circumference of the inner case of the

kiln should never exceed 12 ft., by 11 ft. high, so

that the heat can get a good “ grip ” of the whole

interior). When the kiln is lighted it should be

allowed to go on what is called “ slow fire” for

at least three days and three nights; that is to

Bay, the mouths should be gradually filled up

with coals until that time, after which the heat

should be worked up to the pitch required. As
regards the manufacture of terra cotta in colours,

I have found the following plan to work well.

Mix the various colours with a portion of the

clay which forms the body of the material into

a slip or liquid, and lay them on the moulds

used with a camel-hair pencil, then fill up the

mould with the clay (also made into a liquid),

and allow the mould to absorp it until about

half an inch thick, after which pour out the re-

mainder. When the coating on the mould has

become slightly hardened, take some clay (the

same material as used in casting), and fill up bo

the thickness required. When suffioiently hard,

strip the mould, and there will bo produced an

article, with a coloured surface, and of equal

contraction with the main body. When it be-

comes what is termed “ hard green,” wash the

surface over with a transparent glaze, and

when burnt you have a glazed coloured surface,

which is quite indestructible. The foregoing

plan I have found to act well, and believe

it might be adopted generally with great

advantage in the decoration of buildings, as it

would resist any atmosphere, would never re-

quire painting, and would wash perfectly clean

with every shower of rain, thereby effecting a

great saving, and what is of far greater im-

portance, would be the legitimate decoration of

a brick building. Alpua.

tion in the town council, was followed by a spon-

taneous, warm, and general testimony to the

worth of their surveyor, to his indefatigable

labours, his ability and tact, and his strict in-

tegrity. Nearly every member present joined in

this testimony, and many expressed their deep

regret that illness should threaten to sever a

counexioQ of twenty-five years. Finally, it was

left to the secretaries of the committees to con-

sider what plan may be adopted to secure the

advice of Mr. Matthews as a consulting engi-

neer, to mark the council’s sense of his invalu-

able services, and to appoint his successor.

St. Alban’s .—The Local Highway Board have

passed a resolution, increasing the salary of their

surveyor, Mr. Wells, from 1801. to 225i. a year,

and allowing him a gratuity of 201. “ for the

efficiency of his past services.”

Norwood, and the solid bottom at Kensington,

Since that I have carried out works in the Fens

of Lincolnshire, also upon the Romney Marshes,

and at many other places ; and if our young

friend had been with me through all this, he

would have found out that there was something

more than being able xjmake a working drawing

required to make a clerk of works. I have

picked up many of my workings from the sand

in the road, sketched with an umbrella by more

than one architect under whom I have served.

I will just hint to our young friend that he

never can become a clerk of works at one place,

but must travel a little.

An Old Clekk of Works.

THE GRAND PUMP-ROOM HOTEL, BATH.

Tins new establishment has been formally

opened. It oconpies the site of the White Hart

Hotel. The exterior corresponds with the Stall-

street elevation of the Grand Pump-room and

its colonnades. The baths are nob yet completed.

The public coffee-room is the largest apartment,

occupying the whole of the northern wing, which

is 51 ft. long and 21 ft. wide, exclusive of a

recess 20 ft. long and 14 ft. wide. The grand

staircase is of stone, with cast-iron balusters

and mahogany rail. There is also a lift to the

upper floors, which will admit of bath-chairs

ascending and descending. The passages and

chamber floors are covered with kamptnlicon,

beneath the carpets with which the rooms are

also covered. The works have been executed

under the direction of Messrs. Wilson & Willcox,

architects; by Messrs. Bladwell, mason; Ride-

out, carpenter; Llewellen & James (of Bristol),

plumbers
;

Packer, slater, plasterer, painter,

glazier, and paperhanger; and Phillips & Willcox,

smiths, gasfitters, and bellhangers. The hotel

has been erected at the cost of a company. The
town council have had permission from the

Treasury to borrow 10,000Z. to build the baths.

COPYRIGHT OF ARCHITECTS’ WORKS.

Tue President and Council of the Royal Insti'

tute of British Architects have addressed a

petition to the Lords Spirltnal and Temporal of

the United Kingdom in Parliament assembled.

It sboweth,

—

“ That architects are liable to considerable

injury iu the piracy of their designs and inven-

tions, and that other parties can and do copy and

appropriate to themselves such original ideas

without any benefit or remuneration to the

authors.

That it is therefore desirable to afford pro-

teobion to architects for the copyright of their

works by including works of architectural art

under the definition of works of fine art in the

Fine Arts Copyright Consolidation and Amend-
ment Bill.

That such copyright should extend to their

executed works or designs.

That the copyright of an architect iu any work

executed, or in a work proposed to be executed,

should not pass to the employer, except under

special agreement, but remain with the architect

;

and that the design in the drawings and specifi-

cations prepared for the purpose should still

remain so far the property of the architect.

That copyright of architects’ productions

should extend to the same period as to authors

of other works of fine art.

Your petitioners therefore most humbly pray

your Lordships that, in the Bill introduced in

your Lordships’ House for consolidating and

amending the law of copyright in works of fine

art, provision to the above effect be made for the

protection of architects in a manner similar to

that for authors and inventors.”

ALMSHOUSES AT SALISBURY
COMPETITION.

Sib,—Last week a notice of a competition for Bome alma-

houaes at Saliabury appeared in your paper, with a

premiutn of lOL ofFereu for the best design. I have no
doubt that many young architects eagerly embraced aa

opportunity of earning for themselves a small work like

this. On inquiry, however, I found out that it is not

intended that the successful competitor shall carry ou( the

work, for the successful drawings are to be handed over to

the surveyor.
This is at best a gross insult to the profession, and_a

systematic piece of jobbery which it is the dut^ of archr-

tects to set themselves against. But, sir, the intentions

of the committee were not made public till the following

week; this has, of course, caused a great deal of valuable

time and money to be wasted by men who can little spare

either, and many who would never, simply on the chance

of winning a paltry lOL. have begun to prepare a sot of

drawings to supply the incompetency of a local surveyor.

I trust you will give publicity to this in your valuable

paper. H. 3.

SlR,-

CLERKS OF WORKS.
-Your “Young Clerk of Works” in the

Builder appears to think that he has some cla m
to be called a clerk of works through being what,

according to his statement, I should call an

apprentice to a clerk of works, which puts me
in mind of the Irishman asking a learned judge

to take his boy as an apprentice, and make him

a judge “ like your Honour’s own self.” And with

your permission I will try to explain to him why
I consider a man from the ranks ought to make

the best clerk of works. I learned my trade

with my father’s men in the country, and having

a desire to learn something more, I came to

London and obtained employment with one of

the best firms, where, after working for two years

upon one job, I was sent out in charge of a small

job as the working foreman, and at that time we

used to work nntil we had satisfied ourselves that

we had done a fair day’s work. And here I would

remind our young friend that until a man has

worked himself, he has no right to be placed over

others, as he cannot know when a man has done

his duty at the various jobs to which he may be

missed their surveyor, Mr. Middlemiss, because, put. From this job I was sent to others, until I

as it seems, he had given in his resignation, !
was placed upon the list as a recognised foreman,

which would have expired in a month, and be-
;

Now, with a good recommendation, 1 obtained an

cause he did not continue to present himself
^

before “ the Board,” but had employed a “ fore-

DRAINAGE AND IRRIGATION : BROMLEY^

On the 17th inst., a deputation from the Lccal

Board of Bromley, in Kent, had an interview

with the Secretary of State for the Home
Department, with reference to the drainage and

sewerage works in contemplation at that place.

The immediate object of the deputation was

to obtain a further inquiry into the merits of the

scheme proposed by the Board, under the advice

of Mr. Arthur Jacob, C.E., who prepared the

necessary plans and estimates. The inquiry

was requested with a view of obtaining the

sanction of a loan of 54,0001., to assist iu pur-

chasing the land required for the purpose of

irrigation and carrying out the necessary works.

The deputation comprised Mr. W. D. Starling. Dr.

Farr, Mr. Ilott, Mr. Hughes, Mr. West. Mr. Muffett,

Mr. Chambers, Mr. Ryde (of Parliameut-screet), Mr.
Latter, clerk to the Board, and Mr. Jacob, engineer for

the proposed works. ,
The Right Honourable gentleman, in his reply, slludea-

to the fact that the proposed project had been most
favourably reported upon by Mr. Morgan, Government
spector, who conducted a former inquiry on the subject.

-Jr. Eawlinaon also fully concurred with Mr. Morgan;

While admitting the soundness, validity, and engineering

merits of the project, Mr. Bruce regretted that at present

he was unable to give a decisive answer to the request of

the deputation. He would, however, take it into con-

sideration, and authorise a further investigation of the

whole question, with special reference to allegations put

forward by the adjoining landowners in the matter of re-

sidential damage.

SURVEYORS.

Cockermouth .—The authorities here have dis-

man” out of his enormous salary of 801. per

annum (for “carrying out the whole of the sani-

tary improvements in Cockermonth ”)
,
to act for

him while he was in London. This, and such as

this, was treating the Board “ with the greatest

contempt,” so that they voted his “ dismissal ”

by a majority of six to five,—a donkey-fling,

which pleases them, and can do no harm, we
Bhould think, to their late surveyor.

Pencance.—The borough surveyor, Mr. John

Matthews, has resigned his office on account of

ill health. The reading of his letter of resigna-

appointment aa a walking foreman. This made
me acquainted with the various merchants in the

trade, and their prices, with an insight into the

docks, and with the opportunity of knowing and

inspecting the various descriptions of timber,

which, through not being known by architects,

had never been mentioned in a specification.

Our works being extensive, and being carried out

under five different architects
;

at one time I

had the benefit of their experience through being

in almost constant contact with them. At that

time our works extended to a circle of about 12

miles round London, so that I had the chance of

seeing how to manage the soapy eliding clay of

MASONS’ MARKS FROM INDIA.

I HAVE read with great interest the extremely

interebting lecture of Mr. G. Godwin, published

in your No. 1,364,* on Masons’ Marks in Varioua-

Countries, and as I have collected those of the

North-West Provinces of India for some seven

or eight years, and as these are not touched

upon in the article in question, I think some'

illustrations of them might interest your readers.

From their nature I am of opinion, with Mr.

Godwin, that many of them are anosstral. Some
are undoubtedly the arbitrary signs adopted by

craftsman to mark his work, e. g., a hatchet or

nail.

In parts of large and ancient buildings I have

often found as many as perhaps forty or fifty

stones near to one another, marked in a similar

manner. The same man probably dressed all

these stones on five sides, leaving the rough

side innermost, on which he set hia mark.

This mark would then be useful in computing

the amount of work performed, which was often

paid for by contract ;
and this is indeed the

practice at the present day at the quarries near

Allahabad, where the stone was obtained to

build the abutments of the great Jumna railway-

bridge.

Some men, it will be seen, used mere fanciful

devices, as a bird, a scorpion, or a bow-and-

arrow. Others, again, employed a letter, perhaps

the first of their name.

* See pp. 237, 245, ante.
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MASONS’ MAEKS-NOETH-WEST PEOVINCBS OE INDIA, AND UPPBB ASSAM.

ATALLAH MOSQUE,

JAUNPUE. /
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Of course, tho most common devices were
crosses, circles, squares, triangles, or double
triangles, the last being a Freemason’s mark.
On many stones directions in Sanscrit charac-

ters, such as right hand, bottom of pillar, upright
&c,, were cut ; and these alone, from their
character, are nseful in assigning an age to the
building, if found in the position in which they
were originally placed.

Thus, in the remains of the Buddhist monas-
teries at Benares, found at Bukharya, Khiind, and
elsewhere, the characters in which these direc-
tions are cut are those which were in use during
the much-disputed Gupta dynasty

; and, hence,
as we know that Pa Hian, in the fourth century
A.D., found many such monasteries at Benares,
we are confirmed in our views as to their age
by the finding of these incised masons’ direc-
tions.

The subject is, however, not of that import-
ance which I was disposed to attribute to it when

I first took to the study of it, on account of the
manner in which, especially in the East, the son
copies from the father, and thus destroys the
value of the type for fixing a date.
The same remark will, in a great measure,

apply to ornamentation, and even to the clay
figures and toys sold in the country fairs.

My friend, the late Mr. Henry Christy, whose
beautiful collection in Victoria-street he be-
queathed to the nation, pointed this out to me
in the Mexican toys, whistles (clay), &o., which
are simply reproductions of the most ancient
forms.

In the plate all the varieties before alluded to
are amply illustrated. Almost every figure ex-
plains itself

; but I may mention that the
characters of the instructions are those in use in
the Gapta dynasty circa 300 B.C,, and were
translated for me by Babi Rajendra Lalla Mitra,
our first Bengali arohceologist. I

1

The figure of the cock is curious, and from its
(

position must have been incised ere the stone
was placed, which was probably during the
Mahommedan occupation, A.D. 962.

I have added a line of masons’ marks from
Upper Assam merely to show how they corre-
spond with those of India. Many of these marks
are to be found in the caste-marks as recorded
in King’s “ Gnostics.”

The swastoka, or Hammer of Thor, as it is

called in Mr. Godwin’s paper, is well known as
the Brahminical sacred mark, and it is common
amongst Mediaeval and modern masons’ marks.
The hour-glass form is also common

;
whilst

bows, arrows, tridents, together with simple and
compound geometrical figures, are most general.
I think that all masons’ marks whioh may bo
found should be put on record; henoe this note.
A comparison of them may lead to a trace of
how the builders of tho old landmarks have
been scattered, and prove of general interest.

C. Hokne, B.C.S., F.R.A.?.

a
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IeER MAJESTY’S THEATRE, HAYMARKET.
I We have on several occaBions referred to the

I

rebuilding of the bnrnt-down Opera-house, in
f the Haymarket, and in our last volume gave com-
parative plans of the old and the new house.*
We DOW add a view of the Interior looking

I

towards the stage, and will give a eection in an
early issue. From the illustrations, and our pre-

vious notices, all the dimensions are obtainable.

It will be seen that there are now four tiers of
boxes in front of the stage, and four tiers and an
additional half-tier at either side. The space
between the upper half-rows of boxes is thus
gained for amphitheatre stalls, and a wide
lofty amphitheatre behind them. Above these,

again, is a back gallery, with the usual narrow
side gallery running above the boxes. The boxes
are larger than of old. They have about 6 ft.

frontage, with heights according to the line of
ft. and 9 ft., with depths varying from 7 ft.

to 12 ft. The Queen’s box, seen in the view,
has a private entrance and a public State en-

trance, both of stone stairs between walla.

Behind the royal box are waiting-rooms. All
the tiers of boxes are so built that there is no
need of columns for the support of any part, and
the partitions between them are so arranged
that daring the winter season they can be re-

moved in the course of a day or so, and almost
the whole of the curve formed into the unbroken
balcony of a dress-circle. Thus it will be used,
like Covenb Garden, for winter performances.
From the enter walla a series of wrought-iron
brackets have been built out, radiating towards
the centre. These midway from the wall are
supported by a series of oast-iron columns, which
extend from the basement to the roof. The broad
passages between these iron columns and the
walla are filled up on the inner theatre side with
walls, and arched roofs overhead. Then there is

a distinct fireproof passage round every tier of
boxes from top to bottom. The weight of the
boxes themselves is carried on that part of the
cantilevers which projects beyond the columns.
A trophied achievement in gilt carving, repre-

senting Apollo supported by Tragedy and Comedy,
the work of M. Prodfib, occupies the centre at the
top of the proscenium. The ceiling, which is

circular, is tinted in blue and gilt, and in each
of its radial compartments is an oval panel,

painted in imitation of a cameo, and con-
taining the portrait of some famous com-
poser. The names are,—Beethoven, Handel,
Mozart, Rossini, Meyerbeer, Verdi, Bellini, Doni-
zetti, Weber, Anber, and Cherubini. The prevail-

ing hue of the decoration is a pale salmon, picked
out in cornices and panels with a variety of tints,

and with enrichments of gold. The panels on
the grand tier are divided by modelled trophies
representing musical instruments, and other
symbols have been executed in relief on the
various tiers. The chandelier is 12 ft. in

diameter and 18 ft. high.

Twelve feet below the stage is a mezzanine
floor, and the total depth below the stage extends
to nearly 30 ft., where the drums are placed for

hoisting the scenery. It is not intended to have
the usual sliding scenes on the stage. They
are nearly all, if not entirely, to be what
are technically called “ cloths”—that is, scenes
not painted on framework, but on loose canvas,
with heavy rollers at the ends to keep them firm
and stiff in their places when lowered. The
advantage of this plan is, that it avoids the
noise, and bustle, and labour of scene-shift-

ing, the scene being merely raised up or lowered
beneath the stage like an ordinary curtain. The
side scenes, too, are not intended to be run in

the ordinary wooden grooves, which constantly

occasion embarrassment and delay. These scenes
will simply be taken down 12 ft. below the stage
into the mezzanine floor, and then run in grooves
without requiring support from above. The
house is built in a horse-shoe curve, 70 ft. deep
from the curtain, by 56 fc. wide in the middle.

Mr. Drammond had charge of the stage ar-

1

rangementa. One of the principal improvements
claimed is the increased facility with which almost
any extent of the stage floor can be let down or
raised as occasion may require. A space of as
much as 46 ft. by 19 ft. can thus be raised or
let down at once to the height or depth of 8 ft.

The painting-room and carpenter’s shop have
been removed from their former position above
the auditorium to one side of the part behind
the scenes—to a space formerly occupied by the
old Bijou Theatre—where the scenes are no
longer painted in a horizontal but in a perpen-
dicular position.

* Yol. xxTi., pp. 911 and 912.

The footlights, as in some other recent

theatres, instead of burning up, burn down into

iron flues, under an artificial pressure of air,

which also does duty in carrying off the smoke.
0(1 a level with the grand tier of boxes is a

chief saloon, answering to the foyer in a foreign

opera-house. The size of this is 58 ft. by 20 ft.

Each tier of boxes, as well as the amphitheatre
stalls, has a ladies’ saloon.

Mr. William Telbin, sen., has painted a very

beautiful act-drop—an architectural composition
of columns and white satin drapery, in the

centre of which is an adaptation of Raffaelle’s
“ Mount Parnassus,” in the Stanze of the Vafcioan.

The figures in this work have been painted by
Mr. John Absolon, and the effect is very good.

For the purpose of ventilation there are two of

Gurney’s stoves, an air-chamber of 25 ft. area,

and an opening in the oeiling of 12 ft. diameter.

The roof of the theatre over the auditorium is car-

ried by four wrought-iron girders, 90 ft. in span
3

whilst the roof over the stage is supported by
five wrought-iron girders, 56 ft. span. The
number of porsous Her Majesty’s Theatre will

accommodate is said to be about 1,800 for opera,

and 2,500 for dramatic representations.

The architects are Messrs. Lee, Sons, & Pain.

Messrs. Strode & Co. had charge of the gas-

fintings. The whole of the work has been
carried out under the superkiteadence of
Messrs. Trollope, the contractors. The contract

between the Messrs. Trollope and the Earl of

Dudley was signed on the 28th of May, last

year, and the house was completed in ten months,
at a cost of about 50,0001.

How the theatre will be utilized remains to be
seen. The lessee under the Crown, to whom the

freehold belongs, is the Earl of Dudley, who has
an unexpired term of, we believe, twenty-four

years. Mr. Mapleaon is the lessee in possession

under the earl, with a very short term unex-
pired.

AIR-TIGHT COMPARTMENTS IN SHIPS.

As most first-class ships are already di-

vided off into several compartments, each
capable of being shut off water-tight from the

rest of the vessel, there would not be any very

great difficulty in rendering such compartments
air-tight, by closing down the hatchways upon
india-rubber padding, &c., which would ensure

any part of the cargo stored in such compartment
from being destroyed by fire ;

and for two rea-

sons :
—

Ist. If from any compartment in which goods
were closely packed, a certain amount of air were
extracted—say, reducing the atmospheric pres-

sure some 2 lb.—without for a time (suppose a

few minutes) letting in any more, a portion of

heat and air would be withdrawn from the

most internal part of any bale, and, in fact,

from every nook or part of such compartment,
no matter how olosely packed. Then let in the

fresh cool air, which would find its way tho-

roughly through the cargo. By from time to

time continuing some such means, any amount
of closely-packed goods could be ventilated, and
hence kept cool and free from spontaneous com-
bustion in either warehouses or holds of vessels.

2od. If goods be on fire in a compartment
capable of being made air-tight, air being ex-

tracted to the value of 2 lb. pressure from such
compartment, and then only nitrogen or carbonic

acid gas being let in to fill up the partial vacuum
;

continuing the operation, in a very abort time

a fire, which otherwise would be moat unoome-
atable, would be readily influenced and extiu-

gnished by such atmosphere becoming entirely

unfit for combustion.

Carbonic acid gas and nitrogen can bo readily

obtained anywhere by burning charcoal, or

wood, &c., in any vessel or chamber, inverted,

with its open or lower end immersed in water.

This operation has the. advantage of not de-

stroying property—at least, food and a few things

excepted. Therefore, would it not be well for

our assumed fire-proof warehouses and ships to

be air-tight, or practically speaking so?

A SuaVEYOR AND ENGINEER.

Tbe Money Water Works.—These works
have been opened with some ceremonial. The
fire apparatus was attached to the hydrants in

various parts of the town, and the water was
thrown over the buildings to the great delight of

the inhabitants. In the evening Mr. Joseph

Armitage Haigh, the chairman of the Local

Board, was entertained to dinner at the Dart-

mouth’s Arms.

THE WINDSOR ALBERT INSTITUTE.
Sir, —In your impression of the 6th inst. there appeared

a letter sif'ned “ Bacon & Bell, Architects,” which purports
to ho fair and legitimate comments on a letter of mine
with respect to the proposed “ Windsor Albert Institute.’*

1 have, hitherto, not had time to notice it
;
indeed, I

hesitated whether I should do ao at all, simply became
there is not the slightest ground for the constructioa your
correspondents have been pleased to put on the proposal
made by me, and the motives which induced me to make
it. As to the competition, which they seem auxious to
remind your readers took place three years ago, I think
it would be as well, perhaps, if they were to let that little

matter rest in peace. 1 have no desire to trouble you with
a long letter in answer to their distorted statement, as the
facts they have very ingeniously suppressed. Why did
they not inform you that a public meeting had been held
some time back of the members and those interested for
the express purpose of considering the question of aban-
doning the scheme altogether, and after a warm discussion,

the meeting was adjourned, and so stands until the early
part of next month ? Why did they not further state that
it is pretty generally understood and believed by those who
wish it well, that the said Institute will not come to any-
thing under existing circumstances

;
and, moreover, that

some of those who have given their subscriptions, talk of
writing to have them returned, so that they may apply the
money to some other charitable purpose P

Such are the facta, and it was under these circumstances
I was induced to come forward and state what I was dis-

posed to do, and that through the public press, so that it

might stand clear of all parties, and not m the spirit or
with the object which Messrs. Bacon & Bell invidiously

impute to me. I simply wished, as the scheme was likely

to full thrjugh, to coma to the rescue; but if it can be
carried out, uu one will be better pleased than myself.

However, should the reverse be the case, perhaps those
gentlemen will come forward and do what I proposed, and
so reap the benefits which they insinuate I wished to deprive
them of; and of one thing they may rest assured, 1 shall

not rush into print and impute to them other than the

proper motives.
I may further be allowed, in conclusion, to say, that it

would be rather an unreasonable thing to be expected of
me to propose such aid to carry out the designs of more
successful competitors. W. Sim,

The untuccettful Compelitor referred to.

CHRIST CHURCH BELLS, OXFORD.
In my article on the Bells of Christ Church, Ac. (vide

Builder, 6th inst.), with a view mainly to explain certain

allusious in Dean Aldrich's Round, I mentioned the

diQ'erent services held in the cathedral.

The information on this point was kindly supplied by a

‘‘well-known member of the cathedral establishment ” in

two letters dated respectively no longer ago than Septem-
ber 10th, and October 20tb, 1S66.

The same highly-esteemed clergyman has, however, just

favoured me with two other letters, in which he says,

—

“ With the exception of the words in advance, instead of

behind, which was manifestly a slip of the pen, the account

of our cathedral services which I seat you in 1868 was at

that time correct, but certain changes have been gradually

made since."

1 therefore feel bound to state in the columns of the

Builder that the following are the present arrange-

ments ;
—

Collegiate prayers at 8 a.m.
Cathedral service at 10 a.m. and at 6 p.m.

The cathedral clock is kept live minutes behitid

ordinary clocks.

The evening collegiate service, which, in Dean Aldrich's

day, and for many years after, took place at 9, and sub-

sequently at6'Al, has been abolished.

1 give the name of the clergyman alluded to, but not for

publication, Thomas Walesox,

THE KIDDERMINSTER INFIRMARY
COMPETITION.

I.v your issue of the I2th inst. Mr. Bland replies to my
letter in your pages of the 22ud ult., and in that reply

admits that upon two counts of the indictment he ought to

have been out of court.

1st. He did not deliver his drawings in time.

2nd. He did largely exceed the stipulated outlay.

Upon a third count he also admits that which, in my
opinion, professional etiquette ought to have condemned,

VIZ., that he availed himself of his right as a subscriber to

visit the room in which the designs were exhibited. I

should have waited until the committee had decided the

fate of the competition.

Upon the fourth count Mr. Bland may be correct.

I am told that the designs of Mr. Bland and those of

another competitor, having been selected by the committee,

were submitted to a professional referee : the tacts elicited

by this correspondence sboold have formed part of his

instructions, ^otherwise his adjudication must have been

made in the absence of the moat important evidence.

And, in couclusion, I leave it, sir, to you and your

readers to judge whether the expressions used in my letter

be applicable or not to the circumstances of the ease,

—

whether, in short, they be such as a ” man in his proper

senses,” to use Mr. Bland’s phrase, would employ ‘‘u^pon

such slender grounds.” In my opinion, they are thop

which one “ proper sense,” that of honour and good faith,

should justify. Esjucted.

*,* The correspondence may end here.

DISINFECTANTS.

Sir,—Iq your impressiou for June 12 appears a
letter signed “ Sauitas” upon aqaeatiouof disin-

fecting, and referring to a previous letter in a.

medical journal,—which letter I have not myself

seen,—advocating the use of green copperas ! for

the purposes of disinfection,particularly of drains,

which are liable to contaminate domestic water

supplies.

Froto-sulphate of iron possesses no advantage

as a deodoriser—a disinfectant I do not take it to

be. Its action for this purpose would be, in
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presence of sewage, to combine with the hydro-
sulphate of ammonia, and the sulphuric acid
•would combine with the ammonia or carbonate
of ammonia, and thus non-volatile salts would be
formed and the oflfensive odour cease.

The presence of iron in well-water would be
objectionable for culinary uses, and the only safe
course to pursue’ in case of contamination by
sewage, is to close the well and seek a purer
source. W. R.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Newcastle-on'Ti/ne.—The foundation-stone of

a new church at Easington Lane, for the re-
cently-formed eoolesiastioal district of Hetton
Lyons, has been laid. Mr. Swan, of Newcastle,
is the architect, and the contractor is Mr. Harri-
son, of Houghton,

Bradfield Combust (near Bury St. Bdmunds).

—

The church here has been re-opened after resto-

ration. The roof was taken off, and it was then
found that the chancel wall was in so dilapi-

dated a condition, and had been so badly repaired
by some former churchwardens, that itwould have
to be almost entirely rebuilt. This has been
done in tile and flint, in imitation of the old
style, and a three-light window with traceried
Lead has been inserted, which will be filled with
stained glass in memory of Arthur Young, the
agriculturist. Between the nave and chancel
there was scarcely anything to indicate where
the one concluded or the other began, but in the
aisle was a raised step, which was evidently
where, in olden time, the altar stood. This has
been continued across the church, and indicates
the division between the two. The north wall
of the church has also been repaired, and sup-
ported by buttresses, and a new two-light window
inserted, filled with stained glass. The west
wall of the nave has also been repaired, and a
three-light window put in, all the windows in

j

the nave and chancel being new. One of the three
j

bells has been recast, by Mears, of London, as
j

it was cracked. On the north wall of the church
three oil paintings were found, one representing

|

the encounter of St. George and the Dragon, the
j

second the legend of St. Christopher fording the
stream, while the third is supposed to have been a
representation of heaven. To the aisle but little

has been done. The west wall has, however, I

been repaired, a new window filled with stained
|

glass put in, and the other walls raised. In the
south wall also are two stained glass windows.
In the east wall of the aisle is a large three-
light window. The architect was Mr. Penrose,
of London, and the work has been carried out by
Mr. Cadge, of Hartest, builder. The cost will

be about 800Z. or 900Z.

Bracebridge (Lincolnshire).—A new chapel
at the Lincolnshire County Asylum has been
opened. In consequence of additions to the
asylum, the original chapel became too small,
and the committee of visitors were accordingly
authorised to erect a detached chapel, capable of
accommodating a congregation of 450, and to

oonvert the old building into a recreation-hall,

the cost altogether not to exceed 2,000Z. The
new chapel is 70 ft. 9 in. by 45 ft. There are
separate entrances for the sexes, through porches
7 ft. 6 in. by 7 ft., between which are two re-

tiring-rooms for epileptics, 10 ft. by 7 ft. 4 in.

The roof is high pitched, all the timbers being
exposed to view, and plastered between the
rafters. The windows are glazed with cathedral
glass, in lead lights. The woodwork exposed to
view is stained and varnished. The stone for
the walls and for lime was obtained upon the
estate. The west gable is surmounted by a small
bellcote. The original chapel has been altered
so as to fit it for a recreation-hall. It is 45 ft.

by 37 ft., with a raised stage 14 ft. by 6 ft., and
a gallery 36 ft. by 7 ft. Both the new chapel
and the recreation-hall are warmed by Gurney’s
stoves. The plans were prepared by the sur-

veyor to the visitors (Mr. Young), according to

instructions from Dr. Palmer, and the total coat
has not exceeded the means placed at the dis •

posal of the committee. The contract has been
carried out by Messrs. Otter & Binns, of Lincoln,
under the superintendence of Mr. Wm. Young,
as clerk of works.

Cambridge. — The foundation-stone of St.
Barnabas’ Church, Mill-road, has been laid.

The master and fellows of Gonville and Caius
College have given the site for the church, and
nearly 1,OOOZ. have been already promised.
When completed the church will consist of a
nave and two aisles, 80 ft. by 22 ft., and is com-
puted to accommodate 600 persons. It will be
erected in the Early Decorated style of archi-

tecture of a simple character, with a bell turret
at the north-west angle, and a porch on the side
fronting the road. It is to be built of brick and
Bath stone, with a slated roof. At present, how-
ever, it is proposed to build only the chancel
end (40 ft. by 22 ft., inside measurement), to
accommodate about 200 persons. The seats are
to be entirely free. The architect is Mr. Talbot
Bury, of London

j and the builders are Messrs.
Quinsee & Attack, of Cambridge.

Maidstone.— St. Philip’s Church, which has
recently undergone extensive alterations, has
been reopened by the Archbishop of Canterbury.
The alterations and additions were designed to
accommodate 220 additional persons, but as the
work proceeded it was found that the boarding
of the roof of the existing building was fast
decaying, and other structural dilapidations wore
discovered, which rendered the outlay larger than
was at first contemplated. The work done in.
dudes the palling down of the north wall of the
nave, and the erection of a north aisle (82 ft. by
16 ft.) and arcade. The old chancel arch and
eastern gable of the nave have been pulled down
and a new chancel arch and gable built. The
whole of the internal seatings and fittings have
been re-arranged. The organ has been removed
from the west end of the nave to the oast end of
the north aisle, and seats for the choristers are
arranged in close proximity. The roof of the
nave has been strengthened with iron, and the
tiling has been stripped off and the roof re-tiled.
Externally, the details of the side and end
windows are of a more elaborate character than
those of the old building, with stone -coped
buttresses, carved stone crosses on the gables,
base course, &o. But to complete the work it is

necessary to build the tower and spire 120 ft.

high, and the apsidal chancel 30 ft. long, which
forms part of the original design. The building
is heated inside with hot water. The alterations
have been carried out from the designs of Mr. E.
\V. Stephens, architect, Maidstone. The general
contract work was executed by Mr. Vaughan,
builder; Mr. Hyles doing the plumber’s and
decorator’s work. The carving was by Messrs.
Farmer & Brindley, of London

;
the metal work

by Messrs. Hart & Son, of London
;
and the

heating apparatus was supplied by Messrs.
Perkins & Co., of London. An illumination on
the organ has been worked out by a student at
the local school of art, Mr. Frederick Elphick.
A new chancel, with organ chamber, it is esti-

mated would cost 600Z., a west window 120Z., and
a tower and spire 1,000Z. Towards the latter,

Messrs. Randall & Co. have promised lOOZ. The
outlay up to the present time has been about
2,000Z.

Lutterworth.—The parish church, known as
Wycliffe’s Church, at Lutterworth, has been re-
opened for divine worship, after having been
closed upwards of three years for restoration.
A contract was entered into for the nave and
chancel. On the wall over the chancel arch a
painting was found. The subject of it is the Judg-
ment Day. This painting must have been dono
previously to Wycliffe’s time. Another painting
was discovered on the wall over the north door.
This consists of two male figures wearing crowns,
with the figure of a female between them. The
foundations throughout have been taken out, and
concrete, with brick and cement, substituted.
The roof of the nave has been restored, and also
the roof of the north and south aisles. There
has been a new chapol or chancel aisle added to
the east of the north aisle, with an arcade next
the chancel, and an arch adjoining the north
aisle. There is also a new vestry leading from
the new aisle at the east, with a door at the
north side. The north wall of the north aisle
was found considerably out of the perpendicular.
This has been placed upright without taking it

down. The chancel has been restored, with a
new oak roof, carved. The whole of the roofs
are covered with lead, and the stonework through-
out, except the tower, has been restored, and the
old walls repointed. The new work is built to
correspond with the old. The north and south
arcades were in a dangerous state, the founda-
tions having given way, and the stone crushed
in such a manner that it was determined to take
them all out, put in new foundations, and rebuild
the columns. The old galleries had been cub
into them, and the cap bases, &o., mutilated, all

of which have been rebuilt. The old windows
have been retained wherever practicable, new
ones being put into the south. While carrying
on the work, an early lancet window was found
on the south side of the chancel, which has been
restored and reglazed. The church has had a
new parapet added, with coping. The church

has been reseated throughout with oak seats,
carved and moulded. The east window of the
south aisle is a memorial window to the late
Mr. Thos. Evans, of Lutterworth, being of stained
glass, and the subject the Good Samaritan. The
lancet window before mentioned is also of
coloured glass, and has been restored. The
subject is St. John the Evangelist. Another
stained glass window at the east side of the
south aisle is given by the executor of the lata

Mr, Charles Watts, formerly of Lutterworth
j

subject, the Three Marys. Mr. G. G. Scott ia

the architect
;

and Mr. Morgan clerk of the
works. The contractors for the whole are
Messrs. Law & Son, of Lutterworth

; and their

foreman is Mr. James King. The plumbing and
glazing were done by,Mr. H, Buswell j the spout-
ing, &c., by Mr. Doe ; the ironwork by Mr.
Henley

; the decorations to roof and nave, &c.,

by Mr. C. J. Lea, of Lutterworth; the gas-
fittings by Mr. Skidmore, of Coventry; and the
whole of the carving by Mr. Ruddock, of
London ; the painting over the chancel ai’ch, and
the one over the north door, being restored by
Messrs. Burlinson & Grylls, of London, who also

supplied the stained glass windows. The esti-

mated expense of tho restoration was 7,700Z,

The tower and porch are not yet dono, from want
of funds.

lAneal-cum-Coleniere (near Ellesmere).—The
foundation-stone of the memorial church of

St. John the Evangelist has been laid here
by Lady Marian Alford. The church haa
been designed by Mr. Street, architect, and
the plans aro to be carried out by Messrs. Powell
& Son, of Frees, the contractors. It will coat

upwards of 2,OOOZ., and is the gift of Lady
Marian Alford, in memory of John late Earl
Brownlow. It is to be built of Cefn freestone, in

the Early Gothic style, and to seat 236 people.

The walls are at present nearly 4 ft. high. Its

form is to be a simple parallelogram, consisting

of nave, chancel, and chancel aisle, with an
open-timbered roof, and carved ribs. The bell-

turret is to be between the nave and chancel,

rising at the division in the roof between the
chancel and nave, and it is to have two bells.

In the body of the church there are to be five

two-light windows, with traceried heads, and
a three-light lancet-headed window comprised
under one arch in the west gable. The chancel
will terminate in a gable window of five lights,

in tracery. The chancel-roof will be boarded in

internally, and divided into panels by moulds
aud ribs.

Melford.—The old church of Melford has
been reopened with special services, after

undergoing a restoration. The restorations

include the removal of the old high pews, and
replacing them with open benches, in proper
order and position, in oak

;
repairing, with

Messrs. Minton & Co.’s red, black, and buff tiles,

the tower, the chancel, and the passages in nave
and aisles, those in the choir being laid with
encaustic tiles; new tower arch and turret;

restoration of arcades and clearstories on either

side of nave and choir
;
restoring of oak trace-

riod screens enclosing the choir aud chancel,

new seats in chanoel aisles, and new moulded,
traceried, and carved stalls in choir, all of oak ;

heating apparatus (warm air), by Porritt;

lighting the church with gas. The present
restoration is only a portion of the design pre-

pared by the present architect, Mr. Henry
Woodyer, of Grafham, near Guildford, which
design contemplates the restoration of the east

end, and consequent removal of the present

carved and painted Grecian altar-piece, and the
substitution of a Gothic reredos, &o., and also

the reformation of the tower, which was built

in the commencement of the eighteenth century,

the former one, with its spire, having been
destroyed by lightning. The principal work
was executed under the superintendence of the
architect. The new benches are not his design,

but are in a modified form a copy of those
designed by Mr. Gilbert Scott for St. James’s
Church, Bury St. Edmunds. The stonework
was executed by Messrs. Keogh, of Sudbury;
half the benches by Mr. Fordham, of Melford,

aud the remainder by Mr. Leeks, of Melford,

who undertook the carving, which was prin-

cipally cut by Mr. Spurgin. Mr. Theobald, of

Melford, did the bricklayers’ work, iScc. The
total cost of the work, exclusive of the money
spent on the chancel and private chapels, but

including the organ (by Walker, which cost

500Z.) amounts to 2,572Z.

Gillingham.—The ancient church of Gilling-

ham has been re-opened for divine service after

the restoration which it has undergone, under
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ibe direction of Mr. Arthur W. Blorafield,

tohitectj the work having been executed by

Mr. Alfred Stump, of Brompton. Without and

within all is changed, except'the greater part of

the main fabric, which only required to be re-

btored. The pews are gone. The seats are now
all of the modern style, low and open. Part of

'the church as been rebuilt. The old architecture

•within and without has been so treated as to

show to advantage. The church had been greatly

maltreated in past ages. On the exterior all the

repair and improvements originally recommended

have now been included in the undertaking.

Nearly the whole of the side walls of the chancel

have been rebuilt
;
the roof is new, and at the

east end there is a window displaying the old

“ Kentish onsping,” one of the many contribu-

tions from Woodlands. Inside the church the

columns and aisles are thrown up, and the roof

seems raised to a greater height overhead. The
arches and pillars had to be stripped of paint

many coats thick. The nave roof was fortu-

nately in the main in good condition, bub re-

quired new panelling and ribs. The roofs of the

chancel and both aisles are entirely new. A
light gallery has been erected at the west end of

the church for the organ and choir : this is the

only gallery. The window above the reredos,

the gift of Mr. John Lock, is large, carved, with

Kentish cusps, and filled with stained glass. In

the centre is the Saviour ascending. On the

lower part are large figures of the four Evange-

lists. Above are kneeling angels with censers
;

and above these the symbols of the Evangelists
;

and the various openings are filled with illumi-

nated glass. Besides this window, which was
executed by Messrs. Heaton & Butler, there are

three painted windows in Mr. Lock’s chapel, and
a memorial window to the Rev. Dr. Pago, pre-

sented by Mrs. Page, executed by Messrs.

Clayton & Bell; another to his first wife, Mary,
presented by her daughters Mrs. Hay & Mrs.

Jones, executed by Messrs. Heaton & Butler

;

a third to the memory of Mr. Stunt, presented

by his sons, and the work of Mr. Hardman

;

and a fourth to the memory of the Marsh family,

by Messrs. Lavers & Barraud. This window
bears two fiue figures—our Saviour with a lamb,
and our Saviour knocking at the door.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Ncia Swindon .—For some time past the large

building formerly known as the “ Barracks,” at

New Swindon, has been undergoing a transforma-

tion into a chapel, to meet the requirements of

the Wesleyan body. It is now completed, and
opened. The building is of considerable extent,

and besides the chapel proper, contains three

class-rooms and two vestries. The school-rooms

had long been felt a great desideratum. The
builder’s estimate was 2,3631. ; and the site with
building, 1,6001.

Tunstall. — The new Wesleyan chapel at

Alsager, erected from the plans of Mr. G. B.

Ford, architect, Burslem, the foundation-stone

of which was laid in June last year by Mr. A.
Shaw, has now been opened. The bnilding is in

the Gothic style. Red pressed bricks, relieved

by bands of black and white bricks, with stone

dressings, have been used in the construction.

There is a gallery over the entrance porch and
vestibule. The orchestra, in which is placed a
new organ, is at the back of the pulpit, under-
neath which is the minister’s vestry, and at the
rear a class-room. The roof of the chapel is

ceiled half way up in a vaulted form, and is con-

structed with the view of preventing any rever-

beration ofsound. The space between the ceiling

and the roof will act as a ventilating chamber,
into which the vitiated air will pass from the
chapel by a simple mode of revolving shutters,

and underneath these shutters are panels with
ornamental wood. The internal woodwork is of
re ddeal and pitch pine, stained and varnished.
The windows are glazed with cathedral tinted

glass, in leaded quany lights, with a margin of
coloured glass round each light. A warming
apparatus has been fixed by Mr. William Boulton,
of Burslem. The floor of the chapel is calculated
to seat upwards of 400 persons. The total cost
of the building, including the land and organ, is

expected to be about 2,500Z. The contract has
been carried out by Mr. John Stringer, of Sand-
bach.

Bradford .—The chief stone of the works con-
nected with the enlargement of Muff Field
Wesleyan Reformers’ Chapel in Old Bowling-
lane, Bradford, has been laid. It is proposed to
extend the present edifice on the southern side,

making its dimensions 51ft. by 39 ft.; it will

also be raised to a sufiicient height to admit of

the erection of galleries. The building stands

on a site which inclines to the south, and two
dwellings will be made on that side. The style

of architecture approximates to the Corinthian.

Mr. M. Brayehaw, of Bradford, is the architect,

and the following are the contractors :—Mason,
Mr. James Smith, Bradford; joiner, Mr. C.

Wadsworth, Odsal
;
slater, Mr. James Smithies,

Great Horton
; plasterer, Mr. Jeremiah Bottom-

ley, Bradford; plumber, Mr. John Radford, of

the same place.

Ilkley.—The new Congregational Church here

has been opened for divine service. The build-

ings comprise a church, schools, and church-

keeper’s house, which are all designed in the

Early Decorated style, and erected on a site,

with frontages to Riddings-road and Green-lane,

two of the principal new streets. The church is

arranged with the gable in Riddings-road, look-

ing towards the station, and has in the centre a

doorway with recessed shafts, having moulded
bases and carved capitals, and surmounted by
a crocheted gable. Over the doorway is a five-

light window, with decorated tracery head,

which rises into the gable, surmounted by a stone

floriated cross. At the corner of the two roads

stands a tower, which is to be surmounted by a

spire, to finish 130 ft. from the ground. At the
j

opposite corner to the tower is placed an octa-
j

gonal turret, covered with a slated spire. The '

side of the church to Green-lane is designed in I

six bays, the first being occupied by the tower, the '

next four by windows containing tracery, and
surmounted by gables which break the outline of i

the roof. Next the end of the nave comes the
j

chancel of one bay, having an aisle containing ,

the vestry and low clearstory pierced by trefoil
^

windows. Beyond the chancel is the gable end
of the school, which runs at right angles to the '

church. This gable has a wheel window above. I

Space is reserved for a minister’s house near
|

the church, and the whole site is to be sur-

'

rounded by an open wrought iron railing on

a low parapet wall. Internally the church

is divided into nave and aisles approached by
vestibules, and terminated by a moulded arch in

the centre opening into the chancel or platform

by an arcade, with the organ chamber on one
side, and the doors into the vestries at the other

side. The aisles are divided from the nave by

light iron pillars, with capitals decorated with

foliage wrought in copper, and from these capitals

spring moulded arches supporting the roof, which

is wagon-headed in form. On corbels, half-way

up the pillars, rest narrow galleries, which run

round three sides of the nave. All the seats

in the church are open stalls. They are all

made of grained pitch pine. The ceilings are

coloured a sky-blue, powdered with white stars,

and bordered round the timbers of the roof

and ceilings with running ornaments in ver-

milion and blue. The walls are tinted stone-

colour, with double lines indicating stonework,

bub conventionalised, and with a flower in the

middle of each stone. Round all walls, surbases,

and cornices there is a running ornament in

reddish-brown colour, and round the chancel

arch is written in large ornamental letters this

inspired admonition to all congregations,—“ He
that hath an ear to hear, let him hear what the

Spirit saith unto the churches.” The pillars of

the arcade are decorated with a diaper pattern, in

chocolate and orange
;
the caps are picked out

in green, blue, and crimson and gold, and the

bases are relieved in similar colours. Surmount-
ing them the arches have ornaments running

round the face and soffits, and the spandrels are

decorated in a similar manner. All the windows
are filled with painted glass, having coloured

borders. On the floors of the vestibules and
passages are laid mosaic tiles. The gas coronas,

brackets, balusters, and other metal-work, are

all iu keeping with the rest of the work. Accom-
modation is provided for about 650 adults iu the

church, and 200 scholars in the school. The
whole of the works have been designed and
superintended by Mr. J. P. Pritchett, of Dar-

lington, architect, assisted by Mr. R. Law as

clerk of the works, and the contracts have been
executed by the following tradesmen:—Masons’
work, Messrs. T. & M. Freeman, Otley

;
slating

and plastering, Mr. John Tattersall, Bradford
;

joiners’ work, Messrs. Ives & Son, Shipley

;

plumber’s and glazier’s work, Mr. L. Bannister,

Leeds; painting and decoration, Mr. H. Mitchell,

Huddersfield ;
constructive ironwork, Messrs.

Walker & Son, Newcastlo-on-Tyne ;
art metal

work, Mr. Dovey, Manchester ;
warming (which

is achieved by means of heated air), Messrs.

Haden & Son, Manchester.

StocHon-on-Tees. — A new Baptist chapel,

situate in Wellington-street, top of St. John’s-

road, baa been opened for divine worship. The
plot of ground which the premises occupy
measures 69 ft. by 68 ft. The structure is of
Classical architecture, and built principally of
brick, with stone facings. The chapel, in the
interior, measures 60 ft. by 40 ft.

;
and the

schoolroom, which is beneath the chapel, and
approached from the back of the building,

measures 40 ft. by 30 ft., and is 11^ ft. high.

The pews are arranged with two aisles, with
accommodation for 350 persons. There is no
gallery at present, but the building is so con-

struoted that one can be added. The church
have decided to call the building the Leng
Memorial Chapel, in commemoration of the long

services of their pastor. The architect was Mr.
George Fletcher ; and the contractor, Mr. John
Craggs. The entire cost of the building will bo
about 1,650Z.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Harlow.—New school-rooms have recently

been completed and opened here. The new
buildings, which have been erected at a cost of

about 1,700Z., consist of a school-room, 50 ft. by
20 ft., and a class-room, providing accommoda-
tion for 120 infants, together with two residences

for a master and two mistresses. Tho architect

was Mr. L. Stride, of London.
Qloucester.—The foundation-stone of Sfc. Luke’s

new National Schools has been laid. The new
building will consist of three large rooms placed

side by side. The rooms are divided into depart-

ments for boys, girls, and infanta, with separata

entrances, and there will be cloak rooms and
' lavatories. The master’s house will adjoin the
' schools. A large playground will be formed in

I the rear of the schools for each class. The

j

elevations are designed wholly in brick and
: stone

;
varieties of the latter will be used to vary

I the mass. The contract has been taken by Mr.

I

Moreland, of this city, for 2,6421., and it is ex-

I pected that the works will be completed soon
' after Christmas. The architect is Mr. Maberly,
' of Gloucester and London, and the works will

j

be erected under his supervision.

I Sheffield.—The memorial stones of a Wesleyan
Day and Sunday School have been laid at

Sheffield Moor. A plan has been decided on
which iuolades a ladies’ room, to be erected on a
line with the front elevation of the chapel; a
chapel-keeper’s house; a series of large sohool-

rooma to accommodate 500 children, with lava-

tories and other conveniences ;
several class-

rooms, and covered playgrounds
;
minister’s and

stewards’ vestries
;
and rooms with boilers and

tea-meeting apparatns. The present rooms, when
the new premises are completed, will be used as

infant and ragged schools. The entire outlay is

estimated at about 2,500Z., and 2,OOOZ. have

already been obtained. Mr. J. D. Webster is the

arohiteob. The mason work is being done by
Mr. Thompson, the joinery by Mr. Robertson^

the slating by Messrs. Harrison & Chadwick j

the plastering by Mr. Taylor, and the plumbing
and glazing by Mr. Columbine.

Wilmsloxo.—The new schools at Wilmalow
have been opened. The design for these sohoole

was passed by the committee of the Privy

Council, and a grant was made by Government
towards the building fund. The schools com-
bine all that is needed for a national day-school,

with facilities for parish or local meetings,

lectures, &o. The boys’ school-room is 42 ft. long

by 20 ft. wide, and is separated from the girls’

school-room, which is 34 ft. long by 20 ft. wide,

by folding doors, thus making, when so required,

one large “ T ’’-shaped room, capable of holding

300 persons. Both of these rooms have class-

rooms adjoining. The infant school is 35 ft. long

by 30 ft. wide, and is entered by the same porch

as the girls’ school, on the north side of tho

buildiug. The boys’ porch is on the south side.

At the east end of the building is the master’s

house. The schools are situated on a piece of

glebe land, sloping towards the south, and near

to the church. With this old Perpendicular

building lately restored, the new schools have

been designed to harmonise. They are built of

grey brick, relieved by slight touches of red, in

arches, bands, string-courses, &c. The frame-

work of the windows is of stone ; the roofs are of

slate, in two colours, arranged in patterns. The
tracery of the windows has ornamental glazing,

which has been done by Messrs. Edmnndson &
Co. The gasfittings, put iu by Messrs. Thoma-
son & Co., of Birmingham, are simple in design,

and consist of pendants and brackets. There is
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accommodabion, according to Governinent regu-
lations, for 120 boys, 100 girls, and 130 infants—
350 in all. The architects are Messrs. Medland
& Henry Taylor, of Manchester.

Coddin^ton.—A new school-room for this little

parish is now completed, and opened. It is

bnilt close to the chorch on a site looking across
Herefordshire to the Welsh hills. The bnilding
is of red sandstone, the same as the church, with
Bath-stone facings. The school-room is 35 ft.

6 in. by 16 ft. There is a house attached. The
site was given by Major Heywood, of Hope End.
The contractors were the same as rebuilt the
church three years ago,—Messrs. Collins &
Cnllis, of Tewkesbury. The contract was for
560Z., but the well, pump, fencing, books, and
maps with which the school is well furnished,
make the total cost come up to 600Z.

FROM SCOTLAND.
Edinhurgh,—The local Review says,

—

"While city iiDprovemeDta are in progreaa in the heart
of the Old Town, at a coat which disagreeably increases
the local taxation, prirate enterprise nas projected an
improvement which will mabe Castle-terrace one of the
finest streets in the city. We do not now refer to the
very handsome range of dwelling-house tenements Mr.
Gowans has raised and is still raising at this part of the
city, but to the equally novel and attractive feature he is
about to make of the park opposite his new houses. The
stone dyke by which it is enclosed is to be removed, and
a trottoir formed, 30 ft. wide, in the centre of which there
will be a row of trees, limes and elms alternately. The
park itself will be surrounded with an ornamental iron
railing, will be planted at intervals with shrubs, and laid
out in walks. There will be an entrance to the garden
opposite Cambridge-etreet, and another opposite the
arallel new street farther east called Cornwall-street.
hese walks will converge at a point on ibe lower part of

the garden, where it is proposed to construct a light iron
bridge connecting with West Princes-street-gardens,
forming a more direct and pleasant route for the Princes-
street people who have to pass in the Morningside
direction.”

Speaking of the honeea on Castle-terrace from
Mr. Gowan’s designs, the same writer says,

—

“ Whether or not his theory is accepted of the
application of geometric proportion to architec-
tural design, the result is that we have a speci-
men of street architecture most harmonious in
its composition and details, as well as striking,
from its novelty.” There are sanitary improve-
ments in the construction of these houses, he
remarks, which might be introduced with ad-
vantage into the new honses which are risino'

on all sides of the city at present. The common
stairs leading to the flats are exceptionally well
lighted. At the end of the lobby in each flat

there is a window which, besides serving the
subsidiary purpose of providing a borrowed light
for the part of a house which is often the
gloomiest, opens into a wide ventilating-shaft,
running up to the roof. The water-pipes, both
those in connexion with the water company’s
main and those cariying soiled water to the
sewers, are kept jnst within the back wall of the
building, to prevent injury or accident from frost
or other causes. To prevent contamination of
the water in the cistern, the overflow-pipe com-
municates—nob with the water-closet pipe, but
with the bath. Pipes and shafts are also pro-
vided by which the foul air from the soil-pipes
and sewers escapes on the top of the roof, instead
of finding its way into the dwelling-houses.

PROM AUSTRALIA.
Adelaide (^South Australia'),—The chief stone

of the Prince Alfred Sailors’ Home has been laid
by the Prince himself, on his second visit to
Australia. The site has a frontage to St. Vincent-
street of 150 ft., and a depth of 240 ft. It is
near the Port Adelaide Railway Terminus, and
is valued at about 600Z. The snbacriptioas have
reached a sum of 3,285Z. Mr. R. G. Thomas, the
Colonial Government architect, obtained per-
mission of the Government to prepare plans for
the proposed Home, which he has done, and his
design has been approved by the committee,

i

The plans include a large basement, which is not
to be finished at present. On the ground floor
there is an entrance-hall from St. Viocent-atreet,
and a sailors’ waiting-room leading to a shipping-
office on one side, and an office belonging to the
establishment on the other. There are also, for
the use of the sailors, a large kitchen and
Bcnllery, a dining-room 40 ft. by 20 ft., a smoking,
room 20 ft. by 20 ft., a library and reading-room
20 ft. by 20 ft., bath-rooms, a large verandah
with balcony above, which will command a view
of the shipping and the port. The upper floor
accommodation is laid out almost entirely as
dormitories for the sailors. There are forty

cabins and small bedrooms, and also lavatories
and bath-rooms. There are also apartments on
this floor for the manager. The upper floor will

not be fitted up at present, and all the internal
arrangements will be plain. The frontage to

St. Vincent-streeb will be 100 ft., and the build-
ing will be arranged in three stories, besides the
basement. The gronnd story will be 13 ft. high,
and the other stories 10 ft. each, the total height
of the building being 50 ft. The Home will be
constmcted of Dry Creek stone, with brick and
freestone dressings. The design is plain Gothic
in style. The total cost of the building will be
ahonb 8,000Z., but it is only proposed to build a
part of it at present. Tobal accommodation will

be afforded when the building is completed for
100 seamen.

Ballarat.—The peal of eight bells to comme-
morate the visit of the Duke of Edinburgh to
Ballarat are in the key of E flat, the tenor
weighing 23 cwb. The bells have just been cast
by Messrs. Mears & Sbainbank, of Whitechapel,
agreeobly with an order received from the
"Alfred Memorial Bells Fund Committee,” to be
placed in the new tower at Ballarat, " to per-
petuate the joy of its inhabitants at the failure
of the murderous attempt on the life of H.R.H.
the Duke of Edinburgh while on his memorable
visit to these shores.” Mr. Walesby sends us
the inscription on the tenor bell, which is as
follows :

—
“ Ilf MAJOBEM J)BI oriisir MIXIMI GLOBIAM.
QUI PBIIfCirBM nONOBillSSIilPil ALFBBDUM

BDI.VnUSGiB DUCliM
nBOINAB nustbab victobiae FILIUM
SICABII MANG GBAVITBR VULNEUATDM

EX KOBTB EBirOIT
GIVES DALLABATENSES

GBATISSIldA TANTAM BKM ItEMOBIA PB09ECDTI
HAS CASIPAXAS FCNDI JGSSBB0XT.

AJfKO SALDTIS XOSXBAB
IIDCCCLXVIIC.’*

Most of the principal inhabitants of Ballarat
have subscribed to the fund for defraying the
expense.

^laolis ^uceibciJ.

ADictiona/ry, Practical, Theoretical, and Historical,

of Commerce and Commercial Navigation. By
the late J . R. M'Culloch. With a biographical
notice. New edition by Hugh G. Reid. Lon",
mans. 1869.

°

As every one knows, there is no work of this
kind equal to M'CuIloch’s standard Cyclopmdia
of commercial lore. Mr. Reid was M'Cullooh’s
secretary from 1843 onwards, and eventually be-
came bis son-in-law. He has revised and cor-
rected the whole work, and in doing so he has
made use of materials which Mr. M'Culloch,
before he died, in 1864, had accumulated for a
new edition. Mr. Reid has brought the work
generally up to a recent date, as every such work
requires

j and has added new entries which the
progress of science and commerce necessitated,
such as on petroleum, acids and alkalis, tele-

graphs, transit, passports, &c. Nevertheless, the
work was originally so based on great principles,
that any necessity of completely remodelling it

can scarcely arise. Mnch of the very small type
has disappeared, although the book is still com-
prised within one pair of boards, the goodly
bulk, however, extending to nearly 1,600 pages.
The matter is now printed in double columns for

facility of reference. On the whole, therefore,
the Dictionary is edited in a very competent
and efficient manner

j
and it only requires the

insertion of separate and special articles on the
commerce of our own chief towns,—not even
London, Liverpool, or Glasgow, having any
separate notice, although every great foreign
port and city has,—in order to render it in all

respects complete. No doubt it maybe objected
by the editor that the commerce of all onr chief
ports and cities is dealt with throughout the
whole work, and that to have special articles on
London, Liverpool, &c.j would necessitate a repe-
tition of all the information already embodied in
the Dictionary

j
bat surely a great work on the

commerce of the world, such as this is, cannot
be regarded as being complete, so long as it con-
tains no separate articles on the commerce of the
chief commercial centres of the greatest com-
mercial country in the world. In whatever way
it may be done, therefore, it is to be hoped that
in the next edition this defect will be in some
way remedied.
The present edition contains a biographical

notice of M'Cnllocb by the present editor, bat
no portrait, which is also to be regretted, espe-
cially as there are both portraits and busts of

him from which a good likeness might have been
engraved. From the biographical sketch it*

appears that John Ramsay M'Culloch was bom
in Whithorn, Wigtcypuahire, in Scotland, in 1789,
and that he was, therefore, 76 years of age when
he died in 1864, and was interred in Brorapton
Cemetery. His father was a small landed pro-
prietor in the stewartry of Kirkcudbright.
M'Culloch was bred as a lawyer, his education
having chiefly been carried out at Edinburgh

;

but he disliked the law, and soon left it. He
became a contributor to snch periodicals as the
Edinhurgh Review, and was at one time editor of
the Scotsman newspaper. Though a great poli-
tician and writer on political economy, he early
devoted himself to the snbject for which ha
afterwards became so celebrated. After spend-
ing nearly twenty years in collecting materials,
he produced the first of the many editions
of the “ Commercial Dictionary,” in 1832.
The work has been republished in America,
translated into several languages, and is re-
ferred to for the adjustment of mercantile
disputes in all quarters of the globe. Since
its first publication it has greatly increased in
bulk, and is, in truth, a gigantic work; for if

printed like ordinary books, it would make at
least thirty volumes octavo. The author was
naturally prond of its popularity and reputation ;

and an anecdote was told lately, at a pnblia
meeting, by a friend of his, Lord Neaves, a
Scotch judge, which is worth repeating. His
lordship said, speaking of Mr. M'Culloch, " Ha
asked me once, ‘ Do you ever quote my “ Com-
mercial Dictionary ” in court?’ I said, with soma
emphasis, ‘Never; we never quote it, and we
never mention it. Sometimes,’ I said, ‘ a set
of papers come upon ns at night upon a mer-
cantile question that we know nothing about,
and we go up to our shelves and take down
the "Commercial Dictionary,” and find all we
want there, and next morning we come out, to
the astonishment of our clients, with better in-
formation upon the subject than they have
theraselvesj but we never mention M'Culloch’s
" Dictionary.” ’ And that pleased the old man,
who had been rather chilled by my first observa-
tion, better than it was easily possible to please
him.”

In 1838 Mr. M'Culloch was appoiuted, by
Lord Melbourne, to the Comptrollership of the
Stationery Office, a situation which he held till

his death. In 1846 Sir Robert Peel testified hia
respect for Mr. M'Cullooh’s services in preparing
the way for those memorable commercial
reforms which signalised his administration by
conferring on him a well-merited pension of
200Z. a-yoar.

VARIORUM.

Aunnal Report of the Committee of the
Manchester and Salford Sanitary Association.
Povvlson, Printers, Manchester.” This committee,
in presenting the report, state their regret that
the health of Manchester and Salford has been
very unsatisfactory during the year 1868. They
are of opinion that the great mortality of the
city and borongh is caused by the bad state of
ash-pits and sewers, by the very faulty con-
struction and arrangement of the houses of the
working classes, by the dirty and intemperate
habits of too many of the people, and in part by
the want of accommodation for infectious
diseases. The sanitary lectures delivered under
the auspices of the Association continue to

attract large and attentive audiences, it being
not at all uncommon for working-men to travel
three or four miles to hear them. The subjects
treated of in these lectures and the names of the
gentlemen who delivered them are appended to

the report. They treat, of course, of sanitary
subjects, each as the disposal of refuse, water-
closets, death-rate, &c. The income of the
Association for the year is 2411. 123. 2d., being
less by 28Z. 2s. 8d. than that fi r 1867. During
1868 the expenditure has again exceeded the
income. The Association, say the committee, can-
not continue its operations without a considerable
increase in the annual snbscriptions. “ Re-

'

port on the Sanitary Condition of the Parish of
St. George, Hanover-sqnare. By C. J. B. ^ildis,

M.D., Medical Officer of Health.” One of the
chief features of this report relates to the Work-
shop Regulation Act. Dr. Aldis received fifty-

eight complaints during the last year as to

establishments in St. George’s parish. These
complaints were, ns might be expected, mostly
anonymous, but nearly all were true. In one
case he says ;

—
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‘ I found at a house in Lupus-street, six young women
rking in a scullery in the basement, where the chimney
-oked so much that a Are could not be lighted in the

nter, and the room being dark, they always worked by
alight. It contained a sink haring a trap unsealed by
iter, with a water-closet adjoining. The cubic capacity

.8 insullicient for six persons, but nine usually worked
are, rendering the room almost unbearable. On re-

snstratiug with the proprietor, he acceded to my request,

it he should provide a cheerful room upstairs, and
isen the hours of work. Ho provided the room ; but as

1 continued to employ the young women beyond the legal

nrs,—on one occasion, before the Alhambra ball, until

30 at night, and on another after •! p.m. on Saturdays,

—

ns compelled to take proceedings."

le steps already taken kave greatly diminished

10 excessive hours of work in the parish for the

resent, and the reporter remarks that, no doubt,

,e result will conduce to the health and social

elfare of the milliners. With regard to the

oral aspect of the question, several of the

nployers have said that he will " drive the

Dung women into Regent-street.” On further

:qairy, however, it did not appear that more
lan two or three employers paid any attention

\ the moral improvement of the girls; but
robably they referred to the diminution of wages
DHsequent on the shortening of day’s work. In

iference to the subject of the destruction of

Duaes and erection of model dwellings, the

)porter says :

—

1“ lu consequence of the destruction of Kiug-street,

imlico, Princea-row West—a wretched locality—and of
irt of Queen-street, and ot Ebury-street, about 127

milies, comprising 608 persons, have been displaced,

lie site immediatwy behind ‘ The Compasses ’ public

Duee, at the top of Ebury-street, will be partly occupied

f five blocks of improved dwellings. The plan provides

;>r ten good shops, and 120 drat and second-class distinct

nemeuts for mechanics and others. The building has

sen delayed by some formal proceedings necessary for

opping up an old street and forming a new one iO ft. wide
'lieu thereof.
iNew model dwellings are erected in Grosvenor-mews,
ond-street, and will shortly be completed. They are

lanned to contain 10 single-room and 10 double-room
itings.”

Report upon the Sewerage Worka ofsomeTowns
1 England. By R. R. Rowe, C.E., late Town
urveyor of Cambridge. Webb, Printer, Cam-
ridge.” This report waa an. extra-official one,

resented to the Cambridge Improvement Com-
liaaionera. It treats briefly of what has been

one, in regard to sewage, at Stroud, Chelten-

am, Weston-super-Mare, Leamington, Warwick,

{anbury, Norwich, Bury, Bedford, and Croydon.

:'ho result ia favourable to the utilization of

jwage by irrigation, and against attempts

therwiae to deodorise sewage. The reporter

Dcommends tbe formation of a sewage farm at

lambridge, as suggested by Mr. Bazalgette.

•Report of the Nottingham Highway Committee
D the Town Council. Ddnn, Printer, Notting-

am.” It appears from this report that the

verage annual expenditure on public worka at

•lottingham has of late years been 6,7291.
;
bat

his average has been exceeded during the past

rear. The sewerage works have been more than

iBually extensive; 2 miles 433 yards having been

•xecuted daring the year. The worka referred

0 in the report have been carried out under the

iirection of Mr, M. 0. Tarbotton, C.E. “ Tbe
ipiral Pump applied as a Force Pump, Suction

^nmp, and Mercury Pump. By Wilfrid Airy,

LE. London : Willis, Sotheran, & Co., Charing-

•roas.” For bringing forward the subject of a

nachine so antiquated as the spiral pump (or

irchimedea’ screw), tbe apology of the author is

hat in England, at least, the machine has never

lad a practical trial, and that when tried on the

Jontinent it has always given satisfaction. The
luthor treats of the theory of the machine, and
:iveB formulae for calculation, &o.

^tsccHaitca,

: Public Audit.—A letter to the president of

^he Board of Trade, by Mr. E. E. Scott, public

iccountant, urges the necessity of appointing,

Dy the Board of Trade, a body of certified and
iworn auditors, from amongst whom every

jompany should be bound by Act of Parliament
10 select an auditor, only removable npon petition

ind complaint to the Board of Trade. Auditors

would thus be independent of directors on the
one hand, and not likely, on the other, vexa-

oioualy to expose the affairs of the companies,
ihough familiar with their working, and a safe-

5uard and watchman for the general interest of
iho shareholders.

I The Architectural IVIuseum.

—

The even-
ing of Wednesday, July 21, has been fixed for

;he opening of the new museum by a gathering
Df subscribers and friends.

THE BUILDER.

Value of Building Oround in Carlisle.

—

A number of lots of building ground in Aglionby,

Brunswick, Alfred, and other streets in Carlisle,

the property of the corporation, were recently

offered for sale, in the Town-hall, by auction. A
number of fields on the Longtown-road, consist-

ing of 12J acres, and known as the Kingmoor
Estate, wore also announced to be sold at a

minimnm price of 9501., but at the conclusion of

the sale of building - ground the auctioneer

declared the sale to be postponed. There waa a

fair attendance of bidders. Sites in Cavendish-

place and Alfred-street, lowest upset price Ss.

per square yard ; in North and South Portland-

square, lOs. 6d. to 123.; Brunswick-street and

Aglionby-street, 7s. ;
Aglionby-street and Alfred-

street, 78. to 138.; Ceoil-street and Brnnawick-

street (corner lot), Ss. There was also offered

some building-ground bounded by James-street,

Rome-street, St. Stephen-street, and Lamplugh-

atreet, called Mill-field, the minimum price of

which was Ss. The bidding was very slow, and

the only lots sold were the following :—Two sites

in Portland-equare to Mr. Jas. Graham, builder,

at 10a. Gd. per square yard
;
a site in Aglionby-

street Sonth to Mr. Johnston, plasterer, at 78.

per square yard ;
seven sites in Mill-field to Mr.

Metcalfe, builder, at Ss. per square yard.

Value of Bouse Property tn Sheffield.

—

An arbitration arising out of tbe requirements of

the Corporation for the making of the new
thoroughfare from the Haymarket into Norfolk-

street is in progress. The claimant is a pawn-
broker in Market-street, whose freehold house

and shop, situate at the corner of Market-street

and Baker’s-hill, have to be removed, in order to

make way for the intended improvements. The
quantity of land proposed to be taken was

91i square yards. A claim waa made of 2,5001.

for the building, and 5,0001. as compensation for

loss and damage, besides payments of all costs.

The claim had since been reduced to about

5,3001. There were two arbitrators—Mr. E. C.

Cowley, Manchester, for the Corporation, and

Mr. Thomas Haynes, ’surveyor, London, for the

claimant ; but at the outset it was agreed that

the amount in dispute should be decided by Mr.

George Pownall, of London, who had been
appointed umpire. The claimant, it was shown,

had been a pawnbroker on the premises for

twenty-three years. The value of the freehold

was pub at 801. a year, with a twenty ’years’

pnrohase, making a total of 1,6001. On behalf

of the Corporation Mr. Holmes, the borough

surveyor, put the rental of the house at 601. a

year, as it was in bad repair. Mr. T. J. Flockton,

architect and surveyor, also considered 601. a

year would be a fair rent for it, taking it at

twenty years’ purchase. Mr. H. Jones, surveyor,

London, also gave evidence ; and Mr. Pownall

said he would take time to consider his award.

Proposal for a Tree Library for Derby.
At a meeting of the committee of the Town
and County Library and Museum, amongst other

resolutions was passed the following:—“ That a

sub-committee be and is hereby appointed to

confer with the committee of the Mechanics’

Institution as to tbe amalgamation of this insti-

tution with the Mechanics’ Institution, for the

purpose of establishing the whole into a free

library and museum, or otherwise.” The Town
and County Library and Museum has a library

of from 9,000 to 10,000 volumes, many of them

of value as books of reference. They have also

a museum. The Mechanics’ Institution has a

library of about 6,000 to 7,000 volumes. They
have also property in paintings, scientific appa-

ratus, <tc. They have also freehold property

adapted for an extensive museum and library in

the centre of the town. The lecture-hall of the

Mechanics’ Institution would be appropriated to

the museum. The committee of the Mechanics’

Institution has resolved that the suggestions be

received and considered.

Sawbridgewortli.—Hyde Hall, a fine man-
sion, situated at Sawbridgeworth, Herts, has

lately undergone renovation at the expense of

its present occupant, Mr. H. L. Bischoffsbeim,

the banker. Mr. A. Verlab, of Brussels, is the

artist who was selected for the wall painting.

The ball-room, with its monumental mantel-

piece (of Brussels manafacture), and its lofty

dome, has been painted en grisaille; and Mr.

Yauden Bosch, Mr. Verlat’s assistant, has orna-

mented the walls of .
the billiard-room with

bunches of grapes and birds.

Carlisle.—It is proposed to erect a large

public hall in this city. A committee has been

appointed to arrange as to tie project.

New Corporate Buildings for Birming.
bam.—A report of the Estate and Buildings

Committee of the town-connoil on this subject

was read at a recent meeting of the council.

The ^committee gave extracts from the report

and schedules of Mr. Waterhouse, to show the

accommodation set out by him which would
exist in the proposed bnildings. Isb. The Cor-

porate Buildings, comprising rooms and offices

for the mayor and other officers of the corpora-

tion. 3ad. Assize Courts : one for the transac-

tion of criminal business, with rooms and offices

for the judges, the jury, witnesses, &o. ;
and

another for the hearing of civil cases, with

rooms for the judges, barristers, &o. 3rd. Judges’

lodgings, containing all the necessary rooms and

offices required for the judges’ accommodation.
" The cost of these erections, as nearly as can be

estimated, would be, in Mr. Waterhouse’s opiuion,

as follows, viz.—Corporate buildings, 37,0001.

;

Assize Courts, 76,0001. ;
Judges’ lodgings,

12,5001. ;
total, 125,5001. This expenditure

would allow of the buildings being faced with

stone, and erected in the most substantial and
handaome manner. Built, however, in a more
economical manner, at some sacrifice of appear-

anoe, both externally and internally, the cost

need not, in his opinion, exceed the following

;

viz. — Corporate buildings, 31,0001.; Assize

Courts, 63,0001. ;
Judges’ lodgings, 10,5001.

;

total, 104,5001.” The report having been re-

ceived, the committee were authorised to adver-

tise for plans for the new corporate bnildings,

and submit the same to the council for approval.

IVIonumental.— A public meeting has been

held ia the theatre of tbe Royal Institution for

the purpose of considering the propriety of

raising a public memorial of the late Professor

Faraday. The Prince of Wales occupied the

chair, and was supported by the president, mem-
bers of the council, and fellows of the different

learned and scientific societies, and deputations

were also present from Prance, Italy, and Hol-

land. It was resolved, “ That it is desirable to

raise a memorial to the late Professor Faraday,”

and that a public subscription be opened for the

purpose. The proceedings concluded with a

vote of thanks to his Royal Highness. It ia

proposed to erect a tablet to the memory of the

author of the “ Christian Tear ” in the “ Poet’a

Cjrner” of Westminster Abbey. The tablet has

been designed by Mr. G. G. Scott, R.A., and

will include a medallion likeness of Keble, to be

executed by Mr. Woolner, sculptor.

St. Nicholas’s Steeple, Newcastle-upon-
,

Tyne. — Mr. George Robert Stephenson has

written a letter to the Committee of Manage-
ment of the St. Nicholas’s Steeple Fund, in which

he says :
—“ Although the firm I represent sub-

scribed liberally towards the repairs in progress,

aod also paid the voluntary rate, I am willing,

on my own account, and independently of my
firm, to offer 5001. if any five gentlemen will

come forward and guarantee 5001. each to carry

out and complete the works required.”

Society of Arts'Prizes.—The Council Prize

(for Female Candidates) of ten guineas has been

adjudged to Elizabeth Backhouse, aged 21, of the

Birkbeck Literary and Scientific Institution (no
' occupation stated), who has obtained the follow-

ing first-class certificates :

—

1868. Englisl) History — First-class Certifloate, with

Second Prize, and tbe Prize for Female
Candidates.

„ Geography—First-class Certificate, with the Prize

for Female Candidates.

1869. Domestic Economy—First-cUsa Certificate, with
the Prize for Female Candidates.

„ English Literature—First-class Certificate.

A Building' for the Indian Museum,

—

We understand that plans are being prepared

for a building worthy to contain the collection

of articles at present in the India Office, illustra-

tive of the products, manufactures, and arts of

India. It will stand on the vacant spot ofground

south of the present India Office.

“ Cre'we Hall.”—We have to add to our

notice of the restoration of this bnildiog, that

Mr. John Leslie is the Clerk of Works. Mr.

Leslie filled the same post at the building of

Halifax towu-hall.

Sheffield Architectural and Archaeolo-
gical Society.—The third excursion of the

members of this society for the present season

took place on Wednesday in last week. The places

visited were Oughtibridge, Moor Hall, Broom-
head Hall (where the excursionists were enter-

tained by Mr. J. W. R. Wilson), Yewden Valley,

Bradfield, &c.
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Westminster Boulevard.— This scheme
may now be said to have been launched before
the public. The promoter, Mr. F. Lewis Mal-
garini, adopted the successful expedient ofissuing
invitations to some 200 gentlemen interested in
the undertaking to be present at the London
Tavern, and hear the deeds read in public, and
witness the appendature of the signatures thereto.
A very large number of gentlemen assembled.
The scheme is embodied in a Bill now before
Parliament, to empower the company to acquire
the land and houses (palling down the latter)
necessary for the purpose of constructing a
boulevard extending in a straight line from the
clock-tower at the Ilonses of Parliament for
nearly a mile in the direction of Baton-square.
The scheme provides for the erection of model
lodging-houses for the accommodation of the
poor who will be displaced by the pulling down
of their present wretched habitations. “ No less
than seven of the most eminent architects

” have
assisted in the preparation of the estimates,
plans, designs, &c. The exp enditure already
incurred, as “ preliminary or promotion ex.
penses,” amounts in round numbers to about
10

,0001 .

!

Extension of tlie Brighton Aluseum.

—

Mr. Twining, of Twickenham, having presented
a collection of articles from the Twickenham
Economic Museum to the Brighton Sanitary
Association, together with a donation of twenty
^ineas, three unused rooms at the Pavilion, ad-
joining the Town Museum, were placed at the
disposal of the Association, who, having formed
an interesting collection “ with a view to impart
in a manner at once scientific and entertaining
that knowledge of common things which is so
necessary for securing health and comfort," have
publicly opened their Museum and presented it

to the Corporation. Henceforward it will form
a part of the Brighton Museum, under the title

of the Economic Department. The object of the
founders of the department is to improve the
manner in which people live,—to teach them
how they can have more wholesome and nourish-
ing food,—how they can live more economically,

—

and how they can enjoy greater comfort and
better health. The Brighton Museum ought to
be thrown open free to the public more frequently
than once a month, as at present. Half the
specimens in the general museum, moreover,
according to our authority, the local Herald, are
passed by almost unheeded and unnoticed, be-
cause they have no labels to inform the visitor
of their character and history.

Southwark Park. — In the south-eastern
district of the metropolis, a piece of land of about
sixty-three acres, has been converted from
market gardens into a now park by the Metro-
politan Board of Works, and was opened, accord-
ing to the newspapers, on Saturday last. It is

situated near the Spa-road Railway Station,
between Paradise-row, Rotherbithe, the Deptford
Lower-road, and Rotherbithe New-road, about
one mile from London Bridge, and within easy
walking distance from the crowded parts of the
parishes of Sontbwark, Horselydown, and Ber-
mondsey. The land chiefly belonged to Field-
Marshal Sir William Gumm, G.C.B. The
expenditure for the land and other costs has
been as follows r—For freehold and leasehold
interests, 68,3981. 11s. 2d. j professional and
other charges and wages, 5,3301. 18s. 5d. ; inci-
dentals, 7221. 19s. 2d.j contracts for works, for
entrance lodges, gates, enclosure palings; forma-
tion of roads, io., drainage of roads, and
planting, 20,7101. 2s. 6d. ; total to 25th of
March, 18G9, 95,1621. 11s. 3d. The cost of the
freehold land was about 9111. per aero for sixty
acres. There are sixteou acres reserved for
building purposes to recoup the ratepayers of
the metropolis iu respect of the expenditure.
Discovery in Bunbury Cburch.—A wall-

painting has just been discovered on one aide of
the east window of Bunbury Church, correspond-
ing to another which was found on the other
side. It is the figure of an augel, with both
wings represented. There was a legend on a
scroll in old English characters, not however
legible. The pictorial representation first dis-
covered is that of a man with a child in his
arms, and pointing to a cross of the ordinary
shape, which, says the vicar, was also traversed
by a St. Andrew’s cross, and a wreath, perhaps
of thorns, encircled them both. There was also
the hammer and a pair of pincers, and a large
nail in the lower part of the cross. This may
have been meant to represent the child Jesus
seeing, as in a vision, the future scene of his
Bufiering.
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The Fire near Drury-lane Theatre.—

A

panio was excited in the Strand and its neigh-
bonrhood on Saturday night last by the appear-
ance of huge volumes of smoke and a report that
Drury-lane Theatre was on fire. The “house”
was not on fire, though the walls were scorched.
The building in which the fire commenced and
ended was that of the Messrs. Howard, builders,
next door to the Albion Tavern, Ruasell-street,
and immediately opposite one of the pit entrances
to the theatre. This occurrence enforces two
assertions we have often made,—namely, that
theatres shonld be insulated, and that the yards
of builders and timber merchants in towns should
be under supervision.

Discoveries in Chelmorton Clmrch.—
Tho restoration of the chancel of this church,
which has been effected at the expense of the
Duke of Devonshire, has revealed some scroll
paintings. On removing the plaster from the
south wall, a painting from the beatitudes was
discovered. The subject uncovered—“ Blessed
arc the pure in /heart, for they shall see God "

—

was written in Old English characters on a
zigzag scroll or ribbon, the face of which had
been white, the back gold, ornamented with red
stars. The whole is twined round a stem, from
which spring branches bearing leaves and red.
berries, artistically drawn in a bold hand.
Traces of a similar scroll are observable on the
other side of the window, and it appears very
likely that the whole of the walls were so
decorated.

Floating Meadows.—In the Atlantic Ocean,
a little to the west of the Azores, there exists, as
is well known, a space seven times larger than
all Germany, according to Humboldt, completely
covered with a dense mass of marine vegetation.
Monsieur Jules Laviniere has proposed to the
Sooiute d’Agriculture to make these floating
meadows, as they are called, subservient to ths
purposes of agriculture. His suggestion is that
the ships occupied during the summer in cod-
fishing should iu other seasons be employed in
conveying this abundant manure to the Azores,
where an entrep6t could be established, the
weeds pressed and dried, and the mineral salts
they contain extracted. Analysis has shown
that these weeds possess the same fertilising
properties as those already employed as manure
on the British and French coasts. Perhaps our
own agriculturists may find id worth while to
inquire whether an inexhaustible stock of cheap
manure has not, like guano, been here over-
looked for centuries.

XTew Children’s Hospital, Southwark
Bridge-road.—The Evelina Hospital, a new
hospital for sick children, erected in the South-
wark Bridge-road by Baron Ferdinand de Roths-
child in memory of his wife, has been opened.
It is capable of accommodating 100 beds, and
will shortly be opeaed for thirty patients.

Bradford Town-hall Competition. — In
reply to the invitation of the Bradford Corpora-
tion to architects to send in competitive designs
for this proposed building, about 300 applica-
tions for particulars have already been received
from architects in various parts of the three
kingdoms.

New Post-office for Birmingham.—The
miscellaneous estimates in the House of Com-
mons contain an item of 21,8501. for the purchase
of a site for a now Post-office in Birmingham.

The President of the Institute of Archi-
tects.—It is reported that Mr. Tite, M.P., will
shortly receive the honour of knighthood.

TENDERS.
For St. Philip, Heighnnj, Norwich. Mr. Edward

Power, architect. Quantities not supplied :

—

Bails (accepted) JE3,75Q 0 0

For additions and alterations to the Parish Church
Brindle, near Preston. Messrs. Brade & Smales, archi-
tects :

—

GUIett £3,^05 10 0
Bickerataffe o 0
Blackwell & Marsden 1,670 0 0
Roberts l,.loo 0 0
Pickup (accepted) 1,332 0 0

For the erection of three cottages and gardener’s
residence at Clewer, Berks, for Sir Daniel Gooch, hart.,
M.P. Mr. William Sim, architect

Kelly £1,119 0 0
Fish 1,060 0 0

' For the erection of a house and shop in Broad-street
Heading, for Mr. Payton

’

Clacy £524 0 0

[JtJNE 26, 1869.

For alterations and additions to Oldfield Honse, Clat
ham. Mr. li. Saxon Snell, architect

-

Waterson'
Shirley & Horne ..

Collia

Wright
Baxter
Wills
Sawyer
Tickery
Fletcher & Caughy
Bennett
Till ...

King & Son
Dover
Croker .

Hutchinson
Ball
Percival
Buton
Brown
Clarke
Boden
Forsdike
Hone
Shires
Crabbo & V
Watson

,. £663 10
627 0 0
621 0 0
616 1) 0
690 0 0
687 0 0
687
685 0 0
684 0 0

ighan (accepted)

488 0 0
676 10 0
475 0 0
410 0 0

For schools at Ratclitf, for the Worshipful Company oj
Coopers. Mr. George Barnes Williams, architect

Myers & Sons £3,379 0 0
Thompson 3,255 0 0
Rider & Son 3,212 0 0
Coleman 3,i60 0 0
Ennor 3,035 0 0
Brass 3,07a 0 0
Ashby & Horner 3,040 0 0
Hedges 2,996 0 0
Ashby & Son 2,916 0 0
Browne & Robinson 2,874 0 0

For the erection of a villa, cottage, and stables,
Berkhamstead, Herts, for Mr. W. Cooper. Messi
Painter & Plumbe, architects. Quantities snpplie
Proprietor finding bricks, jchimney-pieoes, grates, g
and water pipes, plate-glass, and a portion of the iro
work

Cook £1,123 14 2
Preedy & Son 1,100 0 0
Fairhall & Weeks 1,098 0 0
Snell 1,069 6 0
Humphrey 075 0 0
Honour 95O 12 8
Harris (accepted) 925 0 0

For a range of greenhouses, for Mr. C. H. Crompto:
Roberts, Sunningsido, Upper Aronue-road, St. Jonn’
Wood. Mr. F. Mew, architect

Warren
Patrick & Son
Hackworth
Saunders

, £1,375 0 0

For a cement concrete villa at Addlestone, for Mr. W
Bravington. Mr. T, Wonnacolt, architect:

—

Simpson £1,680 0 0
Foister 1,420 0 0
Sharpington & Cole 1,395 0 0
Rudkin 1,393 0 0
Knight & Sous 1,382 0 0
Nightingale 1,323 0 0
Drake & Co 1,296 0 0
Harris 1,226 10 0
Hobbs 1,156 0 0
Raper (accepted) 1,096 6 0
Taylor 1,082 18 0

For villa residence, in cement concrete, at Wargrave
Berks, for Mr. J. Reid. Mr. T. Wonnacott, architect;—

Drake ^Brothers & Reid (ac-
cepted) £1,118 0 0

For pair of viUa residences at Addlestone, Surrey, for
Mr. B. Bartholomew. Mr. T. Wonnacott, architect;-

Foister £948 0 0
Harris 397 0 0
Hunt 793 0 0
Raper 700 0 0
Brown 699 0 0
Hobbs (accepted) 650 0 0

For warehouse at Coventry, for Messrs. Robbins &
Powers. Quantities supplied. Messrs. Scrivener Si Son,
architects :

—

Marriot £4,182 0 0
Barlow 3,680 0 0
Trow & Sons (accepted) 3,450 0 0

For certain decorative and other works at Stone HallJ
Oxted, for Mr. G. Barker. Messrs. Tolley & Dale, archi-i

tects:— ICowlan & Manoooeh £707 10 0
j

Clarke & Mannooch 615] |0 0 !

Colls & Sons 645 0 0
Tooth 680 0 0

I

Keeps 536 0 0
Ward 337 0 0

For additions and alterations at tho Holloway Working'
Men’s Institution. Messrs. Turner &, Bon, architeotsii
Quantities by Mr. Shrubaole :— i

Wills & Co £930 0 0
Sprawaon 910 0 0 !

Fletcher & Caughey (accepted) ... 900 0 0
J

For alterations and additions to house and premises,!
Houndiditch, for Mr. L. Friedlandor. Mr. H. H. Collins,!
architect:—

,

Mitchell £1,137 0 0 !

Shaw 992 0 0 '

Richardson 928 0 0
Sale (accepted) 795 0 0

For the erection of house and premises. Broad-street l

Reading, for Mr. Awmiick. Messrs. Wm. & J. T. Brown,'
architects. Quantities supplied :

—

Whiting £1,312 0 0
Clacy 1,243 0 0
East 1,240 0 0
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For warehouse off the 'Wyudhhm-road, Camberwell, for

rs. Machu. Mr. Parris, architect. Quantities sup-

ed by Mr. Slirubsole ;

—

Wilson £8i9 0 0
Smith 707 0 0
Dickinson & Oliver 720 0 0
Bottnmley 710 0 0
Fletcher & Caughey 705 0 0

Gibbs & Son 685 0 0

IMPORTANT SALE.

IV/TR. J. T. NEWMAN will SELL by
iVl AUCTION, at the MART. Tokenhonse-ysJ-d, on WED-
NESDAY, JUNE 30tb, at THREE for FOUR o’clock, in lota. 263

Plots of eligible FREPHOLD BUILDING LAND, varlounlysltua’e

at Brentwood. Harold Wood, Upton, Custom House, Victoria Docks,
and Silvertown

i
also 31 Leasehold Boases at Sllvertown, held fur

95 year* at ground-rents ara- uuting to 95!. and Lt to weekly tenant*

at a gro** annual rental of 494!.—Plans, particulars, and coiidltious,

may he had at the Malt
:
of J. W. MAR-iH. Esq. 18, BllUter-street

;

and of the Auctioneer, 106,FeDchu<cb-street,

Sawyer 658 0 0

Richards 650 0 0

Brown.. 029 0 0

Ransom 610 0 0
Hutchinson 690 0 0
Stone 660 0 0
Shirley & Horne (accepted) 658 0 0

For Silverton sewers. Mr. Lewis Angel!, C.E. Engi-
er:

—

Dickenson & OlHver £4,800 0 0
Pearson 4,555 0 0
Wigmore -1,400 0 0
Harris -4,375 0 0
Moore 4,340 0 0
Jackson -4,230 0 0
Neave & Fry 3,993 0 0
Maxwell & Co 3,950 0 0
Ford 3,900 0 0

For alterations at the White Horse Inn, Unratpierpoint,
asBcx. Mr. Dallimore, architect:

—

Parsons (accepted) £-400 0 0

ELTHAM, KENT.-CROWN LAND,—A desirable Plot of Freehold
Land, a comerplnt, conlalning about 8 633 superficial square feet,

eligibly silu-teii, froiitirg P. Ubd-place, ailjolning the High-street

of Eltham town, with the buildings thereon, viz, a dwelling In

two lenemenU, containing fonr room* each, with garden
;
alao a

hnildliig, formerly the schoolhouae, with playground, Ac. adjoin-

ing. The laud is well adapted for an iostllution, or for general

building purpoiea. Immedla'e potsessiou.

j^^ESSRS. DBIVER have received instruc-
J.VX Mods from the Hon. Charles Gore (the Commluloner In
charge of her M-jeety’s Land Revenue*, under the anlhority of the

Lords Comnaissionera of her M.-'jesty’s Treaeuryl. to SELL by
AUenON, at the MART. Tokenhonse-yaid, on TUESDAY. JULY
6tb, In one lot, tbe above desirable FREBHOi.D PREMISES.
Printed lariiculars may shortly be had of JOHN CLUTfON. E-q.

Crown Receiver. 9. Whitehsll place, 6.W,
;
and of Mesers. DRIVER,

Surveyor*, Land Agent*, and Auctloneeis, No. 4, Wbiteball, London.

J list published. In One Volume, 8vo. with about 240 Illustrations

eng'Rved in Steel and Wood, price J8'. cloth,

T ATHES and TURNING, Simple,
1 J Mechanical, and Oinamsi.tsl.

By W. HENRY NORTHCOTT.
" This Is a masterly and exhaustive rxposltlou of tbe coustruction

of Lathe* and their applleatlcn to tnmlug and othormechan'cal
ojieratlODS. In the wonderful pr-igrees of mechanism that has
taken plsce Putlog tbe last two or three generalions, nothing has
progreeted more than the LaTUE. . . . Uow it is all done la lucidly

set forth by Mr. Northuott in a book that furnlahes agreeable study
to theoretical atndenta of nineteenth-century mechanism, besides
being an excellent manual foe the use of practical mocblnistA"—
Sxamlncr.

London : LONGMANS. GREEN, 4 CO. Patemeater-row.
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

B. A a C. L. E. W. C. T. R. W. E. E. 9. W. T. 8. E. P.—

T. P.—C. C. 11,- W. 0.- Eagle Eye.-C, P.-W. E. H.-R. W.—

J. a.—H. W. P.— L. A.—H. J. (In oM notice we aaid the work on

ome was Si/ Ur. Porker, not “ for.” No " correction " therefore 1*

died for).—W. W. (a paregtaph la type has been oancelUd In

Mordatce with hU request).—W. F. (we cannot enter Into private

iputes on cx ptirCe statements. We should only mislead).

—

ILB. (next week).—A Rullrcd Builder (next week}.— C. E.S. S. (in

We are compelled to decline poiniiag oat books and giving

dresses.

All elaUmente of facts, liets of Ti nders, Ao., mnst be ancompanled

the name and address of the sender, not necessarily fur

blicatloD.

Note.-

T

he responsibility of signed articles, and paper* ;read at

Bhlic meotlngi, rest*, of courso. with the authors.

Just published.

/QUANTITIES MADE EASY.
Vv * A quick aud accurate method of taking out quouUUes from

pla&A or buildings, with or without a specification. Sent free

by poet for 30 stamp*.—Address, A. C. 16, Medway-terroce, Tyrwhitt-
rexd. Upper Lewlabam-road, New-cross, S.E.

Now ready, 1n 8vo. with four large PUna and thirty- throe Wood
Eiigi.tvlugs, pi Ice 12*. or 12*. 6d. poit fise,

rpHE ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY of
L the Ci'NVENTUAL BUILDINGS of the MONASTERY of

CHRtBT CHURCH, In Canterbury, considered in relation to the

Monastic Life and Rules, aud drawn up from petsonal Surveys aud
original Documentary Research.

By the Rev, ROBERT WILLIS. M.A. F.B.3. Jacksonian Professor
in the University of Cambridge.

Printed for the Kent Arcbnological Society
;
and to bs had of the

London Local Secretary, Mr. SMaLLFIBLD, 10, Lltllo Queeu-stceet,
Holborn.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with

TEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
ON in the Manufacture of Church, Turret,

table, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
ials. Perpetual Calendars, and every description

; Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

ommittees, &o. can be promptly supplied with
stimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
id other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,
y special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
) His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales,

team Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and

0, Ludgate-hiU j
Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-

treet, London,

Now ready, in one volume, imperial 8vo. with a Map. 9 Woodcut*
33 Drawings on Stone, aud a facnmlle of Titian’s Oiigln al Design
for his Picture of the BatUe of Cod ore, pile* 31a 6d. cloth,

pADORE
;

or, TITIAN’S COUNTRY.
V_J By JoaiAH GILUERT, ore of the Authors of " The

Dolomite Monnt-iin-.”
London : LONGMANS, GREEN, & CO. Patemoster-row.

NEW EDITION OF lYNDALL’S LECTURES ON SOUND.
In crown 8*0. with Portrait and 169 Woodcuts, pri ie 9*.

QOUND : aCoiirse of Eight Lectures delivered
)0 at the Royal InsUtuHcn of Gre.U Britain.

By JOHN TYNDALL. LL D. F.R.8. Ac. Professor of Natural
Philosophy lu tbe Royal Institution.

Second Edillou, revised.

By the rame Author, with Plate* and Woadcul*. price 10*. 6d.

HEAT a MODE of MOTION, Third Edition.

FARADAY as a DISCOVERER, with 2 Por-
trait*, price 68.

REDE LECTURE on RADIATION, fcp. 8vo.
2i.0d.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, * CO. PaUrnosAr-row.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
"Walworth Common Estate ImpiovementP.— First portion.

MESSRS. 0. STUART BARKER & SON
V 1 are favoured with insti-uctions from the Guardian* of St.

Ary, Newington, to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, West-
•enland-roa>i, Walworib, on WEDNESDAY Next. JUNE 80tb, at
PWELVB for ONE precisely, the whole of the valuable BUILDING
ILA1EEIALS of upwards of 60 Houses, Shops, acd other erection*

;

lomptUIng about l.OOO.OUO of sound bricks, large quentlLie* of pan-
lies, slates, mof and door timbers, boards, stairs, sh-'p fronts, sashes,

oonaud fitllDgs, lesd.zuui, iron pipes and ralliug, paving aud other
materials.— Catal'>gues, ten days prior to the Sate, may be bad of the
.uotloneeis, 37, Kmg WlUlam-atrcet, City, E.C. and 144, Walworth-
oad,B.a

TQWELLINGS for WORKING
J / PEOPLE.
The Society for Improving tbe rondition of the Labouring Classes

have Jnst published, at their Office, 21, Exeter-ball, Strand, a Revised
and greatly Enlarged Edition (Sixth Thousand) of The DWELLINGS
of the LABOURING CLASSES : their ARRANGE HBNT aud CON-
STRUCTION; to which is now added, the ESSENTIALS of a
HEALTHY DWELLING, aud an Hl«tnrlcal Sketch of tbe Effort*

made for extending its Benefit* ts tbe Working Population, particu-

larly In the Uetropoli-, and likewise on the Continent. With
numerous IllnstiatiVB Plans of existing Model Houses, those of the

late Prince Consort and the Royal Windsor Society, as well os Designs

adapted to Towns and to Rural Districts.

By HENRY ROBERTS, Esq. F.S.A.
Price 7s. cloth.

Also, by the same Author, New aud Revised Editions of

HOME REFORM
;

or, What the Labouring
Claeses may do to Improve their DweUlngs. An Address to Working
People. Price 3d.

THE PHYSICAL CONDITION of the
LABOURING CLASSES. Rsaulttng from the State of their Dwell-
ings, and the Beneficial Affects of Sanitary Improvements adopted in

England. Price 2J.

Working Drawings, on a large scale, fur Labourers’ Cottages. Each
Design, complete ou one sheet, price 2s. ;

Specificatious for ditto. Is.

Bill* of Qiuutitie*. 1-. fid.

Walworth-common Estate Improvrmenta.—First Portion.-To
Capi'olibte, BuilUoia, aud Other*.

V/TESSRS. C. bTUART BARKER & SON
VI are favoured with lostmol'ous from the Guardians of St.

daiy, Newington, to LET by AUCTION, at the ELERHaNT aud
ASXLE TAVEltN, N,wlugtou, on WEDNE-DAY, JULY I4lh.

£69, at ONE for TWO o’clock precisely. FORiY-T5YO valuable
lUILDING SITEB, liiuate in Westmorelaod-road, Walworth, on
vhich nineteen shop* and tweniy-inree privota house* are to be
reeled in conformity with plans and elevations to be approved t-y

he Surveyor to the Guardians, Lease* will be grautrU for leim* of
Syears. The position of this property, in close proximity to the
Valworth-roftd, ooe of the most important boaiaesa ihoiougiifareeiu

he metropolis, within easy wa king distance of the City aud West-
Dd, and with ihe most ample railway aud omuibus Communication,
wudeisit a safeand niosloUgible building speculation.- Particulars,
onditions, and plans may be chtalucd of JOSEPH BURGESS, Esq.
'eitry-haiJ, Walworth ; of Meassrs. H. & K, CHESTER, Solicitors, 86,

lewingtcn-bnlts, 8.E.
;
at the El'pUant aud C«stle Tavern, Newiug-

oiii, 8.E. ; and of the AuotioDeers, 37, King Willlam-alreet, City,

to. and 144, Walwo'.th-road, 8.E.

This day is published, price One Sbilllug,

rpHE DRY EARTH SYSTEM.
I By H. J, 4 J. W. GTUDLF8TONE. Civil Engineers.

London : E. & F. N. 8PON, 48, Chai-in g-trois.

rpHE QUARTERLY JOURNAL of
J. aClENCE.
Conducted by W. FAlRliAiRN, F.R.S.

;
W. CROOKES, F.R.S.

;

R. HUNT. F.R.S. ; H. WOODWARD. F.tl.3. F.Z.S.aud J. SAMUEL-
SON, Editor. No, XXlII. July 1869 p.ioe 5*. :—

I. The eea-weeds of Yar-Couuaught and their Urei. Wiih page
pUtsand woodcui. By. G. il. KINAHaN. M.R-f.A.—Qeoio-
gUat rurvey of Ireland.

II, The Lambeth Observ.itory. By R. J. MANN, M.D. F.R.A.S.
IIL On a Ternary Geological Clotsificatloa. With coloured page

plate. By EDWARD HULL. M.A. F.R.S.

IV. The Trans.t of Venus in 1874. With page plate and woodcuts.
By R. A. PROCTOR, B A. F.R.A.S.

V. On the Teachiog of Naiur.il Science lu Schools. By EDWIN
LANKRSTEK. M.D. F.B.8.

TI. The Pitbi»turic Auliqultie* of and around Lough Qur, With
plate and wood eogruvinga. By Professor HARKN E38,
F.K8.

Notices of Scientific Works :

—

HARTWIG’8 ” P. Ur W. rld."

MOORb’d ” Going to Sleep.”
tO’HKRViLi-K’S ’ Molecular SciencB.”)

STYFFR’S “ Iron ai.d Steel.,’

OD LING'S -themiu.l Changes of Cat bon."

BKCQURHFL on the “ Infiuence of Forerts."

CHRONICLES OF SCIENCE,
With Proceedings of Learned Sooietlea and recent Soieatlfio

Literature.
Loudon : LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 CO. Patemoster-row.

riLE BARN, EAST WOODHAT, HANTS, 4 miles from Newbury
and 12 from Audover.—To tbe Nobility, Clergy, aud Gentry,
Builder*, OlKzieis, limber Meichauls, and Others. — Important
sole of valuable felled oak, ash, elui, aud fir Timber. Materials for
an Indian Pavilion, Tuiklsh Mosque, aud Aiisliian Baugeo, as
erected in the Parc of the Paris Exhibition of 1868. Austrian,
French, and Russian caiei, very laige sUhs of slate, blocks of
granite, luaihle, and a variety of other stones

;
qua tity of plate,

aheel, and oth-r Glass
;

a large quuntliy of various BuUdiog
Material*, and Oriiaiueutal woik In Wood and Stone

;
a variety of

Works of Alt, elegantly carved Marble and Stone Vases, and
SU’uary, &c.

j^ESSRS. ALEX. DAVIS & THOMAS
XVA, PALMER have leeu honoured with instructions from the
leculrlx 01 the late J. F. Wluterb.-Uoin, to SELL uy AUCTION, on
the PREMIBES, aHe Born, East Woodhay, on MO^DAY, the 5th
dayof JDLY, ISfla. and following d»ys, at ELEVEN o'elo.k in the
forenron, a very largo assortment of VALUABLE KPFEUTS, many
f which were puichased at the late Paris Exbihltion.—May be
viewed on Saturday, July 3rd, from TEN am, to FOUR p.m. aud
oatalegne* had at tbe Place of aulo ; at the White Hart Hotel,
Indover

;
at the George Hstel, Beadliig

;
end of Xdesers. DAVIS A

'ALMLR, Auctlcueers, Land and Timber Surveyors, and Vainers,
lorket-pbcr, Newbury, Roiks.

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
BUILDERS Mid Other* deeiriog A re-iUy good Byatera, can

hM-e iL SET of MODELS for BUILDERS’ BOOKS, by DOUBLE
ENTRY, to which was awarded the prize offered ia •' The Builder,

No, 1,180, and which haa been adop’ed by many large firm*. Also ft

Medlfled Arrangement by Single Entry, auUible for small bnllderB.—

Address, E. A, 4, St. Oeorgo’s-road, Regent’s Park, London.

TURNER & ALLEN’S
NEW DESIGNS

For Plain & Ornamenta

LAMP POSTS,
DWARF

GAS PILLARS,

LAMP BRACKETS
C.iNDELABUA,

Gas Lamps, Lanterns,&c.

Garden and Drinking
Fountains,

BRONZED STATUES,
VASES, &c.

Gates, Railings, Balcony
Panels, &o.

Complete Pattern and
Prioe Book Js. Od. in

stamps.

TURNER & ALLEN,

ARCHITECTS, GENTLEMEN, and
jt\. BUILDBRS ate invited to inspect Mr. NRVILV9 PATENT
WINDOW at the ARCHITECIDJIAL EXHIBITION, i), CONDUIT
STREET.

PLANS are WANTED for the RESTORA-
TION of ALL SAINTS', NrwmarKet, aud the Bolarg. meut, by

adding another Aisle.— Addre.s, Rev. T. R. OOVECT, Newmarket.

T. A. RICHARDSON, Architectural Artist,

PERSPECTIVES OUTLINED, ETCHED,
I or Artlitioally COLOURED. Every de‘oriptlon of Acchltec-

r NEILL & SON,
, QUANTITY SURVEYORS,

11, COOKRIDGE STREET, LEEDS.
Uigheat testlmouittlB from eever.al emlftent arcbitecta. Term* on

application.

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.

An old-established London ARCHITECT
has a Vacancy for a PD PiL of decided talent. Premium

required. There i» also an np-ning for an Improver at a salary after

trial.—Address, 616, Office of “ Ihe Ballder."

Borough of hanley, stafford-
BHIRE.—The Oouncil are in want of a CLERK and

DRADOHrsMAN, coroi>etBUt to take surveys,' levels, Ac. for the

Borough Engineer, falary 70L per annum. Applications, with
testlmouialii. to be sent In not later than JULY 5th, 1869, endorsed
" Appliostli.n forOlerkship.”

THOMAS HEWaON, Borough Eogineer.

COCKERMOUTH LOCAL BOARD,—
SURVEYOR WANTED,—WANTED, from and alter 1st

AUQDSr next, a Competent Person to undertake he duties of

SURVEYOR aud INSPECTOR of HUIiANUES and LODGING-
HOUSES for the District of Cockermonth, at a sa'ary of 60f. per

auuum. Tne person appointed will be at liberty to undertake any
oihsr duties not Incoualeteut or not ioterfsnug with the due dis-

charge of the duties appertaining to these offloes. Applloit' *'

be sent to the undersigned nc*

T^OREMAN
Jj WANTED, a go

in a TIMBER YARD.—
Iluoln the London trade. A good

will be nielesj for auy one to apply wt
the de.scrlptlon .iven.—Address, M. L.

Hall Cbamberi, Btsnopsgate, E.C.

) doet not cotrespoiid with
lare of Mr. Burt ;n, Crosby

T7IOREMAN of OAEEIAGEWAY
X' PaVIORS.—WANTED, Immediately, a Person well ao iualnted

with snperlutOQdlug Public Works in Loudon.—.tpply, in own hand-

writing, stating where last employed, age, Ac. to A. C. at CalTs, 317,

Eilgware-rood, Foddington.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, Ac.

ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
VjT Work, Decorative Furniture, and Gilding in all its branohea,

may be OBTAINED at the House of Call, Marlborough Inn, Blenheim-
steps, Oxford-street.—Address to the Secretary.

fAUT-DOOE APPRENTICE WANTED,
V_/ to a Builder’s Ironmnuger.—Apply, THOMAS KLSLEY, 33,

Great PorUaud-otreet, Regenl-clroue. W.

TDLUMSTEAD DISTRICT
L WORKS. - ELECTION of SURVEYOR 1

BOARD of

_ ;0 the PARISH of

PLUMStEAU.-The du’isa of the Surveyor will he to carry out the

prnvisiODs of the Acts of Parliameot by which the Board Is consti-

tuted, and the by-laws made theriunder, full particulars of which

may tie obtained at the Board’s Ollices.at uM Charlton. The salaiy

will be ISiiL per annum, with certain extras. The eugagemeut wlU

only be terminable by three months’ notice on either aide. A^ltim-

lloifs, addressed to the Clsik of the 1’“*“'=’'^^
•' ^nreevor " must be delivered at tbe Office of the Board, at

Old Charlton, before FOUR o’clock ou the evening of I’UBBDaY,

JUNE tStb, lS69,-By order of the

VTT'ANTED, a PUPIL, for the GLASS
VV STAINING, MURAL DECORATION, MOSAIC, Ac. One

preferred who baa - ".v A ...oH-raia ..remium re-

..iilrciil — Ann’v*. I

TO SURVEYORS AND BUILDERS’ CLERKS, AND OTHERS.

Wanted, by the Board of Works for the
Saint Giles's Di.trlc*. a CLERK, in the SurvejoPe Dap.trt-

lueut, to keep the hooka In such ollioe. couaistlug of the men's time

and materials, aud other accounts. Office hours, from Six a.m.to
But p.m. Salary, 801. per anuum. with apinments o'

coal-, aud gaa— Applications to be In writiug. staling

last employed, accompanied with refert

Sul day of JULY next, to tbs Boan'
Holhuru.— By order of the Board,
June 22, 1^9.

v« lie f iwarded by the

at their Offices. 199, High
ROBERT FINNIS, Clerk.
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TUTANTED, a practical MARBLE MASON
T T iw FOREMAN, abletomaiisge 70 to lOOmen. One naedtothe

w ANIED immediately, a practicalASSIST
architect and euireyor'a office. Mu-'

'

draughiimoD, and If acquainted with land (utveying and leveilinB
rrffcrred.—Applloatlone, with full paitlculare aa to age, aalary. &c
to be made to " Beta,” Poet-office, Belgato,

TO PLA6TBRER8.
ANTED, a Number of good WORK-

• » MEN In Mancheiter, Wages “Id. per hour.— Apply to the
detained employers Mr. I DMAS. Straugewaye

j Mr. HAR-
WOOD, Slrangeways: Mr. NICK80N, Btrangeways, Manchrstet

:

Mr. H1Q80N. Llverpool-itreet
j

Mr. CARRY, BrooghtoD-brldge,
Salford; Mr. HOOD, Bf. Moeleyslreet

; Mts.rs, SIMMONB A SON,
Oxford-toad

; Mr. BRIBRLBY, Cheetnam-hlll-road, Mauchcstar 4c

w TO GLASS PAINTERS.
ANTED, a first-claas FIGURE
PAINTER aa FOREMAN.—Addreti, staili-g terms, refer-

Ac. Messrs. DURLISON 4 GBYLL3, No. 23, Kowman-street,

"WT^ANTED, immediately, an energetic
» T WORKING FOREMAN ofBRICKLAYEHS, to Take Cuarge

1, Ac, to C. 8. Post-

TO PLUMBBRS AND BUILDERS.
ANTED, by the Advertiser, who is a

» T first-class Plumber, a SITUATION or JOB. 'No objection toNo objection
p time painting or gUslDg. Good cefetences if required. Town

lountry.—Aadtess, J. W. 21, Elflu-road, Wyndhaui-road, Cam-

WANTED, by a JOINER’S MACHINE
T T HAND, a SITUATION to Work a Triiug-up Machine,

™ BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.WANTED, by a GENERAL FOREMAN
*'*‘*[5> -i-K* *3. Gei

relcrencea Address. H. F,<4, Lealy-street, Roman-road, Iillngton.|

TO ARCHITECTS.

General Joiner, or Band Saw. Joiner by trade. Manyyok,.
with machinery. Can glre good ref«reuceB.—Address. T. D. 30
Station -strA-ht.

by the Advertiser, aged 40, a
T 1 RE-ENGAGEMENT as FOREMAN of MAnONS. Tesli-

Falklngham, Lin

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
^^ANTED, a SITUATION, by an experi-

St-i". Shop-fronts, Boxlnj
Shnilers, Sashes, Frames, the General building,
“epslrs. Waxes, 8jd. per hour. Aged SO.—Addrei
'er-square, Keunlngton Park-road, a.E

TO CARPENTERS AND JOINERS.
WANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
T T TION as IMPROVER.—Address. 767, Office of The Builder."

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
WANTED, the PAINTING, GRAINING,
» T and PAPERHANGING of New or Old Work; labour.—

Address, J. P. 8, Harewood-terrace, Norwood-green, Middlesex.

W ANTED, by a thoroughly competent
ARCHITECTURAL DRAUGHTSMAN, an EN'>AOBMICNT.

Is well up In conitructlon. and can design. First-class testimonials.
Address, W. BROWNE, 8, SU John-street, Islington, N.

TO PLUMBERS BUILDERS,

WTANTED, by a strong, respectable Young
T V Man. axedia, aSlTUATIONsa IMPROVER to the plumbing.

w TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERa
ANTED, by an experienced Man, a
SITUATION ss PLUMBER, In Town or country. Can do

<-L,r, bath, closet, pump, and plain xiuc work, Ac. Married,
references. -Apply to G. R. 6. Durham-place, Kensington.

TYJANTED, by the Advertiser, a ItE-EN-
T I GAQEMENT as OBNERAL FOREMAN, or to take the

Fntlre Charge of a Job. Carpenter and Joiner by trade. Has Ji
finished a large Job, and can give uorxcepllouable reference- from
last or present employers.—Address, W. J. A. 15, Upt»er Clifton-
street. Finsbury.

TO MASTER PAINTERS OR OTHERS.
a JOB, or SITUATION as

T T FLABTBKBR. Can do Jobbing, bricklaying, stove setting,
»I -ting. 4c. Has woiked at some uf the bisl London dim<.—Address,
A, A. 10, Little Oeorge-stieet, Lower Sloane-street, Plmlluo.

w TO ARCHITECTS.

ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, as
CLERK of WORKS, by a Iboroughiy jiractlcal Man.—

WT-A-NTED, by the Advertiser, an EN-
TT GAQEMENT in London. Is a first-rate draughtsman. Can— -.-vu ...^oghlsmau. Can

prepare drawiogs from rongh sketche*, get out details, pereptc'ives
square dlmenslooi, assist at qunntltler, 4c. Well recommeuiled from

• emplovec. _8als_ry not m much an object as improTemeut.—
fireef 'The Bulld.r

TYT-A-NTED, by a thoroughly praetb
TT CLERK of WORKS, an ENGAGEMENT. Is fully quallf

'O superintend the ecectinn of ano aefanatBa ... a a.,....- a

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.WANTED, BRICKWORK. Piecewori
;

' _ with er without scaffolding, Ac. Is thoroughly competent li

t. New Town, Deptford, f

TO AECBITECrS AND BUILDERS. IWANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by ai
' ,' ASSISTANT who has bad six years' experience In an Archilf

tect s and four years' in a Builder’s Office. Is a neat draughtin’^
and g-iod book-keeper.—Address, 784, Office of ''The Builder."

TO BUILDERS A CONTRACTORS.
"YY/’ANTED, by a practical Man, aged 3(1

y I ICarpenter and Joiner), a RE-ENGAGEMENT as CLERK olICarpenter and joiner),“a RE-ENGAGEMENT as CLERK oGENERAL FOREMAN. Well up In all Ita braiicbei|.
— drawings. Ac. Has bem employed i

Can prepare „ ^ _

ment for the last ten years. First-class testimonials nui
Town or country.-Address, 1. J. Post-office, Gosport.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
WANTED, to take PLASTERER’SWOEE
T T Oabour only) to any amount, by a thorough good Plasterei

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBBRS, Ac.

by the Advertiser, who is a
TT thoroughly goed PLUMBER, a SITUATION or JOB. NonblAk.f nn a II f 1...A * 'obj^tion to fill up Uuie In painting or'glsslng If requlred.-Acdc<~,..

lUtlng ienns, to A. O. F. 3, Christlnna-plnce, Victorla-ioad. Pock-ham, U.E.

TO BUILDRRS AND OTHERS.

Y/Y/'-A-NTED, to Take (Labour only) the
T » CARPENTERS- and JOINERS' WORK of any large job

•y, by a th'irnughly practical ! , _. „
entire charge of a Job. Flrst cUss refetence.-Address. M A
cottage, Btllannla-roaJ, Bsdfjrd.

-w-w-v-
TO plumbers AND PAINIERS.

YITANTED, by a Young Man, aged 30,
T T a SITUATION as JOBBING PLUMBER, Painter andGlsz er. Williog to make hlmsolf useful. Wages not so much an

object as a permanency. Town or country,-Address, G. L. S, Crlsp’e-
terrace. Blue AucLor-road, Bermnidsey.

TO BUILDERS, ESTATE AGENTS, Ac.wanted, EMPLOYMENT, 'by a married
I T Man, aged 34. Can do Jobbing in all its branchee. Town

I consiancy.-Address, A. GRUBS,

TO AECHITECTd.
WANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT in
* ' Town, as ASSISTANT. Good dtaughUmsn. Understands

. . only) to any amount, by a thorough good Plasterei
who has complet-d exlendie jubi in Town and country • olMirMSX|iQ.I*...ll-.. irj.r.i _e.. '^gg gjj

TO SURVEYORS, BUILDERS, Ac,

E Advertiser, who has had fourteen
r

quantity surveyors and building firms!
desires a RK-ENOAOEMENT. Is thoroughly efficient at takinv ncl
quantities, meas^urlng, esliujating, getting up aceounts, and gen

8. 818, Office of ” Ihe Builder.”

T
TO OWNERS OF PROPERTY. I

H E Advertiser wishes to obtain ai
SITUATION, to Manage Houre or other property, or as)

He is a Ihoronghly practical builder and deco4mu in «he moat ecoaomteal and efficient rnanJ
repairs.—Address, 776. Office of The^

TO BMPLOYERS. I

' PHE Advertiser is desirous of APPREN-8
.L TICINO a Youre {aged 16) to a Trade.-AddreB^ wltbi

32. Eg»rlon-road, Greenwich. S.B. I
iilicular

TO ARCHITBCTS AND SURVEYORS.^HE Advertiser, who has had some expe-l
J rieoce in an Architect's Office, wishes tor an ENGAGEUENl!
aa IMPROVER, If arrangements can be m ide for hisresldeuee willi

fthe priuclual, It would bo preferred.—Addreis, W. 22, Holford-rquare.l
Loudon, W.C. *1

Address, 831. Office of “ The Builder

TO BUILDERS.

Y\7"ANTED, a KE - ENGAGEMENT as
T T GENERAL FOREMAN, or to take entice Charge of a Job.

Town or countiy. Carpenter by trade. Thoroughly competent.
Good reference.—Addrees, F. K. 15. Oeubigh-terrace Nuctb, B-itteraea.

perspeclive, aud can aseia. .uunm uui,
«f6fcncee. Salary moderate.-Address, A. B. 4J. Burton-crescen
Euslon-snuate, W.

wanted, a EE - ENGAGEMENT, as
T T &UmatlDg, Meaeurlug, and Quantity Taking Oletk. Well

YV-^NTED, by an experienced Man, aged
T T 83. a RE-ENOAOEMBNT to take Charge of a Job or

Works, Carpenter by trade. Or would take carpenter and joiner's
work by the Titce. First-elaes references,-Address, J. M. 35, Lyon-
street, Cnledonlan-road, N.

TO DE.ORaTORS, builders, Ac.W ANTED, by a good PAINTER,
TT GILDER, PAFKBHANGER. Ac. a BITUATION or JOB li

a thorouguly good general baud. Capable of carrying out any claM
or-r.T.1, Town or country,—Address, E. MARSHALL, 43, Bedford-

wanted, EMPLOYMENT, as ARCHI-
T T TECTUHALDRAUQHTUMAN opon WOOD. Has been for

a long time wltb a celebrated wood-eugraver lately deceased —
Address. E. W. L. 23, Great College-atreet. Camden Town. N W.

TO BUILDERS, UPH0L8IERER8, Ac.

wanted, by an AKTIST — Interior
T T Decorator, Designer, Ac,—nu ENGAGEMENTto Superintend

or to carry out a JOB. Thoroughly acqualuied with every itile of
urusmetiL Good references. Specimens and prize medals shown.
Apply, by letter, to J, A. 3, Canterbury-terrace, C-saterbnry-road, N.

street, Straud, S.M

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACrOES.
TY7ANTED, a RE- ENGAGEMENT, as
T T GENERAL FOREMAN of WOBKS.-Oarpenler and joinerhv trade. Tail Dina fi™r_Dl— . -afa r i...

TO AECeiTECl'8.

WANTED, by .a first-rate GOTHIC
TT DKAUOeTBMAN. a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Has a first-class

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

TYJANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITTJA-
T T TION in the Office of above, either to manage or astist. Long

WANTED, by a respectable Married Man,
aged 32, a constant SITUATION, ora good Job, as a Ihorousbly

praclkal PLUMBER. GASFllTKR.arid ZINC-WORKER. TLoroughly
undtrsiands every description of new and old work. Bath, pump.

TO BUILDERS, ROAD-MAKERS, AND CONTRACTORS.

yy ANTED, by a first-class practical Man,
;

.* Carriageway Psvlor, Street Mason, Granite Dresser (Wood
Bi cks, Dutch Ciiukets, or TilesI, to TAKE WoKK by the PIKCB.
Labour only. Good lesllmoulals and references.—Address. JAMESCRUTCHLBY, 7. Jamea-place, North-street, Poplar.

\\AANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a First-
T T claasGrainer and Macbler.—Address, A. J. 37, Great Collegj-

et, Oakley-equate. N.W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTEACfORS.
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T T FOREMAN of WORKS, by a thoroughly practical Man, well

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
_T T WORKING SHOP FOREMAN of JOINERS, by a practical

1 last employer.—Address, A B.

ANTED, a SITUATION, by a crood
PLUMBER, or aa Tbree-bianch Hand, in Town or country.

Addttss, J, H. Plumber, No. 3. St. Mary’s-lei-

anted, by the Advertiser, aged 24, a
TT situation as CLERK to a BuUder and Coutractor. Has

2rcw'i:r“uneN‘'L Pauf’s!“''’‘“'*"-"'^'‘''‘“''

Wanted, by the Advertiser, who is an
T T eOclentDKAUQHTSSlAN.Ac.aBIIUAIIONinaaArchiteci's

and Surveyor’s Lfflce.-Aiply toR, M. No. 23, Essex-street, Sira^

ereuces.—Address, F.
,

YY/”anted, EMPLOYMENT, by a CAR-
TT PBNTER and JOINER, and BOY. Used to Jobbing gene-

rally, bllud-msking. Ao.-Addrtu, D. S. W. I, Bichiuond-lerrace
Albert street, Sl Geoige's-""'' w '

TO CARPENTERS AND JjINEUS.
wanted, by a Young Man, aged 21, a
TT SnUATlON IS IJIPROVER. Four ytars’ exuerience

-

Address, J. T. 35, Bcoford-streot, Bedford-row, Holborn.

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, Ac.

TY/"ANTED, by a respectable Man, a first-
T T class PLUMBER, a SIFUaTJON or JOB iuauy Public BuUd-

Offico of •' Tub Builder."
First-clsas lefen s. — Address, 785,

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

YY/"ANTED, a SITGATlUN as PLUMBER.
T T Can do plain zinc work. Willing to fill up time in olher

branches it required. — Address, L. F. 43, Nonbampton-street.
(Uht pM.iwall r '

YY/"ANTED, by a Young Man, a constant
T T SITUATION ss PLUMBER, or on a Job. Can dc paiuting

YATANTED, by the Advertiser, who is a
J\ BOodPORTnAND and GRANITE MASON, a SITUATION

TO manufacturers AND DECORATORS.

'YYT'AN'i'ED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
T T TION as DESIGNER, or Junior Designer.-Address, E. P.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

Y^anted, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
t T

_
TION, in su Architeci'8 or Suiveyur's Office. Three years

of Mr. Mucmiohaol, 204,

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRAOIOBS,

YY^ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
T T a RE-EKGaGEMENT as FOUEMaN of BHIUKLAYEBS,..... BHIUKLAYEBS,

Clerk of Work*, or to take the entile Charge of a Job. FUst ci,

references.—Address, Mx. F. TIMS, 7, Allingtou-stieet, New Non

TO AECHITBCrS.
IE Advertiser, whose articles expire ii

Ju[y_uext, is desirous of an ENGAGEMENT os JUNIOI

^PHE Advertiser, who has served his time as)
_L Working Engineer, and had several years' experience since lit

l1
OTAIRS.-A first-class STAIRCASE-HAND!

is In WANT of a JOB, either by day ot piece, or as Shop or
*

Out-door Foiemau.—Address, W. B. No. 8. Berwick-stceet, Oxford-
atrret. W.

PORTLAND CEMENT. — WANTED, a
J- SITUATION aa FOREMAN of CEMENT WORKS, by a
practical Man. Twt-nty.fouryraro' experience. First-claas refereuoea.
Address, B. F. Burgh Castle Cement Works, Great Yarmouth.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND ARCHITECTS.
/^LERK of WORKS.—A thoroughly expe-l
\J lienced Man wDhes a RE-ENGAGEMENT either as EsuLe »
Clerk of Works, or on a Building Estite.orto take tbe Managamml t
of Works wbeie geitlemen fiud their own materials, labour, Ac.

,

First-class referauces.—Address, S. T. care of Messrs. Buck A Woottca. I

126. Westminstor-road. '

CLERK of WORKS.—The Advertiser ia
open to a RE-ENGAGEMENT in the above capacity.

'TUuronghly qualified and a good draughUiuan. The highest re-
fere ices to London architects.—Address, OMEGA, 4,BiohmoQd.road,
Westbouxae Grove, W.

rr

TO MASTER MAbONS, BUILDERS, Ac,

A THOROUGH practical MASON’S!
FOREMAN desirea a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Accustomed to t

.auagement of public works aud general yard traile. Neat draughts- \

iRii, good carver, and letter cutter- Good refereners. Country pra- '

rrod.—Addrers, J. TUuMAS, Office of '• The Builder-"

An experienced PLUMBER is in WANT
I

of a SITUATION, Could fill up time if uecasssxy at painting, B

axing, Ac —Address, PLUMBER, Mr. Cook, U, Upper Bryaustone- i

ireet, Edgware-road, W.

A PLUMBER and GASFITTER wants a i

A YOUNG MAN requires an ENGAGE-!
MENT with either an Architect or BoIIder. Has been with «

-imployer (an arehlteoi) eight y.nri. Accustomed to tue usual i

routme. Satirfootory teforeuces esn be given,-Address, D. .

offite, Caterham, Surrey.

A FIRST-CLASS STAIRCASE HAND '

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS

A n E A T and quick ASSISTANT!
DRaUGH'TcMaN (aged 24) desires a RE-BNQAO£JtENT. :

W ililug to be useful. Good teferenoer.—Address, A. B, care ot dJousO- •

keeper, 60, Gracechureh-btreeC. Ci.y, E.O.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
A GOOD practical PLUMBER is in WANT !

Xi. of couatiut EMPLOYMEN T aa Three-branch Hand. Can do i

gaiQtllog and plain zinc work. Good references If required. In or
ueir town preferred. Wages, 6d. per hour.—Address. MILLS, 3St
Maryleboue-laue, W.

TO ARCHITECTS. Ac.

A JUNIOR ASSISTANT (aged 20) requires I

JTa. an ENGAGEMENT. Neat draughtsman and writer. Tho- '

roughly underatanus the usual routine of an office. Willing to give
the first week, or more, to obtain a permanent engagemeut.—
Addres', L. 6. care of Mi. Fatile, Blationex, High-street, Peckhtun.
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Odds and Ends.

E F 0 E E settlicg the

date for an entertain-

ment, it 'would

easy for a public body
to learn what other

bodies were doing

that direction, and so to

avoid claahinga. Whe-
ther easy or otherwise,

this is not done. On
Thursday night in last

week theEoyalAcademy
and the Eoyal Horticul-

tural Society opened
their doors to guests, the

dinner for the Artists’

Benevolent Fund then

also taking place, and,

aa a matter of course,

with reduced numbers

;

and on Thursday night

in this week the Society

of Arts and the Royal

Institute of British Ar-

chitects both held a conversazione, the former
in the South Kensington Museum—a mighty
crowd—and the latter at the House in Conduit-
street. We note the occurrence in hope of
•preventing similar conflicts in another year.

The Academy soirio, held earlier in the season

.Benevolent Fund,” he said that in asking their

continued support to the institution he was not
soliciting aid for a struggling fund in its in-

fancy, but for a veteran of green old age, with,

he hoped, the prospect of a long and active

existence. It was solely in that conviction
that he addressed them. The fund was
not in the process of organisation,—a word
which he confessed he had a horror of,—he
was simply anxious to promote a system of re-

cruiting, and thus ensure a continuance of that
support which so useful an institution required
and demanded. The fund was in a flourishing

condition, but that condition might fall into a
state of decay unless the same active powers now
inoperation were employed to maintain it. Ifhis
humble words could reach the world outside the
room, and if he could successfully appeal to the
sympathies of those whose walls were hung with
the works of artists, he was quite sure he should
be enabled to do something towards increasing
the benefits of the fund. All the institution

wanted was fuel to put into the boiler to enable
it to go on aa it had done.

This fuel must not be withheld. The fund
specially helps those who help themselves.
Every young artist should obtain an interest

in the Annuity Fund. Only one E.A. was
present on the occasion of which we are
speaking, namely, Mr. O’Neill

j
partly because of

the conversazione already referred to, and partly
perhaps because of their attendance not long
ago at the dinner for the Artists’ General
Benevolent Institution, an excellent society, but
one that does not render the Artists’ Fund un-
necessary

; in fact, as Mr. C. J. Dimond, the
honorary secretary of the latter, said, if the
Annuity Fund were rightly taken advantage of

there would be little necessity for the General
Benevolent Fund. The dinner was not well
reported. It is an odd fact, by the way, that
newspaper reporters of dinners, by whom half
the speakers may not be mentioned, state, nine

than usual, with London full and new galleries
I times out of ten, that Mr. This or Mr.' That

to attract, was the most brilliant they have
ever had. Music lent its aid, and the dresses
of the ladies took the colour out of the
pictures. This was also done by the gas,

which seemed, so far as the paintings were con-
cerned, to be a little in excess. Mr. Smirke’s
galleries, however, came out admirably, and the
varied decoration was more observable, or at any
rate more observed, than had hitherto been the
cas”. The public will soon pay for the new
building. We have heard, on tolerably good
authority, that the “ takings ” at the door during
the first month exceeded those of last year by
600Z. a weekj and that if the attendance con-
tinue to be as it has been, the total receipts for
the season will probably be little less than
20,0001. We hear, too, that there will be no
Bvening exhibition at a “reduced” charge, as
heretofore

j and hope, if this be true, that the
icademy will compensate the less fortunate part
)f the public by reducing the entrance-foe, say
or the last week. If they were to open the Ex-
libition free for a short time, it would increase
iheir popularity.

Prince Teok at the Horticultural Society
vould have pleased the members better if, fol-

owing the example of the Duke of Bucclench on
i similar occasion, he had personally received
Jach visitor: the character of a “reception” is

juite changed when visitors are not received.
At the Artists’ dinner Dr. W. H. Russell dis-

iharged well the duties of chairman, and nearly
lOOh, including a recent bequest, were the
eBulb. A wonderful career has been that of
Villiam Howard Russell, the " pen of the war,”
md very much his countrymen owe him. The
Mmea, India, America, Russia, Egypt, have
leeu scenes of his labour, and, as a writer under
liflicnkies, he may claim amongst his charac*
eristics wonderful truthfulness as well as bril-
lancy. In drinking “ Prosperity to the Artists’

I

“was the toast-master,-” though the doings of

the majority of these officials, who request the
company to “drink the harmy with all the
onnors,” are scarcely bearable.

Amongst other recent meetings we would
mention that of the Society for Improving the
Condition of the Working Classes, which was
held on Friday in last week, the Hon. W. Cowpor
presiding, and the Rev. J. B. Owen, the Rev.
A. W. Thorold, and several others, speaking
earnestly in its favour. Mr. C. Payne, the active

secretary, in the course of his report gave ao
epitome of the balance-sheet, thus:—Received
from all sources in the year, 5,659Z. 15s. 4d.

5
to

which add balance in hand, 516Z. 12s. 2d.
} total

6,176Z. 78. 6d. The current expenses of all the
lodging-houses, including repairs, amount to

3,504Z. 2s. ll^d,
5 the interest on loans, &c.,

S98Z. Ss. 9d.
;

printing publications, and litho-

graphy, 107Z. Is. Id. 5 salaries, agency, rent of
offices, advertisements, and all incidentals, 852Z.

2s. 4id. ;
leaving to the credit of the society,

814Z. ISs. 4d.; total, 6,1761. 7s. 6d. The real

property, &o., belonging to the society (at cost),

including balance at banker’s, for the year ending
December Slat, 1868, is 44,973Z. Bs. 9d.

;
general

liabilities, 20,987Z. 3s. 3d. ; leaving assets,

23,986Z. 23. 6d.

Some little regret was expressed by one
speaker, and we think with justice, that, con-
sidering the large amount expended, the net
profits of the year were so small. Mr. Owen
had said in his speech, with respect to the rate
of mortality in the houses of the society, it

might be remarked that for the last ten years
there had been a steady decrease in the average
per 1,000. In 1859 the average was 20 per
1,000. In the year following it fell to 19 per

1,000. For the next five years it kept steadily

to 16 per 1,000. In 1866, in consequence of an
epidemic, it went back to 19 per 1,000. In 1867

it fell to 15 per 1,000, and from the causes stated
in the report, clearly of a temporary and excep-
tional character, it had risen last year to 22 per
1,000. As the pioneers in this work they had to
make and clear the way, and thus had to
encounter greater difficulties than Hhoso who
followed in the same course. The Limited
Liability Act, which had been passed since the
society commenced, had greatly facilitated the
promotion of other companies for building im.
proved dwellings for the working classes. They
were delighted to see the spread and the success
of these bodies, because they looked upon them-
selves as the parent society, and upon the others
as their legitimate progeny. There was, how-
ever, and would continue, this difference between
them, namely, that this society was in the main
baaed on philanthropic principles, and a pecn-
niary dividend was a secondary consideration

;

while the others very properly based their opera-
tions on the commercial principle, and looked
for a fair return upon the capital invested.

Fully admitting the position of the Society aa
a pioneer, we should be glad to see it returning
a better percentage on the money spent, so that
other bodies might find it their interest to invest
in a similar direction. The chairman, in his

closing address, said the society might un-
doubtedly have shown a larger balance in their

favour, bob that must have been done by charging
higher rents, and this was not their object. It

was, however, gratifying to know that in somo
oases a good, steady dividend of 4 per cent, had
been realised by some of the companies

; and if

by the use of concrete walls or the Portland
cement walls lately introduced the cost ofcottages
could be reduced from 130Z. to 80Z. and lower,

they might hope not only to multiply these
dwellings, but to reach a lower stratum of society.

They might all be thankful that so far they had
been engaged in a good work, and had achieved
some success. The utility of the society was
nob confined to the buildings it had erected or
modified and improved. It was iu constant com-
munication with persona on the Continent, and
even in America, who sought advice, assistance,

and plans, and in this special direction it was of
very great service, and he tRonght they might
look back with satisfaction on the past, and with
hope to the future.

This is perfectly true, and ought to be taken
fully into account when scanning the financial

resnlts. We may make another opportunity

however, to discuss this matter more fully.

At the dinner, a few weeks ago, of the Artists’

General Benevolent Society, to which we alluded
just now, the conductor of this journal ventured
to call somewhat urgently for a reinatitntion of

the British Institution, or, at any rate, for the re-

establishment of the annual exhibition of the
works of the old masters, formerly held under
its auspices, and thought that its capital—some
14,000Z. or 15,000Z.—ought not to be lost to art.

The remarks found ready acceptance, and have
since brought us a number of letters asking
what should be done in order to securo the exhi-

bition in question. It may be as well, therefore,

that we should say, the Burliugton Fine Arts

Club, at present a small though influential asso-

ciation, are again moving with a view to bring

this about. It appears that this club was
founded to bring together on a friendly footing

collectors, amateurs, and persons variously inte-

rested in matters of art, and to provide a centre

for the exhibition and comparison, amoug its

members, ofobjects ofinterest in their possession.

Secondly, to utilise these exhibitions by making
them, from time to time, subservient to the
illustration of particular arts, or the art of a
particular master or period, and to render them,
under certain restrictions, accessible to a portion
of the public. Thirdly, and especially, to identify

the action of the club with the action, about to

cease, of the British Institution, with a view to

the revival and maiutenance of periodical exhi-
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titioDB in London of works of art hj the great

masters. With these objects the clnb opened in

temporary premises, 177, Piccadilly, on the Ist

of Januaty, 1867, and fans held there such special

exhibitions as a limited space and light per-

mitted
;
free access to these exhibitions being

given to artists, men of letters, and other persons

known to take a legitimate interest in art. It

was soon found, however, that better accommo-
dation was needed, and a sob-committee recom-

mended the following as a course proper to be

adopted, viz. :

—

“ To brine before the Bpecial general meeting, an'

nonneed for the third Tueediiy in May next, the desirability

of extending the club to SOD members, either as a regular

Dining Club (plus a certain art action), at 81. Ss. per
annum subscription

;
or as an Art Club (minus dining

accommodation), at 51. 5s. per annual subscription, as the

meeting should, after discussion, determine. One orother
of these propositions having been carried, the sub-corn-

mittee considrr that invitations should forthwith be
addressed to persons likely to prove eligible members of

the club, setting forth a dehuito scheme, and undertaking
that if, in reply to such invitations, the committee should

receive before M icbaolmaa next assurances that a sufficient

number of additional members would join the club as from
the Ist day of January, 1870, then the committee would
engage suitable premises into which they would remove
from their present house, so that the new premises naight

be occupied, and the business of the extended club com-
mence, as from the Ist day of January, 1870, from which
date subscriptions of new members should run.”

Touching the British Institution, and a con-

tinuance of the Exhibitions of Works by the Old
Masters, a conference was held, whereat it was
understood to be agreed that the directors of the

British Institution would advance their capital

of l'i,600J. or 15,0001., free of interest, on a sub-

stantial security that the money would be laid

out by the clnb in prosecuting the objects for

which the British Institution had been incor-

porated ; and endeavours were at once made to

obtain a site available for the double purposes of

an extended club and a gallery. It would appear,

however, that no site suitable to the double pur-

pose in view has as yet presented itself.

The club, we are told, has recently determined

to adopt the recommendation to extend the num-
ber of members to 500, on the basis of its present

constitution as an Art Club; and that for the

purpose of providing adequate accommodation
for the club so extended, and for affording in-

creased facilities for carrying out the special art

objects of the club, the committee are to hire on
lease or otherwise such premises as they may
deem eligible. Further, they are to communicate
the proceedings to the council of the Royal
Academy of Arts, and to the directors of the

British Institution, and to suggest a conference

of the three bodies, with a view to the settlement

of the question, viz. :
—“ Is it desirable that An-

nual Exhibitions of Works of Art by Old Masters

should be held in London
;
and if so, does it

appear that by the action, collective or separate,

of the three bodies above-named, this desideratum

may be attained

What will come out of this we have yet to see.

The difficulty in the way of obtaining a proper

site is considerable. The Art-Union of Loudon
has a large sum of money in hand applicable to

the provision of a gallery for the exhibition of

works of art, and the Council of that body has

made several endeavours to obtain land for it,

but hitherto without success. If a union of

these two funds could be usefully brought about,

the difficulties might perhaps be lessened. This

idea, which has occurred to us on the instant,

has sufficient promise in it to prevent us from
overlaying it with any further gossip. We com-
mend it to the consideration of those who are

concerned.

THE ARCHITECTURAL PUPIL.

Whatever may be thought of the value or

importance of such meetings as those of what is

called the “Architectural Alliance,” where a

small number of delegates, by no means repre-

senting all the provincial or leading architectural

societies, meet with closed doors to debate on

the advancement of the profession, the recent

printed reports of the last meeting furnish ns at

least with some new data as to the p^'sition of

the architectural pupil, in the provinces espe-

cially, which are not without interest or signi-

ficance. That much-neglected young man is at

last to receive some tardy attention, his present
position to be inquired into, and his future

welfare and instruction are to be at least dis-

cussed, if nob immediately or adequately pro-

vided for. We put a distinction between the

question as referring to London and to the
provinces, seeing that the facilities, for self-

education at least, in London aro so out of all

proportion superior to those attainable in any

provincial town, that the direction in which im-

provement seems to be called for is quite dif-

ferent in the two cases. Taking the Report of

the London Architectural Association, furnished

in reply to a request from Mr. Rickman (hon.

secretary to the Architectural Alliance), we find

the main complaint of those who draw up the

Report is that the students do not take ad-

vantage of the numerous opportunities for

instruction open to them, including all the

lectures at King’s and University Colleges, the

Royal Academy, and the Royal Institute of

Architeots, the Schools of Art and libraries at

South Kensington, the Architectural Museum,
the British Museum, &o., and, we may add on our

own part, the advantage of living where buildings

on a large scale are constantly being carried

out, and can be inspected and studied in pro-

gress. The neglect of these golden means of

improvement is not, however, charged by tbe

report entirely, or even mainly, on the idleness

or indifference of the pupils themselves, but on
the fact that they are kept too close to their

office-work, and are not allowed time enough by
their principals to attend lectures, and to practise

sketching and prosecute private study ;
the

steps taken for the improvement of the pupil

by his principal araountiug in general, it is said,

only to the ordinary routine of office-work,

accompanied by “suggestions” as to the

desirability of attending the evening lectures of

the association, &o.,—a cheap way, certainly, of

doing your doty to your pupil. Then the

Assooiation is also of opiuiou that a serious

hinderance in the way of useful and exhaustive

study lies in the fact that the groat facilities

for acquiring information in London have not

been embodied by any one “ in a definite or

accepted system.” Still the facilities are there,

in posso ; and, given a desire for knowledge on
the part of the student, and a reasonable

liberality as to allowance of the requisite time

on the part of the principal, it really seems
impossible that any man of good ability should

not be able to amass a quantity of valuable infor-

mation in the course of a few years, although it

might not be attained in the most systematic

manner, or at least the pupil might have to

systematise it for himself.

Turning from the report of the London Asso-

ciation to those furnished on the same occasion,

and in answer to the same schedule of questions,

by the Architectural Societies of Birmingham,
Liverpool, Manchester, and Glasgow, the differ-

ence as to the available means of education

existing in these largo provincial towns, as com-
pared with London, is remarkable. Scarcely

anywhere do there seem to be regulai* lessons or

courses of instruction in strictly architectural

subjects, unless we include under that head the

fortnightly papers, regularly read during the

session of the Liverpool Architectural Society,

some of which have appeared from time to time

in our columns
;

but these are often rather

theoretical than practical, and of more value to

advanced members of the profession than to

stadonts. It appears that in connexion with

the Liverpool Institute, where inter alia are

taught mechanical statics and dynamics, and
drawing from casts, &c., there were also for-

merly special architectural and building classes,

which have been discontinued “ from want of

attendance.” In Manchester, again, there is a

school of art and a Mechanics’ Institute, “in
both of which architectural drawing is taught

j

the latter is attended principally by artisans in

the building trades, and nearly every architec-

tural pupil has attended at one period or another

the former
;
but as neat draughtsmanship appears

to be the soie object, the constructional and prac-

tical branches of the profession are consequently

neglected?” In Glasgow there is a school of

design, but we learn nothing about its practical

value, or the extent to which the pupils avail

themselves of it. But one thing that specially

strikes us in looking at these documents is their

beautiful and touching candour. In place of

making the most of tbe possible good intentions

of the architects of each town as to instructing

their pupils, all these reports are unanimous io

representing that the duty of the architect to his

pupil is systematically ignored. The Birming-

ham report says,—“ Articled pupils are left

pretty much to themselves with regard to ob-

taining knowledge beyond the usual ofiioe work
and adds with great naivet6, “ Our society does

nob take any steps towards the improvement of

art-students.” The Liverpool report states,

that “ in tbe majority of offices very little syste-

matic instruction is given to pupils,—in some
cases none j” and also that very little opportu-
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nity is given to the students of visiting buildioga
j

in progress, and making praotical acquaintanca
i

with the details of their profession; a very im-

portant point in architectural education. In
Manchester “ the steps usually taken during the

term of articles for the advancement of the

pupil are so very insignificant, that we may
safely state them, with a very few honourable ex-

ceptions, as none whatever.” The Liverpool and
Manchester Societies, however, unlike the

Birmingham, have endeavoured to atone for

the neglect of their pupils by individual archi-

teots, and the absence of means of self-instruction

in their respective towns, by instituting classes

in connexion with each society for instruction in

matters connected with the profession. Thus,

the Manchester Society has a class for design and
construction on Monday evenings, a modelling-

class on Wednesday evenings, and a figure and
free-hand drawing class on Friday evenings;

(

and on Saturday afternoons there is a class for
i

water-colour drawing. The Liverpool Society,
j

besides offering prizes for designs and sketches l

both in summer and winter, has a figure-drawing |

class meeting two nights in the week. The i

reports of both societies, however, complain of i

the want of attendance at the evening classes, i

though the Liverpool Society’s report states that i

the students’ prizes are actively competed for, i

and with results creditable to the oorapetitora.
;

As to the Glasgow Society, Mr. H. K. Bromhead, \

in his report on their behalf, disposes of all i

preliminary systematic education at one fell
|

swoop. They do not trouble themselves with
|

the pupil’s education ;
but they have an Inatitnto '

incorporated by Act of Parliament, entrance into

which is snpposed to be the grand object of the I

pupil's struggles; and as this entrance is not i

obtained but by passing an examination as to

proficiency, it is supposed that here is sufficient

inducement for the pnpil to educate himself as i

well as he can. So far as we understand the
j

report, at least, the architects do not attempt to

educate the pupil ;
only he cannot come into the I

Institute unless he is educated. Bub, then, the I

Glasgow architects do nob take premiums, which i

Mr. Bromhead seems to think is their “ weakest i

point ;” on the contrary, the pupil is paid small I

sums during the latter years of his apprentice- :

ship; and, on the whole, it is certainly better i

that architects should openly declare their inten- i

tion of doing nothing for their pupils, and aob (

accordingly, than that they should pocket a few i

cool hundreds and pursue the same laissez-faire \

system after all, without acknowledging it. As
to the means to be adopted for the future ;

amelioration of architectural education, none of

the provincial societies offer any express opinion, ;

except the Liverpool one. The committee who
drew up the report are of opinion that much
must depend on “ the recognition by individual ;

architects of their responsibility towards their i

pupils;” but we must be allowed to observe that t

the fact that much does depend upon this, is

just one of the evils of the present system; onr i

architectural education ought to be independent :

of the caprice or conscientiousness of particular I

individuals. The Liverpool committee, however,

further express their conviction that :

—

“ The strongest inducement to the improTement of

architectural education would be the establishment of a

compulsory examination for those who wish to enter the i

profession of architecture
;
such examinations being held

in the provinces at conveniently situated central towns, if i

possible, but nevertheless in connexion with a governing
i

body in London, such as the Royal Institute of British ,

Architects; or in connexion with the English universities, I

if these latter should bo brought to recognise the import- 1

ance of art education, and provide for it in an adequate
,

manner.” i

“Much virtue in an if," but this last “if”
j

is one which we shall have to wait soma i

time for. The committee also suggest tbe for- i

mation of a lending library, on an extensive
i

scale, of architectural works ; a project which i

has been mooted before, bub never seems to have i

met with sufficient support to induce any one to

take it up, and become the Mudie of the archi- ,

tectural world.

The report of the general committee selected
;

from the Royal Institute of Architects, tbe Royal
|

Academy, the Architectural Museum, the Archi-

tectural Association, and the Architectural Ex- :

hibition Society, to examine into the defects and

possible remedies of architectural education, i

goes (as might be expected) much more fully
|

into the subject than any of the previously- i

mentioned documents. Their salient propositions

are, first, “ That a certificate be granted to all

who pass the voluntary architectural examina- I

tion;” that at some future period “the mem-
bership of the Institute be made dependent on

the passing of the voluntary architectural ex*
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amination in the olaaa of proficiency;” and “that
a preliminary examination be held in elementary
anbjectB, open to all students who have been at
le^t one year in an architect’s office.” The
object of the last is to encourage the student
oarly to the habit of systematio study of the
elementary knowledge connected with his pro-
fession, that he may more readily understand
what he is working at, and lose less time. This
would certainly be a good step, and would help
to convince the pupil from the first that he was
entering a profession requiring systematic study
to master it ; a conviction which we imagine is
wanting to a good many of the young gentlemen
who are at present knocking about in architects’
offices. Then, taking into consideration the
great facilities afforded in London for self-educa-
tion, and the absence of anything like a syste-
matic use of them, the committee suggest the
preparation of a text-book or pamphlet, contain-
ing a complete curriculum of study for the
architectural student, and especially pointing
ont when and where lectures specially pertaining
to the profession can be heard, and giving a
limited number of books in which the best in-
formation can be had in a condensed form. This
the Institute have determined on providing.
That such a book, carefully drawn np, will

be of the greatest use to students who have not
the good fortune to be placed with a master
willing or able regularly to educate them, there

demies on the same system which has been long
adopted on the Continent, where the principles
of architectural design and construction, and the
necessary supplementary branches of drawing,
can be definitely and systematically taught by
persons adequate to the task, where the student
may apply himself to the acquirement, on a
theoretical basis, (of all the main branches of
knowledge necessary to his professional success,
without finding the regular and consecutive
course of study disturbed and broken np by the
details of office work. The knowledge of these
latter can be acquired afterwards, and will be
acquired in a ranch shorter time when the
student comes to them with a previous know-
ledge of the general bearings and scope of his
profession, than when (as at present) he is turned
loose into an office to grope his way into the
details of the work by degrees, and trust to
finding out the general value of them after-
wards.

We cannot just now go into the question, how
such academies may be instituted, who is to
institute them, and how they are to be sup-
ported

;
probably an appeal to Government

would be necessary, and in that case we might
hope that it would be the more easy to obtain
governmental recognition also of the examination
which should follow. Without saying that no
one should be allowed to practise as an architect
unless he has passed a prescribed examination.

..jiu reguiariy CO eaucate tuem, there unless he has passed a prescribed examination,
can be no doubt whatever. The committee two things we wish to see done, without which
urge the complaint, which is also made in the °o thorough reform can be accomplished; we

provincial societies,
I
wish to see the term “ nrouerlv educated archi.--r — - “* v...^ Clio pioviuuiai auuieLies,

that the .students make very little use of the
opportunities now within their reach. There
must be some reason for this. One cannot
suppose that architectural pupils alone, of all
atudents, are idle and good for nothing. The
fact is, that there is no sufficient definite induce-
ment to study hard, no assurance that without
(hard study the profession cannot be taken up
•and exercised. Young men intending to enter
the professions of law and medicine know from
the first there is a stiff examination awaiting
them at the end of their period of study, which
they must pass, or lose the whole time they have
spent in study

; but the architectural student
sees that men constantly get good commissions
through the interest of their friends, without
possessing any remarkable natural talent or
spendmg any of the midnight oil in hard study
and he naturally hopes that he will be able to
do even as these j and, in such case, it is difficult
to entice him, as the good lady in the rhyme
enticed her geese to “ come and be killed ” in a
voluntary examination. He cannot be led—

‘ To acom delights and live laborious days ”

in the hope of passing, when he knows that
Jones, who has wasted his time in sporting with
Amaryllis in the shade, and snaps his fingers at
the examination, may, after all, get into iusb as
good, or better, practice

; for we all know that
interest often goes a great way further than
talent. The committee think, that one reasonwhy the great number of lectures and other
means of improvement attainable in London
are not more used, is that principals do not
allow the pupil time for them in the daytime
(a complaint echoed by the Architectural
Aflsociatiou), and they urge that subjects which
are necessarily constituent parts of architectural
education ought to be learned during office
hours, m place of the pupil being compelled tospend his evening over them. Nothing more
true

; but then what is the advantage of the con-
siderations to a pupil in the provinces, who is notwithm reach of all these lectures, and museums,
and exhibitions ? It may, of course, be said thathe should come to London for his education;
but are the London architects to be expected tofind room in their offices for all the young men

country who wish to study for the
architectural profession ? The more we go into

subject the more evident it becomes that thewhole system requires altering. These kind of
half-measures, which provide first for placing alad m an architect’s office, and then for gettinghim out again at intervals to learn what hi
cannot learn, or is not likely to be assisted in
learning while there, supply no really sys-
tematic course of education. It is a very un-
economical method of using the time during the
period of study, to mingle up together office
routine, and attendance upon lectures, and draw-
ing-schools, in an irregular in-and-out way

;
it is

not lu such a manner that either the practical or
the theoretical portion of the profession is likely
to be thoroughly learned. What we want is the
establishment of architectural schools or aca-

— V. loiuiui uau Lio acuurupuauBU
; Wt

wish to see the term “ properly educated archl
tect ” legally defined by some qualifying ad-
jective (say “ certificated architect”) wLich may
distinguish the bearer of it from the jerry-builder
who writes up “architect” over his door; and
we wish to see “ the architectural pupil ” alto-
gether eliminated, and the architectural student
taking his place.

COLOUR AND SOUND.
In examining the history of the physical

sciences we cannot fail to be struck with the
gradual tendency of their various laws towards
unity.

The phenomena of each branch mutually
illustrate each other, and the more they are
studied and compared the more it becomes mani-
feat that all are obedient to the same essential
laws and governing principles, diflering only in
degree, and in the results the same operating
forces produce.

In obedience to this principle, already we have
striking analogies between light, heat, electricity,
and sound, and we believe that the time will
come when all the more common phenomena of
nature will be found influenced by a few general
laws common to each. Unfortunately for scien-
tifio education, phrases originally merely poetio
becoming common, are apt to be sojassimilated,
as it were, that we fancy we understand their
sense, without giving much attention to the
absolute meaning of the words composing them.
The harmony of colour will be spoken of, and
apparently understood, by many to whom the
true soientifio explanation of the expression is
entirely new.
That there is a similarity between the impres-

sions produced by a painting and those pro-
duced by a musical composition, is a fact so long
undoubted that an analogy between sound and
colour has for some time occupied the attention
of both painters and musicians

; but with the
exception of the remarkable results obtained
with the prism and the mouoohord by Newton,
no advance seems to have been made to the
scientific application of musical harmony to the
art of painting. It has remained for Dr. Mac-
donald * to bring forward a clear and provable
theory. Just, then, as a note depends upon the
number of vibrations of the string or other
instrument causing it, so the colour of the light
ray depends upon the number of its undulations.
It has been found that the undulations of the
colours of the iris increase in number and dimi-
nish in size as they ascend from the base red to
the violet, just as happens in the musical scale
in passing from the graver to the more acute
sounds.

Can we but work out the precise relationships
existing between the two scales, painting may
be elevated to the status of a science, based, like
music, upon mathematical principles.

Surely we may the more assume this step
toward analogy to be correct from a knowledge

" Sound and Colonr : their Relations, Analogues, and
Harmonies." By T. D. Macdonald, M.D., F.E.S.

of the physical effect of heat—expansion
;
and we

find that the heating power diminishes in the
respective light-rays as they advance up the
scale. * Pointing out first the similarity between
the seven notes in the musical scale, and the
seven prismatic colours, Dr. Macdonald says that
“ the primitive colours, red, yellow, and bine,
ocourring respectively upon the first, third, and
fifth intervals in truthful analogy, independent
of coincidence or fortuity of any kind, may be
said to compose the perfect chord of colour
answerable to that in music, which all musicians
admit to be the very groundwork and basis of
harmony.”

Again, we may fairly argne that pitch in
sounds is equivalent to tint or hue in colours,
determining their relations to each other. In
confining his attention to the natural key in
music, that commencing with the note C, Dr.
Macdonald assumes red to be its analogue in the
colorific scale, and for this assumption there are
several favourable arguments.
As was before remarked, red is the least re-

frangible of the primitives, and its vibrations are
longer and slower than those of any in its own
series. This, too, is the case with the key-note
with reference to the other intervals of its scale.

It would be difficult, in the small available
apace here, to give even the rndimenbs of har-
mony ; we must be content with remarking that
sounds in nniaon are those whose respective un-
dulations render it possible for them to act toge-
ther, without interfering with or nentralizing
each other,—withont, in short, infringing the law
of “ interference.”

Speaking technically, and quoting from the
above-mentioned author,

—

“From the atady of their properties and offices the
different iuterTala of the muaical scale have received
appropriate names: thus C is denominated the tonic

; D,
the Buper-tonio; E, the mediant; P, the anb-dominant

; G,
the dominant

; A, the sub-mediant; and B, the sub-tonic.
The word ‘ tonic’ is always applied to the first or key

note; the dominant to the fifth, from its predominance in
harmony

; and the mediant to the third, from the position
it holds between the tonio and the dominant."

It will occur to every musician, either practi-
cal or scientific, that every note in the gamut
may be supported by a fundamental bass note,
with its third and fifth forming the common
chord. There are but three chords required on
the bass clef, the first founded on the tonic, 0
(red), E (yellow), and G (blue)

; the second on
the sub-dominant, F (green), A (indigo), and 0
(red)

;
and the third on the dominant, G (blue),

B (violet), and D (orange). The painter is ad-
vised to choose first his key, and then to trans-
late some good harmonic phrases into colours
most befitting the nature of his subject

; and to
the determination of a key a clear perception of
the fifth interval, the dominant colour, is
essential.

_

“ lu giving an account of the complementary colours, it
IS usual to adduce the series resulting from the .binary
mixture of the primitives, forming a sort of coloriflo
hexachord, like the old musical one in which the seventh
interval, equivalent to violet, was wanting.
Had Guido, the monk, taken the prismatic scale for his

guide, inatead of in effect making a mechanical mixture of
the three major constituents of the diatonic scale, ho
would have transmitted a stiU greater name to posterity."

Alternate colours produce common chords,
red, yellow, and blue answering to C, E, and G,
and orange, green, and purple to D, F, and A.

If we take one primitive, say red, the other
two, yellow and bine, must exist, either sepa-
rately or in its complementary, green

;
or, taking

a compound colour, purple, composed of red and
bine, its complementary will be found either in
the opposite colour, yellow, or in the alternate
compounds, green and orange, taken together.
We may here notice the analogy in effects of

“interference,” both in colour and in sound:
yellow is said to be “ indifferent ” to green, red to
orange, and violet to blue. Mnsically speaking,
these intervals, being seconds, are positive
discords

;
and, speaking of colour scientifically,

we may notice that a green opposed to a strong
yellow appears blue, a purple to a blue red, and
an orange to a red appears yellow

;
the fact

being that the undulations somewhat interfere
with each other, and similar ones interfering with
and nullifying each other, the solitary colour
stands out with undue force. With reference to
complementary sounds,

—

"If a string sounding C be divided into four parts,
1-lth and 3-iths will also produce C

;
but the complement

of l-lth are 3-4th8, yielding F, which is equivalent to
green, the complementary colour to red. Divide the strings
into five parts, l-Sth, 2-6th8, and 4-5tha will produce E,
yellow; but the complement of 2.6ths are 3.5th3, yielding
A, the equivalent of indigo or purple, which is the colour
required."

See Suilder, May 8th, " On Scientific Origin
i Artistic Notions."
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From these facts, the inference that comple-

mentary colours are, as it were, chromatic
harmonies, is undeniable

;
and from these, too,

we may account for the complementary im-

pressions which arise on the retina when some
particular colour long impinging upon it has

been removed ; it would appear that its surface,

when long excited by the influence of a particular

colour, is more susceptible of the vibrations of

its complementary in white light.

Dr. Macdonald does not fail to show the

Boiontifle analogy between the structures of tho

human eye and ear, and the harmony between
the sensations perceived by those organs. We
must refer the reader to his little work for these

interesting details. There has been a time when
it was sufficient for the thinking man to give the

world bis thonghts, but with the present practical

and somewhat hasty age, the cry is ever, Cui

hono ? Of what ttse can you make your
discoveries p And to this inquiry tho mind of

genius at most times responds, feeling that to

compass the greater good it must sacrifice

somewhat to tho less intellectual though more
practical of its fellows.

Thus the ingenious gentleman wo have quoted

points out how many of the great masters were
practical musicians ns well as painters, and pro-

fited accordingly. “What is termed ‘Gusto’
in colonring is intuitive to the painter of genius,

as musical taste is a natural gift to the born
mnsician, who may compose and harmonise
pleasingly, though ignorant of its rules.”

We may remark Salvator Eosa, Carl Antonio,

Guido Reni, Julio Romano, one of Raff’aelle’s

most excellent disciples, as instances of painters

being at the same time musicians ;
and

Dominichino, whose talent lay principally in the

correctness of his style, and his power of express-

ing the emotions of the mind, was a thorough
scholar in the theory of music.
But though natural taste has achieved great

things in the graphic art, a scientific rule may be
most advantageous to those not so highly favoured,

and surprising results otherwise nndreamt of

may be developed. In a general sense, the
lower the refrangibility of a colour the nearer it

will appear to the eye j
the more refrangible the

greater will be the apparent distance. Thus,
red being the least refrangible, will generally

predominate in the foreground
;
yellow, green,

and such intermediate colours in the middle
distance; and blue, being the most so, with
every variety of greys, will form the background
of mountains, vapours, horizon, and sky.

A most striking effect has been accomplished
by Paul Veronese, with much musical perception,

in hia picture of ‘‘The Marriage of Cana in

Galilee ” :

—

“ The Redeemer, who is here the principal figure, is

carried somewhat back in the picture, and the painter,

who could not properly distinguish him by mere lights and
shadows, clothed nim in red : the least refrangible, and
therefore the most approximating colour of the scale, so
as effectually to conduct the eye to that ligurc.”

Now, the first essential is the choice of a key.

A definite key-note—say red—must first be fixed

upon, and then the proper and dependent colours

must be localised according to the painter’s own
taste and judgment. This note must necessarily

hold the most central and prominent position in

tho picture, and tho arrangement of the chords
of the dominant (blue) and the sub-dominant
(green) must be determined by it.

“ThoTaking Down from tbeCross,” by Rubens,
is a peculiarly celebrated example of this arrange-
ment, John is here the key-note, and the red
drapery is in wonderful harmony with the colours

in the immediate vicinity. “To the left we find

the other components of the perfect chord, and
to the right the common chord of the sab-domi-
nant, the first interval of which is given in the

green drapery of the female figure kneeling.”

The three Marys are clothed in drapery
answering to the third and fifth intervals

;

Joseph of Arimathea, a prominent character in

the story, has colours corresponding to the tonic

mediant and dominant. Two assistants are

judiciously introduced, wearing also drapery in

direct harmony, and in suitable places passing
colours of limited extent are added, to promote
the general effectiveness of the composition, as
passing notes add grace and set off the agree-
ments of a musical theme.

Doubtless among the old masters very many
pictures might be adduced as examples of plea-

snrable sensations being produced by arrange-
ments which may be scientifically analysed and
found in harmony with the foregoing rules; and
doubtless, too, on the walls of the present
Academy of Arts many works will stand the test

of severe musical criticism, and not be found
wanting. For the encouragement of those who
may fail to pass this searching examination, we
may point out the picture of “Bacchus and
Ariadne,” justly reckoned a masterpiece of

Titian. Dr. Macdonald says that it,

—

“ When translated into mneic, affords full harmonies,
but thero is an undue force in the dominant, as compared
with the other intervals of the perfect chord. An excess

,

of this kind is of course quite as possible in music as in

painting. Were the notes one and throe sounded toge-
ther, and a ilfth of inordinate strength thou introduced,
the latter would naturally counterbalance the other notes,
and obtrude itself painfully on the ear.”

“ Musical rule would prescribe a reduction of

the power of the fifth to equalise the harmony,
and the same principles should be recognised in

painting, viz., to preserve equality in breadth
and strength of the components of all colorifio

chords.”
“ Trusting to the truth of musical analogy, we

are in no fear of incurring the charge of pre-

sumption in thus noticing a slight defect in a

noble picture so often, and so justly quoted by
critics as a standard of art in coloxiring.” lie

notices that the companion to this picture how-
ever, Jupiter and Europa, in the Bourgeois col-

lection, also by Titian, and painted in exactly the

same key, has the common chord in perfection,

the dominant being kept within due limits, and
the harmony complete. Dr. Macdonald winds
up Ilia interesting pamphlet by deploring tho
tendency of modern paintings to lose their colour

after the lapse of a few years. This he ascribes

to an erroneous principle in the mode of colour-

ing, involving too many processes, and to the

chemical action arising from the mixture and
intermixture of various tints.

Pictures painted by the old masters on the

transparent principle 150 or 200 years ago seem
but to be gaining in appearance, and improving
in mellowness and beauty, while the portraits in

the Dulwich Gallery arc already faded,—Mrs.

Tickle, Mrs. Sheridan, and the Moody family,

presenting a sad and unhealthy aspect.

Pure linseed oil, both in a boiled and in a raw
state, seems to have been the only vehicle for

colour employed by the old masters, and we have
no evidence to show that varnish of any kind

was used with their paints.

Oil, as it wore, insulates tho molecules of the

pigments, and preserves them from extraneous

agencies, and even from chemical changes, with

the atoms of other pigments commingled with
them in tinting.

“ It stands to reason that every absorbing surface, as

in tbo bibulous grounding material of some kinds of pre-

pared canvas, added to the want of binding and the

evanescent nature of the vehicle itself, will sooner or later

deprive the pigments of their protective matrix, exposing
tbem to the action of new affinities, to the utter destruc-
tion of the pictorial efl'ects they were intended to sustain.

Soap and water would very soon undermine such colour-

ing, whereas they may be fearlessly employed, if neces-
sary, in the superficial cleansing of pictures painted with
linseed oil.’’

Do not the foregoing remarks explain much
that, in our sensations, has been incomprehen-
sible ? We have felt the effect surely when the

sun has suddenly burst upon the landscape on a
dull April day. Is it not the same when an
accomplished organist suddenly introduces the

“principal stop” into his “fugue,” and on the

swell organ chases it from the dull tones of the

diapasons to the brighter and more striking

ones of the “hautboy” and the “trumpet”?
And in the endeavour to assimilate the foregoing

rules, and to hear with the inner ear the melody
both of pictorial art and of nature, are we not

struck with the extraordinary musical crescendo

and diminuendo effect of our Eogiish summer,
when the swell organ of the sunlight affects the
feelings with tenderness by its soft and fasci-

nating impulses ?

The light cheerful strain of spring upon the
upper notes of the scale, and with but half-

developed harmonies, the yellows and the greens,

and the delicate lightly moving shadows, an
air played, as it were, solely in the treble clef,

gradually swelling upward, and slowly strength-

ening as the deeper notes of the summer tone

the yellow into orange, and tint the green with

a darker hue; while the high lights are brought

forward, with great force, as the brilliant efiect

of the solar light, “the principal” mingles with

and freshens up the whole.

Then, too, begins to appear more strongly the

tonic, the key-note of the picture, and from sky

and forest, the red light gleams in the middle
distance, bringing it closer and into more fami-

liar relations with our sympathies. Browns of

every hue form an under-current of melody in the

foreground, while infinite degrees of grey, and
the cool upper tints of the scale, form a back-

ground of mountains, mists, clouds, and skies.

Then the lessening energy and the diminished

effects as the autumn dulness casts its shadows
over, and, as softening melody appears to die

away into distance, the foreground occupies the

now prominent position, while the horizon

vanishes, and the middle distance fades into the

background. Then, as the fugue slowly de-

scends the scale to the quiet resting-place of a
deep bass note, some transient flash of old sum-
mer weather once again lights up the picture,

the orange and the red reflecting back their

colours over field and forest from a glorious

sunset, the blue distance deepening to a violet,

and every variety of rich and fall chords boldly

and brilliantly struck, while tho “ tenor ” of the

fallen leaves and tbo deep bass of the darkening
shadows fill the soul with harmony, tho true

music of nature.

“ And now the golden coves where autumn lingers

The never wearied hours have left behind

;

Winter o’er all the hills with frosty fingers

Hath spread its pall of mist npon the pines.”

And as the brighter high lights die away in

the evening, and the darker masses of shadow
creeping slowly up, throw the scenes far into

the distance, the glorious pictorial anthem is

left,—left to the last few notes on the mediants, to

the repeated baas, and to the deep dark silence

of winter. S. S.

THE DECAY OF STONE.

I HAVE perused with interest in the Builder

of the 12th ult. the abstract of a paper “ On
tho Building Stones used in the Metropolis,’*

and read before the Civil and Mechanical Engi- .1

neers’ Society by Mr. Arthur C. Pain.* i

There are, however, one or two points upon
|

the canses of decay in stone in which I mnsfc i

differ from the writer. The error into which he jl

has fallen is, unfortunately, a very common i

one ; but why it should be so, or why so remain,
I

I can see no sufficient reason.
j

It is reported in this paper that the decay of
|

stone was canaed by bad selection ! and proof is
ij

assumed that certain buildings erected in ']

proximity to quarries from which the stone was 1

obtained, are in good preservation; and that jl

buildings erected in London of similar stouo
|j

were more or less in a state of decay.
j

Unhappily, no specific reference is made to the
j

kind of stone, nor the bnildings in which it is i

used, whereby they may be identified. I do not

pay mnch heed to the statement of local masons
understanding the stone better than their city

i

brothers ;
indeed, most of the London masons I

are from the great stone-producing districts,

and really the operators have virtually little

option than to obey instructions. I

No doubt, a proper selection in material, and
!

the stone being fixed on a natural bed, have much
to do with prevention of decay; but these are

points well known.
i

Now, it is a fact, which has been already

shown in this journal, that a stone eminently

suitable for country districts may be altogether

unsuifced for the buildings in a town
;
a case in

point being the Houses of Parliament.

The difference arises from atmospheric causes i

—chiefly gaseous contamination
; and as the i

magnitude of a town and the impotence of its I

manufactures increase,'so it may be that a stone i

will be more and more unsuitable. The classes i

of building material to which I refer especially
['

are those known as magnesian limestones—com-

monly and erroneously termed “ Dolomites ;

and also, though in a less degree, to all stone i

containing magnesia. !

I may state that as the quantity of carbonate <

of this earth, as a constituent of any stone,

becomes less,—the objection deci'eases.

The objection to material of this sorb in

certain localities arises from its component parts 'i

being more or less rapidly decomposable from the

presence of acids of sulphur always existing in
|

the atmosphere, particularly in populous districts, i.

its source being primarily the oxidation of
'

sulphur, during combustion of coal, a portion of f

which acid combines with ammonia, and, no
doubt, some remains as free acid.

From the affinity which exists between this

earth,— magnesia,— and sulphuric acid, they ‘

readily combine ; and, as the resulting sulphate i

of magnesia is very soluble in water, it is easily '

conceived that any building material into which i

magnesia enters must quickly undergo what is i

termed decay; and, let me observe, that as the r

porosity of a stone and its power to absorb ^

* See p. 401, ante.
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moisture iDcreases, so does its liabilit7 to
doatruction, independently of disintegration by
frost. Calcareous and sand stones frequently
deteriorate in small patches, in holes or veins

j

that is, in stones which are sound when first

prepared.

I have sometimes examined these defective and
also the sounder portions, and generally found
the first to contain a few per cents, of carbonate
of magnesia, whilst the latter have been free or
nearly so. I do not know if this has been before
remarked by other observers. However, it should
not be lost sight of,—it is important. Of course,
when the coherency of a part is destroyed by
removal of some of its particles the thing easily
crumbles, and such is the case with these lime-
stones.

It is somewhat singular that in the same
number of the Builder, under the head of
*' Church-Building News,” will be found an error
somewhat like that of Mr. Pain’s, but more
significant. The words are few, and I will
repeat them

; they are worth the attention of
observant students.

In describing the building of a Presbyterian
Church at Leicester, your correspondent says

:

“ The building generally will be faced with rock-
faced Bnlwell stone, which has been preferred
to the granite rubble of the locality, as being
in itself equally durable, and forming sounder
tnasonry.” (!) Let me observe, en passant, that
the granite of this locality, although granitoid,

is not granitic, but syenitio : a true granite I
have not seen produced by the Leicestershire
quarries. This is of no importance

; yet I men-
tion it because many of your readers are unaware
of their not being granites. But to the point

:

My curiosity was somewhat incited to know
what stone was equally durable with granite,
and forming sounder masonry ! I procured a
few specimens, and confess a glance raised my
suspicion of its goodness. Not a bad-looking
stone when seen in the work from a distance

;

but examination shows it as a very porous
mineral,—somewhat as if air had been blown
through a mass of crystals. The substance was
•evidently a lime, and may belong to any forma-
tion, geologically, above the “ New Red.” It is

somewhat pulverulent, especially when dry. Its
crushing power must be low.

The result of analysis indicates that the stone
as a building material is unsnited to urban
atmosphere, for it contains upwards of 22 per
cent, ofcarbonate of magnesia,w hich in Leicester,

with its number of manufactories and great con-
sumption of coal, must and will become con-
verted into “Epsom salts,” and the natural
porosity of the atone will considerably tend to

assist in its destruction, apart from the action of
frost.

ANALYSIS OF BULWELL LIMESTONE.
Soluble in Acids,

Water 1-91
Aluminia and protoxide of iron, with trane

of manganese 10 96
Carbonate of lime 63'28
Carbonate of magnesia 23’68
Alkali .'. 00*35

Insoluble in Acids,
Silica, aluminia, peroxiae ot iron, and

traces of lime, magnesia, and manganese 10*91

lOO'OO

The water absorbed is 9 27 per cent., or 1 part
in 10-999.

In determining the aqueons absorption, a spe-
oimen was thoroughly dried in hot air for eleven
hours, and subsequently immersed in water for
seven hours,—not a very stringent test. The
absorbing power of Portland and Bath stones,
I believe, are respectively 1 in 16 and 1 in 13.
In conclusion, let me add my caution against

the use of this stone in positions of atmospheric
gaseous contaminations, &c., inseparable from
a large manufacturing town, for I consider it

inferior and inapposite.

Let me add one word, that it would ba interest-
ing to know upon what probable grounds the
material in question was described and considered
by your correspondent as “ has been preferred
to the granite rubble of the locality, being in
itself equally durable, and forming sounder
masonry.” W. R.

Dumfries Infirmary.—With reference to a
paragraph in a previous Number (p. 492, ante),
Mr. Starforth says the original estimate for his
design did not exceed 10,0001., but on the con-
trary was 9,2501., and the working plans now
produced are not in an amended form, as they
are strictly in accordance with the original
designs. The highest tender was 10,8751. lOs. 7d.
and the lowest 8,6501. 93. 8d.

HOPE FOR THE MINERS.*

Agaix from out the pit's black moutb arise

Appalling Bhrieks for help ; heartrending cries

Of stifling miners, who, beyond the gloom.

Lie scorched and shrivelled in a fiery tomb !

Down the black shaft a hundred heroes go
With generous eager haste, though well they know
’Tie death to venture in the “ fire-damp ” wave
That laves their dying mates; recklessly brave

They rush, in hopes to bring back one dear life,

To agonising mother, child, or wife.

Too oft their noble self-forgetting zeal,

Bears them within the gulf, whose flames reveal

Its hellish work, and with their lives they pay
Forfeit for baste that will not brook delay

;

And thus the fearful death-roll is prolonged.

And the pit’s month with dead and dying thronged.

Is there no hope ? Can nowhere help be found

To stop this wholesale slaughter underground ?

What has experience done in all these years ? . . . ,

Take for reply those harrowing shrieks, those tears

That thickly rain from widows', orphans’ eyes,

As, one by one, from ont the pit arise

The scorched and mangled forms they scarcely dare

To look upon, lest those they love be there !

But hark ! a calm majestic voice I hear,

That checks the sob and stays the welling tear

;

'Tia Science speaks :
" Mortal, I give to thee

My fairest child, bright Electricity
;

Let but her holy light for ever shine

Through the dim pathways of the fatal mine.

And free from danger, free from gnawing dread,

Seonrely thou may’st walk whilst by her led.’’ . . .

Can this be true ? Is there, indeed, a charm
To guard the ’venturous miner’s life from harm ?

Up, then, ye pit-owners ! Up, every one !

Ere yet another day its course has run,

Make,— at least, make,—a trial of the gift

!

If it succeed or not, your efforts lift

From off your consciences a heavy load,

Which else had burden'd yon along the road

To Heaven,—perchance proved an evenging rod

To drive you thence j and, looking up to God,

But watching, working still, we’ll humbly pray

A blessing on the New Hope of to-day.

E. F. H.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Liverpool .—A letter to the local Journal, from

the Secretary to the Liverpool Master Builders’

Association, dated South Crescent-chambers, 6,

Lord-street, Jane 2-1, says :

—

“ I beg to enclose you a copy of the wages offered by
the Master Builders' Associaiion to competent masons, as
an answer to the misstatements made at the trades meet-
ing, held last night at the Oddfellows' Hall, in reference
to reducing the wages of the masons in winter by the hour
system,”

The offer to masons is as follows :

—

“There are 250 free-labour masons now at work in
Liverpool, and there is constant work for 200 more. The
masters invite all masons who wish to think and act for
themselves to assist them in their endeavonrs to free the
town of Liverpool from trade union tyranny and dicta-

tion (which have had the effect of injuring to a great ex-
tent both the trade and the best interests of the workmen),
by accepting the employment offered. The wages offered
sre 7Jd. per hour, or 338. 2id. per week in summer, and
7}d. per hour, or not less than 308. per week during the
shortest days in winter, with constant employment.
Masons, hasten to accept these advantages, and you will
find the masters to be your firm friends and supporters.
Do not be misled by the emissaries from Liverpool, who
make false statemeots to mislead you, that they may be
enabled to live in luxury at the expense of tbeir dupes.
Apply to ‘William Wood, secretary of the Liverpool
Builders’ Association, South Crosoent-chambers, No. 6,
Lord-street, Liverpool; or to any of the employers in
Liverpool, who will enter into special engagements as to
the payment of fares to Liverpool.”

The offer is dated 21at June.
Manchester.—Screnuous efforts have been

made by the master builders, during the
last two or three weeks, to procure non-union
workmen, and a number of men have been
brought to the town

;
and a fortnight since

there were already at work upwards of

300 masons and 150 bricklayers. During the
following week, however, the brickmakers took
up the quarrel, and refused to make or supply
bricks to be set by non-union bricklayers. This
is likely, we understand, to lead to the introduc-

tion of machinery into Manchester for the pur-
pose of making bricks j and, seeing that there
are about 70,000,000 made annually in this city

and the immediate neighbourhood, it is rather
surprising that it has not been done before. Man-

* Suggested by the proposition in the Builder by Mv. R.
Taylor, an ingenious working-man, to employ sparks of

electricity in coal-mines, to detect and consume dangerous
gases as soon as evolved, which proposal was alterwards
taken up in Faris, and made the subject of a paper.

Chester is one of the very few large towns in

England where bricks continue to be made ex-
clusively by hand. Two or three companies and
individuals have established brickmaking ma-
chinery, but the operative bricklayers have
refused to set them, and the hand-brickmakers
have refused to supply bricks to any master who
attempted to use for any purpose bricks made
by maobinery. The consequence has been that
all such efforts have had to be abandoned, and
have resulted in loss, if not ruin

;
but in none of

the previous efforts had the master-buildora
taken a part. They, it appears, went on in the
old way, unwilling to encounter a strike as long
as it could be avoided

j but now, we are told,

the matter is to be taken up by the trade. The
masters have resolved, it seems, to establish, if

possible, free trade in bricks as well as in
labonr.

The operative carpenters and joiners of North-
wieh and neighbourhood havinggiven the masters
notice of alterations involving a reduction of

2i hours per week daring the summer months
and an advance of id. per hour throughout the
year, an equal number of masters and workmen
met to consider the subject. On the part of the
masters it was contended that the trade of the
locality, much less the general trade of the
country, did not warrant any change having a ten-
dency to increase the present price of labour. In
proof of this the monthly state of the operatives'

anions of this trade was quoted. In one report
(that of the Amalgamated Society) there appeared
only six towns, representing 140 members, where
trade was good, against 105 towns where it was
either slack, dull, or bad, and nearly a similar

number said to be only moderate, steady, or im-
proving. Another association (the General)
represented matters to be even worse. It was
also contended that anything tending to make
work in winter unnecessarily dearer than in
summer was most suicidal to the interests of the
greater portion of the workmen, and that the
time worked and the wages at present paid in
this locality compared favourably with many
towns, in and out of the county, of much greater
commercial importance than this. On the other
hand, the operatives maintained this was other-
wise in several neighbouring towns, saob as
Warrington, Altrincham, Runcorn, and Chester,
where the wages were greater and the time
worked less. The result of the meeting was an
amicable readjustment of the present rules,

chiefly as bo phraseology and the number of weeks
to constitute the winter months, the working
hours and wages to remain as at present. The
new rules were signed by Messrs. Beckett,
Drinkwater, and Boatock, on behalf of the em-
ployers, and by three of the operatives.

It is understood that the dispute between the
operative masons and master builders of Bristol

has terminated, the masters finding themselves,
owing to a want of union in their body, unable
to continue the contest.

The masons’ strike at Halifax has terminated.
The men have returned to their work at the old
terms.

The house-painters of Glasgow have resolved
to close the strike, their belief being that if now
adjourned, the advance of wages asked might be
obtained without trouble at the beginning of
next year. The men have been out since the
let of May.
A large meeting of the joiners of Glasgow and

the neighbourhood has been held in the Trades’
Hall with regard to the nine hours movement.
It was reported that eighteen employers were
willing to concede the nine hours. Others had
either not been waited on or had'refused. It

was finally resolved to defer the movement till

the 1st of March, 1670.
A numerously attended public meeting, con-

vened by the Mayor, in response to a requisition

of the inhabitants, has been held at the Town-
hall, Oldham,

—

“ To allow the working-classes an opportunity of ex-

pressing their opinions for or against the Bill now before
Parliament, to amend the law relating to trade corobina-
tions and trade-unions.”

The chair was occupied by the Mayor, who said

he quite agreed with the spirit of the requisitiou,

which set forth a belief that

—

‘‘ Should the Bill become law, it would be the means o
bringing about a better understanding between employers
and employed, and consequently prevent to some extent
those great evils, locks-out and strikes.”

He proceeded to remark that the amount of

money that had been sacrificed by strikes in
Oldham was soraetbing incalculable, aud any
measure that could obviate the necessity of such
a mode of dealing with questions tifiecting
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labour would be a step in the right direction. A
resolution in favour of the Bill was carried

unanimously, and it was afterwards agreed that

a petition in its support should be signed l y the

Mayor on behalf of the meeting for presentation

to the House of Commons by Mr. Hibbert, with
a request that Mr. Platt, the other borough
member, together with the representatives of

this division of the county, would give it their

support.

SMITHFIELD MARTYES’ MEMORIAL
CHURCH.

On Tuesday last, being St. Peter’s-day, the
foundation-stone of the Smithfield Martyrs’
Memorial Church, which is to be dedicated to

St. Peter, was laid by the Earl of Shaftesbury.

The site is in St. John-street-road.

It was originally intended to erect the Martyrs’
Memorial Church in Smithfield, near to the scene

of martyrdom, but this was impracticable. A
tablet will, however, be placed there, recording

the facts of history with regard to the martyr-
dom, and will, at the same time, direct to the

memorial church, which will not be far from the

spot. The edifice will in every respect be a
“ memorial,” both outside and in, to the Smith-
field martyrs. It is proposed to affix in some
part of the building Chillingworth’s motto,

'

“ The Bible, and the Bible alone, is the rel'gion

of Protestants.” Beside this there are to be
tablets to every martyr who suffered during the
Marian persecution. As regards plan, the
church will consist of a central nave, with north
and south aisles, transepts, and a well-developed

chancel, also with aisles, with a high tower
occupying the north-west angle of the nave and
north aisle. This tower will form a prominent
object, reaching to a height of 120 ft. The
lower story is to be an open porch, forming the

chief entrance to the building. The western
front of the nave will have a four-light window
in the upper part, and two smaller two-light win-

dows in the lower, the latter forming the lights of

the baptistery. In the transepts there are to be
rose windows above, and under the tower level a

range of three lancets. Between the rose win.

dows and the last-mentioned there will be, as

respects the transepts, sculptured decoration in

the shape of bas-reliefs, representing scenes from

the Smithfield martyrdoms. The like bas-reliefs

will also decorate the panelled spaces beneath

the west windows of the nave and the west and
north faces of the tower. The buttresses will

terminate in canopied niches, containing statues,

and the turret top and pinnacles of the tower will

contain similar figures. The style of architec-

ture is thirteenth century Gothic. The church
is to seat 1,000 persons. The architect is Mr.

E. L. Blackbourne. The contractors are Messrs.

Dove, Brothers.

THE MISCELLANEOUS ESTIMATES.

On the vote of 17,OOOZ.,to complete the sum of

25,OOOZ. for the acquisition of land for the pur-

pose of the New Palace at Westminster, and
further embankment of the river Thames, Mr.

Layard said that the original estimate amounted
to 150,0001. It had been represented to him that

if a fire occurred in those houses near the palace

that building would bo seriously endangered.
The vote was agreed to.

A sum of 34,0261. was proposed to complete
the amount required for the buildings of the
Houses of Parliament. Mr. L. King inquired

if divine service was to be regnlarly performed
in the crypt. Mr. Layard said it wonld be for

the House to decide. Mr. Kinnaird said anything

more monstrons than the expenditure upon the

crypt could not be conceived, and for no purpose

whatever. Mr. Bentinck said some absurd

statues were lately placed in the Queen’s robing-

room and other parts of the palace. One of

these represented Henry VIII., the fattest man
of his age, as a very slight personage; another
made William III. a tall man, though it was well

known that he was short and small. Mr. Morley
suggested that rooms should be provided where
members could have intercourse with their con-
stituents. Mr. Miller called attention to the
largeness of the amount required for the con-
struction of the subway to the railway station,

—

4,4101. Mr. Layard said he was quite aware of

the want of accommodation in the interior of

the building. The subway was constructed under
a contract. Mr. White proposed to reduce the
vote by 2,500Z. for the purpose of preventing the
proposed decoration of walls, to which, he said,

the First Commissioner of Works had ominonsly

referred, and which might involve hereafter some
extravagant expenditure. Lord J. Manners
thought there ought to be some further explana-

tion. He understood that the First Commissioner
of Works confined his remark to the central hall.

Was the House to commence the redecoration of

the Houses of Parliament ? He wished to know
whether Mr. Barry was of opinion that the

elevation of the roof of the central hall would
be in conformity with the style of the building.

Mr. Layard said that what he proposed to do was
recommended by the report of the architect him-
self. The central hall was so dark during a great
portion of the day that gas had to be nsed. He
did not intend to go further in the way of
decoration than be had mentioned. The amend-
ment was negatived. Mr. L. King moved that

'

the vote be reduced by 500i., the sum required

for the crypt of St. Stephen. Mr. Kinnaird dis-

approved of the ornamentations in the orypt, and
hoped the amendment would bo pressed. Mr.
Onslow stated that the ornamentations of the

orypt were much admired. Majority against the
amendment, seventy-nine. The vote was then
agreed to.

BRISTOL EXCHANGE.
Sir,—At a meeting of the Bristol town council,

on Tuesday last, it was decided, by a miserable
majority of two votes, to utterly destroy Wood’s
fine old Classic Exchange, by putting over the
open quadrangle a semi-elliptical roof of glass

and iron, which was correctly described by
Alderman Robiuson as “ the chump-end of a
railway station,” and by another gentleman as
” a dish-cover.” Having seen the model, I can
state that a more unsuitable design for the pur-

pose could scarcely be imagined ; and I am quite

sure that every professional man, and almost
every citizen, who may see what is intended to

be stuck up over the finest architeotnral work of
the kind in the West of England, will be indig-

nant that such an act of ” Vandalism ” is really

intended to be perpetrated.

Pray, sir, lend your powerful aid to prevent
this shameful act. W.

THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON WATER
SUPPLY.

On the 24th of December, 1866, a Royal Com-
mission was appointed to inquire fully into the

water supply of the metropolis and other large

towns. This Commission, consisting of the Duke
of Richmond, Sir John Thwaites, Col. Harness,

Alderman Sir Benjamin Phillips, Mr. Thomas E.

Harrison, and Mr. Joseph Preatwich, was re-

appointed early in April, 1867. The report of

the Commissioners, bearing date the 9th of June,

1869, has just been presented to Parliament.

The origin of the Commission, it will be remem-
bered, was due in a great measure to the public

interest which was excited, during the autumn
of 1866, in all matters connected with the water
supply, more especially of the metropolis, through

the uncontroverted evidence of its direct influ-

ence upon the mortality from cholera, during

the epidemic which then prevailed. The report

in question, no doubt, contains a valuable con-

tribution to what was already known upon the

subject; but considering the vital importance of

the inquiry, and the circumstances under which
it was instituted, the delay in its publication

appears somewhat unreasonable.

The principal points to which the attention of

the Commission was directed were,—first, the
present and growing insufficiency of the water
supply in the metropolis and other largo towns,

and the consideration of different suggested

sources for supplementing or substituting that

supply; and, secondly, the pollution to which
the rivers and open streams from which the

water now supplied to the' metropolis and
other large towns is drawn, is continually ex-

posed.

The inquiry naturally took two distinct chan-

nels, one relating to the present water supply of

London and other large towns, and the other to

the merits of the several rival schemes for sup-

plying the metropolis from completely different

sources from the one now used, namely, the

Thames and its tributaries.

We can only now touch upon one or two of

the oonclusions and recommendations to which

the Royal Commissioners have committed them-
selves, after this extended inquiry. They pro-

nounce Mr. Bateman’s scheme to be *' in an
engineering point of view, feasible and prac-
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ticable,” but recommend “ great caotion in

judging of the sufficiency of a gravitation

Boheme of such magnitude.” The quality of

the water would be, they say, “ satisfactory as
regards parity,” but in point of softness and

1

oolour they consider that it might prove “ less
|

suitable for the supply of the metropolis than
|

the harder water at present used.” The cost of i

this scheme would, according to the evidenoo

produced, be at least 11,000,0001. ;
and, if it be

taken for granted that this estimate would not be
exceeded, we are told that the coat to the metro-

polis of obtaining water by this scheme would

be much greater than under the present system.

The scheme would probably be opposed strongly

in Parliament by the interests connected with

the River Severn, and great local anxiety wonld
;

be felt as to the formation of immense artificial
i

reservoirs at the head of the Severn Valley.
!

The same general remarks and objections are
|

said to apply, in the main, to Messrs. Hemans
j

and Haseard’s scheme for supplying the metro-
|

polis from the Lake district
;
indeed, the Commis-

j

sioners, in leaving this branch of the subject,
I

express grave doubts ” whether it is desirable <

that the metropolis should be dependent on one
source of supply so far removed, and which-

|

might be liable to accidental interruption.” i

Having thns pronounced against the varioua- 1

projects for deriving the water-supply of London l

from a distance, it is easy to imagine that their
1

deliberations have led them, not hastily, to con-
i

clnde that the Thames basin affords the most i

natural and desirable source for the supply of i

the metropolis. The Commissioners are of i

opinion,—” That the river Thames, supplemented i

if necessary, by works for storing the flood >

waters, together with the river Lee, and th&
i

water obtainable from the chalk to the south -

and south-east of London, as well probably as i

from the Lower Greensand, will furnish a supply

sufficient for any probable increase to the ,

metropolitan population.” These considerations
i

have been arrived at by the evidence of the
i

abundance, permanence, and regularity of the )

supply from this source, the supply streams of ;

which are self-maintaining, and the collecting
j

area of necessity much larger than any that
j

could be made available on the gravitation ;

system. As to the quality of the water supplied
i

by the water companies, they pronounce that
j

the weight of evidence is in favour of its
j

generally good and wholesome character ;
that-

l

for drinking purposes it is quite unobjectionable, i

and in no way prejudicial to health, more
j

especially as hard waters were in evidence
;

declared to be more free from certain dangers :

inherent in soft waters, on account of their great
i

solvent powers. The hardness, moreover, of the
i

Thames water was said to be moderate in ;

degree, and therefore not radically objectionable 1

for cooking or washing purposes, while the pro-
;

portion of the whole metropolitan supply used for
i

manufacturing purposes was stated to be toe >

small to render it necessary to go to a great i

distance for soft water. The Commissioners ;

declare that perfect filtration is of the first im-
[

portancB to the good quality of the water supplied, :

and state that ” this process is at present in i

many oases very imperfectly performed, and that
;

more efficient means of enforcing the provisions-
|

of the law in this respect are required.” They i

state, in conclusion, that “ when efficient l

measures are adopted for excluding the sewage I

and other pollutions from the Thames, and the-
|

Lee, and their tributaries, and for ensuring
,

perfect filtration, water taken from the present
i

sources will be perfectly wholesome, and
j

of suitable quality for the supply of the
|

metropolis.”

As to the quantity of water likely to be here-
I

after required for the supply of the metropolis, -

the Commissioners are of opinion that, even i

entertaining the possibility of an eventual in* i

crease of the population of London to between i

four and five millions, a supply equal to

200,000,000 gallons per day is the highest de- :

mand that need bi reasonably provided for the

metropolitan supply. It appears that the exist-

ing companies are prepared with only moderate
I

additions to their present engineering means-
l

to supply a quantity little short of this

amount.
I

The system of constant service is recommended
|

for adoption to the farthest possible extent in

the supply of the metropolis, and the Com-
missioners say that it “ ought to be promptly

introduced.” Seeing that this cannot be eSec-

tually carried out “ as long as the supply remains

in the hands of private companies, to whom it

would be inexpedient to confide the great powers '
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necessary for the purpose/’ the Commissioners
are of opinion that “ the future control of the
water supply should be entrusted to a respon-
sible public body, with powers conferred on them
for the purchase and extension of the existing
works, and for levying the rates,” which would
be necessary for the support of the system.
We hope on some future occasion to return to

the discussion of one or two of the conclusions
arrived at by the Royal Commissioners, which
are in the main acceptable

;
but in concluding

this brief notice of their report, we cannot refrain
from expressing a regret that they have not
declared an opinion as to the possibility of
*' excluding sewage and other pollutions from
the Thames and the Lee, and their tributaries.”
It is on the very possibility of this supposition
being carried into effect that the value of their
conclusions and recommendations appears to us
most essentially to depend.

THE ARTISTIC TREATMENT OP PIERS,
PILLARS, AND COLUMNS.*

Thiioughout Gaol, the Roman colonies were
very rich in buildings of public importance,
with that amount of grandeur and decoration
inseparable from such

;
but by far the greater

part of them had vanished completely after the
barbarian invasions to which the province fell a
victim. Hero and there, however, works remained
to influence the new possessors of the soil

when they at last tamed their energies in
this direction. Bat at best these Roman
examples were rnde, except, perhaps, in the
extreme south, and taught little more than
how to build well. In their details they dis-
played that ignorance of their models which
betrayed their provincial origin, and it is well
that thereby so much was left to the quick
imagination of the new builders.

In their first attempts at building, the columns
from the older edifices and ruins not being of
sufficient strength to sustain the enormous
weights which the badness of the work and the
thickness of the wall necessitated, they first used
them rather as ornamental accessories in the
angles of the piers, and from this came the habit
of using the angle shaft, so long a feature of
early work. One of the best examples of this
method is seen in the Baptistery of St. Jean
at Poitiers, where all the principal projecting!
angles of the interior have a complete shaft,
capital, and base, the shafts having the usual
entasis imitated from the ancient models, with
the fillet below the necking forming part of the
shaft. But as soon as this mode of decorating
the angles of the square pier became common, a
less expensive and difficult arrangement had to be
adopted, and we find the angle shaft built up
with the rest of the work in regular courses.
This rendered the setting out of the regular
diminution too difficult for the ordinary work-
man, and it was omitted altogether in such a
position. Another mode of using the column
was by placing it against the face of the
pier, to carry one or more orders of arches,
somewhat after the fashion of the piers and
pilasters under the arcades of Roman work.
A fine typical example of this treatment is found
in the cloisters of Le Puy Cathedral, and it is

seen in this how the proportions of the shaft
and capital have undergone modification by the
new manner of building. The habit of forming
much more solid piers to carry arcades has
tended to make the old canons of proportion
neglected. lu this case the shafts are only about
six diameters high, the capitals massive, and the
bases very pronounced. These alterations in the
size of the capital have been the result of a
fusion of some of the members of the entablature
with the abacus, and the result has been a
capital apparently much more capable of doing
its work than the model from which it was
taken. If we analyse the parts we shall
see how this has come to pass. In imitating
the Roman cornices, or in constructing the
broken fragments of a building of that style,
we find that it was enstomary to omit the frieze
altogether, patting the cornice itself directly on
the abacus of the column. A good example of
this is seen in the apse of the church of Alet,
where all the parts are perfect, except the frieze,
which is omitted. Throughout France and Ger-
many numerous examples occur of this

3 and, as
the cornice gradually became smaller, and more
akin to a string marking the line of the arch-
springing, the fusion became complete. But the

• By Mr. J. Tavenor Perry. See pp. 480 and 600, ante.

abacus, though thus overpowered by the addi-
tions above it, was never lost, through all the
best and purest examples of Gothic work in all

countries, and may be easily separated, even where
the two are formed out of one stone ; and it will
be generally fonnd that the face of the abacus is

in the same plane as the wall above. But this
alteration of the Roman mode involved another
important change. The great piers of built
masonry where standing by themselves, or
strengthened by the addition, as at Le Pay, of
abafes, were crowned only by this string, and
nob by a capital

3 and thus we see the origin
of so peculiar and, at that time, so unprece-
dented a treatment of capitals, as the circular
ones in’ the cathedral of Carcassone. And this
distinction between the piers and pillars is kept
up throngh all the best periods of art, where the
true capital is given only to the pillar, single or
grouped.
Of the several orders employed by the Romans,

only two came to be very distinctly imitated by
the Romanesque builders

5 and although for a
time each appeared likely to be the model on
which all later examples wonld be founded, the
more finished and lighter one gradually extin-
guished its rival. These two forms were the
same, which, with difierent details, had for long
been used side by side in each of the preceding
styles, and which had in each played the same
parts. They are best distinguished as the convex
and the concave. With the Egyptians the early
bud-shaped capital gave place to the full-blown
flowers with the Greeks the Doric yielded to the
Corinthian

3
and the rude, coarse Tuacan, under

the Romans was soon displaced by the more
finished and elegant Composite capital. And
when the earlier builders in our own country
and France commenced to work out for them-
selves that new style which was to contain the
excellences of all the others, their first tentative
efforts were directed to the enrichment of this
form of capital, rather than to that other, which
afterwards so well adapted itself to the more
light and elegant details of the succeeding
phases of the style. There is no doubt that
when the revival in art first began there were
numerous examples of Composite and Corinthian
capitals found in the land for imitation

3
but they

required more skill in the execution than the
ruder forms of Roman Doric, especially as the
details of that order were nob nearly so finished
as in Italian examples. In the Porta Nigra
at Treves, at Vienne, and other places, are
specimens of the rough way in which it was
worked, and which, although executed in the
times of the Roman occupation, show most dis-
tinctly signs of the complete cushion capital.

Although, in many cases, it would seem that
this form was roughly prepared in the stone
and carved at later times, when the skill of the
workmen had increased, it was more common
in the richest examples to trust solely to
colour as a relief to the bald and ungainly
shape. Examples of this still remain at
Rosheim, Jnmiegea, Moscow, and other places,
while ousbioQ capitals carved afterwards are
frequently met with in our own country and
abroad. After the custom of using these
capitals was established and Romanesque
architecture had arrived at a considerable
degree of perfection, the ornament with which

,

they were covered was always of a flab nature,
generally running horizontally round the cap
and not springing up from the necking, thus to a
great extent betraying its origin in painted
decoration. There is no doubt that this peculiar
and heavy form of capital was admirably fitted
for the part it played among the bold and
massive details of Early Gothic, but that it was
for this purpose specially invented, or evolved
from the intersection of the cube and the hemi-
sphere, is, I think, much less probable than the
theory Ibave given. But that there may have been
another cause is possible. It is not unlikely that
many buildings had their capitals boasted out for
the carving which there was not skill to execute,
and these, lefc in the rough or eventually painted,
might give the suggestion required. Eastern
influence may have done more, especially in the
south of France, where, nob only the capitals,
but so many other features, bear strong evidences
of its presence. Bub, whatever the origin, whether
an imitation of the coirse Roman models or a
reflection of Sassanian art, or, still more im-
probable, the natural outcome of the necessities
of the work, it is certain that for loog the convex
form ofcapital was common throughout Christen-
dom, and it was only when it came to be fairly

compared with the other model that it gradually
gave way to its superior elegance.

There is a curious example at Notre Dame du
Port,^ Clermont, where one of these rude Doric
caps is plaoed side by side in the same pier, with
a quite as rude copy of the Composite

3 and
although both are as coarse as well can be, the
superiority of the latter to the former is most
marked. Bat in some of the more refined
examples the carving goes very far to redeem
the shape, and not a few in South France are as
richly and elegantly carved as the best of Byzan-
tine work, the influence of which is very apparent
in such cases as LePay, lasoire, Brionde, &c. There
is a point that Mr. Raskin notices parbicnlarly
about these early capitals, namely, that the line of
carving in the convex ones is always sunk back
from the face, while in the bell-shaped it is
invariably applied to the curve

3 so that in all
the best examples you will find that the carving
of a capital will be bounded between two lines,
concave and convex, and anything thrown out
beyond becomes very emphatio, as the crocket
angles of later French work, but liable, if over-
done, to be coarse and unshapely.

In the imitationof Composite capitals there were
few difficnlties to get over beyond the mechanical
one of the stone carving, and for awhile they
contented themselves with copying anythin<y
they could get, until they had so far mastered
the style as to have the confidence to make slight
alterations in the arrangement of the foliage,
and introduce fresh varieties. One of the earliest
alterations was the simply dividing up the whola
into leaves, placed as in their classic models, but
omitting altogether the deep indentations and
serrated outlines, giving a breadth of effect very
telling when inclose comparison, as is frequently
the case, with capitals copied more exactly from
the antique.

It is a noticeable feature in some of the great
capitals of the simple cylindrical shafts, that
where arranged round the apsidal end of a choir,
their abaci were not unfrequently curved to follow
tbe line of the processional path. This is very
marked in the choir of S. Remi at Reims, and is
seen in tbe bases of the piers of S. Bartholomew
tbe Great, London.
The earlier forms of capital long survived

another feature of classio origin, with which at
first they were closely allied. The entasis early
succumbed to the mechanical difficulties in the
way of its construction, or the indifference of
the builders, to a feature of such refinement. It
was no easy matter for them to set out on the beds
of stone the gradual decrease of the diameter,
and thus the entasis came to be at first confined
to the smaller monolibhio shafts which could be
easily turned in the lathe. Of these, good
examples occur at S. Michel Le Pay and Geln-
hausen and other parts of Germany. And when
the habit of nsing the large circular piers without
any bulge, became confirmed, the regard for the
entasis died out, although the mechanical
skill of the builders bad much increased.
The decoration of the piers and columns was

by no means confined to the capitals and bases
in early work, and it is not unlikely that the
habit of richly decorating their shafts tended to
enhance the difficulty of using a diminishing
column. Plenty of Roman examples remained
bo give the first idea for such work, and the simple
channelled piers of La Cbarite snr Loire and
Autun, as well as the richly-ornamented shafts
of Le Puy, show how readily they took to the
idea. In England, a common and not ungraceful
mode of decoration for the great Norman piers
was by incised chevrons or interlaced work, the
examples of which are so well known from Dur-
ham and Waltham Abbey. One or two examples
remain of an opposite treatment, but the peculiar
specimen from S. Lawrence, Pittington, of a
boldly projecting roll winding aronnd the shaft is

a warning that such decoration applied to a pier
of any size would be most unfortunate.
The gradual disuse of these forms of applied

decoration resulted from two causes,—the break-
ing up of the great piers into smaller grouped
shafts, and the introduction of marble. The
latter was a material too hard and altogether
unfit for such a style of treatment, and was,
therefore, left to its unassisted natural beauties
possibly heightened by polish. But this is, I
hope, doubtful, in spite of the remains of frag-
ments found at Salisbury and elsewhere worked
bo a considerable degree of polish. There can
be, I think, but one opinion that the substitution
of the mere mechanioal work of polishing for the
more artistic modes of decoration previously
employed was a step in the wrong direction.
And this for no abstract principle involved, bat
simply because this introduction of a material so
unlike the rest of the work, in a position of suoh

a
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importonof*, tended to break np the mass to the

extent of weakening the appearance of support,

and detract frcm the very assurance of etrength

it was intended to inspire. The effect of a series

of highly-polished dark marble shafts let in the

angles of piers and windows is at first rather

that of deep vacancies than supports, and much
less happy than where the simple gray tint of

unpolished marble harmonises with the rest of

the building, as in Westmii ster Abbey. The love

of breadth, or the absence of materials, pre-

served the great churches of France from suffar-

ing by these violent contrasts
;
but to this day our

love for strong marbles is only equalled by our

excessivo admiration for plate glass and French

polish.

A few cases remain where painted decoration

has been happily employed on the colnmns.

One of the best of these is in the north transept

of the church of Our Lady of Charity, Faver-

aham, where an octagonal Early English shaft

has a series of figure-subjects ranged round it in

bands, ranch in the same way as found in

Egyptian temples and Russian ohurches.

The breaking up of the great piers into

grouped shafts was brought about chiefly by
the alterations and advancement made in the

roofing great spaces, and thus still farther con-

centroting the weight and thrust upon par.

ticular points, requiring their reinforcement by
increase of bulk or compactness. The very

common mode of covering the naves of the

churches by wooden roof, carried on stone arches

crossing at intervals, and dividing them into bays,

caused the alternate piers to be much thicker,

and necessitated the vaulting shaft carried np the

whole height of the church, and resting on or

grouped below with the piers of the nave arcade.

This introduction of the vaulting-shaft in the

nave led the way for that admirable arrange-

ment of colonnettes which became so usnal

tbroughont all pure Gothic times, and which
allotted to each rib of the vaulting or arch of the

arcade its particular means of support, and
grouped them around some main pier that

carried a large proportion of the superincumbent
weight.
The now arrangement caused many further

modifications in the details. The capitals of

these smaller shafts were, to a great extent,

made independent of the capital of the larger

pier. The super-abacus as a rule mitred round
all alike, but the capital itself was generally

made deeper in the large pier than to the small

surrounding columns. Examples of this are to

be found in many of the French cathedrals, as

well as at Chichester, Salisbury, &c., in onr own
country. But at Chichester the mouldings of

the super-abaci, as well as of the bases, are of

different sections, and intersret in a manner loss

happy thau peculiar. This difference in the

heights of the capitals was not at first, perhaps,

altogether the result of iutentional regard for

proportion, although in the result so fortunate.

The upper bed of the stone which was of the

depth of the smaller capitals, was generally of

one stone, to form, with the super-abacus above,

at once a tie to all the parts of the pier, and a

means of evenly distributing the pressure over

the whole. The horizontal joint which this

necessitated across the carving of the great

capital frequently suggested a charming treat-

ment. A curious example of how important the

Medievalists regarded the distribution of the
pressure over their grouped shafts, and the

neceseity for a medium capable of the task is

seen at Salisbury, where is introduced an abacas
made of bronze. This is in the centre of the

west front, and it may have been thought that

the great weight to be carried rendered an
abacus so deeply underout as are those of the

Early English period liable to flake off in a

material of lees coherence.

The treatment of the abacas differed very

materially in England and France. In the latter

the much more common use of vaulting bad the

effect on the abacus of defining much more
exactly its shape, which followed accurately the

general outline of the mouldings or shafts placed

upon it, and the arrangement of the foliage

below was so regarded as to enhance the effect

of strength given to the point on which there

was the appearance of the greatest pressure.

Add to this the depth given to it, and the simple
bold mouldings formed on its edge, and we see

that it is Icttle wonder that it so favourably con-
trasts with the weak and liney effect of onr own
Early English examples. With us, however, the
form of the abacus, as a rule, followed that of
the shaft beneath, whether in single or grouped
examples, until the circular form of capital

became soestabHahed that piers, which are either

square or octagonal in their arrangement, not

unfrequently had above them circular abaci.

Those of St. Hilda, Hartlepool, are good examples

of this peculiarity, where the forms are verj

varied, being sometimes grouped shafts, and

sometimes compound piers, but in alt oases the

abacus is simply a circular stone, fitting neither

the square bold plan of the mouldings above nor

the piers below. Compare to these the very

similar piers from S. fitienne, Beauvais, and

you will see how much the English example
loses by its want of appropriateness in this

respect. At the east end of Chichester are some
similarly treated piers, where a circular abacus

is placed in the same manner, over three shafts,

standing wide apart, and only united at the cap

and base. Numerous exceptions to this

occur, as at Canterbury, Stamford, All Saints,

Staughton Parva, &o., which it is impossible in

a paper like this to particularize, although the

examples are very interesting. In England a

great alteration in the character of the foliage was
the natural result of this change of the form of

the abacus, as the antique mode would not

readily adapt itself to the much altered oircum-

stances. Ilore, too, we never had the numerous
models of ancient soulpture for imitation, and

onr masons did not so early arrive at that per-

fection of carving which characterized the work
of French artists. There were, thus, fewer tram-

mels to hold ns to that form which so peculiarly

points to a classic origin ; and this perhaps is

scarcely a matter for regrt-t, for although later

in the field, and much more rarely called upon
to produce works so grandly monumental, onr

sculptors attained a very high degree of excel-

lence, and showed, in their treatment of the

capital at least, more variety and imagination

than their neighbours. The graceful and strange

animal forms frequently introduced gave life

and vigour to the whole, and made sneh works

as those in the chapel of the Nine Altars, Dur-

ham, comparable with the best efforts of any
age or country. On the other hand, the bold-

ness of the crockets with which the French

emphasised their angles and heavily weighted

points, often becamo, from mere freqnency of

iteration, wanting in that piquancy which at

first appears so striking, while the constant

change and delicate beauty of the early English

foliage are never monotonous or tiring.

Another new and important feature here first

introduced to us is the baud. While the whole

mass of the pier was built in regular courses of

masonry extending through the whole breadth,

no other bond was required
;
but directly the

smaller shafts, formed of different materials and

of different density, were introduced, some tie

capable of holding together the various parts

became necessary. The plan already suggested

by the treatment of the abaci gave sulficient

suggestion, and like them the bands were usually

not-bing more than plates of stone, moulded

on the edge, going throughout the pier or

respond, holding the whole together or to the

wall. In our own country we have one or two
metal examples. At Salisbury they are simply

hoops of bronze, with long hooked ties connected

therewith, which were built up in the courses of

the central shaft. The copper bands at West-

minster are even better known. The stone

bands across the wall shafts of Noyon and Laon
cathedrals form remarkable features in these

buildings, and are useful otherwise than for the

construction, by marking more particularly the

graceful proportions existing between the

central and aide shafts. At Noyon the bands

are 7 in. deep, and ocenr every 4 ft. or 5 ft. At
Chichester, where some of the wall shafts

project a considerable distance from the wall, a

long tie of Purbeok marble, well bonded into the

wall and elaborately wrought with foliage at the

sides, is worked into a moulded band on the

face. The necessity of the bands is shown in

some cases where they have been omitted. In

that rather peculiar and beautiful Early English

church at Hjthe are several examples of

Purbeck shafts, 4 in. or 5 in. thick, which

have been bent from their own incapacity

to bear the weight above without lateral

support. This, too, may be seen in the porches

of St. Albau’s Abbey, where are several speci-

mens of the peculiar way in which Purbeck

shafts will sometimes yield and laminate if not

put np bedways. Where bauds are used they

are generally evenly spaced, as any irregularity

is likely to give an appearance of distortion to

the pier
j
but in some cases, where near the eye,

and where the unequal spacing is too marked to

appear anything but intentional, the effect is

good, as at S. Julian Brlonde, where a band is

used at about a third the height of the shaft. The
bands wore not need only for the purpose of
holding several shafts together, but were often

placed in the centre of a single shaft, when that

was built in in two or more large stones, as at

St. Peter’s, Northampton, where there is arichly-

ornamented deep band introlnoed. As the style

advanced and the separate sh ifts became gradu-

ally BO united with the main piers as to allow

of the whole being built up together in ordinary

masonry, the absolute need for bands disappeared,

and we find the great clustered shafts of Bourgea
and Le Mans rising their whole height wichout

any break whatever; and it is a question, had
they been out up with bands as were the smaller

piers at Noyon, if they would ever have had
the grand and monumental effect they now
present.

There is no feature connected with our subject

of more variety and delioateness of execution than
the base, and yet there is none in which the ori-

ginal model was so well preserved in all conntries

and through all ages. The Attio base from
which the earlier Romanesque bases were copied,

became in the hands of the Gothic builders more
refined in its outline, with more deeply-cut

hollows to throw out in strong relief the delicate

fillets which bounded them, and which were set

at such angles as would reflect the greatest light.

The lower roll in the great bases becomes very

pronounced, and, at times, the hollow was en-

riched with carved ornament. In Continental

work the base was generally raised higher than

in our own, and exhibits a much more carefully

thought out section than ours, although we have
more members in a base of the same size. The
bringing the base nearer the eye required that

more attention should be devoted to its refine-

ment and fitness than would be the case with

other mouldings, and we find in them all the

delicacy and finish of the finest Greek work
mixed with that boldness of shadow and sharp-

ness of outline so characteristic of Northern

Gothic. Although our base differed from the

French In none of its general arrangements, there

was one matter of detail modified by slight dif-

ferences of treatment. The hollow between the

rolls being nearer the eye in the French example,

the upper half of the shade in the hollow would
be suffioiently seen to give the relief required,

bub with us the frequent absence of defined

shadows, and the lower position of the base

caused the hollow to be cut down to such a

depth and in such a manner as to hold the water
and moss.

The manner of raising the bases on high

plinths, so common on the Continent, is very

superior to the classio models suggesting the

idea. The heavy mouldings which, in the antique

examples, crown the plinth are here omitted, and
the base mouldings form a graceful and gradual

junction between the plinth—the true construc-

tive base—and the shaft. The plinth, following

the abacas, was generally angular in shape, and
the expedieubs resorted to for hiding the exposed
corners resulted in the introduction of the Claw.

This is to be found in all Early Gothic work of

most clever and appropriate designs, and it seems
a pity that a feature so elegant should, by the

rounding of the bases, and omitting the plinths,

have gradually fallen into disuse iu England.

The pliuths were frequently reduced to their

smallfst size possible with good construction,

especially as the style progressed, and the lower

roll of the base allowed to project considerably

beyond the plinth. And this iffeot was often

further enhanced by chamfering so much of the

upper edge of the plinth as was left exposed,

and stopping the chamfer square under the base,

as in the choir of St. Hilda, Hartlepool, and
commonly throughout France

;
whije in S. Cyr,

Nevers, they have gone to the extent of placing

a small corbel under the projecting moulding,

thus appearing to carry the weight.

Plinths came much more into use in the later

styles of our own ooantry, but rather on account

of the introduction of benches into our churches
than from any felt constructive necessity.

It will be unnecessary to pursue further our

subject in the later periods of the Gothic and
Revival, as I sought only, when commencing this

paper, to trace the various features from their

birth to their perfection ;
and, although instruc-

tive, it would be scarcely interesting to follow it,

step by step, to its end and degradation. In the

country, where, perhaps, the column was brought

to its most perfect form and proportions, it was
reduced to its most meaningless deformity. Side

by side in Senlis Cathedral you may see colnmns

rivalling the purest Dorio for grandeur, and the
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most delicate Corinthian for refinoment, with
those meaniogless abortions socotnmoD in Flam-
boyant work, wanting in all the essentials of a
column, and looking like nothing so much as
petrified barley-sugar.

In briefly concluding this paper, I would just
indicate one or two of the most important points
to be learned from the subject. The complete
column, as used in the best periods of art, was
the natural outcome of the wants of the builders,
and no detail or feature was suffered to be pre-
sent merely for its sestbetio value. No ornament
applied was in any way allowed to interfere with
its constructive value, and weaken its apparent
strength. Bat it too often happens now that a
capital is only introduced as a means of showing
off badly copied carving, or to be, as defined
by our chief Architectural Dictionary, merely
an ornamentental fiuish to the top of a column.
The construction of the pier must depend entirely
on the materials in reach, but it should always
convey an idea of strength and ability to
sustain the super-imposed load, and should
therefore be one of the last members to receive
decoration. But just now, unfortunately, there
is a fashion of employing richly-veined shafts to
support ungainly capitals of twice their height,
mere lumps of meretricious ornament introduced
at the expense of solidity, or to cover a want of
taste and pioportion. Granite columns bearing
cement entablatures and polished marble shafts,
corbelled out to carry exaggerated dripstones,
are features not uncommon in City forms of
Victorian architecture

; while, if a model at the
South Kensington Musenm is correct, it may
yet be our fate to see grouped shafts “ after the
Gothio manner,” with a regular entasis, looking
like a stack of hop-poles trusting to one another
for support, and as iuoapable of sustaining any
weight. But a slight acquaintance with the
best examples of the past would prevent the
occurrence of such anomalies, and I have there-
fore presumed in so long a paper to give such an
historical account of the whole matter as might
clearly show the leading principles which guided
architects in their treatment of this feature
through all the best periods of our art.

WIRE TEAaiWATS.
Although the railway system is now in its

fourth decade, we are still in the habit of
drawing comparisons between its speed and
comfort and the days when the performance of
a coach journey between London and York was
thought no common feat. Yet this very mode
of transit was a sharer, to a large extent, in those
obstacles which always present themselves to
all new inventions—obstacles which, while dis-
tasteful to originators of new schemes, are
not without conspicuous advantages, inasmuch
as they serve to test, in a tolerably conclusive
manner, the real merit of each new invention
presented to the public.

No inventions are more likely to contribute to
the welfare of mankind than those tending to
promote and increase the facilities for inter-
communication between different places, which
adds to man’s power to render himself en
rapport with his fellow man or which enables
him to transmit the produce of his land, whether
vegetable or mineral, at a moderate expense to
the point where a want for such produce exists.
It is well known that one chief obstacle to the
advancement of many, if not of all, our colonies,
is the difficulty of transmitting the produce
raised or manufactured by the settlers to a
market at such a moderate expense as will
admit of a profitable business being transacted
alike by the buyer and the vendor. In
numerous instances mines otherwise valuable at
present remain naelesa to their owners, although
in many cases but a moderate distance from a
railway station, simply from the excessive
expense of any arrangement hitherto available
for transporting their produce, in consequence of
the obstacles which present themselves to the
construction of any roadway.
The present railway system has, however

pardoxical the statement may seem, in one sense
fought against itself. It is during the days of
its infancy it has been decidedly an expensive
system. The laws of physics were studied by
early engineers to the neglect of those of com-
merce, the result being that while in certain
districts we have unprecedented facilities for
travelling or transmitting our goods, yet we
find our rail-ways are not profitable, nor is the
system so generally applicable to all exigencies
as to render it anything like generally available

for all purposes of transit. In aword, arailway,
to realise even a moderate profit, can only be
made where there is a large general traffic, and
consideruble natural facilities for its construc-
tion. Such a system as this is useless to trans-
mit the produce of some quarry or miue of value,
but which is surrounded by a rugged country
abounding with ravines and precipices.
There is a mode of transit which has been

practised in India and Australia by means of a
rupe stretched from point to point, but which
as yet has been only what may be called a local
arrangement used principally for bridging rivers
or ravines. A scheme has lately been brought
before the public which proposes an extension of
this arrangement, and to apply it to the trans-
mission of goods over long distances through
countries where the ordinary railroad, from the
reasons already stated, is inapplicable. Thesystem
known as the wire tramway is an attempt to
convey goods over natural obstacles at so mode-
rate an expense as to render it possible to profit-
ably work collieries, mines, quarries, &c., situated
in wild or mountainous places. The scheme is

still comparatively in its infancy, and is capable
of much development, but the essence of the

perfect, and a wire tramway—as it is

so long as the supports and rope are of sufficient
strength to sustain the load and the hauling
power adequate, any given load may be trans-
ported from place to place without difficulty.
The boxes will hang true, irrespective of the
shape of the hangers connecting them with the
rope, BO long as the centre of gravity is kept in a
proper line.

The question of enrves may be dealt with in a
variety of ways. The plan at present adopted
at the Markfield and Bardon line is a series of
wheels set with their axes at an angle both with
the horizon and also with each other, so that
they would, if produced, meet in one common
point, whose distance from the wheels would be
proportionate to the rapidity of the curve. The
unmberof wheels varies with the amount of alte-
ration of the direction of the rope that is found
necessary. The arrangement at the unloading
end of the Bardon line is simply a light angle
iron, curved round the same centre as that of the
clip drum, save that it is farther away from the
latter, in the opposite direction to the line of
rope. This angle runs parallel with rope for 2 ft.

or 3 ft., and at the incoming side, curves
gently np higher for a short distance, and then
'ocliues all round to its other extremity, which- 11 j L. •

. . . ,
Lu iLo oLuer uxiretmw, wmcn

called by the inventor—is already m actual is a little below the rope level. The hangers of
practical operation a line of three miles being

]

the boxes are each fitted with a little grooved
successfully worked in Leicestershire at this trunnion, and as each box comes to the anglemoment. It runs from some granite quirries—

1 iron, these trunnions pass on to it, and the im-

S® ^ Everard—atlpetusofthe box causes it to run the trunnions
Markfield to Bardon, a station oo a branch of the

,

up the angle iron, thereby lifting the hooks fromMidland Railway. The line is conveying stone : the rope, and it then has the falling inolinefrom the quarries to a powerful crushing- down which it runs to an attendant, who upsetsmachine at Bardon, to be broken for road- the box over a railway truck standing beneath,

-ion f
been constructed to

,

and when empty allows it to pursue its coursecarry iLO tons a day but has never as yet along the angle iron till it rolls gently on to thebeen worked to its full powers. It is actuated
j

rope, to pursue its way back to the quarry atby a double-cylinder portable engine of sixteen-
,

Markfield, where a somewhat similar arrange-
horse power, but which, like the tramway, is not

^

ment is provided, the boxes being there shunted
nearly fully worked. ' ’— l-- ®

by hand to be loaded. These arrangements areThe nature of the scheme is simple, and has all capable of sundry modifications,
been already briefly described in tbe.,e columns. The general dimensions of the details of the
it may not be useless, however, to recur to ir.

,

Bardon line are as follow :-The posts are from
io suspend a weight from a rope supported by a 10 ft. to 12 ft. high; the carrying wheels are
post at either end would seem simple enough

; to 15 in. diameter on the bottom of the groove • themove the rope with such load would likewise
|

posts are about 150 ft. apart, with one exception
appear easy to accomplish; but to cause the load whore it was found necessary to place them
to pass the post is_ another matter, but yet one

,

600 ft. apart; the two supports hero are about
that a httle reflection will show can bo managed

;

-10 ft. in height. The clip-drum is 4 ft. G in.without difficulty. The rope passes twice over diameter; the distance between the up and thethe ground in one of the modes of arrangement, • down line being also 4 ft. 6 in. The rope is a
endless belt passing at one end

,

wire one, 1^ in. in circumference. The speed ofoftheliDeroundaPowersclip-drum, and at the the boxes is about four miles an hour, though
other round a large pulley, or wheel, with a deep this may be considerably exceeded. The boxesgroove m the nm. I be rope between the termini carry about 1 cwt. of atone, when loaded
18 snpported on posts of any reasonable height,

|
There is much reason to anticipate that theresting at these points on small wheels grooved principle of moving loads, especially mineralsm the rims, to_ prevent the rope slipping from i along a rope, will prove of much value to con-them. On motion being communicated to the tractors or othsrs engaged m erecting largo build-

, I l

wUh which a_ can bespeed as the periphery of the drum, of coarse.
Any weight hung on the rope will move with it,

and supposing the weight to be able to clear the
posts it will move from end to end of the line,
and were it not for the drums at the ends would
move continuously

; indeed, by proper arrange-
ment and formation of the hooks, they would
pass round these, and then the load would move
continuously if required. The posts which sup-
port the rope are placed midway between the
np and the down line of rope, and have at their
upper extremities cross bars, at whose ends the
grooved wheels are placed at such distance from
the upright as to bring them in a line with the
rope; these wheels aot as friction rollers, and
rotate as the rope moves.

_

The rolling stock, if we may call it so, con-
sists of a number of boxes, each of which is pro-
vided with two iron hooks lined, where ihey rest
on the rope, with wood ; the shape of these hooks
is the method whereby the boxes pass the posts.
At the place where they hang on the rope they
are simply hooka

;
a little below the rope, how-

ever, they spring back with a curve, similar to
that of the bar which suspends the flat pan or
plate used for weighing butter, &c., by cheese-
mongers. This curve leads the hook or hanger
clear of the wheel supporting the rope, and
when quite below, it bends in horizontally, and
supports the box which thus hangs below the
wheel, its centre of gravity coinciding with the
centre of the rope. When the rope moves the
box moves, and the depth of the groove in the
supporting wheel being but little in excess of the
diameter of the rope, and the wood liners of the
hooks being suitably curved, they pass gently up
on the edge of the wheel and down the other side
to the rope again, without perceptible jei k of any
kind. From the foregoing it will be obvious that

constructed between quarries, brickfields, &o.,
and the scene of operations. Largo structures,
taking two or more years to complete, could
have their lines put up at moderate cost, and on
the completion of the work the line could be
removed elsewhere. The contractor could have
either his own post and rope, or hire so many
thousand yards or so many miles of line, for
such time as he required.

The employment of the system promises, too,
the development of mines hitherto either unpro-
fitable or altogether unworked for want of cheap
transport. In a word, it promises to supply
that which ordinary railways do not furnish, a
line portable, cheap, and which may be any
length from 100 yards to 100 miles. Some
doubts have been expressed as to whether it

could ever be worked on the system of a main
line and branches, whereby more than one
colliery or mine could be worked at the same
time. There is no difficulty whatever in
arranging such a system, the only requisite
being suitable shunting arrangements and to
have the main line a little stronger than the
branches. Colliery proprietors and others pos-
sessing mineral property appear to entertain a
sense of the probable value of the scheme from
the inquiries they have hitherto been making
into tho matter.

HER MAJESTT’S THEATRE, LONDON.
In addition to the previous illustrations of the

new theatre in the Haymarket, wo give in our
present number a Longitudinal Section of the
building.*

‘ Sea pp. 50S, 609, a7ite ; and vol. xivi., pp. 911, 912.
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KEIGHLEY MB0HANI08' INSTITUTE AND
SCHOOL OE SCIENCE AND ART.

The erection of a large building for the joint

accommodation of the Mechanics' Institute and
School of Science and Art has jnat been com-
menced at Keighley, a rising town in Yorkshire.

The Mechanics’ Institute here was one of the
first established in England, and a new building

has been long wanted. This want will now be
supplied.

On the ground or principal floor the Institute

will have its more important rooms
;
consisting

of reading-room, conversation-room, library, room
for patents, and a large lecture-hall to accommo-
date 700 persons.

The first floor of the building will be devoted
to the School of Science and Art, which will have
a handsome suite of rooms adapted to its pur-
pose. The painting-room will be lighted from
the north

;
and the exhibition-room, for the draw-

ings of the students, will be 46 ft. by 22 ft.,

with lantern Hjght. Elementary drawing-room,
modelling and casting rooms, master’s rooms,
and separate retiring-rooms and lavatories are
arranged upon this floor.

The basement floor is occupied by class-rooms
and curator’s rooms

;
and from the nature of the

site this story is clear of the ground on all sides.

The entrances are so arranged that the
mechanics’ institute, the lecture-hall, and the
school of art may each be in operation at the
same time without interference with each other.
All the rooms are lofty and well ventilated, and
will be warmed by open fireplaces and by hot
water.

Externally, the building will be Gothic in

style, built entirely of stone, with ashlar quoins
and dressings. It is placed at the angle formed
by the Skipton-road and Cavendish-street, and
will be a conspicnous addition to the public
buildings of the town. The funds for its erection
have been raised by subscription, and the

I principal contribntor is the Duke of Devonshire.
The cost will be about 12,0001. The architects
are Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson, of Bradford
and London, who are also erecting large new
baths and washhouses for the town in the imme-
diate neighbourhood.

In addition to the accommodation afforded for

I the higher branches of science and art teaching,
I there will also be rooms provided for the more
•primary and elementary edncation of working-
men who have not had theadvautage ofattending
!Bchool in youth. A too numerous class of such
I men still exists, and their delicacy of feeling is

isuch that they cannot be persuaded iu any
tnnmbera to attend the primary night classes
jUBually monopolised by, and devoted to, the
iteaching of boys; and this accommodation is

jspecially provided with separate rooms and
lentrances, &o., as an inducement to such
^persons.

There will be similar accommodation for
nfemale teaching, and it is expected that in both
I'these branches advantage will be largely taken
'of it.

From this short description it will be seen
:ihat the Institution is designed as an industrial
jbollege for the Keighley district. The plan of
lOperations under the consideration of the
irdirectors seems commendable. It is suggested
iShat a school be established, upon the Bristol
ocnodel, in the rooms allotted to the school of
iacience, and that, in combination with the
svening classes and the school of art, a complete
aystem of instruction in science and art be
'gjrganiaed. It needs not be pointed out how
li’eadily this scheme will be available for the
hvbole of the district. At Bingley, Saltaire,
kSkipton, Wilsden, and Cottingley ordinary even-
i?ng science classes are either in operation or
ilvill be established prior to the ensuing autumnal
!5ieasion. From these classes the most successful
•Ditudents can be passed on to the more advanced
iBinstrnction that can be given at the Keighley
linatitute, while the distance from the trade
ihiohool is not great enough to prevent the daily
;tittendance of lads whose parents desire for
lehem a higher education than can be obtained in
lehe day-schools of the respective townships. Let
hrhat is proposed to be done at Keighley be done
Q every centre of industry, and English me-

laihanics will have no right to complain of want of
ippportunities,

^ ^3-terproof Paper. — A patent has been
itabtained in America for the manufacture of
atrater-proof paper, It will be no unocmmon
inaing, by and by, to carry a quart of milk home
ai a paper bag !

IRON BUILDINGS IN NEW YORK.*
In the city of New York there are a greater

number of entire cast-iron building fronts in

process of erection than ever before at any one
period of time. Iron, indeed, has meritoriously

secured for itself an almost universal adoption
in this country for the first-story fronts of stores,

on account of its durability, strength combined
with lightnoas, and ready renovation

j
but its

use for complete fronts, for a number of years
immediately past, has, in comparison with
marble and freestone, been small. When, some
twenty years ago, iron fronts were introduced
as a novelty, their low price secured a large

adoption
5

but, incorporated with these early

attempts were defects which in due time secured
a general dislike to them. The introducing
manufacturers and architects in iron, acting on
the self-evident proposition that a multiplioity

of ornament and decoration could be executed
in iron at an expense not to be named in com-
parison with that of stone, literally covered
their fronts with useless filagree work. Every
column must be fluted or of some intricate

pattern, every moulding enriched. Wherever a
square foot of plain surface revealed itself, that
was deemed a legitimate place for elaboration.

The carvings high up in the air, on the fifth

story, were the same as those low down on the
first,—no bolder,—aud in every case too flit and
fine. Instead of seeking for beautiful outlines
aud proportions, and appropriately embellishing
special features, to contrast with other portions
of the edifice, purposely left plain and unpre-
tending, with ironworkers’ ornateness was made
the governing idea; and an elaboration, such
as architects previously might have dreamed
of, but did not dare represent in their plans, pro-

duced, with twistings and contortions of outline

and crowding in of small columns and pilasters
and diminutive friezes and cornices, overlaying
everything with so-called ornament, and planting
on miles of reiterated and unmeaning rope
mouldings,—all this was presented as embodying
the beautiful, and as a thing which would greatly
elevate the public taste. But the pretensions
and vulgarity of these over-ornamented fronts,

indue time, brought them Into well-merited con-
tempt, and sealed their condemnation by every
person who had any knowledge at all of what is

truthful and comely in architecture.

The fault of these fronts was not in the
material employed, but in the false treatment.
Mistakes occurred in the use of cast-iron from its

unskilful disposal; and the material was judged
more by the mistakes made by the unskilful,

than by its capabilities for proper application.
For building purposes, cast-iron possesses un-

equalled advantages of strength, durability,

economy, and adaptability to ornament and de-
coration. In resisting any kind of strain, it is

vastly superior to granite, marble, freestone, or
brick. Practically, cast-iron is crushing-proof,
for a column must be ten miles in height before
it will crush itself by its own weight. Unlike
wrought-iron and steel, it is not subject to rapid
oxidation and decay by exposure to the atmo-
sphere

;
and whatever tendency it may have in

that direction, can easily be prevented by a
proper coating of paint. No other material is

so valuable after it has served its original pur-
poses, as it may be recast into new forms, aud
adapted to new uses.

In business quarters, where blocks of stores
are built up solid, where each building measures
.about 100 ft. deep by 25 ft. wide, rear almost
batting to rear, with window openings only at
the front and back, light becomes one of the
most important requirements. An airy edifice
ofiron may be safely substituted fur the oumbrous
structures ofother substances, andamplestrength
secured, without the exclusion of daylight. Iron,
in this respect, presents peculiar fitness. It wants
proper treatment, and asks not to be set up as a
false jewel, coloured and sanded in imitation of
stone, or made flashy with over-ornamentation.
This material—emphatically an American build-
ing material—has peculiarities of its own, and
will preserve its own individuality. If the ancient
examples of cornices and capitals, aud mouldings
generally, which have stood the test of criticism
and been judged correct, are deemed best for
stone, then they are best for iron also, and an
attempt to inaugurate new styles of architecture
should bring a frown as quick when in iron as in
stone. Whatever moulding is good in stone, or
projection, or general ootline, is also good in iron.
And iron, with its greater daylight openings, and
airiness of structure, will proudly speak for itself.

* By Wm. J. Fryer, juc., CouiUuctor in Iron.

But correct outlines must bo fuithfully followed ;

and can be in the hands of a skilful manufac-
turer. If error bo committed by the unskilful,
it no more condemns the material than will the
thousands of ludicrous mistakes in wood and
stone condemn those materials. The ancients
worked in stone, and artistically produced out-
lines that perhaps never can be rivalled. Iron
is the modern building material, dug from the
bowels of the earth, smelted and purified by an
advanced science, and ready to supplant stone,
just as history relates stone supplanted mud in
the construction of dwellings for men. Each
tells of a growth in knowledge applying a be" ter
material.

In this country, where stone and brick are
scarce and expensive, and where prejudices arc
less settled than in older countries, cast-iron
building fronts have crept into public favour
and confidence more rapidly than elsewhere.
Much has been said against iron from miscon-
ception. It is exceedingly difficult in the minds
of most writers who use sweeping denunciations
and citations against iron, to separate wrought
iron and cast iron in their respective endurance
against weather. Wrought-iron rapidly oxidizes
when exposed to the atmosphere, and goes to
decay. Cast-iron, on the contrary, slowly
oxidiz s in damp situations

; rust does not scale
from it, and the oxidation, when formed, is of a
much less dangerous kind than on wrought-iron.
A coating of paint will countoraob whatever ten-
dency cast-iron has to rust when exposed.
A great deal has been written about the

colour to paint ironwork. Iron being a material
which rtquires a coating of lead and oil, it is

meet and proper to give it any colour that good
taste may suggest. The colour will often be
regulated by the character and hue of adjoining
buildings or other surroundings. Bscause marble
is white or sandstone brown, the painting of iron-
work in these colours must not be prohibited.
What is to be condemned is the graining of iron in
imitation of marble, and sanding in imitation of
stone. Wherever practicable, iron work should
be painted inside as well as out. Particular
care in this respect should be given to window
liutols and sills, so that if rain-water gets iu
behind and trickles down the face of the building,
there will be no streaks of rust to tell of care-
lessness, or of the entire omission of an inside
coating. All iron work put together in pieces,
as cornices, trusses, &e., should have their joints
well painted before being bolted or riveted
together. In applying ornaments to iron, such
as leaves of capitals, &n., not only should the
ornaments themselves be first thoroughly painted,
but the screws which fasten them to the main
work should be dipped in white lead or paint.
After drilling a hole in iron the burs arouud the
hole should always be filed away. A lack of care
in these little matters often causes the greatest
annoyance. For the first coating of iron nothing
is superior to oxide of iron mixed with oil, or
what is known as metallic paint.
Long after a stono front has gone to decay

and disappeared, the iron will be retained in its
original fulness and sharpness in every line.
Keep it painted; aud, after a thousand years of
exposure to wind aud weather, an iron front will
be as perfect as on tho day of erection. To
paint iron costs much less than to paint wood or
other materials, on account of its non-absorbent
surface. The interest on the difi'srence in first

cost between a stone and an iron front will
easily pay for painting. More than that : allow
the difference in cost to accumulate with legal
interest, less tho expense of two coats of paint
every three years, and, by tlietimo the stone is

ruined, the iron will not only have cleared itself,

and stand on the balance-sheet at a profit, but
be in prime condition for continued service.
On any much-travelled street, a marble front

soon becomes rusty and discoloured with dust
and rain. An iron front, kept properly painted,
appears periodically in a new dress, and is always
clean and bright. Other things being equal,
place two merchants respectively in a stone front
and an iron front store, side by side, and he in
the clean, bright, attractive front will do the
most business, aud can afford to pay the largest
rent. Just above Grace Churcb, on Broadway,
there are two stores erecting, adjoining each
other, and precisely alike iu every detail, one
front of iron and one of marble. These take a
place in the history of building fronts.

^

A plain surface in iron, however, shows quite
difi'erent from that of stone. The preserving
coat of lead and oil gives to iron a glare and
extreme smoothness of surface that is annoying
and hurtful to the sight in reflecting the sun's
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rays. Painting, too, reveals the unevenness

and imperfections of the casting in a magnified

degree, particularly when the sun’s rays strike it

at certain angles. Ou stone surfaces, after being

made level and true with the chisel, there is still

a grain and a slight but regular roughness of

surface which prevents a glaring reflection. By

a simple but very effectual process—that of

casting the plain surfaces of iron with a fine

cord running vertically—the shafts of columns,

and ashlars, and lintels, &o., are given that charm

of chiaroscuro which, by its delicate play of

light and shadows, makes it soft and pleasant to

the eye. This fine crimping destroys the effect

of the usual and ordinarily unavoidable uneven-

ness in the surface of castings, and in effect

makes iron altogether more nearly to resemble

stone.

When iron fronts were first introduced it was

strenuously asserted by some, that expansion

and contraction would dislocate the joints, and

render a building unsafe. An examination of

any of the numerous cast-iron structures, which,

for a number of years, have been exposed to

every change of atmospheric temperature with-

out, and to the heat of steam-boilers, &c.,

within, will show everything unchanged.
_

This

proves that the temperature of our climate,

throughout its utmost range, from the greatest

cold to the greatest heat, exerts upon it no

appreciable effect. Events have also proved,

in the cases of the burning of store-houses,

filled with combustible goods, that cast-iron

fronts are absolutely fireproof, and will neither

warp, nor crack, nor fall down. Only let it be re-

membered that, in addition to a high and intense

heat, the use of a blast is required to reduce

iron to a molten state, and the ability of iron

fronts to withstand fire will bo readily nnder-

stood. They are also perfectly safe during

thunder-storms. The metal, presenting so great

a mass to the over-charged clouds, becomes a

huge conductor in itself, and silently conveys all

the electricity to the earth. In them, the in-

tensity current is instantly diffused throughout

the entire mass, and changed into a current of

quantity, thus obviating all danger from dis-

roptive discharges.

A front of iron can bo previously prepared

and fitted in the manufactory, and thence safely

transported to the place of erection and put

together with wonderful rapidity, and at all

seasons of the year. It takes up less space than

a stone front with brick backing, and so enlarges

the interior of a building. When it becomes

desirable to tear down the building itself, to

make way for other improvements, the iron front

may be taken to pieces, without injury to_ any of

its parts, and be re-erected elsewhere, with the

same perfection as at first. Instead of destruc-

tion, there would be removal only. In iron, as

in other materials, must ever be observed those

undeviating laws of proportion, and roles de-

duced from a refined analysis of what is suitable

in the highest degree to the end proposed.

There is not a structure erected anywhere, but

adds its quantum to the good or bad impressions

to be directly stamped upon the public mind.

Thus every one who builds is unwittingly

enhancing, or deteriorating, the taste of the

masses ;
and the aggregate result of this is a

thing not to be over-estimated. It behoves the

general nse and careful treatment of a material

which allows greater architectural effect, in pro-

portion to the outlay of money, than any other.

In our new and growing country, the dollars

saved on one building are required for the

erection of another, or for use in railroad, or

mining, or manufacturing enterprises. It is

primarily a duty for every builder to do the most

with his money and the most for art.

On the manufacturer depends the artistic

appearance of an iron building as well as Us

durability. The material is capable of receiving

the sharpest kind of lines. Bub to secure uuder-

cuttings, and that certain crispness necessary to

the proper effect, particularly of carved^ work,

requires the experienced foundry-man in this

class of castings. An architectural and^ a

practical education are both essential to guide

and direct a creditable execution. Between the

iron fronts of to-day and those erected ten years

ago, there is a perceptible improvement. The
artistic working up of the material is better

understood, and enlarged ideas of proportion

and boldness are displayed. In capitals, for

example : those first made were strictly in

accordance with authorities given in arohi-

tectoral publications. These authorities gave

stated heights of columns for their diameters.

A 12-ia. diameter column should bo about ten

diameters high (10 ft.). Practically, 12-in.

columns for building purposes were required

about 15 ft. high. The capitals, however, were

made without reference to the stretch in length

of the column. By and by it was seen that these

capitals were squatty in appearance, like a tall

man wearing a low hat. The capitals were then

lengthened, and in addition a greater projection

given. This treatment was followed on bases,

and cornices, &c., until now boldness in every

part is carefully sought after.

The price of stone, in con sequence of a con-

tinuous advance in labour, is doing wonders for

iron. In New York there are under contract

several entire blocks of dwelling-houses with

iron ashlar fronts in place of stone. This iron

ashlar is a mere shell in rusticated courses, bolted

together and anchored to the brick wall, which

latter is of the same thickness as in the case of

brick backing to stone. The window openings

have sills and lintels of a character similar to

stone. This kind of treatment in iron costs less

than one-half of the same in stone, and is cheaper

than Philadelphia pressed brick, with moulded

stone trimmings, for fronts of bouses. For this

innovation the eighb-honr men in part have to

answer, but even they cannot stay the progress

of iron.

A system of building has been lately brought

out which looks to the entire exclusion of brick-

work. It consists of a series of hollow cast-iron

box colnmos, placed about 18 ft. apart on a line

with the depth of the building. On top of the

columns rest wronght-iron cross girders, for sus-

taining the floor beams. Column over column,

with girders, extend to the heightof the structure.

Between the columns are horizontal and ver-

tical bars, on which are bolted cast-iron plates,

of such a character as to receive and retain the

plaster, which is spread directly npon them.

These iron walls occupy far less space than

brick, are economical in construction, incom-

bustible, and able to resist an earthquake shock.

The use of iron in buildings has increased

enormously within the past few years, and that

it will increase in a greater ratio in the coming

years, there can bo no donbt. New ideas will

pnsh the work on in the march of improvement

from its present stand-point. The uses and

requirements and values of buildings are changing

every day, and iron, in its architectural applica-

tion, is to fulfil future requirements, such as in

the past it has bub limitedly supplied.

THE SOCIAL POSITION OF THE
ARCHITECT.
EDUCATION.

giUj There is much truth in the observations of

your correspondent “ Experlentia” (p. 450, ante),

but the remedy in a great measure rests with

employers, who should satisfy themselves, before

they commence a building, that the party whom
they propose to employ is not only a well-

educated man, but that he has also studied bis

profession thoroughly as a member of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, and pre-

viously to commencing practice has passed a

creditable examination before soma of the mem-

bers of that society, or others. For this purpose

a certain routine, without being too intricate or

difficult a course, should bo laid down
j
com-

mencing, perhaps, with a plain course of useful

and classical learning, and then proceeding with

a thorough course of good reading in the Insti-

tute or other professional library, of which

there is less lack at the present day than was

the case half a century since, when no other

book was placed m the student’s bands but Sir

W. Chambers—and this never explained—and

710 work on Gothic architecture for the student.

Some years since, there was a most excel-

lent synopsis published in the Builder of that

day, pointing out and naming a very valuable

course of books to study on every branch relating

to the education of the architect. This might

be revised, without rendering the course too

intricate or laborious to the young student,

who becomes shy in placing himself in contact

with a professional man for examination. The

course of study pursued in France and other

countries in the education of yonth for a profes-

sion is far different, and it is surprising in this

country that the hint has not been taken, either

by the Royal Academy or even other learned

institutions. If a young man is intended to

travel, before doing so it becomes essential that

he should know bow to observe, and avail him-

self of his travels, having a slight knowledge of

French and Italian, combined with Latin. He

should also have a thorough knowledge ot per-

spective, sketching, light and shade, with a

facility of drawing the figure. It mast be borne

in mind that we are living in a different era to-

what we were someflfty years since. Webave seen

(thanks to thelate enlightened Prince) whataboon
was gained by the first International Exhibition,

and we have since seen the progress and emula-

tion it has excited in this country, in regard to

manufactures and science; then why not to

architecture ? Let us have no bigoted feeling

in regard to styles, but let each be well under-

stood and well defined, and let us trust and hope

that the day is not far distant that this country

may have occasion to be proud of the talent of

art, either in architecture, sculpture, or paint-

ing, in the form of a building or that of a I'oyal

palace. We have youth to encourage this, and

a Prince who has travelled, and bad every oppor-

tunity of witnessing how much better art is

studied abroad than in this country. W.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

giji^— the conference held in the theatre of I

the School of Mines, in Jermyn-atreet, on the.
j

24th of June, much regret was felt at the little
!

interest evinced by the employers and artisans
j

of London in the above important movement,
j

Professor Huxley and Dr. Lyon Playfair told the
j

working-men assembled that they must do some- i

thing themselves if they wanted others to help
:

them
J
and they further said that if industrial I

education did not advance, England must, as
I

a necessary consequence, lose her high place
i

among nations, and sink in the scale of civili-

sation.
:

Papers were solicited to be read at the con-
|

ference, but as that course was not followed, the !

conference was carried out orally, and, as is usual
j

in snob cases, much irrelevant matter was in- :

trodnead. Although general education has made
|

some advance, industrial and scientific education
|

is no higher than it was before the Exhibition in i

1851
;
and it is evident to all but those inte-

rested that the working men of this country

must have facilities both in and
,

out of the

workshop for acquiring a thorough knowledge of

the Bcicntifio principles whereon their special

branches of industry depend. It will not do to

lay the blame to workmen alone, as it appears

the employers are not yet aware of the fact that
i

in scientific knowledge the masters and men of
j

foreign countries are far in advance of us, and.
j

are fully alive to the necessity which exists for i

the higher development of industrial education.
;

While the Government and great employers of
|

labour in this country have been slumbering,
j

they have been working, and are now reaping
|

their reward by being able to compete success-
]

fully in the market of the world with the manu-
|

facturers of England. It is to be lamented that i

employers as a class take but little interest in i

what is going on around them. The teohuical i

conference held at the Society of Arts more than
I

twelve months ago was not attended by a single

employer; and up to the present not one employer

has, I believe, taken the least notice of the efforts

and objects of the technical education committee.

The advantages which would result to all parties

from establishing libraries of trade literature in

connexion with their establishments is uuappre-

preciated, and apprentices and young workmen

have less advantages now (in so far as learning

their trade) than was to be had forty or fifty years

ago. They are now left to pick up what they

can, without supervision from employer or

manager. Schools, lectures, and museums there

are none
;
and the young, after their day’s work,

think of nothing but the last new star at the

local music-hall, or what is out at the gaffs or

minor theatre. Since the Great Exhibition of

1851, many warnings have been given to em-

ployers in this country, showing that they must

be on the alert; and yet notone technical library

has been formed, or one school established, and

to-day the general body of workmen are nob one

whit more advanced in systematic and scieutifio

knowledge than they were before foreign com-

petition became so close. What is wanted to

remedy the present defective condition of things,

and to stimulate the young workmen to higher

efforts, is, in my opinion, closer supervisiou by

the heads of establishments, and the formation

of a system of rewards for the apprentices who

attain the highest proficiency in their respective

trades. Some plan ought to be provided whereby

every apprentice or articled workman should be

informed as to the nature of the obligations he

was going to undertake, with the benefits which
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will eventually accrue to them, as workmen,
from an attentive study of their trade, and in

aiming to excel in all they undertake. If that
hononrable ambition conld be formed in early life,

it would be the means of preserving them from
many snares, and in time would cleanse the
workshops from that low moral state into which
they have fallen

;
and, instead of taking a pride

in obscene and immoral language, an emulation
for the noble would be fostered, and the inert*

ness which now prevails would be eradicated,

and all engaged in the good work would reap a
rich reward. It is well known that but few
English workmen are scientifically taught; and
if they have to deviate ever so little from the
beaten path they are lost. It is not at all un-
usual to find men engaged in watchmaking,
engine-fitting, and machinery, who never read a
work on mechanics and mechanism, and who
could not give an explanation of the simple
mechanical powers—the lever, crank, and pulley j

carpenters who can barely describe a circle, and
to whom angles are a mystery entirely beyond
their comprehension, and who are entirely
lost if any one speak to them of geometry;
painters who cannot mix colours; opticians
who know nothing of optics ; mathematical
instrument-makers who never studied mathe-
matics. Illustrations of the above description
might be adduced in connexion with every
trade, and the evil of it is that they would in no
case be exceptional. I have said that employers
are apathetic as to what is doing in other coun-
tries, and the same may be said of the men.
Their leaders are always harping on trade rights
and the perfection of trade-unions. Advance of
wages is of more interest to them than advance
of knowledge, and they seem to suppose that the
first can be maintained irrespective of all other
considerations. If a look-out be not kept, the
industry of the country will fall into the ditch.
Another point I wish to bring to the notice of

the readers of the Builder and technical com-
mittee is the time of working of many trades in
London, and which is one of the causes that
retard the intellectual progress of those trades.
In nearly all the London trades, except the
builder’s, it is the practice to begin work at 8
or 9 o’clock in the morning, and work up to the
same hour in the evening

; thus giving those en-
gagedno time forimprovementof any description.
When it happens that I have been working in
factories and shops where that mode of working
is countenanced, I have invariably found the
men dissatisfied with it. Many of the better
sorb have said that their time was passed in
working, eating, and sleeping, as they often lay
in bed till they had scarcely time to eat their
breakfast

;
and that when they got home at

night, washed, and had supper, it was time to
go to bed. They have said they could alter the
system of working if the men wished it,

but lying in bed late had become a habit,
and they had not the will and energy to
emancipate themselves from it. It is evi-
dent to many that the cnatom is pernicious
in every respect, and has an evil in-

fluence on the young, who have no time lefc
j

for attending night-schools or any other in-
j

struction. I believe it will as a rule be found
]

that the morals of such workshops are low, and
i

as one bad habit begets another, the workman or
j

boy who has no time for the culture of his mind,
j

is in too many instances reckless and oblivious 1

to improvement in trades or morals. The re-
'

salts of labour under such conditions are that
j

anything is of more interest to them than the
'

bnsinesa they are working at; and I believe any I

one might be for an age in such places without

!

hearing one high or lofty sentiment. Horse-
j

racing, betting, gambling, is much of their

'

theme
;
and one often feels that where there are

many men and boys employed the place is

something like a little hell, without one
redeeming feature. One of the labours of the
permanent technical educatien committee will
be to rid the country of that evil custom, and
give to those an opportunity of improving their
minds. I know that the labour is almost
Herculean, but it must be done

; and let us hope
that the “ Society of Arts Free Library com-
mittee” will soon 80 agitate the country that
there will bo at least one free library in every
town

;
and then there will be some hope that the

young men, when released from labour, will
become habituated to intellectual pursuits. The
stigma that the English workmen are not
readers or thinkers will be got rid of, and futnre
generations will honour those who laboured to
raise the workmen of this country to a high intel-

leotual standard. Jack. Flare.

LEICESTER TOWN-HALL.
Sib,—In your issue of the 5th ult. yon were

kind enough to insert a letter from me as to our
beggarly towo-hall and police accommodation,
since which time there have been sundry sub-
committee meetings of an equal number on each
aide of the disputing parties. A compromise
was agreed to, which was considered equally
honourable to both sides.

The advocates of the Friar-lane site gave way
to their opponents by submitting to a diagonal
street, and also the sale of about six or seven
hundred yards of the ground, allowing them the
privilege of erecting, at a future time, a large
public hall on their favourite site; the police-

station, court, and municipal ofiioes to be erected
upon the Friar-lane site. The mayor and ex-

mayor, who are both of them worthily esteemed
(although advocates for the Cattle-market site),

very courteously agreed to the compromise, and
to the erection of the buildings without farther
delay.

At the quarterly meeting, although matters
had been so far settled, Mr. E. S. Ellis, one
of the advocates of the Cattle-market site,

and leader of the minority, strenuously opposed
suoh compromise, and urged farther delay. In
consequence of this the matter again stands
over, and probably will do so for some time to
come, unless it be seen to through the Home
Secretary, which would soon be done were he
cognisant of the whole facts.

The urgent necessity for the building above
named may bo easily imagined, when I positively
affirm that the materials of the old hall are not
worth 101.

We, unfortnnately, have those amongst us who
are always determined to lead, but never willing
to follow. Clement Pbetty.

*#* We have taken some pains to inquire into

the position of this question, and are satisfied

that it would be greatly for the advantage of
Leicester to have at once a fitting and hand-
some town-hall. Both parties should put their

heads together for the common good, call in

sonnd and impartial advice, and make up their

minds to follow it. The present structare is

quite discreditable, and we believe every one in
j

Leicester who has thought about it feels that it
j

is 80. Money wisely used on such improve-
!

menfca increases the value of property in the
town where it is spent, and raises the character
of its inhabitants.

THEATRICAL.
The Haymarliet.—The first part of Mr. Tom

,

Taylor’s new drama, ” Mary Warner,” reminds '

the playgoer of “ Not Guilty,” produced at the
I

Queen’s Theatre not long ago. This, however,
is soon passed, and a fresh combination is made, i

which gives the principal character, played by '

Mias Bateman, some excellent situations, of^

which she makes good nae, touching efi’ectively

the hearts of the audience. The part of the.

husband, George Warner, an inventive, practical

engineer, suits the rough, heavy stylo of Mr.
'

Howe. Mr. Kendal leaves his gentlemanly I

ways, and portrays effectively a tipsy, unprin -

1

cipled vagabond, who is too well treated by '

the anthor; and Miss Caroline Hill and a
little child give good aid. Without any great en- >

deavoura to render the scenery a striking feature,
,

it is sufficiently interesting and realistic to convey '

fully the time and place. The machines in
:

motion in the engineer’s yard on the Lambeth '

side of the Thames
;

Plumtree-court, with its '

gaslights and lamp-lighter; and the interior of

George Warner’s house, in South Kensington,
when he has risen in the world, are well con-
trived and executed. This piece is increasing in

attractiveness, and the house is full every
evening. The run, however, can be but short,

as Mr. Buckstone’s benefit is announced for the
10th, when he will doubtless, as usual, make
one of his amusing addresses.

The Charing-cross Theatre.—The house now
finished looks pleasant and bright; but parts of
the interior must be altered. In the upper boxes,
substituted for a gallery, only those sitting in the
first and part of the second row can see the
stage properly. The seats must be raised. It is

a most singular thing that constructors of

theatres do not in all oases make themselves
certain on points of this sort before the house is

opened to the public.

The new Opera-house in Vienna has proved a
failure, we are told, in au acoustical point of
view, and will require important alterations

inside. They should wait a little. Time seeme
to do something in this respect. We heard an
eminent singer state recently that the Royal
Italian Opera-house, Covent Garden, has im-
proved BO greatly as regards the transmission of
sound, that it is now the most delightful place to
sing in that an artist conld desire.

WASTED ART-TREASURES.
On Monday last a meeting of the Free Libraries

and Mnsenma Committee of the Society of Arts
was held at the Society’s house in the Adelphi,
Mr. H. Cole, C.B., presiding. A number of
Members of Parliament were present. The
basiness related exclusively to the subject of the
distributiou and circulation, to the ntmost extent,

with reasonable expectation of public advantage,
of the works of art, scientific objects, specimena
of manufacture, and other objects; matters, and
things, fitted to promote technical, soientific, and
general cultnre, that are wasting in oblivion,

utterly unproductive and valueless, in the store-

cellars and lumber-rooms of some of our great

j

metropolitan oollectioos. There was entire

unanimity in the decision arrived at, that
strenuous efforts should be made, without delay,

to remedy the evil indicated.

The result of the meeting was the adoption of
the following resolution ;

—

“ That Mr. Gladstone, the Premier, bo requested to
receive a deputation from the Free Libraries and Museums
Committee of tho Society of Arts, appointed to promote
the systematic circulation to local museums, libraries, and
institutions of the United Kingdom, of the superduous or
unexhibited specimens of works of art, science, and
literature in the national museums and galleries in the
metropolis.”

In this important matter there can. happily
be no party feeling, and it may be expected that
a very powerful deputation will wait upon Mr.
Gladstone, and press upon him the reasonable
object they are organised to promote.

ARCHITECTS AND QUANTITIES.
SiH,—Knowing your strict impartiality, I am sure you

will not deny me space for the few remarks I have to
make on this subject. A contract being advertised, being
a builder, I instiDctirely at this dull time made my way to
the architect's ofQce, whose name is attached to the
advertisement, and obtained the bill of quantities for the
work, and sat down for the purpose of pricing out and
making up my offer for the work contained therein. In-
stead of that I address myself to you, Mr. Editor, being
annoyed at the very outset by the three paragraphs that
precede each section of the work

; and as the same
obnoxious lines often appear whenever an architect
takes out the quantities for work he has in hand, 1 feel

determined to commit this common cause of complaint to
your judgment. The arst paragraph on the bill is—

1st. The contractor whose tender is accepted will be at
I'berty to compare the following bill of quantities with the
drawings and specilications before he signs the contract,
and any errors then pointed out will be corrected.

2nd, After accepting the bill of quantities as correct, no
notice can bi taken of any errors that may subsequently
be discovered.

3rd. Ths contractor is to pay the architect 2i per cent,
on the amount of complete lender for the bill of quanti-
ties, Ac.
Now, Mr. Editor, I do not complain of the first and

second paragraphs, if the third is left out ;
and I have not

much to say about the third if the first and second are left

out, but as a whole they are most unjust to contractors.
Sir, I think you will easily see how these conditions work
against (he contractor.
“ The contractor is to pay the architect per cent, on

the amount of complete tender for the bill of quantities,
but be has to compare the bill with the drawings aud
specifications to ascertain if they are correct,” thus re-
doing the work for which the architect receives 2i per
cent, commission, and the contractor (for the same work)
not a penny.
Now, Mr. Editor, I would ask those architects that

adopt this system, why the contractor has to be at the
expense of checking their quantities when they are tetU
paid for ascertaining tho correct amount of work to bo
done

; and further, when any deficiency appears afier sign-
ing tho contract, the contractor has to forego aU claim
to such deficiency, simply because he has not found it

sooner? In conclusion, I ask, are contractors fairly dealt
with ? Do they get justice and equity from the architects ?
I say, no. I thiok it only fair that a competent surveyor
should be employed who guaranteet the bill to be correct,

as the person who takes out the quantities ought to be the
only person responsible for any mistake arising therefrom.

Or, if the contractor is to have any responsibility in the

matter, the architect should divide with him the commis-
sion, as the contractor has as much labour to perform in
checking the bill as the architect origiuBlly has in making
it out. A CONTEiCTOB.

Sia,— It appears that the quantities of Wolverhampton
new townhall were supplied by the architect, for which ho
will probably pocket a few hundreds for a few weeks’ cal-

culations
;
but to render tho task safe, as well as profit-

able, be refuses to guarantee their correctness.
The builder already claims 60jL for w^rks required by

the plans and specification, but not in the quantities.
The question I wish to ask is, what guarantee bare the

committee or the ratepayers that those quantities do not
contain more work or more materials than what the
builder, by the plan and apecifioation, nndertakes to per-
form; of this, should it be the case, we could not expect
the builder to complain; and as the architect appears to
have doubt about his accuracy in the matter, wo ought to

have none, but at once have them checked by a townsman.
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CASES UNDER THE METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

ALTEBATION OF 'WOODEN BUILDINGS.

Mb. R. Suith, of Newiagton-bntts, corner of Francis-

etreet, appeared before Mr. Woolrych, Lambeth, to a

anmmona which had been adjourned from Friday, the

18th Jane, in which it was complained by Mr. Long, the

district surveyor, that he bad erected or so altered a

wooden shed in the rear ofhis promises as to be in contra-

vention of the Building Act, by not having it constructed

of incombustible materials.

Mr. Arnold, from the firm of Messrs. H. & F. Chesters,

eolicitors, of Newington, appeared for the defendant, and

contended that the building existed long before the Build-

ing Act, havingbeen erected upwards of thirty years
j
and

also that, according to the 160th section, proceedings

should have been taken within a month of the discovery of

the alteration.

Mr. J. Carpenter and Mr. Z. Cohen, who had lived in

and known the premises for upwards of thirty-five years,

deposed that the shed had all the time remained in the

same condition with the exception of a few necessary

repairs.

It was, however, contended that a greater part of the

ehed as it at present stood was now, and evidence

called to prove that the timber used in the alterations

enough to make more than one-half of the building

An adjournment was agreed to for the purpose of

enabling Mr. Woolrych to view the premises, which having

been done, he said that certainly one-half was new, and
that brought the case within the Act. He therefore

decided that the alterations must be so made as to comply
with the Buildlog Act.

their outlaj. He referred to other towns where

similar improvements had been effected, and

conoladed by saying the times required spirited

although judicious legislation. The mayor then

said, in reference to the appointment of a sur-

veyor, that it was considered that the municipal

offices—as the nnisance inspector, collector of

rates, superintendent of the street repairs, and

other offices—might be united in one person, to

whom they could thus afford to give a salary of

about 1801. ; but it was urged that he should give

his whole time to the duties of his office
;
aud

at length the council resolved to advertise for a

suitable person in the four papers having the

greatest circulation in the district; viz., the

Daily Gazette, Daily Post, Brierlcy Hill Adver-

tiser, and Eidderminster Times-, and also in the

Builder.

ALBERT INSTITUTE, WINDSOR.
Sib,—

I

f any of your readers lake sufficient interest in

this matter, to turn to our letter in your impression of tbe

6th ult., they will see that Mr. Sim's letter in your last

nnmber confirms the justice of our complaint.

To hie counter-charge that we suppressed the fact of a

meeting having been called to consider the position of the

echeme, and that certain subscribers bad “ talked of

writing” to have their subscriptions cancelled, as there

was so little promise of the work going on, we reply that

the alleged facta had not come to our knowledge; and that

if they had, they are entirely beside the question. We
can, therefore, lay no claim to the “ ingenuity" with which

be credits us.

What he means by advising ns to let the fact of our
Success in this competition ” rest in peace," we do not

know; nothing is, however, further from our intention.

Mr. Sim’s statement that the meeting he adverts to

stands adjourned till next month, certainly does not
improve his case ;

for it was scarcely decent that he should

in the interim come forward with his plan for taking the

commission out of our hands.
We should not have trespassed on your kindness in this

matter, but that at the present moment much considera-

tion is being given to measures for raising the status, and
securing the dignity, of the profession ; and it is, at least,

desirable that those who have in hand the cure of a dis-

ease should be made acquainted with its various msuifesta-

tiona. Bacoh & Bbll.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR STREET TRAFFIC.

Sin,—Seeing a notice in your paper as to bridges across

the streets for foot passengers has determined mo to ask

your permission to propose a scheme which seems to me
worthy of consideration. It is simply this,—In very

crowded thoroughfares to construct a lootway over tbe

present path, at the height of the first-floor, the sides of

the streets being connected by bridges. A large part of

the present path could thus be thrown into the roadway,

giving more room for vehicles, while foot-passengers

would be completely removed from all danger. The in-

convenience caused by the alteration to the householders

would be compensated for by the additional value given

to the house, since the first floor would be converted into

a ground floor, and the second floor into a first floor,

while the oresent ground floor would be valuable for ware-

houses. Not being an engineer, I do not enter into the

question of how it is to be done ;
but if it were necessary

to carry iron girders across the streets to support the

paths, it might in time lead to the formation of an inter-

mediate roadway, which, being used only for light traflic,

would leave tbelower one (then, as it were, subterranean)

for iho heavy wagons, which now render locomotion so

dilDcult. 8- Abteub Sbwbll.

has accumulated at tlie bottom of the tube, and
into this the thermometers cannot penetrate. Of
course the learned society under whose auspices

the work is being prosecuted will forbid such an
ignominions termination of a valuable inveaciga-

tion, the like of which has never before been

attempted.

THE VELOCIPEDE.
Sin,—In a recent number of the Builder you quote

paragraphs showing that years ago you suggested the use

of self-propelling carriages to convey persons to tboir

business, &c. May I now ask, through your paper, what
we are to do with them when we get there ? Everybody
asks me this. Can we not have velocipede itablei, where

they conld bo kept during the day at a moderate charge)

They do not occupy much room.
Ajf ABCnlTBCl'S ClBEJC AJTD VBLOCIPKDIAlf,

*,* Not occupying much room, tbeymight often be per-

mitted to be taken into oflicca or other business premises

;

or'iuto the back courts, &c., of coflee-houses, and other

places, whore dinner or tea is had. But, no doubt, special

places will bo opened, as in carriage depots, stables, Ac,,

at Id. each, or so.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OP WORKS.
At the last weekly meeting of this Board, the first sub-

ject considered was a claim of 14,500f. against the Board.
The Works and General Purposes Committee brought up

a report which recommended that the claim of Mr. Crook
{14,600L), in respect of loss which he alleges he has

sustained under ms contract for the engines at the Abbey
Mills Pumping Station, by reason of the delay in starting

them, be settled at the sum of 3,050L Eventually the

subject was agreed to be referred back to the committee

for further investigation.

Southwark Parfc.—The thanks of the Board were given

to the vestries who had provided the entertainment on the

occasion of opening the Southwark Park, and a memorial
from the inhabitants praying the Board not to let any part

of the park for building purposes was referred to the

Works and Improvements Committee.
Finebtiry Park .—It was announced that Finsbury Park

would be opened to the public early in the month of

August.

UNDERGROUND TEMPERATURE.

The temperature inside tlie earth has often

been a matter of speculation. Mr. G. J. Symons,

the well-known authority on rain and rainfall,

has been investigating the subject. He has

carried on his experiments at Hampstead. A
well was sunk there many years ago into the

chalk to the depth of between 500 ft. and 600 ft.

for the water supply, and the demand exceeding

the supply, an Artesian bore was made through

the centre of the well to tho depth of a quarter of

a mile, in expectation of finding water in abun-

dance in the lower greensand. The Waterworks

Company, 1853, reached the depth of 1,302 ft.,

sunk nearly 8,0001. in two years, found no lower

creensand, unfortunately, no water, and became
SANITARY PROGRESS IN KIDDER- ruined. The property passed eventually into

MINSTER. tii0 hands of the new River Company, who

At a meeting of the town council to consider accorded to Mr. Symons^ the permission he

communications recently received from the Horae
I

sought to conduct a series of thermometrio

Secretary with regard to a memorial of the experiments on the abandoned site. Mr. Symons

guardians j to consider a resolution as to opening i

erected a but over the well, and fitted up a little

np, widening, aud properly paving the streets of
[

observing-house. At tho British Association

the town 5
and the appointment of a surveyor

i

meeting at Dundee a committee was appointed

under the Local Government Act ;
the council

resolved, on the first subject, by 11 votes to 2 ;

—

“That, as the town has only just adopted the Local

Government Act, aud has not yet had a fair opportunity

of properly carrying out aud working the same, no steps

be taken until sullicient time has elapsed to teat whether

or not such Local Goverumeut Act will provide all neces-

sary requirements.

”

It was also resolved :

—

“That the Council use the powers given to them as a
Local Board to widen, improve, and open up streets where
they found this necessary."

INTERNAL DECORATION.

Toue recent article on the “ Use of Plaster in

Decoration,” is well ivorthy the stndy of every

lover of art, as applied to the internal decora-

tion of houses. It shows in a concise form the

utter inutility of the material as regards its

durability, and as a means of support, and also

as to its “ tenacity” for adhering to all the dust

which may arise to its surface. The question

now presents itself, what is the legitimate mate-

rial to use in the external decoration of a build-

ing ? I have briefly explained in former letters

that glazed surfaces of clay are the most durable

and legitimate for the external decoration of a

building. Now, if this system can be adopted

where it is exposed to all kinds of weather, and

to every variation of atmosphere (especially

damp), to which the climate of Great Britain is

subject, why, I would ask, could it not be em-

ployed internally ? As regards the bracketing

and supporting of angles, instead of having a
“ sham” which is supposed to support the corner

of a room, you have a material which will have

the strength of wood or stone, and which is

more durable thau either. If earthenware and

china can be manufactured, and sold at such a

cheap rate (and a manufacturer can afford to

sell a white and gold china tea-service of twenty-

eight pieces, for 8s. 6d. to a wholesale dealer),

why could not a cornice, a bracket, or a centre

flower be made and sold at an equally moderate

price ? You cannot purchase an ornamented

centre flower in plaster under 7s. 6d. or lOs.,

and I am quite sure if twenty-eight pieces of

china can be sold glazed and gilt, for Ss. 6d., a

centre flower of the same material could bo pro-

duced for the same sum, with a good profit to

the producer. I venture to assert that internal

decorations could bo sold at a considerably less

sum than what I have quoted, as they could be

made of a terra-cotta body, and washed over

with a white glazed surface, which would be

much cheaper than making tho whole body of

china or earthenware. This system would un-

doubtedly be a great advance on the present

mode of internal decoration, and could be

adopted by the “enrichment” decorators in

plaster themselves, so that they could not com-

plain of having their “ trade ” taken out of their

hands, as they would be merely substituting

another more durable and legitimate material for

the one they are now using. Alpha.

Mr. Corbet, in supporting this resolution, said,

as an illustration of his argument, that there

were many who, when a new market, at an
expense of 2,0001., was projected, said it would
be a ruinous loss, whereas, they had now a hand-
some, well-arranged market, a credit to the

town
;
and what had just happened ? They had

let it for 4551., or 2201. more than the old one

etched, and were thus getting 102. per cent, for

to investigate the temperature of the earth at

great depths. Mr. Symons is a member of that

committee, also Sir W. Thomson, who moved for

its appointment. Upon the solution bang certain

matters of contention between Sir William and

Professor Huxley as to bow far underground

temperature may be made to test the age of the

world. Mr. Symons’s experiments are not yet

concluded. The results so far he regards as

decisive. He has made gradual observations

down to a depth of 1,100 ft., and has ascertained

that the temperature there is 20 degrees higher

than above ground
j
that is to say, the thermo-

meter showed 70 degrees, whereas the mean
temperature ot London is 50 degrees. If this

rate of increase continues, as there seems no

reason to doubt would be the case, boiling point

(212 degrees) would be reached about a mile

and a half down. At present, however, Mr.

Symons is at a standstill; he has literally stuck

WHAT ABOUT THE OLD PAVING
STONES ?

Sib,—

W

hat becomes of the granite paving-blocka con-

tinually removed from our roadways by the contractors

for the re-pavicg of them? Are they allowed for in the

fresh contract ?

I aak these questions, because, after watching tha

operation on many occasions, it has struck me, that by
relaying tho blocks bottom upwards, the same purpose

would be answered, without the expense of new grauito,

as the wear and tear cannot have taken off above i in. of

stone, and for such a trifle it seems gross extravagauoe to

purchase new blocks.

The old blocks, by a little labour bestowed upon them,

must yield the contractors a very handsome return when
chipped and relaid in other thoroughfares, under other

contracts. Perhaps I may bo mistaken, and these blocks

may be broken into small pieces for macadamizing pur-

poses. At all events, as an over-burthened mte-payer, I

should like to get some reliable information on the subject.

Exglb Eyb,

NUMBER OP BELLS IN OLD TIMES.

Sir,

—

I tbink I can answer Mr. Parry’s ques-

tion, in your issue of tbe 15fcb of May ult., about

the number of bells before the Reformation.

In small parishes, three was the usual number

;

eacb service of the day was to be marked by tbe

tone of a different bell : so three bells would

suit,

—

Mane, Meridie, Vespere. For tbe first

Vespers, the Ave Maria bell was rung, the

angelical salutation being then said. (See Rapin,

Hist., vol. V., p. 403.)

At Osney Abbey they bad six bells (after-

wards transferred to Christ Church, Oxon),

called Douce, Cle^nent, Austin, Hautecter_Qabnel,

and John. In an old MS. relating to the religions

offices performed in that abbey, it is said,

“ Finite J.'jnus Dei, enollentur Douce, Clenient,

et Austin; et post missam, per non magnum

in the mud. About 200 ft. of blue-black deposit I spatium, pulsentur. Et notandum, quod semper
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post magnam inissam, p«Zsciitr Ilautecter

;

ad
completonum Gabriel vel John." (See “ Hearne’s
Cnrioua Discoveries,” p. 305.)

On festival days, according to the ancient
ritnala, all the bells were to be rung, “ et hanc
pnlsationem classicum vocant,” (See ” Bona, de
Rebus Liturgicis,” p. 178.)

" Enollor" means “to toll," nnde “knell}"
and when more than one bell is so sounded,
they make a chime. “ Pulso ” means “ to ring."

n. T. Ellacombe, JI.A.

CHURCn-BUILDING NEWS.
Holloway.—The foundation-stone of a new

church, dedicated to St. Peter, has been laid in

Kingsdown-road. The site was purchased out
of the Bishop of London’s Fund, which contri-

buted 6,UOOl. The total amount besides, received
before the laying of the atone, was 2,5001.

Three sides of the edifice will face the Kings-
down, Shadwell, and Montpelier Roads respec-
tively, and the principal entrance will be from
the last of these roads. The structure will be
in the Gothic style, and of simple character.
The walls will be of brick, faced with yellow

1 stocks, with Bath stone dressings. The nave, at
, the east end of which there will be a three-sided

[
apse, will be 100 ft. long, 2‘1 ft. wide, and 55 ft.

i high from the floor to the boarding of the roof.

' On either side will be aisles, each 80 ft. long,

13 ft. wide, and 20 fc. high. These will be sepa-
Frated from the nave by five pointed arches, sup-
iportod on coupled columns of polished red
1 granite. The church will be lighted by fifteen

' two-light clearstory windows, extending round
1 the north, east, and south sides of the building,
r while at the west end there will be a large rose
p window over five lancets. In addition to those
'iof the clearstory there will be ten windows in
hthe aisles, placed at such an elevation that the
’galleries which it is ultimately proposed to erect
will not intercept the light from them. The
i.number of sittings provided on the ground floor
riwill be nearly 700. The galleries, which will not
lebe erected at present, are designed to hold about
'.300 persons, so that the church will contain
,<1,000 sittings when completed. The contract
:rfor the erection of the edifice has been taken by
[Mr. Thompson, of Camberwell-green, for 4,8801.
[(Messrs. Henry Jarvis & Son, of Southwark, are
ithe architects.

Bury (Lancashire).—The Bury new cemetery
lahas been formally opened. The site is a little

irover a mile from the centre of the town, and a
idittle off the main road to Manchester. The
^grounds contain 33a. Ir. 27p. statute measure:
1020 acres of which are intended to bo devoted to
hthe burial of the dead, and will contain 22,054
irgraves. The remaining 13a. Ir. 27p. are set
laaside for walks for the use of the inhabitants of
ithe town. The drains are from 10 ft. to 14 ft.

ledeep, and are constructed of dry rubble. They
avary from 2 ft. 6 in. to 1 ft. 6 in. diameter

j the
ottotal length of the main drains being 2,221 lineal
'ayards. The whole site of the cemetery and
rawalks is surrounded by a boundary.wall of par-
lopoints backed with rubble, having an average
leheighb of 4 fc. 6 in. This includes a stone and
veweathered coping 1 ft. 3 in., with 4-ft. piers at
nSntervals. Between these piers and extending
illftll round the grounds, is an ornamental railing
i'f of wrought-iron vertical bars, fitted in with cast-
Iroiron tracery from a special design. There are
hithree entrances, viz.—one at the north-east
oiEorner, one at the south-east, and the principal
. it the south side. The carriage or main gate-
raway is 12 ft., with piers at either side 4 ft. 9 in.

qaquare at the base, and 19 ft. 6 in. high, with
(ttbuttresses and crocheted canopies. The Esta-
iliolished Church is cruciform on plan, with an
ctxtagonal apse. Its extreme length is 52 ft.,

nand the width across the transepts 34 ft. 6 in.

hlbere is a south porch facing the tower entrance,
nimd between these is a vestibule screened off
fOTom the main body of the chapel with a glazed
cncreen. The roof is open-timbered. The inte-
lonor is fitted up with open seats having orna-
ioeaiental iron bench-ends. The floors are laid
•Fiwith ornamental tiles of a geometrical pattern,
'hfhe tower and spire are 76 ft. high. The
!oo*oof is covered with blue and green slates
ji n patterns. The style is Decorated. The
Iholan of the Dissenters’ Chapel consists of a
iorjorch, vestibule, small tower, nave, and vestry

—

he he vestry occupying the place of the chancel.

i

btThe vestry and vestibule are screened off from
lehe nave, and glazed as in the former structure,
hft’he fittings are of red deal, with moulded caps
to bench-ends, stop-chamfered. The south-west

angle-tower and spire are 54 ft. high, and in

many points look bolder than in the case of the
church building. The tower, besides being a
ventilating tower, adds to the general character
of the structure. The roof is open-timbered, of

steep pitch, stained and varnished. It is covered
with purple and blue slates, with ornamental
ridging. The plan of the Roman Catholic
Chapel forms a nave, chancel, porch, and vestry.

The roof is open-timbered. The chancel-arch
is partly supported by carved caps and columns.
The fittings are of red deal, stained and var-
nished. The floor is to be laid with ornamental
tiles. The west end (exterior) is crowned by a
bell-gable with canopy, underneath which is a
colossal figure of a bishop, 6 ft. 6 in., supported
on a carved cap, column, and pendant. The
gable is pierced with two two-light traceried
windows. The extreme length of the chapel is

44 ft., the width of the nave 17 ft. 9 in., and the
width of the chancel 12 ft. The roof is covered
with blue and green slates, arranged in alternate
bands, and cut to pattern. The ridge is blue
Staffordshire tile-cresting. The registrar’s house
is situated to the right of the main entrance.
The gardener’s lodge is one story high. At the
back and near to this is a propagating house,
60 ft. by 15 ft., for the use of the grounds. The
grounds and walks have been artistically ar-

ranged. The total length of roads and walks is

4,745 yards, or nearly three mUes. The total
number of trees and shrubs planted in the
grounds is 41,662. The designs were by Mr.
James Farrar, borough surveyor for Bury, and
by Mr. Henry Styan, architect, Manchester.

'

Mr. Thomas Vicar acted as clerk of the works.

'

The carving was by Mr. Joseph Bonehill, Man-
Chester, while the greatest portion of the stone-
work was executed by the employes of the
Burial Board. The joiner-work was by Mr. F.

Dawson, contractor, Elton; the ironwork by Mr.
Joseph Downham

; the plumbers’ work by Mr.

'

T. Cornall
;

the painting and plastering by
Messrs. Jacob Lomax & Sons, all of Bury

;
tho

slating by Mr. Kirkley, of Manchester
;
the tiles

being supplied by Messrs. Minton, of Stoke.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Great Wollaston.—The foundation stone of a

new vicarage has been laid here. The ground
for site, garden, and paddock is the gift of Mr.
R. Gardner, of Sansaw tho estimated cost of
land and building, 1,1501. A new church is to

be built in a centra' part of the parish, money
for the site and burying-ground having been left

by a former incumbent. Messrs. Bowdler &
Darlington, of Shrewsbury, are the contractors

for the vicarage,

Otley.—The memorial stone of anew mechanics’
hall has been laid here. The new building will be
in the modern Italian style, and will include on
the ground-floor a small lecture-room, which
may be divided into two class-rooms, retiring or

cloak rooms, reading-room, library, two class-

rooms, lavatory, Ac. On the basement will be
a kitchen, scullery, chemical class-room, heating
apparatus, coal and lumber closets, (Sjc. The
first-floor will comprise a large concert-room,

with gallery, platform, orchestra, and organ.

Over the class-rooms and under the orchestra

will be a general and ladies’ retiring-rooms, and
a librarian’s residence will be attached to the
institution. The concert-room will accommodate
about 900 persons, allowing to each a space of
2 ft. 6 in. by 1 ft. 6 in. The orchestra will con-
tain sittings for about 120 singers, exclusive of

platform room, and ample entrance and exit

accommodation will be provided.

Burslem.—Mr. Edward Challinor, of Tunstall,

has decided upon the erection of a new manu-
factory on the site of the old Oven House Works
at Burslem, which are being pulled down. The
new works will be of the most modern construc-

tion, and will include a mill for the grinding of

materials and colour. The contract for the
building has been undertaken by Mr, John
Stringer, of Sandbach, and that for the engi-

neer’s work by Mr. William Boulton, of Burslem.
The whole has been designed by Mr. George B.

Ford, of Burslem, architect, and will be carried

out under his superintendence.

Templesowerhy (Carlisle) .— The foundation

stone of Oustenstands bridge has been laid.

Oustenstands is a point on the River Eden, about

a mile and a half sooth of the village of Temple-
sowerby, and about a mile from that station on
the Eden Valley Railway. The works have
already made considerable progress. The plan

of Mr. Bintley, of Kendal, was accepted j and

the contract for the work was let to Mr. Hep.
worth, of Kendal. The width of the river where
the bridge will cross is about 150 ft. The bridge
will be built of stone, and will consist of four
arches

; three of these will be 30 ft. span, and
the fourth, a dry arch, will span 54 ft. The
bridge is vested in trustees.

Blackburn.—New parsonage-houses are being
erected as residences for the vicar of the parish
of St. John, Blackburn, and also for the vicar of St.
Mark’s, at Witton. The former is to cost about
1,8001., and the latter about 1,1001., exclusive of
laying out and ornamenting grounds, &o. The
land in both cases has been a gift from Mr.
Joseph Fielden, of Witton Park. Mr. Joseph
Brierley, of Blackburn, is the architect.

STAINED GLASS.
Hanley Castle.—At a parish meeting held at

Easter last, the following resolution was unani-
mously adopted :

— “ That some sobstantial
memorial be erected by the parishioners of
Hanley Uastle, to the memory of the late Mrs.
Lechmere, and for this purpose a subscription b©
entered into, and a committee appointed to carry
out this object.” In accordance with this reso-
lution, tho committee appointed at the meeting
have decided upon filling the west window in
Hanley Castle, with stained glass of the richest
and best quality, the subject of the design to be
“The Ascension,” the cost to be defrayed by
subscriptions raised in the parish. The amount
required, about 1901., was collected in a few
days : the sum was limited to that amount, and
the subscription to the parish.

Trinity Church, Tewkesbury, — Mrs. Laing, of
theMythe, Tewkesbury, hasjust had an obituary
window placed in this church, to the memory of
a youthful son who died many years ago. It

depicts the incident of Christ blessing little

children, and forms an ornament to the chancol,
which has lately been improved. It is the work
of Messrs. Heaton & Co., of London. In addi-

tion to this, Mrs. Laing is also causing the other
windows of the church, seven in number, which
were of the usual common glass, to be refilled

with thick tinted glass with coloured borders.

TJffi^ngton Church,—A memorial window ha&
just been placed in the parish church of Uffing-

ton. The window, executed by Mr. Gibbs, of Lon-
don, consists of three lancet lights, and the sub-
ject is, in the centre the Crucifixion, and on
either side a type of the Crncifixion; Moses
lifting up the serpent in the wilderness on one
side, and Abraham offering up his son Isaac on
the other.

St, Michael and All Angels\ Ncepsend
(Shcjield),—The east window of this church has
just been filled with stained and painted glass.

The style is of the Late Decorated period of
architecture, of five principal openings, with
geometrical tracery. In the centre light of the
tracery is the figure of St. Michael, with the
subdued dragon at his feet. The surrounding
openings are filled in with ornamental lights of
a mosaic design of deep colours. In the five

lower openings is represented the scone of the
crucifixion of our Saviour, and its attending
incidents, which extend over the entire breadth
of the window. The figures are about 3 ft. in

height. Each opening is surmounted with
canopies of rich tabernacle work, with an arcade
base across the window. Farther colour is given
to the design by a trefoil foliage border, en-

closing each of the five lower openings. The
window is the gift of the Rev. Thomas Wilkins.
It was executed by Messrs. Bailie & Mayer, of
London.

St, Bartholomew’s, Dublin.—The three eastern

windows of the chancel of this church have just

been fitted with stained glass by Mr. O’Connor,
of London. The subjects are “ The Sermon on
the Mount,” “ The Crucifixion,” and “ The
Resurrection.” The windows are a thank-

offering from friends of the incumbent, for

the providential escape from serious accident

which the clergy and choir had when a pinnacle

was blown down in the gale of December 27th,

and fell into tho chancel during Divine Service.

New Parish Church, Bolton.—A window in

honour of Mr. Peter Ormrod, for his generosity

in rebuilding the parish church, at a cost of over
30,0001., is to be put up in the new church. A
design has been obtained from Messrs. Hardman

Co., of Birmingham, for a stained east window.
The window is a seven-light one, 35 ft. high and
25 ft. wide. The artist shows a double series of

groups of figures, the large ones on blue ground,
and the smaller on a ruby. The subjects chosen
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for the figures are from the life of St. Peter,

owiug to the church being dedicated to St. Peter,

and also to the fact that the benefactor, Mr.

Ormrod, bears that name. The cost is estimated

at 8001., to which there will be extras. The
design has been commended, but the design

of another artist who had been consulted

not having been sent in, the decision on the

matter has been deferred. A committee has

been appointed to carry out the object.

Benton Church, near Manchester.—An easterly

decorated window, consisting of three lights and
tracery, has been filled with stained glass in this

church. The three lights are occupied by life-

size figures of our Saviour in the centre opening,

and in the side lights Moses and Plias. These
are surmounted by canopies and borders. The
tracery is filled with sacred devices and mono-
grams. Messrs. Edmundson & Son, of Manches-
ter, were the artists.

Shipley Church, Yorhshire.—A painted window,
consisting of three lights and tracery, has been

placed in the nave of this church. The three

lights are occupied by the Crucifixion, the

Transfiguration, the Resurrection, and the Acts
of Mercy, viz., feeding the hungry and clothing

the naked, and the Good Samaritan. The upper
portion of the window is filled with grisaille

work, and the tracery contains angels and sacred

emblems of a suitable character of design.

These windows are from the establishment of

Messrs. Edmundson & Son.

What is Mailer? By an Inner Templar;
author of “ More Light : a Dream in Science.”

London : Wyman & Sons, Great Queen-street,

Lincoln’s Inn-fields. 1869.
Though somewhat eccentric and startling in

certain of its enunciations, this is a thoughtful

and suggestive treatise. First of all, a brief

and rapid resitmd of ancient and modern opinions

on the subject in hand, down to Faraday, is well
given, in remarkably few words. The author’s

own theory is eclectic, bub in pretty close

accordance with Faraday’s, so far as Faraday
has treated of centres of force as the more
immediate basis or subject of physical phenomena.
The author thus introduces his own response to

the question, “ What is Matter” ?

“The uoiverse is filled with centres of force; each
centre the centre of a sphere; ench sphere a compound
of two spheres, having the same centre, one a sphere of
attraction, the other u sphere ol repulsion.

It is by the separation of these two spheres of attrac-
tion and repulsion, and therefore by the calling forth and
exercise of their powers by each, that we hare the
different modifications of matter,''

And again,

—

“The Divine Mind caused a certain immense, but yet
finite, portion of space to be marked off from his imrae-
diate presence as a centre—a great sphere—oi space. ThiS)
by some manifestation of His power and presence, was
filled with centres of force, the seeds, as it were, of that
which was to be known as matter, round each of which
two forces, attraction and repulsion, wore iu abeyance."

Tbia “ abeyance,” from balancement of attrac-

tive and repulsive force, appears to be the author’s

explanation of the other stipulated for by various
physical philosophers as a medium filling space,
and which the Inner Templar accepts, in hia

own way, as the original or “ prime matter.”
Professor Huxley’s idea of “ inert matter ”

in general is said to be that it consists of
a balancement of attractive and repulsive
forces. The words “ attractive ” and “ attrac-

tion” imply an incomprehensible act, however,
which is hypothetical, and which. Professor do
Morgan jocularly predicts, will, by future theo-

rists, be called “ the pulley-hauley system.”
In order to avoid all hypothesis on this

subject, we have ourselves long used the words
concentrative ” and “ concentration,” which

are simply declarative of the universal fact or

phenomenon, without involving either the “ pul-

ley-hauley system ” or any other. And as the
antithesis of concentrative, of course, we have
preferred to use the word “radiative” rather
than “ repulsive.” Using our own terms, then,
we would suggest both to Professor Huxley and
to the Inner Templar whether they ought not to
modify their definitions of what matter is, by
the consideration that, iu ethereal or other
“radiant matter,” instead of the radiative and
concentrative forces being in a state of balance-
ment, the radiative is plus, the concentrative
minus ; while in more tangible and resistive
forms of what is called gross matter, the conoen-
trative is plus, the radiative minus. Thus, too,

the way out of matter into spirit may simply

be the way out of concentrative into radiative

states,—a possibility which involves the radia-

tive infinity whence the grosser forms of matter-

proper may be said to have descended into con-

centrative unity. If concentrated matter can

be infinitely radiated (as it may well be in the

infinitive, whence it emanated), what can matter
radiated to a certain extent be but spirit P This

we may more readily allow, since we find even
sceptics ceasing to regard matter as that lifeless,

dead, inert, and brute mass which it once was
conceived to be. As a congeries of living and
associated forces, concentrative and radiative,

emanating together from central points of space,

the “ inert snbstratum,” or, in truth, substructure

merely, heretofore called “ matter,” on which all

material forms, bodies, or superstructures, were
supposed to be based, is knocked from beneath
our feet, and all that remain are living forces,

concentrative and radiative, emanating from
central points, through which, as it were, we
have a direct glimpse of the Unitive and Infini-

tive meta-physical Power on which all physical

creation is based, whence it all emanates, and by
which it is all and ever sustained.

The Creator is a Sphere whose centre, said Cole-

ridge, is everywhere and whose circumference

is nowhere. Here we have a beautiful and true

definition of that Unitive and Infinitive Principle

,

who creates all centres of force, by whom all

things subsist, and “ in whom we live, move,
and have our being.” Though beyond all, He is

in and through all, and perpetually sustaius all.

And as for the “ infinitely divisible” matter, with

which materialists used to dabble, it is easy to

see that it is a bottomless pit where there is

finally nothing to stand upon j and though, as

they would insist, our forces must inhere in a

subject, it is clear that they have in matter no
such subject, no such basis ; and therefore we
must seek elsewhere for it j

nor need we waste
much time in the search

;
for concentrative

force clearly emanates from and is based upon
Unitive Power or Principle, and radiative force

from and upon Infinitive ; so that the Unitive

and Infinitive Principle which transcends all

physics—all creation, is the Substance or Basis

of all, as well as the Creator and Disposer of all.

The accordance of the idea of Faraday,
Huxley, or the Inner Templar,—that every body
in existence is baaed upon forces emanating
from (unitive) points or centres,—with the nature

of the mind of man, which has been shown, in

the Builder (of July 11th, 1863,) to be an esti-

mater of forces and their relations, and itself

based on forces, affords an additional reason for

looking with favour upon such an idea; but we
cannot here enter farther on this subject, and
must therefore briefly wind up our notice of the

Inner Templar’s response to the question,
“ What is Matter ?” *

Basing it on his idea of matter, the author gives

a version of the nebular theory, and also pro-

poses a new theory of light, which we have not

time at present to look into, but which seems to

contain some rather curious and startling propo-

sitions, one of these involving the exact measure-

ment of an atom or primitive sphere of force in

various substances, such as air, water, and glass.

On these and other points the author considers

that he has “ given the key which will unlock

many mysteries in the world of philosophy and
science ;” and whatever the reader of his book

may think on this point, he will find a good deal

in it to ponder on, with nothing to weary the

attention in the shape of prosy or prolix

disquisition.

gltstJillania.

The Tower Subway.—This work has now
passed the nearest approach to the bed of the
river, the top of the tunnel being 23 ft. below
the bed, and the engineer, Mr. Peter W. Barlow,
jun., reports that at the present rate of progress
the tunnel will reach high-water mark on the
Surrey side in ten weeks. The ground, it is

said, is so dry that the New River Company’s
water laid on the works has to be taken from
the shafts for the cement used iu the tunnel.

Air is supplied to the men by a steam-engine at

the shafts. Communication between the men
at the face of the works and the top of the shafts

is effected by an electric telegraph.

* In connexion -with the whole subject wo may here
refer to an article in the Suilder ol 1854, p. 690, titled,
“ What is Electricity ?

’ and to a “ Psychological Key,"
by J. E. Dove, in the Builder of July 11th, 1803.

Slate Quarrying In Wales.—Seventy-five
i

years ago slate quarrying in Wales was confined
j

to out-of-the-way corners, where a few slates and
i

slabs were got by the owners of the ground for
I

their own use. As far back as the last decade i

of the last century, however, the Penrhyn quarry
|

began to be looked on as a profitable investment
j

for capital, and the true value of slates as articles
|

of commerce began to be felt. The want of roads
I

or other efficient means of transport to the sea, i

greatly retarded the development of the new 1

industry. All the slates and slabs were at first,
|

perforce, carried six miles to port on the backs
I

of ponies. Subsequently, a road was made, and
!

carts and wagons were used
;
and at last came

|

the tramway. Later on, the great Llanberis I

quarry was opened
;
and, later still, the quarries

1

of Nantlle, Festiniog, and Corris. The fact that
:

money was to be made by quarrying and selling
j

slates soon attracted attention
;
and within the

I

last half-century not fewer' than 100 quarries
t

have been opened in different parts of Wales,
|

either by private enterprise or by public com-
;

panics, but of these not half the number is now
|

in operation, while the number of those worked
1

to a profit is probably under twenty. Within an i

arc of six miles radius, described from Port
|

Madoc as a centre, more than 250,000Z. have been
i

spent without the prospect of a return. Why
j

this has been the case it is almost beyond our

province to inquire. The incompetence of

directors and managers has been one principal

cause of the financial ruin of more than one
company. The great error committed seems to

have oonsiated in opening quarries in districts

where the slate formation is naturally bad in a
commercial sense. There are only three veins

of absolutely pure, laminated, and lasting slate i

rock as yet known to exist in North Wales .—The \

Engineer.

Technical Education.—A conference on
technical education has taken place in the

theatre of the School of Mines, Jermyn-street,

under the presidency of Lord Elcho. Several

representative working men. and others interested

in the question were i^resent. The chairman, in

his opening address, said it was absolutely neces-

sary that we should have something in the way
of technical education, if our manufacturers
and artisans were to hold their own in the face

of foreign competition. Papers dealing with the

question were read by Mr. Buokmaster and
others, and several resolutions were subse-

quently introduced. The movers proposed, in
|

effect, that the Workmen’s Technical Education
\

Committee should be a permanent organisation, i

under the name of “ The Workmen’s Technical i

School Union
;

” that the necessity for providing

technical education for their workmen and .

apprentices should be urged upon the great em- i

ployers of labour; that the trade societies bo ;

recommended to establish schools, night-classes, ;

museums, and libraries for the apprentices in i

their respective industries
;
and that all corpo- ;

rate bodies, like the guilds of the City of London, l

be asked to apply a portion of their funds to a i

similar purpose ;
that the Government be urged 1

to establish a certain number of superior schools 1

of arts and trades, similar to those in France,
i

for the education of foremen and other high- I

class workmen ; that application be made for
|

the establishment of chairs for instruction in the
|

evening, precisely similar to that given in the I

daytime at the School of Mines, and that pro- 1

vision be made in the primary schools for in-
|

struction in the elements of science and art. !

Palestine Exploration Fund.—The annual
[

meeting of this Fund has been held in Willis’s I

Rooms, the Archbishop of York in the chair.
;

Among those present were Mr. Tite, M.P., Pro- i

fesBor Owen, Mr. Maegregor of the Rob Roy, and i

various other well-known persons. Mr. Grove, *

the hon. sec., read the report of the executive i

committee, and Mr. Morrison read the treasurer’s

report, from which it appears that the number <

of annual subscribers was doubled during the

past year, which we are glad to think denotes •

increasing interest in the very important ex-
,

plorations at Jerusalem. We hope the list
I

will again be doubled during the present year.

A resolution was agreed to approving of the I

operations and desiring their continuance.
|

The French Duty on English Plate

Glass.— A deputation of English plate-glass i

manufacturers has had an interview with Mr. !

Bright at the office of the Board of Trade, to

present a memorial praying for a remission of

the duty now imposed on English plate-glass by

the French Government.
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Enclosure of Commons.—The quantity of

land which has been enclosed in England and
Wales, or is in process of being enclosed, since

the passing of the Enclosure Act of ISiS, amounts
to 614,804 acres

;
ont of this quantity 1,742 acres

were reserved for the purposes of exercise and
recreation, and 2,223 acres reserved as allot-

ments for the labouring poor. Wandsworth
Common possessed over 800 acres of pasturage,

which was used for common rights
; but by the

Enclosures Act nearly the whole of this baa been
taken for the erection of public institutions, the
county prison, and railway cuttings, and the
rights are reduced to within 100 acres. Now we
are told that twenty acres more of the common
are about to be taken by a parochial board for

the erection of panper buildings.

Improved Cabs.—The Council of the Society
of Arts have oftered the following medals for

improved hackney carriages specially suited to

the metropolis :—The Society's Gold Medal for

the best and most convenient open hackney
carriage for two persons

; the Society’s Silver

Medal for the second-best ditto
;

the Society’s

Gold Medal for the best and most convenient
closed hackney carriage for two persons j the
Society’s Silver Modal for the second-best ditto

j

the Society’s Gold Medal for the best and moat
convenient closed hackney carriage for four
persons

J
the Society’s Silver Medal for the

second-best ditto. Lightness of construction,

combined with adeqnato strength'and durability,

will be especially considered in making the
awards.

Well-sinking* In Algeria.—A curions cit*

cumstance is annonnced from Algeria. A well
lately sunk at Ain Salato the depth of forty-four

metres, threw up not only a large body of water,
but, to the surprise of the engineers, an in-

nnmerable quantity of small fish. These are
described as being on an average half an inch
long, and resembling whitebait both in appear-
ance and taste. From the fact of the sand ex-

tracted from these wells being identical with
that which forma the bed of the Nile, it is con-
cluded that an underground communication must
exist between them and that river.

Xtcicestersblre Arcbltectural and Arcbae-
ological Society.

—

The annual summer gather-
ing of this society was held at Melton Mowbray,
with an excursion to Bottesford and several other
places on the way. A day’s diggings at Melton,
upon ground where Anglo-Saxon relics have been
found, preceded the excursions. A poblio meet-
ing took place in the Com Exchange, the vicar

of Melton in the chair, when Mr. James Thomp.
eon read a paper on the objects of Architec-
tural and Archaaological Societies, and the Eev.
Assbeton Pownall one on Early English Money.
Mr. North also read a paper on the Ancient
Schools of Melton. On the following day the
excursion took place, when a party of about
thirty proceeded in vehicles to visit the principal
churches and objects of interest in a district

extending to the extreme north-east of the
county. Mr. M. H. Bloxam and Mr, T. North
were amongst them.

Tbe Workmen's International Exhibi-
tion, 1870.—A public meeting proraotive of
this exhibition has been held at the Pimlico
Booms, Winchester-street, Pimlico, when a
deputation from the council explained the details

and arrangements. The exhibition will be held
in the Agricultural Hall, Islington. It is to
serve, inter alia, as a school of technical educa-
tion. All articles exhibited will be signed with
the name of the workmen by whom they were
made. Where division of labour prevails, work-

I men are invited to exhibit specimens of that

I

particular part of the work in which they are
severally engaged, [such as in a piano or a
watch, and to combine for the production of the
completed article. Medals and certificates of
merit will be given, and also, in special oases,
money prizes. Articles may be sold, bat not

' removed, during the exhibition.

Annual Poor-Rate Return,—The return
' for the year ending at Lady-day, 1868, shows
that the gross estimated rental of the property

I in England and Wales assessed to the Poor-rate
I in the year was returned as 113,334,0811., the
rateable annual value 100,612,7341. The amount

f levied as poor-rates was 11,054,5131., being
Is. 10'4d. in the pound on the gross estimated
rental, 23. 2-4d. on the net annual value. These

! ratios are larger thau in the preceding year by
l'5d. and l'9d. respectively. The total amount

il of local taxation was 16,660,4591.

Gas-Burners.— Too little attention has
heretofore been paid to the tubject of gas-

burners, many of which are wasteful, while some
others are far more economical. The referees

appointed under the City of London Gas Act,

1868, in their report to tbe Board of Trade of

the 3rd May, 1869, point attention to this

subject, and state that they have found Leoni’s

standard Adamas, Albert Crutch, and Econo-
miser, to be far more economical than others

they have tested. The referees think it a
matter of urgent importance that such facts as

those they state should be brought to the know-
ledge of the public.

Tbe Proposed Building at Soutbwark
Park.—An out-door meeting has been held in

Southwark, to protest against the proposition to

build on a part of the ground pnrebased with
the view of making a park for Southwark. The
Metropolitan Board purchased 63 acres, their

purpose being to aid the ratepayers in defraying
the cost by devoting 16 acres to building pur-

poses, without which purpose, doubtless, no
park would have been pnrehased at all ; and the

only fear, we should think, may be that the

movement against the purposed arrangementmay
prevent the Board from purchasing open ground
for parks in other parts of the metropolis. The
meeting referred to resolved to send a deputa-
tion to the Board on tbe sabject.

Farewell Breakfast to Artisan Emi-
grants.—At the Cannon-street Hotel, an inter-

esting breakfast party has been hold, to bid God-
speed after the old Christian fashion to a party
of fourteen British operatives, who, with wives
and children, were about to leave this country
for the United States of America, to be employed
there on tbe new buildings of the Cornell Uni-
versity, at Ithaca, to which Mr. Goldwin Smith
has been attached. These fourteen skilled work-
men have been picked and chosen from the
Associated Trades, through the agency, we be-

lieve, of Mr. George Howell, and under the
auspices of the Hon. Auberon Herbert and Mr.
Hodgson Pratt, by whom the invitations to this

friendly little gathering were sent. Lord Hough-
ton presided. After Lord Hooghton, Mr. Apple-
garth, Dr. Watts (of Manchester), the Hon. G.
Brodrick, Mr. George Howell, Mr. Hodgson Pratt,

Lord Edward Fitzmaurice, Mr. Morier, and Mr.
Cremer, were tbe speakers, as also was Mr.
Sneatb, a carpenter, one of the emigrants.

Electro Telegraphic Progress. — Tbe
French Atlantic cable which is being laid showed
a slight defect in the electrical condition on Friday
night. The gutta-percha resistance fell, and there

was every indication of a fault which it was im-
possible to localise. On Saturday morning, how-
ever, the communication was again perfect, and
telegrams between the ship and the shore were
freely passed. The fault reported was considered

to be evidently very minute, and in no way
affecting the practical working of the cable.

Since then a telegram has announced the cutting

and buoying of the cable, but whether in shoal

water, or previous to reaching it, was not said
j

nor was any reason given. It is stated that

the sum agreed upon by the Electric Telegraph
Company, as the price of their property, is

2,938,00uL The plant is valued at 1,000,0001.,

and the net profits of 180,0001. will realise

above 6 per cent, upon the sum the Government
will pay. In the House of Commons, in

reply to questions, the Postmaster-General stated

that the negotiations with the telegraph com-
panies for the acqnisition of the telegraphs were
now completed, bat those with the railway com-
panies were not yet quite finished

;
these last,

however, were in suoh a state as to enable the
Government to ascertain very nearly the sum
required for the acquisition of the whole of the
telegraphs of the oonntry, and a Bill would
shortly be introduced for the purpose of raising

the necessary funds. A clause would be in-

troduced giving to the Government a monopoly
of the transmission of telegraphic messages, in

the same way that they have a monopoly of the
transmission of letters.

British Museum.—A large and beautifully-

curved vase (or, as the musenm authorities

prefer to label it, a “krater”) found in the

villa of Hadrian, Palestrina, has j ust been erected

in the middle of the area of the entrance-hall.

It is a very rich piece of ancient work, the bowl
being supported on bold claw trasses with lions’

beads. Bound the upper part satyrs are carved,

represented in tbe act of making wine. The
w hole erection stands about 10 ft. from the floor.

A Tribute to Mr. Applegartb.—A de-

monstration iu honour of Mr. Kobert Applegarth,
secretary of the Amalgamated Society of Car-
penters and Joiners, has been held at Chorlton-
on-Medlock. Mr. Applegarth was presented
with a book-case and 200 volumes of works,
selected by Mr. Hughes, M.P., and other gentle-

men, and towards which contributions were
received from Mr. Bupert Kettle, Mr. Mundella,
M.P., Mr. Vernon Lushington, Mr. Crompton,
the late Mr. Ernest Jones, Professor Beesly,

of the London University, Professor Jovons, of
Owen’s College, Mr. J. M. Ludlow, Mr. Lloyd
Jones, and others. The testimonial was got up
not merely as a reward for duty, but as a stamp
of approval of Mr. Applegarth’s public conduct.

Well-opening' at Ediasion andWyaston-
The inhabitants of Edlaston and Wyaston
have for generations suffered from the want of

fresh water, particularly in the drought of 1863,

but that necessity has been at length supplied

by the liberality of Mrs. Alderson, of Wyaston
Grove. A well has been sunk and a pump put
down for tbe free use of the parishioners, over

which has been erected a stone building. The
presentation of the well took place on Wednes-
day, the 16th alt., when the inhabitants in

gratitude made a public demonstration, and
with tbe proceeds of a subscription from work-
men’s wives, presented Mrs. Alderson with a
glass jug and two goblets.

Tbe Royal Horticultural Society.—The
president and fellows of this society have pre-
sented an interesting entertainment to a nume-
rous and distinguished company. In addition

to a soiree, several incidents occurred which are

not generally included in the programme of this

class of social gatherings. Prince Teck was
present, and a long line of gas jets lighted up the
bright combinations of colour effected by the

movements of the company through the hall,

and the statuary was thrown into bold relief by
the sombre background of exotics. The mem-
bers of the St. Cecilia Choral Society performed
a selection of glees and part songs, all, except
one, the compositions of English masters.

Whippert’s band agreeably alternated with the
singing, and the visitors continued to move
through the conservatory and the avenues of

promenade in its vicinity until nearly midnight.

Society of Arts.

—

The 115th annual meet-
ing of the members of the Society for the
Encouragement of Arts was held on Wednesday,
at the offices of tbe society, Lord Henry Lennox
in the chair. Mr. Le Neve Foster, the secretary,

read a lengthy report detailing the operations of
the society during the past year, which had been
of the most varied description. The Albert

Medal for rewarding distinguished merit in pro-

moting art, manufactures, or commerce, had this

year been awarded to Baron Liebig. The Swioey
Prize had been given to Dr. Guy. Prizes for

art-workmanship to the amount of 95Z. had been
given. Three courses of Cantor lectures had
been delivered by Mr. W. Perkins, Mr. S. Hart,

and Mr. J. Henderson.

Addition to the Earlswood Asylum for
Idiots.—The Prince of Wales has laid the foun-

dation-stone of an addition to this asylum. The
additions proposed comprise an extension of the

dining-hall to nearly double its present length,

with enlarged space for playing and recreation,

new kitchen, scullery, bakehouse, wardrobes,
workrooms, lavatories, baths, &c. The estimated
cost of these is 12,000Z., but it is also intended
to erect a detached infirmary whenever the
Board shall find that they have sufficient funds

in hand to justify the necessary outlay.

* The New Fish Market, Swansea.—This

much required accommodation, erected by the

corporation at an expense of something like

500Z., has been opened. It is erected over the

butchers’ stalls on the south side of the market,

near the Orange-street entrance. Means have
been adopted to secure ventilation, and marble
troughs have been erected for the display of fishj

whilst there is an abundant supply of water.

Gas-pipes of Wood.—A firm in Oshkosh,
Wisconsin (U. S.), has contracted to make
1,000,000 ft. of wooden tubes to lay down in that
city for gas-pipes. They are to be made of timber
G in. square, bored in the same way as pump-
barrels. For the backwoods of America wooden
gas-pipes may be all very well

j
but where

metals abound such pipes are nob to be com-
mended. The Chioese cane gas-pipes, even,

would be better than these.
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Value of a Rouse in Cheapside.—Tlie

freohold premiBea in Cheapside occupied by Mr.
John Bennett, the watch and clock maker, have
been put up at auction. The auctioneer stated

that the property covered an areaof 1,750 square
feet, which, if in possession, he should value at

15Z. per square foot
j but Mr. Bennett held a lease

of the premises for about 11 years at 500Z. per
annum, for which he paid a large premium in

addition to making considerable alterations? and
if the premises were now in hand he should
estimate them to be worth at least 1,0001. a year.

The biddings commenced at 10,0001., and after

competition the property was bought in, we
believe, at l-t,0001.

The New laaw Courts.—A report has been
issued by the committee appointed by the
Courts of Justice Commission “ to examine all

the plans submitted to the Commission, with a
view to ascertain the dimensions and measure-
ments.” The total area of office accommoda-
tion in the Parliament scheme is 256,821 super-
ficial feet

5
the area provided in Mr. Street’s

Eoward-street scheme is 180,423 ft.; that in

Mr. Street’s reduced scheme for Caroy-street

site, as just published by the Office of Works,
278,395 ft. ; and under the scheme approved by
the Commission’ reduced^to the Carey-street site,

284,188 ft. This information is snpplemented
by the report from the surveyor of Her Majesty’s

Works and Pnblio Buildings to the First Com-
missioner on the sites proposed for the courts
and offices of law. Hs concludes in favour of the
Bmbankment site,

Convalescent Hospital for Children.

—

The Mansion at Highgate known as Cromwell
House, and believed to have been built by Crom-
well for his daughter, and her husband, General
Ireton, has been converted into a convalescent
hospital for children by the managers of the
children’s hospital in Great Ormoud-street. The
rooms for dormitories and day-rooms are spacious
and lofty, and there are an extensive playground
and garden, with a large kitchen-garden. There
are also bath-rooms, lavatories, and other modem
appliances. When fnlly occupied, the house will

receive about 100 patients. At the outset 50
children will be received. The works of altera-

tion and adaptation have been carried out at an
outlay of about 3,0001,, by Messrs. Wagstaff &
Son, under the direction of Mr. Arntz. The
baths and hot-water apparatus, with all the fit-

tings in the kitchen department, are the work of

Messrs. Benham & Son. Other parts of the
work have been carried out by Messrs. Jennings.

Tbe South Kensingrton Museum.— In
reply to Lord Eloho in the Commons, the Vice-
President of the Committee of Council on Educa-
tion said the reason why the brick and terra

cotta buildings of the South Kensington Museum
in Exhibition-road were not progressing for tbe
last three months, was simply that it was
thought necessary to reduce the building vote,

which was 8,5001. for this year, and there were
other works the completion of which was more
urgently called for.

Working Men's Club and Institute
Union.—On the 28th ulb., a conference of per-

sons interested in working men’s clubs and

;

institutes was held in the theatre of the So-
ciety of Arts, at eleven o’clock a.m. After
the conference, the representatives of clubs in

the country dined with members of the
London institutions at the Artisans’ Club in

Newman-street. After the dinner a paper was
read on ” Art applied to Industry,” by Mr.
C. Lamport. On the following day (Tuesday),
tbe 29th ult., tbe annual meeting of the union
took place at Exeter Hall.

Public Parks (Ireland) Bill.—Viscount
Lifford, in the House of Lords, said the ob-

ject of this bill, which came up from the House
of Commons, was to assimilate the law of Ireland

with respect to the creation of public parks to

that of England. The bill gave power to tbe

commissioners of towns with a population of

10,000 or over, to levy rates for the purpose of
forming local parks. The bill was read a second
time.

Payment of Board of Health Surveyors.
Daring a recent discussion concerning adver-
tising for a new surveyor to the Local Board of
Cockermoutb, one of the members of tbe Board,
Dr. Dodgson, said justly that it was a strange
thing that they should give the enginemau 571. a
year and a free cottage to live in, while they were
offering to a man who would have to look after

the enginemau the sum of 501. per year.

The Value of liand in Brighton.—The
surplus land which had been acquired by the
corporation for improving the lower part of
North-road, was recently submitted to public
competition. Amongst the portions sold we
may note Lot G, at the corner of Jubilee-street,
having a frontage of 18 ft. 6 in. to North-road,
and of 35 ft. 8 in. to Jubilee-street, by Mr. A.
Buckwell, for 2951.

;
Lot 7, to the' west of this,

having a frontage to North-road of 17 ft. 4 in.,

by Mr. W. Wilson, for 200h
j
Lot 10, at tbe

upper corner of Regent-street, to which it has a
frontage of 45 ft. 4 in., and a frontage to North-
road of 17 ft. 6 in., by Mr. Corney, for 310i. j

Lot 11, to tbe west of this, a frontage to North-
road, 16 ft., by Mr. W. Wilson, for 220Z. ; Lot 12,
again to the west, a frontage of 20 ft

,
by Mr.

H. Verrall, for 250Z. ; Lot 13, again to the west,
a frontage of 16 ft., by Mr. H. Dash, for 260Z.

;

and Lob 14, at the corner of Gardener-street, to
which it has a frontage of 39 ft. 4 in., aud to
North-road of 16 ft. 6 in., by Mr. Oliver Weston,
for 6101.

The Projected Channel Tunnel.—-A depu-
tation, consisting of Lord Richard Grosvenor,
Admiral Elliot, Mr. Hawkshaw, C.E

,
and others,

has had an interview with the Right Hon. J.

Bright, at the office of the Board of Trade, on
the subject of the proposed Channel tunnel from
England to France.

Public V^orks In Greece.—An announce-
ment of much interest was made in the King
of Greece’s speech at the opening of the new
Chamber of Deputies. Amongst various other
public works which will be speedily commenced,
a canal is to be cut through tbe Isthmus of
Corinth. This undertaking is at last to be
realized, with the help, we believe, of M. de
Lesseps. The famous Peloponnesus will then
become an island.

Rats and Mice.—A recent writer says that
cotton saturated with chloroform, and then
staffed in the holes of rats and mice, will pre-
vent their re-appearance in a house. Tar is said

j

to be a capital thing to poor into their holes, ^

and might be largely used in conjunction with
broken bottles and cement for filling up the
places they have undermined and infest. In the
bottles and cement alone not much faith is to be
put.

Heat by ,,Compression.—Every one knows
that, if a certain volume of air be compressed,
the temperature is raised in certain proportions.
Acting on this fact, Mr. Bessemer has devised a
plan for increasing immensely the heat of fur-

naces by condensing the gases.

Congress of the British Archaeological

'

Association.—The congress of this association
I

will this year be held in St. Alban’s, commencing
August 2nd, and ending on the 7th. Lord
Lytton is the president, and the arrangements
are making satisfactory progress.

Heat Archaeological Society.—It has
been resolved that the general meeting of this

society shall take place at West Mailing on
Thursday and Friday, the 5th and 6th of
August.

1
Chelmsford. — The Chelmsford Highway

Board, at their last meeting, passed a resolution

increasing the clerk's salary 20Z. A short time
since they increased the salary of their district

surveyor, Mr. Frank Whitmore, from 200Z. to

250Z. a year.

Reyal Archaeological Institute. — The
Royal Arohmological Institute of Great Britain
and Ireland will visit Bury St. Edmunds on the
29th inat.

New Process for Preserving Wood.

—

A new process for preserving wood by means of

borax is announced. The wood, it is said, can
be made impermeable to water by dissolving

some shellac in the solution of borax,

Schools of Art Works.—We are glad to

hear that the large metal flagon, designed,
modelled, and chased by Mr. H. Archer, aud for

which tbe gold medal was awarded, has been
bought by an eminent firm in Sheffield.

TENDERS.
For erecting warehouse, Speek’e-fielda, Mile-end New

Town, for Mr. A. Bishoo. Mr. J. Tanner, architect:—
Harr 2,256 0 0
Ashby 4 Sons 1,992 0 0
Eaton 4 Chapman 1,9-10 0 0
Turner 4 Sons 1,899 0 0
Ashby 4 Horner (accepted) 1,880 0 0

[July 3, 1869.

For completing fire brigade station, Eeufrew-road,
Lower Kennington-lane, for the Metropolitan Board of
Works :

—

Cook 4 Green £871 0 0
Ebb,, 8-U 0 0
Till ., 835 0 0
Crockett 795 0 0
Waterson 765 0 0
Blackmore 4 Morley 765 0 0
Shurmur 694 0 0
Ball 637 0 0
Winship 615 0 0

architoot. Quantities supplied
Coleman £3,275 0 0
Dove, Brothers 3,255 0 0
Hart 3,250 0 0
Merritt 4 Ashby 3,20 ) 0 0
Myers 4 Son . 3,159 0 0
Kelly, Brothers 3,0i7 0 0
Nixon 2,996 0 0
Webb 4 Sods 2,971 0 0
Browne 4 Robinson 2,890 0 0

For rebnilding house, Westminster, for Mr. Parks.
Mr. H. W. Btidd, architect:

—

Hoare 4 Poatlethwaite £567 0 0
King 4 Son 665 0 0
Kiehurds 618 0 0
Foster 610 0 0

Harrison 4 Son
Bridges
Drew
Nightingale (too late)....

Kimberly
Newcombe
Lovett
Dover
Haynes
Foreshaw (accepted) ....

Briggs
Barrett (withdrawn) ....

Wiltshire (withdrawn) .

2,263 0 0
2,13-1 0 0
2,060 0 0
2,040 0 0
1,969 0 0
1,900 0 0
1,880 0 0
1,878 0 0
1,794 14 0
1,770 10 0

1,767 7 11

For school and class room and teacher's residence,

Bredgar, Kent. Mr. G, Buck, architect. Quantities sop-

plied
Gammon,... £983 15 0

SoUitt 979 0 0
Harris 970 0 0

Anscomb..... 965 0 0
Tidy 955 0 0
Clements 935 0 0

Baywell 933 0 0
Wallis 4 Clements 803 0 0
Seager 4 Marley 859 0 0

Epps (accepted) 747 10 0

For brewery 'and dwelling-house, at Wootton Bassett,

for Mr. 8. Hart. Mr. T. S. Lansdown, architect:—
Barnicnat £2,480 0 0
Kimberly 2,286 0 0

Newoombe 2,206 0 0

Wheeler 2,227 0 0

Dover 2,115 0 0

Jones 2,100 0 0

Drew 2,044 0 0
Barrett 1,959 2 4

Dyer (accepted) 1,920 0 0

For reseating, refronting, 4c. Congregational Chapel, in

Fish-street, Hull. Mr. S. Musgrave, architect

Sricklai/er's and Tlatlerer't Work,

Musgrave £490 0 0

Carpenter' $ and Joiner'* Work.',

I

Bissons £660 0 0

Mason'e Work,

Sweeting £3° 0 0

Plumber's Work.

Richardson £21 0 0

Qasfitter’s Work.

Stones £36 0 0

Slater's Work,

WUde 4 Co £9 19 0

Painter's Work.

Chapman' £50 0 0

Dowell, architect

Conker £1,600 0 0

Newman 1,489 0 0

Parson 4 Co 1,424 0 0

Lowe 1,418 0 0
Toung 1,330 0 0

Hayden 1,327 10 0
Urey 1,327 0 0

Flux 1,287 0 0
JollilTe 1,286 0 0
Thomas (accepted) 1,278 0 0

For alterations and enlargement of tbe Horse and
Dorsers, Bread-street-bill, [Cannon-street, for Mr. T. Brinn.
Drawings prepared by Mr. P. Arthur :

—

Builder's Work.

Messrs. Michell .£396 0 0

Plumber's Work.

Messrs. Clements —
I

Painter’s and Decorator's Work.
McCarthy —

For rebuilding house and premises. No. 13, Elizabeth-
street, Pimlico. Mr. J. M. Dance :

—

Wilson £561 0 0
Leggett 633 10 0
Wnittick (accepted) 625 0 0
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A Note from Northampton.

HOULD any of oar

readers, having

exhansted nearer

qnarries of anti-

qnarian and art-

istio interest, be

seeking a fresh

working, they will

find it in North-

ampton, which is abont two

hours from London by ex-

press train, and a centre

whence nnmerons excursions

may be made, inatrnctive,

fruitful, and delightful. The
county, as every one probably

knows, is full of historical

associations, dating from the time when the
Eomans constructed a chain of forts along the
banks of tho river Nen to the Warwickshire
Avon, and farther, up to the year 1675, when
a large part of Northampton was burnt down.
Hamtune, in Saxon times, or North Hamptune,
as it was called soon after the Normans came,
witnessed many important events. The Danes
burnt it. Great councils were held here by
Henry I., Stephen, Henry II., and others. Here
the barons swore allegiance to John, in the year
1199 ; and afterwards, when they had made the
king sign Magna Charta, Northampton Castle,

amongst other castles, was given up to them as
security for thefulfilment ofthe engagement. The
lastParliamentassembled in Northampton ordered
the poll-tax which led to Wat Tyler’s rebellion.

One of the great battles between the Boses was
fought in the fields close to the town, when the
king, Henry VI., was taken prisoner. Burleigh
reminds us of Queen Elizabeth, Fotheringay
of Mary Queen of Soots, Tresham’s triangular

Lodge at Bushton, of the Gunpowder Plot
;
and

Naaeby, of the irretrievable defeat of Charles I.

by Fairfax and Cromwell. Earthworks are not
wanting, and architectural remains from the
time of the Anglo-Saxons to that of the Tudors
are plentiful. The works left by the former in

England, indeed, cannot be fully studied without
taking into consideration those to be found in the

neighbourhood of Northampton. The churches
of Brixworth, Barton, Barnack, and Brigstock,

—

all beginning with B, by the way,—are most
important items in the group of works which
remain to ns, unquestionably dating from before

the Norman conquest, and concerning which we
will speak again hereafter. Northampton itself

has one of the only four Bonnd Churches in

England, resulting from the Crusades, St.

Sepulchre’s
5
also a very beautiful specimen of

Anglo-Norman work, St. Peter’s Church, and
the best remaining Eleanor cross. Eleanor, the
half-sister of the king of Castile, and who, it

trill be remembered, accompanied her hnaband
—when Prince Edward—to the Holy Land, and
saved his life by sucking the wound made by a
poisoned weapon, died at Hnrby, or Hardeby, in

Nottinghamshire, on the 28th of November,
1290. Crosses were erected, as everyone knows,
at the places where the body rested on its way
to London, and some Expense Bolls, which have
been preserved, mention one at Lincoln, at

Northampton, Stoney Stratford, Woburn, Dun-
stable, and St. Alban’s, all mainly the work
of John de Bello, or of Battle. There were
others at Harby, Geddington, Waltham, Cheap-
side, and Charing.

Of the fifteen believed to have been originally

erected, only three,—those at Northampton,

Geddington, and Waltham,—remain. The statues

of Eleanor for the Northampton Cross, as well

as for others, were by William de Hibernia, or

Ireland, but seem to have been copied from the

statue executed by Master William Torell,

goldsmith, for the tomb in Westminster Abbey.

The four statues still remaining in the North-

ampton Cross (all of the Queen) are graceful

and dignified.

The Northampton Cross, about a mile from
the town, placed on a flight of steps that give it

admirable firmness of aspect, is beautifully

situated on rising ground at the side of the

road : backed with trees, and with a charming
view of the town in the distance on one side, it

forms a picture that remains on the memory.
The structure is iu a fair state of repair, with

the exception of the terminal, or fourth stage,

but having been restored on various occasions,

once at a period when less care was paid to the

retention of old forms than is now the case,

donbt is felt as to the correctness of some of

the portions. We are disposed to think, however,

that no considerable departure from the original

was made.

It is noticeable that under each statue, on
four of the eight faces of the first stage, is

sculptured a small projecting desk with an open

book on it, for the most part defaced, but still

obvious.

It is sometimes said that these large crosses

form a class of structures wholly peculiar to

England
;
but this is not correct. The Sebone

Brunnen in the market-place of Nuremberg is a

remarkably flue work of the same kind, larger

and more elaborate than those dedicated to the

Chero Reinc ,—the beloved of all England, as

Waleingham calls her. If we remember rightly

however, this particular example is of somewhat
later date.

The Bonnd Churoh, St. Sepulohre’s, was bnilt

by Simon de Liz, the second Earl of Northamp-

ton, when he returned from the first Crusade,

and is very rude and ugly. Bound lofty columns

form the annular aisle within, and are connected

by pointed arches, which may or may not be

original. At present the building is in a miserable

condition, without interest of any sort except its

age and origin. The later chnrch, added to the

Bonnd in the thirteenth century, as at the

Temple Chnrch, London, has been lately restored,

and, we believe, added to. Stones of two colours,

call them white and brown, wero originally used

here somewhat indisoriminately. In the restora-

tion and rebuilding, the colours have been varied

with more regularity, and the result is a specimen

of what has been wickedly termed the Holy Zebra

style, at present somewhat wanting in repose.

Time, however, the great harmonizer, will

gradually lessen its garishneas. The new work
includes a considerable amount of carving, some
of it very well executed.

The angular buttresses of the later tower

here project so considerably at the bottom, and

decrease so regularly, as to continue the lines of

the spire down to the ground with agreeable

effect.

St. Peter’s is a remarkably interesting spe-

cimen of the Norman style; the variety in the

capitals of the columns inside, and the beauty of

some of them, are very striking. Britton, in his

well-known 5th volume,* a most valuable book,

gives a sheet of these capitals, besides internal

and external views of the church. Miss Baker,

the sister of the historian of the county, spent a

long time in removingfrom these carvings sncces-

sive coats of whitewash, which had disfigured

and preserved them. The tower, the greater

part of which is Norman, is specially noticeable

for its angular buttresses, each formed of a clus-

ter of three columns, so to speak, decreasing in

• '‘Architectural Antiquities.”

size, story by story, and for a highly enriched
Norman discharging arch on the west front of

it. The effect of these buttresses, now that the

earth is removed from the bases, and they are

seen in their whole height, is very fine. The
variety and beauty of the interlacings and floral

pateraa that adorn the face of the curious arch,

alluded to, are also charming. These two features

make the tower unique, so far as we know. To
the other churches in the town we can but
briefly allude. All Saints’, the principal, which
stands at the intersection of maiu streets, is a
strange hybrid, completed in the reign of Queen
Anne, bat is not without interesting associations.

St. Giles’s Cburchisan ancient buildmg,ofvarious

periods, and includes a handsome Norman door-

way in the west face of the tower.*

It is worth noting that the calculations of tho

probable duration of life at certain ages known
as the Northampton table, and on which, though
it is now thought of little value, the present

system of Life Assurance was almost founded,

were made by Dr. Price from the account of

burials iu this town during a period of forty-five

years,—1735 to 1780.

Of thenew town-hall here onrreaders have heard

before now. It is founded in general arrange-

ment on the same type as the Manchester Assize

Courts are, with central tower, under which is

formed the main approach, and inclndes a con-

siderable amonnt of descriptive aculptnre in

relief, and a range of figures under canopies

along the whole front below the parapet. These

canopies, awkwardly stuck on, are not quite

satisfactory : nevertheless, the building, as a

whole, is creditable to all concerned, and a great

ornament to the town. A museum of local

antiquities and other objects of interest will be
found in one of its apartments, and is said to be

worth a visit: we did not see it. Several of

the inhabitants have a taste for collecting.

At " The George,” for example, an inn of very

ancient repute, though the present building is not

old, theowu6r,Mr. Higgins, has gathered a number
of pleasant pictures and many interesting odds

and ends in the shape of ebiua and old prints.

This hotel is a comfortable, good place, and may
be recommended. The sitting-rooms look up
the principal street, and from them, on a Satur-

day, when a weekly market is held, a scene of

great animation and bustle is visible, especially

in the evening, when every stall has its light.

During the whole day people stream through the

street, and the amount of business done is very

considerable.

We will make a couple of little excursions,

—

one that shall include Brixworth Church and
Althorp House, the seat of Earl Speucer, with

its fine library and paintings
j

the other to

take in Earl’s Barton Church, which will give

ns something to say on Anglo-Saxon work
generally, and Castle Ashby, the house of

the Marquis of Northampton. The nams of

this domain recalls to us forcibly the late

marquis, Spencer Joshua Alwyne, whose

memory is dear to the older fellows of the

Boyal Society. His conversazioni held annually,

as president of that society, at his house in

Piccadilly, not many doors from Apsley House,

were the most agreeable evenings of the kind

that can be remembered. Genial, bustling,

thoughtful, the president brought people toge-

ther, made them known to each other, and gave

to these gatherings memories that remain. Ic

was at these meetings that the late Prince

Consort first made acquaintance with English

men of science. We can remember distinctly

the first at which the Prince appeared, when,

passing round a table whereon were a number of

• It was the last anniversary of her Majesty the
Qaeen'a accession, and which fell on a Sunday, when we
visited St. Alban's church, and on this occasion the Rev.
Mr. Wright, the curate as we were told, preached a
sertnon full of loyalty and good teaching, so eloquent, and
withal so simple and unstrained, that we shall expect to

hear of him soon in a wider sphere.
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thiags, minerals, models, and such like, he made
a pertinent remark on erery one of them, ending

with an observation on a machine for cutting out

circular timbers for ahip-bnilding, which forced

the inventor to say, “ Well, air, I most admit that

what your Royal Highness objects to is its weak
point.”

At the same time that Lord Northampton was
holding these meetings, the late Lord Londes-

borough, not then arrived at that title, was
giving similar conversazioni, as president of the

British Archmological Association, in the adjoin*

ing house, as he afterwards did in Carlton Gardens,

and Earl de Grey, as president of the Institute

of Architects, was doing the same in St. James’s-

square. To all these gatherings men of any
eminence in their several walks, or likely to

become so, and, in the case of the latter two,

ladies also, could find their way. The conversa-

zioni now given by the various societies, mostly

in their own rooms, agreeable and useful as they

are, do not supply the place of those of which wo
are speaking. This, however, is a digression.

Starting for Althorp, wo pass on the road, just

outside the town, Becket’s Well. It was to a

council held in Northampton that King Henry II.

summoned the imperious archbishop to hear

charges made against him of perjury and con-

tumacy. On the 18th of October, 1164i, Beoket
appeared in great state in the hall of the castle,

80 offending Henry by his appearance and bear-

ing as to lead the king to retire into an inner

apartment. When the Earl of Leicester began
to read to the Archbishop the sentence of the

Court, commencing with the usual form, “ Oyez

die jugement reyidu contre wus,” Becket iuter-

rupted him, denied theirjurisdiction, and referred

his quarrel to the Pope. At night he secretly

left the town, and tradition says he knelt to pray

at the well that in consequence now bears his

name. This trial of Beoket has been pointed to

as the earliest State trial of which we have any ac-

count. When our bellman cries " 0 yes ! 0 yes
!”

he thinks he is talking English, not that he is

carrying on the old Norman form of bidding

people listen to a legal decree,

—

Oyez ci le juge-

went rendu.
Although we have started, it is too late now to

go on to Althorp. To use the often-quoted lines

of the poet Cowper, who lived at Olney, not far

off,

—

.— - “The setting sun concludes the day,
And all the fair enohauUnent fades away;
The George receives ua to the peaceful bed,

’Till morn new beauties o'er the landscape spread.”

When the sun rises we will rise too and finish

our Note from Northampton.

THE PROPOSED TRADE-UNION
LEGISLATION.

Amid all the complicated struggles that vex

the social system of modern Europe may be
traced the action of two distinct and antagonistic

principles. The influence which they exert is

not novel, for their existence is coeval with
human nature ; or, at all events,' with human
society. But amid the rapid, although bloodless,

revolution which is the offspring of the nine-

teenth ocntnry many of the ancient watchwords
of party have been laid aside. Much that was
once assumed to be unquestionably true is now
not only exploded, but forgotten. That religious

horror of innovation which, two thousand years
ago, was considered to be a distinct effect and
sign of the fear of God, has retired to its

remotest strongholds, if it has nob altogether

ceased to be an element of moral activity. The
evil of change, as change, is no longer held by
any person to bo an undeniable truth. In the

face of the immense strides made by science,

and especially by the practical science of the

chemist and of the mechanic, the most timid

conservative coLfines his aspirations to the

desire, that change shall be well considered,

well aimed, and well ordered. To remain in

statu quo is no longer the expectation of any
person who thinks at all.

For the mind that seeks to look beyond the
immediate requirements of the hour, and to

dispel that haze of conventionalism in which the
language and the ideas of party spirit involve
the great questions of the day, it is instructive
to be brought face to face with the great prin-
ciples to which we refer, displayed in their naked
simplicity. Oo all questions of organisation,
from above or from below, of hierarchical order,
or of democratic delegation, of the rights of
capital, the rights of labour, and the rights of
man, the widest differences of opinion may, and

no doubt do, honestly obtain. But the cause of

the absolute and irreconcilable hostility that

underlies every other form or pretext of conflict

is the division which subsists between those

who endeavour, with more or less wisdom, to

draw and bind together all classes and elements

of society for the common good, and those who
ondeavonr to set interest against interest, class

against class, or man against man, for the sake

of individual advantage. The former seek to

build, the latter to pull down. The former are

willing, in so far as it is in their power, faith-

fully to serve the State. The latter postpone

any thought for national or for general advan-

tage, to the supply of their own need, or the

gratification of their own vanity.

If we bear this unquestionable distinction

clearly in mind, we may find that much of the

mist and vague doubt that beset some of the

great social questions of the day will disappear.

More especially may we hope that this will be

the case when we approach one of the most

vital of them all—the subject of the organisation

of labour.

The organisation of labour has two aspects.

We cannot divide it, as might at first be expected,

into the natoral and the artificial, for such a

division is, in fact, nothing more than another

mode of describing the presence or the absence

of organisation. Bat any attempt at organisation

has to deal with the two primary elements of

demand and of supply, of the employers and the

producers of labour, of the customer and the

manufacturer, the mouth and the hand.

Now the radical, essential evil of the form

which the trade • union organisation has as-

sumed within the last half-centiiry lies in the

fact that the men who have given movement to

the masses have not regarded this primary divi-

sion of the subject. They have overlooked the

essential relation between demand and supply,

and they have not overlooked, but endeavoured

to destroy, the intimate interdependonoe that

exists between the two productive agencies them-

selves. They have committed the fatal error of

placing labour in opposition to the natural

aliment of labour, which we call capital. They
have taught the workman to regard his interest

as permanently distinct from that of his em-
ployer, instead of being so intimately connected

with it as to be, in the long run, identical. They
have sought to place the man who works to-day,

in opposition to the man who, having worked
yesterday, has something which his successor

wants, and which, by a common eflbrt, each may
help the other to aoquire'or to iucrease. They have

drawn a line between employer and employed,

instead of between producer and consumer
;
and

they have drawn a harder line at this false limit,

than that which ought to be interposed at the

proper point of division.

To speak at the present day of the trade

organisation of workmen as a crime, an evil, or a

matter to be compulsorily put down, is as un-

philosophical as it is unpraobioal. In even the

worst abuses of the union organisation may be

detected the instinctive effort of the proprietor

of labour to do for himself that which ought to

have been done for him. He may, and too often

does, mistake the way. Not only so, but he may
often be found seeking for what he wants in the

very opposite direction from that of the path

which he ought to take. But the blame of this

ignorance is not exclusively his own. Neither

is it by negative teaching that the case is to be

met, or that the powerful, though blind, craving

for organisation is to be either satisfied or sup-

pressed.

Labour at the present day is in the very crisis

of emancipation from a long and painful servi-

tude. The moralist is beginning to regard the

toil of man, whether it be with the brain or with

the muscles, as a blessing, and nob as a curse.

Men of thought are awakening to the fact that

the great requisite of progress is the adequate

distribution of labour. The wealth, that is to

say, the well-baing of society, demands that

every member of every class shall take his or her .

appropriate share in the great total of human
duty, and shall win the reward attendant on the

faithful discharge of the same. Luxurious idle-

ness for one, grinding and sordid toil for another,

is a state of things evil for all alike. All men
who can be said to think at all are agreed on this

point. The tendency which is so fearfully pre-

valent at the present day to make the rich man
richer, and the poor man poorer, is felt by all

persons who have any pretension to have a voice

in the matter, to be one of the chief, if not the

chief, menace that clouds the future. Thus, in

every grade and rank of society we see indica-

tions of a tendency towards that happy state of

things in which England may find each man
ready and willing to do his duty.

The idea that the theoretic perfection of

society implies the complete distribution of

labour, intellectual and physical, among its mem-
bers, so that idleness and oppression shall be

equally dreaded and avoided, may be regarded

as the key to the great problem of the social

bond. As this thought becomes concrete in

action, so will the oocnpants of any degree of

the social scale be more harmoniously bound to

those both above and below them. And it is a

principle which, while never yet distiootly put

forward as the cry of a party or the symbol of a

school, has got a far more energetlo life, and a

far wider influence, than we may at first be

inclined to imagine.

The success that attends the exertions of any

individual labourer, or of any class of labourers,

in the great social hive, will be found to depend

on the degree in which those exertions tend

towards the realisation of this great object—the

provident and efficient distribution of labour.

As in every successful industry the distribution

of the parts tends to the perfection of the whole,

so is it in the great master industry of social

life. And it is for this reason that all purely

selfish attempts at organisation are mischievous.

They are short-sighted in their aim
;
and, there-

fore, false in their results. They endeavour to

give a factitious independence to a part, the

welfare of which is impossible without the

welfare of the whole.

No instance of the fatal results attendant on

a neglect of this principle of social solidarity

is more striking than that which is found in the

case where labour is arrayed against capital.

The true object of every special industry is the

attainment of the industrial results by means of

the minimum exertion of labour. For it is not

labour, alone and by itself, that is a blessing,

but productive labour. Thus, the punishment

of the treadmill is said to be most grievous to

those doomed to undergo it, from the sense of

the absolute waste of time and of power, and

the sheer inutility of the toil. Let the prison

labour fill reservoirs, or grind corn, or produce

any tangible, useful, known result, and the toil

of the prisoner will be lightened of its bitterest

moral element. Then, the more productive each

item of labour is made, the more room is left

for further application. Waste of toil is thus as

great a social evil as waste of time, or waste of

the products of toil.

In this diminution of unnecessary labour the

great part is played by what is unfortunately

called capital. The relation between the capi-

talist and the craftsman is of the same nature as

that which exists between the workman and hia

tools. The capitalist, normally considered, is a

great tool-maker, seller, or warehouseman. Ho
has provided, at the cost of past labour, the

shelter of workshops and of manufactories, the

steam-engines that drive, the pumps that clear

the workings, the cupolas and steam-blasts that

smelt the ore, the shafts that reach the mineral,

the windiug-gear that brings it to the surface.

All this is the contribution of capital to its

partnership with labour, and evil it is for all

those who attempt to divide what God hath thus

joined.

So far, then, as the general organisation of the

trade-unions of this country tends to draw a line

between the capitalist and the labourer, to set

increase of wages against rate of profit, and to

make the workman regard his interest as per-

manently apart from, or even opposed to, that ol

the master, the infiuenoe of these associations

can only be regarded as hostile to the best interests

of society.

Bat in so far as they tend to impress on ths

mind of the workman that he is a member of an

order of society as indispensable to the common
welfare as any other order, and one, moreover,

that is clothed with its own most ancient dignity

that of productive energy and perseverance

the trade organisations may be regarded as the

product of the instinctive efl’orts of those wh(
live by labour to rise to the height of their dutj

and of their task. And even when we regarc

those features which all wise men must lament
and all goodmen mu8tblame,letu3 remember how
far those above, too, have been negligent or supine

Have the educated so bestirred themselves tc

help the workman, that they have the right tc

condemn hia uuinstruoted but honest effort tc

help to raise or to instruct himself?

It is a very hopeful sign for the future of oni

manufacturing industry to see, as wo have done

on a recent occasion, the chair of a public meet'
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ing lield by, or in behalf of trade-unions, taken

by a master manufacturer. The sentiments ex-

pressed by Mr. Morley on the occasion to which
we refer, merit the serious and grateful attention

of every operative. It will be a public benefit

to convince the great mass of working men that

their employers, so far from being their enemies,

are their best and surest friends. And nothing

is more likely to tend to this desirable result

than the proof which is afforded by meetings of

this description, that the master manufacturers

by no means desire the degradation of the

operative class. They do not wish their work-
people to remain a mere disorganised mob. What
they do desire is, that the organisation should be
based on natural principles, and directed to a
practical end. In a word, it is to co-operative,

not to mutually defiant, organisation, that em-
ployer as well as employed must look, if they

wish to retain, or rather to regain, our command
of the markets of the world, or even to keep the

wolf from the door.

The more intelligent, the more able, the more
comfortable the workman, the better for the
employer'. That which the latter has to dread
is, not education, but imperfect and erroneous
education; not elevation in the social scale, but
inflation with a false notion of self-importance ;

not combination, but conspiracy. The educated
operative is the best aid to the educated master.

It is the half-educated man, whether employing
or employed, who is the source of disturbance.

Tho man who has enough intelligence to under-
stand how the exertions of all conduce to the

welfare of each, has attained to that position in

the moral world that we desire to see generally

occupied. The man who has learned just enough
to see the evils of the present state of society,

without justly appreciating the causes, is apt to

look to violence as the remedy. And thus has that
element of brute force been appealed to, which
disturbs and complicates the social relations,

which embitters class against class, aud which
tends to chase industry from its groat centres,

aud comfort and content from our shores.

In looking at those steps which tend to draw
together master and workman as partners and
fellow-labourers, we wish to call attention to

some of those institutions already existing among
us, the full development of which is seriously to

be desired. Perhaps the first of these beneficent

fruits of incipient organisation is the sick fund.

In this, as far as our own experience extends,

tho management has generally been retained,

and that with some degree of jealousy, in the
hands of the operatives. The one great point to

regard is the safe-keeping, and the just applica-

tion, of the subscriptions. The danger of waste,

or of misapplication, is wont to increase with
increasing prosperity. As the bulk of the money
is collected in the form of a weekly deduction
from wages, nothing can be more proper than
that the distribution should be effected by the
hands that earn, and that collect, the supply.

But it is no less a duty incumbent on the
employers of labour to contribute to this fund.

Directly or indirectly, they mnst do so to some
extent; and it is in all respects most desirable

that the contribution of the employer should
take a distinct monetary form. Nor is it so

much for his interest, as for that of the ultimate

objects of the fund, that a voice as to the care
and proper application of the fund should be
given to the capitalist in virtue of his appearance
as a subscriber.

Next to the sick fund in the estimation of the
sick—prime in importance in the view of the
foreseeing—is the industrial school. In this the
initiation and guidance belong to the masters
or employers, no less naturally than do those of
the sick fund to the subscribers, Bat none the
less is the concurrence of the operations of the
utmost importance. The hope and promise of

the future, the greater or less delay which must
interpose before the proper dignity of labour is

assured, lie within the province of the school-
master. No association of workmen, whether
among themselves or in relation to their em-
ployers, has within itself the salt of durable
success, if the schools for the young are neglected.
As we BOW, in this respect, shall we surely reap.
The importance of the conveyance of this con-
viction to the minds of the operative classes, is

of the first order.

I'ollowiag the school is the Mechanics’ Insti-
tnte. Ail forms of adult education, improve-
ment, and intelligent amnsoment, come under
this head. Libraries, lectures, lessons in music,
cottage flower-shows,—all those modes of em-
ploying the brief leisure of the workman, which
afford a relief from the constant pressure of toil

on the one hand, and from the fatal alluremonts

of the public-house on the other, come under
this head. Amusement, within due limits, is the

right of the workman. Within or without such
limits, he is sure to crave for it, and pretty sure

to have it. The care of his friends, whether they
wear broad-cloth or fustian, should bo to supply
that quality of amusement which is suitable both
to his taste and to his welfare. And, so far as

this can be done by intellectual amusement,—by
that which, while play to the well-taught mind,
will 611 the uniustructed with wonder, as in the

case of some of the marvels of demonstrative
chemistry,—tho gain is immense. No source of

mischief is more active than ejinui; and this

intolerable scourge is by no means confined to

the gentle or to the tenderly nurtured. There
is the ennui of ignorant idleness

;
and no social

evil is at times more to be dreaded. The cure
for this disease is to be found in that class of

occupations which may be grouped together

under the general name of the Mechanics’
Institute and Club.

An industrial community,—whether associated

together under a single employer, as in the case
of villages that cluster around some important
manufactory, or whether formed of a congeries

of such distinct groups, as in the case of our
larger manufaclunag'towna,—in which masters
and workfolk are bound together in a common
interest by means of the sick fund, the school,

and the mechanics’ institute, is the best example
of a true trade-union. But we have yet, in some
cases, advanced a step or two further in the
emancipation of labour, and at each such step we
attain further advantages for each aud for all.

The step to which we now refer is that which
is due to co-operation. Viewed in its simplest
form, co-operation is the necessary complement
to the division of labour. Looked at as a ques-
tion of politics proper, it is a moans of enlisting

human nature on the side of industry instead of

on the side of idleness. It is a method by which
the selfish instincts are made to tend to the
welfare of society. We are far from wishing to

suggest that evcri/ effort to apply the principle is

economically wise, or that amateur assoc’ations

can with ultimate advantage replace the properly-

trained tradesman, unless uuder exceptional

circumstances.

But there are simple and effective methods
by which the operative classes can be ecoao-
mically interested in that saving which they have
the means of readily effecting. The stimulus to

industry, to the avoidance of waste, aud to the
exertion, at every point, of the utmost care and
the most untiring skill, that is afforded by the ex-

istence of a pecuniary interest, however slight,

in the results of the manufacture, it is not; easy
to exaggerate. In some instances the work-
people have bad their wages augmented by a
percentage dependent on the profit of the work.
They are thus associated in a direct partnership
with the capitalist. Wages, and interest on
capital, together with a proper allowance for

depreciation of plant and machinery, being first

paid, and all expenses, direct or contingent,

allowed for, the resulting net profit is divided, in

an ascertained ratio, between the head aud the

hands. The satisfactory result of this intimate
alliance between the master aud the man is said

to be as striking as might bo anticipated to be
the case.

Another method in which the influence of the

spirit of association tends to bind class to class is

to be found displayed in the operation of building
societies. The advantage of a wise development
of this system is even greater than that of

directly interesting the workman in the product
of his toil. For, by the prudent capitalisation of
his savings, by means of monthly or weekly sub-

scriptions to the building fund, the workman
becomes more closely linked, not only to his

fellow-countrymen, but to his native land. lie

becomes, to an adequate extent a landholder.

The groat question of the division, or even the
opposition, between the landed aud the indus-
trial interests, thus receives a solution that is

advantageous to us all ; for, while a minutely-
divided peasant proprietary is hostile to the due
cultivation of land, and thus to the productive
power of the country, an industrious manufac-
turing proprietary, whose savings, whether in

the form of commercial returns or of domestic
comfort, become tangibly augmented from year .

to year, form an invaluable element of the

national wealth.

We trust that tho attention which is directed

to the Bill lately before the House of Commons
will not be limited to the discussion of its clauses ;

but that all those who are interested in the welfare

of tho operative classes will turn their thoughts
to those tangible results of a real trad i-union,

which are within the reach of provident in-

dustry, and which are so important to the
national welfare.

NORMAN HTDRAULIC ENGINEERING AT
CANTERBURY.*-

The Kent Archaeological Sociory has added to

the “ Arohasologia Cantiana ” a careful and
picturesque paper, written by Professor Willis,
“ On the Architectural History of the Con-
ventual Buildings of the great Monastery of

Christ Church, Canterbury,” the outline of which
was read by him to the Archaeological Institute

in 1847, aud subsequently to the Society of
Antiquaries. The subject is one capable of much
elaboration, and this has been bestowed upon it

in the years that have elapsed since it was first

undertaken
;

aud several plans, and a large
number of sketches taken by the Professor’s

skilful pencil, conduce highly to the interest of
the mode of treatment. We would draw atcen-

tion, however, chiefly to two Norman drawings
showing the system of waterworks and drainage,

reproduced in all their terse, spirited quaintness.

Ooe of them has not been published before; the
other, mistaken for an architectural plan of the
monastic buildings, was engraved in the “ Vetusta
Monumenba,” but not with the minute fidelity

of the present specimen, for the contractions of
the inscriptions were expanded, and the aspects
of the names, which in the original follow the
elevations of the buildings, were made uniform,
so that they oould be read without turning
tho plan about ; and this engraving has been
reduced for other works without collation with
the original : hence these liberties have been
perpetuated. Professor Willis has, however, now
traced line for line, reserving all explanations of
contractions for his letter-press description. The
original drawings are preserved in the library of

Trinity College, Cambridge, fastened, by stitching

and paste in the one instance, and by paste only
in the other, into a large folio illuminated MS.
volume, coutaining the Psalter in Latin, Norman
French, and Saxon, with, other sacred writings,

generally known as “ Eadwin’s Psalter.” Two
hundred aud seventy-three pages of this folio

are continuous, when there occurs a gap, as
though some leaves had been torn out

;
and it is

in this vacancy that the larger of the two
Norman drawings is stitched through its middle
crease into the binding bands of the book.

Following the drawing is a portrait of Eadwio,
aud then two more leaves of the original

volume, on which is written the latter part of
tbeNicene Creed, the missing portion, clearly,

having been on one of the leaves torn out; and
then, pasted to the vellum guard that is the return
of the final page, is the smaller second drawing.

Professor Willis takes them both to be the

work of the engineer Wibert, or of his assistants

;

and considers that, though incidentally they
figure the convent buildings, they were made for

the purpose of illustrating and explaining, for

the information of those in charge of it, and of

those who might come after them, the system
of waterworks aud drains they laid down. The
larger drawing, he thinks, bears evidence on
the face of it of having been made by a machi-
nist anxious to explain his contrivances, for which
purpose he has delineated the monastic buildings

and named them, so as to show the exact course

of the pipes from one to the other, and the
positions of the cisterns and standpipes in re-

ference to them ; and the smaller drawing has
the appearance of being a disentanglement of

the hydraulic system from the architectural

plan, or a condensation, by the same band, of

the same information, so compressed, with a
view only of making the hydraulic arrangements
clear, that no other buildings thau those actually

supplied with water are indicated, and these

only just sufficiently for identification, and with

no inscriptions. Before noticing the Professor’s

explanation of the system thus illustrated, we
should mention that these bird’s-eye views of

the Norman draughtsman are the earliest

Medieval example of this kind of perspective

known. Instead of placing his buildings on the

plan as though seen from one point of view up
in the air, as we now do, he made a different

* Tbe Arehitecturftl History of tbe Coaventoal Baildings

of tiie MoDRBtery of Christ Church iu Canterbury, con-
sidered in relation to the Monastic Life and Rules, anddrawn
op from personal Surveys and original Documentary Be-
search. By tbe Rev. R-^bert Willis, M. A., E.R.S. London:
Printed for the Kent Arcbccologieal Society, by Taylor &
Co., Little Queen-street. 1869.
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point of view for each building, so as to keep his

elevations on the lines belonging to them on hia

plan. Thus angles and projections are not of

much acconnt in hia eyes, and he places all

gable-ends npon the same base lines as the

elevations.

When the drawings are spread out before us

they show a number of stiff tiny buildings, moat
of which are roofed with scaly tiles, and all of

which are irregularly strung together, though

scattered over the sheets, by the thick line that

represents the water-pipes from one to another.

Hero and there, too, there are circles which

represent the various tanks. In the larger

drawing, which is npon two sheets like the

original, and where, as we have said, there are

more buildings depicted than on the smaller, we
can see the semicircular-headed arcades of the

cloisters, and the rosette-formed basins of the

lavatories in them
;
and that some of the largest

roofs are ribbed as though covered with lead

;

and we can see the gutters intended to carry

away the rain waters encompassing some of the

courts and traversing others. Now and then

the gables are surmounted with crosses, but more
frequently with balls, and when there is neither

of these, fantastic animals or birds either crouch

or are perched upon them. The herbarium is

quaintly distinguished by rows of plants as much
like crooked pins as anything else

j
and the fish-

pond by an enclosed and escalloped space, in the

centre of which two fishes’ heads are projecting

in opposite directions from a circle. On some of

the doors and posts there are indications of

handsome iron-work. Everywhere the windows
are long, deep black, single lights. Sometimes
over the roof tops, sometimes on the facades and
on the ground are written in Latin, very neatly,

with many contractions, the following explana-

tions, which we qnote from the Professor’s table

of translations :

—

Cistern in the Laics'
Cemetery.
Here the water flows into

the fl-h-pond from the cis-

tern in the outer or Laics'

Cemetery.
Here the water passes

into the aisle of the inflr.

mary hall.

Aud here comes out of
that aisle and enters the
flsh-pond.
Here it quits the flsh-

pond, and passes to the
frior'a cistern.

Ceraotery-gate near the
chapel.

Tub from which the water
flows under the necessarium
of the intirmary.
Kitchen of the infirmary,

Vestiary or treasury.
Door of the crypt.
Passage which leads (from

the great cloister) to the
infirmary.

tstand-pipe into which,
when the waters of the
source fail, water raised

from the well may be
poured, and it will be dis-

tributed to all the offices.

The Byetem may be described as one of tanks’

or receptacles, supplied by a feed-pipe, and fur-

nished with a waste-pipe, and from which the

water was drawn by orifices near or at the
bottom. After leaving the source, which is re-

presented as a circnlar conduit-house, the pipe

passed through a cornfield, vineyard, and orchard,

all conventionally delineated, to five oblong
settling tanks, one after another. The length

of piping then crosses the city moat, close to one
of the towers of the city wall, and, entering

the precincts of the monastery, passes from tank
to tank, each of which is at a lower elevation

than the last. Water is distributed to some
points, also, by short vertical pipes soldered to

the main pipes underground
j and from the

occurrence of the representation of what appears

to be a spigot or cock, we may conclude that the

end intended for the delivery of the water was
furnished with some such contrivance. We
quote the description of the service by Professor

Willis :

—

" The whole of the water is poured into the first tank
by the main-pipe from the springs, from which tank it

iseuea through a waste-pipe, leaYing in it a sufficient

sapply. This first waste-pipe descending to the ground is

carried below the surface to the second tank, into which
it rises, acting as the feed-pipe to that tank, and having
its upper end at the same level as its other branch.
Similarly, a second waste-pipe, parallel to the feed-pipe,
but shorter, descends to the ground, aud rises in the nest
tank of the series to act as its feed-pipe, and so on. The
last lank of the series pours its waste water into the sewers
of the convent. Thus each tank in the series is connected
to the next by a horizontal pipe buried underground, with
an upright branch at each end, one of which is its own
waste-pipe, and the other end the feed-pipe of the next
tank.”

Before this system of distribution was adopted

the water was raised from wells, which were not

then covered over, but retained as additional

sources of supply should this one go wrong. A
column with a large capital, which served as a

funnel, was placed near the well of the infirmary

cloister upon a pipe which communicated with

all the offices, and supplied them by stand-

pipes; and, as we have read among the inscrip-

tions, wlien the ordinary supply was deficient

water could be obtained from the well, and

poured down the column, whence it would run

from any of the cocks of the stand-pipes com-
municating with it. And a second well in the

outer cemetery was also retained side by side

with a new cistern, which is depicted as fur-

nished with a lever handle raised on a forked

pole, and having a chain and bucket at one end

and a balancing atone at the other. The new
cistern by its side was not provided with a tap,

but with a pedestal, on which the town’s-people

could stand and dip their pails into it, probably

to prevent careless persons from leaving the tap

running and the water wasting. A waste-pipe con-

veyed all snperfluons water to the great fish-pond.

There were three lavers, or lavatories, to be
supplied. On entering the monastery the pipe

made straight through the prior’s gateway and
under the infirmary kitchen to the first of these,

in the infirmary cloister, which was used by the

mouka for their ablutions when they first issued

from their dormitories in the morning. A second

pipe proceeded westwards to the next laver, in

front of the refectory, used for ablations before

meals ; and here the small tank which received

the water was elevated on a pillar, apparently to

give it a sufficient head to enable it to pass to

the other receptacles, the first of which was the

third laver, in front of the infirmary. These
lavers appear to have been all furnished with

taps, from which water could be carried away in

pails J but they were, nevertheless, pyramidal

roofed structures of a highly ornamental cha-

racter. That near the refectory had a large low
circular octafoil basin, from the centre of which

uprose a pillar or stem carrying a smaller basin,

the margin of which was formed of semicircles

placed alternately with angular projections,

w'hich last served as lips from which the water

poured down into the lower basin. Each foil of

this lower basin appears to have been provided

with one of the contrivances we have mentioned

as being likely to mean a stop-cock or tap, so

that each monk could wash at a separate spot

without defiling the whole of the water. The
Professor acutely notices that the drangbtaman
omitted to show what became of the waste water

that flowed from the upper to the lower basin,

and again from the taps when in use, and con-

cludes there must have been a circular tauk on

the pavement to receive it.

The provision for carrying off the rain-water

from the south side of the church and the roofs

of the great cloister consisted of an open gutter

round the outer border of the cloister garth, and

a channel which crossed the garth from west to

east. These channels conveyed the waters to a

small cistern underground near a passage from

the principal cloisters to those of the infirmary,

and thence they were carried underground till

they flowed into a channel proceeding from the

prior’s water-tub, and were conveyed across the

Green-court into the town ditch. This plan was
still in use in the fifteenth century, as may be

seen in the list of the works executed in Prior

Chillenden’s time, which sets forth that be

repaired and amended the gutter in question;

and again in that which relates the works of

Prior Goldston, 1495-1517, who oonsfcrnoted rain

channels on the south and east sides of the

church, and joined them to that which bad been

amended by Chillenden, as aforesaid. That they

were nob altogether sufficient we may conclude
from the statement made by Prior Goldston,

that before the constrnction of his subterranean

aqueduct outside the church the rain-waters
“ wore wont to inundate the whole crypt of the

Virgin and the adjacent chapels, and greatly

hinder the access of the pilgrims to the glorious

Virgin.”

The Norman engiueers made an arrangement

for flushing or pnrging the pipes. At the angle

of every pipe where it turned vertically to feed

a tank, they placed a short horizontal branch

leading to the nearest drain gutter, and furnished

with a stop-cock. These branches are marked
on the drawing Purgatorium, and can have been

intended for no other purpose than to purge

the pipes from sediment; and they cleansed the

fosse of the great necessarium by conducting

their great sewer through it.

This Norman scheme of distribution of water

and drainage was useless after the Reformation.

The buildings in which were the principal lavers

and stand-pipes were taken down, and water

was required in new positions, especially in the

prebendal houses. Henco a new condnit-house

was built in the centre of the Green-court, and

from a large cistern on its upper floor the new
requirements were met. This new house is

shown on an unpublished plan, entitled ” A
Description of y® Vaults, Pipes, Sestones, and

Gutters belonging to the Church, as is hearin

shewed. Drane out and ffinnished by James

Wilkes, Waterman to y' Deane and Chapter of

Christ’s Church, Canterbury, October the 27th,

anno 1668.”

The quaint Norman drawings bring to mind

the care and skill the engineers displayed in their

works
;
the corn-fields, vineyards, aud orchards

amidst which they worked
;
the monastic circle

for whose needs they provided
;
and the constant

going and coming of guests and pilgrims that

made up so much of life in those old days. The

new conduit-house that displaced their lava-

tories, and which a local antiquary has handed

down, was “ square and like a country pigeon-

house,” had no long reign, and was itself dis-

placed at the beginning of the last century.

The arohmology of engineering has made a

gain in the hands of Professor Willis.

COVERING IN THE BRISTOL EXCHANGE.
The determination of the town council of

Bristol, by a very narrow majority, to cover the

quadrangle of the Exchange with a roof of iron

and glass, according to a design famished by

Mr. Turner, of Dublin, has caused some excite-

ment in that city, and led to numerous objec-

tions. We printed a letter on the subject in our

last, and the Bristol papers have since published

various other communications and editorial

comments. It is very satisfactory to find so

much interest manifested on suoh a subject. It

was the privilege of the conductor of this journal,

some years ago, by a report made professionally,

to enforce the claims to admiration possessed by
the Exchange, one of the best designs of Wood,

of Bath; to prevent a proposed renewal of paint

and whitewash on the stonework of it, and to lead

to its being brought back to its original condition

.

We feel on that and other grounds more than

ordinarily anxious to prevent any act that would
tend to injure this building as an architectural

monument, aud we join urgently with those who
are reqnesting the town-council to obtain the

best possible advice before taking such a step

as that contemplated. We do not say, by
any means, that the quadrangle should not

be covered in : there may be good reasons

for taking such a step; but this may be

done well or done badly, and the council will

incur serious responsibility if they do not adopt

the necessary precantions to insure the former.

We have not seen the design, but the accounts

of it that have reached us are far from satis-

factory. We should be sorry to damage any
individual, especially a manufacturer so credit-

ably known as Mr. Turner; bub the profession

of this gentleman seems to us to have been a

little misunderstood by those members of the

council who pat forward the fact that Mr. Turner

erected the great Palm-house at Kew aud the

Bctanic Winter Garden in the Regent’s Park as

a reason for accepting his design for covering in

their Exchange. Both these works were de-

signed by architects,—Mr. Smirke in one case,

Mr. Decimus Barton in the other. We repeat

that we have no wish to condemn the scheme
;

but we do urge most strenuously, in the ioterest

of architecture and of the city of Bristol, that

the town council should obtain the best possible

artistic advice before they proceed to carry it

out.

Opening of New Sunday and Day
Scbools at Parsley.—New Sunday and day

schools have been erected at Farsley, near Leeds,

by the friends of the United Methodist Free

Church. The building is entirely of stone. The
architects are Messrs. 0. S. & A. J. Nelson, oi

Leeds. It is of two stories, the lower story

being adapted as an infant school and a day

school, being divided with a mid-partition, while

the upper story, which is a fine room about 75 ft.

iu length and 36 ft. in width, will be exclusively

used as a Sunday school. For this purpose four

separate class-rooms for senior scholars will be

available. It is estimated that the total cost

when finished and furnished will be about 2,5001.

Well.
Hmull cistern, before the

door of the loeutory
;

the
rain-water deliTered into

the gutters which are flied
round the cloister garth is

turned into this cistern, and
conducted in a drain-pipe

under the passage which
leads to the intirmary hall.

This pipe, when it comes
opposite to the crypt door,

is turned to the right, and
continues its course outside
the passage.
Door of the loeutory.
Iron-grated window.
Iron door.
“Window where the por-

tions are served out.
Window through which

the platters are tossed out
for washing.
Chamber in which ilah is

washed.
Gate between the guest

ball and kitchen.
Postern near the north

hall.
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THE SOLWAY FRITH OEOSSED BY A
KAILWAY.

The public opeuiogs of new railways re-

markable for important engineering works have
become comparatively rare occurrences. The
successful construction of a highway across a
tidal estuary would be, at any time in the
history of railway enterprise, specially worthy of
note. This engineering feat has now been com-
pletely accomplished in connexion with the
Solway Junction Railway, under the direction of
Mr. James Brunlees, the engineer who, about
ten years since, conducted to a successful issue
the works of the Ulverstone and Lancaster line,

which crosses the tidal estuaries of the rivers
Kent and Lever, and the treacherous sands at
the head of Morcambe bay. The works in the
Solway Frith are in some respects of a similar
character to those near Ulverstone

; the chief
point of difference is probably in the “stuff”
which had to be pierced and the consequently
altered mode of dealing with it. In Morcambe
bay nothing but sand was met with in borings of
?0 ft., and the cast-iron piles in the works there
have disc bottoms. In the Solway a variable
depth of sand overlies rough boulder gravel, and
the piles of the viaduct there have chilled cast
points.

The Solway Junction Railway, of about 22
miles in length, commences, at its southern end,
at the Brayton Station on the Maryporb and
Carlisle line, and proceeds in a northerly direc-
tion to Kirtlebridge, about 17 miles north of
Carlisle, where it joins the Caledonian line. It
crosses the Solway Frith from Bowness point,
just below Port Carlisle, to tho Port of Annan on
the north, or Scotch side. The line is about 8
miles below the head of the Frith, or the point
near Gretna reached by the tide.

The distance between shores is about 2 miles
wide at high water, and the hydraulic engineering
works include two banks and an open iron
viaduct. The south bank is 440 yards long, the
Scotch bank, 154 yards long; they are each about
29 ft. high at the outer or waterway ends. The
banks have cores of clay to their bases, and the
slopes, 2 to 1, are puddled with clay about 1 ft.

deep, upon which pitching stones are laid of from
15 in. to 18 in. deep.
The open viaduct, through which the tidal

waters pass, is 1,960 yards long, divided into
30 ft. spans. The supporting piles are 12 in.

diameter, | in. thick, and are cast in 9 ft. lengths,
connected at each of the turned flange joints by
eight 1 in. bolts. The rails are 34 ft. above the
bed of the Solway. The mean rise of the tide
is 20 ft. The girders are of wrought-iron, and
2 ft. 6 in. deep, with a ^ in. camber upon the
length of each

; they have expansion joints over
the piers. The platform is formed of Mallet’s
buckle plates, riveted to the girders longitudi-
nally, and to plates transversely. The longitu-
dinals are stayed by ties and transoms 10 ft.

apart. Every 16th range of the cast-iron columns
is doubled. The piles were driven by Lisson &
White’s steam pile-driver

5
12 to 15 blows per

minute could be got from a 25 cwt. monkey, with
a 5 ft. drop. The driving was tidal work, and
usually required two tides for each pile. They
are driven to 17 ft. and 18 ft.

No scaffolding was used for the work, which
was for the greater part executed from barges
specially constructed for the purpose. Tho upper
portion of the work was finished outwards from
the shores, and the successive girders swung into
position by steam cranes. The weight of the
cast-iron used is about2,900 tons,and ofwrought-
iron 1,807 tons. The cost of the viaduct and
sea embankment has been 100,0003.
The only other remarkable work was the

crossing of Bowness Moss, on the Cumberland
side, which has, in some places, a depth of 50 ft.

of unstable sponge. By drainage the portion of
the Moss over which the line is carried was so
much consolidated as to sink about 5 ft. A good
road was obtained by long sleepers laid upon
feggots, of which about 100,000 were used.
The chief traffic likely to be conducted upon

the new line will be the conveyance of its mer-
cantile iron ore from the Cumberland and
Furness districts to the Scotch ironworks.
Above 200,000 tons of mercantile ore are sent
annually from these districts to Scotland, in-
eluding above 30,000 tons carried by sea

;
a

portion of which, at least, may be expected to
be carried over the new line, to the avoidance
and relief of the crowded station at Carlisle.
The route by Solway Junction and Caledonian
to Coatbridge—the centre of the Scottish iron
trade—is much shorter than any other, as it is

also to numerous ironworks nearly north of
Dumfries. An agreement has just been con-
firmed by Parliament under which the Cale-
donian Company will work the new line at

45 per cent, of the gross earnings, diminishing
to 42^ per cent, in three years, and to 40 per
cent, in other three. The Solway Company to

maintain the permanent way of their line. The
North British and the Glasgow and South-
Western Companies sought running powers over
the Solway line from tho committee of the House
of Lords, but these powers were not granted.
The Caledonian Company subscribed 60,0003. to
the Solway Company, bnt the other two com-
panies are not contributors.

Colonel Yolland, from the Board of Trade, has
been over the line, which will be opened imme-
diately for traffic.

The works were laid out by Mr. James Brun-
lees, C.E., engineer -in -chief, and executed,
under the inspection of Mr. Alex. M'Kerrow,
resident engineer, to the entire satisfaction of
the board of directors, by Messrs, Waring,
Brothers, & Eckersley, contractors.

PARK-LANE IMPROVEMENT.
Foil several past sessions of Parliament, con-

tinuously, the Metropolitan Board of Works has
promoted a bill for the urgently needful improve-
ment of widening Park-lane at the Piccadilly
end. The unconquerable opponent of the
measure has always been his Royal Highness the
Duke of Cambridge, the acquisition of whose
mansion was thought indispensable to the im-
provement. Last session a special committee
was appointed, and reported specially upon the
subject to the House of Commons. His Royal
Highness being determined not to part with his '

house if he had power to retain it, led the com-

1

mittee, it may be supposed, to make the recom-
mendatiou that the widening should be in
Hamilton-place instead of at the narrow end of!
Park-lane, and that Hamilton-place should

,

become a continuation of the main portion of'
Park-lane. This recommendation has been i

adopted, and the long-desired improvement will
now be carried into effect, without touching the
residence of the Duke of Cambridge. The moat
important properties scheduled in the Book of Re-
ference as necessary for the improvement are, the
mansion of Sir Edward Kerrison, at the junction
of Hamilton-place with Piccadilly

;
the mansion

in Hamilton-place of the Hon. Butler Johnstone,
and portions of pleasure-gardens belonging to
the Lord Chief Justice, Sir Alexander Cookburn,
Earl Vane, and others. The remainder of the
property scheduled consists of coach-houses,
yards, and stables. The improvement will con-
sist of the widening of Hamilton-place to its

junction with Park-lane,—a distance of 400 ft.,

—to the full width of the latter thoroughfare.

SEWER GAS AND VENTILATION.
At a recent meeting of the Social Science

Association, Dr. Alfred Carpenter read a

paper on the “ Influence of Sewer Gas on the
Public Health

; and the Theory of Ventilation as

required in Sewers.”
After demonstrating the evil power of sewer

gas and its results, he said this is neither the
time nor place in which to .detail cases which
have come under^ my own observation 5 but I

may be allowed to adduce the fact that, pre-
viously to the introduction of the plan now
adopted in my own town, occasional outbreaks
of fever used to puzzle us, notwithstanding the
insertion of ventilating pipes, and the occasional
use of the rain-water pipes for the same pur-
pose.

On inquiry, and continual research, I found
that these cases always occurred after dry
weather, and shortly after a succeeding heavy
rainfall ;—that the oases occurred near to the
dead ends of long lines of pipe sewers, that an
extension of those sewers removed the fever
higher up, and relieved the honses formerly
affected j—that the fatal cases most often oc-
curred in houses at the very end of a sewer,
and farthest, from the outfall;— that the
inmates of those houses had been probably
breathing the sewer gas for a long period in a
less concentrated form, before its final onslaught,
and before tho system became sufficiently

charged to enable the change to arise in the
blood, the total of which is called “ typhoid
fever.” If the total is not reached, the dis-

turbance may take on one of the disorders I have

already mentioned, or even merely produce a
want of power. Chemists tell us what small
amounts of material help to entirely change the
form of bodies and alter their constituent par-
ticles

; who shall say how much the ordinary
chemical actions which take place in the nutri-
tion or purification of the body may be interfered
with by such gases ? It seems certain that one
effect is the decrease of red blood-corpuscles,
but how brought about one is only able to
conjecture.

When a smell is perceived at a particular spot,
or in a particular house, orders are generally
given to atop the place of issue, by trapping the
offending opening, with the beneficial result of
removing the smell, and staying the progress of
disease in that particular house or place

; but no
means are taken to prevent its influence being
felt elsewhere. The mischief is simply trans-
ferred in a selfish kind of way, and the public
suffer for it. I have had much experience of
this kind of thing in our district, and soon saw
that trapping was not a proper remedy, unless it

was accompanied by the provision of another
exit. This has been clearly made out upon lines

of ordinary sewers, but it has been even more
manifest in detached sewers ; that is, sewers
not connected with any general system. The
effects of trapping were very marked last year
at the Warehousemen and Clerks’ Schools, on
Russell Hill. These schools accommodate some

I

160 children 5 they were opened nearly three
years ago, and at first the children enjoyed un-
usually good health, but in the autumn of 1867
typhoid fever made its appearance. It appears
that a smell, slight at first, but afterwards very
intense, had been perceived in the laundry. The
place of exit was trapped, and the smell pre-
vented at that place

;
bnt as no other place of

exit was provided for the sewage gas until it

reached the interior of the building, it was con-
veyed from the cesspool by the pipe sewers into

the lower part of the building, and then into the
class-rooms. Now, in cold, damp weather they
do noc so freely ventilate such buildings as much
as might be. The rooms being warmed by hot-
water pipes, have no open chimneys to produce
draughts. The hob summer was followed by
heavy rains, fires had not been commenced, and
the rooms were not chilled by having the win-
dows opened. The children would get up in
the morning and go down to work in their class-

rooms before breakfast, and inhale the sewer
gas when they were least able to resist its in-

fluence, and when it was most concentrated, viz.,

on cold, damp mornings, after heavy and warm
rains had stirred up the deposits in the sewers
and cesspools. The result of this action was
that nearly 40 per cent, of the children suffered
from mild typhoid fever.

The same result happened this spring at the
Female Orphan Asylum at Beddington. No
provision was made for the ventilation of the
sewers in connexion with the building, but an
accidental opening—accidental at least as far as
ventilation was concerned—existed in the plug
which acted as an overflow-pipe in the latrines.

The latrines were in close communication with
tho class-rooms, into which the children used to

go in the early mornings. The class-rooms were
not provided with any efficient and certain
means of ventilation like the Russell Hill
Schools

; they are warmed by hot-water pipes
instead of open fireplaces. Foul air once in the
room could not easily get out, and in a short
time about 30 per cent, of the children suffered
from the effects of sewer gas.

Similar results have happened in other schools,

both public and private, within my own observa-
tion, but I need not multiply instances. I may,
however, give one more illustration, that afforded

by the book kept by onr local Board for the re-

gistration of stoppages in sewers. Our engineer,

Mr. Latham, says that before the introduction of

the plan now adopted by our local Board, stop-

page in the sewer was always coincident, in

point of time, with illness in the houses affected

by the stoppage. I have at times been able to

draw attention to a defective sewer, simply from
observing on that line of sewer rather more than
the ordinary amount of illness of a slight kind,

and it has always been found that that sewer
had a defective ventilation, and by remedying
that defect the illness on that line of sewer
decreased.

The frequent recurrence of these oases led me
to consult all the publications upon the subject
that I could find, being convinced that a remedy
existed. I fonud especial assistance from the
reports of Dr. Letheby and Mr. Hayward, which
were published by the City Commission of
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Sewera in 1858. Bat while they acknowledged

the anfficiency of caiase, they did not point out

an effective or practical remedy; meanwhile
openin"B were multiplied, as strongly recom-

mended by Mr. Rawlinson, and eventoally the

Croydon Local Board determined, three years

ago, to adopt the principle of opening the ex-

tremity of every sewer, and of every branch or

house drain in connexion with the sewer, and

make every bouse ventilate the house drain,

whilst the Local Board had openings made into

the sewers at 100 yards’ interval, so as to allow

of a constant and continuous current of air. By
this means the effects of sewer gna have been

entirely obviated, and the consequences removed
in those portions of our district to which the law

is made to apply in a. moat marked and decisive

manner.
The early sanitarians reasoned in favour of

small sewers, partly on the idea that they would

keep perfectly clean, and that no decomposition

could take place, and therefore that no gas pro-

ducts would be formed. Theory and practice do

not, however, go together ;
sewers are never

constructed in ordinary towns as the early sani'

tarians intended that they should be; they do

not, as a rule, flush clean
;
they are often badly

laid, and as a consequence deposit takes place in

them, and decomposition, with tho liberation of

sewer gas, results. Now this sewer gas makes
its way more easily out of the large sewers of

London, with the many open gratings existing

therein, so as to some extent to obviate the

chance of pressure upon the traps, which exists

much more forcibly in the pipe sewers of less

extensive drainage areas. It will form at times

very abundantly in the house drains, and these

being, like gas receivers, open at the bottom
only, the sewer products will make their way
through the traps into the houses ;

and if the

traps become, as is often the case, untrapped,

especially in dry weather, there is a ready means
for the entrance of the gas into the house, inde-

pendently of the means afforded by the water
in the trap itself, which is a ready conductor of

the miasms—absorbing the agent on one side

and giving it off on the other.

Theoretically, ventilation of sewers ought not

to be necessary, for, theoretically, no deposit

ought to exist in a sewer ;
bat pra^ically this is

found at times an impossibility, and an efficient

system of ventilation must be provided.

The experience obtained in extended drainage
areas, as well as that from more isolated dis-

tricts, baa shown that trapping is only stopping

the danger at one point and forcing it in another

direction, quite as dangerous to those exposed to

its influences. It fallows, therefore, that the

only satisfactory solution of the difficnlfcy is the

prevention of its intrusion into bouses at all,

and the prevention of its colleotion in sewers

in that concentrated form which leads to mis-

chief. Its ffirmatioD caunot be prevented,—not at

least until sewers are so constructed, as to their

fall and their workmanship, that no deposit

likely to take place in them at all
,
and that no

settlement shall change their level, whilst

the character and the quantity of sewage
continue the same. It is seen, therefore, that

miasms will form ; how, then, are their influences

to be avoided ?

The nature of this miasm has been well pointed

out by various chemists and medical authori-

ties; all concur in the belief that dilation de-

stroys it ; that if sufficiently dilated with air it

becomes innocuous, and its sting is taken away
;

when it first escapes from a sewer it carries with
it some condition which is injurious to life, ten-

ding to prevent some necessary change in the
blood, or other vital tissues, either by its own
power or by means of a property to which it

simply bears the relation of carrier. If it be
mixed with sufficient a,ir, especially if that air be
ozonised, the miasm becomes oxidised and com-
paratively harmless, or if not so oxidised its pre-

sence is not injurious to life. Jnst as a minute
quantity of urea in the blood is not injurious,

yet if the purifying influence of tho circulation

through the kidney be interfered with, or ob-

structed, a rapid change for the worse results.

So again with carbonic acid
j
if the ventilation of

lung structure is interfered with serious damage
is suffered

;
even the ordinary ventilation through

the pores of the skin must not bo stopped, or
some change takes place in the body which is not
oonfflstent with perfect health.

It ia seen that the circulation of air, or of air-

Oarrying fluids, is incessant in both plants and
animals

;
that this incessant action is the result

in a great measure of chemical and physical
changes in the moving fluids

;
that the safety of

animal as well as of vegetable life depends upon

this incessant movement
;
that if this move-

ment can be produced and continued in sewers,

no sewer gas could exist in a form sufficiently

concentrated to be hurtful to human life.

Professor Graham and others have pointed out

that nature has given, to gases a law by which

they have a tendency to diffuse themselves in-

versely as the square roots of their densities.

This law certainly comes into play as soon as

ever the ga.3ea are disengaged, at once tendiog

to produce motion in tho air. This motion will

be assisted by the continuous changes of tempe-

rature following upon the quantity of hot water

going into tho sewer ; it will also be encouraged

by the presence of a flowing stream, varying in

depth, and keeping np a varying circulation,

causing an incessant motion of the air : as sewage

rushes down, air must rush up to occupy the

vacant place. Our problem, therefore, ia how to

render this circulation positively continuous, and

to prevent its sinking into that dead calm which

arises when the forces oppose one another, and
which then allows the air to become saturated

with sewer miasm. This has been effected most
perfectly in our district, by compelling every

new house to have ventilation for itself. The
soil-pipe is continued upwards in a straight line

above the level of the pan between the trap and
the sewer, and it is made to terminate by an

open extremity above the eaves of the house,

away from a window, and not close to or level

with a chimney. Every connosion with the

sewer requiring the presence of a trap has that

trap guarded from the consequences of preasnre

by a ventilator similar to the soil-pipe, the latter

being placed as close to the trap as possible. It

is found necessary to make these shafts ascend

straight up, and not curve or turn at right

angles, or their efficiency is interfered with. The
result of making these innumerable openings at

the higher points of the sewer has been to pro-

mote a rapid circulation through- the sewer, by
which all sewer gaa is removed as quickly as

formed by dilation and deoxidisation, and no

coucentration can take place. If any of the

traps which may be considered absolutely neces-

sary in the house should get out of order, then

the introduced gas would be comparatively harm-
less because so- dilated; bub every communica-

tion with the sewer other than, that of the W.C.

is indirect only.

These innumerable openings act like the pores

on the skin, or like the stomates upon the leaves

of plants : they are themselves causes ofmotion,

for the air in the sewer of a large town will

always have a temperature and density different

from that outside
;

it will always be warmer in

cold weather, whilst in hob weather it will be

mneh more loaded with moisture. Differences

oftemperature, density, and moisture, will always

be sufficient to determine a circulation, pro-

vided entrances exist for fresh air, as well as

exits for that which has passed through the

sewer.

The ordinary manholes and gullies in the

streets will provide these openings, and more
often lead to a down-draught than to any upwar J

current of foul air. I have often found this to

be the case in the ventilating places which have

been opened near the lower ends of our Croydon

sewers
;
air enters instead of finding an exit.

The principle to be obviated is stagnation,

whether of solid, of liquid, or gaa,—deposit must
nob be allowed, fluid most always run off; let

there bo also innumerable openings near the

tops of the houses, and it may be safely

assumed that no stagnation will exist in the

sewers themselves, for these openings will be the

promoters of incessant movement. Let every

water-closet have ita movement promoter,

safety-valve, in the pipe I have mentioned
;

lot

every trap, which it is absolutely necessary to

use for the protection of the inmates of a house

be in a similar manner protected ; let every

pipe, not actually conveying sewage, have an

indirect communication with the sewer only.

Let all openings in the streets be untrapped and
everything done which will promote sewer circu-

lation, and disease in every way will become, as

it has been in Croydon, more tractable, and the

effects of drain-poison almost unknown.
It may be argued that these recommendations

apply only to pipe-sewers, and will not do for the

large culverts now being constructed in London.

This 1 deny; they can be ventilated as well as

the Southwark subway, or the metropolitan rail-

way tunnels. If they contain deposit they are

badly constructed, and such bad work ought to

be remedied. It ia becoming more and more
certain, however, that more mischief arises in
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the house drains, where stagnation can take

place, than in the main sewers in which the

main current is ever flowing ; it never stagnates

sufficiently long to allow of decomposition taking

place, except under the most exceptional cir-

cumstances, whichwould be fully guarded against

by the precaution of having proper charcoal

ventilators in the manholes of the streets, at

those places at which an up-current might be
established—as at the top of a sewer having a
rapid fall towards one on dead level. These

ventilators have been often used in our streets j

a most efficient one has been lately perfected by
our engineer, Mr. Latham, by means of which

the charcoal is protected from rain, and the air

compelled to pass through a double sieve.

Various other ways may be adopted for pro-

moting rapid circulation in the large sewers

better known to engineers tlian to myself, but

the correct theory of sewer ventilation is un-

doubtedly motion. Motion is aucceBS, stagnation

is destruction or defeat. I have not supported

by figures the proposition I have submittedi

because it has been found impossible to isolate

the districts so as to place them under the same
conditions, but I may simply state that the

mortality for the parish of Croydon for the

quarter ending March 30th, 1869, the quarter

which generally has the highest rate of mortality,

was 18'53 : the deaths from fever in the same
quarter were nil among nearly 60,000 people.

The mortality for London in the same quarter

was 25 0 ; that for ail England, 21 S-i.

The idea of reading this paper arose from

hearing at the Society of Arts a paper upon

house-drains, which seemed only to urge traps

as a remedy for smells. I say ventilate ;
do nob

trap.

In the course of di.scussion, the chairman,

Mr. Edwin Chadwick, C.B., said ;

—

Tbe writer of the paper states that theory and practro®

do not always go together, and that sewers are nCTer so

constructed in ordinary towns as the early sanitarians in-

tended they should be. But it is not the mechamc^
theory, as he assumes, which is in default, but the ad-

ministrative theory
;
the theory shouted for of local self-

government, which has shut out instrootion from an

authority which had the best means of information, com-
petent from undivided attention, and really responsible,

for its advice and initiation ;
the theory gave sole initiation

to an authority, uninformed and extremely liable to be
misinformed, misguided, and really irresponsibly for non-

feasance, for misfeasance, or for malfeasance. Hence the

gross imperfection and waste in these works which have

been maintained and extended. Hence such works as

house-drains withont properly adjusted supplies of water y
large expenditure in sewers, made uselessly, even when on

proper scales, which they rarely are-|-becaQse they are

made without tho proper connection with house-drains—

cesspools removed from within houses and self-cleansing

house-draiiis constructed, but connected with sewers of

deposit, and forming the necks of tho retort with the bulbs,

condemned in my report of 1813. Thence arise outcries,

that, after all the sanitary work and all the expense, tho

people are no better off than before, and that sanitary

works are only another means of nuisance ;— as under suclv

administrations they frequently are. This is exemplified

on a large scale in tho metropolis, whore house-drams and

blocks of hooses, po'sibly well drained, are joined on to

immense sewers of deposit—extended cesspools. In tha^

metropolis there are yet some thousand miles of sewers ot

deposit, retaining matter until a periodical cleansing,,

usually at a cost at which, by proper work, self-cleansing

sewers miglit be made meanwhile giving off the noxiou®

products of decomposition iuto the streets and houses.

Why, even at this town of Croydon, it tamed out that the-

first imperfectly constructed tubular drains and tubular

sewers were connected with old sewers and drains of

deposit— it not being then perceived that when so con-

nected, they may bo made the means of conveying th®

notions products of decomposition into houses. The most

important part of the paper read to-night is the referoac®-

to the fact that, classes of fever eases in the houses are

almost invariably found to be connected with defective

drains, or with the “dead ends” of sewers. Now it

may be confidently averred that these defecUve drama

and "dead ends'* mean only bad work, produorive of

decomposing deposit, and that the right course, instead

of warcing off the products of decomposition, is to prevent

them by taking up tho bad works, and laying down better.

Instead of that, so common, so general arc the drams ana

the sewers of deposit, that there is no common compre-

hension of any other, and the only consultation yet is

how to deal with tho products of decomposition, how to

keep them down, how to deodorise them, how to-

neutralise them, how to trap them, how to keep

them out of the house, how to ward them oil by shol^ta, or

send themamidsC the common air amongstother people; the-

last thing to be considered for time to come being not yet

conceived— namely, how not to produce them. I despair of
getting complete town drainage work conceived by the

common civil engineers, or by town surveyors, or by the

vestral minds of local Boards. Yet for others 1 will

mention how such complete work may be tested. It may
be done thus. Supposing the water supplies duly con-

nected, house and town drainage works to be eompletei

for action, persons are sent to the upper water-closets of

tbe town, and at a given signal they let off some pieces of

turnip which are of tbe specific gravity of water, and

the time at which they arrive at the outfall noted. If they

do not arrive there at all, but are detuined, that proves-

bad work, and the place of detention should be looked for

and the defect repaired. In the general prevalence of bad
work, and of deposits and tbe products of decomposition*

we have no perception of the wide distinction between the

putrid sewage which produces it, and kills fish, and of
tbe fresh sewage, which, when it ia allowed to escape

into rivers,— a waste that ought not to be,—feeds them.

We have sewer gas treated as a necessity. Now, for
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people of more advanced perceptions and information, I
will mention another test of bad work

;
that is, the " nose

test,” as I call it. Ton may test the work of the architect
in the honae, and the work of the sewer-engineer in the
street, or elsewhere, and of the local administration—by
the nose. The drain smell in the house, the sewer smell in
the streets, are infallible proofs that ought to be known
amongst the people, and made prevalent against bad work
and mal-administration. You may infalhbly test a local
administration—by the nose. All smells of decomposing
animal or vegetable matter 'may be taken as meaning
Stagnation, decomposition, and, if intense, immediate
disease, as described in our earlier instructions. Where
works are properly constructed, there is, I repeat, no
deposit, no decomposition, and no smell of decomposition.
Traps are only needed to guard against accidental ob-
strnctions, which usually arise from defective inlets or
from positive malice,
Mr. Bendle said that no doubt good ventilation and a

ouick current along sewers would do much, but still

decomposition could not be altogether prevented. Much
of what passed from houses, especially the products of
cookery, was already in a state of decomposi-
tion. Moreover, the offensive products of trades,
steam, and hot water passed freely into the sewers
to the great dislnrbanoe of the contents. He went
entirely with Dr. Carpenter, but thought a still more
important improvement was also required—namely, the
severing the communication between the interior of the
house and the sewers, JJothing short of this would do, and
it was not very dillicult to do it ; no trap, however perfect,
could keep out the offence. The chimney draughts, the
heated air within houses, inevitably drew the foul current in-
wards. Nodrains should pass under housesat all. No water-
closet should bo entered from within a house; however
close it might be it should bo necessary to go into the open
air first. All slop ought to pass into the open and drop
from the honse-pipo into a well-contrived trapped sink
outside, having no continuous communication with the
interior. Small speculative builders and others were in
the habit of running up anything, however defective, as
houses for poor people, and the law under district sur-
veyors and local authorities seenaed to be unable in any
way to meet the case, although in the construction of
expensive houses, there was plenty of interference in
minor matters. The question of a wholesome dwelling
was scarcely touched. The most important part, as
regarded health, the laying down of sound efficient drains,
was scarcely thought of. He was sorry that architects
and builders, as a whole, were far more anxious to make
a sightly and well. paying affair, than to give any realcon-
aideration to health and convenience, and yet these con-
ditions, of an importance impossible to bo over-rated, are
not in any respect incompatible with true taste.
Mr. Cook, as a member of the Metropolitan Board of

Works, and one who had moved for a committee of the
Board on the subject, said there were great difficulties in
the way of carrying oat a perfect system of ventilation.
The great embankment sewer, which had a fall of only
1 ft. in a mile from Fulham down to Abbey "Wood, ad-
fnitted only of a very tardy flow of the sewage. In the
still of night, there is a large discharge of olFensive smell
from the traps. This had been obviated to some extent by
a plan of Mr. Bazalgette,— that of applying charcoal ^

trays to the gully-boles. But in purifying the air as it
«BC8ped, it had the effect of stopping the ventilation so
that men could not work in the sewers. At the East end
of London this plan had been tried and had failed. At
Woolwich Arsenal a shaft with a strong draught had been
•erected, but this too was unsuccessful, inasmuch as the
power of draught ^extended but a comparatively short
distance up the sewer. Several shafts would have to be
erected to make such a system complete. There was no
doubt that the offensive gases in sewers should be got rid
of, and he hoped that science would suggest some cheap
•chemical which might be introduced, and which would
have the effect of deodorising the liquid sewage. He
•concluded by inquiring whether dilution was destruction,

Mr. Arthur Jacob, C.K., said, when local authorities
nave waterworks under their administration, as a rule,
tap-inspectors are appointed to prevent the waste of
water. This precaution was observed because waste of
water was waste of money. It was apparent to him that
the relative position of district and local boards with their
constitnents, the ratepayers, forced the adoption of the
^BCticc upon them. But is less regard to be had for the
hwlth ol the community than for their pecuniary
interests ? and if not, why were there not trap-inspectorsM well as tap-inspectors P Ordinary traps were exceed-
ingly prone to derangement, and much in bis opinion
might be done by systematic inspection of them.

was sorry to hear objections made to the
trapping of gullies, for what else could be done when
aoiious gases escaped from them in every direction P The
wentilatoM of sewers also gave rise to many complaints,
and _he believed that ahafes connected with the sewers,
and earned up as high as the chimney-tops, would obviatemuch of the evil. He knew places in the east end ofLondon where they had been erected, and produced the
oest results by preventing sickness in families. More ex-
periments should be made upon the efl'eets of sewer gases
Xt was true that the late Dr. Barker, of Bedford, had sup-
plied a deficiency in this respect, but still further experi-
menta were required. Dr. Aids believed that more evil
was attributed to the organic matter accompanying the
gases thaa to the gases themselves in the production of
nymotic disease. An air-pipe, extending from the soil-
P*P® ^0 roofs of the houses, was frequently found in^e older bouses of 8t. George’s parish, Hanover-square.
iio had tried the charcoal ventilator, which, besides ob-
•tructing the outlet of gas to some extent from the sewer,

i was Mled up by boys with stones, and rendered perfectly
oseless. ^

Mr. Liddlo remarked that it was a mere waste of time
• to discuss the question of the pernicious influence of

sewer gas upon the public health. The fact of its per-
. mcioua influence was admitted, but the important ques-
I tion for consideration was bow the sewer gases could bo
prevented from making their way into the houses and
•streets. The ventilation of the sewers had been spoken of

^

M a remedy for the evil, but in his ( Mr. Biddle’s) opinion
i the best, and in the end the cheapest, way was to recon-

large portion of the sewerage of the metropolis.
The sewers of the metropolis were constructed to suit the

I several outfalls in the river, and henoe, most of them had
not sufficient inclination

;
so that instead of their being

t oonduits of filth, they were deposits of filth, which became
' 'Continually stirred up and occasioned the offensive smell
c so much complained of. It was the duty, in Mr. Liddle’s
I

opiniou, of the Metropolitan Board, when commencing
t the grand scheme for draining the metropolis, to so reoon-
t struct the whole of the existing sewers to suit the new out-
» fail at Barking aud at Crossness, as that they should cease

to be mere deposits of filth. At present the sewers of
London were under the jurisdiction of the several local

Boards, all acting independently of each other, aud the
Metropolitan Board, This was a bad arrangement, for in

bis opinion the whole sewerage of the metropolis should
be placed under one jurisdiction, who should appoint
proper officers to see that the sewers were always in per-
feot working order, who should inspect all the house-drains
communicating with thelsewers, and who should have power
to compel the owners of houses to have the house-drains
so consiroctod that the emanations from them should not
be able to find their way into tbe houses. lu abort, plans
of the whole of the sanitary arrangements of a house
should be submitted to a competent authority before tbe
house was suffered to be bnilt.

Other gentlemen having spoken.
The Chairman said

I

cannot conclude this evening's
proceedings without observing upon what you have heard
from the member of the Metropolitan Board of Works
who has taken part in the discussion. You have beard
him describe the very poor fall that the engineering skill

selected by that Board appears to have considered avail-

able for an important mam line of sewer, and as a conse-

J
uence of the sluggish flow obtainable with that fall,

eposit, and, of course, noxious decomposition. Now, 1
can assure you, and it ought to be made known, that steam
power, which raises water to heights for distribution at a

working expense of a shilling only for every 70,000 gallons

lifted lUO ft., can also at the same rate practically give fall

to any extent needed by lifting it from depths. It might
even lift the subsoil drainage water, as well as the surface
water, from uncovered spaces, that is, as I conceive, im-
properly carried into the sewers. What might have been
done may be proved from wbat baa been done elsewhere

—

that every court, alley, and street, of 1,60J miles of street

in the metropolis might have been provided, to its im-
mense relief, with compleie self-cleansing sewers, outfalls

and aU, for less than the four millions of money that will,

under the direction of that Board, have been expended
on the great intercepting sewers it has directed, and such
quality as one of its members has described to you. It is

really most deplorable that such works can have been
done, and that so imperfect is the knowledge current on
the subject that they should pass unchallenged as being
ill-done.

THE PROPOSED LAW COURTS.

The Committee met for tlie first time on
Monday last, Lord Stanley in tbe chair. Almost
all the members attended. Tbe first witness

was Mr. E. W. Field, secretary of the Courts of

Justice Commission, who was examined re-

specting the certificate given by the Commission
as to the total cost of the scheme not exceeding

1,500,0001. Mr. Layard then pub questions to

show the insnfiiciency of the public accesses to
|

the Strand or Carey-street site. The witness

denied this, and said that the chief question was
the convenience of access for lawyers, and that

for this purpose the present accesses to the

Carey-street sice were sufficient. In answer to

Mr. Tite, he said that in the reduced plan of the

Commission, the Probate Department (though
nob the Probate Court) had been omitted. The
map of the Incorporated Law Society was said

by Mr. Field to be inaccurate only in minor
details, bub perfectly correct in principle. The
Commission thought it was possible to erect all

the most important courts and offices on the

Carey-street site. There would be more light

and air by the side of the river, but the Howard-
street site was otherwise so objectionable as to

outweigh all such advantages. He deprecated
strongly different buildings for the Courts of

Law and Equity as a hindrance to the fusion of

the two branches of the law. In his opinion,

the Commission had nothing to do with any site

bub Carey-street, and he wonld as soon think of

building the Courts at Kensington as in Howard-
street. Great delay and inconvenience ooonrred

daily from the present scattered state of the

legal buildings. It was of vital importance that

the chambers of counsel and offices of

solicitors should adjoin the new courts. Tbe
present dispersion caused not only slow work,

bub bad work, and was very injurious to suitors.

The letters unaccountably omitted in the re-

turn of correspondence with the two architects

recomoieuded by the Judges of Design, already

printed, have now been published, by order of

the House of Lords. They are very material to

a right understanding of Mr. E. M. Harry’s

position, and show the justice of Mr. Barry’s
complaint of the omission.

We reprint a portion of the letter from Mr.

Street to the Earl of Derby, dated Jan. 20th,

1868, a letter quite honourable to that gentle-

man :

—

“I gather, from the minutes of the Courts ofJustice Com-
mission, that on the 30th of July, 1867, after six months'
doliberatiou, the Judges of Design made au award which
recommended the employment of Mr. E. M. Barry and
myself as joint architects to the building. Four months
later they repeated their decision, which was then sent to

the Commission, who agreed, on December 13th, 1867,

that we might be asked to undertake the work, auggesiing

only that the opinion of ihe Attorney-General should be

taken ‘whether the decisiou of tbe judges should be

recognized.’

It IS now more than a year since the plane for this great

work were sent in, and nearly half a ye.ir since tbe judges’

award was m*de ; and though 1 cannot doubt the eventual

acceptance of their award, I feel that I ought not any

longer to delay saying to your lordship that the present
uncertainty is not only a great hardship to me, personally,
but also at the same time in some degree a hindrance to
the proper execution of the work, if it is finally entrusted
to me. For, first, very many persons, assuming that I am
to be one of the architects, refuse, naturally enough, to
put smaller works into my hands, supposing that my time
is already almost exclusively occupied on this great work ;

and, secondly, I am myself at present unwilling to refuse
m ich work, which, if this question were settled in my
favour, I should undoubtedly refuse, iu order to be able to
devote sufficient time to the most important architectural
work of the day. For, though the architects were not at
all bound by the oonditione of competition to refuse any
fresh work, it is certain that iu any case they would at
once be obliged, and ought, to refuse a good deal.

In common with the other nine competitors, I entered
upon this competition, as 1 thought, with a moat distinct
understanding that the award of the Judges of Design was
to be final. This opinion was founded on the Treasury
minute of December 23rd, 1865, ‘ That the notice or invi-
tations to compete be issued by the Committee of Judges,
and that their award thould be final.' This minute was
communicated to mo by the Commission.” ....
” I do not suppose that the award of the judges being

made in favour of two architects can be less an award
thau it would have been if it had been made in favour of
one only. It is true that the instructions did not ex-
pressly indicate the possibility of such an award, but at
the same time they nowhere prohibited it, either really or
by inference; and indeed the minutes of the Commission,
at page 73, speak of negotiations having ‘ passed between
the architects and the Treasury as to the terms on which
the successful competitors should be engaged.'
And, as regards the advantage, or the contrary, of the

employment of two architects on anch a work, it may not
be improper to observe that, impressed probably by the
enormous extent of the work to be done, the Commission
originslly proposed to obtain, first of all, floor plans from
one architect, and afterwards to obtain architectural
elevations by competition from another

;
that the same

course of employing two architects is that which has
lately been proposed by the Times

;

and that among the
competitors for this work two at any rate were in partner-
ship with other architects, and in the event of the selec-

tion of either of them, there would in fact have been the
same employment of two men.
The opinion which I hold as to the finality of the award

is shared by other of the competitors."

ATKINSON MORLEY’S CONVALESCENT
HOSPITAL, WIMBLEDON.

The hospital, founded by the late Mr. Atkin-

son Morley, for the reopption of patients from
St. George’s Hospital, will be opened for the re-

ception of patients on Wednesday next, July llth,

the anniversary of Mr. Morley’s death. The
governors of Sc. George’s Hospital, to whom the
funds have been entrusted by the founder, do
nob feel that they would be justified in spending
any money upon “ a ceremony ” usual upon such
occasions

j
but any governor or subscriber to

St. George’s Hospital, or other persons, will be
admitted, after four o’clock on that day, to tbe
grounds of tbe hospital at Wimbledon, on pre-

aenting their cards. The Institution includes

two day-rooms, one for men, one for women,
4'9 ft. 8 in. long, 14 ft. 10 in. wide

j
12 ft. high.

Four dormitories, two for men, two for women,
for twenty beds each, 79 ft. 10 in. long, 24 ft.

10 in. widej 15 ft. high. One ward for five

beds, 49 fc. 10 in. long, 15 fc. wide, and 15 ft.

high. One ward for twelve children, same size.

.
Ten wards for single beds for serious cases,

15 fc. 10 in. long, 12 ft. wide, and 15 ft. high
i —each. There are warm baths, lavatories, and
W.C. on each floor ;

chapel, superintendent’s

j

apartments, besides laundry, coacb-honse, and
stables.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

The council of the Union of Lancashire and
Cheshire Institntes, in conjunction with the
Society of Arts, have resolved to urge upon the
attention of Parliament the subject of the ex-

tension and improvement of technical ednoation.

A petition has been forwarded by tbe council

for presentation by their president, Mr. Bazley,

M.P.
5
showing that science classes exist in con-

nexion with ninety-two institutes of the union;

that the petitioners also promote annual ex-

aminations in connexion with the Society of

Arts
;
that great difficulty arises from the insuf-

fieienoy of primary inatruotiou received by the

students; that much greater facilities for securing

scientific knowledge and discipline exist on the

Continent than are provided for that purpose in

Great Britain ;
and that the industry of this

country must seriously suffer if this defect be
not remedied. Tbe petitioners believe that the

only proper course of procedure to eflect the

desired object is to establish a national system
of primary instruction; to re-organise and im-

prove the character and methods of secondary
schools

;
and to constitute science colleges, fitted

to receive the best pupils fronr the secondary
schools and soience olasses. Tbe petitioners,

therefore, urge upon Parliament to adopt snob

measures as may be best adapted to meet the

case.
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BEIOKaAKING IN WESTERN INDIA*

Englisji brickmaking has been nnsncceaeful

in Bombay, and the want of saocess is always

attributed, it seems, to a wrong cause. The
author of the pamphlet under notice, states that

he has " succeeded not only in making good
bricks from Bombay clays, bub also in finding

out the causes of previous failure, and in clearly

defining by what means brickmaking in Western
India becomes a certainty instead of a hazard.”

Want of suitable clay was blamed, bub Mr.

Walsh has found plenty of good clay. The igno-

rance of the native brickmakers has been often

expatiated upon, but he learnt that first-rate

bricks bad been made in Western India; and if

the modern native bricks were comparatively

rubbishy, still they were good enough for the

purposes to which they were pub. Want of the

ancient fuel (wood), appears to account for

modern deterioration
;
and the import of coal

from England is very costly. Mr. Walsh finds

that the fuel used by the native brickmakers is

the most available. He says, on this subject;

—

“The sweepings of the streets in Indian towns, Ac.,

consist, in great part, of a heterogeneous mass of vege-
table matter, &c., which, on account of there being eight

months in the year of tine weather, instead of being con-
verted into manure, exists as dry combustible matter,
which receivea the name of cutchra. The amount of
ettlchra which is constantly accumulating in a large town
is considerable. Tho accumulations in Bombay alone are
enormous, and a largo stad'is constantly employed to keep
it cleared away."
“ The naiivo brickmakers use culchra, Ac., as the fuel

for burning their bricks, but their method of using it

does not admit of tho bricks being burnt to an English
standard. It occurred to me that if cutchra could be
burnt in a kiln instead of in a clamp, the ptoper burning
of the bricks would be effected. Some experiments
which 1 made entirely conlirmed my anticipations. The
Ooverniucnt of India granted me a patent for this use of
cutchra, Ac. I also designed a kiln which I considered
Bnitable for the purpose. The form of kiln was also

secured to me by patent."

The author conoludes hia pamphlet, by stating

Bome of the conditions which must be observed
in order to be enabled to produce really good
bricks from Indian clays. These are, “ 1st, in

the preparation of clay to bo careful not to dis-

turb the balance of constituents which is ob-

servable in true brick-earth
;
2nd, not to inter-

fere in any way with the attraction of cohesion

within the bricks; 3rd, to so arrange the bricks

in kiln, and so apply the fuel, as to prevent the
bricks from becoming scoriaceous

;
-Ith, to so

construct the kiln that the proper economy of

fuel will be effected.”

THE TRADE-UNION BILL.

A NUMEROUSLY attended deputation from tho

trades’ societies of the metropolis, appointed

at the recent meeting of the trades at Exeter
Hall, waited upon Mr. Bruce, the Home Secre-

tary, for the purpose of urging upon the

Government the propriety of giving their

Hupport to the Trade-Union Bill before Par-

liament. Nearly the whole of the leading

trades were represented. The deputation was
accompanied by Messrs. T. Hughes, M.P., A. J.

Mundella, M.P., and several other members
of Parliament. Mr. Hughes introduced the

deputation, and explained the objects of the

Bill. Several members of the deputation then
Bpoke at some length. Mr. Bruce, in replying,

said that tho pressure of business on the
Government had been the only reason why the
question bad not been taken up by it this ses-

sion. He had examined the reports of the com-
missions and the Bill in question, and there ware
some points in it with which he agreed. He
thought the Bill dealt with a most important
question, which could only be dealt with by the
Government in its official capacity; and be
should advise the deputation not to press the

Bill this session, but to wait, and allow the

Government to deal with the whole question in

the next session, when there would be more
time for consideration. The deputation said

their constituents would not feel satisfied with-

out the second reading of the Bill was pressed

to a division, that they might see which mem-
bers falsified or fulfilled their pledges at the

hustings. The discussion lasted about two
hours. The deputation afterwards held a meet-
ing, when a resolution was unanimously adopted,
“ That the promoters of the Bill are hereby
respectfully requested to press the second read-

ing of the Trade -Union Bill, on Wednesday
next, to a division, no matter from what quarter
any opposition may proceed.” The second reading

* Chemical and Geological Observations relatioe to
Brickmaking in Western India. Bj M. Walsh, London :

Spon.

of the Trade-Union Bill was moved, on Wed-
nesday, by Mr, Thomas Hughes. He denied

that trade-unions, when strikes could be avoided,

were favourable to them; or that these opera-

tions had the effect of driving trade out of the

country. He declined to enter at length into

the clauses, as the Bill is not to be pressed for-

ther in the present session. These societies, he
submitted, deserved well of the country, in con-

sequence of the money expended by them for

benevolent purposes. The motion for second

reading was seconded by Mr. Mundella. Mr.
Brassey considered that the result of trade com-
binations had been more favourable to the em-
ployer than to the labouring classes, far greater

advantages having been conferred on those

classes by the natural operation of the laws of

supply and demand. He supported the second

reading, and thought there should be concurrent
legislation iu reference to threats. The Bill

was read a second time, and the House shortly

af&erwards adjourned.

THE WORKING MEN’S CLUBS AND
INSTITUTES UNION.

At the seventh annual meeting of this

union, held at Exeter Hall, the Hon. George
Brodrick in the chair, the report that was read

stated that the aggregate number of working

men’s clubs had risen from 312 to 355 during

the past year, 23 of which were established with

the aid of this society. Fifty-six institutions

had affiliated themselves with the union, and
thus raised the number to double the former

amount. The Marquis of Westminster had
offered a site and a donation of 1,0001. towards

the erection of a Workman’s club in Pimlico.

Five new clubs had been established in London
during the past year, and three had been closed.

Tho council had not neglected to do their best

to help all these institutions to fulfil the im-

portant functions for which they were established.

The London Artisan Club was spoken of as a

model institution, and had been highly success-

ful. The failures were such as might be traced

to remediable causes.

Endeavours are being made to provide the

members of workmen’s clubs and institutes

throughout England with the means of access to

the best works of our principal writers, and
especially to afford them the means of perusing

new works of interest and importance. A circu-

lating library has, therefore, been established at

the main office, for the purpose of supplying to

institutions in union with this society thirty

volumes every quarter, for an annual subscrip-

tion of 5b. As there are upwards of 350 work-

men’s clubs and institutes, with a constituency

of about 60,000 members, it will be seen that

this library affords the means of putting into the

hands of a very intelligent and numerous body

of men, books which it is really of national im-

portance that suchmen should become acquainted

with, but which, without this agency, they would

probably have no opportunity of seeing. The
council appeal to all persons interested in the

condition of the working classes, to promote this

important work by contributions to the library,

either in money or books. We echo their appeal.

THE NEW MARKET-HOUSE, HEMEL
HEMPSTEAD.

The opening of a new church for this town
has been followed by the completion of a new
market-house. Tho town buildings now comprise

a town-hall and magistrates’ room erected in

1851, the Corn Exchange, constructed in 1857,

and the new Market-house erected in 1868-9,

under the auspices of a committee formed of the

principal inhabitants of the town,

The new building adjoins the Town-hall, being

built on the site of the old market-house. It

contains market-place, 50 ft. long, and 25 ft.

wide, protected from the weather, the back and

side being enclosed with glazed openings, and

the front archways fitted with iron revolving

shutters. There are large lofts over, with an

hydraulic lift for raising the grain. The build-

ing has a turret 70 ft. high, in which the market
and fire bell is placed. This turret is the prin-

cipal feature in the front, and through its base

there is a passage to the churchyard, and the

ancient Norman church. The other entrance to

the churchyard is by a principal archway under

the magistrates’ room. There is a porch in the

centre of the front of the market-house, extend-

ing over the pathway, and supported by two
polished granite shafts with carved capitals.

The floor of the market-house is formed of
iron huokle plates, and supported by wrought-
iroQ girders. A large cellarage has been con-
structed under the market-house. At the south
end a small portion of the premises is occupied
by the London and County Bank. The bnildings,

as now complete, extend 180 ft. along the High-
street. The structure is designed in the style

prevalent in the reign of James I. The materials

used are brick and stone throughout- The prin-

cipal and return fronts are built of red brick.

The whole of the buildings have been designed

by Mr. George Low, architect, London, and
erected under his superintendence. The contract

for erecting the market-house was carried out by
Mr. Thomas Cook, of Berkhamsbead, builder.

The amount of the contract was 2,1401. ; bub the

total cost is in excess of this sum.

ABT-UNION OP LONDON PRIZES.

We give a second list of works selected by
prize-holders ;

—

From the Royal Academy.—Winter Shooting, R. Ansdell,
A.E.A., 3S0L jjBeatrice, E.l&I. Ward, R.A., — ;

The Castle

and Town of Sautnur, G. C. Standeld, lOOL ;
By the

Waters of Babylon, W. E. Frost, 63i.
;
Early Training,

P. Jacknian, SOL ;
Evening, Caucal, E. Hayes, 63i.

; We
too. We, too, must Fall, F. Walton, 4'2L

;
The Solo, G.

Pope, 45L i
The Torrent Brook, Dolgelly, P. Deakiu, 49L ;

Faggot Stacking, A. Fraser, 40L j
In the Wood, near

Miner’s Bridge, E. 8. Rowley, 351.

;

Bright Weather after

a Gale, H. Moore, 35L ;
The Puzzle, E. Eagles, 32L lOs.

;

Puok, W. E. Frost, A.E.A., 21L ; The First Lesson in

Straw-plaiting, G. W. Browulow, 25L; Rear the Market-
house, Ross, W. Callow, 20Lj The Berwickshire Coast,

H. Jutsum, 20L
From the Society of British Artists.—

k

Mountain
Stream, W. S. Rose, 26/. ;

Grazing, H. King, 25/.
;
Going

Home, W. Bromley, 30/. j
Ransacking the old Cabinet,

T. J. Watson, 40/.; Ducklings, J. A. Vinter, 20/.;

Morning, J. Peel, 25/. ;
View in Glen Neath, J. C. Ward,

25/.; Evening Shadows, E. M. Wimperis, 25/.
;
Dort on

the Meuse, J. J. Wilson, 3)L . ;
Where the Painted Leaves

are strewn along the Winding Ways, W. Luker, '42/.;

Algerine Pirates, J. Danby, 60/.
;
It won’t come straight,

T. Heaphy, 30/. ;
Waiting for Somebody, J. T. Peele,26/. ;

No Thoroughfare, P. Maenab, 26/.
;

Evening, C. L. Cop-
pard, 40/. ;

The Traith Mawr, T. Pyne, 30/. ;
The Rivulet,

C. Smith, 30/. j
Mountain Road in Dolgelly, J. C. Ward,

35/.; Mountaiu Stream, R. Harwood, 35/.; Scene near

EUtead, Juo. Tennaut, 40/. ;
Au English Farmjard, J. F.

Herring, 40/.

From the Institute of Painters in Water Colours.—Oa
the Beach, Eastbourne, E. Roberts, 62/. lOs.

;
Coniston

Water, Cumberland, J. Fahey, 26/.

From the Society of Painters in Water Co/oitrs.—Interior

of Portlip Hall, Joseph Nash, 25/. ;
The Hohe Goll Berch-

tergaden, CoUingwood Smith, 20/.

From the Corinthian Gallery.— Parable of Our Lord»
P, Priolo, 70/. ;

The Willing Captive, W. M. Egley, 21/.

THE NEW MOVABLE BRIDGE AT
SKELTON.

In the course of last month a new bridge,

which has been constructed over the Ouse, be-

tween the Skelton and the Hook aide of the

river, was to be opened for use. The bridge in

question crosses the river at a point where the

stream is fully 800 ft. in width, and is so con-

structed as to admit of two lines of rails, which
will shortly be put in use by the North-Eastern

Railway Company, who have constructed what is

known as the Hull and Doncaster Railway, and
which joins the Hull and Selby line with the

South Yorkshire branch near to Doncaster, and
opens up a new route from Hull to London. The
difficulties attending the bridging of the river

for so great a distance was rendered all the mors
difficult by the engineer having to provide an
opening through which vessels could pass. This

was gob over by a swivel bridge being fitted in

the centre, which is 250 ft. in length, and which

turns upon a centre pier of 50 ft. in diameter.

The bridge itself is made up of seven spang,

which are composed of solid webbed fish-backed

girders, which rest on cast-iron pillars of great

strength. There are three piles in each pier,

which have been sunk through various esturine

and fluviatile deposits for a distance of about

60 ft., and then screwed into Kimmeridge clay.

The opening in the bridge is placed over the

deepest part of the stream, and has been so con-

structed as to give 100 ft. of headway for vessels.

The bridge is moved by hydraulic power, by
engines invented by Sir W. G. Armstrong & Co.,

who are the contraotors for the movable part of

the bridge, which can be opened and closed in

the short space of half a minute. The signals

are constructed on the ” lock system,” and are

regulated by the movements of the bridge. It

' is intended to light the bridge with gas. Mr.

Pitt, [plumber, of Goole, has obtained the con-

tract for lighting the bridge, which, viewed from

a distance, has a good appearance. The con-

tractors for the fixed parts of the structure are

Messrs. Butler & Pitt, of Sbannangley, near

Leeds.
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P;niVATE ENTRANCE

RICHARD CASTLES, ARCHITECT.

Another little bit of neglected biography of

another overlooked architect will not, I think, be

out of place in the pages of the Builder, Un-
remembered now, yet celebrated in bis day, oar

subject was one of those professional architects

whose birth and training belonged to one country,

while the practice of his art was confined esclu-

sively to another. Few even of the citizens of

Civitn Eblana, who are justly proud of their

public buildings, are aware that it was to the

subject of this short sketch that they owe the

design of Leinster House (now the Royal Dublin

Society), and also the design of the Dublin

Lying-in Hospital, beside which stands the

historic Rotunda.
Richard Castles was a native of Germany,

'

being born in Cassel, and he was bronght over
|

to Ireland by Sir Gustavus Hume, of Hume
Castle, in the county Fermanagh, in the last

century. I have not been able to discover any

record of designs for works by him in this

country during our architect’s residence in

Ireland, bub it is quite possible and probable

that, owing to his extensive practice, extending

over many years, he designed some works in

England.
Castles was a clever but very eccentric archi-

tect, and many curious stories are related of his

professional career in Ireland. The following

enumeration of the principal of his public and
private works will show that he had no small

share of patronage in Ireland during his career :

—

The Lying-in Hospital, Leinster House, the

Printing-house iu Trinity College, the Cupola
of the College Chapel, which was pulled down
towards the close of the last century. The design

for the finishing of the Parliament House was
also his. Of baronial or palatial mansions in

the capital and country, he designed Powers-
oourt House, county Wicklow; Hazlewood, in

the county Sligo; a mansion at Summerhill,

county Meath
;
Cartown, county Kildare, for the

Duke of Leinster; Ballybays, a residence

vaulted over with stone for Colonel Newburgh,
county Cavan

;
a house for the Marquis of

Waterford, in Marlborough, afterwards occupied
by the Board of Education

;
two houses in

Kildare-place for Lord Masaerene, and for Sir

Skeffington Smyth ; two or three large residences

in Sackville-screet, Dublin; one for Lord Bective
in Smithfield, Dublin

;
one for the Lady Dowager

of Kildare in Kildare-street
;
one for the Pro-

testant Bishop of Clogher ;
and several others

of minor note.

From the above list it may be seen that
Castles had a good practice. He also erected
the first stone lock in Ireland—that of theNewry
Canal, county Antrim. Like some other clever

professional men, he had one great failing; he
was addicted to intemperance, and in consequence
was improvident, A great portion of Castles’s

time was spent in the tavern overnight, and one

of hia principal companions was no less a per-

sonage than the celebrated and justly-esteemed

Dr. Bartholomew Mosse, the foauder of that very

humaue instiiution, the firac iu the kingdom, the

Dublin Lyiug-in Hospital. Mosse bequeathed hia

fortune for the purpose.

Richard Castlea was extremely odd and
whimsical in bis manner and habits; he had
a decided aversion against shaving himself,

and was over-cautious and most particular

about those whom be employed on his works.

The art of stucco plastering was carried to a

high perfection in Dublin in the last century, as

many of the residences of the nobility still

testify. A Mr. Simpson enjoyed a great reputation

in that line, and was employed by Castles, who
liked his performance so well that he ever after-

wards kept him on his works, and when not

requiring him recommended him to others.

Castlea was a good draughtsman, and was most
clear in his directions to workmen. Whenever
he came to view his buildings and wished to

give any special direction he would summon all

the workmen together, and they were obliged to

follow over the works in a long train, while he
pointed out to each what he required to be
altered or done. He was very changeful, and
he frequently had many of his buildings half

pulled down when he did not like the appearance
presented.

Castlea married an Iriah lady, a native of

Liabnrn, in the county of Antrim, but he had
ao isBUe by her, and her death preceded his by

some years. He continued a widower ever

afterwards.

While engaged at the Duke of Leinster’s, at

Cartown, county Kildare, Castles’s death took

place. Returning after dinner one day to write

some directions for the carpenter, he was aud-
denly seized with a fib, and was found dead in

his chair. Long addicted to drink and late

hours, he was subject to attacks of the gout,

which weakened his constitution. Richard
Castles was between fifty and sixty at the period

of his death.

For the information of the craft and hie

countrymen, we are able to state that the

ashes of this clever and eccentric architect rest

in the Church of Maynooth, Kildare. Inde-

pendently of bis failings, our subject was a man
of strict integrity in all his professional and
personal engagements. His extensive practice

gave him opportunities of amassing wealth,

bub he neglected to avail himself of them, and
the result was that he was often distressed

for means. Yet he was highly esteemed as

a professional man. His company was much
sought, he being a most agreeable companion.
The Irish capital is indebted to Richard

Castlea more than it is aware, for he was
the pioneer of the fine architecture in public

buildings in that city which culminated after-

wards so grandly under the sway of Thomas
Cooley and James Gandon. C. C. H.

LONDON ORPHAN ASYLUM.
Their Royal Highnesses the Prince and

Princess of Wales have signified their intention

of laying the foundabicn-atone of the proposed

new asylum at Watford, on Monday, the 12th iust.

The annual report of this valuable institution

for the past year has been published. In their

appeal to the public, the managers notice the

fact of their having contracted for the erection

of the new building at Watford, from Mr. H.
Dawson’s design, for 450 orphans, for 63,0881.

The Grocers’ Company have, in a spirit worthy
of their ancient liberality, voluntarily bestowed
the sum of 3,000Z. for building a house for the

reception of fifty orphans, to be designated
“ The Gift of the Grocers’ Company.” Eight
such houses are designed for the accommodatiou
of 400 boys; and the Board are not without
hope that some other public body or individual

may generously emulate the noble example of

the “ Worshipful Company of Grocers.” The
contract price for erecting the strncture, of which
we give illustrations, is rather under 3,OOOZ.

Another gift has afforded the managers great

satisfaction, and we do not wonder. Four years

ago the Head Mistress, much esteemed, married
the late Mr. George Peckett, who had done good
service to the institution. Having lately lost

her husband, Mrs. Peckett has announced her

iutention of building the chapel (of which we
give a view), at her ewn cost (about 5,000Z.), to

serve at once aa a memorial of him, and of her

own regard for an institution with which she
was long connected,—an occurrence as honour-

able to the managers as it is to the lady.

Donations to the building fund, and for annual
subscriptions, are pressingly called for. Some
statistical tables appended to the report show
how considerable a difference on the whole ex-

penditure is sometimes made by a small increase

of cost on each individual for provisions, &c.

Thus in 1863, the cost per head of each orphan
was lOZ. Is. Id., and the cost for the entire esta-

blishment was hence 4,343Z. 19a. 7d.
;
while in

1868 the cost of each child was 12Z. Is. S^d.,

and the total cost was hence increased to

5,239Z. Is. 3d. The average number of children

in 1863 was 432, and in 1868 it was 431.

The objects of this institution are most ad-

mirable, and we fully endorse words lately

uttered by the Rev. J. W. Gleadall, while plead-

ing the cause of the asylum :

—

“ This Institution is distinguished from a great many of

the other establishments of beoeYolence, which, tike gems
in a monarch's diadem, adorn and dignify our land. Whilst
others direct their atteotion to mitigate the diOerent evils

that result from poverty, disease, old age, and accident,
thus furnishing a refuge for the broken remain- of human
life, this, on the other band, contemplates its objects in
the first years of their existence. It takes them from the
position of danger in which, by no act of their own— by no
vice or folly of their own—they have been placed. It
rescues them from the associations and from influences
which might make utter shipwreck of their hopes and
their happiness. It saves them from such a fate, aud,
with ail the anxiety of a parent, guards their early years
and Crains them to religion, to virtue, and to usefulness.”

a
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The new bank buildings for the Birmingham

Town and District Banking Company form the

second instalment of the proposed improvements

in Culmore-row ;
the Union Club-honse, designed

by the same architect, and lately opened, being

the first. The banking-hall was the first portion

erected, and is placed at the rear of the present

building. This was opened for the transaction

of business a few months back, and comprises a

large and lofty banking-hall, 65 ft. long, 35 ft.

wide, and 33 ft. in height, the general style

being Italian, freely treated. Each side of the

hall is arranged as an arcade, each arch recessed

in two orders, and supported on piers, having

enriched capitals or imposts varied in design, the

architrave being also enriched. The arches on

the longer sides are grouped in three divisions,

each divided by a shafted pilaster, the shaft

being circular and not continued to the plinth,

but discontinuing about two-thirds of the dis-

tance down the walls, and terminated upon a

carved corbel
;
the arches on one side and one

end are pierced for light, and filled in with cast-

iron windows of novel design, with large and

small ornamental squares, the large squares

glazed with diapered glass, and the smaller

borders and ornamental portions with glass of a

green tint, the effect of the whole being very

good.
_ . -L j

Above the arcade, on all aides, are an enriched

cornice, and a panelled cove supporting the

ceiling, arranged in three divisions, corre-

sponding with the divisions of the side walla

before described, and richly panelled
;

the

central portion rising into a panelled dome, with

the entire surface of the panels covered with a

diaper enrichment. All the woodwork and

fi.ttiDg3 are of mahogany, French polished.

Beneath the hall is a series of strong rooms for

bullion, securities, plate, &c., and an arrange-

ment by an hydraulic lift by which the books

are conveyed from the hall to the strong

rooms.
The new banking-hall will be approached by

an entrance from Colmore-row. This, with the

manager’s and other private rooms, is in front

next the street, arranged on the ground floor,

and forms that portion of the work now in

course of erection. The first and second floors

are arranged for suites of offices, with separate

entrances
5

the third floor forms a residence

for the junior clerk. The front in Colmore-

row, of which we furnish an engraving, will be

of Bath stone.

The architect is Mr. Teoville Thomason;

the builders are Messrs. Hardwick & Son, of

Birmingham
;

the lighting is entrusted to

Messrs. Mirfield & Son, of Birmingham the

warming to Messrs. Haden
;
the hydraulic lift to

Messrs. Jeakes & Co.
;
and the general ircn-

foundera’ work to Messrs. Walter May & Co.

The cost will be from 11,000!. to 12,000!.

“The primary purposes of tho New Buildings Act are

uoqueslionabh— (1) security against lire, and (2) slability

of structure." Tho defendant contends that the lirst ol

these is the only real object, stability of structure being

quite a secondary object, in order to insure that a buildii^,

if gutted by fire, should not collapse or fall down. He
quotes a great number of the sections of the Act in support

of his views
;
but, I confess, they do not convince me, and

I think that Mr. Lower is right, and that the object of the

Act must have been as much to secure the stability ot

buildings as to insure security against fire.
,

I DOW proceed to the consideration of the facts of each

case, and commence with

CHDisTCnuEcn.

The windows of this church have stone arches, in which

there have been made some internal alterations. The sines

of the original jambs were of plain unornamcnted stone,

about 14 ft. high. There wore 156 square inches 'n the

stone of the jambs
;
that is, if a section were made

jambs it would present 156 square superficial inches; the

jambs were bonded in places,—that is, some of the blocks

comprising the jambs were larger than others, and were

bedded into the wall, so as to give stability to the arch

;

the plain unornamented sides of tho jambs inside the

church had been partially cut away, 21 in. out of the

156 square inches had beeu removed, and ornamental

columns, apparently of serpentine or granite, bad been

BubstituteA
Westminsteb Abdet.

In this case the question is as to some repairs made in

an archway leading from Dean’s-yard into the olotst^s,

over which archway the Dean’s residence is situated. Iho

arch is in a stone wall, which is 2 ft. 3 in. thick, and the

arch itself is of ornamental stone-work called Fire-stone,

which had partially decayed from the effect of time,— tho

date of the work being the latter end of the fourteenth

century. Thedeeayed part of this arch had been removed,

and supplied with new stone; the part removed being

from liin. to 9 in. in depth. The question in each of these

cases was whether the work done was each

notice to the district surveyor.
, . ,

In the ChriU Church case the complainant contended

that to the extent of tho 21 in. the jamb was weakened.

On the other hand the defendant said—and called

evidence to show—that this arch was like the stone dress-

ines of a window ;
that it was decorative and not struc-

, -v, - . .

tuMl, and that the whole of it might be removed without
]

of any such case, and

damage to the structure, though this, it appears, would has informed me that he

depend on the fact whether arch of having arisen

brick within the stono arch, and

come within the operation of the Act. The conclusion I

arrive at is, that the term “ affecting the construction ot

m outer wall” must mean the construction, juoaa, its

stability, and that what was done in this case was,

the former, ornamental work, and not structural, and did

not, in the sense I put upon the terra, affect the construc-

tion of the outer wall, and it is not, therefore, within tho

Act. The result, therefore, will be that both summonses

Tolleit V. Tyler.

This was another summons by a district surveyor

against a builder, for not giving a notice under the Build-

ing Act, having referenco to a ohimnoy in Westminster

Abbev close. The case depends upon the same sections of

the Act as in the former cases, mainly turning upon tho

9th sec • but it is altogether a difl'erent question. It

is shown that there was a chimney to a private house,

partly springing from the roof, and partly running down

tho external side of tho house.

This chimney was originally in height on one side a

little over 18 It., and on the other a little over It. as

it reqnired now terminals or chimney-pots, it was lowered

for about 4 ft., under the directions of the defendant by

his workman, and while the work was in progress, the

occupier ofthe house gave instructions to tho workman to

lower the chimney still further, and it was co^nsequent y
lowered about 9 ft. It was then rebuilt about 4 ft. 9 in.,

being about 4 ft. 3 in. less than its original height. 1 have

mentioned these facte in detail because the defendant

seemed disposed to contend that he was not responsibm,

as the work had chiefly been done by the directions of the

householder. But as it was done by a workman in the

defendant’s employ, whom he paid for the work, and

under the superinteadenco of his foreman, U is clear tliat

tho work must be taken as done by him, or under hia

directions. Tho question then is, whether this was an

" alteration in a building," within the 9th sec. H it was,

a notice was requisite. Mr. Parsons (district surveyor for

Lambeth) was called as a witness for the complainant,

and stated that tho magistrates in that district had held

that in similar cases of partial taking down and rebuilding

a chimney, the surveyor was entitled to notice; but he

added that in such cases where he had received due notice,

he only charged a nominal fee of 23. 6d.
.

If any such decision', had been distinctly brought

b was like the stone dress- under my notice, I should have
®/*SiSuUrs

decorative and not struc- by it ;
but I have not been

removed without ’ of any such case, and one of the magistrates ot the eouri

it anoears, would ' has informed me that he is not aware ot any such point

s relierine arch of haTin, ari.an. The tact that one di.triet ““T

Ihi, poiht lh.„ »aa no
,

of a liberal.ln™ ,of m.nd, ho

Stability; that what was done

01 a iiueiai lum ui .j.il.'j, - -—
,
would be entitled to by law, can of course have no weight

;

, the defendant contended that what and it may turn out fee

way affected the stability ofthe wall
;

wonld be more than the cost of the work. The Uemnna^^

iiion of the wall the whole of the contended that it was clear no “®tioe
,>,n^rabuildiDe

removed wi,hoot affaoUng .nch the mere t.k.n^down •

It was aone was merely the removal of ua.

-

r---— — -
,v. , >

.he.eaal.^Cae one .dneja calledJ_9^th.„ne^ bp ^,he
all a portion as 4 ft. 9 ii

mg (i

arch
;
and that,

merely ornamental <

i not an “ alteration
"

only where the

case of Christ Chnrcli, it w . ,

decorative work that had been 1 that a notice v

within the Act. ;
question in this case ii

As already stated, the

liferent from those ir
*'•*

to guide one in tne conscrucuou h-. -

o!V^p"r“™o.T l”n*S"c‘S« ^ S: '‘l.-X > ---.d .ba. .1 [or .be purp-a o<

iginal height, that

within the Act; but I

but it is manifest that some limitation must be put

these words.
, . 0. 1

Literally speaking, it might be said that neecilewo^,

performed in a room is work done in _a building. ^

course, that

putting on uew chimney-pots, it was found uecessary to

remove and restore two or three courses of old bricks

that would not be such an alteration t

case it is clear that what was done was an alteration o. . „

workdonelo.boddmi;withiolh..triotl.H.rotlh.^Act, f™,”” .“f
"."“b

.i,er.tioo ae would tequiro

notice.
The difficulty here, therefore, i

room .3 wor.. uuu. .TA » ... ^
As it seems the only object waj

not within the scope of the Act ;
and I for the purpose of putting r

where to draw the line,

to remove the old work
w chimney-pots, and to

original height, I
ro7;o’u'rh“.n”ibr„;3;rp.uipio‘'.how,h.n.e.w
puUi.p.oo...im.U.iou.olhewo^ IVZ S" M tin.. I ... booed to

B the right view.1, tho meaning of the Act. _
.

, • .l •

I say I do not feel very oontideot that this is the n

i. and am quite willing to grant a case if required.

In the mean time I must consider this summons as dia-

Cases were granted on the application of Mr.

CASES UNDER METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

WESTMINSTER POLICE COURT, JUNE 30.

Mr. Arnold gave judgment in three caaes

•under the Building Act, in which Messrs. Poole

& Tyler, masons and builders, had been sum-

moned for neglecting to give notice to the

district surveyor of Westminster, Mr. Tolley,

respecting certain works at Christ Church,

Westminster, and Westminster Abbey. The

judgments were as follow :

—

Tolley T. Toole.

These were three summonses taken out by a district

surveyor against a builder for not giving notice of work

done in certain buildings under sec. 38 of the Metropolitau

Building Act. The lirst of these relates to Christ

Church, in the parish of 8t. Margaret, Westminster;

the second relates to an external archway in Westminster

Abbey; and as the questions in both cases depend

on very similar principles, it may be convenient to

consider both cases together. By the Slst sec. of the Act,

with the exemptions thereinbefore mentioned, every

work done to, in, or upon any building shall be subject to

the supervision of the district surveyor.

The exemptions are contained in the 6th sec. Christ

Church is certainly not within them
;
nor, according to a

decision in this Court, is Westminster Abbey.

By see. 9, “ any alteration, addition, or other work
made or done for any purpose except that of neces-ary

repair not affeotiug the coustruction of any external or

party wall in, to, or upon any old building . . . shall

to the extent of such alteration, addition, or work, be

subject to the regulations of this Act." These seem to mo
to bo the important sections to be considered, though many
others have been referred to in the course of this argu-

ment. It is very difficult to ascertain the exact object of

the Act; it has no preamble, and there is nothing in it

from which that object can be precisely ascertained. Mr.

Lower, the surveyor to the office of Metropolitan Buildings,

in his preface to the edition of the Act, p. vi. (1855), says,

shelves in a private house, or altering pews lu a church,

would be alterations done in a building; but

think will contend that these were subject to the regula.

tiona of the Act. It may be said, indeed, that these are

carpenters’ work
;
that it is only to builders’ work that the missed.

Act would apply ;
but there must be a line drawn

there. Ee-setting a stove or altering a chimneypiect „
private bouse, or the putting up of a monntnentul tablet iOliey,

or a font in a church, would be builders’ work done m a

building
;
but I doubt if any district surveyor would con- '

tend that he was entitled to notice in such cases. The ttabi_lxTY FOR FEES FOR TAKING OUT
question is. after all, one of degree ;_and,_as I consider

, i

that the proper test is, whether the work done may affect

the stability of the building, or render it more liable to

accident from fire, I think that the work done in this case

being merely decorative or ornamental, not structural, it

anothereWnrfs^ntrJdLTd^^^X^^ being, not

only whether what was done was “work done upon a' Moore, fli

building ’’ within the meaning of the Act— for that it was

an “ alteration,” I am sure that Mr. Scott, under whose

superintendence the work has being going ou, would most

emphatically deny— but also whether it came within the

exception in the gth section as being a “ necessary repair

not affecting tho construction of the outer wall."

That it was a “necessary repair" ia not in dispute;

that IS to say, necessary in one sense, not for the security

of the arch, but for the restoration of its outline ;
and the

question turns on the fact whether the work done affected

the construction of the outer wall. The defendant con-

tended, as in the last case, that even assuming the object

of the Act was to ensure stability, still what was done in

no way affected the stability ofthe arch or wall
;
and I con-

sider that this, as a matter offact, was provedin evidence.

But the complainant contended that the question was not

whether the repair affected tho ttability of the wall, but

whether it affected its conetruction. Construction properly

means that which is heaped or built up or put together ;

and no doubt in that large sense the arch is part ot the

construction ofthe wall, and the repair done to it does affect

that construction by the removal of one portion and the

substitution of something else. But, as one ol the

witnesses observed, the removal of stucco from a wall, or

the scraping of a brick in it, may be said to aUect its

construction. But it would be idle to suppose, in such

cases, that notice to the district surveyor would be neces-

sary To take a familiar case : the pointing of a wall, in

doing this, the brickwork. I believe, is usually scraped

Old mortar is certainly removed to some depth, andtresh

IS substituted. The coustruction — the mere putting

together of the wall - is “ affected," but its stability is not

;

and it could hardly be contended that such a case would

QUANTITIES.

In the Dublin Court of Common Pleas, on June 17tb,

before Chief Justice Monahan and a special jury, the case

of Griblon v. Jlfoore was tried. This was an action by Mr.

Edward P. Gribbon, architect and surveyor, of Stephen s-

green, against Mr. Hugh Moore, druggist, of Capel-atreet,

to recover the sum of 12Si. 148., beiug his fees for taking

out the quantities for a warehouse proposed to be built

1 the site of the old Scots* Church, Mary’s-abbsy, aceord-

lug to drawings and speoifloation prepared by Mr. vVilliani

Fogerty, architect, but which defendaot, alter getting the

tenders, had abandoned tho ideaof building. The detence

was that no work was done, and that defendant had never

Qoloyed Mr. Gribbon. ,, », ,

Mr. Heron stated the plaintiff’s case. Mr. Moore, he

said, being desirous of erecting extensive warehouses, had

in the beginning of the year 1867 employed Mr. Fogerty,

the well-Lown architect, of Harcourt-street, to prepare

drawings and specifications, which were formally approved

by the defendant on the 9th of February in that year. It

was then settled that the plaintiff should prepare the

quantities, and that ten of the leading builders of Dublia

snould be invited to tender on them the teudars to be

in by the 15th of March. The conditions of contract,

conditions of tender, circular to builders, and form of

tender, were all duly drawn up by the architect, and

examined and approved, not only by Mr. Moore, but als»

by his solicitor, early in February. The conditions of

tender contained this important clause, .iz. i—‘ 1. The

quantities will be taken out by Mr. Gribbon, and a copy

furnished free to each party desirous of tendering, on

application. The surveyor's charge for the quantities to

be paid by the party whose tender may bo accepted oa

tho receipt of the first instalment on account of the work,

at the usual rate, as will be set forth at the foot ot the

estimate." Dated February 11th, 1867. Signed, >Villiaai

Fogerty, architect. Ho would direct the particular

attention of the jury to the fact that, while H was un-

doubtedly the successful builder that was to pay the
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sarvejor, it was to be out of the flrat instalment, which
was, of oonrse, the employer'a money, and the iterawaa
very properly to be provided for by the builder at the foot
of the eatimato. The tenders ranged from O.OOOL to
7,600L, or thereabouts; or, after allowing for 600i. worth
of old niateriala, showed 8,OOOL to be the lowest value to
be put on the work. At the foot of all the builders’ esti-
matea the item of “Surveyor's fees, ij per cent.” was
added, being included in the amount of the tender. The
lowest tender was that of the old-established and respect-
able firm of Dauiel Crowe & Sons. A deed of contract
was prepared by Mr. Moore’s solicitor, submitted to
Messrs. Crowe’s solicitors, and approved, and everything
appeared in fair train for proceeding with the work, when
it was found that Mr. Crowe, sen., was in too infirm a
state of health to execute the contract, and some delay
took place. Eventually Messrs. Crowe, jun., offered to
carry on the work, giving the names of three first-rate
merchants of the city of Dublin as securities. This, how-
ever, defendant did not choose to accept, and soon after,
without informing either the architect, the surveyor, or
the builders, changed his mind, and advertised the site for
sale. None of the work bad been carried out, and as the
surveyor had no builder to pay him in the ordinary way,
and as provided for by the “conditions of tender,” he
looked to the defendant to pay him, as having first em-
ployed him through his architect, and as being the only
party who received any benefit. It would also be proved
that defendant fully understood and approved of the
plaintiff’s being employed on the usual terms.
After evidence bad been led for the plaintiff, Mr. Mao-

doDogh stated the case for the defendant, in course of
which the Chief Justice said—Really, Mr. Macdouogh, can
you have any defence to this ? We had a case—Taylor
V, Hall—80 like this before that it seems useless to waste
further time on it. The only doubt then was, whether the
employer or the builder was the party liable, as some work
bad been done; but here there can be no doubt on that
subject. The custom of the trade was then proved by
half a dozen witnesses. You would bo better emploved in
another court.

Several jurors also said it was really only wasting time
to continue the trial.

Mr. Maodonogh here conferred with defendant, and
announced that his client pressed him to go on, as he bad
never seen the plaintiff or authorised his employment, and
conceived be had a good defence to the action. Defendant
addressed the Court to the same effect.
The Chief Justice said that, of course, he would try the

ease out, if the parties were determined on it.

Attho close of the evidence for defendant, the Chief
Justice briefly charged the jury. The evidence, he said,
was, to some extent, contradictory; the defendant assert-
ing that under no circumstances he was to pay the plaintiff,
and that he instructed the architect to that effect. The
latter, on the contrary, asserted that the surveyor was
employed under the usual arrangement, as set forth in the
documents, without any such special stipulation as that
stated by defendant. If they believed the former thev
should find for the defendant; if they believed the latter
th^ should find for the plaintiff, as undoubtedly the work
had been abandoned; and on the authority of the case
oited, as well as the usage proved, the employer became
liable under these circumstances.
While the jury retired. Dr. Boyd submitted to his lord-

ship that even supposing Mr.Fogerty had been instructed,
as stated by defendant, that was no answer to the plaintiff,
unless it could be proved that he was aware of and had
acquiesced in the alleged arrangement. [The Chief Justice
took a note of the exception.]
The jury, after a brief deliberation, returned a verdict

for the plaintiff for 12 R. lis. and costs.

THE EEFOEM OF HOTEL CHAEGES.
The erection of limited company hotels, and

the employment of capital in them, has been
generally a failure in England, as I know to my
cost, having been bo unlucky as to take shares
in several of them. Does not this want of
success arise from their scale of charges as com-
pared to the prices at the German watering-
places, the proprietors of which, with a short
season of about four months, almost all make
fortnnes, besides benefiting by their custom the
towns in which they reside ? It seems impossible
m our country to get the old idea “ of sticking it

into a few customers at the old approved rates ”

out of the heads of our innkeepers, whether of
the old sort, or the new modern limited style.

I noticed a paragraph in one of the daily
papers last month suggesting a speculation in
chambers or buildings suitable for the middle
classes, in the style of the Grosvenor Buildings,
with sets of rooms to be rented, say, at from
301. to 1001. per annum, with a restaurant
attached, from which the residents could be
supplied at a fixed tariff, and thus avoid to a
certain extent the expense and trouble of
servants. The idea is a good one, and worth
the attention of some of your enterprising
readers.

On reference to the dividends of several hotel
companies, I have not been able to account for
the poor returns obtained, and cannot see why
an undertaking of this kind, in a thickly-
populated, rich, and active country, should not
yield large profits if conducted upon such prin-
ciples as to seenre constant employment and use
of the accommodation offered to the public.
As ray profession has led me to travel for many

years past on the Continent, and much in
England, and having been compelled by my own
health and that of my family to wander about
the world and reside in hotels, lodgings, and
furnished houses, my attention has been fre-
quently drawn to the matter of hotel accommo-

dation in England, and its inferiority to that on
the Continent, notwithstanding that most articles
of consumption are cheaper with us

;
and my

experience has led me to ascribe this entirely to
the high charges persisted in by our countrymen
in face of the poor results obtained by them. To
succeed, they must tap the pockets of the
millions, be content with a small pro6t from
each, and leave the old system of the yellow and
blue rooms, with their dozen occupants, and their
port and sherry at Ss. a bottle, claret at 10s., to
the upper ten thousand, the parvenu rich and
others of that sort, and send the old Boniface
traditions of the road to the limbo of forgotten
things.

In this view I beg to submit an estimate of
the returns for an establishment built to accom-
modate 100 guests, in the style of the German
hotels, and let at an average of 2s, per day, and
kept full by a low tariff :

—

T, . „ Per Day. Per Year.
Kent—To pay for house, fur-

niture, &c., lOO at Zs £10 0 0 .,.£3.650 0 0
Profit on food, &c.:—

On breakfast and tea;
cost, 6d. each person,
chareodls 2 10 0 ... 912 10 0

On dinner; coat 9d.,
charged Is. Gd., 100... 3 16 0 ... 1,263 15 0On wines, say 6d. each

^
Person 2 10 0 ... 912 10 0

bervanta, cuarged at3d.
each per day _ 456 6 0

The cost here is calculated from the actual retail
prices of plain breakfasts, consisting of tea,
coffee, or cocoa, bread, fresh butter, and eggs or
fish

; dinners of plain joints of boef, mutton, or
veal, with vegetables, bread and cheese, and
farinacious puddings, supplied to a family of
four persons, where meat is Id. per pound dearer
than in London, and bread, butter, and groceries
also rather higher in price, except tea, which I
have taken at 2s. 6d. per pound.

Possibly some of your readers would be sur-
prised at this estimate,—and so was I when it
came out on paper. Now, here is the lowest
charge at which I have ever been able to get
myself and family supplied in England, at hotels
professing the most reasonable charges;

—

4 persons—Breakfast, plain, at s. 6d £0 6 0
Tea ditto la 0 4 0
Dinner ditto la. 9d 0 7 0
Servants, atOd. (but generally la.) 0 2 0

SUBUEBAN TILLAGE AND GENEEAL
DWELLING COMPANY.

The annual general meeting of this company
has been held. The report of the directors was
read, in which they revert to the difficulties
they had to contend with, but are enabled to
speak with satisfaction as to the present position
and future prospects of the company. The
estate at Loughborough Park had been obtained
on terms that admitted of no doubt, they thought,
that,when covered, asnbstantialretarnfor capital
invested would be secured. The retiring direc-
tors and auditors were re-elected. The chair-
man said that the directors had hitherto 'given
their services gratuitously, and should ask for
no fees until the company was in a more
prosperous condition.

against actual cost, 5s. Is it any wonder,
therefore, that people in my class of life, with
incomes from 250J. to 600J. per annum, carefully
avoid hotels and take lodgings in England,
and spend the holidays in Germany or elsewhere
on the Continent ?

The charge of Is. Gd. per day for each person
generally made at railway hotels in England is
most unreasonable, and of itself prevents many
persons from frequenting them. It is the know-
ledge of these charges in England that has put
the Germans np to imitating them to the English
in a moderate ratio. It may be objected to this
statement, that these figures assume that all the
100 rooms are let. So they will bo at my scale
of charges. Many families and other persons
would reside altogether in such establishments,
as they do in America. The restaurant would
supply people outside of the house in the neigh-
bourhood, and there would be other profits on
wines, hire of carriages, &o., provided always
that the proprietors will content themselves
with moderate profits in a large turn-over.
Eemember that the trade is all ready-money

j

and surely 100 per cent, ought to satisfy an inn-
keeper. I know few other trades but chemists
who would not be well pleased with half that
rate.

As I find my pocliet will not stand, this
summer, the English charges, I am ofl' to Ger-
many next week^, for a couple of months, and
shall be glad if this statement will enable you
to throw out any hints in your valuable paper to
remedy this state of things, and enable me next
year to spend my money in old England.

A Eetieed Buildee.

THE EOYAL ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.
We mention with great satisfaction an intima-

tion from Sir Thoa. Biddulph that her Majesty
the Queen graciously consents to become the
patron of the Royal Architectural Museum,
and gives 50L We have already mentioned that
the new building, near Dean’s-yard, West-
minster, will be opened on the evening of July
2lBt. The council are understood to wish the
meeting to have something of the character of
the well-remembered gatherings in the old
“cock-lofts” of Canon-row, whereat art-work-
men formed part of the audience, and short
addresses were delivered by friends of the
Institution.

THE PROPOSED MOSAICS FOR THE
HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

We hear that an attempt is to be made to
rescind the vote enabling Mr. Layard to fill

some of the spandrels in the Central Hall with
mosaics. We trust, however, it will not prove
successful. That our artists have not at present
produced any thoroughly satisfactory works in
mosaics is no sufficient reason for stopping
endeavours in that direction, but the reverse.
Excellence is not to be attained by a jump ; it

must be perseveringly striven for.

Concrete Houses.—Travellers by railway
and others visiting Cleckheafcon, will have noticed
two houses which are in course of erection there
by Mr. James Cockroft, upon the concrete prin-
ciple. These houses are now fast approaching
towards completion. They are semi-detached”
with bay windows to the front, and comprise on
the ground floor four rooms each, with five bed
rooms, bath-room, and closet above. The wood-
work throughout will be of pitch pine vai-nished.

MARTYRS’ MEMORIAL.
Sir,—On reading in the Builder your notice

of the Smithfield Martyrs’ Memorial Church, it
struck me as especially necessary to repeat your
advice elsewhere given, that the mottoes and in-
soriptions should be written in the current
characters of the present day, whether on stone
or glsiss. I hope no Medieval notions will pre-
vent this being done. I do not trouble you with
reasons

; I think they will readily occur to your
readers. Repormee.

SANITARY STATISTICS IN PARIS.
Paeis now publishes weekly returns of

mortality, and furnishes to ourRegistrar-General
the number of deaths each week, with certain
information relating to the causes of death, in
time for simultaneous publication in the official

weekly return of births and deaths in London
and thirteen other large towns of the United
Kingdom. This marked sign of progress toward
a complete system of International Sanitary
Statistics is important beyond the mere value
of the facts thus rendered available. So long as
Paris neglected to pnblish this weekly informa-
tion, which in time of epidemics is of great
international interest, other large continental
cities felt justified in showing the same apathy;
the example now set by Paris will probably ere
long be followed elsewhere. Berlin has for some
time, and Vienna for a still longer period, enabled
the Registrar-General to publish weekly statistics
of those cities

; but the value of the return
received for the first time this week from Paris
is greatly enhanced by its referring to the same
week as the return for London, which has not
hitherto been the case with either Berlin or
Vienna.

According to the return received from Paris,
the present population of that city is estimated
at 1,889,842. In this population 8-1-0 deaths were
registered during the week ending Saturday,
3rd July, which showed an annual death-rate in
the week of 23 per 1,000 persons estimated to
be living. In London, during the same week,
the death-rate did not exceed 20 per 1,000; bnt
in Berlin, in the seven days ending Thursday,
Ist July, the death-rate was so high as 3-4 per
1

,
000.
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A comparison of the relative mortality from a

few diseases during last week will be interesting,

althoagh its valne will be far enhanced when the

comparison can be extended over a series of

weeks. The numbers for Paris have for this

purpose been raised in proportion to the difference

of population, and aro not the actual numbers

registered. Small-pox would have caused 2/

deaths in Paris last week (were Paris as large as

London) against 4 in London. Scarlatina, .on

the contrary, caused only 5 deaths in Pans,

against 75 in London ;
measles 15 against 22

;

and diarrhoea, 15 against 20. The fatal cases of

diphtheria were as 10 in Paris to 4 in London.

Inflammatory diseases of the respiratory organs,

bronchitis, and pneumonia, caused 169 deaths

in the week in Paris in proportion to 146 m
London. The deaths resulting in childbirth

were as 13 in Paris to 8 in London.

The return from Paris does not yet contain

information relating to the temperature or rain-

fall, or to the number of births registered ;
but

what we have is a most valuable instalment, and

it will doubtless be rendered more complete ere

long. -

NEW STEEET PAVING.

A PABT of Threadneedle-street has been paved

with a new material, so far as England is con-

cerned
;

viz., compressed rock asphalte. This

kind of paving has been and is extensively used

in Paris and other continental towns, and the

whole of Paris is being gradually repaved with

it. The advantages of this material laid in the

manner adopted in Paris, of which the part of

Threadneedle-street is a specimen, include the

absence of noise, mud, and dirt, and its

durability (some of the streets in Paris having

been laid fifteen or sixteen years without

renewal).

The work has been executed by French work-

men, under the superintendence of Measrs.

Callender & Amos, who bold the right for Great

Britain from the proprietors of the mines from

which this rock asphalte is obtained.

The motion to the brush can be given by friction

rollers and straps. Could not the same thing be

used for plana ? I think it would be cleaner and

more expeditious. Instead of liciaid colour,

have a stiff brush and a solid cake or pad.

Tnos. Lewis Joweit.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Blaydon .—The improvements which have for

a considerable time past been carried out in

St. Cuthbert’s Church, are now approaching

completion. The tower, which, at the building

of the church, was left iu an unfiiiiahed state,

now begins to form a feature of the edifice as

seen from a distance. Two stained-glass

memorials have been inserted in the easternmost

windows of the north and south aisles. The

north aisle window consists of two figures, the

one taken from Job xix. 25, 26, depicting

the patriarch uttering the passage For I

know that my Redeemer liveth, and that He
shall stand at the latter day upon the earth

;

and though after my skin worms destroy this

body, yet in my flesh shall I see God.” The

other figure, from 2 Timothy iv. 6—8 repre-

sents St. Paul as he expresses the words :
—“ For

I am now ready to be offered, and the time of

my departure is at hand. I have kept the faith :

henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of

righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous

judge, shall give me at that day
;
and not to me

only, but unto all them also that love His

appearing.” This window has been placed as a

memorial of tbe late Mr. Charles Armstrong, of

Newcastle. The other window, situated in the

south aisle, has been erected at the sole expense

of his partners, in memory of the late Mr.

Henry Poole, of the firm of Poole, Austin, &
Co., Blaydon Bottle Works, and consists of a

coloured design, of a geometrical and grisaille

been taken down at the west end, thus affording

once again the use of an entrance under the

tower, and exposing the west window to view.

The pier arches have been cleaned of colouring,

and tbe character of the stonework disclosed j:

and the font, placed at the west end, near the

tower, is likewise restored. In the roof, little of

tbe old timber remained. This has been cleaned,

and moulded ribs added of pitch pine, coloured

to match, and so panels have been formed, tbe

spaces of which are plastered. In the chancel,

screens and new oak seats have been added to

correspond with the work done when the chancel

was partially restored some years ago
;
while the

seats throughout the body and aisles, which are

all free and open, are of pitch pine, stained and

varnished. The aisle floors have been laid with

tiles, red, white, and buff, supplied by Messrs.

Boote, of Burslem. The windows have been re-

glazed throughout. With the exception of the

windows in the chancel and the tower, a semi-

transparent glass has been used, with bine and

ruby-coloured borders. The others are tinted,

and the whole of this work was attended to by

Messrs. Lavers, Barraud, & Westlake. The

heating will be by means of hot air from a Por-

ritt stove, under a grating at the entrance from

the north porch. In the south aisle a mural

monument has been erected to the memory of

Dr. W. H. Clarke, a judge in the Recorder’s

Court at Rangoon, who was born at Farndon,

and died at sea. The inscription is on white

marble under a crocheted canopy of Caen stone,

supported by dark green marble shafts. The

chapel of the Barnston family has been entirely

rebuilt or re-cased. The old roof and ceiling

were removed, and the underside of the new
roof is panelled, with moulded ribs and cornice,-

which are slightly decorated in colour. A new
window of four lights has been put in. This

chapel has cost abont 2001., the architect being

Mr. Douglas, of Chester; and the builder, Mr.

toterrSmedallL emblems, saefed and Harmon, f
Masonic. The great east window, which was ,

have been confined to the roof, and rspomting

filled with painted glass some time ago, at the the walls, where the mortar had “"V-

cost of the present incumbent, as a memorial to The total coat of the work is f
his deceased relatives, has recently had the old this does not inolado the coat of the chapel,

LADDERS.
Sib —I Lave the honour to suggest that ladders for use.

especially in the metropolis and large towns, could most

conveniently be made of iron, folding by jointed lengths
;

and that loose iron arms be attached to the ladders at each

joint, on both aidtt of the ladder, for tbe purpose of beiDg_

hooked into rivets or staples, to be placed in the walls ol

buildings that ladders are erected against. Such ladders

would be easy to move about, and be safest when erected,

and could be put up almost at any place, where otherwise

ladders cannot, by reason of the dillioulty of getting them

setup. Modem erections could at suitable distances m
their walls have iron rods run through them, with the staple

end of the iron rod projecting slightly on the outside wall,

and be securely fastened on tiie inside by a crossed pm or

bar. If you name the matter, itmaybe carried out advan-

tageously by some of your readers perhaps, and safety to

life and limbs be obtained at very little cost or trouble.

GLAZING.

ara,— Can any of your correBp-'udents give me the

benefit of experience as to the use of hair felt in tbe ;place

of putty, partially or otherwise, for the purpose of bxing

glass of large size on iron skyligbt-bars ?

Clekx or WOBKS.

DECORATION OF SURFACES.

Sia,—In reading over the article, “ The Use of

Plaster in Decoration” in the Builder, Jane 26th,

I find the following It is snrely possible to

devise means for impressing on the finishing coat

of plaster, while still wet, sneh a small diaper

ornament as might relieve the dreary monotony

of surface.”

I have been thinking of the same thing for

some time. This is what I propose. Have a

polished metal roller about 9 in. diameter, and

from 12 in. to IS in. long, and i in. thick
;
die-

sink the pattern on the polished surface, and roll

it on the wall or ceiling while the plaster is

still wet. A brush may be fixed on the frame

to keep the surface moistened with oil. I have

an idea for a rotary paint-brush to paint large

surfaces cheaply.

The axle is a tin cylinder to hold the colour,

with brushes fixed on the outside. The brushes

are supplied with colour from the cylinder or

root of the brashes through perforations in the

cylinder. A friction wheel at each end will give

motion to the brush when rolled on the wall or

ceiling.

For the decoration of walls and ceiling, I

propose to have a rotary stencil plate, that is, a

perforated cylinder of paper or metal, with a

brnsh inside revolving in a contrary direction,

over-glazing taken out for the purpose of better

adjusting the iron bars that crossed the faces of

some of the figures, and marred their effect. It

has now been overglazed with patent rough

plate, so arranged as to leave the figure subjects

clear. These windows, as well as other three

stained ornamental windows in this church, are

all from the works of Mr. Henry M. Barnett, of

Newcastle. There is, it is understood, a project

on foot for the purpose of procuring a new
organ, to be placed at the western end of the

nave, immediately under the tower.

Whittinyton .—The chief stone of the chantry

and south aUlo of Elford Church has been laid.

The design is by Mr. Street, and the work is in

the hands of Mr. Clarson, Tamworth. Tbe

whole expense will be defrayed by tbe Hon.

Mrs. Howard, the patroness of the living.

Boulting .—Tbe ancient church of Doulting,

near Shepton Mallet, is about to be restored. It

was built about 600 years ago, on the site of a

former church, begun in 960, at the instigation

of St. Dunstan, who visited Doulting in that

year, and persuaded the people to replace

the old wooden church by one of stone, to be

dedicated to St. Aldhelm, Bishop of Sherborne,

Abbot of Malmesbury, and first Bishop of

Salisbury, who died where Doulting Church now
stands. The total cost of the work will be about

-i.OOOL, and it will occupy about two years.

Brindle, near Preston .—The old chancel and

the Cavendish Chapel of Brindle Church are

being rebuilt, and the nave also will be con-

siderably remodelled and improved, and new
bench seating provided throughout the church.

The ancient church was altered, and to a great

extent rebuilt, about forty years ago,ia the then

prevailing style of Gothic. The work is being

carried out by local contributions, assisted by

subscriptions from the Duke of Devonshire,

patron of the living, Lord Cbesham, and others.

Messrs. Brade & Smales, of Kendal, are tbe

architects
;
and Mr. Robert Pickup, of Chorley,

is the contractor for the work.

Hartley Wintney .—The foundation-stone of a

new church has been laid here. The design is

Decorated, and the plan comprises nave and two

side aisles, transepts, chancel, baptistery, organ-

chamber, vestry, <&c. Tbe materials are Bath

stone and brick. The architect (Mr. Lansdowne),

was selected by open competition, and the con-

tractor is Mr. Hibbard.

Farndon (Cheshire).—The church of St. Chad,

Farudon, has been re-opened. The gallery has

which is borne entirely by Major Barnston. The
work of restoration has been carried ont by Mr.

Edwin Huxley, of Holt, the foreman for Mr. J.

IlaiTison, of Chester, upon the plana of the

architects, Messrs. Kelly & Edwards, of Chester*

Kernel Hempstead.St. Paul’s Church here

has been consecrated. Tbe new edifice has been

erected in the Early English style of thirteenth

century. The church consists of a nave with

north and sonbh aisles, a chancel, and a transept

on the north side
;
a vestry on the north side of

the chancel, and an organ-chamber on the south

side. There is a bell-turret about 60 ft. in

height, which is placed on the north-west angle

of the nave, with a vaoe at the top. The nava

is divided from the aisles on each side by arcades

of five bays, with shafts alternately octagonal

and cylindrical, with monlded bases and caps,

and pointed arches. The windows in the

clearstory are circnlar, of four, five, and six folly

and the aisles have pointed windows arranged

in triplets. Tbe large east and west windows,

and the windows of the transept and clearstory,

are filled with geometrical tracery, and the east

window (four-light with tracery head) is filled

with stained glass by Messrs. Lavers, Barraud, &-

Westlake. There are three entrances to the

church, viz., the north porch, which forms the

principal entrance, and faces Queen-street ; a

large western door
;
and a door within the porch

at the end of the north aisle. The nave and

aisles have open roofs of stained deal, plastered

between the rafters, and with pierced quatrefoil

panels. The chancel is divided from the body

of the church by a chancel arch springing from

moulded corbels, and the roof of the chancel is

close boarded and divided by moulded ribs into

panels. The chancel is paved with glazed tiles,

and the space within the Communion-rails with

Minton’s tiles in patterns, the passages in the

nave being laid with blue and red Scaffordahire

tiles. The sittings in the church consist of open,

benches of stained deal, and there are stalls in

the chancel with prayer-desks and a lectern.

Tbe pulpit, font, and reredos have been executed

from the architects’ designs, the two latter by

Mr. Earp, of London. The walls of the church.

are constructed of flints, dug on the site, with

quoins and dressings of Box Ground Bath stono

for the outside
;
the pillars, arches, and dressings

of the inside being of Combe Down Bath stone,

with the general surface plastered. The interior

dimensions of the church are 105 ft. 9 in. iu

length, by 54 ft. 4 in. in width. The height oS
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the nave is 24 ft. to the plate, and 17 ft. 6 in
from plate to ridge. The charch affords aocom-
modation for about 570 persons, and 300 sittings
will be free. The architects were Messrs. Drury
& Lovejoy, of London

j the contractors, Messrs.
Gibson, Brothers, of Southall. The Clerk of the
Works was Mr. Kichard Slaughter. The amount
of the original contract was 2,800Z., but we are
informed that the entire cost of the building will
much exceed that sum,

Birkenhead,— St. James’s Church has been con-
secrated by the Bishop of Chester. The church
IS situated in an area at the northern part of the
town, where no less than eight streets converge.
The building is in the Early English style. It
was designed by Mr. Charles Evans Lang, and
Messrs. J, W, Walker, of Birkenhead, were
the builders. The church consists of a nave and
aisles, a clearstory, a chancel, 40 fc. in length,
and north and south transepts, in the latter of
which are galleries. The aisles are divided from
the nave by a range of columns, and from these
spring the arches which carry the clearstory and
roof. At the junction of the nave and chancel
18 an arch which springs from reeded columns and
rises some 40 ft. in height. The chancel is lighted
at the east end by a triplet window, and by three
coupled lancets at each of the sides. An unin-
terrupted view of the church is afforded from
east to west, owing to the nave and aisles being
unbroken and nnintruded upon, except by the
pews and organ, the latter being placed in the
western bay of the north aisle. The western
window is of considerable magnitude, and con-
sists of three lofty lancets, which, together with
the intervening arches and a triangular window
above, occupy the entire west end of the nave.
The church is seated to accommodate 800 adults,
and is 140 ft. long by 50 ft. wide. The transepts
from north to south are 86 ft. long. The tower
and spire are placed at the west end of the north
aisle, and rise 130 ft. high. On the sooth side is
a porch, and at the east end are two entrances
with convenient vestries. The roof has no tie-
beams, but externally there are flying buttresses.
Extensive schools have been built in connexion
with this church. These afford accommodation
for about 500 children, and there are also houses
for the teachers adjoining.
pinnington,—This small village, situate twelve

miles east of Sheffield, and six miles north-west
of Worksop, has been recently improved by the
erection of a church, built at the sole expense of
Mr. J. C. Athorpe, the lord of the manor. The
new church is a small edifice dedicated to St.
Nicholas. It is in the Early English style, and
built by Mr. Cawthorne, of Eetford. It consists
of nave, chancel, and north and south transepts.
The benches are open. On each side of the
chancel is a stained-glass window. In the south
transept is a painted memorial window, repre-
senting the resurrection of Christ. In the
tracery over the window are the four evangelists,
hieroglyphicaliy represented—St. Matthew by a
bust, St. Mark by the head of a lion, St. Luke
by that of a bull, St. John by the head of an
eagle. The west window is filled with stained
glass. There are four cartoons, representing

—

“Christ blessing little Children,” “Baptism of
St. John,” ‘‘Joseph and Mary, with the Infant
Child Jesus iu Bethlehem,” and “Christ among
the Doctors in the Temple.” The whole of the
painted windows are from Munich

j a wheel
window is placed over them.
H&rt/ord.—At arecent meeting of the building

committee of St. Andrew’s Church, the archi-
tect and olerk of the works were in attendance,
and Mr. Johnson produced the names of five
companies, who had sent him prospectuses for
warming the church. It was resolved unani-
mously that the committee, on the suggestion of
the architect, recommend Gurney’s stoves to
the consideration of the parishioners, provided
the whole work of warming the church, brick-
work included, be done at a cost not exceeding
lOOZ. Mr. Cousins was appointed clerk of the
works from the 3rd of May last, at 21. 2a. per
week, payable at the end of every four weeks.
A rate to increase the funds was also recom-
mended.

Jarrow.'—The question of a new cemetery
for Jarrow has been under consideration. The
burial board have been authorised to purchase
the piece of land called the Close, situated at
bhipton, m the occupation of Miss Carr, from
Col. Townley, for the purpose of forming it into
a cemetery, according to Mr. Thompson’s plan ;the whole cost nob to exceed 2,600Z.

A6ini7cZon.—The Church of St. Helen’s is
about to be restored. The old pews are to be
swept away, open seats put in their place,

and other alterations made as a commencement
jand afterwards, as funds come in, the whole

etrncture will be restored. The architect is Mr
Woodyer, of Guildford.
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Il.\.iLWAV Travelling in the Nineteenth
Century, with Plan of Proposed Improvement.
By George Lansdown. London: printed by
Pettitt & Co., Frith-street, Soho.” The plan
which we have urged for many years as a sine
qua non for efficiency and safety in passenger
and guard communication,—namely, a means of
free transit along the train for guard or pas-
senger,—is insisted on by the author of this
pamphlet, who has patented a communication
between carriages by adjustable platforms. He
shows clearly that the objection of cost in
altering carriages, loss of seats, &c., is all a
bugbear, and that there would be gain rather
than loss on the change, by comparison with the
fitting up of electric or other sigualling. But
even that is a very secondary consideration by
comparison with the public safety, which can in
no other

_

way be insured by the trim of trains
in transit. The system is already in operation
both_ in America and on the Continent, and
nothing bub the stolidity of our countrymen
prevents its adoption here. The plans of
Mr. Lansdown would accomplish the desired
alteration in perhaps as unobjectionable a way
as possible. “ Railways and the Public. By
Raphael Brandon, P.R.I.B.A. Second edition.
Bell & Daldy.” We are glad to see that Mr.
Brandon’s project seems to be meeting with
favour, as we agree with its principle, what-
ever be the merits of the precise fares fixed
upon. In his preface Mr. Brandon says that
according to the returns for 1867, if his system
had been in operation, the annual income
would have exceeded the actual receipts
by 48,000,0001. sterling

; and that this
suggests the possibility of still further re-
duciog the fares, from Is. first-class, Gd. second,
and 3d. third, as he proposed in the first
edition of hi; narnnhlPt 1^ rj fi f

^^^^onicles of Science and Notices of Scientific

2d. aecond a"d “fi,
a„d lastitatesJd. second, and Id. third-class, “ all the way

even were it from the Land’s Eud to John o’
Groat’s House, Perhaps Mr. Brandon only
means to add strength to his first proposal, how-
ever ,• and certainly the public would be satisfled
with that, whatever the shareholders—if any
might be. Meantime, a "National Railway
Association,” with a good long list of members,
has been established for the purpose of carryio"
out Mr. Brandon’s scheme, with Mr. Brandon
himself as hon. sec. A prospectus and list of
members accompanies the second edition of his
pamphlet. “ The Paying and Non-paying
Weights pulled by the Locomotive Engine in
1867, considered in connexion with e.xisbio®^
Charges for Passengers aud Goods. By if
Haughton, of the London and North-Western
Railway. M'Corquodale &. Co., printers, Card-
ington. street, London.” This is a very d'fferent
sort of pamphlet from Mr, Brandon’s. The
author is on the engineering staff of the North
Western, and his paper on this subject was read
before the Civil aud Mechanical Engineers'
Society, of which he is president. Mr, Haughton
states that the Board of Trade and other returns
on which his calculations are based

" disclose the strange facts that tho average British
passenger weighs 3 tons with train accessories: and that
the ton of goods, &c., weighs 3} tons; and by no known
processes can these enormous multiplications of original
net weights be reduced, consistent with alTording that
amount of personal security, and comfort, and accom-
modation now enjoyed. Let them in their future delibe-
rations on this Bubjeot [he says] relinquish the idea whi-h
has so long clung to them, and which has been so inge-
niously and persistently placed before them, that a railway
passeugens a feather weiglu-a letter or a newspaper as
It were—and that he may be treated accordingly

;
let them

try to realize the facta as stated, as to the actual total of
paying and nou-payiug weights pulled, and the enormous
energy developed in order to produce the efl'ect expressed
in the figures as before given, viz.,—25,5i3,616,4'J8, hor
mile tons.
These, combined with the figures representing the

wear and tear of material, and the labour expended in
the maintenance of the system, will perhaps convince them
of what an exacting, devouring, and insatiable monster it
IS that they have called upon to minister to their lateh'-
born wants, and will go far to reconcile them to the eiLst-

irill's of lares and rates.”

•“Notes on Joint-Stock Companies.” By
Robt. A. Ward, Solicitor. London: Effingham
Wilson, and Simpkin, Marshall, & Co. Mr. Ward
is the author of a work on “ Investments,” which
we favourably noticed in 1852. The pamphlet
under notice is one that cannot but be useful to

all inlendiiig to have anything to do with Joint
htook Companies. Take the following as a
Specimen ;

—

"Before taking shares in a company the foUowinffquestions should be put to the secretary or promoters^—®
1. Who are the promoters of the company? 2. Howmany shares have been bond fide subscribed for, and bvwhom i State m your reply the number applied for bveach person. 3. Are paid-up shares to be given to any

director or other person ?—if so, state particulars and
gu^T-antee given to any subscriber

against Joss or liability ? 6. Are any paid-up shares, and
it so, how many, to be allotted to the promoters of tbecompany; and are they to receive any, aud if any, whatother advantages? 6. Is any remuneration, and if
so what, fixed for the services of the directors, manager,
and othcers of the company ? 7. Are tbe whole aralunt
ot the shares to be allotted if applied for? 8. Are the
allotments to be made in the order in which the appli-
catmns are received, or at the caprice of the directSrs?
9. How are the directors, manager, and other officers
removable? 10. Is it proposed to place any restriction
upon the transfer of shares? 11 . What is tho qualifica-
tion of a director ?

”

A case of winding up is quoted, which shows
that where a company is on the verge of bank-
ruptcy, a shareholder may, nevertheless, shift a
great part of his responsibility. The case was
one in which a person held 250 shares in a
company, for which he had paid 1.750Z. ; these
ho sold to a clerk of his for 11

,
and so escaped

liability, as the court decided, on the ground that
it was an absolute and bona fide transfer, out
and out, without any trust or reservation. On
the subject of investments, the author inter alias
says,

—

" Land companies are as yet in their infancy. My im-
pression 16

, that purchasing land with judgment, and
reselling it in lots with a registered title, is a very desirablemode ol investment for a company or an individual, and
it contains the element of speculation in a smali degree
only, as the land cannot be lost.”

The Quarterly Journal of Science. July,
1869. Longmans & Co. This number contains
an interesting paper on "The Prehistoric An-
tiquities of and around Lough Gur,” in Ireland
by Professor Harkness, F.R.S.

J illustrated by a
sketch map and wood engravings. There is also
one by Dr. E. Lankeater, F.R.S.,on the “Teach-
ing of Natural Science in Schools

;
” another by

E. Hull, F.R.S., on " A Ternary Geological Clas-
sification;” and various others; besides the usual
Chronicles of Science and Notices of Scientific

for Trade Societies. Published for the Work"
ing-raen’s Club and Institute Union, 150,
Strand.” In this little circular trade societies
are very properly recommended to establish
clubs, where the members may meet for the
transaction of business, instead of resorting
to public-houses. Some communications ap-
proving of the suggestion, from the Rev.
H. Solly, Mr. Lloyd Jones, Mr. Apple-
garth, Mr. G. Potter, and others, are
appended. " Report on the Pollution
of Rivers and Streams in Lancashire. By
Councillor Joseph Brierley, C.E. Blackburn
Tunes office.” This report was presented to the
Royal Commissioners on Rivers Pollution, on
their official visit to Blackburn

; and has been
reprinted from the local Times. The author has
been for many years surveyor to the Burnley
Improvement Commissioners, and engineer to
the Blackburn Corporation. In this report he
offers various suggestions for the consideration
of the Commissioners, as remedial measures

;

such as that each river basin be placed under
the conservancy of a proper officer

;
and that

there be a central or controlling board, with
officers under the control of the central board
only

; that a survey be made of all rivers and
streams, and their pollution with solid matters
be at once prohibited under penalties; and, as
to other offensive matters, such as sewage, trade
waste, &c., that two years be allowed for other-
wise disposing of it

;
and so on.

UltstUIanca:.

Blasting: Rocks under the Sea.—The
granite rocks which have so long impeded the
navigation of the arm of the sea between New
York and Long Island, are now being blasted.
Apparatus is erected for working a drill under
water by steam. The drill bar at its cutting end
is la in. in diameter, and has nineteen diamonds
embedded in its face. When iu motion it makes
from 300 to 500 rotations a minnte, and in that
time, such is the cutting effect of the diamonds,
the hole is sunk in. A number of holes,
consequently, can be drilled in a day. A diver
then descends and cliarges tliam with nitro-
glycerine, which is exploded iu the usual way.
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The Society^of Engineers.—On Friday, in

last -week, the inembera and associatea of the

Society of Engineera made their aeoond exoar-

aion of the present season, when they visited the

Chatham Dockyard Extension Works, by per-

mission of the Lorda, Commissioners of the

Admiralty. A steamer was chartered for the

occasion, in which the members and their

friends, to the number of about 100, made a

pleasant run down the Thames and up the

Medway, luncheon being served on the way.

The band of the Grenadier Guards was on board,

and added to the pleasure of the day by per-

forming an excellent selection of music.

Amongst the members present were Messrs.

F. W. Bryant (president of the society), W.
Adams (vice-president), Alfred Williams .(hon-

orary secretary), Perry F. Nursey (auditor),

G. W. Harris (secretary), Baldwin Latham,

G. Waller, A. E. Stephenson, &o. The docks,

which are very extensive, are fast rising upon a

large tract of marsh, formerly known as Sc.

Mary’s Island, which covers an area of about

320 acres, and lies to the north-east of the pre-

sent yard. The works, when completed, will

consist of four graving docks, each of which will

be 510 ft. long, 80 ft. wide at the coping, and

41 ft. 6 in. from floor to coping level. They will

have 28 ft. 6 in. depth of water at the highest

level of the neap tides. There are also three

large basins, the combined area of which will be

74 acres, add the depth of water in each 30 ft.

at high-water neap tides. The works are pro-

gressing satisfactorily, and the contractor, Mr.

A. Gabrielli, expects to complete them by

Christmas, 1870, the time stipulated in the con-

tract.

The New Assize Courts at Durham.

—

These courts have been re-opened. The whole

of the architectural features iu the vestibule,

corridor, ball, and courts have been carried out

to correspond with the original design of the

exterior of the building. The fittings of the in-

terior of the courts are in Dantzic oak
_

and

American ash, with red and yellow pine linings,

the woodwork of the old courts having been used

as the framing or heart to the new, the whole

being stained and varnished. We postpone a

description of the buildings, as wo shall probably

illustrate them. The cost of all the works will

be about 5,000J. Mr. C. Turnbull has been the

clerk of the works, and has carried out^ the

masonwork, which was principally alterations,

with daily workmen, and the following trades-

men have been contractors for their different

departments of the work Joiner and carpen-

ter, G. Gradon, Durham ;
slater, E. Eule &

Son, Durham ;
plasterer and for cement and tile

flooring, W. B. Wilkinson, Newcastle-on-Tyne

;

painter and glazier, W. Hodgson, Durham; plum-

ber and gasfitter, James Laidler, Durham ;
for

heating and ventilation, Haden & Sons, Trow-

bridge and Manchester; furnishing, W. Eobson,

Durham. The whole has been executed under

the superintendence of Mr. William Crosier, the

county surveyor and architect.

Sanitary Report on Islington, 1868.—
The report on the sanitary condition ot the parish

of St. Mary, Islington, for 1868, by Dr. Ballard,

the medical officer of health, has been printed.

In respect to the Workshops’ Eegulation Act,

Dr. Ballard states that although he thinks it

highly desirable that the Act should be put into

action, the difficnlties met with have entirely

prevented any enforcement of its provisioue.

Unwholesome crowding, nncleanliness, and want

of ventilation, however, have been interdicted,

and a good many amendments in these respects

made. Under the Artisans’ and Labourers’

Dwellings Act three series of premises have been

reported to the vestry
;
namely, Parcells-court,

in the High-street ;
certain houses and shanties

in Brand-street, Holloway ;
and certain houses

in Albert-square. The last have already been

closed. In the other cases the premises have

been reported as being dangerous to health.

An Imperial Inventor.—Some years ago

the Emperor of the French was astonished at

the great space occupied by flour when packed

in sacks in the usual manner, and imagined that

it might be compressed into a much smaller bulk,

and be thus rendered of easier transport. He
at once authorised some experiments to be made
on the subject, which resulted in the flour being

submitted to powerful hydraulic pressuie, and

served to the various regiments in tin cases, nut

only occupying a very small bulk, but protecting

the flour from the damp of the atmosphere, and

so preventing it from becoming mouldy.

Coroner^s Report for Central Middle-

sex.—The sixth annual report of Dr. E. Lankes-

ter, F.E.S., is printed in the weekly sessional

proceedings of the Social Science Association

for 1st July. It contains much important infor-

mation and suggestion on such subjects as

infantile deaths and infanticide, deaths from

accident, suicide, sudden deaths, &c. In six

cases of death from small-pox on which inquests

were held, none of the deceased had been

vaccinated. Dr. Lankester calls attention to

“ the existence of a sect of fanatics, who,

regardless of the overwhelmiog evidence in

favoor of the beneficent efl’ects of vaccination,

and in defiance of the laws of the country,

recommend that children should not be vac-

cinated. These persons [he adds] recommend
that parents should not have the births of their

children registered, so that the inspectors of

vaccination may not be thus enabled to discover

the residences of unvacoinated children.” We
believe that in such cases an opinion is enter-

tained that though vaccination diminishes

deaths from amall-pox it produces other diseases,

bub we have nob yet seen anything like clear

evidence that this is other than a mere fancy.

Sadden death from disease of the heart, Dr.

Lankester says, although it is almost a natural

cause of death amongst old people, also fre-

quently occurs amongst persons under sixty

years of age, mostly from the effects of alcoholic

drinks, preventing the due oxidation of the

tissues.

The Prince Consort’s Windsor Asso-
ciation.—The annual meeting of this Association

has been held in Windsor Home Park. Princess

Christian of Schleswig-Holstein and Princess

Louise presided, and presented the prizes to the

snccessful candidates. In a large marquee
separating a smaller division, where the royal

dais was erected, from that used more particu-

larly by the general public, was a collection of

exotics and fruit. Other tents in the larger half

of the enclosure contained an exhibition of

vegetables and fruit, and a display of cottage

handicraft. There were models of locomotives,

a church, lathe, electric telegraph, &c., and
specimens of needlework. About 250 exhibitors

dined iu a large marquee. The vicar of Windsor
presided. After the dinner Lieutenant-General

Seymour read the report of the Committee, and

the exhibitors were addressed by the vicar of

Egham. The prizeholders, about 200 in number,
were afterwards marshalled up to the royal dais

one by one by the Committee
;
and as their

names were called over by General Seymour, the

prizes were delivered by the princesses. The
prizes varied in amount from 31. downwards,
while the snccessful candidates iu six of the

classes also received framed and glazed certifi-

cates, surmounted by a medallion of the Prince

Consort. The certificates were signed by her

Majesty.

A Xiost Opportunity.—When the Viceroy of

Egypt inspected the fire brigade in the gardens
of Buckingham Palace, we learn that, in order to

illustrate the utility of fire-escapes, certain fire-

men went through the form of rescue from the

roof of the palace. They assumed, we are told,

a helpless state, and were carried down on the

backs of their comrades, some being lowered by
means of ropes. We almost wish, says the Pall

Mall Gazette, that at the same time his Highness
conld have been favoured with other scenes

illustrative of our habits which could nob have
failed to interest him, and would have been
useful as warniugs, if not as examples. For
instance, a few hack cabs might have been driven

to the palace gardens, a select number of police

constables assuming a helpless condition while

the vehicles were allowed to loiter leisurely

through the grounds. The entrance to the palace

might have been upheaved by one of our gas

companies, then carefully relaid and repaved

;

upheaved again by a waterworks company, again

carefully relaid, and then dug up once more by
an underground railway company,—everybody

present assuming “ the helpless condition.” The
Viceroy would then have left the palace with a

fair idea of the ” working of oar systems.”

The late Mr. Robert Grace, Architect.

We regret having to record the death of Mr.

Eobert Grace, architect (late of Derby), at his

residence, Newton-road, Burton-npon-Treut. Mr.

Grace held the office of town commissioner for

several years, and during that time discharged

the duties devolving upon him to the great satis-

faction of all the ratepayers. His loss will be

felt by a large circle of fiends.

St. Alban's Congress of tbe British

Archaeological Association.—The proceed-

ings of the Congress will include

—

Monday, Aug. 2,

Opening Meeting at the Town-hall.—Address of

the President.

—

Ddjeiiner at the Towu-hall.—Ex-

amination of the Abbey Church and Monastery.

—Dinner at the Town-hall. Tuesday, Excursion

to Eedburne, Kensworth, and Markyate Celle,

and Dunstable.—Lunch at Dunstable.—Inspec-

tion of the Iknield Way. Wednesday, Visit to

Verulam, and the special excavations.—Luncheon.

—Examination of the churches and town, and

Sopwell Nunnery. Thursday, Exenrsion to Hat-

field,—Examination of Hatfield House.—Visit to

Knebworth.—Eeception by the President, Lord

Lyttou, and Ddjeiiner. Friday, Excursion to

Hemel Hempstead and Berkhampstead.—Lunch

at Berkhampstead.—Examination of the Church

and Castle, and of Penley Manor House. And
Saturday, Excursion to Abbot’s Langley, King’s

Langley, and Chenies.—Lunch at Chenies. A
number of good papers have been promised.

Eolborn Board of Works has oome into

collision with the corporate authorities of the

City. At the meeting on Monday evening last

the Clerk reported that, acting under the direc-

tion of the Board, and by the advice of counsel,

he had taken proceedings against Messrs. Boit,

the contractors for the City Corporation. The
proceediugs have reference to certain works

executed at the intersection of Cow Crosa-streeb

and St. John-streefc. An indictment has been

presented at the Middlesex Sessions,and a true bill

has been found, but the case has been removed

by the City under a writ of cortioraii to the

Court of Queen’s Bench, where it will not be

heard until next November. It is a pity there

should have arisen this necessity for litigation

between two bodies so closely interested iu each

other’s welfare.

Tbe Wrigbt Testimonial.—A painting, in

commemoration of the labours of Thomas Wright,

the prison philanthropist, has been presented to

the Corporation of London in the Guildhall.

There was a numerous assemblage of ladies and
gentlemen in the body of the hall. This is one

of three pictures to be presented,—one to

London, one to Manchester, and one to Salford.

The picture entitled The Condemned Cell,’*

and of which we have before spoken, painted by

Mr. Charles Mercier, contains a life-size portrait

of the philanthropic workman in the act of

ministering to a convict supposed to be under

sentence of death. The deputation from the

committee was accompanied by Mr. Wright.

Lord Shaftesbnry presented the picture to the

corporation.

New Mode of Cheapening Pig Iron.—
Mr. Eichard Brown, of the Shotts Iron Company,

Glasgow, has provisionally protected an expedient

for cheapening the production of pig-iron, which

has been well received by the Scottish iron-

masters. Ironstone, after being calcined, accord-

ing to the usual custom, is allowed to cool down,

and in many instances is permitted to lie in

heaps till the grass grows over the mound, while

all the time the char is absorbing moisture from

the atmosphere of from 10 to 20 per cent. What
Mr. Brown proposes is to remove tbe ore in as

hot n condition as possible, and, at all events,

before it reaches the temperature of the atmo-

sphere. If removed in an incandescent state

to the] blast-furnace, it enters on its further

stages as a protoxide instead of as a peroxide of

iron, is much lighter in weight, and a consequent

savint^ is efieoted in the lordship, and also in its

transmission by railway. Less fuel will also be

required to convert ore so removed into pig-iron.

There are other improvements, and the saving

from all sources is estimated at from Ss. to Ss.

a ton.

Tbe Competition for tbe now Market at

Bradford.—A cousiderable number of designs

are lodged at the Town Clerk’s office, but they

will be kept strictly private until the award has

been made by the committee of the council

delegated with that duty. The ground proposed

to bs covered is tbe site bounded by Godwin-

Btreet, Darley-streefc, Kirkgate, and Kirkgate

Chapel, and the competition is confined to local

architects.

Inverted Slpbon.—An iron pipe, 11 in. in

diameter and 8,800 ft. (a mile and two-thirds)

long, has been laid in Tuolumne county, Cali-

fornia. It runs down a mountain, under a creek,

and up the ascent on the opposite side, under a

perpendicular pressure at the lowest point of

684 ft.
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Wbolesale Destruction of Bricks. —

Duriug yuoday uight io last week, a large
amount of mischief waa done at the brickfield of
Mr. George Bradbury, Bury New-road, Manchea-
ter. Some 21,000 bricks had been stacked in
walls 3 ft. or <1 fc. high, and about 80 yards long,
as a final preparation for the kiln. On Monday
morning the whole of these walls of bricks were
found to have been thrown down, and the
damage is attributed to the fact that Mr. Brad-
bury and his men are at variance. The great
point of contention is the resolution of masters
to pay by the hour. Mr. Bradbury resisted a
peremptory notice he received three weeks
before to cease supplying bricks to the hour men.
He expresses his determination to persevere, and
his yard is now every night in charge of the
police. The majority of the masters, it appears,
have been induced to side with the men, and the
result is that some sixty or seventy firms refuse
to supply bricks to those master bricklayers who
enforce the hour system. On the other hand,
some ten or a dozen refuse to cut ofi* the supply,
and Mr. Bradbury is one of them. Their yards
have been stopped for about three weeks, the
men, it is alleged, refusing to make up the bricks
unless the masters promise not to supply the
bricklayers who have joined the hour system.
The conspiracy, therefore, as in so many other
instances, is that of workmen against workmen,
rather than against employers, who, in this case,
are scarcely entitled to be called masters.

Public nfuseums and Hbraries, — In
the Commons, Lord H. Lennox asked the
First Lord of the Treasury whether he would
authorise the necessary steps being taken
to effect the systematic circulation to local
museums, libraries, and institutions of the
United Kingdom of the superfluous and nnexhi-
bited specimens of art, science, and literature
now deposited in the national museums and
galleries in the metropolis. In reply, Mr. Glad,
stone said her Majesty's Government were very
favourable to the object contemplated in the
question. Some things had been done in this
direction, especially at the South Kensington
Museum, the powers of whose directory were not
adequate to enable them to effect everything
desirable. Within the past month the Treasury
had had a letter from the trustees of the National
Gallery to the effect that they had mad© col-
lections of drawings intended to be deposited on
loan at centres remote from London. Govern-
ment would consider the whole subject in the
interest of the public.

The Xron-gate Improvement, Derby.

—

The foundation-stone of the projected buildings
has been laid by Mr. Councillor John Smith, who
purchased the block at the top of Amen-alley,
which he has demolished, and upon the site of
which he intends to erect shops, from de-
signs furnished by Mr. B. Wilson, architect.
Mr. Smith being a member of the Provincial
Grand Lodge of Derbyshire Freemasons, the
officers of the Arboretum Lodge and other
friends were present on the occasion, and
assisted in laying the stone according to
Masonic order. At the commencement of the
proceedings, the architect, in presenting a silver
trowel to ilr. Smith, thanked him for the oppor-
tunity it had given him of showing what the
Iron-gate improvement would have been if his
original plan and designs had been carried out.
On the conclusion of the ceremony Mr. Smith
invited the company present to a dinner at the
Lamb Inn.
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Xiondon Association of Foremen En-
gineers.—The thirty-fourth half-yearly meeting
was held on Saturday at the City Terminus
Hotel. It was well attended, and the auditors’
report and balance-sheet were presented and
unanimously accepted. From these documents
it appears that the institution now numbers 210
members, that the general fund amounts to
481k 6s., the snperannnation fund to 1,014k, and
the widows’ and orphans’ fund to 15k lOs.

Monumental. — The statue of Mr. Joseph
Mayer, by Signor Giovanni Fontana, has at length
been placed in St. George’s Hall, Liverpool. It
was by Mr. Mayer’s advice that Signor Fontana,
a pupil of Thorwaldsen, was selected to execute
the work. The figure, we hear, is executed with
vigour and feeling. The statne of the Marquis
of Westminster has been inaugurated. The
defect in the inscription, to which we lately
referred, has been altered from “2d Marquis of
Westminster” to “Second Marquis of West-
minster.” The inauguration was not of a public
character.

Michael Faraday.—In reply to Mr. Lyi
Playfair, in the Commons, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer said ha deduced from facts the
general rule that the practice of the country has
not been to give parliamentary grants for the
purpose of erecting statues to private citizens,
however illustrious. There have lived Sbak-
speare, Milton, Newton, Locke, none of whom
have had public statues erected to them. “ There-
fore,” he said, “ I think that we may well be
content to pass over Faraday in such company,
and I say this without any disrespect to
Faraday.” We may hero remark that Faraday
is to be honoured in Paris. Three new streets
about to be opened beyond the Arc de Triomphe
at the end of the Champa Elyeees, are to be named
after Lebon, Torricelli, and Faraday.

Iilandaff Cathedral.—The last great por-
tions of the work of restoration before the re-
opening have been the rebuilding of the south-
western tower,—now surmounted by a spire
that makes the cathedral visible to all the
country round,—and the giving again to the
northern tower its crown of battlements. The
cost of these works has been more than 8,000k
There are many minor details (of no littlo cost,
however, in the aggregate) which still remain to
be accomplished, such as the completion of the
fliche, the extension of the choir, the carving of
seats and corbels, and parapet, the arcading
over the great west window, the provision of
additional seats and a peal of bells, &o. j but all
these will probably be undertaken separately,
and finished year by year as resources can be
found.

Tbe Metropolitan District Railway.—At
a meeting of tbe Metropolitan Board of Works,
the engineer (Mr. Bazalgette) reported that
about eighty men were employed on the Metro-
politan District Railway works on the Thames
Embankment, and said that nnless the works
were carried on more vigorously it would bo
some years before they were completed. Mr.
Freeman withdrew a motion he had made that a
mandamus be applied for, and the question was
postponed until this week.

The Xsle of Dogs.—There are at the present
time, according to an official statement, nearly
700 houses unoccupied in the Isle of Dogs. In
most instances the doors and shutters have been
carried away, and every square of glass is

broken. Many of the tenements are falling
rapidly into decay. The total number receiving
out-door relief in Poplar is 5,018, last year
6,976.

Wimbledon Sewerage.—The Local Board
have had a system of drainage laid out by their
surveyor, Mr. Bird, to convey the sewage from
New Wimbledon, in the valley of the Wandle, and
from the village of Wimbledon, to.theJowest part
of the common, where they propose* to irrigate
the land by the sewage. Mr. Grantham was
called in to report upon the proposed scheme,

Xiuton Waterworks.—Mr. T. F. Middlemiss,
who in April last resigned the surveyorship of
Cockermoutb, was on the 18th of Juno appointed
engineer, manager, and secretary to this com-
pany, vice Mr. Wm. Wood, gas works, Cambridge,
The works are now being constructed, and
expected to be completed in a few months.

Eynn Dock.—The Prince and Princess of
Wales opened the Lynn new dock on Wednes-
day. Their royal highnesses were presented
with an address at the Town-hall.

TENDEES.
For repairs, painting, &c., InTerness-terruee,

Park. Mr. N. 8. Josephs, architect :

—

Verrall £373 0 (
King & Sons 282 0 (

lieeps 279 0 (

Hyde

For new show-room and other works to premises, 128,
Leadeaball-atreot. Mr. J, T. Lepard, architect :

Gammon & Sons ,...i;i,719 6 0
Browne & Robinson 1,688 0 0
Coleman i,G60 0 0
Abraham 1,680 0 0
Newman & Mann 1,555 0 0
King &, Sons I.-IGO 0 0
Woodward 1,450 0 0

For St. Ann’s Chorch, Bermondsey. Mr. A. Porter,
architect :

—

Coleman £3,276 0 0
Dove, Brothers 3,256 10 0
Hart & Son 3,250 0 0
Merritt & Ashby 3,200 0 0
Myers 3,159 0 0
Kelly, Brothers 3,027 0 0
Nixon & Son 2,996 0 0
Webb & Son 2,974 0 0
Browne & Eobiason 2,890 0 0

TTtilisation.—The Hon. Heury
Petre writes that his farm (Lodge Farm, Bark-
ing) has for the last two years been cultivated
with London sewage aloue as a manure. There
are now upwards of 100 acres bearing corn, root,
and other crops, produced solely by sewage, and
Mr, Petre has no hositation in saying that
sewage can be profitably and economically used
in the cultivation of all the ordinary farm crops
of this country.

The Company of Armourers and
Brasiers.—The office of surveyor to this com-
pany becoming vacant, an election to fill it took
place on Thursday, the lat inst. There were
three candidates, Mr. Graham, Mr, Tavlor, and
Mr. Hebb ; Mr. Graham was elected.

Destruction by Itelic-hunters. — The
Dumfries Courier calls attention to the partial
destruction, by some relic-hunters, of the tomb-
stone erected by Sir W. Scott over the grave of
Helen Walker, the prototype of the imaginary
Jeanie Deans.

Royal Academy.—At a general assembly
of the Royal Academy, on the 30th nit., Mr.
E. M. Barry, associate, waa elected a ^^yal
Academician.

For Congregalional chapel and school, Crewe. .

F. Boulton, architect
Longaou £2,363 0
Cobb 2,000 0
Bowker 1,960 0
Bamber 1,897 0
Pollitt 1,860 0
Gothard 1,7G3 0
Parnell 1,756 0 '

Atkinson 1,G68 16
Cotterili (accepted) 1,644 0 <

For villa residence at Caterham, for Mr. A. Nicholson.
Messrs. T. & W. Stone, architects:

—

Eoberta £1,983 0 0
Turner & Son 1,897 0 0
Merritt & Ashby 1,777 0 0
Ward 1,760 0 0
Hill, Keddell, & Waldram 1,725 0 0

For alterations to the Gospel Oak Tavern, Gospel Oak-
lields, for Mr. T. H. Carman. Mr. F. Tyremau, archi-
tect ;

—

E. & T. Wilson (accepted) £335 0 0

For Saltaire Institute and School of Art, near Bradford,
Yorkshire. Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson, architects:—

Illingworth & Son £22,211 0 0
Ives Son 20,375 0 0
Ives 19,660 0 0
Whiteley 19,300 0 0
Gibson £ Maude 18,390 0 0
Barry (accepted) 13,366 0 0

For the erection of St. Bavioor'a Church, Battersea
Park. Mr. E. C. Eobins, architect :

—

Forrest £6,180 0 0
Kirk 4.330 0 0
Brass 4,200 0 0
Pritchard 4,150 0 0
Newman & Mann 4,076 0 0
Hove, Brothers 4,076 0 0
Scrivener & White 4,035 0 0
Lathey, Brothers 3,886 0 0
Myers & Sons 3,729 0 0

For building the Queen Victoria, Blue Anchor-road,
Bermondsey. Mr. F. Harger, architect

Smith .

Shirley & Horne .

Shurmur
Maeers
Davies
Whitaker
Luxford & Co
Saunders
Scholiield
Stone

For labour onty.

£1,301 19 4
1,180 0 0
1,144 0 0
1,140 0 0
1,100 0 0
1,085 0 0
1,030 0 0
1,022 0 0
1,000 0 0

4 0

For alterations and additions to the Industrial Schools,
Brentwood, for the Guardians of the pariah of St. Leonard,
Shoreditch. Mr. Wm. Lee, architect. Quantities sup-
plied by Messrs. Linsdell & Gidard :

—

Deacon
Henshaw
Kirk .,

Fish .,

W ithera

Wood..
Newmau
Perry
Hiil, Keddell, & VVuliiraui*

.

Nightingale
Winsbip
Blackmore

* Accepted.

£2I,COO 0 0
19,894 0 0
19,319 0 0
18.989 0 0
18,949 0 0
17,998 0 0
17,883 0 0
17,565 0 0
17,489 0 0
17,390 0 0
17,063 0 0
16.990 0 0
lG,9iO 0 0

For sewers, gullies, and junotions on the Lebanon
Estate, Wandsworth, for Mr. J. Nickinson. Mr. D. Hay-
lock, Surveyor

Parsons £242 0 0
Hobson

210 0 0

Cbapell (accepted) ..
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For the Whitecliftpel Improvement, for the Metropolitan

Board of ’VVorka. Quautitiee by Mj.
^

Monday
King & Sons
Berry & Co -
Ileavo &, Fry
.Knight & Sons
Pearson
Hill, Keddell, & Waldram
Mowlem & Co
Webster
Thirst & Co
Bloomfield & Norris

Nowell & Robson
Marshall & Maxwell

19,960 0 '

19,769 0
19,260 0
19,996 0
ie,9P0 0
19,800 0

18,760 0
18,500 0

18,100 0

17,850 0
17,700 0

16,000 0

For main drainage worts, District of New Shoreham.

Mr. J, B. Hayter, engineer
Cbeesman & Co.
Ivery
Harris & Son
Crockett
Moore
Wigmore
Kirk
.Jackson
Budd
Chappell
Coker
Bloomfield & Merris
Ford
Nicholson
Carter
Buckland
Blackmore
Turner & Cole
Borland & Co
Dickinson k Oliver ..

Neave k Fry

.. £6,900
- 6,000

4,730 0 C

4,600 0 (

4,620 0 {

4,364 11 (

4.196 0 (

4,100 0 (

4,085 0 (

4,050 0 (

3,999 0 <

3,996 0 <

3,790 10 (

3,738 0 '

3,736 0
3,416 0
3,330 0
3,306 0
3,220 0

Important Sale of Plant and Bailding Mateiiala.

W H. SIMMS & 00. iviU SELL by
. ACCTION, a*. th.ir PUBLIC SAL£ YAEDS. 74, Flood-

•Iwet. Chelaea, aod 30. Cbeyne-walk, rh«1ae», now ‘n and

IheCadofian Bteam-boat Piw. on THOBSDAY.
TWELVE for ONE o'clock prcoUaly.a large quantity of MATEKlALa
end PLANT, comprtslng deal?, battenr

-—a- ........

.pipes.

.
brick*, portable engiuei

I, and of W. H. SIMMS & CO. 10,

•etreot, City.

0 lend 00 morteaeea or aovaneci,

WHITKCUAPBL-KyAU.

R. EDWARD G. SIM has received in-

ilrucllone. In coneeQaence of another bniiDeesrequirloe the

, of the proprietor, to SELL by AUCIION, at the NEW
AUCIL'N MART, Tokenhouae-yaid, on Wr DNESDAY,
at TWELVE for ONE (nnlets an ^cce^hle offer be pp
aecopted),

My.
.wv — , — Goodwill of an old-eetabliehed

PLirMBlild’and rAINTlNli BUdINEiS, in the occupation of one

proprUt.r over f.rty year*, situated and being 276. Whi'ocbapel-

reatl— May be viewed by carde. ParticuUre obtained of Mee'rJ.

HILLEARY & TUN8TALL. Saliottors, 5. F6Bchuccb-buildli.g». E C .

;

at the Place of Sale :
and of the Auctioneer, Li7, LonJon-wall, E.C.

“ VlfOEKING PEOPLE and IMPROVED
VV HOMES.” , ^

The new and illustrated edlttoo of" The Dwallioge of the IJi^our-

Ing OleawB.” by HENRY KOBERTS, B-q. F 3 A. (author of Homo
Bororm." and •' The Phyaical Condition of the labouring Claeesea I,

will be found a eummary of the efforts at Lome and abroad to

Sfoure ' Hjallhy Homej'’ for working m«n and women.
" A roost valuable handbook.”—TAcRulftier.
To be hail at the Office of the Booietv for Improving the Condition

of thoLabourlog Classes, 21, Eaeter Hall. StcMid- Prioe 7a Also

Ptsigne for Cottages, numbered on sheet, with apsciQottlon, sc.

T NEILL & SON,
a I . QnANTlTY BI7BVEYOR9.

11, COOKRIDGE STREET, LEEDS.
Highest WeUmonials from e

' — arrblf.i-ts. Terms

Valuable Freehold Building Und, near iho D.dcot JiinolioQ of the

Greit Wts'etn Railway.

T & E. BELCHER are favoured with
Pf m Instiucllona to SELL by AUCTION, at Ihe JUNCTION
HOTEL, DlJcot, on TUF.3DAY, JULY 20, 1869, at THREE f.irFOfTR

o'clock in the afternoon. 26 plots ef very detirable FREEHOLD
BUILDING LAND, with fjonlages to the Nrw.road (near the turn-

pike road), and the road to Hs*booroe. The eoll dry and healthy.

Tbero Is a plonilfol eapply of excellent water, and a brick kiln,

wbote good eubstantial bricks are made, within half a mile of tho

building land. Dwelling-house aod cottages are m' eh required near

the D dcot Railway Junctlnn. and U la but seldom that an oppor-

tunity la offered for purchasing land in anch small quantities fult-

ahle for building aud ga-den purpoeea —Printed particular-, with

plan and conditions of Sale, may be obtained of E. ORMOND, ^q.
Bolicltor, Wantage ;

at the Place of Sale
;
and of J. A B. BELCHER,

Auot'oneers nnd Estate Agents, Wantage.

Fop converting No. 54, Old Steine, Brighton, into a

bazaar. Mr. E. L. Eoumieu, architect. QuantiUes Bup.

Dlied bv Messrs. Welch & Atkinson :

—

Lynn k Co £4,396 0 0

Kemp 4,379 0 0

Browne ft Eobinson 4,'240 0 0

Longmire & Burge 4,117 0 0

Biffby 3,962 0 0

Macey 8,967 0 0

Cheeaeman 3,908 0 0

For the construction of a covered reservoir, engine and

boiler house, chimney,cooliDgpond, cottages, roads, walla,

and other works, at Warrington Waterworks, near the

village of Winnick, in the county of Lancaster. Contract

No. 2. Mr. Charlea II. Beloe, engineer. Quantities sup-

Dlied bv Mr. George Shakeshaft :

—

Fogg ft Co. £10.958 10 8

Dixon ft Fleight 9,512 0 0

Dawson 9,275 0 0

Owen 9.U0 0 0

Eolhweli 8,7i0 0 0

Stone 7,307 0 0

For the construction and erection of an engine, boilers,

and pumping machinery and other ironwork, at Warring-

ton Waterworks. Contract No. 3 :

—

Eoutledge ft Ommaney £5.234 0 0

Rothwell ft Co 4,850 0 0

Fairbaim Engineering Company
Clayton ft Goodfellow
Kitchen
Daglish
Haigh Foundry Company
Forrester ft Co
W, ft J. Garforth
Clayton
Yates...

ILKLEY IN WIIARFEUALE, YORKSKIRB.

ESSRS. HEPPER & SONS will offer

SALE by PUPLTC AUCTION, at the CRESCENT
HOTF-T.. I kley. on WEDNESDAY, ibe 2Bth day of JULY, at TWO
for TH REE o'clock in the afternoon prcois-Iv, the foUowlint valuable

FREEHOLD PROPERTIES, as now aet out in S6 loU:—The old-

eaUbllBhed end well-eccuetoroed h'del and posting home, known as

the Roie and Crown, oppoeilc the ohurch, let onl-me ti Mr. Will jam
Kendall, for a term which will expire on May 13th, 1374 ;

ibe ancient

‘•astleof Ilklcy; dwelling-housee in Chun b-strect
;

bulbliog si^s

ur gea'lcmen'arealdeuces, andaltoj auitaldefjt lodging, iraJaamen «,

no workmen’* housca, and fpr workeUopa, all situated within abort

lla’ancea from the c uTe of this pioturmque and heallhy watering-

,ilace. The ancient Cnatle andtiiesfor gent'eraen'a resldtncei occupy

flue lituationa, and poseeas charming views of river and woodland

eceuery, and the whole of ihe lota are within flveniluuUa walk of

Ihe Kailwev SUtlon. In the building aud other reetnetione the

advantage of purchaiera will be carKfully contid-red
;
and, during

the prea-nt tumraer, where required, gat and waUr main* will be

laid in thetereral new reads which adjoin the eltei incluilert In this

,le. Several railea of new walka and drivea. planted to form ih«ly

renuee have been made during the last two years, and will

laterlally add to the natural attreoMoni of Haley and its neigh-

-ourhood : and roust ullluiately make it one of the mo*t iileaanrahle

and attract ve place? of realileuco within reach of Ireeda. Bradfoid,

and iielghboutliig cenirei of busiuev.- Particular*, witn plena, and

building cotiditloni, may be obUiued on application

UKPPKR & SONS, Anctloncere. Leeda
; M>

HARDT, Estate Ajeiits and burveyoi

CONSTABLE & MA3KRLL. Solicitors, Otlcy

OULL, A ROGERS, SolicUcrs, 40, Jermyu-al

T A RICHARDSON, Arohifceofcural Artist,

TDEESPEOTIVES OUTLINED, ETCHED,
X or Artiitically COLOURED^ Every do"orlp«on_ of AmhitM-

nOUNTRY TRAVELLER WANTED, to

call upon Arebitecte and Builders. Must be an eipertsnced

J Vnnw'edDe of inechauical drawing. Apply to

TT EAUGHT SMA N.— EMPLOYMENT
I / offered to a clever Geographical Dranghtoroan. who can reduce

Office.

4,600 0
4,135 0
4.000 0
3,775 0
3,486 0

3,200 0
3.000 0
2,780 0

For building bouse, at Bushy-bill, Camberwell, for Mr.

W. Chaplin. Messrs. Berriman ft Son. arcbitects. Quan-

tities supplied :

—

Henshaw £1,985 0 0

Fish 1,9S0 0 0

Perkins 1,878 0 0

Fisher ft Son 1.876 0 0

Tarrant 1,840 0 0

Maraden ft Son 1,806 0 0

Cook ft Bon 1,737 0 0

Colls ft Son 1,430 0 0

Gibbs ft Son 1,459 0 0

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS. _
ILDERS, thorouclily experienced in Hot^e

iuJT Work, Decorative Furniture, and Gilding in

^be OBT^AIN ED at tbe House of fall, Marlborough Inn. Blenheim-

steps, Oxfurd-street.—Address to tbs BecreUry.

TDEAOTIOAL CHEMISTS. — WANTED,
X U.. BI!BVIO«a .t . PBiCTICAL CKBMiar -1.

»MU»lomed to cement work.- Address, 375. OtUoa of The Builder,

stating iige anil full partlenUrs.

R'
OAD SUEVBYOE. — WANTED, an

. SMITE A OOTT-

tbeB'.ror.hofsiffiouWaidan. Hemiistbe ofacUveandsteodyhabi^

expsil-ncil in the manegement of
'“VafnT.rofe, anTto

sent to the CDrk of the

Local B:a

7alden. July 7th, 1969.

'w. B. FREELAND, Clerk.

Town teavbller wanted, to call

upon ArchitecU and Builders. Must be an “*"•

and have some knowledge of tnechiulcal drawing.-Apply to A- A.

Engluter ” Office, 163, btraud.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
P. B.-O. P.—L. C. A.—W. P.—Mr. W.-T. H. C.-J.H. J.-J. M.—

G.—T. B.—W. F. P.—J. H.—T. T. L.— L. K. A W.— C. H.—N. & R.-

F. S.—C. L. G.—A. C. P.— J. T. J,—B. S.—Q. C. R.—F.—Messrs. N.—
A.P.—R.A G.—Shoreham.—R. 8. (shall have attentloa).—M. M. G

(next week).-G. H. G. (next weBk).-J. D. P. (deollued with thauk*'.

MS. was dfstroyed).—W. J. B. (geometrical and architectural draw

.

B. (arrived too late).

We are compelled to decline pointing ont books and giving

addreeses.

AU sUtemente of facts. Hats of Tenders, Sc., must be aooompanied

by the name and addresa of the sender, not neoesearliy for

publication.

Note.—

T

he responsibility of signed nrtlcles, and papere read at

public meetings, reste, of conrae, with the authors.

lilPROVED MACHINERY, combined with

STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Mannfactare of Church, Turret,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description

of Clock aud Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &o. can be promptly supplied with

estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church

and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and

60, Ludgate-hill; Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-

street, London.

TURN EU & ALLEN’S
NEW DESIGNS

For Plain ft Ornamenta

LAMP POSTS,
DWARF

GAS PILLARS,

LAMP BRACKETS
CANDELABEA,

Gas Lamps, Lanterns, &c.

Garden and Drinking
Fountains,

BKONZED STATUES,
VASES, &o.

Gates, Railings, Balcony
Panels, fto.

Complete Pattern and
Price Book Ss. 6d. in

stamps.

TURN’EE ft ALLEN,
Engineers, Founders,

&c.

201, UPPER THAMES
STREET, London, E.C.

MB JOHN BOURNE'S WORKS ON THE STEAM-ENGINE,
ow rfoiiy, a New EJitlso, correalsi and «-u'»rgrd. with 124

Woodoutn.fif whlili aigliiace new in tbii eiition, iu One Volume,
fop. 8vo. price 69. cljth,
“ ECENT IMPROVEMENTS m the

STEAM-BNGINB in lU various appllcfttloni to Mine*. Mill*,

Navigation, Railway., and Agrioult'ire. Being aSu.plemeut
) the Aulhjr’e ” Cat'chtam of the 8team-Engine.“

By John BOUKNK, C.F.

New EdilloD, iuoluillng maty new Eiamplea. among wUkh "ra

veral of the mi at remarkable Engine* exhibited in Faria iu 1887.

Woika by the eame Author, ateec Improved Editioua, fully

lllualraied :—

CATECHISM of the BTEAII.ENGINE. fop.

'"handbook of tie STBAM.ENGINE, fop.

^TKEATISE ou the STEAM-ENGINE, 4to,

“treatise on the SCREW PROPELLER,

"examples of MODERN STEAM, AIR, and

TO CLERKS OF WOBK3.

Al^TANTED, a thoroughly experienced Man
VV to BUPBRINTfcND the FORMATION, Paving, and Cifl.
'

. r .. ... 1 tA be made on the
.f tbe Now — - -. -

Lelceeierabire Fieshold L»nd Socletj’a Ninth Ei

road, Lelceiter. Unexceptionable ref

about 80«. a week.—Apply, penonally

SUKNTON & BAKER, aurveyure, 18, FrI

.te, Uumberatone-
requirwl. Salary

by letter, to Measre.

me, Lelceeter.

YirANTED, a good PLASTER MOULD
V V MAKEB.-Apply to the MANAGER of the Patent Stone

Worka, Boat Oiuenwicb.

TO BUILDERS' FOREMEN.

WANTED, by a leading London Firm, a

Iharoughly competent Min
JOB. eighUeu miles from Loudou, N
apply.-AdJreM, wlibfull pirUcu'art

referencee, aadaalary rtqulr.d, to 38, c

Shoceditob.

SUfERINrEND a large

but flnt-olesa men need

0 trade, lost engagement,
of Btaoey Brothere, 170,

wanted, a PLUMBER, with some

tiaer Ir

None nerd ai

invealigalloii
•• The Builde

Decorating, to join tl

igBul Idei'B Buelneaa in the auburbs.

IV wnoae cuaiacwf and prlnoiplee will not beer cloee

i with lew capital than 564.—Addrew. 333. Office of

w
TO PARENTS AJfD GUARDIANS.

ANTED, a YOUTH of respectability in

an Ealale Agent aud Auctioneer’* Office, who will be In-

I,. ,1.. a.,nvl profeMloo. Preia um requireJ. Referanoea

Mr. EDWARD G, 8IM. 107, London-wall , B.C.
exobauged.—Apply L

assist in the
ORKS. Constant

eropioyiueut. Wage*. 2t. 2 j. per weekl-Apply loW. C. SEWBLL
i SON, Albert Wharf, New Wbarf-roa'I, Kinge

VATANTED, a FOEEMAN, to i

VV SUPERINTENDENCE of PAVING WO
' I ... A. A. —A-V Afif.lo tn

X\' ST

PEEFEOTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
BUILDERS and Other* desirlug a rea’Iy good system, can

have » SEE of MODELS for BUIL'iEKS’ BOOKS, by DOUBLE
ENTRY, to which was awarded the prize offered iu “Tiie Builder,

No. 1.180, and which has been adop’ed by many la-ge firiu«. Also a

Uadifled Arrangement by Single Entry, sult-ble for smsU builders.—

Address. E. A. 4. St. Oeorge’a-road, Regent'* Park. London.

! PEACE i
with Suggestions for the

publUked, 6d, each

DUTII-S

MTiilTARy'wOuk by MILITARY LABOUR.
By »n Offiorr of Ihe Ri.yal F '‘

London : CORNELIUS BUCK, 63. Paterr

>OYAL ENGINEBK OEFICBES’
TIME of I

Staff of an

MITCHELL, as, Charing-cr

TO CABPENrLRS AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, to AFPENTICE a respectable

Youth age 17. to the above trade* (indoors). A large

country town prtfecied.—Apply to A. B. AlmaCottoge, Marlborough,

Wilts.

W ANTED, by a thoroughly practical,
“.

. y. .1 M„., (r..»,nMitpr sndJolner
>'V active, steady, aud y

by trade), a SITUATION (towi

of WORKS. Well up in aU I

elisa reference.-Addrea*, A.

Victoria Park, N.E.

u,m.ll?vl a*FbRK«AN.orCLEEK
„:he“ aud lu enuroh work. First-

Q, 3, Lanfrauc-road, Rtmian-road,

TO BUILDERS AND

XTTANTED, to take FLAbTERER S
VV WORK by a thoroughly praclioal PlMterer of pnjhlng

JJ. A, -.mlu Lke a Constaut SITUATION, Towu or coun ry. or
ould wke a Coiutaut SITUATION,

would go abroad. First-class referenc'
-

Addrear. 395. Office of '’The Butlder.

character aud ability.—

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.

ANTED, by an ARCHITECT and
bUEVBYOR of Uige practioe in the City, a we'l-eduwted

YOUTH a* ARTICLED PUPIL. Premium 60I-—For patliocUr*,

apply to Mr. EDWARD G. tolM, Auctioneer and Estate Agent.

107, Lrudi.n-wall, E.C.

W"

w TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACIOBS.

ANTED, a KE-ENGAGEMENT as

WANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
TION OS PLUMB HR'S ASSlSTANr or JSl!*

years in last situation. Wages iJj.-AdOrese, A. B. 1, MoUtpeUer-

ploce, Bromptosi S.W,
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TO BtTILDERB, UPHOLSTERERS. 4c'.

-ANTED, by an ARTIST
•. Dfsignpr, ic.-an ENGAGEMENT to
JOB. Thoroughly aci^nalulecl with— Pppclmene and prlra m*i

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS.
ANTED, by an Architect and Surveyor,

P'-’wWsioE from want of ronnerlon.aSITUATION
Haaatb.rou,..,
wok Rfneially.—Addien. -ill. Office

MANAORR in an Office, o
knowledge of huildlng operation

The Bnllder.”

WANTED,
tV GENERAL..NERAL or SHOP FOREMAN of JOINERS

experienced In high eUai work* by eminent atchltecU, cGothic,*^ rapabinof t.klpg entire charge of any claw of bn
worki. Well vera. d in office duties, ejilmatlng. accouute talcii
nuandt'ea, Ac. Aged f'S. Salary moderate.—AdJre.«a'. U
Taheriiaclo walk, Finabucy. E.C.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS,WANTED, a SITUATION, as CLERK to
V f the ahoTf. Thoroughly noc’eretanda (he rontine of the

*t e T?®*"*
Aged SS.—Addreas, J. C. No. 9, Doraet-

"\Y
D,..,employment, as IM-

"WT^-A-NTED, to tfike, Lakonr only, PRE-
» T PARING and FIXING of JOINER’S WORK of any larga

. by a thoroughly pi
auwn or country.—Addi
Norwood

a. M. 1

.
TO BUITDFR8 AND OTHERS

XVANTFD, employment, by a re
nr 1 iriww'’'®**';!.*,

*8'^ *8- *" plumber, PAI.STRF,GLAZIER, and PLAI-v ZINC WORKER. Well n‘l • to make him--’*
EeiieralJy Uiefiil in Jobbing work of any sort. Wage* no obj-oi
Addreaa, J. H. 33. Paddlnglon-atreet. Poctman-aquare, MaryleUone

TO TIMBF-R MF.RCHANrS.
TY*4NTED, a SITUATION as FOREMAN
*

;

1° iv YARD, or cm take (be whole management of ram-.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACrORS.
WTANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
IT practlcsl London GENERAL FOBRM.tN. Good references

I®"" country. Aged 3i.-Addrrf8,
T. W. g, Eldon Cottagea, Sutton. Surrey,

TO BPILDEHS.
wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a

*xperienc»d SHOP FOREMAN aud
good dr mghlamin.— Addreaa, S. 0,

\717ANTED, by a Young Mac, a SITUA-
“ DRAUGHTSMAN oi

ANTED,_a SITUATION as IMPROVER
itor*e. Haa rerved bis time as a
13, Klogaland road, N.E.

T\7'ANTED, by a first-rate, quick, and neat
IT draughtsman, a RE-ENGAQEMENr, Qiiali flca'lon.,-

eaigQ, perspective, colourii

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, AND WRITERS,
A^AKTED, by a Married Man, a constant
I I SITTT.T-To.. .. .'* SION and GLASS WRITER. F.MBOSBRB,

GILDER,_Ac.__ To fll] tm time at painting, C’untry not otyeoted to.
Kent-roa-1, 8. F.

Addnai, O W, No. 3, Wamer-al

'WT’ANTED, by an experienced and practical
T T ARCHITECT’A ASSISTANT. » RE-ENGAO KM r.Nr. either

EMMBNS'S, Ebiirj
is references given.—Adiltcia, N. B. a

TO MASTER PLUMBER?, 4c.WANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young
Mon, In town or country, ma PLUMBER and OtapI ITER

If necea«»iy. plain pnintlug—Address, J. E. K. 69, auffdk-atrect
Poplar. E. '

TO ARCHITECT'S.

A^ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, in
I I Town, as ASSToTANT. Good perape<tiye draiightemoD

and c»n asalet nt quantlUea, Good r«forenc-a. aolorr moderate
-’

Addtya, X. Y. <:), Burton-creacent, Enston-niuare, N.W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS,
W^ANTED, by a Young Man (aged 20) a
T T RE-ENGAGEMENT In an Architect's or Bui d-r'e Office. I»

^
'’^RiLtamao. and unJeraUuiJs book-koepl ng, —Addreta, A. B.

WTanted, by an experienced Man, a
IT SITUATION as CLURK of Works, or CiENERAI, FORE-

ir.—Addreaa, A. B. C

TO BHILDERS AND PLUMBERS.W ANTED, a SITUATION, by a
Plumber, Qaafltter, and Piceworker. Town or couotry.

J. No. JS. Oloue.B

W7anted, by a Builder’s Son, a EE-
T V ENGAGEMENT in ary position of trust, either to devote the

. . . ooronghiy
juatnted witu the builiiug in a
Iffice of" The Builder."

TO BUILDI-RS, PLUMBERS, *c.

*Wranted, by a thoroughly good Plumber,
I I a SITUATION or JOB. No oljection to fill up time lu

painting or glazUig if ret|nii

TO BUILDERS’ FOREMEN, 4;

"W^ANTED, by a steady, persevering Young
W1 I

situation as ail IMPROVER to tli?Joiners and

I, JAMES JOSEPH A

TO PLUMBERS AND PAINTERS.TyANTED, by a Young Man, aue 30
b rr

‘.^'’^PATION as jobbing PLUMBER, FaINTEk!
and GLAZIER, wiliii-g to make hiniaelf meful. Wages not an much

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

'’y “ Young Man, a SITUA-
1 »T TIoN as CLERK. Can draw, keep men’s time, 4c. Good
f refersncrs.-Addrere. A. B. 3. Derby-.tre.t, Farllament-street. 8 W
VirANTED, a SITUATION aslY HANDY-MAN at Plumbing, Painting, Bricklaylog. 4c.Oin repair roofs. Useful to a small master, or owner of a lot of
Houses. A constancy preferred. — Address, J. W. No. 2. Little
Gray s-inn Laos.

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS.
W/^ANTED. an ENGAGEMENT, asTY CLERK of WORKS only, Good experimce in all hranebes.
Carpenter by trade. Aga 48. No ohj-ction to’conutry or go abroad •

gied testimonial and vefirence.-Addrois, B. 55. Post-office, Cam-
hrldge-etreet. Pimlico. 8 W, ’

. . rO PLUMBERS AND BUII DER8.
Y^ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
..J ” PLUMBER, pr THREE- BRANCH HAND,—

TO AHCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS
TX/'ANTED, a SITUATION as JUNIOR
YY CLERK in an Arcbiteot's and Surveyor's office. Is a good

copyist. Last situation four years.—Addrua, 459, Office of " The
Builder."

TO mULDEEB AND CONTRACTORS.
TX7ANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT, as
Y Y FOREMAN, or Charge of Job. Carpenter. Terms moderate.

H«s a handy Lad. if required; well educated.—Address, H. F.
7, Alfrcl-street, Romau-roxd, loliegton.

XX/"anted, by the Son of a Builder, who
ton yaate' experience in the management of a

Bnllder and Cunt.ractor'e Bu-loes*. and was artic ed to a London
Architect and Surveyor, a P'’8iTIDN of TRUST, or the Manage-
ment o’ Works on an Esiato, Unexceptlouable refoteiices.—Address,
A. B. 115, Fetter-lane, London,

TO BUILDERS, 4e.

Tt/'ANTEI), a EE ENGAGEMENT as
' * general foreman, or the Charge of a Job. Has a good

knowledge of all branches of the trade. Would not object at Work-
ing Foreman. A carpenter and Joiner by trade. Age 35, Good
referencea.—Address, E. C. 6, Brayard'a-road, Atwell-road, Rye-lane,
Peckhara. / .

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
XTTANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, a.s
Y Y GENERAL FOREMAN, (o take entirecharg^ of ajob Town

rass. buildse's

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a First=

1 \
cto'i’Gi’alner and Marbler.—Address, A. J. 37, Great Collegs-

sireet, Oakley-iquare, N.W. *

TO BUILDERS AND OTHER?,
ANTED, by a respectable Mechanic,

Y Y JOINER’S WORK by the Piece, or to find material* and
1 ibniir. First-class references as to character and ability.—Addrees.
T. W 59, Yoik-ilreet. Westminster.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.
X^ANTED, by an experienced CLEBK
YY of WOkKA, a RE-ENGAG EMFNT. or ns Managing

Foreman, Pracll-isllv acqiiai.itcd wl-h the various branches Capable
of preparing woik'ogandde'all dr.lwlng*, measuring upwork, taking
oiitquantltlei. and estimating.—Address, A. B, 8, Ebenezat-pUc-
Nertb end. Fulham.

TO ARCUITECTS, 4o

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, tem-
YY porary or otherwise. Is a really good draughtsman and

c-Jourlst. and can from rongh skelchea prepsie finished Orawiogs for
cniniie'irinn, ic. Good references. Salary very moderate —Addre-i.
F. F 38, Musenm-strert.AVC.

XXT'ANTED, by a respectable married Man,
Y Y aged 32, a ernstant SITUATION, or a good Job aa

thorough good Piuinber, Oa-fltter. and Zineworker. Thoroughly
understmds svory description of new ai d old wmk, bath, clo-tt, hoi
and cold water, piimn. and de-p-well work. Good referencea.-Ad-
dress, J. 8. W. fi, Pltt-street, Flizroy-squnre.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
XXT’ANTED, by a thoroughly good
Y Y PLUMBER, a JOB cr PITUATION, aa THREE-BRaNCH

HAND, Csu do gastUtlng or iil»in zinc work if reqoired. A good
reference can be given.- Addreas, A. B. 1. Bermendsey-sunsre
Siulhwerk,

x .

TO BUILDERS AND SURVEYORS.
WANTED, by a BRICKLAYER, of great
YY exi-erleiice. a SITUATION as GENERAL FOREMAN,

CI.EBK of WORKS, or will take woik of large qiianiitv. Gjod
references from Lon-ioii and country masters,—Address, W. b. 3,
Hope-terrace, Cornwall-road, Brixton Rise.

XXT’ANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT as
T Y SHOP FOREMAN of JOINERS, or GENERAL FOREMAN.

Is a good draughtsman. Understands Oolhlc and Church work. Well
up lu setting out every description of Joiners' work, aod in the

*

mansgement of men. Highest references «• to cha'acterand ability.
Salary raasooable.—Address, ARGUS, Deacon’s, L-ndeiihall-atreeL

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a
Y Y Carpenter and Joiner. Used lo blind making, and j ibbirg

generally. Ha* a good knowledge of plaui. spetidcallan.s, and
account*,—Address. D. B. W, 78, Westminster Bridge-road ,8.

WANTED, by a JOINER’S MACHINE
r Y HAND, a 811‘UATION to Work n Trjing-up Machine,

Oeuertl Jolnsr Moulding, or Band Saw. Joiner by trade. Many
practice with uiachluary. Can give good referencas.—Addrois,

T. D. Sfl, Station-street, Stratford, Loudon.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
XX/’ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man, °

Y Y (Carpenter and Joiner), a RE-ENGaGEMENT as CLERIC of IWORKS, MANAGER, or BUPEKIKTENDE.NT of w OBK-I. WeU t
np in all its branches. Can prepare plans and working drawloge.
Fifteen yeata' good experirnce In the building trade. Flrtt-clasa
tentlmoniaia and reference*. Town or country. — Address, L. M,
2, Loralne-terrsce, Cornwall-read, Ilsmmenmltb.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, ia a J
Y V posilloii of TRUST, in the Building Trade. Will up In the

routine of the Office and general m.na.emei.t, PraeticliyacqnHluted
with the business. Flni-daia references.—Addrtse, W. B. B, Ufton-
ro»il North, N.E.

TO SAW MILL PROPRIETORS AND BUILDERS t

X^ANlED, a SlfUATION in a Baw-Mill,
Y T by a Yonng Man. fur circular-saw bench or frame. Good saw

sharpener. T >wn nr country. Five years' good charaeWr.—Address. -
H. W. 10. Eldrldge-road, BermoulseypS-B. v

TO BUILDERS, ROAD-MAKERS, AND CONTRACTOR*!. s

XX/’ANTED, by a first-class practical Man,
Y Y a Carriageway Pavlor, Street Maion, Granite D*ea*er (Wood

Bricks, Dutch Clinkers, or 'HJes), to TAKE WuEK by the PIECE,
Labour only. Good lestimoulalo and refatences.—Addresf . JAMESCBUTCHLEY. 7, James-place, North-street, Poplar,

[July 10
, 1869 .

T o plasterers.—PLASTERERS
1

T'il'ioS to TENDER for WORK (renuired to be done irame-

TO BUILDERS OR MASTER PLUMBERS.^HE Advertiser, a good Plumber, wishesL to meet with a JOB or a CONSTANCY. Can turn hla band
to other branchea (if required). Good referencea to last employersNO Ohjectton to a country job.—Addreaa, H. H. No. 18, Gou'.dboum-
roio, Kenaal-road. Upper Weatbourne-park.

^T^IMBER TRADE, English or Foreign.—
1- A Reengagement aa buyer, salesman. yard'I'orb-
I.AN. 4c. WANTED, by
uitriooa. Two year* and a half
are of Atkipem 4 Co. Bookaellera, London-btidge, E.l

FORK-
and in-

—Addreaa, RIGA,

TO BUILDERS. SMITHS, AND OTHERS.^HE Advertiser, a steady, practical Young
.J_ Man, wiahea lo obtain a RE-ENGAGEMENT aa FOREMAN

S31I PHS' FITTERS, 4c, Also well acquainted with hot* water
;

objeit to go abroad.—Addreaa, P.G. 18, Cemmery-
t. King a-road, Cheleea, London.

TO IRON AND COAL MASTERS.^HE Advertiser, who for the last twenty
1_ yeata haa had the superintendence of the Counting-house

Department of
' KVGAGBME. ,, ..

I. Kingsbury 4 Co. 18, ClamenV.

and Coal Woi , „

,

Apply by letter, addreMed X Y. 2

Lombacd-atree'

/^ILDER WANTS a JOB, house decora-
tione or picture framea. Good reference.—C. T. W 149 Whit-

field atreer, Totlenhe"'-*'—

'

riaiatss.

TjtMPLOYMENT WANTED, as above, by
Liaaon-street, Mary ebone.

TO ARCHlTECra.

A THOROUGHLY praotio.il CLERK of
AA. WORKS, of many yearn’ experience on firsl-claa* woika la
deairou* of an ENGA'IE.MSNT.—Addreas, G. N. T. Office of "The

A GOOD PLUMBER is in want of a

A QUANTITY of excellent GRAVEL, lying
A. a*, the Strand H'ltet, TO BE SOLD. Price moderate.—Apply

at Mr. DONNELLY'S Office. 10, St. Mary's-buildlugs, Wycu-jcreet.

TO BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS.
A STEADY Young Man, aged 21, WANTS

irA_ EMPLOYMENT as CARPENTER and JOINER. Is well up at
1 1. 1

,-- . ...

:e ifreiuire
street, Southwark, London.

A
TO BUILDERS. WRIIERS, AND THE TR.ADB.

STEADY Young Man requires a
SITUATION. Isa good writer

;
can do graining if required;

n make biinself useful in any branch of ttae trade. Wages not
h au 111 jeot u a permanent situation.—Addxrsi, CKACKNELL,
luxhall Bridge-rowl, Pimllo, 8.W.

A WOKKING FOREMAN of BRICK-
LAYERS
Poluliug, piecework,

Ulgbcsr testimonl.il.— Address,
lugh-paik, Bnxioo.

RE-ENGAGEMENT,
labour only. Town or ountry,
U. 1, Loaghborough Cottage, Lough-

lo ARceiTEcra,

A CLERK of WORKS of experience, well
JTX. x.commenUed, a Julnet by trade, seeks a SITUATION.—

1. Clarcndou-sq

A YOUNG MAN (aged 22) seeks an
ENGAGEMENT with either au ARCHITECT, BUILDER, or

>B. U IS just completed hii articles with an Architect and
Satisfacloiy leleieaces.-Address, 412, Office uf “ The

A CLERK of WORKS, of considerable
expeiience, desires a RE-ENGAGEMENT In town or cjuutry.

A GENERAL TURNER, ROUND and
OVAL,

10 ARCHITRCT8, 4c.

GOOD draughtsman, having had
,
upwards of seven yesrs' experience in the whole routine of

work. quauTties included, requires an ENGAGE d ENT. Good
iQces given.—Addrees, Hating terms, Z. Post-oflice, WrarsU,

S GENERAL FOREMAN or CHARGE
of A (JOB. An active and thoroughly competent Mtu. A

ii abstainer. AgedSfi.—Address, W. 6, Gloucester-terraoo.Malvern

A
TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

GOOD GENERAL ASSISTANT
requires an immediate ENGAGEMENT (temporery or other-

- F.ir refereucee and terms address, CLAUDIUS, 10, Great

A BUILDER’S CLERK, who has had con-
siderable experience in estimating, measuring, making out
and omiaaiuuH, and bulldei*’ accounia generally, is desirous of
ig with an E.NGAQEJIBNr. He is well practised ia office
U a good draughtsman, and could take the management of

, SURVEYOR, 14S, Stanhope-strot, Hampstead-le.—AdUre.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
A N assistant DRAUGHTSMAN, age

25.UopoutqaRE ENGAQEMB.NT. Neat and quickat work.
usefuL Good refers

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

4 QRaUaM, Accounta

doing a good bnsinese, WANTS a F.(—
' Would tak i an active paniu the bu

Bk George's Chamloeri,

A
TO HOUSE PAINTERS, 4c.YOUNG MAN wants a JOB as

IMPROVER. Terms moderate. Town or country.—Address,
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J Note

from Northampton.

LDTHORPE, or, as it ia

now called, Althorp,

mentioned in the first

part of onr note,* ia

abont five miles from
Northampton. The
House has little to re-

commend it from an

architectural point of

view, but contains a
librar7 of world-wide

fame, and some 400
pictures, including fine

speoimens of the work
of Titian, Vandyok,
Janssens, Holbein, Sir

A^onio More, Pourbus,

Snyders, Kneller, Lely,

Sir Joshua Reynolds,

and Gainsborough. The
number of the books
here is estimated by

Mr. Baker to be 33,000, and there is a further por-
tion of the library in the town residence, Spencer
House, St. James’s. It is a treat at Althorp to
look even at the backs of them. What real use is

permitted of them we cannot say. It would be
interesting, and nob valueless, to learn what
amount of actual benefit has been conferred on
society, say during the last fifty years, by this

wonderful collection of the results of man’s
learning and labour? The excuse made by
“ Charles Surface ” for having sold the family
library,—"Por my part, I was always of a com-
municative disposition, so I thought it a shame to
keep so much knowledge to myself

5

”—was really
sounder than he thought it was. Of course we
should be sorry to see such collections as this at
Althorp dispersed, but glad enough to find them
turned to greater account.

We have no intention to give a list of the
pictures, or even to point out the beat of them.
The main thing to say is, that they well repay a
journey. William, first Duke of Bedford, and
George Digby, second Earl of Bristol, in one
frame, is a very fine specimen of Vandyok’s
skill. His better known picture here of Dmdalus
and Icarus is to onr mind less satisfactory. A
powerful full-length, by Pourbus the younger,
of one of the Dukes de Guise; Sarah, Duchess
of Marlborough, by Knellorj Rubens, by Yan-
dyck; a capital sketch by Rubens, representing
David presenting a thank-offering to Jehovah on
the return of the Ark of the Covenant

; a portrait
of Sir Antonio More, by himself; Sir Kenelm
Digby, by Janssens; and a number of elegant
female portraits by Sir Joshua Reynolds, are
isure to be noticed by those who pass through
ithe rooms. The younger Cornaro, by Titian, is

lanother striking work.

There is a mystery, a pathos, in the colouring
of Titian which is more often felt than under-
stood. A very recent writer, whose book has
scarcely left the binder’s,! traces Titian’s appre-
oiation of the grandeur of Nature and the poetry
of labour, his knowledge of those moments in
Nature when her splendour is soul-subduing, to
nia early home amongst the Dolomite mountains

Bee p. 537, anie, ^ Cadore, by Josiah Gilbert.

of Cadore :
—" Even the revels of a Bacchanal

were rebuked by the tones of earth and sky
;
and

it was as in the pensive twilight of some great
day that princes, senators, and soldiers, were
rendered to posterity.”

How well Titian was known to appreciate
nature is shown in one of Aretino’s letters to him,
wherein he describes himself as attracted by the
splendours of a sunset while looking out of
window at a boat-race. “There appeared in
certain places a green azure, in others an azure
green, composed according to the caprice of the
Master of masters—Nature; so that,” says he,
“I called out two or three times ‘0 Titian,
where art thou ?

’ ” Do we not find in such scenes
the true source of Venetian art, so glowing and
yet so subdued ? A great master was il Qrcun
Tizian, The circumstances of his death were
sadly in contrast with his life. The centre of a
delightful circle, including rank, beauty, and
genius

; the entertainer of a king, and pointed
to by Michelangelo as the man alone worthy to

be called a painter, he died at 99, in the midst
of plague-stricken Venice, 1576, abandoned and
alone,—his plate and pictures carried off before
his eyes by ruffians. A law had been passed
that during the visitation no person should be
buried in the churches

;
but an exception was

made in favour of Titian, and the church of the
Frari has, in consequence, become a place to be
visited by all lovers and students of art. We are
rambling, however, from Althorp. A view of
the Green Park in 1760, by Hogarth, should be
looked at. It shows Spencer House, and the
piece of water next Piccadilly, since got rid of.

There was a report the other day, by the way,
that Hogarth’s house at Chiswick was to be
pulled down. Fortunately this was erroneous;
there is no such intention, we believe, just now.
Something should be done to ensure its pre-
servation.

Jnfiging from the richness of the dress, the
admirable picture of an old lady, now called

‘^Rembrandt’s Mother,” by Rembrandt, more
probably represents one of his wealthy sisters

:

and others have thought so before us. Amongst
the earlier works is an admirably-painted trip-
tych, or rather an altar-piece with doors

; the
centre part of which, popularly but erroneously
called “ St. Jerome studying Theology,” shows
the saint with an open book, and pointing to a
skull, with the motto on a portion of the apart-
ment, Respicefinem. We have seen a duplicate
of the picture elsewhere. Waagen, in his usual
dogmatic style, attributes it to Bartholomew de
Bruyn. A piece of encaustic painting found
near Beneventum, and cut out in the presence
of Georgiana Countess Dowager Spencer, by
permission of Ferdinand, fourth King of Naples,
in theyearl793, shouldnot be passed over. There
is a small picture attributed to Claude, which is

much darker than the great majority of his
works. It possesses considerable beauty. Afcer
all is said by adverse critics, Claude must still

retain the character of a great landscape painter.
“ I remember,” says Sir George Beaumont, in a
letter now accidentally before us, “receiving a
reprimand from Wilson, the painter, for finding
fault with Claude, though I qualified my observa-
tion by saying what I really thought at the time,
that Wilson was a much better painter himself.

‘I’ll tell you what,’ said Wilson, ‘all I know of
the matter I learnt from Claude and Cuyp, the
only people who ever could paint fine weather
and Italian skies

;
and if you will study Claude

well, and get acquainted with him, you will be
of the same opinion. There is one picture of
his (and I think he named the Doria Claude,
with the Temple), which makes my heart
ache. I shall never paint such a picture as
that were I to live a thousand years.’ ” A
very piquant portrait of the author of the
“ Faerie Queen ” (what the author called “ a con-

tinued allegory, or dark conceit”) reminds the
visitor of the probable connexion of the poet

with the noble family of the Spencers
;
and if he

inquire he will find little reason to doubt it. In
dedications of some of his poems to three of the
daughters of Sir John Spencer the relationship ia

referred to, and in another poem, in which various
ladies are eulogised, ho says :

—

“Ne lesse praiseworthie are the Bisters three,
The honor of the noble familie
Of which I meanest boast myself to be,
And most that unto thorn I am so nie."

Why in modern times his name has been
spelt with s instead of c is not obvious. On the
poet’s monument in Westminster Abbey (for

though he died “ from lack of bread,” he has a
stone there) his name is written like that of the
owner of Althorp,

—

Spencer. Hia epitaph (we
have just now looked at it to be certain) reads
thus :

—“ Heare lyes (expecting the second com-
minge of onr Saviour Christ lesus) the body of
Edmond Spencer the prince of poets in his

tyme whose divine spirrit needs noe othir
witnesse then the works which he left behinde
him.”

When leaving the House audits rich contents,

a piece of modern sculpture in the hall, a floating

Sailor about to sink, attracts attention. If we
mistake not, it is by one of our countrymen, now
practising an adopted art in Florence, Captain
Fuller. The expression of the face is remarkably
good.

Brixworth, anciently Briclesworde and Brikels-

werth, is about three miles farther on, from North-
ampton. Its characteristic feature, semicircular

arches in the present outer walls of the nave
formed by two concentric rings of so-called

Roman bricks, with a flat course over each ring,

will be remembered by all who have looked at
illustrations of early architecture in England.
They may also remember that it has a square
tower at the west end, and a large staircase-

turret built against the tower, with a rounded
end westward. All these three features would
seem to be of different dates, and all anterior

to the Conquest. Good antiquaries have con-

sidered the nave to be actually Roman work,
and may be right. Other good antiquaries deny
this, viewing it as early Saxon work, the material

being obtained from Roman buildings in the

neighbourhood, and they may be right. Those
who know the basilicas of Italy, those who be-

lieve that the pharos and church on Dover heights
are of Roman work, will see no reason to deny at
once the Roman parentage of the church at

Brixworth, especially if seen now; for some of
these arches have been rebuilt daring tlie recent
restoration, and look more Roman than ever,

the bricks having been made to radiate truth-

fully, while in the original no attention had been
paid to this, and the radii were all manner of
ways. This is one of the misfortunes that

attend restoration, however conscientiously con-
ducted. We make no great complaint against
those who conducted the work here

; ancient

parts are left exposed, and there seems to have
been an anxious desire to do right. Modern
exigencies must be met; but the question arises

whether in the case of buildings of such age and
national interest with respect to art-histoiy as

Brixworth, they should not be left alone, except

to the extent of maintaining them, and other

structures provided to fulfil their purpose.

The plan of Brixworth Church is Basilican.

The nave is of two squares, and ia 60 ft. long by

30 fo. wide. The chancel is one square, 30 ft.

both ways. On each side of the nave, north

and south, beyond the arches in question, was,

not a continuous aisle, but a series of small

apartments, or cubicula, five on each side, as
excavations have shown, besides one on each
side of the tower. lu an upper story of the
tower a three-light balustre window, with the
arches formed of bricks, altogether of the type wo
call Saxon, has been formed in the wall next the

nave, displacing part of an arch of bricks similar

to those at the sides. The turret, again, built

against the tower, is also pre-Norman
; so that
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the extreme age of the nave is undoubted. Even

if the nave were not built in the time of the

Koman domination, it is work in the Roman
manner carried on by the Britons or the Saxons.

We have more, however, to say on this point,

especially as illustrated by the tower of Earl’s

Barton Church, than we can get into the tail of

an article, and so must break off again for a

time.

THE GREAT COAL SUPPLY QUESTION.

It appears that we are to have a reprieve.

Not in our days, nor even in the days of our

Bons, or our sons’ eons, is the evil of exhausted

coal fields to come upon our country. A famine,

to which the cotton famine would be as nothing

—a dearth of our chief source of light, of heat,

and of motive power, so far as those prime

elements of civilization are now artificially pro-

duced—is declared, by the best authorities, to

be far from imminent. Our annual consumption

of 100,000,000 of tons of coal may continue, and

may augment, for more years than we need care

to reckon. The wolf which was declared to bo

at our door is now stated to be a very distant, if

not an altogether mythical, beast of prey.

Our readers may remember the glance which

wo afforded them, now nearly two years ago, at

the coal fields of the future. The very important

question of the extent of our own sources of

supply, and the probable duration of their

enormous and increasing yield, has, since that

time, been investigated with a minute care not

nnwortby of the occasion. We are not yet in

possession of the report of the Commission. In

fact, a sort of appeal has been made to our for-

bearance on this score; and it is urged that the

Commissioners ought not, by any public expres-

sion of impatience, to be hurried into a pre-

mature and incomplete publication of the result

of tbeir labour.

We are happy to think that the matter is not

so urgent as to call for the rejection of this plea.

No practical evil is likely to result from the delay

of a few weeks, more or less, in the completion

of the inquiry. On the other hand, it is of ex-

treme importance that the work of the Commis-

sion should be exhaustive of the subject; and

that the report should present us, not with the

vagaries of individual opinion, but with the un-

deniable result of all that is, or that can bo,

known on the subject at present. So practical

an upshot would be such a welcome novelty

among the reports of the Royal Commissions

that have had to deal with any great engineering

questions, that we should be loth to do anything

to cause miscarriage, or to imperil the happy

and timely delivery. To have the great question

of coal supply removed from the province of

op'nion to that of soientifio certitude, will be an

achievement worthy of the best efforts of the

miners, geologists, and statisticians, of our day.

The inquiry is divided into five several

branohes, respectively carried on by aa many
distinct sub-committees. The first of these

relates to the limit which is placed on the pro-

ductive value of our present coal-fields, by the

mere condition of depth from the surface. In

this respect the result of the present investiga-

tion can only be regarded as negative, or at

least as provisional. The actual limit may be

stated with more or less precision. The future

limit can never be less remote. It may, on the

contrary, be greatly extended. All improve-

ments in our mechanical and chemical knowledge

have a tendency to roll that limit further back,

and to endow us with the power of penetrating

yot deeper into the bowels of the earth. We
may expect to learn from the report of, and from

the evidence taken by, the Commission, how far

increasing heat is a function of increasing depth

below the level of the sea ;
and how far such an

increase may be regarded as dependent on a

general geognostic law, or how far it may be

influenced by local conditions. We may also

expect precise information as to the beat and

most reliable method of ventilation
;
and aa to

the effect of good ventilation in checking or

eliminating the undue heat of deep subterranean

workings. But as to the result of methods of ven-

tilation yet untried,—of the artificial production

of a low temperature, or rather of a ohemic d
means of absorbing heat ;—or as to improvements
in the mechanical mode of extracting the rich

mineral wealth of the coal-fields with the mini-

mum amount of human labour,—the Report will

have but little to tell us. Under this head, there-

fore,we may confidently hold that the facts will be

better than the anticipations, and the future more
satisfactory than the present.

It will be highly desirable that, in considering

this important part of the theory of our coal

supply, the investigation should not be limited

to the question of temperature. Human safety

is no less an economic element, as regards the

cost of coal, than human comfort. When we
are inquiring how far a deep seam may be acces-

sible, the high temperature which obtains in its

galleries being the great obstacle to its free

working, let us not forget that liability to explo-

sion increases, both with pressure and with tem-

perature. The Commission cannot, with justice

to this object, fail to glance at the causes, and

the methods of prevention, of thoso terrible

calamities with which, since the appointment

of this national inquest, our mining districts

have been more than ordinarily afflicted. In

speaking of the ventilation that will reduce

temperature, the investigators ought to define

and to recommend the system that will prevent

explosions. The two objects, if not identical,

are, at all events, very nearly allied, and, to

some extent, are to be pursued by similar

means.
The waste of consumption, the second point

of inquiry, is in itself a wide and comprehensive

subject. It is one that has been often dwelt

upon in the pages of the Builder. Considered in

its full extent, it is a matter of architecture and of

social habit, rather than an incident of mining. It

is a question in relation to which our friends, the

political economists, are signally at fault. Neither

the terror of the coal merchant’s bill, nor the

more constant aggravation of smoky chimneys

and smoke-laden skies, has induced ua, as a

nation, to take any serious steps towards the

economical, cleanly, and perfect combustion of

fuel for domestic purposes. A few bricks inter-

posed behind the kitchen range, aa a feeble bar-

rier against the combnstive fury of the cook

(that great ally of the coal dealer), and a more

general flattening of the grates of our sitting-

rooms, constitute the main improvements which

the past half-century has witnessed in our house-

hold coal burning. And the waste in the coal

districts themselves, the consumption of slack

at the mouth of the pit (nearly or quite obviated

as it is by the application of all forms of coal-

dust to the fabrication of artificial fuel), is but

trifling in comparison to the thriftless and

gigantic waste of our careless open fires.

The waste in production, which must chiefly

depend on the more or less thorough exhaustion

of every seam, by the removal of pillars and

similar measures, is a point on which we may
fairly expect that the report of the Commissioners

will be full and conclusive. It is eminently a

coal-owners’ or coal-miners’ question, and all

concerned in the production of coal will look

with interest to this portion of the evidence

taken by the Commission, and probably to the

expression of the opinion of the Commissioners

on the subject.

The geological part of the question, or the

statement of what we may call the geological

expectaticn of the discovery of further supplies

of coal beneath more recent strata, is understood

to be that part of the subject on which the labours

of the Commission are most forward. It is, indeed,

almost enough that the honoured name of Sir

Roderick Murchison is associated with this part

of the investigation, to insure that this should

be the case. The result of this part of the

inquiry is, we are told, moat encouraging. No
donbt very much and very valuable information

will bo here forthcoming. Not so much that

we can expect anything absolutely new, at all

events to the geologist, as that we may expect

to have all that is known to science, in its

present phase, clearly and distinctly placed

beneath the eye in a synoptic form. In this

alone, even if no other result is to be antici-

pated, we may fully expect to find a justification

for the appointment, and for the cost, of the

Commission.
It is, however, evident that the practical value

of this part of the labours of the Commissioners

must depend, to a very considerable extent, on

the results attained by the first sub-committee.

Interesting as it may be to know under what

surface soils, and at what estimated depths rich

stores of the precious mineral may be fairly pre-

dicated to exist, the economic value of those

stores will be dependent on the success of our

system of deep working. Nor will the necessity,

and the very serious cost, of verifying, by actual

sinking, any prediction ventnred on from merely

geological premises and induction, fail to inter-

pose a wholesome check on the activity of the

imagination, or on the energy of the scientific

faith, of those who seek to burrow beneath

districts now innocent of coal, for the buried and

long unsuspected coal measures that may, or

that ought to, lie beneath them.

The labours of the Commission would not be

complete without a glance at the poetry of the

subject. For we can hardly speak of the en-

deavours of Mr. Robert Hunt, of the Minmg
Record Office, to determine the coal consumption

of the future, otherwise than as an exercise of

the powers of imagination, in a field which that

celestial faculty has, for the moment, all to itself.

All that statistics has to say on this subject can

be said in a few lines. The quantity of coal

which we have, or which the four sub-committeea

agree that we ought to have, in an economically

accessible condition, will come out in an approxi-

mate statement of millions of tons. At our

present rate of consumption, this will last for so

many years-—tens, hundreds, or tbonsands, as

the figures may show. Thus, if we take the rate

of increase of consumption (whether we go

back rather more than half a century to the

commencement of the era of peaceful industry

that succeeded the collapse of the Gallic empire,

or whether we run back to the earlier epoch, of

which we now celebrate the centenary, of the

binding of the genius of steam to the chariot of

human civilization), we shall find a^ certain

annual rate of increase in production and

in consumption of mineral fuel to have ob-

tained. Applying either one or the other of

these two ratios of augmentation to the future,

we shall again arrive at a numeric result—an

Annus Domini considerably nearer to 1869 than

that previously indicated. Any more elaborate

attempt at prediction we think likely to be little

more than waste of time. The rougher method is

likely tobereallythe truer. As tocertainbrancbes

or items of consumption, much is known, and,

no doubt, by patient investigation, a pretty foir

guess may bo made as to the future. Bat other

elements are altogether in embryo. New, and

entirely unexpected, demands on the light-pro-

ducing, heat-producing, motion-producing force !

of coal, are certain to spring up. On the other :

hand, the discovery of new sources of supply ot

light, heat, and motive power may be none the

less confidently anticipated. Let us set the un-

known against the unknown, and save the tiine

that would be consumed to no purpose m the

minute dissection of certain details of a great

subject, the entire comprehension of which is

far beyond our grasp.

In this, as in almost every engineering,

meohanical, or chemical question, the ultimate

arbiter is the lodger. People speak of discover-

ing, or of inventing, other sources of light and

heat than those of which we now familiarly

make use. Mechanical men know that there is

no difficulty in so doing. Electricity has been

mentioned. We know something, as yet but

a very little, of what wo may expect from

electricity. But the knot of the question lies

in the pence-table. So long as, by the com-
j

bustion of a pound of coal, we can produce a

greater dynamic effect than by any method i

which does not cost more than the price of a
j

pound of coal,—coal will be king, or, at least,

coal will be employed. When, either by the

increased coat of winning coal, or by the

decreased cost of the application of any other

source, or reservoir, of power, this pre-eminence

fails to be enjoyed by the black diamond, it is to

such other sources that we shall turn. Nor are I

we altogether without expectation that the em-
)

ployment of such cheaper force may dimmish,
|

or, at all events, very seriously modify the

character of, the demand for the employment of

coal long before we approach any indication ot
[

the proximate exhaustion of our coal fields. '

Our readers will receive this remark with the I

more interest from the fact that an intimation
j

which we formerly threw out as to the great j

source of supply of a large proportion of the i

mechanical power of the future, has becoin© i

invested with the character of experiment in i

America. The papers inform us that a patent I

has been thus taken out for economizing the

tidal force. How far this appropriatiou of one of

the most stupendous elements of mechanical

agency to the inflation of an individual purse

may be possible, we cannot, of course, tell. '

veniences of detail may, of course, be protected •

by patent; but the idea of a tide-mill is as old

as that of any form of water-mill. To propel r

the floats of a paddle-wheel by a rush of water, •.

whether by a stream always gravitating in one

direction, or by a reciprocating current, the

inward and outward flow of which are due to

the same universal force, is the same thing^ m .

principle; nor is there room for any very striking i
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novelty in the application of the force of
cnrrenfc. Bub there are two considerations which
make the question one of unusual interest to our-
selves. The first is that of the great tidal rise that
occurs around the greater portion of our coasts.
We may reckon this at from 15 ft. to 20 ft. on
an average. In some places—as in the Yarmouth
Reads—the general change in tidal level is not
more than 4 ft. or 5 ft. At Chepstow, on the
other band, the extreme rise of the highest
springs is stated to amount to no less than 70 ft.,

and on the occasion of the floating of the tube
for the railway bridge it considerably exceeded
50 ft. Thus the power of elevation and depres-
sion which is exerted on our coasts, twice within
twenty-four hours, and of which little or no

powers of nature, would, if philosophically
anticipated, have been the first. Whether, there-
fore, our own time may witness the economical
application of the tidal process or not, we cannot
doubt that, if the abode of mankind is to be
prolonged on this planet to a future at all com-
mensurate with the past, we shall draw from
this inexhaustible source much of our artificial
supply of heat and of motion.

GEOLOGY AND BUILDING STONES.
Aiiidst the many and radical changes which

all professions and trades have undergone

„ • , . ^
-- —

I

within the last twenty years, none is so impor-mechamcal nse 18 at present made, IS so enormous tant as the necessity that now exists of ao-

eLi™tnrf»r r ^
1.

1

mechanical qniring the knowledge of collateral Boienoea,

Seirn
‘ ^ eioeeding the whole effect pro- many of which ranked in former days underduoed by our annual consumpt.on of coal is

,

the head of •' OlogieB,” to be taken np or not at

hhTt
Wo BuppoBO

;

the fancy of the student. They are no fancy" '‘'"‘'5’“ “It ‘lie
;

Btndiea now, however, but snoh aa every man
I

ongaged in practical work must Boonor or laterexpend itself for ever on the disintegration of
:
make himself acquainted with, if he hopes toour cliffs, or in the scouring out (or, indeed, in

! get on. Be he farmer, bnilder. ironihaater,the silting up) of onr harbours. The other
, brewer, or what not, there are anbiecta to boconsideration is that no country m the world is mastered of which his forefathers dreamt notso fayonrably situated for the economical nee of I and of these chemistry and geology are probablythe tidal power. When „e compare the extent the most uaefnl : the latter, indeed, is not essentialof coast.line in the United Kingdom with the to ao many trades as the former , but it is not
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struck with the less useful, and especially in the provincesthe ready aocessibility of the greater part of the ' of architecture and building. All the same, it

fmlv .ud
other oases, such as m Sreeco,

I i, a science utterly neglected by both architect
Italy and the Archipelago, where the ratio of and builder; and although at first it may becoashlme to area 13 equal, or superior, to that difficult to see the connexion between fossils

ourselves, the tidal power is
! and houses, there are branches of geology which

iLa ram, I
footland, and, though are of the utmost importance to the building

mast ™t b^’ r'iS’
^"“2® of trade-snoh as lithological, which treats of thl

coast, swept by athree-fathom tide, bears a very composition and character of the rocks and
hi’gh^ proportion to the gross surface of the island,
and is accessible in a very nnnaual degree. Nor
mast wo consider that the force of current is the
only mode in which the great lifcing power of
the tide can be exerted. Tidal basins, with
inflax and efflux mechanically utilised, may be

stones; Btratigraphioal, nsefnl in all questions
concerning situation, foundation, drainage, &o.
4nd in the same way that a farmer ought to be
intimately acquainted with the geologic con-
stituents of the soil, the builder ought to have a
thorough knowledge of building stones. Everyconstmoted with signal advantage on many builder® will natnrTlly be aoqutinM^
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hydrostatic power,
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|
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worth while to appoint a commission, consisting
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ones, an immense amount of rubbish called Bath

S „b/s bf 'S”°™®®® er Portland stone, is sent out, which is quite in-

sLr-o
®?“huation was. No thought of capable of resisting the action of the Sther,

‘ Ib®”®®
“®P'ro'i,.‘he earliest experi- and ohips away at the first frost. It would bemeuter, who, applying light to the black

substance on which he stumbled, said,—“ Aha,
[ am warm

;
I have seen the fire.” The

sconomic value of heat is a matter at the know-
ledge of which we have arrived empirically. If
ire had never needed to cook, or to warm our-
lelvea, we should never have invented the steam-
engine. But, having gone thus far on a path
ivhich we took in entire ignorance of whither it
ivould lead us, we are in a position to look round
tit the wide and noble prospect that opens before
IS.

^

And, regarding the question analytically,
t 18 evident that it is simpler to produce
“ result by a mechanical, than by a
•hemicah process. Had man been obliged to
t evolve ” his mechanical power “ from his inner
.onacioasness,” instead of having arrived at his
?res6nt condition by a happy sequence of acci-
iBnt and of consequent experiment, he would
tertainly have sought the aid of the tidal flow
ciefore he had thought of burning the submerged
jorests of the coal measures. That which, as
taatter of history, is the last application of the

well if every gentleman who determines on build-
ing a house, or every committee. which has to
superintend the erection of a public monument,
would, before putting themselves into the hands
of the builder, go to the trouble and expense
(which would be often saved over and over again)
of having an analysis or report of the stone to
be used. By so doing, the builder would often
save his credit, and the employer his money.
There are but few districts in Great Britain

in which the buildings do not attest, more or
less, the geological character of the neighbour-
hood

; and as an educated former ought to be
able to prognosticate the formation by the adap-
tability to certain crops, so an architect ought
to give a good guess at the same from a passiug
glance at the outside of a cottage, the building
differences being frequently as sharply defined
as those of geology.

In Gloucestershire, for instance, there is no
mistaking the substantial look and the comfort-
able yellow glow of the farmhouses and churches
on the top of the Cotswold oolite hills, and all

the way thence into Oxfordshire and "Wilts; bnt
at the bottom of the same line of hills, where
the lias plains of the Severn Valley appear, wa
find a totally different kind of country building,
in which timber and plaster have played the
most important parts. This shows, that the
formation of lias, marls, and clays is one which
IS not rich in quarries

j for, as a general rule,
the old bnilders used the materials that were
nearest at hand, and I have no doubt that
this was partly the reason why so many of
the old houses of England were built of timber
and plaster. They will, in most cases, be found
in districts which were well wooded, and on
formations which were not prolific in building
quarries, such as the Has marls of Worcester and
Gloucester, or the new red sandstone marls of
Cheshire and Shropshire. Carriage was an im-
portant item in those days, and country gentle-
men were content to build their houses and
cottages from off their own estates. They did
not send fabulons distances for a particular
kind of stone, like the Earl of Bolmore, who
built his splendid mansion near Enniskillen,
of Portland stone, while he had much more
beautiful, and quite as durable marble on hia
own grounds

; or like Sir Francis Willoughby,
who in 1580 built Wollaston Hall, near Not-
tingham, of stone from Ancaater, in Lincolnshire.
He^ said that he got the stone cheap, because he
freighted the horses back again with coal from
hia estate

; but old Camden, who was of a dis-
believing nature, declared that he did it “ out of
ostentation to show his riches.”

Although the oolite formation is to be found
running in a regular band throughout nine-tentha
of the length of England, there are only a few
localities in which the stone has got a world-
wide celebrity, such as Portland, Bath, Chelten-
ham, &c. These places have become centres of
production, partly on account of the superior
quality, partly from their situation as regards
carriage, and partly from fashion

; but there can
be no doubt that there are vast stores of equally
good stone to be extracted at other spots.
The oolite zone, which is on an average 30 miles

in breadth, extends with great regularity from
Portland to Scarborough, but comprises a con-
siderable number of divisions, in which the rocks
vary extremely in their composition and value.
Geologists divide the series generally into Upper,
Middle, and Lower, the Upper being subdivided
into Purbeck beds, Portland atone, and Kim-
meridgeclay; the Middle into Coral Rag and
Oxford clay

; the Lower into Cornbrash, forest
marble, great oolite, fuller’s earth, aud inferior
oolite. For practical purposes, these subdivisions
are sufficient, although both geologists and
quarrymen (but especially the former), have a
fondness for minutim which is puzzling to be-
ginners. The geologist subdivides according to
a partionlar band of fossils, by which he can
identify the rock aud carry out hia horizon into
another part of the country

;
but the quarryman

is not BO scientific in his sobdivisions, which are
merely founded on differences which notoriously
affect the character of the rock, or the manner
of working. But as a general rule, although a
quarrymau’a diagnosis as to character may be
worth having, a geologist’s is the only one to be
depended upon as to identity of beds.
The Purbeck beds are best seen in Dorset-

shire, between Weymouth and Swanage, aud in
the neighbourhood of Wareham, almost the only
localities, indeed, where they are sufficiently
developed to be worked, although they are seen
in a slight degree in other counties, such aa
Oxfordshire and Bucks. Geologically speak-
ing, ail three divisions of the Purbeck are
exceedingly interesting, becanse they are mostly
of fresh-water origin, instead of marine. One of
the beds of the middle division is known as the
” Cinder Bed,” and is almost wholly made up of
shells of a peculiar kind of fossil oyster (^Ostrea

distorta), and near the base of the Lower
Purbeck is a bed called by the quarrymen the
“ dirt bed,” or “ black dirt,” which was once an
old vegetable soil, and contains trunks of fossil

trees.

The Upper Purbeck beds from Swanage have
furnished the stone called Purbeck marble for
the shafts and columns in the Temple Church,
in Westminster Abbey, for the tomb of William
Rufus iu Winchester Cathedral, Salisbury Cathe-
dral, and many others. It is said that the
Purbeck stone used in the older churches was
not of very good quality, and weathered badly.
The Purbeck beds from Wareham supplied the
stone for the lighthouse at Margate and the
prison at Winchester. There is a marble known
aa Sussex marble, which is of the Wealden age

—
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a fresh-water formation just prior to the Parbeck

beds. This is often mistaken for Purbeck stone

;

but the difference may be detected by the size

of the fossil shells, whioh are larger in the

Sosaex atone.

TELEICONOGRAPHY.
TELErcoNOGUAPHY is a long new word, which

we owe to the ingenuity of our French neigh-

bours. It means, as those of our readers who
are familiar with Greek will see at a glance, the

drawing of distant objects. The French have a

right to coin the word, inasmuch as it indicates

a new and admirable method, discovered by a

French artist, by which a faithful delineation of

objects so distant as to require the use of the

telescope to distinguish their details, may be

readily and correctly effected.

M. Revoil, an architect well known in France,

from having had charge of the restoration of the

Homan remains at Alontpellier, Toulon, and

Nimea, has recently been engaged in a special

study of the early architecture of the southern

provinces of the ancient kingdom. lu the course

of his attempts to arrive at exactitude of defini-

tion, by the aid at one time of the camera lucida,

and at another of the telescope, he has been in-

duced to make experiments as to the combina-

tion of the principles of the two instruments.

The result of this effort M. Revoil has called the

TdliHconographe.

The principle of this instrument is that of

allowing the image transmitted by the object-

glass of a telescope to pass through a prism

connected with the eye-piece. The rays of light

that would in the ordinary use of the telescope

be transmitted direct to the eye, are refracted

by this prism, and thrown down upon a table

placed below the eye-piece. The distance be-

tween the prism and the table determines the

size of the image projected on the latter, and it

is easy for the observer to trace, on a paper

placed on this sketching-table, the actual out-

lines indicated by the refracted light.

The idea once grasped, it is easy to work out

the details. The telescope is fixed on a stand

with screws and clamps, allowing of both hori-

zontal and vertical motion, as it may often be

necessary to give traverse to the instrument, in

order to make a connected drawing of a larger

area than can be included in the object-glass at

one view. In fact, an entire panorama can be

traced, if the relative positions of the axis of

the telescope and the surface of the sketching,

table are undisturbed.

We see no reason to doubt that M. Rovoil’s

eyepiece might be adapted to the ordinary

theodolite, so that any person who possesses one

of these instruments may, at a small expense,

obtain a good sketching apparatus.

The advantage possessed by the Teleicono-

graph over the camera lucida is manifest.

The size of the image may be determined at will

by the person who uses the former, without any

diminution of accuracy. We have before us a

lithograph of the summit of one of the towers of

Notre Dame de Paris. The “ oroquis ” was taken,

by means of the instrument of M. Revoil, at the

distance of about 300 metres. It is 12 in. long.

A sketch taken by the aid of a camera lucida is

drawn alongside, and is only 1 in. in length, or

one-twelfth part of the linear measure of the

bold outline of the Teleiconogram (as we sup-

pose the new likeness will be called). Two
mountain peaks, in Provence, sketched by aid of

the same apparatus, show how admirably it can

be applied to the sketching of country. For the

piirposes of military surveying, its services

promise to be of the utmost value.

The Teleiconograph insures certitude in draw-

ing, but it does not draw. It is an aid to the

artist, not a self-acting substitute for his eye

and hand. The sharp, bold touch of a master

of the art of drawing will be as distinct from

the feeble peddling of an inferior workman,
when the refracting prism is used, as when free-

hand sketohing is resorted to. The division of

attention between the object and the copy, which
is often so painful, will be entirely avoided by
the use of this instrument. lu the hands of a
true artist the result will be every way admir-

able,—exact as a photograph, without the distor-

tion of all those parte of the field which are
distant from the centre, and at the same time
marked by all the pecnliarity of touch proper
to the master. The camera lucida, from its

greater portability, will still hold its own, but we
shall hope to see M. Revoil’s instrument brought
into familiar use in this country, to meet oir-

cumstances for which it is peculiarly adapted.

THE EVIDENCE A9 TO THE PROPOSED
LAW COURTS.

At the committee meeting on the 9th inst. Mr.

Field said that Messrs. Abraham, Waterhouse, and

H. A. Hunt were the witnesses on whose evi-

dence the Commission signed the certificate that

the whole scheme (inolnding the purchase ofthe

site) could be carried out for a million and^ a

half. The lowest estimate for opening Tarnstile

was 91,0001. As regards light and air on the

Embankment site, he had omitted to refer to

the river fogs as a great and special objection

to it.

Mr. Barnet, architectural clerk of the Coramis

sion, bad made the map for the Incorporated Law
Society. Admitted certain inaccuracies in the

details of the map, which was taken from an old

Parliamentary paper showing a plan of Sir

Charles Barry’s for a design then recommended

by him in 1845. Prepared for the Commission a

reduced scheme for erecting the building on the

site already pnrchased. The bridges of con-

nexion with the Temple over the Strand were

omitted in this scheme. The plan of the

Incorporated Law Society was only incorrect in

details not affecting its principle. Thought

Cai'ey-street ought not to be much less than

60 ft. wide. Had shown a street 60 ft. wide at

the west side of the building. Could not apeak

as to the probable selling value of the Carey-

street site. Some of Mr. Street’s criticisms pn

his plans were not quite accurate. The in-

accuraciesoomplainedof in the Law Society’s map
were unduly favourable rather than otherwise to

the Howard-street site, as many new offices had

arisen on the north side of Carey-street, which

did not appear in the map of 1845. He pre-

pared the reduced scheme not in any way to

interfere with Mr. Street, but as a suggeatiou to

show how much of bis scheme could be carried

out on the land already purchased. His descrip-

tions of the various plans were drawn up without

communication with Mr. Street. The Probate
and a fow

no reason for iron rules of uniformity of frontage.

Breaks were often advantageous, and good archi-

tecture always assists itself. Looking down on

the building from the Strand would not be a

serious objection, as many buildings looked very

well under similar circumstances. The view

from Waterloo Bridge would be extremely good.

Anticipated no great difficulties with the founda-

tions, which should be about 25 ft. below the

level of the roadway, with a bed of concrete

25 ft. thick. The Embankment offered great

advantages for building as to access of materials,

&o. This advantage might be stated as an

economy of 5 per cent, on the total cost of the

building. The rails of the railway are to be

17 ft. below the roadway. It might possibly be

necessary to go deeper than 25 ft. for foundations

in some parts. Three courts and several offices

are omitted in the Howard-street scheme. Tho

general arrangement of the plan was entirely

different from that proposed for Carey-street,-—

not quite so good in some respects, but better in

others. The rough estimate of the building is

900,0001., inclusive of foundations. The scheme

prepared for a smaller scheme on the ground

already purchased in Carey-street had the same

disadvantages of plan as the Howard - street

plan, the shape of the land being very un-

favourable and irregular ou the western side. Is

very inferior for light, air, and quiet. Additional

accesses would also be indispensable, and very

little could be saved in this respect by the re-

duced plan. The cost of the reduced plan in

Carey-street would be about the same as in

Howard-street. On the whole, he preferred the

latter. Mr. Barnet, in adapting Mr. Street’s plan

to the reduced site, had spoilt it.

' On Tuesday last, the examination of Mr. Street

was continued, and various questions were put to

him respecting the aesthetic disadvantages of

the Howard-street site; Mr. Beresford Hope

asking if St. Paul’s would be improved by bring-

ing it down from its present eminence, and

placing it on low ground near the river.

Mr. n. A. Hunt was then examined. He was
offices, Royal Commission-rooms, and » fow

1

others are omitted from_ the reduced scheme,
accesses, and surroundings.

He considered that the further expenditure of a

million of money would not make Carey-street a

good site
;
and rather than do so, he would prefer

to spend such a sum in buying the property

between Howard-street and the Strand, and

have it an open Court-yard in front of the new

Courts, like that in front of the Charing Cross

Station. This, however, was not in any way

necessary, as he maintained the Government

plan provided everything really requisite.

as also the Probate, Admiralty, and Bankruptcy

Courts. The same omissions occur in the

Howard-street scheme.

Mr. Street said his first great plan provided

everything originally asked for by the Royal

Commission, and, with the streets round it, would

cover upwards of 7 i acres. The courts were iu a

central block, with an internal street round it

for light and air, bridges of communication

around the internal street giving access to the

offices beyond on the outside edge of the site.

Had proposed certain additional accesses to the

site from the north and west, an opening to

New-sqnare by the purchase of the houses at

the north side of Carey-street; and an opening

to Chanoery-lane in the centre of the east front

of the new building. The Commission adopted

almost the whole of these suggestions, with some

further additions of their own. Additional

accesses to the Carey-street site appeared to him

to be indispensable. At the Howard-street site

he proposed to take the north as well as the

south side of the street, so as to secure the erec-

tion of suitable buildings opposite the new

buildings. The site gives an acreage of nearly

five acres, available for building purposes. This

included internal courts for light and

Thought it an extremely good site. The ac-

cesses are good, and facilities for providing

light and air, and securing quiet, are very great.

Would excel the Carey-street site in those re-

spects. The accesses to the Howard-street site

are singularly good,—by the Strand, the Em-
bankment, the railway, the river, and the

bridges. The access from the north side needed

most explanation. Would utilise the terrace of

Somerset House as a carriage approach from

Wellington-street. Had arranged with Mr. Fowler

a modification of the proposed railway station.

Though it was no doubt a difficulty, this would

greatly reduce it, and it was no longer a serious

objection to the scheme. A tunnel and arcade

over it from Howard-street to the north side of

the Strand could be constructed. The widening

of the upper end of Essex-street would be almost

necessary. The site offered great advantages in

an architectural sense. A broken front would

be a great advantage, and almost called for

by the Embankment line being covered. A con-

trasb with the nnbroken front of Somerset House

is also desirable. Could not admire the river

front of Somerset House. His design projected

60 ft. beyond this front, but would hardly hide ^ , vu T^mnr
any portion of it in consequence of the con- have agreed to the clauses with some minor

sideruble curve of the Embankment. There was i amendments.

REPORT OF AMALGAMATED ENGINEERS.

The eighteenth annual report of the Amalga-

mated Society of Engineers, Machinists, &o., for

last yoar, has been printed for circulation

amongst the members. It consists, as usual,

chiefly of statistical and arithmetical details

relating to the numerous local branches of the

association. In his few preliminary remarks, the

General Secretary, Mr. Allan, says:

—

“ Iq isBUing this the eighteenth annual report of oar

society, endiog December, 1808, 1 deeply regret that I am
nntin a position to announce a more prosperous state of

affairs, so far as our funds are concerned.

As in the previous year, it is my painful duty to report

a large diminution in our accumulated fund, amounting to

26 66U. Os. 6id. This is attributable to a lengthened

depression in trade such as wo have never before expe-

rienced
;

and, in this respect, we have only shared the

same fate as other similar societies, the depression having

extended to all branches of industry, not only m the

United Kingdom, but to the whole of the continent ot

Europe, as well as America. This state of things has, no

doubt, in a great meaaure (if not entirely) arisen Irom o^r-

specutation and ruinous competition, which for years has

existed, and which still continues to exist. However, it

is to be hoped that the experience gained in the past will

be the means of remedying and preventing such disastrous

results in the future.”

This adverse state of affairs, however, is only

relative; for the society has nob only been able

to meet all its heavy liabilities, bub possesses a

balance of no less than 98,699L, or nearly

100,0001. to meet future obligations. During

the year, 109,8091. were expended. Of this sum,

by far the largest amount was in donations, or

for out of work benefit, namely, 64,9791. ;
the

amount so expended in 1867 having been 58,2431.

The sick-benefit expenditure was 16,9921.;

accidents, 1,0001. ;
funerals, 5,0491.

Valuation of Property (Metropolis)

Bill. — The House in committee on this Bill,
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FONT OF ST. MART’S OIIUKOH,
MUNSTER.

'The font of which we give an illnstration is a
fine specimen of Mediseval church furniture.
The material of which it is composed is bronze.
Immediately below the rim are representations
of our Lord and the Apostles (eleven only).
Lower down are five great circles, which cover
the bowl of the font, and these contain the
Evangelistic symbols, and the baptism of our Lord
by St. John. At the foot are sis lions, and
standing on their backs are sis bats. The work-
manship of the whole is very sharp. It appears
to have been first cast, and then cleaned up with
some sharp tool. The probable date is about
1350.

The following are the dimensions :—height,
3 ft. 10 in.

;
height of bowl, 1 fc. G in. ; width of

bowl, 2 ft. 4 in.
;
width of knob, 1 ft. 5 in.

DESIGNS FOR THE CORN EXCHANGE,
ROCHESTER.

The corporation of the city of Rochester
having decided that the erection of a New Com
Exchange would be desirable, and, judging by
the appearance ©f the very small and dingy
apartment which now bears that name, not
before it was necessary, requested several archi-
tects to furnish designs, and six have responded
to the invitation.

The site for the proposed Exchange is very
confined, being surrounded by existing buildings
except on the eastern side, where it abuts on a
narrow street known as Pump-lane

;
the sontbern

fiide is bounded by the present Com Exchange

the Tight would be partially built out, so that
top lights, or very elevated windows, only could
be of service.

The corporation in their list of requirements,
which are very multifarious, desire,—“ A large
room to be used as a corn exchange, assembly-
room, or concert-room, as occasions may require

;

the room is to be so an-anged as that the present
Corn Exchange may be used at the same time if

necessary.” The lower portion of the building
is also required to contain a kitchen for the pur-
poses of corporation dinners, a library, &c., and
an entrance is to be provided from Pump-lane,
as well as through the present Corn Exchange.
The cost of the whole is not to exceed 5,000Z.
The drawings have been exhibited in the

present Corn Exchange, and were very well huug.
“Che sarrl sark” explains bis design by six

drawings to scale, a showy perspective view of a
room full of elegantly dressed ladies and gentle-
men, amid a tremendous array of columns, and
a descriptive specification, which, if it lacks
grammar, is certainly not wanting in confidence.
The plan of the hall is a rectangle, 47 ft. by
85 ft. in the clear, covering nearTy the whole
area at command. The longer sides are divided
into bays by coupled Corinthiancolumns, detached
from thewall, standing on rather lofty pedestals,
and carrying an entablature breaking forwards
over each group of pillars. The whole design is

very elaborate and very flashy. The ceiling is

formed of two coves, one above the other, the
lower groined for lunettes, and the centre is

covered by three fiattiah glazed domes, which
would appear to be very bad acoustically

j
although

the specification informs us that the ceiling is

I
curved to ” an acoustic cove,” and all deep cofters
and skylights are avoided. How the specifica*
tion and drawings are to be reconciled to one
another it is hard to say.

A vast amount of space is lost by the columns,
which project 4 ft. into the room, and evidently
to no purpose structurally, for, on referring to
the plan of the ground-floor, it will be found
that the wall below the level of the hall is only
abont 2 ft. thick, and the colomns stand forward
above, with nothing to carry them. They are
intended to be of “ Marezzo marble, with plaster
caps and bases gilt.” So much for genuine
materials and true principles. There is no
accommodation for an orchestra, or separate
staircase for performers. For dining purposes,
arrangements are made for a lift and serving-
room, and a little cranny is shown behind the
marble columns fora refreshment-bar

j but there
are no apparent means of supplying it, except
through the hall itself.

The principal approach through the present
Exchange is pretty good. The stairs from
Pump-lane are scarcely 3 ft. wide, rendering it

out of the question to use this approach to the
hall alone. On the ground-floor a considerable
space is reserved in all the plana at the western
end of the site for the yard of a public-house,
over which the hall is carried in various ways in
the different designs, some of which do not
seem very secure. The library is badly lighted
from the north; the kitchen is absurdly small,
and not well supplied with larders or other
appliances.

Peraeveranda” exhibits four sheets of draw-
ings, and a perspective of a less pretentious
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natnro than the first we have noticed. In this

case the hall is a rectangle, 42 ft. in width by

92 ft. in length, the sides being divided into six

bays, as is the case in moat of the designs,by single

engaged Corinthian columns, projecting into tho

hall about 2 ft., and standing on plain block

pedestals, bnt with very little support from below.

The entablature, which is cut through by the

windows, carries a deep cove, into which the

semicircular heads of the windows are groined.

The ceiling is commonplace, but the effect of the

lighting from windows very high up would be

decidedly agreeable. The ball occupies the

whole area at disposal more completely than is

the case with any other of the designs, bub the

necessary accommodation for concerts or public

dinners, in fact for any purpose other than that

of a mere corn exchange, is entirely ignored;

and on the lower floor the kitchen is without

scullery or larder, and the library, which is well

lighted from Pnmp-lane, has no accommodation
for a librarian. The approaches are very good,

and two separate doors are obtained from the

present Exchange, besides a good passage and
staircase from Pump-lane.

There are two competitors who exhibit under

the motto of “ Ceres,” the one showing a Gothic

and the other a florid Renaissance design. The
Gothic design is explained by eight sheets of

general drawings and two perspectives, and
shows the various requirements of the corpora-

tion more completely considered than is the

case with other of the competitors, there being

three plans of the great hall, showing its adapt-

ability to the purposes of a corn exchange, a

concert-room, or a dining-hall. The hall is a

rectangle, 73 ft. by 45 ft., free from any sham
columns or other projections. The general

effect ranch resembles one of the large dining-

halls at the universities.

The hall is divided into six bays, the lower

portion of the walls lined with woodwork, and
the npper part to a height of about 16 ft. from
the floor divided into panels, one to each bay

;

and shown in the perspective as painted with

subjects, intended, no doubt, to illustrate local

events. Above these are lofty pointed windows
groining into the lower portion of the roof,

which is of a flattish hammer-beam construction,

boarded on the under side of the ribs, and with

square skylights along the ridge, which have not

a good effect, and the perspective is so darkly

coloured that the upper portion of the roof

appears to be in a fog, and the whole ellecb is

much more sombre than might be the case. The
Pump-lane approach is good, and has convenient

rooms' beside it. The orchestra is of a rather

unpleasant form, but has a separate staircase

and retiring-room for performers close at hand.

The principal staircase is so ingenious in plan

that it is not easily comprehensible
;
some por-

tions seem to suggest mounting four or five steps

merely to come down again.
“ Ceres, No. 2” displays four sheets of neatly-

drawn plans and elevations, and seems, with the

exception of his namesake, to have entered more
fully into the necessities of the case than any
other of the competitors. The hall, which is

shown in a very attractive perspective, is difl’er-

ent in plan from any of the others. It may best

be described as a rectangle, 50 ft. by 76 ft., with
the corners rounded off, and deep recesses at the

ends, containing respectively the orchestra and
a very theatrical- looking gallery. The total

length of the hall is 94 ft. The walls are de-

corated with Corinthian pilasters, with round-
headed windows between, and the curved corners

are formed by similar windows, which have a
painful effect. Above is a deep cove, glazed, and
a richly ornamented flat ceiling.

The general form of the room would be pro-

bably good for musical purposes, but the glazed

cove is a dangerous experiment. There are two
staircases, and a capital entrance from Pnmp-
lane, and the principal staircase is pretty, de-

signed in a square hall domed. The library is

badly lighted, and kitchen dark. Taking the

designs as a whole, they are nearly all of a most
commonplace character, and the stipulated

5,0001.

will apparently be exceeded by most of the
competitors.

The ^rational Portrait Gallery has be-

come BO large that it is necessary to find a new
habitation for it until the National Gallery has
been made big enough to receive it. In the
meantime it is intended to transfer it to the
gallery at Kensington, where the Portrait Exhi-
bitions of the last three years were held. The
transfer will be completed by the end of the year.

ARCHITECTS IN GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYMENT.

On the vote of 18,2221., to complete the sum
of 31,2221. for tho salaries and expenses of the

officers of the Commissioners of her Majesty’s

Works and Public Buildings being moved in

Committee of Supply,

—

Mr. Layard (in answer to Mr. S. Booth) ex-

plained that certain changes had taken place in

the officials of the office, resulting in the ap-

pointment of Mr. Fergesson as secretary of

works and bnildings, the gross amount of

salaries to be paid by the department to remain

the same. It was found impossible to retain in

that position the services of another gentleman

who was an architect, who admitted ’that he

could not give an opinion upon the estimates,

plans, or elevations of another architect. He
thought the committee would be of opinion that

a salary of 7501. was nob too much for such a

functionary, and at the same time a reduction of

2001. was made in the salary of the assistant

secretary. Other salaries bad also been re-

duced.
Mr. Hunt suggested that the vote should be

withdrawn for the present, and hoped the

Government would not decline to do so, in

order that the House might see the corre-

spondence.
Mr. Ayrton said that there were two ques-

tions, that of the permanent arrangement, and

that of the temporary. The former architect

and surveyor was in this delicate position, that

he was the consnlting architect of the depart-

ment, and yet had the power of undertaking

buildings for the Government, on which he was
paid by a percentage, as in his private practice.

It was thought better, therefore, to have an

officer under the title already mentioned, to give

advice on all tho operations of the department.

A special arrangement was made for Mr. Penne-

tborne completing the works he had in hand.

He trusted the committee would not think it

necessary to have tho vote postponed.

Sir W. Gallwey did not believe that a more
able or more disinterested person existed than

Mr. Pennethorno, who was also an old servant

of the Government. He wished to know if that

gentleman was to leave the service without any
retiring pension or allowance.

Mr. M'Laren wished to ask whether it was

nob the fact that all estimates and plans for

buildings in Scotland were made out by one

gentleman, at a salary of 925h
Mr. Layard said there was no intention to lay

the slightest blame on Mr. Pennethorne, and the

only object had been to release him from a dis-

agreeable position. Mr. Fergusson was not a

practical architect, and could give an inde-

pendent opinion on all matters connected with

architecture. He could state that during the

three or four months Mr. Fergusson had been in

office his services had saved many thousands of

pounds to the publio. With regard to the

Scottish business, the salary of 9251. did not

include travelling expenses. As soon as Mr.

Pennethorne had finished the works in hand he

would receive his pension, and he was perfectly

satisfied with the arrangements made.

The vote as originally prepared was agreed to.

THE REBUILDING OF CARLISLE GAOL.

The alteration of the county gaol at Carlisle,

to meet the requirements of the Prisons Act, is

now rapidly approaching completion. The
alterations have rendered necessary the entire

remodelling of the interior of the gaol. With
the exception of two wards which have been

converted into bath-houses; of the governor’s

old house, which has been used for warders’

rooms, offices, and chapel; and of tbe store-

rooms, cells, and kitchen on each side of the

entrance-gate, the whole of the old buildings,

according to our authority, the local journal,

have been pulled down, and the materials of

which they were composed have been made use

of in building the new prison. The male and

female wards are now in one large block four

stories high, with the governor’s old house con-

tiguous to the division wall between the two, so

that communication may be had from it to both

wards. There are 112 cells for male prisoners,

and 56 for females. The total average number
of prisoners is about 100. The alterations

have been rendered necessary by the determina-

tion of Parliament to adopt the separate system,

so that the casual criminal may not become con-

taminated by communication with habitual

thieves. Every prisoner has a separate cell

allotted to him ;
each cell being 13 ft. in length

by 7 ft. in breadth, and ^9 ft. in height, with an
arched roof of masonry, a flagged floor, and a

strong wTonght-iron door. The furniture is very

simple, but one thing seems exceedingly objec-

tionable. Each cell contains what is called a

muUum in parvo, comprising an earth-closet,

convertible into a food-table, as well as cup-

board and washstand.

An old building has been converted into a

convenient laundry, where the female prisoners

wash the prison clothes, and mangle and iron

them.
A new tread-wheel is being erected by Messrs.

Blaylock & Pratchitb, and by its machinery water

will be supplied to the gaol from a well which

has been sunk 280 ft. for that purpose, the solid

rock having been bored 256 ft. of that depth.

The “ mill” will be enclosed in a glazed shed .

and within it will be placed the mat-looms, so

that all tho hard labour may be going on at one

time under tbe surveillance of the same officers.

In utilizing the governor’s old house an oppor-

tunity has been afforded of enlarging the chapel.

The whole of one floor of the old house has now
been devoted to the chapel and vestry. The
chapel is divided into two by a wooden partition,

so that the males and females may be completely

separated.

The cost of the alterations will be between

15,0001.

and 16,0001. Mr. T. Milburn is the

builder; and Mr. Cory, tbe county surveyor, is

tbe architect.

PIER, HARBOUR WORKS,ANDNEW HOUSE
OF ASSEMBLY, ISLE OF MAN.

The first column of the new iron pier running

oat from the foot of Broadway, Douglas, was driven

on the 17th of March last, and the last column on

the 29th of June. The pier has now been carried

out about 1,000 ft. from the shore, including tho

platform at the outer end, which is 90 ft. in

length and 40 ft. in width. The railings along,

side tbe pier are being put up, and tbe bouses

are in course of ooubtruction. It is expected

that the pier, which will add to the attractive-

ness of Douglas as a watering-place, will be ready

for opening by the end of the present month.

At the sittings of tbe Legislature of the Isle

the plans for the extensive harbour works

at Douglas have been brought under considera-

tion. It was resolved that a sam of 10,0001.

should be granted for a further extension of the

new low-water landing-place there. The mem-
bers then proceeded to consider the general

question of harbour works, and, after a long

debate, a resolution was arrived at rescinding a

former resolution of the Legislature by which it

had been decided that the sum of 122,0001.

should be expended upon a large work of con-

Crete extending straight across the bay, and in

its stead it was resolved that a built work run-

ning out in a north-easterly direction from

Douglas Head should be substituted. The last

work is estimated to cost 52,0001. for the first

550 ft., and when it is extended to that distance,

the members will be asked to decide bow much
further and in what direction the work is to be

extended, and what the cost is to be. The
governor, in answer to inquiry, said that the

engineer-in-ohief, Mr. Coode, would receive 6001.

a year daring the construction of the work for

his services, and for the use of his London office.

Mr. Powell, who would be in immediate charge

of the Douglas works, as well as tbe works at

Ramsey and Peel, would receive 1,0001. a year

salary, and 2001. a year travelling expenses.

Extensive plans of harbour works at Ramsey
were then brought under the consideration of

the court. There are two plans of harbour

works proposed for Ramsey
;
a bnilt work by Mr.

Coode, estimated to cost 50,0001. ; and an iron

work by Mr. Dixon, the contractor for the new
pier at Douglas, to cost 35,0001. A committee

of the court was appointed to inquire into a

report on the merits of tho two plans.

The plans for the new House of Assembly at

Douglas were then taken into consideration.

Eight architects had been invited to send in

plans and estimates of this building, which is to

include law courts and public offices ;
bnt only

five responded to the invitation. A prize of

1501. was offered for tbe best plan, and 751. for

the second best. There were only four plans

sent in, two of the architects, Mr. Henry Chris-

tian and Mr. Frederick Fothergill, of London,

having combined. Their design was for an

ornamental building in the style of the thir-

teenth century, and was estimated to cost

13,0001.

Mr. G. W. HamUton, of Liverpool,
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whose design was awarded the second prize,

estimated the building planned by him to

coat 14,0001. The architect in his report,

said that “ he had endeavoured in the design

to produce a building characteristic of its

intended purpose, and had avoided costly

arched openings and ornamentation," The first

prize was awarded to the design sent in by Mr.
Burnett, of Glasgow, which was in the Tudor
style, and was estimated to cost 17,000Z. Mr.
P. Ellison, of Liverpool, proposed two plans, one
in the English castellated or baronial style, to

cost 13,6631., and the other an adaptation of the

Continental Gothic, and estimated to cost

16,1001. The members of the court adopted the

recommendation of the committee, and agreed to

purchase a site for the building in an advantage-

ous position, at a cost of 2,OOOZ., and after

several hours’ debate, adjourned the final con-

sideration of the plans.

NEW MODE OF LAYING AND JOINTING
PIPES.

A PATENT joint has been invented by
Mr. William Williams, an active member of

the Water Committee of the Town Council of

Liverpool. It consists simply in the direct con-

tact or union of a cylindrical socketed with

a spherical butt-ended pipe, without the inter-

vention or use of lead or packing of any kind.

The socket end of each cast-iron pipe is made of

thickness uniform with the pipe itself, and
strengthened by an external hoop of wronght
iron. It is then correctly bored so as to form a
true section of a cylinder. Upon the butt-end

of the pipe is cast a projecting boss or ring, the

surface of which is turned truly so as to form
the zone of a sphere, of external diameter equal
and duly proportioned to the internal diameter
of the cylinder. The union of the two metal
BQrfacGs is thus designed to be perfectly main-
tained throughout a circular ring or line of con-

tact which within the cylinder is fixed, but varies

on the spherical zone according to the angle of

direction at which the pipes are united, while
the tightness of the joint is unimpaired by change
of position. It is therefore a moveable joint, so

that, within certain limits, the line of direction

of the pipes may be changed, and in case of dis-

turbance or subsidence of the ground in whioh
they are laid, the lino of pipes is self-adinating,

and the distortion is nnaccompanied by fracture

or leakage. It is proposed to use these pipes

within the Hilton House Tunnel of the Eiving-
ton Pipe Line, where settlement is apprehended
from the working of the seams of coal beneath,
and a saving of 30,0001. is expected to result. The
invention has been tested in presence of the
mayor and corporation, and various architects,

ODglueers, and others interested.

THE EXTENSION OP WOfiCESTER
PRISON.

The amalgamation of the city and county
prisons rendered necessary an extension of the
accommodation previously furnished by the
county gaol. For the purposes of this extension
it was decided to purchase certain property
upon the west side of the old prison, and to erect

on the site thus obtained an additional wing, at

the cost of the city, sufficient to meet all require-
ments. Plans were accordingly prepared by
Mr. H. Rowe, the city architect, and tenders
advertised for, the one sent in by Messrs. Wood
& Son, of this city, being ultimately accepted.
The work was begun in September last.

The new wing is just ready for the roof. It

comprises, upon the basement, capacious stores

for the goods manufactured iu the prison, with
every facility for loading the same. There are
also baths and washing-places, where tho pri-

soners on their arrival after receiving sentence,
are required to perform the most thorough ablu-
tions before taking up their residence in the
sorupnlously clean and healthful apartments
assigned to them. Here, too, is the apparatus
for tho heating and ventilation of the prison,
whioh is upon Haden’s principle. The whole is

arched over with brickwork, and above, in two
stories or tiers, are the cells of the prisoners,
forty-eight in number. They will be well lighted,
Warmed, and ventilated, each cell having a sepa-
rate flue communicating with the central venti-
lating shaft. The pure air is admitted at the
top of the cell, and the impure forced through
an outlet in the lower part of the cell wall.

This, says our authority, the local Herald, is

found in practice to work much bettor than the

reverse principle commonly adopted, as tho dust

from the prisoners’ work is thus carried down-
wards, and prevented mingling with the air

which he is compelled to breathe. The entire

atmosphere of the cell is changed once in every

seven minutes. Very few rooms of private

houses, says the Herald, would bear comparison
with these cells in the matter of pure atmo-
sphere. Each cell, moreover, has its separate

and ample water supply.

The new block or wing of the prison measures
about 70 ft. by 44 ft., the external walls of whioh
are of great thickness and very strongly built,

whilst along every other course of bricks are two
rows of strong iron bonding, whioh will prove
particularly troublesome to any adventurous
captive who may endeavour to pick his way
through the walls. Surrounding this new wing
is a spacious exercise-yard for the prisoners,

enclosed by a lofty boundary wall 21 fc. high.

This wall on the inner side is perfectly perpen-
dicular, without buttresses or breaks of any kind.

The heavy coping-stones have been placed upon
two courses of loose bricks, and though regarded
as being safe and firm enough if undisturbed,

will immediately 'yield to the force of a man’s
weight, as every prisoner will doubtless be duly

informed. On the outside the wail is built in

steps, being thickest at the base, which, how-
ever, does not seem to manifest the same sort of

consideration for confederates which the perpen-

dicular interior and the ooping-atones show for

prisoners.

The new gateway has been constructed in this

portion of tho prison. It is a double one, so that

after the ponderous outer doors have been passed
by the prison-van there are still massive iron gates

which bar farther progress. The van will thus

pass into the intervening apace, and the doors on
the one side will be securely closed before the

gates on the opposite side are opened.

BUILDING AT THE CAMP.

A VEEY rapid piece of building was done at

the Wimbledon Camp for Messrs. Spiers & Pond,
in the shape of a Restaurant, which covers an
acre and a quarter of ground, and contains some
9,000 superficial feet of framed and glazed work
in the facade, 400 squares of flooring, besides

roofing, and all the internal fittings
; a bar

200 ft. long, offices, stores, cellars, kitchen,

cooking-apparatus, and all internal fittings.

The building, which was designed by Mr.
Penrioe, is put together in lengths of 5 ft.,

fastened with bolts and nuts, making the whole
portable, and variable as to size. This building,

together with the temporary erections in troop-

stables, forage and commissariat stores, entrance

buildings, post and police offices, canteens, and
about four miles of fencing, was put op iu three

weeks and two days by Messrs. W. Bracher &
Sons.

The trussed gutters are a little too slight, and
should be strengthened next time. The sup-

porting posts are made hollow, and serve as down-
pipes in connexion with an elaborate system of

drain-pipes. The kitchen was fitted np by Mr.

Dray, and all the bread used was baked in three

ovens put np by Mr. Batley, of Bermondsey, at

the small total cost of 751. The cost of the

building, without the fittings, was something
over 2,5001. The necessity for complete arrange-

ments is shown by the fact, that more than once
from 25,000 to 30,000 persons were served in

a day.

THE NEW PUBLIC OFFICES.

On the motion for going into Committee of

Supply, Mr. Goldney called attention to the sum
granted for the purchase of the site for the new
Pnblio Offices, and to the proposed expenditure
for the new Home and Colonial Offices, and
asked the First Commissioner of Works if he had
any objection to lay on the table of the House a
plan of the land already purchased, and of the
land intended to be acquired, with an explanatory
statement, showing what portion of the land was
intended to be built upon, the amount of money
already laid out, and when and for what purpose

it was expended. He also desired to know if

a plan and estimate for the new Home Office

had been prepared
;
and if so, the amonut of the

estimate, and where plans could be seen.

Mr. Layard replied that the only objection

was that the information had been already laid

before the House. One portion of the plan had

,

already received the assent of tho House, and

had to a great extent been proceeded with, and
a Bill was before one of the Committees upstairs

relating to the acquisition of additional land, and
the completion of the remainder of the buildings.

As soon as that Bill was considered by the Com-
mittee, and decided upon, full opportunity would
be given to the House to discuss its details.

The cause of the delay in the carrying out of the
scheme of buildings was, that when he came into

office he found it advisable to have Mr. Scott’s

plans reconsidered. That had since been donOi
and the result had been some additional build-

ings, which he believed would be found of much
use.

In reply to Mr. Kinnaird and Mr. Candliah,
Mr. Ayrton stated that the sum expended up to

the present time was 706,2231., and that the
total estimated cost was 1,181,0001. Of this sum
the India Office would refund 87,0001., so that

the actual expenditure would be 1,094,0001.

This latter sum, however, was subject to a
farther reduotiou of 50,0001. on account of

exchange of property, but that was a matter still

under consideration.

BRADFORD MARKETS COMPETITION.

SiE,—Amongst the numerous improvements
now being effected, or proposed to be effected,

in the Borough of Bradford, perhaps none is so

desirable, none so urgently required, as a covered
market. The indescribable place at present used
for market purposes is situated near the Manor
Hall, and has until within a few years been the

property of the ladies of the manor. By a
recent Act of Parliament, however, the Corpora-

tion have obtained possession of the property as

lessees for 999 years. Since the passing of this

Act, various propositions have been made with

a view to the improvement of the markets
accommodation of the town, but without any
practical result at present.

In March last, advertisements were issued

inviting the architects of Bradford to furnish

designs in competition for a new covered market
to be erected on the present site. The imme-
diate object of the restriction (which, however,
it is rumoured, has been violated) is not easy

to perceive; but probably the committee felt

that the peculiar circumstances of the site

rendered necessary something more than an
ordinary survey ; but, if this did not constitute

the motive, probably it was the amour propre of

the townsmen, and a prophetic pity for strangers

who might possibly be induced to enter the lists,

that prompted them. The instructions issued to

competitors contained the usual conditions, and
appended thereto were three plans showing cer-

tain lines “ determined upon by the oonncil." In
addition to the market itself, the competition was
to include designs for exterior buildings, as

shops, &c., with which it was proposed to sur-

round three sides of the site.

The drawings were delivered on Thursday, the

Ist July inst., and on Friday, the 9th, eight days
afterwards, the Markets Committee met, aud
in two brief hours made their choice.

The amount proposed to be expended on the

market alone is 20,0001. ;
the surrounding build-

ings are estimated by one of the competitors to

cost 12,0001. The “job,” therefore, is an im-

portant one, and eleven competitors have ex-

pended their time in endeavouring to meet the

views of the committee. Twelve sets of draw-
ings have been sent in, varying in number from
four to thirteen

;
it may, therefore, safely be

presumed that the committee had really an
arduous task to perform in the time whioh they

devoted to it, especially as each competitor fur-

nishes a report with his drawings. Reading the

reports alone would probably consume the whole

of that time, leaving the members no oppor-

tunity to compare the merits of the various

plans, or to decide upon the correctness of the

descriptions given by their authors, or to ascer-

tain whether they had conformed to the instruc-

tions or wisely altered them
;

or, indeed, to in-

vestigate any of tho numerous questions of

utility and appearance which a conscientious

consideration of the subject demanded.
As Bradford offers to architects another oppor-

tunity of competing for her pnblio bnildings, it

is desirable that architects should be informed

how “ they manage these things iu Bradford; ”

and if those to whom the interests and welfare

of the town are committed are bent upon sacri-

ficing their public duties to their private pro-

clivities, it will be well for architects to know
how to avoid any attempt to confer the benefits

of their art and learning upon them.
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It will be easy to sarmiae what kind of deci-

sion this is which has been arrived at. Canght
by the usnal attractions of gorgeous, but not
over-strict perspective, and high colour, both the

conditions of the competition and the require-

ments of the public, in some cases, have been
overlooked. The first selected design, 'Experientia

docet, said to be by Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson,
is shown in a beautifully-executed set of draw-
ings. The perspectives, which are highly coloured,

are brilliant in effect, and really beautiful as

works of art. In considering the plan, however,
there seems to be some loss of space in the
otherwise picturesque octagonal pavilions which
are placed near the two principal entrances.

Some of the competitors have, wo think wisely,

for economical reasons, adopted galleries
j these

are not shown in the drawings under notice, but

it is stated that they might be added 3 whence
an effect is obtained which could not be realised

consistently with an advantageous investment of

the public money. The character of the interior

is not in the least degree that of a market, but
partakes rather of the nature of an arcade for

fashionable shops; a lounge for dandies, rather

than the market-place of a working man. The
interior, apart from this paltry consideration of

utility, is very pleasing
5

the enclosing walls

being admirably arranged, and the light obtained

from the north. The limitation of price, how-
ever, has not restrained the designer.

The design placed second in order of merit,

“Northern Light” (imputed to Messrs. Andrews,
Son, & Pepper), is less ingenious in plan, and
relies on the arrangement of the light for its

intrinsic merits. The roofs seem admirably

designed for the retention of snow
;
and it is

questionable whether the arrangements proposed,

which give a glazed surface towards the north,

and open luffers towards the south, would be at

all effective in excluding heat. The preceding

competitor is at least more successful in his

arrangements in this respect. The entrances

are bold, pretentious, sensational
5
but the re-

maining portions of the design are effective and
well-proportioned.

The third premium is awarded to a set of

drawings signed “ Municipal,” reported to be
the work of Mr. Hargreaves. The plan is highly

elaborate, the classification of the trades having
been worked out. Objection might be taken to

many of these arrangements 5 but it seems to

me that all fish should be excluded from a

general market
3
and the position of the con-

veniences is most deplorable. The roof is com-
plicated and expensive, without attaining much
effect. The style of the exterior buildings shows
some ability

;
but the author loses good propor-

tions whilst seeking after novelty of form.

The whole exhibition forms an interesting

collection of drawings
5
but some of the com-

petitors will feel that they have placed them-
selves in the position of a cap:ive slave in the

triumphal procession of a Roman general,

devoting themselves to the public amusement
without prospect of adequate rewards. But
since the decision above alluded to is merely

the recommendation of a committee to the .town

council, and will not take effect until ratified by
the latter, there is yet time to hope that other

means may be adopted to arrive at a right

decision on merits whereof drawing is not the

greatest. Some of the other competitors seem
to have oarefally restrained their architectural

fancies within the limits of the purse com-
mitted to them

3
and it seems unjust both

to the ratepayers of the borough and to the

twelve firms who compete, that the decision

shonld be left to a body of a dozen gentlemen,

with no special qualifications for the under-

taking. Had these been a dozen architects, they

would have known more than would have

allowed them to decide in so short a time 3
and

it is not reasonable to expect that, being what
they are (doubtless highly respectable and
worthy) tradesmen, namely, they could perform

such an astounding feat as to fully apprehend
and pronounce justifiable judgment on so many
drawings with such despatch. It is highly

desirable, in order that the best man may be
placed first, that professional advice should be
called in. Integer.

From Ireland.—The Roman Catholic Church
of Ballybohill, county Dublin, has been recently
altered and remodelled internally, and a new
tower, with belfry and spire surmounting the
same, added at south-east angle. Mr. J. J.

Lyons is the architect
3
Mr, Wm. Conolly, the

builder.

INAUGURATION OP KING’S LYNN DOCK.

We have mentioned that the new dock at

Lynn was inaugurated by the Prince and
Princess of Wales. The water area of the

dock basin is 6i acres. The form is that

of an irregular quadrangle, the southern
. side being 780 ft. in length, and the northern
side 590 ft. The width from north to south

between the edges of the quays is about 440 ft.

At the water surface the width is 420 ft., and
the average depth of the dock is 31 ft. The
dock is not surrounded with perpendicular quay
walla, but has banks with an inclination of

horizontal to 1 perpendicular, the slopes being

faced or paved with solid blocks of concrete.

Small craft can get up pretty close to the quays,

and to accommodate vessels of considerable

draught seven timber jetties have been con-

structed—four on the south side and three on
the north side. Each jotty is 16 ft. wide and
32 ft. long, and the floors are furnished with rails

leading to the lines round the dock, which are tobe

brought into easy communication with the Great

Eastern system. The concrete blocks used in

facing the dock basin are 4 ft. square and 15 in.

thick, and they are composed of Portland cement,

sand, and shingle. Of these blocks 5,000 were

used 3
they are placed on a layer of concrete and

jointed with cement. The f^oot of the sloping

wall or pavement thus formed rests on a founda-

tion of church stone, bedded with concrete,

carried down from 2 ft. to 4 ft. below the bottom

of the dock. The lock-gates were put together

on the spot, the ironwork being supplied by
Messrs. Tod & Son, of Edinburgh. The con-

tractor is Mr. Lawrence. The plans were

prepared by Mr. Brunlees, C.E, The Dock
belongs to the King’s Lynn Dock Company, who
were incorporated with an authorised capital of

88
,
0001

.

SURVEYORSHIPS.

Sir,—

Y

ou would confer a very great favour

upon many of your subscribers by giving the

results of elections for surveyorships, with the

name of the successful candidate
3
as in too many

cases the election is only a farce, candidates

being selected and requested to attend (at great

expense) from long distances, while all the time

some favoured individual is picked out for

election. J-

We do so on all occasions when the names
reach us.

SUBTERRANEAN ROME.*

Although most educated people have a

tolerably well-defined impression of the nature

and appearance of the subterranean primitive

Christian cemeteries of Rome, there are yet

many facts concerning them of which they most
necessarily be in ignorance, because as time goes

on fresh discoveries are made which furnish new
information. Most people, for instance, will be

surprised to hear that the extent of galleries

now found, would, if drawn out in a straight

line, stretch from the northernmost part of

Italy to its southernmost shores. In many
particulars, too, the newest information requires

us to throw away opinions that were supposed to

be founded on facts. Thus it is now ascertained,

and demonstrated too, that the subterranean

galleries and chambers are not adaptations of

old sandpits or areno/rice, but were originally

made by the early Christians for the purpose to

which they put them. It used to be looked

upon as certain that the pozzolana so largely

used in building operations in Rome was found

here, and that the workings, when abandoned
because exhausted, were thus utilised. Ordi-

nary English visitors to the dim, narrow laby-

rinthine passages, and the crypts opening out of

them, looked into their “ Murray,” as that

publisher’s handbook is familiarly called, and
read, “The origin of these subterranean ceme-

teries was evidently for the purpose of extracting

that peculiar species of volcanic ashes called

pozzolana, so extensively used by the ancient

and modern inhabitants in their constructions.

Nearly all the catacombs can be traced to no

other cause. Originally arenaricc, the classical

designation of these saadpibs, they were arranged

* Roma Sotterranea
j

or. Some Account of tho Roman
Catacombs, especially of the Cemetery of Sen Callisto.

Compiled from the Works of Commendatore de Rossi, with

the conseut of the Author, by Rev. J. SpencerHorthcote,
D.D., President of St. Maty’e College, Oscott; and Kev.
W. R. Brownlow, M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge.
London : Longmans, Green, Reader, & Dyer. 1B69,
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by the primitive Christians for their new destina-

tions of dwellings, places of worship, and retire-

ment
3
” and having read, they believed. More

earnest students consulted balkier volumes, but
fouud the same opinion expressed. Looked at
from an artistioal point of view, too, the paint-

ings with which they are decorated were
formerly described as poor, meagre, and feeble.

To entertain these opinions to-day, hofrever, is to

have fallen out of the ranks in the grand march
of progress, to be behind the time, and of the

old school. Murray’s chapter on the catacombs
was newly written for 1868, renouncing these

views, and substituting for them the newly-
observed fact that the catacombs were excavated
out of the fu/a granulare, which material was
useless for any other purpose, showing that it

must have been selected by the early Christians

as suitable for graves, and not adapted by them
because it was already hollowed out ready to

their hand. Again, the language of the old

criticism of the worth and date of the art-work
no longer applies. Specimens that were in-

accessible and scarcely to be made out have in

these latter days been opened out ; many others

have been found, and a certain degradation from
simplicity and excellence to be noted in those
examples that are clearly tho first steps of

Medimval effort, points out that many works of

much richness, freedom, and variety must be of

earlier date than those of this stiff and meaner
type. And when this poorer style of art is

known to belong to the end of the third century,

it follows that the earlier specimens must have
beeu painted in days that were close upon those

we term Apostolic.

Who is it that makes these discoveries, and
comes to these conclusions ? As is well known,
a Commission of Sacred Archaiology has been
directing excavations for some years, and among
the members of this Commission were the late

Padre Marchi, who published an important work
npon the monuments of the primitive Christians,

and in other ways gave great impulse to the in-

terest felt about them 5 and the Commendatore
de Rossi, who has given nearly thirty years of
his life to a minute examination and classifica-

tion of the same relics of early Christian art. For
the last few years all eyes in Rome have been
directed to the appearance of a rumoured work
by this last-mentioned authority, which was ex-

pected not only to recount the proceedings of

the society, or the results of them, but to give to

the world a narrative of surpassing interest,

which his discoveries would enable him to relate.

Padre Marchi’s work was published in 1841.

The twenty-eight years that have elapsed since

that date have proved more fruitful than the

two centuries that preceded it; and De RossPs
industry has been rewarded with the discovery of

six or seven historical monuments of great in

terest, to the position of which, owing to his

intimate acquaintance with all the old records,

and, specially, two ancient itineraries, he was able

to point beforehand with sufficient precision to

lead to a successful search. The Commendatore’s
work, profusely illustrated, and entitled “ Roma
Sotterranea,” has now appeared, and has been
received, in Italian archaoological circles, witb
much cordiality as well as profoucd respect.

And now Messrs. Longmans & Co. have placed

it in the power of the English reader to make
himself conversant with tho nature of the recent

discoveries on sites so indissolubly connected

with the fortunes of those who first embraced
the new faith the apostles preached, by publish,

ing an admirable condensation of it, with his

consent, in the English tongue. They have
committed this task of compilation to Dr. North-

cote and the Rev. W. R. Brownlow, who have

executed it with much fidelity, appreciation, and
some, if not quite sufficient, oiroumspection.

To study these ancient catacombs, where
not "cooked,” is to take up the history of

Christianity from the time and place where
the New Testament breaks off the wondrous
thread. Immediately we approach them we
are transported back to those old times

when the bodies of St. Peter and St. Paul were
but newly buried

;
and when many who had

listened to their stirring words entranced, were
still living. De Rossi speaks positively on this

head :
—“Precisely in those cemeteries to which

history or tradition assigns apostolic origin, I see,

in the light of the most searching arcbmologioal

criticism, the cradle of Christian art and Christian

inscriptions
;
there I find memorials of persona

who appear to belong to the times of the Flavii

and of Trajan
;
and finally, I discover precise

dates of those times.” There is one inscription

known bearing date the third year of Vespasian,
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i.e. A.D. 72, bat no record has been kept of the

site on which it was found. In the catacomb of

St. Lucina, however, scratched on the mortar of

one of the loculi, was found by Boldetti a record

of the time of the Consulate of Sura et Senecio,

which marks the year A.D. 107 ;
and another on

marble in the same place recording Piso et Bolano,

Consuls, A.D. 110 ;
as well as a third inscription

which De Rossi considers marks the bnrial of a
Christian within forty years of the time that the
body of St. Paul was deposited in the same place.

This interesting record runs thus :

—

» DORMITIONI
T . FLA . EVTY
CHIO . QVI . VI
XIT . ANN . XVIIII
ME8 . XI .D . Ill
HVNC . LOCVM
DONABIT . M
OllBIVS HELI
V8 . AMICYS
KAIIISSIMVS
KARE BALE ’*

“ As a restinp.place for Titua Flavius Eutychius, who lived
nineteen years, eleven months, three days, bis dearest
friend, Marcus Orbiua, gave this spot. Farewell, beloved.”

The cemetery of Saint Priscilla, on the Via
Salaria Nova, always said to have been dug on
the property of the family of Pudens, converted
by the Apostles, also presents evidences that
confirm the statement of this antiquity. The
catacomb of St. Agnes is supposed to be no other
than the cemetery of Ostrianus, described by
Pauvinus, the Augustiuian friar, as the oldest of
all, “because it was in use when St. Peter
preached the faith of the Romans j” and, again,
the sepnlchre at Tor Marancia is now identified

as that cemetery which was formerly called by
the name of St. Domitilla, or by that of her
chamberlains, Saints Nereus and Achilles, for

two inscriptions found there clearly state that the
ground formerly belonged to this member of the
imperial family. After glancing in succession
at the principal catacombs supposed to bo of
apostolic antiquity, the authors of this summary
of De Rossi’s work, thus draw up the facts of
the position :

—

" The local traditions of ancient Christian Rome have
come down to us, partly embodied in the acts of the
martyrs

;
partly iu the stories that were told to foreigners

visiting the city in the seventh and eighth centuries, and
by them committed to writing in itineraries

;
partly in the

‘ ^oohs of Indulgences,’ and in the ‘ Book of the Won-
ders of Rome,’ compiled both for the use of strangers
and of citizens; partly also, but more sparingly, in thescat-
tered notices of a few Media?val writers. From a diligent
comparison of ail these various authorities, it is gathered
that some five or sii of the subterranean cemeteries of
Rome were believed to have had their origin in apostolic
times

;
aud in every one of these instances, so far as we

have an opportunity ofexamining them, something peculiar
has been either noted by our predeeesaora, or seen by our-

'

selves, which gives countenance to the tradition. When
these peculiarities are brooght together, they are found to
be in perfect harmony, not only with one another, but also
with what we should have been led to expect from a careful
consideration of the period to which they are supposed to
belong. The peculiarities are such as these Paintings
in the most classical style, and scarcely inferior in exeeu-
tion to the best specimens of contemporary Pagan art

; a
system of ornamentatioD, in fine stucco, such as has not
yet been found in any Christian subterranean work later
than the second century

;
crypts of considerable dimen-

sions, not hewn out of the bare rook, but carefully, and
even elegantly, built with pilasters and cornices of bricks
or terra-cotta

;
no narrow galleries, with shelf-like graves

thickly pierced in their walls, but spacious ambulacra
with painted walls, and recesses provided only for the re-
ception of sarcophagi

;
whole families of inscriptions, with

classical names, and without any distinctly Christian forma
of speech; and, lastly, actual dates of the first or second
century. It is impossible that such a marvellous unifor-
mity of phenomena, collected with most patient accuracy
from different and distant cemeteries on all sides of the
city, and from authors writing at so many different
periods, should be the resnit ol accident or of precon-
ceived opinion."

Two of the itinerarieB mentioned as having con-
veyed useful information to the arcbmologiat
were discovered only about a hundred years ago
in the library of Salzburg, and were therefore
unknown to Bosio and other writers on the
Christian remains after their discovery in A.D.
1578. One of these important guides was
written between the years 625 and 638, and the
other within a few years of the same date. The
first starts from the centre of Rome, passing out
through the Plaminian Gate, and passes to the
principal roads from one to the other by by-paths,
some of which can be still pointed out ; the other
follows a similar plan, but is second to it in
interest, because the writer does not seem to
have actually made the survey himself, but
rather to have compressed the descriptions he
gives from some larger work; but both of them
are useful in containing mention of topographical
details concerning the cemeteries before the
great work of emptying them of their choicest
contents .was commenced. A third document
that has been useful in pointing out the locality
of particular tombs is a list of relics collected

by Abbot John from the various shrines in the
catacombs, iu the days of St. Gregory the Great,
for Theolinda, Queen of the Lombards, which
list is written on papyrus, and preserved with
some of the relics in the cathedral of Monza.
But the chief clue to the success of De Rossi’s

labours was the tact which enabled him, instead
of rejecting these authorities as worthless, to

accept their help. Ho saw that where St.

Damascus and other early popes had been at the
trouble to build spacious staircases down to
particular spots in the catacombs, would be found
the tombs of martyrs that were once visited by
pilgrims, for whose accommodation these means
of access had been made. Whereas, Padre
Marohi avoided such places as bore evidence of
having been tampered with in later times, and
was always on the look-out for chambers and
galleries in their primitive condition as when
first hewn oat of the [rock, De Rossi judged that
where the crypts had been changed into sanctu-
aries, luminaria opened out for light and air,

galleries widened, and any other structural
arrangements made for the accommodation of
numbers, then he stood upon a site of the utmost
value. Pope Damascus, too, must not be
overlooked for the largo share he has borne

: in banding down a crue history of the
contents of the catacombs in his custom of re-

newing old inscriptions, and placing others to
mark important sites. His assistance, rendered
1,500 years ago, has been invaluable. The be-
ginning of the fifth century, when Rome was
sacked by the Goths, ended the history of the
catacombs as cemeteries

; and for the next 400
years they were used only as shrines and places
of pilgrimage, except iu rare instances, when
they have been chosen as places of refuge, as
when Boniface I. concealed himself for a time in
the cemetery of St. Pelicitas. The popes during
these centuries kept the tombs of the martyrs
beautified and repaired, as we may see from entries
in the Liber Pontijicalis. Even after Totila had
desolated Rome these were restored, and the
services renewed, John III. ordering that obla-
tions, cruets, and candles should be sent from
the Latoran Palace for the ceremonies every
Sunday. But after the siege by the Lombards,
under Astolphus, when some of the graves were
broken open and the bodies carried off, Paul I.

resolved to remove “ the bodies of the martyrs,
and confessors, and virgins of Christ” into
Rome, and place them in a church he built to
receive them, dedicated to SS. Stephen and
Sylvester, on the site of the house in which he
was born and bred, and which he had then in-

herited. On this occasion more than a hundred
saints were removed, and their names duly
chronicled in a list still extant. The succeeding
popes endeavoured, however, to rehabilitate the
ancient cemeteries with their ancient glories,

but without much popular support; for, in con-
sequence of the crypts of the martyrs being
destroyed aud abandoned, Paschal I. translated
2,300 bodies in July, 817 ;

and this new feature
in the history of early Christian relics remained
in great favour for some time, the succeeding
popes not only translating more, but re-trans-

lating those already deposited in Rome. Thus
rified, ruined, and abandoned, the cemeteries
that were not near monasteries were one by one
forgotten. In those that were so fortunately
situated lamps were kept burning as late as the
eleventh and twelfth centuries. A pilgrim of
the eleventh century noticed the cemetery of
St. Yalentine, on the Via Flamiuia, and another
writer mentioned it again in the twelfth century.
In the fourteenth century, a statistical account
of Roman churches mentions only three that
were attached to cemeteries

; and by the fifteenth
there was only one cemetery that was left open
and frequented by pilgrims, which was that
beneath the Church of St. Sebastian, called in
old documents, C(smeterium ad Oataeumbas.
This title, applying only to the part of the
Campagna in which the church was built, just
as the circus built in the same neighbourhood
by Maxentius, was called the Circus ad Cata-
ouinbus, has since been indiscriminately given to
all subterranean cemeteries over the globe.
Except as belonging to that of St. Sebastian,
the term is not mentioned in old times, the
names in use being hypoga^um, ccemeieriura,

martyrium, or confessio,

A set of terms, new, yet very old, has to be
mastered by those who would understand any-
thing of these ancient burial-places. The little

chambers opening out of the narrow passages
are known as cubicxila. An ordinary grave,

—

that is, a flat oblong compartment large enough
to receive a body, hollowed in the sides of the

passages, generally in tiers one above another,—
is called a loom or loculus. When a grave was
made large enough to contaiu two, three, or four
persons, it was called hisomum, tHsornxiin, or
quadrisomim, accordingly. There are to be seen
in many of the cubicula graves of a more orna-
mental type. These consist of a semicular arch
recessed in the wall, below the straight base line
of which is sunk the space for the body ; they
are called arcosolia, solium being the term in use
among the pagans for their funeral urns. Some-
times the recess is found square-headed instead
of semicircular : when De Rossi, for the sake of
distinction, calls it sepolcro a mensa. Burial was
called depositio, and those who dug the graves,
fossorcs, iu old writings. We quote the authors’
description of the uses, beyond burial, made of
the tombs in the subterranean cemeteries :

—

“ Those of the arcosolia, which were also the tombs of
martyrs, were used on the anniversaries of their deaths
(natuHiia, or birthdays) as altars whereon the holy
mysteries were celebrated; hence, whilst some of the
cubicula were only family vaults, others were chapels, or
places of public assembfy. It is probable that the holy
mysteries were celebrated also in the private vaults, on the
anniversaries of the deaths of their occupants

;
and each

one was sufliciently large in itself for use on these private
occasions; but in order that as many as possible might
assist at the public celebrations, two, three, or even four
of the cubicula were often made close together, all

receiving light and ventilation through one shaft or air-
hole (liiiniTiarc), pierced through .the superincumbent soil

up to the open air. In this way as many as a hundred
persons might be collected in some parts of the catacombs
to assist at the same act of public worship; whilst a still

larger number might have been dispersed in the cuifeaZa
of neighbouring galleries, and received there the bread of
life, brooght to them by the assistant priests and deacons.
Indications of this arrangement are not only to be found
in ancient ecclesiastical writings ; thev may still be seen in
the very walls of the catacombs themselves, episcopal
chairs, chairs for the presiding deacon or deaconess, and
benches for the faithful, having formed part of the original
design when the chambers were bewn out of the living
rock, and still remaining where they were first made.”

We are enabled to reproduce from the book
three views in the catacombs, and the plan of a
portion which serves to show the way in which
the galleries ramify.

Prominence is given in the work before us to
the cemetery of St. Callixtus. This, it will be
remembered, is that which De Rossi discovered
on the Via Appia, after having seen only a frag-

ment of a marble slab, bearing part of the letter

R and the syllables NELIUS MARTYR, in the
cellar of a vineyard, in 1849, He induced Pope
Pius IX. to purchase this and the adjoining vine-
yard, and in the course of subsequent excavations
found the other portion of this slab, with the
missing piece of the letter R and the letters C 0
upon it, which showed him that the conjecture
he formed that the tomb of Cornelius, pope and
martyr in the middle of the third century, was
before him was correct. This tomb he knew
from the old writings was close to the cemetery
of St. Callixtus, in which there was a chapel more
famous than most others, as the bodies of the
popes in the third and fourth centuries were
deposited iu it, to which adjoined another chapel
in which Sb. Cecilia was laid. The author of
the earliest itinerary we have mentioned, specially

mentioned this cemetery as containing “ an in-

numerable multitude of martyrs
;

first, Sixtus,
pope and martyr ; Dionysius, pope and martyr

;

Julian, pope and martyr; Plavianus, martyr;
Sb. Cecilia, virgin and martyr. Eighty martyrs
rest here below.” Further excavations were
made, in the course of which 121 fragments of
one of the Latin inscriptions Pope Damascus
put up were found. When put together, and a
few missing letters or syllables supplied by the
context, this inscription read as follows :

—

“ Here, if you would know, lie heaped together a whole
erowa of holy onea.

These honoured sepulchres inclose the bodies of the
saints

;

Their noble souls the palace of heaven has taken to itself.

Hero lie the companions of Xystus, who bear away the
trophies from the enemy

;

Here, a number of elders, who guard the altars of
Christ

;

Here is buried the priest, who long lived in peace

;

Here, the holy confessors whom Greece sent us;
Hero lie youths and boys, old men, and their chaste off-

spring.
Who chose, as the better part, to keep their virgin

chastity.
Here I, Damascus, confess I wished to lay my bones.
But I feared to disturb the holy ashes of the saints.”

This decided De Rossi that he was in the Papal
vault mentioned, ruined indeed, with its ap-
proaches blocked up, probably to preserve it from
depredators, but still containing fragments among
its ddbris of monuments of great interest. In one
corner of this crypt, to which access was at first

obtained, it appears, down the luminare, though
one of the ancient staircases hag now been re-
stored, is a narrow doorway, cub irregularly in
the rock, which opens into a large chamber
about 20 ft. square, furnished with a wide lumi-

a
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THE CATACOMBS, EOME.

Sedion of Chrmhcr in Cataromh of St. Marcellino and St. Fidro,

shoving loiixr End of the Shaft of the Lvminare, itith Dove painted on it.

I)itcrior of a Cubiculum in St. Agnes, ivith Chairs and
Bench hewn out of the Bock.

Gallery, with Tomhs. Plan of Part of Catacomb of St. Ag7ies.

nare, which euables it to bp well seen now.
When first found it was filled with eonli,

which hc.d to be removed, as in other instances,

to the surface through this licminare or shaft

from above. As this work proceeded, and the

luininare, also full of earth, was emptied, the
figure of a woman in the attitude of prayer
was deciphered on the wall ; below this a Latin

cross bstvs’sen two sheep
;
and below this again,

though still in the luminare, the figures of

three saints. On the wall of the chamber,
close tn the entrance-way from the burial-

place of tha popes, was found a painting of

a woman, “ richly attired, and ornamented
with bracelets and necklaces such as might be
looked for in a high-bom and wealthy Roman
bride, and might well be intended to represent
St. Cecilia.” Bub this painting, which appeared
of seventh-century date, was found to be exe-
cuted on the surface of ruined mosaic-work

;

and a niche close by, decorated with a Byzantine
head of our Lord, was also noticed to have been
previously encased with marble, indicating there
bad been a renewal of ornamentation, marking
a site of high religious interest. This fact, taken
in connexion with the circumstance that close to
these paintings was a recess large enough to

hold a sarcophagus, and which left but an inch

of rock between it and the back of a similar

recess in the Papal crypt, and compared with
the statements in the documents we have men-
tioned, led De Rossi to the conclusion that it

was in this chamber that the beautiful Christian
bride of the martyr Valerias was laid, after three
strokes of the executioner had left her to bleed
slowly to death on the pavement of her own
palace. The legend is related at length in the
volume before us. We must pass on to notice

two new matters relating to this cemetery, or

these cemeteries
j for, we should explain, in this

neighbourhood there were several Christian
burial-places, each complete in itself, and follow-

ing the outlines of the space of ground above,

given for the purpose, but which in course of

time have been connected with one another by
long passages, so as to make one vast subter-

ranean area. One of these points is a new
method of mapping subterranean galleries, in-

vented by Michele De Rossi, the brother of the
arohceologist. The writers speak of “ a most
ingenious instrument ” he has devised, by means
of which maps of Roma Sotterranea will be as

complete as those of any modern city. We
shall return to this volume on another occasion.

CANOPIED STATUE OF HER MAJESTY
THE QUEEN, FOR BOMBAY.

Oufi engraving represents a monument which
has been executed in this country, and is about
to be sent out to India. It is a present from the
King of Bnroda to the Victoria Gardens, Bombay,
where it will be set up, and is the design of
Mr. Noble, of Bruton-atreet. The figure was exe-

cuted by him, and the architectural part by Mr.
Earp, of the Kennington-road. The figure of
the Queen is of colossal proportions, being more
than 8 ft. in height, seated. Her Majesty is in

her full robes of State, with the sceptre and
orb—emblems of her dignity,—and is seated on
her throne. The figure has a very dignified

appearance. The material of which it is made
is white marble. The canopy, which is 42 fc.

high to the top of the finial, is of white Sicilian

marble. It is of Gothic type, and well executed.
The background of the interior is slightly re-
lieved with a pale Sienna-tinted marble, enriched
with a diaper incised, and an inscribed garter.

The pillars on each side of the front are also of

pale Sienna marble, richly chiselled. The base

is composed of steps, the lowest of which is-

18 ft. wide, and 22 ft. deep from front to back.
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WELLOLOSE-SQUARE.
SiK,—The reason given by the Metropolitan

Board of Works for its late decision in the matter

of the proposed Wellclose-sqaare Free Recreation

Ground is so curious (if the reports which I have

seen of it are accurate), as to require some notice.

“ The Board cannot recommend any steps to be

taken in the matter, as the centre of the square

has been sold for building on.” This is the de-

cision of London’s only guardian of open spaces,

the Metropolitan Board, respecting a suggested

open space not noiv iuilt upon, in a quarter of

London where the people are so thick that if all

London were as populous, the metropolis would

contain 14,000,000 souls, and where the people

are so poor that they cannot afford to waste the

time in walking through the miserable streets to

the nearest free recreation-ground, two miles off,

for that walk would “ cost a meal !

”

The noble book of Mr. Robinson, on the “ Parks,

Promenades, and Gardens of Paris,” to a review

of which book you lately gave such worthy pro-

;

minence in your ever-graceful columns, had better

be burned at once by the common hangman if

the reason given for this decision of the Board

for the Protection of Open Spaces in London is

sound
!

W

.

THE ANGLO-ROMAHO GAS COMPANY.

At a meeting of the directors of this com-

pany, held in Rome at the end of last month, to

elect a new gerant in place of the late Mr. James
Shepherd, Mr. Charles Ponchain, who had been

with him as engineer for several years, and was
expressly pointed to by Mr. Shepherd to succeed

him, was unanimously elected. The following

,
address to Mrs. Shepherd, determined on at the

• same meeting, serves to show the high conside-

I
ration in which the late gerant was held :

—

“ Nodilk Sionoba,—

T

he greatest consolation, under the

; loss of our dear ones, is the esteem and consideration in

t which they were held by all who chanced to approach

:
them. You may, in the very heavy affliction that troubles

S
yon, comfort yourself with the thought that to very few

i is it given during life to attain to the admiration and

E esteem that our much-loved Mr. Shepherd deservedly

i acquired for himself in the minds of all.

Our colleagues, who assembled on the 23rd of last June
! to consider their loss, charged me to express the feelings

) of lively grief wMcU they all most sincerely share with

: you.
The demonstration, therefore, of the nndying esteem

II and regret that they so deeply feel for his beloved

II memory suggests the erection of a monument in the place

« where, through him, our business sprang up and
1 flourished.

The fear of preventing the afflicted family from hononr-

ii ing its head as it thinks best, withholds the partners

tl themselves from directing any memorial to be erected in

t; the place where his mortal remains repose.

Wil] you (noble) madam, graciously receive these

sincere expressions both of grief and regret, which,

U through me, the whole company of shareholders desire to

express
;
and with feelings of heartfelt esteem and respect,

t allow me to remain, madam,
Your humble and obedient servant,

Ed. Cuolmklet,
President of the Council of Surveillance.

Some, July Ist, 1969."

TREES IN KENSINGTON GARDENS.

Tub treatment of trees in this now invaluable

:st sanitarium, baa lately attracted much attention.

Ii In the Times, a letter complains that “ a wanton
6( aot was perpetrated in cutting down several of

tl the finest trees (Scotch firs), just as they had
re reached their prime!” and again in Parliament
th the question was asked wherefore such spoliation

U had been done ?

Any one used to plantations, or conversant in

la landscape gardening, and the effect of fine tim-

b; her trees, would, on viewing the state of Ken-
si sington Gardena, say that the full-grown trees

arare too thick, being in many cases 13 fc., 10 ft.,

S 8 ft., or even only 6 ft. apart
;
thus grown to a

heheight of 50 ft. or more, without freedom for ex-

papansion, the stems are bare, or the branches
ininterlaced, and the natural grace of arborage

atntterly destroyed thereby. lo some parts it is a
^fo.forestof deformed poles, with branches and foliage

ibnonly on the top ;
many of them being decayed,

lllailashing each other, from too close propinquity.

JllThoso afforested portions of the gardens are

l^tlittle frequented, as there is in reality nothing
Ipiipicturesque in their aspect; and, in fact, through-
iiuout the whole range, great improvement might
•Ijsbe assured by cutting away one full fourth part
Ibfof the deformed timber. This would give room
> odor the survivors to spread their branches, and
fl;r«reate a shade, and redeem from desertion the

^(ngroves of stalky poles, so that an agrestic wan-

i

lederer might recline and luxuriate there like

•iiXiterus, ” sub iegmine fagi.'*

1 Now there are in these plantations very few
icSootch fire, which are confiued to only about one

small acre in extent; where the five decaying

trees were ent down, and where there yet remain

28 more of similar growth. This group is any-

thing but ornamental, the stems being bare to

the top, which has but little garniture. It may,

however, by its hungry aspect, lend attraction

to other competing groves, and it is certainly

more open than the forested portions.

Many of the trees, being from 100 to 200 years

growth, are nearly defunct, some actually so,

and many more are partially decayed at the

top. The dead trunks ought to be cleared

away, and the decayed branches lopped
;
and,

for the sake of improvement, and free growth of

the survivors, a selection should be made of the

least ornamental of the compacted centenarians

for their removal, so as to give place to the free

growth and development of this our urban

forest.

By such treatment this range of 200 acres of

timber trees might be rendered more accessible,

agreeable, and certainly more gracefnl
;
but some

competent landscape gardener ought to have

control in the arrangement of all park planta-

tions, if only to insure good taste in the selec-

tion of trees, so that places of public resort may
not be deformed, as along the Cromwell-road, &c.,

by rows of poplars, which are the most formal

and least graceful.

It is clear that some damage has been done by
drainage in several places. A finely-expanded

beech tree, which shaded a traverse of nearly

100 ft. near the S.E. angle, is withered ; so also

others of ornamental growth near to the foun-

tains. Some of these drains were made in com-
pliance with remonstrances from vicinal residents

who crossed the ground daily, and complained of

the plashy surface beneath the groves. Other

deeper drains were made for the Serpentine

Waterworks. Now the clearance of unsightly

trunks of chestnuts from 200 to 300 years old

would give more open air, more freedom of

growth, and improved scenery ;
besides that

these now intramural woodlands would be more
passable and enjoyable. T. H. H.

BELLS FOE DISSENTING CHURCHES.
In a former communication published in the

Builder, of the 17th of April last, I endeavoured

to show that churches of every deuomination

had a full right to use bells. At the same time

it was intimated that those bells might be made
use of in snob a manner as to create a nuisance.

Now, it is known that many Roman Catholic

churches in England have each one or more
tower bells, while some of them possess a peal

of five, six, or eight.

The following statement may, however, be

news to most persona. Since the communication
referred to appeared, Messrs. Meara & Stain-

bank, have informed me that they have cast

bells for three Dissenting places of worship,

namely :

—

Trinity (Independent) Chapel, Poplar :—a bell weigh-

ing lOi cwt., A.D. 1812.

Independent Chapel, Hatherlow,Cheshire :—abell weigh-

ing 7f cwt., A.D. 1S53.

Unitarian Church, Todmorden, Lancashire:—a peal of

eight bells in the key of F, the weight of the tenor being
14 cwt., A.D. 186S.

I may add that this last is a new stone Gothic

structnre, at the west end of which is a tower

surmounted by an octagonal spire, standing out

conspicuously on the hill aide. The coat of the

building was about 12,0001., the whole of which,

it is said, has been paid by Messrs. Fielden,

Brothers, who have also defrayed the expenses

of the bells and other furniture.

Thomas Walesby.

THE THAMES TUNNEL.

The Thames Tunnel, which was opened on
August 2, 1843, will be closed on Wednesday
next, having thus been a public footway for a

period of twenty-six years, less thirteen days.

It has been purchased for 200,000J. (one-third of

its cost) by the East London Railway Company,
which line will be completed as far as Wapping
in a short time. The new Thames Subway
from Tower-hill to Bermondsey (Mr. Barlow’s

scheme) commenced on February 16th of the

present year, is proceeding very rapidly, and, if

all goes well, will be opened for traffic in three

months’ time. Its cost will be under 20,OOOJ.

The works of the old Thames Tunnel were com-

menced in 1825. Physical and financial diffi-

culties delayed the opening for eighteen years.

LOW CLASS COMPETITIONS.
Sib,—

A

llow me to call the attention of your readers to-

the terena of a competition now pending for a Wesleyan
chapel and achoola at Doncaster. The requirements are

a chapel to Beat 1,003, schools for SfiO children, many
vestries, Ac., for 4,600L In the instructions are the

following articles :

—

“ The building committee for the chapel and buildings

will pay to the architect producing the design most
approved by them the sum of S'U., and for the second
best in like manner the sum of 251., and such designs will

become the absolute property of the committee, wbo may
at their option employ either of such architects to carry
out the designs, or otherwise."
“ If the architect be so employed his remuneration mill

hereafter be agreed upon, and will include the premium
approved design.”

‘‘ The successful competitor will not be entitled to any
prize or payment unless substantial contractors undertake

to execute the work at a cost of not more than 10 per

cent, above his estimate of the cost, which estimate must
be sent in with the plans."
Unfortunately such conditions as these are not nnusual

in Dissenting chapel competitions, which fact goes far to

account for the ugliness of the buildings produced ;
for it

is quite certain that no established architect would com-
pete unless he knew beforehand that it was arranged that

the work should be given to him whether succeisful or

not
;
for, in the first place, the committee will not approve

ofany designs which can be built for the4,600/.in presence of

many others much more showy and ornamented that cannot

be carried out in their integrity for the money, made by
persons who have no established character to lose.

Secondly, it is highly probable, even if the committee
should choose a design capable of being carried out for

the money, that the superintendence of the building

would be given to some local architect (the committee
have the power to do so by one of their conditions quoted
above), who would thereby get the credit and remunera-
tion justlydue to the producer of the design.

Thirdly, if they employed the successful architect, by the

second condition quoted above it is evident that they mean
to haggle with him for his remuneration, or they would
simply say the usual 6 per cent, would be given, about
which there ought uot to be any question.

The only architects likely to compete on these terms
are articled pupils or cleras out of work, to whom 251.

for six or seven weeks’ labour would be a great object;

for the best way of surely gaining in this competition is

to send in a showy design, which could not be executed
for the money, with the object of getting the second
premium, as the cost of the second design will not be
severely questioned.
My Bttention was called to these conditions by a pupil

who intends competing for the sake of practice
;
and lor

young fellows in nis position the chances are favourable.

The wonder is, that committees cannot see that by such

conditions as these they appeal to the very lowest mem-
bers of the profession, who have neither means nor powers
for making good designs, nor character nor position which
would render it unadvantageous to themselves for them
to " do " their clients in any possible way.

M. M. G.

A SCHEME FOR THE CHANNEL
RAILWAY.

TnH following is a scheme for the Channel Railway, so

that all the trallic is above water. To form a lino of rails

in the sea, from England to France. These rails are to be
laid on arches, embankments, or some other suitable

structure. The rails are to lio that farunder water, that

ships may pass without interfering with them. A skeleton

framework of iron on wheels is to traverse these rails
;
this

framework is to reach out of the water, so that the deck
or platform on it is free of the ordinary tides. On this is

accommodation for passengers, cattle, goods, Ac.

The steam-engines to be placed on the deck and motion
conveyed to the axles of the wheels by a vertical shaft.

The screw-paddle wheels or hydraulic force may be also

applied for propulsion. T. T. L.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
jon allow me a small space in your valuable,

impartial journal, to make a few remarks, in answer to
“ Jack Plane’s," on the late conference on the above sub.
ject. That much regret was felt that so little interest was
taken in that important movement, I have no doubt. The
gentlemen who introduced the scheme were trying to do
good, but I fear they began at the wrong end. I will give

a few reasons why ; the first is, the masters in this age
require men that can “ work,"-— not men with learning

and skill
;
as I heard one master say to his men, “ that he

did not pay them for thinking ; they must work, he would
think." The second is, that men that spend the whole of
their leisure time in study, naturally look for elevation

from their present rank ; and if you will only look in the

advertising columns, yon will see the field is overflowing

already with (what they term themselves) competent and
skilled meu, and as there is not one out of every twenty
builders in the country that has a foreman: if he has

one, it is either a relation or a man that has no more
money for it than the man that works

;
and some masters

remark that they have "managed" before without, and

they can still. The third is, the artisans are not likely to

spend their time in learning, as there arc a great many in

the building trades (in London especially) that have n<H

served one hour's apprenticeship. The way it is done is

this : they reach about the age of twenty (a porter, perhaps,

previously)
;
they get a few shillings' worth of tools, and

get a job in some building (they never go to a shop for a

job), aad“theydo as others do.” Then they do what thsy

call " squaring" the foreman
;
that is, they give him 2a. or

3s., and sometimes even Ss., to stop ou the job ;
and if there

are too many on the job, it is these men that stop, as the

dishonesty of the foreman keeps them in preference to

others (however good workmen they may be), because,

you know, it elevates his wages a great Jeal if there are

five or six of this class of men, and that is a consideration

to him. The fourth is, the masters have “ managed " be-

fore without technical education, so they do not trouble

themselves about it.

Indeed, I could give a great many more reasons, but I

have almost taken too much space already
;
but I wish to

suggest a scheme to which I hope you will give a helping

hand. Skilled workmen ought to go through an examina-
tion the same as some professions

;
and if a building were

hired or erected, and workmen go to work there under an

honest and competent person or persons, and a certificate
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givon according to their capabilities, then the masters
would bo sure of"good" workmen. There should be two or

throe grades of examinations, and rewarded accordingly.

Then 1 am sure there would be no deception, and there
are plenty of workmen that would give one week gratui-

tous^ to gain the honour of being competent and trust-

worthy workmen. Architects would have competent
clerks of works; bnilders would have skilled and compe-
tent foremen and good workmen ; but, as the present
Bystem is, they have not, as there is not the least trial.

Borne of the greatest masters never see their men at work
;

they trust all to their foremen, who, perhaps, are no better
than they should be.

I hope these few remarks will draw other pens on the
subject, as it is one worthy of a trial, and £ am sure it

would answer. Both the master and man would be bene-
fited by it; the bad workman riddled from them; and a
happy termination would be the result.

A GHOST IN THE BELFRY.
Ik pursuance of my honorary occupation of inspector

of puoiic buildings, 1 was taking my usual half-holiday

wau on last Saturday evening. Sauntering along Buston-
road, I had come opposite the |New Bailway Station of

Bt. Fanoras, and was preparing to take n few rough notes
of some glaring architectural incongruities in and sur-

rounding that mighty structure. A circumstance, how-
ever, occurred which compelled me to put my note-

book and pencil into my pocket, thereby postponing until

another more opportune moment my impressions of
the New Mi^and terminus. The disturbance of my masonic
reverie was owing (to use the lines of Edgar Alien Foe)
to—

The tintintabuiations of
The bells, bells, bells."

Where does the chime come from ? quoth I ; and I hurried
^ong in the direction whence the sound proceeded,

j

and in a few minutes I found myself opposite St. Pancraa
'

Church, facing Euston-squaro. The outer gates were :

closed, and the church doors seemed equally tight
;
yet

!

the bells ding-donged, while a mass of spectators gazed and

f
abbled as they looked up wonderingly towards the clock-

1

ower, striving to divine the cause of the rather unmusical
chime in the belfry.

There was no one a-burying or a-marrying at five p.m.,
|

nor oould any of tbe spectators tell what the anniversary
was; neither could I. Tbe secret soon transpired. A

j

couple of men wore employed that day in cleaning the
church, 'and the sexton, forgetting their ijresence, had
retired to his home in the neighbourhood, leaving them
locked up in the galleries of the church. Unable to find

an exit they bethought them that their best plan of
attracting notice to their position would be to ascend
the belfry and tug at the peal of bells. This expedient
they successfully resorted to, and just at the moment
when the strange rumour began to circulate among the
masses outside that there must be a ghost in the belfry,

the sexton arrived, and restored the prisoners to liberty.

The announcement of the cause to the assembled multi-
tude outside had the magic efiect of eliciting peals of
laughter, and of suddenly putting an end to the fanciful

illDsioD indulged in, of " a ghost in the belfry.'’

A Lookbb-ok.

EXEMPTIONS UNDER BUILDING ACT.

Sib,—

P

olice barracks are being erected adjoining the
police courts, Clerkenwell. The builders say they are
exempt under the exempted buildings danse ; but this by
a reference to those clauses would appear to be by no
means clear : they cannot be held to bo "places of con-
finement,” but are residential dwellings for the police.

, Such buildings should be fire-proof as far as practicable,

and divided by party walls; and there appears no reason
why they should not be subject to ordinary supervision

and control, A Subvbxob.

PRIZES OF THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL
ENGINEERS.

The Counoil of the Institution of Civil

Engineers have awarded the following pre-

miums :

—

1, A Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in Books,
to M. Jules Qaudard, C.E., Lausanne, for Paper " On the
Present State of Knowledge of the Strength and Re-
sistance of Materials,"

2. A Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in Books,
to William Shelford, for Paper "On the Outfall of the
Elver Humber."

*3. A Watt Medal, and a Telford Premium, in Books,
to Zerah Colburn, for Paper " On American Locomotives
and Eolling Stock.”

4. A Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in Books,
to Thomas Nesham Kirkham, for Paper " Experiments on
the Standards of Comparison employed for Testing the
Hluminating Power of Coal Gas."

6. A Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in Boobs,
to John Eilocott, for " Description of the Low Water
Basin at Birkenhead."

6. A Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in Books,
to Professor David Thomas Ansted, F.R.8., for his Paper
*‘On the Lagoons and Marshes of certain Parts of the

Shores of the Mediterranean."
7. A Telford Premium, in Books, to William Henry

Wkeeler, for “ Description of the River Witham and its

Estuary, and of the various Works carried out in connexion
therewith, for the Drainage of the Fens and the improve-

ment of the Navigation."
8. A Telford Premium, in Books, to James Robert

Mosae, for Paper " On the Mauritius Railway, Midland
line."

9. A Telford Premium, in Books, to Imrie Bell, for

Paper " On Sinking Wells for the Foundations of the Piers
of the Jumna Bridge, Delhi Railway."

10. A Telford Premium, in Books, to John Milroy, for
*‘Deecription of Apparatus for Excavating the Interior of,

and for Sinking, Iron Cylinders.”
11. A Telford Premi im, in Books, to Samuel Parker

Bidder, Jun., for Paper " On Machines employed in
Working and Breaking-down Coal, so as to avoid the Use
of Gunpowder."

12. A Telford Preminm, in Books, to Charles John
Chubb, for Paper " On Coal-gottmg Machinery as a Sub-
stitute for the Use of Gunpowder."

• flag previously received a Telford Medal,

13. The Manby Premium, in Books, to David Marr
Henderson, for Paper " On Lighthouse Apparatus and
Lanterns."

The Connoil have likewise awarded prizes to

six students of the Institution.

THE DECAY OF STONE.
Sib,—

T

he letter by " W. R.,” in your issue of the 3rd
inst., is apparently from the pen of a chemist, and not from
a person practically acquainted with stone. The writer
says I have faUen into a very common error as to the
reason of the decay of atone. I can only say that if it be
an error, it is one held by nearly all practical men who
have made the decay of stone a subject of study. It was
needless for me to state any particular description of stone
to prove my argument, that moat of the principal build-
ings in the neighbourhood of the quarries are in good
preservation, and that buildings erected in London of
similar stone wore more or less in a state of decay, because
it applies to all. The exceptions prove that the rapid
decay is caused principally by want of proper selection.
I contend that all the principal quarries produce beds of
stone which, if properly selected, the defective parts cut
out, and the stone properly bedded, will stand the de-
structive effects of the London atmosphere for many
centuries. Any practical stonemason will tell “ W. H."
that it is most important to employ workmen who under-
stand the stone they are using.
With respect to atmospheric causes of the decay of stone

in towns, no doubt the gaseous contamination of the
metropolis and mannfacturing districts does cause tbe
stone to decay quicker than in tbe pure air of the country,
where tbe stone soon becomes covered with lichens, which
protect the stone. At the same time, when we see bnild-
ings of Portland and other stones which have withstood
the destructive effects of the gases for a groat number of
years, we must attribute the rapid decay of others built
of the same stone to the causes stated in my paper, the
want of proper knowledge of the aabjeot on the part of the
architect, builder, and stonemason. The theories of
" W. E.” as to the unsuitability of the magnesian lime-
stones to withstand the atmosphere of towus are not
proved by practice; take, for instance, the Mansfield
stone, which has been used largely in London for many
years, and which stands admirably.
The chemical aDal3-si8 of a stone is very nseful to aid the

inquirer in arriving at the proper merits of any particular
stone, but it is most unwise to condemn the Ilulwell or
any other kind of stone simply from the chemicdl test of
a few specimens proving unfavourable in tbe opinion
of " W. R." acting on certain theories of bis own.
It does not follow that, because a stone is porous that it

must therefore decay quickly : the Little Casterton Free-
stone is a very porous atone, but it stands the weather
well. A stock brick will suck up a large quantity of water,
but it resists the action of the weathernotwithstanding.
A stone which withstands the weather well will gene-

rally exhibit, when broken, a clean fracture free from dust,
and, under a powerful magnifying glass, show the particles
of which the stone is composed to be firmly cemented
together. Granite, like every other description of stone,
is of two qaalities, good and bad; it is a mistake to sup-

£
088 it to be an imperishable material. In some parts of
'ovonshire may be seen the atone from the carboniferous

formation in excellent preservation, while the granite by
its side, built in at tbe same time, is much decayed.
“ W. R.” does not seem to be aware that one jf the prin-
cipal ingredients of porcelain is decomposed granite.

I trust some of your numerous practical readers will

give their opinions and experience on this most interesting
and important subject. AjimuB C. Paik.

“OLD ST. PETER’S AT ROME.”
NORTHAMPTON.

Sib,—

S

ome eight years ago I inserted in the Gentle-
man '

b

’Magasine, then in the old, and I must think better,

guise I had known forty years before, a query I had never
seen mooted, but which 1 think obtained no response
then; so might be reproduced iu the still more suitable

pages of the Builder. "What is known about Old St.

Peter’s at Rome?"—that is, the immediate predecessor
of the present magnificent structure ?

For it were strange if there were no authentic Roman
records or traditions here, when we know so much about
our " Old St. Paul’s," for several centuries before its

destruction
;
also the history and stages of our minor

cathedrals. Was this, then, “ Roman," or '• Gothic ?“ and
if the latter, of what date and sty le ? What its size, or
thereabouts, leading features, and priucipal objects of
interest ?

Also (though I have done with “ campanology ” now,
after far from an idle career), where and what arc the
lellt of tbe present church, since all know there is no dis-

tinct "campanile" any more than tower, in plan? —

a

question which can be answered by favoured Medimval
observers. laastnyf* fine largo old, probably very rare
“close” view I have seen them portrayed, suspended
in the upper (unglazed) icindotci ol the west front. In
some accredited “Travels,"—I think not the amiable
Eustace's,—I have read of a "peal of bells" (‘‘chimes,"
probably, had been the better word) here

; also of a
"clock" bell of some 19,000 lb.,—a little heavier than our
“ Groat Tom," Oxford.
As you say, sir, in your very interesting "Northampton

Note," Ail Saints' Church is “ hvbrid," though stately,

with fall-length western colonnade, a rare featnre. In
plan, with added chancel, it is partly approached by
" Whitechapel,’' or " St. George’s, East," but is more
imposing. Its communion "Moses and Aaron” was, I

believe, by Kneller; and the pulpit, with eagles and
wreaths, is (or was) a fine piece of carving, hardly to be
exceeded, if matched, in England. It is one poor comfort
in declining turbid life* that, I think, I was a main cause,

by two letters in the Northampton JJarcitry,— the second
especially noticed,—of "concrete” being laid down here,
on some recent alterations : thus converting what had been
architecturally termed a "charnel-house "—from painful
effects,—into a wholesome, or, at least, safe building, I am
happy to know that this (with added charcoal) bus been
done, under other infiuences, in all or most London
" City” churches; and, doubtless, is worthy of attention in
any provincial contingencies. J, D. PAEiir.

* For one unfortunate cause, see Builder, June 13tb,

1808, " Woburn Abbey.”

THE EDDYSTONE.
Bzkbaih the bright blue sea, off Plymouth Sound,

And somewhat northward of the line that joins
The Start and Lizard points—right in the course
Of out- and homeward-bound and coasting ships—
There lies a rock of adamantine gneiss,

Two hundred fathoms long, one hundred broad.
Three long serrated reefs, three bristling rocks.
And channels deep between, are seen at ebb

;

And whirling swiftly round the reefs and rooks.
The rippling tides in circling eddies flow.

When wild Atlantic winds the seas enrage.
The rock th’ assaulting waves repels, and churns
To founts of foam and spray that skyward leap.
And thence is overwhelming cataracts fall

;

And woe to ship and crew if storm and surge
Should drive them on the rock. In calm and storm,
Before a mark by day and light by night
Were set thereon,* the mariner to warn
Of danger larking 'neath his trackless path.
It often was the cause of fearful wrecks,
Of which some were so direful and complete.
That not a soul survived to tell the tale.

But other scenes than these it oft has seen,

—

Tbe sailing past it of that gallant host,
With Edward’s son, who won the glorious fight
At Poietiers ; of Hawkins, Raleigh, Drake,
And many other worthy Devon braves.
Who Bpoil'd the gains and crush’d the power of Spain;
Of that great fleet that Spain against tne faith
And liberties of England hurl’d in vain

;

Of that God-foariug giant-hearted band,
The Pilgrim Fathers—who those liberties,

And faith, transplanted to New England soil

;

And of the noble Blake, with bis brave fleet.

Boon after he the batteries had destroyed.
And Silver Fleet had sunk, at Santa Cruz.

JOEK Phillipb.

THE USE OF MiTERIALS IN DESIGN.

The legitimate influence materials should
have on design is a consideration often entirely

unchonght of by our architects ; indeed, onr
present system of architectural education disre-

gards any special application of design, based aa

it is, as a rule, on a knowledge of styles and pre-

cedents, and the measuring and drawing of old

buildings. It is quite time a new rdgiine should
supersede this irrational and senseless mode of
instruction, or, at any rate, leave it to the after

study of our students.

Your recent article on the “ Use of Plaster in
Decoration ” is so entirely concurrent with my
own views, that I may be permitted to say a
few words on the subject.

Our architects have to consider design (1) in

its relation to purpose or arrangement
j (2) in

relation to structural conditions
j (3) in re-

lation to ornamentation. Underlying, as it

were, eachofthose initial conditions—at least, the
two last—are the materials we use. Their in-

fluence over them, and over art generally, must,
to a greater or less degree, predominate. It is

useless to ignore the fact
;
we may try to conceal

or counterfeit the material as we like, but the
logic of fitness confutes us,—the result betrays
the deception, and with what consequences to

art, the history of pseudo-classic and post-

Gothic art abundantly testifies.

The reaction of the revival of ecclesiastical

art, Pugin’s denunciations against shams of all

kinds—plaster and paint notably,—opened to us
a new anti-sham era of architecture almost
before we had time to consider the proper value

of elements then in use. The revival was truly

the salvation of architectural art, but it resus-

citated the semblance and features of an e^ete

style more than the motif or rationale that gave
it birth. Having the one without the other, the
spirit of modern thought cannot possibly find

that correspondence in it which the fond labours

of a Pugin or a Britton had hoped. Hence we

* Four lighthouses have been built oe the Eddyatone,
all by private enterprise. The work of each was executed
under most trying difficulties, which were surmounted
only by the exercise of indomitable pluck and perae-
veraoce. The first and second lighthouses were designed
and erected by VVinstanley; the third by Eudyerd

; and
the fourth by Smeaton, a name ever to be honoured and
esteemed among engineers. Tbe superstructore of the
first was taken down early in ;1608, the year after the
building was completed, owing to its want of strength to
resist the shocks of the waves against it, and its want of
height; the second, which resembled a pagoda, was swept
clean away, togetaer with its architect, some workmen,
and the lightkeepers, by a dreadful hurricane, 26th Novem-
ber, 1703 ;

the third, whose form was that of a truncated
cone, was destroyed by fire on the night of the 1st of
December, 1765, owing to the negligence or worse of one
or more of the lightkeepers

;
and tbe fourth, whose form

is that of a sturdy forest oak, with its spreading base and
tapering bole, remains, not only a proud and lasting monu-
ment of the akOl and energy of its designer and builder,

but a model, both as to form and construction, for similar

buildings all over the world. The outward-bound mariner
makes it his point of departure, and the homeward-bound
mariner his point of return. When, speeding outward
over tbe yeasty billows, he sees it fade and sink below the

horizon behind him, he waves it his silent farswell
;
and

when, speeding homeward, joj’ous and light-hearted, with

crowmng thoughts of "England, Home, and Beauty,” he

catches sight of it again rising over the horizon before him,

I
the cheer rings out of " The Eddystone I"—J. P.
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e got a sort of an anacbroniam, at tbe best,

b discourages persistently shams of materials

workmanship, and which has in this way

,e an immense amount of good to art gene-

y, and to architectare in particular. But

anse wo prefer to see our church walls in-

drly divested of plaster, and our woodwork of

nb, we must not, I think, reject or eliminate

se materials altogether as useless abomina-

iB. There has been an abuse of those mate-

.8 in making them represent other materials,

, this must be looked upon as a misapplioa-

1 of the properties and capabilities of plaster

I paint, and not as a reason for their being

inted shams or “ abominations” in themselves,

s great mistake, as the writer of the article

its at, is in making plaster, for instance, do

vice as a durable material, and in this light

lending on it the design and artistic labour of

•ved atone or wood. In the matter of

ister cornices and internal decoration generally

s mistaken conception of the qualities and

ties of plaster must be apparent. Running,

pressing, or simple casting are the only methods

'ibimately sanctionable in using this material

coratively. The first is perhaps the simplest

)de of applying plaster to the upper angles of

ims, and if the members are artistically

inped with ample rests or plain surfaces for

3 relief of the eye, “run” cornices are as

ective as those cradled down and blocked or

)dillioned. The introduction of modillions and

)oks is certainly indefensible, because it gives

3 cornice a constructional importance which a

uster cornice cannot possess, and it gives to

later itself an assumption of cohesive strength

ually false. The method suggested in the

tide on this material is one that must ulti-

ately take the place of the flimsy and meaning-

IB “ agglomerations ” of plaster, and enrioh-

ents that now find admittance even in first-class

sidencea and public bnildings erected from

chitects’ designs. The plan suggested I have

ben thought of,—in fact, I do not see why the

aerted ornament in the angle hollow of cornices

ould not be made of perforated wood cat out

the design intended, which should be always

ore or loss conventional.

[The diapering suggested to the surface of

filings would vastly relieve the monotony of

hitened plainness that now usually prevails in

dinary houses and buildings. Till a material

ore yielding and tenacious than plaster be

iund, we must accept that as a vehicle for

iiishing our walls and ceilings, and as a fire-

)Oof and non-conduotive medium of some value,

le might extend the same argument to paint as

rpreservative material, though it is a question

jtiether it should be employed representatively

II architecture at all, but rather conventionally

1 a decorative sense.

G. Huskisson Guillaume.

near the proposed docks at Holy Hazle^ Pill.

This, it is said, could be done without inter-

ference with the traffic on the river, and it would

materially lessen the distance between the metro-

polis and the Dean Forest and South Wales coa.1-

fields, while the result of a recent survey is said

to bo the calculation that by the construction of

the new docks and of the subway, the Govern-

ment mineral and woodland property in Dean

Forest, 25,000 acres in extent, would be improved

to the value of 401. an acre, or in all l,000,000j.

sterling. The cost of the subway is set down at

250,0001., not more than a third of the cost of

the gigantic bridge at Oldbury, and not greater

than that of the Newnham bridge. It would

connect the South Wales and Midland systems,

and would afford a constant export trade in coal

and iron from the contemplated docks at Holy

Hazle Pill. If the docks are constructed and

the subway is made, ships will be enabled to

load at Holy Hazle Pill, and the consequent im-

provement in the value of the Forest of Dean

coal-field will be enormous. It is, therefore,

stated that the Office of Woods and Forests is

willing to recommeud a loan for the construction

of the subway.
The Gloucester and Berkeley Canal Company,

it is said, will shortly decide whether they will

apply to Parliament for powers to carry out so

much of this great work as they are immediately

interested in.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Avon Dassett.—The new parish church hag

been conseorated by the Bishop of Worcester,

The new building consists of a nave, 44 ft. long

by 17 ft. in width
j
north aisle, 44 ft. by 10 ft. ;

entrance porch to the south side, western tower,

and chancel, 34 ft. by 16 ft. On the north side

of the chancel are the organ chamber and vestry.

The style is Early English. The chancel, which

is on the site of the old one, is laid with God-

win’s tiles. The chancel stalls and seats are of

carved oak, most of which was given by the late

Rev. W. C. Risley, of Deddington. The reredog

is of Purbeck marble. The north arcade of the

church is a restoration of the old arcade, which

was of the transitional date between the Norman
and the Early English. The old church was in

a very ruinous state, and very little of it wag

worth retaining
;
but that which was of any

consideration has been replaced in the new
church. Among the things retained is the tomb

of an ecclesiaabio of the thirteenth century,

which, under a fourteenth century canopy, haB

been replaced in the chancel. The west window

of the tower, too, is one of the retentions. The
tower and spire rise to the height of 125 ft.

The principal ^entrance to the church is by a

porch, which is about 25 ft. above the level of

the road, and reached by a flight of temporal^

steps. It is intended to erect oak gates, iu

keeping with the style of the church, at the

entrance to the churchyard. The church i8

roofed with brown SCafibrdshire tiles. The
seats are low-set benches of varnished deal,

which can be moved about at pleasure. The
roof internally is of plain tile, while that of the

Hertford.—Christ Church, Port Vale, Bengec: , , .

has been consecrated. The style is Geometric nave and aisle is of Baltic timber, “either

Decorated. The church consists of nave, chancel, stained nor varnished. The body of the build-

a’ROPOSED DOCK IMPROVEMENTS FOR
GLOUCESTER.

I'Two schemes of great importance as regards

I e trade of Gloucester, the Bristol Channel,
aean Forest, and South Wales, are now engaging
eitention. A plan of improvement has been
ipoposed by Mr. Clegram, the resident engineer,

d id endorsed by Mr. T. E. Harrison, a London
jiigineer, for an extension of the Gloucester and
rbrkeley Canal, from a point one mile above the
fsiesent outlet to Holy Hazle Pill, three-quarters

:& a mile below. By an outlay of 150,0001.,

bcording to our authority, the Gloucester Qhro-
lltcZo, a new entrance can be provided, with a
aflal basin 700ft. long and 300ft. wide; inside
jajls, a dock 2,000 ft. long and 355 ft. wide

;
and

: 1 extension to the existing canal 700 ft. in
Igdgth, 150 ft. in width at the top, and with a
bl'pth of water of 19 ft. Thus accommodation
iubuld be given for the largest ships that can
jrijvigate the estuary of the Severn from King,
'idad to Sharpness. This scheme is regarded as
•errering the greatest improvement of which the
JttTtof Gloucester can at anytime bo capable,
ijo 10 Board of Trade baa been consulted, and it is

nederstood that the president, Mr, Bright, ap-
iiJTOves the plan. As the site is only some four
l^fiifive miles from the trunk line of the Midland
'ilvilway, the docks and the line might easily be
lUpQght into communication,
ThThe other, and somewhat kindred, project is

'')C8 connexion of tlio existing railways, east and

fttist of the SeTeru, by a direct line, instead of

ViC'Ting to go all round by way of Gloucester,

oltplan has been suggested for making a subway
tnim the Severn a“d Wye Railway to a point

south aisle, north and south transepts, organ

chapel, and vestry. The plan is cruciform, and is

arranged to admit of lateral extension by the

addition of an aisle on the north aide, and the

elongation of the north transept. There are

two entranoes, viz.,—one through a porch on the

south side, and the other through a moulded

doorway near the vestry on the same side, which

also forms the entrance to the vestry. At the

north-west corner of the nave a bell-turret of

characteristic design rises out of the buttresses,

which are carried up of greater width and pro-

jection than the other buttresses to form a base

for the superstructure. The lower part is carried

on disengaged circular shafts placed in the angles

formed by the junction of the buttresses. These

shafts have moulded bases, bands and carved

caps from the top of which the turret begins to

rise, the oanted sides being gradually enlarged

by corbelling out until the barret forms an

octagon on plan. Above the gable of the nave

roof, the bell-story is formed by a light arcade

composed of stone shafts, with moulded bases,

and carved caps over which are trefoil-headed

openings on each of the eight sides surmounted

with carved gablets, and a stone spire with an

ornamental vane at the apex. The south window

is a combination of two two-light windows under

a single arched head filled in with tracery ; the

spandrels and caps of shafts are carved. The

chancel has an apaidal end divided into bays,

with single light windows. The roof is formed

with moulded arched riba, stained and varnished,

springing from stone shafted corbels, and the

intermediate spaces, or panels, are carved or

colonred blue. The chancel arch is of large span,

and lofty in proportion ;
the jambs have banded

shafts in the angles, with carved caps, carrying a

moulded arch. The nave and other roofs are

open timbered, and are formed with principal

rafters, and carved, moulded ribs springing from

atone corbels. All the timbers are wrought, and

covered with boarding and felt laid horizontally,

the whole being stained and varnished. The

seats are low, open benches, with cub bench ends,

stained and varnished. The aisles are paved with

black and red tiles laid in patterns diagonally.

The windows generally are glazed with green

cathedral glass, and chancel windows with rough

plate-glass, with fieur-de-lis pattern or quarries.

The whole of the stone carving has been executed

from natural examples. The architect was Mr.

Thomas Smith, of Hertford ;
and the works have

been carried out under his superintendence by

Mr. Harris, the contractor.

Barcheston. — The ancient Church of St.

Martin, at Baicheston, is now in coarse of re-

storation, from plans furnished by Mr. Ewan

Christian, of London. In the work of restora-

tion as much of the old work as possible will be

retained. New roofs to the chancel, nave, and

two aisles will be provided, and new seats

throughout. The work will be done by Mr.

Alfred Groves, of MUton, near Chipping-Norbon.

ing is laid with red 6-in. Staffordshire tiles.

The font is of Purbeck marble. The warming of

the church is accomplished on Mitchell’s warm-

air principle ;
that is, small fire-pits are placed

at intervals under the floor, connected with a

flue, which has been carried out by Mr. Hudson,

of Leamington. Through the instrumentality

of the Rev. W. C. Holbeoh, wbo, besides, hag

contributed a great portion of the stone for the

building, a peal of five bells has been obtained.

They were furnished by Mr. Blows, of Birming-

ham, who also present^ the altar candlesticks,

which were designed by the architect. Towards

the entire cost 2,4001. have been subscribed.

St. Micha,eVs, Radnorshire.—The parish church

of St. Michael’s has been restored and reopened.

The fabric had been condemned as dangerous

some nine or ten months since, and had conse-

quently been shut up, and when the work of

restoration was commenced, so neglected had ib

become, that ferns and lichens were growing in

almost their native wildness in many a crevice

within. The building itself is one of those little

“ mountain churches ” one is accustomed to

stumble across on onr hill sides. It is in the

Early Pointed style of architecture of the thir-

teenth century, and consists of nave, chancel,

south porch, and tower, the latter a massive

structure with walls thick enough for a “ donjon

keep,” or for the confinement of a state prisoner.

Its restoration is now completed. The architeofc

has copied as far as practicable the original

stmoture in all its details. The outside coating

of whitewash has disappeared, the joints of the

stones have been repointed, a new roof with or-

namental ridge tiles and iron fiuiala has been pub

on, and a new porch has been erected. Inside

the building has been treated in the same manner.

The walls have been scraped and cleaned, new
windows (Early Decorated) have been inserted.

The roof of the chancel has two depressions, the

second, or lowermost, over the sanctuary being

canopied like Brilley Church, close by. The

chancel originally possessed a double screen. The

roofs were ceiled ;
they are now opened out, and

the old wood-work has been allowed to remain

wherever practicable ;
the rafters of the nave

were all pretty sound, but in the chancel nearly

all the woodwork is new, stained dark to match

old as nearly as possible
;
the whole, including

the screen, has been newly varnished. The old

“ ramshakle ” pews have been swept away, and

seats of varnished pine placed in their stead,

free and onappropriated. There is a new pnlpib

wrought in Farleydown stone, and pierced and

fitted with an oaken reading-stand. The font is

a plain, solid specimen of hollowed stone. The
architect has given a small east window of

stained glass.

Huttoft.—Tbe parish ohnrch at Huttoft, which

was in a very dilapidated state, has, through the

exertions of the vicar, the Rev. G. Bryan, been

restored, and it is now reopened for divine

service. The fabric was in a sad state, showing
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many years of neglect. The upper portion of
the chancel arch was blocked up with masonry,
and a ceiling thrown across the chancel

;
two or

three windows were likewise blocked up, and the
etone mullions of others had given way to the
domestic lead and iron work of modern times.
The rood steps had been bidden with mortar.
The north wall was in a dangerous condition.
The mullions in the six aonth windows were re-
placed with wood casements. The floor was
partly common brick and partly hardened mudj
and the gallery, though useful, had an unseemly
appearance. The exterior of the building had a
somewhat motley appearance by the decayed
stonework being in various places repaired with
bricks, and the roof of the porch was covered
with red tiles, &o. There has been, however, a
restoration in all of these particulars, and the
entire restoration fund was about GOOi.

TF7taddou, Camhs.— The parish church of
Whaddon has been reopened. With the excep.
tion of the tower, the edifice, which is in the
Gothic style, has been completely restored : the
outer walls have been refaced with pebbles, edged
with stone, and new windows and a porch added

j

the walls of the interior are replastered, and the
stone pillars renovated

;
the roof of the nave has

been restored, those in the north and south aisles
being new, as also that of the chancel. The
floor is paved with red and black encaustic tiles,

worked in large squares. A new lectern, reading
desk, and carved oak pulpit have also been
supplied

5
and the seats are for the present tem-

porary, in consequence of the want of funds,
which is also the cause, we understand, of the
tower not being restored in correspondence with
the remainder of the building. The lead on the
the roof has been recast and laid afresh. What
has been done in the chancel will be defrayed by
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, who are the
patrons of the living

;
that part of the edifice

has had new oak choir-seats placed in it, a now
altar-rail, <tc. The communion-table was covered
with a purple velvet cloth, with gold fringe

j
and

the reredoB was adorned with crimson cloth,
above which appeared a three-light stained glass
window, the gift of a gentleman in the parish.
Beneath the new organ-chamber is the furnace
for the hot-water apparatus, which is to warm
the church when necessary by means of pipes
traversing the various walls

;
the pipes are in.

in diameter. Two coils of pipes, covered with
iron pedestals, are placed at the tower end, and
in the chancel the pipes are covered with iron
trellis work. This portion of the work has been
executed by J. L. Bacon & Co., of London. “ The
poor man’s window ” was contributed by the
poor of the parish; it is in stained glass. The
cost of the restoration is estimated at about
2,3001. The builder employed was Mr. Brown,
of King’s Lynn, and the architect Mr. Ewan
Christian, of London.

Hianston.—The chancel of the parish church
has been restored and beautified at the expense
of the rector, the Rev. E. Anderson.

Milbome Port.—The parish church has been
re-opened for public worship, after having under-
gone considerable alteration and enlargement.
The building had been allowed to fall into a
crumbling dilapidated condition in many parts,
in addition to which there was scarcely adequate
accommodation for the parishioners who attended
divine service. The cost of the work done
amounts to about 4,0001. Mr. Alfred Reynolds
of this place, was the builder employed. The
work has all been carried out in accordance
with designs prepared by Mr. Henry Hall, of
London, architect. The nave has been extended
28 ft., with two additional bays, whilst an aisle

has been constructed on the north side, where
an unsightly excrescence only before existed.
Added to these improvements is a new roof, whilst
the stained windows and ornamentation of the
interior throughout give to the place quite a
different appearance from heretofore. The foun-
dations of the structure are of forest marble,
which was brought from Toomer-hill, near Mil-
borne Port, and above the string-course the
building is of local stone, with portions of the
old material worked in, and the dressings are of
Ham-hill stone. Two Perpendicular windows
have lately been inserted in the chancel aisle,
with buttresses surmounted by foliated pinnacles.
The buttresses are as yet unfinished, the blocks
left being no doubt intended to receive orna-
mentation. A window has been inserted in the
east end of the chancel, beside which is a small
lancet-headed window of Early English charac-
ter. The south transept was rebuilt a few years
ago, and only a partial restoration has now been
found necessary. The large square tower stands

on four late Norman tiers, and is battlemanted,
with pinnacles at the angles. The roof of the
nave is covered with slabs of local stone, with a
cresting of Ham-hill.

Hull.—The foundation stone of the new church
of St. Silas has been laid, in the parish of St.
Paul. The site of the building is in Barmston-
street, on an open space of ground in front of the
Kingston Cotton Mills. The church will com-
prise a nave, with north and south aisles, chancel,
vestry, organ chapel, and tower. The nave will
be divided into five bays by circular columns of
Bath stone, with wrought moulded caps and
bases, and having brick arches set in pattern.
The chancel will be 26 ft. by 23 ft., terminated
octagonally, and will have three two-light
windows. The altar will be under the centre
window, and be raised five steps above the nave.
The exterior of the church will be of brick, with
stone dressings. The tower will be opposite the
end of Lincoln-street, and form a principal
feature in the design, and is intended to be sur-
mounted with a slate spire, having wood Lucerne
lights, of ornamental design. The building is

designed in the first period of Gothic archi-
tecture, and is to be carried out under the super-
intendence of Mr. Samuel Musgrave, architect.
The contractoi‘8 are-—for brickwork and plaster-
ing, Mr. Musgrave

; carpentry and joinery, Mr.
Sissons; stonemasonry, Mr. Sweeting. The
Clerk of the Works is Mr. Hull. The estimated
cost of the building is upwards of 3,000i.

Battle.— St. Mary’s Church has been restored
and opened for divine service. The architect
was Mr. W. Butterfield, of London, and the
work has been carried out by Messrs. Gaskin &
Godden, of Canterbury, at a cost of about 4,000?.
The work has not yet been thoroughly com- ,

pleted
;
the tower is as yet untouched, and it is

estimated that about 1,000?. are needed to com-
plete the work. The Lady Chapel has been
entirely restored, and the eastern portion
screened off to form a vestry. The east window
has been removed, and replaced by three lancets.
The roof is for the most part new, aud the exte-
rior walls have been completely restored, except-
ing those of the tower. In the interior various
changes and improvements have been effected.
Tho old gallery has been removed, and the
western arch thrown open. The floor of the
church has also been lowered throughout, ren-
deriug the interior more imposing in its height,
The old-fashioned pews have been replaced by
modern seats, composed of oak, and the interior
has been fitted up with apparatus for heating by
hot water. Seats are to be appropriated in all

parts of tho church, but every third bench is to
be for the free use of the parishioners. The
sanctuary and chancel are paved with Minton
tiles, and the tiles of the nave are by Peake.
The carving of the foliage around the pulpit is

by Mr. Earp, of London. Two new bells have
been provided by extra subscription among the
parishioners, and a new organ has been built by
Messrs. Bevington & Son.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Walsall.—The memorial stone of a new Baptist

school, which is to be erected near the corner of
Stafford-street, in this town, has been laid. Want
of accommodation in the chapel and the school,

it seems, has been felt for years
;
and last year

it was resolved to erect new school-rooms to

accommodate 700 children, and to renovate aud
enlarge the chapel so as to seat 250 more per-
sons, or in all to seat 750 people. The estimated
cost of the whole, when finished, is over 1,600?.
During the time the buildings are in progress
Divine service will be held in the Temperance
Hall, Freer-street. The designs of the new
schools have been prepared by Mr. Ingall, of
Birmingham, architect

;
and the building will be

erected by Messrs. Trow & Sons, of Wednesbury,
builders. The schools will be of a very plain
character, and are to be built of brick, with
stone dressings, and very little ornamentation of
any kind.

Sto'ke.—The corner-stone of a new Sunday
School building attached to the Baptist Chapel
at Stoke-upon-Trent has been laid. The new
building will accommodate about 400, with
rooms for infants, senior children, and adult
classes. The plans had been prepared by Mr.
E. Penn. Mr. Nathan Barlow, of Stoke, is the
contractor. The entire cost of the school, in-

clnding heating-apparatus, gasfittiogs, and fur-

nishing, will be about 600?., which, with alter-

ations necessary to be made in the chapel, will

amount to 660?.

Sandy (^Bedford).—The new national echoole
which have been just erected at Sandy, through
the exertions of the rector, the Rev. J. Richard-
son, have been opened with some ceremony.
The school building is situated on the outskirts
of the town, and within easy distance of the
church. The halls, of which there are two, are
at right angles, and severally measure internally
56 ft. by 2U ft., being calculated to accommo-
date 150 pupils each. The main block is flanked
on either side by residences, one for the master,
and the other for the mistress, the whole of the,

premises occupying a site of about half an acre,
inclusive, however, of an area in front, which
is to be devoted to the purposes of a play-ground.

i

The estimated cost of the entire erection, inde-i

pendently of the site, which has been given by
the rector, amounts to 1,700?. The architects
were Messrs. Haberahon & Pite, of London ; the
builder, Mr. Field, of Sandy, The style partioi«i
pates of the Gothic character.

Stroud.—A school, with service-room, has been
built at a coat of 500?. The architect was thel
Rev. W. H. Lewder, whose quaint designs have
been carried out by the contractor, Mr. Restall,!
of Bisley. The dimensions of the building are—
length, 61 ft.

;
breadth, 18 ft.

; height of walls,
11 ft.

;
class-room, 16 ft. square, and of the same

height. The whole coat of the building, and also!
of a teacher’s residence adjoining the school, was
defrayed by Mrs. Keble, of Bisley.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
South Shields.—The Post-ofllce authorities

have decided upon taking premises in Dean-
street, adjoining Messrs. Wright’s new buildings, '

for the purposes of a post-office, and the necea-

1

sary arrangements will at once be made for

effecting the required alterations. It is intended!
to pull the old building down, aud upon its site

rear a new erection, with all requisite accom-
modation for carrying on the postal business.

Epworth.—During the last two or three years
|

the market town of Epworth has greatly im- i

proved in appearance. Many unsightly aud
inconvenient houses have been pulled down, and
new habitations erected in their places. The

,

boundary wall around the New Connexion Chapel :

and the new Temperance Hall, in High-street, :

have improved the appearance of th^e street,

which a short time ago was considerably widened,
jA double row of flags is being laid on a part of i

the footpath, and the channel has been, relaid, .

The Gas Company are carrying their main pipes i

along the whole length of the town, and the town
i

will be lighted during the ensuing year, not
j

partially, as heretofore. The town will be
brought under the Lighting and Paving Act, and

j

not be dependent on voluntary contributions, or
a voluntary rate. Other improvements have I

been effected
; and what is now most required is

a new and commodious market-house. As soon
i

as a suitable site can be secured, the building
|

will be erected. Epworth being essentially the
I

capital of the Isle of Axholme, a market-hall
is necessary for the accommodation of those ;

attending it. Amongst other improvements is

the renovating and repairing the parish church, ,

and others are in contemplation.

FROM SCOTLAND.
Glasgow.—The erection of the new nniversity

at Gilmorebill is steadily proceeding. Outside
the buildings, the ground fronting the eastern
elevation is being brought into order and neat-
ness. It is now about two years and a half since
the erection of tho new university was com-
menced, but it is not expected that the halls
will be ready for occupation before autumn next
year. The eastern front, which is to be used as
class-rooms, is the furthest advanced portion of
the buildings. It has been under roof for several
months, and the internal work is now being car-
ried ont. The octagon laboratory, at the south
corner of the eastern front, is in the same forward
state. The south front, forming a continuation
of the students’ class-rooms, has also been roofed,

with the exception of the wings, between which
is the central tower. These wings are, however,
nearly ready for being covered over. In the
north front, set apart for the library and
museum, &c., the angle towers have been roofed,

with the exception of the north-west one, which
is not yet so far advanced. The library is ex-

ternally complete, and the erection of the museum
and reading-room has been carried to the com-
mencement of the second floor. The founda-
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ns for the great hall, whioh ia to connect the

rthern and sonthem divisions, and to form the

ntral space into two quadrangles, are nearly

mpleted, as are also the foundations for the

rrioge-drive entering the great hall from the

irth. The erection of the dwelling-houses for

e professors, to the west of the university, is

so making progress. There are here a range

seven houses, three stories in height, and in

idition, there are four in the north front, and

po houses, including one for the principal, at

le south end of the west block. Provision is

eing made for the heating and ventilation of

le various halls and class-rooms.

roughUIron Bridges and Roofs. By W. Caw-

thorno Unwin, B.So., C.E. London : Spon,

1869.
. ,

HIS volume contains a series of lectures de-

rered at the Royal Engineer Establishment,

hatbaro, to the officers of the Royal Engineers

sder instruction there ;
and they were after-

ards printed at the press of that establishment

)r private circulation. That they proved nseful

5 those for whom they were originally intended

’6 have no doubt, and they are now offered in

revised and re-arranged form to a wider circle

f readers. The author assisted Mr. William

'airbairn in some of his many researches, and

he work is dedicated to him. It is illustrated

nth examples of the calculation of stress in

;irders and roof trusses by graphic and algebraic

nethods. The author has restricted the use

if symbolic expressions as much as possible;

ind the work holds an intermediate place between

sractical and theoretical treatises.

New Masonic Hall, Sunderland.—The

foundation stone of a new Masonic Hall has been

laid in Park-terrace, Sunderland. The total

estimated cost of the building is a little over

1,5001., which will be provided by the Sunder-

land Masonic Hall Company (Limited).—The

design of the front elevation shows a white brick

building, with stone dressings, in harmony with

the remainder of the buildings in the row, which

faces the new Park. The front will be pedi-

mented with three tiers of three light windows.

Above the second, or ground-floor window, is a

projecting balcony opening out from the club-

room on the upper story. The principal entrance

is at the side. Ascending by a flight of seven

steps, there is an Ionic portico, with columns on

each side, and from the portico three steps lead

to the entrance-hall. From the entrance-hall is

a descent by a flight of steps to the basement

floor, in which is situate a kitchen 24;] ft. by

13J ft., and 13 ft. in height, in which will be a

large cooking apparatus, capable of providing

for 150 people. Immediately behind the kitchen

ia the refreshment-room for the use of the

brethren, 25 ft. by 42 ft., and 17 ft. in height.

Here the Masonic dinners will be held, and this

room can be let for meetings of Free Gardeners,

Foresters, Oddfellows, and other kindred

Booietiea. It will hold comfortably 150 people.

On the ground-floor, in the front of the building,

is a waiting-room of the same size as, and imme-

diately above, the kitchen, and 12 ft. in height;

this will be subdivided on lodge nights for

Masonic purposes. Two doable doors, one^ on

each side of the fireplace, open from this waiting-

room to the lodge-room immediately behind. The

dimensions of this room are 25 ft. by 42 ft., with

a height of 21 ft. It will be ornamented with

Corinthian pilasters and full Corinthian columns.

At the east end will be a raised semicircnlar dais,

ascended by three steps, and ranged round the

semicircle will be placed seven chairs in the

form of stalls. The room will be lighted with

gas, and ventilated by the patent ventilating

sun-lights, and it will not be nsed for any other

than Masonic purposes. Above tbe_ waiting
.Np pV.a aomex Si

West Derby and Walton Sewerage.

—

The Home Secretary has at last decided not to

sanction the West Derby Board’s scheme for

discharging their sewage into the river Mersey.

He recommends the West Derby and Walton

Boards to join and carry out a scheme for

utilising the joint sewage, nnder the provisions

of the 1867 Hewage Utilisation Act, “ on the

broad grounds that sewage should, if possible,

be utilised, and that the pollution of even so

considerable a stream as the Mersey by the

discharge of sewage should be avoided as

far as possible.” The proposed junction was

recommended in the report to the Walton Board

by Messrs. Reade & Goodison, on the disposal

of the sewage of both townships, nearly eighteen

months ago. Both Walton aud West Derby are

moving in the matter, but West Derby rather

unwillingly. It appears from the proceedings

of the West Derby authorities that, iu conse-

quence of the defective sewerage, Carr-lane has

been in a moat unsanitary condition for the last

twelve months, and there has been fever there.

The local health committee are of opinion that

the easiest and best plan of remedying the evil,

without hardship to the owners, would be to dram

in a natural line at the back of the houses ^

ditch. The district of the Dog and Gun abounds

with nuisances of all sorts. The washing of the

clothes of many of the Liverpool people is

done in that locality, and fever has thereby been

imported into Liverpool. The water is also con-

taminated, and a well adjoining some wet middens

is being sunk deeper, and more poison thereby

obtained.

VARIORUM.

“Channel Tunnel: Statement and Reports,

lavill & Co., Printers, Chandos-street.” In the

brm of a pamphlet we have here a statement of than Masonic purposes, ^uove --

he executive committee, with engineer’s report, rooni is the cdub-room,
^'^®°been

md diagram; also address presented by tbe as the one beneath, -^e building has been

lommittw to the Emperor of the French, at an designed by Mr. John T'*l“an,^architect,^and
ommiuctee wj luo .uujpoiui w. —
udience on June 17th, 1868 ;

and report of the

pedal commission appointed by the Emperor

o examine the project. “ On the Supply of

Inimal Food to Britain, and the Means proposed

'or Increasing it. By Wentworth L. Scott,

?.C.S., &c. London : Sampson Low & Co.,

Pleet-street.” This is a reprint of a paper read

jefore the Society of Arts in February of last

?ear, and noticed by us at the time. “ The

Duties of a Royal Engineer Officer in Time of

Peace, for the Organisation of the Staft’ of an

A.rmy. Buck, Paternoster-row.” A wide range

of details is comprised in this pamphlet.^ It

deals infer alias with the position and duties of

surveyors and clerks of works, in relation to

officers of the Royal Engineers, and suggests

various reforms. It deserves to be read.

Jisciillanja.

Compensation.—An arbitration has been

eld before Mr. George Pownall to assess the i

” - - = '

ompeDaationduobjthoMijJlaiidMWayConi- / ,^^3

aesigneu uy -m-i. ouuxi ^
will be carried out by Messrs. T. & A. Cooke,

contractors for masonry; Mr. Thomas Arm-

strong, for joiners and carpenters’ work
;
Mr.

Thomas Atkinson, for plumbers and smiths’

work; Mr. Dauber, for slating; and Mr. Thos.

Godfordson, for painting.

Improved Action in Pianofortes.—It is

surprising that the piano should still be defective

in its action, but snch is the fact, and therefore

improvements in it are of interest to every

household. The space allotted at the South

Kensington Museum for the exhibition of musical

instruments, in which are combined the latest

improvements, is at the present time crowded

with many specimens. Prominent amongst

these is a piano fitted with a new check-repeat-

ing action. The improvement consists in a par-

tionlar position and action of a spring and loop,

and in forming the “ hopper” with an incline at

the top, so that it may press on the front of the

notch after escapement has taken plaoe.^ The

results obtained by these means are considered

to be good, being a light and elastic touch, and

The inventor, Mr. John

Opening of the Stratford Town-hall.

—

The new town-hall just completed for the use of

the local board and parochial aud general officers

has been inaugurated by the Lord-Lieurenant of

the county, Sir Thomas Western,
_

hart., amid

great rejoicings. The building is in^the Broad-

way, the principal thoroughfare. It is Italian in

style, freely treated, with statuary surmounting

the principal entrance, representing Justice,

Mercy, Art, Commerce, Fortitude, and Tem-

perance. Two cupolas rise from the centre of

the building, the vane reaching 100 ft. from the

ground. The lower portion of the building la

rustioated. The entrance-hall ia decorated. Over

the entrance to the vestibule is a balcony, with

red granite pillars. The vestibule is paved with

Minton’s tesselated pavement, and from the

vestibule a wide staircase leads to the upper

rooms. The rooms in the basement are devoted

to the Local Board of Health, parochial and

local purposes, the board-room being decorated.

The assembly-room, which can be used for public

meetings, entertainments, or vestry meetings, ia

50 ft. wide by 75 ft. long, and 30 ft. high, with

an orchestra at one end, and an alcove at the

other. The decorations were carried out by Mr.

Boebinder, iu carton pierre. The building con-

tains about 30 rooms, and has been erected from

designs supplied by Mr. Lewis Angel!, surveyor

to the L’lcal Board, and Mr. John Giles, of

London. Mr. Ennor ia the builder.

ompenaawon uuo uy tuo

any to the Dnke of Norfolk, for land required

0 be purchased from his Grace between Heeley

nd the junction with the Sheffield and

'otherham Railway. The claim was divided

3to freehold land not on lease, aeveranco, re-

ersions of land, and compulsory sale. These

terns the advisers calculated at 76,2151. alto-

:ether. The witnesses summoned on behalf of

he company made the amount 41,3711. The

ward of Mr. Pownall has now been made, and it

.mounts to 47,3331.

Compensation Gate and Door Closer.

—

In invention has been patented by Messrs.

?. & J. Nimmo, of Edinburgh, for closing either

he heavy doors of banks, public buildings,

jhnrches, &c., or the interior doors of dwelling-

louses, as well as garden and other gates. The

power by whioh it acts is obtained from balance

veighta. As with moat other door-closers and

springs, when fitted, it is placed nnder the heel

if the door, and forms the lower hinge, on which

t tarns. As the door moves on its hinges in

jpening, a pinion, fixed on a vertical stand or

spindle, engages with a enrved rack or lever, and

lifts a balance-weight. On the door being re-

leased, this weight falls, and brings back the

loor by the

inscant repewbiou. — .

Brinamead, has patented this
,
improvement

throughout Europe aud America.

pire from the Sun’s Heat, — On Sunday

afternoon a fire was observed in the upper part

of a dwelling-house, occupied by Lieutenant

Sutclifie, in Park-road, Manningham, near Brad-

ford. A few buckets of water extinguished the

fire, which was almost confined to the wooden

spouting running under the eaves. The heat

sent out for a short time was so intense that a

considerable portion of a leaden conductor was

melted down. The fire was found to have been

caused by the ignition, under the sun’s rays, of

a conple of sparrow’s nests, whioh were jnst

beneath the Welsh slates.

The National Cottage Hospital for Con-

sumption.—On the 28th instant the Princess

Louise will lay, in her Majesty’s name, the foun-

dation-stone of the second pair of buildings oi

the National Cottage Hospital for Consumption

and Diseases of the Chest, at Ventuor, Under-

cliff, Isle of Wight. Nearly 100 noblemen a.nd

influential gentlemen interested in the institution

are announced as stewards for the ceremony and

the luncheon, at whioh the governor of the Isle

of Wight, and president of the hospital, is to

preside.

Congress of Trade-unions at Birming-

bam.—The list of papers to bB_ read at the

approaching congress of trade societies is being

rapidly filled up. The Dublin Association of

Trades will contribute a paper on “The Justi-

fication of Unionism." The Manchester Trades

Council has promised two papers—one on “ The

Honrs of Labour,” and another on the question,

“How far will Co-operative Production and

Industrial Partnerships assist in settling the

conflicting Interests of Capital aud Labour.

Mr. Heath, of the Amalgamated Glass-cutters

Society, will t-eat on “ The Limitation of Ap

prentices.” Mr. A. Walton, Brecon, who repre

sents a large trade association in South Wales

will handle the subject of ” The Direct Repre

sentation of Labour iu the House of Commons.

Glasc^ow. Sheffield, Leeds, and Newcastle will

also be represented. The conference will open

on the 23rd of next month.

New CHurch at Higlabury.—The founda-

tion.stone of the permanent church of St.

Augustin, Highbury New Park, has been

laid in the presence of a large assembly, by

the vicar of the parish of St. Mary. Islington.

The church, which is to be in the Gothic style,

will cost 10,0001., and be capable of seating from

1,100 to 1,200 persons. It is being built for the

Rev. Gordon Calthrop, who has been labouring

for the past five years in a temporary iron church

close by the present building. The siteon which

the building is being erected was given by Mr.

Henry Rydon.
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Discovery of British Skeletons, Pot-
tery, and Implements, under a Church.

—

About a moDth ago it was announced that Sir
Tatton Sykes, bart., had razed the old Norman
church at Fimber, to erect another in its stead,
and that from under the western tower, and from
beneath the floor of an earlier church (which
seems to have been bnrnt down) were taken two
urns, a flint axe, various flints, animals’ bones,
&0., leading to the conclusion that both churches
had stood upon a tumulus. A day or two ago
further finds confirmed this conclusion. At 35 ft.

to the oast of the urns named was a British
skeleton, which the men destroyed. On hearing
of this Messrs. Mortimer took up the work, and
soon discovered a deeper burnt burial, part of
which had also been removed. There were no
relics. In going down through the forced clay
(previously supposed to be in a natural position,
but now found to be full of handstruck flints),
Messrs. Mortimer first found in the rubbly chalk
beneath the clay the butt-end of a large and
finely-formed leaf-shaped arrow-head of black
flint. At a depth of 3 ft. into the rock the
bottom of an oval grave was reached, on which
lay the skeleton of a medium-sized adult in the
contracted British fashion, the head being to the
north«west. Under the body was a pavement of
flat stones. Before the face of the skeleton was
a very elegant “ food vessel,” and above the head
were three small flint flakes. The urn is covered
by alternate lines of bold cuneiform and herring-
bone impressions, which delicate lines of herring-
bone work cover the whole interior of the lip.
The tumulus being made of clay suggests an
origin for the curions meres which yet exist in an
undenuded capping of purplo clay in Timber
village.

Cbatbam Dockyard.—At the recent visit of
the Society of Engineers to the Chatham Dock-
yard Extension Works, it was seen that the docks,
which are very extensive, are fast rising upon a
large tract of marsh, formerly known as St.
Mary’s Island, which covers an area of about
320 acres, and lies to the north-east of the pre-
sent yard. The works, when completed, will
consist of four graving docks, each of which will
be 510 ft. long, 80 ft. wide at the coping, and
41 ft. 6 in. from floor to coping level. They will
have 28 ft. 6 in. depth of water at the highest
level of the neap tides. There are also three
large basins, the combined area of which will be
seventy.four acres, and the depth of water
each 30 ft. at high water neap tides. The works
are progressing; and the contractor, Mr. A.
Gabrielli, expects to complete them by Christ-
mas, 1870, the time stipulated in the contract.
In the first dock, the granite flooring ia laid, and
the sides are built up to half their intended
height. The main culvert, in connexion with a
pumping-engine, by which the docks will be
emptied, is finished. In the second dock, the floor
has been laid, and the entrance begun

; the
third and fourth docks have not yet been com-
menced. In the first basin, which is called the
repairing basin, the walls are in an advanced
state, and the river entrance is being made. The
entrance from this basin to the second, or factory
basin, is also being made, and the walls of the
latter basin are being builc. The chief object of
interest in the yard was the plate-bending
furnace, which ia heated by liquid fuel on the
Dorsett principle. A generator, in which creosote
ia distilled, is placed near the furnace, and the
gaseous product is conveyed by pipes to the
furnace, where it ia burned in jets.

Petersburg Exblbltlon. •— M. Fontana,
architect to the Czar’s Ministry of the House-
hold, is charged to construct, on the model of
the London Crystal Palace, the building for the
exhibition which is to take place at St. Peters-
burg next year. A sum of 27,0001. is allowed
for this structure, which is to be completed ex-
ternally by the 1st of September next, and
entirely by the let of May, 1870.

Sojal Gallery of Illustration.— “ No
Cards ” and ” Cox and Box,” after 100 repre-
sentations, are as popular as ever. The present
season is drawing to a close, and those who seek
refinement with humour, and the enjoyment of
delightful music, should not let the opportunity
sHp by of visiting one of the best entertain-
ments Mr. and Mrs. German Reed have had for
many years.

Slate Statistics. —- The produce of the
numerous slate quarries of North Wales is esti-
mated at the present time to be not far from
350.000 tons annually, representing, in money
value, about 865,0001., or an average of nearly
21. lOs. per ton. The produce is made up as
follows :—Festiniog and surrounding veins,
98.000 tons; Penrhyn and snrroanding veins,
109.000 tons; Llanberris veins, 75,000 tons;
Nantille veins, 40,000 tons; Corris veins, 20,000
tons; making a total of 342,000 tons. The
number of hands dependent on quarrying is

estimated at 9,400. Of this total the Festiniog
veins employ 2,900, Penrhyn 2.500, Llanberris
2,000, NantiUe 1,300, and Corris 700.

the Velocipede Movement.—Le Constitu--
lioTiTi el announces the production by the combined
ingenuity of M. de Cabrieres, an enterprising
gentleman, and M. Doirier, an intelligent work-
man, of a novel description of velocipede. The
new vehicle has two wheels in front and one I ,

1 ‘2
simultaneously, or by either at will. The appa- yon become painfully conscious. Within twelve miles
ratus IS said to be so cleverly constructed, aud so 'f®

source my horse dropped down under me,

A Phenomenon in Peru connected with
last year’s Earthquakes.—On the Locumba-
road, about twenty-two leagues from Tacna,
there exists what is termed a dry arroyo, the bed
of a former river, into which, from time im-
memorial, no water has been known to pass.
During the earthquakes which destroyed Arica
and partly Tacna, the shocks were strongest in
the neighbourhood of Locumba and the Arrieros.
A mule-driver reported) that one of the moan-
tains near the arroyo had been split open, and a
small stream of fetid water was oozing out of a
mountain into the arroyo. No attention was at
first paid to the fact, nor to the mortality among
the animals that viaitei the neighbourhood. It
was only when the people began to leave Tacna,
and flee from the scourge of the yellow fever,
which was devastating the cities to the Valleoof
Locumba, that they became^’awaro of the fatal
effects upon their animals, at a distance of as
much as eight and ten miles from the arroyo

A. New Xubrlcator of Machinery.—Black
lead, with which certain parts of pianofortes are
lubricated, is now extensively used in Paris as a
substitute for oil in the lubrication of machinery.
It is said to answer exceedingly well.

perfectly under control, that the new traverser

—

we can scarcely call it velocipede in this in-
stance—moves with great ease in every direction
and stops instantly at will. It is by no means
fatiguing to work. The rider is provided with a
saddle or little seat, and is not embarrassed with
the task of preserving his equilibrium as on a
bicycle. We observe, from proceedings in a court
of law at Birmingham, that a self-moving
traverser has been invented there. This shows
the direction that the movement is taking in
England.

The Strike at Manchester.—A resolution,
bearing upon this strike, has just been come to
by representatives of the London and Manchester
Bricklayers’ Societies, at a meeting held in
Sheffield. Those representatives, eight in num-
ber, were in negotiation, with the view of
removing some difficulties between their respec-
tive societies, and were assisted by Messrs. W.
Allan, D. Guile, and George Odger, of the
London Trades’ Council, who acted as arbitrators.
After disposing of the differences of the two
societies, the meeting adopted unanimously the
following resolution :

—

” That ia the interests of both employers and workmen,
this meeting recommends that the dispute existing in the
bricklaying trade of Manchester should bo settled by
the following mode:—That a Board of Conciliation be
appointed, of an equal number of employers and men,
and that a chairman be selected who shall be acceptable
to both parties; and that the decision of the Board sbaU
be binding upon both employers and men.”

This resolution has given much satisfaction, not
only because it affords a prospect of settling an
injurious dispute, but also as a recognition
generally of arbitration as the best means of
adjusting trade disputes.

trnhealtby Dwellings In Newcastle.—At
an inquest on the body of a woman who had
committed suicide while in a low and despondent
state of mind, the coroner remarked that the
room and the houses in Cox’s Entry, where the
deceased and other persons reside, were a dis-
grace to the owners, aud never in the course of
his experience had he witnessed such unhealthy
dwellings

; he was astonished how human beings
could exist at all in such places. The jury also
expressed themselves in strong terms about the
unhealthy state of the dwellings. The verdict
retnrned by the jury was “That the deceased
had committed suicide while in an unsound state
of mind.”

The Market Question.—We hear the Sta-
tistical Society proposes, among other more
active measures, to engage in the investigation
of the markets question in the metropolis

; and,
at the last meeting, named a deputation, consist-
ing of Mr. Newmarsh and two others, to confer
with the record committee of the Society of Arts.

New Hospital at Hanwell.—A new hospital
at Hanwell, founded by the Baroness Weld, was
solemnly opened by Archbishop Manning last
week. The hospital is 49 ft. long by 27 ft. wide.
The architect is Mr. Welby Pugin. There
were present on the occasion a large number of
priests.

Art aud Science at the Mansion House.
The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor (Jas. C.
Lawrence, M.P.) and the Lady Mayoress will
entertain the council of the Royal Society, and
the members of the Royal Academy, at dinner
on Wednesday, the 2l8t inst., and have invited a
large party to meet them.

five tDinutes he was dead. He vomited three or four limes
a thick black substance, similar in oonsistency and appear-
ance to the black vomit. I was thus left to walk fifteen
rnUea to the nearest house, two-thirda of which I may call
a males’ graveyard, so thickly was the old road covered
with them. The cause of this singular freak of nature is
unknown

;
but it seems that the gases which have impreg-

nated the atmosphere produce the vomit and death of the
animals that inhale it. What these gases are composed of
science alone can solve."

A commission has been ordered by the Peruvian
Government to examine into this extraordinary
matter and report upon it.

Exhibitions of Bavarian and Foreign
Art.—The Munich season promises to be excep-
tionally brilliant this year; for, in addition to
the interesting collections of works of art, thero
will be three large exhibitions open from tha
middle of the present month till October

—

namely, the General International Exhibition of
Art in the Crystal Palace, and in connexion with
it in tho same building the Local Industrial
Exhibition

;
and, thirdly, in the old building for

the exhibition of works of art, an exhibition of
paintings of the old masters, the property of
private persons. The arrangements made by tha
railway companies to issue circular tickets for
thirty days will afford tourists ample time to
visit Munich. The National Gallery has been
re-arranged by Director Foltz. The large gallery
at Sohleisheim is also to be re-arrangod.

The Pimlico Carpenters and Tolnerg
Classes for Technical Education. — The
balance-sheet for the first session, from June
17th, 1868, to May 14th, 1869, just issued, shows,
on the side of income, 48J. Is. 9d.

; and on that
of expenditure, 45Z. 4s, lOd.

j giving a balance in
hand of 2Z. 16s. lid.

The New Atlantic Telegraph.— The
Qreat Eastern has successfully accomplished her
task. The cable was cut in order that commu-
nication might be made with St. Pierre. The
rest of the work was done by the consort ships
carrying the shorter lengths of cable. The
insulation is said to be "splendid.” A message
has been telegraphed from the American side to
the Emperor, congratulating him on the com-
pletion of the work.

Funds of Trade-Unions.—Leave was given
to Mr. Bruce to bring in a Bill to protect the
funds of trade-unions from embezzlement and
misappropriation. The Bill was read a first time,
and the second reading fixed for last Thursday.

Staindrop.—The following tenders for the
work to be done at the new Wesleyan chapel have
been accepted, viz. :—Messrs. Abdale & Stephen,
Darlington, mason, plasterer, and slater’s

work
;
Mr. J. D. Martin, Darlington, joiner’s

work
;

and Mr. George Simpson, Staindrop,
plumber, glazier, and painter’s work. Tha
chapel will be 41 ft. by 30 ft. inside, and accom-
modate 218 persons, with provision for enlarge-
ment. The architect is Mr. John Ross, of Dar-
lington. The style is Romanesque.

Tudboe.—The foundation stone of a new
church and presbytery, to be called the Church
of St. Charles, has been laid at Tudboe, by the
Roman Catholic Bishop of Hexham and New-
castle. The site selected issituated near the village
of Tudhoe, and Mr, C. Salvin, of Burn Hall, has
contributed 1,000Z. The contemplated orphan-
age is for the purpose of gathering together from
the entire district the destitute orphan children,
and placing them under the direct instruction
and supervision of the Roman Catholic com-
munity i
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Select Supplementary Exhibition.—It is

roposod to raise a fund for the purpose of pre-

gnting a testimonial to Mr. Moy Thomas in

Bcognition of his disinterested labonra, in

rganising the Supplementary Exhibition ofl869.

tenders.
For villa resideneeB, Eavensooart Park, Hammeramith,

or Hr J H Cross. Mr. T. E. CoUcutt, architect

Taberham £1,995 0 o
Wilson ? 9
Goodman 1,235 0 0

Dowel MW 0 0

King (accepted) 1,185 0 0

For vUla residences, Bevington Manor, Oxford. Mr.

P. E. CoUcutt, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. F,

For the erection of a publichouse and warehouse.

No. 12, West Smithfield, for Messrs. LoveU ffl Chnstmaa.

Mr." Eawlinson Parkinson, architect. Quantities supplied

by Mr. Lansdown
, koo a n

Palmer St Son fL™
J

»

Foster 4,249 0 0

Patman '& Fotheriagham 4,246 0 0

Mansfield, Price, & Co 4.176 0 0

SeweU&Son 3,997 0 0

Newman & Mann 3,998 0 0

Eohinson 3,963 0 0

Hill it Son. ....
S,g9 0 0

Morter 3,883 0 0

“ YYTOKKING PEOPLE and IMPROVED
VV HOMES." , ^

The new and illustrated edition ot •' The Dweninga of the

Ine Classes," by HENRY ROBERTS, B-q. F S A. (author of Home

si,.,..- ..d," Th. Kr.l»l ComlUto .ni.
ii.mary c

H^llhyl
A'moat valuable bandhoolt.’’—

I

To be had at the OfUvia of the Soc

of the Labouring Classes. 21, Exete

lleaigni for Cottages, numbered oa

he Builder.
iety for Improvlhg the Condition

r Hall, Strand. Price 7a. Alio

ibeet, with Specl&cttion, Ac.

T A RICHARDSON, Architectural Artist,

TIEESPECTIVES OUTLINED, ETCHED,
I or Artlatically COLOHRED. Every deacrlptlou of ArchUeO-

itml on mod.ml; H.gtot .Tmoc- arU..n

years' erperlenoe.—6 Symouii cery-lane, London.

Cowley
Selby
T. Jones
G, Jones
Honour & Castle (accepted)

Fhmher's WorJc,

2,200
1,920
1,878
1,810 0
1,826 0

0 0
0

For building three cottages at Stratford, for Mr.

Peck:—
Gregar (accepted) £556 0

For villa at Grasmere, for the Eev. A. Olivier, .

Brade & Smales, architects :

—

Hodgson (accepted) £1,391 14

For repairs to 42, Old Bond-street. Messrs. Mayhew
& Knight, architects :

—

Saunders
Bvwaters
Elgby

For the erection of two double houses and shops on

the London Bridge Estate. Messrs. T. 0. Hine & Bon,

architects :

—

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Pfilm .ffoujc of Afw.-We are reminded that both the Iron and

Rlaaa buildings mentioned. In oar observations, last week, on the pro-

posed rooflng In of the Bristol Exchange, were designed by Mr. Deoi-

J H. (take proper professional advice. A. would doubtless be

liable).—W. 0. (name on the block was, of course, the name of the

draughtamao who made the drawing on the block).—A. C. (wa shall

be happy to receive communication, and will give ll best consldera-

tlOD).-H. C. (tbanks).-W. J. C. L. (the time for examinations Is

Tliaed In onr columns.—open to alJ, DeUlls at India OBlce).—

Builder (complete llsU of tenders should be aont; not the accepted

alono Nor do we deaire tenders that have been delivered months

,fore).-J. B. S 8ons.-H.-W, N.-A. C.-E. B. F.--W. O -B. A S-

J 0._V7. 8. J. B. W- Q.—J. D.—Mr.lW.—F. G. S-— J. A. D.

—

u A M.-C. C. H.—W. E.-H. A Son. -Mr. M.—S. T.-Dr.

J. J. B.—J. H. E.—C. F. W.—Maasra H.— E. M.

We are compeUed to decline pointing out hooks and giving

addresses.

All sUtemenU of facts, llita of Tenders, Ac,, muat he accompanied

by the name and address of the sender, not noceesarUy for

publication.

NOTS.—The reaponaibUity of signed articles, and papers read at

pubUfl msetlnga, reata, of course, with the authors.

rpHBODOLITE PRAOTIOE and LEVEL-
I LING —A Gentleman of thirty years’ experience will Slve a

C^rxe of Llatruction lu E.iglns.ri.ig Fi^'^work embr^lng the

whole practice of setting out cueveL Ac. after the ^
tised.—For particulars address, C. B. <3. Qrant raad, Battersea.

TJAETNERSHIP—To LAND AGENTS,
J_ Valuers. aURVBYORS, Ac.—

a

Gentleman, of mWdle age

and thorough bu.lneas hahi i. i'

elderly or csUbliahed member of the pr.^feaiiOD. with »

immediate or proepe.-tlve PARUNERSHIF.-Addreea, J. 8. S. 18.

Grauby-atreet, Moruingtou-creacent. London. N.W.

A'
TO ARCHITECTS AUD SUEVEYORa.

GENTLEMAN in the profession c

0 PURCHASE a PARTNEBSUIP In an establlahel archl-

practlcelu the country. — Address, 8. D. Crescent-cottage,

Bonth Park. Ketgate, aurrsy.

TAOREMAN WANTED in ARTIFICIAL

Harrisou & Son
King & Sons
Heuehaw
Wigmore
Crockett
Kirk
Crabb & Vaughan
Morris & Bloomfield ..

Blackmore & Morley ..

Snowball
luxford
Stone
Perry

6,490 0 0
6,400 0 0
6,300 0 0
6,295 0 0
6,069 0 0
5,915 0 0
6,910 0 0
6,875 0 0
6,690 0 0
6,680 0 0

. 6,340 0 0

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

NOTICE.—All Communications respecU

ing Advertisements, Sulscriptions, ^c., should be

addressed to “ The Publisher oj the Builder,”

No. 1, York-street, Covent Qarden. All other

Communications should be addressed to the

“ Editor," and not to the “ Pul<Ws?ier.”

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Oai*

GiNAL Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

Advertisements, and stn-ongly recommends that

Copies only should be sent.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor the current

week’ s issue later than TKR'E'E o'clOCk, p.m.,

on THURSDAY.

T>Oi
AX Inl

OAD SURVEYOR. — WANTED, an
telligent Man lo t.ks the MASAOEMEST of the ROADS la

... .ou-«r»iiiBn. H I must be ofauUveand steady heblt^

.aagemeut of roads, and

Appiica-
Buperluteud the Hewerege Work!

tlOLs, aoioipxnled by

Local B.ard. on or bsfji

r of Nulsiu

THUBlDAY.^heMi

Walden. July 7th. 1868.

to the Cl^rk of the
J*y of JULY Inst.

B. FBBBLAND, Clerk.

SON,r NEILL &
.1 QUANTITY BI711VEYOK9.

11, OOOKRIDGE BTKKET, LEEDS.
Highest leatimonials from several emiaent architects. Terms o

application.

For erecting a cottage and enlarging coal-shed and

D meter-house at Keymer, Sussex, for the Keymer and

J DitchliuB Gas Company. Mr. Dallimore, architect;—

Butcher f. £339 6 0

Parsons 325 0 0

Norman, W 316 0 0

Norman, 8 309 0 0

Barnoa (accepted) 308 0 0

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORa. Ac.

Gilders, thoroughly experienced in House
Work, Decorative Furniture, and Gliding in

oe OBTAINED at UieHouae of Call, Marlborough Inn, Blenhalm-

iteps. Oiford-BU'eol.-Addio6S to the Becretary.

Timber trade.— wanted, in this

town a CLERK. wVio mo*t have a good knowledge of the

- . o.TcraMAic — A*.nUpatln'.s by let'er, stating whore
.nut of ssi.ry expected.

CLERK.
trade; also, a SALKdM-VN — Ap]
last employed, length "f ’e'vicp.

addressed to GEO BHELTid.V. Wi

For new Wesleyan chapel, Abersychan, Monmonth-
bI shire. Mr. E. A. Lansdowne, architect :

—

JoliifFo (accepted) £1,260 0 0

' ' For alterations to No. 1, The Grove, Clapham, for Mr.

J J. A. Eke. Mr. Legg, architect

Harrison & Edwards (accepted) ... £672 0 0

For alterations to premises, for Messrs. Wilson & Co,

I Bermondsey. Mr. Legg, architect :

—

Harrison & Edwards (accepted).,. £520 0 0

For new town-hall, Eickmansworth. Mr. Arthur Allom.

i: BTohitect, Quantities supplied by Mr. W. E. Bagg
Clarke '' ''

Howard 1,-

Kirk
Hailey
Haucuck
Snowden
Cox
Blackmore St Motley
Bird 1,111

Brown I,b95

Wright 3.085
I Gibson 1.0^

Nightingale
Goss

I

Taylor
Holland & Hudson ..

,...£1,523 0

0
0

15
1,199 10

0
1,150 0

0
0
0
0
0

1,065 0
0

933 11
0

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with

STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufaobare of Church, Turret,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind

Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every desoription

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with

estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church

and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J.W. BENSON,
by special appointment. Watch and Clock Maker

to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and

60, Ludgate-hill
;

Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-

street, London.

TO UlAa-S OiAir'aiv-.. , ^

^

WTANTED, GOOD LEAD WORKERS
V V* anil ORNAMENTAL PAISTERa—Address, B.B. EDMUND-

SON A SON. atAtiied Qlsss Werks, Maacbeater.

VV7ANTED, a first class GOTHIC FIGURE
VV CARVER.-Aiipl7, by letter, t) C. W. HARRI30N, 173.

WANTED, an intelligent LAD in a Sur-

veyor’s OIHce.-Apply to Messrs. CURTIJ A BO.M. 8, Ualon-

court, Old Broad-street.

YITANTED, a Young Man, as CLERK, and

VV to make himself olhsrirt-e useful, iu the fleldiof Mr. Kyezw,

Spriog-^ove. Mew.rtb.-Apply by lsttor._^.tit.ug quaUflcstlous.

o Mr. KYEZOB,a

I For alteration to house, 8, B’lry-conrt, 8t. Mary-a

•i It Messrs. Young & Son, architects :

—

" Medburat £522 0 0

Howell ... 607 0 0

King & Son 470 0 0

Merritt & Ashby 439 0 0

Eeed k Son 4o9 0 0

Keeps (accepted) 365 0 0

For alterations to Christ’s Chapel, Maids-hill

Hackworth ,1 ?
Ebbs A Sons 10 0

ME. JOHN BOURNE'S WORK on the STEAM-ENGINE.
Now ready a New Bdltlon. corrected and enUrgeJ. with 1S4 Wnol-
^

cuts, of which 8 lue new In thti edition, In one vulume, fep. 8ro .

-qbCBNT IMPROVEMENTS in the

r\' STEAM-ENGINE In lU various Applicalioua to Mines, Mills,

Navigation. Bulways. and Agruiultore. Beiog a bupplomeut

to the Author 'a “ Catechism ou the Sieiiu-Euglne.

By J'lHN BOURNE, C.E.

New edition, including many new Examples, among which are

several of the most remarfcahle Engine, exbtbfcd iu Paris In 1867.

Works by the same Aothur.

Latest improved EdUiouit, fully illustrated ;
—

CATECHISM of the STEAM - ENGINE,

"treatise on the STEAM-ENGINE, 4to.

"treatise on the SCREW PROPELLER,

“"'Samples ot modern steam, aie,
and GAS F-NGINK^PaHi I. to^XVII. •llo^pri«.2.._0il^_each^

For additional school-buildings at the Eoyal Medical

S Benevolent College, Epsom. Mr. Geo. Elkmgton, archi-

'"rumiit *V0O 0 0

2 S

Hooker ^.178 0 0

Browne & Robinson 2,119 0 0

Wells (accepted) 2,048 0 0

YITANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
VV TION as IMPROVER, in Pluoiblog and Grsfltting. Ha. been

ave years in the busluea*. Town piofaried.-Addras8, X. Y. Z, Post

WANTED, by a thoroughly experienced

Man aged 87 (Joiner by trade), a RE ESOAGEMENT as

SHOP FOREmIn. or ll Take ChV of a J.b, J'«t..Us. draughty
SHOP FOREMAN.

Highest

quantltle

-X.,— - -ts t? '>'•

Foit-offlee. Wuod-green, N.

TO BUILDERi

WrANTED, by a GENERAL FOREMAN,
VV a RE-ENGAGEUE.S'T, First-class references.—Address,

. — LeadcahaU-streel.
t. P. L. at D.-ac

:
LONOUANd. GREEN, A CO. Paternoite

TO WASTER PAINTERS. BUILDERS, Ac.

WANTED, hy a steady Man, a permanent
9IXUA1 ION, as WRITER, Qlt.DEB, and DSCORATOR. OsQ

draw urci cut stencils. WUUng tc fill up
Car

,«per.baogiog Town preferred.-Address, F. J. L. 12, Car

Clay PlU-laue, Leeds. Y- ra»hlre.

TO BUILDERS AND DEOORATOBS.

busloees geoerally. Good referei

BuckiUghl
•!>— Il-n T.oni

18mo. cloth, 23, 6d. ;
with Key, 3s. 6d. _ _ _

Y7S7ALKER & WORCESTERS PRO-
V V NOUNCINQ DICTIONARY of the ENI^LISH LANGUAGE.

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
BUILDERS and Others desiring a really good^ays^em- can

have a SET of MODELS
ENTRY, to which

BUILDBKb' BOOKS, by DOUBLE
awaiueu the prize otfered In " Tiie Builder,

as been adop'ed by many large Anns, fiso a

smont by Single Entry, suit .ble fur siuali buUdera.-

St. Geojge’e-ruad, Eegeni’s Park, Loudon.

OEWAGE and its GENERAL APPLI-
^ GRASS. CEREAL, and BOOT CROPS. Will
KJ CATION

By THOUAsVaRQILL, Civil Eugiu.
TX.uvOldnV RHiloMAN. A Cy. 1'

Free by poit, 24.

t, Piinlioo. London.

tHrANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a

lArANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a re-

VV spectable -Young Man. aged 30, at PLUMBER. PAIN'TER.
_ J .’ .... , ....... mYYomri, w.i I ut,l . end vlUmir to make nim-
QL.AZ !ER'. and ZINC WORKER. Well abl • and wlUing

self generally u»eful, and bandy in jobhlog work of any sc

no object-Addreea, H. F
bone, N.W,

. 40, Boaiou-place, Dorset

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

^'VT’ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT,
V V ABSIBTAN I', who has bad leveral years’ experiem

an Archltect’e and Builder's offlCB. le a neat ‘^“1!“'*^“

by an
33 b3tb la
and good
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^ TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBBRS.
T\rANTED, a SITUATION, as THREE
»qn*re

HAND.—AJdrej*, W. K. 41. Bostoa-plwe, Donet

a RE-ENGAGEMENT b
T T an ARCHITECT'S ASSISTANT, either partial or otherwisj

Eighteen years experience in most of the leading Architects' Olllce
in london.—Address, A. B. Kmmen’* L brary. Ebury-stree’, BW

"

7
TO ARCHITECTS AND BUrLDERS.WANTED, by an experienced CLERK

t T T of WORKS, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, or as Manaring
Foreman. Acquainted wilh the various branche*. Capable of pre-
paring work'ng drawings, nicaearing up work, taking out auautltlet.
and estimating. - Address, W. W. 8, BbeBe*sr-pl.c% Necth end.
pulbam. '

^ TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.WANTED, a SITUATION or JOB, a
T T PLUMBER or THHRR-BRANCH HAND, Good Te^rencee

Addre«. 11. W. 5, BprliigBpld-cottnew, AereO.ine, Brix'.on, Siiiiev

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS.
WT^ANTED, a SITUATION as FOREMAN
tJ ,I

^ YARD, or c*n take the whole management of same
Well up in the London tmde. Last iltufttlon nine years. Ooc
r-ferences.—Address, T. B. 2 Falrfleld-villas, Buthvrland-'oad, North
Bow. '

TO BUILDERS, UPHOLSTERERS, 4c.WANTED, by an ARTIST, Interior
y y Decorator. Designer, 4c an ENGAGEMENT to Superintend

or to carry out a JOB. Thoroughly acquainted with every stjle of
ornament. Good references. Specimens and prize medaU shown—
Apply, by letter, to J. A. 3, Canterbury-terrace, Cantarbury-road. N.

TO PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, AND WKlTER^a.

WT-A-NTED, by a sober, married Man, a
T T eonetiot SITUATION, in a Jobbing Shop. C»Q do th

repair* of hnuv properly.— A pplY. J- 18. Charle*.etrert, Stepney. E.
\y-A-NTED, by a first-rate, quick, and neat
,»*, URAUQUTSMAN.aRE-BNGAGEMENT. Quallfica'lons,-
d^ail, copstfuctioi,, design, perspective, colourist.—Address. No. 364
Offlie of "The Builder.”

TO BUII.DKR8 AND CONTRACTORS.
\:y'ANTED, by a practical JOINER and
T T STAIRCASE HAND, WORK by Piece

; labooroi ly. Ha*
had several years’ eape’ieDCe in taking work

; or as Shop Foreman
Town orconntry. Good reference. If rerintred.-Addrau, H. V. 83
De Beeuvolr-road. Kingiland-road.

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, 4c.

W'ANTED, by a good PLUMBER, a
y y SITUATION or JOB. No objection to fill up time in painting

or glazing, if required.-Address, stating term-i.t • A. 0. P. 3, Cnri*-
tiana-place. Victoria-road, Peckbam, Surrey. S,B.

^yanted, by the Son of a Builder, who
e»Perleijce in the management of a

Builder and Contractor’s Busioes*. and was artie'ed to a London
Architect and Surveyor, a P^SiTIfiN of TRUST, or the Manege

nn an Estate. Unexceptionable refereiicea.-Address.
A. B. 115, Felter-lane, London.

TO DBI’ORATORS AND OTHERS,
"OJANTED, by a Man of respectability,
T T aged 32, a ihoroiigbly practical Plumber. Decorator, Painter,

4c. a STTUAIION a* WOKKINO FOREMAN, C«re of a Job, or
nthorwtie. Has bad much eioevieuce with flr.t-cla»» work la all the
branche* of the trad-. Town orcmotry. Wages ra Hlerate.—Ad-
dress, O. THOMPSON. C, Wetllngt m-streel, Strand. W.O.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
W^^TED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
yy TION BB PLUMBER, Gas. Steam and Hot-waUr Fitter. Can

do plain zinc work. 4c,—Address, A. B. 21, Bdword-street, Domet-
TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.Tyanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as

T V GENERAL FOREMAN, to take entireeharga of a job. Town
or country. Good references to la*t firro.-Address, BUILDER'S
FOREMAN, Post-offlce, New Norlh-toid. N.E.

TO BUILDEBS AND CONTRACTORS.
W'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
yy GENERAL FOREMAN, In Town or country. Oarpentorand

joiner by trade. Aged 38. Good re'erences.-Addrees, A. B. No. 2,
Alerandra-terrac?. Chnr h-road, Acton, W.

TO BUILDEKS AND HOUSE DECORATORS, ic.

WANTED, a SITUATION as FOREMAN
I t of PAINTERS, 4c. Cau grain and do deteratloni, make

eatlmate*. 4e, If required. Country preferred.-Addnjss. A Y. Z
care of Ilcu-ekeeper, Pni. Lower Thames streot, City.

TO ARCHITECTS, &o.

W-A-NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, tem-
T y porary or otherwise. Is a really good draughtsman and

colourist, and can from rough sketches propsre finished drawing* for
comre'lilon, 4c. Good references. Salary very moderate —Address.
F. F. 38. Moseum street, W.C.

TO ARCHITECT'S.^HE Advertiser, who has just completed his
L articles, is desirous of a SITUATION as JUNIOR ASSIST ANT.

Good reference. Country prefened.-Addresa, PARALLEL, Office of
"The Bnilder."

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS
T\7ANTED, a JOB, by a thoroughly good
,

' ' PLUMBER, 4c. Piece or day labour only.—Address, A. B.
32*. Kdwar.!-!lreet, Barnsbury-road, N.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
yyANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
y y (Carpenter and Joiner). RE-RNGAGF.MENT as CLERK of

WORKS, MANAGER, or SUPERINTENDENT of WORKS. Well
up In all Its branches. Can prepare plans and working drawings.
Fifteen years’ good expori-Dce in the building trade. First-cUs*
testimonials and reference*. Town or country, —Address, L. M.
2, Loratne-temice, Cornwall-read, Hammersmith.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEVORA
rriHE Advertiser is open to an ENGAGE-
1. MENT In an Architect’* Office (Country preferred). I» a neat

and eipediUr>iia dra-ghtsman, good colourlsr, well vemed in lanJ
surveying, levelling, 4c. Could render ma erial a<*l«tano' in taking
out quantitiee.- Address, E. T. B. care of Mr. A. Miller, High- itreet,
Leyton, Eisex, N.E.

WT-A-NTED, by a thoroughly practical and
T T tiTKtworthy Man. aged 38, with fifteen year*’ goo i oractlce.

a RE-ENGAGEMENT aaflr*t-ola*» SHOP or GENERAL FOREMAN.
J« a good practical draughtsman, welt up in Retting out, and baa a
good Ryitem for the management of any number of wurkraeo, con-
Tertlng materlMl*. So A j ilner by trade, and has a good knowledge
of Jolt ers’ machinery and it? uses. First-cla** re'erenc-A-Address,
I* M. 0, Wycliff-grove, Laveuder-hill, W»nilsworth-road, S.

TO BUTLDFRS. ROAD-MAKERS, AND CONTRAUTORS.
"^yANTED, by a first-class practical Man,
y y a Carriageway Parlor, Street Mason, Granite Dresser (Wood

Bricks. Dutch Clinkers, or Tiles), to TAKE WORK hy the PIECE.
Labour only. Good testimonials and references.-Addrese, JAMES
CRUTCHLBY, 7, James-place, North-street, Poplar,

iro OAEPBNTEES, JOINERS, &c—The
1 Trustees of Mrs. Newton's Charity are deelrons of receiving

APPLICATIONS from MASTERS, being hoiiBehoider-, carrying on
the above trade-, fora BOY. aged 15, a* an IN-DOOR APPRENTICE,
with a premium of 25f. Any further particula s may he obtained of
me, at St, James’s Vfs'ry-hall, Picoadilly, W. daily, except Saturday,
from TEN to FOUR o'clock.—By order of the Tru •tees,

GEORGE BUZZ ARD, Clerk.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
T^ANTED, by the Advertiser, an EN-
T T GAOEMKNT as GENERAL FOREMAN, or otherwise. Two

year* with la*t employer. Good references. I* a first-class dranghii-
raan, a carpenter and joiner, and well up in all branches of the
funding trade. Terms moderate,—Address. A, B. No. 7, CamUerwell- WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, in a

yy position of TRUST, in the Bnildlng Trade. Well up In the
routine of the Office and general m*ua.emei.t. Practically acqnainted
with the bosiness. Flnt-clasa references.-Address, W, B. 0. Ufton-
rosd North, N.E.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILD'RS.
^HE Advertiser, a practical Man, is open
.1. to TAKE the CARPENTER’S or JOINER'S WORK of any
building (Piecework), or carryout the same as FOREMAN.—Address,
ROUTER, Poet-office, Harrow-road, near the Lock Bridge.

TO ARCHITECTS.W"ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by an
* * ASSISTANT, who has a good knowledge of design, details

working drawings, penpeotlve, and quantities. Salary a secondary
coDSiderailon to improvement. Will show specimens nnJ teitlmo-
niali.-Address, BETA, Post-offlce, Amwell-itreet, E.O.

TO BUILDERS, 4c.TyANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
y y TION as CLERK, Can take out quantities, estmxte, 4c.

Seven years’ experience. Good references.— Address, C. B. 367
Edgware-road, W.

TO BUILDERS AND SMITHS.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
WANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT, as
T f ESTIMATING, Measuring, Quantity Taking, and General

Booking Cl EKK, Well up In public eompetUlon.—Address, D A. 6
Astou-road, Curnwall-road, Westbourne Park, W.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
"WANTED, a SITUATION, as WORKING
T T FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS. Town or country Good

references.-Address, E. W. 12. Lee-street, King.land.rea.1. London, E

_L first-class SMITH in either of the above firms. Ii thoroughly
accuBtomed to builder's work or g-^DBral smltbiug. C in take heavy
or light work, and has a first-class character.-Address, A. B. 21,
Lisson-grove, W.'Wf ANTED, a thorough, experienced

y y JOBBING PLUMBER. Constant employment, — Apply,
between the hours of tsrelve and three, at Mr. J. HIGH’S, Builder
4c. Olarence-road, Hackney. P.3.—None need spply without first-
class references.

TO BUILDERS, SMITHS, AND OTHERS.
^HE Advertiser, a steady, practical Young
JL Man, wishes >o obtain a RE-ENOAQBMBNT as FOREMAN
over SMITHS' FITTERS, 4c. Also wellacquainted with h it-water
work. Would not objoit to go abroad.—Address, P. G. 18. Cemme-y-
street, Klog'*-road, Chelsea, London.

TO BUILUEES AND CONTRACfTORB.

W’-ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
y y FOREMAN, or to take Charge of a Job. Good references

and testimonials.-Address, BUILDER, 20, Acscla-road, Sydenham.
TO CARPENTEr.3. BUILDERS. Sc.

A NT ED, a SITUATION, as
^ • IMPROVER at the BENCH. Wages moderate.—Apply toJOHN HOLLAND, 6tf. Salisbury-street, LlB«on-groTe,

CTATRS.—A good STAIRCASE HAND
requires a JOB. by the day or piece, on the latent and most

erooomlcal principles. Well up in the Hoes of work. Or would take
A SHuatioQ as General Foremau.—Address, Mr. PUTTS, Stationer,
61. Br.amley-toad, Notting-hill.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
"Wanted, an engagement, tem*
y y pniaiy or otherwise, by an experienced, practical

draughtsman and DF8IONER, In both styles. Well up in
quantity taking, estima’ing, and measuring- Can undertake
management of Office. First-class references Salary very m>de-
rate.—Address, M. A. Mr. Cooper’s, 4, Verulam bulldings. Gray'a-lnn.

TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS.
WANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
T T TION, as IMPROVER, in a Carpenter’s Shop. Wages no

object, if a gcod shop.—Address, C. B. 2, Netberdale-cottnges. Court-
btll, Lewisham. B.E.

TO OASFITTERS, BELLHANGERS, AND HOT-WATER
FITTERS.

MPLOYMENT WANTED, as above, by
1 'J a Young Man. Town or country.—Addre«, C. E. 46, Upper
Llescn-street, Mary'ebone.wanted, employment, by a Car-

y y Renter and Joiner. Has h.ad a good knowledge of plans
sp-clficailons. and accounU. Used to all kinds of blindmaklng and
Jobbing generally.—Addrees, H. WEST, 10, Little Windmlll-sii-eet.
Haymarket, W.C.

WfANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
T T TION as CLERK Can draw, keep men's time, 4c.

Aditress. A. B. 3, D'rby-street, Westminster.

pIRUULAR SAW.—WANTED, a Young
Vv' Man to WORK a CIRCULAR SAW. Constant employment.—
App'y to CLARK 4 CO. Patent Shutter Works, Fathbone-nlaes, W.

W/ ANTED, by two friends, a CARPENTER
f V and BRICKLAYER, PIECEWORK to any amount, in town

or country. Labour only The above are both thoroughly practl cal
and energetic Men, with good references.-Address, R. WARD. 1.
Mat Ida Villas, Gr.iuge-rosd, Dalvtoo.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
yy CLERKof WORKS, or GENERAL FOREMAN, by a first-

elas* practical iwan, of many years’ experience on large Jobe. Is a
flrstoilasa draughtsman, sccust imed to prepare plans and detail
drawings from rongh sketches. Unexceptionable references.-
Address, R. F. 11, Acton-street, Gray’s-inu-road.

TO FOREMEN OF PAINTERS,

"IDONUS, by a steady res23ectable Man, for
X-) CONSTANT EMPLOYMENT. Painting, papsring, glazing,
aud distempering.—Addro'e, J. B, 53, Cook's-rood, Keunlngtou Park.

A WORKING FOREMAN of BRICK-
Ajl layers wants a RE-ENQAGSMENT. or Brickwork,
Catling, Pointing, piecework, labour only. Town or country.
Hlghret. testimoniHl*.—Address, M, I, Loughborough Cottage, Lough-
borough-paik, Brlxton.

W-A-NTED, a SITUATION as a thorough
T T PAINTER, WRITER, and OiLDER, and accustomed to Uie

management.—Address. R. L. 2li.Beymour-sireet, Eustou-sguare.N.W
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
y V GENERAL FOREMAN, CLERK of WORKS, or to Manage

the Bnildlng Works on an Estate, by a thoroughly practical Man of
several year*’ experience. Go..d references and testlmoniaU.-
Address, B. C 10, Gamault-place, Clerkeuwell, E.O.

W7-A-NTED, by a competent ARCHI-
T>I/?

TECIURaL assistant, eight years’ experience, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, temporaiy or permanent. Is practical and neat.
Thoroughly unclersUud* p<T»peclive drawing and colouring. Has
asflvted In firsl-closs country and London Ottices. Town or country
Terms very low, namely, 35*. per week. Firat-clnse apsclmeij*
a^nUatimoalala.—Address, OMEGA, 2. Southerton-road, Hammer-

A CLERK of WORKS, who has just com-
/~\ pleted two large jobs (one a church, and the ocher an iustilute).

is open to a RE-BNOAQEMBNT. Thoroughly experienced. Well
acquainted with Gothic and all branches of biiildlug and sura-eylog.
First-class reference. Aged 40.—Address, L. X. P. 3aj BLshupigate
Without.

'XXT’ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 23, a
y y SITUATION In a BUILDER’S or CONTRACTOR'S OFFICE.

Well up in estimating, book-keeping, and general offioerouUne.
Address, A. B. 318, Kingsland-road.N.K,

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
W-^NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T T CLERK of WORKS or GENERAL FOREMAN by a

thoiougbly practical Man. Has bad the management of extensive
jobs in town or country. First-class leferences.—Address, 0 J H
OlHce of •' Tbe Builder,”

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
yy GENERAL FOREMAN of a JOB. Carpenter. Well np In

ell tranches, also lea-elliiig, Ide work, and drainage.—Address, H. F.
7, Alfied-slreet, Roman-road, BllugtoD.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
A GOOD GENERAL ASSISTANT
J~\ requires an immediate ENGAGEMENT (t-raporiry or other
wise).— For references and terms address, CLAUDIOS, 76, Great
Peroy-street, W.C.

TO ARCtllTECT'S,

A THOROUGBLY practical CLERK of
AjL WORKS is desirous of an ENGAGEMENT. Town or country.
Fully qualified to superintend theer'Ciiou of any exiensive work*.
Measuring, 4c.—Address, 976, Ofiice of ’• The Bui'der."

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
T T GENF.RAL OUT-DOOR or WALKING FOREMAN, or

Clerk of Works, by a ihoroughly practical, pushing, and energetic

hlfl°
tl. d8, Maitland Park-road, Uavetetock-

\\l AI!^TED, by an experienced and practical
y y London ASalSTA.VT, who has also acted as Clark of Works,

a RE-ENGAQEMFJ4T. either in an Architect’s Office, or as cl»rk of
works in the country or abroad.—Addrese. G. Post-office. 207, Fleet-
street, E. C.

TO BUILDERS, 4c.

W-^NTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a young
T t Man, as GKAINKR, PAINTER, and PAPER-HANGER

-

Address, G. G. 102. 11 vj ham-street. Camden Town, N.W.

TO BUILDERS, GENTLEMEN, 4c.

Vt/'ANTED, a Constant SITUATION, by a
yy Young Man, siged 25. A good carpenter and joiner. Wage*

6id. par hour. No objeclion to take the mansgeinent of hjusa
repairs.—Address, W. T. 225. Hill-street. Walworth.

TO MASONS, SCULPTORS. 4e.

A LONDON LETTER CUTTER requires
Jr\. occasional EMPLOY, in town or ountry.-Addie-s, BN-
OKAVER, 37, Exmouth-strect, Olerkenwell.

A N experienced Architectural Draughtsman,
well np in design, detail, and perspective, and who la also a

Land Sorveyor, desires an ENGAGEMENT, — Address, L. il. N.
2. Portlnnd-vlllas, Lillle-road, Walham-green, B.W.

TO JOHBINQ MASTERS AND OTHERS.Wanted, by a carpenter and
.^'‘XINO UPHOLSTERER, a RE-ENClAOEMENT. Can do

repatia in tbe following btauohes :—Builder*’ zinc working, gss-

TO PLUMBERS AND PAINTERS.
T\7'ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
y V TION as JOBBING PLDMBKR. PAINTER, and GLAZIER.

Willing to make bituself useful. Wages not so much an object aa a
peiiiianency. Good cliaraiiter if required. Town or country.-
AddrepB, El. C. 6, Giribaldi-terrace, Blue Anchor-road, Bermond-

INDIAN EXAMINATIO.VS.

A CIVIL ENGINEER and A.B.T.C.D.
AA- having Offices close to the Strand, PREPARES PUPILS for
the INDIAN EXAMINATIONS, and In all branches of theoretical
sud practical engineering, including fieldwork, drawing, u<e of the
liiBiniments, and the calcnlatiou of strains upon roof*, bridges, and
other Irou structures. — Address. A. K. 12, Bcaufori-baildlngB,
Strand, W.C.

TyANTED, by a good practical PLAS-
fo’ HxceM^ft^

SliUATION. Count.ynot objected

hXn(?OLK. Wootgreeu! ToUenh.vm.”®'
W.

TO BUU.DEES AND OTHERS.

WrANTED, to take PLASTERER’S
y T WORK, by a thoroughly practical Plaalerer of pushing

Dablts, or would Uke a Constant SITUATION. Town or country, or
wuuld go abroad. First-class references as to character and ahillly.—
Address, W. W. HORTON, 2, Wlndsor-place, Elssex-road, Islfngtou,

"XyANTED, by a thorough practical and

Pimu'eo s’w''^
conutry.-Ad^ ess, ALPH^ 78^ LUUngmnTtreet,

TO ARCHITETTS AND f-URVEYORS.

A JUNIOR ASSISTANT, who has served
XJL with a Surveyor, Is anxious for aRE-ENGAGBMEST. Neat
draughtsman, writes a good hand, and Is W.-II up lo Ihe usitd vffl;e
routiue. Moderate salary. Town or conutry, the Utloc prelecre-J.—
Address J. W. London-road, Kiugston-on-Thame!.

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a First-
y y class Graiuer and Matbler.—Address, A. J. 37, Great CoQece-

itreet, Oakley-sqnare, N.W.
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A Note frcm Northampton.

HE Vicar of Brix-

•worth, the Kev.

Charles Frederick

Watkins, is not

qaite satisfied with

the observations, in

a former part of

onr Note, on the

restoration of his

most interesting and

important chnrch.*

Mr. Watkins writes

to ns,— There has been no ‘ rebnilding of

arches,’ as you suppose; reparations only have

taken place, and either with remaining original

fragments, or the thin stone of the neighbonr-

hood, so as to maintain a clear distinction

between the old and new work. Neither were

there any ‘ cuhicula’ as yon report. Ton have

mistaken foot buttresses npon which the side

arches of the aisles rested, or locked into the

piers of the nave-aroade, for sectional divisions.”

And afterwards he says, “Not a brick or stone

of the Saxon work has been displaced. It has I

been a restoration in the true sense of the word,

as bringing ont. the original, as far as it exists,

to the eye of every beholder, and in a sound

condition.”

We really fonnd no fault with the restoration

;

bnt to say that “ not a brick or stone of the

Saxon work has been displaced,” is simple

nonsense, and is contradicted not alone by eye-

sight, bnt by the vicar’s own statement, that

original fragments or the thin stone of the

neighbourhood has been used in the new parts

so as to prevent them from being confounded

with the old. Mr. Watkins says he knew we

should fall into error, and warned ns we should,

if we attempted to give an account of Brixworth

Church from personal observation alone. The

fact is, we have fallen into no error at all. Mr.

Watkins is a little too dogmatical has it all

bis own way, probably, at Brixworth ;—bnt he

really has done so much good service that we

will not find fault with him. All that is known

of Brixworth is as clear before us as if wo had

had the thirty years of constant residence on the

spot of which he speaks. We are not writing a

history of Brixworth Church, or even giving an

account of it,—simply writing a note, which

has grown npon us, to show, amongst other

things, what a wonderfully interesting building

this is. As to the cabicula, we had before us a

plan published in the Journal of the British

Arcbseological Society ,t illustrating an interest-

ing paper on the church, by Mr. Edward Roberts,

wherein the cuhicula are shown, the writer

saying, — “ Recent excavations have shown

that these cubicula were five on each side,

exclusive of those on each side of the tower.”

We must leave the Association to defend its

own plan. Mr. Watkins mentions that he dis-

covered within the square tower (the lowest

story of which is possibly of the same date as the

nave) “ the bases of circular columns which

formed the propylenm to the Roman temple, or

• Bee pp. 637, 657, ante. t For December 31, 1863.
j

early Christian church.” He also discovered in

one of the piers a Roman eagle of the Assyrian

type built in “and evidently taken from an

earlier building.”

Putting aside the possibility of actual Roman

work, we have, at any rate, in Brixworth Church a

most interesting example of work in the Roman

manner carried on in Saxon times. We ought

to speak of the eastern apse, with its ambula-

tory, rebuilt on the wall of the crypt, it is

asserted, which has been left entire ;
but we may

not now give greater space to the subject.

It will bo remarked by any visitor to Brix-

worth who knows anything of the matter, that

the leading characteristics of the set of build-

ings we are contented to call Saxon are not

present,—“ long and short work,” as it is termed,

and long pilaster-like slips of stone connected

either by semicircular arches or corresponding

slips diagonally placed. In the tower of Earl s

Barton Church, to which, after returning to

Northampton, we now proceed, these are seen

in full force, as well as balnstre windows,

another characteristic feature. This tower termi-

nates at the present time with an embattled

parapet, comparatively modern. Originally it

was probably finished with a four-gabled roof,

like the tower of Sompting Church, Sussex.

We have before our eyes fine towns,—say in

the fourth century,—at Silchester, Wroxeter,

St. Alban’s, and numerous other places; we

know that the Britons were incited by Agricola

to erect halls, basilicas, and forums, and to

ornament them with porticoes : Tacitus says so

distinctly : we know that the Saxons built

thousands of churches and monasteries; and

yet some modem writers would almost have us

believe that all the buildings erected between

the time of, say, Silchester and the coming of

Norman William, have been clean swept away.

[

It has been urged often that the common use of

timber in building is indicated by the Saxon

verb getymhrian, to build, apparently formed from

the name of the material commonly used. But

if we learn from Bede that King Edwin, in the

year 626 ordered a church to be built of timber,

at York, for his own baptism, the same chro-

nicler tells us that the king afterwards directed

that it should be rebuilt of stone. The evidence

afforded by old writers, illuminations, and exist,

ing remains that both the Britons and the

Saxons erected stone buildings is not to be con-

troverted, and these were executed, as might be

expected, in the manner of the Romans, More

Bamano vel Romanonim. They built of timber

at times when it was more convenient, as we do

now, but stone and brick were mainly used.

Working on this getymhrian theory, the tower of

Earl’s Barton Church, and other towers wherein

the same sort of construction prevails, have been

pointed to as suggesting the execution of a car-

penter, or person accustomed to use timber,

rather than that of a stonemason. The disposi-
^

tion of the large thin stones is adduced as

resembling the framework or quartering of

common partition walls, or those of half-timber

houses where upright and diagonal pieces of

wood constitute a sort of framing, and in which

briok-nogging or lath-and-plaster is employed

to fill up the spaces.

Even Mr. Pergusson sees no reason to dissent

from this theory. “ The Saxon,” he says, “ in

its ornamentation showed a tendency to wooden

forma which we do not find in others. In Lycia,

in India, and Egypt, we are able to trace a

wooden architecture gradually developing itself

out of one of stone ;
but here we can almost

certainly detect a stone architecture becoming

wooden from the two materials being constantly

employed in juxtaposition, the meaner being

generally predominant.” This is plausible ;
and

is generally received : bnt is it true that this

mode of construction resulted from the oircum

stance that the builders, or rather designers, of

these churches had been used to deal only with

timber ? We think not, and never could think

so. The triangular-headed opening, the slender

pilasters of stone, the alternate use of long and

short blocks, with the interspaces filled with

rubble, small balustre-like columns, are all to be

found in works of the late periods of the Roman

empire. Sir Gardner Wilkinson, in a paper on

“ Long and Short Work,” read some years ago

at a meeting of a county Arobmologioal Society

(the too cautions honorary secretary of which re-

fused to allow it to be printed, at the author’s

request, in our pages, so that it might be

confined to their own Transactions and remain

unknown), took this same view, and pointed to a

number of instances he had met with, notably

during a tour through the Regency of Tunis in

1844. He there found whole towns, apparently

of the time of Justinian and the subsequent

' emperors, the houses of which were built in this

manner, whose walls consisted of upright shafts

of long and short blocks, with the intervals filled

up with small stones and mortar. The same

style of building is met with in other places, and

we have no doubt that this mode of construction

was borrowed from the Romans by Saxon

builders in this country. However, we must get

on to see a building of more recent date, first

adding that the Norman parts of Earl’s Barton

Church are interesting, and that the whole

structure is in a very bad condition.

Our ramble included the seat of the noble

family of the Douglas-Comptons, Castle Ashby,

which was bought by Henry YIII.’s Sir William

Compton, from the third earl of Kent. It may

be taken, always remembering that there are

special times when the owner allows the House

to be seen, in the same round with Earl’s Barton

Church.

There are many placesinEnglandcalled Ashby

;

the term (written in Domesday book, Ascebi)

is thought to be compounded of the Saxon for

an ash-tree, and bye, a dwelling ;
an addition

being made, as at Canons Ashby, Ashby Ledgers,

and so on, to distinguish one such locality from

another.

The House at Castle Ashby stands in the midst

of a finely wooded estate, with an artificial lake,

formed by “ Capability Brown.” The building

was commenced by Henry Lord Compton in the

fourteenth year of Queen Elizabeth’s reign, A.D.

1572, but was not finished till 1635, which date

will be found in one of the parapets. The

parapets, by the way, are formed of inscriptions,

or texts, as was not unusual in buildings erected

about this time.

Inigo Jones designed the part of the building

last erected, without any great addition to hia

reputation in consequence.

The staircase is quaint, but less grand than

some of a little more recent date. The carved

uprights are apparently interpolations. The

extent of the house is very considerable, the

rooms and galleries are varied in size and height.

Amongst the quite recent alterations, and, we

may say, improvements, is a large and lofty built-

up chimney-piece, of carved wood, in the draw-

ing-room, the greater part of which would seem

to have been obtained from abroad, and worked

into a whole on the spot.

Some one has said, and many feel, that a home

is no home unless it contain food and fire for the

mind as well as for the body. Bo those have

thought who, century after century, have gathered

together the collection of works that furnish

Castle Ashby. There is an admirable and

extensive library, and the walla show many

charming pictures.

The collection has this distinguishing feature,

and the owners of other historic houses, ancestral

homes, may usefully note it,—that the present

marquis has added a large number of specimens

of modern industrial art-work, both foreign and

English, maiolica ware, and so forth, which are

even now interesting, and a hundred years hence

will be invaluable.
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Two new locIge-entranceH are in conree of com-
pletion, one Gothic in style, by Mr. Street, the

other of the mixed character of the House, only
more so, by the architect of the NorthamiJton
town-hall. The upper part of the latter displays

a large amount of heraldry, showing the various

arms, crests, and mottoes belonging to the family,

such as a fired beacon on a monnt, inscribed Nisi

Dominus, for Compton; a boar sticking between
two clefts of an oak-tree, with a chain and look

holding them, and marked LocJcsicher, for

Douglas
5
a considerable sprinkling of helmets

;

and the great Coat and snpporters, with the

motto,

—

nc sccrcljc que ung.

The two elaborate sets of iron gates and terra

cotta piers, of one of which we gave a view in

our last year’s volume,* stand within the
grounds in front of the Mansion, and are to be
regarded, perhaps, as a triumphal way or
entrance of honour. Unless so considered, they
seem wanting in purpose, the more so as the
lofty and somewhat formidable-looking gates

and piers have on each side of them a quite low
railing over which entry would not be difficult.

Sir Digby Wyatt, under whose able direction Mr.
Blashfield produced these piers in terra cotta,

has also co-operated with that manufacturer in

forming a series of terraces, with parapets,

pedestals, bastions, and fountains of the same
material, a very extensive and important ex-

periment. The parapets following the character
of those on the House consist of letters forming
inscriptions. The work is sharp, and for the

most part seems to stand well. Here and there

every now and then a failure takes place, pro-

bably through insufficient burning, or some
accidental fault in the constitution of the mate-
rial

} but when time has found out such weak
spots as there may be, and these have been re-

instated, there seems little reason to doubt that
the whole will long endure.
The gardens, some time neglected, are being

brought into excellent condition. Wewould gladly
talk of the contents of some of the glass houses,

and the hundred or two varieties of roses outside,

but may not give the space the comments would
occupy. Some new houses have been built, and
are now occupied, the outside of which is to be
cased with terra-cotta, while, inside, the wooden
uprights between the lights are lined with
mosses, orchids, and other flowering plants, with
a charming effect resulting.

Some parts of the grounds are admirably laid

out, and show the hand of a master in the art.

There is something peculiarly pleasing in Eng-
lish landscape gardening. The wild charms and
waywardnesses which in other countries Nature
shows only when far away from the residence of
man are here brought to his very door, and
made to conduce to his moat cultivated home
delights.

We have made our Note from Northampton
somewhat longer than wo intended, and here it

must end, without half exhausting the subject.

THE MILITARY ARCHITECTURE OE THE
FUTURE.

The amount of money which it is proposed to

expend, within a short time, on various civil and
military works under the direction of the
Government, is so considerable as to give
occasion for very serious reflection. A daily
contemporary estimates the cost of six items,
of a civil description, at from 10,000,0001. to
12,000,0001. sterling, a sura whioli is probably
considerably within the mark. These are:—1.

The New Law Courts. 2. The New Public
Offices, three times the size of the block already
built. 3. The New National Gallery. 4. The New
Natural History Museum. 5. The remodelling of

the Admiraltyandadjacentbuildings. 6. Thecom-
pletion of Burlington House, of the Record Office

in Fetter-lane, and of the South Kensington
Museum. To these distinct items has to be
added an indefinite margin of approaches and
thoroughfares.

Concurrently with these metropolitan de-
mands on the service of the builder, we have to
consider the demands made on the public purse
for the completion of the national defences.
Portsmouth, Plymouth, Pembroke, Chatham,
Sheerness, each and all have to be considered.
With the increase in range of ordnance, the cost
of structural defence increases in almost equal
ratio j nor does it seem as if the sense of security

* Vol. ixvi., pp, 44, 45.

was to be purchased at a lower price than that
which is demanded for the governmental, artistic,

and educational requirements of the metropolis.
The provision for the poor,—casual, criminal,
diseased, and lunatic,—again threatens to swell
an expenditure, local and national, to a sum
bearing an appreciable relation to the National
Debt. And if we may hope to be so happy as
to write off the amounts thus claimed from the
results of an increasing and elastic revenue, still

the total, representing so much taxation which
might otherwise have been remitted, will be the
equivalent of a national outlay of some three-
quarters of a million sterling per annum for

ever.

In the face of so largo an outlay it becomes
more important to consider the fact that we are
on the threshold of a great revolution in mili-

tary architecture. We are preparing, as we
propose to show, a system of defence that will

go far to obviate the necessity of very much of

the costly structure of fortifications. Knowing,
as we do, what great changes have occurred in

this respect, both before and since the time of

Vauban, we think it only ordinary discretion to

arrest the progress of expensive forts, at least

until we see with more certitude what will be
the result of the utilisation of the process of
recoil in placing artillery in position, and in

withdrawing it from exposure except at the
actual moment of firing. Let us glance, for a
moment, at some of the great secular changes
which mark, or rather which constitute, the
history of architecture.

Architecture, historically regarded, has been
chiefly indebted for its progress to the impulse
given by three patrons, or rather orders of
patrons—the soldier, the priest, and the king.
It is true that these distinct functions have been
not unfrequently exercised by the same indi-

viduals. The great pilers up of fortifications

have often been warlike sovereigns. The most
perfect temples of pre-Grecian times were also

royal mansions. Temples, as well as palaces,

have been turned into strongholds, or even
originally constructed with a view to military
defence. But by whatever bauds, or under
whatever political conditions, these several

orders of structure have been raised, they yet
assert their distinct individuality. When we
ascend above those bumble efforts of the builders’

art which merely aim at the provision of a
shelter for the family, it is long before we
find any trace of what we now call public
buildings. Halls for popular assembly,
debating - rooms, musio-hallB, mechanics’ insti-

tutes, are creations of the present day. Theatres
are some two thousand years older, but still do
not date from an antiquity more remote than
that which is commemorated by Horace

;
when

rude carts served at once to convey the actors

and their very slender “ properties,” and to form
tbo stage : this locomotive theatre being, itself,

an advance on the original trestles, mounted by
the lee-stained actors. Amphitheatres, if built

for the people, were yet the works of monarchs,
or of those wealthy and powerful Roman
senators, triumvirs, imporators, or incipient

tyrants of whatever name, who ranked above
barbaric kings. In a word, public buildings can-

not be regarded as more ancient than the

“publio” itsiir. And the antiquity of our
present idea of “ the people” can hardly be
pushed back to a more early origin than the
literature which preceded the great French
Revolution.

Apart, then, from that class of buildings
which is daily assuming more importance in the
present day, but which is, in its origin no less

than in its adoption, essentially modern,
the chief architectural works of the world have
been either military fortifications and citadels

;

religious temples, tombs, and monuments
;

or
royal palaces and seignoral chateaux. With the
advance, or at all events with the transforma-
tion, of humau civilisation, the change of man-
raers and of creed has been faithfully reflected

by those architectural mirrors. The general
tone of social life may be gathered from an in-

vestigation of the work of the architect. At
times, indeed, the result of his labours is so
difierenb from that which is sought by his

successor at the present day, that we are yet
in doubt as to the veritable purport of some of

the most enormous, as well as the most ancient,

buildings in the world.

The climate and the sands of Egypt have pre-

served structures reared four or five thousand
years ago from the decay which, iu other and
less favourable circumstances, would have led to

total destruction in less than a tenth of the time.

The earthquakes which so frequently shatter the
northern shores of the Mediterranean, and the
rapid and luxuriant vegetation of Central
America, are agencies which, had they prevailed

in Egypt, would have left little or nothing extant
that was reared before the days of the Ptolemies,
if even the pseudo-Egyptian works of that last

of thirty-three dynasties had lasted to our day.
Year by year the sands yield to those who attack

them their long-buried records, preserved fresh

and uncorrnpted under their friendly veil ; and
long.forgotten history promises to assnme not

only a definite, but an unquestionable, shape.

But with all our knowledge of the kings and
of the temples of Egypt, the Pyramids still

remain almost as mysterious an enigma as the

Sphynx herself. They seem to mock human
curiosity. They partake of the nature of unful-

filled prophecy, insomuch that they seem to

afflict with madness, or at least with monomania,
those who devote themselves to their study. No
doubt can be entertained by any candid student
of their monumental, sepulchral, character.

That their builders had attained a not contemp.
tible knowledge of the rudiments of astronomy,
as well as of those of geometry, and a consider-

able skill in the builder’s art, is undeniable
j
but

the enormous disproportion between the solid

and the hollow contents of their vast etrncturea

is altogether anomalous in the history of arohi-

teoture. The existence of the small internal

chambers and of the inclined and portcullissed

passages, as the only perforations left in these

stupendous artificial mountains, is an arrange-

ment so entirely unparalleled as to be barely

intelligible. The preservation of the royal

mummy, during a lapse of time equal to that

of the great year mentioned by Plato, in a
structure that should defy alike elemental and
political change, is the only practical aim that

we can now attribute to these great monuments
of unstinted human labour. The point moat
interesting to the philosophic inquirer of the

present day is, the extreme antiquity of the

evidence afforded by the pyramids and sepulchres

of Egypt as to the doctrine of the immortality

of the soul, and of its return to its former body

—

the earliest known idea of the resurrection. It

should be noted that, with all the toil and skill

that was expended to make both the sepulchres

and sarcophagi secure, there appear to be com-
bined arrangements such as would admit of their

being opened, without violence, when the time

which their preservation contemplated should

arrive.

With this evidence of the early existence of a
doctrine which has never ceased to exert a
mighty social influence, is mingled the trace of

another portion of the ancient creed of mankind,
which is very contrary to most modern schools

of thought. The divine character of the

monarch was a distinct dogma of ancient

sovereignties. As the cuneiform inscriptions of

either the Persian, the Medio, or the Assyrian

kings, ntter their long-silenced messages, they

all tell us the same tale. InNemroud, as well as

in Diospolis and in Memphis, the temple and the

palace constituted one building. The living

king dwelt among the shadows of his departed

ancestors, those tutelary guardiaus of the land

and of the race, of whom he was only the terres*

trial representative,—the link between the gods

of the past and the fathers of the future. In

these ancient structures, the architect, in toiling

for the king, toiled also for the priest
;
and in

proportion to the awe which attended the regal

dignity, and the sacerdotal function, the strict

requisites of military defence dwindle and dis-

appear.

Defence, however, was the aim of the moat
ancient structures. To all that is Egyptian, it

seems probable that we shall, by and by, be

able to attach definite and positive date, although

the chronology which is being slowly unveiled

reaches back to a period which many persons

are utterly unprepared to accept. But no date

has as yet been assigned to the early Cyclopean

structures. From the absence of evidence of the

tool of the mason, in the ruder forms of

Cyclopean masonry, we have reason to attribute

them to a period antecedent to the use of iron or

of bronze implements, and we are thus carried

back to an era far antecedent to that of the

fine granite-masons of the Pyramids. As yet,

therefore, the soldier is the oldest builder who
has left his architectural traces on earth.

The architectural history of the religious and

the political state of maukind, as evinced by the
remains of the structures reared by the king and
by the priest, present, in one respect, a remark-

,
able contrast to the military history delineated
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by the buildings of the soldier. The reason may
probably be found in the intensely practical

character of the art of war. The soldier deals

with facts,—he grapples with actual resistance,

whether that of the human arm alone, or that

of the human arm aided by structural defences.

He does not seek merely to awe the mind, or to

symbolise or shadow forth irresistible power : he

displays all the power which he is able to com-

mand. Therefore his architecture follows hard

upon the progress of science,—he cannot afford

to be conservative, in the sense of abhorring

innovation. Surprise is his most irresistible

weapon. The commander who makes it a rule

stare super antiquas vias, is apt to be convinced

of his mistake by rude and summary lessons. If

he is not awake to what is going on in the world

he is liable to be roughly awakened. For these

reasons military architecture is, for the most

part, a faithful expression of the most advanced

scientific knowledge of the date which it fears,

and accordingly the remains of ancient fortifica-

tions show a steady and uninterrupted advance

in the practice of the art of war.

With religious and palatial structures an oppo-

site law prevails. Without saying that the

functions of the priest are less important, in a

social sense, than those of the soldier, it is yet

evident that they contemplate an entirely dif-

ferent order of ideas. The object of the priest

is the moral government of mankind. That

which he seeks to affect is the imagination. Not
that he less demands the service of the whole

man than does the soldier. On the contrary, he

demands more. He requires not only obedience

but assent. He strives to found his dominion

on a deeper and more imperishable basis than

that of military discipline. He would make the

soldier himself his minister, servant, and execu-

tioner.

The aim, therefore, of temple architecture, has

been to impress the imagination : while the

soldier sought that which was strong, the priest

sought that which was sublime. But in this

effort to subjugate the imagination, two elements

came into play; and it is the alternating force

withwhich one orotherof these two distinct orders

of ideas have from time to time been developed,

tbat has stamped sacerdotal and ecclesiastical

architecture with such varying and contrasted

features. The contrast is a mark of race, no less

than of time. Although the two ideas to which

wo refer are presented to our minds as instances

of the sharpest contrast, it is yet easy to trace

them to the same origin. The main subject of

sacerdotal dogma has been invisible power.

The object of sacerdotal architecture has been

to impress upon the mind the actual reality, and
the sensible proximity, of the source of this

invisible power. This effort has been made in

two opposite directions.

The Teutonic tribes of the time of Tacitus,

the builders of the earlier pyramids, and the

masons of the stone circles of the prehistoric

times, appear to have all regarded the invi-

sible with that genuine awe which precluded

any attempt at its representation. They were

not iconoclasts, because they had not yet de-

graded the object of their worship by icono-

graphy, The forests were their most sacred

temples, and the vast, solemn, heaven-pointing,

durable structures which they raised were but

artificial sacred groves.

Symbolism, however, is a mental action of

spontaneous growth. In childhood it is the

natural language of the mind. In the infancy

of creeds or of natures it is no less simple and
self-sprung. The most awful mystery may be

denoted, and very naturally comes to be denoted,

by a symbol. The veneration which it is sought

thus more persistently to impress on the mind,

tends unavoidably in the coarse of time to

clothe the symbol itself with a portion of its

sanctity. Thus symbols grew into idols. They
did so in Egypt five thousand years ago. They
do 80 in London to-day.

In the relics of ecclesiastical architecture

we can trace the introduction and the growth of

symbolism, until it assumes the forms of the

grossest and most incredible idolatry. The ex-

treme of splendour, combined, for the most part,

with a very debased taste, marks this culmina-

tion of the effort to represent the invisible.

Then comes a period of conquest or of reaction.

Cambyses, or Constantine, or Omar, or Luther,

strikes at the stone which had become deified.

The temples are decreased
;
the basilica replaces

the Naos, again, it may be, in its turn to become
adorned with images of celestial protectors;

or to witness, as in the church of Santa Chiara,

and in the ohapel of Saint Januarius, at Naples,

the paltry simulation of those rites which once

were as real as they were universal.

While ecclesiastical structure has thus re-

flected the course of struggle between tyro

opposite tendencies, military building has main-

tained a steady course, and has thus presented a

truthful mirror of the science of the day. The

state of the art of offence is faithfully recorded

by the character of contemporary fortifications.

When the battering-ram had been so far im-

proved as to form an engine that would over-

throw walls formerly impregnable, great builders,

such as the magnificent Herod, erected

towers with solid, megalithic bases, against

which the ram would dash itself to pieces with

no more effect than that produced by the waves

on the promontory of Misenum. As the feathered

artillery of the archer became more precise and

deadly, walls and towers were crenellated and

loop-holed for the service and the defence of the

bowmen. Solid square towers (as in the fortifi-

cations of Sorrento) projected from the curtain

ofalofty wall at such distances from one another

as to allow ofthe sweeping of thewall by the flight

of the shafts. As explosive artillery gradually

crept into use, this method of defence became

antiquated, because cannon-balls fired along such

a curtain would batter the opposite tower. Then

came Yauban, to remodel the art of defence.

The next great step was that of the increased

range and precision of the artillery of our day.

With every fresh increase of this power some

ancient virgin fortress lost its proud distinction.

Hills, once too distant to be regarded as military

points, were found to dominate spots long con-

sidered impregnable, as at Gaeta. The intro-

duction of heavy floating batteries has changed

the value of maritime defences, and has led

military men to reconsider the value of such

stations as Gibraltar and Dover. Gaeta, indeed,

though attacked from one commanding point by

the Cavalli gun8,yielded to a sea attack. With the

increased efficiency both of direct and of vertical

fire, the lofcy walls of ancient fortresses became

but BO many targets. Casemates sank in live rock,

trenches, batteries d Jlacr d’eau, kapenie-r de-

fences, and iron or steel shields, are the chief

features of modern fortification.

Military architecture, then, having descended

from the heights on which it was wont to isolate

itself in feudal times, having dismantled the

towers of such strongholds as Rochester Castle,

or the Papal Palace at Avignon, the walls of

Amiens, or even the lines of Chatham, has

arrived at a point at which it seems about to

obliterate itself altogether. Sank fences and

earthen banks can hardly be termed portions of

military architecture, but they are becoming daily

more essential characteristics of fortification.

And the greatest step which has been taken in

the art of war since the invention of gunpowder,

—the utilisation of the recoil for the purpose of

raising or depressing a gun, so that, after firing,

it m.ay sink into convenient obscurity, and pre-

sent no mark for hostile aim,—is almost certain

to render military architecture, strictly so called,

a thing of the past.

It is worthy of attentive remark that, while

the great perfection to which the artillery of the

day has been brought has stimulated our engi-

neers to attempt the defence of their costly and

ponderous engines, first, by shields of iron and

of steel (whether in land or in sea batteries),

and then by concealing their position until the

very moment of their discharge, the defence has

become submarine as well as subterranean.

Long lines of ditch, with a strongly-laid and

well-protected railway at the bottom, for the

traverse of the Mouorief Gun carriage, will

replace curtain walls in the fortifications of the

future. Simultaneously with the inauguration

of this revolution in the art of the military

builder, the chemist assures us that he has per-

fected the torpedo, on which we may thus rely

for the defence of our ports and harbours.

These submarine infernal machines were had

recourse to by the Russians for the defence of

Sebastopol. The arrangements then made proved

to be imperfect and unsuccessful. In 1859, and

again in 18G6, the Austrians adopted the same

method for the protection of Venice. Their

engineering was not, however, subjected to the

test ofactual attack. The War Department of this

country has directed the attention of its able

chemist—we disclaim any play on the word—Mr.

Abel, to the subject, and his researches have Ken
attended with eminent success. He is now in a

position to construct, and to lay, a nest of tor-

pedoes, connected with a submarine wire, by

means of which they can be rendered sensitive

or not at will. Thus our own vessels might pass

over them in safety, while, if it seemed ad-

visable for our fleet to withdraw, and to leave

the coast apparently clear, the slightest graze of

a hostile keel would cause an explosion that

would blow out the bottom of the intruder.

The engineer and the chemist are thus re-

moving the art of fortification from the province

of the architect. We seem to witness the proxi-

mate close of a long and moat instructive chap-

ter in human history, a chapter every section of

which will repay the careful perusal of the

student. Palatial architecture is undergoing a

change, ecoelsiastical architecture is ramifying

into branches as various as the divisions of sect

and of school, but the great historic series of the

building works of the soldier, regarded as

picturesque elements of landscape, appears to be

approaching its term.

THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON WATER
SUPPLY.

ON THE PRACTICABILITY OF OBTAINING LARGE

SUPPLIES OF WATER FROM THE MOUNTAINOUS

DISTRICTS OF ENGLAND AND WALES.

Five engineering projects having this object

in view, have been laid before the Cemmissioners.

Four of these plans have for their object the

supply of the metropolis.

They are proposed by the following engi-

neers :

—

1st. Mr. John Frederic Bateman, F.R.S.

2ad. Messrs. Hemans and Hassard.

3rd. Mr. Hamilton Fulton.

4th. Mr. George Remington.

Mr. Bateman urges that the supply of water

to London should be sought where it is purest,

softest, and most abundant, and recommends

mountains of hard and impermeable rocks where

there is little laud cultivation or manufactuting

operations, and where reservoirs for storage

could be easily provided at a sufficient elevation

to give a supply of water to the greater part of

Loudon without pumping. He considers the

nearest high land fulfilling these requirements is

to be found in Wales, and has selected the dis-

trict supplying the head of the river Severn.

The artificial conduit to bring the water to

London would pass near the towns of Stour-

bridge, Brorasgrove, Henley-in-Arden, Warwick,

Banbury, Buckingham, Aylesbury, Tring, Berk-

hampstead, and Watford, and would end in a

reservoir on the high land near Scanmore, ten

miles north-west of London, capable of containing

twenty days’ supply at the present rate of con-

sumption. 230 million gallons a day is the

quantity proposed to be brought to London.

The length of the conduit would be a little more

than 180 miles. It would be chiefly an open

channel, lined with masonry, but would be

tunnelled where necessary through the hills, and

formed by syphon pipes across the deep valleys.

It would have a fall of about afoot in a mile, and

would deliver the water at Stanmore at a height

of 270 fc. above the mean sea level.

Mr. Bateman would make use of the present

means of distribution, revising them, and

adapting them to the constant supply system.

The aqoednct would pass within ten miles of

the centre of the populous manufacturing dis-

trict of Birmingham, Wolverhampton, Dudley,

and Walsall, and these places might be supplied

on the way, for they are the most difficult towns

to supply with water of any in England.

Mr. Bateman proposes to appropriate 204

square miles of drainage area. The rainfall has

not been registered in the district, but Mr. Bate-

man assumes it to resemble that of other districts

of similar conformation where the rainfall has

been registered, and thinks it ought to be as

great as the Highlands of Scotland, and of the

Lake districts. In this way it is estimated that

the average rainfall is 75 in. per annum; but

as it does not do to lay out waterworks on the

average, he takes two or three of the driest con-

secutive years, and puts down 60 in. as the fall

to be reckoned upon. The loss by evaporation

and absorption in such districts has been found

to vary from 9 in. to 16 in. per annum, and 12 m.

are taken as a safe estimate for this district,

leaving 48 in. available, bub for greater security

Mr. Bateman again diminishes this to 36 in., and

bases bis calculations on that.

Compensatioi) is the next question, not, in

this case, to mills, as is usual in the manufac-

turing districts of Yorkshire and Lancashire,

but to rivers, in dry weather
;
for in dry weather

probably all the water would be impounded in

the reservoirs, and leave the rivers dry, except

for this compensation. To compensate mills,
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one-third of the Available supply is usually given
out j but merely for rivers having no mills

requiring power, one-fourth is thought to bo
sufficient.

The Royal Commieeioners examined Mr.
Eawksloy on this question of quantity, and he
considers that the average rainfall would not
exceed 45 in., but ho says it is known to be im-
possible by any system of reservoirs that can be
constructed to deal with more than the average
of three consecutive years of minimum fall. The
minimum year has about one-third lees than the
general average, and in the three consecutive
driest years the average fall is one-sixth less.

Therefore 45 in., less one-sixth, leaves 37i in.

as the quantity due to the three minimum years.

Mr. Hawksley also, besides reducing Mr. Bate-
man’s quantity, increases the estimated loss by
evaporation and absorption, which he puts at

13^ in., leaving but 2i in. available instead of
36 in., as estimated by Mr. Bateman.

Mr. G. J. Symons, author of a work entitled
“ British Rainfall,” has very good means of
judging correctly on this question

j
and he tells

the Commissioners that the mean fall in three
successive dry years would probably be 44 in.

or 45 in.

The Commissioners consider the storage pro-
posed by Mr. Bateman a matter of great im-
portance. There being no natural lakes, it is

proposed to make reservoirs of a total capacity
of 6,709 millions of cubic feet, which would pro-
vide from 120 to 140 days’ supply. Here again
Mr. Hawksley differs from Mr. Bateman, and
considers that 170 days’ supply should be pro-
vided for the three driest years.

As to the quality of the water, the Commis-
sioners made an independent investigation, and
intrusted the selection of the sites where samples
were taken, so as to afford a fair average of the
whole, to Mr. W. Pole, F.R.S. Fourteen samples
were submitted to Dr. Franklaud, F.R.S.

,
and

Dr. Odling, F.R.S. The ground selected by
Mr. Bateman consists chiefly of the slates of the
Silurian series of rocks, and its features are
favourable to the purity of water flowing from
it. The analysis of these waters bears out the
favourable opinion that might be formed of them
from the nature of the ground, and shows that
there are only about 2:1^ to 4^ grains of solid

matter in the gallon, and their hardness, by
Dr. Clark’s test, is only from 1 to 2 degrees.
The organic matter is also small. Of five prin-
cipal objections raised to this water there are
but two that seem to be well founded,—the one
that considerable tracts of peat exist within the
gathering-ground, which give colour to the
water, and that this colour would hardly be
removed before it reached London, and if so it

would not give satisfaction to the people.

Mr. Hawksley says “it would not be tolerated.”

Water that comes from high lands is usually

coloured by peat; but in manufacturing towns
this is tolerated for the sake of its softness,

which is so necessary for mannraoturing purposes;
while in London, “ the white water,” says Mr.
Hawksley, would be much preferred. It appears
to be admitted that the exposure of peaty water
to the atmosphere in large reservoirs tends to

clear it of colour. Filtration through sand in

the ordinary way will not remove the colour.

Dr. Angus Smith and Dr. Miller say that peaty
water would not be injurious to health, and the
chief objections to it are its bitter taste and its

appearance. The other objection is, that the
water, being soft, will act freely upon lead, and,
while the doctors differ in their opinions on this

subject, the Commissioners say that the evidence
does not show that any injurious effects in this

respect have resulted from the use of soft water
in Whitehaven or Manchester and other towns.
Mr. Bateman proposes to make the outlay

gradual by dividing the full quantity of 230
million gallons a day into four stages, viz. :

—

Ist. 130 million gallons, to coat £8,685,006
2nd. 170 „ „ to cost 10,571,615
3rd. 200 „ „ to cost 10,822,474
4th, 230 „ „ to cost 11,400,023

These sums do not include the purchase of
existing works or interests. On the other hand,
certain property of the companies, to the amount
of 1,000,0001., might be sold when the gravita-
tion system has been adopted, and Mr. Bateman
states that each of the above sums ought to be
reduced by that amount.
However large this outlay may seem, it is not

more in proportion to population than has been
incurred in Glasgow, Manchester, Liverpool, and
other places, and is far below the cost incurred
in many other places.

Mr. Bateman proposes to levy rates in the

metropolis, on account of the water supply, in

the same manner as is done in the three towns
named— first, a public rate, levied iu conse-
quence of the protection against fire which a
constant supply and high pressure necessarily

confer, and in consideration, also, of the great
advantage which all property is supposed to

derive from a full supply of water
;
and, secondly,

a domestic rate, iu respect of the water sup-
plied for domestic purposes. The rates so levied

are

—

Public Rate. Domestic Rate.
Iu Glasgow Id Is.

In Mauchester 3d 9d,
In Liverpool 6d 41d,

To carry out this financial plan, the water
supply would require to be vested in a public
body, with power to levy rates and purchase the
interests of the several existing companies, and
to introduce the new supply.
The Commissioners’ “ remarks on Mr. Bate-

man’s plan” recognise it to be practicable in an
engineering point of view, but doubt the suffi-

ciency of the estimates, without, however, giving
any reasons for that, beyond a vague surmise
that the works would be subject to contingencies,
and that it is impossible to arrive at any reliable

estimate of the cost, without detailed surveys
and sections, which they think would probably
cost 10,0001., and imply by that, apparently, that
therefore Mr. Bateman could not have been ex-

pected to furnish a reliable estimate. But de-

tailed surveys are never made in similar cases,

and one would have thought Mr. Bateman’s re-

putation sufficient to warrant the Commissioners
in relying on whatever estimate be might give,

unices they had made a detailed estimate of
their own, which they do not say they have done,
nor is it likely that they have.

The Commissioners agree that a taint of colour
derived from peat would not be acceptable to the
inhabitants of London. They also think the
action of soft water on load a serious objection

to it.

They anticipate a “ powerful and determined
opposition ” to this scheme, if brought before
Parliament, on the part of the interests con-
nected with the River Severn.
They object to London being dependent on

one supply of water, which might be easily

stopped by any one of several causes, such as
" wilfnl damage, frost, or the failure of any work
along the line.” Mr. Bateman admits these ob-

jections, bnt defends the plan against the first by
showing that he has provided three weeks’
storage within 10 miles of London to cover any
interruption from accident or repair. He admits
that as against hostile occupation no provision
could be made to prevent the water being cut
off, but considers the contiugency so remote as
not to weigh against the advantages of the plan.

Mr. Bateman does not make so good a defence
against the second objection, that of frost, for

there is no analogy between this proposed aque-
dnot and that of Glasgow, which is nearly all in

tunnel, and therefore well protected from the
onter atmosphere. " In a river like the Thames
the temperature in winter is kept up by the

springs which feed it, an advantage an aqueduct
does not possess.” We shall return to the Re-
port.

SUBTERRANEAN ROME.*

Taking up agaiu Messrs. Northoote and
Brownlow’s book, we would mention the care

with which the rude scribblings, or gra^ti,

of anoient visitors are now scanned. De
Rossi calls them “ the faithful echo of history

and infallible guides through the labyrinth

of subterranean galleries.” Sometimes the
writing is a mere name, with or without a
title ; others are exclamations connected with
distant or departed friends

;
and others are

invocations addressed to the martyrs upon whose
tombs they are inscribed. The names are of
two kinds, the moat convenient parts of the walls
being scribbled over with such classical ap-
pellations as Rufina, Felix, Polyneices, Leo;
and those higher up with more Medieeval
designations, such as Ildebrand, Bonizo, Joannes
Presb., Ac. The ejaculations correspond with the
simplicity of the earliest epitaphs. Theyrepeat
“ VIVAS, VIVAS IN DEO CRISTO, VIVAS
IN ETERNO,” and similar aspirations, over and
over again. This custom is referred to one
among the heathens that prompted them to

write the names of those they loved on sacred
places they visited, in the hope they might then

• See p. 564, ante.

partake of any benefit to be derived from the
attention. An inscription in the island of
Pbyle, Egypt, is quoted as an illustration, where
Serapion, son of Aristomaohus, wrote, “ Having
come to the great Isis, Goddess of Pbyle, he
makes a remembrance there of his parents, for

their good.” One Christian pilgrim can be
traced, from sanctuary to sanctuary, by this

means. On the vestibule of the principal

sanctuary he wrote, what was evidently the wish
nearest to his heart, which we translate,
“ Sofronia, mayest thou live with thine own ;

”

and when he approached the entrance he wrote
and prayed, “ Sofronia, mayest thou live in the

Lord; ” again, when he came to an altar tomb
in another chapel, he scratched, “ Sweet
Sofronia, thou sbalt ever live in God

;

” and
before he left he added, “ Sofronia, thou sbalt

live.” Other graJfUi, calling npon the martyrs,

take the following forms among others. “ Holy
souls, have in remembrance Marcianus Succes-
BUS SeveruB, and all our brethren. Holy souls,

ask that Verecundus and hia friends may have a
prosperous voyage. Ask for rest, both for my
parent and his brethren; may they live with
Good. Holy Sixtus, have ye iu remembrance in

your prayers Auretius Repentinns. Have ye in

remembrance Dionysius.” We have selected

these as extremely"ancient examples. Sometimes
they are cut off in the middle of a sentence by
some alteration or renovation that has been
made since they were written. As such works
were executed chiefly by St. Fabian about the

year 245, or by St. Damascus in 370, we get a
tolerably pi-ecise clue to their date. One of

them, De Rossi states, must have been written

whilst the plaster was wet. This is an apo-

strophe to Pontianns, who was probably an
exiled pope of that name, brought home after

his death in Sardinia, and buried here by St.

Fabian.
Of the paintings in the catacombs, De Rossi

ascribes two to the first century. These are the

Virgin and Child, with the prophet Isaias in the

catacomb of Sta. Priscilla; and the free and
flowing vine covering the roof of the entrance to

St. Domitilla. The decoration of the roof of

the Chapel of St. Januarios, in the catacomb of

St. Praetextatus, with the paintings of the fish

carrying a basket, and the lambs on either side

of a railk-paii on an altar, on the walls of a
cuhiculum in the crypt of St. Lucina he ascribes

to the second
;
while the great bulk of the Bib-

lical paintings he considers the work of the third

century. He divides the paintings, generally,

into six classes, those that are symbolical being
the earliest and largest; the next, allegorical;

the third, Biblical, depicting histories from both
the Old and New Testaments; the fourth, pic-

tures of our Lord, the Virgin,' and the saints;

the fifth, scenes from the lives of these latter, or

from the history of the church
;
and scenes from

the Liturgy being the sixth. There does not ap-

pear to be any addition to the known circle of

symbols recently discovered, but the instances

in which they are associated with one another,

interchangeably, and sometimes with the names
of the deceased on whose gravestones they
occur, make the array large. One gravestone is

illustrated, which the fossor inserted in the wall

with the name upside down, but upon which the

artist sculptured his dove correctly, showing it

must have been executed after the stone was
fixed in its place. The subjects of the Biblical

paintings are limited in number, and are also

treated in a symbolical manner. We have Noah
in the ark, typical of baptism,—the ark a small

box, with a man in it, and sometimes a woman,
as in the instance in which a dead person’s

name is painted on it, Juliana ;
Jonas and the

fish, a type of the resurrection,—the fish being a

large-headed dragon with a long neck, perhaps,

it is supposed to keep the representation distinct

from the fish, which was so often employed as a
symbol of the Saviour; Daniel in the lions’ den,

intended either to encourage the persecuted, or

as an emblem of the resurrection, and used for

both purposes by the Fathers
;
upwards of

twenty examples of the adoration of the Magi

;

Moses striking the rock, whence issued the

living water, which was Christ
;
and the resur-

rection of Lazarus, or the Victory over Death

;

and Moses taking off his shoes as be approaches
the burning bush, typical of the renunoiation of

the world, the flesh, and the devil. This limited

range of snbjeots occurs over and over again, as

though they were current illustrations of the

thought of those old times. No real portraits of

Christ or of the Virgin have been found, though

it is shown that there is always an adherence to

certain leading characteristics in the faces of
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SS. Peter and Faal in the glasses found in the

catacombs, as though From an attempt to main-
tain a likeness. There are representations of

Christ, hovyever, one of which is quoted by
Xngler as the oldest portrait in existence, and,

in consequence, is eagerly inquired for by visitors

to the catacombs. This is a head and bust in a
medallion, occupying the centre of the roof in a
cubiculum in the cemetery of Saints Nereus
a.nd Achilles. Its claim to the highest antiquity

is not allowed by all. The liturgical paintings

are very rare—quite, in fact, exceptional
;
they

are found in the cubicula near the Papal crypt
wo have mentioned, and belong to the end of the
second century. They are all illustrated in

colours in the volume under consideration.

Baptism and the Consecration of the Holy
Eucharist are the subjects of representat'on,

—

the first mixed up with Biblical stories and alle-

gories, and the second still farther veiled and
complicated by the sign of the fish, and both
associated with full-length figures of fossors

about to hew with their pickaxes fragments of

rock. A man fishing, another baptizing a youth
in the same water, and a paralytic carrying
away bis bed, are painted on one wall. On that
which faces the doorway is a three-legged table

with bread and fish upon it, with a woman on
one side of it and a man on the other. The first

is standing with arms thrown up and bands
extended, which is called an attitude of prayer ;

and the second, partially draped only in the
pallium, extends both hands towards the table,

which he actually touches with his right. This
attitnde has been interpreted by some to indicate

the act of consecration. Again, seven men sit

at a table with two dishes of fish before them,
and eight baskets of loaves upon the fioor ; and
close to them Abraham is preparing to offer up
his son. These last three * scenes, whioh are
painted side by side between two graves, have
the figure of a bare-headed, bare-legged fossor

on either side of them. The same series of

subjects is introduced, slightly varied in details,

in the other cubicula in the neighbourhood of

the Papal crypt, which persistence again suggests
some familiar homily or teaching. The authors
<^aote Tertullian’s explanation of their meaning
as auffioieut for their complete interpretation.

We must give a slight indication of the con-
tents of the chapter upon the gilded glasses

fonnd in the catacombs ; for at the present time
there are some examples of them on loan in the
South Kensington Mnseum, which, if examined
by the light of this clever compression of the
labours of De Boss!, will give our readers some
very precise information. There are about
thirty specimens also in the British Museum,
and a few others in the mnseuma of Paris,

Florence, and Naples; but the largest col-

lection is in the Vatican Library. Mr. Wilshere,
the owner of the specimens at South Kensing-
ton, possesses about twenty. In all not more
than 340 examples are known

j
and De Bosai’s

twenty-three years of labour in the catacombs
have only yielded two fragments. In 1864 a
fragment of a gilded glass-plate was fonnd at

Dologne, and in 1866 another fragment was dis-

covered in a stone-chest in an excavation near
the church of St. Ursula, in the same place;

with these exceptions they have been so in-

variably associations only with the remains of
the primitive Christiana of Borne, that archmo-
legists have supposed the manufacture of them

> was confined to those people. They are, we
1 need scarcely add, generally the bottoms of

( drinking-cups, with designs executed iu gold-

1 leaf between two surfaces of glass, so arranged
' that the figures and letters were seen from the

t inside. The cops of which they were the base

H • were stuck in the cement round newly-made

jj ,
graves before it hardened

; but as they were

(|
thinner than the double glass enclosing the gold-

* . leaf and more exposed, they have in nearly

^ < «very instance got destroyed ; and sometimes in

>1 I detaching the bases from the cement these have
h

I also perished. Boldetti records having found
li 1 three glasses entire, and Bosio found about half
J

I a dozen perfect examples
;
the rest appear to

,

II ] 'have been fragments when first found. A clue
0 1 to another cause of their destruction has been

S

I found in the fact that some portions of the gold-

1 leaf between the coatings of some fragments
i recently found have been scraped away by some

^ i iustrument
;
and as, according to Martial, there

I

T were dealers in broken glass in Trastevere, it is

t thought likely the glassesmay have been destroyed
fi for the sake of the gold and their value. The
s eubjeots depicted upon them are more numerous
i. than those painted on the walls of the catacombs

;

a and are minutely described by the authors of the

work we are now recommending to our readers.

One of those iu the possession of Mr. Wilahera

has the Apostles Peter and Paul in the centre,

with six compartments ronnd them, each having
a distinct sabjeot. Another, belonging to the

same gentleman, has Christ with the rod of

power, changing water into wine ; and, again,

enabling the paralytic to carry his bed, and also

protecting the “three children” in the fiery

furnace ; as well as Tobias with the monster
fish. Our Lord is frequently represented as the

Good Shepherd upon them. The Virgin also

occurs vary frequently, and in various combina-
tions. There are inscriptions upon them, too,

such as “ Joyfully mayat thou live with all thine

;

happy mayst thou live for ever in the peace of

God.” Eighty of the known examples have
figures of Saints Peter and Paul upon them

;
and

some of these have inscriptions which are of a
convivial character, as though they were intended

for nse at feasts, or especially at the feasts of

those Apostles. The examples of these quoted

are, when translated, as follows;—“ A mark of

friendship, drink, and [long] life to thee, with

all thine. Mayest thou live [long]. A mark of

friendship, drink, and [long] life to thee, with all

thine, drink [or, live], and propose a toast.

Mayest thou live happily with thine own. Life

and happiness to thee and thine.” We refer our

readers to this chapter.

The Christian sarcophagi are another distinct

department iu the antiquities of the catacombs.

By far the largest number of these have been
transported to the great hall of the Lateran
palace, where they were arranged by Padro
Marcbi, and have since been increased in number
by De Bossi. They are not so early as the paint-

ings. Only eighteen can be identified by their

inscriptions as belonging to the first four

centuries, and of these only four are considered

as anterior to the time of Constantine. The
earliest, with a definite Christian subject depicted

upon it, the nativity, has a consular date, which
determines it as the work of A.D. 343. The
cause of this tardy use of sculpture is attributed

to the fact that the painter could prosecute his

work underground safe from observation, while

there would be not only the danger of drawing
attention to any sculpture executed in a work-
shop, but the difficulty of getting it conveyed to

the catacombs. But directly the Christian

religion became protected by the conversion and
profession of Constantine, the sculptor was freely

employed. Sometimes, we know, a Christian

desirous of placing some beloved object in a
sarcophagus in preference to depositing the

remains in an ordinary recess in the wall of a

catacomb, bought a sculptured stone of a Pagan
artist, and then effaced his work with a chisel,

or turned the ornamentation to the wall that it

might not ofl'end Christian eyes when fixed. On
the reverse of a tomb slab inscribed Irene, for

example, was found a Bacchanalian scene ; and
a representation of Cupid and Psyche was found

with signs of plaster upon it buried beneath the

floor, as though it had been likewise hidden from

devout eyes. This branch of the sabjeot is also

ably treated.

The mode of construction, and the gradual
development of a cemetery is the next depart-

ment broached. It is illnstrated with several

plans, whioh make it extremely clear notwith-

standing its intricacy. Taking the catacomb of

San Callixtus as an example, it is shown that

after the Christian proprietor had secured a site

250 ft. along a road, with a depth of 100 ft., ho
caused a staircase to be dug down to a certain

level, and then a gallery to be picked ont which
extended ronnd three sides of the area, and was
furnished at the extreme end with a second stair-

case to the surface. The second side, of course,

connected the twootbers, butatintervals down the

length of frontage there were two other galleries

that extended and also communicated right

through the site with both. Besides these, there

were also four other galleries crossing the depth,

but not quite extending to the opposite side. One
of these shorter galleries led to the Papal crypt

and its accessories
;
and opening out of the main

passage close to the approach to this celebrated

centre were formed three cubicula. Thus the

plan is three sides of an oblong, with passages

crossing from one side to the other, and others

beginning to cross, but not completing the under-

taking 5 and one of these shortened galleries

widening out and opening into crypts, all alike

being filled with graves. Afterwards fresh exca-

vations, on a lower level, gained by steps, formed

more galleries stretching across the area ;
and

additional cubicula were made to open out of

the first main gallery, uniform with the first set.

only instead of ascending a few steps into them
as in their case, a descent of several was made.
A third extension of the cemetery is visible

when the fossors endeavoured to penetrate to a
still lower level ; but when they had made
thirty-three steps down they found themselves
through the stratum of tu/a granulare in which
they had hitherto been working, and in one of a
friable pozzolana. They strengthened their wall

with brickwork, and made some loculi with
bricks, and pushed on, probably thinking to get

through this unsuitable stratum, but eventually

abandoned the plan of obtaining space by this

means. The tiles and bricks used by them are

found to be all stamped with the mark of the

imperial brick.kiln of Marcus Aurelius, and
must therefore have been manufactured between
the years A.D. 161 and 180. The fossors en-

larged the crypt of the Popes at this time. By
and by we find means taken to prevent approach
to the cemetery by concealing the entrances and
blocking up the staircases. About 6 ft. of the

base of one staircase was removed, and several

entrances were made from an adjacent sand-pit,

so that, in case of pursuit, escape was facilitated.

Finally, this cemetery was enlarged by com-
mnnicationa made into others, into the history of

whioh we cannot enter. And, after all, in the

days of the perseontion under Diocletian, the

galleries that had been made with so much care

and lined with the pious dead from the floor-

lines to the headways, were purposely filled

with earth, so as to baffle the tyrant’s attempts to

dishonour them.
The analytical description of this cemetery is

that, perhaps, whioh would interest our readers

most
;

but, as it should be studied with the

excellent map of “Boma Sotterranea” opened
before them, we have forborne to do more than
touch upon these arcbmological particulars.

The work is supplemented with an account of

a relic intimately associated with the personages

and period to whioh it relates,—the chair of

St. Peter, so carefully guarded that for 200
years it was not seen by mortal man. There is

an illustration of it, obtained from a photograph
when it was exposed on the eighteen hundredth
anniversary of the martyrdom of the apostles.

It is an old yellow oak chair, formed of four

uprights united by horizontal bars, two being
higher than the others to form the back :

—

“The four oak legs were evidently once square, bat
they are much eaten away by age, and have also had
pieces cut from them. These time-worn portions have
been strengthened^ and rendered more ornamental by
pieces of dark acacia wood, which form the whole interior

part of the chair, and which appear to have hardly
sulTered at all from the same causes which have so altered
the appearance of the oak legs. The panels and the front

and sioes, and the row of arches with tbetympanum above
them, which forms the back, are also composed of this

wood. But the most remarkable circumstance about
these two different kinds of material is, that all the ivory
ornaments which cover the front and back of the chair
are attached to the acacia portions alone, and never to the
parts composed of oak."

Some of the ornamentation is attributed to the

age of Charlemagne, and some, such as the
Labours of Hercules in the ivory panels, is more
ancient

;
the oak-work is deemed likely to be as

old as tradition states it to be. Every known
historical mention of the chair is quoted,

beginning with Bede’s statement :

—

“King Ceadwalla, the powerful in war, for love of God
left all, that he might visit and see Peter, and Peter’s
chair, and humbly receive from bis font the cleansing

It is known that St. Damascus placed it in

the baptistery of the Vatican, and considered

probable that up to that period it may have
been preserved in the crypt of St. Peter’s tomb,

or in the Basilica of Constantine. It was moved
from chapel to chapel on the Vatican before the

days of Alexander VII., who enclosed it in the

bronze monument, where, until the anniversary

mentioned, it has since been hidden. To ac-

count for the fact that the Abbot John, in the

list of relics he gathered for Queen Theolinda,

states that be obtained “oil from the chair on

which Peter the Apostle was first enthroned” on

the Via Salaria Nova, it is suggested there may
have then been in existence a second chair, used

by Sb. Peter, as he made two visits to Borne, and

that both may have been at first equally

treasured as relics. We avail ourselves of per-

mission to reproduce the view of the chair, but
give no undertaking as to the age of the relic.

The publishers have spared no pains to enable

UB to realise, with maps, woodcuts, and chromo-
lithographs, the various remains of the moment-
ous times when Christianity was a new and
simple faith opposed to a gorgeous array of

mythological deities.
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PYRFOUD CHURCH, SURREY.
This chnrch lias lately been reopened after

restoration. Those features of the old building

which were concealed by modern disfigurements

hare been restored to view, and the whole build-

ing has been pat into a state of repair, The
walla, which were badly cracked, have been
buttressed and made sound as far as possible;

the timbers of the wooden belfry, which was
entirely decayed, have been replaced by new
oak

;
the foundations have been drained

;
the

roofs have been boarded and felted, and the
tiling relaid.

The church, though small, possesses many
featnres of interest. It retains throughout its

fifteenth-century roofs, and the greater part of
the pewing of the same date. The east part of
the nave roof has a curious boarded ceiliug, of
five cants decorated with yellow flowers on a dull

red ground, constructed below the braces of the
roof, which once formed the ceiling or canopy
of a rood-loft. Several wall paintings have
been discovered, and, where possible, preserved.
The elaborate Jacobean pulpit and sounding-

board have been cleaned from paint, and restored
and completed with a new base. They are partly

of oak and partly of fir, with a strong red vein,

and are cuiiously inlaid. The removal of the
paint has brought to light the date 1G28, which
is inlaid with wood of a different grain in the
centre panel.

The church has been paved with Godwin’s
tiles, and warmed

;
a new font has been given,

and a vestry added. The architect was Mr. T. G.
Jackson, of London. The builder was Mr.
Durtnell, of Brastead, Kent.

ON JEWISH SYNAGOGUES IN GALILEE.
The second quarterly statement of the

Palestine Exploration Fund Committee contains
some notes on this subject by Captain C. W.
Wilson, R.E. No date is given, so that they
may not be quite recent

;
but as we have not

met with them in print before, and they are
really so much more instructive, so far as they
go, than what we are just now getting from the
Holy City, we print the pith of them :

—

" During the late expedition to Palestine, the
remaiuB of several undoubted Jewish Synagogues
were examined, and it is proposed in the follow-

ing paper to give some account of their arrange-
ment and construction as shown by the existing

ruins. The synagogues visited, nine in number,
are situated in the district north of the Sea of
Galilee at Nebartein, El Jish, Kefr Birim, Meiron,
Um el Amud, Irbid, Tel Hum, and Kerazeh.
Some other remains of the same description

were said to exist in the hills above Tyre, but
that part of the country did not come within the
work of the exploring party.

In choosing sites for tho synagogues in the
different towns, the builders have by no means
selected the most prominent positions. That at

Nebartein lies below the old town
5
at Meiron a

site has been excavated in the rocky side of the
bill; and at Irbid the bnilding is awkwardly
situated in tlie lower part of the town, some
distance down the northern slope of the hill,

which has been partly cut away for it. Little is

loft of any of the synagogues. The stone has
been carried away for more recent erections, and
with the exception of Irbid, Tel Hum, and, per-
haps, Kerazeh, they have not been made use of
by the races who have occupied Palestine in

later times. Those at Tel Hum and Kerazeh
have possibly been turned into churches

;
that

at Irbid, where the door is on the eastern aide,

has been used as a mosque. The entrances of

the others being at their southern ends, which
would have obliged a Moslem on entering to
turn his back on Mecca, seem to have rendered
them unsuitable for this purpose.

The buildings are always rectangular, having
the longest dimension in a nearly north and
south direction, and the interiors are divided
into five aisles by four rows of columns, except
in the small synagogue at Kefr Birim, where
there have been only two rows of columns and
three aisles. The masonry of the walls is well
built and solid, of native limestone

;
the atones

are set without mortar, the beds and joints being
‘chiselled in’ from 2 in. to 5 in., and the re-
mainder rough picked

; the exterior faces are
finely dressed, but the backs are left rough, more
readily to take the plaster with which the
interiors seem to have been covered, and of
which some traces remain at Tel Hum. Great
attention was paid to the heights of the several
courses, in the hope that some clue might be
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obtained to the length of the cubit or other
measure used by the masons

;
but they proved

to be very unequal, no two in the same building
being alike.

With the exception of Irbid, where the form of
the ground necessitated a different construction,

the entrances are at the southern end, an
arrangement hardly expected, as every Jew on
entering must have turned his back on Jerusalem.
The entrances are three in number, one large

doorway opening into the centre aisle, and a
smaller one on either side

5
the small synagogue

at Kefr Birim has only one entrance. The
door-posts have peculiar architrave mouldings,
the details of which may be seen in the
plans and photographs. Those at Meiron
and Kefr Birim are identical, and those at

Irbid are of the same character. The doors
have all been folding ones with socket hinges,

and closed by bars on the inside. In the large
synagogue at Kefr Birira, which is used as an
Arab bouse, tho modern doors are hung in the
old fittings. On the lintels over the doors there
is much variety of ornament. At Nebartein is

an inscription in Hebrew, and a representation of

the seven-branched candlestick, similar to, though
of rougher workmanship than, the well-known
one on Titus’s Arch, and identical with one found
in the catacombs at Rome. At the small syna-
gogue at Kefr Birim is another inscription, and
some defaced sculpture which evidently repre-

sents two animals lying down, one on either side

of an open flower, possibly intended for the
Paschal Lamb. At the largo synagogue at Kefr
Birim is a wreath with two lambs defaced in the
same manner ; and above this a moulding with a
well-executed scroll of vine-leaves with bunches
of grapes, and at one end a vase, perhaps the pot
of manna. At Kerazeh, Meiron, and Irbid, the
architrave mouldings of the door-posts have been
carried round the heads of the doors. At Tel
Hum, on one lintel is what appears to be tho pot
of manna, and on either side of it something like

a reed, which may possibly be Aaron’s rod. Tho
sculpture on the main lintel is too much destroyed
to distinguish its subject

; on the top, cut in low
relief, is a garland held up in several loops, over
which is a flower. Above the centre door at

Kefr Birim, there is a semicircular relieving arch,

with several mouldings carried round its face.

It is the only instance in which a doorway
remains entire

;
but the others, judging from a

curious slab found at Tel Hum, were in the same
style, and it seems probable that the ornamented
blocks nncovered at Kerazeh were situated

immediately over the lintels of the doors in place

of such arches.

At Kefr Birim there is a sort of porch with a

sunk court in front of the entrance, and there

appears to have been a similar one at Meiron.
In the former synagogue, above the plain face of
the enclosing wall, runs a small projecting

moulding, corresponding in height and position

with the abacus of the capitals of the porch

;

and as fragments identical in character were
found at Tel Hum, Irbid, and Meiron, it seems
to have been used in all the buildings. Above
this moulding is an architrave of which there

are also remains at Tel Hum and Meiron. It'

cannot be certainly determined what was above
the architrave. At Tel Hum and Um el Amud
a number of slabs with different floral ornaments

1 were found, which appeared to have formed part

of a frieze, and at the former several portions of

I

a heavy cornice of peculiar shape, which may
have run above the frieze

;
but the stylo of deco-

ration of this synagogue is so different iu most
respects from that of the others that it would
hardly be fair to take it as a general example

;

and no fragments of cornice vi'ere seen at any
other place.

Tho floors of tho synagogues are paved with
slabs of white limestone. The arrangement of

the columns is the same in all. The inter-

columnar distances are excessively small
;
but

whether this arose from want of constructive

skill or an attempt to assimilate the buildings
to something of the same kind in the Temple at

Jerusalem, is difficult to say. There is one
striking peculiarity to be noticed, that the two
corner columns at the northern end invariably

have their two exterior faces square like pillars,

and the two interior ones formed by half-

engaged columns.
The capitals are various. At Tel Hum and

Kerazeh they are Corinthian, and the fillet round
the neck has a pretty rope moulding. On the
Tel Hum slab Ionic only are shown; at Irbid

there are Corinthian and Ionic; and at El Jish,

Kefr Birim, Meiron, Um el Amud, and Irbid, a
peculiar description of capital, which seems to

be of pure Jewish growth. At Tel Hum and
Meiron a number of blocks of stone were found
which evidently went from column to column,
and received the rafters of the roof. Their faces
have architrave mouldings, and the soffit is also
ornamented; the rafters, judging by the spaces
left for them, 8i in. deep by 2 ft, wide, were of
large size; bat this would be necessary if the
roof were flat and covered with earth. It may
be objected that there is no large timber near j

bub the description given by Josephus of the
fleets on the Lake shows that in his day there

was no difficulty iu procuring a good supply.

This flat roof, with thick earthen cover, which
seems also to have been adopted for the private

houses at Kerazeh and other places in Palestine,

is, perhaps, one reason for the closeness with
which the columns are placed to each other. It

is still used for nearly all modern Arab houses,

and is the best adapted for keeping out the
intense heat of the sun.

In the front of tho large synagogue at Kefr
Birim there are two small windows for lighting
the interior

;
but whether there were others at

the sides, and whether this was the usual mode
of admitting light, there are not sufficient re-

mains to show.”
“ Tel Hum, * Capernaum ,’—The whole of the

surrounding wall of this synagogue was nn-
covered, and a number of pedestals were found
in situ. It appears to have been rather better

finished than the others, and to have been orna-

mented much more profusely. The capitals are

of the Corinthian order, and there are remains
of a heavy cornice and frieze. The exterior was
decorated with pilasters, the only instance met
with in this class of building. On the eastern

side is a later addition, the walls of which have
disappeared down to the plinth course. It con-
sists of a rectangular building, having three i

entrances on the north side and one on the east,

and the exterior was ornamented with pilasters

similar to those on the synagogne. There is no
doorway connecting the two buildings, and the

walls meet with a straight joint, those of the
later addition abatting on and hiding the corner
pilasters of the original construction. Daring
the excavations a portion of a carious slab was
found, on which is represented the face of some
large building, possibly a synagogne. The front,

as here shown, has ten columns or pilasters with
Ionic capitals set on a plinth course. Two of
the pilasters form the jambs of the door, which
has a circular head and ornament like those
found entire at Kerazeh, and in fragments at

Irbid and Tel Hum. The door is slightly open,
and is panelled. The entablature, which runs
above the columns, is carried ronnd the arch of
the door. Mixed with the ddbris were found
several remains of a much later date, which may
have been added if the synagogne was ever used
as a church. There are no traces _of a mihrab
or of its ever having been turned into a mosque.”'

DOBROYD CASTLE, TODMORDEN.
We have before now mentioned this structure

which has been built under the direetion of Mr.
John Gibson for Mr. John Fielden. The owner
has now taken possession of it, and we avail

onrselves of particulars given by the clerk of
the works. Mr. W. Glover. It is in the castel-

lated style of the Tudor period, with four angle
battering turrets, surmounted by a main tower,

having a flag-turret at the north-west angle, and
a spiral staircase up the same. The Castle is

built of native atone, and about 1,500,000 bricks,

made of native clay, have also been used on tho

works. The building is 223 ft. long, by 90 ft.

the height of tho flag-tower from the floor line,

82 fc.
;

the top of the main tower is 27 ft.

square. Entering at the tower (or principal)-

entrance, we are in the vestibule. The walls of

the vestibule are carried up iu Bath stone, with
oak-panelled ceiling ; the floor is of red and
white Mansfield atone, and the dadoing round is

in Riga and Pollard oak. Passing forward we
find ourselves in the saloon. The columns and
pilasters are of Devonshire marble, the capitals,

of the columns being carved with representa-

tions of English national sports. The panels

over the doorways are of Caen stone, with re-

presentations— (Ist) picking cotton, (2nd) pack-

ing cotton, (3rd) Arkwright, represented with a
lathe, wheels, and mechanical instruments near

him, in his father’s barber’s shop, apparently in
|

deep thought upon some invention, (4itb) work-
j

ing the cotton—girls in a mill. There are several 1

carved shields in the saloon, each bearing the 1

monogram of the founder and his wife, J. R. F.
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From the floor line to the top of the saloon is

34i ft. ;
the floor dimensions are 27 ft. by 41 ft.

;

the grand staircase rising from the saloon to the

npper corridors. The billiard-room (31 ft. by

21i ft.) is to the right
;

it is fitted np with oak.

The centre flower over the gaslight is emble-

matical of the room, being composed of figures

representing energy. All the chimney-pieces and

fenders are of choice marble of different hues,

the stoves all bearing the monograms of the

founder and bis lady. The inner portion of the

chimney-piece, next to the stove, and the hearth,

are of Minton tiles, porcelain, and burnished

steel. All the floors are of oak j
there is no

'

painted wood nor paperbanging in the building

;

all the walls are painted. The principal win-

dows are fitted with Clark’s patent revolving

shutters, and Meakin’s self-acting sash fastener,

which is applied to 130 windows. The hot-

water arrangements have been supplied by Mr.

D. 0. Boyd, London. The gas arrangements are

by Strode & Co., of London. The whole of the

plaster work is done in Parian cement. Every

room in the Castle is ventilated by a distinct

ventilating shaft, and all the rooms have pure

air thrown into them. The grates are also so

arranged that hot air is thrown into the rooms

in winter and cold in summer j
the grates are

the patent of Mr. D. 0. Boyd (mentioned above).

Next we come to the breakfast-room (20 ft. by

22 fc.) ;
the frieze in this room is ornamented

with rose enrichment. The centre flower is also

emblematical of the room. Next the breakfast-

room is the drawing-room
;
the whole of the

woodwork in the drawing-room is inlaid in

designs in the following kinds of wood : walnut

with satin-wood, arabona, Hungarian ash,

purple-wood, and ebony. The drawing-room is

lighted from the sides by gas-lights opposite to

mirrors. The frieze is worked with passion-

flower in enrichment. The chimneypiece is of

statuary marble, inlaid with cameos. Between

the drawing and dining rooms is the entrance

from the castle to the east terrace. The wall

and arches of this entrance are in Bath stone,

and the woodwork and floors are similar to those

in the vestibule. Passing on to the dining-room

it may be observed that the frieze and centre

flower are emblematical of the room, with vine

: enrichment. In the staircase from the saloon to

; the corridors the banisters are gilt solid
5
the

i steps and landings are Spinkswell stone
5
the

I handrail is of Kiga and Pollard oak. Two
i massive Devonshire marble columns form the

I newel. The columns of the corridors are of

] Devonshire and Greek green marble, with

( carved capitals representing floral and animal

1 life. The base of tho saloon and the staircase

i is a square ; it then forms into an octagon and

I culminates in a circle. It is lighted by a glass

1 lantern-light by day, and at night by two

i magnificent sun-lights, by Strode. All the work
1 here, inside, is carried up in Bath stone, and the

I top of the banisters round the corridor is covered

< with crimson velvet. In the sections between

t tho columns, at the top of the staircase, are

1 miiyore. Of the rooms along the corridors, the

! first to which our attention is drawn is Mrs.

] Fielden’s boudoir. The passion-flower enrich-

I ment is in the frieze of the cornice. Moat of

t the woodwork is of Hungarian ash, the door is

£ chastely inlaid with purplo-wood, birch, ambona,

a and ebony j the wardrobe adjoining is entirely

f furnished with fittings of pencil-cedar. The

h bedrooms are of uniformly good character, all

f the woodwork being oak. The stables, fitted up

b by Messrs. Muagrave & Brothers, Belfast, have

a accommodation for seventeen horses, with a

c coach-house, harness-room, «fcc., and a dog-

I kennel large enough to hold a pack of hounds.

1 The stables are floored with bricks inside the

B stalls, and with Lob quarry stone in the passage ;

t the walls are done with Minton tiles and oak.

! 1 The stables, &o., are 100 ft. by 90 ft. The area

0 of the greenhouses and vineries is 120 ft. square ;

c of the walled-ia kitchen garden, 150 ft. by
1 120 ft. The total number of rooms in the

C Castle is sixty-six.

j

Designs at tbe ZVlancliester Exhibition.
ij 1 Mr. J. E. Watson, architect, Newcastle, president

0 of the Northern Architectural Association, has

b been appointed by the Council of the Royal

A Agricultural Society of England one of the

It judges to adjudicate and report upon the merits

01 of the different designs and plans sent for com-
pi petition at the Society’s exhibition, at Man-
cl cheater. Mr. Watson himself was awarded the

fii first premium at the society’s exhibition at

L Leeds in 1861.

THE ROTAL ARCHITECTURAL
MUSEUM.

The new building in Bowling-street, West-

minster, was inaugurated on Wednesday evening

last. Mr. Beresford Hope, M.P., presided, and

was supported by a large number of well-known

and influential persons.

The President, on taking the chair, said the

time has come at which we may formally open

the proceedings of this evening. You are all of

you, I hope, aware of the object for which we are

met here to-night. This architectural museum
of ours has existed now these eighteen years,

which means to say that many of those who are

studying at tbe museum,—and studying there, it

may be hoped, with honour to themselves aud

good to their country,—were not born when this

museum was instituted. Some of you will

remember the good old times we used to have at

Canon-row, and how, after we went to the ground,

we were long at tbe South Kensington Museum,

as lodgers and visitors, and not as proprietors.

Well, we had our ups and downs, but, on the

whole, wo had a good time there; and now that

we have left South Kensington Museum, we owe
great thanks to those who were there for the

many kindnesses and tbe many helps we received

from them, and we have parted, shaking hands

together in a spirit of the most perfect friendship

and good will. And now here we are in our own
building. Here we are pursuing the work that was

laid down before us at first. And what is that

worth ? It is the bard, humble, aud yet good

and glorious work of taking the young artist

workman by the hand and training him in his

important profession. We do not go in for any

grand success—auy great display. We are a

teaching institution. We are a school. We are

the machinery for knocking the details into the

fellows’ brains, so that being knocked into their

brains they may come out at their fingers’ ends.

That is what we are for. We hear a great

deal, both in and out of Parliament, about

technical education. Technical education is a

good thing, and we are the people who found it

out a good many years before it was found out

by those who are now boasting about it. Wo
are the oldest school of technical education in

England, and we hope we may be the most suc-

cessful. You know who have worked this

institution from the first. You know how Mr.

Scott, whose time and thoughts are so valuable

to him, has most successfully given up time and

thought to us as our treasurer; and I deeply

regret, that though he made every arrangement

to be here to-night, a grievous illness in his

family keeps him at home. You know also how
muoh our Hon. Secretary has worked for us ;

also

Mr. Lomax, who is up early and to bed late, and

here and there and everywhere, he is heart and

soul devoted to your work. As to our council,

our friends, and supporters, I say nothing.

Their names [referring to the report of the

museum for the year^ are written in this book.

But there is one announcement I am proud to

make to-day, and it is that her gracious Majesty

the Queen has in the kindest manner consented

to be our patron, and has given farther proof

of her sympathy for ns, for she has given the

very munificent donation of 501. to our building

fund, and I have no doubt that in a short time

we shall soon formally be, what we virtually are

now, the Royal Architectural Musenm. I do

not attempt to be the showman of all the things

around this gallery, and around the ground-

floor of this museum—specimens not only of

the remains of ancient architecture, and ancient

casts, bub specimens of modern art generously

contributed by many of those who are foremost

in the good work of renewing art-workmanship

in onr day. Behind me, on this platform,

there are many distinguished men,— men dis-

tinguished in the church, in the State, and in

art; I shall call on them successively bo speak.

I shall impose upon them the rule of giving

.
short stirring discourses, of five or seven

minutes’ duration. Tho first I shall call upon

to speak is an old friend, and earnest sup-

porter of ours— one respected, venerated, be-

loved
;
and one who, with the good will of his

country, has been placed in the second highest

position which a British subject can fill—I mean

the Lord Chancellor.

The Lord Chancellor, after alluding to the

warm interest he naturally felt in the esta-

blishment of such an institution in that part

of the metropolis with which be had been so

long and intimately connected, observed that

a few steps beyond the building which had

thus been erected for the promotion of archi-

tectural taste, it would be found that there

was great need for encouragement in that re-

spect. It was true there were some most

magnificent buildings in that part of the metro-

polis—some of the greatest buildings that were

to be found in England, or perhaps in the

world, such as Westminster Abbey and the

Houses of Parliament,—but he was afraid

that neither from Westminster Abbey, with

all its ancient beauty, nor from the Houses

of Parliament, with all their architectural

ornament and scientific arrangement, had

we derived much instruction with regard to

the important work of building our domestic

edifices. He recollected that in the earlier days

of his residence at Westminster, when setting

up house at Dean’s Yard, he had a notable illus-

tration of architectural taste from a person who
supplied fenders and fireirons, and who recom-

mended to him a highly ornamented Gothic

fender, his reason for doing so being that it

would match the Abbey. He was much struck

with this illustration of architectural taste,

and although it had something ludicrous in its

aspect, it was architectural taste notwithstand-

ing, aud betrayed a love of art which deserved

to be commended even in its faintest indications.

There was something else now than a highly-

ornamented fender to match the Abbey
;
there

were very elegant architectural decorations; the

museum contained many excellent specimens of

architectural design, calculated to afford both

pleasure and instruction ;
and it was to be hoped

that the commendable efforts of the promoters

of this institution to advance the cause of archi-

tectural science amongst us would meet with

that appreciation which they so well deserved

that there would emanate from this institution a

spirit which would animate and guide all those

who were devoted to the study ot architecture,

so that, mastering and improving on the secrets

of architectural art possessed by those who pre-

ceded them, they might turn them to account in

their time, and perpetuate them for ages to come.

Sir H. Bartle Frere referred to the progress

which bad been made in the metropolis during

the last thirty or thirty-five years, in the art to

which this building was dedicated—a subject of

which hia long absence in other parts enabled

him to speak with some confidence. He could

well remember the time when, to show a

foreigner a new building in London, was to show

him about the ugliest and moat tasteless edifice

that human ingenuity could devise. But when

he came back to Loudon, after a long interval of

years, the scene was changed, and he was glad

to find that our good old metropolis, with all its

shortcomings, had in no respect fallen behind

the other great cities of the world, so far aa^ a

tolerably extensive range of travel enabled him

to judge. It was true that we missed in London

the long straight streets and uniform buildings

which were characteristic of other great capitals

of Europe, such as Paris ;
but he found in

London, as in other great cities of England, what

was, perhaps, more precious to Englishmen

—

evidences of individual thought and liberty of

action, which would go far to compensate fordefect

of architecture, and which, with respect to this

particular art, he regarded as lying at the root of

all excellence. He might be wrong ;
he spoke

only as a layman
;
bub the effect which had been

produced on his mind by much that he had seen

of the new buildings in foreign capitals of

Europe was that they have too muoh of the

impress of one mind. There was about them, so

to speak, too much of personal government,—too

mnch despotic ordering that this street should be

here and that house there, and that tbe archi-

tecture should bo of the same uniform character

But when he came to England he found in the

great masses of new buildings which adorned

our capitals the traces of independent thought

and action, which, as already said, he regarded

as lying at the root of all real excellence in

architectural art generally. At the same time

he saw in every part of England evidence that

men entertained a real reverence for what was

excellent in the architectore of ancient times.

There was a time when what might be called

the old churchwarden spirit used to rule

in our church architecture as well as in other

matters
;
and when, if an ancient carved stone

were found, it was thought well to root it out of

its place, aud put up in its stead something in

painted wood. Bub that day, which he was old

enough to remember, had passed away, and now
he found that amongst all classes, gentle and

simple, educated and uneducated, wherever there

was anything good in old art, there was a

disposition to preserve it, and to make the
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most of it, and, as far as possible, to follow

its peculiar excellencies. These two things,

freedom of thought and freedom of action,

which Englishmen had in this, as in other
things, joined to a reverence for the past, seemed
to him to contain the germs of great future
excellence in art, and especially in architecture.
The fruits of this were seen everywhere in our
buildings—not only in London, but in Man*
cheater and elsewhere. He bad been in Man-
chester last week, and having known that city

thirty years ago he was quite astounded to see
what excellent architecture there was there, not
only in the public buildings, but also in tho
dwelling-houses. He saw one dwelling-house,
belonging to a man who had himself wielded
the hammer as a working mason, which for

beauty and general conception would compare
with,—whilst in details it would certainly far
surpass,—any palace he ever saw in any foreign
metropolis. In the midst of all this, there were
few things, he believed, of greater importance,
both to the architect and the workman who
carried out his conceptions, than such a museum
as had just been opened by the labours of the
President and his coadjutors.

The Hon. W. Cowper said that having been
one of those who fostered the early existence of

the South Kensington Museum, he acknowledged
that he rather grudged the day when this Archi-
tectural Museum left those hospitable walls

;

and yet, looking at the admirable lodging which
the latter had found, he oonld not find it in his

;

heart to say that it ought not to have made the
'

change to Westminster. The public must neces-

!

sarily take great interest in the proceedings of
j

this society. We were living at a time when

'

rich persons were willing to spend money on
large and costly buildings in London

5
but

although care and skill and science were exer-
cised upon these buildings, it was to be regretted
that comparatively few people who moved about
the streets of London took the slightest in-

terest in or cared one fig about the generality
of buildings that were erected to adorn our
streets. There were to be seen in these buildings
beautiful proportions, great massiveness, and
scientifio attainments

;
but there was something

wanting to interest the people in our modern
architecture. And why was our modern archi-
tecture not interesting to the people ? He
believed it was because there had not been in it

free scope for the exercise of the skill and art of
the workmen. Very few of our buildings bad any
decoration in stone. There was Pall-mall, that
stately street, with its rich clubs, showing suc-

cessions of columns and windows resembling one
another

5
but the only decoration of stone to be

seen there was put up at such a height that
without the aid of a glass few people oould
discern what it meant. What immense scope
would buildings like the United Service Club,
the Travellers’ Club, and the Athenmam aO'ord

for decoration if artists were allowed to exercise

their skill upon these buildings, giving
to them BQoh decorations aa would remind us
of the wars or travels of the men who consti-

tuted these clubs. He believed there was
springing up in London a truer sense of what
was calculated to interest people in our archi-

tecture ; and now that this great and happy
Gothio revival had begun to make itself known
throughout the land, there was good hope that
architecture would become more interesting, if

not more in accordance with the canons and
roles of criticism. There was a good future
before ns iu many ways. There was in this

country, in regard to architeotore, entire freedom
of competition. There was no canon or test

which prescribed to people what sort of style

onght to be adopted. In oar streets we had a
happy variety of buildings—a Classic bnilding
standing next to one of the Bj’zantine order, or
an old red house of the time of Queen Aone, or,

perhaps, a house erected iu no style at all, but
consisting of a brown wall with a certain

number of square holes in it. The architect who
was likely to succeed was not the architect who
clung slavishly to any particular style, but who
studied topioducewhat would interest the public;

but it must be remembered that if much was to

be accomplished in architecture, it must be by
sympathy, co-operation, and brotherhood. Those
great cathedrals which adorned the country were
reared by bands of men who were united together
in sympathy, and in an earnest desire to produce
something worthy of the purposes for which
those buildings were erected

; and so little was
their desire of fame, that we did not know the
names of the people who planned, much less the
names of the men who reared, these maguifioent

fabrics, which excited the admiration and in-

creased the devotion of succeeding ages. We
might still at the present day continue that form
of combination and brotherhood which consti-

tuted the strength and the glory of the Middle
Ages. That meeting was brought together by a
common feeling for artistic architecture; by a
common love of architectural beauty

;
a common

desire to arrange forms of beauty in the exterior

of our buildings which might render them more
acceptable and more profitable to the inhabitants
of our towns; and this mnaeum afforded an in-

stance of the sort of co-operation which could
alone be sncoeasful in attaining the object in view.
The Earl of Powis believed there was no art

to which a museum was a greater necessity than
the art of working in. stone, whether as regarded
architecture or sculpture. Whether we took
architecture or sculpture, we were obliged to go
back to ancient aud classical times

;
and so far

from our having yet been able to improve upon
or excel those classical works of the past, the
greatest triumph men had hoped to achieve was
to emulate, not to rival, the old masters. In
Greece we found buildings which, even iu their

ruins, were our admiration, which we ourselves
were not able to surpass, and which had fur-

nished models of architecture for all civilized

Europe. The worst specimens of architecture
that disgraced England were those which our
architects servilely copied without studying
the spirit of the particular order to which the

;
works belonged. Architecture was a study

I

which required the whole energies and devotion

I

of the mind, which must be taken up as a living

j

art, and not as a mere trick of the servile

copyist. He was not without hope that the
efforts of this society would do something to

arrest that decay which he believed began iu the
last century, and which had already in many
respects been checked in the present century,

and do something to redeem the character,
illustrate the dignity, and promote the progress
of the arohiteoture of England.

Sir Cbas. Trevelyan referred with satisfaction

to many important architectural improvements
that were now being carried out in the metro-
polis, instancing Threadneedle-street, the Strand,

and the Thames Embankment, for which last-

mentioned improvement he said that neither
Government nor Parliament could claim the
least credit, the credit being entirely due to the
good sense and public spirit of Sir John Thwaites
and Mr. Bazalgette. He contrasted the irregular

but not unpicturesque streets of London with
the long, straight, uniform streets of Paris ; the
latter, which had the worst of the contrast,

owing their rigid uniformity mainly to the fact

that the improvemeuts of Paris proceeded from
a single administration—he might almost say
from a single mind

;
wboreas, in London we had

proceeded with all the independence, originality,

and variety of the Anglo-Saxon race. He hoped
these improvements would go on, and that the

Government, the great companies, the dabs, and
private builders, would be all found nniting in

doing their duty. What he wished especially to

call attention to was the houses of the working
clasBes and the poor—the last and best result of

the improvement which had besn effected or

was being effected in architecture. Architec-

ture had an important bearing on domestlo hap-

piness and virtue
;
and he looked forward to the

time when every man in London would be able

to live in a house consistent with health and
comfort, and, above all, with pure morality.

Sir Digby Wyatt, after referring to the neces-

sity for co-operation on the part of employers,
architects, and workmen, and especially to the
necessity for the training of the woikman both
in mind and in hand, in order to snccesa in archi-

tecture, observed with regard to what had been
said as to liberty of design in architecture, that

that was a scarce of strength, bat that design in

proportion to its freedom involved the respon-

sibility of refinement. Ton must learn to do
much, but you mast learn still more to do well

;

and you mast make this or that particular style

of work subservient to the great principles which
ran through all styles of architecture. Do not

let ns leave behind ns works which would show
our minds to have been wandering and unsteady

;

that we had been blind followers of antiquity

on the one hand, or had, on the other band,

turned our backs on it as something worthless.

He had faith in the catholicity of the institution

which had just been established, and he hoped it

would be the means of handing down to pos-

terity some specimens of architectural perfection

which would be regarded as favourable attribn-

tioDS of the nineteenth century.

[July 24, 1869.
[

Mr. George Godwin said it had been his

privilege to be one of the first to urge the
desirability of establishing an architectnral

mnsenm. So far as placing the idea upon paper,

and indnoing the late Marquis of Northamp-
ton and others to move in the matter, he
might perhrps claim to have been the first.

The museum he saw before him, however, was not

exactly what he had desired, and still hoped
to see. The history of arohitectnre meant the f

history of a progress of some four or five thon-
|

sand years. The works at present in that museum
|

were mainly confined to one period of the art in
^

particular, a period of four or five hundred
|

years, and did not illustrate other periods of art.
,

Jle earnestly desired to see for the metropolis

an architectural museum, in which the Assy-
rian, Egyptian, Indian, Grecian, Roman, By-

|

zantine, Gothio, Renaissance, and, in fact, the
]

whole of those characters which architecture

had assumed, should be fairly represented so
that the progress might be seen, and the steps

,

understood. He hoped that out of the present
j

museum might grow such an institution as that
'

to which he had aspired
j
and if tho museum was to

lay hold of the sympathies of those who wished

to see a living architecture practised amongst
us, and not a mere system of copying, it must
eventnally take that shape. With regard to

the art-workmen themselves, he was afraid

they did not take so much advantage as

they might do of the facilities which were
thrown in their way for instruction. The
Society of Arts had offered prizes for works of

various sorts, but they had not responded so
cordially as might have been expected. It was
no nse their saying that they desired to rise,

unless they took those steps which would enable

them to do so,—unless they put their hearts in

the work, and performed it with a will. He
wished hearty success to tho Architectural

Mnsenm; but it was not meeting there, coming
in now and then and looking at these speoimens

of architecture, that would accomplish the object

in view; he wanted to see a body of willing

students, who would work and make the best

of the materials that were before them.

Tho Dean of Westminster believed Lord 1

Macaulay used to say that the greatest mnsenm 1

of arohiteoture or sculpture in England was I

Westminster Abbey ;
and it was surely a great I

advantage to have established the Architectural )

Museum in such close connexion with that |

mnsenm of which he had charge
;
and it would 1

be a great pleasure to him if he oonld render his

museum of additional value in the way of

iustracbion by enabling the students at the

Architectural Mnsenm to come to the Abbey
and finish their works.

Lord Nelson having made some observations,

Mr. S. 0 . Hall dwelt on the great antiquity of

arohitectnre—architecture having, in fact, pre-

ceded the fig.leaves. He spoke hopefnlly and ably

of the future of the new mnseum as a medium
of instruction, pointing out that it originated

and was conducted mainly for the benefit of tb©

workmen.
Mr. Francis Powell thought that of all th©

services which good citizens could render to

their country there was at this moment no
|

service more required, and none which if well
[

done would bring greater benefit to England,
^

than that which might be rendered by an arohi- »

teot, whether a scientific or a practical workman,

who should devise means whereby cheap aud I

commodious houses might be furnished to the i

working-classes, with the necessary accompani- »

ment of life-giving light and air. If there was
|

to be real or true advance, either in art or in i

any other department in which the human mind
|

exercised itself, there must be reverence for the

works that had gone before. We moat learn to

imitate what was good in them, and to correob

their defects when onoe we had learnt to appre-

ciate their merits.

Mr. Gambler Parry regarded the establish-

ment of this institution as a matter of congratu-

lation to all parties interested in the arts in this

country; and be trusted it was but the

nucleus of a more extensive organisation of the

same nature which would hereafter arise.

Mr. G. Hubbard moved a vote of thanks to the

President, who duly acknowledged the compli-

ment, and this closed the proceedings.

Late in the evening Sir William Tifce, M.P*,
t

was present, and with his usual liberality gave (a i

second) lOOZ. to the building fund. We publish I

in our present number a view of the eotrano®

front of the new building.
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JIK. TIIOIIAS LEVEra'ON DONALDSON.
/'hnir!/iix /^in/t'.iaoy <>/ .Irr/iHeditve, (^nioerx/f/i <'o//efff, London; 1‘ast President of the Po/ia/ /nslUiile or Hritish Arehilecis.

PORTRAITS OF ARCHITECTS, WRITERS ON ARCHITECTURE, AND FRIENDS OF ART.

SoMK few years ago we announced ourintention to publish a series of
I

alone for his abilities and acquirements, but for the large amount of
,

portraits of contemporary Architects and promoters of architectural ' time he gives to the service of the public, and his constant readiness
;

art. Modesty on the part of the two or three architects first applied to farther a good purpose or assist a colleague. Ho has recently I

to, and some other circumstances, led us to abandon the idea for a time, returned from interesting travels in the East.
;

At the beginning of the present year, however, wo revived the We do not propose, as a rule, to give any biographical particulars
j

intention
;
and having now put ourselves into a position to proceed with the portraits. They will appear from time to time as occasion

j

continuously, we publish in our present number, as the first of a series,
,

serves or circumstances dictate, and will be so selected that alt our I

the portrait of Professor Donaldson,—widely known and esteemed, not
i
readers will know what is in the heads wo represent. ,

I

1

THE CHAIR OF ST. PETER/’ ROME.
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THE EOTAL AGBICULTUEAL AND
HOETIOULTUEAL SOCIETIES’ SHOWS.

The Prince and Princeseof Wales have received

a right hearty greeting from many thousands of

inhabitants of Manchester and its environs,

and the many visitors who are straining the

accommodation of hotels and private bouses to

their utmost capacity. The accommodation that

was provided for spectators was something won-

derful. Apart from walls, wall-heads, chimney-

tops, and windows — there are no “ battle-

ments ” available as “ coigns of vantage,”—there

were stands erected along the line of the

royal procession to accommodate, not tens of

thousands of spectators merely, but literally

hundreds of thonsands. The route included

Stretford-road, a fine thoroughfare, formerly a

“road” in the ordinary acceptation of that

word, but now a wide street, of which there is a

stretch of two miles in a straight line, one end

of which is near the principal entrance to the

Royal Agricnltural Society’s show-yard, at Old

Trafford, of abont 80 acres, which includes the

site of the Art-Treasures Exhibition of 1857.

In this fine road there was accommodation pro-

vided for an enormous multitude of spectators
;

“Alexandra” and “Victoria” stands, stands

with other names, and without names, in

front of the fine town-hall of Hulme town-

ship, of Holy Trinity Church, Chorlton town-

hall, St. Andrew’s Church, and on or in front of

numerous open places, and public and private

buildings. A stand over All Saints’ burying-

ground, at the junction of Oxford-road and
Stretford-road, was alone capable of accom-
modating 10,000 persons. In the city, also,

extensive provision of the same kind was
made, particularly in the neighbourhood of

tho infirmary ;
but these matters are more

proper subjeots for notice in the columns of the

daily local and London journals than in the

Builder, and it will be more fib to give a few

notes suggested by the inspection of objects ex-

. hibited at the Royal .Agricultural and Horticul-

tural Societies, which relate more or less closely

I to structural art. Such objects and subjects are

nob BO numerous in the two exhibitions as to be
embarrassing. Our notes are made from visits to

1 the exhibitions of both of the royal societies

. named.
As touching horticulture, among the exhibits,

—

very homely in appearance, but calculated to be

1 very important in results,—are those of the plant

p
protectors of Mr. W. E. Rendle, of Cavendish-

! square, London. This simple contrivance seems

li likely to revolutionise gardening operations

6 entirely. It consists simply of an arrangement
) of grooved bricks, or of brick material, hollow

li tiles, with grooves at„their upper edge, in which
ii squares of glass are iutroduced, but not fixed,

a and can be slid with the greatest facility to

fi regulate temperature. The materials used are

01 of a common and inexpensive character; red

e earthenware and common orchard-house glass

;

n no paint or putty is used; broken glass can be
a easily replaced by an ordinary labourer; venti-

h latioD is regulated easily ; they cost much less

tl than ordinary hand-glasaea
;
and the protectors

a afibrd facilities to persons of limited means to

g grow almost all sorts of flowers, plants, and
ft iVnita early, and to a degree of perfection not

ii hitherto possible, except to those of compara-
ti' lively large means. We cannot doubt that this

k invention,—already very highly approved,—will

Ts rapidly force itself upon public approval and
ac acceptance. In another department, but scarcely

le less important are the exhibits of Messrs. Major,

cl of the Patent Tile Works, Bridgwater. These
ccooosist of numerous well-designed ornamental

o! objects, moulded in the well-known Bridgwater
delay, and thoroughly burned; but the special

it item that attracted our attention was their

at angularly corrugated roofing-tiles, 90 or 100 to a
6c square, with ridge-tiles to match. They are

la laid upon laths, like the ordinary hollow tile by
bibuttons, but make a much prettier and better

re roof, without pointing on the under side. They
at are produced either as ordinary tiles, or tinted

w with the colours burnt in, or with a metallic

Baaurface by treatment with lead burnt iu. The
peperforated blocks of this firm for malt and paper
pipulp drying are also very meritorious : these are

Besent, we believe, in great quantities to France
ioand other countries.

Among the exhibitors of green-houses, con-
Bei&ervatories, and vineries, we should mention the

spapecimens exhibited by Mr. James Cranston,

urtwhich have great merit in the principles of con-

iJttstrnction, and their system of ventilation. No
..pupnbty is used in the construction of these green.

houses, the glass being fixed between watertight

grooved bars screwed together. The ventilation

is managed satisfactorily on a principle peculiar

to Mr. Cranston’s structures. Mr. Messenger,

of Loughborough, exhibits a model curvilinear

conservatory, with a graceful outline and a good

ventilating arrangement, which admits of

numerous modifications, according to require-

ment. In the same class is the Tenant’s portable

Conservatory, by Mr. S. Titley, of Cougleton, in

which the glazing is done without putty, but by

a different mode from that before referred to.

No brickwork is used in this construction, and

such conservatories may be easily removed by

tenants. It is a neat and economical strnoture.

Wheeler, of Nottingham, is also a notable ex-

hibitor in this class; as is also Boulton, of Nor-

wich,who exhibits a very handsome conservatory,

in which the ornamental iron work, in ridge and

finials, and in the formation of an elegant

elliptical arch in the interior, plays a very con-

spicuous part,

WORCESTER MODEL DWELLINGS
ASSOCIATION.

The general annual meeting of the Worcester

Association for building Dwellings for the

Labouring Classes has been held at tho Guild-

ball. The chair was occupied by Mr. G. W.
Hastings; there being also present Rev. T. L.

Wheeler, Admiral Sir Thomas Hastings, K.C.B.,

and other gentlemen.

Mr. Aldrich, Hon. Sec., reed the report of the

past year, the opening paragraph of which was
as follows :

—

“ Id preaenting the proprietora their 15th annual report
your goTernora cannot conceal the regret they feel in

announcing that ita tenor ia not very aatisfactory. From
the depressed state of trade which has prevailed in

Worcester during the past twelve months, a very largo

number of houaes generally occupied by the artisan classes

have been void, end there are at this time upwards of 150

untenanted. This state of things has, aa a matter of

course, militated against the model dwellings, and the

amount received by the association for rent has not been
so much aa usual, taking into consideration tho rentals

from the block of eight new house?, which were completed
about the beginning of the present year."

The chairman said he thought they might fairly

look forward, when the depression iu trade had
passed away, to being enabled to pay a fair

interest for the money invested. If they had
nob sncceeded from a financial point of view, it

must be remembered that they had cleared away
a block of miserable houses, and had erected in

their place some model dwellings
;
and therefore

they had succeeded in a moral and sanitary point

of view.

The adoption of the report was carried

nnanimously.
In answer to one of the shareholders, Mr.

Aldrich said that 4101. had been paid altogether

in dividends since the formation of the society.

The shareholders must not be surprised at their

nob paying a dividend if they were to keep the

houses as model dwellings shoold be kept.

The statement of accounts showed that after

paying all expenses, amounting to 9821., a balance

of 421. remained in the treasurer’s hands.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
The dispute between the Yorkshire masons

and their employers has terminated. The latter

have withdrawn the demands they recently

made as to the introduction of the hour system
and other matters, and are willing to take back
the men on the old terms.

As to the masons’ strikes elsewhere, as well

as in Yorkshire, a week or ten days since Mr.
Harnett, general secretary of the Operative

Masons’ Society, reports,—“ The strikes are now
reduced to five—namely, Birmingham, 25

;

Chester, 7; Hanley, 2; Manchester, 218; and
Newcastle-under-Lyme, 3 ;

total, 249. The par-

tial looks-out now pending are eight—namely,
Coventry, 4; Liverpool, 196 ;

Leeds, 26 ; Lymm,
4 ;

Old Swan, 8 ;
Sheffield, 4 ; Wigan, 4 ;

and
Wolverhampton, 6 ;

total, 252. The aggregate

is 501,—119 less than last return.”

Manchester.—An important resolution bearing

upon this strike has been passed by the repre-

sentatives of the London and Manchester Brick-

layers’ Societies, at a meeting held in Sheffield.

After disposing of the differences of the two
, societies, the meeting adopted unanimously the

following resolution :

—

“ That, in the interesta of both employers and yrorkmen,

this meeliug recommend that the dispute existing in the

bricklaying trade of Manchester should be settled by the

following mode:—That a Foard of ConciliatioD be ap-

pointed, of an equal number of employers end men
;
that

a chairman be selected who shall be acceptable to both

parties; and that the decision of the Board shall be binding

upon both employers and men."

Darlington .—About 150 delegates from the

various lodges of the Bricklayers’ Labourers

Accidental and Burial Society have had sittings

at Darlington, the conference commencing on

Monday and terminating on Saturday. Dele-

gates attended from all the chief towns in

England— Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds,

Liverpool, Sheffield, Hull, Newcastle, &o., even

places as distant aa Torquay being represented.

Mr. John Kennedy, of Halifax, presided over the

conference, Mr. Hinnigau, of Hull, being vice-

chairman. No question as to wages was raised,

the meeting confining itself to carrying out the

business connected with the financial affairs of

the society, and making such levies as would be

requisite to meet future contingencies. Members
seeking work are aided by the society, relief is

afforded in case of accident, whilst a bonus ia

given to the friends of a member on his decease.

Birmingham .—Arrangements are in progress

for the second annual congress of trade councils

and trade societies, to commence at Birming-

ham, on Monday, August 23rd. Up to the

present time twenty-one trade councils and

amalgamated societies have intimated their

adhesion to the congress, inclnding the associa-

tions in Dublin, Preston, Glasgow, Bristol,

London, Manchester, &o. The programme con-

tains a list of twelve subjects, upon which papers

will be read by selected delegates.

THE GREAT AMERICAN PEACE JUBILEE
AT BOSTON.

The Americans have been making a great

noise in the world,——though we did not hear it on

this side of the Atlantic,—with a grand chorus of

10,371 voices, 115 first violins, 100 second vio-

lins, 65 violincelloes ;
an equivalent force of trom-

bones, bassoons, drums, &o.
;
and a grand chorus

organ with 1,011 pipes, and a wind pressure of

4,0001b. upon the reservoir. Not satisfied with all

this piping and fiddling, they added the music

of 100 blacksmiths’ anvils ! a park of artillery !

and “ all the bells of the city ;
’’—everything

“ under the control of the leader.” Ic does

nob seem to have occurred to them to let

ns partake in the jubilee by ringing oar

telegraph bells in chorus. The audiences,

for five days, during which all this was going

on, were 50,000 to 60,000 people, inside a

great building purposely erected, and a vast

multitude outside. Madame Parepa-Rosa, whose

portly dimensions well accorded with her gigantic

surroundings, bad the distinguished honour of

singing a solo (Gounond’s “Ave Marie”) in the

midst of all the din, if that can be called a solo

which was accompanied by 200 violins. Never-

theless, “ she was heard throughout the build-

ing.” On the fourth day a little dancing was

practised by 10,000 persons
;
and on the fifth

day the voices of 8,000 children were added to

the orchestral accompaniments.

In the preparation of the plans for tho

Colosseum, as the building was called, architects

were engaged for months beforehand.

“ The stroctnre was 600 ft. by 300 ft., and took in the

whole of 8t. James's Park. To add to the conveDience of

the public the city laid out new streets to the building,

threw foot bridges across other streets, erected lamps. 4c.

One of these bridges was 260 ft. long by 41 ft. in width,

and roofed. Extra railroad tracks were put down, as well

as gaspipes and water-mains. The building inside was

100 It. high. The amount of timber used in the bnildiug

was two millions and a half of feet, while the iron and

glass was a'most beyond computation. The roof com-
prised an area of 170,600 square feet. In this building the

orchestra was 100 ft. deep and 115 ft. wide
j
the north or

front balcony was 125 ft. deep, and the side balconies were

each 75 ft. deep ;
the south balcony was 200.ft. deep. Ihe

parquet was 150 ft. in length by 176 ft. in width Under

the oalconies were lobbies 36 ft. deep, and in the rear of

the balconies there was a promenade 11 ft. wife and

1 600 ft. long. There were twelve arched entrances to

this building, each 21 ft. wide. Besides this the building

contained the executiYO committee’s room, 125 ft. by

49 ft. • two reception-rooms of the same size
;
two re.

freshment-rooms, 76 ft. by 37 ft.
j
two large rooms for the

bands - a parlour for distinguished guests; a large room

for the reporters, and numerous smaller rooms. The
building was illuminated by gas, for which purpose four

miles of pipes'were put up. The burners numbered 2,400,

and about 1,400 cubit feet of gas were consumed each hour.

Besides this, the building had an abundant supply of

water, a steam fire-engine, and a perfect fire department,

together with fifty patent fire-extinguishera.

The inside of the whole of this building was elaborately

decorated and frescoed. The prevailing colours were
gray, gold, and pink. The coats of arms of Massachusetts

and Boston were conspicuously displayed, as well as the

etcellent motto, ‘Peace on earth; goodwill towards
men.’ Over the great chorus organ there was a design,

representing a white dove bearing in ita beak an olive

branch, and in the spaudrels of the arch upon each side

there were fioating angels, 18 (t. in length.

The press-room was elegantly fitted up for the accom^
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modation of the 300 editora and reporters who represented

the press from all parts of the country. The reporters’

tables were 180 ft. long, and at night were flooded with

artificial light. A telegraph oDice was opened close at

hand. Basts, paintings, flowers, &c., adorned the room.
A branch post-office was opened at the Colosseum, and
there was an hourly delivery of letters. The reception

parlours were beautifully carpeted and supplied with black

walnut furniture, while the City Forester flUed them with
rustic work, flowers, &c.'’

Before the opening of the concert, tickets sold

at the rate of 100,000 dolls, a day, and it is

estimated that on one day of the performance
the tickets must have sold for a quarter of a
million of dollars. And although the tickets of

admission ranged in price from 2 dolls, to 5 dolls.,

yet they readily sold at a premium o£ from
15 dolls, to 25 dolls. The whole American
people, as it were, have been mnsic-mad on this

great occasion.

The originator of the grand idea was an Irish-

man.
The festival appears to have shown that the

volume of sound produced does not increase in

proportion to the means employed. On this

head the musical journalists of America arc said

to be unanimous. For example, an able cor-

respondent of the Musical World, quoted by the
Pall Mall Gazette, says :

—" The 10,000 voices

really produced no more apparent noise or power
than 1,000 in an oi'dinary concert-room. Those
present at the Handel Festival in 1867, and
present also at this Boston Jubilee, declare that
the choruses at the latter seemed less powerful
than those at the former.” The feeling appears
to have been one of disappointment, the sonnd
not being at all adequate to the vast nnmbers
employed. The conclusion arrived at is, that
“ an average chorus of 5,000 voices is about all

that the humao ear will accept, and that farther
additions of singers only affect the eye.” Accord-
ing to Dwight’s Journal of Music, ” the hundred
anvils [in the anvil chorus] were a failure. A
single honest blacksmith’s anvil has more ring
in it.”

ACCIDENTS.

The Windsor goods station of the Great
Western Railway has been totally destroyed by
fire. The conflagration was remarkably sudden,
and although no clear reason can at present be
given for its origin, it is ooujectured that the
extreme heat of the sun may have ignited some
of the contents of the building, which were con-
sumed within half an hour; and, notwithstand-
ing that in an incredibly short space of time the
Windsor Volunteer Fire Brigade, with their

Merewether ongine, reached the terminus yard,

their exertions were at first completely paralysed

by the miserable supply of water. The pas-
senger terminus, with the Queen’s private wait-
ing-room, was saved from destruction. The
burning goods-shed was in the most dangerous
proximity to the large gasometers of the Windsor
Gas Company, but the wind fortunately drove
the flames in an opposite direction.

A fire has also occurred at the Victoria
Station, and was not extinguished until a good
deal of damage was done. The cause is un-
known.

In Stockport a house and shop in Park-street

have fallen. The premises were in an unsatis-

factory condition. The kitchen floor suddenly
subsided in consequence of the giving way of

supports underneath, disturbing the perpendi-
cularity and involving the safety of the whole
structure, extending also to the next shop
and house. Fortunately no person was injured.

Workmen are engaged in re-erections and im-
provements, and providing for the re-occupation

of the houses.

The roof of a largo new weaving-shed for the

Savile Mill Company, at Dewsbury, has been
blown down by a heavy gust of wind, bringing

fiown the scaffolding upon which masons and
others were employed, as well as overturning

the iron pillars on which the roof was to rest.

Three persons sustained severe injuries, one

being one of the firm of contractors,—Messrs.

Frith Sons. Mr. Frith had a narrow escape
from instant death; he was thrown to the

ground along with scaffold-planks, roof-trees,

&o., and was pinned to the floor by a beam of

timber. His clothing had to be cut in order

that be might be extricated, and when he was
released it was found that his ribs were broken,
and that he was otherwise seriously injured.

Two working men were also injured in a similar

manner. An examination of the ruins shows
that the roof timbers had not been fastened into

the masonry at the end of the building, but

were merely resting on the iron pillars until the

stonework was completed.

The bridge which crossed the Leithen on the

Galashiels-road, in Scotland, was recently taken

down, as from its narrowness and steepness it

was quite unsuitable for the extensive traffic

that now passes along that road. The erection

in its place of a more suitable bridge, of a

single arch, as before, was begun, and consider-

able progress had been made, the masomwork
of the arch having been almost completed, when
the woodwork on which the masonry rested

being insufficient to support the pressure, gave
way, and the whole came to the ground, the

woodwork being smashed to splinters. The
masons fortunately had not begun work, and no
one was hurt.

At Krenholm, near Narva, in Russia, a number
of persons having collected on a bridge, the

parapet gave way. Sixty-five persons were
precipitated into the river, and twenty-one
drowned.
The chain bridge leading to Vauxhall Island,

Richmond, in Virginia, on a recent occasion,

was BO crowded that it gave way, carrying down
about sixty persons. A prominent man, a can-

didate for the Senate, was instantly killed
;
also

a policeman, who was on duty striving to

prevent the crowd from rushing on the bridge.

Seven coloured men were fatally wounded.

COMPETITIONS.

New Ahnshouses, Salisbury.—It has been
decided to pull down the present dilapidated

buildings at the top of Winchester-street known
as Eyre’s Almshouses, and to erect six now
houses and a matron’s residence to replace them.

The trustees of the charity advertised for de-

signs for the new building, offering a prize of

lOZ. for the one selected. No loss than forty-

nine were sent in, some of them, says the Dorset

Chronicle, of a very elaborate character. They
were exhibited at the council-chamber, and the
building committee met, and after a careful

examination of the plans, five of them were
selected, from which reduced number the charity

trustees will make a final choice.

New Schools, Eastwood, Rotherham.—The com-
mittee have selected the plans of Messrs.

Blackmoor & Mitchell-Withers, in a limited

competition, and the work will bo commenced
forthwith.

Isle of Man Legislative Hall. — "We have
received a number of letters and papers on
this competition, tending to show that an
erroneous and unfair selection has been made.
The Manx papers seem to agree in pointing to

Mr. Ellison’s design, as superior to that which
has been selected.

SANITARY MATTERS.

Brighton.—In compliance with an advertised

request of Mr. Hawkshaw, C.E., who has been
selected by the town council to advise them
upon the best course to pursue in order tho-

rooghly and effectively to drain the borongh

and dispose of the sewage, several influential

gentlemen have had a conference with him, in

the council-chamber of the town-hall, to lay

before him what information they possessed, or

deemed necessary, cn the subject. Mr. Hawk-
shaw, in course of the proceedings, stated that

his hands were not tied in any way.
St. George’s, Gloucestershire.—For some time

past there has been a sewer authority in exist-

ence in this parish, but they have hesitated

about doing anything, through fear that any
arrangements they might make might be overset

by the inhabitants. Complaint, however, has
recently been made to the Home Secretary, and
by his order Mr. Rawlinson, C.E., recently in-

vestigated the state of the parish. As the

result of his report. Mr. Brnce sent a letter to

the sewer authority, giving them notice that,

unless they carried oat the duty devolving upon
them within three months, he should make an

order for the work to be done by an independent
person, and the parish would have to bear all

the expense.—In consequence of his notice a

vestry has been held, and the inhabitants have
resolved to leave the sewer authority to adopt
the order of the Home Secretary or abide tbe

alternative. The opinion was expressed, that

the appointment of a local Board would be
almost tantamount to a return to the close

vestry system, as the parishioners would not
have the control over such a body which they

now have over the sewer authority.
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Chester.—The town council are considering as B

to taking steps at once for the proper ventilation a

of the city sewers, and the preparation of plans M

for carrying out the system effectually. The
|

total want of ventilation in the Chester sewers, J

and necessity for remedying this defect, had a

been reported on by Mr. Baldwin Latham, C.E.
J

Carlisle.—At a recent meeting of the Local I

Board of Health a letter was read from Dr. I|

Elliot complaining of a case of typhus fever in a h

house behind the Blue Bell, at the low end of I

Rickersgate, which had been caused by stench ^

arising from a midden and heap of slaughter- J

house refuse. The head of the house stoutly e

and stupidly resisted the doctor’s advice that the a

patient should be removed to the fever hospital,

and the young woman was left to struggle
|

through it at home. The other three inmates 3

were all similarly seized, but they were removed
|

to the hospital, where the old man referred to ii

himself died. Dr. Elliot advised that the place 9

be in the mean time declared unfit for human n

habitation, forthwith fumigated, and done out ix

thoroughly with quicklime. The letter wag Ei

handed over to the deputy-inspector of nuisances ft

for immediate investigation. '

OBITUARY.
I

The death of Mr. Charles Freeman, architect,

of Lincoln’s-inn-fields, will be heard of with re- ><

gret by many. It took place at his residence,
,!

on the 16th inst. : his age was but 56. He is [i

probably best known as surveyor to the Sun h

Fire Assurance Company, in which capacity he I

erected not long ago a handsome building at R

Charing-cross, to be used as a branch office ; ji

another also in Vere-street. Schools at Hendon, ij

and the extensive buildings known as Tatter- .1

sail’s, at Knightsbridge, are amongst his works,

Mr. Freeman had been greatly afieeted by the a

rapid death, one after another, of a number of

friends, all in the prime of life, including the two y

sons-in-law of Mr. J. R. Planohe (the Rev.
Henry Macharness and Mr. W. Whelan, of Ten- -i

terden), and Mr. Halliday, the artist, and l»

his brother. On hearing of the death of Mr. n

Whelan, he exclaimed with some vehemence, fl

“ Good God, who next ?” Within a very few v

weeks his own name was to be added to the it

list. Mr. Freeman was a Fellow of the Royal B

Institute of Architects (elected 1845), and was n

much respected for integrity of character.

Mr. Horatio Nelson Qoulty, architect, who died u

in Brighton, on the 7ih inst., was but thirty-

nine years of age. In conjunction with his part- 3

ner, Mr. Gibbins, he had executed several im-

portant works in that town, particularly the »i

Norfolk Hotel (illustrated in our pages), the

Turkish Baths, and a Congregational Church I

and schools at Hove. We published some time i;

ago a design by him for an arcade in Brighton, r

but this has nob yet been carried out. Mr. •)

Goulty was a pupil of Mr. Herbert Williams, P

and had the prospect of a good career.

THE MAIN DRAINAGE.

Sir,—

M

r. Bazalgette has drawn my attention

to the account of the discussion on the “Ven-
tilation of Sewers,” at a meeting of the Social

Science Association, in your impression of the

10th inst., in which I am reported as saying,
“ The great embankment sewer which had a fall

of only 1 ft. in a mile from Fulham down to

Abbey Wood, admitted only of a very tardy

flow of sewage.” Also to the remarks made by
the chairman (Mr. Chadwick), at the conclusion

of the evening, founded upon what I had said.

Mr. Bazalgette points out that the upper part

of the sewer, not yet constructed, will have a

fall of from 3 ft. to 4 fc. per mile, while that

already constructed in the embankment has a
fall of 2 ft. per mile. I am sure, injustice to '

him, you will allow me to make this correction, J

and injustice to myself to state that I attended >

the meeting with a view rather of gaining in- t

formation than of imparting it ; but being called i

upon by the chairman by name, I could not refuse
_ f

to state what had been done jn the matter under !

discussion by the Metropolitan Board. In the i

course of my remarks I alluded to the sewer in
|

question as showing how impracticable was the !

principle laid down by the chairman, viz., that i

no sewer should be constructed with a fall of less i

than 1 ft. in 60 ft., pointing out that, assuming

the distance from Fulham to Abbey Mills to be <

10 miles, such a fall would give the depth at

the Abbey Mills end as l-6th of a mile beneath
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the sarface of the ground; and stating that I

believed the fall of it, although ib was undoubtedly

one of the finest pieces of sower work in the

world, was only about 1 ft. in the mile.

Edwaud Rideb Cook.

Metropolitan Board of Wor^s.

DINNER AT THE MANSION-HOUSE.

Specially to do honour to the Council of the

Royal Society, and to the members of the Royal

Academy, the Right Hon. J. C. Lawrence, Lord

Mayor, entertained in the Mansion House some

250 gentlemen connected with art, science, and

literature, on Wednesday evening last.

In proposing the toast, “ The Royal Society,"

the Lord Mayor, who discharged the duties of

the position with his accustomed ability and

force, said that it had been one of the chief

pleasures of his year of office to look forward to

this gathering of the members of the learned

and literary societies
;
and, if it was sometimes

said that they were not to be found so frequently

as might be wished in palaces, he hoped, at all

events, that in the palace of the City of London
no year would pass without the recognition on

the part of the chief magistrate of the position

which the prominent members of these societies

occupied in the affections and feelings of the

people.

Lient.-General Sabine returned thanks, as Sir

James Grant did for " the Royal Academy."
For the Lords and Commons, Lord Houghton
spoke happily. Sir R. Murchison (for “ the

other Learned Societies"), and Mr. Hepworth
i Dixon and Mr. Martin Tapper (for " Literature”)

also spoke. The gathering was one to be re-

: membered.

THE CARILLON AT BUFFALO
CATHEDRAL.

The following paragraph, or some variety of

1 it—copied from an American journal—is going

t the round of our English papers :

—

“A carillon of forty-three bells waa consecrated with
n religious ceremony at St. Joseph’s Cathedral, in BntTalo,

): on the lat inet. This is the only instrament of the kind in

tl the United States, and there are only two others in the
> world."

Now, I happen to know that this is the very

E same instrument which was exhibited by M.
I Bollce in the Champ de Mars, Paris, in 1867,

a and which gave great satisfaction to numerous
T visitors. Nevertheless, the assertion that
“ “ there are only two other instruments of the

k kind in the world," is, to say the least, fallacious

a and deceptive. It is true that there are very few

C. carillons possessing so many bells as the one at

I Buffalo. But ib does not follow from this circum-

s: stance that the latter is superior in a musical

p point of view to all the other instruments in the

y< world except two, or even equal to some which
h have a shorter range of notes.

Themagnificentoarillonintbetower of Antwerp
IC Cathedral, which has only forty bells, is perhaps
111 the finest in the world. The instrument placed

I

ii in the famous tower of Boston Church, within
tithe last two years, has forty-four; but I do not
b hesitate to say that had a smaller number of

bf bells been cast from the same quantity of metal,

th the result would have been far more satisfactory

i

:i to competent judges of carillons and musical
} sounds.

To prevent the possibility of being misunder-
t stood, however, allow me to say in conclusion,

Lthat the carillon at Buffalo is a very fine instrn-

ament, which does M. BollJe great credit.

Thomas Walesby.

i

IriTHE “DIOTIONAKT OP AKCHITEOTUEE."
[| ; Eiji_—The “ Dictionary of Architecture” ia a work so

I

uimportant and valuable that I hope you will not object to
tduTite the attention of the profeesion, as well as of the
jupoblie generally, to the proposal recently made by the
'CKSociety to secure its early completion.

1 If withiu the next week I am favonred with a sufficient

iQOumber of replies to the circulars which bare been issued,
liibe committee anticipates that the complete work, A—Z,
'»n}an be supplied for 16 guineas— a very moderate sum, con-

lliidjideriog the magnitude and importance of the work.
J I It is quite possible that many persons who would desire
^n|o possess the work may hold back, in the hope of being
>‘.S!ible at a future time to secure it at a less price (by the sale

flofthe remainder or otherwise) even than that at which it

ojjnay now be obtained. This opportunity can never occur,
lec)ecau9e the number of copies printed being limited to
|lii;;ho86 required, and the entire work being the absolute
froiroperty of the committee, the pledge given, that not at any
' iQj.ime shall any portion be issued at less than the subscrip-
l.iosioQ price, will be strictly maintained.
' ll It would be very discreditable to the profession that so

valuable and important a work shoold be allowed to re-

main incomplete, when a small exertion would place the

committee in possession of funds to insure its completion.

Should it be found that sufficient response is not given

to the present appeal, and that within the United Kingdom
there are not 150 architects or others with sufficient inte-

rest in the literature of the profession to contribute (even

by the eaey instalments suggested) the small sum of

151. 158. for such a book, its further progress must be

stayed, or the coat to the present subscribers must be

much increased, should they determine to complete it.

Aethob Gates, Hon. Sec.

Architectural Publication Society.

7a, WTiiteliall-yard.

THE GARRISON CHAPEL, PORTSMOUTH.
The restoration of this interesting old charch

has been completed, on the whole, in a satisfac-

tory manner, but attended with circumstances

which have given much pain to many whose

ancestors or relatives lay buried in the surround-

ing churchyard.

A most extensive removal and desecration of

the old tombs have taken place. Some of them

have found their way into petty bnilders’ yards,

and others are used in the repair of old pave-

ments.
Who is to blame for this ? Is it the architect,

or is it the reverend chaplain who took so much
interest in the restoration ?

Whoever it may be, it is surely the duty of

the committee to inquire into the matter, and

canse every inscribed stone to be replaced in the

old cemetery, remembering that not only are

these removals an injustice to the friends or de-

scendants of those buried there, but that also

serious questions of property may depend on the

existence of an inscription on a grave-stone.

Sulla Tomba.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Hastings and St. Leonards.—The memorial

stone of a new parish church at Ore has been

laid. The site was given by Mr. Habershon. It

is a little to the north-west of the old church,

abutting on the south side of the turnpike-road,

and a short distance from the boundary-wall of

the borongh cemetery. The architect is Mr.

Edgar P. Loftus Brook; and Mr. H. Hughes is

the bnilder.

Little Birch (near Hereford).—The church of

this parish has been restored. The old edifice,

if it can be so called, having only stood twenty-

eight years, has been pulled down, and the new
one erected on its site. Mr. W. Chick, of Here-

ford, was the architect, and Messrs. Coleman &
Son, of Chaxhill, near Gloucester, were the

|

builders. Though the new church stands as
^

nearly as possible on the old site, it will be a
'

trifle larger in dimensions than the old edifice,

some little extra space being obtained by the

!

lengthening of the chancel as much as possible,

and by taking in a few feet from the churchyard

on the north side ;
an additional aisle is thus

obtained, and the nave is also rendered propor-

tionable. The present building consists of a

nave, 49 ft. by 18 ft., with aisle, 10 ft. wide,

adjoining. The chancel, which is formed by a

polygonal apse, is 18 ft. by 15 ft., and has on the

north side a small vestry. The style of archi-

tecture selected is the Early Decorated. The
principal entrance to the church is through a

porch in the north side. The nave is lighted by

two cinquefoil and two quatrefoil windows,

bnilt alternately for architectural effect. There

is a west gable window, and in the aisle four

small two-light windows. The chancel has five

traceried windows, similar to the nave, except

that they arc more highly cnaped. The west

gable is surrounded by a bell-tower, in which is

hung a bell, cast by Messrs. Taylor & Son, of

Loughborough, and weighing over 4 owt. The
whole of the external stone dressing beyond
what could be re-used from the modern charch,

was supplied by Mr. John Trask, from the Ham
Hill Quarries. The internal dressings are worked
alternately with Ham Hill and Bath stone.

Throughout the church the mouldings are under-

cut, so as to produce the effect of light and shade.

The whole of the seats and the woodwork gene-

rally are of deal; bnt the chancel, stalls, and upper

portion of the pulpit are executed in oak. The
carving throughout the church has been executed

by Mr. Welsh, jun., of Hereford, and the building

is paved throughout with encaustic tiles, from
the manufactory of Mr. William Godwin. Mr.

Lewis Powell has been the clerk of works em-
ployed, and Mr. Halliday the foreman. A new
wall has been built round the churchyard, with

Ham stone piers, copings, &c. The whole of the

windows have been filled with stained glass by
Messrs. Hartland & Fisher, of London. The

roofs are all open-timbered, with boarding on the

back of the rafters, a layer of asphalte being

placed between that and the tiles. The whole of

the timber exposed to view is stained and var-

nished. The principals of the roof are sup-

ported by carved corbels on each side.

' Tydd St. Giles.—The parish church, recently

reopened, is one of the most ancient and in-

teresting in the Isle of Ely, the date of its

erection being about A.D. 1200. The nave is

late Norman
;
the aisles are partly Decorated

and partly Perpendicular. The western door-

way is considered to be the work of Alan de
Walsingham, the architect of the original lantern

of Ely Cathedral. The chancel, which was
taken down about a hundred years ago, appears

to have been Early English. The restoration

has been carried out under the direction of Mr.
G. Gilbert Scott, jun., and comprises new roofs

to the nave and aisles, the taking down and re-

building upon fonndationa of concrete 4 ft. or 5 ft,

deep, all the five columns on each side of the nave,

some of which were 8 in. or 9 in. out of the per-

pendicular, the construction of a new chancel

within the^ two easternmost bays of the nave,

the under-pinning of the western wall and all

angles and buttresses, new floors and pews, now
doors, and repaired windows, &c. The contractor

was Mr. Wm. Brown, of Lynn, whose contract

amounted to 2,3901.

Winford.—The church of St. Katherine and
the noble Army of Martyrs, at Felton-common,

has been consecrated by the Bishop of Colombo,

as commissary of the Bishop of Bath and Wells.

The church was completed and opened for divine

service about three years ago. It is a small

stone building, furnished with chairs, all the seats

being free. It waa built entirely at the cost of

the Rev. J. W. Hardman, LL.D.
Carlisle.—The site and 'plans for the proposed

new church of St. Mary’s Without have been

approved of at a meeting of parishioners.

Messrs. Habershon & Brock are the architects.

The building committee propose to raise 3,0001.,

' but for tower and spire inclusive the cost will be

j

4,0001. About 1,0001. more than what has been

I

already subscribed will be required before the
' edifice is contracted for. The building will

I

contain a nave and two aisles, north and south.

Ib will be 95 ft. long and 55 ft. wide, and seated

I for 600. The chancel is 21 ft. square. The

I

height of the side walls of the nave, from the

I
floor, is 26 ft., and the aisles 12 fc. The height

. from the ground to the top of the spire is 115 ft.

: There are handsome buttresses on each side, and
on the ends and corners of the church. Between
the buttresses on the north and south sides there

are two tracery windows, and on each side one
three-light tracery window, over which is a gable.

The main features in the church are ornamental

tracery windows at the east and west ends. The
east window, in five lights, is 14 ft. high by 9 ft.

wide, daylight size. Looking east, there is also

a large three-lighb tracery window, which lights

the end of the south aisle. At the west end

there are two ornamental tracery windows, three

lights each, 15 ft. high by 7 ft. wide; and one

three-light smaller window, filled with tracery,

which lights the end of the north aisle. The
clearstory is lighted on each side by twelve

quatrefoil and cinquefoil windows. The walls

are supported by five circular columns, and
arches springing over. The chancel arch is

28 ft. high, and width 20 ft. The font stands at

the west end in the centre of the nave. It is

not yet decided what kind or colour of stone is

to be used. The site is in Spencer-street.

Boroughbridge.—The corner-stone of the new
aisle to the ancient parish church of Kirby-on-

the-Moor, near Boroughbridge, now undergoing

restoration from the design of Mr. Scott, has

been laid. The workmen of Messrs. Shaftoe &
Barry, the contractors, were afterwards enter-

tained at a substantial luncheon, at which Mr. A.

Roome, the clerk of the works, presided. Daring

the progress of the works Mr. Scott’s opinion as

to the arohitectoral interest attaching to this

church has been established by the discovery of

numerona antiquarian remains of Norman and

Saxon date.

Uldale.—A new church is being erected here,,

with funds provided by the late Rev. Jonathan

Cape. The style is Gothic, after a design of

Mr. Grayson, architect, Liverpool. At the south-

east angle rises a square tower, containing the

belfry, surmounted by an octagonal spire. The
tower and spire rise to the height of nearly 90 ft.,

and are protected by a lightning conductor. The
east window has to be filled in by a firm in

Manchester with stained glass, in memory of the

late Rev. Joseph Cape and his wife Phillis. The
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other windows are filled in with elightlj tinted

glass, and bordered with an edging of deeper
hne. The cost of the whole will be about 3,0001.

Messrs. Brough, Bromfield, were the contractors
for the walling and mason’s work ; Mr. Sheffield,

Wigton, for the joiner’s work
j
and Mr. Joseph

Mark, Wigton, the painting, plumbing, and
glazier’s work. Stones were obtained from the
quarries of Mr. H. Eichardson, on Uldale Fell

and Fanlds Brow, and certain portions from
Howrigg.

Freeland.—A new chnroh, sitnate in the hamlet
of Freeland, in the parish of Eynsham, the gift

of the family of Mr. W. E. Taunton, has been
consecrated. The character of the church, which
is dedicated to St. Mary the Virgin, is Early
Pointed. It consists of a nave (44 ft. long and
21 ft. wide), southern porch, with parvise over,

leading to parsonage on the north side, apsidal
chancel (33 ft. long and 15 ft. wide), vestry, and
tower on the north side of the chancel. The
outside walling is local rabble stone, in unequal
horizontal courses. The inside is Bath stone,

and Bath stone is need for all the dressings in-

side and outside. All the roofs are covered with
red plain tiles. The font is of Caen stone, as is

also the pulpit, which has a carved cornice and
green marble columns. The eastern portion of
the nave is seated with open oak benches, the
western part with chairs. The chancel is paved
with Minton’s tiles, and the other portions of the
church with Staffordshire tiles. The nave is

lighted by coronas of four lights each, suspended
from the boarded ceiling on either side. Mr.
Bartlett, of Witney, was the builder; and Mr.
J. J. Smith the clerk of the works. The whole
of the work was carried out under the super-
intendence of Mr. J. L. Pearson, of London,
architect.

Dodleston,—The foundation-stone has been
laid of Dodleston New Church, which is to be
rebuilt on the old site, but will bo somewhat
larger than the old atrncture. Mr. Donglas is

the architect, and Mr. Wigginer the contractor.
Lynn.—A plan has been proposed by the

churchwardens of St. Margaret’s, under the
advice of Mr. G. G. Scott, architect, for the re-

moval of the organ, and of the east and west
galleries

j
and to authorise an application to the

Bishop of Norwich for a faculty for these pur-
poses. At a recent meeting of the vestry a
majority were in favour of the scheme. It is

proposed to abolish the west and east galleries

(the latter catting off the chancel)
; to remove

the organ from the west gallery to the north
transept

;
and repair it to the necessary extent;

to remove the pulpit from the middle of the
north side of the church to the north-east corner

;

to remove some of the Corporation pews; and
to turn all the pews in one direction, i.c., east-

ward, which at present turn in every direction
conceivable. The total cost of the alterations
is estimated at 501., or 1001. at the outside, and
of the organ repairs, 135J. The alterations will

also form part of apian for the entire restoration
of the church, should this ever be entered upon.
No steps towards the execution of the work,
however, will be undertaken without the full

consent of the congregation and the parishioners.
Walton-breck.—A reredos has been erected in

Holy Trinity Church, Walton-breck, at the sole
cost of Lieut.-Colonel A. H. Brown, M.P., accord-
ing to designs and under the superintendence of
the Messrs. Hay, of Liverpool, architects, and
executed by Mr. Rogerson, sculptor. It consists
of an arcading in Caen stone, extending all round
the five bays of the chancel, with crocheted
pinnacles, gables, and arches set up on polished
shafts of Irish red and green marble. The
central bay, immediately behind the altar-table,

is divided into three compartments, with the
middle one widest, the marble shafts standing
clear, and the recess behind filled in with a
representation of the Last Sapper in alto relievo.

This is cut in alabaster, and occupies the three
compartments of the central bay, the arch and
gable over the middle one rising well up, and
terminating in a cross. The materials are left

of their native colours, the white alabaster coming
well out, the nimbus of the central figure of our
Lord being alone touched with gold. The rest of
the chancel is tinted of a light pea green, with a
dado of brown, separated by a stencilled border
of cinquefoils, with the top of the walls illu-

minated with texts and emblematic devices.
Castlenxcrton.—A new church for the outlying

portions of the parishes of Castlemorton and
Borrow, which are situated long distances from
their parish churches, is being completed, and
will probably be opened for divine service this
autumn. Earl Somers allowed the stone to be

quarried free of royalty, Earl Dudley and others
subscribed liberally, and the site was given by
the Dean and Chapter of Westminster. The

|

spot selected is the common near the Hollybush
Hill, about three miles from Castlemorton
Church, and an equal distance from that of
Berrow. Mr. Preedy furnished the plans for the
building, which is to contain seventy sittings,

will be 40 ft. long by 20 ft. wide, with a nave
and chancel, open timbered roof, bell-turret,

south porch, triple-light window at east end,
and the other windows of two lights. Mr. Smart,
of the Wells, is the contractor for the work, and
the stone was partly got from Eastnor and
Ombersley, with also some Bath stone. The
total cost of the work will be about 650?.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Bradford.—The memorial stone of Moravian

Sunday schools has been laid in Little Horton-
lano. The estimated cost of the schools, with
furniture, is 1,100?. A Moravian chapel is also

proposed to be erected so soon as four-fifths of
the estimated cost have been raised, which is

2,000?. In the meantime tho services will be
conducted in the school-room. The site pre-
sented difficulties in carrying out both chapel,
schools, and minister’s house, but these have
been overcome. The architects are Messrs.
C. S. & A. J. Nelson, of Leeds. A general hall

on the ground-floor gives access to all the
rooms, the main school-room being 40 ft. by
30 ft., well lighted by windows on two aides.

In addition to this, on the ground-floor there is a
vestry, 14 ft. by 11 ft., and tea and class room,
21 ft. by 14 ft. A broad stone staircase leads
from the hall to the upper floor, where again is

another large room, the same size as below, with
open roof, and three class-rooms adjacent. The
large rooms are about 14 ft. high. The designs
are in the Italian style, the ground-floor windows
of the school building having square heads, the
upper windows being circular-hoaded. The
main front and entrance to tho new chapel will

face into Little Horton-lane. On each side it

will be lighted with long circular-headed
windows. The contractors for the several works
for the school .buildings are as follow:—Masons
and bricklayers, Messrs. Hey & Smith, Bradford

;

carpenter and joiner, Mr. William Ives, of
Shipley

; plumbers and glaziers, Messrs. Midgley
& Jowett; plasterer, Mr. Benjamin Dixon;
slater, Mr. James Smithies

;
painter, Mr. Edward

Haley.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Rochdale. — Trinity United Presbyterian

church has been opened for divine service. The
edifice is situated at the corner of Manohester-
road and Gashouse-lane, and immediately op-
posite the road opened out in front of the new
town-hall. The building is in the Gothic style,

faced with Yorkshire parpoints and dressings
from Slaithwaite, near Huddersfield. At the
north-east angle there is a tower, with but-
tresses. The spire is not yet erected, but when
complete, will rise to the height of 140 ft.

There are three entrances, one in tho tower and
the others in the centre of the front and side
porch. The central doorway leading to the
vestibule has a moulded arch, with label, ter-

minated by carved bosses. In the front gable
there is a five-light window, with double reveals
and tracery head. The side windows to the
nave are two-light, with tracery heads,
varied in alternate design. The transept
windows are four-light, with tracery heads.
The chancel window is also a four-light, the
tracery being arranged to symbolise the
Trinity. The building is cruciform on plan, and
consists of nave, transepts, and chancel

;
the

inside dimensions of the nave are 74 ft. (ex-

clusive of vestibule), and 43 ft. wide
; the

transepts, 24 ft. by 14 ft.; and the chancel.
22 ft. by 14 ft. There are no galleries in the
church, with the exception of a small one over
the front vestibule. The glazing, which has
been executed by Messrs. Edmondson & Son, of
Manchester, presents a series of geometrical
designs in varied tints, all the windows having
painted borders. The roof is open-timbered.
The chancel is^^divided by a dwarf wall in Bath
stone, and is intended to be surmounted with
Mediaeval wrought-iron cresting and gate in the
centre. The chancel arch springs from granite
columns, with Bath-stone corbels and capitals.

The whole of the wood-work inside is of pitch
.pine, and will be left free from stain or varnish,

j

The carving, which has been executed by Mr. t

Bonehill, of Manchester, is natural generally, but l

slightly conventionalised. On the four transept t

corbels are sculptured the four Evangelists, i

There is a school-room formed in the basement, f

bub it is only intended for temporary use, and 1

will eventually be converted into a lecture-room, i

There are about 800 sittings provided, and the :

cost will be upwards of 5,000?. The general
|

contractor was Mr. Robert Rhodes, of Rochdale,
f

the joiners’ work having been executed by Mr. I

Crabtree. The whole of the work has been
carried out from the design and under the
superintendence of Messrs. Woodhouse & Potts,
architects, Oldham.
New Ferry, near Birkenhead.—St. Mark’s free

and unappropriated Church, which was conse-
crated about three years ago, has been enlarged
at the expense of Mr. Harmood W. Banner. The
new north chancel aisle, which provides about
eighty additional sittings, consists of two bays,
and is built of Tranmere stone, with Storeton
dressings. The seats are of pitch pine. The
work has been carried out by Mr. J, H. Mullin,
of Liverpool, under the direction of the archi-
tect of the church, Mr. E. Haycock, jun., of
Shrewsbury.

Wihsey {Bradford).—The memorial stone of a
new Wesleyan Chapel at Wibsey has been laid.

Up to the present time about 1,900?. have been
subscribed for the edifice. Mr. Samuel Aokroyd,
manufacturer, of Great Horton, gave the site,

; which cost about 600?., and, in addition to that,
subscribed 500?. to the building fund. The site

which has been selected for the new chapel is a
piece of ground immediately in front of the old
schools, and to make a suitable entrance from
the High-street, two cottages, which previously
bid the site from the street, have been removed.
The new building has been designed by Messrs.
Andrews, Son, & Pepper, architects, Bradford.
The plan, which does not differ materially from
the usual arrangement, is externally 82 ft. long
by 50 ft. wide, and has in front a central entrance

;
and vestibule, 8 ft. wide, and vestries in the rear.
Two rows of columns divide the chapel into nave
and aisle, and support the roof. They are also

intended to carry galleries
;
provision also has

been made, in the event of extension, for clearing
away the vestries. The exterior is designed in

the Gothic style. Above the central doorway is

a four-light window with geometrical tracery,
and the gable, which is brought forward in ad-
vance of the side aisles, is surmounted by a bell

turret and flanked by pinnacles. Without the
galleries the chapel will at present accommodate
450 persona, and the galleries could be made to

contain 500 more. The coat of the building will

bo about 1,500?.

Hungerford.—The new Wesleyan chapel erected
in Charnum-street, has been opened for divine

service. The chapel is in the early Gothic
style, situated at the entrance to the town from
Marlbro’ and Newbury, and seen from the town
itself. It is built to seat 400, and has an end
gallery. The seats are open, of stained deal, and
the windows are of three tints of cathedral
glass. Messrs. Wilson & Wilcox, of Bath, were
the architects; Mr. Phillips, of Swindon, the
builder

;
and the tiles for the chancel pavements

were supplied by Messrs. Malkin & Co., of
Burslem. The entire cost of the building will

be about 2,000?.

Watford.—The foundation-stone of a new
Wesleyan chapel has been laid here by Mr.
M'Arthur, M.P. for Lambeth. The site was
given by the late Mrs. Petty, of Lady’s Close, |

and a piece of land adioining was purchased for [

a school-house. It was decided to build the I

school-house first, and to use it as a temporary I

chapel. A building fund has been raised. The J

estimated cost of the new (temporary) chapel, i

including the purchase of the land, is 1.900?., i

which sum, with the usual extras, will probably
be increased to about 2,000?. Before the foun-

|

dation-stone was laid the sum of 1,100?. was I

provided for, leaving about 900?. to be raised. i

Bognor.—A new Congregational Church has t

been opened here. Its architecture is Early r

English, from the designs of Mr. C. 0. Blaber, |

of Brighton, and it has been erected at a cost of t

about 2,530?., the building contract having been s

taken by Mr. Snewin, of Littlehampton, for i

1,560?. The coping and finials are not included »

in the contract, and will cost 55?., being a gift. !

The building is 60 ft. by 35 ft. in the clear, and i

accommodation is already effected for 350 per- i

sons, but provision is made for the erection of

galleries. The walls are of fl.int with white stone i

dressings, the windows being of Box-ground

Bath-stone, filled in with Hartley’s patent quarry
;
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oiled plate glass and Moore’s lonvre venti-

atora. The roof is ceiled abont half way np to

he principal rafters, the bottom of which,

ogether with the braces and parlins, are open,

kod rest npon atone corbels. The seats are open

leal and varnished, Mr. James Reed acted as

ilerk of the works under the architect.

STAINED GLASS.

Hazlcwood Castle {Tadcaster, Yorlishire).—

A

itained-glass window has just been erected in

iho old chapel attached to Hazlewood Castle, in

nemory of the late Sir Edward M. Vavasour,

)art. (who died in 1847 on his way to Rome),
ind his lady, who predeceased him many years,

fhe window (which is the gift of the Rev.

Philip Vavasour, youngest son of the late

>aronet) consists mainly of^two lancet lights,

)Ontaining representations of the patron saints

)f the persons commemorated. In one light is a

igure of St. Edward, King and Confessor, and in

;he other light is a figure of St. Marciana,

Virgin and Martyr, both the figures standing,

rarrouuded with their distinguishing attributes

jr emblems, beneath foliated canopies of charac-

teristic design. At the top of the window is a

four-pointed tracery panel, which is filled up
with a monogram, and across the bottom of the

two lancet lights runs the inscription. The
window was executed by Mr. Francis Barnett, of

beith and Edinburgh.
Sidmouth Parish Church.—The last plain

glass window in this church has just been re-

placed by one from Messrs. Ward & Hughes, “in
memory of Emma Pennant, widow of the Rev.

Thomas Pennant, who died June 9th, 1868.”

The new window consists of three lights. The
centre one depicts above St. Peter attempting to

walk on the water, and below the poor widow’s
offering, as contrasted with the rich men’s gifts.

The eastern side light pictnres the miraculous

draught of fishes, and the western side light the
Saviour stilling the tempest.

Patcham Church.—Stained glass has been
recently placed in the east window of the

chancel of this church. The window itself is of

the Decorated period of architecture, consisting

cf three main lights, and six openings above of

tracery in stone work, which has been cleaned

end repaired. In the lower and principal portion

three scenes, in connexion with our Saviour’s

earthly mission, are delineated, and in the npper
divisions His welcome of the good to their

heavenly reward. The first group at the base

fepresents our Lord as an infant in the manger,
iln the second, or central division, is depicted

lOhe crucifixion. In the third compartment are

seen the holy women sorrowing at the tomb of

lohe risen Saviour in the garden. In the top

ijuatrefoil of the tracery is a figure of our Lord
iWith outstretched arms, receiving the just, who,
.attended by their guardian angels, are seen
lOBoending. These occupy the two largest quatre-

libils. In the three trefoils are full-length figures

if the archangels, St. Gabriel, St. Michael, and
t.5t. Raphael. The sabjects in the lower portion

rare enclosed within decorated tabernacle shrines,

hfhe window is dedicated to the memory of the
itate Mr. H. C. Lacy, of Withdean Hall, and the
•t.rtista who designed and executed the work are

leJessra. A. &, W. O’Connor, of London.
S St. Andrew’s, Norwich.-^A stained glass window,
I ij Mr. Hughes, of London, has just been placed
m the south side of the chancel of this church.

i± is a memorial to the deceased children of the

etresent vicar, and the subjects are—in the
nelaetern light, Christ receiving little children

; in

wae centre one, His charge to St, Peter, “ Feed
yiy lambs 3

” and in the western light, Christ
aoaching by the example of a little child. Texts
uJustrative of the subjects appear in the tracery

•ooove. There is still too much light for stained

uiasB to appear at full advantage
3
but it is in

nontempletion to darken the clearstory windows,
did if, at the same time, money is forthcoming,

rt remove the block of old pews still standing in

e le chancel.

SliSi. Peter-Port Church, Guernsey.—A stained
Ufiss window, to the memory of De Beauvoir de
sltsle, has been placed in this church. The
tsipsign is intended to illustrate Our Lord’s
ira,rable of “ the good Samaritan,” In the three
biiain lights the parable is thus represented ;

—

t. Pouring oil into the wounds of the man who
<1 al among thieves. 2nd. Bearing the wounded
uam on his beast to the inn. 3rd. On his

-Mparture commending the poor man to the care
th the innkeeper. In the tracery Our Lord and

•i s angelic host are represented. The text is

“ Va-toi aussi, et fais de meme.” The window
has been executed by Mr, O’Connor, of London.

This is the sixth window which the same artist

has placed in this church. The insertion of the

different compartments has been performed by
Mr. Daniel de Patron.

Ecclesjicld Church.—Another stained window
has been added to the chancel of this church.

It has been erected to the memory of Mr. J. F.

Machen and bis son, Mr. T, M. Machen, It has

been designed and executed by Messrs. Hard-
man, of Birmingham. The three upper lights

contain sabjects as follow :— St. John leaning on

Christ's bosom, St. Peter and St. John at the

Sepulchre, and the Meeting of Christ and Mary
Magdalene in the Garden. The three lower

lights are taken up by as many subjects relating

to the raising of the widow’s son of Nain. The
window is on the north side of the chancel.

FROM MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

The entire collection of the Fine Arts Exhi-

bition includes 667 paintings in oil, and 237
in water-colours. There are in addition 114
sketches and drawings, 2 etchings, ISengravings,

IS chromo-lithographs, and 286 photographs and
photo-lithographs.

Some account of new buildings in Mel-

bourne is given in the Illustrated Australian

Netvs, from which wo select and condense
the following :

— Commencing at the eastern

end of the city, and working our way west-

ward, the first building that attracts our

attention is the new residence in Spring-street

of Messrs. Gerrard & James, the well-known
medical men of this city. This pile of buildings,

which is now rapidly approaching completion,

comprises two houses, and occupies a consider-

able frontage to both Collins and Spring streets.

They are in the Romanesque style, built of brick

and stone, cemented. They are of three stories

in height. The grouped arched windows, sup-

ported by light columns, the baloonettes, and the

parapetting all combine to produce an agreeable

effect. The cost of the two houses will be, when
completed, over 8,0001. They are from the design

of Messrs. Barnes & Reid, architects
5
from

which firm we have also another illustration of

the same style of architecture, in the ware-
houses of Messrs. M'Arthur, Sherrard, & Cope-
land, situated in Flindera-lane. Here, too, the

buildings are of brick, cemented, and the effect

is produced by the grouped windows and the

style of ornamentation peculiar to this order.

The next building which attracts our attention

on returning to Collina-street is the new Town-
hall, which is now beginning to make itself seen.

Continuing up Collins-street we arrive at the

site of the Victorian Permanent Property Build-

ing and Investment Society’s new offices. To
make way for them, the old Central City

Hotel (Collins-street) is now in course of demo-
lition. The new buildings will consist of a large

office in front, of three stories in height, with a

warehouse, auction mart, and store in the rear.

The facade is to be in the Italian style of archi-

tecture, and will occupy a frontage of abont
29 ft. The lower portion of the building will be
ornamented with rusticated piers. The windows
on the first story will be circular-headed, and
embellished with Ionic pilasters, entablatures,

and cornices, while those of the next story will

be pedimented windows, ornamented with
moulded trusses, Corinthian pilasters, architrave
friezes, and cornices. The building will be sur-

mounted with a balustrade. Tenders are now
being called for. The architects are Messrs. W.
H. Elliker & Co., of Elizabeth-street. A few
doors farther on are the sale-rooms of Mr. H.
Beauchamp, which are being rebuilt under the

superintendence of Messrs. Crouch & Wilson, in

a style which forms a remarkable contrast to

the building it supersedes. The premises, which
are of two stories, are built in bluestoue and
brick cemented. Immediately at the rear of
the two last - noticed premises, and front-

'

ing Fiinders-lane, we come upon the excavations
for the foundations of Messrs. Bank Brothers,

Bell, & Co.’s new warehouses. These mammoth
stores are to occupy a frontage of Go ft. 6 in. to

Flinders-lane, by a depth of 157 ft., and are to

be of five stories in height, and will be, with the

exception of Messrs. L. Stevenson & Son’s, the

largest warehouse in Melbourne. The super-

structure is to be of brickwork, finished exter-

nally with cement, in the Italian style, and rest-

ing on a basement story of finely-worked blue-

stone. Thongh not very elaborately decorated,

it will be of an appropriate character. The build-

ing will be somewhat loftier than either Messrs.

Stevenson & Son’s, or Lang & Webster’s
warehouses, its elevation from the pavement to

the top of the parapet being 72 ft. The offices,

next the entrance, are to be constructed of

polished cedar. Iron columns support the
wrought-iron girders of the floors, and the capa-
cious staircases are to be finished in a style of

great magnificence. The buildings are from the
design of Mr. Charles Webb, of Collins-street.

The contract has been taken by Messrs. Turn-
bull & Dick. Turning up Elizabeth-street, we
arrive at the junction of Little Bourke-street, and
here, too, we find extensive excavations going on,

and on inquiry discover that two splendid three-

story shops are to be erected, in place of the
rickety wooden structure which had been re-

moved. Returning to Bourke-street, and con-

tinuing our way westward, we pass two new
brick shops. Nos. 40 and 52, the former of two
stories and the latter of three, the basement in

both cases being of bluestone, and the super-

structure of brick cemented. Though they do
not present any’espeoial architectural features,

they are nevertheless great improvements to the
neighbourhood. In Lonsdale-street we observe

a private residence in course of erection, the

principal features in which are the balcony and
corridor which run round the building. At the

old sice of Westby’s timber-yard, great changes
and improvements have been effected. The front

portion of the property has been leased by
Messrs. Noyes & Read, on which they have
erected extensive grain and general produce
stores. The building, though presenting no very

striking appearance to an outside observer on
Collins-street, covers an area of over a quarter

of an acre, and is provided with every convenience

for carrying on an extensive business. The
building, which is rat proof, being provided with
an asphalte floor, is capable of storing 3,500

tons of grain, besides other more perishable

articles of farm produce, for which a cellar is

provided.

The City Corporation determined last year to

erect a meat-market. Flans were prepared for

the building, and on the 27th of December
last Mr. P. Cunningham, being the successful

tenderer, became the contractor for the work.
Since that time rapid progress has been made
in the erection of the building, which is now
fast approaching toward completion. The super-

structure, which is of red brick, ornamented
with white brick facing, rests on a foundation of

bluestone, and has a surbase of finely wrought
stone of the same description. It occupies an
area of 78 ft. frontage by a depth of 132 ft.

From the front the building exhibits no re-

markable architectural features; the side view,

however, is eft’ective, the monotony of the wall

being broken into arched recesses, surmounted
by semicircular lights and ventilators. The roof,

which is of iron, is in a single span, and is with
one exception the largest span in the colony.

The approaches to the market are from Elizabeth-

street and Queen-street. The centra of the
market is devoted to a cartway 38 ft. wide, on
each side of which is a flagged space 20 ft. wide,

which is to be provided with the requisite

appliances for hanging the meat exposed for

sale. The water is laid on to all parts of the

building. The coat will be about 3,8001., and
the revenue which will be derived from it will

be something considerable.

Telegraph communication with the island of
Tasmania has been successfully re-established,

after having been interrupted for a period of
nearly ten years.

The great Melbourne telescope has been
mounted, and the building in which it is erected

is nearly finished. The roof over the portion of

the building devoted to the telescope is of iron,

and is so constructed that it may be drawn over

the telescope or removed to the other end of the

building with ease. When the telescope is in

use, the roof remains covering the southern half

of the building. The great instrument, when
ready for work, will be used in the first place

mainly for the examination of the southern

nebula?!

The Consumption of Australian Preserved

Meats.—The greatest satisfaction has been ex-

pressed at Melbourne at the success of the
Australian preserved meats. The London agents
had not only sold all their stock and that which
was afloat, but had booked orders to the extent
of 213,000 tins, or 1,093,250 lb.; and they had,
moreover, closed their books, fearing to commit
the Melbourne company farther. They report
that they can with ease dispose of 100,000 6 lb.

tins per week, and this would absorb 25,000
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B^eep a week, and is ten times tke amoant the

company is at present able to produce. Besides,

meat has been dearer of late at Melbourne, but
this was nob expected to continue long.

gliscellanca.

Government Schools of Science,—On the
order for going into committee of supply in the
House of Commons, Mr. Samuelson called atten-

tion to the higher Government schools of science
in the metropolis In connexion with the Science
and Art Department, as there had been little or
no criticism on the votes on science. The vote
which was to be taken that evening amounted to
something over 207,0001., but that did not cover
the whole expenditure annually made on behalf
of science and art. Yotes for buildings and for

the University of London should be added in

order to obtain an adequate idea of the amount
spent on science and art. It was clear, however,
he said, that the schools in Jermyn-street and
Oxford-street, owing to want of sufficient space,
conld not be allowed to continue in their present
position. He would not remove from Jermyn-
Btreet the lectures for working men, because it

was essential that they should be delivered in the
centre of London. It might also be necessary to

continue the teaching of geology in Jermyn-
street

;
but with these exceptions all the Govern-

ment science schools shonld be concentrated at
Sooth Kensington. In the foreign polytechnic
Bhools that was the practice that was observed.
The result wonld be economy of teaching power,
and in the buildings now in course of erection at
Sooth Kensington they would have all the space
that would be required for some time for a poly-
technic school. Mr. W. E. Forster appealed to
the House to postpone the discussion on the
question referred to, until the vote was in the
regular course of business brought before them.

Consecration of a N'ew Church In
foundland.—On Isb Juue the fishermen of
Burnt Head, in the mission of Brigna, in the
Church of England diocese of Newfoundland,
wituessed the consecration of the church dedi-
cated to St. Augustine, which has, after much
anxious labour and painful waiting, been erected
there. This is the third chnrch consecrated by
the present Bishop of Newfoundland in this
mission of Brigua. The newly-consecrated
church consists of chancel, nave, and vestry.
The chancel is 16 fo. long by 14 ft. wide, fitted

np with stalls for clergy, and singing-seats with
carved fiuials, for twelve singers, besides panelled
altar, credence, &o. The east window is a three-
light one. In the centre light are the arms of

St. Augustine’s College—the cross upon a shield.
The nave is 50 ft. long by 25 ft. wide, and is

fitted up with two blocks of open seats, which
will accommodate 300 people. The roof is an
open pine one, of a steep pitch, as the position
is a very exposed one. There is a cloistery of
five small windows on each side, and five lancets
on each side of the nave, finished externally with
hood moulding. At the west end are three de-
tached lancets, and a porch with a double door
and paralleled sides. At the west end of nave
is an open belfry, from which rises a spire to the
height of 75 ft. from the ground. Nearly one-
half of the building is free and unappropriated
for ever. The edifice, which is built of wood, is

exclusively of native work, and was designed by
the missionary, the Rev. 11. H. Taylor, who was
born and educated in Stockport.

Court of Common Council, Xiondon.—The
Wright testimonial picture, “ The Condemned
Cell,” has been lent to Mr. Davie, engraver, to
complete an engraving of it. Alderman
Salomons proposes presenting a window to
Guildhall. A joint committee of the Corpo-
ration and the Metropolitan Board of Works
for the freeing of bridges on the Thames has
been appointed. The subject of a new build-

ing for the library and museum is under discus-
sion in the council. The question is, whether a
new building be erected at the east end of
Guildhall, at a cost not exceeding 25,0001., or
whether the large building used at Nisi Prius
in Guildh*?.!! be devoted to the purpose in view
when the Law-courts are removed.

Tbe Creenwlcb and Woolwicb Railway.
The local committee, of which the Rev. Dr.
Miller is chairman, for promoting the construc-
tion of the Greenwich and Woolwich Railway
are, it is stated, about to take steps to enforce
the formation of the line by the South-Eastern
Company.

Iron and Steel Institute.—A meeting of
gentlemen interested in this newly-formed asso-

ciation has been held at Middlesbrough. Mr.
Isaac Lowthian Bell, Vice-president of the In-

stitute, presided, and explained the circum-
stances under which the Institute had consented
to hold its first provincial meeting in the Middles-
brough district. It was agreed, on the part of

the iron trade, that the quarterly buaiuess meet-
ing of the iron and allied trades, and which now
stands for September 28, should be held one
week earlier, so as to afford visitors a means of
attending a business meeting of tho trade, if

they shonld desire to do so. The programme of
the proceedings in September was discussed, and
a general outline was adopted. An exhibition

of models, specimens of iron or steel, or other
matters likely to interest the Institute, will

probably be organized in tbe large hall of the
Exchange Bnildings. It is proposed that the
party should steam down the Tees, in order to

see the various works on the banks of tbe river,

and shonld land at Eaton jetty
;
visit the iron-

works and mines in the neighbourhood, and
finally go to Saltburn-by-the-Sea. With respect
to papers, it is likely that some of considerable
interest will be contributed, including com-
munications on blast-furnaces, the manufacture
of rails, gas fuel, and others.

Monastic Building’s of Worcester Cathe-
dral.—A short time ago some interesting dis-

coveries were made at the western end of
Worcester Cathedral, while workmen were en-
gaged in making alterations in the late Canon
Benson’s residence. These premises were either
the site of the monastic infirmary, or imme-
diately southward of it. Professor Willis fixes

the infirmary due west of the cathedral, but
from documentary evidence in the possession of
the Dean and Chapter, that office, the local

Hercdd thinks, would appear to have been nearer
to, if not on tbe site of, Canon Wynter’a house.
This house stands upon a substructure of excel-

lent Norman rib vaulting, originally open from
one end to the other, 70 ft. loug, 13 ft. 6 in.

wide, in five compartments, which opened to the
ground without by as many arches. Two but-
tresses projected westward from the gable, which
stands on a high bank next the Severe, and from
its peculiar form and position near the river,

Professor Willis believes this to have been the
monastic “necessarium,” as that office is simi-

larly situated at Durham. These vaults under
the infirmary were filled up in 1691, except such
portions as Drs. Reynolds and Jepheot, the
canons then residing there, preserved for their

own use. The discoveries just made consist of

a small cell, a large room at the north end of

the premises, containing some good Early English
arches with groinings, double lancet-lights, &c.,

and another apartment of Transitional Norman
work. The discoveries have been allowed to

remain intact, for the inspection of the carious.

Hoaltli of Ireland.—The reports from the
local registrars of births and deaths in Ireland
show this year, as usual, the need of sanitary
reform in that part of the United Kingdom. The
registrar of Kilkeel writes that there has been
much fever in that district this year, apparently
without any other law than that haunting the
ill-fed, the dirty, and the overcrowded. He finds

it on the seashore and the mountain-side, but he
cannot point to a case unassociated with either

the manure-heap close to the dwelling, the open
cesspool, the filthy pigsty, or tho badly-lighted,

ill-ventilated, and often over-crowded abode.
These conditions, he regrets to say, are the rale.

Tbe poor of the district are very poor indeed,

and to most of them animal food is an extreme
rarity.

Sailors’ Orphan Girls' School and Home.
The ceremony of opening a new building dedi-

cated to this institntion, took place on Friday in

last week, at Church-lane, Hampstead, under
the auspices of Prince Arthur. The building

which the children at present occupy is old and
quite inadequate to the wants of the institution.

Hence arose the necessity for the erection of the

new edifice, the building of which, including the

freehold land, has cost about 9,000i.

Schools at Anerley.—A visit is to be paid

to the North Surrey District Schools at Anerley
(this) Saturday, July 24th, to inspect infant

schools, workshops, laundry, and children’s draw-
ings in the board-room

; see the drill and exercises

in the school-yard, and hear singing and music
in the hall. The object is to show the advantage
of mixed mental and industrial training.

Workmen’s International ExhibitloDyi’ij

1870 .—A public meeting to promote the ob-i

jects of this exhibition was held on Tuesday,!
the 20th, in the Pimlico Rooms, Winchester-!
street, Pimlico, when a resolution was unani-j

mously passed, approving the operations of the!

council of the exhibition
;
and a petition to Par-'

liament, asking for legal security for new inven-i'j

tions exposed in the forthcoming exhibition,!;

was signed by the chairman on behalf of the]

meeting. It 'was stated, in course of the pro-Q
ceedings, that local committees had been formedn
in the principal towns throoghont Great Britaini,

one in Ireland, and others in various towns oiiii

the continent. Favourable accounts had beenic

received from Denmark and Prussia. In tbej

latter, the Crown Prince and Princess had*
placed themselves at the head of the movement.^
By the direction of the India Office, producteif.

from India will be displayed. The Earl off*

Clarendon, through the medium of our minister^
and consuls abroad, has roused the interest oi({

the Continental Governments in the success oik

the undertaking. A lively discussion took plaoel<

on the present patent law, I

The Rhewl, near Gobowen, Salop.

—

Ak
mission chapel has been erected on an elevatedk
spot in an outlying part of Whittington pansh.|L

It is built of brick, with dressings of Cefn stone^
and consists of nave and chancel under one roofjji

vestry, south porch, and western bell-turreti

The style is Early English, and the building pro-i

vides for rather more than 100 persons, in opeDp
seats. The cost has been about 5001. There iek

a reredos of marble and enamelled tiles. The!

windows are glazed with cathedral tinted glaBS.u;

by Messrs. Dove & Davies, of Shrewsbury, ana
the work has been carried out by Mr. Sharmonlr
of Ellesmere, and Mr. Evans, of Oswestry, unde^
the direction of the architect, Mr. E. Haywell^'
jun., of Shrewsbury.

Monthly Report on the Health of SaintB
Marylebone.—The report for June, by Dr.

Whitmore, medical officer of health, and chemicalp
examiner of gas for the parish of St. Maryle-jl

bone, has been printed by order of the vestry .in

The returns are highly favourable, inasmuch asb
they show a death-rate of nob more than 19'9f

per 1,000, or something like 5 per 1,000 less!

than the average death-rate of this pariah, ana,
which means an annual saving—presuming th<k
present low rate were to continue, which it willj

not—of 815 lives. The cause of this excep-jo

tiooally low rate of mortality has been thai i

whilst, owing to the improved temperature oji

the month, the deaths caused by bronchitis ancl
whooping cough declined, the temperatureis
nevertheless, had not yet risen so high as tui

favour the spread and fatality of sunimeat
diseases. Scarlatina was fatal in eeven casesq

during the month. The reporter’s attention haejj

recently been called to an outbreak of thi(

disease in Park Crescent-mews West. He fonnqj

some of the stables in a very bad sanitary conditt

tion, and it was in the lofts of these stables tha^'t

the disease existed. The converting of stablead

lofts into human habitations is very objectionablew

nor should it be tolerated, except everything con g
nected with the stables beneath as well as ii i

the inhabited rooms, is in the best possible sani <

tary condition.

The Trade TTnlons Bill.—The Home SeoreiE

tary’s Bill to protect the funds of trade-union ft

from embezzlement and misappropriation ha; fi

been printed. Ibis proposed to enact as follows [I—“ 1. An association of persons having rule

agreements, or practiefes among themselves as t i

the terms on which they or any of them will o i

will not consent to employ or to be employed U

shall not, by reason only that any of such ruleeji

agreements, or practices may operate in restrain|}l

of trade, or that such association is partly fo[Ic

objects other than the objects mentioned in tbiti

Friendly Societies Act, be deemed, for th-i

purposes of the 24th section of the Frieadl;:‘l

Societies Act, 1855, for the punishment of frandtl

and impositions, to be a society established for t

purpose which is illegal or not to be a friendlju

society within the meaning of the 44th section olJ

tbe said Act. 2. This Act shall not continue bo
force after the last day of August, 187CI

3. This Act may be cited as ‘ The Trade Unioujl.

Funds Protection Act.’
”

Reopening' of Xilandaff Cathedral.—Th -

complete restoration of Llandaff Cathedral ha|4’

been celebrated by a religious and muaicaio

festival in it, to which the choristers of BristcH

Cathedral contributed. After service a Iancheo:'’i

was partaken of in the newly-erected school, u
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Smeatonlan Society ofCivil Engineers.

—

This society made an excursion down the river,

and afterwards had an entertainment at Green-

wich, on Tuesday, the 13th instant. The party

started from Westminster in Mr. Penn’s steam

yacht, and visited, under special arrangements,

his Engine Manufactory at Deptford; also Messrs.

Siemens’s Telegraph Cable Works at Charlton
;

and the Gun and Ammunition Factories at the

Eoyal Arsenal, Woolwich. At the dinner there

were nearly fifty persons; the chair was taken

by Mr. Penn, the president for the year. The
society dates from 1771, when Smeaton insti-

tuted a gathering of professional engineers and
men of science for friendly intercourse and dis-

cussion. Thanks were accorded to the president,

and to Mr. Mylne, the treasurer, for the arrange-

ments of the day.

Tfew Patent Brick Works in Worcester4
Mr. D. W. Barker, formerly of Frome, Somerset-

shire, having some time since purchased a plot of

land on Gregory’s Bank, close to the canal on the

north side of Worcester, commenced clearing the

ground in January last, in order to erect a patent
brick-work. The clay-marl is said to be of

good quality for making bricks. Before

being burnt they are subjected to an immense
pressure. The bricks will be made by a patent

process, new and extensive machinery having
been bronght into requisition for the purpose,

The works are of an extensive character. The
chimney, which is not yet quite finished, is of

circular form, and will be about 160 ft. in

height.

nr. Gasser’s Statue of Adam Smith.

—

This statue has been placed on a temporary
I pedestal in the ground-floor of the Eandolph
I Gallery, Oxford, for public view. Some time

i since a committee was formed for the purpose of

I purchasing the statue, with the object of pre-

eaenting it to the University of Oxford. The late

, Lord Taunton, Lord Justice-General Inglis, Mr.
i Gladstone, the dean of Christ Church, the master

f of Balliol, and Professor Thorold Eogers, agreed

oto act as a committee for purchasing the statue,

bthe price of which is 7001. Upwards of 400Z.

i;have already been subscribod.

The Roman Pavement found near the
fiPoultryi liondou.—A further discovery con.

lenected with the flue pavement recently found
lenear the Poultry was made while digging to the

10 south or south-east. A small ante-chamber
lofloor of common red teaser® was examined, and
I a passage-way running along the outside of the

Jnbuilding, having a concrete floor. The old

J(Romau Watling-streethas lately been discovered

,ibabout 10 ft. or 11 ft. from the present level,

iLthe road being about l-i ft. wide, formed of

rough gravel laid upon old pottery and other

Ui^bris.

I Increased Value of Property in Ifew-
lacastlc.—The premises situate at No. 3, Colling-

^fowood-street, were sold by anction, and realised

ii[6iaotly double the amount obtained when the
utazne premises were sold ten years ago.

TENDEES.
r For cleaning and restoring the exterior of St. Luke’i
biDhurch, Old-atreet-road. Mr. J. Niblett, architect :

—
VVinsbip (accepted) £000 0 0

For house and offices at Barnes, Surrey. Mr. J.
UjlHaitewilJ, architect. Quantities by Mr. H. T. Ffortb-
•^'ubroft :

—

Gascoigne £3,800 0 0
Myers & Sons 3,630 0 0
Saunders 2,491 0 0
Adamson & Son 2,308 0 0
Keyes & Head 3,339 0 0
Manley & Rogers 2,237 0 0
'VViuship (accepted) 3,220 0 0

For the Eennington and Lambeth Sewers, for the

Metropolitan Board of Works. Mr. J. W. Bazalgette,

C.E. Quantities supplied by Mr. J. J. Bennett
Bloomfield.
Webster
Thirst
Pearson
Crockett
Dickinson & Oliver (accepted)
Ford
Moore

.£31,800 0
31,200 0
31.000 0
29,700 0
37.000 0
25,890 0
23.000 0
22,050 0

For Keywood Congregational chapel and school.

W. F. Poulton, architect

Lees £5,108 0 0

J. Dawson 4,895 0 0
Horrocks 4,860 0 0
Tioline 4,720 0 0

Bamber 4,670 0 0

F. Dawson (accepted) 4,537 0 0

For the new workhouse at Edmonton, for the

Strand Union. Mr. W. S. Cross, architect. Quantities

supplied by Messrs. W. S. & Allred Cross

Qatfdlei'a Work,

Hammond & Co.
Smith
Pettit & Co
Comyn, Ching, & Co
Benhain & Sons
Edmonson & Co
Richardson, Slade, & Co
Hastings
Eaiidall

Strode & Co
Clutterbuck
Jeakes & Co
Deville & Co
Gardner
Unsigned Tender
Hulett & Co
Jennings
Stevens & Sons
Big.,s

May
Deane
Chandler
Barron i Wilson (accepted)
Huailress

Engineer’a Work.

For new sewers in Orne-lane, Acton, for the Acton
ical Board;

—

Young £2,387 0 0
Tyler 2,105 17 0
Killingback 3,105 0 0
Chapel 2,093 0 0
Thirst 2,' 81 0 0
Blick 2,040 0 0
Carter 2,000 0 0
Ayre l.Ool 16 8
Crockett 1,890 0 0
Wigmoro 1,850 0 0
Pizisey (accepted) 1,850 0 0
Wilson 1,846 0 0
Bloomfield 1,762 0 0
Main 1,695 0 0

..£1,792 18 0

.. 1,660 10 0

.. 1,566 4 0

.. 1,613 12 7

.. 1,470 16 0

.. 1,470 6 7

.. 1.432 12 0

.. 1,416 13 0

.. 1,392 17 9
.. 1,369 4 0
.. 1,352 16 4
.. 1,316 14 7
.. 1,303 4 4
.. 1,293 19 0
.. 1,290 18 Hi
.. 1,390 18 0
.. 1,236 0 0
.. 1,313 5 6
.. 1,203 0 0
.. 1,196 10 6
.. 1,183 15 7
.. 1,177 0 0
.. 1,163 0 0

Robinson & Cottam £6,430 0 0
Turner & Co 5,351 0 0
Harrison i Clayton 5,375 0 0
Simpson & Co 6,213 0 0
Gardner 4,995 6 0
Richardson, Slade, & Co 4,995 0 0
Wailes & Co 4,988 17 2
Beuham & Sons 4,818 0 0
Barron S Wilson 4,790 0 0
Rosser 5: Russell 4,770 0 0
Howard 4,700 0 0
Bevington 5; Courtald 4,697 14 5

Holhruok & Co 4,691 18 0
Fraser ft Sons 4,363 0 0
Uaslings 4,304 7 6
Wontner Smith 4,209 8 6
May 4,195 2 7
Jukes, CouIsoD, it Stokes 4,106 0 0
Spenealagb t Arclier 3,990 0 0
Gimson t Co 3,966 IS 2
Jeakes t Co 3,915 12 6
Jennings 3,921 0 0
Ainslie t Co 3,841 17 0
Deaue 3,841 0 0
Katcliffe & Nuscheler 3,741 0 0
Cowan 3,653 0 0
Hart t Co 3,110 0 0

Warming by Hot Water Apparatua,

Turner & Co £3,863 0 0
Jennings 1,927 0 0
Benham & Sons 1,863 10 0
Gardner . 1,799 17 10
Barron t Wilson 1,420 0 0

Perkins t Son 1,377 10 9
Hastings 1,347 13 0
Rosser t Russell 1,333 0 0
Gimson & Co 1,310 6 0
Wontnsr Smith 1,241 10 0

Jeakes t Co 1,020 11 G

Bacon & Co 1,000 0 0
May 982 11 0

p lfu For building two shops and offices in the Brighton-road,
1 d ed Hill, for Mr. Alfred Colecom. Mr. George Thomas
'Jibcribe, architect ;

—

^ • Cook £700 0 0

For Pedmore Church, Stourbridge. Mr. Frederick
Preedy, architect. Quantities furnished by Messrs. Good-
man t Vinall :

—

Goodman, Wilkes, t Co,

Ife..

Higham
Horseman
Grilliths

Wood & Son

Lovatt
Collins & CuUis
Horton
Hollaud
Chapman
Ihoruton (accepted)

£4,353 4 4
3,871 10 0
3,798 6 0
3,434 19 11
3,436 10 0
3,356 3 0
3,181 0 0
3,160 10 0
3,132 0 0
3,(J67 0 0
2,820 0 0
2,814 17 6
2,785 14 7

For enlarging St. John’s Church, Buekhurst Hill, Essex.

Mr. J. Tanner, architect:

—

Ennor £1,691 0 0

Hedges 1,683 0 0
Matr 1,600 0 0
Turner & Sons 1,579 0 0

Perry 1,675 0 0

Kilby 1,466 0 0

Egan 1,163 0 0

For the erection of a new lodge to the Chaseville Park
Estate, Winchmore Hill, for Mr. Charles Stokes. Mr.
J. C. Timmis, architect

Patman & Fotheringham £370 0 0

Kent 367 0 0

Alldred 315 0 0

Hookham (accepted) 316 0 0

For pulling down and pebuildiag mansion. No. 20,

Park-lane, for Col. Farquharson. Mr. J. T.Wimperis,
architect:

—

Fish (accepted) £11,165 0 0

For repairs and decorations, for Messrs. Trnfitt, Bar*
lington Arcade. Mr. T. Harris, architect:—

Fish £4,115 0 0

Foiley (accepted) 3,988 0 0

For new sto^, &c., No. 3, Pembridge-place, Bayawater.
Messrs. Francis, architects:

—

Myers & Sons £971 0 0
King & Sons 933 0 0

Fish (accepted) 860 0 0

Colls & Son (withdrawn) 785 0 0

TO COEEESPONDENTS.
8. T. (eancelleil : having appeared elsewhere).— Duodecimal (next

we.k).—E. 8. (next week).-F. P.-J. T.-G. F. F.—Mr. C.—R. H.—
U— C. F. H.-J. — E. H. juu.-W. W.-g, W.— C. B.—
F. E. N, H.-J. P.-F.-O. T. T.-B. U-O. S.-J. L. 8.-W.-T. B.-
A. W. B.-T. G. J.-C. 0. E,-C. F.

We ace compeUed to decline p'.iatiag out books and giving

addresses.

All statements of facts, list* of Trodecs, Ac., must be accompanied

b7 the name aud address of the seuder, nut uecessarilr for

publication.

Novk-—The tesponBlblllty of signed artlJes, and papers read at

public meetings, rests, of conrse, with the anthors.

TO SUBSCRIBEKS.
NOTICE.—All Communications respect-

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be

addressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder^'

No. 1, York-street, Covent Carden. All other

Commumications should be addressed to the

“Editor," and not to the “Publisher."

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor the current

week's issue later than THREE o’clock, p.m.,
on TEURSDAY.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with

STEAM POWER, ie employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Mannfacbare of Church, Turret,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &o. can be promptly supplied with

estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,
by special appointment. Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and

60, Ludgate-hill ;
Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-

street, London.

w
18mo. cloth, 29 6 t.

;
with Key. 3). 6.1.

ALKER & WORCESTER’S PRO-
NOUN'CING DICTIONARY of the ENGLISH LANGUAGE.
edllloD, careful ly conected, aad m.uy new word* added.

London : WILLIAM TBQQ, Paacrae Un-, Obe.paida.

Just publLhed, price 2l.

rHE treatment of SEWAGE,
By JOHN HART.

A P.oiphlet forMunlelpal Authoritle*. and three Interested in the
Cultivation of Land,

London: SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, * CO.
Leam'uglon: H. WlPFBLL, Victoria Library.

“ '^yORKING PEOPLE and IMPROVED
The now and illustrated edition of" The Dwelling* of the Labour-

ing CliLS>e»,” by HENRY KOBeRTS B-i. F 8 A_ (author of " Home
Beforui," and " Tbo Phyelcai Condition of the Laouuring Clauae*

will be found a (ummaty of (he efforte at h -me aud abroad to

8' cure ' Hoalthy Homes” fur working men aud woman.
A moat valuable handbook.''— TAe BuJWer.

To be had at the Office of the Sooioty for Improving the Condition

ofthe LnUouilog Uaaaea, 21, Exeter Hall. Strand. Price 7a. Alao

Deaigae for Cottage*, numbered ou sheet, with SpeciUc itlon, Ac,

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

Designs prepared from rough
SKETCHES or otberwlie in the beat etyle of art. Per*p«c-

tire* ontllued or etched. Telia* moderate.—Addresi, Mr. TAYLOR,
17, Thavles-lnn, Holborn.

A N old-established Ironmongery Business
_ competent and e

branchee, to act ai WORKING PaUT.SER. 3501

required. One whe uuderslande working drawius*,

t 0 U8 buaineaa man, would be liberally treated wll

PAETNEESHIP.—To LAND AGENTS,
Jc Valuers, SURVaYORS, *«•—* Geutleman. of mtuaie age

I'dLly °or'*establlshed member of the pr. fesdon, wiih a view ^
mmecllate or prospective PARrNBHSUtP.-Address, J. a 8. 13,

jraubj-street, MocuUigtun-creaceut. London, N.W,

T NEILL &
» J . QUANTITY SURVEYORS.

11, COOKBIDGE STREET. LEEDS.
lighest teetlmouials from sevcial eminent arcbitecta. Terms c

appUcatiDU,

SON,

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS. Sc.

Gilders, thoroughly experienced in House
Work, Decorative Furnliute, aud Gliding In all 11* branehe*,

may be OBTAINED at the House of Call, MarlUoiough Inn, Blenbelm-
Btepj, Oxford-etreeU—Addree* to the Secretary^

T)RICKS.—WANTED, a Person on Com-
XJ mlsskn, po3-e9ting a boul fide connexion for the SALE of
FACING aud SEWER BRICKS.- Apply, by loiter, K. W. F. 23.

Lower Calthorpe-etieat, W.C.
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D EAUGHTSMAN wasted, accus-
toinfd to destpn on>araeDt»l chandelier*, ga^flttinge, &c. He

would be required to take ordeii, and a«»let generally In tbe bnal-

Den.—Apply by letter, atallng age, prevlona occupation, Ac. to

it. B. P, Ueura. Btaunton'a, 9. Btraud, W.C.

TO BUILDBIIS AND OTHERS.

WANTED, by a Yoimg Man, a EE-EN-
VV GAGEMENT. aa CLERK or othcrwlie. Can draw, keep

roeu’e time, ic,—Addreea, A. B. 3, Derby-itreet, Parliament-atreet.

T^RAUGHTSMAN and JUNIOR ^

1 / AS8I8TANT.-WANTED, at the Sea-aide, for the month of

August, a rapid, clever, classic DRAUGHTSMAN. Also, Pet- i

maneotly, a JUNIOR ss IMPBOVER.-Apply, sIslicR teini., eipe- c

rlecce, and encloriog small siecimen drawing, to W. LANE SEAR,
&q. Architect, Margate. -

T EEDS SCHOOL of ART, in connexion ^

_1 J with the Silence and Art Deparlmciit.—APPOINTMENT of

HEAD MASTER.—The Committee of the Leeds Mechanics’ Instilu. „
tioB nad Liltrary Society are ready to receive appllcstlons for the

cfficeofBEAD MASTER of the School of Art. Ho will he required ‘

devote the whole of bis time to the servlcs of the institu'lon.

Ssiary, 2(01. per annum, and a proportion of net results of the

working of ills department.—Appllcstlbns to be (ent in, addrersed

to the berets ry of ihe InstitnUon, Cuoktldge slr ct, Leeds, tegether
wHh te timonlals as to experience, qnalificatlous, and Btueresfor the ^
office, OD or before the 3Lst iostanu n

H. WARDMAN, \Hon. ,
19lh. July. 1889. W. J, NEILD, /Bees. c

ri'lIMBER FOREMEN.—WANTED, by a
1 large MeniifaclurlDg Firm In the Midland Counties, an

experienced Man, fully competent to take charge of the Timber and
Converting DepartmenU of their business.—Address, No. 1 Box, ,
Post-office, Birmingham. ]

YITATERWORKS FOREMAN.—The ,
V V Cam hi Idge University and Town Waterworks Company are

in want of a FOREMAN for their work*. He must have a Ihon ugh
practical knowledge of Waterworks matters, such aa meters, plutno- ^
ing, 4c. Allhongh not absolutely neceteary, a mao acquainted with ,
engine. flltlrg would be prefernd.— Applications (endorsed " Fore,

j

man ”) siaiiug age, salary requlrid, 4c. to be addreised to me at my >

Office, 4, Benet-olreet, Cambridge, on or befo-c WEDNESDAY, the
28ih Instant HENRY TOMLI80N. Manager. -i

Cambridge, Jnly 15, 3889.

\17ANTED, by a Builder and Decorator, in ’

VV the neighbouthood of Bayswater. aYOUTHI as CLERK—
Address, by letter on' y, static g antecedents, salary, and <iualidcatluD,

G. B. C. Carrington's Library, Orove-terrace, Hotting H dl.

TO PLUMBERS AND GRAINERS.

TX7ANTEI), four or five miles from town, j

VV for aconstaney.a thorough PLUMBER. One used to gas- ^

fitting and iron service ; also a Crst-rate Grainer and Writer. Both
would bo required to fill up time with palu'Ing. None but respect- .

abls men n>ed aldresi. who can give good leferences, and itatlug
wigei expectel, to 67, Office of “ The Builder.'’

WT"ANTED, an out-door APPRENTICE to -

VV Ihe WOOD-CARVING. Modera'e premium —W. WALKER,
Archil ecturiil Wood -Carver, 6. Great I’ul'euey -street, OolUeii-sqaare,

Loudon, W.

"X^T^A N T E D, a thoroughly efficient :

VV GENERAL FOREMAN to take charge of some extensive *

woiksln the ouuutry. None need apply bub tbosewbo have filled

siml’ar ei'gageuieiits, and can prodnee flc.t-ciass toitlmoniali a> to
character, ability. 4c.—Apply, by latter only, stating references,
salary required, 4c. to G. W. care of Mr. Giauvllle, 28, Uanover-
itreer, Islington, N.

'XX7ANTED, an energetic Young Man as
VV WORKING FOREMAN cf JOINERS. Must understand

setting out and preparing ordinary Joiners' work, aud capable of
msDSgiog a few joiners. Constant employment at moderate wages.
Apply, by tetter, on fisturday or Moi.day nex', stating terms, and
where last employed, to HAYLUCK 4 SON, York-iosd, Battersea,
turrey.

TO LAND SUaVEYOEa

‘X^7ANTED, in a tiurveyor’s Office, ONE or
V V TWO good SURVEYORS used to Town work, None but

competent meu acenstomed to the use of the Theodolite need
apply.— Let’ers, staling name, age, previous employment, and sala'y
icquiied, may be addieited to C. H Box T 37, Post office, Mau-
cbester.

^ thoroughly qualified
VV ASSISTANT.to Prepsra Bills of Qainlliias. Bute recent

engageroents and terms. The eppdntmenb may lead to a parlner-
ibip.—Address. 43, Office of “ Ihe Builder."

X^7ANTED, a Person thoroughly acquainted
VV with the BATH FREESTONE QUARRY BUSINESS, com-

petent to take the Oversight of Urge Wholesale Operations in the
Stone Trade. Apply, by Ulter, italiug qualifications aud ihe aalary
required, and uaml.g security to the extent of 2u(ll.—AduiesB, toe
CHAIRMAN, Bath Biune Company, 4. Railway-place, Bath

X17ANTED, a Permanent SITUATION, as
VV THRSE-BHANCH HAND. Can do givsfttting. Long cha.

racter.- Address, O. B. 33. Aldeubem-sUeet. Bi. Pancr.s, N.W.

TO BUILDERS. 4c.

YArANTED, by a steady Man, an ENGAGE-
VV UENT as IMFROVBB In CARPENTRY and JOINERY.

Small pteuilum if requited.—Address, B. MORTICE, 312, Gray's-
inn-rood.

TO DECORATORS AND IRONMONGERS.
YA7ANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a good
VV JOBBING BRICKLAYER, PLASTERER, and SI^IEB.

Well secuitomed to lionuioDgers’ fire-work, and ia also a good
psiuler.—Address, BRICKLAVEB, No. 5, Bl. Leunard’s-garneus,
Maida-bill West, PadainKtuo.

TO BUILDEBB, PLUMBERS. 4c.

XA7ANTED, by a first-class PLUMBER, a
V V SnUATlON or Job. No oI jeetioii to turn bis hand to other

branebea If required. Good references.—Address, A. Z. 3, CbrlsUaua-
piace, Vicloila-icod, Peckbam, H.B.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

’XAT'ANTED, by an experienced FOREMAN
V V of BRICKLaYRRS, a KE-ENGAGEMENT as FOREMAN or
CLERK of WORKS, or to Take Charge of a Job. Good rclereuce.—
Address, H. W. care of Mr. Utile, Hope-cottage, KLigbl's-bill, Lower
Norwood, London, S.

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS.
WANTED, an APPOINTMENT as
VV TKAVELLGR. on commission, chiefly for Heiti, Beds,

Bucks, and Oxon.—Addre s, 0. C. Post-office, Soulbamp'uu.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
"WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as

T T FORhMAN, or lo Take Charge of a Job. Good references
aud leslimoBinla—Address, W. W. 13, Brown-street, E 'gwar^-road

TO CARPtNTERS AND BUILDERS,
WANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
T T TlON as IMPROVER at CarpeoWi's aud JulLei’s Woik

Sas been in the trade tliree years, and bss been need to jobbing am
general work.—Apply loT. L. 49, Sailabury-stie.t, Portman market

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

V of BEven yeara’ experience in the trrule. a conaUnt PLACE
i joiner’s shop. Bench work preferred. tVnges acc rdiiig to

ibillly—not io much an object as improTemeiit or couitant

le.— Address, L. Y. Poat-offlee, Newbury, till called for.

TO CONrSACTORS AND BUILDERS.

NT ED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
FOREMAN, or to take Charge of a Job, in town or country.

and tealimoninls.—Addreaa, BUILDER, 20, Acaeia-

TO DECORATORS. UPHOLaTBRERS, AND BUILDERS.

DEBIGNF.R. 4o an ENGAGEMENT to Superiotend or to

aTy out a JOB. Practically underatanda erery b’anch of the
*

'on; alao the varioua etylea of ornament. FlraWlnss refer-

Siiedmeni and prize medals shown.— Address, J. A. 3,

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS AND OTHERS.

\T7ANTED, a REENGAGEMENT as
VV CLERK. FALE.SMAN, or MANAGER In Saw MlUe. Baa

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

WANTED, a KB -ENGAGEMENT, by
VV an ASSISTANT, of eight year.’ cxrwrlinee with two

1 BUILDERS AND THE TRADE.

XITANTED, by a steady, industrious Young
VV Ma-i. a conaUnt SITUATION as PAINTF.R. GLAZIER, and

uerallr uaeful.

—

TO BUILDBR.S AND CONTRAOTORB.

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
VV a llioroughly einerlejced, energetic SHOP FOREMAN of

TO BUILDERS.

^^TANTED, by a GENERAL FOREMAN,
VV a RE-RNOAGEMENT. Flret-clasa referencea—Addrei«,
ALPHA, m. High-atreet. Borough.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

'X^T'ANTED, by a thoroughly good PLUM-
V V BRR. a JOB or SITUATION as THRKK-BRANCH HAND.

Has nt> objection

VTTANTED, by a practical CLERK of
V V WORKS, a RE-ENGAOEM ENT a* above, or m MANAGING

TO BUILDERS, ROAD-MAKERS, AND CONTRACTORa.

ANTED, by a firstclass practical Man,
V V a Carriageway Parlor, Street Maron, Granite U-euer JWood

Brlcka, Dutch Clinkers, or Tlleal, lo TAKB WORK by •*--

Labour only. Good testlmoulali

TO DECORATORS AND OTHERS.

WANTED, by a Man of respectability,
aged 32. a ihoroughly prictloal Plumber, Decorator, Painter.

Se. a SnUAlTON as WORKING FOREMAN, C-re of a Job, or

otherwise. Mas bad much experleuce with Br.t-clui work iu all the

hes of the trada. Town or c.iuotry. Wages m-'Jerate.—Ad-

Q THOMl’SON, 5. Wellington-slreet, Strand, W.C.

W ANTED, by a JO] NEE’S MACHINE
HAND, a Sl'lUATlON to Work Miuldlng aud Thick-

Doling Machine, or Gsuersl Joiner. Can make cutierr, 4c. Good
relcience, If required.-Addieti, 108, Office of " The Builier,"

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

Carable of preparing working i

pwork, laklugoutquantrtlei.and estiinaliiig.—Add est

uezar.place. North-end, Fulbsm.

as CLERK of WORKS
systematic roauaeer.

tlmate and msasurn up work, keep
Highest leforenres.—Address, W. B.

WANTED, by a respectable Married
Man. aged 31, a constant SirUATION.or a good JoMa

town nr country, as a thorough practical Plumber, GasQtter. and
Zinc Worker, ’^oroughly understands every description of new
and old work, hot and cold water bath, hand pump and desp well

'u Good refereucea if required,—Address, J. BURTON, 3. Bhor-

PIBCE.
.—Addres’, JAMES

•street, Poplar.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
RE-ENGAGl£MENT,

FOREMAN, to take entlrecbargs of a job, Town
ntry. Good references to last firm.—Address. BUILDER’S

FORRMAN, Poet-offl-o, New Norlh-rosd, N.B.

wanted,
VV GENERAL F(

YXT'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, in a
V V poslllon of TRUST, In the Building Trade. W,U up in the

jutlne of the Ofllce and gtii

llh the bustnees. FireVcl

road North, N.E.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

IITANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
VV praitical London GENERAL FOREMAN. Has been en-

gaged for the last sixteen months In bulidiug la-g'

tlemau’s esUte. Good reference from present einplojer. T
couuuy.—Addre.B, S. W. 2, Elden Cottages, Button, Surrey.

\I7ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
VV TION as IMPROVER to the PLUMBING. Has been three

— Address, A. C. S

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

X^rANTED, by a thoroughly practical, ener-
VV getic. and sober Man, a RE ENGAGEMENT as GERERS^
FOREMAN, Foreman of Carpenters, or to Take Charge of a Ji

Ihoroughly understands every branch of the trade, ana can me«»u

up any description of work, Age 33. Carpenter aud joiner. Fin

'as- reference from employers. Town or country.—Address, B,

I, Keetou's-road, Bermondsey, 3.E.

TO BUILDERS AND PAINTERS.

WANTED, a CONSTANCY, as HOUSE-
PAINTER. PAPERUANQER, GLAZIER. Twenty

yean.' expetiecice, Capab e of taking charge of work. G ,od

Soho, W.
i. B. No. 13, PoitUnd-slrtet,

ANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT,
GENERAL FOREMAN or CLERK of WORK&

foiintry. Carpenter and joiner. Well upjo tbe_

Thoroughly pructlcil and efUclent,
' ' "

W"

TO SURVEYORS AND LAND AGENTS.

‘XX7ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 20, a
,

VV SITUATION as ASSISTANT in a Surreyor and Land Agent’s •
Office. He is wU! verted in surveying and levelling, and is a neat «
and efflclect draughtsman.—Applv to ROBT. LAWdON, Surveyor. ii

and lAnd Agent. 4c. Cable-street. Ltnca>tar.

TO GENERAL HOUSE DECORATORS, GRAINERS, 4c.
_

'XY7 ANTED, by a thoroughly practical D;

VV Young Man, a PARTNERSHIP in the above line. Haabad|i
great fxpe'ienee both In Town and conotry. City or West-eod pre- ft

ferred. A moderate premium would be advanced.—Address, 063.
p

Office of “The Builder." 1

TO ARCHITECTS.

tYrANTED, a EE-BNGAGBMBNT, by a
VV thoroughly efficient London CLERK of WORKS. Age 4ff.

First class testimonials.—Address, H. B. H. Her,ham-road, Esher, tf

Surrey.

YYTANTED, an immediate RE-ENGAGE- I

VV KENT by an efficient GENERAL ASSISTANT. Aocne-

|

tomed to ecclesiastical aud domesllo srcbttectuie. Oolbic and \

Italian. Has had the exprr.enc* of Offices, with extensive practice I

in town and country. Moat oomraendab'o trstimonlaU.—Addreas, n

TEMPOS, Poat-offlea. Waiham-groen, Fulham, 8.W,

TO FURNIRHING IR0NU0N0BR3. SMITHS, AND BUILDERS f

YYTANTED, a SITUATION, by a firat-

n

VV class raeehanlo, In (the SMITH, n>all-h*08'oB.U»» Atting, 1

range, bath. sU am. and all kinds of hot-water work, Noohj»ctlon to lu

piecework. Flrst-cUsi reference/.— .1, B. 10, Victoria grove, Morpeth- rq

road, Victoria Park, N.E.

TO WINDOW-GLASS MERCHANTS AND OTHERS

YYT'anted, by a first hand, a SITUATION C
VV SB GL4.88-CUrTER and GLAZIER ;

als-> understandi the

glass shade department. Town or country. — Addees", T. M. 37.

Ambetlev-road. Harrow-road, Paddington.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

YY7ANTED, by a respectable and steady ii

VV Man. a SITUATION as WORKING FOREMAN of l»

PAINTERS- Can do graining If required. Unexcepllonabla re-

ference. No objection to town or country.—Apply, A. Z 19, Wey- H
mouth-etreetf New Kenl-roBd, 8 K.

TO ARCeiTEIjrs, BDRVETOR3. 4c,

YY7anted, by the Advertiser, aged 18, a j'

VV SITUATION ae JUNIOR ASSISTANT. Fsur years' ex-
'

perieoce. Good lefotenees.—Address, J. W. Post-office, Abltigdoo, rg

Berks.

YY7ANTED, by a Gentleman, a permanent)
VV SITUATION lu an ArchlUct’s Office In the country. Has

had lev.ral years of good experience ; bas since carried out several In

large buildings, both public and private
j
hae studied design in all H

br.nchBe of Gothic art; can sketch, make worki^ng drawings, ^r-
;

apectlres, details, lake ont quan'ltles. moieure brickwork, and is 0

competent lo do all work usually requtrwJ, or superiutend the w

carrying out of works, Tne Advvrtlser would peter a proapeotoril

buying a share In the practice. Refareaoe cau be given.—Addreas, U
A. W. 14. Daoce-patk,B'ackbeath, Loudon.

YY7ANTED, a EB-ENGAGEMENT, asa«
VV firetcliis SHOP FOREMAN. A good practical drauihts-

h

roatr well up in seltiog-ou*. To any number of w.rkmeo. Gooal
system. Convertlog material-. 4o. A good koowl-dge of Joiners 1

machinery. Pifteeu year.' good practice in high-class work. Good#
references. Ttuslworthy In confidence. Aged 33.—Addresi, H. JJ.I

«. Wveliff-grove, Laveiider-hlll, Wandsworth-road.

TO DECORATORS, BUILDERS, 4c.
,

TX7ANTED, in Town or country, a conatanti
VV SITUATION, by a Ihorongh'y Plain and Decorative PAPBR-I
HANGER. Undsrstande gliding and general decrratlve work. Ho.
objeoilon to fill up time at pslntlrg if required. Wages not toH

much an objeci aa a constant BITDaTION. First-class references!

rau be given If requireffi-Address, A. B. 86. York-.troot, Weit-f

minster, S.W.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

YY7ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a(
VV Young Man. aged 26, who served his articles with an Archl-d

tect. Can make deUii and working drawings, write rpeciacallons.l

and measure np work. No obj-ctlnn to travel for a Manufacturer oil

Bnilding Malerlals, having sn extensive acquainUnce in the countcy.il

Good references.—Addeesa. M. C. Post-office, Amwell-street, B.O.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

YX7ANTED, by a thoroughly competentf
VV ARCeiTECrURAL DRAUGHTSMAN, on ENaAOGMaNT..ll

Accustomed lo prepare finished, working, aud detail drawings, td«

desige. 4c. and Is well up In con.truellon, having carried into execu-k

tloQ some of bis own designs.— Address, W. B. 3, St. John-streetl

lellngl'm. N.
J

TO SURVEYORS, BUILDERS. ESTATE AGENTS, AND OTHBRSl

AtfANTED, by a Builder’s Son, aged 21, sS

VV SITUATION. Three years' p-acUcal knowledge of toifc

building trade, can keep Iwoks, meaenre up. estliuaU, 4c. '^lU

Adveruser seeks an engagement in the above or any other capacltjN

ihruuxh pecuniary loaa-s. Small remuneration. Unexcepllouabl«|

Tsfereuees^Address, F. TAYLOR, 8, Sianley-Urrace, Church-endl

Fiuchley. f

TO CIVIL ENGINKEBS, ARCHITECT3. LOCAL BOARDS. jO

and OTHERS.

YlirANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, ai,

VV RESIDENT ENGINEEB. or ns CLERK of WORK6, by .
i

tbnrouohlv nractical mao. who has luperlDtonded many miles of th 1

hMVie.l ^rtlon of the Main Drainage Works In LoDdon. »*<» <>*«

Towns Thatues Embankment Works, Tuunellrog. aud heavy build

Ina operations. Testimonials from thelraost eminent ArchiteoU aof

Eiralijeeva in Londoo.-Address to JAMES ANDERSON, Eo,rueet’

s

Office. Town-hall. WhiWhaven; and, after the Isl of AUGUST, 1

1

24. Herbert-slieet. Uoxtou, London, N.

TO ESTATE PROPRIETORS.

XY7anted, by a trustworthy Young Mar
V V aged 34 (a jolne.). a SITUATION as Working Foreman on j

- nobleman’s or geu'leinau’a Estate. Has bad great experience i

building trades aud Convening limber. Seven years with la

employer.—For references, apply to 0. R. S, 213, Copenbagen-stret

Islington, N.

ttrANTED, by a flrst-clasa DRAUGHTS
' VV M.AN. an BNGAGPMENTin any capacity where hia abllili 1

- would be of service.—Address, J. R. 15, Kempsford-road, KennlugMip

s —
Good

OamanU-rl'U:e. Clerkenw 1,E 0.

departments
;perlBDfled on large

testimonials. — Address, B. C. 19,

YX7ANTED, by an active Man, of business
VV experleuce, an ENGAGEMENT aa CLERK, or Clerk aod

builders, and well acqc
trades, and Is a Snt-class salesms

JoBctlon-road, Upper Holloway.
— Address, W. B. 32. Voileyroad.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

WANTED, a SITUATION ia the OfficI

of above, eliher to MANAGE or'ASSIST. Long and satin,

factoiy refereoca*.—Ad roM, W. 7, HaUifocd-torrace. Grovs-roat •

Victoria-park.
.

TO MERCHANTS AND OTHERS. I

“ a SITUATION, as OONFL
CLERK or CASHIER. First-class referencili

and 'security if required. Aged 32, and married.—Addreai, C. C. «J

,

Ann-street, Birmingham.

XX7ANTED,
VV DENTIAL C
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Artificial Harvesting and Steam Culture.

EADERS of the

Builder will readily

remember the
treatment in our

colnmns on varioas

occasions, some

years since, of the

subject of the arti-

ficial drying of corn and hay-

crops. The attention which

the discussion of the subject

attracted at the time was

evidenced by the fact, that

the farmers themselves en-

tered the literary arena in

defence of the conservative

system of leaving the harvest to that evil

chance which people are not ashamed to term

Providence; and the disenssion commenced in

our pages was carried on in some of the local

jonroals of agricnltural districts.

The glorions harvest weather of July, filling,

as it has done, the cornfields throoghout the

country with hourly augmenting wealth, offers

fair promise of the best mode of ripening the

crops of 1869—that of a beneficent sunshine.

But, in our island, exposed as it is to such con-

flicting climatic influences, the weather is pro-

verbially uncertain. And it is not to be wondered
at, that one of our most anxious and most
successful agriculturists should have taken this

very occasion to call the attention of the public,

in the columns of the daily press, to an arrange-

ment for that artificial harvesting on the neces-

sity of which we have insisted. I

The gold medal of the Society of Arts, and a
|

prize of fifty guineas, have been given, as our

'

readers know, to the inventor of this aid to the

garner. The description is not perfectly intelli-

gible, a misfortune which is of ordinary ocenr-

rence when mechanical inventions are spoken of

by non-mechanical men
;
and we are not qoite

clear what is meant by the “smoke box of a

coke furnace.” Also, the statement that the heat

employed for the purpose of drying the crops

will cost nothing, because it would otherwise

be wasted, is hasty and erroneous. But these

smaller sources of error being eliminated, enough

remains to command the very serious attention

of the agrionlturist.

The process employed, as we have before men-
tioned, consists in the use of a fan, which drives

air, heated to the temperature of above 300®

Fahrenheit, through the grass as soon as it is

cut, thus rapidly extracting 60 out of the 75 per

cent, of water which it contains, and leaving a

sweet, dry hay, charged only with its proper

quantity of 15 per cent, of moisture. For corn,

a perforated cone is made nse of, on which the

sheaves are impaled, and the heated air rushes

out from the centre, carrying the superfluous

water away with it. It is stated, on chemical

authority, that the hay and corn which are dried

by this rapid process, are superior in quality to

such as are acted on by the uncertain and inter-

mittent action of the sun and wind by day, and

dew and cold by night.

It cannot be donbted that the adoption of a

process of artificial drying is only a comple-

mental or additional step in that progress of

steam culture, which is becoming yearly so much

more general in the country. The farmer who
makes use of a steam-eogine for ploughing, for

thrashing, and for other agricultural services,

has only to add a fan to his machinery, in order

to render him, as far as harvesting is concerned,

to a great extent independent of the weather.

The same, or very nearly the same, expenditure

of fuel that serves to raise the steam that will

drive the fan, may be a second time made use of,

this duly cS’ected, to heat the blast. It is well

known that we are far from making a full use of

the heat which we liberate by the combustion of

coal. Having made it perform one act of ser-

vice,—the heating of a single drop or teaspoonful

of water, or the impulsion of one revolution of a

driving-wheel,—wo are in the habit of dismissing

the slave of the lamp, and sending it to mingle

with the elements with all the freedom which

Ariel claimed of Prospero. The new drying pro-

cess steps in at this point, and exacts a second

act of duty from the dose of heat, as it makes its

escape up the chimney.

There can be little doubt that it is only neces-

sary to present to the contemplation of agricul-

turists an efficient, easy, and cheap method of

applying artificial heat to the drying of crops, in

order to ensure the gradual adoption of the

system. The introduction may be slow, as well

as gradual, for the more men dwell apart from

each other, face to face with nature, the more

alow are they, as a rule, to avail themselves of

any innovation on ancient enstom. How many

a farmer, now hale and sturdy, will bo gathered

to the churchyard, as a steadfast disbeliever in

steam agriculture? But the introduction is

certain, becanse it appeals to the pocket. With

the more tbonghtfal and enterprising men, it

will be sufficient to lose the crop? of a single

year, at the same time that a neighbour saves

his own by the aid of the drying-fan, in order to

induce the sufferer to guard himself against the

repetition of the misfortnne. Let us have the

statistics of the crops of a single farm, well

harvested, well sold, and well spoken of, in the

face of a wet season, and the spread of the

method will be a mere matter of time.

For the farmer the boon is immense. But we

look to a wider interest than that of the farmer.

Wo think of the food of the people. How much

discomfort, want, ill health, are eansed by an ill-

gathered harvest ! Who has not experienced the

disgust due to eating bread made of ill-saved

corn ?

Of the fifty-seven million statute acres of

Great Britain, rather more than half are returned

as being nnder cultivation. Of these about one-

third are devoted to raising cereals and legu.

minons crops. The yield in bushels of dressed

corn per acre of these nine millions of acres,

difi’era in the proportion of nearly six to one,

twelve bushels being a not unusual return from

,

neglected, unmanured lands, and upwards of

.
fifty-five bushels being attained by the application

j

of artificial manure. A possible diff'erence in

return of 151. sterling per acre (equal to a

difference of forty-three bushels at 7s. per

bushel) over, say the half of our nine million

acres, gives an amount equal to the entire ex-

penditure of the State for a twelvemonth. We
could not, indeed, under the most extreme case

of dearth produced by a persistently wet harvest

season, rate the loss of our corn crops at so large

a total. Bat, on the other hand, we have to bear

in mind that three and a half million acres are

under green crops, and nearly fifteen million

acres under grass; and that the loss of the

hay harvest has its replica, or rebound, in the

loss sustained by the owner of live stock. It is

thus certain that in speaking of the question of

insuring the harvesting of those crops which sun

and rain have brought to a period of more or

less precious maturity, we are dealing with a

subject that affects the national wealth by tens

of millions sterling per annum.

The main point is to impress on the mind of

the agricultnriat the fact, that Science can—and

will, if ho wooes her to the concession—provide

him a method of counteracting, in whole or in

part, the misfortune of a wet harvest season. On
the sun, indeed, so long as we resort to the pro-

cesses of nature alone for the production of food,

we must ever remain to a great degree depen-

dent. The want of rain we can, to some extent,

and in most oases, supply by irrigation
;

the

excess of rain we can remove by drainage. Poor

land we can enrich by culture, and some day,

instead of polluting our rivers by the refuse of

our great cities, we shall turn poison into wealth.

The influence of the sun on growth we are not

likely, to any great extent, to be able to supple-

ment. The cloudy skies and inclement east

winds of the late spring, have taught us this

lesson very forcibly, as well as very recently.

The necessity of sunshine for the production of

fruit of all kinds have been unusually evident

this year. But when, for better or for worse, the

crops arrive at that state beyond which no im-

provement is possible; when soil, and rain, and

sun, and time, has all been utilized, by annual

vegetation, to the utmost, for the existing season,

then we hold that science may step in, and may

render the crops, as a matter of ingathering,

of drying, and of storing, independent of the

weather. The value of that independence is to

be measured by the large sums of which we have

previously spoken.

It is impossible patiently and intelligently to

regard the subject of agricultural development

by the aid of obemtoal and mechanical science,

without coming to the conclusion that wo are

only on the threshold of an immense and most

beneficial revolution in our mode of dealing

with the matter. Nothing is more striking to

the engineer than the increase in the manage-

ability of the steam-engine which has marked

the last quarter of a century. The men to whom
we are indebted for oar present rapid rate of

locomotiorr were great believers in finality.

Neither Robert Sfcephousou nor bis father could

be brought to regard an attempt at applying

steam traction without the use of rails as any-

thing but waste of time and of money. The

stationary engine, with its firm substructure of

stone or of brickwork, and the substantial six-

wheeled locomotive, calculated for service on

railways laid with solid permanent way, at in-

clinations not exceeding from 16 ft. to 20 ft. per

mile, were considered by those illustrious

mechanics not only to be the ne plus ultra of

their science, but to afford indications, from the

experience acquired in their construction and

employment, that it was idle to attempt to

employ the steam-engine in any less costly

and cumbrous manner. In fact, the Stephen-

sons took up, in engineering, very muoh,

the same position that Cuvier occupied in

natural science. Successful discoverers of so

much, they considered that they had gone

far to exhaust the subject of their study,

and that, even if improvements of detail

were possible, they had laid down permanently

cardinal and unquestionable principles. Neither

of these great men,—for such they undoubtedly

were,—felt that he was but au infant progenitor

of a giant race, who would as far exceed tbeir

own utmost triumphs, as they themselves had

outrun their most illustrious predecessors. Thus

it was that Robert Stephenson was so eminently

safe as an engineer. His father had fought the

great battle of steam, Chat Moss bad been crossed,

and the steam-horse had been driven at a rate

limited only by the strength of the materials of

which the two concurrent parts of the great in-

vention,—way and locomotion,—were composed.

The constant, unresting, extravagant, inspired

o'enius of the Brunols, father and son, was strange

bo the cool Northumbrian blood of the Stephen-

sons. Thus, while it fell to the lot of the latter

to do more to advance mechanical science, in

certain branches, than any other men, they

were no less influential in spreading a tendency

to consider the improvements actually obtained

as final, and, as it were, stereotyped.
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The great builders and contractors set the

example of looking for the aid of steam inanew,
and, as it were, in a domestio direction. The
dangerous, painful, costly toil of our old friend

thelriah labourer was found to be far more readily

performed by the aid of a few acnttlefuls of

coals. Pumping from foundations was only a
repetition in miniature of the process of draining

mines. So it came to pass that miniature

s^eam-engiues were constructed and were found
to answer for the purpose. The donkey engine

was born, his work multiplied. Crsnes and
lifts, pumps, fans, saws, the rams of pile-engines,

the hammers of smiths, the ventilation of gal-

leries, the mixing of mortar,—to all these pur-

poses the ever-ready service of steam proved
economically adapted. Then the imprisoned
demon was set to till the ground. The experi-

ment showed that the horse may come to be
regarded as an article of luxary alone,—as a costly

superfluity for the farmer. All that now seems
untried is the application of a kettle to the

bicycle. We shnll probably live to see that. We
have seen, within the last week, a ponderous
steam carriage, with broad ribbed wheels, creep-

ing slowly along a Wiltshire turnpike-road,

drawing after it three large ordinary wagons,
each full of bricks. The machine came from the

works of an engineer at Keading, and the reply

to inquiries as to the reason of employing this

method of sending such heavy materials by
road, along a line to which both a railway and a
canal run parallel, was, that it was cheaper
than either of the other methods ! How far

this may be the ease we are unable to say
;
but as

to the fact of the steady progress of the unac-
customed convoy, again, and again, and again,

we can speak from ocular witness.

The steam plough, the steam thrashing-

machine, and the road traction-engine, are all

of them more difficult and less promising appli-

cations of mechanical power to the service of

the agriculturist, than is th.at of the hot-air

blast to haymaking or to harvesting. Eaoh of

the former, notably the plongh, might well have
been considered likely to present insuperable

obstacles to the civil engineer. The drying of

corn by artificial means, on the contrary, has
been long indicated as practicable. It formed a
portion of the Austrian arrangements for the
defence of the famous Quadrilateral. It has been,
in a limited and peculiar manner, familiar to

Englishmen from the distant time when beer

displaced mead as a national drink. II. IT,, and
D. H., and similar cabalistic letters, on the doors

of our great breweries, tell ua of the artificial

torrification of the greater part of our annual
crop of barley. And yet, ever since we first

learned to brew malt and hope, we have been
content to let our precious wheat crops germinate
in the very shock, if St. Swithin came upon us
in auger.

We shall bo glad to hear more of the premiated
machinery for harvesting. We must not be
understood ns committing ourselves to vouch for

the excellence of this particular plan, or of any
other which wa have not had the opportunity of

testing. But as to the importance of the object

to be attained, and the perfect feasibility of
attaining that object, as to the tens of millions

sterling which the farmer may annually pocket
at the cost of a few hundreds of guineas spent
in fees to the civil engineer, and a few thousands
or tens of thousands laid out in machinery, we
have no more doubt than we have as to the
combustibility of coal. Englishmen will have
only themselves to blame, henceforth, for dearth
caused by a wet harvest.

REPOET OF THE ROYAL COMillSSION
ON WATER SUPPLY.

ON THE PHACTICABILTTY OF OBTAINING LARGE
SUPPLIES OF WATER FROM THE MOUNTAINOUS
DISTRICTS OF ENGLAND AND WALES.

The Cumberland Lake scheme of Messrs.
Eemana and Hassard is reported on less fully

than that of Mr. Bateman, for it has many points
of resemblance, and therefore the same remarks
in many cases apply to both. The lakes of
Thirlmero, Ullswater, and Haweswater are the
source proposed in this scheme, and the water,
having boon brought through a tunnel 7i miles
in length, under a range of hills to a point above
Windermere, would thence flow by gravitation
through a conduit to London.
The rainfall has in this district been well

ascertained, and Mr. G. J. Symons infers from

* See p. 679, ante.

the whole number of observations, that the true

mean rainfall may be taken at 77 in. per annum,
and the mean of three dry years, at 61'6 in., or

80 per cent. less. In the driest year he would
take 66 or 68 per cent, of the average, which
would give about 53 in. During the ten years

ending 1859, there was only one drought of more
than forty days’ duration, and more than 1 in. of

rain fell during its continuance.
The available storage would be 5,563 millions

of cubic feet, which is equal to 120 days’ supply,

at the rate of 250 million gallons a day, or to

157 days’ supply, at 200 million gallons a day,

after giving credit for the average minimum
summer yield, and allowing for compensation.

From the south end of the tunnel above-men-
tioned, the conduit would pass by Ambleside
and Kendal, along the east side of Lancashire,

to the east of Manchester and of Birmingham,
and following a route nearly parallel with the

London and North-Western railway, would ter-

minate in a reservoir to be formed near Edge-
ware, at a distance of 12 miles from Hyde Park,

containing fifteen days’ supply, at the rate of

250 million gallons a day. This reservoir would
not supply the higher districts of the metropolis,

which must still be supplied by pumping.
The promoters of this scheme propose to

supply 50 million gallons a day to the populous
districts, on the route of the conduit. To com-
pensate for water thus supplied, an additional

supply is to be brought from Bala Lake to join

the main conduit at Stoke-upon- Trent, and a
reservoir is to be formed there to hold twenty-
one days’ supply. The coat of these additional

works is estimated at 1,500,000Z
,
and the quan-

tity expected to be obtained thereby 50 to 60
million gallons a day.

The total estimate is 13,500,000?., of which
360,000?. would be required for the long tunnel

at the head of the conduit.

It is proposed to levy a compulsory rite in

this cose, as in that of the Welsh scheme, and to

purchase and incorporate the existing works and
secure the companies in their present incomes.
The Commissioners have made a similar inde-

pendent investigation into the quality of this

water to that they have made into the quality of

the water of North Wales. The results of the
analyses are very similar to those of the Welsh
waters, as regards softness and purity, but are

open to the same objections that they are liable

to be coloured by peat.

The Coramiasioners' remarks on this scheme
are very similar to those on Mr. Bateman’s
the plan is practicable,—the estimates are un-

certain, — the quantify of water obtainable

abundant,—quality of water satisfactory, subject

to the same objections that are mentioned in the

Welsh case. “ There would probably be less

formidable opposition to this sebeme than to

Mr. Bateman’s on account of the less magnitude
and importance of the river flowing from the
district; but the objection.s from possible'

stoppages of the flow in the conduit would be I

increased in proportion to its greater length.” I

(The length of Mr. Bateman’s aqueduct is

'

180 miles
;
that of Messrs. Hemans aud Hassard

270 miles.)

The water would be delivered by this scheme
at a level 37^ ft. lower thau by that of Mr.
Bateman, and therefore the neoossity of pumping
is increased to a greater extent by it than by the
latter.

“There is no doubt that the lake district is a
very fine gathering-ground for soft water ; but it

is deserving of consideration that this district is

not unlikely to be claimed as the most natural
source of supply for large and increasing
manufacturing populations in the North of
England, for whom soft water would be par-
ticularly valuable

;
and we bold it to be erroneous

in principle that any one town or district should
take possession of a gathering-ground geographi-

cally belonging to another, unless it can be
clearly shown that circumstances render such a
step justiflable.”

This is the key-note of the report.

Mr. Hamilton Fulton’s plan is to take water
from the upper sources of the River Wye in Mid
Wales, having a drainage area of 410 square

miles. From bu assumed rainfall of 60 in.,

giving 30 in. available, it is calculated that there

would be a yield of 39? million gallons a day.

The conduit to convey the water to London
would be ISO miles long, passing Glasabnry and
Hay, and thence near Kington, Ludlow, Tenbury,
Bewdley, Stourport, Brorasgrove, Henley-in-

Arden, Warwick, Banbury, Tring, and Watford,

to a point near Barnet, eight miles from Hyde
Park, where a service reservoir would be con*

strnoted at a level 276 ft. above the mean sea
level. The aqueduct is intended to be 15 ft.

wide and 14^ ft. deep, with a fall of from 6 in.

to 24 in. per mile, aud it is calculated to deliver

230 million gallons a day. For the first portion

of the scheme, to bring 130 million gallons a
day, the cost would be 7,000,000!., and for an
additional 100 million gallons a day a further

sura of 2,000,000!. The Commissioners have
had no evidence on this scheme, except from the

promoter himself. They consider, however, that

from its general similarity to Mr. Bateman’s plan

it might be farther investigated if any scheme
of the kind for the supply of the metropolis

should be deemed necessary
;
and we think so too.

Mr. George Remington’s plan is to bring

water from the source of the River Dove, in

Derbyshire, by a conduit 135 miles long, to a
reservoir to be made on Barnet-hill, at a level

300 ft. above the mean level of the sea. It is

proposed to appi'opriate a drainage area of 262

square miles. By assuming a rainfall of -IS in.

it is calculated that 100 million gallons a day
may be delivered at Barnet at an estimated cost •

of 5,000.000!. 1

The Commissioners regard this scheme merely
in the light of a suggestion, and say that in any
case it could only form an auxiliary source;

while, from the proximity of a number of im-

portant manufacturing towns, they consider

such a source should be reserved for their

supply, for which it seems to them well fitted.

In some “ Remarks on Gravitation Schemes
generally,” the Commissioners say that there

has not yet been a snfilcient experience of these

works to enable engineers to make accurate
;

calculations, in all cases, as to their sufficiency.

The Rivington Pike scheme was expected to i

yield a supply to Liverpool of 12 or 13 million

gallons a day, but “ the Rivington works are

practically a failure as gravitation works
;
three

dry years in successiou reduce the available

water to 6 millions of gallons per day, and four

successive years of drought, which may very

possibly occur in future, would reduce it still

further; and unless enormous reservoirs or lakes

could bo made, capable of storing the surplus i

waters of three or four years, these works must i

prove insufficient.”
i

At Newcastle-on-Tyne the gravitation works
|

failed, and after an enlargement are still insuf-

ficient, and a permanent pumping establishment
|

is now in coarse of erection.
i

The supply to Bristol, from the Mendip Hills,
,

established in 1851, failed in 1864, and recourse is i

now had to pumping from springs nearer the town.

All gravitation works in England were sub-
|

jected to a severe test in 1868. From the end
of April to the end of September there was i

scarcely any rain.

At Manchester the corporation, on the 3rd of
[

August, limited the supply to 12 hours a day,
,

stopped the street watering, and diminished the

trade supplies by one half. They also made an
arrangeraent with the mill-owners to reduce the

\

quantity of compensation water by one half,
,

giving money compensation for the deficiency. ,

In the middle of September, the general supply
[

to the town was further limited to 8 hours a day,
\

and the quantity to trades also diminished. The i

8 hours supply lasted 7 days, and the 12 hours
|

supply 76 days.

On the 25th of September, after 150 days’
'

drought, there were iu store 435,000,000 gallons ; |

but supposing the supply of the full quantity '

bad been continued, the store would have been I

exhausted before that time.

The storage at Manchester is at present defi- I

cient
;

it is but 21,000 cubic feet per acre of the
i

gathering-ground. At Liverpool it is 4-8,500, at i

Dublin 25,500, at Loch Katrine 30,000, and at |

Gorbala 52,000.

At Halifax, Sheffield, Bradford, and Rochdale, .

the water supply was also reduced in quantity '

daring the year 1868, these all btaing gravitation
|

works ;
and at Preston, Newcastle, and Kendal,

j

the snpply failed outright, and pumping was
i

resorted to.

The Commissioners remark that “ the causes
j

of this difficulty may be either in an over-esti- i

mate of the available rainfall, or iu an insnfficiont

provision of storage. The sufficiency of water-

collecting plans in these respects must be tested .

both by the concurrence of several dry years,

aud by ocoasioual droughts of long duration ;
i

and to obtain the necessary data on these poin*’'3

for any particular district must require local
\

observations on that district extended over a 1

considerable time.”

For these and other cognate reasons the Com-
missioners do not recommend the adoption of any
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of the four plana submitted to them for the

supply of the metropolis. They then turn their

attention to wells and springs, and finally to the

river Thames.

EXHIBITIONS THAT CONCERNED US AT
THE MANCHESTER SHOWS.

In addition to the comparatively small number
of objects at the shows of the Societies at

Manchester, that were noticed in the Buildtr of

last week, there were other stands on the

grounds, the contents of which were fairly

entitled to a passing notice.

One of the exhibits meriting comment may
have been seen by some visitors by accident, as it

somehow failed to get placed, in any form, in the

catalogue of 526 pages. Stand 241 contained a

special attraction in a working model, exhibited

by Messrs. Cockshoot & Weatherill, of Man-
chester, of a new railway-brake. The model

consisted of two quarter-sized railway carriages,

fitted with the new apparatus, and which ran

experimental trips upon a short length of narrow

gauge railway, the carriages conveying a few

there were certain stands constantly surrounded

by thick fringes of spectators, especially in the

case of machines devoted to the working of wood

and stone. Among the first were the beautifully

made machines of Messrs. Allen Ransome &
Co., of Chelsea, and the interesting exhibits of

Powis, James, & Co., Ruston, Proctor, & Ci'.,

the Reading Iron Works Company, Clayton &
Shnttleworth, Hancock & Eoden, Samuel Wora-

sam & Co., of Chelsea ;
Robinson & Son,

C. Powis & Co., and numerous others in the

same class. Of the stone working machines

the most interesting was the stone-dresser

of Messrs. Coulter & Harpin, of Huddersfield,

for dressing granite, marble, delf-stone, or

free-stone, without chiselling. The dresser

was exhibited at work, as was also Marsden

& Co.’a stone-breaking machine. Near akin

to the stone-breaker are the road-rollers, by
which such a remarkable improvement has

been effected, of late years, in the laying and

repair of public roads. Of these there were

two exhibited, one by Messrs. Aveling & Porter,

with whom this important machine is a well-

known specialty
;
the other, which mec with an

GEORGE PEABODY,
1IERCUA.NT AND HERO,

A Sonnet,

(la view of the City Statue, uncovered 23rd July, 1860.)

Rest, and the priceless blessing of the poor
Be with thee, in the land that gave thee birth

;

No better fruit grows on tbe teeming earth

Than such sweet thanks as spring beside the door.

Be it in populous town or lonesome moor,
That hiim'in kindness wings its healing flight,

And waking beauty in the homes of mglit,

Floods as with angel- track tbe cottage-lloor;

Yet would we keep thine image near us still,

And, therefore, in the face of all our store.

We throne thee, aud tbo’ fortune good or ill

Go with the restless tribes that round thee poor.

Long shall that kindly face true message bear.

And turn to mercy all our greedy care.

AlsaGbu IIax Hili.

PROPOSED DESTRUCTION OF THE
LIYERPOOL TOWN-HALL.

It appears from the Liverpool papers that a

proposal has been made to remove the Town-hall

containing the Mayor’s Reception-rooms aud the

Council Chamber, and erect it on a vacant plot

of ground behind the new Publio Offices in Dale-

street, with such modifioatioDS as will bring it

into harmony with the latter building.

Cousidering the fate of this edifice as a matter

admirably, and stopped the little train with ' from competing, by Messrs. Manning, Wardle, A

unfailing precision after it ran down a steep
j

Go., of Leeds,—a French machine. It may be

.YforUanf trt o obnrf IbwcI rencb Snmft nf thfl 1 mentioned OD this subjeot, that Messrs. AveliDg & „

Visitors tothisstandhadtheirattentionattracted I

Porter laid half an acre of solid road in ten
|

not merely of local, but

Iw if-H floor which was laid in their concrete I

hours at the commencement of the show for 1
and importance, and as such not unworthy the

pLement, by tbe Liv-erpoorOoment Company, I
the principal approach. The more notabie of

,

notice of the

This! mitorial saems to nossess decided merit
i

the other machines m motion included a superb ,
space with some remarks relative to the building,

InrthTsDCcTmeTrcwn p'^rernted an e^Xn portable engine, by RanBcmes, Sims, & Head, of! and the proposal in qnestien. I do not behove

“rface, pSt” trott'^anrvo^ hard! It“s
i

fpBwioh, a^d a Lautifnlly.finished stationary
;

the latter at aU likolyjo me_et w.th acceptanoe

alleged concerning it that it costs only from a ,

horizontal engine, by Messrs. Clayton & Shnitle- at present

halt to a third of the price of ordinary flagging, i

worth, of Lincoln. The brick-making machines

andthatitisbeingtriedalongaidoofgruniteinthe I
of Clayton, Page & Co., Morton & Co., Scragg,

_0 . *? . P . ... J 1 nr:j fra- rka
Liverpool New Exchange, where it has been laid

for two years. If we mistake not, the cardinal

virtue of the material lies in the circumstance

that there is a proportion of oxide of iron in the

clay used in the composition.

The most artistic objects in the exhibition

relating to the building trade were pro-

bably the large collection of enamelled slate

mantelpieces, shown by Messrs. Belcher, Gee, &
Co,, of Gloucester. The examples included

imitations of serpentines, red and green. Rouge
Royale, Egyptian green, red, and grey granites,

with floral and fruit panels that might have
come from Lance’s palette and pencil.

Messrs. Musgrave, Brothers, of Belfast, had a

large stand well furnished with the improved
stable, cowhouse, kennel, and piggery fittings,

and appurtenances, for which they have achieved

Whitehead, and Middleton, exhibited, for the

greater part at work, also attracted much notice

and admiration
5

as did also the pumps of

Tangye Brothers, J. & H. Gwynne, Owens & Co.,

Warner & Sons, Norton, Tuxford, & Sons, Hay-
ward, Tyler, & Co., Woods, Cock8edge,'& Warner,

and Williamson Brothers, with the produotioDS

of numerous makers of hand-power pumps.

A large number of articles and implements

of American invention were displayed by English

exhibitors 5 but further enumeration or reference

to the exhibits of either Euglish or other in-

ventors is beyond tho limits of space at disposal.

THE PEABODY STATUE IN LONDON.

_ The newspapers have told how that a statue

a high reputation. Their tumbling mangers and 1
of the munificent George Peabody was unveiled,

® ^
. . ° .... -r,. 1 -LT U TT IS-;

water-pots, sliding barriers between stalls, and
loose-box doors, were specially worthy of note.

In tbe same department, there was a good show
at Stand 190 of the prize stable fittings manu-
factured by Messrs. Cottam & Co., of London,
including a variety of their excellent enamelled

mangers and water-troughs, and general stable

furnishings. The St. Panerns Ironworks Company
were also large exhibitors at Stand 93 of the

same class of good fittings aud articles.

The exhibits of Mr. James Howorth’s archi-

on Friday last, by H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,

in company of the Lord Mayor. The Prince

said happily and heartily,—“ I can never forget

the reception which 1 had in America nine years

ago, and my earnest wish aud hope is that Eng-
land aud America may go hand in hand in peace

aud prosperity.”

The American Minister, Mr. Motley, spoke

like a scholar and a gentleman, though we quite

agree with him that when he said he could not

tell which was the more like, the statue to Mr.

median screw ventilator excited much interest.
;

Peabody, or Mr. Peabody to the statue, he used

They were shown in great variety, of all sizes as
j

“ a confused expression.”

adapted for the ohiraney of a cottage, or for the
j

The committee went all the way to Rome to

roof of a church or publio hall. The arrange- get a sculptor, Mr. W. W. Story, who is an

meats for lubrication are ingenious, but the I American (and an able man too), and could not

statement that the repositories for the lubricating
!
find a founder to put the work into metal nearer

agent will serve for seven years without replenish-
j

than Munich,-—Fredk. Miller. After all this long

ment, should be received cum ovano salis.
\

travel, and the expenditure of some 3,0001., what

Messrs. Francis Morton & Co., of Liverpool,
|

is the result ? We answer, with regret, an entire

had a plentifully furnished stand, an excellent
1

mistake and disappointment,—at least, for the

exposition of their manufactures, aud of their
I
present. The excellent philanthropist sits hat-

application of iron to various struotural pur-.’
' ii - - --1 1- 1 -

poses, including churches, schools, warehouses,
|

volunteer drill-halls, ornamental sporting lodges, !

cottages, cricket tents, corn-shed roofs, bridges,

!

aud a great variety of other erections.

Mr. James Braggins, of Banbury, made an
excellent display of oak park and field gates,

liung with his patent hinges, and fitted, in some
iustances, with his patent gate-look,—a useful

contrivance for bridle-road gates, aud much
more convenient than the padlock. It can be
locked without key, but requires the key to open
it. It is sunk flush into the gate-post, aud ofl’era

no tearing surface to passers-by.

To select, from such a host of objects, almost
all more or leas iiiterestiug and important, a
necessarily small number for mention might
seem invidious, aud is certainly not an easy task.

It may bo mentioned, in general terms, that

machines in motion seemed to attract the greatest

degree of popular interest, especially those that

were doing real work. On the shilling days

less in an ordinary library-chair, without a single

touch of ideality to make it other than a seated

man most awkwardly placed amongst some
irregularly-shaped buildings dpropos of nothing,

and square with nothing.

The first impression on seeing the figure is

that it is BO-i-ething put up for sale
;
tbe second,

especially if there be a number of persons

gathered round about it, that it is an auctioneer,

nob for sale, but selling. We are not joking :

neither do we desire uselessly to find fault. Our
object is improvement if possible.

The figure cannot remain where it is. Before

tho permanent pedestal is ready to be erected a

better site should be found for it, and a care-

fully-designed canopy should be put over the

statue. The stalwart form of good George

Peabody, in hia coat and trousers, as he lived,

sitting without bis hat amongst the Insurance

Offices at the back of tho Exchange, in a pelting

shower or pea-soupy fog, is a sight that surely

cannot long be endured even in London.

but the mere existence of such a

proposal, with the feelings or wishes that pro-

posal indicates, renders it high time to set forth

the claims to ooutinued existence of an edifice,

the destruction of which should not even be

named or dreamt of.

The Liverpool Town-hall, the design of Wood,

of Bath, is not a building of historic interest,

save BO far as it associates itself in tho mind
with the growth and history of the town. But

it is as genuine a specimen of Italian architeotnre

as any the last century could show
;
exhibiting

a chaste and harmonious combination of what is

most noble and majestio in the CUissio styles,

with much of tho picturesqueness of the Gothic;

and though its beauty may not be so organic aa

that of Nature and the Gothic, it is nevertheless,

I believe, genuine architecture also. It presents

a grand square mass of building, fronted by a

two-storied portico, and finished above with a

poetically relieved rotunda, crowued by a dome,

—

for the successful treatment and application of

which (the noblest feature of archicecture), in

the production of a most graceful composition, a

rare merit now-a-days, I consider this structure

remarkable
;

as it is also for its unique and

effective sculptural embellishment, which fully

satisfies the eye, and not the eye alone.

It has, in short, all the elements and qualities

of a great work of structural art, and much that

is wanting in examples which men cross oceans

or continents to see, some of which would look

tame or ugly compilations of undigested elements

beside it. I do not know a domed composition

either in this country, in France, or in Italy, so

wisely and tastefully crowned as this is by,

instead of the stereotyped lantern, the colossal

figure of Britannia complacently looking down
on the busy battling life below; or where sculp-

ture and architecture are everywhere more
skilfully blended.

Of the interior of the edifice I will only say

that it is worthy of the exterior, comprising a

noble staircase aud a fine suite of apaitments.

Such is the structure it is proposed to destroy.

I say destroy, for there is no consolation in the

promise of its reappearance at the back of the

new Municipal Offices, but the reverse ; so

much BO that I should pray, if the building is to

come down, in mercy let it remain down. Let

us have no reproduction of it as that proposed,

which would be far worse than its final demoli.

tion. But let us consider for a moment what the

scheme holds forth. It is proposed to remove

the present Town-hall from the most respectable

and proper position it could possibly occupy in

tbe town,—in front of a grand quadrangle, where

it is the central crowning feature of a noble

group of commercial edifices surrounding it on

all sides, which it unites aud dignifies by its

more majestic character and style, and which,

without it, would stand like a family bereft of its

head,—it is proposed to take it from this posi-

tion, where it sits “ like a king in the army,” and

to re-erect it, despoiled of its old familiar face,

now more beautiful from the rich tints of time
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and weather, and modified to harmonise with a
building of an entirely different composition,

—

on a site abutting upon some of the meanest
streets in the town, which cannot and will not

be remodelled for a century. What all this can
result in, but the production of a spectacle such
as those who had seen and loved tbe old build-

ing, streaming with life, and iu sympathy with
earth and sky, would be thankful even to an
earthquake to hide from them, I am unable to

imagine.

There are few objects, either of art or external
nature, that so wind thomselvea around the heart
as beautiful edifices, as the eye grows familiar

with them. This one has wound itself round
mine

;
and, I believe, their name is legion who

could say the same. I know artists, now distin-

guished, born or brought up in this town, who
with myself first awoke to the wonders of the
world of art, and were inspired with a love of it,

while roaming in boyhood about the old Exchange
andTown-hall area, and round the beautiful monu-
ment of Nelson. By these, aud by thousands who
are not artists, would the disappearance of the
Town-ball be felt like the loss of a beloved friend.

There is another consideration which I urged
iu defence of it a year or two ago in a paper read
to the Architectural Society of Liverpool, aud
published in an influential local magazine, viz.,

its being essential to the very identity of the
town. There are in every city certain buildings
the removal of which would impair that city’s

identity in tbe minds of the inhabitants. Such
are St. Peter’s Church and the Coliseum to

Kome ; Notre Dame and the Louvre to Paris

;

St. Mark’s and the Ducal Palace to Venice;
their great cathedrals to Cologne, Florence,
and Milan ; St. Paul’s and Weatminstor Abbey
to London. They are, in each case, the pineal

gland, as it were—or a sort of moral abstract
and epitome of the whole city; they are the
image which its genius assumes in tbe mind or
wears to the heart of every true native. And
such is the Town-hall, Liverpool. You may
mangle the Custom House

; you may beat down
the railway stations and a score of other public
works, with but little violence to any mental
impression of tbe town

;
bub touch the Town-

ball, and yon touch the apple of its eye.

Bemove this, and you have changed its cha-

racter; you have destroyed its identity. The
Liver may fly over it again, but it is Liverpool

no longer, and may receive a new name
;
or, as

at Edinburgh and some other places, it may be
called “the new town,” save that, unlike these

cities, it would be uuaccompauied by any old

one.

But the architectural qualities of the Town-
ball should bo its sufficient shield. These
render it the Parthenon of Liverpool, whose
architecture appropriately reaches its highest

tone in the building of highest civil destination.

The destruction of that building would bo as
great a disaster to tbe architectural status of
Liverpool as the greatest enemy of the town or

foe of architectural beauty, if there be one,
could wish. A week’s bombardment of the port

from the Mersey might be less mischievous.

Let me respectfully submit these considera-

tions to the attention of theTown Couuoilof Liver-

pool, which numbers among its members many
men of taste, and some who, from professional

ability and culture, are, I know, folly alive to

the merits of the Town-hall. The premium offered

by the scheme of removal, which only shows
bow inferior the proposed site is deemed to the
old one, were it iucreased tenfold, should weigh
nothing against a building which is the chief

architectural ornament and glory of the place,

related to all inhabitants of taste and feeling

by their sympathy with it, and possessed of a
power to stir the memory, the heart, or the

imagination of each, and which, once destroyed,

the wealth of the Indies could not replace.

The insufficiency of space in the council-

chamber complained of may surely be obviated

by extension, for which there is ample space;
and this is the only fault of the old building;
for the protrusion of the front beyond the
general line of street which has been urged, is a
beanty rather than a blemish, for it heightens
the effect as you approach the Hail from either
direction. Let the street continue to bend round
the building, which it may with even advantage
to itself, since the finest streets in Europe, and
where the architecture is shown to greatest
advantage, are nob those bounded by straight
lines, but those which, like the High-street of
Oxford, are ever changing their direction.

I need scarcely say that I have no interest

bat that of art aud the public taste to serve by

these remarks, and design no offence to anyone.
But having known aud loved the subject of them
from infancy, I should feel myself something
like a traitor to my profession and to the soul-

born art of architecture were I to see it menaced
without protest. Should my protest eventually

prove vain, I shall still be happy to have re-

corded it on the enduring page of the Builder,

Samuel Huggins.

THE ARCHyEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE AT
BURY ST. EDMUND’S.

Great efl’orts were made by those in autho-
rity that the mooting of the Archaaological
Institute of Great Britain and Ireland (so called,

although during the twenty-five years of its

existence it has never been established or
endowed in the latter country) should not be so
meagre as that at Lancaster, and the result has
been very considerable success. This is a great
source of congratulation, seeing how busy death
has been of late years among its members, aud
how few young men, unfortunately, present
themselves to fill up the vacant places. A book
that has just been published calls to mind some
former meetings, when Crabb Robinson, and his

kind-hearted contemporary, Hopkinson, of Stam-
ford, used to join in a oouteat of wit and ex-

perience. Since our last meeting, too, we have
lost Petit, whose critical accuracy and artistic

skill were ever given to the Institute with un-
grudging liberality,—a loss which causes a void
that cannot easily, perhaps never may, be
filled.

The succesa on the present occasion is the
more noteworthy, also, as the political exigencies

of the times left ua without many of our great

!

men. The Marquis of Bristol and Lord Talbot

'

de Malahide were not present at the opening
meeting, and we wore without even a member
of Parliament. The most jovial of our members
who bad been engaged to return thanks for

their attendance, had to waste the speech that
he had prepared under his midnight oamphiue.
We bad the advantage, however, of one of the
most genial of mayors, to whom no small debt of

gratitude is due for the pleasure we experienced
and the facilities offered for the attainment of

the objects which tbe Institute had in view.

Lord John Hervey took the chair, in the
absence of his brother, and spoke gracefully.

The address from the corporation was cordial

and poetical. The speakers who followed

acquitted themselves in a way that made us
forget the fears, which the absence of the “ great
ones” had engendered. Lord Arthur Hervey,
on behalf of the Local Society, tendered a
welcome in words replete with kindly sentiment.

This was seconded by Mr. J. J. Bevan. The
Rev. J. R. Green returned thanks for the Insti-

tute in a good speech displaying local knowledge
and illustrative of the polemics of the town iu

bygone days. The Rev. F. R. Chapman welcomed
the Institute on the part of the clergy

;
and with

,

a candour not always characteristic of the clerical

mind, asked absolution for the neglect of the

clergy in past years in allowing the buildings

which had been entrusted to their keeping to go
to decay. But he hoped that the care they were
now displaying would atone for their ffirmer

indifference.

The business being concluded, the members
adjourned to the Angel Hotel, where they were
hospitably entertained by the Mayor. We then
proceeded to visit the objects of interest in the
town under the guidance of Mr. J. H. Parker;
the remains of the abbey being the first. The
destruction of the monastic buildings has been so
complete that scarcely an ashlar remains to tell

its story, and a mass of rubble, or a mound, is

all that is left to show where mitred abbot sat

in state, or pious pilgrim trod. The Normau
Tower, the Abbey Tower, and tbe Abbot’s Bridge,

remain to illustrate more sadly the ruin that is

around them. At Moyse’s Hall, or the Jews’

House as it is called, Mr. Parker took occasion

to say that as the Jews were the richest, they

were the first to build stone houses. This does

not agree with onr early reading of the perse-

cutions of the Jews, and bow they were obliged

to conceal their wealth to evade the outrages of

kings, barons, and priests; and even in our own
time we know till what a recent day they have
had to “ thank God that there was a House of

Lords” that kept them from their I'ighta of

citizenship.

In the evening there was a sectional meeting,
at which Mr. Morant, of Norwich, read an inte-

resting paper on the Abbey. Mr. Lee Warner
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read a paper on a petition, hitherto unpublished,
from the Prior and Augustine Canons of Wal-
singham to Lady Clove, asking her to abandon
her project of allowing tbe Franciscan friars to

settle in their neighbourhood. It was a carious

petition, showing in those good old pious days,

which some are striving to revive, how pounds,

shillings, aud pence were mixed up with the

glory of God, and the ease aud comfort of the

prior and his canons.

On Wednesday we made exenrsions
;

first, to

Clare. After visiting the remains of the priory

aud the castle, we proceeded to the church. On
my arrival there I was convinced, of what I

have before suggested in another publication,

that Dowsing, who is so often quoted as an
illustration of the iconoolasm of Cromwell, said
“ the thing that is not.” He writes “ in the church

of Clare I destroyed one thousand images in

niches.” It is a tall perpendicular church, with

not a niche in it. He says also, I destroyed “ the

sun and the moon.” I do nob know how many
suns and how many moons the good people of

Clare required iu the olden time; bat there

is a sun and there is a moon still in the

east window. Mr. Bluxam, who, I believe,

is au authority, averred that the yellow

glass in the east window was of the reign of

Elizabeth. If Dowsing’s attack on Clare church

was so “thorough,” bow could he have left the

monogram of the Virgin that is still on the finely

carved wooden pew or chapel that remains ?

The glass that remains is more than in many
places of which we have not such a detailed

account of the destruction.

We then went to Long Milford Church, where
Mr. Almack gave us a capital account of the

manner in which ho had restored the old glass.

He also produced a very interesting “Church-
warden’s book,” in which were entered the pro-

ceedings in connexion with the church in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. There are

the particulars of the “ cleansing of the church,”

in the reign of Edward VI., and the disposal

and destruction of various articles. Among
others it mentions an alabaster tablet, having on

it a has relief of the adoration of the Magi : this

was “sold to Maister Clapton for two shillings.”

And, according to Mr. Almack, the said Maister

Clapton buried it to prevent discovery, and it now
adorns the north-east wall of the church. Verily

the Reformers and the mercenary left very

little for the Puritans to destroy.

We then visited the fine old halls of Kentwell

and Melford, the owners of which displayed a
most cordial sympathy with the curiosity that

prompted our visit. The next place seen was
Lavenham, where we were received by the rector,

the Rev. J. M. Croker. The church had
considerable attention, and a fine timber-house

in the town attracted several sketchers, aud
invoked much interest.

In the evening there was a meeting in the

Guildhall, at which a paper was read by the

Rev. J. R. Green, which, I Lope, will be pub-

lished in extenso, illustrating the struggles of the

Burgesses of Bury with Abbots on the question

of jurisdiction, and the attainment by the people

of their liberties, and the destruction of priestly

domination.

On Thursday there was the annnal meeting of

members. The report stated that the financial

condition of the Institute was very satisfactory;

that eflbrta were being made to bring up the

arrears of the Journal, so as to prevent the

anomaly of papers which were read at meetings

iu 1869 appearing under the date of 18GS. It

was resolved that, in consequence of an earnest

wish expressed by the corporation and other

persons of Leicester, the Institute would meet
at that place in 1870. The report also contained

an earnest appeal for new members. Afterwards

there was a meeting of the Historical Section, at

which Lord Arthur Hervey (who was inde-

fatigable in his exertions to make the meeting
successful aud pleasant) read an address. He
pointed out the qualifications necessary for an
historian, and said that “ a good critical judgment
was not always found in antiquaries ” a mild

reproof to those who manifest too great an
intrepidity of conjecture.

A paper was read that had been kindly written

for the Institute by Mr. John Bruce, V.P.S.A.,

on the biography of Sir Simonds d’Ewes. It

was a model of what such a paper should be

—

short, bub containing all the traits of character

necessary to illustrate the mind and circum-

stances of the individual, the times in which he

lived, and the social and political influences that

surrounded him.

In the afternoon we went by invitation to visit
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the Marquis of Bristol at his quaint mansion of

Ickworth. After partaking of his lordship’s

hospitality, we proceeded to Little Saxhatn

Church, with its round tower. Afterwards to

West Stow Hall and Hengrare Hall. The last

we had visited when the Institute met at

Cambridge, but time did not seem to have
diminished the admiration of the fine old

mansion. In the evening there was a conver-

sazione in the well-stored and interesting

museum. There were the cross and chain

belonging to the Queen which had been found at

Clare. In my poor judgment it does not seem
of very ancient workmanship. That which was
the source of mott attraction was an autograph

of Shakspearo discovered in a small book which
had been sent to show the signature of Dryden
and others. They had been pasted in by some
collector.

On Friday there were sectional meetings, at

which several papers were read. The most
notable was that by the Rev. Dr. Margoliouth on
“ The Vestiges of the Historic Anglo-Hebrews in

East Anglia.” It displayed a large amount of

learning and an immense deal of conjecture.

He npset Mr. Parker’s theory of Moyae’s house
being a private house, saying that it had been
built for a synagogne. Ho even went so far as to

identify the rabbi after whom it was named.
The Jews did doubtless possess great wealth

j

bub without some documentary evidence it is

hard to believe that they would have employed
the skilled Norman architects to raise a building

that would have inspired the jealousy or cupidity

of the neighbouring monastery, lb may have
been used as a synagogue in after years; but at

its erection it was most likely a toll-house of the

•town, or a place where the abbot sought and
wrung his dues from the people.

In the afternoon we were kindly invited by
Lady Cullum to Hardwick House to inspect the
” Etruscan antiquities.” They were described by
Professor Churchill Babington. In the course of

his remarks he said it was now quite certain

that the Etruscans obtained all their fictile works
from Greece

;
that in their bronze and other

works they had bodily copied the Greek forms
and styles without any alteration or modification.

He expressed great surprise that at this time
any one should know so little of the subject as to

describe those vases which were in the museum
as Etruscan instead of Greek. The gentleman
who exhibited them felt his toes trodden upon,

end -was sore accordingly.

After the lecture, we strolled about the lovely

grounds, and forgot the disputes about ancient

art, in the contemplation of modern cultivation

aud beauty. In the evening a large number of

the members dined together. In the olden and
most prosperous time of the Institute, it was the

custom to have a dinner, bub of late years it

had been tabooed. On this occasion the experi-

ment was again tried, and resulted in the
greatest possible satisfaction and success. Mine
host Guy, of the Angel, gave a most excellent

dinner
;
every one was cheerful, and pleased.

There were to be no speecbes on the occasion,

and of course, as is always the case when such a
rule is laid down, there were plenty. Bub they
were all of a gratnlatory character, and no one
could grudge that the arduous exertions of Mr.
Tucker and his oolleagnes should be recognised
with warmth of expression.

On Saturday we were again out early, pur-

suing our way to Framlingham. We first visited

the church. The timber roof, vaulted from the

corbels over the clearstory, with its fan tracery

carving, caused a great number of ” pattern

books” to be pub in requisition. We then pro-

ceeded to the castle, which was admirably, nay
•eloquently, described by Mr. G. T. Clark. He
did not give a dry catalogue of measurements,

i but he re-edified it with the right historical

t colouring, and with appropriate sentiment,

I making the past give a lesson to the present.
' We then proceeded to Ipswich, where we were
I received by the Mayor, Mr. E. Packard, who
( entertained us at a most sumptuous banquet.
) Besides the usual complimentary speeches, the

Town Clerk gave a useful paper on the treasures

1 that the town possesses in the shape of old

( charters, books, and niannscripts. These were
e examined by many of the members with the

^ greatest interest. We then perambulated the

t town under the guidance of Mr. R. M. Phipson,
c concluding with a visit to Christ Church Hall, a
t very interesting and characteristic bouse be-

1' longing to Mr. Fonnereau, by whom we were
k kindly welcomed. On Sunday the members,

p preceded by the Major in state, attended

E service at St- James’s Church.

For such as could stay on Monday, there was
an excursion to Hanghley Castle, Gipping With-

erden, Woolpit Hesset, and Rongham churches,

and Rnshbrouke Hall, showing that there was no

lack of objects to exercise our criticism, improve
our taste, or add to our knowledge. The meeting

was more numerously attended than at Lan-

caster, though a visitor who travelled down on

the Monday might have anticipated a larger

congress from the way in which a few taxed the

resources of the Great Eastern Railway Company.
At Marks Tey Junction there was not an extra

carriage to be obtained, and the crowding of the

three or four carriages that ply between that

important station and Bury was so great that a

gentleman whose passion is for Early Italian Art

was compelled to go in the luggage-van, and bis

wife and daughter were seen sitting on their

boxes like servants waiting for an omnibus.

There can be no doubt in any one’s mind that

the meeting was a success, and if we inquire to

whom this was due, the Yen. Lord Arthur

Hervey must Lave the first place. His graceful

courtesy aud kind consideration of every one
;

his cheerful and unafl'ected participation in all

that was done, will be long remembered. The
next place must be awarded to Mr. Thompson,
the mayor, throngh whose instrumentality every

one must have carried away a most agreeable

impression of their pilgrimage to Bury St.

Edmund’s. F. S. A.

FOUL AIR IN A SEWAGE TANK AT
LIVERPOOL.

It being intended to tarn on the sewage into the

tank at the Sandhill pumping station, a man in

the eraplojment of the Sewage Company went
down into a tank to do something to a valve.

Immediately on descending he was overcome by
foal air which had accumulated in the tank, and
fell down. On perceiving this, Mr. Charles

Belooe, C.E., who is engineer for the works,

bravely, but inconsiderately, went down to assist

the poor man. Immediately on reaching the

bottom of the tank Mr. Beloe was, of course,

also overcome, and fell to the floor. Another
person, as is usual, then went down, and also

fell. All three were brought out in a state of

prostration and insensibility. The last who went
down was found also to have sustained a very

severe scalp wound. It is very strange that the

frequent repetition of this same sort of thing

does not prevent its further continuance. Where
one man is overcome by foul air, how can another

resist it ? If there be the least suspicion of the

accumnlation of foul air, a light should be
lowered down first. Where a light will not barn,

there a man cannot breathe. But if a man
descend and become insensible, aud another be

induced to follow, he ought, at least, to be tied

with a rope, and so soon as he can fasten one

around the fallen man, both should be lifted out

without a moment’s loss of time. Where car-

bonic acid gas has accumulated, however, it

ought, first of ail, to be cleared out
;
and perhaps

the best way to do so is to pump it out, for

though invisible, it is like water in this and other

respects. When pumping apparatus cannot be

bad handy, quick lime in large quantity might

be scattered about so as to absorb the gas.

Setting fire to anything to clear it away is worse

than useless, for it only adds more carbonic acid

gas to what has already accumulated. A nob

bad plan, where more effectual means are not

at hand, is recommended in the Albion, namely,

tjing bulky carpets, &c., into a wisp, and plunging

them in aud out repeatedly. This may mix good

air with the foul, but it will not clear away the

foul air as pumping or a sulBoieucy of lime

would do.

THE OFFICE OF WORKS.

In the House of Commons the other night, on

the report of supply being brought up,

—

Mr. Sclater-Booth, referring to the report on

the vote for the Board of Works, complained of

the arranaemenb by which Mr. Pennethorne bad

been removed from his office, and another archi-

tect (Mr. Fergusson) appointed in his place. He
contended that the arrangement was unjust to

an old public servant, and led to an increased

charge on the public funds.

Mr. Lajard said, it appeared there was not a

single person in the Office of Works to check any

part of the enormous outlay on them. Mr.

Pennetherne was a practising architect, and was

receiving 5 per cent, on every shilling expended.

The system was a false one which led to the

I

employment of Mr. Pennethorno to look after the

buildings. Thinking it necessary to have some
disinterested person attached to the office to give

advice to the First Commissioner, he selected

Mr. Fergusson, whose appointment had given

general satisfaction, who had already effected a

large saving to the public, and who, if appointed

some years ago, would have prevented much
extravagant expenditure.

After some remarks from Mr. Ward-Hunt on
the one hand, and Mr. Ayrton on the other, the

former condemning and the latter justifying the
arrangement, the report was agreed to.

We have before us a Copy of Papers relating to

the recent changes in the Office of Works, from
which it would seem that there has been a bit of

a mess. We cannot, however, just now go into

the matter.

ANCIENT DECORATION.

At the recent successful congress of the

Bucks Architectural Society, Mr. J. H. Parker

made a suggestion that at these meetings a

photographer should accompany the members,
who might take instructions what objects were

most worthy of being reproduced, and who
might take photographs within the next week
or two. Local societies might thus, by means of

exchanges, know what was being done else-

where. This plan was adopted in Somerset and
Kent, and be hoped that it would be more
widely extended. Archmology was perhaps

more indebted to photography than any other

science. It was impossible that a drawing

could represent, for instance, the joints of the

masonry, which were often a guide to the date

of a building.

The Rev. H. Bull read a paper on the Frescoes

in Lathbury Church. The writer commenced
by referring to the almost universal custom of

decorating places connected with divine worship,

and alluding to the catacombs, he observed that

the earlier paintings, some of which reach back

to an earlier date than is usually supposed, are

characterised by a calm and cheerful tone.

Very few forms of human suffering are here

exhibited—not even the Crucifixion, the Passion,

or the Day of Judgment. ” The Good Shep-

herd,” Miracles of Mercy, and similar subjects

are chosen in preference. As we advance to

Mediaoval times, we come to legends of the

saints, the Day of Judgment, aud subjects of a
darker and severer type. The paper then pro-

ceeded to describe the remains of the frescoes,

which are not properly so called, being done in

what is termed distemper. Mr. Bull remarked

that the chancel being less visible to the people

was probably on that account least profusely

illustrated (but Mr. Parker observed that he

had known instances in which the chancel was
more richly ornamented than any other part).

In the chancel of Lathbury Church is a design

representing a vine branch, and on the other

side of the communion-table is the quotation from

John vi. 5-1, “ Whoso eateth my flesh aud
driuketh my blood,” &c., which, belonging to

the period of the Reformation, is worthy of

notice. In the south of the chancel is a quota-

tion from the Corinthians, in Wycliffe’s Bible.

The designs which occupy the arcade to the

north and south of the aisle appear to represent

the sacraments of the Church—one evidently

referring to extreme unction. Another design

represents the favourite subject of the weighing

of souls, and another is supposed to represent

Cain after the perpetration of bis crime. It

was perfectly clear to him from personal

observation, that from the earliest period in the

history of the Church, every place of assembly

for Christian worship was decorated with colour,

as far as the means were available. Up to the

fourth century, when what was called the

” peace of the Church ” was established by Con-

etautiue, the early Christians could only meet in

the balls of their own houses,—whence the name

basilica. Bub from the earliest time when they

were permitted to have churches at all, they

were decorated with pictures and mosaics as far

as possible. They were all aware that the early

paintings were Scripture subjects, and it is not

until tho eighth or ninth century that we have

the legends of the saints. With regard to the

material used, he did not know what might be

the case in this particular instance, but gene-

rally the ochres were employed, which, being

the natural colour of the earth, never changed.

These were fixed with sizes of various kinds.

Properly, fresco was work done while the mortar

was wet, and work done subsequently was termed
distemper. In the catacombs were drawings

certainly from the fourth and fifth century down-
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wards. In the churches of Kome there was a
series of mosaios which compare with those to

be found in the oatacomba. In the time of

Charieraacne there was a great revival; many
mosaica were pot in the churches, and many
now frescoes were painted in the catacombs

;

but whether some of these were in most in-

stances repetitions of old ones it is difficult to

Bay. Many of them were clearly additions, nob
correspoudiog at all with the early wort, lie

did not attribute any dishonesty to the later

work, but change of fashion made it different.

The principle of decorating the House of God
was one adopted by the Catholic Church from
the very earliest antiquity.

THE OPENING OF LLANDAFF
CATHEDRAL.

The ancient cathedral of Llandtiff may be
said to have been rebuilt between 1841 and 1870,
mainly under the snperiubendence and from the

designs of Mr. Pritchard, architect.

The last and most important part of the work
of restoration has been the repairing of the
north-western tower, and the erection of the

Booth-western one. The north-western tower
has been simply restored, repaired where neces-

sary, but the main features remain as they were
at the time of its erection by Jasper Tudor. It

has been surmounted by an elaborate, lofty,

pierced battlement. The greatest work of the

whole is the erection of the south-west tower, the
foundations of which were laid in 1858, but with
nob the least hope that the work wonkl be accom-
plished in this generation. The new tower is

built externally of wrought ashlar work, of
different descriptions of oolites, harder in their

texture tbau that of the Bath quarries. The
bulk of these stones came from the Dundry and
Campden quarries, the latter stone from its

golden tint imparting a cheerful and warm ex-

pression to the work. The lower part of the
tower, internally, up to its groined ceiling, is

lined with Bath stone, but from its first-floor

upwards it is lined throughout with strong flat

bedded stones, from the Radyr quarry, which is

composed of conglomerate of red limestone. At
intervals there are thick, strong, bond courses of
this material, formed of huge stones dovetailed
together with load. There is no symptom of a
settlement, though the building has attaiued the
height of 195 ft. 7 in. to the top of the vane, the
lower stage of the tower being groined. To
resist this thrust, massive buttresses project at
the west, south-west, and south-east angles,

which, as soon as they have discharged the
duties required of them, terminate in open
canopies, with pyramidal roofa. Each canopy
contains a figure,—that of the west, St. Peter;
that of the Bonth-weat, St. Paul

;
and the south-

east, Bishop Ollivant. The tower, exclusive of

the spire, is 104 feet to the top of its parapet,
and is divided into three stages. The first is

within the church, and is groined over, being
lighted by two windows in its west and south
faces. The second forms the ringing-floor, and
communicates with the passage in the triforium;
then above this comes the grand belfry stage.
It is recessed back within two broad piers at
angles, forming a panel, as it were, shelving up
by laminated courses to the cells of the windows,
and again brought to the original face of the
work over the windows by a machicolated
cornice. Above the machicolations runs a cornice,
with angles adorned by the common insignia,
acting as gurgojles, and over the cornice comes
an arcaded parapet. The contractor was Mr.
Williams.

SANITARY MATTERS.
The official inquiry into the state of the

Thames at Barking, has been going on. Mr.
Bidder and Mr. Hawksley were of opinion that
the sewage outfall could not affect Barking or
cause deposits to obstruct the navigation of the
Thames. Mr, Gregory, C.E., saw nothing ob-
jectionable at the ontfall works. Furthermore,
Dr. Miller and Dr. Odling, who analysed the
mud from Barking Creek and other points,
reported that it was not exceptionally unwhole-
some. Mr. M’Dougall, one of the surveyors of the
Metropolitan Board, was examined, and main-
tained that there were just such deposits of mud
in Barking Reach, and on the Rent shore, and
other parts of the river, before the establishment
of the northern outfall works as now, and that
the sort of mud was the same. Mr. Bazalgette
said the memorial on which the inquiry was

based was purely imaginative and contrary to

facta. No sewage from the northern out-

fall ever got into Barking Creek. The water at

the town quay at Barking was worse than at the

creek’s mouth. He had seen a sewer discharging
black and oiienBive mud into the creek at low
water, and a barge of manure lay at the quay
aide, and gave oft' an oS’ensive odour in the

neighbourhood. The site selected for the outfall

was the best that could be obtained, all circum-

stances being considered. Mr. Hawkshaw stated

that in his opinion the sewage discharge from the
northern outfall contributed very little, if at all,

to the accumulations at the mouth of the creek.

That portion of the river was prevented from
being kept free by the form of the shore, and the

Gas Company’s pier now building would aggra-

vate the evil. He considered the site of the

present northern outfall the best that could have
been fixed upon, bearing in mind the question of

cost. He should, of course, prefer the sewage
being wholly diverted from the river, provided it

could be used for agricultural purposes, so as to

prove corameroially remunerative.
In the Commons, in answer to Mr. Dodds,

Mr. KnatchbalUHugesBen has stated that the

report of the Rivera Pollution Commiseion would
be presented shortly, but he was afraid not

before the end of the session.

Dr. Stephenson, one of the district medical

officers of Mile-end has died after an illness of

nine days’ duration, from fever caught while in

the performance of hia duty. Ten days before

his death he was in attendance upon two serious

oases, one in the filthy houses iu Edward-street,

so emphatically condemned by the coroner’s

jury, and the other iu St. Dunstaii’s-road. Dr.

Stephenson was remarkable for his unremitting
attention and personal kindness to the poor who
were under his charge.
The Clerkeyiwcll News reports a case to show

how fever is engendered in St. Pancras. The
owner of 5fi, College-street West, Camden-town,
appeared before Mr. Barker to answer a com-
plaint made by the Vestry of St. Pancras, for

keeping a pony in the yard of 56, College-street

West, so as to be a nuisance and injurious to

health. In consequence of complaints having
been made by the residents of Cullege-street

West, Dr. Stephenson, the medical officer of
' health to St. Pancras vestry, in company with

j

Mr. Roach, the sanitary inspector, went to 56,

[

College-street West, and fonud in the back-yard
i a small stable with a pony in it. The stable was
about 6 ft. from the house, and was injurious to

! the health of the personawho resided in the house.

The owner of the stable was cleaning it out, and
a very offensive effluvium arose. The stable had
been whitewashed since the inspector had called,

bub it was still a nnisauoe and injurious to

health, It was stated that the pony was taken
through a bedroom to get to the stable. Mr.
Barker made an order for the removal of the
nuisance in fourteen days.

Fever has broken out in Babylon, a place

situated opposite the Waterside, Ely. The cot-

tages where the fever exists are in a very filthy

condition.

RUGBY.
Sib,—There are few Englishmen to whom

Rugby Junction is not familiar, but there are

many who neither know nor care what manner
of place Rugby is. The people of Rugby, like

Sir Christopher Wren, have gone to Rome or to

Euaton Station for their type almost bo a man,
The pediments and pilasters, cornices and canti-

levers of the latter are repeated a thousand
times, and the inhabitants appear to believe that
no building is safe without these, and that the
safety of the structure depends as much upon
the proportion of them as upon the things them-
selves, The houses being all freeholds, this pecu-
liarity can bo accounted for in no other way. The
only tenable one loft is that there may be an im-
pression that nothing without them would pass
the local Board, which is certainly an error, or
Mr. Butterfield’s extraordinary design would
not have passed, in which there is more inven-
tion displayed than in all the other buildings.

Precedent is set utterly at defiance iu it, both
in its details and in the proportion of them. It

stands like an oasis in a desert, It is well to

make use of the brains of our forefathers and of
the inventions of foreign brains when we lack
them onraelves

;
bub when we have them, let

us use them by all means, and this Mr.
Bntterfield has insisted upon. His design
displays thought, and stands like a protest

against the works of the poverty-stricken brains
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that surround it. Of course, these stiff sticklers

for precedent coudemu it as sensatioral, and
“ we are a prudish law-abidiug people, who
would not take a shutter down on Sunday, or

use a brick that was not exactly 9 in. by 4^ in.

by 3 in. to save a fellow creature’s life, and wo
want no sensation here.”

That Mr. Butterfield has been so successful in

bis design for the additional buildings to the
great school as he generally is, admits of a doubt
bub as an original work the design is highly com-
mendable. Another word of praise is duo to

Rugby. The streets are broad, and so clean that

one cannot help wiping one’s boots before step-

ping out into them
;
they are likewise rendered

deliciously cool by chestnut, sycamore, lime,

laburnum, and beech trees, so that every street

is a classic grove, in which Minerva peacefully

passes her days, free from the excitement of
Diana or the griefs of Venus. I.

DESIGNS FOR THE PLYMOUTH NEW
GUILDHALL,

The designs sent for competition for the erec-

tion of the Plymouth Now Guildhall and Public
Offices have been arranged in the tea-room of
the Royal Hotel. There are twenty-six designs.

The majority are Gothic in style. Many of

them are adapted to the locality and for the
uses to which the building will be devoted.

Some of the designs are most elaborate, and the
architects do not hesitate to say that if these
were selected, the cost would exceed from
10.0001. to 15,0001., the stipulated sum as to the
cost, fixed by the corporation at from 20,0001. to

25.0001. Two modes of laying out the site have
been adopted. In most of the plans the build-

ings are arranged in two blocks, the Guildhall

forming one and the Public Offices the other,

leaving a kind of court or public place between
them. The Guildhall building iu many of the
designs is surmounted by a tower, and in some
of them two towers are introduced; whilst ia

others the fine old tower of St. Andrew’s Church
has been thrown into conspicuous prominence in

the arrangement. The designs are open to the

public for inspection, by tickets, which may be
procured on application at the Guildhall, until

the 3rd of August next.

DRAWING AT A DISTANCE.

The account which you have given in your
number for July I7ch, p. 560, of the manner
in which M. Revoil,—whose admirable work on
the Romanesque Architecture of the South of
France ought to be in the hands of every lover

of Early Art,—has combined the use of the
camera lucida and the telescope, is interesting

to every artist who desires to transfer to his

sketch-book architectural details situated beyond
the limits of ordinary powers of vision.

Justice to others, however, who realized long
ago what M. Revoil no doubt honestly believes

to be a recent invention of his own, obliges mo
to resist the claim of originality in this matter
to which you apparently lend your counteuauce
in the article I refer to. Thirty-four years ago
Professor Miller, of Cambridge, recommended to

me the application of a small speculum, or steel

mirror, of about the eighth of an inch iu diameter,

to the eyehole of an ordinary telescope, for the
purpose of presenting,—after the fashion of the
camera lucida,—when inclined at the necessary

angle, and on looking downwards, an enlarged
reflection, on a sheet of paper placed at a given
distance, of any object towards which the
telescope might be directed.

I succeeded, after some trouble, in obtaining
one of these small mirrors, from the watchmaker
at Vienna who made them, and In adapting it,

with Professor Miller’s assistance, to a telescope

of moderate power
;
and for seventeen years I

used this instrument with the greatest advantage
in all cases where the distance or the inaccessi-
bility of the object to be drawn rendered
enlargement necessary, my first successful effort

with it being a panoramic drawing, 12 ft. long,

which I still possess, taken from the roof of the
parish church of Lancaster, of the opposite
shore of Morecambe Bay, fifteen miles distant,

extending from Peel Castle on the south-west to

Arnside Knot on the north-east, and includiug

the well-known outline of the Lake Mountains.
At the Great Exhibition, however, of 1851, I

fell in with an instrument specially designed for

and adapted to this object, and greatly superior

to that which I had hitherto used. This instru-

ment was invented, patented, and made by
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Varley, the optician, and brother of the well-

known water-coloar artist
5

he called it the

Patent Graphio Telescope. The advantages

which this instrument possessed over that which

I had formerly used, consisted chiefly in its

portability
;
in the firm and convenient manner

in which it was attached to the drawing-board

;

in its powers of adjustment; in its diminished

teleacopical power, not exceeding that of an

ordinary opera-glass ;
and in its consequently

increased field of vision.

This instrument has been my constant com-

panion for many years past, and I think I may
venture to recommend it to 11 . Revoil as, in all

they could take a partner ? how many are de-

terred by the aspect of squalid misery they wit-

ness on the part of the married, of whom, in

Manchester, Liverpool, and Glasgow, even in

times of prosperity, largo proportions of the

children arc born only to die; and, of all born, one-

half, as Dr. Farr’s dire records show, are in their

graves before their fifth year ? Of a sound,

well-trained, industrial, self-supporting, and pro-

ductive population, I assert as an economist,

that notwithstanding the present depression, our

country needs more population, especially to

supply the increasing claim by emigration, which

is commonly of onr best population, leaving

probability, a considerable improvement on larger proportions of the dependent, the _pau-

thab of which you have given a description, periaed, and the worst; bnt practical sanitary

and which appears to me, from that description, science affords brighter prospects. Large agg^-

to resemble more nearly in its combinations my gations of orphan and destitute children m the

earlier instrament of 1835. institutions, such as those to which I have

I am nob aware whether Mr. Varley is still
^

referred, were formerly, notwithstanding high

living, nor have I ever met with any one else 1 dietaries, the seats of devastating epidemics

;

who knew of or naed this instrument; but T bub now, with clean air, clean persons, and clean

quite agree with you in thinking that there are

many uses—pictorial, military, and soienbifio

—

to which it may bo advantageously applied.

Edmurd Sharpe.

SA-NITART PRINCIPLES OF COTTAGE
IMPROVEMENT.*

A EEw days ago, Mr. Edwin Chadwick invited

constructions—with yet much to do—these same

institutions have become sanitary standards, with

death-rates less than one-fifth of those prevalent

amongst children of the same ages of the general

Dopulation. My confident belief is that, by the

rudimentary sanitary principles and practical

sanitary art, to which I would now solicit yonr

civil architect, chiefly, I believe, of stone,

—

which is often as bad as brick,—were, I am
assured, so damp, that it was found to be im-

possible to occupy them, though they bad coat

1,0001. each. A gallant friend who, the other

day, examined the cottage I shall show to you,

exclaimed, “ What superior officers’ quarters such

cottages would make,” though they would cost

one-tenth the sum expended on the damp con-

struction at Dover. I think it right to mi'ntion

these things in illustration of the common state of

information on the question. The opportunity of

my constructing a model cottage, as 1 may call

it, arose from the need of erecting a new lodge

for my gardener and his mother, in lieu of one

enlarged from atwo-room to a three-room cottage,

built by my predecessor as tenant to this house,

my learned friend, the Hon. Augustus Liddell.

He is a man, as every onewho knows him is aware,

of solid virtues, who wonld bo the last to do

harm to any living creature. If be happily had

bad a ray of sanitary science, he would have been

aware that in keeping the poor woman in that

cottage he was victimising her, as happened,

with rheumatism, from the damp brick floor and

the damp walls and ceiling. His regret at what

he unwittingly did to this poor old woman by

the common error will be sharpened when he

learns that it was at double the expense of the
sanitary art, to wmen x woum uuw ol-huiu ‘

attention as applied in the model cottage, yon oonati-nction by which I trust she will now ha
^ . . . .1 . I? 13a ..1 j .0 f Vi a n tstViqV onoM fiftlT

will see the death-rate amongst children and

the common insurable disability to work on the
&. FEW aavs aeo, UH. XJUWIH wuaunriion. iuTiuoiA

n '1 . iV- 3 r

the committee o! the Ladies' Sanitary Assoeia- part ot adnlts may be^ reduced to one-third of

tion, the oonncil of the Society of Arts, and a what it now is. In varioas model dwellings the

number of other distinguished persons interested I death-rates have been reduced by about one.

in the sanitary improvement of dwellings, to his third, bnt, unhappily, with economical results

fconee at East Sheen, for the purpose ot showing i
which do not encourage, and, indeed rather d.s-

some new forms of oonstriiotion, and especially i

courage, imitation. By the app ication of the

for displaying a mode of ventilating with air- i

principles of construction yon will see displayed

warm as well as fresh-arranged by Captain D. I have a confident expectation that the greatest

Galton, R.E., in a new model cottage, occupied

as a gardener’s lodge, attached to bis house, on

principles which were explained in an address.

We publish in our present issue illustrations of

the lodge, inclnding details of the warming

arrangement, and let Mr. Chadwick explain

them in his own words :

—

I shall have difficulty in conveying, within

any compass, for this ocoasion, my sense of the

great importance of the rising movement which

may be aided by the principles of the construc-

tion of the very bumble-looking little cottage to

which I have besought the honour of your visit.

The sanitary object attainable by the improve-

ment of the dwellings of the wage-classes is no

less than a reduction of nearly half the pre-

valent premature disability from sickness, and

half their mortality, which is proved to be due

to the conditions in and about their dwellings,

including overcrowding. The Society of Arts

has promoted new arts, anch, recently, as pisci-

culture and oyster-cnltore, which are being

earnestly pursued, with a special solicitude as to

the habitat of the creatures as the chief means,

and it may really befittingly promote, as a new
or as a neglected art, on which the progress of

other arts must depend, puerioulbnre, for which

earnest solicitude as to the habitat is also

needed, and for the result of which there is

great promise
;
for we have had of late evidence

attested by medical officers and heads of esta-

blishments that is consolatory for past efforts of

sanitary improvement, displayed in district

orphan asylnms of the metropolis, most striking

to those who have visited them, as I have done,

after lapses of time; that as the common
lodging-honses have been regulated under Lord

Shaftesbury’s Act, and the low courts and

dwellings—former fever-nests—from which these

orphan and destitute children chiefly come,

have been improved by rodimentary mea-

sures of a sanitary police, the type of children

has been improved
;

they are less ugly, and

ferocious, and repulsive in their aspect, and

the school teachers attest that they are

less difficnlb to teach and to train industrially.

In this view I may, I hope, suggest to the noble

ladies of the Sanitary Association that the prin-

ciples in question have, moreover, claims upon

them in respect to the extension of an improved

order of marriages, and the reduction of a

demoralising celibacy amongst the wage-classes

;

for, of the million and a quarter of men of the

marriageable ages who remain single, has it been

seriously considered bow many are withheld from

marriage by the want of befitting homes ? how
many are deterred by having only places pre-

sented to them which are dark and filthy, de-

prived of due light and air (yet dear) to which

' See p, 607.

reduction may be effected, with a better promise

of a “ commercial return.” The great sanitary

evil to be contended against in cottage and house

site and the habitat for pnericultnre is damp,

which lowers temperature and lowers strength ;

generates painfal diseases— rheumatism—and,

lowering strength, predisposes to all other pass-

ing causes of disease, and especially to consump-

tion. The first article to be insisted upon in a

sanitary specification is, that by drainage of the

site if it be necessary, the water-table shall be

lowered not less than 3 fc. below the surface.

Throughout the country it has been of late ob-

served that a diminution of consumption has

followed good subsoil drianage works. In this

particular instance, the site being a deep gravel,

in which the water-table is several feet below

that minimum, there was no necessity for this

precaution. My first condition of a sanitary pre-

paration, as respects the construction of the

house itself, is ” that the flooring shall be imper-

vious to rising wet, the walls to driving wet,

and the roofing to falling wet or to snow, and

that they shall be absolutely damp-proof.” As

illustrative of the conditions of the common con-

structions, I may here mention that the com-

mon bricks of which cottages are made, absorb

as mnch as a pint or a pound of water. S apposing

the external walla of an ordinary cottage to

be one brick thick, and to consist of 12,000

bricks, they will be capable of bolding 1,500

gallons or tons of water, when saturated fully,

which they sometimes are. To evaporate that

quantity of water would require nearly a ton of

coal well applied. These bricks^ give
_

off their

moisture slowly. It is unsafe to inhabit, in less

than nine months or a year, the houses eon-

strnoted of the common materials, and almost a

double death-rate has attended recently the

occupation of a briek-bnilt model dwelling.

When I examined, as a reporter, the model

dwellings built at Paris by the Emperor,! found

the appearances of damp on some of them that

had been bnilt two years. The concie>-ge who

showed one block had her head bound up, and

was suffering from an attack of rheumatism, con-

nected with the dampness of the houses. The

Empress has since paid attention to the subject,

as I am informed, and I hope with better efiset.

But it is proper to mention, as showing what

may be expected, not merely from architectural

science as it is, but from enrative science when

iincorabined with preventive or sanitary science

in construction, and also to show that the poor

are not the only persons who suffer, that the

medical officers at the recently-constructed

hospital at Netley have been afflicted with

rheumatic fever, arising from the excessive

I

dampness of the brick construction of their

[quarters. Some military officers’ quarters, con-

j

strnoted not long ago at Dover by an eminent

relieved. Parliament has—what shall I say-

conferred great sanitary powers, not upon a

Minister of Health, bnt, of all men, upon the

Secretary of State for the Home Department,

from whose visible occupation with other subjects

you may see what -is his power of attention to

that subject. Now. it may be mentioned, as a

point of observation for the Sanitary Commiasion

now sitting, that his only adviser within the

office, BO far as I am aware, for the selection of

sanitary officers and the exercise of very large

sanitary powers must be, on very important

questions for the health of populations, the

permanent Under-Secretary of State, iiiy pre-

decessor here, the Hon. Augustus Liddell, who,

I should be glad to hope might find, amidst the

multiplicity of his other duties, any smallest

scraps of time to amend his deficiency of sani-

tary knowledge, of which his old lodge, which

you may see, may be presented as a monnment.

His late lamented Royal Highness the Prince

Consort, with whom I had correspondence on

this question, accepted completely the principle

of the dry, damp-proof construction, and en-

deavoured to apply it by hard-burned hollow

bricks, glazed for interior wall facings. I

undoubtedly consider that a construction of

vitreous tiles or bricks is the best possible, but

for trade reasons, stated in my report on

the exhibition of model dwellings at Paris,

they are unattainable at present. The late

Captain Fowke first directed my attention to

concrete, as the most advantageous and the

cheapest material available for cottage construc-

tion, and gave some speoimens at the South

Kensington Musenm. Portland cement is a

stronger material than Roman cement, and, as

was shown at the International Exhibition, its

use is extending throughout Europe. Those who

wish to be informed particularly in relation to it

will find all about it in the report of the Cbildi-en’s

Employment Commissioners,—that it originally

imbibes less water than the common brick

material, parts with it more rapidly, hardens, and

becomes utterly impermeable to water. My
specification, “ that the walls and ceilings shall

be impermeable to water or damp,” is complied

with in this instance by the contractor, Mr.

Nicoll, with a new material of wall and roof

construction, of which Portland cement concrete

forms a part. You may imagine, as adopted for

honses, the Crystal Palace principle of construc-

tion, with iron framing and b arers, but instead

of glass opaque slabs, made of a web of straw

compressed to about one-fonrth the space of

loose straw into a mat or web, which is spread

over a framework of iron wire. Upon this com-

pact web of straw, layers of hard bitumen are

put on both sides. Over the bitumen is placed

a layer of concrete. If the bitumen be of snffi-

cient thickness and hardness, and properly

spread, it appears impossible that wet can pene-

crate that walling, although the outer layers of

concrete might, if not well made, for a time

imbibe some portion of moisture, it could not

pass through the bitumen. The straw, kept dry

—and it should be kept completely dry,—by the

bitumen—is, as we know, a non-conductor of

heat, and the bitumen should be preserved in hot

weather by the non-conducting power of the

outer layer of concrete, which is an entire non-
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condactor of damp. Mistakes have been made
with the first attempts, in carrying the economy
of the iron framing too far, and occasioning
cracks in the roofs

; bat two years and a half’s
experience of a lodge on this principle of con-
strnotion at South Kensington is very satisfac-
tory. The next articles of a sanitary specifica-
tion applicable to cottage construction are, “that
the wall shall be washable,” “ that it shall be
such as not to harbour vermin,” and “ that it shall
be of a light, agreeable colour.”

It is a sanitary rule, as applicable to closely
occupied dwellings, that the walls shall be
cleansed at least once a year, and some autho-
rities have required that it shall be done at least
four times a year. To provide for lime-washing
it has been provided that the brick walls of the
Peabody and other model dwellings shall be kept
bare. At the Board of Health, at epidemic
periods, when houses were struck with fever, we
ordered the inmates to leave, and the houses to
be cleansed. In some instances the orders were
disobeyed, and fresh population came into the
uncleansed houses, and they were attacked with
fever, proving the deleterious quality of the
deposit on the walla. The cost of lime-washing,
as often as it is required to be repeated, is a
serious tax. In hospital construction the
cost of the washable wall-facings is often as
•much as lOs. a superficial yard. You will see
the sort of wall-facings that have been given by
Mr. Nicoll in several rooms of the cottage, at
from one-tenth to one-twentieth of the hospital
prices. The way io which the sanitary specifi-
cation that the floor shall be of good non-
conducting material, and be watertight and
damp-proof, you will see is attained by squares
of the cheaper wood laid upon a layer of
bitumen. The occupant attests that this flooring,
which yon will see, is a great immediate im-
provement in comfort. So far as the shell of
the cottage is concerned, it is submitted that it

is an improvement in the principle and the
quality of oonatrnction upon the common dwell-
ings. If the workmanship be good,— and the
contractor ought to be held to make good for a
period of time all defaults from the sanitary
specification,—I do not see that the dilapida-
tions will be greater, and I do believe they will
be less, than in the common constructions. The
contest is for reduction of price as well as for
improvement in quality, and the economy may
be achieved at the expense of stability, unless
the point be guarded against

; but at the worst
I do not believe that the new construction can
be so bad as the more common old one.

Constructions in most forms of entire concrete
walling appear to be better in quality, and may
be lower in price, than brick, where good sand
or gravel, or other wall material, is close at
hand. But if the S-in. walls of this cottage
construction have sufficiently good non-conduct-
ing power, or as good non-conducting power
as the common 9-in. walls at the same price,
they give an important gain in space. The
cottage, you will see, has a gain of 564 cubic
feet of interior space from 3-in. instead of 9-in.

walls ; and, hy having the entire space up to the
roof, there is a gain of 730 cubic feet, or 1,284
feet in all 3 that is to say, space such as in some
constructions would be considered to suffice for
two more persons. This is an undoubted gain
for the next great point of a sanitary specifica-
tion :—That the ventilation shall be (that is to
say in cold weather) with air that is warm as
well as fresh.” All common modes of cottage
ventilation ventilate by cold air, and are almost
invariably contended against by the inmates.
This method of ventilation, invented by Captain
Douglas Galton, of the Royal Engineers, by a
fresh-air flue, and warmed by it, has been experi-
mented upon in this country, and tried in a
number of barracks. It has been tested by
Dr. Park, of Netley, as to the hygrometrical con-
dition of the warmed air, which he pronounces
to be satisfactory, and he tells me that he in-
tends to apply the principle to his own dwelling.
It has also been carefully tested in many experi-
ments in Paris, by General Morin, of the Institute,
and, undoubtedly, it is in principle a decided
success. The soldiers in the barracks warmed
by it declare that they are no longer, as hereto-
fore, roasted in front whilst they are frozen
behind. By this method the air may be charged
three times an bour, and more

3 and nearly 50 per
cent, of the chimney heat, now wasted, brought
back into the room. Though the ventilation is,

of course, the most active when the fire is alight,
it was found, upon experiment, that from the
continued warmth of the flues and the mass
surrounding the flues, the change of air effected
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was considerable, even as late as six o’clock in

the morning. The concrete is peculiarly adapted
for tho construction of tabular smoke and air

flues at a cheap rate. This, as far as I am
aware, is the first instance in which the im-
portant principle baa been applied to a cottage,
and until we have a winter experience, it cannot
be pretended that the best adjustment of the
fresh-air flue, and the means of warming it by
the chimney flue, has been attained. According
to General Morin, it is a means of saving 50 per
cent, of the coal consumed in domestic fires, and
the estimated consumption of coals in our
domestic fire-places is 50,000,000 tons of coals
annually. I commend to your notice a newer
arrangement, by Mr. Nicoll, by which the same
fire-place that gives radiant heat, and warming,
and ventilation to the front room, keeps a boiler

and an oven at work in the next. This is already
reported, on trial by the housewife, to be a
success. To those who are accustomed to the
box-beds of Scotland, his new form of bed, folded
up to sav^ cottage space, may be commended
for notice 3 also bis mattress, made of seaweed,
and his reversible table. In conclusion, I may
state for consideration another article of a
sanitary specification, which will be realized here

:

“ That the complete construction of the bouse
shall be such that if it be left clean, unoccupied,
and closed for any time, it shall remain dry, free

from any close, musty, or foul smell, and shall

be immediately habitable, without the need of
fires or of any special preparations for safe

occupancy in winter or in summer.” This
cottage is detached, and unconnected with any
system of Eewers

3
and the plan in use here is a

movable pail under a seat, into which pail is to

be put all the soap-suds, house-slops, &c., which
serve to dilute excreta, the whole being removed
daily, or before decomposition can commence,
and deposited in a trench, or applied at the dis-

cretion of the gardener as liquified maoure, the
principle of the plan being to take the manure
to the prepared soil, instead of bringing prepared
soil to only a part of the house manure, as is the
principle of tho earth-closet system. Where the
house is connected with a public system of
sewerage, which, it is to be hoped, would be a
self-cleansing system of sewers instead of sewers
of deposit, which aro only extended cesspools,
the fundamental item of a sanitary specification,

I take occasion to state, would be in the fol-

lowing terms:—" The house shall be provided
with a water-closet on the syphon principle, so
shaped, and so provided with water as to be
effectually self-cleansing throughout, and to

remove at once from beneath the premises all

frecal matter or waste water, and to be so
trapped as to prevent the ingress of vitiated air

from the sewer in the event of accidental stop,
pages, and to be at all times free from foul smells.

Now, as to the cost of this cottage construction,
my conclusion is that an improved cottage con-
struction, on whatever principle, will be only
obtainable when cottages become a manu-
facture (which is not yet), with the advantage
of much machinery for the repetition of numbers.
I think acknowledgments are due to Mr. Samuel
Sharp, the architect, and to Mr. Nicoll, the
contractor, for their steady efforts to reduce and
to keep down prices. I am assured by them that
detached cottages, such as the present specimen,
w’ith 4,800 cubic feet of internal capacity, may
be repeated in ^half a dozen at a time for about
one hundred pounds each

3 or, if a dozen cot-

tages in a row (where it must be so, for I do not
like cottages in rows) be taken of the same
qualities, guaranteed damp-proof, but without
decorations, at about eighty-five pounds each.
These (apart from the present main question of
quality and economy in use) are, as far as I

know, important reductions in prices. To the
members of the Ladies’ Sanitary Association,
who do so much with little money, who have
circulated such admirable tracts on the sanitary
treatment of children and on domestic manage-
ment, I respectfully commend the promulgation
of sanitary principles for the improved construc-
tion of the people’s homes. The first of these
principles are the requirement by specification

of dry foundations, of dry and warm floors, of

perfectly damp-proof walls and ceiliDgS
3 walls

washable and fair to see, and means of ventila-

tion with air that is warm as well as fresh, a
saving of half the common consumption of fuel,

and really comfortable homes. To my colleagues
of the couDcil and to the members of the Society
of Arts, I venture to commend the consideration
of the perfectionmenb of the arts and appliances
by which these several ends may be best
attained for the poorest of the population.

THE GERMAN HOSPITAL, NEW
TOBK, D.S.*

This hospital is to be built on the ground
enclosed by Seventy-sixth and Seventy.seventh
streets, and Lexington and Fourth avenues. It
will be constructed on the principle of separata
pavilions, and, when fully completed, will consist
of seven buildings, and cost about one million of
dollars. The present project is to build two
pavilions, an administrative building, a laundry,
and an engine and boiler room.
Each pavilion will be 1G7 ft. long, and 52 ft.

wide at the ends, and the centre, in which are
the wards, will be 30 ft. wide. The pavilions
will have cellars, basements, first and second
stories, and attics. The principal wards on tho
first and second stories will be 106 fc. long, 27 ft.

wide, and 16 ft. high. They will accommodate
thirty-two patients each, allowing 1,431 cubic
feet to each patient.

At one end of the pavilions adjoining the
wards will be the physicians’ and nurses’ rooms,
convalescent and dining halls, pantry, scullery,
linen-room, hoistway, dumb-waiters, and a stair-

way 6 ft. wide, with a platform at half the
height of the story.

At the opposite ends of the pavilions will be
water-closets, baths, and lavatories, separated
from the wards by a lobby.

The wards aro to be warmed with hot air, the
air being heated by coils of steam-pipes arranged
in chambers in the cellar. The cold air is to be
conducted by these chambers from a large air-

shaft outside the building, receiving its supply
some 30 ft. above the surface of the ground.
The basement is to be devoted to accident and

ophthalmic wards, examining and store rooms,
closets, &c. The attic is to be appropriated to
private wards, attendants’ rooms, tank, and
ventilating chambers. Bach pavilion is to have
a surgical operating ward. The laundry will be
43 ft. by 60 ft. The administrative building
will be GO ft. by 80 ft., and will contain in the
basement, the principal kitchen, apothecary’s
room, and laboratory, servants’ diniug-hall, and
store-rooms. The upper stories will be used for

offices, officers’ sleeping apartments, &c.
On each side of the first floor of tho pavilions

will be balconies. There will be a dead-house,
post-mortem examination-room, morgue, &c.
The grass-plots, neatly laid out with fountains

in the centre, will be between each end of tbs
administrative building and Fourth and Lexing-
ton avenues. The building will front on Seventy-
seventh-street. It will have a slated Mansard
roof, and a high dome on the central building.

The front will be of Philadelphia btick, and the
cornices and window buildings of cream-coloured
stone, brought from the vicinity of Cleveland,
Ohio.

The funds for the erection of this hospital

were raised by the private subscriptions of
German citizens. It is intended for German
patients, where those who cannot speak English
will be attended and cared for by doctors and
nurses to whom they will be able to make their

wants known in their native tongue. Other
nationalities will not be excluded 3 but the above
is the primary object of the institution.

The architect is Mr. Carl Pfeiffer.

REFERENCES.
A. Corridors.
B. Vestibule.
C. Eecoption-roora.
D. Physiciaus’ Room and

Library.
E. Family Diaing-room.
F. Ollice.

G. Family Parlour.
H. Hall.

I. Dumb Waiters.
J. Fireprool Closet.

K. Hoistways.
L. Principal Stairs.

M. Water-closets.
N. Private Stairs.

O. Principal Stairs.

P. Pantry.
Q. Convalescent Dining-

room.
R. Nurses’ Room.
S. Physicians' Consulting-

T. Linen-room,
U. Sculiery.

V. Wards.
VV. Stairs.

X. Bath-room.
Y. Balcony.
Z. Wash room.

I
Laundry.

c. Iron Heating Furnace,
d. Stairs.

e. Chimney.
/. Hall.

g. Dead-chamber.
h. Post-mortem Examina-

tion-room,
t. Shed.
k. Fountain,
l. Grasa-piots,

m. Heaters.
H. Gates.

The Proposed law Courts—We are glad
to boar it reported that the committee appointed
to inquire into the respective merits of the
Howard-street and the Carey-street sites for the
New Law Courts have decided to recommend
the Carey-street site, both on economic and
cesthetic grounds. The report of the committee
is expected to be out this week.

' See pp. 600, 6f7.
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BRIXWORTH OrnjROH.

The esteemed vicar of Brixworth, tlie Rev.

C. F. Watkins, writes as follows:—
“ When I stated to you in positive language

that ‘ not a brick or stone of the original Saxon
work had been displaced by us

’

in the restora-

tion, you charge it as contradictory to evidence

and ‘ sheer nonsense.’ Now, sir, I reiterate it

as a fact that can be substantiated by the able

and conaoientions architects, Messrs. Slater &
Smith

j
their able clerk of the works, Mr.

Thompson
;
and the wojkmen employed.

You quote against me the use of ‘original

fragments’ in the reparation of the arches.

Those fragments were collected from the ddbris

of former waste— first, by the Dunes, who de-

stroyed the aisles, and subsequently by barbarous

innovators; and our reparations were of the

mischief which they had wrought, and not

alterations of the Saxon work.
You insist upon the cubicula, and quote Mr.

Roberts, a very able architect and antiquary,

and a man of genina and energy in pursuing his

inquiries
;
but had ho been present when I re-

moved the bank of earth which had been heaped

up against the north side of the church to cover

the dislocation of the aisle from the arcade, he

would then have seen that the transverse piers

of the arched corriJor-like aisle met the piers of

the arcade low down, and rested upon these foot

buttresses. Part of that evidence is lost from

the necessity of under-pinning the wall of the

arcade, and filling in the holes which the Danes
had left, with imminent clanger to the north wall

of the church. After Mr. Roberts bad reported

of cuhicula, I had an interview with Professor

Willis at Cambridge upon the subject, as he had
seen the foundations of the destroyed aisle laid

opciu by me for the inspection of the public

many years ago, and examined everything very

closely with Dean Peacock and others. He is

equally positive with myself respecting these

foot buttresses
;
and I need no better authority.

As to the lack of usual characteristics of Saxon

work in Brixworth Church, we have not indeed

Jong and short work
;
but we have two of the

original pilasters, with the arched window
between, remaining to us of the eastern apse,

which was semicircular within, polygonal

without. We have also a three-light balustre

window in the west end, of the same kind and

age as that at Earl’s Barton and St. Bennet,

Cambridge, of the ninth century. This is super-

imposed upon an original arch of the seventh

century, the crown of which is cot away to

receive it
;
and lienee this wall must be earlier

thau the ninth century. We have also herring-

bone work in the walls. A clear proof that there

were no cubicula is, that there have been no

divisional walla in the aisle to enclose them,

whereas the foundations of this longitudinal wall

are clear enough.
Leaving these unpleasant differences,! heartily

coincide with you in your view of the Saxons as

a people far more advanced in the arts of life

than has been generally admitted. Their illumi-

nated MSS.
;
their works in jewelry and metals

;

the description of their churches by their early

writers; their wise laws and customs; their

agriculture ; and the 4,000 churches exiating at

the Conquest, portions of many of which,

especially in the towers, as the least liable to

destruction, are sufficient proofs for any candid

minds.”

MISTAKES IN SILVER.

The Goodwood Cnp for 1869, produced by
Mr. J. W. Benson, has much to recommend it.

It takes the shape of a fine old English tankard

and cover, modelled by Mr. J. E. Boehm, the

subject being taken from Frith’s “ Derby Day.”

The body of the cup is surrounded in high relief

with the principal features of this well-known

work. Commencing at the left hand, we have
the gambling booth, the thimble-rig table, and
the country bumpkin more than half disposed to

stake his money on the little pea
;
the group of

acrobats; the swells lounging round the car-

riage; and soon, These subjects are modelled
with ski'd.

The lid is surmounted with a cleverly-modelled

I
group of three horses with their jockeys, rearing

( and plunging in too spirited attitudes. The
1 handle is formed of very large vine-branches,

E and the lip or spout has the shape of a jockey’s

c cap reversed.

It is in these latter particulars that the mis-
t takes have been made. The vine-branchea are

0 out of all proportion with the composition, and

the jockey’s cap that disagreeably forms the
|

spout is simply preposterous, and utterly ruins
j

tbecup, on which something like 500J. have been

spent. The rest of the work is so satisfactory

that we seriously advise Mr. Benson to remove,
at any rate, the jockey’s cap, and substitute a

spout pure and simple.

BINSTED CHURCH, SUSSEX.

This charoh, which was in a very dilapidated

and unsafe state, has lately xindergone a sub-

stantial and decorative repair. The walls, which

were dangerously cracked, have been secured by
buttresses and grouted with cement, and a
massive oak roof has been placed on the chnrch
throughout, of the same construction as the old

one, which was entirely decayed. A new vestry

and a porch have been added, and new windows
inserted in the place of the sashed windows
with red brick jambs, which had been pnt in

in modern times.

The church has been reseated, and the floor

of the nave laid with Godwin’s tiles. There is

no chancel arcii, but traces remain of a thir-

teenth-century screen, or rood-beam, which
formerly divided the nave and chancel, and a

new screen of oak has been placed in this posi-

tion. The chancel has a pavement of a new
material, invented by Messrs. Powell, of Wbite-

friars Glass Works, and used hero for the first

time. The stained glass for the east window
was also supplied by Messrs. Powell.

Some interesting wall paintings were dis-

covered on removing the whitewash, of which it

has only been possible .to preserve a figure of

Sc. Margaret, and some decorations on the splay

of a lancet in the chancel.

The architect was Mr. T. G. Jackson, of

London. The builder was Mr. Booker, of Wal-
berton.

THE TERRACE OP SOMERSET HOUSE.

See,—As the river embankment is now a

splendid addition to the metropolis, we, who are

neighbours dwelling iu the same parish as yourself,

ask your help to utilize the noble terrace of

Somerset House as a public walk on Sundays.

The red-coated gentry who “ bar the entry ” on
other days might surely be allowed to open it

for health and recreation one day in seven, and
it would be a great boon to us, for whom no
parks have been made. A trifling expense would
prevent abuse, and make such a promenade
enjoyable. Pray help us, Mr. Editor, to aliberty

which accords with the spirit of the age in which
we live, and earn the gratitude of those around
you. Round Robin.

CASTLE ASHBY.

Mr. ScRtVEN, the Marquis of Northampton’s
agent, confirms our remark as to the carved

uprights in the staircase :
—“ They were put up

by the late Marquis of Northampton, as it re-

quired support. The chimney-piece in the large

drawing-room,” continues the writer, “was
brought as it is (except a piece on the top to

make it higher) from Canonbury House, Isling-

ton, which came into the possession of the family

through the wife of tbe first earl, who was the

daughter of Sir John Spencer, of London, in the

time of Elizabeth. It was her money, I believe,

that fitted up that suite of rooms, the same
arms being worked on the ceiling that are on the

chimney-piece.”

Mr. Scriven says the architect of tbe town-
hall designed both the entrance-lodges. Mr.
Street was tbe architect for the church restora-

tion. ” The low railing on each side of the

entrance-gates is only temporary. I believe

there is a design for continuing the terra-cotta

work.”

GREEN TREES.
Sib,—

K

nowing yon are always ready to adrocate any
idea for the improvement and health of London, and, like

yourself, having great faith in green trees, permit me to

suggest that it would be au acceptable boon, if tlie Metro-
politan District Railway Company could be induced to

plant a few trees and shrubs in the open gravelled spaces

fronting most of the statious.

It may be urged, it is a very ea'y task to suggest

improvements at others’ cost; but I submit that as the

Company is well supported b/ the public, it would not be

much the loser by thus adding to the “ picturesque” of

the metropolis
;
and even should shareholders object to a

small charge upon their dividends for such a purpose,
surely if a collecting-box were placed in each booking
iillice, many would drop iu a spare halfpenny towards the

expense incurred, aud thus assist in making London
” Beautiful for ever.” G. P. Fbancis.

DISTRICT SURVEYORS’ RETURN TO
BOARD OF WORKS.

The report of the Superintending Architect,

jnat published, shows that the total of the gross

fees received for the year is 37,7901. ISs. 5d., in

respect of 21,915 works, of which more than
two-thirds were done within the year.

The gross fees received in twenty-eight dis-

tricts, vary from I-IZ. to 493Z., six being under
200Z. each, seven under 300J., nine under 400Z.,

and six under 500Z. In thirty districts the in-

comes vary from 511Z. to 1,8G9Z.

The expenses of district offices are 7,039?,

43. 9d. The fees remaining duo for all arrears are

30,984?., but probably are mostly of little value.

The sums abated or lost are 1,837?. Compared
with the results of former years the present

abstract shows still a considerable increase.

In 1(556

„ 1857

„ 18i8

„ 1859

,, 1860

„ 1861

„ 1861

„ 1863

„ 1861

„ 1865

„ 1866

„ 1867

„ 1868

Works. Foes received.
14,654 U 11

15,330 20.969 11 4
15,500 21.732 11

15,558 22,385 9

15,030 22,791 3 3
14,0l’8 2 3
15,707 2 3
17,951 29.-110 9 9
18.981 31,803 5 2

19 251 :-2,972 7 9
20,196 .... 34,919 11 4
21,303 6 0

21,915 37,790 13 5

THE VALUE OF THE OVAL.

Sir,—

I

believe I am right in asserting that

the ugly forms of round and square must, in the

development of architecture, give place to the

oval and oblong, as they have iu art. In the

inclosed sketch (from a model prepared for the

first Great Exhibition, bnt not sent to England
in time), I attempted a building which shonld

be cheaper in construction, should fill and empty
quicker, be better fitted for sound, and which
should last longer than any other of the same
size; and also to induce my friends to think it

possible that a new order might have some
advantages, and that the value of the true oval

in architecture and engineering was not suf-

ficiently considered. J. L. Statham.

*,* We will say nothing ononreorrespondenUa
theory, but certainly the example he sends will

not recommend it. Anything more appallingly

ugly was, perhaps, never seen. We are ghid to

observe that it is “ entered at Stationers’ Hall.”

TECHNICAL EDUCATION
IN THE BUILDING TRADE IN LONDON.
Sib,—

I

am induced to address a few words to your
journal on the above subject, by seeing tbe letters of
“ Jack Pbine” and “Reasoner.” Sir, I want to know what
interest it would be to the journeyman joiner to acquire

technical education? Would he be better paid, sup-
posing be still remained journeyman (and you know we
cannot all be foremen or clerks of works) H

Tbe employers know, and wo know, perfectly well, the

less thinking or studying in the shop the better they are

pleased,— that is, if you leave off work with the arms to

work with the brain for a few mioutes.
In this age of compeiilion, sir, quantity is the order of

the day, and quality quite a secondary consideration. A
skilful handrailist, who cau execute his rail on geometrical
principles, or a clever joiner who knows something about
lines is valued no more and gets no more pay than some
ineu who manage by a knack or rule of thumb to get over
tbe work quickly, and do it near enough to pass.

I think, sir, this explains the reason why the masters
are indiflereut about promoting tbe technical education of
their workmen. The more mucbine-like a mau is the less

likely is be to kick agaiust tbe driving of a pushing
foreman. Jacx Rafter.

Sin,— I have for years devoted my leisure time to self-

improvement, and gained distinctions in the Science and
Art Ksaminations

;
but tbe only result as yet is to keep

me in hot water with my employer, because the knowledge

I have gained enables me to obtain a few shill ngs extra,

with a less expenditure of physical force.

My impression is, that until the architects take up the

matter, and insist that clerks of works and foremen shall

possess certificates of competency, things will go on pretty

much as at present. J. T.

THE MIDLAND RAILWAY STATION
HOTEL, ST. PANCRAS.

Sir,—

W

hat on earth induced the architect, engiueor, or

whoever had the matter in hand, to erect such an eyesore

as the heavy looking wal ing and parapet iu front of the

Hotel at tbe Midland Knilway Station, iu St. Pancras,

with a steep roadway up to tbo oBices ? Surely no idea

of pity arose in the brain of those concerned for our not
over powerful cab horses, especially after having perloroied

a hastened journey wiiha cab contuining six human beings

and luggage for live. Perhaps the directors have provided
a stationary engine to pull up horse, cab, and all, in case
there should be a stick halfway or less ? By this parapet,

or whatever name it may have a claicn to, tbe Hotel is

entirely hidden from the street; and all travellers who
may chance to take up their temporary abode w-jll be
debarred tbe view of the road tralTic, but will have the

benefit of the noise and the sight of the upper windows
and chimney-pots of the unhandsome houses in Jront.

Why not have made the ground floor of the Hotel level
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with the roadway, with a neat terraceinfront enclosed with

iron railings and other trimmings, such as a grass plat,

flowers, and fountain, with stairs to platform, and lifts for

luggage? As it is row, the expensively bright red brick

Hotel io entirely lost. S,

TEE CROSSINGS.

Allow me to ask whether it is not possible

that the vestries might be indaced to give strict

injanctions to their watering-cart attendants not

to water the recognised crossings. It would pre-

vent many a tumble and preserve many a person’s

temper, not mentioning the boots. Shonld there

be dust on the crossing, it would soon fly to and be

absorbed by thowet sides. S.

“16 A PRIME (?) NUMBER.”
Sir,—

Y

onr correspondent “ E. G.” (Jnne 19th)

makes a mistake when he calls 16 a prime
number. It is a composite number ;

and herein

lies its value as a numerical radis. It' he consults

Kavanagh’s Arithmetic (Longman & Co.)
,
he will

there see it clearly defined what a prime number
is, and how to find such numbers.

In answer to his question respecting the

decimal system of weights and measures, “ why
it has made the progress it has,” I would say,

1st. That scientific men having long and abstruse

calculations to make, found in decimal fractions

an immense relief from the labour and tedious-

nesa of common fractions
;
and many of them,

forgetting that the number 10 was a bad nume-
rical radix, unwisely, therefore, thought that

what was good for them in thoir calculations

would be good for commercial and business men

;

not considering that, for the rough and ready
purposes of practical occupations and domestic
deal lags, we want to halve and quarter our weigh-
ings and measurings again and again, which we
cannot do with the decimal system. Hence they
were continuallyurging its adoptionmtbeirbooks.
2nd. Some modern commercial men, thinking

only of their own advantage, and bow they may
increase their dealings with foreign nations that

use the metric system, have strongly urged its

adoption
j
and for this purpose have tried to

persuade the people of this country that it

would be the best for national use. 3rd. A few
enthusiastic men, in love with the decimal
system, have kept hammering away, in Parlia-

ment and elsewhere, while those who would have
to use it have been careless or asleep, until they
have partially fastened it on the nation, and hope
yet to fasten it still more on. Also they have
been aided by some who can see no beauty in

anything but uniformity, and who would have
everything done mechanically and unvaryingly

;

not caring to see that nature presents the utmost
variety in all things, and that there is an immense
utility in that variety.

But division by 16 and its multiples aud sab-

multiples is not so scarce amongst us as would
bo supposed by reading the extract from Mr.
Fergnsson’s work. Although not so systematic

in our adoption of it as the Hindoos, yet wo have
a good deal of it. Our yard measure has a
division of 16; our inch also. We have eight

half-crowns to the sovereign, 16 oz. to the pound,
and at one time there were 32 grains to the
pennyweight. And I would just remark that the
division of the pound into 16 oz., and of the inch
into 4th9, 8tbs, and 16tbs, is the best for common
and practical use; and, if ever abolished, it will

be a source of great inconvenience to the public.

Sir, I agree with Mr. Fergusson when he says
that “ it was a mathematical misfortune when
counting by fingers and thumbs,— that is,

by tens,—was adopted;” but not when he
says we ought to have stopped at eight. We
ought to have gone on to twelve, which number,
I believe, is considered by most mathematicians
as being the most practical and yielding the

least number of interminable fractions. And,
therefore, it is to be considered another mathe-
matical misfortune that scientific men should

have suffered themselves to be ousted by the
notation of the savage (for counting by fingers

and thumbs truly is such) out of a truly scien-

tific notation, which, if adopted, would have
been for their advantage and for that of the
whole calculating world. But is it too late, as
Mr. Fergnsson says it is, to remedy this now ? I

think nob. We have in our modes of calcnlating
the nucleus, or rather perhaps the remains, of
counting by twelves. In our cross-multiplica-

tion rule we have a duodenary notation worked
by a denary notation. Now, if this rule were
worked by a duodenary notation, it would be a

perfect sample of the duodenary system of calcu-

lating by twelves. De Morgan, in his Arithmetic,

recommends the student to thus practise the

working of cross-multiplication. Oar year is

divided into twelve months, our foot-rule into

twelve inches. Then we have the dozen and
submultiples of it much in use

;
also the gross,

or square of twelve, and the great gross, or cube
of twelve. These and other facts lead to the

idea that counting by twelves was more pre-

valent amongst us, or those with whom we
traded, and from whom we may have received

it, than at present. And why should it not be

farther extended ? As regards the division of

our foot-rule into twelve parts,'to have it re-

duced to ten would be productive of the

greatest inconvenience. Consider the millions

of small measurements that are made by it in

the course of one day, and which could not be
so advantageously made if it only contained ten

parts. If working men would take a slip of

wood, 1 ft. long, and divide it into ten parts,

and one of these parts into ten, and practise

with it BO as to compare it with the present foot-

rule, they would thus ascertain which would be
the most useful of the two divisions, ten or

twelve. The Roman foot was divided into

twelve parts, and also into sixteen. Thus, 4
digits made a palm, 4 palms made a foot,

—

16 parts. Thus they bad the advantage of both

divisions. If our foot-rule were thus divided,

would it not _be advantageous for many pur-

poses?
But our heterogeneous system, as some term

it, is not BO unworkable as many would make it

to be. A good calculator in cross-multiplication

can work tho rule with advantage against

another working by decimals, and in some cases

with a*les8 number of figures. Men of business

have in their respective callings ready modes of

calculating, which are oftentimes nob found in

school books, and by which they facilitate their

business reckonings in a manner which many
who are zealous for the decimal system are not

aware of. Our present divisions of weights and
raeasnres can be ascertained in many instances

to be founded on certain wants and requirements

of our forefathers known to them at the time,

and by which divisions they were able, with

little knowledge of arithmetic, to make their

calculations. It is amusing to trace those things,

but they would occupy needless time and space
to dwell upon them.

In answering the question of “ E. G.,” which
should in all its connexions be considered a

national one, for it is not a trifling matter to

change onr modes of calculation, and make it

necessary to alter or renew every weight and
meaenre we possess, I have endeavoured to

avoid intruding too much on your space. There
is, however, much to be said respecting the best

numerical radix. As regards the French metric

system, I apprehend it would not be for our

benefit to adopt it, notwithstanding all that has

been said in its favour. But it is well to stimu-

late inquiry, and I shall feel pleased if this letter

should contribute towards it.

In conclusion, allow me to add the following

figures, which, I think, are correct. They are

copied from a memorandum made some time
ago, but which I have not now had time to verify

again :
—

Ter- Inter-

mioable minable
Fractions. Fractioue,

The Ticenary (20) notation gives 7 to 12

The Sedenary (16) „ ,, 4 ,, 11

The Duodenary (13) „ ,, 7 ,, 4
The Denary (16) „ 6 ,, 4
The Octary (8) „ „ 3 „ 4

On first reflection it might be supposed that the

Sedenary and the Ootary notations, from the
perfect subdivisions they are capable of, would
furnish the moat terminable fractions, in pro-

portion to the interminable ; bub by the above
table it is the duodenary that gives the most
satisfactory results in this particular.

Duodecim.vl.

The Wolf Rock Xiightbouse, Cornwall.

—

The last stone of the Wolf Rock light-tower,

nine miles from the Land’s End, has been laid

by Sir Frederick Arrow, the depnty-master of

the Trinity House. The deputy-master thanked
the resident- engineer, assistants, and workmen,
for the zeal they bad displayed in this dilficnlt

and dangerous work, and gave each a gratuity

as a memento of the interesting event. The
resident engineer is Mr. W. Douglas. The men
are now going on with the work of getting up
the lanterns and fittings for the tower. It is

expected that by September the light will be
exhibited.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Cherlsey.—The foundation stone of new schools

has been laid at Ottershaw, about two miles from
Chertsey. The amount proposed to be expended
in the building is estimated at 1,3001. or 1,400Z.,

tho land being given by Sir Edward Colebrooke.

Mr. Burns, of London, is the architect, the design

being made by that gentleman free of cost
;
and

Messrs. Knighc & Son, of Chertsey, are the

builders employed.
Sutton-on-Plym (Plymouth).—The foundation

stone of new schools for girls and infanta has

been laid here. The parish of Sutton-on-Plym

includes the south-eastern portion of the town of

Plymouth, the manufacturing district of Coxside,

and the village of Cattedown. The total costa

of the schools will be a little over 1,OOOL The
building, which will be in the shape of the letter

L, will comprise two stories, and accommodation
will be provided for about 350 children. The
plans have been prepared by Mr. 0. C. Arthur,

architect
;
and Messrs. Hodges & Martin are the

builders.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

New Ferry (near Birkenhead).—We are 'asked

to state that the free church of St. Mark, which

has been enlarged under the direction of Mr. E.

Haycock, jun., architect, was consecrated by the

Bishop of Cheater, and is nob a Dissenting

church.
Noi'tham.pton.—On Tuesday, the 20th inat.,

the Conntesa Spencer laid the foundation-stone

of the new church of St. James’s, Daliington,

Northampton. The building is being erected

npon a site given by the Rev. William Thornton,

and is designed to accommodate 500 persons,

with facilities for extension, as the necessities

of the district may require. The plan consists

of nave, chancel, sonth aisle, south chapel, vestry,

and turret. Mr. R. Wheeler, of Tunbridge Wells,

is the architect; and Mr. Kightley, of North-

ampton, has contracted to build the church, at a

cost of 2,335i.

Neit'cni.—The restoration of Oxenhall Church

is being completed. The chancel ceiling, just

finished, consists of red deal, divided into panels.

A battlemented cornice runs along both sides.

The corbels, of Caen stone, are all carved, as are

also the enrichments round the east window,

which was erected to the memory of the late

Mrs. Onslow. The carving was by Mr. Bonlton,

and the woodwork by Messrs. Spring & Son,

bnilders. The architect under whose directions

the work was executed is Mr. John Middleton,

of Cheltenham.
Lefwell.—The church at Letwell, a small

village about six miles from Worksop, has been

reopened. The old church was destroyed by fire

on December 8, 1867, everything being destroyed

except the tower and the outer walls. The new
church has been built on exactly the same site,

tho same walls and tower being used, the in-

terior being lined with Roche Abbey and Mans-
field stone. The seats are of oak, in open

sittings, all free, and facing north and south.

The space under the tower has also been seated,

and a gallery which formerly stood there has

not been replaced. The roof, which is high

pitched, is of stained deal, excepting the part

over the chancel apse, which is to be painted

light blue. The windows at present are of plain

glass, but the three in the chancel apse and the

west window under the tower are to be memorial

windows in stained glass to diiTerent persons.

Tamworth.—The church restoration and other

tenders were recently opened, when the following

obtained the contracts : — Messrs. Wood, of

Derby, for the church restoration; Mr. G. M.
Holdrich, of London, for the organ ; and

Messrs. Edwards & Son, of London, for the

heating apparatus.

Powerstock.—^I’he foundation-stone of West
Milton church has been laid. The old church,

which stands at the eastern end of the parish,

served as a chapel of ease to the mother church

at Powerstock, and was a small building, con-

sisting of nave, chancel, and western tower.

The style was of the late Perpendicular period,

and there are a few specimens of Norman work

still remaining in the mined structure. In the

south side of the chancel is an old decorated

window, which it seems a pity to destroy.

Heigham.—The design selected by the building

committee of St. Philip’s, Heighara, now church

was prepared by Mr, E. Power, of London. It is

in the Early French style applied to modern re-

quirements, all nnnecessary ornament being

avoided. It consists of a nave, apsidal ebanoel,

and side aisles, with a tower and spire at the
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Borth-wesfc angle. The western front will form
a feature in the Heigham-road. The accommo-
dation will be for nearly 800 persona. The total

coat (inclusive of tower and spire), with archi-

tect’s oommissioD, gaa-fittinga, and the required

repair fund, will be about 5,2001.

Beddington.—The church here, which has

lately been undergoing extensive alterations, has
been re-opened. On making an examination of

the tower the stones were found to be much
decayed. These were removed and new substi-

tuted. The plain parapets on the top have been
removed and battlements snbstituted. The old

Perpendicular window in the tower, which was
much decayed, has been removed, and a new
one, filled with stained glass, substituted, the

subjects being, " The Adoration of the Magi,”
and “ The Queen of Sheba’s Visit to King Solo-

mon.” This window is the gift of the rector,

and is the work of Messrs. Clayton & Bell. The
tower arch, which was partly blocked up, has

been opened. The chancel has been remodelled,

an oak screen being placed across the chancel

arch, and the old stalls have been replaced by
new ones. An organ-chamber has been built,

and a now organ placed in it, with an illumi-

nated screen in front. The old teredos and
diapers have been taken down, and a new one,

of mosaic, erected, some of the subjects being
“ The Flight into Eg^pc,” “ The Adoration of

the Magi,” and “ The Holy Apostles.” This is

the work of Messrs. Harland & Fisher. A
sedilia baa also been erected. On removing the

ashlar, part of the old piscina was found em.
bedded in the wall. The old Perpendicular oak
screen, which divides the chancel from the

Carew Chapel, has been cleaned.

Egglestone.—The new church at Egglestone
has been consecrated by the Bishop of Durham,
aud opened for Divine worship. The edifice,

which is dedicated to the Holy Trinity, is crnci-

form, the nave being 52 ft. 6 in. long, and
21 ft. 6 in. wide. The north and south transepts

are 13 ft. wide, and 9 ft. and 11 ft. deep respec-

tively. The chancel is 26 ft. 6 in. long, and 18 ft.

wide. On the south side of the nave is a large

porch, engaged with which aud the nave west
and south walls is a bell-turret, rising to a height

of nearly GO ft. The roof of this turret is slated,

and decorated with wrougbt-iron linial-cross and
gilded vane. On the north aide of the church is

the vestry, underneath which is a heating-

chamber. The style is Early English, carried

into Early Geometrical at the east end, which has

a tracei'ied window of three lights. The other

windows are lancets, excepting the large circular

west window, aud a sex-foiled one in the gable
of the south transept. The west-end circular

window has seven smaller moulded circles within
the outer inclosing arch, and forms a prominent
feature both internally aud externally. Entering
the church we observe the font against the west
wall, and the aliar against the east. Tho benches
are all open, of stained deal, the panels relieved

by difl'erence in depth of colour only. The tran-

septs are separated from the nave by two stone
arches, resting on pillars. The north transept
is intended to be used as an organ-chamber.
Tho chancel-arch, separating the nave from the
obancel, has stone jambs, aud the inner arch is

carried by stone corbels with moulded caps. The
pulpit is placed against the north jamb of the
ohaucel-aroh. The chancel seats are placed Ion-

gitudinally, those on the south side being
shortened to admit of the prayer-desk, which,
with the lectern, is at the extreme west end of

tho chancel. Tho roofs are boarded inside. The
height from the floor to the apex of the roof is

25 ft. 6 in. Externally the roofs are covered with
Westmoreland green slate, aud the apex with or-

namental red tiles. The stained-glass windows
are private gifts to the church. The whole of
the work was contracted for by Mr. Benjamin
Hepworth, of Barnard Castle. The architect

was Mr. F. K. N. Haswell, of North Shields. Mr.
Adamson, of Egglestone, was sub-contractor for

1 the carpenter and joiner's work. Tho smith’s

work has been done by Mr. Butter, of Barnard
' Castle. Accommodation is provided within the
’ walls for about 220 adults, aud the outlay on the
I building alone, exclusive of professional charges,
i is between 1,3001. aud 1,40UZ.

Oclc Fitchard .—The church here has been
1 restored and reopened. The work of restoration
i includes tho removal of all the floors aud of the
t old pews, the substitution in place of the latter

d of new moveable deal seats, the cleaning and
r repointing of the walls (after the removal of the

f plastering which formerly disfigured them), the

p paving of the chnrch throughout with Godwin’s
e encaustic and inlaid tiles, the nnderpinning of

the walla, and the fixing of drains round the

outside of the fabric
;
also new altar-rails and

new stone pulpit, together with chancel stalls,

having traoeried fronts and carved ends. New
windows have been inserted in the place of

others destroyed
; a new oak door has been

placed at the north porch entrance, and new and
ornamental scroll hinges have been fixed to p.ll

the doorways
;
the whole of the seats, stalls, &c.,

have been stained and varnished, and the nak
doors oiled. The cost of carrying out the work
is about 440i., exclusive of hassocks, mats, &c.

Much, however, remains yet to be done if funds

could be provided. The architect employed was
Mr. Chick, of Hereford

;
and the contractors

were Messrs. Lewis & Day, also of Hereford.

Liverpool .—The new church of St. Margaret,

Prince’s Park-road, has been consecrated. It is

in the Early Decorated style, of grey brick

externally, with red brick arches surmounting the

various windows, and West Derby stono dress-

ings. The roof is of pointed green slates, Bar-

mounted by a red ridge oasling. It has also an

octagonal turret, which stands over the junction

of the nave and chancel, and contains the bell.

In a niche in the centre of the west end is a

carved figure of St. Margaret. In the interior,

the church consists of a nave with five arches on

either side opening into the aisles. These arches

are supported on Devon marble columns with

moulded caps and bases of West Derby stone.

The inside walls are finished in plaster intended

for decoration. There are small north and south

transepts breaking the line of the interior, and

separated from the aisles, each by two arches.

The roof of the nave is polygonal in form, aud

is divided into panels by moulded ribs for decora-

tion. The chancel roof is already decorated.

The principal entrance is by two doors in the

west end. There are large windows both in the

east and west ends. Tho floor of the nave and

aisles is laid with Stafi'ordshire tiles, two colours,

in patterns. The chancel is laid with encaustic

tiles in variegated patterns, and it rises 4 ft.

between the nave level aud the altar. Tho
chancel screen, which rises to the height of

4 ft. 6 in. above the nave floor, is composed of

Isle of Man limestone, dark mottled alabaster,

and Derbyshire fossil stone, and the chancel is

separated from the nave by two wrought-iron

gates, picked out in various colours. The chancel

stalls are composed of English oak, and will

accommodate a choir of thirty-eight. The seats in

the body of the church are made of pitch pine, aud
are open, furnished, and free. The accommoda-
tion provided, including the chancel, will be for

1,000 persons. Tho pulpit is carved out of Caen
stone. The font is of polished marble. The
reredoB is composed of alabaster, with Salviati’s

Venetian mosaics in the side panels aud in the

background of the subject, which is the Cruci-

fixion, carved out of white alabaster by Mr. Earp,

of Loudon. On the north side of the chancel is

the organ-chamber, which contains aninstrumenb

by Mr. Willis. Adjoining the church is the

parsonage, with which it is connected by a

covered way. The contractor for the whole of

the works was Mr. Horsman, of Wolverhampton,

with Mr. James Peers as clerk of the works.

Mr. George E. Street furnished the designs for

the whole of the works.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

Sunbury .—A new church has been opened
at Sunbury-on-Thames. The edifice is built of

Kentish rag-stone, with free-stone dressings,

and is in the style prevalent in England
in the thirteenth century. The plan com-
prises an apsidal chancel, a nave of four

bays, 60 ft. in length and 24 ft. wide, and
an aisle with circular columns and octagonal

capitals, supporting pointed arches. There is a

window of four compartments with geometrical

tracery over the principal entrance. The lateral

windows of the nave are coupled lancet openings '

with quatrefoils in the arched heads. Those of

the aisle are simple lancets, except the end

window, which is of two lights with trefoil over.

A chancel arch with sculptured capitals supports

the gabled bell-turret. The roofs of tho nave aud

aisle are of open timber work
;
the roof of the

chancel is arched and boarded, stained, and

decorated. The coloured glass in the lancet

windows of the apse contributes to the adornment

of tho church. The temporary high altar has

been translated from the old chapel, which chapel

is henceforth to be need for the poor school. The
church was built by Messrs. Whittle & Castle, of

Sunbury, from the designs and under tho super-

inteudence of Mr. C. A. Buckler, of Loudon,
architect. The sculpture was done by Mr. Earp,
of Lambeth, and the windows of the apse were
by Mr. Barnett, of Leith.

Alanchester.—The corner stone of the new
church of the Holy Name, at the corner of
Ackers-street, Oxford-road, has been laid. The
church is named after one of the oldest churches
in Rome, and is the first church which the Society
of Jesuits have set up in Manchester. It will be
about 180 ft. in length from the west to the east

end ; nearly 80 ft, wide in the body of the
church (including the aisles)

5
and will be 120 ft.

across the transepts. It is calculated to seat

1,5U0 or 2,000 persons comfortably, and will

afibrd, on the occasion of a press, accommodation
for upwards of 4,000 persons. The height of the
roof in the nave at the west end is 100 ft. There
will be a tower structure facing Oxford-road,

opening into the church, which will be surmounted
by an ornamental spire about 240 ft. high. The
church will contain a great sanctuary, placed at

the east end of the church, in which will be
placed the principal altar, and on each side of it

two chapels will be erected, each containing an
altar, both opening into the transepts. On the

side of the church, facing Ackers-street, there

will be three chantry chapels, containing altars.

In all there will be eight ^altars in the church.
There will be a south approach to the building,

and the great western approach will be from
Oxford-road. The elevation of the church floor

will be 5 ft. above the level of the road, aud the
church will be approached by a double flight of

steps. At the west end of the tower the great

organ gallery will be placed, covering an area of

42 ft. by 27 ft. At the south-west corner of the
building the baptistery will be erected,—an
octagonal building with a pyramidal roof. At
the opposite corner there will be a large turret

staircase leading up to the gallery. On the
north side of the building there will be eight con-

fessional rooms, which areapproachedby a distinct

corridor, having separate access from the church.

At the east end of the ground it is intended to

build a large collegiate presbytery as soon as the
church is sufficiently advanced to require it.

The style of architecture of the building is

Gothic of the fourteenth century. The exterior

will be built of stone, and the interior of terra-

cotta. The estimated cost of the building, ex-

clusive of the erection of the tower, the com-
pletion of the altars, sacristy, and presbytery, is

about 14,00Ui. The architects are Messrs. Joseph
A. Hansom & Sou, of London, and the contrac-

tors for the erection of the building are Messrs.

Ibbersou & Marshall, of Manchester.

goolis ILrtlbct.

A Manual of Macliine^-t/ and Millwor'k. By
William J. MAcquosN Rankine, C.E., F.R,S.,

&o. Loudon: Griffin & Co. 1869.

This is an entirely new work of Dr. Rankine’a,

tho Regius Professor of Civil Engineering and
Mechanics in Glasgow University.

The book is divided into three parts. The
first treats of the Geometry of Machinery

;
the

second, of the Dynamics of Machinery; and the

third, of the Materials, Strength, aud Construc-

tion of Machinery. Under the bead of the

Geometry of Machinery, machines are con-

sidered with reference to the comparative

motions only of their moving parts
;
and rules

are given for designing aud arranging those

parts so as to produce any given comparative

motion.

Several problems in mechanism are solved by

methods which appear nob to have hitherto been

published, and which possess advantages in point

of ease or of accuracy. Such are those regard-

ing the drawing of rolling curves, and of some

kinds of cams; the construction of the figures of

teeth of skew-bevel wheels, and of threads of

gearing-screws, by the help of the normal sec-

tion ;
and some improvemonts in the details of

processes for designing intermittent gear, link

motions, aud parallel motions.

Under the head of the Dynamics of Machinery
are considered the forces exerted and the work
done in machines

;
the means of measuring those

quantities by indicators aud dynamometers ; of

determining aud balancing the reactions of

moving masses in machines, and of regulating

work and speed ;
and the efficiency, or propor-

tion in which the useful work is less thau the

total work, in the different sorts of moving
pieces, and in their various combinations.
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Under the head oT the Materials, Strength,

and Coustraction of Machinery are considered,

first, the properties of various materials, as
aft'eoting their treatment and use in the con-
struction of machines

;
secondly, the general

principles of the strength of materials
;

thirdly,

the special application of those principles to

questions relating to the strength and the con-
strnction of various parts of machines

5
and

fourthly, the principles of the action of cutting-
tools.

The work is illustrated with numerous dia-

grams. We need scarcely say that any work of

Professor Kankioe’s on a subject such as this

cannot but be of great practical value. We
have here simply to draw tbe attention of readers
interested in machinery and millwork to its

publication.

Recent hnprovements in the Steam Engine : A
Supplement to "The Catechism of the Steam
Engine." By JoHx Bouhne, C.E. New Edi-
tion. Longmans & Co. 1869.

Examples 0/ Modern Steam, Air, and Qas Engines;
minutely and practically described. By John
Bouune, C.E. Part XIV., July 1869. Long-
mans & Co.

Although the former of these two works was
originally issued as a supplement to the Cate-
chism of the Steam Engine, it now makes its

appearance as a separate treatise. In this edi-

tion many examples of engines given before have
been superseded by newer examples, among
which are some of the more remarkable engines
which figured in the Paris Exhibition of 1807.
“Steam Superseded” has for many years

been a standing title of the press, announcing all

aorta of new inventions
j
bub the time has not

yet quite come for that. Mr. Bourne, however,
is of opinion that the steam-engine, which has
always, he remarks, been a most imperfect
machine, has now nearly fulfilled its destiny,
and is on the eve of supercession by other mo-
tors, though steam may, he adds, bo still used in

them to some extent, but not exclusively, and
only in combination with other fluids. Under
this belief it is that tbe author baa undertaken
the production of the second of the works here
under notice. As to the precise sorb of engine
which shall have the distinguished office of
taking the place of the steam-engine, Mr. Bourne
says :

—

"The engine which will auperaede the exiating steam-
engine will, I take it for granted, still derive*lls power
Irom heat, which heat will be produced by coal, as hereto-
fore. But the coal, instead of being burnt upon grates
in the manner now practised, will be carried as dust into a
suitable chamber and be converted iuto carbonic oxide gas,
which gas may be burnt [into carbonic acid gas] as it

issues iu jets from tbe aides of hollow furnace-bars of the
kind prescribed in my patent of 1838, tbe Oamea passing
through an artidcial tire of brick or pumice-stone, by tbe
aid of which the gas will be ellectually burnt. Gas thus
consumed may be used for generating steam in tbe same
way as coal; and its advantage over coal is, that the com-
bustion may be made much more perfucl than is possible
in the cuse of coal, and that the necessity of stoking the
fires will be obviated. But the gas may also be used in
other ways to generate power. It has often been before
proposed to transform the coal into carbonic oxide, but
never before with the antecedent condition of first reducing
it to floe dust. When this preliminary is neglected, tbe
gasifier is necessarily large and uncertain in its action from
the caking of the coal. Its temperature is also low, and
the transformation of the carbonic oxide into carbonic acid
is correspondingly tedious and imperfect. By the put-
vetization of the coal these faults will be corrected. The
incombustible matter which would otherwise pass away iu
the gas in the form of dust, will be melted iuto slag, which
may berun out through an orifice like an iron furnace, so
that only pure carbonic oxide gas mixed with nitrogen and
ft lie tie hydrogen will present itself for combustion. This,
it is true, coiistiiutes but a small part of the advance that is
necessary for the supercession of the steam-engine. But
the improvement here indicated must be the first sien,
nud there is no dilliculty in taking it at once."

The Principles of Perspective Illustrated iu a
Scries of Examples. By IIenrv D. Hujiriiuis.

Beacriptivo Treatise aud Atlas of Examples.
London : Chapman & Hall. 1869.

A Popular Outline of Perspective or Graphic Pro-
Jtction ; Parallel, diagonal, Pan - Angular,
Graceful. By Thojias Morris, Architect.
London ; Simpkio, Marshall, & Co. 1869.

Mr. IIumrhris, who ia the sou of an architect
well known in his locality, has issued what ia

rather a series of examples to illustrate the
principles of perspective than an elaborate essay
on the science. They are drawn out of good
size, and will bo found very useful to art-
masters, architectural students, and others. Mr.
Humphris rightly points out that it would be
useless to read tbe letter-press and look at the
plates, and to imagine that a knowledge of per-
spective is to be obtained by any such means :

while to copy the figures line for line from the
examples would bo time as badly spent.
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The student desiring to master the subject
should read slowly aud carefully through the
descriptioQ of each problem, so as to understand
what is required to be done, with a general idea
of the method of doing it, and then, recom-
mencing, endeavour to draw each line as
directed, referring to the plate to see if it be
Buoceasfuily accomplished. Having completed
the problem thus, oonatrueb a different scale,

—

say half the size, and re work it: this will be
tbe first step alone, for, although the drawing
will be ideudoal with the example given, with
the exception of its size, it will, nevertheless,
involve a little more thought, and the student
cannot yield to tbe temptation of taking his

measurement from the plates, which should
always be carefully avoided.
The whole success of the undertaking depends

upon mastering the principles, and not copying
the examples, those principles being few and
identical in every case, although their applica-
tion may be manifold.

The work is dedicated, with permission, to
Mr. Gambier Parry

;
and can be recommended.

The object that Mr. Thos. Morris has in view
is obviously to give the general reader a general
notion of the science, and to that extent his

little volume carries out bis intention.

Ulisttllaiua.

Ztlgbting Mines with Gas.—In improving
the method of lighting mines, Messrs. M. Wilkin
and J. Clark, of Paddington, propose to use
lamps, burning gas, oil, or other illuminating
materials, with air propelled from a pure source
at the bottom or top of the shafe, through air-

tight tubes, to the interior of the said lamps.
An overplus of air they cause to blow gently out
by escape-valves or covers near the top of the
lamps, thereby preventing tbe entrance of foul

air, or air which has become mixed with fire-

damp. By preference, they glaze the lamps
about half their height with glass : the upper
half they prefer to make of sheet metal to with-
stand the heat. When gas-lamps are used, the
gas is produced, aud conveyed in pipes iu the
usual way. The air is propelled through the
tubes referred to by any well-uuderstood method

;

such as by fans, air-pumps, steam-jot, &c. lu
lighting the lamps, they propose to use safety-

matches, such as those manufactured by Bryant
& May. After the match is inserted into the
lamp by an escape-valve, it is struck, aud the
lamp ia lighted, while the match ia extinguished '

in a tube iuto which it is thrust.
|

The Mosaics in the Central Kail of
Westminster Palace.—On a motion in the '

Commons for a Committee to inquire as to the
|

contract or agreement made by the Office of I

Works with the Venice and Murano Glass and '

Mosaic Company (Limited), for tbe decoration
'

of the central hall, it came out that Mr. Layard
I

had aided Dr. Salviali, fur the sake of art,
j

previously to his connexion with the Government, I

and had taken shares in the Company got up fox’

the sale of his art works, simply to help Dr.
Salviati, bub that these shares had been sold,

and that while a member of the Government he
bad no pecuniary counexion with Dr. Salviati or

his Company. Moreover, that the contract
referred to was neither entered iuto by Mr.
Layard nor by the Office of Works, but by the
architect; and that the transactions with Dr.
Salviati’s Company had begun not since Mr.
Layard became connected with the office, but
previously. Mr. Layard said he had not the
slightest objection to the inquiry, and made a
suggestion for facilitating it

5
but the Ilonse was

adverse to any investigation, and the mover of

the resolution expressed his regret if he had
given pain to Mr. Layard, aud withdrew bis
motion.

To Clear a Ttoom of Mosqultoes.^—As
some of our readers may be contemplating
travel, they may like to hear what a writer in

a South Carolina paper says:—“I have tried

the following, and find it to work like a charm.
Take of gum camphor a piece about one-third

the size of an egg, aud evaporate it by placing
it iu a tin vessel, and holding it over a lamp or
candle, taking care that it does not ignite. The
smoke will soon fill the room, and expel the
mosquitoes. One night I was terribly aunoyed
by them, when I thought of and tried the above,
after which I never saw nor heard them that
night, and tbe next morning there was nob one
to be found in the room, though the window had
been left open all that night.”

I

Improvement in Steam Carriages.— i

An invention was exhibited on Thursday, and
|

an experiment made, before a number of i

professional men aud others, of interest to
:

the public aud the railway world. We refer to
trial trips of Mr. E. F. Fairlie’s steam bogie
carriage at the Hatoham Iron Works (Messrs.
England’s), Old Kent-read. The engine, carriage,

and framing, all complete, in working order,

but exclusive of passengers, weighfc under 13^
tons, aud, including its full load of 100 passengers,

18i tons only. The carriage, when finished, will

have a broad step on each side, extending its

entire length; this step is protected by a hand-
rail on the outside, with au arrangement for

lifting it on the platform side at the doors to

allow the passengers to get in and out. Tbe
object of this platform is, as we have always
urged, to enable the guard to pass completely
round the train at all times. Passengers can
also pass along the platform to the guard, so
that in this mauner there is an easy and perfect

mode of communication between passengers and
guard. It is intended, however, iu the standard
steam-carriage, to provide, alternatively, a central

passage inside instead of out along the entire

length of the carriage, leading direct from and
to the guard’s compartment, 'i'he compartments
in the carriages will be quite as separate and
distinct as they are at present, or as the most
fastidious could desire. Passengers in the higher
class compartments can pass to the lower, but
the lower cannot get to the higher, while all can
pass to the guard when required. These car- i

riages, it is said, will convey their full complo- 1

meut of passengers at 40 miles an hour up
\

gradients of 1 in 100, and will pass round curves
|

of 50 fc. [not 500] radios, at a speed of 20 miles
|

an hour with perfect safety. The carriage passed
!

round a line that had been laid specially for the
|

purpose. There were straight runs on the sides
I

connected at the ends of tbe course by carves of 1

50 ft. radius. Tbe bogies—one under the engine I

and the other under the hinder end of the car- ,1

riage—took the curves quite smoothly, without
|

grinding upon either the rail or the flanges of
|

the wheels. A large number of gentlemen
|

witnessed the experiments, and, in so far as we I

can learn, all agreed in pronouncing them per* I

fectly successful.
!

Well-sinking- wltti an Untoward Result, i

At Murat, a village sit.uat.ed between the valley 1

of Mont Dore and that of St. James, a civil !

engineer had caused a rectangular well to be
|

Buuk to a depth of 53 metres through a stratum
;

of hard tufa, which covers the primitive forma-
|

tion in that district. At this depth, which ia
j

insignificant compared to the shaft of a mine,
,

the heat, nevertheless, became so intense that
1

the workmen had to be relieved at short inter- 1

vals. At last a loud rumbling noise was heard.
Tbe men in a fright jumped into the cage aud

j

called to be pulled up
;
but they had barely got

|

to a height of a dozen metres, when a thick
j

column of hob water, preceded by a violent re- 1

port, rose ujj in tbe air, projecting huge stones
i

upwards. The water in fulling scalded the men
j

grievonsly. The jet diminished, and tbe well .

filled rapidly, the poor fellows succeeding, how-
ever, in getting out in time. In the coarse of

ten hours the well got quite full, and from that
time a rivulet of thermal water has been flowing
from the spot into the Dordogne. Upon analysis
it has been found to contain upwards of twenty
milligrammes (nearly half a grain) of arseniate
of potash per litre, a proportion unheard of
before. The Minister of Public Works has sent
a commission of engineers to the spot for further
investigation. ;

The Clergy House of St. Mary’s, Soho.

—

Tbe fouudatiun of the clergy house, or rectory,

in connexion with the new church of Sc. Mary
the Virgin, Crown-street, Soho, baa been laid by
Mrs. W. E. Gladstone, in the presence of a very
numerous and fashionable assembly, principally
composed of the friends and supporters of the
House of Charity in Greek-street. It is proposed
to rebuild, on an enlarged plan, the church of
St. Mary, with school-rooms for 600 children,
and a house fur the clergy connected with it.

The cost of these buildings will be 10,OOOZ.,

towards which sum 2,7001. have been subscribed,

including 1,70001. from the Bishop of London’s
fund. The new church will accommodate 700
persons, all tbe sittings being free.

I

!

Social Science Association.—The annual
congress will be held iu Bristol (us we stated

would probably be the case), commencing on
Wednesday, September the 29ch.
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Caversham Bridge.—This bridge has been
opened for trufBc. The work has been carried

oat by Messrs. Shaw, Head, & Co., of Stockton-

on-Tees, and the ironwork was designed by Mr.

Woodman, Borough Surveyor. There are five

spans, the centre being 43 ft. wide, and the other

four 62 ft. each. The roadway is 20 ft. wide,

and there are two footpaths, each 5 ft. wide.

The approaches on either side commence at a

distance of lUO ft., and the incline is not greater

than that of the old structure. Mr. Neale was
the foreman to the contractors, and Mr. Dormer
the clerk of the works on behalf of the Reading
Corporation. The bridge is built on si.'cteen

piles, screwed into the ground about 8 ft. These
piles are filled with Portland cement concrete.

The piles, being in pairs, are connected together

with wrought-iron bearing girders, which, form
the pier. The whole span of the bridge, in clear

from Berkshire to Oxford abutment, is 290'9 ft.

The girders are of lattice form, with cast-iron

ornaments, giving it a Gothic appearance
;
and

cast-iron ornaments are riveted to the gravel
plates. Cross girders are riveted to the main
girders, on top of which cornea the flooring,

which consists of Barlow rails and plates riveted

together. The number of rivets in this flooring

exceeds 12,000.

Drinking: Fountains iissociation.—The
tenth annual meeting of the Metropolitan
iDrinking Fountains and Cattle Troughs Asso-
iciation was held on Saturday at Willis’s Rooms

—

the president, the Right Hon. Earl Grosvenor,

M.P., occupying the chair. The report stated

.that the intense beat of last summer brought
the value and importance of the society’s opera-

tions very prominently into notice. Existing

ibuntains and troughs were maintained in the

anost perfect state of efficiency throughout the

^ear, and nine new fonntaius and 30 new troughs

erected during that time. Her Majesty had for-

awarded a donation of lOOJ. The ordinary dona-
tions for the year amounted to 1,6871., donations

ifor [special fountains and troughs 830i. and
iinnnal subscriptions 771Z. There had been a
ateady increase of about 1001. a year to the
lannual subscription list, but the additional ex-

‘penditure involved in the new work was far

•greater than that sum. In some cases the
loommittoe were paying 30Z. a year for water to

91 single trough. More than 1,200 horses alone

iiibesides oxen, sheep, and dogs) frequently drank
it one trough in a single day. The committee
ioave now 123 fountains and 125 troughs under
wbeir care, and the amount required for these is

2L,200Z. a year. The report was adopted, and
;bther resolutions agreed to.

1 Proposed Trade Scliool for the City of
l^Worcester.—A number of gentlemen interested

1 in the promotion of education have had a meeting
1 u the Guildhall, Worcester, to take into con-
duderation the subject of a Trade School after

lake method of that so long and successfully

stJstablished at Bristol, and to hear the statement
if Mr. Biickmaster, of the Government Edu-

cational Department, respeoting the whole ques-
oiion. The Rev. Canon Wood was in the chair,

-tit the close of Mr. Buckmaster’s address, several

uquestions were asked, and elicited replies to the
fefl’ect that the Government would help a com-
jitnittee to adapt sohool premises, or even under
feaeculiar circumstances would build. It would
sJso help to procure apparatus. It was probable
uhat Worcester might receive 1501. from Govern-
ifinent on the results of examination in a trade
lichool. Mr. Spencer had been remarkably suc-

•s^ssful with the young men who attended his

'cveniug classes. It was not possible that such
ei, school as was under consideration could inter-

rare with any existing institutions, as the work
to be done was quite diflerent from that which
B included in the scheme of either national,

idiiddle, or upper schools. A provisional com-
itiitbee was formed to give effect to the sugges-
jLOns thrown out.

1 Proposed Restoration of the Parish
ihihurch, Watford.—A public meeting has
iitieen held in the Corn Exchange, Watford, iu
jdid of the restoration of the exterior of the
ariarish church. The attendance was not large,
hehe chair was taken by the Bishop of Rochester,
Iliad there were present on the platform, the Earl

S

iFtEssex, Viscount Malden, the Hon. W. Cowpsr,
•Pl.P., and various other influential persons. A

f

neneral committee was appointed, with power to

'popoint a working committee. The estimated
8t)at of the restoration of the exterior to make it

irrorthy of the interior is 5,OOOZ., of which 1,800Z.

msmain to be raised. Mr. Christopher, of Wat-
ijtog'd, is the architect.

The Now Convalescent Hospital at East-
bourne.—This new building has been opened

by the Bishop of Oxford in the presence of a

large and influential assemblage. The hospital

is intended, when completely finished, to contain

accommodation for about 300 inmates. It is

situated on the east side of the Downs which
terminates seaward by the well-known Beachy
Head. In plan, the hospital consists mainly of

a parallelogram, 3 10. ft. in length
;
this is divided

by a party wall into men and women’s sides or

wings, which are for the most part alike, and
consist each of a central pavilion containing

stone staircases, which give access to all the

wards, &c. On the ground floor are two con-

valescent day wards, two smaller rooms for

patients requiring separate treatment, and a large

,

ward for incurable cases. Every large ward has

,

attached to it a nurses’ and sisters’ room over-

looking it, and lavatories and baths and other

ample conveniences in small projecting wings,

ensuring thereby thorough ventilation. The
south wing is the sisters’ house. When the

building is all completed a chapel and kitchen

courts will be formed on the north side, but at

present the kitchen court only is completed,

funds still being wanted for the erection of the

chapel and the dining-hall. Attention has been

paid to the ventilation, drainage, and warm-
ing (with hot water). The hospital is built of

red brick, with Bath stone doors and windows of

Geometrical Gothic, and is covered with plain

tiling, the blue or grey Forest of Dean stone

being used for the main piers and steps of stair-

case, window shafts, &c. The cost of the build-

ing now constructed and the enclosing walls,

gardener’s lodge, and chaplain’s apartments, will,

it is estimated, amount to about 3G,00UZ.
;
of this

about 26,OOOZ. (exclusive of the amount contri-

buted at the opening) have been already sub-

scribed.

Accidents.— The fronts of several small

houses, situated in Weatbourne Park-passage,
|

Paddington, have suddenly fallen down, and a;

man who was passing at the time was buried i

beneath the debris. On being extricated he was I

taken to the hospital. At Coupar Angus, on
the occasion of the annual Highland games and
athletic sports, the grand stand, which was
fully occupied, gave way, carrying everybody
with it. One person died about a quarter of an
hour after he had been taken out of the ruins.

Several others who fell received severe injuries.

One of the houses on the north side of

Duke-street, Brighton, has fallen to the ground,

burying with it a number of workmen. The
building fell without a moment’s warning. The
men were employed upon a soafl'uldiug and else-

where at the time of the accident. A number
of workmen engaged on buildings being erected

in the same street, immediately rushed to the

spot, and rendered valuable assistance in extri-

cating the unfortunate men from the debris.

Three of the men were found to be near the top, and
were speedily recovered, all more or less injured,

as were two others ; one of these, a bricklayer,

was entirely buried beneath a large mass of

rubbish and timber. Ic was found, however,

that, though he had sustained grievous injury,

no bones had actually been broken. The height

of the building when it fell was 40 ft., and the

walls were 14 iu. thick at the basement. The
building was being erected by Mr. Joseph Salter,

for the business and private residence of a

plumber and glazier. At the time of the acci-

dent there were sixteen hands employed on the

building. It was extremely fortunate that the

walls fell inwards. Workmen at once set to

work to demolish the back part of the building.

The Irrigation Works at Harrogate.

—

At a recent meeting of the local improvement
commissioners, the surveyor was asked whether

the irrigation works 'were in such a state that

the sewage conld be thrown over the whole of

the ground. The surveyor replied in the affirma-

tive, and said it had been thrown over the whole
of the land which they] at present proposed to

irrigate, ever since the 31st of May. It was
working

,
satisfactorily, and was effective in

purifying the ]wat6r, as would be seen by the

bottles which he produced. Mr. Coupland said

he had examined this water; and (having de-

scribed it) expressed the opinion that the water,

afoer it had passed the works, was purer and
freer from organic matter than it was in the

watercourse above where the sewer entered it.

Chesterfield. House, iviayfair.—We under-

stand that Mr. C. Magniac has purchased this

property for 180,000J.

Physical Commotions.—As the time of

year recurs when the dreadful commotions of

last year took place, one feels anxious lest there

should be a recurrence of them, perhaps nearer
home. In this it is to be hoped we shall be
agreeably disappointed

;
but there are not

wanting |indicationa of something being still

wrong below the snrfaoe. There have been
several slight shocks of earthquake at Comrie, in

Scotland, where, however, earthquakes appear to

be quite a normal phenomenon, especially in the
month of July. But on the Continent there

have been unpleasant indications. “ A few years

ago,” says the Morning Post of a few days back,
“ certain phenomena which occurred this morning
at Paris would have created great excitement
amongst the ignorant. A leadeu mist covered
the city—the sort of atmosphere which those

who have lived in lands where earthquakes
occur remember as preceding a convulsion.

Then the water of the public fountains and ordi-

nary supplies was of a rose tint.” In Italy, too,

something similar is occurring. “ For several

days,” says the Corriere delle Marche, ” a singular

phenomenon has been observed in Ancona. The
sky has been covered by a mist so thick that, on
the 10th, the sun appeared enlarged as an object

does immersed in water, and like an immense
red ball.” The same phenomenon was observed
in Naples and the neighbourhood, from the lOth
to the 17 th iusb. During this interval the Bay
and the whole coast were enveloped in some-
thing like a London fog. The upper air was
clear and cloudless. Not a drop of rain had
fallen, not a clap of thunder been heard ; but
the heat was fearful, and the sun appeared like a
ball of red-hot iron, always of a deeper colour iu

the afternoon. On the return of the troops

from their exercises at Bagnoli, many soldiers

fell in the streets, aud some were sent ofl’ to the
hospital, where one at least has since died. At
an earlier period of the year we had a similar

curious fog in London, ic may be recollected.

The fog hnug over the City, but the streets were
clear. Mr. Glaisher says that a recent London
fug was of a density that was remarkable, as
experienced while experimenting in the ” captive

balloon.”

The Condition and Prospects of the Suez
Canal.—At a special meeting of members of
the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce, a paper
was read by Mr. Edward Kae, on the actual con-
dition of the Suez Canal, and on the probability

of its being opened for general traffic at the time
announced by the company. There was a good
attendance. Mr. Rae was of opinion that the

canal will be opened by the time appointed
;

aud if not, in a very short time thereufeer. He
gave an interesting account of the canal. The
dredges on it, he said, are the most enormous
ever constructed—they cost some 20,0001. each
—and one actually excavated over 110,000 cubic

yards of sand in one month. Thera was no
question about the financial position of the com-
pany. He believed the future of Ismaila would
be a great one. It was proposed to create there

a sort of universal market and exchange, where
goods would bo brought from all parts of the
world (after the fashion of the great Russian
fair of Novgorod, though on a far grander scale).

He hoped the Prince of Wales would take a
decoration with him for Mons. de Lesseps. Only
vessels under 50 tons would be allowed to sail

through the canal, larger ones being either towed
or propelled. There were no locks. The whole
of Mr. Rae’s paper was intended to show that

there was no reason why the canal should not
bo opened at the date announced. When opened,
the canal would have a depth of 26 ft. as asserted.

When last he looked, a month ago, the com-
pany’a shares were selling in France at apremium
of 15 per cent. Sufficient funds bad now been
supplied.

The Bavarian Art Exhibition. — The
building is the ” Glass Palace” in the Sophien

Strasse aud Botanical Garden, which was
erected fur the International Industrial Exhi-

bition of 1854, and in which a similar exhibi-

tion to the present was held in 1858. About
two-thirds of the building are devoted to the
International Art Exhibition, the other third

being given up for an Industrial Exhibition of
Munich Manufactures. England only figures for

20 pictures out of 2,000. Austria is the largest

foreign contributor, being down for 300. Italy

sends 230, Paris 280, Berlin 220. Belgium and
Dusseldorf 100 each, and so on in nineties and
seventies, &c., down to ten for America, and the
same for Russia and Sweden taken together,

Munich bringing up the rear with 500.
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The Sheffield Architectural Society.

—

On Thursday, the 22ud, there was an excursion

of the members of this society to Hatfield and
Fishlake. A large party left Sheffield by the
noon train to Doncaster, and after visiting St.

George’s Church and other objects of interest,

they proceeded in carriages to Hatfield, where
they stopped to examine the fine old church.
The president (the Kev. J. Stacey) read a paper
describing the church, and giving an historical

account of Hatfield Chase. The present church,
dedicated to St. Lawrence, was mostly erected

in the fifteenth century, though portions of the
twelfth and thirteenth century work still remain
to mark the existence of an earlier building. It

has a large nave, with north and south aisles, a
fine tower, a chancel, with side chapel, and a
vestry on the north side, under which there is a
curious crypt. The rood screen and the peculiar

stone arches supporting the roof of the north
aisle were specially noticed. Proceeding on to

Fishlake, the party were met by the vicar of that

place, and conducted over the church (dedicated

to St. Cuthbert), which is similar in character

to that at Hatfield, bub in better condition, having
been recently restored. The old Norman door-

way in the south porch was an object of interest.

Znaug'uration ot'tbe Ifew Western Dock
at Hull.—This new dock has been opened by
the Prince and Princess of Wales. It is 3,300 ft.

long, is of a somewhat singular shape, being
430 ft. broad at its widest part, and only 180 ft.

wide at its narrowest part. Its area is

23a. Or. Ip., so that it is one of the largest docks
in the empire. There is a large amount of quay
space all round the dock, and the average width
of the quay is 100 ft. to 150 ft. On the north
side, not far from the entrance to the dock,
Custom-house offices will be built, and it is also

proposed to erect in succession several ware-
houses and sheds, the first of which is being
carried out under the superintendence of ilr. R.
A. Marillier, resident engineer. Considerable
difficulty has been experienced in getting a good
foundation, and the walls of the dock have been
laid in some places on no less than 20 ft. of con-

crete, and in other places on 8 ft. of concrete.

The whole of the hydraulic machinery has been
supplied by Sir W. G. Armstrong & Co., of New-

i

castle-on-Tyno, and it has been fixed under the
!

superiutendence of Mr. C. Waure. Mr. W.
M'Cormick has been the general contractor for .

the dock works. The engineer, who desigued

,

the dock and its appendages, was Mr. J. Hawk-
^

sbaw, who has been assisted and represented

by hia son, Mr. J. C. Hawkshaw.

Encaustic Tiles.—A novelty in the manu-
facture of encaustic and other ornamental biles,

has just been brought to our notice by the
Architectural Pottery Company. The patterns

which have hitherto been inlaid in self colours,

have in this process been produced by an admix-
ture of coloured materials very finely prepared,

which give the appearance of inlaying of
granites and Florentine'mosaics, according to the
combinations of colours used, and may also be
applied either in the ornament or as a ground.
This contrast of coloured ornament against the
ground has a pleasing eft'ect, and is capable of
introdnobion in elaborate ornamentation. We
are at the same time assured that this new pro-

cess intensifies the hardness of the surface,
rendering the pavement still more dui'able. We
were pleased with the specimens wo have seen
of the patent encaustic tiles produced by the
same manufacturers. The ornament is more
deeply inlaid than is customary on this descrip,

tion of manufacture, and the outlines are
symmetrical.

Purchases for National Gallery.—In re-

ply to questions in the House of Lords, one of

the trustees of the National Gallery, Lord Over-
atoue, entered into particulars to show the pro-

bability that the picture representing Christ

blessing little children, ascribed to Rembrandt,
was a genuine specimen of that master, and
stated that the trustees shared the responsi-

bility of the purchase as well as the director.

“The Warrior adoring the Infant Jesus,” had
been said to have cost 3,000Z., and not to be
entered in the catalogue

;
but it only coat 5201.,

and was entered in the catalogue : it never had
been designated a veritable Giorgione, as was
said, but a specimen of the school of Bellini.

The “ Ecce Homo ” never had been ascribed to
Correggio, as alleged, bat to Lodovico Carracci

;

and it was nob sold, as also said, bnb was at
present in the private room attached to the
gallery.
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The Horse's Head in Acoustics. — A
writer, in Notes and Queries, says,

—
“ When an

old ‘ meeting-house,’ in Bristo-sireet, was taken
down, I think about 1805, to make room for the
ohuroh now occupied by Dr. Peddie’s congrega-
tion, the old sounding-board above the pulpit

was found filled with horses’ heads—I should
say five or six at least. I was a more child at

the time, and for long after the heads presented
themselves to my dreams. The matter had long
passed from my memory, till now vividly re-

called by the recent articles in your columns.”
Were they intended to take the place of the
vases of the ancients ?

Testimonial to a Foreman.—The other
day, at Cholsey, the under-foremen and work-
men in the employ of Messrs. Mansfield, Price,

& Co., the contractors for the Berks County
Lunatic Asylum, presented Mr. S. Rolfe, the
general foreman of the works, with a chased
silver tankard, having an appropriate iusorip-

tiou, a double set of silver mathematical drawing
instruments in a rosewood case, and a large box
of colours, as marks of their respect for him as
foreman of the works.

Immersed Socket for Upright Tubular
Boilers. — An improved socket for tubular
boilers has been registered provisionally. Tho
socket is immersed so as to be protected from
the direct action of the fire, and the joint may
be formed with india-rubber, with fire-clay or
ashes above itj or it may still be made with
yarn and iron cement, so that the cement would
be at the strongest part of the socket instead of
at the weakest, as in the present socket. Both
socket and pipe expand and contract together,

from both being in contact with tho water.

The IVIancbester Albert iviemorial.—An
incident of the royal procession in Manchester
last week has escaped notice. At the memorial
in Albert-square, Mr. T. Worthington, the archi-

tect of the memorial, was presented by General
Knollys to the Priuce of Wales, who expressed
hia admiration of the work. Mr. W. H. Wood
handed to the Earl of Sefbon, from Mr.
VVorthington, for presentation to the Princess of

Wales, a photograph of the memorial, which her
royal highness very graciously received.

Cockormoutb Board of Health Surveyor-
ship.—At the proceedings for the appointment
of a surveyor, there were for Mr. Thomas F.
Taylor, Cockermouth, 5 votes; for Mr. Edward
Eoatledgo, Thirsk, 4 ;

for Mr. Henry Piele,

Cockermouth, 1. As it required a clear majority
of members present to secure tlie election of any
one candidate, a vote was withdrawn from Mr.
Piele, and given to Mr. Taylor, who was there-
upon declared duly elected.

The Albert Memorial, Exeter.—The new
wing of the Albert Memorial Museum is now
nearly completed, and it is expected that it will

be out of the builder’s hands in the course of a
fortnight or three weeks. The building has
been illustrated in our pages. We understand
that tbo museum will be used as the head-
quarters of the British Aesociubion during their

visit next month.

Tbe Charges of Architects In Germany.
We have received from Mens. Bookman, Presi-

dent of the Society of Architects at Berlin,

through Mr. Charles Fowler, papers relating to

the scheme for architects’ remuneration, which
was adopted by tbe last general congress of

German architects, as we mentioned at the time.

We may have occasion to I’eturn to them.

Porosity of Bricks.—Chemicus in Land and
Water, says that six years ago, being consulted
by a maltster as to the best means of rendering
the walls of his malt stores impervious to wet,
he suggested the application of a mixture of one
pound of tallow to one gallon of boiled oil, and
that two coatings of this compound, applied hot,

and while the sun was shining on the wall, have
answered perfectly up to the present time.

Now Small-pox and Fever Hospital.—It

has been definitely decided, notwithstanding the

opposition of the inhabitants, that one of tbe
suiall-pox and fever hospitals proposed to be
erected in the suburbs shall be commenced at

once at Stockwell, iu the Bedford private road.

New Workbouse for tbe Strand Union.
The foundation-stone of the new workhouse at

Tanner’s End, Edmonton, was quietly laid on
the 23rd insb. The anticipated expenditure is

about 60,000i. : Mr. W. S. Cross is the architect.

The tenders for some of the fittings were given
:in our last.
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West Australia.—News have been received
at Perth, West Australia, from the settlements
on the north-east coast. The pearl-shell gather-
ing season was just at its close, after a fairly,

successful haul by most of the boats. Attention
was being directed to the gathering of tortoise-

shell, some samples of which have been sent
home to ascertain the market value. Turtle are
said to swarm upon the coust.i Five beautiful

pearls, found at the newly-discovered fisheriei

in Western Australia, have been brought to thip

country by the last mail.

TENDERS.
For tbe erection of a Small-pox Hospital at Homerton,

for tbo Maoagers of the Metropolitan Asylum District
Messrs. John Giles & Bivoo, architects. Quantities esti-
mated by Mr. D. W. Youug and Messrs. Richardson &
Waghorn :

—

Gammon & Son £26,621 0 0
Nutt & Co 23,794 0 0
Horsman 23,515 0 0
Howard 23,300 0 0
W. Ferry 22,873 0 0
Tarrant & Son 22,847 0 0
Myers & Sons 22,606 0 0
Scrivener & White 22,444 0 0
Hill, Eeddell, & Waldram 22,111 0 0
Mauley & Rogers 22,094 0 0
J. Perry 21,952 0 0
Kirk &, Parry 21,640 0 0
Webb 21,400 0 0
Eaton it Chapman 20,920 0 0
Mann 20,918 0 0
Chappie 20.815 0 0
Henshaw 19,904 0 0

For tho erection o( a Fever Hospital at Homerton, foi
the Managers of the Metropolitan Asylum District.
Messrs. John Gdes St Riven, architects. Quantities esti-

mated by Mr. D. W. Young aud Messrs. Richardson &
Waghorn

Gammon & Son £35,749 0 0
Horsman 32,589 0 0
Nutt & Co 32,238 0 0
Scrivener & ^Vhite 31,794 0 0
Eaton 5; Chapmau 31,562 0 0
Myers & Sous 31,220 0 0
W. Perry 31,023 0 0
Tarrant & Son 30,894 0 0
Manley & Rogers 30,814 0 0
Perry & Son 30,174 0 0
Hill, Keddell, Jc Waidram 29,938 0 0
Kirk & Parry 29,786 0 0
Webb St Sons 29,300 0 0
Chupple 28,4-10 o 0
Maun 28,037 0 0
Howard 27,450 0 0
Henshaw 27,320 0 0

For tho restoration of St. Peter’s Church, Mausfieldy
Notts. Mr. William Smith, architect:

—

Frisby £5,132 6 7
Law 4,3i6 0 0
Stevenson & Weston 4,269 0 0
Brown 3,507 0 0
lialliday St Cave 3,515 0 0

For Kennington and Lambeth sewers for the Metro-
politan Board of Works. Quantities by Mr. Joseph
Suruinere, Mr. Y'oung, and Mr. J. J. Bennett

Bloomfield & Morris £31,909 0 0
Webster 31,200 0 0
Thirst 30,000 0 0
Pearson 20,700 0 0
Crockett 27,000 0 0
Dickenson St Oliver 24,890 0 0
Ford 23,000 0 0
Moore 22,050 0 0

For flcishiiig twelve houses, St. Luke’s-road, Bodmin-
ster, Bristol, for the Mortgagee. Mr. Wm. Cloutman,
architect

Contract No, l,Jbr Six llousei.

Stevens ..

Wurnall
Banner ,

Shapland
Hill
Holdiug
Tucker .

Pool ....

Griffiths

Lloyd

£595 8 0
657 18 10
650 0 0
532 6 0
629 10 0
616 10 0
4S2 0 0
48) 0 0
465 0 0
440 0 0

Contract No. 2, for Six lluuaes.

Williams.
WornaU .

Lloyd ....

Tucker .

Pool

£650 0 0
625 13 6
580 0 0
638 0 0
520 0 0

For repairs and alterations to house, and the erection ol k
a greenhouse aud vinery, ut Olvcstoii, Gloucestershire, 6

for Mr. \V. E. Bletchiey. Mr. W. Cloutman, architect s— K
General GreeahousCj ^

Humphries ....

Hobbs
Cork
Beavau & Son.
Storkey
Edwards
Mollbrd
Bussell
Banner
Cowlia & Sun.
Low
Hill
Williams
Stephens
March
Dimeut St Co.

Repairs, Sic.

£263 0 0
255 10 0
217 10 0
212 0 0
210 0 0
209 10 0
200 0 0
199 18 0
195 0 0
189 0 0
180 0 0
179 0 0
177 0 0
176 0 0
165 0 0

(inclusive tender)

169
160
143
149
142

141
138

10 0 t
0 0 i

0 0 1

0 0 I.

18 0 «
0 0 f>

0 0 >

0 0 y

10 0 11

0 0 1

0 0 1

0 0 I
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' Eor a memorial apes to Bishop Jeremy Taylor, and
north 'aiale, Dromore Cathedral, Ireland. Mr, Thomas
Drew, architect:

—

Murdoch ..£1,659 0 0

M'Laogihlin & Harvey 1,600 0 0

Downy & Son 1,643 0 0
M'Creary 1,627 0 0
Collen 1,625 0 0
Doolin (accepted) 1,600 0 0

Por building bonaea and ontbuildings at Finchley, for

Mr. Toyne. Mr. Shales, architect :

—

Anley (accepted) £3,340 0 0

For bnilding two houses, Powell-road, Clapton, for

Mr. Copeland
Shurmur (accepted) £696 0 0

w For building Malting at Brentwood, Essex, for Mr. E. B.

Bradley. Mr. 8. C. A ibrey, architect:

—

Shurmur (accepted) ....£4,285 0 0

ForHow Presbyterian Church Schools, Cadogan-terrace,

Chelse.i. Mr. T. Heygate Vernon, architect. Quantities

supplied by Messrs. Mann & Saunders :

—

Sprake £1,417 0 0
Patman & Fotheringham 1,399 0 0
J. &A.Eborali 1,389 0 0

Stimpson 1,330 0 0

Henderson & Cairns 1,230 0 0

Scrivener & White (accepted) ... 1,188 0 0

For alterations and additions to 198, Kennington Part-

road, and house adjoining, for Mr. Macfarland. Messrs,

Glasier & Sons, architects :

—

Corbett £769 0 0

Bagnley 710 0 0
Nightingale 6.90 0 0
Newstend 671 0 0

For additional floor and alterations to railway arch,

TUliers-street, Strand, for Messrs. Chaplin & Timms, wine
merchants. Mr. W. Paice, architect :

—

• Fiah £679 0 0
Sansom 657 0 0
Bowden 617 0 0
Clemmence 694 0 0
Nightingale 66i 0 0

Macey 623 0 0

Grover 610 0 0
Suowden 489 0 0
Timeweli 433 0 0

For house at Billingshurat. Mr. G. M. Hills, architect.

Quantiiies supplied :

—

Jarrett £2,200 0 0
ilushby 1,693 0 0

Omilting Sand,2lange, and Copper.

Snewin £1,600 0 0
Terry 1,693 0 0

Burnes 1,230 0 0

Omitting Bricks,

Nightingale £1,293 0 0

Wright (accepted) 1,266 0 0
Fuller & Longley 1,233 0 0
Quick 980 0 0

For bailding factory, &c., Holloway-road, for Mr. H. C,

Stephens. Messrs. Bird &, Walters, architects :

—

Henshaw £2,341 0 0
Stephens & Watson 2,325 0 0

f lieUy, Bros 2,262 0 0
Brown 3,240 0 0
Williams & Son 2,237 0 0

Newman &Mana 2,200 0 0

Ebbs & Sons 2,197 0 0
M'Lachlan (accepted) 2,181 0 0

For alterations and repairs to the ” George and Gate,”
Gracechurch-streot, Cify. Messrs. Bird & Walters, archi-

•tects

Newman & Mann £666 0 0
M'Laelilan 6'i6 0 0
Kelly, Bros 672 0 0
Williams Jt Son 667 0 0
Ebbs iS Bon 625 0 0
Brown (accepted) 493 0 0

] For Hastings Pier, to be erected under Mr. E. Birch,
:eugineer to the Company. Opened at Hastings, on
iFridiy, the 23rd inst. No decision was arrived at ;

—

The Lustrum Iron Works Com-
pany £37,356 0 0

Campbell, Johnstone, & Co. ... 34,000 0 0
The London Engineering and
Iron Shipbuilding Company 31,493 0 0

Phillips 26,975 0 0
Dixon 26,760 0 0
Lloyds. Fosters. & Co 25,965 0 0
Thames Iron Works 25,900 0 0
'rbe North of England Iron
Company 21,850 0 0

Jackson .k Co 24,813 0 0
Bliaw 24,497 0 0
Howell 23,999 0 0
Dowson 23,700 0 0
W. Jackson 33,400 0 0
Laidlow Jc Sons 23,260 0 0
Jukes, Coulson, Stokes, & Co. 22,128 0 0

I For five blocks of bnOdings, oontaining dwellings for 110
raamilies and lo shops, to bo erected on the Marquis of
iWestniinster’s estate inEbury and Queen streets, Pimlico,
rnr the Improved luduatrialDwellings Company. Messrs.
eBeek k Lee, architects. Quantities furnished by Messrs.
fVelch i Atkinson :

—

Ashby k Horner £23,366 0 0
Lucaa, Bros 23,090 0 0
Myer.s k eon 22,617 0 0
Hill, KeddelJ, & Waldram 22,410 0 0
Conder 21,923 0 0
Jackeon & Shaw 20,829 0 0
Henshaw 20,493 0 0
Perry & Co. (accepted) 20,339 0 0

For bnildine addition to a house at Wiilesden, for

Mr. Peacock. Mr, Mickerson, architect:

—

Macey. £2,700 0 0
Clements 2,487 0 0

Hyde 2.476 0 0
Alford 2,436 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
E. T.—T. H. V.—J. G.—J. 4 B—T, W.-B, & L.—J. M'M.—15. J, W.

—M. D. T.—S. W. & Co.—A. H. H.—Mr. G.-B. E. N.-A. W.—
Sir H. 9. I.—B. H.-Q. F. F.-C. W.—R. S W.—C. 0. H,-R. W.—
W. L. L.—J. K.-J. T.—1-. Q. J.-T. B.—L. W. & U.-C. F.-3Iesan.

r, & Co.—J. A.—R. M. -Mr. S.—J. W,—H. 0. B.—T. E. K.-G. M. B.

(potted).—J. J. & Sent (we do not profeu to mention evei 7 tradesman

employed on a bulldlug).—A Sufferer (the district eurveyor could

compel lU removal, it being of wood).—W. B. (should seud whole

Hit).

We are oompelled to decline pointing out hooks and giving
addreatee.

Ail statements o( facts, lists of Tanders, £c„ mast be accompanied
by the name and addrese of the sender, not necessarily for

publication.

Note.—

T

he respontlbllUy of signed articles, and papers read at

public meetings, rests, of coarse, with the aathors.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufacture of Church, Turret,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetnal Calendars, and every description

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J.W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and
60, Ludgate-hill

j
Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-

street, London.

BTATE OF THE CROPS, 18(19.

rriHE GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE, andX Agricultural Gazette of BATURDaY, AUGUST 7. will contain
» FULL and TABULAR BTATHME.VT of Ilie STATE of the CROPS
throughout the UNITED KINGDOM. Order of any Now* Agent.
A single copy cent for Six Siami>*.

Office fur Advertieemeut*, 41, WellingtoD^lrrct, Covent GtrJen.

Just puhliihed, price 2t

r
HE treatment of SEWAGE.

By JOHN HART.
A Pamphlet for Municipal AuttaociUes, and thcae intereatrd In the

Cultivation of laud.
London: BIUPKTN. MARRHALL, & CO.

Leamington : H. WIPPELL, VlctorU Library.

a YITORKING PEOPLE and IMPROVED
V V HOMES."

The new and llltMlratedediliim of" The Dwellings of the Labour-
Ing Cla*»es." by HENRY ROBERTS. E«q, F S A. (author of " Homo
Beforui," and •' The Physical Coudltiou of the Labouring CIaaa*e» "J,

will be found a eummaiy of (be eiferla at home and abroad to
B-cure " Healthy Home," for working men and wemen.

A most valuable baudbook."— rAc/fu/fifer.
To he had at the Office of the Bocioty for lujproviDg the Condition

of the Labouiiog Cla'iSva, 21, Exeter Hall, Strand. Price 7a, Alto
DeaigDi for Cottages, numbered ou aheet, with 3pecl6c(tiOD, Ac.

T NEILL & SON,
iJ . QUANTITY SURVEYORS.

11, COOKRIDGE STREET, LEEDS.
HIghoat teatlmoQial* from eeveral emiaent orchitecta. Terma on

appllchtlun.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, 4c.

Gilders, thoroughly experienced in House
Work, Decorative Furniture, and Gilding in all It* branchee,

maybe OBTAINED at theHnuieof Call, Marlborough Inn, Bleuheim-
Btepg, OxfoL-d-atieet.—Addreea to the Secretary.

Partnership.—

T

he Proprietor of some
Oolite Stone Quarrie* In the Weet of Eogland, being otherwite

much engaged, U dveirons of ohlaliiLiig a PARTNER wh'i WAUhi take

the ei.ttro cbaige of ibe b''.iue‘S. None bit prlnclpala w’ll be
treated witli, and firel-cla** refeinic;»a will he given and required.—
Apply, by letter, to 425, Office of " Tbe Builder."

A DESIGNER for GOTHIC FIGURES
and ORNAMRNT. of several years' experience, would bo

hippyto make DESIGNS and CARTOONS for the above Art.—
Addieis, 194, Office of " The Bnlidor."

of WORKS, ST. PANCRAS,
y Mlddleaex—Tbe Guardian* of the PoJr of tills Parish require a

CLVRKof the WORKS for the Inflrnmry now being erec'od et Bijh-
gate. salary, 32 3*. per week.—Applicalioos, on forma to ha obtained
at these Offices, aceompauied by not more tba>i six original testi-

monials of recent dale, are to be sent to me b-fore TWo o'clock in
the afiemoon, on FRIDAY, toe €'h day of aU 4USr iiexr. and
candidates are to attend |at Half-oaat THKEE o'clock, on MO.SDAY,
tbe 9th of AUGUST; but no tmvelllug or other expen.ea will be
allced. Persons writing for a f >rni of aoDliCLtioo are reipiosteJ to
send a directed envelope.—By order, J.AMR8 MOORE. Cleric.

Clerk's Office, Vestry-hall.St. Paiieras, N. W. 27 th July, 1^9.

nno architects and OTHERS.—Work-
X ing. Detill, and CompeUllou DRAWINGS PREPARED, by
E. L. 40, Norfulk-stieet, Straud.

TpEAVELLERS and AGENTS WANTED
J in Loud.n and the Provinces lor the SALK of PITTZ &
LEE’S PateutOleoChartaWa'erpr.mf WatbablePAPEKHANGlNGS.
Address, by letter ouiy, tUting full parilculare of recout eugege-
menteand terms, to Heixrs. LEE 4 CO, S, Newmao-atreet, London.

T10 CLERKS of WORKS.—The Managers
of the Poplar ami Stepney Sick Asylum district hereby give

Wuikhouse, St. Leonard-st.reet, Bromley, Middlesex, on MONDAY,
tbe lOtb of AUGUbT, 18'I9. at TH i>EB o'clock in tbe afterbooii, to

receive and coueider APPLlC.vTlONS irera peisou* desirous of being
appointed CLERK 0/ the WORKS of ihe pr..po.ed Asylum to be
erected nt Br. mley, Middlesex. Iba wages will be 41. 4s. per week.
Candidstee for tb.- appointment are to at'end tbe luestlug of Ibe
M.Tuagem, at I UKEE o'clock precisely, and are to bring with them
written sppllcailous, and nut mure ihm ttiree original lestimoDuls.
No travelling expeuies will be allowe I. — By order

TO PABRNTS AND GUARDIANS.WANTED, an OUT-DOOR APPEBN-
TICE, to the catiinelmoking trade. Premium required.—

Apply, J. WAlNWRIOHr, Cabinet Mauufaclnrer. 18 a, Lower
Noiih-etreet, Bloane-street. Brompton-road.

TO BUILDERS’ CLERKS.

YTTANTED, a Young Man, accustomed to
V V Builders' book*, account*, and drawing*, to ASSIST a FEW

• Reply in own band-

WANTED, a first-class GOTHIC FIGURE
CARVER. —Apply, Iby letter, to C. W. HARRISON, 178,

BruDswIck-ttieet, Dublin.

WANTED, a thoroughly efficient General
FOREMAN, to commence and carryout the erection of a

large Home in tbe country. No one need apply nnle.* be can pro
duce must Batiifiictory refereuce frum a Builder, testifying to a
similar trn*t.— Apply to Mr. GEORGE PUNNKTl', Ooutractor,

Tonbiidge.

YAFANTED, a Young Man, as JUNIORW CLERK in a Builder's Office. Must write a good hand, and
.

.
quick at figuies,—Apply, In

lalary aud references, tu A. £
Belgiave-sqnare.

TO CARVERS IN WOOD AND STONE.

WANTED, a Man for OHDECH WORK
Apply, stallug wages and competency, to WM. BROWN.

Builder, Loudob-Toao, Lynn.

WORKING ENGINEER WANTED, at
the Sussex Lunatic Asylum. Wages 35s. with hoose, coals,

light, 4c.—Apply by letter, staiiug age, ouuditlou, and experience, to

Dr.KOBERTooN, Hayward's-heatb.

1X7ANTED, a LOCKSMITH and BELL-
V V HANf-ER. Must be a good hand.—Apply to GILBERT 4

CO. Hlgh-stieet,TuDbrid,e Wells.

2ath Juiy.iseo.
ROBERT FuSKETT, Clerk lo the Mataj

WANTED, by a Decorative Artist, an
ENGAGEMENT a* FOREMAN, or otberwlie, either In

Town or cuuo'ry, Uudeniaiid* designing, as well a* plumbing,
glnzlug. painiiDg, gliding, paperbauging, writing, mea*ntlog, aud
squaring np work, ami b-iokke-ping. Excellent reference*.—Apply
to Y. 13, Ciomwell-road, Upper Holloway, N.

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBEB8, Ac.W ANTED, a SITUATION, as good
PLUMBER or THREE -BRANCH HAND. — Address,

PLUMBER, 29, Albert-terrace, Kuightsbridge.

TO BUILDERS.

\X7ANTED, by a GENERAL FOREMAN,
tV a RE-ENGAGEMKNT. First-oU-s reference*. — Addfea*,

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

XXrANTED, by an experienced PLUMBER,
T V a constant 91 VUATION, or Job. Piecework or otherwise.—

Address, A. B. li>, Aldred-road, Kennington Park.

ANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a
Carpenter and Joiner. Has a good knowledge of plans,

epeci9c*Uons, aud accounts. Used to pattern maklog, ant Jobbing
generally.—Addi ess. U. W. 73, FrUrs-stieet, BlackRlars-coad, S. E.

TO BUILDERS AND MASTER PLUMBER".

Y^FANXED, by a first-class PLUMBER,
VV OABFITrER,andZINC-\VORKE«,aSITUATION. Hm no

ohjectiou in filling up ht* time in painting aud glazing, Wl'h good
rerbrence.— Ad.lrose, G. W. 7, Victoria-stroet, FadJingtou-green, W.

TO BUILDERS, 4c.

YYrANTED, by a thorough PAINTER,
T V PAPEkHANOEK. and GILDER (ciiu do plain oak graining),

TO ARCHITECTS. Ac.

W ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT,
temporary or otherwise, I* a really good draughum lu, and

c.an from rough sketches prepa'e duished drawings for coiupetitlon,

Ac. Also wed up ill penpectlve and cotourlug. Good reference*,

balary very mudbiats.—AddreM, U. K. Hughes’s Library, 8, Park-
street. Regobf* Park. N W,

wANTED, by a goodPLUMBB R, WO RK,
by the hour or piece.—Address, J. BULL, 14. Wjodland-
Charlton.

TO DECORATORS AND OTHERS.

WANTED, by a respectable Young Man, a
SITUATION, Is a flrst-class GKAINER, WHITER, and

PAINTER. Town or country. Gjid refereuce given, if required-

from last employer. Wages modorate,—Address, A. B. 14, West-
bourne-street, Eaiun-square. Ljud.iu, S. W.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

W ANTED, to place a Youth, respectably
connected, aged 15, as IN-DOOR APPIIENIIOE to a

BUILDER, where be will ha able to obtain a tboroiigb practical

knowledge of tbe trade in all its brancLes. Country not utjdcled to,

if wiihiu a rearouable distance.— Audreys, A. L. Boddeile's Fost-

offlcf. Mile End-road, near aiepuey-Gfeeo, E

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

W ANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, as
Estimating, Quantity Taking, Measnrlng, and General

Bookibg CLERK. Well up lu Public comp.-tlilon.—Address, 0. D.

6, Asloii-road, CornwitlUruad, Westbourne Tark, W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

WANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-
ENGAQKMENT, as CLERK of WORKS, General ForeinM,

or Foreman of Carpeutets. Hts been employeil ou oxwualve worlu

the lust five yeans. Good refeiooces.-Addreui, W. L. 78, IBald-road,

West Uromptoii, 8.W.

W ANTED, by the Advertiser, an
ENGAGEMENT, as ASSISTANT, in .an Architect’s Office.

Is a fair colourist abd g od draugbminau, and well up in the dune*

of on office.—Addtea*,8J3.at4, Poicival-villas. Bydney-io.tJ, Euaeld

w TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, 4c.

'ANTED, by a 'Voung Man, who is a
good Plumber, a SITUATION oi JOB, or .i* Tliiee-bianoh

,. Good rerereuces.—Address, siutmg teiins, tu A. Z. 3,

itlnna-pUce, Victorla-road. Pvckbaiu,

TO MASTER PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, by a thoroughly practical
PLUMBEU. a JOBor lONSTANCY. Wellupln bull, closet,

pump, and bul-nater niiparato*
;
good lead layer. Ha- done some

llrat-clasa Jobs. Good tesllmoulKis.— Address, 214, Office of "The
Builder."

WANTED, by the Son of a Builder, who
has had ten years' experience in tbe management of a

Builder and ConCractoi’* Busiu-a-, and was articled tu a Loudon
Architect and Surveyor, a POSITION of TRUST, or the Management
of Works on au Ertice. Unexcoiuiouable refareneei.—Aldiesa, A. B.
113, FelCec-Uue, Loudon.
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TO Btril.DKnq ANTI rONTBArTOKfi.
\^ANTRD, a EE-ENGAGHMENT, ns
Y V OBNFRAT. FOTIRMAN. ^0 of »joh. Town

nr cniin’rT. Oord ri.frrrncc» to Iiwt firm.—Atldtew, BUILDER'S
FORFMAN, Post-i (R e. New Norlb-toid, N.E.

WT'ANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, ns
YY OFNERAU FOHrtMAN or '^•T.ERK of WORKS. Town nr

conntiy. r.ipei.trr ,inri j .liirr, W, II i)|i |i, the othrr (IrpMlinmU
TRcriuglily prarUc l m d rfflolent. ml w-ll p*pr>i»ncrrl on l/irsr
worVi. Oncd preference 'and te.'.'iiionlal'. — AdilieBs, B. C. 19
Oariiai Cle- km W.-II

,
!•; 0.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BORVEYORS.

"WT"-ANTED, by a thoroughly competent
Y Y ATClIITECrURAf. DRATTOHTSMAN, in FNOAORMRNr.

Accnstfined to rrepAre flniBhed. wnrkiiift. an I deInO ilrRWlnCB, to
design, kc and It well up iii ron*trno'lnn. haring cirrle.l Into erecn-
tloii er me of hit own dreigne.—W B 3 Rt. John-stree', Ta'ing'oo, N.

WfANTED, constant EMPLOYMENT as
T T r.RAINRB and MAMBt.ER- Willing fo fill up time at

Paint ipg, Ac. Wagee, 7U. per Iionc.—AOdteta, 4, L't'!# George -street,
Uami itead-rnad.

\\/"ANTED, two or three HOUSES or
Y Y WAP.RBOXTRRS to keep in RTPATR by jt.b or contract, by a

rarpenter - Addrest. JAUBd BA'NES, 35, Oakloy-itreel. West-
mliifter btidge-rrad, B E.

TO Bnil.DERR AND OTHERS.WANTED, PIECEWORK, by a good
WORKINO CtPPES'TRRati.lJOINRR. T.iwn orcoctry

Arlilrcaa, 0. P. Mr. Bnl'cu, S-wsrend ir. ilii. New Nortb-n ail, N.

TO BUILDERS AND faNTR AOTORR.

WANTED, a EE -ENGAGEMENT as
Y V OEB’RRAL FOREMAN of a JOB. Carpenter. WeR irn In

• II b-am lift, also lerelliiig »Mi* w.irV, and drainage.—Ad Jriie, H. F.
7. Alfred-elreet, Roman-road, I-libgion.

wanted, employment, by a re-
Y V sprctclile Yonnc Man. 'Aged 35. at PLUMBER. PAINTER,

OLAZtEK, rrdPt.AJN Z[b (I AVORKER. Wi'line to nuke hiniself
gmeriMy utefut and bandy In anvihtng re.-iuirrd in jobbing wo k.
Wag'S no obJ-oL— Address, 3 H. 33, Fa'ldingtoa-alroet, Purtman-
a^tiare, W.

t BUILDERS. rONTRAOrona, Ac.

ITTANTED, to APPRENTICB an active
T V and Inte’ligont I.AD of I."; where be would hare a g'-od

Ineiglit la CARPENTRY and J 'INF.liY. Town r o .ti .try n.-

Adilresa, ataliiig premium te<iu'rcd, J, L. I*. II. ilauor-pl-c
woi fh, R.E.

) IROKMONOKRS BUILOERP, Ac.

ANTED, by a thoroughly practical BclI-
Y V barcer, f)»a and Ho'-wa'er Fit *r. aSITUATfON by lb- d y

VIDANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
Y V CI.EIIK o.f WORKS or OENF.BAL FOREMAN. Oood

, J. F. 4, Llntoa-s'.reel Soath, Jsliagtoa,

"XYrANTED. by a first-class Euilder’s Fore-
Y V m.\n, a RP-ENOAOMMEN r as GENERAL or SHOP FORE-

MAN, or i-iitire Char,ie of a.Iob. la a llrat-ila*B draiivh'Btnan. and
tboromb'y ii' d-"r»tand* the ron'in* an'l man<g -merit of 'be building
t ar’e, Tlii'Xcepi'ooAble refareucei.— .Addrosr, R. F, Mr. Cook, 29,
Srelhing-Iaiir. C'ty. K.C.

TO ARCeiTFCrS.

TYT’ANTED, by a thoroughly practical
Y V ni-BRK of WORKS..a RE-EVGAOF.MKNr. Fnity ipialifi-d

to Ml peri n I end the erection of any riEten'lTd w, rka —Ad lict". H. T.
rare of Mr. Wrgboni, 10, Viuegar-yard, flrydgea-ttreet, Corent
Garden, W.C.

TO BUILDERS, KSGINERKS, AND OTHERS,
Constant EMPLOYMENT, by

Y V a ip'p'C’abiB Married Man as HOT-WATER and GAS
FITTER, Qr i-d i-xi e'ietiCB )li kit h-n and ba'b nrnk. lUy < v p ere
woik. Ti »ii r.r o.-ioiilry. Ooid refeiente —AUreta, L, W, No. 1-4,

Praed-etieet, rnddlogton. W.

TO ARCHITECTS. SURVEYORS, AND BUILDERS.
W/^ANTED, a SITUATION, by a good
Y Y Contii-ucionill DRAUOIIT-MAN. Wed rM«,d In pbiniiing

and preparilig w,ii king, dr' ml, aiitl duir bed draw It g*. or wmiM lake
wot k ti> * X* cute at bia hr rue, 'TeerliiiniilalR ami •prclloene of drawing
<•1111 be tbcwii.—Addieie, THOMAS, 18, Hierbo ne-Hreet, BlancUmd-
K|tl»rr. N.W.

TO DECORATORS AND PROPRIETORS OP 'IHB.ATRB.S.

"WANTED, bv the Advertiser, who is a
,

"WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
^Y^Y_^^Jfoteigi^er, a

_
BITUATION jia CEILING and SCF.NKKy' YV CLERK of WORKS or 0 FINERAL KOREM.W, by a p-a” i-al... .... ...

^ Man. Will be at Hbe-ty In a w,ok, Uaa bad exoerleuce on exteii-
' tire work«, both btilitlliig ami d’-aliiare. Can level

, A Referencee.

I

AJdiO't, L. 14, Cowl-y-ioad, Wan,lead, N.Ii.

'\YTANTED, by an energetic Young Man,
7 V wbo hae beeti naed to a i tt-blng tiaile. a SITUATION na

C VRPENTEll and .lOINER. Wagea not to miieh an idijcct n«ooil-
etan' w, rW. N" nbjer'lou 10 go abtoid.—Addte't, K. B. «9, l.llllng-

,

toQ-»lriM*, Pinill-o.

PAINTBB, and General 0 nainen'al Decorator, a
rrquind.—AvJilte.t, .1. Q. Oiovbuu. d 'Tavern, Hvl’and-re
N'.rw ol.B.

TO BUILlIKIId AND SUftVEVOIlS

WANTED, a tlTCjAlTOJS as CLERK, by ' WANTED, by a Young' Man, a SITUA-

TO LAND AGENTS, SURVEYORS, Ae.

A SUPERIOR MAPPING DRAUGHTS
t\. MAN and SURVEYOR U on»n to an ENGAGEMENT
Hlsb at TeferaDoea.—P. DIXON, 37, Birk-plnoe, Bay^waier-road

A N efficient ARCHITECTURAL ASSIST
YV ANT OFFERS hit SERVICES to the Profeaaluo

,
on moderat

lerios —Address, W. 8. 1. Beak-atreaf, Regent-street.

dre‘a, S. H. 3P, Bonlh Ie1and-pl North Br x

niinent couiiiiy An'.llrct, and two jeira wiihal.indon building
firm, from wb'un ref-reuce* can b« obtaioel. Town yrsfeunf'-

—

Ad re"t, 193. Offl 'e of ' The BuUflrr."

W
i

’’7
f ‘.'““T,"’'Addre-t. M. I>. 7. .1, bn-alreM.. N,.ttinv.hi, I Gate. W ^ .bAYKR, who is Just comi leling a large manil m. RRIUK-Addre-t, M. I>. 7. .T. bu-str-et, Nuttiug-hlil Gale, W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

W^ANTED, by an experienced FORESTAN
Y Y of BRKKI.AYF.KS. a RE-ENGAOEMEN 1' as FOREMAN nr

TO ARCHITEL’l-B.

WYANTED, a KE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
Y Y thoroughly efficient Loudon CLEKKof WORKS. Ace 45.

First cla'B t^tlimonials.—Addrera, U. E. U, Urr huii roifl, (Llior,
Surrey.

TG Bcri.nRlIS.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
T Y SHOP FORE5fAN and Gebetal Assittaut.—Address, U. C.

84, Mllfon-tlieet, Dorset-'uunrj, W.

TO CARPENTRRB AND JUNER3.WANTED, to APPKENTICdi a respect-
aide Youth of 15 to the above, either In-doar or cnt.—App’y

by luttf r. s la* lug the amoiint of preiul'iin ra lulte I, J. UUNNI -Ml,
33, birlney-afreet, York-road, King's-crosa.

QUAlNIrG. MARBL’NO. Ac.

AT/^ANTED, by a gnod GRAINER, a SITU-
Y Y ATfON or Job Can be well recommended, an! ap oiiueoa

reen. A'l woi ds and raarhlee gramerl at reasuiiaUlu pricaa, by j.rti or
yard, tii T wu or eouti'ry. Oniem I'y post promptly atLendiiJ to.

—

Addf,»i, W. C. W. 5, Haine-terra'ie, Kllburu.

Just comtleliog
WGVK to at.y aril' ttn*. by the rod nr oiherwls*. wUU orwUh'Utt
eraffiildii g ;

al,o P*'iii’iug, Ac. No id'Jejtioo to town nr c,.uotry,-
Adclrraa, J. B. N ’. 3, LatjB'‘owue-Til! i, I’ops-road, Broinl-y Common
Ken'.

WANTED, by a CARPENTER, a RE-
ENGAGE'* ENT, Is a first -cl its handy man in Ri l"kl»ying,

Ma«nnry. Bulldr'-’ Zmc-w.irair g, (} -all'tlng. Plumbing, and well up
ill Pin, ling iiiid P. peril iilgilig. having hoi ra'iuv yes’.s' exporirnre iu
all kinds of rrpai a.— Addie a. Mr. S. 10, LUile Oeorge-etreot, Slonne-
ariiiare, Cnelsea

rf'^HE FOREMAN of MASONS at the
I Mansion of Marl-T, Etmouth, now com plete'i. ia open to an

ENGAGEMENT.—.VddrtBa, J. UIN’E, 34, Albion street, Exmoulh,

TO NOBI F.MtN, GENTLEMEN. AND nUiLDBRS.

pE-EN'GAGEMENT WANTED, by a
Jl Yd 'h- roughly pt»eilo 1 Oeberil FOREM.kN. Fully entvonsanl
with patsio wo ks geneia’ y. a'ld the bol’ilii g b'lalnesa In ell its

branches. Q.'od leitliuoniola. Aged -10—AJdte'8. E. W. Poat-uffica,
Beddlugton, Snrrey,

A N ARCHITECT and DISTRICT SUR
iV VRYOR, In good general practice, U detirnna of meeting wi 1

aVOUItr, the aun of reepeeUble ptrsots, as a PUPIL in hi« offlee
Only a •mall premium requited.—Addceat, No. 18). Office of'Tht
Builder."

A TRAVELLER, of experience and ability
AV ii DfSENGAGED. ’Tltnber. Iron mang-ry. Brick*, t any

fl •i-c’aaa boainfsi doing wUh tna Buil llHg Trade.— Addreia, B. A. 4
Pi-r-ira placa, Siieiihercl’a bush.

TO ARCniTKCrS AND SURVEYORS.

A FIRST-CL.ASS ASSISTANT, of many
AV ve'irs' •xperirm*. In city and provlncea, deairea a RE
E'lOAOi'M RNT. Unexceptionable rofereucea.—AdirBia, 185. Office
of " The Builder."

AN experienced ARCHITECTURAI
AV DRAUG EITHM.W, w-ll up in De-tgri Data'l. a*'tl porariartlve,
and «b,) ia at«0 a gto'i t.an-1 "nr-veyo®, dedreaaa ENG IGP-MItN P.—

A FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS seeks
i V a RE-ESO AG VMENT. I a well up Iu «otting out and mr-ejar-
ing up: or piece wmk. lahiiir nilv. Tiwn or r'lim'rv. IU<hei>t
tea iinouiale. Aged 37.—Address, B. B. Pvat-ofBce, 183, Camb rwell

TO •BUTLUFRU

A RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED, a.--

As. TI.'IEKFF.PRR. by aY.in*h. agr-d 18 Hut a knowledge o
draving.- Aridrea-, 235, Offl le of ' The

TO nUU.DERS AND oTHER-l.

A LONDON PRACTICAL FOREMAN
A\ wl.he. for a RR-ENOAGRMrtNr. to take en’Ire cba-ce of
biilliilng works Irt biwi "r c a'lt'y. C ir.raiitjr *nd .f line'. Good
'eferercao. Ag« :-9. Well up Irs rstate work.—A-ldreis, J. B. 10,
Oloiiceater feintc". Reckeiibaiii, Kent.

TO ARCUrTFCTS AND FUHVEYORS

A N ASSISTANT DRAUGHTSMAN,
AV aged 25 ia opeu to a RE ENG AGBMRNT. Navt apdqniikat
w rlr. Good r* fa*eiieea Willing tr» b-* U'efril.—Addreaa.X Y. e.ro
of 5Ir. Rtckarde, 12, ParllamentAtrept. Wa«tminal®r-

A CIVIL ENGINEER and A.B.T.C.D. is
AV f rmingan EVENING CLASA at hia Olfite for inatrur-tirtu

In Engioeerliig Fclei.c-. Jla'hematlcs. tbe Deaieui'ig of Irm Bii lg-a
anrl Roofe, Drawing, aud the U-e <1 iLstruments.—AdJreaa, A. K.
12, Beaufort-btJililiuga, StrauA, W.C.

A CLERK of WORKS, who has just
AV- cntni'leied two Targe J dja (one a ebnrrli. end lh« other nt
Inml’iite), 18 op'U toH UE-ENGAOKMRNT. TluirougUly experienced.
Well ac'inatnte'l with Gothic and all brtnche* ut build n.- and «tir-

veying. Fiiut-ciasa tefereuce. Aged 40.—AdJreia, L. X. P. 20>,
Biahnpsgite Wicbout.

TO ABCHirBCT.A, EATATB AGENTS, AND MANUFACTURERS

A GENTLEMAN of experience in the pro-
Al feaalon, also in d'’coratlve. bulblliig, and bu*liie»a piir»uit», is
let! oua of meeting with a roDtldeiiti.l and reniU'ieralivr* pujltiop
whr-r-* aueb quatidcatioua would be accep*ab]e.—Address, 077. Office
of" The Riiildcr "

TO BU/LDl-.RS, &c.

A THOROUGHLY efficient BUILDER’S
AV FORBViAN, Just fli.ithing extensive wurki. serka a RR-EN.
GAOEME.nT, a Joiner by tia-le. Age 42. Well up Ui nil l.raiii hea
of tue building trail**. No objeclloo to go atiroad. Ninetaen years'
references and teBlimonials,—Addrea*. G. 8. Netley Common, Uuand,
rear HnU' bampton.

TO CARPENTERS AND .TOINERS.

A FEW good HANDS VVANTED imme-
r\ dia'ely.- Apply to the CLERK of WORK!. Tbo Vicaraga,
Braokley, Nunh mw.

pLERK of WORKS.—WANTED, by a
V ! tlu ruigh'y praotical M»n, posrc’alng ipatiraonUle from aevrral
euiioeiit I.oi.d'iii Arch i> ’•.eta, an ENG sGEMBN T na iibose. Is a good
Jr-uyht-man, esn aba'rsiit and taka cut quautitlea, < ad grea t ctperl-
erc® iu ine-tiiring, ami ia we'l arnuiiuted with all branches of the
building trade.— Address, N. 336, OlH ;e of " The Builder."

WANTED, by a first rate, quick, and neat
DRAUGHTrMA'N. a RE-ENGAG P.MhiN T. QunlifleaU 'iia,-

deta'l, c ii-tructinn. deaigo, perspsclivo, colourist.-Audio ». No. 334,
i'ffleii of " 'Ihn Builder."

TO BUILDERS.

WANTED, a Rli-ENGAGEMENT, ns
YY FiiRRMAN. or Take (haige of a Job, by a thoroughly

pracliea’, energetic Man. C.rprnier and Juiti-r. H-a f.ilflll-d a-tmi-
tioi a ih“ Inst t«elvo jeaia Good reierenies.-Addresa, W. B. 36,
Oraftin-atrt-el, Flistroj-jqoaie. W.

WANTED, immediately, an ENOAGE-
MENT, by a tUor-tuhly grid pr.c'ic*! A8.qi3TA.NT and

DRAUOHTcMAN.— AdJrfB*, N IB'. Office of " The Binder."

WrANIED, by a thorough PAINTER,
Y V GILDER, &r, a s'hUATION cr JOB, Can write and grain.

Gold p'aciioal scqna'ntBUi-e with Cl inurs aud decorollou. t'»-d to
Wagee moderate.—Addresa, H. JAMES, 55. ('-.arter-

70 ARCHirB'-TS. SURVEYORS, 4c,

Wanted, employment, in cither of
YY the aboye ffice>. Ftist-rate draUilitiman, good leveller.

"WTANTED, by a respectable Young Man, a
YY enratant PITUAIIO.N as food JOBBING PLUM L'ER and

GAfFIlTER. Cotd refeifiocea.—Aedteas, A. B. 24, Alleti-aireet,
l'.id<lingtou-grei-ii.

wanted employment, by a first-

ly cUai ORAINEH end MAIIBLER.—Addieea, A. J. 37. Great
Cullege-htiti't, Uakley-B luare, N.W.

wanted, by the Advertiser, aged 23, a
YY hllUAlIO.NiuaBiilldei’aor Com rector’s otilre. Well uii

A, P, aif, K ugilaiid-r, d, N f.

TO CAFPF.NTF.R8.

WANTED, a SITUATION, as IM-
Y Y PKOVtB, by a Youth agrd la No ol jtetton to be arl Icled

for three jeaia.-Addiett, O. 16, tLtwer Aune-slieet, Yuik-roau,
Lumleih,

TO BUILURRst AND OTHERS.

PRICKWURK POINTED by CONTRACT,
Sy or otherwise, in town or ponntrv. on lha loweit te'ras.

—

Addiesa, W. SELLS, 16. Hope-street, St. George' s-rosd. Hollo say.

p RICKLA YER.-EMPLOYMENT
ly WANTED, by a reapecLibls and eapeelencod Young Iilin,

aged 36. Uuder-taods buildlug aud getierni J.iliblnv. W ngea mode-
rale, for cuustnut employmeui.—Addrcis, W. BRAZIER, CUlevely,
Nealni-y. Berks,

TO ARCniTECt?.

A GOOD GOTHIC and PERSPECTIVE
AV DRAUGHTSMaN requites a SITUATION «b ASSISTANT.
Can dralgn, prepare working dravrlrga. <le'atl«. &o aii'l Is we'l up in
the general rouiiue of an ottiire, Ageu26. Goud reference*.—Addnss

Ik 136. Cloudealey-roal, Bur i*bury, N.

A GRAINER and MARBLER, of good
exp*r1ence, wl>he' for a JOB, Day or Pieoa Wink. Town or

oiiuutry.— A'PiJr-ss. A. W. Irt, New llburc’i-stieet, Bdgwa'e-ro.al, N.W.

TO PLUMBKll-1 AND BUILDERS.

A GOOD PRACTICAL PLUMBER, well
i\ fjperirnceU In all Its bratchea, ia In want of CONSTANT
hAlFLO-VIUENL •• THoBE-BKANi H HAND. Can dj ga-ftflug
aud ia williug to make hima-lf generally useful. Wages, 6U- I'ff

hour.— Adilres*, A. BROWN, 69, Eiat-suee', Maoobeater-tquare, W.

TO BUILDERS.

A JUNIOR CLBRK, of steady, energetic
babita, qu'ck at am bine tic, good dr.vigbtainao, with 2^ years'

exieiiencp, aud ixcrllent tes>tmov,i>1s. tviehra to meet with a KE-
ENuAGEMENT. Tuwil prefernd. t-alaiy very m' d -ja*e f ir a g t .d

situiilloD.— PI eve address Hi oii'ie SPBKU, St. Ueoige’a Cillnge, Black
Btwk laoe, Heveii Bi-.iBr»-riial, N.

70 ARCHlTEirS.

A N experienced CLERK of WORKS, well
j[\_ TCiseu in bia duties iiud well recommended by Londin

J. DEFRIES & SONS,
GASFIITERS, COSTEACIOKS,

AND

MANUFACTURERS of CRYSTAL, BRONZED
ORMOLU, MEDIEVAL, and GOTHIC

CHANDELIERS, BRACKETS.
CORONETS,

AND

VESTIBULE LAMPS.
IIANDFACTDREBS OP TDB

IMPROVED SUN BURNERS
ILLUMINATIONS IN CRYSTAL, ic.

Works—LONDON and BIRMINGHAM.
Extsnsiyb Snow-BooMS

—

1-17, nOUNDSDITCH, N.E.

Estimates and Descriptions on application.

HENDERSON’S PATENT DERRICK
CRANK Prize Medals for PracticU Utility and Mjde.-i

eikt a SHUa'IIoN.—

A

adiees, J

\ S FOREMAN of MILLWRIGHTS and
^V ESOINHRKa. or to SUPEItlNriND MAOHINEKV in a
J11LL. WANTED, a SITUATION as libnve.by athurtughly prac-
ilcdl and efficient HlLLWKiGUT and ENUINESK. Pir.l- class

leatlmunUle,-Addrist, BALPH, 13, South Island p1a'e, Btixiou-
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The Ai-ms and Armour in the To^ver of

London.

=» ROGRESS is DOW being

rapidly made in the re-

arrangement of the

ancient armour in the

Tower, and will be pro-

bably completed in the

course of another fortnight. To the mere sight-

seers who stream through the building at the

rate of from five to seven hundred per diem the

alterations may be of Htttle importance or

interest} but the student and the antiquary who

may have visited the collection in its previous

state will immediately recognise the advantages

afforded to them, and join us in thanks to Mr.

J. R. Planche, Somerset Herald, under whose

superintendence it has been effected.] [Proceed-

ing on the same plan which has given so much

satisfaction in his arrangement of the Meyrick

collection at South Kensington—the success of

which, as an exhibition, at length woke up the

Government to the discreditable state of the

National armoury, and induced them to solicit

bis services—Mr. Planche has ferretted out the

nnappreciated because unseen rarities scattered

and hidden away in various nooks and corners of

the store-house, and classified and arranged them

chronologically in the several compartments
i

appropriated to the successive periods of English

history.

The dingy, brick-dust coloured canvass mon-

strosities that did duty for banners, and were, all

but four, inscribed with the names of illustrious

personages, who never wore the armour at-

tributed to them, have been completely swept

away, and the wall above the arches is painted

with the livery colours of the Royal Families of

England, from the Plantagenets to the Stuarts,

and bearing the names and dates of the sove-

reigns in gold from Henry II. to James II.

Greater length is thus given to the vista, variety

of decoration to the arcade, and, what is of infi-

nitely more importance, useful instruction to the

public.

The first compartment presents ns with a

most interesting series of holms and other head-

pieces, from the twelfth to the end of the four-

teenth century }
portions of mail, iron gauntlets,

and swords, and specimens of all the early

weapons, from the guisarme of the battle of

Hastings to the bill and glaive of the Middle

Ages. The second compartment, ranging from

the deposition of Richard II. to the death of

Richard III., is rich beyond description with

relics of the fifteenth century, which witnessed

the battle of Agincourt, the Wars of the Roses,

and the final triumph of the House of Lancaster

on the field of Bosworth. Beside the beautiful

armour of this period, which was of the most

elegant and fanciful description, the attention

of the antiquary will be arrested by a curious

painted German helmet, of the class called

Salader; another, with its original ornamenta-

tion of velvet and gilt; ^teur-cle-Iys, and a saddle

of bone and wood, which is only surpassed by a

similar one in the Meyrick collection. An

exquisitely modelled articulated back-plate and

a long-toed solleret, with its original^ long-

shanked spur attached to it, of the time of

Henry VI., with examples of every kind of head-

piece in and daring the fifteenth century, the

whole railed in with the glittering bills, partizans,

and other weapons of the period, make of this

second compartment an exhibition of Medimval

military antiquities which would alone repay an

intellectual visitor for the trouble of his journey

;

but then he must be allowed to contemplate and

examine it at his leisure, and not compelled to

“move on” with a gaping bewildered crowd at

the heels of the inevitable beefeater. This is a

nuisance which must be abated if any benefit to

art and education is to result from the scientific

arrangement now making, and the conversion of

a lumber-room into a museum.

With the third compartment commences “ the

Line of Tudor,” distinguished by its colours of

white and green, which alternately decorate the

spacdrils of the nine succeeding arches, in front

of which, as formerly, are ranged a series of

knightly panoplies, some mounted, some on foot,

displaying the various changes in the form and

fashion of defensive armour from the time of

Henry VII. to the end of the reign of Elizabeth.

Amongst the suits are those which actually be-

longed to King Henry VIII., to his brother-in-

law, Charles Brandon, Duke of Suffolk, and to

the great favourite of the “ Virgin Queen,

Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester} that of the

latter being elaborately engraved with his badge

of the ragged staff. To these, our ol I acquaint-

ances, have now been added a series of the tilt-

ing helmets, and examples of all the weapons in

use during the successive reigns. Amongst the

latter may be noticed two English long-bows of

yew recovered from the wreck of the Mary Rose,

a ship of war, sunk near Spithead in 15i5.

Examples of this celebrated and moat favourite

national weapon are exceedingly rare, and these

interesting relics have been transferred from the

obscure position to which they had been con-

signed, and placed in a conspicuous one

amongst the armour and arms of the reign they

were last used in. Fronting this line of Tudor,

are ranged some exceedingly fine and perfect

foreign suits of corresponding periods, Burgun-

dian, German, French, and Italian, and in the

recess formerly occupied only by the armour for

man and horse, said to have been presented by the

Emperor Maximilian to Henry VIII. on the occa-

sion of his marriage with Katherine of Aragon,

now stand also two other moat interesting suits

madeforthesame monarch,—one ‘‘roughfrom the

hammer,” the other higblypolished and engraved

with the collar of the garter and the Tudor rose,

with laminated skirts or bases sliding on what

were called Almaine rivets, a unique example of

armour in fashion at the commencement of his

reign. Stars and ornaments composed ofmodern

Bwords and pistols have been replaced by cross-

bows, helmets, and targets of the time. On the

right, under glass, is a superb heart-shaped shield

of embossed steel, representing the last battle of

Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy ;
and, on

the left, is a lantern - target used for night

attacks, the interior painted with the story of

Camillas, after Giulio Romano. This curious

specimen of Medieval art, purchased from the

Bernal collection, was found by Mr. Planch^

covered with dirt, fastened at the top of a

column in the ante-room to the Indian compart-

ment,—“ out of sight and out of mind !

Eight more arches, surmounted by the yellow

and red livery colours of the Stuarts, bring ns

to the end of what is called “ the Horse

Armoury,” the last figure being that of

James II., “ in the armour,” and, from its ap-

pearance, we should say, the wig, “ which he

wore at the Battle of the Boyne,” so at least the

warders assure us; and it would be petty treason

to doubt those veracious personages, although

it is difficult to reconcile the account of one

with the other, each having his own story, illus-

trated by his own especial comments. In this

particular instance, however, wo may safely

agree with them that the armour did belong to

the second James, though it may possibly be

questioned as to its being the identical suit

which saw the Boyne water, considering that he

was not taken prisoner, and that the armour he

wore more probably found its way with its

owner to St. Germains.

The last weapons arranged on this line are

those used by the rebels who rose in support of

the misguided Duke of Monmouth, and which

were, oddly enough, nailed up close to the tail

of Queen Elizabeth’s horses, in what is desig-

nated her armoury.

Apropos of this armoury whereto the public

are ooDdaoted from the point we have reached

in onr review. It was originally called “ the

Spanish armonry,” and supposed to contain the

spoils of the Invincible Armada, Tears ago Sir

Samuel Meyrick demonstrated to the authorities

that there was not a Spanish weapon in the

whole collection ;
that “ the oonsoorated banner

presented by the Pope” was a leathern shield or

pavoise, with a cross cat out of a common

playing-card stack npon it; and that “ the

partisan of the Spanish commandor-in-ohief of

the eipedition” had, rather unfortanately, the

arms of Sir Dudley Oarleton engraved on its

blade. He was oonseqnontly permitted to

change the name of this apartment to " Qaeen

Elizabeth’s armonry,” a figure of her Majesty on

horseback, attended by a page, ooenpying a

recess at the end of it. This, however,

was its only claim to the title, os the chamber

was merely made a receptacle of all the odds

and ends which could not be conveniently dis-

posed of elsewhere. A great change is now

taking place in this apartment ;
figures ropre-

senting every arm of the service in the reign of

Elizabeth ;
the bowman, the billman, the halber-

dier, the ransqneteer, the pikeman, the demi-

lancer, the knight, in his fall suit of tilting

armour, ready to enter the lists against all

comers, are now assembled in presence of then-

sovereign, and jnstifying for the first time the

title of their hitherto gloomy chamber to the

name of an Elizabeth armonry. Light by the

way is here greatly needed.

Kepassing throngh the magnificent Indian

oolleotion, which has been enriched by the

transfer of several Oriental rarities which had

been incongrnoiialy mixed op with the European

armour below -notably the monnted figure

which had been snooessively exhibited as

” Edward the Black Prince,” and “ a Norman

Otnsader”— the public descend to the Horae

Armonry, and are led down the passage at the

back of the monnted figures to the door, by

whioh they depart on their way to the White

Tower. On their left the firearms, invented and

adopted from the latest period to thoir first in-

trodnetion, remain as previously arranged i
but

on their right the work of claaaifioation and

chronological arrangement has been thoroughly

carried out. Breastplates and helmets, instead

of being crammed in confusion, and without re-

gard to date, in the glass oases, under the plat-

form, are now fairly displayed in due order, from

the reign of Charles I., up to that of Henry VII..

and on the platform are mounted, in oorrespond-

i„o rotation, a moat interesting series of small

pieces of a.tillery, from the cannon made for

Charles II-, -when Prince of Wales, to the “ iron

gonne, with a tuoh ” of the time of Edward IV.

Having long persistently and alone exposed the

improper condition of the national armoury, and

called for a revision and arrangement of it under

competent direction, we may be permitted to

feel a little gratification at the very successful

result which has at last been brought about. The

reform, however, must not rest here : the con-
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stant supervision of a qualified person should be
given to the collection, or in loss than a year it
will relapse into its former state of disorder —
labels will be misplaced, pieces when taken out
to be cleaned will be put into wrong compart-
ments, and so forth. Moreover, purchases
should bo made, so as to complete and enrich
the collection, and this of course should be done^der scientific direction. The public volun-
tarily supplies plenty of money, bub at present
this 18 misappropriated. Why, for example,

p tie whole cost
ot the 25 beef-eaters, at 30s. a week each, or
nearly 2 0001. a year in the whole ? Surely, and
to go no farther, the other departments, the iowel-
rooms for example, should bear some of this
cost,_ BO that more of the money paid by the
public to see the arms and armour could be
applied increase the efficiency of the collec-
tion.

^

With the gcod result of the present
experiment before them, the Government will
surely take heart of grace and go forward in
the same direction.

[Aug. 7, 1869 .

GUILDIIALL LIBRARY AND MUSEUM.
The city of London is fall of hidden treasures.We do not refer to the bars of bnllion and other

specie in the strongholds of the Bank of Enn-
land, or to the heaps of precious metal in the
safe security of the Mint, or, again, to the price-
less oolleetions of plate belonging to such oorpo.
rations as the Goldsmiths’ Company. It is not toher mines of wealth in gold and silrer that ourremark is intended to apply, bnt to her literary
an d archaeological treasures, in which the City isno less rich, though very few are aware of the

m all sorts of obscure nooks and ont-of-lho-wav
oorners. Feware aware of their enistenee evenfewer still have ever seen them. Literary
searchers and students of antiquity are to someextent fainiliar with the valuable archives andrare collcotions we allude to, but to the public
generally they are a sealed book. Dow manyLondoners, for instance, have made a visit to theArmourer s Museum m Coleraan-street—it willoertamly repay one-or to the Trinity HouseMuseum, with its interesting models of light-

LXrin,^ Vf ““"“Otod withseafaring life i How many have inspected thatextremely onrions gathering of heathen idols andother rehos of savage life in the MissionaryMnaenm in Finsbury, or spent an hoar among
the many hietorieal ourioaitios of great value inthe museum of the Heralds’ College p The librorvand museum of Guildhall may be said to be offar greater interest than any of these, yet whobesides the antiquarian or the enthnsiaatio book!hunter ever visited it ? Until the other day, whoknew there was saoh a place ? ExtensiVe andhighly yalnable as are both the library and themnaenm—in some respects, indeed, nniqne-some
Mrrespondence which appeared a short timeBinoe “howed that even eminent citizens knewnothing of the collection. Thanks to Dr. Sedg.

r?
is “o longer oneof the hidden treasures of the City. In his

Dr‘’”'s Ld ‘'“lii>™>'y committee
Common

Connell, brought forward a motion recognising
the great importance of establishing a librarfand museum worthy of the city of Lofdon ’’ andproposing to erect a new building for such

nSl'inr''
“ possession of the Cor-poration at the eastern end of Gui dhall, at an expense not exceeding 25,000i. Dr. SaundLs hasbeen so far successful in his project that nl on^joumed discussion, the motion, omitting that

on[riod°^*'^T^
’^00 unanimously

carried, and a special committee has been aifpointed to obtain plans and estimates, and rl.port thereon to the oonrt. Whether an entirelynew building be provided, as this gentleman pro^poses or whether the large balding now used

™rd ;
° ‘o the®GuM™l

yard (which will bo at the disposal of theCorporation on the removal of the Law Courts)

bo imfortabrMged.*'' A^ “resfn°ITt™s“ no"

f; A gCc“:t- th? biX 1^1 etritstf

usern.!'”Cp“esLt^‘U:“‘loid“G:ila“l!

library.
_

The exact date of the foundation of
the original library is not known. We find it
however, spoken of by the famous Whittington!
who was one of its earliest benefactors. John
Carpenter, in 1441, also gave several important
works during his lifetime

j while iu his will
proved the following year, he directs “ If any
good or rare books shall be found amon<yst the
residue of my goods, which by the discretion of
Master William Lichfield and Eeginald Pecok

n
necessary to the common library at

Guildhall for the profit of the students there
and those discoursing to the common people
then I will and bequeath that those books be
p aced by ray executors and chained in that

visitors and
students thereof may be sooner admonished to
pray for niy soul.” The inference is that thiscommon library at Guildhall ” was then the
national library, and, as Dr. Saunders remarks, in
his able appeal to the Corporation, the citizens
of London may fairly claim to be the parent of
that monster bibliotheque now annexed to the

p r
Government took up the idea

of the formatmn of the latter at a comparatively
ate period _(1/d3). Stow refers to “a fayreaud
large hbrane furnished with bookes pertaining
to the Gui dhall and Colledge,” and further
informs us that in the reign of Edward VI thebooks were “sent for by Edward, Duke of
Somerset, Lord Protector, with promise to be
restored shortly. Men laded thence three
carries [carts] with them, bat they were never
returned Ih.s reminds us of the story of theLake of Buckingham, who “borrowed” a por-
tion of the stone provided for the restoration of
St. Paul 8, and built with it the water-gate atYork House. Buckingham’s transaction, how-
ever, was by no means so black as Somerset’s.
Ihe handiwork of Inigo Jones is still to the fore
at the foot of Buckingham-street. Whatevermay have remained of the library after the Lord
Protectors theft—if aught did remain, which
seems doubtful-was destroyed in the Great

,
done to repair the

loss nntil 1821^ when the present collection wasformed It has been created by grants ofmoney from the City funds, and donations from
private individnals, and by the concentration ofvaluable documents from all the departments of

ha!
Tko progress of the library

has, indeed, been very remarkable. Even now

in Fn valuablem England, though up to the present moment
It IS the most meanly housed. It contains
a more complete collection of books andmanuscripts relating to the City of London thaneven the British Museum, while the various
departments of literature, scienoo, and art arefairly represented. Among the more valuable
features of this bibliotheqne, wo found a oom-
pleto senes of the London Gazettes, from their“

’“I If33, purchased at acost of 250 guineas, and another extensive seriesof ancient City tnnmphs, called " City Pageants ”
and also Royal Prooessions, serving to illustrate
the progressive alterations and improvements in

polls. The first edition of Stow’s " London ” is

London (15C0) and a copy of that very aoarcowork, Higdens " Polychronicon.” There areseveral thousand prints and drawings, consisting
chiefly of metropolitan topography and portraits
of emment^ clmraoters, inolnding. among the
latter, a senes of the Lord Mayors, Sheriffs, and
Recorders. In old tracts relating to the customslaws and priydeges of the City, giving aooenntsof the great Plague, the great Fire, and other

non. In 1847 the institution recoired themumfleent gift of 400 yolnmes of Hebrew and
Rabbinical literature from a private source
'These works—a library in themselves—havesince been carefully catalogued. In 18G3 the
authorities of the Dutch Church, Austin-friars
handed over their ancient and yalnable library tothe custody of the corporation. The addition
thus made to the Free City Library has enriched
It with nearly 2,000 volumes of the literature ofthe early periotl of the Reformation—theological
works for tlie moat part, in Latin, German
Dutch, and English—and a large collection of
mannscripts and letters, many of the latter by
the founders of the Dutch Republic. A brief
extract from the catalogue, descriptive of one
portion of this priceless collection, will, we think
interest our readers :— ’

STOra?!!? ‘h”
'‘’*“"1 •‘’mtilio men of the time.SCTerai ol the letters are accompanied by eoffraTcd nor-

Kli°/ Albert DSror-e befog afetcbirig of

PjTnt.'J’ Christopher

Ximenes h
® Polyglott Bible of Cardinal

r
Antwerp was the resort of the

^5,“^ countries
; Gerard Mercator, cosmoerapher,

w-n’®
to the method of geographical projeo-

Camden, one of the most illustrious of

El zabotb, mathematiciau and astrologir (his geogranhi-

Lri„7““,“,r
in the citlonL'mC.

^ British Museum)
; Lobe], physician to the8a,me Queen -also letters and documents signed by Lord

fnd
Md Walsingham; the Earls of Leicester, Sussex,and Lincoln, Lord Bacon, and other ministers. ,

*

A Latin quarto Bible, written upon vellum, with titles andheginniDcj of chapters illuminated. Another Bible, inLutch, with illuminated titles, in two volumes, 1360 • oneprinted at Delf, in 1477, in German; some early’folioediUoDB of the Classics, printed by Btephanus
j a copy ofan Embassy to China in 1670, with views of the numerous

. -
manners and customs of the people ;and Blaew s views of the several towns and villages in theLow Countries, printed in 1049.”

In accepting the library of the Dutch Church,
the corporation agreed to the stipulation that a
separate room should be set apart for its reception.
It has been put in a garret, though it is only fair
to add that a sum of 300Z. has been expended in
binding and repairing the books, and in providing
suitable cases for them. Another curious case

sAvpIJl"ft«® of two hundred and
n communications, addressed toAbraham Ortehus, geographer to Philip H. of Spain,

.tiuijiiuci curious cast
ot literary pilfering ought to be mentioned here.
In 1S61 Mr. Riley, in the course of his researches,
discovered that a portion of the Liber Cusfu.
maruwi had been abstracted from the City’s
archives._ It was found among the Cottonian
manuscripts of the British Museum, whereupon
the Library Committee wrote to the trustees of
the Museum inquiring as to the circumstances
under which the important MS. had been re-
moved, and

_

requesting its restoration. The
trustees replied, and expressed their inability to
surrender the abstracted folios. It would appear
that Sir Robert Cotton, in the early part of the
seventeenth century, borrowed several of the
City’s records under various pretexts, retained
them for a considerable period

; and they were
only restored to the Corporation after much
pressure, and then iu a defaced and mutilated
condition. The total number of volumes now iu
the library is about 30,000, exclusive of a large
collection of maps, plans, priuts, drawings, and
portraits.

It is now time to say a few words regarding
the museum. The resolution to form a civic
museum was taken in 1829, and the foundation
of this desirable object was laid by a donation
of several Roman antiquities discovered in
^’ggmg the foundations of the new post-oflSce,
and in the excavations for the new Loudon
Bridge, and the Guildhall Chapel. The local
antiquities of the City are perhaps the moat
valuable and interesting wo possess, and addi-
tions are being continually made to them, such
as the Roman pavement lately found in Bucklers-
bury. This splendid relic is now in the posses-

I

sion of the museum, and it will surprise most
persons, we dare say, when they find this young
institution so wealthy in relics of the Roman
era, the whole, of course, having been dug up
within a stone’s throw of Guildhall. A large
portion of the curiosities of this class was added
to the museum in a lump four years ago, when
the Corporation authorised the purchase, for
the sum of 2001., of a private collection
of Roman and Medimval antiquities, selected
with great care during the excavations carried
on in the City for the last fifteen years.
Other of the contributions have been acquired
more gradually

;
a single precious bit here and

auother there. So far as the limited and crowded
space allowed, the contents have been arranged
and classified, though a large number of objects
of rare interest have (of necessity) been stowed
away like so much lumber. Still the visitor will
find much to engage his attention and to excite
his wonder. Under one glass case we have a
collection of fine Roman pottery found iu
Thames-streeb in 1864, and we cannot but regret
that it should be in so fragmentary a condition.
Another case contains specimens of figured
Samian ware cast up in the excavations for New-
street, Southwark. It is ornamented with
scrolls of foliage, of beautiful design aud ex-
quisite workmanship. In a third case we come
upon^ specimens of Roman fresco or wall-
painting and bits of mosaic work, earthenware
urns in variety, many of them quite perfect and
of shapes that we moderns are content to copy
because we cannot surpass them. With what
care, too, a batch of frightfully old shoes has
been placed under lock and key ! We soon
discover, however, that these are worn-out
crepida of different kinds, most of the specimens
showing the ordinary Roman method for making
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soles of extra thickness by rows of nails driven

through several layers of leather from the out-

side. The nails differ little in shape from what

are used for navvies’ boots in the present day.

The shoes wore found on the site of the Royal

Exchange. There is a fine collection of Roman

pins and needles of bone and jet, and here we

decidedly beat our ancient invaders in the matter

of making stitches. They certainly never

dreamed of the modern sewing-machine, but

they have left us some whorls for spinning.

Interesting also is a group of styli (iron and

bone) for writing on tablets, with specimens oi

tabellm (wood) found on the site of “ Steelyard;”

spoons (coeblearia) with circular bowls and

pointed handles, used by the Romans in eating

eggs, extracting shell-fish, &o., almost identical

in size and shape with some egg and salt spoons

of these days, though of coarse manufacture

;

Roman knives with bone handles, fibulm or

brooches, armlets, rings, locks and keys. Cmsar’s

countrymen were in the habit of making use of

that little article of modern utility, a latch-key,

though it was not a Chubb. In addition to these

we may notice a number of lead signagula, or

pilgrims’ signs, dating from the time of Edward

the Confessor, most of which were found in the

Thames at Westminster; old English padlocks

and keys from 1350 ;
iron, bronze, and brass

spurs, of different dates, some of them_ of so

formidable and cruel a character that we pity the

poor horses of the period ;
buckles and medals of

Charles I.’s time
;

gold motto-rings and other

trinkets and personal ornaments worn by our an-

cestors. There isauniqueoollectionof tradesmen’s

tokens relating to London, Westminster, and

Southwark, as also an attractive display of bronze

medals commemorative of various events con-

nected with the history of the City from the

opening of the Royal Exchange by Queen Eliza-

beth, in 1570, to the entry of the Princess of

Wales into London. Here may also he seen a

massive tombstone erected to some Roman
citizen who was interred in Ludgate-bill, then

one of the highways leading to the City ;
the

sign-stone of the famous Boar’s Head Tavern, in

Eastobenp, is preserved here, and a sword pre-

sented to the Corporation by Lord Nelson after

the battle of the Nile. The manuscript docu-

ments in the museum are not many, but they

are highly valuable. They include, among others,

autograph letters from Queen Elizabeth (1586),

Victoria, Napoleon III., Victor Emmanuel (in

reply to the address of the Corporation in 1855),

Count Cavour; a letter written by Dr. Johnson,

dated Streatham, 1778; another of more interest,

addressed to the “Commissioners of Publique

Works of the City of London,” with reference

to the Fleet ditch ;
from Sir Christopher Wren

and Robert Hooke, and dated 1673. There are

two letters written by Cromwell,—one to the

Lord Mayor, dated from the Cockpitt, 1653 ; the

other addressed to the Gresham Company, re-

questiug them to suspend the appointment of a

Geometry Professor in Gresham College, until he

should have an opportunity to speak with some

of them. This is signed, “ T' lovinge friend,

Oliver P.,” and is dated Whitehall, 9 May, 1656.

A letter, written in an unusually large but

modern-looking hand, by the Duke of Bucking-

ham, gives a description of the Great Fire then

burning, i.e., on the 6ch of September, 1666.

But unquestionably the gem of the autograph i

collection is the signature of Shakspeare affixed
j

to a deed of sale of a house in Blackfriars, pur-

chased by the poet from Henry Walker, dated

March lOth, 1612. This deed was sold by public

auction in 1813, and bought by the library

committee fur 1-151. The signature is one of the

best of the six autographs of Shakspeare in

existence acknowledged to be genuine (omitting

reference to the recent asserted discovery at

Bury St. Edmund’s), of which three are

attached to his will in Doctors’ Commons,

one is in Montaigne’s Essays in the British

Museum, and one on a mortgage-deed of the

11th of March, 1612. Fur this document the

British Museum, in 1858, gave the sum of 3151.

It is unnecessary that we should again refer to

the miserable accommodation afforded for the

display of these treasures of antiquity. They

are literally stowed away iu a narrow and ill-

adapted corridor, with bad light and worse ven-

tilation. Not very long ago a distinguished

American Professor visited Guildhall. Having

seen the rest of our municipal buildings, and

greatly admired the splendour of that temple in

which “our civic hospitalities are dispensed

with a profusion worthy of Lucullus,” he was con-

ducted to the library. The librarian hoped that,

in the enthusiasm created by the literary gems

and treasures of antiquity there shown him, he

had overlooked the squalor of the building. But

on leaving, with many thanks to the librarian for

the treat he had given him, the Professor said,—

“ If we possessed such jewels as these we should

provide them with a more worthy casket.” At

last the Corporation has resolved in earnest to

take the hint of the enlightened American.

THE GEOLOGY OP BUILDING STONES.*

The next division of the great Oolitic series

in descending order is that of the Portland stone

and sand, upon which the Purbeckbeds are seen

to rest in Dorsetshire, this indeed being tho only

county which possesses any good sequence of

these Upper Oolites. Unlike the fresh-water

conditions of the Purbeck, the Portland stone is

of marine origin, as is also tho accompanying

Portland sand, as shown by the fossils. As its

name implies, the great storehouse from which

this world-wide building-stone is obtained, is in

Portland Isle, near Weymouth, the particular

merits of which were first seen by Inigo Jones,

who chose it for tho banquetiog-hall at White-

hall, and used it largely all through bis career.

The beds are about six in number, and are called,

beginning at the top,—tho top-cap, skull-cap,

roach, top bed, middle bed or ourf, and bottom

bed. The “roach” bed, in the geological division

of Middle Portland, is valuable when great

strength is required, such as for the bottoms of

breakwaters; bub it will not bear a close, even

face. In this respect the “ top bed” is best of

all, and the “ bottom bed” the worst. In fact,

the building-stone underlies the whole island

like a great floor, of which about an acre annu-

ally gets worked, and it is calculated that at

this rate there is enough to last for the next two

thonsand years. Abont 40,000 tons annually

are raised from the Portland quarries, and their

destination is—everywhere.

The Isle of Purbeck, too, near Swanage, sup-

plies good Portland stone, and furnished the

material used in Goldsmiths’ Hall and tho

Reform Club.

At Tisbury, in Wiltshire, the Portland stone

is called the “ Devil’s Bed.” When first cub, it

is of a green colour, and soft, but becomes hard

and nearly white after exposure to the atmo-

sphere. Near Salisbury there are valuable

quarries, which give the stone the name of

Chilmark stone. It is of a greenish brown, and

has been largely used in Salisbury Cathedral,

and at Wilton.
/, n

These are the principal sources of Portland

stone, although the formation is seen slightly

developed and partially worked in other counties,

such as Oxfordshire; at Great Hazeley, where

there are quarries; and in Backs, near Aylesbury,

where it is locally called “pendlo,” and is used

in buildings in that town.

Underlying the Portland stone, and forming

the base of the Upper Oolite series, is the Kim-

meridge clay, useful to the builder, as the great

sources for tiles, draining-pipes, and bncks, m
the counties of Wilts, Dorset, Bucks, &c. The

two former alone supply many millions annually.

The Middle Oolite is by no means of such

economic value as the upper or lower divisions.

It contains the Coral Rag and the Oxford clay,

I

the former being subdivided into two, viz., the

1 calcareous grit aud the Coral Rag proper. It is so

' called because it is principally composed of

petrified corals, which retain their position in

great masses just as they grow in the sea; in

fact, it is nothing less than a fossil coral reef.

It is used pretty largely, bub locally, in Dorset-

shire for building, while in Oxfordshire^ and

Berks principally for road metal. The higher

beds, however, in the former county (ac the base

of the Kimmeridge clay) produce a coarse oolite

freestone, quarried at Uoadington, which has

been largely used for buildings in Oxford of later

date than the fifteenth century; but the geo-

logical surveyors state that it does not answer

well, partly from inherent defects in quality, and

partly from sufficient attention not having been

given to placing the stones in the buildings as

they lay in the quarry.

In Dorsetshire it is arough stone, but has been

used a good deal. A large portion of Shaftes-

bury has been built of it from the quarries near

Bruton aud Gillingham; also Gillingham, Hinton

St. Mary’s, Maruhull, and Sutton Wamron

churches. There are extensive qu-arries of^ral

Rag at Swindon, Purton, and Melksham, in Wilt-

shire.

• See p. 659, anfe.

The Oxford clay is generally recognised.by the

agriculturist, from its being usually laid out

in meadows and permanent pastures.
^

It is

generally a dark-blue clay aud sbale ;
but in some

places, as in Wiltshire, it takes the form of a

concretionary limestone full of shells. Hera it is

called Kelloway rock ;
but it is seldom or never

used for building.

The Lower Oolito is, perhaps, the most im-

portanb of the whole aeries
;
not that the quality

of the stone is better, for the Portland stone

cannot be excelled, but because it is spread over

a larger surface of country. It is found all tba

way from Dorsetshire to Yorkshire, attaining its

greatest development about Bath and the Cottea-

wold districts. Like the other divisions of the

series, it is subdivided into Cornbrash, Forest

Marble, Great Oolito, and Stouesfield Slate,

Fullers’ Earth, Inferior Oolite. Geological terms

are often very vague and misleading, as m this

case, when people would naturally consider the

Lower and Inferior Oolite as the same thing,

whereas the Inferior is really only a component

portion of the Lower.

The Cornbrash and Forest Marble are gene-

rally found together. The former consists] of clays

and calcareous sandstones passing down into the

latter, whioh is usually an argillaceous lime-

stone, although it is not always constant.

The Cornbrash, when exposed to the atmo-

sphere, becomes a rubbly cream-coloured stone,

and breaks into small blocks with uueven

faces. It is not oolitic, and seldom yields good

building-stone, bub is useful for making lime.

AgricuUurally it is a remarkably good soil for

corn, which Dr. Voelcker thinks arises from its

containing a large amount of phosphoric acid

suitable to wheat. The Forest Marble, on the

other hand, is generally a cold wet soil, favour-

able for pasture, and particularly when clay

predominates, as at Bradford (Wilts).

In some places it yields good building-stone—

at Sherborne, for instance, where it is known

as Crackmore Marble, of which the oh^cel

steps of the abbey charch are built. The Bath

Forest Marble is mostly used for slabs for flaring

and roofing, and also for road metal. In the

neighbourhood of Cirencester it is also used tor

roofing and pitching stone. They are here

frequently dog from a few feet beneath the

surface, the gap being filled in again with rub-

bish, and the soil replaced.

Forest Marble is largely developed in Wyeb-

wood Forest, Oxfordshire, where it is generally

yellowish at the surface, but when reached at

some depth is of the usual blue colour. The

beds differ a good deal in different places, som^

times being a fissile oolite, splitting into rough

slates, and in others blue aud grey flags with

beds of clay. Frome and Blaudford churches,

with Trinity Church, Cirencester, are bmlt of it,

and the most important quarries are found at

Sherborne, Milborne Port, Frome,
_

Tetbury,

Wellington, Cirencester, aud Bladon m Oxtord-

shire. The Great Oolite contains those valuable

beds which yield the Bath freestone, whioh, like

the Portland stone, is known all over the world.

The term freestone, however, although usually

applied to the Great and Inferior Oriite, has

different local meanings; as, fur instance, m
Hampshire, near Alton, where a rock in the

Upper Greensand or Upper Malm rock is called

freestone ;
and in Cornwall the term is applied

to the stone from a granitic dyke. The^^pmost

beds of the Great Oolite afford beautiful road

metal, and the bottom zone is geologically termed

Stoneafield Slate, from the village, m Oxford-

shire, where they are so finely

Everybody is familiar with the splendid slabs oi

freestone sent out from the Bath and Wiltshire

quarries, and it is used all over the country for

“ dressings,” and very largely as “ ashlar, tor

partitions, &c. The Cirencester quarries pro-

dace walling, paving, block, and road stones, the

walling stone being used [o’],

buildings, such as the Town-bal^ the Agncul-

tural College, and Sb. Johns Church lb iH

capable of being easily faced. The block

stone is Qsed instead of Bath stone when

.expense is an object; but it does nob for

wet and frosty weather, for it must bo kept

dry whereas Bath stone will stand web and

frost. There is much variety m the q,uaUty

of the Great Oolite; for instance, at Chipping

Norton, it does nob produce good building-stone,

whereas at Taynton, near Barford, in the same

county, it is remarkably good, aud furnished the

material for Blenheim, and a number of churohes

in Oxford and thereabouts. These churches, of

the dates of the twelfth, thirteenth, and four-

teenth centuries, have stood better aud retained
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sharper mouldings than some of the later build-
inge, which are of Coral Rag. The same varia-
tions are found in the Stonesfield slate. At these
quarries, which are getting exhausted and too
expensive to work, the bed is only 1 ft. thick.
The blocks are brought to the surface in early
winter and exposed to the frost, which causes
them to split along the planes of bedding. The
equivalents of these beds are found in Gloucester-
shire, at Sevenhompton and Eyeford. Here
they are sandy and fissile, and make good slates

;but as they go east to Windmarsh and Taynton
they become quite oolitic, and fit for building
Burford Church is built of Stonesfield slate.

°

lu Northamptonshire, the sands which yield
^ch splendid beds of iron ore are all in the
Great Oolite, and the stone is deeply tinged with
the ferruginous stone. In fact, Wellingborough
and the villages adjoining are built of oolitic
iron stone, and at a pinch might be carted off
bodily to the furnace and then smelted.
The principal Great Oolite quarries are at

Batb. Combo Down furnished the stone for the
restoration of Henry VIII.’s Chapel in West-
minster Abbey

j Earleigh Down supplied Buck-
ingham Palace; Box, Corsbam, and Baynton
supplied Windsor Castle, Laycock Abbey, and
Wilton House; from Shepton Mallet came the
stone for Prior’s Park College and the Orphan
Asylum st Slough, close to the station. Besides
these, there are well-known quarries at Bath-
hampton, Bridgwater, Wellington, Yeovil, Strond
(where it is called Painswick atone), Tetbury,
Eyeford, SevenhamptOD, Bradford, Charlbury, in
Oxfordshire (from which many buildings in
Oxford have been supplied), Anoaster, in Lincoln-
shire (Belvoir andWollaton Hall were built from
heuoe), and Lincoln, from whence came the
stone for Grantham, Boston, and Newark
churches, and Lincoln Cathedral. The quarries
near Stamford furnished stone for Ely Cathedral,
and that known as Barnack Rag for Peter-
borough. In Yorkshire, the Aislaby stone was
used for Whitby Abbey, Docks, and the New
Universify Library at Cambridge; while those
from Brough supplied Beverley Minster.
The Fullers’ Earth is principally seen at Bath,

at the base of the Great Oolite, and is not of
much account to the builder, though it furnishes '

good soil for the farmer. The Fullers’ Earth
Rock in Dorsetshire is a limestone (not oolitic),
and is burnt for lime.
The Inferior Oolite, the lowest of the oolitic

senes, is a calcareous freestone resting upon the
lias. It is pretty constant in its range, although
It differs very much in its development, being
most splendidly seen in Gloucestershire, at Bird-
hp, Criohley, Leckharaptom Hill (Cheltenham).
Winchester, &c. To the east, however, in
Oxfordshire it dwindles away, until it is only a
lew feet thick. Geologists again subdivide the
Inferior Oolite into Ragstone, Pea-grit, Upper'
Freestone, Oolite Marl, and Lower Freestone.
The ragstone is principally used for roads. The
Upper Freestone at Leckhampton is about 2S ft.
thick. It is not so constant in quality as the
Lower Freestoue

;
for at Stanway Hill it yields

fine blocks, whereas at Broadway and Bourton it
is fissile, and made use of as slates.
The Lower Freestone at Cheltenham is 127 ft.m thickness, and when carefully examined, is

found to consist of fragments of sheila cemented
together by carbonate of lime. It is one of the
most beautiful stones in the kingdom, rivalling
Caen stone in purity of colour, durability, and
capability of being moulded.
We close these few remarks on the oolite series

of building-stones with a list of the weights
(avoirdupois) of a cubic foot of some of the prin-
cipal ones, which we have extracted from the
Mining Record of 1858, a valuable compendium
of quarries and quarry-stones in the United
Kingdom, a new edition of which, brought to
the present time, would be of immense use to
all concerned in building :

—

TJiC Papal Chair stripped of its Finery.

Locality.
Tisbury
Bath (Combe Down) .

Burford
Box
Dundry (BristoJ)"'..”'.
Aialaby
Portland
Ketton
Shepton Mallet!.’."!].'.'.'’

Portland
Swindon
Taynton !!!!!!!!!!!!’

Barnack .!!!!!.’.'!!

Malton
Portland !.

Yeoril !!!!!!
Portland !!!!!!!!

Purbeck !!!!!!!!

Chilmark,,

Formation.
Portland st -no

Great Oolite

Inferior Oolite
Great Oolite
Portland (Roach)
Great Oolite

lbs. oz.
. Ill 2
. 116 0
- 118 2

. 123 0

. 120 2

. 126 11

. 120 13

. 128 5

. 130 4
. 132 6

. 133 7
136 16
136 12

Portland (Skuij’.’cap)" 140 1
Great Oolite 141 22
Portland (Curf) 145 9

161 0
Portland..,.....,.,. 251

Portland (Bottom)
!

Great Oolite

ST. PETER’S CHAIR, ROME.
In contrast to the venerable chair of St. Peter,

of which a recent number of the Builder con.
tamed an interesting representation, I send you
a sketch of the present chair of St. Peter’s sue-
oeasor, stripped of its finery, and reduced to the
bare boards of which it consists, or did so in
1855, when last I was in Romo.
•

lifl'ppened that, strolling from the Yatican
into the Church, on the 15th of January, I found
the workmen preparing for a cappellapapalc to
be held on the 18tb, the anniversary, it was said,
of the return of the Papal See to Rome, though
later by five days than the date assigned to it by
Battista Platina. The drapery was being put
up for the occasion, and the papal chair, the
object of so much pious regard, was there in all
the nakedness of its bare boards, a rough, un-
seemly seat of dirty deal, made up of odds and
ends of old materials.
The idea occurred to me that this chair, thus

exposed, was not symbolically a bad representa-

'

tion of the Papacy itself, made gorgeous to the
sight by Its ahowy externals, as this deal chair
by its royal trappings of crimson velvet, and
trimmings of golden tissue, so I sketched it and
roughly measured it. It was 8 ft. high, 2 ft.
de^, and about 2 ft. D in. broad. For the sake
of Romanism I conld have wished it to have been
of less homely material, but, wooden as it was,
it answered every purpose, was capacious, and
had a firm bottom. Au fond, all orthodox
religions are pretty much the same, the prin-
ciples of humanity do not alter, nor human
duties either, though the tastes and feelings of
times and peoples may dress them up differently.
Divested of its finery, no plain Protestant parson
could desire a more humble chair than the
wooden throne of St. Peter’s successor : that it
la of so perishable a material also suggests a
moral, and a deeper meaning when spiritually
^'scerned. h. C. Barloiv.

ROYAL PRINCESS’S THEATRE.
The interior of the Princess’s Theatre, as left

by the late Mr. Charles Kean, with whom the
conductor of thisj’ournal was long connected in
the production of his Shakspearean revivals bad
become faded and dirty, and Mr. Georgo Yining
the present manager, did not too soon determine
to renovate and adorn. The house has been
entirely redecorated at the cost of something
li^e 3,000Z.^ The architectural ornaments of
the proscenium have been altered, and to the
flat surfaces of the front of the dress circle
and of the upper boxes, formerly decorated with
painting, coupled griffins, and Italian fcroll-
work, in low relief, more elegantly modelled
than we sometimes see them in this position, have

been applied. The whole is solidly gilt on light
backgrounds, and so, too, are the enriched pilas-
ters that enclose the stage and the proscenium
boxes. As a question of principle this substi-
tution of ornament in relief for flat sur-
faces painted by good artists is open to dis-
cussion, but we are willing to admit the
necessity for change and novelty that exists
with reference to the adornment of places of
amusement, as well as other exigencies, and to
give praise to the decorative artist employed,
Mr. Macintosh, of Langham-street, for the suc-
cessful manner in which he has done his work.
The ornamental work in relief, we should add (of
careoni3-ion-e),wasexecntedbyMe8srs. White&Co.
The front of the Quoen’s box and that of a box for
the Prince of Wales on the opposite side, are
heavily draped with crimson velvet and gilt
ornaments, and there being no strong colour else-
where in the house, look somewhat spotty. The
drapery might be lessened with improved effect.
The ceiling is painted with Cnpids and flowers by
Mr. Homan. The lighting of the house was en-
trusted to Messrs. J. Defries & Sons, and is very
well done. The central light—a handsome work of
its kind—is a combination of sunburner and glass
chandelier, and in addition to this there are two
smaller chandeliers with sunlights close to the
proscenium, one on each side. The footlights,
too, have been altered, and made to obstruct lees
the view of the stage than was formerly the
case. Some improvements have been made in
the seating, and Messrs. Telbin and W. Telbin
have painted one of their handsome masses of
white and red satin curtains for a drop scene;
so that altogether the public have reason to be
pleased with what Mr. Yining has provided for
them before the footlights. Behind them, no
less. Handel’s “Acis and Galatea” (the words
by Gay, Pope, Dryden, and others

!) is moat
successfully revived, Mr. Yernon Rigby, Mr.
Montem Smith, and Miss Blanche Cole singing
BO well as greatly to surpass all that was ex-
pected of them, and Herr Formes very little dis-
appointing even those who had formed extrava-
gant notions of his fitness for the giant’s part.

I

Mr. F. Lloyds and bis assistants have ropro-
I dneed very admirably the sketches of the late
Clarkson Stanfield, including “ The Rolling
Wave” on the coast of Sicily by moonlight,
view from a vineyard looking into a valley, and
the Bay with the Temple of Neptune hard by.

Ziondon Bridge.—A correspondent again
suggests that as the roadways of London-bridge
are about to be taken up and relaid, an orna-
mental iron footway should be thrown out on
each side of the bridge, so that the whole of the
present footways might be taken into the road-
ways, to the great relief of the traffic.
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THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON WATER
SUPPLY.

SN SOURCES or SUPPLY OTHER THAN THE

MOUNTAINOUS DISTRICTS OE ENGLAND AND
;

WALES. *

Having disposed of tte gravitation sobemes,

tbe Commissioners consider the propositions

that have been made to supply the metropolis

from— , 1 •

1. The river Thames and its tributaries.

2. The river Lea.
. , v •

3. Tbe chalk and oolite formations in the basin

of the Thames.
4. Miscellaneous sources.

Mr. M'Olean proposed, in 1849 and 1850, to

dam up the Thames above Medmenham by a

series of embankments across tbe present channel

so as to form reservoirs, from the lowest of

which, at an elevation of 105 ft. above low water

at London, he would make a canal 40 ft. wide

and 12 ft. deep to bring the water to London,

delivering it at about the level of the Paddington

Canal or the New River Head, from which level

the lower parts of London might be supplied,

and the higher parts by pumping from this level

to reservoirs at Hampstead and Ciapham.
^ I

The drainage area of the Thames to the point

selected for the reservoirs is 2,500 square miles,

and the mean annual rainfall is taken to be

26 in The quantity obtainable in this way is

estimated by Mr. M'Clean at 200 million gallons

per day.

Mr. Bailey Denton’s plan is to collect the water

from the oolitic sources on the north of tbe

Thames between Cricklade and Oxford, and from

the various streams rising in the chalk throngh-

out the whole area. The average rainfall^ is

26 in.
;
the minimum between 19 in. and 20 in.,

“ and that minimum is disposed of in this way :

3 in. support the perennial supply of the river
j

that is to say, maintain the river in summer at

the ordinary height.” Of the remaining 17 m.

a very large share runs off to the sea in winter.

The ordinary winter flow as compared with the

ordinary summer flow is as to 1.

Mr. Denton proposes three sources of supply ;

the upper sources of the Thames giving 100

million gallons a day ;
the Lee 60 millions

;
the

Wey and the Mole 40 millions j
making in all

200 million gallons per day, exclusive of the

Colne and Wandle, which may provide a share

at some future time.

Using the North Wiltshire Canal, and the

Thames and Severn Canal, which joins the

Thames at Lechlade, for the collection of water,

Mr. Denton proposes to bring the water from

Lechlade to London by a conduit 127 miles in

' length. This condnit would collect the water

I
from the various tributaries into a concentrating

I
reservoir to be made jost below Oxford. Then,

; taking in other tributaries, the condnit would

bring the water to Hampton, to be delivered to

the present Waterworks Companies, and by them

raised to high-service reservoirs for distribution

by gravitation.

The cost is estimated by Mr. Denton at

, 5,320,0001. ,
I

Mr. T. C. Brown, of Cirencester, gives jnfor-
j

mation of tbe rainfall in the upper part of the
,

basin of the Thames from 1845 to 1868. It

varied from 19 9 in. in 1854 to 48'8 in. in 1852,

and the mean of the twenty-three years was

30 in.

Mr. Bravender says, in respect of some large

1 springs, that Boxwell spring yields 1 million

gallons a day. At Ewen there is another of

* Seepp. 69S.9, ante.

about the same strength. Ampney spring gives

out from 20 to 30 million gallons a day. Bibnry

spring gives out rather more than that. At

Ablington a spring gives out more than 2 million

gallons a day. A spring above Winson gives

ont U million. These springs are at a level ot

from 300 ft. to 380 ft. above the sea. Mr.

Bravender estimates that from 9 in. to 11 ®

the mean annual rainfall is available over the

whole district.
,

Mr. R. W. Mylne proposes to bring 70 million

gallons per day from the streams and chalk

springs of the basin of the River Lea, at a cost

of 1,250.0001,, in substitution of the present

supply of the New River and East London Com-

panies. Of this quantity 47 million

would be from the upper sources, impounded in

reservoirs on Enfield Chase, and it is proposed

to retain the New River channel for the flow of

the Chadwell spring, and to collect all tbe springs

issuing from the west bank of the valley betwep

Amwell and Rye House, and lift them into the

New River} also to purchase the water rights

of the springs which now work Hoddesdon Mill,

and to collect these and others in tbe locality,

and lift them also into the New River. The

quantity thus obtained would be 18^ million

I

gallons a day, and from tbe gravel and sands

' near Hoddesdon 4^ millions additional might be

lifted into the New River, making a total of 23

million gallons, which would increase the daily

supply to 70 million gallons, in anbstitution

of tbe present supply of the New
and East London Companies. Mr. Mylne

Bays the advantages of this plan to the

East London Company would be that they

would obtain water from a purer source, and

could distribute it by gravitation mste^ of

pomping, as at present, and the New River

Company would have an increased and improved

The Commissioners then refer to the chalk

formations in the basin of the Thames. Out of

the 3 676 square miles drainage area of the

Thames above Kingston 1,047 square miles or

two-sevenths of the whole, consist of chalk

downs. These strata absorb and store a large

portion of the rainfall.

In some “ general remarks on the sources

and springs in the Thames basio,” the Com-

miasioners state the drainage area at Kingston

to he 3,676 square miles, which receives an

average annual rainfall of 27-2 in., and one-

third of the quantity due to this rainfall flows

down the Thames at Hampton. One-third ot

the area consists of impermeable clays, and two-

thirds, or about 2,450 square miles, of permeable

oolitic limestones, sands, and chalk. The ram-

fall on this latter area does nob pass off into tue

streams at once, bat is stored up, and its

ultimate delivery throngh springs to the streams

and rivers is spread over weeks or months.

“ To this cause is owing the permanence of flow

of a river draining a permeable rock district,

compared with the irregular^ delivery of a river

draining an impermeable district, and it is a

ooDsiderotion of great importauoo in a question

of water supply.”

Tbe quantity of water above stated is the

daily average of tbe whole year, but in summer

the quantity reaches the following maximnm :

Gallons per day.
9,0-13,800

' 9,770,707
' 11,033,742
13,97.'5,000

10,257,800

26.710.000
20,321,152
7,106,708

Chelsea
West Middlesex
Grand Junction
Southwark and Vanxhall..,

Lambeth
New River
East London
Xent

Total 108,312,909

ON THE PRESENT WATER SUPPLY OF THE

METROPOLIS.

Loudon is now supplied with water by eight

companies. On the north side of the Thutnes,

the Now Eivor Company, the East Loi^on

I Company, the Chelsea Company, the West

1
Middlesex Company, and the Gra.nd Junction

Company; on the south side, the Lambeth

Company, tbe Southwark and Vauxhal!^ Com-

,
pany, and the Kent Company. The particulars

of the present supply are as follow

JVom ike Thamet :

—

Chelsea
West Middlesex
Grand Junction
Southwark and Vauxhall
Lambeth

2^oj» the Basin of ike Lea
New River
East London

From Chalk Wells in Kent :

—

Xent Company

Total

Capital.

Approsimate
area of district

supplied.

Number of
bouses

supplied in

1867.

Estimated
number of
inhabitants
supplied in

1867.

Average
daily supply

in 1867.

£.
785,600
799,671
85'',000

1,100,440
730,245

Square miles.

10
21
30
25

26,875
36,881
27,190
71,658

33,320

170.000
276.000
245.000
465.000
230.000

Gallons.
8,087,358
8,816,486
9.633,433

13.629,758
8,976.630

49,042,467

2,609,418 19
60

113,462
92,652

800,000
676,900

23,790,667
19,298,241

43,088,908

489,240 60 34,504 240,010 6,468,873

. 8.760,614 224i 441,442 j
3,100,000 98,600,243

ON THE SUPPLY OF WATER AVAILABLE FROM THE

BASIN OF THE THAMES.

The minimum flow of the Thames at Kingston

is variously estimated, but looking at all the cir*

cnmstances, the commissioners conclude that a

daily flow of 350,000,000 gallons is an exceptional

thing, occurring only for a few days in the course

of many years.

The companies are empowered to take tne

following quantities of waterfrom the Thames ;

Gallona daily.

Oh.l.»Comp.»7 fo'Z'ZWe.t MiddL.ei
Grand Junction ^O.SOO.OW

Soulh-ark and T.nah.B
;

London.;;: .

110.000,000

The commissioners are led to believe that

storage reservoirs ooold easily be made on the

upper part of the river, to collect floods and

equalise the flow, and so neutralise the effect of

the severe droughts, and therefore to admit of

a still larger abstraction of water if required

he^eafte
from the main stream of the

Thames, it is also necessary to inquire into the

additional quantity which may be obtained from

the subsidiary basin of the river Lea. Its area is

about 500 square miles, and the mean annual

rainfall 25i in. The upper part, above Hertford,

is almost entirely chalk ;
the lower part almost

entirely London clay. The New River Company

take 18 million gallons per day from the upper

part, between Hertford and Ware, and the East

London Company, 19? millions lower down, being

on the whole 37^ million gallons per day, on the

average of the year, the quantity in summer

beinff increased to about 4:0 millions. Adding

to this the 5 millions that the companies ore

bound to leave for the lockage of boats, the

present demand on the river is 45 million gallona

per day. „ ,,

Mr. Beardmore, the engineer of tbe river,

makes tbe quantity passing down the river at

Fielde’s Weir for the last nineteen years iua'»

million gallons per day ;
and in tbe months of

June. Joly, August, and September of five dry

years he makes it (inoluding the companies

supplies) average 45-2 million gallons which is

increased by springs in the valley below the

weir. It is therefore clear that without

reservoirs no more water can be relied on. The

Commissioners consider that even with proper

storage the Lea vaUey cannot contribute more

than 50 millions. „ lv
As to a subsidiary supply from the chalk, the

Commissioners do not approve of tapping the

reservoirs of water contained in the chalk that

feeds either the Lea or the Thames above

Hampton, believing that that would only be to

reduce, pro tanto, the water flowing m those

streams, and, therefore, little or nothing would

be gained by that ;
bub there is a reservoir ot

water in the chalk on the south and south-east

of London that does not feed either of those

streams, but whose surplus waters find their

way by springs into the Thames below London.

Seeing that the Kent Company pump from the

few wells they have 7 million gallons per day,

and are said to be capable of supplying twice as

much, that the Grays Springs are sfid to be

capable of yielding 10 millions, and that a

Binall district near Gravesend has furnished an

equal quantity, they believe they nmy -afely

estimate that an additional supply from this

sonrceof 30 millions gallons per day may be had.

Combining these several sources, they estimate

that if ever required, they may calculate on

getting from the basin of the Thames

:

GallonB per day.

Fromthemain stream. supplemented

by Ibe aid of store reservoirs, say 220,^0,^
From the Lea 60,000,000

Fromtheohalktothesoathaudaouth-
east of London 30,000,000

Or, say, a total of, 300,000,000
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ON THE PRESENT QUALITT OP THE WATER IN THE
THAMES AND ITS TRIBUTARIES.

Mineral or inorganic contents, snch as metallic
and earthy salts, nro found present in water at
us first sonrces, while the organic contents be-come added to it by accidental circumstances
during Its flow.

The mineral or inorganic contents of the water
snpphcil by the companies from Hamptonamount dually to about 15 grains per gallon of
water, of which more than half is carbonate of
lime, and the rest sulphate of lime, with salts of
magnesia, soda, potash, and silica, and traces
of alum and iron. The waters of the Lea Talley
as supplied by the companies differ little from
those of the Thames; but those of the KentCompany, being drawn from the chalk, contain
a considerably larger quantity of the salts of limeibo presence of limp

j .u-.gvt iiuciutiLy ui toe salts otJime.The presence of lime gives the water the
peculiar quality of tiardness. Water charged
with salts of hme has the property of deoom-
pcsing soap to a certain extent, by the combina-
tion of the hme with the alkali, and this is what
IS meant by the popular desoription of the waterbeing -hard.” Dr. Clark, of Aberdeen, dis-covered a mode by which the hardness of water
could he defined with great exactness. He firstformed a senes of artificial waters of several
grades of hardness, each containing a known
proportion of hicarbonato of limo

; and whenany miknown water was to be tried, be compared
Its eflects on soap with these as standards, andBO at once lAtained an aoonrate measure of its
boldness. He proposed to designate the hard-
ness of water by the number of grains of bioar-

fnr'cnnon''“°“t'’‘r“®‘’
“ imperial gallon

(or ,0,000 grams) of astandard waterprodnem-
P™”™" is IfflowS

cLleS degrees!
' ““

'’““S

l,ar,!‘°
somewhatbard

;
but flowing water tends to part with aportion of tho carbonate of lime it holds in

solution, and after a flow of some miles theThames water falls to a uniform standardvaiymg from 12 to 15 degrees of liardness.A gallon of perfectly pure water when ex-poaed to contact with chalk (carbonate of lime)
will dissolve only two grains of it. It is thecarbonic acid gas in the water that dissolves the
greater amount of hme, and when the water isboiled the gas is driven off and the lime falls totho bottoin, m proportion to the quantity of gasdriven off by boiling. The water of Hampton of14 degrees of hardness is reduced to 3 degrees by
boiling. It IS the first five minutes’ boiling thathas the greatest proportionate effect, reducing it
to about G degrees

; but it will go on reducing innardneas by further time.
”

The profeasora of chemistry whom the Com-
miBsionera conaolled considorod that moderately
hard water la not injurious to health. A ohan-e
however, from hard to soft, or from aoft to hato'
IS sometimes injurious.

’

culinary purposes is mostly

from^l’i^?^
thereby the Thames water is reducedfrom 14 to about o degrees of hardness. Watermay be temporarily or permanently hard. It is

temporarily hard when its hardness is caused by
carbonate of hme, which is separated by boilin/while other salts of lime, Buch as sulphate of
lime, are generally dissolved in water withoutthe intervention of carbonic acid gas, and there-
fore remain m solution although tbe water is
boiled, imparting hardness. The Thames water
IS of a temporarily hard character.
In making tea soft water acts more quickly

“ required to standbut a abort time before it is ready for use—say

until the bitter principle of the leaves is ex.
tracted, which IS not agreeable to some peoplewhile with hard water the tea is required tostand a longer time before it is ready for useand the biiter principle will not be extracted at all.’horwushing and manufacturing purposes allthe evidonoe goes to show that soft water is

’’ni
for bouse cleansing and

personal ablation it is undeniably so.
bo far the mineral inorganic hnpnrities. Theorgamc impurities and contamination of theThames water, though more indistinct in theirlorm, and ess appreciable in quantity, renderthe water at least liable to suspicion.

non-ScSof“of™™
interest, the Thames basin “above a^pto™®thinly populated. About 230 persons per square

mile, or rather less than 3 to the acre, is the
present population.

_

The sewage from tho towns situate on the
ri^ver and its tributaries, that finds its way into
the streams, is subject to a provision of natnre

SL spontaneously its purification.Some of the noxious matter is removed by fish

u
life, and a further quantity isabaojed hy aquatic vegetation

j but, in addition
to this, important changes are effected bv
chemical action, the great agent being oxygen.
Running waters always contain much air dis-
solved m them, especially when frequent falls
over vyeirs and through looks take place, and the
organic matters are seized upon and broken upand their peculiar organic constitution destroyed,
heir elements being rearranged into permanentinorpmc forms, innocuous and free from any

deleterious quality. ^

All the professors of chemistry agreed with
this view, but disagreed upon the question ofdc^eo to which water could be thus purified
which had been contaminated with sewage, and
of how far analysis of tbe water was a safe guide
to its quality as affecting health. Dr. Prankland
relies on analysis to indicate, by the presence of
nitrates and nitriles, that tho water had been in
tho same proportion subject to “ previous
sewage ooutammation,” contending that these
nitrates and nitrites ore the skeletons of pre-
vions organic matters derived from sewage
while others consider they may be derived from
other Bonrees. Tho presence of these nitrates
ond nitrites m moderate quantity is not con-
Bidered by any of them prejudicial to the con.
Burners of the water, but it is just that degree of
moderation which they cannot determine
_

Sir Benjamin Brodie, Professor of Chemistrym the university of Oxford, does not rely on
analysis for a proof of whether water is fit to
drink or not, and thinks tho only safe way is tokeep the sewage out of tho river. Mr. Simon,
Medical Officer to the Privy Oounoil, says of
analysis. My praotioal point is this, that what
one has to do is not to take water out of a
reservoir or out of a tap and give it to a chemist,
and say, Tell me, is this wholesome water p’
What one has to do is to guard the supply with
tlio utmost BtriotnoBS against every foul admix-
ture. It ought to be made an absolnte con-
dition for a public water supply that it should
be iDcontammable by sewage.”
With regard to the future influences likely to

affect the quality of the water from the basin of
the ihames, tho Commissioners look forward to

1 fa
d probable increase of the quan-

tity of sewage from towns, and rely on thoIhames Conservancy Act of 1868 being pat in
force to prevent sewage passing into the river
or into any of its tributaries, for a distance of
three miles upwards. The Conservators have ^

a^honty under tbe Act to enforce a penalty of
lOOi. upon any person or body who may do thisand a further penalty of 60i. for every dayduring which it is allowed to continue.

^

By the same Act the five metropolitan water
companies drawing water from the river arebound to pay each of them 1,0001. a year to the

enforoe™^”™
“ “f ^is Act being

^

As to the effect of sewage irrigation in purify-
ing the water, most of the chemists agree that
It would bo effeotnal, and that the water, after
passing over.land, would part with its deleterious
ingredients, and become fit to be mixed with the
river water that is supplied to London

; but Dr.
h rMkland goes only so far as to say that four,
fifths of tho sewage matter is destroyed bv
irrigation under favourable circumstances.

^

Ai. 1 -

‘^"'“““Sioners consider that effeotnal
filiation (that is, we presume, an effectual adop-
tion of the ordinary mode of filtration through
sand) ,8 essential to the good quality of thoihames water. Analyses of filtered ond unfiltoredwater show a decided improvement in the qualitvby the operation. ^

By the Metropolis Water Act of 1852. " Everycompany shall cffeotually fli ter ell water suppliedby them within the metropolis for domestic use."
All the companies profess to comply with this
provision, bat tbe evidence shows that tbe
filtration baa been imperfectly carried out insome cases from the want of a snffloient area of
filtering surface, and the Commissioners call
apeoial attention to this neglect.
The Commissioners are of opinion that when

the sewage and other pollutions are excludedfrom the Thames and the Lea, and their
tributaries, aud perfect filtration adopted, water
taken from

_

the present sources will be of
suitable quality for the supply of the metropolis.

it was!
3,0S2,3f4 m tho middle of 1SG7. Mr. Bateman

?5mnnn *^5''*!,“ years it will be'
4.500.000, and the Commissioners agree nearly
with this estimate, allowing more time than
Mr. Bateman does for this population being
attained. They assume an ultimate future
population of 6,000,000, »

As to the quantity of water required, ten
gallons per head per dayaresufficientfor ordinary
domestic requirements, including water-closets,
but to this have to be added large supplies for
street watering, flushing sewers, trade purposes
and other consumption, which, in London, have
been estimated at another ten gallons. Then

I

there 18 waste, often amounting to another ten
pllons. Mr. Bateman takes forty gallons as the
least quantity that ought to be reckoned on in
the future. In Glasgow it is fifty gallons. Mr.
Duncan says that in a large town whore care is
taken to prevent waste thirty gallons per head
per day would be about tho right quantity, but
he thinks it will go on increasing to about forty,
hve gallons.

Mr. Hawksley thinks thirty gallons abundant.
Mr. Simpson says thirty gallons, including all

public sewers.
Mr. Hasaard states that the Dublin Water-

works are estimated to supply forty gallons.

_

Mr. Eawlinaon conceives thirty gallons a head
13 sufficient, allowing for waste.

Mr. Muir has found ten gallons ample for
domestic purposes, and twenty for all purposes r
the difference between that and thirty, the pre-
sent consumption, beiog entirely due to waste.

Mr. Greaves thinks twenty-four galloua ought
to be sufficient.

°

Mr. Beardmore considers that, for all pur-
poses, including waste, the quantity required
tor London would not be less than thirty-five
gallons per head per day.

Oil the whole, tbe Commissioners have arrived
at the following estimate of the quantity to be
provided :

—

Gallons

The present sopply is, sny, for 3,000,000 popn-
Jation, at 33) gallons per head, equal to lOO.OOO.OOOAssume the population to hare increased to

4.000.

000, and at the samo time tbe addi-
tional waste due to the new introduction of
the constant Berviee to have increased the
supply to 40 gallons per head, equal to 160,000.000-uy tne tune the population has increased to

6.000.

0,}0it may be hoped that the allowance
may be reduced again to 35 gallons, which

17i',000,000
^rior tne maxiinumsumnier consumption, say 200.000 OOO
which they consider the highest demand that need be-iooked forward to.

As to the constant service system at high
pressure, they come to the conclusion to recom-
mend it for the metropolis, although the fittings,
being adapted to an intermittent supply, will
require great alteration. It would appear that
the fittings of the London houses are unusually
defective, for with a supply of only an hour or
two a-day, the waste is very great, while if a
constant supply were attempted without a change
of fittings, it could not be kept up with the
present means of the companies. But the Com-
missioners recognise tbe difficulty of introducing
a constant supply while the works remain in the
hands of private companies, for without constant
inspection of the fittings waste could not be
prevented; and this done by private authority
would be looked upon as intrusion, and for this
and other reasons they recommend that the
water supply of the metropolis should bo con-
solidated under public control.

Meakin’s Self-actiag Sash Fastener.

—

This sash-fasbener is designed to give greater
facility for getting immediate ventilation to
rooms by readily lowering and raising the laro-e
plate-glass sashes now in general use, and to pro-
vide a self-acting means of securing them when
ebsed irrespective of the height of the meeting
rails from the floor, many of which are much
above ordinary reach. The arrangement con-
aists of two lines attached to the upper sash
passed over suitable pullies at the top, and ter-
rainating in tassels or handles at a convenient
hand height. One line passes through “the
lastener m such a manner that on proceeding
to open the sash, a spring catch is withdrawn,
and the sash is lowered at pleasure. On raising
the sash, the catch engages in a locking-plate,
and_ the two sashes are firmly secured, and proof
against external violence by burglars. This
invention, if the cords can be made strong
enough, will supply a great want.
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TEE NEW LAW COURTS, BRISTOL.

The new buildings in Small-street are now

approaching completion. Tho centre of the site,

formerly occupied by a portion of Colston Honse

and Messrs. Ashmead’s offices, is nowcovered with

a bnilding intended for the Nisi Prius Court, 3 i ft.

by 49 ft., and 38 ft. high ;
and as this room forms

the key to the whole plan, it was necessary to

place it as nearly as possible at the back of the

old courts, in order that the judges’ rooms may

be together for the purpose of consultation, which

has been effected by means of an ante-room.

Three doors in Small-street give access to the

new buildings, the one under the tower being

intended for the judge and barristers and the

law library. Upon entering the doorway under

the tower, in Small-street, one will pass into a

email hall, 22 ft. by 20 ft., and from thence into

the law library, formerly the printing-room of

tho local Times and ifirror, but now restored

and forming a library. The old Norman arches

and pillars have been retained in the walls, and

parts of these show the marks of having once

Buffered from fire. An oak screen will divide

this room from the barristers’ room. The adjoin-

ing room (the old type room) will be thoroughly

restored, and fitted up as a barristers’ reading-

room, with a doorway leading into the law library,

the old room above it being retained as a con-

sultation-room, and communicating with the

rooms on the one pair, towards Small-street, by

means of an oriel in the corner of the law-

library. Passing along the barristers’ corridor,

one will next come to a wing built upon what

was the back yard of the office, and containing

tho barristers’ robing-room, lavatories, and bar-

risters’ clerks’ rooms. The floors of this cor-

ridor will be laid with Minton’s tiles, and the

skylights be filled in with enamelled glass of_a

suitable pattern. The end of the corridor will

be connected with the centre corridor into Broad-

street, the roof of which will be lowered, and

skylights similar to those in the roof over the

barristers’ corridor, be placed in the same. The

rooms under the Bankruptcy Court will be con-

verted into housekeeper’s room, sheriff’s office,

and two consultation rooms, lavatories,
_

&c.,

attached. The roof of the present oonrt will be

raised to the same height as the new court, and

a range of windows formed looking over the

corridor. The front towards Small-street will

be a reproduction of the details of Colston

Eouse, and two statues of the Queen and Prince

Albert will be placed over the judges’ entrance.

The whole of the buildings will be warmed and

ventilated by Messrs. Eaden, of Trowbridge.

The Joanna Southcott chimney-piece has been

refixed in one of the witnesses’ rooms, and the

two other large ohimney-pieces have been re-

tained in their original positions.

goose and judge
;
yet this heavy carcass, once

well and strongly on the wing, can soar with

eagles, and can cross an ocean. What we want

is not so much levitation, as an enlarged and

continued power of flapping. Give us bundles

of muBolea like the breasts of birds,—add the

caoutchouc batlike wings, and the steel-elongated

arms, and flight would be as easy to an ordinary

man as—let us put it—to the familiar goose on

the common.
Eow then to give us muscles, and so to adapt

them to our extraneous wings as to fly us aloft

like Peter Wilkins, and enable a paterfamilias to

call for his wings (with a reasonable expectancy

of using them), as Ingoldaby's Baron of Shurland

to call for his boots ?

Now, we know that a little wheel, shrewdly

cogged, will work a bigger one, and this a bigger

still, and so on ;
until a child’s finger, by multi-

plication of power, may work a mill. Why not

apply this principle to the force of a waving

arm, which, by help of wheels and springs con-

tained in a breastplate, might work the flappers

almost automaton-fashion, and, at slight effort

to the man, might keep him energetically flying ?

The idea is to be well thought ont and wrought

out, aud we shall soon have Samuel Brothers

advertising Mr. Spurgeon in a flying suit.

To this Dmdalus-and-Icarus theory and prac-

tice of the matter our thoughts are tending a.s

to human aiirostation. It is curious _nnd^ in-

structive to find how true that earliest intuition

was of flying, even as the birds fly
;
how, simply

by feathers, and wax, and imitative wings, those

practical philosophers, though failing, did their

wisest for success
;
and how, sagely, in these deep

days, a statesman, plus minister, plus duke, cor-

roborates that wisdom of old Dmdalus, and that

filial heroism of young Icarus, in his Grace s

" rule of law.”
. .

To the writer of these few lines the subject is

not a new one. Some five-and-twenty years agO;

in an earliest number of Ainsworth’ s Hlagazinc,

' a certain ” Plight upon Plying ” from his pen

goes fuller into the subject ;
and sundry lucu-

brations since have touched it parenthetically j

but he now takes leave to throw his fancies once

again thus into print offhand, convinced that the

time approaches for man’s conquest of the air,

as of the sea, the land, the fire 5
and that the

only true principle for success in such a matter

is a servile copying of Nature.
Martin P. Tuppes.

EDINBURGE.

HUMAN FLIGST.

Man shall fly. These three monosyllables are

a clear prophecy of the next great coming event,

and involve the only new invention worth men-

tion remaining to be discovered. Man has sub-

dued all his earthly heritage but the air
;
and

his humblest vassals, the sparrow and the beetle,

are not perpetually to have the privilege of flouting

the lord of creation on their own domain, and his.

But, how to do it ? that is the question. Bow
not to do it, though on a colossal scale, has

hitherto been the proved triumph of aerostation.

An enclosed cloud of wood-smoke, or of car-

buretted hydrogen, lifts itself up,—and man
with it,—till he oversees creation from its

circling belt of upper firmament, and fancies he

has flown there
;
but he has not : he has simply

•risen like a bubble, and is no more master of

the air than a wandering thistle-star. We must

manage flight on quite a different principle from

that of Montgolfier or Glaisher.

How, then, to do it? Well, we must copy

Nature. When Brunei found difficulties in

undertnnnelling the rotten Thames, he took

counsel of a beetle, which works its way through

mud with a shield over its head; when a speak-

ing doll had to be made for aristocratic nurse-

lings, it mast have bellows for lungs, a clapper

for a tongue, and two nostril pipes to divide the

syllables; when the constructor of the navy

found it necessary to improve upon paddles,—

a

fish’s side fins,—he added a tail, and forthwith

there was a screw steamer. So, with flying, we
must imitate birds, or rather bats, and not

balloons or bubbles
;
and, for this imitation, the

one thing needful is increased muscular power.

It is a common mistake to fancy much compara-

tive lightness in a bird. Weigh your culinary

Building operations are by no means active

in this city at present
;
no new work of any

importance has been started since the spring,

but there are several rapidly approaching com-

pletion. The large site cleared for the Cale-

donian Railway Station, at the Lotbian-road,

still remains a scene of desolation, although

something is being done in the way of levelling

up. There is a hitch as to the erection of the

design prepared by Messrs. Peddle & Kinnear

owing to the want of funds; but when the

Government purchases up the telegraphs the

Company will have a large sum in hand, and it

will be greatly to their discredit if they erect an

I

unsightly edifice on so conspicuous and admirable

1 a site. In this neighbourhood Mr. Gowana is

proceeding with the second block of houses in

Oastle-terrace ;
those already erected have an

effective skyline broken by high pitched gables

and ornamented chimney shafts; but we cannot

reconcile ourselves to the so-called “ geometric”

details
;

its novelty is its only merit. In the

interior arrangements Mr. Gowans has also

departed from the usual routine, and here we

meet with things more worthy of approval. For

example, dark bedrooms in the centre of a corner

block ai’e entirely got rid of,
—” a consummation

devoutly to be wished.” The water-closets are

all ventilated from the outside, and a ventilating

pipe is carried from the drains up the chimney

shafts to prevent the possibility of foul air enter-

ing the bouses. Mr. Gowans is appropriating

part of the garden-ground opposite the terrace

for a boulevard, which will be open to the public

;

the remainder is to be railed in, and laid out as

a garden for the residents.

Free St. George’s Church is almost ready for

occupation, and so is West Coates Church. Mr.

Bryce is not so happy in his ecclesiastical as m
his secular designs. Neither of these churches

is worthy of admiration. The former is classical,

and might with perfect propriety be used as a

concert-hall. The latter is Gothic, clumsy,

squat, and badly detailed.

The Fettes College is progressing slowly, and

forms a fine feature in the landscape ;
Mr. Bryoe

has been as successful here as he has been the

reverse in the other two instances. The bank of

Scotland now appears unfetteied with scaffold-

ing, and is a commanding and picturesque

structure
;
a little crowded perhaps, but it must

be kept in view that the old building had to be

incorporated in the new one, and that the site is

an exceedingly difficult oue to deal with. The

dome has been surmounted with a figure en-

tirely gilt, which some facetious individual has

designated “ the imago of Mammon.”
A new church has been erected in the Canon-

gate for the United Presbyterian body it is a

plain, unpretending building, in the thirteenth

century style. Mr. James Paterson is the archi-

tect, and this building is leas ameuable to

criticism than other two more pretentious

churches by the same architect in this city,

which are miserable adaptations of Italian.

Gothic.

At the west end a new terrace has been com-

meuced, overlooking the grounds of Donaldson s

Eospital; an endeavour has been made to pro-

duce variety, by raising high-pitched roofs over

oriel windows, and adding metal orestings : with

this exception, the detail is of the eame common-

place character which prevails in the domestic

street architecture of tho fashionable quarter.

The city improvements in the Old Town are

progressing slowly but satisfactorily, and the

designs, prepared by Messrs. Cousins & Lessels,

in the Scottish Domestic style, are in keeping

with the surroundings, and group well. The

tenement forming the angle of the Canongate

and St. Mary’s-street, is five storeys in height;

the angle is splayed off, and has an oriel cor-

belled out from it, aud is surmounted by a crow-

stepped gable. The stair leading to tho upper

floors is continued in a tower at the south-west

angle in St. Mary’s-street, and is finished with a

high-pitched roof, with an iron fiuial. The re-

mainder of the bailding8_ towards St. ^ary a-

street, 'aro four stories high, aud have gablet

windows and string courses
;
but there is little

or no attempt at enrichment, such being im-

called for in the class of houses intended. To

the south of these tenements a buililiug has

been erected for the Catholic Young Mens

Society, which is in keeping with the rest, the

only distinctive feature being large windows

divided by mullions. This building is to cost

about 5,0001., aud will contain a library, read-

ing-room, lecture-hall, Ac.

At Ueriob - mount,—a street which stops

abruptly at an eminence overlooking the

Cueeu’s Park,—are two notable tenements, as

they form a feature in the landscape Irom

their elevated position and bold detail.

are in the Scottish style, aud were designed by

Mr. R. Thornton Shiells. Although possessing

all the distinctive features of the ancient build-

ings,—a characteristic of which was broad wall

sarfaCB,— this bus not been acquired by ignoring

the modern requirements of a sufficiency of light,

but by taking advantage of the gable ends where

few openings are required, and placing them

irregularly where needed, and adding large angle

turrets, which form useful additions to the

interior.

To the west of the Meadows several new

streets and terraces have been completed, and

others are in progress
;
generally, they are of the

usual stale, flat,—though, unfortunately, not un-

profitable,—caste. In one instance, however,

incised ornamont has been used with good eflect.

hospital construction.

In the course of tho meeting of the Biitish

Medical Association in Leeds last week.

Captain Galton said the first object
_

of a

hospital was that it should enable the sick to

recover in the shortest possible time; and it was

now recognised by all that, in addition to skilled

attendance, medicine, and food, the essential re-

quirements for iDsnring speedy recovery were :—

Pure air, that was to say that there should be no

appreciable difference between the air inside the

ward and that outside the building; the air sup-

plied to the ward should be capable of being

warmed to any required extent
;
pure water,

_

bo

supplied as to insure the removal of all im

purities to a distance from the hospital ; the

most perfect cleanliness within and arouud the

building, a hospital being a place that never

rests from fouling itself, aud all the products^ o

its foulness being poison. In order to give effeo

to these principles it was necessary to consider
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in the first place, the site of the proposed
hospital.

_

The qaalities of a sitomoab favourable
to a hospital m this couotrj were a situation in
the open coantry, upon porous and dry soil, with
tree circulation of air round it, but sheltered
trom the north and east, raised above the plains,
with the falling ground from the hospital in all
directions,

^

so aa to facilitate drainage. The
next most important question was the structural
arrangement of the building, which must be such
as to secure free circulation of air. The first
thing was to obtain good healthy wards, every,
thing else, such as administration, means of ac-
cess, and discipline, being made subsidiary to the
question how the sick wero to get well in the
shortest possible space of time and at the least
expense.^ Ho_ spoke in considerable detail of the
manner m which this wouldbe best accomplished.
Having considered the principles which governed
the size and general form of wards, and having
shown that, on the ground of econony of nursing
power, a ward should contain thirty-two beds
the next point upon which he dwelt was the
material to be used for the walls, ceilings, floors
and windows, after which he described what he
considered to be the best kind of accessory
apartments, such as bathrooms, &c., and spoke
01 the necessary subsidiary accommodation. ItWM in the detailed application of the principles
01 hospital construction that so many errors were
committed. The architect ought to make his
whole design subservient to these principles, and
his watchword should be—light and air, speedy
removal of refuse, and great facility of cleans-
ing. The smallest number of parts oompntible
with the wants of the hospital should be
arranged m the simplest form, and solely with
reference^ to the wants of the patients, and to
the way in which the service could be carried on
with the smallest number of attendants. The
architectnre should be an expression of the need
and nothing more. Any sacrifice of sanitary re-
quirements to arohitectuial features was wrong.
Ornament meant too frequently the creation of
corners which delayed and sragnated the air; it
meant present outlay and continual cost in re-
pairs. While 80 much Buifering remained un-
provided for in the world, it was melancholy to
see a large portion of the money gathered withmuch difficulty for the relief of that suffering
diverted from its main object in order to create
a monument of the architect’s taste. In con-
elusion, he added another word of caution
against building for a long futurity. Rooms
used for the reception of the sick became per-
meated with organic impurities, and it was a I

real sanitary advantage that they should be
^

pulled down and entirely rebuilt on a fresh site
periodically.

Under ordinary circumstances, Capt. Galton’s
paper would have been received merely as a
lecture or expression of advanced scientific
knowledge with regard to the subject, and
would have excited little or no discussion: but
it happens that Sir J. Y, Simpson, as we have
already told our readers, has lately called atten-
tion to an alleged very high rate of mortality in
hospitals after surgical operations, as compared
with the mortality after the same operations
when performed at the homes of the patients,
bir James farther asserts that the mortality
after operations performed in hospitals contain-
ing more than 300 beds is greatly in excess of
taat m hospitals containing leas than 300 beds •

and bis statements, if hereafter proved to be
well founded, would go far to show that all
surgical hospitals are absolute evils, and thatpeat hospitals are great evils in exact propor-
tion to their magnitude. At present, however,
these statements command only a very limited
assent from the :profe8eion. Sir James quotes
an old practitioner in Scotland, who has kept
no notes, but who says that he has performed
htty-lour hmb amputations at the homes of the
patipts,_ and that none of these patients died.
In hospitals the mortality from all causes of
limb amputations is considerable, rising in the
case of the thigh perhaps to one in three.

SANITARY MATTERS.
The Sanitary A ct~T:\iQ Bill to facilitate the

raising of money in certain cases for the pnr-
poses of the Sanitary Act (1868), enacts that
the Secretary of State may certify the amount
of expense incurred, or to be incurred, by any
person appointed to perform the duty of a de-
faulting local authority

j and when such an ex-pnae has been certified the Public Works Loan
Oommiseioners may advance the sum requisite
on the recurity of the local rate. Any expense
incurred in performing the duty of a defaulting
local authority shall be recoverable as if it were
a debt due from such authority. If the amount
ol loan raised be not wholly expended, the over-
plus maybe paid to the defaulting authority.
Ihe Secretary of State may make order for the
payment of costs of the proceedings under the
several Acta, and such orders may be enforced
in the same way as orders for costs of appeals.
Ihe Bill IS entitled “ The Sanitary Act (1866)Amendment Bill,” and is the production of theHome Secretary and Mr. Knatchbull Hugesaen.
Conference on the Seiuage Question at Learning,

ton.—

A

conference of the three Boards of Learn -

1

mgton, Milverton, and Lillington has been held, I

tor the purpose of arranging matters with re-
spect to the disposal of the sewage of the three

|

districts. The clerk submitted an estimate of

'

the works necessary to carry out the new scheme

?n
irrigation. The total cost would be

IJ.OOOh m round figures. The annual repay-
ments of instalments and interests, at 6i per
cent., would amount to 1,2351.

j working ex-
penses, 7001; total, 1,9351., less 4501. to be

Lord Warwick; leaving a balance
ot 1.4B51. to be provided for. According to the
estimate, Milverton and Lillington would have
to contribute from 1481. to 1501. in aid of the
annual outlay.^ After some diecussiou respect-
ing the details of the scheme, Mr. Biddle
accepted on behalf of the local Board of Milver- i

ton, and Mr. Uaddon did the same for that of

'

Lillington. The terms of the arraugements
were subsequently embodied in a resolutiou, and
adopted by the meeting.

^

The Water Supply of Bradford.—Tho residents
in the district which is dependent for its supply
of water upon the high-level service, have again
beeri threatened with the serious inconveniences
resulting from shortness of water from which
they suffered last year. In consequence of the
continued dry weather the store of water in the
btubden Reservoir had become much reduced

I

and the waterworks committee found it neces-
sary to announce that, unless the greatest care
were taken to prevent the waste, and diminish the

I use of water as much as possible, both for trade
and domestic purposes, they would be under the
necessity of placing the district on a short
supply. They, therefore, prohibited the use of
portable pipes, the watering of gardens, the
washing of causeways, yards, or windows.

THE ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF
SCOTLAND: A GRIEVANCE.

Off the 1st of April last I, along with a num-
ber of architects’ pupils, sent drawings in com-
petition for one of the prizes usually offered by
the Architectural Institute of Scotland, and we
feel very much annoyed that they should be
lying there all this time without any adjudica-
tion having been made. The usual meeting did
take plaoe, I believe, about the 20th of the same
month, but no decision was then come to on
account of the number of members present
being insufficient to form a quorum.

Surely it would require but small exertion on
the part of a few of the members to meet and
come to a decision so that the drawings might
be returned to their respective owners without
any more vexatious delay. p ^

A Statue to Cromwell at Manchester.—

r
purposes

frnTir
ooanoil, a letter was read

“““'ptor, stating that sometime ago he received a commiasioa to eiecnte a
Cromwell, the condition beinv

Of Manchester should find asuitable Bite for it,—inside the new town-hallbeing preferred. The town-olerk was authorised

lUnZ “'a “'> “““Pi* "““Idgladly find a site for the statue in the town-hall.

LITTLE MUNDEN CHURCH, HERTFORD
SHIRE.

Iff our volume for 1868, we mentioned the
restoration, under the direction of Messrs. George
& Henry Godwin, of Brompton, of All Saints
Church, in Little Mnnden, one among many of
the Hertfordshire churches that have been re-
cently brought again into a good state of repair
and decent condition, after lougyeara of neglect
and outrage. In our present issue we give
views of the church, iuternal and external. The
manor of Little Munden, as we have before said
IS very ancient. Domesday Book mentions the
name of a vassal of Earl Harold, one Lewine, towhom it belonged in Saxon times ; and tells how

William the Conqueror afterwards disposed of it.
belongs chiefly to the beginning

of the fifteenth century. It contains some re-
markable canopied monuments with sculptured
effigies, seen m the view. vThe church had fallen
into a very bad state

; the walla required re-
taeing

; the stonework was decayed
; the

woodwork of the roofs bad been disfigured by
alterations and time; drainage and paving
were bad

; new seating throughout was required
with means to warm the church. Throur^h the
atrenuona exertions of the rector, the RevrF. A.
L.^ Foster, and the parishioners, money was
raised, and the restoration has been carried
out.

^

The church consists ofa west tower, nave, north
aisle, a north chapel, and chancel. There was
doubtless _a much earlier church on the same
spot. Some vestiges of this are observable at
the north-west corner of the building inside, and
have been carefully preserved. The walls, which

with freestone dressings, have been
re-faced, and the windows restored. The
modern porches have been removed, and
two new ones erected at the north and south
entrances, constructed of the same materials as
the main body of the building, and iu aecordanco-
with its style of architecture. A stone groined

I

vault, of which only indications remained, has

j

been put in at the western entrance through the
' tower. This ought really to bo the chief entrance

]

to the church
; but it is at present obstructed by

a large raised pew, resembling an organ-loft,
just over the door. This is private property, and
the owner unfortunately could not be persuaded

^ allow the removal of the unsightly obstruction.
The interior of the church and the porches have

. been paved with tiles. New open seats, of stained
!

deal, have been substituted for the old pews, ex-
cept in the north chapel and the chancel, where
such of the ancient seats as could be used have
been worked in. The pulpit and reading-desk
are carved in oak. The reredos is of tiling.
The roof of the nave (one of the Hertfordshire
king-post kind) is open, showing the rafters.
The drainage has been attended to, and the
interior is warmed by hot-water pipes. At the
south-east angle of the church a vestry has been
erected, the want of which has caused some
inconvenience hitherto. The path through the
churchyard leading to the north entrance, which
was five steps above the floor of the church, lias
been lowered and levelled. Mr, Ginn, of
Puckeridge, was the builder; and Mr. Leigh
clerk of the works. The first contract was fov
something under 1,6001., exclusive of the tower.
Afterwards, and mainly through the liberality
of the

_

lay patron, Lieut.-Col. Loyd, the tower
and spire were restored, and some other works
were done, bringing up the total outlay to some-
thing under l,900i.

In the_ churchyard are two yew trees, one
comparatively young (seen in onr view), the
other an aged and noble tree, the hollow trunk
of which is more than 19 ft. in circumference,
measured 5 ft. 6 in. from the ground

; it is re-
puted to be nearly a thousand years old. Near
the west end of the church is a splendid oak of
great size, and in the full vigour of its growth.
Although “ pollarded” many years ago, it pro-
mises to become a magnificent tree, and now
measures from 15 ft. to 18 ft. in circumference,
5 ft. or 6 ft. from the ground

;
it has tho huge

spreading arms so characteristic of well-grown
oaks.

^

At the back of this church, and seen in our
view, is one of those fine mixed plantations of
fir, larch, and other trees, that always prove so
prolific to naturalists. In the early summer of
the present year the Giant Morel (Morchella
crassipes) abounded in this small wood, but with
a few exceptions the specimens were allowed to
perish nngathered : this enormous and delicious
tungus attains a height of 12 iu. or more, and a
single specimen is sufficient for a hearty meal

;

with a little care, the morels can be dried and
kept for winter use. Though probably not un-
common in this country, it has only been recorded
from two localities, and in both cases by the
same observer.
The Roman snail is also common throughout

the district, but though introduced and “ culti-
vated ” with care by the ancient Romans, few
people think of eating it now in this coantry ;
in other countries of Europe, however, it is used
as food during Lent, and is exposed for sale in
baskets in the markets of Rome and elsewhere,
during the month of March. It is far larger in
size than any of onr indigenous species, and
by this character alone may be recognised at a
glance.
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LITTLE MUNDEN CHURCH, HERTKORDSHIRE : VIEW OF CHANCEL.

Restored ry Messrs. George & Hekry Godwin, Architects.
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BMTISH AEOHiEOLOGIOAL ASSOCIA-

TION AT ST. ALBAN’S.
The Congress has gone on well. Lord

LyttoD, the President, delivered, as might have
been expected, a fine address, in the Town-hall.
In the course of it the President said:—The
Romans were to the ancient world what the
railway companies were to the modern—they
wore the great constructors of roads and high-
ways. Again, to the Romans the Britons owed
the introduction of civil law, and the moment
the principle of secular justice between man and
man was familiarised to their minds the priestly
domination of the Druids, with all its sanguinary
superstitions, passed away. It was to Rome,
too, that Britons owed that institution of muni-
cipal towns to which the philosophical states-
man, M. Guizot, traced the rise of modern
freedom in its emancipation from feudal oppres-
sion and feudal serfdom. When the Romans
finally withdrew from Britain, 92 considerable
towns had arisen, of which 33 cities possessed
superior privileges. Among the most famons of
these cities was Vernlam, which was a munlci-
pium in the time of Nero, and the remains of
which wore being more clearly brought to light
by the labours of the association, under the
skilful guidance of Mr. Edward Roberts. The
members would on Wednesday be enabled, he
believed, to see at least the stage, the proscenium,
and the orchestra of the only Roman theatre yet
found in this country. Lastly, it was to the
Roman conqueror that the Briton owed, if not
the first partial conception, at least the national
^cognition of that Christian faith whose earliest
British martyr had bequeathed his name to
p’ When they passed to the age

of the Anglo-Saxons, their vestiges in that
county surrounded them on every side. The
names of places familiar as household words
marked their residences. And here he might ob- '

serve that the main reason why the language of
the_ Anglo-Saxon had survived the Norman in-

I

vasioQ, and finally supplanted the language of'
the Conqueror, did nob appear to him to have

'

been clearly stated by our historians. Ke be-
lieved the reason to be really this. The Ian-guap that men spoke in after life was formedm the nursery

; ic was learnt from the lips of
the mother. The adventurers of Scandinavian
origin who established thec-iselves in Normandy
did not select their wives in Scandinavia, but in
France, and thus their children learnt in the
nursery the French language. In like manner

,when they conquered England, those who were
still unmarried had the good taste to seek their
wives among the Saxons, and thus the language
ot the mothers naturally became that of the
children, and being also the language of the ser-
vants employed in the household, the French
language necessarily waned, receded, and at last
became merged into the domestic element of the
Anglo-Saxon, retaining only such of its native
iivelineas and adaptability to metrical rhyme
and cadence as enriched the earliest utterances
01 our English poetry in the muse, at once grave
and sportive, at once courtly and popular, which
inspired the lips of Chaucer. In the county
in which they were assembled were the scenes
ot tierce, heroic conflict between the Saxons and
the Danes. Where now stood the town of Ware
anchored the light vessels which constituted the
Danish navy as it sailed from London along the
lliames to the entrance of the river Lea. There
they besieged the town of Hertford, and there
the remarkable genius of Alfred the Great, at
once astute and patient, studying the nature of
the river, diverted its stream into three channels
and stranded the Danish vessels, which thus’
Oecame an easy prey to the Londoners. Nor was
=ai0 county destitute of memorials of the turbulent^es which followed the Norman conquest.When Prince Louis of France invaded England
10 stronghold, with the exception of Dover
i-esiated his siege with more valour, or with
greater loss to the invaders, than the Castle of
iertford, and under the soil around its walls lay
>he bones of many an invading Frenchman. At
>b. Alban s, on the 22nd of May, 1455, Henry VI.

standard against the armies of the
.Ihite Rose, led by Richard, Duke of York, and
10 great Earls of Warwick and Salisbury and
tien again, on the 17th of February 1461
aenry VI. was brought from Loudon to be the
ifiuotant witness and representative of aconflict
gainst his Queen, who, however, delivered him

the custody of the Yorkists, and sullied her
(Xstory by such plunder and cruelty as a few
s.ya afterwards insured the Crown to Edward IV
h the summit of Christ Church tower, at

Hadley, was still to be seen the lantern which,
according to tradition, lighted the forces of
Edward _IV. through the dense fog which the
superstition of the time believed to have been
raised by the incantation of Friar Bungay, and
through the veil of that fog was fought
the battle of Barnet, where the power of the
great feudal barons expired with Warwick, the
kmg-maker, and a new era in the records of
hberty and civil progress practically commenced.
But Hertfordshire had also furnished the birth-
place or the home of no inconsiderable persons.
According to tradition, Cassiobury was the
royal seat of Cassibelaunus, and passing to the
noble family that now held its domains, it found
an owner as brave as its old British possessor
in the first Lord Capel, faithful in life and in
death to the cause of Charles I. King’s Langley
was the birthplace of Edmund de Langley, the
brave son of Edward III., and close beside it
was born Nicholas Brakespeare, afterwards Pope
Adrian IV. Moor Park was identified with the
names of Cardinal Wolsey and the ill-fated
Duke of Monmouth. Sir John Mandeville, the

,

famous traveller, who, if he invented his travels,
certainly beat them all in the art of romance,

I

was a native of St. Alban’s. Penshanger was

j

associated with the name of Cowper, while the
delightful essayist, Charles Lamb, boasted his
descent from Hertfordshire. Future arcbmolo-
gists will revere at Brocket the residence of
'the two diatiuguished men who swayed the
destinies of the country in our time as First
Ministers of the Crown,—Lords Melbourne and

^

Palmerston, akin by family connexion, akin still

I

more by the English attributes they held in

j

common,-— an exquisite geniality of temper
I

united with a robust aud simple manliness of
I

character. At Hatfield, members of the Asso-

^

ciation would find a place stored with brilliant

I

memories and associations. There still stood

I

the tower from the window of which, according
to tradition, the Princess Elizabeth envied the

I

lob of the humble milkmaid, and there was still
seen the trunk of the oak under which she
heard the news of her accession to the throne.
And what Englishman — nay, what stranger
from the foreigu nations to which, conjointly
with the posterity of his native land, Francis

I

Bacon intrusted the verdict to be pronounced
on hia labours and his name— would not feel

I that he was on haunted ground when he entered
the domain of Gorhambury, and examined the
remains of the abode on which the Shakespeare
of Philosophy united the most various know-
ledge of mankind with the deepest research into
the secrets of nature and the elements of human
thought ?

a mile, parallel to Cromwell-road, has been
finished in direct line from the Brompton to
Gloucester-road Station.

Opposite to the latter, an important range of
fourteen shops has been erected, which are
nearly all tenanted, and a spacious inn or public-
house, which looks full upon the crowds issuing
from the station. What that inn may be called—
the “ Metropolitan” or the “ Gloucester”-isyet
undetermined. The two spacious thoroughfares
enter the Glouoester-road close to the station on
either side, one being an extension of the Grom-
well-road, 100 ft. wide, at least half a mile, aa
far aa Earl’s-court.

A improvement is now also in progress
by widening the Kensington main street in the
narrowest part, near the church. Here an
obtruding angle has been cut off and added to
the road, at the public expense, and by the Board
of Works

5 but at the Kensington Gore end,
opposite to where the old barracks stood, Messrs.
Cubitt have made a total transformation. They
have built a fine double range of houses, and
opened a road leading in continuation to Glouces-
ter-road, which at this point turned off iu a
narrow defile eastward. No one knew the object
in view, until that firm bought the old Campden
Arms, at the corner of Kensington Gore, pulled
it down, shut up the old road, and then com-
menced a suitable range of private mansions
facing the Park and Gardens, giving the public
a straight thoroughfare iu lieu of the old dingy
hollow. Messrs. Cubitt, at their own expense,
removed the dead wall and the quaint old sura-
mer-honse to the Bayswater side

;
thus opening

out the view of the long walk. Some years back
the writer treated the subject of the barracks, in
the public press, as most unsuitable for troops,
and obtrusive upon public liberties of the Gar-
dens

j since which they have, under care of the
Commissioners, given place to beautiful floral
parterres.

The dry gravel soil, open south aspect, and
healthy atmosphere of South Kensiogbou secure
for it the preference over the north side of the
Park, and thus the houses, even in the lateral
streets, are purchased or rented, and occupied aa
soon as finished. T. II. H.

SOUTH KENSINGTON IMPROVEMENTS.
Advancino in the style of its buildings, this

,

western suburb is now distinguished by the im-
' portance of its wide thoroughfares, and the
succession of open squares and spaces, which

I

connect by spacious roads Kensington with

j

Thurloe-square, and the Gore-road with Onslow-
square and Earl’s-court. Nearly two centuries
back the Royal Palace conferred distinction upon
the gardens, and the unbroken woodland range
to Park-lane, for a mile and a half, together with
a dry gravel soil, sloping imperceptibly towards
the south, secured a preference for this suburb
as the abode of fashion.
The foundation of the Exhibition and Horticul-

tural Gardens, aud afterwards of the Museum
and the Hall of Arts and Sciences, soon trans-
formed nurseries and market gardens into the
richest site of residence for the aristocracy ; the
grand Boulevard of Cromwell-road, the Exhibi-
tion and Albert roads, were completed, lines of
palatial houses erected, and now a fresh stimulus
is given by the Metropolitan Railway, which has
planted two stations at convenient distances,
bringing Westminster Palace within fourteen
minutes, and the City half an hour’s jonrney •

and so soon as the Embankment Railway is
finished, twenty - four minutes will carry
passengers to Cannoo-street, when the returns
of this portion of the line will be quadrupled.
The original founders of this great quadrangle

of fashion were, first, Mr. Freake, who built
Princes-terrace and the Exhibition-road, with
the adjacent squares

; then Mr. Jackson, who
commenced the Albert-road, Queen’s Gate-
square, and adjuncts

; and afeerwards Mr.
Aldin, who completed the whole extent, as far
as Mr. Jackson’s present works in Gloucester,
road, and at Stanhope-gardens. The housoa are
all first-class private mansions up to this point}
and here a new wide thoroughfare of nearly half

THE NEW POST-OFFICE FOR SHEFFIELD.
The Post Office authorities have submitted to

the Mayor of Sheffield the plans for a new post-
office in that town. The site is at the corner of
Old Haymarket and the new street about to be
made to the new Midland station. To the Hay-
market the frontage is 45 ft., and down the side
street about three times that length. The
corner will be occupied by a square building
three stories high, bold in its architectural
characteristics, and behind it will be an oblong
one-storey building, 80 fc. long and 30 ft. wide,
for the sorting of letters. Under the latter will
be a basement floor, containing refreshment-
rooms and other conveniences for the sorters
and letter-carriers, with living-rooms for the
porter of the establishment.
The arrangements of the office are briefly

these :—On the ground floor, entered from the
Haymarket, will be the front office, where the
business with the public will be transacted

}

and behind it the sorting-office, where the
letters will be received for transmission or
delivery, and whence they will be despatched.
In the front office applications for letters,
money orders, the sale of stamps, savings’
bank business, the receipt of telegraphic
messages, &o., will take place. The room
for this purpose will be 32 ft. by 30 ft., and
16 ft. high. It will be occupied by a conn-
ter iu the horse-shoe shape, 62 ft. long, with
space for twelve clerks, instead of the four or
five now employed. It is stated that this
arrangement of transacting business at a coun-
ter instead of at a window, has been found in
other places very much to conduce to despatch,
economy, and to the keeping of good order.
Behind this will be the box (in the new street)
for the receipt of letters and newspapers, and
the station for the postmistress, who will be so
situated as to overlook all the business going on
in the front office and in the sorbing office
behind. The mail bags will be received at, and
sent out from, a door in the aide of the sorting
office next the new street. This office will be
lighted with windows on each side and from the
open roof. It will be 80 ft. long and 30 fc. wide,
and will rise to the height of 30 ft. It will
afford accommodation for 120 sorters, the highest
number now required being fifty.

On the first floor will be a room 30 fc. long
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and 12 ft. wide for the telegraph instruments,

and this floor will also be occnpied by other

rooms for subordinate purposes. The second

story will be 11 ft. high.

The top story containing rooms li it. mgn

will be occupied by the Inland Revenue officers.

ART AND SCIENCE INSTITUTE FOR
LEEDS.

A MEETING was held in the Town Hall at

Leeds at the latter end of July, to establish an

Institute of Art and Science for the town. A
committee was formed, with the head-master of

the Leeds Grammar School as chairman. A head-

master, Mr. Walter Smith, and a second master,

Mr. A. Stevenson, were appointed. It was

resolved to commence operations with a school

of art and science, the final object being stated

to be to provide efficient schools for art and

science teaching, and to establish galleries of

art and museum of industry free to the public,

and free also to the students of the art and
^

science schools. It was determined to carry on

the schools under the direction of, and in con-

,

nexion with, the Science and Art Department of

the Government, and eventually to erect a build-

ing wholly devoted to secondary edneation, with

the advice of the Art Department.

This has long been required in the town, which

is the last of the large towns whose schools have

ceased connexion with other institutes not of an

educational character.

The movement may be regarded as one of the

first fruits of the Leeds Art Exhibition of 1868,

and we hope will lead to a permanent record of

the effects of that exhibition, in the form of a

building to advance the taste and education of

the district. The Art and Science School was

formally opened on August Ith.

cusped and pedimented canopies in which are

life-size statues of the four virtues—Piety,

Charity, Munificence, and Prudence. This stage

is also finished with a parapet of open tracery.

The third and top stage is cruciform in plan,

with diapers and crocheted gablets on the four

direct faces, and is surmounted by a spirelet aud a

stone cross. The total height from the ground to

the top of the cross is 50 ft. The foundations,

including 4 ft. of concrete, are 6 ft. deep below

the ground.

BRIXWORTH^CHURCH.

SOUND.

Sir,—

I

n the last number of your esteemed

publication are a few words on the effect ob-

ninfid from 10.000 voices as ” producing no mort
puoiiottwuu Ulo <»

taiued from 10,000 voices as ” producing no more

apparent noise or power than 1,000 in an ordinary

concert-room.” This can be accounted for on

the following gronnds:—The space of a room

or large building regulates the amount of sound

produced from a certain number of performers

in proportion to its size, and where, like the

Crystal Palace, the space is great, the sound

diminishes on the ear through having so wide a

epaco to traverse
5
and this is one reason why a

chorus of 700 at Exeter Hall produces as much

eound as four times the number in a building

three times the size. While listening to a per-

formance at the Crystal Palace I have observed

one drawback in particular, that of the solos

being partially lost in effect, like a vocalist

singing in the open air
;
and until the division

where the performances take place was partially

enclosed it was worse than at the present time.

Hatpn Wilson, Professor of Music.

THE EAST LONDON RAILWAY.

On the 30th ult. the members and associates

of the Society of Engineers visited the works of

the East London Railway. The line, as at

present laid out and nearly completed, com-

.

mences at the Wapping end of the Thames

Tunnel, through which it proceeds, running past

the Grand Surrey Canal Docks and through

Deptford to the Old Kent-road Station of the

South London Railway. A branch which leaves

the line near Rotberhithe runs to New-cross,

! where it communicates with the North Kent and

' the London and Brighton Railways. The Surrey

Canal is crossed by these two lines, in each case

by a lattice girder bridge of 80 ft. span, with two

side openings of 13 ft. span each. So far, t e

line is nearly ready for opening, a preliminary

notice to that effect having been given by the
|

company to the Board of Trade. The works

remaining to be executed consist of the portion

of the line between Wapping and Liverpool-

street, which latter place will eventually be the

terminus of this railway. The completion ot

this section of the line, however, will occupy

about two years, the works upon it being ot a

heavy nature. It will be seen that the East

London Railway will unite the Brighton, South

London, South-Eastern, and North Kent Rail-

ways, accommodating in its course the Surrey

and Commercial Docks, the London Docks, and

the east of London. The London and North-

Western Railway will also be brought into this

system. The line will thus open up the districts

of Rotberhithe, Wapping, Deptford, St. George’s-

in-the-East, Liraehouse, Stepney, Whitechapel,

Bethnal-green, Bishopsgate, and Shoreditch,

thereby affording an outlet by the principal

railways of the kingdom for the moat densely

populated parts of the metropolis. The ter-

minus is to bo erected in Liverpool-atreet, close

to the Bank and Royal Exchange. Mr. J.

Hawkshaw is the engineer-in-chief of the line,

the contractors being Messrs. Brassey, Wythes,

aud Lucas, Brothers.

Sib —I believe the British Arcbseological Association,

while publishing in its journal papers road at Us meetings,

by no means undertakes to become responsible for the

correctness of the theories of the authors, nor even tor

the implicit accuracy of the plans or drawings produced

along with same ;
in this way acting hke aU other societies.

In respect to the plan given intbeir journal tor December,

1863, together with a paper, by Mr. E. Roberts, on Bri^

worth Church, and referred to m your ^ot6 from

Northampton,” in a recent number, I would say I was

present when Mr. Roberts read his paper, did my best to

demolish his theories on the buUdmg, and produced my
notebook, with a sketch-plan, rough, and not to scale, but

correct, showing the actual foundations, as ^mdly Iwd

open by the Rev. Mr. Watkins, its rector, for the British

Archteological Association, when they visited Bniworth,

and proving that, as the Rev. Mr.. Watkins suyf’
“jf

Roberts’s plan is utterly incorrect, m soJar as three of

his five cubicula never had ap.existence, but that a tran-

sept space, if one may so call It. finished

the original north aisle, with a vestry space to east of it

aeain the top of the original door from which vestry into

ohS is a^ctually shown in Mr. Roberts’s northern

TherTi's also no doubt that the circnlar nave colutnns

(dotted) shown on his plan are merely a fancy, as also lus

Wea of the vaulting of the nave. As to its bemg a Ko“sn

building, I sm desperately afraid this view is as little

tenable as are those of Mr. Roberts.

As a member both of the Association and of the Nortn-

mptoushire Architectural Society, it seems to me such
' ^ should not quietly be allowed to pass unquestioned.

’ -Tis. Tuns. InvlHB.

P S —In iustice to Mr. Roberts I may mention, that

the Rev. Mr. Watkins, to show that walls, did
the Rev. Mr. Watkins, to suow vua^ wa.io.

between aU the piers and the ongmal exterior ^
had trenches also made in those places, and these cross

trenches which here showed earth alone, are shown on

I

Mr. Roberts’s plan as waUs, and probably led him into

' the mistake.

BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

memorial of THE LATE COUNTESS
OF ELLESMERE.

The memorial of the late Countess of Elies-

mere, at Walkden Moor, Manchester, has been

'

formally presented to the keeping of the present

earl, at an open-air ceremony, which took place

on the occasion.

The memorial stands in a large open space near

Worsley Stocks. A view of the design was given

in onr vol. for 1868, p. 510. It is in imitation

of the crosses which at the end of the thirteenth

century were erected to the memory of Queen
|

Eleanor. It is raised on a pyramid of steps, and

the superstructure is divided into three stages. I

The lowest is square in plan, and consists of a
j

solid basement on which rests a central column,

surrounded by four groups of clustered columns,
^

one at each angle, which carry pointed arches,

trefoil cusped, and surmounted by pediments

,

with crockets and finiala. There is an enriched

pinnacle at each angle, containing at its lower

part a niche. The four statuettes which fill

these niches represent a Lancashire operative,

a collier, and two factory girls in their cha-

racteristic costume ;
these were copied from

life studies. A parapet of open tracery

finishes this stage at the top. The second

stage is octagonal in plan, with buttresses on

the four oblique faces which unite it in out-

line with the square stage below. The four

direct faces of the octagon contain niches with

ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION

Her Majesty’s Commissioners for the Exhibi-

tion of 1851 announce that the first of a series

of annual international exhibitions of selected

works of fine and industrial art will be opened

in London, at South Kensington, on Monday, the

let of May, 1871, and be closed on Saturday, the

30th of September, 1871. The exhibitions will

take place in permanent buildings about to be

erected, adjoining the arcades of the Royal

Horticultural Gardens. The productions of all

nations will be admitted, subject to obtaining

the certificate of competent judges that they are

of sufficient excellence to be worthy of exhibition.

The objects in the first exhibition will consist of

the following classes, for each of which will be

appointed a reporter and a separate committee :

I Fine arts 5
II. Scientific inventions and new

discoveries of all kinds; III. Manufactures

-

and IV. Horticulture.

The 22nd annual meeting of the subscribers and friends

of tbie charity was held on the 29 th ®

Rooms. King-street, 8t. James s, Mr. G. F. Irollope,

president of the institution, in the chair. The secretary

?ead ihe report, which stated that the directors are not able

to annoonoe an election of pensioners in November next,

which they much regret, more

larner number of applicants than usual (12). Ihe direc-

tors L not consider this circumstance to be owing to any

decreased interest in the charity, but to

Sion of trade generally. They hope and believe this 0 ®

of temporary^duration, and earnest y request their fiends

and supporters to endeavour to obtain new subscribers,

and enable them to place upon the funds of the institution,

an early period, the unsnccessfnl candidates at previous

pensioners have been added during the past year,

and three deaths had occurred within the same period,

making the number of pensioners at the present time 45,

''C“amouS“k-3 per cent. Con-ls-purcha.ed

during the past year is 4,771. lls. Id.,—d73f. 10s. 4d. ®

relief fund, and W4l. Os. 9d. for the

a total of 14.760(. 99. lid. Stock, divided as lollows .

11,7062. 93. 8d. for the relief fund, and 3,0412. Os. 3d. for

^^I'he^'above, together with the balance sheet,

approved aud adopted, Mr. J. M. Macey was elected

president for the ensuing year.
^ The usual routine business was then proceeded with,

and the meeting closed with a vote of thanks to the

chairman,

ESSEX AKOniEOLOGIOAL SOCIETY.

LOWESTOFT PUBLIC HALL
AND ASSEMBLY BOOMS COMPETITION.

Sin —'W^ill you allow me to draw attention to some par-

ticuU’rs of the above, a copy of which I send you ? J'rst,

as to accommodation. Required, “ a public hall to seat

not less than 1,000 persons;” a public reading-room; a

class-room, with suitable cloak and retiring rooms ;
two

lodee or club rooms, each to seat 160 persona; hall

'keeper's residence; cooking and other neceBsary oCricea

and^ cellarage. A good elevation must be furnished.

. Rouchlv calculating the least space required for the

above, I make the cubical contents 210,000 ft. Now as to

^ outlav—“thecoBtof the buildings not to exceed 2,5002.1

!

1 Lastly as to premiums offered for the two best designs :

For the first 362. ;
for tbe second 162. ;

’ and the »«c-

cei^ful eompetiior will be expected to furmsh detMled

draicingi and epecificatiom before^ receiving premmm -. and

should he be called upon to superintend Ike erection (tf the

building, such premium tcill be deductedfrom the commission

tola paidfor the same."
.

1 shall make no remarks
j
such insults to ihe prolession

have been too often brought before your notice; but i

think it is as well that this case should be made pubho.
r . A. JXLBlIt

TuE annual excursion and meeting of this

Bociety have proved, in most respeots, a succeM.

The part of the county chosen this year for the

society’s visit—the district lying around St.

Qayth is full of antiquarian and historic

lore, aud the weather was genial. There was

a large assemblage of members and their

friends, including several gentlemen of extensive

acquaintance with arohceology. It was arranged

that, contrary to the usual custom, the excursion

should partly precede the meeting for general

bnsiness. Accordingly, the visitors were taken

first to view the churches at Brigbtliugsea and

Thorrington. The principal objects of the two

buildings were pointed out and explained by

gentlemen forming part of the excursion.

The priory erected in memory of bt. Usytli

and the grounds were then visited ;
and the

“ meeting ” proper was held in a room over the

gateway. The chair was occupied by Sir T. B.

Western, bart., lord-lieutenant of the county,
^

and there was a numerous assembly. Many B

objects of interest were exhibited, and some ol A

them commented on. The report was read and
j

adopted, and other business transacted. Mr. I

Wainey, of London, then read a paper on the
j

Priory, and Mr. C. F. Hayward commumo^edfc

his ideas on the subject to the meeting. Thej

examination of the Priory was resumed withj

interest, Mr. Hayward explaining many ot icbb

features in detail.
. , , I

The church of the village was next mspeotea,!

and a luncheon succeeded in the schoolroom,
|

the day’s proceedings being wound up by visits*

to the churches of Great aud Little Clacton.
|

It was resolved that the general meeting ot|

the society shall be held next year at BramtreeJ

or Witham.
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INAUGURATION OP THE REGENT’S
PARK FOUNTAIN,

The new drinking fountain which has been
presented to the metropolis by Cowasjee Jehan-
gheer Readymoney, Companion of the Star of
India, has been inaugurated by the Princess
^ary, of Cambridge and Teck. The structure
18 composed of ten tons of Sicilian marble, with
four tons of red Aberdeen granite, the latter
forming the four corner pillars, which are
polished and surmounted with capitals carved in
the semblance of Rower leaves, &c. The four
streams of water come from white marble lilies
into as many polished granite basins, and on the
pediments over them are carvings to represent
tne Queen, the Prince Consort, and the donor of
the fountain, the fourth side having a timepiece.A hon and a Brahmin bull are also among the
ornamental sculptures. The whole structure
rests on three hexagonal granite steps, and is
surmounted by somethiug resembling a steeple,
and giving; the fountain at a distance a Gothic
ettect. It 18, however, not confined to any special
style of architectnre.
The address to the Princess stated that the

fountain had been erected at the cost of
Cowasjee Jehangheer Readymoney, esq., amember of one of the most distinguished Parsee
families of landed proprietors in Bombay, whoHad long been renowned in his own land for his
assiduity and acoteness in financial operations,
and bis munificent support of all works of bene-
volenco, and who during the last few years had
contributed more than 40,000k to colleges and
schools, 30,000k to hospitals and dispensaries,
and more than 30.000k to other benevolent ini
stitutions m India.

_

The design was prepared
the architect of the

Metropolitan Drinking Fonntainfi Asaooiation.iLe works have been executed by Mr. Henrv
Koss, sculptor, the cost being about 1,-iOOl.

an inquiry into the whole subject, and for the
United Kingdom. Officers and standing com-
mittees were elected for the ensuing year, and
a vote of thanks was passed for the services of
officers during the last year. The next annual
Congress was announced to take place at Bristol
on the 296h of September next.

COMPETITIONS.
Newcastle Industrial Dwellings Cojn^any,

Li7nited. — In answer to their advertisement
the directors of this company have received a
large number of competitive plans and models,
many of them possessing considerable merit.
The committee appointed to adjudicate on them
met on Tuesday, and unanimously selected the
design bearing the motto, “ As the home, so the
people,” as best adapted to carry out the objects
of the undertaking. Wo understand they are
by Mr. Johnson, of Clayton-street, Newcastle
the architect of the New Town Hall, and
other public buildings.

Blairgowrie.—The Committee of the Working
Men’s Club have selected the design sent by
Mr. Alexander Johnston, Architect, Dundee.
As the site is fixed, the building is expected to
be commenced at once.

PLYMOUTH PUBLIC OFFICES
COMPETITION.

Tiie twenty-five sets of designs sent in are set
forth m the rea-room of the Royal Hotel await-
ing the decision of the Town Conncil. Wetake the liberty of advising that body to obtain
professional assistance in arriving at this decision.The council have asked for more than they can
get lor the sum named (without asking for allthat is needed), and this sum they have described
sufficiently vaguely to induce the authors of some
ot the best designs to submit proposals for build-
lugs that will cost more. All the oircumatauoes
should be duly weighed before the selection is

CHTJKOH.BTJILDINQ NEWS.

SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION.
The annual business meeting of members ofthis Association was held on Friday, the 30th

nit, to receive a report from the Connoil, and toelect officers and standing committees for theensuing year
; Mr. G. W. Hastings in the ohair.

It was reported that daring the session insthronght to a close there had been thirtv-siit
meetings for the reading and disonssion otpa^rs

1 representations by means of deputations
or memorials had been made to the Governmentm reference to the control of criminals, theEankrnptcy Bill, the Endowed Schools Bill, theScotch Education Bill, the Extension of the Contagions Diseases Act. the suppression ofgambling
ifarms m Hong Kong, and the registfation o®nuraes. A deputation also waited upon the Earl
of Mayo previous to his lordship's departure for
India, to urge the necessity of instituting in.gnmes as Govemor.General into the prison dis.
Dipline of that country. Petitions were pre.

fl
to Parliament on the subject of the

flabitnal Criminals Bill, the Endowed Schools
Bill, the Beer House Licensing Bill, the Heal
estates Intestacy Bill, the Evidence FartherAmendment Bill and the Married Woman’s

JrTr.rt n was made toihe Trades Union Commission, strongly reoom.sending the appointment of a public prraecutor
ir the repression of outrages of the kind whichlad been brought under their notice. A form
>r the preparation of hospital acconnts had beenirawn up and circulated among the prinoioal
aetropohtan and provincial hospitalaf with’^ anew to mtrodnee uniformity, and render in
Estigntion comparatively easy. The Joint Com-
tlttee of the Association and the British Medical
MBOciation had framed a sohednle for prosenta-
I=n to the Sanitary Commission illustrative of

Heading.—The new church of St. Mary, at
Mortimer, has been consecrated. In the spriog
of 18G6, the old church was pulled down to its
foundation, a temporary building having been
previously erected by Mr. R. Benyon, M.P., at
his sole expense, in the rick-yard of the Church
farm. It had been decided that the new church
should be erected on the site of the old one, but
with a somewhat extended area. One curiosity,
a sepulchral monumental stone ofgreat antiquity’
but, unfortunately, broken transversely, was
discovered under the floor of the south aisle. It
proved to be of the Anglo-Saxou period, and
referred to the tenth or eleventh century. It is
built into the wall of the vestry in the new
church, Mr. Benyon offered to defray the cost
of the new building, which will amount to be-
tween 14.000k and 15,000k The approach to
the church has beengreatly altered and improved.
The ground baa been lowered nearly 3 ft,, and
now the church is approached from Mortimer-
street by a good road 30 ft. wide. The church
has a lofty tower and steeple. It is built in the
Early Decorated style. The material is priooi-

1

pally Swindon stone, the interior being lined I

with Bath stone. The church will seat nearly
'

600 persona. The whole of the work has been
carried out by men employed on the spot, under
the superintendence of the clerk of the works
Mr. William Rhind. Mr. R. Armstrong, of
London, was the architect. There are ’two
entrances to the church, north and south. The
nave is about 70 ft. long by 21 ft., the aisles are
14 ft, wide, and the chancel is 30 ft. by 19 ft.
The roof is throughout of American pitch pine,
and hammer-beamed, with monlded principals,
left unvarnished and uncoloured. The reredos
15 composed of a variety of marbles, inclnding
Emperor’s red (Italian), Irish green, Sienna,
Devonshire, Derbyshire spar, and jasper. The
windows are mostly stained glass, and the
geometrical tracery throughout is varied. The
east window was subscribed for by the
parishioners, as an acknowledgment of the
liberality of Mr. Benyon in building the church.
It is of stained glass, and represents several
incidents in the life of our Saviour. Mr.
O’Connor was the artist. On the south of the
chancel is a doable lancet memorial window, pre-
sented by the relatives of the late Cnpt. Gould.
The west window of the north aisle is also in
memory of Captain Gould, and the artists
were Messrs. Clayton & Boil. In this window
the three Graces,—Faith, Hope, and Charity
are represented} and there are three medallions
illus^ative of the Relief of Lucknow, where the
late Captain Gould distinguished himself. The
west window in the south aisle is in memory of
Mrs. Forsyth, and was manufactured by Mr.
Hardman, of Birmingham and London. The
window was the gift of Mr. Forsyth, Q.C., of
Mortimer. The west window is large. It repre-
sents the four Evangelists, and was the gift of
Mr. Benyon. It was executed by Mr. Clutter-
buck, of Stratford, Essex. In the north aisle
are memorial windows presented by Sir Paul

,

Hunter, bart. The subjects are the Nativity,
the Triumphal Entry into Jerusalem, the Resur’

reolwn, and the Ascension. They are donble
windows, and one is in memory of Sir PaulHunter a father and the other of his grand-
ather. A portion of the glass belonging to the
old ohnrch was removed, and has bejn used inthe present budding. The window in the north

muth*h° j ! that on thesouth by the sons and daughter of the vioar, inmemory of their eldest brother,- that on thenorth side of tho west end by the vioar and Mrs
Gould, in memory of their eldest son; that inthe west end of the north aisle, representing
the Marriage in Cana (Hardman), by the two
Bisters of the vicar; the window in the sonth
aisle (transferred from the old church) is amemorial to the Noble family; and the windowm the south aisle, to the memory of the lateMr. and Mrs. Fellowes, was the gift of Mr.
Benjmn. All the other windows were given by
Mr. Benyon. This is the sixth church built or
restored by Mr. Benyon.
Swig^ford Newtoion {Berks).—The foundation

stone of a new school chapel has been laid on a
site given by Mr. F, Lovelock Coxe. The build-

erected from plans prepared by Mr.
A. Yf. Blomfield, of London, the contract havins

Wooldridge, of Hungerford.
It will afiord accommodation for sixty or seventy
children, the dimensions being 4-4 ft. 6 in. by
18 ft. wide, with a 10 ft. apse or chancel. The
material used will be brick, and the building
will bo covered in with plain tiles. The esti.mated cost is 500k

Lindfield {Sussex).—The first step has been
taken in a movement having for its object the
restoration of the roof of Lindfield Church. At
present the interior is disfigured by a lath-and-
piaster ceiling. It is proposed to remove this, and
to repair the roof. A gentleman who recently
visited the place, made the following offer to the
rector, the Rev. J. Milner?—that he would give
20k towards the repair of the roof if twenty-fiv©
others would contribute like amounts. This
would yield a sum equal to the estimated cost of
the work,—about 600k
Rauimars?!.—The corner-stone of the new

tower for the parish church at Rawmarsh has
been laid. The old tower, which has now been
demolished, formed part of a church which stood
on the site of the present one some 600 years
ago

5 the nave of the church was from time to
time altered, until at last it was superseded by anew one, and then it was found that the old
tower did not correspond very well with it. The
architect, Mr. Pritchard, of York, now deceased,
was consulted, and he was of opinion that the
tower was strong enough to bear an addition

I
being made to it. The advice was acted upon,
but It was subsequently found that it would be
dangerous to allow it to remain. The cost of the
new tower will be about 700k, and will be
defrayed by subscriptions and a voluntary rate
of 6d. in the pound. The work has been con-
tracted for by Mr. Harper, of Masbro’

; the
^chitects being Messrs. Blackmoor & Mitchell-
Withers, of Rotherham. Besides the erection of
this new tower, the interior of the church will
undergo ^me alterations, and there will be anew pulpit and reading-desk.
Longsight— St. John’s Church, Longsight has

been reopened. It has been cleaned, painted,
and decorated. The chancel, nave, and transept
arches are surmounted by ornamented scrolls,
containing texts from Scripture. On either side
ot the chancel arch the commandments have
been placed. The walls of the chancel are
painted in the style of the thirteenth century.
The spaces are portioned off in mimic masonry,
crossed at intervals with bands, the splays and
borders round the stained-glass windows having
conventional representations of leaves and
flowers. The roof is coloured deep Antwerp
blue, spangled irregularly with stars of different
sizes. The painting was executed by Mr.
Joseph Bardsley. Most of the windows are
filled with stained glass by Messrs. Lavers &
Barraud,

Bampton .—The chancel of the parish church
and other parts of it which have undergoue
restoration have been reopened for divine ser.

The contractor for the chancel was
•sr T 1

xv,*. OXJO uuaucBI was
Mr. Unker, of Farmgdon; the contractors for
the transepts were Messrs. Lord, Williams, and
Robert & David Plaster

; Mr. Wakeford’ was
clerk of the works. The hcatiog apparatas was
supplied by Messrs. Bacon & Co., London. The
committee gave all employed a supper, at which
one of the members took the chair. For the
necessary expense of a forthcoming contract
fOOl. are already promised, and 1,000k more are
required. Of the sum already expended, 5001.
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have been contributed by Mra. Sonthby and her

family ; and the carved lectern was presented

by a member of Ihe same family. The interior

fittings of the nave and aisles are being taken

oat, and the old portion will Boon be subject to

the operations of tho contractor.

i'ea.—A vestry meeting of the parish of Kea

has been held “ to consider the dilapidated con-

dition of the church, and to ascertain the opinion

of the parishioners as to the desirability of its

beinn- rebuilt.” Plans and elevations from Mr.

St. Aubyn, architect, for church and tower m
the Early Decorated style, on the site of ^the

present building, were exhibited, and the vicar

expressed his belief that the body of the church

would cost about 1,5001., and the tower, which

might perhaps be postponed, about 1,000J. The

promised contributions at present amount only

to about 7001. Eventually it was resolved that

it is desirable that tho parish church be rebuilt,

provided the necessary funds be obtained, but

that the work be not commenced until two-

thirds of the estimated cost of the rebuilding

shall have been subscribed.
^

Kuinerslcy (Herefordshire). — St. James s

eburoh here has been repaired and restored,

under the superintendence of the diocesan archi-

tect Mr. T. Nicholson. The old pews have been

swept away and replaced by modern benches,

new floors have been laid—black and red tiles

and boards—and tho floor itself, which was origi-

nally on one level, has been graded, being now

divided into nave, chancel, and sacranum levels.

A single window, to match others already exist-

ing, has been inserted in the west end of either

aisle. The roofs have been stripped, new

boarded and new tiled, and the plaster ceilings

which used formerly to exist, have also been

cleared out, and the ancient woodwork, being

considered of suflioiently sound character, has

been cleaned and varnished, and allowed to re-

main
;
new pine cornices having been added. A

new chancel arch, in the pointed style, has been

added, that part of the partition above the chan-

cel roof being pierced on either side with a

lucarne. Here, too, a low sub-wall has been

added, dividing the chancel from the nave. The

church is wanned with one of Gurney s patent

radiating stoves. The whitewash has been

cleaned off the interior windows and arches

wherever necessary—the decayed state of some

of the stonework necessitating a coating of

plaster on the principal walls. A new organ,

the gift of Mrs. Fenwick Reavely,
_

baa been

placed in the east end of the south aisle. This

instrument is by Bevington, of London, and con-

tains open stop, diapason, dulciana, and

pal The work has been carried out by Mr.

Powell, of Hereford, at a cost of close upon

1,0001. ^ I

relling.—Holy Cross Church, Yelling, Hunts.,

has been re-opened, after having been closed for

sixteen months, for necessary repairs. A great

portion of the foundations bad been discovered

to be in an unsound state, and the walls exhibited

nnmistakeable signs of a tendency to fall. It

was consequently found indispensable to rebuild

the north aisle, and to strengthen a great part

of the rest of tho fabric. This has been done

under the direction of Mr. Preedy. A window,

also by Mr. Preedy, representing St. Paul before

reli.v, has been placed in the north aisle, as a

memorial of a former rector.
_

Teddington.—The memorial stone of Christ

Church (Free Church of England) has been laid

here by Lord Ebury. It will be an Early English

structure with nave and aisles, north and south

chapels, and chancel. There will be a tower

•with broach spire at the west end, 160 ft. high.

The walls will be of Kentish rag, with Bath

stone dressings. The inside will be lined with

ihe Burham pressed bricks, and the spandnls ot

the nave arches will be filled with Pethers

diaper bricks. There will be seats for 800

persons The woodwork will be all stained and

Varnished. The works are being carried out by
|

Messrs. Manley & Rogers, from the designs and

under the superintendence of Mr.Thos. Goodchild,

architect. „ _
Bighclere, Hants.—The Countess of Carnarvon

has laid the foundation-stone of a church at

Bighclere, near Newbury. The old parish

church being in a very dilapidated state. Lord

Carnarvon determined to erect a new edifice,

which is now being built on a site close to hia

lordship’s park, and within a very short distance

of the village of Highclere. Mr. G. G. Scott is

the architect, and Messrs. Jackson & Shaw, of

Westminster, are the builders.

South Hornsey .—The foundation-stone of a

new church is about to be laid at Brownswood

Park, South Hornsey, opposite the entrance to

the new Finsbury Park, in the Seven Sisters-

road. The site chosen is a piece of land about

midway between the Sluice House and where

Hornsey Wood House formerly stood, the whole

neighbourhood of which—only a year or two

since nothing but fields—is being rapidly bnilt

upon. The new church, which will be in the

early pointed style, with a spire, is to be bnilt

from the designs of Mr. Frederick Wallen, and is

to be dedicated to St. John the Evangelist. It

will be built without galleries, and will afford

sitting accommodation for nearly 1,000 persons,

and the cost of the building will be about

7,0001.
, , ,

Lapford Church (Heron).-This church, noted

for a good perpendicular tower, and a roodscreen

one of the richest in the West of England, and

good cradle roofs, was in a very dilapidated

state, and has recently undergone a good deal oi

repair. The chancel, which was thoroughly

debased, has been entirely rebuilt, in the per-

pendicular style. The church has been reseated,

for the most part, with the old carved bench

ends and fittings repaired, exhibiting great nob-

ness and variety in the devices. The chancel

seats are new, of waicscot, and the pavement ol

Minton’s tiles. The rich screen has been par-

tially repaired and laid open, the north aisle

roof repaired and opened : its covering was ot

oak shingles a good deal decayed. A new vestry

has been erected, and the screens
J®'

paired, but farther restoration is needed in the

fabric generally. The architect was Mr. L.

Ashworth, of Exeter. The Bath stone work

was executed by Mr. N. Jones, the seating by Mr.

Stamp, builder. The principal part of the costs

of the work, exceeding 1,1001., have been defrayed

' by the llev. John Vicars, the rector.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

apse are five two-light windows, the beads of

two of which are filled with sexfoil
^

tracery.

Similar windows, of lessh^ght, are carried down

the aisle, with variations in the tracery. In the

eastern walls of the aisles are two wheel-

windows of complex design. High np in the

western gable is another and a larger window of

this description. With one exception, the whole

of the windows are filled with moulded and

tinted quarries leaded in patterns, bright spots

of colour giving warmth and character to the

whole. Below the western window an atrium or

corridor extends the whole v/idth of the church,

and is entered at each end by oak doors, fixed in

deeply recessed arches. The sacristies and con-

fessionals adjoin the north side, presenting two

gables to the street ;
and the baptistery is pro-

jected in a similar way, breaking the long Imeot

aisle roof. The presbytery is to be built against

the western half of the south aisle, and the

architect’s plan includes a future tower and spire

at the west end. A stained-glass window over

the altar in the Lady Chapel is tho offering of

Mrs. Moore, of Longton. It is filled with repre-

sentationa of “The Mystery of the Blessed

Virgin,” and is from the works of Messrs.

Hardman, of Birmingham. The church has

been built, from the design of Mr. W. E.

by Mr. Heveningham, of Wolverhampton. The

sum of 7,0001. has been expended upon it. The

church will seat a thousand persons.

Beaham Harbour.—The foundation stone of a

new church at Seaham Harbour, to be dedicated

to St. Mary, Magdalen, has been laid by the

Roman Catholic Bishop of Hexham and New-

castle, with the usual ceremonies. The site

was granted on the usual terms of ground-

rent, and a lease of 75 years. The erection ot

the church, which will accommodate 600 persons,

and to which a presbytery and school will be

attached, has been undertaken by Mr. Seed ot

Sunderland, the cost being estimated at l,500t.

Ex-ton.—A. new chapel has been erected by

the Earl of Gainsborough ou a site adjacent to

Exton House, and has been opened for divine

service. Tbe new edifice is attached to the

east side of Exton House, forming au extension

of the south front, and communicating with the

ground and first floors of the mansion by the

ante-chapel, with tribunes above and below, in

two stories. The plan is cruciform, to ft. by

20 ft. in tbe internal dimension of the main

building, with an eastern apse for the high altar.

Tbe south transept forms the Lady Chapel, ihe

north transept is devoted to the choir, and opens

into the north aisle of tbe sanotnary, which

leads to the sacriatry. Beneath the entire area

of the chapel there is a vaulted crypt, with a

north porch roofed with stone, over the descend-

ins steps. The style of tbe arobiteobure is that

of the latter part of the thirteenth century. The

walls are ashlared externally with Clipsham

stone and on the inside with stone from the

park quarries. The windows of tbe apse are of

two compartments, with cinquefoils m the Beads,

and cusped rere arches. The east window of

north aisle is a sexfoil within a circle. Near the

altar is a sepulchral recess, and lu the pier oi

the arch a piscina. The south transept has a

window of three lights, with geometrical tracery.

In the gable is a shield with the monogram of

the Virgin Mary, encircled with a wreath oi

lilies The principal entrance to tbe chapel

from' the village of Exton is by a porch tow^da

the north, by an ascent of eight steps. The

windows of tbe nave are of two lights, with tre-

foils in the heads. The roof is of stone slate.

The south front forma a feature of the garden

facade on the terrace walk. The roof is a

cradling of arched principals prepared to receive

oak boarding, moulded cornice and ribs of tbe

I

same. The masonry has been executed by Mr.

1

T. C. Halliday, of Greetham ;
and tbe carpentry

and joinery under the superintendence of Mr.

John Fauconrt, lately deceased.

Longton.—The new church here, which super-

sedes a humble structure erected by tbe Roman

Catholics some thirty years sioce, has been

opened with the usual ceremonial. The church,

which is dedicated to St. Gregory, is 140 ft. m
length, 60 ft. high, and about 50 ft. wide. It is

built of red brick, with Bath stone dressings.

The plan comprises nave, chancel, and sanctuary,

with aisles and chapels to the Virgin Mary and

her husband, Joseph. The chancel terminates

in an apse of five sides, each of which is crowned

by a gable dying into the roof. Between the

gables are sbafis supporting figures of Saints

Peter, Paul, Gregory, and Patrick, and round the

PROVINCIAL NEWS,

MiddUton-in-TeesdaU.— In addition
_

to the

public facilities and privileges of this quiet little

town in the shape of railway and telegraph, water

and gas, may be mentioned the establishment

of baths and washhouses by the London Lead

Company, at the west end of the town, for the

use of their workmen’s families, and tbe public

generally. A penny per hour is

washing, drying, and mangling; and a cold bath

may be had for threepence, and a warm one for

fourpence, includiog a shower bath. Their

workmen enjoy a reduction in these rates for

baths, but the charge for washing is the same m
all cases. There are three bath-rooms.

Burnham.—

A

new market-house has been

opened here. The building is situated in Prin-

cess-street, a central position. The large room

is 71 ft. long, 31 ft. wide, and 21 ft. high.

Messrs. Hawkins & Son, Glastonbury, were the

contractors, for the sum of 1,5451. Mr. Down

was the architect.

Rendlesham.— The foundation-stone ot the

new mansion now in course of erection for the

residence of Lord Rendlesham, has been laid.

I

The new mansion, Rendlesham Hall, is to be in

I the Elizabethan style of architecture, of red

' brick, with stone dressings. Mr. Burn, ot

London, is the architect; and Messrs. Lucas,

Brothers, are the builders. Mr. Chalk is clerk

of the works
;
and Mr. Boase, superintendent.

§0olis

Moieni Art in England nnd France. By Heniiy

O’Neil, A.R.A. London: Chapman & Ball.

1869.

I

The task Mr. O’Neil has set himself to perform

in this brochure is from a survey of the pictures m
tbe Salon des Beaux Arts, Paris, and in the Royal

Academy, London, to point out the particular

defects and merits of the respective schools. Be

finds little to applaud in Paris. He acknow-

ledges the genius of the painters there who have

recently passed away,—Delaroche and others^

but does not discover in the works of their re-

spective pupils any proof of the superiority of the

French system of education over that pursued (it

there be any) at home. Mr. O’Neil correctly urges

that the absence of completeness is one ohiet

defect of modern art. Let ns have freedom, by

all means but let it be the result of an expe-
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lence which “knows when to leave off,” and
ot the more audacity of ignorance which knows
ot “how to go on.” Until artists have the
onesty to execute^ their works to the utmost of
beir ability, and will not content themselves with
eluding ignorance, or satisfying a half-formed
itelligence, there is little hope for the progress
f art.

^

Art is now a lucrative profession, and
le^ belief is, that instead of doing their best,
itisfied that when done reward will follow,’
lodern artists are anxions to reap the pecuniary
arvest the sun of popular favour has ripened,
ad will take no more pains than will entitle
lem to do so. Our author illustrates this with
)t a bad figure. When I think,” says he, “ of
lose who, in all intellectual pursuits, have not
ilfllled the promise of their youth, I am re-

of the tale in the “Arabian Nights,”
hicb describes the perseverance of a traveller
iling up a mountain, undeterred by the stones
irown at him, and I come to the conclusion,
lat had those stones been guineas, the said
aveller would have had less chance of ever
acmng the summit.” Of modern criticism he
.a but a poor opinion, and thicks that evil
ther than good has been and is being produced
itj and he considers, but without giving any
idence in support of tho opinion, that the evil
ises from its anonymous character.
The pamphlet is necessarily slight and incom-
;te

; but it contains observations that may
usefully discussed at greater length.

6 Architect's Guide; or, OJUce and Pocket Com-
oamon for Engineers, Architects, ^c. London •

itchley & Co., 1869.

IVitbout being able to express entire content-
nt with the first edition of this work, we
nted to it as containing a considerable
ount of information in a handy shape, and
9 we can repeat with somewhat greater satis-
tion m mentioning the publication of a new
tion. An added essay “ On tlie Profession of
Architect.” by Mr. Billings, has much iu it
t deserves consideration.

hiUar^ Quotations. By John Bartlett.
-uthor’s Edition. London ; Routledce &
:0n8. 1869.

^

this book of qnotations, originally published
America and now considerably improved,
nors are taken separately, beginning with
;ucer, and the extracts are made in sequence,
lund a quotation, if the book went no farther
Id be a work of difficulty, but by means of a
arkably full index, about 170 pages in length
of 524, the difficulty is altogether removed
le leading word of the quotation be correctly
ismbered, it can be found.

VARIORUM.
IThe Twenty-third Report of the Com-
'iioners in Lunacy, to the Lord Chancellor.”
ammary given in the outset of this report
'3 that the number of persona of unsound

ul under official cognizance in England and
'8 on Ist January, 1869, exclusive of 225

^iios, so found by inquisition, was 53,177.
uese the greatest nnmber, 26,867, were iii
'ty and borough asylums. In workhouses

were 11,181, besides 6,987 out-door
arsj in licensed houses, 4,796; and in
Tiered hospitals, 2,352. The summary shows
il increase of 2,177, compared with the
rer on lat January, 1868. The average pro-
I 'D of deaths per annum to 100 of the
rer under treatment from 1859 to
il inclusive was 7-80; in country and
hgh asylums the proportion was 8*40;
rtetropolitan licensed houses, 7 80; in
rered^ hospitals, 5'47; amongst private
pi patients, 4 01 ; and in criminal asylums

“ Cassell’s Popular Educator.”
>-X.Xr. of the new edition has the second
nr of a useful series of papers under the
if The Natural History of Commerce.”

Intention is to convey just that special in-
10 ,ion which, at this day, is felt to be most
irary to the British artisan, The talk of
; g and other tunnels across the British
T u has not yet passed away, as appears
ps pamphlet on an “ International FJoatinsr

;

I; By E. W. Young, C.E.” (Spon). This
la 13 to cost only nine millions sterling
ignguBt number of “ The Publisher’s Cir-
[i (Sampson Low) contains lists of works
J ly designed for educational purposes, and
'Doularly valuable in that respect.

Katlonal Education league.—The first
meeting of the London members of this society,
whose object is the establishment of a system to
secure the education of every child in England^d Wales, was held at the Westminster Palace
Hotel. It was numerously attended, and great
uninimity prevailed as respects tho general
scheme of the league, which at present compre-
hends the following “ platform :

“ That local
authorities shall be compelled by law to see
that sufficient school accommodation is provided
for every child in their district

;
that the cost of

founding and maintaining such schools as may be
required shall be provided out of local rates, sop-
plemented by Government grants; that all
schools aided by local rates should be under the
management of local authorities and subject to
Government inspection; that all schools aided
by local rates shall be uusectarian

; that to all
schools aided by local rates admission shall be
free

; that school accommodation being pro-
vided, the State or local authorities shall have
power to compel the attendance of children of
suitable age not otherwise receiving education.”
A large provisional committee for the metropolis
has been formed for the purpose of co-operating
with the provisional committee of Birmingham,
and of preparing for the first general meeting of
the members of the League, to bo held at Bir-
mingham in the coarse of the ensuing autumn.

Tracing Paper.—Artists, architects, land-
surveyors, and all who have occasion to make
use of tracing-paper iu their professional duties,
will be glad to know that a new method has
been promulgated by our clever neighbours
across the channel, for rendering any paper
capable of the transfer of a drawing in ordinary
ink, pencil, or water-colours, and that even a
stout drawing-paper can be made as transparent
as the thin yellowish paper at present used for
tracing purposes. The liquid used is benzine.
If the paper be damped with pure and fresh-
distilled benzine, it at once assumes a tran-
sparency, and permits of the tracing to be made,
and of ink, or water-colours, being used on its
surface without any “ running.” The paper
resumes its opacity as the benzine evaporates,
and, the drawing is nob then completed, the
requisite portion of the paper must be again
damped with the benzine. The transparent
calico, on which indestructible tracings can be
made, was a most valuable invention, and this
new discovery of the properties of benzine will
prove of further service to many branches of the
art profession, in allowing the use of a stiff
paper where, formerly, only a slight tissue could
be used.—Once a Week.

The Work of Building the Wolf Rock
l.lghthouse.—Now that the masmry of this
useful structure is complete, abriefoironolieical
glan^ at the progress of the labour is given by
the Conus , Telegraph. Mr. Doughs an! his

"O* on the 17ih of
March, 1862, and for five honrs worked at the
preparation of its sarface for the foundation ofthe pharos.

^

Between this day and the last
practicable time of working (Sept. 29th), eightv-
three hours only could bo spent on the pSrb of

T
iisofil work could be effected.

In 1od3 from the first date of commencing work
to October 24, the last date, 200 hours and

fo
passed on the rock. August 6.

iob-l, the foundation-stone was laid, only 2 ft. 4 in
low-water spring tides, and

ordinary high-water spring
tides. The men laboured 267 hours on the Wolf
this year, quitting it on the 15th of October.
In lBb5, they had to discontinue a month earlier
after working for 248 hours and 5 minutes. By

high-water mark was reached, but
the Wolf was left on the 22ad of August, with

T
minutes of work done.

Id J ob7, 313 honrs and 30 minutes were spent
on the edifice. Until October 14, 1868. the
builders were 276 hours and 20 minutes on the
rock. -3 hours and 50 minutes more would have
completed the masonry, bub these could not be
gamed till July 17 of 1869, when Sir Frederick

n
capstone of the building. In

an, 1/36 hours, and 50 minutes had been busily
passed on the Wolf Rock, up to the fixture of the
capstone.

Cohesion Figures.—Nearly ten years ago
Mr. Tomlinson showed that when essential oils,
kreosote and other liquids sparingly soluble in
water, are allowed to fall drop by drop upon the
surface of a wide vessel of perfectly pure water,
films of peculiar and rapidly-changing form are
produced. It appears that every liquid has a
characteristic figure, but hitherto careful obser-
vation has been found impossible, owing to the
very short duration of the phenomenon. Dr.
Carter Moffatb has succeeded in fixing the
evanescent forms by a very simple process. A
sheet of lithographic paper is laid upon the
surface of the water at the moment when the
experimenter has obtained a suitable figure.
The paper is instantly withdrawn, drawn through
a plate of ink, and washed with water. Of a
j3ook of these oleographs, as they are termed, it
is said that from the great beauty of many of
the patterns thus produced, the process will
ultimately prove of great service to paper-
stainers and others.

The Freservation of Wiinbledon Com-
mon.—The com mitteeofthe WimbledonCommon

nee Fund ha.a inaf. iaanaH n .-ar^v^r.^

i/ua II nmjieuuu\_<omm0n
Defence Fund has just issued a report respecting
Wimbledon Common. The report says Lord
Spencer claims to be absolute owner of the
whole common. The committee urge that the
freeholders and copyholders of the manor, the
mhabitanta of the neighbourhood, and the public
at large should co-operate with Mr. Peek and
the committee in bringing this important ques-
tion to a decision by the Court of Chancery, and,
if necessary, by the House of Lords, as the final
Court of Appeal. The committee are unanimousm their determination to preserve the common
for the benefit of the commoners and of the
public: 5,0001. are required for the purposes of
the suit, of which subecriptiona to the amount
of half this sum are alreay guaranteed.

Southwark Park.—We were in hopes that
a scheme had been hit upon whereby the Metro-
pohtan Board of Works might be indoced to
open spaces in various parts of London for the
recreation of the people, by devoting portions
0 ground purchased to building purposes for
the recoupement of the outlay

;
but we fear

tho desire of the Southwark people to appro-
priate the whole of the space purchased for
their behoof will put an effectual extinguisher
upon the hope of other districts being provided
with such open spaces; for the Metropolitan
Board, tired seemingly of persisting in their
excellent scheme, the nature of which the South-
wark people well knew, have just rejected the
recommendation of their Works and General
Burpoaes Committee to persevere with their
plans for building on portions of the Southwark
Bark site, and have referred the matter back
to the Committee. It ia to be hoped, however
that as this was done merely by the casting
vote of the chairman, there being 17 votes for
aud 17 against the proposal, the committee
will persist iu their recommendation, and that
the majority will reconsider their own opinions.

The Royal Polytechnic Institution.

—

Tho half-yearly general meeting of the Royal
Polytechnic Institution took place on Tuesday
with the usual satisfactory results of a flourish-’
ing report and a substantial dividend. The
directors felt justified in recommending the
shareholders to declare a dividend of 10 per
cent, on the paid-up capital of the company oat
of the earnings of the last half-year. The
meeting expressed a cordial vote of thanks and
confidence in the directors, Professor Pepper for
his able management, and Mr. Tobin for the
efficient service rendered during the period in
question.

Working Men’s College, 45, Great
Ormond-street.—The annual excursion of the
members aud friends of this college took place
on Saturday .week, the party proceeding, as
on several previous occasions, to Petersham Park,
Richmond, a special train being provided by
the South-Western Railway. The athletic sports,

I

under the direction of Mr. Thomas Hughes,
|M.P., QC., consisted of various races, and of
“ putting the shot,” the winner of the latter
being Mr. G. Rosenthal, who threw the 20 lb.
shot 27 ft. 9 in. After indulging in various
games, the party, 271 in nnmber, sat down to
tea under the grand old trees in the park.

An Aerial Machine.—Is California to have
the distinguished honour of acquiring dominion
over the air for man? Detailed and minute
particulars of a cigar-sbaped, propeller-fitted,
steam-moved, air-traveraer, and of a perfectly
successful trial of it, are given in the San
Erancisco Eews Letter in such a way as to render
it doubtful, at all events, whether this be a
Yankee hoax or not, ingenious and elaborate as
these not seldom are.
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A. People’s Park at Iiandport, Ports-

xnoutb,—At a recent meeting of the Local

Government Board the Roads and Works Com-

mittee submitted a letter from the War Office on

the subject of the proposed lease of the People s

Park, with a recommendation that the terms

thereof be accepted, provided the right to make

another railway through the park be waived.

The letter was to the effect that the War Office

did not feel justified in granting a lease of the

land until something had been done towards con-

verting it into a park by completely enclosing it,

and building two lodges to complete it ;
and by

laying ont roads and planting portions of the

land with ornamental trees and shrubs ;
and

making another line of railway to the park. The

War Office were willing at once to enter into an

agreement with the Board to continue them in

possession of the land for seven years
;
and if

these works are completed to the satisfaction of

the Secretary of State for War within that time,

to grant the Board a lease for a term of 99 years,

at a rent of 501. per annum. The report was

adopted with the committee’s recommendation.

The Proposed Pier at Hastings.—At the

first ordinary general meeting of the shareholders

in the Hastings Pier Company, Mr. Birch, the

engineer of the company, produced the plans of

the projected pier, and entered into explanations.

He stated that the pier would be 910 ft. in

length, and would be similar to the new pier at

Brighton, but much larger at the bead, and con-

siderably leas at the land end. As to the use of i

cast-iron piles, he referred to Margate pier,
|

where these piles were found to be uninjured

after thirty-five years’ immersion. There was

no oxydation, because the piles were protected

by the action of the molusc which covered them.

The pier head would be IG ft. above high water

mark, and would not be tonched by the solid

water in the roughest weather. The meeting

was then made special, to receive the tenders

for the erection of the pier, and to decide thereon.

There were 15, as appears from the list given in

the Builder of 31st July. The directors recom-

mended the acceptance of the lowest tender, that

of Messrs. Jukes, Coulson, Stokes, & Co., for

22,1261., subject to the necessary inquiry. The

recommendation was carried unanimously. In

reply to Mr. Mann, it was stated that the

engineer’s commission would be 5 per cent, on

the cost.

Pall of a House In Everton.—In Rose-

mount, Breckfield-road North, Everton, Liver-

pool, about eight labourers were employed by

Mr. Eredk. Southcoat, to pull down a block of

houses in Rose-mount, Breckfield-road, and they

seem to have commenced with the bottom story,

as, when they reached the attic, the space

beneath was quite clear for their work. They

began to loosen the bricks which formed the

flooring of that room, when it suddenly gave

way, and five of the men were precipitated to

the basis. They fell amongst the debris, and it

was with considerable difficulty that their fellow-

workmen succeeded in extricating them before

fatal consequences ensued. They received severe

fractures of the limbs.

EpplDg Porest.—A deputation has waited oi

the Chancellor of the Exchequer, with a view tc

obtain the assistance of the Government in pre

serving Epping Forest to the people. The replj

of the Chancellor of the Exchequer^ was no

encouraging. While admitting the desirablenesi

of the object the deputation bad in view, he saic

he could not accede to the arguments by whicl

it woa pressed upon him. The rights of tb

Crown over the forest were feudal rights, whicl

it would be inexpedient to revive or enforot

He promised, however, to consider the subject.

A Mortuary for the Poplar District.—At

a recent meeting of the Poplar District Board of

Works, the General Purposes Committee brought

up a report recommending that the offer of the

Tower Hamlets Cemetery Company to sell a plot

of land for the erection of a mortuary should be

accepted, and the plans prepared by the sur-

veyor for the building adopted. Also that when

bnilt the mortuary sh^onld be open for the use of

the three parishes comprised in the district, and

that they should contribute towards the cost of

erection on the same basis as was observed in

regulating their payment of the general expenses

of the Board. These recommendations were

adopted. The chairman explained that the

adoption of the committee’s report would not in

anyway interfere with a future proposition to

erect other mortuaries in the extensive district

over which the Poplar Board presides.

An Arctic Exhibition. — The inhabitant

of the coast of Norwegian Lapland (districts c

Finmark and Tromso), have resolved to promot

the holding of an exhibition at Tromso, durin

the months of August and September, 1870, c

all the raw materials found in these districts, a

well as of every description of work and indu'

trial production of the inhabitants of those dii

tricts. His Majesty King Charles XV., of Swedei

has already made a considerable grant towarc

the formation of a fund conferring prizes for tl

best articles exhibited.

Hew Bridge at Gloucester-gate, Regent

Park.—The vestry of Sb. Pancras resolved

construct a new bridge over the Regent’s Cans

at a cost of 9,0251. ;
and a deputation was a

pointed to wait upon the Crown Commissione

of Public Works, and application ordered to 1

made to the Metropolitan Board, asking them

contribute their quota towards the carrying o

of this great public improvement.

Preservation of Historical Monuments
in Ireland.—Mr. Layard having been written

to by the Rev. James Graves, the secretary of

the Historical and Arohmological Association of

Ireland, pressing the claims of Ireland to be

considered in any arrangement for a Government

department of national antiquities, has replied

that the Office of Works has no jurisdiction in

Ireland, but that the Irish Board of Works is

under the Treasury, and such being the case he

is unable to take any steps in the direction indi-

cated; but that if at any time hereafter he

should have the power he will do his best in the

matter.

national Portrait Callory.—Onthe motion

for going into committee of supply, Mr. Disraeli

said, with reference to a vote that had been passed

in supply, that the trustees of the National

Portrait Gallery bad offered for the portrait of

Hogarth at his easel, by himself, 355 guineas,

bub a Manchester gentleman bid a larger sum

and obtained it. It appeared that the purchaser

was not a private person at Manchester, but the

well-known firm of Agnew & Sons. They had

purchased the picture for their collectiou unaware

that they were bidding against the Government,

and they have therefore, they say, the greatest

pleasure in waiving their claim, and allowing the

National Portrait Gallery to obtain the picture.

Tkames Embankment. — The committee

upon theThames Embankment and its approaches

met on the 30th alt. to consider their report, and

rejected the recommendation of Lord Elcho, the

chairman, which he proposed with a view to

control the erection of buildings. The com-

mittee also rejected his proposal for a committee

composed of persons eminent in art to bo con-

sulted with reference to the ©^'ection of public

buildings. It appears from the evidence that g*.--

the roadway which the committee desire from I

Cbaring-cross is to be made, it will be cheaper

and more direct to pass over the site of

Northumberland House.

Tbe national Cottage Hospital

Consumption at Ventnor.—On laying t

foundation-stone of the second pair of buildin;

of this hospital, the Princess Louise, in her rep

to the address presented by Viscount Everslt

the president of the hospital, said :

—

" It haa erer been tbe desire of her Majesty’s he

fand every member of her family shares it) to prom

every enterprise for the relief of her suCering aubjec

The special cliaeases for which the hospital is designed^

those for which art can do least and nature most.

God therefore grant that the pure and healih-giv

climate of this beautiful district may be blessed to
'

restoration of all who shall be admitted to the shelter

this noble institution."

Brill's Brighton Baths.—The gentlemei

baths, designed by Mr. G. G. Scott, R.A., a‘

which complete the scheme of baths for whi

this company was organised, were thrown op

to the public, for use, on Monday last. 1

contractors, Messrs. Jackson & Shaw, have k(

faith with the directors, and the directors w
the public. Of the external features of

‘

building the public can judge for itself. T

pity is, that there is no good point of sight

the structure. The swimming bath is 60 ft.

Metal Coated with Copper or Brass.

—

Plates coated with either copper or brass, by a

process that baa been patented in England, the

United States of America, and the leading conn-

tries of Europe, are now made at Stourport.

These patented plates are said to present ad-

vantages compared with tinned or galvanized

plates, as the newly-invented plates can be

annealed, as much as is requisite, during the

process of stamping, without injury to the copper

or brass coating. Articles manufactured from

them, too, ore not so readily bent or dented as

when made of brass or copper. They are also

said to be about 40 per cent, cheaper than sheet

copper, or sheet brass, and they can be burnished,

planished or spun, and so brought up to any

required degree of finish.

Dusty Roads.—W. R., a correspondent of

the Leicester Advertiser, draws attention to the

fact that at onr marine watering-places, sea

water, used for allaying the dust on the roads,

acts “ with wonderful success ;
for long after its

evaporation the roads retain a cool and refresh-

ing appearance of moistnesSjwith no dust visible;

and BDggestB that where no sea is at hand, lime-

stone, treated with hydrochloric acid, mixed

with common salt, and dissolved in water, might

be used instead of sea-water. W. B. does not

seem to be aware that be is here suggesting an

encroachment on a process already patented by

Mr. Cooper, of London, and brought into use

in the metropolis and elsewhere.

Blackfriars Bridge and the Holborn
Viaduct.—The opening of these two great

works, carried out by the Corporation of London,

at a cost of two millions of money, will, it is

almost certain, take place the second week inSep-

tomber. It is the desire of the Court of Common
Council, the Bridge-house Estates Committee,

and the Improvement Committee, that the two

great works should, on account of their close

proximity, be opened upon the same day if

practicable, and^ directions have been given to

make tbe necessary preparations for the cere-

monies attendant upon the double event.

Railway Matters.—It appears from the

financial speech of tbe Secretary for India that

it is contemplated, during the next ten or twenty

years, to construct seven thousand additional

miles of railway in India, being nearly double

the amount thus far completed. Taking fifteen

years as the average time over which tbe outlay

is to be spread, it would tbus be necessary to

raise about 6,000,0001. a year throughout the

whole period. The National Congress of Costa

Rica have ratified a contract for carrying a

railroad across its territory from the Atlantic to

the Pacific.

Docal Boards and Bocal Architects.—

A

correspondent from Gorton, Manchester, com-

plains that the Local Board pay their consulting

surveyor 751. per year, and, with a view to im-

prove his salary, wish to monopolise all the

business in the township; and be says they have

almost succeeded, as most of the landowners and

builders are afraid to employ any one else but the

,

Board’s surveyor.

Value of Building Band at Norwich
Messrs. Batcher sold by auction, on Moe<

,t, 4a. 2r. 5p. of freehold garden ground, ly

the Hamlet of Heigham, Norwich, for 3,50

TENDEES.
For buiWiag a wiag to Lower Stoford FarmhouBS,

Bradford, Tauuton, for Mr. Joha Henry Wurre.

Houfibton Spencer, archileot :

—

^ MosB & Eendcll (accepted) £360 0

.. £320

For whitewashing, colouring, and painting theinfin

of Bt. Marylebone Workhouse. Mr. H. Saxon 6

architect. Quantities supplied

Blackmore & Morley
Manley & Rogers
Crabb & Vaughan
Ebbs & Sons
Till

Temple & Forster

T. G. & E. Howard
Brazier & Son

178 0 0

For rebuilding ptemises, Nos. 51 and 62, Now B
street, Oxford-street, lor Mr, Tbos. Chappell. Me

Lee Bros. & Pain, architects:

—

Clemence ....£3,678 0 0

Scrivener & White 8,479 0 0

Thompson 8,280 0 0

FoxleV 8.200 0 0

Myers & Sons 7,800 0 0

Trollope & Sons 7,767 0 0

Patrick & Sons 7,645 0 0

Ebbs & Sons (aecepted) 7,177 0 0

For alterations and additions to tbe Rev. H. Br

bouse, Lyddington. Mr. W. Langley, architect,

Clarke & Dean '^8uiarae « x/eau • " „ «

Drake (accepted) ^

For additions and alterations to Mr. Sharman’s 1

LvddingtoD, for tho Ecclesiastical Comnussu

Quantities supplied. Mr. AV. Langley,
^

Jetfa & Btangcr (accepted) £3-1 18

Clarke & Dean 819 10
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ereofion.of a oational school and schoolmaster’s

residence, LyddinKton. for the Rev. T. W. GillhatnQaantUios supplied. Mr. W. Langley, architect:—
^733 9 0

-
Clarke & Dean 732 n oDrake (accepted) 725 0 0
Jeffs & Stanger (too late) 729 0 0
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.
'Vhi!Iie!d..t«o6, Filzroj.

Perkins (accepted) £315 q q

erection of a small-pox hospital at Stockwell

Thol^ tv
Metropolitan Asylum Board. Mr

Lansdow^:- ‘ Quantities by Mr. G.

.£31..150 0 0

Sbearbarn.
28 500 0 0Myers & Sons 27 fisq n n

Hill, Keddeli, & Co I.'. 271460 0 0
26,930 0 0

• 25,865 0 0

For the erection of a fever hospital at Stoekwell forhe managers of the Metropolitan AsylLbS Mr
iSSn;-"' ’ by Mr. el

£38,500 0 0
35,360 0 0Colls & Sods...... 900 o niS S

“

Hnfft'v’jH’ii 34,523 0 0

Twrfnf
^ ® ^^'*360 0 0

30,460 0 0

gEOO® "(ry ‘¥ES'Mi,‘’''GAS-:

London ; WILLIAM IKGG. P-ncrM-’ane, Chaapslde.

“ WOEKING people and IMPEOVED
_, » » noiiES

"

SHSSSSH—
D.nr.. a, o.tCr.«LMr,'iSt *'"

biBconnexlo^ddr^.

*®yal Ifiiao. cloth, 3«. OJ.T>LUN1’S (I. J.) SKETCH of the EE-
e'Svhi^

E*NGL/U.-P. Llaatratoi with fall-page

London : WILLIAM TEGQ, Pancrae.lane, Cheapaide.

T-VC-nciTvi-^^m^^i^r ® -^-^CairBCT.

P®SSIi geaphio peg-

ea?£way”*"o6mp'Ssat^^^ pko
“priy.tty'f’

H »J. |0„ n,

ecclesiastical AND
A HOUSE POE THE SUBUEBS. NoweJltionln preparation. •'•./it

BIMPKIN, MARSHALL, 4 CO.

J
TTKTTr^r^ -r^ . •r,’'®

ARCOITKCTa
I^AETNEBSHlP._The Adwer-

Ml h ^ u V*
nlJlain A JUNIOR PARTSBESHIP tn »t,...Mkb.d bui..,. M I„„„ o.bbl.r.-Aaar^., sS, o£V."i“

nOOTETITION DRAWINGS, DESIGNS

“rirA’iSL-KK;;;;:

T. A. BICHAEDSON.
ARCHITECTURAL ARTIST
£" 'wa-™--®. STOd* lu^'-CblKiy.

r NEILL & SON,^ * ii Quantity bURVETOBa. ’

wi h
COOKRIDGE STREET, LEEDS.

Higliest testimoDlAls from
architects. Terms on

Co'vfold, near Horsham, for Mr
' ^ Messrs. Eaberehon & Brock, architects—

£1,210 0 0

sS® 0 0

iS S 3

S".7 0 0

Leadbetter.'!.'.’.’.’ nv n o

1'”/".’, S' KennibBlon and L.mbrth

KELLY’S PBACTICAiTbUILDEES’
rUICE-BOOK; or. Safe Guide I0 the Valuation of all kiudj

of Artificers' Work
;
with the Modem Practice of Meosurinr. and an

Abstract of the New BuUding Act for Regulating the Construction
of Buildings. Revised and Corrected by New Calculations upon the
present Value of MateilaU and Labour. Arranged by nn Archltsot of
einiiicBM, assisted by several eaperionced Measuring Surveyors,
lllusiiuted and exempt i6ed by 8to*l Rngravings and uucueroui Wood-
cuts. Royal 8i o. prioe Ss. ncai ly liouuiL
London : Published byT. KELLY, Paternoster row

; 8IMPKIN 4MARSHALL
; and irnty be hod of all Booksellej

Of whom may be had, new Kdition* '>> n.,...!/, „r >>.. r.le following

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
»£' '® ‘''® secretary of the Local Government Act office

*'^4. ^ ®-—-f- 0.—G. E. e.—w. y.—w. R,—R p_
8-—Vigllaos.—J. H. 8,-IL H. S -C V

I M. F. T.—A. K.—G. O. H,—H. W,—R A —C L — H .*• o 1
'

Y A--I‘.4 P.-ii u. W.-a P. k—A Bit C.—E. ll.—R. H. T.—H. J.—W. B.— J. W. T,—H 4 B.
’ '

compeUed to decline poinUng out books’ .ud giving

s tUtements of facts, llsU of Tenders, 4c., must he accompanied““ “•
“

*"' ’W" ""i *m meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

^ ^O'^ICE.—All Communications respect-
iiA(wertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be
s-essed to “ The Publisher of the Builder ”
, 1, York-street, Covent Garden. All other
munications should be add/ressed to the
iitor, and not to the “ Publisher ”

Qi.,

Practical Aicnitectur.sl Works
1. PETER 'NICHOLS(JN’S PRACTICAL

CARPENTRY, JOINERY, and CABINET MAKING. Retised bv
Tr.KDGOLD: being a new and coiupleU Byateio of Lines, for the
Use of Workmen. fouuoeU ou Geometrical and Mechanical Princi-
ples. Ten Parts at 3s. or to bonrila, 3il-.

;
eoniamliig upwards of 120

Steel PUtes, and uumernus Woodcut Diagrams,

2. PETER NICHOLSON’S PRilCTICAL
MASONRY, BRICKLAYING, andPLASTERlNO (reviseil byTRPD-
OOLU) b'lih plain and ornamental ; c iutalulDg a new and compleie
System of Lines for Stone-cutting, for the Use of Workmen : the
Formstiou of Martin,Cements, Coucrete, to which is added a variety
of new Designs for Mural Tablets, Tombs, Gravestones forCemsteriei,
4c. 4c.

; and a Description of the various Materials employed. 1 an
Parte at a*, or in boards, 30s.

;
conUiuiug upwards of Ninety Steel

Plates, and iiumsrous WoodculA
3. TREDGOLD and NICHOLSON’S Tlieore-

ticst Mid Practical Treatise on the FIVE ORDERS of ARCHITEC-
TURE

; containing plain and simple Rules for Drawing and Execut-
ing them in the purest style. Including au Historical De/criptiou of
Gothic Architecture. Illustrated by upwards of Oue Hundred Steel
Engravings, executed by Artists of fir-it-rale talent, luoluding uuiue-
rous Diagrams, 4c, Twelve Parts at Ss or in boards, 38a.

4-. DESIGNS for COTTAGE and VILLA
ARCHiruCIURE. containing Plans. Elevations, Sections. Perspec-
live Views, and Details, for the Erection of Cottages and Villas. By
ni

8K00K8. Architect. Beautifully engraved on steel, with
l’‘j^Gon for Bulldingj^anJ^the estimated cost of each edifies. Twelve

5. DESIGNS for PUBLIC BUILDINGS, con.

•>r riiurchea.ChHpels. Schools. Aimshciuee Q.is Works Market* *n.i

H ‘.?u
public Purpiaes. By 3. H. BROOKS. ArchitectB au.,fully oiigrived on steel, Ten Pirti at 'is or 32s boards

6. Tho HOUSE DEOOBA,TOE and PAINT-
“•‘‘''’j''. Series of Lesigns f.. Decoratln, Au.rt.

len Paits at di. or in hoards, 33i. «
Jr-

7. The HOUSE PAINTER, or DECORA-
TOR’a COMPANION, containing a complete Treatise on the Art olHouse Painting. Graining, and Marbling, including the Origin of

S^T’nn* ibe Manufacture of Pi^ments.Olli. Varnishes, 40. By W, M. HIGGINS, Rv,. Aecompanlrf

PmU^at Si^'or i™board^i
^^“‘^ ’’rush Graining and Marbling. Ten

The ENGINEERS’ and MEdl'ANICS’
wn enlarged Edition. O'imprehendir.g

PracliMl Illustrationa of the .Machinery and Prr-ceeses erai)lored inevery Deienption of Manufacture of the Britl.li Empire Illn’ti-atedby upwards vtsm Wood Eugravloga. By LUKE HERBERT, Ci.ilEngineer, 4e. The rapid progress of Ueobanical Science baa devn
i*ny of the Imporunt frets aiuee the first pnnlica'ion. in 18:15

01 lue Rncyclnpmdia. The Inventions and discoveries recently midehave engaged the srduloui attention of tho Editor : for as the value
I.f eich was tested by experiraout, a description was sccoidinelv nro-

'•' I" S-
old ones, this edition has now become syst-'raaticdly earl bed - sothat It may be received ns fully and faithfully expressing “ the exisl-mg »iale of Engiiitering and Mecbatiisra, adapted to the wants of
QctioAl Men. In two Urge 8vo. vola cloth lettered, priue 3ua

decorators, 4o.

( wiTn^’ thoroughly experienced in House
m^be OBTAINED atr ^“*^5 *“ all lu branches.

Steps. o^Jdl,”feL Wcr?d^o?K„^7^^
MarlMrough Inn. Blenheim^

found If required.-Addreia w the^S^u?^!
Materlala

XT-r A X7rTSTSTa™-°°^''°®3®' FOREMEN.
yyAjy rED, immediately, for worke a few

jii.' b. ?.i" srp,S”f',r..t'"o'j,'‘s FOKSMii,.

T^ANTED, a respectable, middle - aged,
Pl!imbei's‘‘pJf„llr^’

'•‘’® MANAGEMENT of a Bnilder'i,

w. ho. 5. ArtlUery-court, ChUwell-stieet, Fiusbury-iquare.

XTT A -NTT.t7Ta^
ASSISTANCE.

VV lED, for a short time, a person well

terms^. F. care of Mr. Wentworth. bO. Queon-s roet, Cneapjida.

TXY A •ATm-rsTN’^®
BUILDERS’ FOREMEN.

VV -^...^TED, a thoroughly efficient Man to
UrJtt entire MANAGEMENT of the Erection of a
;

‘‘i* country. None need apply whose references af
Appir'living efe7ent^, "'‘i “h Inve.D^^tLm-
quireS: U Offl« 0? - Th'e

«•

W-^NTED, immediately, THREE or FOUR
T T good CARPENTERS, accustomed to benoh.wmk and flvin,^Ply to Mr. GEORGE FICRERDEN. 23. Union-street, uLdSiey-

^ Landon firm, a CHALK
a !hLg^rowri"A^:rv^}l“^,-r-!

T T a.i.uc, ruKEMAN. None need 1

tborooghkoowledse of every deiciptloQ ..
select and convert ......^yanluge.-- Address, with full particulars as to las.

«f«rehces. to 3d, care of Stacey Br^. mi

id timber used

TyANTED, by a Young Man, aged 21,
CLERK in an srchR'cr'l*

“PPreuUce.hlp, a SITUATION as

plain draughtsmau. aad‘ca*i“m^'’ire n“/ p^atn'^work *^Fir referencM^

Wo L‘"wbnd“or^i3.‘iS’
or Mr. MORRIS, Clerk of

1^ -r,
With Whom ha has hithertobten,—AddresB, Q. H, PERKINS, WiuOsor Great Paik,

"“cierw

Vy'ANTED, by a respectable Youth, aged
uLLD?inn\lte°,ar^~”

" ” COlUctOR.uuexceptionablo references from la.t employment.—Addreu. W. L.

ANTED, an immediate RE-ENGAGE-
tomJdlos^H?J’i^^,““

;‘»‘'''>“‘.Ge.VKRAL ASSISTANT. Acme-Wtoed to ecclesiastical and dnuinal I- am .itop,.,,.. /a ..ki _

..mm ,V I I

*“«>'’( offices with extensive praoiice. Uighiv
FuTh^m. aw.

- Address, TKMPUS. St Thomis's;

machinery, combined with
-Ail POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
1 in the Manufacture of Church, Turret
i,le, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind’
i

,
1 erpetual Calendars, and every description

ebek and Watch Work. Architects, Builders
itnittees, Ac. can be promptly supplied with

Pamphlet on Church
ntner Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON

IcscHd appointment. Watch and Clock Maker P-ATi-TNERSHIP, — To AUOTIO VEERS
P*-™™ of Wales.l

1 iaotory for Clocks and Watches, 5S and
Kndgate-hill

J Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
U London.

, „ J’ust pnliHthed. price 2i
lE TEEaTMUNT of SEWAGE

B. JOHN HACT.

London: SIMPKIN, MARSHALL. 4 COh LMm-Dglon:H. WIPPELL, Victoria Library.

-m— honey Boards, piice Bs.

ETUHiJNGS, coinprising

AROHITEOT and
A^exctlUn^?nenlua for

DISPOSING of his PRACTICF.
The hulffier/'

® beglnner.-Addre.s. 332. Office of

^0 ARCHITECTS and SURVEYORS —X PARTNER8HIP._A Gentleman of many year^ exyefituce i.

HAT cstabli-hed practiceHALF SHARE of hie BUSINESS,—Good coiiii-xlon^^ln .k

LAlv“t«fSrTLik«te"“' P“‘’‘«'*l‘*«. to R. CUAMBBR-

foharhad“c;n.;d"er;h"le^tmmeto“al^l:;““^^^

to“bL'ad‘^r«*ii'A%pria“‘“’’'^‘*“‘' '^^^TfONEER.-Pu'i p *rt“uU™
Queen-Square, filooi^ibir'y-

® O‘°"oe,ter.stroet.

-w-w-r- .
^0 ARCHITlCTi".WANTED, by an ASSISTANT of good

ledyofcmTt?2r^e"'ra7:|S^^
couyenaet with iierepective, «Qd Is luUy able to’prepaw

23g. Office';?'- Th?Builde^°^
testlmonlaU .an be ehown.-AJdxese,

-IT-T- . -a-rmvT-^. gentlemen, 4c.

VV ^ Young Man, a Carpenter
T T aud Joiner, a conaUnt SITUATION. Ii well ui. at tho

bench, fixing auU lobbine No DbiaMi.,,. t.. r-v. .i.^

I ? auu Joiner, a conaUnt SITL
bench, fixing aud jobbing No obje.-liuu
of buUhe iepUc«. Wages, liJJ. per hour — A-
place, PUt-street, St. Ue-jrgo'e-io ' '

TO BUILDERS AND OTBERS.

\-y ANTED, by a respectable Married Man,
I T aged 33, a SITUATION ai TJMKKEKPEK. STOKEKEEPEr’

or m any capacity whore trust end coufldmee i> iinav^J.. ... any capacity
opilonable icfereiii:

,
Fiuobury, K C

architects and
HALfIbaKK^?®^'7i'‘‘*. to PURCHASE ananr -aHAKB ol a well-estali 1, hn.l Mirar-nT<.o ... .*HALF-SBAKEo
will be treated

Uauinior.

Active or Sleepiutf.

—

0/1
SHARE in a UKaunfacturiug biitliifai e«tahll heiPovprao^yearr. Price l.OUW. or 3 year.' proata.-iddress, Q. Z. 127, Holboru

YyANTED, by a thoroughly practical and
T T tnergetic Mau, an ENGAGEMENT as GE.N’EKAL FORE-MAN, or Charge of a Job. Well up iu sotting out and njcoauring up

work, keepiug accounts, 40. Aocustoui-d lo all branches. U«rp-a-

S’.'.'!..*.;;?.*;, ir-i.”'"".?'*.' 'r. a us, h.i-

TO MASTEtt PLDilBEKd A.VO BOILDEB8
YyANTlSD, bya Younc. Man, jnat finished

z VwiKM",'i,r.o"A““S r, ‘'S.'!sis,*.;';!:';.'*; .r*ZINC-WOKKKR, in lown or Conn
Addiess, G. T. No. 8, Pleasanl-row,

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, 4c.

\\7ANTED, EMPIiOYMENT, by a tho-
'u V

tougbly good Working Plumber. Underntands all kinds of

te hp' H
and new, A job Oy the hour or piece. No olijectlou

Pr ?i M bronebM. FIr»t-eU« teetimouiiile.-Address,PLUMBER, H. Newall-stceet, aUngton. Town or ooontry.
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WANTED EMPLOYMENT, "by a first

cUm GRAINER ind MAIlDLEB.—Addrm, A. J. 37, Great

College-atreet, Oakley-aijuare,

W ANTED, by a first-class Builder’s Fore-

man a RE-ENOAOEMENTs» GENERAL or SHOP FOEE_

MAN.orentlre Cbar^eaf aJeb I» »

Beething-lane, City, E.C.

WANTED, a BE-ENGAGEMENT, as

GENERAL FOREMAN, lo take ent ire cbarge o' * J°';-

or eonniry. Good tefermces to la*t firm.—AddioM, BUILDERS
FORHIAN, 1’oit-ifHi.e, New Nerlh-toad, N.K.

tupANTED, a EE-ENGAGBMENT,
\Y GENERAL FOREMAN or CLERK of WOBf^. Tot

and inluer. Well un In the other depatlnT, ocin-avn.. « OT ILtUU. 01 "wn.w. . w -

ccuntjy. Carpenter and jnlner. Well up In the other depatlmen^

-
• »etl,EC.

'VAT'AN TED, by a Man of thorough business

VV quallftcatione and experience, an ENhAOEMENT M
.....n.' 170M aTj i¥i rhe ftinno, Marb'e. and Iron. 1 ,iu»p, »*»J experience-,

CLERK, or CLERK and SALESMAN In the Slone. Matb'e

Trade, ef which he has mine exparience, and conuexiou am ug

BtcbitecU and hutldere. Nu ohjeoaou to travel for a flim.-Addiea
—

il, JunetiQu-roiMl. Upper Holloway.H. 35. Vorley-rc

TO ARCBITECT8. ^ ,

YtlANTED, a KE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
nclenl UOUQCll vncnn-'i
I. — Addreas, U. E, U. Her.ham road, Eahet,

VirANTED, by a thorough practical BRICK-

WORK to anyaiouunt, by the rod -. - —
r-aiTolilloo • al«o PnlDiiiiif. Ac. No objection to town ot co.iu..y.
-

.3, Nr. 3. Laoedowne-vlUa, Popa-road, Broinl-y Common,

Kent.

TO ARCHITECTS.

W ANTED, by a thoroughly practical

CLERK of WORKS, a RE- ENGAGEMENT. Fully quiUlfled

to luperintend the erection of any ixtenalve

care of Mr. Weghorn, 10, Vinegar-yard, Brydgea-etreet, Covenl

Garden, W.C.

The Advertiser desires a RE-ENGAGE-
MENT in the w. rklni! management of WOOD CUTTINQ

M ACHINBRY.-Addreae, 83. Office of “The Builder.
.

TO BREWER", RAILWAY CONTRACTORS, *«•

IGN WRITER.—WANTED, by a Young
t „ SITUATION ai SIGN WRITER, in a brewery, railway

rmp^oiera^-AddreM^G^'A w“k South Hack ni-y. N.B.

AlfANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by an

up in Design, DaUil. and Perapectiv.

good Land Surveyor.—Addreaa, L. 1

Well
jrawing, auu wuv la alao r

N. 2, PortiBLd-yillaa. Rich

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN. AND BOILERS.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTtiD, by a

th-roughly prmtic.l
- eatate worka geneta'iy, aud bo.ldlug bcalue-a n all lU

uianohei. Good teatlmonlalx. Aged 40 —Addroea. E. W. Fust otnee,

BeddlugtoD, Surrey,

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

\17"ANTED, a BE-ENGAGEMENT, as

VV ESTIMATING. QUANTITY TAKING, MEASURING, anjl

GENERAL BOOKING CLBKK.-WeU “P
w'

Addreia, C. D. 6, Aaton.road, Cornwall-mad, Weaibourne Parlf.

TO QUANTITY SURVEYORS.

YtTANTED, a SITGaTION, a

VV ANT.-Addr>a». No. 314. Omca of “The Bi

ASSIST-

TO BUILDERS.
i

"VUANTED, a KB -ENGAGEMENT, by
VV a flrit SHOP FOREMAN or BUILDER'S ASilSTANT.—

c n o, xaii...n.cip-pt Doreet.aquace. W.
Addreaa, S. B. 84, Milton

AtlANTED, a SITUATION, by a respect.

VV able Young Mao. aged 32. aa UANDY MAN, aa Plumber
-?.i VI.^. ‘warlrer. la a rood JoOblog Plumber

P.'in'jPT "ai/ixer aid Zluc 'Worker. la a good JoOblog Plumuer.

willinii' to maRe' hiuiaelf generally umful In Jobbing work. Wagea,
nj- .... ra.i—.. k H ;« PDrlman-amiare. W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACrORP.

wanted, a KE-ENGAGEMENT as

VV FOREMAN, or to Take Charge of a Job. Good referencea

ar.d tetUmonlala.- Addreaa, W, W. 13, Brown-aireet. Edgware-r,ad.

TO BUILDERS.

XllTANTED, by a GENERAL FOREMAN,
VV a RE-INOAGEMENT. Firatclaaa referencea.-Addreaa,

ALi'UA. 144, Hlgh-i

TO BRICKLAYERS.

"VITANTED, by a steady and experienced

Vy Young M-n, a permanent SIl'IiATION in the Building and
T T Young M«n, a permaneui, oil c'¥i.

Jobbing line,- WHgea moderate. Town t

Otfico of " Ihe BulltJer
"

lulry.—Addrt

10 ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

WANTED, a KE-BNGaGEMENT in the
above office, by a flr.t-claia ASSISTANT and DRAUGHTS-

MAN. who hai had much practical experiauca lo aupertuoeudina

I lei k of Woika. in c luntry or_abroad. Ulgheat lefar

TO SURVEYORS, BUILDERS, Ac,

W ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-firiN-

OAQEMENT. Hanheen “Ctatomed to prime coat, acM^

w-'S-r ki.,-..

road, Chelaea, aw.

TO WHITESMITHS, OASKHTEBS. BELLHANQEB5, AND
LOCKSMITHS.

Employment wanted, by a steady

Young Man. No objection to the country. Good reference.

Add reaa, H. 8. 1. Hocghtin-atreet. Strand,

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

Brickwork pointed by job or

Holloway.

TO MASTER PLUMBERS AND BUILDBES.

k YOUNG MAN (Plumber), 13 in WAJN i

of a eonalivnt SITUATION, or JOB, a» above. "f

aein plain nine work and g-a-fitting. Good referencea U requDed.

drew. C. T. B SS.Kiog'e Cr
- -

A S FOREMAN of MILLWRIGHTS and

TO BOUSE AGENTS, NOBLEMEN^ AND OWNERS OF PRIVATE

WANTED, a CuNSTANT SITUATION,
aa PAINTER. GLAZIER, and

SO A

Keuiilngt'n Ovi.1.

TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.

V1V7ANTED, by a Young Man, a KE-EiiN-

VV GAOEMENT a. CLERK or TlMl£KEEPl£R.-AdJrea.. A. B,

Ho. 3, Dtrbj-f— ' 8.W.

AtrA N T E d"
*
a “re- engAGEMENT

F. F. 38,

TO BUILDERS AND RISERS.

A LONDON PEAOTIOAL bOREMAN

Si,“1,7°'“!. m!”’™ W 1;
work.-A.Mr..., J. B. 13.

Giniii-Muir teimce. Beckcuhaiu. Kent.

A CLERK of WORKS, who has just

’ii?.,':'’".™"
,0.-Ad3,™ L. .V P. 30i

A LONDON BUILDER WANTS an

A .kpirl....A .lASAGke.,.d
toeTuwLOie ability aid integrity ocufldeuce

liberally treated Wl h.—A‘JdreB. qmit ngrefeCBUOja au a p

Ima. to No. W. Office of ' The Bullde

ceof'The Builder,"

10 BUILDERS. PLUMBERS, fco.

WANTED, by a Married Man, aged 32, a
Coca ant SITMaTION or good Job, lu Town or country, at

thorough practical PLUMBER, UASFIITEK, and ZINC WOUKLk.
Tborouahly undrrataude every deicriptloii of Uew aud old nock,

hot Water apparalu-, bath, closet, and pump work. I'lr.it-claaa

Tefriences.— addreaa, J. W. 5, Albion-road, Stoke Newlugtou, N.

w TO PUILDEB8 AND OTHBBS.

ANTED, PIEUE-WORK or c.ire of a
JOB, by an experieoced Carpsuter and J liier. Would ault

eu huil-iihg aud tl.dlhg their o»n malerU'a. Town or

g of Mr. Bulleu, Newaveudor, 2S0, New North-

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS. Ac.

W ANTED, by a DBUOKATIVE
ARTIST, DKSIGNEit, and MOSAICIST, an ENGAGEMENT

aa FOREM.AN or o hemUe. Thoroughly veraed with ev.ry style of

omameut. Otod rcfeieucei. Bp-ciineua and ptlia mcUla ah'

Apply, liy letter, lo A. Z. 3, Cauterbury-terraco. Kiug a road,

Poud

TO IRONMONGERS, BUILDERS. Ac.

W ANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by an

,„.ri,...4 mto'n.-.I-k »-». » “'S''"'”'
, “if',';-

HAKOEB. kr. A ,..3 b-.k Br .,.1,31,., .b.p^-A'l.ru,, J. M. SB,

DeLiuaik-road. Blyihe-laue, Hauiuiefamlth. L.'0 W.

TO ARCHireOTS, Ac. ^ r»

A draughtsman and DESIGNER,
aVperi^and expeditioua. 1. in want of aa ENGAOkMENT

drawing
Harm.n-.lreet, Klngalmd-road, N.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
1711.7

YTTANTED, by the Advertiser, an EiN-

s.'£‘r.r.:;. i's. i:a?.r:‘u.!.‘.r™.riL-'tG3...

'

TO ARCHITECTS.

YYTANTED, by the Advertiser, an EW-
VV OAOEMKNTai/uNIOR ASSISTANT

i

"VYrANTED, by the Advertiser, EMPLOY-
VV MENTaaTHREE-BRANCHHAND. la well up in jobbing

.1— gaafllliiig, and hell-hsugiog. — Addreaa, PLUMBER.
' e, Blue Auclior-road, Becmondai

WANTED, by a good PLUMBER, a
SITUATION as I'LU.MBER. or Plamber and Ol.xier. Four

hut place.-AdJrtaa, A. Orange Colfee-house

TO TRADESMEN, BUILDERS, Ac,

WANTED, by a highly respectable Youth
aged 17, strong aud healthy, any EMPLOYMENT, Me

chanleal. I» welt eduuiied, and ia at present with hta iinreiits
j
bo

TO ARCHITECTS.

YY7ANTED, by the Advertiser, an EJN-

Vv QAOttMEN r, aa JUNIOR ASSCSTaNT
1 mill wull uo iu the dutlea oraniinae.

12. FiuEury.plaee South. E C

TO BUILDERS, Ac.

Wanted, by a Yonog Man, aged 21, who
1. . ,.3d pi"”'-"'

3“

Brlkto,.

A S CLEBK of WORKS.—A competent

A Boimr. ..d . mpiui pmp«u., 'i"™
‘

TO BOlLoma, JOBOIBG MiSTBBS, 3»‘>

4,mng. pamtlog. aud general repaira.-Addreaa, C. W. No. 2J

Allertou-i
‘ -.v'nn.

YOUNG MAN, with good referencej
r¥kT .. OA pn.Bk aNORK. otA YOUiNLi iViii.i.7, WILU

w7l^ for a cenaunt Su’uATIOS as **APBRI1ANGBK. oj

foreman of Painter., iu a Bnllde.'a flrm.-Addreaa, K. Z

Dauglaa-etreet, Deptford. -

TO ARCHITECTS.

A N experienced ASSISTANT I3 open

A an ENOiOF.SIbNr. Has bad large practice in G .tnio w «rg

underatanda claiaic, perapecuve.-addeoa.. 6J, ofllve of iQ

Builde

AN ARCHITECI’S assistant wisht

mother to JOIN him in open>°g

langeJ.— Addreaa, US, Office ^ "" '•

TO SAW MILLS AND BUILDERS. ,,.„tWanted, a sirUATioN, by a mill
SAWYEH.’lo woikat Bench, or cm wo.k Fr.me or Sharpen

Baw,
.
sober ' '

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS OR SAW-MILL FROPaieTORS.

A thorough practical Man wishes It

a SITUATION aa FOREMAN. Town or <»n..try,-Addr.fg

J. G. D. 11. Eldrl’ge foad, Rouell-road, Bormondaey. -
. _

diidga r

Bt. Par

1X7 ANTED, by the Adyertiser, a SITUA-
VV TION or PLACB of IRUdf, as MANAGER, CLBbK, or

COLLRCIOR tn a Bullder'a or Meiomtile Buiineaa. Uaa been

accuatumed to the same for tUteeu years.—Good accouutaut.

Salaiy moderate. No oijecllon to the country,

to M. A. 8- 1, Church-sireof. Deptford, Kent.

W ANTED, by a JOINER’S MACHINE
BAND, a SI'tUAllON to Work a Trying up Ma blue,

Genemi Jolntr, Muuioiug, or Band Saw. Joiner by trade. Mauy
years' practice with machiuery. Can give good refertucea.—Addieaa,

T. D. 2K, sutiou-atreet. a'ra’ford, Loi

WANTED, by a first-rate GOTHIC
kuowledge of petapeoliVe. bust ciaao rcieroaoeo.

'i'BCr, Poat-offlee, Llaphj

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

Wanted, by a Young Man, a Carpenter,

a conaUutSIVUATION. Capable of ac ing a,

aud U wlUii.g loBlluphie Umealioebenohor LtUerw e.

U. F. 13. New Kiug’a-rosd, Pulh.m, 8 W.

TO BOILDERS.

A JUNIOR CLERK, of steady energetli

b.bll.. ,kl.k .1 .rl,b,n.U., «•"*
Z'S.

...k , K.if ».'»iiBrltnce. aod txcellent leatiin'jniaio, wiau

Cotlaa". Blaokatock-laoe, Seven Si

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

YY7ANTEI), by a thoroughly practical Wan,
VV (rartienwr and Joiner), a UE-ENGAG liMBNT ai CLERK of

JnL-a.* manager, or bUPERlNlENDhNl' bf W

AXrANTED, a SITUATION in an Archi

VV tecl'a Office in the CuUUtry, by a geutleman vho baa bad

lineri a ltlfi-ij.nt7aw ujad.*' a

^
^ Qoufair aud leCeteucea. Town or cohutry.-Addresa. Q. i

a-hlil, Owpolt.

a of I

’. Blackbenlh.

F. J. 3, Woodlands-

w TO SMITHS AND UOT-WATER ENGINEERS.

ANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
• SlTDAl'lUN aa above. Good refereuc-.— Apply, by letter

,

- loe ('.....l.n-well-ruad, Loi'Ann.

XX7 ANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young
V V Man who bea been tbiee years in an Engloeet'a Office, auu

engaged upon Do.k-woika.-Addteaa, Y. Z. 27. Mlll-atnet, Kidder-

TO BUILDERS, ROAD MAKERS, AND CONIRACTORS.

ORUlOULtY. 7, Jainea-place, North-atreet, Poplar.

A
TO ARCHITECTS AND aURVB.OM.

N ASSISTANT DUAUGHTSMAS

of Mr. Birkirda. 12. Par

TO ARCBITECrS AND BUILDERS. "li

An experienced and thoroughly qua’g

fled ASSISTANT U lu want of an KNGAOEMKST.
^

Ag7d ’"t* - *''d'r~™*ALW 3, Collrge-.trUl, Viae-ltr^

Yotk-ic

Refi

TO ARCHITECrs AND SURVEYORS. *

N ASSISTANT, having considerable «l

perUuce in Gothic deMgu, and ibe uiud r-iuircineuta uf i

will be ahorlly dieengago •. Und-iratandsqaantiliBa, bliUog,

Lcea.-Addreaa, F. IS '. H..lbofii. B.'J.

ANTED, a KE-ENGAGEMENT, in a
.l..,rT3'T. i_ .u.. Tralip. Well Un fU theW ""position of TRUST. -

routine ol the Office aud general mauagt

road Noitb, N.B.

,l-cliuB refoie

T, Pkk up iu the

uG i ,»GG.cal1y acquaUiled

-Addreii, W. B. «, UflJU

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

A THOROUGHLY practical GENER
FOREMAN lequiree a ttS-KNGA 4EaE-'«T, to take the ei

rgeofajob. Tuwu or couulry. A joiner by trade Qoid i

jj._Addroa». W 1S9. Cambridge at fre'. Ptmlic\ H. tV.

W anted, by a respectable Man a Perma-
nent BlTUATIuN, to work Piering. Moulding, equaring.

• -r-.l M-,<hii,e- fidn men ennil refBlrncea. Ib A good

\\7ANTED, by a first-class THREE-
V\ BRANCH HAND, and good practical

,

Ac. a Stamford.

TO DECORATORS. I,

A THOROUGHLY competent CLERK f t

BOOKKEEPER, who has au extei.alve *

koe trade, denlies an KNUAGEMuN T, wtieio h.« aervitej w^om |

1, Nk. iug-blil,

l iHce of •• The Builder.’

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

YY7ANTED, by the Advertiser (Joiner by
VV tiadel. a BE ENGAGEMENT aa FOREMAN of WuBKB, to

' • Town ir couniry. Good lefeieucea.

r-Blieet, Cleikenweil, E.C.,

TO PAlNTKRe. DECORATORS. B^‘LDEM, &c^
.

T he Advertiser desires a biTUAiiON, in

Town aa FOREMAN or MANAGER, with a view to paitner

u - 1 ,,i ..rnni exDelieum in the chiuge of work aud men.

CW. premium touhi bo .dveucrd.-Addrtaa. W. M. 9, Henryatrcet.

Cuinbeibmd-nuiket, Regeul’a Paik,

A SURVEYOR, ju3t completed hi8 tl

lowu aurvoy. an experioi.ced leveller. »uj duwheJ

1 mm deai.ea a KE-BNQ AO EiltiN t tor
»
J"' “'‘'‘'•'‘"v ““j,

, on tucaetd on uoblein-iTg eatalea aud public worka, imdf
much tut^i^tu^ou^nom^^^

tnekdjlue. Kefereuc-a.-Apply. k

\
VKYOK, pial-oBice, Swindon Wilu, bgfore liOi matxut. L
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The Amsterdam Ezkihiiion.

a visit,
^

nob on account of its size, beauty,
or intrinsic value, but because, for the most
part, it really is what it pretends to be,—

: an ezhibition of the common articles of daily
life, in which we see, as it were, a bird’s-eye

- view of what is used and what is most in
1 request in the middle and working class houses
( of the various countries. Holland, as mistress
c of the feast, and as being at home, shows to
a advantage, both numerically and in quality, and
h has arranged a series of exhibits of great
L interest, varying from a fonr-post bedstead to a
k besom,^ or even a bundle of straw. Other
c countries have followed suit, according to

,t the fancy of each, and whatever may be
,t the value of each display, the comparative re-
8 suits are interesting. France alone does not seem
t to have grasped the spirit of the occasion with
g great qnickness, for not only was she shamefully
1( late with her exhibits, as though the whole
tl thing was an arriire pens^e on her part, but she
ih has gone in too much for the showy, and pre-
B( seats a great contrast to the plain utility of the
D Dutch section. TVe have jotted down a few
n remarks on those exhibits which would be most
It interesting to the readers of the Builder, merely
ai adding, that when the Exhibition itself has been
eiexhaustedby the visitor, he will find much to
ID interest him in the quaint streets of Amsterdam.
riThe marvel of the whole city is the simple fact
hthat houses should ever have been built at all,

joconsidering that there is literally no foundation’
inand that for the upper 10 ft. or 15 fc. of the
iosurfaco there is nothing but loose bog, sand, and
i'iclay. Every bouse is built upon piles of great
eilength, so that Erasmus, writing from Amster-
ladam, said that he had reached a city whose in-
lahabitanta, like crows, lived on the tops of trees.
^KThe Palace or Stad-haus (equivalent to our
ICuildhall) is built upon 13,059 piles driven
'070 ft. into the ground

j and we can scarcely
lanarvol when we see the enormous mass of build-
ogng that they have to support. We were informed
'j)y the manager of the gas works that even the
:a^as pipes not uncommonly sunk a couple of feet
Dr so in the treacherous soil, and the engineer of
ihehe new dam at the entrance of the Zuyder Zee,
it'brhich forms the commencement of the North
eciea Canal, has seen his bags of sand disappear

.'W ft. or 8 fc. at a single blow of the pile-driving
iiaaachine. The amount of stagnant water that
i'e/e_ saw between the piles of an old house in

course of demolition horrified us
; but it can

scarcely be wondered at, when we know that
Amsterdam is built on ninety islands, to which
the communication is kept up by 250 bridges.
Drainage there is none; cesspools, which fre-
quently have to be emptied out through the
houses, being in common use. Indeed, if gas
pipes disappear so, it is difficult to understand
how drainage pipes could ever be induced
to remain, let alone the difficulty of crossing
the canals, which are all used for navigation,
and yet could not bo crossed below their bed.
Of conrse the smells are very grievous, but
these arise from the stagnation of the water,
the gas from which babbles up to an extent
that makes one think it is raining. The
streets themselves, which are all pitched
with stone from Belgium and the Rhine, are,
generally speaking, clean, the gutters being
frequently formed of long wooden boxes with a
hinged cover; so that at all events, whatever
may be the state of the current inside, the
pedestrian is nob annoyed by the constant sight
or smell of slops.

The English exhibitors in Classes I. and II.

(building and household requirements) have evi-
dently an eye to drainage or deodorisation. Of
the former, Jlessrs. Cliff, of Wortley, show
very large 36-in. draining pipes made of York-
shire coal-measure fireclay, for which they claim
an openness of texture capable of bearing great
vibration. They also show crucibles and a good
selection of terra cottas, in which sharpness
of outline has been obtained with success
Next to them are the stands of Messrs. Doulton
& Watts, and that of Messrs. Galiichan & Co., of
Leigh, Essex, which contains a large selection of
glazed drainage pipes, pans, interceptor traps, &c.
Cargey & Co., of Newcastle, show cements

; and
Engert & Rolfe, of London, their asphalte for
roofing and foundations. Roofing papers are
also exhibited by Erichsen, of Copenhagen, and
Lint, of Rotterdam, who is the only Holland
contributor in this section. He has also drawing
papers of small dimensions and coarse material
together with a rough concrete for foundation
purposes, which in districts other than Amster-
dam would appear to be of great use. In an
annexe in the park he has a small piece of brick-
wall, in which there is considerable taste, and
we must remember that this is the material of

which every house in Amsterdam, and, indeed,
in nearly all Holland is built. With the excep-
tion of a small quantity at Maeatricht, there is

not a square yard of building stone in the whole
country, which, however, contains some good
clay beds. The bed of the Ij furnishes most of
the clay for Amsterdam and the towns on its

banks, bat it is not of such good quality as that
from the interior.

The decorative class is represented in Eng-
land principally by Messrs. Maw, who have
a small but excellent collection of tiles, and
M. Szerelmy, who exhibits zopissa paper and
artificial stuccoes. Durignean, of Magdeburgh
(Prussia), has some exceedinglypretty medallions
and imitation marble tiles. Mander, of Wolver-
hampton, shows varnishes and lacquers

j and
Stephens, of London, an interesting series of his

wood stains. In the Belgian department, there
are imitation marble mantel- pieces shown by
Mignot&Sieglitz, and the wall papers of Everaets,
of Louvain. Mr. W. Cooke, of Leeds, shows
paperings which, for beauty of design, are not
easily surpassed

; and Messrs. Kliukaert &
Heynsius, of Haarlem, have an exceedingly

simple and easily applied paper for halls and
passages. It is merely thin black tissue paper
cut into wavy lines and placed over plain white
paper. A child might make it, and improve a
bare wall at the expense of a very few shillings.

Blinds are, on the Continent, the object of a good
deal of decorative art. With ns the sun is

rarely so troublesome as to require them
;
but a

Dutch lusthaus, or an Austrian garden temple,
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would not be complete without its blinds.
Schubert, of Vienna, has a large exhibit of them,
the greater part ingeniously made of reeds, or
thin rattans, by which flexibility is obtained,
while the surface is close enough to allow any
kind of painting upon it.

One of the specialties of Holland is the manu-
facture of bamboo and cane articles, which is

largely carried on, one exhibitor having a large
kiosk in the park fall of bamboo chairs, mats,
tables, and small furniture generally. It is

perhaps in furniture and dress that the best
points of the exhibition lie. England is by no
means largely represented in the former, which
is to be regretted. Peyton & Peyton, of Bir-

mingham, have a fine display of spring bed-
steads, which must be very attractive to Dutch
eyes

;
and Heal shows a good collection of bed-

ding, in which cheap hospital bedding is con-
spicuous. Holland is especially great in bedding,
a love of which is one of the Dutch weaknesses.
The Kapok struck us as being particularly good
for stuffing, being exceedingly light, of silky

texture, and cheap. It is the product of a plant

I

from Java and the Celebes, and appears to be some-
what extensively used in Amsterdam. Helge
shows a mattress stuffed with it for 16i guilders,
or II. 78. 6d.

J a bed, two pillows, and bolster, for

12 guilders, or II. 16s.; if a spring mattress,
Gs. 8d. more. For the benefit of the poorer
classes, Vallecia, of Amsterdam, has a collection

of the various materials used for stuffing beds,
which run as follows :

—

n • J ,
*•

Dried Bcawraek ... 0 12 per kilo. = about 0 1 per lb
Mountain grasa ... 0 15 ,, = o li
Horsehair 1 20 , = 1 0

”

Wool 1 60 1
’

An upholsterer from Middleburgh, named
Billerbeck, shows a bedstead of common painted
deal, a projecting wing of which contains a cup-
board and receptacles for the various toilet re-

quirements. The price of the whole is thirty-two
florins, or £2. IBs. -Id., which, as it includes
bedding, cannot be said to be dear. Vogelpoel,
a joiner from Haarlem, sends a bed and table in

one—the legs of the latter being made to work
within the posts of the former. It is ingeniousj

but scarcely an article required for practical
life, except perhaps by such people as the cobbler
in “ Pickwick,” who preferred sleeping under a
table, as it recalled to him the times when he
owned a fonr-post bed. Belgium sends two
exhibits worth notice

; one a movable roof by
Paris-Isaac, of Enghien, which, by turning a
winch, is made to travel over a considerable
extent of framework. This might be well applied
to railway stations,when a portion of the building
is wanted at a time. Roelants, of Antwerp, has
garden-seats and tables, convertible at pleasure
for two or four. The chief ingenuity is in the
number of positions that the awning is made to

assume,—such as letting down at the front, back,
or on either side, and also becoming a water-
proof umbrella when it rains. The price of the
seat is 47 florins (31. I83. 4d.). He shows, too, a
muUum-in-parvo bedstead, inside of which are
convertible chairs, commode, table, and looking,

glass,—no bad arrangement for small lodgings

or a bachelor’s room. The price in ordinary

deal is 125 florins (101. 8a. 4d.). In the Austrian

section, Knoblocb, of Vienna, has a good collec-

lection of polished bedroom furniture, cheap and
pretty

;
a washing-stand, charmingly fitted up

with toilet appendages of opalescent glass,

is priced at only 13 florins, II. Is. 8d. Still

cheaper, and of much commoner material, is the
Gothenburg furniture, in its own special house in

the park. Here the prices in stained deal are,

chair, Is. 8d.
;
chest of drawers, 10s. ; table,

3s. 4d.
;
combined table and working-stand, Ss.j

large table (3 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 7 in.), 58. ;
side-

board, 63. 3d; sofa-bedstead, 128. lOJ.
;
garden-

seats, unpainted, 5d. Everything else in the
cottage was in the same proportion, and the

workmanship, though plain, appeared strong ani
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good. Holland shows very cheap ware
;
while

Belgium has a large number of tinned articles

from the Curegheim Carpenters’ Society, which,

however, did not strike us as particularly cheap.

Smissaert, from Bergen-op-Zoom, exhibits coarse

brown-ware tea-pots, at 10 cents, or 2d. An nrn,

with a rather pretty pattern in relief, and with

hot-water lamp, costs only Gd. So that a Dutch

cottage can be supplied with neoessarieB at a

ridiculously cheap rate.

Workmen’s tools are well shown, but in cutlery

there is nothing which can approach the English.

Sewing machines are an important item in the

exhibition, every country sending a contingent.

The chief English contribution is the Weed
machine, the speciality of which is its capa-

bility of penetrating the thickest materials, not

excepting lead. Class VI., that of instruction,

is marked by a very large and interesting dis-

play of models, designs, and drawings from the

various commercial aud technical schools, which

are numerous in Holland. The clay modellings

for cornice-work of the Amsterdam Ambacht
school (trade school) and of the Zaandamr
Burgher Avond School are remarkably clever.

Deventer School is particularly good in wood-

cutting, and Rotterdam in its building plans and

elevations.

From the Hague comes a most minute model

of the baths and wash-honses, which contain in

one wing twenty-eight first and second-class

baths for men and women, and in the other,

boilers and apparatus for clothes washing. The
mionteness of Dutch workmen is well displayed

in this model. Each bath was represented with

extraordinary fidelity, even to the taps,—and the

bells even rung. And, apropos of washing,

which is the hHe noir of every household, we
must mention an ingenions copper, called the

Niagara boiler, the hot water of which is forced

through the clothes in a constant shower or

stream, thereby saving an immense amount of

labour and a good deal of wear and tear to the

clothes. To match this, Hilgers of Rheiubrohl,

Prussia, sends a particularly neat little wringing

machine for small articles, so that washing will

soon be denuded of most of its disagreeables.

capital were less cut into and more solid and homo-
geneous in appearance

;
the leaf under the bracket

on each face does not satisfy the eye as a means
of support. The rest of the decorations have been

mainly from the designs of Mr. Gordon, with

subordinate figure-sabjeebs from the pencil of

Mr. Phillips (both of London) j all, however,

subject to the general control and judgment of

the architect, who has signalized himself by a

merciless raid upon nearly all the remnants of

the time-honoured style of ornament which may
geuerically be termed “ pie-ernst,” and which

has too long been the curse of theatrical decora-

tion. “ Sweet things in festoons ” of plaster

fruit and flowers have been ruthlessly excised,

aud the fronts of the various tiers treated as

much as possible in flat ornament in colour.

Tho front of the dress-circle shows a series

of panels illustrative of Shakspeare’s prin-

cipal plays, consisting of a head of the principal

character within a circle in the centre of the

panel, the rest of the space being filled up on

one side by a scene from the play, painted on a

figure, and backed by a withered and blasted

tree, which farther emphasises the contrast of

the two characters. These two seated figures,

from their position, assist the artist in his skilful

varying of the outline of the composition, which

is nob in the least chargeable with monotony.

The rustic figure and pose of Touchstone’s

sweetheart (“ bear your body more seeming,

Audrey,” is evidently the last sentence she has

heard) form an admirable foil to the graceful and

beautiful figure of “ the gentle lady wedded to

the Moor ” opposite
;
the sentiment and gush of

youthful love exhibited in Romeo and Juliet is

contrasted with the light half-sarcastic attach-

ment of Benedick and Beatrice (Benedick does

not look quite gentlemanly enough, according to

our conception of him) j
and the classic group on

the extreme left balances very happily that of

the Media3val English monarohs on the right.

Prospero is a fine dignified figure (we should

have liked to have seen our pet female charac-

ter, Miranda, in the scene)
;
Hamlet we think not

BO successful—alibtle too sentimental, and want-

small scale, and on the othor'side by the name
j

ing in that manliness which, with all his philo-

in a label surrounded with scroll-work in keep-
[

sophy, was an essential part of his character,

ing with the assumed date of the play. Some , but which painters and actors alike too often

raised panels over each column (part of the old
|

miss. The central fignre of the bard is backed

design), which formerly contained medallion

heads, now bear the initials W. S. in a mono-

gram
;
but, though a monogram is a most appro-

priate decoration in a single central position, its

unvaried repetition in this fashion is not, we

by a laurel tree which is of great value in giving

I

breadth and importance to the centre group, and

perhaps the most successful figure in the series is

that of Tragedy, a refined and beautiful con-

ception, as she sits with drooped head, not exhi-

think, a very happy idea. The upper circle is
j

biting such an image of horror

decorated with arabesque designs on a gold flank Reynolds’s grand painting of Mrs. biddons,
, -.-1.1 tv... nf Trntradv when

THE DECORATIONS AT THE PRINCE’S
THEATRE, MANCHESTER.

Those who hold, with ourselves, that " the-

atrical surroundings” in England are not,

artistically, what they ought to be, would have
recognised with pleasure a step in tho right

direction in the decorative treatment of the

Prince’s Theatre in Manchester, which was
reopened on Friday, the Gth ult., after a tempo-

rary closing of some weeks. The house, erected

some time since from the designs of Mr. Salo-

mons, and which has enjoyed a prosperous career

of late under the able management of Mr. Charles

Calvert, had been found defioienb in accommoda-
tion for the audiences which were attracted to

it
;
and accordingly the management called in

the assistance of Mr. A. Darbyshiro (the original

architect of the theatre having, for whatever

reason, declined to undertake any alteration) to

devise means for meeting the difficulty. Under
his direction the ceiling has been raised 8 ft., and
the “ upper circle,” which formerly consisted of

only two tiers of seats, has been extended back-

ward to the limit of the auditorium, filling the

space before occupied by the “ gallery j” while

the increased height obtained by raising the

ceiling bos enabled the architect to reconstrnot

the gallery over the upper circle. By this means
three hundred additional seats are gained. But
while this important practical improvement was
carried out, it was determined, also, that the

occasion should be seized, while the house was
necassarily closed, for entirely remodelling the

decorations. To this end the valuable aid of

Mr. H. S. Marks was invoked, and the space over

the proscenium, left by the raising of the ceilin;_

was tamed over to him as a field for the exer-

cise of his talent, with what result we will

describe just now. The proscenium itself has

been designed anew, and is now flanked by a
massive square pilaster at each side, carrying an

architrave, the main lines of which run right

round the house, and form the front of the new
gallery. The pilasters are partially fluted and
partially panelled, with fiat decoration in the
panels, and surmounted by a form of capital

which Mr. Darbyshire may claim as an inven'

tion, and which may be described as a com-
bination of a bracket and a foliated capital. We
are glad to see a new feature sometimes, but think

the present one would be more satisfactory if the

background, and the gallery by a simple but

very efifeotive and pretty design picked out with

gold on a light-blue ground. The whole of this

decoration is of the Gothic type so much in

vogue with many architects at present, and

which has a tinge of what one may call Egyptian

character about it. If we were to say that we
regarded this as tho most desirable type of

decoration for modern buildings, we should ” say

the thing which is not we look for something

more of classical refinement and grace of form

than are found especially in the designs for the

panels of the ceiling of this theatre, and in the

intermediate panels which alternate with those

already described in front of the dress circle j

both which appear to us also somewhat too large

and coarse in detail : this particularly with

reference to the dress circle, which, of course, ii

nearest the eye from all the best parts of the “ painting,” standing as a model for the artist, is

house. The two other tiers are excellent in their
:
particularly elegant both m pose and costume,

effect, aud there is ground for great satisfaction
j

The glaring mistake made at the

in seeing the old meaningless style of theatrical
]

having figures in the side panels on a diuerent

decoration fairly broken through, aud the whole scale from those in the principal painting has

of the work of decoration carried out in a con-
1 been happily avoided here. A panel at eMd ena

sistent and painstaking manner. One of the
j

of Mr. Marks’s painting is filled with what the

most pleasing points is the way in which the
[

local papers, acting, we suppose, under proper

curtains and hangings over the boxes have been ! information, describe as “ conventional drapery,

“ arohitecturalized” into harmony with the other I but which look to ns painfully like two ig

decorations, instead of hanging in those eternal * pocket-handkerchiefs hung up on high : some-

festoons which we are used to see. The only bit thing better might certainly _have_ been devised

of the “old leaven” is the act-drop curtain, ^ for tho situation. Beyond this, it is sumcient to

which is splashed over in imitation of heavy 1 say that Mr. Calvert delivered an opening address

folds of draped stuff in the old-fashioned style.
|

on the occasion ;
expressive, among other things.

It is a pity that this was allowed.
j

of a conviction that the stage was not in so de-

Neither architect nor decorator, however, will
;

plorable a condition as critics are representing

but rather giving us the aspect of Tragedy when

80 far removed from the real into tho ideal world

to be contemplated with pleasure unmixed

with anything of abhorrence. The satisfaction

to be derived from a study of this fine work, how-

ever, is less perhaps dependent on the beauty of

individual figures than on the harmony and com-

pleteness of the whole both as to colour, com-

position, and the amount of thought displayed in

it
;
and highly as Mr. Marks is already esteemed

by many, we should say that those who have not

seen his work at the Manchester theatre are not

fully conscious of his powers.

We ought not to omit mention of the side

panels iu the frieze over the boxes, which have

been painted by Mr. Philips, with subjects^ illus-

trative of painting and music in very fair imita-

I

tion of Mr. Marks’s style ;
the female figure in

quarrel with us for sayieg that the most im^

portant feature in the new work is the painting

on the frieze by Mr. Marks, before referred to.

In the same manner and style as the painting

at the Gaiety Theatre, it is nevertheless a

decided step in advance of the latter. The

composition, which is kept rigidly to one plane

(without even such slight attempt at perspective

effect as laid the painting at the Gaiety open to

some criticism as a mural decoration), shows

Shakepeare enthroned iu the centre, Tragedy

and Comedy seated at his feet to left and right

respectively of the spectator, while the rest of

the space is occupied at each side by the prin-

cipal characters from his greatest plays. On the

Tragedy side are to be seen Otbeilo, Hamlet,

Macbeth, Ophelia, Lear and the Fool, Romeo
and Juliet, Coriolauus, Timon, and Julius Cmsar

;

on the opposite side Prospero, Shylock, Touch-

stone and Audrey, Puck, Falstaff, Benedick and

Beatrice, Henry VIII., Richard III., Henry IV.

The central figure on this latter side is Falstaff

seated with a wine-cup in his hand, and with as

much joviality of look and manner as could be

consistent with a style of painting which must

of necessity be removed considerably from any-

thing like obtrusive realism. Over his bead

rises a flowering plant in full bloom, typical of

exuberant life, aud he is balanced on the opposite

side by the grandly conceived figure of Lear,

marked by great breadth of treatment in the

drapery and general pose
j

this is also a sitting

it to be 5
that the acting of himself and his

clever lady, as Benedick and Beatrice, in the

performance of “Much Ado about Nothing,

which followed, went far to confirm his views j

that there was a nice bit of part singing or

Maefarren’s “Who is Sylvia?” introduced m
place of Balthasar’s song, “ Sigh no more in

Act ii.
;
and that the orchestral music was neither

better nor worse than in most English theatres.

Perhaps some enterprising artist may now

attempt to do for English theatrical music what

Mr. Marks is doing for theatrical paintinf^ and

endeavour to raise it to the level of

Let us add in conclusion that to those who "'6^®

in any degree “ behind the scenes ” nothing could

be pleasanter than to witness the enthusiastic

and friendly manner in which manager, archi-

tect, artist, and decorators acted together m
endeavouring to produce a satisfactory result,

and to do honour to the memory of the great

poet whose name they have endeavoured speoia y

to associate with this theatre.

Salisbury Cathedral.—The scaffolding by

the aid of which the statues have b=eu fixed in

their several niches on the west front of this

cathedral has lately been removed. Mias Caffyn

Grove, of Zeals House, has sent to the treasurer

of the restoration fond 1001. for the purpose of

placing two additional statues on the west front.
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VISIT TO ST. ALBAN’S ABBEY.

^

After the address of Lord Lytton at the opeo-
ing meeting of the Briiieh Arohmological Asso-
ciation’s Congress in St. Alban’s, the members
repaired to the Abbey, where

Gordon Hilia became their guide. Taking
them to the spot whence they could survey
the northern side of the abbey, he asked them
to observe the peculiar nature of the con-
struction of tho church, to take note of its vast
proportions, its great length, and of the unusual
oiroumstance that it is largely constructed of
brickwork. The materials of which it was formed
had (he said) given it a character which no other
church of Its size possessed. The tower, which
18 covered with plaster, is built of brick, visible
everywhere inside of it. All the exterior was
covered ovtr as the tower still is.

The company then returned to the western
entrance, and attention was called to the singular
appearance of the west end of the ohurch, its
nnhmshed character, and the beautiful and
elaborate work in the porches. Having taken
np a position in the nave, Mr. Hills proceeded to
say that this noble church was one that con-
nected, more than any other in this country,
memories of the past with the present. It was
founded on the spot where the first Christian
martyr of Britain shed his blood. The date was
not exactly known, but it might, with sufficient

within a few years of
oOO A.H., in the time of one of the persecutions
under the Emperor Diocletian. The ancient city

'

of Verulam stood on the opposite hill, and from
that city Alban was led out by one of the gates,

'

and decapitated on the neighbouring hill, and ’

on this hill the first church was founded. When '

l^ermanus and Lupus visited Britain for the pur-
pose of putting down the Pelagian heresy, they
visited this ohurch, and the tomb of the Martyr
was opened, and some sacred relics, brought
by them, were put in it. The next that was known
ot the church was that, in the time of Bede a '

church stood on this spot. Then there was a

'

nff eighth century, when
'

UHa, King of Mercia, founded a monastery on
this spot. In the lapse of time, the memory of

perished, and it was said
tnat Ulia was miraculously guided to the place
where the remains of Alban were entombed.
± rom that time there had been a church on this
site. After this we came down, 300 years at a

’

A u?’
of the Norman Conquest, when I

Abbot Paul began to build the church, which in I

the mam, was that now before their eyes. This
'

building was consecrated iu 1115. It was par-
ticularly interesting to notice that the church
was not only itself of great age, bub that it was
constructed of the fragments of other buildings
that had fallen into ruins. Abbot Paul ran-
Backed Verulam, and brought a great quantity
of materials therefrom for the erection of this
Church. The interior walls were full of Roman
bricks, and the outside wall was of Roman brick ,

and very little else. Even where the brickwork ^

did not appear, the flint and rabble were Roman
materi^s brought to this spot. Two abbots
before Paul had collected materials for the build-
ing of the church, but a time of famine coming

I on, they sold the materials to relieve the wants

! niQs of de Celia
I (iiyo-iwid), the idea of improving the church
^ was conceived. This abbot pulled down the
1 west front, and proceeded to rebuild, but after
c collecting all the money he could, he was obliged
t to stay his hand for want of funds, and the work
r remained in abeyance till William of Trumping-
t ton took the rule in 1215, and completed the
c construction of four arches on the north side at
t the west end, and of five arches on the south
s side. The rudeness of the original Norman
T work, as compared with other works of the same
p period, was thns to be accounted for, Paul
b bnilding the arches of bricks from the old city’
b had to use his materials as he found them, and
was unable to mould them into the more graceful

!c forms. In the newer work built of Tottenhoe
Bl stone, which was easily moulded by the skill of
tl the mason, is seen the advantage gained in the
cl change of matenal, as well as the striking ad-
Ti Vance which time had made in architectural
dt development. In part of the newer work it
K. would be observed that it had been commenced
min an elaborate style, and then dropped from a
ncneh to an inferior style. The columns at the
fftwest end and on the south side were pointed out
isas illustrations of this, the columns begiLiiing

Beven marble shafts, and the number as
•bithe work progressed, being reduced to two and
bithree.

Mr. Hills next called attention to the bases of
colutnns exposed on the north side at the west
end of the nave, as openings into the chapel of
St. Andrew, which was a ohurch until the time
of the suppression of the monasteries. The
chapel of St. Andrew was a church of three
aisles, and containing three altars. It seemed
to have been a large structure attached on the
north side of the abbey. At the suppression
the^ abbey was purchased and made the
parish church, and St. Andrew’s was pulled
down. He next pointed to the paintings of
the Crucifixion on the piers of each of the
arches of the older portion of the building on
the northern side, remarking that it had been
suggested there might formerly have been
altars placed against these piers but they had
a description of the altars in the building of
the date 14-W, in which no mention was made
of there having been altars in these places, and
the character of the paintings precluded the
idea that they were there, at any rate at a
later date. He then called attention to the south
wall at the west end, pointing out that there
were no windows, as on the northern side,
which arose from the abbot’s house being
against the south wall. He then described, by
a reference to the construction of similar build-
ings the probable character of the external
buildings,—the abbot’s house, the great kitchen
of the monasteiy, in which provision was made
lor almost unbounded hospitality, and pointed
out the door from the abbot’s chapel into
the ohurch. Further on ho noticed also the
transept by which the monks descended from
their dormitory into the abbey for midnight
service. Attention was next called to that
portion of the south side of the nave approaching
the choir, where, in 1323. during the Mass of
the Virgin, two columns fell. This led to the
construction of five arches totally different in
character from those of Abbot William of
Trumpington, on the south side,, and those of
Abbot Paul, on the north, and also to the con-
struction of the beautiful screen across tho

Attention was then called to this screen, and
to the altars on the right and left of it. The
centre altar is wrongly called the altar of St.
Cuthbert. It was really dedicated to the Holy
Cross, the altar of St. Mary ad Columnam being
to the south, and that of St. Benedict to the north

I

latter being also dedicated to St. Oswir!
Notice was also taken of alterations made after
Trumpington’s time, on rebuilding the fallen

,

work, in which the arches had fewer mouldings
nob so good and deep as in the time of that
Abbot, and the windows were imitations of
Trumpington’s work, bub much inferior in
beauty. This attempt to imitate previous work
was seldom made in Medimval times. The
five columns (at the part indicated, on the
south side of the nave) were erected in the time
of Edward III., and it would be seen that the
shafts were, like those of Abbot Trumpington, of
an earlier style, but their caps and bases were of
the later style. On the walls above the arohes
were heads of the King and Queen, the royal
arms of England and France, and a shield which
was supposed to be that of Offa, bub coats of
arms came into use about 1215, and there were
none in Offa’s time. That, therefore, was a
fancy. Inasmuch as the abbot who constructed
these arches had been prior of Tynemonth, which
monastery bad a shield identical with this one
he was inclined to think that the arms were
those of Tynemouth. Another coat of arms on
the wall was said to be that of Edward the
Confessor. There were no coats of arms in his
time, bat when it became the fashion for great
people to have them, they were sometimes in-
vented for the illustrious of former days who
never had them.

’

Mr. Hills next proceeded towards the choir,
and taking up his position centrally between the
transepts, he remarked that they were now in a
part of the ohurch where they could see more of
the original Norman architecture than in any
other. He would not say that they could see
more of the original condition of the church, for
the part before them must be deplorably shabby
when compared with what it was in other days.
Everything that they saw in the transepts was
characteristic of the simplest form of Norman
architeotnre, and nowhere had he found any work
which be could positively say was the building of
Offa. There were, howevor,8tone8 which bherewas
good reason to believe belonged to his church. Id
the arohes of the triforium they would notice the
banded columns, which were of an obviously
earlier date than the Norman buildings, and

which he could not help thinking had been taken
rom the Saxon building, and were used by Abbot
Paul in the construction of the transepts. The
columns could not be identified as having formed
part of Offa’s church, but he thought it very
likely that they did. The great tower was, he
believed, the work of Abbot Paul entirely. A
Dmber spire was subsequently pot on it by Abbot
IruiupingtoD, but that was swept away at an
unknown time, and the tower reduced to its
former proportions. It was not often they met
with so tall a Norman tower of the early period.
The doors on the side of the south transept were
the entrances of chapels. In the fourteenth
century the chapels on the south side were taken
down, and larger chapels built outside. There
were two chapels at this part in 1-140, but
between then and 1540 one of them was turned
into a vestry, and a wall separntiug it from the
other chapel was erected. A small archway in
the sonthwall of the south transept, which led
to a vaulted passage, was visited by the com-
pany. In^ this vaulted cell, as it now is, there
are exquisite specimens of Norman arches, the
round Normau arch beiug intersected and form-
ing pointed arohes. It was suggested that this
form marked a period of transition, but Mr.
Edward Roberts, who accompanied the exploring
party, said that the intersected arch was found
in the earliest Norman specimens. He, however
traced in the bands of the heads of the arches
signs of incipient change. Some very beautiful
carved work on the inner part of the doorway
excited much attention. It was extremely
minute, and of the most exquisite design and
workmanship. It constitutes, Mr. Hills said, the
only remaining fragment of the works of Abbot
Robert Gorham, who rebuilt in this elaborate
Norman style the chapter-house to which this
passage adjoined. The passage-way had a door
at each end, and led from the cloister to the
monks’ cemetery. This cemetery laying in the
angle east of the south transept, and south of
the choir.

Before leaving the transepts, he referred
to the Roman materials employed in the
construction of the building, remarking that
there were two or three very peculiar tiles at the
end of the north transept—flue tiles built into
the wall. On examining the upper part of the
tower he had /ound some curious marks on the
Roman tiles. It was not unusual to find on
Roman tiles the mark of a dog’s foot, which was
to be explained in this way,—the tiles had been
laid out to dry, and dogs, with which the country
abounded at the time, ran over them while they
were in a wet state, and left the impression of
their feet on the yielding material. Bat on one
tile in the tower he had found the impressions of
a pig’s foot, of that of a bird, and of a cat’s
foot. In the last-mentioned case the tile liad
got nearly dry when the cat passed over it, and
the impression was faint.

Mr. Edward Roberts said he was much
gratified to hear the remarks made by Mr. Hills
with reference to the use of Roman materials in
the construction of the abbey. On another
occasion it had been stated here that a great
part of the building was of Saxon construction

;
and he had heard that the gentleman who said
this challenged any one to contradict bis asser-
tion. He was not present at the time when the
statement was made, or he shonid certainly have
disputed it. He was happy to find that Mr.
Hills had come to the conclusion to which every
one acquainted with the subject must come.
The assumption that, because some balusters
and shafts which had been put in were of a
Saxon character, the work itself was Saxon, was
as idle as could be.

After listening for a few minutes to the tones
of the great organ upon which the organist, with
the oonseut of the rector, kindly performed, the
company proceeded to the space before the high
altar. Mr. Hills called attention to the elaborate
work of the fifteenth century on the altar screen,
mentioning that the sbriue of Sb. Alban was
originally so raised, and the screen so low, that
the shriue could be seen by the priest when he
stood at the high altar. There was at that time
above the high altar an elaborately carved beam
with the cruoifiiiou upon it. Abbot Trumping’
ton, however, removed this rood beam, and put
it across the south transept. It was the custom
to have the aisle opening to the choir by arches,
but this building was not so construoted, there
being a solid wall between the aisles and the
choir, the open arches having been added in
Trumpington’s time, and the solid wall panelled
to match them. The ancient shrine must have
stood where the present high altar was, Abbot
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Triimpington having lengthened the church east-

ward.
Attention was then called to the tomb of

Abbot John, of Wheathamstead, who came to

the rule aboot 1J20. The roof of this part

of the building was then referred to, and

the decoration of it was said to be the

work of Abbot Wheathamstead. The symbols

on it were those of John the Baptist and

St. John. The shields wei-e used to conceal

the junction of the wood and stone vaulting in

the roof. The tomb on the left was built to

Thomas Eamryge, one of the last of the abbots.

The company next assembled in the Saints’

Chapel, at the back of the high altar, where

Mr. Ilills pointed out marks on the centre of the

arta of the chapel which they were able to

recognise ns the place of the shrine of St.

Alban. The marks were those of the feet of the

columns which carried the canopy over it. Most

of them (said Mr. Hills) would probably come to

the conclusion that the relics of St. Alban never

were enclosed here. The history of these

relics was very curious. He believed that

Germanus and Lupus did see the relics of St.

Alban, and placed others with them. After-

wards, in Bede’s time, they still remained there,

but subsequently the place of their deposit was

lost sight of, and it was said to have been

revealed to Offa by a miraculous light which led

him to a spot where bones were found that

were treated as the relics of the saint. After-

wards, the country was overrun by the Danes,

who carried away the supposed relics, A monk
of St. Alban’s undertook to recover them. He
set out for the Scandinavian monastery to which

the relics had been carried, and, representing

that he was led thither by the fame of the

salutary eflects of the relics, sought admission

into the brotherhood. Having conducted him-

self satisfactorily for some time, he was admitted

a monk, and in course of time advanced to the

office of Sacristan, and, with what we should

now consider doubtful morality, made use of his

office to get possession of the relics. He made

a hole at the bottom of the shrine of the saint,

got out the relics, and having packed them,

procured a merchant to deliver them up, sealed

with his seal, to the Abbot of St. Albau’s.

After that England was again invaded by

the Danes ;
and the monks of St. Alban’s

becoming alarmed for their sacred treasure,

the abbot took the relics out of the shrine,

and made a hole in the wall under the

Chapel of St. Nicholas, and buried them
there. Having done this, he sent to Ely

the bones of a monk, which he carefully de-

livered, pretending that they were the relics of

the saint. This ltd to a curious dispute in after

times. When the Abbot of St. Albau’s restored

his own relics to their place, and wanted these

relics back, the monks of Ely refused to give

them up, for they reverenced them as the true

relics of St. Alban. The Abbot of St. Alban’s,

however, undeceived them, and inquiry having

been made from the Pope, it was pronounced

that the supposed relics of the saint had nob

been removed from the Abbey of St. Alban’s.

The actual possession of the relics was further

established in the year 1256 by the discovery in

the church at this part of a coffin containing an

inscription on lead, which averred that this

stone coffin was the coffin of the saint. Other

places, however, claimed some of bis relics.

Two canons coming here from abroad, said they

possessed bis shoulder-blade, given them by
Canute, King of England. A church in Germany
also claimed to possess most of his bones, and

even now this possession is claimed for a church

at Cologne, where, in a magnificent shrine of

very ancient date inscribed to the saint, these

relics may still be seen. The history of them is

succinctly preserved, and would make them to

be some relics actually taken from his tomb at

St. Alban’s by Germanus and Lupus about the

year IDO.

Attention was next called to the monument
Greeted to Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, on

the south side of the Saint’s Chapel
;
and, on

the north side, to the closet erected for the

reception of the articles given to the shrine,

and to the quaint watching-chamber,—over a
Mediceval gem. The tabernacle work over the

capitals of the pillars behind the shrine was
particularly noticed as rarely to be met with.

From the Saint’s Chapel, the company passed

out at the south side, into the open air, and pro-

ceeding along the passage which now forms a
thoroughfare, intersecting the abbey and sepa-

rating the Ladye Chapel from the rest of the

building, entered the vestibule leading to the

latter. At this point, just outside the door of

the Ladye Chapel, Mr. Ilills paused, and said

they were now assembled in a part of the build-

ing which formed the ante-chapel to the chapel

of the Virgin. At the end of the twelfth century

a great change took place in the celebration of

services to the Virgin Mary, which led to the

erection of more splendid chapels to her honour

than had formerly existed. They wore now out-

side one of these which was begun by Abbot

Trumpington. To reach this place they hadjust

passed along what was now a public thorough-

fare, and which his lordship, the bishop, had

this morning spoken of as a desecration of

the place. He (Mr. Hills) was told that the

public way through the building at this point

was a great convenience, and that it was

impossible to give it up. He hoped, however,

that there was no insuperable difficulty in

the way. When they heard of a project for

making a tunnel under the channel to connect

England and France together, it could not be

impossible to construct a tunnel under the abbey,

which would serve the purpose of the present

thoroughfare, if, indeed, a thoroughfare in that

direction were necessary. In this part of the

building there were formerly three altars, one to

St. Edmund on the north side, and another to

St. Peter the apostle on the south side, with the

shrine of St. Ampbibalus to the west. Looking

up to the roof, they would see, from the marks

on the columns, that it was originally intended
' to have vaulting, but it never hud any, and was
covered with a flat ceiling in oak, of which there

wore, as they would observe, some remains.

The work was begun by Abbot Trumpington,

and continued for a long period, but it was not

flnished until a centnry later, in the time of Hugh
Everaden (1308—1326).

From the ante-chapel the company passed into

the Ladye Chapel, wbon attention was called to

the beautiful windows of Hugh of Everaden and

the ball-flower ornament running round the

window arches, and to the exquisite little statues,

many of them but slightly injured, which was
remarkable, considering that the chapel had

been used as a boys’ school for four hundred

years. Next was noticed the partition which

separates the Ladye Chapel from the ante-chapel,

under the boarding of which there were traces

of an elaborate screen. This partition ought to

be taken down with the greatest care, so that

no injury might be done to the screen. All were

happy to hear that steps were in progress for

the removal of the school to that part of the old

building which formed the gateway of the

monastery, and which had been used as a gaol.

Every arcbooologisb will rejoice at a removal

which will facilitate the throwing of the Lady
Chapel into the church, of which it was a part.

LABOUR SAVING MACHINES FOR
BUILDERS.

In our recent notice of the show at Man-
chester, we mentioned briefly the remarkable

labour saving machines exhibited by Messrs.

Allen Ransome & Co. They seem, however, to

call for a fuller description than we could then

give. Some time ago we described the “ General

Joiner” and other machines that had been set

up for Messrs. Corbett and McClymont on the

Redclifle Estate, West Brompton, where they

baveraiseda town of excellent houses. Messrs. A.

Ransome & Co. have now, however, patented a

new “ General Joiner,” of which they say that it

will work saws up to 20 in. in diameter, and saw
stuff up to 7 in. thick

;
it will cross-cut wood of

any length, up to 4 in. thick j it will plane both

sides and thickness, in one operation, boards up

to 7 in. wide
;

it will cut single or double mould-

ings of any pattern in any kind of wood up to

5 in. wide ;
it will cut grooves from J in. to in.

in width
j

it will make perfect planed tenons in

one operation
;

it will make mortises from ^ in.

to 2 in. of any length in any kind of timber j and

it will bore holes from ^ in. to 2 in. diameter.

In addition to the above, it may be used for

rebating and moulding sash frames, mitreing,

chamfering, tongueing, beading, and a great

variety of other purposes. It is worked by two

lads, and will do the work (they assert) of at

least thirty skilled joiners. The advantages it has

over other machines of this class appear to be

that the tenoning, planing, and thicknessing, and

moulding operations, can be carried on without

interfering in any way with those that are done

at the sawing end of the machine, such as

ripping-out, cross-cutting, squaring-up, tongue-

ing, and grooving, &c. j
the tenons are formed

at one operation^y cutters, which finish them

much more accurately than is the case where

saws are employed for this purpose, as in other

machines of this class
;
the wood to be tenoned,

which may consist of several pieces up to a total

width of 18 in., is cramped in a horizontal posi-

tion upon a light sliding plate, instead of each

piece being fixed separately in a vertical position,

as is the case in other General Joiners
;
tenons

can be formed with shoulders of unequal lengths,

by simply altering the position of one of the

tenoning blocks on its spindle; and it will plane

both sides at once, and thickness boards up to

7 in. wide, and will out single or double mould-

ings of any pattern in any kind of wood. In

other machines of this class one side only can

be planed at a time.

Without endorsing all the claims made for it

by the patentees, we have no hesitation in assert-

ing that it is a very valuable machine, and that

every large builder ought to take an opportunity

to inquire into its merits.

Parkinson’s patent “Universal Joiner,” made

by the same firm, combines improvements never

before introduced into machines of the class

known as “ General or Universal Joiners,” for

example, it will plane, groove, tongue, edge, aad

thickness boards up to 7 in. wide, or will work

all font sides of a moulding at one operation,

whereas the most perfect “ General Joiners” yet

produced will only plane two sides at a time ; it

is provided with a complete band saw for sawing

circular work up to 10 in. thick ; and it will

mould and rebate circular sashes, or stick curved

or circular mouldings of any pattern. The band

saw and table are attached in such a position as

not to interfere with the work going on at either

side of the machine
;
and as the planing arrange-

ment and saw are driven separately, the lad

operating either part can stop or start his portion

of the machine without interfering with, the work

going on at the other side.

Frazer’s patent eqailibrium deal frames do a

large amount of work. These machines are

furnished with two separate swing frames worked

from one crank shaft, so arranged that when
one is at the top, the other is at the bottom of

the stroke
;
and thus in ascending and descend-

ing, they counter-balance each other, and the

result is that they can be driven at 400 revolu-

tions per minute with less vibration than other

deal frames driven at half that speed, and the

necessity for a fly-wheol is obviated. The swing

frames are made entirely of cast steel, thus

combining great strength with the least possible

weight, and the crank shaft and other working

parts do not require to be nearly so strong as in

other frames, in which a heavy swing frame is

ootinter-balanced by a heavily-weighted fly-

wheel.

The plain band saw machines, exhibited by

Messrs. Ransome & Co., are intended chiefly for

sawing curves, and among the many purposes

for which they are peculiarly adapted may be

mentioned sawing out hand-rails, gothic work,

ic., for builders and contractors
;

cutting out

buffer blocks, break blocks, carved supports for

roofs of railway carriages and tracks, for rail-

way carriage builders
;

preparing chair backs

and legs, for cabinet-makers
j
and sawing out

felloes and naves of wheels for wheelwrights,

&c. By simply changing the saw it is equally

adapted for cutting out delicate ornamental work,

or for sawing through a piece of oak 15 in. thick.

We have before now spoken of their Self-

Acting Saw Bench and their Planing and Trying-

up Machine. In the latter the cutters are

attached to a wrought-iron adze block, which

revolves at a very high speed, and cutters of any

form may be fixed to it so as to cut a moulding,

bead, or rebate, upon the timber at the same

time as it is being planed. The table is of cast-

iron, planed all over, and fitted at intervals, with

screw-cramps, fitted with gun-metal nuts and

wrought-iron fangs, by which the timber is

readily and securely fixed. The table is worked

by a self-acting feed motion, giving it a forward

speed equal to 12 ft. a minute, and taking it back

much faster.

We advise such of our readers as are practi-

cally engaged in building operations not to con-

tent themselves with reading of such machines

as these, but to inquire for themselves as to the

expediency of making nse of them. All are

advanced ultimately by machines that lessen

human labour.

The Ellesmere Memorial.—We may re-

mind onr readers that the architect of this

memorial was Mr. T. G. Jackson, of London.
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HOLME'S STONE-DKESSING MACHINE.
Mu. SiiE.iRER, of the Dalbeattie Granite

Quarries, and Mr. William G. Freeman, of the
Penrjn Granite Quarries, haying taken up the
Btone-dressing machine invented and patented
by Mr. Joseph E. Ilolme (of the United States),
have given us an opportunity to inspect it in
action. The object of the machine is, of course,
to facilitate the dressing of stones, and espe-
cially of the harder and more enduring class,

enabling contractors and builders, or quarry
owners, to avail themselves of steam or water
power f^or the more laborious part of their trades.
The machine consists of a simple arrangement
by which a block of stone can be made to travel
beneath a transverse bar, carrying either a series
of chisels or a single knife. To this bar (differ-

ing from other stone-working machines that we
have seen), a kind of oscillatory motion is im-
parted by a crank axle, so that the action of a
workman’s hand and mallet is very exactly
imitated, hut with a speed and force that no
workman can attain. Certain varieties of granite
that have hitherto had no market value on
account of their extreme hardness, the coat of
dressing having exceeded the worth of the
material, can be worked by the machine with
facility. The ordinary process is first to snbject
the rough stone to the action of a row of chisels,

separated by interspaces, so that the surface is

grooved, and then to replace the chisels by a
continnous blade, that redncos the grooved sur-
face to one that is uniformly level. Two blocks
of Portland stone were exhibited, measuring
about 6 ft. in length by 21 in. in width, and 1-1 in.

in depth. One of these blocks had been dressed
by hand by a skilful workman, who completed
his task in 15^ hours. The other was dressed
by the machine, in the presence of visitors, in
2 hours only, and the machine-dressing was
certainly superior in finish to that done by hand.
The inventor considers that l-horse power should
be used for each foot in width of the surface
acted upon.

With these machines, the quantity of stone
dressed depends more upon the convenient
arrangements for handling and turning over the
stones, than upon the actual time of cutting.
The forward feed over the surface of even the
largest stones will be 18 to 24 in. per minute

j
if

well quarried and scabbled, two or three cuts
would finish a face of 15 to 20 superficial ft. in
as many minutes. On smaller stones, of coarse
the proportionate quantity dressed would not be
so great. Beds and joints require but two cuts,
if well shaped, and by using only the punches
or grooving points, a regular matching or dove-
tailing of the courses may be obtained. A
smaller machine is made to be worked by hand,
in situations where power is not available, for
makingwindow caps, sills, and such small matters
as are used in connexion with brickwork. This
machine will take in a stone 5 ft. by 17 in.

There seems to be danger in trying to chip
off too much at once, and care mast be taken to
keep the chisels in good order; but, with any
little drawback of this sort admitted, the impres-
sion the machine gave ns was very satisfactory,
and we can scarcely doubt that it will come into
general and advantageous use.

VERULAM AND POMPEII COMPARED.
ROMAN ENGLAND.

Amongst the papers laid before the recent
St. Alban’s Congress,
Mr. J. W. Grover read one with the view

of showing the similitude between Verulatn
and Pompeii. After introductory observations
he proceeded to say;—Verulam is variously
named by the Roman writers. Tacitus, whom
we follow, calls it Verulamium

; Ptolemy, Urola-
nium and Verolamium

;
and Antoninus, Verola-

nium. It occupied an oblong area about three-
quarters of a mile long by half a mile wide.
Our excavations have traced the principal streets—rnnuing north-west and south-west; one of
these formed part of the great military road
from London to the north-west, and generally
follows the present turnpike-road from Edgware,
Elstree, Park-street, then Verulam, and Red-

. bourne. Market-street, Dunstable. These streets
’ were intersected by others running at right
I angles to them. One seems to have followed
. the hedge between the Rectory fields and Mr.
S Aldridge’s farm

;
another was probably, though

1 not certainly, on the site of the present Hemel
' Hempsted-road. Both these streets ran south-
' west and north-east. The first may be traced in

i tile fields to the west of the city, on which side

Stukely says a gateway was formerly visible.

This road, no donbt, formed the famous Camlet
way

;
it ran in a straight line from the western

gateway to the southern side of St. Michael’s
churchyard, and thence through Major Gape’s
garden, across the Fiahpool, and straight for

Oster hill
;
part of this road was visible in 1826,

when it was destroyed, I believe. Now let us
for one moment consider the shape of the oity.

It is an oval
;
the major axis of which is traversed

by the Roman Watling-atreet, the minor axis

by the Camlet way; the intersection of these
two great streets is close to St. Michael’s Church,
and in nearly all the Roman Cities of Britain
this seems to have been the site of the great
Temple and the principal buildings. I will

venture, therefore, to propound a theory which
I believe is consistent with analogy—That St.

Michael’s Church occupies the site of the Temple,
and that temple probably was dedicated to Apollo.
In Bath, the city of Apollo or the Sun, we have
two St. Michaels—one of which stood near the
site of the famous temple. When the world
became Christianized the saints received and
perpetuated the attributes of the deities they
superseded. St. Mary do Stall in Bath succeeded
Sul i Minerva. St. Sul was worshipped in Brittany
in the place of Sol. The Templum Salutis in

Rome became St. Vitale; the Pantheon, All
Saints. Fire and light were the prevailing idea
in the temple of Vesta, which is now the Madonna
of the Sun. The twin brethren—Romulus and
Remus—are perpetuated by Cosmo and Damien.
Cases might be multiplied indefinitely

;
as

in Bath St. Michael succeeded the worship of
Apollo Baal, so I think he did in Verulam ;

the saint slew the dragon, as Apollo the python
;

the first drove the rebellious angels from heaven,
the last destroyed the cyclopes. Moreover, it is

curiously confirmatory of this argument to re-

member that both the St. Michaels’ mounts in

Cornwall and France, were said to have been
consecrated by the Druids to the sacred fires of
the Sun or Baal— Beltien, as they are now called,

and which still exist. 'The Romans especially
adopted and engrafted their religion upon that
of the nations they subdued. When they came
they found this land devoted to the worship of
the Sun and Moon, the Baal and Ashtaroth. So
they built their temples to the Sun and the
Moon,—divinities—-Baal or Apollo here, Diana
at Dunstable, and propitiated the Drnids. Then
came Constantine, and Christianity prevailed.

We know that the Christians of the Roman
Empire converted the temples into churches

;

and this fact accounts for the sites of several of
our cathedrals in the very centres of the old

Roman cities. Sir C. Wren supposed that St.

Paul’s stood on the fonndations of a temple of

Diana. Chichester Cathedral stands on Roman
remains in the centre of that city. Stone-street

points direct upon its spire for miles. The
great Roman western road to Gloucester, the
Ermine street, runs in a long straight line for

miles upon the tower of that city’s cathedral

;

other cases might be brought forward in support
of the argument, but those I have named will

suffice. In Pompeii the theatre occupied very
nearly the same relative position as inVernlam;
and a temple stood near it dedicated to Hercules,

and occupying nearly the same situation as St.

Michael’s Church does to the theatre here. The
principal forum in Pompeii was about 500 ft.

long by 110 ft. wide
;
on the eastern side came

the Basilica and Temple of Venus ;
this, no

doubt, was the arrangement in Verulam, and
would place the forum in Mr. Aldridge’s meadow,
to the sooth of the rectory paddock, where
Stukely shows a large building. In Uriconium
the same plan is followed. The western gate of
Verulam, near the Hempsted-road, at the en-

trance of the Camlet Way, would correspond
exactly with the Vesuvius gate in Pompeii, and
the crater of the volcano, with regard to the
shape of the city and its distance, woold come
at Langley Bury. In the case of the Campanian
city the sea represents the fish-pool of Verulam,
but it extended on another side also, viz., on
that here facing St. Stephen’s Church. The
dimensions are most strikingly similar in both
cities. The length of Pompeii is 4,300 ft.

;
of

Verulam, -4,488 ft. The width of Pompeii is

2,400 ft.
;

of Verulam, 2,541 ft. ; the area of

the former being 167 acres, and of the latter

190 acres. Bat the shape is most singular, and
this can be best undei stood by applying the plan

of one to the other. It seems as if the municipal

authorities of oar British town had taken the

Campanian city as their model. So in the

streets a similar agreement seems to exist both
as to position and width. In both cases they

seem to rnn nearly at right angles along the
axes of the ellipse, and range from 24 ft. to 27 ft.

in width, Verulam, however, has the advantage
of the greatest regularity, being built evidently
on one formal plan—as the American cities are
now-a-days. The theatre of Vernlam not only
occupies the same relative position, but is,

singularly enough, nearly the same size as that
of its model, being 193 ft. 3 in. in diameter,
against 195 ft. approximately in Pompeii. Mr.
Wright estimates twenty rows of seats here

;

in the Italian example there appears to have
been twenty-two rows, not including those
within the prcecinctio of the orchestra, which in
Verulam appears to be 70 ft. against 62 ft. in
the other. The distance from the stage to the
back is same in both oases. The stage in the
Italian theatre is, however, much wider than in

ours ; so is the postscenium
; the walls of our

theatre at the side of the stage are placed at an
angle, which is a difference. Both theatres
appear to have been richly adorned with frescoes
and marbles

;
at Verulam slabs of the latter

material, thirteen-sixteenths of an inch thick,
are found, and appear to resemble the material
used for lining the fountain’s basin at the famous
Roman villa at Bignor, in Sussex. It is worth
while remembering that at Pompeii a second
and smaller theatre exists close to the large one

;

perhaps farther explorations may show a similar
one here ; it should come on the northern side.

The presence of this unique and interesting relio

throws much light upon the manners and
customs of our Romano-Britiah ancestors. That
civilisation could have been of no contemptible
kind which enabled the inhabitants of this

remote province to appreciate the drama of
Plautus and Terrence, or the cadence of a
Greek chorus. Remembering that every Roman
town in Britain seems to have possessed an
amphitheatre dedicated to the less humane
pastimes of the gladiator, in Verulam alone has
a refined Greek stage been discovered. The
position of the amphitheatre in Verulam has
been promised us by an eminent local antiquary,
BO I will not speculate on its site. It stood, to
judge from other cases, outside the walls, and
Mr. Harris has pointed to a hollow between
the town and St. Stephen’s, which deserves
attention. I refrain from any observa-
tions, however, pending further exploration.

The streets of Verulam seem to have been com-
posed of gravel metalling

;
on the top of this may

be seen a quantity of oyster and mussel shells,

which are always found in Roman towns
; on

the top comes a debris of burnt wood, the
charred remains of the fallen rafters ; then
fallen walls and the Italian roofing tiles with
the rolls. Large quantities of the fresco paint-
ing of the apartments may also be seen. The
intonaco, or thin finishing coat of plaster, is very
perfect

;
it is generally of a cream or white tone,

with brown, red, and blue stripes, as in Pom-
peii, and sometimes painted with flowers. In
the field where the theatre stands, which is still

called the “ black ground,”—probably from the
quantity of burnt wood found there,—I am in-

formed by the tenant, the plough frequently

brings up a quantity of tesserm, showing the
pavements are very near the surface. It would
be trespassing beyond the province of this

paper to enter into any disqnisition respecting

the roads in the vicinity, yet I cannot help re-

marking upon the foss ways, one of which leads
from the western gate towards Gorhambury, and
another of which may now be seen in Beech-
bottom, which points towards Verulam, and no
doubt formed part of the Camlet-way. These
carious sunk roadways were one of the peculiar

features of Republican Rome, and they have
lately been explored by Mr. J. H. Parker, and
explained by him and Dr. Fabio Gori, for the

British Archmological Society of Rome. It is

singular to find similar works in Verulam, and
their precise object cannot be explained satis-

factorily
;
yet their existence here proves the

connexion which existed between our ancestors

and the rising capital of the world, at a much
earlier period than history records. One ques-

tion has, I think, been determined by onr recent

explorations, and that is the existence of the

wall on the Fiahpool side, the remains of which
may be seen on the property adjoining Major
Gape’s house. The pool itself must have formed
an extensive lake, and in Gough’s Camden men-
tion is made of subterranean arched chambers
mnning under the water; it is also stated that
Abbot Ealred found on the banks oaken planks
fastened with nails, and pitched over

; also ships’

tackle, fir oars, rusty anchors, and so forth;
showing that the water was deep enough for
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navigation of some sort
; a road probably passed

between it and the wall. In conclnsion, I wonld
draw attention to the fresco painting} and trust

that if there is any chemist amongst onr con-
gress ho will be induced to make an analysis of
its composition. What medium could have been
employed so durable as to withstand not only
the action of the fire but also of the damp of
fifteen centnries. I believe the ancients em-
ployed wax mixed with oil in a warm state.

The iubject is one of much interest. Finally I

venture to hope that the labours of this

association may lead to the full explanation
of this most interesting relic of antiquity

—

Verulam. Mr. Grover concluded byremarking,
that the fields in question certainly contained
most valuable treasures, and he hoped that some
day this inquiry might lead some one to con-
tinue the excavations on the spot. The more
they investigated the subject the more astounded
they would be to see that this country was in as
high a state of civilization 1,700 years ago as it

was in the time of Charles, and certainly, as

far as the means of communication were con-
cerned, infinitely better. The Komans were a
thoroughly practical people, and thongh they
did not stand upon any ceremony in taking it,

it would be admitted that they bad introduced
into it the highest amount of science and hap-
piness compatible with the then existing state

of things.

FINSBURY PARK.
Ox Saturday last Sir John Thwaites, chairman

of the Board of Borks, attended by many mem-
bers of the Board, vestrymen, and inhabitants of
the d istrict, and heralded by the band of the Stoke
Newington Rifles, opened in pleasant weather
tho so-called Finsbury Park, for the formation
of which the Board purchased 120 acres (and
some more), under a statute dated so long ago as
August I7tb, 1857. According to the official

particulars, a well-known suburban recreation
ground, known as Brown’s Wood, or Hornsey
Wood, and Hornsey House, also formerly called
Copt Hall, was selected as the site for the Park,
and the lease having all but expired, after the
Board acquired the property, the cost of buying
up the business was avoided by waiting a short
time. The ancient designation of the estate is

tho Prebendal manor of Brown’s Wood, in the
pariah of Harringny, otherwise Hornsey.
The ground has a gentle southern slope from

Higbgate on the west, and towards Stoke Newing-
ton on the east, and ia skirted on the south by
the Seven Sieters’-road, and on the east by the
Green-lanes. The Great Northern railway
bounds it by a cutting and embankment on the
western side; and latterly the London, Edg-
ware, and Highgate railway has been made,
with a station adjoining the park.

Certain public footpaths had to be preserved
for the use of the adjacent lands, and the conrse
of the New River is through the northern portion
of tho laud. Since the park was formed, Parlia-
ment has permitted the East London Water
Company to form a great reservoir, of some
acres in extent, under tho surface, for the storage
of water on a high level

;
but as the ground will

be turfed over and belted with shrubs the public
will not be losers by the arrangement. Con-
tracts were made in 18GG for the drainage of
roads, the formation of roads, footpaths, and
ornamental water, the erection of the entrance
lodges and the gateways, inclosure, and palings.
Last year, also, the planting of trees and shrubs
was completed.
The expenditure for the park up to 30th of

June last has been as follows :

—

For Parliamentury Expenaes
j. Property uni ComreDsationa
,, Professional and Office Charges, ic.,

during 11 years

„ Works
,, Trees, Shrubs, Planting, &c
„ Wages for Supervision of Works
,, Incidental Expenses

Less moneys received on account of old ma-
terials, interest on balances, and rents ...

£. B. d.

875 3 1

64,817 18 8

11,252 0 10
26,814 0 2
2,384 8 2

351 13 10
649 10 6

97,275 3 3

2,577 0 9

Total ... £94,693 2 6

The cost of the freehold land was about 472Z.
per acre.

The funds were raised by a loan in 1864 of
60,000Z., at 4^ per cent, for thirty years

; with
43,OOOZ. borrowed on debenture in 1808.
The necessary works have been done under

the direction of the superintending architect of
the Board, who has designed appropriate en-
trances and lodges, and has laid out the

ground picturesquely with the assistance of
Mr. McKenzie. Two strips of land, one
bordering the Seven Sisters’ - road, tho other
the Great Northern Railway, were purchased
by the Board with a view to letting for build-

ing purposes, and so lessening the cost of
the park to the public. A loud outcry, however,
has been raised against this much as if the
Board were endeavouring to filch land that
belonged to the public. Of course, if the rate-

payers of the metropolis generally desired that
the park should be made so much larger than it

was at first intended, and were willing to pay for

it, the Board would carryout this desire; but
the wisdom of their original arrangement would
not be impeached. In letting or selling the land
retained for building on, and which is now
bounded by the new road on the park side,

sufficient margin ought to be retained to admit of

planting out the enclosure wall. A very large
amount of wood fencing is used in the park.
We should have preferred to see something more
durable. The land in this neighbourhood should
now be brought under the control of the Metro-
politan Building Act.

FROM PARIS.

Strolling up to the Arc de Triomphe, at the
rend point de VEtoile, we examined tho prepa-
rations made for the Napoleon /He of the 15th
of August. The usu d festoons of lami.8 are
there, bub in an increased number. In the
Tuileriea’ garden, which is to bo dressed out as
in the f6te dcs Souverains, so says the programme,
13,750 luminous globes, red and white, are to be
affixed to 241 posts, sustaining the bouquets and
garlands, all gas-lighted, as of old. Place de la

Concorde and Champs Elysoes, 24,705 globes,
other sundry lights, 15,000 ; total, 53,455.
Tho Arc de Triomphe of the Etoile is to be

crowned by an imperial diadem, 23 ft. high,
electric light, Bengal light, &c. We give a few
historic details of this arch. On the 29th of
July, 183G, the Arc de Triomphe, at the Barriore
de I’Etoile, was formally inaugurated. The first

stone was laid on the 15th of August, 1806,
without any ceremony

;
it took, therefore, more

than thirty years to build, the works having been
interrupted twice, and undertaken three times,
viz., under tho First Empire, the Restoration,
and the reign of Lonie Philippe. The total cost
was 386,045Z., and the dimensions are as follows :

height, 162 ft. 7. in.; width, 147ft.; thickness,

75 ft. 6 in. It is the largest triumphal arch in

the world, and the foundations are carried down
to a depth of26 ft. below the surface. The stone
employed was that of Cbdteaa-Landoa

;
it is

hard, resisting, and capable of receiving as high
a polish as marble. The architects employed
successively were MM. Chalgrin, Goust, Huyob,
De Gisors, Fontaine, Labano, Debret, and Blonet,
who terminated the work as we now see it. The
crowning of the arch by an allegorical'group, so
as to complete it, has been proposed ever since
it was begun, and recently it has been talked of,

but nothing done as yet.

The project of constructing a popular theatre
for grand operas and opera comique is again
brought forward. It is said that the plans have

'

been elaborated by M. Adolphe Sax, and com -

1

pleted by MM. Laglaise and Gate. It ia to be

!

placed in the centre of Paris, and will contain
'

4,000 seats, 1,000 of which are to be at 1 frano
each.

The restoration and regilding of the dome
of the Invalidea has been so far terminated that
the tarpaulins and scaffolds set up for many
months are being removed. It is the work, as
we all know, of Mansard, in the seventeenth
century, and has been gilt three times, the last

being by the present Government, the former
one by Napoleon I. in 1806, and the first gilding
by Louis XIV.
A sad accident took place on the 28th nit. at

Enghien, at the very gates of Paris, and which
is celebrated for its sulphureous waters, its

lake, and charming villas. One of the stokers
attached to the service of the baths having
descended into the reservoir of sulpbureoue
waters, made a false step and fell into the
pit. In trying to save him, the second engi-
neer, another stoker, and one of the chief
bathmen, met with tho same fate. Thanks to

the exertions of M. Allegro, and the precantions
taken by him, the four mentioned are the only
victims, though many persons were in great
danger in trying to save the first, seven having
fallen in, and only four having been safely

extracted. Three others exposed their lives.

At the same hour, in the same day, four men
were killed in the cellars of a large brewery at
Montrouge, in the Rue de la Voie Verte. The
barrels of beer are kept in cellars in the cata-
combs at a great depth, from which they are
hoisted by a steam, windlass capable of lifting

only 330 lb. at a time, and reserved exclusively
for hoisting the beer. Four men, down below,
instead of mounting by their ladder, heedlessly
risked themselves on the hoist platform, and
when they came near the surface the rope broke,
and they were all killed instantly.

Several old sepulchres have again turned up
in the quarter of the Gobelins, while excavating D

the foundations of some houses in the new n

Boulevard Arago. They appear to be of higb
arobmologic interest

; the kists being of very
hard stone, and covered with roughly dressed
flags of the same stone. The vault measures
about 5 ft. 7 in, in height, the arch being of
rough stones laid in mortar. We remarked that
there was no particular system in the disposal
of the coffins ; some were placed end to end,
others piled one over the other

;
and when w©

saw the spot most had been removed to the cata-
combs

;
but it was plain from oar examination

of two, one being of very small dimensions, and
containing the remains of a young child, that i

they were either Celtic or Gaulic;—perhaps, no 1

relics forthcoming to denote the period : as
|

distance lends enchantment to the view, so relics

disappear by diggers.

One of the most interesting works now
drawing towards completion in Paris is the new
Orleans Railway terminus. What strikes forcibly

a profesaioual eye is the new carriage-shed,
;

called here the grande Tialle aux wagons; the i

height from the rails to the apex of the iron-

ribbed roof is 197 ft,, the length is 984 ft., and
the span about 200 ft. ; a bold piece of work, yet
withal of graceful lightness. The immense ribs

are of pierced wrought iron, designed by and
executed under the orders of M. Edmond
Renaud, to whom great credit ia due for his

architectural skill displayed in this gigantic
structure. The roofing is of glass, and th©
general design, on the exterior, differs widely
from that of the Nord or the Est termini, inasmuch
as there is no attempt at monumental display j

but, once inside, we observe a wonderful com-
bination of great accommodation with good
taste and comfort. In many of the continental
railway stations the waiting-rooms are wretched
affairs, in which absence of comfort seems to be
the principal object. In the case, however, of
the new Paris Orleans station, we find a comfort
that we have vainly sought for elsewhere.
This extends to the carriages. The State
carriages for the Emperor and suite, built by
this company, are very snmptuons, and they are
the only ones able to pass through the “ tem-
plates” or gaharits of all the lines. When he
paid a visit lately to Chartres, by the Quest line,

these State carriages were hauled by the circular

railway to the St. Lazare station.

A VISIT TO PORTLAND ISLAND.
Not many days since, in the pursuit of know-

ledge under difficulties, wo shaped onr course
due south, booking from Paddington station for
the pleasant watering-place of Weymouth, en>

j

route for Portland Island. We held a Govern-
! ment order for admission to visit the Convict
Prison in onr pocket; and, although still

in a state of single blessedness, we insured our
life against railway accident to the extent of the
modest sum of 500Z. Our return-ticket was a
special one, and it extended for a couple of clear
days. After starting on onr journey, we pro-
ceeded at a moderately brisk pace, without en-
countering any delay or obstacle on our way,
through Berks, Wilts, Somerset, and Dorset-
shire. The early rye and oats were yielding to
the reaper’s sickle, and the sparrows and the
rooks were enjoying a rich Sabbath plunder
while man rested. The train whirled on through
many a deep cutting, round many a war-shattered
entrenchment, over many an historic stream, and
hid in its thick volume of smoke not a few
antique tenements bymatted wood and straggling
hamlet. A look upon an open country is plea-

sant, even through the medium of a railway-
carriage window

;
but the sight of passing

villages is flashed upon the eye too abruptly to

make a very lasting impression. Yet one can
see much, and enjoy much, even by rail in

a journey of 150 miles. We reached Wey-
mouth after a run of between seven and eight

hours ; but it was night, and onr walk upon the
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Esplanade was by moonligtt. Resting for the

night at one of the hotels convenient to

the beach, we arose early in the morning
for a look over the town before proceeding

onward to Portland Island. Later in the day we
proceeded by train to Portland. Leaving the

station, we proceeded by a circuitous sweep, pass-

ing on our right a steep and curions ridge of

shingle of all sizes and colours, known as Chesil

Bank. In appearance and formation it is unlike

anything else that you will meet with in any
other part of Great Britain. It stretches for

several miles from the island of Portland to

Bridporb, but it is separated from the mainland
at Weymouth, and on as far as Abbotsbury, by
an estuary or inlet called the Fleet. Between
Portland and Weymouth the stones are of a

larger size than those forming the bank as you
recede along the coast. This accumulation of

pebble has little variety in size in the vicinity

of Weymouth and Portland, and falls little short

of 200 yards in width. It is utterly and com-
pletely sterile 3 nor could we discover thereon,

except at a few points, the least sign even of

marine vegetation. The cottages that flank this

dreary stretch of natural breakwater for miles are

constituted of ragged stone. No green grass-plats

—no sweet or blooming hedge-rows—no flowers

born to blush unseen ”—nothing but sand, sea,

and shingle, squalid dwellings, and stricken

human nature. Yet there is something to be

Been and heard here and about that will in-

terest the visitor, if his intellect is not of the

idiotic Dundreary type. The Chesil bank is un-
doubtedly formed by the action of the waves, in

conjnnction with the south-western gales which
sweep up the pebbly shingle from its ocean bed.

The isle of Portland, as it has been remarked
by others, contributes to this accumulation of

pebbles, acting as a caterer or a collector of it,

by the obstruction it ofl'ers to their further drift-

ing, Thousands of pounds have already been ex-

pended since 1849, by the aid of free and con-

viot labour, to construct the Portland break-
water, a work certainly of considerable labour

;

but here, on the coast of Dorset, nature eclipses

man in the formation of a natural breakwater,

at once a miracle and a curiosity.

Many shipwrecks, in past and recent times,

have occurred along the historic Chesil bank.
From the fact of these disasters there is a par-

ticular part along this pebbly ridge, known by
the ominous name of Deadman’s Bay. Dead
men, they say, tell no tales, but the ddbris of the

well-attested wrecks in the vicinity of Dead-
man’s Bay tells alarming tales indeed. Leaving
the railway station at Portland behind, we pro-

ceed up the zig zag road, and through a tole-

rably respectable village or town. On the brow
of the island rock a new church, of the Me-
thodist connection, is being erected. Hotel
accommodation and every other usual or crea-

ture comforts required for summer visits, are to

be had on Portland rook for the legal tender.

Portland proper, that is, the island rook, is

nearly 4 miles long, by li mile in breadth. At
its highest point it is not much under 500 ft.

above the level of the sea. The shape or con-

figuration of the island can be distinctly seen by
looking at the map. It is tongue-shaped, and
probably for that reason its extreme point gets

the name of Portland Bill, or “ The Bill of

Portland.” The circumference of the island is

computed at about 9 miles. The west cliffs are

very high, the fall considerably lower, perhaps
under 20 ft. at some point on the south side

I of the island. Very little vegetation is ob-

I servable upon the island. No green mea-
dow, no golden corn, no smelling garden,

no silvery stream
;
the blue vault of heaven is

above you, and black, barren, and rugged
rock below. The carol of the lark, the chirp

of the wren, the sound of the corn crake, or

the voice of the cuckoo, each and all are un-

knowD. Betimes a human shout is heard, and a
detonating report rumbles through the welkin

;

but nature aflbrds no music. We are approach-
ing now the vicinity of the Portland Quarries.

There is quite a legion of them, and they are all

distioguished by different names. In the vicinity

• of the convict prison the Government quarries

. are worked by convicts, who mostly procure the
stone by a system of splitting. A thin channel
has been out along the edge of the rock first to

a certain depth, and then an uniform tapping
. has been resorted to, assisted by the driving in o)

thin wedges. The quarries of the private pro-

prietors are worked energetically. They are

: leased by the Crown, who takes Is. royalty on
I every ton exported. The wages paid to the

* quarrymen is very low indeed. Considering

their heavy and wasting toil, and their summer
and winter exposure to the atmosphere, it is

to be deplored that the wages of these men
do not average, the year ronnd, more than

128. per week. It will be recollected, however,

that the Dorsetshire agricultural labourers are

the worst paid in England. The ordinary system
of blasting and quarrying is so well known to

the majority of readers, that it is hardly neces-

sary to describe it. After the vertical hole is

drilled in the rock, and the gunpowder intro-

duced and rammed tightly, a train is connected

with the outside. When the explosion takes

place, the rock is rent into several perpendicular

fissures and blocks, from 20 to 50 tons in weight
are detached. These are soon removed by the aid

of winches, screw jacks, and other appliances, to

their required position, where they are shaped,

measured, weighed, and marked, and finally

carried down to the wharf on iron cars for

shipping.

There has been some considerable talk lately

about the exhaustion of our coal fields : the

question might be put also with a like anxiety

concerning the exhaustion of Portland stone.

However, we will quiet the fear of our gentle-

man amateurs and practical builders, by inform-

ing them that there is as much stone in Portland

as will furnish all the requirements of the world

for the next 1,500 years, and perhaps more. One
acre, we understand, is annually removed. Port-

land stone has been used as far back as the

twelfth century in some of our abbeys. But it was
only in the reign of Charles II. that the quarries on
Portland Island began to be worked with any ac-

tivity. It was Charles who instituted the humane
provision of enacting that half of the royalty

exacted from the quarry proprietors should be

put by as a trust fund for the benefit of the

islanders. The provision, it is said, was intended

by the king as a compensation to the islanders

for the loss of their island pastures. If fruitful

pastures ever existed on Portland rock they are

no longer visible. Portland stone is much used

at the present hour, and it is well adapted to

building purposes from the facility with which it

can be worked. But there is a very inferior

description of it which often goes into the

market.

Sir Christopher Wren gave the use of Portland

stone a great impulse in London by using it in

the erection of St. Paul’s. The moat of the

Queen Anne churches in the City are of this

material. Several recent public institutions in

the metropolis are also built with Portland stone.

In Dublin, Glasgow, Edinburgh, and several

large towns through the three kingdoms, Port-

land stone has been used extensively.

The convict prison of Portland Island, which

is rendered somewhat historic of late from the

fact of the detention of many of the Fenian

convicts there for the last three years, was
erected in 1818.

It is capable of accommodating upwards of

1,500 convicts. The Fenian convicts at present

confined in Portland are employed in working in

the quarries. They work together, and not in

conjunction with the ordinary convicts. Among
their number at present are two editors of Irish

newspapers, a couple of American officers who
served in the late American war, some clerks,

and several skilled mechanics. A short time

since some of the Fenian prisoners confined here

were amnestied unconditionally. The political

convicts have to work the same and to go through

the like discipline as the ordinary ones. Governor

Clifton is rigid in carrying out the discipline laid

down for observance in the prison.

On the score of health, the convicts could not

have a better place. Infringement of the rules,

or a refusal to obey awarder, is at once reported,

and the offending convict—political or otherwise

—is brought before the Governor, who, on bearing

the charge, orders him confinement to bis cell

for a certain number of hours, and a reduction

of bis diet
:

probably bread and water for forty-

eight hours.

We passed through several gangs of ordinary

convicts during our visit to Portland Prison, and

we certainly witnessed types of human nature,

to whom Lavater would refuse a certificate of

character if ho took the face as an index of the

mind.
The convict system, however, seems to have a

brutalizing effect. We have seen Russian counts,

some of them noblemen who but five short years

ago were honoured with the friendship of the noble

and the grand
;
youths who were made members

of West-end clubs, and who, in their wild career

of fast life, were tempted to do wrong, and fell.

We have seen ex-bankers and members of Par-

liament in their convict garb, who have, since

they entered Portland prison, “ ceased to do evil

and learned to do well we have seen many
whose social lifo was once above reproaub, and
we shudder to think how fallen humanity grows
debased in contact with criminal intercourse, and
the penalties they have to bear for outraging

society. We are not, however, going to write

a history of the convict system. We merely
look at it as we find it—think a little more than
we write, and musingly pass on.

Comprised within Portland Prison are a chapel,

a hospital, a soldiers’ barracks, and a number of

warders’ houses. (5as is manufactured within

the prison. The prison is ruled over by a
governor, a deputy governor, and, in addition to

those, are a chaplain, schoolmaster, and a host

of warders. The yearly cost of a convict is put
down at 331. 10s.
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ART- UNION OF LONDON.
EXHIBITION OF PRIZES.

We can cordially endorse the opinion of the

Times, “that the present exhibition of works

selected by the prizeholders of this Association

shows a decided improvement on the average of

the last few years.” There has been, in fact, a

gradual advance in the character of the pictures

chosen, in spite of the increasing diffioulty of

finding meritorious works of moderate price

unsold, which proves that the Art-Union is

accomplishing the chief object of its existence;

that, in fact, which espscially constitutes its

raison d'etre—the improvement of the public

taste in matters of fine art
;
and though it has

been objected that this argument loses much of

its force because the same persona are not likely

to have the opportunity of cultivating their

knowledge of art by making selections as prize-

holders, year after year; yet it must be remem-

bered that the same persons do visit, as members
of the body, tho exhibition of prizes—in very

many cases the only collection of pictures they

have an opportunity of inspecting—year after

year, and by comparing, and, as far as they are
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able, criticizing the several works, cannot fail

to cnltivate their own assthetic powers.
It is particnlarly worthy of remark, in con.

nexion with the prize selections in question,

that the sum thus appropriated to the encourage-
ment of British art is not conhued to the amount
actually allotted by the council for the purchase
of works, but that many persons are led to sup-
plement the amount of their prizes by consider-

able sums, which, without this inducement,
would not have been so expended. In the
present iustance, Mr. Shand, the winner of the

2001. prize, has been induced to add the sum of

150i. to acquire Mr. Anadell’s fine picture of
“ Winter Shooting.” In a similar way, Mr.
Seeker has paid an advanced price for Mr. Stan-
field’s " Saumur,” and Mr. Kobertson for the
“ Beatrice ” of Mr. Ward, R.A., a carefully and
elaborately pmnted work

;
but why Beatrice,

'
R'a/ an^ other lady of the time, is

^e fitat/ of Babylon” and “ Puck,” by
at.A., are charming little pictures,

^ jomewhat chalky quality shown in

A’afsirtist’s recent works. Mr. Luker
ber fcjapes with sheep, skilfully coloured
a

,
“ Ransacking the Old Cabinet,”

.itson, is a solidly and carefully
^

re. Mr. Hayes, B.H.A., has three

fiA
.views, in which the transparency
fbe waves are capitally rendered.

PQj 3ggar-boy, by the late P. T. Hurl-

w ^ work of his hand, shows

•^ainn ^be r natural manner of his former days

opaQj, ®3:hibited him. “Mending

5 r
’^b°lu(jj^ ,- ^g|.8toneB,” by J. Richardson, a care-

o/i
' work; “A Ghost Story,” by T.

^ solid piece of painting, with the
^ fbe sewap-p ; naturally treated

; “The Solo,” by
’Peotod ®obnd ‘‘ Algerine Pirates,” a fine sunset

'pe’a .. Danby, are notable as being some-

'®d with tiiQ ordinary track of exhibition

of .®®”’^&'rhere are two charming little land-

'esl ®ose ; a nice bit of contrasted

/>^
and thqhade, “ The Market-House, Ross,” by

.
, and a fresh little picture of a fisher

%
A
%
%

u

, auu a JICDU iiuLio j^n.iuuio ui tt liouot
6» who Ashore,” by L. Smythe, all of good

> each c

olb the water-colours, of which there a
'f cab! J. Hardy, jnn., are specially worthy
b a h jQ each case a keeper’s boy, with a

T dogs, which remind one, of course
* difference,” of Frederick Tayler;

' of Evening,” by G. S. Walters

;

1 Water,” J. Fahey; “The Night after

a,” R. Stubbs
;
and “ A Bib of the

7. W. Gosling, are all works which any
1 be glad to possess,

at not omit to draw attention to the
plates from the series of 20 spirited

ms of the Rev. C. Kingsley’s “ Here-
Wake,” by Mr. H. C. Selous, which will

presentation work for every member of

-y for the current year.

[E GODDESS OF THE SEINE.
<tv we were informed that the municipality !

^ had purchased the meadows in which are
'V' the sources of the River Seine for the

-purpose of placing a monumental grotto over one
of them, with a statue of a recumbent nymph in

it, by way of doing honour to the stream that

has done so much for Paris, the undertaking had
a sentimental tone about it that seemed to re-

quire some explanation. The Thames, we
argned, has done rather more for London than
the Seine has for Paris, and yet the corporation

has taken no pains to conciliate Thames nor the
water nymphs in his train, by the erection of

grottoes and statues near his source. What
appeared, however, to be rather a far-fetched

idea, no longer appears so, when we hear the
particulars of the facts that led to its adoption.

These have been clearly narrated by Mr. Charles

Lucas, first in a paper read to the Parisian

Archroologieal and Historical Society, and sub-

sequently in a pamphlet before us embodying
that communication.* In the first place, it

appears, so early as 1763 a discovery of a bronze
was made which led to the supposition that the
Romans had erected a temple to the goddess
Sequaua near to the sources of the Seine. This
was a small Roman galley, with two rowers and
marks that indicated the seats of three others,

supposed to be a votive offering of a merchant

• Sor le Monument dea Sources de la Seine, lue a la
8ocidt6 Pariaienne Q'ArchiJoloKie et d’Hiatoire (Paris, le
32 Mfti, 14 Juillet, 11 Aout, et 8 Decembre, 1863.) Par
Charles Lucas, Arehitecte, Paris. Firmin Didot, Freres,
Pile, & Cie, 1869.

who had received some special grace. Drawings
of this relic are given. In 1787 a second die-

'

covery was made of a large iron trident near the
,

same spot; and in 1822 further finds of pieces of

Roman pottery, coins of the reign of Aurelian,

and the right hand of a stone statue holding the
head of a dolphin, testified to the certainty that

the site bad been occupied in Roman times by a
building of considerable pretensions.

In 1836 a committee was appointed to make
explorations, and the foundations of an edifice

were soon found, which is now agreed to be a
building erected at the source of the river, in

honour of the goddess Sequana, in the reign of

Augustas, shortly after a temple was built at

toe confluence of the Saone and the Rhone, by
the same emperor. Additional discoveries of

coins seem to indicate that the temple flourished

up to the end of the first century, bub was aban-
doned or destroyed in the fourth. A plan is

given of the foundations, which shows that the

building covered a large quadrangular space,

and was subdivided into several small cells, ex-

actly as Pliny describes a river-temple dedicated

to Clitomne to have been. In some of these

cells or chapels, he states, were fountains, and
the sources of springs. In like manner it is

concluded the statue of the goddess stood in one
of the chapels, exposed in the explorations,

where the capitals and bases of columns and
other fragments of ornament prove that the

decorations were more than ordinarily sump-
tuous. A large number of objects were found in

the course of the diggings, which are supposed
to have been votive offerings

;
and the enterprise

was still better rewarded by the discovery of a

seated statue, pronounced to be that of the

goddess Sequana, and a torso of Apollon Qrannus,
the presiding deity over waters having a cura-

tive reputation. An earthen vase, also, was
found, which was covered with lead, and on
which was inscribed a statement that it was
given to the goddess of the Seine by one
Rufus. When opened, a second vase was
discovered within, which contained 830 Roman
coins. The apace between the two urns was filled

in with 120 ex-votos. Seeing, then, that the sources

of the Seine were thus honoured in old times, it

was suggested to the municipality of the city

that benefited most by the river not altogether

to lose sight of this discovery ; and it was ulti-

mately determined that the land in which the

springs arise should be purchased and beautified,

and a modern monument erected on the site of

the ancient edifice. A drawing is given of the
grotto placed over the principal spring, under the
direction of MM. Baltard and Davioud, and of

the recumbent statue placed in it, executed by
M. Jonffroy. The nymph represented lies upon
a rock rising out of the water in the cavern or

grotto, and in one hand steadies an urn from
which issue the waters, whilst with the other she

bolds a fragment of vine with clusters of grapes,

significant of the fertility of the land through
which the river wanders. Mr. Lucas concludes
his account with a copy of the inscription en-

graved upon the facade of the grotto :

—

“Sors LB Eijgnb uk Napolbon III.,

Eiii'BBia’H UBS FbaH9ais,
Le Consbil Municipal db I’ahis,

AVEC IE CONCOUES DU CONSBIL GeNEKAL DE LA SbINE,
Sue la Pbopobition

DE M. LB BaEON HaVHSMAN, SeNATECH, PeIiFBT db la
Seine,

GBIND-CBOIX DE LA LkGIOJT D'HoNNEUE,
A, PAR DELIBERATION DU XTIII. AOUT ilDCCCLXV,,

EBIGIi CB MONUMENT AUX SOURCES DU FLBUVD
QUI A DONNE SON NOM AU DePARTEMBNT DB LA SEINE

ET AuquBL Paris doit son antique prospeeitk,
MDCCCLXVII."

A HINT TO FLORICULTURISTS.
“ Powdered charcoal, flowei’s of sulphur,

gypsum (sulphate of lime), and other sub-

stances slow to dissolve, will,” says a con-

temporary, “ modify the colours of flowers,

when spread round about their roots : Petunias,

Clarkias, and antirrhinums are wonderfully
sensitive to the influence of these dressings.”

In the Builder, about sixteen or eighteen years
since, we gave an account of some experiments
of this kind, which the writer of this had
made in bis garden, our purpose being to sug-

gest means of obtaining varieties in flowers, by
causing them to “ sport,” or tend to vary, by
means of such experiments. For example, a
white dahlia, by means of charcoal, was made
to have a variety of different-looking flowers

on one stem ; one red, another striped with
orange and white, another orange, and so on.

The experiments we did not repeat, and we
gave them to the public in the hope that some
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nse might be made of them by cultivators of
flowers. Similar experiments were afterwards
made in France, and a few years since an ac-
count of such experiments was given in the
French and English papers

;
but no result of

any great importance seems to have as yet
been attained. We are still of opinion, how-
ever, that such experiments might be of service

to florists if systematically and perseveringly

carried out. Perhaps they might thus obtain

their much-desired blue dahlia or hollyhock
for example. The aniline dyes, for one thing,

might be good substances to work with.

HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT
AND GOVERNMENT OFFICES, SYDNEY,

NEW SOUTH WALES.
We illustrate in our present number the

Government Offices and Parliamentary Buildings
now in course of erection in the Demain, Sydney,
from the designs of Mr. W. Henry Lynn, of
Belfast. The cost, it is estimated, will be about
650,0001.

The building is divided into two main
blocks,—the Government offices and Parlia-

mentary buildings. The Government offices are
placed on the west, towards Macqnarie-streot,

as this side affords more ready access, at different

points, from the direction of the city. The main,
entrance, which forms also a general entrance to

the entire buildings, is placed in the centre

of this front, with additional entrance, besides

angle towers
; by which, and the arrangement of

staircases and corridors, any one of the depart-

ments may be approached directly without
passing through others. The offices of the chiefs

of principal departments are placed on the
ground floor, the subordinate offices above.

The Parliamentary buildings—occupying the
eastern portion of the site—are divided from
the Government offices by two spacious court

yards, direct communication, however, being

preserved on the level of the upper floor by
staircases connecting both blocks. The principal

entrances to the chambers will be from these

courts, which will be approached by gateway
towers on the north and south sides,—the former,

the entrance to the legislative council, being im-
mediately opposite the entrance to the governor’s

residence, from which a etraigbtavenue will lead

to the north gate-tower. A state-carriage porch
entrance is also provided on this side in tha-

wing beside the large tower. The entrance to

the legislative assembly occupies a correspond-
ing position on the south side. The legislative

chambers will be placed east and west, the centre

of the Parliamentary block being occupied by
apartments common to both Houses, such as
library, record-rooms, refreshment-rooms, &o.

;

over the latter and the smoking-rooms will be
placed a large apartment, available as a picture

gallery and reception-room. These rooms, to-

gether with retiring-rooms for President, Speaker,

&o., will occupy the east front, overlooking

terraced pleasure grounds, the whole command-
ing a fine view of the entrance to the harbour.

The ground floor of the large tower—beside the
state entrance—will form a state chamber

;
the

upper portion of the tower will be available for

fire-proof rooms for records. The assembly com-
' mittee-rooms (on upper floor) will occupy a por-

tion of the south front, and extend into the wing
overlooking the pleasure grounds. The council

committee-rooms will be placed in a correspond-

ing portion on the north front. Accommodation,
will be provided at convenient parts of the base-

ment for messengers
;
also a large kitchen, and

offices, in connexion with refreshment - room.

The south front will make one side of a grand
square, which is proposed to be formed by the
removal of some small houses intervening be-

tween the site and the present chambers
;
the

opposite side of the square will consist of a new
wing connected at the Macquarie-street end with
the present chambers, which can then be applied

to other purposes. Adjoining this, on the south
side, will be situated the Hospital grounds, Royal
Mint, and Hyde Park Barracks, so that the chief

Government establishment would be placed in

convenient proximity. The centre of the square

will be immediately opposite the line of Hunter-

street,which runs at right angles from Macquarie-
street, westwards; this line, continued east-

wards through the domain, strikes exactly at

the entrance of the Botanic Gardens.

Sandstone of a good quality is available as a

building material : in fact, the foundation of the

structure is sandstone, which is found at a depth

of about 5 ft. below the surface.
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ACTION rOE ALLEGED NEGLECT
AGAINST AN ARCHITECT.

In the Cork Record Court, before Mr. Justice
Eitzgerald and a special jury, the case of Stoker
V. Hill was tried on 26bh July. The action was
for negligence, and the damages were laid at
1,5001. The plaintiffs were Messrs. Stoker, pro-
vision merchants, and the defendant Mr. Henry
Hill, architect. The case, as stated for the
plaintiffs, was that in 1868 plaintiffs, having
taken the premises formerly occupied by Mr.
M'Swiney, resolved to have them rebuilt, and
engaged Mr. Hill to prepare plans and specifica-
tion. The tender of Mr. D. Barrett, for 800h,
was accepted. One of the plaintiffs had an
interview with Mr. Hill, and said to him, “Now,
as the contract is arranged to be given to
Barrett, is it not better for me to go to some
attorney to draw up a letter of agreement?”
and Mr. Hill replied that there was no necessity,
and that he would do it for him. “ Then,” said
Mr. Stoker, “ mind that you bind him to give
sufficient security for the duo performance of the
work.” Mr. Hill prepared an agreement, which
he got signed by Mr. Barrett, and which he
accepted on behalf of the Messrs. Stoker. One of
the adjoining tenants saw that the party wall
was bulged in, and consulted an architect of

' experience, who pronounced it to be in the very
' worst possible state. Messrs. Stoker’s attention
' was called to the state of the wall. Mr.

Barrett saw it, and pronounced it bad. Mr. Hill
i said to Barrett, “ Go on with the work, and I
' will bear all the consequences.”

Evidence was led to establish this view of the
( case

; and for the defendant it was denied that
1 Mr. Hill was guilty of gross neglect, or any
I neglect at all. To relieve Mr. Stoker, and to
I relieve Mr. Barrett, Mr. Hill offered to contribute
I 501. towards the rebuilding of the premises. He,
c on the part of Mr. Hill, repudiated all liability.
1 What induced Mr. Hill to offer the 501. was this :

h his medical adviser told him that he had a ten-
1 deucy to heart disease, and that he in conse-
5 quence should avoid excitement and annoyance
j of all kinds. Sooner than run the risk of any
;i trial (though he knew be would succeed if the
;i case came to trial)—sooner than expose himself
,c to^ any annoyance, he willingly offered to con-
,i tribute his profits on the building towards repair-
ji ing the damage that had been done.

• •

posed to remedy the defects in the wall was the
proper one.

For the defendant, Mr. Robert Walker, archi-
tect, and Mr. Osborne Edwards, civil engineer,
were called. Mr. Walker said the plans and
specification were properly drawn

; when the
roof was covered in was a proper time for the
defect to be remedied

j he had examined the
premises, and apprehended no immediate danger
from the condition of the wall. Mr. Edwards
said the plans were carefully prepared and the
agreement in the usual form

j the building could
not resist the gale in its temporary position

;
the

new front wall seemed to have gone down first
and pulled the side walls with it.

The jury returned a verdict for the defendant
on all the counts.

SAUCE FOR GOOSE NOT SAUCE FOR
GANDER.

A WKLL KNOWN builder writes to ns as
follows :

—

I observe by the published reports that in
the plan submitted by the City architect on
behalf of the Markets Improvement Committee
of the City Corporation for utilising the site of
old Newgate Market, it is proposed to form
streets on the site of the market by the erection
of four blocks of buildings, divided by cross
streets, one of 20 ft. and the other of 30 fc. in
width, and surrounded by a narrow passage j and
that the Building Act Committee of the Metro-
politan Board of Works, considering that by the
plan proposed an improvement will be effected,
having recommended that the plan be approved,
the^ Board, under the circumstances, set aside
their standing orders as to the width of new
streets being of 40 ft., and sanctioned the plan.
Now, sir, either it is necessary that streets

should be 40 fc. wide, or it is not. If it be neces-
sary the Corporation ought not to be allowed to
supersede the rule; and if it be not, other per-
sons who have less influence onght not to be
compelled, sometimes at great sacrifice, to ad-
here to it. I applied to the Board some time
ago for leave to make a good street 30 ft. wide
in lieu of some of very bad property (by which
an improvement would certainly have been
effected), and I was unconditionally refused.

,

- to the
I

On reflection I came to the conclusion that the
• conversation about the agreement relative to the Board had no alternative, had adhered to their
11 builder a securities, Mr. Hill’s recollection was bye-law, and were not to be blamed for so doinir

M.. Tf Hi., T I

larly favourable), and the shade in our summer
season, whilst the trees are in leaf, would be a
real solace to the professionals and saunterers,
who will regard it as “ tin chemin du luxe.”
The expense of iron gratings for each tree is

wholly unnecessary, for they might be planted
outside the pavement, and the external footway
gravelled, so as to give the election of a softer
and cooler walk : besides that, the double range
must give a better aspect, whether viewed from
the river or any other position

;
and in case this

plan is adopted, the treble range of trees will
impart to it a woodland effect quite unrivalled.
Whatever buildings may be erected along the
reaches between Hungerford and Waterloo, and
thence to the Temple, the trees will confer
dignity and grace upon them

;
and the new soil,

if duly prepared, must promote their rapid
growth under riverine influences.
The hints given before in the Builder were

quite in time for spring plantation, one full
year before it was eflected. The present sug-
geation is offered in order to secure, if possible,
the autumnal preparation of the ground, which
now lies in repnlsive waste, although the de-
marcation and allineation of an outer bouudary
need in nowise interfere with the advance of
works in progress. T. H. II.

iiexactly^ at right angles with the Stokers. Mr
IHill said that he could not draw a special con-
irtract; that if they wanted such a thing, they
il should go to an attorney. Mr. Hill drew np this
i^agreement, and forwarded it to the Messrs.
jiStoker and Barrett. Now, the Stokers allege
:hthat they never read the agreement until the
icaction was commenced, although they swore that
hthey told Mr. Hill to get securities from Barrett.
iIMr. Hill gave instructions with the view of
lahaving the defects in the wall remedied, bat the
asame night the storm commenced, and the All-
nruling power frustrated Mr. Hill’s good inten-
ictioDS by tumbling down the whole thing. Surely
IMr. Hill was not responsible for that ? Up to
hihat lime where was there any neglect on the
apart of Mr. Hill? He erected the strncture on
flwhat he, a man of experience, considered quite a
aaufficiently good wall. The only question for the
irury was—Did Mr. Hill exercise sound judgment
nr not ? Did he exercise hand fide judgment in
iTjiving his opinion for the retaining of the old
ahrall ? Now, Mr. Hill was paid by the outlay on
lehe building, and if he wanted to put money into
isiis pocket, he would be in favour of having all
lohe walls pulled down, because the more exten-
sive the work was, the more money would Mr
lillill get.

S Mr. Barrett, the contractor, a witness for the
Dlaintiff,^ iQ his cross-examination admitted that
Irlr. Hill s plans and specification were properly
reTepared; they could not be better prepared;
•r.Ir. Hill did eve^thing he could in the way of
irare and direction during the progress of the
or-orks

; the proper time to fix np an old wall is
Dfhen there is a roof on the premises to protect
i JS and the wall from bad weather

; it would be
ifeifer, however, to do it in the first instance when
laaat is feasible,

J( John Delaney, another witness for the plain-
said he was engaged in the building of

esiese premises as mason; saw the bulge ac the
tnimmencement of the work

; the mason work
13 as effioiently done; the storm that blew the
nsiuse down was nearly as great as the cele-
atrated “roarer” of 1839, which left almost all
rbrk in ruins

; the mode by which Mr. Hill pro-

If the report I have quoted as to the streets on
the site of Newgate Market be correct, I shall
not be able to resist the impression that I and
others have been unfairly dealt with.

TREES ON TEE THAMES EMBANKMENT.
Waiting for the completion of the Metropolitan

District Railway, the opening of this causeway
has been deferred, and the whole extent of re-
claimed laud has been kept in desolate waste
for three years. The works are now, however,
progressing, and will bo carried out with that
rapidity which characterises the Metropolitan
Railway engineers.
The steam-boat piers are for the most part

complete, and exhibit an advance upon the
old floating barge principle

; there remain,
however, on the wide reclaimed spaces, piles of
waste Inmber, sand, and other “docombres”
which ought to be removed, as advised early last
year in the Builder, in order to make way for
plantation, also on the off side of the causeway.
A range of Oriental planes has been planted

along the wide footway, at 30 ft. intervals
;
bub

they are flagged over, having an open space of
only 3 ft. square to admit water and atmospheric
influences

; therefore it is only by the water jet
that vegetation is kept up, and the trees, althongh
well chosen, are barely struggling for life. These
ought to have been set outside the paved range,
or should have been alternated at intervals
of 40 ft., by a second range of, say a different
species

;
keeping the distance of only 10 ft. be-

tween each row. Now, as this causeway will be,
when complete, the principal walking route be-
tween west and east, it is of importance that it
be made as ornamental as possible; and as there
is ample space throughout the whole length from
Westminster Bridge to Blackfriars, there surely
ought to be a doable line of planes planted along
the north side

; if alternated at the distances
recommended, there would be sufficient room for
a footway on that side also, with space for the
natural growth and expansion of the foresters
(for which the site, save the fiagwai/, ib p&rtica-

EPPING FOREST.
Sfn,—The discouraging reply given by the

Chancellor of the Exchequer last Monday to the
deputation introduced by Mr. Samuda, M.P., is
a sad damper to the hopes which the First Com-
missioner of Works had previously held out on a
similar occasion. It is the more provoking, too,
as Mr. Lowe did not base his denial of Govern-
ment aid on the grcund of expense, but of liberal
principles. Now, sir, it is obvious from the tone
of general remark on the subject of inclosurea,
that the historical and legal knowledge that may
be made to bear upon them is very much locked
up from ordinary readers.

But in connection with building operations,
wo are accustomed to scan with interested eyes—nay, almost to think light reading—a class of
documents in the shape of specifications and
bills of quantities, which not merely to novel
readers, bub to many more solid students, must
seem more utterly dry as dust than any possible
studies of old laws, charters, and usages. I
®'^gg6st, then, if the Suilder would bo kind
enough to point out the passages, whether in
Blackstone, Coke-npon-Littleton, or in still less
known books that bear upon so interesting a
subject as Epping Forest, there would be
abundant ability in your readers to understand
them. In such a case I indulge a hope that it
is quite possible that as strong a case may be
made out for Mr. Layard’s view of the subject as
for Mr. Lowe’s.
Mr. Lowe said, “ Ceasing the reason of the law,

the law itself ought to cease.” Might nob a
special pleader answer, “ Well and good. Lords
of manors were officers who led out to fight for
their king and country those bands of commoners
who vegetated on the wastes of the manors. If
the commons are enclosed, and the coratnoners
are all gone to Australia, or to be pent up in
stifling town lodgings, is not ‘ Othello’s occupa-
tion gone,’ as regards the lord of the manor ?
Ought nob his demesne lands to be put up for
sale, or taken possession of fora national park ?”
Ceasing the use of a lord of the manor, the lord
of the manor onght to cease. G. M.

EXCURSIONS OF ARCHITECTURAL AND
ARCHiEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Northumberland and DurhamArchcnological and
Architectural Society.—One of the most successful
meetings which has yet been held in connexion
with this society has just taken place. On this the
third excursion of the year, the historic district

which includes Holy Island, Norham Castle and
Church, Ford Castle and Church, and Etal Castle,
was selected for atwo days’ excursion. Through
the liberality of the North-Eastern Railway Com-
pany members were granted return tickets at a
single faro. The spot fixed for the assembling of
members was Beal Station, near Belford. The
members were taken in carriages to Holy Island,
which was reached at one o’clock. Unfortunately
the weather, which up to noon had been brilliant,
changed, and by the time the village of Holy
Island had been reached the raiu fell in showers,
and so continued during the afternoon. The
members, however, proceeded to the site of the
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monastery. In the old parish church adjoining,

the president, the Rev. W. Greenwell, of Darhatn,

delivered an interesting address. TbeRev. J.F.

Hodgson, at the president’s request, then com-

menced an examination of the chief architectural

features in the old parish church, describing the

different parts as his eye rested upon them. The

Rev. J. L. Low delivered a brief address in the

ruins " On the Life of St. Cuthbert and the

Rev. ilr. Hodgson gave a succinct sketch of the

ruins. The time being limited for the visit to

the island, the members then returned to Beal

Station, and proceeded thence to Berwick, which

they reached about five o’clock. At this place

the members nnd their friends dined at the

King’s Head Hotel, at the conclusion of which

a meeting of the society was held, the chair

being occupied by the president. During the

evening the members proceeded to examine the

varions objects of note in connexion with this

ancient historic town. The parish church, built

during the Commonwealth, was minutely

examined. The walls of the town next came

under notice, the inner series of which date

from about the time of Elizabeth. The second

day’s excursion of the society was to Norham

Castle and other places fixed in the programme.

Kent Archaological Societi/. — The annual

gathering of this flourishing society was held at

Town Mailing, one of the most picturesque and

historically interesting villages in the county.

Every facility was afforded by the society and

the railway company for reaching the spot, and

the Assembly-room was crowded by a large

company from all parts of the county. In the

cumstances, they would have been. The

agreement, which was read and commented

upon at length, clearly states that the per

cent, above specified was to include all charges

of every description, and under all con-

ditions. It may be observed that the new work-

house at Fulwood has been constructed at a cost

of about 50,0001., upon which sum Mr. Hall has

already received upwards of 1,OOOL as commis-

sion, exclusive of the 2501. he has received from

Mr. Saul.

Thus far we have been quoting the Times. >

To show the opinion of the profession on

such a charge as is here made against Mr.

L. Hall, it will be sufiicient to say that “ the re-

ceipt or acceptance of any pecuniary considera-

tion or emolument from any builder, or other

tradesman, whose works he may have been en-

gaged to superintend,” subjects a member of the

Royal Institute of British Architects to imme-

diate expulsion from the body. Guardians

and others who by competition seek to obtain

the services of an architect for less than the

recognized rate of payment may take a lesson

from the above statement.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

Mr. R. Harkott, general secretary of the

Operative Masons’ Association, has issued his

fortnightly return, which states

" More than three months have now passed away since

the majority of the notices expired, and of the 23 or

towns threatened with the hour system by the Master

Builders’ Association, in 7 only is the contest still pro-

IS™' orthe"'pre»"id;nt
,

(Lord Amherst) Sir T rtoSrfue'/Zie™

and so it comes to pass that from their very

sources our running streams are allowed to be

common sewers, as well as the only public aque-

ducts any neighbourhood possesses. Why, then,

should not some wise law now at last be soon

enacted, making it highly penal to pollute

ruDuiug streams? Why should the water we
drink, and the stream we bathe in, be redolent

of horrible infections through the selfishness and

folly of society in general, and no paternal

government despotically step in to stay this

plague by a wholesome order in Council.* It is

an unsavoury subject altogether that sewage

question j
bat the way in which it is practically

mixed np with our water supply obliges us to

urge that no time should be lost in correcting

the frightful state of most of our little streams

•nay, of oar big rivers—both in towns and

. .llages. Let nothing but the surface rainfall be

suffered to drain into a stream j
let the thou-

sands of cloacm that now fringe every brook be

denounced as illegalities, and swiftly be swept

from their water-sides through the energy cf

covetous informers; let every poison-bearing

sink and drain be sealed from the channel where-

from neighbours lower down must drink ;
let

heavy fines be inflicted afccr some set day on

those who make no laud-pits for their nuisances ;

and let us all exercise common sense, common

charity, and common decency in the matter of

a general crusade over the land for the preserva-

tion of onr running streams from every kind of

infection and pollution.

Martin F. Tupper.

H uuil ll—fj ” ^ lOCa-OUl llltl O ai C Ol. -1

chair, and the secretary (Mr.T. Godfrey Fausaett) 115,
Lymm 2, and Wolverbampton 2, or a total of 131.
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I
or a reduction of 673 sineo May 27tb, the data Upon which

proposed and elected as an hon. memoer, ana
,

greatest uumber of members was upon the funds,

about thirty other gentlemen were unanimously go far the struggle has been decidedly iu favour of the

elected as members. The company afterwards

proceeded to view the various objects of anti-

quarian interest to be found in the neighbour-

hood, iucluding West Mailing Abbey, the church,

St. Leonard’s Tower, Leybourne Castle, and the

church. At four o’clock about 200 ladies and

gentlemen sat down to dinner in a spacious bent,

erected in the grounds of Mailing House, lent

for the occasion by the Hon. Ralph Nevill. Sir

Walter Stirling presided. The company after-

wards adjourned to the Assembly-rooms, to

examine the various objects of interest there

collected, and to listen bo various papers.

BIRMINGHAM ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

ARCHITECTS’ COMMISSION.

At a recent meeting of the Guardians of the

Preston Union a matter of very grave importance

connected with architects’ charges and claims

was introduced, and led to a long discussion. It

appeared that according to an agreement made

in February, 1866, with the Guardians of that

Union, when Mr. Leigh Hall, of Bolton, was

appointed architect for the erection of the Preston

Union Workhouse at Fulwood, that gentleman

was to receive 2i per cent, on the buildings, and

per cent, additional for taking out the quan-

tities for the contractors, and that these per-

centages should cover all his charges and claims

of every description. It very recently transpired,

however, that a few months after the commence-

ment of the building Mr. Hall made a certain

demand on the contractor, Mr. Saul, for what

may be called “ consideration” money. He
alleged verbally to Mr. Saul that as his contract

with the Guardians did not sufficiently pay him for

his labour, and as he could nob obtain an increase

from them by legitimate means,he must endeavour

to make up his commission in some other way, and

hence his demand upon the contractor. Various

Bums— first, 1001., and afterwards three 50l.a

—

have been paid bo the architect by Mr. Saul, and this

having come to the knowledge of the guardians,

has led them to suspend further progress at the

new workhouse in order to afford time to all parties

to come to a settlement on the points in dispute.

It may be stated that while the architect sets

forth in a communication to the Guardians that

not very much in excess of 1,5001. is owing to

the contractor, the contractor himself says that

there is a balance due to him of upwards of

4,0001. What makes the matter of more im-

portauceat the present time is the fact that Mr.

Leigh Hall is the architect for several work-

houses in Lancashire, contemplated or in course

of erection, and the Guardians of the Preston

Union, at their meeting recently, were on

that account much more guarded iu their

©xpressions than perhaps, under other cir-

operatives,

Six thousand working masons have just

struck at Berlin for higher wages. The

masons’ strike, which has lasted seventeen weeks,

makes no approach to a settlement, and, like that

at Birmingham, seems to be dying out. Accord-

iug to the Manchester Guardian, there are

now close upon 500 non-nnion masons at work

in Manchester ;
and, although at least 300

more are required, any chance of the mas-

ters giving way is not entertained. They seem

as firm and determined as on the first day of

the strike. There is evidence that a goodly

number of men are at work. Many of the

buildings that have been standing are now
progressing : in fact, we are informed that no

building is entirely at a standstill, and the

whole of the good work in the town is in the

hands of the associated employers. So far as

the bricklayers are concerned, the strike, though

not settled, is virtually over. There are plenty

of bricklayers to be had who are willing to work

for 8d. an hour, and they have ostablished a new

society in Manchester, based on the rules which

have for some time existed in London, and to

which the Manchester employers do not object.

On Wednesday, the 4th of August, the mem-

bers of the Birmingham Architectural Society

made their annual excursion to Banbury, and

from thence visited Broughton Castle, Compton

Wynyabes, and Wroxton Priory, which, by the

special permission of the respective owners. Lord

Says and Sele, the Marquis of Northampton, and

Colonel North, M.P., were thrown open for their

inspection. These noble mansions, together with

the ohurcbes in the neighbourhood, are well

worthy of the study of the architect and the

archmologist; and from their excellent state of

preservation were examined with great interest.

The party dined at Banbury in the evening, and

returned to Birmingham after a most enjoyable

excursion.

OUR RUNNING BROOKS.

Wholesale poisoning ! How long shall this

be easily possible with the utmost impnnity ?

How long shall suoh outrages on society be

actual all over the land, and yet so entirely

unavenged ? When shall it at length be made a

felony to spoil and pollute the purest gift of

nature, and to pervert her simple and most

needful blessing into something little better than

a curse ?

Oar kindly and piona, but uneducated an-

cestors loved a welling springhead, and usually

consecrated that spontaneous mercy of our

bounteous mother earth to the honour of some

one of her sainted children
;
they were wont to

build an arch over the fountain, and sacredly

preserved the runnel from all manner of pollu-

tion. Earth received into her purifying bosom

whatever would taint or conld offend, and the

clear brook was let to dance and sing through

the country,— ay, and through the town,

—

ministering life and health in its happy course,

and no one daring to desecrate that blessing by

deliberately making it the vehicle of all manner

of abominations. Bub we, their irreligious

though enlightened children, in these days of

byperoivilization, think and act quite differently.

A running stream with us is mainly looked upon

as a convenient drain to every sort of nuisance

;

no one cares for his neighbour’s weal, so he can

PRIVATE BILL LEGISLATION OF THE
LAST SESSION.

Some of the bills, that have become Acts

daring the last session are worthy of comment.

That may be given to them in a future number,

bub meantime a brief resum^ of the business of

the session may be acceptable to our readers.

For several years past, since the last of the

series of culminations of speculative fever in

1866, the number of private bills petitioned for has

become small by degrees and gradually lees. In

1866, not to detail the facts as touching inter-

vening years, there were 633 bills petitioned for,

of which 337 became Acts; for the session^ of

1868-9, just closed, there were 217 private bills

petitioned for, of which 160 have received the

Royal assent, including about a dozen on Monday

last. Scarcely any of the private bills passed in

the last session are of much general interest, and

few of them involve much expenditure in new

works. They may be classified, according to the

classification directed by Parliament itself, as

follows :

—

Railway
Tramway Bills “

Roads Bill ^
Bridges Bills *

Waterworks Bills 77
Porta, Piers, Hatboars, and Docks Bills 11

Canals and loland Navigation Bill 1

Churches and Chapels Bill 1

Cemeteries Bill

Paving, Lighting, and Towns Improve-

ments Bills

Markets Bills “

Estates Bills ®

Naturalization, Ralli's Bill I

Miscellaneous Bills

Total .. . 160

The twenty miscellaneons Bills include such

as the Brighton Aquarium and Improvements,

the Great Tower-hill, the Imperial Fire lusur-

ance, and others that would require enumeration

to give any idea of their character. •

The law is already suIBoiently strong to prevent this,

but win some small convenience for himself j 1 if rightly put in motion.- Ed.
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THE LATE II. BERBEUGGBR.
Louis Adrien Beebruggeb, an eminent

arcbreologiat and phiJologian, conserrateur of
the Library and Museum of Algiers, and inspec-
tor of ancient monuments of Algeria, correspond-
ing member of the Institute of France, and Com-
mandeur of the Legion d’Honneur, died at
Algiers, on Friday, the 2nd of July, in the sixty-
ninth year of his age, and after a sojourn of
thirty.four years in North Africa. The whole
population of Algiers, headed by Marshal
M'Muhon, the Sub-governor-general Durrien,
and the civil and military authorities, the staff
of the loilitia, the corps of sappers, and the
batallion of Francs tireura, accompanied his re-
mains to the grave, in testimony of his virtuous
private life, and of the great literary services he

. had rendered.

Mr. Cherbonnean, the epigrapbic arcbmologist,
and director of the Imperial Arabic College of

. Algiers, pronounced an eloquent discourse suited
I to the occasion.

GLASS IN BLANK WINDOWS.
Sir,—

P

ermit me to thank your correspondent
‘ “ Pro,” for hia suggestion in your issue of 24th of
; April last. Adhering strictly to his instructions,
. I put in a dozen squares, one only of which is

1 broken. I have since inserted a number of
1 squares iu oak frames, the frames being rebated,
; and sunk flush in the mullions, and the glass
t stopped iu with putty in the usual way; these
B are all sound. There is, however, an objection
t to this method,—the stopping will require occa-
B aional painting in order to preserve the wood

;

8 and it does not present so neat an appearance as
r where the glass is let into the stone. W. B.

ACT TO AMEND THE METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT, 1855.

The “ Metropolitan Building Act, 1869,”
V which has just now received the royal assent
(
(32 and 33 Viet., c. 82), ia simply for the transfer

0 of the powers over dangerous structures from
t the police to the Metropolitan Board of Works,
H who will, after the Istof October next, have the
1 appointment of persons and making of regula-
:i tions for carrying into execution that part of the
4 Act which relates to such structures.

LIGHTING MINES.
Sir,—

I

n your journal of 31et July, papje 612, 1 find
paragraph stating that M. ssra. M. Wilken and J. Clark
haTe pro;>osed a new and improved method of lighting
mines, which consists in supplying pure air to gas or i

'

lights in such a way as to prevent them ever coming
contact with the foul air of the pit.

Allow me to state that the very same plan was proposed
by me about two years since, and being persuaded that by
this means explosions in coal and ocher mines wonld be
altogether prevented, and, consequently, a great saving of
life effected, I communicated it to Mr. Walpole, then
Home Secretary, who proposed a preliminary considera-
tion of it by one of the inspectors of mines. Since then
other engagements have prevented me pressing the con-
sideration of the matter.

_

I trust that your usual impartiality will insure (he inser-
tion of this note in the next issue of your jouruai.

fi. DONALDSOir.

DECORATION OF THE PRINCESS’S
THEATRE.

Me. W. Hoil4NN writes as follows

*

"In your notice concerning the decoration and em-
bellishmeut of the above theatre in the modern Italian
style, you have inadvertently Mated ' that praise must be
given to the decorative artist employed, Mr. M'Intosb, of
Langbam-street, for the successlul raanuer in'wbich he has
dooe his work.’ Permit me to state the actual facts. Mr.
M'Intosh aud myself were joint contractors in the execn-
tion of this work. The whole designs of the decoration
belong to myself, and were selected by Mr. Vining, the
enterprising lessee of the theatre. I likewise undertook
the superintendence of the execution of ihe same.

I beg that you will be so good as to insert these facts in
the next issue of the Builder.

We have stated nothing "inadvertently,” and
must refer Mr. Humana to Mr. Vining, who
advertises the name of the decorator precisely as
given by us.

ROCHESTER CORN EXCHANGE
COMPETITION.

We learn from the local papers that the com.
a mittee have decided in favour of the design
D marked "Perseverundo,” by Messrs. Flockton &
i Abbott, of Sueftield. The plans " Che sara
i! Bara ” are considered to be entitled to the second
p place ; and the architect who sent them in Mr.
E H. H. Collins, will receive the premium of forty

I
guineas. The other competitors who will receive

ic for their pains twenty guineas each are Messrs.
I, J. Young (architect of Chatham Cemetery),
lA. Baker, F. W. Porter, and J. Taylor, jun.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION
11 IN THE BUILDING TRADES OP LONDON.

Bin,—Are the employers expected to provide for the
c education of their workmen ? Tliis would indeed bo a work
)t of supererogaiiou. A jourueymau when engaged is
lOBuppobcd to be already perfect in his trade, or at least to
i(be able to take up auu finish his work in a skilful aud
workmanlike mauner. ll be cannot do this, he is t elow

dihia prulessioD, ana ought to serve another apprenticeship.
Ji But how is it that there are so manv dull'ers ? 1 think
bitbat carelessness on the part of the workman cas a great
i deal to do with it, and that carelessness is in a great
mmeasuro produced by the absurd trade society rules by
[1 which they are governed. 1 mean those establishing f*"
Inequality of wage aud ab lUhing of piecework. TueA
I'- no incentive for a mau to improve, except to be chagrined
ijby seeing the veriest muff receive the same wage as him-
r Bell, aud that with as much cheek and impudence as if he
rfwere the best workman ahve.

Sir, I think that the sooner this state of things
eiremedied the belter

j
and we can only expect it as c

itibulk of workmen get educated so as 'to counterbalance
oithat at present overwhelming majority, whose interest it
>18 to uphold such unjust and overbearing laws.

^ exptcc the masters to do this for ns ? 1
iilnink that as Bntiau workmen we have the means within our
*own reach, and if we care to advance we have every facility
oiolh in theory and practice. Your correspondent of week
(Defote last on this subject seems rather bitur because hia
laxcelleLciea have not been properly appreciated and
eirewarded. Let him cost the b.ame where it lies
1 However proficient we may be we should always re
temember that no amount of head knowledge will supnlv
idhe deficiency of the hand. If our superior learning
umakes us sell'-conccued and idle, we are better without ii
tBut to a right-minded man, who wishes to do a lair day’J
oifrork lor a lair oay'a pay, knowledge must bo beneliciuJ
I as enabling him lo perlorm whatever he may be put to
)i30lb heller and with greater ease. Such a one wili
Hjlwajs be prized by bis employer, and will command the

i

^highest possible wage. Such has been my experience.
j

A SlONEilASOir.
I

LOWESTOFT PHBLIC HALL
AND ASSEMBLY ROOMS COMPETITION.
SiE,—The profession is certainly indebted to Mr. F. A.

Klein for bringing into general notice this competition.
Having obtained tbe (jarticulars myself, I can fully endorse
bis statement as to the unsatisfaelory nature of the con-
ditions and the insufficiency of the amount proposed to be
expended by the committee. If they really want all the
accommodation they ask for, I shonld say 7,COOf. would
bo nearer the cost of the building than 2,600L
As I am well informed that upwards of luO applications

have been made for the particulars, I think it behoves all
who have applied to consiaer well what they are about
belore going to the expense and trouble of preparing
designs under such unsatisfactory conditions, and, unless
they can see their way more clearly than I can mine to an
honourable conclusion, to decline the competition, and
thereby follow the example of

OnX who LoOXS BKFOkB IIB LXAtS.

CHUECH-BUILDING NEWS.
Hoylandswaine (Yorkshire).—The new chnrch

of St. John the Evangeliar, Hoylandawaine, has
been consecrated by the Bishop of Ripon. The
plan of the edifice comprises a nave, 41 ft. 6 iu.

long by 19 ft. 6 ft. wide, with north aisle, 17 ft.

3 iu. wide, and chancel, 20 fc. 6 in. by 19 ft. 6 in.,

with north chapel for organ and vestry, divided
from each other by an open traoeried screen.
The tower is at the west end of nave, and is

20 ft. 6 in. square, and the porch opens into the
westernmost bay on the south side. The body
of the church is 44 ft. high to the ridge, and the
tower is 65 ft. high, finished with crocketted
pinnacles and embattled parapet, and covered
with stone weathered roof. The whole of the
masonry is of dressed stone, from the Thurlatone
quarries. The roofs and seats are open, and of
pitch pine, aud the roofs are covered with green
Westmoreland slates. The chancel floor is laid

with encaustic tiles, supplied by Mr. Godwin, of
Lugwardine, and the nave and aisle passages,
with rubbed flags. The church will accommo-
date 308 people, including eighty children. The
chancel is fitted with stalls of pitch pine, and is

divided from the sacrarium by a stone traceried
altar screen. Mr. W. H. Crosslund, of Leeds
and London, is the architect

; and the contrac-
tors are Mr. Benjamin Swift, of Cawthorne, I'or

the mason, slater, and plasterer’s work ; Mr.
Thos. Wade, of Horsforth, for the joiner's work

;

Mr. Joshua Snowden, of Ossett, for the plum-
ber’s work; and Mr. Moore Westerman Hors-
forth, for the painter’s work. The cost of the
church, about 4,000J., has been principally de-
I'rayed by Mr. Walter Spencer Stanhope, of
Cannon Hall. The site was given by Mr. Ver-
non Wentworth, of Stainborough.

Gumfreston (Pembrokeshire).—The interesting
church here has lately been restored from the
very neglected and ruinous state into which it

had been allowed by several generations to fall.

The nave and chancel have been new roofed
throughout

;
and the stone roofs of the other

parts of the building, which are formed ol

masonry within aud without in the Pembroke-

shire fashion, have undergone some repairs. Th©
pavements have been laid with Godwin’s tiles,

the interior walls have been replastered, and new
wooden floors properly ventilated have been pre-
pared for the seating, which is to be of oak, and
is being completed by instalments as fast as the
restoration fund will allow. Two windows ia
the chancel have been filled with stained glass
supplied by Messrs. Powell & Sons. The whole
has been carried out from tbe designs and under
the superintendence of Mr. T. G. Jackson, of
London. The builders were Messrs. Morris &
Co,, of Tenby.

Checkendon.^-The church here has been re-
opened for divine service. Tbe restoration has
been carried out by Messrs. Honour & Castle,
builders, under the superintendence of Mr,
Burton, of Oxford, architect. The restoration
now completed involved the placing a new open
timbered roof on the ohancel, and repairing the
vault and wails of the apse, repairing tbe stone-
work of columns and arches of chancel and
apse, the stonework of the several windows in
chancel, apse, and nave, and the placing a new
parapet and moulded cornice upon the nave. All
the external faces of the walls and the internal
face of the walls of the chancel have had the
roughcast and plastering removed, and the
original pointing restored. The walls were
evidently built with flints nearly on their ends,
but slightly inclined, one course leaning to the
right and the other to the left, aud between them
was a broad band of mortar nearly 2 in. wide.
This has been restored. Wherever alterations
had been made in recent times the flints were
not laid in courses as in the original work. Iu
the course of the wotk traces of colour were
discovered, and the architect found the remains
of the twelve apostles and our Saviour painted
upon the wall and vault of the apse. These
paintings were of the date of about A.D. 1300.
They have been restored by Messrs. Clayton &
Bell. Other remains of paintings were dis-
covered, but none that could well be restored.
Tbe south doorway, which is of the twelfth
century, had been built under and blocked by a
doorway of the sixteenth period. This was dis-
covered by removing the plaster, and has been
restored.

Alfreton.—The ancient parish church of Alfre-
ton has been reopened, after being restored and
enlarged under the superiutendeace of Messrs,
Hine & Sons, of Nottingham, architects. The
teredos is of alabaster and polished marble, with
a large white Latin cross in the centre. Th©
organ ia new. The church will seat 500.
Rochdale.—The church-building movement in

Rochdale is going on rapidly. Ail Saints’
Church, Hamer, is built and consecrated. Mila-
row Pariah Church has been rebuilt, and is just
ready for consecration. St. Mary’s Church,
Balderatone, is nearly ready for the roof. St.
Peter’s Church, Newbold, has 5 ft. or 6 ft. in
height of masonry built. St. Edmond’s Church,
Falinge, and Shaw Church have just been begun ;
and St. John’s Church, Facit, ia to be commenced
in a few weeks. Mr. Drew and Mr. Street, of
London, have respectively in hand the churches
at Shaw and Milnrow. The architects for the
other five churches are Messrs. Medland & Henry
Taylor, of Manchester. Newbold Church is to
seat 670 persons, and to cost about 3,500Z. It
is being built mainly of the local stone, with
coigns, bands, and cornices of red brick. The
window tracing and other ornamental features
will be of Yorkshire stone. Tbe church will
have a hexsgonally-ended chancel, aisles to
both nave aud chancel, clearstory windows above
the aisle roofs

;
and at the west-end a large

porch, steeple, and baptistry.

Sharrow (Bhe^&ld).—The church just erected
at Sharrow, aud which adds another to the list

of churches which have been erected in the
town by the Sheffield Church Extension Society,
has been consecrated by the Archbishop of York.
The edifice is capable of accommodating about
750 persons. The site, which was presented by
Sir John Brown, occupies an elevated position
above Shirle-hill, and the edifice can be seen
from a great distance. It has been erected at a
total expense of about 5,600Z., by the Sheffield
Church Extension Society, aided by a local sub-
Bcription of 2,500Z., and a grant from the York
Diocesan Society of 400Z. The plan is cruciform,
and consists of north aud south aisles, a chan-
cel, organ chapel, chancel aisle, and vestry. The
length of the edifice ia 124 ft., the nave is 21 ft.

wide, tbe aisles 13 fc. 6 in., and the width across
the transepts, 91 fc. The style is Early Deco-
rated, carried out in a simple manner. The in-
terior arcade of five arches is moulded, and is
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carried on claatered shafts •with conventional

carved capitals, and surmoanted by a clearstory

of circular windows filled with plate tracery.

The roofs are open timbered. The chancel has

a window, filled with stained glass, the gift of

Mr. Charles Gould, as a memorial of his late

wife. The subjects in the upper tier are the

Nativity, Baptism, Crucifixion, Entombment, and

Resurrection of our Saviour
;

Christ blessing

children, (the Transfiguration, the Lord’s Sup-

per, Sc. Thomas, and the Charge to Peter. In

the tracery are the evangelistic symbols and the

Agnus Dei. The window is the work of Messrs.

Clayton & Bell. The floor is laid with tiles by
Messrs. Maw, of Brosley, in the geometrical pat-

tarn, the sanctuary being encaustic tiling. Under
the east window is a reredos of various coloured

marble, combined with alabaster and Ilopton

wood stone, which is the gift of the architects.

Turning westward, the vista is completed by a

window filled with stained glass. Two lights

represent the calling of the Apostles on the

Lake of Galilee, and other two, the charge to

Peter-^" Feed my lambs.” A lower tier of sub-

jects represent the Widow’s Mite, the Women at

the Sepulchre, the Charity of Dorcas, and the

raising of Tabitha. In the centre of the tracery

there is a medallion, upon which is a represen-

tation of our Lord in the act of benediction.

The window is the work of Messrs. Heaton,

Butler, & Bayne, of Loudon. The church will

be warmed by means of Messrs. Stuart & Smith’s

hot-air apparatus. The masons’ work has been

done by Mr. Harper, of Masbroughj the joiners’

work, by Messrs. Badger & Holmes; the carving,

by Messrs. Farmer & Brindley
;
and the gas-

work, by Messrs. Ward & Jackson. The archi-

tectural designs were furnished by Messrs.

Blackmoor & Mitcbell-Withers.

Walkley {S}u£ield).—The church of St. Mary,

sway over the whole of England. An ancient

archway leading to the former monastery grounds,

the remains of a Norman cloister on the south

side of the church, a sundial on the same side,

and the refectory, which forms part of a house

close to the church, with many other remnants,

suggest the existence of an extensive religious

establishment, which was dissolved in the reign

of Henry VIII. Previous to the recent restora-

tion there was no chancel, and the church con-

sisted simply of a nave and a north aisle, with a

tower placed at the east end of the aisle. This,

being the newest part of the church, has been

left as it was. The building was in a very

dilapidated condition. The north wall 'was

entirely pulled down, and the other walls have

been faced and lined with now stone
;
whilst a

new chancel has been built within the founda-

tions of the previous tower and church, which

originally took the form of a cross, with the

tower at the centre. The roof is new, and is

covered with red tiles. The interior has been

fitted with open seats. The chancel is raised

by successive steps above the level of the nave,

and is fitted with oak stalls and paved with

encaustic tiles. A small window in memory of

St. Edith has been placed in the north aisle.

Mr. Street’s plans have been carried out by
Mr. Fox, builder, of Atherstone. Some needle-

work in the chancel was specially designed by
the architect. A new organ, by Mr. W. F.

Jardine, of Manchester, who built the organ in

Eccleshall Church, has been placed within the

tower, at the north-west corner of the chancel.

It baa coat 2601. The total cost of the restora-

tions is about 3,OOOZ.

old roof, and renewed in the Early English style.

The windows have been rebuilt. The flooring

of the transept is laid with tesaelated pavement,

from the works of Messrs. Godwin, Hereford.

Howden (YorT<shire).—The ancient church of

St. Peter, at Howden, has had the nave restored.

At first it was intended only to clean the walla

and arches; but the original plan was extended,

and the result has been the renovation of the

interior. The whole of the masonry was covered

with various coats of pigment and colour wash.

By a series of chemical and mechanical pro-

cesses, superintended by Mr. Saville, this ^haa

been removed. The clearstory has been brought

out, the proportions of the tower archos aud the

arches separating the nave from the aisles, with

their mouldings, are now more clearly defined.

Similar results have been attained with the

arcades at the west end, and with the chancel

screen, which forms the reredos. The organ has

been removed to the north transept. By this

removal two windows in the south aisle have

been opened out, and they hare been glazed

with cathedral glass. The old tower, 135 ft.

high, was erected by Bishop Skirlaw. Its roof

has been replaced by a new one. The hells are

eight in number
;
three of thorn were found on

examination to be cracked, aud have been recast.

The tenor bell weighs 27 cwt. The estimated

cost of the restoration is 8001.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

2ilarlc .—The foundation of a now Wesleyan

juo Its uuuuu u wuvL. chapel has been laid at Mark. The old building

Malton (rortsJiire'),—The North Riding of
J

was erected in 1V97, and has long been too Btnall

_ 1 J. n ' r.B- nrsr. f inl> Thft nfiW chaDBl. WhlCh
Yorkshire has made" great strides in church

|

for the congregation. The new chapel, which
1 .ll* _ .JI _S S_ Ll VsQ Vitislf IsTT ATAf
building and church restoration during the last will be built by Messrs. Hawkins & Sons, o

few years, and in no portion of the riding has ,
Glastonbury, from designs by Mr. H. 1. Price,

' .. . . .1. .11
I ..vir.-i. « ™..*1 1 K/. arl

Walklev. bas been consecrated. This is there been more activity than in this neighbour- of Weston-super-Mare, will be erected near the

another church, for the erection of which the hood. The two ohurches in Malton, St. Michael

local public is indebted to tbe Sheffield Church and St. Leonard, have each undergone con-

Extension Society. Its building was commenced siderablo restoration, both exterior and interior.

80 long ago as 18G1, when the work was pro- CrossiogovortheDorwent.wehaveintheneigh-

oeeded with so far as the erection of two bays of bourhood, although in the East Riding, the

the nave, the chancel, and the vestry, the whole churches at Acklatn, Westow, and Burythorpe,

forming a temporary church, where divine all of which have been rebuilt within a few years,

service has been hold for some time. This Scrayingham Church has been restored, and a

portion of the work was completed at a cost of new church built by Mrs. Cholmley at Howsham.
^

0001., when the Church Extension Society under-
)

Then, returning to the North Riding, we have a ,
bury.

• , . p -w
took the completion aud extension of the edifice ' new church at Butterwick, another new church I

IrcZiesifr.—The memorial-stone ot a new wes-

to the dimensions which had been originally in- at Hutton, and also a new church at Appleton-
|

leyan chapel has been laid at Irchester, a gooU-

old site. It is to be in the Decorated style, and

the total cost will be about 1,000Z.

Old Hill (Diitllcy).—The memorial stone of a

Primitive Methodist chapel has been laid at Old

Hill. The chapel will be 60 ft. long by 40 ft.

broad, and when the galleries are put in will

seat about 800 persons. The architect is Mr.

William Keen, of Crayley Heath, and the

builders are Messrs. Stockton & Sons, of Old-

tended. The building, as now compreted.’is of.le-Moors, aud new churches at Whitwell and s'zed village, pleasantly situ^ed about 3 miles

the simnle decorated period, and is erected from Flaxton ; the church at Helmsley has been
[

south of Wellin^orongh. I he site laces tne

^
^ ..... p TTT •! i-f 1 *1. "o P-I »-.:i ... *1. rAAf.- mne DuiiClinZ ;Zb orMes:r7Vdghrar^^ .-ebarbV rhe family

.
tie church at

j

vi.lagc street. The buildicg is, to consist of a

.. ,. . - :ij.' .... .... .1 p. ...a a fmn hrtf.Vi r'Vinnnl find a, Bchoolroom. flhe internal u linen

-

l>UO UliiUO <JL JACOO-n. 1 1 ..IJJUOJcaa v-. . . — . - — . .w..— j ..11 1 1 II np.—.

tects. At the west end of the building is placed Stonegrave has undergone a restoration, both
,

chapel and a schoolroom. ..-w

“ ' surmoanted by a spire,
|

exterior and interior
;
tbe chnrcb at Hovingham ;

sions of the former are 40 ft. by .,

,1.. TTP_.._i p. — ;!- pa . Ai.p. 90 fp Kw an fi,. The Chanel will be
which is a^ain surmounted by a vane; tbe height

i

has been rebuilt by the Worsley family, at a the latter 20 ft. by 30 ft. The chapel will be

from the g°romid to the top of the stone finial of very considerable cost; and the Hon. Admiral
!

22 ft^

the spire is about 86 ft. Beneath the west Howard bas just completed the rebuilding of

window is introduced an arcade, which aflhrda
,

the church at Slingsby
;
Arapleforth Church has

light to the seats under the gallery. The been rebnilt by private subscription, promoted

dimensions of the interior are—Nave, -with north by the incumbent; and the principal in-

and south aisles, 45 ft. wide, 82 ft. long, 21 ft. habitants of Terringtou are about to expend

high to the square of nave, and 38 ft. to the 2,0001. in the restoration of their church. The

ridge. The roof is formed of framed couples or small Norman church at Barton-le-Sbreet, now

rafters. The chancel is increased in length, and closed in conseqnence of its dilapidations, is to

is now 21 ft. wide and 28 ft. long. The size of be immediately rebuilt, by Mr. Meynell-Ingram,

the vestry is as originally intended, viz., 11 ft. the proprietor of the parish ;
Admiral Howard

by 11 ft. The organ-room, 15 ft. by 18 ft., is has notified bis intention to rebuild the ancient

enclosed by a wood screen, giving a side entrance ' church at Bulmer, which is in very bad repair,

from South-road. The principal entrance to the ' and a new church in the village of Welburn, also

edifice is by the tower, approached by a broad on the Castle Howard estate, bas been erected,

flight of steps from South-road. A separate I Sir Tatton Sykes has just laid the foundation,

door, with a stair turret, is provided for the ! stone of a new church at Fimber, one of aseries

children’s approach to the gallery, which is 21 ft.,
' of churches which his family have built or-----
restored ou the Siedmere estates during the lastthe width of the nave, and 13 ft. deep. Tbe

church is warmed by heated air, tbe apparatus

for its production being placed at the west end of

the building, and fitted up by Mr. Firth, of

Maabro’. The church will accommodate a con-

gregation of 700, and all the sittings are to be

free and unappropriated. The entire cost of the

building is 3,200Z. The contractors’ work has been

executed by Mr. Benjamin Carr, masons’ work ;
Mr.

Spink, carpenters’ work
;
Mr. Bisset, plumbing,

glazing, and gaefitting
;
Mr. Staniforth, slaters’

work; Mr. Samuel Smith, painting; Mr. Dovey,

of Manchester, ironwork ;
and Messrs. Harrison

& Chadwick, plasterers’ work.

Polesworth {near Tamivorlli).— The ancient

church of St. Edith, Polesworth, has been re-

opened after extensive restorations and additions,

under the direction of the architect, Mr. G. E.

Street. The church is a portion of an old Nor-

man abbey dedicated to St. Edicb, a princess of

Saxon times, who is described as having been

tbe first abbess, and is represented in some ac-

counts as the daughter of Egbert, whom histo-

rians usually treat as having first exercised regal

be 13 ft. high in tbe walls. The extreme height

of the chapel from the apex of the roof to the

floor will be 30 ft. The chapel is to have a

gallery at the north end, and there will bo ac-

commodation for about 400 persons. It will be

built of Wellingborough pressed brick, with free-

stone arches. The style is a mixed one, but

approaches more particularly the Italian, with

circular-headed windows. The fitting up of the

interior is to be of stained deal. The estimated

cost is between 6001. and 7001. Mr. C. Day, of

Bedford, is the architect, and Mr. L. B. Moore,

of Bedford, is the contractor.

few years.

Etton {Yorkshire).—St. Mary’s Church, which

was re-opened in November last, after being

restored, chiefly at the expense of Lord Hotham,

and which had previously possessed but two

bells, has just been provided with a third bell,

the gift of Mr. James Hall, of Scarborough.

The new bell was cast by Messrs. Mears, of

London, and was hung by Messrs. Simpson &
Malone, of Hull. We understand that so long

ago as 200 years it was intended to add a third

bell to this church, but the complete execution

of this intention was frustrated by accident.

The bell was ordered, east, and shipped for Hull,

but was lost in the Humber daring trans-

shipment.

Hedon (Yorlshirc).—The church of Hedon bas

been reopened for divine service, the south tran-

sept having undergone a restoration. Mr. Street,

architect, prepared the plans, and Messrs.

Shaftoo & Barry, of York, contracted to carry

out the work. The entire front of the old south

transept was taken down, and the whole of the

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Ratlinghopo .—Anew district school has been

opened at the Bridges, Ratlinghope. The build-

ing is the design of Mr. Smalman Smith, of

Stourbridge. The walls are of the Norbury

shelly limestone, mixed with Stiperstone granite,

quoined with a mixture of red and white brick,

which is also carried around the windows. A
bell-turret rises to a height of 55 ft., and is

roofed with majolica and encaustic tiles, supplied

by Messrs. Maw, of Broseley. The one prinoi-

pally used in the work is termed the “Amber.”

The tiles are banded together horizontally at in-

tervals, with blue and white, and capped with

the same colonrs. The summit of the turret is

surmounted with a gilt cross. The school-room

is lighted by four windows, with cottage panes,

of cathedral-tinted glass. This part of the work,

together with the supplying of three chandeliers,

was done by Messrs. Done & Davies, of Shrews-

bury. In tbe school-room is a Gothic chimney-

piece, in Bath stone, by the architect. Adjoining

the school is the master’s house, with rooms for

boarders, and good yard, garden, aud other con-

The school is half surrounded by aveniences.
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•^oup of beeches and other forest trees. The
brhole of the work was carried out hj Mr. Cook,

j)Qilder, Criften.

' Glayton.—The congregation worshipping in

iihe General Baptist Chapel, at Clayton, have

jletermined to erect new and more commodious

:ichool premises. A committee has been ap-

Doointcd, and has set to work in earnest, with a

:?e0olution to raise at least 1,0001. before May
i3ay next. A site has been obtained at a cost of

jjOOl. in an eligible situation. Plana have been

lorepared by Mr. T. Horsfall, architect, Halifax.

Ifhe entire school premises will occupy an area

ibf 1,700 square yards, and the building itself

•will be 28 yards by 11 yards, comprising one

darge room 18 yards by 12 yards, with four class-

:)rooms at each end. The style of architecture

riwill be English- Gothic, and the estimated cost,

iinoluding the ground, is 1,5001.

Devonport.—St. Mary’s National Schools have

ebeen opened. Mr. Piers St. Aubyn, of London,

I’sras the architect
;
Mr. H. Moorshead, of Devon-

cport, the clerk of works
;
and Mr. T. Jenkin, of

)I)ovonport, the builder. The design is plain

iGothic. The building comprises two large rooms

fof an L shape, each 18 ft. wide, and every

erequirement in regard to ventilation has been

lobserved. The rooms together will accommo-
adato 500 children.

Heaton Mersey.—The existing schools are to

obe enlarged by providing for an infants’ school

Land parochial reading-room. The present schools

^consist only of two rooms, with class-rooms, and

lithe larger of the two has recently been devoted

oto the girls and infants. Encouraged by pro-

omises of assistance, the committee obtained

ilplaus and designs for a new wing at the north

oend, corresponding to some extent with the wing
itat the sonth, used as the boys’ school, and giving

oto the ground plan the form of the letter H*
3 is intended that the girls’ school shall bo removed
oto the new wing, the centre room being applied

iioxclusively to infant teaching. There is also a

unew committee-room, and a reading-room for the

•ivillage, with lavatory. The nucleus of a reading-

croom, supplied with newspapers and periodicals,

iiand in which draughts and other innocent games
irare provided, has been established some time

;

icbut it is hoped that the erection of a more suit-

table apartment will induce a larger number of

uworking men to avail themselves of the oppor-

'atunity of forming an acqnaintance with the

iJiterature of the day. The new buildings are

irprogressing, the walls having reached as high as

lithe windows, and it is expected they will be
locompleted alaoub Christmas. The conti-aotors

rare Messrs. Robinson, of Hyde. The estimated

laoutlay is 1,2001.

Coatham (Redcar).—The free school of the

'.foundation of Sir William Turner, knight, re-

nmoved from Kirkleatham to East Coatham, and
njust completed, at a cost of 4,0001., in pursuance
)fof a scheme of the Court of Chancery, approved
Qin 1855, has been opened. The foundation-stone

jfof the new building was laid on April 25th, 1868.

[iThe premises comprise school-rooms, master’s

Khouse, and other requisites. The northern point

)fof the building is towards Coatham, and sur-

nmoimted by a tower rising to a considerable

itelevacion. The style of architecture is Gothic,

mand the principal material used is red brick.

PROM SCOTLAND.
Hwvji ies.—The plans and specifications of the

icnew infirmary, prepared by Mr. Starforth, archi-

f'tecb, Edinburgh, have been received from Mr.

il’Waterhouse, of Loudon, to whom they had been
•eremitted by the governors, for his report on the

msufficiency of the proposed structure. In the

ereport Mr. Waterhouse says :
—“ I am of opinion

-hthat the specification has been carefully drawn,
itand that the materials and workmanship pro-

vidcd are good and sufficient for the purpose
;

”

Hand that “ the plan is, in my opinion, considering

hthe space it occupies, an excellent one.”

Selkirl'.— For a twelvemonth past a new
irbridge has been in course of construction—Mr.
M'Moncriclf, Edinburgh, contractor—on the Sol-

likirk and Galashiels branch of the North British

RiEailway, in substitution for the wooden bridge
fflwhich crosses the Tweed immediately below the
xoonfluence of the Ettrick. The new bridge,

ijfflwhich is now opened for traffic, has six piers,

fltriwith iron girders. The former bridge was in-

Vpspected by Colonel Rich in the winter of 1867,
^nand his report on it, it is understood, has led to

yh'the erection of a new and more substantial one.

• Stirling.— In consequence of the water in the

ihireservoirs being lately much reduced, the local
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water commissioners issued a notice intimating

that, until further notice, the water would be

cat off each evening at eight o’clock until six

o’clock next morning. They also cautioned the

inbabitants against any waste of water, and

prohibited it being used for watering gardens.

Hunhar.—For some time past the drought had

been telling very much upon the supply of water

to this town. Some houses had not had any

water for a week, and others had not any for

three weeks. The Water Committee re-

solved that the public wells should be closed

from 10 p.m. till 6 a.m. They also pro-

hibited the water from being used for gardens,

or in any other way not imperatively requisite.

Forfar.—The foundation-stone of a new hall

which is to be presented to the inbabitants of

Forfar by Mr. Peter Reid, a confectioner in the

town, has been laid with Masonic honours by the

Grand Master, the Earl of Dalhousie. His

lordship also placed the corner-stone of a new
court-house in course of erection for the county

of Forfar. The day was observed as a general

holiday in the burgh.

Glasgow.—Since the last annual inspection the

Clyde Trustees have conferred a great boon on

the shipping interest of the port by the erection

of three light towers between the mouth of the

Cart and Bowling, to indicate to pilots and

others the bend of the channel between these

points. The light towers are of cast iron, on

stone foundations. They are each upwards of

14 fD. high, 3 ft. D in. diameter at the bottom,

3 ft. at the top, surmounted by a G sided lamp,

and are so placed that the lights are 24 ft. above

ordinary bigb-water springs. The towers being

painted white form conspicuous objects on the

river banks. The light shown at night is red

and white in alternate panes of the lantern.

The oil used is paraffine.

Ballater (Balmoral).—Considerable difficnlty

has been experienced for a number of years in

finding accommodation at the village of Ballater

for the troops who form a guard of honour during

her Majesty’s residence at Balmoral Castle.

The barracks are now all but finished. Tho
ground on which they are built is situated at the

west end of the village, about 120 yards off the

main turnpike road leading to Balmoral, and has

an area of upwards of li acre. The barracks

en masse may be said to consist of seven cottages

built in a mixed decorated Anglo-Gothio stylo of

architecture. They will only be used during the

summer months, and efforts have been made to

secure proper ventilation.

STAINED GLASS.

St. Mary's, Thetford.—Two windows have just

been inserted into the south wall of the chancel

of this church. The stone used is Portland, and

they are in the Third Pointed or Perpendicular

style, to be in character with the rest of the

church. The designs of the stonework were by

Mr. Augustus E. Brown, of London, architect,

and it has been executed by Mr. Robinson

Cornish, of North Walebam. The painted glass

which fills the windows was designed and

executed by Messrs. Ward & Hughes, of London,

who have already executed other windows in the

ohnrch.
Chelmsford Chnrcji.—Anew stained-glass win-

dow has taken the place of the old plain one in

the west face of the tower. The work was done

by Messrs. Clayton & Bell. The west window
is divided into three bays. Each of these is

filled in with two representations relating to the

nativity of our Saviour.

Convent Chapel of the Good Intent, Birkenhead.

In this small chapel there have recently been

fixed two single-lighted stained-glass windows.

In each richly attired and devotionally disposed

figures of two early Christian martyrs. Saints

Pbilomena aud Agnes, are placed, surmounted in

their semicircular headings by crowns of mar-

tyrdom, and under each figure are angels

denoting with their respective devices what is

traditionally ascribed to them. The whole is

supplemented with a lily border. The artists were

Messrs. R. B. Edmundson & Son, of Manchester.

Treeton Church, Yorkshire.—This interesting

church, the chancel of which has recently been

restored by Messrs. Hadfield & Son, has had the

complete series of windows filled with memorial

glass. The style is that of the fifteenth century

English glass, carefully studied from old models,

and has been executed by Messrs. Lavers,

Barrand, & Westlake, from the designs and

direction of Mr. Bentley, the cartoons being the

joint work of Messrs. Westlake & Bentley. In the

east window, under canopies, is the Resurrection.
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and in side lights are St. Peter and St. John,

This is in memory of the late Mr. John Wheat.

The two windows on the north side have figures

of St. Helen, patroness of the church, St.

Alban, Protomartyr, St. Mary Magdalen, and

our Blessed Lord. The former is in memory
of the deceased wife of the rector, the Rev. B. E.

Watkins, M.A, the latter in memory of Mr.

May, of Catcliffe. In the south side window are

figures of the Archangel Gabriel and the Virgin,

with legends on scrolls, ” Hail Mary full of

Grace,” aud “Behold the Handmaid of the

Lord.” This is in memory of the late Mr. H.

Sorby, of Rotherwood. The windows were care-

fully designed to suit the architectural special-

ities of the church, a due regard being given to

the fragments of the original glazing, which was
of the Perpendicular period.

Worcester Cathedral. — A new painted glass

window has been placed in the great north

transept. The masonry of the window is itself

new, having been erected by Mr. Perkins during

the present restoration. It is of four lights, with

Decorated tracery in the head, consisting of

trefoils and cinquefoils in circles. The glass just

inserted is the gift of the Masonic body of the

province of Worcestershire, and is the work of

Messrs. Lavers, Barrand, & Westlake, of London.

The cost is about GOOl., but this sum is said to be

no measure of its actual value, as one member
of the firm by whom it was produced being him-

self a brother of the Masonic craft, the work was
accomplished co?i amore, and -witbout absolute

reference to profit. The subjects chosen for the

window are the twelve Apostles, in three rows of

four each. In the tracery above are emblems of

the Master and his Wardens, together with those

of other officers. In the sinister tracery are the

Masonic arms, and in the dexter those of the

Prov. G. M. Royds, and these are snrrounded by

Masonic emblems. The base of the window is

occupied by an arcade work, underneath which

are the figures of Hiram Rex, Hiram Abiff, and

Solomon Rex, Zorobabel, with Esdras and

Nehemia. On a brass plate inserted in the wall

under the window is the following inscription :
—

“To the glory of God, and for the adornment of this

Cathedral, the north transept window is erected by the

Free Masons of Woreesterahire, Albert Hudson Hoyda
(High Sheriff of the county) Provincial Grand Master,

A.D. 1866.''

FROM AUSTRA.LIA.

The Victorian TUaier Supply.— Considerable

interest was manifested both by the public and
the contractors respecting the tenders for water

supply, the former being anxious to know whether
Government intended to proceed with the Coliban

and Geelong schemes, and the latter being con-

cerned personally in a business point of view.

When the tenders were opened at the Board of

Lands and Works, the room was quite filled with

contractors. Mr. Grant, President of the Board,

read out the list of tenders accepted. With
respect to tenders sent in for contract 30, con-

struction of outlet works for the Barker’s Creek
' reservoir, he said the lowest tender is that of

Mr. E. O'Keefe for 2,783i. -Is. 2d. It is accepted

by the board, subject to bis filling in the schedule

as specified in the first clause of the general con-

ditions. There were eight tenders for this work.

For contract 31, for the completion of the dam
aoross the Coliban, the consbrnotion of outlet

tower, and other works for the reservoir at

Malmsbury, there were 10 tenderers, and the

contract of John Butler Dwyer, 21,8231. lls. lOd.

is tho lowest, and is accepted, subject to his filling

in the quantities in the schedule. There were

five tenders for the construction of outlet works
for the Stony Creek reservoir, and that of tho

Langlauds Foundry Company, 5,685i. 53. 2d., is

accepted. For contract 33, construction of a

service reservoir and filter-beds at Lovelybauks,

the tender of Messrs. Simmie & Co., 8,8681., is

I

accepted : there wore 12 tenders for this work.
^ Seven tenders were received for the construction

of outlet works for the Expedition Pass reservoir,

and the board accepts that of John Stewart, the

sum being 3,0741. 10s. 9d. For the completion

of No. 4 tunnel the lowest tender is that of

Gardiner, Lyons, & Ahern, 19,8141., which the

board accepts. For the carriage of pipes from

Geelong, and distribution along pipe track, vid

Lovely banks, to Anakies, Mr. Robert Garrick’s

tender, 2,5321. ISs. Od., is accepted. Respecting

contract 39, construction of aqueduct, flumes, and
tunnels, from Stony Creek reservoir to Anakies,

he said the tenders received were all excessive,

and the board had decided that the work should

be ro-advertiaed. The total amount of the tenders

accepted was 64,5311. 7s. 8d.
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lllisccllaiua.

Death of Mr. Koebling;, C.B.—The death
is announced of the eminent American engineer,
John A. Roebling, which took place on the 22nd
of July. While Mr. Roebling was engaged in

making some measurements connected with the
East River-bridge, on the 28th of June, a boat at
Fulton Ferry caught and severely bruised one of
his feet. The immediate result of this acci-

dent was the amputation of his toes, which led
finally to his death. Mr. Roebling was born in

1806, in the city of Muhlhausen, Prussia.
Among numerous works Mr. Roebling in 1848,
undertook the construction of a series of five

suspension aqueducts on the line of the Delaware
and Hudson Canal, connecting the anthracite
coal regions of Pennsylvania with the tide-water
of the Hudson River. They were all completed
in the course of two years. Public attention
had for some time past been directed to the pro-
blem of connecting the New York Central and
Great Western Railway of Canada, by bridging
the chasm of the Niagara River. Mr. Roebling
was invited to make plans and estimates for the
bridge, and was at the same time appointed the
engineer. For four years, commencing with
1851, the work was continued without interrup-
tioD, until, in March of 1855, the first locomotive
and train crossed a railway suspension bridge,
and it may be safely said that up to the present
day it is still the only example of the kind of any
magnitude.

Portable Gas IVTachine.—Mr. G. Flintofi",

gas engineer, has patented a process in gas
making, with the view of rendering gas con-
snmers independent of gas companies. The
machine is simple,—a cylinder fixed within
another of larger size is charged with rock oil

j

provision is made for the oil to trickle from the
reservoir to the bottom of the space between
the outer skin of the machine and the cylinder.

The bottom of this space is filled with wool,
which absorbs the oil as discharged. When gas
18 drawn off from the machine, a piece of clock-
work apparatus on the top of the machine is pub
in motion, and pumps in the atmospheric air

proportionately to the consumption or discharge
of gas. The mixture of atmospheric air and
oil vapour constitutes the inflammable gas. Any
number of burners may be supplied from the
machine in the same way as from an ordinary
meter, and the pressure regulated at the “main,"
that is, the discharge-pipe from the machine,
and at each burner, in the usual way. The
light was somewhat unsteady in the burner we
saw, but this was said to be caused by a reme-
diable defect in the clockwork. Two shillings

and sixpence per 1,000 cubic feet is said to be
the cost of the gas.

A Second Peabody.

—

An act of princely
munificence on the part of a citizen of Birming-
ham has just been completed by the formal
delivery to the trustees of Josiah Mason’s Alms-
houses and Orphanage at Erdington. The amount
of money expended in this benefaction is no less

than 260,0UUZ. A singular coincidence in the
lives of the two men is that they were both born
in February, 1795. In 1858 Mr. Mason began a
Bet of almshouses and an orphanage on a small
scale, and these have gradually developed till

the result is the erection of two separate esta-
blishments, one for the residenco of twenty-six
poor widows, and the other a huge pile of build-
ings for the accommodation of 3U0 boys and girls.

The orphanage building is in the Lombardic
style

} and it is sited on 13 acres of pleasure-
grounds at Erdington, near Sutton. The cost
of erection was 6U,000i., and the endowment
consists of over 1,000 acres of land—yearly in-

creasing in value, in and around Birmingnam,
and estimated to be worth over 200,0001. TUe
present annual income of the charity exceeds
10,0001. Provision has been made for the
exclusion of sectarian teaching, it being a
special proviso in the deed that the Scriptures
alone shall be the religious teaching of the
children.

iilleged Defalcations by a Town Sur-
veyor.—Several members of the Scarborough
Town Council having been for some time dis-

satisfied with the manner in which the Borough
Surveyor’s duties were being conducted, par-
ticularly in their financial relations, an examina-
tion has been made, the result of which is said
to be the revelation that upwards of 90J. remain
unaccounted for, and proceedings are about
being instituted against him by the Town
Council.

Bituminous Composition. — Messrs. F.
Labat & J. Meric, of Boulevard Bonne-Nouvelle,
Paris, have specified their patent for a novel
bituminous composition. The bitumen, the
subject of this invention, is composed of white
or liquid resin, otherwise galipot, of lampblack,
and of sulphur and red sand from the pit or
mine combined in about the following propor-
tions :—For every 100 lbs. weight of bitumen

—

Sulphur, 37^ lbs.
;
galipot (or in case of neces-

sity colophony), 25 lbs.
j
lampblack, 12| lbs.

j

sand, 25 lbs. = 100 lbs. For bitumen to be
applied on wood the quantity of sand may be
reduced by about 5 lbs. weight, and it is pre-
ferable that the wood be rough—that is to say,
nob planed. In preparing this bitumen the
sulphnr must first be thoroughly melted in a
sheet iron caldron or an earthenware pot : the
galipot is then added, and when this has almost
entirely melted the lampblack is introduced, and,
lastly, the sand, and the whole is carefully mixed
over a moderate fire. This bitumen may be
used in the shape of bricks, or be laid as a
coating upon any desired foundation. It is

suitable for bottoms of reservoirs, for pave-
ments of streets or terraces, and other applica-
tions too varied for enumeration.

The Position of Pre- historic Burial
Grounds.—Everybody knows that it was the
universal rule of English Gothic architects to
build their churches east and west. But it was
discovered some thirty or forty years ago that
in some cases the line from west to east was
drawn BO that the altar faced that exact point
in the eastern horizon at which the sun rose
on the festival of the saint to whom the church
was dedicated. Canon Greenwell, who has done
so much in the Yorkshire Wolds with the an-
cient British barrows, now finds, on examining
the Yearaley or “ long barrow,” that it was the
custom of the half-savage tribes who raised
these funeral mounds to place them east and
west, but shifting their exact direction accord-
ing to the point where the sun rose at the
time they were piled together. Among other
of the reasons on which this conclusion is

founded, was the presence of a large number
of acorns, indicating a late period of the year,
and precisely corresponding with the point at
which the sun rises, when, from the direction
of the line of the tumulus, it is supposed to
have been built.

Sailway Travelling.—In 1866 the number
of railway passengers of all classes was I

238,137,000, and the expense of carrying them, I

without reference to the distance they travelled,
was just 6d. ahead. As the total gross receipts '

from passenger traffic during the same year
were 13,125,0002., the average fare paid by each
passenger, whether he travelled first, second, or
third class, from one station to the next, or from

j

one end of the kingdom to the other, was 13d. I

and a fraction, The average first-class fare was
28. 6d., and the average journey 15 miles; the
average second-class fare Is. 2d., and the jour-
ney nine miles

j
the average third-class fare

8id., and the journey also nine miles. The
average number ef passengers per train was
seventy-five, and the working expenses were 28.
for each train mile. As to goods, in the eight
years between 1856 and 1864, the charges have
been lowered on an average by 28 per cent,

j
the

public have sent 2,706,000 tons more goods,
while they have saved more than 800,0001. on
the cost of carriage

;
and the public treasury has

earned an increased net profit of 231,2402.

Somersetshire Arcbseologlcal Society.

—

The annual meeting will be held at Axbridge,
on Tuesday, the 7th of September, and the two
following days, under the presidency of Mr. Wm.
Long, F.S.A, On Tuesday, after hearing papers,
there will be an excursion to Cheddar Church
and Cross, and Rodney Stoke, On Wednesday
an excursion to Rowberrow Church and Manor
House

5
Dolbury Camp

; Barrington, Church,
Combe, and Caverns; Hut Circles, Amphi-
theatre, Charter House

; the Cheddar Gorge,
Cheddar Cavern

; and on Thursday to Winscombe
Church; Loxton

;
Christen; Bauwell Cave,

Church, &o.

Great Canal from Amsterdam to the
North Sea.'—The great ship canal which is to
connect Amsterdam with the North Sea at a cost
of 27,000,000 guilders is now in progress after
a temporary stoppage of the works. The canal
will be about 15 miles in length, at one part
strongly embanked, and a harbour of refuge will

be built at its mouth at a part of the coast where
a harbour is greatly needed.

Stanley Park, Biverpool,—The new public
park at Anfield, Walton, which has been con-
structed for the recreation and amusement of
the inhabitants of the north end of the town of
Liverpool, is rapidly approaching completion

;

and will shortly be handed over to Mr. Kemp,
the landscape gardener, from whose designs it

has been formed, preparatory to its being
formally inaugurated and opened to the public.
Although smaller than the Newsham and Sefton
Parks (its area being not more than 100 acres)
it is, nevertheless, in many respects, more
picturesque than either of the former. It is

favourably situated for a view of the surrounding
country. There are four entranoes. The park
is enclosed by plinthing and iron railing 6 ffc,

in height, and outside this there will be an
equestrian drive along Priory-road and Mere-
lane. The intention of the corporation was to
give the land now being converted into an
equestrian drive to the Walton Local Board, in
consideration of their widening the road and
keeping it in order, but this the local Board
declined to do, and hence the equestrian drive
which is now being constructed. The only draw-
back to the appearance of the park is that it is

out in two by Mill-lane, a public highway, and
which the Walton Local Board refuse to give up.
The Walton Board proposed that the corporation
should give up on equal width of land at the
Arkles-lane boundary of the park, which would
thus have widened that thoroughfare

;
but to

this proposal the corporation would not submit.
The council intend to go to Parliament for powers
to close Mill-lane and throw it into the park-
The works in connexion with the laying-out of
the park have been executed by Mr. Pearson Lee,
and the buildings and general stone-work by
Mr. Campbell.

The New Fish Market, Swansea.—The
Cambrian is afraid the Corporation has made a
serious mistake in the erection of the new fish

market. The old market was simply a disgrace
to the town, and the council was doubtless
actuated by good motives when they voted some
6002. or 7002. for the erection of the new market.
The new structure is, however, perched up over
the batchers’ stalls at one end of the market; is

only approachable by a long flight of steps
;
and

until the past week or two was surrounded with
glass, which made the place during the late

intense heat a perfect hot-house, almost un-
bearable to the fishmongers. The large glass
windows have now been entirely removed, but
will have to be replaced if the market is to be
made available in the winter. The market
itself is commodious enough, but the fishmongers
complain sadly that, in consequence of the long
flight of steps, the ladies refuse to patronise the
stalls, and several stall-holders have intimated
their determination to give up their stalls.

The Honduras Railway.—Some statements
having appeared in a New Orleans paper to the
effect that though “ a loan of 2,000,000 dollars
has been negociated in Paris for the completion of
the Inter-oceanic Railroad in Honduras, not a
rail has been laid, nor a sod turned toward com-
mencing, neither has the route been surveyed,”
Mr. B. Baylis, an engineer engaged upon this line
of railway, writes to ns to refute them. He says,

—

“ As one of the engineers employed on the line

these last six months, I have to state that the
first section of fifty miles has been surveyed, and
the rails laid on a portion of the way. When I
left the works, three weeks ago, there were six

hundred labourers on the line, and the numbers
were increasing every day. I may also slate
that the amount of the loan raised in Paris is

two millions sterling instead of two millions of
dollars only. The report evidently emanates
from some parties not quite disinterested, per-
haps some of those who have a stake in a rival
line.”

A Smart Voung Architect.

—

The Gazette
de Cologne is responsible for the following little

anecdote. It seems that the basilica of St.

Peter’s, in anticipation of the CEcumenical
Council, is undergoing some repairs. One
morning the architect’s son brought to the
Pope some of the necessary plans and drawings
connected with these repairs. His Holiness was
highly delighted with them, and taking the boy
by the hand, led him to a drawer, in which were
lying some gold pieces, telling him to take as

many of these as his hand would hold, in honour
uf the very beautiful workmanship of his father.
“ Please, holy father,” said the unabashed boy,

“let me have what your
,
band will hold—it is

80 much larger !
” The Pope, adds the Gazette,

good-naturedly did as he was desired.
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Seatb ofMr. William Crawford, of Edln.
burg'll, A.R.S.A.—The death of this artist is

lannonnced by the Scotsman. Mr. Crawford was

born at Ayr, hia father being Archibald Craw-

ford, the author of “ Bonnie Mary Hay,” and

)lother popular lyrics. At an early age he was
' despatched to Edinburgh, where he beoame a

student in the Academy under Sir William

4 Allan. He would seem to have prosecuted his

itstudies with some distinction, and bis success in

copying one of Etty’s great pictures secured for

him a travelling bursary. The young artist was

thus enabled to visit Rome, where he studied for

two or three years. He then returned to Edin-

burgh, and settled down to the practice of his

profession. As a painter, Mr. Crawford achieved

hia greatest successes in the department of por-

titraicure. His forte was drawing in crayons,

i Among his contributions to the annual exhibi-

titions at Edinburgh also were various sacred

SI subjects, and a considerable number of genre

p
pictures. Mr. Crawford was married about

S' seven years ago to a lady who has since been

k known as a contributor to the Academy’s
exhibitions.

Conferenco of Engineers.—The
c congress of the Institution of Mechanical Engi-

c neera was opened in the theatre of the Literary

a and Philosophical Society, Newcastle, under the

p
presidency of Sir William G. Armstrong, C.B.

1 The attendance at the opening meeting was
T very numerous. The secretary read a paper on

The Mechanical Ventilation of Collieries,” by
1 Mr. W. Cochrane. The paper was also illustrated

b by diagrams, and led to a very animated and
lengthy discussion. The next paper read was by

1 Mr. J. Daglish, of Seaham, on “ The Mechanical

I Firicg of Steam Boilers.” A long discussion

e ensued, in which Mr. Hawkesley, Mr. Compton,
1 Mr. I. J. Bell, and the President took prominent

p parts. The members then adjourned to take

p part in the various excursions. In the evening

a a large and influential company, including many
li ladies, again assembled in the theatre of the

i) institution for the purpose of hearing the annual
& address delivered by the president.

Preblstorlc Archaeological Interna-
ti tional Congress at Copenhagen. — The
I London Gazette announces that the Committee
ui of Privy Council on Education have received,

tl through the Foreign Secretary, a note from her

1 Majesty’s Consul at Copenhagen, relating to an
1 International Prehistoric Archmological Con-

;g gross, under the special patronage of the King
0 of Denmark, to be held at Copenhagen from the
2 27th August to the 3rd of September next. The

p programme relating to the congress has also

b been forwarded, and is given iu the Gazette.

1 Amongst other arrangements are excursions for

8' eome days, when dolmens, ancient kitchen

D middens, &c., will be visited.

Workmen’s Trains. — A public meeting,
c convened for the purpose of promoting the ex-

t tension of the system of workmen’s trains upon
II those parts of the Metropolitan and Great
V Western railways which embrace the soborban
d districts of Kensington, Hammersmith, Chelsea,

8 and Notting-hill, has been held at the Silchester

E Hall, Notting-hill. Sir Charles Dilke, M.P.,

0 offered acme suggestions. The Board of Trade
R was the department of the Government to deal
w with this question, and he therefore would advise
tl the committee to form a deputation to wait upon
11 Mr. Shaw Lefevre. They should request the
G Government to bring in a Bill for the object

d desired. The principal clause of the Bill should

b be one which should flx the maximum compensa-
ti tion in cases of accident at 1001. Resolutions

a approving the object of the meeting were adopted
u unanimously.

Two Men Suffocated in a Sewer.—In
1 Dublin two men have lost their lives in a large

fii sewer which was being cleaned. The men went
d down to begin work, and had scarcely reached
tl the bottom when they were beard to cry for help.

T They then fell, evidently overcome by impure
a air. Without any delay two men were sent down
ii in a backet to their asaistance, but they were
a also overpowered by the rush of poisonous gas,

a and had to be drawn up. Efforts were again
B made to rescue the poor fellows, but they were
B unavailing for upwards of an hour, when a young
la lad succeeded in flxiog a book to the clothes of

o: one of the deceased, and he was thus bronght to

tl the surface. The tide had meanwhile risen and
a carried the other body up the sewer for some
di distance, and it was not recovered for a con-
Ui siderable time.]
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Industrial Dwellings.—The annual meeting

of the Improved Industrial Dwellings Company
(Sir S. Waterlow’s) was held on Tuesday. The
report showed an available total of 4,131 i,, and

recommended a dividend at the rate of 5 per

cent, per annum, leaving 1,623!. to be carried

forward. The subscribed capital is now 125,000!.,

the amount to which the directors propose to

limit it, and which practically represents an

available total of 250,000!., a sum corresponding

to the amount of the subscribed capital being

obtainable at 4 per cent, from the Public Works
Loan Commissioners. Until the whole of the

250,000!. of Bubacribed and borrowed capital

has been actually invested, the directors do not

propose to recommend higher dividends than at

the rate of 5 per cent, per annum. The report

and accounts were read and adopted.

Holloway.—The foundation-stone of a new
Roman Catholic church has been laid in Eden-

grove, Holloway. The edifice is dedicated to the

Sacred Heart, and the stone was laid by Arch-

bishop Manning. The new church is being built

I

according to the designs of Mr. Pownalt, iu the

I early English style, and will be of red brick, with

annual
|

tower. The size is 90 ft. by 50 ft. The site

655

good one at the west end of Eden-grove.

The cost of the edifice, with glebe-house and
schools attached, will amount to 7,000Z. Mr.
Carter is the contractor.

Free Dibraries.—The Hon. Auberon Her-

bert (brother of the Earl of Carnarvon), pro-

poses to devote a sum of 1,000!. to the encourage-

ment of free libraries in Berkshire. To Reading,

as the largest of our Berkshire towns, he says, I

offer 250!., and 150!. to any other five towns (in-

cluding Oxford) which are the first to comply
with the following condition :—This condition is

that an amount equal to that received should be

raised by eaoh town. Should any part of the

1,000!. be unclaimed at the end of six months,

it will be dealt with as may seem best under

the circumstances.

Mortuaries.—At an inquest held in Clerk-

enwell, Dr. Hardwicke, the deputy coroner, spoke

strongly of the necessity of carrying out the

provisions of the Sanitary Act of 1866, which
provides for the establishment of public mor-

tuaries. The condition of the parish dead-

houses was, he said, disgraceful. The jury were

of the same opinion. The report of Dr. Little,

medical officer to the Whitechapel Board of

Works, calls attention to the necessity for a

similar provision iu that district—a want which
was pressed on the attention of the Board more
than two years ago.

Agricultural Improvement in India.

The Duke of Argyll held out to the Indian

Committee of the Society of Arts last week the

prospeot of a liberal scheme for the promotion of

agricultural improvement in India. It will most
likely resolve itself into several large agricul-

tural societies, in which the native princes and

zemindars will he invited to join, and which will

be largely subsidised by the Government, for

holding exhibitions and carrying on model farms,

Demolition of City Churches. — Two
churches in the City of London are doomed
partly to disestablishment and disendowment,

and entirely to demolition. One is the church

of St. Mildred, in the Poultry, where there

has never been a congregation of more than

two or three for many years past, and the other

the church of Allhallows Staining, which has

not had a vicar during the last three or four

years. Both those churches are now to be taken

down nnder the Union of Benefices Act.

DrlnkforWorkmen during Hot Weather.
A tablespoonful of Scottish oatmeal put into a

large tumbler or small jug, and filled up with

clear cold water, well stirred up, and allowed to

settle until the large particles of the meal fall to

the bottom, forms a refreshing drink in hot

weather, and quenches thirst well. English

oatmeal is bitter, and will not be so palatable,

unless it be to those who have a taste for bitter

drinks.

The Proposed l^ew Bridge at Ongar.

—

At a meeting in the town-hall. Chipping Ongar,

to consider the report of the Bridge Committee

and the plans prepared by the county architect,

Mr. H. Stock, relative to the proposed

bridge over the washway at Shelley, it was

decided that the plans be accepted and the work

commenced forthwith. The bridge will be com-

posed entirely of iron, and will rest on strong

abutments at each end.

TTorthern Architectural Association.—
The quarterly meeting of the Northern Archi-

tectural Association was held in the Old Castle,

Newcastle, Mr. Watson in the chair. After

transacting some business of a purely formal

nature, the members present proceeded to St.

Nicholas’ Church. They were there shown over

the works in connexion with the restoration of

St. Nicholas’ Church and steeple, by Mr. Snell-

grove, clerk of the works.

The Whitworth Scholarships and Ex-
hibitions.—The competition for the practical

work for the ten scholarships of 100!. each will

bo conducted by Colonel Bioh, R.E
,
Mr. Manby

(secretary of the Institution of Civil Engineers),

and Mr. Marshall (secretary of the Institution

of Mechanical Engineers). In addition to these

scholarships, tenable for the present year, Mr.

Whitworth has just offered to the Science and
Art Department eighty exhibitions, of the value

of 25!. each, to be awarded to students iu the

universities, colleges, and schools, public and

private, in the United Kingdom. These exhi-

bitions are to be held for one year, and the

students must show an aptitude for mathe-

matics, mechanical science, and drawing.

Conference Hall, Islington. — The first

stone of the new Conference Hull, Mildmay
Park, Islington, was laid on Wednesday, August
4th, by the Rev. William Pennefather, vicar of

St. Jude’s, Mildmay Park, before a large assem-
blage. Messrs. W. G. Habershon & Pite are

the architects
;
Mr. W. T. Turner, of Hornsey,

is the builder; Mr. Daniel Smith is clerk of the

works. The hall, when finished, will hold 2,200

people.

Works in Exeter Cathedral.—It is stated

that the choir of Exeter Cathedral is to be re-

stored by Mr. Gilbert Scott, at a cost of upwards
of 13,000!., towards which the Chapter sub-

scribes 3,000!., the Bishop of Exeter 1,000!., and
the Dean 1,000Z. This is part of a great work
of restoration at a vast cost, which, it is hoped,

the means will be forthcoming to carry out in

portions from time to time.

TENDERS.
Accepted for conservatory and vinery to the Hall,

at Pickering, for Mr. James Mitctelson. Mr. J. Gibson,

architect. Quantities supplied

Mason and Brickla’jer' s TPark.

W. & Q. Salton ^2-40 0 0

Carpenter and Joiner'e Work.
Kirby & Ridsdale 218 0 0

Plumber and Glazier's Work.
Gray 82 6 0

Smilk's Work.
Fletcher, Brothers 137 10 0

Painter's Work.
Firth 40 0 0

Accepted for villa residence, Rockingham-terrace, New
Maltoo, for Mr. Paul Hickes. Mr. J. Gibson, architect.

Qiiautities supplied :
—

ATasoa. Bricklayer, Plasterer, and Slater's Work.
Wood £369 13 0

Ca.rpeiiter and Joimr's Work.
Dodsivortli 204 0 0

Plumber and Glazier's Work.
Leefe 36 16 0

For new shop-front and alterations to premises, at New
Malton, for Messrs. J. Slater & Sons. Mr. J. Gibson,

architect. Quantities supplied

Dodsworth £306 13 0

For buildinc two villas, at Edmonton, for Mr. T. E.

Lloyd. Drawings furnished by Mr. Pierse Arthur :
—

Applebee £1,050 0 0

Sheldon 000 0 0

Livesey 0^® ® ®

Higgins 0^0 0 0

Woodcock 040 0 0

For villa residence, Hammersmith. Mr. Clarke, archi-

‘“‘'Tlrown » <>

Crabb & Vaughan 2,490 0 0

Thorne 2,476 0 0

For laying out the croanda at Leavesden Asylum, near

Herts, for the managers of the Metropolitan District

Asylum. Mr. Alesauder M'Kenzie, director. Quantities

supplied by Mr. Shruhsole :
—

Carter £2.320 0 0

Meeston 2,076 0 0

Andersou is Son 1,955 0 0

SifUTuonds 1,925 0 0
Shirley & Horne 1,925 0 0

Heushaw (accepted) 1,910 0 0

Nicholson & Goddard 1,744 0 0

Coker 1,710 0 0

Knight & Son 1,600 0 0

Coker, John, jun 1,603 0

1
:
' i
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For the erection of a cemetery church, schoole, &c., at
Btonegravele, Derbyshire. Mr. S. Eollinaon, architect,
Quantities supplied :

—

TVhola Tenders,
Farnsworth, Brothers £1,69117 0
Wright 1^306 0 0

For Ilason, Bricklayer, ^c.
Marr (accepted) 816 19 0

For Carpenter, Joiner, ^-c.
Waite f,i8 0 0
Madin 602 10 0
Gloaaop 470 0 0
Heathcote & Son (accepted) ... 400 0 0

For sea defence wall, for the local Board of Health,
Bognor. Mr. Arthur Smith, C.E. Quantities supplied
by Mr. J. J. Bennett:

—

Mills £1,786 0 0 !

liuicht 1,767 0 0
Coker i,679 0 0
Kirk ]_610 0 0
Bluokmore 1,213 0 0
Green ],n66 0 0
M'Crea 919 0 0
Willson 705 0 O'

For laying about 1,900 ft. of oast-iron sewer pipes,
across the Foreshore, at Itjde. Mr. Francis Flewman,
C.E., borough surveyor :

—

Renwick £1,393 11 0 !

NeavoAFry i,C91 0 0
Barton 1,086 0 0
Meadcr i,078 0 0
Hayter St Budd 952 10 0
Coker 770 n 0
Pritchard 7.17 0 0
J. & J. Langdon (accepted) 685 0 0!

For building new tap, and other works connected with
the Bush Hotel, Farnham. Mr. Hector Harding, archi-
tect;—

Diamond £611 13 0
Goddard, George 683 0 0
Duke 660 0 0
Goddard & Son 655 10 0
Wells k Bachelor 520 0 0
Mesher 440 0 0
Birch 417 q 0

For alterations and additions to Nos. 10 and 11, IVhite-
hall. Mr. Ewan Christian, architect. Quantities by
Messrs. Goodman k Vinall:

—

Ashby & Sons ...

Bieby ...

Myers
Jackson & Shaw

.. £4,165 0
3,905 0
3,870 0
3,817 0
3,66) 0

For alteraticBS ami aaoitions 10 tuo George and Dragon
public-house. Mr. 11. L. Ronniain, architect. Quantities
by Messrs. Welch A Atkinson—

W'arno £931 0 0
Dove, Brothers 876 0 0
I’Anson 793 0 0
Macey 707 0 0
Longmire A Burge 76) 0 0
Bigby 748 0 0

18,950 0 0
18,8 0 0

For bnilding first portion of B.C. chorcb. at Camber-
well, for the Right Rev. Dr. Grant. Mr. O. A. Buckler,
architect

Nightingale (accepted) £1,070 0 0

For the erection of a new workhouse, at Selby Oak,
Worcestershire, for the Guardians of the King's Norton
Union. Mr. E. Holmes, architect. Quantities by Mr.
T.H. Mansell;—

’

Building.
Marriott £20,453 0 0
Smith, W. AB.N 19,480 0 0
W'ebb, W. A J isorto n n
Matthews
Moffatt

\

Parker A Son
Hilton
Hardwick
Briggs A Son
JeUtey A Fritchard
Trow A Sons
Barnsley A Sons
Bennett
Jones
Surman
Horsley, Brothers
Cresswell A Son
Lilley
Clarke
Parnoll (accepted)

Engineer's Work.
Bacon A Co
Fraser A Co
Joakes A Co
Smith A Sons .

Cormell
Carter A Co. (accepted)

18,757
18,730 0 0
18,721 0 0
18,659 0 0
18,600 0 0
18,625 0 0
18,475 0 0
18,403 0 0
l'<,213 0 0
18,197 0 0
17,977 0 0
17,937 0 0
17,86) 0 0
17,650 0 0
17,181 11 10

2,626 0 0

1,-400

1,213

1,150

Fenningion and I.umLelh Seicers ,— Sir : In your number
for July 31, it is stated that Mr, Summers, Mr. Young,
and myself took out the quantities for this work. Messrs.
Dickinson A Oliver, the successful competitors, tendered
upon my quantities, and, in fact, made up their estimate
in my oUice, therefore I consider I have the right of
saying the quantities were supplied by me.

JosEru J. Besnett.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
W. B. (what Is llie cost of the cottages?).— J. 8. (a peint for zinc

was iDeulloned in our pages not long ago).—!'. U. J.—A, V. G.-
J. J. B.-B. B.- J. F. M. G, M.-It T.-K. T. a -J. G. S.-J. Q.—
E. E.-T. M.. jun.~E, P. & Co.-U. & W,-W. F. T.-W. U.-O, C. H.
— J. W. G.—Jack I>l«ne.-£. R.— 11 8.— J. B.— G. H.— It. 8.—J. P.—
H, B.-F. N.-H. U—J. J. B.-P. B.-G. C. E.-E. W.-B. E. N.-
W. T. T.-8.S.-T. L. D.

All stzUmenU of facta, lists of Tenders, 4c,. must be a-ccmpanieil
by the name and address of ihe sender, not neceaearlly for
publication.

KoTK.-Ths respoDslbUity of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests of cooise, with the authors.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN*
SON in the Mannfaotare of Charcb, Turret,
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description
of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,
Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J.W, BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and
60, Ludgate-hill

; Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

IPUTLTNED, ETCHED, or TINTED
VIEWS,

DETAILS, ESTIMATE}, SPECIFICATIONS, FIRST-OLASS
MAPS, Ac.

Address. W.Y. 27, KEPPEL-8TREET, LONDON, W.C,

rro GENTLEMEN GOING to INDIA.—
.JL A Gentleman ot thirty years’ experience will give a Course
of Instiuctlou In Engineering Fieldwork, embracing the whole
practice of [setting out curves and levelling, after the methods now
practised.—For partlculais address, 0. K, 7J, Gcant-road, Butoraox.

pROYDON LOCAL BOARD of
HEALTH.— WATER SUPPLY. — APPOINTMENT of IN-

SPECTOR.— Notice is hereby given, that the Local Board of Health
for the district of Croydon are about to APPOINT an INSPECTOR to
superintend and perform various duties in couneclion with their
system of water supply. The services of an active energetic person
are required, who must devote the whole of bis time to the duties of
bis office, and whose age must not exceed 35. A list of the du’les (a
practical knowledge of which Is iodispensable) may be obtained on
application at my Office, at the Town-hail, Croydon. Salary 120!.
per annum, with a yearly increase of lOL up to 16l)!.-Appllc itinne,
accompanied by teatimoulals, must be seut to me on or before
MONDAY, the 30ih AUGUST Inst.— By orler ot the B -ard,

R. J. CHEE3WHIGHT, Cl.rk.
Town-hall, Croydon, Augnst 10. 1869.

Just publishad, price 2s

rjIHE TREATMENT of SEWAGE.X By JOHN HART.
A Pnmphlet for Municipal Authorities, and three Interested in the

Cultivation of 1 nod.
London: BIWPtCIN, MARaUALL, A CO.

Leamington : B. WIPFELL, Victoria Library. ARGATE PIER and HARBOUR COM-
-LtX PANY.— The Directors of this Company are deiirous of
appointing a CHIEF CLERK to succeed iheir present oue who
retire*. The salary will be 120!. per annum, payable monthly.
He would be required to keep all the books ot the Company (except
those of the Assistant Clerk', to attiud all meetings ot directors and
committees, ari l to keep the minutes of such meetiugs

;
to attend

at the tandiiig and euiharkiog of passeugera by steam-ptekets
;

to
superintend the snbordiunte officers generally in the pertormsece of
tlieir leversl duties

;
and he will be regulied not to engage In any

otcer occupation tian that of the Company, A more detailed
description of duties to be peefomed by him maybe bad on appli-
cation to the Clerk, at the Pier Office, Margate. Applications in be
marie ou or before the 7th SEPTEMBER next, to CAPf. BROWN,
K.N. Chaiimsn of the Company.

Pier Office. Margate, August 10, 183B.

New Edition, c irrected to 1830, 8vo. c'Oth, ]2<. 6!. ; hn'f Russia. l"s

DROOKE.S’S (K.) GENERAL GaZET-
_l_y TARR : a Geographical Dic'lonary, contnliilug descriptions of
every Country in the known World, the Cttles, Towns. Rivore,
VllUge-, Sc., re-edited hyj. A. SMITH.

London : WILLIAM lEOQ, Fincras-'aue, Chespslde.

Si WORKING PEOPLE and IMPROVED
T V HOMES."

The new and illustrated edition of The Dwellings of the Labour-
ing Classes," by HENRY ROBERTS E-q. F S.A. (author of '• Home
Eeforui,'’ and " The Physical Condition of ilis Labouring Classsea
will be found a tummary of cbe eSbris at home and abroad to
Btcure ' Healthy Homes " f.>r working men and women.

" A most valuable handbook."— r/rfBirfUcr.
To be had at tne Office of the Society for Improving the Condition

Designs for Cottages, nambeced on sheet, with SpeclQcttlon, Ac.

VXT’ANTED, by au Architect and Surveyor
tV in the ciuctry, a flrst-closa MANAGING CLERK, who isa

quhk and accurate draughtsman, a good des gner both in Uotbiesud
Classic, anil thoroughly up to all the dutle* of an architect's office.—
Addre 9, with le.timonisls, slatiug experience, age, and salary re-
quired. to No. 90, Office of '• The Builder."

NewEJillon. Royal IStao, clotb, 3s 111.

TOLONT'S (I. J.) bKKTOH of tha EE-
1 y F.UIUATION IN England. IiluBtratel with full-page

Loudon : WiLLTAM TKGO, Pancras-Iane, Cbctpshle.

WT ANTED, in a Builder’s Office, a
IT JUNIOR CLERK. Oue who has a slight knowledge of the

bitsiLC'S preferred.—Ap,jly, lu own haiidwritmg, to T. J. B. Poat-
tffice, 100, bromptou-road.PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—

Buildera and others desiring a raaltv good system can have a
SET of MODELS for BUILDERS' BOOKS by DOUBLE ENTRY, to
whii-h was awarded the Prize olfered In "The Builder," No. 1,180
and which has been adopted by many large firms. Also, a modlded
arrangement by Single Entry, suitable fur small BoUdera.—Address,
E. A. 4, St. Qeorge'a-rood, Regout's Park, London.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I have tried your system of bookkeeping, and Uke it very

"Yonr syalem seems thoroughly to meet our reriultementa."—
J. A M. H.

’ I like yonr systeia very ranch, and shall adopt 11.’’—W. W.
' Having sdoptaJ your syxem of bookkeepliig, we can reomiirnend

it to the oullders generally. Having bad it in use over twe've
mouttas, we find it takes much less lluia to keep the accounts Ita.an

formerly."—R. A M.
"I received so-iis in due course. They appear to show an excellent

mode of bookkeeping. Your cliiecUoiu ore most explicit, and suffi-
ciently explan.-rtory."-0. C.
"Messrs. R. A S. have examined your system, and consider it

simple, clear, and very satUractory.”
" I greatly appreciate your plan and system of keeping builders'

books, aad I consider that it hue only to be made known to be gene-
rally adopted.”— T. H.

‘ Last June we had your Improved system of bookkeeping. Since
then we have been keeping tke accounts sccordlng to it. I consider
it 'ne plus ultra.' It meets the reqalremencs of contract work
perfectly."—T. 11. U.

1 received your models. They fully meet my expectations.”—
A, B.
" Your system of bookkeeping appears to mo to be excellent.''—

Q. 6.
'• The model form of books you sent me ia very good.”— Q. C.“ Your plan of bookkeeping has given me many good Ideas."

—

WORKING FOREMAN (Carpenter)
T V WANTED to SUPERINTEND the Erection of Farm Bolld-

lugs, near Malvern. Only those need apply whose references as to
ability, Ac. will bear the strictest luvcstigatlon.—Apply, etiitug
wages, to ALFRED E6PLEY, Contractor, Bveahain.

'Y\rANTED, in a Contractor’s Office, on the
Y V Continent, a CLERK, of good address, and able to speak and

correipond in French *nd Germvn. —Aidrais, W. W. BttOrVN'S
Advenisiog Office, 4, Little Oeorge-st.eet, Westmiustsr Abbey.

TO BRICKLAYERS.
VyANTED, to work on a Gentlemm’s
T V Eitate, a steady, respectib'e Man, one who h.u been accus-

tomed to jobbing work. Constant euiployin-int. Waga* If. Pit. 6d.
per week. RefureucAS ft'om some empl'‘vef will be rsqulveJ.—Apply
by letter only t> .Mr. GEORGE BlCKEKDEN. 29. Union-stroet,
Hseknay-toad, N.B.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
WANTED, a RE-ENGaGEMENT, as
T T Eitimating, Measuring, Quantity-taking, and General

Booking CLERK.— Address, D. A. 5, Aatou-road, Cornwall-road,
Westbouene Fartt. W.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
YVrANTED, by a respectable and steady
V V Man a 9ITDATI0 .las WORKING FOREMAN ofPAIN TERS.

Can do graining If required. Uiiexceptlonalila reference. Town or
country.—Adliess, A. B. 32, Temple-st.eel, Sc. Qeorge'a-road, South-
walk, a.E.

A COMPLF.TE NOVELTY IN PROVINCIAL JOURNALISM.
Oh September 4ch, will be publisheil the first number of

rPHE ILLUSTRATED MIDLANDX NEWS.
A first-class pictorial newspaper. With illastrations by leidlng

I luitrated Notes on Arts and Manufactures.
Price 3'l. Suld everywhere.

Offices, 108, New-streer, Birinlughaai. Piinting Worki, Market
Hall-passage, Birmingham.

Only a llmltsQ space devoted to advert! e'l.

WANTED, a STONEMASON, to take
Y Y CHARGE of a DEPOT. Must write a good hand, bs able t>

keep aceouiits, aud look after the erection of work if reiuirad.

—

AppI Cations to he made by letter ti the Maii.ager of the Wurdonr
(Ouilm-rk) A Tisbury Stone Company, LimiteJ, 8, Old Jewry, K.C.

DESIGNING FOR STAINED QLAS8.

WANTED, ASSISTANCE in DESIGN-
Y Y INO ORNAMENTS for stained glas* windows.—Apply, by

letter, to H. B. B. 14, Oortlck-street, Coveut Garden, Lundou.

ABOIITION OF PATENTS FOE INVENTIONS.
Just published, In 8vo. pp 350, price 5s. clotb.

'PvISCUSSiONS in the United Kingdom,
1 J iVauce, Germany, and the Netherlands, on iheABoLinON

01 1'ATEN 1 8 :
Sp-eebrs and Paper* by Count Bismarck, M. Chevalier.

R A Macde. M.P. ^IrEoundell Palmer. M.F. Lord Stanley, M.P. Ac. :

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

VTIT"ANTED, by a steady and trustworthy
YY Young Man, a SITUATION as VLUUBeiR orgoodTHREE-
BKANCH-HAND. a good reference from last employer, if re lUirsd.
Town or country,— Adixeis, A. £. 4, Lamp-office-court, Luuib'a-
couduil-streec, Loudon.

tions snd Copyright.
[Loudon : LONGMANS, GREEN. 4 CO. Pateraostar-row.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, Ac.

\;\7'ANTED, by a DECORATIY^E
Y T ARTIST, DEdiaNER, and MOSAICI3T. an ENGAGEMENT

as FOREMAN or oiherwiee. Tboronghly versed with every style of
ornament. Good reference*. Specimens and ptize medals sbowu.—
Apply, by letter, to A. Z. 3, Canterbury-terrace, Klng's-road, Bail’a
P mu-road.

PARTNERSHIP.—To ARCHITECTS and
X SURVEYORS.—The Advertiser desiree to PURCHASE a
HALF-SHAKE ofawen-establUhed PRACTICE (London preferred!.
Particulars (which will be treated coufideuttaHy) to OMEGA.
4, Oxford Villas, The Grove, Haurmernmitb.

TO BUILDERS,

WANTED, a SITUATION, to TAKE
Y Y CHARGE of a JOB, or as Foremen of Carpenters. First-

class refereuccs.-^ddre^s, 0. L 2, Geneva-cottages, Lslpsic-ioad,
PARTNERSHIP, or as MANAGING
X ASSISTANT.-A flrst.r.-ite QUASTITY SURVEYOR, who has
been in practice some years, and can give first-ulass references, is

devirou-i (as the grea'er portio.t ot bU time Is nneroployed) of euteiing
the Office of a Burv.yur in the abivo capscity. Would Introduce
bis connexion.—Address, 1)1. Office of " The BillUer.”

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
fV GENERAL FOREMAN or FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS.

Town, country, or abroid. Good rerareuce.—Addeess. T. E, P.
37, Portlaud-street, Coiumercial-roaJ, E,TO ARCBITECT3 ANO SURVEYORS.

T^ESIGNS PKhPARED from ROUGH
1 / SKETCHES or otherwise in the best style of art. Perspec-

tive* oulllued or etcbel. Toimi moderate.—Addtesi, Mr. TAYLOR,
17, Thavies-iUD, Holborn.

TO BUILDERS, P*,DMBERS. AND OTHRBS.
TJ^ANTED, by a respectable Young Man, a
YY SITUATION as PLUMBER. Gool references if required,—

AddrcM, J F. a, 9. Cnmming-street, Pontouv Jlo-hlll.
TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS.

pENERAL, DETAIL, aud WORKING
VJT DRAWINGS MADE for the PROFESSION. — Address,
PRACTICAL, 46. Theobalo’s-rjad, W.C.

W/'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
Y Y tliOTOughly experienced Loudon BUILDER’S CLERK. Ac-

enstomed to eaiiuiatiiig, meosarlng, book-kieptug, nui the usual
routine. Is un active vnergetic inm of boslueas, with flrst-claxa
references.—B. Poit-olfice, Brixton-iead, 8.W.r NEILL & SON,

tJ . QUANTITY SURVEYORS.
11, COOKEIDGE STREET, LEEDS,

Highest teatimonisJs from several emlaent architects. Terms on
application.

TO BUILDERS, Ac.

W/'ANTED, by an energetic Young Man,
YY ft SITUATION as IMPROVER at the Bench. Is able to do

Fiench polishing. Loudon preferred.— Address, Y. Z, 85, South
Lambeth-road, S.W.TO BUILDERS. DECORATORS, Ac.

p ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
VX Work, Decorative Furniture, ana Gliding In all its branches,
uri.y be OBTAINED at the Huusu of Call, Marlborough Inn, Blenheim,
steps. Oxford-stiest. Work done by the day, hour, or job. Materials
found If required.—Address to the Secretary,

AX/"ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
YY TtON as CLERK of WORKS or FOREMAN, in Town or

countiy. Good reference. -Aldreea W. H. H. 7, WUwn-roaJ, DJ-
stun N.E.
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History from Marhh.*

MONG the literary trea-

Bnrea of the library at

Stanton Court is a ma>
nuflcript quarto, pro*

fusely illustrated with

clever pen . and ink

sketohes of churches,

gentlemen’s seats, mo-
numents of many kinds

with their epitaphs and

armsjpreachingcrosaes,

pulpits, seals, coins,

stained glass, and other

objects in which archi-

tecte, artists, and sculp-

tors are specially inte-

rested. On its care-

fully set out title-page

are twofemalefignres-

the one representing

Sculpture, the other

Painting—who are hold-

ing op a cnrtain, on
which is written, “His-

tory in Marble, being

Ancient and Modern
Funerall Monuments in England and Wales,
by T. D., Gent.” From dates appended to

some of the sketches, we perceive it was the
work of different years in the latter half of the
seventeenth century

; and from the signature of

the author to others, we learn that T. D. was
Thomas Dingley. There is scarcely a page in

the volume that has not one or more sketches
upon it depicting antiquities in different parts
of the country, but most frequently in the coun-
ties of Herefordshire and Wiltshire, and the
cities of Bath and Oxford. Thanks to the free-

hearted generosity of Sir Thomas E. Winnington,
this interesting record has now been published
by the Camden Society. The new art of photo-
lithography has been brought to bear upon the
task by the council, and instead of printed copies
of the notes, with woodcuts, or lithographs of the
sketohes, they have produced, with the aid of
Mr. Vincent Brooks, fac similes of the work.
Every page is reproduced by this process, line
for line, stioke for stroke, erasures and mistakes

;

the only difference being that the red lines ruled
round some of the drawings by way of finish
appear to be as colourless as the rest.

Mr. J. G. Nichols, who has written an intro-
duction to the work, tells us there are two other
manuscripts by the same author in the library
at Stanton Court. One of them is a journal of
a “Journey in the Low Countries,” and the
other, “ Observations in a Voyage in the Kingdom
of I ranee.” Two more, relating to antiquities
in Ireland and Wales, have been published re-

cently by the Kilkenny Arohmological Society
and the Duke of Beaufort, respectively

j
and a

sixth, a commonplace book, likewise full of pen-
and-ink drawings, is mentioned in a catalogue as
having been offered for sale in 1864, but is now,
unfortunately, lost sight of. From casual state-
ments in his MSS., Mr. Nichols has been able to
trace out somewhat of the history of the author,
and having ascertained that he lived at Dilwyn*
he visited that parish, and was rewarded for his
trouble by finding in the register several frag-

History from Marble. Compiled in the Reien of
Charles II. By Thomas Dingley, Gent. Printed in
Photolithography by Vincent Brooks, from the original
‘“ the posB.-88ion of Sir Thomas E. Winnington, hart.
With an Introduction and deaoriptive Table of Contente
by John Gongh Michols, F.S.A. Printed for the Camden
Society,

ments that had once formed portions of this
“ History in Marble,” relating to the monuments
of the church, and those of the neighbouring
parishes, stuck upon the first page of it. The
biographical facta collected, however, smonnt to

scarcely more than this. He came of the ancient

family of Dingley of Woolverton, believed to be
a branch of a still more ancient family in Lan-
cashire

; was educated by James Shirley, poet-

lanreate
j admitted of Gray’s-inn

j travelled in the
Low Countries, in France, in Ireland, in Wales
in the suite of the Duke of Beaufort, and perhaps
in Italy

j had a residence at Dilwyn
; and died,

while on further travels, at Louvaine, an old

bachelor, leaving his possessions to a niece.

Mr. Nichols also gives a brief account of
works of a similar character to that which
Dingley compiled for ns. He reminds ns that
before the revival of appreciation of ecclesiastical

architecture, church notes and monuments were
held in high estimation by genealogists and
biographers. He says professional heralds

deemed such evidences among their most reliable

materials, and when they went on their visitations

they made a point of gathering church notes, as
well as notes of the armoury displayed on the
walla and windows of manor-houses, to assist

them in the construction of genealogies. Their
visitation-books are enriched with many such
notes. Amateurs pursued the same course when
heraldry was a favourite study. Camden, both
before and after he was a professional herald,

collected church notes. Stowe gave many of the

epitaphs of the metropolitan churches. Strype,

Seymour, and Maitland followed in his wake
;

and more recently Malcolm, the Lysons, and
Hatton. Then we have Weever’s “ Fanerall

Monuments j” the Diary of Richard Symonds,
a cavalier in the army of Charles I., printed by
the Camden Society

j
the magnificent work of

Gervaae Holies, a colonel in the service of the
same monarch, preserved in the Harleian
collection, though not yet printed

j
and Dugdale's

most industrious labours, all belougiug to the
seventeenth century. Topographers took up the
subject about this time, and made church notes

a feature in their works. About a century ago
Gough published his “ Sepulchral Monuments
and since then Stothard and Blore have worked
in the same field. As we look down the long list

of antiquaries and topographers who have taken
chnrch notes, Dingley’s book falls into place and
becomes a link in the chain of great interest.

The first entry in his curious collection is an
alphabet of arms, or catalogue of the arms of

families not mentioned in other forms in the
course of his work. This is immediately followed

by an east view of Bath Cathedral, and a note

of “ Advice from a Father to his Son in ye
University :

”

—

“ 1. Serve God, that will make yon a good Chriatisn.
2. Follow yoar study, that will make you a good

Bcliollar.

3. Keep within compass, yt will make yon a good
Husband.

4. Bee humble and meeke, that will make you a good
man.

By the carefull performance of these—

1. God will be glorified.

2. Tour college credited.
3. Your father comforted; and
4. Your self commended."

And on the next page we find the antiquary

in the interior of the cathedral, sketching. He
gives a view of the edifice, however, from the

south-east before he stepped inside, and then
goes on to note the position of the principal

tombs, giving the heraldry, sketching the pulpit

with its inscription, and copying a great number
of the epitaphs. We give a sample of his mode '

of treating the latter :

—

Upon ye wall is seen this ancient inscription or Rebus,
following which in the late times of usnrpacon of Crom-
well, being read by a person of Quality, Loyaltie, and
Honour, startled hir.i; the words are

—

The trees going to chuse their King,
Bayd bee to us thou Oliver King.

But upon inquiry he was informed by wne learned in the
records that this was wrote in honour of one Oliver King,
abbot of a monastery yt layed the foundacon of this

minster. This inscription is allusive to a passage in
Judges, where the trees convented to choose f heru a king,
and pitched first upon the Olive, in French named Olivier,
though at last the bramble carried it."

Bub for its length we would give the epitaph
upon the “right virtnons and worthy lady Jane
Lady Waller,” close by, which, he says, “though
neither silly nor witty enongh to deserve note, fol-

loweth.” But we must pass on. The King's Bath,
the Queen’s Bath, the Cross Bath, the other places
of note in the city, and the Roman antiquities,

are all duly represented. There are two views
of the King’s Bath. We are shown a large

oblong tank of water, in the centre of which is

an arcaded erection surmounted by a spire and
fioial, and inscribed “This pump was sett np
directly over the Hot Spring at ye charge of the

chamber of this city, by the advice, order, and
direction of ye Honorable Sir Alexander Frazier,

Prinoipall Physitian in Ordinary to his Maiesty.’’

A walk with an ornamental parapet surrounds

the water, and an arohway gives access to the

Queen’s Bath adjoining. Near the door, too, of

a pump-honse, intended for those who drank the

waters without bathing, was a long inscription,

wherein Richard Roe testified to the healing

qualities of the springs, which he also copied

calling it “ a dull though honest acknowledg-
ment of a Parson sett out with poetry of the

same stamp.” Against the north view of this

bath, “ taken from ye Widdow Walker’s house,”

he wrote, “ Here note that these baths are not

in an wholesome condicon to be used continually,

but require a time of olensing from ye sordid

scum, nob onely exhaled from foul bodies wreak-
ing and padling therein, but what by ye heate

and working of yt is cast np. So that untill

they are drawn and clensed, entrance is forbid

to the Patients resorting hither for health.”

Mr. Dingley calls Bath the prettiest city in the

kingdom, “in a doable oonstmetion, for it is

little and hansom.” He describes the properties

of the waters, and then states that the sole

manufactures of the place are apothecaries’

wares, and good mutton the only commodity.
“ But,” he continues, “ the people chiefly gett

their bread by their water,—I mean the baths j

and those clownish fellowes and ugly old witches

who never knew how to govern themselves are

yett guides to others. To these may be added
also a masculine sort of iona roha women, which
attend you at your lodgings and are called

robbers. The contiuued noise in the King and
Queen’s Bath is not unlike that at Billingsgate,

London, in Maguaret’s time.”

Some of the monuments in Winchester Cathe-

dral are next given; Southampton is slightly

tonohed upon ; Chippenham visited and " touched

off,” to use the author’s quaint expression
;
and

Rowd Chnrch sketched from the road :
“ In it

ye minister teacheth schoolo, and by reason of

ye intollerable cold of the winter 168 J he erected

a chimney therein. Inscripcons in this church

are none of account.” A stage-coach running

between Bath and Bristol during the season,

fare half-a-crown, appears to have afforded him
facility to see Bristol, where he made sketches

of all the best monuments. Against the drawing

of the handsome Tudor tomb of Sir Charles

Vaughan, he noted :
“ He beareth sable a chevron

between three children's heads, oouped at ye

shoulders, Argent, their perruques Or en-

wrapped about the necks, with as many snakes

proper by ye name of Vaughan. It is said (how

true I know not) that some one of ye anoestora

of this family was born with a real snake about

his neck.” Among other entries made wheu in

this neighbonrhood, he records a remarkable

gathering of aged persons, longevity being, by
the bye, a subject to which he refers more than

once :

—

"la Bitton Hannam parisb, near Bristol, tea yeers ago
from 1681, were twenty-four men able to ride in one day
and capable of being jurymen at Gloucester, which made
above three-and-twenty bundred.and fifty yeera."

St. Mary’s, Redcliffe, is sketched, and the

monuments of Sir William Penn and William
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Canycges, the so-called founder, with their

epitaphs, are given; and a recumbent effigy of

Johannes Laviogton, then in an office belonging to

the school-house, was also made a note of. St.

Austin’s Church, too, was figured
;
and before he

left the city Hr. Dingley seems to have peeped

at the Mayor’s sword as one of the sights, for ho

says the “ best sword of magistracy ” belonging

to it is called the Pearl sword, on acconnt of the

pearls set in its scabbard. He quotes the

inscription upon it :

—

mentioned, hot he was Thomas de Cantelnpe,

afterwards canonised, a fresoo of whom is also

shown, and that Robert Kilwardby was the

name of the contemporary Archbishop of Canter-

bury. Another peculiarity belongs to soma of

his drawings. They are marked with letters for

references to keys, and these letters sometimes

spell ont THOMAS DINGLET ; and some of his

best drawings he inscribes with dedications to

his friends, whose names are, in this way, handed
down to us.

The second portion of the work opens with

notices of the churches of Stoke, Edith, Stretford,

^ . , , , , r i.i_ and an account of the town as well as the church
Glonoester Cathedral m sketched from the of the last-meationed place, he

Bcnth, and a hat made of Its onrioBit.ee. inoliidiiig .. Thifi town hath more fair cellars than
the whispering place, a ''picture

of,
Virgin

, in England,
Mary painted in ye window glass, ’ and the furnish'^ them-
royal tombs. The monument of Robert Curt-

'

hose, earl of Gloucester, surrounded with the
beds, barrels, kilderkins, and other vessella, and

arms of the nine worthies, and the sepulchral ^nd feasted the freinds it in Wales by
brasses of Thomas Payne, and hia wife Ursula, CoraghDah. Since the increase of
are the chief objects in the interior that he good syder this commodity hath declined, and
depicted.

! Weobley hath lost the Bel! for Weobley’s Ancient
His stay here seems to have been short and church in this

insufficient, as he has added the initials of a absent, it having been blown
friend to one epitaph, which he probably m-

1
tempest in the year 1640, and not re-

sertod afterwards to make hia account ftiller.
«

g^j.g_ One of the bells Dingley I says
;
that of Abbot Richard Cheltenham is shown

Thence he took O.xford. This was the birthplace
tj,oiight must be Saxon, as he copied the rude

|

short of a shield in each spandrel
;
and the cross

of Richard I., he records, at the palace there
' djaracters of its inscription, in which conjee-

1

in that of Abbot Alan is totally unlike the actual
called Beaumont. When looking over Christ however, he was probably mistaken. Ted -

1

one. Again, be confused the Bryans with the
Church College he remembered to look for the

j^^g church and hospital, with the
j

O'Briens or Fitz-Briens
;

and an effigy now
carving over a window of the porch-tower which

' pQ^trait of the founder of the latter, Hugh Foliot,
;

assigned to Abbot Wakeraan he attributed to a
Cardinal Wolscy caused to be put up, repre-

1 . Pomiirif7cr« f.Vinmh nnd ' man fmind Hpftd in Tflwkeaburv Park. Bis in-

a true freind to true religion, a great example of

wisdom and valour. Elizabeth, his late consort,

hath consecrated this mean monument of her

love and his merits.” No wonder Dingley was
proud of his relative ! Mr. Niohols compared
his sketch of the old manor-house, in which this

worthy resided, with its present remains, and
found that about one-half of the structnre is

still standing, having survived a remodelling

early in the last century. It had dwindled

down, however, into a farmhouse since 1780,

but has quite recently been purchased by Mr.

Workham, who is having it restored to its

original importance, with due regard for its

ancient featnres.

As a pleasant charge to the pagefnls of

monuments of the dead, we read the bill of fare

of a mighty banquet given at the installation of

Archbishop Neville at York ;
but as Hearne has

also inserted it in the appendix to Leland’s Col-

lectanea, it does not give ns any new information.

Mr. Dingley proceeds with his usual class of

subjects at Tewkesbury, where he makes use of

Dugdale’s Baronago of England for some of his

statements. His drawings here, too, are not so

accurate as others. His monument of Abbot
John is not so rich as the original, Mr. Nichols

senting a bull-dog gnawing a shoulder of

mutton, about which there was some talk in

those days. At St. Mary’s he sketched the

college arms and entered several epitaphs
;
and

going on to Oriel College, he was shown the

brown bowl of the first provost, wooden, and
tipped with silver about the brim, and orna-

mented with a boss in the centre of the same
metal, with a Latin inscription on the rim.

Wadham College, too, he saw, and copied the

arras and inscription over the gate. But the last

entries relating to hia investigations here are

interspersed with those made at his next desti-

nation, Windsor, an isolated achievement be-

longing to Cirencester, and the monument of

Cowley, erected by the duke of Buckingham in

Westminster Abbey. Among the curious epitaphs

he gives as “ somewhere in Oxford,” the verses

upon a bellows-maker, that have been attributed

to Ben JonsoD, and another of a similar light

scoffing character, upon an alo-wife, called

Gammer Trueman, who died of dropsy, after

being tapped in the leg :

—

*' Hero lycth one, disprove it who can,
Who lived a woman yett dy'd a Trueman.
Amongst all her skill this was her cunning,
Whilst one leg stood still the other was running."

The cathedral city of Hereford enjoyed con
siderable care at our author’s hands. He drew

|
and two, in their anoient decent habits, which

a group of cottages on the road, the cathedral,
'
are the memorials of the Moore family, and

when it came in sight, the west front that has I then he goes carefully ronnd noting a great
since fallen, the inscriptions on the bells, the ! many others, including the epitaph of Prince
preaching cross, now fallen, the white cross, ' Arthur, son of Henry VII., and figuring most of

which in oar time has been restored by Cotting-
j

them of any architectural, sculpturesque, or
ham as to its base, and by Mr. Scott in its upper

,

heraldic character. Queenhill Church, Spetch-
stage, St. Ethelbert’s well, now destroyed, the

^ ley, Ripple, Norton, Fladbnry, are next taken in

town-hall, and a large number of the brasses,
'
turn, and at Crowle Mr. Dingley sketches the

marble monuments, and gravestones, and the ' coffin-lid of the celebrated Moore, last prior but
silver mace of the cathedral. Among the one of Worcester. Then Burford Church, in

effigies Dingley shows that of Sir Richard Pern- Shropshire, with its fine monuments of the
bridge, which was originally in the church of the family of Cornwall, and its epitaph on the heart
Black Friars, but conveyed to the cathedral at of Edmonde Cornwayle, esq., who died at
the dissolution. It is placed upon a tomb Cologne, 14 Henry VI., attracted his attention

;

between two pillars, and he shows his shield
'
only, however, to relinquish it in favour of the

hanging upon that at hie feet. Ic was then ' churches of Leominster, Harkirk, and Crop-
mutilated, one leg only being drawn. In these thorne. In the last-mentioned church there is

days his leg has been restored and his helmet a remarkably fine monument to Francis Dingley,
taken away. The Rev. Lord Saye and Seal

,

upon which is set forth the descent of the family

went to the expense of the restoration; and the from the ancient kings of Scotland, and those of

jonsting helme,—we 'speak on the authority of England, through his mother, who was a de-

Bloxam’s “ Funeral Rites of the Middle Ages,”— I scendant of Edward I. This, with the manor-
has been taken down and presented to Sir S. R. house of Charlton, the residence of the Worcester
Meyrick. ' Dingleys, our author drew with great care.

There are other vicissitudes of fortune to be
j

as being objects of especial interest to him. The
made out by means of Mr. Dingley’s record.

1
epitaph of the representative of the family here

Thus he sketched the font in Leominster church, mentioned shows that he, too, felt an interest in

almshouse, and Bradwardiue visited
;

and we
find onrselves at Dilwyn, the residence of the

anthor. Here he surpassed himself in minute

attentions to details. His view of the interior of

Dilwyn church shows the nave with north and

south aisles and cbaucel, a flatbish open-timbered

roof, the pulpit, “ reading pew,” the tablets

inscribed with the Ten Commandments, the

entrance into the chancel, and the seats of the

leading inhabitants are indioatod by letters re-

ferring to a key furnished below the picture.

He gives an epitaph from the churchyard npon
a child of Wm. Taylor, of Boisfield, buried there

about the time he was making his sketches of

the venerable edifice :

—

“ Here lies a Tailor, garments never mad©
A Taylor, yett no Prentice to the trade

;

But Death’s his master. Parents never mourn,
For when his time's expir’d, he wUl returne.”

Monkland, Pershore, Evesham are visited,

and other antiquities figured, before the author

shows how Worcester Cathedral appeared in his

time. When at Worcester he first gives us an

epitaph on a gentlewoman who fell dead while

striking a ball upon the palace-green, and then

sketches a north view of the cathedral, which

he calls a college. He notes, first, among the

monuments six “fair figures” kneeling, two

where there is now a modern one
;
and that he

delineated has been recognised by Mr. Curzon
serving as a bowl in a cottager’s garden.
Carious questions of identity, too, arise as bis

pages are scanned. He sketches a recessed
tomb and effigy of Robert Kilwardby, Bishop of
Hereford, 1282, the recess of which is still to be
seen tninus the effigy, which has been replaced by
that of a modern layman, although there was
never a bishop of Hereford of that name. Mr.
Nichols explains that a bishop died in the year

genealogy, like our author. Towards the close

of a long inscription it says, he was ” happily

married with Elizabeth, the daughter of Tho.

Bigge, esq., descended by his mother side of the

noble familys of Brudges Salwey Bracey, at

Brace, and Magdalene Hobbye his wife, by
whom he had issue eleven sons and eight

daughters, and with whom, having spent the

space of fifty years in comfortable wedlock, he

died in peace, leaving behind him the precious

memory of a zealous patriot, a worthy iusticier,

man found dead in Tewkesbury Park. His in-

dustry, patience, and regard for every record of

the dead were by no means diminished, and hia

heraldry, notes, and sketches, are as numerous

as in other instances. He lingered to draw the

chapel of the Lady Isabella Le Deapenser, who
died in London at the convent of the Minories,

1439, but whose body was bronght here and

buried on the right hand of her father. The
arras in the painted windows he also loitered

over; and he copied the inscription of a tomb-

stone even with the pavement, that he knew
would interest his friend, Mr. Alye, who furnished

him occasionally with some of his information.

The communion-table he did not pass unheeded,

but sketched it for the sake of its “ marble top

not to be paralleled in England for its Bigness and

Beauty, being in length 13 ft. 3 inches and an

half, in breadth 3 fc. and half, and 9 inches

wide.” He took down the inscriptions on three

bells, but as ho left a blank space in which to

state the total number, it is to be presumed he

did not mount to inspect them personally ; and
he looked into the churchwardens’ book of

accounts :
—

In it I find, these remarhs A® 1678. There is ssyd

Fayd for the Players Geer (for that playea were acted

neero ye church) six aheepshinsfor Christ's garmeuts. Arid

iu un Inventory recorded in the same book A” 1633 of the

same geer, there are nienconed in these very words and

order, 8 heads of hair for the Apostles and ten beards,

and a face or visor for ye DeviU.”

By and by, Mr. Dingley copies from his friend’s

paper an account of the opening of a tumulus at

Leek, when some stones were required to pave

the town, in which an nrn with some writing on

a parchment relating to some hidden treasure

was said to have been found. Wolverhampton
seems to have come under his own notice on his

road, perhaps, to the next plaoe described, Lich-

field Cathedral. And here we have another

break, consiatiog of a set of “ Apothegms taken

at severall times from King lames,” from which,

although not altogether new, we may make this

selection, as a vindication of his right to the

title of Solomon :
“ Much money makes a conntry

poore, for it setts a deep price on everything.”

At Lichfield he noted the stained glass figure of

Anne (Neville), Countess of Stafford, the arms of

Elizabeth, Countess of Kent, the lists of preachers

and feasts, the monuments of Lord Paget and

Colyngahed, the emblems of the Crucifixion that,

perhaps, had formerly figured in miracle plays,

and various inscriptions. Warwick, however,

allured him, and he was there scanning the

collegiate church, and sketching another lady on

a stained glass window, Eleanor, Duchess of

Somerset. Then Stoke Castle, Albrighton

Church, and Whitchnrch successively drew his

footsteps towards them. Whitchurch, where

Hotspur was temporarily buried, fell down in

1711, but the monument of the first Earl of

Shrewsbury, drawn by Dingley, is preserved in

the new building. Coming so close into Wales,

he naturally transcribes a poem in praise of the

leek. Lincoln is next visited, with, however, but

slight mention
;

then Cheshire, with Malpas

Church, Banbury Church, and the principal

churches in Chester, with the cathedral, are
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examined, and tlieir monnmenfca, brasses, and
inscriptions entered in his journal. The monn-
ment lie considers most noteworfcy in the city he
describes as being in Trinity Church, " in marble,
in armour, with a shield, which I have touched
off.” It is the effigy of John Whitmore, who
died 1478

j
one of whose descendants, George

Whitmore, was Lord Mayor of London. We
must give one of the Chester epitaphs he dotted
down in St. John’s Church :

—

“ 1. To God. 2. To Prince. 3. Wife. 4. Kindred.
6. Friend. 6. The Poor.

1. Eehj'ioas. 2. Loyall. 3. True. 4. Kind. S. Bted-
fast. 6. Dear.

1. In Zeal. 2. Faith. 3. Love. 4. Blood. 5. Amitie,
6. And Store.
He that so liv'd, and so deceas’d lyea here."

A large space is next given to the monuments
in St. Paul’s Church, London. Some he has
copied from Dagdale

; but, on the other hand,
he gives some that Dagdale does not. Pour
gravestones, with brass plates in a row, espe-
cially are noticable in this work which do not
appear in the other. An epitaph on the tomb of
Sir Francis Mansell he copies in St. Gregory’s
“ by Paul’s and then, like a sight-seer as
well as antiquary, he wended his way without
loss of time to the Temple Church. Here he
made a somewhat longer stay, captivated, doubt-
less, by the stores of archmological treasure, and
copied the epitaphs of Wye, Quatreman, Port-
man, and Selden, and some of the monuments.
St. Bartholomew’s, behind the Royal Exchange,
detained him, to give an account of the monu-
ment of Sir William Capel, and transcribe the
epitaph over Miles Coverdale, bishop of Exeter

j

and then he made his way to Westminster
Abbey. Here, of course, he would suffer from
that embarrassment of riches that afflicts most
collectors some time or other. His first selec-
tion is the mention only of the tomb of Edward I.,

erected over bis father Henry III., and then he
gives a drawing of Edward’s own tomb. It
would take np too much space to follow bis foot-

steps round this great tomb-house, as it has been
somewhat irreverently called

;
for he filled nine-

teen sheets before be thought it was time to
cease his recordings. St. John’s, Clerkenwell,
at last tempted him away, for we find the shields
on the gatehouse, and the shields over the gate
of the Earl of Elgin’s chapel in the church next
“ touched off.” St. Bride’s, Fleet-street

; Sfc.

Olave’s Church, Old Jewry
;

St. Dunstan’s in the
West

; St. Stephen’s, Walbrook
;

St. Andrew’s
in the Wardrobe; St. Olave’s, Silver-street;
Great St. Bartholomew’s, the Charterhouse,
Mercer’s Chapel, Savoy Hospital, successively
attracted him, only for cursory glances and
notes, the remembrance of the riches of the
Abbey wiling him back again for further study.
In this secoud batch of entries relating to West-
minster be drew the cradle which represents the
tomb of the Princess Sophia, the youngest
daughter of King James, and the inscription
upon the coffin-lid of her sister the Queen of
Hearts, as her Bohemian subjects named her

;

also the epitaph upon the monument of their
grandmother, Mary Queen of Scots,—three mag-
nets of sufficient power to have drawn him from
a still greater distance. The Inns of Court come
in for mention of their arms

;
and, after notes of

the arms of Philippa of Clarence in St. Kathe-
rine's Church, and the tomb of John Gower at
St. Mary Overy’s, his London visit appears to
have come to an end. Among memoranda of
antiquities seen in other parts of the kingdom,
we find one glance sent back to the metropolis.
It is an epitaph “ on two fatt men lying in one
grave ” in St. Sepulchre’s,

—

" Here lies Robert Dig£;a and William Digger,
There’s no living soule knew which was the bigger

;

They fared well and liv’d easy,
And now they'r both dead, and y' shall please ye.”

The close of this book brings us nearer to his
own neighbourhood; and it is cheerful with
views of pleasant manor-houses. Corshara,
about six miles from Bath, is comparatively fully
described. One monument in the church of this
place the sexton told him had been drawn there
from the quarry, one entire stone, by twenty-four
yoke of oxen and steers, which number of yokes
are represented on the monument doing duty
for punctuation to the inscription. Lacock
Abbey is also delineated with precision and pro-
fusion. There is a view of the exterior and of
some of the enrichments of the interior. “ The
offices of the house,” he says, “ are very large,
necessary, and faire, with aqueducts to each
through leaden pipes from Bowden Hill, sending
down admirable water. The kitchen is famous
for a large pottage-pot, founded of bell-mettall,
for the use of this abby. It was cast in Malmes

or Mechlau, in Flanders, little less than two
hundred yeers ago, as appears by ye following
inscription in Latin round it belly. It is capable
of nine bushell of pease, Winchester measure.
The shape I have touched off in this sketch;”
and by the side of this note stands a huge three-
legged pot, furnished with two handles, and
enriched with a legend round the widest part of
the girth. When he looked upon it, on St.
George’s day, 1684, there were turnips growing
in it. He admired the “fair vaults” of this

place, then employed as cellars, larders, and the
immense trough in the wine-cellar that set
every one who saw it wondering how it could
have got there; and passing out into a quad-
rangular court enumerates the purposes of the
buildings around it. The roof of the cloisters,

with its figures illustrating the vices, and its

arms, he also dwells upon. The monuments in

the church are very numerous and rich, and
occupy several sheets. The fine brasses of

Robert Baynard and bis wife Elizabeth are
amongst those drawn. A pedigree of Richard
Talbot, temp. William the Conqueror, and an
epitaph for Robert Rich, third Earl of Warwick,
inscribed to his son, are the last entries made
by this persevering personage.
We must compliment Mr. Nichols for his

oarefnl editorship of this curious relic of bygone
days.

ULTRAMARINE REFLECTIONS.
The Revue dcs deux Mondes for July 15th con-

tained an elaborate article by M. Ch. d’flenriet,

under the title “ Les Ucoles des Beaux-Arts en
Europe,” which, in addicion to the interest arising
from the nature of the subject, and the very full

information conveyed as to the regulations and
practical working of the Parisian schools of art,

is varied by occasional comments which may not
inaptly suggest a t'emark or two in the way of

criticism, both adverse and otherwise, on our
part. On one point, at least, we are thoroughly
with the French critic. After a very detailed
review of the history and present state of the
French School of Art, and the great facilities

afforded for acquiring accurate technical know-
ledge, he says,

—

“ We must note one cause of decline which was seriously
felt under the old organization, and is still sensible under
the new : the Kreater part of the students are deficient in
general cultivation. They even boast of this, and are
very willing to mistake their ignorance forindepeudenee.
Such a coniusion of ideas is to be regretted. The Greeks,
to whom in such matters one must always returu, knew
nothing of it. We kuow that Famphilius, the master of
Apelles, exacted from bis disciples ten years of close
Study in his atelier, together with a profound knowledge
of history, literature, and science Too many of
our sculptors are ful'y persua-ed that statuary demands
nothing more of them than the knowledge ut superficial
forms, the study of antiques, and the education of the
hand. Those among contemporary artists who have not
been content with this slender baggage, nor seen in
ampler acquisitions any danger to thsir originality, have
no reason to repent of this. Their works have an unmis-
takeable and readily recognized stamp upon them.”

In days when shallow rough-and-ready critics,

or would-be critics, amongst us are endeavouring
to reduce all pictorial and sculptural art to the
level of mere clever and exact imitation, it is

well to give as wide as possible a circulation to

any well-judged aud temperate protest in the
opposite directioD. At the same time it is gratify-

ing to learn that this disdain of general educa-
tion is not the same in all branches of art.
“ Les arohitectes sent ordinairement fort portes
k s’instruire. Ces nuances trouvent lenr raison
d’etre dans I’ensemble des connaissances ties

variees que reclame I’architectnre.” This view
of architecture, as the art which more than any
other deals in recondite and abstract sources of
beauty, not even cognisable save by a well-

educated mind, has been so often and so strongly
insisted upon in these columns, and is yet so
little generally recognized, that it is qnite re-

freshing to meet it again in the pages of whub
has been termed the “first review in Europe.”
But, alas ! when will our own architectural

students be “ fort portes a s’instruire” ? Further
ou M. d’Henriet justly observes that,

—

“ The ensemble of studleB which is for the most part
suffloieut for a painter, ia nevertheless a very different
thing from that amount of precise knowledge which an
architect, to be a complete artist, cannot dispense with.
He must lay bold closely on hia science, and make himself
master thereof. He must, besides, have some notion of
all that has been done before him, must institute com-
parisons. must travel, must in some measure, even as the
pious iEneas and the wise Ulysses, have seen the cities

and the manners of men. Mere natural acuteneis will not
enable him to comprehend or divine that which he is bound
to know.”

While giving credit to recent and present
French Governments for their liberal patronage

of art and provision for art-instruction, M,
d’Henriet is not, however, blind to the evila

attendant on governmental interference :

—

“ Our architects,” he says, “ wait but the word to give
proofs of their invention, their knowledge, and their
taste. But they have hitherto been too much restrained
and hampered by the caprices imposed on them by
(Government) commissions

; we have made an administra-
tive architecture. Those artists who are not sufficiently
pliable are removed, and replaced by others more amenable
to discipline. The painters have not passed under the
yoke to the same extent, but we could mention those,
nevertheless, who have abode in their tents rather than
submit to conditions which seemed to them unreason-
able.”

And elsewhere he observes,

—

“ The mistake of the administration has been to get
into the habit of domineering over everything; the mis-
take of the artists has been to end in accepting this as the
natural order of things. Art is not a hothouse plant,
receiving as a beneficent dew the favours of Power.” . .

” That art may attain its brightest bloom, it ia not
necessary to contrive for the artist easy beginnings and
pleasant paths

;
art puts up ill with such nicetiea. We

can connect it with the throne, as has been said, in placing
it under the hand of an administrator or of a soldier;
but we shall not by such means give it a more racy flavour
(plus de seve)."

In all which is wisdom. M. d’Henriet, be it

observed, dates the popularising of art in France
from 1789, before which there had never been
any public exhibition save for academicians,
whose works were hung “par rang d’anciennete
other painters having to content themselves with
an annnal exhibition in the open air, on the
place Dauphine, and which lasted two hours. It

is possible, however, to have too much even of
patriotism in art, if we are to believe the state-

ment, that some years ago the competitors for
the prize for medallion designs in the French
Academy were invited to represent la France
dotant VAlgdrie de puits arUsiens. "

11 fanfc sup-
poser chez un artiste les facnltes d’abstraction
bien developpees pour lui imposer cette patrio-

tique, mais froide alk’gorie.” Truly !

In the secoud part of the article, devoted to
the art schools of other nations, we read that
“ I’Angleterre,” which has done a good deal
lately for popular instruction in drawing, seems
little inclined at present to encourage art-study
of a higher kind. Then follows some account of
the Royal Academy, where among other things
the writer notices the “fait characteriatique ”

that the “jeunes gens, h moinsqn’ils ne soient
maries,” are nob admitted till their twentieth
year into the studio whore “ one draws” from a
living model “ do sexe feminin.” We might re-

tort by a hint at some “faits characteristiques,”
as to the choice of subjects in French art; still

it must be admitted that our national character
has in it a good deal of that false modesty
called “ pradisbness,” and which is certainly a
quality very much adverse to a due appreciation
of art. More astonishing is the reason assigned
for the fact (if it be a faot) that the most pro-
mising of our art-stndents do not go much to

Rome to complete their education, as the French
do. Why, does the reader think ? “ Les Auglais
ont si peu de gout pour oe qui est Papiste !” We
venture to assure M, d’Henriet that our art-

students do nob trouble their heads much either
about the Pope or Exeter Hall.

But what follows ia worse still :
—“ Those who

travel for the most part return very much as
they set out : they know more, they have seen
more; but they have very little changed their
manner. L'art Hrangei' n’a guere prise sur le

Saxon.” Thinking of some of the developments
of “ l’art etranger,” we are miuded to say,
“ Thank God for that, at all events.” Bnt which
manner does our French critic mean to say that
we do not change ? For we have twenty at
least. And, seriously, the charge, coming from
a Frenchman, ia surely open to a retort of tu

guogue. If there be one nation more than
another which is bound down in its art to cer-

tain national types, which is incapable ofjudging
of works of art save by its own national stan-

dard, that nation is the French. Oar own fault

is much more in the other direction, viz.—that

we have no fixed path and no national style

(unless a general absence of style be accepted as

such)
;
and French artists might with some

justice bring against our art the charge made by
Wordsworth against their own literature, as
having

"No code.
No master spirit, no determined road.”

Bat to return to M. d’Henriet’s comments upon
us, which we will give as far possible in his own

.
words. If it be true that a considerable number
of onr artists go to study in France and Belgium,
they are practically none the better for it, for

when they return the last thing they think of is
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of grand studies or beautiful compositions.
“ Ils s’entendenb avec un marohand, eb pro-

duisent couramment la peinture quo roclament

les aclieteurs.’' We -wisli that examples of the

truth of this statement were more exceptional

than we fear they are. “ Ils se complaisent anx

effeta de Inmiere dure et intense, comme les

Busses dn nord.” (He means that there is some
light and atmosphere in our landscape.) “ Ils

ont en bien et eu mal certains prejugos esthetiques

malaises it deraciner.” This, we sadly fear, is as

true a remark as ever was made : bufcosthetics ”

never were our strong point
;

it was because we
had not the thing that we thought it well to

borrow the name from Germany. “ Ils detestent

de tontes leurs forces la sauvage peinture des

Espagnols, et s’c'prennenb d’une ardente passion

pour deux Fran^ais d’ltalie, Poussin et le

Lorrain.” Here, the good roan is dreaming, and
has gone back thirty or forty years. Has he
ever seen a pictnre of Vicat Cole's, and will he
show us where Mr. Cole is indebted to “ Poussin

et le Lorrain
5
” or Mr. Graham, or Mr. M'Whirter

either, for that matter. He thinks we excel in

painting animals, which we execute “ avec une
grande sincerite,” and in genre and landscape

(we cannot return the latter compliment), and in

the representation also, notably, of fields of corn

in which one can count the ears (inorssons dont

on pout compter les Spis). Ob ! M. d’Henriet,

ft done! We can laugh at that, though
j
bub,

alas! “ Quand ils abordent I’historie, ils sont

plus de mediocres.” Thinking of Mr. Ward, we
should like to be a little more indignant than we
find ourselves able to be at this judgment; but

the remembrance of certain paintings “on the

line ” at the Academy checks us. “ Pour
I’arohitecture, on en est restd par-deli\ le detroit

^ I'art ogival de Normandie,” as, indeed, we
know to our coat

;
and there we suppose it will

rest, until every bit of plate-tracery has been
sketched and reproduced a score of times, when
it will be time to turn to something else.

In sculpture wo have done nothing but a few

statues “ hors ligne,” some of which, when one
sees them in public places, “ appellent involon-

tairement le souriro.” Our best works, let us say,

are not in “ public places,” and some of the worst

of those which are have not been the work of

Englishmen, both which facts M. d’Henriet

ought to have known if he went into the subject

at all. Looking to the sculpture- room of the

Academy this year, however, we cannot but join

him in wondering at the poor estate of the art

amongst us, particularly seeing, as he says, that

we have in the British Museum the very finest

of ancient models ready to band. As to the

painters, he thinks they have some reason to

complain that they have not what they want.

“Les galeries publiques sont fort incomplctes, eb

dans les galeries particulieres, vcritables pro-

prietes feodales, il est difficile d’etre autorise i

faire des etudes.”

So much for the critio of the Rennie des deux

Mondes on the state of English art. If his

views are strongly tinctured by that national

vanity which belongs as much to French artists

as to English shopkeepers, and that thorough
persuasion of the unassailable position of their

own echool of art which characterises all Gallic

artists, whether musicians, architects, or painters,

it is yet instructive to see how our art-education

and its results appear in the eyes of people so

peculiarly gifted in systematising as the French
have always been, and who, with whatever
shortcomings from restricted and narrow sym-
pathies, have at least the credit, more than
any other nation, of seeing clearly what
they want to do, and devising deliberate

and well-considered moans to that end. As
to la France, need we say that she is tole-

rably safe, in the eyes of our critio ? In

painting she has names which “certainly will

yield to none in the estimation of posterity,”

and we will leave posterity to decide the point

accordingly, not without suspicion that the

verdict may be as M d’Henriet thinks. In

sculpture “nous tenons sfirement le premier

rang,” a happy confidence which we allude to in

order to supplement an observation occurring

immediately afterwards. The writer is surprised

that certain critics wish to place the con-

temporary school of Italian sculpture by the side

of that of France. The latter is mannered,
wanting in grandeur, &a., though M. d’Henriet
admits its exceeding “ cleverness ” (liability)

5

“mais est-ce snrtout de I’habilite qu’on demands
a la statuaire ? ” Most assuredly not

;
and we

can only regret that the popular admiration
lavished on such productions as Monti’s “ Sleep
of Sorrow ” should have tempted any of our own

artists to try the same tours de force, as, for

instance, in the figure of “ Sabrina,” in this

year’s Academy, a subject fit only for painting

or very low relief.

M. d’Henriet cannot conceal, however, that

the “ monopoly of art is no longer with bis

nation.” Stranger artists come to Prance
nowadays already formed, and merely to consult

her traditions and perfect themselves in prac-

tical details. This, however, only proves that

the general level of art education is rising, and
M. d’Henriet and his colleagues will never have
the bad grace to fee! hurt at this. Their

superiority, if more disputed, will not be less

glorious than before. “ Ce quo nous devons
deairer, e’est non pas de nous enorgueillir d’une

Buperiorite solitaire, mais plutdb nous montrer
les premiers parrai nos pairs. C’est la formula
de I’emulation moderne.” And with this mag-
nanimous and consoling sentiment we will close

our remarks, before we feel tempted to spoil its

effect by any poor words of our own.

SCIENCE AND AET,

TEACHING UNDER GOVERNMENT.

The march and movement of scientific and
artistic education throughout the United King,
dom is indicated by the annual reports of the

Science and Art Department of the Committee
of Council on Education. Of these the sixteenth

has just been issued, under the signature of

Lord De Grey and Ripon, and Mr. W. E. Forster,

and a copious appendix enables the reader to

check the accuracy of the inferences which their

lordships have drawn from the reports of their

various subordinates.

third, in the most arbitrary and absurd manner,

and do nob appear to be aware of the futility of

sucb proceeding.”

In naval architecture, Mr. W. B. Baskeomb,
the examiner, remarks on the rongh character of

the sketches, which ought to have been drawn
neatly to scale, and on the attempts made to

answer questions without the indispensable aid

of diagrams
;
and remarks, that “ the teachers,

therefore, would do well to enjoin upon their

pupils neatness and accuracy in drawing.” Of
what use are teachers who require this advice ?

The examiner in elementary mathematics and
theoretical mechanics, Mr. B. M. Cowie, com-

plains that “ young men are sent into examination

who ought not to be allowed to try. Their know-
ledge is so small that they merely give trouble

with no corresponding advantage to themselves.”
“ Some candidates do nob seem to understand

that when a proposition is stated it is to be

pi'oved, not assumed.” Mr. Cowie remarks on
these defects as indicative of defective teaching.

In applied meobanics, Mr. Anderson observes

that the general result of the last examination

can barely be considered satisfactory
;
and that,

from remarks made in several of the papers,

it would appear that many of the students were

scarcely prepared for the questions that were

put to them. In geology, Mr. Ramsay remarks

that a considerable number of tbe pupils do not

know the meaning of the words genus and species.

In physical geography, Professor Ansted says,

“ I have been obliged to reject nearly one-third

of the candidates ;
” and gives evidence “ proving

that the teaching has been confined to mere
cram.” “ It would not be difficult to point out

special cases where the teaching has been

exceedingly bad.”

In animal physiology and zoology. ProfessorThe results of the efforts to promote education . ,

of a teohnical nature may be viewed under two Huxley, after some dry remarks on the Bp0lliD;_

aspects—tbe absolute and the relative. As far ' and grammar of the candidates, says, that many
as tbe first is concerned, we have no great cause of them exhibit obvious signs of having under-

to feel content with onr position among educa- gone the process of grinding instead of instruc-

ting nations. The total number of pupils in- tion, a defect arising from slovenly teaching,

eluded in “every institution in which scientific Bub we must take occasion to differ very widely

inatroction is giveu ” (of course, the expression from the view expressed by Prof. Huxley as to the

must be held to be limited to those educational proper outline of instruction in this department

establishments which come under the purview . of science. He thinks it is “ to be regretted that

of the official examiners), is stated at 15,010 for any attempt should be made to teach zoology to

the year 1868. Tbe grand total of persons ' personswhohave notalreadypaased in physiology,

taught drawing through the agency of the ' and, at lowest, in the second class.” If zoology

Department, daring the same year, was 117,000. is to be regarded merely in the light of an

Now if these numbers be regarded as proper-
1

accomplishment, or of a subsidiary portion of

tioned to tbe population of the United Kingdom, the special study of the pure surgeon, or even of

the advantage hitherto derived from the labours ' the physician, this view is very tenable. But we
of the “ Department,” can only be called ' hold that tbe range and function of education in

oioroscopic. I natural history, botany, as well as zoology, is far

The population of the Canton of Zurich is
I

wider and more lofty. Oneofthegreatestthinkers

about 260,000. In the year 1864, 25,797 of modern times has pointed out an invariable

scholars, between the ages of seven and thirteen, double relation of all branches ofhuman thought

attended the communal day-schools. Every and study which can, since the distinctionhasbeen

one of these scholars is instructed in drawing,
|

made evident, never be neglected with propriety,

and in the elements of natural philosophy and He has shown, and all experience of tuition con-

of geometry as well as iu the mother tongne, firms him, that formal knowledge invariably pre-

arithmetic, history, geography, band-writing, cedes physical knowledge. Thus formal astro-

gymnastics, and singing. The contrast thus nomy had attained a high degree of comparative

presented to our own country is striking. On perfection long before Newton laid tbe bases of

the other hand, our science students have in- physical astronomy. Tbe apparent movement
creased since 1860 no less than thirtyfold, 500 of the heavenly bodies had been mastered and

pupils only, in nine schools, having been under reduced to matter of calculation long before

instrnction in that year. In 1867 the number
,

man raised the question of gravitation, or oora-

was 10,230, which has been subsequently iu-
!

prehended the laws of motion. In the same way
creased by 50 per cent. The number of persons the knowledge of the forms of life described by

taught drawing in 1867 was 105,529, giving an ' the zoologist must always far precede the know-

increase of about 11 ^ per cent, for the year now
j

ledge of function and of organisation, which

under consideration. The expenditure of the
j

constitute tbe province of the physiologist. The

Department, exclusive of the vote for the intelligence of even the youngest children is to

Geological survey, was 198,7011. 62 . lid. in 1868,

against 179,9541. 6s. Id. in 1867.

When we descend from the general statements

of the Report to the details sent in by the pro-

fessional examiners and printed in the appendix,

we become more and more impressed with tbe

conviction that the very bases of a satisfactory

system of teohnical education have yet to be

laid. Mr. Bradley, in reporting on examina-

tions in practical plane and solid geometry,

machine drawing, and building construction,

complains that “ tbe pupils in the various

schools have apparently only been set to

copy diagrams, without having the prin-

ciples of building construction explained to

them and that, “ as on previous occasions, the

candidates have shown a reckless disregard of

the general instructions placed on the paper.”
“ The relation of plan, elevation, or co-ordinate

projection is not explained properly to the pupils.

They often place tbe plan and elevation in

different parts of their paper, andoften to different

scales, and will select the plan of one subject,

the elevation of another, and the section of a

be stimulated, in the most natural and wholesome
manner, by directing their attention to the com-

mon, but no less divinely taught, phenomena of

animal life. The wisest of English men regarded

natural history as a subject fit to form one of the

very bases of general education, and the neglect

of a course of instruction in natural history at

once simple, intelligible, and based on truly philo-

sophic principles, involves a great waste of the

best facilities for tuition.

To suppose, then, that it is of more importance

to be aware that the gastric juice is not alkaline,

and that the diaphragm is not composed of car-

tilage, than to understand that man, endowed
with the four limbs, and partially covered with

wiih the hair, proper to those animals that

suckle their young, forms a portion of one

great constituent class of the vertebrated

province of animal forms, is to onr mind to

invert tbe relative value of the knowledge of

facts. The perfect zoologist must possess a

sound acquaintance with the details, no less than

with the theory, of physiology. How many
admirable students and elegant desoribers of the
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wonders of the animal kingdom have lived, and
thonght, and written, whose science was con-
£ned to that of form, and habit, and abode.
Bnffon, with all his drawbacks, is a better text-
book for the earlier period of education, than
Owen, with his sesquipedalian terminology—

a

man of whom it seems impossible to write
except in terms of the highest respect, and in
words of the roost outlandish sound. We shall
much regret if Professor Huxley’s view be
allowed to influence the conrae of tuition, and
thus infallibly to stifle the study of natural
history throughout the country.

It will be observed that a perceptible differ-
ence is to be detected between the tone of the
reports of the professional examiners and of the
more permanent officers of the Department. To
a certain extent such a difference is neither
unnatural nor_ unjustiflable. In all cases in
which difficulties have to be overcome it is
necessary, in order to form a fair judgment of
the degree of success which has been attained,
to hear the accounts given by those who have
actual experience of the struggle. Captain
Donelly’s report is an endeavour to “ correct
several inaccurate impressions which appear to
exist with regard to the action of the Depart-
ment, some of which have found expression in
the report of the committee of the House of
Commons of last session on Scientific Instruc-
tion.” It is well, however, to bear in mind that,
while the abilities and devotion of the higher
and more responsible officers of the Board may
be deserving of the warmest commendation the
personnel on which they have had to work (as
regards teachers no less than scholars), has often
been of the rudest and most unprepared descrip
tion

; so that we may at the same moment de
plore the actual state of things, and pay a Just
tribute to those who are endeavouring to ame-
liorate it ; and to whom, in great measure, is due
th^mprovement which has already taken place.
With regard to the Art-schools, we are not

furnished with the same means of forming an
unbiassed opinion as to their condition and pro-
gress that is afforded with reference to instruc-
tion in science. The report of Mr. Bowler, the
official inspector for art, is of the nature of an
index or summary, not at all of a criticism or
appreciation of results. The returns from the
various schools give merely details of attendances,
of expenditure, and of prizes obtained. It is
much to be desired that, in future reports all
the officers should be directed to adopt an intel-
ligible and exhaustive mode of numeration. We
have long and copious tables, which not only
fail to give to the ordinary reader the informa-
tion which might be readily supplied by the aid
ot this small additional trouble, but which can
hardly be fully intelligible to the Committee of
Council, in the absence of such distinct num-
bering.

^

At all events, the labour of forming
any distinct abstract idea of the import of the
tables 18 considerably augmented by this want of
precision. If the Deport of Mr. Iselin, in which
each institution inspected by him is clearly and

' distinctly numbered, be compared with the List
of Science Schools in Appendix B, and with the
whole of the series of tables and reports of
Appendix C, the justice of the above remark
Will become very clearly apparent.
An admirable step has been taken with a view

< ot imparting precision and tact to the examina-
fcons which are conducted simultaneously over

t the country under the superintendence of local
( oomrnittees, by means of papers prepared by the
e examiners of the Department. Many members
3 ot these committees are altogether without ex-
f perience as to the duties of an examiner, and in
t the course of 1,150 examinations many mistakes
£ and irregularities have consequently occurred.
( Great hardship is thus entailed on both teachers
£ and pupils

5 and that the more so because the
p payments of the former depend on results. The
ii late Government, therefore, arranged with the
L Commander-in-chief that the services of a
; certain number of officers of the Royal Engi-
II neers, who were stationed in different parts ofthe
:i country, should be rendered available by way of
> counselling and supervising the aotionofthe local
ij-committeeB

j and the experiment, the present
i iteport states, has been perfectly successful. “ At
i a comparatively small cost, and without inter-
efering with their ordinary duties, these officers
£ rendered much assistance to the local commit-
etees, and exercised a most wholesome supervision
never a large proportion of the examinations.”

The results of the munificent gift of Mr. Whit-
n worth come for the first time into the province
f of the annual report of the Department. The
r.original proposal made by that eminent manu-

facturer to found 30 scholarships of the annual
value of 1001. each, dated 18th March, 1868, is
to be found at page 7 of the Fifteenth Report of
the Department, together with the acceptance
by the Lords of the Committee, and the memo-
randum drawn up by Mr. Whitworth for the
guidance of the competitors. The Sixteenth
Report contains the text of a “ deed of covenants
and trusts for founding 60 exhibitions of 25Z.
each, and 30 scholarships of lOOZ. per annum
each.” This indenture is entered into between
Joseph Whitworth and his Grace John Winston
Spencer-Chnrchill, Duke of Marlborough, K.G.,
as Lord President of the Privy Council, and
President of the Committee of Council on Edu-
cation. It is followed by the regulations for the
examination, in May, 1869, for any of Her
Mnjesty’s subjects under 26 years of age

j by a
statement of Mr. Whitworth’s examination in
the use of tools

; and by a summary of the replies
received from the towns and educational insti-
tutions to which the 60 exhibitions of 25Z. each
for the year 1868 were offered. With the excep-
tion of Chester College, which found “no eligible
candidate,” the offer is, in every instance, more
or less gratefully accepted. We call attention
more particularly to the examination in the use
of tools, because it is the first example within
our knowledge of an attempt to combine the
precision of scholastic regulation with the tra-
ditional, practical, master-and-apprentice re-
lation, of the craftsman and his teacher.
Every candidate is required to perform one or
more of certain clearly-specified pieces of work,
with either the axe, the saw and plane, the
hammer and chisel, the file, or the forge. Ex-
amples are, to square up (with the axe) a block
of wood 1 fc. long and 6 in. diameter; to make
a box 18 in. long by 9 in. wide, by 9 in. deep,
planed up true, and the joints dovetailed
together; to chip a piece of cast-iron 6 in. square
over one of its surfaces ready for filing

; to file up
true a wronght-iron hexagonal i in. nut; and to
make the head of abammer. The workman who
reads this paper will not only at once under-
stand it, but will also see that it has been written
by a master.
With reference to the Royal School of Mines,

Sir Roderick Murchison calls attention to the
inadequacy of accommodation in the Metallur-
gical Laboratory, as well as in the Royal College
of Chemistry, and to the report of Dr. Frank-

I

land as to the great advantages over this
country, in that description of educational
establishment, which, during the last thirty
years, “have been possessed by Germany,
France, Switzerland, and Belgium." The
Prussian Government has recently expended
more than 7O,000Z. in two magnificent chemi-
cal laboratories in Berlin and Bonn. The
Government of Saxony has laid out 12,OOOZ.
in

^

the building (exclusive of land or
fittings) of a laboratory ia Leipzig. The
Federal Government of Switzerland has recently
built a new chemical laboratory of instruction in
Zurich at a cost of 20,0O0Z. In our own college
“ the number of students working daily has been
about 45, while the building does not possess
sufficient accommodation for more than 20.”
The laboratory of the Royal School of Mines is

“not adapted for more than nine or ten; at
present 15 students are at work, and 12 have
been refused admission.”
Appendix D contains 113 pages on the subject

of the South Kensington Museum.
Appendix E gives the Annual Report of the

Director-General of the Geological Survey, the
Museum of Practical Geology, the Royal School
of Mines, and the Mining Record Office, for the
year 1868. The staff of the Survey has been
augmented by 33 new surveyors, making a total of
57 persons. In England 2,152 square miles of
country have been geologically surveyed. In
Scotland 628^ square miles; in Ireland 1,033
square miles. Nearly 7,000 species of fossils
have passed through the bands of the paleonto-
logist. The visitors to the Museum of Practical
Geology have numbered 49,132, against 43,402
in 1867. Index maps, showing the state both of
the 1 in. and of the 6 in. surveys in England,
Scotland, and Ireland, are conveniently appended
to the report.

Professor Archer reports, in Appendix F, on
the Condition and Progress of the Edinburgh
Museum of Science and Art for 1868; which
has been visited by 294,830 persons, being
20,/ 99 more than in the previous year. The
artisans’ lectures, commenced in December,
1867, hare been carried on with great success,
and attended by 2,566 persons up to the end of
the series of courses in March last.

Appendix G contains the report, by Sir Robert
Kane, of the Royal College of Science for
Ireland; and that of Dr. Sidney, the secretary.
The council have arranged for the admission,
under certain conditions, of female students to
the lectures of the professors. The propriety of
this step is evinced by the fact that a young lady
took the first prize in the class of pure mathe-
matics. The council rely, as the true test of the
value of the college, not on the number of
pupils who have gone through the curriculum,
but on the practical success and tried efficiency of
the students. Such a mode of challenging the
verdict of the public demands a very hearty
acquiescence. The programme of the educational
arrangement for the session 1868-69 is included
in the Report.
The Royal Dublin Society consisted, on the

3l8t of December, 1868, of 1,084 members.
Lectures on musical and sensitive flames, on the
diseases of cattle, and on painting, have been
delivered on the invitation of the council, and
the twelfth annual examination for general and
commercial certificates of merit resulted in the
granting of twenty-seven general certificates,
and three commercial certificates, to thirty out
of seventy-five persons who applied to be
examined. The library has been open to the
public on 283 week days, from eleven o’clock a.m.
to six o’clock p.m., and on 228 evenings. The
botanic garden and museum have been main-
tained iif good order. A large zoological
collection from Utreoht_,haB been added to the
natural history museum, besides other valuable
additions of fossils, and of zoological, botanical,
and mineralogioal specimens. In addition to
these educational steps, the society held during
the year four exhibitions,—one in the spring, of
breeding cattle and poultry, a show of horses at
Midsummer, a show of breeding sheep in autumn
and a show of fat cattle, farm and dairy produce,
and poultry, in winter.
The Royal Zoological Society of Ireland, the

gardens of which have been visited by 127,000
persons during the year, and the Royal Hibernian
Academy of Arts, with a modest expenditure of
467Z., close the list of anunal reports. Appendix L
gives “ a statement of the expenditure of the
several divisions of the Science and Art Depart-
ment of the United Kingdom,” from which we
gather that the expenditure for the year ending
31st March, 1869, has been 165,012Z. 128. 5d.,
and that the total national outlay on industrial
education, from Ist April, 1853, to 31st March,
1869, has been 1,324,482Z. Ga. 7id.

THE CONTRACTION OR SHfilNKING OF
TIMBER.

In a “Cantor Lecture” on Applied Mechanics,
delivered by Mr. John Anderson, C.B., at the
Society of Arts, some information was given on
the contraction of timber, which calls for trans-
ference to our pages ;

—

Notwithstanding the extent to which timber is
need in the mechanical arts, it is singular that
the natural law by which the contraction or
shrinking of wood is governed ia too much disre-
garded in practical operations. It is a subject
which seems to have been entirely neglected by
writers on the subject, for I am not aware of any
book that explains the subject fully, and have
only met with one individual (Mr. Wilson, of
Patricroft), who has thoroughly studied it as a
philosophical question, and reduced it into the
every-day unerring practice of his own works.
The wretched state of the floors, doors, and
shutters in many of the London houses too
plainly gives ample and complete evidence of our
persistent disobedienceof the law, more especially
in this quarter, and the only hopeful consolation
is that wo do not go unpunished, as the penalty
inflicted may in time lead to improvement.
An examination of the end section of any

exogenous tree, such as the beech or oak, will

show the general arrangement of its structure.
It consists of a mass of longitudinal fibrous tubes
arranged in irregular circles that are bound
together by means of radical strings or shoots,
which have been variously named; they are the
“ silver grains ” of the carpenter, or the “ medul-
lary rays ” of the botanist, and are in reality the
same as end wood, and have to be considered as
such, just as much so as the longitudinal woody
fibre, in

_

order to understand its action. From
this it will be seen that the lateral contraction
or collapsing of the longitudinal porous or tubular
part of the structure cannot take place without
first crushing the medullary rays, hence the
effect of the shrinking finds relief by splitting in
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another directit n, namely, in radial lines from

the centre, parallel with the medullary rays,

thereby enabling the tree to maintain its full

diameter, as shown in fig. 1. If the eutii’e

seasoning and contracting, it would then bs

round that the middle of the board would still

retain the original thickness, from the resistance

of the medullary rays, while it would be gradu-

ally reduced in thickness towards the edges for

want of support, and the entire breadth of the

plant would be the same as it was at first, for

the foregoing reasons, and as shown in fig. 5.

FlG.l.

mass of tnbular fibre composing the tree

were to contract bodily, then the medullary

rays would of necessity have to be crushed

in the radial direction to enable it to take place,

and the timber would thus bo as much injured

in proportion as would be the case in crushing

the wood in the longitudinal direction. If such

an oak or beech tree is cut into four quarters,

by passing the saw twice through the centre at

right angles, before the contracting and splitting

have commenced, the lines a, c, and c,*h, in fig. 2

would he of the same length, and at right angles

to each other, or, in the technical language of

the workshop, they would be square
;
but, after

being stored in a dry place, say for a year, it

would then be seen that a great change had

taken place both in the form and in some of the

dimensions
;
the lines c, a, and c, b, would be the

game length as before, but it would have con-

tracted from a to i) very considerably, and the

two lines c, a, and c b, would not be at right

angles to each other by the portion here shown
in black in fig. 3. The medullary rays are thus

Then, taking the planks at each side of the

centre, by the same law their change and
behaviour would be quite different

;
they would

still retain their original thickness at the centre,

but would be a little reduced on each edge

thronghout, but the side next to the heart of the

tree would be pulled round or partly cylindrical,

while the outside would be the reverse, or hollow,

and the plank would be considerably narrower

throughout its entire length, more especially on

the face of the hollow side, all due to the want
of support. Selecting the next two planks, they

would be found to have lost none of their thick-

ness at the centre, and very little of their

thickness at the edges, but very much of their

breadth as planks, and would be curved round on

the heart side and made hollow on the outside.

Supposing some of these planks to be out up
into squares when in the green state, the shape

that these squares would assume, after a period

of seasoning, would entirely depend on the part

of the tree to which they belonged : the greatest

alteration would be parallel with the medullary

rays. Thus, if the square was near the outside,

the effect would be as shown in fig. 6, namely,

to contract in the direction from a to b, and
after a year or two it would be thus, as seen in

fig. 7, the distance between c and a being nearly

Cut even with the softer woods, such as are

commonly nsed in the construction of houses, if

the law is carefully obeyed, the greater part of

the shrinking, which we are all too familiar with,

would be obviated, as the following anecdote will

serve to show :—It was resolved to build four

houses, all of the best class, but one of the four

to be pre-emiuently good, as the future residence

of the proprietor. The timber was purchased

for the entire lot, and the best portions were

selected for house No. 1, but by one who did not

know the law, and to make certain of success

this portion of the wood had an extra twelve

months’ seasoning after it was cut up. The
remainder of the wood was then handed over te

a contractor for the other three houses, who had

an intelligent young foreman, who knew tho

structure of wood, as well as how to obey the

law, and who, therefore, had the wood for the-

three booses cut up in accordance therewith.

The fourth house was built the following year by

another man
;
but long before ten years had

passed, and to the great surprise and annoyance

of the proprietor, it was found that his extra

good house. No. 1, had gone in the usual manner,

while the other three houses were without a
shrinkage from top to bottom. As Solomon says,

' Wisdom is profitable to direct.”

A similar want of correct knowledge of the

natural figure and properties of the structure of

wood, such as the oak, is constantly shown by

the imperfect painting to resemble that wood, as

exhibited on the doors and shutters of many of

the bouses of this metropolis. If we cannot

afi’ord to have genuine wainscot doors, as in

France, but yet desire to have an imitation, it

would surely be worth the trouble to have a

block cut from the quarter of an oak tree, and

to have each of its six sides planed and polished,

in order to make plain their several features.

The house-painter would then see what nature

really is, and thus save us from the ridicule of

other nations, when we mix up “silver grains”

and all the other natural features upon one side

of a board or panel.

Fig. 3.

brought closer by the collapsing of the vertical

fibre. But, supposing that six parallel saw-cutsare

passed through the tree so as to form it into

seven planks, as shown in fig. 4, let us see

Fic. 4.

what would be the behaviour of the several

Fjo. 6.

the same as they were before, but the other two
are brought by the amount of their contraction

closer together. By understanding this natural

law, it is comparatively easy to know the future

behaviour of a board or plank by carefully ex-

amining the end wood, in order to ascertain the

part of the log from which it has been cut, as

the angle of the ring growths and the medullary

rays will show thus, as in fig. 8. If a plank has

FlCr. 8.

this appearance it will evidently show to have
been cut from the out^ide, and for many years

it will gradually shrink all to the breadth, while

the next plank, shown in fig. 9, clearly points

Fig. 9.

close to the centre or heart of the tree, where it

will not shrink to the breadth but to a varying
thickness, with the full dimensions in the middle,

but tapering to the edges, and the planks on the

right and left will give a mean, but with the

centre sides curved round, and the outside still

more hollow.

The foregoing remarks apply more especially

to the stronger exogenous woods, such as beech,

oak, and the stronger home firs. The softer

woods, such as yellow pine, are governed by the

same law, but in virtue of their softness another

law comes into force, which to some degree
affects their behaviour, as the contracting power
of the tubular wood has sufficient strength to

crush the softer medullary rays to some extent,

planks. Take the centre plank first. After due I and hence the primary law is so fur modified.

NOTES DOWN BAST.

Upwauds of two years ago, we drew attention

to the bad and ruinous condition of many of the

London steam wharfs. Our remarks led to the

condemnation of some of them, and the reforming

of others. One of the latest instances was the

St. Katherine’s Wharf, belonging to the General-

Steam Navigation Company. This wharf and its

stores, afterwe had drawn notice to its unsafe state

for shipping purposes, was at once shut up, on due
investigation by the Government and harbour

authorities
j
and at the cost of several thousands

a new wharf and stores were erected, which
wharf and stores were again opened for shipping

traffic last autumn. The General Steam Naviga-

tion Company during the rebuilding were obliged

to rent the use of the British and Foreign Wharf.

The Irongate Wharf Company, whose stores wer&
beside that of its neighbour, was supposed in the

interim to have reaped a good harvest of profit,

to the other’s loss, during its forced removal.

Negotiations, however, were entered into by the

General Steam Navigation Company with the

landowners of the Irongate Wharf Company,
which resulted in the purchase of the latter,

over the heads of the present lessees, at the

expiration of the lease, which takes place in

about a year’s time. The consequence is that

the Irongate Wharf Company, whose term ie

unexpired, has come under an interdict similar

to the St. Katherine’s Company, from the similar

reason that its landing stage and stores are in

the same unsafe state for traffic, as was its next-

door neighbour before its condemnation.

A jealousy has sprung up between the com-

panies, and Saturday, 7th, was the last day on
which sailings were allowed to take place from

the Irongate Wharf. The company of the

latter removed on Monday their shipping traffic

to the place known as Hoare’s Wharf, but now
dabbed the “ Hermitage Wharf,” having already,

in anticipation of their removal, purchased some
property in connexion with it beside Hoare’s

Wharf, for the rebuilding of their new concern.'

A temporary wooden landing-stage is here

erected, and the foundations are being laid for

the new Hermitage Wharf.
A litigation between the companies is not

only likely, but certain to ensue. The Irongate

Company accuse the General Steam Navigatio:
^

Company of leading to the ruinous state of the

wharf it is forced to leave, by the incautious

method of piling adopted by the builder em-
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ployed, which they aver led to the shaken con
dition of the stores and landing, now about
changing hands. This charge is denied by the
new purchasers, who aver that it is only a set-off
made by the retiring company to escape the
paying of damages, for not giving up the stores
in the same condition in which they received
them when they first occnpied them. The
General Steam Navigation Company, however,
in view of their fnture possession, have thought
it advisable to take steps for the better safety of
the building and landing of their new purchase.
So they have accordingly commenced sinking a
row of piling some feet out in the bed of the
river, with the intention of constructing a jetty
in front, or in continuation of the present land-
ing

j

thereby forming a bulwark or breastwork
against the further spread of the present
landing-stage or the certain dropping asunder
of the atones. Apparently much of its ruinous
condition ia owing to proper care not having
been taken in the construction of the new
St. Katherine’s Wharf. Had the landing-stage
been brought out further into the bed of the
river, the effects of the heavy pile driving wonld
not have shaken the foundation of the landing-
etage and stores of the Irongate Wharf.
The several wharfs along the river by

Wapping are in anything but a good con-
dition. They want a thorough overhauling, and
we would advise an inspection of them at once
by those whose duty it is to see after these
matters. Without going down so far as Barking
Creek, the Thames Conservancy would find on
the beach of “ Wapping Old Stairs,” at low-
water mark, a sufficient depth of indescribable“ dirt-bed,” to use a geological phrase, to afford
those practical chemists and deodorisers work
for a season to examine and pronounce upon.

Ill connexion with east-end matters, we may
remark, the Thames Tunnel, which has ceased
to be a footway, is fast assuming the appear-
ance of the nsual underground railway. The
rails are laid on one side, and the other ia in the
course of laying. In the necessary cutting and
levelling it has been discovered that the foun-
dation of the tunnel and the structure altogether
ia a great deal stronger and more secnrely built
thau had beeu supposed, thereby evidencing the
sagacity and skill of the elder Brunei.

The Tower Subway ia being pushed on ener-
getically. At the opening shafts, on Tower-hill,
the engines are constantly at work in lifting ex.
cavated matter, and lowering materials of con-
etraction.

trying to make wooden buildings look like atone.
Let them use honestly the material they employ,
and bring their skill and taste to bear upon it

to produce an agreeable result. Wood is as
ansceptilTe of beauty as stone. We shall hope
to hear from Wellington before long that a
wooden church has been erected, looking like
what it is,—well proportioned, elegantly shaped
and fashioned, and showing here and there
lovely pieces of carving that may serve to teach
as well as delight.

SHAM STONE WESLEYAN CHURCH IN
NEW ZEALAND.

A LARGE church for the Wesleyans has been
erected in Wellington, New Zialand, Mr. C.
Tringham, architect. About 3,000J. have been
spent on it, with what little wisdom will be seen
from the following Aiming account written by
one connected with the erection of it, and proud
of what has beeu done :

—

"I have enclosed to yon a view ofa new Wesleyan Church
recently erected in this city, which I thought you would
be glad to brmg out m your paper, to show the progresB of
architecture iu the colony. The building itself is uni-
versally acknowledged to be the finest churebin any of the
Austrahau colonies.

''

I wiU give you a brief account of it. The stylo ia
Gothic; the mam building is 100 ft. long by 53 ft.; the
aides and Iront have panelled buttresses; the tower and
spire stand in the centre of the front, 90 ft. high and
16 It. wide, with tracery windows in front, with stained
.glass. Round the spire are lonvre boarded frames, with
tracery, and turret and finials. There is a higlily.orna-
mental parapet running along the aides. The inside has a
gallery all round, with handsome panelled work and
.columns, with arches beautifully carved, which give a very
tan^d-ome etfect to the interior. The pulpit stands on
eight columns, and has beautifully carved panels all round
Ihe cost of the pulpit will be nearly 200i. Tne whole of
the building is erected in wood, and is sanded to imitate
stone work. The building cost about a.OOfZ. There are
three handsome porches, with turret and finials, and

f chnrch will accommodate
1,000 people. The whole of the inside is varnished and
paiuted. ceiling in centre only, which is a Gothic ellipse,iho height of the main building is -iS ft. Mr. Corbett was
the builder.”

A more diatreaaiDg example of “ sham ” could
scarcely be quoted

; and the Wellington Inde-
pendent deacribea the church as ” undoubtedly
one of the finest in the colony.” Years hence,
when its architect and congregation have learnt
to understand the absurdity of the structure, it
will stand there with its sham buttresses and
pinnacles, an object of ridicule, and, let us hope,
a beacon to warn. Liability to earthquakes, and
other circumstances, make wood the chief build-
ing material in Wellington, whether for public
or private edifices, and we earnestly advise our
friends in the colony to waste no more money in

THE HEALTH OF TOWNS.
At a recent meeting of the British Medical

Association in Leeds, Sir William Jenner de-
livered an interesting address, in the course of
which he referred to the important subject of
the health of towns, and the effect of polluted
water in propagating cholera and typhoid fever.

He said:—The proof seems complete that a
large proportion of those who drink water con-
taining a minute quantity of the intestinal ex-
creta from a person suffering from cholera will
suffer from cholera; and that a large proportion
of those who drink water containing a minute
quantity of the intestinal excreta from a
person suffering from typhoid fever will suffer
typhoid fever. Had the water supplied to the
east of London been as free from organic im-
purity as was that supplied to the west of London,
the death-rate from cholera at the east would have
been a little larger only than was the death-rate
at the west of London, The persons who died at
these places from typhoid fever, and a large pro-
portion of those who died at the east of London
from cholera, were as certainly killed by the
water they drank, and killed without need, as if

the water supplied to them bad been contami-
nated with arsenio

;
and I am sure we all agree

with the most distinguished medical officer of
the Privy Council, that “ the distribution of
foaled water by the Guildford Board is as proper
a case for judge and jury on action for damages
by any of the 500 people who bad typhoid fever
in that town, as any case in which a railway
collision brings some score of passengers into
harm; and the fact that these water purveyors
gave typhoid fever to their customers would be
brought home to their consciences, and be sug-
gested as a warning to other water purveyors, in
a far more conclusive and effective manner by
such legal proceedings than it can by any de-
partmental statistics and remonstrances.”
The air of towns as well as their water has

been receiving close attention. A report under
Government authority has just been published
by Dr. Angus Smith, on the operation of the
Alkali Act of 1863, which contains some curious
information. Dr. Smith tells us, “ A great deal
is now in our power which was before impossible.”
By examining rain we are enabled to discover
what are the gases and substances which float

in the air. When there is no rain it is possible
to wash the air in bottles, and under this process
to make it yield the foreign matters with which
it is impregnated. Rain varies greatly in its

character according to the source whence it pro-
ceeds, and the locality where it falls. Mr. Dancer
has aided Dr. Smith with his microscopic skill,

and has studied the character of the solid parti-
cles contained in the air ot Manchester. Samples
of the air were washed by Dr. Smith, and the
fluid was afterwards examined by Dr. Dancer.
A single drop of the water was computed to
contain no less than a quarter of a million of
fungoid spores. The fact was verified by
examining an extremely small particle, and
multiplying the result. The bottle of water
having been kept for thirty-six hours, the
quantity of fungi, already so great, “ visibly in-

creased,” and on the third day minute creatures
were observed moviug about in the fluid.

They found that 150 drops of water wonld
contain more than 37,000,000 of the fungi,
these 150 drops being the washings of 2,495
litres of the air of Manchester, which is about
the quantity of air passing through the lungs of
a man in ten hours ! Bub this is by no means
the whole of the story. The drops of water
yielded a kind of dust which in the space of
three or four days produced considerable num-
bers of animalculcD, in which monads were most
conspicuous. In this dust were particles of
partially-burned wood, fragments of vegetation,
filaments of cotton, and granules of starch.

Spores aud germs, acids, salts, and gases, dust
and rubbish,—such is the air of cities ! On the
pages of this report there are sundry wood en-

gravings representing the crystals obtained by

evaporating the rain-water of various town^.
Hero we see at a glance that Manchester is nob
as London, nor London as Newcastle. In colour
and form the metropolitan crystals resemble
nothing so much as the circular brush which
forms part of a ohimney-sweeping machine. The
Manchester crystals look like a mixture of beads
and broken glass, while Newcastle has mneh less
variety in form.

The vaccination question has suddenly assumed
gigantic and threatening proportions. It is

evident that a very strong prejudice against
vaccination, as at present practised, prevails
throughout society; and fathers and mothers
have displayed a determined resolution to defy
the law of compulsory vaccination, and rather
to suffer imprisonment, as well as fines, than
allow their children to be vaccinated. They
insist that the most hideous, beastly, and fatal
diseases have been fastened upon their children
by vaccinating matter; and even many who
admit the utility of pure matter in diminishing
the occurrence or the virulence of small-pox, still

insist that the modern practice is so foul that
other and still viler diseases are introduced.
Without saying a word against vaccination,
which has certainly been the means of saving
the lives of thousands, we do think it is

full time that an authorised inquiry should
be made into the grounds of complaint against
its [present practice. We happen to have
seen most virulent, hideous, and difficultly-,

healed sores on young children, which were
clearly contagions, and had been transferred
to the mother, who had an invincible belief that
they originated in foal vaccine matter. In one
such case that we know of, the child ultimately
died from such sores, but internal, and called
“ carbuncle,” and the mother did not get rid
of the dreadful-looking sores on her feet for

nearly twelve months, during all which time she
was more or less disabled. In another case the
child caught the sores at school from other
children

;
and, strange to say, a grown person,

who slept with this child, was also attacked, and
in the feet too, with fearful sores !

The error, if it be so, of the idea that such cases
have originated in foul vaccine matter cannot be
too soon inquired into and confuted, else the law
will be set at nought, and the unquestionable
benefits derived from vaccination and inoculation
be brought to an end by the prejudice of the
public against the whole system. That it is bat
too possible that cattle diseases may be trans-
ferred with foul vaccinating matter to human
beings, the very subtlety aud wonderful multi-
plication of such matter render evident; and
we know that human beings have been at-

tacked by diseases of animals, such as glanders
from horses, hydrophobia from dogs, &o. If

Jenueriam has degenerated, the sooner its foal

practice can be arrested, and new rules esta-

blished, the better; and if not, the sooner the
public is convinced of its errorand prejudice byan
impartial and searching public inquiry the better.
The researches of Dr. Blanc are said to show
that a system of animal vaccination might be
introduced which would at once afford the neces-
sary protection, and remove the objections at
present entertained by many persons to the use
of humanised lymph. The public, which is so
deeply interested in the matter, will wait
anxiously the decision of the medical depart-
ment of the Privy Council on this vitally im-
portant subject.

WELSH ARCHAEOLOGY.
At the opening meeting of the Cambrian

Arcbceological Association’s congress, held on the
9th, at Bridgend, in Glamorganshire,
Lord Dnnraven, as president, made a very

interesting address, in the course of which he
pointed out that the neighbourhood contained an
unusual variety of objects of arohajological inte-

rest, extending in date through a great range of

time, and of varied character. They may be said

to commence, ho remarked, if we include the ex-

ouraton to Gower, under Mr. H. Vivian’s auspices,

with the tumuli and barrows of prehistoric times.

Then we have the British or Celtic fortifications,

snch as that still remaining at Dunraven and
other places along the coast ; next comes a class

of monnmenta which, I regret to say, are but
scantily appreciated here, namely, the ancient
Christian inscribed stones and crosses. This
expression will not be deemed too strong when I

remind you that they are, for their number and
for the length of their inscriptions, unequalled
in any portion of the kingdom where crosses of
a similar date exist. Certainly, as Dr. Petrie
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pointed out at Cardiff, there is no such collection

within a few miles of each other in Ireland as is

to be fonnd in the group comprising Llantwit,

Coychnrcb, Langan, Merthyr Mawr, and Margam.
At the last-mentioned place no less than eight

are to be seen now erected within a few yards of

each other j and yet little or nothing has been

done towards identifying the persons they com-
memorate, with the different ecclesiastical esta-

bliahmenta which must have once existed in this

neighbourhood, and with which they were ob-

viously connected. Passing to a later period,

you will see some interesting churches containing

characteristic local features, including among
them the very peculiar church of Llantwit, and

the remarkable semi-fortified abbey of Ewenny.
Of abbeys of the first rank we have the ruins of

Margam, with its beautiful chapter-house, and
within our reach is the finest of Welsh cathedrals,

so lately restored by the zeal and munificence

of the inhabitants of this county. Of castles

yon will see a variety, ranging in date from

the simple Norman keep of Ogmore to the

latest portions of St. Donats. This moat in-

teresting castle, now happily saved from becom-
ing a more ruin, so beautifully situated on the

shore of the Bristol Channel, with its ancient

church and elegant cross, would alone repay the

archmologist many miles of travel to see. In

addition, you will visit one of the grandest

mediecval fortresses in the kingdom, Caerphilly,

exhibiting even in its decay the most instructive

example of military skill and of feudal power,

lo our excursions will also be included several

examples of the domestic architecture of our

ancestors, dating from the fifteenth to the

seventeenth century. From this enumeration
you will see the justice of a previous remark,

that few places in the Principality afford so great

a variety of objects to be visited, extending over

BO vast a range ef time in the dates of their

erection, and including among them several of

peculiar interest and of considerable importance.

Having touched upon what has been effected in

the arcbmology of Wales since the commence-
ment of our association in 1846, may I be per-

mitted to point out very briefly how much still

remains to be done ? First, for this country, a

complete description, with accurate views and
measurements of our cromlechs, and au examina-

tion of the ground within them, is still a de-

sideratum. Our Eoman roads and stations have
not been thoroughly explored and mapped down

;

we have no accurate desoriptious with measure-

ments of the various earthworks which exist,

particularly along the coast. When properly

examined they will probably be found to be
divisible into more than one class, aud to belong

to more than one age. It appears that the Rev.

H.H. Knight read a paper at the Monmouth
meeting, in which he advocated the idea that

the coast forts or earthworks were erected by
the Danes. This paper, unfortunately, was never
published, and I am unacquainted with the

arguments by which his theory is supported.

One of the most interesting features in the

arcbmology of this country is the number of the

inscribed Christian stones to which I have
already alladed. This class of monument has

been entirely neglected by our local antiquaries.

May we venture to hope that the owner of the

most remarkable group—that which stands upon
the ruined walls of bis noble chapter-bouse of

Margam, a building which appears almost modern
by thesideof those venerablemonumonts of aruder
age, and a more primitive state of art—would give

to the world accurate drawings or photographs and
measurements of them

j
and, what would be better

still, would include all the similar Christiau

inscribed stones of the neighbourhood, forming

as they do the most important collection of the

monuments of the pre-Norman Church to be
fonnd in England and Wales. Researches should

be diligently made among the ancient Welsh
ecclesiastical records such as the book of Llandaff

and others, in order to try and identify the

names which appear upon their inscriptions, so

as to obtain a better clue than we at present

possess of the date of their erection. By these

means the foundations would be laid for ob-

taining some definite knowledge on the rise and
progress of industrial art in this country before

the Norman Conquest. This very interesting

branch of archmology is being admirably worked
out for Ireland by one of the highest authorities

on the subject of ancient Irish art, and I trust

that the result of the accomplished author’s

labours, in tracing the progress of Irish monu-
mental ecclesiastical art, may, by her kind con-

Bent, be laid before you, for the purpose of com-
parison, during the present meeting. Not one

half of our Mediaeval castles have as yet been
described, and scarcely anything has been done
towards illustrating the manners, houses, and
other examples of domestic architecture, so

many of which are to be found in this conntry.

To any one conversant with the early ecclesias-

tical architecture of Ireland, it appears curious

that 80 few remains of the Welsh Church, prior

to the eleventh century, have been as yet

noticed; while, on the other side of the Channel,

hundreds of churches remain, some tolerably

perfect, many of them erected centuries before

that date. It is not probable that any portion of

these primitive churches exists in this country ;

but on the islands along the coast of Pembroke-
shire, or in the most ont-of-the-way portions of

some of the western counties, small, early cell

oratories, analogons to those on the western

coast of Ireland, may be discovered. It must
be very interesting to see whether any difference

in the place or size of the building, or their

mode of constmotion, is observable ;
whether

there may be the same sort of difference in the

primitive obnrches as exists in those crosses and
monumental stones between those of Ireland,

Scotland, Wales, Cornwall, and the Isle of Man.
Lord Dunraven rightly urged the importance of

forming a mosenm for Wales, that the national

antiquities might find a suitable depository.

There was a fine one in Dublin, another in Edin-

bnrgh, and the British Museum had made a good
start in the same direction. He really thought

Wales should start and get up one that would be

worthy of the country.

The president, in tbe first part of his address,

bore strong testimony to the merits, as an anti-

quary, of Mr. Gr. T. Clark (of Dowlais), to whom
the readers of the Builder have been often in-

debted for papers descriptive of our ancient

Castles.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN THE
BUILDING TRADES.

Sir,—

I

n moat Continental states the employers

and their workmen are willing to improve their

education, and are not asking what advantage

it would be to them to attain a scientific know-
ledge of their trade. From what I read of their

educational work they are not afraid of learning

toomuch, asthey know the benefits to them will be

in proportion to their advance in scientific know-
ledge. A paragraph appeared recently, stating

what has been done, and what is doing, in Wur-
temburg, since the first French Exhibition. It

appears the examination of various articles ex-

hibited showed them their deficiencies, and they

at once set to work to remedy them. Since then

the scholars in the primary schools have been
taught the elements of industrial science, and
being thus early initiated into the fact that a
thorough acquaintance with whatever they are

engaged in is necessary to their well-being,

they thrOQgh life never lose sight of that fact,

and are always ready to do their best to promote
and develope industrial soience and progress,

and their employers are foremost in the good

work.
What is doing in Wurtemburg is but a coun-

terpart of what is taking place in every German
state. I was somewhat surprised at the letter

of “ A Jonrneymau Joiner” on this question
;

and, as he put some questions, perhaps it would

not be amiss to give a little information on the

different points in his letter.

Technical education, as I understand it, means
a thorough knowledge of all the principles con-

nected with the trade
;

or, in other words, the

highest science applied to the trade at which a
mechanic works. For instance, the practical

engineer ought to understand “ the nature and

application of mechanical forces.” He should

also be able to point out the various parts of the

machines he works on ;
their action as well as

the principles of their construction. The
jonrneyman joiner, to be a thorough workman,
shonld understand practical geometry, and yet

how few there are who can draw an ellipse,

bisect a circle, or give a definition of an angle.

Although every man cannot be an employer or a

foreman, he can and ought to be an expert work-

man, and take a pride in the craft to which he

belongs. I am aware there are many joiners

who can only undertake the commonest work,

and yet get as much pay aa the better workman.
It appears to me that it is no reason those who
are able to see the others’ failings should try to

imitate or keep on a level with them. Some-

times it happens they are required to undertake

higher work. It is then found they are out of

place, and, after much roaming about, they find

out a nearer route than going straight, and a
discharge is the result. I believed that when a
man had a good knowledge of his trade it was
less irksome to him than the same work was to

the man who had neglected his opportunities,

and who had to be continually spurred on by the

foreman, whether pushing or otherwise. The
technically-educated workman, if not better paid,

has many advantages over the ignorant or

inferior workman, as he can work with more
ease to himself; his scientific knowledge enables

him to take the nearest and quickest method;
and while the other is puzzling his brain and
thinking how he is to do it, the first has com-

pleted bis, and, of course, under such circum-

stances as the second labours under, the less

thinking in the shop the bettor it is for the

employer's interests.

It is too true that masters have not as yet

done much to improve the condition of their

workmen. But I do not believe there is one
employer who thinks ignorant workmen are best.

But, supposing employers desire their “ men
should be machine-like,” they, of coarse, would
like them to be perfect machines. An imperfect

machine is only half as profitable as a perfect

one, and is a great deal more trouble
;
and so it is

with workmen,—the ill-edncated one is always

more trouble than the able workman. He, as a

rule, is shifty, aud requires a pushing foreman to

keep him in anything like order
;

while the

more perfect man, like a well-developed ma-
chine, goes about his work in an orderly manner.

He requires but little looking after ; he knows his

duties, and can be trusted by the foreman.

When a piece of work is given to him, it is done
in a perfect manner, and without waste of time.

It is the want of education that causes disagree-

ment
;
and when the workmen are educated so

as to bo able to be foremen, it will be for the

benefit of all concerned, and they will then

work harmoniously together.

J.\.CK Plane.

ALL SAINTS’ CHURCH, DRESDEN.

Tins church, which has been built for the

use of the English residents at Dresden, is

erected in memory of Mr. W. H. Goschen, by
his widow.
The church has a chancel, with polygonal

apse, 35 ft. long by 21 ft. 3 in. wide, with gabled

transepts. The nave is 64 ft. by 22 ft. 3 in.„

with a clearstory : the height of the nave to the

apex of the roof is 53 ft. 6 in. There are north

and south aisles the whole length of the nave,

which have lean-to roofs, and are divided from
the nave by arcades of four arches, which rise

19 ft. from the floor ;
the chancel arch is 32 ft.

high. Tbe entrance is on the south side, under

the steeple, forming a porch 9 ft. square. The-

tower is buttressed, and rises to a height of

58 ft.; the spire has angle pinnacles, which are

panelled and crocheted, and rises 85 ft., making
tbe steeple in all 143 ft. high. The roof timbers

are all framed in fir, and will be open. The
walls are built of sandstone of the locality : the

window tracery and other dressed stonework are

executed with finer stone from the same quar-

ries. Tbe walls are of dressed stone within as

well as on the outer face. The chancel is cor-

rectly fitted with oak stalls
;
the floor has a rise

of seven steps to the altar-table. The organ, by
Walker, of London, is in the north transept,

immediately behind the choir. The nave and
aisles are partially seated, and it is calcnlated

that there will be accommodation for 400. The
west window, of five lights (tbe gift of Mrs.

Goschen), aa well as all the aisle windows and
the five apse windows, will be filled with painted

glass, by Hardman. Mr. Preedy, of London, haa-

been commissioned to paint the windows for the

south transept. Eventually, it is hoped that

every window in the church will be filled with

painted glass. There will be a sculptured reredos

of the Crucifixion by Birnie Philips
;
the archi-

tectural carving of the nave, pier-caps, and

other capitals and string courses is by Earp

;

the encaustic tiles for the floors are by Maw &
Co. The painted windows, reredos, organ,,

carving, tile floors, and pavements, are the gifts-

of members of Mrs. Goschen’s family and the

English residents at Dresden.

The church is heated with hot air, by Kelling,

of Dresden. The works have been executed

from the designs of Mr. J. P. St. Aubyn, of

London
;
Herr Pieper, architect, of Dresden,

superintending the erection.

The cost will amount to about 6,0001., and it

is hoped that the church will be consecrated,

during the present year.
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EXOUBSIONS OF AROH^EOLOGIOAL AND
AKOHITEOTDRAL SOCIETIES.

Tho Beds ArcJtcBological and Architectural

(Society.—Tho members of this society made
itheir aonnal escarsion this year to Sharnbrook,

'(Odell, Harroldj Farndiah, Hinwick, Podington,

and Wymington. Odell church was first visited,

lohen Odell Castle. At Hinwick House the party

were entertained by Mr. R. E. Orlebar. At
(Podington Church, the Rev. J. Geldart, the

ivicar, directed attention to the features of the

iidifice
3
as did the Rev. W. Monk, the rector, at

ff^ymington Church. The party then returned

)» Sharnbrook.

Surrey Archxological Society.— The annual
axcursion of this society took place on Wednes-
iday in last week. The weather was extremely
Ipleasant for travelling, with the exception of one
Tor two heavy showers, and the country through
fWhich the excursionists took their way was beauti-

aful. A special train left Guildford station at 11.30

.a.m., and landed the visitoes at Witley a quarter

fof an hour afterwards. The party was at once
Irdriven ofl’ to Witley Church, having a glimpse
ion their way of the King Edward Schools at

fWitley. They next proceeded to Cbiddingfold,

rlwhere the church and the Crown lun were
ivisited. Mr. Heales, F.S.A., delivered an address

mn the church ; and the rector, the Rev. L. M.
IiHumbert, read a paper on “ Chiddingfold : its

((Registers, and its Rectors.” A number of the
iiexcursionists accompanied Mr. Baily to the

ICrown Inn, an old manorial house of the fif>

eteenth century, of which he gave a description.

lA luncheon was provided by Mr. Skinner, of the
VWhite Horse Hotel, Ha8lem6re,in alarge marquee.
lIMr. R. A. C. Godwin.Austen oooupied the chair.

Mr. Butterworth, F.S.A., proposed the health

)[of the hon. secretary, Mr. E. Vaughan Austin.

QHe said the council, feeling that Mr. Austin had
kdone so much for the society, and rendered it so

nmany valuable services, had made up their minds
oto present for his acceptance a Mazer Bowl

3
and

ibthemembers, hearing of this, insisted upon putting
Kflomething into it. The bowl and fifty guineas
were therefore presented to Mr. Austin. Shortly
ifafterwards the party passed oa their way to
.'iDunsfold. At Burgate there was a pull-up to

idadmire some famous chestnut trees of immense
[jage, size, and beauty, and the old manorial house
foccupied by Mr. Chitty. A paper on Dunsfold
^IChurch was read by Mr. Baily. A special train

Atook the party from Godaiming to Guildford, all

iBsatiefied with their day’s outing.

DRAINAGE.
,

Oxford. — The Thames Conservators have
rseaused a letter to be sent to the Oxford local
6iBoard of Health asking whether any, and, if

uany, what steps have been taken by them to
indirect the flow of sewage from the Thames. The
leletter has been referred to the drainage com-
ounittee of the board, while acknowledging
rereceipt of the letter and referring to an appli.
laoatiou for extension of time for discontinuing
ththe flow of the sewage, as well as informing the
iIlThames Conservancy Board of the general pro-
oeoeedings of the Drainage Committee.

I

I/6amtTigfon.—The local Chronicle states that
tithe local board are on the eve of disposing of
i^iithe town sewage to a neighbouring landowner,
•hthe Earl of Warwick, at what is regarded as an
53 estimated loss of 30,0001., the terms of an agree-
b(menb having been arranged by which bis lord-
^ship undertakes to pay the board 4501. per
acannum for thirty years, in consideration of their
[iCBnpplying, at their own cost, the sewage of the
'totown to a farm belonging to his lordship, about
Kvtwo miles from Leamington. It is calculated
Hithat under this arrangement the loss to the town

i

ididuring the period mentioned will be as above
'ststated, and that without iucluding the large
lacadditional cost to the board of providing a
:ee8eparate system of drainage for the rainfall,

' w without which economy and efficiency of working
inin the irrigation system cannot be secured. The
lo local paper remarks on the fact that the local
beboard are accepting this certain heavy loss as an
minevitable condition of the settlement of the
qiqueatioD, notwithstanding the profitable results
(wi-which are said to have attended recent ex-
iptperieuce in irrigation, and in direct contravention
lOfof the last report (1865) of the Government
iCcCommissioners, who declared that “ towns may
-de derive a profit more or less considerable by the
I'eaemployment of their sewage in agriculture.”
M Windsor and Eton. — The official report of
ill Messrs. Ripley & Simonds, the engineers who

have made the survey under the direction of the

local Board of Health, has been printed. The
engineers commence by showing the existing

means of drainage. The whole of the sewage
and rainfall is at present thrown into the

Thames, but the Thames Conservators now re-

quire that it shall be otherwise disposed of. The
towns in the Thames valley have therefore been
diligently inquiring as to the best means of

getting rid of their sewage. Eton has adopted
the “separate system” advocated by Mr.
Menzies, and is proceeding to carry it into effect

at once, under the superintendence of the re-

porting engineers. The Board of Health at

Windsor have now the same method recom-
mended to them in the report. The report

recommends that the present sewers should be
retained for receiving the sewage proper, and
that separate drains should be constrncted to

carry off the rainfall into the river. The cost of

this latter is estimated at 4,2002. Then as to

disposal of the sewage, which is calculated at

600,000 gallons daily; it is proposed to purchase

a farm in the parish of Stanweli, lying between
Horton and Staines, and on this to utilise the

sewage matter. The farm, known as Moor
Farm, consists of 124 acres, which is said to be

sufficient to receive the whole of the sewage
from the present population of the borough. Its

disadvantage is its distance (2imiIeB) from the
pumping station. This pnmping station is pro-

posed to be nearthe Old Windsor Lock. Here tanks
would be constructed, to hold 150,000 gallons

each, for filtering the sewage. The pumping is

proposed to be done by a turbine wheel, with
the overflow from the locks, provided the con-

sent of the Conservators of the Thames can be
obtained. The main through which the sewage
is to be pumped will be 10 in. in diameter, and
in the coarse of 2 i miles will have to cross the

Thames twice, the River Colne once, and the
South-Western Railway once. To carry the

sewage to the pnmping-station from the point

where it is now discharged, will involve an ex-

pense of 4,5002. The alteratiou and reconstruc-

tion of the drainage is therefore estimated to

cost 9,0002 .

3

the pamping-station, machinery,
sewage main, and preparation of land, 9,2002 .

5

contingencies, plans, and supervision, 3,0001.

Besides this, compensation will have to be paid

to owners and ocenpiers of land
;
average esti-

mate of the whole 33,0002., besides the annual
cost of maintenance and wages to be paid.

Against this must be placed the annual prodnot
of the sewage farm.

Doncaster.—The Town Connoil, anxions that

the drainage of the borough shonld be improved,
entered into contracts with Messrs. S. Pearson
& Son, of Bradford, at the sum of 3,2252. for the

oonstrnctioQ of entire new sewers. The works
are in a forward state of progress. Mr. B. S.

Brundell is the engineer. The ontlet, instead of

being below the wheel, as from time immemorial,
is at Docken-hill, near the Gas Works. By this

means the river Cheswold is free from all

impurities, and the vicarage will not suffer from
the sewage.

RAILWAY MATTERS.

Signalling.—A Hungarian paper, the Ber-

mannstadter Zeitung, mentions a new system of

railway signalling, invented by Herr Ednard
Krejesy, the special advantages of which are

said to be the following:— 1. A train, without

slaokening its speed, can communicate with any
other train or station on the same track. 2. In

case of accident the train itself can signal for

assistance, and make the casualty known along

the whole line. 3. A conoussion is impossible,

as two trains in motion can constantly exchange
signals. 4. The working of the new system is

very cheap. Herr Krejesy has placed his inven-

tion in the hands of the Hnogarian Government,
with the stipulation that in case of its being

sold he is to receive one-half of the purchase-

money and the State the other. We recollect of

an English invention of this kind many years

since, in which the iron rails and electricity in

the trains were concerned.

Whistling.—We are glad to observe that the

intolerable nuisance of railway whistling, or

screeching, to which we have repeatedly ad-

verted, is DOW receiving more attention than

heretofore. Mr. Justice Hannen, the other day,

at the Cumberland Assizes, complained that

he not only could not do his duty by day,

on account of the unnecessary screeching

of locomotives, but that he oould get no

sleep by night by reason of the same nuisance
3

and Dean Close reiterates a frequent complaint

of his that divine service is interrupted, and
that his sleep is also murdered by it. In truth,

it is evident that railway directors just allow

their stokers and engine-drivers to “ use their

own discretion,”—or, rather, their own want of

discretion,—in this matter; because some of

these employes habitnally use tho screech ten

times more than others
3
and if the lesser amount

of screeching be a sufficient quantity, then the

greater must be outrageously excessive
;
and if

the lesser had been insufficient, no doubt the

amount would have soon been increased. Some
idiots evidently make a hideous plaything of it,

and strenuously and habitnally try to imitate

the crowing of cooks and braying of donkeys
with their engine-whistles. We notice an excel-

lent “ Plea for Sleep” in the Times, in which all

sorts of minor nniaancea are brought under

review, but, strange to say, no mention is made
of this monster nuisance. Were some mere
costermonger to oanae a tenth part of the noise,

even by day, he would soon be put down. It is

to be earnestly hoped that when the District line

past Westminster is fairly open, the ears of Parlia-

ment will be well dinned. We shall then have

some chance of shutting the whistle-months of

railway directors. Their selfish disregard of the

pnblic comfort is abominable.

NETLEY HOSPITAL.

Early readers of the Builder who remember
our strenuous and repeated warnings against the

plan adopted for tho costly hospital at Netley,

—

warnings given before the building loas erected,

and when alteration could have been made at

little cost,—will not be surprised to hear what

was stated as to this building at the recent

Medical Congress.

Dr. Ramsey said he rose to give a little more

in detail a fact to which Sir James Sirapjon had

allnded. Two or three months ago he went over

the magnificent hospital at Netley, and was at

onoe struck with its grand defect,—namely, that

all the wards were erected parallel, and that

there was no possibility of thorough ventilation.

As showing the defect of the corridor, he was

told—he believed by Professor L(Dngmore—that

in the case of a pntrid abscess at one end of the

corridor, the smell from which was frightfully

bad, the first aunonneement that the horrible

smell was felt in the hospital was made at the

other end of the corridor, a third of a mile

distant, showing that the pntrid air had been

carried by the corridor that distance. He
thought a stronger condemnation of the corridor

walls, and of the parallel construction to which

the corridor gave access, could not be brought

forward. It was a moat important element in

the oonstraofcion of pavilion hospitals that the

pavilions, instead of being parallel, should

diverge, as was the case at Swansea.

Dr. A. P. Stewart said that, owing to the high

winds which frequently prevailed at Netley, any-

thing like proper ventilation had been found to

be impossible. He bad been repeatedly over the

hospital, and had been aasnred by the attendant

that it was a matter of diffionlty to keep tho

wards in anything like a healthy state.

We received but little support from any of the

medical profession when we pointed out the

defects in the planning of this hospital,—a con-

siderable amount of abuse from some. Time
brings its revenges.

PROGRESS AT ROYAL LEAMINGTON SPA.

It is rather remarkable with what rapidity

some of onr moat beantifnl resorts have been de-

veloped. Saltbnrn-by-the-Sea has, since the year

1861, increased from a poor fishing village to a

fashionable watering-place, so extensive that it

now possesses two very large hotels, one of which,

the Zetland, contains 120 rooms. As with

Saltburn so, in a great measure, has it been

with Royal Leamington Spa. The great exten-

sions which have been made in the town within

the past 30 or 40 years are remarkable. While

in its primmval state it oons'sted of 45 mud huts.

Now the handiwork of the builder and architect

stands out on every hand. Its snburban resi-

donoes, terraces, and spacious streets, were, in-

cluding Milverton and Lilliugton, at the last

census occupied by 19,277 persons, whilst at the

present time, in the season, no fewer than from

24,000 to 25,000 persons find a home in a town
which has been designated “ a home for the

homeless all the year round.” But this great

improvement, and this great influx of popnlation,
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cannot have taken place without producing cor-
responding results which the building trade has
in no insignificant way contributed to. On every
hand spacious houses have risen, and are still

being built. The Assembly Rooms, which
were erected in 1813, cost 13,0001. The Regent
Hotel, which is a large building, and with
no external embellishments, was built in 1819,
at a coat of about 80,000J. Its eccle-
siastical buildings and chapels are numerous,
but, with the exception of the parish church,
they are by no means distinguished by archi-
tectural skill. There are, however, amongst the
many erections which are going on, several im-
portant works which, when properly developed,
will add to the reputation of the town. Amongst
others, may be noticed the additions which are
being made to the parish church by Hr. Marriott,
of Coventry, and which have been in the course
of construction for some time.

Mr. Gascoyne, of Leamington, builder, is at
present engaged in the erection of a new central
post-office not far from the present building which
does duty for the country. In the well-known
Jephaon Gardens, where stands the statue to
the gentleman from whom they take their name,
the work of Hollins, of Birmingham (in a
temple), a memento to the late Mr. John Hitoh-
man, who suggested the idea of planting the
road-sides with trees, is now being erected near
to the entrance to the gardens fronting the
Parade. Workmen are also busy in the erection
of a large mansion and a Roman Catholic chapel
in Newbold Walk, which are being erected by
Mr. Gascoigne for Major Seale, and it is said
will cost 20,000Z. New Dissenting chapels have
just been added to the cemetery, and in the
neighbourhood in which they are situated stands
the Arboretum Hydropathic establishment, which
was erected by the late Mr. John Hitchman, at
a coat of many thousands of pounds, but which
was scarcely ever used for the purpose for which
it was designed, owing to the death of its pro-
moter. Mention may also be made of a very
large addition to what is known as the " Manor
House,” by Mr. Masters, builder. Judging by
present appearances, there is plenty of work for
the building trades at Leamington.

BATSWATER IMPROVEMENTS.
On this road, which forms in nearly a direct

line the main central route of Loudon from east
to west, much has been accomplished both in
widening and straightening the causeway, and
in the erection of stately buildings suitable to
the importance of their position. Throughout
the whole extent, from Notting-hill to the Bank,
the range is along the highest elevation of the
London central plateau

j
and on the opening of

the Valley viaduct next month there will be no
perceptible variation in the level from end
to end.

Newgate-street has been for the most part
widened, a spacious causeway continued over a
solid bridge, and the obstruction of Holborn-
bars cleared away : all this, dune at an enormous
outlay, so far as the City is concerned, reflects
much credit on the civic authorities

; and when
the approaches to the market are taken into
account, together with the immenaely-increased
facilities for traffic, and the improved value of
building sites, it will repay them with advantage.
The important line continuous from Oxford-

street to Notting-hill is, however, of more value
to residents in Town

;
and here, commencing at

Lord Grosvenor’s mansions, near the Marble
Arch, and continuous along the whole park border
nearly as far as Notting-hill Gate, the ranges of
noble mansions, in terraces, have been com-
pleted along the Bayswater-road, which, facing
the park and Kensington Gardens, and fronting
the south, make them the most favoured resi-
dential abodes

;
shrubbed flower borders, and the

open views of forest scenery, together with a
dry sandy soil, offering attractions which no
other suburb can rival.

The fine terraces of Lancaster Gate begin the
more modernised ranges opposite Kensington
Gardens, and are continued along the highest
elevation of the whole line, at least 100 ft. above
high-water mark, and 50 ft. above the South
Kensington level

; and here, where the road is
widest and most elevated, two terraces of man-
sions, most commanding in style and position,
have been finished by Mr. W. Marler, together
with houses in Inverness and Queeneboroagh
terraces, to complete those roads which issue at
right angles into the main Bayswater road. The
style of these terraces is a decided improvement

upon the comparatively plain elevations ofHyde
Park Gardens. A double range of balconies, on
entrance and first stories, extends throughout,
supported upon monolith columns, and the ter-
minal houses of each terrace have also bay
windows, pilaatered and finished in character
with the rest, giving an air of magnificence to
the whole

j the interiors being decorated and
gilded, whilst the division and allocation of the
internal space discover a great advance upon
former modes of distribution. Mr. R. W. Edis is
the architect, by whose designs these buildings
have been carried out.
The aff'orested gardens descend at an impalpable

decline from these frontages, and glades open
leading south-east and south from wickets of ap-
proach opposite to these terraces. Nothing can
be more rural than the thick groves of lofty
trees in the gardens, and a little care on the part
of the Commissioners would vastly improve the
scenic effect, if they would only cut away the
redundant and decaying trees

;
it would enliven

the scene, and give purer air and light to prome-
naders, whilst it would liberate the healthiest of
the struggling giants, and so allow the natural
expansion of the aged forester to become an
object of beauty.

A BAD ROOM FOR HEARING IN.

The town-counei! of Lichfield have lately
built a magistrates’ room, the construction of
which is such, that if you can imagine reverbe-
rations of sound caused by a few Liliputians
talking inside a big drum, you can imagine the
kind of sound produced by as many ordinary
persons conversing in the room.

This room is 38 ft. 6 in. long, 21 ft. wide, and
15 ft. high to the base of the roof. The roof is
an open one of high pitch without a tie-beam,
and without a lantern. Each side of it, having
two skylights, inclines at an angle of forty.eight
degrees, or less, with an imaginary line parallel
to that of the floor; and consequently, the whole
roof is eminently calculated to reflect sounds to
the floor, at the same time that the floor
boarded over a hollow space, is remarkably
sonorous.

The walls are plastered, and there is only one
window in them,—a rather small window in the
north wall. The south wall has but one break
in it,—a door 4 ft. wide. The side wall surfaces
are broken by two smaller doors; but all the
doors lead into confined entrances.

Diff’erent causes, therefore, exist for trans-
mission and reflection of sound in different
measures of time

; and hence the confusion of
sound which every one complains of.

To me it seems that the chief sources of evil
are the boarded floor and the open roof. Bub
both these sources of evil may be done away
with by substituting a solid tile floor for the
sonorous wooden one, and by cutting off, as side-
beams favour, more than the upper two-thirds of
the roof-space by means of a panelled ceiling.
This new.feature of the room would be 18 ft. Gin.
high

; and this measure added to that of the
width would be only 1 ft. more than the mea-
sure of the length of the room,—a near approach
to good proportion on acoustic principles.
The ceiling would cut ofi" the skylights

; but,
as substitutes for them, four windows, each 7 ft.

high, might be inserted in the side walls, at a
height of 7 ft. above the floor. The south wall
surface, being immediately opposite theplatform,
requires to be broken; and it might be broken
by means of sash-windows glazed with fluted
glass, placed at a height of 10 ft. above the floor.
These south windows would materially assist
means of ventilation

; but besides them, one full-
sized hopper-shaped ventilator over the north
window, and one over the south door, would, like
the windows, be attended with benefit to sound,
as well as to ventilation.

My notions, however, about any acoustic defect
a building being mere theory, I can only hope

they will elicit instruction to guide persons who
are as much puzzled over the matter as I am.

James Rawson, M.D,

Cab Keform.—An invention has been pro-
duced in Paris for settling disputes between
cab-hirers and cab-drivers, which seems todeserve
attention. A correspondent says it is a " comp-
teur mecanique,” or calculating machine, and
that it not only reckons the distance traversed,
but indicates as well the exact sum of money
due to the driver.

SMOKE-LAND.
As with the water we drink, so with the air

wo breathe, some atmospheric Baron Haus-
mann is required despotically to rescue us from
poisoners. We are nob here hinting at the ordi-
nary cabbage-cigar, nor at the supposed right
that so many claim of blowing its miasma into
other people’s lungs: we will not vainly tilt
against tobacco; but would parenthetically in-
voke a blessing on the man who will invent a
pipe to consume its own smoke, or a “ weed” so
chemically cured of its narcotic qualities as nob
to pour out headache on the air, nor tronble
innocent inhalers with a land-imitation of sea-
sickness. This by the way. We speak of far
more wholesale methods of pouring poison
on the atmosphere,—due, so far ns the present
writer is concerned, to a recent journey on the
North-Western.
Who will devise a plan for clearing our mid-

land provinces from their normal state of misery
and dirt from gaseous exhalations ?, Wednesbury
and its neighbourhood would have given Dante
some terrible additional ideas for his ” Inferno ;”

and how those wretched myriads can live and
breathe in such an atmosphere, we denizens in
a purer air can only pityingly guess

; while we
must pretty well be sure that rude health and
ordinary cleanliness are to them well nigh im-
possible luxuries.

But is there really nothing to be done in the
way of cure or mitigation of those cursed clouds
of gloom and stench that overhang half Staff'ord-
shire and Worcestershire ? Can no one find out
how to give clarity to the air, greenness to the
fields, ruddiness to the cheeks of children, and
muscle to the wilted frames of man and woman,
by saving to the manufacturer’s pocket all that
half-consumed coal, and all those chemical salts,
which blacken and pollute the firmament, and
might, no doubt, be far bettor utilised in the
all-voracious furnace ? It may really be a matter
of economy so to cleanse the atmosphere

; and
not idly to let tons of carbon sail away in stifling
soot all over the neighbourhood of those tall
chimneys, which by thousands are now seen
belching out clouds by day and pillars of fire by
night, to the destroction of vegetation, and by
no means to the health of poor humanity. Bir-
mingham would give a well-deserved statue of
gold (if cash were preferred in that glorified
form) to the clever pjroteobnical philosopher
who could invent the scheme of a perfect com-
bustion : so let somebody try again even to
improve on Dr. Arnott, and to make it the
economical interest of every ironmaster and
coppersmith and potter to save his fuel by using
up his smoke. In East London we have partially
succeeded

;
why should they not stretch a whole-

some piece of legislation, so as to include West
Staffordshire ? Surely the Midlands would be
grateful. Surely those toiling myriads would
rejoice in sweeter air, whiter skins, and a greener
country. They are not so heedless of health
and comfort and the decencies of life as to
despise cleanliness

;
and if only their great

capitalist-employers can be made (through self-

interest, and as a mere measure of economy) to
burn their own smoke and utilise all those
escaping gases, the discoverer of such a process
will speedily be rewarded with a fortune, and for
ever after be hailed as one of the happiest
of philanthropists. Martin F. Tupper.

SIR WILLIAM ARMSTRONG ON THE
SMOKE NUISANCE.

A town’s meeting, presided over by the
mayor, has been held at Newcastle-on-Tyne
” for the purpose of considering and adopting
measures to remedy and prevent the injuries to
health, and the damage to vegetation arising
from the escape of smoke and noxious vapours in
the town and the country near to it.” The
meeting ended in the appointment of a com-
mittee to investigate and report on the nuisance
complained of. Among the speakers were Sir
William Armstrong, who said he stood up quite
as mnch on behalf of those who produced smoke
as for those who suff'ered from its effects. It

was an undoubted fact, however, that the
quantity of smoke that was produced was far
more than was unavoidable. He believed that
so far as black smoke was concerned, by far the
greater portion of it was produced by steam
boilers. He had himself at Elswick nearly
fifty steam boilers in operation, and if there
were no means provided for destroying the
smoke of those fifty furnaces, the place would ha
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t perfect pandemonium. But to every boiler

pas applied a smoke-consuming appiratos, and

he effect was complete. Tho chief cause of

imoke was the inadequate boiler power gene-

ally employed in manufactories, in which it was

•equired that the fires should be stoked much
noro energetically than would otherwise be

lecessary. Sir William recommended the self-

stoking smokeless furnace of Messrs. T. & T.

S^icars, engineers, Kewcastle-on-Tyne, which

lad been applied to all the boilers at theElswick

Ordnance and Engine Works.

It 19 only recently tliat Croydon has been struck off tho

dirty list, and been claased amooKSt the heslthy towns,

after a desperate stru^'i’le, and doinfj and uudoing oi

works for a period of years; and it is only three years

since she coiumcnced to correct the deleetive Tentilation

of the sowers, while a syslern of ventilation had been in

operation in Cheater since 1816. As well as a system oi

ventilation, other plana were proposed for the disposal oi

the sewacre refuse, which is still thrown to waste and

deliles the River Dee; and I suppose, with the usual

obduracy of corporate bodies, it never will be done unless

the Government or Parliament compel them to do it.

I trust the report of Mr. Latham will be made a public

document, so that I may have an opportunity of reviewing

it, and that the world may be enlightened on the very per-

fect system he advocates. B. BAYUa.

PABLIAMENTART DINING-ROOMS AND
THE LADIES’ GALLERY.

Tue report of the select committee appointed

to consider plans for new refreshment and

dining rooms for both Houses of Parliament, and

for improvements in the ladies’ gallery of the

House of Commons, have agreed to their report,

which has been published. The committee say

that a change is much required with respect to

the existing arrangements for the House of Com-

mons’ dining-room; that the accommodation is

insufficient when there is a full attendance of

members, the temperature of both dining-room

and kitchen excessive, and the ventilation of the

kitchen very bad. The estimates for the pro-

posed change, amounting to 24,5171., exclusive

of furniture, seemed to the committee to be

extremely high, and there was no time to test

their accuracy in the usual way during the

session just passed. They think the House

should have an opportunity at an early period

next year of fully considering whether such an

expense should be incurred. In the mean time

they are of opinion that some steps should be

taken to lower the temperature and improve the

ventilation of the existing kitchen. An estimate

of 1,050L and plan for improvement in the

ladies’ gallery have been submitted to the com-

mittee, and they are of opinion that this im-

provement should bo carried into effect in the

vacation. Prom the evidence appended to tho

report it appears that Mr. E. M. Barry guarantees

that this can be done.

THE STRIKE OP MASONS AT
MANCHESTER.

A CONFXEENCB of Manchester and Liverpool master

builders recently took place in Liverpool, at which it was

determined to insist upon the terms which brought about

the strike and lock-out. Notwithstanding this, however,

one builder in Liverpool, Mr. Ilagh Yates, has withdrawn

from the contest, and his masons resumed work on

Tuesday last.
,

.

It appears to me, sir, that there has been a very great

want of egprit de corps on both sides during the alruggle.

We have seen a Urge number of the master builders ot

this country associated together for the purpose of com-

pelling tho adoption of certain rules which the other aide

deemed unjust, and yet at the very first shock ot the

contest we have seen the whole of the employers in certain

towns giving up their demands without the slightest reler-

ence to their lellows in other places; and we have, on the

part of the operatives who are also associated, the same

peculiar conduct manifested, neiihrr party seeming to care

how the struggle ended so long as they themselves were out

of it. It seems to me to be selfish in the extreme, and to

defeat the objects of either organisation. E. G.

TEE TOMB OF HENRY YII.

The well-known central monument In tho

chapel of Henry VII., Westminster Abbey, haa

been cleansed and revived. The tomb itself is

seen to be of black marble ;
the effigies and

other metal adjuncts are gilt. The gilding ia

for the most part in an excellent state of pre-

servation. The subjects of the sculptured

groups in the circular panels round the tomb are

now obvious, and the inscription is legible.

The dark metal screen arouud the tomb would

prevent its newly-restored brightness from in-

terfering with the sombre harmony of the chapel

as a whole, even were that brightness more
garish than it is. It was a decidedly desirable

work to do. Nothing has yet been done to the

screen
;
but doubtless it will be cleaned, and the

small portions that are gilt brought out.

Looking at the tolerably complete appearance of

the monument at first sight, it is somewhat
startling to hear that 1,500 pieces are wanting

to make it perfect
;
yet such we believe is the

case.

THE NATIONAL ARMOURY.

We observe, with considerable satisfaction,

that Mr. Cole, the director of the South Kensing-

ton Museum, in his report to the Lord President

of the Council, haa adopted our suggestion (see

Builder for 20t,h March, 1869) as to the union of

the Meyrick Collection of armour with that in

the Tower of London. Mr. Cole says of the

Meyrick Collection, — “It ia intended to be

offered to the Department for sale. If purchased,

and united with that in the Tower of London,

the whole would be the finest in Europe. The

Tower Collection is visited by upwards of 60,000

persona annually, who pay 6d. each, and the

receipts more than pay the cost of attendants, &c.”

TRAVELLING THROUGH THE AIR.

Sir,

—

Mechanicians are waiting, like Mr.

Micawber, for “ something to turn up,” in the

way of a very powerful, compact, not too heavy

means of obtaining a motive power, to adapt it

to an aerial machine. None of our present

known means are applicable, as involving too

great an amount of dead weight. Steam, for

example, requires boilers, engines, and coals,

besides the framework of the machine— all too

heavy. Inflammable gas, although better, is

still unwieldy in its employment. It seems to

me to be 1n the direction of electricity, as a

motive power, that we shall find a solution. The

science and its practice are very young as yet;

and although it has done wonders, it is capable

of doing infinitely more. That an amount of

dead weight is necessary in the machine itself

is now universally admitted, but it must bear

about the same proportion to its power as the

body of the goose does to the muscles of its

wings, and not more. When that power is dis-

covered, it can be applied at once : the means

are known.

RESTORED PAINTINGS AT NORTHAW.

Some interesting mural paintings in a mansion

of James II.’s time, in the possession of Mr. J. J.

Monnsey, at Northaw, Herts, have just been pre-

served from obliteration and decay. The paint-

ings, decorate the ceiling and wails of the prin-

cipal staircase. They are attributed to the joint

efforts of Sir James Thornhill and Maria Verelst.

There was evidence that attempts bad been

made a century ago to clean off the thick coating

of discoloured copal varnish with which the

designs had been covered, but the operator

failing in his efforts the greater part of the

pictures were repainted in a substantial manner,

and another generous coat of copal given to the

whole. The double incrustation haa now been

removed. The original work is seen in an

admirable condition, and there seems no reason

why it should not keep so for mauy years to

come. The restoration haa been effected by

Mr. Manfred Holyoako.

DEATH IN THE WORKSHOP.
INDUCEMENT OR COMPULSION ?

Sib,—

I

laving a liking to acquaint my self with Ihe various

modes and processes ia factories and workshops, I have

visited black-lead mills, emery and glass mills, jute card-

ing uiilU, bark mills, grinders, felt makers, wool carders,

workers in cow hair, indiarubber works, &c.

In all these deadly occupations life is short and illnoss

rife, improvements are seldom attempted, the owners aver

they have nothing to gain, they are not amenable for the

death of the men, and when one falls they have many
applicants for the situation, they cannot afiord to ei-

periineutalise, the public would not pay more for au article

produced without murder

!

I maintain that most of these evils can be prevented or

mitigated. Were Government to indemnify owners, im-

provements would be made, R. OC.

CHESTER SEWERAGE.
Sib,— On niy return homo from abroad, my attention

< W88 called to a paragraph in the Builder (July 24, p. 690),

: referring to the drainage of Chester, and stating tbat Mr,
L Latbiim had been called in to report on and rectify the

total want of ventilation of the sewera.

It must be known to you and others, that Chester led
;l the vau (in 1846) in carrying out sanitary works, long
. before the General Board of Health, or their acute
: ewployii, were called into existence, and descriptions of

II the works were published in the Builder at the time, and
ll they were inspected by many profesaional men from Liver-

?
pool, Manchester, London, Warrington, and other places,

I and information was furnished to them as to the modus
operundi. At the same time the sewers were being carried

ji out, a system of ventilation was adopted, both at dead
II ends and in several places in their courses; end these

evidently must have acted well, judging from the Registrar

G Geneial's returns, as Chester is classed amongst the
t healthy towns with a mortality somewhat below 20 per
I, J,OCO,

AERIAL NAVIGATION.
Sib,—

I

t is remarkable tbat your Number containing

Mr Tapper’s “ fancies’’ on human flight, with a descrip-

tion “how not to do it ’’—f.e., by means of balloons,—

contains in another column a notice of the Californian

steam-propelled balloon, which appears to have succeeded

as far as a model can in proving the practicability of aerial

navigation by Buch means.
, . „ . , .

Tour correspondent's idea “ how to do it by bird

or bat-like wings worked by the human muscles,—has been

the motive of experiments from time immemorial, which

have always proved abortive, except iu fables. So lately

as last year we were promised an illustration of human
flight at the Crystal Palace by amember of the Abrouautical

Society, but that gentleman found it inexpedient to air his

wings in public. The most noble president of the society,

however, exhibited a model to show that both the upward

and downward strokes of a bird's wing assisted in propul-

sion. It consisted of mechanism somewhat like the

“ Borings and wheels contained in n breast-plate, ’’ of your

correspondent, attached to real wings from a bird. It

certainly proceeded along a line with a movement resem-

bling a very lame duck, but if intended as an example loi

human flight, showed iu a very convincing way “ how nol

On the other hand, the ateam-uropellcd balloon exhibited

by M. Camille Vert, of Paris, at the aame exhibitiou, =

as completely successful aathe Californian model.

It is wise, doubtless, to copy Nature, but not too

servilely. Our achievements iu locomoiion on land and

water, by railway-engines and ateam-boats, have not bee

attained by such servile copies of racehorses and fishei

that we have plainly no chance of moving in the air unles

we closely imitate the birds.

Like your correspondent, I have studied the subject

many years. In a pamphlet on “Aerial Navigation by

Means of a Steam-propelled Balloon," published iu 1861,

I ventured to adopt some lines of his as a motto, and 1

regret being compelled to dissent from his views e“ ‘r. .i.«

means of accomplishing this great desideratum,

views regarding balloons are shared by most

the Aeronaut'cal Society, and I believ“

retarded the good time coming.

If the reported enterprise be fairly undertaken by the

American adventurers, I have no doubt it will succeed

with a facility which will set the world wondering why it

was not done belore. .. , ,

I hope the spirit of generous rivalry now manilested

between England and America may prodi

undertaking here, in which I should be

^

co-operate.

s to the
These

members of

have greatly

i similar

! most happy to

J. LuSILliX.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

The Macclesfield School.—At a meeting of the

council, held at the town-hall, Mr. J. Ford, the

master of the school, applied for instructions aa

to the sale of designs by pupils. The custom aa

to this varies in several parts of the country.

The subject was referred to the Class Com-
mittee. It was resolved that all the banks in

the town be requested to receive subacriptiona

for the schools, and Mr. G. W. Clarke, the secre-

tary, was instructed to arrange with Mr. H.

Cole, C.B., the director of the Department of

Science and Art, to accept the invitation of the

council to a breakfast at the townhall.

The Wolverhampton School.—The annual meet-

ing in connexion with this school, for the pre-

sentation of the prizes awarded to the pupils by

the Government Department of Science and

Art, haa been held in the large room of the

Institute, when the prizes were distributed by

tho mayor. There was a good attendance of

the subscribers and parents and friends of the

pupils, the number present being larger than at

any similar meeting for several years. The
general report congratulated the friends and

supporters of the school on its continued effi-

ciency, and also on the steady increase of pupils

to the whole of the classes. One hundred and

ten pupils attended the school daring the past

year. Forty-nine certificates of merit and prizes

had been awarded at the examinations, and on

works submitted to London for inspection.

The Drawing Schools in Wurtemlerg.—OaQ of

the most remarkable features in the primary

schools of Wurtemberg (say8_ the report of the

French Commission on Technical Instruction), is

the extraordinary attention paid to teaching

drawing. The department of trade and manu-

factures has persuaded the Ministry of Public

Instruction and Worship to add classes for in-

duBtrial drawing to all these schools, and the

ministry has had the wisdom to leave to that

department the care of organising and superin-

tending their progress. They were founded,

after the Universal Exhibition of 1851, to enable

the manufacturers of the country to compete

with France in the industrial arts. These schools

were at first gratuitous, but experience proved

that attendance was better secured by requiring

a small payment, varying, according to the

means of parents, from half a florin to twelve
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florins a year. The teachers are, as far as pos-
sible, chosen from among the workmen or mas-
ters of the chief industries of the place, who
having been taught in the same schools have
there acquired the requisite knowledge. But
these workmen thus made teachers do not aban-
don their trades, and receive an indemnity of
about two florins per hour’s lesson. They gene-
rally give three a week of tfvo hours each, from
seven to nine o’clock in the evening. At Geisa-
lingen, for instance, there is a school where ISO
scholars are taught by a master mason. It has
been remarked that artists of considerable talent
have not succeeded so well, as masters, as they
have as mere artisans.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Goole (ForishtVe).—The church here has been

reopened. In 1868 the tower was completely
gutted by fire, with the destruction of the clock,
and the bell was cracked. At the time of the fire
the building was insured in the Phconix Office
for 3,000i., but the company paid the full amount
of damage, 7,128Z. Since that period the work
has been progressing in the hands of Messrs.
Kassell, contractors, Goole.

Ej/fZe.—Although it at present numbers 12,000
inhabitants, and is the largest and moat fashion-
able town in the Isle of Wight, Ryde has re-
mained till now without a parish church, both it
and Ventnor having been included in the parish
of Newchurch. The latter was, however, a short
time since divided into three parishes, Ryde,
Newchurcb, and Ventnor, and since then efforts
have been made to erect a new church. The
corner-stone of the new edifice has now been
laid by the Princess Christian. The church is
to be finished within two years from the present
time. Mr. G. G. Scott is the architect.

I/ii\slade, Leighton Buzzard.—Linslade church,
which was erected in the year 1848, has just
undergone considerable alteration. A south
aisle, with a largo organ-chamber and a massive
tower, have been added, the latter containing a
peal of six bells, removed from the old church
at Linslade (now used as a burial-chapel). The
new aisle, with the organ-chamber at the east, is
separated from the nave by a stone arcade, com-
posed of four arches of bold and simple character.
The works have been executed by Messrs. Gar-
side & Iloldstock, builders, at a cost of 1,8001.
from the designs of Mr. Perrey, the architect of
the original church.

Louth.—Tho parish church here has been re-
opened. The clearstories and arcades have been
cleaned and underpinned where necessary. The
west end of the north aisle has been rebuilt, as
also have the north and south porches. (The
south porch is the gift of Mr. Cornelius Parker,
and has been built under the direction of Mr!
R. J. Withers, of London.) There is new open
seating throughout, with stalls for the corpora-
tion, the whole of oak, with sunk traceried panels
to bench ends. The floors have been laid with
Minton tiles of a costly pattern from the designs
of the architect. There is a reredos of alabaster,
Ancaster stone and serpentine, with piscina and
credence-table of Devonshire marble. A new
oak screen, carved, has been pub across the east
end of the north aisle, the gift of the architect,
and the old screen on the opposite side has been
restored. The roofs, which are of modern date,
have been cleaned. The organ has been re-
moved from the west to the east end of the
north aisle. A new heating apparatus has been
fixed by Messrs. Haden & Son, of Trowbridge.
A stained-glass window has been fixed at the
east end of the south aisle by Mr. Preedy of
London, the gift of Mr. J. L. Ffytchej and
another window at the west end of the north
aisle, by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, in memory of
Mrs. Barnard (Claribel), who was a native of
Louth. A window, also by Messrs. Clayton &
Bell, has been placed in the south aisle, in
memory of General Sir George Patey, the gift of
Mrs. and Mr. L. R. Lucas. Mr. J. Fowler was
the architect of the restorations, and Mr. C.
Clarke the builder.

TUmdsor.— Contributions to the amount of
3,050L have been promised towards the renova-
tion of the parish church. This sum includes
donations of lOOZ. from the Diocesan Church
Building Society, and 50Z. from the Incorporated
Church Building Society of London. It is intended
to proceed at once with the erection of a chancel,
then with an organ- chamber, the removal of the
organ, reseating the church, and reconstruction

been completed, and money sufficient contributed,
it is contemplated to spend between 2,0001. and
3,000Z. upon the decoration of the church, which
is at present a very plain structure. Amongst
the contributors are her Majesty the Queen,
200Z .

; ^

and their Royal Highnesses Prince
and Princess Christian of Schleswig-Holstein
50 guineas.

IForhsop.— St. John’s new church has been
consecrated. The plan of the church consists of
nave and aisles, chancel, vestry, and organ cham-
ber, western tower, and north porch. The nave
is 83 ft. by 23 fr. 6 in., and the aisles are 82 ft.
by 15 ft.

; the chancel, 30 ft. by 31 ft. ; organ-
chamber and vestry, 16 ft. by 13 ft.

;
porch,

13^fc. by 9 ft.
;
tower, 13 ft. internally. The

height of the edifice at the bridge of the nave is
53 ft.

5 to top of spire, 140 ft. The aisles are
lighted by two-light lancets. The pier arches
are quatrefoil iu plan, with carved caps and
moulded bases. The chancel arch has three
detached shafts and moulded arch aud hood
mouldings. The roof trusses are trefoil, ribbed
principals, supported in detached stone shafts
with carved caps and foliage corbels under
bases. The orgau-chamber opens into the aisle
and chancel. The tower is groined in stone with
moulded ribs. The style of the church is Early
English. All the windows have columns, caps,
and bases. The belfry of the tower has a two-
light window in it, and is arcaded all round.
The spire is a parapet spire, with large pin-
nacles at the four angles, and two tiers of
Fucane lights. Messrs. Robert Clarke & Son, of
Nottingham, were the architects

;
and Mr.

Charles Wright, of Nottingham, the builder.
The carving has been executed by Messrs. W.
P. Smith & Sons, of Nottingham. The capitals
are carved in the broad type of Early English,
chiefly from original designs. The upper carving
in the clearstory is of the more cut-up style, a
little more of the ancient carving being intro-
duced. Tho new organ has been built by Mr.
Brindley, Sheffield. The benches are open and
stained. The windows are all of plain glass.

White IFaltham.—The church of Sc. Mary,
White Waltham, has been re-opened for divine
worship, after extensive alterations and improve-
ments. The edifice has been almost entirely re-
built, according to plans by Mr. Street, of Lon-
don. Mr. Silver, of Maidenhead, was the builder,
and tho work has been carried out under his
superintendence.

Bverton.—The ancient parish church of Holy
Trinity, Everton, after undergoing conaiderablo
repairs and alterations, has been re-opened by the
Bishop of Lincoln. The alterations just effected
include the entire removal of the three lofts, and
also of all the internal fiDtings except the com-
munion table. Through the lowering of the
floor some 2 ft. or 3 ft,, the bases of the pillars,
long hid from sight, are now visible. All the
walla in the interior have been repaired, and
plastered. The arch leading into the tower has
been opened, while the western door of the tower
has been walled np, and in its place has been
erected a stained glass window, the gift of Mrs.
Metcalf (the vicar’s wife), being a memorial of
her parents. The subject of the design is Christ
blessing little children. The other windows are
of common glass, except the side panes, which
are filled with glass stained in yellow, blue, and
red. A floor for the ringers has been placed in
the tower and filled up with open seats similar to
those in the other parts of the church, all being
of pitch pine. The old font, which was in a very
dilapidated condition, has given place to a new
one near the west end of the nave. The porch
also has been restored and newly roofed. Addi-
tional seat-room has been obtained for about
40 hearers, or, iu all, 250. The cost of the
repairs and additions is between 600Z. and 700Z.

Baton-under-IIeywood.—The parish church has
been re-opened. The plaster has been removed
from the walls; the stonework has been re-
dressed, and left bare

j
the old ceiling has been

removed, and several new lights have been put
iu. Among the latter must be mentioned two
small windows in the south wall, which were
discovered on the removal of the plaster, and
which correspond with two similar windows on
the north side of the church. In each of these
windows is a figure, in stained glass, by Messrs.
Done & Davies, of Shrewabnry, representing an
Evangelist, and the same artists have reglazed
several other of the windows with tinted
cathedral glass. A stained glass window, which
was placed in the chancel in 1859, in memory of
a member of the Pinches family, of Ticklerton,
has been restored by the artists named, and
placed in the west end of the church. Its place

in the chancel has been supplied by three lancet
windows, filled with stained glass, by Mr. Preedy,
of Loudon. This alteration in the windows of
the chancel has been made in order to restore
that portion of the church, as near as possible,
to what it was originally; and, indeed, this
has been the main object throughout the
work. The whole of the stained glass iu the
chancel, together with a new oak Communion-
table, was presented by Mr. A. Sparrow, the
lord of the manor. In addition to other im-
provements, one of the old bolls in the tower has
been recast, at the expense of the ar, and
the others have been tuned and otherwise im-
proved. The masonry work iu connexion with
the restoration was done by Mr. T. Clifton
Beam Bridge. A carved aurabrye door, and
some wood crosses, are the work of Mr. William
Hill, Smethcore. Six Mediteval faces in the
nave, together with a carved oak chair, aro the
work of Mr. Carter, who also stained the wood-
work of the roof and varnished the seats. The
other part of the work lias been performed almost
entirely by local workmen. The designs for
the restoration were supplied by Mr. W. J.
Hopkins.

Ashelworth.—St. Andrew’s Church has been
restored and re-opened for divine service. The
works lately effected include the removal of the
galleries and all the modern seats, and the sub-
stitution for the latter of benches of oak and
elm

; the repair of the ancient open seats,
adorned with linenfold carving

; the throwing
open, cleansing, and repairing of the timbers of
the roofs

; the cleansing of the stonework of the
piers aud arches

; the restoration of the tower
and spire and the external portions of the fabric;
the removal of the plaster and rough-cast from
the walls; the building of a new arch to the
transept; the reseating of the transept and
south aisle with oak and elm benches

;
the laying

of a tile floor to the passages, and the construc-
tion of new and open seats and enamelled tile
floor for the chancels. A new vestry has been
built on the north side of the chancel, in the
place of one formed out of the lower floor of the
tower, which is now thrown open to the nave,
exposing the arch aud west window. Tho church
has been rendered dry by the removal of the
soil from the walls, and the erection of proper
spouting, with drains to carry off the surface
water, aud by the introduction of one of Gurney’s
stoves to warm and air the building. The east
window of tho north chancel and the two win-
dows on the north side of the obancel are filled
with painted glass, as memorials of departed
parishioners. In the three-light east window
are represented the Birth, the Crucifixion, aud
the Resurrection of our Lord. In the north
wall is a deeply-recessed window of one light.
In this is represented the Virgin bearing the
emblematical lily. West of this is a three-light
window: the subjects are, Christ blessing little

Children, the Good Shepherd, and the Announce-
ment of our Lord’s Resurrection to Mary Magda-
lene, Mary the Mother of James, and Salome.
All these windows are by Mr. Gibbs, of London.
Mr. Atwood has presented an organ of four
stops, with pedals, to the church. It has been
placed ia the south chancel.

Whitfield.— The foundation-stone of a new
church, in the course of erection at Whitfield,
near Braekley, has been laid by the Hon. Mrs.
Pierrepont, of Evenly Hall. On the Ist of
February last, during a very heavy gale of wind,
the tower of the old parish church, supposed to
have been built in the thirteenth century, was
blown down. Mr. Harry Woodyer, architect,
of Grafham, near Guildford, was consulted, and,
in consequence of his report as to the insecure
and dangerous state of the whole building, a
meeting of ratepayers to consider the matter
was held, and it was uoanimonsly agreed that
the old church should be pulled down, and that
a new church should be built. When about
1,500Z. had been promised, tenders were adver-
tised for the erection of a new church, according
to Mr. Woodyer’s design. The lowest tender
then sent m was 2,860Z. The committee did
not feel justified in entering into such a contract
with the funds they had in hand, and new ten-
ders were advertised for, the contract to be
hmiDed to the erection of the fabric, with the
understanding that that portion of the work
should be completed by Christmas next. A
tender for l,74f)Z., sent in by Messrs. Mansfield
& Booth, of Buckingham, was accepted, and the
work is now in rapid progress.

_

Hcigham {Norwich).—^ meeting of the pa-
rishioners has been held in the temporary church
of St. Philip, Heigham, when the designs for
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iho proposed new chnrch selected by the com-
nittee were inspected and approved of.

Hanhadarn-Fawr {CardigansMre).—The great

lave of the church here has been re-opened,

ifter having been partly rebuilt, under the

foperintendence of Mr. J. P. Seddon, architect,

fhe old church is supposed to have been founded

)y St. Padarn, after whom it is named, and who
ivas a clergyman from Brittany, who laboured

inwearingly in preaching over the wild coasts

Cardigan, and was made its first bishop,

ibout the year 516. The entrance, which is of

tncienb workmanship, has been preserved. Mr.
iVilliams, of Cardiff, was the contractor.

nSSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
. Kibblesworth.—The foundation-stone of a new
Primitive Methodist Chapel about being erected

kt Kibblesworth, has been laid. The style em-
aloyed in the new building is Medimval Gothic,
tnd the edifice will be situated on a high part of
she village. The interior dimensions are 42 ft.

Q length by 27 ft. in breadth, and accommo-
dation will be provided for about 350 persons.

i?he plans have been prepared by Mr. Mitcheson,
fun., free of cost, and other preliminary arrange-
aaents have been carried out gratuitously by
members of the society. It is estimated that
che cost of the erection, when complete, will be
.bout 300J.

Staindrop.—The foundation-stone of a Wes-
isyan chapel has been laid hero. The edifice

kill provide seat accommodation for 220 persons,

t will be built of stone, in the Romanesque
ftyle. The architect is Mr. Ross. The gable
aoing the street will have a circular tracery
yindow, and at this end of the building the
tntranco porch and vestry will be placed. The
coof will be wagon-headed, the principal timbers,
irhich divide the ceiling into panels, being dis-

ilayed. The contractors for the mason’s, plas-

rerer’s, and slater’s work are Messrs. Abdale
c Stephenson, of Darlington; for the joiner’s

)rork, Mr. Martin, of Darlington
;
and for the

iilumber’s and painter’s work, Mr. Simpson, of
dtaiudrop.

L Buxton.—The foundation-stone of a Primitive
detbodists’ new chapel has been laid here. The
ildifice will be erected on a site in Higher Buxton,
irontiog the London-road. It will be built in

ne Gothic style of architecture, faced with
lishlar stone, and is calculated to seat about 300
nersons. There will be no galleries. Mr. J. D.
nimpson, of Fairfield, is the architect. Messrs,
idinoh & Bennett have contracted for the wood-
)rork, and Mr. John Hardy for the stonework,
if'he estimated cost of the chapel and a house,
“>gether with the land, is about 1,OOOJ.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
I Louth.—The new grammar-school here has
eeen opened. The school and bede-houses have
eeeu erected by Mr. T. Maxey, of Louth, from
aesigna by Mr. James Fowler. The school fronts

ibchoolhouse-lane, and is of red brick, with dress-

gigs of Ancaster stone, and slate roof. The
soases of the labels over the windows are carved,
rorming busts of persons who have in some way
:eeen connected with the school. A niche, con-
inining a statue of the founder of the school,
inling Edward VI., is placed in the north
il’all of the bede-houses, facing the playground,
le'he schoolroom is lighted by four three-light
ndndowB, facing the west, and four roof-lights.

aslasB-rooms and head master’s rooms form north
idnd south wings, with bay windows. A fives

uourt and the requisite offices have been pro-

daded. The playground is enclosed by a dwarf
iball and iron railing. The bede-houses are to

lOie south of the school, fronting Gospel-gate.
Adhere are twelve rooms, sis on the ground floor

idnd six on the second.
i Manchester.—The Manchester district schools
r>r orphan and necessitous children of ware-
)DDUsenien and clerks, the erection of which has
cecently been completed at Cheadle Hulme, have
teoen formally opened by the Earl of Ellesmere,
1 the presence of a large assemblage. The

liluilding is situated close to the railway, a short
stistance beyond Cheadle Hulme Station. The
istjst of the building and furniture was about
i,0},OOOZ., and there is accommodation for about
10)0 pupils.

Cl Coat/iani (Kirkleatham, Yorkshire).—The new
ipammar-sohool at Coatham has been oom-
ctieted and inaugurated. The total cost of the
iiilifioB is about 4,000Z., exclusive of the site,

r. T, J, C. Adams was the architect.

Gloucester.—The foundation-stone of a national

school for St. Aldate’s parish has been laid. The
site has been provided by the taking down of

some old houses almost in front of the church.

The new building will be a parallelogram, 40 ft.

8 in. by 18 ft. 2 in. inside, with additional space

for lavatories. A moveable partition will divide

it into two schools for boys and girls
;
and space

will be given for about 100 children. The walls

will be of red brick, with black bands, the heads

and sills of the doors and windows of Bath stone.

The style is of an Early Geometrical type. The
south front has four small lancet and two large

three-light windows, with circles in the heads,

the latter carried up above the eaves and dor-

mered in the roof. The roof will be covered

with tiles, and four trefoiled ventilators will rise

from it. At the north end there will be a porch,

and the usual ofilces under a lean-to roof. Inter,

nally, the roof-timbers will appear and be var-

nished
J
the ceiling will be on the top of the

rafters and collars. The floor will be of deal,

and at each end there will be an ornamental
Painswick-stone fireplace. The architect is Mr.

J. W. Hugall, of Oxford
;
the builder, Mr. King,

of Gloucester. The cost is to be about 3151.

STAINED GLASS.

St. James's, Flockton.—The great east window
of the new church of St. James the Great, Flockton,

near Wakefield, has just been filled with stained

glass to the memory of Lady Lister-Kaye. The
window consists of five openings and elaborate

tracery. The centre compartment is occupied

entirely with the Crucifixion, with the figures of

the Virgin, Magdalen, and St. John. In the

openings on either aide are groups in medallions

on grisaille, the Nativity, Agony, Burial, Resur-

rection, Christ blessing little children, the Supper
at Emmaus, the Communion to the Apostles, and
the Martyrdom of St. James; in the tracery are

groups of the Ascension, Christ sitting in majesty,

angels, &o. Along the base is an inscription,

“ To the glory of God and in memory of Matilda

Lister-Kaye, who fell asleep April 4tb, 1867.

This window is erected by her children.” It is

the work of Mr. Baguley, of Newoastle-on-Tyne.

The church is to be consecrated early next
month.

FROM AUSTRALIA.

Progress of Victoria.—An interesting statistical

paper on the religious, moral, and intellectual

progress of Victoria up to the close of 1869 has

been issued from the registrar-general’s office,

and presented to the Colonial Parliament. From
it we gather that there are 1,006 churches and
chapels, 331 sohool-houaes, and 537 dwellings or

public buildings, making a total of 1,874 build-

ings used for public worship. There is accommo-
dation for 271,753, but only 167,894 avail them-
selves of this on the Sunday. The number of

graduates in the Melbourne University during
the ten years ending 1867 was 221. Thera are

1,385 schools, and the number of children

attending them amounts to 91,336. The com-
mon schools, numbering 779, receive about

230,9791. annually. There are 1,082 Sunday
schools in the colony, the average attendance

being 77,282. The National Museum was visited

by 67,951 persons. There are seventy-six

mechanics' institutes and public libraries in the

colony, containing 134,087 volumes, and 767,933
visitors availed themselves during the year of

the benefits offered by these institutions. There

are twenty-six hospitals in the country, giving

in-door and out-door relief to 47,470 patients.

There are six benevolent asylums affording relief,

in-door and out, to 40,846 destitute people
;
and

there are six orphan asylums which take charge
of 1,022 of the waifs and strays of humanity.

30,858Z. are annually raised in the colony from
private contributions in aid of its hospitals,

10,0091. in aid of its benevolent asylums, and
6,3701. for its orphan asylums: all this is inde-

pendent of the public grant in aid. The in-

dustrial schools at Princes’ Bridge, Sunbury,
Geelong, and the Naval Training Ship expended
45,782Z. in the reclamation of the forsaken and
the precociously vicious of the colony. 1,680

lunatics cost the country 61,849i. for care and
maintenance. All this was in 1867,

Ballarat District Hospital.—The corner-stone

of the new pile of buildings to be called after

H.R.H. the Duke of Edinburgh, and named the

Alfred Wing, has been laid. This so-called wing
will form a material portion of the centre at some
future time, with which view it will be carried to

a higher altitude, and be surmounted with a
tower. The portion now being proceeded with
will give additional room for 150 patients : there

are only 105 beds in the older part of the build-

ing. Upon calling for prize designs that of Mr.
J. H. Jones was selected from six sent in. Messrs.

Deas & Cranston are the contractors for the

erection of a portion of the bnilding for the sum
of 3,688Z.

§0Dks

“The Church Builder” for July, besides

other matter of interest, and reports, lists of

grants, &c., contains some interesting particulars

as to the little known and early chnrch of
Checkendon, and the discoveries made during
the restorations, which are still in progress.
“ Recent Discussions on the Abolition of Patents

for Inventions. London : Longmans & Co.”

This volume contains reports of various speeches
made and that were to have been made
in favour of the robbery of inventors by
abolishing all protection by patent law as

something “ good for trade.” “ The matter,”

says the author, “comprises the jottings and
materials which I collected for a speech in-

tended to be delivered on the 28th of May, when
proposing a motion in favour of abolishing

patents lor inventions;” and from this it ap-

pears that the author or compiler of the volume
is Mr. Macfie, M.P., “ Director or Member of the

Liverpool, Edinburgh, and Leith Chambers of

Commerce, and Merchants’ House of Glasgow.”

We need not say that we have no sympathy
with Mr. Macfie’s mode of solving the pro-

blem of the patent law by cutting the Gor-
dian knot, much as it needs untying. The
matter in his volume, however, is of im-

portance in its bearing on the abuses and
defects of the law, and may be read with profit

by those interested in the radical amendment of

that law; as may a pamphlet which happens to

be before us, with the title, “ Reform of the

Patent Law : a Working Man’s Question. By
M. A. Soul, C.E. London: Inventors’ Protection

Office, 14, Finsbury-place,” We quite agree with
Mr. Soul that reform of the Patent Law is neces-

sary in the interest of the working man, no less

than in that of the public,—nay, that inasmuch
as the working man is not seldom the inventor,

reform is necessary in his behalf before the inte-

rest of the public comes into consideration,

because justice to individuals ought to be con-

sidered before generosity to the public, who
have no right to steal the fruits of any indi-

vidual’s brains, whether these fruits take the

shape of current coins or of new invention-.
“ The Royal Guide to the London Charities for

1869-70. By Herbert Fry. London : Hard-
wioke.” This is the seventh annual issue or

edition of this useful alphabetical list of London
charities. No other city in the world can pro-

duce such a list of its charities as this : it is

wonderful : more than 200 octavo pages in

ordinary type, comprising a mere list of the

tirles of London charities, accompanied with
two or three condensed lines each as to their

objects and purposes! Whether we should not be
better without some of them is another question.

The volume is worth laying out a shilling for, even
as a curiosity. “ Description of a New Method
of Treating the Sewage of Towns. By John
Hart. London : Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.” In

this pamphlet an account is given of a somewhat
curious system, some of the details of which the

author has patented. It comprises the ex-

posure of sewage to the air spread out in a

steady flow over an apparatus arranged in

concentric circles with radiating walls, the pur-

pose being to oxidize and defmeate or deodorise

the sewage while precipitating its sediment. As
to the utility of applying the sewage to the soil,

we suspect the author’s opinions are neither

sound nor self-oonsietent. He tells us “ it has

been proved that rye-grass, the crop nsually

selected for the purpose, can be as successfully

grown when plentifully supplied with river water

as when irrigated with sewage containing all

its imparities
;

” and yet that “ foul sewage
continuously applied, causes the coarser grasses

to grow so freely that they soon overpower the

finer sorts” on tnrf land
;
and that “ by taking

out the suspended matter, a liquid remains that

possesses such properties that its occasional use

is of great benefit in stimulating vegetation.”

This, he says, has led to the introduction of a
system of distribution which he proceeds to

describe, and which includes his patented and
coucentro-radiate apparatus. “Handbook to
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the Parish of Titsey, by Granville Leveson
Gower, F.S.A. London : Wyman & Sons.” This

is strictly what it professes to be, except that it

is a pamphlet rather than a book. It contains

information as to the church and church
monuments, the rectorship (of which Mr.
Granville Levesou Gower is the patron), the
parish registers, and the Gresham family.

“A House and its Furnishings : How to Choose
a House and Furnish it at small Expense. By
Mrs. Warren. London : Bemrose & Sons.” This
little volume is by the author of “ How I Managed
my House on Two Hundred Pounds a Tear.”
The limit is still two hundred a year in the book
under notice, with 1001. to lay out in furniture,

&c. 5
and as we dare say no young couple will

ever come up to all the author’s requirements,
they may be all the better for what they can
retain of them

j
although, were they all she de-

sires, we could scarcely regard them as an
amiable young pair of housekeepers.

glisiiillanca.

Buildings of tlie “ Improved Industrial
Dwellings Company.”—At the recent general
meeting of this company, mentioned in our last

number, the chairman said there was a point
nob referred to in the report, upon which he was
anxious to say a few words. The shareholders
would have observed that the buildings in Ebury-
street, Pimlico, were to be erected by Messrs.
Perry & Co., of Stratford, wbo were now building
the new St. Thomas’s Hospital. It was right he
should explain that all the buildings hitherto
erected had been constructed by Mr. Matthew
Allen, the designer and builder of the first block
of Langbourne-buildings in 1863, the model upon
which all the subsequent buildings had, with
minor variations, been constructed. The change
had not arisen from any quarrel between the
company and Mr. Allen. Although the directors
were, as far as they could judge, satisfied with
Mr. Allen’s work and the prices paid for it, they
felt that, as they were not spending their own
money, but that of the shareholders, they were
bound to determine by competition whether the
price they were paying was the lowest market
price. Mr. Allen, feeling aggrieved at the course
taken by the directors, declined to tender with
the others, and hence they had had to change
their builder. It was due to Mr. Allen and to
the Board that he should state that the prices
to be paid to Messrs. Perry, who sent in the
lowest tender, were rather higher than those
they had been previously paying to Mr. Allen.

Rewards to Schoolmasters for Teaching
Science and Art.—The Lords of the Committee
of Council on Education, having by a minute
dated the 3rd day of January, 1868, offered

prizes, viz., one sum of 50Z., three sums of 40Z.,

five sums of 301., ten sums of 201., and twenty
sums of lOZ., to the head masters of the schools
of art in the United Kingdom, in which the
general amount of work, considered with refer-

ence to the number of students under instruc-

tion, should be found after the examinations to

be most satisfactory, and having had the results
of the recent examinations laid before them,
have awarded the above prizes as follows, viz. :

—

TV. n. S Junes, ShetBeld, 60/. j C. D. Hodder, Edin-
bur^h (roele),

; louisa Gann, Bloomsbury, 40/.; J.
S. Kawie, Nottingham, 40/. ;

Henry Woolner, Coalbrook-
dale, 30/. ; Edward E. Taylor, Lincoln, 30Z.

;
D. W.

Eaimbach, Birmingham, 30/.; Walter Smith, Bradford,
30/.; George Stewart, West London. 30/. ; John Parker,
8t. Thomas’s Charterhouse, 2f'l.

; John Anderson, Co-
yentry, 20/.; Edwin Lyiie, Dublin, 20/.; Walter Smith,
Leeds, 2'Jl.; Joseph Kennedy, Kidderminster, 20/.;
Eobert Greenlees, Glasgow, 2i'/.

;
W. J. Muckley, Man-

Chester, 20/.; John Sparkes, Lamheth, 20/.; Susan A.
Ashworth, Edinburgh, 20/.; W. H. Stopf'ord, Halifax,
20/.; W. C. Way, Newcastle-on.Tjne, 10/.; Walter
Smith, Wakefield, 10/.; John N. Smith, Bristol, 10/.;
Herbert Lees, Carlisle, 10/.; Robert Cochrane, Norwich,
10/.

;
W. L. Casey, St. Martin’s, 10/. ;

John Bentley, Bir-
kenhead, 10/. ; Jbmes Carter, Hanley, 10/. ; J. P. Bacon,
Stoke, 10/.; William Stewart, Paisley, 10/.; J. P. Bacon,
Newcastle-under-Lyne, 10/.; John Menzies, Aberdeen,
10/.; E. C. Puckett, Chippenham, 10/.; W. J. Baker,
Southampton, 10/. ; John Kemp, Gloucester, 10/. ;

Daniel
Wood, Cambridge, 10/.; W. T. Griffiths, Ipswich, 10/.

;

8. F. Mills, Spitaltields, 10/.
;

J. C. Thompson, "Warring-
ton. If/.

;
and J. S. Goepel, Frome, 10/.

Art-Professorship, Oxford.—There were
ten candidates, we hear, for the newly-created
Slade Art - Professorship, from amongst whom
Mr. John Ruskin has been elected.

Dock Extension at Deith.—The new Albert
Dock, at Leith, will be opened this Saturday.
This dock has been five years in construction,
and has cost about a quarter of a million.

Presentation to Messrs. C. & A. Maw,
of Benthall Encaustic Tile and Majolica
Works. — The employes of Messrs. Maw have
presented to each of their employers as a special

mark of their esteem a two-handled toast-cup
and cover, both of porcelain, and manufactured
at the Coalport works of Messrs. John Bose &
Co. It stands, with the cover, about 10 in. high.

The outline of the cup is an inverted ogee.
The ornamentation is elaborate. On each side

of the cup is a small medallion enclosing a
geometrical ornament, flanked on either side by a
large medallion, surrounded with a circular band,
the inside of which is finished by a bead border,

the band intersected with green foliage. In a
space above the centre medallion is the family
crest. Between these medallions and the border
around what may be called the neck or upper
part of the cup the interval is filled in with a
diaper of flowers in proper colours. On the
obverse of the cup, in the large medallions, are
the monograms “ G. M.” and ” A. M.” in gold.

On the reverse, in the large medallions, the
following inscription:—“A token of regard pre-

sented to Mr. George Maw and to Mr. Arthur
Maw, August 2nd, 1869 the medallion on the
right-hand side completes the inscription, “ By
the operatives in their employ at the Benthall
Encaustic and Majolica Works.” The prevailing
colours are a deep red ochre, light brown ochre,
and green. Messrs. Belfield, Bowdler, & A.
Evans were the artists who executed the cups,
from designs prepared at the workmen’s request
by Mr. J. H. Maw.

SlDklng by Pneumatic Power.—Ou the
invitation of Mr. I. T. Woodhouse, a number of

I the members of the Midland Institute of Mining
Engineers have visited the sinkings at the Bat-
tersfield Colliery, at Bagilt, in North Wales,
where an application of pneumatic power, which
seems to differ from previous uses of the same
power in sinking, has been introduced. Owing
to the influx of water, it has been found
necessary to draw the water from the bottom of
the shaft to a height over the sinkers’ head, so as
to allow them to work. The colliery shaft is

20 ft. clear in diameter. An iron tube, 6 ft. in
diameter, is let into the shaft, passing through
the water to the bottom, and into this compressed
air is forced by means of a 17-ia. cylinder and
two 10-in. pumps. By this means the water is

elevated or suspended over the heads of the
workmen to a height of about 50 ft. They can
thus continue working at the bottom

j
but the

work is rather exhausting, and the men only
work four-hour shifts. By the aid of dampers
aud doors the pressure can be so arranged that
the buckets with the staff excavated can be pub
in and taken to the top with very little loss of
compressed air. Thus water is no bar, as hither-
to, to sinking operations. According to our
authority, the Engineer, those who had been to
the colliery spoke highly of its efflciency.

Discovery of a “ Trotter Ploor ” in
Oxford.—A somewhat curious discovery has
been made in one of three old houses in Broad-
street, between Ketbel Hall and Trinity College,
now undergoing repair. Upon the removal of
the flooring boards, in a room on the ground
floor, having underneath them a cousiderable
depth of earth and loose rubbish, the original

floor of the room, which is 10 ft. square, was
brought to light. It was laid with “trotter
bones,” in a pattern of squares arranged angle-
wise, within a border. The pattern, says the
local journal, was defined by bones about 2 in.

square, rubbed or sawn to an even surface, and
filled in with the small bones of sheep’s legs,
the knuckles uppermost, closely packed and
driven into the ground to the depth of from 3 in.

to 4 in. It baa been hastily and needlessly
destroyed. Floors thus composed full two cen-
turies since are now not unfrequently discovered,
during the alteration of the timber and plaster
edifices of the early part of the seventeenth
century. Oxford has supplied several examples.
A specimen should be preserved.

Another Monument for Rome.—It is

stated that a monument is to be erected in
memory of the CEcumenical Council, and is to

take tho form of a column, the base to be of
white marble, flanked with five statues, repre-
senting the five divisions of the earth, and on it

are to be engraved the names of the bishops who
attend the council. The column itself is to be
surmounted by a statue of St. Peter formed of
gilt bronze. The cost of the constructions for

the meeting, together with the memorial column
referred to above, is estimated at nearly 50,0001.

Muller’s Orphanages on Ashley Down»
Bristol. — This perilous establishment still

prospers in a wonderful way, which Mr. Muller
as usual ascribes to “ faith and prayer.” There
are now five buildings erected,—each one larger
than the largest factory or warehouse in Leeds,

—

and costing in all more than 110,0001. They are
of plain architecture, and will accommodate
more than 2,000 children. The total sum that
has been entrusted to Mr. Muller since the 5Lh of
March, 1834, is over 430,0001. lu his “ Brief
Narrative of Facts,” just issued, he says ;

—

“ The almoBtuniversal complaintofreligioas institutions
and societies is the want of funds

;
but as to ourselves, we

state joyfully, to the praise of the Lord, that through
Him, our patron, we not only have had enough, but have
abounded, though tho expenses of the last three years
amounted altogether to 113,622/. With regard to pecuniary
supplies, I have, simply in answer to prayer, and without
application to any one, obtained for this «ork 430,000/.

With this money nearly 17,000 children from all

parts of England, Scotland, aud Ireland have
been taught in the various schools ; 95,000 copies
of the Bible and New Testament, and about
30,000 smaller portions of the Holy Scriptures,

in various languages, have been circulated
j as

have also 33,000,000 of tracts.

A Great Chimney

.

—A huge stack or chimney
has just been completed on the Earl of Dudley’s
estate, at Coneygre Works, near Dudley. It far
surpasses anything of the kind in the neighbour-
hood. A patentee has in more than one instance

j

fitted huge tubes upon the top of furnaces,
and conveyed the heat, at one time thrown into
the air, from thence nnderneath the boilers at-

tached to the works. By doing this a vast
amount of coal and much bard labour in the way
of firing have been saved. The flames, too,

stretch out along the surface of the boiler with
greater regularity than “ firera ” could make
them, and the boat- loader and unloader are dis-

pensed with. It is necessary to have a good
draught to carry out all this, and therefore the
Earl of Dudley’s agents have determined to give it

a full trial. The stack alluded to is 190ft. high, and
10 ft. 6 in. in the clear, both top and bottom. It

is strengthened considerably by ironwork for a
distance of 100 ft. from the ground. The whole
work, which has been rapidly accomplished, was
carried out by Mr. Harlland, master mason to
the Dudley estate.

Fatal Fall of a Scaffold.—An inquest has
been held by Dr. Hardwicke at the Royal Free
Hospital, Gray’s-inn-lane, on the body of a work-
man who lost his life by the fall of a portion of
a scaffold at the Midland Railway Hotel, Euston-
road. It appeared that the deceased aud
another man (still in the hospital) were in the
employ of Messrs. Jackson & Shaw, the con-
tractors. Both were believed to be good scaffold

builders, and the one in question had been
erected by them. A brick wall had to be raised,

and on its completion the scaffold was ordered to

be removed. The deceased and his mate had
the entire control. Some portion of the scaffold

gave way, and both the men fell from a height of
29 ft., poles and boards falling on them. The
jury endeavoured to discover why the scaffold

should have fallen, bub without result. One of
the jurors, an architect and surveyor, was of

opinion that the men had released the putlogs,

and BO caused the mischief.—Verdict, accidental
death.

International 'Velocipede and Doco-
maebine Exhibition.— This exhibition will

take place at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, and
open on the Gth of September, to be closed on
the 6tb of October, 1869. Velocipedes with one,

two, three, or four wheels will bo exhibited
;
also

machines having other motive power than the
hands or feet, or both jointly ; including loco-

machines to be used on common roads, having
any locomotive power except horses. The grand
prize will be a gold medal for the velocipede or
loco-machine most applicable for business pur-
poses, and especially for the use of country post-

men and telegraphic messengers. TYe are glad
to observe that both in this country and in

France, as well as America, the application of

some other power besides either feet or hands is

receiving attention. At Birmingham and in

Paris endeavours are being made to use the
weight and general movement of the body, as iu

riding, by way of a motive power.

Batb Abbey Church.—During the progress

of the works here some considerable remains of

the Norman building that formerly occupied the

site have been exposed to view. Although below
the present floor level, means of access to them
will be preserved.
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Preservation of Antiquities.—A laudable

deaire to preserve the products of the faith and
piety of the old people, says the Cornish Tele-

graph, has been shown by Mr. C. D. Sevan, in

some alterations at Boskenna, near Penzance.
The former drive from the high road to the

mansion is blocked, and a new approach formed

by what was always known as Boskenna Gate,

where three roads met. Here, from time im-

memorial, a cross has stood, half-bnried, in the

hedge. Each of the three roads has been
widened, the cross has been placed on a pedestal,

eqni-distant from the three. Within a radins of

half a mile are three or four other orosses, as
well as, at slightly farther distances, huge
monoliths known as pipers, holed stones, and
nineteen pillars known to the country people as

Merry Maidens. Had equal care been taken of

Cornish antiquities for the last century, that

district would have been invaluable to the
student of early and pre-historic remains.

Proposed IVIemorial of Colston, the
Philanthropist.—It is somewhat remarkable
that although the inhabitants of Bristol have, for

nearly 150 years, enjoyed the benefit of the
mnuificent charities of Edward Colston, yet no
monument has been erected at the public ex-

pense, as an expression of what Bristol owes to

that great philanthropist. It is now proposed to

remedy this neglect, by filling the large window
in the north transept of Sb. Mary Redclifl'

Church with stained glass to his memory (at an
estimated cost of about 5001.), and a sum has
been promised in aid of the work. To render it

a public act, it is desirable that as many persons
as possible should take part in it; and, accord-
ingly, all those who desire to do hononr to
Colston are invited to contribute to the under-
taking

;
and it is hoped that by means of their

united efforts a work may be produced not un-
worthy of the noble building in which it is to be
set up, or the great and good man with whose
name it will be associated. Contributions may
be sent to the vicar or either of the church-
iwardens,—Mr. Warry or Mr. Arthur Baker,
iBedclifi' Backs.

Yellow Pever from want of Ventila-
tion.— H.M.S. Eclipse has just lost her captain
;by yellow fever, and the crew have bad
to thank the strength of their constitutions

for having survived the pest. At the trial trip

.of this ship, says the United Service Gazette, it

was found that the ventilation was seriously
• faulty, and the fact was reported, backed by the
recommendation of the officers in charge at the
trial. The engine-room hatch vomited all its

I hot air and impurities close to the ward-room
I door, and nothing was provided in the way of

( ventilation to carry off the poison. The Ad-
imiralty demanded an estimate for the additions
I necessary, and, finding that they would cost
^ 3001., preferred to poison men and officers rather
than pub such an item on the estimates!
Nearly all the ward-room officers had the fever,

I and narrowly escaped with life, and the men also
icame in for their share. No wonder that the
Navy detests the Admiralty.

A Charcoal Plower-pot.—A “ scientific

I flower-pot ” has just been brought out, and is

)thns described in Scientific Opinion:—“The
[Object of it is not only to purify the water which
is supplied to the plant—a process we should
joertainly question the advisability of,—but to

loondense ammoniacal gases. It is from this
• aspect that we think the new flower-pot deserves
[attention. Agriculturists are well aware of the
J effect of porous substances, like cinders, in, as it

‘Were, accumulating ammonia in the soil. There
lean be no doubt that charcoal absorbs ammonia
1 in very large quantities, and possibly, by after-

wards allowing it, when converted into a salt, to
['betaken up by the water of the soil, it may
; atimulato the nutrition of the plant.” It may
I; also affect the colours of the flowers either for
cgooil or for ill. Bed colours it will probably
I intensify. The hues of white or yellow flowers
it may totally change.

A Bugre Steam Hammer.—One of the
.'largest, if nob the largest, steam-hammer ever
i:made is now being constructed by Messrs.
iThwaibes & Garbntt, of Bradford, for the
lEuesian G jvernment, and is intended to be used

I in the forging of steel gons. The total weight
of the machine when erected will be close upon
11,000 tons, the anvil block will weigh 500 tons,

iithe other castings belonging to the hammer
iiabout 300 tons, and the “tup” or hammer-head
'i2 tons.

Coal Getting.—A correspondent, “B. T.”
writes,—The highly dangerous practice of blast-

ing down the coal in mines is fraught with
frightful results. Hydraulic and atmospheric
appliances have been suggested, but they are
costly, complicated, and ill adapted to shift up
the low drifts, cuttings, &c., amidst the falling

coal. I believe any machine that is powerful,

portable, and simple, not likely to be damaged
by the rongh and dirty work in the pit, would
be eagerly adopted. I beg to suggest that the
“ Jack” be used, hoping it will prove the desi-

deratum. I formed the above idea on seeing an
old mason moving a ponderous mass of stone

along the ground by the aid of a small jack ; it

will bite at any angle or posture, or upside
down. What an immense amount of pressure

two herculean colliers, by the aid of a double

jack, would bring to bear against the seams of

coal. Almost any amoont of power can be
attained, if placed to the end of iron lever

;

wedges, and no special skill is required to work
them.

Close of the Burslem Art Exhibition.

—

The Art Exhibition, with which was inaugurated
the Wedgwood Memorial Insbibute, at Burslem,
and which was formally opened on the 2l8t of

April by the Lord President of the Council, was
closed last week. The attendance has been such
as to leave it doubtful whether the revenue is

eqnal to the expenditure. The debtor and

I

creditor acconnt has not yet been made up, but

^

there is too much reason to fear that, if there is

) not a balance on the wrong aide, there will be
very little in the way of surplns. Becollecting

I

the bungling way in which the committee have
managed some departments of the affair, and

j

their disregard of persons best qualified to aid

I

in making the undertaking successful, we are
I not at all surprised to hear of this result.

I

STapoleon’s Prize to Artists.—Our readers

will remember that the Emperor of the French

I

ollered some time ago a prize of 4.-,0Q0l. for the

completest work of art executed in France within

the past five years. There were nine com-
petitors, whose claims were seriously considered :

three painters, three sculptors, and three archi-

tects. After much voting, the prize has been
adjudged to M. Due, architect (firm of Due &
Dommey), for the new Palais de Jnstice. Illus-

trations of this building, the design of which is

remarkable rather for propriety and elegance

than for novelty, are given in recent numbers of

the Gazette des Architectes et du B&Hment. The
architect of the new opera-house, it has been
said, would have received the prize had his

building been finished.

Drainage of Bromley, Kent.—The inquiry

into tbe vexed question of the Bromley drainage,

held before two Government commissioners

—

viz., Mr. Michael, barrister, and Mr. Harrison,

civil engineer—is adjourned until October next.

The scheme of the Board of Works to convey
the sewage to Holloway Farm for irrigation was
opposed by Mr. Boyd, whose park is near the
outfall; also by Major Foster. Mr. Coles Child,

whose mansion and estate are close by Bromley,
visited Ealing, and was so well pleased with
what he saw there that he offered to take

Bromley sewage on to his land, to be dealt with

as at Baling, the receiving tanks to be within

2,000 ft. of his residence, the effluent water to

bo spread over the field adjoining. The rate-

payers were stated to be much in favour of the
Ealing system.

The Tfew Public Buildings at Truro.

—

The inauguration of these new buildings will take
place on the IGth and 17th of September. The
great hall, which is intended for concerts and
public assemblies, is 85 ft. long and 38 ft. wide.
It is lighted with six large windows in the south
wall, looking across the Green, and has an open
roof of stained deal. Ic is estimated to seat

about 1,400 persons, and has probably standing-

room for nearly 2,000. A gallery is erected,

reaching from the masonic entrance some
distance into the room. On the north side there
is a supper-room, 40 ft. by 21 ft. 6 in. The
foundation-stone of these buildings was laid,

with Masonic honours, on the 10th of December,
1867, and all the works are now in a forward state.

Columbia Market.—Some of our readers

considered that we spoke bub coolly of the

advantages likely to follow from the formation of

this costly affair. Unless wo are greatly mis-

informed as to the condition of the neighbour-

hood, evidence will soon be given that the fears

which led to our reticence were but too well

fuunded.

Tbe Asserted Discovery In Bircbin-
lane.—In reply to inquiries still made as to

the asserted discovery of a Boraan tomb in

Birchin-lane, we find it necessary to say that
the statement sent to the Times was an entire

fabrication. It is much to be wished that the
lying scoundrel who wrote it may be discovered
and punished. The most carefully condnoted
papers are open to be similarly misled, and every
member of the community has an interest in
detecting the perpetrators of such deceits. The
absurdity of the date given, of conrae, threw
doubt on the communication

; but this, it was
thought, might be due to tho stupidity of the
writer

;
and many persons were led to waste time

in seeking ont the site of the supposed discovery.

The Delay In Opening tbe Holborn
Viaduct. — Great dissatisfaction prevails re-

specting the postponement of the opening of the
Holborn Viaduct.* According to the City Press,

a meeting of some of the principal inhabitants

of Newgate-street has been held, and the speakers
expressed themselves as much aggrieved. The
deviation of the traffic, coupled with the removal
of Newgate Market, bad caused great loss and
inconvenience to tbe tradesmen and others
depending on chance trade. Several bouses were
entirely closed, and fears were expressed that
ruin would be the result to many unless energetic
steps were taken to open the Viadnet.

The IVew Bridge at Saltburn-by-the-
Soa.—This bridge, which spans the well-known
Skelton beck glen, is within a day or two of

completion. The whole of the ponderous girders,

85 ft. in length, are now fixed, and the roadway
laid. The bridge is 800 ft. in length, there being
seven spans and eight cast-iron piers

;
the highest

point is 160 ft. and the width is 25 ft. The
contraotors are Hopkins, Gilkea, & Co., of Mid-
dlesbrough, who have bad Mr. Charles Willman,
C.E., as chief superintendent.

Statuary In Peel Park, Bradford.—The
committee of the Bradford Band of Hope, as an
acknowledgment of tbe generous manner in
which the corporation have granted them the use
of the park for their summer demonstrations,
are about to present a statue of Ceres. This
work has been executed iu stone. The figure is

tall, and it stands upon a pedestal of large size.

It is hoped that tbe foundation will be laid of a
fund for providing for the further embellishment
of the park.

” Exeter : a Retrospect." — Under this

heading the Athenceum gives fourteen columns
of exceedingly interesting matter concerning
the annals and habitants of Exeter, | reparatory
to reporting, as usual, the proceedings of the
British Association for the Promotion of Science
now at work in that city.

Shop-rent In lilverpool.—Tbe Liverpool
Becorder has given judgment in an appeal from
Messrs. W. & J. Jeffery, the proprietors of
the shop known as Compton House, Church-
street, Liverpool, who had been assessed by the
parish authorities at a net rental of 7,470Z. The
Becorder fixed the assessment at 6,000Z,

Portraits.— The portrait in our present
number is drawn from a photograph by Mr.
John Watkins, of Parliament-street.

TENDERS.
For repairing and re-pewing Baptist Chapel, Queen-

street, \Voolwicb, I'or the Trustees. Messrs. W. Gosling
& Son, architects. Quantities supplied :

—

Vsekery £210 0 0
Ginger 2«) 0 0
Ledbetter 235 0 0

Carter (accepted) 230 0 0

Accepted for the erection of Burngreave Congregational

Church, SbcHield. Mr. J. CreswicK Bramold, architect.

Quantities supplied ;

—

Maion'a and DricTilayer’z Worlc.

Norman £930 0 0

Cirpenier and iToinir's IForfc.

Flowerday 787 6 0

Slater't Work.
Harrison & Chadwick 109 0 0

Plumber, Glazier, and Qaffitter' s Work.

Norton & Son 158 0 0

Ironwork,
Newton, Chambers, & Co 1-15 0 0

Plasferer's Work.
Unwin 110 0 0

Painter’s JFork.
StandaU 61 8 7

n’arminy.
Newton, Chambers, d Co 95 0 0
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For erection of hotel to be boilt at New Swindon,
Wilts. Mr. Thos. 8. Lanadown, architect

Kimberley £1,623 0 0
Drew 1,571 7 0
Dyer 1,620 0 0
Dover 1,416 0 0
Wiltshire 1,359 0 0
Phillips 1.349 0 0
Hewcombe (accepted) 1,330 0 0

For rebuilding Nos. 11 and 12, Upper Lisson-street, for
Mr. K. I. Hickman. Mr. C, Bales, architect ;

—

Credit old
Materials.

Clark & Mannooeh £2,699 0 0 £20 0 0
Fish 2.660 0 0
FADBon 2,647 0 0 17 10 0
Morsman 2,4^0 0 0 20 0 0
Kelly, Brothers 2,463 0 0 16 0 0
Scrivener & White 2,457 0 0 26 0 0
Ebbs & Sods 2,3S7 0 0
LoDgmire 4 Burge 2,385 0 0 30 0 0

For two houses, with shops, &c., at the Brewery,
Hampstead. Messrs. Bird 4 Walters, architects

Holland & Hannen »£2,S48 0 0
McLachian 2,649 0 0
Newman 4 Maun 3,465 0 0
Ehbs & Sons 2,437 0 0
Kelly, Brothers 2,421 0 0
Brown 2,380 0 0
Heoshaw 2,380 0 0
Williams 4 Son (accepted) 2,357 0 0

For alterations and repairs to the Angel Hotel,
Islington. Messrs, Bird 4 Walters, architects

Brown £3,377 0 0
Gammon & Sons 3,116 0 0
Newman 4 Mann 3,065 0 0
Bishop 3,997 0 0
Hensbaw 2,980 0 0
Kelly, Brothers 2,963 0 0
Ebbs 4 Sons 2,9^ 0 0
Williams 4 Son (accepted) 2,883 0 0

Accepted for the erection of a power-loom shed at
Birstal, for the College Mill Company (Limited), Messrs.
Sheard 4 Hanstock, architects :

—

Willans 4 Law £639 0 0

Joiner,
Akeroyd 319 0 0

Flumber.
Armitago 31 4 0

Ironjbunder.
Stead 93 is 0

Accepted for co-operative stores at Birstal, for the
Birstal loduetrial Co-operative Society. Messrs. Sheard
4 Hanstock, architects i

—

Matont.
Willans 4 Co £633 0 0

Brooke 314 0 0

Plumber.
Nelson 95 10 0

Plasterer.
Hey 45 16 0

Slater.

I

Thornton 79 10 0

Accepted I r chapel at Adwaltoo, for the New Connexion
Society. Messrs, ybeard 4 Hanstock, architects ;

—

2Iaeo/i.

Thornton £510 0 0

Joiner,
Tnrver 496 10 0

Plumber.
Snowden 4 Son 18 10 0

Plasterer,
Gott„. 03 0 0

For theiestoration of All Saints’ Church, Surrey-eqaare.
Mr. Robert Parris, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr,
Samuel Field:

—

Dow. 1 (accepted) £3,720 0 0

For Wesleyan Chapel, Portmadoc, North Wales. Mr.
Thomas Roberts, architect :

—

Jfasonry.
Hughes (accepted) £472 0 0

Carpentry and Joinery.
Lloyd (accepteo) 350 0 0

Slating and Plastering.
Williams (accepted) 90 0 0

Glazing, Staining, ^ e.

L. Hughes (accepted) 77 8 0

For rebuilding 29, Great Titchfleld-street, Oxford,
street, for Mr. A. Giles. Mr. George Lethbridge, archi-
tect :

—

Tracey £030 0 0
Grover 875 0 0
Shellieid
Pope
Hyde (accepted)

833 0 0

For hotel and tavern, and a house and shop, at the
corner of Charlerhouse-street and Farringdon-road, E.C.,
for Mr. Hobbs. Quantities supplied

WiUs £5,983 0 0
Turner & Son 6,832 0 0
Shapley 4 Webster 6,469 0 0
Newman 4 Mann 6,295 0 0
Brown 4 Robinson 6,195 0 0
Longraead 4 Way 4,998 0 0
Scrivener 4 White 4,948 0 0

For building villa, stabling, 4c., at W'altham, Herts, for
Mr. John Dorman. Mr. J. 8. Gomme, architect. Quan-
tities not supplied ;

—

Bentley £974 10 0
Archer oai 0 0
Brunsden 171 0 0
Deer (accepted) 754 0 0

e

For detached villa residence, for Mr. James Neal, at
Wandsworth Common. Mr. 8. Durrant, architect. No
quantities, Mr. Heal finding all bricks, lime, and sand

Easton £1,099 0 0
Heaver 4 Coates 1,000 0 0
Strong 899 0 0
Hearn 795 0 0
Thornton 795 0 0
Atkinson 778 0 0
Cox 746 0 0

For the erection of premises, Basnet-street, Liverpool,
for Messrs. Peck 4 Sons, drapers, 4c. Mr. Joseph
Brattan, of Liverpool, architect:—

Forde £8.351 13 0
Henshaw 7,977 0 0
Haigh 4 Co 7,899 0 0
Tomkinson 7,767 0 0
Urmson 7,767 0 0
Witter 7,689 0 0
Richards 7,465 0 0
Black 4 Co 7,417 0 0
Jones 4 Lon (accepted) 7,320 0 0

Accepted for the erection of five houses for Mr. John
Watton, Chesterfield, Derbyshire. Mr. 8. Rollinson.
architect

Mason and Bricklayer.
Chester* £630 0 0

Carpenter and Joiner,
Glossop 300 0 0

Plumber, Glazier, ^c.
Mitchell 62 0 0

• Including Smith and Founder.

1

Just pnblisbed. price Ss

KTHE treatment of SEWAGE.
JL By JOHN HART. '

,A Pamphlet for Municipal Authorltiea, and these Interested in the I

Cultivation of Land.
Londi-n : BIMPKIN, MARSHALL, 4 CO. *

Learaiug-on : H. WIPPELL. Victoria Library. '

n WORKING PEOPLE and IMPROVED
I

Tt HOMEa”
The new and irnatrated edition of *' The Dwellings of the LaHoar- 1

IngClasees," by HENRY ROBSaTS.Beq. F 8, A. (author of '' Horae I

Beforuj,'' and “ The Physical Condition of the Labouring Clastses "), 1

will be found a eiiroma-y of tbs efforts at home and abroad to
{

i-cure *' Healthy Homes " for working men and womsu,
'

“ A most valuable haudbook,'’— TAc Builder.
To be had at ttie Office of the Society for Improving the Condition

j

of the Labouring OaMcs. 21. Exster Hall, Strand, Price 7-. Also
{

Desigos for Cottages, numbered on sheet, with SpeciScstlon, 4c.

QCHOOL FITTINGS.—MESSRS. BANKS f
kj 4 CO’S PATENT REVISED ILLUSTRATED PRICED SHEET

|

or etery article required In a vell-farntshed School, sent for tiiree
<

sfamps.-PAR?ONAUK WORKS, ALBEtlT-ST ctEE C, M aNOHE ' TER •
j

Now published, 4t ), demy, hin isomely bound, price 12), Od, '

PICTURESQUE ABOHITEOTURB, with
I

JL thirty full page illustrations of OldRogUih Churches, CultBgse,
|

4c. in busiex, sud adjoining cimotie).
By W. YOUNO, Architect. London.

I

Biruilngham : 8. BIRBBCK, Publisher.

rro ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, or fl

1. SOLICITORS. — TO BE LET, for OFFICES, a spacloUB
(GROUND FLOOR. In the west side of Finsbury-tquare (In adliect I

line fiom the Bank), admirably lighted. May be taken fur a 'erm

GEORGE *KING 4'''bCN, 52,'^ Elnsbury’-jquate ;°or W^PUdLUPS 4
SON, 2, City-toad.

|

For alterations to premises in the Broadway, Hammer-
smith, for Messrs. Hunt. Mr. Roberts, architect. Quan-
tities supplied by Mr. Shiubsole

Extra for
Cement Front.

PARTNERSHIP, or as MANAGING )

L AS8I3rANT.-A Arst-rata QUANTIFY SURVEYOR, who baa I

deiirou' (ae tbegrea-er portlo-i of bis time Is unemployed) of euteriag
i

the OUlce cf a burv.yur in the above capacity. Would Introduce
I

bis couuexiOQ.—AddreoK, 91, Office of " The Ballder."

pARTNER^HIP.-To BUILDERS, &c.— -

A A thoroughly practical and eaergetic Yonog Han. wl'h a sin lU 1

capital, In detlruus to correspond with one similar t . bitn-elf wicn a
I

Vine 1,600 0 0 70 0 0
Rogers 4 Walker 1,376 0 0

Taylor 4 Co 1,290 0 0 20 0 0
Pitcher 1,093 0 0
Turner 1,080 0 0 32 0 0
Knight 1,049 0 0 45 0 0
Pams 4 Soul 935 0 0 45 0 0
Snowdon' 968 0 0 46 0 0

road, Hux'on, N.

pUPIL—An ARCHITECT in London, in j

X g<"<I practice, has a VACANCY for an ARTICLED PUPIL,
1

nut nnder 16 A liberal premium teriulred.-Addreoa. F.LB.A.
1

Messrs. Waterlow 4 boos, Loudon- *all, B.C.

Coutbes 865 0 0 66 0 0
Wigmore (accepted) ... 840 0 0
Balter 84-4 0 0 36 0 0
Melville 748 0 0 46 0 0

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
PkESIGNS FRKPARED from ROUGH E

1 7 SKETCHES or otherw.se lathe best style of art. Perspec-
I

tive) ontllued or eicbei. Teimi moderate.-AddreS), Hr. TAYLOR, 1

.7, Tbavlei-luD, Uuiburu.
I

For alterations and additions to 60, Porehester-terrace,
Mr. Charles Duneb, architect. Qaantilies by Messrs!
Osborne 4 Russell :

—

I'Aqsod £1,530 0 0
Rigby ..... 1,614 0 0
Macey 1,397 0 0
Longroire 4 Burge 1,360 0 0
Keyes 4 Head 1,290 0 0

Battings Pier.—The tender of Messrs. R. Laidlaw 4
Bon, of Glasgow, for the erection of this pier, baa been
accepted for 23,250i. Messrs. Laidlaw 4 Son have already
erected several of these structures round the coast.

r NEILL & SON,
tf . QUANTITY SURVEYORS. ,

11, COOKRIDGE STREET, LEEDS.
!

Highest testimooials Dorn several eiulaent architects. Terms eo 1

application.

TO BUILDERS. DECORATORS, 4o.

^ ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House »

VX Work, Decorative Furniture, and Gliding In all lie branches, i

may be OBTAINED at the House of Call, Marlboruugb Inn. BlenbatRi. «
•teps. Oxford -street. Wurk dune by Ibe day, hour, or Job. Materials
found If required.—Address to the Secretary.

POROUGH of PENZANCE.-SUR- J

1 ) VBYOR WANTED—The Corporatlouaud Local Board of Health
of the above Borough h tvlug wDh gr- at regret received the resigna-
tion. Ih’ou.h ill be-Ith. of tneir Surveyor. Mr, Juhu Matlhaw*. after
a seivica of twouty-five yeais, will be prep.red to receive APPLICA-
TIONS from quaidid pernons who maybe desirous of succeeding
him In that 'Slue at Michaelmas next. The du les consist of the
auperiutendeiice and management of the works belonging to the
Pii-r and H.aiket and other property of the Corporation, and of the
water, sewerage, highways, lightiug, and otber works of the Lical
Board, cumpriiing generally all the outlet of a Surveyor aod In-
spsnior of Nui auces under the Puollc Ueaiih Acta. The stlary will
belSOL per anuuiu.and tbe person apputiited will bs expected to
give security lor the ous performance of Its ilulles.and to devote hi a
whole time to tiie dlscbaige of those duties. Arraiigemeuts hivs
been made for the cunlluuauce of Ur. Mattbewi's services In tbe
oapacity of CoUBUllliig Surveyor. Convenient Offioss aie provided.
Ap,.iicati iQs, ststlug age and partienUrs of quallflcaiiou, an 1

accompanied by testiraoDlals of character and ability, ah-uild be for-
warded on or before SATORDAY, tbe d'.hdayof SEdTEUBER next,
to my Office, lu Peuzince, where any further particulars in >y be nb-
Ulued. EOWD. HBARLS RODD, Town Cleik.
August lltb, 1869.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
8. L.—A- W.-R. R,-B. 4 Son-.—W. H. U—P<o —F. & D.-M, P,—

C. P.-C. r. U.-Mr, B.-W. U, C-W. F,-J. W.-J. L.-J. B.—
J. U. M.-C. J.-A YoUDg Jolii«r.-0. R.—J. P.-W. O. S. 3. R.
W. D. 8.8. T, R. 8. 4 W. H. 4 C. J. H, H. 0,4 Son. J. W,
R. T.— B. F.-J. C. B.—C. L.— F. 8.—J. A—A. B.— A, 4 Sons,—
A E. M. F. T. A. B. A. O. L. 4 Co. Q. J. IL-C. 8. B, B.

8, 4 U,— O. W. B.—•' Metal Coated with Copper ” (we have a number
of applicatloud fur address, but must lesve the pateutee to make It

koowu bis own wayl.—Archlteot (next week).

Tbe New Church In the Canongate, Edinburgh.—We
are informed the name of the architect should be given as Robert
Paterson, not Jam‘S, as printed,

We are coms«lled to decline pAnllag out books and giving

addresses.

All statements of facts, lists of T.-ndera, 4c., most be a'companled
b; the name and addrees of the sender, not necessarily for

Note.—The responslbllitr of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests of course, with the authors.

pROYDON LOCAL BOARD of
HEALTH.- WATER SUPPLY. — APPOINTMENT of IN-

8i’KCTUR.-Notice is hereby given, that tbe Lucai Board of H-allh
fur tbe district of Croydon are about to APPOINT an INSPECFOK to
BUpetiiileod aud psriurm various duties In conuecliou with their
system of water supply. Tbe service) of au active energetic per.ou
are rniulred, wliu m-ist devote the whole of his time to the duties of
his office, and wLose age must not exceed 35. A list of the du'its (a
practical kuowledge of which Is iudispensablr) rosy be ob’aloe i nu
appllcaiivD at my Otfice, at tbe Tawn-hall, Cniyaou. Salary 120(,
per auuum, with a yearly luciease of lUI. up lo 15i)L—Appllotious,
accompanied by testlinouials, must be seut to me ou or befuro
MONDAY, the 30ih AUUOSI met.— By order of the B >ard,

R J. CHBESWRIOar, Cl rk.
Town-ball, Croydon, August 10, 1869.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufactnre of Church, Turret,
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Son and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &c. can be promptly snpplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J.W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and

60, Ludgate-hill
j

Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

T^SSEX.—LEXDEN and WINSTREE
I 'J HIGHWAY DISTKIuT,—The Highway Beard will, ou
SAIURUaY, Ibe 28tu lust, proceed to ihs ELECriONoCa DIS-
TRICT SUUVEYdH at a salmy uf 1501. per annum, to include a 1 p>y-
meuts couuecied with tue Office. Tne person appointed will be re-
quired to devote his whole time ;aad atteuiiou t.i tbe dutlui uf the
Office, and to the execution uf the orders uf the Highwiy B >arj, aud
to give s-curiiy iu 20U(. The dlstckt comprises 37 parishes and
abuut 275 milts uf ro-d. Applicatiuus, accompanied by te.timralaU,
mUft bs seut aiidresstd to me at my Office uot later than ibe 24ib
lust, ms.ked Application for Uistrluc eurveyor." Such cauJidates
as muy receive uuilce to tbet effect will be required to at'en 1 at tbe
Tuwu-haU, Culcbe.cer, on the said 23th in>t. at TEN o’clock iu tbe
Futenoou.-By urder of tbe Bo.itd, UE.NHY J0NK3, Clerk.

Coicbesier, V h August, 1849.

IV/TARGATE PIER and HARBOUR COM-
1 T 1 PANY.-Ttie Directors of this Compauy are derirous of
appuiullug a CHIEF CLERK to succeed their present cue, who
retues. The sslary will be 1202. per annum, payable moucUly.
He would be requir.d to keep all tbe books uf the Cuinpauy (except
Ibuse of the Assuiaut Cleiki, to atUnd all meetings of directureaud
conimittets, and to keep the miuuies of sucu meetings

;
to attend

at the lauding anu embtrklug uf passeugers by steain-packete
;
to

superluleud the suuoidiuate officers generally lu the periuruiauce of
Iheir several duties

;
and he will be requii^ not tu engage in any

descriptlun uf duties lu be perfor.ued by uiui may be hud ou appli-
cation to the Clerk, at the Pier Office, M irgate. Applications to hi
made ou ur before Ibe 7tb UEPrEMBER next, to CAPF. BROWN.
R.N. Cbaiiiusn of the Comptny.

;
Pier Office, Margule, August 10, 1839.

TTNIVERSAL CATALOGUE of ART
UJ BOUK8. Paris I. If. and III, containing f.ora letters A to E

iuciuelve, have been reprinted s:pstately, aud are published, price
5a. 7d.

CHAPMAN 4 HALL. 133. Plcctdilly
;
and at the

Office of '• No'ta and Queries." 41, Wollingtou-stre-t, Lmdon.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
A PERIODICAL, in circulation no'w about
J\ filtf yrsrs, TO BE DISPOSED OF, with great adven'ages to
Ri.y member of the a-'ove prefesslous, the present proprietor re-
liilug Iroiu bueiueet.—Addrees, A. Z. to Mr. Bsines, Ilalter, No. 54,
Londou-wall, City, B.C.
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0)1 the Folluiioii of Rivers.

N tlie year 18G5 a Koyal

Commission was ap-

pointed to inquire how
far the present use of

rivers and running wa-
ters in England for the

purpose of carrying off

the sewage of towns and
populous places, and the

refuse arising from in-

dustrial processes and

manufactures, canbe pre-

vented without risk to

the public health or se-

rious injury to such pro-

cesses and manufac-

tures, and how far such

sewage and refuse can
be utilised or got rid of

otherwise than by dis-

charge into rivers or run-

ning waters, or rendered

harmless before reach-

ing them
; and to in-

quire into the effect on
the drainage of lands

and inhabited places, of

obstructions to the na-

tural flow of rivers and
streams caused by mills,

weirs, locks, and other
navigation worics; and into the best means of
remedying any evils thence arising

; and the
then Secretary of State for the Home Depart-
ment directed the Commission to select several
river basins illustrating different classes of em-
ployment and population, snggesting that these
localities might be :

—

1. The Thames valley.

2. The Mersey valley.

3. The Aire and Calder basin.

4. The Severn basin,

5. The Taff valley.

6. A river basin comprising a mining district

in Cornwall.

In pursuance of their instructions the Commis-
sioners took up the question in the order of, first,

the river Thames
j secondly, the river Lea

; and
thirdly, the Aire and Calder rivers, and made
their report in March, 1866.

The River Thames.

The Thames basin extends from Shoeburyness
to a point five miles west of Cirencester, and
from Fernhurst, in Sussex, to Priors Marston, in

Warwickshire, and embraces an area of 5,162
square miles, or 3,303,680 acres. The main
stream of the Thames, which drains the water
from this area into the sea, is 201 miles in

length from the estuary to the source in the
Cotteswold hills, and the height of the Thames-
head spring, in Trewsbury Mead, is SIO ft.

above the mean level of the sea.

The Thames receives 22 tributaries in its

course to the sea.

As the main river supplies most of the water
that is consumed in London for domestic and
other purposes, the Commissioners considered
it important to distinguish the tributaries that

come into it above where the water is taken,

from those that come into it below the intake.

Those below the intake are the Yedding, Brent,

Lea, Boding, Darent, Ravensbourn, Wandle, and
Hogg’s Mill. The tributaries of the Thames
above the intake of the waterworks companies

are the Mole,* the Wey, the Loddon, the Ken-
nett, the Ock, the Cole, the Ray, the Colne, the

Thame, the Cherwell, the Evenlode, the Wind-
rush, the Coin, and the Chnrn.

On the Thames and its tributaries above the

intake of the waterworks companies—subject to

the note we have made on the Mole—there are

1,001 distinct places of settlement, containing a
population of 888,088, including 89 towns above
the number of 2,000 population. Of this popu-
lation of 888,088, 179,884 are situated on the

banks of the river, or on tributaries immediately

at their junction with it, and after making every

allowance for retention in cesspools and for

villages and houses removed from the banks of

the river or its tributaries, the number of

persons whose sewage daily finds its way into

the water from which London principally draws
its supply, amounts to hundreds of thousands.

As the sewage travels down with the flowing

water of the river, a process of oxidation goes

on, which tends to pnrification. The volume of

sewage is small as compared with the volume of

the river; and upon analysis the water pumped
into Loudon proves to contain only a very limited

quantity of organic matter. But neither the

one nor the other is satisfactory ground of

assurance that the metropolitan supply is whole-

some. The process of oxidation which the

sewage more or less undergoes in its course is no
sufficient guarantee of its arriving at Hampton
purged of its injurious sewage taint. The London
drinker of Thames water may be drinking with
it some remnant of the filth of Oxford.

Again, it is the general opinion of medical
men that what causes the presence of organic

matter in water to be poisonous is not its quan-
tity, but its quality; and this special quality

cannot, as yet, be detected by either microscopic

or chemical analysis, and is indeed at present
known only by its occasionally noxious effects.

The result seems to be that as a water supply

the Thames, polluted with ths sewage of the
inhabitants of the river basin, is open in kind,

if not in degree, to the same objections as well-

water infiltrated by liquid from an adjoining

cesspool. Well-water so tainted may appear to

sight, taste, and smell to be harmless, and has

been known to have been drunk for a length of

time without apparent mischief; but beyond all

doubt that same water is liable, under particular

conditions, to become poisonous.

Oxford and Reading add largely to the pollu-

tion of the river; and Windsor and Ebon, being
more thoroughly drained, pour out continuously

a much larger proportionate volume of sewage.
The amount of pollution from Cirencester,

Cricklade, and Lechlade, is apparently small,

though it is impossible to estimate the amount
of liquid which finds its way from cesspits into

the river.

Where the sewage is drained into the river,

much of the flocculent insoluble matter floats

down the stream until caught by vegetation or

deposited on the banks. The weeds and banks
for a considerable distance thereby acquire a
disgusting slimy appearance, and when exposed

to the sun smell most offensively. The rest of

the insoluble part of the sewage accumulates in

the bed of the river at or near the point of dis-

charge, and there lies, a mass of putrescent

matter, sometimes of many feet in depth, until

stirred up by boatmen or raised in the form of

the gases of putrescence, giving off an offensive

exhalation, or is swept down by floods, and its

corruption transferred to the banks at a lower

part of the river.

The foul condition of the outlets of the sewers

at Oxford and their noxious effects upon re-

• Two ol the companies take their water below the
Mole, blit the other cotupaaiea who take water from the
Thames — tiz., the West Middlesex, Southwark, Vaux-
hall, and Grand Junction—take it above the entrance of
the Mole, and in any question allectinq their intercata in
respect of the impurity of the water they supply, it is but
right that this should be stated.

sidenoes in the vicinity are described by Pro-

fessor Daubeny and Sir Benjamin Brodie.

At Windsor, Mr. Menzies says that in dry
weather a nuisance occurs where the sewage is

discharged into a river with a current as slow
as that of the Thames. “ There is a bend in

the river immediately below the mouth of the

sewer which has the effect of sweeping round
all floating filth and lodging it against the bank ;

people have to be constantly employed to posh
it with rakes from this bank into the stream.
The solid parts of the sewage float and keep on
the top for about three miles down the river,

until they lodge against something, and there

become dissolved.”

At Kingston the sewage is still discharged

into the river, and although Sir W. Page Wood,
the late Vice-Chancellor, refused to grant an
injunction against the corporation, on the ground
that a nuisance had not been proved, it needs

only a reference to his judgment to prove, what
is notorioQS, that a “nuisance” is a relative

term. The Thames above Kingston was already

fouled by sewage. It received the sewage of

Surbiton immediately above Kingston, and about

one-half of that of Kingston above the point

where the new outfall was made
;
and merely to

intercept the former by many outlets, and dis-

charge the sewage at one outlet lower down,
formed no sufficient ground for the interference

of the Court. The case, therefore, properly

understood, proves that the Thames was foul

before rather than that it would be fouled by the

additional influx of half the sewage of Kingston.

It should be stated, however, that both Kings-

ton and Surbiton are below the intake of the

waterworks companies.

Richmond, being within the tideway of the

Thames, has its sewage thrown back npon it,

and not only its own, bnt that of the towns lying

between it and the metropolis. In addition to

this the low-water level has been somehow per-

manently lowered at Richmond, and so a larger

area of foreshore is exposed when the tide is out

of the river. The low-water level at Richmond
is now 3 ft. lower than it was formerly. This is

variously accounted for, but the Commissioners

are convinced that it is in consequence of the

removal of old London Bridge and the constant

dredging between that point and Putney, causing

the stream now to run down from Teddington

more qnickly.

The navigation between Putney and Richmond
was always a tidal one, but tbe period daring

which barges can pass and repass is now still

further reduced. The channel available for

boating purposes is considerably curtailed.

Residences on the river’s edge, once constantly

accessible by water, are now at low tide cut off

from the stream by an unsightly interval of

offensive mud. Nuisance from sewage is greatly

augmented. Not only is the stream more fouled

by the volume of sewage thrown into it having

increased, but the banks on either side are to a

larger extent laid bare, and covered with sewage
deposit.

In the manufactnre of paper a large quantity

of water is used in washing the fibre, nearly

250,000 gallons to each ton of paper ; and in con-

sequence of that being requisite, more than for

the advantage of water-power, paper-mills are

always located whore there is plenty of water,

and those in the Thames basin help to pollute

the water of the river and its tributaries, although

in a secondary degree to the pollution by sewage.

There are not many paper-mills on the main
stream

;
they are chiefly on the tributaries, where

the water is pnrer and more suitable for the

purpose.

The other spscial subject of inquiry was—
“ The effect on the drainage of inhabited houses

and lands, of obstructions to the natural flow of

the river caused by mills, weirs, looks, and other

navigation works, and the best means of remedy-

ing any evils thence arising.”
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Tho interests connected with weirs are con-

Sictiog. Those of the owners of land adjoining

tho river and those of the navigation are directly

antagonistic. The landowner requires the water

to be kept down so as to afford an outlet for the
drainage of his land ; the navigation interest is

to keep it np so that there may be a sufficient

depth of water in every reach, from weir to weir.

The owner of a fishery requires it to be penned
np temporarily and then let go, the fish running
with the stream being caught in “ bucks ” placed

in the weir.

The interests of the miller agree so far with
those of the navigation, that both require the
head of water to be kept up in general, but the

miller sometimes wants it drawn down so as to

nse more of the water for a short time than the
ordinary flow yields. This is just before the

time when he expects a flash to come down,
which will again raise the mill-head quickly.

This system of flashes is carried on chiffiy in

the upper parts of the river, where the navigable
channel is defective. The water is let go from
weir to weir, at intervals, to carry barges over

the shoals on the wave thus caused, and the

time being known approximately when this

accession of water will take place, the miller for

a short time previously makes too free a use of

the water, and then impoonds the flash. Bat he
sometimes disagrees with the interests of the

navigation in not passing on the water so soon

as the barges are ready to pass on.

The water of a flash sometimes rises so high as

to flood the land, and here the miller is on the side

of tho navigation as against the interests of the

riparian proprietors. The millers again are

diverse in their own respective interests. A
miller increases his own head of water at the
expense of increasing the height of tho tail

water of the mill above him, and so reducing its

fall, while he sends down the water he uses, re-

gardless whether the miller below him is ready
to use it.

At the time this report*was made, May, 18G6,
the upper part of the river, i.e., from Staines to

Cricklade, was under the management of the

Thames Commissioners, a very numerous and
heterogeneous body, deriving their powers from
Acts of Parliament, the first of which was passed

in the reign of King George II., while the Con-
servancy Board date their powers back only to

the year 1857. Since this report was made, the
Thames Commissioners’ powers have ceased in

respect of the river, and the management is now
placed in the power of tho Conservancy Board
from the mouth of the river to Cricklade.

The Commissioners draw attention to tho fact

that this report does not deal with the tributaries

of the Thames, but this omission does not
invalidate any of their suggestions; aud had the

delivery of their report been posfponed till the

inquiry into the state of the tributaries had been
completed, it would have been too late to have
been of service in any scheme providing for the
immediate necessities of the upper navigation.

For the same reason, the question of water
supply and storage reservoirs has been left for

subsequent consideration.

As to tho latter aahject, we may remark that
it has recently been dealt with by another Royal
Commission in a report of which we gave a
r^suin6 recently in the Builder.

In looking at these two reports, it seems on
the whole preferable to draw a supply of water
for a town from an unpolluted source, rather
than set one chemist’s opinion against another’s

as to the salubrity of the water we drink or
otherwise, and try to find by a majority of. testi-

mony whether a water like that of the Thames
is a fit and proper source of supply.

If sewage is to be kept out of the river, the
question is, of course, what is to be done with
it? and, although the "sewage difficulty” has
been so long on the tapis, we will venture to

reonr to the subject of the disposal of town
sewage as reported upon by the Royal Commis-
sioners. They say that they agree with a report
that had been made previously by a separate

oommiesion appointed to inquire into the beet
means of distributing the sewage of towns, the
gist of which is that " the right way to dispose of

town sewage is to apply it continuously to land,

and that it is only by such application that the
pollution of rivers can be avoided.”
The Commissioners say that cesspits in towns

corrupt the air and corrnpt well-water; they are
incompatible with health, and should be done
away with. All attempts at deodorisation or
disinfection have failed. As an instance of the
beneficial use of sewage on land by irrigation

Croydon is adduced (since this report was made

other places attest the propriety of this mode of
disposing of sewage; Bedford and Banbury, for

instance), and it is curious that the Commis-
sioners in this report say that there were at that

time, 1866, some objections raised against the
practice of irrigation by Dr.Cres8weli,alocaI prac-

titioner, who thought that some peculiar cases

of illness resembling ague that bad occurred in

the district near the irrigated land at Croydon,
might have been caused by miasma from that land.

Now, in the present year, an inquiry took place

at Kingston as to the desirability or otherwise of

irrigating some land in the immediate neigh-
bourhood,' and Dr. Cresswell was brought as a
witness in favour of the scheme, in consequence
of his having since found that he had been mis-

taken in his former opinion in respect of sewage
irrigation, and has now satisfied himself that it

is harmless when properly conducted
;

that is,

kept constantly moving, and never allowed to

stagnate.

Mr. Reynolds, who resides near the outfall of

the Beddington irrigation, says be occasionally

finds a smell
;
but, on inquiry, always finds it has

been caused by neglect of the workmen to keep
the sewage in motion over the proper areas of

land. The same land will serve the purpose of

sewage irrigation continuously. The process to

the soil is one not of exhaustion, but of constant
renovation. Sewage can be pumped any height

and carried any distance. Its conveyance,
therefore, to any point is merely a matter of

cost. There is no real difficulty in dealing with
sewage. On a clay soil, or wherever pumping is

necessary, it is desirable to restrict the dilution.

Ou a gravelly porous soil, on the contrary, as

shown by Mr. Marriage, it is an advantage that
the sewage should be largely diluted, since it is

then much more readily distributed over the
surface. If a farm be large enough, there is no
time when some portion of the land may not be
capable of receiving the sewage. The process of

irrigation may go on day and night, in wet and
drought, in summer and in winter. Sewage
must be applied to laud while fresh, not
allowed to stagnate anywhere

;
and then there is

no smell, the soil seizing npon the constituents

and appropriating them to the nses of vegeta-

tion, aud preventing the escape of foul gases into

the atmosphere.
Filtration is not applicable to sewage. Town

sewage canuob be filtered through an ordinary

sand-filter, nor is it necessary in any case to

attempt it. Deposition and separation of grit

and flocculent matter are alone required.

The most profitable way of applying town
sewage by irrigation is to sow Italian rye-grass,

and to sell or use the crops fresh cut for horses

and cows. A field will in a year produce four or

five crops, and 50 tons per acre have been grown
in the year. Bat root crops and cereal crops are

also beneficially grown with sewage. At Lodge
Farm, near Barking, nearly every description of

crop is grown with sewage by irrigation. For
other than grass crops the sewage cannot be so

freely or so often applied, and therefore a grass

crop should form the staple; but sewage irriga-

tion promotes the growth of all kinds of vegeta-

tion; aud, where plenty of land is at command,
any kind of crop may be grown with it. At
Lodge Farm a large number of milking oows
are kept on the premises, and fed with the grass

out fresh.

Apropos to this subject, Mr. W. Hope writes a

letter to the Times of August 12th last, in which
he says, “ Italian rye-grass is worth to a dairy,

farmer, who sells his milk as milk, or who makes
it into butter to be sold fresh, ISs. a ton. It is

unnecessary to take into consideration farmers
distant from towns, who are compelled to turn
their milk into cheese, because a farmer within

reach of sewage is within reach of his market.”

STRIKING NOVELTIES AT SOUTH
KENSINGTON.

A REJIARKABLB peculiarity distinguishes the

South KauBitigton Museum from other exhibi-

tions, temporary or permanent. Its warders
never sleep. Constant novelty—ever recorring

change—is the law of the place. New objects

of wonder, of beauty, or of luxury, are ever and
anon making their appearanoe in the courts

more especially devoted to the Loan Collection,

which, when you seek to revisit, you find io their

turns replaced by others of no less interest.

Certain grand forms of Anoieat and of Medisoval

art—the colossal Melpomene, the gigantic David,

the majestic Moses—look down in unohanging
grandeur on a constant whirl of minor but not

less beantiful objects. The cachet of the first

Exhibition, the unrivalled and wonderful scene

of 1851, seems to linger iu the halls of its off-

spring, the Art Museum.
Since the halls aud courts of Kensington were

thrown open to the numerous and brilliant

assembly that did honour to the invitation of the

Council of the Society of Arts early in July,

some striking additions have been made to the

contents of the Musenm. In terra coHa we are

presented with rare and beautiful relics of the
|

art of Magna Grecia, as well as with the results

of the latest improvemeut of contemporary
manufacture. From Japan we have one of the

most perfect examples of the counterfeiting of

nature which Oriental skill and untiring patience

have yet produced ;
and the present happy

juxtaposition of two Madonnas by Raffaelle—one

the property of the natiou, aud one exhibited on

loan—is an occasion such as no lover or student

of the works of that most spirituel of painters

should fail to seize.

Indeed, the noble room in which are displayed

seven original cartoons, together with the actual
' tapestry representing the committal of the keys

I

to Peter, possesses au unusual claim to the appel-

: lation of the " Raffaelle Saloon.” It is rich in
' relics of II Divino, The great chalk drawing of

; the Transfiguration, executed from the original

by John Casanva, is a work of the highest

value, and of extreme beauty. It would be in

many respects desirable that the maguificent

tracing of the Sistine Madonna,—the finest

picture, beyond dispute, in the world,—could be

removed from its altogether unworthy position

on the staircase of the National Gallery, and

hung in this saloon. Then we have the exquisite

pilasters of the Loggia,—arabesques, aud flowers,

aud birds, and human forms,—treated iu a style

which unites the quaintness of noithern art to

the love of beauty characteristic of southern

climes. There are tea paintings from the

Frescos in the Vatican, together with the con-

ventionalised but marvellous scenes from Scrip-

ture history that recall the name of " Raffaelle’s

Bible.” Then we have a Terra Cotta sketch for the

marble statue of the Jonah in the Chigi Chapel,

in the Church of Santa Maria del Popolo, at

Rome, a work which it is iuteresting to compare

with the wax and clay models from the baud of

Michelangelo in the court below. The Emperor
of the French has contributed a magnificent

specimeu of the modern Gobelins tapestry,—

a

Holy Family, afeer that by Raffaelle in the

Louvre. The exquisite beauty of the face of tho

Marlonna is such as to lead one to realise and to

understand the importance which, iu days when
the sewing-machine was not, was attached to the

instruotion of high-born and delicately-nurtured

women in needlework. It is more than question-

able whether so perfect a representation of

living female beauty could be produced, either

in fresco, io oil, iu water-colours, or even in

crayons, as that which has been here wrought by
the graceful fingers of the French women of

1856.

At a moment when questions as to the author-

ship and the authenticity of pictures, purchased

at a very large sum, are so freely debated by the

press, and even in Parliament, it is especially

instructive to note the vouchers of the two

Madonnas bung in this noble company. One of

these, the Towuaend bequest, was purchased by
the Right Hon. H. Hare, at tho sale of the

oolleotion of the Duo de Massa, after that

officer’s death. The name of Regnier, Due de

Massa (who, like his kiusman the Comte de

Gronau, was one of the Buonapartist mushroom
creations, and no relation of the very aucient

noble family of Reignier), mny be held to bear

witness to the value of those works which he,

like others of his fellow troopers, “collected”

with such facility during the Imperial wars, in

which what vulgar people call thievery was quite
j

selonles rigles. There was no time to manufac-
i

ture originals, or to "discover” antiques for the

grasping bauds of the invaders
;

aud notwith-

Btandiug all promises of restitution, much of the

plunder of Italy never returned from Paris. As
to the sister picture, the property of Mr. Verity,

the evidence is unusually full and oomple‘.e. The
records of the monastery of Vallambrosa spsak

of the payment, iu eleven iustalmouts, of the

sum of sixty gold florins, together witl] a cask

of wine, to the painter. The Libro di Ricordanze

of the Institution mentions the picture down to

the year 1808, when the monasteries were sup*

pressed by the Fiencb, and the Madonna was

"acquired” by M. de la Foret, a genileinan in

the service of the pseudo-King Joseph of Naples.

This gentleman had it transferred from panel to
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canvas, and ib passed from the hands of his widow
into those of the present owner thirty*four years
ago.

The contrast between these noble works of the
great Master is highly interesting and instrnctive.
The condition of the two pictures differs in some
important respects. In each the original azure
of the distant landscape has faded into a sorb of
grey. Viewed olose’y, the flesh of the Vailam-
brosa group is somewhat—we must use the
word—grubby; it asks to be cleaned, if cleaning
were alt that would result from the process.
The Townseud Madonna appears to have under-
gone this peril without disaster, unless it be to the
landscape. The limpid purity of the flesh tints, the
perfect beauty of the left foot of the Virgin, and
the grace, tender and significant, of the pose of
the infant, standing on the naked right foot of
his mother, are trnly characteristic of Kaffaelle.
The expression and outline of the face, however,
in the children no less than in the mother, are
inferior in dignity and in beauty to those of the
companion group in the Vallambrosa “ Holy
Family,” which, thongh less brilliant to the eye,
is by far the finer picture. Even here, how-
ever, the expression of the Infant Christ is as
inferior to that of the Garvagh Knffaelle as if

the child had been of a lower and different race.
The latter is, as far as our knowledge extends,
the most exquisite human infant ever painted,

—

for the infant in the arms of the Madonna di
Santo Sisio is divine.

Turning to a more modern subjeob, we find the
place of Mr. Woolner’s marble statue of David
Sassoon, which for some time stood nnder the
shadow of the great Melpomene in the North-
west Court, filled by a very remarkable work of
art. The soiree, to which we before alluded as
held by the Society of Arts in the courts and !

galleries of the Museum, gave us the oppor-
tunity of seeing this maibte by artificial light

;

the result bei.'g, as might have been expected, a
further illustration of the truth of the important
canon that no woik ” in the round” should ever be
viewed except in the position, and in the light,
intended by the sculptor. With much humbler
claims to rank as a high art work than those
which are instiuctivoly admitted on behalf of
marble, the porcelain Palissy comes before us
with the dignity of some man of the people
borne to unexpected power,—a Maaaniello, or a
Kicnzi, or a Garibaldi. Call the figure a bit of
pottery, if you will,— it is of a noble pdte. The
back is somewhat unfinished, and very probably
was not intended to be exposed to view. The
texture of the doublet is somewhat questionable
as to the material which it represents,—the full

trunk hose are slightly open to the same ob-
iection; the stockings cling to the well-turned
limbs with textile truth.

jBub as to the points on which the artist has
'

exerted his higher skill, the verdict must be
highly favourable. The face is not portrait, but
ideal zation. The brow is thoughtful nnd well
proportioned; the nose admirably modelled

;
the

lips delicate and well cut. The hair and beard
are good; they lack but a very little of being
extremely good, and we think that little is rather
the fault of the material than that of the artist.
Wi'h the bands we are less content. Nob that

they are not very distinctly and carefully treated,
but they are not Palissy’s hands. No man could
have been an artist who had such rectangular
fingers,—such square ends to them; such an
elemental hand as is to be found only in a savage,
or a man of the very rudest nature. For such a
hand, too, the fioKer-uails are defined with too
much sharpness. The sharp centering angle that
marks the side of each almost filbert-shaped
nail is, to our mind, inconsistent with the clum-
siness of the joints. We believe that the hands
have been modelled from imagination. If there
ever was such a human hand, we cannot de-
cipher what would have been the character of
the owner. And what is the meaning of the
sharp grip with which the finger and thumb of
the left hand are squeezed together ? Can it be
that the great potter is represented as taking
snuff? It looks horridly like ib. Certainly that
delicate nostril was never so misused.
Notwithstanding these minor criticisms, the

statue marks au era in iudor-trial art. The fine
glazed white biscuit of which it is composed
offers almost as fair a surface as maihle, and is

far preferable to marble when deformed by veins,
or by the appearance of something like the blue
mould in cheese. For our angry climate, and
for any situation even partially exposed to the
weather, the introduction of the material is a
great boon. Wo must not forget that we have
been applying a criticism by which not even

Luca della Eobbia would be unscathed ; the diffi-

culties of the task are immense; they have been
nobly grappled with, and, in the main, admirably
surmounted.
A small furnaceatthebaseof thefignre bears the

inscription :
—

“ C. Levy, ex4cut4 •pour lamu&^e de
Londres (the ordinary French scorning of English
detail), Poyard, Vion, Baury, fait d Paris,
1869.” Palissy holds in his right hand one of
his well-known dishes, embossed with reptiles,

although not stamped with the natural vigour of
his actual work.
Turningourattention backwards fromMed imval

to ancient pottery, we read that the rare beauty
of the objects occasionally found in that part of
the Italian peninsula which was known by the
name Magna Grecia, is but little known in this

country. The Sicilian kings of the House of
Bourbon, in whose blood there lingered a love of
art that ever and anon broke out, now in worthy,
now in grotesque activity, were so far aware of
the fertility of this ancient mine as to insist with
great precision on the right of the Crown (that

is, of the reigning monarch) to all such treasure
trove. Even in the concession of the railway
from Naples to Brindisi a clause was inserted to

maintain the rights of the king to all objects of
antiquity found in tbo prosecution of the works.
Thus in the fine terra-cotta fragments found at
Canosa (the Bilingua Canosa of Horace’s journey
to Brundusium, where the bread is even now as
gritty as it was in the days of Augustus), which
Signor Caetellani has lent to the South Kensing-
ton Museum, wo have something rare and novel,

as well as interesting from its intrinsic excellence,
Tiie objects iu question are for the most part

of grey terra-cotta, many of them having been
painted in different colours. In some the
original tint seems to have been a pale red. The
largest object is a globular vase or jar, of the
form called nscus, with circular spout, and
depressed, strap-shaped handle above. It is

ornameuted by masks of Medusa and other
figures; and is in very fine condition. The date
of the entire collection is stated at about
200 B.C.

There is another vessel, probably for mortuary
purposes, with a lid ornameuted with figures, of
the form of a gigantic cold-cream pot, except
that the lid overhangs the drum. Two curious
masks, with a figure standing on each, and a
strap-sLaped handle behind the figure, seem to
have been the covers or tops of vases or ewers
of some description. Three statuettes of
females, in short cloaks above the undergar-
ment, one with a hood, and all with the hair
arranged in a close approach to the present
fashion, are also noteworthy. Smaller figures
may be regarded as lares, or memorials of the
departed. There arealsoa few terra-cotta plaques,
of inferior workmanship, which are said to have
been found at Capua. But the chief glory
of the collection is a group of male statuettes
of men, horses, and other animals, engaged in a
chase. The detached figures only have been
preserved. They appear to have formed a sort
of double band or frieze round a vase, or some
similar vessel, which, if such were the case, must
have been an object of no ordinary beauty and
value. The fragments are much damaged, and
probably were never very delicately finished, but
the spirit and movement, io a word, the go of
the entire group is wonderful. We can call to

mind, at the moment, no exact parallel. The
stag tosses his head as if he had been that
moment transfixed by an arrow. Near him a
man throws out both hands as if to exclaim,
” Ferito, ferito.” Another figure stumbles and
falls, with perfectly natural awkwardness. A
man on horseback, looking over his shoulder,
gives to his monture the air of a donkey. The
bridles of the horses are adorned with the bosses
and knobs to be found iu the country at the pre-
sent time; a cumbrous, heavy bridle, pressing
on the nose, and with no bit iu the mouth. A
wild boar stands at bay viciously

j
and this little

bit of Greek life comes out from the fragments
of what was a great work of art 2,100 years ago,
with a freshness as of to-dsy.

Interesting as is the comparison of examples
of the earliest and of the latest exercise of

ceramic art, a yet more striking contrast mny
be fi nod, beneath the samerouf, between Italian

and Oriental chefs d’esuvre. From the ideal

portraitore of the Holy Families of Eaffaelle,

we are enabled to turn to one of the most
emphatically realistic productions in the world.
We refer to tbe Japanese painting on silk,

representing a tiger crouching and clinging on a
tree. It is very much to be suspected that tbe
silk (which is adorned by a pair of very incon-

gruoua bands of purple and gold arabesques
above and below, though not on either side) has
been dressed with a paper pulp, or in some
sinailar way prepared for the colour. The
tree on which the creature is perched, and
the waterfall close by, are so Japanese as
to require explanation, as they by no means
convey to the English spectator the idea
of either wood or water. But the marvel
and miracle of the matter is the fur of the
tiger. It is almost impossible to believe that
it is only a representation. You find yonrself
blowing on the frame, and tapping the glass with
your finger, to disturb tbe hairs. The closer the
magnifying.glass is brought, the more perfect is

the deception. Were it not that the artist has
been entirely neglectful of shadow,—so that none
is cast by the terrible, cruel paw, and so that it is

impossible to distinguish the outline of the back
of the head from the neck, or rather shoulder of
the mighty Cat,—tbe portraiture would be closer
than a photograph. Each individual hair of the
long fur has been portrayed. The little radiat-
ing points, or “ crowns,” on the shonlder-blades,
from around which the fur falls away in every
direction, are so marked, that you note the soft

undergrowth of the hair. The expression of
the face of the brute, with its large
eyes, like rough, uncut emeralds, its open
month, and glistening carnassier teeth) is

such as to give the impression of the bead of
a snake. The tip of the tail, curling from be-
neath the tree, resembles pretty closely that of
an ermine. Pass from a contemplation of this
wonderful coat to that of one of Landseer’s
noble dogs, in tbe picture-gallery, and you find
that however we may pity or affect to despise
the narrow conventionalism of the Japanese
artist (his name is Gauko, and his date was
A.D. 1700), tbe coats of the animals depicted by
the great English master—and we use the ex-
pression in perfect good faith—look like mere
daubs of paint when viewed with the same
minute attention that is again and again deceived
by that matchless fur.

Certainly the close of the season may be said
to be heralded at South Kensington by a very
brilliant display of novelties.

ERWIN VON STEINBACH AND
HIS WORKS, IN STRASBOURG, THANN,

AND FREYBURG.
Strasbourg.—On arriving at Strasbourg, and

finding himself, for the first time, face to face

with the great cathedral,—indisputably Erwin’s
master-work,—an art-student is involuntarily

moved by a strong and yearning desire to know
all, and more than all, that either record or
tradition has preserved concerning the life and
works of the great ariist-niason

;
and he at

once sets to work to hunt out all that can be
learut of the career and genius of the great
artistic magician who, in the midst of what
some have been pleased to call dark and bar-
barous times, was inspired, not only with the
daring to conceive, but also the cousuramate
skill to carry into practical execution, one of the
most marvellous architectural dreams that ever
stirred the teeming fancy of a great and enthu-
siastic artist; a dream of exquisite combina-
tions and marvellously intricate details, which
were not destined to remain merely ideal, the
“ airy fabric of a vision,” but to be developed
by the cunning of his head and hand into a vast
lace-work of indestructible stone, and to remain
through the long course of centuries one of the
most wonderful monuments of the daring and
energetic art-spirit of the Middle Ages. It was
under the influence of an active curiosity thus

aroused that the materials for the present in-

complete and fragmental notice of the life and
works of the great Gothic artist were collected

and strung together.

In endeavouring to estimate the share of
glory in the production of the cathedral of
Strasbourg, which is the just due of Erwin of
Steiubach, it becomes necessary to assess very
carefully how much ought to be conceded to his

predecessors and followers. Such vast works as
the great Medimval cathedrals were in almost
every instance the result of the successive

labours of several generations of architects, and
yet it not unfrequenily occurs that one great
artistic name of more than ordinary celebrity

absorbs all those that either followed or came
before in the work

; as, for instance, in the build-

iug of St. Peter’s, at Rome, the vast fame of
Buonarotti has swallowed up nearly the whole of
that which was due to Brunelleschi, Bramante,
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San GallOj Vignola, Mademo, and many others;
even that of Raffaelle himselfamong the number.
Such, however, is not the case with regard to

Erwin and the cathedral of Strasbourg. It is

true that he had able coadjutors and still abler
followers

5 but, after he had once taken the great
work in hand, he may be said to have made it

his own, and it was, in the main, in strict ac-
cordance with his designs alone that all future
operations were carried forward. His master-
share in the great work may be clearly traced
by the characteristics of his peculiar and well-
marked treatment of the Gothic style of his
epoch

; and it may be roundly asserted that by
far the greater part of the vast structure bears
the impress of the unmistakable signet which
has stamped his well-defined individual style.
The share of artistic merit and originality due to
his i^redecessors and successors is equally well
defined, and a careful estimate of the claims of
each leaves, plainly enough, the chief glory to

Erwin, and to no other.

The site of the present cathedral, now near
the centre of the city, was originally occupied
by a pagan temple, which Clovis is said to have
converted into a Christian church about the
close of the fifth century, that was greatly en-
larged by Dagobert about a century latei-. That
edifice, constructed in great part of wood, was
eventually destroyed by fire, and several suc-
ceeding structures, raised upon the same site,

were in their turn destroyed, either by fire or
lightning, or by the ravages of war. It was not
till the middle of the eleventh century that the
nucleus of a building was raised, of which the
present cathedral may be considered the ulti-

mate development. At that period Bishop
Werner, of Hapsburg, commenced the plan of a
truly grand edifice, vast in its proportions and
magnificent in the forms of its projected eleva-
tions,—a structure which, had it been promptly
completed, before the Germanic style of that
period gave way to the development of lighter
and more ornate schools of Gothic art, would
have added one more to the list of great Ro-
manesque churches, such as those which form
the chief architectural glory of the Rhino coun-
try and the neighbouring regions. That it was
intended to be of truly colossal dimensions is

seen by the proportions of the gigantic columns
at the intersections of the transept, which are
among the undisturbed and unaltered features of
the building commenced at that epoch.
A variety of interrupting circumstances which

succeeded each other with scarcely any inter- :

mission, prevented the advance of the works so
'

ambitiously commenced by Bishop Werner, and !

they had, in fact, made no really hopeful ad-
j

vance towards completion, after two centuries
j

ofstrnggling but ineffective endeavour. At that

'

period, however, an entirely new epoch was
about to dawn upon the cathedral of Strasbourg.
In 1276 the Bishop Conrad of Lichtenstein de-
termined to make a great and energetic effort to

complete the great episcopal chnrch. lie called

upon Erwin of Steinbach, whose skill as an
architect, and still more especially as a sculptor,

was becoming celebrated all over Alaatia, to

produce a grand and comprehensive plan for
]

that purpose; and Conrad and Erwin being both
jmen of energy and action, there was at last a

fair prospect of the work being carried forward
rapidly to completion, and no time was lost

in taking the first steps necessary to the fulfil-

ment of their common object. The period was
precisely that at which Gothic art had attained
to its greatest excellence—a truly classical

period (if that term may be used) in the progress
of its manifold developments. The architectonic
scnlptnre of the period even rivalled that of the
best days of Greece, after its own peculiar
theories of the beautiful

;
for it thoroughly

succeeded iu fascinating the beholder by the

quaint and charming naivete of its conception
and treatment, and, perhaps, gained in that di-

rection more than it lost by the absence of the
grand idealistic graces of the Greek and Roman
schools.

The main architectural features, with their

subordinated enrichments of delicate ornamen-
tation, had also reached a climax from which
they afterwards declined

;
and the magnificent

plan produced by Erwin at the command of his
bishop proved him to be one of the greatest
masters of his art at that great period, the final

developments of which had probably owed some of
their most beautiful characteristics to the special
influence of his own works.

Bishop Conrad, fully appreciating; the wonder-
ful excellence and completeness of Erwin’s grand
design, and perceiving, at the same time, the
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vast amount of labour that would be required to

carry it into effect, felt that more than ordinary
efforts must be resorted to for that purpose.
Under these convictions, he despatched proclama-
tions to all parts of Europe promising “indul-
gences” and other ecclesiastical inducements to
all who should at once come forward and
energetically assist in carrying the magnificent
plan of Erwin of Steinbach into execution.
From the chronicles of the time we learn that
the appeal of the bishop was enthusiastically
responded to, and that such great numbers
flocked to the work under the influence of the
proffered inducements, that the city of Strasbourg
exhibited a most extraordinary and unwonted
spectacle on the sudden assembling of a vast
multitude of artists, artisans, workmen, and
unskilled labourers of every descriptiou, of both
high and low degree, all anxious to commence
the vast undertaking. It will be seen by this

statement of the chroniclers that the army of

volunteers thus suddenly assembled to commence
and carry forward the great work was not solely

composed of skilled artisans of the various
classes required, bub also of vast numbers of all

classes, anxious to work as common labourers in

what was deemed a holy cause
;
and wo are

informed that even women and children were
among the number of those assembled—eaoh
eagerly impatient to aid in the great undertaking
according to his strength and capacity, utterly
regardless of rank, station, age, or sex.

This multitudinous enthusiasm was, however,
soon proved to have its inconveniences as well
as advantages, as may bo seen by the following
graphically recorded incident. When all had
been prepared under the directions of Erwin for

the laying of the corner stone, and the bishop
himself had performed his part in the ceremonial
by digging out the first spadeful of earth, several
enthusiastic master - masons rnshed forward
at the same instant to secure the highly
coveted honour of digging the second, and the
two foremost being equally determined not to

;

give way, bard words ensued, which led to

harder blows, and the weapons being heavy iron
spades the contest soon terminated fatally for

one of the combatants. This untoward event
was regarded as a bad omen

;
and a great

discouragement fell upon the assembled multi-
tude

; but the bishop having announced his

determination to devote nine days of continual
prayer to the purification of the spot, and carried
his declaration into effect, it was believed that
the evil augury was removed, and the work was
recommenced with undiminished spirit and
determination. The accident was, indeed, turned
to good account in the form of a fortuitous

stimulant
; for a band of priests, who were always

present to incite both artist and labourer to the
greatest possible amount of exertion, ingeniously
compared the event which had just occurred to

the story of Hiram, at the building of the temple
of Solomon, who, according to the sacred record,

was slain by his fellow architects, who were
jealous of his superior skill. This kind of
encouragement is said to have told with wonder-
ful effect, for the men belonging to the guild of

masons were well versed in Scripture reading,
and fully appreciated and relished the analogy
thus sot before them. The story of the building
of the Temple of Jerusalem was, indeed, still

further utilized after the same fashion, and the
high rewards bestowed upon its constructors
unctiously dwelt upon, especially those apochry-
phal ones described in the Medimval legends
which in Roman Catholic countries have so

closely associated themselves with the Biblical

account of the building of the Temple.
Erwin was aided in h's great undertaking by

his sons, John and Wynkin, and also by his

daughter, Sabine, whose features and figure are
said to be reproduced in several of the graceful
statues of female saints which enrich the decora-
tive portions of the cathedral, and more especially

in the delicately sculptured figures of the “ wise
virgins ” in the niches of the great portal.

Several of these are traditionally asserted to be
her own work, for it was in the higher kinds of
decorative sculpture that Sabine is said to have
chiefly excelled. The general style ofthe extensive

works undertaken by Erwin in order to carry
the structure rapidly forward on its way
towards completion are, naturally, stamped with
the general impress of the phase of Gothic art

which developed itself during the last quarter of
the thirteenth century

;
hut in general richness

and infinite delicacy and refinement of detail

it exceeds most other examples, and marks a deci-

sive advance towards the more florid development
of the fourteenth century, during which, in fact,

the greater part of the design was carried into

execution.

In this great monument of Gothic art, not
only do the lateral portals and those of the
principal facade exhibit an excessive richness
of design, but the whole external surface of
the structure is elaborately enriched with
delicate ornamentation in almost equal excess.

The feature of detached columns in front of
recessed portions of the work, such as windows
and niches, which was one of the most charming
general characteristics of the more richly deco-
rated works of the period, is more profusely and
delicately carried out at Strasbourg than in

other great works of the same epoch. Erwin
has, indeed, made this feature a very leading
one in his system of external ornamentation, in-

somuch that the vast number of detached
columns, delicately slender, and combined with
attendant ornamentation, might almost bo
compared to a profusely embroidered veil cast

delicately over the entire face of the building.

So delicate, indeed, is this profuse display of
detached column-work, that one can scarcely
understand how it should have withstood the
wear and tear of time and tempest, in a severe
climate, at the foot of the Vo.sges mountains,
through a coarse of 600 years, with a compara-
tively small amount of injury. Yet this slight

and almost detached work has, in fact, stood
better, in many places, than the more solid

portions of the building, and seem to require less

renovation in the course of the careful restora-

tions that have been in progress for several years-

The architectural critic Milizia speaks of

the cathedral of Strasbourg as resembling in

many respects those of Paris and Eheims,
“ e d’un gusto consimile a, qu.ello di Rheims e di

Parigi but the resemblance is by no means so

great as might be inferred from the words of the

Italian critic, its far more lofty proportions

giving to it a general character very distinct

from either of those well-known structures. For
instance, the tops of the towers of Notre Dame
are scarcely higher than the upper line of the

main fa^adeof Strasbourg, before the commence-
ment of the upper part of the tower and steeple

;

thfi total height of the Parisian structure being
about 202 ft., while the general mass of the main
facade of Strasbourg is near 200 ft., and the

total height of the building to the top of the

steeple is '13G ft.* It is this great elevation

which removes it beyond the sphere of compa-
rison with almost every other architectural struc-

ture in Europe ; and we therefore find it occupying

a prominent position in those diagrammatic com-
positions in which the relative heights of the

greatest edifices of the world are estimated, and
in which the height of Strasbourg challenges even
that of the great pyramids of Egypt. It is, in-

deed, one of the moat remarkable of the gigantic

temples which the spirit of Christianity produced
through the medium of the earnestness and
enthusiasm of the great masonic architects of

the Middle Ages. Felibion, iu bis Recuail

Historiquo de la Vie des plus cSlubres Archi-

tectes,” asserts, in his brief outline of the career

of Erwin, that all the thirteenth and fourteenth

century work of Strasbourg Catbedral must be

attributed to the designs of that groat artist,

although he did not live to see the whole of his

plans carried out. And Felibien is no mean
authority, for although an architect of the most
rococo school of Louis XIY., at a time when Le
Pautre was putting the finishing touches of his

bric-a-brac fancies to the palace and gardens of

Versailles, he had nevertheless a fine capacity for

judging liberally, broadly, and critically of

the architecture of all styles and ages. He
was, iu fact, a true cosmopolite in art,

and expresses his regret, while speaking of

the beauties of Strasbourg Cathedral, that

he has not sufficient space at his command
“ pour faire connoitre avec quel art eb quelle

magnificence on batissait alors en diverses

lieux d’Allemagne et en Angleterre while he
frequently expresses greatandgenuine admiration
of the architectural monuments erected by the
Moors, which moat of his contemporaries looked
upon as neither more nor less than absolutely

barbaroua.t When the French critic goes on to

speak in some detail of Strasbourg, he says,
“ On ne voit gu&re d’edifices Gothiques plus

grands ni mieux construits,” exclaiming, “On ne
S9aarait bicn connoistre la beaute de cet ouvrage
sans en voir au nioins le dessin.” He then enters

• Felibien states the height of the spiro of Strasbourg
to be 490 ft.

t Felibien’s interesting work was published in 1696, and
dedicated to the minister Luufois.
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into many interesting particulars 'wliicli have
been made nse of by Milizia without acknow-
ledgment,—especially those relating to the rela-

tive proportions of contemporary Gothic edifices.

Milizia also appropriates the passage of the
French biographer in which he states that the

architect introduced his own statue among
the decorative sculpture of the interior of the

cathedral, describing the precise spot where the

effigy ofErwinmightbeseen againsttheopperpart
of one of the great pilasters; from which posi-

tion, on the level of the upper range of gallery-

work, he appears in the attitude of taking a
general survey of the interior of the building.

The intelligent biographer, Felibien des Avaux,
who relates to us these interesting facts, was
born at Chartres, and it may bo that the remark-
able cathedral of that city first aroused in him
that general love of architecture w’bich not only
determined his choice of a profession, but at the

same time developed that enthusiastic apprecia-

tion of Gothic art in particular which was so
unusual in hia time, both with architects and
their patrons, that many most noble Gothic
interiors were entirely encased in work of
the fashionable Franco-Italian style of the
Louis XIV. epoch; in which Vandalic process
corbeilles, canopies, statuettes, and tabernacle
work of the most exquisite kind were ruth-
lessly chopped off close in order to make a
smooth and convenient surface for the reception
of the fashionable stone or stucco-work of the time,
which was destined to form a courtly garment of

white and gold, after the manner of the glitter-

ing chapel of Versailles.* Perhaps even Felibien
himself may have been active in desecrations of
this kind, when tempting “jobs” turned up;
but however this may be, he was a genuine
admirer of the great Gothic cathedrals. After
describing the statue of Erwin, he goes on to

state that among the more noticeable statues
were the three equestrian figures of Clovis,

Dagobert, and Werner of Hapsburg, the most
illustrious among the successive founders and
refounders of the cathedral. Such statues, as
the works of Gothic art, are extremely remarkable
and interesting; equestrian statues being rarely
found of such considerable dimensions. These
were,nodoubt, subjects upon which Erwinlavished
much of his own artistic labour, and were deemed
the chief pieces among the sculptures of the great
work in hand. It is in unusual features of this

kind that the student feels the greatest interest,

—

comparing them, perhaps, with the equestrian
statue of St. Martin above the chief entrance to

the church, dedicated to that saint, at Laon, or

to the celebrated life-size equestrian statue of
Stephen of Hungary, supported by a great pro-
jection of corbcille work against a massive group of
columns in the cathedral of Bamberg ; for, with
the more general characteristics of Strasbourg
Cathedral ordinary descriptionshavealredaymade
him familiar. Among the external features, none
strike the spectator more forcibly, or produce a
more indelible impression upon the imagina-
tion, than the well-known exterior staircases,

which, running up the angles of the towers, form
a kind of perforated hexagonal turrets of the
lightest and most attractive aspect, and are
a peculiarly Brwinian feature, which, as will

be seen, he was so well pleased with that
he introduced it in subsequent works. The
spire itself is also peculiar in treatment, the
lower portion consisting of a series of pinnacles,
rising one above another from the central cone,
cf .acuminating stonework, until, within a certain
distance cf the apex, the cone itself becomes a
grand central pinnacle or spire, formed of per-
forated work of very rich tracery. The
general composition of this elaborate spire has
been an object of admiration and curiosity ever
since its construction, and the names of visitors

of all countries are to be seen at the top of the
internal staircase, more or less deeply cut in the
stone, among which are those of Herder and
Goethe. The final bouton, or finial, which crowns
this lofty spire can also be reached by external
climbing, the only protection being obtained by
means of small projecting iron bare, which the
adventurer clutches with a feeling that a tight
hold is his solo chauceof safety

;
yet many have

Fucceesfully scaled this giddy eminence, and
while there broached a bottle of Alsatian wine
to the prosperity of the good city of Strasbourg.
Among other points of excellence that cannot

fail to strike a visitor, notwithstanding a previous
general knowledge of the main characteristics

• The writer lias recently esamined several interiors so
treated, of which the cathedral at Wurzburg is perhaps
the most notable example.

of the strnoture, are the three portals of the
great western fa9 ade, especially the two with
the series of nearly life-size figures in the highly

decorative niches, representing the “wise and
foolish virgins,” one of the subjects most favoured
by the Gothic sculptors of Germany. In one of

the niches devoted to the “foolish virgins” Satan
appears in the character of the tempter, holding
in bis hand the typical apple. The Scriptural
symbol of the serpent is most ingeniously

blended, in Mediaeval fashion, with the human
form. As a tempter he presents a very pleasing
and attractive front

;
but on looking to the back

of the figure, the spectator perceives that
its form is entirely composed of the coils

of one or many serpents, the presence of
which, it is supposed that his guile enables
him to conceal from those on whom he is

about to exercise the fascination of the tempter.
The nearest of the virgins to this figure, the
last among her companions remaining to be
tempted, wears a seb'-satisfied smile as she
meets the satanio advances, to the flattering

blandishments of which she is evidently about
to succumb, and adopt the. pomps and vanities

of the world which,under the symbol of the apple,

are proffered to her. The features of those of her
companions, who have already fallen away, are
stamped with various degrees of despair and re-

morse, which the sculptor has expressed with
wonderful art. This skilfully-wrought expres-

sion of the faces is powerfully supplemented by
the apparent action imparted to the arms and
hands, which is highly dramatic in character.
It is true that the artistic treatment is marked
by a certain stiS’nesa inseparable from the naive
realism of Gothic art, but at the same time full

of a certain charm of quaint simplicity which
equally belongs to it, and which modern art, in

its attempts at reviving the forma and treatment
of Medimval sculpture, has signally failed to re-

produce. The placid beauty of the “ wise virgins
”

in the opposite niches, forms an exquisite con-
trast to the remorse-stricken forms of their

fallen sisters
; the quiescence of their easy

positions and the expressions imparted to their

features of sweet and confident repose and hope,
are of the highest kind of that truly refined art

which the sculptor-masons of the thirteenth

century displayed in their architectonic sculp-

ture
;
and in more than one of them it is

probable that we may trace the face and figure

of Erwin’s artist-daughter Sabine.
The central entrance, though perhaps still

richer, is not so interesting in its statue-scnlp-

ture
;
and the feature which formerly gave to

it a fitting pre-eminence—namely, the superb
doors of bronze, celebrated masterpieces of the
sculpture of the period—are no longer in exist-

ence, having been melted down dnring the
French Revolution, in order that they might be
coined into pieces of one and two sous for the
use of the republican government.
The interior of Strasbourg Cathedral, even

after the most careful study of the various pub-
lished descriptions, never fails to produce a
striking impression on the spectator, on account
of its great height, which, from the floor to the

centre of the groining of the roof, is said to be
230 ft.

;
a height so great that the towers of

Notre Dame, of Paris, or those of York Minster,

might stand within this lofty interior without
touching the ceiling. This enormous height has

afforded the architect the opportunity of intro-

ducing the line of lofty and splendid windows
which form such a noble feature above the line of

the clearstory, admitting a flood of light and at-

mosphere to the upper part of the vast interior

which produces an unrivalled effect of brilliant

lightness; while beneath these spacious and mag-
nificently traceried openings a richly contrasting

effect is produced by the smaller line of windows
at the back of the double arches of the clearstory.

It would be idle to attempt anything like a de-

tailed account of tho general ornamentation and
decorative sculpture of this well-known and
often-described work

;
but in its profusion of

remarkable features each fresh visitor finds

something new to dwell upon which has not

been especially singled out for criticism or ad-

miration by his predecessors. Among such
special morccaux the writer cf the present notice

was especially attracted to the close examination

of the exquisitely elaborated stone pulpit, which

is perhaps one of the most intricately wrought
pieces of delicate tabernacle work in Europe

;

and, although the treatment of some of the de-

tails would appear to suggest a somewhat later

period for its execution than the time of Erwin,

yet there can be little doubt that the design, in

all its main features, and the disposition and

proportions of its details, is dne to no other,

although his design may have been carried into

execution, and perhaps modified by some of his

successors in the great work.
There is also another feature, and that a pecu-

liarly Gothic one, which has been wrought out
with more than usual richness and success in

this wonderful interior, namely the corbeille and
canopy-work attached to the columns for the
reception and display of statuary. This device
for varying the ascending lines of lofty

columns was certainly a most happy thought of
the Gothic architects, and is the more interesting

as being entirely absent in classical architecture,

in which the moderate height of the columns does
not, in fact, admit of its successful introduction.

In the great Gothic cathedrals, on the other
hand, this device serves at once ns a point of
agreeable repose to the eye in measuring the
enormous height of the columns, and forms at the
Fame time a most graceful and picturesque moans
of furnishing tho edifice with all the convenience
for a gallery of sacred sculptnrowithout trenching

upon and crowding np the lower portions

of the space for the accommodation of the
congregation. One of tho most remarkably
rich examples of such displays of statuary,

supported on lofty corbeilles at the mid-
height of the towering columns, to which,

they are made to appear almost necessary
adjuncts by the addition of the elaborate canopy,
is the series of sculptural figures, of life-size,

and in fully-detached relief, which, tier above
tier, cluster round a massive group of columns
in the south transept, and which, iu their own
distinct style, form an architectural feature

fully as striking as the celebrated spiral series of
marble pictures which wind round the wonder-
ful column of Trajan from base to summit. The
lower set of figures clustered round that group of

columns at Strasbourg consist of tho four evan-
gelists, supported on very magnificent corbeilles,

the carvings of which represent, with amarvellons
addition of intricate ornament, the well-known
symbols of the four evangelists,—the angel, the
bull, the lion, and the eagle. Above the figures are

exquisitely-enriched canopies, surmounting which
are four figures of angels, of remarkably fine execu-

tion, in attitudes of flying downwards, and in the

act of communicating the inspired records to tho

authors of the Gospels. Above these is another

tier of fignres, the chief of which is the Savionr,

descending from heaven, guarded by other

angels. Such are a few of the more remarkable
features of Erwin’s great work, which, long be-

fore its completion, was awarded the first rank
among tho seven wonders of Germany.

THE NEW OPERA HOUSE, PARIS.

As all municipal buildings have almost stopped

work, the New Opera remains in almost the

same state that it was in a few months ago,

except the principal front, which, a few days
before the 15th of August, was denuded of its

box-screens, sheltering the four groups of statues

at the entrances. These groups, one on each
side of the doorways, are as follows : Music (by

M. Guillaume) ;
Lyric Prose (M. Jouffroy) ;

Dance (M. Carpeaux)
;
Lyric Tragedy (M. Per-

raud). Between these groups are four allegorical

statues : Idyll, Cantata, Fable, and Elegy, the

works of MM. Aicelin, Chapus, Dnbois and
Vatrinelle, and Falqui^res.

On the summit of the building, active opera-

tions are being undertaken to place the crowning
statues, &c. At the angles of the facade, Lyric

Poetry and the Muses occupy one; on the other

are Lyric Poetry and the Renowned. These are

due to M. Gumery. The colossal statue of

Apollo, lyre in hand, has already been placed on

the pediment of the great stage wall. It is by
M. Aimu Millet, the artist to whom France owes

the grand statue of Vercingetorix, set up in

1865 iu one of the provinces. On each angle of

the wall is a flying horse, or a Pegasus, by

M. Lequesne. All these figures are of colossal

proportions, and are executed in galvauoplastic

bronze, with profuse gilding.

While tho scaffolding and hoardings were up,

the four fronts of the New Opera were a mystery

to the Parisians, whose curiosity iu matters of

decoration and ornamentation is proverbial,

and criticism was deemed both unwise and
unfair. Now that the four fronts are thrown
open to the public every one is at liberty to

judge of the general external effect of the

structure, especially as it is now unalterable in

design.

Placing ourselves between the “refuges” in
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a line with the north side of the Boulevart des
Capuciues, we have a good view of the front
elevation ae far as the cast cornice-work which
is the starting-line of the attic story for the rest
of the building, but we see no more of the great
pile. Passing to the eastern elevation, we find
a totally different fa 9ade and of a style hard to
be reconciled with that of the front elevation.
At the rear the elevation is not devoid of bold-
ness, differing, though it does, from any of the
others. The same remarks apply to the western
front. It seems that the aim of the architect
has been to group together all the known styles
of architecture, and to make as much use of
them as he can, by disposing them conven-
tionally.

By taking up a position, however, in the
Avenue Napoleon (the new street leading from
the Opera to the Palais Royal), there appears at
one a certain harmony of outline and details in
the structure seen in perspective. It is lawful
for an architect to make any two opposite
fumades, or building, of totally different aspect
and style; but the adjacent fronts should
harmonise to as to give no shuck to the
eye when seen in perspective. This M, Gamier
seems to have understood

;
and the perspective

lines of two adjacent sides of the quadrangular
building are so conceived that the sirncture thus
viewed seems to possess all the desired harmony,
amplitnde, and elegance. Por instance, returning
to the Avenue Napoleon, all the timidity of the low
front elevation disappears

;
all the buildingrises

np in its grandeur
;
tirst the cupola of the sallc,

then the terminal pediment of the stage; and
the maecaroDS of the front correspond with the
comrneuceroent of the gables of the roof of the
buildiog, above the attics.

Some^ cry has justly arisen against the
Dance of il. Carpeaux on the principal fumade,

in which group he has given us the model, in
puris naturalibus, of a drunken Bacchante, the
allures and attitude of which are disgracefully
impure and immoral. An ufhcial journal says
that there is some rumour it will bo removed,

—

l,600f. thrown awny. Carpeaux’s model was
approved of by the Government, so that they are
in fault for nob having added a little drapery in
time.

As to the interior decorations of the now Paris
Opora-house, it is too early to criticise the work.

By the care of Mrs. Whelan, too, a window has
been set up at the east end of the church, in
memory of the late vicar,

Ileronden Hall is a handsome mansion, good
serviceable modern Gothio in style, designed by
the late Mr. Donthorne, but recently much
enlarged, the original architect sacrificing too
much to a lofty open-roofed hall, certainly a
striking feature. The park has in it a noblo oak
and the largest ash-tree in the county. No one
supposed when the owner of Heronden set np
the window to his parents that he was soon
to follow them

;
but so, under the dispensation of

Providence, it has been, and the Hall is now to
be let for a time until recollections sofeen. The
nearest station for London, by the South-Eastern
line, is Headcorn.

Biddenden, on the way from this station to
Tonterden, has a church ranging from the thir-
teenth tothefifteenth century in date. AbStauden
there is a good sixteenth-century timber house;
and at Rolvenden a Perpendicular church worth
looking at. Those endings in “ den ” are notice-
able. Kemble, in his “ Saxons in Eogland,”
gives some information on the point, which is

quoted by Murray. The “dens,” part of the
Saxon Mark, or settlement, denoted pasture,
usually for swine, and were within the uncleared
forest which surrounded the settled habitations.
There was a Den Court, he says, for this part of
Kant, which, up to comparatively recent times,
had jurisdiction over forty-fonr Dens, for the
most part still traceable.

TENTERDEN, KENT.
A HEADER asks us to tell him something abont

“ the stupid story that calls Tenterden Tower
tlie cause of the Godwin Sands.” It is a very
old story, not quite so “stupid” as our over-
clever correspondent seems to think, and we
might refer him to the guide-books for an answer.
However, iu a doz-n words, the tradition is that
the abbot of St. Augustine’s, Canterbury,
employed, in bui'ding Tenterden Tower, stone
that had been provided to strengthen the sea-
wall of land belonging to Earl Godwin. The
wall failing in consequence during a great storm,
the laud was submerged, and became the perilous
sands of whioh we are speaking. The story was
first told, 80 far as we know, by the witty and
unfortunate Sir Thomas More, the author of
“Utopia” and friend of Erasmus, and though
probably a fable, is anything but “stupid.”

" What great ev^nta from trifling causes flow,”—

trifling, indeed, if we could really get back to
them and trace the connexion of events. A
word casually uttered has set its hearer on a
track that has led to a discovery of immense
importance; and was there not once a great war
because of the breakiug of a brace-button that
disconcerted an envoy, and prevented the com-
pletion of his speech? For want of a single
nail in his horse’s shoe, a man was ruined : we
all kuow the story. And who shall suy how the
ruin of one man may nffVet the course of events ?
Sir Thomas Moi e’s stateoient, if not correct itself,
includes a great and useful truth. If the build’
ing of the tower of TVnierdtn Church was not
the cause of the Godwin sands, it might have
been.

It is a fine tower, bold and lofty, that of
Tenterden, Perpendicular in style and good iu
proportions. The chnrch itself is partly of the
thirteenth century, partly of the fourteenth and
fifteenth. The nave has a panelled ceiling, and
the lower nrch is open, so as to show the west
window. This was filled not long ago by the
late Mr. William Curteis Whelan, of Heron-
den Hull, with a costly memorial in stained
filass, by Lavers & Barraud, of his father and
mother, the figures in it typifying their qualities.

SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY MANAGE-
MENT,—OR OTHERWISE.

The following communication has been ad-
dressed to the direotors of the South-Eastern
Railway :

—
“ Last Saturday morning, at 9 28, 1 took a first-

class return ticket at Cbaring-cross station for
Headcorn. My servant was with me to carry
portmanteau to the carriage and to take back
replies to a bundle of letters brought to me at
the station. The officer at the gate, with a
certain amount of insolence, refused, however,
to let him pass with me to the carriage, although
I explained the serious impoitance of haviug
him by me to the last moment. The man
admitted that if my servant, whose capacity was
evident, had been in livery he could nob have
prevented him from passing through. The course
pursued by your officer on this occasion caused
a most serious inconvenience, and I must take
the liberty of saying that, if he acted in accord-
ance with orders, such orders are not calculated
to serve the interests of passengers or company.
On the following evening, the 8.13 train,

when it stopped at Headcorn, included
bub one first-class wagon, which was full,

and I was compelled to return to London
in a second-class carriage, having paid for
first, amongst, as it happened, mewling in-
fants and reeking men. At London Bridge,
at Cannon-street, and at Waterloo Junction, we
loitered to take up and set down passengers, and
the reau t of this and previous proceedings was
that we arrived at Chariug-cross at 10'40 instead
of 9 55 as advertised, or 45 minutes after time;
and as my coachman bad thought it necessary
to wait only 40 minutes after the hour for which
he had been ordered, I was left to the chance of
a cab, with the consequent expenditure.
Any one of these iuoidents would reflect on

tho management of a railway : and, having been
subjected to the sories consecutively, I feel bound
to complain gravely as well for the sake of the
pablio as of myself.”

THE EMPEROE-ARCHITECT HADRIAN.*
The antiquaries who have espoused the cause

of Hadrian v. Seveiua, as being the authorof the
great Roman wall iu England, will be glad to hear
that a French biographer of the imperial archi-
tect commences nn enumeration of his works
with mention of this great barrier. The writer
in question, M. Charles Lucas, after stating that
Hadrian was born in Rome, January, A.D. 76,
and succeeded Trajan in 117, and enjoyed the
supreme power for twenty-one years, gives a few
of the opinions of ancient authors concerning
bis accomplishments. He was pronounced poet,
painter, and architect. It is, however, only with
this last capacity that M. Lucas deals. Without
quoting any authority, or throwing any new

* L’Empereiir-Arcbitecte Adritri (Publius .^lius Adri-
us). Emde Aniique par Charles Lucas, architecte

Pans : Ernest Ihoria. 1869.

weight into the scale, he merely states as a fact,
that after the year 120, to the end that he might
preserve the Roman colonies in Great Britain
from

^

the incursions of the Piets and Scots,
Hadrian constructed an immense wail to the
south of the Cheviot mountains, which strong
stone line M. Lucas erroneously believes to be
the bonndary between the two countries at the
present day. Continuing the account, Hadrian
built a temple in honour of Plotine, the wife of
Trojan, at Nimes. At Tarracoue, he rebuilt the
Temple of Augustus. He embellished Carthage,
and added to it a new quarter whioh took bis
name. Between the years 123 and 125, during
his first stay in Asia Minor, he reconstructed in
great measure the city of Cjzique, which the
Emperors Augustus and Tiberius had also
attempted to improve. At Ephesus, he reared a
temple to Roman Fortune; at Antioch, where
he first heard of his elevation to the imperial
power, he built a public bath, an aqueducc, and
a temple, dedicated to Nymphs, in which water
sources formed fine fountains. At Athens he built
a new city, divided frorci the old one by an arch,,
which bore two insoriptions

;
the one looking

upon the old city, of Minerva, reading, “Here is

the Athens of Theseus and that facing the
new buildings notifying “ Here is the Athens of
Hadrian.” Among the edifices he erected here
were two temples, whose magnificence we can
picture from the account of Pausanias, who says
that the porticoes were formed of 120 columns
of Phrygian marble, that the walla were of the
same marble, and the halls were decorated with
soulptnre, paintings, gold, and alabaster. More-
over, he restored the temple of Jupiter Olympus,
in recognition of which task the Atheniats
placed a colossal statue of him near it. Ho
made more than one visit to Athens, for in the
second visit he consecrated some of the edifices
he comm-nced on the first. At Corinth, too, in
hia day were built baths and an aqueduct; the
tomb of Epaminondas was embellished by an in-
scription composed by thoemperor; at Matinee was
rebuilt a temple in honour of Neptune Hippius ;
at Hyampolis a portico whioh bore hia name

;
at

Abbs he rebuilt the great temple of Apollo, and
at Nemce, the hippodrome. Visiting Egypt he
built a monument to Pompey the Great. Ha
ascended the Nile as far as Thebes, and visited
the statue of Memuon with hia wife, their stop-
ping-places being banded down to posterity in
inscriptions. Here he lost his favourite Autioous,
to whose memory he built a city he called
Autinopolis. Ou his return to Rome, A.D. 135,
he only quitted it occasionally to reside in his
celebrated villa. In the Eternal City he founded
the Athenceum, restored the basilica of Neptune,,
the forum of Augustus, built a circus, threw a
bridge over the Tiber, and placed ou it the mag.
niCcent mausoleum intended for his remains.
M. Lucas has not taken the trouble to collect
evidences of his numerous works in other parts
of Italy, although he states they exist in the
form of inscriptions on many of great import-
ance.

The villa built by Hadrian at Tivoli is described
at some length, with references to the works of
Ligorio, 1560; Antoinedel Re, 1611

;
Kircher,lG71;

Contini, 1634
;

Piranf'si, 1781; besides the more
modern authorities, Bardi, Nibby, and Catiua;
but a French account of it by M. Daumet is

specially cited as exhaustive in an artistic point
of view. This villa, or assemblage of buildings,
grouping together all that the omperor had seen
and wished to reproduce iu the course of his
travels in Greece and Egypt, it will be remem-
bered, did not long survive its author intact,
having been dismantled by Caracalla for the en-
richment of his own thermos, and finally de-
v’astated byTotila, in his siege of Tivoli. About
ten miles in circuit, containing a Lyceum, au
academy, a Paeoile, a palace, a Serapeou of
Canopus, Greek and Latin libraries, barracks for
the guards, several theatres, numerous temples,
fountains, a vale of Tempe, besides other land-
scape features in imitation of celebrated scenes,,
this remarkable villa provided the columns and
other marbles for all the churches, palaces, and
principal habitations in the neighbourhood

; aud
its ruins have furnished antiquities for every
museum of note in Europe. M. Lucas not in-
aptly couples it with mention of the South Ken-
sington Museum and Sydenham (the credit of
which last, with the usual French difficulty
the matter of English titles he duly places to
the account of “ Sir Paxton ”), both reared
within the last fifteen years for the purpose of
gathering together, in like manner, though for a
different purpose, specimens of the architecture
and arts of the known world.
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LONG SPAN BRIDGES.

PflOFESSOR DE VoLBOX WoODS gives the following tablfs of bridges having long spans, in

the “ Joaroa! of the Franklin Institute”:

—

TRUSSED BRIDGES.

NAME OF BRirGE.
|

I

Total
length
„rea.|

No. of
Spans.

Longest
Span.

REMARKS.
a

p

Weishaeh Mceb., Vol. II., p. 383.
_

i

f Wooden sreh trussed. Haupt on Bridge Con-

f structicin, p. 24i.
_ |

( Burr's—destroyed during rebel invasion, 1863.

880 6 200

6,280 200

24''i
C Longest span of W.irren's Girder. Jour, g

1 250 Maban, Civ. Eng., p. 238. ,

6 '6 4 306 Oueen Post—Theory of Bridees—Weak. I

321 Jour. Frank. Insi., Vol. XXXIX., 3d 8er.,p.330. i

Upper Sehuvihill
Louiavillo Bridge, over Ohio River

6,201 1

26

1

340i
370

391

Mahan, p. 237. ^
Fink's Truss— Report of Company,
f Erected in 1778. Longest epaii of wooden tru's '

1 on record. Weisbach Meeh., Vol. ii., p. 8L
|

firon lattice. Jour. Frank, Inst., Vol.

i XXXIX., 3d Series, p. 230.

Longest span trussed bridge. OUlcial Rep., 1866. ‘

2,383i

615

Derry, designed by Clans (never built) ... 1 900
( Proposed wooden structure. Wies. Mech., t

1 Vol. II,. p. 84. c

TUBULAR

9

\

BRIDGES.

NAME OF BRIDGE.
Total
length
in ftet.

No. of
Spans.

Longest
Span.

REMARKS.

1 400 Civ. Eng. Jour., 1818.

1,513 4 ilCO
rTubular Bridges by Dempsey. Traits de la

I Construction ties Fonts Mc'sHiques, Pl.X.

^Hunt's Merch. Mag., Vol. XXXI., p. 504; 24
25 330

ARCHED BRIDGES.

NAME OF BRIDGE.
Total

length
leet.

No. o'

Spune
Longett
Span.

REMARKS.

more than

( railed by rising of the crown. W oodbury on

784 Woodbury, p. 432—for railrond purposes.

180 Jour. Frank. Inst ,
Vol. XXXIX,, p. 231.

Chester or Oro-nover
Great Washington Aqueduct
Southwark

2i'0

200
250

Maban, p. 238.

8c. Am. 1860, p. 80. Cast iron, by Rennie.

Smilea's Lives of Engineers, Vol II., p. 188.

f Longest stone arch on record. Ireatiae on

\ Bridges, Weale, Vol. I.,p 49.

/ Not yet built. The arch to be of steel. Rep.

1 by the Co 1858.

To be made of iron. Weisbach, Vol. 11., p. 86.

1,609
Proposed Briuge over the Thames, by i

Tell'ord /
1 ' 600

SUSPENSION BRIDGES.

NAME OP BRIDGE.
Total
length
in feet.

No. of Lotiges
Span.

REMARKS.

!

1,264
fSc. Am. Vol, XX., p. 218. Tlus bridge is

1 about a mile beUw Ni-gura Falls.

Jour. Frank. Inst., Vol. LVII
, p. 165.

Gornwall (proposed to be built across")
the Hudson River, 43 miles above >•

N.Y. City ;

2,499
i

1,600

When Built.] Span.

Donrrv, at. Oporto
Menai, Eng
Sc. JobQ-9. N.B

Nashrille, over Cumberland

Pesth, over Danube

Kiegara Railroad Bridge
Fribourg, Svtilzerland
Lewiston (7 miles), below Niagara Falls

Lexington and Danville Railroad Bridge

East Bivot Bridge, N.Y. City

1853

1050

1854
1831
1856

THE STATE AND PROGBESS OP
MECHANICAL SCIENCE.

The hearty vote of thanks which, on the

motion of Mr. RamBbobtom, of Crewe, was so

readily awarded to Sir William Armstrong, for
“ the valuable and interesting address ” delivered

by that gentleman, as President of the Institution

of Mechanical Engineers, at their recent annual
meeting at Newcastle, is entitled to a sympa-
thetic echo in our columns.

In portions of his address Sir William went
over ground familiar to the readers of the
Builder. It is a matter of jnsfc satisfaction to a

public writer to find views which he has been
long endeavouring to bring before the world so

fully adopted, and so eloquently enforced, as in

the present instance, by the President of the
Mechanical Engineers.

The President referred, apropos of the use of

steam, to that great problem of hydraulic engi

neering to which we have repeatedly called the

work of Sonphis has endured for some fifry-four

centuries, accordin'^ to the best modern calcula-

tions of dates. Having suffered the utmost

violence that the caprice or the cariosity of man
could inflict, it is as likely to endure for a secoud

r for a third period of equal length, as the Nile

I to continue to run through Egypt. Whether

how long, if once made, this channel will

are questions as yet entirely unan-

ed. The last attempt to elicit an

oritative statement, made in the House
bramons on the 2nd of August, entirely

newspaper, by Mr. Fowler nearly six

)0 ago, to which he added the statement
‘ other sources,” that the intended depth

ft. was reduced to 18 ft. As to the pro-

of the great experiment of the filling the

of the Bitter Lakes, not one word of

ng information seems to have reached this

From the Suez Canal, Sir William Armstrong

assed to a subject very fully entered into in

ur columns last July, and introduced to

of the future. The additional informa-

v.w... .w be gathered from the address referred to

the use of pneumatic coal-cutting engines in the

Hetton Colliery, by which not otily is human
labour to a great extent superseded, but a supply

of air, at a temperature of 7 degrees below

freezing point, escapes into the mine, the in-

fluence of the expanding air that is discharged

by each machine being sufficient to lower the

temperature of the circulating atmosphere by

one degree. The combination of pure ventila-

tion with a supply of cool air affords a means of

penetrating to greater depths than have been

hitherto reached.

From the contemplation of these various and

distinct portions of the field of mechanical

engineering, the address passed on to that in

which the President may be expected to bo more

especially at home,—the condition of artillery,

and the present state of the ever open question of

the relative strength of our means of attack and

of defence. Here again we meet a Bnhjecb not

unfamiliar to our readers. (See Builder of

February 3, 186G j
July 27, 1867; and May 10,

1868.) The remarks upon the function of beat

in inoreasing the projeciile force of powder were

such as to demand attention. By the discharge

of fifty rounds in sucoession, a field-pieoe is made

so hot that it cannot be touched. The actual

flame contact which produces this effect is

limited to the third of a second, or the ISObh

part of a second for each discharge. The calorific

effect of the thin film of heated matter de-

posited iu the bore at each discharge, may be

set against the intermediate loss of heat by

radiation. In small guns the area of absorbing

surface surrounding the charge is proportionally

greater than in large guns. The greater heat

attained iu the latter both adds directly to the

explosive force of the powder, by expanding the

gas, and acts indirectly by aocelerutiog the

inflammation of the powder. When the addi-

tional resistance to the expulsion of the pro-

jectile which is caused by the rifling of the

barrel is taken into account, it is estimated that

the pressure actually reached in guns of a large

size when fired with English service powder, is

not less than seventy thousand pounds on the

square inch. It would be interesting to have

some more distinct indication of the data which

lead to BO prodigious an estimate.

To resist this terrible bursting pressure it

becomes of the last importance to understand

the most appropriate material, and the best

method of manufacture, for a heavy gun.

Krupp and Whitworth advocate the use of steel

;

but it is rather the hoped-for steel of the future,

than any as yet produced by human hands, to

which they can look with any confidence. The

American Rodman gun is of cast-iron, the iuside

being cooled first, and the external portion of

the metal being allowed to shrink upon the

hardened interior
;
the object being to keep the

I

metal in the interior in a state of compression,

and that on the exterior in a state of tension.

Sir William adheres to his opinion that coils of

1,043

1,220

Sup. to Weale's Bridges, p. 1 14.

Chain ca6le. Mahan's Civ. Kng., p. 255.

.8c, Am. June 18lb, 1863.

1 Destroyed by Rebel Gen. Floyd, Feb.,

I. Mar. 30lh, 1850.

1863.

fTutal length, 1350. Jour. Frank, Inst., Vol.

XVH,, 3rd Series, p. 300.

J our. Frank, Inst.

Ibid., Vol. XXIIf., 2Dd Series, p. 141.

Sc. dm. Juue 1, 1861. Blown down. Fob., 1864.

f Jour Frank. Inst., Vol. XXXIX., 3rd Series,

1 p. 230.

( Proposed, Jour. Frank. Inat., Vol. LXXXIV.,
1 p. 2TJ.

attention of our readers {Builder, October 28th,

1867, et passim), the great enigma of which

M. de Lesseps is the spbynx.

The direct application of steam power to the

excavation of the Suez Canal is indeed one of

the most remarkable of the recent features of

engiueering achievements. Sir William observes

that in quantity of material moved, the Suez

Canal is tar more vast than the Great Pyramid.

Quantity, however, is a relative term. If we

compare the actual amount of labour involved in

the quarrying, the transport, the working, and

the setting of the three millions and a half ot cubic

yards of solid masonry which the Great Pyramid

approximately contains, with that required for the

scooping out of the niuety-six millions of cubic

yards estimated as the material to be removed

for the sinking of the canal, the balance will

incline heavily in favour of the former, notwiib-

standing the immense service rendered by steam
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welded iron, sarroanding a steel tnbe, form the
best gone. The main reason for the preference
of iron is the fact, or at least the positive
opinion, that steel, while possessing mnoh
greater tensile strength than wronght-iron, is
less adapted to resist ccncossive strains.
The last point on which the address enlarged

•wa8_ one with which onr readers are not un-
femiliar. It relates to the mounting of guns,
both for land and for naval service. The views
which we have taken occasion to express as to
the mode in which the fortiBcations of the future
will be modified in consequence of the important
invention of Capt. Moncriefwere fully endorsed
by Sir William Armstrong. Still more interest-
ing was the accordance which he expressed with
our opinion as to naval artillery. A mere float-
mg gun-carriage, as small as possible, in order
to carry a heavy gun, and the machinery
requisite for propulsion, is that which we have
indicated as the great desideratum of naval con-
struction.^ Sir William not only agrees with
this opinion, as theoretical, but illustrates it by
the experience of the proving-barge of the
Elswick Works, which is a mere floating gun-
carriage. This proving-barge was the origin of
the idea of Mr. Kendeil’s now well-known gun-
boat Stauncli, which is provided with steam
power for propelling a twin screw, and for work-
ing a 12-ton gun. This vessel is so small as to
be a very difficult mark to hit, and is, at the
same time, very inexpensive. Guns of the
largest size may be mounted in vessels similar
to the Staunch, without increasing their tonnage
in more than a proportionate degree.

°

We feel quite assured that our readers will
share our own satisfaction at the reproduction,
in an address which authoritatively sums up the
recent progress of mechanical engineering, of
so much on which we have insisted within the
last three or four years. When we use the term
reproduction wo refer, of course, only to that
community of results arrived at by different
thinkers, starting from different stand-points,
and advancing by different routes, which is one
of the happiest triumphs of science. The lover '

of truth for its own sake will rather prefer that
views which he advocates should be inde-
pendently arrived at, than that they should be
adopted on his own authority. The balance of
probability inclines far more in favour of their
exactitude in the former than in the latter case.

FROM PARIS.
A REPORT on the financial situation of the

hospitals and asylums Qiospices) of the Prenoh
empire has just been issued by the Inspectors
General of the establishments of bienfaisance.
On the 1st of Jannary, 1869, there existed 1,557

hospitals and hospices, under the charge of 1,382
administrative commissions. The towns of
Nancy, Rennes, and Saint-Omer have 4
establishments

; Bordeaux, Valenciennes, 5

;

Lyons, 7 ; Paris, 32. Before 1790 there were
1,224 hospitals and hospices

5 16 under tho first
empire; 53 under the restoration; 71 under
Louis-Philippe

; 11 under tbe republic
;
172 under

Napoleon lit.
; thus bringing up the number to

1,557. The number of beds available in 1847,
viz., 126,142,—is now raised to 141.576 ; differ-
ence, 434. The towns which have the greatest

,

number of beds in hospitals and hospices are as
follow:— Paris, 18,735; Lyons, 4,176; Nantes,
2,716; and Lille, 2,188.

This document touches upon a question of im-
portance : it is this, examples of which are daily
brought before the public : the difficulties thrown
in the way of the free admission of the indigent
living in rural districts into hospitals

; and, worse
again, the insufficiency of out-door attendance on
the sick at their own homes.
On the 18th inst., the works for constructing

two new groups of public schools on the vast
site left free by the demolition of the Grand
Hospice des Petits-Menages, were let in contract.
This old building was situated at the angle of
the Rues de Sevres and de la Chaise, and was
founded by Henri II. on the site of the ancient
leper hospital called Maladrerie Saint-Germain,
demolished by order of Parliament in 1544, and
transferred^ without the precincts of Paris. With
the exception of tbe pr^aux and shady trees
nothing remains of the Hospice des Petits-
Menages now transferred to the new municipal
building at Issy. There a certain number of
aged married persona, one above sixty and the
other not less than seventy years old, are
received. la consideration of a certain sum
once paid, the aged couples find there a com-
fortable repose for the rest of their lives

During the excavations for a new sewer on
the site of the above hospice a great number of
human bones were discovered, among which were
fifeeen skulls. These remains were so phospho-
rescent thf^ they spread terror among the men.
At the Eglise Saint-Vincent de Paul a new

chapel dedicated to the Virgin is being con-
structed, at the end of the nave, behind the
grand altar. M. de Niewerkerke, superintendent
of fine arts, has presented to the cure of St.
Vincent de Paul, at his request, the statue of the
Virgin, executed by M. Carrier Belleuse, for
which he gained the grand medal of honour at
tho Salon of 1867.
The ten marble busts of the crowned heads

who have visited the Hotel de Ville during the
last ten or twelve years have been placed on
marble plinths of coloured marble. They are in
the gallery] leading from the Salle da Trone to
the grand apartments of the prefect, behind the
Salon du Zodiaque, the splendid woodwork of
which has been recently restored to its primitive
grandeur. The busts are as follow : — Qneen
Victoria, Prince Albert, the Queen of Portugal,
the Emperor Francois Joseph of Austria, the
Emperor of Russia, the Saltan, Victor-Emmanuel,
the King of Portugal, the King of Prussia, and
the King of Bavaria.
The official statistical return of the number of

persons who came to Paris to see the Exhibition
of 1867 has just been published. It appears
that the total number was only 582,205 persons,
of whom 200,347 wore strangers. Among the
latter were 59,367 British, 48,865 Germans,
146 Oceanians, 27,363 Belgians, 33 Georgians,
4,289 clergymen, 4,779 persons of title, 50,335
independent proprietors, 320 jou.naliats, 115
post-masters, 222 ship-owners, 501 men of
letters, 23 rabbis, 4 Cochin-Chinese, and 19,212
photographers ! How was this found out ?
Two new Jewish synogogues are being con-

structed in Paris, one in the Ruo de la Viotoire,
with a front on the Rue de la Chausoe d’Antin,
very vast and elevated. The second is being
built in the Rue des Tournelles in the Marais,
and is to be as important a building as the first

;

its site is a portion of that of the memorable
palace of Tournelles which belonged in 1390 to
the Chancellor d’Orgemont; there Leon do
Lusignan, king of Armenia, lived and spent the
last days of his existence in 1393. During the
British occupation it was the resideace of tho
Duke of Bedford, regent during tho minority of
Henry VX., about 1422. Bedford so increased
and ornamented the Tournelles Palace, that, as
history informs us, Charles VIL, having been
reinstated in the possession of Paris, preferred
it for a residence to the Hdtel Saint-Paul. It
was in front of the spot where the new syna-
gogue is being built that Henri 11,, king of
France, was mortally wounded in a tournay by
the Count de Montgomery. The last vestiges of
the Tournelles Palace were cleared away by
order of Henri IV., to construct the quarter of
the Place Royale.
In front of la Petite-Villette, and the park of

the Buttes Chaumont, the new iron bridge, of
very bold design, by which the Rue de Crimee
crosses the Chemin de Fer de Ceinture, has been
opened for traffic. Under it, in deep cutting,
pass the Chemin de Ceinture and that leading to
the great cattle market of La Villette, abattoirs,
&o. This bridge is composed of several sections,
one of which is in the line of the Rue de Crimee :

another section unites the two portions of the
Boulevard de Mexico. As was the case with the
Pont de 1’Avenue de Clichy, under which pass
all the lines of the Quest, the bridge carrying the
Rue de Crimee was constructed without for a
moment interrupting the traffic of the Chemin de
Per de Ceinture.

The new Clichy bridge over the Seine at
Aanieres is now open to the public

; it is of cast-
iron, of good design, and consists of three arches
spanning the three branches of the Seine,
divided by islands at that spot.

’

IVIonument at Rome Commemorative of
the Coming: Council.—The design submitted
to the Pope by his architect, Count Vespignani,
for the monument commemorative of the Council
has been approved of. This will consist simply
ofa column of African marble from the Emporium
raised on an hexagonal base, which will be
enriched, on five of its faces, with bas-reliefs,
represeotiog five parts of the world, while the
sixth face will bear the arms of Pius IX

, and
the date of the opening and close of the Council.
The column will be surmounted by a statue of
Pius IX. pronouncing the benediction urbi etorbi.

THE RADCLIFFE INFIRMARY CHAPEL,
OXFORD.

Tns Cbapel of the Radcliffe Infirmary at
Uxffird, Mr. Blomfield, architect, hasjust received
an interestiug addition to its internal decoration,m the shape of four remarkable pictures, done

monks. During a tour in Rnsaia, in
1867, the founder of the chapel, according to the
local Joimml, visited the celebrated Monastery
ofTroitzka, or Holy Trinity, about forty miles
from Moscow, in the midst of a wild forest. Its
massive pralla extend 4,500 ft. in length, are
from 30 ft. to 40 ft. high, and 20 ft. thick. The
building is flanked by eight towers, and forms a
fortress ofgreat strength, which has triumphantly
withstood siege and assault. It contains a
cathedral, ten churches, palace, university, con-
vent, schools of art and industry, and all the
requisite accommodations for its thousands of
inmates. It is replete with objects of interest,
and there are shrines of solid gold and silver,
adorned with precious stones, frescoes, carvings,
and pictures. The monks have a school of
painting, from which are supplied all the pictures
and decorative work for the Eastern Church in
Russia. About sixty monks are constantly
engaged, under the chief direction of the Monk
Symeone,on the various pictures in progress, and
there is besides a class entirely devoted to
miniatures, which are exquisitely executed on
mother of pearl, and for beauty of drawing and
delicacy of colouring equal any wo have in this
country. There are three large apartments
occupied by the artist monks and their pupils.
In tbe first, are the novices who are instructed
in drawing; in the second, the younger monks
who have made some advance are initiated into
the mysteries of colonr; and in the third are the
elder monks, proficients in their art. It was
here that the four pictures which have just been
placed iu St. Luke’s were produced. They con-
sist of full-length figures of tbe Evangelists on
panel, abonb 4 ft. 4 in. by 2 ft. They are painted,
says our authority, with all the delicacy of
miniatures on a golden ground, richly chased
and adorned with an exquisite border, the rich
colours sparingly introduced into which com-
bine and harmonise charmingly in the general
effect.

THE SPIRIT-LEVEL.
Its Inventi'yn.—Ho who first filled a glass

bottle with a liquid, leaving a small quantity of
air therein to form a bobble, then corked the
bottle and laid it flab on one side, with the
bubble floating against the upper part, was tbe
unconscious inventor of the spirit-level, which is
a very simple instrument in appearance, bub of
the utmost value, when properly made, to the
astronomer, the engineer, and the builder; for
when the bottle is placed horizontally, the bubble
always monuts to, and rests at, its most elevated
point

; and the tangent to that point, when the
middle or apex-point of the bubble coincides
therewith, is a horizontal line

;
that is, a line at

right angles, or perpendicular to the direction of
gravity or the plumb-line passing through that
point.

This was first perceived and applied, so far as
is known, iu France in 1666, by Melchisedec
Thevenot, who was a great amateur of science
and a writer of books of voyages and travels.
In this reepect he enriched tho literature of
France as much as Hakluyt enriched that of
England half a century earlier. It was at
Thevenot s house that the learned men who
founded the Academy of Sciences of Paris used
to assemble; and it was at one of their meetings
that he propounded the spirit-level.

A description of the instrument, accompanied
with figures, was first published in the Journal
des Savants, Paris, November 15th, 1666, under
this title:

—
“ Machine nouvelle pour la conduite

des eaux, pour les batiments, pour la navigation,
efc pour la plupart des aubres arts.” The instru-
ment is there called an air-ZereZ ; and is described
as a glass tube, hermetically sealed at both ends,
containing spirits of wine, which do not freeze,
and a small quantity of air forming a bubble.
It is stated that the instrument is capable of
giving, with much exactness, the direction of the
horizon, the perpendicular to the horizon, and
vertical angles

; and that it is easier to make,
more convenient to use, and indicates a level line
more readily and accurately than any other
iustrumenb. One figure represents the tube
charged with liquid, aud an air-bubble; a second
shows it fitted, under the centre part, with a
spindle dropping into a socket fixed on a staff so
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SB to tarn in any direction, and with sights on
the ends for levelling to long distances; a third
represents it fixed to a square, and a fourth to a
short flat bar of wood, as levels for workmen

;

and a fifth shows it fixed to a quadrant for

navigation.

In this first publication the inventor is not
named. Bat in a small work, called “ Recueil
des Voyages de M. Theveuot,” Paris, 1681, there
is a description of the instrument by Thevenot,"
preceded by a statement that he invented it

fifceen years before that time ; and that he then
gave a description of it to the public. This
agrees with the description in the Journal des
Sava/nts referred to above, which no doubt
was written by Thfevenot himself. He also
states that soon after its invention an account of
it was sent to the Royal Society of London. The
celebrated Dr. Hooke was then a constant
attendant at the meetings of this body. By this
means he became acquainted with it

;
and, seeing

that it would be of the greatest advantage to
astronomy, to navigation, to engiueeriug, and to
building, he had some excellent tubes prepared,
and applied them to various instruments

;
and he

subsequently produced the spherical spirit-level.

From this circumstance the invention of the
spirit-level, now in common use, has been
ascribed to Hooke, but it is undoubtedly dne to
Thevenot. Much merit is due, however, to
Hooke for aiding to perfect it, and to apply it to
science. He was the best practical mechanician
of his time, as is evidenced by his numerous
valuable inventions. He, as well as Wren, whose
name is displayed in the moat prominent of red-
letters on the fame-roll of British architects,
were contemporary with Newton; and both
Hooke and Wren were within an ace of seeing
and propounding the principle of universal gravi-
tation at the moment when the great intellect of
Newton had grasped and mastered it,—dispelling
for ever the mist that had obscured it.

As, however, the instrument was new, and
there were difficulties in constructing it with
precision, nearly a century elapsed before those
difficulties were removed, and it obtained the
preference it merited over the water-levels and
plnmb-levels then in nse, as well as over those
that were invented during the interval, most of
which are now almost forgotten. It was first
practically employed in this country in 1756
by Smeaton for levelling the foundation and
courses of stones of the noble lighthouse
which he designed and erected on the Eddy,
stone. Thevenot’s simple glass tube is now
applied to nearly all the instruments used in
levelling, and is the level par excellence.

Its Construction.—The spirit-level, as ordi-
narily constructed, consists of a short cylindrical
glass tube, whose interior surface is, or should
be, ground to a slight regular curvature length-
ways, and then polished. The curvature, which
is much exaggerated in the figure, is almost in-
perceptible in the tube, the radius being from
300 ft. to 600 ft. The tube is nearly filled with
a very limpid liquid, leaving a small space
occupied by an air-bubble. The open ends are
then hermetically sealed by melting the glass
around them with the blow-pipe.

Alcohol or sulphuric ether, whose speciflo
gravities are respectively -792 and -715, water
being 1-000, are preferred for charging the tube.

nfoirmd aveo qnelqoe
antugea aur toua

* ‘'C'estiin instrument oil I’l

liqueur fait un niveau, maia qui
ceui dunt on s’esi aervi jusquea h cette heure,

1. On le trouve plua juato que lea autres, car il n’y a
point de ai petite inclination qn'il ne pusse eonnoiatre.

2. II est cl’ailleurs d’ttulant plus eeur pour Ja pratique
que lea cliangemena de I'uir, le see, I’hiimide, etl-j vent, qui
alterent Icb outrea niveaui, iie peuvent en fufon du monde
oorrompre sa juatesae.

3. La main de I’ouvrier n'est point occupda iletenir
lorsqu'il a’en aert.

J. L’on emploio moina de temps a e’en aervir, qu’ii ae
aervir des niveaux ordiuairea; ce qui est fort considt--
ratile dana une pratique que les ouvriera aont obJigez de
reeoniraencer si auuvent.

°

6. La conatrucUon en eat anaai plua aisee que celle dea
autrea niveaux. On choiait un tuyau de quelque mati^re
tran^parat.te; on canon de verre, par exemple, dont lea
cOBlez Boient parallelea; d’un diamettre qui puisse recevoir
le petit doigt, et QUI soit environ aept ou huit fois pluslong que Urge. On le ferme par un bout, et on y metquelque liqueur. L'eaprit de vin y eat fort propre. parce
qu il ne lait point de sediment, et qu’il ne gole jamais.

' On laiese de tuyna environ un peu moina de ouide qu'ii n’ade diamfetre; on le buuche apris, ou on le aeelle par lofeuLorsqu on s'en sert, et quon 1’ applique Bur le plan
< que 1 on veut examiner. I’mr qui y eat enfermd monte
< aussitost vera la partie du plan la plua dlevde et
I demeuro Bans mouvement loraque le plan est horizontal
I et cela toujoura avec la mesme justease, quelque teinna
; qn il lasse.

» i t

Ce niveau d’air qui doDnel’horizon avee tantdejustease
a aonnerapar-cousoquenc la perpendiculaire aur J’horizon'
e et tons lea diUdrens angles, si vous y ajodtez les diviaiona

aur lesqueUea il lea puisae marquer."— TAeoenof, Zecueil
I aet f obliges.

'

becaase these liqnids are mnch lighter, possess
the property of fluidity ia a higher degree, and
are more sensitive than any others. Moreover,
intense frost does not affect their fluidity—no
observed degree of natural or artificial cold
having ever frozen them

;
and they also have the

property of wetting the glass more readily and
completely than other liquids, owing to the
greater capillary affinity sabsisting between
them and the glass.

If the tube’s curvature were the same as the
earth’s curvature, the upper line or surface of
the liquid would be truly level, aud therefore no
part of it would have a tendency to fall, or seek
a lower position

; nor would the bubble, which
is considerably lighter than the liquid, have a
tendency to rise or seek a higher one, but would
remain uninfluenced at any part, because the
action of gravity upon the surface of the liquid
would bo everywhere precisely equal. It ia

essential, therefore, that the tuba should be
made not only of equal bore, or perfectly cylin-
drical throughout, but with a uniform aud sen-
sibly convex eorvature, lengthways, ia order
that the middle or apex-point of the bubble may
rise to, aud rest at, the middle or apex-point of
the arc.

As, then, the bubble moves in an are of a
circle convex upwards, it may be regarded as a
plwnmet of air, analogous to a plummet of metal
ora pendulum swinging in an arc of a circle con-
vex downwards

; and the centre of gravity of the
babble is brought to rest, by the earth’s attrac-
tion, in the vertical line passing through the
centre of the circle in an arc of which the babble
moves, the same as the centre of gravity of the
plummet or the pendulum is brought to re.st,

also by the earth’s attraction, in the vertical
line passing through the centre of the circle in
an arc of which the plummet or the pendulum
swings, or through the point from which they
are suspended. When, therefore, the apex-point
of the bubble coincides with the apex, or zero
point, as it is called, of the tube, which is marked
thereon, or the ends of the bubble mark equal
distances therefrom, the instrument is in adjust-
ment,—that is, the tangent to the tube at the
zero point is horizontal, or at right angles to
the vertical passing throngh that point.
Two symmetrically divided scales are usnally

engraved across the top surface of the tubs—one
on each side of the zero-poinb, or one from each
end of the bubble when its apex-point is iden-
tical with the zero-point

; so that when the bubble
marks equal divisions on the scales, the tangent
to the arc at the zero- point, as also a visual ray,
a straight edge, or a line parallel thereto, is
horizontal. When, on the contrary, one end of
the tube is raised above the other, the bubble
runs from the zero-point towards the elevated
end, and the tangent to that point, or the visual
ray, the straight edge, or the line parallel
thereto, inclines upwards in one direction, and
downwards in the other, from exact horizontality,
while the tangent to the arc at the apex-poinc
of the bubble, wherever situated, remains
horizontal.

When, therefore, the radius of carvafcure of the
tube is known, the scales across the tube are
capable of measuring vertical angles with the
same acoaracy as a sector, whose radius is equal
to tho radius of the tube’s curvature. Thus,
when the apex-point of the bubble deviates from
the zero-poiut of tho tube, the value in seconds
of the angle contained between the horizontal
tangent to the bubble’s apex-point, and the tan-
gent to the tube’s zero-pomt is

deviation of bubble.

sensible will be the babble of any deviation
of the tangent to the tube’s zero-point
from the horizontal

; because the bubble must
move over a greater length of the tube iu pro-
portion to any small elevation of either end.
In delicate levels the curvature is very small, aud
the bubble quivers with the slightest touch or
tremour; while in levels made for common use
the curvature is more rapid, and the bubble is

more readily brought to a stand, and remains
steadier.

206265" >- ,
rad. ot ourv. of tube.

For oxample, let the bubble’s deviation from the
zero-point be three divisions of the scale, or
"itT inch, and let the tube’s radius of
curvature be 300 ft.

; then we have 20G265'= 20G265" X *01 = 2062"’65 = 34' 22"-G5, tho
value of the angle from horizontality.
Tho radius of curvature of the tube may be

found by the formula

K-Ad;
h

where R is the radius, d the deviation of the
bubble, Il the height traversed on a distant
staff by the run of the tangent from the tuba’s
zero-point to the bubble’s apex-point, and D the
horizontal distance from the bubble’s apex-point
to the staff. Let d= 5 inch, inch, and

D^GOOfeet; then E =-^D= -.a x 600= -5 x 600=
300 feet.

Hence the longer the radius the less will be
the curvature of the tube, and the moie

The volume and length of the bubble are
affected by every change of temperature. The
glass and the liquid both expand,—the glass
very slightly, the liquid very considerably. If
they expanded equally, the capacity of the tube
aud the volume of the liquid would be enlarged
in the same proportion, and the volume and
length of the bubble would remain always tho
same. But, as just observed, the dilatation by
beat of the glass is only alight, while that of the
liquid is very considerable. Hence the capacity
of the tube increases much leas thau the volume
of the liquid

;
and hence the volume and length

of the babble beootne smaller as the volume of
the liquid becomes larger. This may be verified
by heating tho tube; when, as the liquid re-
ceives heat and expands, the volume aud length
of the bubble will be seen to decrease

;
and also

by cooling the tube, when, as the liquid parts
with heat and contracts, the bubble will be seen
to increase in volume and length. Alcohol
expands regularly -nTrc every degree of heat
that it receives above 32°, and it contracts with
the like regularity for every degree of heat that
il parts with below 32°,

In common levels the tubes aroused just as they
leave the glass-factory. Those having au apparent
uniform calibre, psroeptible convex curvature
lengthways, and smooth interior surface, being
selected for the purpose; and after the alcohol
or the ether is enclosed in suflicient quantity to
form a suitable bubble, the ends are hermetically
sealed. Now it is evident that if there be any
irregularities in the arc against which the bubble
runs, they will be imparted to the bubble,—one
end of which will be broader or narrower than
the other, and shorter or longer from the zero-
point

; and iu proportion to the irregularities
will the ends of the bubble bo unequally dis-
tant from that point, and will the tangent
thereto deviate from horizontality.

Should the bore of the tube be uneven or of
irregular curvature, or should the parts on each
side of the zero-point not be symmetrical, the
ends of the bubble, as they augment or diminish
in length by changes of temperature, would not
rest exactly equidistant from the zero-point, or
mark equal divisions on the scales. The tangent,
however, to the zero-point would be horizontal,
although the bubble would have au apparent
inclination

; aud tlierefore, to bring the ends of
the bubble to coincide with the equidistant
divisions of the scales would be to give the
tangent an inclination, and throw the instru-
ment out of adjustmeub. This results more or
less with all unground or defective tubes, aud
consequently sections plotted, estimates made of
works, and works set out aud regulated from
levels taken or given by such tubes must be in
error in proportion to their imperfection.
In levels of precision, especially those em-

ployed for astronomical aud engiueering pur-
poses, the interior surfaces are made truly even
aud cylindrical, and with a sensible curvature
upwards exactly to an arc of a circle, by grinding
them with emery-powder and oil or water ou
steel cyliuders, and then polishing them. This
process is repeated until the bubbles prove, by
turning the tubes end for end on a delicately-
adjusted support, to be perfectly symmetrical,
or until the ends appear at, or mark precisely
equal distances from tho middle or zero-point,
the tangent to which is then horizontal.

Hence, in the preparation of these tubes the
chief objects to be attained are, uniformity of
bore, perfection of curvature, and snioothueas of
surface

;
and it should be observed, in conclu-

sion, that whatever care and finish are bestowed
ou the exterior mountings of the tube, if the
interior of the tube itself bo imperfect in the
above respects, the tangent given by the bubble
will not be horizontal. Tubes have been and
can be made to indicate a point half a second of
a degree from exact horizontality, or within one-
bundredth of a foot of horizontality at the dis-
tance of one mile. This slight deviation is due,
not to the principle of the iostrament, but to
mechanical defects, from which no instrument,
however delicately made, is absolutely free.

John Phillips.
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“THE QUARRY,” SEVENOAIvS, KENT. Mn. T. E. Kxightley, Architect.

THE QUAKRY, SEVENOAKS.
The above engravings illuatrate a mansion,

together wibh the entrance-lodge, lately erected

for Mr. Andrew Swanzy, in one of the most
beantiful parts of Seveuoake, Kent, on the

Kippington Estate, adjoining that of Lord
Amherst, and situated abont four miles from
Knole Park. The works were commenced in

the autumn of 1867 ;
the materials used being

the Pareham red bricks and Ancaeter stone.

The almost invariable practice in building a
country bouse is to erect the offices on the ground-
floor level, and laierHl to the main building, and
rightly so : here there are no trees to screen them.
This, therefore, together with the slope of the
ground (which naturally creattd a basement),
was taken into consideraiion, and it was conse-

quently determined to utilize the biisement. The

bouse is surrounded by a broad open walled area

and an earthwork terrace beyond, the latter

sloping towards the grounds, which, with the

new planting, prevent them from being over-

looked by the windows of the servants’ offices.

To prevent the smell of cooking and the heat

from the kitchen proving annoying, the dining-

room being over the kitchen, a match-boarded
false ceiling has been constracted, 10 in. below
the ordinary one of plaster, and, by moans of

air • bricks in the external and cross walls, a
current of air is maintained.

I

The basement contnins a servants’ hall, large

i kitchen, a scullery, dairy, store-rooms, &c. On
the ground floor are dining and drawing rooms,

conservatory, morning-room, and library
;
and

on the upper floors are ten bed-rooms, two
dressing-rooms, and a bath-room. Mr. T. F.
Knigbtley was the architect, and Mr. J.

Scott the clerk of the works. The con-

tractor employed was Mr. C. N. Foster, of

Whitefriars; the carving being executed from
the architect’s drawings by Mr. G. Seal, of

Walworth. The cost may be considered about

10,030Z. Not hav'ng been able to obtain a scale,'

we must content ourselves with adding that the

house is 56 ft. 6 in. in width and 45 ft. 9 in.

in depth.

EEFEEENCE8.

A. CoDBOrvatory.
B. DrawiDg-room,
C. Library.
D. Butler'fl pantry.

E. ServBDtB' staircase.

F. W.C.
Q-. Dining-room.
H. Hall.

I. Entrance-lobby.
K. Staircaae.

L. Morning-room.
M. Lavatory.
N. X, Y, Z. Bed-rooms.
O. S. Dressing-rooms.
P. W.C.
Q. Lobby.
R. Bath-room.
T. Corridor.
IT. Servants' staircaae,

W. Staircase.
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HILDESHEIM.

^

The town of Hildesheim, in the lately annexed
kingdom of Hanover, ia situated in the centre
of a province of the same name, which was,
until the year 1802, the principality and biehop-
nek of a prince-biahop. The town ia of great
antiquity, and contains twelve churches, most
of which are exceedingly interesting. The popu-
lation is about half Catholic and half Lutheran
and the churches are divided amongst the two
religions as follows : — The Cathedral, the
churches of St. Godehard, St. Mary Magda-
len,^ St. Cross, St. Maurice, and the Semi-
narist Church, belong to the Catholics; and
those of St. Andrew, St. Lambert, St. James,
and St. Michael (except the crypt), belcng
to the Lutherans. St. Paul’s Church is shut
up, and St. Martin’s used as a museum.
1 he Cathedral, St. Michael’s, and St. Godehard’s
are wonderful specimens of Romanesque church
architecture

; they are, perhaps, the most perfect
examples of the Basilica form existing in North
Europe. The Cathedral stands in a kind of
close planted with lime-trees, in the centre of
which 18 an object which at first strikes one as
being a model of Trajan’s Column at Rome.
Ibis remarkable monument ia about 14 ft. hich
exclusive of the modern base upon which it
Btands, and is of bronze, ornamented with a
senes of figures standing upon a spiral curve
representing scenes from the life of Christ. A
modern inacriptiou on the base records the fact
that this column was made by St. Bernward,
Bishop of Hildesheim, in the year 1015.
The cathedral itself is externally rather a

mean-lookiog church, and ia not improved by
the pound about it being G ft. above its original
level, so that the bniiding is buried nearly up
to the window-sills. The west front has been
rebuilt in a moat detestable style—a kind of
mature of Romanesque and Third Pointed.
There is a large porch called the Paradise be ore
the western door, and another still more impor-
tant being nearly GO ft. deep, leading to the
porth transept. Upon entering the church one
is tepibly disappointed, for the whole building
has been thoroughly modernized during the last
century when the greatest pains seem to have
been taken to convert every feature of the old
church into some abomination of the “ pig.
tail 'period. When, however, one has recovered
irom disgust at the heartlessness and want of
taste of the architects and churchmen of the
last century, much will be found to interest the
pchitect or antiquary in the Cathedral of Hildes-
heim. The first objects worthy of attentionpe the noble bronze doors of the inner western
doonvay. They are entirely of bronze, 17 ft
high, and about 10 ft. wide. They are contem-
porary with the column on the Dom-platz, and
are also the works of St. Bernward. The left
valve 18 ornamented with eight square panels,
separated by a semicircular rib, richly orna-
mented with foliage. Bach panel contains a

figures representing scenes from
the Old lestament: the right valve contains
eight subjects from the New Testament. These
little groups, although stiff and thoroughly
Bjzantme in character, are full of spirit, andnpo much more action expressed than is usual
With works of such an early period.
Hung from the ceiling in the centre of the

I nave is the superb chandelier or corona repre-
sented lu our engraying (A). It is composed
of silyer and copper-gilt, and is 22 ft. in diameter.

I It IS said to have been commenced by St. Bern-
i ward; if so, howeyer, little of bis work remains
as the detail is eyidently late twelfch century!

. The general design of this remarkable corona

. IS intended to represent the Heayenly Jerusalem.
and originally each of the towers, B and C con-

;

Wined three silver statues, and each of the gates
. v, one statue. These statues represented the
: prophets and apostles. They were, however
: stolen by the soldiers of Gustavus Adolphus, and
BO great was the violence used in tearing them

t Uown, that the coroua now no longer forms a
circle, hub 18 a kind of broken horseshoe, and

’ ^ ^ of perpendicular.
- E, 1 and G represent the perforations at the back
1 and base of the towers. L, J, and H are patterns
I m enamel on various portions of the coronaThe enamel is dark green, on a gold ground.
,
i, Al, and N are the arabesques upon the centre

. bar. K 18 a portion of wall showing the perforated
r ornament, &o.

The next object which demands our atten-
tion is the superb rood-screen. This is
Tan early specimen of Cinque - cento work
lentirely of stone, and covered with the most

delicate and beautiful sculpture. It is divided
into five compartments, from the centre of which
projects a large pnlpit, with a brass eagle for
reading the gospel from. The aide compart-
ments contain metal gates of very elaborate
design, leading into the choir, and low archways
leading down to the crypt. The upper portion
of the screen consists of a kind of open arcade,
upon which is supported the great rood and
attendant figures. In front of the screen ia a
small altar, and on the steps leading up to it is
a singular column of red marble, bearing a crown
of metalwork for holding candles, of late Roman-
esque work, and a modern statue. This column is
said originally to have borne the statue of the
Saxon god Irmen, and it ia also related that
Charlemagne fought two great battles to obtain
possession of it. The choir is exceedingly rich in
ancient furniture, and from the roof is suspended
the second or smaller corona, represented in
our engraving (0). The general design is very
similar to the great coroua

;
but it will be seen

by the detail that it is the work of a later age,
probably the fourteenth century. Like the large
corona, it has lost the figureswhich once adorned
It, and is very much beaten out of shape. Of
the details, P and Q represent two of the towers

;R, one of the gates
; S, the back elevation of onem the towers

; T, the alternate turrets
; U and

V, details of upper portions of towers
; W,

section of wall portion of corona; and X, the
pendent. This coroua is about 1-i ft. in
diameter.

On a future occasion we shall continne this
description, and give other illustrations of works
of art m the cathedral of Hildesheim.

above is a dormitory 239-3 ft. in length. The
refectory, occupying one wing, is 137 6 ft.
in length, which has a terrace roof. Adjoin'ng
is the laundry. Another of the wings running
e^t and west contains the kitchen, stores, and
offices. The two wings divide the promises into
three quadrangles, 4,875 ft. square. Parallel to
the refectory and adjoining ia a gallery covering
the laundry, in which is situated the washing-
tank,^ fitted with eleven divisions for washing
the linen, containing also hot-water apparatus,
hot-water baths, closets, &e., and it has a con-
tinuous stream of water running through it. In
each quadrangle a fountain is erected, with
running water, and in the garden there is a
large bathing-tank for the use of the inmates.
The establishment is partially maintained by
the work of the girls, in washing, making lace,
embroidery, and other needlework. Especial
care is given in the training of the girls to fit
them for domestic servants.

This state also contains a hospital, which
relieves yearly 5,000 sick persons gratuitously.
Another large public building is occupied by
100 orphan boys and 80 infirm people,
amongst whom figures conspicuously an old
king’s messenger, who formerly rode from Guate-
mala to Mexico, and who is now at the advanced
age of 100 years, and, with the exception of
being deaf, in possession of all hia faculties.

GOOD WORKS IN GUATEMALA.
It may not altogether be uninteresting to

many of our readers to hear something of the
publio improvements that are taking place in so
distant a part of the world as Guatemala, the
more so as in consequence of the loan of 500,OOOL
lately contracted in this country for public im-'
provements, and the resources there are to be
tound in Guatemala, a wide field for emigration
is opened there. With the kind assistance of
Don Enegues, Palaces Charge d’Affaires for
Guatemala, and who is one of the munificent
friends of the institution we are about to speak
of, we are enabled to give a description of the
Girls Orphanage, which is one of the principal
benevolent institutions in Guatemala, and for
which a proposed chapel is about to be erected
at a cost of 3,000L or more, from the designs of
Mr. E. W. C. P. Schmidt, architect.
The design is Gothic in style, and well adapted

to the site, and tbe requirements of the above
establishment. The interior of the chapel, as
proposed, will be handsomely decorated, using
Minton’s tiles for the flooring, and the ooronm
sconces, and altar furniture are suitably de!
signed to harmonise with the rest of the build-
ing. The orphanage was commenced in No-
vember, 1853, with six poor girls, and fifteen
dollars collected in charity. To Donna Luz
Batres de Aycinena, a member of one of the
chief families in Guatemala, is due the honour
that the execution of the noble idea of presenting
the city with an asylum which now honours the
capital, has been thus far carried out. Poor as
its origin was, yet in due time it mot with such
support from the authorities and the public,
that, in fifteen years, in November, 1868, the
ceremony of removing “ the orphanage, now
consisting of 120 girls, from a private house to
the present new building, which was purchased
by the Government at a cost of 20,000 dollars,
was celebrated in a manner becoming the occa!
Sion.” A proof of the liberality of the citizens
is given by tbe establiehraeut being now capable
of accommodating 300 girls. At present it is
occupied by 120 orphans, maintained at a cost
of 400 dollars per month.
The building is in the form of a parallelogram

473 ft. in length, by 258 ft. in breadth, com!
prising twenty-eight rooms and seven quad-
raugles, distributed in such a way that out of
41431-6 square feet 12217-5 are occupied by the
building, and by 921-3 ft. of corridors; 16492-7
by the quadrangles, and 1-1803'3 by the garden,
which runs tbe whole length of the building!
and separates it from the surrounding houses,
and also gives light and ventilation to the class-
room and dormitories. The main building runs
north and south, and has ou one side a corri-
dor 410 fc. iu a straight lino, giving access to
the temporary chapel (68 9 ft. iu length), to
two workrooms GU’C ft. each, while situated

PENARD CASTLE.
This castle is situated in the southern part of

Gower, upon the margin of Oxwich bay, and on
a cliff which here forma the left bank of the
brook which desceuds by the two deep valleys
of Park-le-Braose and listen to reach the sea a
few yards below the castle.
The bold abrupt cliff of rock occupied by tbe

castle and indicated by its name, rises about
150 ft. above the water, and, in common with all
the east or leeward side of the bay. is capped by
a deep deposit of wind-blown sand. This sand,
not now in progress, widens ont into extensive
barrows, parts of whioh are covered with short
but fragrant herbage, while tbe remainder is
arid sand, contrasting sharply with the fertile
grass and;woodland which occupy the west and
more favoured aide of the bay.
The castle is an oblong enclosure about 108 ft.

east and west by 84 ft. north and south, at its
longest and widest. The aides are flattened and
the west end rounded. It is composed of a
single court or ward, enclosed by a curtaiu-wall,
upon which are the gatehouse and one mural
tower.

Tbe gatehouse ia, out of proportion, large for
the court, and occupies much of the east end.
It ia rectangular iu plan, 40 ft. in front by 23 ft.

deep, having two half-round towers, 15 ft. in
diameter, between which is the entrance-gate, of
10 ft. opening. The sides and rear are rect-
angular. Tbe entrance ia beneath a flat drop
arcb, backed by the remains of a vaulted roof,
in whioh are the chase and usual grooves for a
portcullis. On either side are loops

; but tbe
lodge doors, now broken down, were in the rear
wall, towards the court. The towers have a
basement and a low first and lofty second floor,
with three loops outwards, 2 in. broad, and of
theunnaual length of 6 ft. There are also lateral
doors opening upon the curtain. In the centre
is the portcullis-chamber, and above it the usual
battlement. The floors were of timber, and
there do not appear to have been stone stairs.
There are no traces of a drawbridge, though the
ditch showa one to have existed. The rear parts
of this gatehouse are iu ruins.
There is one peculiarity about the portcullis

worthy of notice. The lateral grooves, about
5 in. square, stop abruptly about 2 ft. below the
spring of the arch, and 6 ft. above the oill, so
that the grate must either have remained sus-
pended at the upper level, which is improbable,
or have been constructed with two shoulders, so
that the lower 6 ft. would be about 8 in. nar-
rower than the upper part, and be deprived of
tbe steadiness given by lateral grooves. It does
nob appear from the ruinous state of the entrance
what other defences existed besides this one
portcullis. The gatehouse ia nob in the centre
of the end, bub has 12 fc. of curtain ou its south
wing, and 30 ft. on its north.
The curtain_ is_ about 3 ft. 6 in. thick, and

20 ft. high, within, to the rampart wall. The
battlement is of unusual height, about 8 ft., so
that the wall outside is at least 28 ft. high. The
embrasures are far apart, the merlons being very
broad, and some of them are pierced by a loop.
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This oartain remains tolerably perfect from

the gatehooee along the north side, and roand the

north-west corner. A short piece also remains

on the aonth side. The rest is gone. On the

cnrtain, near the north-west end, is the sole

mural tower, half round, about 12 fc. diameter

outside, and closed by the curtain, in which is

the door. The upper floor was open iu the rear,

and entered from the rampart wall. There

was no stone stair, and the roof was of timber.

Close east of this tower, in the cnrtain, is a

email high recess with a segmental arch. There

as a gardrobe on the inner gronnd level. Its

place is marked exteriorly by a fiat pilaster

5,086 yards of concrete at Ss. per yard would

amonnt to 551. 193. 2d. instead of 1,2711. lOs.

In another he had set down 1,974 yards of con-

crete at 5s. per yard as amounting to 411. 3a. 6d.

instead of 4031. lOs. The result of these various

mistakes was, that there was a balance of about

1,881L Os. 2d. too little.

The plaintiff alleged that the defendants’ archi-

tect and engineer, or one of them, either before

or immediately after the date of the agreement,

knew of the mistakes
;
that he himself did not

discover them till November 1868, when be im-

mediately applied to the defendants to have them

rectified
j
but this they refused to do, and insisted

buttress, in which is the shoot, opening at the that he was only entitled to the sums mentioned

foot of the wall. It is probable that a second
,

in the agreement.

fihoot descended from the ramparts. Thereupon the plaintiff filed his bill, pray-

Outside and agaiust the north-west corner of ing that the schedule of quantities might be

the oartain has been added a rectangular build- rectified.VUO UUl tQlU isao UDCil d . ^ 13 3

ing, 18 ft. deep and 20 ft. broad within, with ' In support of the demurrer it was contended

walls 3 ft. thick. This is of one floor of leas that the Conrt had no power to relieve persons

height than the adjacent ramparts, and it had from the consequences of their own negligence.
.1 ""

..u ) *.% fTU.. V,o,l f.i-1 rirt ’.ViO wf>rk for a
two large windows, one to the south and one to The plaintiff had offered to do the work for a

the west. In another position it might have certain gross snra, and on the faith of that offer

been n chapel. It was probably some kind of his tender was accepted by the defendants. The

hall, added when the country was at peace,
'
agreement was binding on both parties. Plain-

thoush its position on the cliff would render it tiff’s allegation that the defendants’ architect

moderately secure. and engineeer knew of the alleged mistakes was

The castle on the north and west faces is pro- 1
unsupported by evidence. They referred to

_ . , . .1 3 Txr - . TXT 31? C TTn

from the promenade by means of a curved

BBoent. The pay-house, with entrauce-gafes,

&o., is in the style of a Chinese pagoda. IStich

person passes through a turn-stile, which will

only move by the pay-taker placing his foot upon

a plate inside, and every time he does so it

registers, thus keeping a check upon the amount

of money received. The railings and posts along

the pier are painted in variegated colours, and

seats are placed at each side of the pier, and at the

outer head a pier-head has been formed. This pier-

head is 90 ft. by 40 ft., with a flight of iron steps

leading down to a landing-place for small boats.

There is also a refreshment-house erected here,

with a flat roof, on which a band can be stationed.

The engineer and contractor fur the pier was

Mr. John Dixon, of London j
and the resident

engineer by whom the work was carried out was

his brother, Mr. Waymau Dixon. The contract

was for 6,0001., or about 61. per foot, and the

work has been carried oat for the estimate.

Mr. John Dixon is engineer for the steam landing-

stages in connexion with the Thames Embank-

ment, and also for the extension of the Sontbport

pier. The pier has been put to the tramp test,

as a large body of the Douglas Artillery passed

over it in military order. No shake or oscilla-

tion took place.

tected by a steep cliff. Towards the south and

east was a ditch, now partially filled up^ by

sand, There were probably lean-to dwellings

round the court, in one place indicated by a

loop. There are, however, no remains of build-

ings.

Wasou Wareing, 15 Beav. 151 j
Story’s Eq.

Jur., 8. 146, et seq.

The Vice-Chancellor said,—There is no pre

tence for this demurrer. It is the ordinary and

well-established practice of this Conrt to grant

ABCH^OLOGICAL EXCURSIONS.

The Sussex Archreological Society .—The annual

general meeting of this society was held at West

Grinstead. With the exception of the parish

The material is the quartz conglomerate

known as millstone grit. The workmanship is

s very inferior rubble, only partially coursed.

There is no trace of ashlar in the place, and,

excepting over the entrance, probably never was

any. This castle has no history, and etjoys the

rare, if not singular, distinction of having been

omitted in the Ordnance Survey of the district.

Its general plan, and such details as remain,

refer it to the reigns of Henry III. or Edward I.,

probably the former.

About 100 yards south-east of the castle, near

other foundations, are the remains of the ancient

parish church of Peuard, now Consumptam per

Sahulonem. This was composed of a nave 45 ft.

by 20 ft. within, with walls 2 ft. 6 in. thick,

and a chancel 20 ft. by 15 ft., in the broken-down

walls of which are traceable a south window,

with a deep splay and a 2 ft. opening, and a

cavity for a piscina. The piers of the chancel

arch were thick, with a narrow opening, and

probably Norman. On the outside of the north

pier is a thickening of the wall. Of the nave

only the foundations remain, save of the west

wall, which is tolerably perfect, showing the

neual putlog holes, and the gap for a moderate

west window.
Penmaen Church, in the adjoining parish, has

in like manner been swallowed up and deserted,

as here, for a later building, placed out of the

reach of the sand. C.

WBll-eOVttL>llDUCVJ — o . ... • 1. t

relief in cases arising out of mistake. In the church, there is very little m this parish to
_ . . 13 .. 1.. 1. Vvrt^ fV.fl riA-

present instance the mistake is so palpable that

it appears to me strange that the defendants

should wish to take advantage of it. The de-

murrer must be overruled with costs.

A BUILDING ON CHAT MOSS.

The 3rd Manchester Regiment of Volunteers

have recently erected a new building at the

shooting range, about eight miles from Manches-

ter, and near Worsley Hall, and which is upon a

portion of Chat Moss, noted as having presented

one of the earliest and most formidable difii-

culties in railway engineering. Where the

building is erected the moss was found to be

22 ft. deep, necessitating the use of piles, and

upon these the pavilion was erected in the

fifteenth-century style of timbered bonses, of

which so many good examples are found in this

and the adjoining county of Ctiester. The style

has the advantage of making the superstructure

much lighter than a building constructed wholly

interest the archfoologist ;
but the park, be-

longing to Sir Percy Burr-ll, presents some

beautiful scenery, and the society werj favoured

with delightful weather. Steyniug Church was

visited, aud the Rev. T. R. Turner read a paper

by his father, the Rev. E. Turner, of Maresfield,

on the subject. Many of the visitors then wont

to the vicarage to see the carved wainscots

there. West Grinstead Church was then ex-

amined, and the bouse and park, with the old

oaks, under which Pope sat about the time when

he wrote the “ Rape of the Lock,” were visited, as

also the parsonage honso and the ruins of Koepp

Castle, a paper on which was read. After seeing

the Shipley reliquary, the members procefded to

their large marquee in the gronnds of Kuepp,

where the business meeting was held, followed

by the usual repast, the Rev. E. Turner, chair-

man of the committee, in the chair.

CcL'inbrian Archcuological Association .—The last

excursion of this Association for the season has

taken place. The party went first to Laleston

Church, and then to the church at Newton

of brick“would have boon. It is planned in four ' Nottage, Mandlam Clinrch, Kenfig, and Margam

distinct compartments, forming quarters for
]

Abbey, whore they had luncheon m the orangery
^ .jl ._:.u -I T.;z.nVAr<QT3r. aP fViA r,nnntv. Mr.

MISTAKES IN TENDERS.

In the Vice-Chancellor Stuart’s Court, on

Monday, May 24, the case of Neill v. The Mid-

land Railway Company was tried.

This was a demurrer. The facts, as stated in

the bill were these :

—

In January, 1866, the Midland Railway Com-

pany advertised for tenders for the erection of

certain buildings on their premises at Leeds, and

at the same time they issued a form of tender

with a schedule of quantities for the iutended

works. Shortly after the date of the advertise-

ment, the plaintiff, James Neill, a contractor

officers, non-cummisaioned officers, members, and

a cottage, with store-rooms and other con-

veniences, for the range-keeper, all having con-

nexion with the bar. The officeis’ mess-room

has an open roof exposing the timbers, and

these, with other woodwork, are stained and

varnished. In the upper portion of the tower are

the prospect and smoking-room, and from which

the officer in charge of the range has a perfect

view over the ground. It is surmounted by a

staff on which the flag denoting firing is hoisted.

Oq the vergeboard of the centre gable is carved

the motto adopted by the Volunteers of Great

Britain—“ Defence, not defiance.” The boilding

was designed and superintended by an officer of

the regiment, Ensign Bedford, architect.

..ith the Lord Lieutenant of the County, Mr.

C. R. M. Talbot, M.P. Afterwards they went

through the grounds, and Mr. Freeman gave a

description of the building. A business meeting

was held in the evening.

Sbeffie'd Architectural and Archceohgical

Society .— There has been an excursion of

this society to Haddon Hall. In the old ban-

quetiog-hall there were two papers read,_ the

first by the president, the Rev. J. Staoye, giving

on account of the early history of the place,

hich was followed by Mr. J. D. Webster show-

ing its character and arrangement compared

with buildings of earlier and later date. After

partaking of tea at Bakewell, resolutions were

passed deciding to have the conversazione in the

autumn, and appointing a sub-committee to

make the necessary arrangements.

OPENING OF A NEW IRON PROMENADE
PIER AT DOUGLAS.

uicou Kuu , - The new iron promenade pier at Douglas,

residing at Bradford, applied for a form of tender Isle of Man, has been opened^ with much
. ... I ; 1 i. fVi^L Aov-cTnAntr r<F aL riBt-.RTiinrr the niBF

and schedule, which, having been sent to him, he
I

Jclat, the ceremony of christening the pier

filled up and returned to the defendants.
|

being performed by Mrs. Loch, wife to

An agreement was entered into between the his Excellency H. B. Loch, C.B., Lieutenant-

parties, and soon after its date the plaintiff began
;

Governor of the island. The pier runs out

to erect the works, but, before their completion, ' 1.000 ft. from the end of the present promenade,

fiisputes arose between him and the defendants
I
and at the outer end it is 35 ft. high, and in

as to the execution. An arrangement was then
|

about 22 ft. of water at high water of ordinary

entered into that the defendants should complete 1 spring tides. The pier is a light iron structure,

so much of the works as remained unfinished, similar in construction, but on a mach snaalier

and charge the plaintiff with the cost.

The plaintiff, in filling np the schedule of quan-

tities annexed to his tender, had inserted after

each item what he considered would be the

total amonnt of the cost in reference to the item.

In calculating these amounts, however, he had

inadvertently made several mistakes, some in

favour of himself, and others in favour of the

defendants. In one instance he had stated that

scale, to that at New Brighton, and ia 1,000 ft.

in length, and 16 ft. iu width. The quantity of

iron used in its construction was 301 tons, and

of timber 5,000 cubic feet. It is supported by

76 piles, placed at intervals of about 14 ft. The

principal entrance to the pier is from the shore

road, and will be reached by means of a flight of

broad stone steps, which will shortly be con-

structed. There are, however, two side entrances

DRAINAGE, RAILWAYS, AND SMOKE.

Sir,—Your last number is an interesting one.

From page 669 I am glad to learn that th^-y are

about to erect a large water-wheel at Windsor

falls (Ecoq side). I suggested it in the Builder

some months ago. In the same colnmii, Herr

E. Krejesy is mentioned as the inventor of a new

system of signalling from train to train while

running or standing on the line, by transmitting

electricity along the iron rails. Pc-rhaps you,

sir, may remember a letter of mine on the above

precisely. I hope the present promoters may

carry it out.

Smoke-town fomes down trillionr of blacks;

Billions of ohimneys, mili ona of stacks;

ThoiisiinclB lan^uisbiDg amidst the smoke,

Hundrt-ds eye-ciimm’d, aud some quite choked.

One will arise and remedy bring

—

Laud aud reward him, ^mans sing

;

A clear blue sky, tbe iree air pure,

Honour to him who’ll work the core.

R. T.
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AKCHITEOTS' WEONGS AND EIGHTS.
‘ An Architect ” writes,—"A builder, who is

now Carrying out a building from my drawings,
ias actnally copied my plana in ev^ery respect
for a client of hie, and is now building the very
house not a quarter of a mile from the one he is
carrying out from my designs. Tliia is very
annoying. Can X not make him pay me the
commission on the amount of his coutraot, inas-
much as the house is exactly the type of my
plans p

Some one or two of my clients have made a
call for the plans and specification, and con-
ditions of contract that I have catried oat for
them

; and I have told them, in justice to the
profession, that they belong to me, and have
refosed to deliver them up. Have I not acted
rightly in doing so ?”
By the ousiotn of the profession, and the

printed Declaration of the Royal Institute of
Architects, the drawings and specification belong
t^o the architect. As to the shameful theft of
hi9 design complained of by our correspondent,
the law is in so bad a state, that the oase would
have to be looked into very carefully before it
could be said a remedy did or did not exist. If
our correspondent will send the name of the
builder who has given this extra publicity to his
design, we will print it, so that at any rate other
arohiteots may know what builder to employ
when they desire a similar result.

Bll times ready and willioff to direct the remedy of aaid
defects, but was pre.ented by plaiutiffs

; and that the
said delects were not of the nature and extent alleged.
Alter esamioing numerous witoessea on both siCes, and

viewing the premises, the arbiters awarded to the archi-
tect in the fii 8t action the sum of 160L beyond the amount
paid, malting i2bl. in sll. In the second aoiion they found
that Messrs H-zleton & Co. were not entitled to any com-
pensalion from the architect. The costs of both actions,
and of the arbiti ation, to follow the award, and be paid by
Messrs. Hazleton & Co.

ARCHITECTS’ CHARGES.
You will oblige by insertingtheaccompanjing

briel reports from the Dublin papers of two arbi-
: trations recently held, in which I was ooncerned,
I and _m which the rates of charge set forth in the
Institute scale have been recovered. It is un-

i doubted that in both these cases the opposition
was grounded on the indecisive result of an
important case triedin Dublin last year, in which
two architects, one a member of the Institute

. appeared and gave evidence directly contrary to
the Institute scale. On this account I was given

I to understand that as these charges were thus
I publicly contradicted by members of the body
I who published them, they would not be recog-
nieed. However, as I was determined to bring

1 matters to a proper issue, notwithstanding this,
1 and the certainty that the same architects were
i ready to do the same again, my opponents gave
way, and reluctantly consented to arbitration

I under orders of Court, but resorted, as aliist device
-for evading payment, to the expedient of trump-
nog up counterclaims against me for damages fur
•real or fancied defects iu the work. These, as
you will see, were soon exploded, and verdicts

1 given in my favour for nearly the full amount in
I both oases, carrying with them coats against the
ropposite parties, amounting, in one instance, to
ithree or four times the amount iu dispute.

These oases will, I think, serve to show the
imischief that the architects who gave evidence
mgainst the rates of charge now generally
Adopted throughout the profession have dune,
Mot only to the profession, but to the public’
Betting them by the ears on questions on which
chere ought to be no room for difrerence of
ijpmion. Howevtr, though it is no satisfaction
:o me to have to go through these contests and
mulct my opponents iu enormous costs, it is some
aatiafaction to have decisions given in accord-
ance with the principles contended for, and which
li hope will form useful precedents, and prevent
litigation on the same subject in future.

W. Eooertt.

Tke New TT-e$Iei/an College, Br.lf<i»t.—- A.n important
arbitration was held recently at the rooms of the Church
of England Young Men’s Association, Belfast, between

committee of toe above college and their architect.
Mr. Win l-ogerty. The result has just been declared. It
appeared that the committee of the college having, in the
year 186i, invited a limited numberof architects tocubmit
designs lor the building, the design of Mr. Fogerty was
selected, and the work has been eince carried out under
Lis direction, at a cost of about Id.OiOL His claim
amounted to somewhat over 1

,
001 )1 , out of wbiih

666f. had been paid during ibe progress of the work.
It was tnaae up nf the usual commission of 6 per
cent., travelling expenses, and other iums, in ac-
cordance with the scale of charges of the Institnte of
Architects. This the committee refused to reong

'

alleging it to bo excessive, and the matter having been re-
ferred, by mutual consent, to Sir Charles Lar.yon, the
committee also brought forward certain counter claims
against the architect for alleged delay, and defects in ihe

I •ij-*'®
having been carefully investigated, and

the mildiDg examined by the arbitrator, he awarded the
toial sum of Sitif. to (he architect, the balance of which is
to be paid him alter giving credit only for the sum paid
on account. ^

TILES.
SiB,—Will any of your correspondents inform

whether nibs (formed on the tile) to hang on the lath or
holes in the tiles tor nail^ or pins, are best when flat fancy
tiles are used lor roofing P

’’

If holes, whether east-iron pins, to bang over the lath
or copper or iron nails, to drive into the lath as thev are
used lor slates. q ^

pointing out the advantage of two W.O.s, in
reply to my inquiry as to drainage, said, “ Oh !
there is a cesspool. The chalk is so porous that
uothiDg more is required. If the contents were
not emptied for twenty years, there would not
be a bushel of refuse!” When soch is the
opinion of the builders of the present day, what
sanitary arrangement can be expected in the
booses of the past ?

Another advantage (?) pointed out was a
small room in the upper part of the house with-
out a^fireplace, ‘'which would just suit a ser-
vant !

” Punch recently showed a sleeping-place
in a cellar, but then it was only for a servant

!

Visitor,

ST. CATHERINE’S, BREDA.
The new church of St. Catherine, at Breda, in

Holland, was opened with much pomp and
splendour on Wednesday, August 11th. The
church, which ia the largest that haa been
erected in Holland since the Reformation, ia of
noble proportions, and consists of a nave, with
doable aisles on either side, large transepts, and
a long and spacious choir. There is a central
lantern, and we believe it is proposed eventually
to erect towers at the west end. The whole
church is vaulted, and there is a large triforum
over the nave aisles, which serves the purposes
of a gallery, likewise vaulted. We believe that
the church is to be used as the cathedral for the
Roman Catholic diocess of Breda. The architect
of the building is Mr, Cuypers, who has also just
completed a fine church at Eindhoven.

THIN GLASS.
I am tho father of a small family, occapyiDg aew house near Fiosbury Furb, rent 63i-, purchaso Sjri.

Most of the windows are glazed in four large squares, wi'h
glass so very ihm and brittle that it affords no protection
irom weather, aud leads to daily breaking,—a most eipen-
sive t.x on ii.y pur8e._ I see by your advertising pages
thick stout sheet glass is ve-y cheap. Caunot you persuade
builders to use something stronger, to save teuanis' pockets
(rents are dear enough) and injury, by constant hacking
out, to the window sashes ? 29 Ooh’cxs.

i^Arbifration Boom, Four Courts, Dublin, August IC-17—
'i'oyerigx. Uiiiltton Jf Others, Uazletun ^ Olhersx Foaertu
l-JLe»e cases, which came on for irul alter siUiDgaho Court of Queen’s Bench, and were ordered by Mmiice George to be refe.red to arhitraiion, have just been
lecided by the arbitrators. Messrs John Sibihorpe, Samuel

w’ brought
y Mr. \\ Ilham bogeity. architect, of Uarcourt-sireet toisouver Lie fees for the design aod mperintendenoe of the»sw warehouses of Messrs, Hazleton & Co., drapers in
tienry. street. His claim was loro per cent., on ihe lital
lOst, nearly 8,0001,

, and sundry iLCnicutal cuarges as nerle scale 01 the Insiilute of Architects. Of thi 1176/ had
beyoud this (though they had.incered 661.) .he Messrs Hazleton lidged nothing ,n

ir.urt, pleading ihat no work was done. The second actionlas across claim for damages, laid at lOi-t,, broueht byHCssiB. Hazleton & Co. agaiuat the architect for aleced
ilsgligence m overseeing tho work, in couseaueuca .,f
nhich tbe bu.Uer (Mr. M,rh.d b.d bera .ilo.ej
execute tho plastering iu an improper mauuer The

b'chriect denied (he negligence, and filed a specialMeuce that be hud, under the contract, withheld liis cerucate from (he builder, and employ ed anotiier builder to
iroiedy ihe defect-, aud that while doing so Messrs
iiezielon A Co. had entered into an arbitration with Mrleade oD the subject of the alleged delects, which hod aii
ii en already adjudicated upon j also, that he had been at

A BUILDER’S “PLANT.”
There is at present in the possession of Mr.

George Terrey, a builder in Clerkeuwell, says the
Gardener's Aiogasine,

—

'a most remarkable plant, for which the owner has re-
lused considerable sums of mocey. It is about the size of
an ordinary gooseberry bush, and, uhhough living and
growing, bears no eemblance of vitalty. It haa no foliage
but little pellicles of fimt bud out of the twigs aud stems
which are likewise enei-cled with rings of flint at every
joint. In some places tbe fliut, which, it appears, hasexuded from tbe plant itself, cases the stems like a pipe.
Ihe plantlooks black and dead, but the twigs, instead of
being brittle like dead wood, are tough as leaiher ihougi
It has been suggested that the flint, which forms so large
a component of plant lifV, ha-, by some freak of nature
been eliminated in this case from the natural vesicles of
the plant, and developed outwardly iuotead. Scieniifirmen from vaiious public institutions and learned bodies
have inspected this phenomenon, but without arriving
any conclusion respecting it beyond its indubitable s
gulanty.”

The “ plant ” here referred to ia eimply a large
arm of black branched coral, the pieces of " fliut”
exuding from it are sea-shdls naturally embedded
iu the coral

j as to its living and growing, that is
a mere invention, as it hus not grown since it
came out of the bottom of the sea. So far from
its being the truth that scientifle men can come
to no conclusion regarding it, its true nature
has been luliy explained to the proprietor by
competent persons; amongst others, by a gen-
tleman attached to this paper.
The owner keeps it well watered in a large

flower-pot, but he cannot be induced to turn it
out, and thus expose the stump of the coral

MARGATE CESSPOOLS.
Sir,—

I

have recently spent a fortnight at
Margate, to which town thousands of Londoners
flock, by steamboat and rail, during the snmitier,
to endeavour to benefit their health. But, to my
surprise, instead of a well-drained town, I found
the most reeking cesspools abounded. In the
higher part of the town, adjacent to Hawley,
square, the houses have W.C.s built over
these stagnating abominations

; and tho wonder
is that fever aud diarrbeea do not more prevail.
Diarrhoea was the common complaint. On the
road leading to the country, I was invited to go
over one ot the new houses just finished, and
the propiietor, who accompanied me, after

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Warwick (CwnibcrZanci).—The parish church

which has during the last two or three months
been partly rebuilt and repaired, has been re-
opened for divine service. The north wall has been
rebuilt from the foundations, and the south wall
from the window-sills. On the north side a
vestry has been added. Ac the west end a tem-
porary porch of brick has been erected. The
roof has been replaced by a new one of sla>^^e aud
finished stone. The material used ia red sand-
stone, which matches that of which the old walls
were oomposed. Within, a new chancel arch haa
been substituted for the old one. It ia formed of
multi-circular pillars, with small floral designs
round the capitals, and a carved atone face at
each side. An old Norman arch in the west end,
which has until now been closed up, has been
opened out. Tbe windows are double lancet, the
glass being parti-colonred, and each window sur-
rounded by a rim of coloured glass. The circular
apse at the east end has not been interfered
with, except so fur as regards the replacing of
tho roof. Ic is lighted only by one small window
of stained glass at the east end. The church
has been reseated with varnished open seats.

11 Kite H altliam.—The church here has been
re-opeued. The new church has been built from
plans by Mr. G. E. Street, of London. Mr, R.
Silver, of Maidenhead, was the builder. The
church, except the chancel and mortuary chapel,
has been entirely rebuilt. The original Norman
and Early Euglish character of the building has
been preserved. A north aisle has been added
in addition to a tower with staircase turret at
the north-west angle. The tower is opened into
tbe church by a stone arch and groined ceding
under the floor of the ringing-chamber, and is
lighted by a three-light window. The aisles are
separated from the nave by an arcade of two
arches on circular columns with carved caps.
The floor throughout is laid with Godwin’s tiles,

and ihe chancel floor ia laid with encaustic tiles
inlaid with marble. The chutch is fitted with
open seats of slightly stained deal, aud the stalls
in the chancel are of oak with carved poppy-
heads. The pulpit is of stone, with Norman
arches, and is circular in shape. On the south
side of the chancel is the mortuary chapel, which
has been restcred to its original and Early
Decorated character by Mr. C. Ellis, of Waltham
Place. Ic is filled with oak stalls and deal seats.
On removing the colouring Irom the chancel
walls, a mural painting, covering the whole of
tbe surface, was discovered

j
aud on taking down

the walla of the old tower a group of carved
alabaster figures was found embedded in th©
wall. These figures, it ia supposed, formed part
of the reredos of the ancient church. Two
atained-glass windows have been placed in th©
south aisle, in memory of the late Dr. Vansittart
and his daughter. The subjects are “ The Good
Shepherd ” and “ The Sower.” Mr. Wales, of
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Newcastle, was the artist. There is a two-light

window in the south aisle, by Mr. R. Silver, in

memory of his mother and sister. The subjects

are “ The Baptism of Christ” and “ Suffer little

children to come unto Me.” These windows

were executed by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, and

designed by Mr. Street. The whole of the iron

work has been carried out by Mr. Leaver, of

Maidenhead. The five bells will be recast by

Messrs. Warner & Son, of London. The porch

is built of old oak. The Communion cloth was
designed by Mr. Street. Upwards of l.OOOL are

still required to clear off the expenses incurred.

TJldale, — The new church at UIdale has

been consecrated. It has been erected at the

cost of the late Professor Cape, of Addiscombe
College, Croydon, whose wishes have been carried

out by Mr. Canon Cape and Mias Cape, of Peter-

borough. The church, which is seated on a

slight eminence at the end of the village, is of

the Decorated style of architecture, and is ter-

minated by a tapering spire. It stands in a

walled enclosure, and contains accommodation

for 150 persons. It was built by Mr. Sheffield,

after the design of Mr. Grayson. Immediately

above the altar is a stained-glass window, the

centre compartment of which represents the

Crucifixion, while the miracles of Peter are de-

picted on the other portions.

Wooiton Basset.—The trustees of Sir Henry
Meux, bart., at this place, have recently been

granted permission by the Lord Chancellor to

expend tho sum of 5,0001. in the restoration and
enlargement of the parish church. This sum
will enable the architect, Mr. Street, to place

painted glass in one or more of the windows.

The trustees approve of the site for a burial

ground, selected by the ratepayers. It is said

that the owner of some property near this place,

and who objected to it, has withdrawn his oppo-

sition.

Hoicden.—The parish church is being restored.

The cracked bells have been sent away to be re-

cast, the whitewashed altar-screen is being

restored, and the organ has been removed and
repaired. The pews and woodwork have shared

in the work of restoration. There is still a
further sum of money required, but everything

necessary to be done to complete the restoration

can be accomplished for less than 1,000Z.

Maidstone.—The temporary iron church which

has for a long time done duty for this district,

is shortly to be superseded by a more substan-

tial structure. 820J. have already been promised

by various church-building societies, and the

work will be commenced as soon as sufficient

funds are provided. Designs have been submitted

by several architects, and one prepared by Mr.

E. W. Stephens has been selected. The plan

consists of nave, apse, chancel aisles, tower at

angles, vestry, &c., in the Decorated style. The
interior will have an arcade of five bays and
range of clearstory lights, an open timber roof,

chancel arch, and chancel, the latter formed for

coloured decorations, both upon the roof and
around the walls. The church is to be built of

ragstone, with Bath stone dressings, and at the

south-west angle a tower, 150 ft. high, is to be

erected. The tower is to be apart from the

angle of the nave.

llandsu-orth. — The chancel of the pariah

church, which has suffered even more from tho

bands of modern church builders and renovators

than from the decay of old age, is about to

undergo a restoration at tho hands of Messrs. M.
E. Iladfield & Son, architects. The works com-
prise, amongst others, a new roof of the original

steep pitch, of English oak, carved and moulded
rafters, the removal of the modern debased

windows in the south wall (which are to be re-

constructed in a stylo conformable with the old

architecture), and a new chancel arch. The
stonework will be cleansed and repaired. These

various alterations have a good authority in an

old drawing taken about forty years ago by the

late Mr. J. Hibberd, showing the then existing

state of Handsworth Church
j
and this drawing

has been a guide to the architects in the identi-

fication of various old features in the building.

The works have been let to Messrs. Greenwood
& Son, masons, Handsworth Woodhouse, and
J. Hayball, joiner, &o., Sheffield, and a com-
mencement has already been made, in the course

of which a double eedilia of thirteenth century

date, with a piscina, hagioscope, and other
matters of interest, have been brought to light.

The Norfolk Cbauntry will be opened out and
seated with open oak benches, and in the chancel

are to bo oak choir seats and fittings of a suitable

character, The church dates from early in the

thirteenth century.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Nottingham.—The General Baptist Chapel in

Broad-street has been re-opened after having

undergone considerable alteration and improve-

ment. The seats were narrow and nneomfort-

able, and the gallery objectionable for several

sons. In addition to this there was no place

in which to erect an organ, and these things,

rather than the actual want of room, induced

efforts to be made to entirely renovate and alter

the building. The sum of 1,1001. was raised by

the congregation, and the work was at once

commenced, Messrs. Booker, of Short Hill, being

the architects, and Messrs. Ellis & Son, the

builders. The actual number of sittings has not

been increased, but the area of the place has

been extended. A new front in the Italian style

of architecture has been built nearer the street,

the seats have been improved, and the gallery

made more commodious. The ventilation has

also been made better. At the far end, behind

the pulpit, an organ has been erected by Messrs.

Lloyd & Dudgeon, on each side of which the

singers are arranged. The organ will coat about

2001. The entire expense of the whole altera-

tions, including the organ, will be about 1,6001.

Camelford.—The foundation-stone of a new
Wesleyan chapel has been laid at the old Dela-

bole slate quarries, by Mr. John Allen, of Ivy-

bridge. The present edifice which was erected

in 1808, and enlarged about the year 1850, has

now become too small, but it will be kept for

tbe use of a flourishing Sunday school. The
builders are Messrs. Hitchins & Pauli. The
interior dimensions are, 51 ft. in length, and

31 ft. in breadth, and accommodation will be

provided for about 275 persons. The entire cost

is estimated to bo from 6001. to 6501,

three single windows with tracery heads, and
all the corbels spring from carved bosses. The
whole of the glazing is done with Hartley's

thick rolled glass, with coloured borders aud
panels, aud devices. Hayden’s patent apparatus

is used to warm the building, the furnace being

under the sacristy. The walls of the edifice are

faced with stone obtained from a quarry on the

estate, and laid in random courses. The archi-

tect was Mr. Gilbert R. Blount, of London
;
and

the builder Mr. John Ellis, of Chichester.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Nexohury.—A new infant school has been

erected, in connexion with the Roman Catholic

Church of St. Joseph, London-road, at tho cost

of the Rev. F. E. Riley. The schoolroom, which

is 35ft. by 17 ft. 6 iu., has an open timbered

roof of stained deal, plastered between the

rafters. The walls are built of local red and

grey bricks. The roof is slated, and has a red

ridge cresting. The whole of the works have

been carried out by Mr. S. Elliott, builder, from

the plans and under tbe superintendence of

Mr. J. H. Money, architect.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

Petworth.—A new church iu Burton Park, has

been opened for divine service. The church,

which is dedicated to St. Anthony aud St,

George, is in the Transition style of architec-

ture, and the total cost is stated at about 3,000Z.

On either side of tbe inner doorways there are

aumbreye, the porch itself being lighted by
windows of peculiar construction, and fitted np
with Caen stone benches or seats. In the gable

of the porch are canopies, containing statues of

the patron saints, and it is surmounted with a
foliated cross. The slender columns that sujjport

the arcading of the nave are four in number, the

arches being of Caen stone, with moulded caps

and bosses. There is also a moulded arch

carrying the organ-loft, and another of a similar

character over the font. The chancel arch is sup-

ported by columns of poHshedDevonshire marble,

with carved capitals representing the passion-

flower and lily, and angels bearing scrolls. The
roof of the nave is of Memel wood, stained and
varnished. It is supported by trusses standing

on corbels, tbe family arms and other heraldry

being carved npon it. The roof of the aisle is

of a richer character, with braces and wall-posts

springing from moulded corbels. The chancel

roof (as is the case in the Lady Chapel) is

moulded and formed into panels and closely

boarded. The floor and altar-space are paved
with Minton’s encaustic tiles. Tbe altar was the

gift of Mr. Morley, the steward of the Burton

estate, the cost being 5001. In the recesses the

sculptures represent the adoration of the Lamb,
St. Anthony, and Sb. George. It is built of

Caen stone, and was the work of Messrs. Farmer
& Co., of London. The seats in the nave and
aisles are open, and are made of deal stained

and varnished. From tbe chancel and aisle are

arched openings leading into the Lady Chapel,

which is fitted up with altar, &c., and is lighted by

a three and two- light tracery window, and finished

with foliated cross on gable. Under the chancel

is the family vault of tbe Biddolphs, and above

the chancel arch rises the bell-turret, containing

two bells, and surmounted by a fioial of brass,

There is also a finial at the apex of the apse roof

of chancel. Tbe roof of the whole edifice is

covered with brown tiles, and the ridges (which

are from a new design) are of colour which blends

with tbe other. The east window is composed

of five lights, with a tracery head, under which

are two moulded quatrefoil windows, and above

a carved stone cross may be seen. The nave has

three pointed and deeply moulded windows on the

south side, and the aisle has two two-light on the

north side, and a two-light window in the eastern

end. The chancel is lighted by one double and

STAINED GLASS.

St. Peter’s, Neivcastle.—A memorial window of

three lights has been erected in the north aisle

of St. Peter’s Church, Newcastle-ou-Tyne, in

memory of the late John Unthank and his wife.

The subjects are—” The Agony in the Garden
“ Christ and Mary in the Garden; ” and “ Tho
Three Marys at the Tomb.” In the lower part

types of the Great Sacrifice are introduced;

viz., ” Moses Lifting up the Brazen Serpent
;

”

“ Slaying the Paschal Lamb
;

” and ” Sacrifice

of Isaac.” The tracery is filled with archangels.

Tbe window is of the Decorated period, and the

groups are surmounted by foliated canopies. It

was designed and executed by Mr. Baguley, of

Newcastle. There are sixteen windows of

stained glass in this church.

St. John’s, Wedneslxiry.—A painted window,

to the memory of the late Mr. Ambrose Lees,

has just been placed in this church by Mr.

Thomas Bill, the people’s warden. The window

is similar to the others in the south aisle, is in

two compartments, and intended to form a com-

panion window to the one given by Mr. R.

Williams. The subject of the new window is

the declaration of the Angel to the three women
at tbe sepulchre, telling that Christ was not

there, but had risen. The artists were Messrs,

Ward & Hughes, of London.

Banbury Church.— This church has been

enriched by tho addition of another stained-glass

window, which has been placed there by tbe

Vicar, the Rev. H. Back, to the memory of his

father. In the upper portion is the calling of

St. Peter, encircled with the text, “Follow me
and I will [make you Fishers of Men.” The
centre compartment is Christ’s Sermon on the

Mount, with the text, “ He opened his mouth

and taught them.” In the lower one is Christ

healing tbe sick of tbe palsy,—“ He said unto

the sick of the palsy. Son, thy sins be forgiven

thee.” At the bottom, in the left-hand corner,

is the crest and coat of arms of the deceased

gentleman ;
and in the right is an ornamental

circle with the words, “ Via Trita, Via Tuta,”

centred with the monogram, “ H.B.” It has a

border, with a groundwork of orange trees in

full bearing. The window is from the firm of

Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, of London, the same

firm who did the decorations of the church aud

the stained-glass windows already erected.

St. Augustine’s, Birmingham.—Five windows

have just been completed by Messrs. Hardman
& Powell for this oburcb, at tbe cost of a few

members of the congregation. Hitherto St.

Augustine’s bad only one stained window,

erected by tbe firm already named, in the centre

of the apse. By the additions just made the

number of pictorial windows is raised to six, and

the chancel lighting completed. The series

which may be described as illustrating the

history of our Lord, commences on the north

side of the edifice, with the incident of the

Agony in the Garden. In the dexter or right-

hand light our Lord is represented kneeling in

prayer, whilst below sleeps St. Peter, bis hand

on his sword, as if engaged even in dreama in

defending his Divine Master. In the companion

light appears the figure of the Ministering Angel,

presenting tbe figurative cup alluded to in the

prayer of our Lord. St. John and St. James are
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seen peacefnlly sJeeping below. In the second
window is pictured the Procession of the Cross.
In the adjoining light the three Marys and St.
John are seen mournfolly following the procession,
whilst a number of Jews issue from the city gate
in the background. The third window, illus-

trating the subject of the Crucifixion, is the one
provionsly erected in the centre of the apse.
The fourth window represents the sepulchre in
which our Lord’s body is entombed. Window
number five depicts the Resurrection. In the
dexter light our Lord is shown, rising in glory
from the tomb, bearing aloft the cross and banner
of Victory. In the adjoining division, beneath and
beside the tomb in the companion light, the
guards recoil in terror and amazement from the
prodigy, whilst two angelic witnesses descend
from above. The Ascension is the subject of
the sixth and last window. In the tracery,
over the third and fifth windows of the

I series, are inserted the symbols of the Lamb and
the Pelican, typical of our Lord and His Passion.
The glass employed is from the works chiefly of

i Messrs. Chance Brothers & Co. The designs for
the whole were by Mr. John Powell, of the

i firm of Hardman & Powell. In addition to
the works described, Messrs. Hardman are
engaged upon the manufacture of a brass
altar railing, which is being presented to the
church by Mr. Joseph Gillott. It is understood

I that the congregation have provided for the com-
pletion of the chancel in all its details.

FROM SCOTLAND.
Pet&rTiead .—A statue of Marshal Koith, who

Was a native of Peterhead, and became an exile

quayage, 3,04-9 lineal ft., and the breadth of
the quays, where narrowest, 200 ft. Of the
whole 36 acres enclosed, the dock, lock, and
outer basin together occupy 13, leaving 23 acres
for wharfage, with a frontage of 1,800 ft. towards
the town. At the north-west corner of the dock
is provided a timber slip 80 ft. wide, with
hydraulic power for unloading vessels. The lock
gates are constructed of yellow pine and green-
heart timber, bound together with iron bolts and
straps. Each gate weighs 170 tons. By the
use of the lock vessels will be enabled to leave
the dock without waiting for high water. Keep-
ing in view the constmetion at no distant date
of the second basin designed by the engineers,
provision has been made for the necessary en-
trance in the eastern wall of the dock just com-
pleted. The opening has been filled up with
masoory. In the south-west corner similar pro-
vision has been made for establishing a con-
nexion between the now basin and the Prince of
Wales Graving Dock.

PresioTi^^ans.—The Rev. Mr. Stmthors, Preston-
pans, has found a large and valuable assortment
of old Scottish coins that have lain buried
beneath the earth for the last three centuries.
They were found a little to the east of Bankton
House (Colonel Gardiner’s old mansion), and
are coins of the Stuarts—among others, a gold
noble of the reign of Mary. Another discovery
of a somewhat interesting character has just
been made at Haddington, in the same neigh-
bourhood. In the course of certain alterations
made in the vicinity of the Mansion House, the
workmen uncovered the foundations of what are
conjectured to be the old walls of the nunnery
that formerly stood here. They also camo on
an old well. An iron key, of a very old pattern,
was the only thing found in the well.

Jamesiow7i, Dumbartonshire .—A new Esta-
blished church has been opened here. It is in

! along with his elder brother, Earl Marischal, __
11715, has been presented to the town by the
.King of Prussia, and was recently inaugurated. xu id m
• Keith was _a Marshal in the Prussian army, and

|

the Early English style, and is from the designs
•was killed in 1753 at the battle of Hocbkircben.

[

of Messrs. Clark & Bel], of Glasgow. It isA- 1 _ -i. 1 -1

into nave and aisles, and there are three
galleries, one on each side and one at the back.
The interior dimensions are GO ft. by 4-8 ft

, and
there are 800 sittings. The cost of the building
is about 3,0002., which has been nearly paid by
subscriptions. The spire is 130 ft. high. The

The statue is a duplicate (in bronze, it would
?aeeni) of the marble monument erected by
iFrederiok the Great. The pedestal is of granite,
sand was provided by the inhabitants of Peter-
:head. The statue is 7 ft. in height, and the
pedestal 8 ft. The figure is in the attire of a
rPrussian Field-Marshal of 1758, and holds
marshal’s baton in the right hand. The
foundation-stone of a new Court-house, in course
bf erection at Peterhead, has been formally laid
iwitb full Masonic honours, and in presence of a
darge concourse of spectators.

EdUiburgh .—In the Civil Service estimates
'for the year ending Slst March, 1870, there is
'included a sum of -i002. for renewing the tracery
lind mullions of the four windows on the west
'hide of the Parliament House. At present the
ijfindows in question are partially blocked up by
ijuildings, but it is intended that these obstruc-
oiions shall bo removed. Tho present mullions
i»nd tracery are to be taken down, and tho win-
liows will be remodelled, so as to harmonise
•architecturally with the great south window put
n last year. They will afford a considerable in-
orease of light to the interior. It is hoped that
ere long appropriate designs in stained glass will
i)e introduced. The designs for the alterations
jQOW decided on are being prepared by Mr.
atfathieson, of her Majesty’s Board of Works, who
•jlesigned the south window. A granite foun-
iiain has just been erected at Boroughmuirhead,
ebe north-east entrance of Morningside. It is

arranged in tlie pillar form, and hewn from
Ji-berdeen granite. It comprises, besides drink-
gag apparatus for pedestrians, a water-trough
rar the use of cattle, as well as a smaller one for
igogB, &c. Tho design also includes an orna-
eoental lamp on the top of the pillar. The foun-
itain is the gifc of Mrs. Nicol, of Huntly Lodge,
olorningside.

° ’

L Leith,—The Albert Dock at Leith has been
'epened. The new dock owes its origin to the
papid extension of the trade of Leith, more
particularly within the last ten or twelve years.
J.s the dock now stands completed, after five
aears of strenuous exertion, its leading features
ere briefly as follow : — The whole area re-
liiairaed from the sea measures about 36 acres,
616 enclosing embankment being 3.480 ft. in
igngth. The area of water in the dock proper
tstends to 10-J acres; the entrance lock, at its
'sestern end, is 60 ft. broad by 350 ft. long; and
6 10 outer basin leading to the lock has an area of

aerts. On the lock sill there is at high water
s’ spring tides a depth of 26 ft. 5 in. In the
flock the depth is 28 ft. 5 in. ; and in the outer
iasin 27 ft. 5 in. The length of the dock is

and are removed, it may be, either by hand or by
appliances to push them off the table on to a
cree[i6r.

Pumps.—E. Edtvards. Dated August 6th,
1868.—This invention consists in making pumps
with flexible rings instead of pistons or plungers,
and flexible discs or plates for valves. For or-
dinary lift pnmps a tube is formed, the upper
part of which is expanded into a cup shape, and
has a flange at the top. Upon this tube another
cup, having a corresponding flange, is fastened.
In the upper part of the lower tube, and in a
recess just bolow the cup, a horizontal plate, per-
forated with holes, is placed, which forms the
seat of a flexible valve

; a bar is fitted, having a
perforation through it of sufficient length and
depth to allow a disc of flexible material to be
passed through it, which disc, being held down
by the bar, but allowed to bend up on each side
of it, forms a watertight valve opening upwards.

Building Concrete Walls.—J. Tall. Dated
2l8t August, 1868.—The object of this invention is

to dispense with angle or corner pieces, and also
with the upright parting pieces, to which the
long panels of the apparatus are attached, and
also to simplify the fastenings, whereby the
several parts of the apparatus are connected
together, and further to construct the panels in
such a manner that they may be lengthened or
shortened as may be required to suit circum-
stances. This is accomplished by fixing the
panels by means of bolts passing through tubes

;

the corners are composed of plates fastened to
the panels in a similar manner.

Sashes.—J. Sau-yer, Dated 20th August, 1868.
Windowsashes are constructed with rebated joints
at the part where two sashes meet together
when shut for the purposes of better excluding
the air, rain, and wind. Tho window sashes
have metal plates with teeth or cogs on one side
thereof, or are formed with indentations or slots,
forming racks. These racks are of the same
length as the height of the sashes, and are let
into grooves, or rebated in the sides or edges
thereof flush therewith, or they may form pro-
jections thereout for the purpose of hanging or
Buspeuding the window sashes.
ARTinciAL Fuel.— IF. 11. Crispin. Dated 5th

September, 1868.—The fuel is formed by taking
large west window IS divided by mullions, and has about 1 ton of coal in a pulverized stke, and
elaborate tracery. The other windows are simple

|

adding thereto about 6 or 7 per cent, by weight
lancets, with tho exception of a wheel window, of pitch, tho same having been previously dia-wbmh rises over the pulpit, and this last, to-

,

solved in about an equal weight of creosote or
getherwith a lancet on each side, is filled with, “heavy” oil resulting from the distillation of
stained glass, while all the other windows have

[

coal-tar, or in any hydrocarbon fluid or fluids
rough cathedral glass in quarries, with coloured ' possessing similar solvent powers. The coal
bordermgs. Tho whole has been executed by

,

and pitch having been thus combined aboutMooca J, a— ..f -T’ 1_ ...... 'Messrs. Ballantino & Son, of Edinburgh.

PATENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDING.

3 per cent, by weight of lirao, and 3 per cent, of
chloride of sodium (common salt) are added.
Preserving Submerged Iron Structures.

—

H. J. Turnbull. Dated 14th September, 1863.

—

In order to prevent the oxidation of the iron itTJ _ pit.ouu Liio Vi.iutll/iuu liUB liuu iU
Buildings.—G. IFood/towse cj' J. G. McMiniu’es. ' is covered with a composition, consisting of

Dated July 30Lh, 1868.—This invention refers, gutta-percha and resin dissolved in combina-
first, to the construction of bnildinga in which tion with pine varnish. The surface of the
arches are required. For this purpose girders metal is first cleaned and prepared, and the
stretching from bay to bay, or other such composition is mixed and applied in the follow-
diviaion or compartment, are employed, and ing manner. The surface of the iron is, first to
irom these girders arches aro sprung. Another be made clean by the application of muriatic or
part consists m forming the arches of tiles, ' other acid brought to a proper consistency by
brick, or similar moulded article, manufactured ' the addition of ivory black and pine varnish
to the required shape and dimensions, in one : This mixture is then applied with a brush, and
piece or in two pieces, with the addition, if after being left upon the iron for a few hours, it
desired, of a central portion or key. Another

! must be scraped or washed off with water in
part consists m the uao of cast-iron beams and which a little soda is dissolved. When the sur-
wrought-iron girders. The beams extend across face of the metal thus prepared has become dry.
the building’ and are supported by the walla the anti-oxidising composition is applied. The
with intervening pillars. Upon these beams, anti-fouling composition, for preventing the ad-
and below their top surface, are formed steps or ; hesion of barnacles and marine vegetation to
brackets, for the reception of the ends of the

, the surface of iron or other submerged material,
girders, which are then secured to tho beams is made by dissolving four ounces of phosphorus
by angle-irons.

Brick Making.— C. G. Johnson. Dated August
4th, 1868.—A pug-mill is employed in combina-
nation with boxes or moulds, set in a circular
or rectangular table, revolving or sliding reci-
procatingly beneath an aperture in the pug-mill,
in such manner that the boxes or moulds are, by
the movement of the table, brought in succes-
sion opposite the orifice of the pug-mill, and are
from it filled with clay, concrete, coal-dust, or
other substance to be moulded into a block,
when the moulds have been moved past the
orifice of the pug-mill, the materials in the
moulds are subjected to pressure by a piston
which forma the bottom of the mould being
forced upwards by its lower end coming against
an incline or cam surface, whilst the top of the
mould is at this time covered over with a lid or

.
.7 -- — plate. The bricks or blocks are subsequently

hlUO ft., and its breadth 450 ft. ; the extent of 1
discharged from the moulds by cams or levers.

in 16 ounces of biaulphuret of carbon, and
2 ounces of absolute vegetable naphtha spirit.

Then 2 pounds of shellac and 2 ounces of gum
benzoin are dissolved in absolute vegetable
naphtha spirit, bisulphuret of carbon, or other
solvent, to the consistency of thick paint, and
the solution of phosphorus is added thereto.

Manufacture of Gasfittings.—E. Sarjeant.
Dated September 15th, 1868.—This consists in
connecting or joining together the parts of the
gasfittings by tho process of casting in metal or
chill moulds.

Fastenings. — F. F. Greemvood. Dated
September 16t,h, 1868.—The patentee combines
the frame of tbo buckles with the frame or box
of a lock, so that the whole forms one piece.
Beyond, and raised above that part of the buckle
which receives the free end of the tongue when
closed down, he forms a bow-shaped bar or loop

;

or he makes a hole in that part of the buckle to
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receive the tongne at pleasure, and he hinges the

base of the tongue upon the bolt of the lock

Wheu the bolt tongue is discharged from the lock

he thrusts the free end under the bow-shaped
bar. The protrusion and withdrawal of the bolt

tongue may be accomplished either by the useol

a separate key or by means of the mechanism of

the lock buckle itself.

Fire-grates.—G.B. Sharpe, Dated September
16th, 1868.—The grate or lire-holder is made of

bars of iron bent into a semicircular or other

form, and the ends of these bars are riveted on
to two upright pieces of iron. The bottom of

the grate consists of bars riveted on to the

lowest semicircular side bar. The ends of the

top and bottom semicircular bar project beyond
the upright pieces, and are bent down so as to

form hooks, which fit into iron eyes secured by
and fixed in or npon the fixed back of the

grate.

Combustion of Liquid Fuel.—J. H. Johnson.

A oommnnication, dated 15th September, 1868.

—This invention consists in burning liquid fuel

directly, and without any admixture of steam or

water, upon a peculiar grate disposed either

vertically at an angle or horizontally. When
horizontally disposed, ihe liquid fuel is impelled

or caused to flow over the surface of the grate

by pressure. It flows in a number of small
streams along the face of the several grate bars,

which are grooved or channelled longitudinally

for that purpose, and having connected to them
at their upper ends small liquid fuel supply

pipes. These several supply pipes are fed from
a regulator above, which receives the liquid

through pipes, and a stop-cock in connexion with

a tank or reservoir situate at a higher level. The
air for supporting combustion enters between
the grate bars as in the ordinary furnace grates.

The furnace chamber may either be composed of

fire-clay or surrounded with water spaces, and
fire-brick deflecting arches or bridges may be
disposed therein as found requisite.

Dot-Water Apparatus.—F. Dyer. Dated 19th
September, 1868.—This invention consists, first,

in the use of the tubular fire-back made of

malleable iron or other metal, cast iu one piece

from tubes crossed, or cast, or wrought in any
other way, or constructed of pipes or tubes of

any form or shape, and of any metal. Secondly,
in the manner of connecting the tubular fire-

brick with the hot-water cylinder. Thirdly, in

the application and nee of a return pipe with
ball-valve inserted to prevent the upward flow of

water in the return pipe. Fourthly, in the
method or mode of connexions, by which all

parts of a dwelling-honse or other building can
be supplied with hob water by the use of a hot-

water cylinder, reservoir, or tank placed near
the kitchen fire and in connexion with the

tubular fire-back.

Door Handle.

—

T7. R. Lahe. A communica-
tion, dated 9th November, 1868.—This consists

chiefly in the employment of a spring setting

into a ratchet cut on the knob spindle. This

spring is fitted in a chamber formed in the
spindle aperture of the knob or handle, and
ratchet teeth are formed on one side of the

spindle at one or both ends, a longitudinal

aperture being formed or loft at that part of the

spindle in which the said teeth are cut, in

order to permit of the spring being forced

out of the teeth when the handle or knob is

required to be placed nearer the end or with-

drawn from the spindle. A small hole is formed
in the shoulder of the knob or handle, and near
the woiking or loose end of the spring, to permit

of the insertion of a bradawl or other simple

instrument that will pass through the aperture

or slot, and press against the said loose end of

the spring, in order to force the latter from the

teeth, and thereby release the said knob.

Distributing Sewage Water.— 0. 0. Alhott.

Dated 10th November, 1868.—The centre portion

of the apparatus consists of two lightly-con-

structed wheels capable of revolving upon a

perforated tube, which constitutes the axle. The
ends of the tube project from the wheels, and
are provided with flanges, for the purpose of

conducting additional perforated tubes thereto,

and by means of which the range of the appa-
ratus can be extended as desired, such additional

perforated tubes being supported at their ex-

tremities by wheels, each of which revolves

upon a short hollow axle, the same being loose

and flanged on each side of the nave. The axle

of the central portion of the apparatus is fur-

nished with prtjeciiog bars, from which strength-
ening ropes of wire or other suitable material

may be extended to the extremities of the

additional tubes, for the purpose of keeping

them in position, such ropes being tightened by
means of any suitable contrivance.

Wall Hangings.— C. E. Brnoman. A Com-
munication, dated November 12th, 1868.—This
consists in producing or effecting the painting or

colouring upon metallic foil, by preference tin-

foil. The inventor takes thin tinfoil, which
possesses grtat flexibility; be spreads it upon a

hard, smooth surface, such as glass, taking care

to damp the glass, in order to facilitate the

spreading and retention of the foil. The foil

thus spread constitutes a very smooth surface,

on which ha paiuts or colours in oil, either plain

or ornamental, as on walls or wainscots. The
inventor now allows the colour to dry, and var-

nishes it. This portable painting, when removed
from the glass with its lining of tin, is ready to

be applied in a honse or otherwise.

§0olis

Picturesque Examples of Old English Churches
and Cottages from Sketches tu Sussex and
adjoining Coitnties. By William Young,
Arebiteob. 8. Birbeck, Birmingham. 1869.

Whether the brilliant cover of this book, with
the title “ Picturesque Architecture ” upon it,

induced unreasonable expectations, or however
it may be, we are forced to confess to a certain

amount of disappointment with reference to

it. It is, in fact, a collection of pen-and-ink
sketches, thirty in all, of a number of build-

ings for the most part thoroughly well known,
and more precisely delineated elsewhere. Seve-
ral of the sketches are clever and pleasing

;
bub

what Mr. Young can find to admire in the frightful

Thatched Cottage, Isle of Wight (pi. 21), or in

the lumbering West End of Radipole Church,
Dorset (12), we are at a loss to conceive. We
speak thus candidly with less hesitation as the
author informs us in his preface “ that the first

edition was nearly all sold when the work was
no more than half done.”

Every proper endeavour has been made to

render the names appended to the views
illegible.

Dictionary of Scientific Terms. By P. Austin
Nuttall, LL.D. Strahan & Co., 1869.

At a time when scientifio and technical educa-

tion is BO much needed, the issas of a diction-

ary of terms in use in the practical sciences is

timely, and cannot but be useful ; more especially

a good one as this seems to be; aUhoogh, no
doubt, within the limits of it there are not a few
omissions. Nevertheless, great pains seem to

have been taken to render it as complete as pos-

sible, considering these limits. The work is pre-

ceded by a useful introduction to the classifica-

tion and study of the sciences.

Report of the Metropolitan Board of TForfcs

1868-9. Waterluw & Sons, Printers.

I

Tills last annnal report of the Metropolitan
Board is not so voluminous as some previous

leports have been.

Under the head of Utilisation of the Sewage,
the Board state their regret that the Metro-
polis Sewage and Essex Eeclamation Company,
who had formed a portion of the culvert to

convey the sewage to Maplin on the Essex coast,
“ have not been able to continue the works;”
and the Board gives no hope of any immediate
resumption of these works, or of anything to

supersede them ; except that under the bead of

South Side of the Thames they say that they
trust that the ” postponement of the question (as

to the utilisation of the sewage on both sides of

the river) will be only temporary, and that a
revival of enterprise and the re-establishment

of more favourable financial conditions will

enable the subject to be successfully dealt with
at some future period.”

It 18 said, as to the Thames Embankments :

—

“In reference to the Thames Embankment (North),
the Board have before ibeis the quesiioo of formiag a sub
way under the Eiubiiu)>meLt ri<aaway to t le Weetmioster
Steamboat Bier, m continuattou ot the one now in course
of eonstruetinn under Bridge-street, lor access from the
Houses of Parliament to the Metropolitan District Rail-

way Station and the iniended looiway on the land s de of
the EmbankineDt. The furmation of the roadway siill

remains in abeyance, pending the compleiion of the works
of the Metropolitan Uistrici Railway, which would mate-
rially inte'Kre wiih and obstruct the traffic of the
thoroughfare; but arrungemen' s have been made for the
construction, when the proper time arrives, of the entire
roadway from ^'estmiusier to Blackfriars, the work being
included in the contract for that poriion of the Embank-
ment east of the Temple Gardens, now being executed,"

With regard to the Southern Embankment,
the report says :

—

“At the present time the whole of the river wall is

complete, and the dam, with the exception of about
160 ft., has been removed. The Westminster Landing
Stairs, the deck entrances, and other incidental works,
are either already ttnisbed or fast approaching coinpleiion.
A footway, 20 ft. wide, extending from Westminatec
Bridge to Lambeth Church, has been open to the publio
aince the lat of May, ltl68. About 8^ acres of the ground
of the Embankment westward from Westminster Bridge
has been jpurchased by the governors of Pt. Thomas’s
Hospital for the purposes ol the new hospital, the con-
struction of which is now being proceeded with. The
amount of the contract for the Southern Embankment is

309,0u0f., and the value of the works executed up to the
present time is 238,OOOL”

As regards the ventilation of sewers, the re-

port states that the Board have hitherto not
been able to adopt any mode of dealing with it

sufficiently sure and praotiuable to enable them to

apply it generally throughout the metropolis.

The subject is now under the consideration of a
committee of the Board.

VARIOEUM.
” Van Nostrand’s Eolectio Engineering Maga-

zine. Selected from home and foreign Eugiueer-
iog Serials. New York : D. Van Nostrand,
Murray-street.” Several monthly numbers of
this magaziuB, including No. 8 (vol. 1) for August,

1869, are before us. Being selected from staudard
sources, iucluding English ones, such as the
Engineer, the Builder, Scitiitific Opinion, and
various others, the work, of course contains

much useful matter, but we have little regard

for “ eclectic” publications, which, without either

leave or payment, appropriate matter, right and
left, for which respectable journals haveioourred
considerable outlay. ‘‘ The Fresh and Salt

Water Aquarium,” by the Rev. J. G. Wood.
This little volume, by the well-known author of
“ Common Objects of the Couutry and Sea-

shore,” is full of interesting and curious matter,

and forms a competent guide to those who wish
to form aquariums for fish and shell- fish, sea and
fresh water reptiles, and insects.

Report on Bealtb of St. iVTarylebone.

—

The annual report of Dr. Whitmore, the medical

officer of health for the pariah of Sc. Marylebone,
has been issued in a printed form. On the sub-

ject of sanitary work, the report says :
—*• 2,413

houses and 131 mews and stables were inspected,

9,298 ft. of new pipe-drain were laid down to

supply the place of old and defective brick di ains,

616 honaes were wholly or partially cleaused,

and 1,695 other houses underwent sanitary

improvement in various ways ; 1,841 yards were
cleansed, repaved, and limewhited, and a water
supply was laid on to 589 closets. By comparing
these with the returns of previous years, it will

be seen that the sanitary work of last year greatly

exceeded that of every other : this is satisfactory

as showing commendable activity on the part of

the sanitary inspectors, and eminently so if con-

sidered in connexion with the reduced death-

rate, to which this work, it may fairly bo
assumed, has materially contributed.” Bab
a very large portiou of such sanitary work is bub

of very transient benefit, owing to the filthy and
destructive habits of many of the destitute poor;

with them there is an ever-recurring necessity

for such work, and nothing short of the most
unremitting care and vigilance will suffice to

maintain, even at its present standard, the

health of our local poor.

Proposed Abattoir for Batb.

—

The local

officer of health, Mr. Barter, has made a report

to the City Act Commitee, in whicn ho protests

in the strongest terms against any plan of re-

building the old slaughter-houses iu Boatstall

and Lott Lanes. He farther recommends the

local authorities to avail themselves of the op-

portunity which now offers for constructing an

abattoir for the general use of the city, and tbna

removing from the centre of the town and the

midst of residences, buildings which cannot fail

to be an offence to the immediate neighbourhood

in which they stand, as well as a detriment to

public health,

Burns’s Pew.—The pew formerly in Sfc.

Michael’s Church, Dumfries, nsed by Burns, and

bearing in one part the iniriale R. B,, cub with a

knife by his own band, was bonght in at a sale

recently, the reserved price 5i. not being reached

in the bidding ! What had the auctioneer been

about ?
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Inside an .abysslnian Churcb.—Dr. Blanc,
n an intereatirg aeries of papers on Abyssinia
n the British ]iJedical Journal, writes :—Except
n the province of Tigro, all the charches in
Abyssinia are circular, the walls generally of
mud and stone, the roof conical, and thickly
covered with straw. The church proper consists
of three concentric circles ;—the first, a kind of
verandah, wherein the congregation assembled

;

the second, the church itself, where the priests
perform their ceremonies

j
the third, or inner-

most circle, the “ Holy of Holies,” containing
the sacred vase and the “ Tabot,” a small square
piece of wood, having on one side a cross, on the
other three stan, symbols of the Trinity, and on
which are carved the name of the church, and
that of the bishop by wbotn it was consecrated.
The verandah is, for the stranger, the most
interesting portion of the edifice. In some, like
“Medani Alum” (Saviour of the World), the
church we visited that day, the paintings that
adorn the walls, all considering, a^e not badly
made. St. George and the Dragon in the church
of Medani Alum held a prominent and con-
spicuous place

j
next came the Twelve Apostles

and the Trinity, God beiog represented in the
form of a benevolent-looking old gentleman.
Several representations of our Lord’s Bufferings
graced the walls.

Now Cbapel of St. lobn, RIpon.—On
Tuesday, the 10th instant, the above new
hospital chapel was consecrated by the Right
Rev. the Lord Bishop of Ripon. The chapel is
rectangnlar in form, with apsidal chancel, the
total length being 72 ft., width across nave 2-1 ft.

6 in., the height to ridge 33 ft. The entrance
porch is on the south side, and is of open timber-
workinoak,wibhtraceried sides and barge boards.
The vestry is in the north - east corner, and
communicates direct with the chancel, which is
paved with encaustic tiles. The altar-rail and
pulpit are of oak, and the seating throughout is
of deal, stained and varnished. The ceiling

'

formed in panels of moulded timber filled
with plaster, and the roof is covered with green
rag slates. The west gable is surmounted by a
wrought stone bell-cot. The chapel is intended
to accommodate 250 people, including children,
and is carried out in the Late Poiuted style, at a
cost of about l,300i. The architect is Mr. W.
H. CroBsland, and the contractors are—Messrs.
John Chambers & Son, of Bishop Monkton, for
mason, slater, and plasterer’s works

; George
Grange, Pateley Bridge, joiner

j Christopher
Daniel, of Ripon, plumber; and John Burton &
Son, Ripon, painters. The beating apparatus,
which is fixed in a cellar under the vestry, has
been fitted up by Mr. R. Nicholson, of Ripon.
The chapel is lighted with gas, the fittings for
which have been supplied by Messrs. Hardman
& Co., of B.rmingham, who also provided the
lectern and pulpit-desk.

Omnibus Traffic.—There are one or two
facts of interest in the report of the London
General Omnibus Company. The number of pas-
sengers carried during the half-year was
20, 15/,926 against 20,313,821 the year before;
the average number of omnibuses working on
week-days was 590 against 59-i, and on Sundays
460 against 461 in the same half of 1868. The
company have been giving their horses maize
instead of oats, and have saved by so doing about
14,OOOZ. in the half-year! Tne gross receipts of
the company during the half-year ending 30lh
June, 1869, were 270,925L 16d. 8d., showing
comparative decrease of 13,854Z. 178. lOd.
Tha scale on which omnibus traflSc is carried g..
in Paris may be judged from the fact that during
the year 1868 the number of pprsons carried iu
these vehicles amounted to 120,000,000, or nearly
65 times the entire population of Paris; while
during the same period the number of passengers
conveyed by the Prench railways was only
115,000,000. The average fare was four sous
and a ha|f (six sons in the interior and three on
the imperiale). The gross receipts must have
amounted to about 27,000,000f.

Erection of another Race>stand at Don-
caster.—The stand for the special accommoda-
tion of county families is approaching comple-
tion. It is sitnate at the west end of the
enclosure, just beyond the judge’s chair. It is

built of white pressed bricks, and is carried out
in a style nniform with that of the other stands,
with balustrades and pillars in front. The b-iae-

ment comprises weighing-rocm, an office for the
clerk of the course, and reporter’s room. The
weighing-room occupies the principal portion of
the lower floor, being 35 ft. 6 in. long and 17 ft.

3 in. wide. The second floor is ocenpied by the
f aloon, 61 ft. 4 in. iu length and 17 ft. 6 in. wide.
It contains thirteen windows, and commnnicating
with it are two rooms for ladies. On the ground
floor is a room for gentlemen. The roof of the
stand will be divided into two parts, one portion
to be appropriated to the lessees for whom the
stand is erected, and the other to the reporters,
trainers, jockeys, &q. The work has been let to
Mr. Thomas Wood.

Free Dlbrarles.—The free library question
was thoroughly discussed last year in Leeds, and
at a public meeting the necessary proportion of
ratepayers’ votes was obtained in favonr of the
establishment of such an institution. The
scheme, however, met with considerable opposi-
tion in and out of the town council. A special
meeting of the council was recently held to re-
consider the subject, and it was resolved, after a
long discussion, to carry into effect the resolu-
tion passed at the publio meeting last year.
At Wokingham, a preliminary meeting has been
held in the town-ball, presided over by the
alderman, to consider the subject of establishmg
a free library, in consequence of a liberal offer
by the Hon. Auberon Herbert in aid oftheobject.
A discussion ensued, in which all heartily joined
in the opinion that an effort ought to be made to
enable the town to participate in the benefits
which the fonndation of a free library on a largo
scale was likely to confer. Windsor will also
take advantage of Mr. Herbert’s offer.

Phllomatlc Society of Paris.— At the
sitting of the society on the 24th ulc., M. Culigny
made a communication on the subject of the
means of ntilising the force now expanded use-
lessly by the waves of the sea. This subject
has recently commanded a good deal of atten-
tion in America, where already an apparatus
has been described and a patent, we believe,
taken out for this purpose. M. Caligny stated
that the question was raised as early as 1851 by
the Philomathic Society. [A proposal to use the
tides at Westminster as a motive power was
published iu an old volume of the Builder.']
The machine described now seems to consist of a
series of curved tubes which are so placed that
the shock of the wave passes along their hori-
zontal portion and sets in motion a column of
liquid, which in its turn moves a series of
pistons, and so transmits in any fashion that
may be desired the force of the wave .—Scientific
Opinion.

Anotlicr Railway Bridge over tbe Rhine.
The great railway bridge which is to cross the
Rhine, near the village of Hamm, a little above
Dusaeldorf, will -probably be completed before
the end of November. The structure consists of
four arches, the upper part of which is of iron.
The ironwork of each will weigh 14,000 cwt.
The bridge is united to the main line on the left
bank by a viaduct consisting of fifteen stone
arches, but this doss not immediately join the
bridge, being separated from it by a revolving
drawbridge, so that the line can be rendered
impassable at any moment. The first arch of
the great bridge is completed.

Overcrowding in Barracks.— It sorely
cannot be true, as re(.orted, chac experiments are
being condnoted in tbe barracks at Gosport and
Portsmouth to obtain data as to the possibility of
increasing the number of inmates iu each room
without severe injury to health. Overcrowding
in our barracks has long been a prolific source of
disease, and has been proved to be one of the
most powerful agents in the production of con-

Fublic Drinking Fountains for Swansea.
At the last meeting of the trustees of the
Swansea Harbour, the Mayor, Mr. C. T. Wilson

maladies. Every step taken ought to

asked permission to be allowed' to erect two
Official Building on the Thames em-

bankment.—We hear a report, tbe correctness
of which we cannot guarantee, says the Pall-

publio drinking-fountains, one at each end of
tbe South Dock, on the land of the trust. Per-
mi8Bi0Q wa»unaiiiai0 Qsl; granted. At the meet-

, ...
ingot the C/rporation, also, the Mayor obtained

\

mall Gazette, that the sauotion of the Govern-
a permission of the Couucil to erect a third ment has been given to the erection, somewhere

ountain near the publio weighbridge on the
j

on the Thames Embankment, of a building which
The necessary accommodation for animals shall accommodate both the War Office and the

will be provided for.
|
Horse Guards.

Trade - Union Congress. — The second
annual congress of tndo societies of the Uoited
Kinadom has been held in the Odd Fellows’ Hall
at Birmingham. The list of subjects covered
pretty nearly tbe whole ground of trade legisla-
tion. There were on the list 12 snbjects, and 17
papers

; and the number of societies represented
was 32. Applications by Mr. Dixon, M.P., for
the secretary of the National Education Leagne,
and by Mr. G. J. Holyoake, to read papers, the
latter on co-operation, and the former on the
Leagne, were acceded to. The congress passed
a resolution, by a large majority, in favour of
courts of conciliation and arbitration.

Inverness Cathedral.—The cathedral of
St. Andrew, Inverness, of which the first stone
was laid in 1866 by the late Archbishop of Can-
terbury, is to be opened on the Ist of September.
This new edifice is situated on the west b.ank of
the River Ness, and nearly opposite the Castle.
It is in the Decorated style, and has been built
from the designs of Mr. A. Ross, architect, at
Inverness, and consists of nave, north and south
aisles, transepts, and apsidal east end, with an
octagonal chapter-house on the north-east side.
It is flanked by two towers at the west end, each
100 ft. high, and an ornament il iron fiUche springs
from the intersection of nave and transepts to a
height of 110 ft. from the ground. The building
with all its internal fittings and decorations, will
cost something under 20,0001., it is stated.
Various gifts have already been presented, such
as eleven stained glass windows (by Hardman,
of Birmingham), a pulpit carved iu Caen stone,
and ornamented with marble shafts, by native
artists; an altar and reredos in Caen stone,
marble, and alabaster, executed by Earp.

Preston House of Correction.—A range of
150 cells for male prisoners and a new hospital
were recently erected at the Preston House of
Correction, and a range of 72 other cells for
females has been just completed from plans of
Mr. Hughes, of Preston, architect

j
the contractor

being Mr. Bickersiaff, of Preston, and the clerk
of the works Mr. Chappell. The contract for

the last-mentioned cells has been completed for

a sum less than the amount of the accepted
tender, some alteration in the work having been
made during its progress which has led to larger
deductions than extras. The original contract
was 6,017J., and the bills paid amount to 6,0051.

The Velocipede movement.—A short time
ago an intimation appeared iu Punch that a
velocipede capable of carrying a man and bis
family would be useful

; and a man empliiyed at
Scaveley Works, named William Miukley, has
acted upon the hint and has constructed for
himself, during his leisure hours, a family veloci-
pede. The machine is said to be capable of
carrying himself, his wife, and family—four of
them—and is very strongly built. A new
velocipede is being patented in Paris, which is

to throw all others into the shade. Ic has five

wheels, and the motive power is communicated
to ic by the mere weight of the riders.

metropolitan Railways’ Artillery. —
“Nervine” writes,—Kindly urge the directors
of these railways to be good enough to affix

something like the following notice at the
several stations :

—“ As the public in general,
and females in particular, have nerves, the
porters and guards are desired not to slam, bang,
or crash the doors to, as they have got into the
habit of doing, to tbe great annoyance of pas-
sengers, but to close them as gently as time will
permit.”

Evil Writings at Railway Stations.—The
‘'Retreats” at railway stations are in many
cases disfigured with indecent writings,—more
shame to the contemptible perpetrators of the
offence. A correspondent suggests, and wisely,

that the porters should be instructed to use the
white-wash brush once or twice a week. If an
offender were detected, and tbe porter poured
the contents of the pail over him, the whitened
blackguard would get no pity from us.

South Shields Townhall Competition.
The committee appointed to select a design
from those sent in for the proposed new town-
hall, South Shields, have held a meeting in the
Mechanics’ Institute, South Shields, where
twenty-seven seta of competitive plans were
exhibited. A few of the designs, and only a few,
deserve serious attention.

The British Association for Science
will hold its next meeiing iu Liverpool. Pro-
fessor Huxley will be the president.
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A niacliiDe tbat Heaps and Tbrasbes.

—

A private letter from California gives a descrip-

tion of the reapicg-machine in use there, known
as a harvester. It is poshed by six horses, and

cuts, heads, thrashes, and delivers into bags

at one operation, the grain being sufficiently dry

to bo thus dealt with. The straw is afterwards

set on fire.

South ZCensington Improvements.—

A

correspondent says the old summer-house was

removed to the Bayswater side, and a portion of

the dead wall taken down and replaced with iron

railing, at the expense of Mr. Cawley, the

builder of Prince of Wales-terraco, Kensington,

opposite whose property it stood.

Harrogate Surveyorsbip.—At a meeting

of the Harrogate Improvement Commissioners

and local Board of Health, held on Monday last,

it was resolved, on application from Mr. Richard-

son, the surveyor, that he be allowed to practise

privately in conjunction with his public appoint-

ment as town surveyor.

TENDERS.
For minister’s bouse at Paulersbury, Northampton-

shire. Mr. T. Heygate Vernon, architect :

—

Shelton £520 0 0
ShakesUaft 615 10 0
Ancell -156 10 0
Lepper -Ill 17 0

"Wheeler (accepted) 116 6 0

Accepted for five houses and two shops st Ossett

for Mr. Joshua '\\’hitaker. Messrs. Sheara & llanstock,

architects :

—

Work.
Chapel £784 0 o

Joiner’* Work.
Lockwood 250 0 0

Fliim’jer’g Work.
Snowden 61 0 0

Flatterer'* Work.
"Wilson k Co 80 0 0

Slater'* Work.
Thornton 65 12 3

For dwarf wall and enclosure railinc io land belonging
to the Clock and Watchmakers’ Asylum, Colney Hatch.
Mr. Henry Carpenter, architect :

—

Foxley £126 10 0
Thompson 353 0 0
Clark & Hunt 313 0 0
Turner & Co 331 15 0
St. Pancras Iron Co. (sccepted)... 330 0 0

For a new house on "Wandsworlh-common, for Mr.
James Neal, who provides bricks, lime, and sand. Mr. 8.

Durrant, architect:

—

Easton Brothers £1,099 0 0
Hearn & Couta 1,089 0 0
Strong 899 0 0
Heron 795 0 0
Thornton 795 0 0
Atkinson 778 0 0
Cock 7-15 0 0

Esses-street, Strand.

£989 0 0

For new Parochial Schools at 8t. Paul's, Ai

portion). Mr. Elkington, architect:—
Perry £910
Buck 742
Langman 660
Bowyer & Sons 6-40

Hollidge (accepted) G35 0 0

For "building warehouses in Camomile-street, for the
London and County Land and Building Company, Limited.

Mr. Robert Walker, architect

Bayes & llamage
Sewell & Co..,

Colls & Son
Browne & Robinson .,

Oxford & Wilber
Newman & Mann
Myers & Son
Ashby & Sous
Macev
Hill, Keddell, & Co.
Kilby (accepted)

..£19,796 0
10,371 0
10,332 0

10,176 0
. 10,07-1 0

10,072 0
10,028 0

. 9,966 0
9,-197 -0

9,491 0
. 9,167 0

For new church in 8t. Andrew’s parish, Hastings, for

the Misses Sayer. Messrs. E. Habershon & Brock,
architects :

—
Parks £4,053 0 0

Bharpington & Hole 3,988 0 0
Wilkins & Son 3,8i0 0 0
Nightingale 3,633 0 0
Vidler 3,691 0 0

Perry 3,489 0 0

Hug&es 3,330 0 0
Langridge 3,261 0 0
Howell 3,235 0 0

For the erection of three shops and premises in High-
street, Aldershott, for Mr. Phillips, jun. Mr. Mussellwhite,

architect :
—

Hughes £1,230 0 0
Blili" 1.178 0 0

Seabiight 1,136 8 8

Mether 9)7 0 0
"Wells A Batchelor (accepted)... 811 0 0

For the alterations and additions to eight houses, and
for erecting two new houses in the St. Mary's-terrace,

Paddington (being contract No. 1), for Mr. T. Dioisdale.

Mr. Albert Bridgman, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Bennett (accepted) £1,080 0 0

For the erection of a pair of semi-detached villas in the

Loughton Park, Essex, for Mr. Henry Ellis. Mr. Albert
Bridgman, architect;—

Bennett £1,999 0 0

Egan 1,996 10 0
Keepence 1,993 0 0
Knight & Sons 1,780 0 0
Paviit (accepted) 1,731 0 0

For house, stabling, boundary wall, &c , at Waltham
Cross, Herts, for Mr. J. Dormer. Mr. J. S. Gomme,
architect

Bentley £974 0 0
Ar her 921 0 0
Brunsden 871 0 0
Dean 764 0 0

For alterations to two houses i

Messrs. Clarkscn, architects:—
Howard
Langmead & Co
Axlord
Sykes

For the erection of a Wes-lcyan chapel at the Old Dela-
bole Slate Quarries. Mr. Patterson, architect :—

Westlake & Canu £177 0 0
Hitchins & Pauli 476 0 0

For roads and drains, Cbaseville Park, Winchmore-hil],
for Mr. Charles Stokes. Quantities by Mr. J. C.
Timmis ;

—

Haynes
Turner i Cole .

Jay
Potter
Burgess
Crockett
Hubbard
Henley
Hooknam
Cohen
Paiee
Morris
Nicholson
Bloomfield
Keeble
Porter
Kent
Alldred
Capper
Carter

..£1,348 0
,. 1,111 15
.. 1,085 0
.. 1,060 0

For the erection
Reading, for Mes
Brown, architects.

"Wheeler Brothers ..

Woodroffe
Sheppard
Strong
Matthews
Barnicoat (accepted)

'ilia residence in the London-road,
Sutton. Messrs. Wm. & J,

~

antities supplied :
—

1,866 0 0
1,844 0 0
1,82-1 0 0
1,777 0 0
1,7-16 0 0

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with

STEAM POWER, ia employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufactore of Church, Turret,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every deacription

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with

estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and

60, Ludgate-hill
;

Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-

street, London.

T
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For Ihe erection of a house and shop, London-street,
Reading, for Mr. Lov' joy. Messrs. W’m. & J. T. Brown,
architects. Quantities supplied :

—

Matthews £1,095 0 0
Barnicoat 1,091 0 0
Sheppard 999 0 0

Clacy 999 0 0

For alterations and additions to bouse and shop, Broad-
street, Reading, for Mr. Pooley. Messrs. Wm. Si J. T.

Brown, architecls:

—

Wheeler Brothers (accepted) £800 0 0

Fora pair of villas at Fortis-green, Finchley, for Mr.
Georgo Emden. Messrs. W. Wajmouth Jfc^on, architects.

Merritt & Ashby (accepted) £3,063 0 0

640 0 0

For alterations to the Parochial Schools at Sawbridge-
worth, Herts. Mr. Pritchett, architect. Quantities by
Mr. Shrobsole :

—

Hockley £610 0 0
Thackrah 613 0 0
Dickinson 435 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan -133 0 0
Glasscock 39'J 0 0
Burton 380 0 0
Brior 378 0 0
Shirley & Horne 370 0 0
Bent 339 o 0

For detached villa residence, with tower, for Mr. J.
Lindner, at NightiDgale-laue, BalLam. Mr. Rowland
Plurabe, architect. Quantit.ea supplied by Mr. C. W.
Brooks :

—

Wilson (accepted) £3,127 0 0
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The Harvest and “ The Builder."

GLORIOUS
spell of harvest

weather

come, daring

the latter part

of Angaet, to

raise the spi'

rits of farmers,

and to cheapen

the loaf for the

poor man. It

was time. The
prospect ofthe harvest, till the occurrence of the
recent welcome change of temperature, was far
from cheering. It seemed as if what has been
Baroastically termed our English summer, “ three
hot days and a thunder storm,” had come and
gone

; and that our hopes of plenty, or even of
the avoidance of dearth, for the next twelve
months, had gone with it. The price of corn
was creeping np. The price of bread, ever ready
to rise with the slightest upward movement of
the corn market, although by no means dis-
tinguished by a corresponding “ alacrity in
sinking,” responded to the threat. The long
succession of cold, sunless, ungenial days that
frowned upon the corn plant, while the process
of fertilisation of the seed was taking place, was
thought to have so seriously aflfeoted the crop,
both in quantity and in quality, that a very low
average would be the consequence.
The result of the occurrence of a few days of

not only seasonable, but really hot, weather, at
the very crisis of the harvest, has been signally

instructive. The effect is the more striking from
tbefact that the change occurred too late to have
any appreciable influence on the swelling and
increase of the grain. The sole effect has been
to render the harvesting more commodious, and
to present both grain and straw to the hands of
the ingatherer in the very best possible condi-
tion for ingathering and for storing. In a word,
the sun having failed to show much of bis accus-
tomed benevolence in the raising of the corn-
plant, has come late to the rescue, as if with the
express intention of showing how important is

that particular part of his annual service which,
and which alone, can be, to a very considerable
extent, performed, in default of his smiles, by
artificial means. The great Light having long
turned his back upon the cultivator, has returned
only in time to show the reaper how much
depends on the one condition of dry harvesting.
We trust that the attention to this important

subject which the Builder has to no small extent
awakened throughout the country, will not be
distracted by this timely benevolence of Nature.
We rejoice to see that the question appears to
have taken considerable hold of the public mind.
Those veteran pioneers of agricultural reform,
Mr. Meohi and Mr. Smith, continue their appeals,
powerful in the logic of common sense, to their

less enlightened and less economic brethren.
They appeal to that sense which is rarely nnim-
pressible, among Englishmen any more than
among foreigners, the sense of fulness or empti-
ness of purse. They show how cheaply they
can carry on cultivation, when the soil has once
been thoroughly cleared of the most obnoxious
and persistent weeds. One of these bene-
factors of his country, on a recent visit of a
enrions party to his model farm, offered to give
a sovereign for every piece of couch grass that
any of his visitors could find growing on his

land ! The area to which steam culture is applied

is annually increasing. During the present year
one of the simplest and moat useful mechanical
aids to the farmer, the elevator, has been merrily
at work, driven by horse power where steam
was not at command. The unusually heavy
supply of straw, which marks the present season,
has rendered this method of superseding the
most fatiguing part of the labour of the farm,

namely, the pitching up of trusses, especially

valuable.

We should not be remiss in gaining the full

benefit of the lesson that a season so unusual
as that of the present year is calculated to

impart. The very irregularity of our climate
has prevented us, in great measure, from taking
steps to guard against the preventible evil

results of bad seasons. If a farmer, for instance,

had just laid out a considerable sura in buying
machinery, he would think that the sun in Leo,
in the year 1869, had been laughing him to

scorn. When a danger can be certainly foreseen,

it is the more likely to be prevented. If drought
be a certain accompaniment of a known de-

clination of the sun in a given country, the
cultivator of the ground becomes aware that

his sole chance of a crop depends on irrigation,

and irrigates accordingly. The difference, in

such a year as 1868, between an irrigated and a
non-irrigated meadow, was simply that between
crop and no crop. In the South of Europe, in

Egypt, in many sub-tropical regions, this is

always palpably and admittedly the case. There-
fore, in these regions, from the earliest times,

the well, the backet, the scoop, the water-wheel,

have been employed to feed the constant silver

lines of beneficent moisture which alone convert
a desert into a garden. But the farmer who,
when in extremis for the supply of food to his

stock, at the close of thesnmmer of 1868, might
have been led to say, “ I really must see how
best to utilize that large supply of water which
I have hitherto allowed to be wasted, or worse,”

would have been more persevering and more re-

solute than most men, if he had carried out his

wise projects in face of the heavy swathe of 1869.
Thus, the past backward and perilous spring,

adverse as it has been to the cereals, while highly

favourable to the grass crops (of which there are

nearly 33,000,000 of acres under cultivation in

the United Kingdom), has been hostile to the pro-

gress of irrigation, although it should have fur-

nished, if intelligently regarded, the strongest

argument in its favour. In the same manner,
with all but the most thoughtful and provident

farmers, the fine harvest weather that succeeded
w’ill defer the adoption of facilities for artificial

harvesting
;
although, in point of fact, the good

effect of the late, but torrid heat, has been little

more than that which, at the expense of artifi-

cial means, man may independently secure.

Another lesson of no little significance has

been legible to those who have watched the

vegetation of the present year. The entire

growth of the United Kingdom, in a botanical

sense, may be divided into the two groups, of

indigenous plants, and of those cultivated vege-

tables which, sowed and reared by the hand of
man, may yet be considered as only partially or

artificially naturalized. Now, as far as the

former of these are concerned, we have had a
proof of the equitable compensation afforded by
Nature herself for her apparent irregularities.

The forest trees suffered scarcely less than the
smaller and humbler plants from the drought of
1868. The ferns were generally baked. The grass

was burnt up. The vegetative power, dominated
by a heat which evaporated the usual liquid

food of the plants, retreated into the stem and
roots. It retreated, but it was not lost. It

awaited but the return of the customary
moisture, aud the more direct rays of the sun,

to bourgeon and to bud, and to clothe the

face of the earth with verdure. Accordingly,

it is the testimony of all observers of the pheno-
mena of natural history that rarely, if ever,

have they witnessed a year remarkable for such
fertility in the flowers aud seeds of the forest-

trees. The hazels have been laden with nuts,
the beech with mast. The key-bearing trees,
ash, and plane, and sycamore, were hung in

early spring with such a wealth of blossom as to

be barely recognisable. Their ordinary barren,
leafy, dicotyledonous branches were hidden by
au unwonted bloom, lacking, indeed, the varied
hues of the petals of the flower-garden, but
not lacking either the beauty, or the promise,
of abundant flower. The sycamore looked, in

many cases, so like a gigantic currant-bush, that

the observer was almost tempted to seek for the
crimson jrappe. The ash threw out its groups
of apetalous flowers this spring, before the buds
of the oak opened, and looked, in many instances,

as if it was covered with a thick veil of greenish

grey lichens. Nature, in these children of the

soil, avenged herself, by an unusually wild riot

of fertility, for the fast of last summer.
Farmers, they say, always grumble. We are

happy to know some who do not. Those o'" that

honourable fraternity who belong to the former

class may, if they like, contradict us. Our
pleasanter friends of the more compliant cate-

gory will confirm the remark, that the grass,

wherever it has had a chance, has this year
emulated the vigour of the forest trees. Fruit-

bearing trees, indeed, seem to follow laws aud
cycles of their own. Apples and pears, wall-

fruit and stone-fruit, all the products of the skill

of the horticulturist and of the orchard-grower,

have each their own special seasons and reasons

for fertility. But we are speaking of the

indigenous vegetation, which offers a far surer

test of the compensative power of nature than
can be the case with any semi-artificial growth.
None the less does such a recuperative power in

the natural denizens of the soil indicate what
may be done by the enlightened agriculturist.

Nor can it be urged that the vigorous growth of

the spring of 1869 is the result of unexpended,
and, as it were, hoarded, vegetative power alone.

The store of food available for the roots of all

kinds of plants, was not drawn upon during the

season of drought in the habitual manner, be-

cause it did not meet with enough water to hold it

in solution. Of this food, therefore, an extra

quantity may be thought to have been available

during the present spring. Hence the unusual
growth of the stem aud haulms of the annual
artificial grasses, which we call the cereals. Had
the sun not played us false, the crop of 1869
would have been such as to cause that season to

be denominated the year of plenty.

No better service can be rendered by any
public writer to his time aud to his country than
the awakening of the general intelligence to the

advantage to be derived by the farmer from
taking counsel with the engineer. We spoke, in

our recent article on Artificial Harvesting, of

the yield of fifty-five bushels per acre as a high,

though not the highest, result of careful steam
culture. Since that time a competent authority,

in estimating the unusually productive wheat
crop of 1868, has averaged it at thirty-six bushels

per acre. That of the present year is estimated

at twenty-eight bushels per acre, a return which

is more likely to be exceeded than otherwise.

At the same time the area under corn crops is

steadily increasing. From rather more than

nine and a quarter million acres in 1866 (in

Great Britain), we are advancing to a broader

acreage. The margin, then, of that increase of

return, which depends, not on the accidents of

the season, but on the intelligent industry of the

farmer, still exceeds the proportions of the annual
public expenditure of the country.

Attention is, we rejoice to repeat, being now
directed to the subject on all sides. The daily

journals, which only occasionally can be regarded
as leading, or even attempting to lead, public

opinion, have for the most part a wonderful

faculty of reflecting and intensifying its ex-
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preesioD. The loop library of unpublished letters

which find their way to the waste-paper basket,

furnishes the conductors and editors of the daily

press with an infallible indication of the turn
which thought is taking. The unprinted author-

ship of many an eager writer has thus its imper-
ceptible influence in the spread of his opinions.

The prominence which, in more than one of the

the most widely-circnlated daily journals, has
been given to the subjects of artificial harvesting

and of steam culture, within the last few weeks,
is thus a clear proof of the tendency of public

interest in that direction.

With questions of tillage, of storeage, and of

desiccation,
—

'with theories of irrigation, of

sewage, and of chemical manures,—with eflbrts

to preserve and utilise, for the benefit of agricul-

ture, the rain which God sends from heaven,
and the salts and other valuable products which
are returned, from the costly laboratory of the
human body, for the fertilisation of the soil (both

of which invaluable gifts we now simply throw
into the sea as rapidly as possible), is connected
the discussion of a similar subject of no less

universal interest. Man, in a state of barba-

rism, seems always to think himself wiser than
his maker. He pities, or patronises, or strives

to oojole or to frighten, the invisible powers.
The negro will beat his fetish. Sir John Lubbock
tells us of races who erect scarecrows to alarm
tJicir divinities. We have long ago heard of the
prayer-mill, and it has even been suggested that

it might prove a good commercial speculation to

export, to countries where that form of Ritualism is

notyetdisestablished, prayer-mills to go by steam.
But in no respect is this inherent disposition

of ignorant mankind to correct the errors, and
to supplementthe negligence,of the supernatural
powers, more marked than in the war which
is so unsparingly carried on between man and

against that greater and more formidable host of

grasshoppers which thrice all but annihilated the

settlement ?

It is not alone the purely insectivorous birds

—

such as the titmouse, who eats a thousand in-

sects (egg or chick) per diem, and whose
favourite diet is that unscrupulous Boinhyx Pini,

which, in its turn, preys on the young buds of

the pine-tree—or the partially insectivorous

birds, such as our friend the sparrow, that an
intelligent regard to the works of nature bids

man to spare. The same killing kindness, or, at

least, an investigation of a similarly practical, if

a less mortal nature, has been extended to the
birds of prey.

In the romantic glades of Marlborough forest,

near the cottage of one of the keepers of the
Marquis of Aileabury, is to be found a scene that

recalls the terrors of the middle ages, of the
times when the gibbet bore its terrible fruit, in

the vain hope of detering future practitioners of

crime from the peril of their way. Stoat, and
weasel, and owl, and hawk, and kite, and cat,

domestic or otherwise, and jay, and magpie,

—

almost everything that eats,—are strong np in a
long and most unsavoury line on the sylvan
gibbet. We should like to have had a photo-

graph of the spot exhibited to section D, and to

have heard the eloquent appeals that would have

the social history of an institution is sketched,
it is constantly affected by the events that like-

wise affected the head of the church, or emanated
from his will; and when the structural history

is given, it comes as closely into the category of
existing remains of the art-work of the century
to which it belongs. The field is too large and
too crowded with figures for us to see more than
patches of it; hence, perhaps, this tendency to

drift towards the central and chief personages
in it is no real disadvantage. We could not

hope to see all Italy in the tenth century, for

instance
;
consequently it is well that the frag-

ment of it presented to onr view, represents the

leading men in the foremost circles. The popes

of the tenth century, however, have not left a

pleasant reputation behind them, for Mabillon

declares, with the exception of Stephen VIII.,

Leo VII., Agapitus IL, and a few others, they

were all unworthy of the Holy See, and lived

more like monsters and wild beasts than bishops.

The art-works, too, of their period, were very
few in number, and of these many have since

been destroyed. All that remains in Rome may
be catalogued in half a dozen lines :—An aisle

of theLateran basilica; a wing of the monastery
of S. Crooe ;

mosaic from the tomb of Otbo IL,

in the crypt of St. Peter’s
;
paintings in the

crypt of SS. Cosino and Damiauo; and perhaps

some in the subterranean church of S. Clemente

;

been made to the intelligence of the most noble
owner against the ferocity of his beeper. The

[

the ivory statuettes in the capitular hall, St.

bnzzard, now almost entirely destroyed in Great
I

Peter’s
;

and some bronze crucifixes in the

Britain, lived upon frogs and reptiles. The
j

Christian Museum of the Vatican. The crypt

kestrel and the merlin were not created by the and golden altar of St. Mark’s belong to this

Author of evil. The owl enjoys a rich diet of
I

same dark sterile age
;
Naples, Genoa, Piacenza,

droning beetles, chaffers, moths, and nocturnal ^ Spoleto, Subiaoo, and S. Germano, have each a

insects, together with his more familiar piece do
!

solitary trophy
;
and then the tenth-century art-

r^sistcnce, the shrew mouse. The grouse disease I

work of Italy is ail told.

is attributed, or at least its nnchecked spread is I

The eleventh century bore better fruits. It

^ attributed, to the dostruction by the gamekeepers was ushered in with comets and earthquakes, bnt

his natural partners and servants, the inferior ! of their useful, if well fee’d, allies, the natural as the end of the world was confidently expected

animals, especially the iosectivorons, birds. I surgeons and Islood-letters of the game birds ;; to take place then, these were comparatively

In our own country there is not even that un- ' and.tho flights of wood-p'geons, which, in some 1
trifling occurrences which were soon forgotten,

answerable excuse of the cravings of hunger
|

parts of the country, are becoming almost
|

A general improvement was made in monastic

which leads the Chinaman to snare the small
!

portentous, are due to the extinction of the bird institutions: wonderful abuses had crept iu

game which he converts into a savoury salmi
!
which is naturally most /Hand of the wood-

dcs rats, or the self-admiring Prenohman, eager pigeon—the beautiful little sparrow-hawk,
for “le sport,’* to array himself iu mighty boots

[

Let us remember the character given to man,
4ind military juste au corps, to insert himself in ' by one of the wisest of his race, naturce minister
the convolution of a ponderous cor de chassc, to

j

et interpres. When he thus acts, he may cause
hang a couUau de chaise (another name for a i the wilderness to rejoice and blossom as the rose,

veritable sword) to his side, and to sally forth
I
But when he becomes, as he so often does,

to shoot a tom-tit. He would shoot a fox with natures hostis et carni/ex, the case is altered.

True, bis blind cruelty brings its own reward, but
he is too blind to see, too stupid to understand,
the lesson. Ha vainly curses the wireworm, for-

getful of the gins he has so unsparingly set for

the mole. He sees a prodigy in a swarm of

lady-birds, and gives them no thanks for freeing

his hops from destructive blight. He looks

with dismay on the ravages of the turnip-fly,

and, instead of inquiring what bird is especially

addicted to feeding on that active beetle, in

the locality where the Brassica Napa is indige-

nons, he institutes a sparrow club ! Entrusted
with the rule over the birds of the air and the

beasts of the field, he strives to act like him of

whom it was said, Solitudinem facit, pacem
appellat s forgetful that, if his impious warfare

could ever prove thoroughly successful, his own
race would, in its turn, be improved away from
off the face of that planet the laws of which he
so steadily violates.

the like avidity, if ho conld. It is not clear

whether he would cook the latter. The savoury
nature of the former morsel (after all it is as big
as an ortolan), has much to do with the popu-
larity of “ la eJiasse," In France and Italy it is

rather the desire of au addition to the menu, at

no expense beyond that of powder and shot—or,

may bo, of hemp, wire, or horsehair, that sweeps
the small birds from the fields. In England it is

sheer ignorant brutality—unwhipped birds-neat-

ing among boys, followed np by yet more wanton
and wicked slaughter on the part of those

nnblest adults into whom birds-nesting boys
naturally are developed.

Mr. Dresser has been bringing the subject

under the attention of the British Association.

He regards it, not from that point of view which
shallow persons call the sentimental, and men
of more serious thought consider to be the
moral, or even the religious, aspect, but from
the sure basis of physiological data. A hundred
and eighteen sparrows have been offered upon
the altars of science. As was the case with the
Pagan sacrifices, their entrails have been care-

fully inspected, in order to furnish guidance to

the inquirers. But it has not been in search of
the cabalistic information to be derived from
quaint contortion, or the credited, though im-
possible, absence of the heart, or some other

vital organ, that the sacrifical knife has been
bared. The contents of the stomachs of the
victims have been examined, tabulated, re-

corded. Three culprits alone, ont of this

hecatomb of the favourites of Cytherea were
proved, by this unsparing search, guilty of

having lived for the past four-and-twenty hours
upon grain. In fact, there were three thieves

out of the 118 ;
all theother victims had worked,

more or less, for their living. Beetles, and grubs,
and flies, and larva: of all obnoxious kinds, had
been their diet. In 75 of the birds, infants of all

ages, from the callow fledgling to the little

Pecksy and Flapsy that could just twitter along
the ground, hardly any but insect spoglie were
detected. What would the starved and indus-
trious pioneers who have reared their wonderful
temple and city by the Great Salt Lake have
given for the aid of an army of English sparrows

MEDIEVAL CHRISTIANITY AND SACRED
ART IN ITALY.*

Mr. Hejians has now supplemented his
“ History of Ancient Christianity and Sacred
Art in Italy,” with a volume on ” Medireval

Christianity in Sacred Art,” in which he brings

np the subject to the middle of the fourteenth

century; and in his preface to this instalment of

it, he announces his intention to carry it further

on in a future work. Like the first-mentioned

volume, the present undertaking consists to a

large extent of notices of the events in the

pontificates of the successive popes, with a list

of the arohibectural and pictorial remains of

each century. The author has striven to engraft

upon these the history of religious institutions,

and the aspects of Christian society, so as to

make bis narrative more comprehensive in its

scope
;
bat the nature of both of these divisions

of his task brings them continually drifting into

one or other of the first-mentioned branches. If

* A History of Medireval Christianity and Sacred Art
in Italy (A.D. 900—1350). By Ctarles I. Hemans.
WUliams A Norgate, Henriotta-atreet, Covent-Karden,
London; Goodban, Florence ;

Piale, Rome. 1869.

which had to be cast out ;
and there arose

vigorona souls equal to the task. Many edifices

that were in ruins were restored. Monte
Cassino, that had been destroyed by the Sara-

cens in the previous century, was in this the

home of two huudred monks, and the seat

of learning. There were twenty abbeys in

Rome, besides many other ecclesiastical build-

ings. Only one new church seems, however, to

have been built within the walls in this period,

which was that of S. Bartolommeo on the Tiber

island. A fragment of a fortified mansion built

by Nicholas Cresoentius for his son David,

popularly known interchangeably as the palace

of Pontius Pilate and that of Rienzo, b.-longa to

this date; and there are some wall-paintings at

S. Urbino, and some crucifixes and ivories in the

Vatican that bring ns again face to face with

the artists of the time. Out of the Imperial

City there is more evidence of the vitality of the

century. Cathedrals were founded at Ravello,

Matera, Bitonto, Salerno, Novaro, Parma,
Modena, Luca, Pisa, Ancona, and Fieaole; those

at Siena and Bari were enlarged and finished

;

St. Mark’s, Venioe, was built over the crypt of

the preceding centnry ; monasteries were per-

fected at La Cava, Monte Cassino, and Susa

;

and churches built at Subiaco, Spoleto, Floreuce,

Empoli, Piacenza, and Palermo. Sculptures at

Spoleto, iu the church of S. Pietro, mosaics at

Capua iu the cathedral, and wall-paintings in

the charob of S. Angelo in Formio, at the same
place, are details of this period.

In the twelfth century there were wars that

took the Popes into the battle-field, foreign

armies encamped before Rome, crusades and
anti-popes

;
nevertheless, sacred art lived on, in

spite of the fact that the palace of the pontiffs

lay in ruins at one time and many churches were
converted into fortresses. Our own countryman,
Adrian IV., contributed but little to the struc-

tural triumphs of the Holy City, for of his pon-

tificate there are only a solitary portico and a
ruined chapel as memorials. Mr. Hemans
strings the Roman monuments of this period

into tho following list ;
—

“ S. Maria in Traetevere, rebnilt 1139—mosaics, 1163
j

S. Clemente upper Church, about 1112; S3. Q lattro

Coronati, rebuilt 1111; S. Maria in Cosmediu, 1128; S.

Croce, rebuilt IIH; 8. Giovanni a Porta Latina, 1190;

89. Giovanni e Paolo, portico (?) j
S. Pudenziaua,

restored ;
Campanili of the above-named churches, of S.

Lorenzo in Lucina, S. Eustachio, S. Maria in Monticelli,

S. Bartolommeo, S. Salvatore alle Copelle, S. Salvatore in

Corte (2) ;
Cloisters of 8. Lorenzo and SS. Vincenzo ed

Auastasio, both extramural
;
wall-paintings at 8. Sebas-

tiano on the Pala'ine, and on the chapel of 8. Silvestro;

Paschal Candelabrum at St. Paul's; antiques in Christian

Museum of Vatican.”
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With the thirteenth century and the pontifi-

cate of Innocent III. came the highest elevation
to which the papal power attained, and this was
lounded, not upon successful wars or the dis-
comfiture of anti-popes, but upon the working
out of Christian principles. Innocent III., it will
be remembered, revived the usage of the Roman
c-una, and on three days in every week sat to
decide questions submitted to him by the great
and small, when the poorest were heard and jus-
tice done them as inexorably as though they were
sovereigns. With a charity that was probably
little wiser then than it would be now, he main-
tained 8,000 persons by his secret alms, and with
similar self-denial fonnded hospitals for infants
and the sick. He is recorded, too, to have parted
with all his silver and gold plate, to further the
Crusades, contenting himself with wood or
pottery for his own use. It was this pope who
excommunicated our King John. He was equally
energetic with hia clergy, and weeded out from
their practices many that should never have
prevailed.

His cousin, who was an octogenarian, suc-
ceeded him, and lived to be nearly 100 years
old, followed m his footsteps in several particn-
Jars, most especially in structnral works for
charitable purposes. He was also a sanitarv
^former, and enlarged the sewers in Rome.
Ibe snccessive popes were more or less involved
with the great crusading movement of the day
which now included attacks upon Christian
mouarchs, as well as npon infidel possessors of
sacred territory. As if to exemplify that timeand chance happen to all men, one pope of this
centary was killed by the fall of some buildings
he had ordered for his palace. The architectural
and other art remains of this century are more
numerous than those of preceding eras. Many
ohurohes were rebuilt, and many beaulihed with
mosaics. In the Papal States there were new
monasteries fonnded. At Viterbo a municipal
palace was built, as well as S. Domeuioo

; at
Livita Casteliana the fumade of the cathedral
was erected

j at Subiaeo the inner cloisters of
«. bcolastica, and the frescoes at S. Benedetto
were added. The cathedral at Florence, S. Croce,
S. Maria Novella, the baptistery, S. Trinita,
b. Maria Maggiore, and the palaces of Podestii
and Prion m the same city; and the Campo
banto, Pisa, are some of the well-known worL

period. Mr. Hemans points out upwards
01 nity more.
The commencement of the fourteenth century

saw Rome continually full of pilgrims. Tw'o
millions of pilgrims are said to have been present
on one occasion, when lives were lost in the
crowds. Every Friday the Veronica of the
ha,ndkerehief of Christ was shown to the faith-
ful, and 200.000 pilgrims, besides the native
people, says the traveller Villaui, were present
throughout the year, and properly supplied with
lood lor themselves and horses, without tumult
or stnl^B. Two priests stood at the high altar
with rakes in their hands, raking in the money
Jaid m piles as offerings,—a very important part
ot the edifying proceedings. This was the year
that saw Giotto at work in St. Peter’s, and upon
the frescoes in the church of St. George. As
the centui y progressed Cola di Rieuzo appeared
upon the scene

; and before it began to waneKi^an society was so decayed and corrupt that
a Ireuch cardinal, condoling with an Italian one
on the occasion of his having been shot at,
declared that “ to regenerate Rome it would be
necessary^ to destroy ic utterly and then build
It again. Notwithstanding the decay and
corruption of the times art was still making its

,

fillet way. Niccolo built S. Trinity, Florence:
'

b. Domenico, Arezzo; the Pieve and S. Margarita
Cortona

; commenced S. Michele in Borgo, Pisa •

o
wonderful four-storied campanile

ot b. Niccolo at the same place
; besides enrich,

ing with his sculpture many other buildings.
Ciovanm Pisano was likewise at work, sometimes
by his father’s side and sometimes independently
ot him, specially excelling in the sculpturesque
^eatment of pulpits. The pupils of this last alsoworked worthily

; one of them, Tino da Camaino.haying left several noble monuments. Giovanni
Balduccio, Andrea Pisano, Tommaao di Stefano,
supposed to be the grandson of Giotto, were
respectively engaged, too, upon work that has
suggested many a bold master-stroke. All these
things and many more are duly set forth byMr. ±Lemau8, who has worked sedulously for
years. Those who are interested in sacred
art would do well to study his glean ngs and
classifications of historical facts as a sub-
stantial basis for a more extended anore-
ciation of it.
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THE SEVEN CURSES OF LONDON.*
Has London only seven curses ? we ask our-

selves as we observe the title of a work just
published by the adventurous eudurer and
clever describer of a night in the casual ward of
Lambeth workhouse. Too well we know the
ground over which Mr. Greenwood has walkedm this volume, to be able to answer in the
affirmative. Even as Cologne has seventy
stenches, so has London an innumerable array of
evils, not by any rough sifting process to be
reduced to seven headings. Too well do weknow of hundreds of dismal places, cellars and
the like, full of unwholesome human beings
made so, more or less, by their horrible homes

itoo well do we know of cellar nurseries; of
overcrowded tenements, to the extent often of
three and sometimes of five families in a room •

of houses crammed with inmates with no water
supply; of cesspools under living-rooms; of

close to and over cowsheds and
stables

; of densely-packed workrooms
; and

many more miserable things nob included in Mr.
Greenwood’s selection of horrors, all of which
are corses. We can accept, therefore, the enn-
meratiOD only as euphonical, or as a culling of
seven of the moat prominent evils, from the
author a point of view. The particular metro-
politan institutions ho counts as curses are '

Ist, Neglected Children; 2Dd, Professional
ihieves

; 3rd, Professional Beggars
; 4th, Fallen

Women
;

5th, Drunkenness
;
Gth, Betting Gam-

blers
; and 7th, Waste of Charity. And under

I T-tf®
respective headings he gives a series of

j

glib, glossy, pictorial chapters, into which each

I

subject is subdivided. Thus, the first curse
neglected children, has five chapters devoted to

' It, wherein pauper children, children loose in the
,

streets, market prowlers, gutter children and
their parents, baby-farming, errand-boys and
their leading amusements, the penny gaff, and
the ways to treat such cases, are glanced at.Not intended for a scientific investigation nor
for a basis upon which to raise a code that should
remedy the case of each of these inheritors of

j

woe, Mr. Greenwood’s work may be called a
series of racy sketches of the uufortunate, idle,
aud dissolute in London. When he comes to reme-
dies he is somewhat vague. For baby-farming,

I in elucidation of which he repeats usefully the
story of inquiries made by him in answer to

j

specious advertisements and his detection of a
gross case of brntality, he prescribes the issue
of licenses, just as cowkeepers are required to
be provided with them. But his grand general

!

cure for everything is emigration, which, though
a necessary thing in its way, does not, we all
know, apply to all the curses of London.
The professional beggar, more than the pro-

fessional thief, affords the author fair field for
the display of humour. Some of the individuals
and their callings he paints on hia pages are
curiosities with which the anthropologist could
do nothing. The theory of the non-oorrespond-
ence of the two hemispheres of the brain would
scarcely account for the choice of the " shallow
dodge” as a means of getting a livelihood. This
calling was explained by one young casual to
another m the course of the evening Mr. Green-
wood spent in the casual ward. It consists of

in as ragged and tattered garments as
will hold together, leaving here and there patches
of flesh exposed, which are powdered blue, to
give an appearance of intense cold. It is only
available in winter; bub in a long frost a lucky
practitioner, such as the mother of the young
casnal who explained the imposture, could make
enough money to live on all the rest of the year.
The operations of the Mendicity Society have
however, spoiled this branch of begging, bo some
extent, as Mr. Greenwood relates in the words of
the young good-for-nought :

—

People are as soft-’arted aud as green as ever they
they would shell out like they used to dc(

^ T7~ of the s’ciety Tulkineabout the shallow lay • Lor’ bless yer, you should haveknowed what it wus no longer ago than when I was a kid,and used to go out with my old woman. Ah ' it wasaummat to have winter then ! . . . . The old gal used to
stow a whacking lot in a big pocket she had in her petti-
coat, and I used to put away a ‘dollop’ in the busum ofmy shirt, which it was tied round the waitt-hag hid under-
neath my trousers for the purpose. Put, Lor’ bless ver
sometimes the blessed trade would go that aggrava’tin’
that we should both find ourselves loaded up in no time.
Lor

, how my old woman would swear about the grnb
sometimes Then somebody 'ud beckon ns

; and" r haps It was a servant-gal, with enough in a dish for a
an and his dawg. And the old woman 'bliged to curtehy
Id look ^eased! They ought to have heard her'

aodb

—

7 ’em!’ my old gal used to say between
nor teeth, I wish they had them broken wittles stuffed

The Seven Curses of London. By James Greenwood
the Amateur Casual.” London : Stanley Elvers & Co!

down their busted throats ! why the can’t they eive it

ver kno^’w
say that to them,®doa’t

^ » grateful mug, and say,Gord bless yer, my dear! ' to the gal. as though if it

minntl turning up that^blessedminute, she must have dropped down dead of atarva-

The disadvantage of the reproduction of such
revelations as these is, that people feel almost
ashamed of themselves for having believed thereWM snoh a thing as real poverty in the world,
ibey feel confident they must have been takenm over and over again, and resolve to cast off
them hearts the heavy load and dark shadow
that the sight of misery brings with it. They
think they never need make themselves wretched
with pity for the poor, or anxious about means
to help them. They conclude that poverty is a
hoax from beginning to end. Ou the other hand,
this class of information is useful to show the
absolute error of indiscriminate almsgiving.
Another kind of professional beggar is well

touched off by the author. It is he who makes
himself up to look like a respectable workingman so long out of work, that, driven desperate
by the hunger of his children, and the tears of
his wife, he, at last, for the first time in his life,
has darted out into the streets to beg. So un-
accustomed is he to the sort of thing, and,
indeed, so ashamed of it, that he does not know
how to begin, and makes several false starts with
preliminary clearances of his throat, " Hem !

”
he says at last, as with well got up emotion he
dashes into the middle of the road, looks up at
the windows, and states his case like a maddened
victim. “Donbtless, my friends, you are as-
tonished to see me in this humiliating attitude,
addressing you like a common beggar,” he begins;
‘ but what is a father to do when his little ones
0^ to him for bread?” and, continuous with
similar appeals till a copper shower has fallen,
when he begins afresh farther on. Sometimes
this shy, unpractised beggar, is acted by a whole
gang at a time, got up to look as much like in-
dividuals of one trade all thrown out of employ-
ment at once by its depression as possible, when
they merely lounge along the streets crying
“ Willin’ to work, and got no work to do !

” Con-
cerning the gangs, Mr. Greenwood says, he does
not wish to convey the impression that every one
is of this imposture class. He writes :

' It is not diflieult to imagine a company of bard-up
poor fellowa genuinely destitute; matea, perhaps, ou thesame kind of work, resorting to this method ol raising a
shilling rather than apply at the workhouse for it. An ont-
o -work navvy, or abrk'klayer, would never think of going
out to beg alone, whereas he would see no great amount
ot degradation in joining a 'gang.' He thus sinks his
inaividualitv, and becomes merely a representative item of
a depressed branch of industry. There can be no doubt
that a sixpence given to such a man is well bestowed for
the time being; but itwould be much better, even though
It cost many sixpences, if the labourer were never per-
mitted to adopt this method of supplying his needs,’'

And so we are thrown back again upon the
two knotty points how to discriminate between
real and mock poverty, and how to deal with the
former so as to banish beggary and destitution.
Mr. Greenwood also attacks the deceits ofgenteel
advertising and letter-writing beggars. These,
as doubtless many of our readers are aware, now
enlist photography in their aid, and their begging-
letters enclose portraits as further appeals to
sympathy. One case the author describes in which
were circulated the portraits ofsixyonng children
neatly dressed and well groomed, with the
startling heading to his application of “ Children
to save.” Another, purporting to come from an
Adelaide T., then in deep affliction and pecu-
niary embarrassment, enclosed the portrait of a
young lady of captivating beauty, aud of real
rank aud worth, as her own. The fraud was
discovered by the accidental encounter with the
original, who, however, could not throw any
light npon the manner in which the portrait
came into the possession of any one likely to
have made such a bait of it.

Various police cases, fragments of magazine
articles, and statistics are worked into the
sketches depicting the seven curses. When
treating of the fallen women of the metropolis,
those of the great camp on Curragh Common
are described at great length

; and in every other
section the work is made as varied and enter-
taining as the doleful subjects permit.
Our author condemns the Music Halls of the

day m the strongest manner, and shows the way
in which evil is produced by them. It is mainly
at the refreshment-bars of these palatial shams
that profligacy may be seen reigning rampant.

‘‘Generally at orie end of the hall is a long atrip of
metal counter, behind which superbly-attired oarmaida
vend strong liq^uors.

. . , . Any night may here bo
lound aozent oi prostitutes enticing simpletons to drink
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AGEICULTUEAL DISTILLEEIES.

while* the men who are not Bimpletone hang about,

amoking pipes and cigars, and merely sipping, not drinking

deeply, and with watchful, wary eyes on the pretty game
of fox and goose that ia being played all round about them.

No one molests them, or bints tfcat their behpiour is at

variance with ‘ the second and third of Victoria, cap. 47.’

Here they are iu dozens, in scores, prostitutes every one,

doing exactly as they do at the infamous and prosecuted

Haymarket dens, and no one interferes.”

The author picka out drankennees as the

crowning curse. This vice is still rampant, but

it is gradually receding. It was once fttshion-

able, but it is now vulgar. The son of the old

country squire, who drank his two or three

bottles of port every night before he was assisted

to bed, now,—seatedat the same table, in thesame

room,—wonders at the paternal performance,

as he cautiously sips a glassful or two instead,

and imputes much of his own indigestion to his

parent’s freedom. Fast novels need not now
. necessarily have a tipsy scene in them

;
nor need

a screaming farce have a drunken character in

it. Nevertheless, when there are still a hundred
thousand persons summarily proceeded against

in the course of the year for being drunk and
disorderly, the attraction of the fatal vice should

be fought against to the uttermost. To this end

the author runs through the list of horrible ingre-

dients with which the beershop keeper and pub-

lican adulterate their liquors, such as cocc-icZus

iiiJtcii5,foxglove, green copperas, hartshorn shav-

ings, henbane,jalap, nut-galls, nux vomica, opium,

oil of vitriol, quassia, wormwood, yew tops, mostly

bitter intoxicating poisons. Then the wine-
|

merchant’s contrivances to increase bis stores

are laid bare. All stories thrice told, of course,

yet none the less appalling when told again.

When all men are as intelligent and well-educated

as the SODS of the old unlearned fox-hunting

country squires are now, and it is no more of a

stride for all mechanics to make than it was for

the former, the utter folly of such monstrous

waste of health and opportunity will be too

apparent to require a word of exhortation. Of

newer growth is the wickedness of the profes-

sional gamblers, the tempters who hold out to

silly lads that for the risking of a small sum
they may obtain a large one—by betting on

horses. And this Mr. Greenwood reviews in

every phase. He explains ‘‘specs” and the

“ modus,” turf characteristics, and the nature

and treatment of welchers so fully, that all those

who are wondering if there really be anything

in the alleged “safe to win” often advertised,

need do no more than study his interesting and

useful pages for a reply.

Thus it will be seen that the seven curses Mr.

Greenwood has depicted are bad enough, though,

as we protested at first, there are others that are

in equal need of ban and book. Bis curses are

nearly all men, women, and children; those to

which we allude are the conditions that have

resulted in their being so contorted from the

dignity, beauty, and grand intention of life.

BEETEOOT DISTILLERIES.

Agricultural distilleries are indispensable to

all well-established farms. In Germany the

cultivators have understood better than we have

done the necessity of creating such depart-

ments ;
already more than 16,000 agricultural

distilleries exist beyond the Rhine, and new ones

are mounted every day. In France there are

only about 500. They produce pure alcohols,

,

free from oil, and the remaining pulp is eagerly

sought for by cattle, while the farmer has his

manure for nothing.

In Austria, the return of farms, mounted with

the Savalle or improved distilling and rectifying

stills, has been hitherto up to 6 per cent, of fine

alcohol at 58 over proof. In France this return

has been 5^ litres of alcohol at 58 over proof
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(Sykes) per 100 kilogs. of beetroot, pulp re-

mamiDg, 65 kilogs.

The following is the cost of production in

France of 100 litres (22 gallons) of fine spirit, as

witnessed by the books of an agricultural

distillery operating upon 25 tons of beetroot

Beetroot, 1,800 klloga., at ]sr. 32 40
Coal, 130 kilogB., at 30f. the ton 3 60
Acid, 3 kilogs., at 20f. the 100 0 40
Labour 3 0
Sundry expenses, interest on stock, &c. 6 60

45 0

1,170 kilogs. of pulp, at ICf. the 1,000

kilogs., deducted 11 70

33 30

The 100 litres of spirit at 58 over proof
are thus 33 30

Pipes and casks 4 70

38 0

Now the market price varies from 66 to 70 for

beetroot alcohols, so the benefit is enormous
when the agricultural establishment is well

mounted. In Anstria several beetroot distilleries

have been set np by MM. D. Savalle, Son, & Co.,

of the Avenue de I'Imperatrice, No. 64, with the

eame apparatus which we saw in Gallery 6 of the

Paris Exhibition, 1867, consisting of well-

finished pare copper,oolnmna, 20 ft. to 30 ft. high,

for which they obtained a gold medal.

The establishment of M. Camille de Laminet,
at Gattenclorf, near Vienna, is shown in the figs. 1

and 2. Fig. 1 represents the elevation, and
fig. 2 the plan. The same letters apply to

both :

—

A. Beetroot store.

A. Washing spp&ristus.

t. Lift for the roots,

B. Macerating rat.

dj. Boot slicer. It is supplied by self-acting machi-
nery, and lets fall the slices by their onn
gravity, through a pivoting shoot into each of
the macerators.

C 1. Series of macerators.
C. Four fermenting vats, grouped together,

D. Distilling and rectitying apparatus.
o. Distilling column.
n. Boiler, heated by a steam worm.
£. Store and reservoir, where the pare alcohols are

G. Boiler-house.

F. Steam-engine, for pumping, Ac,

MM. Savalle have put up, since the Exhibition

of 1867, up to the end of 1868, 83 new stills, in

America, England, Austria, Belgiam, Spain,

Brazil, France, Holland, Italy, Sweden, and
Talachia. Some of them treating daily from
35 to 40 tone of beetroot, and yielding from 4-10

gallons to 1,500 gallons of fine spirit, from 68 to

70 above proof.

THE POLLUTION OF KIVERS.*

Having presented their report on the river

Thames, the Commissioners proceeded to investi-

gate the state of the river Lee, which drains an
area of 500 square miles, equal to 820,000 acres.

Within this area there is a population of 733,072,
of whom 73,526 reside above the intake of the
New River Company, between Hertford and
Ware, and 153,030 above the intake of the East
London Company at Ponder’s-end. The Lee is

navigable for twenty-eight miles
;
and the Stort,

which joins it near Hoddesdon, for a distance of

thirteen miles and a half; and two canals, the
Lee Union and the Limehouse Cat, join the river

at Old Ford and Bromley respectively.

From the watershed on the north of the basin
Hown to Hoddesdon the ground is chalk, and
thence to the outfall London clay, in the main.
The average annual rainfall is stated to be

25 in .

;

bot although averages are useful for

comparison between one district and another,

they are not to be relied on for the purposes of

either navigation or water supply. The rainfall

of the driest years is the test, and this was, in

1864, as follows, according to different gaugings

:

Inches.
Mr. Greaves, at the East London Waterworks 15-891

Mr. Beardmore, at Fielde's Weir 17‘830
Mr. Muir, at Hoddesdon 10 405

„ at Enlield 18-490

These minima are about half the greatest
rain-fall.

The relative areas of the Thames and Lee
valleys are as 9 to 1 nearly

; that is to say, the
area of the Thames basin, including the Lee
valley, is about 5,000 square miles, that of the

Lee being 500 ;
but the relative areas above the

places where the water is taken by the London
companies are as 8 to 1 nearly. The dry-

weather flow of the Thames at Kingston is

350 million gallons a day, and of the Lee at Lee
Bridge 40 millions. Taking the areas above the

points of gauging, there seems to be a dry-

weather flow in the Thames of nearly 100,000

gallons a day per square mile of drainage area,

while in the Lee there is bat 80,000. Perhaps
this may be accounted for by the fact that two-

thirds of the area of the Thames basin is of

permeable strata, while of the Lee valley only

about one-half seems to be of that nature.

The two companies named supply 1,515,000

persons in the metropolis, out of a total of

3,037,991. The entire dry-weather flow of the

Lee, except the small portion required for the

lockage of boats, is taken by these two com-
panies.

The Commissioners divide the river into three

portions :

—

1. That portion above the intake of the New
River Company at Hertford.

|

2. The middle district, between their intake i

and that of the East London Company at

'

Ponder’s-end.

3. The lower district, from thence to the

juDcbioD with the Thames at Blackwall.

The upper district contains a population of

73,000. The first great source of the pollntion
'

is the sewage and manufactnring refnse of Luton,
a town of about 20,000 population, near the

head of the River Lee. The sewage of Luton
is treated with lime, and the solids precipitated,

but the fluids which flow into the River Lee
remain sewage, and if allowed to stagnate would
become putrid and offensive. After the mixture

with the Lee water, it becomes in a degree

purified, and after flowing a few miles loses a

further portion of its ingredients. Large quan-

tities of various metallic salts, dye stuff, brim-

stone, &c., after use in the prooesses of cleansing,

bleaching, and dyeing the goods, are discharged

into the Lee. The poisonous character of the

large quantities of oxalic acid that are thrown
in is destroyed by the carbonate and sulphate of

lime contained in the river water. But the

Commissioners think we ought not to be de-

pendent for a supply of water on such fortuitous

protection.

The system of sewerage adopted at Hadfleld,

having a population of 4,300, is the dumb-well
system, and the effect must be more or less to

pollute the subsoil water, which ultimately flnds

its way into the river.

At Whitwell the privies bang over the water j

and at Welwyn the whole of the sewage runs in.

Sbeep-waabing is carried on extensively in the

Lee valley.

The middle district comprises a population of

79,000 persons.

The sowage of Hertford is dealt with by the

New River Company. It is treated with lime,

and delivered into the river below the intake,

and they spare no trouble or expense to purify it,

bub being, as it is, the sewage of nearly 7,000
persons, it cannot be otherwise than a nuisance,

and it is a constant cause of complaint to the

people of Ware.
Ware, in its turn, shows no consideration for

towns below it. It baa a population of 6,000,

and the sewage flows directly into the river

without any liming or other process.

Every house on the River Stort drains into it,

farmyards also, and carcasses float on the snrface
;

the bed becomes silted up with refuse, and
altogether it is yearly becoming fouler.

Below the junction of the Stort, the towns of

Hoddesdon, Brorbourne, Cheahunt, Waltham
Abbey, Waltham Cross, and Enfield discharge

sewage into the Lee. All these places are above

the intake of the East London Waterworks Com-
pany.
The Commissioners say that all sewers and

house-drains should be fully ventilated. At
Luton and other towns, where a system of

sewerage has been carried oat without proper

ventilation, sickness has resulted from gases

entering the bouses.
“ Sewage can very generally throughout the

Lee basin be applied to land without difficulty,

by gravitation. When pumping is required,

towns may fairly be required to adopt it. The
purification of the watershed of the River Lee

from sewage may involve separate sewerage

systems, and also the application of sewage to

land for agricultural uses at several points, as

at Dunstable, Luton, Stevenage, Buntingford,

Bishop Stortford, Harlow, and several towns and

villages in the lower valley, from Hertford and

Ware downwards. Schemes to drain all the

towns and villages below Hertford would pro-

bably be very costly in the first outlay, because

the subsoil is so fall of water that large volumes
would enter in the process of forming the sewers.

On the other hand, under proper control, this

abundance of water would eventually be an
advantage, as sewage largely diluted is moved
to the outlet more quickly and steadily, and in a
fresher state, than when sewers and subsoil are
drier. Combination of the sewerage of towns
sitnated in the higher or middle districts of the
valley would involve large and long expensive
culverts

;
whereas small sewage farms would

find a readier market for the prodnoe than large
farms removed from the population.”

On the subject of the application of sewage for

pnrposes of irrigation, the Commissioners say,

—

“ Main carriers shonld be laid in nearly level

lines, so as to command the area below
;
and

secondary carriers, at from half a chain to one
chain apart, should contour the whole surface.

The main carriers may be covered in, having
valves or sluice-boards, of a simple and inexpen-
sive kind, to retain and let ont sewage as re-

quired.” “ Small carriers may be formed with
common agricultural tiles, but jointed and laid

only three parts in the soil, so that one tile or
more can be removed temporarily at any point
to allow of the sewage overflowing at such point

when the tiles are removed for this purpose.

All ordinary conduits may be open trenches,

readily formed by band labour or by the ploagh.
These subsidiary contour gutters must not neces-

sarily be looked upon as permanent. After one
sowing of Italian rye-grass has run its course
(this should not exceed two years), these minor

[

conduits may be ploughed up with the rest of
I the land. Some farmers will probably clean the
land by taking a root crop off it, and then lay it

down again for a second course of grass, and so

on. Proper irrigation and cultivation neither

fonla the land nor exhausts it. Where sewage
irrigation is the cause of a nuisance, it will be
found to proceed either from use of old and
putrid sewage in large and foul open ditch-like

carriers, or from open tanks and large carriers

being allowed to become foul.”

” A sewage farm nob only requires a peculiar

mode of cultivation, but also special manage-
ment in dealing with the produce. Tolerably

good land under sewage will prodnoe from five

to seven crops of Italian grass per annum, weigh-

;
ing in the aggregate, when green, from 50 to 60

j

tons per acre. The grass is used to the best

advantage on the day it is cut, and is most
I profitably applied to stall-feeding dairy cows.”

I

“ Where there is sewage there must be popnla-

I

tion, Milk, butter, and beef will, therefore,

I

necessarily be in proportionate demand
;
so that,

when the true nse of sewage is understood, that

j

which is the cause of nuisance by being wasted,

will be turned to profit on the land.”

I Looking at these reports of the Pollution of
* Rivers Commission, in conjunction with that of
i the Water Supply Commission, recently pre-

I

seated, it seems to us beyood dispute that it is

:
highly advisable and proper, even if not abso-

I

lately neoessary, to guard against a serious out-

I
break of illness in London generally, that all

j

sewage should be kept out of the rivers from

I

which we draw our supply of water. Chemists may

I

analyze and may find nothing in the water that

I

they can call injarioua to health, but really this

j

is not a chemist’s question
;

it is a question of

common sense whether we are to run the risk of

using water for domestic pnrposes into which
has been poured the enormous quantity of foul

matter that we have here proof is daily poured
into it; while all the protection we have that it

is destroyed before it reaches us is that of the

action of nature in counteracting onr deeds by
beneficent processes of oxidation and other

chemical transformations, which are and can
only be accomplished by a sufficient length of

time being allowed for their action, and there-

fore the purification of the water we use is a

matter of degree only, which degree may in

most cases be sufficient, bub in some may not be.

An Artist’s monument.—It is stated that a

movement is on foot to erect a fitting memorial-

stone over the grave of the late Mr. Robert

Scott Lauder, the distinguished Scottish painter,

whose death was recorded a few months sgo.

The initiative in this mopemenb has been taken,

by a number of the younger Scottish artists,

whom Mr. Scott Lauder was wont to call “ hia

boys.” Many of these boys, both in Edinburgh,

and London.havenow achieved fame and fortune,

and are anxious to pay tribute to the memory of

their old friend and master.See p. 677, anie.
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SOUTH SHIELDS' NEW TOWN HALL
COMPETITION.

The designs sent in competition for this
intended building were on view at the Me-
chanics’ Institute last week. They are twenty-
four in number, and of these six have been
selected by the council from which ultimately to
choose the one best fitted, in their opinion, for
adoption. These six are distinguished by the
following mottoes, ” Always Heady,” “ Well
considered,” “ Pheenix,” “I Work to Win,”
“Northumbrian,” and “ Nota Bene.” Taking
them as they lie in order on the table, we find
the design “ Always Heady,” with a blue cross
and in a circle (for the same mottoes are appro-
priated by different competitors) to be com-
prised in a square of abonb 50 ft., and to consist
of four floors, of which the basement is chiefly
occupied by vaults suggested “ to be let out ” as
cellars and sneh like. The cunning device is,

no doubt, meant to go a long way with the
worthy councillors, and perhaps it does suggest
one reason why this design is placed among the
lucky half-dozen

j
but it must, at the same time,

be admitted that this is not its only recommenda-
tion, for the arrangement of the post-office
and telegraph department on the ground-floor
is excellent. The public on entering would
immediately find three ways presented to them,
which, at a glance, would announce themselves
as leading respectively to the post, money order,
and telegraph offices, and they could go from one
to the other with great facility. If all the plan
arrangements were as good as the postal, this
design would be one of the best in that respect;
but, as it is, the principal stairs are pushed back
into a corner, and the council chamber, on the
first floor, is too small, although 27 ft. by 23 ft.

might possibly prove large enough to hold the
assembled wisdom of the borough. Another

clerk’s offices on the first floor. The last are
decidedly too small, and the two former are ill

arranged with regard to each other, and ought
to communicate. This competitor seems to be
the only one who has any idea of the proper size
of a rate-collector or inspector of nuisances’
offices

;
the others, apparently thinking that all

the rates to be collected and all the nuisances
to be inspected are to be brought to the offices

themselves, have made the rooms so large.
“Phecnix” disdains any such modern con-
trivance es sash-windows in the council cham-
ber, and has carefully shown them all as case-
ments,—a piece of true Gothic feeling which
those who would have to use the room would

townhall of stene or white brick, half way up in
one style of architecture, and to finish the top
stories of red brick in another, the line where
they join being straight and well defined, is cer.
taiuly novel and startling, if not ingenious.
Nor do we find any redeeming merits in the

interior arrangements. On the ground-floor the
post and telegraph offices are not well planned,
and the former is shown of so small a size as to
make it quite useless in execution. The entrance-
hall and staircase are small. On the first floor
the Council-chamber is rather small, and badly
contrived with regard to the mayor’s parlour :

the stairs down from one and up into the other,
in going to and fro between them are absolutely

..ixv vvuuiu uiivt) Lo use tne room wouia m going to ana l

probably nob tbank him for, especially as the
!
a fatal objection,

windows in the room are very numerous. The
I

The sixth and last of the selected designs is
borough surveyor’s rooms are not well arranged,

!

marked “ Nota Bene,” and is inferior in most
being separated from each other, and otherwise respects. Exteriorly it is a red brick building
in^nvenient.

^

;

of a mixed style, in which the Koman, Grecian’
Of the architectural merits of this design we

^

Italian, and Venetian are discernible,
can, without hesitation, speak highly. It is a

i

Of the rejected designs the plana and general
^mperate and well thought-out specimen of

,

drawings are not exhibited. Amongst the views
Gothic architecture. It is well grouped and, we do not find anything very striking. “ Archi-
whether as to its general appearance as a whole, tectureaque ” and blue cross, is a good Italian de-
or as to its details and component features, does ' sign, and would look well in execution. The tower,
credit to the architect who created ic. The however, is rather too florid for the rest of the
chimneys are boldly taken in hand and disposed building. “ Always Ready,” in a shield, is a
of in picturesque and pleasing groups, which

j

handsome Gothic design, which would at once
really become partof the design

;
and a balcony

|

announce itself as a town-hall. The defects are
running entirely round the building is so well

1

the roof and tower, which look stuck on as an
worked that it has not the least appearance of ' after-thought, “ Foi ” is rather good. It is a
cutting it in half, as is so often the case under

j

Gothic design “freely treated;” the roof line
similar circumstances. The interior views of i

is picturesque
; the tower and spire, however,

the council-chamber and staircase show the
!

look as if they did not belong to the remainder,
same talent, and power of developing it. The “Always Ready” is a rather rough pen-and-
chamber is a long room, with nointed win. ink sketch of a Gofchio dfiRiwn. with o. tnwo,-

w. ait, illl

chamber is a long room, with pointed win-
dows on each side, and the vaulted roof and
spandrelled ribs arching across are really excel-
lent, the walls and splays, &c., of the windows
being, we presume from the drawing, finished indrawback is the total oasi.sion of lavatories and stnf'crbrTolwrk:

housekeeper’s rooms above.
“ presonbed amount of money would be required.

The architectural beauties of this desion an
'

a
“>‘“gether and

far as the ejtorinr ia J
It npoo Its merits, is probably the one, of

Iwn are A p aiuTa d' biuh stouTde^red S'"
red brick building, intended wi prlLtr to be

"m.-'iig-Pist and receive the wished-for

all Gothic, although some of Z wTndo™ might ^“^00
be anvihino- is k •

of view as the last-named, yet its arrange-

too low to bea tower and
of all, and mnstL that account

Sle This Z.or“ b ^
1 0

° recommend itself .to the Connoil. Itgaoie. luis tower, however, althnno-h Ur.c r .i • r.‘ ,
£?able This “tmvoV” k ^ ^ •

strongly recommend itself ,to the Council. It

does not contain the 'stairoLe^and isTo* no ‘“fi

«ie chief one leading through

apparent purpose, is good, but oily from itssim- to throounluchZSi 'and orheVroomsrth:

ita'tWe' ““anything” pTrh?'’
"^TchT^^^^ good p£s'

ink sketch of a Gothic design, with a tower
and spire, that would do credit to the town-
A band of meaningless shields, however,
runs in a line along the front, and somewhat
spoils it. “As you like it” is au ecclesias-
tical Gothic design, which would suit well as a
college building or library. It is quiet and
tasteful, and only wants a good entrance and
campanile to make it one of the beet designs in,

the room.
As a whole, this competition seems to ns below

the average, only nine or ten of the designs out
of the twenty.four being worth any considera-
tion whatever.

— ..v... auu Lue conse-
quences, in the shape of future cost, not con-
sidered quite well enough. Certainly, if South
Shields get this design carried out in ir.s entirety,
with all its carving complete, for 6,000Z., it will
get a bargain. Like the former, too, this plan
appeals to the pocketical feelings of the council
by devoting large spaces in the basement as
cellarage, “ to be let.” It also provides a fire-
proof muniment-room, which is certainly a de-
sideratum in a town-ball.
The author exhibits two designs, one Gothic

and the other “ Classic.” They are both good
and either would prove a handsome building. The
front of the Gothic design shown in elevation is
very elaborate. There is a band of shields run
along the entire front, which is a great mistake
as they are meaningless and certainly not orna-
mental. The clock-turret is too small, and
whilst pretty in itself, is insignificant iu proper’
tion to the building, and would look still worse
in execution. Whilst in the former design the
council chamber is too small, in this one it is too
large

; it is a noble room, indeed, but it is a pity
competitors could not ascertain the number of
gentlemen sitting in the “ local parliament”
before designing this apartment. The rest of
the requisite rooms are well arranged

; but the
post-office, &c., is not so well planned as in the
design first

_

mentioned. In the alternative
design the windows are very large, and, perhaps,
might prove unmanageable in the smaller rooms •

this deaign_ is bold and effective altogether,
thougn failing in detail, the turrets notably,
being too small and frittered away.

“ Pfccemx ’’ does not offer any bait in the shape
of cellars to let. On the ground-floor are given
a hne hall and staircase, which lead to the
council chamber, mayor’s parlour, and town-

Ready e-tcepted), [if we correct one slip only,
and that is, the telegraph office and the savings’
bank ought to be reversed, which can easily be
done, as both are about the same size. Another

THE EARLY MILITARY ARCHITECTURE
AND WEAPONS OF THE CELTS.

The military architecture and the military

I

weapons of defence of the Saxons are pretty
generally known

; but until recently the mili-
tary architecture of the Celts was a field which
few cared to explore. Although there is much
similar in the early history of the two peoples,
yet when we come closely to examine it

separately, there is a wide and distinctive field
marked with peculiarities common alone to the
Celtic race. As war is an institution coeval
almost with the oreation, and as the profession
of the soldier is np to this our day looked upon
with a feeling of pride, the study of that arehi-
tecture hepot nf warfnro qi-iH -iTv-vov-fr.;..,'

— -V., 0,10 Ci-uuu,. LUO Hamo size. .anocDer witn a teeling ot pride, the study of that arehi-entrance leads to the rate collectors’ and in- ' tecture begot of warfare and appertaining tospector of nuisances offices, which are of military life mnst prove more or less interesting
moderate dimensions.

, To begin, therefore, at an unequivocal point in.Un the farst floor the council-chamber, mayor’s our subject, let us ask what were the particular
parlour, and town-olerk’a offices are excellently modes of military defence adopted by the Celts,
arranged, and will work well together in execu- The simplest modes of defence that could betionj^andon the second floor the borough sur- adopted by the aboriginal inhabitants of any
veyor s offices are prominent with regard to the land would naturally be confined to the shelter
public staircase, and any person seeking them and retreat that their forests, woods, mountains,
will not be hke y to wander inadvertently into and bogs could afford. Fences, of course, werethe honsekeeper a bed-room, as in some of the next oonstmeted, made of wattles or branches ofdesigns. 1 he design itself is a substantial- trees; evidence as to these methods of simplelooking Gothic structure, which, if not purely defence having been adopted among the ancient
-hngiisii, goes no further than our sister country, Britons we have from Ccesar himself. Theover the border,

_

for it8_ borrowed features. The advent of the Gothic element into Britain led notower is deserving of its came, and will show doubt, to improved methods of defence • ’forout well lrom
_

the surrounding neighbourhood, shortly afterwards we find that small forts were
author, however, not to constructed on the boundaries that separated thesQirk his chimneys, and bide the fines in his

,

territories of the different tribes. These forts
of them; are and were to be found at the entrance tout to bring them boldly ont as chimneys, and woods and forests, on rocks, and hills, and other

""fk
^
r

‘1°"
,

elevated places. These places, of course, were
Jin® design, and, chosen with an eye to strategetic effect. Themoreover, will obviate much misery to the occu-

piers of those rooms from which the flues in
question rise, for, as they are arranged at present,
the chimneys will inevitably smoke at the wrong
end.

When we say that “ Northnmbrian ” has a high
tower and spire, which would show conspi-
cuously for many miles all round, we exhaust its
merits. For the rest of the exterior, it is a
badly-imagined Gothic red-brick building set on
top of a freely used Italian one. To build a

forts of the Celts were known by the name of
Ratha. There were two kinds of raths, called
respectively the dun and the ban. The former
were isolated hills, or very elevated mounds,
compassed by walla and intrenched with a
rough stonework, without any mortar or con-
crete. Sometimes they were simply mounds of
earth, square or circular. Many exist in the
sister kingdom Ireland at the present day ia
towns whose name begins with the word Dun.
The other description of fort called the ban or
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idbhan, said to be derived from the Teutonic
howcn, to construct with trees, were wide spaces

or areas, surrounded with thick ditches of earth.

Sometimes square, sometimes circular, these
were impaled with rude stakes, perhaps impro-
vised branches of trees. Until late years a great
number of these forts were to be met with in

Great Britain as well as in Germany, Sweden,
and other places in Western Europe. Among
the Celts the name of dun was likewise given to

any entrenchment whose inside was elevated
with the design of having an advantage over
the enemy.
Some writers have remarked a very striking

resemblance between the Pagan military archi-

tecture of the Celts and the early Pelaegian
monuments in Greece. The forts or fortresses
of the Celts are of Cyclopian architecture.
The walls range in thickness from 8 ft. to 16 ft.

The entrances to them are by a narrow door-
way, with inclined sides, wider at the bottom
than at the top. Although these forts were
constructed of loose stones, they have stood from
time immemorial without any being displaced.
It is marvellous how some of the stones that
went to the construction of the walls were
mounted to their position, unless we imagine
that a similar facility for lifting atones by mecha-
nical means existed amongst the Celts and
Britons as existed among the Egyptian work-
men when the Pyramids were being erected.
The Celts, when on a military expedition,

had other species of fortification for the protec-
tion of their camps and the route of their armies.
These fortifications were mostly construoted
of timber. The Brehon law, or ancient code
of Ireland, compelled every chief to find timber
sufBoient for the constrnction of every descrip-
tion of fortress. Timber, however, was easily
procurable in England and Ireland when the
Brehon code was in force. The largest species
of the Celtic fortifications were identical
with those of Britain. They were called in
the Celtic language Caithair, or cities

j
and

according to the best account we are able to
find of them, they were divided into the follow-
ing important divisions : the beallagh, dun, mote,
Jan, rath, uagh, &o. The beallagh was the out-
ward iocloBure, which swept a circuit, like the
baltium of the Norman Castle, or answering to
it ; only with the Celts it was not much more than
a staked fence, and not always accompanied
with an intrenchment. Within the inclosure
the whole property of the chief was collected

—

servants, animals, &c. The dun was inclosed
within the area of the beallagh, but elevated,
and formed the residence, or habitation, of the
chief and his family. The mote, or mothar,
was the intrenchment which inclosed or
encircled the dun. The ban was the rampart
which (mostly situated with the mote) inclosed
the dun. Mothar means an enclosed park, and
mota, a mound. The court, or open space within
the ban, was the rath, and herein was situated the
Celtic righlann, or Royal Palace, comprising
several detached buildings. Lastly, the uagh,
or uaigh, was the cave, or under cellar, where
provisions were kept, or where the chief and his
retainers might retire in case of danger.
Some of the stone forts erected by the pre-

Christian Celts may be seen in Ireland at the
present day, in the west, north-west, and south-
west. Perhaps the most remarkable one is that
one in the island of Arran, supposed to be two
thousand years old

j there are some in Donegal,
Mayo, and Kerry, similar in construction. In
the massive walls of some of these forts there
are chambers and stairs to be met in the interior,
which lead to platforms varying from a few feet
to upwards of 40 ft. On these platforms, doubt-
less, the defenders of the fort stood daring
attack.

Ports of dry wall masonry are very numerous
in the south-west of Ireland. They were plen-
tiful at one time all over the kingdom, but they
have disappeared now except in remote dis-
tricts. In Kenmare, near Derryquin Castle,
there is a fort called Staigne Fort, of a very
ancient date. It has a diameter of 80 ft. The
stones forming the masonry appear to have been
quarried, or, at least, split evenly ofi*, from larger
blocks. The stones are flatly bedded one upon
another. So compact is this piece of dry masonry
that you cannot even dislodge the filling-in stones
without applying more than ordinary force. No
masonry of the present day erected dry, as it has
been, can compete with it for strength and dura-
bility. At Granard, in the county Longford,
there is another remarkable fort of great
antiquity. It is a good example of this kind of
construction, and it exhibits traces of many

divisions with a view to defence. In the
northern counties of England and along the

Borders, a good deal of dry ordinary masonry
may be seen, forming divisions to land. It

stands well, bat nob having been erected with
a view to military defence, of course there is no
comparison.
The crannoges of the Celts, although evidently

designed as a means of concealment, or a place
for retreat, can hardly be treated under the term
Military Architectnre. Small islets of clay

were formed in the centre of lakes. Into this were
driven piles of wood, heaps of stones, and other

material,—bones, for instance
;
for an extraordi-

nary amount of bone has always been discovered

ia connexion with these structures. The cran-

noge or habitation was used certainly as a place

of retreat. They are to be found in close proximity
bo old forts and castles, which are nob far

removed from lakes. Those islets most likely

were submerged in the winter. A causeway is

found connecting some of them, though canoes
were probably used in reaching them, as remains
of such have been found mostly in or near these
siognlar habitations.

Near to Dunshaughlin, in the county Meath,
was to be seen one of the earliest specimens of

those singular structnres. The Annals of the
Four Masters mention the deetrnction of this

crannoge A.D. 933. It is recorded also in 1246
that Turlongh O’Connor escaped from one of
these keeps after he had drowned his keepers.
This would argue that they might have been
nsed as prisons or places for the concealment or

detention of hostages. Again, we find in 1560
one Teigue O’Rourke is mentioned as having
been drowned in his passage across to one of

those island structures. So recent as the six-

teenth century we have accounts of these
crannoges [having been nsed in Ireland as a
system of general defence.

The Round or Pillar Towers of Ireland have
given rise to snoh an amount of controversy as

to their origin and use, that we do not care to

claim them as a piece of Pagan or Christian
military architectnre. We have an account of

the destruction of many Round Towers in the
Annals of Ulster in the year 448, caused by
an earthquake. We have no authentic account
in any of the Irish annals of the building of

them since the Christian era. Whatever their

history, we have no proof that the Celts and
Britons did not know the use of lime and mortar
long before the age of St. Patrick. Evidence of
their knowledge of the building art exists in

strnctures which are indisputably theirs, and
which are evidently not of a Christian but a
Pagan era.

Whether we can claim the Ronnd Towers in

part as here need or designed for military pur-

poses, or as places used as a defence against

sudden attack, they are singular and wonderful
structures. Studding the island, though hun-
dreds of them have disappeared, they are lasting

like the Pyramids. There they stand, almost
defying time, still pointing their cone-crowned
summits to heaven, although they have forgotten

the names of their founders.

Before treating of the military architecture

that sprang up subsequent to the Danish inva-

sion and the arrival of contingents from other

Northern nations, it would not be amiss for our

purpose to give some account of the warlike

weapons in use among the Celts. Those weapons
which were chipped into the form of a hatchet,

axe, or spike, could be used for a variety of

purposes, for specimens exist which would
answer for arrows, knives, or mortise-chisels for

framing purposes. The material was flint, and
some of these stone celts or weapons exhibit

great skill in their formation and felicity in the

design. Taken in connexion with the early

military architecture of the race we are talking

of, they throw a flood of light upon onr pathway
;

but of this we may speak hereafter.

C. H. C.

Proposed I7ew Satlis for Gloucester.

—

It is proposed to form a company, and plans

have been prepared by Messrs. Medland & Son,
for the erection of baths at the back of the

Crypt School playground and near the Park.

The plans contemplate the providing of a

swimming-bath, 70 ft. in length and 35 ft. in

width, with dressing-rooms attached, and six

private baths, 9 ft. by 8 ft. The swimming-
bath is to be so constructed that daring the

winter months the water wonld be let oft’, and
the bath would then form a gymnasinm or ball,

90 ft. by 45 ft.

PATENT-OFFICE REPORT.
The Report of the Commissioners of Patents

for Inventions for 1868 has been issued in a
printed form. It states that,

—

“The number ol applications for letters patent, re-
corded wilhin the year 1868, was 3,991 ;

the number of
patents passed thereon was 2,490 ;

the number of specifica-
tions filed in pursuance thereof was 2,466

;
the number of

applications lapsed or forfeited, the applicants having
neglected to proceed for their patents within six months of
protection, was 1,601 ; the number of patents void, the
patentceshavingneglectedtoOiespecifications in pursuance
thereof, was 34.

Thirteen thousand one hundred and one patents bear
date between the Ist of October, 1852, and the Slst of
December, 1858. The additional progressive stamp duty
of 601. was paid, at the end of the third year, on 3,692 of
that number, and 9,400 became void. The additional
progressive stamp duty of 100/. was paid at the end of
the seventh year on 1,274 of the 3,612 reniaining in force
at the end of the third year, and 3,4iS became void. Con-
sequently about 70 per cent, of the 13,101 patents became
void at the end of the third year, and about 90 per cent,

became void at the end of the seventh year. The pro-
portionate number of patents becoming void, bv reason of
nonpayment, continues nearly the same to the present
time."

The Commissioners thus conclude their

report :

—

“New rooms having been built for a library on the
second.floor of the Patent Office budding, the printed
specifications, indexes, and scientific works were removed
into them (without inconvenience to the general readers),
and the library was opened to the public on the ICth of
April, 1*67. In the report to Parliament for the year
1866, it is stated that ‘ the building at present devoted to

the purposes of the Patent Office, with the recent addi-
tions and alterations, is not now, nor can it ever be made
to be suitable for the requirements of the office.’ Expe-
rience has proved this statement to be correct ; the build-

ing is DOW filled, and there is a continual increase of
specillcations and scientific works, for which provision
must be made."

ARCHITECTS’ CHARGES IN GERMANY.
Some months ago, at the time when the

representatives of several associations of German,
architects were assembled at Hamburg to discuss

a scheme for the better regulation of their

remuneration, we briefly alluded to their pro-

posals. We now purpose to investigate and
further explain the matter by giving a more
detailed account.

Before entering upon the minutim of the

elaborate network before us, we will shortly

apprise our readers of the main results embodied,

and, we may almost say, buried therein. Bnild-

ings are divided into five classes
;
the labours of

the architect are detailed under six heads, and
the building sums total have been arranged in

nine divisions. Thus a table containing 270
categories has been prodneed, for which onr

friends over the water would fain claim accept-

ance throughout the fatherland.

It becomes plain at a glance, that 5 per cent,

is not looked upon as an adequate remuneration,

being hardly sufficient for all purposes. While in

the erection of a shed at a cost exceeding 30,0001,,

the architect would have to accept 2 per cent,

only, it is clear that the average charge for all

classes exceeds 6 percent. (6'08 percent, exactly).

We shall not attempt to follow the compilers of-

the system into all its ramifications. 'To us it

seems hardly necessary to instruct an architect

as to the per-3entage which he may rightfnlly

claim when called upon to erect a building

costing from 1201. to 3001., and we should not

give a moment’s attention to such points, were
it nob that they afford a striking instance of

the zeal with which the German architects have
attempted to make even impossibilities easy in

the scheme before us.

The following is a short sketch. For brevity’s

sake we have appended a designation to each

class, and have omitted six categories of build,

ing sums for the same reason :
—

Classes of Buildisgs.

Per-centage for Biiildiuga

coating

—

A few
hundred £

.

A few
Choa3aDd£. 4:30,000.

I. Rural BuildiuKS... 6-0 3'8 20
II. Town Uousea 6-5 6-0 3-0

III. Mansions 8-0 6-0 4-0

IV. Palaces
Y. Ornanjental Struc-

9-5 7-7 60

turea ll-O 9-0 6-0

The amount of care bestowed on avoiding
mistakes as to the class to which a building

belongs may be argued from the fact that there

are about a hundred specifications enumerated
in the origiual, besides the necessary et-ceteras.

Class I. comprises warehouses, market-halls,

temporary exhibition-booths and buildings ; the
most simple cottages, vaults, and coverings for

large hollow spaces, workshops, &o.
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Class II.—Villas, stables in connexion with
them, greenhonses, dwelling-houses, middle-class
family residences, public schools, simply con-
stmcted hospitals, barracks, baths and wash,
houses, prisons, railway stations, &o.

Class III. — Superior residences, verandas,
pavilions, large shops

j
buildings with fittings,

for ventilation or other purposes, requiring
special thought and attention; churches, mu-
seums, theatres, &c.

Class IV.—Palaces, rich churches and chapels,
magnificent clubhouses, triumphal arches, guild-
halls, &c.

Class V.—Interior and exterior decorations

;

altars, pulpits, monuments, &c.
The labours of the architect are comprised

under the following heads :

—

1. Sketches.— Preliminary designs drawn to
scale, with an approximate estimate, if desired.

2. Plans.—Elevations, sections, &c.
3. Detail Drawings.—Constructive as well as

ornamental detail drawings.
4. Estimate.—A special estimate.
5. Superintendence.—Negotiations, &o. ; exclu-

sive of special superintendence, which latter the
client has to provide.

6. Revision.—Settlement and scrutinizing of
accounts.

(Measurement excluded.)
In each class a special allotment is made for

every one of the above items. These allotments
are to some extent proportional, and, consider-
ing the source from which they sprang, we
are at a loss to understand why they are not
exactly so. When in Class III., line 4 and 5 (see
detail table, lower down), we meet with a pro-
portion like the following,—0-6 : 0-6= 1'6

: 15,
and many others similarly incorrect,—we are
divided between two opinions. Either there is

an essential reason for such anomaly, or there
is not. If there be, it surpasses our com-
prehension, and we should have to put in on
one side an account of its depth, that being too
great for our limited capabilities to fathom

;
if,

on the other hand, it is merely an expedient for
avoiding two decimals, we are again at a loss to
understand how such a thing could possibly have
disturbed the scrupulous compilers. Pailiug

to see the depth, if there be any, we must
presume that the irregularity here complained of
by us is due to the nature of that particular kind
of systematizing which never tires until s

straight-jacket has rendered its victim motion-
less. It moves no more in that condition, but it

writhes. Just so with the elaborate plans before
us. Wo have round per-centages and fractions of
per-centages. The latter are the straight-jacket,
necessitating more fractions, more hair-splitting.

At last the minute threads will not split any
more, and it is at the time when they are brought
to an almost inappreciable size that the necessity
arises, always consequent upon a course of this
kind being pursued, of daubing and patching and
filling up. No extent of system will do away
with all disputes, and dealings between men and
men cannot be reduced to rule. A leading prin-
ciple, however, is needed, and of this we are as
deficient as our neighbours. Both our practice
of 5 per cent, and their system of 270 different

percentages are extreme measures, the one too
loose, the other too narrow. They will have to
be blended so as to produce one sound and prac-
tical medium. In looking through any of the
vertical columns shown in the detailed table
below, it will be readily perceived how the per-
centages have been spread over the different
labours composing the architect’s duties. We
will here quote one, the first one :

—

Architect's Charges for
For Buildings valued

between £120 and £300.

1. Sketches 0-7

2. Plans
3. Detail Drawings 10
4. Estimate
5. SoDerintcnHeneo 1-2

6. Revision 0-6

Total 6-0

It will be observed by noticing all the first

vertical columns that while the item “ revision ”

(0'5 per cent.) remains about the same throughout
all classes, the charge for estimate varies little with
the class of building. The per-centage for draw-
ings, however, rises almost in equal proportion
with the classes :

—

DETAIL TABLE OF GERMAN ARCHITECTS’ CHARGES.

ARCHITECTS’ WORK.

Per-centage of Architects' Remuneration for Buildings costing
(in Prussian Thalers) from—

800 2,POO 4,CC0 8,000 16,000 24,000 40,000 100,000
to to to to

4,000 8,000 16,000 24,COO 41,000 100,0(,0
incl. incl. incl. incl. i.cl. incl.

Sketches
Plans ....

Detail Drawings .,

Eatimat'O
Superintendence ,

Revision

Together...

Sketches
Plans
Detail Drawings .

Estimate
Superintendence .

Revision

Together ..

Sketches
Plena
Detail Drawings .

Estimate
Superintendence .

Revision

Together..

Sketches
Plans
Detail Drawings
Estimate
Superintendence
Revision

1-

7
1-6

2'9

0-7

2-

1

0-6

1-

4
1-6

2-

9
0-6

1-9

0-6

1-2

1-

5

2-

8
0-6

1-8

0-4

1-0

1-

4

2-

7
0-6

1-7

0-4

0-8

1-

3

2-

6

0-

s

1-

6
0-3

0-6
1-2

2 6

0-

4

1-

6
0-3

0-6

1-1

2 3

04
1-4

0-3

0-

5

1-

0
2-1

0-

3

1-

3
0-3

0-4

0-

9

1-

9

0-

3

1-

2
0-3

Together 9-6 8-9 8-3 7-7 7-1 6-5 6-0 6 6 6-0

Class V,

Sketches
Plans
Detail Drawings
Estimate
Superintendence !.!”!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Revision

2-0

1-

7
3-7

0-8

2-

2
0-6

1-6

1-

7
3-7

0-7

2-

0
0-5

1-3

1-65
3*7

0-6

19
0 16

1-1

1-6

3-6

0-6
1-8

0-4

0-

9

1-

5
3-6

0-

5

1-

7
0-3

0-

7

1-

4
3-3

0-

5

1-

6
0-3

0-6

1-3

3-1

0-

4

1-

5
0-3

0-6

1-2

2-9

0-

3

1-

4
0-3

0-6

1-0

2-6

0-

3

1-

3
0-3

Toffether 11-0 10-2 9-6 9-0 84 7'8 7-2 6-6 6-0

We may here add that the taking out of
quantities is not included in the architects’
charges above enumerated

; that, further, the
client has to bear the expense of olerks of works
(overseeing, keeping of journal, adjustment of
calculations respectively), whether he engage
them himself, or whether the architect does so.

In the latter case expenses involved are debited
to the client by the architect in addition to his
per-centage. Special inspections or loss of time
occupied in journeys are rated low, being abonb
half a guinea in the one case (for seven hours in
railway travelling), and double that amount in
the other, besides actual outlay for lodgings,
refreshments, &c. Drawings and designs remain
the property of the architect. Money is to be
advanced by the client in proportion to the
progress of the building.

VENTILATION OF DWELLING HOUSES.
A CORRESPONDENT seuds US Some not very

clear particulars of a plan of ventilation for
dwellings that has been in use for two years in
four bouses in Keeton’s-road, Bermondsey, and
is said to answer expectation. He says :

—“ The
houses are built on an improved plan of con-
structing the chimneys : one smoke-shaft for
each series of rooms, instead of a separate
chimney from each room, by the sides of the
single smoke-fiue, is built in the air-shafts, for
the supply of fresh and pure air to each of the
rooms; the used air is taken off at the ceiling

line into the smoke-shafc. By this plan smoky
dwellings are prevented, and draughts from win-
dows and doors greatly decreased. The cleaning
of the chimneys is done in the basement, saving
the sweep entering any other part of the house.”

POUNDS.
Nothing to do with pence ; no sympathy with

scruples; no questions about troy-weight, or
avoirdupois, or money’s worth, or balances

;
but

Pounds of that other sort, into one of which (to

give a notorions classical instance) our dear old
friend Mister Pickwick was ignominiously wheel-
barrowed, when unconscious how far the cold
punch—with or without lemon-peel—might have
disagreed with him.
We speak then here of those innumerons little

prisons, square and bare, and cruelly iubospit-
able, dotted all over the land (for where is there
not a manor ?) and everywhere handy for the
incarceration—and semi-starvation—of innocent
dumb creatures.

Of course, we know they must be incarcerated ;

for, through the carelessness of their ignobler
masters, they have strayed out of open gates,

or got into ill-fenced corn-fields, and wander up
and down the roads to the righteous indignation
of waywardens : by all means, let them be im-
pounded wherever found, and kept well till called

for, and not let forth without payment of all

dues. But, if impounded, is there any reason
why the poor creatures should not also be
sheltered ? A slight modioom of food is enjoined
by law, though frequently not provided

;
water,

however, is a luxury almost out of hope to the
unhappy beasts ; but (and here is our heaviest
grievance), shelter of any kind is quite unknown,
and certainly not imperative, in any of our
thousands of Pounds all over the country. Be it

the fiery heat of summer, or the ice and chilling

blasts of winter, in heavy rains, or snow, or
hail, by night and by day alike, the poor estraya

cronch miserably in their cruel pens, without a
corner provided to creep into against the in-

clemency of onr seasons, and patiently dying
out before the nnpitjing eyes of those who pass
by ! Surely, in these better days of humanity
towards everything living, the old Pound ought
to be improved by the small but most important
matter of a shed in one corner; a mere roof to
keep off rain,—and perhaps a side screen against
the wind. This, as a piece of law and duty,
ought to be imperative on every pound-keeper;
and if any manorial magnate sees these lines,

let him kindly accept the suggestion, and bid
his bailiff tend more carefully those poor estrays
imprisoned for their masters’ fault, but certainly
not therefore to be starved for want of forage
and water, nor to be left unsheltered in our open
Pounds till well nigh perished by the slow tor-

tures of an English climate alternately tropical

and arctic. It may be within the useful pro-
vince of theDin'Zder to improve upon the wisdom
of our ancestors in even so bumble an edifice as

a Pound. Martin F. Tupteb,
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ME. GEORGE EDMUND STREET, A.E.A.
Architert DKsifj>iate for the Proposed Ltiw Courts.

SCAL? or FTiET

ST. STEPHEN’S CHURCH, HAMPSTEAD.
Plan.
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I ST. STEPHEN’S OHUEOH, HAMPSTEAD.
This church is now in course of erection from

idesigna by Mr. S. S. Teulon, of Craig’s-court,
ICharing-cross. It consists of a nare and aisles
'100 ft. long by 57 ft. wide (the width of the nave
titaolf being 26 ft.), .with a tower 21 ft. square,
cinternally forming a part of the chancel, which
sis completed by an apse eastward of the tower.
'The tower is to be flanked by transepts, but
Ithese and the aisles and the upper part of the
otower are to be left unfiaished for the present
jfor want of funds. Advantage has been taken
fof the fall of the ground from west to east to
lobtain some spacious rooms for vestries and
tother purposes under the chancel. The cha-
sracter of the architecture inclines to that of the
•lEarly French churches. The tower when com-
Ipleted will be nearly 130 ft. high.

The portion of the church in progress will
accommodate nearly 600 worshippers. When
bthe aisles and transepts are added there will be
ifeittings for more than 900.

THE SOLICITOR-GENBRAL ON ART AND
MANUFACTURES.

At the opening of the Science and Art-Exhi.
ibition, in Devonport, lately, the Solicitor-General,
idir J. D. Coleridge, M.P., made first a very great
aiungle, and then an interesting speech. He
started, as reported, thus amazingly,—“One
f the first things we may learn from this
jlollection is the inaccurate and hazy character
f much of the talk we hear as to the union of

itoanufactures and the arts. There is in correct
mnguage no such union. They are things in
leheir nature altogether different and distinct.”
Dind then he went on to show throughout the
hrhole of his speech, the practicability of this
liuion, the fact of its existence in the Classical
itnd Benaissanoe times, and its great value,
UNo one will deny,” said the speaker, “that if
eae manufacture be sound and useful, it is a
ereat advantage it should be refined and lovely
030. Now, why was it so formerly, and why is

n> not so now ? Mainly, I think, for two reasons,
rdrst that the greatest men employed them-
lelves, or were employed, in making beautiful
models of things in ordinary use

; and next, that
oaose models were constantly followed and re-
aeated. As to the first, we know, historically,
aiat the fact was so in the finest periods of the
etedimval and Renaissance art. Great artists in
oaose times never thought it beneath them to
reve beauty of design to things of common use,
did the makers of such things availed them-
Inlves of the greatest men amongst their con-
mimporaries to give beauty to their wares.”
Iiln other words, they wisely brought art into
lioion with manufacture,—they carefully wedded
jnenus to Vulcan. The mistake made by the
iliilicitor-General at starting, led those of his
didienoe who knew anything of the matter to
abubt the soundness of all that he said after-
Lrards.

TTEE DUKE OF NORTHUMBERLAND’S
BOOK OF ROCK SYMBOLS.

TiThe late Duke of Northumberland and the
esesent duke have caused a splendid and no doubt
jtlstly folio volume of p’ates to be printed, for
Bcecial presentation, in which are depicted many
th those curious markings on rocks and stones in
irDrtbumberland, Argyleshire, and various other
rtirts of Britain, and in Ireland, as well as else-
leaere, which have been associated under the
neneral name of “Rook Symbols,”* regarding
liaich, as a class, a discussion took place in the
siliilcltT, as our readers may recollect, in 1864
d d 1865. The plates are accompanied by a few
ioio pages of letterpress by Dr. Bruce, the
'tnwcaatle archmologist, who had been employed
tl the late duke to superintend the work of pre-
riiring the plates for the press. The letterpress
atotains an account of the successive discoveries
tithe markings, but nothing of the least im-
rtrtanco towards an explanation of their origin,
waning, or purpose. Most of what is said on
Sts subject relates to suggestions which are ad-
ttfttedly not satisfactory, such as that the hol-
feved out concentric circles and radiate grooves,
-bth central “ cups,” were for the flow of blood
£8 sacrificial processes, whereas many of the

lu Incised Markings on Stone, fonod in the County of
tbrthamberland, Argyleshire, and other Places; from

made in the years 1863 and 1864, by direction of
6i Grace the late Algernon, Duke of Northumberland,

'• r. London: printed Jor private circulation. 1869,

carvings are on rocks at natural angles, and
anything but horizontally placed. It is a
curious fact in idiosyncracy, if not in archsc-
ology, that the suggestions in the Builder on the
subject are still, as heretofore, totally ignored
by Dr. Brace, and make no appearance what-
ever, even in his list of suggestions that are not
satisfactory; unless, indeed, the solitary remark
that “ some papers ‘ On Circular Rock Marks
and other Symbols ’ appeared in the Builder,
from the pen of Mr. John E. Dove and
others,” be snpposed to contain, wrapped np
in it, an implied inference that the snggea-
tions in these papers were not worthy of
even being included in the list of those that
are not satisfactory. This is all the more
notable inasmneh as the snggesbions in these
papers, as has already been clearly shown in the
Builder, included the germ, or key-note, of Dr.
Bruce’s own subsequent attempt, and those of
others, to explain the meaning and purposes ofthe
carvings

;
and they also include the first if not

even yet the only suggestion of anything
analogous or similar to them in known sym-
bolism,—namely, the centre-and-circle symbol, of
known meaning and of almost universal anti-
quity, which is absolutely identical with many
of the rock symbols

;
and the “ Sephiroth " con-

centric-circled symbol, which is also of known
meaning, and closely resembles many others of
the rock symbols. Surely these suggestions
merited a place either amongst those which were
not satisfactory, or amongst those which were ;
especially as considerable space is allowed for
suggestions of the most improbable and unsatis-
factory description, such as that about the blood
of sacrifices. Why, then, is it that Dr. Bruce
has ignored especially those suggestions which
pointed attention to the remarkable similarity,
or identity rather, between symbols whose
meanings as well as forms are known, and those
recently discovered symbol-forms whose mean-
ings and purposes are held to be utterly un-
known ? Dr. Bruce himself says, “ When so
much obscurity prevails, every suggestion is
worthy of consideration;” and he quotes ap-
provingly a remark by the Rev. William Green-
well, who first bronght the subject under public
notice, that the Northumbrian carvings “ differ
from all other symbolical expressions with which
we are acquainted, and seem peculiar to the
Celtic tribes which once peopled all Western
Europe

:
further inquiry may make known other

instances of their occurrence ; and it is not im-
possible that on being found, as it may happen, in
connexion with other and known symbols, some
light may hereafter be thrown on their meaniiig."
Dr. Bruce also quotes a remark made to him by
Mr. John Stuart, the author of “ The Sculptured
Stones of Scotland,” that “ the great thing is to
trace analogies and correspondences in examples
from diiferent localities,” and

** TTtii [odds Dr. Bruce] kqs the principal object Khich
the Duke of Northumberland had in tiew when he directed
the preparation of these plates : still, something may be
done to clear the way for the discovery of the true solution
of the mystery : negative knowledge has its value: to
ascertain what the incised markings are not, limits the
channel of inquiry, and prevents, to some extent, the
waste of ingenious conjecture."

The exclusion of similar or identical forms,
whose meanings and purposes are known, from
any consideration whatever in reference to the
obscure subject under notice, was not the way
either to carry out the enlightened intention of
the duke, or to shed any light worth looking at
upon that subject

; and Dr. Bruoe's Introduc-
tion, notwithstanding the excellent advice admit-
tedly given him, must merely be regarded as
little else than a bald record of the times and
places when and where the carvings represented
in the plates have been discovered, and is of no
other value whatever.

It is unnecessary for ns to re-enter on the
more important subject of the connexion of the
rock carvings either with similar forms in known
symbolism, or with the doctrines of antiquity
with which these latter were associated. Not a
spark of additional light on these interesting
subjects is even attempted to be given here
where it was to be expected, and where it ought
to have been

;
and all we either can or need do

at present, is to refer our readers back to the
papers in the Builder already alluded to, which
gave the tone to all attempted explanations;
and especially the papers of July 2Qd, Sep-
tember 3rd, October 22iid, and December 17th,

1864
;
and April 22nd, 1865. In reference to the

intimate relationships in which the ancient
heathen religions in general stood to one
another, we may specially refer to that of date
October22ad,1864j and as to these religions being

all essentially magical, and hence the practices
connected with them also magical, as urged in
these papers, we may here remark, as we bad
occasion to do on a previous occasion, that it is

no doubt the most popular and sceptical, and
hence the safest policy, to ignore all magical
doctrines while attempting to unravel the myste-
ries of ancient practices such as the Celtic one
of carving centre-and-oircled, concentric-ciroled-
and-radlal-grooved, or other forms, on rocks, in
sorcery halls or chambered tumuli, and on fune-
real kists

;
but there is no better ascertained

fact as to ancient times than that pre-Christian
and heathen nations in general, in all parts of
the world, were deeply,—intensely,—and pro-
bably universally, imbued with magical prac-
tices and doctrines; and no archaeologist who is

ignorant of these, or who attempts to nnravel
the mystery of ancient sculptures and structures
without taking them into consideration, is at all

likely to be able to evolve the true theory of the
uses or purposes and meanings of such soulptnrea
and structures. Of course the truth, error, or
imposture of the practices and doctrines them-
selves, here referred to, is not the point at issue ;

and, except indirectly, has little or nothing to do
with it.

THE TRADE-UNTON CONGRESS.
Many subjects closely affecting the future

well-being of the working classes have been
discussed by this Congress, who, in fact, have
touched upon most of the topics oomprehensivoly
dwelt upon in Mr. George Potter’s paper on the
“ Disorganisation of Labour.” Perhaps the
most satisfactory issue that has been reached, is

the resolution approving Courts of Arbitration
and Conciliation, after a serious discussion
following upon a paper by Mr. W. Owen, of
Burslem.

Mr. Owen thus put the case of labour in its

relation to capital :

—

“ It had been often Baid that labour was but a com
modity, to be bought and sold aa are other commoditie#
and it had also been maiutaiued on the other aide that
labour whs not a commodity, but a humau power, from
which all commodities resulted. The latter view was that
to which he inclined, and he believed that labour, as the
maker, was greater than that which it made. It seemed
to him to be wrong to ask that labour, and the great pro-
ducer, should be as passive in the hands of capital as the
piece of ware that the potter had made.”

Mr. Owen’s account of the successes of Courts
of Arbitration in varioos centres of industry (in

Staffordshire particularly), is encouraging; and
these successes will, it is to be hoped, be rapidly
extended, by the influence of the resolution
adopted by the Congress.
The subjects next in importance to that of

conciliation by arbitration have been,— the
legalisation of Trade-unions and the Commis-
sioners’ Report ; redaction in the hours of labour

;

and the number of apprentices.
Mr. Potter made a sensible snggestion to

his hearers to wage war against drunkenness
among tho working classes if they wished to
improve their condition. For the rest, the pre-
vailing idea of the nnionists seems to be the
abolition of all laws whatever affecting trade-
unions, either with respeot to their funds or
against combination. They claim the right to
morally coerce their fellow working-men, con-
sidering the ordinary laws of the land sufficient

to deal with any form of physical coercion.
On the subject of the numerous papers read,

and discussions carried on, our limits prevent
us from attempting to enter; but we here give
a number of the more important resointiona
passed by the Congress on the several days of
meeting :

—

*‘Tbat this Coogreas is of opiaioa that tbs establiab-
meat of courts of arbitration and conciliation would
greatly conduce to the juat and peaceable aettlement of
all disputes between employers and employed, and be th&
means of preventing strikes and lock-outs as well as.

being conducive to tbe commercial and industrial enter-
prise of tho nation."
' That in any attempted legislation in regard to trade-

unions the following principles should be distinctly
recognised . The entire repeal of the combinatioa
laws. 2. Complete protection of their funds. 3. No
interference with or attempt to separate benefit from
trade funds. 4. In respect of the recommendation of tbe
Commissioners to compel tho registration of trade rules,
and to open accounts to the registrar, this Congress would
be against any exceptional clause from that enforced with
reference to other legal societies in this country."

'• 1. That this Congress is of opinion that the working-
classes have advanced their wages and shortened the
hours of labour by strikes, when all other means have
failed of settling such diiputes, and believe that strikes
and lock-outs nave produced poverty to workmen and
bankruptcy to employers. 2. Toe Congress is further of
opinion that co-partnerships of industry will considerably
improve the industrial relations between employers and
employed, and are, therefore, worthy of general adoption

;

further it is the opinion of this Congress that nothing
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fhort of co-operative production applied to manufacturea

and land can be accepted aa a cure for the conUxting

interests of labour and capital. 3. The Congress is never-

theless of opinion that it is the duty of the working-classes

to unite more closely in the futnre than they have done in

the past, for their mutual protection will continue impe-

rative so long as the interests of employers and employed
remain antagonistic.”

“That this Congress believes that nothing short of a

STstem of national, nnsectarian, and compulsory educa-

tion will satisfy the requirements of the people of the

United Kingdom; and expresses a Brm nope that the

Government will not allow the next session of Parliament

to pass away without dealing with the question, upon the

basis above suggested: and that copies of this resolution

be sent to the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, the Premier;

and the Eight Hon. W. E. Forster, Vice-President of the

Council on Education." A resolution was also passed, re-

commending the trade-nnions to snpport the National

Education League in their efforts to carry out_ the fore-

going resolution.
“ That this Congress is of opinion that in trades where

the supply is in excess of the demand, the limitation of

apprentices is justifiable, a fair proportion being allowed,

in keeping with the number ofmen employed to teach

them.”
“ That in the opinion of this Congress the great destruc-

tion of human life in the working of the coal and ironstone

mines of this country calls aloud for investigation, and for

further legislation for the protection of life; and the re-

S
resentatives here assembled deeply regret that the Mines
:egulation Bill introduced last session by the Right Hon.

H. A. Bruce, Home Secretary, should have been with-

drawn, knowing that the miners of the United Kingdom
have been, during tha last six years, doing wl] in

their power to induce the Government to pass a measure
to prevent the fearful sacrifice of life which is constantly

taking place. Wo are further of opinion that ail trades

and f^sociatioDs connected with this Congress should use
their influence with the members of Parliament for

boroughs and counties in their respective localities to aid

the miners in passing an efficient bill for their protection

next session of Parliament,"

To this list of resolutions wa may add a reso-

lution recommending trades’ societies to support

the “ eight hours’ movement.”
As we early brought the subject of industrial

partnerships before our readers, we may here say

that Mr. G. J. Holyoake.of London, read a paper

on “ Industrial Partnerships as a Means of

Aiding the Objects of Trades-Unions.” His

dednition of an indnstrlal partnership was that

it was a plan of conducting a manufacturing or

producing business, in which the chief manage-
ment was in the hands of those who supplied the

chief capital, and the profits or losses were pro-

portionately distributed between shareholders

and workmen. He believed that both this

method and the ordinary form of co-operation

could be used to raise labour to a position of due
equality in its bargains with capital. But it was
industrial partnerships that ofifered to trade

societies the advantages they needed. With
Industrial partnerships the men would have
honour and security. There would be less loss,

less care, less strife
;
indeed, great gain for them,

and an honourable content aronnd them. The
employer would be a king, and every work-

man a citizen in the Commonwealth of In-

dustry. Bub, alas ! that was not to be. That
workman was only half consoious of his own
interests, and only half informed how to ad-

vance them, who did not take into account the

prosperity of his employer, and who pushed his

own claims regardless of his master’s. Bub the

other half of the case should be statedi with

equal plainness. The employer who did not see

that the competence, content, comfort, health,

leisure, thought, and goodwill of his men were
his interests also, and that he was not to push

the claims of capital against the self-respect and
well-being of labour, was ignorant of the art of

snatching a fortune with honour and security.

The fair consideration by the employers of the

workman’s interest, and industrial partnerships,

were a means now at hand for accomplishing
that. In conclusion, Mr. Holyoake expressed

his belief that many employers would accept a

proposal for industrial partnerships, but they

could not do so at once, nor do it at all without

the co-operation of the workmen.
The next conference is to be held in London.

Nottingham was also proposed, but London was
selected.

Ventilation of Mines.—Mr. Lloyd, the en-

gineer of the Lilleshall Company, has invented

a mechanical apparatus, which the company
have patented, and which, taking advantage of

the elasticity of the atmosphere, seeks to venti-

late coal-mines by means of exhaustion, by using

a centrifugal fan, driven by an engine. A model
has beeu erected, with a fan, 18 in. in diameter,
and 6 in. wide over the blades, which, measured
by the aerometer, produces exhaustion at the
rate of 1,500 ft. per minute. Mr. Lloyd first

made a 2-fc. 3-ia, fan, which exhausted 3,500 ft.

of air per minute
;
and another, with a 5-ft. fan,

1 ft. 10 in. broad, which exhausted 26,190
cubic feet per minute.

STEEPLE JACKS.
“ Steeple Jack” is commonly but erroneously

supposed to be an individual, whereas, as we have

before pointed out, he is a genus, or a species,

though, it may be, few in number. As his way
of working is not known to every one, we may
here describe it in connexion with one or two of

his more recent exploits. ' Some of the factory

chimneys at New Swindon having got out of

repair, the company resolved to employ a

“Steeple Jack,” who accordingly made his

appearance at New Swindon and set to work.

His plan of proceeding was to fly an Indian kite,

with two strings attached. The kite rises nearly

perpendicularly, aud when above the chimney-top

isguided over it. The second stringis then pulled,

and thus a complete communication is formed

over the chimney. By means of the string a

doable copper wire is drawn up, and by this wire

some pulleys and tackling. “ Steeple Jack”
then ascends hand over hand, and places an iron

band around the chimney, which he secures

tightly. Planks are then drawn up and laid

upon irons projecting from the baud, and thus in

a short time a scaffolding sufficient for his pur-

pose is erected, and at a cost very much less

than that of a regular builder’s. “Jack” had

two or three assistants, and managed, in this

aerial manner, to pull down one of the factory

chimneys which had become so badly oat of

repair as to require rebuilding. He is still

engaged in repairing others. His scaffolding

looks at a distance like a huge indiarubber band,

around the chimney, with ropes depending

from it.

An exciting occnrrence, displaying great in-

trepidity, and involving the utmost peril to the

person concerned, took place lately at Millbank

Chemical Works, Garngad - road, Glasgow.

Messrs. Burns & Son, of Ayr, who have been

employed in similar duty at Townhead and other

establishments, had been engaged to point a

stalk at the works mentioned, measuring 260 ft.

iu height. The preliminary process of flying the

kite was gone through no fewer than fifteen

times, but on each occasion it failed, in conse-

quence of the string being burnt through by the

gas and flames emitted from the stalk. About
an hour and twenty minutes were spent in these

fruitless endeavours, when Mr. Burns, resolving

that whatever personal risk might be incurred,

the object must be accomplished, determined for

this purpose to ascend the stalk himself. Accord-

ingly, in spite of the remonstrances of his son,

he proceeded to mount by the aid of the con-

ducting-rod, but no sooner had he got safely at

the top than the rope was again burnt through,

and he was left hanging by the hands. Not a

moment was to be lost. The son flaw the kite

in about five minutes afterwards, and having
succeeded in once more fixing the rope, the

father was got down
;
he was, however, in an

tremely exhausted condition, andnotwithstanding

the leathern gloves he wore, he was much burned

about the hands, while his left side was likewise

considerably acorohed.

A GOTHIC OAST HOUSE.

A LARGE oast-house (oast is a kiln for dry-

ing hops) has been erected in Bekesbourne,

a pleasant hamlet in East Kent, by Mr. Sar-

gent for the Marquis Couyngham, upon a

piece of land nearly opposite Patrixbourne

vicarage-grounds. The front, from end to

end, measures 70 fc., and the kilns (three in

number), extend about a like distance to the

rear. The ground front is intended to be devoted
to the temporary storage of hops, and for this

purpose is cemented and laid with asphalte. A
passage divides this place from the kilns, and
here the fuel is stored. The South Eastern

Gazette enables us to give a description of the

internal construction of the kilns, which will

perhaps interest some of our readers. They
number, as mentioned above, three

;
and each is

approached by a separate entrance opening into

an arched pile of brickwork extending to about
the centre of the kiln. In this brickwork are

built the stoves, one on each side and another
at the inner end, which open into the kiln. As
an aid to the equal distribution of heat, and also

to avoid the possibility of sparks ascending to

the drying cloth above, roofs of metal are fixed

above the open fires. There is, of course, arrange-

ment made for ventilation
5

if necessary a strong

current of air may be introduced into the kiln

without necessarily interfering with the fires.

The chief aim to be kept in view in the construc-

tiou of hop-kilns is, it need hardly be mentioned,

a controllable and equally dispersed heat, aud it

has been proved by previous experience that the

plan carried out in the building under notice is

succsssful in this important particular. On the

drying floor—really easily convertible into a

first-class dancing-room—and in the green loft

above, every device has been nsed calculated to

lessen the tedious labours of the dryers, and at

the same time to perfect the work of curing the

hops. Over the upper landing-stage in front is

raised a turret, Gothic in style, and the dormers

are built in the same style. The overhanging

gables at each end are artistically decorated, and

the end walls are further adorned with a heraldic

crown and armorial bearings of the noble owner.

NEW MUSEUM, BRISTOL.

The new Philosophical Institution at the top

of Park-street, Bristol, is making rapid progress.

The old institution at the bottom of this street did

not meet modern wants, and the Bristol Library

being, moreover, amalgamated with it, led to

the erection of the new structure, which adjoins

the Dnll-ball, and is in the close neighbourhood

of the Victoria-rooms, and the School of Art,

both handsome Bbractures. The design for the

new institution is the joint production of Mr. J.

Foster (Foster & Wood) and Mr. Ponton (Ponton.

& Gough) ,
the former gentleman being responsible

for the elevations, and the latter, we believe, for

the arrangement of the plan. The building is in

the French Gothic style, floridly treated. A con-

tract has been entered into with Messrs. War-
burton, Brothers, of Manchester, to erect the

building for 10,0001. The design includes two
fronts.

The building is set back 23 ft., and is entered

on this side by a flight of Pennant steps, 32 ft.

wide, leading to the ground floor, which is 6 ft.

above the level of the road. The steps lead to

an open portico, 11 ft. wide, and stretch the

whole length of the front, 78 ft. It is supported

on columns, with carved capitals and bases, from

which spring seven pointed arches. The front

of the building is thus divided into seven bays.

It may be mentioned that the base of the

building curves out a little instead of being

perpendicular, as is ordinarily the case. The
portico is laid with Coalbrook Dale tiles, and is

built throughout of freestone. The front wall

is divided into the same number of bays, each

one correspoflding in dimensions with the arch

which faces it. The three middle ones are

devoted to doorways, and the remaining four to

wiudows which light the entrance-hall and offices.

These windows each consist of three lancet-

headed lights, surmounted with a hexagonal

traceried light, the whole being enclosed in a

richly-mounted pointed arch, resting on carved

,
shafts, with foliated capitals. Passing through

the entrance-doors (which elide on iron rails) wa
get into the entrance-hall, 53 ft. long and 18 ft,

6 in. wide, which is tastefully corniced and deco-

rated. There is a committee-room to the left,

and directly in front of the entrance is the door

to the ground-floor museum. This is a large

apartment, 52 ft. by 40 ft., and 22 ft. in height.

Running down the middle of the room is a

series of octagonal freestone shafts, from which

spring arches, for the support of the floor above.

The room is lighted by five wiudows on the

Baskerville-road side, of geometrical tracery,

exactly the same as those described in the front,

and four on the opposite side, which looks into a

small yard. Light is also borrowed from the

entrance-ball and back staircase, so that there is

no lack of that essential element. Each of the

side windows is 14 fc. high, and 8 fc. in width.

From the entrance-hall access is also gained to a

spacious library, 60 fC. by 24 fc., and a reading-

room, 40 ft. by 24 ft. ;
librarian’s room, curator’s

room, and all necessary offices. The reading-

room and library are lighted by means of a

lantern roof, all windows being thereby dispensed

with, and quietness and seclusion—the great

requisites of this department—ensured to the

students. The height from the ground floor to

the eaves of the laubern is 36 ft. A gallery runs

ronnd both rooms, communicating with a ladies

reading-room, and on the same level as a mezza-

nine floor. A flight of steps from the entranoe-

hall takes us to the first floor, which is devoted

to a larger museum, covering an area of 4,864

square feet, and 24 ft. high.

So much for a picture of the finished building.

Under the superintendence of Mr. Clayborough

(Messrs. Warburton’s manager) rapid progress

is being made. All the first floor timbers of the

work are laid, and the fronts are ready for the
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sills of the Brsfc-floor windows. The library and
reading-room are ready for the roof timbers, and
the contractors expect to have the roof on by
Christmas. We may mention that the building
is being erected of Farley Down red-stone, sup-
plied by Mr. Rogers, of Bradford on-Avon

j
and

the timber used is supplied by Messrs. Barnes
& Son.

LOWESTOFT PUBLIC HALL AND
ASSEMBLY ROOMS.

Sir,—As an instance of the great energy and
profound wisdom which characterise many of
the promoters of public competitions, I beg to
supply you with the following particulars, which,
I trust, you will publish for the benefit of the
public generally, and competitors in particular.
The directors of the above company advertised
in your columns a week or two ago for designs
for New Assembly Rooms, &c., to be sent in on
or before Monday, the 23rd day of August, in
reply to which twenty-four designs were received
and duly exhibited in the Town-hall, Lowestoft.
On the 27tb, or just four days later, a printed
circular was forwarded to the competing archi-
teots, informing them that their drawings “not
having been accepted have been carefully re-
packed and forwarded to your address;” also
that the first premium had been awarded to the

I design bearing the motto “ Nil Desperandum,”
Oswestry

;
and the second to that marked with

“ Keystone, with interlaced triangles,” Lowestoft.
On looking over the pages of a local paper, I

find a satisfactory solution of what at first sight
: appeared to me the possession of a somewhat
I marvellous amount of discrimination on the part
' of the directors. Quoting from the newspaper
report, “ The first prize has been awarded to

' Mr. W. H. Spaull, Oswald Chambers, Oswestry,
. a nephew of our fellow townsman, Mr. W. Spaull

;

and the second prize to our fellow townsman
• Mr. W. Oldham Chambers.”

I would merely add that the name of the
I secretary to the company is Mr. \V. Spaull, and
with this intimation I leave the competitors to

• draw their own conclusions. JusTiiLt,

A Member.—Tbe clerk of the works says that all the
timber on the groand is of an inferior quality to that
specified in the agreement.
Mr. Morris.—That is not a fact.
A Member.—The clerk of the works also says that there

is not a first-class quality deal on the premises.
Mr. Morris.—Allow me to explain that first-quality

timber does not always mean the best timber.
Another member (Mr. Lenanton).—I have had many

years’ experience in the timber trade, and I am not aware
of the distinction referred to. I have always understood
that there are three classes of timber, viz., Ist, 2nd, and
3rd quality : or, in other words, best, seconds, and thirds.
I am greatly astonished to hour Mr. Morris make that
statement.
The chairman, who is a timber merchant, signified that

the last speaker’s remarks were quite correct.
Mr. Ravenhill (engineer).—Has any Swedish timber

been used ?

Mr. Morris.—No ; we have tiaed yellow deals, which are
allowed by the profession to be stronger than Dantzic of
the same standard.
Question.—In your opinion, what is the quality of the i

timber being used P
Mr. Morris.—The best timber, first quality, free from all

defects.

Mr. Morris was questioned as to the quality of the
lime used, and it appeared that ho had substitated “ town-
made blue Has lima" for Aberlhaw blue lias lime, the
latter being specified in the contract. He was neit
asked as to the quality of tho bricks, and he said that
they were according to specification. Several guardians
were of a different opinion.
The architect then retired

j
and after a discussion it was

moved and seconded that, “Alter hearing the statements
made by the architect, it was advisable to engage a prac-
tical man to decide for the guardians whether the materials
used in^the buildings were in accordance with the specifi-
cation." An amendment to this was proposed, namely,
“That a letter be written to the builders stating that the
Board’s attention had been called to the fact that material
hud been used which was not in accordance with the speci-
fication, and calling upon them for an explanation.'* Tbe
amendment wus eventually carried, and the meeting ad-
journed until the following Friday, when the builders’ stole'
ment will be laid before the Board.

STRASBOURG CATHEDRAL AND ITS
BUILDERS.

Sir,—The following qootation, being a note
(p. 68, vol. i.) in Bader’s “ Badenia,” may be read
with interest after the article on Erwin von
Steinbaob, in yonr last issue :

—“ An old author
says, ‘ Thereupon were given into the hands of
the magistrates and of the priests in those lands
certain money-boxes, and on the four festivals of
the Virgin these men did exhort the people,
saying, My dear friends, give for the edifice of
our Lady of Strassburg

; whosoever would entreat
her mercy, let him put money in this box; no
matter whether it be unhallowed goods, or gotten
by theft or robbery ; and he shall have indnlgonco
and pardon for bis sins : it is a good gift unto our
Lady.’ ”

This passage, in the translation of which I
have ventured to imitate the quaint phraseology
of the original, is not only curious, but edifying
from a moral point of view, and was issued by
Bishop Conrad, of Lichtenberp (not Lichtenstein),
when he determined to finish Strasbourg Cathe.
dral, begun two centuries earlier by Bishop
Werner. Alfeed Steong.

COMPETITIONS.

CAUTION TO BUILDERS.
,

Having to remove and react the arch, and refix
chimney'piece and stove, of a house in Oxford-street, it
never occurred to me to call in the district surveyor

j for,
during many years’ experience as a builder, I had never
heard that it was necessary so to do, and I am of opinion
that the trade are generally as ignorant upon this point
as I was. Mr. Jennings, our district surveyor, has set

THE NEW POPLAR WORKHOUSE.
ALLEGED DEEACH OF CONTE.ACT,

The ordinary weekly meeting of the Poplar V
'Board of Guardians, held on Friday, tbe 27th ult., was
very exciting character, in consequence of a special report
ibemg presented by the workhouse committee, in which
awas the following resolution The committee regret
ihaviog to express their opinion that the timber msterials
osed in the construction of the new buildings are not in
mtrict accordance with tho terms of tbe specification "

It will be remembered that in March last the guardians
unviied tenders for the erection of additional pavilions
land lor the alteration of the present workhouse in order
to provide accommodation for 808 ablebodied 'inmates
lOut of thirty-two tenders. Messrs. Hill, Keddall, & Wabidram s, at 32, '1801., was chosen, and the works were forth- •

.With commenced. The buddings have so far progressed,
Inat the builders have already received payments to the
sitent of 4,00CI., and work valued at nearly 8 OOOI has
l^tually been accomplished. It appears, however 'that
during the past few weeks the members of the workhouse
nommittee, amongst whom are three well-known timber-
rtnerchaots, have expressed considerable dissatisfaction
iwilh the quality of the materials brought on to the pre-imwa. Hence tho resolution presented to the Board last

1 The specification provides that “ the timber is to bo of
ebe best quality, Danlv.ic, Memel, or Rigayellow, and the
aleula to be the best Christiana—no Swedish deals to be
'tsed in the works."
r The Board severely interrogated Mr. Webster the
rlerk of the works, who said that 1,100 deals brought on
to the ground bad been rejected as defective and bad
iiearly uU been carted away. Some Dantzic and Memel
limber was on the premises, but that which had been
RBcd was not first quality; in fact, he did not believe
'there was a piece of timber on the promises which would
ticcord with the terms of the epeciCcation. He was well
jcquaiuted with the speciaealion, and he was of opinion
mat there was not a first quality deal on the ground The
Bimery work was also defective, and was not of first-class
uanulucture, as required by the contract. The timber

the works had been used under the orders of the

the matter at reel by summoning me before Mr. Knox, at
Marlborough-street, who consulted the Building Act, and
decided in Mr. Jennings’s favour.

I therefore venture to ask you to insert this letter in
your journal as a necessary piece of information to
builders who are desirons of avoiding the loss of time,
vexation, and expense of attendance at a police court.

Joseph Watsow, Jrir.
%* Builders who read the Building Act (and there art

builders who do not do so) will not require our corre-
spondent’s caution. The Legislature regards with great
jealousy any meddling with chimney breasts; and very
properly so too.

Bridlington .—The committee for the proposed
new church on the Beaconefield Estate invited
five architects to compete in the preparation of
designs, &c., for the new building, viz. ;—Messrs.
Atkinson & Son, York; G. Fowler Jones, York;
R. G. Smith, Hull

;
Chambers, Sunderland

; and
A. Crouch, Bridlington Quay. The various draw-
ings have been exhibited in the Yictoria-rooma
during the past week, and on Monday the com-
mittee held a meeting to decide on the merits
of the designs. In addition to the plana of the
before-mentioned architects, a set of drawings
signed “ Con Amore,” was admitted to the com-
petition. The decision of the committee was
thus—Ist voting, Fowler Jones, 2 votes

; “Con
Amore,” 3 votes; R. G. Smith, 9. The work is
to be proceeded with immediately.
The Hampton Schools.—We are informed, in

respect of this limited competition, that the
committee have selected the designs of Mr.
Arthur Allom.

LIGHT THROUGH GLASS.
Sin,—Will one of youp correaponfieots be kind enough

to inform me, through the medium of the Builder, as lo
the differen e between the amount of light transmitted
through ground glass and that through crown glass ? Also
the composition of a good cement for stopping large
squares of glass in stone windows ? A Subscbibek.

INSURANCE OP THEATRES AND
MUSIC-HALLS.

Sin,—Now that Mr. Lowe has taken off the duly on fire
insurance, would it not be possible to form an insurance
company for the especial purpose of insuring theatres,
music-halls, and other public buildings ? The premiums
at present charged for insurance are something enormous.

In the Em Almanac for 1868, at page 49, there is a
“ List of fires which have taken place in London theatres
and other public places of amusement, from July, 1833, to
December, 1867. ’’ In these 3i years the number of fires
amounted to 55, but of these only 7 were totally destroyed,
whilst in several others the damage to the buildings was
only partial.

A late number of the Daily KeiPi (iu June, I think) gave
a list of tbe theatres in all the principal nations of Europe,
and, if I recollect, in Great Britain there were 873.
Modern theatres are much safer than the old ones, as
stone and iron are so much more used in their construction.

CniELES Gate.

THE SHRINE OF EDWARD
THE CONFESSOR, WESTMINSTER ABBEY.
Theee is now on view at; South Kensington,

in the upper gallery next the Horticultural
Gardens, a series of three drawings, showing
a restoration of this unique relic of Medimval
time. This shrine was executed by Italian
mosaic workers, whom Abbot Ware brought
from Italy. It was completed in the year
1269, so is exactly 600 years built. The
ancient inscription recorded that it had taken
ten years to complete, and that its maker was
Peter of Rome (supposed to be identical with
Pietro Cavallini, who executed several works of
this kind in Italy). This restoration is by Mr.
Thomas Henry Lingfield, of Dublin.
The drawings are very elaborate, and show

. _ . wuji/cr ability. Without accepting the restora-
think there had been any made tion in its entirety, we can offer Mr. Lingfield

of that was not in accordance with the specification,
1 hearty commendation.

bfcbitect. He had called the arebiteot’s attention to the
esfective quality of the timber, and also of some bricks
uout a dozen times. Ho believed that the 1,100 deals
sre bwedish deals.
iiAh animated discussion followed this statement and for
'dong pme it was a question whether the works should be
D*mediately stopped, and the matter referred to arbitru-

Jr

-^''entually it was resolved to call a special meeting
11) the Board on the following Monday, and to summon
se attendance of the builders, the architect, and tho clerk
tithe works. -v.jl

1 At the special meeting on Monday afternoon, Mr Morris
>B architect, was examined, and after making a few prelinii-
f ry remarks, he said, in reply to questions, he Lad con-
lanned a quantity of material brought on to the premises
t the builders, and had ordered its immediate removal
nere was no doubt that the clerk of the works who an'
nared to be anxious to have the contract carried out in
t. integrity, had experienced great difficulty in conse-
Dcence of large quaatities of defective material being
iii'Ugbt on to the premises. In reference to tbe timber

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Richmond .—The want of church accommoda-

tion in the neighbourhood of Richmond, in
Surrey, has long been felt, and the inhabitants of
the pariah of St. John having some time 8''noe
raised a fund for building a now church, applica-
tion was made to several architects for des'gns,
and from those sent in that of Mr. Raphael
Brandon was selected. This is for a building in
the Early English style, or Gothic of about the
period of the thirteenth century. Messrs. Dove,
of Islington, have taken the contract to erect the
church, in the most solid style of Bath stone and
Kentish rag-slone, for the sum of 5,000L This
contract includes the body of tbe church, which
is calculated to seat comfortably 800 persons,
and the lower stage of the tower, the spire being
for the present not contracted for until tbe fund
shall receive considerable accessions. The in-
terior of the edifice will be 120 ft. in length and
56 ft. in breadth, including the aisles. The
breadth of the nave will be 27 ft., of the chancel
2J, ft., and of the transept 19 ft. On the north
side will be a large vestry-room, and the tower
will be in the angle formed by the chancel and
the south transept. The apex of the roof will be
50 ft. from the floor of tbe church, and the roof
will be constructed with open timbers. The
foundation-stone was laid on the 26th ult. by the
Princess Mary of Cambridge and Teck.
Sandwich,—An appeal is being made for aub-

seriptiona to tbe restoration of St. Clement’s
Church in this town. This chnrcb has been for
years in a lamentable state of disfigurement and
decay. Out of its twenty-four stone windows
there were only four at the commencement of the
present effort not filled up with unsightly wooden
frames. Sufficient, however, of the stone-work
remains to allow of exact restorations in nearly
every case. The area of the church comprises
nearly 7,000 square feet, and thus the thorough
restoration involves a large outlay, far beyond
the means of the parishioners or the immediate
neighbourhood to supply. Au attempt is to be
made to restore in some measure the middle
chancel, which is 40 ft. in length.
Mordiford.~The parish church of Mordiford,

near Hereford, has been re-opened for divine
service. Prior to its restoration the church was
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fitted op with high pews and galleries, fixed not

many years ago, and the walls were plastered

and limewasbed not only inside, but outside as

well
;
some of the original Norman and Early

English features, however, remained, though

they were greatly disfigured by having been

plastered over, while in some cases the mould-

ings had been cut away to afford room for wood

panelling. There was an ancient Norman
entrance doorway to the nave on the south side,

which has in the restoration been cleaned and

repaired, and fitted up with a new oak door and

ornamental iron hinges. An early Norman door-

way of very simple character was also found

walled up in the north wall of the nave
;
this

has now been inserted in the outer wall of the

vestry. An Early English lancet on the north

side of the chancel has been taken out and reset ;

the arches to the choir and chancel have like-

wise been taken out and repaired ;
the larger of

the two, which is between the nave and the

choir, was found to be in such an unsound con-

dition that it was necessary to take it down and

entirely rebuild it; but by preserving the old

stones, the character of the original arch has

been preserved. The roofs of the nave, choir,

chancel, and porch, which were plastered in-

ternally, have been replaced by open timber

roofs
;
an aisle bos been added on the north side

of the nave, and divided from it by an arcade of

four bays, the pillars of the arcade being of blue

Hannam stone, with carved capitals and moulded

bases. The whole of the interior of the walls of

the new aisle are executed in grey stone, ashlar

faced, the windows and other external stone

dressings in the north aisle, vestry choir win-

dows, east window of chancel, and west window

of nave, being executed in stone obtained from

the quarries at Grinshill, near Shrewsbury. The

old font, which was a small basin placed on the

top of a pedestal, has been replaced by a new
one. The old oak pews in the nave have been

converted into open seats, with sloping backs

;

the new aisle has also been fitted with now seats.

The church is fitted with Moule’a patent warm-

ing apparatus. The passages between the seats

throughout the church are laid with encaustic

tiles from Mr. W. Godwin’s manufactory at

Withington. The whole of the works have been

executed from the design and under the super-

intendence of Mr. F, 11. Kempson, the con-

tractors being Messrs. Welsh & Son, of Hereford;

the carving was executed by Mr. Welsh, a sou

of the contractor. Tho three-light chancel win-

dow has been filled with stained glass, containing

three subjects from the life of our Lord, namely,

the Nativity in the first or loft hand division, the

Crucifixion in the centre, and the Ascension in

the thiid or right-hand compartment. These

are placed in panels of geometrical shape, inter-

secting. The window is the work of Mr. Charles

A. Gibbs, of London, by whom, it may bo re-

membered, the whole of the windows in the

lady chapel of the cathedral were also

executed.

Dchenham.—The church of Debenham is soon

to be placed in the hands of the builder for the

purpose of being restored as far as funds will

permit. Eight large clearstory windows have

already been inserted on the south side, in the

Perpendicular style. This work was executed by

Mr. James Gunn, of Debenham, and was paid for

by the parishioners through a rate. The church

has an open roof of stained oak, which was par-

tially restored by the Rev. J. Bedingfeld. It is

proposed to place the organ, which now occupies

a gallery at the porch end, at the end of the

north aisle, and to shift the pulpit and reading-

desk nearer to the chancel arch, doing away with

the sounding-board now over the former. As to

the end of the south aisle, it is suggested that a

vestry should take the place of the chapel. By
removing the organ to the spot named, the

present gallery, which is propped up, can be

taken away, and the old Saxon arch exposed to

view. It is intended, as soon as the required

sum is forthcoming, to re-bench and re-floor

the church. There are about sufficient of the

old benches left to re-seat half the church. When
the pews were erected the old benches were not

removed, but covered over, so that,—excepting

in instances where the poppy-beads have

been sawn off,—the old benches are perfect, and

as the boards are of great thickness, they will

admit of the required planing. It is estimated

that the cost of reseating and reflooring tho

church will be about 6001. The project has been

in baud since last September, and about 2201.

have already been raised in various ways. It

has been determined not to begin the work until

the sum required has been raised.

Milnrmv (Rochdale).—The Bishop of Man-

chester has consecrated a church at Milnrow, a

thriving village, containing a population of about

5,000 inhabitants, and situated between two

and three miles from Rochdale. The new church

has been built near to the old edifice, which was

erected in 1798, and of late years found to be

inconvenient and too small, as well as dilapi-

dated. Now that the new one is completed, the

old church is to be pulled down and cleared

away. Tho late Mr. James Schofield, a wealthy

manufacturer of Milnrow, bequeathed 3,0001. to

the erection of the new church, and Mrs. Hannah
Schofield and Capb. Schofield also contributed.

The late Mr. Robt. Ashworth, of Bellfield, be-

queathed 3001. for a memorial window, and there

were other contributions. The church is built

on an eminence, with a tower 90 ft. high. lu

shape it is a parallelogram, 64 ft. by 34 ft. It

is divided into chancel, 31 ft. 3 in. ; a nave,

79 ft. 6 in., by 28 ft. 2 ic. ;
an aisle, that on the

north, 86 ft. by 15 ft. 3 in., and extending the

whole length of the nave; and that on the south,

79 ft. 6 in., meeting the Schofield chapel and

another apartment, which increases the length

to 105 ft. 3 in. On the north side of the chan-

cel is the vestry, and also the organ-chamber;

and the tower, with a bell-chamber, and peal of

bells, is at the west end. The design is Deco-

rated. The edifice is built of Huddersfield ashlar

and of Dumford Bridge pier-points. It will seat

about 1,140 persons, and the cost will amount at

least to 10,0002. The church has been built

from the designs of Mr. Street.

Horsmonden.—The foundation stone of a new
Chapel-of-Ease to the parish church of St.

Margaret, Horsmonden, has been laid. A
suitable site having been presented by Mr. E.

Wilson, and about iwo-thirds of the amount re-

quired to erect the building having been pro-

mised, a design was obtained from Mr. B.

Wheeler, architect, and a contract entered into

with Mr. Anscombe, of Maidstone, to erect the

church, which, when completed, will accommo-

date about 150 persons.

West Kirby.—The old parish church of West

Kirby, situated near Hoylake, at the mouth of

the Dee, is about to be restored at a cost of about

3,0001. Some of the preparatory work has been

proceeded with, and the foundatiou-stone of the

new edifice has been laid. Messrs. Kelly &
Edwards, of Cheater, are the architects of the

new building
;
and Mr. John Dobson, of Rock

Ferry, the builder.

Pavenham.—During the last two months this

church has undergone various alterations. A
new roof has been erected on the chancel, an

oriel window has been put up, and acommuuion-

rail has been laid, the expense of these works

having been defrayed by Trinity College, Cam-

bridge, patrons of the living. In addition, the

side chapel has been newly roofed, and a window

erected, at the expense of the pariah, Mr. J.

Tucker contributing 502. towards the fund. Tbe

repairs and alterations have been carried out by

Mr. Cunvin, builder, Bedford. The church has

been re-opened for divine service.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Swansea.—A new Congregational chapel has

been opened here for divine service. It is the

third opened in this town within some three or

four years. The foundation-stone was laid about

three years ago. The entire structure will not

be considered complete until tbe addition of a

tower to the chapel, school-rooms, &o., the total

coat of which will be between 5,0002. and

6,0002., of which amount a considerable sum

has already been raised. The site has streets

on three sides of it
;
but owing to its shape and

position, tbe chapel presents a side elevation

instead of a front to the main road, Waiter-

street. The width of Humphrey-street at tbe

west end of the site is, however, sufficient to

allow of tbe front being seen in connexion with

the side, and tbe building Hue is set back 15 ft.

from the road boundary in each case. It is

intended that at the south-west corner a tower

shall appear, 65 ft. high to the foot of the spire,

the latter rising 50 ft. above, or 115 ft. in all.

The entire scheme includes a chapel capable of

seating 1,000 adults, and measuring 95 ft. by

50 ft. within the walls
;
a school-room, 60 ft. by

30 ft. } a lecture-rooom, 44 ft. by 24 ft. ; an infants’

class-room, 24 ft. by 17 ft.
;
two vestries, and

other apartments. At present, however, the

chapel only and the vestries, ic., in immediate

connexion with if, have been erected. When
the whole group, including chapel and Bchcol,

is completed, it will present a line of building

facing Waiter-street 135 ft. in length. From
the floor to the springing of the roof the

chapel walls are 28 ft. high ;
and the apex of the

ceiling, which is in fact an inner roof, is 46 ft.

from the floor. The roof is oue span, and the

interior is not obstructed by columns. Side

galleries are provided for, four seats deep, inclu-

ding a seat in the passage next the wall. Tbe
end gallery is eleven seats deep. Two tiers of

windows appear in the side bastion, one below

and the other above tbe galleries, all fitted with

geometrical tracery. All the constructive

timbers in the interior of the building are in

view, and are stained and varnished. The walla

are of native stone, faced with dressed wall-

stones in level courses, and all the windows and

doorway and all external angles have dressiuga

of Bath stone. The style of tbe building ia

English-Pointed Gothic in tbe geometrical period.

All the details are simple and inexpensive. The
entire building has been fitted up by Messrs.

Hadeu’s warming apparatus, and ventilation and

extraction of foul air will be effected by means
of the tower and spire. The architect is Mr.

H. J. Pauli, of Manchester. The builders are

Messrs. Thomas Watkins & Jenkins, of Swansea.

Tbe lighting fittings were done by Mr. Holmes,

brazier and gas-fitter. The organ was manu-
factured and placed by Mr, H. S. Dane, of

Swansea.
Dudley.—At Kate’s Hill a new Wesleyan

chapel is to be erected. Some time ago a meet-

ing was held, at which tbe sum of 1,1002. waa
collected or promised towards the expenses of

erecting the new chapel, &o., and renovating the

old one in King-street. Messrs. Holland & Sons

have contracted to erect the new edifice, which

is to be in the Gothic style, for 2,0202. Two
memorial stones have been laid in the presence

of a large assembly. The work, including tbe

renovation of King-street Chapel, new vestries,

and class-rooms, will cost 4,0002.

STAINED GLASS.

St. MarVs, Broadwater.—This church has been

enriched by tbe addition of two stained-glass

windows, erected by public subscription to the

memory of the late Earl of Abergavenny. These

windows occupy the whole of the north aud south

transepts of the church, and the subjects are the

Four Greater Prophets and the Four Evangelists.

They have been executed by Mr. O’Connor, of

London. The walls of the transepts have at the

same time been ornamented with mural decora-

tions ia oil, forming a setting to the windows

themselves. In addition to these windows the

committee have had sufficient funds to fill with

coloured glass the two smaller windows in the

organ chamber and vestry, and also to add two

additional stops to the organ, whiob was Lord

Abergavenny’s last gift to the church, which he

had previously built and adorned.

FKOM IRELAND.

Ncin Roman Catholic Church o/ Crosshaven .

—

The foundation-stone of the new Catholic church

of Crosshaveu, co. Cork, was laid on the 22nd

alt. The church is dedicated to St. Bridget, as

patroness. The site chosen for the church is
j

picturesque and commanding. It stands due I

east and west on a hilll, opposite the en-
j

trance of Carrigoline river. Id plan it has
|

chancel, side chapel, nave, aud aisle. The I

side arches of the nave will be supported by
I

polished column of red Cork marble, and over
j

the arches will run the clearstory. On the south I

aide of the edifice will be the sacraments, and ou '

the south-west anglea baptistery will be provided, i

The roof will be open-timbered work, with

ceiling spaces, panelled. In length the structure
]

will be 92 ft. by 42 ft. in width in the clear, and

from ridge pole to floor it will be about 55 ft. ^

The building will be externally faced with lime-

stone, the doors and windows having Bath '

stone dressings. On the western or main

entrance an outside porch is provided, and a

lofty spire will stand midway in the length of

tbe north elevation. A statue of the patron saint

will stand iu a niche in the centre of tbe lower

part of the chancel gable. Over the niche, in

the upper portion of this gable, and filling np the

space above the high altar, as seen from the

inside, will be a very large and well-designed

rose window. Smaller windows of a similar

form, but varying in design, will appear in the

gable of the aisle. Tbe style of tbe new church

will be what is lately called Victorian Gothic.
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a clioroh will be from the deeigna of Mr. E. W.
igin, and the work will be carried out under

p peraonal euperintcndence of Mr. Collinridge

aruet. The contractor for the building ia Mr.

uhard Evans, of Cork.

i3allyhooley Neio Church.—The new Catholic

nrch of Ballyhooley recently erected, of which

p
previously gave a description, has beendedi-

!ced by the Right Rev. Dr. Keane, Lord

nhop of Cloyne. As far as the exterior is con-

irned, the church may be said to be completed,

e appearance outside ia effective, being built

1 limestone, alternated with bandings, on

rarses of red sandstone. The inside, which is

; completed as to the fittings, which are at

jeseut in some cases nearly temporary, has re-

nved further additions, which give it more an

( of comfort. The nave is diamond-paved

Droughout, and the aisles are boarded
;

the

•ev8 is also provided with seats to accommodate

alarge number of persons. The altar yet is

f y temporary, and is, of course, of wood,

xnds aie required to finish the intended in-

umal ornamentation of the church.

§00 hs

Aidies for Art Designers and Manufacturers.

3jBy Joii.N Gii313S, Architect. Oxford, 14, Pem-
irbroke-street. 1869.

. i. John Gibbs, of Oxford, best known as the

lipigner of the Memorial of the late Prince

tsnsort in Abingdon, the memorial of Sir George

.'iirnewall Lewis, and that of Sir Tatton Sykes,

, a commenced the publication of a large work,

.ittitled, “ Studies for Art Designers and Manu-
luturers,—being a Series of Designs for the

tiitails proper lor Ecclesiastical, Domestic, and

feier Buildings, developed after the Manner of

I k Roman, Byzantine, Gothic, Elizabethan, and
eier Styles, up to the present Day.” It is

3iiended for the use of architects, sculptors,

fevers, masons, builders, goldsmiths, decorators,

[ i artists, as well as for schools of art, and
Erer places where the arts of designing and
jffkwing are taught. The first part now before

lo consists of twelve large plates (in a cover),

lltll drawn and printed in tinted lithography,

llicluding capitals, sculptured strings, pateim,

^

p-places, scrolls, diapers, iron work (very good),

^f*fage (bold and free), and a reredos. The draw-

;3g8 are printed on stifl' paper. The author says,

OThe work will not be issued in any bound
arm, as each plate, being a picture and com-

itate in itself, can be more conveniently handled

:

6( some instances it may be found advisable to

mount and suspend the plates.” This being the

lese it would have been advantageous if each

ilate had borne some slight descriptive parti-

ialars. Three other partci, each containing the

tame number of plates as this, will complete the

|rbrk. It is a costly and important undertaking,

kl.d should receive support from those competent
gigive it.

rirms and Armour in Antiquity and the Middle

liAjes ; also a Descriptive Notice of Modern
ill Weapons. Translated from the French of Mons.
I'.r. Lacombe, with Additions, by Chas. Boutell,
MM.A. London and New York : Cassell, Fetter,

!4&Galpin. 1869.

II. L.acombe’s book is by no means a complete
Id id satisfactory work, but it was desirable we
Uould have in English what he had said : more-

erer it includes a number of very good wood
IgLgravings of arms and armour. Mr. Boutell,

kkeking to supply some of the deficiencies, has

Idtded a sketch of the history of English Arms
(did Armour altogether omitted by the French
iththorj also a number of notes at the end to

Ernnect the text with matters interesting to

tgiglisb readers.

TlThe objection that may be taken to the book
jtl the want of order and arrangement that pre-

liisils
;
the same thing is treated of here, there,

Id.d everywhere. On the other hand it is very

^aeasant reading, and will doubtless lure mauy
I a a more precise study of the interesting sub-

,':ts3t8 of which it treats. Moreover it is a pretty

ilulume fur the drawing-room table.

|i .1 Illustrated Natural History of British Moths.

|B;By Edward Newman, F.L.S., &o. London:
iTsTweedie. 1869.

j

L this handsome volume one thing is much
^btbe regretted, that its numerous and beautiful

•m-ms of moths have not been chromolitho-

ajiaphed. The want of the colours is a great

defect, though certainly the addition of colours '

would have necessitated the withdrawal of each

specimen from its context; but this, we think,

would have been a minor defect compared with

the want of colours so characteristic as those of

many moths are.

Each insect form is given of the full size, and

the text is not a mere compilation, very much

of it being original, and having no previously

published source, in fact, from which to copy.

VARIORUM.
” Suggestions for a Railway Route to India.”

By Thomas Chenery, M.A., Ch. Cb., Oxford

Professor of Arabic, and Barrister-at-Law.—Mr.

Chenery is sanguine as to the success of a rail-

way route Constantinople, and right through

Turkey in Asia and the South of Persia, to

Kurrachee, or at least to Bunder Abbas. The

time-distance he calculates at nine days, redu-

cible perhaps to six. The scheme, he urges,

would be one at least as practicable as that uow
accomplished in America. ” From the informa-

tion I have collected,” he says, “ on good

authority, I believe that a railway constructed

with real English solidity, and capable of bearing

traffic at a high rate of speed, can be made
through the whole of Asiatic Turkey, from the

Bosphorus to the Persian Gulf, for 12,0001. a

mile;” and a much cheaper one, he adds, could

no doubt be constructed. As such a line

would, he estimates, take ten or twelve years to

complete, and as no doubt India will by that

time be pretty well traversed by railways, now
is the time to consider of such a project. The

Turkish Government, he thinks, with the aid of

the British Government would take an active

interest in the opening up of Turkey in Asia by

such a route. -‘‘Borough of Salford: Report

of the Surveyor as to the State of the Sewers in

the Salford District.” In this report Mr. Bow-

den, C.E., reports that the Salford sewers are in

general acting satisfactorily ;
but the mortar is

in many cases washed out of the brick joints, and

a great number of the old sewers are too near

the surface, and too large in sectional area,

thereby encouraging the deposition of detritus

and filth within them, and turning the whole into

a vast cesspool.

^ist£l(an£s.

Slscovery of Boman Bemains In Scot-
land.— At a railway cutting which passes

through old Camelon, near Falkirk, a drain of

remarkable size, built of squared blocks of free-

stone, and covered with slabs of the same
material, was exposed. This drain had long

provoked the wish of antiquaries for a further

exploration. Mr. Wilson, of Banknock, with a

band of workmen, recently devoted two days to

excavation. Penetrating as far as was practi-

cable on each side of the railway catting, they

reached strong foundations of walls, two on the

south and one on the north side of the railway.

The points on which they struck were the corners

of buildings, which were found to rest on a pave-

ment of flagstones bedded in clay. Above these

walls, and all around, was an accumulated mass

of ddbris of ruined buildings, through which

were dispersed bones of the ox, sheep, pig, and

deer, fragments of pottery (some of which were

of Samian ware), bandies of amphor®—on one

of which were distinct letters—many bricks, and

bits of tile flues. A circular disc of bronze

about the size of a florin, attached to a nail, was
found in one of the buildings. On a large square

brick was the impression of a dog’s foot, a cir-

cumstance which has been often noticed in Roman
bricks. It is to be regretted that circumstances

would not permit of a more thorough search.

New Waterworks at l.eeds.—The first sod

of the Lindley Wood reservoir,—which is to be

about a mile and a half in length, and capable of

receiving 749,000,000 gallons of water,—has

been cut by the Mayor of Leeds, in the presence

of the members of the council. The reservoir is

intended to gather the waters of the Washburn,

from which the improved water supply for the

borough ia to be secured. It will supply about

10,000,000 gallons per day, of which 4,000,000

will be sent into the wharf as compensation

water, and the remainder conveyed to the

Arthington pumping station, and thence to the

town through the Westwood filter-beds. The
cost of the works will be from 60,0001. to 70,0001.,

and their completion will extend over from two

to three years.

THe Offices for tlie Poplar District Board
of Works.—At a recent meeting of this Board,

reported in the Clerkenwell News, the chairman

directed attention to the fact that under the

specification for the new offices, zinc would be

used in covering the dome of the octagon tower,

and upon the roofs of the main building. He
felt himself that the material was not a proper

one for the purpose, and that it would be better

to use lead. He had seen Mr. Harston, the

architect, on the subject, and he said that he

should certainly prefer lead for the dome of the

tower, but that he thought that 15 gauge zinc

would do very well for the flats of the roof. The

architect had roughly estimated the cost of

substituting 6 lb. lead for the zinc, and he found

that this over the whole roof would be about

2791., or 551. for the dome only. Mr. Edinger

adverted to the difierence of opinion even among
builders on this matter. After considerable dis-

cussion, it was moved that the dome should be

covered with 6 lb. lead in the place of zinc,

provided the expense did not exceed the amount

specified by the architect, and that the contract

was not in any way infringed by the change.

The motion was put twice without a sufficient

majority being obtained to carry it. On putting

the question the third time there seemed

to be 13 votes for and 12 against the motion ;

but a division was taken, and the numbers were

reversed as follows :—For, 12 ;
against, 13. The

motion was accordingly lost.

Parish Mortuaries and Dead Bouses.

—

At the last meeting of the vestry of the pariah,

of Greenwich, the state of the dead-house was

discussed. It was ultimately resolved to con-

vert the present tool-house into a dead-house, to

be fitted with proper slabs, means of ventilation,

a water supply, sinks, and other requisites. The

present old dead-house had been in use in its

present state for about fifteen years. The

Poplar District Board of Works, at its last

meeting again considered the proposal to erect a

public mortuary for the parishes of Poplar, Bow,

and Bromley, a report from the works committee

recommending that such a building should be

constructed in accordance with the plan of the

surveyor. It will thus be seen that the parish

of Poplar has been added to the area for the use

of which the mortuary was originally proposed.

The recommendation of the committee was

adopted. The ClCT-fcenw-'eii News, commenting on

this decision, rightly remarks that there should

certainly have been a separate mortuary for the

spacious and populous parish of Poplar.

Blarmlng: Occurrence at Manchester.

—

Twenty persons were thrown into the Irwell at

Lower Broughton, Manchester, on the laying of

the coping-stone in connexion with the new
suspension-bridge connecting Congleton and

Sallbrd. The Mayor of Salford and the bridge

committee were assembled on the Broughton

side of the Irwell upon a platform erected round

three sides of the stone pier, there being also a

large concourse of other spectators. The Mayor

was making a few introductory remarks, when
that part of the platform on which he and the

committee, together with ladies and others, were

standing, and which projected slightly over the

river, suddenly fell with a crash, forming a sort

of inclined plane to the water, and tipping about

twenty persons into the river. The water being

only shallow in that part, there was little danger

of drowning, but for a few minutes panic aud

confusion prevailed. The most serious injuries

were to clothing, though some bruises aud

scratches were also sustained.

Boiler Explosion in tbe Iffortto.—A boiler

in the kitchen of the house of Mr. Edward Pease,

of Greencroft, Darlington, exploded without

warning. The force of the explosion was so

great that the boiler and grate were broken in

pieces and blown in all directions, one part going

through the wall at the back, and another into the

kitchen. A large portion of the wall was blown

out. The cook was severely scalded. We have

before now asked the question, why there are

so mauy more kitchen boiler explosions in the

North of England than in the South, and wish

some one acquainted with both districts

would look into the matter, as it might lead to a

remedy or preventive for such explosions.

Model of an Indian Gateway.—We under-

stand that the Government of India has made
arrangements for having a cast taken of the

principal remaining gateway of the Sauohi Tope,

near Bhilsa, with a view of having produced

several copies of this work, which is supposed to

date about 250 years B.C.
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Steam Tire Eng^lne for Hamburg^.—An
engine on a new principle waa tried on Wednes-
day in last week, at the Grand Surrey Canal, in
the presence of a number of engineera and other
gentlemen connected with fire-engines and fire-
brigade matters. It is the first that has been
made of the newly-patented Eqnilibrinm Steam
Fire-Engine. Materials for the fire being laid,
and the boiler snpplied with cold water, steam,
it is said, was raised to a pressure of 100 Ib. to
the square inch in seven minutes and four seconds
from the time of lighting the fire. The engine
was then set to work, with two jet pipes, being
one each, lO-lfiths and 12-16th8 of an inch in
diameter; afterwards with four jets, being two
each, lO-lfiths and 12-16tbB of an inch diameter,
reaching an altitude of 120 ft. Then one jet,
li in. diameter, to a height of 180 fc. ; a jet 1^ in.
diameter was then tried, throwing the water over
100 ft. high, conclnding with a jet of li in.
diameter.

A Self-supporting- Gaol.—The annual re-
port of Mr. James Caldwell, the governor of the
gaol at Dnnedin, New Zealand, dated the 14th
of April last, states that the value of the labour
of the prisoners during the year ending March
last, more than covered the entire expenditure
of the establishment, without taking into con-
sideration the labour of such prisoners as were
engaged in prison employment, such as cooking,
washing, cleaning, &c., and various other works
connected with the gaol, which contained, when
the report was printed, 789 inmates, of whom
43 were debtors and 6 lunatics. During the
year there were received into the gaol 595 males
and 147 females. The expenditure on account
of the gaol for the year was 7.385Z. 2 b. 8d., and the
value of the prisoners’ labour was 8,7781. Ss. 7d.,
showing an excess of 1,3931. Os. lid. over the
expenditure. A considerable number of the
male prisoners are employed in dredging the
harbour, reclaiming swamps, and even in sweep-
ing the streets of the town, &c.

Klncoln Cathedral.—An improvement has
just been effected in this cathedral, the north
gate of the upper transept, leading into the
choir, having been renovated at the cost of the
Ven._E. Trollope, archdeacon of Stowe. This
gate is of great age. The upright bars have been
continued, andare surmounted bygas jets, forty-six
in number

; the wooden beam at the top has been
taken away and iron substituted

; and the whole
of the ironwork has been cleaned and repainted
a chocolate colour, the bands of the tracery being
gilded. New scroll-work has been inserted at
each side in place of the old wooden beams, and
the wood skirting on which the gate rested has
been removed, and ironwork of a similar pattern
continued to the floor. The organ is undergoing
renovation by Messrs. Hill & Son, of London,
organ- builders.

Xiigming* Beacons by Electricity. — Mr.
Thomas Stevenson, C.E., of Edinburgh, has had
a submarine cable laid between the East Break-
water of Granton Harbour and the Chain Pier,
at Trinity, near Leith. The operator ocenpies a
station near the centre of the breakwater, and
the light is shown at the point of the pier, the
current being thus transmitted a distance of fnlly
half a mile. Experiments, according to the
Scotsman, have been satisfactorily made before
the Northern Light, Trinity Honse, and Board of
Trade authorities. The flashes were emitted
with a rapidity which caused them to assume
almost the appearance of a steady light, and
again they came at intervals—one every one,
ten, or fifteen seconds.

iffew Wesleyan Chapel in France.

—

T
fonndation-stones of a new Wesleyan chapel
Asnieres have been laid. The chapel is to
erected in the Gothic style of architecture, a
the estimated cost, including the site is abc
l.OOOZ,

The Tower Subway.—Mr. Peter Bark
estimates that the Tower snbway will be able i

convey fully 2i millions of passengers annual
working twelve hours each day. He says t.

estimate of 16,OOOZ. will not be exceeded.

Bells, Milnrow Church.—The peal of eig
bells, tenor 48i in. diameter, about 19 cwt. 2 c,

note G, hung in this church, were cast by Messi
Warner & Sons, for Captain Schofield, of Greej
royd, near Rochdale. I

Surveyor to the Sun Fire Office.—T,
directors have filled this appointment, leftvaoa
by the death of Mr. Chas.Preeman, by the eleoti«
of Mr. Fredk. W. Porter.

TENDERS.

The Facade Sculptures on the New
Opera Bouse, Paris.—Carpeanx’s “Dance,”
against the indecency of which we protested
last week, has, we regret to learn, given occa-
sion to considerable damage, both to itself and
to others of the group of sculpture, as well as
to^ the facade itself, from having been splashed
with ink by some one who seems to have thrown
a bottle of ink at the Bacchante. Endeavours
are being made to remove the stains. This was
not the proper way to get rid of an objectionable
ornament, and we have no sympathy with the
malicious scamp who did it, whatever his motive
might be. Some ascribe it to envy of the
sculptor, but that is not so likely a motive as
the desire to get rid of an indecent figure by
disfignring it. Another outrage of a similar
description has been committed in the garden of
the Luxembourg, where a bottle of ink has been
thrown over the marble group of Acis and
Galatea of the Medicis fonntaiu.

Interesting Discovery.—A correspondent
of the Maidstone and Kentish Journal says :

—

“ My attention has been called to an interesting
discovery just made at the Palace. In repairing
one of the old panelled rooms the modern wooden
mantel-piece fell down, and exposed to view an
ancient stone chimney-piece carved in Kentish
rag. It is arched, and in the spandrels are two
shields, which, on examination, I find bear the
arms of the see of Canterbury, impaling those
of -Archbishop Warham—‘ Gules, a fesse or; in
chief a goat’s head conped argent, armed of the
second, in base three escallops of the third.’
The arms on the right-hand shield are curiously
reversed, Warham occupying the dexter, and
Canterbury the sinister side of the esontcheon.
Warham held the see of Canterbury from 1504
till his death in 1532, and was succeeded by
Cranmer, the last episcopal owner of the
Palace.”

Action of Water on Dead.—A paper “On
the Solnbility of Lead and Copper in Pui-e and
Impure Water,” by Dr. T. L. Phipson, waa read
at the Exeter meeting of the British Association.
Having, said Dr. Phipson, tested a number of
specimens of commercial lead nsed for domestio
and other pnrposes, the resnltof my experiments
is that lead, copper, and perhaps zinc, are metals
which can be dissolved in water at ordinary
temperature, and in presence of air when sub-
mitted to friction, and that the water need not
be so pure as the Surrey spring-water in order to
exert this solvent action.

chancol of Frettenham Chur*
Norfolk. Mr. R. M. PhipsoB, architect:

Coraieh (accepted; £617 0 0

For alteratioDS and additions to Horing Hull, Norfo
Mr. E. M. Phipson, architect:

—

Newall £1,949 16 6
Cornish 1,839 19 4
IVnght 1,780 0 0

For restoring and benching the nave of Fundenl
Church, Norfolk. Mr. R. M. Phipson, architect:—

Grimwood (accepted) £398 0 0

The Edinburgh Improvements and the
Dord Frovostship.—Mr. William Chambers,
who at the end of his three years’ Lord
Provostship was re-elected last year, has an-
nonneed his resignation at the end of the current
year. The London Scotsman, in reference to
this announcement, says :

—

' The same energy which carried him from the ocenpa-
second-hand book-stall at the head of

Leith-walk to_ be the head of one of the largest educa-
tional publ^hiog firms in the world, waa brought to bear
upon his office ai chief magistrate, and the transformation
.hich he has initiated in the heart of the old town will be
»n enduring monument to his enterprise and philanthropy.
Ihe changes he has set on foot haye been planned with a
due and even a loving reneration for those characteristic
features of the city which won from the heart of Sir
\\ alter Scott the epithet of ' mine own romantic town.' “

Mr-

For robuUding Cockley Cley Hall, Norfolk, exclusive
bricks and stone, and the materials of the old mansi'
Mr. R. M Phipson, architect. Quantities sunnlied
Messrs. AVidneli &. Trollope

Smith & Co £11,54/ 0 0
Brown 10,779 0 0
Cornish 8,655 9 6
Goggs (accepted) 9,256 0 0

For roads and footways on the Lebanon estate,
Hill, ‘Wandsworth, lor Mr. INickinson. Mr. D. Haylc
surveyor :

—

Chapell (accepted) £161 10

For villa residence at St. John’s Common, Hurstp
point, Sussex, for Miss Norton. Mr, DiilHmoro. ar
lect:

—

Brown (accepted) £647 6 4

The improvements are still in progress, iur
Law, the coffee merchant, of Oxford-street,
London, and of Edinburgh, is named as Mr.
Chambers’s successor.

For building villa residence at Eilbum, for Mr.
«ones. Mr. H. F. Bacon, architect. Quantities t

plied by Messrs. Wright & Dresser :—
OoUs & Son £-2,310 0 0
Patman & Folheringham 2,298 0 0
Jaokson & Shaw 2,265 0 0
Turner & Son 2,132 0 0
Higgs 2,100 0 0
Clements 2,099 0 0
Bharpington & Cole 2,090 0 0
Ebbs & Sons 2,087 0 0

Working Ken’s Club TTnlon.—On the
28th ult., in accordance with arrangement, some
200 members of the Working Men’s Club and
Institute Union paid a visit to the outfall of the
London sewage at Crossness Point. They also
went to Barking, but by some accident pre-
paration bad not been made there to receive
them.

Proposed New Prison for Middlesex.—
At a recent meeting of the Middlesex magistrates
a committee of 17 was appointed to consider in
what way the criminal business of the county
can be expedited. A motion had been brought
forward, bnt was withdrawn, to the effect that
the prison is insufficient for the reception and
confinement therein of all the untried and un-
convicted prisoners of the county, and that it is
necessary it shonld be enlarged.

French Science Congress.— The French
Scientific Congress (which corresponds to the
British Association) will hold its meeting this
year at Chartres on the 5th of September. The
directors are anxious to have the attendance of
English men of science. The meeting will last
to the 14th of September. The president this
year is M. de Caumont, of Caen, Normandy, to
whom letters may be addressed.

An Acoustic Dodge.—It is stated in an
American paper that Mr. Ossian E. Dodge, of
Minnesota, has invented an “acoustic register,”
by means of which he tunes concert-halls to the
size of the audience, and makes a whisper audible
whether there be ten or ten thousand to hear

!

Drinking Fountain in Aberystwith.—
A drinking-fonDtain was opened on Saturday
evening, the 2l8t ulb., by the mayor, Mr. John
Matthews. Ib has long been needed in the town,
which is well known as one of the most fre-
quented watering-places on the coast of Wales.
The stonework is by Messrs. Ellis & Owen. The
fonntain was paid for by public subscription.

Thetford.—The Maharajah Dhnleep Singh is
adding a new wing to his mansion at Elveden,
near Thetford, Norfolk. The work is being ex-
ecuted by a metropolitan firm.

For building cottage reeidence at Malfield, Kent,
Mr. Home. Mr. J. Tanner, arebiteot:

—

Keyes* Head £1,375 0 0
Greenwood & Sons 1,S69 0 0
Colls * Sons ; 1,335 0 0
Wells i,3iio 7 7
Turner & Son 1,277 0 0
Ebbs & Sons i,265 0 0

For erecting water-power flour-mill and dwelling-hi
at Chicksgrove, Wilts. Mr. James Soppitt, architect'

Plowman £1,272 0 0
Clarke & Son l,-260 0 0
Hdes .. l ice 0 0

For additions, &o., to residence, for Mr. W. H. Cu
at Marnhull, Dorset. Mr. James Soppiit, architect

Parsons £688 0 0
Doggrell

.. CIO 0 0
Miles 588 0 0
Score & Dew 682 0 0

Amended tenders :—
Score * Dew £613 0 0
Miles (accepted) 605 15 0

For repairs, &e., to Ship Inn, Shaftesbury. Mr. Jt
Soppitt, architect: —

Miles £596 10 0

For new rectory house and offices, at South Eyke
Lincoln, for Rev, J. J. Reynolds. Mr. James Sop
architect :—

Kirke & Parry £2,000 0 0
Close & Goodburne 1,610 0 0
Slingsby 1,536 0 0
Hobson & Taylor 1,535 0 0
Otter & Elsey 1,470 0 0
Hullam & Whelpton 1,405 0 0
Hobson & Taylor (amended and
accepted) 1 1,400 0 0

For building two detached residences at Wood
Essex, for Mr. H. C, Bose. Messrs. Hills & Flet
rchitects

Pask ei,700 0 0
Bishop 1,513 0 0

-e.- i;491 0
Alexander 1,466 0
Coleman 1,430 0
Grover (accepted) 1,427 0
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For premises in Farriogdon-strcet. Mr. T. Chatfield
darke, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Joseph
dbson

Lawrence & Sons
Ashby & Sons
Newman & Mann
Patman & Fotheringham
Keyes & Head
Conder
Colls & Sons
Browne & Robinson

Henshaw
King & Sons (accepted)..,

..£5,490 0 0

.. 5,391 0 0

., 6,355 0 0

.. 6,285 0 0

4,050 0 0

'For repairing, stripping off tiles and lead, and rein-
:atTng the same with Duchess slates, at All Saints'
ihurcb, Wandsworth. Mr. G. A. Young, architect

Atkinson £435 0 0
Easton Brothers 423 0 0
Parsons (accepted) 319 0 0

.lAccepted for the erection of hydropathic buildings
I Ashover, Derbyshire, Mr. 8. RoUinson, architect.
lOantities supplied;—

Maioit and BricTclayer'» Work.
Askew £515 9 10

Carpenter, Joiner, and Paiiiler'g Work.
Mellors 441 6 6

Slater’s Work.
Hopkinson 64 0 0

Plasterer's Work.
Hopkinson 101 10 0

Plumber, Otazier's, ^c.. Work.
Pearson 230 14 0

^For the Poplar and Stepney Sick Asylum. Messrs.
LAC. Harston, architects. Quantities by Messrs. Ham.
;Lick & Lambert;

—

Kilby . 33,765 0 0
Henshaw ... 33,726 0 0

Perry & Co ... 32,739 0 0
Webb & Sons ... 31,200 0 0
Turner 3'1,900 0 0
Hill, Keddell, & Waldram ... ... 30,745 0 0

Mann 0 0

'iFor a new factory at Ealing Dean, for the Autotype
ii'inting and Publishing Company. Mr. Joseph Gale,
bohitect. Quantities supplied by Mr. D. J. Brown :

—

Mann £2,647 0 0
Shepperd 2,370 0 0
Ashby Si Son 2,367 0 0
Wells 2,290 0 0
Manley & Rogers 2,287 0 0
Waters 2,285 0 0
Nye 2,268 0 0

^iFor new esplanade at Bognor. Quantities
ffseph Simmons :

—
Mills... ,.£1,786 0
Knight & Son 1,767 0
Coker 1,679 0
Blaokmore 1,213 0

by Mr.

0
0
0
0

'oFor the erection of two semi-detached villa residences
\ Wandsworth Common, for Messrs. G. & T. Dunkley.

, r. Frederick Sullivan, architect :

—

Richardson £2,730 0 0
Barnett 2,400 0 0
Smith 2,100 0 0

^'Fo^ detached viUa residence, Sutton, Surrey, for Mr.
aim Caiie. Mr. T. Fobs, architect. Quantities prepared
1) Messrs. Plimsaul & Bolton. (Lime, sand, cement, and
clicks found bv nroorietor) :

—

Carter A Son £1,170 0 0
Morter 1,143 0 0
Potter A Agra 1,125 0 0
Richardson 1,076 0 0
Haylott & Son 1,038 0 0
Richards 1,035 0 0
Mann 1,029 0 0
Williams A Son 996 0 0
Bowman 930 0 0
Ford 874 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
. IT. M, R. (the vbole aubj ot is In an noietUed scale legally. It ap-
^re pretty obv om, bowever, that if tbe charge to an employer be

ibothe drawings (not for the production of a building), law would
ttr tbe drawings belong to the employer).—J. 8. Whitehaven (the
[enportlous have been given In our pagse several times).—J. P. g.

ulsinka).—Messrs. P.—F. W, P.—H. T. E.— J, Q.—W, W. T.—J. D.—
IIL Jk Soua—J. &— Messrs. W.—A. K.—Q. 3. B.— J. F.—Messrs. H.—
1-B,—P.— F. M.— E. B. & Son.—A. A.—J. L—W. A Sons.-W. 8.—

B. G,— C. L.—8. R.—General P.— J. B—J. M.— J. 8.— B. T.—
’’ W, F. P.— C. L.—An Architect, Manchester.- J. H. P.
'i fe are compelled to decline pulnUag out books and giving
rn brasses.

Util statements of facts, lists of Tenders, Ac., mnit be accompanied
thithe name and address of tbe sender, not Docessarily for
UoUcatiou.

uiiOTB.—The lespoDslblllty of signed artlclos, and papers read at
ilicillc meetings, tests, cf course, with tbe authors.

TO SUBSCRIBERS,
TiThe Publisher cannot be responsible for Ori-
«1MAL Testimonials left at the Office in reply to
''X-^/veriisements, and strongly recom7nends that
Pi'PiES ONLY should be sent.

(3^* NOTICE.—All Communications respecU
> ^ Advei-tisements, Subscriptions, ^c., shoxdd be
ird/ressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder,”

. 1, York-street, Covent Garden. All other

mmmunications should be addressed to the
'ii'iditor," and not to the "Publisher,”

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor the cwrent
week’s issxie later than THREE O'clock, p.m.,
on THURSDAY.

TO ABCHITECTB, SURVEYORS, AND ESTATE AGENTS.

^ ARTNERSHI P,—The Advertiser isX deslrons of entering an Office os CHIEF CLERK, with a view
to PARTNERSHIP. Is thoroughly experienced in deaigb, construc-
tion, details, qnantitlea. suptrlntsudence of buildings, valuations,
laying onb estaleq and tbe construction of roads and aeweis. First-
class testImanlals.—Addreas, G. T. Gumbleton’e Poil-office, Clapham-
road, 8.IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with

STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufactore of Churoh, Turret,
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &o. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J.W. BENSON,
by special appointment. Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness tbe Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and
60, Lndgate-hill

j
Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-

street, London.

A CTIVE PARTNER WANTED, by axX Film in the Building Trade, dciog a good builnesa, on the
Soutli Coast of Eogland. C.»pital required, 3.0d0f. to 6.1)JIM.—Address,
A A. B. 27. LeodenhaU'Street, E.C.

nOROUGH of MIDDLESBROUGH.—
X) WANTED, a SURVEYOR and ENGINEER to the Connctl of
tbe Borough of Middlesbrough, lu tbe North Riding of tbe county
of York, a Surveyor to tbs Local Board of Health of tbe same
borough, a Superintendent of the Burial-groundi for the district of
the said borough, and a Manager of ihe Ferry Works, Wharfs, and
Laudings, the property of tbe Corporation. The person appointed
to fill tbe^e offices (which will be hold under tbe title uf "The
Borough BuTveyer”) will be required to devote the whole of bis
time to tbe duties thereof. These duties will be those ordinarily per-
formed by persons filling the offices above described, all plans and
designs. Parliamentary and otherwise, being prepared by him. Tbe
Corporation, Local Board of Heahb, ani Burial Boaid, however,
reserve to themselves the right of further deflniog aud regulating
these duties in the future tbould they deem it advisable. ‘The
appointment will be made subject to a quarter's notice to terminate
tbe same, expiring at any time, helbg givni by either party,
Ihe salary will be 3001. per annum, no extra' whatever being
allowed, beyond actual dlsbursemeoba incurred by authority. The
requisite office staff. Ac. will be appointed and remunerated by tbe
Corpoialiou, Local Board of Health, and Burial BoirJ. AppUca-
tlobs in tbe bandvreiting of tbe Caudidate, stating age aud present
occupation, and tbe exact day upon which the appllsmt, if elected,
could enter upon the duties of the office, accompanied by tertlmo-
nlals. must be sealed and sent hy post to the onders-gned, mtrked
on tbe outside, "Application for Borongh Surveyorvhip,'* on or
before the Ist day of UC rOBER next. Canvassing of Members of the
Curpoiaiioo hy or on behalf of auy applicant will be couoldered a
dliquallficaliou for eleciloD. No Candiila'-e will be reiulied to
attend in Middlesbrough, unless ofiiclally written to for that
purpojo. JNO. T. BKLK, Town Clerk.
Corporation Hall, Hlddlesbrough, September 1, 18i3U.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ju»t publlfhed, price 2j

rPHE TREATMENT of SEWAGE.
J. By JOHN HART.
A Pamphlet fcrHunicIpel Autborltlse, and three Inteieated in the

CultivalioD of land.
London: BI'IPKIN. MARSHALL, A CO.

Leamington; H- WIPPBLL, Victoria Library.

Royal 18mo. cloth extra, 2a.
;
free by poet, 29. 2J.

p IVE EKEAD, GAIN LOVE.
\jr By MISS MKTEYARl),

Author of ihn " Llfo of Wedgwood."
London ; WILLIAM TEOO, Fancrae-lane, Cbeapaldo.

pOLLECTOR of RENTS.—WANTED, a
respectable 6Ian, who Is need to tbe management of house

properly, aud is well acquainted with tbe suourbi of London. Good
sureties will be rerjhlred.— Letters only, staling last employment,
salary exfe.trd. aud full particulars, to Mr. W. TUBB, 14, Ash-
church-terrace, Shepherd’s Bush, W.

In ]2ma. with Dlagrame and 9 separate Plates, price 5<,

rpREA'lISE on LAND-SURVEYING, in
1 THEORY and PRaCTICE : giving the best methods of Survey-

ing and Levelling fur SUli-iiciI, Estate, Culouial, and Enginaeriug
purposes : together witb full Expiauatlons of the Couscruction,
Adjustment aQiJ Uee of Tbeodoliies, Levels, and other insirumeuts
required in the field and offlea work of Surveying and Levelling.
For the use of Engineers, Surveyors, or Students in Colleges and
BcBooIs.

By J. A. SMITH. Civil Engineer.
Loudon : LUNOUANS, GREEN, A Co. PateTnoater row.

T^NGLISH TIMBER TRADE.—
1 J WANTED, in the above, an ac'ive LONDON AGENT, to dls-

pose of goods manufactured lu tbe CJUntry. Refereoces given and
required.—Apply by letter only to F. H. O. lb, Nottlngham-placf,
Marylebone, London.

IDUPIL.—An Architect in London, in good
X practice, has a VACANCY for an ARTlCi-ED PUPIL, no
under 16. A liberal p emiuu required.—Aldress, F. I. B. A. Moisrs
Walerlow A Sous, London-wall, K.CQCHOOL FITTINGS.—MESSRS. BANKS

lo & CO'S PATENT REVISED ILLUSTRATED PRICED SHEET
01 every artie'e required in a well-furtilehed School, seat for three
stamps.-PARSONAGE WORKS, ALBE RT-STAEEr, MaNCHESTE B. Wf ANTED, a person, who is a good

T V WRITER, GRAINER, aud MARBLER
;
also able to take

charge of tbe acciuut-books.—Apply so Messrs. W, H. SMITH A SON,

TO ARCUtTBCTA
/QUANTITIES SUPPLIED by an expe-
VVi rlenced Surveyor, on mortera'o L-rra*. Accuracy and punecu^ a'lly gtmraDteea.-Addfeas, SURVEYOR. Lsmborfs Library,
Weetbourno-grove, W.

WANTED, a FIGURE DRAUGHT3-
Y y MAN, os a Permanency or Parti il Assistance.—Apply at

Alexander Gibbs’s Stained Glass Works, 39, BaJferd.square.

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.
wanted, a YOUTH in a BUILDER’S
T Y SHOP. Co make birasalf generally useful, and aistst In tbe

Offler. Would have an oppirrtunity of galuing a tbornugh practical
knowledge of the business.—Apply, Mr. ALEXANDER'S, 21, Old
Caveudi-h-slreet. W.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, Ac.

^ ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
\jr Work, Decorative Furniture, and Gilding In all Its branches,
may be OBTAINED at tbe House of Call, Marltronmgh Inn. Blenheim-
steps. Oxford-street. Work done by the day, hour, or job. Material*
found if required.-Address to the Secretary.

WANTED, SEVERAL GOOD STONE
YY MASONS.—Apply to Mr, J. MOORE. North Waishim

;
or

at the Works, Hulkbam Church, Norfolk.
pOEOUGH of MARGATE. — FLINT,
I > May>r.—APPOINT.MBNT of 8URVBIOK and SANITARY
INSPECTOR, sud INSPECTOR of WEIGH PS sud MEASURES.—The
tluuccil of thU Borough require a competrnt perion to nudertake
the offlera of SURVEYOR. CLERK of WORKS, SANITARY IN-
8PEC10R, and ISSPECPOR cf WEIGHTS and MSASUKKS. Ha
will be required to peuform all the duties o these otfices, tnrludiug
those specified by the Public Health Act,lS4S. the Local Govern-
mriit Act. 1838, an Act of tbe 6tb St Sth William IV. cap. 63,
TrUlipg to weights and ueasur s, and tbe sev ral other Acts already
or to be hereafter lucoipotated thrrewiih or ameudlug the same
respectively, and by the bve-ia«» of the CjUdcII of tbe Borough

;

and besides tbe plans, speclficatlnus. and estimates which by Ihe raid
bye-laws the Snrveyor ia required to prepare, he will be required to
prepare all such other plane, speclfioti iijs, vsluations, aud eili mates
sa the CouDcil fur the Burough may from time to lime require for
the purposes of the borough, aud geuerally to do. perform, aud exe-
cute all such other duties, njatiern, and things uaually included
amongst the duties of tbe several above m-ntlooed oScas as the
Council of the Borough may from time to lime requite of him. He
will also be required to rends in itae borough, and have no other
place of reiidetiOe ; to devote bis wUole Uuic -nd atienllou to tua
duties of ihe sevenl ofticee, and not to engage in any other buslneM
or occupallon without the special sau.tiou of the Council, He will
also be required duilug ihe baihing season to use his best endeavours
to prevent any Infraction • f tbe bye-laws relating to bathing. Tbe
eugsgemeiit will be made terminable by a three niunthi’ notice from
either patty. Tbe person wh t may bs elected must be prepared to
entrrupon his engagement imtnedlaiely be may be required to do so
after his election, aud to give siifilcleut security for the faithful dis-
charge of tbe duilrs of bis office. Applicants fur the office are re-
quested to forward their lestimouisla, aucouipanled i>y a letter lu their
own bandwTiling, sraiing their age, tbe names and addreaiei of two
sttretis", and salary rtqulrei. addr.ssed to the 'Jowu Clerk, at ihs
Town-ball. Margate, Irefore TUESDAY, the Utb day oi SEPTEMBER
next, 6ucb Caudidates only at sball receive an iuvitatlou from the
Town Council will be expected to attend on the day of election.
But the Town Council do not pledge themselves to appoint any of
the Candidates.

TXT’ANTED, immediately, by a London Firm,
Y Y R Man to Work a W0R83AM'S GENERAL JOINER: also

another, to Work a Circular Saw. Must be WsU up and qulcl^—
A 'dreu, with full particulars, wages, aud refereoces, to w, u n,
Otflea of " Tbe Buililrr."

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
YV thoroughly practical CLERK of WORKS. Fourteen years

on cburcb-sv'ork.— First-c'oos testimonials and references. -Address
A. B. Office of " The Builder."

TO BU1LDER8, ENGINEERS, AND OTHER?.
^^ANTED, by a respectable Married Man, a
YY SITUATION asGAS and HOT-WATER FITTER. Well up

In all kinds of lauge and bath work, Good retereuoes if required.—
Address, B, H. 2, Alexander-terrace, SchuQeld-road, Upper Holloway.

Y17ANTED, by a good IMITATOR of
YY WOODSond MARBLES, tt SITUATION or JOB. Good recom-

meudatloi). Will grain specimens if requited. Imitation of inlaid
work neatly execute. All kinds of work, at moderate prices, com-
met-cod and firilsbed on the shortert notice In town or country.-
Addr-fs. W. J. K. 5. Haiue-terrace, Kilbuen.

TO BUILDERS, JSe.

WFANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
YY SHOP or GENERAL FOREMAN. London systems and

experience, but no objection to tbe country. Thoroughly efficient,
anil a gojd draughtsman.—Address, W. X. Y. Post-oihce, Relgate,
Surrey.

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, Sic.

lYrANTED, by the Advertiser, who is a
Y Y good PLUMBER, a SITUATION or JOB. No objection

turn bis hand to other hrooebus, if required.-Address, btaltug terms,

to A. Z. 3, Cbrlstiaua-place, Vlctoria-roaJ, Peckham, S. B.IV/T-A-RQUEES, tents, FLAGS, and
J-tX awnings

ON Bale or HIRE.
PIGGOTT, BEOTHEES,

No. 59. BIsaOPgGATE WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

WANTED, by a good DRAUGHTSMAN,
YY a SITUATION, Understands colourlug and taking out

quantities. Good lefereaoM.—AdJren. P. Q. Post-office, Lee, 8.S.pOLD MOULDINGS.
V3r Gold Mouldings of the best quality Manufactnred tmd kept In
block by

GEOEGE JACKSON & SONS,
No. 49. RATHBONS PLACE, W.

Sections of Mouldluga and Liat of Prices can be had on
application.

WANTED, a SITUATION, as GENERAL
T V ASSISTANT to an architect or builder, by a builder's son.

*ge33, accui'omed to ont-door superiu'eudBUce, aud office work. Can
be teconimeiidsd by last employer. Couutry preferred.—Address, F.

BROWN, 33, Vluccnt-squaie, r*.W.

TO BUILDER? AND OTHERS.

rno BUILDERS and CONTRACTORS.—X Meanrs. HBNTON St BON beg to call particular attention to
their firsl-cla-s CART aud VAN HARNESS, unequalled in strength
and clurabilUy. Miikera and Cuut aciors to tbe principal firms and
rallw.iy and omnibus cumpanies in England. Kstvbliahed 50 years,
l.lat of prices sunt upon appUcatioo. Manufactory, 263, Weatmiuster
Bi idge-road.

YAT"ANTED, a tsIl UAlTON, by an experi-
YY eneed Workman in Stairs, Ship Fronts, Boxiug Shutters,

Sashes. Frames, aud the general work of the building tiade. WeU
up in carcassing aud fixing. Aged 30.—Address, T. T, 15, Hauover-
square, Clapbam-ruad.

Y'VT’ANTED, by the Advertiser (who has a
YY small income), EMPLOYMENT. Is a good draughtsman,

penman, aud can keep accounts. Salary not an object.—Addres),
J. H 23. Cropley-s reet, Hexton.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTOE8, AND OTHERS.

50 000 yards of GRAVEL and SAND,
7 of very excellent quality, FOR SALE, at One

Shtlllug and Sixpence per yard, at Glengall Gravel Pits, Olengali-
rood. Old Kent rood, within two miles of the City.—Sample sent free
on application to EDMUND RBDDIN at the Pits, or principal office,

Grove, Southwork-street, S.E,

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
TyANTED, a RE-ENGaGEMENT, by
T Y B thoroughly competent practical AssUtanb and Drangh’s-

mon. Town or country.—Address, No. 419. Office ol" The Builder."
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TO StTEVEYOES AND BDIT.DBBS,

TT'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
f V a YouDg ilftc. thoroughly ocqnalDted with ofSce dutlu,

dTkwisg, loenauriog up. aod filliuKlIng vorkr, (&klrg out quantities,
4c. 6a'i»((iotory itfitencei In Town.—Addreas, W. B. No. 6, Foley-

y/'ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 21,
y V who bn* peived n regular ncprentlcei.hlp, a 811 UA IION as
CLERK in an arcbitecl'a, aurveyoi'e, or builder'* office. la a good

apply to Mr. JMENZ1E3, Deputy-Sur^yo^ or”Mr° MORRIS. Clerk of
Work', Windaor Great Park. Beika. with whom he baa hitherto
beeo.—Addreaa, G. H. PERKINS, Windsor Great Park.

TO BUILDERS, 4c.

Ol AAA — The Advertiser seeks an
X' X V UU, ENGAGEMENT In the Office of a good arm. with a
view to ultimate PARTNERSHIP or otherwise. I» a good accona*
lant, Frrnch and Kiigligh scholar, and Is practically acqnainled with
the Building trade, estimating, drawing, 4c. In the meantime
wonld Invest l.OOOf. on securlly. Ref-rences as to ability and
respectabllUy will be given—Address, M, Y. 155, Olouceiter-road,
Regent’s Park, N.W.

TO ARCHITECTS.

TyANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by an
f V ABbISTANT, who h«« had teven year#' experience. le a

fl ft.rate penpectlTe draughUman. and la well up In Gothic deaign
and detail —Addreas. E. K. Foat-oOice, Keuniogton Paik.

TO ARCHITBCTB AND SURVEYORS.
VI/ ANTED, immediately, a MANAGING
yy ASSISTANT, thoroughly c-mpetent to undertake the

maDPgemeut of an Office; to prepare deaigop, wotkmg and detail
drawings and speciflentiene, nnd lo be n caieful land surveyor and
draughtsman.-Apply, staling experience, terms, and rtfetenesp, to
0. f. B. Poit-ofllce, Llandudno,

TO SMITHS AND BUILDERS.
SITUATION WANTED by a Young Man,O as WHITESMITH, OASFirTBR, and HOI-WATBR, 4c,—
Address, B, U. 4, Ctiapel-road, SUmford-hill, N.

QITUATION WANTED as MANAGER,’O CLERK, or SALESMAN. Thoroughly convennnt with the
routine of Foreign and English Timber trade and saw mlllp, Good
refereuces. — Address, W. J, Mr, J. Ashworth’s, Tratfurd-B’reat,

fctretford-road, Mauche'ter.

TyANTED, by a well-educated Youth,
T V aged 17, a SITUATION In an Archlted’a, Buveeyoi'a, Bug.^

neerV, or Coutractor’a Office. Uaa a good knowledge of archite -lutal
dnwlDg. Speak) Fieijcli and German.—Addirae, H. 2. FutUaud-
place, Boiitliaea.

TO ARCUITE ITS.

\Y7'-A-NTED, by the Advertiser (aged 23),
IT TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT. Ha* bad conilderable ex-

perience In Guihic a'cbitecture. and la well up In competition, per-
ppective, aud detail drawlugs.—Addre-s, 341, Office of "The
Builder."

TO BUILDERS. BOAD-UAKBRS, AND CONTRACPORS.
TyANTED, by a first-class practical Man,
TT a Cairlageway Pallor, Street Masoo. Granite Dreaaer (Wood

BflckP. Dutch Cllnkera. or lllee', to TAKE WORK be the I'lkCK.
Labour only. Good teatltuoniala aod referescei —Addreaa, JA.UtS
CRUICHLBY, 7, Janiee-place, Norlh-atrcet, PopU'.

TO CONTRACTOR', ARCHITECTS, AND SURVEYORS.
pENERAL FOREMAN or CLERK of
Vj” WORKS.—A pe-son of coni'derable experience with extensive
works requires a SITUATION. UiieX'-eptiouab e leferences end
testimonials, — Addre s, X. Z. 3, Blenbelm-road, Hurusey-ioad,

"I^ANTED, by a thoroughly practical and
T V energetic Mau, an ENGAGEMENT aa GENERAL FORE-

MAN. Well up in setting out work of every deicription, making
working drawings, keeping accounts, 4o. Accustomed lo all braoctiea.
Carpenter by trade. Good referrncea Aged 31.—AdJrts*, W, A. 29,
HoliiugloQ-aueet, Aveoue-road, Camberwell.

TO ARCBIFE' T3 AND BUILDING SURVBYORS.
WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by an
T Y AS-ISTANT. well up in dealgn, detail, and working draw-

Inga, Can make and colour pertpentiTee, aud thoroughly uuder-,
aUoda iinaotliiea.—Adureaa, U. C 12, at. J^meeVrow, Buruley
Lancaetaiie.

OUILDERS CLERK.—WANTED, by a
1 > Young Men. a SITUATION as above. Can make plain draw-

luge, trace, measure up, 4c. and is a good book-keeper. First-clast

reGrences.—Address, F. SANDY, 8, Beiijsuila-stree t. Red Lion-etreet,
ClcrkeuwelL

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

A LONDON PRACTICAL FOREMAN
x\_ wWiei for a RE-BNGAGEMiCNT, to take entire charge of
building works In tuwn or c'uutry. C krpeuter and Joiner. Good
refeienc's. Age 39. Well up la estate work.—Address, J. B. 13,
Oloucesier-teir.-tee, Beckenham. Kent,

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a CAR-
y y n-NTER and JOINER, uied toall kinds of Shop an 1 Offlea

Finings and general aUeTatloup. Has a good kiio-ledge of tlanp,
apeclficntiona, lUd accounts.—AdJre's, D. S. W. 78, Westminster
Bridge-road.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACrORS.

'\Y/’ANTED, by a thoroui;hly practical,
YV general FOREMAN, a RE-ENGAOEMENT, Vo lake the

entire charge of a Jub (or Shop). Hell up lu all the brauuhea efttie
trade and Belting out. A go >d church baud. No obJrK;lluu to I'.wu
or country. Firat-ciaea rtfereuce.—Addieae. 4til, office of The
Builder."

TO ESTATE OWNERS AND AGENTS.
WANTED, EMPLOYMKNT, as ESTATE
VV CARPENTER and JOINER, by a reipeetcble rteady Man

Aged 36 Would make Vilmsclf useful. Good refereocep,—Addteap'

TO ARCHITECTS.

A GOOD GOTHIC and PERSPECTIVE
Ai DRAUGHTSMAN requires a SITUATION at ASSISTANT.
C'U design, pr<pire wurklug drawiogp, detail*. 4c. and Is well up la
Ihe general ruutiue of ao office. Agsd 27. Quud references. —
Addreps. A B. 22, PentoQ-sIrect, Pentonville. N.

TO ARCHITECTS. SURVEYORS, AND BUILDERS,

yi ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
YV TION aa JUNIOR AfeSI-iTANT. la a good draughlaman,

and well up in the uiual routine uf au Office. Four yea<s and a half

Addresp, O. S. Archer Villa, Norfolk-terrace, Bufaw.tler, W,

WANTED, a SITQATION as BUILDERS’
T T CLERK. Is a good book-keeper. Well up tu prime eos'p,

measuring up w.irk, 4c. Ouod draugtiismau, aod baa a ihiiough
prsitcil knowledge of the trade. SaCipfau'ory referencee, and
»ecu.li.y if requ reJ.— Addieas, A. B. 27, MiUuu road, Hew-
iiigtou.

A CLERK of WORKS, who has just cora-
i \ pleted two large jobs (one a church, and the oiher an I sli-

tu’e). 1) open to a HE-hNOAOKM KNT. Thoroughly exp-nenued.
Well scqualotrd with Gothic and all branches cf building and sur-
veylng. First claas references. Aged 40.-AdJr.8a. L. X F. No. 2ti.J,

Blshupsgate Without.

TO MASTER WHEELWRIGHT’.
\yANTED, by a Young Man, aged 22,
Tl a SITUATION aa nnlMPROVKR .u the above trade Wagee

Jam*p-Btre*t, Oxforn-alreer, W.

TO BUILDERS.

’lYT'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T V GENERAL FOREMAN, by a thorough' y practical Man (Cir-

penter and Joiuei) Good referouces.—Address, 144, Uigh-street,
Borough.

Yy ANTED, by a thoroughly practical
YV PLnMDEK,conatautF.SlPLOVMEVr.ora Job. I« wllliog

to fill nphia time in p'limbiiig aod gUz iig. if required. Good re-
fereticea.—Addreai, W. W. 49, Queen-street, Edgware-road.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHER’.
'XYT’ANTED, by a respect.ible and steady
T y Msli.aSlTUATIONaaWOBKINOFOKBMANorPAINCKRS.

Can do graluiugif re<iuired. Good references. Towu orcouutry.-
Address, A, Z lii. Waymouut-street, New Ksot-road.

A BRICKLAYERS’ FOREMAN wants a
XJL RK-ENGAOEMKNT. or the Labour of Piecework, la will up
In cutting, polming, aud setting out. Good references. Ag'^d 35.
T >wii er country.—Address, B. 10, Orchard -toiiacf, Newland -street,

High-a'rcet, Keusington.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

TyANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
TT prpcikal GENERAL foreman. Car eut.r and Jciuer by

trade. Aged 33. 'i'>>wu or country. Oovd refereac-B from Lcuduu
bulldera.—Advreap, W. W, 9, hldeu-cotlniea, Suitiu, Surrey.

TO ARCHITECTS. BUILDERS, AND CONTRACTOkS.
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
VV CLERK cf WORKS or GENERAL FOREMAN, by a

thoroughly practical Man, a Carnenter and Jo ner by trade. 0 ol
referenues from Architects and Builders, aud f-om last employer.—
Address, C, F. No. 9, Har wood-terrace, King’i-rosd, Fulham.

TO CONTRACTORS, SURVEYORS. 4c.

A BUILDER’S CLERK, possessing experi-
i \ tnce and ability, wishes to ob’ain a permtneiit ENO \Oit-

MEN r. It an ezcelleut rnrrespoudeut and rauldari'hmetUiau
;
and

well up in all the usual duties. First-cla's testlinoulals and r-f«r-

euc* to present employer. Aged 3<l. Married. Salary moJerate,—
Addreaa, A B. 2, Muuut Pleasant, Egbam, Staines."YyANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-

y V GAOBMENT aa GENERAL FOREMAN, or to take entire
charge of a job. Carpenter and j.iluer by iraiie. Haa jost BnUlie a
large J >b. UuexceptiDiiaOle refercucea from pvt or preaculemplgyeti.
AdcreiF, A. J. W. 15, Upper C.ifton-atreet, Fiuebury, £.C.

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a CAR-
yy PBNTER and JOINER. Has a good knowlrdge of plans,

p|«ectficatloDP. and accounts; used to Jibbing generally,-Address,
W. U. 10. Little Wlndmill-Biieei., Haymarkel, W.C.

A N experienced PLUMBER is in WANT
of a SITUATION. Can do paiutiog, glazing, io.—Addrei',

PLUMBER, 32, Rapha. 1 street. Enlgbtibridge.

TO ARCHITECTS.

WANTED, by an ASSISTANT, of good
Y V Loudon experlei.ee. a KE-ENOAUBUENr, wb're bla know-

ledge of couatructive drawing w..uld b' turned to account. Ua la

practically couveraaDt with penpeuiive, aud i) I'uliy aoln t • prepare
tpeclfioatiuup of works. Good tealimoniaU.—Addrea, G, L. No. it,
Burney-gtieet, Greenwich, B.E.

TO BUILDERS. DECORATOR-*, 4c.

wanted, by a decorative ARTIST,
yV DESIGNER, and MOSAlCiaT.sn ENOAGE.MSNT as FORE-

MAN, or otbrtwise. 1 h-r^ughiy Versed in every style of orna-
ment. F./Hos and specimens ihown.—Apply by litter li A Z. 3,
Caulerbiiry-Terrace, Kiug’s-road, Bab'e-ponU N.

TO CARPENTERS AND JOINERS.

A YOUNG MAN, aged 20, wishes to
Ax RNOAQB himself for TWO YEARS as IMPROVER. Has
beeo used to bench work aiul likewise Rxing.—Addiesa, C. B Nu. 13,

SuiterluD-BCreet, Cilodoulan-tuad, N.

TO BUILDERS.

A RESPECTABLE MAN, a competent
XX PLU.RBEB, wishes to meet with a JOB, aa FOilEHAS ot
olherwUe. Cau he well recommend'd from a good Loudou firm.—
Addro-s, W. W. No. 10, Al'red-road, Harrow-road, Faddlngiou, W.

TO ARCeiTECrS, *c.

yr ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT,
T T temporary or otherwlae. Xa a really good drangblamati and

aud penpectlve drawing, for competitlou. 4u. Good referen ea.

Salary moderate.—Addreaa, W. L. SI, Great Rutaell-atreet, W.O,

A/^ANTED, by an energetic Young M.m,
y V who has been used to n good jobbing bmlues*, a alTUATION

aa CARPENTER aud JOfNBK. Wngea nit so much an object as
consuut work. Good reference.—Addles*, F. BABH.aM. 59, Lllltng-
tob-ST-et, Pimlico. TO QUANTITY SURVEYORS, 4o.

A YOUNG MAN, who can bring dimen-
i~\ sloDS Into bill w.fi accuracy, rapidity, and without any

asaiatance, and who pusiesre* a ih iru igh aiiowledgi of builders' oc-

counte, la desirous of au F.VEMNO BNGAGEHBlnT. Terms la Cd.

per hour. Would uks a three months' or permanent sltuatlou in
the Country, on modornte terms.—Addreai, S. Po.t-office, Chaucery*.

TO BUILDER’.
WANTED, a SITUATION, as GENERAL
yy orSUOP FOREMAN, wboUalsoaflrit'ClHPsstaircaie hind,

and will undertake any quantity of stain and rail*. Tuwii or
country. Good reforeoce. — Address. A. X. Z. Pis’.-ofHce, Stven
hiiters-road, H-illaw.y. N.

yjANTED, an immediate RE-ENGAGE-
VV BENT by an efficient GENERAL ASSISTANT. WcT up In

Gothic and It liau deilgii, ueL<il, perppectlve. levelling, 4c. Highly
commendable teittmoiiiala. — Addreai, TEMPOS, ct. Tbouiaa'a,

TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.

y7ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
V V TION aa CLERK, T HBKBEFKtl. or any poaltlon of uuat,

Addrefp, A. B. 3, Decby-atreet, Parltainent-street, s.W.

WANTED, by a PLUMBER, PAINTER,
VY snd GLAZIER, in the c-miitry, a sleidy active mau

(raatr'ed preferred), as ASdlSTANT or WORKING FOREMAN.
Must be energeti'-, auu wel) up lu all the branches, and capable of
taking charge of men. References le-iutced.—Address, S. J. Post-

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, 4c.

A FIRST-CLASd, GttAlNER, WRITER,
Ax aud DECORATOR is in WaNT of a CONSTANCY. Town
p.eleired.—Addres*, A. B. 31, Priuces-screet, Edgware road.

TO IRONMONGERS, BUILDERS, *c.y7ANTED, by a respectable, steady Man, a
YV SITUATION ae OA8F11TEK and BBLLH ANGER, Ac.

Underatanda hot-w^ter w irk, raugea, 4c, CuUQtiy not objected M.
Addreaa, W. H. 5, Biunawick-plnce, Uatfield-iireet, S-.aiiifjru-BCrBet,

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, AND CONTRAC ''ORS.

AA7ANTED, by an experienced PLUMBER,
yy a SITUATION ur JOB, m towu or connlry, or will fill up

time with ga>, zluc. aud irou plpewirk, for a fiermaneucy. A goorl

j .bbliig fhop not oUjecltd to. Aged 33 years.—Address PuUilBEB,
esre of Mr. Weekly, 4, e.rfurd-placo, Drurylaue, W.C.

A YOUNG man requires a SITUATION
Ax as TIMEKEEPER or STOREKEEPER. Seven years’ good
char-cter.- Address, X, X Post-office, Alton.

TO ARCHITECTS. 4o.

A QUICK DRAUGHTSMAN and
Ax superior GENERAL ASSISTANT It at liberty. Gool de-
siguer, perapeeilve draughtamao, aud fair colourist, and tburou,lily

acquainted with every necessary d uty. Terini mudernce. Town or
country.- ARCHITECT, Poat-offic-, Pa-lisment-streer, S.W.

TO BUILDERS, GENTLEMEN, 4c.

"XyANTED, by a Carpenter and Joiner,
y V aged 95, a SnUAflON lo a Builder'a Shop, Warehouae, or

on an Batate. Wagea not ao much an object aa a conataucy. Good
referencta.—Atldreaa, W. C. 925, HHI-a teec, W/>l»orib.

rpo ARCHITECTS and SURVEYORS.—
.X. A Genileman, with some capital, and who has studied the
prufessi.m fur some years, wished lu NE JOlTsTK for a JUNIOR
FARTNEKSHIF,— Address, TUSCAN, fUnilL’a Library, CodriogUn-
teirace, EJglu-road, Keusingtou-uark, W,

TO BUILDERS. CONTRACTORS, AND OTHERS.

A BUILDER’S CLERK, aged 26, good
AA. corresponceiit and accountant, and tboruughly experteucei
lu the trade, wauU EMPLOYMENT. Five years lu last situst ou.
Towu or Country.—Address. O. S. 49, Leo e a’ root. Cholsoa, S.W,

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
XyANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
yy CLERK. Accuatomed to keep bulldera' kook, aud the

general routiue ct the Office. Flrat cla-a refereocea. Addreaa,
BLILDBB, Puit-ottlce, Kiug WillUm-atreet. E.C.

TO ARCHITECTS, 4c.

t^emporakv assistance.—
1 DESIGNS. WORKING DRAWINGS, 6PEClFICAriON3. and

QUANTiribB PKEPAKkU, I uud and i'uwu Surveys Made, by
U. aud P. at own offiued, 23, B yal ExchdOge, E.C. Arvisilc
T.ntiug audC-luuilng.

TO BUILDERS, 4c.

A YOUNG MAN, aged 32, of good expe-
Ax rlence, is In want of a SlfUAnON as FOREMAN, or to

M diage a Busiuesa. la a thoroughly pracilual Plumber, Fain'er,
Glaz-er, Writer, aud Oraluer ;

and uaoi to the Cbargo of Men, sc.—
Address, 497, Office of ‘"ihe Builder.”

TO ARCHITECTS, Ac,

y7ANTED, by a first-class CLERK of
YV WORKS, a BE-BNOAGEMENT. Town or country (tte

latter ; referred). la a good uiaucbtemau, and well up in G tbic and
church woik. Firat-claia teatiuioulala. Aged 38. 8a ary moderate,
Addreaa, W, F. 38 Newman aiieet, Oxford-atreo'. W.

TO ARCHITECTS.

^HE Advertiser is desirous of a RE-EN-X GAOEMENT in p n Aicbilec.'s Office. He can malte fiuubed
slid detail drawing', draw prispcclive, and D accuaiomet to ine
general ruutiue of a Luuduu office.-Audresd, ALPHA, Pust-uffice,
2 .. Oxfurd-iireet, W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

A GOOD DESIGNER and DRAUGHTS-
Ajl. man requires a RE-ENGAOEMI-Nr, in or near Loudon. la

cumpeteut to prepare finlsbed, peiopective, or working drawings.
Has bad consldsrah'e expirUncs lu quantities, abiiractmg, billlug,

4u. Fir*wate recomm-ndatlons aa ti ability, 4c.—address, A. B.
care of Mrs. Straebau, 17, Tbaviee luu. Ho 1 horn, S C.

TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.

"lyilARE or Yard foreman, by a
T T Young Man, aged 30. who baa a thorough knowleOge otevery

deeciiptlou ut building maieilal, or avTlme and Storekeeper on a Job
I T DTherwiae. Tuwu or country.—Addreia, A. Z. care of Mr. iaidvr u,
li.Norlh-etreet, N.W.

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTOKS.
^HE Advertiser, who is competent to per-

1 form general du'ies in cocuexlou with the above, and has bad
, uu-iderahle exptrieuco lu ihe tupeiiuCendeuce ut saulLiry wuiks.
Will rhorily reiiulxe a SITUATION.-Address, O. t*. care uf Mr. ilac-
Cietaud,23. Upi>er Btuniwick-sueot. Halifax.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
y7ANTl£D, by an experienced FOREMAN
y y ofBRICKLAYitRS. a RE-ENGAGEMENT aa FOREMAN or
CLEkK of WuitKS, or to take Charge of a Jub. Govd r.lcreuce.—
Adcreea. W. H. P. Poal-oSlce. Great Yarmouth.

A N Architect aud Surveyor’s ASSISTANT
Ax requ'res a BE-ENOAGEMENT.- Address, COUPASP, 39,

St. Maik's-eresceut, Noliiog-tilll, W.TO ARCHnECTS, SURVEYOR’, 4c.

^''HE Advertiser, who is a thoroughly effi-
1 cleat ASSISTANT, and accustomed t> the msuageuuut of a

provincial office, is open for au ENUAGEMEM a) MANAGING
CLERK, orolherwlae, luTuwu or coumiy,—Addie,s, VltRUViUS,
6. Fiiur’d-walk, Exeter.

A YOUNG MAN (active and strong) wishes
.A. to meet with a SITUATION for IMPROVEME.ST tn the

i.;AtiP£NTRy, Papecbauging, audPalutiug busiuesi. Uaa bads-iue
experience lu the same. Wdl make liiuiseif nieful.-Aadress, W. D.

iS, Hauaver-equaic, Kenuiogton.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
y7ANTED, a RE-ENGaGkMENT, as
f T GENERAL FOREMAN, to take entirectiarge of a job. Town

or ccunliy. Or .-bop and yard. Kefereiicea to laat fl/in.—Addieea,
BUILDER’S FOUhMAN, FoiLuffi e, Cily-road, E.C. 'T^HE Advertiser, a respectable Young Man,

J_ Is open to a BE ENGaO EMENT as au ASSISTAM' DRaUGUTB
RAN, Niue yeurb’ experieuce. Ne*t aud quick at nurk. Wi bug
to he useful. Good references.— Address, A. B. care of Mr. Foigao,
2, CauUrou-y-place, Lambeih-road, S.W,

TO BUILDERS AND MASONA

A GOOD MASON and ElXER is in
Ax wantof EMPLOYMENT. Can carry out a job. aud do leiter

..u.iiig. EeLreuce it required.-Address, W, Mlt*L8, Posc-uffiie*

Yarmuu.b.

Ti/ ANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a first-
yy ela/e GRAlNEBand MaBBLER, Piecework or oibtrwUe.

Addreia, A, J. 37, Great CoLege-itre et, Oakley aquare, N.W.
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Adam Kraffl and his

School.

1490—1507.

HERE are few visitors

to Nuremberg who do
not gaze wonderiugly

and admiringly, in the

church of St. Law.
renoe, on the Taber-

naole, or Sacraments’

House, a pile of

flowery stone work
that runs up to the

groined vault of the

choir, a height of

more than 60 ft., and
then bonds down
gracefully, if decep-

tively, as if there

checked by the roof.

They admire also

the three sculptured

figures at the base,

representing the
sculptor and his two
assistants, and mostly

learn that the former

was called Adam
Krafft. Other works
from the same cun-

ning hand they meet
with in the town,

notably the great

tomb outside the

church of St. Sebald ;

0 that there are few of the Medimval artists

rhose names are more widely known than that
f Arafft. Still the extent of his work is little

iocognised by the large majority, and Professor
i7anderer has done a good deed in bringing
pgether a collection of his sculptures with
ieacriptive letterpress in German, French, and
;inglieh.* The volume includes sixty engravings
n wood to a large scale, and if it do not sub-
itantiate the right of Master Adam to be con-
adered a worthy compeer of that great genius,
lilbert Durer, as the author would have it, it

advances his long-recognised claim to be con-
adered a great' craftsman. In estimating the
uerits of KrafFc, the period at which he worked,
?hen love for and skill in the severer style of
i’ointed architecture were passing away, and the
lyle of Renaissance was about to take its place,

hould always be considered. The present work,
he author says, “ is intended to fulfil an obli-

tation which the partiality of the followers of
ifodern Gothic, in their exclusive pursuit of a
rare style, has, hitncrto, caused to be omitted.”
1 The materials for an account of the life of Adam
irafi't here presented are very slight, and, to some
;(xtent, contradictory. Thus, in the sketch of
am lefb in the first half of the sixteenth century
7 Johannes NeudorfFer, a writing-master of
ruremberg, it is asserted that in 1490 he took for

is second wife a widow, who, to please him,
inanged her baptismal name from Magdalen to
eve; whereas, a “spaenbrief” not long ago
CBcovered in the archives of Nuremberg, and
ated February 20th, 1510, states that his

Adam KrafTt and hia School. Being a Collection of
is Sculptures still extant in Nuremberg and its Vicinity,
k Fr. Wanderer, Painter, and Professor af the Eojai
o'hool of Art at Nuremberg. London: Williams &
prgate, Henrietta-etreet.

widow, Barbara Kraflfc (not Magdalen nor Eve,
and nothing is said of a third marriage) appeared
with her late husband’s creditors before the

Court, and renounced in their favour the house
on St. Jacob's Steig which he had bequeathed
to her;—an incident that seems to show, more-
over, that Kraffo’s circumstances when he died

were not in a very flourishing condition.

Nendorffer says that Kraffc was as dexterous

with his left hand as with his right, and that

he died in the hospital at Schwabach in the year ,

1507, a statement which is to some extent cor-

roborated by the fact that one of the last works
he executed was a handsome Tabernacle for the

church there.

The founder of the Tabernacle in the church
of St. Lawrence, the finest and beat known of

Master Adam’s works, was one Hans Imhof, who
on the 25th of April, 1493, in the presence of

two witnesses, Michael Lemlein and Jorg Holz-

Bchuher, entered into a contract with Adam
Kraffb for its execution. This document, which
is drawn up with some care in the details, is

still in the possession of Imhof’s descendants.

Amongst other matters it sets forth,

—

“ That the aforesaid master shall be bound to

work at it with hia own hands; and to appoint

four, or at least three honest and skilful men to

work with him thereat, and meanwhile they are

not to take any other employment. But since

the said Master Adam has likewise other works
on hand, and may have more, ho shall keep for

those other workmen, so that the men employed
hereafter shall not have to quit the work. Fur-

ther, it stipulates that he shall be at liberty to

give directions to such workmen for the space of

one hour daily, but no longer without permission

of the said Hans Imhof.”

Kraffc engaged to complete the work within

three years for the sum of 700 florins (something

less than 601-!). In the rash presumption of

being able to finish within three years this work,

and likewise to undertake others, Kraffc, as

we shall not be surprised to learn, deceived him-

self. His receipts, of two of which facsimiles are

annexed by Mr. Wanderer, show that between
1493 and 1495 he had already received by instal-

ments the stipulated sum
j
and, finally, a gratuity

of 70 florins, which Imhof thus sets down :

—

“ Item—On St. Barbara’s day, A.D. 1495, I

settled accounts with Master Adam
: paying him,

first, according to his contract, 700 florins; and,

secondly, an agreement of 70 florins—total,

770 florins.”

Our author goes on to say that the founder

did not live to see the accomplishment of his

work. “ He died 1499, and it was not until

1500 that Adam Kraffc first brought his labours

to a close.”

This is not quite satisfactory. If the work
were not finished in 1495, why did Imhof then

settle accounts with Krafft, paying him not

merely the amount of bis contract, but the

extra sum agreed on ?

Our author seems to misunderstand a portion

of this agreement when, speaking afterwards of

the probability that Kraffc kept a large number
of men employed elsewhere, he says, “ It was
not without some reason that the contract for

the Tabernacle so expressly stipulates that he
should not employ more than one hour daily in

correcting the work of the two chosen men.” The
stipulation in the contract evidently referred to

the workmen employed on other works on hand,

not to the two men at work with him on the

Tabernacle.

The form and construction of the Tabernacle

are fully illustrated and described in the inte-

resting volume now before ns. The wreathed
pinnacles, curling aud twisting almost like a
living plant, have been viewed as remarkable

pieces of atone-cutting : they led to the popular

belief, indeed, that Kraffc possessed the secret

of softening stone and hardening it again after

it was worked. Mr. Wanderer, however, shows

that these each consist of ten and often of
more small pieces of stone bored through and
connected together by an iron wire, the joints

being rnn with lead.

Some years have passed since we visited

Nuremberg ;

—

Quaint old town of toil and trafEc, quaint old town
of art and Bong,

Memories haunt thy pointed gables, like the rooks
that round them tbrong.”

It was in student-days, and it seemed to us then
a town of pictures, a romance in stone. There
was a queer old “public” near the Town-hall
called " Zum Glasernen Himmel,” and there we
sat in the seat said to have been the usual place

of Adam Kraffc, who did not disdain the “ wheat
beer” for which the place was celebrated. The
old house has been palled down since then ; but
his Madonna and Child, which formerly adorned
it, is set up in the new building that took its

place.

A TRIFLE FROM MARGATE.

Although Margate has been very full, and
even now is well filled, the inhabitants complain
of bad times. The spring was cold, so that the
first arrivals were late, and the rough weather
lately sent hundreds away to their homes. The
season has therefore been short, and hence “ the
tears.” Last week, nevertheless, the Jetty, at
certain times of the day, was a sight,—so
crowded with persons that circulation was
diSicnlt. Where all the young girls, in their

Noah’a-ark dresses and wonderful heels, came
from, and where they expect to go to, is a puzzle
to the best friends of the sex. On Sunday
afternoon, at half-past fonr, there could not have
been fewer than from 3,000 to 4,000 persons on
the Jetty and Parade, when suddenly burst a
thunder-storm. The sea was enveloped in mist,
the lightning flashed, and a flood of rain de-
scended that laid the Parade roadway under
water, and made it, as acted on by the wind, a
mimic lake. As to the people,—an ant’s nest
violently agitated affords the best simile. The
scud was terrific, and to those who, safely
sheltered in the comfortable White Hart, could
drily look on, not without interest. Every
vehicle, too, was taken up, and in ten minutes
not a person was to be seen,—man, woman,
child, or nigger. It spoke something, too, for the
arrangement of the surface drainage, that so
soon as the storm had passed over the roadway
was fairly dry again. We cannot say quite as
much for other drainage, and the town will do
well to take the cesspools seriously in band.
They are now advertising for a new sanitary
inspector, and inviting candidates to say for how
little money they will perform the duties of
that and some other offices combined.
The mayor, who looks like a sensible man in

the photographic shops, and his colleagues doubt-
less know, if they would but remember it at the
right time, that cheap things are not altrays

economical. We earnestly invite them not to
let the lowness of salary named by any particular
candidate blind them to the enormous import-
ance of obtaining a thoroughly competent aud
suitable man. To maintain the reputation for

health of such a place as Margate is of para-
mount importance

;
and if one able to do this

should offer, and who is, moreover, a man of
taste, likely to aid in improving appearances
and making the town attractive, an extra SOL or
lOOL a year to secure him would be a profitable

investment, they may be assured. If Margate
could be refined, so to speak, and the South-
Eastern Railway Company taught their duty,

there would be an enormous fucure iu store for

this place. Its fine air and admitted salubrity, so
far as it is not interfered with aud countervailed

by man, to say nothing of other advantages,
afford a foundation on which a great town might
be builb, and, we may venture to say, will be
built. When the right man comes, Margate will

make a start that will astonish its present stag-
nant owners and regulators. About the imme-
diate neighbourhood of the Parade there is a
mixture of Cremorne and Wapping that wants
improving away. On the heights spreading
away from the Fort, the aspect is different. A
large hotel, the Cliftonville, built by a company,
is in full swing, and many new streets have been
built. There is a want of life, however, up here,
and the need of a presiding mind is evident. It

was a good thought to name some of the rows
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Etlielbert-road and Ethelbert-place
;

all bis-

torical, traditional, and poetical associations

should be carefully preserved at resorts of this

kind. The Isle of Thanet is so much a place of

mere pleasure that the amount of deep interest

that attaches to it, its connexion with the earliest

history of the country, is apt to be forgotten.

At Ebbe’s Fleet, near Pegwell Bay, St. Augustine

landed in the sixth century ;
Hengist and Tlorsa

possibly at the same place. The meeting of

St. Augustine and King Ethelbert took place a

few miles from Margate (the gate or passage

through the cliff, near the mere or streamlet)

and it was wise, therefore, to recall the con

nexion with Saxon times by the names of the

new streets.

A good sea-drive would be a valuable addi-

tion to the attractions of Margate, and the

town ought to look forward and arrange for

the formation of one. Some better arrange-

ment is needed with the owners of hired car-

riages. They refuse to let the drivers go by

the hour. They insist on a charge being made
for each place visited, which, nine times out of

ten, involves a swindle. Moreover, visitors con-

stantly desire a drive without exactly knowing

where to go, but are prevented by the present

system. An enormous carrying trade is done in the

shape of excursions all day to St. Peter’s, Broad-

stairs, Kingsgate, Pegwe'l Bay, Ramsgate, Rich-

borough, or Minster, and back, and this may make
the coachowners careless about accommodating

the public in another way. Some of these places

afford inducements for a more quiet visit than

these excursions admit of, which address them-

selves only to a part of the community. The
view at Kingsgate, which includes Lord Hol-

land’s sham Roman villa, ivy covered
;
Harley’s

Tower, the tower erected to mark the site of a

"reat battle between the Danes and the Saxons

in the beginning of the ninth century j
the north

Foreland Lighthouse, and other landmarks, all

come into sight, and, with the precipitous cliffs

and the sea, form a panorama of great beauty.

The cliffs at Margate, by the way, near the

Jetty, have been embayed and rounded in a

remarkable manner within the last twenty years,

and one wedge-shaped piece of the cliff is lefc

standing in a gap alone, and, as seen from near

Goodman’s photographic studio, produces

remarkable effect.

At Birchington, a ride out from the other side

of the town (and on the road several new houses

are being carried up), the ohurch, mainly of

the thirteenth century, with remnants of Norman
work, has been soundly restored. Daundelion

and Salmeston both afford remains of ancient

buildings, worth investigation.

We mentioned as amongst the steps required

to put Margate in the proper track for advance-

ment,—the reform of the South-Eastern Railway ;

and, without now going into the whole question,

we will prove the necessity of it, at any rate,

in one direction. We recently printed the com-

plaint of au individual traveller on this line,

showing a series of annoyances to which he had

been subjected in one journey out and homo.

We have before us the substantiated complaint

of another that, coming from Margate on two

occasions within the last fortnight, tho train

had been forty minutes after time, and

that all hia arrangements were consequently

upset. It is obvious, therefore, that these in-

excusable irregularities are not exceptional, but

constant. It is of no use upbraiding a board

any more than a stone. We appeal to Lieut.-

Col. Eborall, advertised as General Manager, and
ask if this be proper management, or whether it

be not the management that annoys, disgnsts,

and drives away ! We have no hesitation in

saying that similar management in the Board-

room and offices, if it be going on, is quite com-

petent to wreck tho company, and we advise the

shareholders to look to it in time. We reiterate

our belief that a great future is in store for

Margate if those who are concerned act rightly
j

but they have a great deal to do to assure it.

THE BRIDGES OF THE METROPOLIS.

The various bridges recently constructed, and

in course of construction, over the river Thames,
possess a certain degree of historical importance.

They not only serve to mark the progress

which has been made during the last century

in engineering and architectural science, but

they afford, at the same time, remarkable facili-

ties for a comparison of the relative merits of

the several systems and designs embodied in

the respective structures.

If civilisation finds its origin in, and is main-

tained by, the useful arts, rather than springing

from the triumphs of warriors and statesmen,

there is certainly as yet but little indication of

its decay. The New Zealander who is to sketch

the ruins of Saint Paul’s, at all events is likely

to discover a more favourable accommodation
than historians have predicted.

Within some fewyears past, besides the removal

of the Suspensiou Bridge which formerly existed

at Hungerffird, we have witnessed the disappear-

ance of two of the principal structures which

hitherto united the. shores of Surrey and Mid-

dlesex, and in each instance they have been

supplanted by works of more magnificent, and

apparently durable, construction. In one case,

that of Blackfriara notably, there are fair indica-

tions that the substituted structure may last as

long as Saint Paul’s itself.

In 1739, the atone bridge which formerly

existed at Westminster, and which occupied a

portion of the site of the present iron bridge,

was commenced from designs byLabeyle. This

bridge was constructed of Portland stone, at a

cost of 490,0001. It was 1,220 ft. in length,

40 ft. wide, 25 ft. above high-water mark, and

bad 15 openings. Its total altitude above high-

water mark was 27i ft., and the centre opening

spanned a distance of 100 ft.

The present bridge was begun in 1853, and

finished in 1862. It is from the designs

Waterloo Bridge is 120 ft. wide. The bridge is

constructed of granite, from designs by Rennie.

Its erection cost the sum of 937,391^., and only

occupied six years.

This bridge, notwithstanding the number of

arches upon which it is built and its numerous
river piers, from the width of the river at this

point, still leaves a total clear water-way of

1,080 ft., an amount which no other metropolitan

arched bridge affords.

The next bridge which comes under onr con-

sideration is Southwark Bridge, which has only

been completed within the past fifty years. This

bridge was designed by Rennie, but is accom-

panied by circumstances which mark it out as

one of the most extraordinary contributions

towards the science of constructive architecture.

It was the first occasion of the introduction of a

cast-iron span of such truly gigantic proportions

in structures of this character, and, as an experi-

ment boldly testifying to the applicability of

cast iron upon a large scale, it paved the way to

a new theory and practice of building.

The span of the central arch of Southwark
Bridge is equal to that of the roof of the new
Midland Railway Station at St. Pancras, and in

comparison with the magnitude of this last-

named building, the roof of the Moscow Riding-

school no longer remains the standard of colossal

architecture that it was formerly. It has been

surpassed. Southwark Bridge was commenced
in 1814, and was successfully carried out and

finished in 1819, at a cost of 660,0001. The
entire length of this bridge is only 700 ft., and

the centre opening is spanned by a cast-iron i

arch of 240 ft., probably the largest single cast-

iron span extant.

The present London Bridge was begun as

recently as the year 1824. This, like Waterloo
,

Bridge, is constructed of granite. London

Bridge was designed by Rennie, occupied seven

years in erection, and cost the snm of 2,566,2681.

This enormous expenditure represents an amount

of Mr. Thomas Page, who also designed the exceeding the aggregate cost of nearly all the

handsome but inglorious structure which spans I other bridges over the Thames.
The total length of London Bridge is 920 ft.

State of tlie Serpentine.—A correspondent

writes :—As there is every probability of a great

number of men being out of employment
during the coming winter, I would beg to

suggest that the Serpentine River (Hyde Park),

which is in a most filthy condition, be properly

cleaned out, levelled, and cemented. There is,

I believe, a Government grant for this purpose,

BO there would be no difficulty in the way. It

is well known how dangerons this sheet of water
is in snmnier to bathers and in winter to

skaters.

our polluted river between the new barracks at

Chelsea and Battersea Park. The present West-

minster Bridge is, perhaps, the widest bridge in

Europe, and certainly yields to none in beauty

of design and finish, remembering the circum-

stances under which it was carried out. The
necessity of a favourable gradient at both sides

for the accommodation of traffic, of leaving

sufficient headway at the same time for the

navigation of the river, and of keeping within

bounds that would not obtrude upon the grandeur

that is claimed for the structure of the Houses

of Parliament which adjoin it, affected by many
complicated restrictions the appearance and

durability which otherwise might have been

given to the undertaking. It is to be wondered

at that with all these difficulties to encounter—
and they were not the only difficulties which

presented themselves—the bridge shows so many
claims to consideration ns it undoubtedly pos-

sesses. It is 85 ft. wide, 20 ft. above high-water

mark, comprises seven openings, aud the centre

span is 120 ft. wide. It was erected at a cost of

393,0001., and completed, notwithstandiug much
unforeseen and uncontrollable delay in the pro-

gress of the works, within nine years. Old

Blackfriars Bridge, of which the last vestiges

have scarcely yet disappeared, was commenced
in 1710. It was constructed also of Portland

stone, like old Westminster, from the designs of

Mylne, at a cost of 300,0002. This bridge had

exhibited marked symptoms of crumbling and

decay before steps were finally taken towards its

removal. It was the most interesting representa-

tion of the possible decay to which such structures

may arrive of which we have any modern record.

Arch after arch was propped up, as many of our

readers may recollect, until at last a serious ob-

struction was opposed to the ordinary navigation

of the river. It was only 995 ft. long, 42 ft.

wide, 27i ft. above high-water mark, and bad

nine openings, the centre one of which measured

100 ft.

Waterloo Bridge, which Canova, the sculptor,

thought to be the finest in Europe, is to all

appearance as untouched by time and unharmed

and perfect in every way as when first finished,

now some fifty years ago. It was begun in 1811,

while the first Napoleon was centering all his

forces towards the invasion of Rnasia, and was

carried out while history looked down on the

dreadful spectacle afforded by the retreat of the

Grand Army. This bridge is 1,326 ft. in length,

43 ft. wide,'having a headway above high-water

mark of 27^ ft., and has, as old Blackfriars

Bridge had, nine openings. The centre arch of

It is 45 ft. wide,—not much more than half the

width of Westminster Bridge, and has an alti-

tude above high-water mark of 29i ft. It is

composed of five arches only, the central opsning

measuring 150 ft.

The cost of this structure was provided out of

a fund called the Bridge House Estate Fund.

The estates appertaining to this fund—it was

stated in evidence which was taken before the

select committee appointed in May, 1865, to

consider the abolition of tolls on Metropolitan

bridges—are held in trust for the maintenance

and support of London Bridge. “ When the

Act for this bridge passed, and the money was

to be raised on tho credit of the Bridge House

Estate, the Government contributed 150,0002.

out of the Consolidated Fund. The Government

also suggested that the bridge should be made

6 ft. wider than it was originally intended to

be, which involved a farther outlay of

42,0002. That amount was also contributed by

the Government towards the construction of the

bridge ont of the Consolidated Fund. The

residue of the expense was defrayed by money

raised on the credit of the Bridge House Estate,

amounting to 431,0002., and the difference was

made up out of the surplus rents ami profits of

the Bridge House Estate. The 431,0002. were

advanced by the Lords of the Treasury upon

terminable annuities for forty years, now partially

expired, and ceasing altogether in 1871.”

Hammersmith Bridge was opened in 1827, and

is remarkable on account of its being the first

bridge which was erected upon the suspension

principle over the Thames. The platform of the

bridge is held np by vertical iron rods, let fall

from chains which stretch entirely across the

river, and are so adjusted as to support the

general structure. The main chains themselves

in the course of their length across the river find

two places of support upon stone piers erected

in the river way.
There arc two of these piers, as is mostly the

case in suspension bridges, upon which a sapor-

structure of masonry or iron is carried up to

support the chains. In the case of Hammer-

smith Bridge the superstructure of the towers is

of masonry, in the form of an arch, comprising

the width of the roadway. These towers support

the snspensiou chains, which disappear at each

extremity into anchorages on the margin of the

river at each side. The anchorage plates rest

against a firm bed of masonry, which constitutes

the abutments. The vertical rods descending

from the main chains are fixed to cross girders
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I of the requisite width, upon which the roadway
• of the bridge is laid.

Apart from the singular novelty of the etruc-
: tore embodied in this undertaking, it is also
; remarkable as having afforded that particular
I design of construction upon which the minimum
I cost of bridge accommodation was reached. The
t cost of Hammersmith Bridge did not exceed
J 85.000L—a sum scarcely equal to the coat of a
s single arch of many of the other bridges.

A bridge upon the same principle as the
I Hammersmith one was subsequently erected by
1 Brunei at Hungerford, and was not many years
i since translated bodily to Bristol, where it is
- now known as the Clifton Suspension Bridge.
I The old piers of this bridge still do duty in sup-
1 porting the girder bridge of the Charing-cross
1- Railway, aided by numerous cylinders sunk in
the river. The piers themselves are now chiefly

( remarkable for their singular conclusion at the
I summit. The Suspension Bridge at Chelsea,
! which has already been mentioned as having
i'been designed by Hr. Page, is, perhaps, the
iihandsomest form in which this class of structure
Nbas ever been embodied. This bridge was
iifioished in 1858. Three years later the Lam*
i-betb Suspension Bridge was begun, as designed
}by Mr. Peter Barlow, and it was erected at a
.cost scarcely more than half that of its proto-
ftype at_ Hammersmith. The Lambeth Suspen-
ifiiou Bridge, however, is something more than
a Suspension Bridge, pure and simple, for some
cveiy singular modifications of the suspension
iprincipie have been here introduced. In place
f3f a succession of bolted or pinned links for
johe principal_ supporting chains, we here find
a number of iron wire cables or twisted ropes
.stretching in unbroken continuity entirely across
j«h6 river. In place of the usual vertical sup-
]3ortiDg rods, a series of pendent triangular
j/upports have been substituted to take the road-
way, and their operation is stiffened by the
'application of a giant system of strutting along
itheir line of direction. Each tower is supported
;>n two iron cylinders, which are sunk in the bed
f the river and bnilt up internally with con-

crete and masonry. By this means the usual
jtone piers have been superseded, and their
'threat cost escaped. There is an entire absence
f meretricious adornment in this structnre, and

• y some it is apprehended that it is attended by
difficulty to discover anything in it that is
iiiirly ornamental. Still, as a bridge which was
gegun in 18G1 and finished in 1862, at a cost of
',i0,0005., apart from the challenge which it holds
tut to scientific criticism, it possesses many
ilaims to consideration. It is 950 ft. long andO ft. wide, having three divisional spans of
asO ft. each, its altitude above high-water mark
biug but 22 ft. only.

0 Old Vauxhall Bridge, which seems alike to
fpfy criticism and escape it, is a compound
'aructure of atone and iron. Id has no less than
itne arches, within a total waterway of 7G5 ft. •

lehereas Waterloo, with the same nnmber of
coenings, gives a waterway of 1,080 ft. The span
tf the centre opening of Vauxhall Bridge is but
i)ft. It was erected from designs by Mr J

'i alter, at a coat of 370,0001.
k It is very carious to observe the order in which
idodern bridges have arisen over the Thames.
Wtween Loudon Bridge and Southwark there
tl the South-Eastern Railway Bridge designed

Mr. Hawkaliaw, a snbstantial and costly-
kbking iron structure. It is a plain girder
Jjidge, supported on rows of fluted-iron columns,
Imbedded in the river. What little ornamenta-
u'u has been attempted in this structure is in
I’eping with the general design, which fairly
ikaks as one of the most notable achievements
Ibthe adaptation of iron to structural purposes.
yjLookmg from the other side of Southwark
Hdge towards Blaokfriars, we find the London
ilatham, and Dover Railway Bridge now inter*
eaes, although from that spot it is somewhat
* remote for critical inspection. Between
Ckckfnare and Waterloo there is as yet no new
icQcture interreuing.
ltdetween Waterloo and Westminster is to be
; t with the conglomerate or insoluble strnc-
alai metamorphosis known as the Charino'
dS'SB Railway Bridge. From the circumstance
ttthis bridge being largely used by foot
ir sengers, the superior objectivity of the Warren
itders as perceived from the river some slio-bt
acance off’, and the frequent passage of trafns,
roirocess appears being continually enacted of
eciscriminate human sacrifice, which it would
fcivell to screen from the outer world.
‘ ^^Ppdy hut a visual distraction, which
Qldbe altogether prevented by clearer marks
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of distinction between the footpath and the
railway.

^

As it is, it is a utility bridge, and,
perhaps, it aims at being nothing more in appear-
ance. Between Westminster Bridge and Vaux-
hali, Lambeth Bridge is interjected,—not a rail-
way bridge, however, as the three preceding
ones alluded to as late intermediary erections.
Between Vauxhall and the New Chelsea Bridge,

which has itself only been erected during the
past eleven years, is to be found, perhaps, the
widest, and certainly the moat unique, railway
platform over water in the world. This is formed
of the united bridges of the London, Chatham, and
Dover, and London and Brighton lines. Although
outwardly these two bridges seem to correspond
and closely resemble each other, appearing from
theirconnexion but as one structure, their features
and style ofconstruction are altogether dissimilar.
The half-width more recently added possesses
many novel claims to notice. It is, in the first
instance, a genuine and very fine example of
wrought-iron riveted girder work. None of the
riveting is counter suuk, and it shows up in har-
monious lines of strength admirably along and
upon the surface of the work. This is au excep-
tion to the practice which is usually observed in
analogoDS cases, and appears to be a very com-
mendable one. Its more special and singular
feature, however, in a scientific point of view, I

is perhaps attributable to the oircumatanceof its
^

main girders being continuous girders through-
out its whole length across the river. It is an
ezperimentum crucis as to the boldness and
freedom with which iron may be skilfully handled.
Some farther distance np the river, beyond

the old Battersea wooden bridge, but still
within the limits of the metropolitan railways,
there is also a fine substantial railway-bridge,
recently erected, in connexion with the Clapham
Junction system and the railways encircling
London, from Hammersmith at one extremity,
to the Thames Tunnel at the other.
The expansion of modern civilization, in one

form of national embodiment, at all events, seems
clearly exemplified in the multiplication of
bridges along the course of the Thames.
No doubt a paramount regard for the nnim-

peded navigation of the river has long retarded
or prevented the erection of suitable means of

'

accommodation over the river below London
Bridge. The only attempt ever made in this
direction was made under ground. We are at a
loss to imagine any explicable reason why in the
face of the unbounded extension of the metro-
polis on all sides, and the extraordinary railway
facilities to which wo may have recourse, London
Bridge shonld for ever remain the common goal
of navigable merchandise and the arbitrary line
beyond which people must either cross the river
in a balloon or burrow under ground. Owing to
the vexatious barrier off’ered by this structure to
the^ uniform extension of that accommodation
which prevails elsewhere, we find that the whole
of the eastern and south-eastern districts of the
metropolis are totally cut off'. From London
Bridge to Bow on the one side, and toBlackheath
and Greenwich on the other directions of dense
and faatly-extending population, no practical
means of communication exist;—while, within
equal limits on the other side, there may be pro-
bably as many as twelve or fifteen bridges. Since
the nanrpation of the Thames Tunnel by the
railway, the only prospect of intercommunication
held out to the inhabitants of the opposite shores
at about these points is that likely to be afforded
by the Tower subway now in course of construc-
tion for the accommodation of immense portions
of the metropolitan area, where, if anywhere,
the population may be seen gravitating in un-
healthy numbers and mass around the head-
centres of traffic and manufacture.

Should population and traffic tubes be multi-
plied eastward along the course of the river, they
would doubtless effect much towards givint^
vent to a long-felt want of commercial inter-
course across the river; but it is questionable
whether their utility would recommend them to
unhesitating and general adoption, as in the
case of a good substantial undertaking above
ground. It all depends upon the question as to
bow much longer London Bridge is to be tolerated
as the commercial extremity of the metropolis;
that being once satisfactorily determined, we
may speedily have half a dozen bridges further
down the river, uniting the very busy and very
populous localities of Bermondsey and White-
chapel, Rotherhithe and Sbadwell, Poplar and
Deptford, Greenwich and the Isle of Doga, and all
those circumjacent districts which have parted
years since with their suburban reputation. Some
few years ago, a design for a high-level railway-

bridge below London Bridge was projected upon
novel principles, which aflbrded ample room and
verge enough for the passage of the highest
masted vessels, and of which structure no por-
tion whatever would have been within river
limits. Should high-level bridges be opposed in
any way to those interests which congregate
round Old London Bridge, it is fair time to take
into consideration whether London Bridge itself
might not, with many advantages, date its claims
to attention from some more favuurable situation.
In that case a more convenient class of structure
might be substituted than ench as should neces-
sarily leave so great an amount of headway be-
neath them as the present mode of traffic would
demand.

HOUSE-BUILDING; CHISWICK.
Tue continuous and prodigious growth of

Loudon manifests itself in a constantly widen-
ing circle round its centre. One open space after
another disappears, and green fields and gardens
in all directions are speedilyaaauming the neutral
tint characteristic of building plocs. In one
quarter that may be called suburban, say in the

I

East of London, rows of cottages are run up

;

and in other quarters, less remote from the
centre of the metropolis, great blocks are built
of improved dwellings for the working classes,

j

In another locality, say New Cross, or Peckham,
newly laid-out streets or roads are being quickly
lined with rung-es of houses for the occupation of
persons of a higher status in society than the
conventional working-man,—the tenants who can
or do, pay from 281. or 301. to 501. a year. In
other localities again, “ terraces ” and “ places ”
are laid out, and rows of honsea erected, of a
larger size and more pretentious character, for
which still higher rent is required. And yet,
again, there are other localities in which single
and, semi-detached villas are provided, which,
rank next to mansions, concerning which last-
mentioned class we have not, at present, any-
thing to say.

While there has been an increase in the nnm-
ber of new houses provided, in the metropolis

I

from year to year, there has been little or no

I

improvement in the style of the majority, ma-
terials, or workmanship. To this remark excep-
tion should perhaps be taken in favour of the
improved dwellings for the working classes here
and there, in which a beginning has, at least,
been made in the march of improvement. For
the rest, from the detached and semi-detached
villas downwards, there has been little or no im-
provement. It is in but few instances that these
new erections are put up with a view to either
permanent possession or occupation ; like Peter
Pindar’s razors, they are made—to sell. An or-
dinary mode of proceeding is, for the speculator
to ruu up the houses at as cheap a rate as pos-
sible, to get them tenanted, and to sell before
time has been allowed for the tenants to find
oat fully the wretched and comfortless cha-
racter of the bran new houses into which
they have entered. lu a good many instances,
indeed, the first tenants are induced soon after
entering to purchase their houses, by the help of
a building society or otherwise. In time—and
it does not take a long time—they discover
what’s what. They cannot drive in a hook to
hold, in the brick joints without, for a bird’s
cage, nor fix a brass-headed nail to hang up a
picture within. Very soon locks, latches, window
catches, and other ironmongery fittings, low-
priced bat not cheap, which never performed
well, are nniveraally unfit to serve their pur-
poses. AU the woodwork shrinks to au amazing
extent

; doors bang and windows rattle
;
there

are chasms everywhere and fierce draughts
through them, and the house becomes a place
unfit fora human being either to be born, to live,

or to die in.

Among our favourite suburban bnildiug locali-

ties a new one has recently sprung into popu-
larity. We refer to “ Strand-on-the-Groen,” in
the parish of Chiswick. The favour with whicu
this locality is now regarded may be attributed
to several causes, and amongst them to the fact
that the Prince of Wales has taken a lease of the
delightful seat of the Duke of Devonshire,
Chiswick House, immediately adjacent. The
locality has, besides, its own great and inde-
pendent charms in the number, variety, stature,
and exceeding beauty of its forest trees, and the
profusion and luxuriance of its gardens, orchards,
and shrubberies; in the ever-attraotive Kew
Gardens hard by

;
in the stately river flowing

past; in a word, in the greenness, fertility, and
salubrity of that portion of the Thames valley.
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As compared with building districts iti the

higher regions to the north of London, Buoh as

Keusal Green and Highgate, Strand-on-the-

Greeu is at a disadvantage, that may, however,

be estimated lightly—namely, the provision of

cellar accommodation, which, from the compara-

tively narrow margin between the natural

ground-level and high water in the Thames is

impracticable. One “Gothic” mansion in the

district, with a river frontage and two peaked

round towers, suQ’ers from being cellared, and

at high tides has sometimes 3 ft. or 4 ft. of,

water standing in the bottom, which, of coarse,

saturates the greater portion of the house, and

keeps it in a damp condition for an iudolinite

time after each flood.

Some good houses are in process of erection,

or have been recently finished, at the “ Strand-

on-the Green
;

” amongst others a pair of semi-

detached villas in the Swiss chalet style. They

are lofty and roomy, and apparently substantially

built, but are hard and angular in outline. Some
of the others in process of erection show the

old vices of construction in full bloom and

vigour.

One new house has been recently erected in

the locality for Mr. W. T. Wells, of Regent-

street, and is fast approaching completion, which

is in contrast with all this. Mr. John M'Ewen,

the designer of the house in question, has cer-

tainly set a good example to other builders, and

taken a step in the right direction. Thames

Bank House, to which we aie referring, has its

principal front to the river, from which it is

separated by a gently-sloping lawn and carriage-

drive, about 30 yards wide in all. It is divided

into five bays, including three gables,—one in

the centre, and one at each end, rather higher

than the central gable. All the external angles

of the house and the chimney-stacks have stone

quoins, and the several parts appropriate cor-

nices and copes. A good view of the bouse is

presented to the river on the angle from both up

and down stream. The entrance to the hall,

which will be laid with Minton’s tiles, is on the

ground floor of the centre gable, the door having

one chamber window above, and over that, in

the pediment, a stone shield projected. There

is not any pretension to purity of style or elabo-

rateness of decoration. It is noticeable as a

piece of sabstantial work.

We look for a change in matters generally

that will make bnildings be what they seem,

that will prolong the life of bouses sufficiently

to cluster such associations round them, and to

make such comforts in them possible, as to

entitle them to the designation of homes.

FROM PARIS.

The group of figures representing Dance, in

front of the new Paris Opera,* has been cleansed

of the ink-staioB produced by a bottle being

dashed against the naked Bacchante. We all

recollect the mutilation of the allegorical figure

of the city of Lille, in the Place de la Concorde,

by a maniacal workman, because the figure re-

sembled bis mother. He was punished, not

severely enough, by the law, but the disappoint-

ment of the man must have pained him when he

saw how the monument had been completely re-

stored.

The new commission appointed to represent

France in the collective labours of the Inter-

national Congress of Weights and Measures,

call upon all governments anxious to adopt the

metric system, to delegate savans who will aid

in carryirg out the work, and to provide stan-

dard copies of the platinum prototype under the

surveillance of the superintendent of the Direc-

tor-general of the Archives of the Empire, to

serve for the verification of the real equivalents

between the French metric system and those of

other countries.

We have already mentioned that the statnes

of Acis and Galatea, at the Luxembourg, were

defaced by colouring matter, about three months

ago. The same gentleman (calling himself

Esquires) who cleaned up—as only a practical

chemist could do—the Operagroup, hassucceeded

at the Luxembourg. The Acis and Galatea, at

the Luxembourg are due to the chisel of M.
Ottin.

It is said that successful experiments have
been made with an American stone-cutting ma-
chine, worked by steam, giving a result of an
economy of one-eighth of that required to do the

same amount of work by the old system of

* See p. 681, anfe.

manual labour. We have been long acquainted

with M. Gay’s machine, and have seen it at

work in the quarries near Paris. There is a

great difference between stone-sawing or stone-

cutting, and quarrying by steam. In the two

first we have only to place the block to be

dressed under the wheel, or in face of it, so

that the stone shall not shake. The operation

of quarrying requires another system, by which

M. Gay, of 5, Rue Jean-Oacques-Ruussean, cuts

the stone into square blocks, leaving the sides of

the drift perfectly smooth—fit for setting. We
mast say that a result of 40 square metres cut

into handy blocks of any dimension, instead of

5 to 7 metres per day, by ordinary quarrying and

blasting, is the proof of a certain intellectual and

ingenious progress on the part of M. Gay which

has attracted the attention of the highest authori-

ties of the Mining School. Catting into a face

of limestone to a depth, horizontally, of 2 ft.,

with the clean seams about 2 in. wide, and a

scouring stream to take oft the dust, the machine

seems to be to us the best as yet tried at large

quarries in the open air or in pits. There is not

an atom of waste to signify, or chips ;
so that

future labour of dressing being much saved, the

economy is great.

THE LATE MR. E. BUCKTOX LAMB,
ARCHITECT.

We refer with very considerable regret to the

decease of Mr. E. B. Lamb, who died suddenly

at his residence. No. 3, Hinde-street, Man-
chester-square, on the 30th ult., in his sixty-

fourth year. He was the son of Mr. James
Lamb, who held an important Government
appointment, and who was an amateur artist of

talent, and an occasional exhibitor at the Royal

Academy. It was from his father that Mr. E.

B. Lamb first imbibed his taste for art, and he

was articled to the late Mr. Cottingham, archi-

tect, with whom he duly served his time. One
of the first buildings superintended by him was

the church of St. Philip, Lloyd-square, Clerken-

well, in the early days of the Gothic revival.

Since that period ho has erected other churches

to the number of between thirty and forty in

various parts of the coontry, of which the most

noteworthy are at Healy, Thirkleby, and Aid-

wark, all in Yorkshire ;
West Hartlepool, Egham,

Gospel Oak-fields, Kentiah-town, Addiacombe,

&c. He was also extensively employed in

remodelling and adding to country mansions

;

and amongst works of this description may be

mentioned Great Brickhill Manor, Hugheuden
Manor, and Wakefield Lodge, all in the county

of Bucks
!
Holt Hall, Norfolk

;
Thornham Hall,

Suffolk; Mapleton, Yorkshire; Montreal, Kent;

and many others. Illustrations of several of bis

buHdings will be found in our volumes. In addi-

tion to works of this class he carried on an

extensive and varied general practice. Mr. E.

B. Lamb published several works on architecture,

and was an early worker with the late Mr.

Loudon. Mr. Lamb was an enthusiast in his

profession, and took a great interest in all

matters calculated to advance and improve the

public taste in matters architectural.

On some future occasiou we may apeak more
fully of Mr. Lamb and his works. He was by

no means an architect of the pattern-book

school, but constantly endeavoured, even at

the expense sometimes of beauty, to exhibit

originality. He was a Fellow of the Institute

of Architects.

THE CHADWICK MEMORIAL
COMPETITION, BOLTON.

The sub-committee appointed to obtain designs

and estimates for the monument proposed to be

erected to Dr. and Mrs. Chadwick, of Southport,

formerly of this town, reported at a recent

meeting that they had obtained models from

Mr. W. Calder Marshall, R.A., the cost to be

1.4i00l. ;
Mr. Jos. Darham, l,050i.

;
Mr. Birch,

8501. ;
Mr. B. G. Papworth, 1,2001.; Mr. E.

E. Geflowaki, l,C50i.
;

and Mr. J. Birnie

Philip, largo model, with pedestal of fine axed

granite, 2,200Z.
;

small model, with granite

pedestal, 1,6001. ;
or if denaded of its bronze

figures, 1,200L If stone be substituted for

granite Mr. Philip would accept the following

prices:—Largo model, 2,000Z.
;

second model,

1,4501. ;
with the base devoid of figures, 1,050Z.

Mr. Geflowski had also since written, that in

case no alto-relievos be desired on the sides of

the pedestal, his price would be, for statue not

leas than 8 ft. 4 in. in height, with pedestal in

granite or atone, 840Z.
;
with two alto-relievos,

1601. extra; and with three alto-relievos, 2101.

extra. The town-clerk stated, that in addition

to the above, Mr. Matthew Noble, Mr. John Bell,

and Mr. Woolner were also invited to send in

competitive designs, but declined.

In answer to qnesbions, the town clerk said

the sum named to the sonlptora was 1,OOOZ., and

they were requested to make the statue of such

a size as would be consistent with that of

Crompton, behind which it was proposed to be

placed. The dimensions of the Crompton memo-
rial were sent to all the artists,

Mr. Hall asked how much money the com-

mittee had in hand, because that might determine

to some extent the selection to be made.

The Mayor said if they spent abonb 1,000

guineas, they might take it for granted that

they had 500i. at least to raise yet.

At a subsequent meeting of the general com-

mittee, the models submitted by Mr. Birch and

Mr. Geflowaki obtained the preference, and on

a division, there voted for the model of Mr.

Birch, 15; for that of Mr. Geflowaki, 6. It was

then resolved that the commission for the exe-

cution of the statue be entrusted to Mr. Birch.

At the suggestion of Mr. Taylor, it was resolved

that a medallion portrait of Mrs. Chadwick, or a

design commemorative of her works of charity

and benevolence, should be incorporated with

the statue.

CONCERNING CERTAIN CORNISH
TOWNS.

One would think, after so much showing-

up as Truro and Falmouth have had, that the

sewerage in those towns would have undergone

some improvement.
Not a bit of it. I have, in a run into Corn-

wall, just visited those towns, and anything more

loathsome than their state cannot well be con-

ceived.

I would sincerely caution all intending tourista

to avoid those two towns ;
or, if they will not,

so far take my advice then simply to be content

with a walk through the principal street of each

town. The stenches,—the fearful, intensely wild,

compressed essences of stinks,—they will meet

with in the other streets are sickening for me only

to contemplate.
Contemplate ! I have been out of Cornwalljust

five days, yet those stenches I fancy I now have

half-way down my throat. Fancy every, any, foul,

loathsome, nauseating, noxious smell you can, and

in either Truro or Falmouth you shall have its

equal. Is it any wonder ? In Truro the sewers are

of common dry stonework, recbangnlar in section,

and various in size. They are for the most part

abont 18 in. wide by 2 ft. or 3 ft. high, covered

with large flat stones as they come from the

quarry. If their edges do not meet, why they

put some smaller stones upon top ;
no mortar or

cement is used in their mauufactnre. Where
the wisdom of the oommissioners has so dic-

tated, there is on the side of the road, or in the

trottoir, nearly always under a window, a cesspool

3 fc. or 4 ft. square, made of dry stonework, and

covered with a cast-iron slab
;
at the upper end,

on a level with the gutter, the road-water runs

into this, an untrapped opening. This untrapped

opening is by the people living near taken

advantage of : they throw into it their slops,

garbage, and nightsoil.

Fish have been plentiful in Cornwall this year :

fish bones and fish offal lie in every opening,

mixed with human excreta, soapsuds, and so

forth. One of the cesspools I saw in Campfield-

hill, so nauseously fonl, that I fairly retched

;

and that in Mitchell-hill had such an effect upon

a friend that it acted as Epsom Salts upon him,

and he lay on a sofa taking brandy in the even-

iijc^ : it was close under a window. The one in

Campfield-hill was placed on the other side of

the road to the cottages : the road is from 10 ft.

to 11 ft. wide. As I looked in astonishment, I

heard one poor wan-looking middle-aged woman
say to another—“ Ah ! it’s too bad : that there

place stinks so, it do, one can hardly live here,

and it’s no use to say nothing.”

In Ryder-street, Union-street, Fairmantle-

atreet, Cardew-street, are these cesspools to be

found, and all in the same state. The gutters

in these streets, and, generally speaking, through-

out the town, are paved with quartz, locally

called spar, pebbles of irregular shape ; of course

the paving is badly jointed, so in this way the

garbage and liquid refuse that the inhabitants

throw into them are as much as possible retained i

on the surface, and the spreading of noxious
|

exhalations expedited. Some of the streets are i
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paved in the same oatlandish manner, and this

in a county lamed for its beautiful granite !

I question if either commissioners or sur-

veyor ever heard of granite paving-setts. By
the bye, the surveyor has 60Z. per annum, I be-

lieve, but am not sure, paid fortnightly, and he

is not allowed to do anything else. If these

cesspools are bad undisturbed, how muoh worse

do they become when the man comes round “ to

dean ’em out a bit when the weather is nice and
dry.” The operator has a shovel made like a

spoon, only not so much dished : with a handle or

shaft to it, I should say, from 6ft. to 7ft. in length,

he'raises the east-iron cover, at once exposing the

blueish-black, putrid, bubbling, semi-liquid mass;
sinking his shovel into it, and nsing the long

handle as a lever, he brings up shovelful after

shovelful of the horrible stuff, and lays it, spread-

ing itself like something animate at the side of the

reservoirs of poison, “ out of the way of the road

you know, sir,” where it remains until it is

fetched, which may be this afternoon or to-

morrow morning; perhaps to-morrow morning,

seeing there is but one scavenger’s cart in this

town of 11,300 inhabitants. No regular system
of sewerage is there in the town; they do not

even see that the new drainempties itself properly
into the river that runs through the town. If

tiiey meet with an existing drain, of whatever size

it may be, “ wby they make ’em join, o’ coorse :

stans to raison the drain empts hisself some-
wheer.” The cesspools are in untrappsd com-
munication with the sewer : the matter in the

cesspool cannot get beyond a certain height in

it, for a hole in one of the sides of the pit takes

it off into the sewer. The sewers are all sup-

posed to empty themselves into the river. The
river is a piece of mud, several feet thick, nearly

two miles in length, and of a width for the upper
half of its length (that closest to the town) of

from 100 to 300 yards, through which meanders
a narrow channel,*which is every year getting

narrower and shallower.

In Falmouth the same sorb of sewerage exists.

In describing that of Truro I have described that

of Falmouth, though of the two Falmouth is the

worst, if worst there can bo.

In Falmonth the surveyor has, I believe, IZ. a
week, paid fortnightly. There the drains empty
themselves into the sea. On landing from the

steamboat on the jetty in Market-strand, I

could at once testify that some drains empty
themselves into the sea

;
even the pebbles on the

little beach ore bluish black from the sewage
matter pouring over them. Bub even a blind

tourist could discover the proximity of sewage
matter. In a boat going along the shore, you
see drain after drain, high up the wall, pouring
its foul contents into the lovely sea; you see

block after block of rank, ill-looking houses, and
you see privies and ash-pits overhanging or

bordering the sea, the stain from the matter
coming from them all down the sea-wall.

Falmouth in one respect is ahead of Truro,

for it has waterworks. The reservoir is about
four or five miles from the town

;
the fishing in

it is strictly preserved, for it is rented by some
gentlemen who keep boats on it.

I did nob go into Cornwall to get cholera, or

fever, or even to get sick on foul smells; I bad
quite enough of it in Truro and Falmouth, so I

did nob go on to Penzance : therefore I know
nothing of its state other than I heard a lady
complain of the dust and the absence of any-
thing remotely resembling a water-cart, save one
day when she saw on the Esplanade an empty
one pass by.

This is the way Cornwall seeks to have a
healthy popnlation, empty workhouses, low
rates

;
and this is the way she encourages

tourists to visit her lovely coasts.

And—will you believe it ?—though some splen-

did water can be found in the neighbourhood, yet
influential people in Trnro have again and again
opposed its being brought into the town ; and
now that, after repeated attempts, an Act for the

creation of waterworks has been passed in the

last session, grave donbts are entertained if a
company can be formed to do the work.
No : Trnro people prefer having their water

from the wells that are sunk in different parts of
the town, having water that is full of organic
remains of diluted sewage

; and, as if that was
not enough, to have a fine lot of zymotic
diseases in stock, they must allow conduits fall

of poisonous gases to distribute their contents
throughout every street in the town.

Falmouth will not have a proper system of

sewerage, for the present system did when they
were children, and why not now ?

Truro believes itself a marvel of cleanness,

and is inclined, in solemn conncil assembled, to

speak slightingly of people suggesting any
alterations. Perseverance is generally rewarded

;

and so, if in Truro and Falmouth they have
not had fever nearly all the year round, they

ought to have it. Pro.

THE PICK AND THE SHOVEL AT WORK
AT CHATHAM.

To those who entertain the conviction that
“ the noblest study for mankind is man,” it

follows, with some degree of logical sequence,

that the worthiest title by which architecture

can claim the respect of the philosopher is its

rank as a branch of ethnology.

To those who are habitually accustomed to

regard the art, the science, and the practice, of

the builder, as a special, and by no means
secondary, branch of the finer and more subtle

crafts which it is given to the human intelligence

to perfect, such a view as the above may seem,

at the first glance, utterly inadmissible. And
yet, on further reflection, it will not prove alto-

gether strange to our readers. The more onr

attention is diiected from the practice, to the

history, of architecture, the more distinctly does

the mind become impressed with the mode in

which the important function of reflecting, and
recording, the phases of social life, is fulfilled by
the creations of the builder. Of how many
nations and races, of whom no other relics

remain, have we the unnamed and crumbling
walls, or the carefully constructed, and long

hidden, sepulchres ? The art of the potter,

himself an early servant, or brother, of the

builder
; the art of the founder, exercised on

implements that appear to have served alike the

purposes of the warrior, the honter, and the

timber hewer ;
the yet earlier and ruder toil, for

it can scarcely with propriety be termed art, of

those who chipped knives and arrow-heads out of

flints, or scraped bone into the predecessors of

what wo call needles ; these alone have left

some faint and few relics of human life that are

more ancient (possibly, for even that is not cer-

tain) than the ruins of prehistoric buildings.

Thus the steadiest, if not absolutely the longest,

ray that is thrown baok into the unmeasured
night, which preceded our present early dawn of

civilization, is lent by the lantern of architec-

tural research. Those who will not allow archi-

tecture to be called a branch of ethnology, must
yet admit that some of the most important data

of the later quasi science are due to the ancient

tectonic art.

Nor is the relation confined to the province of

historic architecture,—of antiquity and archce-

ology. It is no less apparent in the practical, :

striving, busy life of the day. To how many of

,

the most cultivated workmen—workers with the !

intelligence, or with the fancy, no less than with i

the skilful band—is not the architect called on !

to ally himself ? In the mathematical science of
j

construction : in knowledge of the strength and
,

qualities of materials
;
in the operations of the

quarry, the ravine, the kiln, the forest, and the

timber-yard, the architect stands on common
ground with the engineer. In decorative art, he

is linked with the painter, the sculptor, the

smith, the moulder, and founder of metal : his

occupation is not foreign to that of any apt

student in the wide field of artistic design. In
regarding the surronndings of his creations, he
must seek the aid, if he do not himself possess

both the taste and the experience, of the land-

scape gardener, the horticulturist, or even the

cultivator on a wider scale.

No less close is the link which binds the

architect to the soldier, especially to those corps,

the 4lite of all armies of the world, to which the

opposed and complemental functions of the arts

of construction and of destruction are especially

committed,—the genii of foreign armies, the

Royal Engineers and Royal Artillery of our own.

So close, indeed, is the similarity between the

education of the Royal Engineer officers of the

day, and that of the civil engineer, the archi-

tect, and the surveyor, that the officers of that

illustrious corps are looked to, by the Govern-

ment of this country, to discharge many of those

functions which we may be pardoned for con-

sidering to come rather within the province of

the civilian, who has been specially trained to

their discharge. Thus not only one special

function of the mechanical engineer,—the con-

struction of ordnance,—is discharged as a mili-

tary duty, but the formation and maintenance of

the great constroctive works of our arsenals and

dockyards, the Ordnance Survey, and minute

mapping of the entire kingdom, and even the

purely architectural work required for the

accommodation of the Department of Science

and Art at Sonth Kensington, are ail committed
to Royal Engineers. We must not be understood
as wishing to express an opinion, at this moment,
as to the greater or less advisability of this

course ; we are only concerned to point out the
close and intimate relationship existing between
the architecture of peace and the engineering

of war.

We have before referred to the influence of

the progress of the art of war, on the public,

and, in a minor degree, on the private, edifices of

a country. It is evident that by far the greater

part of historic architecture reflects the exact

state of the relation between the offence and the

defence at the date of erection. The clustering

towers of Medimval Italy came down before the

face of the rude falcon, or saker, or whatever
was the name of the clumsy engine that was the

predecessor of the rffied ordnance of the day. It

was not necessary to cannonade them all. The
subjugation of one stubborn noble chieftain, such
as the one of whom Carlyle tells ns in his ” Life

of Frederick the Great,” by the hoarse and
unaccustomed eloquence of one gun, such as

was then thought heavy, sapped the very

foundations of the keeps of that chieftain’s

peers. When towers and turrets were
known to be indefensible, they ceased to be built.

And thus it has come to pass that, withiu less

than 500 years, that form of seignoral dwelling

which was, in some parts of Europe at least, so

common as to be universal, attracts, by its relics

in Ireland, such curious speculation at the pre-

sent day. Bel, Apollo, Priapus, ugly forms of

Indian, of Phccnician, or of African worship, are

all appealed to, or ransacked in order to explain

the very simple fact that, when times were rongh,

the arm of law feeble, and cannon unknown,
gentlemen built towers to live in, because they

were safe with a double safety. They attbrded

their owners a wide and reaasnring look-out, so

as to give a tolerable safeguard against surprise,

and they were so difficult of access as to be able

to resist anything but a blockade.

It is nob only, therefore, for the reason that we
have habitually kept open a limited space in onr

colnmns for matters of vital social interest,

although nob directly and immediately connected

with either the science, the art, or the trade, of

the BuiZdej', but from the fact of the intimate

relation of military engineering to architecture

proper, that we have, from time to time, called

the attention of our readers to the rapidly alter-

nating phases occupied, during the last few years,

by the arts of attack and of defence.

On one point of military order alone, the

Builder has been led more than once to insist,

from the profound conviction of its vital import-

ance to the defence of the future. First, and
almost, if not altogether, alone, among the science

pnblicabiona of the day, we have pointed out the

indispensable necessity of rendering each soldier

of our small bub admirable army, an engineer,

or, if the term is better liked, a sapper. Fami-
liarity with the employment of labour, intimate

knowledge of the difference between the speed

and facility with which a taught and an uu-

taught pickman can make a hole in the ground,

some personal acquaintance with science, and
circumstances of war on the Continent, and a
careful study of the current incidents of both the

German and the Amerioau wars,have led us again

and again toinsiston the importanceof thespadeas

a weapon no less essential to the soldier than the

bayonet. It is with great satisfaction that we
now see, for the first time, that the efforts of the

advocates of common sense have nob been alto-

gether lost in this important matter. We are

abandoning our time-honoured English method

of learning nothing without the sanction of a

drubbing. We are actually thinking it desirable

bo turn practical attention to the best method of

providing sudden shelter for our troops, without

having had the lesson forced on our attention

by the loss of a campaign, of a division, or even

of a man. “The Pick and Shovel for Troops”

has appeared among the broadsides by which

our daily contemporaries strive to attract the

notice of those casual purchasers who are faiu

to look for amusement in their columns when
London is out of town.

The French, we are told, have for some time

recognised the primary importance of the view
we have so strenuously urged. In 1867 were
issued, “ Observations sur I’Inetrucbiou som-
maire pour les Combats,” in which it is distinctly

stated that the use of arms of precision (and

still more, of arms of repetition) has brans*
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ferred tho advantage from the attack to ihe
defence, in the case of troops advancing over
open groand. The distance of three or four
hundred yards is enough to expose au advancing
corps to an annihilating fire. Distance, within
such limits aa to constitute actual military
pressure on the field, is no protection. Courage,
pluck, discipline, all that distinguishes an army
from a mob, are utterly valueless in the face of
a sustained fire; so that the enemy do not run
short of ammunition, and the period of exposure
extends over more than a few minutes. In any
case, the French strategists urge, an advancing
body of men would arrive too much weakened
to contend with success against an enemy pre-
pared to receive them, and who had themselves
been protected from fire.

Again, in a paper called “ Instruction sur les
Franchees d’Abris,” rules are laid down for the
rapid construction of trenches for tho shelter of
the troops forming them from fire. Before the
death of Marshal Niel (a great loss to the French
army), a conference of officers was held under
the presidency of that distinguished adminis-
trator, in which the necessity of accustoming
infantry to protect bbemaelves by impomptu field

works was fully admitted and insisted on.
Napoleon, himself an engineer (as proved by his
noble works of national intercommunication, no
less than by the great development given in his
tactics to the artillery), especially condemned tho
reluctance shown by officers and soldiers to using
the pick and shovel. If, with the artillery of his
day, Napoleon held that field fortification should
be improved, and that the art of the military
engineer was in arrear of that of the officer of
infantry or of cavalry, what would have been
his views, and what his dispositions, if ho had
been a grim witness of the strife between
Armstrong and Whitworth.

In the American war the country was furrowed
with trenches, and turned into a perfect rabbit-
warren of rifle-pits. General Grant, no less than
his antagonist, made more use of the spade than
had ever been the case in the previous history of
war. An extract from an American work is

quoted iu the French report to which we have
referred, to the effect that a Federal brigadier,
having had to change his position twice iu less
than an hour, left behind him two lines of nearly
completed intrenchment.

After having received, in the Eoyal Military
Academy at Woolwich, the only systematic edu-
cation which, in this country, can be in any way
compared to that given in the seats of the
highest Continental culture, the newly-commis-
sioned officers of the Royal Engineers are now
sent to pass a certain course of practical study, at
the School of Military Engineering at Chatham.

Experiments have for some time been going
on at this establishment, as to the method of
providing instant shelter for troops, regard being
had both to the minimum section available for
use in a field, parapet, and ditch, and to the
maximum amount of labour that might fairly
bo expected from the individual soldier, duly
trained and directed. The section arrived at is

that formed by tho excavation of a trench 4 ft.

wide, and 15 in. deep, the erection being thrown
into a mound, of course on the side exposed to
fire. An untrained party is said to have exe-
cuted such a trench in Jess than halfanhonr.
Of course much must depend on the nature of
the soil. Military drill has the great advan-
tage of accustoming the sappers to work more
closely to one another than is tho wont of our
navvies and miners. A linear yard of trench is
allowed to each man in common trench work,
and only 2 ft. in flying sap.

'

A more serious experiment is reported as
having been made last week, under the imme-
diate inspection of the general officer command-
ing the Chatham district. The 27th Innis-
killens, the Royal Marines, and the 1st and 2nd
Depot Battalions, furnished a total force of
rather more than 1,000 men, who were em-
ployed, distributed into three reliefs, in the for-
mation of a redoubt under pressure as to time.
The length of the face of the work is stated at a
little under 140 ft., and the work, with all its
requisite defensive details, was completed in
eighteen hours. The ground was somewhat un-
favourable over a portion of the line selected,
being hard, compact gravel. But the officers
threw themselves on the resisting element, not
horsed, but pick in hand, and rough and smooth
were overcome, gnus mounted, and intrenching
instrnments removed, before the time fixed for
the visit of the inspecting officers.

utmost satisfaction
th!8 step m the right direction. The method

adopted is not identical with that to which we
endeavoured to direct [the attentiou of the
service; but, on the other hand, it is thoroughly
and entirely military, and appears to have been
eminently successful. We entertain no doubt as
to the advantages of our own suggestiou, but it is

possible to hold to that conviction, without in any
way underrating the result actuallyattained. The
essential thing is that the infantry soldier should,
as a matter of course, become accustomed to the
use of intrenching tools ; the pick and shovel
drill, if officers like to oall it so, should be as fami-
liar to him as rifle and bayonet drill. As to the
best method of doing this, especially considering
the small size of our army, we are willing to
speak with great deference to the practical
experience of the staff. So long as the non
possu7nu$ was opposed to the plain prevision of
common sense, we held it right to speak in an
unfaltering tone. The Papal excuse (and we are
speaking of actual written communications from
the highest military authorities) is now with-
drawn. The order from [the Horse Guards is
“ Experiment.” To the result of that experi-
ment, boldly and energetically carried out, we
can only wish God-speed.

It will be remembered that the financial
element was not excluded from our calculations.
That under the energy [and spur of emulation,
officers and men may freely work, to show what
they can do, has now been happily proved. But
human nature is not absolutely changed, even if

some of its weaknesses be eradicated, by military
drill. It must be remembered that, as far as the
present private soldiers of our army are con-
cerned, they are under contract with the public.
It would be an undue strain upon that contract
to insist upon the performance, under its terms,
of the work of the sapper, in addition to that of
the rifleman. Nor must the rightful interest of
tho officers be neglected. Uniforms are extremely
expensive. We can speak, from a very vivid experi-
ence, of the influence of hard civil work on the
augmentation of the tailor’s bill. For the infantry
officer, this influence will be as important aa
it will be unwelcome. To maintain that spirit
of hearty satisfaction which is essential to the
wellbeing of an army iu time of peace, these
considerations must be borne in mind. Even if

officers and men, from sheer patriotism, esprit de
corps, or any other motive of noble emulation,
will freely give to Old England an amount of
muscular labour which is ” not in the bone,” do
not let us expect to mulct them also in pocket.
The House of Commons, not always wishiug to
loose the pnrse-atrings of which it is a some-
what capricious guardian, must be applied to in
support of the new educational movement,
unless, as we had tho honour to suggest, that
movement can be made self-supporting. That
such can bo the case wo have no more doubt
than we have of the necessity of the change.
Marshal Niel and H.R.H. the Duke of Cam-
bridge have come over to this opinion as to tho
latter part of the question. We anticipate,
sooner or later, a similar conversion as to the
former fact. In a question which, after all, is a
matter of engineering, we have no doubt of the
value of engineering experience. That the ex-
periment now reported from Chatham is suc-
cessful we rejoice to believe

; but success, to be
success, must bo permanent.
We trust, therefore, that amid all the satis-

faction which must be so justly entertained by
those who have advanced thus far in the course
of teaching the soldier to protect himself, there
will bo room for a whisper to be heard from
the source whence the first alarm on the subject
proceeded. The Builder rejoices in the fra-
ternisation of the soldier. He desires it to be
durable. To insure durability he wishes to see
it based on those sound principles of fair play,
common sense, and respect for the most powerful
motives that ordinarily actuate mankind, which
may be left out of sight on a spurt, but can
never be safely neglected in the long run. Let
every soldier be an engineer. Let him be made
so with his own hearty concurrence, with the
least possible delay, not at his own coat, and not
at the cost of the tax-payer. If this can be
done without such arrangements as shall tend to
make the British army in some sort a self-sup-
porting institution, well and good. But, in any
case, no one of tho above-named requisites can
be neglected without great disadvantage.

Royal Manchester Institution.—The Ex-
hibition of modern paintings and works of art
here will he opened to the public on Monday,
the 13th iust.

’

BOLTON SEWERAGE: PROPOSED INTER.
CEPTING WORK.

Fob a long period much agitation has been
going on in Bolton on the subject of the outfall
of the sewage. We are at last glad to find there
is a probability of the work being carried out
under the pressure of the powers possessed by
the Home Secretary, as Mr. Lawson has just
decided between the rival plana suggested by
the engineer, and the Sanitary Sub-Committee,
Bolton, it should be understood, contains a popu-
lation of 70,000 inhabitants

; the area of the
borough is 1,840 acres, one half of which ia

drained. The river Croal, running through
the town, takes 720 acres

; the river Torge,
122 acres

; and the Jemmy Bech, 73 acres ; and
the portion in dispute was the outfall drainage
of the area falling towards the river Croal. The
total quantity of the sewage of Bolton is 1,725,780
gallons, 7-8th8 of which flow into the' river
Croal. Tho bed of the river Croal, we should
remark, is pitched, for the distance it passes
through the town. According to the engineer’s
report (Febrnary 4, 1867), it appears that all the
sewers are so constructed that the sewage can
be intercepted at any period. The proposed
outfall sewers have been so designed as to inter-
cept all the sewage of tho town, and to carry it

outside the borough a distance of one mile and
three-quarters (measured alongthe rivercourse),
from the Market House.
From the proposed point of exit it is intended

to make a sewer, 5 ft. by 3 ft. 9 in. of uniform
shape, along the right bank of the river to the
sewer discharging at Rosehill

;
from Rosehill

a sewer of reduced sizn, -4 ft. by 3 ft. to the
new sewer at Church Wharf; from thence one
of 3 ft. 9 in. by 2 ft. 9 in. to Water-street; from
thence a circular sewer of 3 ft. diameter to Great
Bridge

;
from thence a circular sewer of 2 ft. 6 in.

diameter to Gilrow-lane, and terminating with
a sewer of 2 ft. diameter at Pike’s-lane, the
total length being 3 miles 270 yards.
At Pike’s-lane he proposes to form a flushing

tank, with sluices, &o., complete, to flush out the
whole length when necessary, and also at this
point to erect a chimney-shafb and furnace for

the ventilation of the sewers, as it is the highest
point.

It ia also intended at all convenient points along
the course of the outfall to construct storm
overflows to deliver excessive rainfalls into the
river and these overflows are to be trapped.
Manholes are to be placed at frequent inter-

vale, and junctions left at such places as may
serve for the drainage of the land and houses,
when built upon. The estimated cost of the
proposed works is 13,6841.

The general inclination of the sewers varies
from 1 in 43 to 1 in 326, except in one instance,
which ia 1 in 12.

No scheme is at present recommended for the
ultimate disposal of the sewage, as, in conse-
quence of the great sacrifice attending experi-
ments in many places, and the failures that have
occurred, the engineer has been deterred from
doing SO; but he has watched for a long period
the progress of sewage utilisation works in other
places, a list of which he gives. At Leicester,
Exeter, Uxbridge, Ely, and Clifton, deodorisation
has proved a failui'e. At Cheltenham and
Coventry a system of filtration baa proved only
partially successful. AtHitchinand Blackburn,
precipitation has proved a failure at Ihe former,
and at the latter place it has only been recently
adopted. At Croydon, Rugby, Edinburgh, Tavi-
stock, Harrow, Creditor), Pusey, Clipstoue, Ban-
bury, Watford, and Carlisle, inigation has been
tolerably successful; but at Croydon, systems of
precipitation, filtration, and deodorisation had
been previously tried, but each had proved a
failure.

Upwards of fifty patents for dealing with town
sewage had been taken out, and there is no in-
stance on record of any one having been success-
fully applied. At Croydon, it is stated that
until recently the disposal of the sewage cost
3,0001. a year, but at the present time a profit

of about 300Z. is made by it. There are 350
acres of land irrigated by the Croydon sewage,
and the profit realised is said to be II. per acre.*
The report was submitted to the sanitary com-

mittee, and one member, the mouthpiece of that
body, opposed the plan, and suggested a crude
and undigested scheme,a3 will afterwards appear,
of their own, as more economical.
From Great Bridge they proposed to take up

the pitching of the river bed, and reduce it in

* This Bystem is said by some to produce the foot and
mouth disease now prevalent amongst cattle.
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width from G ft. wide by 19 in. deep, to 4 ft. wide

by 15 in. deep, and to lay an iron pipe of 16 in.

in diameter in the line of the river underneath
the invert. This iron pipe, of 16 in. diameter,

was to take the sewage of twenty drains, be-

tween Great Bridge and Water-street, the

sectional area of the sewage being stated to be

45 square inches, the sectional area of the pipe

being estimated at 256 square inches. From
Water-street to Bridge-street, to take the sewage
of eleven additional sewers, computed at 69

square inches, they proposed a 20-in. pipe, of 400
square inches area, to take the united quantities

of the above sewer, calculated at 114 square

inches of sectional area.

From Bridge-street to the weir at the wharf
they propose to lay down a 24-in. pipe, the

eectioual area of which is 576 square inches, to

convey the sewage from the thirty additional

sewers which discharge into the river between
these points, the flow of sewage from which
they estimate to be 84 square inches, and which,

added to the former quantities, gives a sectional

area of 198 square inches. From the wharf to

Messrs. Marsden’s Bleach-works, they proposed
to lay down a pipe of 30 in. diameter, the sec-

tional area of which is stated to be 900 square

inches, to convey the sewage from six sewers, of

176 square inches area, making the total quan-
tity of sewage 374 square inches. In other

words, as they say, to provide an outfall sewer
of 900 square inches, to take the whole of the

sewage, which is estimated at 374 square inches.

The large pipe is to be cast in 6-ft. lengths, in

two pieces horizontally, and secured by flanges

and bolts in the centre. To connect the present

large street sewer with the intercepting pipe,

they propose to use pot-pipes of just suffloient

size to take the ordinary drainage, and at these

points to have (unique) storm overflows, to take

the rainfall into the river.

They also provided for a system of ventilation,

approved oj by Government engineers (?) of 4-in.

pipes affixed to, and carried up above, the roofs

of the houses ; and a plan of flushing by means of

slide valves fixed to the pipes.

They state that the estimated cost of these

works is 4,966L, or say 5,0001. The size and
weights of the pipes are as follow :

—
Diameter. Cwt. Cwt. Qr. Lb.

18 in 1,098 or 2 Z 20 per yard.
20 in 881 „ 2 1 12 „
2-1 in 2,318 „ -1 0 0 „
30 in 6,090 6 0 0 „

Branch pipes, &o.... 99 ,,
— —

Total weight... 10,080 required for the pipe sewer.

We may in this place point out tho errors in

the calculation in the latter report, as must be
self-evident to the veriest tyro in the profession.

First as to the area of the pipes,

—

Pipe. Sq. Id. Sq. In.
Instead of a 16 in. = 256 should be 201’06

Ditto 20iu. = -101) „ 311-10

Ditto 21 in. = 676 „ 452-39

Ditto 30 in. = 900 „ 706-83

In estimating the quantity of sewage, the
question of the velocity of flow appears to have
been altogether omitted,—a very important
element in estimating the amount of a dischage

in these days of hydraulic engineering.

And with reference to the weight of iron and
the estimate, wo mast add 50 per cent, to the

former, and about 75’por cent, to the latter, to

be nearer the truth, which would very much
augment the totals of weight and price.

The report above mentioned_,waB reviewed by
the engineer (March 11, 1867), its errors of cal-

culations as to quantities of sewage and acres of

pipes pointed out, also the estimate of cost ; and
it was not until tho inhabitants of the district

att'ecfced by it took up the case, and petitioned

the Home Secretary for the purpose of putting
the Local Government Act on “ Pollution of

Rivers ” in force
;
and that Mr. Arnold Taylor

was sent down, and the result of his inquiry

was to approve of the scheme of the engineer,

and to condemn that of the committee in unmis-
takable terms, and his recommendation was
pressed on them by Mr. J. Taylor, of the “ Local
Government Act Office.”

To evade this, they proposed another economical
scheme, viz., “ a double liue of iron pipes, one on
each side of the pitched invert of the River Croal,

and this was referred to the Home Secretary,
who objected to it, and referred them to the
original plan of the engineer, and gave them
notice under the Act that if they did not proceed
with the works, he should take the necessary

steps to do SO; bnt he was urgently requested

to postpone it, in order to enable them to con-

sult another engineer to decide these knotty

questions, and Mr. Lawson was instructed to

make the necessary investigation.

Mr. Lawson, in his report, points out the

merits and defects of both plana ; and one ques-

tion, he says, is to settle the point as to the time

the overflow shall come into action, and the

sewage be allowed to escape into the river Croal.

Mr. Lawson thinks that neither plan on that

head will have full effect, that the sewage after

the first rush of water from heavy rain contains

a great amount of filthy deposit, and that ten

times the amount of the ordinary sewage is re-

quired to effect a perfect clearance, say ten times

1,500,000 gallons, equal to 15,000,000 gallons.

If it is intended that the river Croal shall be

purified, the engiueei-’s sobeme is ample, and

that of the committee somewhat small, and both

plans would fail as the overflows are arranged,

and thecommittee’s plan is besides impracticable.

He is of opinion that substantially the plan of

tho engineer is the beat, as affording facilities

for regulating the flow, and better calculated for

future requirements. He then proposes reduc-

tion in tho sizes of the smaller sewers to 3 ft. 6 in.

by 3 ft. 6 in., 3 ft. by 2 ft. G in., 27 in. diameter,

and 24 in. diameter, and oveiflowa to be so fixed

as to discharge tho flood water above mentioned,

and so constructed as to be capable of adjust-

ment. He then incidentally recommends de-

positing tanks to relieve the sewage of a portion

of its solid matter. Ho also points out the

errors of the calculations of the sub-committee,

both as to the area of the pipes and the sewage

flows, the latter arrived at without reference to

its velocity. Thus, it appears after two years and

a half, or more, of discussion and agitation, the

plan of the engineer is substantially to be carried

out, after a small reduction in the sizes of the

sewers.

ERWIN YON STEINBACH AND HIS
WORKS.*

Chronicle and legend have inseparably asso-

ciated with the name of Steinbach that of his

daughter Sabine in the production of one of

the noblest monuments of Gothic art, in Europe.

That much of the more delicate and elaborately

executed sculpture is due to her chisel there

appears to be little doubt, and her personal

beauty is also a feature in the traditions which

have made her name that of the chief heroine

of Medicoval art. A complete romance has, in

fact, been embroidered upon the canvas supplied

by her story, the main features of which have

possibly their foundation in truth. As an

example of the kind of material which the art-

career of Sabine, as told by tradition, has fur-

nished to the novelist, the following half-

legendary anecdote may be cited. The story is

thus told
;

Bernard Sunden, a young Silesian

sculptor of average promise, who was engaged,

like many others, in carrying out the designs of

Erwin, became deeply imbued with an enthu-

siastic admiration of the beauty and artistic

talents of Sabine, who was, however, too closely

wedded to her art to listen to declarations

that might in any way distract her attention

from ib, or retard the progress of the work, in

which she was aiding to raise a monument to

the glory of her father, by forwarding the com-

pletion of his great design. There was also, as

usnal, a rival, one Polydore of Boulogne, a young

French sculptor, from the plains of Picardy, in

whose ardent nature the charms of Sabine bad

developed a similar but far more violent passion

than that which had stirred the breast of the

more passive Silesian, who found consolation in

the genial though quiet routine of his profes-

sional pursuits. It soon, however, became evi-

dent to the watchful and jealons eye of Polydore,

that while Sabine did not allow her attention to

be diverted for a moment from the ardent pur-

suit of the art to which she had devoted all her

energies, she yet seemed to favour the preten-

sions of Bernard by allowing him to assist her

occasionally in the works on which she was

engaged. Matters stood thus at the time that

she was near completing some conspicuous

fio-ures and elaborate enrichments above one of

the principal portals. In this special work Ber-

nard had been allowed to assist, and the last

finishing touches having been given just as day-

light began to fail, the protective hoarding was

removed after dark, in order that tho newly-

finished portion of the work might bo seen as a

pleasant surprise by the public spectators.

This state of things soon got wind,—the evening’s

gossip spread it far and wide; and when the

* See p. 679, an(s.

following morning arrived, and many hastened

to the place to see the newly-exposed work,

great was the surprise and consternation expe-

rieuced on finding the whole of the figures and
ornaments mutilated and disfigured, beyond, as

it seemed, the possibility of repair. Sonie con-

sidered the act that of the incarnate fiend him-
self, who, ib was averred, had more than once

sought to interrupt and retard the building of

the temple
;
but others shrewdly attributed the

work of destruction to Polydore, whose ill-con-

coaled rage andjealousy since Sabine had accepted
the aid of Bernard, seemed to know no bounds j

and moreover he did nob appear at his usual post

that day, nor on several succeeding days. Bub
then comes the miraculous part of the story.

It was said that Sabine had bad a vision in the

night, in which she was promised celestial aid in

the restoration of the mutilated work, and that

in the morning she had discovered a beautifully

drawn out plan for the repair of the work, upon
her little table in the window niche of her bed-

room. However this may be, say the relators

of the tradition, the mutilated work was found

partially restored on the morning following the

vision, according to the design furnished to

Sabine, and each night still farther progress was
made. Many were induced to believe, such was
the beauty of the restored portions, that they

were the work of angels, who bad wrought under

cover of the darkness; and ib was asserted in

corroboration, that the blows of a mallet, as

though striking upon a sculptor’s chisel, had been

heard in the dead of the night, when every other

sound was stilled. These reports and surmises

appeared to bo borue out by the rapid and con-

tinuous progress of the restorations themselves,

accounts of which spread far and wide, till it

was evident that another night’s operations of

the supposed celestial sculptors would complete

the work, with even more perfect beauty than it

had originally possessed, though eveu then con-

sidered the maafcerwork of Sabine. At this

juncture ib was said that Polydore had been again

seen in Strasbourg, and Bernard, who believed

that the Bolognese sculptor had more to do with

the mutilation than the foul fiend, determined

that night to set himself to watch the work, not-

wibhatanding many pious scruples on the score

of interfering with the work of the angels, and

also some dread of the devil, who, in spite of his

suspicion regarding Polydore, he still thought

might possibly be at the bottom of the work of

destruction, and perhaps ready to recommence

ib after the miraculous restoration. His scruples

and fears being, however, both overcome, he pro-

ceeded to the scene of his nocturnal watch,

where, contrary to expectations and fears,

nothing occurred to vary the monotony and still-

ness of the darkness till nearly midnight, when
ho thought he distinguished, coming from the

sculpture of Sabine’s portal, alight sounds like

those of a chisel struck gently by a mallet

against stone or marble; but the sound was

very faint, and he persuaded himself ib was only

fancy, the more especially as he had not the

amount of courage requisite for approach-

ing tho spot more closely. He had, however,

placed himself at the precise spot at which a

human enemy was most likely to make lus way
to the part of the acaftblding in question—and

this point be thought ib his duty to guard,

—

though he was nob prepared to contend with an

enemy of more mysterious nature. But this

was not the only point of possible approach,

and he just then clearly distinguished the

creaking of a plank on the scaffold itself,

leading to the stage in front of the miraculously

restored wall. Almost immediately after, his

eyes having become sufficiently accustomed to

the darkness to distinguish dimly the forms of

objects in favourable positions, he discerned a

dark form, the outline of which was rendered

tolerably distinct against the lighter colour of

the new stonework. The form appeared to be

unmistakably that of Polydore, and it glided

along the scaffolding towards the point he was

so anxiously watching, aud where he had heard

the sound. Then came another slight blow,

like that cf a mallet, aud a fragment fell

upon the stage below, and immediately after a

white object appeared gliding round the projec-

tion of a buttress. The dark figure turned towards

the new apparition, and started back upon the

narrow scaffold as though in sudden terror.

Then came a sound like that of a heavy mass

falling to the ground, followed by what seemed

like a sigh, or a groan. Bernard, whose gaze

bad been riveted upon the white form that

glided out of the shade of the buttress, soon

perceived that it was not that of an angel, as he



had at first supposed, but simply a slight grace-
ful human figure, and in an instant he was on
the planks of the stage above

;
for he knew every

ladder and every intricacy of the scaSblding.and
was just in time to catch the falling figure of the
somnambulist, Sabine, who had been pursuing
her dream work, and was in the act of returning,
when the noise of the fall which had just taken
place had suddenly roused her from her trance,
and but for Bernard’s timely arrival she would
have fallen to the ground. The simple explana-
tion was that the destruction of her work had
preyed upon her mind in dreams, under the
influence of which she had glided safely, night
afcer night, to the scene of the devastations, and
had, in her sleep, effected those restorations
which the peculiar spirit of the times had so
readily attributed to supernatural iutervention.
Sabine’s impression, that she had been favoured
with a divine vision, combined with the excite-
ment of her religious enthusiasm, may have
induced both the acts of simple somnambulism,
and also her nocturnal labours at the injured
sculpture; and this explanation has been very
Buecessfully suggested and expressed by M.
Grasse, in the well-conceived statue before alluded
to

; in which she is made to hold a prayer-book
in one hand, while with the other she grasps a
mallet and chisel, which she presses to her
breast, as though she felt that the instruments
were imbued with a miraculous power, by which
their action would be guided, rather than by the
skill of her own hand. This story, whether
wholly or only partly true, has taken a strong
hold upon the literary and artistic men of
Germany

; and, as previously stated, a German
novel-writer has made Erwin and the progress of
his great work the subject of a graceful and very
graphically treated fiction,—in which, of course,
Sabine occupies a prominent place. There
are many such legends, partly true and partly
legendary, associated with the erection of the
great ecclesiastical edifices of the Middle Ages,
showing us that architecture is very far from
being without its romance.
The great artist-mason, with his sons and

daughter, continued the work together till the
beginning of the fourteenth century, by which
time the fame of Erwiu and the renown of
his cathedral had spread to other parts of
Germany. In Strasbourg he was styled
gnhemator fohricui ecclesioj argenthius, and he
was also more familiarly styled hiittenlierr and
werkmeister ; generally considered to express
“ engineer ” and “principal architect.” One of the
consequences of the successfully carrying forward
of so vast a work at Strasbourg led to the
nomination of that city as the seat of the
principal Masonic guild or lodge of the Free
Society of Masons, and it may be that his title

of hiittenhen- had reference to his being elected
master in chief of the Germanic lodges, as the
German common term for a lodge was hiitte,

the Strasbourg lodge becoming the 7i,aupt-Juitte.

Another consequence of the widely extended
repute of Erwin of Sbeinbach was, that the aid
of his fertile invention in design and skill in
construction was called for in various quarters

;

the principal works which he designed or
executed beyond the walls of Strasbourg being
the graceful church of Thann and great part of
the cathedral of Freyburg, including its elaborate
spire.

TJiann .—Thann is a beantifally-situated little

town nestled close to one of the narrow valleys
of the Vosges Mountains, and, with its elegant
Gothic church, forms such an exquisite picture,
with its ancient houses and mountain background,
that a painter in transferring the scene to canvas
would scarcelydeem itnecessary to either heighten
or subdue a single feature. At the first aspect of
the beautiful spire of Thann the student is at
once satisfied that the traditions and records
which attribute the erection of the church to the
architect of the great work at Strasbourg are no
myth, for the whole structure is plainly enough
stamped with the true spirit of Erwiniau design.
The elegant steepled tower is at the southern
angle of the east end of the building, and is

famished, like the tower of Strasbourg, with
external winding stairs, cased in a spiral shell
of open-work, all the way to the top of the lofty
tower, from which rises the elegant steeple, sup-
ported at its springing by the slenderest and
most fancifnl of flying buttresses

; the steeple
itself being perforated with open-work, light and
beautiful asarichly-traceried windowof delicately
intricate design. The whole composition is, indeed,
unmistakably from the same hand as the tower
and steeple of Strasbourg, of which the per-
forated staircase turrets at the angles form so

remarkable a feature. The south portal is a
marvellously-beautiful example of lofty and
elegant proportion, wrought out with the richest
conceivable details

; the capitals cf the slender
detached columns forming corbels for small
statues, remarkable for their graceful execution

;

and above which are delicately - perforated
canopies, surmounted by pinnacles, as light and
slender as lacework. The double western
portal is also quite a masterpiece, and altogether
exceptional in regard to its elaborate and
minute enrichments; while the exquisite touches
of sculpture encrusted upon and about the
buttresses are of very remarkable elegance
and most ingeniously devised in regard to
appropriateness of attitude in reference to
situation. In short, the western fa 9ade is a
perfect jewel of elaborate art,—the amount of
finely-designed patterns, of minute perforated
work and lacy canopies, being perfectly asto-
nishing. Part of this work appears to exhibit
manipulative touches of a later period than that
of Erwiu

; but the main features and the dis*
tribation and proportion of the general elevation,
as well as all the principal enrichments, are
indubitably due to his fertile and graceful in-
vention.

The interior is by no means so remarkable as
the exterior; but its exquisite lateral chapels,
with their ebiborate and interesting stone altars,
should, nevertheless, be carefully examined;
especially one of the fourteenth century in the
chapel of the Virgin, which is a masterpiece
of its class; its iutrioato tracery, and delicate
pinnacles and tabernacle work, being of the
most highly.wrought kind. Another ohapel,
also, contains a stone altar marvellously rich
in florid decoration, the deep panels being
entirely filled with richly wrought interlacings of
foliage; one having vino branches with largo
bunches of grapes, another fig branches and figs,

and the others different foliage and fruits,

equally rich in design and treatment. There is

also another very splendid altar in the southern
aisle, which, however, has been so elaborately re-
stored, that it has acquired somewhat the stamp
of the modern Gothic of the Muuich school, and
lost much of the charm of the original manipula-
tion. The groining of the ceiling of the south
aisle diflers from that of the rest of the church,
and is very distinct and characteristic in its

style.

How much of the work of this elegant struc-
ture may have been executed iu Erwin’s own
time it is difficult to say. But it ia known that
the works were proceeding during the time that
his son and successor, Jahn, was still directiug
the works at Strasbourg, though much of the
work was evidently executed at a later period,
as proved by a passage in a local chronicle,
which states that the building of the church
was still going on in the year 1431, when
the wine produced along all the eastern slopes
of the Vosges was so abundant that during a
drought which occurred in the autumn of that
year it was used instead of water to prepare the
mortar used in carrying on the building of the
church. Nevertheless, it is stated in the chronicle
in question that the building was from the
design of Erwin, of Steinbach. I

Freyburg .—The same chronicle also states that

'

Erwin was likewise the architect of the cathedral
of Freyburg, of which there is also sufficient evi-
dence ofother kinds to leave little or no doubt upon
the subject. The cathedral of Freyburg is a much
more important building as to scale than that of
Thann

; but the style of the spire resembles the
one at Thann more than that of the Strasbourg
edifice, whioh last, however, it nearly rivals in
height. The portal of the cathedral is fine in
form, but not greatly enriched with sculpture, the
abundant smooth surfaces appearing to have
been provided expresalyfor polychrome treatment
by painting, as was more the cnatom in this part
of Germany than in Alsace

; and the columns and
mouldings are accordingly painted in the usual
Medieval style, with geometric or slightly
foliaged patterns. The first porch leads to an
inner one, or “ Paradise,” as it is termed

; the
walls of which are enriched with arcade work up
to a certain height, and then corbels rise between
the arches, starting from immediately above the
columns, aud supporting a series of statues
which are surmounted by elaborate canopies, the
general effect being rich and picturesque. The
main interior is not comparable in any way to
that of Strasbourg, but ia yet very good, and
certainly attractive in its general aspect

; and
there is a particular statue, against a massive
group of columns, which produces a remarkably
picturesque effect, on account of a delicate spiral

canopy rising to a great height above it, rich
with the most profusely elaborate decorations.
It should be observed that in examining the
numerous statues with whioh the interior is en-
riched, none can fail to detect, not only the same
handling as in the sculpture of Strasbourg, but
also the same faces as those of the “ wise and
foolish virgins ” previonsly described, and must
feel convinced that the cunning hands of Erwin
and his daughter Sabine have been at work upon
them, and that Sabine’s own face and figure are
faithfully reproduced iu more thau one of the
statues of female saints in the cathedral of Frey-
burg. The pulpitis a very remarkable work, but
appears of somewhat later date than the produc-
tions of Erwin, though the design itself may be
his

;
for it bears a strong likeness to that of

Strasbonrg, which, though executed by Ham-
merer, and with certain additions said to have been
suggested by the great preacher Keysersperger,
is yet known to have been originally designed
by Erwiu. The ceiling of the choir appears to
have been completed in 1410. The three eastern
altars at the termination of the nave and aisles

are of very rich tabernacle work, which might
belong to the end of the fifteenth or beginniogof
the sixteenth century; bat, then, in the profusion
of decorative features, and in the intricacy of the
decorations themselves, Erwiu was so much ia
advance of his contemporaries that for fully a
centnry afterwards his followers had enough to
do to work op to the point be had previously
reached, without dreaming of going beyond

;
and

this may account for some of the work, even of
his own hand, being attributed to a more recent
period

; for his original genius developed a
daring advance of style, which was nob only
accepted by his contemporaries, but followed by
his successors. It will nob be without interest,

while describing this interior, to call atten-

tion to the work of a modern emulator of the
decorative style of Erwin, namely, the throne of
the archbishop,—a rich composition of taber-

nacle work entirely carved in sycamore wood,
or box, which has assumed a most beautiful
golden tone, of almost metallic effect. The work
is most delicate and intricate, and the carver
stipulated, before parting with the result of his

labour, that it should never be either gilt or
painted; and, not content with promises, he had
a deed drawn up to that effect, which was wil-

lingly signed by the venerable archbishop, now
above 90 years of age. The artist’s family

possess the Deed, regularly drawn up on parch-
ment, and signed by the archbishop, both for

himself and his successors. The idea was
probably suggested to the modern carver
by the three altars whioh are entirely gilt,

so that the spectator cannot guess whether
they are of wood or stone— or even gilt

iron, which they might very well be taken
for, OQ account of the delicate slenderness of
their features, did we not know that Erwin
treated stone, even in external decorations, with
such excessive slenderness and attenuation of
the more delicate features, that the proportions
are positively more like ornaments wrought ia

metal than carved in stone.

The windows of the choir are fine in general
form and proportion, but the tracery does not
seem to present the Erwin cachet. In fact, the
windows are of various dates in this structure

;

some of those of the original Bomanesque cheveb
remaining, and also some of the Early Lancet
period, which are by no means good speoimens
of the style. The famous windows with the
painted glass presented by the different trade
guilds of the city in the thirteenth, fourteenth,

and fifteenth centuries, form a very interesting

series
; they are large, and their tracery simple,

and they seem to belong to the close of the
thirteenth century. The paintings they con-
tain are each enriched, as a main feature, by
the armorial bearings of the respective guilds j

the bootmakers’ shield having a yellow field, re-
presenting gold, and bearing in the centre a
black loose boot turned over at the top with
red. The shield of the brick and tile makers bears
an object which may be called a brick or tile

;
that

of the smiths a hammer and pincers
;

that of

the tailors a pair of open scissors ; the bakers,
an nntnistakable loaf

; and the weavers, a shuttle.

The window of the Vinedressers’ Company is

perhaps the richest in its general pictorial

subjects; but all are very interesting monuments
of local art, aud all more or less good. The
windows above these are undeniably the work of
Erwin, and their forms are stamped with his

peculiar elegance of proportion and design.

But it is the exterior, perhaps, that exhibits

the Erwin style more conspicuously. The grand
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and at the same time elegantly perforated spire,

in^the style of that of Thann, rises from a lofty

tower, the upper or second story of which is of

the most delicate design, highly enriched with a

profusion of the tall and slender panel, niche,

and open-window work, for which the style of

Erwin is so well known. It is probable that

Erwin’s work, in the tower, commences with the

second story, as a marked change of style takes

place at that point. Two lateral towers near
the entrances of the present transept are parts

(still perfect) of the original Romanesque strnc-

tnre ; but both are crowned with two upper stories

of Erwin’s work. The whole of the choir was
probably an addition to the ancient Romanesque
edifice, and the greater part of it, containing

all the more decorative portions of it, are from
the band of the great mason of Strasbourg.

The buttresses of that portion of the building,

with their connecting gallery work, are extremely
rich in ornamentation, which is exquisitely

varied in its detail; and the profusion of richly-

canopied niches, with their appropriate statues,

is moat remarkable. There is, especially, an
equestrian statue surmounted by a delicately-

enriched canopy, in the style of the equestrian

Btatues of Clovis and Dagobert at Strasbourg,
which at once attracts attention. In short, the

beauties wrought out at Freyborg are almost as

remarkable as those of the more famous cathedral

at Strasbourg, and are just as indubitably the

work of Erwin of Steinbach.

The works, or at all events the preparation
of the designs, had been going on simultaneously

with those of the master-work of the great
sculptor-architect, whose unceasing industry was
busily plied in his atelier close to the cathedral

at Strasbourg during twenty-eight years, where
he died in 1304, after having established a more
brilliant and widespread reputation as a sncoess-

fnl and unrivalled architect than had been
achieved by any of his predecessora in Germany.

Erwin’s tomb may be seen close to the cathe-

dral, in a little court attached to the chapel of

St. John the Baptist, the epitaph giving him the
titles of Hiittenherr and Werkmeiater previously
referred to. It is intended to remove it eventu-

ally to a conspicuous place in the interior of

the cathedral itself, as near as possible beneath
his sculptured portrait, which appears to look

down from an upper gallery. In the mean
time another memorial has been erected in

memory of the great artist-mason at Stein-

bach, his native village, among the vineyard-
clothed hills on the borders of the Black Forest.

The village itself, which was visited by the writer
of this notice, possesses no remarkable features,

no interesting old houses, and especially not one
that could with any show of probability be
pointed out as the birthplace of Erwin. More-
over, there was not in the place a snitable site

for a statue. But on a neighbouring hill, at the
highest point of a finely undulating vineyard, is

!

a spot from whence the distant spire of Straa-

!

bourg may be seen or imagined, and on that ^

spot a statue has been placed, which appears to
,

look intently towards the marvellous work which
the man it is intended to honour conceived and
planned with each consummate skill. The atti-

tude of the statne is well designed, and as well
executed. It is, indeed, a worthy tribute to the

'

memory of a great artist.

The fame of Erwin and his work continued to
spread even after his death, and his son Jahu
was with universal acclaim appointed to carry
on the great work at Strasbourg towards comple-
tion

;
Sabine appearing to have been appointed,

conjointly with her brother, to direct and carry
forward the execntion of the decorative portions
of the building. Jahn continued the work with
vigour for even a longer period than his father

—

viz., for five-and-thirty years, from 1304 to 1339,
when he died

;
and doubtless very great progress

had been made at the time of his death.
His sister Sabine, according to the legendary

accounts of Erwin and his family, became the
wife of Bernard of Snnden, and eventually
settled with him in the North German provinces,
where they produced many works of note,
especially a great portion of the chevet at
Mag^ebourg, in the decorating of which they
reproduced several of the groups and figures
which they had worked upon together at Stras-
bourg ; the style of the sculptors in question
appearing to render the tradition probable.

Wynkin, the younger son of Erwin, also
became celebrated as an architect, and built the
collegiate church of Hasselach, in the duchy of

Baden, where he died, and where a tomb was
erected to his memory, which is still in perfect
preservation.

After the death of Jahn, Hiiltz, of Cologne,
one of the most rising architects of the day, was
called upon to continue the great work at Stras-

bourg; but he only lived ten years after hia

appointment, yet, in that time, as the tradition

goes, supported by contemporary records, he
completed the exquisite steeple according to

Erwin’s design, and raised the repute of the
cathedral and its original architect to its highest
pitch, insomuch that Strasbourg was finally

acknowledged as the seat of the chief Masonic
Lodge of Germany. After Hiiltz several other
architects succeeded each other, but at last Josse
Dortzinger, of Worms, was appointed to carry
on the works, and his competency soon approved
itself by the continned rapid progress of the
building, the influence of which on architec-

tural art throughout Germany became more and
more apparent, and it was under his leadership
that in 1452 the various lodges of Germany
banded themselves together in one association,

the chief of the Strasbourg Lodge, Dortzinger,
being appointed its permanent head, to be suc-

ceeded by his descendants. Representatives of
all the lodges met at Ratisbon on the 25th of
April, 1459, to draw up formal articles of associ-

ation, the various secrets and signs and other
forms being agreed upon at that meeting.

Dortzinger appears to have died in the year
1486, after carrying forward Erwin’s vast
design for 36 years, the work having then lasted
with little intermission, for 147 years after

the death of the younger Erwin. Hammerer and
Larsohut succeeded Dortzinger as architects of

the cathedral from 1486 to 1495, and then came
I Conrad Waght, who in 1498 obtained a rati-

I fication of the Masonic articles of association,
' confirming them in the possession of consider-
able judicial powers in the settlement of all dis-

putes in matters appertaining to building trans-
actions,—privileges which were subsequently
subscribed by Charles V., and which remained in

force for more than two ceutnries.

In concluding these remarks on the great
mason-architect Erwin and hia family, and on
the progress and contemporary celebrity of his

greatest work, it may not be witbont interest to
recall the fact that in 1481 the Duke of Milan,
wishing to complete the noble cathedral of that
city, a work not inferior in celebrity to that of

Strasbourg itself, wrote on the 27th of June, 1481,
to the chief magistrates of Strasbourg, asking
from them, on the faith of their own celebrated
temple, an accomplished mason capable of com-
pleting the great rival cathedral of Milan

j
and

from its peculiar style, so distinct from any other
great Gothic edifice in Italy, it appears probable
that one or more architects responded to the in-

vitation, and that those German artists bad a
leading share in imparting to it those forms of
the Germanic Gothic which peculiarly distin-

guish it.

HILDESHEIM.
In addition to the works of art already

described,* the choir of the cathedral at Hilcles-

heim contains a superb set of stalls of fourteenth
century work : the canopies and ends are beauti-

fully carved
;
the stalls themselves are forty-two

in number. The centre space of the choir is

filled with two large cantors’ desks and two
lateral desks. Although this arrangement is

probably not older than the seventeenth century,
it is uncommonly picturesque, and, as far as

we know, peculiar to this cathedral. The
“ sanctuary ” is separated from the choir by three
steps. In the centre of the sanctuary is the
high altar, with a silver frontal, tabernacle and
candlesticks; they are unfortunately of a very
wretched design. On either side of the altar

are doorways leading to the apse, which is

screened ofi" from the choir and sanctuary by an
immense Italian reredoa. Over these two doors
are brackets supporting two most superb Early
Romanesque shrines : one contains the bones of
St. Bernward, and the other those of St. Gode-
hard, or Gothard; they are both of silver gilt,

set with precious stones, and are about 8 ft. long.

The sides of St. Godehard’s shrine are orna-
mented with an arcade of round arches supported
npon. little columns. Each of these arches con-
tains the statue of a saint worked in high relief.

On the altar is a fine fourteenth-century bust
of St, Catherine, in silver

;
on the credence-

table is a copy of the Gospels made by St.

Bernward in the eleventh century
;
and on the

left of the high altar is a “ Madonna and Child ”

of the tenth century. It is carved in black wood.

• See p. 689, ante.

with the faces and hands covered with plates
of gold. Two horrible cnrly wigs disflgure this

remarkable work of art.

The space at the back of the high altar forms
a kind of treasury, full of most superb works
of Medimval art

;
amongst others, the following

are perhaps the most remarkable The chalice
of St. Bernward, ornamented with ancient
classical cameos, on one of which are the three
Graces

;
a magnificent chalice of the thirteenth

century, with patern to match
;
a fourteenth-

century pastoral staif, still used by the bishop;
and many other articles of church plate. The
cloisters enclose three sides of a square, to the
east of the cathedral, the fourth side being formed
by the apse and eastern aides of the transepts.
These cloisters are of early Romanesque work,
and are arranged in two stories, the lower com-
posed of large single arches, and the upper of
narrow arches, arranged in sets of three, sepa-
rated by slender columns. Ic the centre of the
cloister square is a beautiful little apsidal cbapel
of the fourteenth century, and leading out of the
south walk is a Romanesque chapel, divided into
four equal aisles by low columns and round
arches. This chapel contains several very early
monuments, and in it are deposited the remains
of the superb incised pavement which once
adorned the choir of the cathedral. Under the
choir is a crypt of very early Romanesque work,
on one of the altars of which is a fine ivory
orncifix of the twelfth century, and fixed to the
altar-rail is a singular bronze lion of the same
date. The sacristy leads out of the south tran-
sept; it is, like all German eacriaties, of very
large size, and contains an altar dedicated to
St. Thomas k Becket. Above the large poroh
called the New Paradise, is a large room divided
into three aisles by lofty columns

;
it is a kind of

treasury or museum, and is full of most interest-
ing works of ancient art. Amongst other
curiosities are the silver bust containing the
head of St. Oswald, and a silver model of the
original central tower of the cathedral. This
tower, which is replaced by the present ugly
dome, stood over the junction of the nave
and transepts: judging from this singular model,
it was probably of wood covered with copper or
lead. Relurniug into the body of the cathedral,
we must notice the singular and beantiful bronze
font represented in our engraving. We gave a
description of this font in the Builder, when
speaking of the font at Wurzburg Cathedral : so
it will bo unnecessary to describe it again.
We must now leave the cathedral, and say a

few words about soma of the other churches
in the town. The abbey churches of St. Gode-
hard and St. Michael are most interesting
Romanesque buildings. They have originally
both possessed apses to the east and west, but
the eastern apse of St. Michael’s Church was
destroyed many years ago, and the altar is now
placed in the western apse. St. Michael’s
Church is one of the few churches which retain
their ancient flat boarded ceiling with the ooeval
decoration, very similar to the work lately
executed at Ely Cathedral by Messrs. Le Strange
and Gambier Parry. There are some fine stalls,

two old altars, a bronze font of fifteenth-century
work, a fine thirteenth-century side screen to
the choir, and some very interesting old paint-
ings by an early Flemish painter. St. Godehard's
Church is the noblest church in the town, and
has been excellently restored. In the choir is

a modern corona, copied from those at the
cathedral, and an incised pavement, a restoration
of the one which originally adorned the choir of
the cathedral. This pavement is formed of a
hard white composition, and figures, birds,

beasts, foliage, and inscriptions are inc’sed on
it with lines cut in and filled with black and red
mastic. The ancient rood exists, but is placed
across the south transept. The western apse of
this church does not contain an altar, as is

usoal in the double Basilica churches in Ger-
many, bat is divided into two stories, the lower
of which forms a baptistery, to which there is a
descent of several steps. The upper story opens
into the church by a large arch, and is used as

an organ-loft. There is a well-designed moderu
altar.

The remaining churches in Hildesheim are
interesting buildings, but onr space will not
allow of our entering into any detailed descrip-
tion of them. St. Cross’s is a large modernised
Romanesque church

; St. Andrew’s, a lofty and
very striking fifteenth-century building

; St.
Lambert’s and St. Panl’s are late Third Pointed

;

and St. Moritz’s very Early Romanesque, with a
later chancel ; the whole building is terribly
modernised.

a
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ANCIENT METAL FONT, HILDESHEIM OATHEDEAL.

THE NEW NORTH BRIDGE, HALIFAX,
YORKSHIRE.

Halipax has made wonderful progress within

the last few [years, and many changes and im-

provements have been required to meet the

altered circnmstances. Amongst other things

the old North Bridge has been found insnfBoient

for the requirements of the present age, and

a new structure is being erected in its place.

The population of the town of Halifax in the

year ITdi numbered about 6,500, and there were

then according to an authenticated return, 1272

inhabited houses. The present population of

the town is about 57,000, with 11,000 inhabited

houses, and the rateable value of the borough is

180,0001.—so considerably has the town grown

in numbers, wealth, and prosperity. The first

stone of the new bridge was laid on the 14th day

of April last, by Mr. John Dyson Hutchinson,

mayor of the borough. We now give a view of

it as it will appear when completed.^

The old bridge, which is of six arches, carrying

a roadway 27 ft. wide, at a height of about 56 ft.

above the level of the stream at the bottom of

the valley, served its original purpose, and was

useful in avoiding the steep and winding road

formerly in use only by packhorses. Of late

years, however, as we have said, the old bridge

has been found totally inadequate to the require-

ments of the town, and the corporation, taking

up the question with energy, determined upon
having a new erection of increased proportions.

Various schemes from time to time were sug-

gested, and eventually Mr. John Fraser, civil

engineer, of Leeds, was consulted. Ultimately a

design for an iron bridge of two spans, 160 ft.

each, and with a clear width between the para-

pets available for traffic of 60 ft., prepared by

Mr. Fraser, was adopted. In designing a bridge

of two spans, the engineer had several objects in

view, one being to span over the station ground

of the Halifax and Ovenden Junction Railway on

the north side of the valley, now in course of con-

struction, and also to clear some valuable pro-

perty on the south side. Moreover, in a sanitary

point of view, a light iron bridge of two spans

resting on one pier is far preferable to a stone

bridge with six arches resting upon five piers, as

had been determined upon at one time, as form-

ing a much less obstruction to the proper cur-

rent of air so necessary for the ventilation of a

steep and narrow valley. The new bridge has

been designed in the Gothic style of architecture.

The elevation shows two flat elliptical arches of

160 ft. span with a rise of only 16 R. The outside

ribs,which are of cast iron, are 4ft. deep at centre,

and 5 ft. 3 in.deep at the springing, and carryopen

traceried spandrels at the haunches crowned by a

cornice and a partly open quatrefoil and battle-

mented parapet with a central feature com-

prising a shield for the corporation arms, with

foliage on each side on a diapered background

and terminated at the top with a lamp.

The inside ribs, six in number, are placed at

a distance of 8 ft. 7 in. apart. The centre

part, for a space of 52 ft., is composed of

wrought-iron plates, the remaining parts of the

ribs being of cast iron. The transverse bracing

connecting the wrought-iron part is composed of

wrought-iron bars, but that connecting the cast-

iron part is of cast iron. These ribs carry open

cast-iron spandrels; upon the top flange of

these are placed the cast-iron road-plates, the

road being formed by layers of asphalts con-

crete, upon which the paving is laid. The total

weight of the cast-iron work is 1,200 tons, and

of the wrought-iron work 150 tons. The iron,

made by the West Yorkshire Iron and Coal

Company, has been selected after some experi-

ments. The masonry of the abutments on each

side of the valley and of the central pier will be

finished by five spire-like terminations, which

will rise 15 ft. above the parapet on each side of

the bridge, and will carry large octagonal lamps

to be supplied with gas for lighting the road-

way. As a portion of the new bridge will stand

upon the site of the old one, it is intended to

build one half of the new bridge, and then to

tom the traffic from the existing structure on to

the new half. The present bridge will then be

palled down and the remaining half completed.

The roadway of the new bridge, when completed,

will be 11 ft. above the level of the old one; by

this means a gradient almost level will be ob-

tained from Cross Hills to the opposite side of

the valley, at the junction of the Haley Hill and

New Bank roads.

Mr. Archibald Neill, of Bradford, has under-

taken the construction of the bridge and of a

new road called Bridge-lane diversion, rendered

necessary by the increased width of the ap-

proaches, for the sum of 21,0001. The ironwork

is being furnished by Messrs. Joseph Cliff &

Co., also of Bradford.
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PENS.
As the Ponnda of our last little paper had no

reference either to flhillings or to pennyweights,
80 these Pens in the present have ns little as
possible to do with their usual and familiar
accompanimonte, ink and paper. We speak not
of that great gooaequill sceptre of rule which
shares with the sword this broad world’s sove-
reignty,—nor of that hybrid between both, the
Magnum Bonum.or Gillott’s Ne plus ultra,—but
of a certain generation of smaller pounds, other-
wise pens, whereunto is attributable no small
amount of cruelty from man towards his
humblest servants. Let it be the happy province
of the Builder to advocate humanities even to
the lowest, and to reform architecture even in
respect of such unconsidered dwellings as many
poor beasts and birds are compelled to live and
die in.

We have in our mind’s eye some certain matters
in modern farming which appear to us pre-
eminently cruel to the animals, and cannot be
otherwise than conducive to disease in the meat
they generate : as, the solitary confinement
system of fowl-boxes, where the poor creatures
have not room to torn nor the chance of ridding
themselves of parasites, but, with only heads and
tails exposed, fatten in unwholesome misery

;

and, still worse, as those pita into which a bnl-
lock is lowered and is fed therein week after
week without air or exercise until he gradually
reaches the level on the mass of manure he has
been making, and finishes his dreary and pesti-
lential existence by crawling for his first walk
into the fresh field, an unwieldy mass for the
shambles

;
and, more familiarly, as the very

common case of the close, hot, filthy pigstye,
or your dog-kenoel in the sun, where poor Juno
mournfully clanks her perpetual chain, while all
things round are free

j or your lark, thrush, bull-
finch, or canary, cribbed, cabined, and coufioed
in the smallest possible cages, and hung out in
the hot sun.

_

let us, in these happier days of enlightened
kindliness, give more consideration to all the
poor dumb creatures round us. A kind heart
and

and to purify these inferior pig irons, which con-
stitute the balk of our productions, and the
puddled iron cannot be brought to the condi-
tion of cast steel, except through the process of
fusion. This fusion is accomplished successfully
in masses of from three to five tons on the open
bed of a regenerative gas furnace at the Landore
Siemens Steel Works, and at other places. At
the same works cast steel is also produced, to a
limited extent as yet, from iron ore, which, being
operated upon in large masses, is reduced to the
metallic state and liquified by the aid of a cer-
tain proportion of pig metal. The regenerative
gas furnace, the application of which to glass
houses, forges, &c., has made considerable pro-
gress, is unquestionably well suited for these
operations, becanse it combines an intensity of
heat, limited only by the point of fusion of the
moat refractory material, with extreme mildness
of draught and chemical neutrality of flame.
Theso and other processes of recent origin tend
toward the production, at a comparatively cheap
rate, of a very high class material, that must
shortly supersede iron for almost all structural
purposes. As yet engineers hesitate, and very
properly so, to construct their bridges, their
vessels, and their rolling stock of the material
produced by these processes, because no exhaus-
tive experiments have been published as yet
fixing the limit to which they may safely be
loaded, in extension, in compression, and in
torsion, and because no sufficient information
has been obtained regarding the tests by which
their quality can best be ascertained. This great
want is in a fair way of being supplied by the
experimental researches that have been carried
on for some time at her Majesty’s dockyard at
Woolwich, under a committee appointed for that
purpose by the Institution of Civil Engineers.
I have also pleasure to announce an elaborate
report, by Mr. Fairbairn, on this subject. In the
meantime excellent service has been rendered
by Mr. Kirkaldy in giving ns, in a perfectly re-
liable manner, the resisting power and ductility
of any sample of material which we wish to submit
to his tests. The resultsof Mr. Whitworth’s experi-
ments tending to render the hammer and the rolls

THE WALLACE MEMORIAL MONCMENT,
STIRLING.

This monument on the Abbey Craig, near
Stirling, is now all but complete, and is to be
handed over in a few days to the Town Council
of Stirling, who have agreed to receive it in
trust. Some 12,0001., we are told, have been
spent on it. It has been determined that no
public proceedings shall take place on the occa-
sion, which, we regret, if only because they would
have been made the occasion for a pleasant day
by a number of persons. The friends of a Rev.
Dr. in London have been setting up rather extra-
ordinary claims on his behalf as originator, while
different things are said by others equally
acquainted with the history of the affair. We
do not find it desirable, however, to go into the
question. Whether personal matters of this
kind have had anything to do with the deter-
mination arrived at we scarcely know.
A view of the monument, which was designed

by Mr. J, T. Rochead, architect, will be found in

our volume for I860.* It is 220 ft. high, and
36 ft. square at the base, and enjoys a fine

position.

A CHANNEL RAILWAY.

flUrfl. fl.rn lnnl.-0(S ni-inx. nrWK .........i. :_i. i -r.

rate. Larger, cleaner, better-shaded styes and
kennels, with more frequent healthy “outings”
for their prisoners

;
fowls fed in the open and

not etewed-up in pens
; cattle fattened in whole-

some stalls and strawyards, not on subterranean
dungheaps; with plenty of Nature’s great free
gifts, air and water, always accessible, and as
much exercise and liberty and enjoyment of life
to bird or beast as can reasonably be conceded.
Depend upon it, such humanities are also
economies. Maktin F. Tvpper.

IMPROVEMENTS IN CAST STEEL.
In an able address before Section G of the

British Association, at Exeter, Mr. C. W.
Siemens, P.R.S., thus spoke on this important
subject. A great revolution of our constructive
art has been prepared by the production, in
large quantities and at moderate cost, of a
material^ of more than twice the strength of
iron, whiob, instead of being fibrous, has its full
strength in every direction, and which can be
modulated to every degree of ductility, approach-
ing the hardness of the diamond on the one
hand, and the proverbial toughness of leather on
the other. To call this material oast steel seems
to attribute to it brittleness and uncertainty of
temper, which, however, are by no means its
necessary characteristics. This new material, as
prepared for constructive purposes, may indeed
be both hard and tough, as is illustrated by the
hard steel rope that has so materially contri-
buted to the practical success of steam ploughing.
Machinery-steel has gradually come into use

I since about 1850, when Krupp, of Essen, com-
: menced to supply large ingots that were shaped
] into railway tyres, axles, cannon, &c., by melting
5 steel in halls containing hundreds of melting
{ crucibles. The Bessemer process, in dispensing
\ with the process of puddling, and in utilising the
( carbon contained in the pig iron to effect the
t fusion of the final metal, has given a vast exten-
a Sion to the application of cast steel for railway
1 bars, &c. This process is limited, however, in
1 its application to superior brands of pig iron
c oontaining much carbon and no sulphur or phoa-
p phorus, which latter impurities are so destructive
t to the quality of steel. The puddling process
h has still, unless the process of deoarbonisation
b by Mr. Heaton takes its place, to be resorted to

sure, are looked upon with great interest. ' But
assuming that the new building material has
been reduced to the utmost degree of unifor-
mity and cheapness, and that its limits of
strength are fully ascertained, there remains still
the task for the civil and mechanical engineer to
prepare designs suitable for the development of
its peculiar qualities. If, in constructing a
girder, for example, a design were to be adopted
that had been worked out for iron, and if all the
scantlings were simply reduced in the inverse
proportion of the absolute and relative strength
of the new material as compared with iron, such
a girder would assuredly collapse when the teat
weight was applied, for the simple reason that
the reduced sectional area of each part in pro-
portion to its length would be insufficient to give
stiffness. You might as well almost take a
design for a wooden structure, and carry it out
in iron by simply reducing the section of each
part. The advantages of using the stronger
material become most apparent if applied, for

The exceeding importance which is attached
by many persons to the idea of a continuous
railway across the Cbannel may be judged of by
the numerous projects which have from time to
time attracted the attention of the public, and
which involve some of the most remarkable
schemes of modern engineering. To miuds unac-
customed to follow the progress of science in the
present day, it would at first sight appear to be
an impossibility to connect by a continuous line

of railway the opposite sides of a sea nearly
twenty miles apart; but we have seen tbreo

cables stretched across the Atlantic; we find one
railway ascending the hitherto almost inacces-

sible heights of the Alps, and another pene-
trating through them; and we are about to

witness the realisation of what has long been
considered by able engineers an impracticable
dream, viz., the opening of the Suez Canal.

To span the Straits of Dover is not more con-
trary to experience than any of these realised

projects, and the numerons plans for effecting

this object sufficiently attest that if it could be
done it would yield to none in importance and
value. It would afford a line of railway over
which the traffic of the world with Britain
would pass.

Such a railway must be made either by means
of a bridge above or a tunnel below the water;
and supposing both to be practicable, there can
be no doubt that most people would rather pass
over it by a bridge than under it through a
tnnnel thirty miles long; bat objectionable as
such a journey would be, the desire for a con-
necting railway is so great that it would pro-
bably be made through a tunnel if no better
means of accomplishing it could be discovered.

We are led to make these reflections by a
report which has recently been made by Capt.
Tyler to the Board of Trade, whiob throws some
light upon this very subject. A deputation had
previously waited on Mr. Bright, and represented

were
msunce. to large bridges where the principal To hin, ’that the french Govern„^^^

r.

SS'C part 18 produced by the weight desirous of having the co operation of the Englishof the structure itself; for supposing that the Government in determining on the best course

th^haa ^

6 sa e y weighted to double
,
to adopt for effecting a railway communication

f.f fKo
^ ° ^®>ght

I

between the two countries. We are glad to seeW one-half that Capt. Tyler does not hesitate to recommend

n? ^ largo ' that the whole matter should be referred for the
® Strength in consequence of

. consideration of ihe French Government with a
View to the appointment of an internationala farther reduction of the amount of the material

J T i .. ; ;—

1

commission for the purpose of dealing anthori-

na^atha'roA
° iQ foreign tatively with the important interests involved,

an f 1

cos of carnage furnishes also and satisfactorily deciding the general question.

SZf' froni Capt Tjle?e repo^, that of

largely exoi^t“hat oAron.
“

The Visitors to the South Kensington
Museum.—The number of visitors to the
Museum proper last week was 17,437; more
than 5,000 above the average of corresponding
week in former years, and this has been the case
for several weeks past. Considering the empti-
ness of London, this is the more noticeable. It
aflbrds a very conclnsive answer to those who
assert that the situation of the Museum puts it

out of the reach of any but the well-to-do and
upper classes of society, the vast mijurity of
whom are at this time seeking health and change
anywhere but in London.

“ those which have of late made the most pro-
gress are the bridge scheme of M. Boutel, and
the tunnel scheme presented under the chair-

manship of Lord R. Grosvanor.” The British

Government has been at great pains to ascer-

tain their practicability, for it has referred the
latter to three commissions of inquiry, and
“the Cooncil General of Mines, to whom the
question was last referred, concluded that in
the present state of things they would not form
any estimate either of the probable duration
of the works or their cost.”
Of M. Bontel’s bridge, Capt. Tyler reports

that an association has been formed for making

’ Vol. XTiii., D. 67.
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cxperimentB. Two amall bridgea have been

bailt on bis aystem, and arrangemenfca made for

a third, in two apana of half a mile each
;
and

that the emperor visited the works, on a site which

has been granted by tho French Government,

and is stated to have expressed himself favonr-

ably -with regard to the project. The bridge is

intended to cross from Dover to Blanc-nez, near

Calais, and is advocated as (1) being less costly

than a tunnel, (2) occupying less time in con-

struction, (3) giving no trouble in ventilation,

and (4) avoiding the danger of sadden inunda-

tions. It is contemplated that the bridge can

be completed in three years, and that the pending

experiments give reason to expect that the

estimate of 8,000,0001. will not be exceeded.

Capb. Tyler states, and truly, that there_ is

nowhere a sea-service of equal importance which

is so much in want of improvement, and we

shall look with great interest for the result of the

pending experiments in Paris which are being

made by the direction of the French Govern-

ment in reference to M. Boutel’s bridge. ^Auy.

tho openings in the sides of the building,

they spread themselves in tho air, and

ultimately reach the auditor with precision in

subdued and p’ easing tones. Even rapid

passages in carillon mnsiCjif properly harmonized

so as not to weaken or confuse the melody, and

executed by, or upon, a good instrument, pro-

duce an admirable effect.

It would be well if tho vibrations of many
noisy and discordant things called bells were

completely stopped. But to say that musical

tower bells require dampers in order to produce

the desired effect is truly absurd. It is equal to

any of the “ moonshine ” on bells in general

with which we have been favoured during the

last fourteen years. THO^r.\3 Walesby.

MATEEW DE BENZIE, KNIGHT:
A QUERY.

As a pendant to the sketch of Richard Castles,

architect, which appeared in the Builder a few
mono in reierence w m-. uuuucio unugo. > fif . -pc lu

how, the evils attending the existing modes of weeks ago, the following waif of another for-

’ ... V ij u rxwsvawo/i I fTciH.ATi Gp-rmun wortbv mav be of some little
communication should be removeu.

We are informed on good authority that the

pending experiments in Paris are considered, so

far as they have progressed, to be satisfactory.

BELLS AND CARILLONS, OR CONTI-
NENTAL CHIMES.

Our great musical historian, Dr. Charles

Barney, in his interesting work, “The present

State of Music in Germany, the Necherlands.'&c.”

London, 1773, speaking of his visit to Courtray,

Bays,

—

“ It was in this town that I first perooired the passion

for carWont, or chimes, which is so prevalent throughout

the Netherlands. I happened to arrive at eleven o’clock,

and half au hour after tho chimes played a great nuroboi

of cheerful tnnes, in different keys, which awakened my
curiosity for this species ofmusio so much, that, when I

came to Ghent, I determined to inform myself, in a par-

ticular manner, concerning the carillon science. For this

purpose I mounted the town belfry, from whence I had a

full view, not only of the city of Ghent, but could exa-

mine the mechaoism of tho chimes, as far as they are

played by clock-work, and likewise see the carillonneur

perform with a kind of keys, communicating with the

bells, as those of the harpsichord and organ do with

strings and pipes. *

The great convenience of this kind of music is, that it

entertains the inhabitants of a whole town without giving

them the trouble of going to any particular spot to hear

it."

So far so good. The respected author then

goes on to say,

—

“But the want of something to stop the vibration of

each bell, at the pleasure of the player, like the valves of

an organ, is an iutolerahle defect to a ouliivated ear ; for

by the notes of one passage perpetually running into

another, everything is rendered eo inarticnlate and con-

fused, as to occasion a very disagreeable jargon."

Now, having myself examined the bells and

mechanism—01/ lindre st cZauiev—of the most

celebrated carillons in Europe, and repeatedly

listened to their music at various distances, I

beg to assert most distinctly that the statement

made by the learned doctor in the last paragraph

is false. I deny that “ everything is rendered

inarticulate and confused,” or disagreeable. On
this point I speak the more plainly, because

almost every Englishman who has written a line

abont carilloyis since 1773, has followed Burney’s

dictum, and told us that the great defect is the

want of a damper to each bell. Several examples

relating to Boston and other chimes have been

contributed to public journals since Christmas

last.

Perhaps tho following observations may sug-

gest wbat led the Doctor to entertain and publish

the notion just mentioned :

—

Every musician worthy of the name knows

that instruments strung with wire “ which have

nothing to stop the sounding-strings, make an

intolerable jangle to one that stands near,” as, I

may add, bells do to one that is in tho bell-

chamber, and hears the continuing sound of

dissonant tones. Such an instrument of the

wire-string kind is the dulcimer. But the piano-

forte has a simple contrivance—a damper—for

stopping the vibrations of the strings when the

fingers are lifted from the keys.

If, then, instead of going to a spot at some

convenient distance from tho tower, as he ought

to have done, with a view to “ inform himself in

a particular manner ” concerning carillon music,

Dr. Burney stood in the bcll-chamber during a

performance, the effect must indeed have been

intolerable to a cultivated ear.

I maintain, however, that musical bells

suspended in a tower, require no damper what-

ever} for, when their sounds have issued from

gotten German worthy may be of some little

interest. The annexed epitaph is copied from

monument in the churchyard of Atblono,

Ireland :

—

“ This monument was erected for the Eight Worshipful
Mathew de Renzie, knight, who departed this life 29tU

August, 1631, being of the age of 67 years. Born at

Cullen, in Germany, and descended from the family and
renowned warrior George Caatriot, aliat Scanderberg,

who in the Christiau wars fought 62 battles with great

conquest and honour against the Great Turk. He was a

groat traveller and general linguist, and kept correspon-

dency with most nations in many weighty affairs, and in

3 years gave great perfection to this nation by composing a

grammar, dictionary, and chronicle in the Irish tongue :

in accounts moat expert, and exceeding all others for his

great applause. This work was accomp'ished by Mathew
de Eerzie, bis son, August 29, 1635."

Do any of our Celtic arcbmologists or philo-

logists know anything of the above works ? Are

they still extant ? The above epitaph is another

proof that the Celt is not a little indebted in

past time, as at present, for the preservation of

his mother tongue, to tho intellects of the German
“vaterlaud.” d.

land to back him, in nearly all cases we find that the

machine has been designed and elaborated in its details

by a patentee who did not rest satistied till he had per-

suaded the mauufactarers to adopt tho same, and_ had

removed all their real or imaginary objections to the inno-

vation. We also End that the knowledge of its construc-

tion reaches the public directly or indirectly through the

Patent Office, thus enlarging the basis for further inven-

tive progress. Tho greatest illustration of the benefleial

working of the patent laws was supplied, in my opinion,

by James Watt, when, just 100 years ago. he patented his

invention of a hot-working cylinder and separate steam-

engine condenser. After years of contest against those

adverse circumstances that beset every important inno-

vation, James Watt, withfailing health and scanty means,

was only upheld in his struggle by the deep conviction of

tho nltinaate triumph of his cause. This conviction gave

him confidence to enlist the co-operation of a second

capitalist, after tho first had failed him, and of asking for

au extension of his declining patent. Without this oppor-

tune help Watt could not have succeeded in maturing his

invention ;
he would, in all probability, have relapsed into

tho mere instrument-maker, with broken health and

broken heart, and the iutroduetion of the steam-engina

would not only have been retarded for a generation or

two, but, its final progress would have been based pro-

bably upon the coarser conceptions ol Papin, Savory, and
Newcomen. It is a hopeful circumstance that during the

next session of Parliament the whole question ot tho

patent laws is likely to be inquired into by a special com-

miitee, who, it is to be hoped, will act decidedly in the

general interest, without being influenced by special

claims. They will have it in their power to render the

Patent Office an educational institution of the highest

order,"

THE PATENT LAW QUESTION.

Mr. C. W. Siemens, in Lis address as chair-

man of sections of the British Association at

Exeter, thus dealt with the Patent Law ques-

tion :

—

“A patent is, according to modern views, a contract

between the commonwealth and an individual who has

discovered a method peculiar to himself of accomplishing

a result of general utility. The State, being interested to

secure the information and to induce the inventor to put
his discovery into execution, grants him the exclusive

right of practising it, or of authorising others to do so, for

a limited number of years, in consideration of his making
a full and safficient description of the same. Unfortu-

nately this simple and equitable theory of the patent

system is verjr imperfectly carried out, and is beset with

various objectionable practices which render a patent
sometimes an impediment to rather than a furtherance of

applied science, and sometimes involve the author of an
invention in endless legal contentions and disaster instead

of procuring for him the intended reward. These evils

are so great and palpable that many persons, inclnding

men of undoubted sincerity and sound judgment on

most subjects, advocate the entire abolition of the

Patent Laws. They argue that the desire to publish

the results of our mental labour suffices to ensure to

the commonwealth the possession of all new discove-

ries or inventions, and that justice might be done to

meritorious inventors by giving them national rewards.

This argument may hold good, as regards a scientific

discovery, where tne labour bestowed is purely mental,

and carries with it the pleasurable excitement peculiar to

the exercise and advsneeraentof science on the part of the

devotee; but a practical invention has to be regarded as

the result of a first conception, elaborated by experiments

and their application to existing processes in the lace of

practical ditfiouUiea, of prejudice, and of various dis-

couragements, involving also great expenditure of time

and money, which no man can well aflord to give away
;

nor can men of merit be expected to advocate their cause

before the national tribunal of rewards, where, at best,

only very narrow and imperfect views of the ultimate im-

portance of a new invention would be taken, not to speak

of the favouritism to which the doors would be thrown
open. Practical men would undoubtedly prefer either to

exercise their inventions in secret where that is possible

or to desist from following up their ideas to the point o
their practical realisation. If we review the progress o

the technical arts of our time we may trace important prac
tical inventions, almost without exception, to the Paten
Office. In cases where tho inventor of a machine or pro
cess happened to belong to a nation without tin efficien

patent law, we find that ho readily transferred the scene o

his activity to the country offering him the greatest encou-

ragement, there to swell the ranks of intelligent workers.
Whether we look upon the power appliances that fashion

shapeless masses ol iron and steel into railway wheels or

axles, or into the more delicate parts of machinery
;

whether we look upon the complex machinery in our
cotton factories, our print work3_and paper mills, or into

a Birmingham manufactory where steel pens, buttons,

pins, buckles, screws, pencil-cases, and other objects ot

general utility are produced by carefully-elaborated ma-
chinery, at an extremely low cost; or whether we look

upon our agricultural machinery, by which England
enabled to compete without protection against the Russian

or Danubian agriculturist, with cheap labour and cheap

BRADFORD TOWN-HALL COMPETITION:
CAUTION.

Sib, Wo think it is necessary on behalf of the pro-

fession generally, and of the competitors in particular, to

call attention to what we consider not only a flagrant

breach of good faith, but also of the instructions iSiued

by the Town Council to be observed by competitors.

Thess instructions contain a clause providing, as far as

possible, that tho authors of designs shall not be known,

and to that end a “ motto ’’ is to be affixed to each draw-

ing and to the inside only of the case in which they are

sent: the author’s name is only to be written inside a

seale.l envelope, which will be opened after the award is

™Ve'll, September the 1st was the last day on which

designs would be received, and you may judge of our

astonishment, on passing through the streets in the

evening, to see quite a procession of men carrying soma

large drawings, forming part of a design submitted by _a

firm of architects well known' in this town, from their

offices to a warehouse in Bridge-street, being, in fact, the

same warehouse iu which were exhibited the recent designs

for the covered market, and which is in no way alluded to

in the " instructions." These drawings were earned

openU, and without cover of any kind, and were received

n« openly by the officials of the Town Council at this ware-

use. Tho “instructions" say that the designs are to

be addressed to tho mayor, and the mayor’s rooms are m
quite another part of the town, with the municipal offices.

Tho result of this proceeding is, of course, that the

authors of this design are known to the officials, and to

everyone who saw them. ... ,, ^ ..u -

The question also arises, how did the authors get their

instructions to take their drawings to the warehouse

alluded to, which is, we have since learnt, to be used lor

exhibiting the designs ? ... - ,-

TiV'e think the competitors would be justified m asking

that a design delivered in such a manner should be ex-

cluded from the competition, as having broken one of its

principal couditions. " •

THE ROMAN WALL; HADRIAN rersus

SEVERUS.

M. Luc.as writes,

—

“ Permettez-moi, en vous remerciant a nouveau de la

bienveillante attention aceordiie it mes muvres dans votre

estimable Builder, de vous rappeler, au siijet de ce petit

reproche qui m’eat fait dans rappr^oiaiion de I’Empereor-

Archiiecte Adrien, ‘ without quoting any authority,’ que

tout mon travail a pour base la Nouvelle Biographia

Universefle de Didot citee a la premiere page, et, pour ce

qui concerne la grande muraille d’ Angletcrre, Spartien,

que ie cite souvon', dit, § x., ‘ Britaaniam petiit ;
in qua

murum per octoginta miilia passuum duxit, quibarbaros

Eomanosque divideret.’
,

“ A'euillez agriSer, Monsieur et tros-honore collegue,

mes respectneui remeroiments.”

Without wishing to seem to imply blame by

repeating the observation, we think it right

to inform M. Lucas that the writer to whom he

referred, iElius Spartianns, is quoted as an

authority by those who set up Severus as its

author. The partisans of Hadrian have to ex-

plain away the statement of Spartian in his life

of Severus,—" Britanniam quod maxvnum ejus

imperii decus est, muro per transversam insulam

ducto, ^drimque ad finem oceani munivit; U7ide

etiam Britannici nomsn accepit,'’—before they

can accept as conclusive the passage in his life

of Hadrian to which M. Lucas alludes,—

“ Britanniam petiit ;
in qua multa corroxU,

murumque per octoqinta miilia passuwn pritnus

duxit, qui harbaros Romanosque divideret." And

nob only is the authority of Spartian reversible

in this matter,—capable of being quoted by both

sides, but his work is scarcely to be considered

testimony at all if the estimate of its value in

Smith’s “ Dictionary of Greek and Roman

Biography ” is correct. Speaking of MSS. of

Spartian’s “ Historim A-uguaim Scriptores Sex,”

the writer of the article Capitolinas says,

—

“ No trustworthy conclusion can be drawn from
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the styles of the different portions, for the lives
do not exhibit the well-digested result of careful
and extensive research, bub are in mauy in-
stances evidently made up of scraps derived
from different sources, and possessing different
degrees of merit, loosely tacked together, and
often jumbled into a rongh mass destitute of
form and symmetry. lienee wo find numerous
repetitions of frivolous details, a strange mixture
of what is grave and valuable with the most
puerile and worthless rubbish, and a multitude
of irreconcileable and contradictory statements,
freely admitted without remark or explanation.”
We should have rejoiced if M. Lucas had hap-

pily lighted upon some now testimony that could
have been cast into the scale in favour of
Iladrian. Those who second the claims of
Severus quote successively, after Spartian, Aure-
lius Victor, Eutropius, Cassiodorus, and Paulus
Diaconus. One of the latest, if not the last,
antiquary who has taken up the cudgels in
favour of Severus, is Mr. Hubert Bell, Nook,
IrthingtoD, whose work, “ The Roman Wall :

an Attempt to substantiate the Claims of Severus
to the Authorship of the Roman Wall,” was
answered by Dr. Bruce, the champion of Hadrian,

THE BUILDERS OP STRASBOURG
CATHEDRAL.

SiE,— In common fairneas to oor Christian forefathera,
such a passage as that quoted by Mr. Alfred Strong, with
reference to Strasbourg Cathedral (p, 711, ante), ahould
not beallowed to pass unnoticed. The inference that your
correspondent, by bis italics, appears to draw, is, that the
priests called on the people to steal in order to get money
for the building. Now, any one acquainted with the very
worst features of Medireval Christianity will, I feel sure,
at once recognise that this is simply preposterous. The
carefully concealed" old author” must either carelessly
or maliciously have altered the text of the appeal. It will
be patent to every one that a very slight modification of
the sentence as tt stands would convey the meaning that,
any one in possession of goods which he knew to be stolen,
but which he had no means of now restoring to the rightful
owners, would be at liberty to olFer them for sacred uses.
Such advertisements were, I believe, not uncommon in
those days. j, s.

THE POPULATION OP LONDON.
It is not easy to form a conception of the

enormous aggregation of human beings which
constitutes the London of the present, withont
some standard of comparison.

This may be furnished by the consideration

^

that it is sufficient of itself to supply a very
in a paper first read to the Society of Antiquaries’ ' colony with cities, towns, and hamlets, as
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1852, and subsequently
published, entitled “ Hadrian, the Builder of
the Roman Wall.”

SQUABBLES IN BANBURY.
A VISITOR to Banbury who had looked in at

the last vestry meeting would have seen a new
version of “ Banbury cross.” The vicar and
others want to improve the chancel of the parish
church, and Mr. Blomfi-ld has submitted designs
for it, which inclado a flight of seven steps up
to the communion-table, to which and other
points in them a number of the ratepayers
object. The following conditions were sent to
the architect :

—

" That tbia meeting approves of the plana now sub-
mitted for altering the chancel of the pariah church sub-
ject to the following conditions,

—

1. That there is to be no elevation of the communion-
table by means of steps,

2. Nor any elevaiion of the chancel floor as now existing.
3. That the communion-table is to be of wood, and

moveable, and without any super-altar
j land that’eom-

munioD rails be provided us ut present.
4. The screen as shown is tJ be omitted or removed to

the western extremity of the cbatieel.

_

6. That DO decoration sbuli be made withont consulta-
tion with the churchwardens and parishioners.

0. And that the plans and specifications shall be sub-
mitted to the churchwardens, and be approved by them
before any alterations be commenced.

follows :

—

50 Ditto, of ....

li'O Villages, of .

200 Ditto, of ....

400 Diito, of ....

1,000 Ditto, of ....

1,000 Hamlets, of .

2,So3

Population. Population.
. 25 ’.t'OJ ... ... 250,000
,. 100,000 ... ... 2lO,O0O
.. 60.0UO ... ... 60<.'.000

25,'too ...

. 15,OOJ ...

. 10,000 ... ... 400,000
5,000 ... ... 250,000
1,000 ... ... 100,000
600 ... ... 100,000
250 ... ... 100,000
100 ... ... 100,000

. 60 ... ... 60,000

3,000,000

Two thousand eight hundred and fifty-three
cities, towns, and villages, with an average
population of, over a thonsand, with a surplus of
several thousands over the three millions for a
sprinkling of detached hoases.

with .lUt foundation, and the others capable ofexplanation),
without giving us an opportunity of contradicting them
until they had been published, is a course which we very
much regret, and one that is unjust and calculated to do
us a considerable amount of injury.

Hill, Keddbll, & Waldeasi.

The Chairman said this letter was a very
satisfactory one, and he would now suggest that
no further proceedings be taken in the matter.

Mr. Blott said he was very far from satisfied.
Messrs. Hill, Keddell, & Waldram did not
acknowledge by their letter that they were
wrong, except in the matter of the barge-load of
bricks

j and they said they removed the timber
not because of its inferior quality, but because
the architect desired it.

The Chairman considered that the builders had
answered the imputations in a satisfactory man-
ner, and he did hope that affdirs would now go
on smoothly again. He would be very sorry to
show other than a conciliatory spirit over this
question.

After a lengthy discussion, a general agree-
ment was made that the matter should now
be allowed to drop, and that the Clerk should
merely acknowledge receipt of the builders’
communication.

THE NEW POPLAR WORKHOUSE : THE
ALLEGED BREACH OF CONTRACT,

At the meeting of the Poplar Union Board of
Guardians, held on the 3rd inst., Mr. J. Bar-
ringer presiding, the Board’s clerk announced
that in accordance with a resolution passed at
the special meeting,* he had written to the
builders of the new workhouse, statincr that the

7. That the parish vestry ia not to be appropriated for ® attention had been called to the fact
the choir, or for any other purpose than a parish vestry." that the materials being used in the erection

were not in accordance with the specification,
and requesting an explanation. He had received
the following reply :

—

Sir,—We are in receipt of yours of the Slat ult.

At the meeting in question the architect’s
' reply was read, containing these passages :

—

" I may as well say at once that it would be quite im-
> possible for mo to proceed with the work in accordance . - - . .
' with some of these resolutions. I may particularly specify i

request of your Board, informing
' Nos. 1, 2, and 4. To say nothing of my own reputation as to their knowledge that “ some of the material used
I a church architect, which would naturally sutler when construction of the new workhouse buildings are
the work was done and the blunders apparent, I am sure in accordau'e with the description given in the speci-

. such a plan would never receive the approval of the bcation:” and in reply beg to state that the only material
> bishop, nor should I like to ask it. No. 3, 1 need scarcely

,

objectedtobyyour architeetasnot being in uccorOanee with
; say, 80 far as the material of the table is concerned, is a interpretation of tha contract and specification, consists
1 matter of course. It would be illegal otherwise. The ofabarge-Ioad ofbricka, and the timberand deals that have
1
question of a super-altar is one in which I should always b«en removed from the premises. With reference to the

' be guided by the wish of my employers.
I
bricks, we supplied better stocks, in our opinion, than the

No. 4, there would be no ditlicuUy about.
j

specilication required, and the barge of bricks referred to
Nos. 5, 6, and 7 I have no objection to

j but Nos. 1, 2,
]

by the same manufacturer whose bricks
and 4 so completely upset any possibility of a proper or I

being used (and were selected by your architect
even decent arrangement of choir and chancel, that if being the best of the various samples sent in for bis

r insisted on I must decllue to have anything more to do approval), and immediately one of our firm saw them
. with it.”

' ..... ..

This led to a considerable display of feeling
1 on both sides, and ultimately the meeting was
I adjourned for three weeks to allow it to cool and
consider.

One ratepayer, wishing to answer those who
asked the use of the steps leading to the chancel,

; said,—“For the same reason that in a theatre
1 the stage is always raised above the people, or
Ithey would not be able to see,” which led one of
1 the moat moderate of the objectors to remark
1 that,—" A gentleman near the vicar had made a
i singularly happy iilua tration when he talked about
ttheatres, for where these restorations of churches
Dtook place, performances had followed asaneces-
asary consequence. Almost as natural as any
?seqaence in the world in these chnrches the
rpractices—or rather a bad imitation of them—
fof the Church of Rome immediately followed.
IThey had no objection to the church being
imade as beautiful as they pleased, provided its
xProtestant character was preserved.”
A very little yielding on both sides will, we

diave DO doubt, bring about a satisfactory result.
lUnless brought about by some structural neces-
tsity, the great body of the English laity object
ito see the communion-table exalted to the extent
;here contemplated.

upon the ground (before the receipt of the written notii..
to remove them), be ordered them to be carted away, and
a letter sent to the party forwarding them to us, asking
them for an immediate explanatiou why bricks of such a
character had been delivered. The reply was to tbo elTect
that they were not of his make, but had been sent on
from an adjoining maker's field, to keep up the regular
supply, in consequence of an accident to his barge, wliich
had sunk just as it was ready for leaving.
Kespecting the timber, we admit that the specification

describes " best Damzic." We had your architect's per-
mission to use deals for the joists of the pavilion, and we
quite agree with him, and are prepared to maintain, that
the deals which were sent for this purpose are infinitely
SQperior to any Dantz'o timber wliich is imported. The
timber in the roofs of the workshops and relief-oUlces was
ol'jeeted to by your architect, and has been removed by
ns, not because we thought it inferior, but to show our
desire to meet the wishes of your architect and the
Board,
We must also direct your attention to the fact that in

every case we enter into contracts for the supply of the
material to be delivered to your works to the satisfaction
of your architect, and according to the specification. It
cannot, therefore, be of any mterest to us to use material
of an inferior description.
We must beg that you will inform your Board that we

have no desire to depart from the conditions of the apecifi-
oatioo. At the same time, however, we expect the archi-
tect to put a fair and reasonable interpretation upon its
clauses.

In conclusion, we cannot help remarking that the course
taken by your Committee and the Board in receiving the
ex parte statements made, especially those of the Clerk of
the Works (many of which are now proved to be totally

‘ See p. 711, ante.

THE NEW OFFICES FOR THE POPLAR
DISTRICT BOARD OF WORKS.—STOP-
PAGE OF THE WORKS.
At the meeting of the above Board, held on Tuesday

evening last, at the OIKces, in East-India-Dock road, Mr.
Edward Coleman presidiug, a letter was read from Messrs.
Baker Je Constable, of Blenheim Works, Hornaey-road,
the builders o( the Board's new offices, iutimating that in
consequence of certain circumsianoes it would be impos-
sible tor them to go on with the building, therefore tho
works bad been stopped.

It appears that the architects (Messrs. Hills i Fletcher
nd Messrs. Harston) recently objected to the use of

some material, principally limber. The builders felt
ggrieved on account of the material being condemned,
ana did not have it removed. Since then Messrs. Baker
& Constable have applied to the architects for a certificate
of payment of a portion of the contract sum (7, 3301.),
which they (the architects) were unwilling to grant until
the whole ol the material condemued as defective had
been removed. Thereupon the builders refused to proceed
with tho works, and for the past few days nothiug has been
done.
In the event of Messrs. Baker & Constable being

unable to establish their grounds of refusing to proceed
with the works, it will be a matter to them of tl. per day,
after a certain date of November, as the contract containa
a clause to that ell'ect.

AGRICULTURAL PROGRESS.
Ba-rvest Carting hy Steam .—A aew use has been

made of steam power on the farms of Messrs.
Howard, at Bedford. A steani ploughiog-engine,
which is also used for traction purposes, is now
employed in drawing wagon-trains of corn. Many
farmers who use steam power for cultivating the
land, have thought that if the dormant power
in the engine could be used during harvest to
facilitate operations in fine weather, they would
be able to reduce their stud of horses all the
year round, and thus save their keep, amounting
from 201. to 251. a horse per annum, besides their
first cost. It has now been proved satisfactorily
that not only the breaking up of the laud, but
the seeding or drilling can be done most expe-
ditiously and economically by steam. In utilizing
its power at harvest, a missing link has, so to
speak, been found, so that on a large farm the
few horses kept can be need as an auxiliary to
steam, instead of employing a greater number
with steam as an auxiliary, as is now the general
practice.

Harvesting Cro^is independently of Weather.

—

In a letter to the Times, Mr. R. Neilson ,a tenant
of the Earl of Derby, says on this subject :

—
My experience will be found to have anticipated to

some extent the recent trials on this subject on a farm of
under 300 acres, which I have held for some years as a
tenant of the Earl of Derby. During the wet autumn of
1863 my friend and brother magistrate for this county,
Mr. Gosssge, of the well-known chemical and soap manu-
factory at VVidnes, in this neighbourhood, paid me a visit
to explain and impress upon mo some ideas he had long
entertained as to harvesting crops so as to bo indepen-
dent of weather. Mr. Gosaage's notions were, that if corn
(however wet it might be) were placed in ricks in sucb
manner ihat a current of dry or heated air could be forced
through it, the superfluous moisture would be speedily
driven oil' and the corn become thoroughly cured. He
proposed to do this by means of a centrifugal fan driven
by horse or steam power ; and if the latter were employed,
to use the gases which were produced by combustion of
fuel under the boiler to yield heated air lo be applied to
accelerate the drying.”

Mr. Neilson then details his experiments based
on Mr. Gossage’s idea, and adds :

—
I commenced these operations by the advice of my

friend Mr. Gossage, in 1863, and have continually pursued
them since that period. I consider that I have now so
thoroughly proved tho practicability and advantage of
these operations, that I can recommend their universal
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adoption by my brother agricQUurista, in the full con-

viction that, by these means, we can render ourselves,

to a great extent, independent of weather in harvesting

our crops.’*

Danger in Stackyards .—A suggestion has been

made, in a letter to the newspapers, by Messrs.

Charles & H. White, that corn should always be

stacked in the fields In which it is grown. When
ricks are placed, as they generally now are, close

to each other in a rick-yard, whenever a fire

occurs, either through accident or malice, great

destruction of property is the result. By stacking

the corn in the fields where it is grown a great

saving would be effected. With reference to the

firing of stacks by the overheating of hay, Messrs.

Merryweather & Sons, of the London Fire Engine

Works, recommend the nse of a “ Patent Rick

Ventilator,” manufactured by Messrs. R. Garratt

& Sous, of Suffolk. The ventilator consists of a

perforated tube, which is passed into the centre

of the stack. A perpendicular funnel is attached

to the outlet, and by this means a current of air

is caused from the centre of the rick to the open

air, all superfluous heat being thereby removed.

Pannificaiion .—A method has been discovered

of making bread without grinding the corn, and

a patent has been taken out for the process. It

is said that whereas in the process of making

broad from flour there is much waste, so that

100 pounds of grain yield only 112 pounds of

bread, according to the new process 100 pounds

of grain will produce 115 or 150 pounds of

bread. The new bread is not only increased in

qnantity, but is also said to be of better quality.

According to the old process much of the gluten '

was decomposed and lost in the heat of grind-

ing. It is preserved when grinding is nnneces-

sary
;
and the new mode of fermentation con-

tributes greatly to the whiteness of the bread.

Thu new method of bread-making is called

“ pannifioation.”

Progress in Hu^traiia.—At the meeting of the

Agricultural Society of New South Wales,

in May last, the first prize, class 205, for a

portable steam-engine suitable to agricultural

requirements, was awarded to P. N. Russell

& Co., Sydney, for a 12-horse power portable

steam-engine of Clayton & Shuttlewortb, with

enlarged fire-box for burning wood, and other-

wise adapted for agricultural purposes.

OUTBREAK OF FEVER AT SCOTEERNE
VILLAGE, LINCOLN.

At a recent meeting of the Lincoln Board

of Guardians, the sanitary state of Scotberoo

was alluded to, and a terrible state of things

was revealed. The subject was introduced by

Mr. Mantle, who said that he had requested

Mr. Martin to accompany him to the village,

and they, with Mr. Grimes and the Rev. E.

M. Barry, made an inspection of the place.

What they saw he should never forget. The
village was full of fever cases, and no wonder.

The beck was dried up, and the wells wore

filled with sewage matter. They went to one

pump and found the water emitted an unbear-

able stench. He (Mr. Mantle) asked a woman
if she drank the water from the well, and she

replied that she did, but that it stank a bit; and

there could be no doubt about that, for the well

was full of “ pure ” sewage matter. They went

to another house, occupied by a widow with five

children, the head of the family having died of

fever last year. This family were now on the

books of the union. The house was built on a

declivity
;
the pigsty, privy vault, and cesspool

were quite full ; and, after a shower of rain, the

contents were washed up to and past the door.

The family were in an emaciated state, and one

of the children was suffering from fever. After

inspecting that part of the village, they pro-

ceeded to the house of a man named Harrison,

who, with his wife, were laid up with fever, and

who were both buried in one grave on Sunday
last, leaving five children to be supported by the

union. On the Wednesday the unfortunate

couple were in the last stage of fever, and the

villagers had such a dread of the disease, that

none of them would enter the house, and the

clergyman and the relieving officer had to ad-

minister the medicine themselves. Harrison

was the best workman in the parish. The coat

to the union had already been 121., and at the

lowest computation a cost of 6001. would fall

upon the union in maintaining the children, and
probably they might remain paupers for life.

This amount would have been sufficient to

thoroughly drain the parish. Mr. Marshall’s

fisreman had since been stricken down with

fever, and there were many other cases in the

village. Mr. Mantle concluded by moving that

the guardians put in full force the power vested

in them by the Nuisances Removal Act, and

that a committee be appointed to take action in

all sanitary matters outside the city. They

ought to thoroughly cleanse and drain every

village in which fever existed. Fever had

existed at Scotherne for two years, and he had

noticed that his horse would never drink water

at the place unless the beck was running. Mr.

Mantle then read a special report, drawn up by

Dr. G. M. Lowe, of Lincoln
;
and after some

discussion, several guardians were appointed as

a local authority to visit Scotherne and Ingham,

and do what was necessary.

CHURCH RESTORATION IN ESSEX.

We have of late noted the progress of a good

many restorations in the eastern counties, and

particularly in Essex. It is proposed to make

a complete internal restoration of Hornchurch

old church. For the work proposed the sum of

2,000{. is required, and subscriptions are being

now reoeivod. The restoration of High Easter

Church has cost 2,300Z. At Margaretting a con-

tract for 6301. has been entered into, that sum
having been already raised, but to complete the

restoration 200J. more are yet needed. The

ancient church of the parish of White Colne is

about to undergo a thorough renovation, external

and internal, towards the expenses of which

4001. have been subscribed. Fryeruiug Church is

in a dilapidated state, and has been out of use.

la addition to what has been contributed towards

the restoration of the fabric to its original

character, some 2001. are still solicited. At
Broomfield the church was re-opened a few

weeks ago, after having undergone extensive

alterations and improvements. With the excep-

tion of the ancient tower and part of the south

wall, the whole fabric has been rebuilt. A sum
of between 300L and 4001. is yet required to

make the interior correspond with the exterior.

All Saints’, Springfield, has recently undergone

extensive repair, aud been supplied with a new
organ. In addition to these the parish church

of Barling has been restored and the churchyard

increased in size at a cost of about 700Z. ; while

in June last a new north aisle was added to

Southend Church, but the demand for summer
accommodation is so great that the erection of a

free south aisle is now in hand, to be completed

by November. The restoration of St. Mary’s

Church, Chelmsford, has been in hand some

time. Gifts have lately been made in the shape

of a fount and memorial window. After works

extending over nine or ten months have been

done, the chnrob of All Saints, Sutton, has been

re-opened and re-dedicated. It is contemplated

to make extensive alterations and improvements

in church accommodation at Prittlewell, and also

at Walton-on-the-Naze, which is very rapidly

rising into repute as a sea-side resort. It is

desired to erect another church at Walthamstow

to meet the spiritual wants of the large and

increasing population there. At Writcle the

work of re-seating the church and making other

iraprovemeuta has been prosecuted ;
and at

Bishop Stortford and other places on the borders

of the county similar eftbrts have been and are

still being put forth.

THE NEW READING GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

Subscriptions are being solicited for the erec-

tion of the projected new grammar-school for

Reading. The site of the school is on the Red-

lands estate, and the land will cost 4,000i. It

contains ten acres. Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, of

London, ia the architect, and the entire block of

buildings, as designed, consists of two masters’

houses, one at either end
;
a large common hall

or schoolroom in the centre; and between it and

them the various apartments for school purposes

and for the use of the boys. The central com-

mon ball will be on the first-floor, and approached

by a circular turret staircase : its dimensions are

82 ft. by 26 ft. Below it are lavatories, bat and

coat rooms, &o., and a covered cloister, leading

on either hand to the rooms, for school purposes.

The accommodation on either aide of the central

common hall is a repetition of that on the other.

It will suffice, therefore, to describe one of these

wings. The master’s house on the ground-floor

contains a drawing-room, 18 ft. by 15 ft.
;
dining-

room, 19 ft. by 15 ft.; study, butler’s pantry and

aerving-room (these communicate with the boys’

common dining-hall), kitchen, scullery, &c. On
the first-floor we four bedrooms, two dressing-

rooms, bath-rooms, &c.j and on the second-floor

two bedrooms. The boys' room in each wing

consists of,—on the ground-floor, the dining-hall,

30 ft. by 23 ft.
;

study, 22 ft. by 17 ft.
;
four

separate class-rooms, all oonneoted together by

a corridor. On the first-floor, approached by

a staircase between the study and class-

rooms, are the dormitories, thirty in number,

each about 9 ft. by 7 ft., opening out of_ a

corridor, which communicates directly with

the first floor of the master’s house. On this

floor also are the bath-room and linen store-

rooms. Above the dormitories is a story devoted

to hospital purposes, containing two sick-rooms,

a day-room, a nurse’s kitchen, which obviates

the need of communicating with the floors below.

It is proposed to place the building which would

have a total frontage of 400 ft., at the upper

end of the site, so as to have as much space in

front for play-gronnd, cricket-ground, &o., as

possible, and leave room for future master s

residence in the lower portion of the ground.

The building has been planned in a straight line,

rather than in a quadrangular form, in order to

receive the maximum amount of sun and air.

Each boy will have his own bed-room, and each

room its own window. It is proposed that the

building should be erected of red briok and with

tiles. The entire cost, as stated by Mr. H. J.

Simonds, will be 25,000Z., and the sabsoriptions

may be paid by three yearly instalments.

Subscriptions are received at the three Reading

banks.

VENTILATION OF DWELLING HOUSES.

—Not knowing your correspondent who
has brought this principle (sec p. 701) under

your notice, aud not very clearly as you state,

allow me to say, for your information, that the

plan of constructing one shaft instead of one

from each room has been in use for over five years,

and answers very well; and that the further

improvement of introducing the ventilation to

each room in connexion with the single smoke-

flue, as stated by your correspondent, has been

in use over two years, and gives general satis-

faction to the tenants and owner of the property.

He kindly consents to show any friend I may
introduce to see the houses. W. H. Kelsy,

HIGH RENTS AND LOW AGENTS.

May the owner of numerous houses and shops

in the suburbs address a few lines to you

(leaving others to renew the subject) on bis sad,

unprofitable experience of false rents and adver-

tising house-agents? Disliking trouble, I at one

period largely employed this class of men.

They induced and persuaded me to increase the

rents fully 30 per cent., studying, as I foolishly

thought, my interest,—a woeful mistake. My
houses were always changing tenants; some

were one and two quarters empty
;
from others

the inmates “ shot the moon.” Every new
tenant wanted expensive repairs, causing me
nothing but diminished income and dilapidations.

Let me explain why agents create this mis-

chief. The higher the rent the greater their

charges; the oftener empty the better, as they

obtain 11. Is. for the agreement, their commis-

sion, and a profit from the builder who is em-

ployed. Now I am wiser and more just. Letting

myself, at rents which tenants can afford to

pay, I secure a regular income, and freedom

from the above annoyances.
Wii. Percy Trueman.

SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGRESS, BRISTOL.

The arrangements for the, forthcoming annual

congress of the Social Science Association, to

be held in Bristol, from the 29ch iust. to the 6th

of October, are progressing satisfactorily. Sir

Stafford Northcote, bart., M.P., will preside over

the whole association, and deliver his inaugural

address on the first evening of the meeting.

Mr. G. W. Hastings takes the presidency of the

Jurisprudence Department, in which arrange-

ments are being made for a thorough discus-

sion of the questions of the relations between

England and her colonies, charitable endow-

ments, and the occupation and ownership of

land. The Rev. Charles Kingsley, lately ap-

pointed a canon of Chester, takes that of the

Education Department, where the subject of

education, whether of the upper, middle,

or lower classes of society, will be discussed.

J. A. Symonds, M.D., of Bristol, will take the

Health Department, where the special ques-
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tions for discussion are,— 1. Can Govern-

ment beneficially further interfere to limit

the spread of infectious diseases ? 2. What
legislative measures might be proposed to

deal with cases of uncontrollable drunken-

ness ? *3. Should the Contagious Diseases Act

be extended to the civil population ? The
Economy Department will be presided over by
Mr. Stephen Cave, M.D., and will specially dis-

cuss,—1. Is it desirable that state aid should be

given to emigration, and, if so, in what form ?

2. In what respects may the administration of

the poor law be improved ? 3. How may the

condition of the agricultural labourer bo im-

proved ? The congress will be opened by a

sermon to be preached by the Lord Bishop of

Gloucester and Bristol. Daring the sitting there

will be a conference of ladies interested in

educational, sanitary, and other social subjects,

under the able superintendence of Miss Mary
Carpenter. A working men’s meeting is being

organised, and soir(^es are„to take place. There
will be exonrsions to Cheddar, Tintern Abbey,
and the training-ship at the mouth of the river.

THE SOUTH SHIELDS’ TOWNHALL
COMPETITION.

In our report on the designs sent in for the

above, we expressed an opinion that the one

under the motto of “ I Work to Win” was the

one most likely to take the first premium. Since

those remarks were written, the town council

have made their final selection, which, after

considerable discussion, resulted in the first pre-

mium of 501. being adjudged to ” I Work to

Win,” and the second of 251. to the design

Well considered.”

The following are the authors of the six sots

of plans originally selected by the committee for

the consideration and final jurisdiction of the

council t
—“ I Work to Win,” Mr. John John-

stone, Newcastle-on-Tyne
j

“ Well considered,”

Mr. John Johnson, 35, Moorgate-street, London
5

” Pheonix,” Messrs. Potts & Son, Sunder-
land; ‘‘Always Ready,” Mr. J. T. Meredith,

Kidderminster; ‘‘ Northumbrian,” Mr. J. W.
Bailey, Leeds; and ‘‘Nota Bene,” Mr. C. J.

Adams, Stockton-on-Tees.

NEW BUILDINGS IN BELGIUM.

The new church of St. Antoiue, at Louvain, is

rapidly approaching completion. It is a large

and striking edifice, and consists of a nave of

six bays, western tower, aisles, north and south
transepts, and a deep apsidal choir. The total

length is about 220 It.
;
the width of nave and

aisles internally about 70 fc. ; height to the vault-

ing about the same, and the width of transepts

about 110 ft. The church is built of brick, with

simple stone dressings. The west front, how-
ever, is entirely of stone, and is the least satis-

factory portion of the whole design. The tower
is at present only carried up to a few feet above
the ridge of the nave roof. The interior is vaulted

throughout, the vaulting columns and arches

being executed in rough moulded brick, which is

to be covered with a very thin coating of plaster
;

the capitals, bases, triforium, arcade, and more
ornamental portions of the work being carved in

stone. Althongh there is plenty of ancient

authority for this kind of construction, yet it

seems to os hardly satisfactory; and one would
think that first working the arches in moulded
brick, and then again in plaster, would be little

less costly than stone. All the details of the
church are excellent, except portions of the west
front, which seem to ns to be later in character
and leas satisfactory than the rest of the church.
Mr. Lavalle is the architect.

A new church has been opened some months
ago at Ostend ; it consists of a nave and aisles,

all vaulted, a deep chancel, and a western tower
and spire over a porch. The spire is of slate,

and has four tall slated pinnacles at the angles :

it is the beat portion of the design. The porch
below the tower is very shabby, and looks
iuternalty more like a scullery than the entrance
to a church. The high altar is well carved in

oak, and there are a set of rich canopied stalls

in. the chancel. There is a great deal of stained
glass of doubtful merit.

The new church at Laeken, near Brussels, has
been opened, though far from finished. Although
this is one of the largest and most costly Gothic

churches of modern times, the general effect

is not satisfactory. The three towers crowded
together at the west end want boldness

; the

whole front is cub up with perpendicular lines,

and the huge extinguisher roof crowning the lady

chapel at the east end, surmounted with an

immense acorn, bears no resemblance to any

kind of Gothic architecture that we have ever

seen. We are sorry to have to apeak in this way
of a building erected with such noble intentions,

but our duty as critics compels ns to call atten-

tion to these defects in a building of such mag-
nitude and pretension as the new church at

Laeken.

CHURCH, BRIDLINGTON QUAY.

Sir,—Not having seen your last week’s num-
ber, I am not aware that you mentioned the

result of the select competition for the new
church at Bridlington Quay, proposed to be

erected on the Beaconsfield estate.* I now beg

to send you an abstract of the protest three of

the competitors have forwarded to the committee.

On the grounds of unfairness in choosing a

design that was not the best or in accordance

with the instructions, but said to have been

carried by the votes of relatives of its author,

who were on the committee.
That a sixth competitor was admitted, and his

design put to the vote
;
by which they broke

their agreement with the five they invited, in

accordance with the resolution passed at one of

their meetings, in which the five architects were
named ; and as the placing of this nameless
individual’s design, ‘‘ Con Amore,” in competition,

was quite irregular, and contrary to their own
resolutions, as well as damaging to the chance
of the others, they required the matter to be
re-opaned, and professional assistance called in

to decide on the merits of the designs,—or that

they should be fully remunerated for their time
and trouble in preparing plans, &o., as instructed.

J. B. & W. Atkinson.
Alfred Crouch.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
Neiv lUorfcs at Liverpool .—The extensive new

works on the London and North-Western Rail-

way in this locality, and which include the con-

struction of an additional doable line of railway

from Edge-hill to Huyton, Prescot, and St.

Helen’s, in order to afford increased accommoda-
tion to the over-crowded local trafiic, are pro-

ceeding with rapidity; and the new railway, as

it may bo called, between Liverpool, Huyton,
Prescot, and St. Helen’s, is expected to be ready
for opening in the course of a few mouths. The
new doable line commences near the company’s
large engine depot at Wavertree, from which
point the existing line is iu course of being
widened to doable its present extent, the ex-

cavation through Olive Mount being exceedingly

heavy. Nearly the whole of the excavation on
the south side through the Mount has been com-
pleted, 140,000 cubic yards of stone having
already been taken out

;
and we may state that

14,000 cubic yards of this atone have been re-

moved in large blocks or squares and conveyed
to Garston, where it will be used fur the walls of

the new docks which the company are imme-
diately about to construct there. Ail the bridges

across the railway from Wavertree, through
Olive Mount, have also been taken down and
widened to nearly double their former extent,

and an additional new bridge has also been con-

structed. Amongst the mure important works
which the company have in progress between
Liverpool and Huyton is the reconstruction of

the several staliuns at Broad Green, Roby, and
Huyton, in order to extinguish the objection-

able and dangerous level crossings at each of

those stations. Extensions of great magnitude
have recently taken place at the Edge-hill

station, which now occupies an area of 95 acres.

The first half of the vast roof at the Lime-
street station has just been completed. Messrs.

Thompson, the contractors, have entered upon
the contract for the other or western half, whilst

the company’s monster hotel facing Lime-street

is being covered in.

The Threepenny Fares.—Mr. Brandon baa

brought his scheme for the wholesale reduction of

fares before the British Association, in a paper

titled ‘‘ Some Statistics of Railways iu their re-

lation to the Public.” Mr. Brandon showed that

the returns made for railway investments bad
not been such as might have been expected from

capital laid out, and that the public bad every

reason to complain of the present railway system.

* Seep. 711, ante,—Ed.

He suggested that it could only ba accomplished

by uniting all the railways under one general

management, to form them into a separate

branch of the public service. Mr. Brandon con-

tended that a passenger should be enabled to

travel one journey, of any distance, in a given
direction, for a sum little more than nominal.
In 1868, 310,150,915 passengers travelled on the

railways, paying an average fare of ll;^d. to

ll^d. Six times the number of passengers could

be carried for a very small (if any) additional

expense
;
and if a universal fare of 3d. was

charged for any distance for each person, at a
very moderate computation, six times the pre-

sent number would travel, and would produce
23,261,3181., being 8,536,5161. in excess of the

receipts of 1865 from passengers only. But he
would fix the fares for any distance at the fol-

Iov?ing rates : first-class, Is.; second, 6d.; third,

3d.
;
and for such first-class passengers as would

pay 101. and 51. annually in addition for such
distinction, should travel in carriages provided
exclusively for them. In conclusion, he showed
that the scheme would have a beneficial effect

on the labour markets, by enabling a working-

man to remove at once to the district where his

skill is in demand, and would thus tend to

equalize the value of labour in the country.

ACCIDENTS.

Bv the fall of a builder’s scaffolding at the

gasworks, City-road, Manchester, some seven or
eight men have been severely injured. The city

corporation are constructing at these works a
large circular pit, which is about 200 ft. in circum-
ference. The boundary-wall of the pit, which is

of brick, is iu course of erection, and has already

been raised to a height of about 26 ft. The
circular scaffold for the workmen which sur-

rounds this wall appears to be of a somewhat
slender structure, supported by a horizontal

beam embedded in the brickwork and an upright

plank, which apparently had no means of support

apart from its own equilibrium. About 20 ft.

gave way, and eight or ten men who were work-

ing on the scafibld were precipitated a depth of

26 ft. The scaffold was repaired soon after the

accident, and work resnmed. The fall had not

been caused by any breakage, but simply from
the slipping of the upright plank, which had
lost its balance.

A new chimney is now in course of erection

at Shrewsbury, on Mr. Cock’s premises, at the

bottom of Barker-street. The shaft, which,

when completed, will be 120 ft. high, has been
laised nearly 80 ft., and lately a man had been
working at the top, and was descending, with
his feet upon some weights, which were attached

by a chain and hook to the rope, when the hook
broke, and he fell a distance of about 50 fi.

The chimney is so narrow internally, that the

man did not turn over, and he fell, consequently,

upon bis feet with fearful force. He now lies in

a sad state, his spine, it is feared, being injured,

as well as the lower part of his body. At the

end of the rope, which is a strong one, a chain
is attached wiih some weights, and when a
workman wishes to ascend or descend this chain

should be removed, and a stronger one, which is

provided for the purpose, put in its place. The
workman, however, neglected to do this, and
attempted to descend by placing his feet upon
the weights and holding on by the rope, when
the hook broke.

FROM SCOTLAND,

Edinburgh.— George Watson’s Hospital has

been sold to the Royal Infirmary for 43,0001., on
condition that the necessary consent of the sub-

scribers to the building fund of the Infirmary by
obtained, and also an Act of Parliament got for

granting sufficient powers to accept the offer.

This resolution of the Governors of the Hofpital

is subject to the special approval of the Merchant

Company. The extensive area of ground be-

longing to Mr. William Cunningham Glen, of

London, barrister, and his sisters, adjoining

Lauriston Park-street, has been feued to Messrs.

Shore & Crawford, builders,who have commenced
operations for the construction of two streets,

running north and south, iu which will be erected

houses of a respectable class, similar to those
in Lauriston Park—the north frontage of the
ground opposite Portland-place being to be
occupied with handsome shops having flats of

dwelling-houses above. The plans of the new
buildings have been prepared by Mr. R. T.
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Shiellfl, architect, and revised by Mr. D.
M'Gibbon. The naraery ground on the east
side of Leith Walk, which has recently been
recovered from Messrs. Dickeona & Co. by the
Governors of George Heriot’s Hospital, was ex-
posed for public sale in the Council Chambers,
Mr. Murray being the auctioneer. The front
apace was divided into four fens. The first of
these, that to the south, measuring 55 ft, in

breadth, was put up at 128. per foot, and after a
little competition waa knocked down at l-ls.

Lota 2 and 3, measuring each between 60 and
70 ft., were sold at 12a. per foot. Lot No. 4, also
measuring between GO ft. and 70 ft., was put
up at 12b, per foot, and sold at ISa, Lota
1, 2, and 3 of the back feus, measuring, one of
them a third, and the other two each half an
acre, were sold at the value of 1001. per acre,
with 21. additional on the actual price of the
amaller lot. The whole of the lota were knocked
down to one purchaser, Mr. Wilson, contractor,
Granton. Other seven lots to the east, which
had also been marked off for sale, were not
disposed of.

Glasgow.—A meeting of members of the City
Improvement Trust, with factors and others
having charge of property recently acquired by
the trustees, was lately held in the Council-hall,
with a view to adopting measures to mitigate the
evils of overcrowding and uncleanliueas in the
densely populated parts of the city. In the
coarse of the proceedings reference was made to
the unusual increase in the number of fever cases
at this season of the year

j
and the opinion was

generally expressed that as the Improvement
Trustees were now proprietors of property in the
lowest portions of the city in w'hich nearly
12,000 families found accommodation, they were
in a position to grapple with the matter with a
firm and vigorons hand—to prevent overcrowd-
ing, and almost to enforce cleanliness. It was
resolved that a notice should be issued to the
tenants, and inserted in a prominent place in

their rent-books, containing various special inti-

mations as to expulsion for overcrowding, un-
cleanliness, &c.

Grcmock.—A meeting of the Greenock Water
Trust was recently held to consider the state ot

the water supply. The Provost stated that there
were 5 ft. of water in Loch Thom, and 16 ft. in

the compensation dam— equal to 13,000,000
cubic feet, or 81,000,000 gallons. The supply to
the mills, refineries, and public works along the
line of falls, bad been stopped

; and the present
water in store, with the compensation water
saved from Cartsburn and the shortened interval
of domestic supply, was estimated to be equalto
thirty-one days’ domestic supply as at present.
Of the works along the line of falls, two only bad
been granted a supply for machinery.

Ali/th.—A meeting of the promoters of new
water-works has been held. The principal object
of the meeting was to bear the report of the sur-
veyor, Mr. James Lamond, as to the probable
cost of the entire undertaking. His estimate
for forming a reservoir at Fyal—the place from
which it is proposed to take the water—laying a
4-inch metal pipe from there to the north side of
the town, a distance of about 3,000 yards, form-
ing a small reservoir there, and distributing
pipes through all the streets of the towns where
there are no pipes laid, besides erecting twenty
additional fountains, would amounttol,061Z.j but
with glazed clay pipes of the same diameter the
whole distance, there would be a saving of 300i.
The meeting was nnanimous as to the desira-
bility of immediate action by framing and sign-
ing a requisition to the Parochial Board as the
local authority. It was shown that the rateable
rental of the town was 3,0001., and that G^d.per
11. would pay stock and interest of 1,1001. in
twenty-five years : so that ample provision re-

mains to meet all outlay.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Chellington.—The church of Chellington has

been re-opened for public worship. It had only
been partially repaired for many years past, and
bad fallen into such a dilapidated state that it

was pronounced no longer safe to use it. It
required a new roof, floor, and seats throughout
the whole building. The arch at the west end
of the nave, and several windows and arches
blocked up and disfigured, were to be restored.
A bell, cracked how long no one knew, was to be
recast, and other works required attention

; and
these works have been begun and iu a great
measure brought to completion.

Titleg {Herefordshire).—The re-opening of this

church took place on the 3rd instant. The new
church, which replaces one erected a century
ago, consists of nave, north aisle, with arcade of
four bays, south porch, chancel, organ chamber,
and vestry

j
the old tower is retained. The walls

are built of Penrhos stone, Bath stone being
used for the dressings. The arcade shafts are
blue Pennant. The fittings throughout are of
oak, and the accommodation provided is for
about 220 persons. The church is warmed by
undergronnd stoves. The windows, with the
exceptioQ of the two on the south side of the
chancel, which are filled with stained glass by
Messrs. Baillie, are glazed with cathedral tinted
glass by Messrs. Done & Davies, of Shrewsbury.
The encaustic tile floors are from Godwin, of
Lugwardine. The style of the church is Early
Decorated

j
and the work has been carried out

by Messrs. Lewis & Day, of Hereford, under the
direction of the architect, Mr. E. Haycock, jun.,
of Shrewsbury.

Wettcnhall.—The cbapel-of-eaae here is to be
rebuilt on an enlarged scale, and, as a parish
church, dedicated to St. David. It is also pro-
posed soon to commence the erection of schools,
and eventually a rectory-house. The edifice will
be built on the site of the old_^ohapel-of-ea0e, on
the road from Over to Bunburj, and about nine
miles to the north-west of Crewe. As the funds
are limited (the cost, allowing for the old mate-
rials, will be about 700L), it was determined to
construct the edifice of brick and other inex-
pensive materials. The style is a simple type
of thirteenth-century architecture. In shape
the church will be cruciform, the total dimen-
sions from east to west being 67 ft. 5 in., and in
the body of the church 26 ft. 9 in. -udde, and
from north to south walls of transepts 36 ft. 5 in.

by 14 ft. 4 in. wide. The entrance is by a south
porch. The minister’s vestry is in the arm of
the south transept. At the side of the nave

'

coupled windows alternate with buttresses.
Triple windows are placed in the gable walls of
the chancel transepts and west end. The west
end gable is surmounted by a bell-tnrret, and
other gables by ornamental stone and iron
crosses. White Eelsall stone is to be sparingly
used ; tbe roof is to be of open timber-work
varnished. All the sittings—180—will be free
and unappropriated, and will be made of
Savannah pitch pine, which has been supplied to
the builder at a nominal price by a tradesman of
Winsford. The architect is Mr. James Redford,
of Manchester, and the contractor Mr. P.
Hodgkinaon, of Sandbacb. A fSte has been held
at Calveley Hall, Earl Groavenor’s seat, in aid
of the funds.

Long Eaton.—The parish church of Long Eaton
has been re-opened, after having undergone con-
siderable enlargement and improvement. For
many years past the old church was felt to be
inconvenient; and as the population of the
parish increased it became totally unsuited to
its requirements. It would only seat 252, and
those in pews of the most unseemly description.
Accordingly, about four years ago, the vicar, the
Rev. Mr. Atkinson, determined upon making an
effort to enlarge and restore the edifice, and
a subscription was started. Many of tbe
parishioners coming forward to assist, instrnc-
tions were given to Mr. Street to prepare plans
for the enlargement of the church. Mr. Street
soon submitted his designs, which met with
general approval, and the work of restoration waa
commenced; Mr. Hunt, of Long Eaton, being
the contractor. The old church has been made
to form the south aisle, and to this has been
added a north aisle, a nave, and a chancel, the
architecture of which corresponds to that of the
old building. All of it is built of stone. The
old pews have, of course, been swept away, and
plain open seats erected in their stead. A new
pulpit of carved stone, by Mr. Earp, of London,
has been procured, and two stained windows
have been placed in the chancel. One of these
represents Christ in the manger, and also in the
Temple; audit has been given by the teachers
and children of the Sunday school. The other
represents Christ’s baptism by St. John, and
His disputation with the doctors in the Temple;
it has been contributed by the children and
teachers attending tbe night school. They are
the work of Messrs. Ward & Hughes, of London.
The vicar has been at the expense of another
painted window, manufactured by Messrs. Hard-
man, of Birmingham, which is placed in the
south aisle. The cost of tbe whole improve-
ments will be about 3,000Z. ; and towards this
sum 2,200Z. have been raised. The church will
now accommodate about 600.

Longdon.—The foundation-stone of a proposed

new and enlarged chancel to Longdon Church
has been laid, Mr. Griffiths is the builder, by
whom the work of renovation has been under-
taken. The funds at the disposal of the vicar
being inadequate, it is proposed to do no more
at present than to render the body of the church
more suitable for the performance of^Diviae
service by rebuilding the chancel, with the addi-
tion of an organ recess and vestry, opening and
affording space for additional sittings iu the old
tower. The tower is the only remains of the old
ohurob, which, being somewhat dilapidated, waa
pulled down, and the present edifice was erected.
It is proposed to substitute open sittings, to
remove the pulpit to a proper position, to remove
an obnoxious gallery, and erect a church portal
on the southern side. It is hoped that ere
long funds may be forthcoming for casing the
present brick and stucco structure of tbe body of
the church with the grey sandstone obtainable
on the spot. It is also proposed to convert the
Grecian windows into a more Ecclesiastical
style,

Barnard Castle.—The foundation stone of a
Free Christian Church has been laid iu Newgate,
Barnard Castle. For more than a quarter of a
century a Free Christian Church has existed in
Barnard Castle. The members have assembled
in a building in the Broadgates, but the situation
being somewhat obscure and out of the way, it

bad long been felt to be desirable that a commo-
dious place of worship should be built by the
community in a more central and public situa-

tion, and the site for the building was purchased
in Newgate. Tbe church will be Gothic in stylo,

and will be built from designs by Mr. Harrison,
of Manchester. It will contain 150 open sittings,

but no gallery. A school will also be attached
to the church, and by the removal of two screens
100 more sittings in this school can be added to

the church at any time. The estimated cost of
the building is 1,0001., of which 9001. have been
subscribed. Mr. Donaldson has contracted to do
the stonework, Mr. Carter the joinering, and
Mr. J. Jackson the plumbing work.

§O0hs

“ On certain Economical Improvements in
obtaining Motive Power.” By Richard Eaton.
This is a reprint of a paper read by Mr.
Eaton before the Mechanical Science section
of the British Association at Exeter. It
relates to an invention of a Mr. Warsop, of
Nottingham, which is held to be of great im-
portance. Patents for “ obtaining motive power ”

are not seldom schemes of perpetual motion
;
but

with such schemes this has nothing to do. It
relates to what is called “ Warsop’s Aoro-Steam-
Engine,” in which compressed air is introduced
by means of the air-pump into steam-boilers,
for the purpose of aiding in the production of
power and tbe economization of fuel, Professor
Tyndall is said to have volunteered to investi-
gate tbe scientific bearings of the results, as
personally observed in Nottingham, by Lord
Richard Grosvenor, who is an amateur engi-
neer, and by others. “ Twickenham Drain-
age : Report on a Proposed System for the
Drainage and Disposal of the Sewage.” By
Henry M. Ramsay, Surveyor to the Twickenham
Local Board. “ Twickenham Local Board :

Report on the Drainage and Disposal of
the Sewage.” By the Local Drainage Com-
mittee.—'These reports recommend that the
plan for the drainage of the parish should com-
prise the town and all outlying districts, as
shown in the surveyor’s plan. The committee
recommend the board to adopt irrigation as the
system for dealing with the sewage

;
and advise

100 acres to be purchased, although they con-
sider that 60 acres, as stated in the surveyor’s
report, would suffice, according to a report from
Banbury, which has 120 acres for a population of
11,000. The committee are of opinion that the
parish drainage will thus become not only self-

supporting, but a source of pecuniary profit.

“Natural Philosophy.” By John Tyndall,
London: Cassell, Better, & Galpin.—We need
not say anything in recommendation of Pro-
fessor Tyndall on Natural Philosophy, which
in this case is intended for boys. Other two
of Messrs. Cassell’s little books for children,
which happen to be within reach of us, are
“ .^sop’s Fables,” in words of one syllable, by
Mary Godolphin; and “Evenings at Home,”
iu words of one syllable, by Uncle John, author
of “ The Children’s Album.”—Whatever we may
think of the peculiar English which authors are
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constrained to write where no two or three-

syllabled word is allowable, the ingenuity with

which these hooka are written is surprising;

they are fair specimens of good sound Anglo-

Saxon, too
;

all the more, it may be, that they are

free from long Latin and other importations.
“ The Civil Service Book-keeping : Book-keeping

no Mystery : its Principles popularly explained,

and the Theory of Double Entry analysed.” By
an Experienced Book-keeper. Lockwood & Co.

This treatise on book-keeping is intended for the

use of young men commencing business, ex-

amination candidates, and students generally.

We have no doubt it has been prepared by “ an
experienced book-keeper,” who appears to have
belonged to Her Majesty’s Civil Service.

Mortuary HousOt Marylebone. — Dr
Whitmore says in his last monthly report :—By
an order of the vestry, the mortuary-house,

situated in the Paddington-street Burial Ground
—and which has been ready for the reception of

the dead for the last six months—will be opened
for public inspection for the next five or six

weeks. It is to be hoped that the poorer classes

in particular will take the opportunity of visiting

it, in order that they may judge for themselves

of its extreme fitness for the purpose for which

it has been erected. It is a thing of common
occurrence that bodies are kept unburied for

eight or ten days, owing to the inability of sur-

viving friends or relatives to find the money to

pay for the interment. In such cases it most
frequently happens that the bereaved family

have but one room in which to live, sleep, and
perform every domestic office

;
here, then, in the

midst of them lies the decaying mass of mor-
tality, poisoning the atmosphere they breathe,

and endangering their health and even their

very lives. Surely, both on the score of personal,

safety, as well as from a feeling of respect and
reverence for the mortal remains of those whom
in life they loved, the poor will see the desira-

bility of making use of this fitting mausoleum,
as a temporary receptacle for the bodies of their

deceased children or relatives, to which they

will have daily access, and for the use of which
no fee or charge whatever is required.

A Mission ofInquiry.—Mr. ConoUy,artizan,

hasbeen deputed to gototheUnited States inorder

to report upon the condition of labour in that

country, and has bidden farewell to the South
London Lodge of the Operative Masons’ Society.

An address was presented to him, and in reply

he said he was not undertaking themission with

any view to his personal advantage. His object

would be to find out the hours of labour in every

branch of trade, as well as the amount of wages.

Ho should further inquire whether workpeople

lived in boarding-houses or houses of their own.

He should endeavour to ascertain whether, with

their dollars in America, people were better off

than with their shillings in England. He should

make inquiries, too, with regard to education,

the system of which in America was said to be
one of the best in the world for the youth of the

working classes. His object would be to find out

whether, under that system, the lads became
more skilful artisans, better citizens, or more
worthy heads of families. He would particularly

inquire into the working of Abraham Lincoln’s

Act, whereby, it was said, any steady man was
enabled to acquire 150 acres of land after residing

upon it for five years. He would ascertain in

what respect the trade-unions as there existing

differed from trade-unions at home. One mem-
ber of the Government (Mr. W. E. Forster) had
sent him 51., as well as an introduction to Mr.
Adams, the late American Minister to this

country.

I>rlvin^ Piles by Gunpowder.—An im-
proved pile-driving machine has been invented
by a Mr. Shaw, and is manufactured at Phila-

delphia by a new company. Hand and steam
are superseded in this invention by gunpowder,
which, by its explosion, excited by the fall of a

hammer on a small quantity of fulminate, in

cartridges fed into a cylinder, causes a recoil of
the cylinder, which forces the pile into the
gronud. The cartridges canbe thrown in at the

rate of 50per minute, aud the hammer is thus kept
going without a lever. The charges of powder
are said to be only one-third of an ounce each.

The hammer is one of 675 lb. weight : it is

thrown 8 ft., and exerts a force on the head of

the pile equal to a dead weight of 300,000 lb,

] [itfew ‘Bouse, Sink, Vard, and Venti-
lating- Trap.—Mr. James Mansergh has lately

designed a trap with a special view of keeping
sewer gas out of dwelling-houses. The waste
from a sink-stone, &c., is discharged into the trap

out of sight. The vertical socket for receiving the
waste-pipe is burned in with the trap, so as to

form with it one piece of stoneware. The upper
part of this socket is tapered to take in any size

of pipe; the lower part extends an inch or so

below the tip of the opening into the gully form-

ing a water-trap. Over the gully is an open
grating for the ingress of surface water

;
the

plate forming one side of this gully is carried

down below the bottom of outlet to drain, form-
ing a second water-trap entirely independent of

the first. Behind this trapping plate, and in

free communication with the drain, is a socket,

to which may be connected a ventilating pipe of

any size up to 4 in. diameter. By this ventilator,

which is to be carried up above windows and
away from chimneys, the house-drain is relieved

of pressure, and the gas has therefore no ten-

dency to struggle through bad joints or traps

into the space under lower flior. On the waste-
pipe from the sink, there is a junction into

which the wastes from baths and lavatories, and

I

especially the overflows from cisterns, are to be
I
taken, thus cutting off these from becoming

I

direct flues for the ventilation of drains into the
upper parts of houses.

Covering: Walls with Class for Protec-
tion of Prult Trees.—In a paper read at the
Manchester Congress, July 22, 1869, it was said

;

Where there are walls with a southern aspect in

gardens, a covering of glass will be found the
cheapest and most certain way of securing crops

of the finer fruits, such as poaches, nectarines,

and apricots. When the new kitchen garden
was planned at Welbeck, a range of south wall

nearly 800 ft. long was covered with glass on a
novel principle. All the framework is of iron,

and the roof made on the ridge-and-furrow mode,
and glazed with strong plate glass, cast on pur-

pose to suit the curve iu the roof. The openings
for top ventilation are m.ade in the bock wall,

and every alternate light in front is opened and
shut by machinery worked from the inside.

The height of the back wall inside is 13 ft., in

the front 7 ft. 6 in., and the inside width 7 ft. 4 in.

This structure is heated by hot-watcr pipes, and
these were'found very useful this'spriog, for good
crops of peaches and nectarines have been se-

cured, as well as plenty of cherries, plums, and
pears grown in pots. Fire-heat is only used at

the time they are blooming, or in the autumn, to

ripen the wood, as the object of this structure

is to get a succession of peaches and nectarines

after the hot-house ones are over.

Magnetic Disturbance of Watches.—An
American watchmaker has made the curious

chance discovery that the balance-wheel in

nearly every watch is, if made of steel, converted

into a magnet. By what process in the manu-
facture it has become one it might be difficult to

say ;
but whether the wheel be indeed a magnet

or not may be easily discovered by fixing it upon
a small piece of cork, letting it float in still

water, and seeing if it always turns in one
direction. The fact of the magnetic character

of the wheel will account for many irregularities

in watches which have hitherto been inexpli-

cable. A key, an iron brace-buckle, or the

steel blade of a knife near or in the same
pocket as the watch, may exert a disturbing

influence. But even if there should be no piece

of steel in or near the pocket, the magnet will

necessarily tend towards the north, and so far

interfere with the calculations of the watchmaker
in a very delicate piece of mechanism. Gold-
balanced watches must thus be far preferable to

steel-balanced ones.

Wrougbt-iron .Chimney at Creusot.—

A

new wrought-iron chimney has been recently

erected at the Creusot Ironworks. Tbe Engineer
gives particulars of it. It is 197 fc. high and
6 ft. 7 iu. in diameter. At the bottom the diameter

is increased to 10 fc. by a curved base which is

fastened by vertical bolts to masonry work. The
thickness of the sheet iron is in. at the top,

and in. at the bottom. There is an iaaide

iron ladder. The weight of this chimney is

40 tons
;

it has been riveted horizontally and
lifted afterwards with a crane. Another, 275 fc.

high, will soon be erected, but by a different

system
;

it will be riveted vertically, with au

inside scaffolding. These chimneys are builc for

an extension of the Creusot Works, especially

intended for steel-making.

Telegraphic Progress.—Mr, Yarley, the
electrician, is at Brest for the purpose of remedy,
ing a fault in the French cable at a point about
1,000 miles from the French coast. Mr. Varley,

without raising the cable, hopes to bo able by
some manipulation of electricity to produce at

the precise spot of the fault an effect similar to

eleotrotyping on the surface of the conducting
wire, and by this means prevent the escape to

earth of any portion of the electric current.

Sir William Thomson notifies that a plan for

electric testing at sea has recently occurred to

him as available with Mr. Varley’s form of cable,

which will give a soenrity against faults not
attainable with any form of cable having metal
in its outer covering. According to this plan a
fault existing in the coiled part of the cable on
board ship, and merely producing an addition to

the general leakage scarcely recognisable as due
to an incipient fault, will make a sudden and
decisive indication after it [. asses out of the tank,

and before it reaches the stem pully. The
alarm will thus be given at the right time to

stop the egress of the cable, and cut out the

fault with a minimum of risk and delay.

The Workshops Act.—Mr. Redgrave, one
of the inspectors of factories, in the half-yearly

report just issued, says :
—“ I am very sanguine

that this Act will eventually be a success. I

found this opinion upon the expressed willing-

ness of employers to accept it as legislation in a

wise direction, upon their readiness to observe

its provisions, and upon the entire absence of

qnibbling or misrepresentations to escape the

restrictions. Granted that in some respects it

might be improved, yet in its main features, in

the restriction of the labour of females and
young persons, it has already entirely changed
the features and aspects of some trades ;

and in

the necessity it imposes upon children to attend

school it has already in a great number of trades

prevented the improper employment of infants,

and is preparing the way for a general obser-

vance of school attendance. A very slight pres-

sure of the local authorities would make this Act
as well observed and as popular as the Factory

Act itself. But the educational effect of the Act
is by no means satisfactory. Manufacturers will

not employ school children — half-timers— in

their establishments.

Opening of the Southern Embankment
of the Thames.—The second portion of the

Thames Embankment on the south side, namely,

that which commences at Lambeth Bridge and
terminates at the end of the Potteries, is now
so far completed that the publio have been per-

mitted to walk along it instead of, as formerly,

proceeding through the dirty thoroughfare which
runs parallel with it. Nearly the whole of the

Embankment is now paved, and as soon as the

roadway is finished it is understood that the

Metropolitan Board will permit its instant use

for traffic. The first portion of this Embank-
ment, it will be remembered, was opened about

twelve months since from Westminster Bridge

to Lambeth Bridge. The extensive demolition

of houses in the Potteries has considerably

improved its appearance.

The International Horticultural Exhi-
bition at Hamburg.—This exhibition has

been opened. The buildings stand on a site

between Hamburg and Altona. The hothouse

in which the principal productions are exhibited

is adorned with a figure of Fame, a copy of the

work of Paul Delaroche in the School of Fine

Arts in Paris. Tbe walls are decorated with

flags of all nations, surmounting names of

nataraliats and horticulturists. The exotic plants

in the park give something of a tropical cha-

racter. Competent authorities are engaged in

arranging the flowers as they arrive, so as to

suit the architectural details of the building.

Descendants of tbe TTearly Extinct

Eritlsb Barbarians.—Some savages in the

pariah of St. Hilary, according to the Cornish

Telegraph, have wilfully destroyed Trewhella

Cross. The matter is to be brought before the

Penzance Natural History and Antiquarian

Society, with a view to their prosecution in a
criminal court.

The Now Theatre, Croydon.— Several

alterations and improvements have been made
in this theatre during the recess. The stage has

been lengthened 22 ft., and a separate approach
added to the stalls. The gallery floor has been
sheathed and felted, which will deaden the

treading of feet overhead. The theatre has been

taken on a lease by Mr. Clarence Holt.
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Santlag’0>de>Cblll International Exhi-
bition.— Last year the Chilian Government
acvertised an agricnltural exhibition, in which
some large prizes were to be distributed to the
sncceaeful competitors. A grand prize of a gold
medal and 800 dollars, or 1601., was offered for

the best collection of agricultural machinery
;

and another of a gold medal and 500 dollars, or
1003

,
for the best steam-thrashing machinery.

Many other gold medals and prizes of smaller
value were offered. English firms have carried
off the lion’s share of the prizes. Messrs. B,an-
somes, Sims, & Head, for their thrashing-machine,
got the first prize and gold medal

j Messrs.
Clayton & Shuttleworth the second gold medal.
Special prizes were also gained by Messrs.
Howard. American manufacturers came in

second for the chief prize.

The Smoke Tfulsance at M'ewcastle.
upon-Tyne.—The committee appointed at the
meeting held in the Guildhall, Newcastle, has
had a conference at the connoil chamber, under
the presidency of the Mayor. Considerable dis-

cussion arose as to the steps to be taken. The
most perfect unanimity, however, prevailed as to
the desirability of acting in such a way as not to
embarrass unnecessarily the important manu-
factnring and mining interests of the neigh-
bourhood. There is said to be a general feeling
among owners of works, collieries, &o., that the
time has come for doing something towards
suppressing the nuisance. A sob-committee
was appointed to inquire into all the plans pro-
posed or in operation for the prevention of smoke
and noxious vapours, and to report to the general
committee at their next meeting.

School of Art for Burslem and Tunstall.
A meeting has been held in the Lecture Hall
of the Wedgwood Institute, Burslem, in further-
ance of the opening, at the Institute, early in

October, of a school of Art and Science for
Burslem and Tunstall, and to appoint a master
for the school. A committee of eleven gentle-
men in each of the towns named was appointed.
Mr. Hope, a manufacturer, said he trusted the
committee now appointed would prove to be an
active one. Ho remembered a former school of
art at Burslem, which decayed, he feared, partly '

from lack of activity on the part of the com-
mittee. Now they had such a noble building for

their purpose they were doubly bound to activity.
Burslem and Tunstall ought not to be one whit
behind Stoke and Hanley in artistic skill. The
members of the new committee present proceeded
to make choice of a master, and Mr. Theaker
was elected.

The Building Trade in PaTis.—The Paris
correspondent of the Telegraph says :

—

“ One of the largest branches of Parisian industrj, that
of house-building, is threatened with a strike on the part
of the workmen, who seem to be in a great state of agita-
tion and discontent, especially the masons and stme- !

cutters. I must tell you that the number of contractors i

for this department is limited to three or four great firms, I

the most important of which has just lowered the men'a '

pay considerably. Where they gare 3f. 60e. before the
'

let of September, they pay only 2t'. 75c. now. In 18B6
and 1866, at the height of the building furor, the wage was
4f. 26c. How that the furor is fast declining, and that
most of the anticipated speculations are realised, con-
tractors no longer think it worth their while to pay the
workmen at the same rate. But the remaining works of
Paris will certainly come to a " stand still,” if the discon-
tented corporations carry out their plans, which are not
only to strike, but to emigrate, as they find there is now
no chance whatever of their gaining nearly as much as
they did formerly.”

Proposed Alterations of Biverpaol
Town-ball.—The town council have agreed to

a recommendation of the finance committee, to
adopt a general plan submitted, showing altera-
tions of the Town-hall for the accommodation of
the mayor, and the enlargement of the council-
room, at a cost not exceeding 3,0003. ; but have
added to their resolution that the appropriation
of the several rooms, and the details of the

p Ians, and also of the fittings and furniture, be
postponed for further consideration.

The English Congregational Church,
Swansea,—We are asked to say with reference
to the notice of this building in our last issue,
that the interior is not in one open span as
stated, bub is divided by iron columns into “ nave
and aisles.” Further, the gas-fittings were
manufactured by Dovey, of Manchester, though
supplied by the local gas-fitter, Mr. Holmes.

Trench Prizes for Architecture,—M. Doc,
the architect who lately obtained the Emperor’s
prize of lOO.OOOf., has paid 40,000f. into the
treasury of the French Institute to found an
annual prize for the encouragement of archi-
tecture.

Xteavesden, Woodside. — Mr. Mann, the
contractor for building the St. Pancras Parochial
Schools, has protested against Messrs. Killing-

back & Rudley entering on the ground for the
purpose of carrying out the drainage works

5
but

the guardians, acting under legal advice, are
determined to proceed with the works. Mr.
Mann did not send in a tender for the drainage
works, but forwarded a schedule of prices,

through the architects, which the guardians
could not accept, as they had invited tenders for

a fixed sum.

Removing Incrustation in Steam Boilers.
A mixture called halogium, says The Penny
Mechanic, is sold and used in Germany for pre-
venting the formation of incrustations in steam-
boilers. The mixture consists of 65 per cent, of
sal ammoniac, 17 per cent, of chloride of barium,
and 18 per cent, of catechu, and is said to answer
its purposes very well. Chlorine, which exists

in the sal ammoniac, as well as in the chloride
of barium, is a halogeu, which seems to account
for the name halogium.

Proposed Ifew Hospital at Royston.—
It has been determined to erect at Koyston a
small hospital, for the treatment of the poor who
cannot properly be attended to at their own
homes. It is intended that the hospital shall be
partially self-supporting. Lord Dacre has given
a site for the hospital and its garden. Mr. E.
Nash has undertaken to provide the architectural
plans for the building, which will be constructed
with a due regard to sanitary arrangements, as

recommended by Captain Galton, R.E.

TENDERS.
For rebniWmg; house and premises, Ho. 87, London-

road, Southwark, for Mr. J. E. W. Rolls. Mr. R. J.
Dickins, urchitect. Quantities supplied by Mr. C. B.
Medland

Caoniog Miillius £710 0 0
Xeut 055 0 0
Falkner 647 0 0
Cooper & Cullum 045 0 0
Linfleld ii Son (accepted) 697 0 0

For fl'-e houses and shops to be erected in Lone-lane,
West [Sniithfield. Mr. L. H. Issacs, architect. Quanti-
ties supplied by Mr. L. C. Eiddett

Simpson & Son £6,200 0 0
Patman & Fotberingham 6,082 0 0
Macey 6,495 0 0
Manafield, Price, i Co 6,475 0 0
Holland & Hannen 6,4i30 0 0
Browne & Eobinsou 6,369 0 0
Phillips 6,195 0 0

For rebuilding house and premises. Ho. 343, Walworth-
road, and alterations, &c.. Ho. 345, ditto, lor Mr. J. E.
W. Rolls. Mr. R. J. Dickens, architect. Quantities sup-
pled by Mr. C. B. Medland

Canning & Mullins £410 0 0
Kent 333 0 0
Falkner 314 0 0
Linlield & Son 293 0 0
Cooper rk Cullum (accepted) 299 0 0

For the erection of six cottages at Kingston, for Mr.
H. Nash. Mr. J. S. Ellis, architect

Wells (accepted) £1,630 0 0

For precling two shops in forecourt of house, High-
road, UpperTooting. Mr. Herbert Taylor, architect ;

—

Potter £>^70 0 0
Fi-h 865 0 0
Kilby 677 0 0

For new post-ofTice, Bank-street, Ashford, for Mr. J. E.
Munns, post-master. Mr. King, architect :

—
Steddy, Joy, A Steddy £345 0 0
Clifford 839 0 0
Dryland 780 0 0
Prebble 776 17 10
Fowler 769 0 0
Harnett 749 0 0
Peters (accepted) 722 12 0

For additions to Bramerton Hall, Horfolk. Mr. E. M.
Pbipson, architect: —

Hawes (accepted) £2,410 0 0

For restoring the nave and aisles of Fressingfield
Church. Suffolk. Mr. R. M. Phipson, architect

Grimwood (accepted) £622 0 0

Little
Axlbrd
Simpson
Browne & Robinson..,

Dove, Brothers
Groover
Mann
Manley & lingers

Hart
Rider
Henshaw
Kent
Coleman
Hill & Sons
Wells

,379 0 0
4,825 0 0
4,8 0
4,795 0 0
4,745 0 0
4,576 0 0
4,376 0 0
4.347 0 0
4,310 0 0
4,310 0 0
4,296 0 0
4,275 0 0
4,231 0 0
4,185 0 0
4,180 0 0

For benching Offton Church, Suffolk. Mr. E. M.
Phipson, architect

Smith £297 4 0
Cornish 195 0 0
Tooley (accepted) 133 0 0

For rebuilding 59 and 60, Wilson-street, Finsbury.
Mr, Hammou, architect

Brass £1,743 0 0
Grover 1,666 0 0
Ennor 1,600 0 0
S. Sabej 1,.IS3 0 0
C. 88be3 1,262 10 0
Preedy & Son 1,25) 0 0

For dwelling-house and shop, in Horth-road, Brighton,
for Mr. J. Sayers. Mr, Dallimore, arehite it

ChUds & Simmonds (accepted) ... £733 0 0

For sewers in Sloane-square, for the Testry of the
Parish of St. Luke, Chelsea. Mr. Pattisson, surveyor

•niBloomfield £260 0 0
Morris 259 0 0
Lacy 210 0 0
Sawyer 207 0 0
Wigmore 198 10 0
Heave 187 0 0
Whittick (accepted) 178 0 0

For rebuilding warehonaep, Nos. 4, 6, and 6, Maiden-
head-court, nod 19, NichoU-square, E.C., for Messrs.
Salomon. Mr. B. Tabberer, architect :

—

'J'urner & Sons 3,97.1 0 0

A. R. Robinson 3.737 0 0
Browne & Robinson 3,676 0 0

Crabb & Vauchau 3,638 0 0
J. Pritchard 3.342 0 0

For sewerage works connected with the utilisstion of
the sewage, for the Borough of Cheltenham. Mr. D. J.
Humpliris, Bor,..ugh Surveyor. Quantities furnished to
contractors by Mr. J. Simmonds. Pipes supplied to the
Commissioners by Messrs. Gibbs & Canning :

—

Hall & Price £7,799 0 0
Moore 5,120 0 0
Dierden 4,612 0 0
Ford .. 4,180 0 0
Fawkes & Maude..... 3,899 16 0
Field 3,392 11 4
Abell & Co. (accepted) 3,300 0 0
Coker (exclusive of compensa-

tion) 2,999 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
C. B. M.-J. J. E.— M. & F, — M. S.— W. B. - F. K. 4 W.-Pre.—

Mr, F,-F, E, — W, H, K,-B. D-J. D.-W. P. T,-J, V,—
J. 0.—A.—W. C,—F. C.—J. F.—J. E.— Me8«r*. P.— J. D.—W. D. B.—
H, W. L.— G. Q. — Dr. B. — C. E. H. — Mr, H. — M. J, — W. H. C.—
C. 4 V. — H. K. & W, — E, H. T. — J. T. (if tbs collator acted the

ageutof tbe trustee, the truitea is liable. Take advice).— Messrs.

H. 1 Co. (arrived toe late).—H. 8. (next wevk).

We are cotopeiled to decline puiutiag oat books and giving

addresses.

All statements of facte, listi of Tenders, 4c.. must be a-aempanied

br the name and addreas of the seuder, not uecessaril; for

publication.

KoTR.—Tbe responsIblUtr of signed articles, and papers read at
public uieeUngs, rests, of course, with the authors.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in tbe Manufactnre of Cbarch, Turret,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J.W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and
60, Ludgate-hill j Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Just published, price 2s

The treatment of sewage.
By JOHN HABT.

A P.imi>blet for Municipal AuthuriUes, aud tbrse interested In Ibe
Cultivation of I Bud.

London : SIMPKIN, MARStJALX>. 4 CO.
Leamington : fL WIPFBLE, Victoria Library.

In ISmo. with Diagrams and 9 reparat# PJates price 5-.

TREA’IISE on land-surveying, in
THEORY and PRACTICE ; giving the beet me'.hoda of Survey.

iiiu end Leveliiug fur Btati-iicil, Eit^-te. Culumal, aud Engiu-erlng
purposes ; together with fall Explanations of tbe OonicructlMi,
Adjustment aud Use of TbeodolUes. Levels, and otUer lu.iruinents
required In the field aud olQue work of Surveying and Levelling.
For tbe use of Eugineers, Surveyors, or Students in Cullegsa and

D
ABOLITION OF PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS.
Just publiihed. In 8vo. pp. iiSO. price 9i. cloth.

,T5CUSSIONS in the UNITED KING-
DOM, FRANCE, GERMANY, and tbs NETHERLANDS, on

ABOLin jN of PATENTS : Speech-e aud Papers by Cmut Bla-

ck. M. Chevalier, R. A Macfle. M.P. Sir Kouodeli Pslmsr. M.P.
d Staulvy, M.P. James Stirltug, esq 4c ; with Sug^esli >us as tq

'*°L- ndon : LONGMANS,"oKE^, 4 L*<). Pa'*emoB^r-ro».
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Titian's Country.

A L M T evenings,

gilded gondolas glid-

ing on shining waters,

with refleotiODS of

brilliant hues in the

rippled shadows,
snatches of love-songs

floating in the air,

garden banquets, with

witty, sparkling con-

verse, within sight

and sound of such

aooesBories, and a

general impression of

artistic luxury and
sumpcuoasness, if not

of voluptuousness,

come into the mind at

the first mention of

Titian’s country. To
the general public the

home of this great

painter was Venice

;

and its palaces and
lapping waters are the

first objects thought

of when his name is

spoken. The letter of 11 Priscianese, doubtless,
acconnts for much of this association of idea.
The description given in it of the evening he
spent with Titian in his pleasant garden, when
Aretino, II Sansovino, and Nardi were present
at the snpper, and his mention of the situation
of the painter’s house, as being within sight of
the island of Murano, and of the fact that as
soon as the sun went down, and the tables were
set in the garden, that part of the sea within
view was filled “ with a thousand little gondolas
adorned with beautiful women, and resounded
with divers harmonies,—the music of voices and
instruments,” till midnight, have made us a
little word-picture that is difficult to dismiss.
But if we would know more of Titian’s life than
this one evening, pr the series of similar garden
leasts to which the notes of Aretino also bear
testimony, we must dismiss it. Titian was
Qo sybarite whoso rest a rose-leaf would
iiave disturbed

j no epicure; no voluptuary; but
1 hardy mountaineer, “ canny” rather than other-
wise, hardworking, and indefatigable. Although
,or forty-nine years he ocoupied the house and
grounds in which he gave these famous supper
parties, he rarely failed iu the summer time to
risit the mountain district in which he was bred
ind born. This was Cadore, a town on the
?iave, about eigbty-six miles distant from Venice,
D the heart of the Alpine region. On fine days
n the early dawn, his native mountains could be
lescried in the horizon from his stndio windows,
!ver reminding him of their majesty, and ever
uring him back to their beauty. No wonder,
:hen, that after he had passed the great age of
lour score and ten he still wended his way to
heir feet, charmed as at first, and strengthened
?ith the bracing mountain air to climb their
(teep sides. Thither, after an interval of three
lenturies, he has recently been followed by an
idmirer, who has, as literally and exactly as may
e, Bought out his footsteps, rested on the route
ffiere he rested, gazed at the scenes he surveyed

from the successive stages of his journey,
searched out the pictures he saw in churches in

or near the way, and traced some that he painted
with his own hand to the country churches for

which he designed them. We allude to a task
just completed and described by Mr. Josiah
Gilbert, whose familiarity with the Dolomite
Monntains in the same part of the world enabled
him to accomplish more than an uninitiated per-

son was likely to have undertaken.* Some thirty

years ago the Abbate Cadorin identified the Casa
Grande, the large house with a stndio extending
over the extent of its upper floor, in which Titian
lived for so many years, but which, up to that
time, was not known to have been his residence.

It is on the north side of Venice, rarely visited

by strangers, and is now so blocked in with
modern dwellings probably built upon the gar-
den, as to appear like one side of a narrow court.

It is subdivided into a row of houses, at the
top of which, however, still runs the bold cornice

of Titian’s time, showing it was formerly one
handsome residence. The Abbate ascertained

that Titian had a mortgage upon the house, and
that it finally became his, and passed at his

death, with bis other property, into the hands
of his spendthrift son Pomponio. And now Mr.
Gilbert has thrown as muchlighb upon his birth-

place in the little mountain republic, aud shown
how it was that mountains and forests were so
much upon his canvas. He has done more, too, for

Titian. The trumpeted blot upon his fame left by
the imputation that many of the lovely faces he
painted aud made more lovely still, were those
of his mistresses, Mr. Gilbert has laboured to

remove. He believes that the famous ” Violante ”

introduced in a picture for the Duke of Ferrara,

which he spoke of as " the object dearest to him
on earth,” was his fond wife; and that another
portrait of a beautiful woman sitting by his aide

was that of his dear daughter
; and that pro.

bably the other paintings described as mistresses

of Titian's wore merely so called in default of

names forgotten.

Walking in his garden, as we have said, Titian,

when there was no opal haze riaiog off the sea

or along the plain, could see the range of hills

that sheltered his native place; nay, more, he
could identify the Antelao, the chief guardian of

Cadore. There is a picture of his, a shepherd
playing on a pipe, in which Mr. Huskiu has
identified this view as a background. And his

great picture, the ” Peter Martyr,” so unfortu-

nately destroyed in the burning of the hall in the

ducal palace, portrayed a nearer range, through
an opening in which the Antelao is seen, the hills

of Ceneda. His famous “Battle of Cadore”
afforded a legitimate field for their portraiture

;

and accordingly we find his native hills again

depicted. Mr. Gilbert gives both a fac-simile

of Mr. Raskin’s sketch of the Cadore moun-
tains, and a view of the Alpine scene that

was in the painter’s mind when he sketched the

outlines for hia battle-piece. A more valuable

ilustration than either of these, we may as well

add here, is a fac-simile of Titian’s original de-

sign for the piece that was to celebrate the

prowess of the Cadorini, a drawing that passed
through the collections of Sir Thomas Lawrence,
Eadaile, the engraver Rota, and the late Dr.

Wellesley, at the sale of whose effects it was
purchased by Mr. Gilbert. There are numerous
illustrations of the mountain scenery etched by
the author

; several woodcuts, and a photograph

of Fontana’s rare engraving of the “ Battle of

Cadore.”

We can assure our readers they would enjoy

setting out for Cadore in Mr. Gilbert’s company.
He starts from Venice, so travelling northwards.

He tarries first at Treviso, a stage of eighteen

miles, where there is one of Titian’s choicest

works on the “Annunciation” in the Duomo,

and where doubtless the great painter often
scrutinised the works of his rivals, Giorgione
and Pordenone. Thence he passes on to Coue-
gliano, whence the road leads through a plain
that is covered with vines, mulberries, and
Indian corn, to Ceneda. Here is the range of bills

seen from the studio window of the Casa Grande,
an abrupt, grassy, serrated ridge, rising behind
the town, one point crowned with a pilgrimage
chapel. And here, too, Titian possessed pro-
perty, including a villa, earned by his industry

;

for the inhabitants of a village close by agreed
to transport atone for it, and find the manual
labour, as the price of a picture for their

church, also to supply him with corn and wine
at a fixed price for eight years. Mr. Gilbert, of
course, sought out the picture in the poor village,

and found it in a “forlorn-looking little church,”
at the end of a long acacia-hedged lane, at the
edge of a bare knoll. It is a Madonna, with
two detached figures of apostles, all very much
perished, and with some of the great master’s
work, doubtless, coarsely painted over. The view
from this mountain village, looking down upon the
vast plain between it and Venice, and catching
glimpses of the lustrous city itself, just as
glimpses of the hills are caught at Venice, is

thus pictorially described by the author :

—

‘‘An expiring thunderstorm was moaning along the
terraces ot Alpine bills, rising into mist aud blackness on
the north

; but, under a ragged canopy of cloud, the
distant Julian Alps stood out in opal clearness, and a
flood ot golden light was poured over the plain, which
spread boundless beneath the eye, east and west, aud
south, a sea of verdure, wliosc ^lurple distance might have
been the sea itself, as the shining campaniles, dotting it
all orer, might have been the sails of innumerable ships.
One of the moat distant due south was pointed out as that
of at. Mark’s. Thus arrayed in glory, and with all the
advantage of vivid contrast, the prospect was one of the
most captivating that can be imagined. . . . Fortunate
Titian to possess a resort like this, which no Venice garden
could rival in attraction, and that associated in one view
almost all the elements of the highest landscape beauty.
. . . Here beneath your teet the fortunes of the world
have ebbed and llowedfor ages. Now it was Roman armies
passing to Eastern conquests

; now barbarian hordes
pressing westward into Italy

;
now German, now French

invaders contending for the mastery.”

•“Cadore; or Titian’s Country." By Josiah Gilbert.
London : Longmans, Green, & Co. 1869.

Near Ceneda is Serravalle, the' residence of

Titian’s married daughter Laviuia,— another
charm that drew his feet to the spot

;
and the

longer the stay amidst mountain iafluonces, the

more, we may be sure, hie soul drank in a sense

of their splendours. One of his favourite elfects

was a representation of ranges of low hills

beneath a cloudy sky, but the peaks of the hills

relieved against a sunset or twilight, just as he
saw them, night after night, in this neighbour-

hood. His mixtures of woodland and plain, of

sweeping lines of hills broken by a jutting rock,

or sinking into soft vales, Mr. Gilbert also

ascribes to his impressions from Ceneda. The
Duke of Devonshire’s picture, “ St. John in the

Wilderness,” gives an expanse of country, with

white mountain orags in the distance, which he
considers is a reminiscence of Conada; and a
picture in the Royal collection at Buckingham
Palace, in which mountains, clouds, light, and
rain are marvellously treated, contains, he con-

cludes, another recollection of views from this

part of his journey. At Serravalle there is

another picture by the master, — a splendid

specimen aud in good preserpation, representing

the Virgin and Child in glory surrounded by

Angels, who fade into a golden haze above ; and

on each side of this hang a picture by his

contemporary Pordenone. Leaving Serravalle,

which is in a mountain gorge, and protected by

a turrebed wall climbing the steep hills around,

a gloomy Lago Morbo varies the scene, a haunted

place where every one who ventures upon the

water is supposed to meet with oertain death

;

and then comes a great wood, ninety miles iu

circuit, overhanging the road on the summit of

precipices, further on, with chamois, roebuck,

wolves, and bears roaming on it, and believed to

possess stalactite caves and hollows, and a great

central cnp-formed meadow seven miles in

circuit.

This forest Mr. Gilbert penetrated, and de-

scribes very cleverly. When he had climbed and
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climbed, and threaded glade after glade of

baeches, and then climbed again from spur to

spur, and wound in and out among the beeches,

he actually arrived at the vast central meadow,

then speckled with herds feeding, where on a

knoll stood a building composed of church, inn,

and Government office, for the management of

the timber. The reason be undertook this

investigation was an impression that the wood
must have furnished Titian with some of the

inspiration with which he treated woodland

scenes. And before reaching Cadore be makes
another detour to the Val di Mel, a lovely

country, that bad also an influence upon the

landscapes of Titian. A number of sketches

accompany the description, some of the scenery,

and others of drawings in which it is introduced

by Titian. “ Other painters,” says Mr. Gilbert,

“ had dealt in mountain shapes of delicate blue

reposing in pure ether, and for clouds scattered

a few woolly patches in the void above. Titian,

a mountain man, and bettor taught, brought the

vapours down among the hills, gave them invo-

lution and coherence, wrapped them round his

mountain peaks, or piled them into vast com-

peting bulks far into the sky.” He regarded

the great mountains as friends, not enemies, his

commentator continues, looking at them, not as

a Lowlander shrinking from their awfulueas, but

as a mountaineer welcoming^heir terror. At last

after many detours undertaken for love of the

great master, and with a view to realise the

influences that worked in his mind, and see

every fragment of work that he has left, Mr.

Gilbert arrives at Cadore. Seen in the distance,

this is a small white town on the side of a hill,

with bills in every direction around it. On
approaching nearer, a modern looking church

and an old brown tower are leading features

rising out of the white bouses. In the town is a

little piazza with a central fountain, where, “go
when we will, “ says the explorer, “ we shall find

women washing at the fountain of ‘ limpid sweet

water,’ or sitting among piles of peaches and

pears; one or two country carts, a few idlers

with cigars in their mouths, several idlers with-

out, and scores of ragged boys.” On the south

side of the piazza is the brown tower mentioned

above, an appendage of the town-hall, in which

is a large and somewhat tawdry painting repre-

senting Titian standing by a pedestal, in which

are placed his palette and brushes. The bouse,

too, in which he was born, now an osteria, is in

good preservation. It is a small cottage in a

lane, winding down the castle hill, and must
have been the first one Titian came to after hie

three days’ jonrney from Venice. The fresco he

is said to have executed when only eleven years

old, with the juice of flowers, is still to be seen.

It is on the wall of a house Mr. Gilbert thinks

must have belonged to his grandfather, which wall

was once an external one, but owing to additions

is now an internal one. A sketch of it is given.

It represents a Madonna with the child standing

on her knee, and a youth kneeling by her side in

adoration. The background and drapery have
suffered, but not from wanton destruction ; the

Cadorini in this and every other respect appa-

rently delighting to honour their celebrated

townsman, and preserve every vestige of hia

genius. In the strong room of the church

they have preserved several letters in bis

handwriting relating to loans he was able

to make the little community in the days of his

prosperity
;
and in the chnrch are speoimens of

hia art. The groined ceiling he painted in

arabesque, in a chamber in hia cousin’s bouse,

has, however, been so unfortunately restored as

to be no longer worth seeing. Titian’s family,

the Vecelli, appear to have first settled in

Cadore, in 1320, in the person of Guecello, who
came there in the capacity of administrator for

its feudal lords, the Counts of Camino
;
and to

have speedily risen to importance, their names
figuring repeatedly in the annals. They seem
to have acquired some property, for the house in

which the painter was born was given to hia

father by his grandfather during his lifetime,

and probably on the occasion of his son’s mar-

riage. Titian’s elder brother, Francesco, lived

in it, and carried on the timber trade of the

place in it, till his death in 1560, when it be-

came the property of the painter, then in hi-

eighty-third year. Mr. Gilbert gives many in-

teresting facta about Titian’s household, both
here and in the Casa Grande; bub his chief

effort consists in refuting the statement of the

artist’s contemporaries that he only excelled in

portraits, and proving that he was not only the
first painter that threw feeling into landscape,

. nd so created a new branch of art, but that all

his inspirations were due to the magic of his

mountain home. Mr. Gilbert’s book is a very

pleasant addition to the literature of art. No
one may plume himself upon knowing all that

is to be known about Titian and his master-

pieces, his household in Venice, and his first

home in Cadore, until be has read it.

SUB-AQUATIC TUNNELS.

The anticipated success of a well-designed,

though cheap and simple, tabular driftway under

the bed of the Thames, has attracted a consider-

able share of public attention to the subject of

subterranean, or sub-aquatic, communication.

The idea of a tunnel, indeed, has been rendered

so familiar to the inhabitants and to the visitors

of London by the convenient service of the

Metropolitan Railway, that persons who are

devoid of the slightest idea of the difficulties

with which the engineer has to contend, from

the moment when he bids farewell to open day-

light, come to speak of a tunnel as a very or-

dinary piece of work, and gravely discuss the

feasibility of a structure of this nature, of the

modest length of 30 miles, and at a level dipping

some hundreds of feet beneath the bottom of the

Straits of Dover.

Mr. Barlow’s success, we trust, is now beyond

doubt. Of the 1,320 ft. demanded for his drift-

way, he has already safely constructed upwards

of 1,000 ft. ; and the tube, advancing from a

shaft on the northern bank of the Thames, has

been poshed beyond low-water mark on the

opposite shore. In his letter published a few

days since, Mr. Barlow asserts that the very

moderate estimate of 16,0001. for the entire

work will not bo exceeded. Should this prove

to bo actually the case, there can be little doubt

of further demand on the skill of so economical

an engineer. Bub the reason for which itocenrs

to us that it is most important that the public

should not be misinformed as to the actual risks

and difficulties against which the engineer of a

tunnel has to provide, is as follows.

In all normal times of engineering activity a

marked and novel success, especially if it be a

financial success, is apt to force a heavy after-

crop of more or less similar schemes. In these

cases it too often follows that the modest

anxiety and patient forethonghb which have led

to the first triumph are altogether discarded by

those who rush to follow in the same path, B
was tunnelled under the Thames j

therefore C
and D will fight for authority to tunnel under

the Mersey, and E and F to tunnel under the

Channel. Talk of the latter project as wild, and

its supporters will point with triumph to the

little o(lit by the Tower.
Tunnelling, indeed, is not an invention of the

present day nor of the present century. That

great engineering people, to the influence of

whose institutions we owe so much of the very

framework of modern civilization, wrought

tunnels which endure to the present day. Two
thonsand two hundred and sixty-four years ago,

the miners of Farius Camillas drove the famous

Emissarium through a part of Mount Alba, and

tapped the swelling waters of the lake of that

name. Etruscan science, on this occasion,

directed Roman energy. But the tufa of Italy,

a material which behaves under the pick of the

miner in a mode very similar to the English

ohalk, is bored and drilled with shafts, and adits,

and lofty tunnels, in all directions. The gallery

of Posilippois familiar to every visitor of Naples.

Thecurious system of galleries andcaverns known
by the name of the Grotto of the Sibyl, dates

from a remote antiquity. Whether it were from

an observance of hydraulic laws, from want of

a trustworthy material for pipes, or from the.con-

viction that the steady unchecked action caused

by gravitation was best suited for the perma-

nence and parity of a water-supply, we need

not now pause to inquire. But certainly a know-

ledge of the engineering works of ancient Italy

might have taught the English predecessors

of Brunei more than they ever knew about

tunnelling.

The school for tunnelling in England has

been, of coarse, underground. In our mines,

especially in our coal mines, the problem

of constructing subterranean galleries has

long been solved. In certain districts, such,

for instance, as that of the Peak, in Derbyshire,

vast natural caverns open out in the living rock,

glittering, when lighted up by the miner’s torch,

with sparkling stalactites, accessible, in places,

only by narrow and low-roofed passages; and at

times traversed, or occupied, by rivers, which

long burrow from the light of day. In one

Derbyshire cavern a river precipitates itself

down an unfathomable abyss, and what becomes
of the water is unknown.
But with all our practice as to mining, and all

our acquaintance with natural subterrauean

galleries, the progress of the tunnel engineer

was slow in this country, until the exigencies of

the line selected by Stephenson for the London
and Birmingham Railway led to the simultaneous

construction of four wide and lofty tunnels, of

dimensions before rarely attempted. It is true that

the method of piercing the barrier that divided

valley from valley had been pointed out, no

less than the main directions of the best line of

communication bad been indicated, by Telford,

The Grand Junction Canal was the pioneer and

guide of the Loudon and Birmingham Railway.

But the canal tunnels were reduced to the mini-

mum cross section. They admitted a canal

boat, with the depth of water requisite to float

it, and no more. In the earlier tunnels the

boats were propelled—or, we might say, coaxed

through—by the barbarous and painful expedient

of the boatman’s lying on his back and pressing

his feet alternately against the roof of the

tunnel.

In the case of the Thames and Medway Canal,

a tunnel of larger dimensions was cut, through

the chalk, at Rochester. A narrow tow-path

was formed, in this instance, by the side of the

water-way. In that tunnel, of some 2,000 yards

long, the chalk in some places gave way, and

lofty caverns diversified the usual elliptic section

of the arch, which, in only a few places, was

protected by brickwork. When the Gravesend

and Rochester Railway was laid through this

tunnel, the Government Inspector, Lieut.-Gen.

Sir C. Pasley, satisfied himself of the solidity of

the ohalk roof by the military expedient of

firing at it from a mortar. He only used, how-

ever, wooden plugs.

The Kilsby tunnel was the scene of a most

protracted, and for a long time a precarious,

straggle of Robert Stephenson, with the great

enemy of the tunnel miner—water. So long and

so continuous was the influx, and so far were the

methods at first employed from being adequate

to keep it under, that the abandonment of the

work was at one time all but resolved upon. A
quicksand full of water had been tapped by the

tunnel, and, till this was emptied, satisfactory

progress was impossible. Notwithstanding the

increased command of steam and of mechanical

power which the last thirty-five years have

placed at the command of the engineer, the

experienced man will yet even now look grave

at the prospect. of tunnelling through a hill that

is likely to be wet, unless he can allow of the

tapping of the springs, and the bleeding of the

internal lake, by gravitation.

In his contest with the water at Kilsby, Robert

Stephenson could indeed avail himself to some

extent of the experience gained by Sir Mark
Brunei and his assistants in their long struggle

with the Thames, Bub the Thames Tunnel was

unlike any other work. It was long considered,

deservedly, and is still ranked by foreigners, as

one of the wonders of the world. Skill, patience,

energy, enough to have reared a monument of

the loftiest dimensions, were buried in that hor-

rible mine. Engineer after engineer was knocked

up by labour, by damp, and by the ill effects of

the deposit of the London sewage in the bed of

the river. But the Thames Tunnel was a work

pgj- —a marine, or rather river, work, under

most unfavourable circumstances, rather than a

tunnel proper. The normal idea of the latter

work is that of boring through the earth. The

material may vary; props, and struts, and

polling boards may be more or less constantly

required ;
water may pour in, and necessitate

constant pumping ;
but these are the accidents

of the case (and very unpleasant accidents they

are). They are not essential or constant obstacles

to the boring through of a rocky or chalky

barrier. Earth, or rock, is the natural bed of

the ordinary tunnel. Bub Sir Mark drove through

shifting mud. The square platform which grew

together, brick by brick, as his many-partitioned

shield was driven forward, was often within but

a few feet of the bed of the Thames. It is even

probable that, had the problem been affronted in

the first instance, the engineer would rather

have preferred to construct a double brick arch,

working from one end, through nothing but

water, than to deal with the ever -varying

difficulties of mud, and silt, and clay, and whole-

sale inpour of the tide.

Indeed, Mr. Barlow claims for his well-con-

sidered and simple shield, the merit that it would
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bo so adjusted as to drive a tube ahead through
water. It is far from being impossible that such
a procedure should be carried out.

case, however, of the actual subway,
the chief point to note is, that a wise prevision
has been exercised in fixing the level of the work
80 deep in the London clay that not a drop of
water has entered the drift^way. That neces-
sary for the purposes of the work has been sent
down the shaft. In fact, though no engineer
would have felt justified in making the experi-
ment, there is little doubt that the simple ex-
pedient of mining through the clay at the same
level, polling” the drift-way, and following the
miners by a gang of bricklayers, who should
have turned a brick and a half ring round the
aperture, would have met with uninterrupted
Buocess.^ The one thing necessary in a case where,
as in this instance, no faults occurred in the clay
would have been to keep up such a rapid rate of
progress that the arch should always have been
keyed in before the clay began to “ creep.” How
certain, and how formidable, that creeping action

Mr. Stephenson had ample proof in the
Pnmrose-hill Tunnel. Under the influence of
the successful experience of the Watford Tunnel
driven for the most part through solid chalk, the
originally designed invert of the Primrose-hill
1 unuel was countermanded. But the clay betook
Itself to fill np the hole drilled through its
bowels

; and the invert had to bo put in, in verymuch of a scramble, after all.
Meu familiar with this description of work

looked with a sort of amused surprise at the rose-
coloured statements which from time to time
appear in the public journals as to a ” Channel
Tunnel. They do not say that such a work is I

impossible. They do not even care to form a
distinct opinion on that head. But they are very
well contented with the applicability of the
proverb, “ Le jeu ne vaut pas la chandelle.”A better communication with France is no
doubt both extremely desirable and perfects
feasible. Our present mode of transit, obnoxions
as It 18 to the majority of ourselves, islanders aswe are, and still more miserably and terrifioallv
obnoxious (to judge from their countenances on
deck) to most of our Continental neighbours, is
hardly up to the requirements of the day. A
Bafe, speedy regular transit, free from doubt
from risk, and, above all, free from the fear of
that horrible mal de mer, is what the English
public have the right to expect of the profession
of civil engineers, and what that profession will
place at the command of the public, on the one
sole necessary condition of being furnished with

the waves
of the Channel are rough and tempestuous.
Hub to speak of the sum requisite as one which
would be adequate to the construction of a sub-marine tunnel, 30 miles long and 250 ft. (some
say yards) below the level of the MancheX, toonr mind nothing better than grave trifling withan important practical subject.

_
It 18 curious to Bee how the uon-profeBsional

imagination has not only run to flower, but to
seed, abont this question of crossing the ChannelIho moat remarkable feature in the oaso, more-
over, 18, that hardly any scheme is so absurd ns
not to find Bolemn-visaged propoundors and
open-mouthed admirore. It is eridont that the
material on which Law counted as the basis of
his imaginary wealth is still to bo found in rich
abundance within our shores. It is only nooes-^ry to dig Les iadauds ne passeront jamais.
neither railway kings, with their royal mode ofmakiDg things pleasaub, nor colossal contractors
with thoir lines to develop tragio ,- nor financial
companies with their periodical crashes

; nor
Brighton directors, with their eight millions laidont so ns to earn an annual loss, exeinsivo of the
perished and annihilated interest; nor Chathamand Dover magnates, with thoir disoonnts of allper cent., have had more than a tomporarilv

French S®
of soiontiflo

ulnnel^
0''‘i™ce m favour of a grand Channeltunnel. By way of making a few preliminary

inquiries, the ChanoelJor of the Exchequer isto be asked for the trifling sum of a couple of

Sde^I 0“
,,

Tlo* Freach Emperor! it isadded, looks favourably on the scheme, and hasgiven a conditional promise of as mnob more
. All right

; we rejoice to hoar it. We have only)one point on which to insist. Let ns get theIrenoh Emperors money down first. Then itwin be time enough to inquire abont onr own
I instalment,

^

It is proposed, as cantion is always desirableim engmeeriug matters, that a drift-way should
just be run under the Channel iu the first instance
to prepare the way for the tunnel. The sugges-

1
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tion is at once economical, prudent, and prac-
tical. ^Let us suppose a drift-way to be run,
some 6 ft. or 6 ft. high and wide. Is it to be
timbered—or arched—or lined with iron ? As
the meeting from the two ends would be a thing
forbidden by the calculus of probabilities, it will
have to be worked from one extremity. As we
get on—say beyond the twentieth mile, how will
the miners be sent in to their daily work ?—how
supplied with air, or with materials ?—how will
the excavated chalk be sent back to land ?

Galleries in chalk are infested, as miners are
well aware, with choke-damp. What would be
the quantity of choke-damp that would exude
from 280,000 superficial yards of chalk surface
(when the drift-way had advanced only twenty
miles), and how would it be withdrawn ?
Water infiltrates through chalk. A very small

head of water will cause infiltration for a con-
siderable distance. Where bands of flint occur
they act like layers of sponge. All the wells in
Strood, within a considerable distance of the
Thames and Medway Canal, were rendered salt
by infiltration through the chalk, when the
brackish water of the Medway was admitted
into the canal

; and the company had to pay,^d did pay, heavy damages in consequence.
What would be the infiltration through the grey
chalk due to the pressure of the water of the
Channel p What would be the difference between
the exudation from the 280,000 yards of surface
at high tide and at low tide ? How would the
water, on the moat modest estimate of its rate
of infiltration (which, by the bye, would increase
de die m diem), be removed ? A few of these
practical questions must be answered before wo

I

can uudertake to speak, with any idea of serious
investigation, as to the prospects of the Channel
Tunnel.
But we are not limited to one scheme. Their

name is legion. One amateur proposes the for-
mation of an embankment across the Channel,^e top to be some 30 ft. below low-water mark.
Rails are to be laid on this embankment (which
18 kept down for the benefit of navigation), and
long-legged carriages, of novel structure, are to
run backwards and forwards over the submarine
railway. We should like to let the laying of the
permanent way to the projector.
Another gentleman proposes a floating tubular

tuunel._ It IS to be moored at certain distances
by chains. The process of anchoring and strain-
ing the chains at the bottom of the Channel
would be highly interesting. Supposing—nob
to make two bites of a cherry—the tube com-
plete, moored, and at work. What a grand idea
to think that the whole service of the Continent,
and the lives of all who happened to be at any
time m a strncture that recalls the legend of
Mahomed’s coffin, wonid be at the mercy of a
beggarly gun-boat, or a mischievous torpedo!
in fact, we warn onr friends, when called on

for subscriptions for a Channel bridge, or tunnel
or hybrid between the two, to button np their
pockets, and wait. The limits of the service of
the engineer are, no doubt, rather financial than
physical. The limits of speculative imagination
appear to be equally removed from the barriers
of prudence and from those of experience.

Ratnrning for a moment to the Tower sabway
we wonid mention that the work has been
earned forward by the advance of a tubular
wronght.irou shield, about 8 ft. in diumeter
which 18 so constructed as to form a close bulk,
head m case of need. As this shield is pushed
iorward by screws, the excavators opening out
the ground for a few feet in advance, the per-
maneat tube of the subway is fitted into place
behind It, being cast in IS-in. lengths, each con-
sisting of four segments

; three of which are of
equal size, and the fourth is a mere key-plate
14 m. or 15 in. wide. Length by length these
narrow plates are bolted on the face of the tube
being protected, until firmly fixed, by the shield!
Ihe introduction of the narrow wedge-piece has
proved a great facility in fitting together the
segments of the tube. -

.

internal diameter of the completed tube
18 / it. A narrow railway will be laid through-
out, and the passengers, being lowered down the
shaft; by a vertical hoist, will be carried through
the subway in an omnibus specially constructed
for the purpose, propelled partly by gravity and
partly by haulage by a stationary engine. A
curious feature in the actual construction of the
tunnel is the filling up of the small space,
excavated outside of the tube, with blue lias
grout. A hole is left in each plate, and through
this the grout is driven by a large syringe until
tne aperture is completely full. The mixture
dries so rapidly that it is unnecessary to plug up

the holes on the removal of the nozzle of the
squirt. How far that irresistible oxidation of
the iron (by absorption from the grout), of whichwo have recently seen such a striking instance
IQ the tomb of King Henry VII., will proceed,
remains to be seen. It seems almost a penny,
wise-and-pound-foolish proceeding not to have
enamelled, galvanised, or otherwise protected
the inaccessible exterior of the tube from a very
formidable danger which there is no means of
detecting until it is too late. Mechanically con-
eidered, the injection of the grout is admirable.
Chemically regarded, wo fear that the same
cannot be said.

Wa avail ourselves of the opportunity to call
the attention of all managers of tunnels, mines,
and similar works, to the immense facility
afforded to the work by the use of the electric
telegraph. A constant and instantaneous com.
munication is kept up by the wires between the
engine-driver and the face of the work. Lower-
ing and raising of materials, and admission of air
by the fan blast, are thus precisely directed by
the foreman on the work itself. The sense of
confidence that would be inspired in any case of
danger by the possession of this mode of com-
munication would be beyond all price.

NOTES UPON SOilE OF THE DUTCfl
TOWNS.

English travellers passing from Rotterdam to
Belgium or Northern Germany generally per-
form the journey as rapidly as possible, and
scarcely ever think of stopping for a single hour
on the way. In fact, most people imagine that
there is little to be seen, and that the sooner this
long and monotonous day’s travelling is over the
better. Even those who delight in antiquity and
are interested in archeology usually content
^eraselves with the idea that the flat plains of
Holland coutain nothing to interest them, and
that the best thing to be done is to get on as
quickly as possible to Bruges or Cologne. Now
we do not for a moment mean to imply that the
architecture of Holland is so fine as that of
Belgium or Northern Germany, or that the
Medieval buildings existing there are so grand
or in such a perfect condition as those in the
two last-named countries

; yet we think that
the student of architecture would find a few days
well spent in examining some of the ancient
towns between Rotterdam and the German
frontier. We will point out a few places at
which we think those who take an interest iu
Medimval art might find things to interest
them.
The third station from Rotterdam is Gouda.

The principal church here is well worthy of a
visit. It was commenced in the year 1-1S5,
but was nearly rebuilt after the fire, which took
place in the year 1552. The dimensions of this
church are extraordinary; its length is over
300 fD., and the height to the top of the wooden
barrel vaulting of the nave is over 140 ft.
The architecture is, of course, very poor, but
what is most worthy of notice is the wonderful
amount of stained glass which this church con-

,

tains. There are nearly sixty windows entirely
filled with stained glass, varying in date from
1553 to 1603. The earlier windows contain
religious subjects, but those which date after
the year 1572.9 (at which period the Protestant
religion became established in this part of Hoi-
land) are filled with allegorical subjects, and are
inferior, both in design and execution, to the
earlier windows. Of course, the style of all these
windows is Renaissance, and many of them were
the works of the brothers Crabeth. It is worthy
of note that one of these windows was given by
Queen Mary of England, and contains a very
good portrait of that queen and her husband.

After again travelling for about two hours by
the railway, one’s attention is attracted by a
tower of noble elevation and a lofty detached
choir, the whole surrounded with a belt of fine
trees, with here and there an old church tower
cropping up. This is Utrecht, once the seat of
the prince primate of all Holland, and one of the
most important bishoprics in all Europe; at
later times celebrated for the “ Synod,” which
decided the established religion of Holland, and
even now an important and flourishing town,
with 60,000 inhabitants.

Utrecht contains three cathedrals and twenty,
three churches. Of the cathedrals, one belongs
to the Calvinists, one to the Roman Catholics,
and one to the Jansenists. Of the churches, ten
belong^ to the Calvinists, seven to the Roman
Catholics, four to the Jansenists, one to the
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XiUtherauB, and one to the Remonstrants, or

Arminians.
The cathedral (Calvinist) is the relic of

what was onco a most glorious church. All that

now remains are the choir and aisles, transepts,

and the great western tower. The nave and

aisles were allowed to fall into disuse, and after

many years of neglect, were destroyed by a

thunderstorm at the end of the seventeenth

century. When perfect, this church was over

400 ft. in length, and was probably the largest

church in the “ Low Countries.” The great

western tower is 70 ft. square at the base, and

rises to the height of 350 ft. For two-thirds of the

height it is of brich, and very plain, but the upper

portion consists of a beautifal open lantern

octagon on plan, and entirely of atone. In each

face of this lantern is a large unglazed three-

light window. This lantern is crowned with

a pyrimidal slate cap
5

it probably originally

terminated with an open-work stone spire. This

tower was erected between the years 1321 and

1382. The space originally occupied by the vast

nave and aisles is now an unenclosed square.

The transepts are of great size and magnificence,

with large windows at the ends. Both the

transepts and choir bear a strong resemblance to

Cologne. The height to the vaulting of the

choir is rather over 100 ft. The great apse is

surrounded by seven apsidal chapels. The choir

was erected between the years 1298 and 1329.

The transepts are probably 40 or 50 years later,

the detail of every portion of the building is

rich, but not overdonewith ornament; the tracery

of the windows is remarkably elegant. The
interior of this superb church has been fright-

fully illtreated
;
the only portions now used are

the transepts, and they are formed into a conven-

ticle, which bears a stronger resemblance to a

lecture theatre than a Christian place of worship.

This portion of the building is divided off from

the choir by a wooden “ hoarding ” nearly 60 ft.

high. The choir itself is entirely bare and

empty; but even with these disadvantages its

noble arches and graceful columns at once

attract observation. Tho vaulting is simple

bnt very good, and the row of chapels surround-

ing the apse have a most charming effect even

in their present neglected and degraded condi-

tion. A fine fifteenth-century monument of

black marble is pointed out as the tomb of

St. Boniface, but there is not the least reason

for this supposition. There is also a good Cinque-

cento monument to Bishop Egmont, who died

in 1549. On the south side are the remains of

the cloisters. They are very rich, and rather wild

late Geometric work. Some feeble attempts at

restoration have been made outside the choir of

this cathedral, bnt they are not to be commended,

and have done rather more harm than good .

Tho churches of St. Peter and St. Gertrude

contain crypts and other remains of the Roman-

esque period, but so spoiled by the barbarous

treatment of the last three hundred years,

that they are of little value to archccologists.

St. James, St. John, and St. Nicholas and St.

Mary, have been large and striking fifteenth-

century chnrches built of brick
;
but they have

been denuded of every kind of ornament which

they once possessed ;
even the tracery of the

windows and the capitals of the columns have

been ent away as savouring of ” idolatry ” and
" superstition.” The interiors of these chnrches

are covered with whitewash. In startling "con-

trast to these is the Church of St. Catherine,

formerly belonging to the Carmelites, but now
the Roman Catholic metropolitan cathedral.

This chnrch was erected in the fourteenth cen-

tury, and is a fine building, consisting of a nave

and aisles, of five bays, transepts, and a very

spacious choir without aisles. Over the junc-

tion of the nave and transepts is a fMie of

metal-work. The whole church is vaulted in

stone, and is lofty and well proportioned. It has

lately undergone a very judicious and costly

restoration, and, what strikes one as most

remarkable in Holland, is the fact that every

portion of the interior is decorated with colour

and gilding, but the whole has been so skilfully

done that the effect, though brilliant, is not

gaudy. The walla and columns are painted of 0

parchment tint and have “ masonary patterns
”

traced upon them in dark red lines. Half-way

np the nave columns, which are cylindrical, is a

kind of conventional arcade or band of fiat

niches. These are at present left white, but

will, we suppose, be eventually filled with

subjects or single figures. The spandrels of

the nave arches have large angels, with their

wings extended, holding emblems, &o. The clear-

story is simply and quietly treated, and the

vaulting is pale blue, with very rich borders and

powderiogs. All tho windows of the nave are

glazed with mosaic patterns in pale colours. The

choir stalls and sedilia are most elaborately

carved in oak, and are of remarkably good

design. The same may also be said of the

bishop’s throne and the pulpit : the latter has a

canopy reaching to the roof of the church. The

side altars, though not bad, are not so satisfactory.

The high altar is temporary, as is also the glazing

of the choir windows. We were unable to find

out who was the architect to this very remark-

able work of restoration, but from the care and

knowledge displayed, wo think we cannot be

wrong in attributing it to Mr. Cuypers. It is

proposed to add a new west front, flanked with

towers, surmounted with spires, to this church.

The foundations for this work have been laid

some time since. One of our illustrations

represents the panelling of the west door.*

The great singularity is that the framing of the

door is external. Although this is by no means

uncommon in Italy, it is hardly ever to be met

with north of the Alps in Mediaeval work.

The other churches inUtrecht possess nothing

remarkable or worthy of notice. There are

several good exomplesof ancient domestic archi-

tecture, particularly one large house near the

cathedral, and a building now used as a charity

school.

Arnheim possesses two fine churches. The

great Calvinist church is an immense building,

chiefly of brick, with a lofty square tower at the

west end, a spacious nave and aisles, transepts,

choir, and aisles, and an apse with the aisle con-

tinued round it. The south porch is a good

specimen of late fonrteenth-century work, with

some good canopy work. The choir is cut off

from the nave by a metal screen, and is disused.

The whole church is vaulted apparently in wood,

but every portion of the interior is covered so

thickly with whitewash that it is difficult to say

for certain what is the material used in any part

of the building.

The church of St. Walburg (Roman Catholic)

is rather a remarkable building. The west front,

flanked by two square towers crowned with slate

spires, is exceedingly plain Romanesque work.

There is a short nave of three bays, transepts,

and a chancel of three bays, with an apse. The

whole of this portion of the church is good, but

plain fourteenth-century work. The whole

church is vaulted in atone. The interior is fitted

with modern Gothic altars of poor design, and

the pulpit which formed such a conspicuous

object in the Dutch court of the Great Exhibition

of 1851 is to be seen here. It is from a design

by Mr. Cuypers, but very inferior to his later

works. Some of the windows are being filled

with stained glass. A large Roman Catholic

chnrch has just been built near the railway

station. The exterior is unsatisfactory, and the

spire is what we should call “ Brummagem
;

”

the interior is rather striking. The whole

ohurcb is vaulted in stone, and the walls are

lined with the same material. All the windows

are of stained glass. The church is, in fact,

rather a costly than a successful example of

Modern Gothic architecture.

Our space will not allow ns to enter into any

account of Zutphen or Nimeguen, though both

these places are well worthy of a visit.

The other example of panelling given in our

illustration is from the door of an old house at

Munster, in Westphalia. It is highly probable

that this kind of door, with the framing external,

was not nncommon in Holland and West-

phalia during the Middle Ages; very few

examples, however, are to be met with. From
the fact that this sort of door is found in

Lombardy, and not in either Belgium, France,

or South Germany, it is most probahle that the

Dutch took the idea from the Lombards, who
probably borrowed it from the East.

Competition in the English and Belgian

Iron Trades.—Recently, some iron girders,

rolled and riveted, were required in the con-

struction of a mansion between Leeds and Brad-

ford, and tenders as to tbe price at which they

could be furnished, in accordance with a specifica-

tion, were sought from a number of ironfounders

in both England and Belgium. The highest

tender received was from a Bradford iron-

founder, and was 1201., and the lowest, which

included the delivery of the girders on the spot,

was from a Belgian ironfounder, and was 63L

The latter was accepted.

THE SEWAGE QUESTION.

Consideration of the Subject by the British Asso-

ciation.— At the late meeting of the British

Association, at Exeter, the subjeet of town refuse

was in several ways brought prominently forward

;

and in the chemical and mechanical sections the

various methods of dealing with sewage refuse

were so fully discussed that it is evident this

subject is now felt by the Assooiation to be

one of the most urgent importance, espe-

cially in reference to the well-being of town

populations. At the previous meeting, Mr.

Grantham had moved for the appointment of a

committee to inquire into the treatment and

utilisation of sewage, and the preliminary report

of this committee was brought forward in the

chemical section by Dr. Paul. A series of ques-

tions had been sent to the various local sewer

authorities tbrougbout the kingdom, and replies

had already been received from upwards of 100

towns, most of which have adopted the water-

carriage system, either wholly or partially. A
few of these towns are not sewered at all; in

many the sewerage appears to be only partial,

and frequently it is very defective. In fifteen

oases where the water-carriage system has been

adopted the sewage is applied as manure in irri-

gating land. The results obtained in those cases

vary considerably according to local condition, so

far as relates to the expenditure and return ; but

in most instances, while the application of sewage

for irrigation is said to have been attended with

marked improvement in the stateof theneighbonr-

ing rivers and watercourses, there doss not appear

to be any evidence of prejadioal effects from the

irrigation on the sanitary condition of the locali-

ties. In regal d to the treatment of town sewage

with the twofold object of preventing poUntion

of rivers, and of extracting from it material of

value as manure, it appears that, so far as the

committee has been informed, the various plans

tried for the purpose have been only partially

successful. Mechanically suspended material is

generally separated both by filtration and by

those methods which comprise the use of some

precipitating agent
;
in the latter case there is

sometimes also a partial extraction of the sub-

stance held in solution; but this is always so

partial by any method yet tried, that the effluent

water still retains much of the organic sub-

stance that chiefly causes the pollution of rivers,

and much of the materials that are of value as

manure. The results said to have been obtained

in this way are generally described as satis-

factory, so far as the appearance of tbe river k
concerned. It would appear, as regards liquid

town sewage, that the only course to be adopted

at those places where the water-carriage sptem
of removing town refuse is established, is the

application of the sewage to land by irrigation.

For the settlement of the mode in which that

is to be effected, a number of questions require

to be considered as to the influence of local con-

ditions in regard to the cost and possible return.

As yet the committee has not sufficient informa-

tion to report on this subject, and it will be the

object of their future labours to collect the in-

formation, The report says as to

—

“ Trealmsni of Liquid Sewage.

At fifteen of the places which are sewered wholly or

partially, the liquid sewage is subjected to treatment

either by allowing it to remain for a time in settling tanka

from which tbe deposit is occasionally removed, as at

Eurton-on-Trent, Birmingham, Epsom, Farnhatn, and

Andover, or by filtering, as at Uxbridge and Ealing.

In eight instances deodorising materials are added, such

as lime and carbolic acid, as at Carlisle and Harrow,

Lime alone is used at Leicester
;

lime and chloride of

lime at Luton ;
perchloride of iron at Cheltenham j

per-

chloride of iron and lime at Northampton
;
ferruginous

cluy wetted with sulphuric acid at Stroud; and at

Leamington the lime treatment has lately been super-

seded by the method proposed by Messrs, Sillar &

this treatment the sewage is clarified, and a deposit

is separated, which is sold as manure.
_ , , , .

In regard to the effects thus produced, it is stated that

at Leicester the sewage runs off as pure as ordinary rain

water
;
at Ealing it is said to be free from smell, colour-

less, snd harmless to vegetable or animal life
;
at Stroud

and Luton the effect is stated to be satisfactory
;

at

Harrow the nuisance is said to be somewhat mitigated ;

and at Abergavenny the stench is said to be abated by this

treatment of the sewage.

At Bury St. Edmund’s, upward filtration through char-

coal and gypsum has been abandoned in favour of costly

irrigation. At Banbury, treatment of the sewage has

failed. At Hereford, where it was proposed to be adopted

in the parliamentary places, it has not been tried, on the

score of expense. At Tunbridge it is about to be tried

;

and at Hastings and Cambridge experiments are being

made. »- • . <•

The cost of treatment amounts, at Leicester, tor a

population of 7,600, to 300L, and the cost of the plant for

the purpose was 3,OOOL At Luton, with a population ot

e p. 746.

populition of 36,000. it is 3501. at Uxbridge, with 7,C00

population, it is 200L j and at Alton, with 3,300 popola-

tion, it is i6l.
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Tbe aolid deposit obtained by treating liqoid sewage is

sold at prices varying from 6d. to 28. 6d. per ton. At
Leicester as mncU as 5,000 tons are produced. At Luton
the deposit is mixed with night-soil, at Banbury with
street-Bweepiugs, and at Stroud it is made the basis of a

manure that is sold at 71. 10s. per ton,"

The committee aooglit to obtain information
from foreign countries as to the praotices adopted
there; and, through the liberal assistance of the

Home Secretary, Mr. Bruce, a number of official

reports had been obtained from various foreign

Governments. From these docnments it ap-

peared that, as a rule, the use of 'waterclosets is

but rare, both on the Continent and in America.
The complete sewerage of towns as a means of
removing excreta refuse is even still more unfre-

qnent. The general practice is to use either the

old form of privy and pit, or some improved
modification of it. In some towns, still more
objectionable methods are adopted—as, for in-

stance, in Berlin, with a population of about
600,000, where 50,000 night-stools are said to be
in daily use. Hamburg is the only town on the
Continent where tbe water-carriage system is

carried out to any great extent. At other places
portable reservoirs ore used, and these are
periodically removed and emptied outside the
town. At some places the householders pay for

the removal of the refuse ; at others, they sell

it to neighbouring farmers. Where the town
authorities carry out the plans for disposing of
town refuse, a profit is sometimes derived from
the sale of it. At Groningen, for instance, tbe
yearly profit amounts to 1,6001. ;

at Antwerp,
to 2,7001. ; and at Ostend, to 7001. At other
places tbe return only just covers tbe coat of

removal, and at some places the expenditure is

much greater than the return, as in tbe case of
Stockholm, where the dift'erenoe amounts to

more than 2,0001. a year.

Mr. Stanford read a paper in the Chemical
Section, in which he endeavoured to show that
the water-carriage system as at present carried

out conld not be regarded as perfect. He
strongly advocated a particular form of dry-
closet system, in which the use of earth, as in

Moule’s closets, was superseded by the [cer-

tainly impracticably expensive] use of obarcoal,

so as to produce a mixture that could either be
used as manure, or charred so as to yield a fresh

supply of charcoal for future use. The earth
system for towns is unfeasible enough, but this

improvement on that system would be far worse.

Id the Mechanical Section a paper was read by
Mr. Barry, advocating the treatment of liquid

town sewage with some precipitating material,

us practised at Leamington, and opposing the
use of sewage for irrigation, on the grounds of
expense and detriment to the public health. A
long discussion took place, in which the facts

already mentioned were referred to by tbe several

speakers; and the president. Admiral Belcher,
somewhat surprised the meeting by the state-

ment that he was the originator of the Thames
Sewage Scheme, by which the outlet should be
extended through Essex, and the sewage de-

livered by the river Crouch into the German
Ocean. The interest excited by this aabject was
still further evinced by the re-appointment of
Mr. Grantham’s committee, together with the
addition of Mr. W. Hope, of Barking, and by
the grant of 501. for the prosecution of the
inquiry.

Sewage Irrigation at Banhury.—The sewage of
Banbury formerly polluted the Cherwell, but
certain parties complained of the nuisance, and
a decree of the Vice-Chancellor ordered its dis-

continuance. The Board of Health subsequently
rented a form of 137 acres, about a mile from the
town, on tbe Northampton side of the Cherwell,

over which they have since continued to pump
the liquid, the quantity being 300,000 gallons in

the twenty-four hours, which is the refuse of

11,000 inhabitants. The solid matter is detained

in tanks, mixed with the sweepings of the streets,

and with ashes, and disposed of to canal boat-

men, who sell it to the farmers. The rent of the
farm is 616L lOs. Thirty-five acres were laid

down with Italian rye-grass, which is now in its

third year. During 1S68 the sales of produce
realised upwards of 1,3U0Z. Up to the present
time for this year the amount received has been

158. lOd. This sum includes successive
cuttings of rye-grass, mowing grass, lattermath,
and cabbages. There is now growing on this

sewage farm a crop of mangolds (16 acres), the
like of which is rarely to be met with. A great
many of tbe roots are 24 in. in circumference,

and it is impossible to guess what size they will

attain before tbe end of the season. Good expe-

rience, pro and con., is being gained with other

crops; and tbe irrigation scheme at Banbury

has, so far, proved a success. Tbe liquid, after

passing over tbe land, enters tbe Cherwell some
distance below the town. No nuisance is com-
plained of, and fish may be seen disporting in the
river close to the outfall of the effluent water
from the farm. It is calculated that the receipts

from the farm this year will exceed those of

last year.

The Bradford Sewage.—Mr. Angus Holden,
son of Mr. Isaac Holden, late M.P. for Knarea-
borough, has been endeavouring to establish the
practicability of purifying the dark and feculent
streams of Bradford, and of utilizing the matter
removed from it for a beneficial end. A piece
of ground in the immediate proximity of tbe
main outfall of the sewerage of the corporation
having been placed by that body at the service

of Mr. Holden, he has erected his works there.

The experiment is watched with deep interest

by neighbouring corporations, and particularly

by those of Bradford and Halifax, both of which
have already been involved in litigation, the
first on account of the alleged pollution of the
Aire, and the second for fouling the waters of
the Heffle. The results are said to be so far as a
week or two’s proceedings can show, quite satis-

factory. Tbe process used is described as being
a combined chemical and mechanical process, of

French invention, whereby the sewage water is

deprived of its impure and fcobid matter, which
is retained for some useful purpose, while the
apparently pure water from which it has been
removed is sent forward on its natural course.

The Bradford corporation is under legal obliga-

tion to deal with the question practically before
the ilth of January, 1872.

The Liverpool Stwage Utilisation Company .

—

This company, in which the Liverpool Corpora-
tion are largely interested as shareholders, have
just commenced operations on the first portion
of their works, which have been constructed
between Sandhills (at the north end of the town)
and Ince Blundell. The company themselves
have taken about fifty acres of land at Ince
Blundell for the purpose of making experiments
and testing the merits of the project. It has
already been ascertained that the engine at

Sandhills is sufficiently powerful to admit of tbe
sewage being pumped up from the well at the
station, passed through the pipes, and distributed

over the land at Ince Blundell within from
twenty minutes to half an hour. Branch pipes

have been laid down to a farm at Ince Blundell,

and they are also about to be laid down upon
other farms in the neighbourhood.

The Sewage Question at Leamington.—Sewage
deodorisatiou at Leamington has recently entered
on a new phase, and the patent process adopted
for the defecation of the sewage and the con-
version of the solid residuum into “ native

guano” has already attracted the attention of

tbe governing bodies of many towns. The
Leamington sewage works are situate on the
western side of the town, close to the viaducts

by which the London and North-Western Rail-

way crosses tbe Learn, and about half a mile
from the Avenue Station. The works, which
were originally constructed for the lime system
of deodorisatiou were, early in April last, trans-

ferred from the Leamington Local Board to the

“Native Guano Company,” which has been
formed to work the A. B. C. process, patented
by Messrs. Sillar & Wigner, of London. The
rainfall is only partially separated from the

sewage by surface drains. The effluent water is

said to be perfectly free from smell when dis-

charged into tbe river, even when the works are

seen under unfavourable circumstances
;
bob some

samples, on being kept in a closely stoppered
bottle, according to the Mark Lane Express, have
a smell which is strongly suggestive of tbe
nature of the source from which the water has

been obtained. On the other hand, other samples,

under precisely similar circumstances, were por-

feobty bright, and free from even the slightest

smell.

The Castle Caverns, Guildford.—The
Castle caverns are still closed. The SiiiTey

Standard thinks it is a little strange that a party

of arcbceologists who took the train at Guild-

ford the other day in quest of objects of interest

in the neighbourhood, neither halted at Rack’s

Close, nor, during the day, in their papers or

speeches, made the slightest allusion to the

excavations. It would be satisfactory, donbtless,

adds our contemporary, to know the date of the

formation of tbe caverns : that they are distinct

from the castle, and that they had an origin

independent of it, is pretty certain.

ARCHEOLOGICAL EXCURSIONS.
The Somerset Archceological Society. — This

society held its annual meeting this year at the
ancient little town of Axbridge, making excur-
sions to the villages and various objects of inte-
rest in the neighbourhood. The country com-
prised within this year’s programme is one of
the most beautiful districts of Somersetshire,
and offers a wide field of research to the
arcbfcologist. The programme this season was
of the usual character, comprising a museum,
the reading of papers with discussion, and ex-
cursions. The general meeting was held in the
town-hall, the president for the year, Mr. W.
Long, in the chair. The Rev. W. A. Jones, the
hon. sec., read the report

;
and, after some

official business, the president read an able
address, on the meetings of tbe society

;
the

Mendip country and the explorations therein,

the traces of prehistoric man
; megalithio re-

mains
; and the traces of Roman occupation

; and
suggested further explorations. While treating
of megalithio remains, he spoke of tbe stone
circles and avennes, as well as barrows ;

—

“ With respect to the stone circles and avenues at Stan-
ton Drew [he aatdj, I would merely submit to your con-
sideration, whether we may not reasonably assign their
origin to Phcenician influence reaching these shores
through that energetic maritime people, the Veneti, who
inhabited a portion of the coasts ot Armorican Oanl

; who
were still carrying on a brisk trade with Britain in the
time of Cffisar

;
and in whose district were the remarkable

stone atrnctures of Karnac and its neighbonrhood. The
traces of the Belgio occupation of this district are to be
seen in tbe camps, barrows, circles, hut circles, trackways,
and cattle enclosures which abound on the Mendip and
neighbouring hills. Their extreme western boundary, the
Wansdyke, may be very distinctly seen in many places be-
tween the Bathampton Camp above Bath, and Maesknoll
above Keynsham, but from this point, in its supposed
course either to Portishead or to the Clifton Down
Camps, Mr. Scarth and I have sought for it in vain. It is

probable that, although the use of bronze, both in the East
and on the continent of Europe had prevailed for a con-
siderable previous period, the Belgic race was the first

which introduced the bronze age into Britain. Even in the
time of Creaar, bronze was an imported article ('fEro
utuntur importato,' B. G., v. 12) ; and it is uot likely that
tbe PhcEDicians, if they found it to their advantage to
have settlements on these coasts, would allow tbe native
population to possess any weapons of a more formidable
character than their sling stones and arrow-heads of Oint.
Of this Belgic race, which drove westward, and reduced
to slavery, the previous and long-headed occupants of this
district, Dr. Thurnam, the great authority on the cranio-
logy of our early British races, says, ‘ The brachycepha-
lous people or roundheads, who buried in tbe ronnd bar-
rows were more civilised than the dolicocepbali (or long-
headed race)

;
and may be inferred to have brought

with them the more common nse, if uot knowledge, of
bronze. The exploration of their tombs, shows that burn-
ing tbe dead was with them theprevailingandfasbioDable,
though not tbe exclusive, mode of burial

;
and tbe appear-

ances are consistent with what we are told of tbe funerals
of the Gauls (their supposed congeners) by Ctesar and
Pomponius Mela. From tbe same source, or tbe appear-
ances in the tombs, we should infer that they bad adranood
from the nomadic, hunting, and pastoral condition, to a
more settled agricultural stage of culture; and that if they
had not altogether abandoned tbe more barbarous customs
of their ancestors, and in particular that of human sacrifice

(which all history tells us, was at one time, everywhere
prevalent) they had at least restricted them within narrow
limits.’ ‘ These British bruchyeepbali of the bronze
period,’ Dr. Thurnam adds, ‘ are to be regarded as an olT-

shoot through the Belgic Gauls, from the great brachy-
cephalous stock of central and north-easterD Europe and
Asia, iu all the countries of which,— France, Switzerland,
South Germany, Bohemia, Poland, Russia, and Finland,—
tbe broad ana short cranial type is still the prevailing
one.’ (Paper on tbe ancient British Barrows of Wiltshire
and the adjoining counties, read at the opening of the
Biackmore Museum, September, 1867.)

The Barrows upon the Mendip range, and which may be
seen in clusters near Maesbury Castle

;
at Priddy, near the

Castle of Comfort Inn, and on Blackdown, are not nearly
so numerous or of such varied form, as those which are
to be found on the Wiltshire downs around Abury and
Stonehenge. They were tbe burial places of the more dis-

tinguisbed occupants of these hill tups during this Belgic
period. The greater number of them were opened about
fifty years ago by the Rev. John Skinner, rector of
Camerton, near Bath, His manuscript account of their
examination is in the library of the Bath Literary losti-

tutioD, but it has been printed in extenso by the Rev. Mr.
Scarth in the 16th volume of the Proceedings of the
Archa'ologieal Institute. The interments were all indica-

tive of the Belgic or bronze period, cremation having been
practised in every case; and the few articles discovered

with the burnt ashes consisted of bronze spear-heads,

some amber beads, and some coarse cUy cups. There
appears to have been a considerable Belgic mining settle-

ment at Charterhouse, which, from the articles discovered

in it, must have been subsequently occupied by the British,

who here worked tne mines for their Roman masters.

I take this opportunity of commending to the atten-

tion 01 Somerset archtcologists a remarkable aud exten-

sive collection of hut circles, which seems to have been
hitherto unnoticed by them. It is on the slope of the

northern barrier of Cleve Combe. Some of these circles

are in the wood on the crest of the Combe, but tbe
greater number are in the open space adjoining. In many
instances the atone which has been dug out in forming
them has been used on the surface to wall them round,
so as to provide the occupants with a better protection
agaiust tbe weather than their watikd coverings alone
could afford. One cannot traverse this ground without
wishing to examine some of these circles with pick and
shovel."

After the address was delivered and thanks
voted for it, the Rev. W. Hunt, of Conglesbory,
read a paper on the Monuments of the Borough
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of Uxbridge, aod Mr. C. Pooley one on the
Eemains of an Old Cross found at West Harp-
tree. In the afternoon the members visited the
parish churches of Axbridge, Cheddar, and
Rodney Stoke. At a cenuersaztonc in the evening,
papers were also read, and on the following two
days excursions were made to various places of
nterest in the district.

The Wiltshire Arcliaioh(jico.l aiid Natural
SistoTy Society,—The sixteenth annual meeting
of this Society commenced at the New Hall.
Chippenham. The president (Sir J. Awdry)
occupied the chair, supported by a numerous
body of the loading families of Chippenham and
neighbourhood. The secretary (the Rev. A. C.
Smith) read the report, and after the appoint-
ment of officers for the ensuing year, Sir J.

Awdry delivered the inaugural address, in which
he said that any one who read the drst chapter
of Genesis must be of opinion—bo he Darwinian
or not—that creation was a progressive thing,
and that Scripture and geology both told them
that man was the final work of his Creator.
Whatever were found among the pyramids of
Egypt, or in the rubbish heaps on the Danish
coast, were historical chronicles, if they were
anything, that man existed there. He combated
the idea that it was impossible to believe any-
thing except there was a contemporary nar-
rative. They, on the other hand, possessed
trustworthy monuments, arising, as it were,
out of the swamps of the ocean, to con-
firm them in what many persons believed
to be only a supposition. Such things were as
historical ns they could possibly be, but still it

behoved them to be careful. The business of
the meeting, he said, would include a paper on
the pit dwellings near Salisbnry. In the Black-
more Museum were a largo number of curiosities
obtained from the Wiltshire clay. Wiltshire
possessed Stonehenge, which was so vast a work
that it excited the admiration of all who viewed
it, and he asked whether those things were not
historical in regard to the works of man. After
alluding to the geographical position of Wiltshire,
the president particularly noticed the church at
Bradford, and the many conflicting opinions
concerning the bnilding. He said it was evi-
dently a piece of workmanship prior to the
arrival of the Romans, while some persons put
it down as a work coinciding with that of the
eighth century. The Rev. Canon Jackson read
a paper, announced as " A few Odds and Ends
abont the Town and Neighbourhood of Chip-
penham.” The Rev. J. J. Daniel followed with
a long paper on the town of Chippenham,
during the great rebellion. At the conclnaion of
tb© meeting, tho Rev. Mr. Darnwoll drew atten-
tion to the church at Bradford, of which we have
before now spoken, and snggested that theaociety
should take the initiative and assist in preserving
such an ancient edifice. Ho said the bnilding
bad been visited by various architects, all of
whom were unable to fix any date to the oburch.
After inspecting the church the members met at
the Angel Hotel, and dined together under the
presidency of Sir John Awdry. At half-past
seven a conversazione took place in the school-
room, when papers were read by Mr. C. H.
Talbot on “ the Existing Structure of Lacock
Abbey

;
” Mr. W. Cunnington, on “ Iron Ore and

Iron Working
;
” and Mr. Goldney, M.P., on

“ Corsbam.” A temporary mnseum was opened
in the room at the new ball, the articles for ex-
hibition being lent by the members and friends
of the Association. Next day the proceedings
commenced by the party assembling at the New
Hall, Chippenham, whence they proceeded on a
visit to Lacock Abbey, where the company in-
spected the antiquities of the Abbey Church, &c.,
and then started for Corsham Court. Prom
Corsham they returned, about 50 or GO in
number, to Castle Combe, where they were
entertained at luncheon, provided by Mr.
Lowndes. The church was visited

;
and then

the whole party climbed the stoep hills with
which Castle Combe is environed, and drove
on to Grittleton. Here Sir John Neeld en-
tertained them with tea and coffee, and other
refreshments

;
and then the pictures and statues

and other works of art were examined by the
large number of visitors who spread themselves
over the suites of rooms and galleries. The
gardens, and of course the church, were visited

j

and then the archmologists drove back through
Kington St. Michael to Chippenham, where the
meeting was announced to commence at 8 p.m.

;

and arrangements had been made for the delivery
of a paper^ by Mr. E. T. Stevens, on the
Ancient Pit Dwellings in Salisbury a paper

by the Rev. E. C. Awdry, on “ Monumental

Brasses in some of the Churches near Chippen-
ham a paper by the Rev. W. H. Jones, F.S.A.,
on “ Some Names of English Occupiers in the
time of Edward the Confessor, still preserved in

those of Wiltshire Persons or Places
;

” a paper
by Mr. H. A. Merewether, on “ The Head Gear
of the Ancients.” Next day (Thursday), the
excursion took the following ronte, viz. : Chip-
penham, by Langley Burrell Church to Draycot,
by Sutton Benger and Christian Malford to

Clack, Bradenstoke Abbey (where the Society
were invited to luncheon by Mr. Goldney), by
Foxham, Cadnam Manor House, and the Tyther-
tons, to Chippenham.

NEW BOROUGH LUNATIC ASYLUM,
IPSWICH.

This new establishment, though not finished,
has assumed its outward form. The site is at
Pelixetow, and consists of two fields and a planta-
tion, forming part of the Rose Hill farm, lying
between the Poxall and Felixstow roads, and
containing rather more than fifty acres. The
sitnation is high and healthy, and the distance
from the town convenient. The committee ap-
pointed the town surveyor, Mr. W. P. Ribbans,
as the architect.

Mr. Ribbans accepted an offer of the Com-
missioners in Lunacy to allow him to examine
plans they had approved of other asylums which
had recently been erected, but he was informed
that the Commissioners did not consider they
had yet got an asylum which could be put
forward as a model

j
and Mr. Ribbans, it is said,

did not find the plans he saw of any great use
to him. He prepared plans of a buildiog calcu-
lated to accommodate about 130 patients, and
these were sent to the Lunacy Commissioners
for their approval. The Commissioners suggested
some alterations, the principal being in the
arrangement of the infirmary, which the archi-
tect had proposed to build two stories high,
whilst the Commissioners suggested that it

should be enlarged, and should be entirely on
the ground floor. These alterations were made,
increasing the estimate of the cost from 13,5001.
to IG.SOOi. The altered plans were approved by
the Commissioners, and tenders advertised for,

the result being that that of Mr. Edward Gibbons,
of 18,9501., was accepted at the end of April,

1868. Mr. E. Catchpole was appointed clerk of
the works, he having acted in a similar capacity
during the erection of the town-hall, and the
work was at once commenced, and has now so
far progressed as to be externally nearly com-
pleted, though it will be several months (the
contract gives till next June) before the building
will be entirely ont of the oontractor’s bands.
The entrance to the asylum is from the Pox-

hall-road, from which the building is recessed
about 120 yards, but the principal front is that
which faces to the south, and is seen from the
racecourse and the Falixstow-road. The asylum,
says the Suffolk Chronicle, in describing it, is a
larger building than we should have thought

j

would have been required
; and from the nature

I

of the arrangement of the asylum proper—a |

three-storied building, the main part only one
|

room in width—it appears even larger than it

really is. The length of the south front is

398 ft. of the high building, and then on either
side is a low one-storied building—the infirma-
ries—extending 64 ft. farther, so that the total

length of the building is 526 ft. The material
used in its construction is red brick, with white
brick dressings, and here and there—as at the
main entrance, and the bow-windows on either
side—further relief is given by white stone j the
roofs are slated, and the sky-line of the centre
block is broken by an iron cresting. The centre
of the south front is formed by the dining-hall
and the chapel above it. These rooms are
lighted by larger windows than the dormitories
and corridors on either side

j they project be-
yond the general line of front, but not abruptly
so, and at each end of the high part of the
bnilding the day-rooms—large, bright, and plea-
sant rooms, built in theform of bays,—are brought
forward

;
and above these the towers, containing

the ventilating-shafcs, upon which a judicious
amount of ornament has been bestowed, are
seen. The windows in the first two floors have
semicircular heads of white brick, and in the
npper floor elliptical.

The arrangements, dimensions of the rooms,
&c., are exactly similar on each side of the
house. On the ground floor a corridor, 12 ft.

wide, runs the whole length of the wing
5 it is

lighted by windows looking southward, and from
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it open nine rooms, each intended for a patient,
and each 7 ft. 2 in. by 9 ft., besides attendants*
rooms of rather larger dimensions, one of which
is at the end of the corridor and next a dor-
mitory, 18 ft. by 22 fc., in which several patients
will sleep. Opposite the dormitory is the day-
room of the patients located on this floor, 32 ft.

by 20 ft., a light, cheerful room, with a southern
aspect. The corridors will be used by the
patients in the day-time as well as the day-
rooms, Beyond the day-room on the ground
floor is the infirmary, with a similar corridor
with three single bedrooms, 11 ft. by 9 ft., and a
dormitory, as well as a day-room somewhat
smaller than that for ordinary patients.

The first floor is exactly similar in its arrange-
ments to the ground floor, except that it ends
with a day-room, the infirmary being only one
story high. A few more steps lead to the chapel,
a noble room of the same length and breadth as
the dining-room, over which it is, and 2 ft.

higher, lighted by seven windows, from which
there is an extensive view.

Care has been taken that the wall which
encloses the airing-gronnds should not appearto
be high and prison-like, and from the windows of
the ground-floor it looks as if one could jump it

with ease, bub in reality it is a 7-ft. wall, the
ground having been excavated close by it, so as
to form a gravel walk some 3 ft. below the level
of the rest of the garden. The ground slopes
towards the east, so that on the female side of
the honse there will be a terrace, with stops
leading to the garden.
The carpenter’s and tailor’s shops and the

laundry are to be connected by covered ways
with the main bnilding. The drainage is easily

carried off the premises, owing to the natural
fall of the laud. The gas-fittiogs and water-
piping are being done by Messrs. D. & E.
Haggar.

NOTES FROM THE SOUTH OF IRELAND.
The new cathedral to be erected m Cork from

a design by Sir John Benson, will be one of
large proportions, and will show variety in its

treatment. The ridge of both transept and
nave will be 80 ft., crossing each other at an
equal elevation. The transept will be 114 ft,

in length, and from eaat to west within the walls
will be about 237 ft. The transept gable will

be of a richly ornamental character
j

that on
the south side will have a porch deeply moulded
with'a carved tympanum, the triangle over the
archway being perforated for effect. Flanked at
either side with double aisles, the choir will ba
seen, those aisles constituting chapels, this part
of the building being joined to the transept by
a flying buttress. Sacristies below, square, and
securely builc, will give the air of solidity to the
adjoining slighter superstructure. To the
west the view will show the south aisle and
clearstory, and a tower, which, to the top of tho
parapet, is 157 ft., bat, on completion, with
finished spire, will be about 280 ft. A rich con-
fusion of pillars will be presented to the sight
on entering the transept door, five altars standing
in the centre, others forming the termini of the
doable aisles, running along and forming part of
the choir. In either end of the building will bo
large traceried windows, and above along arcade
resting on stone columns, around which will be
a cluster of parasitical marble pillars, a triforinm
will rise. Over its arches will be the clearstory
window

;
three stories will be then presented.

The fascia of the nave will be open woodwork,
suitable for coloured decoration. A groined roof
of stone will cover the aisle. The choir beyond
the transept will differ from the nave in some
particulars, the floor being raised by a series of
gradations to give effect to the altar

5 the trifo-

riam is cut off in this part, leaving the main
arcade to possess the most height. These pro-
visions are designed for the purpose of enhancing
the internal appearance of the cathedral. The
structure will partake of the Geometric style.

The town-council of the “ Marble City;” Kil-
kenny, which boasts of “ fire without smoke,
water without mud, and streets paved with
marble,” have at last resolved on lighting the old

historical town with gas. Kilkenny has been
long in the dark.

In Waterford a very pretty quarrel is going on
between the Harbour Board and the Corporation,
as to who has the right to seize the water-
bailiff’s fees.

The Sligo and Ballaghaderreen Junction Rail-

way works are being proceeded with, and it

is hoped it will open up the trade and_facilitate
the traffic due west.
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In Limerick tke Corkanree Embankment is

nearly finished. The city surveyor is pushing
on the works energetically. In a sanitary point

the works will be an advantage to the city. It is

intended to have its sides planted with orna-

mental shrubs, making the work at the same
time ornamental as well as usefal.

An infants’ school is in course of erection by a
society of the Sisters of Mercy, in Accommoda-
tion-road, Carlow.
In Kinsale, in Cork, for ten weeks there has

been a dead-lock in the water supply. The
streets were torn up during this time in laying

down mains, but in the meantime the inhabi-

tants are forced to resort to the surrounding
districts to seek water. There has been bungling
or miscalculation somewhere in sinking the
reservoirs.

Measures are about being adopted in Cork to

obtain a training-ship and a capitation grant
from the Government for the purpose of esta-

blishing a Naval Industrial School for Destitute

Boys in the harbour.
The inauguration of the Royal Docks will take

place on the 28ch instant
j the Lord-Lieutenant

has accepted the invitation to a civic banquet on
the occasion.

WATER SUPPLY.

There is a population of 30,000 at St. Helier,

Jersey, who are dependent on any chance supply
of water for ordinary or exceptional use. There
are a few pumps and a few wells; but the
population generally have to depend entirely

on water-butts. The Jersey Times says,

—

“The long drought of last summer ought, if anything
can, to arouse us to the necessity of water storage. Neigh-
bours quarrelled and fought for water, and the police
mapiatrute was frequently engaged in investigating assaults
arising out of the joint users of the same pump. The fear
was before the eyes of large numbers or the people that
the rain supply being exhausted, the wells would fail next,
and they miaht actually go without water—-a fate inlinitely

worse than deprivation of bread."

Even were the well-water more plentiful, it is

hard, and otherwise unsuitable for domestic
purposes. The only alternative, therefore, is to

provide a reservoir for the storage of the water
supplied by the mountain streams, and that
which descends as rain. To carry out this

fichemo, a company has been formed, and, since

there seem to be no engineering difficulties in

the way, and as the want of a supply of water is

beyond all doubt, there is every prospect, if the
works are carried out, not only that a great
public good will be done, but that a fair dividend
will be paid to the shareholders. St. Helier is

overlooked on several sides by hills, and among
them it is suggested to construct a large reser-

voir from whioh the water will descend by its

own gravity to all parts of the town. The com-
pany (a limited liability), is already incorporated,

and of the 5,000 shares, at lOi. each, which it is

proposed to issue, 2,000, it is stated, have been
taken up, leaving 3,000 to be disposed of. The
directors feel confident that a dividend of 10 per
cent, per annum may be relied on. A contract
has been entered into with Messrs. C. W. Har-
rison, G. Redgrave, and R. Robson, of London,
for the completion of the works for 48,0001.

The water supply of Dover engages the atten-

tion of a committee to whom the question has
been specially relegated. Experiment has dis-

closed the low levels to be the seat of an enor-

mons waste complained of. Effurts should be
made to discover the cause of waste in some
systematic manner.

TEE TRADES MOVEMENT.
London. Carpenters and Strike of Blackburn

Joiners.—A representative meeting of the car-

penters and joiners of Loudon has been held,

Mr. George Potter in the chair, to consider the
propriety of lending pecuniary assistance to the
joiners of Blackburn and Darwen in their exist-

ing strike for a reduction in the hours of labour.

Mr. Sterndale, a delegate from Blackburn, ex-

plained the origin of the strike, which arose out
of a demand of the joiners to reduce the hours
of labour from 54 to 49. The men declined to

arbitrate the qnestion, because the hours they
asked for had been granted to other trades. The
General Union of Carpenters had already spent
1,2001. on the strike. It was unanimously re-

solved :

—

“That in the opiaion of this meeting the ehort-time
movement is the neceasity of the day, and that its adop-
tion would tend to the intellectual, physical, and moral
improvement of the working classes ; that this meetmg,

therefore, views with satisfaction the efforts of the Black-
burn joiners to reduce their hours of labour, and tenders
them its warmest sympathy in their struggle.”

A committee was appointed to receive the
subscriptions of the London carpenters, and for-

ward the same to Blackburn weekly. This strike,

however, is now said to be nearly settled by a
compromise.

Masons' Strike at Shefield.—A meeting be-

tween master builders and operatives, to endea-
vour to settle the strike, has been held in order
that representatives Irom each body might dis-

cuss the questions at issue. The mayor pre-

sided. After some little discussion upon the
rules in question, the mayor proposed that tbe
matter should be 'postponed till January, when
the questions then in dispute should be decided
by arbitration, the masters meanwhile to with-

draw the notices they had given, and open their

workshops to the men. This proposition was
eventually agreed to, subject to the approval of

the general body of masters and men.
Fruits of a Strike.—The secretary of the

Operative Spinners’ Association at Preston has
issued a statement to the members. The con-

tract entered into between the association and
the members out of employment will expire in

four weeks, by which time the society will have
expended, since February last, over 6,0001. The
association has now discovered that “ those who
moat advocated resistance were the very first to

desert the men they advised to leave their

work.”
Strike at Dundalk.—-There is a strike of the

masons and bricklayers employed in the con-

struction of the Dundalk and Greenore Railway.

They ask an increase of wages from 21-a. to 263.

a week, accompanied by a decrease of the hoars

of labour. A strike of the labourers employed
on the same works occurred recently, bub ended
in a return to work on the old terms.

Strike at Stettin.—In Stettin, where a short

time ago the corn-carriers left their work de-

manding a rise of wages, and where the cabinet-

makers are still on strike, the carpenters, to the

number of about 700, turned out on the 30th
August.

SEWAGE UTILIZATION AND THE ESSEX
SCHEME.

At the recent meeting of the British Associa-

tion at Exeter, apropos of the grants for various

purposes. Sir William Tite, with reference to the

50i. granted to Mr. Grantham for the treatment

of the utilization of sewage, said he thought that

there was a large company in existence under
the superintendence of Mr. Hope, and that they
were doing all that was possible in the inquiry,

without the necessity of the Association spend-

ing money in following it oat. He did not deny
the importance of the qnestion, but simply wished
an explanation of why the 501. were granted

to Mr. Grantham, when the question was in the

hands of a powerful company, with large means,
and who were doing their best to show tbe ad-

vantage of tbe utilization of the sewage.
Professor Rankine said it was well known that

the company was a large, powerful, and interest-

ing one
5
but be wished to ask whether the com-

pany was established for inquiry into every con-
' ceivable way of treating sewage, or only to carry

out a particular plan.

Sir William Tite said he believed it was for

both. The scheme of the company was that, at

the outfall of the sewage on the Essex side, a
large channel should be cut down to the Maplin
sands. It was said, and probably in trnbh, that

if the sewage was poured over these sands, and
the sands inclosed, a large and valuable traot of

land would be recovered. The question was, was
it true that sewage water possessed that ferti-

lizing quality ? That, ofnecessity, was the nature

of the company ; they had taken a farm, and
were doing their best in every possible way to

show that the utilization of sewage was an ad-

vantageous process. That being so, why should

they bake it up at the expense of the British

Association ?

Mr. Vigooles said it was the feeling in Section

G that, however useful might be the efforts of

the company, a more scientific and independent

inquiry by the Association would be more satis-

factory.

Dr. Farr said theCbemioal Section at Norwich
considered it very important that this committee

should be appointed. The question of sewage

utilization was of vital interest, both in an econo-

mioal point of view, and as regards the poblic

health
;
and they thought it very desirable that

a scientific committee should investigate the sub-

ject, entirely unembarrassed, as Mr. Hope might
perhaps be, by the pecuniary or other cuncerns
of the company, or such considerations as might
arise in the Metropolitan Board, of which Sir

W. Tite was so diatingui hed a member. The
committee took the question up in a purely

scientific point of view, and 50Z. could not be
better employed.

Sir W. Tite said, after the exp''anation, he
withdrew his objection.

We take this opportnnity of drawing the

attention of our readers to the voluminous and
excellent reports of the proceedings of the

Association given in Scientific Opinion, from
which we here quote. These reports are far

more complete than any others we have seen.

RAILWAY MATTERS.

The promoters of a system of “ Universal

Penny Railways ” have matured, and now sub-

mit for pnblio consideration, a scheme by which,

as they believe, the so-called “ impossibility ” of

penny railways may be overcome. The basis of

the plan is, of course, the assumption of all the

railways by the State. By a number of econo-

mical changes in the management of the traffic,

—for example, by doing away with tickets in the

case of third-class passengers, who constitute

two-thirds of the entire bulk of travellers by
railways, and by the institution of “stop sta-

tions,” the projectors of the scheme expect to

produce results of the most startling character.

In the ” People’s Class ” passengers will be con-

veyed from Loudon to Holyhead for Is. 6d.

;

from London to Edinburgh for Is. lid. At a
“ stop station ” the traveller will leave the train,

and if he desires to go further will go through
an “ on room,” and pay a toll of Id. to the

next station. By the disuse of tickets, &c., the

promoters hope to save an enormous sum.
An embankment on tho Oxford and Wolver-

hampton Railway, at Dudley, has been partially

destroyel by a singular accident. The line is

constructed over a bod of coal, which in one
case comes to the surface. Owing to some cause

the coal has ignited, and is still smouldering

and the accumulation of water on the line is

greater than can be carried off by the ordinary

channels.

WORKING-CLASS DWELLINGS.

The Artisans and Labourers' Dwellings Act .

—

It appears that some of the metropolitan vestries

are undecided as to tbe coarse of procedure they

should adopt under Mr. Torrens’s Act. At a
recent meeting of St. Luke’s vestry, the medical

officer reported, under the Act, that certain huts

or shanties in Wood’s-place, Cheqners-alley, were
unfit for human habitation

;
and the vestry clerk

remarked that the vestry was empowered to shut

up the premises and keep them closed until they

were put in a proper state of repair. Thereupon
it was pointed out by several vestrymen that if

they carried out the provisions of the Act they

must employ several additional officers ; and
that if they put the premises into a proper

state of repair, an expensive machinery would
have to be put in force. The clerk, however,

explained that if the vestry failed to carry out

the provisions of the Act, the Home Secretary

would cause them to be carried into effect, aud
charge the expenditure to the vestry ; and Mr.
Adams remarkt-d that if, after the receipt of the

medical officer’s report, an outbreak of fever

occurred in the neighbourhood, the vestry would
most certainly be held responsible to a groat

extent. Some of the vestrymen were in favour

of proceeding under the Nnisanoes Removal Act

;

and Mr. Daniel suggested that the matter should

be allowed to stand over for a mouth, and that

meanwhile each member of the vestry should be

furnished with a copy of tbe Act, so as to become
master of its clauses. After a long discussion,

the matter was referred to the sanitary com-

mittee, and copies of the Act were ordered for

the vestrymen. In the meantime, the huts or

shanties in Wood’s-plaoe, Chequers-alley, remain.

” unfit for human habitation.”

The London Labourers' Dwellings /Society

(Limited).—The report of the directors stated

that they had completed the purchase of twenty-

three leasehold bouses in Watson’s-place, Kings-
land-road, for 5,0201. The whole of the property

had been put into thorough repair, which neces-

sitated the temporary removal of most of the

tenants in succession, and only the most respect-

able were allowed to return. The new block of

buildings at Vauxhall was ready for ocoupatioa
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in May, and onfc of eighteen tenements sixteen

had been occupied. They consisted of two rooms,
each with a scullery in common to each three
tenements, and the rent ranged from Ls. 9d. to

5b. 6d. per week. The directors continued to

allow one week’s rent in the half-year to all those
weekly tenants who paid quite regularly, and
who also kept their houses in good order. Upon
the whole, the directors were quite satisfied

with the practical working of the plan. The
total net rents had amounted to 9821., aud the
net profit to 88il. which was sufficient to pay the

usual dividend of 5 per cent, per annum, free of

income-tax. The benevolent fund was 500L,
invested in shares of the society, and the annual
dividends were applied to support charitable and
useful institutions in the localities. It appeared
there were twelve distinct properties, containing
292 tenements, purchased for 29,2761.

;
solicitor,

44-61.
j
repairs, 2,4161. ;

bnildings, 9,3001.; inte-

rest on cost, 3001.
;
surveyor, 1291.

;
sundries,

621.—total, 41,9301.

RE NEW OFFICES FOR, THE POPLAR
DISTRICT BOARD OF WORKS.

SiE,—In reply to the ex parfe statement contained in
your last impreseion in reference to the stoppage of these
works, we beg to inform you that it is entirely incorrect,
likely to mislead the public, and seriously to injure the
contractors.

All the timber and other materials hitherto supplied ou
the ground bare been approved by the architects to the
Board of Works, and (conirary in our opinion to the con-
tract between our clients Messrs. Baker & Constable and
the Poplar Board of IVork) Messrs. Hill &, Fletcher and
Messrs. Harston, t»ie architects to the Board, have refused
them a certificate for a portion of the contract sum due to
them for work done and materials supplied until the whole
of the timber required for the completion of these works
is put upon the ground

;
and, as we deem this course tobe

utterly illegal, we trust to your sense of justice to insert
fbis letter in the next number of your journal.—We
remain, &e. Koou & Davies (Solicitors).

JOSIAH MASON’S ORPHANAGE AND
ALMSHOUSES.

The reading public have been lately informed
far and wide of a munificent act of thoughtful
charity on the part of Mr. Josiah Mason, of
Birmingham, an act involving the appropriation
of as largo a sum of money as that devoted by
Mr. Peabody to the improvement (more or less)

of the condition of the poor of London
;
that this

was determined on and commenced two years
before the American philanthropist announced
hia first donation

; that the two donors were
born within a few days of each other, commenced
life in the humblest manner, and were the
builders of their own great fortunes. It seems
that as far back as 1858 Mr. Mason established

in the village of Erdingtou, abont four miles from
Birmingham, an Orphanage for the reception of

30, and afterwards of 50 children, and this insti-
j

tution he maintained entirely at his own cost. I

Desiring to engage in some large work of charity,
'

be resolved, in the first place, to extend the
Orphanage on its original site. By degrees, how-
ever, this plan was expanded, and Mr. Mason
determined to erect a new Orphanage in another
part of Erdington, for the reception of 300
children, two- thirds of these being girls, and one-
third boys.

The new building in Bell-lane, Erdington, of
which we now give a view, was commenced in

1860. Owing, however, to the endowment con-
sisting of land, it was necessary that, in order
to validate the gift, the donor should live twelve
months after the deed had been registered, aud,
therefore, no public announcement was made in

reference to the charity. The statutory period
expired in July; and then, without ceremony, Mr.
Mason handed hia magnificent gift of 260,0001.

to the appointed trnstees, thus divesting himself
of all control over the property, and devoting it

formally to public uses.

The trust consists at present of seven gentle-

men, residents in or near Birmingham. At the
death of Mr. Mason the number of trustees is to

be raised to fourteen, of whom one-half are to be
always elected by the town council of Birming-
ham, either from its own body or from other
persons. It is provided that the trustees shall

always be laymen aud Protestants, and any of
them making default in either condition thereby
becomes excluded from tbs trust. The property
in the endowment and the general management
of the estates and the institution are devolved
by the deed immediately upon the trustees, but
during his life Mr. Mason retains the right of
acting as a member of the managing body, and
of taking the general oversight of the charity,
which is to bo called “ Josiah Mason’s Orphanage
aud Almshouses.”

The endowments of the Orphanage, as we
understand, consist of about 1,032 acres of free-

hold land. Of this about 220 acres, almost all

of it valuable building land (and including Mr.
Mason’s own house and grounds), are in the
village of Erdington

; and the rest is in the
parishes of Northfield, Bickenhill, Feckeuham,
Sutton Coldfield, and other places in the counties
of Warwick aud Worcester. About two acres
and a half consist of building land in the heart
of the town of Birmingham, mostly covered with
buildings, and of increasing value. One of these

properties, recently erected, is let at l,500i. a
year, aud it is stated the total rental of the
Orphanage estates cannot be much less than
10,0001. a year even now. In a very few years
this amount will probably be doubled by the in-

creasing value of the endowments, and in view
of this contingency the trustees are directed to

apply any surplas funds, when these are suffi-

cient, to the erection of other orphanages, in

accordance with the general scope of the trust

dead.

A few of the clauses of the trust deed will

show our readers the plan of educatiou and
religious instruction to be followed in the
Orphanage ;

—

“ The children who are admitted into the
Orphanage shall be lodged, clothed, fed, main-
tained, educated, and brought up gratuitously,

at the exclusive cost of the Orphanage income.
“ Proper arrangements shall be made by the

trustees for the instruction of the children,

having due regard to their respective ages aud
capacities in reading, writing, spelling, English
grammar, arithmetic, geography, and history,

and such other subjects of general and useful

knowledge as may be, from time to time,
directed or authorised by the trustees, subject to

the condition which the said Josiah Mason doth
hereby declare to be fundamental, that no
instruction in any language or grammar other
than in the English language and English
grammar shall be given to the children in the

said Orphanage.
And it is hereby declared to be the express

wish and direction of the founder, that all the

children shall be brought up in habits of in-

dustry, and that, as far as practicable, the girls

be instructed in sewing, baking, cooking, wash-
ing, mangling, and in all ordinary household and
domestic duties, and in other useful knowledge,
with a view to their being fitted to become useful

members of society in those positions in life to

which it may please God to call them, and which
He may give them talents worthily to fulfil.

“And, under the deep conviction that the fear

of Almighty God is the beginning of all true

wisdom, the said Josiah Mason doth hereby
declare it to be his special desire and direction

that the children shall be carefully instructed in

the knowledge of the Holy Scriptures, and taoght

to love, reverence, and obey the doctrines and
precepts tbereiu graciously revealed, aud, through
the Divine blessing upon the labours of those

engaged in their instruction, the words of the

Apostle may be addressed with truth to every
child who shall have been brought up in the

Orphanage, ‘ From a child thou hast known the
Holy Scriptures, which are able to make thee

wise unto salvation through faith which is in

Christ Jesus
;

’ provided always that all the

religious instruction given in the Orphanage shall

be confined to the Holy Scriptures in the autho-
rized English version, and to the truths therein

contained, and that no catechisms, formularies,

or articles of faith, whether of the United Church
of England and Ireland, as by law established,

or of any other body of professing Christians,

shall be taught to the children.

“The trnstees shall make such provision as
they shall, from time to time, think fit for the
assembling of the children for divine worship in

the institution, having regard, as far as practi-

cable, to the earnest desire of the founder, that
the children may be trained up as simple and
sincere followers of the Lord Jesus Christ,

without reference to sectarian distinctions and
prejudices; and it is hereby declared that the

trustees shall, out of the income of the Orphan-
age, expend such sum as shall from time to time
be, ia their judgment, necessary to provide for

each orphan, on leaviug the asylum, a sufficient

outfit in clothes, in the discretion of the said

trustees, together with a Bible, and the said

trustees may also pay such sum as an appren-

tice fee as they may, ia their discretion, think
fit.”

The almshouses in the village of Erdington
are intended for the reception of forty-six female
inmates

; twenty only have been admitted daring

the past ten years ; the building which formerly
served as an orphanage is now being converted
to accommodate the twenty-six additional aged
women. These almshouses and the new Or-
phanage are at some distance apart, and form
distinct institutions, the latter standing in its

own grounds of thirteen acres in extent. The
aged women are received at the discretion of the
founder. The admission of children to the
Orphanage ia controlled by oue condition only,

“that every child shall be under the age of nine
and the legitimate child of poor parents both
then dead.” There is no other condition what-
ever, neither of position, country, nor religious

persuasion. The children remain in the Or-

phanage, if boys until they are fourteen, or by
special permission a twelvemonth longer; and if

girls, until they are eighteen years of age.

Provision is also made for girls willing to enter

service at the Orphanage “ with the bond fide

intention of becoming teachers, nurses, or

assistants, either in the Orphanage or in other
like institution.”

The view we give of the Orphanage shows on
the left the south-west front, and on the right

the south-east front. The bnilding was designed
by Mr. J. R. Botham, architect, but, through cir-

cumstances, was not carried out by him, as we
understand, to completion. It is of brick, with
stone dressing, and in style may be called Lom-
bardic. The three towers which give it cha-

racter (two only appear in the view) are mado
to assist in the ventilation of the establishment,

and receive the smoke from all the fireplaces.

Oq the ground-floor, at the end of the south-

west front (lelt wing), is the library, 36 ft. by
30 ft. 6 in., at the back of which is the chapel,

50 fc. by 30 ft. 6 in.
;
between the two projecting

wings of this front are six private rooms for

offices, each 20 ft. by 14 ft. 6 in., and the infants’

nursery, 30 ft. by 20 ft. ;
at the angle of the

building (right wing) is the infants’ schoolroom,

36 ft. by 30 ft. 6 in. Along the south-east front

are two storerooms, each 23 ft. by 18 ft. ; the

officers’ dining-room, 23 ft. by 18 ft. ; and the

dining-hall, 70 ft. by 23 ft. Behind these are

the kitchen, 61 ft. 9 in. by 30 ft.
;
and the laundry,

52 ft. by 30 ft.
;
together with the stores, pan-

tries, and servants’ offices.

On the one-pair floor, over the library, is the
infirmary, 46 ft. by 30 ft. 6 in.; eight bedrooms,
each 14 ft. 6 in. by 13 ft. 6 in., over private

rooms
;

girls’ sewing-room, 36 ft. by 30 ft. 6 in.,

over infants’ schoolroom
;

three class-rooms,

each 23 ft. by 18 ft., over stores and officers’

dining-room
;
and schoolroom over dining-hall,

70 ft. by 23 ft. Over the kitchen are two lava-

tories, each 56 ft. by 14 ft. 6 in.
;
and above the

laundry is a large storeroom, 52 ft. by 30 ft.

Over some of the offices at the back is a girls’

playroom, 38 ft. by 16 ft.

The two-pair floor is occupied by the dor-

mitories.

The basement under the whole of the south-

east front is appropriated to a covered play-

ground.

In the various accounts published, the cost

of the building ia given as 60,0001. We are

enabled, however, to say that this can scarcely

be correct unless indeed there was much unwise
expenditure

;
as, according to a carefully pre-

pared estimate made by an experienced sur-

veyor, it would not have exceeded 33,2001., in-

cluding fence walls aud gates, had the work
been executed by a builder in the usual way.
Mr. Mason, it should be mentioned, was hia own
builder.

The career of the admirable founder of this

great charity has already been sketched in seve-

ral journals. We mast content ourselves with a
very brief allusion to a few points of it. How
unfurnished he was at starting with the good
things of this life, is shown by the statement
that be commenced it by selling rolls aud cakes

about the streets. Working his way, we find

him in 1823 (when he was twenty-eight),

engaged in the manufacture of split key-rings in

Birmingham, and commencing the foundation of

his present large fortune. All the world knows
Perry’s pens and Elkingtou’s electro-plating, bat

until this orphanage was talked of only a very
. few persons were aware that these titles might
be with equal justice Mason’s pens and Mason’s

electro-plating ; in the one case his ingennity

and skill, and in the other his spirit of enter-

prise and his capital having placed these matters

where they are. Join to these undertakings

some snccessful copper works at Pembrey, and
it will be unnecessary to look for other sources of

hia wealth, part of which he is now spending

with a noble motive.
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WOETHING SEA-DEFENCES
COMPETITION.

Sir,—

T

o show the /air way in which the com-

petitors in this affair have been treated, I beg

to forward yon the following extracts from the

local press.

In the I3r£p7ifon Daily News of September 13

appears the following :

—

“AmoDg the schemes which involve the least expen-

diture, is one proposed by the Board’s surveyor, Mr.

Johnson, which is very simple, but, we tbiok, would prove

elf'ectivo if carried out. lie suggests the erection of

twenty four groynes, and a breastwork 1,300 ft. in length.

. . . Mr. Johnson was, we believe, engaged in the in-
struction of the sea defences at West Worthing. . . . The

Board will hold a meeting this evening, when a motion

will be made respecting the plans
;
but we are not able to

state whether one of them will be decided on at this

meeting.”

In the next day’s impression of the same

journal appears the following :

—

“ A meeting of the Local Board was held in the Town-

hall last eveoiog, when the plan for the sea-defence of the

Lancing-road was decided on. Mr. Patching said they

had met together to decide upon a very important

question. . . . He proposed that the Board adopt the plan

bearing the motto, ‘ iiosisto Ooeanus.’ . . . Mr. Smith

said by some means it had been mole known who were

the owners of some of the plana which had been sub-

mitted. He regretted this, as it was a secret matter, but

ho did not believe it was mentioned by any member ot the

Board. It should be mentioned that the plan selected

proposes the erection of twonty-four groynes and 1,300 ft.

of breastwork.”

Is ib just, I ask, after such a flagrant breach

of the usual rules in competition, bo thus award

the premium, and trifle with the valuable time

of professional men ? H-- S.

Silt —Would you kindly insert in your next

issue, that the plans selected by the Worthing

Local Board and their consultiug engineer for

the above works, was that bearing the motto,

“ Besisto Oceanus,” Mr. C. W. Johnson, Town
Surveyor, Worthing; and the plan under the

motto, “ Desideratum,” Mr, R. Blaker, Builder,

Worthing, was the second best.

C. \V. Johnson, Town Surveyor.

COTTAGE HOSPITALS.

A COTTAGE HOSPITAL is about to be established

in Ashford, Kent, at the cost of Sir Edward
Hoare, barb., and other influential residents, to

:
provide for the treatment of the poor, during

. illness, as nearly as possible with the surround,

i
ings of their own cottage home, bub with better

i sanitary appliances, more skilful nursing, and
[ more liberal diets thau can be obtained by them
a under ordinary circumstances. Some cottages

1 and other property in Ashford have been taken

ft for the purpose, and plans prepared by Mr.

r Thomas Henry Watson, of London, for the

n necessary alterations to carry out the above ob-

ji jects. The alterations proposed are not consider-

a able. Mr. Watson reported that it is desirable

ii in such works to keep constantly in mind the

i] importance of not destroying the ‘‘cottage style
”

0 of the building, and of maintainiug the homely
f( feeling of the poor when treated in small rooms,

i] instead of in the large wards of county or metro-

p politan hospitals. Good ventilation and super-

V vision, together with separation of the sexes, are

ii indispensable. The works are to be carried out

n under the direction of Mr. Wm. King, of Ashford,

a: as local superintendent.

A WORKMAN ON THE TRADE-UNION
CONGRESS.

Sir,—

I

t is said, and with some truth, that

tltbia is an age of cougreases; and, no doubt, all

6’ evils which aS'eot society would be eradicated if

tithe resolotioua passed at the meetings could be
C; carried out. I read with some interest the

Kreport in the Builder on the late Trade-union

C Congress ; and as I dissent from the canons of

trtrado-unioniam, and believe that heterodoxy in

rerelation to that question is the best course, I

wwish, sir, with your permission, to give in the

cccolnmns of the Builder my reasons, and to state

ibthe other side of this great social question.

The Trade-Union Congress is unlike all others,

icinasmuch as the delegates did not meet to oon-
'Biisider what was best for society, but bow they
lacould make the public serve the ends they had
jiain view. It appears trade-unionists live in a
ffworld of their own, the creation of which is not

'fofor the benefit of the community, bub only to

:prprotect their privileges, and bo get more wages
ifofor less labour. I am not going to state that

.Deno honour is due to tho delegates for their expo-

leieition of trade-anion wants, and what they

intend to do; but it must be remembered they

represented the aggregated wisdom of the whole

body of trade-unionists. Mr. Potter, in his intro-

ductory paper, for once deviated from the usual

course, and got bub small praise for his pains
;

and in treating politic and impolitic questions

he told some truths relating to the misexpen-

diture of earnings by the working classes. That

part of tho social question has been treated on

often before. The author of ” Lives of the

Engineers,” in the Quarterly ilcrieia for July,

1860, showed what could be done by the working

classes if they would understand wise spending

as well as great earnings. Teetotallers, for the

last thirty years, have told the public that the

expenditure of wages by the working classes in

intoxicatiug drioks was the cause of untold

misery. It led to short work, bad pay, ill health,

and pauperism, and, in short, was the cause of

almost all the evils which afflict society; and

they also add this proviso, which science and

experience prove,—that man is beat without

intoxicating drinks, as they supply no physical

want, and no place is found for them in the

human organisation. We teach and practise

teetotalism, not for tho purpose of winning
strikes, bub to win humanity into better and
wiser paths. The question of arbitration is an

important one, and touches a practical one,

which may in time be successfully carried out.

Ib seems that but few are aware that arbitra-

tion was tried some time prior to its re-iotro-

duction by Mr. Mundella, and I think it would

have been well to have inquired into its partial

success and collapse. In the “ British Almanac
and Companion ” for 1857, an article appeared

giving “ A History of Arbitration in Trade Dis-

putes and I find so early as 1851 a conference

was held under the auspices of the Society of Arts;

and as far back as 1829 the lace-makera of Not-

tingham established a sort of court of arbitra-

tion to lessen certain evils then existing. It

further gives the results of boards of arbitration,

in connexion with 16 other trades, some of

which were successful for a time, and then failed

for want of a compulsory law to keep the ma-
chinery in motion. The ” Conseils do Prud-
hommes ” in France appear to be unsuited to

trade disputes in this country, as they only

;

deal with minor cases, which are personal to the

employer and single workmen
;

while in this

conntry arbitration seems to be established to

settle disputes in which hundreds or thousands
are concerned. I think an amalgamation of the

two systems is wanted in England, which must
be made compulsory

;
as, without a law to enforce

arbitration, it will, after the novelty has worn
off, fail when it is most wanted. Some doubts

have been expressed about the working of a com-
pulsory law, as it is said the law cannot, in a

free country, force workmen or employers to

accept an adverse decision. And herein lies the

difficulty of arbitration. I think employers

would, as a rule, accept the conditions of the

. board, as their interests are materially affected

by a strike, and some method might be found to

deal with those who would not accept the rnling

of the board. And as to the workmen, the law
should be framed so as to protect employers in

respect to their obtaining other workmen, by
making it criminal to obstruct or molest them,

by picketing or otherwise, in obtaining work-

men willing to work on the terms agreed to by

the board.

The repeal of the combination laws was de-

manded by the congress, or, at least, that ” part

which prevents a number of workmen coercing

or intimidating a smaller number from following

their usual employment.” The delegates also

demand that trade organisations ofVrorking men
should be placed in the same position as other

legal associations. The question resolves itself

into, What are legal associations ? In most cases

they are easily definable ;—a trading or manufac-

turing company which fulflta the conditions im-

posed by the legislature; ora number of men
engaged in a co-operative business,and carrying it

on without interfering with the action of others,

is a legal association. Bub if three out of four

were to unite, and determine the fourth should

in all respects conform to the rules and regula-

tions of the others, and, by molestation, try to

force it into compliance, they would no longer

be legal, and the public would not recognise

them as such. Trade-unionists demand chat

the law shall legalise their right to work, or

refuse to work, with certain persons. One
speaker gave an illustration of who one class of

these certain persons were
;
i.e., if a man took Ss.

a day when the market value was 6s., aod they

said they had as great a right to refuse to work

with him as he had to take that payment. If it

happens a man is an inferior band, or has some
other misfortune, and no employer would give

him work at full wages, trade-unionists would
tarn him into the world to starve, hecause h©
was not gifted with the same powers as they

possessed. Such law, if passed, would be an
outrage on humanity, and ought to be coudemned
by all who claim to belong to civilised society.

It does seem that legal trade-unions are to be
different from all legal associations, and will

have nothing in sympathy with the progress of

the age. A barbarous people might, perhaps,

pass such laws as the trado-unionists demand,

and savages might be found to pub them into

effect; but for a number ofmen to ask, in this the

nineteenth century, for retrogression and de-

spotism, is adding one more to the curiosities of

civilization.

In another letter I will examine other favourite

dogmas of trade-unionists, to show they are bad

in theory, and an agitation for them to be put

in practice would do great injury to the working

classes
;
and that there is something more than

the profits of capital which regulate the rate of

wages. Jack Plane.

ARCHITECTS’ ACTIONS.

BECK V. STEWART.

Tins was an action brought in the Queen's

Bench by Mr. George Beck, an architect, of

Hastings, against the Rev. Halley Stewart, a
Dissenting minister of the same place, to recover

143i. 178. 3d. under the following circum-

stances :

—

The defendant paid 15h ISs. into court. This

action was referred from the last assizes at

Maidstone to Mr. John Phillips, of Mibre-oonrt,

Temple, by consent of both parties. The refer-

ence took place on Monday, the 31st ult.

The inqniry was a protracted one, and lasted from

11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Several witnesses were examined pro
and co»., and among them the plaintiU' and defendant.

The case was shortly as follows In the year 1363 de-

fendant came to plaintiff, and having stated he had some
money at his command, instructed him to lo ik out some
properties in Hastings which might be converted into a

ladies' seminary. Plaintiff accordingly did so, aod viewed

and inquired into several properties likely to be had for

the purpose. This lasted until the middle of 1363, and
that' scheme was abandoned. Soon after, defendant pur-

chased some land on the Clive Vale estate, Hastings, and in-

structed plaintiff to prepare plans, Sc., for ablockoi iwenty-

four labourers' dwellings, to be built in flats; this was

done. SpeciCcatioBS prepared, quantities taken, notices

for tenders for the works issued, and tenders received;

and ill consequence, as defendant alleged, that the amount
exceeded his resources, the buildings were abandoned.
Defendant asked for his bill, which was tendered, amount-
ing to 159f. 12a. 3d., and defendant paid him 15 guineas

which he considered was all he was entitled to
;
and the

ground of his defence was, that the plaintiff undertook

that each dwelling should not exceed in amount tho sum
90i. Plaintiff, on the other hand, proved to the complete

satisfitoticm of the arbitrator in the suit that no such

stipulation was made, and on Saturday, the 4ili. the arbi-

trator published his award, which was in favour ol the

plaintiff, Mr. Beck, for the full amount claimed, and also

the costs of the cause and tho reference.

NEW WORKS OP THE CHARTERED
GAS COMPANY.

The Society of Engineers paid a visit the

other day to the new works of the Chartered

Gas Company near Barking, which have been

erected for the Company by the Messrs. Aird,

from the designs of the Company’s engineer,

Mr. Evans, at the cost of about 600,000i. Ac-

cording to the official account of the visit, the

cylinders to carry the pier are now being sunk.

The method employed is one well known. It

consists in excavating the ground from the

interior, and allowing the consecutive sections

to sink by their own gravity. If necessary, they

can be weighted, should any obstacle obstruct

their descent, and should they get fast, the aid

of a driver is called in to ascertain the cause.

Being 6 fc. in diameter, these cylinders offer

great facilities for carrying on the sinking opera-

tiouB. The separate lengths are li in. in thick-

ness, with flanges on the inside, through which

they are bolted together. As it is necessary to

carry them down about 10 ft. into the hard

gravel, they are sunk some 30 ft. below the

Ordnance datum, and their total height is not

far less than 60 ft. The superstructure will

consist of wronght-iron girders fixed on the

cyliuders, and the pier will form a direct com-
munication between the river and the retort-

houses. It projects at right angles from the

river wall, and after continuing in this direction

for about 400 ft., it turns suddenly “ up stream ”

for nearly double that distance. The coal will

be raised by steam or hydraulic power from the

barges into trucks on the pier, which will run
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from it along a viadnct, which, forms, in fact, a

continuatiozi of this pier into the retort-houses.

The river wall extends 1,000 ft. of the 1,500 ft.

frontage belonging to the Company. It is built

of brick, coped with stone, and protected in the

nsnal manner by fender piles, which are bolted

right through the wall in a secure and substantial

manner. The gas having been made will pass

into gas-holders, which have a diameter of 180 ft.,

and the united contents of the four will amount
to 4,000,000 cubic feet. To supply these reser-

voirs, the retort-houses, which are also four in

number, will contain 1,080 retorts, each of which
is 20 ft. in length, and capable of being charged

at both extremities. The main pipes are 4 ft.

and 3 ft. in diameter respectively, and the opera-

tion of laying them was inspected by the party.

They were conveyed to the spot, over a light

railway, which has been laid down on a road

which will eventually connect the gasworks with

a point on the Barking-road. In consequence of

the isolated nature of the locality, it was neces-

sary to construct this road in order to effect

inland intercommunication.

EXETKR HALL, STRAND.
The large room at Exeter Hall and the

approaches to it have been painted and deco-

rated with more force than finesse. The coved
ceiling is divided by bands of yellow and by
wreaths of red and green, upon a greenish

blue ground, into geometrical forms, amongst
which the numerous ventilators play a pro-

minent part. The walla are of a sort of fawn
colour, with pilasters of light green, and all the

enrichments—which are Greek in style—have
been painted in bright colours

;
the whole being

supported by a dado panelled in vermilion and
black. The large organ is painted and gilded

in patterns that suggest Egypt.

and said, pointing to some trees yet undemo-
lished on the farther side of the field, “ Ah ! if

they were only near those trees I would take one
of them,” little thinking how many bad been
destroyed close by. H. S.

GAS.

The present price of gas per thousand cnbic
feet is, in Leeds, 3s. 6d.

;
Bury, Ss. 4d.

j
Salford,

3b. 4d.
5
Manchester, 3s. 2d.

;
Ashton, Ss. 2d.

j

Sheffield, 3s. 3d. j Liverpool United, 33. j
Dudley,

3a.; Stockport, Ss.
;

Carlisle, 3a.; Stalybridge,

3a.; Derby, 23. lid.; Warrington, 23. 9d.

;

Plymouth, 28. 9d.
;

Cardifi’, 2s. 9d.
;
Birmingham

and Staffordshire, 23. Gd.
;

Newcastle-on-Tyne,
23. 6d.; and Walsall, 28. 4d. Not only have the

Manchester people the advantage of cheap gas,

but what is more, and what the Londoners with
their higher-priced gas have not, the Manchester
gas consumers have gas that is good as well as

cheap
;
and still more than all, the Manchester

gas yields to the corporation, who provide it, and
of course to the people, handsome profits, which
have been laid out in reducing local taxation,

and carrying out city improvements.

LINSEED OIL.

Sir,

—

Can any of your readers inform me of
some easy way of testing linseed oil ? It is im-
portant to the trade, as I believe it to be largely

adulterated with resin oil or other material

;

preventing the work from drying hard and firm,

H. L. D.
*** A considerable amount of information on

the subject of the too general adulteration of
linseed oil will be found in an earlier volume of

the Builder.

Sereral cried, ‘ No, no.’ ' The name is only surmised ;

but Mr. Young persisted in ahouting, ‘Johnston; his
name is Johnston.’

After further discussion the vote was taken, when the
first premium was giren lo ‘I Work to Win,’ the plan
‘Well considered' being declared the winner of the
second prize.

The enreiopes bearing the mottoes of the winning plans
were then opened, and it was found the winner of the first

prize was Mr. J, Johnston, architect, Clayton-street,
Newcastle.
Mr. Young : I told you so.”
Iwisht^ ask the areuiteotural profession in general,

and Mr. Johnston in particular, if it be considered decent
for a professional man to take unfair advantage of other
competitors by sending circulars to members of the town
council so as to obtain votes for a design submitted.

Honesty,

VENTNOR CEMETERT COMPETITION.
8ib,—The Tentnor Burial Board must thoroughly

believe the proverb which tells us that ” a corporation has
no soul to be saved or body to be kicked,” otherwise they
would have a wholesome dread of an attackof that disease

which a coroner’s jury declared to have been the cause of
death of an old miser, who soddsnly dropped dead after

giving a beggar a farthing,—viz,, ‘‘enlargement of the

This liberal Board ofi’er the magnificent premium of 20L
for plans, specifications, and estimates for laying out and
enclosing burial-ground, and building a house for curator,

and two chapels. But, stop a moment; the Board are
not so liberal as they appear to be; for, on reading the
advertisement carefully, you will observe that the Board
offer the premium, not for the best sat of plans, esti-

mates, &c.,nor even for that one which the ^oard in its

wisdom may consider the best, but “for the plans which
may be adopted.” The Board have only to decline to

adopt any plan, and they will then have very cheaply
sucked the brains of all those who may be so innocent as

to respond to their invitation. Nothing is said about em-
ploying the successful (?) competitor to superintend the

buildings on the usual terms, and for a very good reason,

which is thia, I am told;—The Burial Board, some time
ago, looked out for the work a young man, who calls

himself a civil engineer, and have appointed him surveyor
to the Board. It appears, therefore, their surveyor having
bad no experience in architecture, that the Board are

desirous of getting, at little or no cost, an idea to set liim

going with. Why did the Board offer tbeir 2i.’L iu the

local newspapers a whole week before advertising it in the

Builder, which is the recognised organ for such an-

noiinoementB ? Verb, Sat. 8ae,

The forms into which the ceiling is divided

are somewhat large and coarse, and the pattern

is awkwardly broken in the centre. The aide

walls, too, are a little gloomy. What the efi’eeb

will be when, the room is lighted up with gas we
have not yet had the opportunity of seeing. The
work has been carefully done by Messrs. Har-
land & Fisher, under the direction of Mr. A. W.
Maberly, architect.

‘ SPARE THE TREES,

As large tracts of land are continually being

“ SOUTH-EASTERN RAILWAY MANAGE-
MENT, OR OTHERWISE.”

Sib,—

A

a you have already entered a protest on the
above subject, will you allow me to state that I yesterday
sent a clerk, to meet a clergyman, a client, who was leaving
town by the 4 p.m. train from Charing Cross Station.

BRIDGE AT LEEDS: COMPETITION.
Sib,—

A

llow me to draw your attention to an advertise-

ment which has lately appeared in the newspapers of a
competition for a bridge at Leeds, and which appears to

Th. J ^nanng urosB aiation.
to be worthy of special notice. The premium ofl'ered

The beemeas we. of eoime uruejt Ihecle.k .mved
, ^ j/ . f 100 mine.., md that for the nest

reasonable time, nut was informed that he could not on L • - r.7 • “ n'l
*’

i wt .
i,» »iU „ .1. V, • i.u I. u ,

best IS 60 guineas. The remarkable part ot the advertise-

be furnished with the block plan and conditions to enable

them to compete, they must pay one guinea to Mr. C. A.
Curwood, the town-clerk of Leeds. Thus if 150 competi-

stated the circumstances and the urgency of the case, and
pointed out the gentleman at the further end of the plat-

form. After many minutes wasted in solicitation on the

"‘'"j
'‘.“'t' ' tVrV (nVu™».T nnmbVrVnltao'da,.) .ppl,

ofucial, that dignitary deigned to state that my assistant i t
,

^ uuuouu
, .

> > f-r f »

rrmot nKfftirh a i.nrrBT whn rtmil.l infoTTn mv /.liAnt flin. Kq
I

OetWCen_ 1 1 • f ™ 1
' . .u . u !

oeiween luem, pay the two premiums; and, as the corpo-
‘ ration expressly guard themselves from undertaking to

Of course, some time was consumed in
recipieut of the first premium in the execution

of the work, the competition resolves itself into a

must obtaii

___ was required. Of course, some time was consumed _

let on building leases in the neighbourhood of
j

Mercury
«ura, me cumpe™ i .

the metropolis, and as the Finchley-road estate, carriages and Mercury had to inaoire lor him at each
‘ ®*^ke3, where the eulrance-money is one guinea, and the

long preserved from being built upon, will now, i compartment, my client having eventually to walk Irom i

?-''®

j

second prizes 100 guineas and 60 guineas respeo-

I suppose be gradually covered with houses,
|

rbeL‘™,'’So"S“ pBlp'b'S !
«>• oompetitor. mebt

allow me to ask your powerful aid m drawing carriage, or at all events went by that train; but had the
the attention of builders to the ruinous mistake

[

business taken two instead of one minute to traosact,
obvious that he would have been seriously inconvenienced,

Abchitbct,

MANCHESTER ARCHITECTS.
Sib,—

F

or several months past the following advertise-
ments have been inserted in the JLinckeiter Guardian:—
No. 1.—Plans, specifications, &c., by an Architect, upon

ledingly reasonable terms. Preliminary sketch designs

they so often make in catting down all the trees

on their ground. In a large field close to my
residence there was a fine row of lime-trees

fronting the main road. The field was let for

building. Every one of these trees was imme-
diately cut down, besides three or four fine old

elm-trees along the side road. Large houses

were run up, and a set of wretched little stuccoed
,

gratis,

arches, by way of entrance-gates, were built ' No. 2.—An Architect is open to make plans, &c., for

wheve the trese iad prevlouBly stood.. The
;

™
houses do not let, and the builders are in the ment;—
Gazette. Had the houses been rather smaller, No. 3.—Plans by an Architect li per cent,

placed further back from the road, and protected '

, *; "‘fh Sf “'""."'‘o b.d been « book-keeper in a

5 ’
1 J , u builder 0 oflioe, and who only came to mine to copy

from it by the said trees, they would have been specifications, I found practising on his own account,

most attractive residences for gentlemen wearied calling himself an architect, copying my plans, &o. On
with the day spent among noise and glare, crowds that out I immediately discharged him. I then
. ,

•'
n • . • ?i , • . °-i ’

n aaked a friend to answer the above advertisements in order
of people and interminable brick and mortar m to ascertain whether any other of my assistants were doing
the great city. But if those gentlemen can the same, when he received three replies, of which the

find something more countrified within reason- enclosed are copies. What will the so-called profession

, , J- ,

°
i_ .1. -11 1. J. 1

come to? An Abchitbct.
able distance, we may be sure they will not take

THE SOUTH SHIELDS’ TOWNHALL
COMPETITION.

Sib,—

I

think it is due to the competitors that they
’’ ’ ' ' ‘

has been
Ifea-cattle

well

invest a guinea in a good sweepstake on next year's Derby
as spend a guinea in acquiring the plans and particulars

of this competition. In the former case their guinea

would have an equally good chance of being returned with
more guineas, and they would save toemselves the

trouble and expense of preparing the competition designs.

If the guinea were demanded as caution-money, it should

be returned to those who send in designs
;
but, as the ease

now stands, it is an ingenious device for making the com-
srt of the premiums, and it does credit

houses with nothing to look upon but a brick

wall, stucco arches, and the houses on the oppo-

1

site side of the way. When will builders under-

stand that men who come away from business

in London want, of all things, to look on trees
'

and graBB, to be free from the Bights aad Bounds
j

ieriSB ia’-tellS-.M'
that have been pressing on them all day long ?

' -- - - - .

It would seem as if, to some extent, builders ...

are already aware of this fact, from their often ‘4

planting little saplings in front of their houses

when finished. But this only makes their

suicidal policy of cutting down well-grown trees

(which no money and only many years can re-

place) the more painfully absurd. In the case
just referred to, a few little things have been
stuck into the ground, but they will give no real

refreshment or shelter to the eyes for many
years. The foreman’s mind, at least, was en-

lightened on the subject one day, but too late,

when a gentleman came to look at the houses,

petitors pay all or part o
even to a YorksbiremaD’s acuteness. C. E.

THE ” SENTINEL AT WINDSOR.”
Sib,—

T

he anecdote of the “ Sentinel at Windsor”
being saved by a clock being verified to have struck
“ thirteen ’’—which is doubtless true—was considerably

older in date than the existence of tbe present ” 8t. Paul’s
”

clock, or bell, and, I believe, occurred about the time of

James I., or a little later; and tbe beil which he heard
was the great one in the old tower of St. Stephen's, Palace-

yard (seen in views by Hollar, Ac.)
;
which being nearer

the water, and at a different aspect of the river, was, per-

haps, more audible at Windsor. At any rate, that was the

bell. J- E.

''Mr. Aid. James said be would, if the council was
willing, read Mr. Hall'sreport abouttbe plan of ‘ I Work
to Win.’ Mr. Young jumped up and proteate

‘

reading of the report, as unfair to the other competitors.
It was understood that no one should know who the
architects were who were competing, yet he understood
that one of the architects bad sent circulars to tbe mem-
bers of tbe council, and the letters contained bis initials

and the post mark. When he voted for ‘ I Work to Win,'
he knew for whom he was voting. Such a proceeding was
very nnfair to the other competitors.

Mr. Staiuton asked if it was genenerally known by the
council who this man was who signed the initials ‘ J. D.’
so plainlv.

Mr. Young said it was Johnston.
Mr. Stainton said, if the name of the man was generally

known, he would propose that his plan be knocked out of
the competition.

MARGATE.
Sib,

—

Amongst minor matters that require

attention, some improvement might surely be
made in the reception given to those who arrive

by the “ husbands’ boat,” which is simply dia«.

graceful, to say the least. Jaded, and perhaps
ill, after an unaocustomed roll on the sea, the

passenger no sooner finda himself on the top of

the steps of the Jetty than he is compelled to

“ run the gauntlet” of a long lane of bootiog and

yelling beings, more like savages than civilized

friends, who treat him as though he bad com-

mitted some horrible crime, aud sadly try the

nerves of a sensitive man. B.

American Institute of Architects.—We
have before us reports of papers read before the

New York Chapter of tbe American Institute of

Architects, and will give some account of them
on another occasion.
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FROM SCOTLAND.
St. John's Episcopal Church, Forres.— This

church has been reopened for divine service by
the Bishop of Moray and Boss, Primus of the
Scottish Bpisoopal Church. The building con-
sists of a nave, wi&h transepts and circular
chancel, and is arranged after the style of the
Basilica. The interior has been entirely renovated,
and the whole apse richly diapered in colour
with devices about the altar and on the part
forming the reredos. The three apse windows
are by Barnett, of Newcastle. They are me-
morial win dowp, placed respectively by Captain
and Mrs. Dunbar, of Seapark, Lady Gordon-
Camming, and Mr. John Grant, of Glenmoriston.
A circular window at the west end of the church
is also of stained glass, and is contributed by
members of the congregation. The altar, and
the whole of the apse in which it stands, the
pulpit, reading-desk, pews, &c., have been re-

nev 0 1 at the coat of Mrs. Dunbar, of Seapark,
and her son, Mr. J, A. D. Dunbar, jun., of Sea-
park, after designs by Mr. Ross, of Inverness.

Consecration of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church,
Strathnaim, — Th's chut oh was opened on
Tuesday last, and oonsi orated by the Bishop of
Moray and Ross. The building has been erected
from funds left for that purpose by the late Mr.
Macgillivray, of Dunnraglass. It was designed
by Mr. Alexander Ross, architect, and is of the
early English Gothic style, built of granite, with
freestone dressings. It consists of a nave with
apsidal termination, and belfry at the west gable.
The interior woodwork is of red pine, with open
timber roof. The stained glass windows are four
in number, by A. & W. O’Connor, of London,
and are placed by Mr. Sutherland Walker, of
Aberarder. The rose window in the west gable
is in memory of the late Archdeacon Mackenzie,
the centre representing the Sermon on the
Mount, the quatrefoil surrounding containing
illustrations of the Beatitudes. The other three
windows in the apse represent tho conversion of
St. Pan), the Crucifixion, and the Good Samaritan.
The church is seated for 150.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Hamrucrsmith .—Anew church is to be erected

in Masborough-road. Brook-green, Hammersmith.
The district to be assigned to it has sprung up
during the last few years, and contains a large
extent of building ground, which is being rapidly
covered withhonses. The population is upwards
of -1,000, of which at least 3,000 are of the work-
ing classes. The cost will be about 6,OOOZ. The
new church will be dedicated to St. Matthew.

Eislcy.—The church here has just been re-
opened, after refitting and alterations, carried
out under the direction of Messrs. Medland &
Henry Taylor, architects, Manchester. It is :

situated on the brow of a hill overlooking the
'

Buxton railway. It has a tower, and a wooden-

'

panelled ceiling to the nave. The interior was
'

pewcd up in an unsightly and uncomfortable
fashion. The chancel had no fittings, except

'

the table and iron rail, and had a flat white-
jwashed ceiling, with a small parlour-like plaster
j

cornice all round. Mr. Legh, M.P., of Lyme
j

Hall, provided a sum for the first work that was '

undertaken, and there have been some special
gifts for the altar-rail by a number of the com-
municants, and for the pulpit by Mr. Scott, and
also general subscriptions liberal in amount.
The chancel has been laid with encaustic tiling,
and furnished with brass altar-rails and carved
oak stalls. The plaster ceiling aud “parlour”
cornice have given place to a panelled ceiling of
pitch pine. On the north side of the sanctuary
there is a niche, used as credence and piscina, the
stone arch over it being carved into a^eur-de-Zfs,
with reference to the dedication of the church to
St. Mary. The chancel window-sill is so near
the floor that there is no room for a reredos

;

but all the apace round the east window has been
decorated in coloured devices with legends and
emblems, at intervals. The pulpit is mainly of
white Caen stone, carved and traceried all over.
Red stone is used for the cornice, and for panels,
&c., to show by relief the patterns wrought in
the white stone. There are alabaster shafts at
each angle. The heads of the four evangelists
are carved in the cornice. The stairs wind
round, so that the preacher enters the pulpit
direct from the vestry. All the old pews in the
nave and aisles have been removed, new floors
have been put in, the decayed timber removed,
ventilation underneath provided, and new open
benches of pitch pine have been put in through-

out on the ground floor. The gallery has yet to

be made comfortable, and, if possible, more
church-like. The baptistery has been railed off

at the north-west corner of the north aisle, and
the old font removed there.

Silloth.—The chief stone of a new church,
according to the Carlisle Journal, has been laid

at Silloth. An accumulation of blocks of granite
lying between Esk-street and Caldew-streeb, and
fronting the promenade which intervenes be-

tween Criffel-atreet and the sea, forms the mate-
rials with which the new church is to be built.

The edifice will be Early Decorated, and com-
prise a nave of five bays, with north and south
aisles; au apsidal chancel, with two small tran-

septs, that on the south side forming an organ-
chamber and Vestry, with cellar underneath for

the heating apparatus. The church does nob
stand due east and west, but presents its longest
front to the sea, the principal entrance being
under the contemplated tower, which will stand
at the corner towards the sea first reached from
the station

;
a second entrance being provided

in the transept for the benefit of visitors from
Skiuburness

; and a third entrance on the oppo-
site side adjoining the vestry, and facing the
town of Silloth. The aisle windows are trefoil-

headed
;
the clearstory and windows of the so-

called west front, facing Esk-street, have crisp-

ing of an early character, and are all to be
worked out in the white Tallentire stone, with
which all the external dressed stone of the build-

ing is to be carried out; while the walla them-
selves are faced with the granite now on the
site. This will make Silloth Church to differ in

appearance from all the others in the diocese.

The interior of the church will be lined with
white brick, relieved with bands of red brick,

introduced to mark the most prominent archi-

tectural features. The church is about 50 ft.

from the floor to the apex of the roof. It is not
contemplated at present to build the tower and
spire. The tower will be_ about 20 ft. square,
with buttresses at each corner, and will be of

three stages in height, with moulded and recessed
doorway on the first stage, and belfry windows
on the upper story. The centre stage is to be
furnished with a clock with gabled cover in

itself. The tower is to be surmounted with a
slender spire, to be covered either with slate or

shingle banded with lead, rising in all to a height
of about 130 ft. to l-IO ft. The church provides
503 sittings, and is from the designs, made some
four or five years ago, of Mr. Charles Ferguson,
of the firm of Cory & Ferguson, of Carlisle,

architects, under whose superintendence the
work will be caried out. The concrete founda-
tions are rapidly being put in.

Exeter .—The new hospital chapel, which has,

at the cost of Mr. Arthur Kempe, been erected
for the use of the inmates of the Devon and
Exeter Hospital, has been formally opened.
Mr. Hayward, the architect of the Albert
Museum, prepared the plans. It is built of
brickwork, in uniformity with the hospital. The
exterior is plain and simple, though of a suffi-

ciently ecclesiastical character to proclaim its

use. The chapel stands at the north end of the
hospital, and is approached by a covered pas-
sage. It will seat about 150 persons. It is

64^ ft. in length, and 23 ft. wide, and has an
apsidal eastern end. For the interior side of
the walls cream-colour bricks have been used,

the arches and other parts of the work being
relieved by red bricks. The ceiling is poly-

gonal, and is divided by wooden ribs into panels,

which are now plain surfaces of plaster work,
but which are intended to be ornamented with
colour and appropriate devices. The ribs of the
ceiling spring from marble shafts, which have
carved pendents and caps. The chapel is lighted

by a large window of three lights at the western
end, by nine lancet openings in the sides, and
by four circular windows in the apsidal end.
All the windows are filled with thick rolled

white glass, relieved by borders of pale green.
The walls adjoining the seats are lined with oak
boarding, as high as the string course at the
bottom of the windows, and the seats themselves
are of the same material, space being allowed
for the infirm and crippled. The eastern end of
the chapel is raised two steps above the general
level. Here the walls are covered as high as
the string course under the windows with tiles

arranged in plain and ornamental bands. Imme-
diately over the altar-table a cross of alabaster

is inserted in the tiling. The whole of the floor,

except in the seats, where boarding is nsed, is

laid with Maw & Co.’s tiles, plain red and black
in the passages, and mixed with encanstio at the

eastern end. The building will be heated by

warm-water pipes under the floor, supplied from
the apparatus in the hospital, and is ventilated
by openings in the roof, as well as by casements
in the windows. The exterior of the chapel
shows no attempt at embellishment. At the
western end rises a bell turret, which has a
square pyramidal roof resting on four pillars of
Bishop’s Lydeard atone, having carved capitals
of Bath stone. On the north side is a vestry for
the use of the chaplain. The high brick wall,
which formerly inclosed the gronnd now occu-
pied by the chapel, is replaced on the Southern-
hay side with a light iron railing, and granite
piers. Messrs. Moass & Sons are the builders.

The carving has been done by Mr. Hems, who
did the carving at the Albert Museum. The
entire cost of the structure will be about 2,000Z.

Bridgend.—St. Catherine’s Church, Ponty-
pridd, has been opened for divine service. Th©
edifice is the first church of which Pontypridd
can boast. The town has, during the last twenty
years, advanced as much as any other town in

South Wales, and the fact is testified by there
being many Dissenting chapels, but up to th©
present time the members of the Church have
had to attend divine service in a narrow low
room, uncomfortable to all. St. Catherine’s
Church, from want of necessary funds, has been
in course of erection nearly four years. The
architect was Mr. Norton.
Rowden .—The ancient collegiate church at

Howden, which has been for some time under-
going a renovation, has been re-opened for

divine service. The thick covering of whitewash
and dirt which hid the masonry has been re-

moved from the arches in the nave and the clear-

story. The proportions of the struotore are now
more clearly defined, and the removal of the
organ to the north corner of the transept and
the conseqnent opening out of two windows in

the south aisle, has added to the architectural

effect of the interior. Of the bells, three have
been recast. The total amount expended in th©
restoration of the church is about 800Z.

Newcastle-upon-Ttjne .—A meeting has been
held in the vestry of St. Nicholas’s Cbnroh, to con-
sider the plans and site for the proposed Arch-
bishop Longley’s memorial church, in the new
parish of St. Philip’s, Arthur’s-hill, Newcastle.
The Archdeacon of Northumberland was in the
chair. The Rev. S. Shepherd, jun., hen. sec. t©
the committee, and incumbent of the new parish,

said they had already received subscriptions and
promises amounting to l,0O0Z. Several friends
had also intimated their intention of subscribing.
Mr. Boyd, on© of the committee, stated that
they had applied to Mr. Eedmayne, architect, of
Manchester, for plans, and he had sent them
those produced. If the church were completed
in accordance with the plans, it would be capable
of accommodating 650 persons. The rough esti-

mate of the cost was about 5,000Z,, including the
full height of the tower, and excepting one of
the aisles. According to the plans, the full

height of the tower would be 175 ft., the cost of
which would be 1,3001.

;
but if it were raised to

40 ft, the cost would be 500Z, It was finally

resolved that the plans should be provisionally

accepted, subject to the approval of the arch-
deacon and bishop, and to any alterations which
the committee might afterwards propose ; and
“that the secretary be authorised to treat with
Mr. Walters, agent for Mr. Darnell, for his site,

subject to the approval of the bishop.”

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
St. Lawrence (Ramsgate).—A small mission

chapel is now in conrse of erection in the
Deumark-road, for the Primitive Methodises.

Mr. John E. Collett is the architect, and Mr. W.
Osborn the contractor.

Plymouth.—The new Presbyterian Church at
Eldad, the foundation-stone of which was laid in

August of last year, has been opened for divine

service. It has been erected to take the place of

an iron building, which was opened in 1862, and
which provided accommodation for about 650'

persons, with school premises in the basement
for 400 children, but owing to the accommoda-
tion of the iron church proving inadequate to

meet the wants of a growing congregation, it

was resolved that a large stone church should be
erected on the same site, and the new church
will provide accommodation for nearly 1,200
persons, while the schools and class-rooms in th©
basement will accommodate 700 children. Th©
new chorch is 80 ft. long by 50 ft. wide, and is

40 ft. high from floor to ceiling. The design is

an adaptation of the Italian style of architeo-
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ture. The walls are builb of limestone obtained

from Poraphlete. The entrance doorways and
window openings are formed of Portland stone

and the cornices, capitals, and other moulded
work are executed in Portland cement. The
ceiling is panelled with gilt monldings, and the

church is lighted by means of sunlights, with
ornamental work surrounding them. These are

attached to the ceilings, and there are also brackets

under the galleries. The galleries form three

aides of the church, and the fronts are orna-

mented. The pulpit is constructed of pitch pine

and deal
;
the seats are also of deal, and all the

woodwork is stained and varnished. The entrance

lobby will be paved with Maw’s tiles. The works
have been carried out by Mr. Walter Lethbridge,

of Plymouth, from the designs and under the
immediate superintendence of Mr. J. L. Hodge,
of Plymouth, The carving of the stone capitals

of the window mullions was executed by Mr.
Hems, of Exmonth, and the gas-fittings were
supplied by Messrs. Monk & Westlake.
Tynemouth .—The foundation-stone of the new

Wesleyan Methodist chapel to be built at Tyne-
mouth has been laid. The site is in the Front-

street. The south facade is to be in the Front-
street, and the chapel will extend backwards to

Middle-street. A central entrance into a large

lobby, with doors on each side, leads respectively

to the staircases of the galleries and the ground-
floor

;
the pulpit is at the further end, the

minister’s vestry behind, and over this is a
gallery for the organ and choir. The style

adopted for the building is the Renaissance, and
the stone selected for use is the Prudbam. The
central part is advanced slightly to obtain a
snhordination of parts. The circular-headed

entrance-door forms a prominent feature of the

front, with carved cape, spandrels, &c., and other

mouldings. On each side of the door are two
windows divided by pilasters

;
these light the

lower part of the staircase lobbies. The lower
part is divided from the upper by a comice, on
which rests the pedestal of the upper order.

There are to be six columns or pilasters, with
windows, in each division. The columns, having
carved caps, support the cornice, extending
across the entire front and round the ends of

the building. The centre projecting part is to

be terminated by a pediment. The entire width
of the front is 52 ft., the internal width 46 ft.

4 in., and the extreme length of the inside is

74 ft. The sides of the chapel are partially con-

cealed by adjacent buildings. The front of the
galleries is supported by rows of metal columns,
which divide the pews on the ground-floor into

three groups; in the side galleries there are

three, and at the south end eight pews. The '

roof is high pitched and open, carved brackets

from the roof beams resting upon stone corbels

in the wall. Consideration has been given to

heating and ventilation. Accommodation has
been provided for 720 adults. The contract for

the execution of the whole of the works has
been let to Mr. Thomas Robson, builder, South
Shields. The cost of the building will be about
3,0001. The architect is Mr. F, R. N. Haswell,
of North Shields.

Ipswich .—The Congregational chapel, the me-
morial stone of which was recently laid, will

occupy a site in the centre of a part of the

town, St. Clement’s district, where a church
was much needed. Messrs. Cattermole & Eade
were the architects employed to prepare plana

I

for the new chapel. Part of the site is described
in the deeds as a place on which a chapel stood.

Coins were found of Elizabeth’s reign. The
ground presented considerable difficulties, owing
to the irregularity of its form, and the rapid rise

of the ground from the Front to the Back Hamlet.
The architects have planned a chapel which will

give accommodation for about 450 people, be-

sides a Bchool-room calculated to hold 150
children, and class-rooms. The principal front

of the chapel will be that facing the Front
Hamlet, and will consist of a gable of red brick

with white brick dressiugs, of no pretensions to

architectural beauty. Owing to the rise in the
ground, the chapel floor will be some 9 ft.* 6 in.

above the level of the street, flights of steps

leading from the two doors, one on each aide, to

the entrance-lobby of the chapel. The basement
will be used for class-rooms, lighted by rec-

tangular windows. Above these are three plain
pointed windows, and then n window with five

lancet lights. The edifice will be 60 ft. long by
39 ft. in width, and the height to the ceiling
line in the roof will be 32 ft., the height of the
walls being 22 ft. At the back of the chapel
there will be a minister’s vestry, and a vestry
for the deacons, and behind the school-room

separate yards for the boys and girls. Mr. W. G.

Cunnold is the builder, the amount of the con-

tract being 1,237J.

Luddendm .—Anew Congregational church has
been erected at Booth. Mr. Ralph Nicholson,

of London, supplied the plans, while resident at

Halifax in 1868. The new building, which is in

the Lombardic style, is erected close to the old

one, on an elevated site, a little above the Lud-
denden stream. It is 100 ft. long, 40 ft. wide,

and about 40 ft. from floor to ceiling. The
principal front, facing south, is flanked at each
end by towers, and in the centre of the gable is

a large circular window filled in with seven plain

circles. On each side of the chapel are doable
rows of windows, the upper row consisting of
five two-light windows, with a circular light over
each. The interior of the church has, on three

sides, galleries sweeping round the south end in

a half circle, the fronts having ornamental iron

panels, backed with scarlet cloth. The seats are

all open, and are constructed of red deal, which
will be stained. In the bottom of the chapel the
aisles will be laid with Mosaic tiles, by Messrs.

Hargreaves, of Manchester. The organ recess

is at the north end. It is a circular one, being
supported by two clusters of three iron pillars,

and two single ones. The old organ will be
removed into it, and there is also room for the
choir. Underneath this is a minister’s vestry,

with a smaller vestry for the deacons. Behind
the organ recess is a half circular lobby leading

from the north-east staircase. The entrance to

the gallery is on the north-west side, on a level

with the chapel yard
;
there being also a stair-

case on the north-east side, and one from the
front entrance. The pulpit is a temporary struc-

ture, which will be replaced by one in keeping
with the style of the chapel. The roof is a
partly open one, and the chapel will be lighted

by two snn-lights, about 8 ft. from the top, in

addition to pendants on the walls, which are to

be painted in imitation of stone work. The
accommodation will be ample for about 700
people, allowing 20 in. for each person. The
scholars will be seated at the south end of the

gallery, opposite the organ and pulpit. As it is

intended to convert the old chapel into a school,

a wide passage of communication has been con-

structed between it and the new building. The
windows are all filled in with tinted cathedral

glass, and the building is warmed by an appa-
ratus, supplied by Mr. Thornton, of Huddersfield.

The moulding round the windows is made to

form an architrave. The works, though not yet
complete, are so far advanced as to allow of the

church being opened for divine service. The
new edifice is surrounded by grounds laid out in

rockeries, flower-beds, &o. The new and old

chapels with minister’s residence, chapel-keeper’s

house, <S:c.,are all now within one boundary wall,

and there are several approaches to the grounds
from the roads both above and below the build-

ings. The builders are Messrs. King & Pickles,

of Halifax
;
joiner, Mr. Fox, of Sowerby Bridge

;

painter, Mr. Binns, of King Cross
;
and plumbers,

Messrs. Firth & Sons, of Halifax.

STAINED GLASS.

Sunderland. — The windows in the north
transept of the New Church, Stockton-road,

have recently been filled with stained glass. The
centre window contains a representation of our
Lord dispensing the Last Supper, and the two
side windows are illustrative of the Agony in the

Garden. Above is a rose window, traceried

principally with three cinquefoils, which are

filled with devotional angels. Texts and orna-

mentation are introduced throughout. The
windows are erected by Mr. Samuel Alcock,
Ashmore, to the memory of his son, William
Charles Alcock, who was unfortunately drowned
in the Mediterranean. The artists were Messrs.
James Ballantioe & Son, of Edinburgh.

St. John the Evangelist's, Leeds .—A stained

glass window, by Messrs. Ward & Hughes, of

London, has been placed in the south-east of the
chancel of this church as a tribute to the late

vicar, the Rev. Edward Monro, M.A. Rich and
poor have contributed to the window, and the

Sunday-school children contributed 20Z. From
this circumstance it is usually called the chil-

dren’s window, and is placed close to their seats

in the chancel aisle. The design is similar to

one in Sidraouth Church, executed by Messrs.

Ward & Hughes, by command of the Queen, in

memory of her father, the late Duke of Kent.

The principal group embraces the greater portion

of the two centre compartments, and represents
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our Lord as saying, ” Suffer the little children to

come unto me, and forbid them not. And He
took them up in His arms, put His hands upon
them, and blessed them.” The two side lights

and lower compartments of centre lights repre-

sent the acts of mercy, as follows :—Feeding
the hungry

;
giving water to the thirsty

;

receiving the stranger; clothing the naked;
visiting the sick

;
aiaing the prisoner

;
teaching

the young ; caring for the orphans. At the base

of the window is a large block of polished Con-

nemara marble, on which is placed a brass, with

the inscription.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Grimsby .—A private meeting of the corpora-

tion was recently held in reference to the scheme
for a bridge over the railway and old docks.

Mr. Sacre, civil engineer of the Manchester,

Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Company, coming to

Grimsby on other business, attended the council

meeting by prior arrangement. Reporters were
refused admission. Both the proposed bridges,

however, were considered, and Mr. Sacre ex-

pressed himself desirous of meeting the wishes
of the council as far as possible in the matter of

economising the cost of the bridges. He under-

took to draw the best plans he could with that

view, and submit them at an early day to the

council, and intimated that he would not charge

the corporation anything for his professional

services.

Papon .—The almshonses of St. Anne, other-

wise called Maison-de-Dieu Hospital, supposed
to have been erected in the time of Edward VI.,

having become dilapidated, and the late Mr. H.
Greenwood and his sister, of West Lodge, Ripou,

having left a sum of money to be laid out in

rebuilding the almshouses, the foundation-stone

has been laid by Miss Greenwood. Messrs.

Perkens & Sons, of Leeds, are the architects

;

and Mr. J. Thackwray, of Ripon, the builder.

The style of the new building is Domestic Gothic.

Macclesfield .—The works connected wiih the

building of the new county asylum in Maccles-

field, which have been in progress about

eighteen months, may be said to be approaching

towards the half of their completion. The
extensive ground-plan is nearly covered with the

several sections of the buildings, and about two-

thirds of the main building, as well as the

governor’s house, are covered in. The recreation

hall, which will form one of the chief featnres of

the centre block, is now being roofed, and three

out of the four large day-rooms,—two in each
wing of the building, are also covered in, like-

wise the intervening corridors, dormitories, &c.

The offices, store-rooms, cooking, washing, and
other departments are situated in the centre

block, and have ready communication with the

male and female portions in the right and left

wings of the building, each of which will be
complete in itself, having separate infirmaries,

fever wards, &c. The clock tower, standing
about 90 ft. high, will be supplied with dial plates,

8 ft. in diameter, and will be seen from a con-

siderable distance. The town’s water has been
conveyed to the spot, but the pressure is much
below what is desirable : provision, however, for

the storage of water is being made by the erec-

tion of several water towers. The governor’s

residence occupies a central position, and, like

every other part of the institution—being on a

high level—will command charming views of the

surrounding country. A chapel is being erected

on the ground for the accommodation of the

patients. Excepting this’ edifice, which is of

stone, the whole of the buildings are of red

brick, varied by the introduction of black and
white blocks of Stafi'ordehire ware. The whole

of the brick used in the construction has been

made on the spot from several beds of clay found

on the site. The architect is Mr. Griffiths, of

Stafford, and the contractor, Mr. Lovatt, of Wol-
verhampton. Between 400 and 500 workmen
are employed on the works, the great majority

of whona, together with the extensive building

plant, steam engines, horses, carts, &c., have
been brought by the contractor from his works

at Wolverhampton and other places.

The Wolf XLock Ziighthouse Boor.—The
brass door made for the Wolf Rook Liglithouse

weighs 13 cwt., and cost 170Z. Where it will be

fixed, a door of solid oak, 4 in. thick, was

shivered into fragments by the sea, and one 4 in.

thick, strengthened by bars of iron 4 in. square,

is locum tenens till the brass one be put up.
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PATENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDING.

Brick-kilns. — G. J. Wilson. Dated

November 11th, 1868.—The inventors make a

nnrober of openings about half way np the kiln,

through the external walls thereof, for the

admission of cold air into the bags at or about

the centre of the kiln, whereby they obtain

greater control over the heat and prevent the

formation of smoke. Three perforated quarries,

or fire-brick lumps or slabs, are employed, placed

one behind the other, and standing over the

inner arch of the fire-hole. These perforated
^

quarries farther assist in preventing smoke, and

serve to keep the fire to the bottom of the kiln.

Extending straight down from the outer per-

forated quarry or brick above referred to is the

regulator hole or passage, which communicates

with a perforated hot and cold air chamber imme-
diately above the fire-hole. This regulator bole

and chamber are for facilitating the supply of

fuel to the fire-hole, and for admitting hot and

cold air thereto. The front of the fire-hole is

perforated with numerous holes leading into

various parts of the fire-hole, and supplying air

thereto for keeping up a uniform and active

combustion.
Closets and Urinals. — N. Voice. Dated

18th January, 1869.—This consists of a mecha-

nical arrangement for operating the pan valve

of water-closets, and for regulating the supply

of water thereto by the simple opening and

closing of the closet door. The arrangement

consists of slidiog rods or bars connected to the

door, and by an arm to the valve lever, so that

when the door is opened the rods and arm cause

the valve lever to rise or move, whereby the pan

valve is lowered, and the valve for admitting

water to the basin is opened 5
and again, when

the door is closed, the valve lever is lowered or

returned, and the reverse action takes place.

The valve lever may be weighted so as to return

the parts to their normal position, and close the

door when pressure is removed from the door
5

but as the weight for this purpose would have

to be heavy, it is preferred to fit a strong spring

to the door, so as to keep the same closed when
not pushed or pulled open.

Horse Nails.

—

J, W. Price. Dated January

ISch, 1869.—This consists in providing a machine

employed in this manufacture with a special

furnace through which the nail-rod is passed

continuously before arriving at the anvil or

anvils; also in an automatic feed motion for pro-

pelling the nail-rod, and in the employment in

such machines of two distinct anvils and ham-

mers, one of which anvils is stationary and the

other moveable. One of these anvils has formed

on its face a die representing a nail on its side,

and the other a die representing a nail on itg

fiat, or these dies may be formed on the faces of

the hammers of the respective anvils, or partly

in the hammer and partly in the_anvil in each
,

case.

Burning Bricks.

—

A ' communication.

—

John

E. Johnson. Dated 18th January, 1869.—The
essential feature of this inventioa consists in so

constructing a brick kiln that the prodnots of

combustion from fires contained in furnaces at

one eud of the kiln are caused to forcibly per-

meate the mass of bricks by the action of jets

of steam or other equivalent exhausting device

situate at the opposite end of the kiln, and vice

versd, the products of combustion being caused

to pass through the mass from one end to the

other of the kiln, first in one direction and then

in the opposite direction, thereby heating the

bricks uniformly throughout
;
jets of steam are

also directed into the combustion chambers and

over the fuel of those fireplaces which are in

action for the time being, as well as into their

corveepouding ash-pits.

Flooring Cramp.

—

W. J. Pain. Dated
19th January, 1869.—This improved floor-dog is

composed of a metal plate, having a boss pierced

with a slightly inclined scren-tapped hole, through

which passes a screw, the head of which is per-

forated to receive the end of a lever, and the

opposite end socketed in a foot plate. The metal

plate traversed by the screw also carries two
gripping levers bolted loosely on its unnerside,

the plate being pierced with several holes, so

that the pivoting of the grippers may be shifted

; at pleasure.

Water - closets. — J. Steel, N.B. Dated

13th January, 1869.—A space is enclosed by
• walls outside of the staircase, and is carried up
1 the entire height of the building or nearly so.

This space is partially boarded over and a closet

with a seat is constructed at each flat, but the

below each seat is perfectly clear down to the

bottom. Thus if the space or shaft enclosed by

the walls were continued with the same width

up to the top, which could be done if preferred,

then the top closet would occupy the whole

horizontal area, the next below it would occupy

that area diminished by a shaft from the seat

above, and the lower ones would occupy spaces

diminished by the other shafts corresponding to

the number of shafts above.

Window Blinds.—W. P. Wright .—Dated

15bh January, 1869.—This consists
_

first in

making blind-rollers in two parts, that is to say,

using a strip of wood of a semicircular or other

convenient form with a semioircnlar or other

shaped groove on the flat sides, and by catting

off strips so formed in suitable lengths, using

two of such pieces or lengths for a roller, and

securing them together by glue or other means

;

the internal groove will be continuous and nn^-

form from end to end, with an open joint snfii-

ciently apart to allow the fabric or material of

the blind to pass between in the following

manner :—A broad hem is formed on the top of

the blind, into which a strip of wood or other

suitable material may be inserted, sliding the

same with the blind into the groove of the

roller from the end, an opening being formed in

the single flanged metal end for allowing the

blind proper to pass in, and securing such end

by screwing in the ordinary way, and the other

Tauxhal), and Lambeth Water Companies” has

already properly received attention in many quar-

ters. We will look toit anothertime. ” Modern

Workshop Practice,” by John G. Winton, Engi-

neer (Sbrahan & Co., Ludgate-hill), applies to

the manufacture of marine, land, and locomotive

engines, floating docks, dredging machines,

bridges, and cranes. For Ss. it gives a very

large amount of useful and suggestive informa-

tion. Alnwick Castle is the subject for Mr.

S. C. Hall’s “Stately Homes of England” in

the current number of the Art Journal. It is

very fully illustrated. The Journal agrees with

us in condemning the position of the Peabody

statue behind the fioyal Exchange.

metal end has a sunken groove, or double

flanges, which metal end it is preferred to put

together in parts, prodneed partly by casting,

drawing, and pressing, and fixed together with

press tools, to which a single elevating blind-cord

is connected and wound around the same by the

drawing down of the blind, the metal ends

having projecting centres in the ordinary way

working in brackets formed on the window

frame.

^0ClIiS §l£ccifa{'&.

The New Bankruptcy Act, 1869; together with the

Act for the Abolition of Imprisonment for Debt.

By T. T. Weigbtman, B.A., Barrister-at-Law.

London : Routledge & Sons.

The whole law of debtor and creditor is so inter-

fered with by the new Bankruptcy Act, and the

Act for the Abolition of Imprisonment for Debt,

that it becomes necessary for all persons to make
themselves acquainted with these statutes. The

author of the little book before us, Mr. Weight-

man, has arranged the sections of the new Aot

under their different headings, and endeavoured

to place the new law before the general reader in

a simple manner. His resume of the new Act

may be usefully quoted :

—

Let ns see what
Act, 33 &. 33 Viet,,

3 the Rcneral provisinrs of the n

71, 'Which comes into operation

UlisttllEnta.

The Naples Water-works.—The plan for

the execution of the Naples Waterworks, which

is now before the Municipal Council of that city,

is supported by Baron Erlanger, who has made
financial arrangements in Paris, amounting to

about one million and a half sterling, for carry-

ing out the entire matter at once. The pre-

liminary deposit, 200,000 francs of the caution

money (40,0001-), was paid by him on the

24th nit. The plan of the engineer and con-

cessionnaire, Mr. E. Petits, adopted by Baron

Erlanger, is to conduct the spring waters of the

basin of Sereno, which are of the greatest

purity, to Naples, a city of 600,000 inhabitants,

from a distance of about twenty miles. The
whole system is high pressure and a constant

service of an unlimited supply in the loftiest

houses, an inestimable advantage in a hot

climate. It is understood Messrs. Laschi, of

Vicenza and Verona, are the contractors for a

considerable portiou of the works. Messrs.

Coathnpe & Co., 38, Cornhill, are the English

agents.

The Pollution of the R-lver Aire.—The

following resolutions, amongst others, were

adopted at a recent meeting of the proprietors

of the estates on the banks of the river Aire

below Leeds :

—

"That the pollution of the river Aire, helow LeeJa,

oecaeioned by the diacharge of oS’enaive matter from tho

sewerage works of the Leeds corporation, has recently

increased bo rapidly, anrt has now become so serious, that

the health of the inhabitants throughout the va'ley is

aeriouslv afi’ected, and during the summer months it is

unsafe to reside on its bsnka
;
and that the water itself has

become so impure as to become totally unfit for cattle,

and destructive to fish.” “That hy the provisions of the

23th section of the ‘Towns Improvement Clauses Act,

1847,’ incorporated with the ‘ Leeds Improvement Amend-
ment Act, 1849,’ under -which the corporation obtained

Parliamentary power to convey their sewage into the river

Aire, the corporation are under express obligation to tske

care that their works shall in no case create a nuisance.

" That Messrs. Dibb, Atkinson, and Braithwaite be

requested, on behalf of the proprietors present and

represented at this meeting, to apprise the corporation ot

the proceedings in contemplation, andthat ihe corjjorajm
'

tho Isrof .January, 1870, and which repeals the whole of be requested to state, within one month, whether they

the existing law of bankruptcy. The court has hitherto ' are prepared to give a satisfuctory assiiranee that measures

consisted of commissioners in London and the country,
:
^^111 be forthwith adopted for eUeclually abating the exist-

with a number of officers, registrars, official assignees,

messengers, and others, who had the government of bank-

ruptcy proceedings. In their stead the new Act substi-

tutes a London court, with one chief judge, and gives in

the country districts the bankruptcy jurisdiction to the

connty courts. _ „ , . .

Creditors elect their own officer, called a trustee, and

choose further a committee of inspection to superintend

the proceedings. By these provisions there will be a

better opportunity for the creditors to realize the assets,

and prevent any improper dealing with the property ol

the bankrupt.
,

f A petition for adjudication might be presented by the

debtor himself, according to the Act of 1861
;
hue that

provision is now repealed, and under the now Act a peti-

tion can only be presented by some creditor or creditors.

The trustee is to collect the assets. When tho bankrupt

has paid 10a. in the pound, he will bo entitled to his

discharge
j
snd he will further be entitled to his discharge

if the creditors pass a resolution that his misfortune was

involuntarily incurred. Where no discharge is granted,

the bankrupt is to be unmolested for ihret years
;
but at

the expiration of that time any portion of his property,

on application of creditors, may be sequestrated. This

latter provision of tho new Act was also an enactment of

the old Insolvent Debtors Act, but never applied to

bankrupts, an omission productive of much evil and abuse.

All imprisonment for debt is to be abolished, provision for

which is made by a separate Act, ‘The Debtors Act,'

32 S 33 Viet., c. 63; but in certain cases imprisonment

is made the punishment, where any fraud has been com-

milted in contracting a debt. Under the existing law,

county court judges have tbepower of imprisoning debtors

who have the means and refuse to pay their creditors.

This power is to be extended to _the superior courts, in

cases where the debt is above 50^.”

Both the Acts come into operation on the let

of January next. Mr. Weightman’a book will be

found useful.

VARIORUM.

Mr. J. N. RedcliftVs “Report on the Results

of an Inquiry into the Causes of tbe Turbidity

« several closets are arranged eo that the space! of the Water supplied by the Southwark and

-.jg nuisances; and lurther, that uo additional drf

districts shall be connected wiili the existing sewers until

such measures have been carried into elfect.”

Meg-allthic Monuments.—At the Exeter

meeting of saranfs, Mr. A. L. Lewis read a paper

on this subject. He pointed out the practically

unbroken chain of megalithic monuments ex-

tending from India to Great Britain, and asked

who were their bnildera ? Such an identity of

plan as could not be accidental, extending

through an unbroken chain of communication,

and the existence of common practices and su

perstitions, and other traces of affinity through-

out that chain, led to the conclusion that there

must at least have been a great common influ.

eucG at work throughout this area, though pos-

sibly not au absolute community of race. They

were probably constructed under Celtic influ-

ences, at least in Europe and Africa. The con

aideration of a number of facts, he urged,

induced the belief that the single upright stones

(menhirs) were used as memorial pillars, the

circles and alignments primarily as places of

sacrifice, and the dolmens, or table stones, of

which there are two well-marked varieties, as

places of sepulture on the one hand, and places

of sacrifice or memorial on the other.

Flowers and Fruit for Sick and Poor.

—

Leston, in the United States, has a well-organised

system for the distribution of flowers to tbe sick,

the idea of which, according to the New York

Times, was suggested by a little girl, and in-

quiries are now being made in the city of New
York whether a similar arrangement cannot be

made to secure the distribution of fruit among
the poorer classes.
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Tbe InterDational Statistical Congress.

The seTcnth meeting of this congress was held
this year nt the Hagne, The previous meetings
were held successively at Brussels, in 1853

;

Paris, in 1855; Vienna, in 1857; London, in
1860, under the presidency of Prince Albert

;

at Berlin, in 1863; and at Florence in 1867.
The British delegates and fellows of the Statis-
tical Society present were Lord Houghton,
W. Newraarch, F.R.S. (the president), Dr. W.
Farr, F.R.S.

,
J. F. Hammick, R. Valpy, P. L.

Simmonds, 8. Brown, W. T. Thomson, E. Chad-
wick, C.B., W. Donnelly, C.B., J. Heywood, &o.
The other foreign representatives numbered
more than 100, exclusive of the Dutch. The
countries which have sent delegates to the con.
gress are the United States, Austria, Baden,
Bavaria, Belgium, Denmark, Spain, France,
Great Britain, Greece, Hamburg, Hesse, Hun-
gary, Italy, Mecklenburg, Norway, Prussia,
Eoumania, Russia, Saxony, Servia, Sweden,
Switzerland, and Wiirtemberg. The general
assembly was divided into the following five
flections:— 1. Theory of statistics and applica-
tion of statistical facts; 2. Statistics of justice,
civil and commercial

;
3. Finances

;
4. Fisheries

and commerce; 5. Statistics of the European
Transatlantic possessions. Rooms were placed
at the disposal of each of these sections in the
Parliament House. On Sunday, the 5th inst., a
public dinner was given to about 100 guests in
the great room of the Zoological and Botanical
Society, M. Quetelet, presiding, supported by
the miuisters of the Interior and of Finance.
On Monday, the Gth, the king received the dele-
gates officially, at a special audience, at ten
o clock, and afterwards they visited the queen,
at the palace in the wood. On Monday evening
there was a special musical /t-te in the Zoological
Gardens, which were brilliantly illuminated.
On subsequent days there were other receptions,
dinners, /t ies, &c. The palaces, picture-galleries,
museums, libraries, hospitals, and other public
buildings were thrown open free to members of
the congress.

Opening: of New Dock at Birkenhead.—
The Morpeth Branch Dock, which has been con-
fltrncted on tbe site of the old Morpeth or Wood-
side Basin, has been opened. The original
Morpeth Dock was entered by an opening in the
north-west corner of the Woodside Basin, which
was simply a large open space that dried at low
water, and was principally useful for vessels to
beach on, being fitted with a large gridiron
alongside the west quay. Soon after Mr. Fosbery
Lyster *ook engineering charge of the dock
PRfn.f.A Vio rr»n«i^ l-kn.. -U.'n ...

The Bartbquake-proof Dwellings of the
Japanese.—The frequency of earthquakes in
Japan is a reason for nearly all the habitations
of man there being built of wood

; and by long
experience Japanese builders have arrived at
certain modes of building by which the great
danger of a house coming down upon the inmates
is in many oases obviated. They seem, says
Mr. Dickson, in his book on Japan, to depend
upon the roof for weight and the piles upon
which this heavy roof rests are not fixed firmly
into the ground, but some of them are fixed
slightly into a square framework of wood, laid
on stone, while the others stand simply each
upon the surface of a large, round, hard, water-
rolled stone, which has been firmly imbedded in
broken-down sandstone. By this means the snap
of sudden shock is avoided, and some slight
motion is allowed. Whatever be the principle
upon which these houses are erected, it is

wonderful to see buildings which seem to be put
up in a shape tbe most ready to topple over upon
the least motion, withstand the shocks of earth-
quakes for ages. There are pagodas in many
parts of the country of seven and even nine
stories high. At Kamakura is a temple with a
narrow circular neck, above which the eaves of
a square roof project to about 10 ft. on every
side, resembling the projection of a Chinaman’s
hat. It is said to be two hundred years old.
The Californians, who want to know how to
make earthquake-proof buildings, shonld make a
run across to Japan and study the subject there,

PRfatP ha iDHueuce of the foul air upot

Stint’nn !
^ third man then insisted on going downsiJtmg up, and that the neceasitv nf nr>Tiaf.anfi.r j .c ° .

' — —V.V i^aoin vYuo rupiuiy
Silting up, and that the necessity of constantly
dredging the approach to the Morpeth Dock
quite overbalanced any advantage derived from
the sheltered parts of the entrance. He accord-

Drownlng by Carbonic Acid Gas in
ells.—-Two moie oases have occurred, in

which four persons have been suffocated or
drowned in the heavy gas which is so apt to
lodge in wells. In one of these cases, at Roch-
dale, well-sinking was going on : the well had
been sunk 24 ft. by 4 ft. 6 in. wide : water had
been got, and, after a night’s interval, one of the
well-sinkers was lowered, without previously
testing the air with a light, and almost imme-
diately be fell over as if in a fit. Another at once
slid down to his aid, and of course met with the
same fate. Then a rope was tied round a
volunteer, who also becamo stupefied, and had
to be drawn up. Wool-hooks were then got, and
the two poor fellows were hooked up quite dead.
In the other case, a welt-fitter was engaged
about 16 ft. down a well in altering the piping
and must have been overcome by the gas. He fell
into the water, and disappeared, while no one
was looking on. Another went down in about
an hour, but had to be raised to the surface
again from the influence of the foul air upon

to enlarging the Moroeth Dock itspir n. r,..* i

® attached.
o V C- -r VI uutti, ill auuiOlOD

to enlarging the Morpeth Dock itself, a new
entrance should be made, consisting of a passage
85 ft. wide, running from the dock in a sonth.
easterly direction, and opening directly upon the
river, having four pairs of gates, and including a
locking chamber 398 ft. in length,—the south-
•western quay traversing the site of the old
Morpeth Basin in a slanting direction to its river
face at the south-east comer. The portion of
the basin thus enclosed he suggested should be
made into a branch dock of triangular form,
having an opening from the Morpeth Dock at its
old entrance of 85 ft. width. The work was in
progress about two years, and has been recently
completed. The depth of the new branch dock
IS about 3 ft. below the level of the sill at the
entrance, and, with a 20 ft. 4 in. tide, there is a
depth of 34 ft. 6 in. water in the dock

V/U gVJlU^ lAUWlJ,
though warned of the state of the well, and was
allowed to do so, even without any rope attached
to him. He also, of course, was overcome by the
gas

;
and in fifteen or twenty minutes a young

Dondon General Omnibus Company.
The extraordinary (half-yearly) general meeting
of shareholders has been held. It appeared from
the report that the gross receipts of the com-
pany during the half year ended 30th June last
amounted to 270,9251. 16a. 8d., and that during
the corresponding half-year of 1868 the gross
receipts amounted to 284,7801. 148. 6d., showing
a decrease of 13,3541. 178. lOd. The total ex-
penses during the half-year ended 30th June
last were 252,4551. 128. 2d., and the expenses in
the corresponding period of 1868 were 277,7221.
128. 3d., showing a decrease of 25,2671. Os. Id.

;

balance remaining from previous half-year, 6861.
» profit on the working account, 18,4701.

4s. 6d. The directors proposed to declare a
dividend of 23. 6d. per share, or 6^ per cent.

income-tax, amounting to
18,7081. lla. 2d. The report and accoents were
adopted, and the dividend was declared.

— — .I.L3U T.iLii a lupw ai/uauuBU,
and succeeded in fastening ropes round the
two dead bodies, -when all were hauled up.
Warning and instruction are of no avail. Some
people will believe in nothing they cannot see
or handle. Well-sinkers and fitters, however,
ought to know better.

The " Wand-laus.”— To ears polite this
German word may be more tolerable than
the vulgar cognomen ” bug,” with which,
as wall-louse, it is synonymous. A corre-
spondent, “W. H. C.,” the lOlst, at least,
who has made anxious inquiries of ns, one
time with another, as to this celebrated and
interesting creature, wishes to know how to
dispose of him in a wall without injuring the
paper. The pyrethrum powders are said to be
of use, and as these powders nsay be blown into
crevices, or on to papers, from the puff-balls,
we shonld think they might be blown off again
without injury to the paper

; but we doubt the
possibility of getting them out of a wall without
scraping off the paper, and dosing them well with
somethinglikechlorideoflime. The chloride, how-
ever, might be used iu their favourite haunts, and
the paper on these parts renewed after scraping,
at very little expense, if the paper - pattern
happened to be obtainable. As the wall-louse
feeds on the paste of wall papers, could not the
paste be well spiced with something that would
be good for them, especially if that could be
done without necessitating resort to heroic reme-
dies such as corrosive sublimate, arsenic, et hoc
genus omne ? It is said there are insect powders
such as Keating’s of St, Paul’s Churchyard’
which kill insects without being poisonous to
animal life generally; but whether such powders
would be still effectual when mixed with paste
we do not know.

The Question of Public Mortuaries.^
At the last meeting of the Clerkenwell vestry,
Mr. Franklin referred to the strong remarks
made by Dr. Hardwicke, the deputy coroner for
Central Middlesex, upon the condition of the
Clerkenwell mortnary, and suggested that some
improvement in the way of ventilation should
be made, as its present state "was most discredit-
able. Mr. Croucher “hoped the ratepayers’
money would not be fooled away in altering the
building.” Mr. Thompson thought the erection
of the mortnary was one of the most proper
works undertaken by the vestry. Mr. Hopkins
“hoped the vestry would let the matter dropj
and, as to improving the ventilation, he hoped
nothing of the kind wonid be done, as a storm
of indignation would be raised over their heads
if the ventilation were improved.” Mr. E. D.
Johnson was astounded at the observations of
Mr. Hopkins, and he agreed with Dr. Hard-
wicke that the public mortuaries should be kept
in a fit and proper condition. Mr. Brooke
should bo glad to vote such a sum as would
place the building in such a state as to induce
the poor to take the dead bodies of their rela-
tives there until they were buried. Mr. Gilling-
water suggested that a disinfectant should be
used in the mortuary. After some further dis-
cussion, a resolution, moved by Mr. Hopkins,
and seconded by Mr. Croucher, to the effect that
no further outlay shonld be made upon the mor-
tuary, was put and lost, and the matter was
referred to the sanitary committee to report
upon.

Miss Coutts’s Market and the Trades-
men.—A meeting of the tradesmen of Hackney-
road and neighbourhood has been held, for the
purpose of considering the great detriment to
trade in the vicinity, occasioned by the destruc-
tion of a large number of houses in the erection
of Miss Burdett Coutts’s Colurnbia-markeb. The
demolition, it was stated, had resulted in the
removal of a large number of people from the
locality, and the tradesmen had consequently
sustained a serious loss. The chairman said that
91 houses had been removed to make room for
the market and the model dwellings, but in con-
sequence of some misunderstanding in the pur-
chase of one of the houses, affairs had remained
in statu quo, and the ground was unoccupied.
Resolutions appropriate to the occasion, and to
the opinion of the tradesmen present, were
passed, including a memorial to Miss Coutts.
Mr. Mortlock, in moving a resolution, which was
passed, that a deputation be sent to the vestries
of St. Leonard, Shoreditch, and St. Matthew,
Bethnal Green, said he thought tbe market was
entirely out of place in the east of London, and
was better suited to the west. Passers-by in.
quired whether it was a cathedral. He thought
Miss Coutts was not aware of the fact that 400
families had been driven away, and that distress
had been caused by the ground remaining unused.

Does Brain Work shorten Dife ?— An
American paper, treating on this subject, says,

—

“ In the Massachusetts report for 1867, it is
stated that in twenty-five years nearly, the
deaths of 3,565 professional men had been re-
ported, with an average of 50 5 years, and 9,856
merchants, financiers, agents, &c., with an
average age of 48 4 years. The average of those
who died in some of the most important profes-
sions and occupations was as follows:

—

Tears.
. Years,

Bankers'
Bank Officers

Merchants
|

.

Booksellers .

Clergymen

.
64-7

. 64-8

.
63-0

.. 60-5
67-8

Judges and Justices ...

Lawyers ot>-i

Physicians 66-0
Professors 86-0
Public Officers 64-6

Many more are injured by excessive indulgences
of the bodily passions and appetites than by
excessive indulgence in literary labour. Tobacco
and alcohol produce far more softening of the
brain and disease of the heart among students
in this country than close application to their
studies. The leading public men of all countries,
notwithstanding their severe mental labour and
the excitement of their anxious life, reach old
age. In fact, the brain men, independent of
dissipation, seem to outlast ordinary men.

The Velarium.—The fresco lately discovered
in Pompeii, and now in the Bourbon Museum at
Naples, is said to show that the Velarium was
not, in all oases at any rate, a covering for the
whole area of the amphitheatre, to protect from
sun or rain, but merely a ourtain or awning for
the upper galleries. Stairs are represented,
leading np to the boxes set apart for the
gladiators. Some remains of these stairs may
still be traced in the ruins.
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Whitworth Scholarships.—The following

is a list of the sncoessfnl candidates, with their

ages, occupations, and the number of marks they

obtained, who have been reported to the Science

and Art Department as entitled to the ten Whit-

worth scholarships of IlOZ. a year each :—William

H. Greenwood, aged 23, engineer, student at the

Mechanics’ Institution, Manchester, 143 marks
;

Thomas A. Hearson, aged 23, engineer student.

Royal School of Naval Architecture, 137 marks
j

John Hopkinson, B. Sc., aged 19, student at Cam-
bridge University, 134 marks

j
Thomas S. BIgood,

aged 24, mechanical engineer, Leicester, and

Owens College, Manchester, 127 marks ;
George

A. Greenhill, aged 21, student at Christ’s Hos-

pital School, and Cambridge University, 116

marks ;
John R. Brittle, aged 23, engineer,

student at Sir Walter St. John’s School, Batter-

sea, 113 marks
;
Thomas W. Phillips, aged 23,

student at British School, Millwall, and Royal

College of Science, Dublin, 100 marks
;
Richard

Bennett, aged 21, engineer, student at the Royal

School of Naval Architecture, 98 marks
;
Robert

B. Buckley, aged 21, engineer, student at Mer.

chant Taylors’ School, 97 marks
;

Charles E.

Leeds, aged 23, B.A. (Oron), student at Oiford

University, 96 marks.

Tramway Brancblets to Itallways.

—

The prospectus of the Tram-Railway Company
of Great Britain, with a capital of 500,000Z., in

five series of lOO.OOOZ. in shares of lOZ. each,

has been issued. The company, which proposes

to purchase the patent of Mr. Thomas Page,

C.E., and Mr. Haworth, is started for the pur-

pose of bringing, by properly constructed tram-

ways or road. rails, into direct communication

with the existing railway systems, outlying

towns and districts, without building costly

viaducts, embankments, and bridges, or making
tunnels and cuttings. It is stated by the com-

pany’s engineers that the cost per mile of a

tram-railway on the company’s systems will

average about 2,000Z., while the cost per mile of

the railways already existing, including purchase

of land, &c., has averaged 35,0001. The pro-

spectus informs us that “ The public highways

will not in any way be obstructed, nor the

ordinary traffic impeded,” and that “ an in-

genious locomotive, the invention of Mr. Page,

will be employed where required, which will

ascend steep gradients, make no noise, and, by

incorporating with it the leading characteristics

of Allen’s economic engine, will be worked at a

cost of about one-third of an ordinary loco-

motive.”

Self-moving' Velocipedes, Cabs, and
otber Vehicles.—In reference to an announce-

ment in the Builder from Paris that a velocipede,

or traverser at least, has been invented in which

the weight of the sitter on the vehicle is made
to act in impelling it, a constant subscriber, who
dates from Manchester, and says he is " one who
desires a change in the old-fashioned time-worn

carts, cabs, omnibnses, &C-,” thus writes to us
“ Ton may say that it is easy for the weight to be

placed so as partly to revolve the wheel, but how
is the weight to be brought to bear a second

time ? I say simply by a lever. I believe that

the plan of the French velocipede that they an

about to patent will be something in this shape

but if it is, I will beat them, for I am making
one that is like a young horse that will not stand

still except I hold it. I feel quite convinced

that this weight as a motive power will revo-

lutionise all kinds of conveyances.” We do not

quite see it in the light in which our corre-

spondent puts it
5
but whut is of decided im-

portance here is to find that the subject of self-

moving vehicles is fermenting in the public

brain as it is in that of our correspondent.

Deatb of Santan, the French Sculptor.

The death of Dantan, the younger, telegraphed

from Baden, has caused regret in the artistic

world. Jean Pierre Dantan was born in 1800.

Like his brother and many other sculptors,

Marochetti among the number, Dantan was
a pupil of Bosio. His comic statuettes of Count
D’Oraay, Lord Brougham, Talleyrand, and a host

of notabilities, won him fame and gold. His
chisel, however, prodnced serious works, such as

the statue of Adelaide Kemble, the bust of Grisi

and one of Rose Cheri.

A Friendly Pitcher.—Mr. Sidney Davey’s
“ Pitcher” machine has been in operation at

St. Agnes. It will receive sheaves from six

hands at once and deliver to as many more, at a

height of 30 ft., or any lesser height. By means
' of the “ pitcher,” and other machines, Mr. Davey
I secured the produce of 125 acres of corn in four

I days.

The Royal Albert Asylum at Xiancaster.

A public meeting in aid of this iusticution has

been held at Ulverstone, under the presidency of

the Duke of Devonshire. The object, according

to the chairman, was to raise funds to build and

start, free from debt, an institution on the model

of Earlswood, which would all’ord accommodation

for 500 inmates, and be capable of easy exten-

sion. Considering the wealth of the seven asso-

ciated counties there ought to be no difficulty in

obtaining the 19,000Z. still needed ;
and his

Grace concluded by forcibly appealing to Ulver-

Bton and the North Lonsdale district generally

to do its full share of the work in raising the

amount. Resolutions expressive of hearty sym-

pathy with the object of the meeting, and ap-

pointing an influential local committee, were

carried.

Soutb Xtondon Music Hall.—The fonnda-

tion-stoue of the new South London Music-hall,

in the London-road, Southwark, has been laid

by Mr. Stanley Tickers, M,P. The building is

being erected by Mr. Edwin Villiers, a caterer

for the public in music-hall entertainments.

The building is 118 ft. long, 70 ft. wide, and 50 ft.

high, interior measurement. The stage, which

will be erected on the south side, will be the

whole width of the building, and will have

beneath it a space of 20 ft. deep, to receive the

scenery. The style of the building will be Italian.

The pit and stalls will be on the ground floor,

the boxes on the first floor, and the gallery

above. The hall will be capable of holding

between 3,000 and 4,000 persons comfortably,

but on a pressure as many as 5,000 persons can

be accommodated. The orchestra will be 30 ft.

wide, and will hold forty performers. The in.

ternal decorations are not yet decided upon.

The outer walls have been nearly completed.

The l^ew Telegraph Act.—Under the new
Telegraph Act, passed on the 9th ult., arrange-

ments are being made by the Postmaster-General

with the various telegraph companies, and in a

short time it is expected the telegraphs will be

in the hands of the Government. By the Act
of last year, the sum of 5,715,0-18Z. Ss. lid. was
authorised to be paid to the companies men-
tioned. The chief object now sought is to give

authoiity to the Treasury to raise funds which

will be required to enable the Postmaster-

General to carry into effect the arrangements he

A Canal from Calais to Calcutta.

—

Sir

Arthur Cotton has proposed to the Indian

Government a scheme for a canal from Calcutta

to Calais, vi& the Caucasus. He points out that

great deal of work has already been done,

there being already a canal from Hurdwar to

Cawnpore, and one from Calcutta to Oolyabarah,

besides numerous portions in Europe, while the

Black Sea might be made use of in fine weather,

and until the work was finished. The summit

level of 13,-153'6 ft. would be reached by a series

of locks, worked by steam machinery ; an

abundant supply of water would be obtained

there by an annicut across the source of the

Euphrates; the surplus, afoer filling the canal,

to be applied to irrigating the Khadir of the

Caucasus, whence alone, he says, an abundant

revenue might be obtained. Sir Arthur calcu-

lates that by means of this complete inland

water communication, goods and passengers

conld be conveyed from India to Manchester at

one-nineteenth of a pie per maund per mile, at

an average speed of 2 2 miles per hour
;
and, in

face of these facts, he protests against the

public revenue being squandered upon railways.

A Wew Use of Photography. — The im-

portant problem of measuring distances and

constructing plans and maps by means of pho-

tography has at length been solved, says the

North Oerman Correspo7ident, Since the art of

photography has been sufficiently improved to

permit the apparatus to be easily moved from

place to place, and to produce pictures which

are correct in a perspective point of view, the

Berlin photographer, Mr. Meydenbaner, has paid

great attention to the subject. At length he

succeeded in convincing the Prussian Govern-

ment of the correctness of his theories, and was

commissioned to survey a fortification. In six

months he had succeeded in obtaining 800 plates,

and he met with no great difficulty in completing

a photogrammetric instrument of such simplicity

that a workman quite unacquainted with the

art was able to draw up a special plan of a

fortress on the scale of 1 to 2,500 after a few

short instructions. The photographic camera

can therefore in future be employed for a number

of important purposes.

Enamelled Class Mosaic Work.

—

Some
specimens of enamelled glass mosaic work have

recently been placed in the arcade of Exeter

is making. The Treasury may raise sums not College, Oxford, immediately below the apse win-

exceeding, 7,000,000z. for the purposes of the ' dows of the college chapel. The work was exe-

Act, either by terminable annuities, or by the cuted in Venice, by the Salviati firm, and placed

creation of Exchequer Bills or Bonds, and the ' Jq its present position by Luigi Verona and

moneys raised are to be placed at the disposal i another Italian artificer, of London. The arcade

of the Postmaster-General under certain regula-
j

Btretchea round the five sides of the chancel,

tions. The accounts, &o., are to be laid before ' each side containing three arches. Dr. Ridding,

Parliament. Messages are to be deemed “ post
|

head-master of Winchester College, gave 300Z.

letters,” and the present and last year’s Act to

be considered as “
Post-office Laws.”

Free l.brarles m Berksh.re.-A publ.o
euthorities The altar stepB, also juat

mertmg .a lartherance of a proposed free library
, J Devonshire marble, and are the

.n Wallmgford, la response to the Hon. Anberon
|

JHerbert s offer of pecuniary assistance, has been
held in the town-hall. Mr. Edward Wells, the

president of the Wallingford Mechanics’ Insti-

tution, occupied the chair. Mr. W. Blake
Atkinson, the hon. secretary to the provisional

committee, gave a statement of the steps that

bad been taken in the matter, from which it

appeared that 177Z. had been subscribed by
inhabitants of the town and neighbourhood.

Resolutions were then passed expressive of

hearty approval of the undertaking, and recom-

mending that the proposed free library should

be incorporated with the mechanics’ institution.

The general feeling expressed was that a build-

ing should be erected; and further promises of

substantial support were made. It is stated

that Wallingford has been the first town to lay

claim to one of Mr. Herbert’s gifts of 150Z.,

having been the first to fulfil the required

conditions.

OpeDing of the Corporation Baths,

Sheffield.— These baths have been formally

opened by the Mayor. The building possesses

no architectural points whatever, being merely

a red brick building of a very ordinary cha-

racter. Mr. S. F. Holmes, the borough surveyor,

having but a limited estimate to work upon, set

aside architectural features to make the inside

as spacious and comfortable as possible. The

swimming-bath is large and well lighted. The

water vkhioh will be used in the baths will be

applied to the flushing of the defective sewers

in the adjoining streets. For this purpose drain-

age pipes have been laid from the baths to the

towards the work, the remainder of the cost

being defrayed by several donations given at

various times, supplemented by a vote from the

House-moving' in Boston U.S.—In the

work of straightening and widening some of the

very crooked streets of Boston, it became neces-

sary to move a building known as “ Hotel

Pelham.” This building is of freestone, 96 ft.

high, and weighs, it is estimated, 10,000 tons.

It was moved 14 ft. in three days, by means of

rollers and screws, a portion of the side-walk

being also moved with it. No crack was made
in the building, and nothing in it was at all dis-

turbed. The fastest rate accomplished, was

2 in. in four minutes. A large bank building

adjoining the hotel was used to brace the screws

against. A great number of these screws, 21 ip.

long, were employed. 25,000 dollars were paid

to the contractor for moving the hotel.

Salisbury Catbedral.— The proposal to

restore the choir of Salisbnry Cathedral, at a

cost of some 15,0001., as a memorial of the late

Bishop Hamilton, has been adopted throughout

the diocese, and already upwards of 5,000Z. have

been subscribed towards the object. Mr. G. G.

Scott has made a personal survey of the choir,

and is preparing plans for the restoration.

Xiead-eucased Block-tin Water-pipe.

—

A tin pipe, covered with lead, was a desideratum

for water and other liquids, and for gas, but

especially for water. A pipe, which seems to be

of American invention, has been patented by a

Mr. Haines, in this country, to meet the deside-

ratum. It is highly spoken of by Professor

Silliman, and may not be so worthless an inven-

tion as some tin-lined lead pipes we have seen.
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Aberystwyth.—A memorial stone of a new
English Haptisb chapel in Aberystwyth has been
laid by Mr. E. M. Richards, M.P. for the county.
The site is on the west sideof Alfred-place. The
plan is a parallelogram, 5G ft. by 33 ft. inside
measurement. The ground floor and a gallery
on one end will seat about 450 persons, and there
are schoolrooms and vestries underneath. The
back and side elevations are to a great extent
hidden by other buildings, and are consequently
plain, but the principal fa<jade to Albert-place
will present an elevation carried out with
Rhnabon stone dressings and local stone worked
square random. The ceiling will be of a wagon-
head shape, cut up into ribs and panels with a
large quantity of detail. All the pews are to be
of pine, stained and varnished. The minister’s
platform will be of pitch pine, French polished.
The contract has been let to Messrs. L. & J.

Evans, local builders, for 1,5601. The architect
is Mr. R. Owens, of Liverpool.

Saltley.—The inscription-stone of the Saltley
Training College Schools has been laid. The
buildings will occupy part of a plot of ground,
2^ acres in extent, recently added to the college,
at a cost of 1,00UZ. They are designed by
Messrs. Pauli & Robinson, of Manchester, and
are being erected by Messrs. Parnell & Son, of
Rugby. They will consist of three principal
schools, besides class-rooms, and will be espe-
cially adapted for giving to the students of the
college practical instruction in the art of teach-
ing. Id is estimated that the cost of the schools
(exclusive of the site) will be 2,500Z. Towards

;

meeting the expense of the purchase of the laud .

and the erection of the schools there have been !

promised or received about 2^4-OOZ.

Some Effects of Combustion. — It is

asserted that one hour after the gas of London
is lighted the air is deoxidised as much as if

500,000 people bad been added to its population.
Daring the combustion of oil, tallow, gas, &c.,
water is produced as well as carbonic acid ; in
cold weather we see it condensed on the win-
dows. By the burning of gas twenty-four hours
in London more water, it is estimated, is pro-
duced than would supply an emigran-sbip on a
voyage from England to Australia.

New Blackfriars Bridge.—The report now
is that the new bridge at Blackfriars will be
opened to the public on Michaelmas-day, but we
should think this very unlikely. At any rate,
there can be no ceremonial of any consequence if

it be so. The course of the traffic over the tem-
porary bridge has been changed at the two ends
so as to admit of the formation of the approaches
to the new bridge.

Removal of the Sabloniere Hotel.—Often
threatened, the building materials of this hotel in
Leiceater-square have at last been sold, and the
clearance of the site for the purposes of projected
improvements will shortly be effected. Hogarth
came to live in 1733 in what is now the northern
half of the hotel. If he were alive now he
would make a telling picture of the present dis-

reputable condition of the enclosure.

The Seat of H. H. Prince Buleep Singh.
The mansion, Elvedon Hall, Norfolk, is in course
of rebuilding, from the design of Mr. John
Norton, the builders being Messrs. Cubitt, of
Gray’s-inn-road. The west wing is the first
instalment. The present house was erected by
Admiral Keppel, first Earl Albemarle, but in
size is inadequate for the uses of the present
owner.

For the erection of large hall and ofBces for the Hammer-
amiih Town-hall Company. Mr. H. Saxon Snell, archi-
tect. Quantities supplied

Pollard £2,397 0 0
Taylor, Pitts, & Co 2,360 0 0
Cowland 2,060 0 0
Henshaw 1,997 0 0
Blaekmoro & Morley 1,980 0 0
Manley & Rogers 1,979 0 0
Snowdon 1,9=5 0 0
Nutt & Co 1,893 0 0
Nightingale i,86i 0 0
Crabbe & Vaughan 1 8G2 0 0
Rankin 1,850 0 0
Cupps & Eitso 1,765 0 0

For alterations and additions to house and ontbuildings
at Stoke Prior Mills, near Bromsgrove, Worcestershire,
for Mr. W. H. Wall. Mr, W. Setkham Witherington,
architect :

—

First Design,

House. Outbuildings.
Lovatt £1,30J 0 0 £318 13 3
Beard 1,200 0 0 282 0 0
Wood 1,159 12 0 237 18 0

Second Design,

Lovatt £741 6 11
House and Outbuildings.

Wood — £932 4 6
Shilcock — 694 l 6

For the erection of a dwelling-house, with offices and
stabling, at Priory Park, Eoohampton. Mr. F. Warbur-
ton Stent, architect :

—

Hill, Keddell, £ Waldrara £1,686 0 0
Gammon 1,(>-18 0 0
Gascoyne 1,610 0 0
Wiscorobe 1,658 0 0
Adamson 1,493 0 0
Ebbs & Sons 1,398 0 0

Accepted for alterations to Bancroft House, llitchin,
Herts, for Mr. C. W. Wilshere. Mr. J. Shilcock, archi-
tect :

—

Jirivlclager’s and Plasterer's Tl’ork.

Warren £160 0 0

Carpenter, Joiner, and Painter's Work.
French £143 6 0

For new school and class rooms, for the Trustees of the
Independent Chapel, Hitekiu. Mr. J. Shilcock, architect

;

Jeeves (accepted) £1,020 0 0
Bulterlield 1,000 0 0

For building three small houses, at Hitohin, for the
Trustees of the 'Iwo Brewers' Benefit Society. Mr. J.
Shilcock, architect

:

Anderson £451 7 0
Stapleton 410 0 0
Aosell 406 0 0
K. Jeeves 400 0 0
G. Jeeves 396 9 6
Joyner 39.5 17 6
Butterfield (accepted) 387 15 2

TENDERS.
Fcr the erection of St. Luke’s National Schools (boys

and girls), Preston. Messrs. Myres, Veevers, A Myres,
architects ;

—

Cowell & Clayton £3,817 0 0
Cooper & Tullis I,7i2 3 6
Exton, Brothers 1,655 0 0
Bamber 1,930 0 0
Alston (accepted) 1,628 0 0

For rebuilding No. 3, Little Warner-street, Clorken-
well, Mr. W. P. Griffith, architect :

—

Lidstone A Son £378 12 0
Bumford 340 0 0
Martin 329 10 0
Wagatall' & Son 288 0 0

For new house and farm buildings, on the Rodstone
Estate, near Braekley, Northamptonshire, for the Warden
and Fellows of Merton College, Oxford. Messrs,
Lavender & Son, architects :

—

Hawbins £2,.590 7 8
Hedges A Son 2,610 16 8
J. AT. Davis 2,400 0 0
Munday 2,288 18 0
fladdoa 2,195 0 0
Claridge 2,015 0 0

For villa resideuco, at Alsager, for Mr. John Keen. Mr.
Geo. B. Ford, architect, Burelem :

—
Lea £1,76117 0
Eliis 1,647 0 0
Hodgkinson 1,613 6 3
Wood (accepted) 1,514 0 0

For cottages at Spring Bank, near Tunstall. Mr. Geo.
B. Ford, architect :

—

Beech £692 0 0
UamniersUy 650 0 0
Sambrook (accepted) 6 j0 0 0

For a pair of cottages on Fegg Hays Estate, near Tun-
stall. Mr. Geo. B. Ford, architect :

—
Scragg £213 0 0
Rowley A WhitliDgham(accepted) 210 0 0

For schoolmaster's house, at Crewe. Mr. Geo. B.
Ford, architect

Ellson £220 0 0
Wood 210 0 0

For erecting show-rooms and offices, in the Grosvenor-
road, Pimlico, for Mr. B. Fabbricotti. Mr. F. G.
Widdows, architect:

—

Carter A Sons £4,197 0 0
Rider A Son 4,130 0 0
Pritchard 4,(i84 0 0
Trollope A Sons 4,067 0 0
Fish 3,995 0 0
Conder 3,866 0 0
Ennor 3,854 0 0
Newman A Mann 3,076 0 0

For two residences, in the Woodford-road, Snaresbrook,
for Mr. B. Rowbothain. Mr. F. G. Widdows, architect :

—

Hunt A Elkington £2,280 0 0

For additional farm buildings, Burleigh Cheshunt, for
Mr. T. Humpidge. Mr. F. Q. VS iddows, architect:—

Chessum £143 0 0

For new wing, at Royal St. Ann’s Society’s School,
Brixton-hill. Mr. J. Wiiublo. architect ;

—

Jones £1,491 15 0
Candler 1,4S0 0 0
Smith 1,415 0 0
Bartlett 1,370 0 0
Taylor 1,339 0 0
Ramsay 1,331 0 0
Andrew 1,280 0 0
Colls A Sons 1,245 0 0
McLaclan 1,160 0 0

For the erection of ten dweliing-hcmsos (containing 100
suites of rooms, each stiite consisting of living-room,
scullery, two bedrooms, and W.C.), in Luke. street, Fins-
bury, for Mr. F. Foster. Mr. John 8. Ellis, architect.
Quantities not supplied:—

Dove, Brothers £14,665 0 0
Maxwell 13,000 0 0
Bates (accepted) 11,000 0 0

For new rectory, Hutton, Somersetshire. Mr. Hans
F. Price, architect;

—

Shorney £2,050 0 0
Escott A Co 1,925 0 0
Harvey 1,763 13 0
Perry 1,710 0 0
Hanree 1,700 0 0
Hawkins A Sons 1,679 0 0
Bussell 1,512 10 0
Date 1.348 0 0
Gorrett (accepted) 1,265 0 0
Tucker 1,151 5 0

For additions and alterations to the Clock House, at
Potter's Bar, Middlesex, for Messrs. Haddock, Quanti-
ties furnished by Mr. Sbrubsole :

—

Warne A Co £1.860 0 0 !

Lear 1.340 0 0
Walton 1,199 0 0
Cooke A Green 1,149 0 0
Crabbe A Vaughan 1,077 0 0
TiU .. 1,073 0 0
Knight 997 0 0
Scrivener A Stephens 966 0 0
Turner 937 0 0
Shirley A Home 898 0 0 !

For a block of buildings containing dwellings for sixty-
five families, in addition to four large shops, to be erected
on the Marquis of Westminster’s Estate, Ebury-square,
Pimlico, for the Improved Industrial Dwellings Company,
limited. Messrs. Beck A Lee, architects. Quantities
furnished by Messrs. Welch A Atkinson :

—

Ashby A Horner £14,360 0 0
Hill, Keddell, A Waldram 14,326 0 0
Brass 14,230 0 0
I’Anson 14,120 0 0
Jackson A Shaw 14,100 0 0
Conder 13,866 0 0
Henshaw 13,795 0 0
Myers A Sons 13,678 0 0
Perry A Co 13,273 0 0
Allen A Son (accepted) 12,327 0 0

For erection of two houses, in theLewes-road, Brighton,
for Mr. H. Lester, Messrs. Goulty A Gibbous, archi-
tects :

—

Lockyer (accepted) £998 0 0

For a new billiard-room, at the Clarence Hotel, Stiek-
well, for Mr. W. F'inch. Mr. Cutler, architect. Quanti-
ties supplied by Mr. Shrubsole :

—

Danstan £863 0 0
Davis 860 0 0
Pitcher 810 0 0
Webb 721 0 0
Warne 700 0 0
Cooke A Green 700 0 0
Till 651 0 0
Smith 650 0 0
Crabbe A Vaughan 650 0 0
Cubitt 640 0 0
Hutchinson 600 0 0
Bleese 693 0 0
Shirley A Home 590 0 0
Blackmore A Morley 675 0 0
Stone 670 0 0
Turner 528 0 0

For reseating and general repairs to ChertRey Pariah
Church. Mr. Blashill, architect. Quantities by Mr, T,
M. Rickman :

—

Oak, Pitch Pine. Deal.
Conder £1,493 £1,260 £1,175
Colls A Sons ... 1,423 1,253 1,160
King A Sons ... 1,363 1,087 1,037
Knight 1,357 ],255 1,029
Dove, Brothers* 1,180 1,134 1,031

* Accepted.

Poplar and Stepney Sick Asylum.— [^List previously
given.] Accepted tender :—

Maun £29,932 0 0
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(we c«DUot enter into private dlaputea. The affair aeema altogether
exceptioual).— B. P. S. (Abeetbaw Lime is not so moeb u.ed iu London
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known).— F. N. C.—V. W. J.—K. S.— J. W. B.—O. B, F.—L. & Si
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Technical Education

in France,

E are not about at

this moment to en-

ter into any of the

numerous ingenious

arguments thathave

been put forth, both

for and against the

introduction of an

extended system of

technical instruc-

tion amongst our

working men. Our

present purpose is

merely to show what

is the extent and the

nature of the in-

struction which the

working man of

France may get, if

be has the mind to

seek it. The great

French Exhibition

of 1867 told us how
sharp was the com-

petition of Conti-

nental manufac-

turers with this

country. We saw there the wonderful steel-

castings of Krupp, and of the Bochum Company
in Rhenish Prussia. We found Borsig, of Berlin,

sending to Paris his two-thousandth engine of

better make than any from French and Belgian

factories. Subsequently we heard that M.
Schneider, of the Great Creusot works in France,

had made a score of engines for our Great

Eastern Railway, built from drawings and speci-

fications sent to his workshop from this country.

The cry has arisen, and is getting louder and

louder still, that the foreigner should be shut

out, or at any rate restricted in some way or

other, from coming into competition with our-

selves, to our manifest detriment. But is such

a thing possible at the present time ? Can we
ever prevent our capitalists from buying in the

cheapest market, be that market home or Con-

tinental ? Whether or not the immense strides

made by Continental manufacturers are due to

superior education we do not intend here to

inquire. This, much, however, wo may affirm,

that the Continental educational system is pre-

ferable to our no-system and rule-of-thumb way
of going about the business in hand. And cer-

tainly, if a workman has within his breast the

high, the laudable desire to excel in his calling,

and to improve his condition, we say, without

hesitation, that technical education will prove

his best and truest friend.

As respects teohnical education, workmen are

constantly being told of the superior advantages

enjoyed by the Continental 5 but hitherto we
have not been very fully informed as to the

details of the foreign system of teaching. Some
information in this direction derived from official

sources, will not be out of place.

The Imperial Conservatory of Arts and Trades,

or, as it is styled in French, the “ Conservatoire

des Arts et Metiers” is the oldest establishment

for affording technical instruction in France. It

owes its origin to a mechanical genius, Vaucanson,

who, during his lifetime, was apparently fritter-

ing away his talents in contriving complicated

pieces of automata, which nevertheless formed

the delight of those who had an opportunity

of seeing these triumphs of mechanical skill.

Vaucanson constructed, among other things,

an automaton flute-player, which executed

several airs in a charming way; and a duck

which waddled in the water, arranged its

plumage, picked up its food, and apparently

digested it
;
together with other ingenious imita-

tions of the natural habits of the bird.

These, however, were but the playthings of a

great man, and Vaucanson, while he lived, did

much that was of service to his country, and at

his death be bequeathed his valuable collection

of looms and other machines to the Government,

for the free use of artisans, native and foreign.

The Government accepted the gift, and placed

the collection in a building which was open to

all. The collection was enlarged, and just as the

great French Revolution burst over France, the

institution had become an important aid to the

mechanic. During the early tempestuous days

of the revolution, the Conservatory was at flrst

neglected, and then shut up. But the period of

its vicissitudes was short, and in a very little

time the institution resumed its teaching. In

1796 a drawing-school was established. This

was an era in the records of technical instruc-

tion in France, for until this time no establish-

ment; for the teaching of drawing applied to

industry, and based upon descriptive geometry,

to be found in the country. From this

school, as the Government report assures ns,

proceeded a number of pupils, who, in various

ways became useful to their country, as well as

several eminent manufacturers.

In 1810 the Continental blockade, devised by

Napoleon to strike a death-blow at English

manufacturing industry, was in full operation,

and the importation of English cotton goods

was almost entirely prevented. This condition of

afi’airs gave rise to the establishment of a

spinning-school at the Conservatory. Looms

were set up, and a sufficient number of workmen

were trained to give an impulse to the weaving

trade of France. This school did not long con-

tinue in operation ;
the weavers found employ-

ment in private manufactories, afcer which the

establishment was closed as being of a character

foreign to the general nature of the Conserva-

tory.

With the exception of this temporary educa-

tional workshop, and the elementary drawing-

school, the only object of the Conservatory down

to this date was the formation of a collection of

machines, looms, and apparatus employed in the

industrial arts. Its scope was much widened in

consequence of a decree of 1819. Prior to this,

the Conservatory merely offered to industry a

mute museum, from which the manufacturer or

artisan mightdonbtlessderive useful instruction
;

but this instruction was unaccompanied by the

teaching of the principles which should form its

foundation.

In December of tho latter year an important

step was taken. There was established a public

and gratuitous course of instruction on the

application of the sciences to the industrial

Here, indeed, was an immense stride, the

consequences of which are everywhere to be

witnessed in France at the present day. A
decree of 1829 added fresh popularity to the

Conservatory by the inauguration of a course of

physics as applied to the arts. In 1836 three

more additions were made. These were,—

a

course of cultivation, a course of mechanics and

buildings applied to agriculture, and a course of

agricultural chemistry. There were now seven

courses in full operation. But these were still in-

sufficient for the increasing development of in-

dustry, as well as for the general demand for more

scientific instruction. In prompt obedience to this

demand unenlightened French ministry decreed

five new public and gratuitous courses. They

^ofe,—a course of mechanics applied to industry

a course of descriptive geometry, a course of law

as applied to industry, a coarse of chemistry

applied to the arts, and a course of agriculture,

to which the previously existing course of culti-

vation was added as a second course. Thus the

number of courses was raised to ten. In 1848,

a course of ceramics was opened by M. Ebelman,

director of the Sevres Government porcelain

manufactory ; but at his death the lectures were

discontinued. Many improvements were also

suggested at this period, but were delayed in

consequence of the political condition of Prance

daring 1848 and subsequently. The foundation

of new courses recommenced in the year 1852

with the establishment, at the instance of the

Paris Chamber of Commerce, of a course of

spinning and weaving, and a course of dyeing,

printing, and dressing of tissues. In the same

year a course of zoology applied to agriculture

and industry was opened. A course of civil

architecture was founded in 1854. At this

period, the number of gratuitous public courses

in the applied sciences had reached tho num-

ber of fourteen. But the augmented advantages

of the Conservatory were not restricted to oral

teaching; the collection of models and machines

was enlarged, classified, and in every way im-

proved. Since 1849, a catalogue had been in

existence; but now every object exhibited was

accompanied by a card explanatory of its use.

Projected in 1849, and at the present time in full

operation, is a gallery for experiments, and for

machines in motion. This department has an

important office to perform. It is used for

trying, either at the demand of the different

ministries, or of private manufacturers, any new

machines or apparatus presented for examina-

tion. These experiments have been received

with great satisfaction, and reports of them

have been published by the Conservatory. The

experiments are made gratuitously. The Con-

servatory also undertakes the verification of tho

standard weights and measures required by those

foreign Governments which have adopted the

French metrical system.

The collections of models are estimated to be

worth 1,300,000 francs, or 52,0001. of our money.

The library contains 18,000 works on the sciences

and industrial arts. In the gallery of drawings

there are upwards of 7,000 designs of the newest

and most useful machines, to scale, and with

dimensions given. There is likewise a collection

of expired patents. As early as the Exhibition

of 1851, the industrial artists of France were,

according to their own confession, alarmed at

the strenuous eflbrts England was beginning to

make to dispute with them the empire of taste.

From this feeling arose the demand made by

the industrial interest for increased facilities in

art-teaching. The director of the Conservatory

addressed a memorial upon the subject to the

Emperor. There are two characteristic para,

graphs in this memorial, dated 1854, which we

will translate. They show that our indifibrenoe

to what is going on upon the Continent respect-

ing the teaching of science and art, is not shared

by tho foreigner, who, as a matter of fact, has

been closely watching all our efforts at improve-

ment in technical instruction. The first para-

graph says,
—“The Universal Exhibition of Lon-

don has proved to England the superiority of

France in the arts dependent on form, taste,

and colour. Instead of disputing the fact, the

English have set to work at once, with their

immense resources and habitual energy, to found

museums and drawing-schools all over the

country. The Queen and private individuals

have stripped their galleries to enrich the mu-

seums of practical art with the finest specimens

of Sfevres porcelain, bronzes, sculptures, &c.”

The second paragraph is still more charac-

teristically French :
—“ It would seem as if the

English were bent on operating on the human

species in the way they have upon races of
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animals, so as to transform a nation of traders
and artisans into a nation of men of taste. How
far the Anglo-Saxon race is susceptible of this

transformation is a philosophical question beyond
my province

j but one thing is certain—namely,
that a few years hence England will have made
immense progress in the arts of design.”
To return to the Conservatory. According to

the yearly reports addressed to the Minister of
Agricniture, Commerce, and Public Works, the
number of persons attending the public courses
of the Conservatory is constantly increasing. lu
six months it has reached 180,000 persons. The
great amphitheatre of the institution will accom-
modate 700 persons

j
the smaller one 300 per-

sons
;
and both are f^ound too small.

When the courses were first started, Sunday
was the day which the public appeared to prefer.

Gradually, however, the week-day evenings came
into favour.

The teaching so freely given at the Con-
servatory is exclusively devoted to science
applied to industry. The audience is for the
most part composed of foremen, workmen who
have already received some instruction, and
apprentices. There are also a few foreign pro-
fessors, and many persons who take an interest
in the progress of technology. As we have
seen, these public courses are gratuitous, and are
open to both natives and foreigners. The teach-
ing of this institution is so constantly kept on a
level with all the improvements con'iimally being
made in France, England, and elsewhere, that
the coarsea are attended by a great number of
young foreigners whose intention it is to become
professors.

The special influences which this institution
brings to bear upon the progress of science
applied to industry, may be thus summarised :

—

The collection of models, machines, and pro-
ducts; lectures on science relating to indnstry,
and npon industrial arts

; a gallery of draw-
ings which the public are permitted to copy; and
an elementary school. The sum at present
voted ^fur its maintenance is 285,500 francs a
year.

,

_

The Conservatory of Arts and Trades is

situate in the Rue Saint Martin, and the visitor
to Paris may go over it on any Sunday or
Thursday free

;
on other days he would have to

pay a franc.

The Central Imperial School of Arts and
Manufactures is a highly esteemed And most
important educational establishment^ and has
been already described at some length in our
pages.* By its means many pupils who cannot
avail themselves of the opportunities offered
by the great Polytechnic School, are enabled to
obtain a most complete and practioal education.

For the purpose of comparison, wo will give a
short sketch of the Polytechnic School. It was
founded in the year 3 of the Convention (1791),
for the instruction of young men in mathematics
and drawing for the artillery and engineer corps.
None but candidates who can pass a very severe
examination in mathematics are admitted. Its
efiort has always been to educate, above all

things, good engineers
;
and some of the most

celebrated military and civil engineers have been
bred within its walls. Still, the time required
by this school (seven years), including the pre-
paratory and complementary studies, is much
too long for candidates who are anxious to com-
mence their practical and money-earning career
as soon as possible. The difficult preliminary
examination also excludes a great number of
candidates. Again, more than half the pnpils of
the Polytechnic School choose the military ser-
vice, whilst the greater portion of the other half
abandon the civil services to follow scientific
pursuits. This is why the admirable Polytechnic
School has never been able to satisfy the ever-
increasing demands of industry.
The Central School, therefore, fills up a mani-

fest deficiency in the French system of technical
instruction. It was fonuded in 1829 by the
celebrated chemist Dumas, assisted by three
other gentlemen, without, any aid from the
Government; but, after some years of success,
it first of all passed into the hands of a pro-
prietor, and was then tansferred to the State.
In the Central School have been educated a con-
siderable number of able engineers, who have
taken high rank as constructors of railways, &o.
Many directors, managers, and other functiona-
ries of important industrial establishments,
civil engineers, mechanical engineers, archi-
tects, &c., have emanated from this school.
The Central School is very popular, even with

• See p.400, ante.
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persons of narrow means, though what in France
is held to be a high charge (800 francs, 321., a
year) is demanded from pupils. The Govern-

|

ment and several of the departments have
founded scholarships in favour of the sons of
parents in very humble circumstances, and in
some cases money for board and lodging has
been added. The sons of rich parents pay for
their education, as they naturally ought

;
whilst

the doors of the school are also open for the
sons of artisans who have given proof of the
talents necepsary to profit by the instruction.

At the central school the pupils are com-
pelled, whatever may be the careers they intend
to follow, to attend all the courses, and to pass
very strict and frequent examinations. During
the first year the instruction is purely the-
oretical. In the second and third years theory
and practice are blended. The teaching is not con-
fined to unaided oral instruction

;
for laboratory

experiments, and mineralogioal and geological
excurnioDS are made use of to complete what the
lectures of the professors have commenced. As
we have stated, there are frequent compulsory
examinations during the courses and at their
close, in addition to which there are searching
examinations at the termination of each year’s
studies. The effect of this system is to keep the
pupils always up to their work. Discipline is

also strictly maintained.
The Central School is quite international and

cosmopolitan in its character
;

pupils of all

nations are admitted on the same footing as
natives of France. Not a county in Europe is

without a representative, and at one time or
another pupils have come here from every part
of the civilised globe.

There can be no better way of showing wbat
this institution imparts to its scholars than tho
quoting in full the programme of the three
years’ studies.

First Year.—A-nalysis and general mechanics,
sixty lessons

; general physics, sixty lessons

;

inorganic and organic chemistry, sixty lessons

;

theoretical and applied kinemafcic.s, twenty-four

I

lessons
; construction of machines, twenty

lessons; hygienics and applied natural history,
twenty lessons

;
mineralogy and geology, thirty

l.’BEons; architecture, ten lessons; industrial
drawing, twenty lessons.

Second Year.—Applied mechanics, sixty
lessons; strength of materials employed in

machines and constructions, twenty-four lessons ;

construction and mounting of machines, sixty
lessons

; analytical and industrial chemistry,
forty lessons; metallurgy, twenty lessons;
civil constructions, sixty lessons

;
industrial

physics, forty-five lessons
;
industrial and com-

mercial legislation,—ceramics, eight lessons;
dyeing, twelve lessons

;
glass-making and

mining, twenty lessons.

Third Year.—Applied mechanics, sixty lessons;

construction and erection of machines, fifty-five

lessons
; analytical chemistry, twenty lessons

;

industrial and agricultural chemistry, general
metallurgy, and metallurgy of iron, sixty lessons,

mining, twenty lessons
;

public works, sixty

lessons; steam-engines, thirty-five lessons;

railways, forty lessons
;

naval constructions,

twenty-five lessons.

In addition to tho above the following prac-

tical exercises and studies are required :

—

First Year.—Various chemical manipulations
;

exercises in general physics, stereotomy, and
taking of plans

;
architectural and topographical

designs, and working drawings; problems in the
infinitesimal calculus, general mechanics, and
general physics. Daring the vacation, after the
first year’s studies, the pupils are expected to
make plans of buildings and machines ; also to
write an essay on the resistance of materials.

Second Year.—A practical essay on the flow of
gases, with the aid of an anemometer and a
ventilator

; each pupil to draw up a paper on
the subject. Construction with bricks according
to given plans of various kinds of chimneys, a
baker’s oven, a lime-kiln, a hot-air stove, &c.
Each pupil to make a survey, and draw a plan
of a watercourse, and measure the volume of
water in a stream

; a paper to be gent in on the
details of these operations. Practical exercises
in a factory on the construction of machines.
Twenty-seven manipulations in analyzing and
assaying. Drawings and projects of machines
and buildings. Daring the vacation after the
second year, the pnpils to visit manufactories,
d:c., and to hand to the director, on resuming
their studies, a diary, giving a summary account
of the studies made and the factories visited

;

an album containing notes and sketches made on
the spot

; fair copies of the most remarkable
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objects contained in the album, and a paper on
questions in applied mechanics.

Third Year.—Projects in two series : the first

on the more important subjects in all the courses
;

the second on subjects connected with machines,
buildings, metallurgy, and chemistry.

Such is the profound and comprehensive course
of technical education carried out at the Central
School. After the Exhibition of 1861, this in-

stitution was proposed as an excellent model for

the great industrial school which Prince Albert
thought of founding in this country. Under the
auspices of the prince, a report was drawn up,
in which it was alleged that it was indispensable,
in order to maintain English industry at the
proper height, that an establishment 'upon this

model should be set up in this country. Unfor-
tunately the prince’s project has not yet been
realised.

The subject will need another paper.

THE PROPOSED CHANNEL DRIFTWAY
AND OUR COMMENTATORS,

A lEiTEB bearing the not very distinctive
signature “ Engineer,” printed in tbo Times of
the 30th inst., in reply to observations in these
pages, affords what moat disintei’ested and
impartial persons will probably consider to
be very weighty testimony in favour of those
views as to the doubtful, or at least fabulously
costly, project of a tunnel underneath the Straits
of Dover, which we intimated, rather than en-
forced, in our last number.
Let us say at once that in using the term dis-

interested, we make not the slightest allusion to
the possible pecuniary interest of any man,
scientific or otherwise, in the scheme. Let pro-
fessional schemes, once for all, be subjected to
the fair course of professional criticism without
any approach to an imputation, on either side, of
nnworthy motives. But there is nothing more
likely to bias and swerve the judgment, espe-
cially when it is not matured by an adequate
amount of experience, than that kind of party
spirit which almost invariably springs np on the
proposal of any great scheme of a nature alto-

gether novel. That engineer would be almost
more than man—he certainly would be no
ordinary man—who, when asked if ha would
undertake the direction of some colossal enter-
prise, should calmly reply, “ All things are
within the reach of money

;
but this which you

propose can only be attained by a dispropor-
tionate and unjustifiable outlay of money.”
Thus, let a man, let ua say of eminence, be once
consulted on a brilliant project, however wild

;

let some degree of preliminary work be
attempted, some degree of preliminary expense
incurred, and eager advocacy is sure to be
forthcoming. Nor is such advocacy to be
regarded, by any impartial judge, in any other
light than that under which we criticise the
opening speeches of those able men, who, in
gowns of silk and of stuff, have learned so much
of the language of the civil engineer in the com-
mittee-rooms of the Houses of Parliament.
In the present instance the advocacy of

“Engineer” is peculiarly maladroit. Bearing
in mind that the one great engineering difficulty

is that of expense, it is certainly rather an Irish

mode of procedure to propose to halve the diffi-

culty by doubling the coat. 'A certain—or
rather a very uncertain-—amount of the stifling

gas known as choke-damp exudes from the sur-

face of freshly-cut chalk. A known amount of
the same irrespirable vapour is produced in the
lungs of workmen, and by the combustion
necessary for illumination. For the greater
facility of dealing with this subtle enemy,
“Engineer” proposes to double its quantity—to

double the superficial area of damp chalk, to

doable the number of workmen, to double the
combustion, to doable the expense : in a word,
“ to conatruct two parallel drife-ways.” If the
problem had been how to ventilate af the utmost
possible expense, the suggestion of this plan
would have been the proper answer.

It should also be observed that this part of the
scheme as it now stands, is irreconcileable with
the purpose of “ proving the possibility of
making the tunnel before 20 per cent, of the
necessary capital is expended.” Without having
before ns the plans and sections (if the scheme
has advanced so far as the construction of plans
and sections), it is impossible to speak with
certitude as to the proportionate coat of the
driftway and the tunnel respectively. Butevery
one who has any practical experience in such
matters knows that the cost is by no means pro-
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portioned to tlie areas, or to the cubic quantities

of the larger and smaller bores. A driftway,

though costing less per linear
_

yard than a

tunnel, costs far more per cubic yard. It is

more than questionable whether a driftway of

any description could be run under the Straits

of Dover for one-fifth of the cost of a tunnel of

an area adequate to allow of the passage of a

locomotive. It is certain that a pair of parallel

driftways could not be constructed for so small a

proportion. Some discrepancy in the results of

the studies of “ the most eminent engineers , . .

for many years” here requires explanation.

It is also unfavourable to the upshot of those

studies that “Engineer” speaks of the oom-

menoement of the driftway in the tone,—or at

all events illustrated by the analogy,—of a six

months’ tour. The projector has not made up

his mind whether to use a great coat or an

umbrella to keep out the tide. Whether his two

parallel driftways shall be timbered, or bricked,

or iron-lined, is to be as it pleases Providence.

Each costly material 1“ will doubtless be em-

ployed in its proper place.” There is a great

convenience in this easy mode of leaving the

morrow to take thought for the things of itself,

Into the cost per foot cube, or per hundred-

weight, of timber framework and polling, of

te7yiporary brick arching, or of bolted and calked

iron-lining (all of which has to bo removed before

the tunnel itself can be constructed), fixed in

place, at 250 ft. depth below the centre of the

English Channel, it is, on this view of the

case, unnecessary to inquire.

A different, but scarcely a more practical,

style of argument is applied to meet the difficulty

of the great length of headway which it is pro-

posed to run fi'om one end. The actual length

of tunnel proposed by “ Engineer ” and his friends

is not stated. The account on which our re-

marks were principally founded spoke of a total

length of sub-aquatic tunnel of thirty miles.

“ Little over twenty,” is the estimate of “ Engi-

neer.” Accepting this emendation (as really

one of no great practical importance to the

matter in its present state), we are told that

because a full-sized tunnel, twelve miles long,

run from each end, under the Alps, will meet

accurately somewhere,—that is, because the

engineers of the itont Cenis tunnel feci perfectly

“ sure that the two ends will meet,”—therefore

the meeting of driftways running for “ over

twenty miles” under the Channel is “reduced

almost to a matter of certainty.” We are grate-

ful for the concession “ almost.”. To those who
know by long practice the hourly difficulties at-

tendant on the charge of both tbo centre line

and the levels of a troublesome tunnel, the

enconragement drawn from the expectation

that the hopes of the French and Italian

engineers, who are working under circumstances

of an entirely difi'erent character in llont

Cenis, will be fulfilled, fails to be absolutely

be the case. The reservoir of superincumbent

water is absolutely inexhaustible. If entrance

were once obtained, in any considerable volume,

no pumping machinery in the world would make

any permanent impression upon the flood. Every

drop of water that percolated into driftway or

into tunnel, would clear the way for a larger

drop to follow. Every bucketful of water that

was pumped out would increase the infiltration

from above. And above is the ocean !

If then *' semi-professional journals,” among

which we have not the false modesty to rank the

Builder, “ have suggested to the public that there

are insurmountable difficulties of the most obvious

character, which have been overlooked, with

reference to this scheme,” we can only join them

in the regret that the skill of “ some of the most

eminent engineers” who “ have carefully studied

the subject for years,” has not been illumined by

a little more practical wisdom. The more closely

the certain difficulties that oppose the prosecu-

tion of such a scheme—to say nob a word of

contingencies—are studied, the more obvious

and formidable do they become. The more wide-

spread, and the more accurate, our experience of

actual tunnel work (and it will be clear to all

practical men that it is in virtue of such expe-

rience that we speak), the more hazy, visionary,

and indefensible does the project of a subter-

ranean communication with the Continent

appear, on mature consideration. That there

exist neither commercial, financial, nor political

reasons to justify such an attempt, is our de-

liberate opinion. Of the physical possibility of

the undertaking we have not spoken, nor have

we at all exhausted the question of its certain

cost, and uncertain dangers. But no one can, in

upon them ;
but still there are on his stones

what we may, perhaps, call two or three patches

of wet lichens that, to the unwary foot, might

lead to disaster. In reply to his question, “ Of

what materials is it most probable that the

earliest buildings were constructed ?” he makes

his wistful scholar reply, “ It is moat probable

that the earliest materials used were rushes,

reeds, and the branches of trees tied together,

plastered with mud and thatched with leaves.

The ancient Britons constructed most of their

dwellings of itncfceriOorfe.” Did they ? From the

very namerous remains on our wolds and hills of

ancient British dwellings built of stone, we might

conclude that was the material most frequently

used in their oonatruction. Again, the querist

is anything but clear about the distinctive details

of Saxon architecture. The so-called triangular

arch is not mentioned, though the flat-beaded

and shoulder-headed so-called arches of later

times are given
;

nor is anything said of the

ballnstre colnmns that are so distinctively pre-

Norman. And, unfortunately, the illustration of

an arch given as Saxon is Norman. Once more,

the illnstration of the Doric order ehonld be

described as not purely Greek, but Roman.

Still, the general merit of Mr. Mitchell’s book

is considerable, and it is very cheap.
^

There are

twenty-four engravings in it reprinted^ from

Gwilt’s “ Encyclopmdia of Architecture,” and

forty-nine woodcuts.

The second stepping-stone is a link in a series

of technical manuals. It is furnished with a

hundred and thirty-three illustrations drawn on

wood by the author,—consequently is a work of

rather more pretension than the catechism just

noticed. Moreover, it is adapted for the use of

thfpZ^sSte of our geological and engineer- youth rather than children, Davjdson states

ing Lienee, actually demonstrate that the exe- !
his aim is to give a general knowledge of the

Lition of the scheme lies within the power of I
principles of building coustruocion and at the

mun, or that, eynn if the amount of money
,

same time to afford elementary

estimated were raised, a sub-aqnatio gallery to
,

teotnrai drawing. To this end ho wisely ad-

France could be attempted with more success ,
vises students to read each section of his work

^ha“r; tunier"through the voloanic bowels of

Etna, or a railway to the moon.

reassuring.

Again, as to the water. There is, we are told,

“ every reason to believe that the tunnel will be

a comparatively dry one.” Of three universal

reasons two only are hinted at ;
one is, that

because coal workings, under the atone strata of

the coal measures, are, in a particular instance,

“ comparatively dry,” therefore chalk workings

will be so. The other is, that because, abore the

level of the sea, no "considerable amount of

water has been found in the lower chalk,” there-

fore, underthehydrostatiepressure of the entire

depth of the Channel, the same happy state of

things will be found to exist. It must be observed,

moreover, that, in the absence of definite borings,

the very nature of the material through which

tbo experimental driftway is to bo run, whether

upper chalk, lower chalk, chalk with fl.ints, or

half a dozen other materials, is, to say the least,

only matter of geological inference, or, in other

words, of scientific guess-work.

Not more conclusive is the comfort to be

derived from the experience of the Kilsby

Tunnel, “ if an immense quantity of water were

met with.” In fact that experience points rather

in the opposite direction. It was by the exhaus-

tion of the sandbed filled with water which was
encountered in that mile of work,—subterranean

indeed, but far above the level of the sea,—that

progress in the works was rendered feasible.

In that case, and in similar instances, had the

engineer run an adit through the deep cutting at

each end of the tunnel to the face of the work,

the cost wonld have been enormously lightened,

at the price of a delay in the actual commence-
ment of the tunnel. The tunnel and the cuttings

once complete, the water could not again accu-

mulate. Under the Channel the reverse would

NEW STEPPING-STONES.

Two little books, purporting to be stepping-

stones to arcbitectnral design and building con-

struction, havejnstappeared, which are likely to be

useful, so far as they go, to the rising generation.*

The one we shall speak of first is a catechism (of

the Pinnock class), such as might be conveniently

used in schools. It is called a “ Stepping-stone

to Architecture.” It is certain that if some

general idea of architecture were to bo given iu

schools our young people would be provided with

an inexhaustible source of pleasure. All our

ancient remains would be looked at in a different

light to that in which they are but too often now

regarded. Instead of associating such sites only

with the scene of picnics, or matches of one sort

or another, onr ancient buildings wonld call up

emotions such as are now kindled only at the

sight of classic shores. The different amount of

interest felt for a bnilding by a person who has

some knowledge of architecture, and one to

whom all details are a confused mystery, is so

considerable as to be alone a sufficient reason for

instructing youth with a fair understanding of

the subject. A superb piece of architecture

creates in the mind of those who can appreciate

it exactly that exquisite kind of intellectual

rapture that the cadences of a consummate poem

impart, or that is wafted into the mind with the

sound of matchless music.

A seiies of papers in our pages on the subject,

addressed to ladies, some years ago, and after-

wards gathered together as a little book.f were

not without a certain amount of good effect, as

we have reason to know.

Both student and building cannot be other-

wise than benefited by an early knowledge of

architecture, and we earnestly recommend its

study in schools. The mere familiarity with

the masterpieces chosen as illustrations wonld

be a gain. And becanse early impressions

are often nearly indelible, a conscientious

endeavour should be made to render them

exactly correct. Mr. Mitchell has evideiitly

taken great pains to make his stepping-stones

trustworthy, and but few blemishes can be found

attention to the lettering ;

illustrations to a larger scale and letter them,

taking care to give, underneath the drawing,

a description, or abstract, of the principles

upon which the construction is based. This

plan will enable them to remember what they

study; and should they feel that what they

have acquired is slipping out of their memories,

they will have but to glance at their own draw-

ing to revive their acquisitions. He asks, on

the part of the artisan, whether the ability to

understand and apply the principles of building

oonstrnebion will bring him wages, and answers

—we quote his words—” Yes, it will ;
for we may

fearlessly assert that never in the whole history

of labour has there been a period when the work-

man has been deemed more worthy of his hire,

or when greater efforts have been made, firstly

to teach the artisan, and then to show appre-

ciation of bis work, than the present.” So far

so well.
, . 11.

After explaining the drawings required lor

building purposes, Mr. Davidson treats of the

various departments in building construction,

beginning with natural and artificial foundations,

and going through the various kinds of masonry,

brickwork, woodwork, roofs, floors, joinery, and

fire-proof construction. And besides this varied

information, be gives a special chapter concern-

ing drawings for masons, another relating to

drawings for bricklayers, and a third devoted

to drawings for carpenters and joiners. This is

an admirable arrangement, and one advised, by

the best minds, as more suitable for our schools

of art, than the vapid plan of teaching all kinds

of scholars one sort of drawing, irrespective of

the difi'erent trades in which they may be

engaged, or about to be employed. As consider-

able licence is taken in the application of tints

to trade drawings, the author gives a list oi

those chiefly in nse among architects to express

various building materials :

—

Mateiial8. Colonr.

Brictwork to be executed (in ^ . , ,

plana and aections)
i

* “ The Stepping-stone to Architecture.” By T.

Mitchell. London : Longmans, Green, & Co.

“The Elements of Building Construoiion and Archi-

tectnrol Drawing.’' By Ellis A. Davidson. London and

New York: Cassell, Pecter.&Galpin.

t “ H:8lory in Buins a Handbook of Architecture for

the Unlearned.” By Geo. Godwin. How out of print.

r Crimson lake mixed with

elevations \
burnlsiennaorVenetian

(, red.

The liehter woods, such as fir Kaw sienna.

Oak or teak Vandyke brown.

Granite
,

stone generally Yellow ochre or pale sepiB.

Concrete worlsa Sepia with darker markings.

Wroughtiron Indigo.

Cabtiron Payne’s grey or nentral tint.

gtgpj Puleindigo tingedwithlabe.

yyaga Gamboge or Roman ochre.

, fPa'e Indian Ink tinged
Lead y i^iih indigo.

Clay or earth Burnt nmber.

tjlate Indigo and lake.

Brickwork ii
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The drawiage for masons are an example of
planking, brick footings, and stone piers, as
adopted in the oircalar vaulting at the London
Books

; a bridge to cross a road
j
and a stone

staircase
; all worked out in every detail of their

construction carefully. The drawings for car-
penters show the various kinds of joints in
timber, including the French scarf, ” Trait de
Jupiter,” in which the key is placed at right
angles to the slanting line of the scarf instead
of parallel to the line of the beam

;
trusses,

tenons
j complete roofs

; trimming
;
double and

framed flooringj and a trussed partition for sup-
porting floors, leaving a space for folding doors
in the centre. Those for joiners show the con-
struction of the woodwork for finishing the
interiors of bouses. In the matter of fire-proof
construction, Mr. Davidson gives a notion of
both the French and English methods in outline,
reserving a more complete examination of them
to a future manual. The French plan diflfers
from our iron-girder system, our readers will
remember, by using timber quarterings. The
account given in the late Mr. Hosking’s neglected
book is quoted :

—

“The framed structure being complete, strong oak
batten laths, from 2 in. to 3 in. wide, are nailed up to the
quarterings horizontally, ac 4 in., 6 in., or ereu 8 in. apart,
according to the character of the work, throughout the
whole height of the enclosure and partition; and the
epacea between the quarterings and behind the laths are
built up with rough srone rubble, which the laths prevent
falling out till the next process has been effected. This is
to apply a strong mortar, which in Paris is mainly com-
posed of plaster of Paris, which is there cf excellent
quality, laid on from both sides at the same time and
pressed through from the opposite sides, so that the
mortar meets and incorporates, imbedding the stone
nibble by filling op the interstices and with so much body
on the surface as to cover up and imbed also the timber
and the laths, in such manner, indeed, as to render the
concretion of stone and plaster, when thoroughly set, an
independent body, and giving strength to. rather than
receiving support from, the limber. The ceilings are con-
structed on a somewhat similar system.’'

We hope the day is not far distant when every
workman in Great Britain will be able to make
a working drawing, as well as understand that
which is placed in hia hands for execution. Both
the little works we have here noticed may play
a certain part in advancing matters towards
this issue.

FALSENESS IN TRADE.
So that it seems to be, never mind what it is.

Such is the maxim of thousands in this God-
fearing country and wonderfully intellectual age.
So that a house will just stand, a printed cotton
just wash, or a soldier’s coat hold togther till it
is appropriated

j so that the inferior stuff at the
of" a piece of cloth cannot be discovered

till it is opened, and the nntempered worthless-
ness of the axes and picks will not be known
till the bales are broken in the backwoods by
eager workers dependent on sound tools, it is all
right ; trade has been done, profit has been
made. Never mind the loss, the disappointment,
the sorrow inflicted on others

:
profit has been

made. The falseness and sham, the want of
truth on the part of workmen in matters con-
nected with their trade, are little less than appal-
ling. You can be certain of nothing. You may
buy pens that will not write, pencils with which
yon cannot mark, milk innocent of the cow, beer
that is poisonous, locks that will nob last a week,
manure that has no pretence to a fertilizing
qnalifcy, and seeds that could not grow in it even
if it had. These last are amongst the worst kinds
of deceptions,—deceptions that cannot be dis-
covered till it is too late to supply a remedy, and
the user’s hopes for the year are blasted. Nearly
the last Act of the past session of Parliament
was one to prevent the adulteration of seeds,
declaring that the practice of adulterating
seeds, in fraud of her Majesty’s subjects and to
the great detriment of agriculture, required to
be repressed by more effectual laws than those
in force. To “ kill seeds ” means to destroy bv
artificial means the vitality or germinating
power

5 and to *' dye seeds ” is to give to seeds
by colouring the appearance of seeds of another
kind. The penalty is 51 . for the first ofl’ence
and 50Z. afterwards, with publication of the
offender’s name at his expense in newspapers.
We would have had the punishment heavier.
For such scoundrels we have no consideration, no
mercy

;
nor can we see any valid reason why the

Act should not have come into operation at once,
mstead of being postponed, as we believe it is,
till the beginning of next year. Surely it is not
to enable these honest traders, disappointers of

adulterated stocks on
hand?

The tendency of the world to listen to specious
promises, to be beguiled by apparent cheap-
ness, to

“ Give to dust that is a little gilt,
More laud than gilt o’er-dusted,”

encourages the vice to which we are pointing,
but does not in the least excuse it.

We remember hearing of contractors, during
one of the recent wars, who sent out to our
soldiers boots so made and of such materials
that they became saturated with the first shower,
and endured no time. The commonest feelings
of humanity, apart from thought of gratitude,
prompt indignation, and should have prevented
such an infamous proceeding. The indignation
it excites within us has no bounds. We say with
Emilia, and with onr whole heart,

—

“ 0 Heaven ! that such companions thon’dst unfold,
And put in every honest hand a whip
To laeh the rascals naked through the world.”

Even this baseness is paralleled, if it be not
exceeded, by those who manufacture life-buoys
of materials incapable of floating. Hard as it
may be to believe, there is good evidence to
prove that many of the life-buoys sold at sea-
men’s slop-shops, instead of being stuffed with
solid cork-wood, as they should be, are filled
with rushes, straw, or cocoa-fibre, which being
tied up in canvas will float for a little time, but
are gradually saturated, and sink,—destroying
what they should have saved. We have talked of
whipping, but with the manufacturers of these
painted lies, with these murderers for money, we
would adopt a shorter course ; we would un-
hesitatingly hang them.

VICTORIA-STREET AND THE ABBEY.
As compared with any other portion of the

metropolis, the hallowed precincts of the ancient
Abbey exhibit a melancholy account of eccle-
siastical management. The whole district as far
as Vincent-square is Church property, and in it
we find more wretched dilapidated tenements,
we cannot call them bouses,—than in Stepney or
Rotherhithe. Within these precincts there are
over thirty narrow courts, having an average of
eight hovels with six rooms in each

j every room
tenanted by at least four human beings, and
paying weekly rents. By day, if any one
venture on an inspection, the whole is revolting
to the sight; by night, after nine o’clock, it is
horrible.

So far as Viotoria-street has been completed,
the improvements have kept pace with modern
taste and requirements, and now that the Pimlico
end of this fine thoroughfare has been opened
out to Grosvenor.place a more direct route to
the Houses of Parliament and the Abbey has
been secured for the inhabitants of the West-
end.

From Hyde Park Corner to the Victoria Hotel
buildings of superior description have been
ranged along the line, generally in an efflorescent
French style, and the contrast becomes flagrant
when a comparison is made with the adjacent
church slums, which occupy a no less valuable
position, in close propinquity with the glorious
Abbey and the Houses of Parliament. Is it that
Churchmen are wholly wrapped up in what con-
cerns futurity, and therefore take less interest in
merely mundane affairs ?

The squalid condition of all the surroundings
of the Abbey induced us before to suggest for
the improvement of that important though
neglected district that a continuation of Vic-
toria-street should be made in a direct line from
Strutton Ground, opposite Christ Church to
Victoria Tower.

’

At this point the street diverges in a slight
angle, in a radius that would, if continued, strike
in upon the Westminster Bridge : the continua-
tion recommended, forming an elongated delta,
would^ cut Abingdon-street in the centre, and
issue in the broad space 50 ft. southward of the
tower, being about 500 yards long, and, opening
out from the planted grounds of Christ Church
it would strike in upon Great College-street^
passing clear of the good buildings in Dean’s
Yard, and would require only a few feet (say
half the roadway) to be cut off the Dean’s
garden : thus securing for the Dean and Chapter
fine sites for the erection of suitable canons’
houses, in lieu of those old red deformities which
at present defile the venerable old cloisters, and
which wholly blind and screen off the Abbey.
The work of restoration now in progress will

be wholly lost as to external view, unless the old
shapeless masses of brick hovels are cleared

away from the sonth side. Some space with the
standing trees should be left open, both for
street effect and for the aspect of the Abbey,
and then this tboronghfare would not only be
one of the noblest of the far West, but it would
open out resources of building profit.

At the present moment there are but two
unappropriated building plots on this line, which
has lain so many years in hideous fallow : one is

at the end of Strutton ground, and it is yet
open for the practication of this thoroughfare,

—

we cannot call it a boulevard, being only 60 ft.

wide
; the continuation might, however, be

enlarged 10 ft. more, and with effect.

The new street would keep clear of Old Pye-
street, alliniating nearly with it; and in cutting
across at right angles Duck-lane, New Pye-
street, St. Anne’s-street, Great Smith-street, and
Bowling-street, would in a range of about 1,000 ft.

strike in upon Great College-street, clear of the
College School, necessitating the clearance of
some of the filthiest lairs in Westminster.
The fine ranges of chambers extending to

Dean’s.yard would branch off at an angle of
forty degrees, and the intervening space now
occupied by dens called Union-court, Cottage-
gardens, New-square, and two or three other
nameless courts, together with a dozen decrepit
houses in the traverse streets, would make room
for fabrics of a more respectable, profitable, and
durable character.

By the practication of this new street, the
Houses of Parliament would be approached in
the distance of a quarter of a mile leas than by
the present issue into Great George-street

; for
there is a considerable deviation northward from
Dean’s-yard to be added to the return south from
that point to Abingdon-street.
The most telling improvements of the metro-

polis are its bridges, quays, and grand cause-
ways, and the present year will add much to the
value and beauty of our city by the opening of
Holborn, of Blackfriars, and of the Embank-
ment. By the formation of a fine thorough-
fare as here recommended, our old Abbey and
the Houses of Parliament would be better
developed, whilst a central, valuable, and vicinal
district might be redeemed from waste for the
convenience and intercourse of the whole
population.

When it is considered that the fashionable
quarter surrounding Eaton-sqoare, and called
Belgravia, is a mile farther westward from the
centre

;
that its range is no higher above high

water than these purlieus of the Abbey
;
and that

all the noble mansions built there command the
highest rate of rent and purchase, there can be
no doubt but that clearances about the Abbey,
extending in width even from St. James’s Park
to Vincent-square, would produce a good return
financially, whilst the adaptation of the space
to modern constrnctions would effect the re-
demption of a district now a disgrace to the
metropolis.

REPORT ON SOUTH OF LONDON
WATER SUPPLY.

The Report of Mr. J. N. Radcliffe to the
Medical Officer of the Privy Council on the
results of an inquiry into the causes of the tur-
bidity of the water supplied by the Southwark
and Vauxhall, and the Lambeth, Water Com-
panies, has been issued in a printed form,

lu the outset the Reporter says;

—

“ Professor Frankland, in his Reports to the
Registrar-General on the waters supplied by the
Metropolitan Water Companies in the years
1867 and 1868, makes the following state-
ments :—Of 1867 he writes,

—

' Only on one occasion daring the whole year have I
obtained a transparent sample of water from the South-
wark company's mains.’ Of 1868 : ‘On several occasions
the water of the Lambeth, Southwark, and Chelsea com-
panies was in such a muddy condition as to render it
totally unfit for dcmestic use. In February last tbe Lam-
beth company’s water was so turbid, that brightly illurai-
natedol jects could not bo seen through a stratum of it
12 in. deep. On account of the great amount of sewage
which commingles with the river waters supplied to
London, their efficient filtration before delivery is of the
utmost importance The Southwark com
pany’a water is almost invariably sent out in an imper-
fectly filtered condition. Only on one occasion in the
entire year did I obtain a sample of clear water from this
company's mains, and the same was the case in 1867.’

Eefemag to an instance of exceptional con-
tamination of the Southwark company’s water
during the months of August, September, and
October, 1868, Professor Frankland remarks ;

—
' I directed the attention of the company’s engineers to

the abnormal conditions of the water, pointing out that
the admission of a certain proportion of tidal water of the
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Tbaraes at Battersea, wliere the company’s reserroira are
aituatod close to the river, would cause the excess of
impurities which I had observed.’ "

The following table shows the number of occa-
sions, out of ;a total of twenty-four monthly
observations, on which, according to the reports
of Professor Prankland to the Registrar-General,
the difierenb Metropolitan Water Companies
delivered turbid water from their mains during
1867 and 1868

should be removed above Moulsey Lock
j and (2) that

additional provision should be made for subsidence and
filtration.

The removal of the intake above Moulsey Lock would
not interfere with the present works at Long Ditton, and
would at once do away with ihe cause of ditBeulty in the
way of eflectual filtration, which arises from the ex-
ceptional turbidity of the river at the present intake of
the Lambeth Company’s sapply. The same remarks and
suggestions as to intake are applicable to the Chelsea
Company, The latter Company, it must be noted, is con-
structing two additional filter-beds at Seething Wells,
having a joint area of two acres.

Name of Company
and

Source of Supply.

Thames :

—

Chelsea
West Middlesex
Southwark
Grand Junction...
Lambeth

Other sources :

—

New River
East London
Kent

Number
of Occaaiona

when Clear and
Transparent.

Number
of Occasions

when
Slightly Turbid.

1867. 1868. 3 1867. 1868. Total.

9 7 10
11 12 23 1 0
1 1 2 6 6 10

9 17 1

9 6 16 3 1 4

12 10 23 0 2
10 3 13 2 S 10

6 8 2 3 6

Number
of Occasions
when Turbid.

Number
of Occasions

when
Very Turbid.

POSITION AND PAY OF ENGINEERS IN
INDIA.

A PKOPER understanding of the position of the
Public Works and other Departments in India,
and the right management of them, being of
great conseqnence to a large number of our
readers, wo have on numerous occasions allowed
representatives of the various branches to state
their own views and grievances, and have
advocated such reforms as seemed necessary.
Continuing in this course, we give insertion to
the followiug as representing the views of a con-
siderable body of public servants.

The Report then goes on to give evidence of
the turbidity of the water of the Southwark and
Lambeth companies at various times in course
of the present year ; and also as to the causes
of that turbidity, and what had been done to
obviate it. The great and rapid increase of
demands upon the Southwark company's sup-
plies,—an increase said to have overpassed, for
the time being, all measures to meet it satisfac-
torily,—is referred to.

The Report states that

“ The Southwark company haa for some time been taking
measures to overtake the increasing requirements of its
district, and to remedy the insufficient provision for aub-
Bidenee and filtration described. They have constructed
extensive additional works at Hampton, which it is be-
lieved will be in full operation before the close of the pre-
lent month (July); and they are making an important
•^dition to the works at Battersea. The new works at
Hampton are adjacent to the old works, and are supplied
with water for the same intake. They consist of (u), a
subsidence reservoir, having an area of acres, and
capable of containing from 10,000,000 to 16,000,000 gallons
•ccording to the height of the river

;
and of (i), three

mter-beds, having a joint area of 3 acres, and estimated to
be capable of filtering, when in full action, 420,000 gallons
per hour. In connexion with these works two engines are
being built, and are now well-nigh completed, having a
total horse-power of 450. The new work in progress at
Battersea consists of a subsidence reservoir having an
area of 5i acres, and a capacity of 21,000,000 gallons.

It is proposed, wheu the new works at Hampton are
brought into operation, to devote them entirely to the
supply of that portion of the Southwark company's dis-
trict which lies westward of Vauxball Bridge

;
the opera-

tion of the works at Battersea being limited to the district
oast ol that point. It is estimated that from 35 to 40 per
cent, of the entire supply of the company will be dis-
tributed from Hampton.
When the additions now in progress are completed and

brought into operation, the Southwark company will have
placed its works fairly on a level with its present require-
ments; but if the demand upon its supply continues to
increase at the rate of the past two years, the margin of
provision, even for the near future, appears to me to be
too scanty. I must add, however, that the company has
recently bought land at Battersea with a view to a further
extension of their works when needed,"

III. I have stated io
that no measures are
Lambeth Companies, n

an earlier portion of this report
adopted by the Southwark and

. by the other Water Companies
obtaining their supplies from the Thames, to escertain
whetner the provision of the law as to the thorough
filtration of the water delivered by them is properly carried
out. The law (Metropolis Water Act, 1852, sect. 4)
requires that the water supplied shall be effectually
filiered; but it does not direct that any steps shall be
taken tj ascertain whether effectual filtration is accom-
plished. It is obvious that if the action of the filter-beds
upon the water transmitted through them be not sub-
jected to regular obaervatioo from day to day, filtration
becomes little more than a hap.hazard process.

It is greatly to be desired that the different Thames
Water Companies should keep a register, open when
required to the inspection of any properly authorised
public officer.

* • • • •

It is desirable, also, that the other Metropolitan Water
Companies should keep a like register, modified in accord-
"Tce with the nature of their source or sources of supply.

It IS further desirable that the state of filtration of the
water delivered by the different Metropolitan Water Com-
nanies, as indicated by transparency or turbidity, should
>e subjected to more frequent investigation by some
public authority than at present.

IV, The remarkable differences existing in the provision
for filtration by the different Thames water companies,o-j Hdeed, among the Metropolitan water companies

The general summary of the Report, with
I Buggeetions, is as follows :

—

a conclusion, I would

I. Af to the Turbidity of (he Souihtoark and Vuushall
Company't Water.

(o.) In reepecl qf Cauialion.—{\) That it is dependent
i upon the deficiency ol provision for subsidence

; (2) ihe
i insufficiency of the area of filtering surface; (3) uud in
t certain instances, upon one or other or bothot the following
c causes

; (u) the admission of tidal water from the Thames
II into the reservoirs at Battersea, either by direct inflow by
I t Boaksge, or by leakage; or (6) upon the admission of uu-

I

h lutered water from the subsidence reservoirs into the
I p pump-wells.
I

(i.) In reepect of Remedy.~{l) That the company has

I fu j ?
measures which will remedy for the present

I II the defective provision for subsidence and the insutliciem-T
c ot the filtering area

; (2) but it should be required abso-
a lutely ot the company that the communication of thereser-
tt TOirs at Battersea with the tidal portion of the Thames, bv
ffl moati^s of tho old conduit leading to Battersea Reach, and
(tithe direct cominunicaiion of the aubsideuce reservoirs
» with the pump-wells, should be entirely cut off. Any con-

|ti tmgeneies that might arise, which would apparently, at
jU the moment, justify tho company, as a matier of expedi-
>6ience, and notwithstanding the illegality of the acts in
I

ti taking water into their reservoirs through tho conduit
Ut communicating with the tidal water of the Thames or in
!pi permitting unfiltered water to pass directly from the sub-
niBideuce reservoirs into the enaine-wells for distribution
.mean be provided for in other and more legitimate modes.’

.1 1 II. Aelolke Tarhidily ofikeLambeth Company'e Water.
' (a.) In respect of Cuusu/ion.— (1) That the source of
IMaupply is objectionable; and (2) that the provision for
i|»uatib»idence, and (3) filtration, is inauflicient.

(
(i.) As to Remedy.

—

(1) That the intake of the company

and, _ _ _ _
generally

; the absence of any common consent among the
engineers of the companies as to what are the conditions
of efiioiency, as indicated by these differences

;
and tbetoo

frequent iusulliciency of the filtration of the water of all
the companies (except that of the West Middlesex),
suggest the necessity of an official investigation of tht
subject, with a view to determine some common rule of
guidance.

V. Professor Frankland’s references to living organisms
in the sediment deposited by the water supplied by the
Southwark and Lambeth companies suggested a compara-
tive microscopical examination of the companies’ water at
different points from the source in its passage through the
works. 1 collected samples for this purpose and forwarded
them to Dr. J. Burden Sanderson, F.B.S. I append Dr.
Sanderson’s extremely suggestive report.

F.S.—After this Report was written, tho Report of Ihe
Royal Commission on Water Supply appeared, "rhe
suggestion of the Commissioners that all tho Metropolitan
water companies should be superseded by municipal
authority appears to provide in another way for the kind
of snpervision contemplated in Section HI. of my recom-
mendations. J. N. H."

Dr. Sanderson’e Report states that in each of
the waters derived directly from the Thames he
found an abundant deposit, which presented all

the characters of the deposits described by Dr.
Ilassall in his paper on the “ Microscopical
Characters of the London Waters,” published in

1851. It consists partly of formless grannlar
matter, shells of diatomacea and other organic
debris held together by a gelatinous-looking
transparent substance, partly of living plants
and animals, and partly of shreds of vegetable
tissue and fragments of grit.

It appears to him to be of greater importance
that time should be devoted to the investigation
of the extremely tuiuute and elementary struc-
tures which he describes as ” rod-like bodies and
microspores,” than to the enumeration and
description of the higher forms, e. g., ciliated
infusoria, diatomacea, and desmidem, &o., with
respect to which he holds that their only sig-

nificance lies in their affording evidence of
defective filtration. As regards monads, and
more particularly as regards the actively moving
microspores and rods, he remarks, they probably
afford proof that chemical decomposition is in

progress, and that the water containing them is

in such a state as to be improper for consumption.

The Dresden Theatre.—The Court Theatre,
Dresden, has gone the way of all theatres,—it

was destroyed by fire on the 2l8t inst.

Thongh in India the two things, position and
pay, go very much together, yet one can be
treated separately from the other, and position can
be considered apart from pay. The subject as
affecting civil engineers in that country is very
important, and to understand the bearings of the
question it is necessary to go back some years,
and depict the state of Indian official society
when there were no civil engineers. There were
to be met with then five grand divisions of
covenanted civil servants, officers, medical men
and chaplains of the army

;
a very small body

of whites brought up on the hills, chiefly sons of
officers, and known as “country born,” half
castes, and natives. The Covenanted Civil Ser-
vice was, as every one knows, the best. It was
enirely filled by nominated youths from England,
trained at Haileybury, had a monopoly of civil
appointments, and extraordinarily good salaries.
Originally these covenanted civilians were the
East India Company’s mercantile assistants, and
under the name of writers, junior and senior,
merchants drew poor stipends, and boarded in
the forts and factories, as if they were the clerks
of a business house. In fact, nofirms could in these
days bring out subordinate agents on anything
like the terms to fill the moat minor situation.
They were, however, allowed to trade on their
own account, and on the Company getting terri-
torial sway, they were sent into the districts to
collect the revenues, and rule the subject people.
Salaries remaining what they were, the Com-
pany’a civilians exercised their authority as much
as possible for their own advantage, levied pro-
tective duties on merchandise passing through
their provinces, thus favoured their own ven-
tures, and made enormous profits. Lord Clive saw
that this easy state of affairs was ruinous to the in-
terests of the Company, and au immoral method
of Government, and that, though salaries were
extremely low, the revenues were being absorbed
at a fearful rate, and the, servants of the Com-
pany were so but nominally, and taking things
with a high hand. He therefore enormously
raised the table of salaries, and strictly prohi-
bited clandestine adventure and private trading.
To ensure this result, the salaries had of course
to be fixed so as to allow of civil servants living
as they had been accustomed to do, and till re-
cently it was very difficult to spend more than
two thousand rupees a month in domestic esta-
blishments. To the very last of the Company,
civil appointments were called writerships, but
the consequence of increasing the salaries was to
impart a tone which has made the covenated
service one of the most upright bodies in the
world. The possession of a majority at the council-
table and heritage in all the places of authority in
the regulation provinces of three presidencies
gave the civilians au exaggerated power, one
that could be exerted for the advocacy of their
own views, and the furtherance of the interests
of their order. It was not to be supposed that
such advantageous conditions would not make
them entertain a very good opinion of them-
selves, and from the court of directors down-
wards there was a general acquiescence in their
elevation, and a conviction that they were
qualified for any appointment, provided it was
well enough paid. Where there was a good
thing going, or one that could be set a-going,
there would a covenanted civilian be found at
the head of it. And if a particular person was
suited to a particular place or office, and belonged
to the Civil Service, the salary bad to be amplified
to the dimensions of his expectations. In point
of rank, the civilians hardly needed any special
graduation, as their published drawings would
sufficiently indicate how they stood; but there
was in India grown up with the remodelled Civil
Service a very numerous army, most of whose
offices were very moderately, nob to say poorly,
paid, bub which had colonels and generals with
emoluments almost rivalling the common run of
civilians, and military rank, decorations, and
glitter to add lustre to these. It was neosssary
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to introduce some relative order, and the table

of Indian precedence waa framed. The civilians

were divided oil' into classes according to length

of service. On first coming out they ranked

with subalterns, after four years’ service as

cap'ains, after eight years’ residency as majors,

and after twelve years as lieutenant-colonels,

and 80 it went on. In framing the table, they

had taken good care of themselves, as it took an

ensign from fifteen to twenty years to become

captain, and he often retired from the army on

a pension without getting over the rank of

major. Moreover, salary was not taken into

account, and a civilian with a good round income

need have cared very little about what class he

was in. The writers on appointment in England

had to undergo a smart pass eiamination, chiefly

in classics, and then spent two years at Hailey-

bnry College, where there were the facilities for

studying law, Indian languages, and political

economy. Once in the college, it would require

great indolence not to be able to get ont of it.

The military services were entered in two ways.

Eor the cavalry and infantry services cadetships,

as they wore called, were given direct,—that is,

the cadet immediately on passing a test examina-

tion to show he had received what is termed

a militaiy education, went out to bis regiment

in India. Certain cadetships were called

Addiscombe appointments, and no one could

go out to India under this form of nomination

without spending two sessions at the Company’s

military seminary. There those who qualified

received engineer and artillery commissions, and

those who did not, or for whom there were no

vacancies in these branches of the service, went

out in the infantry, coanting the time spent

under instruction as bond yide Indian service for

pension. Taking the case of two brothers, one

nominated to Addiscombe and one to Hailey-

bury, aud looking at their position after, let us

say, twelve years, the one would be a subaltern

of artillery, on 256 rupees a month, and the

other, with the relative rank of Lieutenant-

Colonel, an acting collector on 2,000 rupees a

month. There was nothing to account for this

difference of position except the original nomina-

tion. The cadet might have changed places

with the civilian, according to the caprices or

accident of patronage. Such overwhelming

differences in prospects could not but produce a

strong jealousy between the services, and a prac-

tical belief in the minds of the civilians who had

the giving of appointments in India, that a post

intended to be filled by a military man, or for

which an officer of the army waa eligible,

should be much lower paid than if it was

a civilian that was to occupy it. Thus a

military paymastership waa worth half what a

civil paymastership was. The feeling had some-

times a ludicrous manifestation. The wife of a

civilian at Calcutta, narrating, so the story goes,

who formed the party at a certain entertainment,

said So-and-so were present, aud So-and-so, and

a lot of trash from the fort, meaning officers and

their wives from Fort William. Such vulgarity

of sentiment, it need hardly bo said, cannot well

have been general among the civil servants
;
but

their immense distance from their coutempo-

rariea in salary cannot have failed to impart a

certain claim to superiority in spite of them-

selves, and which at times would be apparent

;

but, in truth, the civil servant became in some

ways superior to the mere regimental officer.

From entry into the service his expenses bad

been of a much more varied kind, and bis atten-

tion had been devoted to mental exercises, sneh

as learning the Indian languages, observing the

working of political economy, practising the law,

adjusting taxation, or secretarial duties; while

the subaltern was from day to day drilling his

men, attending station committees, and dining

at mess in the evening, for the most part physical

occupations. The military life suited those who

were not fond of study, contented with moderate

allowances, and aimed at the reward of a

soldier. There were also other things to be

mentioned further on, which somewhat melted

down the silver barrier between the Services.

No power coaid be expected to pay its army

upon the liberal scale of the Indian Civil Ser-

vices
;

still less when there were thousands of

Indian officers to hundreds of civilians. Besides,

Parliament had fixed limits to the covenanted

Civil Services. The Court of Directors availed

themselves of no similar bounds existing to the

extension of the army; and though their regi-

ments were not over-officered, and promotion

waa excessively slow, still the number of native

regiments was almost always on the increase

till they mutinied in Bengal. After that event.

those curious to see what reductions have been

made can consult a local Army List belonging

to each period, and may observe in India itself

what further curtailment is desirable. Having

a largo native army gave the opportunity of

giving away cadetships by wholesale. Coin-

cident with the augmentation of the army was

the extension of the Company’s territorial sway;

and for the many civil duties of Government in

these increased domains there was no organisa-

tion except an inexpansive covenanted Civil

Service educated as magistrates and private

gentlemen. Accordingly, where civil engineers

and architects were wanted, the corps of military

engineers were distributed, supplemented by

chance selections from the cavalry and infantry

of those who expressed a wish to act in these

capacities, or who were. considered to have a

taste for drawing. If a chaplain was wanted, an

army chaplain was supplied. All doctors were

military surgeons ;
and in districts where the

benefits of English rule bad to be conferred

officers were taken as commissioners and assist-

England. A colonel paid, unmarried, 41. ISs. a

month, or, married, 71. a month in India ; and

ll. 7s. 6d. and 21. Is. 3d. in England respectively.

The ensign paid a donation to the fund on

entrance of 331., and additional donations on

attaining higher rank, the colonel’s being 60Z.

On marriage an ensign paid 661., and a colonel

44UZ. The return for these payments was that

bachelors who fell sick got their passage paid

when it was not paid by Government, and, if

subalterns, an income allowance in England

;

bub the fund was mainly instituted for family

purposes. It paid a widow’s passage home with

her children, gave her a pension of^from 811. a

year for an ensign’s widow np to 235Z. a year for

a colonel’s. Besides this, children received from

201. to 4Ul. each, and girls the latter sum till

marriage or death. An officer wishing to bring

out his family could obtain a loan of the needful

sum. So that such an institution as the military

fund was invaluable.
^ ^ •

The medical services had also funds of their

own, which, in addition to widows’ pensions,
omcers were tSKon UB comiuiooiuuciD , mf-mhera
ant commissioners on passing an examination gave annuities to prevent retired ®

L a native language, Tncl perfermed generally having o go into practiee
“f

very fairly the duties of collector and magistrate, worthy feature about all

1 the
o^^siouB judge. It became the practioe for a they were Goverumont

“f
considerable number of officers to be permanently East India Company warmly supp • ^

absent from their regiments in time of peace, person m their employment was required to

fawfte rrall to take^the field with them. Th«e belong to them

waa thus an unlimited opening for a virtual m- tions were levied by

crease of the Civil Service i
aud it had this advan- the money was

^
tage,fertheDireotorswereprndentlegi8lators,that public treasury. The^

“.v" Xunhv of
thVcould Obtain almost equa,V_efficleut .ervlee™
on lower terms. It has always been the custom to

remunerate military staft’ appointments, suoh as

those of adjutant-general and quarter master-

general, with their deputies and assistants,

aides-de-camp, and the like, by salaries in

addition to the pay of military rank. So that a

major and adjutant-general would get a little

less than a colonel and adjutant-general, aiid

lieutenant and aide-de-camp less than a captain

and aide-de-camp. This was the principle of

the army. It kept a value to military rank
;

was the custom of every civilised country in

dealing with the staffof armies ;
aud was for the

East-India Company a very cheap method.

They could say to a young officer, “ It is very

true your staff salary and pay combined are

small compared with the emoluments of your

contemporaries in the covenanted Civil Service,

but wait till you are a colonel, and you will

receive all the benefit of your elevation.” The

principle was applied to all the services in con-

nexion with the army, the commissariat, stud,

&c.
;
and as public works were then administered

by the Military Board, which also directed the

foregoing civil branches of the army, all engi-

neer officers received staff salaries on much the

same scale as the commissariat, and, in addition,

the military pay of rank. But the Civil Service

wan o. Liiu-iug — -

India. Many of them received cadetships tor

which they were examined in India, and joined

their regiments on exactly the same terms as

those who came out from England. During the

conatrnotion of the Ganges Canal, several edu-

cated at the Roorkee College were taken on as

engineers, but in a subordinate capacity and

with no assured position, and their prospects

were very unsatisfactory. The fact is that no

greater injustice can be done to a boy of pure

European blood than to attempt to bring

up either on the plains or hills of India*

The constitution is rendered sapless. Instead of

a rosy colour and full development, there is a

pallor with only a slight hectic flush to show

the purity of origin. The face looks pinched

and old. The association with natives continu-

ously is not conducive to moral health ;
and a life

in a country like India, where society is totally

different from that of Eurdpe, and abnormally

constituted, is not calculated to give any breadth

of view or real knowledge of the world. Sucii

a person’s ideas must be contracted, and they

must be quite out of sympathy with the ordi-

nary run of British gentlemen. This great dif-

ference in breeding is one of the chief causes

of the gulf so often noticed and deplored be-

tween natives and Europeans, and neither in
the military pay of rank. But the Uml Service tweeu

owned noLohlaw. Certain consolidated sala-
|

their case nor that ^
ries were fixed for each class of appointment,

:

can edncotion bridge it over
f

person bro g

and those in them got the fait rate of romunera- up m the country can be

tion, irrespective of their age or standing. Lat- i liar vacancy of expression and if that does not

terW the same privilege was extended to military reveal it a few moments conversation does A

officL helding*^ office in the non-regulation pro. yoong lady of

Vinces bnt the rnblio Works Department re- ' snmptnons banqnet had been on some

mS on the old footing. The covenanted publio occasion in England remaiked. 01

Civil Lrvice had a fixed pension of 600!. a year oonrse, everything

granted to each member on completing a limited sealed, being
they arl

fervice; and, in order that the inducement to procurable out of a tin case,

retire might be sufficient. Government deducted invariably only to be
“77ronea®f is

regularly .1 per cent, of each civilian’s salary, the second generation

and ga4 an annuity to make np the pension to
,

according to the report of the Colonisation a

rooof a year. Ko civil servant eonld remain ' Settlement Commission, unknown m India, the

raerr hL thirtv.five years in India. The army conntry-born class is a very small one, and not

had also pensions mZch according to length of selMncreasing .“.
““"f’ tn’toma

service and varying from, for twonty-two years, nished the first civil engineers engaged on terms

191!. up to 450!. for thirty-two years ;
and for not very fiattenng to the

P™7Ti?™7diig the'

those able to stay on for an average period of teresting m that respect, and as lUnstrating the

forty years there were off-reckonings, brinsmg
in India is•i,

• *..,1 nnnj o vortov Ani7 nfRnftr The next subdivision ot society in inoia is

Itaintorthe position of toll colonel could reside
[

the ’’ Half Oastes,” a rather

nermanently in Europe without retiring from ' may be supposed, varied body The term is that

the service The E^t-India Company were usually employed to designate a mixed race m
provideorand knew the circumstanLs of

,

all parts of the world, but it is strongly objected

Eastern service. The Civil Service_ had a
,

to by the class in question, as^being^^^
Eastern service. The Civil Service had a to oy me ciubb lu liueBb.ou, -r-----

Widow and Orphans’ Fund, to which they
j

of reproach,

paid in subscriptions as a condition of ap- 1
the entitlings of “ Eurasian and East Indian,

^
. .. j r u wS/Iaw f4f onnfi have adopted the latter. They, however, con

poiotment, and from it the widow of each

civilian got 3001. a year. The army in each

presidency had also a military fund, to which all

cadets had to bind themselves to belong on

their arrival in the country, and which they could

nob resign without severing their connexion

with Government. Subscriptions to the fund

^0 i<e—for a single ensign in India, ISs. a month ;

on leave in England, os. a month. For a married

ensit^n, II. a month in India, and 8s. 8d. in

have adopted the latter. They, however, con-

aider it very hard that there should be any special

nomenclature for them, and are much afflicted

with false pride. The term “half-caste,” or its

equivalent, is seldom or never applied to any but

those East Indiana who have never been out of

the country; such of them as may have received

an English education take their place with any

other European ;
and there are many in all

,

branches of the service who have nob found
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their descent a barrier to their advancement
or reception into society. Of such wo are

not speaking, nor are we of a few who,
though strictly East Indians, have risen as

merchants or otherwise, to wealth and local

repute. But the great body of half-castes wore,

from the very fact of their being brought up in

India, excluded from the advantages a pure
European would possess through his knowledge
of men and manners alone. They generally

intermarried with persons of colour, and by
degrees the tendency was for them to become
darker and darker, till at last they could hardly

bo distinguished from natives. Erom their know-
ledge of the vernacular tongues from childhood,

they could not but have an intimate acquaintance
with native ways and modes of thought, and so

close a connexion could not fail in resulting in

their borrowing much that was non-European.
For various reasons they would not engage in

manual labour or any pursuit that required
much physical exertion. The more successful and
best educated turned to Government service, and
were employed as clerks : the only thing they
were fit for. Others became assistants in the

Presidency town shops, or apothecaries, beadles,

pew-openers, and held those little offices which are

filled in England by poor deserving people. But
the summit of their ambition was to be a clerk,

and it was a vocation into which they all pressed.

A few made very fair overseers in the Public
Works Department, but had neither the ambition
nor the energy to rise higher. In aspirations

and bent of mind they could have nothing in

common with British gentlemen
;
their manners

were not those of polished European society

;

their training had been acquired solely in India,

and theirs was a constitutional inertness, the
effects of climate of which the Englishman
would not be very tolerant. But in the sphere
which they selected. East Indians, by their

respectability and docile demeanour, gained
approbation, and they professed Catholicism.

The natives were more at home than any of the

other classes, and had a natural and complete
development. The climate told even on their

frame and activity, and caste determined their

walk in life, but no scheme of government could

be worked in India without their assisting

largely. The higher castes, as the Brahmins,
will not stoop to severe manual labour, bub con-
sider any kind of official employment highly
honourable, and will begin on very small salaries,

and sometimes on no salary at all, working
their way up in the grades of clerks to

higher posts. Every other description of

Government work was done by some caste of
natives. Their habits are very simple, the man
of wealth dressing and feeding little bettor than
the lower classes. So that their personal expenses
are very few, and they can afford to accept
moderate pay, and would only hoard or waste in

marriages and indiscriminate charity an ex-

cessive remuneration. Before the expansion of
education in late years the stock of knowledge
with which a candidate began his official career
was mostly confined to the three Rs, and he
worked away side by side with bis relatives at

revenue forms and judicial processes, till he
attained a technical proficiency, and they left

vacant places. The vernacular languages of
India have no literature, and very few natives
indeed have any acquaintance with the celebrated
Sanscrit classics, and they rarely read English
books except as a school task

j
so in the public

offices there were no natives of really liberal

education who could be introduced into society

and associate on equal terms with European
civilians and officers of the army. Among so
numerous a body as the natives in the offices of
Government there could not fail to be clever
intellects; but these bad quite a different form-
ing from the European mode, and were exercised
on the practical routine of life of their country-
men, and the details of revenue collection and
law-court decrees. The great bulk of the native
officials received not more than 15Z. a month even
ns head clerks of offices, subordinate and the
actual collectors of revenues from the land, or
junior magistrates. But their intimate know-
ledge of the ways of the people,—a thing that
the oldest European servant of Government
finds it impossible to fathom,—enabled them to
materially increase their incomes, and no appeal

: against assessment or suit at law could be
properly presented to the covenanted collector or
judge without a regular fee being given to all

those members of the office from the doorkeeper
: upwards with whom the client had to deal. Over
• this practice the European officers could have no
: check, as the advice of natives was essential to

the conduob of business, and the increase of

salaries, in a country where moral notions were so
loose, would not necessarily abolish the evil,

though it might and has diminished it.

In the Public Works Department the qualifica-

tions for an ordinary clerkship, and such skill

as could be picked up from watching masons and
labourers, would not lead very high. Much of

the duty was out-of-door exercise, involving

travelling from day to day, and though the ex-

penditure of the department was considerable, a
tangible result had to be produced, and a
rigorous account system would disclose or

suggest the taking place of wholesale embezzle-
ment. Besides, the offices of public works were
for design and audit, and little frequented by the

mass of the population; so that there was
scarcely any opportunity of adding to the

Government salary. In consequence the more
talented natives betook themselves to other

departments, and the Public Works Department
had to make the most of their inferior castes,

and such Brahmins as could not get in else-

where. There has always been this inferiority

in the raw material of the Public Works Depart-
ment to contend against, and it is a thing likely

to continue, as the causes are ingrained in the
disposition of the people. There were thus,

several years ago, in India, the civil servants ap-

pointed and sent out from England. The
military, medical, and clerical services, supplied

directly or indirectly from the same source, all of

them Europeans, and socially British gentlemen,
wielding the supreme power, and occupying the
positions of mark and moat emolument. They
contained within their bodies all heads of depart-

ments and the prime authority in military and
civil matters. They constituted also the

European society of India. One with another,

they had a rank given them in this society by
patent. They had either covenants or privileges

which meant that they could not be dismissed
daring good behaviour without compensation,
and the welfare and good name of their families

was carefully guarded by means of insurance
funds, for which Government was responsiblo,

The ordinary functions could, of course, be car-

ried on by a cheaper agency, and as a matter
of obvious necessity the natives and those

allied to them were employed in all petty and
subordinate capacities in immense numbers.
All classes were mixed up together, and em-
ployed in situations indifferently as their abilities

pointed. The half-caste head clerk might have an
office ofnatives under him, or a native might pre-

side over a roomful of East Indians and natives,

or a motley assemblage. The whole of this

ancillary class were civilians engaged in strictly

civil duties. They were persons gazetted to the

posts they hold, with a large share of the prac-

tical administration divided in minute distribu-

tion amongst them, and were virtually civil

servants as much as a clerk in Somerset House
or a tide-waiter. But they were in nationality,

bringing up, acquirements, notions, demeanour,
and social organisation totally distinct from the
civil servants sent out from England, and in-

capable, in their own view or any one else’s, of

being confounded with them. They did not
require sick leave or furlough to Europe, or to

retire at an early period of life, or premiums for

studying the native languages and the like.

But being members of the Civil Service they
could call themselves civil servants. It was
found there was one distinguishing feature. The
Haileybury civilians signed certain documents
styled covenants at the East India House before

coming out. Natives and others appointed in

India signed no covenant. So at once a suitable

appellation was discovered, and they were
popularly said to belong to the nocovenanted
Civil Service. Thus “ uncovenanted” for years

in India was taken to mean no European educa-
tion, birth in the country, a hnmble social

position, or a native one for which there is no
European equivalent, and an incapacity for rising

beyond an income on which a gentleman could
hardly subsist. An uncovenanted service of this

nature required no provident funds. Natives
are polygamists, and hold much of their family

property common, and the principle of caste

ensures them against dire calamity. Half-

castes, though more in need of some sort of in-

surance than natives,’can, from the nature of the

climate and their social system, which takes a

good deal after the natives, suffer little domestic

misery. Government accordingly promulgated
an entirely different set of leave and pension

rules for uncovenanted servants to those in force

for their European officers. Read side by side

they appear to go to the extremes of harshness

and liberality. The sick leave of the covenanted
civilian was to count as service

;
that of the

uncovenanted was to be deducted. Where
one had three years’ furlough the other

could only have one, and so on. But when
the oircumstances of the two parties were had
regard to, the rules were fair enough as applied
to each respectively. One of the first disturb-

ances of the Indian fabric took place by the
introduction of individuals who were neither in

the army nor covenanted civilians into scientific

appointments. Prominent instances were gentle-

men entertained as civil engineers. It would
have been thought that as they had satisfied the
Home authorities as to their qualifications, and
had the same requirements, they would as to

leave, furlough, and pensions, have been treated
like other civil servants sent out from England.
But no; special clauses were inserted in their

covenants to render their condition as nearly
allied to that of uncovenanted civil servants as

it could be made. Of coarse, the uominees
unacquainted with Indian society would not
immediately perceive the indignity to which
they were subjecting their profession by signing

such a covenant, which moreover was so incom-
plete as to leave sundry matters unsettled. On
going out to India, and there presenting them-
selves, the Government ordered that in all respects

not provided for in their covenants, civil engineers

sbonld not be, as might be supposed, under the

generous rules of the covenanted service, but
under those of the uncovenanted, specially

framed to suit persons who were not gentlemen
in the English sense of the term, and had never
been out of India. This attitude and action of

the Government shows an animus all through,

and a desire to place civil engineers on a lower
footing than they were entitled to, and which
could nob be done without abstracting from the

local dignity of the engineering profession.

Farther, the names of civil engineers’ grades

were entirely left out of the table of precedence,

and they take no rank with other covenanted
officers. Such civil engineers as happened to

enter the Government service in India from the
railways or colleges were naturally pub under
the full operation of the uncovenanted service

rules, and had no covenant at all, and thence it

comes that there are three varieties of engineers

in that country—the Military, the Covenanted,

aud the Uncovenanted, — according to its

leave and pension rules. If there were
any satisfactory pretexts for treating civil engi-

neers, professors of the State colleges, bead-
masters of the educational deparbmeut, others

in the geological survey, and in posts which the

advancing civilization of India calls into exist-

ence, as half-castes and underbred native clerks,

there would be less inducement for complaint.

The Government says, “ Fair for one, fair for all.

We now acknowledge neither race, nor caste, nor

creed, in our services, and we wish to make it as

homogeneous as possible, and many offices

Europeans now are brought to fill we hope in

course of time natives will be fib for
;
and we

wish to have no more exclusive services and
special rules founded on physiological differences

between Englishmen and Asiatics. So long as

we have our own old institutions of the

Covenanted Civil Service and the Army, we
intend to maintain their privileges. But your
professions stand upon a much lower platform,

and are nob so influential, and we do nob see it

advisable to give them to you.” The ratiocinating

of jealous Anglo-Indian civilians who direct the

Indian Government can scarcely hold ground in

Great Britain, which owes so much to engineers,

aud some effectual redress may be looked for

when it becomes understood what uncovenanted
really means. A. E. I. 0.

Clue whicli will unite Polislied Steel.

—

The following is a Turkish receipt for a cement

used to fasten diamonds aud other precious

stones to metallic surfaces, and which is said to

be capable of strongly uniting surfaces of

polished steel, even when exposed to moistnre.

It is as follows ;—Dissolve five or six bits of gum
mastic, each the size of a large pea, in as much
spirit of wine as will suffice to render it liquid.

In another vessel dissolve in brandy as much
isinglass, previously softened in water, as will

make a two-ounce phial of strong glue, adding

two small bits of gum ammoniac, which must be
rnbbed until dissolved. Then mix the whole
with heat. Keep in a phial closely stopped.

When it is to be used set the phial in boiling

water.—The Stationer,
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GUTTER CHILDREN AND DRUNKEN
PARENTS.

The benevolent sobeme of Mias Rye and
others for the exportation of neglected female

children to America forma the subject of a

humorous and sarcastic brochure from the pen
and pencil of good George Cruikshank, the

champion of the total abstinence movement. He
depicts Miss Rye as the driver of a dirt-cart. Into

which her assistants in the emigration move-
ment are sweeping and shovelling the poor little

"female” vermin, by wholesale, off the street,

before the Angel public-house. “ My own
opinion of this matter,” says Mr. Cruikshank,

may be seen in the sketch at the head of this

paper, for the proposition appears to me like

sweeping up the little girls, as so much mud out
of our gutters, and pitching them into a mud-
cart, to be “shipped aboard of a ship,” like so

much guano, or like so many cattle, foraforeign

market. And if such a transportation of innocent

children, of that tender age, either girls or boys,

should take place, it will not only be a degrada-

tion. and a disgrace to this nation, but also a dis-

grace to the Christian world; for I consider such

a proceeding would be contrary to the laws of

nature, and also Christian civilisation. , . .

Has ‘ Glorious Old England ’ come at last to such
a state as this P ! 1 ! . . . The cause of nearly

if not all this misery, crime, lunacy, neglect, and
desertion of our ‘ Gutter Children,' and dis-

organisation, is, because the Christians and the

Jews use intoxicating liquors as a boverage. It

has been stated over and over again, by many of

the leading men of the day, that ‘ Drunkenness is

the curse of the country;’ bub this is a very great

mistalce. Drunkenness is a terrible thing, no
doubt, but it is the drink, the intoxicating liquor,

that is the curse of this country, and of many
others. Most persons take these intoxicating

liquors with a relish, and in many cases for

many years, without any apparent harm or

injury
;
bub they, nevertheless, produce disease,

and shorten life, except in a few solitary cases,

and are the cause of all sorts of evils, from small
offences up to the moat diabolical deeds.” He
proposes, as an aid to its suppression, the forma-
tion of a “ Booiety for the prevention of cruelty

to human beings and of the murder of children.”

It is in all probability the cursed drink, he
remarks, that has shortened the lives of the
parents of these gutter children

;
and in cases

of neglect or desertion, the drink has been the
cause of the father and mother losing all paternal

feeling, and nnnaturally leaving their offspring,

without caricg what becomes of them. “ And
I must impress upon my readers the fact,”

he adds, “that there is not one neglected or
deserted child amongst the millions of teetotallers,

even of the most humble classes
; and should

there unfortunately be any orphans, they are also

taken care of, and properly trained Let
us try to support these neglected children in

their native land. And let every woman ask
each other if she is a member of the Society for

the Prevention of Cruelty to Human Beings, and
for the Prevention of the Murder of Children.”

We may here add on to Mr. Cruikshank’s
brochure brief notice of a pamphlet titled “ An
Inquiry into the Causes of the Present Long-
continued Depression in the Cotton Trade, with
Suggestions for its Improvement.” By a Cotton
Manufacturer. (Manchester: Heywood.) This,

like the preceding, has the excellent object

of reducing the dreadful evil of intemperance
in view, but it is also a little Quixotic. The
author urges indirectly that if the three hundred
and odd millions sterling expended within the

last three years in drink had been expended in

the purchase of cotton and other manufactured
goods, the building of houses, and so on, how
much better it would have been both for trade

and for the morals of the people
;
and no doubt it

would. It is strange, he thinks, that men of intel-

ligence cannot see this. We should rather think
they can and do, although they may differ as to

the best or most practical, and speediest and
most effectual way of remedying the admittedly
enormous evil. Dreadful as the effects of drink
are, we are persuaded that a vast proportion of

the “ nine-tenths of all crime brought before

the magistrates ” attributed to drink are more
particularly ascribable to the abominable and
infuriating adulterations of the drink, to give
intoxicating effects without the alcoholic intoxi-
cant. “Toxicology” means the science of
poisons, and brewers and distillers, as well as
other drink-sellers, are ' highly skilled in this

science. Are not they responsible for much of
the crime which drink produces ? The writer
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of this Las a painful recollection of the loath-

some prevalence of drunkenness in certain

Scottish towns previously to the last quarter

of a century, and for nearly a quarter of a cen-

tury in all, but it never was accompanied by
anything like the fearful crime with which it is

now continually associated; and this difference

he is convinced is attributable mainly to the

increased skill and raacality displayed in the

adulteration of all sorts of alcobolio liquors.

The total suppression of liquor traffic is simply
out of the question

;
but wo should not regret to

see it so heavily taxed that the drinking of it

in relatively large quantities in any shape by
the masses of the people would be rendered
totally—though not quite tee-totally—imprac-

ticable, from sheer want of means.
A puzzling problem has just been put before

the Home Secretary by Mr. Darrab, a resident

of Manohester. Mr. Darrah, it seems, is

acquainted with a drunkard who suffers from
frequent attacks of delirium tremens, daring the
existence of which be is obliged to be placed in

a lunatic asylum. His wife is willing to pay for

his retention in safe custody, but the officials

declare that they have no power to detain this

confirmed drunkard after recovering from the
rabid symptoms of the disease. Mr. Darrah
asks the Home Secretary, “ What can be done to

protect the wife and save the man from his own
folly ?” Mr. Bruce replies as follows :

—

" The Government has annonnced its intention of intro-
ducing a measure for the better regulation of the trade in
intoxicating liquors, nhich it may be hoped will have eome
effect in diminisbiog drunkenness and its attendant evils.

The method, however, of dealing with persons in the con-
dition of the man described in yoiir letter is one of great
difficulty, and Mr. Bruce is not at present prepared to
recommend any change in the law with respect to such
cases."

The Americans have taken the subject of the
disposal of drunkards io hand, and are erecting

homes for drunkards, or “ Inebriate Homes” as
they call them. A site comprising fifteen acres

of land, in a pleasant locality, having a fine view
of Staten Island and New Jersey, has just been
set apart for the erection of what, on such a
scale, is a novel inatituLion—an Inebriate Home
for King’s County, New York. A charter
has been obtained for the home, and about
30,0001. have been appropriated for the purchase
of land and the erection of the buildings. An
Act of the Legislature of New York has also

been passed, granting it about 1,5001. a year
from the excise licence fees and from fines levied
in King’s County for violation of the excise laws.

EXETER HALL.
Sib,—

I

n the notice published in your last week's issue
upon this work, it is said that it has been executed " with
more force than finesse

;

" also that the forms into which
the ceiling of the Great Halt is divided, are somewhat
large and coarse; together with other remarks upon the
treatment generally, to which we hope you will give us an
opportunity of replying.
That a considerable amount of force is necessary in the

arrangement of coloured decoration, in a building whose
chief uses require the aid of artificial light, we think you
will allow

;
and whether the force employed in this case is

more than sufficient, we submit, caunol be positively

decided until the building has been lighted up. VYo have bad
great experience in such work, and our fears have only been
those of an opposite result, through being obliged to con-
sider the hall is occasionally used by daylight. The forms
into which the ceiling is divided are large, it is true, but the
size of the ceiling itself, with the huge ventilators, placed
at irregular intervals (which irregularity causes the break
in the line you remark), and the necessity that existed of
making these an important part of the design, quite pre-
vented any more intricate arrangement, even should such
have been thought desirable

;
and the coarseness of which

you complain, is a matter of colouring only, which, as we
have said, has Dot yet been tested. The wads of the build-

ing have been kept somewhat neutral in tone (but, at the
same time, a colour that refiects light well), for the sake
of emphasising the pilasters in order to carry the bright
colouring of the ceiling down to that of the dsdo. That
the pattern on the large organ should “ suggest Egypt ’’

is

unfortunate, as with the exception of the loius-like

arrangement, which was adopted for the sake of effect,

upon the large central pipes, there is nothing Egyptian in

iis character.
Mr. MaberJy having placed the entire work in our hands,

we trust that on his account, as well as on our own, you
will think proper to insert this explanation.

Hxrland & Fisher.

THE ROCK OF CASHEL.

There are perhaps bat few of those in any
degree acquainted with the history of Ireland

who have not at some time heard of, if perchance

they may not have actnaliy seen, the remarkable

structure which is known as the “ Hook of

Cashel.” The district in which it is situated

formed at one time the metropolis of the king-

dom of Munster, when Ireland—somewhat like

England during the Saxon heptarchy— was
divided into several kingdoms. The original

territorial divisions of the sister country are

still in a great measure recognisable in the

provinces of Ulster, Munster, Leinster, and
Connaught, all of which provinces are in

some way distinctly remarkable. It is in what
was in ancient times the chief city of Munster
that the Rock of Cashel is located. It

may be remembered that a recent visit waa
made to this spot by his Royal Highness Prince

Arthur, with the especial object of inspecting the

architectural ruins which have rendered the

place BO celebrated. Upon a rock which is called

after a name which the Prince himself bears,

and by which he will be alone known in Ireland,

Saint Patrick’s Rock, the remains of chief

interest are to be discovered. Prom the warmth
of the reception which was accorded to the

youthful Prince in Cashel, it formed, as was well

known, one of the most pleasing incidents of his

journey through the country ;
and his Royal

Highness, judging from the remarks which he

made upon the occasion, was apparently far from

displeased at the way in which his metamor-

phosis into an Irishman was actually accom-

plished. The building, or series of buildings, more
! accurately speaking, which were inspected ou
the occasion of the Prince’s visit, are commonly
'designated by a title which altogether fails ia
* conveying an adequate or intelligible construc-

! tion. It is not simply the Rock of Cashel that

j

is intended to be described. Were it possible

j

that the memory could embrace a period anterior

[

to the erection of the venerable pile of buildings

i thus entitled, the Rock of Cashel itself, upon
' which they are founded, would still possess some

I

claims to attention. This rook is an irregular

I elevation of the surface of the land in a locality

j

where a dwarf mountain of this kind would

[

perhaps be least expected, and from its

I

isolation alone it would probably attract

, notice as a curious freak of nature. It is

I

in reality a bold upheaving by subterraneous

'
pressure of the stratified limestone of tho dis-

' triot, as described by Archdeacon Cotton, sloping

j

down gently at some parts towards the surround-

!
ing level, while at other points it is precipitous,

j

straggling, and steep, and clearly exposes to

I

view the strata of which the hill is constituted.

I

It presents the appearance of a prodigious na-
' tural mound, which may have been discovered

! to have been composed of material adapted to

[building purposes—which it undoubtedly is—and

of which no inconsiderable portion came to be

I

quarried and removed from the locality. So far

! is the rock disassociated from the general

features of the neighbourhood, that its existence

is attributed altogether to a legendary source.

There is in the northern part of the county

Tipperary a range of mountains out of which,

at one particular spot, a large gap may plainly

!
be distinguished from the summit of the rook,

' This huge indent is geographically known as the

j

“ Devil’s Bite,” or “ Bit.” Tradition runs to the

I

effect that Saint Patrick, the titular saint of

j

Cashel, so nearly annihilated Satan’s influence

' thronghoufc these parts, that in sheer discomfiture

I
his enemy began to prey npon the mountains.

[

Being observed in attempting so orthodox a piece

' of devilry as this, Saint Patrick gave chase to

Satan, who, in order to facilitate his escape by
flight, let fall that considerable morsel which

constitutes the Royal Rock.

It might perhaps, says Archdeacon Cotton, bo

thought rather nnfortnnate for the credit of this

story that the mountain from which this bite

was filched is not composed of similar material r

a circumstance which, in the Archdeacon’s view,

seems calculated to invalidate the hypothesis.

Upon this rock, on the more level portions at its

highest elevation, are the remains of various

bnildings in a more or less perfect state of pre-

servation. They afford evidence of having been

erected at different periods, but in order of

erection appear to have been united and blended

together in one common Btrncture, until in

the mass they have acquired features of

considerable attraction and interest, and indeed

of magnitude. As in the case of many other

ancient historical structures, much difference of

opinion prevails amongst those who claim to

apeak with authority upon such sobjeots with

regard to the comparative antiquity of the

as-jemblage of buildings upon the rock. Much
diversity of opinion exists also as to the actual

character of the architecture exhibited by

them. We should premise that the pile of

buildings is composed of a round tower, differing

but little from numoroas similar structures which,

abound in Ireland, of a chapel known as Cor-

tnao’a Chapel, and of a large cathedral building,

with which the other structures are mcoi>

porated.
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THE ANSTIOB MBMOEIAL INSTITUTE
AND WOEKMEN’S CLUB, MADKLBY.
This bnilding has been completed as a memo-

rial of the late Mr. John Anstice, a publio man
much esteemed in the locality. The building

has been erected by Messrs. Nevett & Sons,

builders, Ironbridge, after a design by Mr.

Johnson, of London, whose design was approved

of ont of upwards of fifty sent in for competition.

The exterior is faced with pressed red brick, the

cap, strings, cornices, and other architectural

portions being executed in white local stone.

In the centre of the facade, and forming one of

its principal features, is the entrance-porch,

which is built entirely of stone. The windows
of the ground floor are coupled, the division

being a stone pier, with moulded cap carrying

the architrave and lintel. At the level of the
first floor a deep string-oourse is placed, which
is continued round the building, At each end of

the facade a portion is slightly projected, forming
in appearance wings. The seven first-floor windows
are of large size, semicircular-headed, the arches
being of stone springing from piers with moulded
caps. The building is crowned with a cornice of
bold proportions. The roof is covered with slates.

The principal entrance is under the porch with
vestibnle, beyond which is the entrance-hall,

25 ft. long, with the stairs to lecture-hall at one
end. The floors of the entrance-hall and porch
are laid with encaustic tiles, the gift of Mr. G.
Maw. Adjoining the entrance-hall are the men’s
and youths’ club-rooms, smoking, reading, and
librarian’s rooms, lavatories, &o. A corridor

leads to the hall-keeper’s apartments, to the
general kitchen, scullery, stores, larder, pantries,

&o. On the first floor, at the landing of the
principal stairs, are ladies’ retiring and com-
mittee rooms. Adjoining is the large lecture-

hall, 40 ft. wide, and 70 ft. long, with raised
platform at one end and gallery at the other.

The inside face of the walls is of white pressed
bricks, relieved by a few red bricks in bands and
arches. The ceiling is boarded and divided into

rays, by moulded wood ribs with ornamental
pendants. At the intersection, the ceiling is flat

in the centre, with very large cones at the sides,

this form being considered best for sound. The
warming is by hot-water pipes flxed behind the
projecting skirting with iron gratings on the top,

the furnace being in the basement. The lighting

is by star burners fixed to the pendants on the

ceiling. Ventilation is provided for by a number
of small openings communicating with the
external ventilators. The whole of the internal

woodwork is stained oak-colour and varnished.

OUR BUILDING STONES.

Permit me through yonr valuable journal
to express still further my thoughts on building
stones. In your number of January 23, I gave
a general outline of various stones, notioing
the causes of decay, &c., and hope that many
of your readers have visited the buildings
mentioned, where they can have ocnlar evidence,
and thus be enabled to judge of the truthful-

ness of my remarks in yonr journal of the
above date.

There have been a great number of letters

published lately on this subject, and some of the
writers have given us their experience of six

months’ labonr, such time being too short for

any gentlemen to be able to gather the informa-
tion which is essential for any inexperienced man
to know before be gives bis opinion.

First, we will commence with Portland stone,

it being most extensively used in London, and
as there are so many various descriptions, we
will merely mention three.

1. Some of your readers may not be aware
that there is a class of brown Portland which
posaesseB all the elements of decay, and will

decay in whatever atmosphere it is placed. This
brown Portland is of a sandy nature, each par-
ticle being placed loosely together. When the
face of such stone is robbed you are enabled to

see each particle separated from the others, and
some of this stone is of a hard nature; but all

practical men, who have been in the trade more
years than some have months, can detect this

stone wherever it may bo, and without applying
a magnifying glass or subjecting it to a chemical
analysis.

2. There is another kind of Portland stone,

having a cream colour, or lighter than the one
jnsb mentioned. The grain of this stone is close,

and appears cemented together by a liquid
; it

is softer than the brown stone before mentioned.

This kind of stone when rubbed on the face

looks almost like marble, it being so fine. It

will resist the weather and stand in whatever
atmosphere it may be placed.

3. 'The white Portland, or so-called “ best

bed.” The first bed of this kind which I will

mention runs thin, and the texcnre is of a slimy

nature, much resembling soap. It is very fine

in the grain, and those who are not acquainted

with the quality of the stone admire it for its

fineness, but there are very few elements in it

but what will decay. Another bed which I will

mention as belonging to this “best bed” rnns

3 ft. or 4 ft. thick, and is of a harder nature
than the thin bed just referred to. This is also

a white atone, but possesses more of the qualities

of the cream-coloured stone. This stone I have
seen used very extensively, and it stands the

weather well ; at the same time it requires great
care in its selection for outside work.
Bath Stone.—A number of opinions have been

recently expressed upon this stone, bub none of

the writers have stated anything in relation to

the various beds. Allow me to say just a word or

two. The thin beds of Corsham Ground
stone, Farleigh Down, and a number of other

stones, are generally of an inferior quality, as

you will often observe an inch or two on each
side of the bed which is of a red, soft, sandy
nature. These thin beds will nob stand the effects

of the weather so well as the high beds, for the
higher the beds are the better the stone generally
is. It is cheaper for the contractor to buy the

high beds
;

it may, perhaps, cost more in price,

but he is saved in a great measure from those

soft outside portions referred to, and also from
waste.

Darley Dale is of a brown colour, the grain

firmly cemented together, and extremely hard
;

for instance, after it has been removed from the
qnarry for some six months, it is almost as hard
to work as granite. The beat quality of this stone

sparkles like silver; it will stand the weather
well, for several works have been constrncted in

London with this stone, and are now in excellent

preservation.

There are a great number of Grit stones which
I could mention that will stand oor atmosphere,
such as Hawley Park, Gazeby, and many others

from the neighbourhood of Halifax, all of which
can be nsed with safety.

A limestone which is obtained from the north
of England is a very good building stone, and is

worked in a similar manner to granite, with
small picks and axes. One or two churches
were erected from this stone in Preston some
thirty years since, and are still in good preserva-

tion. It is quite essential that all building

stones, of whatever description, should be fixed

on their bed or joint bedded, as we have seen the

ill effects produced by stones being fixed other-

wise. I have not gone into the various ingre-

dients of which these stones are composed, but
merely mention those that will and those that

will nob decay. In conclusion, I hope the time
is not far distant when we shall see granite in-

troduced in London for bases, plinths, columns, &o.

The light-colonred granite when left from the

axe would match well with our Portland stone,

and the expense of this granite is not so much
in contrast with other stones as might be ex-

pected. William Cross,

Manager of the Prince Consort Memorial,
Hyde Park.

TELEGR.\PHIC PROGRESS.
Although the telegraphs are not formally to

become the property of the Government until

the lat of January next, an arrangement has
been come to between the Postmaster-General
and the companies, that the system should pass

under the control of the Government staff next
month, in order that the latter may have prac-

tical experience of the working before their own
responsibility commences. The present scale of

charges will, however, be maintained, and the

receipts will be paid over to the companies every
week.
On and after the 1st of January, the in-

struments of the various companies will be
collected at the principal Money-order Office

in Cannon-street, which will be the telegraphic

head-quarters. The present office in the Ex-

change will be retained as a receiving-office, and

the messages will be transmitted thence to

Cannon-street by the pneumatic tube. Branches

will be established at all, or nearly all, the

money-order offices in town, and the messages
from these branches will be sent by wires to

Cannon-street, where they will be checked, and
despatched to their destination. The present

staffs will, for the most part, be retained in the

service of the Government. Individuals who are

not required will be pensioned, if they have been
five years in receipt of quarterly salaries, or

seven years on weekly wages, from the com-
panies. With regard to the messages, the

Government will start with a nniform rate of Is.

for messages of twenty words (exclusive of the

addresses) to any place in the United Kingdom.
A considerable increase of business is expected.

Redaction of rates, extension of business, and
increased efficiency will be kept in view as

objects to be attained whenever practicable.

A man who owes a bill in London, says a
New Tork paper, can now pay it in four hoars

by simply going to Wall-street and purchasing a
' document known as a “ cable transfer,” a device

born of the great Atlantic telegraph enterprise,

whereby the equivalent of the money which he
gives in New York will be immediately delivered

to his creditors in London.
The Times anticipates a grand development of

speculative rascality during the next few years

in telegraphy. “The pnblio,” he says, “will be
invited from time to time to construct some
specific line at a heavy cost, on glowing repre-

sentations from the experts in these matters as

to probable results, and so soon as the required

subscriptions shall have been paid they will find

some rival line projected by the very same
parties, who will then in the ‘rapid progress of

electrical science ’ have discovered that the new
one can be laid in a much more speedy and
efficient manner at 20 or 30 per cent, less ex-

pense.”

The messages by the French cable the week
before last were 478, yielding 1,068L In the

previous week they were 448, yielding 1,0401.

THE PRUDHOE CONVALESCENT HOME.

The Prudhoe Memorial Convalescent Home at

Whitby, in Northumberland, has been inau-

garated by the Dowager Duchess of Northumber-
land, in the presence of the Duke and of

Earl Percy, Lord Algernon Percy, Sir William

Armstrong, the Mayor of Newcastle, and a
numerona assemblage besides. The inatitution

has been erected as a monument to the memory
of Algernon Percy, foorth Duke of Northuuiber-

land, K.G., and is situated on Whitley Links.

It is conveniently placed for sea-bathing pur-

poses, and commands an extensive prospect of

the surrounding country, with a fine sea-view.

The foundation-stone was laid with much cere-

mony, on the 14th of June, 1867, by the Hon.
Henry George Lord Warkworth (now Earl

Percy). It is intended as a place of resort for

invalids from all parts of Northumberland and
Durham. It will be an auxiliary to the New-
castle Infirmary, of which the Duke was a chief

supporter.

Thebuilding is designed partlyuponthopavilion

plan. It consists of a central block containing

the “ administrative,” or house department, with

a central corridor, running at right angles with

this, out of which the various rooms project, both

back and front, with open spaces between for

ventilation and for light and sunshine. The
front of the building faces the sea, and the whole

of the apartments have a sea-view. The length

of the frontage is 230 ft., and the various offices

extend to a depth of 190 ft. backwards. The
structure is built entirely of stone, and the style

of architecture adopted is Gothic, of a simple

and plain character, adapted to the purposes of

the building, except the central portion, in

which some architectural embellishment is dis-

played, in recognition of the mnnificence of the

late Duke of Northumberland. The line of

frontage towards the road is enclosed by orna-

mental iron railing, in the centre portion of

which is the entrance to the gateway, with

gatekeeper’s lodge, partially recessed in a seg-

mental curve. The building, which is raised

several feet above the level of the roadway, is

approached by means of an elevated terrace with

steps in the centre, and by inclined roadways on
each side. On reaching the building, the vesti-

bnle, which is open, is approached by several

steps. This entrance consists of a triple arch

supported on polished red granite columns, with

encaustic tile flooring and atone walls in parti-

colour. On either side are the porter’s

and matron’s sitting-rooms ; behind is the

surgeons’ room, and adjoining are the

grand hall and stone staircase. The grand

corridor, 8 ft. wide, interaeota at this point.
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and on the one side are the day-rooms and
dormitories for the men, and on the other
the same for the women. Behind the hall

are salt-water and fresh-water baths for both
sexes, and beyond these is the dining-hall, ap-
proached on either side by the respective occu-
pants. The kitchen and cooking department,
with several out-offices, including wash-houses,
laundry, pantries, &o., are in the extreme rear.

Accommodation is provided for between fifty and
sixty patients, but the bnilding is designed to

accommodate ultimately 100 inmates. The
latrines are so arranged that they cannot affect

the atmosphere of the house—being separated
from the day-rooms and dormitories, and ven-
tilated on the " thi*oogh and through” principle.
The dormitories are also arranged on this plan,

each bed being placed against the wall, with a
window on each side of it, and also with corre-

sponding windows exactly opposite, for purposes
of light and air. The whole structure is fire-

proof, the several staircases being of stone, and
the corridors arched and covered with encaustic
tiles. The floors are of pitch-pine, and are
polished, and the walls are coated with Parian
cement, which can be washed when required.
The ventilation and warming are in harmony
with the new principles adopted throughout the
oonstrnotion of the building, everything being
as natural as possible under the circumstances.
That portion of the building which the architect
has selected to express more especially the
memorial character of the structure is the centre
block, and here he has thrown the whole of the
ornament and the architectural expression.
There is a central tower, about the middle of
which is proposed to be erected on a projecting
pedestal and under a carved canopy, a statue of
the late duke.

Mr. Thomas Oliver ig the architect under
whose superintendence, with the assistance of
Mr. John Adams as clerk of the works, the
building has been carried out. Mr. Joseph Keyll
was the contractor for the whole of the works,
and Messrs. Walker & Emley undertook the
engineering department. The total cost has
been about 20,000Z.

SOMERSET ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Although we briefly noticed the trip of this

society to Cheddar and Rodney Stoke on the
first day of their meeting, the excursions did not
really commence until Wednesday. The first

halt was made at the village of Rowberrow,
which lies in a secluded hollow of the Mendips,
and is the centre of the mining district. Of the
parish church Mr. Parker gave some account.
Having heard that the old mansion of Langford
Court was worth a visit, some of the party went
there for the purpose of noticing the principal
features of the house, over which they were shown
by Mr. T. B. Collings. After leaving Langford
Court the Ancient British Camp of Dolbury was
visited. The ascent was a trying one, especially

to the stouter members of the party. Passing
through the grounds of Mendip Lodge the next
place reached was Barrington Church, which
was described by Mr. Freeman. They then pro-
ceeded to explore Barrington Combe. On reach-
ing the cavern known as Aveline’s Hole, as
many of the company as could descended into it,

and Mr. Boyd Dawkins gave a brief account of
it. A short cut across the fields led to a Roman
Amphitheatre, the plan of which was pointed
out by the Rev. Prebendary Scarth. A few
yards further on the President called attention
to some hut circles as indicative of former
occupation. The party then dropped down to

Charterhouse, where they partook of luncheon
in the schoolroom.

While the horses were resting and their drivers
dining, a party set off across the fields on a visit

to the works of the Mendip Mining Company,
who find it more profitable to work up the slag
on the surface, which was cast aside by the
Romans as useless, than to dig up the ore from
the bowels of the earth. It was stated that this
slag contained about 25 per cent, of lead. A
visit to Cox’s stalactite cavern closed the day’s
proceedings, and the party returned to Axbridge
about eight o’clock.

Winsoombe was the first place visited by the
archmologists on Thursday. Though not so
numerous as on the previous day, the party filled

several conveyances. Leaving Winscombe, and
journeying for four or five miles under the shadow
of the Mendips, the next stoppage was made at
Loxton, a small village romantically situated
under Crook’s Peak. Here was seen a curious

little church quite different in character from
those larger, later, and finer churches which the
archmologists had been visiting.

Christon, a small pariah, situated in the gap
between Crook’s Peak and Bleadon Hill, only a
few minutes’ ride from Loxton, was the place
next visited. The inspection of the church being
completed, the journey was continued to Banwell
Caves. The explorers then proceeded to Ban-
well, and on arriving at the village, they found
the business nearly at an end. Sir Stafford
Carey read a paper on “ Year Booke,” and Mr.
W. A. Sandford was to have read one on “The
Rodentia of Somersetshire Caves but time
pressing, it was taken as read, and the company
agreed to visit Banwell Church. Mr. Freeman
was again the guide. The concluding meeting
was held in the schoolroom, Banwell, where
luncheon had been provided by the liberality of
gentlemen in the neighbourhood.

SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGRESS, BRISTOL.
The Congress in Bristol promises to be satis-

factory. The order of proceedings stands thus :

On Wednesday, 29th September, there will be, at
3 p.m., special service at the Cathedral

; sermon
by the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Gloucester
and Bristol

; and, in the evening, the inaugural
address by the President, Sir Stafford H. North-
cote, bart., M.P., in the Victoria Rooms. On
Thursday, at 10 a.m., address by Mr. G. W.
Hastings, president of the department of Juris-
prudence and Amendment of the Law, in the
Victoria Rooms. At 11 a.m. the departments
will meet in their respective rooms

j and at

8 p.m. the Mayor will hold a reception at the
Colston Hall. On Friday, at 10 a.m., address by
the Rev. Canon Kingsley, president of the
Education Department, in the Victoria Rooms.

;

at 11 a.m., the departments will meet
;
and, at

8 p.m., working men’s meeting in the Colston
Hall, Sir Stafford H. Northcote in the chair. On
Saturday, at 10 a.m., address by the Right Hon.
Stephen Cave, M.P., president of the Economy
and Trade Department

; at 11 a.m., the depart-
ments will meet

;
excursions to Cheddar, and to

the Bristol training-ship at mouth of the Avon.
On Monday, 4th October, at 10 a.m., address by
Dr. John A. Symonds, president of the Health
Department; at 11 a.m., the departments will

meet; and, at 8 p.m., soirt^e at the Victoria
Rooms

; address by Miss Carpenter, on Female
Education in India. On Tuesday and Wednes-
day there will be meetings, and on Thursday an
excursion to Chepstow Castle and Tintern
Abbey. The ladies’ conference will be com-
menced on Wednesday, September 29th.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
The masons at Sheffield have, at a meeting

presided over by the mayor,'for the purpose of
bringing about an amicable settlement of the
dispute between masters and men in the bnilding
trade, deliberatively adopted a resolution inwhich
they decline to submit the question to arbitra-

tion. They alleged as a reason that by so doing
they should isolate themselves from the 290
lodges forming their National Association, by
none of which has arbitration ever been
adopted.
The operative stonemasons’ strike at Man-

chester having lasted about twenty-two weeks,
and .there being no prospect of an immediate
settlement, the masons made the following over-
ture to the employers :

—” That we, the operative
masons of Manchester, Salford, and Hulme, do
hereby agree to accept 30a. and 48J- hours per
week.” The reply of the masters was :

—“That
no men be engaged but on the terms that have
been adopted during the last few months.” The
men, it is said, are determined to make no more
concessions, and will not submit to the hour
system and arbitration.

At the adjourned meeting of the London
carpenters, in support of the Blackburn joiners,

on strike for the nine hours, it was resolved

—

“ That this meetiog hears with satisfaction that a con-
ference has taken place hetvTeen the employers and work-
men of Blackburn, with the object of settling the existing
dispute, and is of opinion the offer made by the men is one
that shoukl be accepted by the employers; and that we
contiuae our pecuniary support to the Blackburn men
until the strike is settled.”

The Blackburn strike has now terminated on
the masters’ terms,—hour work in place of nine
hoars’ day work.
In the course of the diecussion of the Loudon

carpenters, the necessity of inangorating a

nine-hours movement in London was strongly
advocated. It was stated that, while hundreds
of joiners were walking idly about the streets,

several firms were working their men twelve
and thirteen hours per day. It was also
stated that at Messrs. Trollope’s firm the
men for some time past had been working
from six o’clock in the morning until eight at

night, and that last week an order had been
issued that they were to go on working until

nine o’clock. Some of the men who remon-
strated against these long hours had been dis-

charged in consequence.

The twenty-first anniversary dinner of the
Paddington Operative Bricklayers’ Society has
been held at the King Alfred, Lisson-grove ; Mr.
George Howell in the chair. The chief businesa

of the evening was to receive from Mr. Howell,
who had been delegated by the trade to attend
the recent trade congress at Birmingham, a
report upon the proceedings as affecting the
labour question. Referring to the question of

shortening the hours of labour, he stated that

the prevailing opinion expressed at the congress
was in favour of an eight-hoar day’s work.
Although the congress had decided in favour of

the limitation of apprenticeships, he did not
agree with that decision. It was a principle

which never could be enforced in their own
(bricklayers) trade, and if enforced, it would
have the effect of driving young lads

into trades which were already overstocked.

As to the protection of trades-union funds, the

Government had passed a temporary measure
which would effect that object, and it was not

likely that Government would recede from the

position they had taken up. The congress had
nnanimonsly condemned the combination laws.

Co-operation and industrial partnerships had
been approved of by the congress, and he looked

upon the scheme as likely to be one which would
solve the labour problem by giving men a direct

interest in their own labour. Arbitration had
been warmly approved of by the congress.

SEWAGE MATTERS.

Sewage Culture at Aldcrshott .—The Aldershott

sewage farm contains 130 acres, 77 of which
have been under irrigation, some of it for several

years. When the sewage was first applied there

was no vegetable soil, properly so called, on the

common. The surface consisted of reddish and
yellow Bagshot sand, with layers, more or less

dense, of iron-sand, locally termed “pan,” which
required to be broken up before the ground could

be prepared for crop. This ground contained

95 per cent, of silica, 3 per cent, of protoxide of

iron, and a trace of vegetable matter. The
surface, to a depth of 4 in. to 6 in. was in many
places nearly as hard as concrete. Perhaps the

very worst possible soil has in this experiment

been brought under successful irrigation and
culture. It is remarked, in the report of the

Army Medical Department, that all the elements
of the question have been dealt with, and the

result has been that the offensive barrack and
South camp latrines have been abolished, the

station drained, all the refuse water rendered

innocuous by irrigation, and the fertilizing matter

removed out of it and applied to the produc-

tion of food on ground which had previously

yielded nothing in the form of useful vegetable

produce. Mr. Blackburn, the lessee of the Alder-

shott Farm, has given Bomeinteresting information

regarding the method of cultivation adopted.

The whole sewage of the South Camp and bar-

racks was not turned on to the farm until 1866,

scarcely three years ago, and the following have

been the results, as regards produce raised per

annum on each acre :—Potatoes, 4 to 5 tons ;

swedes, 12 tons; mangolds, 18 tons; garden

turnips, 300 bushels ;
cabbages, 16,000 plants.

There is, besides, a large area under Italian rye-

grass cultivation, which is cut five or six times

a year for cows, and four times a year for horses.

The lowest cutting averages six tons per acre,

the highest fourteen tons per acre. The max-
imum produce is forty tons of rye grass per acre

per annum. As the culture advances, the num-
ber of articles is increased. The usual cropping

of the farm is as follows:—Potatoes, 26 acres;

Italian rye grass for food, 29 acres; Italian rye

grass for hay, 15J acres; green crops, 6i acres;

total, 77 acres. This absorbs the whole summer
sewage of the camp and barracks. The crops to

be raised this year will be Italian rye grass,

potatoes, mangolds, swedes, tnrnips, cabbages,

tares, onions, carrots, and haricot beans. There

has been no smell from, the farm ;
the earth
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deodorizes the sewage as soon as it touches it.

There are no complaints of nuisance from the

irrigated land, nor of injury to health. All the

plants grown are healthy-looking and wholesome

for consumption. At first there was some pre-

judice against the produce, but that has been

entirely removed.
Sewage Utilisation and Reconstruction of Sewers

at Liverpool.—The Liverpool Sewage Utilisation

Company has commenced operations on a small

farm at Inoo Blundell, and the directors apeak

hopefully of the project. The undertaking, how-

ever, would appear to have been besot with

diffioulties. In the first place, the negociations

with Major Blundell for land at Blundell-sands

fell through, and it became necessary to carry

the pipes three miles further than was originally

contemplated. This, of course, was attended

with increased expense •, and to make matters

worse, several of the warmest friends of the

scheme were unable, owing to the commercial

pressure, to give the monetary support which

they bad promised. Then the Earl of Derby and

Lord Sefton insisted upon a deposit of 1,0001. in

hard cash as a guarantee against any damage
that may arise to their property from the

undertaking j and the result is that the

company finds itself in a deficiency of about

3,5001. The affair is practically at a stand-

still for want of funds, and an appeal to the

shareholders and the public is to be made.

The reconstruction of the sewers in Nesbam
Park, which, on examination, were found to be

defective, has been completed. Some months
ago the West Derby Local Board, in whose dis-

trict Neweham Park is situated, and who
ultimately will have charge of the whole of the

sewers in the park, refused to incur the respon-

sibility of taking them over until they had been

examined, and their construction certified as

perfect. This refusal resulted in the borough
engineer being requested to make a careful in-

spection
j
and on this being done it was dis-

covered that in many places the levels of the

sewers had been miscalculated
;
and it was also

found that at several points the brickwork had
fallen in, and that the sewers had literally col-

lapsed. A considerable portion of the main
sewers running through the park was thus con-

demned and taken up. The sewers are now, on
an average, 11 ft. in depth, being about 4 ft.

deeper than those which were condemned as in-

effective. As the contractor alleges that the

original sewers were executed under the su-

perintendence of the corporate surveying offi-

cials at the town-hall, it is, we believe, a

matter of uncertainty on whom the cost will fall.

Leamincfton.—An agreement has been arranged

between the Earl of Warwick and the Leaming-
ton Local Board for the latter to pump the town
sewage upon his lordship’s estate for thirty years,

for 45uJ. a year. The rise is over 100 ft., and the

distance about two miles. It is estimated that

the necessary works will cost the Board 12,0001.,

and that the annual expenses will be 7001. The
earl will take all responsibility as to injunctions.

The ABC process of Messrs. Siller & Wigner is

in operation at Leamington for this year.

The New Sewage TForts at Halifax.—In reply

to remarks made by Mr. BrisLowe, before the

Master of the Rolls, that the contractors for these

works were unable to find the necessary sureties,

the Halifax Guardian has been requested by
Messrs. Dovenor & Helm to state that they were
not unable to find sureties, but that they declined

to enter into the severe bond imposed upon them
by the Vice-Chancellor’s chief clerk.

The Drainage of HriglUon.—Mr. Hawkehaw,
the engineer called in by the town council to

advise it on the point of carrying the sewage to

a distance from the town, has made his report.

Three “practicable modes” of doing the work
are considered by Mr. Hawkshaw

;
namely, Ist.

by an extension of the present system of deep-

sea drainage, the cost of which would be about
66,5001.; 2nd, by an intercepting sewer to the

westward, to which there are such “ insnper-

ablo difficulties” that Mr. Hawkshaw cannot
advise its adoption

;
and 3rd, by an intercepting

sewer to the eastward, which Mr. Hawkshaw
recommends as “ the most perfect and efficient”

plan. The cost of this latter plan Mr. Hawkshaw
estimates at 80,0001. It would include both the
Cliftonville and the Brnnswick-equare districts.

Mr, Hawkshaw concurs with Mr. Hawksley and
Dr. Letheby that sewage delivered into the

ocean from 1,500 to 2,000 ft. from the shore is

not likely to be productive of disease or ob-

jectionable to health ; nor, he adds, “ do I believe

that any smell arising therefrom can be detected

by persons on the shore.” But, he says, its

discharge is plainly visible from the road facing

the sea; to those who go out in boats, and

who chance to come near the point of dis-

charge, the effluvium is unpleasantly evident;

and “those who bathe from boats cannot escape

occasionally finding themselves floating in a

bath of what must necessarily be far from

eeable.” The mouth of tho sewer, how-

ever, Mr. Hawkshaw points out, might be taken

more than doable its present distance out to sea

—to 4,000 ft.
;
and he shows how the discolora-

tion of the sea by storm-water might be dealt with

in this way. The expense would be 66,5001.

According to Mr. Hawkshaw, the moat perfect

plan is to construct an intercepting sewer from

Cliftonville to Portobelfo (four miles eastward of

the Brighton boundary),—a distance of seven

miles and 160 yards,—with a fall of 3 fc. per

mile, and with, at intervals, ventilating shafts,

—

“which,” adds Mr. Hawkshaw, “could be so

arranged as to be unobjectionable.”

THE STUDY OF ARCHITECTURE
ABROAD.

M. PiLLET, an architect in Paris, formerly of

the Fonts et C/iauss^es, announces that he is

about to open a preparatory atelier for such as

desire to enter the “ Dcole des Beaux Arts,” and

where complete instruction will be given. The
studies are to be organised so that the students

may not only acquire the knowledge necessary

for admission, but be enabled to go at once to

the second class, and be so practised in drawing

as to have no occasion to take farther lessons in

it. He points out in bis announcement that in

existing ateliers the candidates for admission to

the school only obtain instruction in architecture,

and are obliged to have recourse to other pro-

fessors for mathematics, descriptive geometry,

history, drawing, and water-colour painting,

which expensivestudies beingpnrsaed separately,

and without general control, do not always pro-

duce such a result as could be desired. It it be

remembered, however, continues M. Pillet, how
important these branches of instruction are, not

simply to enable the student to pass the ex-

amination for admission, but for definitive edu-

cation in architecture, the advantage of pur-

suing them under one direction will be obvious.

Architectural students in this country, and

those who have the management of them, may
learn something from this announcement if

they consider it properly
;
and it is with that

object in view that we refer to it. They may see

something of what is necessary if English

students would keep abreast with the architects

of the future abroad, and fit themselves to aid

in advancing the artistic character of their

country.

weapons. In a leaden sarcophagus, together

with some jewels and ornaments of female attire,

; found an ivory has relief of Bacchus, sur-

rounded by fauns. A similar plaque is said to

have been fonnd near Rheims. A Roman pilum,

of a form altogether unusual, with a quadrangular
point more than 2 ft. long, is another relic of

early Roman date. Later, but still telling of the
victories of Rome (if with the keys rather than
with the sword), is the copper-gilt cover of a
reliquary, and a diptych, of German work, dated
in 1495. Mention must also be made of two
portraits, in Limoges enamel, one of King
Francis I., and one of his queen, Claude of

France, bearing the signature L. Limousin. A
sketch of a chasse, designed in 1459, for the

cathedral of Noyon, by Gravat, a bourgeois of

Amiens, and a fifteenth-century manuscript of

the customs of Normandy, are also among the

chief objects of interest in this portion of the

collection
;
which further contains a fine piece of

tapestry work, representing the vision of Con-

stantine, which was commenced by the orders of

the famous Fonquet, intendant of finances, and
completed at the Gohelines manufactory, by the

order of Louis XIV.
The division adopted, being according to date,

and not according to the character of the object,

is such as to render unnecessary a summary
of the jewels, stuffs, faiences, and other articles

exhibited in the second, or modern saloon.

" ORNAMENTAL PYROGRA.PHIC
WOODWORK.”

Burnt patterns on woodwork are of old date,

and some few years ago an establishment was
opened for supplying them on a large scale, of

which our readers were told at the time. Some
fresh works have now been opened in Glaashonse-

street. In the ordinary samples, the designs are

burnt into veneers of sycamore or maple, and
are supplied wholesale to builders, cabinet-

makers, and others, ready for laying in the

ordinary manner; bub, if preferred, the designs

can be applied to the solid work, to insure

greater durability. By the uee of wood so orna-

mented all necessity for painting is, of course,

avoided. It is inexpensive and worth looking to.

RETROSPECTIVE EXPOSITION AT
BEAUVAIS.

Beauvais, famous in old times as the see of

one of the six spiritual peers of France, has in-

scribed its name on the records of the present

year as the scene of what is called a Retrospec-

tive Exposition. Tbo term, when once explained,

is nob to be condemned. The exhibition itself

has been one of more than mere local interest

;

and the idea, hinted by the tiile, of illostrating

the history of the past, down to our own time,

rather than of endeavouring to whet the edge of

the manufacturing rivalry of the day, is one

worthy of very full development.

Two gentlemen of local distinction, the Baron

de Seillere, of the Chateau de Mello, and M.
Delaherche, of Beauvais, appear to have been

the principal instigators of, and contributors to,

this interesting exhibition. The objects dis-

played were divided, chronologically, into two
categories, thabof those anterior to the eighteenth

century, and that of those of the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries. Two saloons, adjoining

the great hall of the Industrial Exposition, were

occupied by the articles contributed. Objects of

stone and of bronze, Gallo-Roman and Mero-

vingian relics, coins, medals, enamels, portraits,

works in iron and in earthenware, old MSS.,

chests, and furniture, formed the contsuts of the

ancient division.

Ancient arms, contributed by M. Barraud, are

described as being those of a race of men who
lived as far hack as the Glacial era ! What-

ever doubt may be thrown on this determination

of date, we come nearer to historic times in

regarding the next relic, a magnificent Ganlish

sword, of bronze, the alloy being of the same

proportions that are found in early Grecian

HOUSE BUILDING AT CHISWICK.
Sib,—

I

n an article in your issue of Sept. 11th, under

the head of “House Building at CbisTviok," mention is

made of “ One Gothic mansion in the district, with a rivet

frontage, and two peaked round towers,” stating that it

Bulfers from “ being cellared, and at high tides has some
3 ft. or 4 fc. of water standing in the -bottom, which, of

course, saturates the greater portion of tho house, and
keeps it in a damp condition for an indefinite time after

each flood.”
As there is bnt one house in the district to which the

first part of this statement can allude, one that I erected

about twelve years ago for J. Pullman, esq., I beg to give

an unqualified denial to the second part, viz., that it

suffers from being cellared, Ac.
The hou-e is built as substantially ss possible, none on

the estate being more, if indeed so, solidly constructed;

and when I tell you that Messrs. Holland &. llannen were
the contractors who carried out the cellarage in question

under my personal superintendence, I think it will be a

sufficient guarantee that the work was well done. Since

reeding the article from which I have quoted, I have seen

the proprietor who has inhabited the house since its

erection, and he will fully endorse my statement. Your
insertion of this letter will greatly oblige

liii-iiAEL Bbandon.

LOW RENTS.
Sin,—I have just seen the letter of Mr. W. S. Trueman

in your esteemed publication of tho lllh inst. He is a
bold man. May his lilierality and example be followed not

only by owners of house property, but also by those who
supply our daily bread and other necessaries, and you
may be assured we shall hear less of strikes and discon-

tent; and the publichouse and crowded lodging will be

superseded by a respectable home for every mau.
Ohe or THB Bees.

WELLS AND MINES.

SiRj Having so freqnentlyread of accidents and deaths

occurring in wells and mines for want of some speedy

means of rescue for tho sufferers, it has occurred to me
that some sort of “safety-cradle” or frame.work of either

iron or basket-work might be so constructed as to be kept

conetaiitty at hand at the bottom of wells or of the shafts

in mines, and so secured by an extra length of chain or

rope as not to iutorfere with the ordinary work of the

windlass, but ready to be brought up with its human
freight when necessary by a little extra working of it.

Thus, if in repairing a well a workman were overcome by
the unhealthy inhalation of deleterious gas, he would faU

into the very receptacle ready for bis rescue, instead of

into the jaws of death— as tho fouler vapours at the bottom
or deepwater might prove; and if even not drawn up in

time to prevent so serious a catastrophe, no other lifeneed

be risked to bring him up. When for use at the bottom
of a shaft,— for instance, where ready accommodation might
be required for many people,—the cradle might be mad®
in tiers or stages, and formed so as to collapse (like the
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bead of a phaeton) when not required, and tbe chains or
ropes might be of suflicient length to admit of its being
allowed to stand aside when not required, so as not to
interfere with the ordinary means of egress; and a bell
being at hand to communicate the alarm to a watcher
above-ground, a little extra work would soon bring a few
more at least up to bank than could be rescued in the
ordinary manner without unnecessary delay

' M. A. H.

AN IMPEACnCABLB CONTBACT.
*’®tween Messrs. Cutler and the

^edhill Las Company, has just been decided by Mr. T. G
Barlow, gas engineer, as arbitrator. Messrs. Cutler in
October, 1868, entered into an agreement with the Ked-
hiU Gas Company to construct on the company’s premises
a cast-iron tank and gas-holder. The contractors also
agreed to construct the foundation; but on making the
excavation they discovered that the subsoil was boggy and
totally incapable of bearing the weight of tbe structure it
would have to support. Ihey reported this fact to the
company, and requested them to provide another site for
the gasholder. The company at first refused to do this
but on Messrs. Cntler stating their inability to carry out
the contract on that site with credit to themselves some
negotiations ensued between the parties, which resulted in
the abandonment of the contract, so far as the foundation
was concerned, the contractors allowing a certain sum
from the original contiact price. The company then
failing to procure another site, decided upon making a
foundation on the boggy site themselves. For this
purpose they employed the very man who had been
Messrs Cutler s sub-contractor for the foundation, and at

a resting-place was made for the tank and gasholder.
Ihe Messrs. Cutler then commenced building- but they
discovered that as the structure increased in weight, the
foundation began to subside unequally. This subsidence
caused a very unequal strain to be exercised upon the tide
ot the tank, which was constructed of plates of iron bolted
together, the unequal strain causing the plates to fracture
The fractured plates were taken out and fresh ones sub-
stituted for them; but the contractors discovered ihat the
subsidence caused the tank to be out of the perpendicular
and also out of the circular. They state that they did all in
their power to remedy these defects by cutting tbe plates
to a different shape, and by altering tbe joint

; but they
found their efforts were of no avail, and therefore applied
to the company for payment of the work done. The com-
pany refused to make this payment, on the ground that
ino works had not been done in a proper manner, and that
It Was absolutely impossible for the gasholder to work in ' Ihe local auihoritii
the tank as constructed by tbe contractors; whereupon ' of child:
the latter contended that as the badness of their work had ceivine education.”
been caused by the subsidence of the foundation con-
Btructed by the company, they were not liable to make
their work good, and they gave notice of their intention to
refer the matter to arbitration. Four days were employed
in hearing evidence and speecbea on both sides • and Che
arbitrator bas decided that the Messrs. Cutler shall be paid
the amount of their claim,—less only a few deductions for
goods supplied by them ,to the company without written
authority lor them to do so. The latter part of the awardcondemns each party to pay their own costs, which in all
probabiUty, amount to between 4O0L and 600f

NATIONAL EDUCATION LEAGUE.
A^ GENERAL meeting of the members of the

National Edacation Leagne is to be held at
the Exchange Aasembly-rooras, Birmingham, on
Taesday and Wednesday, the 12th and 13th of
October. On Tuesday, after the election of
officers, and the report of the Provieional Com-
mittee has been read, the following motion will
be submitted to the meeting Besolved, that
a Bill, embodying tbe principles of the League,
be prepared for introduction into Parliament
early next Session.” In the afternoon papers
will be read and discassions taken on the best
system for National Schools, based upon local
rates and Government grants. In the evening
there will be a soir4e in the Town-hall, given by
the Mayor of Birmingham. On Wednesday
papers will be read and discussed on Compulsory
Attendance, and on the best means of enforcing
it

; and on Unsectarian and Free Schools. In
the evening a pablio meeting will be held in the
Town-hall

; the Mayor in the chair. Mr. F.
Adams, 47, Ann-street, Birmingham, is the
secretary.

The object of the Leagne is the establishment
of a system which shall secure the education of
every child in England and Wales. The means
proposed are :

—

”1. Local authorities shall be compelled by lawtosee
that auUicient school accommodation is provided for every
child in their district.

2. The cost of founding and maintaining such schools
as may bo required shall be provided out of local rates
supplemented by Government grunts.

3. All schools sided by local rates shall be under the
management of local authorities and subject to Govern-
ment inspection.

4. All schools aided by local rates shall be unsectarian.
6. To all schools aided by local rates admission shsU bo

free.

6. School accommodation being provided, the State or
the local auihorities shall have power to compel tbe
attendance of children of suitable age not otherwise re-
ceiving education ”

mteuded to have been offices for money orders,
savings-bank, and private letter-boxes. The
Borting-room, 60 ft. by 40 ft., is in the centre of
the building, and off it are rooms for the letter
carriers, inland and foreign despatch, delivery
and receiving of letters

;
the sorting-room being

lighted from the roof. The upper floor, which
extends completely round the sorting-room, was
planned to accommodate the chief postmaster,
chief clerk, auditor, &c., but is now appropriated
to the museum and municipal corporation offices.
The building is faced with Oamaru stone, and
otherwise built of brick. It is Italian in design,
of rather an ornate character. The lower story
is composite, with rusticated pilasters between
dwarf Doric columns, supporting moulded arches,
with enriched spandrels and richly carved frieze
and cornice over. The upper story is Corin-
thian, the entablature, with the usual dentils
and modillions, being supported by full columns,
coupled with relieved windows between each
pair of columns. The building was designed and
carried out under the superintendence of Messrs.
Mason & Clajton, at a total cost of about
28,0001. Beyond is the Bank of New Zealand.
The spire in the central distance is the monu-
ment erected to the memory of Captain Cargill,
the pioneer of the settlement built in the centre
of the Octagon.

THE PUBLIC CLOCK THAT STKUCK
THIRTEEN AT MIDNIGHT.

Most people have beard something about the
tradition, that a soldier, whilst on guard at
Windsor Castle, during the reign of William III., ,, , , , ^

' -7 —
declared that he heard the clock of St. Paul’s farther east, where
Cathedral strike thirteen at midniRht.

I

Octagon is now built. The view given is

NEW ZEALAND.
^The Illustrated Australian News, of Melbourne,

gives a view and some particulars as to Princes-
street, Dunedin. This street is the main
thoroughfare of Dunedin, skirting the bay at the
foot of the hills, on which the larger portion of
the town is situated. The ground occupied by
Princes-street has been levelled within the last few
years, and now presents a very different appear-
ance from what it did eight years ago, before the
influx of a Victorian population. At that time
it ran over two outlying spurs of tbe main range
and crossed two swamps, one at the foot of
Hactray-street, and tbe other further east, where
the Ontoo-nn in nrvar Kn.lK 'Tk/i

.

I

----bv... .0 xuo view given IS

Here is the original story— not generally the first build-

known—which I take from The Public Advertiser m,?
Provincial Chambers.

of Friday, June 22, 1770 now before me
I

Provincial Government invited competitive

,
"Mr. John H.tfldd, ..ho died 1..1 Mond.j ot hi.hoo.o I 5" 0

“° buildings, aud about
in Glassbouse.yard, Aldersgate, aged 102, waa a soldier in '

sets of drawings were submitted. Those
the reign of William and Mary, and the person who was prepared by Messrs. Mason & Clayton were

'.ti,;d“„%TprtraV.u.e?:rd?iS'^
. rT";denied the charge against him, and soletnnly declared tha^ '

frontage to both Princes and Water
he heard St. Paul’s clock strike thirteen, ihe truth of i

Streets. The approach to the Provincial offices

dittan'^e I

Prioces-street. The offices surronnd a
leatb, affidavit was made by eeverJ pw'sonrthauhe dock '

Central hall, which is approached from the
actually did strike thirteen instead of twelve; whereupon

I

entrance in Princes-street; it is about
““jes'y'* Pardon. The above hia friends

I
80 ft. by 40 ft., and both stories are lighted bv

th. truih of a'.°tor7”hich h.'/b™ nL" d™bt‘

^

*>'8 ‘“P- This ball accommodates
he had often confirmed it to many gentlemen, and, a few 1

^^® pnblic on the plan of a large bank, where
__aya before hia death, told it to ROTorai of hi« I easy access to each department may be had.

The frontage to Bond-street has three stories on
the ground floor, having two magistrates’ courts,
each 40 ft. by 25 ft., with tbe necessary offices
conveniently arranged. Over these courts the
Provincial Council Hall is situated (80 ft. by
34 ft. and 24 ft. high) fitted up for Mr. Speaker,
members, reporters, and the public, with polished
cedar.

The bnilding is Italian, being faced with red
pressed bricks, with Oamaru stone dressings.
Next is the post-office. This building was com-
menced at the time when the demand for postal
accommodation was very great, consequent upon
the discovery of gold. Now that the great
rushes are over it is found too large for postal
purposes, and an arrangement has been entered
into between the General and Provincial Govern-
ments by which the former hand the building
over to the latter, on the condition that the
Provincial Government provide funds sufficient
to erect a smaller building suited to the require-
ments of post-office, telegraph, and registrar’s
departments. The principal front is towards
Princes-street, about 150 it., having a deeply re-
cessed arcade on each side of a large central
tower abutting at each end on wings, which were

-— " o-vf./ ».uicu uau iieenmucu aouDtea 1
fie had often confirmed it to many gentlemen, and
daya before hia death, told it to Boveral of his neieh’bours.

memory to the day of bis

But, as I stated in the Builder of December
14, 1867—when I gave my first account of the
Great Bell—the sentinel must have spoken of the
Clock that struck upon “ Great Tom at West-
minster,” for St. Paul’s Cathedral had not then
any public clock.

Your esteemed correspondent, “J. D, P.,”
having reopened the subject in your last number,
I have thus attempted once more to set the
question at rest. Tuomas Walesisy.

Chemical Professorship at Anderson’s
University, Glasgow. — Mr. James Y’oung,
well known in connexion with tbe paraffine
industry, has presented 10,000 guineas to Ander-
son’s Dniversity, for the purpose of founding a
chair of technical chemistry, and establishing
bursaries, scholarships, &o. Tbe Society ol
Arts Journal says Mr. W. H. Perkin, F.R.3.,
who, It will be remembered, delivered a course
ot Cantor lectures before the members of the
Society of Arts during the last session, has
been appointed the first professor.

THE NEW STREET FROM BLACKFEIARS
BRIDGE TO THE MANSION HOUSE.

Sir,—This street is only partly open. On the
9th of April last, the Metropolitan Board of
Works let the contract for paving, sewering,
sub-waying, Ac., the Mansion House end of the
street, a portion 450 yards, in length, to Messrs.
J. Mowlem &, Co., for the sum of 19,750Z., and
those gentlemen will probably finish their work
during the ensuing month, October.
The Biackfriars Bridge end of the street

(Blackfriars Bridge to near Cannon-street) must
be at least a year before it is opened. Tory
little structural work has been done at this end.
The contract for the portion of tbe low-level

sewer from New Earl-street to the Tower, about
1,480 yards in length, was let on May 14th, to
Mr. Webster for 67,500L This is the work
which may be seen going on in New Earl-street,
and in Cannon-street. The time to be occupied
in this contract I have not heard.
The contract for that portion of the Northern

Embankment which reaches eastward from the
Temple Gardens, waa let in May, 1868, to Mr.
Webster, for 126,5001. It was commenced on
June 30, 1868, and was to have been finished by
June 30, 1869, that is, in twelve mouths from
commencement, but some delay to the contrac-
tor waa caused first by the whole land neces-
sary nob being placed at his disposal

; and,
secondly, by his dam breaking in. The progress
up to June let this year was 48,4901., of which
the sum of 7,4901. was for progress during the
month of May. The average progress, accord-
ing to contract, was to have been 10,000L a
month. On the 24th of September the Board
will meet again, and on the Ist of October we
shall have another report of progress.

Jasper.

MONUMENTAL.
The equestrian statue of the Queen, for Liver-

pool, now being completed by Mr. Thorneycroft,
is nob likely to be placed in its position in
front of St. George’s Hall during the present
mayoralty. Jtwill probably be about the Christ-
mas or New Tear holidays ere it is ready to be
publicly unveiled.

_

A marble cenotaph, to the memory of the late
distinguished astronomer, the Earl of Rosse, has
just been erected in the church at Parsonstown,
Ireland.

A new reredos, the gift of Lady Mildred and
Mr. Beresford Hope, in memory of a daughter,
and as a thank-offering for the recovery from a
dangerous illness of another daughter, has been
erected in Kilndown Church. It was carved by
Mr. Redfern, under the general architectural
superintendence of Mr. Slater, and was erected
by the authority of a faculty from tbe Arch-
bishop of Canterbury. The material is Pains-
wick stone, relieved with colour and gilding.
The shape is that of an oblong panel of the same
length as the altar, and of such a height as not
to interfere with the east window. The centre
is occupied with the Crucifixion, angels appear-
ing in attendance on our Lord.
The Humboldt centenary was celebrated

throughout America. Some alarm seems to
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have been excited lest the statue of the great
traveller, which had been cast in Germany,
shoukd not arrive in time to be duly inaugurated.
We learn, however, that it reached New York
some days before the celebration.

THICK TRACING-PAPER.
Sir,—

I

require to make a number of tracinga on thick
tracing-paper, and shall be glad if any of yonr sub-
aeribers will inform me if there is any method by which
the tracing-paper can be made more transparent, so that
the ink lines can be plainly seen through the paper.

SCBVKrOB.
** A recipe for making thick paper transparent was

quoted in our pages a few weeks ago.

DISFIGURING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Do you not think that the advertising portion

of the ooramunity should be required to confine
the^ exhibition of its talent within reasonable
limits, and not be permitted to disfigure such
portions of the metropolis as have been beautified
at great public expense ?

Nob content with the innumerable spaces and
oontrivances already nnder their control, the
advertisers must bedaub wiih their auuounce-
iinentB every new piece of foot pavement, and
:completely spoil the appearance of new aud well-
ifinished work. The Thames Embankment is
already disfigured in this way. The new street
from the Mansion-house to Blaokfriars has been
lin like manner visited by advertising transgres-
)Sors} and, unless prevented, we shall bo having
ikhe new Blackfriars Bridge aud the Holborn
Viaduct tattooed with fantastic advertising
designs, much to the annoyance of every lover
)f order.

Why spend thousands of pounds upon stone
isarving and decorative ironwork, and then allow
ihe effects to be counteracted by such unsightly
iidditious as I have referred to ? F. W. M.

; Another correspondent writing on the want in
ehe metropolis, still insufficiently met, of “stop,
tting places” and the disfigurement of those
diere are, says :

—
" “ I should like to draw the attention of the
vaveral vestries of Loudon to a very effectual
DBmedy adopted by that of St. Marylebone to
erevenb the places I have been writing about
ieing made so unsightly by quack medical
flvertisements. I do not know the precise Act
r Parliament quoted, bub it is to this effect:—

; y a certain Act of Parliament named, any one
stefigaring any lamp-post, or erection, or build-

Bagaley, of Newcastle-on-Tyne. The subjects
of the first light are the Nativity, and Christ
blessing little children

; second light—Christ
being made known in the breaking of Bread

;

centre light—the Crncifixion
; fourth light—the

Burial of Christ, aud His Commission to His
Apostles, the Resurrection, and the Martyrdom
of St. James, to whom the church has been
dedicated. In the tracery are represented the
Ascension, and the Kingdom of Glory with the
A.ngels. The nave is separated from the north
aisle by four pointed arches of red brick, spring-
ing from circular stone pillars, with moulded
capitals. The chancel is divided from the nave,
with which it corresponds in width, by an arch
of similar construction. On the west side of
the ohnrch is a four-light tracery window, of
plain glass, with stone mnllions. At this end of
the church a bell-turret has been erected, bub
there is no nearer approach to a tower, the
church being exteriorly as plain as it appears
inside. In the chancel aisle, which is separated
from the church by a red-brick arch, is placed
the organ which belonged to the old church.
The building is entered by a poroh at its south-
west corner, with moulded doorway, aud faced
internally with white brick. The stone font,
which is placed opposite the entrance, has like-
wise been removed from the old church. The
chancel is paved with encaustic tiles, which are
further carried up to the Communion-table. The
ohnrch is built from the designs of Mr. W. H.
Crossland, of Leeds and London, and is built on
land bequeathed for the purpose by the late
Rev. H. Torre, rector of Thornhill, who baa also
furnished the burial-ground adjoining. The cost
of erection will be about 2,6001. j of this amount
2,0001. have already been subscribed.

Carlton.—The church of Carlton, Saxmund-
ham, has been restored. The restoration just
finished baa been entirely confined to the interior
of the building, which has nndergone a complete
transformation. Formerly the nave was filled

with high pews, the chancel was on the same
level as the nave, and the carved oak pulpit was
stuck upon a kind of platform in the south-east
corner of the nave. Now the floor of the nave
has been re-laid, the passage paved, and in the
place of the old pews are stained deal benches
with carved poppy-heads, the oak panelling
round the walls being allowed to remain. The
vestry under the tower has been re-arranged and
improved, and the pulpit removed from the south

ring of Bath stone, chamfered. They are sup-
ported by square shafts, diagonal in plan to the
line of aroading, with a red Mansfield stone
column on eaoh face, and connected together
with richly-carved caps and moulded strings and
bases. Alabaster is employed in the ornamen-
tation of these columns. The entrances to the
church are situated west and south, the latter
occupying the lower stage of the tower, and the
former entering through a porch, with stone roof
and ceiling. The doorways are relieved by red
Mansfield stone shafts, with moulded bases and
carved caps, and the arches are moulded. The
height from the floor to the ridge of the nave
roof is 52 ft., and from the floor to the top of the
wail-plate 22 ft. The nave and aisle roofs are
open-timbered, and plastered between the rafters;
that of the nave is carried by framed principals,
with king-posts and tie-beams moulded and
carved, and supported ou stone corbels. The
chancel roof is carried by framed principals
with curved trusses, supported by Devonshire
marble corbelled shafts, with carved caps and
corbels. This roof is boarded on the nnder side
of the rafters, the nppsr portion taking the
form of the oross-braces of the principals. The
tower is 65 ft. high, and the spire 75 ft. to the
top of the cap-stone, the total height to the top
of the vane being 150 ft. The tower contains a
peal of six bells, from the foundry of Mr. John
Taylor, of Loughborough. The bell-framing,
which is of oak, is carried by stone corbels built
into the tower walls. The diameter of the tenor
bell across the mouth is 47i in. The walls of
the building are of brick, plastered internally,
and faced externally with Hollington stone, the
external dressings and moulded and carved work
being of picked Hollington stone, rubbed. The
internal dressings are of Bath stone. Red
Mansfield stone has been used in the bands and
voussoirs of the arches. The roofs are covered
with tiles of two colours, arranged in patterns,
and having an ornamented ridge cresting. The
interior of the chancel is lined with Bath stone.
The opening to the chancel is 20 ft, wide between
the piers, and the height from the floor of the
nave to the apex of the arch is 32 ft. Four
Devonshire marble shafts, with moulded bases
and carved bands and caps, support the arch,
the inner rim of which is of Derbyshire alabaster.
The building is lighted by a wheel-window at
the west end, and by several three-light win-
dows with traceried heads in the aisles. The

to the north side of the nave, and placed upon chancel is lighted by two single-light ..in-
a base designed by Mr. T. Thurlow, of Sax- I

dows on the south side, and one on the north
- .

mundham (by whom the restoration of the 'side, and a beautiful seven-light east window,
I g in the parish, renders himself liable to a obancel has been carried out, and who has had the latter being filled with stained glass re-
nanalty not exceeding, Jco., or an alternative

I

general superintendence of the whole), and presenting various incidents in the life of
" imprisonment.” where necessary it has been retouched. The the Saviour. It will seat about 650 persons.

chancel arch remains as it was before, but the The reredos (of Caen stone) extends across the
floor of the chanoel has been raised a step above whole width of the chancel, and consists of an
that of the nave, and a plain stone screen pub arcading of seven divisions, the centre being
up with new reading-desk and lectern. The considerably larger than the others. The arches,
carved oak benches in the chancel have been which are moulded and cueped, are carried by
repaired and re-arranged by Mr. Thurlow, and dwarf alabaster shafts, with moulded bases and
Its floor is now paved with Staffordshire tiles, i carved caps. Over the arches are gables with
the space wRhiu the communion-rails being

,
carved crockets and finials, the space forming

paved with Minton’s unglazed encaustic tiles.
,

the tympanum being filled in with sunk tracery.
Mr. Carter, of Saxmundham, has carried out the

^

In the spandrel spaces between each gable are
carpenter s work. The restoration of the chancel

^

figures of angels, supported by carved corbels,
has been at the expense of the rector, the cost and covered by carved canopies; the seven com-
of that of the nave being defrayed by snb- partments are filled in with polished white
cinrtr.f.ir.TiD i .. > « r

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS,
VShute (Devon).—The church at Sfaute has been
oj-opened, after considerable works of restora-
Q.n. The central tower has had a new roof,
•srapets, and gargoyles

; and a new roof of red
ilal to the north aisle. The arched ceilings
we been improved by ribs aud bosses. The
lirarch has been reseated with red deal. A new
;iutry has been erected at the end of the north
osnsept. The south transept arch has been
iDdnecl and restored. Tracery and appro-
itate glass have been supplied to the west
d transept windows. The east window is in
inined glas8_ by Messrs. Powell. There are
Aeoew pulpit and reredos, of Caen stone

^
h Ogwell marble shafts by Messrs. Mitchell

idSon. Minton’s tiles are laid in the chancel.
contractors were Messrs. Langford &

rdrd. The stone carving was executed by
1 Hems

; the wood carving by Mr. Lindeli
. Mr. Harding, Exeter. The architect was
E Edward Ashworth, of Exeter.
hlocktun .—The new church of St, James’^,
l^bkton, near Wakefield, has been consecrated
IJfhe Bishop of Ripon. The foundation-stone
b(he new church was laid in 1867. Built in
S Second Pointed style of architecture, the
tbch contains nave, north aisle, chancel
cacel aisle, and south porch. It is seated to
mmmodate 450 persons, and the pews, which
ilUll free. are of heavy pitch pine. Exteriorly
Hhihurch is built of stone, and the inside walls
ofof pressed bricks, which, with the open-

t^erered roof and complete absence of orna-
SUtal masonry, give the building a very plain
(.tmppretentious appearance. At the east end
pis is a stained-glass window, the gift of the
i reren of the late Lady Matilda Lister Kaye,
liensnby Grange, and the workmanship of Mr!

scriptioDB.

Longhope.
.

,

marble, that in the centre having the sacred
Yhe spire and tower of the parish

,

monogram in brass, whilst the other compart-
otLUrch having been for some time past in a ments contain the Commandments, Belief aud
daogeroua and dilapidated condition, it has been

;

Lord’s Prayer, and selected text. The lower
determined to take down the spire and part of

,

part of the reredos has the surface carved iu
the tower, and to rebuild the latter in a more , diaper. The nave and aisle benches are of deal,
substantial manner. The tower will have pin- stained and varnished. The chancel stalls
nacles at the angles, and the bells, so long
silent, will be rehung and made available for
ringing. The contract has been let to Mr.
Organ, of Mitoheldean, builder

;
and the works

will be carried on under the direction and
superintendence of Mr. Alfred W. Maberiy, of
Gloucester, architect.

JVinshill, near Bxirton.—St. Mark’s Church,
WiDshill, near Bureon-upon-Trent, has been
consecrated. Mr. Holmes was the architect.
The church is in the Geometrical Early Deco-
rated style of architecture, and comprises nave,
/2 ft. long by 24 ft. wide within tho columns

;

north and south aisle, each 12 ft. wide—the
tower occupying the west end bay of the south
aisle; the chancel, 30 ft. long by 21 ft. wide, and
a vestry and organ-chamber on the north side of
the chanoel. On the north, an arcading of four
bays, and one on the south of three bays, con-
nect .the aisles with the body of the church.
The arches are of Hollington stone, with red
Mansfield stone voussoirs, and have an inner

,

are worked in oak, having open-framed arcaded
fronts, the spandrels of trefoil heads, and other
portions being carved. The chancel floor is laid
with Minton’s encanstic tiles, while the aisles
and passages in the nave are laid with Hoptou
Wood stone. The church is warmed by means
of hot water. At the entrance to the church-
yard are folding gates to the carriage-road, with
foot-gates on either side hung to stone piers,

The gates are framed and cross-traced with oak.
and fitted in with ornamental metal work. This,
and the metal work in the chancel and pulpit-
rails, was the work of Messrs. C. Smith & Son,
of Birmingham. The stone work has been ex-
ecuted by Mr. William Clarke, of Burton-on-
Trent, and the joiner’s work by Mr. George
Lilley, of Ashby-de-la-Zouch

;
the carving

throughout has been cut by Mr. Thompson, of
Nottingham.

Bungay .—The alterations and improvements
in the interior of St. Mary’s Church being
sufficiently completed, a special opening htw
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taken place. Among the improvements in the

church we may notice the erection of a stone

reredos, consisting of traceried base, Gothic

arches with carved spandrels and surmounted

with carved cresting 5
an oak altar-table,

carved; new oak altar-rails on metal standards,

&o. Within the altar-rails the floor is laid with

Minton’s encaustic tiles. The reredos was ex-

ecuted by Mr. Henry Nursey, and the altar-table

and reading-desk by Mr. J. D. Botwright, both

of this town.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Percy (Tynemouth),—The foundation-stone of

new schools for the parish of Percy, in the town-

ship of Tynemouth, has been laid by his Grace

the Duke of Northumberland, who has also

given the site. The schools are intended for

the accommodation of 129 boys and 96 girls

;

a house containing five rooms being also pro-

vided for the schoolmaster. The cost of the

building will be 1,0501., exclusive of the value of

a large quantity of materials which have been

supplied by the neighbouring proprietors. The

building will be erected from the designs of

Messrs. Green & Gibson, architects, Newcastle-

on-Tyne.
Kidderminster.—New Wesleyan schools have

been erected and opened here. Mr. Bland, of

Birmingham, prepared the plans, and the build-

ing has been erected by Mr. Hodgkiss, of Wol-

verley, the cost being about 1,150Z., exclusive of

fittings. The new schools oensist of one large

room, another room for infanta, and four class-

rooms.

§0ol\s

Xtailway Progress In Russia.

—

The table

of Russian railway statistics for 1870 has just

issued from the press. The railways already in

operation make np an aggregate of 5,400 English

miles, all of which, with the exception of the

Moscow, Tsarskoe-Celo, Riga Dunaburg, and

Warsaw-Vienna lines, have been constructed

within the last eight years. The lines to be

opened in 1870 are the Eharkov-Taganrog,

350 miles
;
the St. Petersburg-Viborg, 210 miles

;

the Moscow-Smolensk, 260 miles; the Ribinsk-

Bologoe, 172 miles ;
the Lazovo-Sevastopol,

-too miles ;
and the Ostashkovo-Torjkovsk, 21

miles. To be opened in 1871, the Poti-Tiflis,

190 miles; the Kharkov-Krementchug, 165 miles;

the Voronej-Grushevk, 353 miles
;
the Liban,

196 miles; the Ivanovo- Kineshansk, 248 miles;

and the Skopinsk-Riajak, 29 miles. To be opened

in 1872, the Baltic-Port and St. Petersburg,

254 miles
;

the Tambov-Saratov, 225 miles
;

and the.Borisoglaibsk-Tsaritzin, 232 miles
;
the

whole forming a total of 3,335 miles of railway

to be completed and set in operation within the

next three years. The programme of the “ outer

list ” contains the Hoes surveyed during the

past year, and now about to be commenced.

These reach the enormous aggregate of 10,000

English miles, and run thus :—Southern and

Western lines:—1. From Smolensk to Brest-

Litovsk; 2. Prom Rostov (on the Don) to the

central Caucasus
;

3. From Livna to Orel.

Eastern lines :—1. From Tiflis (the chief town

of the Caucasus) to Baku, on the Caspian Sea ;

2. From Nijni-Novgorod (I’iA Kazan) to Ekate-

rinburg, the frontier town of Siberia
;

3. From
Morshansk (vi4 Penza and Samara-super-Volga)

to Orenburg, the frontier town of Tartary,

Architectural and Decorative Designs, /or the Use

of those engaged in Architecture, Scidpture,

TVorhing in Metals, ^'c. Drawn by Enrico

Salandri. Incorporated with “ Page’s Deco-

rator.” London : Atcbley & Co. 1869.

We have here sixty-five quarto plates of parts of

buildings, ornaments, and details well drawn

and neatly engraved, for a price little more than

nominal,—123. 6d. They ore, for the most part,

from works of the Renaissance period, not a few

Rococo, and the plates have done duty before :

nevertheless we venture to say there are few

persons engaged in designing who would not find

the volume a good investment.

Invention for Supplying a City with Hot
Air.—Experiments, it seems, are being made by

a gentleman who has worked for many years in

the United States armoury, for supplying a city

with heated air. He proposes to force air

rapidly through a coil or series of iron pipes

heated in a furnace, and then to a greater length

of pipe outside, made of fire-clay, which is

claimed to be about the best non-conductor that

can be had. The first trial will be a pump of

8 in. diameter and 8 in. stroke, and the clay pipes,

now being made in New York, will be 300 ft.

in length and of a 4 in. bore, with a thermo-

meter at each end, which will indicate 600

degrees. The projector expects to heat the air

in the iron pipe to that temperature and force

it to the further end with little loss. If the
1

pipes are laid in the streets it will be necessary
|

to have them enclosed in a brick arcb, lined with I

mortar made of fire-clay. It is contended, if I

the thing works according to the expectation of ,

the projector, that but a small portion of the coal

;

now used will be necessary for all heating and]

cooking purposes.
!

A Sanitary Inspector Wanted.—Any one 1

walkiiDg throughthe pleasant green fields between
j

Highgate and Fortis-green will have his nostrilsi

assailed by the most abominable odour, arising
j

from an open ditch, passing beneath the highi

road and Great Northern Railway, and winding!

towards Finchley. On tracing this open drain

to its source, we found it in a field through

which a public footpath runs at the back of

Hampstead-lane, and close to a crescent of new
and, at present, unoccupied villas, in which the

odonr was distinctly perceptible. Here the open

mouth of a large earthenware drain empties its

Northern lines :—1. From Yaroslavl or Ribtnsk
. contents, which are said to be only the overflow

to Vologda; 2. From Viatka (a town about 300
j

gome 'large cesspools receiving the drainage

miles to the north-east of Nijni-Novgorod) to 'j- ^he north-west side of Highgate,

Archangelsk. However this may be, it is certain that the new

Tbe Artisans’ and Iiabourers’ Dwellings
|

houses in the crescent, at the back of the playing

Act.— Two of the parochial bodies of the
, fields of the Cholmeley School, have lately been

metropolis have at last began to act up to the I drained into this open ditch, and that its stenol

spirit and letter of Mr. Torrens’s Act. At a U abominable. The drains of many of the honsej

^isccllaiua.

recent meeting of the Hackney District Board

of Works, Mr. Runtz moved that the houses in

Lanrence-buildings, West Hackney, numbered 1

to 6, and 8 to 11 inclusive, be closed. Here-
marked that the Board had tried every means of

bringing the premises into a habitable condition,

but without effect. Fever, he said, was con-

tinually in the place, and to close np the hoiises

was the only practical remedy to be adopted.

Mr. Beck said he had known the place for the

last twenty-five years as a hot-bed of disease.

Mr. Gowland hoped this case might act as a

The Carlisle Memorial. — A column in

memory of the late Earl of Carlisle, erected on

the summit of Balnier-hill, Castle Howard,

Yorkshire, was last week opened to view. The
design by Mr. F. P. Cockerell was selected, our

readers may remember, in competition. The

work has been executed by Mr. Bailey, of York,

under the honorary clerkship of Mr. John Check,

of Whitwell, the agent for the Lechmere estates.

The monument beai’S a surrounding inscription,

follows:—“In memory of George Wm,

of Fortis-green also run into this ditch, and nc

attempt has been made to cover it in.—Lancei. '

Crrange»over»Sa.ndSi Iffortli Dancasliire

The Blawith Estate, advertised in our presem

issue for sale on the 14th of October, is in i

peculiarly beautiful, though nob very well known

part of the country. Grange overlooks More

cambe Bay, and, knowing the site well, we quiti

aoree with a contemporary, who says :—Excur

sionists in want of a new pleasure,—they wh(

have done Europe, and are shy of Ireland, no

oantion to other' landlords ns to the state of
j

caring to be shot by the merest mistake in th

repair in which they kept their honses, The
|

BouUb orjtoned for bemg

motion was carried, as was also another for the :
or too green m the corth,-wdl do well to tab

demolition of a number of cottages in Sanford- ,

tickets for Grange, and explore the jnagn.aoen

lane, West Hackney. At the last meeting of the
!

distpot. Beauty of nature, interest of history

vestry of St. George the Martyr, Southwark, it

was decided that the necessary proceedings

should be taken in the case of certain houses in

Little Surrey-street, which had been reported by

the medical offioer as unfit for human habitation

and dangerous to health.

To Render Timber Incombustible.—In

Frederick Vllbh Earl of Carlisle, Viscount Mor- Neues Jahrbuch fur Pharmacie, Herr Reinsch

peth, K.G.” Upon the Castle Howard face of 1 gtates that, having been requested to report to

the pedestal is the inscription, “ He to whom
this monument was raised, A.D. MDCCCLXIX.,
in private life was loved by all who knew him.

By his public conduct he won the respect of his

country, and left the bright example of a true

patriot and earnest Christian.” On the York

face is the following :
—“ He to whom this monu-

ment was raised by public subscription, during

XII. years represented in the House of Commons
firstly Yorkshire, secondly the West Riding, and

during VIII. years was Viceroy of Ireland.”

The cost is estimated at over 2,000Z. The monu-

ment is visible to the whole vale of York, the

greater part of the vale of Derwent, the West

Riding hills, the Yorkshire wolds, and a large

pai't of the North Riding.

Government Educational Inquiry In

Manchester.—In preparation for the bill

for the improvement of the education of the

people, which is to be submitted next session to

Parliament, the Governmentis making an inquiry

into the present supply and quality of such educa-

tion within the municipal boroughs of Manchester

and Liverpool. The commissioner, Mr. D. R.

PearOD, who is appointed to conduct the inquiry

in these two boroughs, will commence his opera-

tions in Manchester about the 20th of November,
and in the meantime receive information or

euggestions from persons interested in the subject.

quaintness of social life, and many otbe

pleasant things, combine to make the plac-

attractive. The estate includes a good man
sion, and a very productive farm. An hotel ha

been built, and the railway station adjoins th

grounds, and gives ready communication wit

Furness Abbey, Lake Couiston, and Barrow.

a fire insurance company about the best means

of preventing timber bursting into flame, he

experimented with various salts, and at last

came to the conclusion, as the result of his

experiments, that impregnating timber with a

concentrated solution of rock-salt is as good, if

not better, a preservative against its bursting

into flame as water-glass (silicate of soda), while

the price of the former salt is, of oourse, only a

mere trifle
;
moreover, rock-salt thus applied to

timber is a preservative against dry rot and

noxious insects. The author recommends the use

of salt water, that is to say, a solution of rock-

salt of moderate strength for the use of fire-

engines during a fire as by far more effective

than water
;
but in order that the salt should not

injure the working parts of the engines, they

will immediately atterwards have to be played

with fresh water again.

Arcbitecture, TTnlversity College.—We
desire to draw attention to the commencement

of the annual course cf lectures at University

College by Professor Hayter Lewis. The first

lecture will be given on Tuesday, October 5th.

There will be thirty lectures on architecture as

a fine art, and thirty on construction. Students

will do well to avail themselves of the means of

obtaining information thus afforded. The lec-

tures are delivered in the evening.

Nicknames of Italian Painters. — Ado

Stahr, in his “ Winter in Rome ” (Pin Winter i

Rom, von Adolf Stahr und Fanny Lewald, Be'

lin, 1869), writes :

—

Together with GuerciDo’B name I remember that thi

n.. am,., nr, TnA«.nin(» ‘thp HttlA nciuiot*
too, is a nickname, Guercino meaning ‘ the little aqumt

hia original family name was Barbieri. Such like »o;!r

vomi which, originally given by boon compenioLS, stuck

the artist, and took the place of the true name of t

same, are many in the history of Italian art, and they a

at the same time characteristic as regards the social fori

of that time. Thus the painter Robusti was, and is sti

called 'Tintoretto’ (the little dyer); Barbarelh we ky
almost only as ‘Giorgione’ (tab George); Conradi

‘ Gbirlandajo’ (the garland-maker) ; Ribera as the litl

Spaniard
'

(Spaguoletto) ;
Andrea Vanucchi is mu

better known by his nickname Andrea del Sarto (Tailo

Andreas), bis father being a tailor. Which name is 1

behind Luca della Robbia (‘Madder-Luke’), and Mass

cio (• Dirt-Thomas’), I cannot call to mind just now,

Kenilworth Castle.—A considerable porti -

of the rnins of this once magnificent pile havi^

shown signs of falling, Earl Clarendon, t.;

owner, is now repairing and strengthening ti

great hall, Leicester’s buildings, and parts of

external walla on either side. His lordship|

also restoring some of the doorways, windovi

and fireplaces. In the course of the repai

excavations have been made, and undergrouj

apartments, cells, and passages revealed whif

had been hid for centuries. The great hall,9Cj

by 45 ft., still retains several of its^ Got!^

windows, and some of the towers yet rise /0i

high.
i



Koyal Military Colleg^e, Sandhurst.—

A

memorial window to the late gentleman cadet
George Ayscough Booth, son of the vicar of
Clandown, Bath, has recently been erected in the
east end of the College Chapel. The etonework,
of the fifteenth century, wae designed by Mr.
Bnckeridge, of London. It is a enaped fonr-light
window with tracery. The two side-light win-
dows bear a series of subjects in stained glass,
Commemoratively displaying, under the form of
allegory, the virtues of Bravery, Piety, Brotherly

i Love, and Resignation
j while the Redemption,

l^lResurrection, Ascension, and Judgment aro em-
braced in the centre compartments. Faith,

1 Hope and Charity, Humility, Forgiving Spirit,
I find Repentance are also allegorically displayed
in the tracery, and two ascending angels bear-

: ing texts, complete the figurative arrangement.
The entire work is finished by a canopy-work

^ 'mounting each group. The window was
l^xecuted by Messrs. R. B. Edmundson & Son,
^Kanohester.

A Mushroom Town.—The headlong manner
I in which things are done at the West is shown
• by the progress of the town of Duluth, upon the
-projected route of the Northern Pacific Railroad,
land which metropolis is now fully three months
lOld.

^

Within the period which has elapsed since
:its birth, 75 houses have been built, plank side-
; walks laid down, a large hotel commenced, which
iwill be completed in September, and two churches
•re under way. Four months ago the land upon
Iwhich Duluth is to be built was worth from
d dol. 25 0 . to 2 dols. 50 o. per acre

j now town
ilots in the city are worth 1,000 dols. each. From
laboiit five persons—the population of Duluth on

Park-lane: a Xarge Offer.— At the meet-
ing of the Metropolitan Board of Works this
Friday, a letter from Mr. Dunsber is to be read,
stating that one of his clients is willing, on the
Board obtaining a repeal of the Act for opening
up Hamilton-place, and obtaining an Act for the
widening of Park-lane, to contribute the sum of
50,000Z. towards such improvement.

Velasquez.—We hear that in one of the
public libraries of Spain several letters and re-
ceipts in Velasquez’s own handwriting have
been found. One was a receipt for 1,100 reals,
or nearly eleven pounds sterling, for his famons
picture of “ The Drunkards.” Prices have
changed.

The Builders’ Benevolent Institution.

—

The annual dinner in aid of the funds of this
charity is fixed to take place on Thursday, the
28th of October. Mr. J. M. Macey is the presi-
dent for the year, and the list of stewards is now
being made up.

Discovery In Rome.—In digging for the
foundations of a large palace to be constructed
for a savings-bank on the Piazza Sciarra in the

“the Ist of April—the residents of the town have -

workmen, it is said, lately discovered
riweliod to 1,500.

—

Philadelphia Commercial. ^be triumphal arch erected by
1 the Senate to the Emperor Claudius.

Xeith School of Art.—At a meeting held ^ rru r jm the Conncil Chambers, Leith,—the Provost in
' •

^b® foundation-stone of a new
(the chair,—it was resolved to establish in Leith

l^or Damfnesshire and New Galloway
i School of Art, in connexion with the Govern- r i

Masonic honours, by Mr.
enent Department of Science and Art for givinc

Grand Master
enstructiou in freehand, geometrical, mechLicah

building is expected to cost

iimd architectural drawing, designing for manu- I

^ •'•s.WUt.

c'actures, modelling, and painting. Over 50Z. had
,

The Gale.—During the recent high winds an
seen already subscribed, and some further sums :

old beech tree, nearly 4 ft. in diameter, was
oiromiBcd, to meet the expenses incurred in

;

suddenly blown down at Croydon. The tree was
nommeuoing the school. An influential local

!

borne by the gale across St. Peter’s-road on to
u^mittee was formed, with the Provost as !

the roof of a house, which it greatly damaged
Airman, and Mr. Robert L. Bain, late art. „
.aaster at Inverness, was appointed master of L JBridge. -- This bridge was
) le school.

muster 01 commenced m the year 1760, not 1710, as, by a
I

typographical slip, was stated in a recent notice
fl An “ Unsuitable ” Tombstone.—At a re-

j

of Metropolitan bridges in our pages.
iBnt meeting of the Wedneabury Local Board

! 4 • . „ • ,

ettention was called to a tombstone to the '

College.—A new music-hall is being

:«emoryofamannamedMincheTlS .a connexion with Eton College. A
. the cemetery, with Watts’s verso inscribed

Pritchard
Browoe i Eobinaon
Henshftw
Ashby & Horner
Conder
Lawrence Si Sons
Brass
Myers & Sons
Moultrie

For enlarging men's receiving ward, and building bake-
house, at the Faversham Union. Mr. B. Atkins, archi-

Whiting
Bourne
Shrubsole
BatcHffe
Austen
Judges (accepted)

For alterations, additions, and repairs, at Nos. 62 & 53,
Sloane-Btreet, Chelsea, for Mr. Eltoa. Mr. Sidney
Godwin, architect

^

Grover
Fletcher & Caughey
Bowman
Jones
Eobiuaon

3(51 10

For County Court of Kent, at Gravesend. Mr. T. C.
Sorby, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. J. Scott

Chappell £8,248 0 0
Cobham g^ooo 0 0
Patman & Co 7,998 0 0
Browne & Robinson 7,869 0 0
Nison & Son y.s-ig 0 0
Pink & Mitchell 7,670 0 0
Lilleyetone 7,660 0 0
Macey 7,591 q q
Lathey Brothers 7,473 0 0
Biggs 7,447 0 0
Blake y^.pjo 0 0
Hill & Sons 7,330 0 0

For the erection of a County Court-house at Barnsley.
Mr. T. C. Sorby, architect. Quantities suoplied bv Mr.
J. Scott

Doon it

“ Whatever brawls disturb the street,
There should be peace at home

;

Where sisters dwell, and brothers meet.
Quarrels should never come.”

TENDERS.
L For Stabling at Holloway, for the London General6he verso was held to be unsuitable. The clerk Company (Limiteri), Mr. A. G. Church, general

diid the verse was attached without the know-
Mr* Scurry, architect. Quantities supplied :•

fdge of the Board, and it could be removed.
**"^''*'

she chairman was not inclined to order the
lOMolato removal of the stone, but merely to
ntint out the objectionable verso to the friends,
tr them to alter it. The widow’s defence was
.tat the deceased often repeated the verse. The
;fggeation of the ohairmau was adopted, and it
1 u resolved that in future all inscriptions
litmld be submitted to the Board.

iiBreaking: of a Bridge in Prussia.-At
nimisberg, during a f^te in honour of the King
: d Crown Prince of Prussia, the Princess of
ilalee, and other royal personages present at
•limisberg, a wooden bridge which was illu-
janated seems to have caught fire, and a panic
^fled the people who were on it witnessing
kiworks which were going on

j
the railing of

b> bridge gave way, and some hundred persons
fere precipitated into the Schloss teich or lake
>ww. Forty-three corpses had been recovered
(reoent accounts. The fUte was brought to a
ieden close,

l L Railway Bridge on Tire.—Early on
iaday morning, Cottom railway bridge, about
'606 miles from Preston, was discovered to be
fiifire on the up-line side of the bridge. The
Giio on that line was at once stopped, and
tJts were made to extinguish the fire, which
aauaately were successful, and preparatiens
3 >e made to renew the burnt part of the bridge

.i h fresh timber. The bridge is a wooden one,
jit it is supposed the fire was caused by lighted
leriera falling from an engine in passing over.

Fawcett.,, ,,,

Fletcher & Caughey
Wilhams li Sons
Sanders
Fearaon
Clemonce
Carter & Sona
Kelly, Brothers
Elaekmore & Morley
Roberts & Co
Lewis & Co
Turner, W.T

Conder
Parker
Ford
Goodman
McLachlan
Brown
King & Sons
Coker
Henshaw
Stoner '

Hill, Keddell, & VValdram
Merritt A Ashhy
Manley A Rogers
Tavener
Scrivener & White
Higgs .

Thomas A Sou
Crabb A Vaughan
Eaton A Chapman
Wiuship
Crockett ’

Turner, J. P

Cooke A Green
Till

Hugheadon
Tripp A Co
Snowball
Langmead A Way (accepted)..

.. £14,356
, 14,181 0 0
. 13,870 0 0
. 13,500 0 0
, 12,990 0 0
. 12,987 0 0
. 12,760 0 0
. 12,734 0 0
. 12,690 0 0
. 12,690 0 0
. 12.499 19 8
, 12,497 0 0
. 13,493 12 10
. 12,433 0 0
, 12,440 0 0
, 13,399 0 0

12,349 0 0
12,246 0 0
13,2(Xt 0 0
12,170 0 0
12,050 0 0
11,095 0 0
11,979 0 0
] 1,956 0 0
11,966 0 0
11,920 0 0
11,894 10 0
11,848 0 0
11,833 0 0
11,747 0 0
11,745

- -

11,600

Latham A Son .£8,410 0
Oak Joinery,

Neill
. 8,010

Hinchcliff A Son . 8,100 0
Tomlinson . 7,934 ... 6,260 0 0

, 7,687
Neill A Sons . 7,896
Robinson A Son . 7,520 ... 7,725 0 0
Shaftoe A Barry 0 ... 7,665 0 0
Beaulund . 7,380 0 0
Bootbmau A Broom-
head 7.026 0

Nicholson A Son . 6,993 0 0 ... 7,103 0 0
Taylor A Son . 6,816 0 0 ... 6,066 0 0

For additions to The Willows
Gibson, architect

Cooper A Cullum £598 0 0
McLachlan
Carter A Son (accepted) 499 0 0
Taylor 498 10 0

For building two dwelling-houses, Church-street, Black-
friars-road, for Mr. Isaacs. Mr. E. L. BUokburne, archi-
tect, Quantities supplied by Mr. Shrubsole ;-

Merritt A Ashby ..

Taylor A Pitta
Warne
Crabb A Vaughan,.
W. Smith
Gore
Nightingale
Pitcher
Sodea
Cooke A Green
Brown A Sons
Till

Harvey
A. Smith
Hutchinson
Shirley A Horne ...

Stone
Cohen

..£1,471 0 0

.. 1,480 0 0

.. 1,375 0 0

.. 1,370 0 0

.. 1,355 0 0

.. 1,346 0 0

.. 1,267 0 0

.. 1,253 0 0
1,228 0 0

.. 1,227 0 0
,. 1,210 0 0
,. 1,209 0 0
. 1,197 0 0
. 1.179 0 0
. 1,160 0 0
. 1,110 0 0
. 1,110 0 0
. 1,1110 0 0
. 1,085 0 0
. 1,047 0 0

11,6 0 0

For the erection of four bouses at Acton, Middlesex,
fjt Mr. J. Barnes. Mr. J. Figg, architect. Quantities by
Mr. Shrubsole and Messrs. Maples :-

11,500 0
11,476 0
11,447 0
11,337 0
ll,ls7 0
11,100 0
10,675 0
10,.13S 0
10,395 0

Bell .,

Crabb A Vaughan
Kelly Brothers
Blaekmore A Morley
Warner
Till

Turner
Rowles
Knight
Cawdron

£2,450 0
1,435 0
1,373 0

1,365 0
1,330 0
1,306 0
1,275 0
1,230 0
1,221 0

: I

For alterations to residence, Talk-oth-Hill, for Mr.
Thos. Sherratt. Mr. Q. B. Ford, architect, Burslem :

—

Fryer (accepted) £310 0 0

For alterations to the Clock-house at Potter’s Bar, the
list of tenders for which was published last week

Shirley A Horne (accepted) ..£898 0 0
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For the erection of a Preabyterian cbnrch at Camber-
well. Mr. 8. C. Capes, architect. Quantities

by Mr. Lansdown :

—

aupplied

Newroan & Mann 4,841 0
Dove Brothers 4,806 0 0
Webb & Sods 4,668 0 0
Scrivener & White 4,628 0
Colls & Son 4,687 0
Sawyer 4,685 0
Cooper & Cullum 4,564 0
Jackaon & Shaw 4,624 0
Wells 0 0

Forpulling down and rebuilding Bloomfield Hall, Berks,
for Mr. T. Holloway. Mr. J. Dale, architect. Quantities

supplied by Mr. Bennett :

—

Revell
Nightingale
Harris & Edwards
TiU
LongiDire& Burge
CowTand
Twelvetrees
Underwood
Elliott

Parsons
Woodbridge
Gibson Brothers
Pythers
Roberts & Co
Collins ...

Carter & Sons
Nutt & Co
Pearce Brothers
Mesher
Baxter

.,£11, 995 0 0
11,473 0 0

. 11,350 0 0
.. 11,200 0 0
,. 11,135 0 0
.. 10,990 0 0

10,616 0 0
10,382 0 0

.. 9,800 0 0
9,790 0 0

.. 9,571 0 0
9,442 0 0

.. 9,355 0 0

.. 9,302 0 0

.. 9,273 0 0

.. 9.240 0 0

.. 9,136 0 0

9,085 0 0
.. 8.9fi0 0 0

.. 8,795 0 0

For Lilley’s Mansion, TV'eedon, near Aylesbury, for

Mr. H. Cazenore. Mr. G. Devey, architect :

—

Trollope £11,642 0 0

Holland 11,647 0 0
Haddon 11,159 0 0
Bewell 10,838 0 0
Durley 10,628 0 0
Mjors 10,373 0 0

TO COREESPONDENTS.
A. B. (the quettion of damp walls has been dlicuased on several

occasions in our pages. V«rr little tbst is eathraotory has resulted).

—H. (ditto).—YariDOUth (ditto).—Keuaington N"ws (we srebyno
toeaus sure that the opposition to the proposed light Is sound).

—

T. E. C. (nolhlog to be neimmondel wUh certainty).— P. W. B .

(next we6k).-W. W.-E. P.-O. J —F. W. UL-H. R.—W. C.-
B. L. B.—W. 3.-a A.—G. L.-J. H. S.—Mra. G. U —L.-R. J. U. 8.

—A. D.—W. E.— J. 0.—T. 0.— E. U-J. t. B.—EurveTO!-.— H. O —
B. L.-C. C.H.-T. C. B-J. B-G. R.-F. M.-P.-W. Q. S.-J.W.

—Mr. H.— B. & Sone.— E. A. D.— T, A J. M.—The Lord of the Manor.

—E. U,, Tiuio.-S. 8.—M. U. L.-J. C. L— J- W. N.

We ace compeUed to decline poln'ing out books and giving

addresses.

All statements of facts, lists of Tenders, Ac., mnst be accompanied

by the same and address of the sender, not necessarily for

puhlicatlDis

Kote.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read

public uieellngs, rests, of course, with the anthors.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The Publisher cannot be responsible Jor Ori-

ginal Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommends that

Copies only should be sent.

NOTICE.—All Communications respect-

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should le

addressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder,”

No. 1, Yorh-street, Covent Garden. All other

Communications should be acltlressed to the

“ Editor," and not to the “ Publisher.”

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manofactore of Chnrch, Turret,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with

estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Chnrch
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,
by special appointment. Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and

60, Lndgate-bill
j

Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

rpo ADVERTISERS.— The “ILLUS-
X TRATKD MIULaND NEWS," » flfttclai.8 pietorUl paper
publ'»h«

•

It Birmingham led u a medlam for advertlei

r. It bos a cireulatlon of upward* of

IIU.UOO oiDongsl (be leading inhabitant- r>f the M'dlande, In a-'di ion

t'i H cumnr. lale In ail part* ol the United Kingdom, France,
Belgium, and Ihe colouUs. The beat artist* coutrlb-ite to it* page*.

*nd ilie b««t writers are engaged upon Its literary gtsIT. Advertise-

ments may be sent diiect te the (Jfllce. U'B, New stiee’, or through
ibe London au-i other ageute. Apiruved bloclis inserted.—Seale,

SI. a lino
:
sLe- 25 lines, 91. ;

after 50 line*. Is. Quack* and other
objectionable advertleem-ii'i exe'u ed. 'ibe “ Illustrated Hidiaud
News ” is essentially a fami'y cewepiper.

SCHOOL FITTINGS.—MESSRS. BANKS
A CO’S PATENT REVISED ILLUSTRATED PRICED SHBST

ot every article required in a we ll-lnriilshed itchool. tent fo- three

statnps.-PABSONAG E WORKS, ALBEBT-STKEET. MaNCH E3TKR_

T10 the MECHANiC6 of the WIDE
WORLD.-IIdPORTANT NOTICE.

T0 BRITISH and FOREIGN
MECHANICS.

Tc AMATEUR MECHANICS
SCIENCE and ART.

T10 ALL CONCERNED in CHYMISTRY,
Electric ty.

XfEW and IMPORTANT ADLllION to

A 1 SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

N'
OW PREPARING for PRESS, and will

- ilished on SATURDAY, the 2nd OCTOBER, No. 1 of the

British and foreign mechanic
and SCfENTIFIC INSTRUCTOR. Conducted by EDWARD

HENRI TDDE.

HE BRITISH and FOREIGN
i«t of FortyMECHANIC will coiisiat of Forty large and profu ely illns-

‘
1 be ocoMi' nt ly given.

y os ob aineii through
leated to order ear y.

le allowed to the Trade. All Adverl:
mehta Intended for Insertion !o No. 1 ahon'd be fotwa-ded to

Pubil'her without delay.—Loudon Odice, 40, TavlsUckstre
Covent-garden.

MECHANIC
pages. whOe other suppli

The Brni.h and Fuieigu Me

WOOLWICH UNION, KENT. — To.
VV VALUERS. — The Atsea-ment Commlueo of this Dnloo[VALUERS. • -

Bl QUIRE the SERVICES of a g-ntleman wbo ba> acquired a pnbllrrt

repu ntlon av a VALUER, and is tbuTougbiy acquainted with tbd,

utinoiple ot aaaeaaiDg railway properties, to make a valuaiiou of thsii

huildlDga and line belonging to theSoutb-Baitern Railway Coraoanyji

in the parlibesof Charlton. Kid brooke, and Plumstead, lu ibi- Union (i

Letters, atatli g term*, Ac. tu be addreoaed to me, at my OBlcsi

below, on or before WEDNESDAY, the 29tti li st
' '

' laln^ from me, either at my r

1, Hill-ai t Wo-l«

. my utncea ai .

Any iof.rma-^i

ice, Welleilcr|>

FDWARO BROUGH SARGENT, C'erk to the Committee. .

UnlonOmcea, E-lwani-atreet. Woolwich, 8.K.

18th September. 18(59.

WANTED, a YOUNG MAN as CLERK
accustomed to the working part of an rronm-ii'ger'a Ea’abli

ishment.—Apply, by letter o-ly. In own handwiUiiig, stating age]k

I 705. OfBce of ••The S

I Book.e

Jii»t publli-lied, price 10s.

Hargreaves & ckaven’s new
PATTERN BOOK of TNCADSTIC and GEOMETRICAL

T II.E3. as manufaclnred by them from Designs by A. Watarhoiise,

F.RI.HA. John Gibb*. George Goldie, J. F. Bruiley, B. P. Spiers,

T. U. Watson, and otbrrs.

To be bad on applicalion at JackOeld Works, near Bro'eley, S.lop.

Foolscap Shiets, 2i. per bundle of 100. By post for 26 etamps,

PRACl’ICAL DIRECTIONS for COM-
BATING INFECTION, and Preventing the Pptcad of the

Typhus, Ac embodying the re ions uf Dr. Bu ld, or. H
• Dtatributlou hr Guard
' Surgeons, MedicalUealib OlSc-rs. Iiisp-oto-s, I

Uergymen, Vis tor«, Ac.

ROBERT HARDWICKE.lSa. Picc.adllly, Londoo.

TO ARCHireCTd AND SURVEYORS.

PARTNERSHIP. — A ' '

^e capital, wh ) bos been engaged in the profession for snm
U deair-jas of purcha-iiig a JUNIOR PARTNERSHIP.

-

., DORIC. 39. St. Msrk’a-ctescent. Netting bill, W.

rro ARCHITECTS, AXJOTIONEERS, &c.

Advertisements cannot he receivedfor the current

week's issue later than THREE o’clock, p.m.,

on THURSDAY.

BUENOS AYRES GOVERNMENT CERTI
FICATE. — Translation. — “ We, the nnder-
8igne(3, at the request of Messrs. J. C. Thompson
& Co. certify that the IRON SAFES of Messrs.

CHUBB &, SON, London, of which these gentle-

men are Agents, were exposed for several hours

to the fire that took place in the offices of the

National Government on the eveniDg of the 26th

instant; that in onr presence they were easily

opened with their respective keys ; that the

moneys and important documents they contained

were found in perfect order
;
and that these Safes

are now in use in the National Treasury Office.

—

Buenos Ayres, July Slst, 18G7.
(Signed) J. M. Draco,
Treasurer of the National Government.

Jose Tomas Rojo,
Juan M. Alvarez.

A true copy.—A. M. Bell.”
A large assortment of these Safes may be in-

spected, and lists of prices obtained, at CHUBB
& SONS, 57, St. Paul’s Chnrobj ard, London

; 68,
Cross-street, Manchester

; 28, Lord-street, Liver-
pool; and Horseley-fields, Wolverhampton.

WANTED, a PARTNERSHIP with althfr

tlsman who bft» had about elgtit year.' expe'

arcbltscia foun-iy ma objeot.d to—Adtlies,

O. 20. St. Jobu's-vlllai, Upper Holloway,

ct to tike a share of tbe wo
t almtist auy other huainei

le bad l-y applyiug. In Qtsi

nVENING CLASSES foi
I'j ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING and I

IION aie b-lug formed Id vati, us parts of Loudou inoonnrxt
tbe South KeiiSin.tuu MuaeU'U. Pee for Course ot right Mur
Special CUeBea for those having knowle.’go of ihe subject. 1

l.rsof W. BOSBRIDQE. Holly Uuuee. PluoineaL

TO BUILDERS, DBCORATOKB, Ac.

VT Work, Decorative Furaiiure, ano Glldlug li

may beOBTAINKDat tbe House uf Call, Marlbornug
step*. Oxford-street. Work done by the day, hour, <

found if required.—Address to the sjecri-tary.

O'

1 The Natioi.Bl Con'roct Cumpti
SuCUBlNG an APFOlNTMRNl fur i

branch, to carry out au Impoitant »d

\17ANTED, an active Man, well acquaintec
YV with the English Timber Trade, as YARD MaN. sod t

assist at a 3aw-mili. Must be able to write.-Apply, by letier, t

A. 0 . 388, Eu.tou-rotd. N.W.

\irANTED, in a Land Surveyor’s Office,;

YY YOUTH, who con write thoccughiy woll, and is good a
figures. He must have had some experleoee io office work, a- d oDi

wbo bus been In a laud surveyor’s office would be preferred —Apply
-tiling age. terms, qualification-, and references, to A. Noyes'i

Library, Cuippenham.

TO BUILDER? AND COSTBACTOR3.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, b;

T Y a practical OUTDOOR FOREMAN, Carpenter and Joiner b;

trade. Good leferences from Loudou builders an-l from preseut em

lermce, Fark eireer, Southwark.

wanted, employment, by a CAR
VV RENTER end JOINER. Uaed to dilapidations. Has a gooa

knowledge of plans, spec fici’ioos, and accounts. C.pable of takinj

charge of a Job or Bbop.—Address, No. 320, at 51, Bs.bordugb place

Fimhoei, 8.W.

TO BUILDBRS.

WANTED, a SITUATION, by
VV Youth, who can trace drawings and write speclficatloos, o

as Um keeper.—Addre.*, A. J. D. 4, Masbro road, Norm Hamma
smlih, W.

AtfANTED, an ENGAGEMENT in Towi
VY M BUILDER'S FOREMAN. Is now filling the same offie

by irode. aged 38.—Address, BTOYLES, 2. Calbcatt Villaa, Park-roa-

Croyrton, W,

A XTANTED, a SITUATION as FOkEMANJ
V Y or WORKING FOREMAN, by a thoroughly practical Dec-

rator, Plumber, Gilder, Paiuter, Sc. Aocuitomed to tue manngemei
of beet woi k and men lu all braueuea Good refereucts,—Addresi, .

DIXON, 37. R'.upoll lt eet. Wateil -o Bridge-ro.d.

AITANTED, a permanent SITUATION {

VY DBAUGHIBJIAN. Ctpabllitle* : de-lgning. piano log. pe
ipectlve. fieohand, and good colourist. Speclmeua of lirawmg can I

Bhown. Ated 21. Salary 7('i. flr-t twelve mouths. Cooireferen
can be given.—Address, TUOMAS, 18, Sberborue-street, Blanafot

square, N.W.

AATANTED, by the Advertiser, constai
YY EMPLOYMENT as WORKING FOREMAN of fil.tSOh

Has been used te cemetery work ana church restorations. Is also

first-rate letter-cutler.—Address, A. B. 3, Upper Marsh, Lambet
Burr-y.

TO ARCHITEcrd.

AATANTED, au ENGAGEMENT, in a
YV tffioe of the above, as JUNIOR ASSISTANT. Haseetv

arlicles I'erms modorate.-Addresi, A. Z. c iro of Housek.epi
Carliou-chambere. 12. Regent-street, 3,W.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS. 4c

IATANTED, a SITUATION as WORKINi
VY FOREMANofPAINTERB. 4c. in Town oi'couutry. Go-

refeience* given.- Address, W. H. 10, Allarton-st eet, Muiray-stree

New Nortb-roftd.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRAOTORS.

AAT ANTED, by a thoroughly practic

VY MASON, a RE-BNGaGDMBNT as FOREMAN. Togoabroi

preferred F.i.t-cloes tes'lmouisls.—Address, A. A. 41, New-itre-

Began, 's Park, St. John’s- wood, N.W.

TO FAINTBRS. WBITRK8, Ac.

AATANTED, a respectable Man who unde
VV stand* WRITING, and can fill up bia Umeat Painting,

AddrfB*. 738, OiHcB of " Tbe Builder."

TO BUILDERS AND PLUilBEK3.

WANTED, a SITUATION, by
YV PLUMBER, GASFirTEE, and ZlNIWORKER, Town

country. Good rof-rece* ciu Oe given If required —Addreu, D.

No. 13, Oloucostet-alreet, Queen-square, Bloutnitiury. Lonsen. W.C

TO ABCHITECra, SURVEYOR*. AND BUILDERS.

AATANTEI), by the Advertiser, a SlTUi
V Y TION ai JUNIOR A^IoTaNT 1q either of the abt

Office*. Good draught*m*u, well up lu quantltle-, •pociflca'lot

laud surveying, perapeciive, measuring up work, 4c,—Address, Q.

Aroher-vlUa, Weetboume-grove West, W.

e IO BUILDEBS. PLUMBER*, 4c.

• AATANTED, a SITUATION as go(

YY PLUMBER, or THREE-BRaNOH HAND.-Audrt
PLUMBER, 7. New-stiee', Bcompton.

f anted, a SITUATION, as FOKI
YV MAN of PLASrEREBS. or will take Piecework. Coun

1 not objected to. —Address, Y. Z. 3, Blechyudon, Lauca*t«r-ro

Notiiug Hill, W.

AATANTED, by the Advertiser, a XtE-E]
YY OAGEMENT a* GENERAL FOREMAN, or to Uke Cha

of a Job, either lu town or cotiotry. (Jarpeuter and Juiuer by tr«

3 Has juat fin-sbed a lar<e j.ib Can give unexceptionable referen

as t-i character. abiJliy. 4c. from psst or present employers.- Addre
! W. J. W. 87, Poul-atreec. Fiusbury, E.C.

AATANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
YY competent ABSISTaNT, who will be ehorlly dlsetigiged

0 Address, Z. Odice of •• Ihe Builder."

WANTED, a EE-BNGAGEMENT, by
Y Y Builder’s Clerk (aged 25). who has been four year*' with*

~ of the largest Loudon SuuOiug Finns. Tburoughiy acquaiuted wi

of Ibe Office routine. Good xefeieucee, — Addres-, E. G. 7, BesUf

y Building-, atraud, W.C.

’s-9ticet-ro»d, E-O.

\^7ANTED, a good, honest, practical,

VY working ARiHlIKtU' and SUKVEYOB, and'
I, hard-

'dlng Esiates

Will be leouiied to glvo bis who.e lirao and attautlou, aud nenc

need app'y wboie character will unt beir inveatlgatlou.—Apply to

LI X, Mtsais. King, Blavloners, 77, Upper Thames-street/ City, E.C.

w
TO bUILDEBS, SDRVRYORS, 4c.

ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by
• BUILDER'S CLERK, who is thoroughly ccj

timl'n'r, hoe some knowledge of 4

bos had sole mauagvmeov uf a d«J

won a prize for a eyeteiu of uuUdeie’ bef

objected to. Ekceileut r.feraucre aud telkteplog. Coubtry

33. Ml
se-bill, lAindoD.

, sober.—Address, E. A. A 4. St. (jeorge's-:
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Concrete Buildings.

OM.E time ago we
alladed to the

erection of a large

and lofty ware-

honae wholly of

concrete, in Great

Guildford - street,

Southwark. We
have recently

visited it, and find it standing

remarkably well. It was
built by the owner, Mr. H,

Goodwin, Mr. E. I’Aneon

being the architect. Mr.

Goodwin, who is laying him-

self out to execute other

buildings in this material,

given ns some particulars of the work, which
be usefully printed :

—

b your request I will as briefly as possible

you an account of the concrete warehouse
Teat Guildford-street, built by me. In the

place, the concrete is composed of one part

est Portland cement to seven parts of ma-
il consisting of clean Thames gravel, crushed

and clinkers from furnaces, crushed bricks,

0 ohippinga, oyster-shells, pottery, hard core

1 dust-yards, and any other hard and incom-

ible material I could get. After waiting

'le months for the Metropolitan Board of

ks to consider whether or not Portland

snt concrete was applicable to building

OSes, I at last got consent to proceed

the work. We built upon an average

I day about 12 in. all round the walls,

ibing in with sand and cement at every fresh

: of concrete. We also put in hoop-iron

1 at each floor. We could have built 18 in.

ray, which is the depth of the apparatus, but

(.Bidered 12 in. quite fast enough for a build-

b high
5 though at other smaller jobs I^ have

) built 3 ft. per day. The building is 70 ft.

t> ft., and 60 ft. high. It consists of basement
'five floors, each floor supported by twelve

iljolumns. The roof is of concrete 3 in. thick,

itDetween tee-iron 3 ft. 6 in. apart, covered

« asphalte. The thickness of walls is to

crick rule; those 70 ft., two floors 27 in., two
2 22 in., and two floors 18 in.

; the 50-ft.

ai are, two floors 22 in., and four floors

. The cost of the walls, considering I

(•
great deal of the material for nothing,

iQunder 61. per rod ; or, take the whole

b building as a cube, the cost was about

irer foot. It is very strongly built, and
)(iod as one of the warehouse class can
l it is now loaded with goods, every floor

idnd baa never shown the slightest crack or

Qenent. It is harder than most kinds of

isQsed for building purposes, and is of one
umMS from beginning to end. While in

0 ) of construction I was honoured by visits

lanany members of Parliament, most of the
erers of the building profession, and many
‘jegentlemen, who took great interest in this

^.esbest and experiment in building, as well as
' rarself. Thanks for your good remarks in

iMlder at that time.

miwith Mr. Tail’s patent apparatus (with

it it was built) a perfect surface is obtained

ikhout, it requires only a thin coat of

t t and sand to finish the walls perfectly

ii ai and true, I quite agree with Mr. 1’Anson

in his opinion “ that the success of such work
depends on the entire honesty of the man who
does it.”

I have learnt so much of concrete with this

and other contracts I have taken since, that I

find the greatest care must be used in choosing

the material. I have made specimens of all

kinds. Many persons, and amongst them
builders, think if they have gravel, by adding

the cement they have all that is required to

make concrete. So much depends upon the

gravel, that if it is not the right sort the work
will cost as much as brickwork, and then never

be sound. Every bib of loamy matter and dirt

must bo washed out thoroughly; then you must
replace with clean sharp sand, about one-fourth.

Those Vho wish to build of concrete should

only do so where the material is on the spot or

very near. Clean river ballast, with a good pro-

portion of sand, is as good a thing as we can

have for Portland cement concrete. If some
crushed slag or furnace clinkers can be mixed, so

much the better; it is also lighter, which is a

good thing in wall construction. Burnt clay is

also a very good material, provided it is well

burnt. Great care should be taken to sift with

a fine sieve all crushed material
; for, let it be

what it may, dust, loamy matter, or fine sand, if

it is finer than the cement itself it will dilute

and kill it. I have made specimens of concrete

with gravel that have become as hard as the

best stock brick, and I have made others, with

the same proportion of cement, that you may
crush and crumble in your hands. There is

much gravel in some parts of Surrey, all small

round stones free from loam, but containing a

very fine sharp sand. Many would think it good

for concrete; but use it, and bake whatever care

you please, the concrete will be little better than

if yon had only mixed it with water; the reason

is, the sand being finer than the cement,

kills it.

The concrete chapel I have just completed at

Snaresbrook, in Essex, is built of the refuse of

the brick-fields, mixed with sharp sand gob from

a good depth, there being a sewer in course of

construction close by. The concrete is composed
of one part cement to seven parts of material.

The prime cost of the walls, including the work-

ing the apparatus, was 7Z. per rod. Many of the

statements that have appeared in print upon con-

crete are not correct. It has to be borne in mind
a yard of concrete mixed dry, when wetted and
put into the apparatus, falls considerably short

of a yard,—at least 15 per cent. Neither does

the cement make bulk, but disappears in

measure, as does the water. If lumps of stone

can be got, or brick burrs, or old bricks, to pack

into the wall, it makes better work and cheaper.

The more the cement can be displaced the

better for the work and the leas the cost. Great

care should be taken the cement is not too fresh,

or it will cause the work to crack. It should be

at least a month old before using.

The concrete villa at Addiscombe-road, Croy-

don, is now completed and occupied
; it gives

great satisfaction, and, it is said, will be the

only house the rain will not penetrate in that

neighbourhood. The lower floors are all of con-

crete, and perfectly smooth and warm
;
there is

no channel for a mouse or any creeping thing

in that house, unless it take up its abode with

the family. I forgot to remark, the porch in

front of the chapel at Snaresbrook is built of

white brick, by desire : the whole of the other

work to the walls around, some 130 ft. long,

5 ft. high, 6 in. thick, without a pier, are all

of concrete. Some of the walls near by are

12 ft, high, and 9 in. thick.

In the course of these particulars, Mr. Good-

win makes an observation on which we may
usefully enlarge. He says :

—
” It has to be borne

in mind a yard of concrete mixed dry, when

wetted and put into the apparatus, falls con-

siderably short of a yard,—at least 15 per cent.

Neither does the cement make bulk, but dis-

appears in measuring, as does the water.” In
the prize Essay on Concrete, by the Conductor
of this journal, published in the first volume of
the Transactions of the Institute of British

Architects, this loss of bulk in making is pointed
out, and experiments are referred to which show
a diminution in those particular cases of about
one-fifth.

In the year 1857 Mr., now Professor, Lewis
read a paper at the Institute of Architects with
the view of showing that this asserted loss did

not take place. The writer says :

—

“ The general idea with respect to this material is—1st,
that there is a sensible loss in bulk of the ballast, inde-
pendently of that of the lime; and, 3nd, that the mate-
rials, on being mixed together, expand considerably. So
much is this idea prevalent, that a respectable buflder—
one, I am sure, quite above stating anything that he did
not believe to be true—required, in calculating the price
of the concrete, that I should allow him one-seventh more
ballast than the concrete cubed to, he depending on the
published statements of the loss of baUast being thus
great. It was this demand that first led me to experiment.
The following trials were all made in the same manner,
and, with one exception, I was present at the whole pro-
cess froin beginning to end. Several of the committee of
the Architectural Publication Society also attended at the
trials. A wooden box was made, holding exactly one
cubic yard. This was filled with a fair sample of the
ordinary Thames ballast, and such as is used for concrete
in London. To this was added ground Medway grey
stone lime, in the proportion of one of lime to six of
ballast. The whole was then turned out and mixed
together in the ordinary way, the cube yard taking about
forty gallons of water. The whole bulk would thus stand
as follows :

—

Ballast 27 feet coble.
Lime ,,....,..4^ ) i .x a
Water 6 S

Total 37i do.

The concrete, thus mixed, was thrown into the box from
the level of the ground, so that the lower part woid have
a fall of about 4 ft., and the upper part of 1 ft. The
experiment was also made of tlirowing it in from a plat-
form, 10 ft. above the ground. In each cose the result
was the same, viz., the wnoie mass, made into concrete,
occupied precisely the same space as the dry ballast, viz.,

one cubic yard, all the bulk of the lime and water, being
about two-fifths of that of the ballast, being lost, but
none of the ballast itself. The surface was carefully
levelled, and thin boards tacked over, so as to ascertain if

there were any expansion in the setting, but none could
be perceived.”

We needed no inqairy to assure ourselves that

as a rule, whatever might have occurred on the

occasion described by Mr. Lewis, the original

statement as to a loss in bulk was correct. In
order, however, to obtain the experience of

others on the point, we made numerons fresh in-

quiries, and found the answers so unanimous in

confirming our views, that it seemed unnecesBary

to notice the contradiction. The statement,

however, that there is no loss in bulk of the

ballast having been adopted in consequence in

more than one book of reference, and loss having
accrued to individuals in several cases through

faith in it, it is desirable that the truth should be

established.

The Messrs. Lucas wrote :

—

“ We have the pleasure to forward you, as

promised, the following particulars of experi-

ments made with concrete. They were made at

the new Italian Opera House, Covent Garden.

A deal measure, 3 ft. by 3 ft. and 3 ft. deep,

carefully made for the purpose, was placed upon

a wood floor, and filled with ballast thrown in

from a shovel, and made quite level on the top.

The ballast was then taken out and mixed in the

usual manner (upon the wood floor), with three

bushels of ground stone lime, and thrown again

with shovels into the measure whilst hot ; the

concrete, when first put in, exactly filling the

measure, as did the ballast before being mixed

with the lime.

A deal measure was used in order to ascer-

tain if any expansion took place, bub as it re-

tained its shape, none occurred horizontally, nor

did any appear vertically.

The experiments were made with * gravel

taken from the excavations, well screened, and

with unscreened Thames ballast,’ the same
quantity of lime being used to each, and the

operation performed alike in both oases. When
set, the concrete formed with the screened

gravel, had diminished in height about in., or
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1.24th, and that formed of Thames ballast un.

screened, about 2:V in-j or l-16th. We think,

however, that had the concrete been thrown in

from a stage, the subsidence would have been
greater, most probably 1.12th, and should not

think it safe in making an estimate to calculate

the subsidence, as less than l-12th.”

Mr. Edward Druce, the resident engineer at

the Dover pier works :

—

“I have found that with the materials such as

we have, 22 parts of the materials when mixed
together and measured dry make about 17i parts

of liquid concrete.”

Mr. Plucknett (W. Cubitt & Co.) said :

—

“We have found from actual experiment that

5,722 cubical yards of Thames ballast made 4,891

cubic yards of concrete. It was thrown from a

height of 10 ft. This quantity of concrete con-

sumed 544 yards of ground stone lime.”

The result of some experiments made by Mr.
Buckwell at his Phcenix Stone Works, East
Greenwich, was, that “ a cubic yard of cement
concrete contained 34 cubic feet of ballast and
5 cubic feet of cement.”

Mr. G. Robertson, the resident engineer at

Leith Docks, wrote more fully, and thus :
—

“ When the ballast was moderately dry, 12
cubic yards of ballast and 2 cubic yards of fresh

ground lias lime made 11 cubic yards of concrete

mixed and deposited, the waste from the dry
materials being then 22 per cent.

But, if the ballast was very dry, the same
quantity might only make 10 cubic yards, and
vice versd. The first quantity is the average,

however, of thousands of yards, and may be
depended upon as accurate in practice, with the

above proportion of lime.

A cubio yard of concrete requires on the

average 38 gallons of water of mixture, of which

8 gallons are required chemically to form hydrate
of lime, and 30 gallons remain free in the con-

crete.

The expansion in setting varied from an ex-

treme of l-SOth in hot summer weather to l-48Lh

in winter during cold weather. This is the

expansion for a cubic foot enclosed in a box ; on
the large scale it is not so great, as the weight
of a mass above aids in keeping it down. With
lias lime, which slakes slowly, there is expansion
going on for perhaps a month. More particulars

abont the lias lime will be found in a paper I

read before the Institution of Civil Engineers in

1858.”

The use of concrete will probably extend, and
it is of importance that all the circumstances

attending it should be rightly understood.

ARCHITECTURAL DECORATION IN THE
EIGHTEENTH AND FIRST CENTURIES.

An accurate and minute representation of the
details of the domestic architecture of a given
period seems to bring before the imagination,

with striking force and startling reality, the very

tone and movement of the social life of the

people. The glimpse into daily habit, in the

Augustan times, which is aiibrded by a visit to

the unveiled atria of Pompeii has more power in

stimnlating the imagination to realise the Roman
life, during the decadence of the first Christian

century, than the whole library of classical lite-

rature. We look, indeed, to pictures for the

same class of information, but it is not often

that wo find faithful pictorial records of manners
far removed from those of our own time. We
are apt to think the clustering wigs, the pon-
derous garments, and the stage-struck attitudes

represented by portraits and statues of the

eighteenth century exaggerated and unnatural.

We do injustice to the artists. They did but

represent what they actually beheld, and re-

flected the pseudo-classical charlatanism which
was the fashion of the hour. Yet we fail to

realise the truthfulness of the powdered effigies.

The graphic portrayal speaks in a more dead
language to our sympathy than do the records,

the letters, the memoirs of the persons por-

trayed. The intellectual, political, passional life

of the day more closely resembled our own than
did the dress, the country, or the general appear-

ance of the men and women. The former seems
to appeal more directly to our common human
nature than does the latter. But, if we can, as
it were, peep into a room, one, five, nineteen,
centuries old, from which it might be thought
that the occupants had only just stepped out, we
come face to face with the life of the period in a
very striking and instrnctive manner.
Such a treat for the student of the morals.

the manners, and the art of the eighteenth
century is now offered to the visitors to the
South Kensington Museum. What the Crystal

Palace, in its palmier days, effected by way of

reproduction of Roman, of Moresque, or of

Medimval architecture, is excelled by this repre-

sentation—it is a reality, not an imitation—of

the boudoir of a lady of the Court of Paris in

the days of Louis Seize.

This piece of decorative architecture, painted
on panel, has been erected in a corner of the

eastern arcade of the south-eastern court of the
Art Museum. The legend attaching to its

history, as stated by the officers of the Mnseum,
is as follows ;—M. Serilly, one of the paymaetersof
the army of Louis XVI., who lived in the old Rue
Sb. Louis, in the Marais (now the Ruede Turenoe)

,

married one of the favourite maids of honour of

Queen Marie Antoinette. During a temporary
absence of M. Serilly from Paris, his wife, with
the assistance of the Queen, caused this boudoir
bo be fitted up, as a surprise to him on his

return.

From the Serilly family the house passed to

M. Sb. Aubin, by whom, through M. Aohille
Juvinal (the well-known antiquary and writer on
tapestry and similar subjects), it was sold to

M. Recappe, and so came into the possession of

the Museum.
We are thus invited to enter the actual apart-

ment which, eighty years ago, was finished

with all the graceful taste of the period, for the
delight of the chosen darlings of wealth and of

courtly favour. The lesson which it offers is as

intelligible as it is impressive. The luxury of
Imperial Rome had been transplanted to the

banks of the Seine. The erotic legend of a
poetic mythology, illustrated by the ablest artists

of Europe, was represented on the walla. The
worship of pleasure, if, as became the climate,

in a guise somewhat less unveiled than in a
veneream at Pompeii, yet no leas distinctly and
exclusively followed out, is brought home nob
only to the imagination, but to the souses. The
little apartment (13 ft. square, 14 fc. 6 in. high to

the level of the top of the projecting cornice, and
IG ft. to the centre of the coved ceiling) has
two sides occupied each by a window, one by
the fireplace, and oue by a door. Tho great pro-

portionate height, while it diminishes the appa-
rent size, and somewhat lessens the English

notion of the comfort or smigness of the apart-

ment, is well calculated to promote the feeling of

enjoyment, a fact of which those who have passed
from the occupation of lofty rooms to that of opart-

meutswithlower ceilings are made very practically
aware. The panelling is of a delicate white,

tastefully painted, and inlaid with gilt mouldings
and arabesques. In the centre of the ceiling is

represented Jupiter,—not a very noble figure,

by the way,— resting by his Eagle. Large
bronze shells occupy each corner of the cov’ed

roof, the lower part of the decoration of which is

hidden by the bold projection of a rich cornice.

Below this, a scroll pattern, traced in gold and
flowers, rnns round the room. Scutcheons, or

shield-shaped ornaments, range below
;

and
under these, again, are painted circular me-
dallions, with a row of oblong medallions beneath.

Under these last are inlaid metal figures, in low
relief, bearing vessels on the head. A baud of

scroll pattern, in gold and flowers, as in the

upper part of the decoration, follows
;
and the

base is occupied by Cupids supporting vases.

' lu four lunettes under the cornice are the

largest and most highly painted figures that

ornament the apartment:—Vulcan, girt with a

leopard-skin, and armed with a ponderous ham-
mer—not the swarthy god of the industrial

forgo, bub the emblem of skill made the slave of

luxury; Pomona, with a cornucopia laden with
fruit, telling of that horticulture which waited

only on the service of the cJuUeau

;

Juno, im-

perious and scornful, half asleep beside her

characteristic peacock ; and a stern river god,

the only figure who seems to have preserved

somewhat of bis natural vigour, uneffemiuated

by the enchantments of the scene. Ceres and
Bacchus, Vulcan and Vesta, appear in medal-
lions on the ceiling.

The grey Italian marble slab of the chimney-
piece, with its ormolu ornaments, is upheld by
two finely-carved, bearded, terminal figures,

—

works, not of a mere decorator, bub of a sculp-

tor. The interior, or lining of the fire-place (in

which silver dogs no doubt held the fuel), is the

only part of the room which reminds ns of later

progress in the application of fine art to the

service of architectural luxury ; the embossed
cast-iron back and sides being inferior in sharp-

ness of execution to the work we should now
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produce. Even this inferiority, however, is r.

out of keeping, when we consider the purpose®'
which this old ironwork is applied. if

In the panels on either side of the window ft®

the east of the room, and in the correapondilo'

decorations of the door which is opposite,

painter seems to have given rein to the warm^
luxuriance of his fancy. In the former, jp

delicately - tinted Venus, girt with but tffi

slightest apology for a cestus, stands caressing
dove on her bosom, while its mate flutters abov
Overhead, and beneath the feet of the goddejo

are painted a dove and a goat. Fis-d-vis to fl j

Queen of Beauty advances Mars, no longer tjij

God of Battle. A dove broods on the summltjo

his helmet
;
and he holds out a wreath of fiowm

in his hand. Above him a cock correspondsU
the dove of Venus

;
and below, a fox, peering c

as if for grapes, reminds one of the famous fal

of^^Esop. The pendent panels by the doorway t

painted with figures of Diana and Eodymh
and with hunting dogs and groups of game.

It is true that there is yet much wanting

the reproduction of the full effect of this elege

apartment. It is still far from finished. Vf
much, in all French rooms, depends on the effi

of the hangings, the parqueterie, and the f

niture, all which have yet to be supplied,

that antique and correct taste, at the result

which, in producing true luxury of furniture

contrast to mere display, the Memoirs of

d’Abrantes give such an instructive glan

could alone be intrusted the appropriate furnii

ing of such a boudoir. It is true that in the imn

diate vicinity there are to be seen rare and cos

specimens of the articles of luxury of the peri

—iulaid and painted tables, embroidered cha

painted and gilded china; but it is impossible

look at the restored apartment without feel

that, in order to do it full justice, the archit

who designed should also have furnished it.

is so harmonious, all is so utterly Pagan (withi

one glimpse of the sterner redeeming feabu

of the Pagan life), that the step back intc

hall reared for the msthetic education a

delight, not of a choice and dainty nohlesse, 1

of the teeming population of the largest c

of the nineteenth century, seems a practi

anachronism. It has been, indeed, a deluge t

has intervened between the Paris of which

have here a specimen, and the Paris or

London of to-day

!

The value to the architect or the decorat

artist of such a specimen of the fine art o

luxurious period, applied to domestic arc

tecLure, is very considerable. A lesson of
;

more serious import may be drawn from a sti

of the scene we have attempted to descri

With the revival of learning, and of that taste

classic literature which yet illustrates

memory of the period of Leo X., commenced
attempt, on the part of those who directed

course of fashion, to re-establish some of

worst evils of decaying Roman civilisati

With classic taste was introduced the fashiot

classic morals, or rather of that laxity in cert

respects which was so fatal to the over-wrouj

civilisation, first of Italy, and later of Gaul. I

a stern retribution betel those who renounc

in a great part, only its darker vices. W1
men and women thought only to repeat i

story of Lucullns, or to imitate the luxury of '

senators or of the emperors of tottering Roi

those who were ground to the very dust

support a heartless idleness in which they 1

no share, went yet a step further back. T1

drank yet deeper at the fountain of olas

history. They learned how the pride of Tarq

sharpened the sword of Brutus. They recal

the ^reai word which was older than em{
amon_g the Romans. From the mock claf

drapery of the court of Louis XVI. emerged
giant spectre of the Republic. The people w
taught to look backwards with admirati

They did so, at last, with a vengeance

!

It is highly instructive to compare the revi’H

pagan ta^te of the period to which we hi»l

referred with those actual relics of Roman tiiu

which are yet continually being brought to li]|

in Campania. Bat the courts, and frescoes, £«

mosaics of Pompeii are, if not familiar, yeH
least, as to their representation and descriptia

readily accessible to our readers. The literab J

of the subject is ample. Id is more suitable i

our purpose to refer to the latest progress of t .i

covery, and to compare with the lady’s boud

of the decrepit French monarchy, the prop I

tions and adornment of the imposing Ital

villa which is even now in course of explorath

at Palermo. I

In sinking holes for the fixing of some of
|

!
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nasts which are used for the displays of the fire-

fforks in which the Southern Italians take so
jhildish a delight, in the month of December
ast, in the Piazza Vittoria, at Palermo—opposite
ihe archipiesoopal palace—some remains of an.
jient buildings were brought to light. Professor
[/avalierc, and a committee interested in the
promotion of the fine arts and discovery of
jntiquities in Sicily, directed attention to the
mhjecb, and were rewarded by the discovery of

he foundations of a large edifice, fome 100 ft. in

ength, at a depth of about 4 ft. below the level

)f the soil. A porch, or vestibule, with two
jarved door-jambs, on which it appeared that
linges had turned, gave entrance into a hall,

leavly 80 ft. long, entirely paved with mosaic
vork. A doorway, graced by two Corinthian
5olnmns, led thence into a long gallery, also
loored with mosaic, whioh again opens into a
iqunre apartment, leading into other chambers.
i.n exterdhl gallery, the floor of which is 6 in.

ligher than that of the rooms included, runs
‘ound part of the house

;
the whole of which had

lot been uncovered at the time when the descrip-
lion was taken.
In one of these apartments Orphens, dressed

13 a shepherd, with a lyre and au iron instru-
ment in his hand, is represented in mosaic of a
rery correct style

;
and is admirable in attitude

incl expression. The work, however, is nowhere
j^ual to that of the great hall, which, for beauty
)f design and freedom of execution, is said to be
me of the finest specimens of Classic art that
las yet been discovered. In the vestibnle is

•epresented a life-size nude figure, which is in a
sad state of preservation. The floor of the hall

tself is divided into five longitudinal and thir-

»en transverse compartments, adorned with
jeometrioally-drawn polygons, stars, and frets,

i large medallion in the centre is supported by
bur nude figures. Half-clothed females, wearing
liademe, are in other compartments, one seated
)u a flying griffin, one on a soa-monater, one on
i horse with the tail of a dolphin, and one on an
iBgle. A superb head of Neptune, armed with
lis trident, is a pendant to one of a radiant
ipollo. Two horned heads, one representing a
routh, and one bearded, Leda and Jupiter, and
t faun chasing a nymph, form the principal sub-
ects of this superb composition.
Three compartments have been injured, and

barbarously restored. The head of the female
on the sea-monster is wanting, but, notwith-
standing these imperfections, the grandeur and
beauty of this splendid mosaic are sneh as to
have produced an extraoidinary impression ou
ill those, competent to judge of such works, by
ffhom it has been seen. The complete uu-
Jovering, and accurate delineation, of the entire
jround plan of this important villa will be
iWaited with unusual interest.

I In the comparison thns afforded between the
decorative art of classic, and of paendo classic,

dmee, we cannot fail to be struck with the
i?reater power of the earlier people. Where the
light taste uf the Parisian courtier adorned, with
lir decoration as perishable as it was elegant, the
.'Tails of a single appartement,—a floor which, it

may be, had a shop below and a garret above,

—

-'ho Human designed in stone, and produced
:»ictures which oven the earthquake could not
Illiterate. In fact, it is to the most terrible
Orces with whioh we are acquainted, the fury of
.warlike storm, or the energy of elemental
aisturbanccs, that we owe, almoat exclusively,
rur relics of ancient decorative architecture,
t'he ashes of Veenvius have preserved the frescos
(tod mosaics of Pompeii, which look, at the
momeiit of their discovery, as fresh as when
?iiey were buried in that black and blinding
jQow. Violence and fire have thrown those
mounds over the ruins of the palaces of the
is.ssyrian kings, from beneath which their nn-
u)jured sculptures are now disinterred. In
sases where cities never cease to be inhabited
none but the most massive arohitectoral features
iiin escape the transformation due to repair. It
0 only where tho destruction has been over-
leheluiiug that what has been preserved has been
Bxeserved unchanged.
B But the painttd panels of the Louis XVI.
Ijlooas would have become entirely obliterated

such an overthrow as has preserved the noble
)S0Baic3 of Palermo. Climate, no doubt, goes
•trmuch, and the distinctive action which the
mim ite exercises on wood has taught the Italian
ilailder to make use, whenever it is practicable,
8 stone or of cement. But however we can
cecount for it, the difference remains. If we
mimpare the work of the two periods of deoa-
nonce, of the corrupt Roman life which was

swept away by the sword of the Goths, and of

the corrupt French life which, if but for a
moment, was swept away by the Terror
and the guillotine, we find the former to

be that of men who wrought for all time
;
the

latter, that of men who wrought but for the
moment.

Another, and a not unimportant difference,

may be traced between tho art of the empire
and that of the ancien rdfjime, between the deco-

rators by oil and the decorators by mosaic. It is

that of the superior truth that distinguishes the

earlier. Representations of Jupiter aud Mars,
of Venus and Diana, in the halls of the most
Christian king or of his courtiers, wore nothing
but a sham. In those of the Roman senator they
indicated a reality. 'Without supposing that the
Roman gentleman of the time of Cicero or his

readers were altogether possessed with faith in

a mythology such as is to be found in the pages
of Lemprierc, there is yet no room to doubt that
their forms of thought and modes of speech re-

ferred at least as distinctly bo the immortal gods
of Rome as do those of the Italian of the present
day to St. Joseph or St. Januarius,—to the
Madonna or to St. Anne. As in the painted or
modelled nook that is to be found in almost
every Italian court or garden,—where a daily

offering of flowers, or a half-burnt taper,

represents the homage paid, in former days,

to the Lares, or to Pomona,—there is an indi-

cation of the presence of an actual power or

force, for good or for evil, ever operative

on the popular mind,—so was it with the

representation of gods and heroes in the times

of our earlier paganism. Nor did the worshipper
invoke their aid in mockery. In many aspects
of what we now call morality, especially in all

that regards the relation of the sexes, the code
of Roman manners was far looser than that of
Romish prescription. But the manners were not
at variance with the code. The emperor had no
lurking scruple that he ought to absent himself
from the sacrifices because of his devotion to

any Roman Madame de Montespnn. For a
monarch to live in the open disregard of the laws
of a religion in defence of which he devastated
whole provinces because their inhabitants would
nob kneel at his altars, was an anomaly unknown
even to those who earned the terrible title of foes

to the human race. And accordingly, much and
repeatedly as Rome suffered from her captors,

never was she wetted by her own children with
so fierce a baptism of blood as the St. Bartho-
lemew, or its contre-coup, the Revolution. The
gods of Rome, daintily painted on the walls of
salons of Paris, told of an unreality in the morals
of the day, which was to meet with a very stern

rebuke. Viewed in this light is there not much
that we ourselves may lay to heart, in the re-

flections suggested by a visit to the boudoir of

Madame de Sorilly ?

SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGRESS IN
BRISTOL.

After a meeting of the Counoil of the
Association on Wednesday morning, the Bishop
of Bristol preached a sermon in the cathedral,

whioh was well attended. In the evening. Sir

Stafford Northcote, hart., M.P., as president of
the Congress, delivered the opening address in

the Victoria-rooms, in the course of which he
commented on the various subjects in the pro-

gramme. We coufiae ourselves to what the
speaker said on sanitary matters, and a portion of
his remarks on the education of the labourer :

—

Sanitary Questions.

I hope that in what I have been saying I have
not led you for a moment to suppose that I under-
value the immense power for good which resides

in the State, and which can only be exercised by
the State ; or that I am of opinion that what the
State now does for the advancement of important
social objects is anything like sufficient. Ou the
contrary, I believe that there never was a time
when State assistance, of the right kind, was
more needed for the advancement of these objects

than at present. The State is, or ought to be, in

the possession of much more perfect information

than any private body ; its command of the

machinery of administration is greater in almost
every department of life

;
and it bolds a position

of iudependenoe and antbority, which gives it

advantages to which no private individual or

corporation can make any pretensions. It is,

therefore, most reasonable that in examining
social questions we should give great prominence

,

to the inquiry, how far the State can properly

and usefully interfere to promote social improve-
ments. This inquiry we very naturally make in

connexion with the third of the great depart-
ments of this Association,—the Department of
Health. Public health, as has well been said, is

public wealth
j
and it is a description of wealth,

which, it is to be feared, we do not husband so
well as we ought to do. Now, no amount of

individual care, or of individual skill, can do
what is wanted in this matter. Combined action
is necessary to secure to the great masses of our
population the first conditions of a sound sanitary
state, to check the propagation of infectious dis-

orders, to prevent overcrowding in dwelling-
honses, to provide an adequate supply of pure
and wholesome water, and otherwise to bring all

the forces of civilisation into play in order to

counteract the evils which civilisation brings in

its train. For these are not inconsiderable.

It is not quite without reason that the ancients

feigned that the introduction of the arts of life

by Prometheus was followed by the introduction
of a host of new and nukuown diseases, espe-
cially when they added that mankind had by
their own carelessness forfeited tho gift of per-

petnal youth with which the gods bad, in the
first instance, crowned tho measure of their

blessings. The progress of population, conse-
quent upon the increase of wealth, and the ever-

encroaching exigencies of competition, tend very
obviously and directly to the introduction of now
dangers to health and to life. But the antidote

accompanies the poison, if only we have the
skill and the sense to use it

;
and it seems to be

a legitimate function of the State to take care
that, while private enterprise is hastening after

the acquisition of wealth, aud is applying all the
resources of science to its production, recourse

should also be had to science for the protection

against the evils which the wasteful, because
selfish, spirit of private enterprise might other-

wise engender. It is much to be regretted that
we have not as yet a thoroughly well-organised

department of the Government charged with the
duty of superintending our sanitary system.
There is, I am convinced, abundance of work for

a Minister of Health, and I believe that such an

[

officer would be able amply to justify the expense
which the department would occasion by the

I services he would render. 'We must remember
[that there is the broadest distinction between
I Government interference with private enter-

^ prise and Government support of private enter-
I prise 5 and we must not confound the creation

of public offices for the promotion of im-
portant objects with tho absorption of all

dealings with regard to those objects by
the State. The time is probably at band when
three new Ministries must be created : a
Ministry of Health, a Ministry of Education, and
perhaps (though on this point I speak with
diffidence) a Ministry of Justice. The present
day, however, is the day of Royal Commissions

;

that of Ministries is yet to come. More than
one such commission is now inquiring into ques-

tions affecting the public health. Tho most
important is that presided over by Sir Charles
Adderley, which is considering tho consolidation

of our very complicated sanitary laws, and the

completion of our system of sanitary organisa-

tion. Those who are in the habit of paying
attention to the connexion between the growth
of national habits and the growth of national

language, will not have failed to notice the recent

introduction among us of the phrase State

medicine, a phrase absolutely now to many of

us, and perhaps still imperfectly understood by
the general public. Let me, by way of giving

an idea of what it is, quote the list of subjects

which, as a committee of the General Medical

Council inform ns, have been suggested as proper

for the examination of candidates desiring to

take out a diploma in State medicine, and to

enter the Public Medical Civil Service. They
are : forensic medicine, toxicology, mor bid ana-

tomy, psychological medicine, laws of evidence,

preventive medicine, vital and sanitary statistics,

medical topography, and certain portions of

engineering science and practice. State medi-

cine, in short, as a member of the committee well

expresses it, consists in the application of medical
knowledge and skill to the benefit of communities,

which is obviously a very different thing from
their application to the benefit of individuals

in private or curative medicine. We are all of

us aware that medical men are continually being
called on to perform public duties which lie

wholly beyond the range of their private prac-

tice. They are called on to give evidence in

courts of justice as to the nature of injuries, the

causes of deaths, the sanity or insanity of in-
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dividaals, the presence or absence of poisons,

the wholesomeness or nnwholesomeness of

articles of food, of water, of the vaponra occa-

sioned by particular kinds of manufacture, and
so on. They are or may be called on to act

as coroners, as inspectors of the sanitary con-
dition of workhouses, of prisons, of ships, of
barracks, and of varions public buildings. Their
advice is required in relation to the purifica-

tion of rivers, the drainage of towns, the re-

gulation of burials, the repression of contagious
and infections diseases both among men and
among animals, quarantine, vaccination, and
numerous cognate questions. In fact, it is

difficult to assign a limit to the demands which
the State might with advantage make upon
the time and intelligence of a well-organised

Medical Civil Service. These remarks naturally
suggest two reflections. In the first place, we
seem to want a bcdy of men able to withdraw
themselves without inconvenience from the
engrossing demands of private practice, and to

devote themselves to the especial study of the
public questions which require medical atten-

tion. To a certain extent, of course, it is

desirable that all medical men should study
those questions ; and upon some of them it is

necessary that they should be prepared to

give opinions as cases arise. Bat the physical

powers, oven of medical men, are limited
;
and

it is impossible that a doctor in large private
practice, with all the anxieties which such prac-

tice necessarily entails upon him, shonld give to

questions of a public character the time and con-
sideration which their importance demands. In
the second place, when we have got our Medical
Civil Service, how are we to turn it to the best
account ? This is undoubtedly a question of
great difficulty, and one which must lead ns into

other fields of inquiry, for it connects itself very
directly with the whole question of local organ-
isation, and of the relations between the central

and the municipal authorities of the country.
If wo are to have an organised medical staff

spread over the face of the land, some kind of

local organisation will be required for it
;
the

machinery cannot bewholly worked from London.
The solution of this problem will, I hope, be
materially assisted by the labonrs of the Royal
Commission now sitting nnder the presidency of

Sir C. Addorley
5
and should it be solved satis-

factorily, the result may be important in more
ways than one

;
for a good system of local organ-

isation for one purpose will greatly facilitate the

establishment of a good system for other pur-
poses. Few greater advantages could be con-
ferred on England than a well-considered frame-
work of local self-government, charged with the
administration of most of those matters of which
this Association takes cognisance,—of justice, of
health, of education, of charitable trnsts, and so

forth,—subject to due control by the supreme
central power.

I should have been glad, had the time per-

mitted, to make some remarks upon the sanitary

questions which have been raised in British

India, and upon the measures which have been
taken for the improvement of the public health
there. Bub I should be tempted into too wide a
field

;
and though I am well aware of the great

iuterest which the members of this Association

feel in all that relates to the social condition of
our Eastern Empire, and of the personal labours
there of one whose name I need not mention in

the present assembly, for I am sure it is in all our
hearts, I must exclude India altogether from the
field of my observations.

The Agricultural Labourer,

I pass on, then, to the fourth head of your
labours,—the department of Economy and
Trade. And here I find that you propose for

special discussion the questions of the adminis-
tration of the Poor-law, of assisted emigration,

and of the condition of the agricultural labourer.

. . . Now for the improvement of the agri-

cultural labourer you want two things—you
want to raise the standard by which he measures
himself, to teach him to aim on behalf of his

children, if not on his own behalf, at something
higher than he has hitherto been content with

;

and to place within his reach the education and
training necessary to enable him to reach that
standard if fair play be given him. That is one
thing which you want : the other is that he
should have fair play

; that his work should be
paid for in such a manner as to make it his
interest to do his best

;
that he should be

encouraged to form habits of diligence and
of independence, and should be made to feel
that his destiny in life is to a great extent

under his own control. You want, in fact, to

operate upon the individual, and to make him
work out his own improvement. This is a task

nob only distinct from that which the advocates
of artificial systems for the wholesale elevation

of the labouring class propose to themselves,
bub one which in practice will often be found
antagonistic to them. Those who are interesting

themselves in the improvement of the condition

of the labourer may, I think, be divided into two
schools. The one is animated by the spirit of

the trade-union, the other by the spirit of piece-

work. The one would work through the class,

the other through the individual. I take my
side with the believers in piece-work. Not that

I dispute or doubt the reasonableness of such an
organisation of labour as is sufficient to protect

the individual labourer against the possible exac-

tions of the capitalist
j

if trade-nnions or labour-

unions could bo confined to that object, they
would be deserving of respect and of sympathy.
But when they go farther and demand of their

own members that they shonld limit their indi-

vidual exertions so as not to produce more or to

earn more than their fellows, they introduce a
principle at once unjust and dangerous. There
is no saying what injury they may not thus
inflict upon their neighbours

;
there is no saying

even what injury they may not inflict upon
their country, by restricting the development
of its industry, aud possibly driving out of

it branches of business essential to its pro-

sperity. The theory of co - operation is

indeed a beautiful one
;
but it seems better suited

to the republic of Plato than to the atmosphere
of this work-a-day world. It will, no doubt,

commend itself to those who abhor what they
call privileges, who prefer equality to liberty,

and who look to the State to exercise the evils

of the inequality which nature has unhappily
inflicted on the human race. This is the theory
which finds its latest expressions in the proposal

of one of the societies represented at the late

National Labour Congress at Philadelphia,
“ that when an employer refused to make an
advance in wages or a reduction in the hours of

labour, the State shonld employ such workmen.”
I presume that in such case the workmen would
both fix the amount of wages they would like

to receive, and name the amount of work they
would like to do in return, leaving the tax-

payers to make up the difference between the
two sides of the account. It is a theory which
may welt find advocates

;
but to many of ns—

I

hope to the majority of ua—individual freedom
and fair competition are the very breath of our
nostrils, and long may it be ere we are deprived
of them. What I have said of the artificial

system of trade-nnions applies, I think, at

least in a degree, to the artificial system of
assisted emigration directed to the diminn-
tion of the supply cf labour. I do not
believe that in this country there is a real sur-

plusage of labour. Population advances very
much less rapidly than does the accumulation
of capital

; and were it not for the very rapid

increase of machinery our labour supply would
now be extremely deficient. It might very easily

happen that by the injudicious encouragement of
wholesale emigration we might drain the country
of its strength and drive away employment to

other lands, just as we might do by an injudicious

attempt to force up the rate of wages beyond the
natural level. England holds a very high posi-

tion in the industrial world, bub it is one which
rests upon a somewhat narrow basis ; it is one
which it would be comparatively easy for her to

lose, but exceedingly difficult, if not impossible
for her, if she once lost it, to regain. I look,

then, for the improvement of the condition of
our labourers generally, and of that of the agri-

cultural labourers among them, to the free play
of individual competition under favourable cir-

cumstances, rather than to any artificial remedy.
But do those favourable circumstances exist ?

Has the agricultural labourer really fair play.

Has he the opportunity for raising himself?
Has he the inducements to exert himself? I

fear we cannot give a wholly satisfactory answer
to these questions. I cannotdoubt that the system
of the Poor-law, taken as a whole, has exercised

and still exercises a deadening influence upon our
labourers, or that it tends greatly to neutralise

the wholesome spirit of competition and self-

reliance which it is so important to arouse. It

is a system which could not be summarily set

aside without serious hardship and injustice; but
it is a system from which it should be our
endeavour as far as possible to teach our
labourers to emancipate themselves. Nor is

such emancipation visionary. The machinery of

the law must of course be retained
;
there ^

always be plenty ofcases of unavoidable suffer

to be relieved by it. But if the labourer be trail

in his youth to recognise the duty of laying b
provision for his old age,—if he be early tan

prudence, and foresight, and self-denial, am
at the same time the means be provided bin

investing his savings with perfect secur

which he has now great difficulty in doing,

great step might be taken in advance
5
am

his employers be brought to see the wisdom
so regulating his wages as to enable him
additional labour to earn additional remum
tion, and so encourage him to increased

dustry, the heavy weight of pauperism wh
now oppresses the energies of our people mi
to a very great extent be shaken oft’.

Earl Ducie, the Dean of Bristol, and the Ma
of Bristol also took part in the proceedings.

PARTS.

Tue grille of the Palais de Justice, which ds

from the last century, is about to be resto

and rogilt. The principal gateway, the only 1

in repoussd iron-work,—the Gate of Hononr,-
far from being in the same state of ornamei
tion as it was when first put up

;
besides

wants the entablature and the globe crow
and fleur-de-lystf. All the royal insignia w
removed in 1793 j

the accompanying attribt

were also removed; but the L L remain,

they signify, as it is said, Law and Liberty, i<

curious that the letters, placed back to back, li

that the two significations march in oppo,

directions. One thing is certain, viz., that

rusted grille should have been restored, from
state in which we saw it a few days ago, wl

the rest of the building was being renewed.
repairs of the iron will cost 400i.

The rear face of the church of St. Vincent

Paul is about to receive a monumental annex<

the form of a rotunda, with crypt, in order

increase the accommodation ; it will be a c

struction similar to that of Notre Dame
Lorette, on the side facing the Breda quarter,

of much larger proportions.

For a long time past the immense building

the Magasins r^unis, in the Place da Chat

d’Eau, has been shut up, owing to the failure

the company. Various rumours have gone ft

with regard to tho future destiny of the x

pile
;
a hotel, a monster restaurant, a post-oil

&o., all have been hinted in turn. The comp
who own it propose now, it is said, to foun

permanent and universal exhibition, to be ca

the Galleries of the Cbateau d’Eau. By
plan, to which most of the manufacturing fi

have adhered, the consumer will be able to
j

cure necessary objects of household use dii

from the manufacturer, and economise for b

self the profits of the retailer, which are often

in England, enormous.
M. Say, the great refiner, of the Boulev

de la Gare, had given orders to M. Saint-J

Dru, succoBSor of M. Mulct, to sink an artes

well in his vast establishment in the Pi

d’ltalie. It was attended with complete succe

the trepan reached, at a depth of 1,844 ft., a

of water which rose up in a column, wit

temperature of 82°, furnishing 1,540 gallons

minute. With tnbing, the water will rise

GO ft. or 100 ft. above the ground. The opf

tion only required four years, the total expe

not having exceeded 12,000J. Two other arces

wells, as we have before stated, are being bo

for the municipality of Paris : one at Lachape
Saint-Denis, near the rond-point, under
orders of M. Degoussee

;
the other at the sum

of the Butte-aux-Cailles, at the southern ^

tremity of Paris, the works being confidedi

M. Saint-Just-Dru, who bored the well for '

Say.
The black wooden tower which formerly stJ

over the Passy well no longer exists : a r'|

about 4 ft. high stands in the middle of a n;

fountain-basin. Through a hole in the rock,

in diameter, gushes forth the streaming torr,

into the basin. There is no engine, nor buildh

nor sign of one near, so that the phenomena n^

be studied in all their wonderful aspects, '-k

height of the jet is not great, as the diameteri

the bottom of the well is leas than that of il

top
;
but the quantity astonishes any one

has never seen an artesian well exposed. As
the temperature, on a cold day the steam n^

be seen at a considerable distance.

The French Translantic Cable is working wl

The nnmber of messages for the week end;

the 4th of September was 448, producing 1,0(|

1
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The works of the new Opera-house have made
a regular spurt lately

;
the inside work is well in

hand. It is said that snperior orders have been
given to the contractors to have the theatre

ready by the 15th of August, 1870. Scaffoldings

are being erected for hoisting the bronze
Pegasus, now exhibited in front of the Palais des
Champs-Elysees, the work of M. Oudry, of

Auteuil
;

it will be placed on the summit of the
theatre. A splendid lawpadaire of vast dimen-
sions is being put in place ; so, after all, the
opera will be ready before the H6tel-Dieu

;
at

least, so it seems. Carpeaux’s group has been
cleaned, as we stated ; but a letter has been
addressed to the Paris papers intimating that a
few persona have sworn to destroy the work if it

be not removed.

AN AECHITECTUEAL COMPETITION ONE
HUNDRED YEARS AGO, WITH SOME
NOTICE OP THE ARCHITECTS.
Some account of an architectural competition

one hundred years ago, with a list of the archi-
tects’ names, sapplemented by a few notes
relative to the life and subsequent career of a
few of these, cannot but be interesting to the
readers of the Builder. The list is that of the
architects, English and Irish, who sent in their
aeveral plana for the building of the Royal
Exchange, Dublin, in the February of the year
1769

1. William Ivory, Norwich.
2. James Gandon.t London.
3. Stephen Riou, Canterbury.
4. T. M. T., Dublin.

6.

John ami Samuel Hope, Liverpool.
6. J. Jenhins, London.
7. — Evernrd, London.
8. Timothy Lightoler, Chester.
9. Robert Mack, Dublin,
10. N.J., Dublin.
11. Thomas Rawlins, Norwich.
12. W., Ireland.
13. J. Leroux, London.
14. John Fellow, Sonthwark,
15. J. T., London.
10. Jaraea Workman, Cavan.

Jg' I
Mr. Ivory, two designs, Dublin.

19. Mesars. Myers & Sproule, Dublin.

2l'l
'^*'*‘*™ Barber, two designs, Dublin.

22. Prmter Laudem Nullius Avarus.
23. Phiioteohnoa B.

Oliver Grace, two designs, Dublin.

26. Hibernicus et Amator Patrise.
27. Francis Sandjs, Dublin.
28. J. C,, Dublin.

29.

)
30. >Thomas Jarrat, three deaigus, Dublin.

32. J. W. L.,t London.
33. Peter de la Roche, London.
31. T. S., London.
35. Thomas Cooley,t London.
'36. R. Edwin, London.
37. Edward Stevens, London.
38. Thomas Crunden, London.
39. William Donn,t London.
40. James Lovel, London.
41. Thomas Wiggins, London.
42. © B., London.
43. © A,, London.
41. Thomas Sandby,t London.

46.

George Richardson, London.
46. William Blackburn, London.
47. John Whiacard, London.
48. Anthony Chearnly, London.
49. Richard Loucb, London.
30. Arthur Blackball, London.
61. t, London.

63.

'

}
^ E'gby Naylor, two designs, London,

64. William Newton, London.
65. John Byrne, Dublin.
66. Roland Omer, Dublin.
67. Michael Priestly, Londonderry.
68. Edward Johnston, Londonderrv
60. Titrings, Dublin.
60 . William Beauford, Dnblin.
61. Lodge, No. 158., Dublin.

above list those marked f were con-
iiaidered the best designs by the Trustees. It
T will be seen by a reference to the list, that
.'London contested stoutly with Dublin for the
nprize, and succeeded in winning it. Thomas
^Cooley •v^ adjudged the hret premium of lOOJ.

;

[fJames Gandon received 601.
; and Thomas

5fSandby, 40i. In looking down the list, we
didentity a few names whom the pall of oblivion
uhas not hidden

j and by a little painstaking rub-
Jibing m the neglected corner of our architectural
Ji
history, we are enabled to restore and hx two or

ththree more whom the mists of a century were
la fast hiding from our sight.

Of Thomas Cooley and his chef d'ceuvre,
lathe Royal Exchange, of Dublin, we gave some
paparticulars a short time since.* James Gan-
dedon, soon after the competition, passed over
toto Dublin, became a resident, and rose to fame.

• See p. 419, ante.

In fact, he became the first architect, par
excellence, as wo remarked before. Gandon,
although he failed to obtain the first prize

for bis design in the competition under notice,

yet shortly afterwards distanced all competi-
tors. In the Dublin Custom House, the Four
Courts, and the Corinthian portico to the Irish

House of Lords (now the Bank of Ireland),

James Gandon’s architectural services may be
seen. Gandon designed several works in the

capital, and throughont Ireland
j
he became the

associate of the most eminent public men in

Ireland and England; was elected member of

the Royal Irish Academy; and during his

professional career in Ireland he contributed

some articles to the foremost publications on
the rise and progress of architecture in

Ireland. Gandon was a bosom friend of

Captain Grose, the famous antiquary, and
though dying many years subsequent to him, he
was buried with him in the same grave in the

village churchyard of Drumcondra, near Dublin.

The Mr. Ivory who exhibited the two designs 17
and 18 was a native of Cork, and, like Thomas
Cooley, was originally a carpenter. He was a
skilful workman, and for some time followed

gun-stock making for the chief gun-maker for

the Ordnance in Dublin. Ivory imbibed a taste

for architecture, and by close study and a deter-

mination to succeed, made a rapid progress in

the knowledge necessary to the pursuit of the

profession. He learned drawing under a master
named Bell Mires, but he soon eclipsed his tutor,

and was shortly afterwards appointed drawing-
master in the Dublin Society School of Art.

Ivory became also a snrveyor to the Revenue
buildings, and he held this office to the time of
his death, which took place in 1786, in the fifty-

fonrth year of his age. Ivory’s designs for the
Royal Exchange, though they missed the pre-

mium, were rewarded with a piece of plate,

along with some others. The exhibition of the
designs for the Royal Exchange led to the im-
provement of Ivory’s style of drawing. The
Blue-Coat Hospital, Dublin, and the Bridge of
Lismore were among his public works. It is

said he furnished designs for the Courts of Law
and for Newgate. Newcomen’s Bank, in the
Irish capital, was also designed by Ivory, along
with several private dwellings throughout the
country. Ivory was much given to redundant
ornamentation and embellishment, as may still

be seen on bis works, and this, in the opinion of

some detracts from the external appearance of

more than one of his successful buildings.

Whether William Ivory, of Norwich, whose
design is marked 1, was any relation of the
Dublin architect, we know not at this lapse of
time. The latter’s Christian name was Thomas.
The name of Peter de la Roche, the inventor

of a new ” Sixth Order of Architecture,” appears
at 33 in the list. Some account of this notable
personage will be found in the standard archi-

tnral works of this century.

William Beauford, M.A., No. 60, was the prin-

cipal of a classical academy in Cork, as late as

the close of the last century. He was very
ingenious in mathematical problems, and was
the writer of some papers “ On the Theory
of Walls for Roofed Buildings.” He compiled
tables also for showing the thickness of cut
stone on a brick wall at the top, for the support
of all the different angular roofs commonly used
in Ireland—of Gothic and common pitch, or of
pediment, or whether covered with pantiles,

slates, or lead. Some of Beauford’s mathe-
matical and scientific theories were published
in the “ Anthologia Hiberrica,” 1793-4.

William Beauford was also author of an in-

teresting paper on “ The Theory of Columns.”
His problems were comprised in the following :

—

To find the strength of an insulated column of
any of the five regular orders. Second :—Having
the power of any force necessary to throw down
a column when applied at the top, and acting

perpendicular to the axis of the column, to find

the power of the same force when applied down
the side, and parallel to the axis. Third :

—

To find the strength of a column having part of its

diameter sunk into the wall. Fourth:—Having
the contents of a buttress necessary to support

a wall, to find how many columns and pilasters

shall be equal in power to the buttress.

He calculated a table which expressed the

strength of the columns, and their parts, and
also diminished pilasters, the strength of their

respective circumscribing cylinders and parallelo-

pipedons, being equal to unity.

In conoluding his paper on “The Theory of

Columns,” Beauford remarks, “ Such an inquiry,

however, may be of service to architects in

enabling them to place their ornaments with
judgment both in respect to taste and utility, and
not entirely to depend on the caprice of fashion.”

The academy over which Beauford presided in
Cork, was a commercial and military one. He
was previously (1793) at the bead of one, or
somewhat similarly engaged, in the town of Athy,
county Kildare. Strictly speaking, although
Beauford sent in a design for the Royal Exchange,
he was not, so far as we understand, a practising

or professional architect. His mathematical
writings, however, were most useful and valuable,

and he was proved in the field in the interest of

architecture and the bnilding art at a time when
the strength of materials received little atten-

tion either from builders or their workmen, and
when a piece of wood or iron, or any other ma-
terial, was more judged by its size and weight
for obtaining the desired end, than the principles

of judicious application, and consequent economy.
Of Edward Johnston, No. 58, of Londonderry,

at this moment we know nothing. There was a
William Johnston of Armagh, who lived about
that time, or a little later

j
but the only archi-

tect of eminence of that name whom we know of
belonging to the sister kingdom was Francis
Johnston, the founder of the Royal Hibernian
Academy, and architect of many public works in

Ireland. Whether he descended from either of
the other two Johnstons aforenamed, we are
not at present able to say. There were other
architects of repute in England and Ireland
in 1769, but they do not figure in the list unless
some of the noms de plume hide their names.

Perhaps some of the many readers of the
Builder will be able to identify other names
among this rare and interesting catalogue which
we publish to-day, and furnish whatever “ waif
and stray ” they can in making our knowledge
more perfect of those architects who played a
not unimportant part in oar architectural compe-
titions of One Hundeed Years ago.

C. C. H.

THE SANITARY STATE OF TRURO AND
FALMOUTH.

The remarks in our pages “ Concerning certain
Cornish Towns ” (p. 720, ante) have produced
considerable stir in those towns, and have brought
us a dozen letters, some confirming, others deny-
ing their correctness. At a special meeting of the
Truro Improvement Commissioners, the mayor
called the letter in our pages “ unfounded and
unjust,” and then individual commissioners pro-

ceeded to point out how much improvement was
needed in the town, and how many nuigauces
were permitted to exist. We have no desire to

injure or annoy any person : onr object is the
general good, and we advise the authorities to

take our observations in good part, and to set

themselves to remedy the existing defects. We
have submitted to the writer of the comments
“ Concerning certain Cornish Towns,” the
various letters we have received, especially one
signed “ An Improvement Commissioner,” which
has also been printed in the West Briton, and we
subjoin a part of his reply:

—

Truro is a tramp iu a dirty condition : he is to

be cleaned by a Commission : they stand by as
they see his hands and bis face washed ; the
fellow’s neck and ears are not tonched; his hair

is a tangled mat
;
his body is left in the state it

was
;

yet these Commissioners call the man
clean. Clean ! ay, a marvel of cleanness, for

as the soap is shining on the fellow’s face, they
exclaim, “ By George, you wouldn’t know him,

would you ?”

Now I, “ Pro,” declare boldly,he is not clean, and
that men like “ Improvement Commissioner,”

by their obstinacy and ignorance, have done

more to retard the progress of sanitary measures

than any number of those who, like at Falmouth,

say regarding their own tramp, “ Yes, he is

dirty, but soap costs money, and we ought nob

to pay for all of it
;
there are those two parishes

adjoining that ought to help us.” Men like

“ Improvement Commissioner” have done more
to keep preventible diseases in stock in England
than any other class of men; and they have
done more to retard improvement.

I affirm the sewerage of Truro is bad. Years
ago, when the cholera raged fearfully in the town,
the Improvement Commissioners got afraid, and
they made a great many sewers, and I believe

the most part of the sewerage may date from
that time. They were all built rectangular in

section, of common dry stonework, covered with
large flat stones (called coverers), as they came
from the quarry

;
the ground was exoavated, and
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the walls of these sewers were built on the rock:

no invert or arch was turned.

These drains, of course, in time fell in from
the superincumbent weight of earth, and from
the decomposition of the stone used in their

make
;
then it was that the walls, having to be

repaired, were repaired with brick, but neither
invert nor arch was turned

;
the walls still rest

on the rock, and are still covered in with flag-

stones! These are the drains the “Improvement
Commissioner ” says have been “ constructed of

brick.”

As for the assertion that there are •' seven or

eight miles of public drains carried to the ntmost
limits of the town :

” seven or eight hundred, if

they were badly made, would not show the
sewerage in a better light.

But if it is true that there aro seven or eight
miles of public draius, and also true that no
“ leas than 20,000 ft. ” of glazed pipes have been
lately used in drains, I would point out that not
much less than four miles, or more than half of

all the drains in the town, have been either

made or repaired by means of glazed pipes alone

;

and then there is the unnamed length of new
brick sewers to be added : say, not to be too ex-

travagant with “ Improvement Commissioner’s ”

statement, one mile more, or, on the whole,
fl-Vtbs or 5-8tii8 of the whole of the town sewer-
age have been recently repaired or made—an
assertion which is just one of those wild ones
“Improvement Commissioner” might be expected
to make, and manifestly untrue to all who know
Truro. If a statement be provided, showing where
and when these pipes were used, I will thoroughly
investigate the matter. I earnestly ask for such
statement.
The cesspits were made, as the sewers, of

common dry stonework, having a wood cover,
set in a wood frame

;
the openings in and out

were nntrapped. They, too, have begun to fall

in, and some of them have been repaired in

the same way as the drains, the stone decom-
posing under the influence of the sewage
matter

j
and brick walls are built, leaving the

bottom on the rock, and, instead of a wooden, a
cast-iron cover provided, stt in granite. Such a
one is the one I particularly spoke of in Mitchell-
bill,—please observe I name places,—though I

understood it was through possessing a cast-iron

cover, built of dry atone walls.

My friend was visiting a poor sick woman
living a few yaids from this cesspit, and the
stench was so bad that it caused a slight attack
of diarrhcea.

Now Mitchell-hill is not in “ the ontskirts of

the town,” neither is Fairmantle-street, Carclew-
street, Charles-street, Union-street, Pydar-street,
Goodwives’-lane.

“There are now but a- few more untrapped
cesspits.” Are there ? I am glad to hear so
much work has been done in the last three
weeks. But should cesspits exist at all ? And,
moreover, should excreta and garbage be per-

mitted to lie in their openings, poisoning all the
air aronnd ? My statements relative to the mode
of cleansing these cesspits remain unchallenged,
and 'also my statement as to the foul smells
caused by their cleaning out. If they will have
cesspits, why not use disinfectants ? If it were
pure “ road detritus,” would it smell ? and would
it be black or putrid ? or has Truro a peculiar
strong-smelling “ road detritus” ?

I was told of the stench-traps that had been
inserted, but I was wishful to avoid mention of
them, for I felt I might be misunderstood,
sewerage being in such an infantile condition in
Truro. Let me now point out that the sewers
being badly made, trapping all their openings
will aggravate the evil, and the houses in the
streets will be invaded by noxious smells. Truro
may so far be thankful that all the openings
into its sewers are not trapped, nor anything
like it; in one street I noticed some openings
were trapped, but a cess-pit in the middle of the
length of the street was nntrapped, and a cess-

pit at the lower end of the street was untrapped.
Thorough trapping is good if the sewers are
good, but then the gases generated in sewers
are so powerful and penetrating that even if the
sewers are good, care must then be taken to
ventilate them. That I am again correct in
another item is obvions from the “ Improvement
Commissioner’s” letter :

—“ About ICO large cast-
iron traps have been laid over the many inlets
to the common sewers.” Bearing in mind that
there are “seven or eight miles of public sewers
carried in every direction, &c,” a stranger can
readily judge how thoroughly the sewers in
Truro are trapped.

Again, by inference, I am correct. “ Im-

provement Commissioner” can see no good in

waterworks if they have wells; for was it not
found that the “ worst specimen of their water
three years ago had considerable advantages
(sic) over a sample from a neighbouring water-
works ” ? Some few years ago water taken from
three or four wells was tested, and it was found
full of impurity

;
the well in the High Cross, and

that by some inn—I forget the name, but I

think it was the Dolphin—was found particularly
bad. I am told, too, that the pumps are con-
tinually under repair. Now, by under repair is

meant the absolute stoppage of water supply to

a particular district for an indefinite number of
not hours only, but days, and the supply of dirty
water for a time longer.

Because a “ neighbouring waterworks ”

(Query, Was that the Falmouth Waterworks ?)

has a bad sample of water, is that any reason
why Truro should be supplied for the most part
with water that is not tasteless ?

I am aware that in two or three of the main
streets are granite gutters, along which flows
water, and I am indeed glad to see it there

;
bot

“ Improvement Commissioner ” goes too far in

praise of it. It oomes from the leats, on which,
just before the water enters King-street, is a
pablio privy, the matter from it falling into the
water

;
higher up are another privy, a dye-house,

and a wool-stapler’s. I am not sure, but I

believe Castle-street and another street further

on drain into it. The back of the street leading
to the railway station drains into a branch of it

that goes nnder River-street, and nearly, if not
all, the houses bordering the leats have privies

disgorging their contents into it. I saw ttat
from the public walk called the Leats. But if

properly kept, those streams are beyond value
;

if they were well kept, I should not have seen
excreta rolling down the gutter in Duke-street,
and a housemaid emptying her slop-pail into it

near King-street. Why, however, should those
streets I have named as particularly bad have
open guttering ? Good guttering is wanted
there

; at least, as much as in the main streets :

it was that of which I spoke.
I was not told there were in every direction in

the lower parts of the town brick-built tanks
holding many hundred gallons (is hundred a
misprint for thousands ?) . May I ask where they
are, and their exact cubical contents ? And if

they are only in the lower parts of the town, may
I ask, of what servioo they are to the higher
portions of the town for either flushing or in case
of fire ? And have the upper portions of the
town anything in the world to depend on incase
offire, but the pumps so sparsely scattered about?
And what flushes the sewerage in the higher
portions of the town ? I mean that portion the
more respectably inhabited, as well as that
part chiefly occupied by workmen. What have
those streets I have named to depend on for

flushing or in case of fire p

I wrote of the pitching of the streets, not the
pavement : it is in a state only to bo recom-
mended by coaoh-buildera.

If Truro has a low deaih-rate, of which I am
not aware, it may be ascribed to the position of
the town in and on the sides of a valley, a
position that man with all his inanity cannot
entirely spoil. If the present health of the town
is good, it must be ascribed to God’s mercy, not
‘'to the efforts put forth by the authorities of

the town.”

As to Falmnuth ,'—is it true, or is it not, that
Falmouth was recently, on the solicitation of

some of the inhabitants, visited by a Govern-
ment inspector (I believe, Mr. Rawlinson) ? Is

it true that, in consequence of his representa-
tions, Mr. Bush was employed to give plans for
the drainage of the district ? And is it true that,

while the town authorities were haggling with
the parish authorities of Falmouth and Budock,
Mr. Bosh died ? and but little more has been
said of the matter since, except to grumble
at Mr. Bush’s bill ? Pro.

Utilisation of Blast-Furnace Slag.—The
following method is now adopted in several iron-

works in Belgium : — The slag is allowed to run
direct from the fnrnace, into pits about 8 ft. or
D ft. in diameter at the top, with sides sloping
inwards towards the centre, where they are
about 3 ft. deep. The mass is left for eight or
nine days to cool, when a hard, compact, crystal-

line stone is obtained, which is quarried and
used for building purposes, but chiefly for paving,
stones. They appear to wear exceedingly well,
being quite equal to the grits and sandstones
already so mneh used.

POUNDS.
Sir,—As you have given space to Mr. Tapper's f

lament over impounded cattle, it may be as well i

to comfort your readers by the information that I

pounds are fast going out of use and being I

removed. As owner of a manor and a pound, |

I took some trouble lately to find out why cattle I

never were impounded now as they used to be in i

my father’s day. I found, that in consequence i

of Highway Acts passed sinoe his time, the ij

police took it on themselves to manage
||

straying cattle, and did not allow my “ parish I

Pindar ” to interfere. The pound has hud no |i

inmates for at least a dozen years, and therefore fl

I shall certainly not erect a comfortable cattle-

shed therein. What a pity so much amiablei
sentiment should have come into the world toolf

late. Even when pounds were in their glory t

cattle rarely remained many honrs unclaimed. I

A Lord of the Manor, u

*** The following letter from the Bedford^t

Times (to give no other proofs), shows that “An
Lord of the Manor” is but ill-informed on theji

subject of which he writes :— I'

“ In your last issue I saw a paragraph from the I}uilder,i
in wh’ch Mr. Martin F. Tapper appeals on behalf of thel
unfortunate animals that are so otten starred in ponndsfl
for want of forage and water. A few days ago I. saw a||

curious illustration reported from Newport Pagnell. The
writer says

'

It is a small stone-walled enclosure, thoij

bottom well lined with brickbats and glass, tbe upper part[|

of the wall well studded with broken glass bottles deeplyj)

embedded in mortar. Three horses were conliued in tnisL
place of torture

;
two were speedily liberated from theirl

cruel bondage
;
the other, a very valuable horse, was

allowed to remain, and was ooustsntly plunging and lace-

rating its chest against the glass, disliguring and maiming
itself for life, while the inquisitor, policeman, stood guard-
ing bis poor captive. If this be the kindocss shown to
dumb animals by our vigilant police, surely the tender
mercies of the wicked are cruel,’

”

ALNWICK CASTLE: ITS MILITARY
ARCHITECTURE.

The castle of Alnwick stands upon a moderate
eminence on the south bank of, and about 150
yards distant from, the river Alne, which was
thns its immediate defence against tbe Scot. It

is in distance about five miles from, and about
200 ft. above, the sea at Alnmouth. Towards the
east and south the castle is cub off from the towrj
of Alnwick by a deep ravine or combe, once the

j

bed of the Bow Burn. This has been trimmedli
and scarped by art, and its upper part towards^
the town has been nearly obliterated by modernB
front of the castle, and separated from it by

j

npfilling.
;

To the west is a nearly level platform ini

a ditch, wholly artificial, and in part filled upl
and covered by the stables and other similarl

buildings. This ditch was formerly producedi
along the south front, and communicated witlyl

the Bow Burn ravine. A bank of earth off
modern date conceals tbe town from the castle I

on this the south-western quarter. I

The walls of Alnwick town were embattled,
and probably built under a licence to Henry
Percy in 1434, when he constrncted the Bond
Gate, now standing. It is uncertain whether the

town wall was independent of the castle, as at

Chepstow, or abutted against its outer wall, as

at Carlisle. The main entrance to the ca&tle and
its principal postern were both outside the town.

Tbe former was approached from it by a town!
gate, tbe position of which is remembered, andS
its name preserved, in the way called “ Narrow!
Gate.” The castle postern opens towards the;
river. The Lion gateway in the south wall,!

leading to the town and the railway station,

|

is altogether a modern strnctnre, but mayi
represent a by-gate communicating with the'

to'n-n.

In plan tbe castle is irregular, and many-p
sided, but on the whole it approaches to a right-

1

angled triangle, the olock-tower being the right

r

angle; tbe west and south sides, terminating,!)

the one in the Abbot’s Tower, and tbe other inir

the Eastern or Ravine Tower, are 125 yards and'
213 yards long ; and the side towards the river, S

and contained between these two towers, is 226

1

yard?. The area within tha walla is nearly

3 acres; that inclnded by the ditch is reputed
at nearly 7 acres.

There is no single keep-tower. The beep is|

in plan an irregular polygon, set ronnd with ?

clustered towers, and containing a central court, t

This is placed nearly in the middle of the general '

incloaure, with which it was connected at three I

points : one, on the south, by a bold and lofty 1

gallery replacing an original enrtain, and which I

I
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rejects 35 yards from the keep to a gate-house,

'hich divides the eastern and western wards,

nd is known as the Middle Gate. The other

onnexions, on the north side, are two curtain

'alls, of which one reached from the keep 33

ards to the Falconer’s Tower, now rebuilt and

hifted, and had upon it the Armourer’s Tower,

ow destroyed
;
and the other was a curtain, now

amoved, which extended 20 yards from the keep

3 the Postern Tower.
By these arrangements the area was sub-

ivided into an outer or western, an inner or

astern ward, and a central open keep. There

emuined, however, on the north front a three-

ided space, bounded by the keep and the two
urtaiuB, and flanked by the Falconer’s and
’oatern towers. This space, open towards the

iver, is at present protected on that side by a

3w retaining terrace-wall and bastions, of very

lodern date. A survey of 1567 shows this side

pen, aud no doubt it was so originally
5
the

ivur, its steep bank, the keep, and the flanking

owers and curtains being regarded as a suffi-

ient defence. This disposition is, however,

ingulur and very curious, and looks as though
he engineer wished to attract the enemy to this,

he strongest and most completely flanked part,

ly a show of weakness by the absence of an

inter enceinte. Economy of construction could

lot have been the motive, for the cross curtains,

n length, would go some way towards com-
ileting the broken enceinte.

It would seem, from existing fragments and
races of foundations, that the lines of the pre-

lent enceinte and keep are those of the old

!forman fortress. The outline is governed very

nuch by the disposition of the gronnd, and the

ihell keep was the approved Norman way of

>ccupying such a knoll, whether natural, as at

Durham, or artificial, as at Windsor, or as here,

)robabiy a very slight addition to a natural knoll,

i distinct ditch, now filled up, as at Cardiff,

mcircled the keep, and protected it from its

jontaining wards. Towards the river this ditch

seems to have worked out into a steep scarp.

The keep is at this time an open court aur-

•ounded by towers. To the south-east, the gate-

lODse, about 4>0 ft. deep and 20 ft. wide, baa a
jrand e-xternal aud internal round-beaded Norman
ircb, of D ft. 2 in. span, the vault between being

segmental and crossed by plain chamfered ribs,

fhe exterior arch has a double band of bold

'hevron mouldings within a circle of double

hatched work. The inner arch has a single

chevron band, and above it a band of which the

vouBsoirs have alternate patterns of sunk nail-

heads and the heraldic “ lozengy.” This is the

work of Eustace de Vesci, who died 1157, and

bow, whence the cross curtain ran to the Postern

Tower. This is still the state dining-room, 60 ft.

by 21 ft., aud the vaults fulfil their original

destination as cellars. At this point is placed

a cloister supporting a corridor, by which a bye

access is given to the suite of state-rooms. This

is modern, but is a manifest improvement, and
in full keeping with the building. The original

entrance to the hall was six open steps from the

court.

Next beyond the hall, pointing to the north-

east, is a tower, once the kitchen and scullery,

but rebuilt for the second time in 1856, and now
the drawing-room, 45 ft. by 22 fc. Beyond this,

along the north-east front, are the saloon, 42 ft.

by 22 ft., and an ante-room, 22 ft. by 23 fc.,

built 1750-86, but newly fitted up. Next to

these, and forming the north-west angle of the

keep, is the Prudhoe Tower, the principal tower

in the fortress, npon which the flag is hoisted.

This contains the library, 55 ft. by 24 ft., and
presents two grand bays to the east and west,

with a deep re-entering angle between them.

This also is modern.
Next, on the west front, follows the chapel,

built in 1856, a rectangular tower of bold pro-

jection, one principal floor, and a high-pitched

roof. The two angles are out off, so as to form

a polygonal apse. This conventional east end
points, however, south-west.

Then, facing to the south-west, follow two
half-round towers, rebuilt 1750-86, containing

state bedrooms, and connected by a short curtain,

within which is a dressing-room. Finally, be-

tween these and the gatehouse, completing the

circuit of the keep, and projecting due south, is

the gallery, having on the first-floor a breadth of

one line of five rooms and a corridor, and below,

the middle gateway. The rooms are the private

apartments of the duke and duchess, and there is a

communication with the k tchens. The gattw ly,

which has a portcullis, is of the date of 1309-15,

and built into the south curtain, from the outside

of which it projects as a mural tower. The
gallery replaced a curtain about 1760, and was
rebuilt 1856. The battlements of the gatehouse

were probably added about 1407-55.

The entrance to the state apartments is in the

central court, beneath the arched vestibule, at

the north-west corner. From this a grand flight

of steps ascends to an interior vestibule, aud
thence, by a second flight, to the guard-chamber,

which opens into the state-rooms. These are all

on the first floor, the basement being occupied

by servants’ rooms.
Although the greater part of the keep has

been rebuilt in the last and the present century,

it still is ooraposed of the seven towers of the

may be dated 1150, though possibly a part of
|

early Percies, shown in the plan of 1567, and

his “ munitisaimum castellum,” which, according much, especially of the basement, is old; and
to Mr. Tate, was existing in 1135. This Norman

|

what is new is arranged with a close general

gateway is imbedded within a complete gate-
I
regard to the older, and, indeed, in many parts

house of Henry de Percy in 1350, of which the
|

Norman, plan. The exterior ditch of the keep

main features are two lofty towers, which, as
|

is partially filled up, and of course the draw-

half octagons, flank the entrance from the eastern bridge of the inner gate has been removed. A
ward. Original shields of arms, in the Northum-
brian fashion, are carved below the parapets;
and upon the merlons, which are looped, are
some original figures, as at Bothal and Chepstow.
The archway is portcullised. Tbe parapets are

not machicolated. The vaulting of the interior

of these towers is very good, and they contain

in the basement the original dungeons, which
are described as vaults 10 ft. square, aired by
loops, while below these are oubliettes, 8 ft. by
S ft., and reached only by trap-doors in the floor

above. Over the gateway is the private dining-

room.
Entering the court, the open part of which is

about twenty-four yards across, on the right, in

the wall, is tbe very curious well. Within a
pointed panel are three deep recesses, also

pointed, of which the centre contains the mouth
3f the well, the shaft of which descends in the

thickness of the wall. A wooden axle crosses

labovo it, and is fitted, in the lateral niches, with
iCwo wheels, set round with pegs, for winding up
ithe water-backets by hand. Above, within the
ipanel, in a small niche, is a figure of St. James
alessing the source. This curious and probably
singular well was the work of the first Henry de
ePercy, in 1312-15

;
but the figure of the saint is

lohought to be an insertion of the last century.
bTbere is a similar arrangement over the great
lijate of Goderich Castle, for working the

Joortcullis.

1 Beyond the well is the rear wall of the Great
aHall, built by the same Percy, refitted by the

rJrst duke, aud rebuilt in 1863. The vanlts

sbelow, with their segmental ribbing, are original,

i IS is part of the rear and north wMl and of the

portcullis remains.

Of the general and exterior enceinte, the most

complete and striking portion is the western

gateway, a very fine and unaltered example of

a gate and barbican of the Edwardian period,

1312-15, in its simplest form. The barbican,

about 55 ft. long by 32 fc. wide, is entered by a

large round-headed arch, between a pair of

square flanking buttresses, corbelled out above

into two turrets, also square. Over the entrance

in a sunk panel is a large Percy lion, with their

motto, “ Esperance.” The arch leads into a

passage, 55 ft. long by 10 ft. wide, for the first

20 ft. vaulted, bat afterwards open to the sky.

This lies between very lofty side walls, embattled

each way. On the left, a small side-door led to

the counterscarp of the ditch; on the right,

another door opens into a mural stair ascending

to the battlements. In front is the portal of the

gatehouse. This barbican crosses the ditch, now
filled up. Besides an outer drawbridge, over a

loop of the main ditch, it had an inner bridge

between its lateral walls, dropping from the

gatehouse. This is mentioned in the survey of

1538, and was filled up in 1567. The parapets

are without machicolations, and the embrasures

have DO mouldings. The merlons are not looped,

and the figures placed upon them date only from

1750-86. Probably in advance of the ditch of

this barbican was a barrier or palisade of timber,

and the level space in front, commanded by the

walls of both town and castle, is what was

usnally employed forjonsting matches or military

duels. The adjacent river was a saffioient

security against surprise.

The gatehouse, of which the barbican is the

covering, is a rectangle 40 fc. deep by 45 .'"c.

broad, of slight internal aud bold external pro-

jection, and presenting to the field two half

octagonal towers. The passage is vaulted, and
has the usual defences of a portcullis and gates.

The portals are round-headed. There are lateral

lodges, entered one from the passage aud one
from the court.

Entering the court, the curtain on the left, of

considerable height, has Norman foundations,

1150, and an Edwardian superstructure, 1350.

Outside a strong course marks the base of the

parapet, and tbe embrasures have a decorated
moulding carried all round. The wall extends

to the Abbot’s Tower, but upon it is a small rec-

angular mural tower, called the Avener’s Tower,
1309-15. The Abbot’s Tower, of the same date,

caps the north-west angle. It is rectangular, and
of three stages, the lowest being vaulted, and
ribbed with segmental arches, as in the Con-
stable’s Tower, and below the Great Hall. The
third stage rises clear of the wall, and is reached

by a well stair, which occupies the north-east

angle.

From this a short curtain of mixed date, 1150
and 1350, with a low salient, extends to the

Falconer’s Tower, also rectangular, rebuilt,

though not exactly in the old site, in 1856, and
from which a modern curtain wall runs up to

the Prudhoe Tower of the keep. Upon this

wall stood the Armourer’s Tower, also rectangu-

lar, destroyed in 1856, to improve the view from
the library. The removal of this and the Fal-

coner’s Tower are said to have been the only

intentional subtractions made from the original

military works of the castle.

Returning to the west gate, the curtain on its

right extends, past the west Garret Tower, to

the Clock Tower, all rebuild 1750-86. The latter

is circular, with a flat gorge and keel-shaped

salient, and caps the south-west angle. Out-

side the last-named curtain, and reached through

it by a gateway, are the stable courts, riding-

school, and guest-hall, 135 ft. by 35 ft., by 25 ft.

to the spring of the open timber roof, a very

noble sbucture. These buildings are of modern
date, 1856.

From the clock-tower the south curtain sup-

ports, on its outside, the estate offices. Part of

this curtain is 1750-86; part 1309-15. This

latter part includes the Auditor’s Tower, 1770, of

which the square rear projects into the court

and the half-round front outside. Beyond this

is a bit of Norman curtain, 1150, against which,

on the outside, is built the modern kitchen, aud
above which a modern corridor communicates
between the duke’s room and the record-room in

tbe Auditor’s Tower. The treatment of this part

of the structure by Mr. Salvin deserves especial

notice, from the happy combination of the

features of the Edwardian age with the ap-

pliances of the present day. The kitchen, with

much to remind the visitor of Durham and
Avignon, is as a whole superior to either, and is,

besides, a model of culinary arrangement.

These offices, originally within the keep at the

east end of the hall, were placed here by the

first duke, bat were recast and rebuilt by Duke
Algernon.
Formerly there stood in the west ward the

exchequer and the stables. The exchequer was
a large rectangular building, applied to the

north limb of the west gatehouse, and like it

embattled. The two ranges of stabling stood a

little within and parallel to the curtains next

the clock-tower. These buildings, shown in the

survey of 1650, were removed probably about

1755.

Traversing the middle gate, in front is the

eastern or inner ward, and on the left the inner

or gatehouse of the keep. On the right, outside

the curtain, is the steward’s room, and beyond it

the Warder’s Tower, mentioned in 1567, but

altogether remodelled and rebuilt in 1860 upon a

work of 1770 . It now contains the lion gateway,

leading to the gardens. Below the gatehouse is

an ale-cellar, and above, one side of it, attached

to the offices, the confectionary.

Beyond, the line of the curtain is irregular.

About the salient it is Norman, 1150, and a very

good example of the rough walling of the age.

Upon it is the east garret, 1309-15, and it eucla

in the Ravine tower, the most eastern work of

the castle, aud capping an acute angle of the

mceinte. This is a good-sized round tower, with

a well stair at its junction with the curtain. It

has been much repaired since its foundation in

1309-15. It is defended by the ravine, whence it

derives its name.
From hence the curtain trends to the north-

west, being in great part Norman, but repaired
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at what is called the “Bloody Gap.” Beyond
this is a garret bartizan, called Hotspor’s Chair.

It was the gorge of a half-round tower, now
removed, but shown in the plan of 1650. Beyond
this the curtain is again mixed Norman and
Decorated of 1312-15 to the Constable’s Tower.
This is a strong half-round tower, capping a
flattish salient to the north-east. It has an
exterior entrance by stairs to each of its three
floors. From this a short curtain, 1150, leads to

the Postern Tower, 1312-15, rectangular, pierced
below by the vaulted and portcullised passage of
the postern, and vaulted also on the first floor.

This tower is a fine example of a Northumbrian
military building of the Decorated period. The
arches are round-headed or segmental, and it has
in its rear wall a remarkable two-light window,
with a transom, and in the head a foliated circle.

There is also a very perfect garderobe with
external shoot. From this tower, a curtain, now
removed, ran upwards to the bow of the hall

tower of the keep, and thus completed the
defences of this ward. The original postern
passage is filled up, or nearly so, with earth, but
by the side of the tower a way leads to a terrace
walk between the keep and the river, and extend-
ing to Falconer’s Tower.
The eastern ward contained the castle chapel

and the conduit, supplied with water by lead
pipes from an exterior spring called Howling
Well. The chapel, a considerable building, stood
detached near the Bloody Gap, and was removed
in 1755. The ecclesiastical establishment seems
to have been on a respectable scale, and included
chantry for the performance of the obits of the
family. In this quarter also stoed the brew,
bake, and slaughter houses, for the use of the
garrison.

Alnwick Castle is probably the finest extant
example of a Norman castle of this type, having
an open keep and a complete enceinte; for al-

though most of the present buildings are either
of the fonrteenth or the nineteenth century, the
plan is certainly Norman, and certain detached
portions of the construction. It seems also that
the keep was never a mere shell, like Cardiff or
Arundel, but was always set about with towers
and provided with a handsome gatehouse. A
remarkable feature is the use of the round-headed
and the segmental arch in the Decorated period.

This is a local peculiarity, and found in other
works of the same age and neighbourhood. The
very free use of stone warriors upon the para-
pets, carried to an absurd extent in the repairs
of the last century, is also remarkable. They
are seen at Bobhal, and in Edwardian works,
both at Caernarvon and Chepstow, but by no
means so freely distributed as here. They were
obviously intended for ornament only, and of all

the figures that of the eagle at Caernarvon is

the most appropriate. No archer would or could
have stood on the crest of the parapet. Most of
the later figures were very properly removed by
Mr. Salvin.

There is found upon the battlements of both
walls and towers, in various parts of the castle,

a convenient arrangement for slinging a move-
able wooden shutter in the embrasures, so as to

defend the warders from a Scottish shaft, and
from the scarcely less keen edge of the bleak
winds) of the Border. The shutter hung hori-

zontally, like a port-lid, but from the trunnions, of

which one rested in a round hole in one merlon,
and the other in a similar hole, terminating in a
groove in the other, so that the shutter hung
freely, and could be lifted in and out if neces-
sary. The arrangement is precisely that
applied to the roller of a round towel. Traces
of this arrangement remain in various parts of

the castle. A perfect example is seen on the
barbican. It may also be seen on the east wall
of Goderich.

The officers forming the staff of this castle, as
a civil residence, in 1567, were the constable or

governor
;
the porter of the onter gate ; the

greive, or executive officer, or bailiff
;
the re-

ceiver|or auditor ; the feodary, who looked up the
services and tenures; the steward, learned in

the law, who administered justice; the clerk of
the courts, who engrossed the rolls and kept the
records

;
and the foreign or outer bailiff, who

collected the castle-guard and cornage money,
and summoned the tenants and suitors. The
annual payment to the whole was 58J. ISs.

Looking to the character of the country, so
charged with traces of early military earth-
works, and to the strong and well-defined natural
position of Alnwick, it seems probable that it

was occupied as a camp by some of the tribes
who, from a very remote period, made this
border their battlefield, and whose defences are

still visible in eleven distinct earthworks within
a very short distance of the town. If so, they
would necessarily have placed their defences to

the north and east, upon the lines of the present
castle. The interior eminence would certainly
have been their citadel, and the trench, com-
pleting their security, would most conveniently
have been carried along the general direction of
the western front, so as to connect the head of the
Bow Burn with the Alne, and thus complete the
seclusion of the peninsula. Such a site, so
defended, was not uncommonly constructed or

adopted by the Northmen and Saxons when
they became settled, and they would have
placed the timber and palisaded mansion of
their thane upon the central entrenched knoll.

Probably the Norman Gilbert Tysen, of cloudy
memory, who is the reputed pioneer of the
Conquest in these wild regions, found and con-
tented himself with some early kind of timber
fortress, for the earliest traces of masonry that
remain in situ or have been extracted from the
walls, though Norman, are of late character, and
attributable to Eustace Fitzjohn, who married
Beatrix, daughter and heir of Ivo de Vesoi, who
is thought to have married Tysen’s daughter.
Eustace, called De Vesoi, flourished under
Henry I. and Stephen, and died in 1157. He
was a likely man to have constructed a great
castle, being a baron of considerable power,
sheriff of Northumberland, and founder of the
abbeys of Alnwick and, in Yorkshire, of Malton.
Also he must have felt the want of a strong
place, for, in his days, in 1135, Alnwick Castle
was taken by David I,, of Scotland, in the
interest of the Empress Maud.
Eustace no doubt built, in the first half of the

twelfth century, a polygonal clustered keep npon
the knoll, gave it the gateway we still see, and
placed his residence within. Traces of his walls
are said by Mr. Tate to have been discovered
when the last rebuilding was being executed.
No doubt also he dug or cleared out the moat
round the keep. To him also mnst be attributed
the general wall of the enceinte, and possibly
the ditoh ontside it ; and this would have been
strengthened by mural towers, many of which
must have stood where their successors are now
placed. De Vesci’s work is indicated by the
stones being mostly square blocks of moderate
size, laid in courses, but in beds more or less

wavy, as though the mason used neither line nor
level. The joints are open. Beyond qaestion
De Vesoi constructed a castle in keeping with his

wealth, and worthy of the chief baron of the
Border.

In July, 1174, William the Lion, on his way
back from an invasion of Camberland, found
himself, to his surprise, before Alnwick. Williatq,

son of Eustace de Vesoi, attacked him. He was
unhorsed, captured, and sent into England, and
beyond sea, to prison. Eustace, son of William,
succeeded in 1190, and was visited by King
John, 12tih February, 1201, and 24Dh April, 1209,
when the king received at the castle the homage
of Alexander, king of Scotland. Fonr years
later, May 14tb, John, ordered Philip de
Uleoote to demolish the castle of Alnwick,—

a

mandate which could scarcely have been obeyed,
seeing the king himself was there 28th January,
1213, and 11th January, 1216, no doubt unwel-
come visits, for Eustace was a Magna Charta
baron. He met his death from an arrow before
Barnard Castle in the last year of King John.
Henry III. visited Alnwick 23rd September,
1256, and Edward I. was the guest of John de
Vesoi there 30fch April and Ist May, and 16th
and 17th August, 1291, and 16oh August and
13th and 18oh December, 1292

;
and again 22ad,

23rd, 24bh, 25th, 26Dh, and 27th September,
1296

;
and 26th and 29th June, 1298.

The Barons de Vesoi became extinct in 1297,
by the death of William, seventh Baron, when
the castle and barony were acquired, it is said,

to the fraudulent exclusion of the natural son,

by Antony Beo, the warlike Bishop of Durham,
by whom, in 1309, 3 Edward II., they were sold

to Henry de Percy, the representative of a war-
like family, whose advent forms an important
era in the history of the Border. Percy, as the
leader of the Northern barons, made Alnwick
his residence, and although in possession only
for five years, seems to have rebuilt much of the
fabric, the rest being completed by his son of

the same name.
The Percy Castle, laid out nearly npon the

Norman lines, presented very nearly the appear-
ance of the present structure. The authorship
of the inner gatehouse is established by the
escutcheon of Clifford on its walls, the second
iTenry de Percy having married a lady of that

house. To the first half of this fonrteenth oen> fa

tury may be attributed, as has already been p
pointed out in detail, nearly all the leading h

features of the castle, as it stood at the incomiag u

of the first Duke. The Percies, though they A
maintained the reputation of Alnwiok as the I
great Border fortress during nearly four cen- R
buries, do not appear to have materially altered v.

the fabric of the two earliest lords. They re- ^
ceived here Edward II. in 1311 and 1322, and ti<

Edward III. in 1335, but the later earls were is

much at Petwortb, and in Yorkshire; and upon oi

the death of the 8th earl, in 1537, and the at- is

tainder ol his brother, the family ceased to reside [>i

at Alnwick, and the castle was neglected. The tl'

Percy line ended in Elizabeth, daughter of i

Jocelyn, the 11th earl, who, 30th May, 1632, 13

married Charles, Duke of Somerset. Of their :o

children, two had issne, Algernon and Catherine, a
who married Sir Wm. Wyndham, and eventually !{<

conveyed to that family the Percy estates at i

Pebworbh, Egremont, and Leconfield.

Algernon Seymour, Duke of Somerset, and by i

creation Earl of Northumberland, left one child, ili

Elizabeth Seymour, who inherited Alnwick, and cu

married Sir Hugh Smithson, created Duke of I

Northumberland, and ancestor of the present te

family.

A survey of Alnwick in 1567 shows the decay w
then to have been very considerable, and as the ik

Seymour lords preferred their paternal residence, o,

Alnwick became almost a ruin. From this it

was redeemed by the first duke, who, under the 19

advice of Adam, restored, and in part rebuilt the tl

keep
;
and although he fitted up the interior with li

plaster and frippery, made the exterior sound n.

and good, and, on the whole, in beeping with li-

the character of the place, and with what re- i

mained of the ancient buildings.

Matters so remained until the accession of .

Duke Algernon, better known as Lord Prudhoe, oi

a naval officer, and a good man of business, who h
had travelled much, and possessed a cultivated >9

taste, and was of a truly noble and magnifieent a

disposition. While foremost in works of public [d

usefulness connected with his estates, county, Ji

and profession, and careful to drain his lands,

rebuild the cottages of his labourers, restore the (9

local churches, and provide life-boats for his
f!

dangerous coast, he, under the sound advice of i

Mr. Salvin, almost rebuilt the castle, pre- i*

serving with scrupulous care all that admitted A
of preservation, and adapting his new work to the |9

period of the first and second Percy, the founders yl

of the later castle. Having thus restored the great i

fortress of the Border, with strict regard to the 11

rules of military architecture, he proceeded, e
under the advice of Canina, to fit np the !j

interior in the style of an Italian palace. The 11

contrast afforded is certainly extreme, and the I9

attempt, on so costly a scale, was hardy ; but the id

adaptation of the fittings to the irregular plan of i

the rooms is so well conceived, the materials ni

employed are so rich, and the execution of the 19

details is so skilful, that it is difficult to regard il

even so great an incongruity as other than a i

distinguished success.

Much attention has of lato years been paid, ii

and by very competent persons, to the history of
this oasble. Grose gives some particulars, now i-i

very valuable
;
but this and the castles of Wark- i

worth and Prndhoe have been illustrated by the 1)

late Mr. Hartshorne, and are treated of also by i

him with great sneoess in the Northumberland »

volume of the Arohmological Institute. More 'O

recently Mr. Tate has handled the subject of
|

Alnwick castle with both skill and accuracy, ix

in his admirable history of the barony of >

Alnwick, now just completed. In the above 'c

sketch free use has, to some extent, been made
of the above materials; but the object of the- Id

writer has been to treat solely of the fabric of :

the castle, and that from a military point of

view. C.
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STKEET AROHITEOTUSE ; BRISTOL.
SHOPS IN HIGH-STREET.

The amoact of bailding that has been done
in Bristol and CUfton witbia the last ten years

is very sarprising, as well in the shape of banks,
insurance offices, hotels, and new shops in the
city, as of conntloss detached and semi-detached
residences in its beantifnl suburb. Members of
the Social Science Association now holding con-

gress there, and whose knowledge of Bristol

may be of early date, can scarcely fail to be
impressed with the remarkable change apparent.
Alterations, too, in the thoroughfares now about
to be made, and of which our readers have
heard, will still further alter and improve the

aspect of the city. As a natural result, one that

always follows public improvements, individuals

go to work in the same direction, and endeavour
to improve their separate holdings. The two
shop-fronts in High-street, of which we give a
view in our present Number, afford instances of
the extent to which the desire to ornament is

carried. These were designed by Messrs. Ponton
& Gough. The intention of the architects was
to show the constructional means used for the
support of the building above the shops, and to

introduce as little masonry as possible, before
the windows of the upper rooms.
The rooms above the shop are about 24- ft. in

depth from the fa9 dde, and notwithstanding the
deep recessing of the glass line, ample light is

admitted. The front is of Bath stone, with
shafts, bonds, and voussoirs of red MansSeld and
yellow magnesian limestone

;
sulphur inlay of

various colours being introduced between the
bonds on the lower story.

The window-heads on the first fljor include a
series of inscribed heads of ancient healers,

which, like the rest of the carving, are very well

executed. The parapet, with its range of sitting

lions and shields, is the least satisfactory part of

the composition.

OXIDATION OF IRON IN BUILDINGS.
The question of the mode in which iron

snfters from oxidation, when included in masonry,
appears likely to attract fresh attention. It is a
subject on which those persons who are familiar

with the repairs, or even with the demolition of
old buildings, are not altogether without expe-
rience. But especial value attaches to the dis-

coveries made on the recent occasion of the
examination and repair of the tomb of King
Henry VII., in Westminster Abbey, from the
fact that both the date of erection, and the sub-
sequent history of the monument, are so dis-

tinctly ascertained.

After the cleansing of the statue of the Coun-
tess of Richmond, to which so much public
attention was directed in last May, the curators
of the tombs proceeded to examine the cen-
tral monument of the Abbey, that of King
Henry VII. and his queen, staudiog, as is well
known, in the chapel founded by that sovereign,
under the protection of a richly-wrought grille.

Not only did the effigies appear to be coated
and partially corroded in consequence of
long neglect, but the altar - tomb itself gave
symptoms of dilapidation and decay. Joints
yawned, and cracks menaced, and the general
appearance was such as is often produced, in

similar structures, by subsidence of the founda-
tions. The effigies were therefore carefully

removed, and carried into the Eastern apse, or
smaller chapel, where they were cleaned, and
that with great science. The altar-tomb itself

was reverently taken to pieces, with a view to

its replacement in its original integrity. It soon
appeared that no subsidence had occurred. On
the contrary, the tomb bad been built on the
finished pavement of the chapel, and the portion
of this pavement which had thus been protected
from wear was in a condition of great and
original splendonr, being enriched with a
diapered pattern, partly polished, and partly
pounced or frosted.

The actual cause of the dilapidation of the
tomb then appeared. It was nothing but the
oxidation of the only pieces of iron which had
been employed by the builders. All the fittings

were of copper, with one exception. At each
corner of the tomb, as many of our readers will

remember, sits a boy angel, in gilded copper.
To keep these figures in their place copper bolts

were employed, which passed through the upper
portion of the ornamental work, and were
secured by attachment to four plates of iron,

which were built into the tomb itself, under the
slab on which the effigies rested. These four

iron plates, notwithstanding their protection,
first by the work of the tomb itself, and secondly
by the building which sheltered the tomb from
the chief vicissitudes of atmospheric tempera-
ture, had developed, on either side of each, solid

plates of rust, of from three to fonr times the
chickness of the original iron. The slow formation
of this oxide had acted as an irresistible wedge,
riving the fabric asunder, and threatening iu

course of time the entire overthrow of this

noble monument.
Specimens of these plates of oxide, as well as

one of the original iron plates, wore exhibited at

the meeting of the Royal Arcbmological Insti-

tute, on the 2Qd of July last. The dangerous
metal has now been replaced by plates of copper

j

and the tomb has been restored to its original

beanty. But the lesson as to the conduct of iron

when included in masonry or in mortar, even
under circumstances which might be presumed
to be more than ordinarily favourable, is not one
of which any prudent architect or engineer will

lose sight.

THE POPULATION OP LONDON.
According to the census of 1881, the popula-

tion of London (which was 2,803,031), was
nearly equal to all the towns and cities of Great
Britain, containing more than 100,000 inhabi-

tants (fourteen in all), as is shown by the follow-

ing table :

—

Birmingham
Populatioi

296,076
Bradford 106.218
Bristol 154,093

Leeds 207,165
Liverpool 413,938
Haachester 338,722
Newcaatle-oa-Tjae 1119,108

Salford 102,449
Sheffield 136,172
Stoke-upoa-Trent 101,207

Edioburgn 168,121
Glasgow 391,834
Dublia 295,964
Belfast 119,718

Total 3,C-2i.8i5

The entire population of Scotland was but

3,062,964.

The remark of a celebrated Frenchman was
very apt :— Londres n’est plus une ville ; e'est

une province couverte de maisons for it contains

as many people as the three largest capitals in

Europe together, viz., — Paris, Constantinople,

and St. Petersburg, and more inhabitants than

either of the kingdoms of Denmark, Saxony,
Hanover, or Norway. J. B. W.

A WORKMAN ON THE TRADE-UNIONS
CONGRESS.

Sir,—An nnprejudiced reader of the report

of the late trade-unions congress could not but
notice how entirely the delegates were dissevered

from the outside world. They moved and passed
resolutions which, if put into practice, would
affect the whole community, and yet forgot that

the public lived outside their meeting-place, and
whose interests were, as a rule, opposed to their

conclusiona
;
in fact, the delegates appeared to

be in the position of the man who had a memory
so bad that he could not leave his home for a
short distance without forgetting who he was and
where he resided. It is evident that as soon os
the delegates separated they would have different

interests, as each one represented a different

trade; and for the supply of their daily wants
they would, as a natural course, boy in the
cheapest and beat market that which their

families required for their daily consumption.

The question of a reduction of the boors of

labour received great prominence, and is one of
the cherished ideas of the leading unionists.

The subject, like many others, looks well on paper.

I suppose there are not many workmen who
would object to work eight hours per day iostead

of ten, and therefore to the superficialiat and
unthinking it is a captivating scheme, more so

as the leaders try to persuade the workmen they
are doing a charitable aotion by relieving their

fellow workmen's harden and creating employ-
ment for them at others’ expense. The authors

of the papers were not so selfish as some people

wonld suppose, and had no wish to do all the

great work by themselves, as they appeal to em-
ployers “ to abolish the present system of com-
petition, as it is fraught with the moat disastrous

consequences to society.” It seems the congress

would fashion society after some plan of their

own, and so regulate trade and manufactures as

to equally divide what they thought was sufficient

among employers, and limit production so that

everybody should have a little of the results of

labour
; only it must be a very little, as it would

entail a little exertion and labour upon the

labourers, and under the new plan, that could not

be thought of.

In the socialistic agitation, the founder of the

rational or new system of sociology established

Harmony Hall and Harmony Farm. All the

approaches to it were laid with rare wisdom.
The roads and paths were excellent, and of great

beauty. Nevertheless, the delegates who met
at Harmony were not harmonious. The result

of so much wisdom was defaced, as the delegates

could not agree to proportions. And I am afraid,

that when the trade-unionist scheme is fully

developed, and the scales are evenly balanced,

the rank and file will not agree to proportions,

as the talkers would, of course, want more than
the producers ; and, like the national workshops
in France, and Harmony Hall in England, the

schemes will fail because in theory and on paper
they look sweetly pretty, but in practice they

are entirely wanting.
It is said there never was a time in the history

of this country when trade was more depressed, or

employment more slack. And one of the rare gems
of the congress was the proposal of the delegates to

raise the prioeofiaboar20percent.,without inquiry

as to what its efl'ect would be upon the income
of the country. In examining the report of the

census for 1861, I find there were 177,969 car-

penters and joiners in England and Wales. Pro-

fessor L. Levi, in his estimate of the income of

the working classes, states the average income
of the workmen is 223. 6d. per week. The
average income of carpenters and joiners would
amount to at least 2Gs. or 27s. per week. For
the sake of enumeration, 5id. per hour, may be

taken as not an excessive estimate, and ten

hoars per week as the reduction of working time

for each man. This would raise the price of

joiners’ work, 2,094,7931. 5s. per annum. And,
further, there are 287,485 mechanics in other

branches of the bailding trade, and, at the same
rate of wages as the carpenters receive, it

would add for operatives’ wages alone 5,526,3671.

11a. for the cost of building in England. The
labourers, of whom there are a large number,
although not specially stated in the report,

would add at least another million
j
and when

employers’ profits on the extra capital are

accounted for, with the increased cost of

material, it would add not far short of nine

millions per year to the present coat of building

operations. What the building trade had done
others would imitate ; and a rise of 28. per week
in the rateof remuneration would add 37,200,0001.

per annum to the cost of production, and would
give the finishing stroke to the prosperity and
industry of England.
The trades' delegates seem to have learnt

nothing from the experience of the past; they

want to take society back to a period when it was
the rule to fix and regulate by law the hours of

labour and the rate of wages. It is related in

the history of industry that guilds and corpora-

tions proved the rain of trades in the corporate

towns
;
“ and industry took refage in the then

obscure hamlets of Manchester, Birmingham,
Sheffield, and other unprivileged places.” The
moral of which it would be well for the

bulk of workmen to understand
;

and, I

am sure, if they did they would to a man
repudiate the false and pernicious blind-

ness of tbe leaders of trade-unionists. Sup-
posing the reduction of the hours of labour

oonld be carried to a snccesaful issue, and that

the moderate computation of 57,000,0001. were
added to the yearly cost of production, and
trade-unionists met at the Crystal Palace to raise

a song of triumph for their victory, their

success in the end would prove more lamentable

than a defeat, as they could not force the

foreigners who buy our goods to receive them at

tbe enhanced price, nor could they force the

public of this country to find them employment.

Some trades have already found to their cost

that there is no royal road to employment. The
engineers and ironworkers, for instance, have
seen their accumulated fund yearly wasting, in

spite of the extra levies and contributions
;
and

they live in hopes that something may turn up
to revive a failing trade. The self-made leaders

of the working classes at Birmingham complained
about the employers wishing to grow rich in a
few years. But they ought to have known that in

trades which are continually agitated by strikes,

and where the employer is not certain for a month
at a time that his bosiness will not be disturbed

by a strike, he is desirous of making the mostprofit
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in a short time. And if the strike for the reduction

of the hours of labour be successful in several

towns, it is the inau^^uration of a general agita*

tion, and will in the end result in the total re-

moval of many industries from this country.

Working men have for a long time been pur-

suing a suicidal policy, as they have acted as if

capital were a patient that would bear con-

tinual bleeding, and no wound so deep that it

would not heal
5
and before the patient was re-

covered, the knife was again in preparation to

inflict another sore deeper than the one before.

Trade-unionist leaders, with their peculiar poli-

tical economy, are, it appears, still ignorant of the

real cause of the higher remuneration of English

artisans. It is not because England posBesBes

more gold than other nations, but that she has

hitherto possessed greater powers of production,

in the excellence of her machinery and tools,

and labour has been more energetic and more
skilfully applied than in any other country. The
statistical abstract for the United Kingdom shows
that this superiority is yearly diminishing, and
continual agitation is hastening it on. I intended

to review the question of limiting appren-

tices, but must leave that and other points for

another letter. Jack Plane.

THE BUILDING TRADE AT SCAR-
BOROUGH.

Like many other places which furnish a home
for those in pursuit of pleasure and health,

Scarborough, there can be no doubt, has been
overbuilt, and as a result the building trade is

not at the present time in a very flourishing

state. There can, however, be no disputing the
j

fact that the builder and the architect have left
j

some good marks of their handy work in times
,

past, as well as at no very distant period. We
need only mention the erections at New Soar-

borough, the Cliffe Hotel, with its 300 bed-

rooms, thirty private sitting-rooms, together

with all the other necessary rooms and con-

veniences, or point to the bridge, which is i'14 ft.

in length, and 75 ft. in height, to call to remem-
brance a few of the works which have been
completed in the town. At the present time

there does not, however, seem to be much doing
in the building trade. A few new erections are

rising up, amongst which is a structure that has
been built on an eminence overlooking the north

Bands, which will henceforth be, known by the

name of Cromwell House. The builders have
been Mr. Harrison, of Scarborough, and Mr,
Grey, of York. The structure, which has a flat

roof, is of brick, and has a pleasant appearance.

Another erection, similar to the one just named,
but not in the same style, is in the coarse of

erectiou in the same locality.

AMSTERDAM EXHIBITION.

According to Mr. P. L. Simmonds, the British

Commissioner at Amsterdam, out of 210 British

exhibitors 150 have received rewards, including

15 diplomas of honour, 10 gold medals, 36 silver

medals, 28 bronze medals, and 12 honourable

mentions. Besides these, exhibitors not coming
properly within the scope of the Exhibition

(owing to their goods being of a different or ex-

pensive character, and therefore nob strictly

suited to the working claBsea), received 17

diplomas of excellence and 3 extraordinary

mentions. The list includes,

—

Class I.—Houses and Fittings, ^‘c.

D. Anderson & Sons, Belfast—Roofing felt

—

Honourable mention.

Engert & Rolf, London—Asphalted roofing felt

—

Bronzo medal.

T. H. Phillips, London—Gas cooking-stove

—

Bronze medal.

Partridge & Co., Birmingham—Gas brackets

—

Bronze medal.
Jas. Harding, London— Roofing felt— Silver

medal.
Doulton & Co., London—Drain-pipes—Mention

extraordinaire.

Gallichan & Co., London—Drain-pipes—Mention
extraordinaire.

W. S. Adams & Co., London—Cooking-stove

—

Mention extraordinaire.

Walker & Strangman, London—Washing boiler

—Honourable mention.
C. J. Philp, Birmingham—Chandeliers—Silver

medal.
Moule’s Patent Earth Closet Co., London

—

Earth closets—Bronze medal.
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J. E. Watson, Newcastle—Plans of workmen’s
dwellings—Bronze medal.

J. Cliff & Son, Wortley, near Leeds—Drain-

pipes—Diplome d’excellence.

Daley & Co., Northampton—Kitchener—Men-
tion extraordinaire.

G. Glover & Co., Loudon—Gasmetors—Diplome
d’excellence.

W. Blews & Sons, Birmingham—Gasfittings

—

Diplome d’excellence.

John Brogden & Sons, Bridgend, Glamorgan

—

Iron—Gold medal.
Maw & Co., Broseley—Mosaic tiles—Diplome

d’excellence.

Society for Improving the Condition of the
Labouring Classes, London—Drawings of cot-

tages—Diplome d’honneur.
Central Cottage Improvement Society, London—
Drawings of cottages—Diplome d’honneur.

Class Yll.—Societies, ^e., for Promoting the ^Vell•

being of the Working Classes.

Henry Briggs, Son, & Co., Whitwood—Gold
medal.

Postmaster-General, London—Diplome d’hon-

nenr.

Central Co-operative Society, Rochdale—Di-

plome d’honneur.
Society of Equitable Pioneers, Rochdale

—

Diplome d’honneur.

Thomas Twining, Twickenham, London

—

Diplome d’honneur.

Working Men’s Club and Institute, London

—

Gold medal.

Working Men’s College, London—Gold medal.
Working Women’s College, London—Gold medal.
Rochdale Co-operative Corn-mills Society

—

Bronze medal.

J. Brucoiani, London—Bronze medal.

Gustav Meinhardt, Birmingham—Bronze medal.

UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
DALKEITH.

This church was the subject of a limited com-
petition, when the design of Mr. E. Thornton
Shiella was chosen by the Committee.
Accommodation is provided for a congregation

of 700. There is a gallery at one end of the

church opposite the pulpit, and in the rear is

placed a session-house and vestry, the former of

which serves also as a Sabbath school. The
interior is fitted up with deal benches, and has
an open timber roef. The pulpit is in the form
of a platform of deal stained and varnished, and
the whole of the fittings are of a plain and
unassuming nature.

The cost of the building, exclusive of the spire

(135 ft. in height), is about 3,0001.; bub it is

expected that funds will be forthcoming to com-
plete the design, as the building occupies a
prominent site in the town which already
possesses two fine spires.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
Trains are often placed in situations of danger

where the break-power at the command of the

guard and driver is insufficient to meet the

emergency. It is obvious that the difficulty

would be overcome if the break-power could be
applied equally to every carriage composing the
train. This, Mr. John Clark, of the firm of

Messrs. Wilken & Clark, of London, is said to

have succeeded in accomplishing. He has in-

vented an apparatus by which a continuous
break, self-applied, is attached to every carriage

of the train, so that in case of any portion of

the brain breaking away on an incline, the break
is at once brought into operation by the accident

alone, and the carriages brought to a staudsbill.

This power is obtained by passing a small chain
from the break-van beneath the bottom of the
carriages the whole length of the train, and
this chain is attached to the breaks. While
the train is running the chain is kept tight

by the guard. To apply the break through-

out the train all that is necessary is to

slacken the chain
;
and the same result follows

if an accident should snap the chain at any part,

independently of any action on the part of those

in charge. When the break is applied no jolt

follows, and, unlike most other breaks, the power
of this new apparatus increases from the moment
it is applied. A train of Midland carriages has
been fitted up by the inventor with his apparatus,

and an experimental trip was made a few days

ago on a heavy portion of the line near Buxton.
Amongst other measures resorted to for testing

the value of the invention, the driver was ordered

to run down bill at full speed, and, after attain-

ing a speed of 55 miles per hour, he slipped the

coupling and left the train uncontrolled by the

engine. The snapping of the connecting chain

at once applied the break, and we understand
with such success that in 27 seconds the train

was brought to a standstill after running 330

yards. The maximum power of the break

was also tested on a similar descent. The
engine set off at full speed, with all steam on,

when, the break being applied, engine and train

were brought to a standstill in 1,000 yards. The
trials are said to have given satisfaction to

the officials of the company, who were present

to watch them. This experimental train has
been running between Leeds and Bradford, and
is so completely under control that the loss of

time by stoppages at stations has been materially

lessened, The Leeds Mercury is of opinion that

still more satisfactory results would be attained

if the break power were placed in the hands of

the driver, so that he could time its application

with the shutting off of the steam when about

to stop.

LONG-LANE, WEST SMITHFIELD.

More than 100 silver coins, consisting of

crowns, half-crowns, and shillings, of Elizabeth,

James I., Charles I., and Charles IL, were
found in an earthen pot, on Monday last, in ex-

cavating for the new houses about to be built

for Mr. Hayne, on the north side of this street.

The coins were quite black, and had been burnt,

probably in the Great Fire of 1666, which con-

sumed the old Griffiu Inn, then standing on this

spot, portions of whose foundation walls, con-

sisting of the peculiar thin red-brioks in use

three and four centuries ago, have been exposed.

The pot containing the coins was found amid
the ancient foundations referred to. The fron-

tage of the new houses will be set back 12 ft., so

as to be in line with the south front of the New
Meat Market. Long-lane will thus be widened

5

the City Corporation having determined, by
taking advantage of the rebuilding of the houses,

to begin this much called-for improvement.

SCARLET FEVER.

There appears to he a complete epidemic of

scarlet fever, not only over all the metropolis,

but throughout the country. As regards London,
it has more especially prevailed in Bermondsey,
Brompton, Whitechapel, and the Holborn district.

In the week ending 25th ult., there were 191

deaths from the fever in the metropolis, which
implies a great deal of illness. The Registrar-

General says it is “ more fatal than ever :
” the

weekly deaths had been 170, 179, 178, and 191.

Doubtless the dryness of great part of the

summer, and the consequent deficiency in the

natural process of washing away all sorts of filth

and decomposing organic matter which rain

effects, have tended to cause this fever to

spread. It only behoves us, however, all the

more strictly to aid nature in such a strait.

The medical officers attached to the various

boards of works of the metropolis have, at sevei al

meetings which have been recently held, drawn
attention to the alarming prevalence and spread

of the fever. Particular attention was directed

in the Holborn district, to its existence in Eagle-

street, Red Lion-street, where several deaths

had resulted from it. Mr. Hutchinson, one of

the members, said more deaths had occurred

in Eagle-street from scarlet and typhus fevers

than in any other part of the district. He
attributed this fact to the presence of efiiuvia

which came from a slaughter-house in York-

shire Grey-yard, as on one occasion when he
visited the place he found 2 ft. of water and
putrid matter, which came from the slaughter-

house, extending from a gully into the yard.

The smell was most offensive, and likely to

breed any fever. The blood from the slaughter-

house ran into the gully, instead of directly

into the sewer, and it got congealed. He pro-

posed that the occupant of the slaughter-house

be forthwith required to drain directly into the

sewer. The dunghill, also, which was in the

yard, should be cleared away more frequently.

The proposition was seconded by Mr. Fadman,
and Dr. Complin said the houses should be

thoroughly washed with lime, and fumigated.

Dr. Gibson thought carbolic acid would destroy

the infection. Mr. Walker said that scarlet fever

was raging to a fearful extent throughout the

metropolis. It behoved them to adopt all requi-
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site atepa for the obviation of the apread of the
disease aa much as possible. Dr. Gibson re-

ported that during the five weeks of the recess

seventeen deaths were recorded from acarlet

fever. The general mortality bad been in excess
of the average for the corresponding weeks of the

past ten years.

The medical officer for Bermondsey reports

eighteen deaths from scarlet fever daring the
fortnight ending September 11. On being asked
in what particular part of the parish the fever

prevailed, the medical officer said it was all over
the country

; and, in reply to other questions, said

that nothing conld be done by the vestry to pre-

vent its spread. He gave advice to the persons
who bad families where the disease prevailed.

The reason, in his opinion, the fever was so

prevalent arose from the fact that parents would
not take sufficient care to keep their children
away from those who were affected.

EXTENSION OP THE NEWCASTLE
WATER WORKS.

The first sod has been cut in connexion with

a great new reservoir at Hallington, among
the wild hills of South Northumberland, for the

Newcastle and Gateshead Water Company,
The proposed receptacle is intended to be used
for the storing of the clear and pure water which
ripples through the water-courses of the district,

in order that, in seasons of great drought, the

residents along the banks of the Tyne may have
a pure reserve for the periods of their necessity.

M.r. Bateman, the engineer, was instructed to

search for a site for the new undertaking, and,

as the company had for long been draining an
area of 17.500 acres near Hallington by means
of a large open aqueduct, a natural basin in the

locality was ultimately chosen as possessing the

greatest number of advantages. The reservoir,

or the Hallington Lake as it is termed in the

Act of Parliament, will cover 160 acres of

land, and contain the enormous quantity of

600,000,000 gallons of water. This is 70,000,000

gallons more than the whole of the existing

supply combined, and should be sufficient, even
if the operations of the company are extended
to Tynemouth, to meet all the legitimate

requirements of the present and next gene-

ration.

The greatest length of ground to be submerged
is abont a mile and a half, and the only embank-
ments required for confining the water in this

space will be three in number. The principal or

central embankment—through which the water
will be drawn into the existing aqueduct—will

constitute the most formidable obstacle in the

way of the contractor, Mr. J. B. McGuire, of

Manchester
5
but by means of a puddle trench

or wall, and a good water-tight foundation, this

experienced gentleman expects to surmount any
difficulties that may arise from the marshy
character of the land to be worked upon. The
puddling wall will be 16 ft. wide at the bottom,

tapering to 8 ft. at the surface, and will be sup-
ported by the bulk of the soil removed from the

interior of the workings
;
while, as on additional

precaution against the angry dashing of the

waters in stormy weather, the interior slopes

will be faced with an impenetrable coat of rub-

ble pitching. The embankments contain alto-

gether from 200,000 to 300,000 yards of earth,

work, and these, as well as the interior, are

intended to be ready for use in two years.

THE ENGINEERING TRADES OF
MANCHESTER.

The inausural meeting of the Engineering
Employers, Foremen, andDranghtsmen’s Society,

for the session 1869-70, has been held at the
Mechanics’ Institution, David-street. Mr. Wil-
liam Mather occupied the chair, and there was
a numerous attendance. Mr. J. Nasmyth said
the society was formed in 1856. It then num-
bered forty-five members. Its object was to

discuss scientific and practical questions con-
nected with mechanical trades. The members
had also to contribute monthly or quarterly sub-
scriptions, which went to form a fund to aid

members who, when their active period of life

was past, needed such assistance. In 1858 the

members had increased to fifty-four, and the
society had steadily progressed since. The
chairman in the course of his address said the
Government had never made the slightest effort

to provide institutions for the encouragement
of trades, and for increasing the knowledge of

those engaged in them. Everything that had
been done was attained through voluntary
effort. The time had arrived when they must
gravely consider their position. If Englishmen
had accomplished so much under great disad-

vantages, what might they not accomplish by
study and education and the aid of scientific

knowledge ? As an employer, deeply interested

in keeping the trade of the country, he bad
not the slightest fear of the competition of

foreign nations. They must regard themselves
in the future more as citizens of the world.

They ought to rejoice that other nations were
advancing, and, instead of feeling discouraged,
they should be urged by that circumstance to

go on a little faster. He thought, as intelli-

gent men, and enjoying a position in the engineer-

ing trade, which was happily free from the dis-

putes that affected some other trades, they might
exercise an iufiuence which would bring about
a better understanding between the interests of

capital and labour. Mr. Hamilton Woods and
Mr. R. Rawlinson afterwards addressed the meet-
ing, the latter stating that the society now num-
bered llO members, and that the money in hand
amounted to I,lu0 l.

THE PUBLIC MORTUARY QUESTION,
j

The sanitary committee of the Clerkenwell
]

vestry have reported to the vestry with reference
|

to the state of the Clerkenwell mortuary, which
|

has receutly attracted much public attention, '

consequent upon the remarks of the deputy-

coroner fur Central Middlesex as to the waut of

ventilation in the building, and therefore danger

of injury to the health of those whose business

brings them into the place. It was also stated

that the bodies of the dead could be plainly seen

by the occupiers of the houses opposite to the

mortuary, and that therefore in front of the

entrance a screen should be erected. The com-
mittee in their report state that the construc-

tion of the mortuary, which was built in 1866,

had met the approval of the Government in-

spector, and that any faults found with it since

had arisen from the fact that it was not kept in

proper order.

The committee recommended that' three air-

bricks, with charcoal filters, be placed in the walls

at each side of the mortuary ; that a screen be
pnt up ontside the door

;
and that the surveyor

be instructed to attend to the internal condition

of the building. I

The vestry has approved the report of the '

committee, and it is considered that its adoption

will prevent the outrages to decency and danger
to health heretofore observable at the Clerken-

well mortuary.

NEW BATHING ESTABLISHMENT AT
FOLKESTONE.

The desirability of erecting a bathing esta-

blishment at Folkestone had been frequently

mooted, but nothing was practically effected in

the matter until Mr. Gardiner, a local arohiteob,

in conjunction with Mr. Harrison, of the firm of

Brockman & Harrison, took it in hand. Mr.

Gardiner visited the principal bathing establish-

ments in France prior to preparing the plans

which he subsequently submitted, and which

were ultimately adopted. It was suggested that

a company should be formed, and a capital of

lOjOOOf. raised in 1001. shares. This suggestion

was acted on, and several of the leading resi-

dents of Folkestone, with Mr. Gambrill, the then

mayor, at their head, formed themselves into a

limited liability company, of which Mr. Gambrill

became chairman. The plans prepared by Mr.

Gardiner were approved of, and the contract

for the erection of the building was taken by
Mr. Frances for the engineering work, and by

Messrs. Holdom & Powell for the building. The
shares, with the exception of twenty-five, were

at once taken in the locality, and have been paid

up in full. The foundation-stone of the building

was laid by the mayor, Mr. Gambrill, in Septem-

ber, 1868, in the presence of a number of gentle-

men interested in the prosperity of the town.

The visitors on the occasion included Baron

M. de Rothschild, M.P. ;
the Lord Chief Baron

(Sir Fitzroy Kelly) ;
Dr.Alderson, president of the

College of Physioians ;
and others. The building

is now open to the public. It is in the Italian

style, freely treated, and occupies a frontage of

117 ft. by a depth of 48 ft. On the lower tier is

a large swimming and plunge bath, and also

every description of medicated and “ invalid
”

baths. The first-fioor is devoted to a series of

warm and cold baths,—at one side for ladies,

and the other for gentlemen. The baths are
so constructed that the bather can indulge in

sea or fresh water at pleasure. The upper tier

has an entrance from the cliff, the house being
built on the slope of the bill

;
and here are

situated subscription and assembly rooms, read-
ing, billiard, and refreshment rooms, which are
reserved for subscribers to the baths. The
assembly-room is frequently need as a ball-

room. One of the features of the establishment
is a spacious balcony running the entire breadth
of the grand saloon, from which an extensive
sea view is obtained.

NEW INFIRMARY FOR POPLAR AND
STEPNEY.

An order was issued by the Poor Law Board
a short time since, combining Poplar and Stepney
Unions into a sick asylum district, with a view to
thebetter classification of sick workhouse inmates.
At the same time the Poor Law Board notified

their intention to sanction the erection of an
infirmary for the use and at the joint expense of
the two unions.

The scheme was entered into with some spirit

by the Guardians of the places concerned, and

j

very soon a site was secured. It is situated at
I
Bromley, Middlesex, abutting on the Tilbury and

I

Southend Railway. At the last meeting of the
I
Board of Management tenders were opened for

the erection, as follows :

—

Hunt £34,303 0 0
Sheffield 34,262 0 0
Kilby 33,765 0 0
Henshnw 33,646 0 0
Ennor 33,143 0 0
Pearaon 32,749 0 0
Perry & Co 33,739 0 0
Webb & Son 31,200 0 0
Turner 30,900 0 0

Kill, Keddall, & Waldram 30,713 0 0
Nutt 30,103 0 0
Mann 29,932 0 0

Mr. Mann’s tender was unanimously accepted.
Messrs. Harston & Harston, of East India

Dock-road, Poplar, are the architects.

ERECTION OF NEW HOUSES : NOTICES
TO SURVEYORS.

At a recent meeting of the Camberwell vestry,

as reported in the Clerkenwell Ne^vs, the local

' sewers committee reported that they had re-

quested the inspectors of nuisances to make a
weekly report of all new houses in course of
erection, with the view of discovering whether
proper notice has been given to the surveyor of

the same.
Mr. E. D. Rogers said it was unfortunately

the fact, that there were builders who forgot,

in the midst of their business, to give notice

to their surveyor of their intention to erect

buildings 5 and, in conseqnence, he could not
examine them and see that they were properly
drained

;
bat this was a matter of suoh great

importance that it shonld be attended to.

ACCIDENTS.

Salford.—An accident of an alarming nature

has occurred iu a dwelling-house in Bow-street,

off Arliugton-street, Adelphi, Salford. The
house is one of a kind known as single houses,

consisting only of a ground-floor, with a large

cellar underneath, and an upper apartment.

The ground -floor had sixteen or seventeen

persons assembled in it for the purpose of
“ waking ” a dead body. The people had not

been long in the house when the floor, which
consisted of stone flags, supported by timber

couplings, suddenly gave way and fell into the

cellar underneath, a distance of at least 7 ft. or

8 ft. The corpse and the people assembled, with

the furniture, were precipitated to the bottom of

the cellar. A great portion of the furniture was
destroyed, but, fortunately, no bodily iiijtiries

were sustained. It is stated that the accident

occurred in consequence of the joists which sup-
ported the floor having been rotten, and many of
the floors of the houses in the neighbourhood are
reported to be in a very dangerous condition from
the same cause.

Peterchurch .—A terrific gale of wind recently

made great havoc at the parish cborch of Peter-
church. This old Norman fabric has been
under repair since October last, and the double
chancel and apse have been restored. About a

month ago the work at the nave was begun, and
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the south wall having bulged, and being very
much out of the perpendicular, it was necessiiry

to take it down and rebuild it (one-half of this

wall had been rebuilt), the roof stripped of its

tiles being strongly shored up. This roof was a
massive one, consisting of twenty-three con-
tinuous oaken rafters. The wind swept every
one of these from the wall plates, and whirled
them into a heap of ruin into the body of the
church. Most providentially the accident oc-

cnrred at a very early hour in the morning,
before the men went to their woik. The carious
old font was encircled by the huge beams, but
uninjured, and the new walling and windows also

escaped
j but the roof of the new heating vault

was smashed in, and some scaffolding and ladders

broken to pieces. The bishop immediately
headed a list of subscriptions for the further re-

storation of this ancient and interesting church
with 201., an example which it is to be hoped
will be followed throughout the county. About
3001. more are required to complete the proposed
restoration. Mr. T. E. Williams, of Westminster,
is the architect

;
and the builders are Messrs.

Lewis & Day, of Hereford.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.— A frightful accident

has happened at the North-Eastern Company’s
new goods station, in course of erection at the
Forth Banks, Newcastle, by which a man was
killed on the spot, and another received such
injuries that his death ensued within half an hour
afterwards. Two glaziers were at work in the
station. They wore engaged in potting glass

into the roof of the building, and for that purpose
were on a scaffold close to the roof. While so
employed one of the planks composing the scaffold

broke, and the unfortunate men were precipitated
to the ground—a very considerable distance.

THE CLOCK THAT STRUCK THIRTEEN.
Aftbb reading my accuatomed weekly periodica!, about

which I will not aay anything, as words would be idle in
praise of its eicellent papers, I beg agaie to refer to the
“ Clock that struck Thirteen at Midnight."
Before the time of the present St. Paul’s, and as long

ago as the reign of Henry Til., there is on record a well-
attested story of a yonng girl, who, going to confess, was
importuned by the monk then on his turn there for the
purpose of confession in the building; and, quickly
escaping from him np the stairs of the Great Clock Tower,
raised the clapper or hammer of the bell of the clrck
just as it had nnished striking twelve, and,;by means of the
roof, eluded her assailant and got away.
On accusing him as soon as she reached her friends and

home, she called attention to the fact of the clock having
struck thirteen that time

;
and on those in the immediate

neighbourhood of the cathedral being asked if so unusnal
thing had been heard, they said it was so.

This proved the story, and the ecclesiastic was degraded.
J. N.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OP WORKS.
PAEK-L.tNE : DANGEROUS STRUCTURES : GAS FROM

SEWAGE.

The first weekly meeting of the members of
this Board after the summer recess was held on
Friday in last week, at the offices, Spring-gardens.
Sir John Thwaites, chairman of the Board, pre-
sided, and the members present were—Sir W.
Tite, M.P., Messrs. Thompson, Collinson, P.
Taylor, Savage, Richardson, Hail, Rogers, Le
Breton, Runtz, S. Taylor, Bidgcod, Meaden,
Freeman, Phillips, Nicholay, Hows, Fowler,
Brooker, Barker, Bruahfield, R. Taylor, Dalton,
Legg, and Saunders.
Amongst other business which was transacted,

the letter, of which we gave notice last week,
from Mr. Dunater, stating that a lady, residing
in the vicinity of Park-lane, was anxious to pre-
servo Hamilton Gardena from encroachment,
and was prepared, on the Board obtaining a
repeal of the Act for opening up Hamilton-place,
and obtaining an Act for the widening of Park-
lane, by the removal of Gloucester House, to

contribute the sum of 50,0001. towards such im-
provement, was read to the Board.

It was ordered that the clerk do write to Mr.
Dnnster, to say that the Board could not accede
to the request of his client.

A report was read from the Building Act
Committee, recommending that for the present
the several district surveyors be requested to
carry oat the provisions of the Metropolitan
Building (Dangerous Straotnres) Act, 1869, at
the same scale of fees as already settled by the
Board, and that it be referred to the Building
Act Committee to consider and report as to any
further arrangements which they may deem
necessary for the proper carrying out of the pro-
visions of this Act. Mr. Bidgood moved the
adoption of the report, and the motion was
agreed to.

Sir John Thwaites alluded to a paragraph

which had appeared in several newspapers, to

the effect that gas was being manufactured in

India from sewage, and leading to the inference
that the same results might be obtained from
metropolitan sewage. The writer, as Sir John
remarked, appeared to have ignored the fact

that Indian sewage consisted principally of solid

matter, whilst London sewage contained 91 or

95 per cent, of fluid matter, which would
render the cost of extraction too heavy to

be of any practical utility. At the same
time, on the part of the Board, he wished to

state that they would give every facility to per-
sons who desired to experiment with a view of
arriving at any results not hitherto attained.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Walton.-—The new parish church here baa

been consecrated. The church, which has been
erected from the designs and plans furnished by
Messrs. Paley & Austin, is built of the red sand-
stone of the district. The style of the archi-

tecture of the new building is English Gothic,
some portions of its details modelled npon the
old priory at Lanercoat, to which the living once
belonged. At the north-west end there is a
square tower, surmounted by pyramidal slate

roof. In the tower is the entrance porch, its

arched doorway being modelled upon Lanercoit
architecture. Passing throngh the porch (which
occnpies the whole area of the tower), and enter-
ing the body of the church, we find a nave about
45 ft, long by 22 ft. broad, with an aisle, divided
from the nave by pointed arches resting upon
piers

; and at the east end is a large chancel, the
entrance to which is spanned by another Gothic
arch. The capital of one of the piers is com-
posed of a plain moulding, relieved by a band of
“ dog-tootb j” and the capital of the other is a
floral wreath. The chisel marks are left on the
piers and the arch-stones. The aisle occnpies
the breadth of one side of the tower, and has a
carved open timber roof. The roof of the rest

of the building is also of open woodwork, bat
there is no varnish or polish upon any of the
beams or timbers. The same remark applies to

the seats throughout the church. The chancel
fittings are of oak, and the sittings in the body
of the church are of pitch-pine. There is a sex-

foil window with three lancet windows beneath
it, at the west end ; along the south side of the
nave there are three single lancet windows, and
one couplet with a quatrefoil above it; in the
nave there are small lancet windows with inner
arches, after the style of Lanercoat Priory; and
in the east end there is a triplet window filled

with stained glass (by Mr. Wales, of Newcastle),
and there are also side lights. The windows are
all splayed, and the rough-hewn atone is shown,
the quoins only being chiselled. The walls are
plastered. The history of the stained-glass win-
dow was this. The site of the old chnrch not
being sufficiently large for the new building, and
there being no other way of enlarging it except
by building over the family vault of the Walton
House family, it was arranged that the graves of
the Johnsons should be enclosed in the chancel of
the new church, with brass tablets to mark them,
and the east window was filled with stained glass

as a family memorial. The pulpit is of wood,
carved

;
the lectern is plain. The vestry is at

the north-east, cat off by a wooden screen
;
and

within the communion-rails there are sedilia for

the officiating minister. The mason work was
done by Messrs. James Ferguson & Sons, of

Great Orton
;
and Mr. Rutherford, of Brampton,

did the carpenter’s work. The cost has been
about 2,000Z.

Ca?*niart/ien.—The new church in Lammas-
street, Carmarthen, has been consecrated by the
Bishop of St. David’s. The chnrch is intended as

a chapel of ease to St. David’s. The new building

was commenced in June, 1867, upon plans drawn
up by Mr, R. K. Penson, of Ludlow, architect.

The building work was tendered for, and the

tender of Mr. D. M. Williams, of Carmarthen,
was accepted, the amount of his contract being
3,0281., tho total cost 3,600Z. The ceremony of

laying the foundation stone was performed on
the 3rd of September, 1867, by the Worshipful

Master of the local Masonic Club. The archi-

tecture of the church is mixed, the Gothic, how-
ever, predominating. It consists of a nave, south
aisle, north transept, chancel, and a tower over

the chancel. The dimensions are ;—nave, 78 ft.

by 27 ft. 6 in.
;
south aisle, 78 ft. by 22 ft. 6 in.

;

chancel, 41 ft. 6 in. by 25 ft. The height to the

top of the wail plate, is 22 ft., and to the ridge

of the roof 43 ft. The tower is 94 ft. high, and

has a sharp pointed roof with ornamented iron

crest, surmounted by three crosses. The chief

material used is hammer-dressed local stone,

with facings of Bath stone. The windows, nine-

teen in number, are filled with cathedral tinted

glass. The roof is an open one, laid with orna-

mental slates, the inside being of pine, stained

and varnished. All the fittings of the interior

are of stained and varnished pine. The pews
are open, without doors. The nave, aisle, and
transept are laid with Broseley ornamental tiles,

and the chancel with encaustic tiles. The gas-

fittings will consist of brass coronm round the

columns. The number of sittings is 630. The
ground around the church is to be laid out and
planted; and when the funds permit the tempo-
rary wall now enclosing the ground will be
superseded by ornamental railings. The sum
required for the whole work is 3,6001., of which
3,0001. have been subscribed.

goolis

The “ Transactions of the Manchester Statis-

tical Society," 1868-69, just now published, in-

clude some interesting papers, especially one
“ On Vagrants and Tramps," by Mr. T. Barwick
Baker. Mr. Baker thus sums up his remarks,

—

" If, then, I am asked how to make ragrancy cease as

a trade, I should aay,— Ist. Givesuffieient food to all who
apply

; Jet there be no dirt, no bullying, nothing that can
be alleged as a grievance. 2nd. Make it known to the
public that each is the case, and beg them not to give.

3rd. Use the ticket system
;
not as a magical spell, but as

a means of relieving from task work those who travel fairly

in order, that you may jnstly enforce a harder task on
such as are not travelling straight at their best pace.
4. Urge the transference of vagrants from the Poor Law
and workhouse to the police and County rate, so as to get
a thoroughly uniform action. 5th. Then build vagrant
wards at the police stations, with separate rooms—I should
rather prefer the 'Witney plans to those at Oswestry, as

less expensive. And 6th. "When you have made the vagrant
wards decent, with sufEcient food, punish sharply all

beggars."

The Illustrated Midland News, published in

Birmingham, has begun very fairly. The diffi-

culty will be to preserve the characteristic on
which it is founded, and to prevent it from be-

coming simply an imitation of the London Illus-

trated News.

Ultsttllaniii.

Minerals and Metals.—There will shortly

be published an account of the geological survey
of Great Britain and the mineral statistics of the

United Kingdom for 1868, which has been pre-

pared by Mr. Robert Hunt, the keeper of the

mining records. In a preliminary notice, signed

by Sir Roderick Murchison, it is stated that

there has been a falling-off in the quantity of

coal produced, arising, doubtless, from the long-

continued commercial depression, and in regard
to the carriage of coal the tonnage has diminished.
The production of ores from the British mines
does nob exhibit any material variation. The
following is the quantity of minerals raised

in 1868 :—Coal, 103,141,157 tons ; iron ore,

10,169,231
;

tin ore, 13,953; copper ore, 157,335 ;

lead ore, 95,236 ;
zinc ore, 12,781 ; iron pyrites

(sulphur ores), 76,484 ;
gold quartz, 1,191 ;

arsenic, 3,300 ;
gossans and ochres, 6,692 ;

wolf-

ram, 9 ;
fluor spar, 60 ; manganese, 1,700

;

barytes, 14,235 ; coprolibes, 37,500 ;
salt,

1,513,840 ;
clays, fine and fire, 1,012,479. The

total value is 33,837,858Z. The quantity of

metals obtained from the ores enumerated is,

—

Iron (pig), 4,970,206 tons; tin, 9,300 j copper,

9,817; lead, 71,017; zinc, 3,713; silver, 835,542

ounces
;

gold, 1,012. The money value is

15,736,4161.

The Canterbury Water Supply.—A report

from Mr. S. C. Homersham, the engineer to the

local waterworks, astothenewworksatWincheap,
has been printed, together with the report of an
analysis of the water by Mr. D. Campbell, ana-

lytical chemist to the Brompton Hospital. The
water is got from the chalk hills at Wiucheap,
through a bore hole sunk for the purpose. It is

hard when pumped up from the subterranean
springs, but, subjected to the lime process of Mr.
Clark, of Aberdeen, it becomes soft almost as
rain-water, and is perfectly pure and free from
organic taint. It is to be conducted through
pipes in the ground to covered reservoirs,

whence a constant supply will be given to the

town without need for cisterns. The works are

nearly completed.
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Halfpenny Card Postage.—The aathoritiee

at the General Post-office have recentlj had
brought under their notice a system of card

postage, which has been tried, it is believed

snccessfally, in Germany. At first sight, a

penny-postage seems cheap enongh, and the

trouble of folding up a letter and putting it into

an envelope maybe looked upon as infinitesimal.

But those who conduct large businesses can tell

a very different tale. On the other hand, so far

from decreasing the receipts from Post-office

traffic, it would tend rather to increase them, while

diminishing materially the bulk and weight of

the mails. The system would be simply this :

—

Cards would be provided of a standard size by
the Post-office, having, in one corner, as an in-

tegral part of the card, a triangular stamp.

These cards would be sold by the Post-office in

packets, just as stamped envelopes are sold now,
at the rate of one halfpenny for each stamp. A
trifling addition might bo made to the charge,

to meet the expense of providing the card itself

;

but probably this would bo unnecessary. One
side of these cards would be appropriated to the

note or writing to be sent, and the other side to

the address, and these cards would pass through
the post-office and be delivered in the ordinary
way.

Albert Park, Middlesbrougb.—The foun-

tain which has for some time past been in course
of construction in the centre of this park is just

completed, and arrangements are being made for

its inauguration. It stands on the central plot

of ground at the junction of the two main walks.

The basin is 90 ft. in circumference, being en-

closed in a circle of grey granite, and lined at

the bottom in whitewash and cement. The
foundation of the fountain is masked by large

blocks of freestone, dispersed so as to give a
natural effect. The fountain rises in four stages,

including the single pinnacle at the top, so that
the water will have four distinct falls into and
from these intercepting shelves of increasing
size into the basin below. These circular shelves

are oruamented, especially the lower one, which
shows a fringe of lilies resting on the leaves, all

painted in imitation of nature. Four cranes and
four swans in colours support the two upper
shelves respectively. It is questionable whether
such ornamentation will stand the weather,
coupled with the effect of Tees water conveyed
in iron pipes.

The Hew Workhouse, Westbury>on»
Severn.—The guardians of this union, having
for some time past found the accommodation
afforded by their house wholly inadequate for

the increasing population of the various parishes
comprised within their district (which includes

a portion of the Forest of Dean), lately deter-

mined to erect what in fact amounts to an
entirely new workhouse. With this view they
consulted Mr. Alfred W. Maberly, of Gloucester
and London, architect; and his plans having
been approved by the Poor-law Board, the con-
tract was let to Messrs. James Coleman & Son,
of Chaxhill, builders, who are proceeding rapidly

with the work. The new buildings comprise a
large dining-hall, with chapel over, ascended by
staircases, day-rooms and dormitories for the
aged and infirm and able-bodied of both sexes,

and for boys and girls, with schoolrooms, lava-

tories, &o. Attached are work-rooms, wash-
houses, laundries, sheds for out-door labour, with
all other necessary rooms required in a building

of the kind. The old workhouse will be con-
verted into an infirmary, wards for infectious

diseases, &c. It is expected that the new house
will be ready for occupation daring the coming
year.

The Wolf Hock Xiigrhthouso and the
Storms.—The masonry of the lighthouse being
complete, a staff of eight men were placed on
the rock to fit up the doors, windows, and lantern.

The door, as already noticed in our columns, is of
brass, and weighs 13 cwb., yet it opens and shuts
with ease, and fits so as to exclude every drop of

water : the framework of the windows and
of the lantern is proportionately strong and
requires to be nicely fitted. On Wednesday, the
8th, the men were all well, and had an ample
stock of provisions, enough to withstand a
blockade of several weeks. On the 10th and
11th the sea rose, and soon broke clean over this

exposed rock, so that the top of the lighthouse
had to be securely battened over, and the door
and windows closed. The eight men had to

make themselves close prisoners. Gales and
tremendous seas have since unavailiugly assailed

the lighthouse.

rail of a House, Clifton.—On Monday
morning last, soon after half-past seven o’clock,

an accident of a very alarming character,

attended by severe injuries to six workmen,
occurred at the Queen’s-road, Clifton, A series

of dwelling-houses and shops, called the “ Royal

Promenade,” are in course of erection between
the points at present occupied by the Rifle

Drill-hall and the Queen’s Hotel. The disaster

occurred by the sudden collapse and tumbling

down of a considerable portion of the side wall

of one of the nnfinished houses nearest Clifton.

The wall was of considerable thickness, and,

falling outwards, buried six of the workmen who
were on the spot. It is feared that one will not

survive, and that probably another case will

prove fatal, The workmen at the place assign

the accident to two causes. According to some
of them the wall had been raised too rapidly,

portions being set upon other portions before

there bad been sufficient time for the parts to

dry. Others considered that the mortar used

was not sufficiently good.

Inauguration of Statues at St. George’s
Hall, Xalverpool.—A statue of Lord Derby,
executed in Carrara marble, by Mr. Theed, of

London, has been publicly inaugurated in the

large hall of St. George’s Hall, Liverpool. The
statue has been provided by the Liverpool cor-

poration, at an expense of 1,000J., in considera-

tion of Lord Derby’s gift to the town of the

Derby Museum, his eminent qualities as a states-

man, orator, and scholar, and his connexion

with the county. The statue is of the heroic

size, and has occupied the artist two years in its

execution. It represents Lord Derby in the

robes of a Knight of the Garter. On the same
occasion there was also inaugurated the statue,

in Carrara marble, by Fontana, of Mr. Joseph
Mayer, of Liverpool, who is well known in the

scientific world, and who recently bequeathed to

the town his museum of historical art, valued at

60,0001., and comprising the Faussett collection

of Anglo-Saxon antiquities, the Pulsky collection

of ivory and other gems, and a large variety of

Egyptian remains. This statue is also of the

heroic size.

Machine-made Bricks.—Until the present

time a rule has been in force, owing, we believe,

to an understanding between the trade societies

of bricklayers and brickmakers, by which none
but hand-made bricks were admitted into Man-
chester. The prohibition also extended to bricks

which had been manufactured beyond a certain

distance from the city. The existing strike has

been the means of inaugurating a new state of

things. A company known as the Fairy-lane

(Bury New-road) Brick Company has been
established for the manufacture of machine-made
bricks ; and on Tuesday morning the master
builders celebrated their triumph in this matter
by a demonstration. A hundred carts, laden

with bricks from Fairy • lane, and owned by
different contractors now engaged upon works in

the city, passed in procession to Albert Square,

where they halted for a few minutes. They
were afterwards taken to the various buildings

on which they were to be employed. A con-

siderable proportion of the bricks manufactured
by the company will be nsed in the erection of

the new Town-hall.—Manckesfer Gxcardian.

Opening of the York Institute Art Ex-
hibition and Fancy Fair.—An art exhibition

has been opened in the lectnre-hall of the York
Institute, with the view of popularizing the

institnte and clearing it from debt, as well as

improving the taste of the working classes and
the citizens generally. The exhibition, which it

is proposed shall remain open for at least one
month, comprises, in numerous sections, a col-

lection of paintings by old masters and modern
artists, water-colour drawings, engravings,

chromolithographs and photographs, busts,

statuary, articles of vertu, literary and historical

autographs, ancient costumes and armour, old

china and earthenware, coins, metal and leather

work, wood carvings and various models, arti-

ficial flowers, ornaments, stuffed birds and
animals, scientific apparatus, geological speci-

mens, &c.

Presentation. — Some difficult alterations

having been completed at Thogmorton-cham-
bers, the successful termination of the work was
celebrated by a dinner, on which occasion the

architect (Mr. C. N. McIntyre North) was pre-

sented by his client with a timepiece, as a mark
of approval. The contractors were Messrs.

Newman & Mann, of Peter’s-hill
;
and Mr. Waller,

of Fish-street-hill.

The Proposed Wet Dock at White*
haven.—At a special meeting of Whitehaven
Town and Harbour Trustees, Mr. Stiven, the

harbour engineer, laid before the trustees a plan

for the construction of a wet dock in the harbour
of Whitehaven. The situation of the proposed
dock is thns described in Mr. Stiven’s report :

—
One of the dock walls will run parallel with
Tangier-street. The length of this wall will be
570 ft. The wall at the west end of the dock
will be 330 ft. long, and intersects the bulwark.
The front wall across the north harbour will be
560 ft. in length, and 70 ft. in width. Through
this wall, and adjoining the present north wall,

will be placed the dock entrance-gate, 50 ft. in

width. The wall at the east end of the dock
will be 360 ft. long. The area of water space
will be nearly four acres and a half. The meet-
ing received the report, and resolved that it be
printed and circulated, and that Mr. Stiven pre-

pare an estimate of the cost and the probable

time that would be required to carry out his

plan.

An Arminlan Church In England.—A
religious service of a very unusual character was
performed at Chorlton-on-Medlock on Friday
week—the laying of the foundation stone of the

first Arminian Church in England. The officiating

priest wore a magnificent blue cope, richly

trimmed with gold fringe. The foundation

stones, sixteen in number, were blessed on the

previous Sunday. Each stone is dedicated to

one of the apostles and fathers of the Church,
and has its special place assigned according to

the Arminian rubric, iu the foundations. During
the ceremony the priest held in his hand a gold

cross, and read from a richly-bound missal the

psalms and other prayers arranged for the

service. An acolyte carried the stones, which
are about 2 in. long, in a bag, each one
folded in a white linen cloth, with the saint’s

name inscribed upon it. Small holes were cut

in the foundation to receive the stones, which
were deposited at each corner.

Restoration of St. David’s Cathedral.

—

The building committee held a meeting at

Carmarthen a few days ago, the Lord Bishop in

the chair, when a financial report was read. It

appears that, inolnding lO.OOOJ. given by the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners, about 21,0001. are

available ; and that about 18,0001. have been
already spent. Mr. Gilbert Scott, the architect,

reported upon the works already executed by
Messrs. Wood & Sons, and made a rough esti-

mate of what it would cost to repair and restore

thoroughly the remaining portion of the interior,

the roofs, and external walls—viz., about 11,0002.

Mr. Scott is to report to a future meeting, and
an appeal for further subacriptiona is to be
made.

Earthquakes in France and Elsewhere.
On September 11th, at 5'5 a.m., a violent shock of

earthquake took place at Bago&res-de-Bigorre,
spreading in the direction of Bareges, Lnz, and
Saint Sauveur. Thenoise wassimilar to the rolling

of distant thunder, and was terminated by an
explosion such as would be caused by the falling

in of some cavern. AtBagniires several persons

:

thought that their houses were falling down, and
got oot of bed to rush abroad. At Saint Sauveur,
a lady passenger in the diligence between Luz
and Bareges felt the ground undulate under her
feet at the same time

;
the earthquake roll was,

as usual, like a cart rolling over a paved street.

There have also been earthquakes at the Isle of

St. Thomas and in South America.

The Baronetcies of Mr. Whitworth and
Mr. Falrbalrn.—It is stated that Mr. Whit-
worth and Mr. William Fairbairn have accepted

the baronetcies which have been offered to them
by Mr. Gladstone. Mr. Whitworth’s name will,

perhaps, be remembered more by the improve-

ments which he has made in the construction of

tools than by the rifle which bears his name
;

and Mr. Fairbairn’s discoveries in metallurgy,

adding, as they have done, to the material wealth
of the country, abundantly entitle him to such
honoor as the Government has to bestow. Both
of the new baronets have risen from the work-
man’s bench.

Working Men's College.—The sixteenth

session of this college will commence on Monday,
October 25, when the principal, the Rev. F. D.
Maurice, M.A., Professor of Moral Philosophy
at Cambridge, will deliver the inaugural address.

Six new class-rooms are now in course of erec-

tion, at an estimated cost of about 2,0002. ;
of

this snm about 4002. are still required.
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Baabury Churcb Plans.—The adjourned

meeting, with the view of applying for a faculty

to carry out the plans that had been submitted
for a new chancel, was held last week, and as
the propoaerp, very unwisely, as it seems to

ns, would make no conceasion whatever as to the
Beven steps up to the communion-table, the
opposition shown continued to be so strong that
the vicar and his friends withdrew the plans.

All the opposition said was, do without two or
three of the steps : surely a small concession to

make. Salvation does not depend on such steps

as these.

Xiampliglitin^ by Electricity,— "Mr. Hart,
an experienced electrician, has propounded a
scheme for lighting up all the street lamps in

Edinburgh at once from an electric battery.
The saving of gas alone, without taking the other
savings on ladders and lamp- lighters into account,
is said to show a figure beyond the expenses of
the simple lighting power. The proposal to light

lamps by electricity is not a new one, as old
volumes of the Builder can testify.

Sboreditch T7ew Town-hall.—The venti-

lating tubes of the t-un-burners were placed so
near to the woodwork, notwithstanding the
provisions of the Building Act, that an accident
was feared. The suggestions of several prac-
tical men have been taken on the matter, and
the vestry resolved to accept the tender of
Messrs. Strode Co., who undertake to con-
strnct additional shafts of ventilation and other
improvements for the sum of 46i,

The Female Art Gallery.— A bazaar is

being got up for the sale of works of art exe-

cuted by female artists, the proceeds of which
will be devoted to the Female Art Gallery, in

Great Russell-street, Bloomsbnry-sqnare. The
bazaar is to be opened for five days, and close
on Christmas Eve. Those who desire to en-
courage female art can become subscribors to

this gallery.

The Pioposed Tfew College at Bother
bam.—We are glad (says, the Sheffield Indepen-
dent) to be able to announce that a site has at
length been obtained for the College, which is

intended to supersede the present one at Rother-
ham. The committee have succeeded in pur-
chasing 8^ acres of land at Moorgate, near the
residence of Mr. Jubb.

Preliminary Opening of the Suez Canal-
M. de Lessepa, it is reported by telegram, has
passed through the whole length of the Suez
Canal in fifteen hours, by steamer, the barriers
whioi obstrnoted the passage of the water into
tho Bitter Lakes having been removed.

Bequest for Chapels and Schools.—Mrs.
Burton, who died recently at Roundbay, near
Leeds, has left some large bequests for charitable
purposes. The total amount of her benefactions
exceeds 30,000Z., of which 1 5,000Z. are to be de-
voted to the erection of Wejieyan chapels and
schools in Cumberland and Scotland.

The Expected High Tides.—Consequent
on the report of the high tides expected next
month large numbers of persons residing in

houses on the banks of the Thames are t'^king
measures to prevent the water entering their
dwellings.

Great Fire in Bordeaux Harbour.—Be-
tween twenty and thirty large vessels have been
destroyed by fire in Bordeaux harbour. The fire

originated in a .ighter loaded with petroleum.

TENDERS.
For building a warehouse, 23, St. Mary Axe, E.C. Mr.

H. H. Collins, architect :

—

Abrahams £936 0 0
Ebbs & Sons yes 0 0
Bale 786 0 0
Cohen (accepted) 750 0 0

For building warehouse, 29, St. Mary Axe.
Collins, architect

Abrahams £642
Sale 606
Ebbs &. Son 602
Cohen

Mr. H. n.

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

For building stables, Stratford-mews, Oxford-street.
Mr. H. U. Culiius, architect :

Ebbs & Sons (accepted) £435 0 0

For alterations and additions to stables, TTimpole-
Btreet, Cavendish-square. Mr. H. H. Collins, architect—

Ebbs & Sons £345 q 0
Cohen 320 0 0
Bale (accepted) 297 0 0

For building Mortuary Ball, Lodge, and enclosing walls
for Hebrew Congregation. Wittoo, Birmingham. Mr,
H. H. Collins, architect. Quautities supplied by Messrs.
Batstona & Hunt

Webb £3,014 0 0
Waden 4 Sons 2,958 0 0
Matthews 2,S90 0 0
Partridge 2,810 0 0
Cresi^well & Sons 2,696 0 0
Barnsley 2,493 0 0

For the erection of a villa residence, in the Kitig’s-road,
Buckhurst Hill, for Mr. S. P. Willament. Messrs. HUls
4 Fletcher, architects

Aleiandar £“36 0 0
Wicks & Bangs 730 0 0
Sheffield 693 0 0
Stevens 658 0 0
Egan ., ... 650 0 0
Grover 048 0 0

For a bridge at Ruislip, Middlesex. Mr. G. Eves’
architect :

—

White £207 2 0
Henson 2l'6 10 0
Cox (accepted) 82 0 0

!

For erecting show-rooms and offices for the City of
London Real Property Company, Limited, at 26, Mincing-
lane. City. Mr. Hdwin A. B. Crockett, architect:

—

Gammon & Sons £2,890 0 0
Myers & Son .... 2,636 0 0
Clemence 2,396 0 0
Newman & Mann 2,335 0 0
Patman & Fotheriugh.im 2,230 0 0
Macey 2,189 0 0
Ashby & Son 2,149 0 0
Brass 2,04i 0 0
Conder 1,895 0 0

For works at Philip-street, Eingsland. Mr. W. Mnndy,
architect :

—

F. &F. J. Wood ..£360 0 0
King & Sons 319 0 0
Msrr 338 0 0
Blackmore & Morley (accepted) 299 0 0

For works at 337, Goswell-road. Mr. W. Mupdy,
architect :

—

.. 140 0 0
Laogmead .. 136 0 0
Blackmore & Morley ... 128 10 0

For works at '* Old Blue Last,” CurtNin-road, Shore-
ditch, for Messrs. Truman, Hanbury, & Buxton. Mr.
W. E. Williams, architect:—

Auley .. £820 0 0
Fairhall A Weetes

For construction of sewage tank and eneine-honse, for
tbe Epsom Lucal Board of Health.
Trehearne, architect

Clarke .. 774 0 0

Doggett .. 720 0 0
Farley .. 715 0 0
Paice .. 700 0 0
Spearing A Mov .. 677 0 0
Crabb A A aughan 667 0 0
Appleby .. 657 0 0
Coker (accepted) .. 633 10 0

For the erection of St. Luke's
Lancashire. Medland A Henry Tayio r, architects :

—

Clark 4,998 0 0

Foggett 4)344 0 0
Robinson A Son (accepted) 4,232 0 0

For new Cattle Market, Melton Mowbray. Mr. R. W.
Johnson, architect :

—

No. 1 Confracf, for Excavators, Eoadmakers.and Builders'
i^'ork.

Lee A Alderson £4,250 0 0
J. & G. Tomlinaon 3,79J 0 0
Smart A Co 3,750 0 0

Fast 3,000 0 0
Walker A Co 3,688 0 0
Thompson 3,585 0 0

eaver 3,188 14 6

2\o. 2 Contract, for Cast and Wrought Ironwork,

Hill A Smith 1,273 15 0
Jukes, Colson, A Co 1,179 0 0

Ratcliffe A Co 1,115 0 0

Haywood 1,085 0 0

Cooke 986 0 0
Fast 970 0 0
Southwell A Co 965 0 0

For new Infirmary and other alterations at Melton
Mowbray Union Workhouse. Mr K. W. Johnson,
architect ;

—

Weaver A Barnes £2,246 10 0

Haliiday A Cane 2,082 0 0

Osborue Brothers 2,080 0 0
Shipley 2,060 0 0

2,021 0 0

Neale A Sons 1,940 0 0
Fast 1,930 0 0

For slteration to factory at Kettering, North Hants,
Mr. R. W. Johnson, architect

Shtirman £473 0 0
Murgetta 466 0 0
Wilson 480 0 0
Hawthorn 407 0 0
Barlow Si Melton 381 0 0

For alterations aud additions to Craven Lodge, Melton
Mowbray. Mr. R. W. Johnson, architect :

—

Ai Sous* and Officet.

Neale & Sons £775 0 0
Herbert 760 0 0
Fast 732 10 0

AI Slablas.

Herbert 988 0 0
Neale & Sons 950 0 0
Fast 916 0 0

For bouse in Mansion House-street, Hammersmith, for
Mr. C. Bawn. Mr. W. L. Gomme, arehitect:

—

Sprinks £162 0 0
Braithwaite 379 0 0
Coombe 369 0 0
Chamberlin Brothers (accepted)... 369 0 0
Richardson 348 0 0

For two houses in Regent-street, Bow, for Mr. Hayes.
Mr. W. L. Gomme, architect ;

—
Sprinks (accepted) £550 0 0

Messrs. Scrirener & Son, architeocs. Quantities sup-
plied

Newbon £758 0 0
CoUis & Hudson 718 0 0
Harvey (accepted) 709 0 0
Hedman 682 0 0

For villa, Shelton Hall Estate, Hanley, for Mr. J. Monnt-
ford. Messrs. Scrivener & Son, aicliitecls. QuaiititieB
supplied

Brindley & Critchlow £350 0 0
Bennett & Cooke 646 0 0
Wooldridge (accepted) 825 0 0
Bowden 824 0 0
Barlow 791 0 0

For shop and premises, StaiTord-street, Hanley, for Mr.
Boult. Messrs. Scrireacr & Son, aichitects. Quantities
supplied :

—
Brindley Si Critchlow £580 0 0
Matthews 659 0 0
Barlow 666 0 0
Bowden (accepted) 655 10 0

For limekilns, Hanley, for Mr. J. C. Daniel. Messrs,

.

Scrivener dk Son, architects. Quantities supplied :

—

Redleru Brothers £d5J 0 0

For three cottages, Tinkersclough, for Mr. Frost,
Messrs. Scrivener & Son, architects. Quantities sup-
plied:

—

Bryaut £384 0 0
B. iiunimersley (accepted) 330 0 0

For fixtures, Queen’s Hotel, Hanley. Messrs. Scrivener
& Son, architects. Quantities supplied ;

—

J. Hammersley £359 0 0
R. Hammersley (accepted) 345 0 0

For additions to brewery, Burslem, for Mr. H. Parker.
Messrs. Scrivener dc Son, architects. Quantities sup-
plied :

—
Wdlley £745 0 0
Waikin 715 0 0
Barlow (accepted) 687 0 0
Bennett dt Cooko 660 0 0

For Ironicork/br the above.

Warner £131 19 6
Railway Foundry Company 125 13 2 ,

Hales 118 0 0
Barker & Cope 117 18 4
North Studordshire Engineering
Company (accepted) 114 4 11

For villa residence at Erith, K'nt. Mr. Herbert Ford.
arohiiect. Quantities nut ilupphed "

111

Crabb s. Ynughau .. 2,103 0 0

.. 2,071 0
Harrison A Sons .. 1,990 0 0
Harrison A Edwards .. 1,964 0 0
Lidbetter .. 1,000 0 0
Duvis ,, 1,899 0 0

Yaiigban .. 1,830 0 0
Blackmore A Morley .. 1,735 0 0

Blease (accepted) .. 1,393 0 0

Houses, Church-street, Bhickfria^8. — It is stated.
on the part of Mr. Cohen, one ol the tenderers

,
that he

did not receive any qnauttlies from Mr. Shrubsjle.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. D. r. {.Sard*}.— <3. J. (siuli a ssheme for crossing tUe Chuinel has

alrwif’y betn proposed wi'li greit ujiuuleuefs by Mr. Bs'eman, C.E.}.

~J. M. B. & Sons (Mr. Stirubsjje ugiietU liiat i.e tcok out the

quanlili s).—J. R. M.-E. A. C.-J. N.-H.-Mr. E.-K. 8— K. C.—
W. L. C.—J. J. 0.— It. N. 8.-E. A.-Prlvate.-J. P. T.- J. W. P.—
Mr. C,-W. Q, L.

We are conipoUed to decline pulutiag ont books end giving

All BtatemenU of facts, listg of T nders, Ac., must be H'companied

by the name and address of tbe sender, nut uecessarlly for

pubhualion.

KoTB.—The respoDsibillty of signed artliles, and papers read at

public meetings, rebte, of couise, with tbe autliuts.
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niARBLE WORKS.
THE LARGEST AND RICHEST ASSORTMENT OF MARBLE CHIMNEY-PIECES

IN GREAT BRITAIN,
Fitted -with Marble Fenders and Tile Hearths complete, with Stoves suitable to the Design, is at

G. MITCHELL’S, MASON, 166, BROMPTON ROAD, LONDON,

IN THE FOLLOWINQ MARBLES

STATUARY
BLANC P.

VEIN
SICILIAN
JASPER

BRECHE
ITALIAN GRIOTTE
BROCATELLE
JAUNE LAMARTINE
JAUNE FLEURI

SIENNA
ROSE DE CASTILLE
SARANOLIN
LANGUEDOC
BLACK AND GOLD

GREEN
BARDILLA
NAPOLEON
MALPLAOUET
COaUILLE

BLACK
ST, ANNE
BLUE BELGE
ROUGE ROYAL
ROUGE GRIOTTE

EOSSIL, BRECHE D'HERCULANEUM,
Also ALABASTER Inlaid in various Colours,

VERT DES ALPS, PORPHYRE, and various GERMAN MARBLES-
DEVONSHIRE, and tlie various BRITISH and other choice MARBLES.

Over 1,000 in STOCK, varying from £1. 5s. to £240 each.
ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS CARRIED OUT WITH THE GREATEST ACCURACY AND PROMPTNESS.

COLUMNS, FONTS, HALL-FLOORS, STAIRCASES, OR ANY MARBLE WORK
ESTIMATED POK.

The greatest stimulus has been given by the above Finn to the Importation of Foreign Marble Work, which can be supplied

at less than the cost of English labour. A number of OLD CHIMNEY-PIECES on View. Established nearly 20 years.

For the advantage of country Architects, Builders, and Merchants, by their giving a description of rooms for which Chimney-Pieces are

required, stating about price, «feo., Photographs and Particulars will be forwarded, together with Prices for same, and Samples of the Marbles, if

required
j
also a Sheet of Designs of Chimney-Pieces and Monuments.

ESTIMATES will be FORWAKDED for any kind of STONE, in Blocks, Slabs, landings, or Scantlings, or Worked
ready for Fixing, by Ship or Rail.

TWO MINUTES’ WALK from KENSINGTON MUSEUM STATION, Metropolitan Railway. OMNIBUSES from

ISLINGTON and the CITY every TWO MINUTES.
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NOTICE.—All Communications respect’

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be

addressed to “ The Publisher oj the Builder,"

No. 1, York-streef, Covent Garden. All other

Communications should he addressed to the

"Editor," and not to the " Publisher,"

BUENOS AYEES GOVERNMENT CERTI-
FICATE. — Translation. — “ We, the nuder-
signed, at the request of Messrs. J. C. Thompson
& Co. certify that the IRON SAFES of Messrs.

CHUBB & SON, London, of which these gentle-

men are Agents, were exposed for several hoars
to the fire that took place in the offices of the

National Government on the evening of the 26th
instant

;
that in onr presence they were easily

opened with their respective keys
;

that the

moneys and important documents they contained
were found in perfect order ; and that these Safes
are now in use in theNational Treasury Office.

—

Buenos Ayres, July Slab, 1867.
(Signed) J. M. Draco,
Treasurer of the National Government.

Jose Tomas Rojo.
Juan M. Alvarez.

A true copy.—A. M. Bell.”
A large assortment of these Safes may be in-

spected, and lists of prices obtained, at CHUBB
,

& SON’S, 57, St. Paul’s Churchyard, London
; 68,

Cross-street, Manchester j 28, Lord-street, Liver-

pool
j
and Horeeley-fields, Wolverhampton.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufacture of Church, Turret,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J.W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and

60, Ludgate-hill
;

Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

Ju«t pulillahed, price lUi.

HAEGREAVES & CRAVEN’S NEW
PATTERN BOOK of ENCAUSTIC end GEOMETRICAL

TILK^. M niHiiiufeclured by thetu from De»igui by A. WKtt.rbom".
F.R I.RA. Jvlm Gibb*, George Goldie, J. F. Beutley. K. P. Sj.iera,

T. U. WeUuii, AQd otbrra.
To be bad ud applIcAliou at jAck field Works, beer Gro'eley, Bilop.

ELLY’S PRACTICAL BUILDERS’
_l\_ PRICK-ROOK : or, S^fe Guide lo the VaIuaUoii of aU kiudi

or Acliflcen,' Work j wi'b the Modem Practice of Measuring, aud au

Alwtract of the New Building Act for Regulating the Couttructu.n

of Building*. Bevised and Coirectel by New Calculation* upon the

rreeent Value of Matejlal* and Labour. Arraoge'l by an Arcbil,ct of

i-mineace aaaisted by »e'eral experlouced Mea»uniig Surveyor*.

lllnsirateJaud exemplified bySte-l Bngraving* and numerous Wood-

cut* Royal 8vo. price Sv oeaily bouud.

London : PubtUbwl by'f. KELLY, Pat«m«»ter row ;
SIMPKIN i

.MARSHALL ;
and may be had of all U>ok»eller<

Of whom may be had, new Edition, lu Quarto, of ibe following

rrnetical Arcbitecfural Work*

1 PETER /NICHOLSON’S PRACTICAL
CiRI'ENTRY. JOINERY, and CABINET MAKING. Reiieed by

Tr.F.DGOLO : being a new and coiiipleto Sy.leio of Line*, for the

Uaa of Workmen, fouooed on Geomelrical and Mechanical 1 rlari-

pie*. TeaPAtl.atS*.orin boArd., 3-L
:
coummmg upward, of 120

bteel PUte*.

«

t Dlegi
"2

' PETER“''NICHbLSON’S PRACTICAL
MASOVRY. BRICKLAYING, and PLASTERING (revi.ed by TRp
GOLD) both plain and oruameuUl

; ^
Biitem of Lines for Slooe-cutllug. for the U.a of Workmou

,
Ihe

Wn.rT, .1 ; ... r.f Mnrl.ra Cemeut*. Concrete, to wbicb is added a variety

^te'at S-T'or i^^tioariVoo*. i
couUiuiug upwaid* of Ninety Steel

PlAtpB and numerous Woodcuts.

S.'tRBDGOLD and NICHOLSON’S Thcore-

tical and Practical Treatli* 00 the FIVE ORDERS of AROHITEC-
TOKK :

contaluing plain and simple Buies for Drawiog and Execut-

ing them in the pure*t slj le. including an lllstorlMl De.cr plion of

Oolhic Archltocture. Il.uotrated by upwartb of Oue Huiiurea Bteel

Eogravlug*. executed by ArlDts of first-rate talent, Inclndlug nuuie-

rous Diagrams, 4c. Twelve Parts at 3s or in board*, 305.

4. DESIGNS for COTTAGE and VILLA
ARCtUTECrURK, contaluing Plans, Elevatious, Sections, Perspec-

tive Views, and Details, for the Erection of Cottages and \ Ilia*. By

8. H. BROOKrl. Architect. Beautifully engiaved on steel, with

Direction for Building, and the estimated coal of each ediQce. Twelve

Peru at 3s. or In bovrds. 3l»i.

5. DESIGNS for PUBLIC BUILDINGS, con-

slating of Plans, Blovallons. Bsitiona, Parapective View* and DaUlls

of Churche". Ch^pela. Schools, Aliushouaea.Qaa Works. Mirketa, and
nfher BuildlDg* for public purputea. By 8. H. BROOKS. Architect.

B an' fudv eugrtved ou ateel. T-n Parte at 3s. or 32a. boards.

6. Tlie HOUSE DEOOR.'ITOE and PAINT-
ER'S GOIDE, containing a Series of tealgos for Decorating Apart-

ments with taste, and anited to the vaiiou* Styles of Architecture.

By H- W. and A. ARROW3MITH. House Decorators to Her Majesty.

'7.* The
''

house ''painter, or' DECORA-
TOR'S COMPANION, oootaiolng a complete Trealiaa on the Art of

House Paint'ug, Oralultig. and Mirbliug, Including the Origin of

Colour, the Liws of ILarimuloue Colouring, the Manufacture of Pig-

menU. Oils, Varuisnee, io. By W. M. HIGGINS, Ksq. Accompanied
by actual Specimens of HanJ-bcusb Graining and Marbling. Teu
Farts At 3c or tu board’. 32s.

The ENGINEERS’ and MECH ANICS’
EVCVCLOP.-EDIA : a new aud enlarged FMitioo, comprehending
Practical IlIustralioQB uf the Machinery and Pricesaes einuloyed in

every Deicripilon of M-vniifacture of the British Empire. Iliiiilrated

by upwards of 2.000 Wool Engraviogs. By LUKE HERBERT. Ci.il

Engineer, 4c. The rapid progress of Mechanical Science has deve-

loped many of th" importaut facts since the first publica’ion, !u 1S35,

of the EncycInpxtiA. The inventions and discoveries recently made
have engaged the si-duious attention of the Editor

;
fur, a* the value

of each was tested by experiment, a description was sccotdingly pre-

pared. By 'he s-leciion of new articles, and care in the revisiou of

eld ones, this edition has now become syst-maticilly enri, bed
;
so

that it may be received as fully and faithfully exprewing the exist-

ing state of Engineeriog and Mechanism, adapted to the wants of

”*00110*1 Men." In two large Svo. voU. cloth Uttered, price 30s.

SCHOOL FITTINGS.—MESSRS. BANKS0 * CO.'S PATENT REVISED ILLUSTRATED PRICED BBBBT
of every articie required In a well-furnislied Pchool. sent for three
itBmp8.-PARaONAGE WORKS, ALBERT-STKEET, MANCHESTER.

TO ARCHITECT AJ4D SURVEYORS.
PARTNERSHIP.—A Gentleman with
L some Capital, who has been encaged lu the pro'^sslon fer
some ye»r*. U desirous of purchasing a JUNIOR PARTNERSHIP.—
Address, TUSCAN, 5, Talbot-roid, Weatbourne Park, W.

Foolscap Bh« eta. 2s. per handle of 10(1. By post for 2G stamps,

PRACTICAL DIRECTIONS for COM-
-1- Bating INFECriON, and Preventing the Ppiead of tbs
•• Catching'' Diseases, rnch sa Sesrlet Fever. Measles, 9m»ll Pox,
Typhus. 4o embodying the recommsiiilaliousof Dr. BuJil, Dr. Hard-
wicke, and ethers. Specially designed for Distribution bv Guvrdlans,
Health Officers. Inspectois, Poor-Law Surgeons, Medical Men,
Clergymen, Vls-ton>. 4c

ROBERT HARDWICKE, 192. Piocalilly, London.

A RCHITECTS can have DRAWINGS, &c.
Px. MADE on moderate term*, by an Architect, at hit own Office,
whose time it only pariially occupied daring the day.—Address, 812,
Office of The Builder."

TO BUILDBRS, DECORATORS, 4c.

pi ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
vJT Work, Decorative Fiirnilure, and Gilding In all its branches,
may be OBTAINED at tbe House of Cat], Marlborough Inn, Bleoheiro-
steps. Oxford-street. Work done by the day, hour, or job. Materials
found if required,—Address to the Secretary.

Just published, price One Fhlillng,

TTNIONISM: with Remarks on the Report
of the Commissioners on Trade-unions.

By JAMES STIRLING, Author nf '• I*"tt«e* fr -m the Slava States."
GIsegow: JAMES MACLKH09P.

London ; HAMH-TON. ADAMS. 4 CO.

]\/rONUMENTAL LETTER CUTTERS.—
LtX WANTED, a flrst-elass HAND, at the Marble, Stone, and

rPHE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. 266,
.1 will be pnhliehed rn SATURDAY, the 16th inet. ADVBR-
TIBEMRNTS intended for insertion rannnt be re-eived by the
Publishers later than SATt'RDAV NEXT, OCTOBER !)ih.

Loudon ; LONGMANS 4 CO. 39, Paternoster-row, E.C.

rnOWN TRAVELLER WANTED, to caU
1 upon Builders, Engiueers. and Other*. Must be' able to draw,

taka out qiiantitie*, and make estimates. Oue sccuitomed to
hridgsa, girders, and gasworks, preferred.—Apply, by letter only, to,

JUKES. COULSON, aTOKE3, 4 CO. 11 aud 12, Clcment'«-lauo
E.C. staling Bilary expected, and name of laet employer.rnO ENGINEERS and SURVEYORS.—

J_ PRIVATE BILLS, new Standing Orderj f.ir the ensuing
Session, Leve'liiiK Book-. Tracing Pape', Drawing Paper, and eveiy
iiquislle for the u e uf Ei-glueers. 4c engsueil in the preparation of
t-i-iis for deposit. P'ani, Ac, Li 'lioaraphed with the greatest expe-
diilnn.-WATERLOW& SONS, 49, ParlLiiueat-strett, aud 66, Londoa-
wall, Irfitidon.

Hf^O MILL SAWYERS. — WANTED, a
1. Man to work a 'small saw-mill (vertical aud circular saws).

Must be steady, indu.lriou*. and boiiesf.—Apply, staling wages, to
ALFRED E8PLBY, Coutractor, Eveiham, WorcoslarsUtre.

TTOUSES of LORDS and COMMONS.
_1 1_ SESSION 1870.— The New Standing Orders relative to Private
B'lls, are now realty, and will be delivered p ist-free. Price 5s.

-

WATKRLOW 4 SONS. -19, Parllameiit-stieet, Westminster.

rpiMBER TRADE -WANTED, an active
,1, Young Mau.as FOREMAN ami SALESMAN at a Timber Y.ird
and Saw Mllli.—Apply to R. J. Ac.ni-wbarf, Old Kent-iuvi, Loudon.

pOLOUEED SUPPLEMENT to THE
\ J E^OINKEB. OnrORKR Is', i&iQ.—FIRST and SECOND-
CLASS CAHR1AGE3 NOHTU-LONDON RAII.W’AY. W, Adams,
Saq. Engineer.—Four-page sheet, dimensioned, full coloured.

^ Strong, respectable YOUTH,
VV SB INDOOR APPRENTICE to the PLUJtBlNO and
DECORATING BUSINE.SS. Premium moderate. References ex-
ebanged.—Address, J. WROUGHTON, Plumber, Repton, Burton-
on-Trent,

'J'HE ENGINEER of FRIDAY, OCT. 1st-

l.-Festlniog Railway. No^’lluu^ated).
2 —The Iron and Steel Inatitnte.

3 — Poiilive-inotiou Loom (illuslratet).

4 —Pband and Mason'- N“w 8'eam Fire Engine (lllust.aled).

5.

—1he Holland Nortb Sea Canal (illustrated).
6.— Pneumatic Ore Stamt* (UlustrateJ).

7.

— Tbe Sewage Qaestl-ui

8.

—The Highways of Nation*.

10.—The Engineering and Scientific New* of the Week. Full
List* of Patents.

THE ENGINEER, price 6d ; by post 7.I.- Office :'163. Strand,
aud at alt Newsageuts and Rallw.ay Stations.

TO CLERKS OF WORKS.

WrANTED, immediately, a thoroughly
V V prsctical snd experlecced Man. as CONTRACTOR'S CLERK

of WORKS over a large Jub in tbe Midland counties. Uuexcrp-
tion.ble tefeieuces will be required —Addrets, stating terms aud
eiiohsing testimonials, to OMEGA, Uniband'* Bos worth, Rugby
Poat-offioe.

TO PDASTERERi
TW-A-NTED, four good WORKMEN
T T oted to Cement Work. None hnl experienced hande need

apply.—Addrea*. JOHN COLE, Builder, Ilntford-street, Coventry.

WORKING FOREMAN WANTED, to
T T euperintend the erection of a set of farm buildings in

Shropshire. Unexo-plionab'e rcferrnces required.— Apply, stating
wages, lo ALFRED E3PLICY, Contractor. Eveiham. Woccestecahire.

TWO DAYS' SALE OF MAHOGANY AND TIMBRR,
FOR BALE BY PUBLIC AUCTION, IN THE BALK ROOM, ot

77 K. BARNES SONS’ TIMBER
1' . YARD, CANONS' MARSH. BRlSTOt,. on WEDNESDAY,

Ihe r.ih, and THURSDAY, tbe 7ih of OCTOBER. 1869, at TWO
o'clock precisely.

For account of Importers.
30,OIK) Spruce Dea's and Battens, 4c.
6,010 Quebec Flue Orals and Planks
4.000 4 inch Swedish Red Deals
1.000 Pitch Pine Dealt
7.000 Ooera and Archangel Deals and B.vttens

10,000 Uleaborg Redwiw d BjiMeut
6.000 Gvfle Redwuo.l Dea's. Pa'leiis. and Biarls
loo Loadn Quebec Y-llow and Red Pine limber
luo Legs feesb Quebec Oak
600 Lua'i* MeiueJ and Daiiz'c Red Timber
SfHl Loads fresh Swedi.h Rrdwoo I Fir
300 Loads Fresh Savannah Pitch Pine
3l>0 L-’gs fre>h Birch

100,000 Boards Prepaied Plnoring
60 P'.alhonis Quebec and St. Petersburg Lithwood

With other Goxl*.

SECOND DAY'S SALE, nn THDRSDAY, 7th OOTOBER,
At Half-Past one o'emek precisely.

Ltii cheon at Half-past Tve.ve o'clock,
278 Logs Mahugany 'i

I,og Euci* ( Being the entire Csrg-i per
500 Logs fre.h Birch ( Anna. Itom Tuuala duect
bO Crr.wii Wa'nscotOak Logs J

With Other Goods.
For Catalogue* apply tu

F. K. BARNES & SONS, Brokers.
Canons' Marsh, Bristol, September 23. IStiH.

WANTED, iu an ENGINEER’S OFFICE,
VV a Young Man who is a good OiJRRESPONDENr. He mu*t

alto be able to take out q'lanlicles from drawing', aud be quick at
figures —Appiv liy letter, staling age, experience, 4c. Co Y, 24, Grea t
Smith street, 'Westminster.

WANTED, an intelligent YOUTH in a
V V Buildrr's Office lu the Weal-end.—Address, 787. Office of

•'The Biilldet.’’

TO JOINERS.\^ANTED, a thoroughly practical FORE-
I V MAN, where only Qnl class work (principally church) Is

carried one. Muse be eueiga'lc aud syatemstic. Preferanca will be
glveii to a mau nnderst.-iudirig micbloery, and wlio has filled a
similar situation.— Adiireoe, glvius full pir'icuiars and refeieucea,
FOREMAN, c*ie of B. Wbe-ler, Newsagent, Hsuchester.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
\X7"ANTED, in an Office of the above, a
VV SITUATION aa JUNIOR ASSISTANT, or IMPROVER.

Served articles. Salary moderate, Tuwu or country.—Address,
A. Z, 4, Baveluck Villas, Lanedownr-Mail, Croydon. S.

T^ANTED, by a thoroughly practical anii
VV energetic Man. an ENGAGEMENT as GENERAL FORE-
MAN of JOB, or the Managsmeut of a good Jutibiiig Bnttuess. Town
or country. Carpenter aud juiuer. Aged 38. Well up in all
branchra. Four years with a leading Loud'n firm.—Address, T. H.
2, Bucklaud-cotCages, Qloucester-roait, Croydon Cjiumon.

rpo SCULPTORS, MASONS, &c,-PRE-
1 LlSllNARY NOTICE.- An Unreeerved SALB of MARBLE In

BLOCK and BLABS, aud ALABASI'ER ORNAMENTS, will sboctly
Uke place at CARRARA WH.\-1'’, Thatneb Bank. P.iullco, t > cle.ar

• I
II a fur building new offices, bouse, 4c. B FABBRICoXn.

V^ANTED, a CARPENTER, who has been
Y Y accustomed to tbe jubblng work, In a Geatlemau's hou e and

establishmeut, oue who cau cut glasa aud gUz* Uuexcsplionabls'
teference as to ability aud steaili,.e*s required. A cuniUuuy.—

FOREST GATE. — To Cuntractorr, Farmers. Town Caiman,
Wheelwrights, Buildei*. aud 0 here.

1\TR. JAMES SCULLY is instracted to
LtX SEI.L by PCBI.IC AUCTION, on THURSDAY, OCTOBER
7tl), at TWELVE for ONE o’clock, on tlia PRKJlIoES, Chatswurth-
rmd. Forest Gate, by oid-r of ilr. George Hnriia. TWENTY snperior
CART aud VAN HORSES, twenty sets of batue.se, twenty brick, elop,
aud duet caitr, phaeton, ebsisr, carls, wagon. timber-carri*ge, elm
and uth.r timber, pasiug. bricks, pump', aud olber efficie ola con-
tractor. in cuusequeuce of the expiraliou of vaiiuus coniracU wlih
tbe West H.in Board of Health.

W ANTED, for an ORNAMENTAL
VV METALWORK BUSINESS, a MANAGER capable of carry-

ing out the beat cia-a of HedUeval and Ocuameutal Metal Wurk. A
liberal salary will be given, but bigh quallfioatinui required. Appll-
caliiiua tu be made by letter, ataiiug poeitiou a', present occupied,
age, general expeiience, and whera gamed.—Address. 815, Office of
-• Iho Builder."

TO MA'TER BiUCKMAKSRS.

WJANTED, by a respectable raid(ile-aged
V V Mau, a SIt'UATION a* FOREMAN, either in close kilu or

stuck work. Nut particular whether close klm or burning.
Can do til* and pottery work, Will Uut object logo abroad. U**
worked two ye its in Swedeu. Eleven year* good charreter.—Ap,.ly,
G. W. care of A Kuigbt, Buoksellci-, Hmford.

CROUCH-END STATION. Hornsey, on the Edgware and
HIgbgale Railway.

1\7R. A. RICHARDS will SELL by
LtA AUCITON, on the PKEMI38S. on WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER
6vb. at ONE, 8U0 bTONF.WARB PIPES. Baud*, aud Junotlous

; 5.0U0
sgricultuiat pipes, 150 tena-cotta cbiinury-pote, closet pons, trape,
siuka, paving. suU other bricks, garden edging, 5,900 psii and plain
tiles, twucaiia, haine*«,4c.—On vUw ihe day previous. Catalogues
obtained on tbe Premises, and of the Auctioneer, Tutteiitaam.

wanted, a SITUATION as FOREMAN,
VV or WORKING FOREMAN, by a thoroughly practical Deco-

rator, Plumber. Gilder, Paiuter, 4c. Accustomed to the mauagement
of beat woik and men tu all brancaea Good rofereuCES.—Addree,, J,
DIXON. 37, Kuupoil-street, Waieiluo Bcidgs-ro*d.

To Builders, Ca-penter*. Pianoforte-inakera, *nl Othcra.-Gray's-
iuu-road, near Metropolltau Bailwa; Stdlun, Kujg'a-cmu.

l\/fR. LEREW will SELL by AUCTION,
J,*X on tbe PREMISES, Britannla-slreet, on MONDAY. OCTO-
BKK 4. St 'IWKLVB fur ONE, the SIOCK : comprDliig 1,000 piue,
jellow. and white plaiikt, deals, ami battens; 20u S'luares uf floor-

iur. 18,000 feet quatteriuv. 4,000 '<at wide plue. 3,0o0 feet mahogany,
(olTuld pules, ladders, rlaiiug batieue. dr.v cut iluff, old materials,
Ac.—Auction Offices, 2, Cardingtou-sireet, Uaiupetesd-roa], near tbe
Eiutou Slitiou.

TO BUILDERS AND SMALL CAPITALISTS.^HE Advertiser wishes to meet with a
JL peraoD that will have 3,000t or 4,0001. at command during the
uext twelve muuthi, to JOIN him in ibe creation ot GruuudReuU
by the development of a very beautiful aud most e igtble auburban
Estate. Held direct from tbe Freeholder for 94 yeara uueipUed.
Tbi* 1* an unusually favourable opiKirtiiulty fur ubmluing an addt-
tluual iucume uf 1002. or ISUL per aunum for about 90 years, lu addi-
liuu to 5(. per ceut. iuterest ou tbe amount invested. Agents need
nut apply.—Addieaa, B. Mr. Sandeman'a, 52, Uigb-atieet, Buruugb.

Ju-t
l
ublUhei’,

fVUANTITlES MADE EASY.
Vq/ a quick and accurate method tf taking out qtantilies from

w-' plan* or building', with or wiiLout a specificailou. Sent free

by poit f.r SO slauips.—Addie s, A. C. 5. Nonhbruok-terrate, Burnt
Aeh-laue. Lee. Kent. 8.B

1\(1ECHANICAL ENGINEER.—A Young
J.TJL Man, the son of a clergyman, who baa Just completed hi*
term of aiqirrnilcesbip, wiih a flr,t-claB8micbaulualeugiueer. wisbea
tu meet wun EMPLOYMENT, lu some large huuif of buduoa. He

aeivtd bid Lime.—AddiOia, A. B. Oakley Vicarage, Biihop’* Suirlfurd.

PARTNERSHIP. — To ARCHITECTS
I ABuUr 10 RETIRE.—A Geulleman, of considerable experl
cnee, is open to an ENUAGEMRNT, wuh a view to Furcbaie a bbaie
or the WIble of a weil-estaldiibed Practice. — Addreet, OMEGA,
4, Oiiuid-villas, Tbe Gruve, Uammersmith.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
wanted, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
tV TION in an office of the above. Age 25 Salary mud.-rato.

Addrets, PEBaPECllVE, 70, Victoria Fark-tuud, South Hackuey.
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Social Science iii

Bristol.

our last we referred to

the opening of the

CoDgresB of the Social

Science Association in

Bristol, and the ad*

dress of the President,

Sir Stafford North-

cote. It is now closed,

and so far as regards

the real object of the

Association must be

considered as very sue*

ceesful. In a financial

point of view it is to

bo feared there will

not be so large a

balance for the year’s

work of the Associa.

tion as has been the

case on some former

occasions. The ad-

dresses of the Presi-

dents of Departments

were very good
;
many

important papers that

will infiaence future

legislation have been

read, and many valu-

able observations were

communicated in the

course of the discut-

sions that followed. A certain amount of these

is preserved by the labours of the press, but

much of the information thus orally communi-
cated is altogether thrown away and lost. The
public, looking on casually at the proceedings

of such a Congress, do not realize the number
of earnest and disinterested labourers such a
meeting includes, or the extent of their labours.

There are men in England who spend half their

lives in working for the public good without fee

or reward, or any desire for it,—men who are

more often sneered at than applauded, and who
will be scarcely alluded to when they die, though
the nation may be then enjoying advantages

resulting from their labours.

Mr. G. W. Hastings, as President of the Juris-

prudence and Amendment of the Law Depart-

ment, made his opening address interesting as

well as instructive, no easy matter on such a

subject. The practical work of Social Sciences,

he said, was to adjust the machinery of society

so that it might move in harmony with the great

necessities that impelled its progress, with the

wants and aspirations of the people
;
and that

adjustment could be effected only by the instru-

mentality of law. The whole material universe,

; BO far as they could observe, was self-regulated.

But when they came to man they found a change
—a moral element had snpervened, and the free-

will, which was the grandest heritage of the race,

had opened the flood-gates of evil as well as the

i infinite possibilities of good. Therefore those

manifold evils that grew so persistently with the

j
good fruits of man’s companionship bad to be

1 repressed, where that was possible, or regulated

if they could not be repressed, by the strong

I arm of the law. The question how best to

. frame the rules to regulate, repress, and reform

,

prescribed by the supreme authority of the

community
; how to secure the least evil with the

greatest good ; how to reconcile the largest

liberty of the individual with the least damage
to the public need

;
how, in fact, to adjust the

machine of society to the inexorable necessities

of its existence,—that was the great problem to

be solved by the science of law 5
and on the

correctness of the adjustment, on the wisdom

of the solution, depended the weal or woe of

every people.

The address delivered by Canon Charles

Kingsley, as head of the Education department,

was truly admirable, alike in matter and man-

ner, Imploring a full discussion of certain moot
questions, he bade society remember the broad,

ugly, dangerous, disgraceful fact, that there are

now—according to the computation of those who
ought to know—about one million two hundred

and eighty thousand children in this kingdom
who ought to be attending some elementary

school or other, but who are not ;
one million

two hundred and eighty thousand children grow-

ing up in ignorance, in a country which calls

itself civilised, but which will be called by a

very different epithet some 200 years hence, un-

less she mend her ways right speedily. Turning

then to a subject of equal importance, and one

which is exciting increased interest among
thoughtful women and men, the better education

of girls, ho said rightly, something must be done,

and done on a large and generous scale, in this

direction. While devising plans for educating

and civilising the so-called dangerous classes,

we must not forget that the most dangerous

class of all—far more dangerous than street

Arabs or thieves, is composed, alas ! of women.
And that the causes which keep that class con-

tinually recruited are not so much poverty as

emptiness of brain and heart. Want of educa-

tion, whether intellectual or moral, which leaves

too many a fair savage, as he termed them (and

too many nob only of our lowest, but of our

lower middle class, are nothing else), with no

rational or profitable occupation, no sense of

duty or responsibility, no intellectual exercise

(if she can read), save the perusal of illicit and

exciting novels; and no ideal life, suve one

which will give fullest scope to vanity, luxury,

and passion. They must be taught that there

are higher objects in life than finery and
amusement

; that they are responsible to

themselves, to the State, and to God for

the precious gift of womanhood. In conclnding

his address, Mr. Kingsley said he trusted that

a system of public education for girls of the

middle and upper class would organically develop

itself in due time. “ Some such organisation

must arise, and arise soon. For a people like

our own, so rapidly increasing in mere material

wealth, and, let me say it, brute prosperity, can

only be preserved from ostentatious frivolity and

mere tinselled barbarism, by instilling a true and

lofty civilisation in its sisters, wives, and

mothers of every class. One word more, and

I have done. Whatever we do for primary or

secondary schools, or for our advanced ancient

universities themselves, let us see that our

primary education, and still more our advanced

education, includes some better teaching of

nature and of fact. Let us see that the children

of these realms are taught, if not the principles

of physical science, at least some of those habits

of careful observation and sound induction which

alone make physical science—indeed, which

alone make health and wealth upon this planet

—possible. No one is more deeply convinced

than I am of the need of sound religious

teaching. But no one is more deeply convinced

than I am that even the best religious teaching,

especially in these days, will bear but stunted

and shrivelled fruit unless accompanied by

physical teaching
;
and tbos supported (as all

human thought should be), humanized in the

minds of teachers and of children alike on a

substructure of truth, reason, and common
sense.” Bemarkable enthusiasm was excited by

his observations.

The Right Hon. Stephen Cave, in his address

to the Economy and Trade Section, referred

thus to

The Position 0/ British Workmen.
“ We have seen that the trading industry of

England dates chiefly from the immigration of
skilled workmen from the Continent, who not
only practised their various handicrafts, but
taught them to the English. We find that their

pupils were apt, and made rapid progress,

especially in the southern and eastern counties.

Consequently, although the earliest immigrants
were welcomed, as conferring benefits in return
for shelter, yet when in after years they arrived

in larger numbers, flying first from the tyranny
of Spain in the Low Countries, and afterwards
from France, after the revocation of the Edict
of Nantes, they came to be regarded not so much
in the light of instructors as of rivals. The
English workmen complained that they could

not compete with the superior industry or

greater frugality of the foreigners
;
and when we

read that these foreigners made soup of oxtails,

which were thrown away, just as the dory was
within the memory of man, we cannot wonder
that they managed to live well upon what the
proud islanders despised. It was said that

Massena kept his army before the lines of Torres
Yedras seventeen days longer than English
troops could have existed, and that during the

last year of the siege of Sebastopol, French sol-

diers made savoury meat of what was flung out
as refuse from our batchers’ tents. A story used
to be told of a noble Polish exile who lived at

wonderfully small cost in London on cats’ meat,
of the composition and ordinary use of which

( he was wholly unaware. But without going
so far as this, there can be no doubt that igno-

rance, recklessness, and prejudice still cause the

waste and refusal of excellent food among our
operatives, and necessarily increase their cost of

living. To return
:

great jealousy sprang up
against the foreign workmen, resulting frequently

in violent outbreaks. We have all heard of the

‘evil May-day’ in Henry VIII.’s time, and the
order in the previous reign that hats should only
be made in a city or borough, levelled at the
Flemings, who had established a manufactory
outside Norwich, which, together with other

disabilities, had the natural effect of driving

sundry manufactures back to Holland, and rain-

ing the Norfolk capital. I think we have heard
of similar rules m^e by the stonemasons’ union
about working stones iu a quarry. These dis-

putes and jealousies, and tyrannical edicts, at the
time of which I speak, chiefly affected different

classes and races in the same country. Inces-

sant wars of bigotry and ambition so desolated

the Continent that trade continued to flourish in

England in spite of every obstacle
;
and the

working of coal, and invention of machinery,

together with the markets famished by our

colonies when the Continent was closed by war,

completed]th6 commercial prosperity of England.
But the restoration of peace to Europe and
America has produced its natural consequences.

Coal, iron, and copper have been discovered in

many districts, and the industry and frugality of

the Continental workman, now on his own soil,

again forms matter for complaint. The managers
of the trade-unions, while loudly denying that

their peculiar rules have rendered this compe-
tition more formidable, give a j raotical refuta-

tion of their own arguments by their anxiety to

extend those rules to foreign countries. Others,

again, propose to handicap their foreign com-
petitors by the re-imposition of import duties

on manufactured articles. But how can it be

more just to impose a tax on manufactured

goods, for the protection of manufacturers or

artisans, on the plea that such articles are made
much cheaper abroad, than on corn, for the sake

of increasing the profit of the agriculturist and

wages of the labourer, on the ground of unfair

competition with virgin soils and less uncertain

climes ?
”

“Though I have said that we cannot expect to

retain our high commercial position unless we
preserve our character for energy and integrity,

yet I must be understood to feel much apprehen-

sion on this score. Transactions have, no doubt,

too ofeen taken place not wholly consistent with

the stainless faith of the British merchant ; but

that this faith still stands high is proved by the

fraudulent devices of foreign traders for the pur-

pose of passing off their wares as British manu-
faoture. Foreign goods with false trade-marks
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are shipped to England, merely to be sent out

again with the clearance of the British Cuatom-
houae. And it is said that in Hamburg there is

a manufactory fully employed in forging the

labels of one great English firm.” The right hon.

gentleman went on at some length to explain

the error, in considering questions of political

economy, of generalising from too few instances,

remarking on the mistake of those who laid all

the blame of the late crisis on the principle of
limited liability. He proceeded—” We are en-

titled to ask whether fewer companies would
have been formed under the old law, and whether
their collapse was owing to the new system,
when wo find how few were the instances in

which the arrears of calls were paid up, and that
in such cases, therefore, it was of no practical

consequence whether the liability was limited or
not. Surely it is an arbitary interference with
the freedom of action, to say that a man shall

not be at liberty to stake as much or as little as
he pleases on a commercial venture. Moreover,
it has been proved by bitter experience that re-

puted wealth is a broken reed, and the frequent
failure of various banks and other mercantile
firms might have shaken the trust of the most
confiding in unlimited liability.”

The Health Department was under the ad-
mirable presidency of Dr. Symonds. We take
two paragraphs from his address :

—

Health Machin&'y.
“ Dr. Rumsey, with a masterly hand, chalked

out lines and parallels for the future extension of
sanitary legislation, while Dr. Stewart presented
strong statistics and vivid pictures of the good
that must accrue to mankind when even the
present very imperfect machinery of hygienic
improvement has had fair play. Bat all of

these writers afford abundant proof that if we
wish to bring out the life and strength of this

great people, and to

‘ Cleanse its foul bosom of that perilous stuIT,

That weighs about its heart,'

we must have efficient machinery and a greater
number of workers. They must be men accom-
plished iu the sciences that belong to this de-
partment, and also men who have had tho-
roughly practical training. Their occupation
must bo the care of the public health, and of that
only. They must be above the control, and
independent of the appointment, of local boards,
for there must be neither favonr nor fear in

their relations with local authorities and with
local poasessors of property. If they are
thought to strain their power, and to encroach
too much on public finances, that is, on local

rates and taxes, let them be amenable to

censure and restraint from the bauds of the
national administration. It is extremely diffi-

cult for locally-appointed iuspeotors and local

boards to do their duty when they have to deal
with the dwellings of the poor. They come
into coullict with individual interests, often with
the interests of persons powerfully influential in

the locality. Bub there are a vast number of
subjects that would fall under the care and con-
trol of such State officers, who would have no
other duties to perform than those which belong
to their special office. There would be no struggle
between the claims of public work, ill paid, and
those of private engagements, which are the
main dependence of the officer for subsistence.
The interests of the public would not be subject
to the fortunate accident of alighting or not on
an able and assiduous agent like Mr. Davies, of
this city, who has zeal and activity enough to
combine successfully both public and private
duties. The work of such an officer as we have
indicated would comprehend not merely the in-

spection of the dwellings and lodging-houses of
the labouring classes, and streets and thorough-
fares, but rivers and watercourses, also work-
shops, factories, and mines, would come under
his survey. Again, he would have to watch the
public market-places, the stall of the seller of
fruit and vegetables, the shambles of the butcher,
the shops of the vendors of possibly adulterated
food and adulterated drogs; in fact, all places
where refuse may accumulate and noxious pro-
ducts arise, and whence deleterious substances
may bo disseminated. The registration of births
and deaths might or might not fall to his lot, or
to that of some other medico-legal functionary

;

but certainly it would bo bis duty to watch the
progress of sickness in the population, not
merely as measured by death-rates. His work,
like that of this Association, would be to pre-
vent or reduce the deadly records of the public
registrar, and with a view not only to save life,

but also to make life happier and more useful.

Suitable A7nuse7nents.

“ The great misery of the world is not dying,
but dragging on a maimed, mutilated existence,

in which labour is suffering, and pleasure is a
burden and disappointment, a state without
spring, and without light or colour, or at best a
dull, monotonous chiaroscuro, which, if not dis-

tressing, is utterly joyless. Yet to vast multi-
tudes life is nothing better, because in the
districts inhabited the fountains of life are

inadequate, or are adulterated and poisoned. We
cannot very much wonder that the artisan, dulled
and half stupified by the close air and ill odours
of the workshop and the lodging, or by the
fumes of the factory, should reel into the cheer-
ful beerhouse or the glittering gin-shop, craving
for some temporary relief to his weariness and
depression. I need scarcely remark, en passant,

that one of the most crying wants of the com-
munity, with regard to public health, is provision

for unobjectionable amusement. In supplying
his needs it is not enough to give him oxygen in

plenty, and pure water and wholesome food : be
has to be entertained as well as fed. Recreation
and play are as necessary to mankind as are
food and raiment. And if there are not sources
of rational and innocuous amusement, then there
will inevitably bo riot and debauchery. An en-

lightened and refined community will some day
provide for these things. It will not, as of old,

be left to self-seeking, ambitious consuls and
emperors to corrupt the people with ‘panem et

circenscs ;
’

but Gov’ernments will keep a
paternal eye over the sports and amusements, as

well as over the health aud the toil of the great
mass of the community. Hero, however, we are
encroaching on other departments. But indeed
it cannot be otherwise than that the departments
‘should occasionally overlap each other. The
mind and the body, the body aud the mind

5
the

laws that bind and the laws that loose
;
the

knowledge that strengthens and enlivens
;
and

the economy that provides and husbands the
resources of life and strength

; all of these in

their several requirements and operations are

perpetually crossing and interpenetrating each
other as the unavoidable result of the com-
positeness of man’s constitution, and of its

correlative wants.”
Of the proceedings of the various depart-

ments we can say but little for want of space.

We must confine ourselves to subjects particu-

larly within our province.

Government and the Public Health.

Dr. W. Budd opened the subject put down for

discussion, ” Can Government further bene-
ficially interfere in the prevention of infections

diseases. He said,

—

“ He would Bet out by taking up two leadine positions ;

first, (bat the vast aud multitudinous brood of infectious,
or, as he preferred calling them, self- propagating diseases,
were the great field of preventive medicine; and still

more emphatically that those diseases presen'ed preven-
tion with its great opportunity, Alluding to a chart
which he had prepared of the deaths from all causes, in
London, in the years 1063 and 1896, he showed that in the
former deaths from all causes amounted to 69,883, and of
this number 10,040 resulted from infectious diseases

;
and

in the latter deaths from all causes amounted t'» 01,808,
aud of this niunher 19,626 resulted from infectious diseases.
When the diseases which really were self-propagating
were put in their right place, they would be nearly oue-
third of the total number of deaths, and nearly one-half
of the total sickness

; but be did not wish them to take
that for more than his own opinion, which he dared say
many of them would regard as somewhat exsggerated in

that matt?r. The figures sh iwed that of all the legions
that made up the great army of death, that of the infec-

tious diseases was at once the most active and the most
deadly. They had as yet counted only the slain, and if

they multiplied them by some ten or twelve, those who
were wounded and amid great pain struggled through, they
would have some idea of the loss of human power, and the
amouut of human misery which those diseases entailed upon
them. He believed on the principle popidituprema lex
the means of destroying infectious diseases was the State
medicine. Men would act on the enactments of the State
when their herds were endangered; but why were they
so slow in putting in force enactments when they them-
selves were threatened with disease ? 16,0f0 men perished
annually by typhoid fever, and no measure had yet been
taken to destroy the poison by which that vast mortality
was kept up, and thus day by day the dragon's teeth were
sown throughout the land, which were to spring up armed
men. To that number they must add 149,000 more, which
annually passed through the protracted misery of the
disease. Tho action of the Privy Council was excellent
as far as it went

;
but it did not go far enough. What he

would urge was, that, first, they should have a thoroughly
efficient administrative department of Government pre-
sided over by a minister of public health for tho super-
intendence of all sauicary matters, and to enforce the law
on all recusant public olfieera

;
secondly, a compulsory

appointment of medical officers responsible to tbe central
deportment, and with salaries adequately suflicient to com-
mand the undivided services of able men, not only in large
towns, but in rural districts; thirdly, the institution of
fever hospitals in towns aud cottage hospitals in the
country; fourthly, the issue of codes of prevention, to be
drawn up under the authority of central boards; fifthly,

the establishment of depots for didnfectaots, &c., in every
union; sixthly, instruction in all pnblic schools for Che
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higher and lower classes of the laws by which infectious
diseases spread, and the principles to be acted on to pre-
vent their spreading; and lastly, the institution in all

medical schools of special courses of iustruetion iu pre-
ventive medicine.”

Dr. Trencli (Liverpool) alluded to tlie Act of

1866, which he maintaiued was sufficient for

public purposes, without further legislation.

Mr. D. Davies (medical officer of the Bristol

Local Board) thought the Act of 1866 might be
sufficient if municipal bodies would take ad-

vantage of it, and make by-laws
;
but they would

not do so in many instances. He believed they
might stamp out typhus in Bristo’, but they had
it brought there from Liverpool, Manchester,
Glasgow, and Ireland. There was one case
which was brought from Glasgow by rail, and
how many were poisoned on the way no one
knew. The case went to the Infirmary, and was
sent thence to St. Peter’s Hospital. The ad-

vantage of a central authority was that action

could be brought to bear on the country
generally, for with respect to Bristol at present,

the outlying parish of St. George was always
full of typhoid fever.

Dr. Pearce denied the advisability of Par-
liament taking further action ia respect to

infections diseases.

Mr. Godwin said they would do more harm in

letting tbe opinion go from this department that

there was not any need of Government interfer-

ence in the matter of health than all the other

departments would do good. He would move
tbe following resolution :

—” That this meeting is

of opinion that not merely can Government
beneficially interfere in the prevention of in-

fections disease and tho general promotion of

sanitary reform, but that it is imperatively called

on, after sufficient inquiry and after the receipt of

I

the report of the R jyal Commission, to move at

!

once aud effectively, to arrange and simplify exist-

i iug statutes, to make sanitary legislation com-
pulsory, aud to assist in obtaining for the people

pure air, pure water, and pure food.” A great

deal had been done in Bristol
;
there appeared

to be a good Local Board of Health there, and
the death-rate was improved

;
but it was not

yet what it might bo. He had seen in Bristol

some most frightful places, where a good state of

health was certainly not possible. Parts near

the cathedral might be instanced, and near the

gas-works
;
the Quarry, where men, and women,

and children where huddled together in small

low rooms, without back windows, so that there

was no possibility of air, and if any epidemic

broke out there such was the state of health

that it would carry oil' large numbers of them.

After long discussion, the motion was carried

by a large majority
j
together with one moved

by—
Mr. Michael, ” That in order to secure the

efficient action of sanitary law, it is desirable that

a special department of the public State should

be created for the supervision and regulation of

the public health.”

The Seioage Question.

At another meeting of the department, Mr. J.

T. N. Bazalgette read a paper ” On the Sewage
Evil, its Cause aud Effects, with Suggestions for

its Remedy.” He said pamphlets, blue books,

reports, and newspaper correspondence hud
already accumulated a mass of contending

opinions before which local boards and other

authorities entrusted with the care of public

health stood appalled, and whilst all were unani-

mous in tho opinion that ” something must be

done,” all were equally irresolute as to what
particular mode was the best, and seemed waiting

for " something to turn up.” That irresolution

and consequent most injurious delay in disposing

of the sewage of towns arose in a great measure
from the desire of individuals to stereotype some
one particular method as the only efficient means
to bo adopted in every case, regardless of locality

and of the varying conditions which existed in

every town. As Dr. Sangrado insisted upon his

celebrated specific to the manifest advantage of

the undertakers, so the irrigatiouists, regardless

of climate or locality, insisted upon fljoding the

neighbourhood of all towns with the crude con-

tents of the sewers, as though marvellous crops

of a rank herbage were the only desideratum,

and the certaiu immediate precursor of the

millennium. There were, doubtless, instances

iu which irrigation would be found to be not

only tbe most efficient, but, perhaps, even the

most economical mode
5
but from all he bad yet

seen, he was unwilling to admit any system could

be considered advisable which did not commence
its operations by deodorising the sewage, and
thus retaining many of its most valuable con-
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stitnenta which now were wasted by evaporation

and exhalation, to the manifest annoyance and
injnry of the neighbout'hood when the operation

was carried on, and long before vegetation bad
been afforded the opportunity of absorbing them
as it gradually did, when its powers were allowed
to act. It must always, moreover, be borne in

mind that irrigation required large tracts of

ground which could only be obtained at a
distance from towns ; that that required costly

works to carry the sewage, with annual expense
for maintenance

;
and he might there be allowed

to quote the case of Leamington, which, with a
population of 17,454, had undertaken at an esti-

mated cost -of 12,0001., and entailing an annual
expenditure of 700Z., irrespective of the interest

on the original outlay, to convey their sewage
two miles and a half from the town, the only
receipt to set off against the expanse being 450Z.,

paid by the individual who bad the sewage. Ke-

;

ferring to the various systems 'adopted for

disposing of town sewage, he said that the one
at Stroud was the best that he had seen.

Mr. W. Hope read a paper “ OnTown Sewage,” '

in which he urged that funds should be forth-

coming to have the beat system of sewage for

large communities tested, so that the health of
the public might not suffer, and the valuable
matter now often wasted preserved for agricul-
tural purposes.

i

Mr. S. Sneade Brown read a paper “On the
i

Ventilation of the Sewers of Clifton.” He said '

Clifton now extended from Clifton-road, Clifton,

down, over what were until lately green fields, as
far as bedland and Whiteladiea’-road, and was at
the present time undergoing a still more rapid ex-
tension, and spreading itself over the inter-

vening spaces. Taking 311 ft., the elevation
given in the map for the Observatory (so called),

the height of the highest part of Upper Clifton,
adjoining the Durdham-down, could not now be
less tbau 3U0 ft. above the bed of the river, and
the upper part of Redland stood still higher.
The Clifton sewerage system was distinct from
that of Bristol. It comprehended ten branches,
uniting in a main sewer which discharged down
a steep incline about 240 ft. above the bed of the
river into the Avon, at the foot of Clifton-down,
where it mixed with the contents of the great
Bristol sewer, received from the outfall into the
river higher up. The Journal of Science for

October, 1S66, animadverted on the commingling
of the tides of sewage in the bed of the Avon
so near the town as an engineering mistake, and
a breach of hygienio laws. The writer de-
scribed peculiarities of the sewers at Clifton, and
said what he bad discovered respecting them
induced a reasonable doubt whether the official

statement, “ that the Clifton sewers do not
require veutilation or flushing, as there is no I

deposit in it and never any aocumnlation of
foul gases,” would bear the test of inquiry.

1

He touched on the defective ventilation in

'

the booses about Redland-quarry, and said

'

the sewer nir diffused among some of them con-

1

stituted a grievous blot on the sanitary map of,
Bristol and its neighbourhood, iu spite of a fair
supply throughout of drinking-water and the

'

natural advantages of its elevated position. He '

eulogised the doings of the local board and their
officer, Mr. Davies; but he believed that public
representations on matters bearing directly on
the public health were of essential service to
every public body

;
aud that the most dangerous

condition for any community to be placed in was
to Lave “ peace, peace,” cried, when there was
no peace. '

The Brihtol Times, discussing the subject since,
sajs,
—“ No one engaged iu the work had any

doubt that it would have been much better to
take the entire sewage of Bristol and Clifton in
a common and capacious culvert, to be carried
down along the river side to its mouth

;
but the

cost was the question : and as the plan, so far
as it went, was safe, because it could be supple-
mented and prolonged Channel-ward at any
time, the local authorities were content, for the
present, to limit the system to a river outlet.”
We are convinced, however, with the writer, that
bo the cost ever so considerable, they cannot

jlong defer a farther aud more finished effort.
For as

‘ Heaps of dead
Will slay their slayers by the pest they spread,’

the sewage discharge does to some extent return
by tide and through locks to prejudicially affect

the salubrity of at least the ancient city, which,
comparatively good as its health is, might be
still healthier but for this cause. We most
cease to pour the sewage of 170,000 people into

a narrow river. There is no use trying to ignore
an inevitable nocessity. As it must bo done,
the present, we should say, is the next most
favourable time to do it

;
since we have allowed

a still more favourable time to slip by.”

Houses for the Poor.

In the Economy and Trade Department, a
paper by Mr. F. Wedmore was read. The
writer began by remarking that the problem of

how to provide the City poor with healthy homes
at moderate rents had been rendered more
difficult by the failure of successive experiments.
The erection of blocks of buildings in the neigh-
bouring country, aud the institution of cheap
workmen’s trains, had been of little avail, as the
disadvantages of living in the country seemed to

the poor as great as the advantages. Mr. Pea-
body’s model lodging-houses were too much
tenanted by those who, though they might need
help, certainly did not need it the most; and
this observation applied still more strongly to

the “Improved Dwellings” at Notting-hill, in

one of which there lived a barrister. It had
been thonght that by giving to model lodging-
houses something of the character of public
works, their devotion to the legitimate object

would be secured. But Acts of Parliament had
done very little. Mr. Torrens’s Aot, introduced
in 1866, was almost a dead letter. There was
little use in giving to local authorities—vestrie-s

i

and metropolitan “Boards”—powor to spend I

the ratepayers’ money. They would not avail
'

themselves of it. Vewtries meet neither the
larger view of Imperial Government, nor the
feelings (personal and passionate), which were '

the stimulants to individual work among the
poor at London. Some day the State might do
much, when people bad ceased to fear a“ Pater-
nal Government ” that boldly took the initia-

tive; but till then Mr. Wedmore saw no remedy
but personal supervision, wbiob, it should be
remembered, could be indefinitely extended as

volunteers increased. Cottage property in Lon-
don was very remunerative. The writer de-

scribed the atrocious state of some houses he
had visited which were paying 20 per cent.

At the Ladies’ Conference, Mias Octavia Hill

spoke as to what she had been doing in

London for the dwellings of the poor. The
efforts made, she said, were directed towards
raising the condition of the poor with their

dwellings, rather than raise their dwellings for

them. The landlords of the poor in London
were almost always a low class of people

;

their power over their tenants was intense, for

good or evil, happiness or misery. The great
want, therefore, seemed to be that persons of an
upper class should become their landlords, and
exercise a better influence. SJie was speaking
of this to Mr. Ruskin, and he took the matter
up, and gave her money, with which houses in

two poor courts in Maryleboue, which bore a
bad character, had been purchased. Some
stables had been pulled down, and a playground
made, but otherwise the houses were not altered

in the main, and most of the existing tenants

were retained
;

the one condition being, that

they must strictly pay their weekly rents. In
this she was inexorable, but fooml, so great is

the power of personal influence, that she
scarcely ever had any difficulties, tboogh there

were now forty families under her. Mits Hill

went on to speak of the want of innocent and
healthy amusement among the poor, young and
old, saying that if those who had money would
turn their attention to this, instead of giving

indiscriminate alms, they will do good instead

of the barm which they now do.

Knou ledge of the Laws of Health.

A paper by Dr. Lenkestor, F.R S., on “The
Teaching of Physiology as a Branch of General
Education,” was read. He observed that
children must be taught to read, and when they

read it was quite as easy to teach them to read a
book on the structure of their own bodies as it

was to read anything else. The Universities

should insist upon a physiological examination.

If boys were not trained in the rudiments of

physiology, surely the girls ought to be. To
them as assistants of their mothers in poor

men’s families, and as nursemaids in the house,

a knowledge of the laws of life was essential.

If they were ignorant of the structures and
functions of a chjld’s body, they made mistakes

which were constantly leading to the destruction

of infant life. He had no hesitation in expressing

his conviction that the large mortality of children

nnder five years of age was not dno to vice or

crime, but to ignorance. At least 2,000 children
were snffucated annually in bed with their parents
or nurses in England and Wales, aud not five per
cent, of those cases could be traced to vice or
crime. The cause of death was the ignorance of
the mother or nurse of the necessity of procaring
for the children a due supply of fresh air. One
of the great causes of the prevalence of pre-
ventible diseases and death all over the land was
the utter and entire ignorance of the majority of
women of the laws which governed health and
life. The amount of suffering and wealth that
might be saved by a knowledge of the laws of
disease was incalculable.

The Workmen’s Meeting, always a feature at
these congresses, was held in the new Colston
Hall, of which we gave a view a short time ago.
The meeting included some 3,000 earnest and
attentive listeners, and was a fine sight. Con-
cerning what was said there, and other matters,
wo may find an opportunity to speak. Wo would
simply add here, that Mr. Edwin Pears and
other tfficera of the association exerted them-
selves, together with some of the members of

the local committee, successfully in carrying out
the arrangements of the week. Such meetiugs
do not manage themselves.

THE ART LIBRARY AT SOUTH
KENSINGTON.

So many are the facilities which are offered to

the students of art, of architecture, and of
engineering, military, civil, aud mechanical, by
the various educational collections that are
grouped together under the general title of the
South Kensington Moseam, that a long list of
novelties may be freqnently described under that
comprehensive heading. One branch of this

institution, to which we are sore that many
persons will be grateful for having their

attention directed with some precision, is the
Art Library.

It is well to state, in the first instance, that

the full advantages which this valnablo collec-

tion of books and engravings offers to the public
are as yet, to no small extent, counteraoted by
the inadequate accommodation at the disposal of

the librarian. Four rooms, squeezed out from
the North Coart, imperfectly supplied with
borrowed light' and confintd to an area which,
measured on the published ground-plan of the

Guide Book, does not exceed fonr hnndred super-

ficial yards, form the present most insufficient

lodging of the Art Library, together with the

reading-room, which latter only affords an
available table space of less than 2 ft. to each
person. It is bub fair to say that no one
can more distinctly perceive, and more per-

severingly deprecate, this cramping parsimony
of space than does the learned aud oonrteous
librarian himself. “ The arrangements for

readers,” he reported last year, “can scarcely

be called accommodation.” “Additional room,”
he again complains in his last report, “ is more

,

urgently required than ever.” The apace which
was insufficient for the requirements of readers

four years ago, has become wholly inadequate
for a number nearly doable that of those who
attended in 1864 or 1865. “ The necessity of
having space for the exhibition of the collection

of drawings, prints, and photographs, ofarchitec-

teoture, ornament, &c., becomes more pressing

as the collection increase’s in extent and value,

and the requirements of stadents seeking aid in

the library, not from books only, but from its

store of art illustrations, become more varied.”

The want of proper accommodation is com-
pensated, it is proper to add, as far as is at

all practicable, by the intelligence, patience, and
courtesy of the librarian and his assistants. Stu-

dents who havebecome accustomed to the manipu-
lation of the illegible temporary catalogues of

the British Museum, and to the loss of from 20

to 90 minutes incurred during the process of

fetching from the shelves any volume of which
the would-be reader has succeeded in discovering

the press mark, indicating its exact position in

the library, experience a pleasant surprise on
their first occasion of consnlting the Art Library

at Kensington.

The readers there do not appear to be con-

sidered in the light of intruders, of public

enemies, or of ignoramuses, shamefully ignorant

of the one criterion of ednoation—knowledge of

a MS. catalogne whioh forms in itself an un-
indexed library. If the object of research be
indicated, the officers of the library take an
interest in aiding the pursnit. They seem to

have not only a personal acquaintance, but an
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j[,tiniate friendship, with the anthers whose

works are on the shelves, and to take positive

pleasure in affording soch an introduction as the

stodent may be blindly attempting to obtain.

Oa any subject in illustrations of which the

Art Library is rich, and the student, wishing to

be exhaustive in his search, is not previously

acquainted with the literature, more information

can be garnered at South Kensington in a day

than at Bloomsbury in a week or more. The
South Kensington staff, in a word, are not

attendants, but assistants.

The total number of volumes and pamphlets

in the library is now 25,331', being an increase

of 6,267, over that of the preceding year. The
total number of drawings and prints is not men-
tioned in Mr. Soden Smith’s report, but 5,133

have been acquired during the past year. 7,878

additional photographs have raised the number
of these works of art to 32,273. A copious

index to the collection has been printed, which

forms, taken with the photographs themselves,

an iconographic dictionary of objects relating to

art more comprehensive than has been hitherto

attempted.
It is c.vlcnlated that there exist upwards of

30,000 old books of a strictly art character, all of

which it is wished to include in the library.

Some of these are scarcely attainable from their

rarity, but the great majority can be purchased.

The acquisition, however, of all important old

works becomes daily more difficult
;
prices are

rapidly rising; and the competition of private

collectors, and of the agents of pnblio libraries,

especially those of the United States.is constantly

becoming keener. Sir R. Colt Iloars’s “ History

of Wiltshire,” Hasted’s " History of Kent,” and
Bridge’s “ Northamptonshire,” have been among
the most valuable purchases of the past year.

Librarians and purchasers of books, no less

than literary students, will look forward with

great interest to the completion of the "Uni-
versal Catalogue of Works on Art,” on which the

editor of catalogues, Mr. J. H. Pollen, has been

engaged since 1867.

The contents of an art library, althongh far

from miscellaneoos, will yet be found to rank

under very distinct categories. Of these the

first may be regarded as that of descriptive

technical work, such, for example, as the valu-

able illustrated manuscript of Cavaltere Cipriano

Picoolpassi, written in 1548, entitled, “ I tre

Libri dell’ Arte del Vasajo.” Descriptions, such as

this unique volume contains, of the processes of

foreign or of ancient art manufactures, are of

the highest value and importance to the student,

and it is the aim and object of the directors of

the art library to acquire every exiatiug work of

this description. Afcer MSS. from foreign

works, rank translations, such as that made
by M. Stanislas Julion from the original Chinese,

and published under the title, “ Histoire et

Fabrication de la Porcelain Chinoise.” Those
ancient volumes are supplemented by the lite-

rature of the day, as in the case of Brongniart’s
" Traiie des Arts Ceramiques,” the " Description

Mcthodiqne du Musee Ceramique de la Manu-
facture royale do Porcelain de Sevres,” and the

last edition of Joseph Marryatt’s “ History of

Pottery and Porcelain, Medimval and Modern.”

After works of technical description may
rank those of illustration, properly so called.

Such, for instance, are the numerous and noble

folios containing engravings of the principal

European galleries and collections, as the Gallery

of the Florentine Academy, the " Description

du Musee Royal des Antiques du Louvre,” by
M. Le Comte de Clarac

j
that of the " Real

Museo Borbonico,” at Naples
;
the " Musee des

Monumens Franejais,” by‘Alex. Lenoir; "IlVati-

cano descritto ed illustrate,” by Pistolesi, and
numerous cabalognes, handbooks, and descrip-

tions, of various collections.

Works that are incidentally illustrated, and
prints and engravings which, if of no great iu-

trinsic excellence, are of value in illustrating

the history and progress of graphic art, form

again separate portions of the library. The be-

quest of the Reverend Channey Hare Townsend
to the Art Library included “all books in bis

library containing engravings.” It is evident

that if such a wide limit as this be fixed for the

contents of the library, its future extension must
be BO enormous as, to a considerable extent, to

interfere with its present most valnable charac-

teristic, that of the instant accessibility of its

contents.

A catalogue of “ the Library of the Division

of Art, at Marlborough House,” was printed in

1856. This work, althongh referring only to

some 5,000 volumes, may be regarded as a sort

of programme for the future catalogue of the

Art Museum, and in that capacity is worthy of

consideration.

The classification of this catalogue is imper-

fect, the arrangement being partly alphabetical,

partly according to subjects, and partly accord-

ing to the names of authors. The essential

principle of all sound cataloguing—the double

arrangement of index of subject and index of

author—is lost sight of. The volumes included

in the library are recounted, under the names of

the authors when known, and under the title of

the subject when anonymous, in the series which
are thus arranged :—A. Alphabets, Writing, &c.

B, Anatomy, Physiology, &c. C. Antiquities,

Ancient and Mediceval. D. Architecture. E.

Art: 1. General; 2. Practice; 3. Taste, Theory,

&o. ;
4. History. E. Biography, And soon to

Z. Trades. Under the respective heads the

same disorder prevails. Thus, " Architecture ”

is followed by " Art, the Pictorial Gallery of.

Useful and Ornamental " Assisi, San Fran-

cesco d’, Description of the Church of " Auber,

M. I’Abbe, Histoire de la Cathodrale de Poitiers,

&o.” In a small list of 5,000 volumes it is pos-

sible to find what is required, even when thus

loosely arranged, by turning over page afcer page.

For a catalogue of a large library, such a system

of entry is of little use.

If we take, without farther criticism, the

twenty-eight heads into which the Art Library

is thus prospectively divided, we shall see that

they are such as to admit of a systematic distri-

bution, as the bases of a very available method
of classification.

I. Thus, commencing with the literature of the

subject, we should group together under the

first division the several heads of:—1. Alpha-

bets, Writing, &o.
;

2. Biography of Artists

;

3. Dictionaries, Glossaries, &o.
j

4. Systems of

Drawing and Graphical Instruction
;

5. Geo-

metry and Perspective
;
6. Periodical Literature.

II. Descriptive works would follow in the

second division, ranked under the heads ;
—

1. Topography; 2. Antiquities, Archaic and
Medimval; 3. Monuments; 4. Architecture;

5, Engineering, Building, &c. ; 6. Heraldry;

and 7. Costume and Habits.

III. Natural history claims a division to

itself, including anatomy and physiology,

together with descriptive natural history.

IV. Artistic works, strictly so called, rank
under the heads of :—1. General Art; 2. Sculp-

ture; 3. Painting; 4. Glass; 5. Decorative

Art ; and 6. Galleries, Museums, &o.

V. Manufactures, trades, and miscellaneous

works complete the distribution of the heads

already designated into an orderly and intel-

ligible series. The works catalogued under each
head should be arranged in the alphabetical

order of the principal subject treated of or set

forth in such title. A nominal index, or list

arranged in the alphabetical order of the writers’

names, should accompany such classified cata-

logue; the whole contents of the library being
ultimately referred to in a general nominal index,

which might be reprinted at intervals, say of ten

years.

If on the reception of each book its title were
immediately copied out and printed on a slip of

paper, the subject chosen for insertion in the

classified catalogue and the surname of the

authors being printed in large black letters, so

as to ba legible at a glance, a book containing a

series of these slips would form the day-book, or

credit waste-book, of the library. The arrange-

ment of the slips themselves in the draft cata-

logues might thus take place, de die in diem,

with the very smallest amount of labour. Cata-

logue and index could be carried on at the same
time; and no good reason could be given why
every work, before it had been seven days in the

hands of the librarian, should not be thus re-

corded in the three distinct entries of register,

catalogue, and index. To call a mere nominal
index a " catalogue,” is a perversion of terms.

In the case of anonymous works, no insertion

would be made in the index. Works attributed

to any author would be entered under the sup

posed name
;
an addition, or note, being printed

on the title slip, stating the grounds of the

attribution. Works signed by initials would be

indexed under the last letter of such initials.

The system of cross references, which is

carried to such an intolerable extent in the

British Museum catalogue, would be greatly

simplified by the use of printed slips. In most
cases it would be sufficient to paste a portion of

the slip only in that part of the catalogue from

which, under the ordinary arrangement, the

cross reference is usually made. The words in
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the title which are distinguished by capitals,

and which may be considered as forming a sub-

sidiary title, are those which would thus appear

in the catalogue. Thus, if we take an example

at random from the catalogue to which we have

referred we find a title of six lines, commencing,
" Auiser, M. I’Abbo. Histoire de la Cathedrale

de Poitiers.” In the register this title would

bs inserted in full and designated by a serial

number, which would denote the date of its

acqusition
;

it wonld also be found in full in the

index under A, and in the catalogue under P

;

a single line would be found uuder C in the list

of cathedrals, the black letters being sufficient

to lead the reader to turn to P for fuller

information.

There is a olass of books, now assuming

extreme importance, which is not to bs found

under either of the above heads. We refer to

(Editions de luxe, or illustrated books proper,

such as the Bible and the "Idylls of the King,”

illustrated by Dore. Objects of elegant refine-

ment, rather than of educational art, such works

will iu time form a library in themselves, and,

in the mean time, should be classed in a distinct

catalogue.

The means of consulting foreign periodical

literature which is afi'orded by the Art Reading-

room at South Kensington are ample and valu-

able. French, German, Italian, and Spanish

serials lie on the tables, beside English journals.

It is highly instructive, if not highly satisfactory,

to compare the styles of illustrations adopted by

ourselves with those of the Continent. The

general superiority of the French artists in this

respect can hardly be contested. As far, how-

ever, as we can form an opinion, the main element

of superiority is to be found in the care given to

the actaal operation of printing.

The Art Library at Kensington, small, but

rapidly increasing in size, and miserably cramped

for space, yet offers to the student such facilities

as he will find in no other establishment iu this

country. Hardly any subject of study, in any

way connected with art, is unrepresented.

The facility of consulting, at the modest

expense of 6d. per week, the rarest and most

costly volumes, is as yet far from being

realised by the public. It is a matter for great

satisfaction that this facility has hitherto been so

little abused ; a liberal and generous treatment

seeming to produce a corresponding return.

Such a work as that on the " Antiquities of the

Russian Empire,” produced under the direction

of an Imperial Commission, with 4bo text,

and six volumes folio of plates,—a present from

the Emperor of Russia,—may be cited as one of

the treasures of the library. " L’Histoire des

Arts luduatriels, par Jules Labarte the great

work by Franz Book, containing representations

of the regalia of the Holy Roman Empire ; the

work now in course of publication, under the

anspices of the French Government, by M. Brisse

d’Avennes, under the title, " Histoire de I’Art

Egyptienne, d’apr^s les Monumens les pins

recules, jusqu’il la Domination Romain ;” are

prodnetious of the same princely splendour.

The privilege of access to such volumes cau

hardly bo too highly rated.

The treasures of high art that lie perdus on

the shelves of tho Art Library are no leas pre-

cious than the literary stores. Rare old engrav-

ings, photographs of the original sketobes of the

greatest artists, illustrated descriptions of the

principal European galleries and museums, sup-

plemented, as they are, by the publications of

the Arundel Society, tempt the man of taste to

linger within the walla. Nor are original MSS.,

or original drawings, excluded. Perhaps the

chief artistic gem of the library is the Italian

note-book of Flaxman, an oblong book, of stout

drawing-paper, on which the objects that chiefly

attracted the attention of that artist in a tour

through the Italian peninsula are drawn with

bold, careful, vigorous touch. It is highly

noticeable, as illustrative of the peculiar bent of

Flaxman’s genius, that it is on the relics of

Roman antiquity that his attention was mainly

fixed, to the exclusion of the no less pictu-

resque, and far more vividly instructive,

features of the Italian life of the present day,

—

a life which, as dependent on an unchanged

climate, is an exponent of the habits and cus-

toms of ancient Rome, as valuable and instrnc-

tive as either tombs, or busts, decorated friezes,

or crumbling mosaics.

We are by no means certain that the

authorities of the South Kensington Museum
will be disposed to thank us for directing, so far

as our voice can reach, the attention of the

pnblio to a portion of their establishment which,
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thongh rich and tempting, ia as yet so in-
adeqnately housed. But we write in the interest
of the public, and with the conviction that it is

only requisite that the actual contents and ready
accessibility of the Art Library should be
known, to produce such an influx of readers as
to render delay in the erection of a proper
library impossible. We have just heard it

stated, in very loud and very unanswerable
tones, that it is not the more educated class who
criticise, admire, and stay away, that renders
any adequate support to those who endeavour at
once to please and benefit the public. As the
drama finds its chief patron in the multitude, so
must an institution like South Kensington,
whether we regard the schools and educational
collections, the Art Museum, or the Art Library,
find its chief supporters and most numerous
frequenters, not among those who are satisfied
with the present state of their education in
matters of taste, of art, or of science, but among
those who aro eager for instruction. Let those
who consider their education finished stay
away.
But for those who would reverently regard the

wonders of the past, who would watch the foot-
steps of the great masters of ancient or of
Mediaeval art, who would take counsel with the
careful writers, and learn from the patient
draughtsmen and engravers, of oountries and of
times more artistic than our own, we have but
one word to say. In no spot in the world, be it

where it may, will they find so readily accessible,
so much to educate, to delight, and to ennoble at
once the taste and the intelligence as in the
Art Library and Museums of South Kensington.

THE CITY HIGHWAYS.
We are glad to see that some suggestions

which appeared in our columns in reference to

approach to a material telegram without a
battery, advancing in the teeth of pneumatic
resistance itself, and the principal objection
which may be alleged with reference to it is,

perhaps, that it is not a highway. There are
numerous circumstances under which its employ-
ment would not be exposed to such objections as
may now attend it. Many of the suggestions
which are embodied in the compendious report
as made by Mr. Haywood, and now issued,* from
the magnitude of the difficulties with which he
has to deal, are necessarily extensive in them-
selves.

They for the most part intimately concern the
welfare and interest of the community at large,
and no doubt in some cases are pronounced with
the view of eliciting public approval or con-
currence, if not with the express object of in-
viting an attentive criticism. We are induced
to recur to the subject of the present commercial
limitation of the metropolis, not simply on
account of finding onr former views so largely
shared by the Engineer to the City Corporation
with reference to the necessity of the erection of
bridges below bridge, subsidiary branches of
railway in the eastern portions of the metro-
polis, and with regard to the minor utility of
tubular driftways or tunnels under the river, but
from the masterly scope which Mr. Haywood
has given to the inquiry.

The variety of means comprised in his recom-
mendations has led to a reconsideration of the
impressions which we entertained as to those
means which would most effectually, in our view,
operate towards the accomplishment of some of
the desired objects. The present extent of the city
area appears to us an element in the case which
has not yet perhaps been sufficiently weighed.
The municipal area is but 631 acres, and how far
we may be justified in opening up readier means
of access to within those constricted lines is a
subject which of itself is fairly entitled to some

the present condition of the eastern portions of
;

consideration as tho case stands. Within these
the metropolis are shared in by Mr. Haywood,

[

limits it is calculated that nearly one million
the enpneer to the City Corporation, and are not ) persons congregate daily. Following, with some
unlikely to lorm the basis of important improve-

|

timidity, the figures upon which Mr. Haywoodmeats which are now held in contemplation by
|

proceeds, we are led to the supposition that
that body. We made allusion in a late im-

,
within thirty or forty years two millions of per-

pression to the expediency of an addition to the Anna will inaiaf nnrsn
present number of bridges over the Thames, more
effectually uniting the opposite shores of the
river below London Bridge, and we observe that
the apprehension which we expressed upon the
occasion as to the inadequate accommodation
which would be likely to be afforded by the con-

sons will insist upon finding accommodation
within the same area. A communal police, an
ingredient which few would regard favourably
as a necessary constitnent of traffic reform upon
which the City Engineer seems somewhat dis-
posed to rely for assistance, might, under the
circumstances, discover a wide employment, bub

Btruction of subways under the river is more
,

not exclusively in that harmless direction which
widely entertained than we had supposed. It is , is assigned to them. A oomprehensive arrange,
acknowledged that superior facilities would be ment we believe would not involve the mani.
acquired by bridge accommodation and the con- festation on their part of a greater amount of
Btruotion of subsidiary railways towards the re- concern for onr personal safety than they now
lief of the compression of the City traffic. display.

^

, I

are indisposed to draw largely upon the
hesitation which would be likely to be declared figures contained in, and suggested by, this re-with reference to the usage of subways, and has

,

port
; but inasmuch ns we have already alludedproposed the erection of_ a bridge nearly in the

,

to the inequalities which may be perceived in
line of direction, which is occupied by the pre-

|

reference to the distribution of the inhabitants
eent tunnel from the Tower to Bermondsey.

|

over the metropolitan area, we would advert toIhose localities unquestionably possess urgent the results which have been obtained in this
Claims m regard to the accommodation which ' direction by Mr. Haywood,
would be extended to them by such a structure

;
|

A Hue continued in a straight course with
nor do we imagine from the circumstances of the i London Bridge to the extremities of the inha-
case tiat in the immediate adoption of this pro- bited areas of London, at both sides would re-
posal, any consequences of such a character as
might, at first sight, appear calculated to ensue
need bo apprehended with reference to the under-
ground tunnel. Viewing that work for a moment
simply as a proprietary work, in the execution
of which a large amount of proprietary capital
has been already expended, we believej that it
cannot fail to be remunerative. It is obvious
that with a capacity restricted within certain
limits, as that of the subway professedly is, it

could not hold out anything like the amount of
accommodation that is demanded between the
ilooalities which it joins.

From the preponderance of traffic at these
parts, the tunnel is likely to meet with employ-
ment up to the fullest extent of which it is
icapable. Tolls for a few days on London Bridge
would defray the total cost of the erection of
ithe subway. So singular, indeed, is this structure
lia its general features, and the cheapness with
Jwhich it has been contrived, that the gratification
'of the novelty which it embodies would almost
liquidate the expenditure which has been in-
Burred. We wish to be understood as stating
ithis far from disparagingly. The illustration
iere afl'orded by Mr. Barlow as to the possi-
bility of conveying heavy weights from space to
lapacB will yet assert important claims to atten-
lion, and be widely adopted. It is the nearest

present, with regard to the population, a state
of things to which many of the difficulties of the
present situation may be referred, and which has
hitherto engaged but little attention. Mr. Hay-
wood appears to have arrived at the supposition
that in a short time the population at either side
of such a line would nearly balance, and tends
to preponderate eastwards. As we have before
remarked, at one side there may be discovered
numerous means of interoommnnication across
the river, while on the other side not a solitary
instance of the kind attacts attention, or exists
to the sight. We are inclined to regard this
circumstance as the chief cause of what is now
nob only intolerable, but grave and threatening in
its growing aspect. Mr. Haywood remarks that
“ it would be interesting to ascertain the dis-
tance needlessly traversed annually by vehicles
and pedestrians, owing to the want of a bridge
lower down the river than London Bridge, and
no calculation yet made npon such subjects
would show anything approaching the immense
loss of time, loss of labour, and loss of money
which the absence of another bridge imposes

* “ General Iraprovement of the City. Report to tho
Court of Common Coanoil from the Improvement Com-
mittee, with Report from W. Haywood, esq,, C.E., Engi-
neer to ihe Commissioners of Sewers, in relation to the
Traffic of the City,”

npon the traffic and population of the north-east
and south-east of London.”

It is not, however, in our opinion, one bridge
only or two bridges which would subatantialiy
effect a relief of all the increasing exigencies of
the position, but three or four, or even a greater
number, would appear not far from being de-
manded and desirable. The City alone is not
the only precinct of London susceptible of con-
siderable amelioration. The further develop,
ment of Shoreditch, in anything like the time
extending over the report, represents both a
psychological and physical problem. There
are many other places which would be embraced
and included in a comprehensive rectification of
frontiers, to adapt a French expression, of the
City and the improvement of its approaches.
This task now devolves upon the Corporation,
and, if done, could be done once for all.

The numerous railway stations already termi-
nating in localities within or adjacent to the
City boundaries, are regarded as being likely to
contribute a novel element of mischief. This
we do not consider to be a consequence fairly to
be apprehended.
The railway branches now entering the City

principally facilitate an earlier arrival and later
departure to and from the City offices than was
formerly practicable; and, in our opinion, add but
little to the normal insufficiency of that accom-
modation which is now experienced. As a
means in any degree operating towards the re-
duction of vehicular traffic, which we are inclined
to view as a radical source of the existing con-
fusion, they are comparatively valueless

; but
they exercise some effect in marking oil’ those
periods when foot traffic and vehicular traffic

combined reacfi their maximum points of
danger.

Any means which could be devised to diminish
the vehicular traffic would operate more success-
fnlly than endeavours to accommodate it. The
difficulties of the case do not appear in so fair a
way of being met by providing a further accom-
modation for the traffio already existing as in
getting rid of some portions of it and preventing
its access.

The short extract which we have quoted from
Mr. Haywood’s report with reference to bridges
below bridge we think snpplies a key to the
whole difficulty. The traffic which approaches
in converging lines, along both the Eastern
inlands from the river towards the nearest
accessible bridge, would be subdivided, at points
where such traffio pertains, by the erection of
more local accommodation than that which
London Bridge affords. As a parallel case, let it

be supposed that all the bridges west of London
Bridge were translated eastwards, and that the
traffionow conducted between the two shores were
compelled in the direction of London Bridge.
The contrast is far from comprising such an
exaggeration of the circumstances as might
readily be entertained.

As an important feature amongst the improve-
ments recommended for adoption by Mr. Hay-
wood, the establishment of steam-ferry services at
points along the river below the Tower would take
a principal rank. Those who have witnessed the
convenience which is afforded by the steam
ferries plying across the Mersey will regard this
proposal as posseesing many claims to considera-
tion. Ordinary steam-boats, snob as those now
navigating the Thames, would, however, be
inadequate for such a service, and a number of
new vessels would necessarily have to be de-
signed and constructed in order to be of any
avail in the interchange of produce and
merchandise over the river.

While such an amount of maritime traffio

as that which is now localised in the direction
of London Bridge is continned it would be
hazardous to look forward to tho success-
ful working of a steam-ferry system, however
well contrived. The interception of such traffio

at points further below bridge seems to be an
essential element in any project to extend or re-

form the condition of the City.

An alternative proposal is submitted in the
construction of bridges with central draw-spans

j

but here again unquestionable inconveniences
would arise in the adoption of a bridge such as
is suggested, containing a central moveable
opening to admit of the passage of masted
vessels. It would convey but little of that ac-
commodation which is expected from bridges in
ordinary

; nor do we imagine that restrictioDS or
regulations as to its intermittent employment
within stated times, for naval and other traffic,

would be found to work advantageously. The
central spaa presents insurmonntable difficulties.
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It would require to be large iu proportion to the

'eng’h of the bridge, and ihe severance and re-

union of the platform wou’d be attended by many
vexations and cost. A very fine example of the

class of structure herein indicated was, some
time since, designed by Mr. Pago for erection

over the river Hooghly, at Calcutta, consisting of

four spans of 400 ft. each, and a central draw-
span of 80 ft.

It is remarked in Mr. Haywood’s report, that

the removal of M'ddle row, Holborn, in union
with the large undertakings in course of com-
pletion under the Corporation’s auspices, will iu

no degree sensibly alleviate the existing conges-

tion of the City area, an intimation which we
are readily prepared to accept. These improve-

ments have been accompanied by the extension

of ihe terminal stations of some of the main
lines of railway into the centre of the metro-
poll'’, which would go far towards diminishing

any relief which might originally have been
expected from these measares. The union of

the main lines with the Metropolitan system is

not yet complete, and the proximate extension of

the Great Eastern Railway, with this obj'-ct, is

daily encroaching upon various properties in the

busiest and most capacious parts of the East
Central disli-icb. An important range of build-

ings, including the premises forming Miles’s

Builders’ Materials Entrepot, are now being

cleared, with the object of bringing the Great
Eastern line into more efTectuul operation, and
numerous habitations are iu this direction

threatened with reiuopal. These points all tend

in favour of an unrestricted and far-reaching

scheme on behalf of the City, rather than a
mere extension of the existing thoroughfares
and the construction of new streets.

The increase of the population within the
nietropolituu area, based upoucalcnlationswbich
extend over nearly seventy years, gives a popula-

tion to begin with iu the year 1900, a period

which many now living will witness of 6
,
000,000

of inhabitants, or about six times the magnitude
of the population as it stood at the commence-
ment of the present century. A more wonder-
ful exposition of the phenomena of human life

it would bo difficult to submit. Never before

assuredly in the history of the world have so

many singular features united towards the foun-

dation of such a state and oondition of human
existence as that represented at the present day.

Nineveh, one of the most notable cities of

antiquity, was but 14 miles long, by 8 miles in

breadth, inclosed by a wall 100 ft. high, 46 miles

round, and thick enough fur three chariots

abreast. Babylon was 50 miles within its walls,

which were 75 ft. thick, and 100 ft. high, and
pierced with 100 brazen gates.

The walla of Romo were but 13 miles ronncl,

and the city was estimated to have arrived at a
maximum population of rather more than four

millions of inhabitants. The first census which
was taken of Rome ocenrred 566 years before

the birth of Cbrisf-, and after an interval had
elapsed of nearly four centuries from the pre-

sumed date of the foundation of that city,

according to the historian Varro. The frequency
with which the increase of its population was
noted and recorded up to the time of the re-

building of the Capitol demands the most serious

attention of civilised comumuities. When the

Pantheon was erected, under the reign of

Augustus, the population is computed to have
reached four millions, and it so remained during
the lifetime of our Lord, whose birth occurred
about this time. The cify of London was
founded by the Romans in the fiftieth year of

the Christian era, Caractacus at that time being
taken prisoner to Rome. Since that period we
possess access to historical records sufficiently

authentic to establish an unbroken and con-

tinuous succession of events down to tho dis-

covery of yesterday of tho Roman pavement in

Bucklersbury.

The city of Cordova, under the dominion of

the Saracens in Spain, possessed more than
200,000 houses, and more than a million of
iulmbibauts. After snnsel, it is said, one might
walk through that city iu a straight line by the
light of the public lamps for a distance of ten

miles, while seven hundred years after this time
there was not so much as one public lamp iu

Loudon. The streets were solidly paved, while
in Paris, centuries subsequently, whoever
stepped over his threshold on a rainy day
stepped ankle-deep in mud. “ Tho Spanish
Mahometans had brought with them all the
luxuries of Asia. Their residences stood forth
against the clear bine sky, or were embo=oined
iu woods. They had polished marble balconies

overhanging orange gardens ;
courts with cas-

cades of water
5

retiring-rooms vaulted with

stained glass, speckled with gold; and the floors

and walls were of exquisite mosaics. Here a

fountain of quicksilver shot up in glistening

ppray, the glittering particles falling with a

tranquil sound like fairy bells. Thera were
apartments into which cool air was drawn
in summer from flower gardens. Clusters

of frail marble columns, surprised the be-

holder with tho vast weights they bore. In

the boudoirs of the sultanas they were some-
times of verd antique, and encrusted with lapis

lazuli. Through pipes of metal water, both warm
and cold, to salt the season of the year, ran into

baths of marble. In niches where the current

of air could be artificially directed, bung drip-

ping alcarazzas. There were whispering gal-

leries for the amusement of the women, laby-

rinths and marble play-courts for the children;

for the master himself grand libraries;” and at

this brilliant focus, it is said that barbarian

Europe lighted its lamp of civilisation. If such

wore the case, we must confess that its lamp has
yet been scarcely sufficiently well trimmed to

discover some of its more important needs. The
baths and aqueducts of Rome are still conspi-

cuous by their absence, and the lavatories and
marble play-courts of Cordova would be taken

to reflect upon the sanity of a Briton. The
burry of life and money-making is so great with
many, that a meditation upon the wider and
more lasting foundations of life appears imprac-

ticable in the main. Bnt we have gutter chil-

dren and coroners’ inqnests, and poverty lies

quietly down amongst us, to perish upon thres-

holds of gold. In some points we have omitted

to reproduce those common adjuncts of decency
by which only an improvement in the manners
of a civilised people could be detected.

To revert, however, to the question of the

prospective increase of the metropolitan popu-
lation to the extent and within the time pre-

dicted, we have to take objection to the necessity

of still further condensing any portion of that

population within the prescribed boundaries of

the area of the City, If ont of the population

that is to be one million and a half will find

thtir occupation in the direction of Thread-
needle-street, why not at Clapbam or Wimble-
don, Hampstead or Gravesend ? There is as

much intercourse, and profitable intercourse,

carried on between London and Liverpool, as

was formerly possible between London Bridge

and Chelsea. There are at this moment nearly

13,000 miles of railway open and in operation

in the United Kingdom, finding a common centre

within the heart of London. Had Rome pos-

sessed such facilities as these, it is possible that

some method would have been devised to in-

crease the extent of its commercial centre, at

least beyond the dimensions of 631 acres, and
might even have taken into consideration the

asphyxiating system of bodily refreshment
which, as far as the rising generation is con-

cerned, is enacted there. The scheme of the

Metropolitan Railway is not only capable of

conferring the means of speedier access to and
from the City, but would effectually govern new
centres of industry and trade. It is now a

laoccon struggling with the stream of human
life. Viewing the wholesale remodelling of

streets and thoroughfares soggeated by Mr. Hay-
wood’s report, the magiiifcude of approaching

highways asserts some claim to reference.

Foremost amongst these in the southern side

must be reckoned the Clapham-road, which,

meeting with a slight diversion at the Elephant
and Caallo at Newington, bursts into architec-

tural fireworks at Clerkenwell-green. The Old

Kent-road and Walworth-road unite at a point

in advance of London Bridge, and expand incon-

tinently immediately they cross over that narrow
path, the main direction of the united roads

continuing from the other side of the bridge as

far as Stoke Newington and Stamford-hill.

The road originating at Blackheath runs con-

tinuously until it disappears in the vicinity of

Buckingham Palace. When we have named the

Wandswortb-road, which itself terminates in the

Clapham-road, we have exhausted the cardinal

highways of the southern portion of the metro-

polis. In magnitude they are surpassed by the

vast thoroughfares which span the boundaries

of London at the Middlesex side. There is one

oontinuous road from Hammersmith to Stratford,

with a parallel inside road terminating in

Linooln’s-inn-fields by Great Queen-street. From
Marjlebone to Victoria Park, and Hyde Park to

Edgware, would about enumerate the main
arteries of Metropolitan Middlesex.

Within the limits thus roughly sketched there

are computed to be no less than 500,000 human
habitations, affording accommodation to a fixed

population of one seventh of the entire inhabi-

tants of the United Kingdom. Nearly one-half

of the adult portion of this population at some
time daily enter the City, and we are glad at

length that some steps have been resolved upon

to provide that accommodation which has been

so long demanded. This, in our opinion, cannot

satisfactorily be arrived at by any means which

would encourage further traffic citywards, but by

the subdivision of the existing traffic along the

course of the Thames eastwards by means of

several bridges and the discharge of maritime

traffic further down the river.

SHAESPEARE ILLUSTRATED.

A FEW weeks since we devoted some little

space to remarks, descriptive and critical, with

reference to the redecoration of the Prince’s

Theatre, at Manchester. We have now to bestow

a passing word on the very carefully and

artistically got up representation of the “Winter’s

Tale,” which has been produced at the same
theatre, on the model of what was done by the

late Mr. Charles Kean at the Princess’s Theatre,

London. Mr. Calvert, the manager, in the pre-

face to bis acting edition of the play, combats the

idea that there is anything inimical to the highest

exercise of the actor’s art in the addition of ela-

borate scenic illustration. As scenery and cos-

tume of some kind are indispensable, to contend

that their correctness and effectiveness are a

matter of indifference, is to
“ acknowledge the

wrong thing better than the right, and own
that to be inappropriate is better than to be

appropriate :
” and, as a close student of the art

of acting, he asserts that “ not only is the

audience the more impressed by the realism of

the ‘ viise en scene/ but that the actors them-

selves undoubtedly derive an impulse from it.”

Following out this principle, not only has the

play been brought out with the beat scenic efl’ects

that could be obtained, but tho whole of the

ornaments, costumes, dances, and other adjuncts

have been made subjects of study, and antiqua-

rian authorities consulted in reproducing them.

The architecture of the various interior scenes

has been designed under the supervision of a pro-

fessional architect, and the scenes were painted

by some of the most accomplished artists in this

branch of painting. Particularly good are the

second scene, act i., a summer apartment iu tho

Palace of Leoutes, and an apartment in the

Palace of Polixenes (act iv., scene 3) ;
the latter,

which is a “ front scene,” is an excellent piece of

illusory perspective. The only defect we should

notice in the architectural portion of the scenery

is in the front of the temple at Syracuse (act iii.,

scene 1), where the columns are too tall and

thin in proportion, especially for what must be

supposed to be Sicilian Doric.

The band is a far better one than is found in

some of the London theatres, and the whole

of the music has been arranged with special

reference to the scenes and situations it illus-

trates, and thus becomes an addition to the

total effect, instead of a mere excrescence.

Our limits do not permit us to enlarge upon

the quality of the acting generally
;

bat we
must allude to Mr. Calvert’s impersonation of

Leontes as a carefully studied and artistic effort,

especially notable for that careful attention to

minutim which is always the mark of a really

finished actor, and which is sometimes neglected

and its absence supposed to be atoned for by

some noteworthy point in one scene, to which

everything else is sacrificed.

The principle before urged in this journal, of

bringing true artistic skill to bear upon all the

accessories of a theatrical representation, haa

been carried out here with a degree of care and

intelligence which deserves wider recognition

than that of a provincial town.

Tbe Armenian Church, Manchester.

—

A paragraph, on p. 793 in our last issue, gives

an account of the erection of an Arminian

Church in Manchester ;
this should be Armenian,

if, as we suppose from our correspondent’s

description, it is the national church of Armenia

that is meant. We have Armenian Churches in

abundance,—that is, for those who, like the Wes-

leyans, adopt the doctrines of the Dutch divine,

James Arminius, on free grace. Wesley called

the magazine he established TheArminian Maga-

zine (now the IVesIeyan Methodist Magazine),
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THE DRAINAGE OF BRIGHTON,
The Geoeral Purposes Committee has passed,

by 7 to 5, a resolution approving of Mr. Hawk-
shaw’s plau for the drainage of Brighton by an
intercepting sewer from Cliftonville to Porto-
bello, and recommending the counoil to give the
necessary Parliamentary notices for obtaining an
Act in the nest session giving the necessary
powers. An amendment was proposed :

—

aa Mr. Hawtshaw agreed with Mr. Hawkaloy
and Dr. Letheby that the present system of drainage was
not icjanous to the health of the inhabitants,—in which
they were borne oat by the Registrar-General's report

;

—
as the proposed alteration of the system inrolved an
penditure of not less than 80,030L ;

and as the council .. —
equally divided in their opinion as to the necessity of such
alteration, it was not advisable to give the Parliamentary
notices now asked for until the effects of the alteration of
the central and western outfalls had been tested, the co-
operation of the adjoining districts obtained, and the
opinion of the inhabitants of Brighton as to the proposed
plan ascertained."

This amendment was negatived by the same
division

; and the committee’s resolution of ap-
proval was to be submitted to the town council
at their next meeting.

lu addition to the report already published,
Mr. Hawkahaw has since, in a supplementary
note, furnished some details in explanation of his
plau. The local Herald says, in allusion to these
details, “ IIow far these tend to meet the ob-
jections that have been raised to a sewer seven
miles long, and to the danger of thus creating a
nuisance far greater than any we have hitherto
endured, we are unable to say. We hear, how-
ever, that Mr. Hawkshaw’s mode of ventilating
this sewer is by gratings at every 200 or 300
yards; and we confess that the prospect of this
line of grating running along the front of our
promenades is by no moans reassuring. If
instead of discharging the foul air of our sewers
into the depths of the sea, we bring them
beneath the very noses of our visitors, where is
the gain ?

”

FEN AND MARSHLAND CHURCHES.
On a railway journey from one commercial or

manufacturing city to another,—between LondonMd Manchester, for example,—what quiet rural
districts are hurried through, what charmine
shady nooks open out for a moment and then
are gone, and how gladly sometimes would the
traveller stop, if he could, to admire, to examine,
or to rest.

_

But stopping is out of tho question,
and lu spite of his regret and in spite of all
attractions, he is carried on perhaps So a more
smoky atmosphere than the one from which he
began his journey.

.
pnranit of any profession, espe-

raally of [any of those to which this journal
13 devoted, drives a man along in a fixed track
almost as inexorably as a locomotive draws a
tram. Many things come under his notice and
invite hia attention, to which he would uladlv
give carefn study and qaiet thought, if he could
only stop to do it. But each day’s practice
briugs duties which cannot be postponed, thoueh
these are not always of the kind which would
enchant the fancy or engage the heart. You
would occupy your mind with the highest
artistic criticism perhaps, when yon are obliged
to break off the chain of your thoagbts to con-
sider the position of a duat-bin or the diameter
of a dram . Architects can rarely select the
Bubjecta to which they have to give time and
thought, still less can they leave out what is
unattractive, and only notice what is choicewhen the selection has been made. But ama-
teurs cau do this; and the architectural profes-
Bion 18 greatly indebted to them for much intel-
iigent labour and criticism.

_

A valuable addition to work of this class has
just been made by the publication of a book bear-mg the title which heads this notice, and con-

. tammg careful and artistic photographs of
i

twenty-six churches in the eastern counties.*
These churches have been selected for illua-

of their architectural rather
jthau for their antiquarian interest : they are not
1 merely old but intrinsically beautiful.^ And as

\ L
is accompanied by a

bBhort sketch of the history, alterations, and indi-
iVidualtly of the building, a very useful and inte-

resting book of reference is the result. These
descriptive notices, which display research and
study as well as a sincere affection for the
venerable buildings described, are written for
the most part by the clergy of the several
ohurchee, headed by the Dean of Chester, who
contributes a notice of Wisbech Church, which
was the former scene of his labours.
Two volumes of this book have just been

brought out, and a third ia promised shortly. It
is to be hoped that their publication will be
attended with such success as to encourage similar
work in other districts. How many beautiful
churches are falling into decay, or into the hands
of the injudicious restorer, leaving little trace to
future time of the feeling of their builders, or of
the dignity which time has stamped upon their
work.
The photographs are extremely good, the

interiors being particularly free from the gloom
so often observable in photographs of this kind.
The points from which the views are taken are
well selected, and both the general effect and the
clearness of detail are well preserved. Archi-
tects who cannot spare the time or the money to
make a tour among the Fen and Marshland
Churches, may here obtain a considerable
acquaintance with their artistic merits, as well
as with their structural peculiarities. The cover
is the least satisfactory part of the book.

INFIRMARY FOR WANTAGE, BERKS.
The guardians of the poor of the Wantage

Union, having determined to follow the example of
the Boards throughout the country who have
provided improved accommodation for the sick
poor, have matured a scheme for pulling down
certain old buildings at the back of the work-
house, and erecting an entirely new infirmary on
the site. The new bnildiog will include ordi-
nary and special sick-wards and day-rooms for
both sexes, and lying-in ward. Lavatories, bath-
rooms, and other conveniences will be provided
for all classes, and the building will contain
most of the latest improvements of its kind.
More accommodation for the pauper poor has

long been needed in this union, which consists
of thirty-four parishes, and embraces a large
district. The outlay will be about 2,0001. Plane
have been prepared by Mr. J. P. Spencer, archi-
tect, of Wantage; and, the Poor-law Board
having already approved of them, tenders will

be advertised for forthwith.

proved it to be practicable to apply self-feeding
apparatus to certain furnaces ; but the difficulty
in keeping these machines in order, to say
nothing of the first cost, operated against them,
so that few of them are now in use. A machine
stoker means augmentation of boiler power,
boilers of a suitable form for their application, a
large annual outlay for repairs, also spare appa-
ratus if it is desired to keep daily in operation,
and then, without proper care and attention,
they will make as much smoke as any common
furnace. It is a common thing for those tm-
ploying them in London to be fined for smoke.
Newcastle, like London, will not get quit of
smoke if the stokers are not made to answer for
mismanagement and neglect. As for the Tyne,
no river can equal it for smoke, and it is a dis-
grace which could easily be prevented, as on the
Thames

;
but if the law is not enforced, this

will continue. We want no committees in Lou-
don to search for the best mode of consiiuiing
smoke. A few sharp smoke inspectors, who will

show no favour nor affection to any one, keeping
a good look-out for the offenders, would soon
cause Newcastle to be as free from smoke as
London is.”

with Historical and
rArchitecjural Descriptive Notes." This series ofphoto-Wpii, luoludes the churches of Wahoken, Walton
nKmuetli, Wisbech, Walpole, Terrington, Tilney, Lever-
tWfrton, Elm, Ely Cathedral (six views), St. Margaret

Upweli, Outwell, Terrington
K. John Ihorney, and Whittlesey. Photographic Illus-

Johnson. London : Simpkin, Murshall. & Co •

iWwbech; Leach & Son. 1869.

THE SMOKE NUISANCE.
At Newcastle-upon-Tyne the authorities have

resolved to put down the smoke nuisance, which
is very bad there still. Mr. R. H. Simpson, con-
fectioner, New Bridge-street, has been summoned
before the magistrates, at the instance of Mr.
Curry, inspector of nuisances, for not abating the
nuisance. Mr. Curry stated that on the 24th
ult. he had watched defendant’s bakehouse
chimney for fifteen minutes, and during that
time he saw dense black smoke issue from it.

Mr. Simpson said he bad a smoke-consuming
apparatus, but at present it was out of repair.
A new one was in course of construction. Fined
403. and costs.

A Civil Engineer, lately on a tour of inspec-
tion in the North, says :

—“I have examined
every class of furnace, and the kind of fuel used,
with the various systems of furnace manage-
ment, but I have seen no furnace, whether in
iron, chemical, or any other works, that might
not easily be made to consume its own smoke, as
required by the Smoke Act. There are in
Loudon over twelve thousand furnaces of various
classes, in a large number of which nothing but
common dust coal is now used. You may take
your stand upon London Bridge, or ascend the
Monument, from where you can scan for a dis-

tance of twelve miles, it would be difficult to
tiuce one smoky chimney. The best of appli-
ances are in use, but they were ineffectual for a
long period, until the stokers were made to
understand that they must give proper attention
to their furnaces, or they would be subjected to

a fine or a month’s imprisonment. If it could
be clearly proved by tho smoke inspector before
a magistrate that the furnace is fitted so that it

is capable of consuming its smoke, the prosecu-
tion then falls on the stoker for mieusage. Men-
tion has been made about ‘ machine stokers :

’

perhaps there is no place where they have had
such a trial as in London. Jnkes’s is the only
apparatus which may be said to have mastered
the difficulty, and before Mr. Jakes died be

COMPENSATIONS.
The Metropolitan Board of Works, in their

report this year, give an account of the claims
made and the compensation actually paid
for property taken for metropolitan improve-
ments. The claims settled up to the end of
March last in respect of property required
for the Southern Embankment amounted to

938,8011 , and they wore settled for 629,5191 , or
two-thirds of the sums asked. The chief abate-
ment was in the claims, nob for freehold pro-
perty, but for lesser interests. In fifty-nine

freeholds and copyholds the claims were
336,0241., and the settlements 264,574i.

;
seventy-

eight leaseholds, claims 584,1451. ; settlements,
355,2651.; thirty-three yearly tenants, claims,
18,6501. ; settlements, 9,63St For the new
street from the Mansion House to Blackfriars,
up to the end of March, claims amounting to
2,604,2901. were settled for 1,984,7111.; and here
again the leaseholders had to abate most largely.

Claims were made for 1,305,6161. for 17u free-
holds, and the settlements were for 1,143,8671.

;

the claims for 26 4 leaseholds were for 1,259,3171.,
and the settlements 818,9691.

;
for 111 yearly

tenants at will, claims, 38,9591. ; settlements,
21,7041. For the property on the Embankment
by which the street is continued westward from
Blackfriars claims for 327,1071. were settled for

221,3091. ; and again the difference between tho
two sums was not so large in respect of the free-

holds as of the lesser interests. In the Ken-
sington improvement,—widening part of the
High-street and forming a new street from
Young-street to King-street,—claims for216,704l.
were settled for 160,4691.

;
freeholds, claims,

129,8751.
;

settlements, 102,5291. ; leaseholds,
claims, 78,183Z.

; settlements, 53,247J.
;
yearly

tenants, claims, 7,9531. ; settlements, 4,230Z. In
the Whitechapel improvement,—the now street
from Church-lane to Leman-street,—the last

account shows claims, 252,7951., settled for

193,7551.
;

freeholds and copyholds, claims,
129,8601.

;
settlements, 108,2031. ; leaseholds,

claims, 114,3011.
;
settlements, 79,9071.

;
yearly

tenancies, claims, 8,5991. ; settlements, 4,6101.
The Stingo-lane improvement comprises a new
street from Marylebone-road to Upper York-
street; the settlements np to the date of the
report amounted to 8,0201., the claims being
11,9861. The claims for freeholds were 5,5701.

;

the settlements, 4,3001. ;
for leaseholds, claims,

6,4161 .

5

settlements, 3,7201.

‘ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION ONE
HUNDRED YEARS AGO.”

Reminiscences of those who have gone before

us in the world of art and architecture are
always interesting. The distance of a hundred
years is not so great as to prevent its traditional

connexion with the present time. I can furnish

few traces of two of the names mentioned in

the list given in your last number.*
No. 5 on the list, John and Samuel Hope,

were architects in Liverpool. Samuel died
early, but John continued in practice nearly half
a century. Amongst other works he built, about
1790, Trinity Church, Wavertree, a neat Italian

design, with a west-end tower and lantern,

' See p. 781, ante.
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crowned with a cnpola. He also bnilfc, in 1799,

a large Wesleyan Chapel in Leeds-atreet, Liver-

pool, since pulled down.
The bnsiness established by him was continued

down to a recent period. He was succeeded by

Mr. William Byrom, who married his daughter.

The Unitarian Chapel in Renshaw-atreet, Liver-

pool, was designed by him about 1809.

Mr. Byrom was succeeded by his nephew, Mr.

Samuel Rowland, who carried on a large practice

for many years, and accumulated a handsome
fortune. He built St. Bride’s Church, a classical

building, with an Ionic portico; a large pile of

buildings in Dale-street for the unfortunate

Royal Bank, now the Queen Insurance Buildings,

&c. He died childless about 1850, without a

successor.

No. 8 on the list, Timothy Lightboller, was
rather celebrated at the period in question in

Cheshire and Lancashire. He was the architect

of St. Paul’s Church, Liverpool (opened 1769).

The design is not common, and possesses con-

siderable merit. The plan is quadrangular,

nearly square, with a projecting portico on each

front, the columns carried up in one order. The
building is crowned with a large dome, supported

by a circle of columns inside. The dome was
originally open to the church, but the acoustics

were so bad that a lower internal ceiling had to

be constructed.

Lightboller also erected (1776) St. John’s

Church, near St. George’s Hall, a veritable

specimen of the Batty Langley style of pseudo-

Gothic. J. A. PiCTON.

BRADFORD TOWNHALL COMPETITION.

The council have selected as the first best

of the designs for the new townhall, those

bearing the motto, " Let Bradford Flourish”

(Mediaeval)
;
as the second best, those bearing

the motto, " Justitia and as the third best,

those bearing the motto, “ Gablet.”

The authors of the first designs, who will have

the erection of the building entrusted to them,

are Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson; the second

designs, which gain a premium of 2001., are by
Messrs. Milnes & France

;
and the third, to

which a sum of 1001. is allotted, are by Mr. S.

Jackson, all Bradford architects.

That the authors of all the selected designs

should be all Bradford architects has already led

to comment.
The first design has a central clock-tower,

based in design upen the campanile of the

Palazzo Vecchio, in Florence. The cubical con-

tents of the building as designed are called

475,258 ft., and the architects are confident that

the work may be executed within the limit of

cost,—40,0001.,—prescribed by the council.

The plans of Messrs. Milnes & France show
the accommodation in the building distributed

in the same manner as in the successful design.

The style is Venetian-Italian. The Market-street

front is about 90 yards in length, and in its

centre is the principal entrance, the chief ap-

proach to which is formed by a noble portico,

two stories in height. The building is sur-

mounted by a large cupola, with clock, bell-

turret, and dome. The architects calculate the

cost at 34,6501., leaving 5,3501. for extraneous

ornamentation, as towers, cupolas, and other

architectural features.

Mr. Jackson estimates the cost of carrying

out bis design at 45,0001.

ARTISANS’ AND LABOURERS’ DWELLING
ACT.

I BEG to inform you of the fact that the vestry

of St. George the Martyr, Southwark, com-

menced to carry out the “ Artisans and La-

bourers’ Dwelling Act” on the 18th September,

1868. About seven weeks after the passing of

the said Act, the Medical Officer of Health certi-

fied the houses Nos. 1, 2, and 3, Charles-court,

Charles-etreet, to be in a condition dangerous to

health, so as to be unfit for human habitation.

The certificates were referred to a surveyor, and
copies of the report served upon the owner,
with time and place appointed for the considera-

tion thereof. When the owner appeared with
legal adviser, and raised objections, which the
vestry overruled, it was arranged that the houses
should be closed, and not again be let for human
habitation, which houses are at present closed.

This case I believe to be the first under that Act.
I am desirous that credit should be given where
due. John Edwards, Inspector.

MURAL RECORDS.

Tou have more than once, Mr. Buildei', sug-

gested that there should be inserted into the

wall of the house that had been occnpied by any
person of literary, scientific, or artistic eminence,

a stone bearing a short inscription, little more
than the date of birth and death, such as are

found in various cities on the Continent, miich

in the style of such records in Rome, as in

the case of Poussin and Salvator Rosa.

I take the liberty of calling your attention to

this Bobject at this present moment, because

there has passed from among us a mau of extra-

ordinary learning, known by his habitual urba-

nity and kindness to all the frequenters of the

reading-room of the British Museum,—I mean
Mr. Thomas Watts. Surely a stone in the wall

of the British Museum might be made to speak

a word of recognition and approval of such
rare public services. Of course, it would be

for the trustees and the architect to determine
where snoh records might be appropriately

placed. B.

ARCHITECTURE AS A POPULAR
STUDY.*

Architecture is too much overlooked by us

as a study. There is no science which is forced

so much upon our attention
;
no science which

pleases ns so much, even although we do not

understand it
;
no soience of which it is easier to

learn something; no science which carries ns

farther back in the world’s history, and presents

such a vivid picture of the manners and customs
of nations, that would otherwise have been buried

out of sight and remembrance; and yet as an
t accomplishment it is the least chosen of any.

All the arts and sciences are useful in civilising

and enlightening a nation, bub we question

whether any is more useful than architecture.

We can fancy a nation having wonderful archi-

tectural structures (like Great Britain in the

thirteenth century), with little knowledge of

poetry, philosophy, or astronomy; but we could

not imagine a nation learned in all the sciences

living in hnts and wigwams. It is necessary for

the well-being of the other arts and soienoes.

It is also nseful in being the best means by which
a nation can record its greatness, and hand it

down to future generations and ages. As Ruskin
says, “ How cold is all history, how lifeless is all

imagery to that which a living nation writes and
uncorrupted marble bears! how many pages of

doubtful record might we not spare for a few
stones left one upon another !

” One of the

deepest feelings implanted in man is that of

wishing his name to be remembered after he is

passed away. Akin to that is a patriotic feeling,

desiring that bis country may long be preserved,

and its name, actions, and acquirements remem-

1

bered to the world's end. What, then, is to

[

accomplish this latter desire ? Is it the poetry,

[

the philosophy, or the manufacturing skill of a

nation that is to do it ? No ! Let us wander
down the banka of the sacred Nile to the

interesting land of the Pharaohs, and whom
do we find there as representative of the greatest

nation in old-world history ? A few wandering
Arabs living in tents, and surrounded by cattle,

with no architectnre, no literature, no art, no
science, and who expect to reach heaven through

the narrow gates of Mecca. Let us ask them for

the language, the religion, and the literature of

the ancient possessors of the soil, and the only

answer we obtain is a movement of their finger

towards some colossal rains in the neighbourhood,

signifying that the architecture of the Egyptians

alone is left a witness to their greatness. Yet it

is Bofficient. Go into the Hypostyle Hall of

Karnac at Thebes, and wander among its groves

of massive and gigantic pillars, sculptured with

figures and hieroglyphics from top to bottom,

along whose innumerable vistas we gaze in

wonder and awe, till the gradually-receding

columns are lost in a gloomy obscurity. The
number and magnitude of the buildings show us

the Egyptians’ power and wealth; the images

and bas-reliefs of their religion and ceremonies;

the carvings and details of their culture and

taste
;

the precision with which each joint is

fitted, of their skill and workmanship
; and in

the great size of the materials, and the strong

and almost imperishable manner in which they

are put together, we perceive that they, more
than any other nation that ever existed, were

possessed of the desire to live for ever in history,

* From a paper bj Mr. A. Dewar, read before the

Halifax Literary Society, Nova Scotia. We print it as

agreeably indicative of advancing taste in the colony.

so that all nations of the earth might behold and
reverence their greatness and power.

We read in Spanish history how Cortez in-

vaded Central America, and destroyed many
great cities and magnificent buildings occnpied

by a highly-civilised and intelligent people; but

the present degraded Indians of that country,

living in huts, can tell us nothing of their

ancestors, nor do they preserve any books or

traditions regarding them. It is only by examin-

ing their ruinous and forest-hidden cities, dis-

covered only a few years ago, that we can prove

the truth, of the Spanish historians, and only by

reading these stone books of the nation that

we can determine their position in the scale of

civilisation, their knowledge, their power, and

their religion.

A few years ago a traveller was threading his

way through an almost impenetrable and unin-

habitable jungle in Cambodia, Siam, when,

through an opening in the trees, there burst upon

his asboniahed vision the massive wall of an old

deserted city. Entering therein, be discovered,

among other buildings, a magnificent temple,

rioh in ornament, beautiful in style, and grand

in design. Long shady corridors ran round the

outside, constructed better than modern works

of a similar nature. The pillars were orna-

mented with the most exquisite mouldings and

carvings, and the walls were enriched with the

moat graceful bas-reliefs, depicting the people in

one long prooeasion, the ladies in magnificent

attire, and the men carrying swords and spears

of apparently beautiful workmanship, or driving

in wheeled carriages of elegant design, the whole

demonstrating to the astonished gaze of the

traveller, that a powerful, wealthy, and highly-

accomplished nation, whom Europeans had never

heard of before, once occupied these ruins ;
that

about those streets people bustled in aboay stream

of life, where now all was solitude and desola-

tion
;
and in that temple, where the voices of thou-

sands joined in a universal song of praise, the

serpent and the tiger now made their abode. Thus

do we find, and in many more instances besides

those we have mentioned, when a nation has

been swept off the earth, or sunk into barbarism,

when its descendants possess no trace of their

ancient history, and no traditions of their

ancient glory, when their books have been

destroyed, and all the other knowledge and skill

that they possessed have failed to witness to their

greatness, that architecture, like a faithful sen-

tinel, has stood by it in its centuries of neglect

and danger, brought it out of the mist and ob-

scurity with which it had long been veiled, and

placed it in its proper rank among the nations

of the earth.

Architecture is the one language which every

nation can read and understand. People point

to literature, and say that there is an influence

which reaches from the highest to the lowest,

but its nniversal influence is cramped by lan-

guages
;
to painting, but by its scarcity it influ-

ences only the wealthy and the educated ;
to

individual religions, but their influence passes

away with the nations that adopt them. Books

may be written, yet we are not forced to read

them
;
pictures may be painted, yet we are not

forced to look at them
;
sermons may be preached,

yet we are not forced to bear them ;
but architec*

tural buildings cannot be erected in our midst

without our regarding their appearance and

meaning, and there they will stand, coloured by

hoary age, exerting an ever-present influence

over future generations when the name of the

builder has been lost in oblivion. People may,

without thinking, deny the intellectual influence

of architecture, but what a man sees every day

has as much influence on his mind and feelings

as the meat he daily eats has over his body.

Architecture has as ennobling and refreshing

an influence on our minds as the advance of

spring and summer has on our bodies, accom-

plished also in as gradual and imperceptible a

manner. For whatever attracts attention by its

goodness and beauty suggests thought and

causes research, and is accordingly a moat bene-

ficial and powerful instrument for improvement.

The nobler the feelings also that are aroused the

greater is the pleasure.

In travelling, a knowledge of arobitectore is

invaluable. In visiting a foreign country, and

entering their cities, every one takes moat

interest in that which illustrates or teaches him

more regarding his special study or hobby. The

student ransacks the libraries for ancient clas-

sical lore. The artist lives in the picture

galleries, admiring and studying their contents.

The antiquary frequents the mnseum, and

patiently threads his way through narrow, dirty
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streets, seeking for old buildings. The geologist,

like Hngh Miller, wanders to the churchyard,

and there discovering a fossil in a stone, passes

away hours in looking at it, investigating the

causes of its appearance there, musing over the

story that it tells, and noting the lessons that it

teaches. The merchant examines the shops and
stores. The man of pleasure frequents the

restaurants, the billiard-rooms, and the theatres.

But one and all make a point of examining the

principal churohes and public buildings. Yet
though they see the stmotures they do not

understand them, nor can they comprehend
their full meaning. They are as much under-

stood as a starry sky is by one who does not

know astronomy, or a collection of wild flowers

by one who is ignorant of botany.

THE EDINBURGH POOR-HOUSE.

A NEW poor-house for the city of Edinburgh
has been erected at Craiglookhart. The site is

within a very short distance of the city, and yet

the scene is as quiet anR as thoroughly secluded

as if it were miles away. The principal approach
to the building is from the Morningside-road,
about a quarter of a mile to the south of the
Morningside toll-bar.

The new poor-house faces the south, and will

ultimately consist of three groups of distinct

buildings, viz., the main poor-house in the centre,

the infirmary to the east, and the lunatic asylum
to the west. At present only the poor-house and
infirmary have been erected, though the site of

the lunatic asylum has been partly excavated
and levelled.

The style of the buildings is Scotch. The
whole is treated in a plain and simple way,
without expensive or ornamental details. The
architectural effect is chiefly obtained from the
mass and extent of the building, and by the
arrangement of the plan in breaking it up
into a number of separate blocks. At the
centre of the main poor-house a corbelled

tower, octagonal in form, rises to the height of

106 ft., and a picturesque and varied outline is

given to the long fronts by numerous projec-

tions, crowned with crow-stepped gables. The
classes are entirely isolated from one another in

separate blocks of buildings, each complete
within itself, and every class has a spaoious

airing-court allotted to its own use. Those for

the doubtful classes are surrounded by the poor-

house buildings and offices, while the better-

behaved have airing-courts facing the south,

tastefully laid out with walks and plots in

which flowers and shrubs will be cultivated.

The separation of the building into a number
of detached blocks, joined only at one point by a
connecting corridor, is a peculiarity of the
Craiglookhart Poorhouse. The separate block

system adopted gives facilities for ventilation

and for obtaining sunlight and fresh air for

the inmates. A second peculiarity of the build-

ing are the special facilities afl’orded for efficient

administration, and for the smooth working of

the establishment with a small staff of officials.

The poor-hoQse consists of an administrative

block in the centre—two blocks in line with it

to the west for the male paupers, and two blocks
in line with it to the east for the female paupers.
As the females are considerably moie numerous
than the males, a third block is provided for

them to the north of the other two, and facing

eastward. The buildings are three stories in

height, except the east wing block, which is

only two stories high. The central corridor of

communication, which connects the various
blocks on each floor, is in one unbroken line

from end to end, withont any steps or difl'erence

of level} and from it the officials can, both by
day and by night, keep a constant supervision
over the various classes without requiring even
to enter the wards. The corridor is 6 ft. 4 in.

wide, and is thoroughly well lighted, and ven-
tilated directly from the external air between
each block. In the administrative block at
the centre, and separating tho male and female
portions of the building, are the offices of
the governor and matron, and the other official

apartments. Immediately behind is the dining-
hall, and beyond it the kitchen department
and stores. The stores are concentrated
in a two-story block immediately facing the
back entrance, so that all goods on their delivery
are at once carried into them. They are in the
immediate neighbourhood of the kitchen, where
80 many of the articles are to housed, and have
also separate serving-rooms attached for males
and females, where articles not used in the

kitchen are distributed ,to the parties coming for

them from the wards. The kitchen, which
stands between tho stores and the dining-hall,

has also serving-rooms attached to it commani-
cating both with the dining-hall and the wards.
From the special arrangements adopted, none of

the paupers, except those regularly employed in

the kitchen and stores, can ever be there without
immediate deteotion, and thus pilfering and
many other evils are avoided. From the con-

centration which has been effected, not only can
the governor and matron keep a constant super-

vision over these important departments, but
also a much smaller staff of paid officials will be
able to do the work than conld otherwise have
accomplished it.

We come next to notice the sanitary arrange-
ments. Each class is provided with sepa-
rate water-closets, lavatories, and baths, upon
every floor, to which they have ready access

both by night and by day. The closets are

placed in projections opposite the staircase at

the centre of each block, and are entirely out oft’

from the wards by doors and intermediate
lobbies, having thorough cross ventilation. The
two walls of the central corridor are built hollow,

and a series ofchambers about 3 ft. 6 in. are formed
along tho whole extent of the wall on both sides

of the corridor. These chambers are made
use of for extracting the foul air and sup-
plying the fresh-heated air. In every block
two hot chambers are provided, in which

' fresh cold air brought from the outside of the
buildings is heated by powerful coils of steam
pipes, and is covered by, the hollow chambers
to tho various floors. For ventilation a central
foul-air trunk is provided in the roof of every
block, and each ward has several of the cham-
bers in the hollow walls, acting as extracting
flues, and leading tho foul air up to the central
trunk. At the middle of each block a hot
chamber is formed, where the foul air is rarified

by the heat from a hot-water cistern, and a
current being*thu8 produced, the foul air escapes
through a large ventilator into the open atmo-
sphere. Each ward is also provided with
Sheringham’s patent ventilators in the external
walls for the supply of fresh cold air, so that a
constant circulation is maintained during the
night, and at other times, when tho windows are
all closed. The day-rooms and dormitories for

the various classes of paupers are all large and
spacious apartments. They are 35 ft. long by
18 ft. wide, and have 12-fc. ceilings, giving in

the dormitories a cubic air-space on the average
of nearly 600 ft. per bed. The wards are heated
at each end by large open fireplaces, with an
iron grate and mantel-piece of new design, pro-
jecting boldly out into the apartment, and having
fire-brick back and sides, so as to radiate the
heat in all directions. The fireplace openings
have circular heads, tind the spandrels on each
side are ornamented with foliage, having the
poor-house monogram and the date in low relief.

The walls of the wards and passages have been
all lined to the height of 4 ft. 6 in. from the
floor. The plaster-work of all the bath-rooms,
lavatories, and water-closets is painted in oil,

and the woodwork varnished.
The dining-hall is 74 ft. by 48 ft., with accom.

modation for dining 600 paupers. It is divided
by iron columns into a centre and two side com-
partments, and the ceiling is panelled in squares,
with ornamental main couples, brackets, and
pendants. There is a platform at one end, suit-

able for addresses, concerts, &o. ; and as the
dining-hall is at present to be used as the church
for the poor-house, the pulpit will be in the mean
time placed here. The seating is all open, sup-
ported on iron standards, so arranged that the
seats can be folded np for cleaning out the hall
daily.

The kitchen is 30 ft. square by 19 ft. high,
and is thoroughly lighted and cross ventilated by
large clearstory windows on each side, going
right up to the ceiling, so that all steam or
vitiated air can be swept away. The kitchen
and the scullery adjoining are fitted up with a
most powerful steam cooking apparatus. In the
kitchen there are six steam-cooking vessels,
several of them 5 ft. in diameter

} and in the
Bcnllery there are two large steamers for vege-
tables, which are prepared by steam in open
wii'6 trays much quicker and better than they
could be boiled in water.
At the back of the internal female airing-

courts is situated the washing department, and
the enclosed drying and bleaching greens.
At the back of the internal male courts are

the workshops for the smiths, carpenters,
plumbers, tin-smiths, painters, tailors, shoe-

makers, bookbinders, &c., and adjoining these
are extensive tarm offices.

Tfao infirmary is designed upon the pavilion

system, now universally adopted in ail new
hospitals. There are lonr pavilions arranged in

pairs for ordinary cases, and a fifth pavilion at

the back, entirely detached, to be used exclu-

sively as a fever hospital. At the centre of the
corridor which connects the pavilions is placed
the administrative block, which contains the
officials’ apartments, the dispensary, store-rooms,
and kitchen accommodation. The pavilions are
two stories in height, and contain one ward on
each floor.

The governor of the poor-house is accommo-
dated in a detached villa erected on the ground
to the west of the main building, and the other
officials have apartments within the house.
As the Edinburgh Water Company’s Act did not

embrace the poor-hoose within the area ofsupply,
it became necessary to obtain a Bill to extend the
area so as to include the poor-house. This was
passed during the last session of Parliament, but
the necessary works authorised in connexion with
the Bill have not been begun yet.

The total number of pauper inmates for whom
accommodation is at present provided is 1,000,

—

viz., 740 in the main poor-house, and 260 in the
infirmary. The lunatic asylum, which, as we
have said, is not yet begun, will accommodate
160 additional.

The contracts for the poor-house, infirmary,
and governor’s bouse at present erected amount
to about 45,000L, exclusive of roads

;
and wo

understand that there is every prospect that the
whole expenditure will not exceed the sum
originally contemplated,—viz., 50,0001.

Messrs. George Beattie & Son, Grove-street,
are the architects of the building. The con-
tractors are Mr. Robert Hutchison for the mason
work} Messrs. Kemp, Murray, & Nicholson for

the joiner work
} Mr. William M‘ Caiman for the

plumber work
}
Mr. William Anderson for the

slater work} Messrs. Ross & M'Lean for the
plaster work

;
Messrs. J. Young & Co. for the

ironwork
} Mr. Andrew Cunningham for the

glazier work
} Mr. John Meiklejohn for the heat-

ing } Messrs. John Bryden & Sons for the bells j

Messrs. Andrew Muirhead and G. H. Potts for

the painting
}
and Mr. John Mellon for the roads,

&c. The clock and bell have been supplied by
Messrs. Robert Bryson & Son } and the iron

cistern and tanks by Messrs. John Whitelaw &
Son, Dunfermline. Mr. Andrew Wood is the
clerk of works.

CLAREMONT, IN TEE VALE OF CLWYD.
The works at Claremont, in the vale of Ciwyd,

North Wales, the country residence of Mr. John
Taber, ofLondou, have just been completed. All

the out-buildings, stabling, garden walls and
sheds, lodge and park walls, terraces, and
gardens, have been carried on eimaltaneonsly.
The house itself is Domestic Gothic in style, the
principal material for the walls being red brick
from the brick-yards at Birmingham belonging
to tho bnilders, there being at the time of com-
mencement no bricks in the locality. The whole
of the window and door dressings, bay and oriel

windows, parapets, &c., are of Cefn freestone,

one of the best building-stones used. The out-

side woodwork is red deal, all the joinery being
of pitch pine, five or six times varnished, the
difi'erent coatings being rubbed down so as to
get a fine surface.

The house on plan consists of entrance-lobby,
paved with encaustic tiles, hall, and staircase-

ball laid with parquet} the ceilings here being
open timber-work, with moulded beams. The
chimney-piece is of freestone, designed in

character with the rest of the house} it has
marble shafts and bases, carved caps, stone
fender, and tile hearth. The staircase is of

stone, with wrought-iron continuous balusters.

Dining-room, with large bay-window and parquet
border

;
drawing-room, with octagonal projec-

tion
}

library, own room, and conservatory.
There are the usual servants’ offices, and arched
cellars under the main portion of the building.
In connexion with the private or own room

is a W.C. and lavatory, with hot and cold water
supply. An entrance is provided to the yard,
so that fishing or shooting parties need not enter
either the front door or servants’ offices

}
the

owner being also able to see his out-door
servants without the necessity of their having to
pass any portion of the house.
The dining-room has a serving-closet within,

80 that the doors need not be opened during
dinner.

a
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The whole of the water is pumped from the

well to the tower, and thence conveyed to the

different parte of the house, gardena, and
vineries.

The position of the drawing-room has been so

arranged that fine views are obtained of the

whole of the vale of Clwyd. Standing in the

octagonal portion, to the right is seen Denbigh,

crowned with its castle
;

beyond is Rhyddlan
Castle

;
and farther on, the sea. In front are pic-

turesque ranges of hills, small valleys running

up from the larger vale. To the left is Ruthin,

with its picturesque town, where the church-

spire and the castle are conspicuous, peeping

over dense masses of foliage
;
views south, east,

and west, embracing Ruthin, Moelfamma, and
the opposite mountains, are obtained. At the

bottom of the grounds, to the west, runs the

River Clwyd, which gives much beauty to the

surrounding magnificent scenery. Owing to the

tremendous force of the wind as it rushes up
the valley from the north-west, and direct from
the sea, care has been taken with the view of

keeping out the weather. All outside walls are

built hollow
; the casements of the windows have

copper weather-bars top and bottom ; the stiles

are strengthened with strong copper flanges,

one portion of which, shutting into the frame,
may prevent the beating in of wind or rain.

Brass bolts, the entire height of the casements,
with clips top and bottom, force the window to.

the handle as it is turned acting as a lever. All

sills areweathered by a monldingworked on them,
the ends having carved stops.

The carving throughout, by Mr. Griffiths, of

Chester, is good. The same carver modelled all

the enriched ornaments for the plaster cornices.

The library, which can be used as a music-
room, opens into the conservatory, which is

40 ft. by 21 ft. The library has been specially
designed for decoration

j in its length it is

divided by piers into three bays of uniform size,

the ends having three, the central one being
wider than the others. The fireplace is spe-
cially designed, and has a marble fender and
encaustic tile hearth. The cornice has a large

and enriched cove, somewhat more freely treated
than the other cornices. The garden wall is

built hollow for strength and protection from
cold.

The river, which runs so near, is in a pro-

longed drought, such as we had last summer,
almost dry. A well has therefore been sunk,
and as quicksand was found, iron cylinders had
to be used. In case the water here should fail,

pipes are connected with a large rainwater
tank, 12 ft. deep, and 12 ft. in diameter. Tanks
of similar construction are provided for the lodge
and stabling. The water supply for the range
of vineries and forcing-houses, besides being
supplied from the tower, is supplemented by
large slate cisterns.

The whole of the works, with the exception of

the woodwork for the vineries, has been satis-

factorily carried out by Messrs. Barnsley &
Sons, of Birmingham and London. Mr. Ewing,
of Chester, laid out the grounds, and designed
the woodwork for vineries ; the architects un-

dertaking the conservatory, which, adjoining the
house, bad to be in character with it. Messrs.
Haden heated the conservatory, and designed
and supplied the cooking apparatus. Mr. Tilley,

of London, sank the well, and supplied the
cylinders. Messrs. Maw supplied the tiles for

lobby, conservatory corridor, and conservatory.

Messrs. Arrowsmith the parquet floors
j Mr.

Grace the decorations, with the exception of the
wrought-iron balusters, which were done under
the architect’s direction before Mr. Grace came,
so as to prevent the “bronzing” of vrrought-

iron work, had an inferior decorator been em-
ployed. The balusters were creditably done by
a local blacksmith, Mr. Thomas, of Denbigh.
The architects were Messrs. Lloyd Williams

& Underwood, of Denbigh j Mr. King, of London,
filling the place of clerk of works efficiently.

The contract for the house, exclusive of the
conservatory and room adjoining, was 4,2501. j

the cost of conservatory and adjoining room,
1,4001. ; the garden walls, stabling, lodge, vine-

ries and potting sheds, park walls, gates and
piers, terrace steps, &o., raising the amount to

between 10,0001. and 11,0001.
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DRAINAGE AND POLLUTION OP
STREAMS.

Liability of Drainage Commissioners for " Neg-

ligence.”—The caaeof Collins v. The Middle Level

Commissioners was where by an Act of Parlia-

ment certain drainage commieeionera were to

make and maintain an embanked cut to carry off

their drainage water through lands on a lower

level, and not within their jurisdiction, to the

river Ouse; and also to make and maintain a

culvert under the out, to carry the drainage of

those lands from the east to the west side of the

cut. Owing to their negligence the bank of the

cot burst, and the water flooded the land on the

west aide of it. The plaintiff, who occupied land

on the east side of the cut, stopped up the cnlvert

to prevent the water coming up it; but the

occupiers on the west side broke down the ob-

struction, and consequently his land was flooded

also. It was held by the Court of Common
Pleas that he was entitled to recover from the

Commissioners for the damage done.

Puliation of Streams.— The Corporation of

Halifax had erected certain works so that the

sewage of the town flowed into an ancient brook,

which passed the mills of a manufactory, and

thereby the brook or stream was so far polluted

as to affect the health of the workmen and

others in the manufactories residing in the

neighbourhood of the stream, and also aflected

the property of the manufacturers. The balance

of the Bclentifio evidence proving that what had

been done by the Corporation caused a nuisance

and was injurious tothepublichealth, it was held by

Vice-Chancellor James, in thecaseof the Attorney-

General v. The Corporation of Halifax, that the

relators were entitled to an immediate injunction

to restrain any further extension of the works

by which the pollution of the stream had been

caused, and a further injunction (to commence
on the 1st of June, 1870, to allow time to the

Corporation to apply to Parliament for additional

powers if so advised), against causing the sewage

to pass by or through the present outfalls.

T7ic Becclcs Drainage.—At a special meeting

of ihe Town Council the Mayor read a report of

Mr. Bruff, on the drainage of the town, which,

after a long discussion, was adopted, by nine out

of thirteen members present voting for it. The
town-clerk was instructed to ascertain the ex-

pense already incurred ;
and also whether any

and what further expense will be incurred to put

the Council in possession of plana, sections, and

information which may be necessary to carryout

an improved system of drainage by degrees, as

the requirements of the town and the state of

the borough fund may warrant.

church, bat is slightly larger. The new pulpit

is of stone, with carved panels of the four Evan-

gelists
;
and, no old font remaining, a new one

has been designed. The chancel benches are of

wainscot, with shaped ends and sunk carved

panels. The local stone (tbe gift of the Rev.

W. Nioholetts, the rector, and Mrs. Nicholette)

has been employed as tbe material for the walls,

with Ham Hill stone for the dressings. The

roofs are covered with Bridgwater tiles. The

chancel is separated from the nave by a bold

arch of discontinuous character, so that little or

DO interruption is presented, and the entire

church and aisle are well open to the chancel.

The altar-cloth, lectern, and kneeling-mats were

given by relations of Mrs. W. Nioholetts ; two

carved Glastonbury chairs by a relation of the

rector ;
and two carved alms-boxes by the

builder.

The total coat of the work has been upwards

of 1,5002., and it was carried out by Mr. Henry

Davis, of Taunton, builder.

THE POULTRY: UGLY BIRDS.

SiR^—Can you afford a corner in your usefully-

filled journal to protest against allowing such a

hideous block of houses as those on the sontb

side of the Poultry to occupy one of the most

valuable sites of the richest city in the world ?

I never have tbe pleasure of sitting at any of

the western windows of the Mansion House
;
but

if I had, I should fancy that, although the

demolition of “ Charlotte-row ” bad increased the

range, it had by no means improved the beauty

of the view.

Our architects of the present day are wisely

and successfully combining beauty and utility
;

give them such a site as the above to deal with,

and we may feel assured that the result would

be such a transformation as would, at the same

time, afford a more agreeable picture, develop the

resources of the situation, add to the wealth of

the City at large, and provide greater accom-

modation for the traffic.

Useful and Obnamental.

THE PLYMOUTH MEMORIAL, MASSA-
CHUSETTS.

Many memorial monuments have been raised

in various places throughout the United States,

to commemorate the deeds of the Northern

army daring the late war, and one has just

been erected at the seaport of Plymouth.

It is a column of the Doric order, composed of

fine Hallowell granite. Tbe monad on which

it is placed is 60 ft. in diameter, and nearly

4 ft. high. On this mound are three steps of

Rockport granite. The base of the monu-

ment is 9 ft. 6 in. square, with a sub-base

6 ft. square supporting the die—a single block

of stone—on which are placed the four tablets.

The base of the column is round, with heavy

monldings, as are column and capital. The

capital is ornamented with a scnlptured laurel

wreath, and is surmounted by an eagle stand-

ing erect, and having underneath its feet a

crushed serpent and a broken chaiu. The total

height of the structure is about 40 ft. The
inscription on the front tablet bears in deep-

out letters tbe following :

—

ETERNA.
THE BOLHIEBS AND 8AILOB3 OF FLTMOTJTH WHO

GAVE THBIB LIVES FOB THBIB COUBTBl'

Itf THE WAB OF 1861."

The remaining tablets contain the names of

seventy-two who perished in tbe war. The
builder was Mr. Peter Blessington, of Boston.

A similar monument for Duxbury is now being

exhibited at the builder’s works in Cambridge-

street.

CHIPSTABLE CHURCH, NEAR
WIVELSCOMBE, SOMERSET.

In the early part of the year 1868, the body

of this church, being in a dilapidated and unsafe

condition, was taken down. The work of re-

building was then commenced, from the designs

of Mr. Ferrey, F.S.A. The new edifice consists

of nave and chancel, and south aisle with porch.

Tbe eastern portion of the aisle is separated by

an ornamental wood screen to form the vestry.

Tbe massive Perpendicular tower, which had

been substantially repaired some few years since,

has nob been interfered with, except by the

removal of the modern screen which blocked up
the arch opening into the nave. The old body

of the church appeared to have been rebuilt, or

at any rate considerably altered (in the last

century most probably).

The arcade dividing the nave and aisle was of

tbe Perpendicular period, and possessed some
curious caps composed of figures of angels bear-

ing shields, &o. Several of the bench ends to

the nave were of the late Tudor style, of an

elaborate and beautiful character, and profusely

carved.
The old roofs to the chancel and aisle were of

tbe Somersetshire type, barrel shaped, formed
of arohed and longitudinal ribs, with paterm

at the intersections
;
there were carved figures

at the springing of the ribs
;
the panels were

filled in with plaster.

The whole of the features thus described,

whenever they were not too much decayed to

be used, have been reintroduced into the new
church. The roofs are of similar character to

the old ones. The new nave benches and ends

found requisite are designed in harmony with

the ancient, thongh somewhat more simple work-

manship. The new building, generally speaking,

follows the form and dimensions of the previous

TELEGRAPHIC PROGRESS IN AMERICA.

TfiE purchase by our Government of the tele-

graphs appears to be exciting a desire in the

States to go and do likewise. The Neio York

Herald of the Isb ulb. understands there is a new
and remarkable invention, an automatic system

of self-telegraphing power, which will multiply

eight or ten times the facilities of telegraphic

communication over the present system. There

is reason, he thinks, to believe this is one of the

most astonishing inventions of the age, and

destined to produce a great revolution in the

commerce, financial aflairs, intercourse, and social

condition of the world. Tho United States

Government will be asked, it is sa'd, to test this

invention, and to take control of and use it for

the public good. “ Congress, we hope,’' says the

Herald, “ will nob hesitate to investigate the

matter and to make the necessary appropria-

tion,— first, to try tbe new system between

Washington and New York, and then, if snocess-

ful, to obtain the patent and give the whole

country the benefit of it under Government control.

Congress should pass at once, on reassembling,

Mr. Washbourne’s Bill appropriating 60,000

dollars for an experimental postal telegraph line

between New York and Washington, with an

addition of any other sum, if necessary, to test

on snob line the new automatic system. It is

known that the object of Mr. Washbourno and

those who act with him in proposing an experi-

mental postal telegraph line is, if that should

prove successful, to place the whole telegraph

system of tbe country under Government control.

This is the secret of the determined and power-

ful hostility of the existing telegraph monopoly

to his measure. The time has come when the

telegraph should no longer be in the hands of

private companies or individuals. The British

Government has had the sagacity to see this

;

has purchased the lines in England, and on the

Ist of January next will take entire control, in

connexion with the post-office department, of all

telegraphic communications. The great nations

have moved slowly in this matter, and have

followed what the lesser ones—such as Belgium

and Switzerland—had done before.
^

All will

have to come to it in time. There is no other

way of preserving the secrecy of commuoioations

inviolable, of preventing monopolies from using

the telegraph to the injury of the public, and of

cheapening the transmission of messages.

”

BUILDING LAWS.

Sir,—

I

am glad to see you taking an interest

in the falseness of trade. I sincerely hope you

will continue to attack the subject, and not let

it rest until the Government take stringent

measures for its suppression.

Yon mention bouses that will just stand, locks

that will scarcely last a week. The class who
are to blame are those who style themselves

manufacturers, whereas they are only factors.

It is that class by whom the capitalist who is

willing to pay a fair price for a good article, and

the good workman who will produce a good

article at a fair price, are defrauded. I repeat

my conviction that it is high time for the

British to adopt the plan of Napoleon I. with

regard to the laws affecting the building trade.

Oa his accession to the throne of France he

found the laws of France to be most defective.

He chose a number of young men and set

them to make a code of simple, just laws, and

instilled into their minds that the simpler the

laws they framed suited for the administration

of justice, the greater would be their reward

:

he locked up the old laws and issued the Code

Napoleon which those young men of integrity

framed, under which the building trade of France

is prospering. Therefore they are able to build

a oity worthy of a great nation, and to make
great advancements in the march of arts, com-

merce, and manufactures.
Alexander Kat.

CONCRETE BUILDING.

Sir,—In your leading article of October 2Qd

you partioularly call attention to the fact that

ballast sensibly diminishes in bulk when made into

concrete. Of this I am perfectly convinced ;
and,

after making several accurate measurements, and

building within these last six months over a

thousand cubic yards of concrete walling, I find

that 6 cubic yards of river ballast or clean gravel

are required to build 5 cubic yards of finished

walling.

Now I find Mr. Tall, in his pamphlet, page

giyeg—to use bis own words—' the proportion

of materials employed in tho coustruotion of

houses now in progress opposite Perry-street,

Gravesend, as follows 7 yards of burrs from

brickfields; 7 yards of gravel stone; 1 yard of

Portland cement (16 bushels to the cubic yard)”.

This will do 15 cubic yards of concrete walling.

He therefore not only allows nothing for

diminntion in bulk of the ballast and burrs, but

measures the Portland cement as well. Any one

tendering for the bnilding of concrete walling on

the basis of these figures would be sadly wrong.

Moreover, these words are copied, word for word,

into current price-books. Another error, I find,

is given credit to, and which I have not seen

contradicted,—“ The walls being of one solid
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mass, sound la completely deadened.” This is

quite wrong : a gentle tap on the hard cement
angle of the chimney-breast of the adjoinint^

room is heard so distinctly where I am writing
this, although a 9-iD. wall intervenes, that one
unconsciously looks round to discover whence
it proceeds.

That concrete walls have many advantages is

an undeniable fact
j they are cheaper and

stronger, and in country places where brick-
layers are difficult to be procured, agricultural
labourers are only too glad to obtain 6d. a day
more wages than they usually earn

;
and

farmers—except at hay-cutting and harvest

—

are glad for some other employment for a por-
tion of their hands. Living in a very exposed
situation, I find that 9-in. concrete walls give
not the least evidence of the “ sweating ” so
usual to see on the plastered walla of newly-
built brick houses in damp weather.

For tanks for storing rain-water, undoubtedly
concrete is “ the ” material. I find it requires
somewhat more cement in proportion—about
one part in six. I use a wooden circular drum or
core, 6 ft. in diameter and 3 ft. in height, and
made in four quarters, to facilitate moving and
refixing

j
I dome the top with concrete, leaving

a manhole in the usual manner. These tanks
do not require plastering or facing with Port-
land cement. Nor does the water waste,—

a

sufficient evidence of the imperviousneas to
water of concrete. The cost is less than half
that of brick tanks, as the latter always requires
plastering with Portland cement, unless glazed
bricks are used.

It is not uncommon for the circular walls of
brick tanks to be filled up behind with pieces of
brick or other rubbish : with concrete it is one
solid mass. w. W.

THE POINTING OF FIEE-BRICKS.
Sir,—

W

ill some of yonr practical readers inform me
what is the heat materia! to use for the pointing of fire-
bricks in open stoves? I find iliat where fire-bricks are
set in ordinary fire-clay, ihe joints soon burn out for a
depth of about half an inch, which gives the fireplace an
untidy appearance. \v. G. L

VENTNOR CEMETERY COMPETITION.
A GENTLEMAN at Ventnor, named Saunders,

considering himself aggrieved by a note under
this heading in a recent number (p. 750, ajite),

requested the name of the author of it. We have
submitted the request to the writer of the note,
and append his reply :

—
Sir,—

I

decline to consent to my name, as the writer of
a letter on Ventnor Cemetery Competition, being disclosed.
I can only say that in writing that jeu d e»prit I had not
the remotest idea of hurting any one, my only object
being to fairly criticise the questionable proceedings of a
public body, and I hold that all such criticism should be
anonymous.
The gentleman who has written to you complaining of

the letter may be consoled when I state that it was not his
name, but quite another name, that was given to me,
when I made inquiries about the competition, as the name
of the person whom the Burial Board had looked out for
their work.
You are at liberty to send a copy of this to Mr

Saunders, and to publish it if he wishes.
Verb. Sat. Sap.

ACCIDENTS.

ASPHALTS.
I SHOULD feel much obliged to any of your readers

who would tell me how to lay down aiphalte
; what sub-

stances to mix with it
;

in what proportions, so as to form
the hardest and toughest composition. I am building a
email yacht, and wish to fill up the spaces between the
floor-timbers, so as to make the bottom water-lignt, and
to form a waterway. g.

QUANTITY SURVEYORS.
Sib,—

I

n tbe Builder of tbs week before last there is a
list of tenders for *' building houses, Church-street
Blacltfriars,'' the quantities by Mr. Shrubsole. My client
(Mr. Cohen), whose tender was accepted, has requested
me to say that he knows nothing whatever of Mr. Shrub-
sole, and that he did not receive any quantities from him.

I shall feel obliged by yonr giving this publicity.

J. C. TnriiTs.
, We have received letters to the same effect from

other builders who tendered, and feel it necessary to say
that the statement objected to came to ns from M
Shrubsole himaolf.

COMPETITIONS.
Manchester Befonn Club.—la. this competition

the design by Mr. E. Salomons has been
selected.

The Proposed Church on the Beaconsfield
Eiiate.—In reply to the protest from competing
architects (see p. 733, ante), the committee, by
the Rev. J. Thompson, said,—'‘That, agreeing
neither in the justness nor charity of its several
allegations, they adhere to the decision of their
previoDS meeting.” Mr. George Fowler Jones,
whose name was accidentally omitted in oor
copy of the protest, in the course of a rejoinder,
says,

—

” As some of the committee, on being told of the facts,
adnaitted that the proceedings were wrong, and as it was
quite clear to tbe public, from the exhibition of the de-
Bi^s, that the choice was not according to theinelructions,
the stigma of injustice must remain with the committee,
not with the allegations of the competitors, who have only

what was personally promised to at least two
of them, and what all had a right to demand—a fair and
impartial decision in fulfilment of their agreement.”

‘‘ “ay be satisfactory to those of the committee who
think their sense ofjustice and good faith has been called
JD question, to say nothing of their inability to appreciate
the time and skill required in preparing a set of arohitee-
tnrm drawings, to know that they have iieedhtelu put four
proleMional men to the expense, in the aggregate, of 2001.

„
m theirJueiiee and chitriiu, consider 20/!

snibeient remuneration
!

1 have purposely avoided making this a personal matter
Considering all fonr competitorshave been equally badly treated, even the one chosen by

in being tbe selected one^Md with the hope that a little good may come out of a

Access " ^ charity, the new church

London.—Whilst two men were repairing a
gas meter at Mr. Disderi’s photographic rooms,
in Hanover-square, the gas became ignited, and
an alarming explosion took place. Both were
injured, and one of them is in a dangerous state.

Liverpool.—The greater portion of the dwelling-
house in No. 5 Court, Stockdale-street, has fallen
down. The house, which was an old one, and
belongs to the corporation, was unocenpied, and
fortunately no one in the court was hurt. Notice
was sent to the borough engineer’s office, and
some men were sent to take down the remainder
of the building, which was considered in a
dangerous state. During a heavy fall of rain
and thnnderstorm two boys were asleep in tbe
garret of a house in St. Domingo-road, Everton,
a slate fell in off the roof, and the rain poured
down upon the bed. The boys had not been
many minutes removed to an adjoining apart-
ment before that portion of the roof over the
bed on which they had been sleeping fell in upon
the spot, carrying with it the ceiling, which lay
upon tbe floor in a large mass where the bed-
stead had stood only a short time previously.

Birmingham.—Ao immense mass of scaffoldin'
in front of the Odd Fellows Hall, Temple-stree^
has given way, falling forward upon the houses
on the opposite side of' the street. The men at
work on it were precipitated to the ground, and
buried among the dibris. With great difficulty
five of the workmen were extricated, and con-
veyed to the Queen’s Hospital, one of them not
being expected to recover. A number of other
persons, including three ladies, were hurt by the
accident. One lady and two other persons have
since died.

Dudley.—On Saturday, Mr. Hipkins, lessee of
a pit atiividale, near Dudley, was engaged with
some workmen in certain operations for stifling
a fire which had broken out in the mine. One
of tbe men having descended to a scaffold in the
shaft, and not answering wheu called for, Mr.
Hipkins himself went down to look for him.
Subsequently some water was thrown down to
disperse the gases supposed to have accumulated,
and then a party of men descended, and
discovered the dead bodies of Mr. Hipkins and
the miner Bradley at tbe bottom of the pit.

South Shields.—A lad employed as a labourer
recently fell from the top of a chimney in course
of erection in Claypath-lane, 114 ft. high. The
lad was assisting the masons erecting the
chimney, and while standing on a temporary
platform at the top, some planks gave way, and
he was precipitated down the chimney. Upon
being picked up it was a matter of surprise that
he remained alive.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
Proposed School for Rotherham.—An influential

meeting of manufacturers has been held at
Mr. Barras’s office, Howard-street, Rotherham,
for the purpose of considering the desirability
of establishing a local school of art. It was
admitted on all hands that the district needed
an institution sneh as the one proposed, which
would be a benefit to the town, both commercially
and morally. Mr. Barras described an interview
which he had bad with Mr. Buckmaster, of the
Science and Art Department, on the subject,
stating that that gentleman had expressed his
readiness to render what assistance he could,
should the matter be taken up by the towns-
people. After the question had been discussed

bam some time in November next, when the
subject will probably be brought before tbe
inhabitants by means of an address from that
gentleman. Considering the important con-
nexion there is between the art of designing
and the local manufactures, there is reason for
believing that tbe proposal will be carried out
in the form either of a branch school in con-
nexion with Sheffield, or an independent insti-
tution.

The Hanley School.—The desirability has been
suggested of calling the attention of the inhabi-
tants of Hanley to the effect which tbe opening
of the Burslem and Tunsball School of Art is
likely to have on their own sohool. Since the
collapse, ten or twelve years since, of the
Burslem School of Design, says the Staffordshire
Advertisff)', a substantial proportion of the
students of the Hanley School of Art have been
residents in the former town, and it is calculated
that on the opening of the new school, the
arrangements for which are approaching com-
pletion, between twenty and thirty of the present
students of the Hanley school will draft them-
selves off to Burslem. Now, although the
opening of another school ofArt in the Potteries
under the management of an intelligent and
influential committee is a subject for unqualified
satisfaction, it is of course undesirable that this
should be done to the detriment of a neighbour-
ing institution, which has been fora considerable
number of years the alma mater of many a
young artist and modeller. If the manufac-
tnrers of the Staffordshire potteries expect to
redeem themselves from the imputation of
“ having very little real appreciation of true
art,” they must do something more than sub-
scribe their two or three guineas a year to the
local art schools, or applaud well-worn platitudes
at the annual meetings. It is a fact that at the
present time several of the largest and moat
influential manufacturers of Hanley do nob send
a single pupil to the sohool of art; some eight
or ten firms have upon tbe books one each, and
only one house appears to recognise to the full

its obligations in this particular. The excep-
tion is a singularly honourable one, and is the
ease of Messrs. Brown-Westhead & Co., who send
twenty-five of their apprentices to the afternoon
classes, aud pay the fees.

The Yarmouth School.—The annual distribu-
tion of prizes in connexion with this school took
place at the town-hall. The mayor (Mr. S.
Nightingale), presided. The report of the com-
mittee stated that the past year had been one
of progress. The attendance had improved

—

especially in the artisan class—and the results
obtained at tbe annual examination had been
highly satisfactory, under the able tuition of
Mr. Dominy. At the same time, the more ad-
vanced students were not so numerous in pro-
portion to the rest as was desirable. The
number of prizes given in the third grade was
seven

; a (jueen’s prize was gained by Walter
Platt, for a design on wall-paper. The number
of prizes awarded in the second grade was
eleven. The total who passed in connexion with
the central school was 41 j hospital, 112

; charity,
38. The attendance at the central school for
the year was—ladies’ special class, 16; general
day, 26 ;

artisan evening, 59 ; total, 101.
Attendance of schools—hospital, 270 ; charity,

60; grammar, 100; Mr. Tomkins’s, 120; total,

550. As to the School of Navigation and Mathe-
matics, the committee presented a more favour-
able report than that of last year. The com-
mittee’s report was adopted, and the prizes were
then distributed.

The Nottingham School.—A first-class exhibi-
tion of the works of modern artists, both in oil

and water-colours, has been opened at the large
room in the school of art. The pictures are on
sale. Many local artists are exhibitors. The
prices of pictures marked in the catalogue vary
from two guineas upwards to 7501.

Caversliam Bridge.—This new structure is

completed. It is of cast-iron, supported by iron
columns, embedded in the river. The bridge is

30 ft. in width, 20 ft. being the carriage-way,
and 5 ft. on each side being appropriated to foot
passengers. This width of carriage-way exceeds
by 2 feet that of Henley Bridge, and also
Magdalen Bridge and Folly Bridge in Oxford,
and that of Dorchester Bridge. The cost of the
new fabric will be between 6,000i. and 7,0001.

;

-
. one half of which will be paid by the borough of

at some lengbh, and various snggestions made, it Reading, and the other half mostly by the
was decided to invite Mr. Buckmaster to Rother-

1 county of Oxford.
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OHtJROH.BUILDING NEWS.
Islington.— Sb. Thomas’s Chnrch, Hemingford-

road, has been recently re-opened, after having

been closed for a time, for the purpose of clean-

ing, carving, and completing the interior of

the edifice. The church was first opened for

divine service in 1860. Much then remained

to be done towards the completion of the

edifice, as also a debt of 1,2001. remained to be

cleared off. Having succeeded not only in

liquidating the debt on the church, but likewise

in purchasing an organ, at a cost of more than

300Z., the pressing want of school accommodation

forced itself upon the committee and congrega-

tion. This was completed in leas than two years.

About 4',500l. were forthcoming for this work.

Until this had been accomplished, the church

question had been permitted to remain in staiu

quo. Since then, strenuous efforts have been

made to secure its completion. A lightning

conductor has been placed; an improved system

of lighting has been introduced, fitted by Mr. A.

Fernhead, Caledonian-road ;
the whole of the

interior baa been cleaned
;
and the rude blocks

have been carved by Mr. Bromfield, of Kenning'

ton-road. Mr. W. G. Coldwell, architect, from

whoso designs the schools were built (a member
of the congregation), consented to superintend

the whole of the work, of which Messrs. Williams

& Son were contractors. Towards the expense

porch and vestry. The walls are built of a local

atone, having Hambdon Hill dressings. The
roofs are covered with Bridgwater tiles. The
chancel is separated from the nave by a bold

arch of discontinuous character, so that little or

interruption is presented, and the entire

church and aisle are well opened to the chancel.

The ceilings are formed in a parallel arrange-

ment, the ribs at the intersections having carved

bosses. The fioor is paved with red and black

tiles, the chancel having encanstic tiles of a

better kind. The new seats are of deal, var-

nished, all the old seat-ends being used again.

There are a atone pulpit and font, and appropriate

chancel-seats. The whole of the work has been

carried out by Mr. Davis, of Taunton, from the

designs of Mr. B. Ferrey, of London, architect, at

an expenditure of about 1,5001. The old tower

was restored some few years since, and has not

been interfered with, except the lower part,

which has been thrown open to the church by

situated on the side of an eminence is in that

position that the earth on the north side is some
0 ft. higher than its floor level, whilst on the

south side the porch is entered by a flight of

steps of some tenor a dozen. The church, which
is an Early English structure, has undergone an
entire restoration, under the supervision of the

diocesan architect, Mr. T. Nicholson. The walls,

externally, have been pointed, and internally

have been treated to a coating of plaster. The
roof is new, the old timbers only being used aa

far aa was practicable, the ridge ends being com-
pleted with ornamental iron finials. A new bell-

gable, containing two small bells, which were
formerly in the roof, has been added, the bells

having been recast and toned. A new stone

porch has been erected on the south side of the

church, which, we may remark, has a somewhat
unusual acquisition in the shape of a stone seat

running along it from the porch to the buttress

at the south-east angle; probably only a utilisa-

tbe removal of a modern wood screen. The
I

tion of the extra thickness of the foundation on

arches of the old arcade have also been pre- ,
this the sloping side of the church. The seat

served. I

li^s been restored to its original state, and the

Huntingdon.—St. Mary’s Church has now been
[

buttresses have been rebuilt. New windows

closed for several months, but is about to bo re-
j

have been inserted, with the exception of the

opened. At the outset it was merely proposed
,

west window, and one window hss been added

to erect a new organ, and stalls in the chancel, both on the north, where formerly was none, and

For the former a new chamber was built. Since
;

on the west end, where used to be the fireplace

then the old ceiling has been removed, the roof of the school. A now schoolroom has been built

opened up, and boarded. The large gallery at
,

at a short distance from the church, on a site the

of all the improvements already made, a sum the west end has been demolished, and a lofty gift of the Earl of Abergavenny, the lord of the

of about 70Z. is still needed to make good the ' arch thrown out at the western entrance. The manor. Flooring has been laid down, and the

deficiency of funds. Other improvements are columns have been cleaned and restored, and ' nave provided with benches. A new octagonal

in contemplation, viz., the erection of a reredos, many other minor alterations and additions have pulpit of Caen stone with pierced panels, in the

carvintr of pulpit* &o., to defray the expenses of
^

been effected. The organ is being built by Early Decorated style, and provided with an

which,°a committee of ladies has been formed.
.
Messrs. Poster & Andrews, of Hull.

,

oaken book-rest, has been erected. The chancel

5out7t Kilifforth. The parish church hero has ' Llantamam, MonmoutJishire.—The very old aroh, too, is a °ew font has been added,

been re-opened, after undergoing a restora- 1 church here has been re-opened for divine ser- '
The old flat ceiling has been reinoved, and the

tion. The old structure was in a dilapidated
,

vice, having undergone restoration. Before the timbered roof opened out ;
the timber being m

condition and inconvenient for public worship. ' alteration it had a most comfortless and neglected
^

a wretchedly disfigured condition has been the

It was of the Komanesque style, and would ap- '
appearance. Traces of decay were visible on

^

source of a great^ deal of trouble to the work-

pear to have consisted of a nave and chancel, ' its damp walls and floor, and the pews were men. The fabric has been supplied with a

with a narrow aislo to the former on the north
,

heavy and old-fashioned. The pews have been ' system of drainage, and with new spouts, neither

side. At the end of the fourteenth century the now, however, superseded by new and open having existed before. The work has been

church was enlarged by the addition of a tower
i

sittings, the gallery over the western entrance carried out by Mr. Pritchard, a local builder, at

tv..-. -CTfoa I Vi o o hpon rpmnvpfl nntl the fihnir now oocunies a a cost—the scliools aud church combined ot

1,0601.
and south aisle, and the edifice was probably

|

has been removed, and the choir now occupies ^

increased in length. In comparatively modern place in the chancel. The alterations are devoid

times the church lost the fourteenth century ' of any approach to ornamentation. A new

aisle. The original narrow Norman aislo had
j

window has been put in the chancel. During

been replaced by a broad one, with brick walls,
I
the progress of the works, several stone arches,

and was of very poor character and construe-
[

separating the nave fruni chancel, and chancel

tion. The chancel had been rebuilt with thinner from mortuary chapel, and covered with white-

walls, and its length cartailed. Its old square
|

wash, were exposed to view. The architect for

east end had been replaced by an apse of miser-
j

this work was Mr. E. A. Lansdowne, of Newport

able design and character. The pitch of the and Bristol.

roof had been considerably lowered, and the !
Beaconifield.—Thei parish church of St. Mary

whole of the ancient windows, the old roof, and and All Saints, which has been under restoration

other parts had been destroyed. Indeed, almost ' and alteration, has been consecrated and re-

the entire edifice, the tower excepted, had been
,

opened. The cost of the alterations has been

built in a mean and incongruous manner. The ‘i,800l., of which 600Z. have yet to be provided,

roof was not of a kind meant to be exposed to The wooden galleries that disfigured the build-

view, and the fittings were of an uneccleaiastioal ing have been removed, with one exception. Mr.

character. The restoration of the building was
^

Woodyer baa been the architect, under whoso

entrusted to Mr. G. F. Bodley, of London, arohi-
1

superintendence the works have been carried

tect. The tower and spire were in a good state out, and the builders been Messrs. Gibson

of repair. The south aisle, the architect, re-

commended, should be built in character with

tho tower. The slope of the lean-to roof is

shown in the east face of the tower. The new
work is planned to harmonise with the four-

teenth century work of the tower and spire. The
north aisle, which was of a narrow width, has

been rebuilt, with stone walls. The only other

featni'e of interest, and that chiefly from its

antiquity, is tho arcade of three arches on the

north. Though of no great beauty they have

been preserved, unaltered in character. The
interior has bad to be entirely re-modelled—the

work, in fact, being one, not of restoration, but

reconstruction. The opening out of the tower

arches has been effected. The stonework of the

arches has also been restored, and two new
arches now divide the new aisle from the nave.

The fittings have been re-arranged throughout,

and the chancel rebuilt with a place for the

organ and vestry on the north side. The whole
of the fioor has been concreted to keep the build-

ing dry, and open seats of_oak have been con-

structed. To carry out these works the outlay

has been about 2,000Z.

Chi2)stable .—The parish church of Chipstable
has been re-opened for divine service. The old

church had become very dilapidated, and its

condition almost dangerous. It possessed no
features of architectural interest, except some
good carved seat-ends of late Tudor character.

These have been preserved, and form the ends
of some of the seats in the new church. The
building is designed in the Second Pointed style,

and consists of a nave, chancel and south aisle,

Stonton Wyville .—The church here has been

re-opened for Divine service. There is but the

nave to the church, besides the chancel. The
nave has been rebuilt, the whole of the old.stoue

preserved, and need again in the work. A new
south porch has been made, with a plain arch.

In taking out the ground for tho porch founda-

tion, a stone coffin was found, containing bones,

which were reburied. On the outside of the

church is a memorial stone inserted, which no

doubt occupied the same position before
;
on it

is the following inscription :
—” Here lieth buried

William Brudnell, gent., aged 88 years. Died

30 October, 1636.” There has been inserted a

chancel arch, the screen having been removed,

and now there is a view of the chancel and the

east window. The east window is of three lights,

vx..- -.-.w
I

filled with stained glass. The centre and prin-

Bros., of Southall. There are about 500 sittings ' cipal one is a representation of the Crucifixion,

in the church. The teredos is a specimen of and bears the following inscription :
—” To the

stone carving
;
the centre panel represents the I glory of God, and in thankful remembrance of

Crucifixion, and in the panels on each side are
|

many mercies. J. W. 1863.” The other two

groups of angels worshipping. The screen, pre- , lights have been filled in with stained glass in

sented by the architect, is surmounted by a large
!

accordance with the wishes of the giver of the

gilt cross, on which is a shield containing the
!

centre light, Mr. J. White, of the Inner Temple.
... ' On the left side is Jesus speaking with Mary.

At the bottom the text “ Joaus said unto her,

Mary. She turned herself and said, Rabboui.”

The other light represents Jesus appearing to

his disciples, aud the text, ” Then came Jesus,

the door being shut, and stood in the midst, and

said, Peace be unto you.” In the centre of the

head of the window is the patron saint, St.

Dennis, and on either side are angels with scrolls.

On either side of the window are the Command-
ments, and beneath the window, in a scroll, con-

taining the vine leaf and fruit, and ears of

wheat, is the text, “ My flesh is meat indeed, and

my blood is drink indeed.” A border surrounds

the whole. This woi k has been done at the cost

of Mrs. Burnaby, the mother of the rector, from

the proceeds of sale of work which she has made
for the purpose. On the south side is a memorial

window of two lights, in remembrance of a

brother of the rector. The subject is Christ

walking on the sea. The pulpit is the gift of

the rector’s sisters, and has been made by Mr.

John Wilson, of Kibwortb. It is an octagonal

one of English oak, supported by shafts of

polished ebony, with carved capitals and amulet

mouldings. The termination of each shaft above

the panelling, and down upon a base of Ketton

stone, is by a foliated boas. The panels are

initials “ I. H. S.” Both the pulpit and font

have been presented, the former by Mr. George

Cliarsley aud family, and the latter by Mr. E.

Waller.

Longtown. — The church here has been re-

opened. The township of Longtown is one of

four, comprising the parish of Clodock, the other

townships being Llanveynoe, Craswell, and New-
town. Tho township of Newtown alone now
possesses an independent incumbency, Longtown
and the others being bub chapels-of-ease to the

mother church of Clodock. Longtown Church,

to quote the words of the pastor, had “ long lain

in a moat sad and fearful state.” It consisted

of nave and chancel only, and, previous to its

restoration, a portion of the west end of the

nave was portioned off to serve the purpose of

a school-house. There was no flooring of any

kind save the earth, and no seats or benches

;

the only accommodation in this way being some

low, rough forms, which were transferred from

school to service, and from service to school, as

occasion might require. In addition to all this,

the walls aud roof were in a deplorable state,

the weather having found its way throngh to

such an extent as to render the building more

uncomfortable even than many a well-kept barn

could possibly be. The little chapel being
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circular, and carved, and to the mouldings of the
framework is added the relieved early dog-tooth
ornament. There are open deal seats in the
church ; the floor is of Whetstone’s tiles. The
church is heated by a flue with open grating, by
ilessrs. Johnson, of Leicester. Mr. Haycock, of
Hothwell, was the contractor; and Mr. Drewry
has done the decorations. The architect was
Mr. J. Goddard, of Leicester.

Compton.—The parish church has been re-
opened for public worship. The building has
for some time past been undergoing alterations,
which have improved the appearance of the
interior. The coating of lath and plaster, which
formerly hid from sight the oak beams and the
roof of the nave and north and south aisles, has
been removed, and in many instances the time-
worn timbers have been replaced. For the win-
dows in the roof others have been substituted
more in conformity with the character of the
building, a third having been inserted on the
south side, while that on the north has been
filled up. Among the alterations one is the
addition of a painted glass window, erected to the
memory of Mr. George Smallpiece, of Field
Place, and his widow. The subjects are St. Peter
raising Tabitba to life, and the Good Samaritan.
The work of restoration has been carried out by
Mr. Mitchell, of Shalford, at a cost of about 500i.,
raised by subscription. Mr. Woodyer, of Grafl"-

ham, was the architect. The peculiarity of the
church, which is chiefly Norman, its arches and
columns constituting specimens of that style, is

the chancel. This is of Norman architecture.
The roof is extremely low, and above it, open to
the church, is an apartment, anciently a chantry
chapel, now the Losely pew. It is fronted by an
ancient wooden balustrade, covered with white-
wash.

NEWS FROM IRELAND.
The dedication of St. Peter’s Roman Catholic

Church, Duugourney, took place on the 19th ult.
The R. C. Bishop of Cioyneolhciated. Thepresenb
structure has been so much restored that it may
be virtually called a new edifice: 18 ft. have been
added to its length, so it is now 108 ft. in the
clear. Its height has also been increased, the
walls partly rebuilt, and the church newly
roofed. The apse is the principal addition. It
opens into the body of the church through a
lofty Gothic arch of 22 ft. span j and the chief
feature of the edifice here is a three-light
stained-glass window over the high altar. Two
smaller stained-glass windows adjoin the side
altars dedicated to the Virgin and St. Patrick.
Ten lancet windows pierce the side walla of the
church, filled with coloured glass

;
and a Gothic

window of large size lights the other end of the
building. A gallery is provided over the prin-
cipal entrance. The roof is open timbered,
stained, and rests on corbels

; the intervals
between the rafters being ceiled. The church
is 30 ft. in breadth. In addition to the porch
which forms the main entrance, a Gothic
doorway opens in the western wall of the struc-
ture. Vestry-rooms occupy the angle formed
by the apse and the body of the church

; and
in the chapel-yard a residence for the curate
is provided. The edifice will afford accommo-
dation for about 1,400 or 1,500 persona. The
architect is Mr. Richard R. Brash; and the
builder Mr. Barry, of Middleton. The church
stands on elevated ground, surrounded by trees,
and on the banks of a small river which takes
its name from the locality. The village is a neat
one, and besides the church a large and con-
spicuous school-house adds to its appearance.
The consecration of the altars of St. Honan’s

Church, Eoscrea, has taken place. The columns
are of green Galway marble, highly polished,
with carved capitals floriated. The central panel
of the high altar is enriched with a half-height
figure of the Redeemer. The throne is of Caen
stone, carved. The canopy is supported by red
marble shafts, polished. A figure of the arch-
angel is fixed on the apex of the pinnacle. The
altar-steps and predeila are of Portland stone,
and the space between the lower step and the
first pace at the back of the altar, is laid with
Portland flags. The screen is composed of Cor-
sbam Down stone. It is well carved. The
columns that carry the tracery are of polished
Cork marble, and the capitals and cornice are
carved. On the top of the cornice are six angel
figures, the wings carved in wood and gilt.
The table of the altar is of black polished marble.
The side altars, which are in keeping, are also
of Corsbam Down stone. They are enriched
With figures of the Virgin and St. Joseph, mea-

Buring 4 ft. 9 in. high. The reredos is of ashlar,
capped with a cornice. The steps are of Port-
land stone. The Commnniou-rail is of stone
and marble, polished, with simple capitals, a
marble slab, 10 in. wide, 1 in. thick, with rounded
moulding in the front, &c. The gates are of
wrought iron and brass. The altars have been
built by Messrs. Earley & Powell, of Dublin, from
the designs of Mr. J. J. McCarthy.
In Waterford several improvements have of

late taken place in the matter of widening
streets, flaggings, lighting, and improving
the park. A public market is spoken of,

and a safe bathing-place for the people. The
present Mayor of Waterford has exerted himself
very creditably for the improvement of the city

;

and nnder his suggestions and advice much has
been efiected. The old historical ruin of the
city has also been pinned up and protected
from decay, and the town-hall is to be pro-
vided with a portrait of O’Connell, in recogni-
tion of his services in aid of civil and religions
liberty, and the reforming of the municipal cor-
porations of Ireland.

The Ennis and Athenry Railway has been
opened

; bub the public of the south-west do nob
appear to reap much advantage from the cir-
cumstance.

I

There is a strike of masons and bricklayers
employed in the construction of the Dundalk and
Greenore Railway. They demand a rise of 28. a
week. Their present wages are 2-13. They also
ask a decrease in the hours of labour.
The Town Commissioners of Galway, who not

long since laid out l,000h in connexion with
waterworks', will nob be moved to give a farthing
towards keeping the town clock from going into
delirium tremens. It is a disgrace to the old
historical town of Galway, alias “ The City of
the Tribes.” A ten-pound note would remove a
stigma from the town.
The building trade is rather dull in every part

of Ireland.

Daolis gcretbiJ).

The Scenery of England and Wales : its Character
andOrigin. B^D. Mackintosh, F.G.S. London:
Longmans, Green, & Co., 1869.

This is an attempt to trace the nature of the
geological causes, especially denudation, by
which the physical features of the country have
been produced. It is said to be founded on the
results of many years’ personal observations, and
is illnstrated by many woodcuts. The author
had previously written papers on Denudation,
which appeared in geological and other journals.
The influence of rain, rivers, frost, glaciers,

icebergs, waves, and ocean currents, as well as
earthquakes and other physical convulsions, are
all brought under consideration

; and on such
subjects there are great diversities of opinion
amongst geologists. Doubtless all have had a
share, smaller or greater, in cutting out the
present features of the country, but the question
is, have any of these causes bad a paramount
influence, and if so, which of them, one or more ?

A powerful influence is here, rightly we think,
attributed to icebergs and glaciers, bub not to the
probable extent to which, afcer the great elevating
and depressing forces, the modern features of the
land are due to ice aud flood conjoined. As for
those geologists who do not realise to themselves
the tremendous power of these conjunct agencies,
Mr. Mackintosh utters a mild protest agaiust
their views in terms such as these :

—

“ Alleged Dormancy of Ihe Sea during the Glacial Sul-
mergeuce.—Some wriiers, acd aniongst them Professor
J tikes, are of opinion that during the glacial submergence,
the sea did next to nothing in the way of denudation.
Bat hare we any reason for suppoaieg that the ‘ calm of
desolation ’ then ‘ brooded over the face of the deep ?

' ''

Were the winds then stagnant, and were the billows
miraculously enchained ? . . . Was there no ground-
swell, and were there no rapid currents at the time when
the Welsh and Cumbrian hills were islands and their
passes straits ? la it not more reasonable to suppose that
the Atlantic breakers were then more furious, the Atlantic
ground-swell more incessant, the Atlantic currents more
impetuous than now ?

’’

The truth is, that geologists seem, in not a few
instances, to have imagined the glacial or arctic
era, over now temperate climates, to have been
an era of stagnant and perpetual wintery ice, in
which everything was bound up for centuries,
without anything like intervening summers, or
summer floods, with moving glaciers and icebergs

;

whereas, if the winters were extreme in cold-
ness, eo, in all probability, were the summers
extreme in heat

;
since such is the present law

of winter and summer, in the arctic region,
from the operation of causes still in operation.

The glacial era was just an extension of
the arctic region, farther south in the northern,
hemisphere than now, and farther north in
the southern hemisphere. And as the icy
aud snowy winters were produced by the
sun passing farther away to the south in the
northern winters, and farther to the north in the
southern winters, the summers were extreme in
heat as the winters in cold

; and the commotion
which modern arctic summers produce amongst
the glaciers and icebergs in the far north was as
nothing to what it must have been over England
and the Continent in the glacial era. It was
then that the tremendous ploughs and barrows
of nature were brought into full operation, to
pulverise and prepare the soil for the human
race

;
and it was then that valleys were ploughed

out and mountains denuded, and that the main
features of England and other countries were
carved out of the rough block which the great
elevating and depreesiug agents provided for
their more special carvings, and for the finishing
touches of rainfall and rivers, frost, &o.

Geologists have allowed themselves to be
more or less restricted and deprived of resort to
natural agencies of vast power, by the dogmatic
dicta ofastronomers, who, as such,know nothing of
the necessities, and the geological evidences, of
the case. Bub, however positive astronomers may
be as to the impossibility of certain cognate
secular changes, regarding which their data are
admittedly very limited and uncertain, the
conclusion is irresistible

—

and they must he

instructed by geological facts—that the arctic

region itself,—the cause which makes it arctic
being known, and still in operation,—in truth
extended, during the glacial era, or rather the
era of ice and flood, far farther south than it

now does in the northern hemisphere
; aud pro-

bably also far farther north than it now does in
the soubhern.

The alternations of summer and winter, and
of ice and flood, in the arctic regions, as we
have already indicated, are astronomically ruled
by the obliquity of the ecliptic, or the oscil-

lation or peudulabion (figuratively or popularly
speaking) of the sun into and out of either
hemisphere

;
so producing summer and winter.

And astronomers not only admit the fact that
the obliquity of the ecliptic was at one time
greater than it is now, but that it is still on
the decrease; so that the plane of the ecliptic

is, and from time immemorial has been, on the
way at least towards a coincidence with the
plane of the equator. The extent and limits of
this diminution constitute the 07ily question with
astronomers. They insist that the limits can
only be very small

; while it would appear, fro7n
the geological facts, that these limits must be
very considerable

;
and it would be easy to

show (as indeed the writer of this has, to a
certain extent, already done, in the Scotsmayi
newspaper, of January 5tb, 1842), that the
” great uncertainty ” in which candid astrono-
mers admit this question to be involved, is still

farther increased, and to an extent which drives
them entirely out of the field, by virtue of
weapons supplied by themselves.

It will, we hope, be seen, from what has been
said, that we need not resort to the hard
hypothesis of a change in the amount of solar
emission, or in the temperature of space tra-
versed by our system, for an explanation of the
era of ice and drift; because we have shown
how it is explicable, to the fullest extent, by
simple and natural causes, in one sense still in
actual operation.

It is not the first time we have urged this
(see, for example, the Builder of October 4,
1862, on “ The Alps in the Glacial Era ”), but it

well merits repetition, till geologists snatch the
subject out of the hands of the astronomers, who
have much less to do with it than geologists
have.

The book before us is both suggestive and
interesting, however far short we may conceive
it to be of duly proportioning the causes which
have given England its modern outlines.

Laxton's Builders' and Contractors' Tables, for
the Use of Engineers, Architects, Surveyors,
Boulders, Contractors, Loiid Agents, and
Others. By Henhy Laxton, C.E. London

:

E. & F. N. SpoD.
Under this title Mr. Laxton is preparing a series
of tables likely to be very useful to many. He
has now issued the first instalment, appertaining
to the bricklayer, which contains twenty-two
tables, with nearly 30,000 calculations. The
headings of four of the tables will serve to

show their character:—” Value of any number
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of rednced feet at per rod in shillinge
5

” “ Valae

of any nntnber of reduced feet at per rod in

pounds
;

” “ Value of brickwork per reduced rod,

according to the price of bricks, and labour, and

mortar (or cement), without profit ;

" “ Value of

brickwork per reduced rod, according to the

price of bricks, and labour, and mortar (or

cement), with 15 per cent, profit.” The tables

appear to have been carefully calculated, and

are very clearly printed.

VARIORUM.
“Unionism, with Remarks on the Report of

the Commissioners on Trade Unions. By James
Stirling. Glasgow : Maclehose.” In this pam-
phlet much of what can be urged against trade-

unions is forcibly and ably put, and much of

what is said is true, but much of what is true

on the other side is not said. Trade-unions

are originating connter-combinations amongst
masters, bat what originated trade-unions ?

Rules against piecework and overtime beget

increase of workers and of competition, which
tend to diminish wages; but the diminution

of wages through unrestricted competition

helped to originate unions, as did the un-

restricted desire and practice of employers to

purchase labour at the lowest price which com-
petition offered, irrespective altogether of the

fact that the article dealt with had needs and
appetites that must be ministered to, and wives

and children that must be supported. To buy
labour and skill in the cheapest market, and sell

them in thedearest, is a grand principle, only labour

and skill cannot be stored away in warehouses,
like corn, to wait the rise in markets ; they mus
be sold, and “ at any sacrifice,”—not seldom
“ at a fearful sacrifice.” The reasons for work-
men combining to resist competition by co-

operation in the sole article of traffic in which
they dealt with masters, were not only urgent
but irresistible. Nevertheless, trade-unions,
like everything else, require regulation, since
much evil, even to workmen themselves, has
resulted from their unrestricted extension.
The Quarterly Immal of Science (Longmans)
for October contains much interesting matter.
Amongst the papers is a short one on the teach-
ing of natural science in universities. The lead-

ing paper is by Mr. Crookes, F.R.S., on the
Spectral Phenomena of Opals

; and there are
others on the Mineralogical Resources of Ire-

land, and on Coal-washing, besides the usual
“ Chronicle of Science,” and a good abstract of

the British Association proceedings at Exeter.
Knight & Co. have published a handy edition

of “ The Valuation (Metropolis) Aot, 1869,”
with introduction, notes, and index, bv Mr.
Danby P. Fry, Barrister-at-Law. It is an im-
portant statute. The same publishers have
already issued a third edition of “ The Poor-
rate Assessment and Collection Act, 1869,”
by Mr. Hugh Owen, Barrister-at-Law.
Cdasell’s serials, “ The Popular Educator,”
Cassell’s Magazine, “ The Quiver,” and others,
are continued with care and vigour. We take a
passage from their “ Illustrated Travels,” de-
acriptive of the ruins of the Sirs Nimroud, the
ancient Tower of Babel :

—

" The total circumference of the hase of the Birs is 762
yards. The western face is the most destroyed, being
worn down into a deep furrow. I'ho whole structure
rises in stages which may be distinctly traced, and which
peculiarity forma the distinctive feature whereby its iden-
tity with the Tower of Babel is traced. Speaking of
these stages, Buckingham, who carefully surveyed this
remarkable ruin, lays stress on Ibe fact that they recede
one within another in a proportion of width about equal
to their respective elevations. The first or lowermost of
these discloses some of its interior work in a spot where a
pit has been formed by the clearing away of the rnbbish.
An inspection of the bricks shows that, though large and
well made, they are sun-dried, and covered with bitumen
or mortar, while those in the outer facing alone are fur-
nace-baked. The second stage, which recedes within the
first, is also composed of the same description of bricks,
as is likewise the third stage on the exterior, though the
interior of the ‘ mountainous mass,' as Josephus calls it,

is probably made of sun-dried bricks aud loose earth.
Above them all rises the Tower itself, which is ,a solid
mass of the finest kiln-burnt masonry, with a circumfer-
ence of 90 ft. What remains of it forms a aolid wall of
brick about 60 ft. in height, moasuced from the lowest
part of its base on the eastern side, with a breadth of
30 ft., and a thickness of 15 ft., though these last dimen-
aions lessen gradually as the tower assumes a pyramidal
shape towards its summit. The upper edge of this wall is

so broken and irregular as to prove that it did not termi-
nate the pile, but that above this there were other stages,

' which time and the violence of man have brought to the
I

ground. The wall of this ruin—for as a round tower it
I does not exist— is rent by a large fissure, which extends
I through nearly half its heigbt, and has been caused, doubt-

less, by some violent agent, raiher than the gradual opera-
I tion of time; aud it is pierced, both longitudinally and

transversely, with small square apertures, running all

I through the building, probably for the purpose of ventila-
I tion, and of preserving the fabrio from the inHuence of
< damp,”

Copper an Antidote against Cholera.

—

At a meeting of the Acadomie des Soiences,

M. Dumas, the celebrated French chemist, gave
a brief analysis of Dr. Burg’s report on the

preservation from cholera of men engaged in

working with copper. lie said, in effect, sta-

tistics clearly prove that wherever the manipula-
tion of copper was carried on the men engaged in

it have almost invariably escaped harmless. The
investigations into the subject were conducted
under the supervision and control of the com-
missaries of police. The number of deaths in

1865 and 1866 was in the proportion of three

to every 10,000. The rate of mortality diminished
in proportion as the workmen were more exclu-

sively employed in the manipulation of copper.

In other manufactures, in metals as well as

others, the mortality was from 10 to 40 times
greater. Farther testimony was supplied by
the society known as the Bon Accord, which was
founded in 1819, and entirely composed of

workers in bronze, and the medical registers of

which were thoroughly well kept. During the
whole of the five visitations of cholera, this

society, the members of which were scattered

in quarters where the epidemic raged with the

greatest virulence, had not only not had a single

death, but had been called upon to pay only for

106 days of sickness, divided among ten mem-
bers of the society. Facts supporting the theory
were also supplied from other sources. The
conclusion drawn from this statement was, that

if further inquiries established the truth of the

theory, exceedingly valuable results from a
hygienic point of view would follow.

Tbe Todmorden Market Place Question.
At a local board meeting held on Saturday,
when about 500 persons were present, Mr. John
Fielden, who presided, moved the adoption of
the plana. Mr. J. Horsfall objected to the meet-
ing proceeding, on the ground that at the last

meeting an amendment negativing the proposal
for a market had been carried over the original

motion. Mr. Stanafield, clerk to the board, said

the objection could not hold. Mr. Joshua
Fielden, M.P., spoke at some length in favour of
the motion. It bad been said, he remarked,
that it would cost 8,0001.

;
but he estimated the

coat at 2,4001., and, including the covering of the

watercourse, the market would pay. A rate of

Is. in the pound raised l,500i., and a rate of
Is. Id. would meet the demands of the main
sewer. If be continued a member of the board
he should urge the board to erect a market
before next winter. Mr. J. Travis suggested
that the present incomplete town-hall might be
turned into a market. Mr. E. Horsfall opposed
the building of a market. The present stalls

had fitted him and his father before him. The
drainage would not cost 9,000Z., as Mr. Fielden
had B lid

; it would probably cost 16,0001. If

they granted the board the power to build a
market, speedily some one would find out they
wanted waterworks. Mr. Copley said the market
would repay the money expended in seventeen
years, and not cost them a halfpenny. The
meeting was plainly against the motion, but the
chairman called for a division. On this beieg
effected the majority was a large one, and the
chairman declared the motion lost. Mr. Joshua
Fielden demanded a poll of the whole district.

Gloucester Cathedral.—The restoration of
the choir of this cathedral is progressing. A
tender has been received for the costly work
connected with the stalls and benohes, and a con-
tract has been made with Messrs. Clayton &
Bell for the five windows of the north clearstory.

An order has also been given for the exhibition

in place of various modes of dealing with the

groining and bosses of the vaulting. In ex-

amining the site of the ancient reredos, a curious

discovery has been made, a feretory having been
found, more perfect and clearer in signifioancy

than any at present known. It was ascertained,

many months ago, that the stone screen behind
the communion-table was only a casing of the

ancient reredos. This week the casing has been
removed, and the ancient wall is now revealed.

It still bears traces of the former colour-decora-

tion. At either end of the altar, steps were
found, leading into a small vault under the altar

;

and on the east side of this vault there are in the

masonry three recesses, and two on the west
side. Doubtless these recesses were the recep-

tacles of relics of the martyrs and saints of the

Romish Church.

Masonic Ball, Haverfordwest, South
Wales.—It is the intention of the Cambrian
Lodge of Freemasons to erect a hall in which to

transact the business connected with the craft.

The brethren have resolved to construct it

upon the vacant space on the southern side of

Picton-place. The dimensions of the ball will

be 60 ft. by 36 ft. and its capacities will extend

to the comfortable seating of 500 persons. It

will be lighted principally from the middle of

the ceiling, which will be semicircular in form,

at a moderate elevation, and Battened in the

centre
;
and there will also be a three-light

window at the extremity of the hall opposite the

chief entrance. The glass in the windows will

bear representations of the various symbols of

the craft, and similar devices will be wrought on
the corbels. The walla will be wainscoted in

oak, and there will be cloak-rooms, ante-rooms,

and various other arrangements. The ball is, of

course, chiefly intended for the accommodation

of the craft, but the Cambrian Lodge will permit

it to be used for lectures, concerts, readings, and
other instructive and recreative meetings. It is

proposed to raise funds for the erection of the

building by a bazaar and by subscriptions among
Freemasons and their friends.

Tbo Coliseum at Boston destroyed by
a Hurricane.—A terrific gale prevailed over

the whole of New England on the night of the

9th ultimo, doing immense damage both on
land and at sea. Among the principal casualties

was the destruction of the Coliseum at Boston.

The east end first gave way with a tremendous
crash. Almost immediately after the sudden
rush of air which followed demolished the west
end and the larger portion of the roof, with

the exception of a small part in the centre,

which, although considerably damaged, remained
standing. The walls were somewhat strained,

although retaining their original position. At
the time of the falling of the roof, and for some
time after, it was almost impossible for a person

to approach the building, as the strong wind
that prevailed in many cases lifted men from
their feet, and in several instances men received

slight bruises from flying timbers and boards,

which were hnrled through the air at a frightful

pace, Berkeley-street in many oases being piled

high with the debris. The organ used during

the Peace Jubilee proves an entire loss, the big

drum is rendered worthless, and the romainiog

part ot the building is in snob a condition as to

require immediate pulling down. No less than

twenty-two vessels are reported to have been,

wrecked on the coast of New England.

Xleport on Parisb of St. George the
Martyr, Southwark.—The thirteenth annual

report (for the year ending 25th of March last)

to the vestry, including the sanitary report of

Dr. Bateson, the medioal officer of health, has

been printed. The prevalence of scarlet fever

forms a prominent item in the medical report.

The benefit of sanitary measures is urged, since

the general health modifies the mortality, and
(as we have no doubt) the liability to attack,

even were the disease, in its origin and spread,

otherwise independent of defects in sanitary

measures. It is Dr. Bateson’s opinion, however,

that “ it has now become an unquestioned fact

that fever, by which annually in England some
15,000 to 20,000 are killed, and perhaps twenty
times that number grievously sickened and
endangered, denotes a people badly fed, over-

crowded, intemperate, and using for domestic
purposes water polluted with excrementitious

matter.” This last cause, which is a principal

one, he adds, can now, since cesspools (and

pumps) have been to a great extent abolished,

be got rid of by proper care and sanitary super-

vision. A remarkable instance of the diminution

of fever from checking intemperance by the

Forbes Mackenzie Act at Edinburgh is adduced.

Scientific Education for Artisans. —

A

meeting called by the executive committee of

the Yorkshire Board of Education has been held

in the Civil Court of the Leeds townhall, for the

purpose of explaining to artisans and mechanics

the Government scheme of scientific education.

The mayor was in the chair, aud several gentle-

men interested in the welfare of the clasaes

proposed to be influenced, including Mr. Carter,

M.P., and the vicar, were present. Resolutions

were passed affirming the necessity of special

scientific instruction if the manufacturing supe-

riority of this country is to be maintained, ap-

proving of State aid to this scientific instruction,

and pledging artisans and mechanics to use their

best exertions to promote the object in view.
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The Sanitary State of Stafford.—A cor-

reBpoudont of the Staffordshire Advertiser aays :

—

In the principal thoroughfare, and within a
stone’s throw of my bedroom window, are two
places for the boiling of offal, and another for

the manufacture of tallow candles. The foul

and sickening fumes from these places penetrate
every house in the neighbourhood and “ murder
sleep.” Then the two channels which flow the
entire length of the picturesque Greengate-
street are neither more nor less than open sewers,
and their condition, especially at night, would
be a disgrace to Cologne itself, the city of a
thousand stinks. As a people we plume our-
selves upon being more cleanly than our Con-
tinental neighbours

;
but I protest with all my

might against the people of Stafford sharing
this credit. Verily they are heathens (begging
the pardon of the constructors of the cloaca
jnajrinia). They worship Beelzebub, the god of
flies, and of that from which flies spring, as saith
the prophet Carlyle.”

Camhodla, Cochin-China. — The ruins
which have been discovered in Cambodia, says
the Revue Colonialo et Maritime, prove that the
inhabitants must at one time have been as highly
civilised as they are now debased. Bemains of
sculpture have been discovered rivalling those
produced in Greece in its best days. Well-built
bridges have been discovered in many parts, and
the expedition conducted by M. de Lagree found
remains of the same and other constructions as
far as the 15th degree of north latitude. So
extensive and numerous are these remains that
they are considered to prove beyond dispute that
at the time when they were built the country
must have been densely populated by people
rich and prosperous to a very high degree

;

indeed, there is positive evidence of the fact in

the writings of a Chinese traveller, who speaks
with warm admiration of the lavish manner in

which gold was employed in the decorations of
their monuments.

The Suez Canal.—The working rules for
the transit of ships through this canal have been
issued in a printed form by M. De Lesseps, as
president of ” the Suez Universal Maritime
Canal Company.” The navigation of the canal
is to be “opened to all vessels without distinc-

tion of nationality, provided they do not draw
more than seven metres fifty centimetres (7 m.
50 c.), equal to 24 ft. 7 in. English

;
the canal

being eight mJitres (8 m.) in depth, equal to

26i ft. English. Steam vessels will be allowed
to navigate through the canal using their own
propellers

j
sailing vessels, about 50 tons, will

have to be towed with the service established by
the company.” There were two Suez Canals,
one a preliminary or temporary canal, and the
other the permanent one. On a previous occa-
sion the Suez Canal was announced to bo opened,
but it turned out to be only the smaller one : in

this case, of course, the public understand it to

be the permanent and great canal which is

about to be opened.

The Bath City Water Supply.—Mr. Bate-
man, C.E., has prepared his report for the Bath
City Council. “ The gist of it,” says the local

Chronicle, “ if we mistake not, will be found
substantially identical with that of our own
city engineer, Mr. Mitchell, prepared and pre-
sented in 1864. He declares emphatically for
resorting for water to St. Catherine’s Valley, as
the only certain, sufficient, and satisfactory
scarce of supply, and attaches little if any value
to other localities that have been named. He
confirms, in fact, the conclusions on which the
Bill of 1866 was framed, so that we ate come,
after three years’ delay and three years’ incon-
venience, to the precise situation in which we
were in the autumn of 1865, with all the work
of preparation and negotiation to do over again.”
The entire coat of the measure, adds our
authority, will probably be more than covered
by a sum of 80,0001. j while any outlay which
may be made for the purchase of the Bathwick
and other private springe will yield an ample
return in the income already derived therefrom.

Tbe Antl-drlnk IVIovexuent.—An experi-
ment is about to be tried at Bradford, in the
way of providing a substitute for the public-
house. It is proposed to erect a large building,
in which all sorts of amusements will be pro-

together with library and reading-room.
No intoxicating drinks will be allowed on the
premises. The capital required is 1,0001. 8001.
of this sum have been taken up by working men
themselves.

The Iron and Steel Institute.—The first

provincial meeting of this Institute has been
held at Middlesbrough, in the Odd Fellows’
Hall, under the presidency of the Duke ofDevon-
shire. About 180 of the members of the Insti-

tute gave notice of their intention to attend the
meeting, and about seventy more geutlemen
were candidates for membership. There was a
very large attendance, all the principal iron-

masters of the district being present, and also

many distinguished strangers. Besides the pre-
sident’s address, various papers wore read

;
Mr.

Isaac L. Bell, of Newcastle, one on “The
Development of Heat, and its Appropriation in

Blast Furnaces of different Dimensions;” Mr.
Josiah T. Smith, of Barrow-in-Furness, one on
“Siemens’s Regenerative Furnace,and its Appli-
cation to Reheating Furnaces connected with
Rolling-mills;” Mr. E. Williams, of Middles-
brough, one on “The Manufacture of Rails;”
Mr. R. Howson, of Middlesbrough, one on
“ The Siemens-Martin Process of manufacturing
Steel and Mr. J. P. Budd, one on “ The new
Process of removing Silicon from Pig-iron.”

Ziincolnshire Sea-side Convalescent
Home.—The total amount of subsoripi ions now
promised is 2,400Z., exclusive of the site, nearly
two acres, which has been presented free of cost.

The committee appointed at the general meeting
having requested Mr. Fowler, of Louth, to pre-

pare plans for a building, these plans were sub-
mitted to Miss Nightingale, and met with her
approval. On the 3rd of September, the fol-

lowing tenders were sent in :—Mr. Clark, Louth,
3,530i.

;
Mr. Pattinson, Ruskington, 3,190Z.

;

Messrs. White & Wood, Alford, 3,179Z. lOs. The
last tender was accepted. Mr. Fowler has pro-

mised to return one-half the usual architect’s

charges for plans, &c. All the living-rooms will

be lined inside with Portland and Parian cement,
as at Netley Military Hospital. The building
will be 180 ft. long, providing for twenty men
and twenty women. There is at present a
deficiency of 800Z. in the funds. The Hon. A.
L. Melville, the treasurer of the fund, receives
subscriptions at the bank, Lincoln.

Holst Apparatus.—An invention, said to

be new, is being introduced into the mining and
manufacturing districts, under the name of
Calow’s patent safety hoist apparatus, for pre-
venting accidents in hoists of mines, works,
hotels, &c. By this arrangement the me-
chanism is nob brought into play by the mere
slacking of the rope, but when the rope breaks
only

;
the rope not being in any way connected

with the apparatus. The cage has to gravitate
before the machine is acted upon. As described
to us, “ a bar has on it a lever weighted; this

weight keeps a spiral spring compressed
;
when

the cage becomes a failing body (i.e., fells at

16 ft. in the first second), the support for the
spring ceases to exist, and it becomes of a greater
length, thrusting the eccentric jaws or grips
into the slides, and effectually preventing the
cage descending.”

The Metropolitan District Hallway.

—

At the last weekly meeting of the Metropolitan
Board of Works, Sir William Tite, M.P-, pur-
suant to notice, presented a memorial from cer-

tain bankers, merchants, &c., of the city of
London, calling attention to the proposition of
the Metropolitan District Railway Company to

continue their railway to the Mansion House,
and to form a covered way to the Royal
Exchange

; and expressing their conviction of
the great public convenience that would result

from such arrangement. The memorial was
referred to the Works and General Purposes
Committee for consideration in connexion with
the reference already made to them on the
subject. Iq course of the proceedings, Mr.
Lowman Taylor objected to have a railway
station opposite the magnificent Royal Exchange.
Where else, he asked, could they get an outlet ?

Science Instruction for Women.—We are
very glad to hear of an important experiment
which is about to be tried at the South Kensing-
ton Museum, to promote the instruction ofwomen
in science. By permission of the Lord President,
Professors Huxley, Guthrie, and Oliver are about
to commence a course of lectures on Natural
Science, beginning in November. The fees will

not exceed a shilling a lecture, with voluntary
examinations, and the terms will even be lower
to schools and governesses. Some distingnished
ladies have expressed thier willingness to assist

this experiment. The Hon. and Rev. F. Byng, of
Onslow Gardens, London, S.W., is the treasurer
and secretary.

Tfew IPorge Works at Fontypool-roadi
IVIonmoutbsliire.—The formation of new forge
works is in coarse of completion. The ground
occupied will be about 2^ acres. A capacious
reservoir has been formed adjoining the river to
supply the works with water. Messrs. Neville,
of Llanelly, are the contractors for the engines
and machinery, a great portion of which is now
on the gronnd. The contract for the iron roof
work was undertaken by Messrs. Steel & Rake,
of Newport. The roof is arranged in two spans
of 41 ft. each and 120 ft. in length, supported on
three rows of lattice girders, which latter are
carried by cast-iron columns in the usual way.
The works will be styled the Panteg Forge.

Paper Carpets.—An American paper sug-
gests the following piece of domestic economy ;

—
Save all yonr newspapers, and when yon get
enough for the purpose, make a paste as for

putting on the wall, and Jay them down one by
one, pasting them till your floor is covered, then
let it dry; then lay another in the same way.
When again dry, get some wall-paper of a suita-

ble colour, and paste all over it. When dry, go
over it again with a good coat of varnish, and
you have a nice covering for yonr floor, which
will wear as long as a carpet [will it ?], and
look as well as oil-cloth. This is a cheap
method of covering bedrooms which are not
much used.

Dock Work Expenditure at Liverpool
and Dirkenbead.—Mr. Lyster, the engineer to

the Mersey Dock Board, on Thursday presented
his annual report of the expenditure on dock
works at Liverpool and Birkenhead from June,

1868, to June, 1869. The figures were as
follow :—New works at Liverpool under the Acts
of 1858, 1859, and 1863, 55,595Z. 11s. 7d. ; re-

pairs and maintenance, 80,664Z. 15a. 5d.
;
pro-

portion of official charges, 4,640Z. Os. 7d.—total

expenditure for Liverpool, 140,900Z. 73. 7d. New
works at Birkenhead under the Acts of 1858
and 1866, 71,2891. 9s. 8d. ; repairs and main-
tenance, 22,2541. 11a. lid.

;
proportion of official

charges, 3,185Z. Ss. 6d. ; total expenditure for

Birkenhead, 96,729Z. 10s. Id.
; conservancy ex-

penses, 1,383Z. 53. lOd.
;

grand total of ex-

penditure for the year, 239,0131. 3s. 6d.

Opening' of an Industrial Exhibition
at Harrow.—An exhibition of works of art

and meohanical skill, curiosities, articles of
vertu, &c., has been opened in the Mechanics’
Institute, Jarrow. Mr. C. M. Palmer, who has
been designated the maker of this seat of ship-

building enterprise, did the honours on the ooca-
tion. The object of the promoters of the exhibi-

tion is to wipe off a debt which encumbers the
Institute. The hall is decorated permanently,
and in the recesses are painted in bright colours

a variety of mottoes suggestive of the aims of

the Institute. The apartment is 80 ft. long and
40 ft. wide.

The Liverpool Tramways Company.

—

At an extraordinary general meeting of this

company, held in London, the contractors,

Messrs. Fisher & Parrish, reported tliat the line

from the Adelphi Hotel to the borough boundary
is finished

;
and that the centre line, running

from the Adelphi Hotel, down Lime-street and
St. John’s-place, along Dale-street, Caatle-

street. Lord-street, and Church-street, and up
Elliot-street, back to the Adelphi Hotel, will be
completed this week. The contractors expect to

have the road ready for public traffic within a
month fiom the present time.

Surveyor for Margate.—A special sitting

of the watch committee was held lost week for

the purpose of receiving the five gentlemen
whom they had selected among the forty appli-

cants for the office of town surveyor, from whom
they intended to make their final choice. The
committee and the five gentlemen selected were
present—viz,, Mr. P. Coghlan, of Liverpool, who
required a salary of 200Z. ; Mr. G. J. Stead, of

Liverpool, 150Z.
;

Mr. Rumbell, Maida-hill,

London, 200Z.
;
Mr. Watson, of Crewe, 200Z.

;
and

Mr. Perry, of Stoke Newington, 250Z. After
consideration of the testimonials of these gentle-

men the committee’s choice fell upon Mr.
Coghlan, and he was duly informed of his suc-

cess.

The Pigs in Fulham.—The Fulham Board
of Works is determined upon a war of exter-

mination against the disgusting pig-breeding

nuisance. The medical officer reports an in-

stance of eighty of them kept in two narrow
sheds, surrounded by human habitations.
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The “ Tentoonstellin^ ” of i^msterdam.
Professor Pepper has visited the International

Exhibition of Amsterdam, and is now giving

visitors to the Polytechnic Institution in Kegent-

etreet a most agreeable and instructive account

of it, with particulars of Holland, and the habits

and manners of the people. It is done in Mr.

Pepper’s best manner, good at all times, with

excellent taste and conciseness, and is illustrated

from beginning to end by a series of dioramic

pictures. The building is a permanent one,

and of considerable pretensions.

Drinkingr rountaln for Keighley. — A
drinking - fountain has been erected in the

Church-green, opposite to the parish church

gates, Keighley, at the expense of Miss Butter*

field, of Cliffe Hall. It is formed of grey Scotch

granite, highly polished, from the works of

Messrs. D. H. & J. Newall, Dalbeattie, Scotland.

On the west side of the fountain is the following

inscription:— “This fountain was erected by
Mies Butterfield, of Cliff Hall, 25th September,

1869. ‘ Let him that is athirst come.’ "

A New Church for Southwark.—The
foundation-stone of the new district church of

St. Anne, Bermondsey, has been laid by Mr.
Alderman and Sheriflf Cotton. The bnilding is

to be in Gothic composite style, and is to accom-
modate 800 persons. The builders are Messrs.

Browne & Robinson ; and the architect is Mr.
Porter.

Epitaph on an Architect.

—

A writer in

Notes and Queries says,—On a monument in

Walton Church (the original parish of Liver-

pool) is the following epigram epitaph on an

architect, A. H. H., d. 1858 :

—

“ Thy mortal tenement, immortal fjerm,

Hath sunk to dust, while all thy works stand firm.

O raay’at thoa at the rising of the just

Thyself stand firm, when all thy works are dust,”

Steam Omnibuses In Scotland. — The
authorities of Glasgow have granted permission

for omnibuses drawn by patent road steamers

with india-rnbber tires, built by Mr. R. W.
Thomson, C.E., Edinbnrgh, to be run experi-

mentally through the streets of their city.

Haulbowline.

—

The Lord-Lieutenant of Ire-

land has laid the foundation-stone of the naval

dockyard about to be. constructed at Haulbow-
line. His Excellency’s visit to Cork was marred
by very inclement weather.

Tfce Wolverbampton Free Eibrary.

—

The free library and reading-rooms at Wolver-

hampton have been opened in a building which
has been rented by the corporation for the

purpose.

Carisbrooke Churcli.

—

^According to the

H/ttsical Standard, her Majesty has forwarded a

donation of 251. to the organ fund of Carisbrooke

Church, a place of historical interest,

Xing’s College : Arts of Construction.

—

The lectures of Professor Kerr commenced on
Thursday, October 7ch, and will be continued on
every Tuesday and Thursday, at half-past three.

For house and throe cottages at Roehamptou, for Mr.
Broomfield. Messrs. Beeston, Bon, & Brerton, archi-

tects. Quantities supplied by Mr. Burnett :

—

Dawson £2,912 0 0
Myers 2,933 0 0
Easton, Brothers 2,339 0 0

Aviss & Co. (accepted) 2,2S9 0 0

Accepted for supplying a new boiler, also for works
required to be done in setting the same, and for an addi-

tional coal-cellar, for the Whitechapel Union :

—

For Boiler.
Hodge 4 Son £109 0 0

For Selling, Boiler, and Coal Cellar.

Wood, Brothers 638 0 0

For villa re.iidenee in St. Alhan’s. Mr. Frank E. Tbicke,

architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Pain & Clark ;

—

Arnold £1,150 0 0
Suell 1,100 1 10

Hailey 1,091 0 0

Savage 1,1)90 0 0

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Ori-

ginal Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommends that

Copies only should be sent.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor the current

week’s issue later than THREE O'clock, p.m.,

on THURSDAY.

NOTICE.—All Communications respect-

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be

addressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder"

No. 1, Yark-street, Covent Garden. All other

Communications should he addressed to the
' Editor,” and not to the " Publisher.”

For oil-mill, grain warehouse, engine-house, chimney,
ic., at Boston, for Mr. J. C. Simonds. Plans and quan-
tities by Mr. W. H. Wheeler

iPattinsons £7,460 0 0

Baker 7,200 0 0
Sherwin 6,880 0 0

Otter & EBey 6,800 0 0
Barnes i Wright 6,662 0 0

Huddlestone (accepted) 6,208 0 0

For the erection of a building on the site of Nos. 22 and
23, Change-alley, CornbiJl, for the “Estates Company,
Limited and Reduced.’’ Mr. E. A. Gruning, architect :

—

1’Anson £3,890
Mansfield 4 Price
Ashby 4 Sons
Coleman
Trollope 4 Sons
Newman 4 Mann (accepted)

,

3,676 0 0
3,880 0 0
3,815 0 0
3,783 0 0
3,685 0 0

For the excavation and construction of a doable base-

ment on the site of Nos. 11 to 15, Tokenhouse-yard, Loth-
bury, for the “ Estates Con.pany, Limited and Reduced.”
Mr. E. A. Gruning, architect :

—
Hill, Keddell, 4AVuldram £3,619 0 0
Perry 4 Co 3,330 0 0
Newman 4 Mann 3,276 0 0
Trollope 4 Sous 3,1J0 0 0

For the erection of two houses and ofllces upon the

CoDservative Land Society's estate at North End,
Fulham

Hinliffa £664 0 0
Shurman 636 0 0
Taylor 4 Pitts (accepted) 610 0 0

Brown 500 0 0

For new gallery and repoirs to John Knox’s Church,
' Stepuey. Mr. Barker, architect. Quantities not sup-

plied
Johnstone £1,250 0 0

Stevens 873 0 0

Carter 4 Son 770 0 0

Girling 736 0 0

Mackert 4 Co 710 0 0

Bruty 610 0 0

TENDEES.
For rebuilding the Rose and Crown, and dwelling-house

adjoiuing, in Chapel-street, Guildford, for Messrs. Crooke.

Mr. Henry Peak, architect :

—

Gross Deduct for Old
Estimate. Materials.

Burdett £1,147 10 0 £73 16 0

Dickinson 1,141 0 0 ...... 60 0 0
Strudwick 1,118 0 0 73 0 0

Moon 1,114 10 0 72 0 0

Mason 1,103 0 0 81 0 0

Pollard 4 Son 1,083 2 4 60 0 0

Loe 1,073 0 0

Garnett 1,065 0 0 130 0 0

Beagley (accepted) 974 0 0 106 10 0

For alterations and additions to twq.cottages at Parn.
combe, Surrey. Mr. Henry Peak, architect:

—

Goddard 4 Son £384 0 0
Moon 4 Son 335 0 0
Atfield (accepted) 245 0 0

For house and offices at Hildenborough, near Tun-
bridge. Mr. W. G. Bower, Jun., architect. Quantities

aupplied
With Wainscot

Fittings in

Dining-room.
Punnett £3,685 0 0
Wheatley 3,163 7 0

Dove 2,962 0 0
Wiltshire (accepted) 2,869 0 0

With Deal
hittings in

Dining-room.
£3,642 0 0
3,091 16 0
2,915 0 0
2,818 0 0

For rebuilding two warehouses. Wood-street, City.

Mr. Herbert Ford, architect

Moultrie..
Henshaw...
Morter
Gammon
Pritchard
Lawrence
Myers .,

Killby
Ashby & Horner ....

Crubb 4A’aughan,...
Browne 4Robin6oa,
Brass
Coiider (accepted) .

..£5,729 0 0

.. 6.663 0 0

.. 6,273 0 0

.. 4,999 0 0
. 4,966 0 0

,. 4,965 0 0
.. 4,a77 0 0
.. 4,855 0 0
.. 4,790 0 0

BUENOS AYRES GOVERNMENT CERTI-
FICATE. — Translation. — “ We, the under-

signed, at the request of Messrs. J. C. Thompson
& Co. certify that the IRON SAFES of Messrs.

CHUBB & SON, London, of which these gentle-

men are Agents, were exposed for several honrs

to the fire that took place in the offices of the

National Government on the evening of the 26th

instant; that in oar presence they were easily

opened with their respective keys
;

that the

moneys and important documents they contained

were found in perfect order ;
and that these Safes

are now in use in the National Treasury Office.—

Buenos Ayres, July Slat, 1867.

(Signed) J. M. Drago,
Treasurer of the National Government.

Jose Tomas Rojo.

Juan M. Alvarez.

A true copy.—A. M. Bell.”

A large assortment of these Safes may be in-

spected, and lists of prices obtained, at CHUBB
& SON’S, 57, St. Paul’s Churchyard, London ; 68,

Cross-street, Manchester ; 28, Lord-street, Liver-

pool; and Horseley-fields, Wolverhampton.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with

STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufacture of Church, Turret,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with

estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Chnrch

and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and

60, Ludgate-hill ;
Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-

street, London.

SCHOOL
FITTINGS.—MESSRS. BANKS

A CO.'S PATENT REVISED ILLUSTItATED PRICED SHEET
ot even article rermlieii in a WBlI-furniBlied Pchool. sent for tUree

»tamp«.-PARsONAGE WORKS. ALBE KT-STctEE 1'. UANCHEi I ER.

Foolscap 8h. ets, 2i. per Imodlo of 100. B7 post for 20 st.amps,

PKACriOAL DIKECITONS for OOM-
BATING INFECTION, and Pievealing the Spiesd of the

•CatchinB” DUeaw, .uch hi So.rUt Pever, oiuUl Pox,

Tjiihm.aic eiiibcdriug Iho reconmieiula‘tou-uf Dr. Buld, i*r. H*ra.

wlcke. and others. SprcUtly desigc-dfur Dwtributlou br Ousr
Health OOIcbts, In«ptcto>8, Pucr-Uw Burguj

ClareroieD. Vii'lor», Ac.

ROBERT UARDWICKE, 195, Piocahlly, Loudon.

For erectiug a lodging-house in White’s-row, Spital-

fialds. Mr. Chaa. K. Peters, architect;

—

Warskilt £1,093 0 0

Christopher, Brothers 1,630 0 0
Laiigmeml (accepted) 795 0 0

Palmer 791 0 0

Musters 790 0 0

For erecting three villas in Greengate-sireet, Plaistow,

Essex. Mr. Chas. R, Peters, architect

Laugmead (accepted) £700 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Ceinffif /or Conrretr.—Messrs. Hilton, Anderson. & Co. ask us to

state that they made and supplied the cement used lu the conorete

warehouse. Soutbwitrk, described in our last.

J. J. R. (if ihepressof either countcyoDuotii-fldeiise the decision

of the oumiulssiouers as to a taiiw.y arrucs the BiraUc. it must be of

little oousequenie to prcjtclora what the preee says).— J. F. (the

Bulldlug Aut niskes owner and ccmplet liable fur dimriut eurveyor’e

fees).—Bxeter (the wetnl tiles in ciiiestiou ate obtainable in Bir-

mlnghnm, but we do not give addresses).—H. P. (4 luuhet).—J. W,

Louth (bilck and stone buildings haoo been moved in Cluc.tgo, but

we do not know weight).- J. A. (see paper bytbelate Piluce Co.-surt,

ty 0/ AtU' /onruai).— a. J. A.—F. B. 0.—U. A F.—JI il. L.—

T. B-C. C. U.-A. K.-P. M.-A. W.-R. K.-C. C.-W. W.-
W.G. L.-R. K. P.-J. B.ACo.-M,P.-J. H.-S.-M. A M.-P.AQ.

—F.T.—H. W. T.—T. P,—W. B.—T. A J. M.—H. P.—J. P. B.—A A K.

— J. U. J.—K. T.—T. W.—J. B.—T. A P.—C. A Sous.—S. W.— U.R. G.

—A. L.—

A

U.-O.—F. B. P.— J. 0,—W. P. B.

We are compelled to dedUiB pointing out books and giving

addressee.

All Blatements of facts, lists of TLnders, Ao„ must be a-wompanled

by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for

pnbUcatlon.

Noia.—The lesponsiblUty of signed articles, and papers read at

public meetlugB. reste, of course, with the authors.

THIRD EDITION.
Now ready, price One Sbliling and Sixpence,

ri'IHE POOK-KaTE assessment and
X COLLECTION ACT, 38ti9. to Amend the Law with regard ti

Occupiers for Short Teito-, and M..klug and C- li«i

rate. With Introdu-lioii, C .pl'.us Notes, aud Index,

By HUwH OWEN. Juu. Fsq. Barruter-»t Law.

A Lilt of Fornin 0 f above Act on appliualiou.

Loudon ; KMOHTA CO. DO. FUet stieet.

,
Melical Men,

rpo ENGINEEES and SUPvVEYOES.—
I PRIVATE BILLS, new BUndiug Orileri for the ensnlng

Session, Leve ling Books, Tracing Paper, Drawiug Paper, aud every

tequlslle for the u e of Engineers, Ac engaged lu the preparation of

pl-ue tor deposit. Pisus, Liihographed with the greatest expe-

iliiion.-WATBRLOW 4 SONS, 49, Parllajnent.itre.t. and GO. Lmdou-
wall, London.

Imperial 8»o. cloth extra, price 8t- 6 1.

The life of OHAKLES the FIFTH,
EMPEROR of GaRU\^Y.

By WILLIAM ROBERTSON. U.D. F.R.i.E. Ute Priupclal of the

Dulverrity of Ed nburgh.

With some Account of the Life and Wrlti.igt of the Author, con-

densed from that written by Dugild 3 ewart, F.R.S. iidio.

Londou: WILLIAM TEQQ, Pmora -lane, Cheapside.

Now ready, price Three ShilUnjs, b >uail in cloth,

The VALUATION (METROPOLIS) ACT,
18G9. with Iiitroductloa, O-pion* No'es, and lud-x ;

and an

APPENDIX, containing |6 A 7 Wm IV. c 96), su Act to regulate

Paroohl-UAstearmeuls : (21 A 56 Vict, «. 1U3| au r-

Law relating t.i Parochial AateeamBuie iu EiigUu

By DANBY P. FRV, Erq. of Liccoli.’. Inn,
aud of the Poor-law Board

London : KNIGHT A CO. fl

d ; (57 A 2S VlOt.

c, IdGS
•rrUMr-at-Llw,
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To ADVERTISEES.— The “ILLUS-
TBATED MIDI-AND NKWB,” a Aret • class pictorial paper,

pnljlitlied at BitiuiDsbam, Is oseqaalled at a lunllum for adTenise-
mebta tC a permaueiit cbarac'er. It hat a olrculatlon of upwards of
20,000 tmougtt the leadirg iobaldtanU of (he Mldlacd', in addltb a
to a curtrDt tale Id all partt of tbe 17ulted Kiogd'in. Prauc«,
Belgium, tad tbe coloDiee. Tbe beat aitbta contrlbu’e to i't panes,
and the betl wrilert are 'ngHged upon its literary stafT. Adyetllte-
mebta may be leut dlrict to tbe OCBce, 108, Ifew-atreet, or ibro' gb
tbe L>Ddcn aod o'ber sgrpte. AppruTed blockt Ipierted -'•Scale.
6d. a line : after SO lines, 9d.

;
after 30 lines, 1>. Quacks and other

objectioreble edver'iai ments ejcluded. The ’* riustrated Midland
Hews " Is eseenllatly a fsm ly newspaper.

Sale by rrder of the Secretary of Sfate for War.

Mr SPILLMAN will SELL by PUBLIC
AtTCriON. at the ROYAL ARSENAL. Woolwich, on MON-

LAV, 18th OCTOBER, 1860, at ELEVEN o’clock In the fotenuou pre-
cliely, tbe following BTOR^

Files,"
' s' sod Lead Ashes,

Serge CutUpgi,
Hainei.
CanrsB.
Wheels,
Tio’p.
Leather,

Serai ,

73 <z. Silver,

Blankets,
Bugs.
Woollen and Linen Bag*,
Irish Cars.
Officers’ Mess Famlture,
Lifting Jacks, ,£0. &c.

May be viewed from Ton to One o’clock, and from Two to Five
o’clock, on the three working days previous to and iriornlng of the
Sale ; and CaUlogues obtained at the War Office, P«lt.maU ; at the
Tcwer

;
and Military Store Department, Royal Arsenal, Woolwich.

WIMBLEDON PABK.-Th* valuable Building Materials #f a
newlj-e ec'ed Detached Bis deuce.

IV/I ESSES. GLASIER & SONS are in-
Lt L slrucUd to SELL by AUCTION, on the PREMLSRS, Lake
House. Albert.road, Prlnces-road, Wimbledon Park, on WEDNES-
DAY. OCTOBER 20. at ONE (.'deck preii.aly, the whole wi 1 be first

put up In one lot, »nd if not dlsposeu 1 f it will then b» sidd in lots,

tbe Valuable MATEHIALB of tbe abave.mentioned re.ldeuce, which
has oidybetu erected about fi-e rea's: comprising plate gla's and
other sashes and frames. 4-|ianel moulded and other doois, marble
chimnsy-pieces and regi-ter aloves. handsome carved statuary draw.
ing-ioom ebimney-ph ce ;

capital 6 ft kitcbecer, by Phil ips & Co.

;

:i ft. coltsge raugp, zinc bain and fittings, capital bosid and timber
floors, ratters, slab a. brickwork, stone paving and coping, lend,
and Ibe usual flzttirea and fittings,—On view two days tnior, and
cataloEues bad at Ibe flreen Man, Fu-ney Ueatb

; ou ibe Premises
;

and of the Auctioneers, 41, Charing Cross.

oui’U'Dg luaiprmi Lt-ai-ri nna u-nets.

TV/TESSRS. C. STUART BARKER & SON
L * 1- are favoured with initriict.lotia from the Goarrtlana of St.

Mary, Newington, to SELL hv AUCTION, <n the PREMI.-ES, on
MONDAY, OCTOBER 11. at TWkl.Vr for dNk p ecbely, the who’e
of Ihe valuable BOJLDINO 2IATEKIA18 of upwaidt of 6i> Hoa>es,
B'abllng. Faitory, and other ereclloos, now standing in Red L'oti.

Walwirih-common. ctmprislng about a mlllhn of sound bricks,
large ejiiantitics of ismlles, slates, roof and floor t m' era, boards,
stairs, la-hes. doors, aud flitines. lead, zinc iron pipes, raiili'g,

paving, and other materials.—Ca'alogues sevrn days p<i>r to the
rale may he had of th- Avcioneers, 37, King Wi linm.street, City,
E.C. aud 144. Wslw.rth-xoad, S.E

Partnership.-

T

o firms requiring
CAPITAL.—Mr. J. LILWALL has Three rr Four eligible Clients

with 3.000{. to S QOOf.. each (one with a larger euro), open t; .1 .In a
Good Mercantile Concern. Interview by appoinlment. (Com-
niunicalious confidsntlaL)-14, Walbrook, B C.

PI the West-end. of Ccnslderablo
irlllP with a Member of the Profersi
self of the official work ; or with a young geutiemau 0

a good connexion.—Address, 83d. Offico of " Tbe Bu liei

iARTNERSHIP.—An ARCHITECr in
•, desires a PARTNER-

Juet published,

Q UANTITIES MADE EASY.
A quick and accurate method if taking out quantities from
plans or buildings, with or wiibout a specification. Sect free

by post fur 30 stamps.—Addre s, A. U. 5, Norihbrook-Cei-race, Burnt
Aeh-laue. Lee. Kent, S.B.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, Ac.

ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
Vj^ Work, Decorative Furniture, and Oildlog in all its btanebes,
may be OBTAINED at tbe House uftAll, MarlDoMUgb tun, Blenh'lm-
steps, Oxford-street. Work done by the day, hour, or Job. Materials
found if required,—Address to the Secretary.

BUILDER’S CLERK WANTED, who can
trace plans. Ac. keep a set of books, and superintend repairs

Salary coiumeiiciug at a guinea per week.—Apply, by letter ^uly,
stating age and experience, to LEVEL, care of Mr. Fattersuu,
Btstlouer, Cuilum sireet. K.C.

C OUNTY SURVEYORS HIPS.
An open compel itlon for TWO COUNTY faUllVEYOP.Sa IPS.

with mas Imum salaries of 600'. aud 4001. a year respectlrely, will be
held in DUBLIN lu NuVEUBKR next.
Tbe ExsmipatloDS will extend ov.r the four days comm'nclug

with NOVEMBER 3ud, and ti e five dayscominesciug with NUVEU-
BERieib; and will be in the followli.g tuhjects. of whict. Candi-
dates aie at Itbeily to lake up ali or any, subject to a dUallowauce
tf muks for sniieificlsl knowledge

PART 1. Maximum of
U-raa.

Uatbematlcs, Includlog Geometry, TrIgoDometiy
)

Algebra, DilTereutial and Integral Calculus, aud V UO
Oeimetrlcal Optics. )

MecLaulcsl Pblloscphy, loclnding Statlig, Dyna- )
mica. HyOrustatica and Hydraulics, rniuraatic', > lOO
aud Heat regarded as a Source of Power. J

Fxptrimeutal S'ience, includli-g luorgauic Chs-) ...
misery, Heat, Electricity, aud Maguetlsm. /

Oeulogy and Mintralogy 40

PART TL
Strength and other Properties of Uateclal?, and tbe 1 ...

Calculation of Stralus. /
A. Railway aud Canal Engineering 140
B.Maii- e Engineering, Incluliug Hurl our. Dock, I

,
Sea, a 1 Reclao

W ANTED, a BUILDER’S CLERK, in an
Office where no other la kept. Mutt be able to keep prime

cost, d«y and measured accounts, and perform the ordinary duties of
the Cffice. A young man pie’erred.—Address, stating age, references,
and ralary expee'ed, to No. 320, Office of " The Builder.”

C. Bydteullc Eaglueerlug, lucluding W.itsr Sup- » ...
ply, 8ewa*e. and Irrigation. J"

D. County Work*. Including Anhltecture, Roads,) ,

Drainage, and Elver Woiks. /

1,000
«• Bach of Ihe groups lettered A. B, C, D, to include Designs.

Ert' mater. Sped flcatlutis, aud tl e Mechaulcal contrivances counecixd
with it ; aud C'snoidate. will he requlrjd to show tbat they hevs
been eugeged in tbe practice of ttelr profesiiou ou adequaU works
for a rnfiicitnc time, or have bxd in eome other way satirfaitory
opportunities cf 1 ecuming scquaiiited with Ibe practice uf their
profession In some one of ihe branches thus lodloatedi.
Persone wishing to compete should forward, not later than

OCTOEEK 26, evidence of their sge (which must be between 26 and
40), Bod^of tbrlr pr^fersiouai training, to " The Stccetary, Civil

ANTED, a thoroughly practical WORK-
T V ING FOREMAN of JOINERS, in a rmall Firm. Must be

energetic and ty*t-ioalic. — Address, giving full particolsre and
references, to A. B. 8, Water-lane, Manby Park, Blrilf.ird, B.

WANTED, a SHOP FOREMAN of
VV JOINERS, Musthavefllledaslmllar.ltuatlonliefore. Well

up In drawing, tbe mauegemeut of men, and converting timber.—
Apply, with reference, staling wages required, and where last
employed, to 3. G. Post-office, Shrewehnry.

TO RSIITHS AND RANGE FITTF-R-S.

WANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN for
T V 'a BMITH’SBHOP. One tbat uoderatende s'ove, range, and

hot water work.—Apply, staling wsges, Ac. to EVERY Si NEW.
SIAN, Brighton.

Y^XTANTED, in an Architect and Surveyor’s
I V Office, a well- derated YOUTH, aa Out-door PUPIL. One

having been in an office a short time preferred. No premium re-
quired.—Address, X. Y. Z. Post-office, Newport, Monmouthshire.

“XTrANTED, an active Man to TAKE
> X CHAROF, of a 25 hnr*e power Engine and Boiler. Mmt

thor. ugbly understand bis tm iness. and be prepared to g'vs satls-

'ictoty reference*.—Apply, by letter only, sUttog eaUry, Ac.] re-
quired. EKOINEER, 8. Cllfden-road, Oapton Park.

TO WORKING FOREMEN OF CARPENTERS,

XXrANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN of
VV CARPENTERS. One that has had the sup* rlntpndence of

hrickwofk pri'erred, for the erection of houiei at Lower Clapton.
Reference u to ability and sobriety ludispmiable.—Address, R. C. C.
32. Norton Folgate, N K

TO BUI' DERS. SPECULATORO, PLUMBERS!, AND OTHERS.

WANTED, by a PLUMBER, well expe-
T V tien'ed in every description of new and old work, a JOB

nr SITUATION. In town or cmiutry. If for a peiinanency, would
fill tip lime at other branches if required, or would t»ke a job pleo‘-
wtiik. Aged 83.—Addrete. Pl.UilQEB, care of Mr. Wbiatly, 4,
Harf'.iil.ptsce, Drury-lane, W.C.

TO MASTER BUILDERS.

'X'XT'ANTED, by a practicil Man, a STTUA-
VV TiON as OUT-DOOR FORKMtN. Has had good expe-

rtenre in sopeilntendlng tbe erection and prepar ng the joiper*’
woik for good j<b*. A carpenter hy trade. Agcl 41. Good lefor-
encee.-Addree«. J. E 2!. G yn-str'et, Vauxhall Gudeoe.

'XXT’ANTED, by the Advertiser (aged 32-
VV Married), sn ENGAOFMENT. Oood practical surveyor,

draughtsman, and estimator. Uiu|rr>tands laod surveying and
ere'lliig. Accustomed to dllapidatluns.—Addresi, J. M. H. care of
Mr. Chilton. Crouch-end, N.

O BUILDERS AND OTHERa
"XXT'ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 23,
VV Ihe MANAGEMENT of a (mail BUSINFBB, or to As'ist

Principal in the Bupeivislon of Buildings, f au take off quantitl'S,
raeaanre up work, and -s a f*lr ilraugbtJiain. Dted to the super-
vision Ilf buildings and book-keeping. Good Tefirouces. Bond to
any ressoniMe amount. Eight yeatv’ experience. Two yian in
town.-Address, B. H B. Mr. Brsckelt, Stallcner, Ulgh-street,
Colchester.

TO JOINERS.wanted, an ENGAGEMENT as
tV improver. Aged 19. Cm k<ep bO'k«, If required.

I.ondon preferred.—Address, C. W. J. 18. Elder-s’rret, Norton
Frigate.

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS.
’X'XT’ ANTED, by a practical Man, a SITUA-
t V TION an FOREMAN. Long experience In buying in.

thoroughly uodersta- dt converiinn of English and foreigo timber,
and it an excellent eatesm-n —Addrees, Q. Poat-office, Derby.

wanted, an immediate RE ENGAGE-
T V MBNT by an efficient GENERAL ASPISTANT. We'l up in

Go'hic and Italian design, detail, perBp*ctlve, levelling, &c. Has bad
the experience of gool Loud-<n aud pr-viocial offl‘-e-<. Hleh’y com-
mendab'e teetlmoDials. — Address. ALPHA, Po>t-office, Wslbam-
gro.n. 8 W.

TO BUILDERS.

'XTT'ANTED, a SITUATION as CLERK or
VV ASSISTANT, by a Young Man of praeticsl excetience. A

good d aughUliiail. with a f»lr knowledge of measuring and qusn-
lltle*. Willing to fill up odd lime at bench.—Address, Y. 10. Atbel-

TO ARCHITRCTS.

wanted, a situation as CLERK,
T V by a Young Man of practical exper’ence. Is a fair diau.lits-

mtn, viih a knowledge of meaeurliig aoil qumtilies. References
good. Salary moderate,—Address, Z. 10, Atbol tiue -terrace, Slrjud -

green, Uollowny.

TO BUILDEBB, CONTRACTORS. AND OTHSRS.

XTrANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
V V Young Man, we'l up in the duties of the Office. Flrst-c'sss

references. Salary luoderale.-Addrees, H. C. B. 11, Acacia-villa*,
Grange-: oad East, Dalstoo.

TO CIVIL ENGINEBRS AND SURVEYORS.
X'X7'ANTED,byan experienced Draughtsman,
»V an ENGAGEMENT to assist In PREPARING PLANS, ic,

fur Parllarueutary Deposit. TestlmooLals.—Address, C. B. Fost-uHlce,
Turtihsm-green, W.

TO SAWMILL PROPRIETORS AND BUILDERg.
"XXT'ANTED, by a steady active Young Man,
VV aged 31, a SIIUATIOV. Can sha-pen sawa. work a frame

nr a circular saw bench, or taka the manigement of a small mill.

No objection to Town or country.-Address, J. W. No. 19. Thomas-
sireet, Stamford street. I.Atnt'e'b. S.B

TO BUILDERS.

wanted, by a practical BRICKLAYER,
V ? a BE-ENOACiEMENT as FilREMAN, or to T-ke Brickwork

by the Rod. Oood refereucte,—Address, T. C. No. 2, Vine-street,
Waterlco-roed, S.

TO ARCHITECTS.

XA7ANTED, by a good DRAUGHTSMAN,
V V a RE-ENOAGEMENr. Accustomed to town and country

offices. Salary moderate. First c’liss tererencea.—Address, R. B.xler-
gaie, Loughborough.

WANTED, a SITUATION, as Plambers’
V V or Painters' LABOURER. Can do jobbing plumbing and

gufltling, or guod plain piintiug.—Address, 9U2, Office uf "Tbe
Build-r."

Servli Cl mmlsalou. Canuon-n-w, Loudon, 8.W,'
li.qutiies as may be neceisary will be made by the

regard to tbe age of Candidates,

Euih .

Civil Service Cemmirsioner*.
aud alto aa to ibeir hesltb

t

Dublin CsBile, 3ud Ocluh<

ANTED, by an ARCHITECT,
A£81STAN1L—Appy. ly letter, rtatiiig qualiflcaUc

lalary, to A, B. C. ^dvtriUer '• •—
, an

mg qualificaUC'O, sge,

WANTED, HANDRAILS,
VV GENERAL JOINBR3’ WORK, by a

STaIRS, or

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS. SURVEYORS, AND OTHERS.WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
BESIDENT ENGINEER or SURVEYOR. Ac. Has hid the

entire clurge of extensive public and other works. Thoroughly
conversant with the drainage and water sann'y of towns, la a com*
petent draughtsman.—Address, A. Z. Post-office, Bradford, Bath.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by an
V V ASSISTANT, who Is a Ihor-iugh practical dranghtsinan, an

experienced quautlly surveyor, measurer, an'1 estimator. Temporary
or permanent.—Addrees, Y. Z, 3, College-street, Vine-street, York-
road, Lambeth.

XTTANTED, by a thoroughly practical
VV BUILDER’S FOREMAN, a RE-FSGAGEMBNT. Carpenter

by trade. Got-d reference. ~ Addrese, A. B. 2a, HyrUe-street,
Queeu'i-road, Dalston.

TO BRICKMAKERS.
^TTANTED, a SITUATION as CLERK,
V V and to ASSIST In the MANAGEMENT of a BRICKFIELD,

sy a yonng Man, Aged 22.—Addrees, U. J. K. Fust-office, Huuuslow,

TO BUILDERS AND OTHER3.

'XIT'ANTED, by an energetic Man (Joiner
VV by tr«de), aged 36,a SITUATION as BUILDER'S FOREMAN

or CLERK of WORKS. Thoroughly! eomo-taut lu every branch.
References from builders and arcbitecie.—Addrets. A. B. ore of Mrs.
Clarke, 6, Silver-street, Golden-square, W.

'X'XT'ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 33,
V V with good reference, a SITUATION as thoromh PAINTER.

PAPERHANORR. aud GLAZIER. Cm uo-'-rtake the ebarg' of a
b. Can do J'>bbiog plumbing and gasfitting.— Address, A. B.

.6, Lillie Cauterbury-jloce. Ltmbith-wa'k, ‘.B.

TO BUILDERS,

WJANTED, by a thorough practical OUT-
VV DOOR FOREMAN, a RB-ENGAOtMENT. Caroeot-r by

irade. Good rererences.— Adilre**, A. B, care of Mr. O. Mattocks, 43,

TtiuUj -street, Trinity-square. S E.

TO ARCHITECTS.

XITANTED, by an ASSISTANT, a RE-
V V ENGAGEMENT. Can piepare fluiabed, working, and detail

diawings, and Iswell up In the general routine of an nilcs. Under-
btands perspective.—Address, 916, Office of ” The Bullde'.”

ANTED, by a thoroughly practical
V V Carpenter and Joiner, who has hod for several \ ears tbe 1- od

of firat clisB work in one of tbe largest ehops In Lmdon, a SirUA-
TION as SllfiP FOREMAN, or Cliargeofa Joh.-Addias-, A. B. 13.

[hoiuhil'-bridge-plece, Caledoulan-road, Islington, N.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
XTrANTED, by an experienced ASSTST-
y V ANT, an ENGAGEMENT. Is well acquainted with the

various styles, construcilonal, detail, and general rootlseof office,

'irst class draughtsman and detlguer. Laud surveying and levelliug,

Addreis. T. G. B. CHEVELIER. 12. Bell-yard, Temple-bar.

X^TANTED, by a practical experienced
VV BRICKLAYER, a SITUATION 09 FOREMAN, or Brick-

work by the Pltce preferred. Fi-st -class rcforencrs.— Addieis, W. R.
5, Cleveland street, Mlle-end rood, E.

XITANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
VV GENERAL FOREMAN, or Charge of Job. Carpenter by

trade. Ace 31. Good r.fereacre from present and last employer*.—
Address, W. T. Post-office, Bjw-road, E.

TO PAINTERS, PLUMBERS, 4c.

‘XIT'ANTED, by an experienced Man, a
VV SITUATION as THREE BRANCH HAND. Good roferencea

if required.—Atidrws, G. G. 30. Hmover-street, Plmllro.

TO HOUSE DECORATORS. BUILDERS. 4c.

TXTANTiiD, a SITUATION or JoB, by a
VV fteady respectible Man, a good Pmmber, Zineworkor. Gas-

fitter, and fitst-cla*! Painter, D.corator, and Paperhauger, Twelve
yrare' experleuro wl'h good work, aud n.srt to maoigcment. Wages
moderate. Good refervuces —Address, D. DAVIS, 6, Old Fish-street,

City.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

'X^T'ANTED, by an experienced PLUMBER,
\\ a constant SITUATION or JOB. Pie ework or otherwi-a.—

Addrees, A. D. 16, Aldred-road, Keoiiingtou Pack.

TO BUILDERS. CONTRACTORS, AND OTHERS,

XILANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
VV good JOINER- Sssbes and framee, boxlug sbulter*. 4c.

Piecewoik. Cm give firsl-cUss rrfsrances from lea'llng firm* m
Ixiudun. Town or country.— AdJr-e*, 936. Office of “The Builder.”

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, AND OTHERS.
"X^TANTED, by a respectable Young Man, a
VV SITUATION as PLUMBER. Oood referenoes.-Addreta,

J. F. B. 9. Cumming-streat. PentonvUle-hlll.'

XXT'ANTED, a SITUATION as SHOP
\ V FOREMAN, or to Taka Charge of a Job. A thormBhly

practical carpeuter and joinrr by trade A five years' and turee

yaais' rrfrrence.—Address. G. B. 20, Clarendon-square, Srymour-
eirett, N.W.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

'XIT'ANTED, by a respectable Man, aged 36,
VV a SITUATION as TIMEKEEPER, STOREKEEPER, or in

any capacity w

TO BUILDERS.

'VXT'ANTED, by an Ironmonger’s Assistant,
V V a 8ITUAT10.S as STORE-KEEPER, or Clerk in a Bul'der’a

Office. Woul i make bimeelt gen>i'>lly useful. Firat-clasa reference'.

Addres', P. 10, Biillter-street. E C.

TO ARCHITECrs.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
CLERK of WORKS. Has a good thoroughly practical kuow-

ledge of a'l branches in tbe budding trade. Ooud eestlmouiaU aud
references from Lordon aicbitecta.—Address, A. B. 14, Ouildfuri'
street East, Wilmlogtoci-iqusre, ClerkenwelL

XYLANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-E
VV OAGEMENT os GENERAL FOREMAN, or to Taka

EN-
sutire Charge of a Job, either it

and joiner uy trade. Can give i

cbaraccer, ability, Ac.—Add eis, Y
Finsbury. RC.

country,
oexceptlnnable reference
. J. A. 16, Upper Clifton

TO ARCHITKCTd AND SURVEYORS.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by an
ASSISTANT, aged 22. Oood draughtsman and penman, per-

spective, Ac.—Address, 909, Office of " The Builder,

TO BUILDERS.

WANTED, to JOIN the Advertiser, in a
Valuable Building speculation, a PRACTICAL BUILDER,

who can find 200i or 3002. or would be trealed with for trauafer of

agreement of mutual advantage.-Address, 935, Office of “The
Builder.”

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
VV WORKING or OP-NEKAL FOREMAN of JiJINKRS. Used

'. with saw-milir.—Addiree,
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Technical Education

in France.*

HE Imperial Sohool of

Arte and Trades was

founded to train edu-

cated workmen and

overseers in the indus-

trial arts. It owes its

' origin to the following

circumstances. In the

year 11 of the Repub-

lic, Napoleon, then

First Consul, paid a

visit to the Govern,

ment College at Com-

piegne, and asked some

of the pupils what they

I

intended to do when

they left college. The

answers he received he

considered very unsa-

tisfactory. Said the

subtle Corsican, “The Government pays large

sums to educate these young men, and when

their studies are ended none of them, save

those who join the army, are of any use to

their country. Nearly all of them remain at

home, a burden to their families, which they

ought to aid. This must be put an end to. I

have visited the great manufacturing establish-

ments in the North and the larger workshops of

Paris
;

I everywhere found foremen clever in the

manual labour of their trades, but scarcely one

among them able to draw the outlines or make

the most simple calculations of a machine, or to

convey his ideas by a sketch or a written de-

scription. This is a great defect, and I will

provide the remedy for it. There must be no

more Latin here, that will bo learned else-

where, but the study of trades, with so much
theory as is necessary for their progress. By
this course we shall obtain well-taught foremen

for our manufactories.”

In this speech the great Napoleon gave the

raison d’6tre for these well-organised institu-

tions. We may observe that some of his re-

marks as to the deficiencies in technical instruc-

tion as it existed in France in his time, apply

with considerable force to certain shortcomings

of our own at the present day.

After acquiring an elementary education else-

where, the pupils passed to the School of Arts

and Trades, where, according to the occupations

they intended to pursue, they were distributed

among the different workshops, as,—1. Smiths,

filers, fitters, turners in metal
;

2. Founders j

3. Carpenters, joiners for furniture, building,

and machines ;
I. Turners in wood ; 5. Wheel-

wrights. In these shops the pupils worked eight

hours a day. There were half a dozen classes,

according to the proficiency and aptitude of the

pupils. Out of the eight hours only two were

given to study and to theory, including geo-

metry, descriptive geometry applied to the arts,

and drawing and shading of plans and machines.

Pupils were admitted without regard to age,

and the number was fixed at 500.

Many improvements were introduced in the

oouree of the subsequent years
j
but the chronicle

of these changes would be too long to be inserted

in this place. It will be preferable to give

' See p. 767, ante.

brief sketch of the organisation of the school at

the present time.

As wo have seen, the studies are both theore-

tical and practical. The pupils are admitted!

after an examination, only once a year, on the

Ist of October. The instruction extends over

three years and a half, and there are no vaca-

tions, not even a half-holiday. Sunday is the

sole day of rest. By this system no time is lost,

and the pupil learns to grow accustomed to the

six days of unceasing labour, which are his lot

in life. Twelve hours and a half of work have to

be got through daily. Five hours and a half are

given to theoretical studies, and seven hours to

practical work.

The theoretical study is divided into two

parts,—four hours and a quarter in the morning,

and one hour and a quarter in the evening. The

morniug, as being the time when the head is

clear and the ideas fresh, is chosen for mathe-

matics and questions, also drawing. The work-

shop duties are divided into two equal portions^

—from ten till half-past two, and from half-past

three till seven. The interval is devoted to

dinner, and playtime after it. This interruption

of manual toil rests the body, as the work itself

rests the mind for the evening studies. The

pnpils rise at a quarter-past five and make their

own beds.

The school is classified in three divisions, or

years of study, each having its own professor of

mechanics, or mathematics, and of drawing.

There is also a professor of grammar, and during

the first two years a professor of writing. The

chaplain gives every week a lecture in religious

and moral instruction.

During the first year the professor rapidly

passes through the programme of admission, his

object being to systematise the knowledge

acquired elsewhere, before proceeding with his

own teaching. In the subsequent two years he

teaches them,—arithmetic, algebra as far as and

inclusive of quadratic equations, elementary

geometry, comprising carves of the second

degree demonstrated geometrically, plane trigo-

nometry, the elements of descriptive geometry,

and of the construction of geometrical machines.

In the third year a professor teaches industrial

mechanics, including hydraulic machines and

steam-engines j
the principal elemeuts of

physics ;
lastly, the rudiments of chemistry, its

nomenclature, and its applications to materials.

The pupils are interrogated whilst at their stu-

dies by the professors and by the foremen of the

workshop.

A very simple method of teaching drawing is

practised. During the first year the pupils

acquire a free use of the hand hy making designs

with a drawing-pen of curves, &c., which at a

later period they will require when drawing

machines. Most of these designs are taken from

architecture, of which the scholars are taught

the rudiments. For this portion only the draw-

ings are copied from models. The first year’s

drawing studies are completed by making

drawings of joints in carpentry and joinery,

exercises tinted with Indian ink, and two draw-

ings of plans.

Daring the second year, first the elements of

machine drawing ;
next follow, in the hours of

study, working drawings of descriptive geometry,

which require the most rigorous accuracy. On

attaining this point, the pupils, having acquired

98,
clearness, accuracy, and precision

should be able to draw well. They immediately

apply their skill to the geometrical drawings of

machines, gearing, &c. In this second year

they make sketches in the workshops of tools

and various machines to scale, with dimensions

given. In the third year they make drawings

of machines, and illustrations of the lectures on

mechanics. They also calculate the principal

parts of the machines, and conclude with making

drawings of machinery in black and white.

We have thus given in detail this simple and

natural gradation of studies in drawing, if;

having been found to afford the most successful

results. The complete three years’ course com-

prises upwards of a hundred designs or working

drawings. The projects and details of the ma-

chines to be made in the workshops are executed

by the professors in the office of the engineer of

the works. It now remains to describe the

practical instruction. The pupils are classified

in this way. One-third of them are distributed

in the preparatory workshops, that is from

twenty-five to thirty-five in each of the three:

the pattern-shop, the foundry, and the smithy.

The remaining two-thirds (about 200) are sent

to work in the fitting-shop.

In the pattern-shop the pupils commence with

making simple patterns with boards
;
next they

learn to execute all the different joints used by

carpenters and joiners ;
next come patterns for

founders, proceeding from the simplest to the

most difficult and most complicated
;
straight or

bevelled gearing, with and without mortising,

cylinders and framework for steam-engines, and

so on. By way of practice in cutting and ma-

nipulation of wood, the pupils also make articles

of furniture, pulpits, and woodwork for churches,

and other things more or less ornamented.

In the smithy the students commence with

welding scraps of old iron into masses, and

making tonga and other tools used in forging.

They next forge small articles for exercise in

filing and fitting, and afterwards make parts of

machines. In the third year they are taught

the use of the steam-hammer.

In the foundry they commence with plain

castings of medallions, balustrades, and pali-

sades, as well as the simpler parts of machines.

They next make busts and statuettes on a

small scale, before proceeding to execute in

large dimensions. By degrees they come to

the framework of machines, and the casting o^

large wheels, either with cogs or with mortise

holes, to receive wooden ones. Lastly, they

proceed to the casting of small cylinders.

By way of showing how successfully these

things are taught in the Imperial School of

Arts and Trades, wo may mention, that in

1861 this school turned out a fine casting in

bronze, upwards of 9 ft. high—a statue of the

Duke de la Rochefoucauld, which was set up

in the public square of Liancourt. As a rule,

however, these castings are in iron. All the

processes of the workshop are performed by

the pupils themselves, as making the moulds,

charging the furnace, casting, paring, and

trimming.

In the fitting-shop the pupils begin with

simple pieces of regular forms, requiring con-

siderable attention to symmetry and precision,

and for that reason very instructive. For ex-

ample, they first of all make two small iron

straight edges, perfectly true in every way 5

then two squares accurate in every respect

;

next they make a regular quadrangular prism,

and from it an octagonal prism. Subsequently

they execute various kinds of compasses,

hand and claw-vices, keys for screws, ratchets,

bow-lathes, and bench-vices, and, finally, ma-

chine tools, steam-engines, and parts of machines,

according to the orders in hand.

In carrying out these multifarious practical

operations, their work is regulated by certain

general principles. In accordance with these

principles the pupils, as a rule, make only one

piece of the same kind, in order to learn how

to execute the greatest possible number. All

their work is done, as far as is practicable, by

hand, and with the simplest tools.

The intention of this training is to teach the

pupil to make all kinds of things, so that he

may be able to turn his hand to any branch

of his trade where he may find an opening,

and to fit him for entering any workshop, large

or small. It is stated by the Government re-

porter, that after a year’s work, in any ape-
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cialfcy, a clever pupil will acquire all the rapidity
of execution characteristic of good workmen.

Until the pupils can work well with the hand,
they are never allowed to use the machine
tools, or themortising, planing, or filing machines;
but the less skilful always have the advantage
of seeing these machines in use; and having
been compelled to make drawings of them,
they must be well acquainted with their prin-
ciples. Each pupil has a vice to himself, and
at each bench the more advanced pupils teach
the juniors. There are also iu each shop one or
two workmen as examples for the lads.
The pupils are classed, according to merit, at

the close of the year, at which time the moat
deserving are rewarded with prizes. These
prizes consist of silver medals bearing the words,
“ School of Arts and Trades—Reward,” for the
pupils who are about to leave the school, and
who constitute the first division. In the second
and third divisions, the rewards consist of boobs
on science or the industrial arts. Sometimes a
successful pupil is fortunate enough to obtain
the award of a sum of money to help his start
in life, but this money is never paid till the
following year, and then only on condition of the
claimant’s producing certificates that he has
been working at his trade for the past twelve
months.
Among the prizes may be mentioned those of

M. Xavier Jourdain, fonnded in 1863, as a testi-
monial of gratitude for the education he received
in the school, to which he attributes most of his
success in life. The first prize is a gold medal
worth 300 franca (12Z.), and a snm of money,
1,000 francs (40Z.)

j the second prize is a similar
medal and 500 francs; the third prize is a silver
medal and 400 francs.

The average annual number of pupils during
the last four years has been 312

;
but at least

six times that number presented themselves as
candidates.

The question will naturally arise, do the
pupils on leaving the schools readily find employ-
ment, and at remunerative wages ? A return
shows that from the very entrance of these pupils
upon active life they have obtained employment
in factories, workshops, and in railway and other
establishments. Out of 465 pupils who left the
establishment daring two years, two only were
returned as being out of employment. All these
young men seem to have obtained fair wages.
Every department of France has the right of
sending three exhibitioners ;—one without any
charge, the second to pay one-fourth of the
charges, and the third one-half.
How such an establishment would work in this

country it is no part of our plan to dilate upon.
Our intention in this article is to give facts, which
may be accepted as trnabworthy, being founded
npon official documents. We have no theories
to advacce, we wish simply to give an account
of certain things as they exist.

Lot us now tarn oar attention to some other
institutions for technical instruction in Prance.
Among the most important of the minor esta-
blishments_ may be named the Polytechnic and
Philotechuic Associations. These two associa-
tions have in Paris no less than 150 professors,
who perform their functions gratuitously. The
instruction consists of courses of arithmetic
(first and second years), geometry (first and
second years), descriptive geometry, physics,
chemistry, machines, drawing of the figure and
of ornament, geometrical drawing, book-keeping,
geography, natural history, elementary astro-
nomy, grammar, hygienics, singing. The Philo-
technic Association has also established courses
of English and German, which are not given by
the sister establishment.
This association has been rightly called the

Working Men’s College, as the Conservatory of
Arts and Trades has earned the title of the
Manufacturers’ College. Admission to all the
courses is not only gratuitous, but the pnpils are
also received without any conditions as to their
previous education.

Various objections have been raised against
courses of teaching for adults, which the
director answers. Among other objections it baa
been urged that the artisan, after a hard day’s
work, must be, as a general rnie, little disposed
for intellectnal effort. Again, the workman
being obliged sometimes to work over-honrs in
the evening, cannot be regular in his attend-
ance. The first objection, says the director, is
unfounded. Intellectual efibrt after bodily labonr
ja a recreation rather than a fatigue. Energetic
workmen who know the value of instruction find

objection, which the head of the establishment
admits to be more serious, he remarks that in
certain establishments over-hours are rare, and
chat, when the men miss lessons, they may easily
learn what has taken place in their absence from
the notes of their comrades.
We now come to the important establishment

fonnded at La Ciotat by the Company of the
Messageries Imperialea, for supplying its workmen
with the means of acquiring or extending their
technical education. There is an infant school
and a primary boys’ school at La Ciotat

j but
these do not fall into our plan.
In 1863 evening classes for instruction were

opened for workmen and apprentices. Three
times a week there is a drawing class from eight
till ten in the evening; three lessons per week
in the English language are given

; and there
are courses of orthography, grammar, &o.
At the Graffenstaden Factory, in the Depart-

ment of the Lower Rhine, there is a school for
teohnical instruction. The term of apprentice-
ship in this factory ranges from four to six years,
during which the lads are bound to attend the
school. Experience having shown that the school
to be successful must not be altogether gratui-
tous, each pupil has to pay a tenth of his earn-

;

into the school fund. These boys are
tanght caligraphy, French and German grammar,
dictations and compositions in French and
German, free-hand and geometrical drawing,
drawing of machines, arithmetic, elementary
geometry, physics, and mechanics.
The classes are held every morning from six

till eight o’clock (inclnding Sundays), and every
evening from five till seven, except Wednesdays
and Sundays. Firm discipline is maintained.
The schoolmaster presents to the director of the
factory a daily report respecting absent popils,
or other facts. The panisbments to which the
pupils are liable, according to the character of
their faults, are a reprimand from the director,
a pecuniary fine, or expulsion from the factory.
There are monthly and yearly examinations, on
whioh occasions prizes consisting of useful books
are awarded. The efforts of these lads at self-
improvement are aided by an excellent library
provided by the factory, containing the best
scientific and technological works which have
appeared in the French, German, and English
languages.
The Imperial manufactory of arms at Tulle

provides classes for the instruction of its work-
men. Attendance at these classes is oompnlsorv
on all^ the workmen proposed for promotion,
either in the manufactories of arms, or as head

not receive pupils under sixteen : it carries on
some of the preceding studies, adding book-
keeping, the theory of accounts in all parts,
the application of arithmetic to all the opera-
tions of trade and banking, a course of corre-
spondence, essays intended to accustom pupils to
express their thoughts rapidly with precision and
clearness, linear drawing, geometry, the elements
of algebra, commercial geography, and the study
of the code of the commerce of Prance.
The third year is devoted to the higher

branches of learning, and to practical exercises.
It includes the study of the exchanges, and of
arbitration, as to transactions with foreign
Governments; application of acconnts to com-
merce, manufactnres, and agriculture

;
analytical

chemistry and chemical manipulations applied
to the study of merchandise, and to the dis-
covery of adulterations

;
technology of the prin-

cipal manufactnres
; the requirements of trading

ports, railways, and docks; mercantile and ma-
rine law, and political economy. The pupils are
divided into groups, or commercial firms, which
are from time to time renewed, buy and sell
goods, beep banks, charter vessels, assure, com-
mission, correspond, and perform, under the
guidance of an able and experienced professor,
all the most difficnlt and most varied opera-
tions of commerce. The pupils rise at half-
past five all the year round, and at six com-
mence the business of the day. The hours of
every day are thus employed:— Five hours’
lessons, six hours’ study, and four hours’ re-
creation.

We have now noticed at some length all the
representative establishments for technical edu-
cation whioh exist in France. Throughout the
length and breadth of that country there are
scores of similar establishments,—trade schools,
farming schools, drawing schools, and schools
of architecture and engineering.
By way of conclusion, we may give a precis of

the views enunciated by General Morin, the
Government reporter, on technical education
with respect to the very important question of
the education of apprentices.
With regard to apprenticeship, and its con-

nexion with education, three principal solutions
have been put forth. The first is, that the work-
shop alone can attain the object of all appren-
ticeship, properly so called, namely, training the
artisan, and giving him the requisite manual
dexterity. To combine with a real apprentice-
ship to the fntnre trade the degree of instruc-
tion that all workmen ought to possess, two
principal means have been successfully employed.

armonrora in the different army corps. They are One consists in placing the school in the work-
optional for all the other workmen

; bub none I shop or factory, and in compellioff, either by law
nrH n n.npn nn fho Lofa t i ' ,are placed on the lists for promotion who have
nob attended them to good purpose.

In founding these classes the objects in view
were,—1. To give the heads of workshops and
factories the instruction necessary to enable them
without the aid of others to beep the daily
accounts of the workmen under their orders.
2. To give the men destined to become con-
trollers of arms or chief armonrers to corps of
troops, a snffleient knowledge of elementary
geometry and linear drawing to enable them, if

called npon, to take the direction of workshops
for the manufacture or repairs of arms, or to
superintend the working of machines in factories,
and to keep the same in repair. These classes
are held three times a week, and are taught by
three Government officials, one for arithmetic
and elementary geometry, another for drawing,
and a third for the manufacture of arms. Ail
these courses are attended by workmen employed
by the Government.
The Upper Commercial School is another

representative institution. It was founded in
the year 1820 as a scientific institution of a

or internal regulations, the daily attendance of
the apprentices for a certain number of hours.
Of this kind are the important factory-schools
at Mulhouse, Graffenstaden, Wesserling, Le
CreuBot, La Ciotat, &c. The second solution is

that whioh has been organised by certain mu-
nicipalities, and private firms and societies of
patronage, which take the apprentice under their
protection, and watch over his interests until he
has served his time. The third manner of pre-
pariog youths for the practice of the different
trades, consists in establishing a workshop in the
school itself, and dividing the pupil’s time be-
tween study and manual labonr.

Such, in a condensed form, are some of the
opinions and reports of the authorities charged
by the French Government with the duty of
examining the real condition of technical educa-
tion in France.

ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS.
The generalising tendencies of the present

day, the result mainly of the broader analysis

ft
^ loreigners learn UTencd

;
ana tue french

at least once nr f
® if not every day, pupils make a more profound study of the rulesat least once or twice a week. To the second I of their native idiom. The second class does

kind then unknown. Its curriculum requires 1 of modern science, concur to draw together and
three years of study by the pnpils, and no pupil assimilate, in many points, pursuits and pro-
passes from one class to the next without under- '

^

i - - . . , . .. ^

going an examination.
Though in some manner elementary, the first

class admits only such pupils as have received
a good primary education, and are pretty well
versed in French grammar, arithmetic, and
geography. It is devoted to improving their
handwriting; to the study of arithmetic, geo-
graphy, and history; to an elementary course
on the usages of trade and the rudiments of
accounts

; to natural philosophy and chemistry
;

and to the knowledge of raw materials, of
which the school possesses samples. In this
class the pupils begin the study of langnages :

the foreigners learn French
;
and the French

fessious formerly separated by an easily-recog-
nised line of demarkation. As we draw nearer in
our researches to first principles in science and
art, we come almost insensibly to find things
which we had been accustomed to regard as
essentially diverse in their nature, resting, in
fact, very much upon a common basis

; we dis-
cover that knowledge and information which
have been supposed to bear specially upon one
particular occupation, come in usefully also, or
even indispensably, in the practice of other pur-
suits more or less analogous. The primary effect
of such discovery is, as we have hinted, to
unsettle and confuse the nominal boundaries of
professions, a process which is still more accele-
rated by the rapidity of modern life and the
comparatively short time in which everything
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nowadays is expected and demanded to be done.

" That is best which lieth nearest” is the prin-

ciple adopted by the practical man as well as the

artist. The client goes to whomever he thinks

will supply him most readily and quickly with

what he wants. But the secondary effect of this

State of things must necessarily be in the end

to narrow the circle of individual practice in any

art or profession, to promote the principle of

the division of labour, and to break up large and

ever widening spheres of labour into smaller

Bub-divisions, so that each practitioner may be

able to grasp fully what be professes to do, and

to render efhcient aid and co-operation towards

the grand result to be attained.

It is under such general influences as above

indicated, that the two professions named at the

head of this article have, at present, got themselves

a good deal confounded together in the public

mind
;
which confusion baa been, if not initiated,

at least encouraged and stimulated by sundry

members of the engineering profession, indi-

vidually or through their recognised journalistic

representatives, on the principle, assumed if not

stated, that “ an architect and an engineer are

very much alike,—especially an engineer.” The

distinction between the two professions was

formerly sufficiently recognised by every one,

and might in broad terms be expressed thus :

that the engineer was concerned in providing for

transit from one place to another, the architect

in erecting buildings in situ at the various

termini of locomotion. The older engineers

made their fame by tbeir canals, their bridges,

their roads over impossible places; the archi-

tects by their mansions, their town-halls, and

public buildings generally. But the advent

of that great democratising agent, steam, for a

time very much modified all this. In the first

place, the discovery of so new and valuable an

agent in locomotion naturally drew everybody’s

attention, much more than formerly, to the oon-

Btructious required in connexion with locomotion,

rather than to those needed for habitation or

display. Railways became an end rather than

a means, so that in some cases the natural order

of things was reversed
;
and instead of the rail-

way being used as a means of oommunication

between two towns, nniraportant towns were

made the excnse for a railway, projected and

surveyed, if not completed, la such a state of

things the engineering profession of course got

a long pull, and a strong pull, and a pull alto-

gether, alike upon the purse and the confidence

of the public; giving, let it be said, good and

strenuous labour in return. Then there were,

in connexion with railways, such things^ as

terminal and roadside stations to be built

;

things bearing the semblance of being strictly

architectural work, but which, nevertheless,

fell largely into the hands of the engineers,

as many direful structures up and down the

country can and do abundantly testify. Then

also, since the time saved in travelling has led

inevitably to our much faster rate of living

generally, and the demand for the execution of

edifices of all kinds on much shorter notice than

was once deemed necessary, it has been dis-

covered in some important instances that the

engineer, from his constant grappling with tough

constructional problems under adverse circum-

stances, is a readier man in an emergency than

the architect ;
aud so there has passed into his

hands the superintendence of sundry erections,

from time to time, which, if there be anything

at all in the architectural profession, certainly

ought not to have been built without, at least,

the co-operation of an architectural designer.

However, the mischief is done now ;
and that

which has in some instances come to pass in prac-

tice, has been justified in theory, in certain quar-

ters, with a persistence and an ability which have

not been without their efieot on the public,

who will believe anything if they only hear it

often enough, and many of whom are already

quite prepared to accept the engineers’ own ac-

count of themselves, as the persons best qualified

to superintend the contriving of all such struo-

tures as might, could, or should be erected upon

the surface of the earth. This view of the

matter is partial and incorrect in itself, dis-

oouroging to the student of architecture, and

exceedingly pernicious to the student of engi-

neering.

Of course, as we all know, every design must
have a structural basis, aud therefore know-

ledge of construction is necessary to the archi-

tect, whatever he is engaged upon. It is only

when the constructive necessities of a building,

or of a structure of any kind, completely over-

ride in importance its artistic necessities, or

when the constructive problem is so difficult and

complicated as to be itself an object of special

study, and of the application of abstruse scien-

tific and mechanical principles, directed by a

judgment resulting from long practical experi-

ence, that the aid of the engineer is really

necessary. There are classes of works which

belong purely and absolutely to the engineer,

and wherein there can scarcely be said to be any

scope for architectural embellishment; there are

again works, such as ordinary houses, churches,

&o., where the only problems really requiring

thought and intellect are those of design (in-

cluding plan) and ornamentation ;
and there are

again works belonging by custom and in their

initial form to the engineer, which would yet be

susceptible of much embellishment from the

hand of the architect; and, conversely, works of

which the main object is beauty, but which are

erected under structural conditions wWoh de-

mand special engineering skill and science to

grapple with them successfully.

And this latter class of works, of what we

may term the mixed kind, is much more

numerous in the present day than ever it has

been hitherto, and is not perhaps likely to

become less so. It might eeem natural and

right that the mere channels of locomotion, of

access from one centre to another, should fall

' solely under the hand of the engineer, as works

' purely of necessity and for use. And in the

old road and canal-making days this was of

course the case. But now that the railway

system has necessitated so many stopping-placessysiieiu naa a-j —o r

on the road, apart from ordinary towns and

villages,^ where erections of great size are re-

quired for the daily use and under the daily sight

of many thousands of people (not to speak also

of the multitude of roadside stations, importautby

their number and frequency, if not by their size)

,

it is surely desirable that some special attention

should be paid to the [esthetic beauty of such

Btruoturea, in addition to their mere oonetruotive

strength and fitness. In some cases this has

been done, but chiefly in the matter of small

roadside stations
;
the large termini being still

left, for the most part, under the sole care of

persons whose very education tends to draw
j-j- /'nnaulnrA.t.inna of

that the highest engineering talent is very often

found totally unaccompanied by what wa may
term mstbetic perception, but that, as before

remarked, the very course of an engineer’s edu-

cation tends to draw his mind solely to the con-

sideration of the mechanical properties of

material, withont any reference to their capability

for beauty of form or finish. And the very

rapidity of demand in the present day iuteusifies

the importance of this distinction. Were there

more time allowed for maturing the design and

carrying out the' construction of a large building,

there might be more chance that one man would

be able to provide at once for its constructive

and artistic requirements. As it is, except in

cases whore one of these two classes of require-

ments is at a minimum, it is next to impossible

for one mind to attend properly to things so

diverse, and calling into play such a diflerent

class of faculties. Where the constructive and

the artistic problems are equally balanced, and

are each important in themselves, a fully satis-

factory result can scarcely be obtained but by

co-operation.

We should probably not have much difficulty

iu recommending such an idea to the considera-

tion, at least, of members of the architectural

profession. In some instances within our know-

ledge the calling in of an engineer as consalting

constructor has been adopted by an architect,

and that voluntarily. And there are probably

many cases where, in carrying out very large

works especially, an architect who was solicitous

for his future fame as a designer, would be really
lor nis luuure lamo a.a a. -

—

-y

glad to be relieved from the onus and responsi-

bility of the thousand and one practical difficnl-

tiea and dangers to be provided for or gunrded

against, aud have his mind left free to bestow all

its faculties on the great end of all architecture,

rendering a building a delight instead of a

nuisance. We are sorry that we can feel no such

confidence, or half-confidence, in the converse

case. The attitude taken by the engineers

towards their architectural brethren has too

much savoured of an antagonistic, or, at least, a

kind of“ we-can-do-without-yon” feeling. When

Professor Kerr, some years ago, in a paper read

cXtina side oot On thB other hand, the and injnred tone by an engmeer^^corrMpondent

demand tor the prodnetion of very large build- who asBured ““
one

A Gothic cathedral was a thing elaborated Blowly point to that occupied by those hall-taught

id de^eraLly auTmay bale been the result
;

people the architects They are

less of auy accurate soientifie theories than °f| arrogance is that not of

iirimeitalL Now, everything is wanted to knowledge is a thing tha
““to his delidency

be turned out of hand by a certain date, and its an arcbitect is delioient

constructive security must be guaranteed, or the can easily be proved

insurance companies will have nothing to say to
!

coarse, open to say, if he ctoose, that he^hinks

it. And all :this seems to lead ns to what we it of no oonaeqnence to him B t f

IC. Ann ail .tuio OtJeUiO W iCUlA txm '.a' ......O

have called the secondary but inevitable result

of the conditions of modern life, viz., the carry-

ing out to a greater extent the principle of the

division of labour, and restricting the practice

of each profession within closer limits. In other

words, we think that not so much a fusion of

the professions of engineer and arcbitect is

called for, as a co-operation of the members of

those professions each in bis own strictly-defined

sphere.

It may be said that we should rather attempt

to educate our engineers better in design, our

architects more thoroughly in construction, and

60 dispense with the inconvenience of having two

professions to do, as it sometimes seems, the

same thing. Our system of education would

have to be very much methodised and improved

before any such result could be obtained. But

we believe the idea is chimerical, except with

regard to peculiarly gifted and exceptional indi-

viduals. Architectural design, inahighform, rests,

as we have frequently urged, upon very subtle

and refined principles, not apprehended without

considerable study, even by those who have a

special gift that way; and the very quality of

mind which predisposes a man for this class of

study is that which has most antipathy to, some-

times even absolute inability for, mathematical

and mechanical studies. “Ah! sir,’ said Wil-

liam Blake, on being shown some mechanical

engravings, “ these things we artists hate. On

the other hand, it cannot be doubted, not only

ID OI no couBequouco lu xiiix*. —
insensible to the difference between beanty and

ugliness, between an artistic and expressive, and

an inartistic and meaningless structure, what

can we say ? He is insensible, and there is an

end. You cannot demanstrate to him, logically,

that he has erected a monstrosity upon the

earth ;
for all that he can see, it looks all right,

and he does not know what more you can wish

for. The absurdity is, that with all this igno-

rance of and indifference to what constitutes the

cesthetio in building, the engineers still seem to

have a kind of lurking conception that some-

thing called architecture is needed to give the

finishing touch to their constructions; and this

they set about supplying by the light of nature

;

that is to say, instead of letting the real con-

Btruction of their work appear, they mask it

behind something which resembles something

else which has been done somewhere else by

somebody else at some other period, ancient or

modern, and which has no conceivable relation

to tho matter in hand, and then complacently

think they have done the architect’s work in

addition to their own. All that they have really

done is to deprive their work of all the solid and

satisfactory expression which it might have had

as a piece of unadorned construction, and to

make it, externally, a meaningless and_ often

hideous sham. Pure constructive provisions,

when made on a large scale, will often produce

a fine general effect in spite of the engineer.

We remember on one occasion being struck by
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the fine bold outline of a inacliicolated water-
tower seen in the distance from the streets of a
provincial town. The machicolations were used
for the practical purpose of obtaining a wider
area for the tank at the top. We took an oppor-
tunity of making a closer inspection of the
edifice, and scarcely know how to express the
effect it produced upon ns. An attempt had
been made at what might be called “ lunar
Gothic and every detail in the tower, and the
surrounding buildings, was so uncouth, so incon-
ceivably hideous and barbaric, that we stood
lost m wonder bow any man could possibly have
mvented such ngliness. Tet this was the work
of an engineer eminent in his profession, and
who, as we incidentally learnt afterwards,
prided himself particularly on the appearance of
this very building.* He is dead now, and we
trust his iniquities are forgiven.

^

The real remedy for this engineering intm-
siveness of barbarism upon ns lies with the
public. And if the directors of railways and
water companies, and such-like concerns, could
be got to insist upon the introduction of artistic
as well as constructive excellence in the great
works which their business requires, we might be
spared some very painful sights, and even gain
some very fine ones, with little or no extra
expense. Consider what a fine thing might
be made of such a large railway station as that
of Crewe, for instance, with its long perspective,
if treated with architectural breadth of effect in
the general arrangement, and fitness and ele-
gance in details. We see no reason why the
engiueers should feel insulted at such a proposi-
tion. We believe the architects are quite willing
to recognise the importance of engineering ex-
perience and knowledge, and to avail themselves
of it where really desirable. They may surely
ask in return that their art should be recog-
nised, and that engineers should be willing to
consulc the judgment of persons who have
studied the art of beauty and expression in
building, which they themselves have paid no
attention to. One piece of advice we give
the engineers in the meantime. If they
still wish to keep clear of the architects alto-
gether, they had better be contented with naked
construction, and avoid dabbling in architectural
design themselves. They could do nothing which
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would illustrate more emphatically their need of
the arohitects’ assistance.

A FEW WORDS TO SOME WORKMEN.
We adopt, as we naturally should, the observa-

tions made by the third speaker (Mr. Godwin)
at the Working Men’s meeting held in Bristol
during the recent Social Science Congress.
At that remarkable gathering no fewer
than 3,500 persons attended, of whom at least
3,000 were of the wage-paid class. The Health
Department of the Association considers the
various questions relating to the Public Health,
discusses improvements in house constructiou,
drainage, ventilation, the functions of govern,
ment in relation to public health, and the
machinery expedient for its preservation. The
Council always desire that this part of their
programme should be brought prominently
before the meeting of workmen invariably held
during their congreeses

; and very properly so,
for It concerns no part of society more, if so
much: health is the workman’s stock-in-trade

j

without it, he is nowhere
; knowledge of the

laws which regulate it is of the utmost conse-
quence to him, and should be systematically
taught ; every item of such knowledge that he
can obtain will be of value to him. Much has
been done in Bristol within the last dozen years
to improve its condition. Clark’s report shows
what it was in 1850. A board of health and an
anxious medical inspector have since been at
work, and have lessened the death-rate

5 but
they must not rest on their oars : the removal of
the sewage will demand their most serious con-
aideration; hundreds of houses are still unfit
for human habitation, and smoke is still allowed
to disfigure the city, to interfere with health and
to prevent cleanliness, although the Act of 1866
would enable them to remedy the evil. Walpole
called Bristol " the dirtiest great shop I ever
saw and inattention to the smoke nuisance

on the trfn if- ?
® «8erToir built

hfan rf ? countiy, whicfa might have
the?

® object. It was built in tL form
simple of cottages, under a singleroot, tde tower at one end taking the usual asneet anH

The
outside chimney up the centre of the gdble I
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leaves it, to a certain extent, still open to a
similar remark. Smoke interferes with the
spirits, makes life less buoyant, and lessens
happiness. Surely it shonld be fought with;
surely it should be conquered. It is too late in
the day for objectors to express any doubt as to
the value of good sanitary arrangements. What
has been effected by improvements in this direc-
tion in Salisbury, Ely, Croydon, and Bristol
Itself, as well as many other places, affords snffi-
cient proof of their value. The great test is, the
death-rate. What lessening the death-rate of a
town means is not folly felt by all. Take a
practical illustration of it. The population of
Bristol is called 172,000, and the death-rate in
1868, if correctly .given, was 23 in 1,000 for
every thousand persons living 23 died in the
year

5 3,956 in all. Now the death-rate in Man-
chester for that year was 32

;
and if it had been

the same in Bristol, 1,548 persons alive at the
end of the year would have been dead. This is
a serious matter, and worth comprehending.
It must be remembered, too, that for every
death there are seven or eight cases of illness
that do not so end. Besides the 1,548 addi-
tional deaths, there would, therefore, have
been eleven or twelve thousand additional cases
of illness, with their consequent pain, poverty,
pauperism, degradation, and misery. To lessen
the death-rate of Bristol one per annum, is to
save 172 lives yearly, and some 1,200 cases of
illness. Are not all concerned in striving to
effect this ? The consideration of the importance
of sanitary improvements should surely make us
less impatient of the taxation they might lead to.
What is wanted^ we say again, is knowledge. If
the Board of Health were fully supported out of
doors, they would probably soon apply them-
selves to enforce the improvement of some of
the dwellings, for example, lying between the
cathedral and the gasworks,—dwellings wherein,
as at present occupied, health and virtue are
scarcely possible. At the place called the
Quarry, also, great changes are called for. Here
habitations are planted against the sides of the
excavation, so that proper ventilation is out of
the question. The effects of overcrowding should
be inquired into, and the value of air under-
stood. How is it that so many children still die
before they are five years old? The number com-
paratively is enormous and damnatory. With
adults, badly-constructed houses and over-
crowded rooms produce a low state of health in
the whole population, and dispose it to receive
readily any infection, physical or moral. The
bad food they get, and the habits some of them
indulge in, nerease this disposition to the bad.
Nor is the latter evil confined to their class.
Each class has its bad habits. What might not
be done if we all gave up some of our indul-
gences with a view to the general improve-
ment-say, for example, that less was drunk.
Some 50 millions a year are spent in intoxicating
liquors, with a crowd of fatal consequences to
boot. Suppose we gave up half our drink-
mg,—-not to be too good all at once,—the
25 millions sterling so saved conld be made
to save 25 millions more. It is not alone
the working-classes that need to be tanght
temperance. All classes require the lesson

:

there should be temperance in other things
besides drink. Education is a more profit-
able investment than beer, and has a money
value. Artistic skill, the result of education,
has given foreign nations a great advantage over
ns. If our workmen will not go to the School of
Art themselves, if they are too firmly fixed to
get out of their regular groove, at any rate let
them send their children : the hope of the nation
is in its children. A knowledge of drawing not
merely brings delight but profit, and its acquire-
ment in youth is as easy as that of writing it
gives a new sense, a new power. Connected
with these subjects,—the public health and the
education of the masses,—are the adornment of
cities and the spread of taste for works of art
and knowledge of art. One of the speakers at
the same meeting, commenting on this observa-
tion, said coarsely that to talk of taste before
yon had filled the people’s bellies was noneense.
Such a remark is worse than nonsense a vast
deal. Are we to wait until all the bellies are
filled before we talk to any of the value and
delights of art ? If so, depend on it there will
be less and less power in the country to afford
that material aid. The ignorance in respect of
art amongst all classes is sorrowfully great. Our
public bodies should attach more value to art,
and spend more money on it. We want large
pictures in onr meeting-places open to all, teach-
uig,elevating,purifyingj we want more sympathy

between masters and men, between men and
men

; W6 want universal education, and the
spread of knowledge. Knowledge is not merely
power, knowledge is health; and without health
there can be little happiness or progress.

THE LATE MR. THOMAS WATTS, OF
THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

The following observations by Mr. Henry
Stevens (of Vermont), long and honourably
known in this country in connexion with books,
will be found interesting :— ’

Mr. Watts used to say that his first positionm the library was the very humble one of
supernumerary assistant for arranging and cata-
loguing the accumulations of Chinese, Russian,
and other books of the kind, which no officer or
assistant felt disposed to take hold of.

In 1838 Mr. Panizzi, then keeper of the
printed books, detecting and appreciating his
uncommon abilities, nominated him as second
officer on his staff, Mr. Jones being the first.
One of Mr. Watts’s chief recommendations to
the appointing powers was his practical and
working knowledge of twenty-five languages.
For nearly twenty years it was part of Mr.
Watts’s duty to examine, classify, and place all
authors as they came crowding into the library.
Thus every book, from whatever part of the
world it came, passed under his eye, affording a
rare opportunity for a man of his linguistic
powers. Many a time has he been noticed beside
his loaded distributing barrow, eagerly “dipping”
while his attendant stood yawning. He gave great
attention to the bibliography of the literature of
the north of Europe, including the Icelandic,
the Swedish, and other Scandinavian languages,
nor was he less mindful of the Rusaiau and
Selavonio languages generally, especially the
Hungarian. Mr. Panizzi, and afterwards Mr.
Jones, with commendable zeal, purchased all the
books in these languages recommended by Mr.
Watts, in so much that the museum is now pro-
bably richer in books of each of these languages
than any library in Europe, not excepting per-
haps the best collection of each language in its
own country.

Soon after 1843, when Mr. Panizzi, aided by
Mr. Jones and Mr. Watts, drew up his famous
report on the deficiencies of the British Museum
in the literature of the several countries of the
world, it was found that though every English
book might in time be acquired, yet the books
wanted from all parts of the world, in all
languages, would soon outnumber and dwarf the
English department. It was, therefore, thought
desirable to give especial attention to the collec-
tion of American books, as if they were English;
that is, to procure them all. A parliamentary
grant of 10,0001. a year was asked and obtained
for the purchase of books alone, the binding and
all other expenses to be provided for by other
funds. That sum is still the annual grant. In
1843, a few American books were purchased, but
probably at that time the whole collection of
American books in the library did not exceed
1,000 volumes, nor was there at that time any
just idea of the vast amount of books that had
even then been produced in the United States.
In 1845, a young man from Vermont drifted into
the Museum, introduced by Mr. Sparks. He
had taken a degree from Yale, had heard Story
lecture, and was a good deal interested in
American literatnre and history. Mr. Panizzi,
Mr. Jones, and Mr. Watts, soon drew from him
a report on American books, comprising a list of
some 10,000 volumes not in the library. Measures
were at once taken for purchasing the entire
list, and from that day to this the American
department has been filling up so rapidly that
DOW there are probably not less than 100,000
volumes of American books and books relating
to our country in the British Museum, including
especially all the moro bulky and costly works,
and not excluding pamphlets and the uncon-
sidered trifles of the day. This noble work,
begun by Mr. Panizzi, and steadily carried or!
by Mr. Jones for nearly ten years, has been
pressed on by Mr. Watts during his brief ad-
ministration of abont three years. In 1856, the
trustees sanctioned the printing of the catalogue
of the American department, which when com-
pleted will go far towards a history of American
literature.

Mr. Watts possessed a most remarkable
memory. He could instantly point out the press
and shelf of probably more than 100,000 works.
He liked to meet Americans, and always prided

1
himself on knowing something of the personal
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bistoiy of everj prominent ono wlio came to sea
him. The writer well remembera two attempts
to test this facnlty. One day, withont any notice,
he took a friend into Mr. Watts’s recess, and said
abruptly, “ Mr. Watts, let me introdnoe to yon
Professor Silliman, of Tale College.” ” Oh,”
flaid he, rising, and cordially extending his hand,
“ how very fortonate. Dr. Benjamin Silliman,
that yon should appear here of all places in the
world, just fifty years since yonr first visit, when
in your ' Travels’ yon wrote a most interesting
aoconnt of onr library. Come, let ns go and see
yonr rare little book, and at the same time I will
show yon the library, and afford you the oppor-
tunity of writing another account, showing our
half-century’s progress,”—and he walked off the
professor to a remote part of the library, and
laid his hand on the volume, as if it had been
one for his daily reading. A similar readiness
delighted and astonished the Hon. George P.
Marsh with respect to his little privately printed
Icelandic grammar.

Among all his pressing duties (and when
10,0001. a year are spent, and an average of 30,000
volumes acquired, duties are pressing) which he
never neglected, he found time to do a good deal
of literary work, one of his earliest productions
being “ A Letter to Mr. Panizzi on the History of
Early English Newspapers,” showing, to the regret
of antiquaries, that several of the earliest and
most interesting respecting the destruction of
the Spanish Armada were forgeries. He con-
tributed largely to the cyclopmdias and maga-
sines on biographical, bibliographical, and philo-
logical subjects. His “ History and Description
of the British Museum” in the English Cyclo-
paedia is an exhaustive production, and his “ Essay
on the Hungarian Language” made him a
member of the Hungarian Academy.
Mr. Watts was the first superintendent of the

new Keading-room,—a living, breathing, and
answer-giving index to the vast library of
1,000,000 volumes within. He had seen the
library grow from 250,000 5

and, as he had
placed most of the authors as they arrived, none
knew so well as he who they were, and where
they were to be found. He held this post for
nearly ten years, when, on the retirement of
Mr. Panizzi in 1866, Mr. Jones succeeded to the
office of principal librarian and secretary to the
trustees, and Mr. Watts was soon after promoted
to be the keeper of printed books.

HOW BRISTOL WAS RETARDED, AND IS
PROGRESSING.

During the recent congress of the Social
Science Association,

Mr. Charles Nash, timber merchant, of Bristol,

read an interesting paper on “ Some Causes
which have tended to retard the Commercial
Progress of Bristol.” After general remarks on
the interest attaching to the study of the causes
of the advance or decline of great cities, an
extract from Seyer was read in proof of the
importance of Bristol in early times, showing
that in the thirteenth century the citizens carried
out a great improvement in their harbour. In
the next century, when Edward HI. fitted

oat an expedition against Prance, London con-
tributed 25 ships and 662 sailors, and Bristol 22
ships and 608 sailors. The prevalent idea that
Bristol was now a declining place was then com-
bated. Its population, wealth, and commerce
are all greater than ever, and are rapidly in-

creasing, although the rate of progress has not
been equal to that of Liverpool, Glasgow, and
one or two other towns. The qnestion was then
asked—Why has a city, with almost unrivalled
natural advantages, with a safe channel only a
few miles distant, surrounded by mineral wealth,
and with all the prestige of historic greatness,
lost its place of second city in the kingdom P

The first reason given was the difficulty expe-
rienced in the last centnry from the want of
floating accommodation for the shipping fre-
quenting the port. Every tide the vessels were
left on the ground, and thus damage often
occurred.
From 1765 to the end of the century, one plan

after another was proposed and laid aside, until,
in the year 1802, Jessop’s was adopted with
some modifications, and the existing floating,
harbour was commenced. The estimate was
flOO.OOOZ., bat the cost was 600,0001., and from
this circumstance arose the next cause of re-

tarded progress. Oppressively high charges
were imposed to eke out a dividend, and thus
the advantages of the improvement were partially
neutralised. The trade increased so slowly that

in the third decade of the new works the dock
receipts were only one-third greater than in the
first, while heavy town-dues and other charges
increased the pressure. It was stated that since
1848 the foreign trade of Bristol has increased
threefold. The next cause named was the want
of accommodation for large ocean steamers,
which are now conveying the most valuable
part of the trade of the country. Bristol proved
Dr. Lardner to be wrong, and when the Great
Western had triumphed, nothing was wanted
here to secure the West Indian and North
American mails but suitable accommodation.
The opportunity was lost, and Liverpool and
Sunthampton obtained the prize. The Great
Britain was built only to leave ns for ever, and
even the Great Western was soon afterwards
withdrawn. After many schemes for snpplying
this want had failed, the Channel Dock Com-
pany was formed, and is now actively engaged
in constructing a dock of fifteen acres at Avon-
month, with an entrance wide enough for any
ship but the Great Eastern.
Another more recent cause was then noticed

at some length—the want of agreement among
the commercial men of Bristol: divided coun-
sels have hindered many onward movements.
As instances of this pulling in different direc-

tions, the defeat of the Bristol and Clifton Rail-
way Bill by two or three influential individuals,

and the Parliamentary contest of 1863 as to the
great river deepening scheme, and the construc-
tion of docks at Avonmontb, were noticed. A
truce ensued, by the terms of which the river

improvements are going on, but on a reduced
scale, although still perhaps too large and costly
for the results to be obtained ; and the Channel
Docks are also being constructed. The fact of
these large works, as well as the Portishead
Pier, the Harbour Junction Railway, and exten-
sive street improvements all going on together,
was noticed as a proof of the life now stirring in

Bristol. Most of the causes enumerated may be
classed under fonr heads: — Deficient water
communication} faulty railway arrangements;
high charges, and divided counsels. They are
enough to have stopped altogether the growth
of a place less favourably situated than Bristol.

The paper concluded thus :
—“ And now that

many of these causes are removed, or are in

course of removal, a second youth has developed
itself iu Bristol. The suburbs are extending in

every direction
; new public buildings, ware-

houses, and manofactories are rising in our
midst

; and the foreign trade is increasing more
rapidly than at any former period.”

NEW WORKSHOPS FOR BLIND PERSONS
IN LIVERPOOL.

The fonndation-Btone of new workshops for

blind persons able to work has been laid in

Cornwallis-street by the Archbishop of York.
The site, containing about 1,000 yards of ground,
has been granted by the corporation. The
bnilding, according to the local Journal, is to be
of a horse-shoe shape or plan, having its closed

end to Cornwallis-street, and will cover, with the

yard at the back, 962 square yards. It will have
a frontage to the street of thirty-six yards. The
centre portion of the front will contain upon the
ground floor a vestibule, show-room, manager’s
office, and principal staircase leading to the two
upper floors of the central block. There will be
on the first floor a committee-room, library, and
lady-visitor’s workroom, lavatories for lady-

visitors, and for workwomen, adjoiningtheir work-
room in the left-hand wing. Along the back of

these rooms there will be a corridor from the

landing of the stairs, leading to the women’s
workroom and to a large room in connexion with
it in the left wing, to be used for the holding of
classes, women’s dining, and general gatherings.

Upon the top floor of the central portion is

arranged bouse accommodation of four rooms,

with scullery, pantries, &c., for resident officers.

The wings right and left of the centre, with the

exception of the floor on the left-hand, are

devoted to class-room, &c., and will be occupied

by the several trades carried on in the institu-

tion, viz
,
basket-making, mat and brush making,

&o. The basement of the wings will be used for

stores and the preparation of the willow rods,

&o., for the basket-makers, and under the central

portion will be a dining-room and lavatory for

the workmen. Provision will be made in the

gateway and porch for sheltering the children or

others who guide the workpeople to and from
their work. The staircases will all be of stone,

providing easy access to the several workshops,
and safe egress from them in case of fire or
accident. The whole of the floors, except those
of the honso part, will be carried upon wronght-
iron girders, and the principal part of the floor
will be of fire-proof material. The whole of the
workshops, corridors, and staircases, class-room,
and dining-room, will be warmed and ventilated
with constantly changed hot air. Externally, the
building will be faced with cream-coloured bricks
and red-stone dressings

; and the style of its

architecture is to be Pointed Gothic of the
simplest character. The architect is Mr. G. T.
Redmayne; and the builders are Messrs. Haigh.

MORE ABOUT FLYING.
It is one fortunate privilege of the humble

undersigned to have ” many adversaries.” He
may not possess the pleasure of their ac-
quaintance, neither need they in the minutest
measure know him

j but he can nevertheless
afford to thank his foes for their constant and
notorious zoilistic kindness. Every smallest
lucubration of that happy but persecuted indi-
vidual, whether it be poetic or prosaic, or both or
neither,—whether breaking a lance for Byron or
taking a fly with Dmdalus,—is tbrongh them
forthwith by common consent fiercely assailed
and thereby advertised, and soon made famous
by their ridicule and censure

; by reason and
moans whereof the light shuttlecock of reputa-
tion is kept well in the air (unintentionally,
doubtless, becanse to a certain person’s benefit)
through the blessed and inexorable battledores of
spleen. Longmay each useful slanderers flourish

;

and so let them help to keep a man at peace in
the midst of notoriety, and of a good English
courage withal, in spite of the stilettos of those
healthy hornets.

But to my brief text after this just personal
exordinm :

“ More about Flying.” Well, that
exordinm hag some small warrant even as to our
present aerial hobbyhorse of human flight

; for
my short panegyric on the virtues of flapping
has been perverted at length, even in a full

London leading article, into total denial of the
expediency of levitation. No one ever said this,

—

or meant to infer that comparative lightness
would be no advantage to the flying human. By
every means give us elevating power throun’h a
lighter gas, if any can. Some sort of “ tame
gunpowder,” or woven gun-cotton to be leisurely
exploded in detachments on a regulated-cracker
system, or some exhalation of extraordinary
buoyancy yet to be discovered by the chemists,

—

these, stored in a vertebral tunnel, with lateral

tubular appendages, might well be imagined as
helps to our heavy manhood (or, perhaps, better
as lifters of the machine in which he sits), before
and beside the potent flapping mechanism, which
must ever constitute the main motive-power for
flight. We may reasonably recollect that no bird
has anything analogous to ballooning for its ele-

vation; feathers may be the lightest clothing, and
hollow bones the least ponderous of skeletons; but
anyhow, so far as we can discover, there is not only
no lighter gas in them by wayof lifter,bat actually
all accessories, even to the downiest of pinions,
are heavier than common air. It is possible to
buy a pound of feathers. If, then, we men may
avail to help onr weighty material by carburetted
hydrogen or some new gas lighter, and shall add
to this levitation a tireless and unlimited flapping
power by clever mechanism, we ought manifestly
to be able to beat the birds

; and it only requires
the shrewd inventor to arise—as he soon will—to
enable ns todo so. Where is the Faraday tolevitate
onr grossnesB by that lighter gas ? Even dining
tables float np to the ceiling nowadays ; some-
times not without (00 seers and believers have
testified) spiritualized men-mediums oponthem !

If there be some natural secret here (and who
shall say there is not ?) it behoves our Royal
Society physicists to find it out. And when this

is “ found and made a note on,” where is the
ingenious mechanician to fabricate steel muscles
for our breasts and shoulders, and to give us
the strong but light and delicate tissues where-
with we may float on wings ? Such things
remain to be discovered

;
and in these stirring

days of energy and competition will probably
be caught by their predestined inventor, before
the nineteenth century is ten years older.

Wealth and well-earned honours await any such
inventor; and the Builder is the inventors’
organ, for which cause we drop our word in
here. If Whitworth and Fairbairn, as consum-
mate earthly artisans, are -worthy of the bloody

I

hand of Ulster,” what glory abort of straw-
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berry-leaves should crown the head of the

coming discoverer of the heavenly art of flying P

Ambition of every kind, from Consols to the

peerage, herein may find fulfilment,— in that

near but future day ; but just now no doubt we
are practically hounds at fault, barely scenting,

and nut finding : the present cover-beater has

but little help to offer, beyond throwing out a

suggestion, giving an idea to the winds, and
bidding any one catch and keep it as his shrewd-

ness best can. For human flight we must
imitate birds rather than bubbles, and get all

help from chemistry for a lighter gas to levitate

our flesh and bones, as well as from mechanism,
to supply us with stronger muscles.

F. Tupper.

THE NEW CITT AND COUNTY BANK,
KIDDEIIMINSTER.

The new bank is now nearly completed at the

corner forming the angle of Iligh-street and
Vicar-street. It is on tbo site of premises here*

tofore occupied by the same establishment (the

Worcester City and County Banking Company),
but which premises were ill calculated for bank-

ing purposes, whether as regards arrangement
or substantiality. At present the business of

the bank is conducted in other premises near

at hand, rented temporarily while the new bank
is being raised, and the opening of which will

probably take place in the course of a few
weeks.

The building was designed by Messrs. 11. &
E. A. Day, of Worcester, and completed under
tho supervision of the junior partner of that

firm, Mr. Ernest A. Day.
Owing to the irregular shape of the site, and

the small depth of frontage in High-street, great

difficulty was experienced in providing the neces-

sary requirements of the establishment. This

was to some extent, and with regard to appear-

ance, overcome by the introduction of a portico

at the angle formed by the two streets. Mr. R.

Thompson, of Kidderminster, is the builder.

Mr. Getling was the clerk of the works. The
contract for the building was 8,550L

*

The frontage to Vicar-street is G9 ft. 9 in.

long, exclusive of the portico. White brick,

with freestone dressings, are the materials used
in the face-work, and the structure consists of

two stories, divided on the enter wall by an
enriched stone string-course. At the base is

a plinth of freestone, moulded and sunk. On
the ground floor is a series of segmental-headed
windows, and on the chamber floor there are

semicircular-headed ones, the arches springing

from pilasters having carved caps, and the

key-stones with moulded capping : there is a

stone balustrade to each window. The entrance

to the manager’s house is by a doorway near

the centre of tho Vicar-street facade, while

the bank entrance is by the portico before

named. The slated roof rests on a cornice,

which has a panelled seffit, moulded and cub

cantilevers, and stone frieze
;
and tho brick

chimney stacks have stonepanelled and bracketed

caps.

Entering by the portico or colonnade we
observe four Ionic columns, supporting an entab-

lature and balustrade. We then pass into a

lobby underneath a semicircular arch, having
on its carved key-stone a shield bearing the City

and County Bank arms
;
and next into the prin-

cipal banking-room for pnblio business. This
apartment is 27 ft. 8 in. by 23 ft. 5 in., and is

20 ft. high. There are four columns of Bath
stone standing on moulded and panelled pe-

destals, and having capitals sculptured after the

model of the Temple of Jupiter Stator, support-

ing an entablature, from which springs a panelled

coved ceiling, and in the centre of the ceiling is

a circular wheel light, sufficient for the require-

ments of the banking-room. From the great

bank-room doorways lead to the strong-room, the

bank parlour, lavatories, and closets. The
strong-room is fire-proof, being lined with glazed

brick, and having a semicircular vaulted roof,

an iron door, and thick stone slab pavement.
The floor of the public bank-room is of oak, but
encaustic tiles are laid down in the entrances,

lobbies, halls, staircases, lavatories, &c. Fine
oak, panelled and varnished mahogany, and red
deal have been used for the doors and internal
woodwork generally, the doorways in the prin-
cipal apartments Laving moulded architraves,
with cushion frieze and moulded heads. The
manager’s entrance-door has a fan-light with
segmental head, moulded spandrels, and square
top. A half-glass screen separates the lobby

from the entrance-hall
;
then, passing under a

semicircnlar arch resting on pilasters having
carved caps and moulded arcbivolts, we arrive

at the principal staircase, which is lighted by a

lantern 30 ft. above the ground-floor level, with

a coved ceiling and ornamental panels. The
staircase is fitted up with close carved face-

strings, moulded wall-strings, turned balusters,

moulded hand-rails, and turned and carved

newels. There is a drawing-room 20 ft. by 17 ft.,

a dining-room 24 ft. by 17 ft., eight bed-rooms,

bath-room, closets, store-room, cellaring, ser-

vants’ staircase, kitchen, scullery, china-closet,

cook’s pantry, coach-house, stable, and all other

uBcal offices. The bank is heated by a hot-water

apparatus, supplied by Messrs. Rimmington &
Son, of Skipton, Yorkshire

;
Mr. Whetstone,

near Leicester, laid the tiled floors
;
and Mr.

Forsyth, of Worcester, did the carving. At the

rear of the premises is a small garden, which
will probably be enclosed by a wall having an
ornamental balustrade, and a gateway with

panelled doors and pillarp with ornamental caps.

OPENING OF SHREWSBURY MARKET
HALL.

The new General Market and Corn Exchange
at Shrewsbury is so far completed that it has
been formally opened for use. The building is

in a mixed style of architecture, and is built of

blue, red, and white brick, with Grinshill stone

dressings. Its total length is 313 ft., and its

greatest breadth 150 ft. On the basement are

fifteen vaults, for the storage of goods, with

inclined roads leading thereto. At the entrance

\he cart-way is 10 ft. wide, and in the centre

24- ft., so as to permit of a wagon going to the

entrance of the vaults, and of turning, previous

to coming cut. This approach to the vaults is

from Claremont-street. On this floor are also a

number of shops, the fish-market, and |the ice-

house ;
and here, also, it is intended that the

heating apparatus shall be fixed.

The ground floor oonaista chiefly of the

general market, the vegetable market, the

arcade, the butchers’ market, and a number of

shops. The general market is well lighted and
ventilated, and so, indeed, is the whole of the

building. There are six entrances to this por-

tion of the building (the general market), the

principal one being from Mardol, by means of an
arcade 16 ft. wide. In Claremont-street a

covered cartway is being erected for the loading

and unloading of goods in wet weather. The
roof of the cartway will be of glass. The
windows and doorways are all circular-headed,

and the mojority of the doors are made to slide,

in preference to having binges. The height of

the Corn Exchange is 88 ft., and of the tower,

which rises near it, 151 ft. The latter is sur-

mounted by an ornamental iron vane. The tov/er

is square, and has a large circular opening on
each side for the clock dials, which will be four

in number, and upwards of 8 ft. each in dia-

meter. The clock will be supplied by Mr.
Joyce, of Whitchurch

;
the bells will bo supplied

by Messrs. Meats, of Loudon.
An improvement effected by the erection of

the new building is the widening of the streets

in the vicinity. Formerly, Shoplatoh and Clare-

mont-street were narrow and dangerous thorough-

fares. At present Sboplatch is a street 40 ft.

wide, while Claremont-street is 30 ft. At
Mardol Head the width is 28 ft., and in Bellstone

30 ft. 3 and the whole have been re-metalled,

curbed, the footpaths flagged, and in some cases

the levels have been altered.

On the Shoplatch end of the Corn Exchange
is a piece of carved work, in stone, repre-

senting, in figures of colossal dimensions, the

allegorical characters. Peace and Plenty. The
figures are 11 ft. 6 in. high, the shield 13 ft.,

and the length of the whole is nearly 25 ft. The
figures project 2 ft. 6 in. The design was pro-

vided by the architect of the building, and the

work has been carried out by Mr. C. Landucci,

sculptor, Shrewsbury. The side of the market
in Claremont-street very much resembles that

in Shoplatch. The estimated cost of the build-

ing was about 41,0001., but of this 3,2501. were
furnished by the Corn Exchange Company for

the erection of the Exchange.
Immediately on entering the market from the

doorway in Mardol, is an arcade with a row of

pillars on either side. This space, it was
originally intended, should be formed into shops

3

but as it was doubtful whether the general

market would accommodate the whole of the

market people, it baa been left vacant till that

question is solved. At the end of the arcade,

and below the tower, are closets and other con-

veniences 5 and, immediately beyond, is the fruit

and vegetable market. It has an entrance from

Shoplatch, and one from Claremont-street, and
communicates also with the general market and
the arcade. It contains forty-eight stalls. Of
these twenty-eight are arranged in rows down
the centre

3
and the remainder are fixed around

the walls. Along the centre of the general

market are two rows of wooden stalls, the main
“thoroughfare” of the hall running between
them. They are thirty-six in number, and aro

so constructed that the salesman stands within,

and has a counter in front and on one side. On
the Shoplatoh side are thirteen roomy, well-

lighted shops. Behind the stalls, in the general

market, are the benches for the market-people

proper. The accommodation consists of long

rows of tables for holding the commoditiea

offered for sale, with seats on either aide.

There are, at present, fifty-four tables, and it

is calculated that each will accommodate eight

persons, making a total of 432. The butchers’'

department is at the north-west corner of the

building. It contains five shops and thirty-four

stalls. Along the whole of the Shoplatch side

of the general market runs a gallery, which
is approached by a stone staircase at the Bell-

stone end, and one of iron at the opposite end.

It contains six shops. The fish-market is

situated at the Bellstone end of the building.

It is somewhat below the street. Adjoinieg is a

large ice-house, capable of holding about 200

loads of ice.

The vaults extend beneath the whole of the

general market, and have a wagon entrance

from Claremont-street, with additional incline

communication with Mardol Head and Shop-

latch. In the Claremont-street section are seven

vaults, and on the Shoplatoh-streeb side six.

They vary in dimensions, but all are lofty,

drained, and ventilated. Tbe whole of the

market proper has been fitted with gas. The
general market will be lighted by twenty-two

star-lights, with twelve burners in each, and the

gallery and vegetable-market by bracket-lights.

During the daytime the general market is lighted

by a large lanthom light. The corn exchange

may be approached either from Shoplatch or

from Claremont-street. It is 90 ft. long by 45 ft.

wide, and at the ends it takes the form of an

arc. It is lighted by a large lauthorn light,

running the whole length of the room, by three

bull’s-eyes on one side, and largo windows at

each end. At night it will be lighted up by four

star-lights, with forty-eight burners in each. In
the ceiling, which is 52 ft. from the floor, there

are eighteen large apertures for ventilation, and
the room will be heated by hot air. Over the

doorway is a small gallery. Adjoining the ex-

change is a fietbling-room, 17 ft. by 11 ft., and
22 ft. high.

The whole of the work in connexion with the

market and exchange has been carried out under
the superintendence of Mr. Price, as clerk of

the works, from tbe designs of the architect

Mr. Griffiths, of Stafford.

The Shrewshury Chronicle, to which we are

indebted for these particulars, gives a view of

the new edifice.

OPENING OF BRECON COLLEGE.

The new Congregational College at Brecon

has been opened. The site of the building is

just above the station of tbe Brecon and Merthyr

Railway, on the Camden-road, tbe ground for

the purpose having been bought from the

Marquis of Camden. The elevation of the

ground adds to the appearance presented by th©

college, besides the advantages derived in a

sanitary point of view. The college consists of

a centre building with a wing on each side,

leaving a considerable area between. The
length in front is 152 ft., and the depth is nearly

100 ft. A tower, 100 ft. in height and 10 ft.

square, projects 7 ft. from the line of th©

front. The design is Gothic, and the material

employed is native stone, with dressings of Bath
stone. The basement floor consists of a kitchen,

30 ft. by 17 ft., and 10 ft. high
5
scullery, 20 ft.

by 16 ft.
3
wash-house, 30 ft. by 17 ft.

5
lavatory,

20 ft. by 16 ft.
5
and an arched muniment-room,

fire-proof, 12 ft. by 12 ft. 5
large pantry under

the tower 5
corridor, lumber-room, 16 ft. by

12 ft. 3
coal-house, &c. There are on the ground

floor a dining-room, 35 ft. by 21 ft. 5
library,

35 ft. by 21 ft. 3
in the tower two wide flights of

stairs leading into tbe entrance-hall 3
corridor,

6 ft. in width, extending the whole length of
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the front
5

chief staircase, 16 ft. by 12 ft. ; lava-

tory ;
four studios, each 11 ft. by 9 ft.

;
matron’s

room, 13 ft. by 12 ft. ; store-room, 12 ft. by 6 ft.

;

staircase, &o. The height of the rooms on this

floor is 13 fc. 6 in. On the first fioor are two
class-rooms, each 25 ft. by 16 ft., and 11 ft. high

;

16 studies, 9 ft. by 12 ft., 11 ft. in height
j
a hos-

pital
;
two servants’ bedrooms, and large landing

and passage. There are on the second-floor six

studies, twenty-two bedrooms, each 12 ft. by
9 ft.

j
bath-room, and staircase leading to the

tower. The bedrooms are 9 ft. 6 in. high. There
is a yard for the use of tho students 90 it. by
80 ft. At each end of the college is a tutor’s

residence. There are two large oriel windows
in the front of the college projecting 7 ft. out-

wards, and serving for the three lower stories,

which are also lighted by square windows with
mullions and transome, the bedrooms on the top
story having dormer windows. The roof is

pointed with coping and parapets of Bath stone.

There are square buttresses projecting from the
tower, and going to a height of several feet above
the eaves of the building, and a good deal of
stone dressing of an ornamental character. The
studies and bedrooms are all fitted with venti-

lators, the former with fireplaces also. In part
of the building there is a terrace 18 ft. long, and
56 ft. in width, with a road leading to the back.

The college is well fitted up in everyway for the
convenience and comfort of the students. The
contractors are Messrs. Watkins & Jenkins, of

Swansea; tbeamountof their contract is 8,250Z.;

the extras will probably amount to 2001. or 2501.

The plans were drawn by the Rev. Thomas
Thomas, of Landore.

A FALL IN BELFAST, IRELAND.
A STRANGE occurrence is reported by the

local Newsletter. The inhabitants of Byron-
streeb, Belfast, and that neighbourhood, were
alarmed the other night in their beds by a sadden
report resembling thunder, or the discharge of a
battery of artillery, under their windows. In
the morning it was found that the cause of the
night’s alarm was the total demolition of a whole
street of new houses, fortunately as yet nob
occupied, which came down with a sudden crash.

Doors, windows, bricks, &o., all lay in one heap
of ruin. Where, the previous night, a row of
partly-completed dwelling-houses stood, there

was now a pile of rubbish and d(^bri3. The
mystery was cleared by the production at the
police-court of a man named Clarke, who, with a
number of others, was found by two constables,

immediately after the fall of the buildings, con-
cealed in the vicinity. A subsequent search
about the premises led to the finding of a
number of strong ropes, like ships’ hawsers,
which leads to the supposition that the mischief
was done by passing the ropes round the narrow
walla between the lower windows underneath,
and palling down the buildings by sheer force.

Eleven houses in one row have been completely
demolished, and it was also found that in another
line of buildings behind the interior walls had
likewise been pulled down.

BUILDING TRADES’ MEN IN THE ARMY.
His Royal Highness the Commander-in-Chief

is nob disposed to let the subject of the civil

employment of the soldier fall to the ground.
The Duke of Cambridge has sent a circular

respecting the employment of soldiers in trades

to Chatham, in which the attention of com-
manding officers is called to the approval given
by the Secretary of State to such employment.
Returns are now called for of all soldiers who
have been educated in any of the building
trades, — as carpenters, plumbers, painters,

glaziers, bricklayers, and gasfitbers. So far from
there being any attempt to impose on those
soldiers extra and uncompensated labour, it is

proposed that the privilege of obtaining employ-
ment as a civil workman shall only be accorded
to tradesmou-BoIdiers who have been in the
service for two years, and who bear good
characters.

The gist of the scheme lies, as we have more
than once insisted, in the rendering useful

employment acceptable to the soldier. The
elevation iu the social scale which he will

acquire by the occupation of time that would
otherwise bo wasted, or worse, in the practice of
a crafc, cannot be acquired nolens volens. It

must be volens alone. That a judicious manage-
ment may make this supplementary service

highly popular, wo think there is no room to

doubt. In the appropriate employment of the

thews and muscles of a picked part of the popu-
lation in useful works, lies an element, not at all

to be neglected, of national wealth. The case

should not be regarded from the miserable stand-

point of trade competition. The harden im-
posed on the country for military defence forms
no inconsiderable portion of our entire annual
outlay. No very brilliant prospect is open as to

the means of permanently reducing that outlay.

The distinct tendency of the advance of science

is to increase it. The right direction in which
to look for the alleviation of the pressure is that
of making, as far as may be, the service of our
defence self-supporting.

TILE PAVEMENTS.
At the cost of the Freemasons of Bristol, Mr.

William Powell, acting on their behalf, a very

handsome pavement has been laid in the Lady
Chapel of Redcliff Church. It is composed of

varied combinations of rough encaustic tiles,

with rich glazes of yellow, green, and black,

being partly reproductions, and partly imitations

of ancient examples. These tiles are especially

made with a roughness in the body, which pro-

duces depth and richness of tone in the colours,

and prevents the patterns from being too

mechanical and true, giving them the spirit of

the ancient work.
The tiles are of Messrs. Maw & Co.’s manu-

facture, and the pavement was executed, under
the general directions of Mr. Godwin, by their

London agents, Messrs. W. B. Simpson Sons,

who have lately given special attention to the

introduotion of this class of work.
A pavement lately executed by the same firm,

under the direction of Mr. G. G. Scott, at St.

Asaph Cathedral, is also a good specimen of tile

work, the special characteristic in this case being

the introduction of incised tiles of a coarse body,

floated over with arichly-coloured glaze, in imita-

tion of some ancient tiles recently found in the

cathedral.

These rough tiles seem to us worthy of the

notice of architects, as they are suitable for

ecolesiastical purposes, especially in cases of

restoration.

A mosaic chancel pavement has just been
completed in Blackley Church, in memory of the

Rev. Andrew Doria, who for seven years was
curate of the parish, and who died at the age

of 34, two years ago, at Lindow, the school

church of which village ho took the sole charge

of on leaving Blackley. He was a lineal

descendant of the Genoese branch of the Doria

family, celebrated in Italian history as warriors,

statesmen, and patrons of art. The pavement
was designed and laid down by Messrs. Dale &
Sons, Manchester.

THE THEATRE.
TJie Process's.—The moat noticeable point in

the new drama here, “Escaped from Portland”
(an adaptation of “ Le Mangeur de Fer,” which
may be freely rendered The Bracelet Breaker),

is the completeness of the disguises assumed by
Mr. Chas. Mathews (Gentleman Jack), five in

number. These even do what stage disguises

seldom effect, deceive the spectators. Mr.Vining,

too, plays several parts with much vigour. Mrs.

Chas. Mathews is charmingly tender as Lisa

Tyrell; and we most say a word for the intelli-

gence displayed by a new young lady, Miss

Carlisle. The scenery is bright and appropriate.

A view of Putney Bridge, by Mr. Lloyds, makes
the bridge much too low : the excitement caused

by the fall from it, too, would be greater if the

bridge were higher.

The Olympic.—This theatre has been very

elegantly decorated, in the manner adopted at

the Princess’s, and by the same decorator, Mr.
James Macintosh. Scroll ornaments are applied

to both tiers of boxes, and to parts of the ceiling,

and are richly gilded. The proscenium is wholly

gilt. The curtains are of a dark cerise satin,

and the backs and ceilings of the boxes are kept

of the same dark colour. The effect of the

whole is rich and comfortable. The carton pierre

decorations were executed by White & Co. The
house, now under the direction of Mr. W. H.
Liston, has been opened with a version of “ David
Copperfield,” titled “ Little Em’ly,” which is so

good, and for the most part so remarkably well

acted, that we may take an opportunity to refer

to it more fully.

THE LONDON HOUSE PAINTERS.

At a meeting last week, at the Artisans’ Club, in

Newman-street, of members of diflerenb societies

of house-painters and decorators, having for its

object the formation of an association of work-
men, for the purposes of technical education and
improvement of the execution of work in paint-

ing and decoration, a statement was made by Mr.
G. Shipton, general secretary of the Amalgamated
Society of Ilonse Decorators and Painters, of the
views of the executive council of that society.

The statement was to the effect that employ-
ment in the trade might be greatly extended, to

the advantage alike of the community and of the
workmen and their employers, by directing

public attention to the educational advantages
and cultivated pleasure derivable from buildings

decorated in harmonious colouring, and charac-

terised by refinement of taste,—points about
which great want of apprehension prevailed.

By general improvement in the execution of

work there would be a sufficiency of work at all

times in the hands of employers of the better

class, to the exclusion of those who are regard-

less alike of the interest of their enstomers and
of demoralising effects on their workmen. The
operatives would be more steadily, regularly, and
pleasingly employed ; the community, by systems
of economised labour, and by cultivation on the
part of the men and masters, would get better

and more pleasing retnrns with less original cost.

To effect practically such objects, the proposal
was to establish a school or system of class in-

struction for education in matters technical, or

otherwise, related to the special industry, the
instruction being confined first to what would be
most useful in daily work. This instruction was
proposed to be given indifferently to society or

non-society men, whilst backed up, and perhaps
iu the first instance set going, by the trades’

societies, whose organisation could not bub be
valuable for such a movement. Several members
spoke to the same effect. There was a slight

difference of opinion about the extent to which
the association should supply qualifications to

those men who had never passed the training of

an apprenticeship
;
but ultimately resolutions

were passed affirming the want of such a society,

appointing a committee, and arranging for a
second meeting.

A STRANGER ON THE THAMES
EMBANKMENT.

Sir,—On Saturday morning, the 9th instant,

curiosity led me to take a morning walk along

the Thames Embankment. The morning was
beautiful and fine, but, withoubanymore novelistio

preliminary, I shall come to the aubjeob of my
remarks. As I expected, from the description

which I have read in the Builder and the London
daily press, the river wall, as a work of tidal

engineering and the bnilding art, is all that

might well be desired; but here my encomium
must finish. Now for the footway or roadway
between Westminster Bridge and the Temple :

it is open to the gravest criticism and censure,

for a variety of reasons. The flagging of the

footway is one of the most unworkmanlike pieces

of work I have met with for some time. In the

first place, the flags are badly laid, and worse
jointed, and there is hardly any attempt to obtain

a uniformity of level. I do not mean to say

that a level could bo carried out, strictlyspeaking,

between Westminster Bridge and the Temple,
but I do mean to assert that the unsightly up-and-

down appearance, so painfully and palpably ap-

parent, could have been avoided. In following

the direction of the river there is nothing more
easy to obtain than a certain uniformity in the

rise and fall of the roadway
;
bub from almost

every perch in some parts of the Embankment a

wave-like undulation can be seen.

I have said that the flags are badly jointed,

the outer half of the footway being wretchedly

so. I looked again and again to convince myself,

and I almost came to the conclusion of believing

that one-half of the footway had only been tem-

porarily laid, for hundreds of the flags lap at their

joints one above another i in. and in some cases

Jin. None of the open gratings which protect

the trees, and which are let in in quarter

divisions, in the flagging, preserve their level,

but are quite nnsightly iu appearance, being up
and down, although the work is but quite recent.

In fact, one half of the Thames footway is taking

its good-bye from the other half, and exhibits all

the featnres as if the shock of an earthquake

warned it that its hour of settlement had oome.
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Another very grave complaint I have also

to make. The entire length of the footway of

the Embankment is very filthy, particularly

along the angles between the flagging and
the bottom of the river-wall. Dirt has accuma-
lated in many places to the depth of 2 in. or

3 in., and I regret to observe offensive nuisances
are allowed to remain unmoved in the “set-ofis”
and breaks along the wall. Sorely a dustman or
two, with hand-cart, might be told off every
morning for keeping this, what might be a beau-
tiful promenade, clean. Notice should also be
put up ; and where any infraction of the rules

of decency is committed, the delinquents, when
discovered, should be summarily and rigidly

punished. I have also noticed that in the ebb
and flow of the tide much mud is drifted up on
the stone stairs and landings. This, on the fall

of the tide, should be at once swept down, as,

besides being dangerous, its appearance is any-
thing but a pleasurable sight.

The Thames Embankment requires at once a
Conservancy appointed as well as the river

Thames itself
;
and if something approaching to

this power be not vested either in the police

authorities or in a separate body, our river-side

roadway and esplanade, instead of becoming a
blessing and an improvement to this mighty
city, will become an eyesore and a questionable
advantage to the citizens of London.
Some remarks have already appeared in the

daily press concerning the invasion made by the
wild boys and tomboys of the streets of this

favourite lounge, and the unlimited licence

enjoyed by this wanton and uncultivated stratum
of the town. I would not debar one of God’s
humblest creatures from the participation of an
enjoyment, no matter what its garb might be

j

but at the same time I would have order and
decorum enforced, and all riotous behaviour put
down with a strong arm. These are the views,
whatever they are worth, of

A Stbangeu on the Thames Embankment.

SCHOOLS OP ART AND SCIENCE.

The Reading School.—The annual distribution

of prizes to the successful students of this school
took place at the town-hall. There was a very
good attendance. The hall was hung round
with numerous specimens of the work of the
students. The chair was taken by the president
of the society, Mr. D. Higford Burr, of Alder-
maston Court. The annual report stated that

—

“ With regard to the present year, although numericallj
the school is no stronger than it was, tlie conunittee
believe that in the various departments its efficiency has
been considerably increased. Drawings executed by
forty-seven students daring the year were transmitted to

Soatb Kensington in March last, in accordance with the
regulations ot the department. Of these, three were
awarded prizes, whilst forty-four received marks showing
that the pupils by whom they were submitted had received
sound instruction. At the local examination held at the
school on the dth and lOtb of March labt, eighty pupils
attended. Of these twenty-seven were pronounced good,
and six excellent. The latter received prizes, the former
cards of merit. A communication has been lately received
from the Department in which the establishment of science
classes is recommended iu connexion with schools of art.

In deference to this recommendation, and believing that
the instruction thus afforded will be valuable to many, it

is proposed next term to form classes for teaching the
following subjects, viz. :—1. Practical plane and solid
geometry; 2. Machine construction and dxawing;
3. Building construction.”

Mr. Havel), the master, read the list of prize

winners, who received their prizes from Mr.
Burr. The meeting was afterwards addressed
by Dr. Wells and other gentlemen, and a vote
of thanks was given to the master by accla-

mation.

The Oxford School ,—A large and deeply
interested meeting, comprising a great number
of artisans and mechanics, was held at the Town-
hall to hear the report of the proceedings of the
science classes which have been in operation
during the past year in Oxford, the success of

which is said to have been alike creditable to

the students and to the teachers. The Rev, J.

E. Thorold Rogers occupied the chair. After the
report of the committee was read, Mr. Buck-
master addressed the meeting. At the close of
the proceedings, it was unanimously resolved,

—

“ That the amalgamation of the science com-
mittee with the art school is desirable for the
purpose of formiog a combined School of Science
and Art.” The Oxford school of art was esta-
blished four years ago.
A Watford School. — A class in connexion

with the Science and Art Department of the
South Kensington Museum has been formed at
Watford, and several gentlemen have consented
to act as a committee of management, with Mr.

A. T. Brett as chairman. Mr. J. B, Pairman is

the teacher of the class, which meets on Thurs-
day evenings in the room nnder the Literary
Institute. The payment by the members is

merely nominal (9d. per month), and is only

intended to meet the incidental expenses. The
science now engaging the attention of the class

is
“ Animal Physiology,” and the lessons are

illustrated by diagrams, dissections of animals,

and the microscope. Mr. Buckmaster has given
a lecture (Mr. Brett in the chair), at the Literary
Institute, in reference to the Government scheme
for promoting a knowledge of the principles of
science and art.

THE NEW OFFICES FOR THE POPLAR
DISTRICT BOARD OF WORKS.

Since the issue in which we announced the
discontinuance of these works, the differences of

opinion between the builders and the architects
have been discussed at several meetings of the
Board. An earnest desire has been expressed at

these meetings that Messrs. Baker & Constable,
the contractors, should complete the erection,

and, by order of the Board, they have been
formally called upon to re-proceed with the
carrying out of the contract. Messrs. Baker &
Coustable, however, declined to do so

;
and have

placed the matter in the hands of Messrs, Noon
& Davies, solicitors, who, on the part of their

clients, have served a writ upon the Board for

non-compliance with the provisions of the con-
tract, in refusing payment for work actually
done. On the other hand, the architects, Messrs.
Hills & Fletcher, and Messrs. Harston, stoutly
refuse to certify for the amount demanded by the
builders, and state their conviction that they are
perfectly justified in withholding the certificate,

inasmuch as timber had been supplied which
was not in accordance with the contract, and
that nnder the circumstances it was competent
for them to require that the timber to be hence-
forth used in the building should be deposited on
the premises before certifying for further pay-
ment. The members of the Board appear to be
greatly annoyed at the phase the affair has
assumed, and at their last meeting decided to
make a stand against the action taken by the
contractors. It was agreed that as the builders
preferred litigation rather than to proceed with
the contract, the Board had no other course open
to them but to invite, by public advertisement,
tenders for the completion of the building

; and
,

it was resolved to institute the necessary pro-
ceedings against Messrs. Baker & Constable’s
securities for the recovery of any loss which the
Board might sustain in consequence of the non-
fulfilment of the conditions of the contract.

ACCIDENTS.

A “ Steeple Jack,” Thomas Butterton, of
Every-street, Manchester, has met with his

death while repairing a tall chimney at Mr.
Farmer’s chemical works. West Gorton. The
rope by which he was holding on broke, and he
fell from a height of twenty-three yards,

A fire has occurred at the Crystal Palace High
Level Station of the London, Chatham, and
Dover Railway. The firemen of the palace and
those of the metropolitan brigade quickly
attended, when it was found that about 8 ft. of,

the staircase had become ignited, but by the use
of hatchets and water the fire was soon extin-

guished. It was caused by the overheating of a
flue.

NEW VOLUNTEER QUARTERS,
LIVERPOOL,

The First Lancashire Volunteer Regiment of
Rifles having found that the storehouse now
occupied by them in St. Anne-street, Liverpool,

dees not afford that accommodation which the
rapidly - increasing strength of the regiment
demands, have, at the cost of two of the com-
manding officers, been enabled to purchase a
site for a new drill-shed, the erection of which
will be proceeded with forthwith.

The new quarters, which will be situated at

the corner of Low Hill and Gloucester-plaoe,

will consist of the drill • shed proper
;

length,

220 ft. by average width 72 ft., and the usual
storehouse, armoury, magazine, officers’ quar-
ters, &o.

The local architects selected to design and
carry out the work are Mr. C. Sherlock and
Mr. T. B. Troughton, jun., of the firm of

Trooghton & Prescott, of this town.

THE LIONS AT SALTAIRE.

Sculptured representations of the lion are
to grace the open spaces in front of the
Mechanics’ Institute and the schools at Sal-

taire. These lions were designed by the
sculptor, Mr. Thomas Milnes, of London, for

tbe base of the Nelson Column in Trafalgar-

aqnare
;
but, after he had completed the models

and made preparations for proceeding with the
work, the commission was taken out of his

' hands and given to Sir Edwin Landseer. In the
meantime the models remained in Mr. Milnes’s

studio, where they attracted the notice of Sir

Titus Salt. Mr. Milnes is the scu'ptor who
executed the bust of Sir Titus, which was pre-

sented to him a few years ago by his workpeople,
and is now at his seat, Crow Nest. Sir Titus

was desirous of having the lions at Saltaire, and
after a consultation with Mr. Lockwood, bis

architect, it was decided to place them in front

of the buildings named, two on each side of the

road. The Hons are four in number. Two of

them have just arrived, and one has been set up
on its pedestal. They have all been modelled
from animals in the Zoological Gardena. The
figures are each 8 ft. long, 3 ft. wide, and 5 ft.

high. They have been sculptured in Pateley

Bridge stone, and the weight of each is nearly

3 tons.

ANCIENT FOUNTAIN IN FREIBURG.

The town of Freiburg-in-Breisgau is justly

celebrated for its magnificent minster. Few
more interesting churches exist in Europe, and
it would be difficult to find one which offers a.

more beautiful subject, or collection of subjects,

to the pencil of the artist. No engraving can
give an idea of the great beauty of this cathedral,

as one of its greatest charms is the exquisite

colour of every portion of the building. The
stone of which it is built is of a delicate crimson
tint, and is overgrown with lichen of the richest-

orange. Nor is tbe interior less remarkable for

its picturesque beauty, as nearly all the windows
are filled with old stained glass of the most
brilliant description ;

and most of the altars are

ancient, some of them adorned with pioturee

of great merit. The high-altar pictures are the

works of Hans Balding Griin, and were painted

at the beginning of the sixteenth century. Over
an altar in one of the side aisles of tbe choir is

a painting by Holbein ; and over another, a largo

silver crucifix of very early Romanesque work.

The pulpit, which is ornamented with statuettes

in bronze, is said to have been carved by an
artist of the name of Hauser in the year 1561

but from its appearance, and the entire absence
of Italiauism in its details, it might date from
fifty or sixty years earlier.

The other churches in Freiburg are not very

remarkable.
The Protestant church is noteworthy from the

fact that it originally stood at Thennenbach, and
was removed here ” stone by stone” (.^). Probably
it was, in its original condition and position, a
fine and interesting abbey church ;

but its

“romoi'al" and “reconstruction” have robbed
it of all interest, and as it now stands it is a dry,,

hard, lifeless Romanesque building. The door-

ways, however, which are probably the only

portions of the building that have been really

“ reconstructed,” are good examples of the style.

The interior consists of plain whitewashed walls,

entirely devoid of ornament, and painted deal

galleries and benches,—a precious “ reconstruc-

tion ” of an ancient abbey church

!

The Minorite church has been a good four-

teenth-centnry building, but has suffered from
modernisations perpetrated daring the last

century. It contains a good set of stalls, and a
carious cloister.

The Kauf-baus, opposite tbe cathedral, is a
charming little Gothic building, built upon an
arcade of four segmental arches, with bow
windows at each corner, and the font decorated

with rich niches, containing statues of the

German electors. The roof of this building ia

shown in our engraving to the extreme left. Nob
far from the Kauf-haus is the beautiful little

fountain of which we give an illustration. It is

built of red stone, with white stone figures. Its

probable date ia about the year 1480. It is

ornamented with four large statues, two repre-

senting bishops of Freiburg, and two of them
knights in full armour, probably intended to

represent counts of Zahringen, the original pos-

sessors of the town. Opposite tbe cathedral is

another ancient fountain, which had the mis-

fortune to be “restored” about thirty years ogo,

and has been quite destroyed in the process.
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CHESTER NEW TOWM-HALL.
For the last ten years or more the subject of

town-halls hag been prominently before the
publics and we doubt mnch if there be a town-
councillor living, however small and insignificant

the corporation to which he belongs, whose
attention has not been, at some time or other,

officially directed to the question.
An alderman of the present day is not content,

as were his predecessors, to spend the time that
he is called upon to devote to municipal affairs

in the small, dingy, and often unhealthy rooms
that collectively were dignified with the title of
town-hall. He seems to think, and justly too,

that if he gives bis time and labours gratuitously
to promote the welfare of his fellow-townsmen,
the least that they should do for him in return
is to provide a suitable building in which all the
offices connected with his duties may be brought
into convenient proximity in order to make the
necessary calls upon his time in visiting them as
small as possible. Many men with large bnsi-
nesses to attend to willingly devote part of their
day to public matters, when they know that every
opportunity is seized of lessening useless waste
of time, and so obtaining the greatest result for
the amount of labour bestowed, who would not
consent to the old system of trotting from one
corner of a town to another whenever a fresh
department had to be visited.

That the new building erected upon this prin-
ciple of concentration and saving of time and
labour should be handsome, and an ornament to
their town, is only a natural result of the wide-
spreading infiuenoe that our art publications and
instructors have produced on the mind of the
general public during the last quarter of a cen-
tury. Whether the public hail of one town is

finer or more costly than another, is a subject
|

that the citizens of rival communities will now
' very warmly argue.

A glance over our past numbers for the last
decade will show a long list of new town-halls

j

and add to these the number that are nearly
I ficished, or for which designs have been sub-
[ mitted in competition, and the sum total is really
I imposing. The influence for good that some of
: these exert on the minds of the population is

. invaluable.

The corporation of Chester at length, tired of
; plodding on in the old style of conducting their
1 municipal business, determined to have a new
) town-hall

;
and in the spring of 1864 issued their

'

j instructions, and invited architects to submit
1 designs in compliance with them. Their call

B was very numerously responded to, and a fine

1 array of architectural essays was the result.
I The local professionals, to a man, we believe,
II came to the scratch, and the picked men of
L London, Manchester, Liverpool, and Dublin
5; entered the lists. Upon the receipt of these
] designs the corporation, with a due and praise-
R worthy sense of their responsibility that it

R would be well for other municipal bodies under
3i similar circumstances to imitate, retained the
Sf services of Sir Matthew Digby Wyatt, to examine
a: and report upon the plans. After a lengthened
scsorutiny, he sentin his award, in which he stated
tlthat “the design sent in under the motto,
'I'Love’s Labonr’ is by far the best;” and “I
would therefore respectfully recommend that the

pipremium of 1001. should be awarded to the
aiauthor." “ No one else has succeeded in the
^combination of eo many good points.” “ There is

aian air of quiet dignity in the well-balanced pro-
pcportions and elegant forms of the design under
didiscussion, which is, to my eye, wanting in any-
Ihthing like the same degree in any of the other
d^esigns.” On the matter of the estimate, the
rereport goes on to say, “ that while ‘ Love’s
LiLabour’ is the best design, it is far from being
tlithe most costly;” and then compares it favour-
alably with a design, the quantities of which had
bdaeen taken out by a surveyor, and an estimate
ohobtained upon them under the amount suggested
bjby the instructions.

In the face of the above, however, strenuous
eflsfforts were made by some members of the council
loto have “Love’s Labour” rejected; but the
mmajority had the grace to abide by the award of
tkheir professional adviser. On opening the
sesealed envelopes containing the mottoes, “ Love’s
ILabour” was found to be the work of Messrs.
iLLanyon, Lynn, & Lanyon, of Belfast and Dublin.
I We lately gave a plan and view of the first-

iprDrize design for the “ New Houses of Parliament,
ISiSidney,” submitted in that international com-
ipejetition by Mr. W. H. Lynn, a member of this

Hrm.
The new town-hall contains on the lowest or

gronnd-floor the hall-keeper’s rooms. The police
department has a separate entrance in Prin-

cess-street, and includes the prisoners’ cells,

which are placed under the Quarter Sessions
Court. Direct communication by ataircasa is

provided from these cells to the docks of this

and the police-court. The kitchen and its offices

are on this floor, and it is connected with the
council-chamber by a lift and turret stairs for

the use of servants. The entrance for the public
to the courts is also on this floor, at the back
corner of Princess-street, from which steps
ascend to the level of the public corridor. The
principal entrance is approached from the
road by a double flight of broad steps, with
pierced parapet in front, and steps in the
porch under the central tower. The porch has
a double-arched entrance and groined ceiling.

The tympani of arches round the sides of this

porch, and the principal doors to the same, have
fignre-sobjects carved in stone, by Messrs.
Williams, of Manchester, from models designed
by Mr. S. F. Lynn, sculptor, late pupil of
Mr. Foley, and gold medallist, illustrating events
in the history of Chester.
On the principal floor, as well as on the one

above, the front portion is devoted to the use of
the town-hall proper; and the rear part to the
courts and their offices. The principal entrance
leads into the grand staircase-hall, from which cor-
ridors branching right and left lead to the muni-
cipal offices. By passing directly nnder the first

lauding of the principal stairs, the pnblio hall is

reached. It is placed between the courts, that
on the left being the quaj-ter sesBionp, and the
one on the right the poHce-conrt. In connexion
with these are judges’, justices’, lawyers’, and
witnesses’ rooms, &c.
The upper or council-chamber floor is gained

by the grand central staircase. The mid-laoding
of this stair is open to the public hall, with
three arches. The ceiling over is boarded and
stained and varnished, forming a semicircular
apse ;—an arrangement which considerably en-
hances the effect of these apartments. Prom
this landing a separate flight of steps turning to
the right, over the justices’ passage, behind the
police-court, leads to the lower end of the council-
chamber, by which means the general public
may have access to the chamber, without neces-
sarily passing through the lobby, or near the
rooms in immediate connexion with the conncil-
ohamber. The mayor’s parlour is placed in the
centre, under the tower, and between it and the
council-chamber on the Princess-street side is an
ante-room, and, on the opposite, are two com-
mittee-rooms. All these rooms are sn suite, for the
convenience of receptions and public banquets,
&o., and the walla panelled for about 4 ft. in
height

;
the ceiling being treated with diagonal

boarding arranged in patterns.

The opposition party in the council that tried
to turn ont the design originally, not content
with the failure of their first efforts, have con-
tinued their labours, and in every possible man-
ner attempted, and in many cases with a fatal

resnlt, to thwart the intention of the more
liberal party that was anxious to have the work
well and handsomely finished. We learn, that
it was by the councils of the former that the
grand staircase-hail is lined with red brick, in-

stead of ashlar, an accident that has very much
detracted from the finished appearance of this

composition.

The first contract was for 21,600J., and in-

cluded heating, plumbing (internal) carving,
grates and chimney pieces, fireproof flooring, &c.
The estimate for the tower was subsequently
entered into for 1,9801., and both by Messrs.
Clarke & Son.

A strike occurred on the subject, we believe,

:

of the clerk of works, and Jong delay in the pro-
gress of the building followed; during which time
the contract changed hands, Mr. Thomas Hughes,
of Aldford, eventually completing the works.
The building is executed in white sandstone,

relieved by bands of red Euncorn stone, and shafts

of slate, with the exception of those to the prin-

cipal entrance, which are of polished Aberdeen
granite.

The external doors are of oak, and the interior

woodwork, generally, is of red pine.

Messrs. Edmundson have supplied two circular

stained-glass windows, one of which is placed in

the public hall, and one in the waiting-ball.

The gasfittings, and ironwork generally, have
been supplied by Skidmore, of Coventry. The
roofs are covered with green slates. Mr. Hughes,
the contractor, delivered up the keys of the
building to the town council on September 30th.

Mr. J. Pearce was the clerk of the works, under

whose superintendence the town-hall has been
completed, and the preparation for the opening
carried out.

The building is situated between Princess-
street and the new markets, and can be very
fairly viewed from the west front of the cathe-
dral, which it faces.

H.E.H. the Prince of Wa’es was to open the
town-hall in state on the 15th of October;
arriving in Chester on the previous evening,
and remaining during Thursday night at the
Groavenor Hotel, which was taken for him and
his suite by the Earl of Groavenor. Hoarding
was set up at the ends of all the streets past
which the royal cortt^ije would pass, to prevent
crush, and stands were erected in front of the
town-hall to accommodate abonb 3,000 persons.

“THE COCK MAY CRAW, THE DAY
MAY DAW,” &o.

Sir,—The writer of the article, “ News from
Ireland ” in the Builder of last week cannot be an
Irishman, else he would nob express any surprise

at the Galway town commissioners laying out
1,0001. “in connexion with the water- works,”
and refusing to grant a farthing for the repair of
the town clock. Had he been a native of the
land of good whiskey, he wonld have been at no
loss to perceive a logical connexion between the
two courses of conduct of the commissioners.
How on earth can whiskey punch be made unless
you have plenty of hot water ? And as for the
time—hang the time !—who cares to know what
o’clock it is while there is abundance of the raw
materials for the “ flowing bowl ?

”

Potheen.

ARCHITECT FOR RAMSGATE BURIAL
BOARD.

The Burial Board (elected by the town) ap-

pointed Mr. Scott, jun., to be their architect, and
the appointment was reported to a vestry meet-
ing, and accepted. A meeting of ratepayers has
since been held to protest against the appoint-
ment, on the ground that there are competent
architects in the town, and we are invited to
express an opinion on the subject. We are
bound to confess that the impression given to

us by the reports of proceedings is that the
meeting in question was an indecorous affair.

THE SOANE MEDAL OF THE INSTITUTE.

Sir,—Will you kindly allow me to reply to a
competitor who asks me to do so through your
journal, that the number of drawings deemed
sufficient is,—two plans (viz

,
ofthe platform and

roof), two elevations, oue section, one perspec-
tive view, and one sheet of details; in all, seven
drawings.

It may be presumed that so much of the side

elevation as can be contained in the length of a
doable sheet of elephant drawing-paper will

suffice.

John P. Seddon, Hon. Sec. R I.B.A.

OPENING OF NEW (CONCRETE) SCHOOLS
AT CATTISTOCK, DORSET.

The new national school-house at Cattistook
which was commenced in April last, and which,
says the Dorset Chronicle, from whose report we
quote, is regarded as a great acquisition to this

pretty little village, has been formally opened
amidst general rejoicings. The building is con-
structed of concrete. The design, a Gobbic one,

was furnished by the late Mr. J. Hicks, of Dor-
chester ; but it has been modified to the plainest

form possible. The concrete walla are faced to

a comparatively smooth surface, and the quoins,

which are cast in separate blocks, are neatly

lined out. The building measures from end bo

end 50 ft. by 52 ft. in width, and comprises a
school-room 50 ft. by 18 ft. in the clear, class-

room 16 ft. by 14 ft., and a schoolmaster’s house
conbaiuing six rooms, with offices and appur-
tenances complete. It stands on a pleasant

site near the parish church and rectory, the

north side of the school-room facing the road.

There are entrances by wooden porches at the
ends, and a verandah runs around to the school-

master’s house-door, which is on the south side.

The roofs are of slate, with numerous gables over
the windows and the pointing ends, and on the
centre of the main roof is a small bell-turret

surmounted by a gilt vane. The school-room is

of a height measuring upwards of 20 ft. from
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floor-line to ridge ; and is 'well lighted by four

square-headed windows in the north side and a

larger four-light window at each end. The open-

roof timbers are painted a chocolate colour re-

lieved with blue, the iron ties being also blue;

which, with a variety of lamps depending, give

an air of simple decoration to the interior. The
pure white of the ceilings also contrasts with the

sombre grey of the walls, the thickness of which
is 12 in. in the school-room and 9 in. in the

dwelling. The work has been performed by
local contractors,—Messrs. Jones & Wightman,
under the superintendence of Mr. Brooking as

clerk of the works. The edifice is not yet quite

finished. The foundation-stone was laid, on
Easter Monday lost, by Mrs. Digby, of Chalming-

ton.

The site, which provides for play-grounds

adjoining the house, is the gift of the lord of the

manor, Mr. G. D. Digby, of Sherborne Castle,

who also contributes 3501. towards the coat of

the building. The total cost of the work, it is

said, will be about 1,1001. or 1,200L The old

building in which the school has hitherto been

carried on is pulled down.

NORTH AND SOUTH LONDON.

Sir,—

I

n the discussion of the subject of the

proposed new bridge east of London Bridge, I

do not see the ” Bast London Railway” alluded

to. This will doubtless relieve the traffic, and
arrangements might perhaps be made for carts,

&c., to be conveyed in the trains through the

tunnel. Allow me to take this opportunity of

suggesting that the moveable platforms used for

access from the river piers on the Thames Em-
bankment to the steamboats should bo made
double, so as to allow people to go on and off at

the same time. A.

MARGATE.
Sir,—The sanitary committee should forthwith

procure a return of the number and depth of cess-

pools contaminating the soils the number and
extent of the wells ; the distance between the

former and the latter
j
the number of undrained

houses in the town ;
and the necessity of the

drainage being carried say to a mid point between
Birchiugton and Margate, where it conld be

employed on the marsh lands.

A London Surveyor.

DECAY OF INTERNAL STONEWORK.
Sin,—Will any of yoni correspondenta advise me on the

following ?

—

The beat plan of preventing the decay of the internal

walls of a church from which the plaster and whitewash of

many years have been removed. A large quantity of

mouldering stone in the form of dust keeps continually

falling, and 1 should be glad to know of the best mode of
preventing it without resorting to plaster.

W. D. Skelton.
*,* In such a sitnation, Eansome’s process would pro-

bably answer the purpose.

QUANTITY SURVEYORS.
HOUSES, BLA.CKFRIARS ROAD.

Sir,—

I

n consequence of a remark made in your edition

of last week, I feel called upon for a reply, and beg to

atato that I consider it was perfectly justifiable in tbis

instance to say, *' Quantities supplied by Mr. Shrubsole,”
inasmuch as I did prepare the quantities at my own otfioe,

from the drawings handed to me from the architect for

that purpose, and the following contractors were furnished
with and based their estimates upon my quantities :

—

Merritt & Ashby £1,471 0 0
Taylor & Pitts 1,460 0 0
Warne 1,375 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan 1,370 0 0
W. Smith 1,355 0 0
Gore .. 1,346 0 0
nightingale 1,267 0 0
Pitcher 1,253 0 0
Soden 1,228 0 0
Cooke & Green 1,227 0 0
Till 1,2C9 0 0
A. Smith 1,179 0 0
Hutchinson 1,150 0 0
Shirley & Horne 1,110 0 0

Stone 1,110 0 0
Turner 1,085 0 0
Brown 1,047 0 0

Of course I could not prevent Mr. Cohen, or any other
contractor, from tendering without my quantities

;
and, in

my opinion, it was more courteous on my part to furnish

you with a complete list of competitors than to have
omitted the names of one or two contractors simply
because they were not supplied with my quantities.

b. Shbubsole.
*,• "We do not consider that any person has a right to

claim having ‘‘supplied the quantities" unless this has
been done by direction of the architect, or, with his con-
currence, by the joint action of all the contractors. We
threatened some time ago to set forth the proceedings of
some of the “quantity surveyors," which were very
irregular, and postponed the intention simply from
onvnilingness to damage individuals.

WORK IN THE CITY.

Sib,—

A

new era has dawned on the City; ionovation,
in tho shape of the Metropolitan Board of Works, has
invaded the sacred place, and its ancient authorities have
been taught a lesson. Any of your readers who pass the

end of the new Mansion House-street cannot help seeing
the Btrongenntrast between the work recently done there
by the Metropolitan Board of Works and the old rough and
ugly style of the Corporation. It is most striking.

_

See
where the new work terminates and the old work adjoins.

The first with neat arris and close joints to the curb, tbe
paving well squared and neatly finished; the second,
rough and ugly, no arris, joints you conld lay your finger

in, both in the curb and also in the paving. Nor is this

confined to the old paving work. Go to the uew Viaduct,
and I think you will agree with me that a good piece of
work is spoiled by the rough and ugly footpaths. Surely
tho City can pay for having its work well done. Is it that
the Corporation, through its olEoers, still adheres to

cobble-stone for its footpaths, although it has banished
them from tho carriageway ? T,

HOW MUCH IS A BUSHEL?
Sib,—

P

erhaps some intelligent reader of the Builder
wonld explain a puzzling dilTerence that occurs in some of
our ordinary measures of quantity. The bushel, accord-
ing to “ W. W.’s” letter in last week’s number of the
Builder (concrete proportions), is the 16th part of a
cubic yard. A bushel (per table of standard measures)
contains 2218'192 cubic inches, and requires twenty-one
such measures to make a cubic yard ; 21 bushels = 1 cubic
yard, according to “ Laiton’s Price-book."
In an old number of Weale’s “ Engineer’s and Archi-

tect's Pocket-Book" I find a table of “measures for
various purposes," coQtainiog among others, the follow-
ing

A load of lime, 32 bushels,

.. sand. 36 „
Tbis table is probably retained in this year's issue of
“ Weale's," but I have not one.
1 humbly submit that it would be most useful to men

who have to buy cement, to cheque or check builders’ and
merchants’ accounts, &c., to have measures of capacity
determined. I daresay you have had similar applicationa
from persons placed as I am at present: your calling
attention to the matter will be productive of good in
drawing forth perhaps an explanation from those most
concerned with such materials. A Bpilpino Man.

IMPORTANT TO BUILDERS’ CARMEN.
Heley u. Hill & Others,

Tub defendants, Messrs. Hill, Keddell, AWaldram, well-
known builders, were summoned at the bhoreditch County
Court on the llth inst. by the plaintiff, one of their
carmen, for a debt of 16s. 8d., alleged to be due from tbe
defendants to tbe plaintiff for wages. The plaintiff said
that bo had been employed by the defendants as carman,
and as a weekly servant at a salary of £I per week, and
that he was discharged from their service on tho first day
of the week without any notice, and was, consequently,
entitled to a week’s wages, less Ss. 4d., which they had paid
him for one day’s work. The defendants, on the other
band, maintained that the plaintiff was not a weekly
servant. They reserved to themselves the right to dis-

charge any of their carmen at any time on payment of a
day’s wages. At the same time, however, they made it a
rule not to do so except in a case like the present, where
the plaintiff was discharged for insolence to one of their
foremen, and refusing to obey orders. The judge imme-
diately decided in favour of tbe defendants.

MONUMENTAL.
The Birmingham town council have resolved

to erect a statue of Mr. Josiah Mason, the
founder of the Erdington Asylum, either in

the Orphanage or elsewhere in the borough

;

and have requested the mayor to ask Mr. Mason’s
consent to give to the sculptor who may be
selected the requisite sittings for the model. It

was also resolved that the mayor be requested
to lay before the General Purposes Committee
Mr. Mason’s answer; and, in the event of his

consenting to sit for the statue, the committee
be instructed to select the artist, and commis-
sion him to execute the work in such a way as
they may think desirable, and that the committee
be instructed to report to the council theiropinion

as to tbe best site for the statue and the proper
mode for a public inauguration. Some of the
members expressed their regret that the working
classes would thus be shut out from doing
honour to Mr. Mason by subscribing for his

statue. HE'i (

In the Liverpool Town Council Mr. Gladstone
recently mentioned that it was proposed to have
the following inscription on the statue of the
Queen to be erected in front of St. George’s
Hall:—“Erected in honour of her Majesty
Queen Victoria, and as a companion to the
memorial statue of the lamented Prince Consort,
by tbe Corporation of Liverpool, 1869. Long
live the Queen.” The finance committee, he
said, had thought it right to take the sense of
her Majesty as to what should be inscribed on
the pedestal, and it had received her special

sanction and approval. He thought it right to

observe that cutting and carving granite was an
expensive process, but, under the circumstances,
it was quite unavoidable

; and although the
words were more in number than might be

desirable, yet they must agree to what was
|

suggested.

The Derby and Mayer statues in St. George’s
j

Hall, Liverpool, have been unveiled. They '

occupy adjoining niches on the east side of the i

hall. That of Lord Derby is by Theed, and was I

voted by the corporation in recognition of bis
I

lordship’s distingnished talent as a statesman,
|

an orator, and a scholar, of hie connexion with
i

the county of Lancaster, and of bis gift to the

town of the collection of natural history known
as the Derby Museum. The statue of Mr. Joseph

,

Mayer is by Fontana, and was also voted by the
i

corporation in recognition of a splendid gift to
|

the town, comprising the Fausett Collection of
;

Anglo-Saxon Antiquities, the Pulsky Collection
|

of Ivories, and a fine collection of Egyptian
i

gems, cariosities, &c. Both of the statues are
i

of heroic size, and the coat of each has been
|

about 1,0001. The ceremony of unveiling was
I

witnessed by a large concourse of spectators.

Mr. Best presided at the grand organ, and during i

the interval which preceded the entrance of hia
I

worship performed a selection of music.

The recumbent effigy of the late Countess of

Devon, in Powderham Church, near Exeter, Mr.

E. B. Stephens, sculptor, which was shown
during last season at the Exhibition of the Royal '

Academy, is now fixed in the church, as a monu-
ment to tbe memory of the deceased lady. The
figure is placed upon a raised stone table in the

Courtenay Chapel, on the south side of the

chancel. The work and its surroundings, the

flooring, the wall-painting, the lighting, the

whole setting, so to speak, of this monument is of

a costly character. The figure, which is of full

length and life-size, is sculptured in pure white

Italian marble. It represents her ladyship as

she lay in death, awaiting burial. The head is

partly covered with lace, imitated by the chisel

of the sculptor, and on the shoulders and upon
the wrists are shown a collar and wristbands of

the same material. The hands lie across each

other on the breast, resting upon a cross deco-

rated with flowers. A voluminous white cere-

ment covers the form from tbe waist to tbe feet.

The tasselled pillow and beaded mattress, like

the effigy, are carved in marble. The chapel

in which this monument is placed is over the

old Courtenay vault (the late Countess was
buried in the new vault in the chancel). Every-

thing in this chapel is new, or restored aud

beautified for tbe reception of tbe tombstone,

except one of the two coloured memorial win-

dows, which is “ In memory of Thomas Pere-

grine Courtenay, born 1782, died 184-1.” The
window in the south wall is just erected, in

memory of the lady upon whose marble effigy

the tinted lights fall. It is, like the older one,

in the Perpendicular style. The chapel is re-

plete with decorative details. The walls are a

study in ecclesiastical decorative painting. The
flowers and figures are cheerful, while solemnity

and fitness are preserved. On the band under the

spring of the roof, quite round the chapel, appear,

in large size, the different family arms. In the

roof the ribs and the spaces between are specially

painted to correspond with the walls, while the

large bosses at the intersection of the timbers

are gilded. The floor of the chapel is a costly

example of artistic paving. Next the skirt of

the wall, and round the foot of the monument,
run lines of dark Devonshire marble. Then
comes a string of white Italian marble. Between
these the floor is a mosaic, formed partly of

encaustic tiles and partly of Devonshire marbles

of various kinds. A line of slabs, however, of

ordinary stone runs along the north side of the

chapel, on which the ancient inscriptions belong-

ing to the vault are restored. In addition to the

effigy and tombstone, Mr. E. B. Stephens laid

the floor^of this chapel; while the decorations

and the new window were done by Messrs.

Clayton & Bell, of London. Tbe style of the

tomb is of the fourteenth century, and the

general decorations are adapted to the same
period.

The ship Queen, of Swansea, was wrecked in

Gull Island, Newfoundland, in December, 1867.

Tbe owners, Messrs. Richards & Power, have, as

a mark of their sympathy for those who perished,

instructed Mr. Philip Rogers, of Swansea, to

design and execute an obelisk monument, for

the purpose of marking the last resting-place in

that desolate island. The obelisk stands 8 ft.

high, and is cut out of the forest of Dean stone.

The following is tbe inscription :—On the front

“ To the memory of the crew and passen-

gers of the ship Queen, of Swansea, who were

wrecked on Gull Island, December 12, 1867, and

there perished. This monument is erected by
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the owners of the Queen, Messrs. Eichards,

Power, & Co., of Swansea, Great Britain." Right
view:

—

"PasBeDgers—Felix Dowsley, William
Hoskins, Patrick Duggan, Thomas Power,
William Kennedy, Grinelda Hopkins, and Caro-

line Stitson.” Left view :
—“ John Owen, master

;

Thomas Morgans, mate
;
and six seamen, names

unknown.” The block will be shipped shortly

for Newfoundland, the place of its destination.

CHUECH-BUILDING NEWS.
Croydon. — The restoration of St. John’s

Church is now nearly complete. After the de-

struction of the edifice by fire in 18G7, a con-

tract was entered into for rebnilding the church
at a cost of 22,0001. Mr. Gilbert Scott was the
architect, and Messrs. Dove were the builders, by
whom the work was undertaken. It was com-
menced in the latter end of 1867, and the con-
tributions to meet the expense have been moat
libera], while for pulpit, altar-rail, font, and
other matters, subscriptions have been raised

without the slightest difficulty. The building
is in the Perpendicular style of architecture.
The total length of the nave is 97 ft., and the
width is 36 ft. The chancel is 56 ft. 6 in. long,

and 30 fc. wide. The tower is 28 ft. square, so

that the total length of the chnrch is 123 ft. 6 in.,

and the total width is 80 ft. 10 in. The height
to the ridge from the nave floor is 55 ft., and the
western tower is 120 ft. high. The tower is

battlemented, and at each angle rises a small
embattled octagon tower, surmounted by a
crocketed pinnacle. The chancel is divided from
the north and south aisles by an arcading of two

I bays. The detached pillar is in rich polished

I Devonshire marble. The roof of the chancel is

oak panelled, having carved bosses, and the
chancel is divided into three bays, the trusses
coming down the walls into carved corbels, the

i intermediate trusses having angels with musical
i instruments in their hands. The nave is in six

I bays, with an oak roof. The roofs of the aisles

i are of deal, all the timbers of which are shown,
t the trusses coming down into corbels having
B angels carved upon them in attitudes of devotion.

[ On the trasses under the nave roof are angels
: holding shields. The church is lined through-
> out with Godstone stone and blue Corsham in-

i. termixed, and the pillars of the arcading are of
L Ancastc-r, and the arches of Little Casterton
B stone. The seating of the church is all oak.

I A window in the south aisle of the chancel is

s memorial in character, given by Mr. Blake, and
I there is another given by Mr. Robinson, both
b being by Messrs. Lavers, Barraud, & Westlake.
I The western window is the gift of Mr. R. A.
I Heath, and it is executed by French artists. The
p organ is a large and powerful instrument, placed
a at the end of the north aisle of chancel. It was
b built by Messrs. Hill & Son. The gas fittings

a are of brass of a costly character. The pulpit
will be of oak on a stone base, but it is not yet

e erected. The reredos behind the altar is executed
b by Messrs. Farmer & Bimsley, of Lambeth. It

u is of alabaster, and in three divisions, the subject
0 on the first being the Nativity, the Crucifixion
ii in the centre, and on the other division is the
1 Ascension. Thefonbisof alabaster, of ootagonal
si shape, having on the four cardinal faces carvings
ri representing the Baptism of Our Lord, the
BBleesingof Little Children, the Baptism of the
G Goaler, and of the Centurion. The other faces

a are filled in with shields and monograms. This
f( font has been subscribed for by ladies. The
wwork has been carried on under Mr. Dove, general
ft foreman for the contractors, 'while the architect
li has been represented by Mr. W. Prosser. A
n movement has been set on foot for having the
si sittings in the church free.

Eye {Svff’olk).—The parish church here has
b been restored and re-opened. Entering by the
Tfwefet door, we find the heavy old outer doors
nreplaced by gates of open work. From the roof
cl of the west entrance the successive coats of
pipaint and whitewash have been cleared away.
Stand the groining which they formerly hid
itrevealed. The entrance is paved with Peake’s
ti tiles. The inner door is new, and of oak. The
i;nave is 74 ft. long and 24 ft. wide, while the
mnorth and south aisles are about 14 ft. in width,
gigiving a total width of npwarda of 50 ft., broken
bby the plain octagonal columns of the nave.
IThe height of the nave is in proportion to the
lotother dimensions, and the oak roof has been
Irerestored, and relaid with new lead. The roof of
jtlithe nave is a hammer-beam roof, with curved
iri'ribs richly moulded. The original design has
it(been preserved in its entirety, the old woodwork

being retained, except where it had become
decayed. The carved woik about the roof, of

which there is a profusion, has all been renewed,
care being taken that they should be in accord-

ance with those portions of the old work which
were remaining. The principal ribs in the nave
roof were for the most part sonnd, but the carving
had suffered greatly. In the north aisle a similar

plan has been pursued, new oak being substituted

for that which was decayed, and all the carving

which was deficient replaced, and thereof of the

south aisle, which was in a very dilapidated

state, has been entirely renewed, the new one
being a counterpart of the original. The eastern-

most bay of the nave roof differs from the rest

of the roof in that it is panelled. It was
originally painted, and this ornamentation has
been reprodneed by Mr. Short, of Eye. In the
centre of each panel is the sacred monogram in

red letters upon a white ground, surrounded by
the crown of thorns in green, there being borders

of blue and other colours. Upon the wall above
the ohancel arch being freed from the whitewash
with which it was covered, the remains of a
painting of the Doom, some portions of which
gave evidence that it was the work of a vigorous

hand, were discovered, and Mr. Short made a
copy of those portions which remained. In the

clearstory of the nave are five three-light win-
dows on each side, all of which have been
restored and glazed with cathedral glass, and
the tracery of the five windows in the north
aisle, and the four in the south, has been renewed
where necessary, the west window of the north

j

aisle glazed with cathedral glass, the whole of^

the stonework cleaned from disfiguring paint and
^

whitewash, and the plain portions of the wall

replastered. A gallery in which the organ was
placed formerly blocked up the tower arch and

,

concealed the west window, which has four

lights ; but of this a olean sweep has been made,

'

and the organ, which is still in the bands of the

organ bnilders, will, when finished, be placed in
!

the north chancel aisle. The tower arch is now
j

open, and the west window has been restored,
j

The chamber, which was formerly that in which '

the ringers stood, has by the opening of the
[

tower arch become open to the church, and, a I

light stone screen being placed in front, is
j

available as a gallery, the ringers being promoted
to a floor above. At present the gallery is

approached by a staircase which opens in the

church, but it is proposed to make a new stair-

case in the thickness of the north wall of the

tower. For the old pews open benches of uniform
character throughout the nave and aisles have '

been substituted. They are made of wainscot
j

oak, and the ends of the benches have elbow

:

rests carved in a variety of designs, all from
j

nature,—snob as ivy leaves and berries, the hazel
j

with its nuts, sea-weed and shells, the hawthorn,
ferns, the water evens, and many others. These '

were designed by the architect, Mr. Coiling
;
and

'

the carving has been executed by Mr. Groom, of

;

Ipswich, by whom also the remainder of the

'

wood and much of the stone carving has been
done. Many of the seats are free, and rich and
poor are mingled together. The whole expense
of the chancel, whioh has been restored from the
designs of Mr. Colling, in a similar manner to

the nave, has been borne by Sir Edward Kerrison,

and the total cost of the work in this part of the
church must have amounted to about 1,0001.

The clearstory windows of the chancel have been
filled with cathedral glass, the work being done
by Mr. Neale j and the stonework restored where
necessary, and the side arches of the chancel,

which were formerly of brick, have been renewed
throughout with stone. Various other restora-

tions and improvements have been made. Mr.
James K. Colling, of London, was the architect.

That gentleman estimated the cost of repairing

the roofs at 7591., and that of the general
restoration and re-seating the nave and aisles at

1,1831., but the total coat of the works ultimately
determined upon by the committee, irrespective

of the chancel, has reached 3,0001.

Brantliam.—The parish church of Brantham,
which has undergone a restoration, has been
re-opened. The work has been at the expense
of the rector, the Rev. S. R. Carter, the only
assistance of any moment that the rev. gentle-

man has received being from Mr. W. Gurdon, of

Brantham Court, who undertook to defray the

cost of the new seats. Mr. J. H. Hakewill is

the architect. The total expense incurred ap-

proaches 3,0001. Before the restoration the walls

were plastered, the roofs bad, the windows out

of repair, the aisle had been pulled down by the

parishioners about sixty years before in order

that money might be raised by the sale of the

lead of the roof I and the bnilding presented
anything bnt an attractive appearance. The
rubble walls have been dressed with Bath stone.

There formerly was about 8 ft. of height above
the string course of the tower, below the belfry

windows : this part of the tower was pulled
down and it was rebuilt to a height of about
14 ft., and new belfry windows have been put in,

and the tower finished with a parapet with cir-

cular tracery of Bath stone filled with black
flints, while the moulded string-course imme-
diately below the parapet is ornamented with
ball flowers, and two new carved gargoyles are
placed on the west side. The mallions and
tracery of the two-light west windows, as well

as the stonework of the outer windows in the
tower, have been repaired. The -walls of the
nave, chancel, aisle, and porch are similar in
character to those of the tower, and the roofs,

which are entirely new, are of plain tiles. The
only old wall to be seen from the ontside is the
south wall of the nave, in which are three

windows, one three-light and the others two-
light, the stonework of which has been renewed
where necessary. The chancel is entirely new,
is considerably larger than that which formerly

existed, and is lighted by the east window, and
by three windows on the north and one on the

south side, all of which have tracery. The aisle

is new, and does not cover quite so much
space as that pulled down some years ago,

the foundations of which were discovered

in the course of the work. The relieving

arches over the windows have been faced with
alternate squares of white Bath stone and black
flints, the monotony of the rubble walls being
by this means broken, and further relief is given,

as far as the aisle is concerned, by the formation
of what may be called cross-shaped panels by
the stonework of the buttressee, these panels
being tilled with flint. The nave would appear
to have been originally muob narrower than it

now is, probably hardly wider than the tower
itself, but, at some subsequent period, several

feet in width were added to the south side, no
corresponding addition being made to the north,

and the consequence is that the chancel and
west arches being in line, the chancel is all on
one side of the nave. The roof of the nave is

an open wagon-roof, with moulded tie-beams
supporting king-posts, these king-posts being,

with the exception of the wall-plate, the only

portions of the old roof which have been made
use of. The columns and arches of the north
side are the old ones, which were bricked up in

the wall when the former north aisle was de-

stroyed. The architect was not aware of their

existence, but when the mean wooden windows
which had been pub in were taken out, and the
brick wall began to be polled about, the old

arches were found, and Mr. Hakewill had them
repaired where necessary, and made use of. The
benches are of English oak, with wide seats, but
the backs are not sloped. The nave, porch, and
aisle are paved with Staffordshire tiles; the
chancel, which is raised three steps above the
level of the nave, with Minton’s tiles. On the
wall at the back of the font is a painting by
Constable—the first public work, it is said, of
that artist—representing our Lord rebuking hia

disciples when they would have prevented
children being taken to him. This painting for-

merly hung over the communion-table. The
west window is filled with stained glass, and in

one light the subject is the baptism of our Lord,
that of the other being John the Baptist in the
Wilderness. All the windows in the.ohancel are
filled with stained glass. The east window has
five lights. In the centre compartment is the
figure of our Saviour, those at the sides being
filled with angels, the legend being, “ Angels,

archangels, all the company of heaven laud and
magnify Thy glorious name.” The subjects of

the south window are the angel meeting the two
Marys at the grave of Jesus, and the angel at

the Ascension. The subjects of the windows in

the north wall are, " Out of Egypt have I called

my Son
;

’’ “ They shall call his name Em-
manuel;" the angel appearing to St. Paul ; the

angel and Cornelius; and St. Philip—"Arise
and go toward the south.”

Lincoln .— The foundation stone of a new
church for the united parishes of St. Peter-in-

Eastgate and St. Margaret, has been laid, with
Masonic honours, by Major Smyth, D.P.G.M. of
Lincolnshire, in the presence of the Bishop of
Lincoln, and a large concourse of people. It

was determined, under the advice of the archi-

tect, Mr. Arthur W. Blomfield, to pull down the
old church, and build another and larger church
more in the centre of the ground. The new
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clinrcli will be seated for nearly 500 persons, and
will consist of a nave and north aisle, ohancel
and large vestry, and south and west porches.
There will be no tower, but a bell-turret in the

west gable. The dimensions are :—length of
nave and aisle, 82 ft. 9 in.

; ditto chancel, 29 ft.
j

width of church, 40 ft. 10 in.; ditto chancel,
22 ft.

;
height from floor to wall-plate, 22 ft .

;

ditto to ridge of roof, 42 ft. The style of the
church is First Pointed, of simple character.

The material used for the walling is Lincoln
stone rock-faced with dressings of Bath stone,

the ashlar of the old church being employed as

far as it will go. Banda of red Mansfield stone
are introduced at intervals. Internally the
walls will be plastered, Bath stone being used
for all quoins and arches. The roofs and sittings

will bo of stained deal. The church will be
heated with hot water, an apparatus room being
provided beneath the vestry. The contractors
are Messrs. Otter & Binns, of Lincoln. The con-
tract for the ohnrch, exclusive of one or two
items, snch as the pulpit and staiued glass for

the east window, which will be private gifts, is

about 2,5001. (the amount of the architect’s

estimate).

Worcester.—The woik of restoration in con-
nexion with St. Andrew’s Church will, it is

calculated, cost about 2,0001. Of this sum over
IjlOOZ. have been snbscribed. It is proposed
that the sittings shall be free and nnappropriated.
A contract has been entered into with Mr.
AYarner, of Malvern, builder, and he has com-
menced work.

Kiliuorth.—The pariah chnrch of South Kil-

worth, Leicestershire, having been almost rebnilt,

with the exception of the tower, by Mr. G. F.

Bodley, at a cost of abont 2,0001., has been
re-opened.

St- Bees, near Whitehaven.—The parish church
of St. Bees has been re-opened, after various
restorations. The communion chancel has been
restored by Mr. James Lumb; other gentlemen
have restored other portions of the edifice

; and
a number of memorial windows have been in-

serted ,by Messrs. James Lnmb
;

William
Lumb; Spedding, of Summergrovej Benn, of

Greenbank
;

For and Rigg, of St. Bees

;

and Harrison, of Linethwaice. The whole of
the windows on the north side of the church were
put in at the cost of Mr. Benn. At the western
end there is a memorial" window of the late

Captain Sharpe, adjutant of the Cumberland
Militia, which has been inserted by the officers of

that regiment as a tribute of respect to his i

memory. The roof is in a very bad condition,
and it is to be hoped that ere long the necessary
funds wilt be raised to complete the restora-

tions, which have been going on occasionally for

some years.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Brixton.—The new Wesleyan chapel, which

occupies a prominent site in the Mostyn-road,
has been opened for public worship. It is built

in the style of Gothic architecture prevalent in

the early part of the fourteenth century. It has in

the front three entrances, giving access to the
ground floor and galleries staircase. At the
north-west angle are a tower and spire, the total

height being 160 ft. The interior arrangements
consist of a nave and aisle, divided by clear-

story arches of monlded Bath stone, supported
by columns of cast iron, with enriched capitals.

There is sculptured foliage distributed over the
external surface. The building is adapted to
hold 1,100 persons. At present only the chapel
is finished, but it is intended to build extensive
schoolrooms adjoining the apse end of the present
structure. The architects of the building are
Messrs. Tarring & Son

;
contractors, Messrs.

Myers & Son
; heating arrangements by Mr.

Bouling; lighting by Mr. Rothwell; and the
decorations by Mr. Sansom.

Ashford (Kent).—The new Primitive Methodist
chapel here is nearly completed, and has been
recently opened. Owing to the adjoining pro-

perty, the light is obtained from the back and
front principally by large wheel windows in the
gables. The building may be said to be in a
Single Pointed style, with medium pitched roof.

The architect was Mr. John R. Collett, and the
builder Mr. James Clifford.

Stoke-vpon-Trent.—The Baptist chapel in the
London-road has been re-opened for public wor-
ship, after having undergone a renovation and
improvement. The old square pews have been
removed, and modern open benches have been
substituted in their places. The new Sunday
schools, class and lecture-rooms adjoining,

which have been erected during the past
four months, abont to be opened, are built

of red and blue bricks, with moulded brick
dressings. The whole of the chapel and school
works have been carried out by Mr. Nathan
Barlow, contractor, from the designs and under
the superintendence of Mr. Edwin Penn, archi-

tect, at a cost of 650Z.

Swansea.—The memorial stone of a new
Baptist chapel at Morriston has been laid. The
now chapel is to be one of the largest in the
Principality. It measures 74ft. long, by 49 ft. Gin.

wide, and will contain sittings for 1,280 people.

The edifice is to be built in the Tuscan style of

architecture. The architect is the Rev. H.
Thomas, Ystradgynlais. The contractors are
Messrs. Jones, Evans, & Jones, Clydach. The
estimated cost of the chapel is 2,140Z. j

and when
it will be opened the old chapel will be converted
into three vestry-rooms, &o., at the cost of about
500Z. It is estimated that the new buildings
altogether, when completed, will cost 2,800Z.

Leighton Buzzard.—The chief stone of a new
Primitive Methodist Chapel has been laid here.

The edifice, which is being erected on the site of
the old one by Mr. Dawson, of Leighton, is to

accommodate abont 800 persons, and its dimen-
sions will be 60 ft. by 40 ft., with a height in

the interior of 25 ft. The external design is to

be Italian, the front elevation being plastered
with Roman cement; there will be four pilasters

in front, and two on each side—of cement. Two
Bchcolrooms, over each other, will also be built

for “ the children of the industrial classes.”

The total cost of the buildings will be about
750Z.

Nottingham.—The memorial stone of a new
Presbyterian Church of St. Andrew, of Belgrave-
square. Goldsmith-street, has been laid. The
edifice, when completed, will comprise a nave,
50 ft. by 30 ft., with circular bays or aisles on
either side, and a gallery at one end, extending
over a vestibule in connexion with north and
south porches, in which are stone staircases
communicating with the gallery. Over the south
porch are carried the tower and spire, 120 ft.

high. The style of architecture adopted is Early
Decorated

;
and the walls will be built of Bulwell

stone, with dressings and window tracery of
Ancaster stone. The interior of the church will

be generally of a plain and unpretending
character, and the open benches so placed that
every one can see the minister, each bench being
slightly raised above the one in front, and fixed

circular on plan. The pulpit and fittings con-
nected therewith will be placed against the
western wall. The nave will have a wagon-
beaded boarded roof, supported by carved priu-
cipals. There will be seat accommodations for

upwards of 600 adults. On the western portion
of the site will be a lecture-room, 48 ft. by 25 ft.,

with seesions-room or vestry, and other offices,

communicating with A’'ickera-atreet, all in cha-
racter with the church they adjoin. The archi-

tect is Mr. Robert Evans, of Nottingham
;
con-

tractors, Messrs. R. Dennett & Co.
;
clerk of the

works, Mr. Robert Speed. The cost will be
about 4,OOOZ.

I'arcZZdy Hastings (Northampton).—The Con-
gregational Chapel at Yardley Hastings has
been reopened for Divine worship, after a
restoration and renovation. With the exception
of the galleries, the whole inside of the chapel
has been taken out, a new floor has been laid

down, new pews of deal, varnished, have been
put in, with a large pulpit, of the same material.

The chapel is lighted with paraffiue-lamps, placed
on pillars. The work has been carried out by
Mr. John Watkin, of Northampton, from the
plans, and under the superintendence of Mr.
Sharman, of Wellingboroagb, architect. The
cost is about 400Z., the greater part of which has
been raised. Schools are attached to the chapel.

The chapel has been painted throughont, the
walls, ceiling, and pillars being of a French grey
colour, relieved with white cornices, and some
bright colouring.

Fenton.— The memorial-stone of the new
Mount Tabor (Methodist New Connexion)
Chapel, the erection of which has recently
been commenced at Fenton, baa been laid. The
new edifice will occupy the site of the old

chapel, with the addition of ground at the rear,

from which some old houses have been removed.
It will be in the Gothic style of architecture,

according to examples in France and Germany
of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The
total length, exclusive of the entrance, will be
55 ft. 6 in., the width 40 ft. 3 in.

;
the height

from ground line to ridge 51 ft. The front

gable, facing Market-street, will contain the

principal entrance, and will have three wide
doorways with moulded arches, and stone labels

with carved terminals, supported by circular

stoue shafts, with circular moulded bases, bands,
aud carved cape, the whole surmounted by a
large five-light stone window with tracery in the
head. The gable will be covered with stone,

having monlded corbels, crockets, and finial.

To the right and left of the entrance are to be
staircases leading to the galleries and orchestra,

the right staircase being surmounted with a tall,

slated, spirelet roof, aud the left staircase sur-

mounted by a tower with buttressed angles and
spire, the total height of which is to be 110 ft. to

the top of the metal finial with which it is to be
crowned. There will be two-light windows on
each face, the angles being surmounted by pin-

nacles 10 ft. high from the base to the apex.
The minister’s vestry will be near the entrance,
and the other vestries at the farther end of the

chapel, with the heating-chamber below. The
walls are of brick, plastered internally; and the
front faced, externally, with stocks, relieved

with Hollington stone dressings, monlded,
carved, and traceried work. The bays are to

be marked in the side walls, by buttresses, be-
tween the windows. The roofs are to be open,
carried by framed principals with curved trusses

filled in with cat and perforated boarding, sup-
ported by moulded stone corbels, and to be
stained and varnished. The opening to the
orchestra from the chapel is to be 15 ft. between
the piers, and the height from the floor to the
apex of the arch 43 fc.

j
the arch being sup-

ported by moulded stone corbels, and finished

round with plastered archivolts. There will be
a gallery round two sides and one end, with a
circular enriched and moulded front. The chapel
will be lighted at the sides by two-light pointed
and curved windows, and at the end by a five-

light stone traceried window, the latter being
filled with coloured glass. The entrance floor

will be laid with tiles to a pattern. The benches
and fittings throughout are to be of deal, stained
and varnished. The buildings will be warmed
by means of hot air. At the entrance to the
chapel from Market-street will be slidingwrought-
iron ornamental gates, and the space in front
will be enclosed by a wall surmounted by stone
and metal work. The school, which is to be
at the further end of the chapel, will be two
stories high, the entrances to which are from
Park-street. The total length is 56 ft. 6 in., and
the width 35 ft. 6 in. The rooms are to be
divided into departments for boys and girls,

with separate entrances, in which are to be a
number of class-rooms. The room may be used
as a lecture-hall, or for public meetings. The
chapel, it is calculated, will accommodate be-
tween 800 and 900, and the schools will be snf-

ciently large for nearly that number of children.

The estimated cost of the building is 2,440Z.,

exclusive of the old materials. The architect is

Mr. H. Pinchbeck, of Manchester, under whose
supervision the work will be carried out; and
the coutraotors are Messrs. Wade, Brothers, also
of Manchester.

Stourport. — The memorial-stone of a new
Congregational Church has been laid here. The
architect is Mr. Bidiake, of Wolverhampton

;
and

the builder Mr. Nelson, of Dudley. The total

cost is estimated at about 1,400Z., towards which
some 700Z. or 800Z. have beeu promised.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Ehnley Castle.—New schools, which have been

erected in this village, through the generosity of
Lady Pakington, have been opened by the bishop
of the diocese, the ceremony being combined with
the harvest-home celebration for the parish. The
school which has hitherto existed afforded accom-
modation for only thirty or forty scholars, and
was in many ways inconvenient. The new
building will accommodate about eighty scholars,

and will bo used as a day and Sunday school.

The cost will be about 500Z., and would have been
about 70Z. more had not the farmers of the
village undertaken the carting of the material
free of charge.

Middlesbrough.—The National Schools for the
parish of St. Hilda, Middlesbrough, which have
been erected by Mr. Bolckow, M.P., on ground
granted by Messrs. Hopkins, Gilkes, & Co.,

situated in West-street, have been opened by the

Duke of Devonshire. The new schools coat

6,000Z., exclusive of the land, aud will accommo-
date 900 boys, girls, and infanta.

Abingdon.—New National Schools have been
opened here. The building is of brick, and has
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been erected at a coat of 1,250Z. There are two
school-rooms, 65 ft. by 20 ft., with claaa-rooms,
&o., attached, the whole to accommodate 500
children. The builder was Mr. W. Bowler, who
worked from the designs, and under the super-
intendence, of Mr. Edwin Dolby, of Abingdon
architect.

’

Kcssingland.—New school rooms have been
opened here. They are built of red bricks, with
white and black bands, and headers, and stone
dressings. In addition to the large room for
boys and girls, there are also an infants’ room
and class-room, with playground. Mr. J. Pearce
of Norwich, was the architect. The contract
has been carried out by Mr. Samuel Hall. The
total cost, including the purchase, is nearly 8001

§0D!is

The Academy is the (not very good) title of a
I new monthly record of literature, learning
science, and art, issued by Mr. Murray. The
articles are signed,—a practice we venture to

.
guess will not last long,—and in this Brst number

I show the co-operation of a large number of very
I eminent men, so large, indeed, that to get them
in, the contribution of each is so small as to be

. ot comparatively little worth. In future numbers
1 however, another course will doubtless be pur’
sued, and we may expect a valuable addition to

) periodical literature. The contents of the jour-
; nals relating to the various departments are
;
given with lists of selected articles—a capital
ileature. The present number is distinguished by
I a letter from Lord Byron, hitherto unprinted,
i which would tend strongly to refute the in-
afamons statement made by Mrs. Stowe, if refuta-
itiou were not now unnecessary. There is also a
sletter from Mr. Murray as to the destruction of
i;Byron s Autobiography. “ Palestine Explora-
iitiOD Fund

: Quarterly Statement, No. 3, July lat

Pall-mall East,
i.B.W.” These explorations are still making
!way, though with imminent risk of coming to a
rtirematuro close from want of funds. And were
it so, no future accession of means might enable

or go on with the excavations.
The present statement contaioa various papers
f)f more or leas interest, besides Lieut. Warren’s
itetters; such as one by Captain Wilson, R.E.
C On Remains of Tombs in Palestine,” and part
if Lieutenant Warren’s paper ” On Mounts Zion I

nmd Moriah,” which appeared in the Athenceum.
b.hore is also “ The Quarterly Statement of Pro-
reress.” More masons’ marks have been found in
icuch a position as to show that they must
aiave been made before the stones were laid,
faihey have been pronounced to be Phoenician
'tatters. ‘‘ A most curious chamber or passage ”

isas been discovered, which, it is suggested, may
irave served as an overflow for the Birket Israil.
n n engraving of this chamber has appeared in
1916 Illustrated News. ” G. W. Jones’s Plan of
mniversal Penny Railways, by the application of
iirarnpikes to Railways. Davies & Co., Cornhill.”
9 6 have already noticed the proposal for penny
ilulways, which is ably advocated in this pam-
lalet, with strong arguments in its favour.
1916 Commissioners on Railways reported that
5 6 cost under the present system of working a
sssenger train of 7 carriages, with 500 paa-
jpjgers, is about 2s. a mile, or IZ, ]23. for 16
Ifiles. Taking the present average of first,
ocond, and third class passengers in such a
lain, here is how Mr. Jones puts it on his penny
ii/npifce system :— ^

Turnpike io Turnpike, 18 miles.

C2 passengers, at Id. each £0 3 2
» 3d. „ 0 6 9
n 6d. „ 0 6 6

Quarterly Journal of Original Compositions.
Edited by William^Sparka, Mus. Doo. Part IV.,
Vol. 1. London : Novello, Ewer, & Co.”
The musical journals speak well of this
periodical, the editor of which is the well-
known organist of the Leeds Town-hall.

glistrllanca.

ART.
Thus Art is Inspiration and Design,
Thought B greatest, grandest, pure embodiment.
Ideal pictures in the miad forecast,
Assuming shapes through subtle artist skill,
lo live for aye on canvas and in stone.
Ihe Painter, Sculptor, Architect, may die,
Hut Art, the virgin offspring of tbe mind.
Immortal as their souls, will ever live,
And all their mighty and majestic works,
Ihe myriad children of their fertile brain
Through countless generations will endure
And shine as monuments of Art aud them

C. H.

Architectural and Arcbeeological Society
of Durham and TTorthumberlaud.—The last
general meeting for the present year of the
members of this society has been held at
Haughton and Chipchaee Castles, and the excur-
sion proved one of the most interesting and en-
joyable of the season. The members met in
strong force at Barrasford Station, on the North
British Railway. The following gentlemen were
elected new members The Rev. T. J. Walton
Herts; Mr. R. N. Robson, Durham; Mr. Henry
Lipscomb, Staindrop; and Captain Monks,
Durham. At the station, the president of the
association, the Rev. W. Greenwell, of Durham,
made a few remarks, stating that at that meet-’
log no papers would be read, but Mr. W. H. D.
Longataffe would give them short descriptions of
the castles they were about to visit. From
Barrasford the party proceeded to Haughton
Castle, which retains a considerable portion of
the ancient structure. Here Mr. Longataffe gave
a sketch of the history of the structure, and
afterwards the members went through the ex-
tensive establishment. After partaking of re-
freshments, the exonrsionists walked to Chip-
chase Castle, the seat of Mr. Hugh Taylor.
They were received by Mr. Taylor, jun., and
Mr. Hall showed them through the premises.
Mr. Longstaffe gave a brief history of this castle
also, and tbe visitors were entertained by Mr.
Taylor.

_

Shortly before eight o’clock the party
took train at Wark Station, and returned to
Newcastle.

New Music-Hall for Sheffield The plans
of a new music-hall, for Barker-pool are com-
pleted. The building, the arohiteots of which
are Messrs. Flockbon & Abbott, is in the Italian
style of architecture. It will be exteriorly a
comparatively plain and unpretentious building
The large hall will be 120 fc. in length by 60 fl
wide. At the top there will be an organ, and
the orchestra and platform will accommodate
about 250 performers. Chairs will be placed in
the body of the hall sufficient to accommodate
about 1,200 persons. At the extreme end there
will be a gallery. A balcony, somewhat in the
shape of a horse-sboe, will go three parts round
the room, aud at the back of a portion of it there
wi 1 be another gallery. It is believed that the

u irS.®
comfortably accommodate

about 2 500 persons. In case of fire or sadden
alarm there are several means of exit. Under-
Death the large hall, and therefore on the ground
floor, there is a smaller hall, 60 ft. by 40 ft.
which can be used for public meetings, rehear-
sals, or small concerts; and on the same floor
there will be first and second class refreshment-
rooms and a room sufficiently large to be used
as adining-hall. On the basement there will be
a kitchen. The estimated cost of the building
18 12,0001. The sum which the company has paid
for. the land on which the structure will be
erected is 4,0001., and it is believed that the
organ and the internal fittings of the hall will

4,0001. more. Shares to the amount
of 10,0001. have been taken up, but it is believed
the company will not commence to build until
some more capital has been subscribed.

Toll, 500 passengers 4 7 1
Coat of train, 10 miles, at 23
per mile '

i 12 q

Profit (172 per cent. !j ... £2 15 i

An Outline of the American School
etem.

_

By Jesse Colliogs. Birmingham Jour-
PiPrmtmg Offices, New-street.” The descrip-
0 of tbe^ American Common School System
iiained in this pamphlet is derived from
‘KReport of the Rev. J. Fraser, M.A., Assistant
i-inmiBsioner, who was sent to America to
I'rare into the method of education which
Isi&ils^ there. Mr. Collings also considers
iBMubject of the establishment of common
lobls in England. » The Organist’s

Industrial Co-operation. — A number of
working men, at Liverpool, have formed them-
selves into a limited company, called the Indus-
trial Building and Co-operative Company, aud
they have just finished tbe erection of a pile of
buildings for the new iron works of Messrs.
Clay, loman, & Co., near Birkenhead. These
works were recently visited and examined by
Lord Stanley, and their completion was cele-
brated by a public dinner in Liverpool, at which
his lordship was also present; Mr. O’Dowd,
joiner, and chairman of the Industrial Building
Company, presiding. This dinner took place in
the Operative Trades Hall, which has also been
started by tbe working classes, and consists of a
suite of rooms, rented in Dale-street by a com-
pany, and intended to be used chiefly as a
meeting-house for the various local trade-unions.A news-room, lectures, and the usual accom-
paniments of a literary institution will be con-
nected with the hall. The printers, who possess
an excellent library, have placed it in the hall.
Shares are held by members of the principal
trade - unions, and the first president is Mr.
James Samuelson, editor of the Quarterly Jour,
nal of Science. After tbe dinner, the guests
adjourned bo the Concert-hall, in Lord Nelson-
street, where Lord Stanley delivered the inau-
gural address, in which his lordship spoke some
wholesome truths as to holding trade meetin«^8
in public-houses

; as to the diminution of demand
caused by increase of coat, whether in coats,
houses, or anything else

; and as to the rights’
of labour on the part of the non-uniouiat no less
than the unionist. His lordship also spoke much
in favour of industrial oo-operation as a hopeful
feature in the trades movement.

The Masonic Hall, Haverfordwest.—We
are asked to add to our previous mention of
this Masonic Hall about to bo built, that the
architects engaged upon it are Messrs. Irlumper
and Aldwinekle,—names of such unusual form 1

that both the partners will find it wise to acquire
jthe habit of writing them clearly.
|

Four-side Moulding: Machine.—A mould-
ing machine, on which every variety of mould-
iDg,—from the largest aud most complicated
down to tbe emalleat,—can, it is said, be made
with the greatest rapidity aud accuracy, is
illustrated by au engraving and details in the
Ainericaii, Gaslight Journal. Tbe upper cylinder
or cutter-head, slotted on four sides, is 10 in. to
14 in. long, of the best gun metal, on a in
cast-steel arbour driven at both ends by 4^ in.
diameter, 5 in. face pulleys. A few of the many
kinds of work this machine is said to be capable
ot doing are,—Double surfacing and matching
to 10 in., planing and matching staves, planing
siding, sticking stair rail, or moulding from 10 iu.
by 5 in. down to the smallest. It will work a
single moulding on four sides, and cut out a
square angular corner-piece, saving a strip of
lumber large enough to make a mouldino-. It
wdl also work two lines of mouldings, one of
which can be separated by the saw as they are
made, thereby finishing three lines of mouldings
at the same time, and will work all three on four
Sides at the same operation, each one of which
will be finished as well as any machine will fioish

nm'r.
of working

50,000 ft of moulding per daj. Tho tight and
loose pulleys are 12 iu. iu diameter, 6 in. face,
and should make 900 revolutions per minute
giving heads 4,000. Weight without bon;
d.doO lb. Particulars can be had on applica-
tion to C. B. Rogers & Co., 109, Liberty-street,
New York.

Working Men’s College.— The lectures
arranged for the session la69-70, run thus'—

to be studied in a Working
Men s College,” by Professor Sheldon Amos, M. A
‘‘ The Study of Language,” by Mr. J. VT. Hales,’
M.A.

; The Rosse Telescope,” by Mr. J. H.
Lamprey

;
“ Tragedy,” (introductory to a course

of lectures on the tragedies of Shakspeare, to be
delivered in the Second Term) by Rev. LI. D.
Bevan, LL B.

;
“ The Bnsineas of the House of

Commons,” and ” The Officers of the House of
Commons,” by Mr. Reginald F. D. Palgrave. 2ad
Term—“Sir John Falstaff,” by Rev. LI. D.
Bevan; ‘‘The Relations of Geography and
History with special reference to Eugland,” by
Mr. C. H. Pearson, M.A.

; and ” Thomasin, a
Writer of the Thirteenth Century,” by Mr.
Eugene Oswald.

State of Falmoutli.—Wa are glad to hear
that the joint Sewerage Board for the town and
parish has determined to commence to drain the
district at once. At a meeting of the Board on
Tuesday evening the plana and reports received
from Mr. Ellis, C.E., were fully discussed, and
the system recommended by that gentleman
was unanimously adopted. Mr. Ellis was ap-
pointed the engineer, and the plana were ordered
to be forwarded to the Local Government Act
Office, London, for approval. This affords a
good comment on some of the objeotors to
remarks recently made in our pages.
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More Complaints as to ttio Metropolitan

UnderffTOund Railway. — The .Kensington

News writes a leading article complaining of the

great want of accommodation for third-class

passengers on the Metropolitan and District

railways :

—

“ For two hours at eveBing daily,” he remarks, " saving

Sunday and Saturday, and on the latter day for live hours,

may be witnessed a scene that is without parallel m tne

civilised world The company does not recognise

any rights but its own. The tenure of a seat for the

journey is not, in the company's view, rented or purchased

by the traveller. The company wants money, and to get

it breaks the law, and brei^s l'aith_ too, by allowing

sixteen, twenty, and even in one instance ticent^-iix

persona to occupy the space of ten. The extreme ease we

heard complained of by vrorkmen themaelves, who pro-

tested afterwards that they could not breathe the hot,

fcDtid, deadly air in the compartment.”

Corrcspondeuts of onr own mako other com-

plaints as to the way things are managed on the

Metropolitan. One, who went from King’s

Cross Station to South Kensington, not knowing

the price of a third-class return-ticket, which is

sixpence, laid down two sixpences at the wicket,

which betrayed his ignorance to the oheck-giver,

and received threepence change, which, as he

afterwards discovered, was thievery to the extent

of threepence. Another asked for a ticket for

Chelsea at the Portland-road station of the

Metropolitan, which has only one station in

C^ielsea, namely, the station at Sloane-square.

On reaching their Chelsea station, full fare was

re-demauded from him, on the ground that the

ticket was nob given for the Chelsea station of

the Mebropolitan, which issued the ticket, bub

of another company, a mile or more away

from the Chelsea station of the Metropolitan.

Passengers, to escape such thimble-rigging

jugglery, and prevent the Metropolitan Company

from thus reaping double fares, must take care

not to say to the ticket-clerk of the Metro-

politan that they want a ticket on their line for

Chelsea, but for Sloane-square, where their only

Chelsea station happens to be

!

The Brighton Drainage. — The Town

Council, by a vote of 22 to 20, have rejected the

recommendation of the General Purposes Com-

mittee to cause immediate steps to be taken for

obtaining an Act of Parliament to carry out Mr.

Hawkshaw’s plan for the construction of an in-

tercepting sewer from Cliftonville to Portobello.

An element of doubt is as to the ventilation of

the seven-mile sewer. In hia original report,

Mr. Ilawkahaw spoke of “ventilating shafts,

which could be so arranged as to be un-

objectionable,” but did not specify the character

of them. In a subsequent interview with the

General Purposes Committee, be seems to have

been questioned on this point, and it was then

ascertained, as we have already stated, that his

plan for ventilating this seven-mile sewer, with

a fall of 3 ft. per mile, was by a line of

gratings, running at intervals of 200 or 300 yards

in front of the marine promenades. Mr. Hawk-

shaw was, it seems, requested by the Committee

to pub bis views upon this matter of ventilating

in writing, and this he has done in a supple-

mentary report, made public on Monday in last

week, in which the plan of ventilation by gratings

“along the margin of the sea” (to adopt Mr.

Hawkshaw’s own expression), was strongly

urged, “because,” says Mr. Hawkshaw, “in my
opinion, no more serious mistake can be made,

and none more likely to be attended with bad

results, than to neglect such precaution.”

New Process of Refining Iron.— Mr.

Palmer Budd’s new process of refining iron was

shown, in the works of Messrs. Bolckow &
Vaughan, to the members of the National Iron

and Steel Institute, after their meeting at Mid-

dlesbrough. It appears that a patent has been

taken out by Mr. Bndd for the invention of such

“ improvements in the manufacture of iron and

steel ” as shall henceforth render the process of

puddling much quicker and easier. This valu-

able result is said to be_ aocompUahed by the

subjecting of molten cast-iron to the action of

soda and soft hematite iron ore—or other oxide

of iron—previons to its being snbjected to the

puddling process. It was alleged by the pa-

tentee that the puddlers much prefer the iron

in this condition, as it lessens and helps their

work, and also that it will tend materially to

cheapen the process of manufacture. In his

opinion, the money value of the invention to the

iron trade will be enormous j
greater, perhaps,

than that arising from the use of blast-furnace

gases, said to be 1,000,0001. a year, and which

Mr. Budd first introdnced into this country, and

made known to the iron trade at the meeting of

the British Association held at Swansea in 1849.

Workbouse Bakehouses.— The Poor-law

Guardians of the hamlet of Mile-end Old Town,

have recently been engaged in frequent discus-

sions as to the advisability of establishing &

bakery in connexion with their workhouse, in

Bancroft-road, for supplying the in* and out-

door poor with bread. A committee of the

Board was appointed to privately discuss the

benefit likely to result from the adoption of

the scheme, and at a meeting of the Board, held

on the 7th insb., a report was presented by this

committee, Recommending that the proposal be

adopted, and stating that “we have obtained

from Mr. W. Dobson, architect, a plan showing

the proposed alteration, and the cost of the

same. The erection of the bakehouse, oven, flour-

store, and chimney-shaft, were estimated by

Mr. Dobson to cost 4:601 . ;
and the erection of

two 12-ba8h6l ovens, to cost about 120L, making

a total of 580Z. Should the Board decide on

adopting this our recommendation, we farther

recommend that one of Stevens s hand-power

bread-baking machines be obtained, at a cost of

from 251. to 501.” Some opposition was offered,

on the ground that the adoption of the scheme

would seriously injure the tradesmen of the ham-

let, but eventually the report was carried, and

advertisements ordered to be issued, inviting

tenders for carrying out the works.

The Bath'Water-Supply.—The insufficiency

of the present water-supply was well illustrated

by Mr. Bright, in a recent debate in the town

oonnoil, reported in the local C7iroutcto. The

past few weeks have not been remarkably dry,

yet it would seem that during that time certain

of the inhabitants of Southgate-street have been

on such short commons of water,that they have

had only two days’ supply each week, and Mr.

Bright, who stated this, added that had it not

been for a pump in the Full Moon-yard, to

which they were allowed to resort, they would

often have been absolutely without any water.

Mr. Lewis capped the statement with the re-

mark that the pump, which thus supplied their

pressing wants, stands in a stable yard, near the

river. Mr. Bateman’s report fully bears out all

that has been said on the insufficiency of the

existing water-supply. He lays it down that

an adequate provision of water would give

from 25 to 30 gallons a head per day to the

population, and remarks that the corporation

can afford no more than 14^ gallons, while the

smaller private companies dole out something

less than 2 gallons daily per head to their

customers. It would seem that the corporation

are deriving an income of 2,300Z. leas the in-

terest of 4,000L (say 2001.), from their water-

works, or something like 9 per cent.

A Wew OpeniDg* for Babour.—There is a

good opening for any capitalist or philanthropist

who wonld endow London with street porters

after the pattern of the German cliensbna«n.

The commissionnaires are efficient, bub they are

Bcarcely numerous enongh ;
and, besides, they do

nob perform one of the chief functions of the

di&nstmann, which is to carry large parcels,

boxes, or portmanteaus. For many years Edin-

burgh has been provided with snob porters, who

stand (or at least nsed to stand) at street corners

or other stations, with belts or ropes over their

shoulder, ready .to carry trunks, &c., as well as

parcels, or to run messages or carry letters, at

any one’s orders. It is one of the petty dis-

comforts of London, on the contrary, that when

a person wants to have a tolerably-sized box

carried he does] not know by whom to send it.

If a brigade of street porters,—with belts, as

at Edinburgh, or light barrows, as at Margate,—

were established, having stations scattered about

the different parts of Loudon like cab-stands, as

the Pall Mall Gazette suggests, it would render a

real service, and there is no doubt it could be

made to pay.

Acidulated Non-Inflammable Wood.

—

In a letter to us, signed “ R. Taylor,” sulphurous

acid is suggested as a means of rendering wood

inflammable. A small splinter of fir wood was

iuclosed, which we find ceases to flame the

moment it is taken out of a gaslight, although it

materially increases the volume of the gas flame

while burning, as it does, in it. The acid, our

correspondent says, is diluted with ten parts of

water before steeping the wood in it, and fioor-

planks, he adds, require bub a few minutes’

immersion.

The Surveyor of St. Xiuke’s.—The salary

of Mr. Niblett has been increased from 2501. to

3001. by the vestry. An amendment that a

oratuity of 50Z. be voted instead was rejected.

Wolverhampton Tree Library and Read-

ing Room.—The inauguration of this new Free

Library has just taken place. It has been

started and will be carried on under the^ Free

Libraries Act, which was adopted at a unanimous

public meeting held some months ago. The

building in which the institution is located

formerly and for many years used as a Mechanics

Institution and Athenmum, in Queen-street.

It has been cleaned, repainted inside and

out, and refitted. There is an upper room

which will be used for the library, and a lower

room which has been furnished for readers.

There are also smaller rooms that may be used,

if necessary, for reading or writing, and out-

offices. The Athenmum committee have trans-

ferred to the new institution upwards of 2,000

volumes of books to form the nucleus of &

library : some effects, and a number of shares in

the building, and gifts of books had also been

received.

Tbe Penzance Borough Surveyorsbip.—

There were 78 applicants from all parts of

England for this office, and the special committee

recommended that the following four gentlemen

be invited to attend, receiving 51. each for

travelling expenses :—Alfred Morris, aged 27,

surveyor to Rusholme Local Board of Health;

Clement Clitheroe, 25, assistant-surveyor to

Local Board, KingBton-upon.Hall 5
George

Livingstone, 26, assistant-surveyor of Preston ;

and John Hume, 27, assistant-surveyor to Derby

Corporation and Local Board. To this an

amendment was proposed that the name of

Mr. Thomas Came, builder, of Penzance, be

added to the list; but, on a division, ten

opposed tbe eight who supported the amend-

ment, and it was lost. The duties of the new

surveyor were then defined in writing and

agreed to; and at an adjourned meeting cff

the town council and local board, Mr. Alfred

Morris was elected as borough surveyor, the

services of Mr. John Matthews being retained as

consulting engineer.

Big Ben's Inscription.—A writer in Notes

and Quenes points out an objection to the in-

scription under the face of the great clock of the

Houses of Parliament. It is as follows :

“ Domine salvam fac reginam nostram Viotoriam

primamP He says, the glaring absurdity oi

primam will perhaps more clearly appear when

I tell you that a near relation of my own was

once acute enough to discover (as a solicitor)

that a deed had been forged by its beginning.

“ This Indenture made the day of in

the year of our sovereign lord King Charles

the First,” &c. Until there has been a second

Queen Victoria why need we speak of the first t

This is not the first time that the error of celling

her Majesty Victoria the First has been pointed

out. Who knows but that she may be Victorie

the last, or the only Victoria of her class ?

" Drunken Blackburn.”— The vicar o

Blackburn, in the course of a speech made thi

other day in that town, after showing tha

Blackbnrn stands A 1 as a drunken town, mad

a suggestion, according to the Roc7c, which 1

worth repeating. “ If people will drink,” sail

he, “ it is far better for them to go and drinl

together, than that the rest of the town shoul

suffer. There ought to be a ‘ Drunkardi

Quarter,’ if there ought to be any drunkards a

all. You have often heard and seen in towns-

in most large towns—that there are shamble

where the batchers’ meat is to be sold tbe

do not allow it to be sold in other parts of th

.—and in Blackburn it would be far bette

if we had a kind of ‘ Drunkard’s Shambles

say at the top of Brandy House Brow, a ver

proper locality in which to drink : let them g

up to the top of the hill to drink.”

A Covered Market for Vork.-The qnei

tion of a covered market for York, which ht

for some time past excited great interest, hi

been brought before the corporation for discu

sioD. A special committee, appointed a fe

months ago, had reported in favour of what

called the Davygate site, the cost of which WJ

estimated at about 30,0001. A number of pet

tions, signed by 3,097 of the ratepayers, agaui

the scheme, were presented, and only one pet

tion in its favour. The adoption of the repo

was moved, and an amendment to refer it hat

to the committee was rejected by a mujority

22 to 17. The original motion was tberefo

carried. The town clerk was authorised to tal

the requisite steps for applying to Parliame

for an Act to empower the council to erect ti

market.
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Worcester Catbedral.—A screen is now in

the course of erection on the north side of the
sacrarium or chancel of this cathedral. It is the
^ft of Mr. J. D. Allcroft, and will probably cost
npwards of 6001. Messrs. Barber & Brindley, of
London, who executed the reredos for the dean,
are also constructing the screen, which consists
of open arcade work in the Early English style
decorated with carved foliage, finials, &c., and
standing on a basement, the face of which is
covered with diaper work. The material em-
ployed is Caen stone, with Purbeck marble for
bhe shafts. Mr. Scott designed the screen,
prhich is intended to harmonise with the reredos,
ind the architecture of the east end generally!
[n the cathedral yard a clearance has at length
Men made of the bnilding materials, which for
ihe last ten or twelve years have disfigured the
ipot.

Convalescent Borne for the Jewish Poor.
L convalescent home for the Jewish poor, erected
B a memorial of the late Judith, Lady Monte-
lore, has been consecrated. Poor Jews are, by
heir strict dietary laws, precluded from availing
hemselves of the benefits of existing kindred
astitutiona for the recovery of health. The
ome, now ready, is situate near the Norwood
unction Railway Station. It comprises two
emi-detached villas, one being designed for the
ooommodation of male and the other for female
atients. The appearance of the home is neat
hd cheerful. Attached is a pleasant garden
tr the recreation of the patients. The interior
. the home is furnished with every possible
jnsideration for the comforts of the inmates.

TENDERS.
ror draimnstenhouaeBatRich.terrace, Weat Bromp.

ton. Mr. H. L. Grantham, architect: *

0 0
Shelton

10 0^orowgood 150 o 0

Tarrell, Bros 125 0 0
llamBclen (accepted) 106 10 0

For rebnildiDg No. 3, "WardeDs’-court, Clerkenwell, for
• n Wajmouth & Son, archi.

tects. QuanlitieB supplied •—
Jove, Bro. b625 0 0

“"“"o 645 0 0Cooke & Co
__ 530 q q

Merritt A9hb7 .........I! 497 0 0
Preedy & Son (accepted) 459 q q

proposed addition toBurial Ground, Westbury-on-Severn, Gloucestershire—
Coleman & Son £266 0 0

22s 0 0

gowe
175 0 0

Bevun (accepted) 120 0 0

; Wrought-iron Cates, Paxhili.—A hand-
ime pair of wronght-iron carriage-gates, with
de-pieces, have been manufactured and set up
r Mr. P. Northall Laurie, at his residence,
uxhill Park, near Hayward’s Heath, Sussex, by
r. J. Winstanley, metal worker. The gates
0 full of foliage, the design of which is in
trts a httle wanting in simpHoity, freely
brked by hand, and include two lamps,
lodging from a photograph before us, the whole
^ a very creditable piece of metal-work. We
Qjntion these gates with the more satisfaction
acause Mr. Winstanley was a prize gainer on
ereral occasions in the Society of Arts’ art-
krkmen’s competitions.

(Works on Pageantry.—-The late Mr. Fair-
, t bequeathed to the Society of Antiquaries
n whole of his collection of books and prints
P Pageantry. These form 179 volumes, and by
. able care of Mr. C. Knight Watson, the
iretary of the society, a catalogue has been
pfpared and issued to the members. Poor
rLrholt’s thoughtful act has put the Society of
liiquaries in possession of the nucleus of what,
1 h the aid of other members, will doubtless
joome a special library of much interest.

For maBter’8 residence for Hole’s School, at Plympto
St. Maurice. Mr. H. Blliott, architect :

Radcliffe & Crocker £1,781 0 0
Clarke 1,749 0 0
Hellings & Hunt 1,731 0 0
Jenkins 1^715 q q
oteTensou & Son 1 707 n n

••••••" 0 0
Brtmblecombe & Rowse 1,674 0 0

LI- 1,659 0 0

Call&Pethick i;57l 0 0
1,367 0 0

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
AdveHisements cannot he receivedfor the current

BUENOS AYRES GOVERNMENT CERTI-
FICATE. — Transl.^tiox. — *' We, the nnder-
signed, at the request of Messrs. J. C. Thompson
& Co. certify that the IRON SAFES of Messrs.CHUBB & SON, London, of which these gentle-
men are Agents, were exposed for several hours
to the fire that took place in the offices of the
National Government on the evening of the 26th
instant

J
that in onr presence they were easily

opened with their respective keys
j that the

moneys and important doenments they contained
were found in perfect order

; and that these Safes
are now in use in the National Treasury Office.
Buenos Ayres, July Slst, 1867.

(Signed) J. M. Dkago,
Treasurer of the National Government.

Jose Tomas Rojo.
Juan M. Alvaeez.

A true copy.—A. M. Beil.”
A large assortment of these Safes may be in-
spected, and lists of prices obtained, at CHUBB
& SON’S, 57, St. Paul’s Churchyard, London

; 68,
Cross-street, Manchester

j 28, Lord-street, Liver-
pool; and Horseley-fields, Wolverhampton.

For erecting two residences at Plaistow, Essex, for MrChamlmrlmn. Mr. C. Foster, architect:—
£760 10 0

Palmer ..

Wells
Johnson ..

Patman ...

Starkie
Boreham
Clark
Franklin ...

Mason
Newman,,.

... 0 0
. 675 0 0
, 650 0 0
. 5S4 0 0

541 0 0
630 0 0
525 0 0
520 0 0
493 0 0
482 10 0

For building stables, &c., at the new Station Inn,
Lewes. Mr. G. Tuppen, architect :

£193 0 0
Norman 191 jg g
Biramonds 159 0 0Harman (accepted) 140 15 0

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J, W. BEN-
SON in the Manufacture of Church, Turret,
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description
of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,
Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and
60, Ludgate-hill; Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

efew Military Prison, Bldershott.—A
tilting of builders was held at the War Office
•ri-mall, on Tuesday last, for the purpose of
5ix)mting a surveyor to take out the quantities
ththe above work, to act in conjunction with
Biaarveyor for the War Department. Messrs,
'didwick & Mennil, of Parliament-street, and
Brsrs. Pain & Clark, of Buckingham-street,
'Bind, were the surveyors nominated, and the
titsion was decided in favour of the first-named
leiemcn by a large majority.

n Xlpitaptai from Salzburg.—A travelling
,d, yrith an eye for the good, sojourning for a
; time in charming Salaburg, one of the

ieaeat places in the creation, sends na from the
tetery there an epitaph in Greek, which may
biiius Englished ;

— “ Everything remains :

liliilation is impossible ; even decay is but a
6te of transition to a new form of being ;

” a
a’ and pregnant sentence.

For building a villa residence, on the Brighton Work-
house estate, for Mr. J. Lutley. Mr. G. TuDoen
architect:—

J. & \V. Stenning (accepted) ...£1,300 0 0

For building the “Duke of Sussex,” High-street K»n-
BiDgton Mr. Josiah Houle, architect. Quantities
supplied by Jlr, D. Cubitt Nicholls :—

Jackson £2,C40 0 0
Langmead& Way 1 997 q
Ferguson ”,

I’j

Macey ) 4

i!876 6 6
Hockly 1^876
Cowland

j qsq
Scrivener & White 1,793
Clemenco '

’

0 0
0 0

0 0

I 0 0

m
erection of chapel, Caledonian-road. Messrs

I. & W. Stone, architects. Mr. A. Msnning supplied the
quantities:—

£2,188 0 0
Mansfield & Price 2,182 0 0
Manbridge 0 0
Chessum 2,100 0 0
Harris (too late) 1,750 0 0
Goodman 1.721 0 0

WIMBLEDON PARK.-Th« vahuble Enildin* MaleiUU ef »
— ...“‘"'r-o'eoled Deuchid Regideuce.

i/l ESSRS. (JLASIER & SONS are in-
*J- Blrnoted to SELL by AUCTION, on the PRRMISFS Lake

... lue, AlWrt-ioarl, PriiiMe-road.'Wiinbledou Park.on WEunKSDaY.
next, OCTOBER 211. at ONE o’clock preclgely, tbe whole wi I be firstput op ill one lot, ami If not dUpoeeu of It will then be told In loS!
the viilujvble MATEKIAL3 of ibe Bbovc-meutloned re ldence which

J®*'" «>“>Pri»ing plate glasa andother aashes and framra, d panel moulded ai d other doors marble
chminry-piecea and regbUr .tores, haudsome .arved statuary draw-tuB-ioom obimnrj-pl-ce; capiul 5 ft kitchener, by Phillips fi Co •

wpitBl board and timber
® J .'w

*'*''*’ brickwork, alooe paving and ccplog. lead,auo toe usual Bxtoiei and auings.—Ou view two days pilor.and
Green Mao. Putn-y Heath; on the Premises;and of Ilia Auctioneers, 41, Chailog Cross,

-m
OfflcM Act, Ises.-Second Sale of Bulldioe Materials.

1\;|ESSKS. GLASIER & SONS have been
Mi. with Instructions from the Commlrsionera of her

Slock
compiislug about 3UO.(XIO capiUIsiooK Oiioks. tilea, timber iu roofs, floois, 4o. : doors, ra-hea andframes, plate glass and oiherehop friiuls, rejltter auJ other sioves,date clsteriie. stone paving, copper steam boiler, fixtures and fiitlDgi,

ibd several toua of lead.— Ou view day prior and morning of Sale.
i"d c»talogUMh.d of JAMES PESNBTHOK '-E, E ,1.7, Whitehall-
'.1 .a’ ^ 0®ce of her Maje.ty’s Woika. *0, 12. WhltehalUplace

;>u Ihe Premises
; and of the Auciloneer-. 41. Ctiariug Cros..

vtviog “V^lndfall” rrult.—A correepon-
Bi suggests that thick bat soft material, such
It lb olobh, water-proofed, might be laid under
rtrees when the fruit begins to full from it

;

tiihinks the C03t_would in time be repaid by
wiving. Of this, however, there may be
d. doubt. Would nob light and cheap net-
h hung from the branches, be preferable ?

Uaiey Gallery—The Animal Exhibition of
etet pictures in oil at the Egyptian Hail,
e e opened on Monday, the private view

*’

1: place this week.

For two semi-deiachcd villas in Park-road, St. Johu’s.
wood, for Mr, R. Green. Mr. T. Renton, architect—

Ebbs & Son £i..459 0 0
Longmire & Burge 1,449 0 0

1,4-10 0 0
Higga 977 0 0

J James's Tower, Taunton.—A vestry
igig has lately been held to take steps to
e J this tower; but, in consequence of the
jlatattendanco, the meeting was adjourned.

For repairs, alterations, nod additions to the buildings
Ac., at the Battersea Burial Ground. Mr. C, M'Intrv
North, architect. Quantities supplied

£499 15 0
Browne & Robinson 4j0 0 0
Newman & Mann 429 0 0
Easton, Bros 429 0 0
Nightingale 410 0 0
£?* , 395 4 0

Atkinson 394 7 0
Axford & Wbillier (accepted) ... 383 0 0

CHELSEA -ASHBURNHAM BSTATE.-Bulldmg Materix]., Om-Qiuewt, KiitiDgK, Ac. bviug ih^ flr.t poriioa of Implement* Ac—jd In working tee Mouster B«lluon.
’ '

/;iEO. TUDD is instructed to SELL, by
PIIEMISES, Ajbburnbxm EaUte,

NpViv C^'^O’ne). on TUESDAY aurt WEU-NLoDAY, OCIOBEK J9 and 20. 1869 -i—’ '
upvti the ground : cumprU iig umber, d>

rbola of the STOCK
20,600 Ji-inoh
die aquare and

-Hid other br.arda
; SO.OOO fe: . u. uv*,*, auv.wu leet or a

qusTierliig, lOu.Ouo buck/, about 3 luua of bolt* and
quantity of firewood, Ac —May be viewed ou Monday
Bale, and catalogue* obUin-d, at the WorWe-auii, Mine'-roadUheUea

;
and of GEO. TODD, Auitioueer, 8, Pancrai-Uue, Buck-

ucdlng the

re Sale of Drst-c'a-a Build
BECKENHAM, KENT.-Exlen*!
PUut, and Effect*, by 0.

buslue**.

LEIF-

CD THURSDAY and FKIDaY, OClOBeK 21. t and 29nd at
kubctumly each day, tu, J whole of the valuableSTOCK and EPKEC'IS, umprUiug about 200 >.inar>- *r h-ai A „

'WO deal* and ph.uka, ICO cut lune bo-rd«,
leal*, oak and pine logo, ecaoiling, 900 f-
latlng batteuf. So well-made p - -

ousine**.

T\/IHSSES. HARDS, VAUGHAN,*

I

,500 yellow and white
. — — . mahogany, tiling and
duoi*. aklrtiug, mouUlIug, pre-

.11 pipe
ngs. 100 aoU sash clll* 6o,000 varloDa u.icas

atone, 6,000 pavli gquarn^. a laige rjuautUy of »c4ffjld

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
M. {cerUioly uot).—T. M. (no),—Mlkros (lu typ*).—P. L. W

(thanks. Not d«Bired).-J. D. D.-T. W.-W. 8.-9urveyor -J F T
-W. B.-U, M. L-H.-M. U,-J. K. C.-I. A A.-Mr. H.-C. F.-
A 11.— J, M.— U. K.— J. J, U.—T. 1',—H, A N.-J. B.— F. 1'.—Mr. U
•H. L. D.— T. A. U.— J. 0 —A Wayfarer,—T. A W. 8.—T. F.— J B —

J. T.—B. E. N.—E L — M. J. W.—H, K. A W.
compelled to decluie polnllog out book* and giving

addreasea.

— atatementa of facts. Hats of Tender*. Ac., must be awnmpanled
by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for
publication.

Notb.—The reaponalblltty of algned article*, and papers read at
public meetings, reats, of course, with the authors.

hanglLga, a well-bred maia and carl, chaff cutting machin'erand
numeiou* effeoia-Cataugue* of ibe Aueliou-ers, 02, Mooriate-
stree', Clty.Rud Qretnwicu, 8 E.

NORBITON PARK, New Malden. Surrey.— Eligible Freehold
Building Lend,

J. TAYLOR is instructed to SELL by
AUCTION, at the NORBITON PARK HOTBL, New Malden
ou MONDAY, OCIOJJER 25lb. JSUS. at J.KVRW ..'..i.wV

M®. ... . .V.., Ai, luc A’VXVGl-l rAtllV ei _,
,, MONDAY, OCIOJJER 25lb, JStiS. at SEVEN o’clock

j„vviaely, Thirty.five Lota of veiy ellglUla FREEHOLD BUILDINGLand, having valuable frcnUgta to FeurUh-toad, Montera-road.
and Coin bridge-road, New Malden, withlu five mluutee’ walk of tbs
C’tomba and .Malden Railway Btatloo. The eaUielswall adapted
for tbe erection of semi detached villas or terrace houses Nine
tenth* of the puixhaee m.mey may be paid in nine year, by equal
quMterly ii.alalmeu.a, wiih m-eie.i atSper c-nt-on the balance due
eacn quart, r, or the remainder may be paid off at any time without
notice.— Flans, Ac. may be obtained on and alter Wedueadav
October ISib. et the Railway Tavern. New Malden

; at the P^ce JfSale
: and ot the Auctioneer, IbZA.Fenchnrch-street, City.
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rpo
CEMBNT MaNDFACTURKRS.-TO BB SOLD, in coDBr-

uneoce of the ''peth of ihe U'e owLer in
^'.’^prPFHoT^UPDBIIC AUCnOS, unlwB previously dlBp B-d of. » PRliBliyt.u

PfiOPEBTy of 3S Aor.e, cenuilning open piU of grey end white

chalk, »»nd, md brhk-eertb. This pr'peity is situated at Amber-

Iry, Suspex. on the Elver Arnn (having water cotomuiilcition with

London and Portimoulb), snd sbuU on the Amberiey ?

Londcn, Brighton, and bomh Coast Railway. The li

RICBAED

.
prc^ucS'd

ihePoiiednwn Foitiflc .tiona—Apply to M&srs.

! QEOBGB HOLMBd. aollcUors, Aiuudel.

' attractive
. of Hyde

EALING.—The CsBile-hlll-pa.k Estate.—

A

valuable Bnildlug Property, Freehold, vrlthln tevcu i

park^oomer, conUinlog 68 acres of ornatnentally-

paik-like land, well laid out wiih new toads and sewers patlly

made, and ready f r linmedlala building operatlona. This l»n<l

adjoins the new .laliou on the Gnat Western Railway for the

iLetrnpoli'an trslBc, and to be called the Drayton Oieen Staliou.

IV/fESSRS. i)BIVER have received instruc-

1.V L lions to SELL by AUCTION, at the MART, Tokanhiuse-yard,

Lothbuiy, on TUtSDAV. O' TOBER '9lb. at TWO o'clock pteilsely,

in one or more lots (unless previously disposed of by yrlvale

coDtraci), the above very valuable PROPBRTY, situate withia

one mile of the Kalicg Bla'ion, and close to the proposed

Diajn n O' ceu Sialion on the Qiest Western Hallway (main line),

friiii Paddii/gioc, and vi& Kensington from Victoria. It c impilses

about 66 sores of ornsmentally-timbeied, p-rk-lik" land, the most

deeirable portion of the taitle-blll-paik Es'ate. It is elevated, com-

msiiOs extensive views, and baa a loutbern aspect. There are

'auable gracel and brick earth, capital roads, with seweis partly

tempi rary church bat been elected,

mediate oiera'i'-ns, and sppolalv re

I lapilaHali. Al>o
B CU\ iniog i

This property is

recommends iteelf I

•rlor detached Kesiden

otBcee — I’erticulars may be iiad of Messrs TRAVERS, BMirH,
A UK GEX, Solicitors. SI. Oieat Wlncbester nreet ; of Me

ICCKKB. NEW. A LANGuALB. Solicitors, 4. Kluc-atreet. Cl

ide 1
and (T Meors URiVEE, Burveyore, Laud Agents.

AuclloDeets. 4. Whiteball.

/"lOMPBTITION, PEESPEOTIVB
V ’ ARCHITECTURAL, and ENGINEERING DRAWINGS pre-

par'd from rough sketches.-Address. "LA PALETrB," 14, Argyle-
- - t, King’s CroM.wc,

C OUNTY SURYEYORSHIPS.
An opsn competition for TWO COUNTY SURVBYOBSHIPS.

with nia«imnm salaries of 360'. and 4001. a year respectively,

held in DUBLIN In NOVEMBER next.

B Rxsmtnalione will extend ov.r the four days comm«nnliig

NOVEMBER Sod. and tipo five days commencing with NOVEU-
lOlhiand will bo in the fillowlog mbjects. of wbioh Catidl-

I
are at liberty to take up all or any, subject to a disallowance

of marks for supei flulal knowledge
PART 1. Maximum of

Matberoaties. Including Geometry, Trigonometry.

)

Algebra, Dllferentlal and Integral Caloulu!, and V

Oeometilcal Optic*. f

Mechanieal Philosophy, including Btallrs, Pyna-'J
mfc*. Ilydrottillca and Hydraulics. Pni-umatloe, V

and Heat regarded as a Smirce of Power )

Experimeotal S-ieice. Including luorganlo rbeO
mistry. Heat. EHectrlcity, aud Maguetism. J

Geology and Him ralogy

PART If.

Strength and other Propertlea of Materials, and the \
('elnilatlon of Strains. /

A. Railway and Canal Engineering
P. Mail-e EngineoriDg. inc'uHug Harbour, Dock.1
Sea. and Reclamation Works. )

C. Hydraulic Keglneerlng, iniluding Water Sop-I

1
Iv. 8ewa. e. and Irrig kI.iou. I

D. County Works, ii clicdiiig Arcbltectore, Roads,}
Drainage, and River Works.

rPABLES showiDg the WEIGHT of DIE-
1 FKRENT LENOTBI of Round, Square, Flat, Bit, and Cast

In consequence of the death of Mr. CHARLES FOX, Ibe ab.ve
Tables will in future be published by

JAMES HAGGER, 67, Paternoster-row.

0
Publiabed at 51. 63. offered for 31. 163.

WEN JONES’S GRAMMAR of
ORNAMENT.

0. 112 superb Pla''

deticIpU

litb

« Each nf the groups leCcred A, B, C. D, to Include D’fleni

ima'fs, Bpeciflca’luns, and the Mecbantcal cor trivancea oinneclec

t
;
and CapnittsU. will be reqillr-d “-« b.v

pgaged In the prsoiicc of their pro

opp'riunlries of lecomloi
„ : way satlefio

icqiiainfed with the practice of Ibetr

1,.....— ... ...... .... brapche* thus indicated.
* Peisnns wishing lo comrete should forward, not later thr

OCTOREB 26. evl.ience of their age (which musr be between 26 and

4(^, and of their prfeislonal Irainlng. to "Ihe BecreUry, Civil

Beivlrs Commission. Caunou-row, I ondon, S.W,"

Sntli further liiquliles as may be necersary

Civil Service Couiruii-plon*r». with r

TO BUILDERB AND DECORATORS.

‘X/tT’ANTED, by a steady Young Man, a
V V SITUATION, as lecond-rste GRAINER. D a good writer

till up time at pi

decorating complete, by c

-jaeonable terms.— Address,

Vauxball Bridge-road, Pimlico, 8.W.

ould lake the
tima'te. with or without
W. CRACK.VELL, 237,

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a re-

spectable Young Man. aged 30, a* QENP.RAL HANDY
MAN, In Plumbing, Painting, Glaxmg, and Zioo Work. Well up,

andwilliugln jobbing ofallsorta. Wages very moderste.-Address,

S. 9.82, Bast-street, Mancberter-iquire, W,

TO BUILDERS AND CONfRACrORB.

WANTED, by a young Man, 29 years of

age, a SITUATION as iLERK or ASSISTANT to ih- above.

Can prepira drawings, measure, and estimate. Is also a good account-

ant, Would undertike the entire sooervieiou of a small bunuess.—

Address, J. B. 7, College-terrace. Bond-stteet, Cheliea, S.W.

TOjAECBITBCTS AND SURVEYORS.

the Aiivertiser, a RE-
1 Office of the Kb ive. Aged 25. Terms

moderate.— PEB8P"eCTIVE, 76, Victoria Park-road. Sjulh Hwkoey.

J U ASklonxl bl

WANTED, by
VV ENGAGEJIESr In ai

TO BUILDERS, Ac.

TTSTANTED, by a well-eiJiicated, active, and
VV efficient Man, a SITUATION to lake charge of a Mill, or to

.. jr any kind .if v

Usy or piece. CouU « i»t at the

,
MAOUISI3T, 6, Fredotlok-pUee, Lot

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

RE-ENGAGEMENT, aa

I of WORKS or CONTRACTOR’S MANAGER.
,= eupBriuUnded fortifleatlODB, pnblicaudpriva'e builili -ge

'

It thirteen years. Seven yesra’ eipeUenre In City Works

jeaie. Good refeteucee.-Add.eu, IL T. 43. St. George

WANTED,
VV FOREMAN 0

the
Aged

TO BUILDERS,

ai'd A
Dublin Cssile, 2nd October, 106?.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, Ac.

Gilders, thoroughly experienced in House
Work, Decorative Fuiuiiure. anti Gilding In all its branches,

maybe OBTAINED at the Hoiiee of I'all. Marlborough Ion. Rlenb-'

«tepa. (ixfnrH-sfreet Work dune hy the day, hour,

found if required.—Address to the Secretary.

Materials

lirANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT,
VV WORKING FOREMAN (carpenter and joluT by ti

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, AND OTHERS.

ORNAMENT of SAVAGE TRIBES. — See
Owen Jones’s Grammar of Ornament.

EGYPTIAN ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

ASSYRIAN and PERSIAN ORNAMENT.—See
Owen Jones’s Grammar of Ornament.

GREEK ORNAMENT. — See Owen Jones’s

Grammar of Ornament.

POMPEIAN ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

ROMAN ORNAMENT. — See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

BYZANTINE ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

ARABIAN ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

TURKISH ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s

Grammar of Ornament.

MORESQUE ORNAMENT.— See Owen Jones’s

Grammar of Ornament.

PERSIAN ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

INDIAN ORNAMENT. — See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

HINDOO ORNAMENT.— See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

CHINESE ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s

Grammar of Ornament.

CELTIC ORNAMENT. — See Owen Jones’s

Grammar of Ornament.

MEDIAEVAL ORNAMENT.— See Owen Jones’s

Grammar of Ornament.

RENAISSANCE ORNAMENT.—See Owen
Jones’s Granmar of Ornament.

ELIZABETHAN ORNAMENT. — See Owen
Jones’s Grammar of Ornament.

ITALIAN ORNAMENT.— See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

LEAVES and FLOWERS from NATURE.—See
OWEN JONES’S GRAMMAR of ORNAMENT.

TO BRICKLAYERS.

^OOD WORKMEN can find long EM-
VX PLOYMrXrat the New Asylum W(.rk», Hcrefoid. -Apply nt

the Office on the Wotka.

Halsted local BOABD of
HEALTH -WANTED, a cmopelent person to uoderUke

th- duties of SURVEYOR. INS'»ECrOR, »nd COLLECTOR, under

ibU Board, at a salary uf llOL H* must dev ti h's whole time W
Hie duties of his office, and pr-feret.ee will be given to a neiam who

a had exorrlsuce In such UiiHet. AvP'lc*tb>'>» '« *>’ "jade, and

•tlmoulali sent In to me. on or befT* the 9th of NOVEMBER
,, OP ARDEN, Cierk lo the Board.

Haistead. Essex. 13lh Oo'oher. 1869

TO BUILDERS.
Young and experienced

I from 2 0061 to 3,0001. at command, to

• in ('eveioping a well-UmhTed K-Ute on light aoll,

herat advaticre will be made by th- f eeholder, and gooi

re much neft.lfl(l.—Address, giving name, Ac, to No. 1,617,

' The Builder."

117ANTED, a
V V BUILDER, having

XVT'ANTED, an active and energetic Man as

VV MILL FOREMAN aud SALESMAN at a Timber Yard and

XU ouiLiUjino, wi’ —

\17ANTED, by a Man who has had the

VV management of a-veral Urge joba In London, Well

acoualnted with all the branches in the buiH'ng trade, and
acquainted with all the bran —-,;,„.ngMgNT a.
thoroughly nndersianda mtchlnery, an F-HGAOBMENT a

of WOSKS. or the Chargeof a Job. Good reference.—Ad

Office of ' The Bnilder."

TO AROBirECTS AND SURVEYORS.

WANTED, by an ABOHITEOl’ and SUR-
VF.TOR, an ENGAGEMENT, temporary or otherwlw.

Eight yeara' experience. Termi 801. pec annum. -A Idreis, So. lISj,

Office of " Tiie Bnilder.’’

qxrANTED, by a Young Man, an EN-
V V GAGEMENTas IMPROVER in a Caroenter's Simp,; in town

or country.-Address, C. B. 17. Llffjrd-streot, rulney. S.W.

TO ARCHITECre AND SURVEYORS.

"YSTANTED, by a good DRAUGHTSMAN,
VV BRE-ENGAQEMENraBAS^CSTANr. in town or county.

Accustomed to deaign, perspective, detail drawings, .

Ex e lent references. Good penman. Salary moderate. Aged J2.—

Addrets, 999. Office of •* The Builder.’’

Ills In the I I apiibcitlnlis

articiilais <if
J T tent or

tefcrvtjcea.—Aodtesa, 1

in own band-
t employment, age,

Post-office, Luton,

WANTED, a FOREMAN, that has had
great exneiiruoe in Bui'Hlng Concrete Re'alnlng Walb.-

Apply to the Jersey Railway Company, 82, Old Broid-street,

Loudon.

ANTED, a thorough, experieoced
PLUMBER. TheSItnatlon Iscnnsiant. The refereniei a*

to ability, &b must be undeniable
' ' ' -

others need apply.—Address, elatiug

BuUd.r.”
, No. 003, Office ol

BERNARD QUAEITCU, PICCADILLY^ LONDON.

,
FITTINGS.—MESSRS. BA^JKS

i A CO.’S PATENT REVISED ILLUSTRATED PRICED SHEET
of every article rrquiiod in a well-forn'shed fchool. eent for three

Siampi.-PARbONAUE WORKS, ALBERT-STttEEr.MANCHEsrEB.

TO POTTERS’ FOREMF.N,

WANTED, a Man, to TAKE CHARGE
of an olJ-establbhed POTTERY near London.—Apply, by

letter only. sUtlng term', to C. C. No. 28, Buckingham etreet,

Sir-nd, W.C.

TO BUILDERS AND SURVEYORS.

qqfANTED, by a thoroughly efficient

VV MEASURING and QUANTITY CLERK, an RNOAOE «ENT
either for the whole or part of his f - '* •

Addreis, X. Mr. Lnuibe •cheap, B.C.

TO BUILDERS. *c.

qqrANTBD, a situation, by a good

VV GRAINER aud MABBLER. GILDER, and OENERAI
DKCOBAIOR!'" WliilDg loflU up time with any olher bmucli of tt

business or Wke charge of woik Cau do pluuibmg. ‘f

Good referencer. Wages moderate.—Address, I,. E. A. 6, Lieefc

street, BUle'sea, London.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT a;

IIMEKEEPBR, orTIUE and STOREKEEPER. Town o

country. Good reference.—Address. R. M. E. 12, Biuelagh-grove

Ebuiy Bridge. P.W^

TO IRONMONGERS AND BUILDERS.
SITU

^
aud HOI

WATER FiTTER. Aged 35. 'o.iod refereocei. towi

Addieis. J. W. 32, Weliington-street, St. Jainea’s-roid, Holloway.

WANTED, by a first-cUss Hand, a
ATION, at SMITH. BBLL-HA vGER. 0.4.8

TO ARCHITECTS’ ASSISTANTS.

YTTanted, immediately, a thorough com-
V V patent ASSISTANT, we’l up In Gothic deUil, and a good

perspective draiighUman. Terms aud full parctculacs to 50, Office of
-• The Pulidtr"

TO draughtamen.

\V7ANTED, immeiiiately, for a few months,
VV a Vouug Man acouitemed to PLOT DETAILED TOWNTOWN
SURVEY. Muet be arapld and Hccurate plotter, and
In »nJ piint well preforre i.—Address, itaUng ealary (which must be

moilera'e) with copy of le tlmoulKU. and specimen, to EDWARD
BROWN. C.B. 8. Hampdeu-place, HUifeX.

ToVfOBKlNQ FOREMEN OF CARPENTERS.

WANTED, a good practical WORKING
FOREMAN to Take Charge of the Carpentry of a Large

_ .rstaud dra
ihoroughly efficient.—Apuly, staling age,

quired, to Q. Post-offios, Gliuceater.

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS. AND OTHERS.

WANTED, a SITUATION, by a first

clue PLUMBER and GASFITTER in all its braucUes, an:

up tlin'

_ es can. b

orMr. ApplBton, 33, South Mellou-st

lend
'

light glaring. No objecii

Aged 39. Wages moderate. Good ref.

F. K. D.
'' *' *''

London.

ig. Ac
wen.—A'ld teas

t, Oxfoid-sireet

tlTANTED, by a thorough practical Man,
VV BK-ENQAOEMBNT as SHOP FOREMAN of J0INER9, wl

baa bad several years’ experience In Builders’ firms in Lmdo

R. W. y, CllDger-Bln

qqrANTED, employment, by a OAI
VV PENTER and JOINER. Used to dllapidaiious. Hva a go.

.
'

. . . a.,,t SOOniTTltS AlsO Tuhbll

Imperial 8vo. cloth fxtra, price Ss, 6J.

n>EE LIFE of CHAKLES the FIFTH,
X EMPEROR of GfiRMAbY.
By WILLIAM ROBKRI'bON. D.O. F.R.p.K. late PrinpcUl of the

University of Ed nburgh.
With some Account of the i.’ fe and Wrllii.gi of the Author, con-

denied Iiom lhat wiilten by Dugald S ewnrt, P.R8. Edln.

London ; WILLIAM TEGG. P*ncras-lane, Cheapalde.

Juit published.

Q uantities made easy.
A quick and accurate uistliod of laklng out quanllllee from
plans or huildings, with or without a si>ecificatlun. Setic free

by poit for 30 sumps.—Addie s, A. C. 6, Northbrook-ierrace, Burnt
Asb-lsue, Lee, Kent, B.K.

pONTRACT, WOEKING,
DRAWINGS of every d-scripllon

J
alsc

and DETAIL

TO PARENTS. GUARDIANS, AND OTHERS.

WTANTED, by the Borough Surveyor of

V V Kidderminster, a PUPIL. Ptemlura required.

knowledge of plans, specifications, aud accouuU. Al«o jubblJ

gencrally-Address, No. 123, at 10, lilUo WlndiniU-.trci

market, W.C.

qqranted to plage a boy, aged 1

VV iu the house of a PLUMBER and DECORATOR. Hal
. ' .... .-.J,. -r,..-. r-nnntrv — AddfeSi, J. S.

WTANTED, a thoroughly practical FORE-
VV MAN of JOINERS, who uudersUn'Is Machinery, MQ.t b

•getio, eystemati
Auureee ‘ "•••

present

aud willing

j8, giving age, salary required,

last employer, 991, Office of " The Builder,

geuerally useful.

YITANTED, a SITUATION by a young
V V Man “ thoroughly c'mpeleat at the Mortise M .chlue,

TO ORNAMENTAL METAL MAKERS.

anted, for aa ORNAMENTAL
METAL WORK BUrlNESS. a MANAOER ci.pible of carry-

ing out the bestelasaof MediEVland Orn.meolvl Wo.X^ A liberal

alary will be given, but hign qumifleations reqnired. Applici'.iou

to I 6 made by letter, sUliiigpOBlliunat present occupied, age, g neral

> xperieoce. aud where gained.-Addreas, H. V. 134, South Lam belli-

toad, London, S.W.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

WANTED, by a good PLUMBER, a JO
or Piece-work. Well txperienotd both In new and old vroi

Cau do plain gas and zinc work. Understands pump *

or country.—‘Address, A. B. C. 2, Tl IB South, Church-K

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, 4c.

qqrANTED, by a 'sober, steady Marti
VV Man aged 31, a constant SITUATlONor JOB. a« ihoroug

ur iTM* nun oxSPlTTKK. aud ZlNC-WoRKER. "
prsctloal PLUMBER, OaSFITrER.
uudersiani’a every derotlpilon of u~- —
pump, aud hot aud cold water apparalu.. Refei

Addteai, J. W. 5, Alblou-toad. Mewli-gton. N.

ZINC-WCJRKEE.
.CD, c'l^

TO BUILDERS AND CONIRALTOR3.

qqfANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITU,

VV TION with the abjve. Has had eght yeare' v*P*t*6®

and hai a good practical and theoretical knowledge Of the buslne i
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Xoles on Church

Organs.

ERTAINLY the most
proper and advanta-

geons method of placing

in a chnrch so large

and important a piece

of fdmitnre (if it may
not be rather called an
erection) as the organ,

so that the different

desiderata of safety to

the instrnment, ade-

quate dispersion of the

Bonnd, and satisfactory

architectural effect, may
be equally provided for

and attained, is, or ought

to be, an important point

for the consideration of

church architeots. Un-
fortunately the archi-

tect too often gets over the difficulty by simply

letting it alone. He knows that there is to be
an organ placed in the chnrch which he is

designing (unless it be for one of those sects

who hold “ all such as handle the harp and the

organ” in reprobation), but he contents himself

with marking off a certain apace on the plan as

“organ-chamber,” or “organ-gallery,” as the

case may be, without any inquiry as to the space

required for the instrument, or the conditions

under which it will sound most effectively
; and

it is generally not till the church is completed

that the unhappy organ-builder, who may have
been commissioned to place a large and valuable

instrument in it, discovers that he is restricted

to a space quite inadequate for the convenient

arrangement of his mechanism, and a position

where the finest effects of his instrument will be
muffled or distorted, and where even the safety

of its delicate mechanism may be seriously

endangered. And considering that a good organ
costs a large sum of money, and when put up is

expected to last a long time (according to the I

German builders, a first-class organ, under proper

care, should last four hundred years), it would
be well if architects would give a little more
consideration to the subject.

With regard to the best acoustic conditions

for an organ, the most important are that the

pipes should not be too much crowded together

internally, and that the organ should have as

much free space all round and over it as possible.

If, for economy of space, the pipes are densely

packed, the sound of those at the back has to

struggle outward through a formidable barrier,

besides that there is danger of the pipes inter-

fering with one another’s sound, “sympathis-
ing,” as the organ-builders term it. And if the

organ is boxed up in a confined recess, the effect

will be not only to mufile and obstruct the sound,

but to destroy the balance and proportion of the

different parte. This will be particularly felt

with the louder stops, those pipes which happen
to be near the front will be heard harshly, and
with undue prominence, while others at the back
of the recess will be comparatively lost. It is

only when an organ has a large space round it,

plenty of breathing-room, that a really grand

effect can be obtained from it j and the reason

nearly all cathedral organs sound fine is, not

that they are a very superior class of instru-

ments (insomecasos they are much the reverse),

but that the sounds have space to develop and

blend together into a total effect, in which any

little ronghnesses and inequalities of individual

pipes are lost and submerged. But the fashion-

able method, which seems to be adopted by ar-

ohitects with one consent, and as a regular

custom, of placing the organ in a sort of recess

adjoining the chancel, called the “ organ-

chamber,” is positively the very worst plan

that conld be adopted. There is generally

a roof close over the top of the pipes, so

that all the sound is driven down again

the moment it is produced
;

and the tones of

the louder stops, especially of the “ reed ” class,

which are intended to be heard at a due

distance, bombard the ears of those near them
in a most disagreeable manner, while from those

farther off the whole effect is deadened by the

interposition of a wall or a massive pier; and

as the organ-chamber is always put close to the

choir seats, the organist has only a choice of

evils : he must either play so loud as to be very

distressing to the ears of his choristers, in order

to be heard in the church
;

or, if he “ aggra-

vates his voice ” so as not to incommode them,

bis accompaniment will probably be inaudible to

the congregation. On acoustic grounds, the old

i

west-end gallery, when not placed too high up,

was far better than the organ-chamber in vogue i

at present. Then this chamber is almost always '

made too small for the convenient arrangement

'

of a large organ
; consequently, not only are

j

the pipes crowded together in the detrimental
j

manner before mentioned, but the mechanism !

has also to be fitted in so closely that scarcely

any room can be left for the ready inspection of

every part of it, which is absolutely necessary if

the organ is to be kept in proper order, but is

in the case of many chnrch-organs next to

an impossibility, in consequence of the close

packing which has been resorted to in order to

fit them into the meagre space allotted. Proper

tuning is also rendered much more difficult, as

very often some of the pipes cannot be got at

without displacing others, whioh shonid never

be the case ; for, in addition to the loss of time,

it is very bad for the instrument that the pipes

shonid be handled and palled abont in this

fashion.

The one advantage of the “ chamber ” system

over the gallery is that it brings the organ near

the floor, whioh is always a gain to its effect, as

the sound travels very much upwards, and the

larger pipes, too, gain great additional sonority

when in contact with the floor of the building,

. which then becomes to them very much what
the body of a violoncello is to the strings. Those

who have to place an organ in an organ-chamber

already built will find it an advantage to ex-

cavate as low as may be done with safety,

cementing the bottom and sides below the ground

line
;
the bellows will then go into the apace thus

formed, and the pipes above can stand pro-

portionately lower, and thus have a better chance

of speaking out. The beat position for the

organ, both acoustically and architecturally,

would, in fact, be on the floor at the west end,

where it could be designed, if necessary, in two

towers at each side of the west window, the lower

portion in the centre under the window. In a

church where the singing was intended to be

entirely congregational, this would be the best

position on all grounds. But where there is a

choir it seems imperative that they should be at

the east end in sight of those whom they are to

lead, and equally imperative that the organ

should not be far from them. In this case wo
would place the organ in the transept, if not a

very deep one ;
or, if there be no transept, against

the south wall of the nave, on the floor if possible
;

or, if seat-room be valuable, in a hanging gallery

against the wall, placed no higher than is just

necessary to keep it out of the way of the congre-

gation. In neither case would it be so far from the

choir as a cathedral organ commonly is, and
being between choir and congregation would
bo equally audible to both. It is best, how-

ever, not to place it close against an outside

wall
; still less, as is often done, between two, or

even three, ontside walls. Every change of

temperature affects both the toning and the

mechanism of an organ. In heated air the

pipes sound sharp
;
in a colder air flat : conse-

quently no large gas corona should be placed

near the organ, unless it be so high above it as

not to affect the air immediately around the

pipes, otherwise the result will be that the organ

may be in perfectly good tune at the morning

service, and out of tune at the evening service

when the gas is lighted
; the larger pipes which

rise into the stratum of heated air of course

feeling its effect in a different ratio from the

smaller ones. Every precaution should be taken

to prevent damp from getting to the instru-

ment, and to neutralise as much as possible the

effect of atmospheric changes, which is some-

times disastrous. The iuterual mechanism is of

a more delicate description than most persona

who have not had to do with organs are at all

aware. It consists mainly of carefully-finished

woodwork
;
and the connexion between the keys

and the valves or “pallets” which admit the

I wind to each pipe is effected by long strips of

I wood called
" trackers,” of a section of about

' 4 in. by Jin. Under the influence of cold, of

' course, these, when of any length, contract, as

j

many an unfortunate organist knows who comes

j

to his church on a frosty morning and finds half

'a dozen notes “ciphering” (i.e., speaking with-

out being asked), the pallets having been pulled

open by the shrinking of the trackers. As to

damp, a very little of that will throw the whole

mechanism out of working order, the swelling of

the wood causing the action to bind in various

places. These hints will sufficiently indicate

the necessity of providing for the safety of the

instrument against damp and barometrical

change. If necessarily placed against outside

walls, these should be built with a cavity. The

organ should not be near an outer door, and any

window that may be in close contiguity to it

should be doable glazed. Provision should also

be made for a small gas-stove, either close to the

organ, or, what is better, inside it, by which the

temperature can be regulated and adjusted, and

which will also serve to counteract the effects of

a damp atmosphere in rainy weather.

As to the architectural design of the organ,

people will follow their own predilections ; but

it may be observed that the design of the organ

may be made to harmonise with the general de-

sign and plan of the building to a far greater

extent than is usually the case, if the subject be

made a matter of forethought instead of after-

thought. Indeed, if the precise contents of the

organ can be determined on beforehand, it may
even be made to appear as an integral part of

the edifice, standing on a surbase of stone or

marble, or stone with marble shafcs or dressings.

It has become cnstomary to use the larger dia-

pason pipes as the principal constituent of the

“front,” and this is certainly the cheapest way

of producing an effective appearance ; but it is

not altogether without its drawbacks, as the

pipes in this case, instead of standing in their

natural position on tho soundboard, have to be

“conveyanced off,” as it is termed, tho wind

being taken to them by supplementary tubes

called “ conveyances,”—a plan which naturally

renders the pip© less prompt in speaking, and

increases the chance of leakage of the wind

before reaching the pipe. Whenever the pipes

are so used, the larger ones should be placed at

the sides, and the smaller ones in the centre, as

they are thus nearer their “ wind,” and re-

quire shorter conveyances
;

for the system of

arranging pipes on the soundboard is always

(except in very small organs) to placa the

large pipes at either end alternately, the
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low C standing at the extreme lefc, the “ C
sharp ” at the extreme right, D on the left, “E
flat" on the right, and so on, the smallest being
in the centre. Were the pipes arranged on the

Bonnd-board in the order in which they sound,
all the large pipes forming the bass placed at

one end, the effect would be to suck away all

the wind from the little pipes at the other end.
At the same time care must be taken, in arrang-

ing the front pipes, not to bring the smaller
centre ones too close over the head of the player,

as the wind, passing over the lip of the pipe,

prodnces a whistling and hooting, when in close

proximity to the ear, which becomes an intolera-

ble nuisance in pipes from about 4 ft. length
downwards, besides preventing the player, when
he is using those pipes, from hearing the other
portions of his instrument, and knowing pro-

perly what he is doing. We have known cases
in which it has been fonnd necessary, after the
organ was bnilt, to put up a very unsightly pro-

jecting screen over the head of the organist, in

order to shat out from him the noise of the
diapason pipes in front. Besides the large metal
pipes which are commonly made use of orna-
mentally, tbo architect may avail himself of the
large square wooden pedal pipes, which are
generally placed at the extreme opposite sides of
the instrument, and may, if panelled, painted,
or otherwise decorated, form au appropriate
side finish to the case. In the great organ at

St. George’s Hall, Liverpool, the late Mr. Cocke-
rill availed himself of these wooden pipes in a
striking manner, placing the largest of them,
with ornamental heads, in a semicircle round the
back of the instrument, where they form the best
feature in a design otherwise a good deal wanting
in unity and simplicity. We are decisively of the
opinion, too, that where the pipes are used in

the front design, some kind of decorative finish

should crown them and conceal their tops ; the
prevalent fashion of leaving them to staid
nakedly up, a row of cylinders truncated at

different lengths, is simply a barbarism
j
and so

also is the habit of splashing them over with all

manner of colours like a display of fireworks.

Indeed, if the diapason pipes are made with a
good proportion of tin, they will often have the
best effect if left unpainted, and with merely a
little well-considered decoration round the month
of each pipe.

The complacent manner in which the “ organ-
chamber” arrangement has been accepted is due
perhaps partly to the fact that a large proportion
of church organs are now turned out in a sort of

wholesale fashion, of no great size, and of such
similar arrangement and make that a chamber
that will do for one of these regulation organs
will do for any of them ; indeed, one very large

firm has been accused of making its smaller
church organa in lengths of 300 ft. at a time,

and cutting off as much as is wanted by each
customer

5
and country churches, too, have been

overrun with things called “ Scudamore ” organs,
consisting of one keyboard and three or four sets

of whistles,—things which are the abomination
of desolation, standing where they ought nob.

It should be remembered that an organ is

really nothing unless it attains a con-
siderable size, and that every properly-
laid out large organ will have, or should have,

its own individnaliby, and its own peculiar
characteristics, which require to be duly provided
for. In the case of an organ standing free

against a west end or transept wall, it is well
not to spread the instrumeut out laterally to too
great an extent, as the two sides will be un-
equally heard by those in its vicinity. It is

possible, at a little extra expense, to place the
keyboard BO that the organist may sit with his

back to the instrument and facing the choir ; the
“ tracker” movement being carried under his feet.

The mechanism requires a little extra care, but
the advantage of the player being able to see
those whose singing he is accompanying and
supporting, is obvious. AU curtains and stuff

hangings near the instrument are disadvan-
tageous, they teud to absorb the sound. On the
other hand, in a large edifice, curtains and such
things dispersed about the building have a
beneficial effect in deadening and reducing the
echo

;
the dresses of the oongregacion conduce

to the same effect. It is an absurd superstition
with those who do nob know much about the
matter, that the effect of an organ is improved
by an echo in the building. On the contrary,
there is no instrument to which the absence of
any marked echo is so important. The sound of
an elaborate piece of mnsio played on au organ
in a place with a redundant echo, is rather like

the effect of a pen-and-ink drawing made on

blotting-paper
;

all the outlines are blurred and
confused. The position of the instrument should
be calculated for a perfectly clear definition of

all the sonnds that issue from it.

THE SLADE ENGRAVINGS AT THE
BRITISH MUSEUM.

The British Museum, on re-opening, after its

very brief and well-earned ” close time,” pre-

sents its visitors with three important additions

to its visible treasures. Of these, the most im-
posing, at all events in point of magnitude, is

the collection of antique marbles ;—alas ! for the

most part fragmentary, from the famous mauso-
leum, or sepulchral monument of Mausolus, in

Caria, which is now being arranged in the hall

adjoining that occupied by the Elgin marbles.
The second is the very rich collection of Arabic
and Venetian glass, lamps, pottery, gems, and
cognate objects, forming part of the bequest of

the late Felix Slade, which is to be found near
the cases containing the objects collected by Sir

William Temple, in the Vase and adjoining

rooms. The third, to which we propose to in-

troduce our readers, is the small bub highly
valuable collection of engravings, also bequeathed
by Mr. Slade, which are admirably exposed to

public view on a dozen screens, in the King’s
Library.

Tbo historic progress of the art of engraving
is represented by the prints here grouped
together in a very striking and instructive

manner. The catalogue is nob yet prepared,

and the great defect of most public exhibitions,

—the absence of well-digested and really in-

structive labels,—is a sad drawb.ick on the value
of this exhibition to the public in general. We
trust that the catalogue will be so drawn up as

to give the fullest reliable information with
regard to each engraving (which may be done in

bub few lines), and that extracts from this docu-
ment may be affixed, in the form of printed

labels, in each instance. There are rather more
than 350 engravings, of the Italian, Dutch,
Gorman, and English schools, commencing with
proofs from some of those early nielli which
appear to have been the grandfathers of all

modern incision on metal with a view to repro-

duction on paper. Such, indeed, was not the
object of the workers in niello, who in fact did little

more than transfer to the more appropriate
medium of metal the method of pictorial repre-

sentation, by a mixture of incision and coloura-

tion, which is as old as the Theban tombs, and
which had been gradually brought to so high a
state of perfection by the Etrurian, the Magna-
Grecian, and the Grecian potters. But the
admirable sharpness and beauty of the proof

that can be ” pulled ” on paper from a fine niello

is evident from an examination of some of the
specimens in the first ease. In one, a female

figure is seated in a chair, and beset by a rabble
rout of satyrs and dancing figures, recalling the
description given by Milton of the Lady in
“ ComuB.” Another is an Arabeaqoe design, in-

cluding masks, satyrs, and griffins, of extreme
delicacy and freedom of touch,

Italian art is but poorly represented in the

collection. The name of Baldo Baldini is one
of the earliest that occurs. There is a group
attributed to Andrea Mantegna,—a portion of the

triumphal procession on the Arch of Titus, com-
memorating the capture of Jerusalem,—which,

though somewhat rough and hurried in drawing,

and especially in shading, has all the character-

istic dignity and life of the master in question.

Of Marc Antonio Raimondi we have a noble

design of David, with his sling in his hand, and
the head of the fallen Goliah. A pendant to

this fine engraving may be selected from the

classical subjects of the same artist, in a grace-

ful standing figure of Apollo with his lyre. There
is a very careful and, apparently, truthful por-

trait, in profile, of Michelangelo, by Giulio

Bouasone, in which the dilapidated bridge of the

great sculptor’s nose (the foul handiwork, ac-

cording to Benvenuto Cellini, of that same
Torregiano who executed the monument of King
Henry VII. at Westminster) is disastrously

apparent. An extremely spirited battle-piece,

by Marco Dente da Ravenna, is another
admirable product of the Italian school of
engravers.

German artists, working either in their own
country or in England, have contributed more
copiously to the collection, and it can hardly be
disputed that the finest, as well as the most
numerous, specimens bequeathed by Mr. Slade

are thus of German origin. Among these the

attention of the student will be arrested by a
group by Martin Schongauer, bearing the mono-
gram M + S, representing Christ and the Virgin,

each wearing a lofty and overshadowing crown,
with a sorb of window interposed between them,
filled by a glory of angels. The death of the
Virgin, a quaintly crowded, but very boldly

designed picture, is also marked by the same
signature. The Madonna lies on a large bed,

—

a four-post bed, it ought to have been, but two
of the posts are omitted,—and one of the curtains

at the foot is looped up to the tester, in order to

leave room for the twelve apostles, who crowd
around the moribund figure. The Virgin’s face

is, in accordance with the Romish tradition as to

her actual age, far more youthful than is generally

represented to be the case at so late a period,

comparatively speaking, in her life. St. John
the Divine is placing a taper of formidable

dimensions in her hands. Another large taper

is fixed on a pricket candlestick near the foot of

the bed. The apostles are all barefooted, and
clad in the monastic garb. One holds a
tremendous processional or pastoral cross. Two
are reading prayers out of an illuminated missal.

One is coming in to the apartment with a bronze

sceau, or bucket, in his band, the attachment of

the handle of which is adorned with a goat’s

head and horns in relief. The expression of

grief and reverence on the face of one of the

apostles, probably intended for Peter, which is

turned towards the spectator, to the left of the

picture, is wonderfully real and impressive.

Near this crowded scene should be observed a

single figure of a crowned female with an open

book in her hand, adorned with floating hair, of

extremely delicate execution. A companion to

this engraving may be found in that of a female

bearing a scutcheon, on which is blazoned a

salient horse. There is also a descent into

Egypt, bearing the monogram M + S, in which

five little angels are clinging to the shoots of a

palm tree, in order to weigh down the clnsters

of dates and bring them within the grasp of

Joseph.

A most extraordinary mixture of piety and of

heraldry, or rather an attempt to bring before the

mind the incidents of the Passion under the

disguise of the science of blazonry, bears the

monogram C . S, and is attributed to
“ the master,

of 1466.” An escutcheon, bearing the instru-

ments of the passion, is borne up by supporters

of no less dignity tban the Saviour and the

Virgin, aided, afeer a manner not altogether

unfamiliar to the French heralds, by the four

Evangelic beasts. The Paschal Lamb and the

sacramental chalice are depicted below, in the

place occupied in English blazonry by the

scroll for the motto. The eagle and the angel

appear above the supporters, the winged bull

and winged lion below them. The royal helmet

(in Continental heraldry it is not ordinarily

placed full face, as in English representations of

the cresc of a sovereign) is enwreathed by a

crown of thorns, and bears, as a crest, a dextro-

cheir, or arm with the thumb and first two

fingers extended, in the form peculiar to the act

of giving the sacerdotal benediction. The
wafer, charged with a cross, is behind this open

hand. It may be remarked, en passant, as not

generally known, that the badge of the Jewish

priests, or what Christian heraldry would call

the crest of the family of Cohen, is a pair of

hands joined as if in prayer or in benediction.

Two figures in clouds to the right and left, in

the corners above the group, are altogether non-

heraldic. The shield is made to assume the

appearance of some of those crowded and paltry

Italian coats of arms on which the severe taste

of French heraldry works with so much contempt.

The cross, occupying the centre, quarters the

field. On the dexter are to be seen the spear,

the ladder, the kerchief of St. Veronica, with

the miraculous portrait and the scourges. On
the sinister, are the hammer, the nails, the

pillar, the rods, the reed and sponge, a backet or

sceau, and three heads in profile, one surrounded

by a nimbus.
A remarkable plate, by Israhel von Meilman,

represents the delivery to Judas by the High
Priest of the thirty pieces of silver, the price of

blood. The scene appears to be laid in the

Temple, but the artist commits the strange out-

rage ou a well-known peculiarity of Jewish
custom of making the traitor uncover his head
before the priests. He is removing his cap with

a sort of cringing, clumsy, bow. A pricket

candlestick does duty in the sanctuary, and a

tabernacle or ark, something similar to that

made use of in Jewish synagogues, is inscribed in

front, with some very orthodox-looking letters,
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which, however, on inspection, tnrn ont to be
neither the square Hebrew character familiar to

the Oriental scholar, nor the Pbceoician, still to

be found at Nablous. In the distance is repre-

sented the scene in the garden.
Near this quaint but striking engraving, is

an entombment, by Albrecht Glookenton, in

which seven figures take part, one of whom,
with his back partly turned towards the specta-

tor, has a pair of pincers stuck in his girdle.

The expression of grief in the countenance of

one of the Maries is very truthful and touching.

In the extreme distance, on a low, bleak hill, a
cross, with a ladder reared against it, stands out
from the muiky horizon.

The grand name of Albrecht Diirer is illus-

trated by twenty-eight engravings, including
some of the most famous and well-known of the
productions of this vigorous artist. Among these
are the celebrated pair of scutcheons, one dis-

playing a lion, with a cock for the crest, which
does all but crow, and the other, adorned by a
skull, and held by a richly-draped female, to
whom a weird and goblin old man, with a shock
of twisting and curling hair that is a picture in

itself, is offering very pressing attentions, not, it

would seem, altogether invita Minerva. A little

group of three boys, playing on musical instru-

ments, almost recalls the amorini of II Fiamingo.
The extraordinary design, now well known by its

multiplication by photography, of the mounted
Knight and Death (the origin of the tale of
“ Tristram ”), is represented by a very fine

impression. A Temptation, and the appearance
to Sc. Hubert of the miraculous stag, are among
the most beautiful specimens of this valuable
series. A little frieze of ainorin'i, marked with
the monogram J. B., should be compared with
the three little musical lovelets of the German
master.

Wenceslaus Hollar has executed a Dance of
Death, the delicacy of the execution of which
may be advantageously compared with the bold,

firm touch of Kaulbach. From the arabesque
framework which surrounds each scene the little

series appears to have been designed to illus-

trate a book. The first plate represents the
Temptation. In the next, which is the Ex-
pulsion from Eden, one skeleton is making an
nnweloome companion, running side by side with
Adam and Eve, while a second, brimfull of
delight at the prospect of a rich harvest for the
scythe of Death, is at the same time dancing
before the group, and playing merrily on the
fiddle,—appropriate music for that wild march !

In the third plate the same rueful visitor takes
a part in the tilling of the earth by the sweat of
the brow of man, while Eve sits by, tending her
bouncing children, and industrions in the use of
distaff and spindle. Then follows, with the
motto “ Moriatur Sacerdos magmis Josue,” the
approach of Death to a throned figure, wearing
the triple Papal crown. Cardinal Death, duly
hatted, stands near among other ecclesiastics.
“ Percutiam pastorem” applies to the visit of Death
to a bishop. “ Woe to him who justifies the
wicked for a reward” is illustrated in a method
for which the Congregation of the index would
have shown master Hollar small consideration,

had he given them the chance, by a cardinal

selling a pardon. “ Princeps induitur marrove ” is

the motto to the message of Death to Hezekiah.
” Woe to those who walk in pride,” and to the
“ women who are at ease,” are two other ex-

amples of the unwelcome intrusion of the grisly

visitor. The plumed head of a figure on the last

plate of the aeries is as imposing as that of the
King in the Contes Drolatiqiies.

With the grim satire, and delicate workman-
ship of Hollar, may be compared the figures of

a not altogether dissimilar series, that of the
Seven Deadly Sins, by Jacques Callob. It is pain-

ful to be compelled to add that most of these
highly improper personifications are made to

look rather attractive than otherwise. Invidia,
indeed, with a snake in her bony grasp, and a
filthy dog at her feet, and a microscopic devil in
the air tugging at her hair, is disgnsting.
Avaritia, with a bloated toad and a money-bag,
is not much better. Ira, with sword and shield,
and a lion for attribute, is spirited enough.
Qtda, attended by a gluttonous hog, bearing a
bottle cased in wicker, and a cup, is attended,
like her sisters, by a flying little devil. Pigritia,

is reposing on an ass, which is also reposing, and
is attended by a seated demon. Superbia has a
mirror and a peacock, with a flying minister of
Evil

; and Lit,curia is a beautiful female, scantily
draptd, with a sparrow on her fist, a goat by her
side, and a familiar imp gently combing one of

her long and floating Iccke.

Prom this homily of Callob we pass to the
sordid and vulgar life which David Teniers and
Adrian van Ostade have rendered immortal.
Twenty-eight engravings illnstrate the works of

Rembrandt. There is the well-known appear-
ance of the angels to the shepherds, and the
flight of the terrified rustics from the ‘‘ globe of

circular light.” Then follows the honour paid
to Mordecai, by a grotesque and disconsolate

Haman. A fine engraving of a man giviog a
sheaf of arrows to a youth recalls the story of

David and Jonathan. Next is the hospitality of

Abraham, in which the low Dutch character

given to the glorious angel guests, one of whom
is positively bald, can only be termed disgusting.

The same expression must bo applied to a scene
in which Barabbas is made the central figure, a
low vulgar ruffian, standing in relief against the

dark shadow of a doorway, with Pilate, attired

in a voluminous aud spirally-formed turban,

and bearing a long rod, on the one hand, and
HIM, to whom the people preferred Barabbas, on
the other.

Pilate’s wife is visible at a window. The
figures and faces of some of the rabble are very
characteristic. It is impossible to look at this,

and indeed at many other of Rembrandt’s groups,
without coming to the conclusion that this great

colourist came to grief in his drawing in a man-
ner not uncommon in the case of children when
first using the pencil—namely, making the head,
and upper part of the figure, so much too large for

the space there is to occupy, that the legs have a
large parenthesis cut out of their dimensions,
and the figures aro squattened not as Dutchmen
are squat, but with the impossible proportions

of ill-designed dolls. A youth bearing the ewer
of water to wash the hands of Pilate, and several

other figures, require holes to be sunk in the
pavement of the perron to accommodate their

feet—if they are to be supposed to have feet

at all.

Again, we have the engraving of Philip and
the Eunuch, one of the same grotesque illustra-

tions of sacred story. An engraving of a solitary

tree, shown dark against a light background,
gives the wonderful chiaroscuro, in which
Rembrandt was altogether unrivalled, without
the countervailing coat of proportion that cha-
racterises most of his figures. There is an ad-

mirable scone of a man giving alms to two
beggars and a child, a fine impression of the
Alchemist, and by far the finest work of the
series, a portait of the artist himself, at a period
of life intermediate between those which date
the two portraits in the National Gallery.

The names of Van de Velde, Antony Waterloo,
Theodore Stoop, Nicolaas Berchem, Joannes
Breughel, are all illustrated by fine specimens of

the art of the engraver. Antony Vandyk, among
some superb etchings, or half-printed engravings,
which are by far the most noticeable works in

the collection, has a curious portrait of Titian

and a Lady, illustrated by an Italian verse,

which it will better suit English decorum to

leave untranslated. We have passed by the
names of Lucas van Leyden, of leronimus Wieser,
and of Heinrich GoUzius, the latter of whom has
executed a very fine head of King Henry IV. of

France
5 and the second, one of that great king’s

evil genius, Henrietta de Balzac d’Antringnes.
Among the engravings of Wenceslaus Hollar

are two which possess unusual interest for our
readers. One of them is a view of London in

1G41, with the Gothic nave and tower of St.

Paul’s Cathedral, bereft of its eighty-fathom
spire, rising proudly over the City, the bridge
laden with horses, and furnished with two draw-
bridge openings, and forty-four other churches,
palaces, and buildings of importance indicated
by numerical references. The designer of the
view, which is one of great historic interest,

addresses his purchasers in verse, concluding,

—

“ London, the glory of Great Britaine’a He,
Behold her Landskep here, and tru Pour^e.”

The companion print is one of the interior of

the Royal Exchange, which is filled by a dispro-

portionately numerous crowd.
We must not omit to mention a pair of

engravings by the same artist, bearing the date

1651, in one of which is represented King
Richard II., meekly kneeling on his knees, while
to his left stand Sc. Edmnnd, with an arrow in

his hand, Edward the Confessor, holding a ring,

and John the Baptist, whose raiment of camel’s

hair contrasts with the royal robes of his brother
saints. In the pendant is represented the
Madonna, accepting the prayers of the king ; the
most noticeable feature in the design being the

dense and lofty palisade which is formed in

the background by the pointed wings of the
attendant angels.

From the school of Rembrandt we pass to a
screen containing twelve engravings, which even
when seen together with so many specimens of
unusual exoelleuce in the art, assert an unques-
tioned superiority in certain details of execution.
In the whole collection there are no prints which
so much resemble paintings,—-which have so
much the eft'eot of actual colour,—as those of
Johan Georg Wille. Most of those here dis-

played are too familiar to all amateurs of en-
gi-aving to need description. ” The Satin Gown,”
“ The Boy blowing Babbles,” “ The Tricoteuse,'*

“The Boors Smoking,” “The Girl Scrubbing
a Porringer,” “The Singing Party,” “The
Fiddler,” “The Madonna with the Bambino,”
“ Tne Girl with a Sparrow,” “ The Schoolmaster,”
and “ The Old Woman with a Tulip,” are here,

—

no one of them representing a truly noble or
beautiful subject, and yet each anBurpassable
in its method of rendering the subject unfortu-
nately chosen by the artist.

The name of Thomas Cecill is annexed to a
fine portrait of the Black Prince, which has
every appearance of being an acenrate likeness.

It bears a strong resemblance to the more
generally known features of the martial

Edward III. We are told that the impressions
“ are to bo sold by Roger Daniel at ye Angel in

Lombard Street,” and informed further that

—

“ The terror of his fights the Black Prince won
The name of Black, nut bis complex oa.
This to his deatbless memory be erected
And to famoae archery too much neglected.”

Five English portraits, by Simon, Crispyn,

and Willelm van der Passe, occupy the next
I screen. One, by the second of these artists, of

:
Queen Elizabeth, with the motto, Posui Deum
adjiitoremmeiim, and the legend, giving the date

i of her death in the artificial form, niortua anno
I MIserICorDLe (the large letters signifying the

' year), should be compared with a finer and
' younger portrait, by an anonymous artist. A
'portrait of James I., dated 1621, with Prince
' Charles standing by, by Willelm van der Passe,
' is very noteworthy, and gives an admirable
physiognomical study of the vain and cruel

'
pedant, with signs of hope and promise in his

ill-fated heir. Robert White has engraved
George, Earl of Cumberland, K.G., with his

I armour, and even the handle of his lance, pow-
dered with gold stars. W. Hole has produced a

‘ fine figure of a knight holding a rod or pole, as

; if about to strike at a maik. The large folio-

' sized portrait of George Villiers, Duke of Buck-
' ingham, with flowing hair, and profusely-strung

collar of pearls, by Willelm Jacob Delff, is

!
positively superb.

! The eleven engravings by W. Hogarth do not

i include the best productions of that artist.

Among them are the well-known portraits of

Wilks and of Lord Lovat, High Life, the Times
(in 1762), and the four plates of the Election.

There is a fine portrait of Bishop Hoadley, by
Bernard Baron, and we then come to the admi-
rable mezzo-tinto engravings of the moat cele-

brated portraits by Sir Joshua Reynolds, which
are for the most part the work of John Raphael
Smith. Among these are the Honourable Mrs.

Stanhope, Lady Catherine Pelham Clinton (a

child feeding fowls), and the Banished Love.
Roxalana is engraved by Dunkarton ;

the Straw-
berry Girl, and Barbara, Countess of Coventry,

by Thomas Watson.
King Charles II., Fairfax (spelt Farfax), Sir

William Paston and Lady Paston, are fine por-

traits, engraved by William Fairthorne, cir.

1659. The last case contains vignettes by
Bartolozzi.

It will be seen that the collection is one of

great artistic and historic value. It should bo

added that one great characteristic of the series

is the rare excellence of almost every print.

None bat good copies appear to have been pur-

chased. The mounting, in simple cardboard

mounts, with the engraver’s name alone dis-

tinctly printed, is worthy of the engraving, and
the plain locked case allowed to each engraving
leaves nothing to desire in the way of pre-

servation and accessibility. The Museum is

to be congratulated on this great acquisition}

and so is the public.

Holborn Viaduct. — The New Viaduct is

now open for foot passengers. It will be for-

mally opened by her MHjesty on the 6th of

November, togetW with Blackfriars Bridge.
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BEADFOED TOWNHALL COMPETITION.
The authorities in Bradford have at length

been seized with tho townhall mania that has
raged with such virulence of late years, in this

part of England especially. They made a stub-
born resistance against the malady approaching
a crisis, but it at length got the mastery, and,
as we now see, has broken out in an architec-
tural rash, that will lead to a heavy doctor’s
account, and, wo hope, a good condition of things
afterwards. The patients seem anxious to stipu-

late as to the amount of the medicine bill, bub we
fear that, as is often the case in such archi-

tectural eruptious or surface diseases, they will

be liable for something more than they pro-
pose to pay. It is quite time, too, that the
corporation got through this “ liability of
youth,” for the longer it is delayed the more
dangerous, that is, expensive, it becomes. Her
sisters, Leeds, Halifax, Rochdale, Chester, &c.,

have pulled through with comparative ease ;

while Manchester, who waited so long, has had
to pay dearly now that her time has come. It

is the more surprising, too, that Bradford has
resisted the “ soft impeachment,” until the pre-

sent moment, as so much good architectural
work has already been done in and around her,

and BO much more is promised for the future.

Considering the close affinity that exists be-

tween the Scotch and Yorkshire characters in

their love for “ filthy lucre,” and intimate know-
ledge of its full value, a stranger arriving for

the first time in Bradford is unexpectedly
gratified to find the streets so well stocked with
good specimens of architecture.

Sidney Smith’s remark respecting Scotchmen
and humour may bo very aptly applied to
Yorkshiremeu and art,—something approaching
the severe character of a surgical operation being
requisite in both cases, with this difference,

however, that after the surgeon has done his

duty on the Yorkshireman, the result will be
lasting and perfect.

Either the honour of his town, the desire to

bo considered liberal and wealthy, which in

America induces so many to submit to double
taxation byreturning their income at twice its real

amount, or the advantage they expect from a
stately building serving as an advertisement, by
causing them to be generally talked about, may
be the motive

; but tho result is the same, and
beneficial both to the town and the profession

;

it should not therefore be too closely examined,
bub the fact itself “ received with thanks.”
The intentions of the Bradford Corporation to

build a Town-hall were made public in May last.

About 400 applications for instructions were
received by the town clerk from architects in all

parts. These rales and requirements were found
to be so unsatisfactory in many respects that
letters of inquiry and explanation passed in

great numbers, until at last the different points

of the instructions were so modified that the
competitors were virtually told that they might
do just as they liked. This was enough lo raise

auspicious in the minds of many, and it was ^

further increased by a letter asking architects

what amount of space they required for the

hanging of their drawings, having a number
attached to the form to be filled up and returned,

|

thereby affording a clue to the ownership of each
design, all being required to appear under motto
only. The result of all this was that of the 400
applicants only about thirty were trapped, and
we shall see below how effectually their wings
were afterwards clipjed. “ In vain is the trap

set in the sight of any bird ;” this has been
very markedly illustrated in the present com-
petition, as nearly half of the competitors come
from London, and others from a still greater

distance, Leeds and Liverpool being slightly

represented, but Manchester and Halifax being
“conspicuous by their absence.” Putting out
of the calculation the local men, the numbers of

the competitors increase according to the inverse

ratio of their proximity to Bradford. The reason
being that the further they were removed the
less they knew of the “family feeling” of the

Bradford “ good folks.” There was an old rule

that if any thing good chanced it was to be kept
in the family. What a “happy family ’’must
this one be when all the plums are given to its

own children irrespective of good behaviour.
This seems still to be in force in the case of

architectural competitions, although in cases
such as Government examinations the value of
patronage has been greatly lessened.

It is a remarkable fact that such a small per-
centage of the applicants submitted designs, as
in the case of Manchester, Bolton, Chester, and

even for the small hospital at Rotherham, a
quarter, or even a third, of the number put in

an appearance. The cause of their “ backward-
ness in coming forward” is not to be found in

the amount of work that is at present inflicting

the profession, for whatever may be the case as

to a few of the great guns, the “ minor cannons ”

have scarcely a “ shot in their looker.”

The corporation having received the designs,

stowed them away in three rooms, one over the

other, in an empty building near the intended

site, known as Gath’s warehouse. The mode of

arranging the designs, especially those that were
intended for tho prizes, was very good, being

similar to that adopted at Lincoln’s Inn for the
“ Law Courts ” designs. There was an attempt

at placing those plans according to their sup-

posed quality, as the curator informed us that

those in the top room were scarcely worth look-

ing at
;
but in this we certainly cannot agree with

him. The councillors next proceeded to go
through the ceremony of selection, which they
had in all probability done some days or weeks
previous to the receipt of the plans, and straight-

way voted the first prize, or the execution of the

building, to Messrs. Lockwood & Mawsou
;
the

second, or 2001, to Messrs. Milnes & France
j

and the third, or 1001., to Mr. Samuel Jackson,

all of Bradford. There was a very pretty bit

of innocent by-play at the opening of the sealed

,
envelopes after the announcement of the awards,

calculated, however, to deceive few, for when
the mottoes and names of the first two had been
declared, the third design, marked “ Gablet,”

was said to have no known author.

The first premiated design, by Messrs. Lockwood
& Mawson, under the motto, “Let Bradford
flourish,” is the most elaborately set forth of any
in the collection, and is illustrated by six beauti-

fully drawn exterior and interior views, coloured

in sepia with great artistic feeling, and one
external view cleverly worked in jjen-and-ink.

The elevations and section, only one longitudinal,

are executed in brown ink
;
the sectional portions,

corresponding with the plans, are filled in with
black, a contrast to tho brown lines that is too

severe and crude.

Fortune has treated Bradford much better than
might have happened, for the plan that accident

has thrown in her way, bon gr4 mal gr6, is one of

the beat in the collection, both in arrangement
and architecture

j
but the fickle lady has taken

her revenge in the character of the second and
third designs, which appear to be selected on
the principles of extremes meeting. The nature
of the proposed site, as to the advisability of

adopting which so much has been advanced yro
and con. in the local journals, is very peculiar.

As to its general position and character, it seems
suitable on the whole. In shape it resembles

the sole of a boot of the late fashion, the rounded
end or heel facing Leeds-road, and the toe, across

which a new street will run. Great Horton-road,

the north side Market-street, and the south side

Chapel-lane and Norfolk-street.

In addition to the principal plan, which is

' completely worked out to fib the Gothic design,

an alternative for the first floor, showing a

different position for the borough court, but nob

nearly so good as the original, is submitted,

j
arranged to suit the Classic design, which is as

inferior to the Gothic as are their respective plans,

along with some minor ' revisions of separate

parts, such as prisoners’ cells, &c. We will, how-
ever, content ourselves with describing and com-
menting on the original plan only.

The basement, although required for little

more than cellars, is well lighted and convenient,

with the exception of the entrances, which,

though forbidden in Market-street, might with
advantage be more numerous in the remaining
streets. We may here remark a defect in the
preparation of the drawings, viz., in the colouring

of the floors, they being all of one tint, instead

of having the rooms belonging to each depart-

ment tinted differently from those of another,

a method that would have greatly assisted in

reading the arrangement of parts. As to the

ground floor, the police entrance is placed in

the centre of the Leeds-road end, or heel of the

building, semicircular on plan. From a spacious

hall open chief clerks, detectives, and district

surveyors’ and other offices, as well as the parade-

room for police, placed under the borough court,

,

and connected with it by a staircase leading into

the prisoners’ dock. From this hall a large

staircase rises, for the use of lawyers, witnesses,

and others having business in the borough
court on first floor. Next to these, proceeding

along Market-street front, we find the curator’s

house, messengers’ and porters’ rooms either
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side of the main vestibule, with central stair-

case leading to the principal floor, and also stairs

descending to the basement. On the opposite side

of the central doorway lie the market superin-

tendent, superintendent of fire brigades, sca-

venging nuisance, and hackney-coach offices,

there terminating the Market-street front.

Proceeding along the toe of the boot, facing

New.streetj towards Chapel-lane, we find in the

centre the entrance to the municipal offices,

which leads into a spacious hall, on the opposite

side of which, facing the entrance, is a hand-
some circular staircase, with columns in front,

around which the groined ceiling of the main
corridors sweep. On this stair access may be
gained either to the municipal offices on principal

floor, or to the basement below. Farther on,

proceeding in the same direction, are placed the

inspector of weights and measures j beyond him,

at the corner, and turning down Chapel-lane, is

the fire brigade department, and room for

engines. The remainder of this front is devoted

to police cells and day-rooms for men. The
whole of this floor is well arranged, with no un-

necessary loss of space. The areas, or open
courts, are spacious, and the corridors well

lighted and ventilated.

First or Principal Floor .—The main approach
to this level is by two easy flights of steps,

in a spacious vestibule, placed in the centre

of the Market-street front. Through this an
entrance-hall is gained, one side of which is

occupied by the principal staircase, placed under

the central tower, that rises to the second floor

by a single flight of steps, which branch right and
left from the first landing. The base of this tower

has thesame fault that is said to have lessened the

chance of Mr. Charlesworth’s design for the Man-
chester Town-ball, viz., the walla are not suffi-

oiently thick adequately to support a super-

struoture some 200 ft. high. On the left of this

staircase-hall a corridor leads to the borough
court, and between it and Market - street is

placed the mayor’s reception-room, and beyond
it, in the direction of Leeds-road, the rooms for

magistrates and their clerks. The space lying

between these latter and the Norfolk-street and
Chapel-lane angle of the site is occupied by the

borough court (the police parade area being
underneath, as before described), bounded on
the right by a groined corridor, lighted

from a large internal open area, which gives

access to the court from the municipal end of

the building. The extremity of the borough
court, opposite to the magistrates’ bench, which
is next to their rooms before mentioned, is semi-

circular on plan, and behind it, in the angle of

the site, comes the public staircase leading to

the gallery, over this end of the court. In the

semicircularend of the site, facing Leeds-road,are

placed the jury-room, waiting-hall, gained by
steps starting from the police entrance-hall, on
the ground-floor; also, lawyers’, witnesses’, and
police-officers’ rooms. From the above it will

be seen that the arrangement of this borough
court is admirable, the magistrates, public, and
those having business in the court, are all and
each kept separate and isolated, and unable to

interfere or tamper with each other,—an impor-

tant point that has been very little attended to

by most of the competitors.

Returning to the principal staircase hall, and
thence proceeding westward in the direction of

Great Horton-road, or to the toe of the boot, we
find the town-clerk’s and borough surveyor’s

offices with the upper flight of the circular stair-

case before mentioned. From this end, ebretoh-

ing down Chapel-lane, are the water and rate

offices, with the remainder of this front taken up
by committee-rooms.
In the centre of the building adjoining the

back of the circular staircase, and lighted from

a large internal court, are the offices of the

borough accountant,—a judioious position in

which to deposit a man whose attention should

not be distracted from his work.
We may here remark that we see no necessity

for planning off the square all the rooms looking

on to Chapel-lane, with the exception of those

influenced by tho walls of the council-chamber,

and these even could have easily been altered.

Second Floor.—Over the principal entrance in

Market-street is placed the room for receptions

and assembly of councillors. Three doors lead

from this into the staircase vestibule, from the

centre of which a bridge crosses the principal

staircase to the council-chamber door. Imme-
diately behind the screen masking this door is the

mayor’s chair, and infrontofit, arranged in a semi-

circle with prolonged ends, are the seats of the

aldermen, and behind and above them those for
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councillors. Keporters are provided with a couple

of tables at the back of the benches and facing

the mayor; and the opposite end of the chamber,

which looks into Chapel-lane, and is segmental

on plan, is occupied by a gallery; and on either

Bide of this are other galleries opening into the

chamber, and approached from the back corridors.

The gallery for the public, over the semicircular

end of the borough court, is gained from this level.

Two balconies project into the court on either

side, one in the centre of each wall, and connected

with the passages. The library, grand jury-

room, recorder’s room, with those for witnesses

and lawyers, occupy the space from the centre of

Market-street front of the building to the Leeds-

road end of it. The offices for coroner, guardians

of the poor, and end of council-chamber, make
their account for the Chapel-lano front. The

mayor’s private rooms and some minor offices do

the same for the remaining portion of the Market-

street and New-street elevations.

The third floor contains little more than un-

appropriated rooms.

Ilaving given our readers a pretty clear view

of the interior of the building, we expect that

they will be thereby all the better prepared

to understand our remarks upon the exterior or

architectural portions of it.

The style of the design may be described as

Early French, with a spice of Northern Italy of

the same period in it.

The beautiful and artistic manner in which the

drawings are got up would make nearly any style

“ go dow'n
;

” it is fortunate, therefore, that the

one selected is so good as it happens to be.

The principal elevation in Market-street is

made up of a central and twoside'gables'springing

from the level of the main cornice, and bounded

at the angles by octagonal and engaged turrets

terminating above in arcaded pinnacles; the

whole nnited by facades, composed of six bays

each. The central feature of this elevation pre-

sents a wide pointed doorway, with jambs of

three orders, having attached columns. Tbe arch

over is moulded, the outer order being enriched

with radiating diapers. On each side of this

door are massive pilasters supporting canopies

containing statues. Above the door, and under

a shallow crocketed gable, are three trefoiled

arches with flgures ;
and higher up a decorated

broad band or frieze.

The windows of the square portion of this

gable correspond with those of the main facade,

with the exception of those to the flrst-floor,

which are narrower, and contained under gable

moulds. A projecting oriel window, of good

design, is shown by the perspective view

an the central pavilion, over the doorway, but

omitted in the elevations. The gable proper is

filled up with three pointed and traceried

windows, the centre one having two lights, with

three of their miniatures in the apex.

The proportions of this gable are unpleasant

;

it is too wide even in the elevations, and would

appear much more so in execution. The angle

turrets might with advantage be drawn some

3 fc. closer together, or the springing of the

gable raised considerably.

The ground-floor line of the main facades is

treated in a plain and massive style, with square-

headed and shafted coupled windows. Above

them runs a band of oblong panels containing

shields. Upon this band rest tbe main floor

windows, which are composed of coupled and

shafted pointed lights, deeply recessed under a

flat - pointed arch, with broad soffit, springing

from a broad carved impost or string the depth

of the foliated caps, under which is a circle with

a cinquefoibcusped opening and diaper work.

The spandrels of the main arches are in like

manner filled in with square horizontal diapering,

having a circle and medallion in the centre.

Again, another bepanelled band, and then come
the second-floor windows, which are rather

plain and small, running in couples, divided

by recesses of similar outline, and containing

figures, the whole forming a continuous arcade

round the entire building,—a convenient arrange-

ment by which a window that will not “ work
in” may be changed for a figure that must.

Where this arcade meets the angle turrets,

•figures are made to cluster round them, one on

each of the faces. The usual Gothic cornice,

with arcaded parapet over it, completes the

whole, allowing for an occasional dormer window
of two lights, or a first-floor window of tender

years, under a gablet of its own.

Tbe semioiroular end facing Leeds road is

like the main fa9ade, curved to tbe required

shape by hydraulic pressure, and suffers from the

process ; for tbe great span of the main arches

planned on such a short radius throws their

crowns very much in advance of the haunches.

The construction is bad, and presents the appear-

ance of a very corpulent mao suffering from reple-

tion. The dormer that occupies the centre of this

curve is twice the size of the others, and suffers

in the same way as the portion below, for the

line of its gable coping has an unpleasant twist

in it. It is desirable to avoid placing arches

in a curve, especially those of considerable span.

The doors in the centre of both the ends of

this design are poor, and along with the central

tower and the portions wo have before alluded

to, require reconsideration. The central clock

tower rises from over the principal staircase.

Its design is meagre, however much its original

may be admired. It shoots up like a rocket, with

a variegated tail, and when the " pop ” comes, a

heavy machicolated cornice with swallow-tailed

battlements appears, and the ‘‘ bang ” produces a

large open belfry with pyramidal roof. A small

clock is crammed in somewhere amongst tbe

swallow-tailed battlements. It is wonderful,

judging from the designs before ns, what hazy

notions architects have as to the proper diameter

of a clock for a given altitude, scarcely any being

satisfactory on this point. Probably it is a good

rule to make a clock face 1 ft. across for every

10 ft. it is raised above the ground. Many of

those we speak of would require a telescope to

read them, and appear more like a watch than a

clock.

We mast reserve further notes.

PLYMOUTH GUILDHALL COMPETITION.

The Town Council very properly took pro-

fessional advice in the selection of designs

entitled to tbe offered premiums : Mr. Alfred

Waterhouse was the architect who so assisted

them, and the first premium baa been awarded to

“ Fiat Justitia, ruat Ccelum " (Messrs. Alfred

Norman & Jas. Hine), the second to “ Ich dien”

(Mr. Charles Foster Hayward), and the third to

“ Nina,” name unknown.
We give the referee’s report on the selected

three :

—

with, and would average 120 ft. by 60 ft. The cost of this

scheme would far exceed the sum euggested ;
indeed, the

author himself, to a certain extent, admits it.

“ The design ' Ich dien,’ though not equal to others in

artistic ability, has the merit of being far less expensive

than ‘Hina,’ jet still, in my opinion, likely to cost con-

siderably more than ‘Fiat Justitia’— than which, how-
ever, it contains more extra accommodation. It consists

of two modest, but effective groups, rather late in style,

leading up to St. Andrew’s tower, as their common
centre, to the effect of which this design is, perhaps, more
subservient than any other. The plana were_ generally

excellent in their arrangement. The public hall is of good
size, and likely to be successful acoustically. The ar-

rangement for judges (except as to their fireplaces), and

for the grand and petty juries are unexceptionable. There
should be a way under the bench of the Crown Court

to allow the bar ready access to the Civil Court. The
bench, however, should not be so far above the floor as

shown (7 ft. 6 in.), and the galleries in this design

generally have not sufficient slope to enable those occu-

pying the back seats to look over those in front. There is

no van-wav into the enclosed space behind the courts. The
quadrangle in the centre of tbe two buildings would be

spacious, 280 ft. by 108 ft. The elevations, which, as a

whole, appear to merit favourable mention, would, I think,

be tbe better if modified as to their angle turret and

central gables. The author's calculation as to cost may
be taken as very reliable. After the three designs thus

reviewed, I am at some difliculty to continue my selection,

for the claims of several seem to be nearly equal. Of this

class, bearing the mottoes ‘Nota Bene,’ ‘Medio Tutissi-

mus,' the figure 14 in a circle, ‘ Usui Civium Deoon
Urbinm,’ and the designs with tbe device of a red cross

within a black circle, deserve special mention. The author

of ‘ Nota Bene ’ has allowed tbe Leeds town-hall to gmde
him both as to his plan, and, partially so, to his elevation.

Still it is not a servile copy. The exterior possesses a simple

dignity, and the arrangements of the interior are to be

commended. A few points in the design appeared to me
to be open to criticism ;

for instance, there would be a

deficiency of light in the great hall, it built as designed.

This, however, might be obviated by lightening the win-

dows on the north side. The means of communicating

between the ball itself (a noble room of 157 ft. by 67 ft.)

and the surrounding corridors are insufficient. This also

might have been easily obviated, as at St. George's Hall,

Liverpool. The mayor and magistrates would suffer from

this room being placed behind the screen formed by the

WestwoU-streei portico. The cost of executing ffiis de-

sign will probably exceed the sum named." • • *

Considerable opposition to the proposed erec-

tion is manifested by a portion of the ratepayers,

bub they can scarcely shut their eyes to the fact

that a new Gtiildhall is necessary, and ought to

be provided as speedily as practicable.

“The first, ‘Fiat Justitia, ruat Ccelum,’ proclaims the

master. A nobly grouped and most picturesque exterior

expresses tbe arrangements and purposes of the buildings.

Guildhall and Courts all assert themselves. The design is

at once solid and inexpensive; the riehnessbeing confined

to the parts requiring it. The public entrances to the

'alieries of all the courts are well arranged. They lead

iirect to them, and to them only, and thus keep those who
come to be amused merely, distinct from those who have

business to transact. There is, also, a commendable

absence of long corridors in the Assize Courts' end of the

bnilding, which, however, would have been belter 1 ft.

or 2 ft. wider.
. , , ,

The hall, 112 ft. by 80 ft., exclusive of its apsidalend,

would make an admirable iaUi det pas perdue. It is

covered by a roof of somewhat novel construction, but

which I think would be successful, both acoustically and

architecturally ;
all the more so, however, if it were kept

somewhat lower. The courts, -IS ft. by 36 ft. end 46 ft. by

36 ft., seem to me of about the right size, but would surely

be improved if, with the hall, they were reduced in height.

I think, also, a passage under tbe Bench in each case would

be desirable, aud that the gallery for the grand jury in the

Crown Court should be lowered in height. The municipal

offices are excellent in every respect, though it seems to me
that bath the couneil-chamber and the various offices,

which are drawn 22?, ft. wide, could well afford a reduction

of, say 3 ft. from front to back, thus giving more space to

tbe central square, and reducing the cost of the building.

It would be well, also, if the public had not to come to tbe

front of their gallery in the council-chamber in order to

reach their seats at the back.
I consider this not only one of the very best, but also

one of the cheapest designs in the room. In all pro-

bability it could be erected in its entirety for a sum but

little exceeding the higher figure named in the instruc-

tions. The tower, though a striking feature, and from its

entirely different character, hardly interfering with the

church, might be omitted without taking so much from the

composition as would be the case with the towers in some

of the other designs. The Assize Courts, also, might for

a time remam nnbuilt, without preventmg the erection of

the Guildhall and Police courts.
. .

In ‘Nina’ a good plan is embodied in a most artistic

and admirable design. The author, unlike the author of

‘ Fiat Justitia,’ who follows the arrangement set forth

the lithographed plan furnished to competitors, places I

principal block of buildings towards 'Westwell • street,

with a tower of great beauty in the centre, so placed a:

to come not only opposite the tower of Rt. Andrew’i

Church, but exactly in the line of Union-street, produced

so that on approaebiog from Devonport the main
thoroughfare would seem to have been made to lead up

to what would be the most striking architectural o

ment of the town. On the one side of the tower

grouped the municipal bnildiogs, and on the other the

Guildhall. Passing through the tower, you enter a linn

open space, 180 ft. square, with 8t. Andrew’s tower,

before stated, opposite; the courts on the right, and

the left, a space tor future extension. From this side the

exterior is, if anything, more attractive than from thi

other ; and as a complete scheme the plan seems to mi

preferable to that of ‘ Fiat Justiiia.’ If the arcade to the

east were dispensed with, more light would be secured to

the rooms at the back of it, and some expense saved. Ihe

general public are not, in this design, kept so entirely to

themselves as in the design already described, and 1 think

some re-arrangement would be needed in the municipal

offices. The great hall could be made longer by omiltin,

the aute-rooms, if the mayor’s gallery could be dispense

Sib,—

I

t seems superfluons to write indiguant comments

npon the many flagrant instances of jobbery under the

present system of competition, but this instance at

Plymouth presents so entirely a new feature, that it seema

worthy of a special line. Projeeeional adoice was obtained,

and then I should say the competitors breathed freely,

thinking that all the conditions would be thoroughly con-

sidered, and an impartial selection made. The instruc-

tions were not to exceed 25,OOUL; but, as usual, showy

perspectives,—prepared regardless of cost,—were sub-

mitted. To my great surprise, Mr. Waterhouse (the

adviser) recommended in his report three of the most

expensive of the designs, viz., “ Fiat Justitia,’’ " Nina,

and “ Ich dien," and, as though recogniaing his own error,

entered in his report a pretty little piece of special

pleading as an attempt at justifying his peculiar recom-

meudatiun.
He says,—" I would venture to remark that the clauses

lu the conditions refeiring to tbe coet were not such as

would be interpreted by architects to tie them down

itrictly to the sum specified."
_

In answer, I need only quote the lostruetions to the

architects, which are now before me. “ It is intended that

tbe outlay on the foregoing buildings ehall not exceed

from 20,000f. to 26,000f.’' I think most men of business

would understand that sentence tJ mean what it says, and

it certainly says enough to put such designs as would cost

60,OOOL out of court altogether. I would ask Mr. Water-

house if he could not make a better design for 60,000i.

than he can for 35,OOOL ? And I hold that it is the duty,

aud most sacred duty, of a professional adviser to a com-

mittee who select him for their guidance, to set aside all

tbo-e designs so evidently prepared without regard to

cost, violating, as they do, the first and most important

condition of tbe competition, and take into consideration

onlj/ those which can be carried out for about the sum
stipulated.

As a rule, one is not surprised at building cornmittees

(when we remember the class of humanity of which they

are generally composed) being caught with baits i''

shape of prettily-prepared perspectives with the chimneys

omitted, “ because they are no ornament;’’ but when it

comes to this, and professional men in the position of

Mr. Waterhouse overlook those who design with beauty

and build with truth, to recommend those who lack tho

first requisite of au architect, which, in Mr. Ruskin’s

opinion, is “ to do fine work economically," we may
'adeed say, where will this injustice end ? AUGUS,

ON THE APPLICATION OF SEWAGE.

Waste not—want not. Words applicable to

states as well as to individnals, while the amount

of pauperism is so grea*-, and the means of in-

oreaainu’ the food-producing powers of the

country is allowed to run to waste, poUuting

our rivers and coasts; while it is possible to

see ships laden with manures from distant lands,

beating against a flood of loathsome matter con-

taining the same elements of productiveness as

they are burdened with.

In England produce is consumed from every

part of the world. To increase the fertility of

the soil nob only are manures imported, but the

stores of it accumulated in past ages are now-

ransacked, by which posterity is being im-

poverished both here and abroad, since the
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detrihtiS arisinj' Trom their coneumptiou is thrown
into tho sea, and other lands are unable to
manure their soils, as the means of doing so are
sent away to us.

Although in towns of limited population other
means may be found of removing detritus with-
out the aid of water, it is a settled point that
in all large towus it is impossible to alter the
present system of drainage; therefore my re-
marks are confined to the disposal of sewage as
it is now obtainable, so as to return to the earth
that which has been taken out of it.

As yet no method sufficiently economical to
be practical has been discovered of entirely
separating sewage so as to render its water
pure; all methods yet tried having failed to 11.1

the salts
;
the inability to do so causing the sub-

stance obtained to be of inferior value, and the
water is not rendered innocuous.
The only agent found capable of accomplishing

the result is the earth. As rain falling in one
place finds its exit many miles distant, so let
sewage be applied, when it will be fonnd the
earth has deprived it of its noisome qualities,
and the water will have drained away into the
water-shed of the country.
From the experiments of a few years, it is

demonstrated that sewage contains extraordinary
fertilising powers; but it is an important ques-
tion, if the lands on which the experiments have
been tried are those of a suitable character,
since low-lying lands have not a porous subsoil
whereby an amount of moisture is retained which
renders them unfit for general cultivation.
For the profitable and successful application of

sewage, it is absolutely necessary the land should '

have a subsoil affording natural^drainage, which I

is only to be obtained by taking it on to high
1

lands. I am prepared to hear the cost of pump-

'

ing, &c., would be enormous ; that thought would '

have deterred me from venturing on such a pro-
'

position, were it not that the expenditure of'
twenty millions for the constrnction of a tunnel
to connect England and France for the accom-
modation of a few passengers who dislike the
effects of an hour’s rough sea, is thought worthy
the consideration of our ablest engineers. It is to
be hoped, therefore, that a subject bearing on
the present and future welfare of England is as
worthy an object of their attention, though per-
haps, from the well-known bias of the craft, who
are never so pleased as when there is a work to
be accomplished that is nearly impracticable,—

a

scheme involving but money will not meet with
approbation. To reach lands of the foregoing
description the sewage must be raised to such a
height as to command the greater part of the
line of country through which it would have to
be taken, and to avoid heavy works the natural
configuration of the country could be followed to
its outlet.

As an example, take the case of the sewage on
the south side of London. From Plumstead
raise it into an aqueduct leading to the high
land of Belvedere

;
raise it as necessary, having

regard to the convenience of crossing rivers,
until the chalk downs and waste lands of the
southern coast are reached : by this means it
wonld flow over a large area, and wonld be kept
near the surface. To distribute it still further,
branches could bo led off.

The next point for consideration is the method
of applying it to the land. That practised in
India for irrigation should be adopted, with this
difference, that whereas there water is applied
to growing crops, here the sewage would be
poured on to fallow lands. The land would have
to be terraced to allow the fields to be laid out
level, on to which the sewage would be con-
ducted by pipes, and allowed to flow over them
until they were well flooded, then the supply
stopped, and allowed to drain away, which, with
a subsoil of chalk or gravel, it would soon do,
leaving the soil highly manured, and in a fit

condition for any crop.

The great objection to a scheme which is
mooted, viz., that of embanking the Maplin
Sands, and conducting the sewage fromPlaistow
on them, is,—they are low-lying, and would have
to be kept drained by artifical means; also, in
consequence of the thinness of what would be
called dry land, the sewage would pour out,
through the drains, as fast as it went in, giving
no time for the salts (the valuable ingredient)
to be eliminated. Mikros.

Hoyal Institute of Architects.—The first
ordinary meeting of the session will be held onMonday evening, the let of November.

THE PEESBYTERIAN MISSION HOUSE,
SEACOMBE, CHESHIRE.

This building, which has just been completed,
from^ tho designs of Mr. H. H. Vale, Liverpool,
consists of a large central hall, with triplet win-
dows at each end, and clearstory lights on the
sides below the eaves, with two transepts,
divided from the hall by coupled arches, pillars,
and moveable screens. The hall is flanked by
two wing buildings, forming smaller gables on
the front elevation, the roofs being relieved by
rows of dormer lights. These wing or aisle
buildings contain two stories. The lower one is

used for class-rooms, reading and smoking
rooms

; and tho upper one for keeper’s residence,
Bible-woman’s house, class-room, store-room, &o.
In the rear of the hall there is an infants’ school,
with cloak-rooms, lavatory, waiting-room, and
other offices and outbuildings. The materials
need iu the construction generally are grey
brick with red bands, quoins and arches, stone,
and terra-cotta. The interior of the hall and
transepts is lined with white bricks, having red
brick bands, arches, and quoins. The roof is

open-timbered, and counter-ceiled between the
rafters. The whole of the exposed timbers are
stained and varnished. The gable factables are
of fire-clay, made by the Roughdales Company
from the architect’s drawings, and while being
less porous than the local stone, present an
appearance equal to masonry. The chimney-
stacks are formed of the same material. The
group of buildings is crowned by a bell-turret,
serving also as a ventilator: it is supported upon
the centre of the ridge upon a pair of coupled
principal?. The wrought metal-work has been
supplied by the Midland Architectural Metal-
workers’ Company, the cast iron by Messrs.
Weber & Co., of Liverpool. Messrs, J. & T.
Mason, of Egremont, were the sole contrractors

;

Mr. Reddy was the sub-contractor for the cai
penfcryandjoiner’s’work; Messrs. Cherry& Lawlo
for the plumbing

; and Messrs, Forrest & Co., <

Liverpool, for the glazing. The coat of th
whole undertaking, exclusive of the land, :

about 2,000L The hall and transepts will accon
modate, used as a church, 400 people

; and tb
infants’ school, 100 children.

THE DECLINE OF SHIPBUILDING ON
THE THAMES.

Mr.^ John Glover, in discussing the cause of
this, gives a table, which shows “ the daily rate of
wages, on the Thames, Wear, and Clyde, of car-
penters, joiners, platers, caulkers, riveters,
painters, riggers, sailmakers, boilermakers, engi-
neers, turners, and pattern-workers. The cost
of one day’s labonr from these combined crafts
is, on the Thames, 728.

; on the Clyde, SSs. 8d.

;

on tho Wear, SSs. 8d. The Thames price is 22'72
per cent, higher than the Clyde, and 29-3-1 per
cent, higher thau the Wear. I submit that this
single fact is an explanation of the decline of
shipbuilding on the Thames so conclusive as
rather to suggest a demand for another explana-
tion, viz., how the trade was carried on until
recent time with such a disadvantage. The
answer is simple. It was not a profitable trade.
One after another the builders failed, and some
more than once, and their estates usually yielded
very small dividends. Moreover, it was what I
may call a hot-bouse trade. The buyers were
not individuals spending their own money, look-
ing for the cheapest market, and taking the
benefit of competition therein

; but, on the con-
trary, they were chiefly Governments (British
and foreign) and large companies, often highly
subsidised and rich, with whom price, and an
adequate return to be earned thereon, were not
primary considerations. While the Thames work-
manship was, or was thought to be, unrivalled,
the buyers I have described contracted almost
exclusively with Thames builders, who obtained
high prices in the absence of competition from
other rivers. But Thames workmanship can
now be equalled both on the Clyde and Mersey,
on the Tyne and Wear; our own and other
Governments and the large companies no longer
restrict their contracts to the Thames; in such
competition the lowest price wins. The Thames
has lost—lost inevitably—with its labour rate
22-72 per cent, above the Clyde, and 29-3-4 per
cent, above the Wear. There is good reason for
believing, moreover, that this difference in the
rate of wages is aggravated by the extent to
which work is done by the ‘piece’ in the
northern yards. Ironwork on the Clyde is nearly
all so done, and I am informed that on the Wear
nine-tenths of it is so done.”

[Oct. 23, 1869.

“ Some further disadvantage to this industry on
the Thames has accrued through the comparative
disuse of wood in the construction of ships.
Formerly all vessels were built of wood. Coal
and iron, and the cost thereof, were not then
very important items in their construction. Now,
a steamer built of wood is a rarity, and nearly
all large sailing vessels are built either entirely
of iron, or of iron in the interior with a wooden
skin. These last are called ‘ composite ’ vessels.
It is apparent how the disuse of wood, and the
greatly increased nse of iron, favours the rivers
in close proximity to the banks of which iron is

manufactured, and where coal—so important an
item in all work with iron—is also fonnd proxi-

mate, and therefore cheap.”
” With regard to the chief reason, it is most

natural to ask why Thames wages did not fall

with the decline of trade until such a level had
been reached as would have enabled Thames
masters to compete successfully with other rivers.

The ‘ Union ’ seems to have decreed otherwise.
They fixed a limit below which wages ought nob,
in their opinion, to fall. They succeeded thus
far. Wages remain nominally high. But there
is no work: trade is destroyed. It is perhaps an
extreme illustration of what happens when the
men become masters.”

SCHOOLS OF ART AND SCIENCE.
Crystal Palace School of Art, Science, and

Literature.—To what extent the Crystal Ralace,
in a passive sense, has been instrumental, if not
in directly promoting education, at any rate in
improving the tastes of the masses, it is impos-
sible accurately to determine; but that it has had
a great influence for good there can be no possible
doubt. It was, in the first instance, with a view
to utilise its valuable resources for educational
purposes that the directors, some ten years ago,
established the school, and buccbss has year by
year attended it. Its operations are confined to
female education, and comprise lessons and
lectures by eminent professors and teachers on
all subjects embraced in a liberal education, and
the courts and collections of the Palace are made
available by way of examples and illustrations.

The new session (1869-70) commenced on the
18th inst. According to the prospectus, which
is already issued, there are many privileges
accorded to registered pupils, such as the free
use of a good reading-room and library, and an
opportunity of purchasing a season ticket to the
Crystal Palace at half-price.

Technical School, Chelsea.— The opening
meeting of a new school has taken place in
College-street, nnder the auspices of the Rev.
Gerald Blunt, Rector of Chelsea, and an in-
fluential committee. Mr. Buckmaster delivered
the inaugural address, in which he urged the
necessity of such schools for the instruction of
the boys of the better class of artisans, ap-
prentices, and young men. Mr. Bickerton, the
teacher, also addressed the meeting on the
industrial and educational object of the school,
which promises to be successful. A good
number of mechanics and young meu were
present, who appeared much interested in th&
proceedings.

Bristol School of Science.—A scieLtific convert
sazione has taken place in the lecture-hall of
the Athenjenm, Corn-street, in connexion with
this school, which is in union with the Depart-
ment of Science. A number of etchings, en-
gravings, photographs from Raffaelle’s cartoons,
diagrams, anatomical drawings, &o., were ex-
hibited on the walls of the hall. There was a
large attendance, mostly of young people of both
sexes. The chair was taken by Canon Girdle-
stone, and Mr. Buckmaster delivered an address
on “ The Value of Scientifio Instruction, and
the Aid Government affords for its Promotion.”
Referring to the Bristol Trade School, he said
it had now outlived all its difficulties, he was
glad to say, and made itself a name and repu-
tation, not only in Bristol, but throughout every
part of the country, sufficient to ensure its con-
tinuance even if the Parliamentary grant wero
entirely withdrawn. An address on “ Inorganic
Chemistry,” by Mr. F. T. Ewens, followed, and
was illnstrated by numerous experiments. During
the evening, several selections ofmusic and songs
were given.

A School of Art for Leicester.—A meeting to
consider the desirability of establishing a School
of Art and Design in Leicester, was held in the
Town-hall, on Thursday evening before last. The
Mayor presided. Appropriate resolutions in
favour of the object in view were unasimousiy
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passed, and a committee appointed to draw up

rules for the management of the school, &c.

The Maidstone School of Art.—The distribution

of prizes to those students of this school who

have saocessfuliy passed the Government ex-

amination has taken place. The concert-room

of the Corn Exchange was well filled with a

fashionable assemblage. Mr. James Whatman,

M.P., took the chair. The report stated that

the school continues to be well attended by

students. From the commencement of this year,

which is the second since its commencement,

73 middle-class students and 30 artisans have

been under instruction, making a total of 103.

This is a slight falling off in the numbers from

the first year, and, in the case of a new institu-

tion, is what might be expected. The number

of prizes obtained for drawing sent up is seven.

The school continues self-supporting.

The Lincoln School of Art.—Through the

efforts of Archdeacon Mackenzie and Mrs.

Mackenzie, classes for the study of drawing,

painting, and design are about to be established

in Collingham, as a branch of the Lincoln School

of Art, under the direction of Mr, Taylor.

Already a sufficient number have joined to make

a good beginning. Some of the works done by

tbo Lincoln students, and other paintings, have

been exhibited at the Farmers’ Club-room, and an

address has been delivered by Mr. Taylor, head-

master of the Lincoln School of Art, showing

the value of art to all classes, and explaining

the course of study. There was a good attend-

ance. The archdeacon presided, and in opening

the proceedings delivered a short address.

BRIDGE ACCOMMODATION FOR LONDON.

In connexion with this subject it may be
oseful to put on record the pith of a report by

the Bridge-house Committee laid before the

Court of Common Council on the 13bh inst. :

—

“ The committee stated that they proceeded in the

references made to them, and were attended by the Lord
Mayor and Mr. James Medwin, the respectire movers
thereof, and also by a deputation of the petitioners, who
were Boverally heard upon the subject; and his lordship

having suggested the propriety of inquiry being made to

ascertain whether it would be possible to obtain for tbe

benelit of the public the use of the footways adjoining

Cannon-street Railway- bridge, they directed the City

architect to communicate with the railway company upon
tbe subject, and tbe architect has since reported to them
that the railway company would ba willing to allow the

public to nse the footways upon such terms as might be
agreed upon between the company and the corporation

;

but the architect stated that, with the present means of

access thereto, the footways, if opened, would be bu'

slightly used, and of very little benelit to the public, and
the committee were informed by the controller that tbe

Act of Parliament authorising the construction of the rail-

way-bridge did not contain any provisiou for compelling

the company to devote the footways of the bridge to the

use of the public. They had considered a report presented

to them by Mr. Henry Carr upon the general question

of communication between the north and south sides

of the Thames, in which he stated that increased

accommodation might bo given on Lmdon Bridge by
widening the structure without affecting the stability or

adding to the weight of the foundations, and without
chauging thegener^ elevation of tbe bridge; but he added
that in his opinion the question as regarded London
Bridge could not be dealt with irrespective of Southwark-
Bridge, and of its capabilities for improvement. Mr. Carr

attended before tbe committee, and submitted a model,

ehowing the manner in which be proposed the bridge

should be altered, whereby the footways on each aide

might be increased 2 ft. 6 in. in width, at an expense of

about 18,700L, or half that amount if the footway ou one

aide only was widened. Mr. Cart also submitted a plan

for increasing the width of Southwark Bridge, and im-
proving the steep gradiente thereof, at an expense of from
lOO.OOuL to llO.OOOf., together with a plan showing tbe

northern and southern approaches of both London and
Southwark Bridges. The committee had also considered

a design submitted to them by Messrs. Hepple & Stock-

man for increasing tiie width of London Bridge by throw-

ing both the present footways into the carriageway, and
constructing additional footways 12 ft. 9 in. wide on
each side of the bridge, the cost of which alterations was
estimated at 27,00(JL; also a plan submitted by Mr.
Hamilton H. Fulton for widening the bridge by throwing

the existing footways into the carriageway and construct-

ing additional footways of a width of 12 ft. on each side on
wrought-iron cantilevers, the probable cost of which Mr.
Fulton oslimated at 20,OOOL They were likewise at-

tended by Mr. F. W. Bryant, who submitted a model
showing the manner in which he proposed to afi'ord

increased facilities for tbe foot tralllc on London Bridge
by means of a footway 7 ft wide, to be constructed ou
wrought-iron cantilevers outside the parapet on the

eastern side of the bridge
;
and Mr. Bryant stated that

by the removal of the present parapet an additional width
of 1 ft. 3 in. might also be ail'orded, thus increasing the
footway from its preoent width of 9 ft. to 17 ft. 3 in,, the
cost wlrereof he estimated at 9,826L, which amount in-

cluded the cost of a temporary footway to provide for the
traffic during the progress of the works. Mr. Bryant
further stateil that tbe carrying out of his plan would not

aficot the stability of the bridge. Mr. Frederick Fiulay

also submitted a plan fur widontug the footway 6 ft. 6 in.

on the eastern side in a similar way, at an estimated

cost of 6,000L At the request of the committee, the

City Commissioners of Police caused returns to be made,
from which it appeared that the average number of foot-

passengers crossiug London Bridge during eix days in

December, 1867, was 110,519, whilst the number
on the 17th of March last was 105,359, showing a diminu-

tion between the two periods of 5,194; but, taking the

largest number of foot.pasacugors that crossed the bridge

during one of the six days in December, 1867, and com-

paring it with the number that passed over the bridge on

the 17th March last, it would appear that a diminution

bad taken place to tbe extent of 17,402. The committee

had oresented to them a further report from the City

Architect and Mr. S. W. Leach, relative to the gradients

and approaches to Southwark Bridge, and in conclusion

they stated that, having given the whole subject their

careful attention, and having regard to the diminution

that had already taken place in the traffic over London

Bridge, they were of opinion that the further considera-

tion of the question as to improving the communication

between the north and south sides of the Thames, and that

of providing increased accommodation for the foot traffio

over London Bridge, should be postponed until the com-

mittee hud had an opportunity of ascertaining the effect

on the public traffic that may be produced by the opening

of the new bridge at Blackl'riars, the new street to the

Mansion House, and the Tower Subway now in course of

construction, aud until the traffic over Southwark Bridge

and Cannon-street Bridg-* shall bavo been more fully

developed; and they therefore recommended that the

references made to them on the above subjects should be

discharged.”

The report was agreed to. At the meeting, it

was stated that after the opening of Blackfriars

Bridge, London Bridge would bo closed twelve

working days, in order that it might ba repaved,

as bad been agreed upon at a former court. It

would, however, be closed only to vehicular

traffic, and not to foot-passengers.

THE TELEICONOGRAPH.

The account we gave of M. Revoil’s invention

for facilitating the drawing of distant objects

has been reprinted far and wide, not least so in

America : the result has been claims on the part

of more than one gentleman of having long pre-

viously devised and used the same arrangement.

Mr. Sharpe, in our pages, showed that he had

done 80
,
and mentioned an improved arrange-

ment, with the same object in view, exhibited

by the late Mr. Varley, at the Great Exhibition

of 1851.

An American gentleman, Mr. Edgerton, of

Fort Wayne, Ind., now writes thus to the

^menca-n. Qas-light Journal

:

—
" In your issue of the 16th inst. I observe an article,

copied from tbe London B-aUdir, describing a new instru-

ment called a ‘ Xeleiconograpb,’ devised by one M. Hevoil,

a Frenchman.
, „ ^ . i

I have a transit theodolite made fur me to order, by

Messrs. Tronghton & Simmes, of London, December.

1862, and among other appliances devised and attached to

the same, is M. Rovoil’s ‘ Teleieonoeraph.’

I never tboueht tbe idea of suilicieut importance to

give it a Greek name, or describe it in the journals,

although I have used it to great advantage for seven years.

At the time 1 devised this apparatus, I supposed the idea

was oue that might have occurred to many; but since it

has come in for a Greek name, and found place in the

London Builder, I write to claim a share in the device.

Messrs. Troughton & Simmes will well remember con-

Btructing the apparatus, and I have it here now to sub-

' Btantiate my assertion. Without knowing it I have prac-

i
tised ‘Teleiconography’ for seven years ! and it maybe

!

that others have done the same, although Messrs. 1 . & S.

' never had before constructed one, as I bad to make a

sketch of the device.”

now TO BUILD.

We read that the builders of ancient Rome

were obliged to warrant their private buildings

for ten years, and their public ones for fifteen.

Moreover, every accident arising from bad con-

struction during these periods, was to be made

good by them or their heirs. If they were unable

to make the necessary repairs, they were whipped,

shamed, and banished. Some such law like this,

if it could be enforced in the nineteenth century,

within the bills of mortality of this great city

of London, would work a salutary and lasting

reform. It is not “ how to build,” but how not

to build, consequently structures are very often,

in fact are daily, being erected, whose best recom-

mendation is that they are certain to kill off

some portion of every family which may have

the misfortune to live in them.

In the first stage of their existence, they effect

this by dampness, want of ventilation, and the

absence of any proper system of drainage.

In the second stage of existence of these

houses, they kill off their inmates by the presence

of too much ventilation. Doors, windows, and

roofs exhibit the efieota of employing green or

unseasoned timber ;
achingpains begin to trouble

the joints and shoulders; and, like the human

body, the framing body of joinery creaks with a

chronic asthma. In the house where there was

insnfficieut ventilation first, there is any quantity

of wind and weather now, for tenon and mor-

tise part company, and paper, lath, aud plaster

follow suit, with a groan for the internal genn.

The third stage in the life of those model

structures is this —that they suddenly drop to

the earth with an epileptic spasm, without the

least external warning; and in annihilating

themselves they bury several families in the one

general crash.

Need we add the sequel ? Scarcely. We will

simply note an “ inquest,”—verdict, “ accidental

death.”

Not a word of censure on the “jerry builder ”

or sham contractor, who made a nice thing out

of speculating in the blood of his fellow-beings.

Not a word of reproof ou the man that “ did

' not want any of your confounded architects.” Not

one word on the jack-of-all-trades who was

surveyor, engineer, architect, aud all. No, not

a word. He, like other “ lucky dogs,” caught

up the “ tip ” of the day, and his trade is to

build to sell, aud not to build to la.st.

Oh, would that the old Roman law were still

in force, or that a vigilance committee were em-

bodied so that the building ghouls of Loudon

could be “ whipped, shamed, and banished ”

from the country !

AMERICA.

A Roman Catholic Church, dedicated to St.

Paul, has been built in Worcester, Massachusetts.

The length is 171 ft. ;
the width, 91 It. ; the

height of basement, 16 ft. ;
height of walls above

audience-room floor, 2-4 ft.
;
height of clearstory

walls, 12 ft.
;
height of tower from pavement to

top of cross, 212 ft. The material for exterior

walls and tower, including spire and cross, is to

be granite
;
colour for the body uf the work,

white
;
for the trimmings, dark. The porch in

the front is to be supported on red granite

columns, polished. The trimmings are fine

hammered, and the body of the work laid in

square ashlar-work.

The church is being built for a new society

under the direction of tbe Rev. John G. Power.

The architects are Messrs. E. Boyden dc Son, of

Worcester, who also superintend the work. At

present there are no persons following the

basiness of what is called in England “ clerk of

the works
;

” but the architects superintend the

erection of their own designs, except in some

few very large and extensive buildings requiring

constant oversight.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY OF
NORTHAMPTON.

At tbe annual meeting of this society, held

on the 13th inst., Lord Alwyne Compton pre-

siding, the Rev. N. F. Lightfoot read the report,

which referred to various restorations under the

auspices of the society. In reference to Earl’s

Barton Church, it was stated that there was

an opinion that the tower was not secure, and

subscriptions were invited for obtaining the

necessary fund. References were also made to

restorations at Peterborough Cathedral, Lowiok

(which was re-opened ou Tuesday, by the lord

bishop of the diocese), Deene, Crausley, Stnxton,

Bozeat, and Abbhorpe.

The Rev. G. Ayliffe Poole then read a lively

paper “ On Ways and Means.” Mr. Poole

referred to the enormous amonnt of church work

done immediately after the coming of the Nor-

mans into this country ;
and having given some

amusing aud curious instances of the steady

persevemuce of the early churoh-builders and

their modes of obtaining ways and means, he

gave a vivid description of the characteristics of

modern begging, and of bazaars, which he said

were, of all methods of raising ways and means,

the most extravagant. He gave some humorous

evidence of this in the nature of a debtor and

creditor account, of the coat of raising 5001.,

which he made to appear to be 1,2321. Some

conversation followed on various points in the

paper in the course of which Mr. Smyth said

that one of the difficulties of raising funds in

modern times was that it was necessary that the

work should be done at a heat.

Sir Henry Dryden said that he thought it was

clear that a great deal of the work in Medieval

times was done by amateurs. Wages, too, were

lower, as was the case in Franco at this day,

where a wonderful amount of church work was

doing, and how the funds were raised he never

could ascertain.

Lord Alwyne Compton said, that one reason

why church building was so popular in the

twelfth century, was that there had been a

general belief that the world would come to an

end in the tenth century ;
and when that was

fonnd to have been a fallacy, the Normans set to

work to repair the neglect that had so long

prevailed.
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The Key. F. H. Sutton then read a paper “ On
Painted Ceilings,” and the Rev. W. D. Sweeting
one “ On the Application of Medieval Wills to
Arcbasology.”
At the excursion previously the society retrod

mnch of their old ground, visiting Earl’s Barton
and Brisworth,

COMPOSITE METALLIC BEAMS.
In a letter addressed to the editor of Scientific

Opinion, Mr. Thomas Stevenson, C.E., of Edin-
burgh, says :—The combination of wrought and
cast iron has been long in use for trussed girders

;

but for bolted or riveted beams the problem which
seems hitherto to have engaged the attention of
engineers, and which has been successfully solved,
is the proper distribution of the material. What
I have now to propose is the employment of com-
posite metallic learns, composed of metals pos-
sessing different qualities, the pieces of which
those girders or tubes are composed being bolted
or riveted together in the usual way. Such
pieces should consist of motals or combinations
of metals which possess powers of resistance to
compression and to extension, varying ns nearly
proportionally as possible to the varying crush-
ing and tensile stresses in the beam or structure.
In the event of its being cheaper to limit the
application of this principle the stronger and
more expensive material might be used for the
upper portions only where the compressing force
has to be resisted.

For example, in the case of a flanged girder of
malleable iron there would be bolted or riveted to
the upper flanges plates of cast iron or steel, or

on the sides and ends in Staff'ordshire alabaster,
either angle being supported by shafts of verd-
nntique, with floriated capitals and bases. The
entire work will coat between 8001. and 1,0001.
The tomb is placed in the north-east transept.
The work has been designed by Mr. Scott, Mr.
Noble was the sculptor of the effigy. Mr. Noble
contends strongly for the tomb being placed
north and south in the position it is to occupy,
on account of the mnch better eS'ect produced
in the toning of light and shade on the counte-
nance of the effigy. But the authorities are
unwilling to depart from the conventional rule
of " due east and west.”
Adam Smith's Statue.— A committee was

recently formed to purchase M. Gasser’s statue
of the great political economist, to present to
Oxford University as a memorial of one of the
most illustrious persona who have received their
education at the University. 7001. are required
to purchase the statue, which is now for public
view in the University Randolph Gallery. The
committee consists of Lord Taunton, Lord
Justice-General Inglis, Mr. Gladstone, the Dean
of Christ Church, the Master of Balliol College,
and Professor Rogers. Upwards of 4001. have
already been subscribed.

THE LEIGH HUNT MEMORIAL.
Some year or so ago, at a meeting of the little

social and antiquarian club, the Noviomagians,
Mr. S. C. Hall urged the desirability of patting
up a fitting memorial of Leigh Hunt at the

^
, 1

-
place of his burial, Kensal Green. The guineas

some other material possessing greater powers
!

those present were at once promised. A
of resisting a crushing force than malleable iron. 1

small committee was afterwards formed, which
There might also be bolted or riveted to the

i

advantage of the active co-operation of
lower flanges plates of steel, or some material Townshend Mayer as treasurer, and Mr. E. t,

AtmeaJon.— The following letter, from Mr, B,

possessing greater power of resisting extension
I

Ollier as honorary secretary, and a few circulars
Engineer, has been

than malleable iron. In the case of lattice •
obtained the modest sura that had been

^ Local Board, m
bridges and similar structures, the motals pos-

:

determined on as the extent of the outlay.
communication recently addressed to

sessing greater resistance would, of coarse, be
,

Joseph Durham, A.R.A., undertook the pre-
'

in like manner employed for the upper and lower ;
of the memorial, a marble bust on a I

” Sir,—In reply to your note of the 25th nit., I beg to
beams,

I
pedestal, inscribed, “James Henry Leigh Hunt say that I cannot attend your Board to advise as an engi-

In some cases, as, for example, when the load Bo^™, October 18, 1781. Died August 28, 1859. C'B~rrc'.VoS

has been gaily decorated. The prevailing colours
are light blue and rose pink, not particularly har-
monious, although “ a French association.”

The Qaiety Restaurant- — A lofty and costly
building of stone, Gothic in style, has been
erected, adjoining the Gaiety Theatre, Strand,
and at the corner of Catherine - street,

to be used as a restaurant, in accord-
ance with the programme the proprietors
of the Gaiety Theatre put forth at the open-
ing of the house. All the upper apartments
communicate by short lobbies with the tiers of
boxes. The idea entertained by the proprietors
is that a great convenience will be aS'orded to
the public if they have the opportunity of par-
taking of dinner, either singly or in parties, pre-
viously to witnessing the entertainment provided
for them in the theatre, or of supper after-

wards. The principal dining-room of the restau-
rant, which faces both Catherine-sfcreet and the
Strand, is a handsome room, measuring 60 ft.

by 35 ft., richly decorated and furnished.
Smoking - rooms, cabinets, a large circular
lunoheoD-bar, wine-counters, and other extensive
arrangements for the refreshment of the public,
form part of the restaurant, which commu-
nicates with the theatre on the balcony floor.

Mr. Phipps was the architect. We are free to
confess that we have no great admiration for
the arrangement which seems intended to ap-
proximate the theatre to the music-hall. We
see no necessary connexion between eating and
drinking and the stage, and trust that other
theatres will not be led by the example to
connect themselves with a tavern.

THE SEWAGE QUESTION.
Nuneaton.—The following letter, from Mr. B.

which has to be supported is fi.xed and constant
in amount, as in buildings where a girder is em
ployed to support a mass of superincumbent
masonry, it wonld economise the coat if the same
principle as has just been described for the depth
were also applied to the length of the girder.
Here, then, the top plates of steel would be placed
only in the middle, while the rest of the top plates
might be of cast iron. In like manner, with the
bottom flange, the steel plates would be reserved
for the middle, while those near the abutments
might be of wrought iron.

By adopting this principle of applying 'metals
of diS’erent strength to different parts of the
section, bridges of larger span than have
hitherto been attempted might, I think, be made
without materially increasing the cost of con-
struction.

I may mention that in some experiments
lately made with two bars, one of which was
composite and the other homogeneous, there
was, with a load of 8^ tons, a decided superioritv
in the rigidity of the composite beam, which
consisted of cast iron, malleable iron, and steel.
I am making farther experiments on the subject,
with the view of getting forraulm for composite
beams

;
but, in the mean time, the above

account may prove interesting to your readers.

Write me as one that loves his fellow-men j’ ” eewagp in irrigation, this will be both beet and cheapest,
and on Tuesday last Lord Houghton, in the Some 80 or lOi) acres will be aniBcient. Let the sewage
namo of the subscribers, presented the tnoiin. ?!

Banbury, Kuebj-.

TnoTif trt .....ki;.. T j TT ki. ) aj Croydon, &c., end the ratepayers Will bo at the least cost,ment to the public. Lord Houghtons address if at any. Disinfectants, or chemical treatment in any
was eloquent and felicitous, and was delivered form known to me, do not remove the canses of mischief

with much feeling and the best possible taste.
“d nnnnol b» remuuerati™ John

Tif T-v L i_
°

1 1 .... , esa.. C.i... 01 No. 3. Westminster CliaMr. Durham has produced a good likeness and
something more. The thanks of every lover of
letters is due to Mr. Hall for the successful
accomplishment of this good work.

THE THEATBES.

esq., C.E., of No. 3, Westminster Chambers, or Baldwin
Latham, esq., C.E., of No. 6, Westminster Chambers,
will, on application, safely advise yon what to do. Bat
there are also other engineers, whose names do not so
readily occnr, equally able to advise.—Tours truly,

Eobbri Rawlinsok.”

Banlury.—The Board of Health at Banbury
collects the sewage of 11,000 people in tanks
(covered), whence it is pumped by means of a
steam-engine about a mile to a farm of 137 acres,
which it irrigates. The rent is 41. 10s. an acre.
Thirty-five acres have been under Italian ry©
grass for the last three years, and the whole of
the farm, with the exception of twelve acres, has
been irrigated. Immense crops of rye grass.

MONUMENTAL.
Dean Dawes's Memorial, Hereford Cathedral.

The memorial of the late Dean of Hereford has
arrived at the cathedral. It consists of an altar
tomb, in white marble, having a recumbent
figure of the late Dean on the upper portion.
The statue is represented in full canonicals, and
is in a recumbent position, with the hands gently
pressed together, as if in deep and silent medi-
tation. The face, in which the character of the
original has been successfully preserved, is

treated in keeping with the hands, and, indeed,
with the whole figure, so as to embody as com-
pletely as possible the idea of deep and inward
prayer, just as it may be imagined would be
assumed before the spirit leaves its earthly tene-
ment for ever. On the borders of the pillow
upon which the head rests the following texts
from the sacred volume are inscribed :

—“ The
morning cometh and also the night.” “ Thy will
be done.” “ In Thee is my trust.” The whole
rests on a tomb, which is the work of Messrs.
Farmer & Brindley, of London, and is wrought i

St. James's.—An objection has been raised by
one of our correspondents to the advertised
description of the new drop-scene here, King
Charles II. leaving St. James’s Palace to go to
the play, on the ground that the king never
lived there. If the writer had seen the playbill , - . , ^ -

he would have found that the king is supposed :

to have been dining at the palace with the Duke I

I®-®!’ seasons. The sales of the

of York, and going thence to the new theatre ' P''®^®®® ^7 public auction realised in 1868

in Dorset Gardens. The drop is an interesting
During the present season, up to this

work. Mr. O'Ooonor has given a capital
I ‘i”®’

amount obtained has been 1,160!., and

view of the gateway and adjacent bnildings, I

‘>®'-

with a view eastward of the Pall Mall of that
time, 1678; while Mr. White (with Mr. Planohe
for his good authority) has depicted the king in

his coach, officials and attendants, Rochester,
Pepys, and a group of the ladies of the time.
For the comedy with which the house opened,
“ She Stoops to Conquer,” some capital scenery
of its kind has been prepared. The scene for
the last two acts, Mr. Hardcastle’s Drawing-room,
by O’Connor, is too elegant and fresh,—not mia-
takeable for an inn

;
but it is such a charming

room per se, so elaborately built up and fitted up,
that we are content to admire without questioning.
Mr. Lloyds also provides some capital work. The
acting is even and good. Miss Herbert, Miss
Henrade, and Mr. Shore being always safe; but
the play afibrda no opportunity for a display of
their special powers. The bright spot in the
picture is the Tony LumpHn of Mr. Lionel
Brongh, whose remarkable display of boisterous
vigour iu two or three of the situations rouses
the audience to enthusiasm. We are disposed
to think the management, in seeking to re-

vive some of onr standard comedies, have not
made the best possible choice, if a long run
be looked for; however, we shall see: the
intentions are evidently good. We doubt, too,

the wisdom of abolishing the pit. The house

,

Fourteen
acres of mangolds were grown this summer, says
the Field, and two acres of the same field were
devoted to cabbages, carrots, parsnips, and
onions. The wireworm thinned the mangold
plants in the spring, but the crop in those parta
where there was abundance of roots was splendid.
The land was flooded with sewage last winter,
and the crops had limited applications of it

during their growth. The effluent water from
the farm has no smell, and scarcely any taste, a©
it enters the Cherwell.

Mechanics' Institute, Huddersfield.—At
this Institution, which has become one of the
largest educational establishments in the country
for working men, having about 1,200 members,
there is a large elementary class studying archi-
tectnral drawing. It consists mainly of young
men, masons, carpenters, wood carvers, &c. ; and
the committee, rightly considering it of great
importance, do all they can to farther the views
of the students. The freehand drawing classes
here have been well attended for some time pasti
when our informant last looked in there •were
seventy-nine pupils hard at work. We cannot
too strongly advise the members to avail them-
selves of these classes.
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ST. MARY’S PARISH SCHOOLS,
LEICESTER.

The buildings of which the accompanying
engraving is

I
a representation have lately been

erected on the site of the old schools, which were
in such a dilapidated condition as to necessitate
urgent measnres being taken for raising sufBcient
subscriptions for the erection of new schools on
a more extended scale. The preparation of plans
and designs was placed in the hands of Mr.
Joseph Goddard, of Leicester, architect, and the
handsome buildings have been erected by Mr.
John Firn, the snccesaful competitor for the
contract.

The material of the walls is Enderby granite,
with Bath stone and red brick dressings, lined
with brick. The roofs are open-timbered, of good
design, stained and varnished, and covered in

with Newcastle tiles, of two patterns.
The window-openings are filled with iron

lights and casements. The cost of the whole
of the buildings, fence-walls, &c., but exclusive
of land, amounted to 1,9501.

The two very good terra-ootta figures (boy and
girl) in the niches were in common brick and
stucco recesses on the old building, covered above
a quarter of an inch thick with whitewash. They
have been carefully cleaned and reinstated, as
shown in the engraving.

some inexplicable fashion popular above 100
years ago in soma churches, and even colleges,

—

as Islington, Little St. Mary’s, Cambridge, and
All Souls’ Chapel, Oxford (1817),—bad been
painted of a dark green colour. At the west end
was a tower far from imposing, containing three
poor bells. When an opening was cut through
this, which narrowed the pavement (1820), it was
discovered that, as in reported foresight of Sir
C. Wren at St. Magnus, L.B. (which was not
open at first), an arch had been “ built” south
and north within the walls. J. D. Pabui'.

TYRANNY.
Sir,—There is an old saying often used in the

West of England, when a person is describing
something strange and nnaccountable, “ If I
1ia.dn t a seed it, I wouldn’t a believed it,” It
is with much the feeling of such a speaker that
I send you the following :

—

A master p'asterer of Liverpool has, among
other contracts, a job a few mites from Chester,
which is now nearly completed, and there re-
main two or three plasterers and one labourer to
finish it. More labourers have been working
there, but they have been drawn off to other

The edifice, having, through lapse of years,
fallen into decay, and being likewise found very
ill-adapted for Divine service, a parish meeting
was convened by the reotor and churohwardena
in the early part of last year, when it was resolved
that an endeavour should be made to effect its

thorough restoration. Liberal donations were
promised, and the patron of the living, Mr.
George Burnham, of Wollaston, undertook to
restore the chancel at his own cost, and the rector
to rebuild the ancient “Chauntry Chapel” re-
ferred to in Bridges’ History. The parishioners,
moreover, came forward with offerings, and
under these auspices the work was commenced
in the autumn of last year, by Mr. John Watkin,
of Northampton, under the supervision of Mr.
C. Buckeridge, of London and 0.xford, architect.

The aisles and chancel have been re-roofed with
pitch pine. Open seats of oak have taken the
place of the old square pews and other seats,

many of which were in a most dilapidated con-
dition. The west window and the belfry arch,
which were blocked op, have been re-opened.
The tracery has been re-inserted in the windows,
the arches have been relieved of their many
coatings of plaster, and the stonework through-
out has been pointed and renewed. A two-lighfc

KIRKE WHITE’S MONDMENT, AND ALL
SAINTS’ CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE.

Sir,—

T

he above subjeot having just " torned
up ” through the demolishing, for a new church
at some distance, of All Saints’ Church, Cam-
bridge, and the Inscription being probably much
less known than fifty years ago, whilst I trust
probably equally worthy now to strangers,—that
at least may be worth reproducing. And a few
words on the Church, of which, however ad-
visably, its place will know it no more, may
interest some formerly acquainted.
The Tablet (by Chantrey) is large and bold, of

the best “statuary,” with “ medallion ” of the
unfortunate young poet. This inscription is

by the amiable Professor Smyth. Besides any
vivid touches of characier, it seems to have not
been noticed that the abrupt introduction of
name strongly resembled (very likely nninten-
tionally) what Johnson pronounced very felici-

tous in one of Pope's epitaphs :
—

“ Fraught with fond hope, aud learning’s sacred dame.
To Granta’s bowers the youthful student came.
TJneouquer’d powers th’ immortal Mind display’d;
But, worn with anxious thought, the Frame decay’d.
Pale o’er his lamp, and in his cell retired.
The Martyr Student faded and expired.
O ! Genius, Taste, and Piety sincere !

Too early lost, midst studies too serere 1

Foremost to mourn was generous Southey seen
;He told the tale, and show'd what \\ iiiiis bad been;

Hor told in vain. Far o’er th’ Atlantic wave
A Stranger came and sought the Poet’s grave j

On yon low stone he saw the humble name,
And traced the fond memorial to his lame.’’

Of the honourable “ United States ” visitant
I have forgotten the name

;
but it, of course,'can

be identified. He, at least, paid a kind tribute to
the “ old country.”

“ Fortes creantur foitibus et bonis.’’

A proposal to remove the monument now to
the opposite (new) chapel of St. John's (the
poet’s college), seems certainly the best pos-
sible.

The Chwch, anciently sometimes styled “ All-
hallows,” with “Pulbonrne” added (which is

Qow obscure), was, though small, if not mediocre,
lot wholly nninteresting. Its chancel had been
tebuilt, or else cased, with brick, and bar-
oarised, as also the window of the body. On each
iide of the latter were three obtuse arches,
ivithgood clustered columns; the rising panelled
ieiling was also effective. The old organ, given
from the chapel of Jesus College, situate (as
rhree more) in the parish, was considered grand
u tone for the size. Shortly before the close,
)rom death, of the popular ministry—at least to
icndergraduates—of Dr. E. D. Clarke,* the inte-
)ior was handsomely repaired, with new organ-
toft, oak pulpit, &o., and a small copy by a
wwnsman, Harding, of Carlo Dolce’s “ Last
ifupper

”
(at Berlin, as Dr. C. informed me),

•urevionsly to which the pews, according to

jobs. The man is a native of the place where
;

English window on the north aide of the
the work lies, and was engaged on it and is

chancel, which had been for years blocked up,

paid the same rate of wages as the others who opened out and filled with stained

were sent away. There is a Labourers’ Trade memory of the late rector (the Rev.
Society in Liverpool, and this society went out of Edward Watkin), by his widow, the subject being
its way to near Chester, to call upon this figures of St. Peter and St. Paul. The
labourer to join their society. This the labourer window is by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, of London,
refused to do. They then applied to his employer
to discharge him, and gave a short notice that
UDleBS he was dismissed the whole of the THE PRESBRTATION OF STOSE.labourers employed on the various jobs would be
withdrawn. The threat was carried out on reference to the letter of your cor-

Monday, the 11th inst., and the men left their
' asking for a method of preserving

work. Finding this had no effect on the em- ;

a building, I would ask
ployer’s resolution, the Labourers’ Society have

,

^*'7 of oxalic acid, so as to

leagued with the Plasterers’ Society, and they
J

obtain a surface of the oxalate of lime in place

too have given the contractor notice that unless
!

friable carbonate. I have not had
the matter is settled amicably (which, of course, :

opportunities of trying experiments npon
means according to their demands), the whole of' subject, bat as far as I have gone with
his plasterers will be withdrawn, the burden of
their support to fall on the Labourers’ Society.
This is how matters stood on the 18th inst.
The sage advice recently given here to trade-

pieces of Bach stone, the result is most satis-

factory, the surface of the atone showing under
the microBOope a brilliant coat of crystallized

oxalate which is nearly insoluble, as I have
unionists appears to bo quite lost upon these !

it in water for twelve or fourteen hours.

people, and it seems that, as far as they were
concerned, Lord Stanley might as well have
stopped at home. E. G.

* * Of this amiable, and accomplished, and active man,
ilistineuished traveller and mineralo^st, a “ sketch ’’ ap-
trared, with the writer's name, in the Literary Qaxette,
^121, which at least obtained a llattenng, spontaneous
riirivate) approval from a lady, justly considered of
^gegant taste, the then Duchess of Bedford,

RE-OPENING OF COGENHOE CHURCH,
NORTHANTS.

The parish church of Cogeuhoe has been re-
opeued for Divine service, after undergoing a
complete restoration.

The church, which is familiar to all lovers of
architecture in the district, is an interesting
speoimen of Early English work, and dates back
to the first part of the thirteenth century. The
following notice of it occurs in the “ History and
Antiquities of Northamptonshire,” by John
Bridges and the Rev. Peter Whalley :

—“The
church, dedicated to St. Peter, consists of a
body, north and south aisle, chancel, and south
porch, leaded. At the west end is an embattled
tower, in which are three bells. The church and
chancel are 65 ft. 10 in. in length ; the body and
aisles are 45 ft. in breadth. The length of the
tower is 12 ft., and the breadth of it 10 ft. 6 in.

In the north-east corner of the porch is a re-

ceptacle for holy water. The register begins in

1558 Under the upper window of the
south aisle lies the figure of a Knight Templar
upon a tomb, completely armed, with a dog at
his feet, and having on hia left arm a shield,

whereon are these arms:—a fess between three
mascles. This is said to be the tomb of Sir
Nicholas de Cogenho, lord of this manor in the
time of Edward I., and reported to have been
the founder of the church. The like arms are
out upon the pillars which support the nave.
Against the upper pillar of the church, on the
western side, is a sinister bend. In this church
was a chauntry founded by William de Cogenho,
for one priest to sing for ever at Our Lady’s
altar

; and endowed with lands and tenements,
which, in 1535, 26 Henry VIII-, were rated at

678. 4-d.
;

but in the second of Edward VI.
amounted only to the yearly value of SOs. 9d.
ob. This chauntry seems to have been situate

on the north side of the chancel, as there are

marks of a large arch, now filled up, through
which was probably the entrance into the
chauntry-chapel.”

and^tben find it is not acted upon by moderately
strong hydrochloric acid. The process seems so
cheap and simple that I should like to see it

tried on the interior of some new building, as it

would altogether prevent the destruction of the
stone by the sulphurous and other acids formed
during the combustion of ordinary coal gas. I

think it would also at all times allow the carved
work to be cleaned either with a common
dusting-brush or even to be washed with water.

I should much like to see the process tried,

bat as I have not the pleasure of knowing any
good stone carver or architect, I have not had
an opportunity of seeing it carried out.

Robert Palmer.

ACCIDENTS.
The fatal accident from the fall of a scaffolding

in Temple-Qtreet, Birmingham, to which we have
already alluded, was a cornice accident. The
Odd Fellows’ Hall, has been undergoing repairs,

both interiorly and exteriorly. The work has
been carried on by Mr. Matthews, builder, who
contracted for the work, and ho was assisted by
Mr. Holmes, plasterer, who acted as a sub-con-
tractor to Mr. Matthews. Both Mr. Matthews
and Mr. Holmes had men employed under them,
and a large scaffold was erected outside the

building for them to work upon. That part of

the work performed by Mr. Matthews was the

raising of the building a story higher, or from
three stories (its original height) to four stories j

the scaffolding, therefore, extended along the
entire length of the premises (about 40 ft.), and
was also carried round the opening on the lower
side of the hall to some extent. It was con-
atruoted in the usual way, and consisted of long
poles and deal planks, fastened together by
ropes, and connected with the building by pud-
locks, driven through the wall. The bricklayers’

work was finished, and plasterers were engaged
upon the scaffold, when the cornice at the top of
the building gave way, and fell on to the scaffold.

The consequence of the sudden heavy fall of
bricks, stones, and mortar upon the bocards was
that the padlocks gave way, and the planks and
boards, deprived of their support, came crashing
down to the ground. At the time of the acci.
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dent there were five men engaged upon the

scaffold or beneath it, and theae and other per-

sons who were passing were more or less seriously

injured, and some of those hart afterwards died.

The scaffolding appeared to having given way
first on the upper side of the hall, as it was seen

that it was still fast at the lower end.

THE DICTIONARY OF ARCHITECTURE.

Wb are glad to be informed by Mr. Sydney

Smirke that considerable success has attended

the endeavour to obtain a sufficient number of

new subscribers to ensure the completion of the

Dictionary of Architecture” without any
further call on the present members of the

society. This success has, however, been the

result chiefly of the exertions of a few energetic

friends
}
and further vigorous exertions are abso-

lutely necessary in order to justify the committee

in proceeding with the scheme. Still more new
subscribers are wanted, and we hope that some
of our readers will use their best endeavours to

bring in friends. The new list of subscribers

comprises persons of all classes of society, from

noblemen of the very highest rank, and great

public bodies, down to the builders in country

towns and clerks of the works. If the apathy

and indifference of the subscribers and of the

profession allow the Dictionary to remain incom-

plete, and permit a proposal so eminently

favourable to fall to the ground, it will be a great

disappointment, and a discredit to the profession.

This contingency must not, however, be allowed

to occur. Each school of art throughout the

country should be provided with a copy of the

Dictionary.

The committee have jnst now issued two parts

of the work, one consisting of twelve plates

to illustrate L aud M, the other comprising 112

pages of text, “Lead” to “Lyttus.” This includes

a vast amount of information under the heads

it contains, greatly increased in value by in-

numerable references to works that treat of them
more at length.

OUR GOOD THINGS DONE BEFORE US.

Siu,—I have just finished reading the Builder

for September 18th (for I was abroad at that

time, aud so missed seeing it). A patent seems

to have been taken out by a Mr. Steel for the

improvement of water-closets. He proposes to

place them one over another, setting each of

the upper closets back a little, so that a clear

space down to the ground will be left from each.

It is somewhat amusing to find a patent being

taken oat for this in the nineteenth century,

when precisely the same arrangement was
adopted by the builders of the old castle of

Raglan, in Monmouthshire, hundreds of years

ago.*
I wonder, sir, if they took out a patent for it,

and whether the patent has yet expired; or

whether, if they were alive now, they would say

that Mr. Steel had stolen their ideas

!

F. B.

FROM MELBOURNE, VICTORIA.

The Exhibition has been closed with a grand

concert, attended by 1,000 persons. The
Governor was present, and was thanked by Sir

Redmond Barry, on the part of the trustees, for

his patronage of the undertaking. The results of

the exhibition are interesting. The exhibits of

oil-paintings, said Sir Redmond, amounted to

756, a fact which demonstrated most undeniably

and most cheeringly the love of art largely

existing in so young a country. All these were

contributed at a very short notice and in re-

sponse to the trustees’ solicitation, within a

radius of five miles from Melbourne. He was

happy to inform his Excellency that the trustees,

like Chancellors of the Exchequer, found them-

selves inconvenienced by a balance to their

credit. They proposed to devote the first

portion of the funds to institutions which were
the pride of the city,—the one for the relief of

the sick and suffering, the other for the support

of the aged and infirm. Tbo hospital and the

benevolent asylum deserved their first care
;

and, secondly, the object announced in the pro-

gramme, namely, the endowment of a scholar-

ship for the best pupils of the year in the School
of Design. That school had been straggling on
for years, yet still it had not been barren of

• In rongk stone, of course, but the same priuciple. I

SAW it About four years ago.

fruit. The pictures on the walls, exhibited by
several of the pupils, were entitled to consider-

able commendation. The pupils now numbered
over fifty, and, under a proper tutor, their latent

ability would be developed.

The Victorian Permanent Building Society’s

New Offices will stand on an allotment of land

in the beat part of Collina-atreeb east. The
front building will be three stories in height,

with a warohoase and store in the roar, and a

large cellar underneath. The society will occupy

a suite of offices on the ground-floor, the other

parts of the premises being let for various pur-

poses. The fa9 ade is to be in the Italian style of

architecture, aud will occupy the full frontage.

The lower portion of the building will be orna-

mented with rusticated piers, and is to have two

pair of circular-headed folding-doors (enriched

with elegant ironwork), the one leadiugdirect to

the company’s offices, and the other opening into

a broad passage leading to. the upper offices and

the warehouse. The windows on the first story

will be circular-headed, embellished with Ionic

pilasters, entablatures, and cornices, while those

of the next story will bepedimented, ornamented

with moulded trusses, Corinthian pilasters,

enriched friezes and cornices. The building will

be surmounted with an appropriate balustrade,

having a centre panel bearing the name of the

society. The architects are Messrs. W. II.

Ellerker & Co., of Elizabeth-street. The con-

tractor is Mr. H. Lookiogton
;
and the total cost,

including land, will be about 11,0001.

The rate of wages in the colony is still main-

tained at former rates, skilled labour and domestic

servants being in great demand. The following

are among the rates of wages :—Stonemasons

and brickmakers, 10s. per day ;
carpenters, 9s.

ditto
;

bnilders’ labourers, Ts. ditto ;
country

labourers, 128. 6d. to 153. a week.

An Australian Diamond Mine Company has

been established at Melbourne. Extensive dis-

coveries of gold, diamonds, sapphires, and other

gems have been made near Mudgee, and it is

said that the miners have been in the habit of

throwing away small dust diamonds, though

worth about 600L an ounce.

A large number of builders and contractors

have met for the purpose of receiving rules

prepared by a committee. The rules, with a

few amendments, were adopted ;
and after the

enrolment of several new members it was re-

solved that the association should be named the

Builders’ and Contractors’ Association of Vic-

toria, and that its business be conducted by a

president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer,

and committee of seven. The following gentle-

men were nominated and elected :—Cr. Amess,
president; Cr. O’Grady, vice-president; Mr.

William Ireland, secretary
;
Mr. William Cain,

treasurer ; and Messrs. Cunningham, Young,
Mitchell, Cooper, Leitch, Pigdon, and Martin for

committee. It was resolved to forward a copy

of the rules to the Board of Land and Works,

and to all the engineers aud architects in

Melbourne, as it was felt desirable, for the

success of the association, that it should have

the support of these gentlemen.

A meeting of master brickmakers has been

held to consider rules agreed upon by the master

brickmakers of Brunswick. Mr. John Glew
occupied the chair. The rules were submitted

seriatim, and were passed with a few trifling

amendments. The object of the association is

to guard against unprincipled and fraudulent

persona in the building trade, who have neither

means nor intention of paying for bricks or other

material supplied them. The association is

divided into five divisions, viz., Brunswick, Haw-
thorn, Richmond, Collingwood, and Prahran. A
large number of members were enrolled, and
arrangements were made for a future meeting to

elect office-bearers.

THE FOOTPATH OP THE THAMES
EMBANKMENT.

Sib,—la yoar impressioa of Saturday last appears a

letter from “ A Stranger oa the Thames Embankment,"
ill which the writer complains of the state of the footpath
between Westminster Bridge and the femple. Will you,
sir, permit me,—as the contractor for the footway, in

justice to myself,—to say that the cause arises from the

fact that the larger part of the paving, viz., that next the

river front, is laid over the subway on solid concrete,

while the bed for the outer portion is composed of ordinary
rubbish filled in to a depth of 30 ft., which bad not had
time to become solid at the time the work was done,

although the Metropolitan Board of Works pumped
many thousand tons of water upon the filling-iu up to the

time of the paving being laid down.
Of course, a subsidence would necessarily take place

under such circnmatances, and hence its parting company.
Jambs Kniqiit.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

As/iboimi.—Mr. Francis Wright, of Osmaston
Manor, near Ashbourn, has for some time past

contemplated erecting a second church at Ash-

bourn. About two months ago an advertisement

appeared inviting tenders for the construction of

the new church, The new edifice is to be built

on the north-east side of the town, immediately

adjoining the cattle-market, and fronting to the

Buxton-road. The contractors for the erection of

the building are Messrs. Critchlow & Ward, of

Uttoxeter, whose contract, we believe, amounts

to 4,500Z.,but this sumdoes not include plumbing,

glazing, or iron-work. The nave will be 75 ft.

in length, and 42 ‘ft. in breadth, with centre

and side aisles. The chancel, a circular apse,

has a radius of 15 ft., and will contain an oval

communion-table. The vestry on the north side

will be 12 ft. long, and 9 ft. wide. The tower,

which stands at the west end, will be 22 ft.

square, and 61 fc. in height from the floor lino,

and will be without a spire. The height of the

building to the ridge is 38 ft. The chiefentrance

will bo on the west side, immediately underneath

the tower. The exterior walls will be Mayfield

stone, cased inside with bricks. The interior is

laid out to accommodate 500 persons, and will be

heated by an improved hot-water apparatus.

The contractors have already entered open the

work, the foundations have been ent, and the

walls of the building are rising above the surface

of the ground.

Heworth .—The new church at Heworth, near

York, has been consecrated and opened by the

Archbishop of York, under the designation of

Holy Trinity. It is situated at the corner of the

road leading to Tang Hall. It has been erected

in remembrance of the Rev. J. Willey, by his

widow, who has recently been deprived by death

of her second husband. Sir Trevor Wheler, bart.,

of Leamington, Warwickshire. The building

consists of a nave aud chancel, with side aisles

for children, a tower at the north-east angle of

the nave, and a porch at the north-west end of

the nave. The vestry aud porch for children are

on the south side of the chancel. The nave,

which is of one span, is 35 ft. wide by 78 ft. long,

and 47 ft. high to the apex of the open roof, the

walla being 25 ft. high. There is a centre and

also two aide passages, with two rows of seats,

to accommodate 280 adults. The north aud

south aisles are seated for 134 children, and are

each separated from the nave. Two arches

spring from corbels and a centre shaft of red

Mansfield stone. The chancel is seated for

sixteen adults on the south side, and children of

the choir in seats on the north, in front of the

organ-chamber, in the tower. There are 300

free and 150 appropriated seats in the church.

The chancel measures 33 ft. by 22 ft., is 38 ft.

high, and is paved with Messrs. Maw & Co.’s

encaustic tiles. There are three entrance porches

:

one by the tower, the second by the vestry, aud

the third, or principal entrance is at the north-

west. The walls internally are plastered. The
dressings are of stone, the corbels and capitals

being all carved. Round the chancel there is a

frieze of majolica tiles, and under the east win-

dow is a reredos of majolica and painted tiles.

The centre window is filled with stained glass,

the gift of Mrs. Bell, of Heworth, in memory of

her late husband, the subject being a single

figure of the Ascension of our Lord. The glass

in the cinqnefoil window over it was given by

Mr. J. Keswick, the builder of the church. The

three windows at the east end are deeply

recessed, and the moulded arches inclosing them

spring from carved capitals resting on detached

shafts of red Mansfield stone. Similar shafts, &o.,

divide the side walls into compartments, sup-

porting the principals of the roof, which are all

slightly stained and varnished, and the panels

boarded. The side walls throughout the church

up to the stone string-course under the window-

sills are coloured green, finishing with a coloured

border of a conventional pattern. The roofs are

all open-timbered, with framed hammer-beam,

principals, purlins, &c., and boarded in panels

under the rafters. The wheel window in the

west gable, of five trefoiled openings, is filled

with stained glass, of geometrically-arranged

foliage, the gift of Mr. Jones, the architect; and

the quatrefoils and vesicas of the eastern win-

dows, and that over the front, are filled with

glass, given by Mr. George Harrison, the clerk

of the works.* The church will be lighted by

gas, from rows of jets along the sides, on a level

with the window-sills, and the building warmed

by three hot-air stoves under the floors of the

passages, the flues being taken through the
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vestry fire. The walls of the chnrch outside are
faced with Bradford walling stones, on brick-
work, and all the dressings are of Ancaster
stone. The tower is square, without bnttresses,
and 20 ft, at the base, diminishing into an
octagon of 18 ft., with ornamented angle
broaches, gabled parapet, and pinnacles at the
angles, and terminated with a spire, which, with
the iron vane, gives a height of 129 ft. The
roofs are covered with dark Westmoreland slates,
with stone ridging and Staffordshire tile cresting.
The ground round the two sides of the church is

inclosed with a sunk fence wall of stone. The
entrance-gate pillars are of stone, with some
architectural character, and the gates are open-
framed, with ironwork in the panels. The archi-
tecture is all of the Early Decorated period, but
of simple character, from drawings and designs,
and carried out under the personal superin-
tendence, of Mr. G. Fowler Jones, of York. The
organ, presented by Mr. W. Gray, was built
by Mr. Hopkins, organist of the church of
St. Olave, Marygate, York. The cost of the
church and parsonage-house attached will, it is

said, exceed 10,0001. The masonry and brick-
work have been carried out by Mr. J. Keswick,
builder

;
the carpentry and joinery by Mr.

J. Holmes; the plastering by Mr. Rawlings;
the slating by Messrs. Wood & Son ; the plnmb’
ing and glazing by Mr. R. Walker

;
the ironwork

by Messrs. Fryer & Son, Mr. Ayers, and Messrs.
Dent

;
the painting by Mr. R. Gowland

; the
stone carving by Mr. J. Cole, and that of the
woodwork by Mr. James Jones

; Mr. W. Knowles
having supplied the stained glass and the
painted tiles of the reredos, and the decoration
of the organ case and pipes. The whole of the
tradesmen thus employed reside in York. Mr.
George Harrison acted as the clerk of the
woika.

Flamhorough.—St. Oswold’s Chnrch has been
re-opened after restoration and rebuilding. It is i

five years since the work of restoration began : !

it commenced with taking down the old turret
and new roofing and repairing the chancel

; but
as the work proceeded the other parts of the
church wore found to be in such a state of decay
that it became negessary to extend the works to
the entire rebuilding of the chancel, and to
effect other improvements and alterations. These
works have, however, been protracted by several
unavoidable causes. The south walls of the nave
have been nearly rebuilt. The nave has been
new roofed

;
the timbers are stained and open,

and slated. Six windows, three on each side,
and two more in the sonth clearstory, have been
restored. All the windows have been glazed
with cathedral glass, with the exception of one
in the south aisle, which is of stained glass, and
was the gift of Mr. C. H. Childers, of Flam-
borough. The walls have been replastered, and
the pillars and arches, which were previously
coated with whitewash, have been cleaned. The

I pillars are of a yellowish chalk. All the old
I high-backed pews have been swept away, and
' replaced with stalls of pitch pine and varnished.
. The aisles have been new flagged, and a heating
apparatus introduced. One of the arches in the

i north aisle has been opened out and restored,
, and an arch on each side of the chancel arch,
1 and dividing the aisles from the chancel, has
)'been erected. The old arch formerly leading
linto the belfry has been bared. The chancel
iihas been rebuilt, except the interior gallery and
•larches, at the cost of Mr. Walter Strickland.
i'lThe roof is open and of stained timber, corre-
rspouding with that of the nave. Instead of the
Jold square windows in the clearstory, new
:i circular ones, intersected with crosses and other
ltdevices, have been substituted. In the east end
la large five-light perpendicular window, and a
itsmaller one at the end of each aisle have been
iflintroduced. The old Norman arch between the
omavo and the chancel has been restored, the
Qefloor new flagged, and other restorations carried
nout. The architect was Mr. R. G. Smith, of
QiHull, and the contractors were Mr. J. Rennard,
3fDf Bridlington Quay, and Mr. A. Hall, of Flam-
boborough, for the masonry

;
Mr. J. Harrison, of

FlFlamborough, for the wood work; and Mr. R.
Hefteadhead for the glazing.

Peckleton (Leiceitm/iirc).—Works of restora-
tiaion are now being carried out at the church
teiere. The stucco is to be removed from the
buxterior of the walls, and the perished stonework
bfif walls and windows renewed, The new roofs
ffifrill be raised to the original pitch, and the
-bjhancel rebuilt. This church was originally
brerected in the fourteenth century, The works
jirere being carried out by Mr. John Firn, of
lU^eioester; the architect is Mr. Osborn.

Leicester.—A new church is to be commenced
immediately, in Belgrave-gate. The edifice is

to be dedicated to St. Mark, and will be bnilb
(at the sole expense of Mr. W. Perry Herrick,
of Beanmanor, and his sister) from the designs
and nnder the superintendence of Mr. Ewan
Christian, of London. The bnilding is to be
erected by Mr. John Pirn, of Leicester,

Attenborough.—The parish chnrch of Atten-
borough has been re-opened. The restoration

the edifice has recently undergone (under the
direction of Mr. R. C. Sutton, architect), has
involved a new seating, and a restoration of the
interior walls, which previously had upon them
a thick coating of yellow-wash. The restoration

also inclndes the taking down of the gallery at

the west end, the throwing open of the belfry

arch, and the erection of a new door.

Baconsthorpe.— The chnrch of Baconsthorpe
has been re-opened for divine service after a
restoration by Mr. Chapman, by whom the
execution of the work has been carried out from
the designs of Mr. Teulon.

Aidiscomhe, Croydon.— St. Paul’s Church,
built for the Rev. M. B. Oliel, by Messrs. Wright,
Brothers, of Croydon, from the designs of the
late Mr. E. B. Lamb, at tbo sole coat of Mr. R.

Parnell, has been opened for divine service. The
stonework of the exterior and interior is carved
in natural foliage. This, with the internal

fittings, consisting of pnlpit, desk, and font of

Caen stone and various marbles, brass altar-

rail, pulpit-rail, font-rail and lectern, oak sedilia,

chancel seats, &o., is the work of Messrs. Cox &
Son, of London.
Armley (near Leeds).—The foundation stone

of Christ Church, Upper Armley, has been laid.

The site was selected and promised by the late

Mr. Gott, who also gave a large subscription in

aid of the bnilding fund. The chnrch, when
finished, will have a square tower, and will form
a conspicuous object. The architects are Messrs.
Adams & Kelly, of Leeds. The style adopted is

Early English, and the plan comprises a nave,
with north and sonth aisles. Inside the church
will have a total length of 145 ft., and a breadth
of 65 ft. 6 in. At the west end of the nave will

be the tower, 26 ft. square at the base, and
rising to a height of 107 ft. There will be a
ringing-chamber and belfry stages, and provision

!

will also be made for a clock having four faces.

The entrance will be by a porch in the western-
|

most bay of the sonth aisle, and by a doorway in

the south wall of the chancel. By the vestry

there will also be a separate entrance. An arch
in three orders will open the tower into the

nave. Sandstone from the Horsforth Quarries

is being used in the building, and effect is given

by introducing double hammer-dressed facing

and finely-tooled dressings. The church will

seat 650 adults, but increased accommodation
may be obtained without enlarging the edifice.

The contractors are Mr. Thomas Whiteley, mason
and carpenter; Messrs. Watson & Wormald,
slaters; Mr. Geo. Wilson, plumber and glazier;

Messrs. Heaps & Robinson, ironfounders
;
Mr.

William Dewhirst, plasterer; and Mr.W. Swithen- '

bank, painter. The contract estimate for the
work is 6,-107l.

chnrch, including the narthex at the west end, is

180 ft. ; and the height of the nave roof, 75 ft.

The plan is cruciform. The exterior of the
chnrch will be built of stone, and the interior
will be lined with a cream-coloured brick (as a
substitute for plaster), mixed sparingly with
bands of red brick. These are manufactured by
Messrs. Robson, of Wideopen. The present con-
tract, which extends only to the foundation, is
let to Mr. William Gibson,

Bloxu'ich.—The new church which has been
erected at Bloxwich has been solemnly dedicated
to St. Peter, in the presence of a large and
influential congregation. The edifice is built
after the French Mediaeval style of architecture,
and consists of naves and aisles, the chancel
being a continnation of the central nave, which
terminates in an apse. The cost of the strnctnre,
with the adjoining presbytery, or priest’s resi-
dence, is about 1,9001., and the greater portion of
that amount has already been raised in the way
of subscriptions and voluntary donations. The
designs for the building were prepared by
Messrs. Bucknall & Donovan, of Birmingham,
architects, and the work of erection was carried
out by Mr. Hemming, of Redditcb, builder.
There is very little ornament of any kind

;
and

the decorations of the interior—which were
done by Mr. Stensell, of Taunton—are notab all

of a costly character. It is calculated that the
church will accommodate about 4-00 peraons.
The walls are of brick, with Bath stone dress-
ings, and the benches and arched roof are of
stained deal. The only part of the interior on
which any degree of ornamentation may be said
to have been applied is that inside the apse, tha
roof in that part being painted green, relieved
with gilt stars and borders. The dimensions of
the edifice are 75 ft. by 35 ft., and attached to
the chancel is a small sacristy. The organ afc

the west end of the church was constructed by
Mr. Nicholson, of Walsall, and some parts of the
instrument that was used at the old chapel have
been worked up into it.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

’Newcastlc-u-pon-Tyne.—The foundation stone

of a new church, which is to be erected at the

Red Barns, situated at the head of Elwick’a.>

lane, in the eastern district of Newcastle, has
been laid. The site is on an open space of ground,
in the midst of a large portion of the working
population of the town. The edifice is dedicated

to the patron saint of the order of monks located

in Newcastle, who have undertaken to raise the
funds for the erection of the edifice, viz., St.

Dominic. The entire cost of the church itself,

it is estimated, will be about 8,OOOJ., of which
upwards of 4,000i. have already been subscribed,

principally by the people of the parish of St.

Andrews, in which the monastery of the Domini-
cans is situated. It is also intended to erect a
new monastery on the site after the chnrch is

completed, which will require a further large

sum of money. The ohnroh is of the Romanesque
style of architecture, and has been designed by
Mr. Archibald M. Dnnn, of Newcastle, architect.

It will be chiefly remarkable for its great sim-

plicity and large size, the number of sittings

being over 1,4(J0. The dimensions are as fol-

low :—Nave, 112 ft. long, 30 ft. wide
;
chancel,

48 ft. long, 30 ft. wide ;
aisles, each, 134 ft. long

and 18 ft. in width. The total length of the

STAINED GLASS.

Holy Trinity Church, Bordesley, — The old
stained glass in the east window has been re-
placed by new glass. It is a large rose, with
sixteen principal openings, snirounded by a
circle of qnatrefoils, and themselves surrounding
a geometrical centre. The principal openings
are filled with figures of the twelve apostles, and
four evangelists, the antipodean effect of placing
all with their feet to the centre being avoided by
locating the evangelists two on each side, in a
recumbent position, and ranging the apostles,
six above and six below, in a position as nearly
perpendicular as circumstances will allow. The
centre and outer ring of quatrefoils are filled
with floriated ornaments on a ruby ground, the
figures themselves being on a blue ground. The
designer and executor of the window was Mr.
Swaine Bourne, a young artist.

St. Saviow’s, Nottingliam.—A stained window
has recently been placed in this church. The
window is on the south side, at that end of
the aisle neai'est the chancel, and has been
erected in memory of Mr, Gilbert Gaunt, of
West Bridgford, and his wife, by their two
daughters. One of the two principal compart-
ments of which the window consists is filled with
a representation of the Resurrection

; and the
other depicts Christ bearing His Cross. Messrs.
Cox, of London, were the artists. The top com-
partment represents the “ Agnus Dei,” or the
Lamb. The window is the first of a series.

The church certainly requires a few more of these

windows. We may here mention that a new
reredos has been placed in the chancel.

Horncastle Church.—A window in memory of

the late vicar, Rev. W. H. Milner, Prebendary
of Lincoln Cathedral, has been unveiled. The
work has been done by Messrs. Heaton, Butler,

& Bayne, of London. There are five lights, and
tracery above, in which are placed the following

subjects, commencing at the top on the left

baud:—1. “The Annunciation;” 2. “The
Birth;” 3. “ The Adoration of the Magi;” 4.

“The Flight into Egypt;” 5. “The Cruci-

fixion;” 6. “ The Entombment ;” 7. “ The Holy
Women at the Tomb;” 8. “ The Charge to St.

Peter;” 9. “The Ascension;” 10. “The De-
scent of the Holy Ghost.” In the tracery pieces

are various emblems of the Passion, i.e., a cock,
hammer and pincers, ladder, scourge, reed and
hyssop, crown of thorns, spear, scarlet robe, coat
for which lots were cast, &o., and above are
angels with censors, and an, “ Agmis Dei," Th©
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Barronadiog stonework is of the fourteenth cen-

tury, and, therefore, the glass is treated so as to

match, the subjects being in panels, under short

decorated canopies, and the details being copied

from old glass of the fourteenth century.

St. Michael's, Eandsworth. — A memorial

window has been put up at the west end of this

edifice, in memory of the late vicar, the Rev.

Walter Thuraby. The commission for the

memorial has been executed by Mr. Bourne, of

King Edward’s-road, in this town. The window

is in the Second Pointed style, and contains four

main lights, in each of which is represented an

archangel, with the conventional emblems which

it has been customary to associate with him from

the earliest times, namely,—Michael ; in armour,

resting his left hand upon a shield, and tramp-

ling upon Satan, whose bead he pierces with a

spear ;
Gabriel, with shield and sceptre, a lily

growing bsside him; Raphael, bearing a fish in

his right hand and a pilgrim’s staff in the left

;

and IJriel, clasping a sword across bis breast.

Those severally rest upon a floriated base, and

are surmounted by an elaborate canopy
;

the

background being blue and the ornamental en-

richments ruby. In the geometrical tracery

above are other figures with musical instru-

ments, to typify the heavenly host.

Butler's Marston.—Two painted windows have

recently been placed in this church, to the

memory of the late Rev. George Fuller Thomas,

for twenty-two years vicar of the parish. The
subjects selected are*' The Good Shepherd,” and
“ The Good Samaritan.” The work was designed

andexeouted byMesars.Clayton & Bell,of London.

The one light window in the church is au offering

from thewidow and relativesof the latevioar. The
subject is “ Our Saviour breaking bread with the

two disciples at Emmaus.” The church was
restored by the Rev. George Fuller Thomas
shortly before his death.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Edinburgh.—A site for the public fountain pre-

sented to the city by Mr. Ross, of Rockville, has

at last been secured in West Princes’ -street

Gardens, and the city will in a short time be

embellished by the erection of what the Scots-

man styles “ one of the most elaborate and ornate

Btruotures of its class in Europe.” The foun-

tain, which was designed by Durenne, of Paris,

has just arrived from France in 122 pieces. It

cost Mr. Ross upwards of 2fi00l. It will

be erected on the middle walk in the lower

part of the gardens, between Castle-street and

Frederick-street. Being visible from Princes'-

street, it will form a great ornament to that

thoroughfare, while it will, at the same time,

afford an interesting featnre in the landscape as

viewed from the Mound. It is proposed that on

the days when the fountain plays, the public

shall have free admission to the gardens. It

devolves on the public to defray the expense of

its erection on the chosen site. Already 1001.

have been received ; but between 4001. and 5001.

more will be required. A discovery of some
interest has been made in connexion with the

street improvements at present being carried on

in the Grass-market. For years past, a St.

Andrew cross within a circle has been pointed

out as indicating what was supposed to have

been the ancient place of common execution.

The street is in course of being relaid, and while

doing so the workmen uncovered near the spot

what turned out to be the socket of theold gallows.

It was at a considerable depth below the present

street level. It had alining of wood, and was about

18 in. in depth by 9 in. square. The contractor,

Mr. MTntosh, replaced the cross immediately

over the site as now accorately ascertained.

The directors of the North British Bailway

have resolved to proceed immediately with the

new station at Waverley Bridge. The hrst step

taken will be the erection of a New Waverley

bridge. The present strncture will be removed,

and a bridge, after a design similar to that at

Westminster Bridge, London, will be erected in

its stead. It will be higher than the present

bridge, and more on a level with Princes-

street. It is also intended to remove the

goods traffic to the old market. The direc-

tors of the Bank of Scotland having got their

new 0 ffices in Bank - street nearly com-
pleted, are making arrangements, according to

the ScoiiTnan, for turning to account the large

space of ground lying at the south-west comer
of the bank. A portion of this ground was until

a few years ago occopied by a tall land of bouses,

and it was when these houses were removed as

being unsafe that the directors of the bank

acquired possession of the site, which adjoined a

space formerly owned by them. Various pro-

posals have been made from time to time as to

the purpose to which the ground should be

devoted, and it was one of the sites named as

being peculiarly suitable for a town-hall. Now
the proprietors have determined to construct a

new street upon it, and to carry out other works

which will improve the sarroundings of their

edifice. Mr. David Bryce, R.S.A., the architect

of the bank, has prepared plans for the contem-

plated works, and already some preliminary

operations are in progress. The plans embrace

an extension of Bank-street eastward for a dis-

tance of fifty yards, the formation of a new street

sonthwards from that extension to the High-

street, and the erection of a broad stair giving

access to Market-street. Owing to the situation

of the ground on the slope of the High-street

ridge, it is necessary, in extending Bank-street,

to pub in a strong retaiuing-wall, founded on the

rook 70 ft. below the street level. The construc-

tion of this wall is now being proceeded with.

The wall will run in a line with the front of the

bank, and will be snrmounted by a railing. The
street between the wall and the houses on the

other side will be 50 ft. in width. The eleva-

tions prepared by Mr. Bryce show that the houses

will be in the Baronial style, and that some of

them will have four stories, and others five stories

and attics. In all cases, the street floor will be

let for shops or offices, with saloons behind.

The east side of the new street will have a

frontage of 212 ft., and the west side a frontage

of about 160 ft. Including the new space in

Bank-street, there will be a total frontage of

about 500 ft. At its junction with the High-

street, the new street will be 38 fb._wide, but about

midway down it will expand to 45 ft. The

gradient will be 1 in 40. From near the north-

east corner block a wide stone stair will lead

down to Market-street, and aft'ord a convenient

access to the railway station. The feus are

being rapidly taken up.

PATENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDING.

Bricks and Tiles. J. ^ W. Adams. Dated

29th October, 1868.—This consists in treating

or preparing clay, loam, or brickearth, by adding

thereto and mixing therewith street or road-

sweepings, road-scrapings, street-slop, or drifcs,

chalk, and sand, or waste from stone sawing,

commonly known as stone sand, or stone crushed

for the manufacture of bricks and tiles, whereby

we are enabled to dispense with ashes, also at

the same time improve the texture, colour, and

quality of the said articles, and produce superior

bricks and tiles from inferior clay. The number

aud quantities of the mixing materials above

mentioned must be varied according to the colour

required and the quality of the materials. The

drift and sand or waste and other similar matter,

the drift and chalk, or the whole of the materials

being mixed together and added to the clay or

loam, as the case may require.

Rooking.— TV. D. Young. Dated 27th October,

1868.—AU the edges of the tiles or plates are

bent over in the form of a hook, so that when
laid in place they overlap, catch, or interlock

into each other. The joints of the tiles or plates,

by being so interlocked, form an efi’ectual pro-

tection against rain or wind passing through.

The tiles or plates may be fixed to the beams or

frame by hooks or clips, firmly secured to the

beams or frame, the hook portion passing into

and bearing upon the overturned or bent edges

of the tiles or plates.

Window Frames.—J. Johnson. Dated 27th

October, 1868.—The barrels or drums are caused

to rotate by cords, bands, or lines, running

through suitable guides and passing down the

window frames in the manner of ordinary roller-

blind cords, such cords, bands, or lines being

secured to and passing around large pulleys or

wheels attached to the barrels or drums for

giving a certain amount of leverage, so that by

pulling the cords at the sides of the frames and

thereby causing the large pulleys, and with them

the barrels or drums to rotate, the cords attached

to the sashes or shutters will be wound around

the barrels or drums, and the sashes or shutters

consequently raised while on the barrels or drums

being caused to rotate in a contrary direction so

as to unwind the cords, ropes, bands, or chains,

the sashes or shutters being released, will descend

by reason of their own preponderance over the

sash weights, which latter are for this purpose

made so as only partially to counteract the

descending tendency of the sashes or shatters.

The cords, bands, or lines, by which the barrels

or drums are actuated, may be kept lightly

drawn down the sides or linings of the window
frames by adjustable pulleys or buttons held in

position by spring catches capable of being

slightly raised or depressed when requisite, so

as to somewhat slacken the cords, bands, or lines,

and thus permit the sashes or shutters to de-

scend by their own weight until the adjustable

pulleys or buttons are again released, when the

action of the spring catches will cause the cords,

bands, or lines, to be again drawn tight, and

thus to instantly arrest the downward progress

of the sashes or shutters.

Venetian Blind Tapes.—James Carr. Dated

25th January, 1869.—The inventor uses a Jac-

quard loom, and furnishes it with four sets of

warps, or warps which may be divided, as is

well known, so as to form sheds for more than

one web of cloth, aud to supply these warps with

weft he employs a rising box loom, and prefers

that it should be furnished with four shuttles,

one for each of the two tapes, and one for each

,
of the short strips, although a smaller or larger

number may be used, and the arraugement of

loom the inventor employs is that which is known
as the Marionette. The machinery, however,

may be of any arrangement used for similar

purposes, and the order of making the sheds

varied.

Window Sashes.—Edward Euston ^ W. W.
Mills. Dated 26th January, 1869.—In connexion

with an ordinary sash, on either of its sides,

aud projectiog slightly from the edge thereof,

the inventors place a toothed wheel turning in a

frame fixed to the said sash. The teeth of these

toothed wheels are inclined to their axes, the

said wheels somewhat resembling ordinary worm
wheels. The teeth of the wheels may, however,

be parallel with their axes. Working in slota in

the sash are spring checks or catches, which

engage with the toothed wheels, and prevent

their rotation. On either side the sash frame,

and in the line of the motion of the sash, strips

or ribs of vulcanised india-rnbber or other simi-

lar elastic material are fixed ;
they make these

elastic strips or ribs by preference of a nearly

semi-circular figure in cross section, the convex

side of the strip or rib being situated outwards,

and being presented to the projecting parts of

the toothed wheels fixed on either aide the sash.

When the sash provided with the toothed wheels

described is in its place in the window frame,

the toothed wheels compress and flatten the

india-rubber strips or ribs. By the elasticity of

the strips or ribs such an amount of resistance

is offered to the toothed wheels as to support the

said sash in any position in which it is placed.

In order to raise or lower the sash the spring

catches described are lifted from the toothed

wheels so as to permit them to rotate. They

prefer to arrange the handles of the catches so

that the disengaging of the catches and the lift-

ing or depressing of the sash are effected at one

operation. Or the catches may be geared toge-

ther in any convenient way so that pressure at

one part of the sash may simultaneously release

both catches.

Treating Timber.—John Pideering. Dated

January 26th, 1869.—This consists in applying

to the surfaces of the timber to be finished

rapidly moving surfaces of grinding or polishing

material, such as sandstone, grindstone, emery,

in combination with other substances or other

suitable abrading materials. The finishing sur-

faces of the abrading and polishing substances

are circular and made to revolve at a high

velocity against or upon the surfaces of the

timber requiring to be treated by them, the

effect of the treatment being that beat is

generated by the friction of the abrading sur-

faces upon the wood, so that the surface of the

wood becomes covered to the required extent,

besides being rendered very smooth and polished

in a rapid manner.
Ventilators and Chimney-pots.— Q. Hawksley,

Dated January 29Lb, 1869.—These ventilators or

pots are formed from a long metal band, say of

hoop-iron, which the inventor turns into a coil

by extending it on one edge more than on the

other. He does this by passing the hoop-iron

between rollers which are set so as to form a

taper nip, and the rollers may be so fornfed as

simultaneously to give to the iron a curved face ;

or in place of expanding the outer edge of the

hoop-iron, a similar result may be obtained by

corrugating its inner edge. He then takes a

cylindrical mandril of the size of the interior of

the ventilator or pot which it is desired to pro-

duce, and having in it a number of longitudinal
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radial grooves equidistant the one from the other.

In these grooves other flat pieces of hoop-iron
are placed, having inclined notches in them at

equal distance apart from end to end of each
piece.

“ Tuoma son Civil Engineering College, Roorkee
j

Annual Examination, August, 1869 : Report at

Close of Session 1868-9, &c. Roorkee : Printed
at the Thomason Civil Engineering College
Press, 1869.” These papers show the nature and
extent of the examinations which Royal En-
gineers and others undergo in the Government
College of Civil Engineering at Roorkee, in

India
;
and we have no hesitation in saying that

the student who successfully passes a fair exami-
nation on the many practical and theoretical
questions here put cannot but be in a fair

way to become a competent engineer, overseer,
&c.

;
and he must do so before he can

receive a certificate of qualification for one
or another of the several grades of the Public
Works Department. The senior and first depart-
ments of the college are composed of officers and
oiviliana who are candidates for the engineering
grade

; the second department, of soldiers
(chiefly) who are candidates for the overseer
grade ; the third department, of natives, who are
candidates for the sub-overseer grade, and whose
examination is conducted in Oordoo. There are
papers which must be taken up by all; and
voluntary papers for college honours only. There
are also monthly examinations in mathematics,
civil engineering, and physical science, and other
bests as the education proceeds.

Halifax Waterworks Extension. — The
Rebdeu extension of the Halifax Waterworks has
been formally inaugurated by the cutting of the
first sod of the Castle Carr tunnel, by which the
pvaters of Eebden and Luddenden valleys will be
connected. The scheme is a gigantic one, and
will coat nearly 200,0001. The Widdop reservoir
smbankment alone will be over 89 ft. high, and
245 yards long. The depth, at the foot of the
Smbankment, will be 71 ft. 3 in., and in the
centre 56 ft., and then it shallows to the head,
ebrming a winding lake nearly a mile in length,
md a quarter of a mile wide at its broadest part,
.n the Walshaw Dean valley will be three reser-

roirs. The npper one will have an embankment
333 yards long, and 71 ft. 10 in. deep, the water
being 64 ft. at the greatest depth. The middle
»servoir ia to be about half a mile long. The
imbankment will be 313 yards long, 74 ft. high,
md the depth of water 68 fc. The lower reser-

roir will be smaller, having an embankment
6 ft. high, and a depth of water of about 66 fc.

i)he water from the Widdop and Walshaw Dean
Eeservoirs will be connected and conveyed by
aqueduct and tunnel to near Castle Carr, where
kill be the junction with the Luddenden scheme.
i>'he Castle Carr tunnel will be 2,500 yards long,

md have a fall of about 5 ft. to the mile. It
ifill be 3 ft. 9 in. wide, by 4 ft. 6 in. high, having
li flagged bottom the whole length. The contract
• )r its construction has been let to Mr. Parkinson,
f Halifax, who has also constructed the Ply
aiats. Upper and Lower Dean Head, and the
iastle Carr reservoirs. At the catting of the
Bfst sod by the mayor, it was stated by Mr. Hill,

LE., representative of Mr. Bateman, that the
sBst of construction of the tunnel would be
,7,0001. There would be three shafts. The one
where they stood would be 392 ft. deep. No. 2
)iou!d have a depth of 476 ft., and No. 3 would be
111 ft. deep. The time given to the contractor
tr the completion of the work was four years.

fiBirkbeck Elterary and Scientific In-
Itiitutlon, Chancery-lane.—Ab this Institu-
mm, which is in connexion with the Science and
'trt Department, Mr. W. J. Wilson (Prince Con-
rirt’s Prizeman, &c.) is to deliver a course of
irirty cheap lectures on Electricity and Mag.
tiitism, on Friday evenings, at nine o’clock
nmmencing October 22.

IXiake Dwellings. — Traces of lacustrine
rerellicgs have been discovered in Llangorse
mlol, a lonely lake on the western side of the
acack Mountains, and the island in its centre is

idd to be evidently artificial, and constructed
rtrtly of piles and wattling.

Heating Xtailway Carriages.—We are now
familiar with gaslight in railway carriages.
Why should we not have steam-pipes to heat
them ? In the first-class carriages we can
generally in cold weather get a tin containing hot
water for the feet

;
but this is a luxury for-

bidden, we believe, to second and third-class

passengers, and even first-class passengers have
at times had to tip the porters before they conld
obtain the boon. Experiments, according to the
Daily News, have been made with steam warm-
ing on the Brunswick Railway, on the Prussian
Eastern, on the Hanoverian, and on the Lower
Silesian. The Hanoverian Government Railway
runs daily two mail trains with steam heating
apparatus between Cologue and Berlin. The
steam comes from a tubular boiler in the
luggage-car. In the Brunswick Railway it comes
directly from the locomotive. In either case the
temperature of the carriages is raised from 20
to 30 degrees Fahrenheit. Is it too much to

hope that our engineers will one day allow us
this comfort ? A little less of the extravagant
and worse than useless waste of steam in the
perpetual screeching of the mammoth-pig-stop
whistle (which seems to indicate that signalmen
are usually asleep at their posts) would help to

make up for the loss of steam by heating the
carriages.

Opening of Truro Public Rooms.—These
rooms have been opened with ceremonial and
festivities befitting the occasion. The rooms oc-

cupy a central site, near Boscawen-bridge, on the
north side of the Green. The edifice consists of
a central block, with two small wings. The walla
are of stone from Mylor, the greenish drab of
which is relieved by the cream-coloured Bath
stone dressings. There is an oriel in the green
front. The accommodation provided comprises
a large concert or assembly room, with adjuncts

;

provision for the Cornwall library and the Truro
Institution

;
billiard and club rooms in the main

block; a Masonic hall in the east wing; and in

the western wing apartments for the theological
library left to the county by the late Bishop of
Exeter, and the depository of the Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge. The hall is

85 fc. long, 38 ft. wide, and 34 fc. high, and has,

not including the gallery, five entrances, three
direct from the staircases and passages, and two
through the supper-room. It is calculated to

seat about 800, the gallery holding 100, and the
orchestra, at the other end of the room, being
capable of accommodating about 130. The roof
is half open-timbered, in six bays, quatrefoila

being introduced in the spandrels and shields,

which will hereafeer be decorated. The windows
—six in number—open on the Green. Artificial

light is supplied by a number of gas pendants
hanging from the roof. An organ, built by
Messrs. Hill & Son, has been erected in the
orchestra.

The “ Iron Blacksmith,”

—

A Steubenville
mechanic named Wm. Kenyon, says the Sharon
Times, an American paper, has invented, and
has now in operation in that place, a very
marvellons piece of mechanism, which he styles

the “ Iron Blacksmith.” It occopies the space
of an ordinary-sized cask, is very compact, is

driven by an engine of herculean strength, and
the machine itself is of almost incalculable power.
It is at present constructed for the manufacture
of wrenches used by machinists—gasfitters more
particularly. These wrenches are produced from
solid steel, at the rate of one every three seconds,
doing the work in three seconds which would
require the swiftest and most expert workman
a whole day to do, besides executing the work
much better. When the “Iron Blacksmith” is

“ fully armed and equipped,” it will produce, as
if by magic, any description of tool or imple-
ment

;
also, chains, horse-shoes, fingers for

mowers and reapers, all with the same facility
j

and exactness
;

in fact, almost every article
|

which now comes from the stalwart blows from
the arm, and directed by the mental skill and
ingenuity ofthe intelligent smith. This machine,
which is the result of many years of thought and
labour, besides an expenditure ofmany thousands
of dollars, is destined, our authority thinks, to

revolutionise the smithing trade.

Working: ZVXen's Club and Institute,
Holloway.

—

In the course of the present mouth,
according to the North Londoner, this new hall

will be completed, and opened with a soiriie. It

is sitnated in a good position in the Holloway-
road, and consists of a lecture-ball, class, read-

ing, committee, club, and conversation rooms,
and gymnasium ground.

IVlodel Cottagres for Farm labourers.

—

There have been recently erected by Lord
Vernon, at Sudbury, near Derby, several model
cottages for farm labourers. Each cottage con-
tains a living-room, three bedrooms, entrance
porch, scullery, pantry, fuel store, piggery, privy,

cesspit, and ashpit. Each cottage is provided
with a washing-copper, sink, and a fireclay baking
oven. The living-rooms are fitted with dwarf
cupboards, each side of fire-place, with cottage
ranges, and the bedroom fire-places have small
cottage stoves. The rainwater from the tops is

conveyed to tanks for domestic use, having a
pump to each cottage fixed over the sink iu
scullery. The cottages have been built with
local bricks made on the estate; the external
walls being hollow for dryness, relieved with
bands of dark blue Stafibtdshire bricks. The
roofs are covered with blue and brindle tiles,

having ornamental ridge cresting. The entrance
porches have projecting eaves and gables, with
barge-boai'ds and brackets. The works have
been carried out by Mr. S. Deville, of Burtou-on-
Trent, from the designs, and under the direction

of Mr. John Birch, of London, who gained the
Society of Arts’ premium and modal for such
designs.

Reopening: of Bunhill Fields.—Consider-
iug the efforts made in past years by the Builder
to induce the authorities to set the Bunhill burial
ground in order, it is gratifying to be able to

state, as we now do, that this ancient burying
place has been reopened to the public; nob as a
repository for the dead, bub as a pleasaut place
of recreation, having been planted with trees,

and converted into an additional park for the
metropolis. Being part of the Great Finsbury
estate, Bunhill Fields lapsed a few years since

to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, who resisted

the temptation to convert the place into a build-

ing site, and decided that it should be made
conducive to the health and recreation of the
inhabitants of the surrounding district. Bun-
hill Fields, as is well known to our readers, con-
tained the remains of John Buuyan, Defoe, Dr.
Watts, and many other of England’s worthies,
and it is satisfactory to know that the corpora-
tion have taken care to preserve the monuments
and tombstones which marked the places where
the illustrious dead repose.

“Going:, Gone!”—The sale of stock at a
farm called Methlem, twenty miles beyond
Pwllheli, brought a large gatheriug of the lead-

ing farmers of Anglesey and Carnarvonshire
together. Whilst the auctioneer was selling off

some articles of furniture in a room above the
dairy, the bidders, to the number of about 150
persons, proved too great a weight for the floor,

which gave way just as Mr. Owen was giving
his final “ Going, going, gone,” to a piece of furni-

ture, and the whole party was precipitated to

the dairy below. An ex-mayor of the borough of
Pwllheli was thrown into a pail of cream, and
was slightly injured, whilst a solicitor found him-
self sunk iu a ten-gallon cask of butter-milk. A
corpulent farmer, weighing a little over 16 stone,

was precipitated on a pot of butter, which broke
and besmeared him sadly. The bidders, after

the accident, would nob follow the auctioneer to

other rooms up-sbairs, and the articles of furni-

ture that remained unsold had to be taken down-
stairs. Accidents of this kind are not unprece-
dented. Some consideration should be given to

the state and strength of floors, under such cir-

circumstaucee, beforehand.

How Disease is generated.—The following

extract from the report of the medical officer

of health of St. Olave’a, Southwark, which has
been presented to the Local Board of that dis-

trict, reveals one of the risks to which poor
people in over-crowded courts and alleys are
subject. Dr. Viuen says :

—
“ la the yard of No. 1, Cow-alley, is a largo water-butt

for the supply of that house und two others iu Goat-street.
In consequeuce of the butt not being provided with a lid,

the water is exposed to the infiiience of air and light,
' encouraging the development of animal and vegetable life,

as certain elTects of water being thus exposed. I exhi-
bited some specimens of conferva and other vegetable pro-
ductions found growing iu very considerable quantities on
the sides of the butt, and also a sample of the water, ia
which were plainly to be seen freshwater shrimps, blood-
worms, snails, and more minute creatures,— the water-
flea, Cyclops, ic. Smullus the water-flea is, its appearance
in water implies the presence of other creatures, still more
minute than itself, upon which it .feeds. This water, in
the condition I here describe, so utterly unfit for any
domesiic purpose, has been constantly used, the larger
animal growths being first strained ofl*.”

It ia satisfactory to know that the Board
issued an order directing the erection of cisterns

with covers and the necessary appliances.
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Workmen's International Exbibltlon,
1870 .—Very considerable progress has been
made, not only in this country, but in foreign

countries. Side by side with the contributions

of our own country will be the productions of
the French artisan, of the thoughtful German,
of the artistic Italian, of the persevering Dane,
and of our American cousins. To meet the
very energetic efforts made in foreign countries,

seventy local committees have been formed in

the United Kingdom. It is hoped that the
artisans of this country will make a most deter-

mined effort, so that the Workmen’s Inter-

national Exhibition of 1870, in the Agricultural
Hall, at Islington, will not only be a display of
the best foreign workmanship, but an exposition
of the talent, industry, and manipulative skill of

the British workman.

Opening of the Industrial Exhibition,
Basingstoke.—The new Slechanics’ Institute
has been opened with an Industrial Exhibition,
similar to those recently held in some of the
principal towns of England. The collection in-

cluded works in wood, models, needlework,
paintings, photographs, drawings, illnminatione,
stuffed animals, works in straw, rush, and other
materials, &o. The rooms were classiBed as
follows :—On the basement, works in wood and
metal, and miscollaneons articles. On the first-

floor, loan department, needlework, and natural
history,—a separate room for each. Two rooms
at the rear of the building were furnished as
refreshment-rooms. The entrance was fitted up
with flags, and an iron hammered gate made by
Mr. J. B. Soper. There were nearly 600 exhi-
bitors.

Antwerp.—Antwerp is utilising its fortifica-

tions. The Precurseur of Antwerp says :
—“ The

sale of the Southern Citadel is now an accom-
plished fact, the contract having been signed at
Brnssels between Dr. Stronsberg, of Berlin, on
the one hand, and M. Frere-Orban, Belgian
Minister of Finance, on the other. The price is

14,000,000 of francs. The State reserves ten
hectares (two acres and a half each) of land, to
be employed for a new passenger and goods
station

;
Dr. Stronsberg engaging by his contract

to establish large docks, warehouses, &c., at his
own cost.”

TENDERS.
For the United Methodist Free Church, Finsbury.

Messrs. Woodhouse & Potts, architects. Quantities sun-
plied by C. N. M'Intyre North

A. & J. Smith £6,550 0 0
Browne & Robinson 6,231 0 0
Dove 6,196 0 0
Colls & Sons 6,180 0 0
Brass 6,743 0 0
Enuor 6,657 0 0
Newman & Mann (accepted) ... 6,686 0 0

Station. Mr. Gotto, architect:

—

Snell £1,647 0 0
Chappell 1,644 0 0
Haddon 1,306 0 0
Honour 1,279 0 0
Barker 1,176 0 0
Taylor (accepted) 1,155 0 0

For alterations and additions to the Tavistock Union
Workhouse, Devon. Messrs. W. DwoUey & Hon, archi-
tects

Miller & Mitchell £1,660 0 0
Bom & Gosling 1/367 0 0
Jenkins 1,364 0 0
Webber 1,273 10 0
Saunders, Brolheis 1,182 10 0
Bishop ik Son 1,125 0 0
Cali A Fethick 1,097 0 0
Blatohl'ord 1,076 0 0
Brimblecome 4 Bowse 1,040 0 0
Dennis 4 Minhinnick 976 0 0
Messrs. Bowse 970 0 0
Marshall 943 10 0
Bbye 900 0 0
Walters (accepted) 863 0 0

For rebuilding house and shop. 41. Blackfriars-roud,
for Mr. W. Gilbert. Messrs. F. H. Fowler & Hill, archi-
tects. Quantities supplied by Mr. Nattrass :

—

Moultrie £1.230 0 0
Greenwood 1,180 0 0
Mills 1,170 0 0
Mallett 1,106 0 0
Eider & Son 1,084 0 0
Taylor 1,045 0 0
Manley & Rogers 1,044 0 0
Wills 1,(26 0 0
Foster (accepted) 970 0 0

For rebuilding bouse and shop, 45, Blackfaiars-road,
for Mr. Dowie. Mr. Shea, architect. Quantities suppliea
by Mr. Nattrass :

—

Moultrie £2,046 0 0
MilJa 1,990 0 0
Greenwood 1,975 0 0
Mallelt 1,850 0 0
Rider 1,812 0 0
Taylor 1,721 0 0
Mauley & Rogers 1,693 0 0
Wills 1,005 0 0

For alterations end additions to 75 and 76, Cornhill,
for the Metropolitan Bank. Mr. T. T. Smith, architect:—

Henshaw ,£4,280 0 0
Ashby & Horner 4,180 0 0
Ryder & Son 4,140 0 0
Browne & Robinson 4,088 0 0
Bracher & Son 3,995 0 0
Brass 3.797 0 0
Eunor 3,614 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS. !

J. T. (cancelled) —Busllcui (a verandah, if within the limits o
the Building: Act, cauuot be of wood. Zinc is the cheapest eorer- ,

lag).—J. A. D. (the charges named are fair).—F. P. (quotation In
,

type).—W. 8 . (n.xt W6»k).-C. P. (we cannot meddle with what we
,know nothing of;.—Bendy (advertise).—T. L. (book has not arrived).

— N, (no such parag aph appeared In our pages).— Pbilc-Shak*
speare.-R. B.-W, H.— P. D. 'J'.—P. 8 . P.-C. E.-W. B—H. T-—
8 . A Co.-G. F. H.-J. P.-H. H. V.- Jack PJane.-H. H. 9.~J. P.,
jun.-J. B.— F, O.—H.—B. P.—A. W.— E. G.— J. K.—E. A G.—
G-'W.-F. M.— J. Q. K—An Inillaii C.K.—T. H. E.-A. W.-J'. P.—
J. H.—M —D. k Fon.—E. J. S.

We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving
j

addresses. '

All statements of facta, lists of Tenders, ftc,, must ho aeccmpanled
I

by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for
publication.

|

Notb.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read a
j

public mcellngs, rests, of course, with the authors.

BUENOS AYRES GOVERNMENT CERTI-
FICATE. — Translation. — “ We, the under-
signed, at the request of Messrs. J. C. Thompson
& Co. certify that the IRON SAFES of Messrs.
CHUBB & SON, London, of which these gentle-
men are Agents, were exposed for several hours
to the fire that took place in the offices of the
National Government on the evening of the 26th
instant; that in our presence they were easily

opened with their respective keys
;

that the
moneys and important documents they contained
were found in perfect order

;
and that these Safes

are now in use in the National Treasury Office.

—

Buenos Ayres, July Slat, 1867.
(Signed) J. M. Drago,
Treasurer of the National Government.

|

Jose Tomas Rojo.
;

Juan M. Alvarez.
A true copy.—A. M. Bell.”

A large assortment of these Safes may be in-

spected, and lists of prices obtained, at CHUBB
& SON’S, 57, St. Paul’s Chnrohyard, London ; 68,
Cross-street, Manchester

j 28, Lord-street, Liver-
pool; and Horseley-fields, Wolverhampton.

Tile Macclesfield Town-hall.—A record
has come to light here, after the lapse of
nearly half a century. The extension and im-
provement of the Town-hall premises have
necessitated the taking down of a portion of the
old building; and, during the progress of this

part of the undertaking, the workmen found
the foundation-stone of the hall, which was laid
in 1823, lying at the south-west corner. A brass
plate, bearing an inscription recording the
event, and eight coins and three medals were
found.

Bursting of a Steam Boiler.—Nineteen
persons have been killed and nearly a hundred
injured by the explosion of a boiler at the
State Fair, Indiauopolis, in the United States.
The boiler was attached to a saw-mill, and had
just been fired up for test with another machine,
arrangements having been made to take it up
as soon as the trial was over. Many of the
bodies were horribly mntilated and burned^ and
in some cases it would be impossible for friends
to recognise them.

The Architectural Association. — The
annual conversazione, with which the bnsiness of
the session commences, will be held at Conduit-
street, on Friday evening, the 29th inat. This
is the right time for new members to join.
Architectural students, and those interested in

cognate arts, cannot take a better first step than
by enrolling themselves meuibers of the Archi-
tectural Association, and availing themselves
heartily of the advantages it affords,

Belies of Roman Winchester.—Extensive
excavations have uncovered a variety of interest-
ing articles in connexion with the Roman occu-
pation of Winchester. There are several cinerary
urns, all more or less broken, and in one calcined
bones were found. There were also a couple of
urns, with one handle each, of fine earthenware

The Drew Townhall, Chester. — Sir: In
your notice you say, ” the gas fittings and
ironwork generally have been supplied by Skid-
more, of Coventry.” I beg to say that I sup-
plied the wrought-iron work for the exterior,
which was made from the designs of the archi-
tect.

—

Alfred Webb.

F or the excavation for, and eonstrnction of, foundations
and basement story, on the site of Nos. 11 to 15 inclusive,
Tokenbouse-yard, K.C., for the Estate Company (Limited
and reduced). Mr. K. A. Gruuing, architect :

—

Trollope & Sons (amended ten-
der, accepted) £1,922 0 0

For erecting five houses and shops, Middlesex-street,
Aldgate, for Mr. John Venables. Mr. Horace A. Alex'
ander, architect. Qnantitips supplied ;

—

Brass £3,376 0 0
Ashby & Son 3,239 0 0
Ashby & Horner 3,131 0 0
Eivett 3,i.'83 0 0
Dudley 3,060 0 0
Read Jt Son 2,764 0 0
Eaatlake 2,740 0 0
Favitt 2,679 0 0
King & Son 2,660 0 0
Ennor 2,642 0 0
W'aterer 2,645 0 0

For rebuilding Nos. 22 and 23, Whitechapel High-street,
with extensive warehouse and vaults in the rear, for
Messrs. Coates & Co. Mr. James Harrison, architect.
Quantities not supplied :

—

Little £2,675 0 0

For St. Mary’s R.C. School. Swinton. Manchester. Mr.
Herbert E. Tijou, architect. Quantities supplied ;

—

Cockran, Barker, dt Co £900 0 0
Connor 860 0 0
Statham & Sons 847 7 0
Adams & Marshall 771 0 0
Bpeakman 761 0 0
Gerrard 740 0 0
Thompson 733 0 0

For erecting a house and shop, at Chigwell-row, Essex,
for Mr. Dove. Mr. Albert Bridgman, architect. Qnan-
tides supplied:

—

Bennett (accepted) £560 0 0

For additions and repairs to Harringay House, Hornsey.
Mr. P. D. Tuckett, architect :

—

Stapleton £513 o 0
Smith & Son 474 0 0
Clements 453 0 0
Devereux & Sou 447 0 0
Jerrard (accepted) 379 0 0

For erecting new north aisle, and removing and re-
electing vestry. Bishop Stortfort Church. Mr. Clarke,
architect :

—

Extra for
Pitch Fine Roof.

Extra for

Tool?y £1,380 £20
Bracher 4 Son... 1,300 30

1,195

1,097
1,1.89Mason 4 Green 35
1,025

Bell 4 Sons • 927 10
* Accepted.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufacture of Church, Turret,
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Snn and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description
of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,,

Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J.W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 58 and
60, Lndgate-hiil

; Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

SCOTT’S LIFE OF ALBERT DTTRER. I

Next week. In 1 vol. 8vo. with lUueCraiions,
|

Albert D URER, his life and works ;

.

contaliilng his Juurual in the Nelberiands, Letters from
[

Venice, Poetry, and other writings : together with Comolete
j

Catalogues of his Engravings on Copper and Wood, Pictures I

tkeicbis, Ac.
I

By WILLIAM B. SCOTT, Anlhor of " Half-hour Leotaces on
|

the Fine and Ornamental Arts.” Ac.
'London; LONGMANS, GREEN, & CO. Paternoiter-iow.

T
Imperial 8 ro. cloth extra, price Sr. S I. I

lEE LIFE of CHARLES the FIFTH,
|

EMPEROR of OEBMSNV.
By WILLIAM BOBtRTBON, U.D. F.R.8.E. late Principal

of the Univer-liy of Edinburgh,
With eome Acenont of the Life and Writings of the Author, con-

densed from that written 1 7 DugaLl Stewart, F.RS, Edln.
London ; WILLIAM TBUO. Paocras-lane, Gbeap.lde.

Crown 8vo. c’oth extra, Gs.

]\4ANLY GAMES for BOYS (The I

FY-L BOOK of) : a practical Guide to the Indoor and Outdoor
I

Amusements of alt Seasons. I

By CaPIAIN CRAWLEV, anlhor of " The Billiard Book,” 4c.
Jllnslrated by John Proctor, and Other-.

London ; WILLIAM I'EGG, Paucras-Iaae, Cheapside.

Just pnl lisbed, in post Svo. price 3s.

QMOKINU FIRES: their CAUSE anti,O CORE.
I

By the Bev. A. C. AINSLIE, M.A. Vicar of Corfe, Som-net-
" Those who are pestered with the nui-ance should oonauit this

book, in which they will not fdU to hnd a remedy, let the cause be
what it may."—J/ec/t<iiilcs' Magazine.

Mr. Aiuslie has sdUressed himsrli to one of the greatest nnisances
of elvilUed life, and dealt with it in such a fasliloU that bis name
ought to hscome a household word tbroughont the kingdom."—
Laneet.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 CO. Pateinoster-row.

sCHOOL FITTINGS.—MESSRS. BANKS
4 CO.’S PATENT REVISED ILLUSTRATED PRICED SHKET

ui every article required in a well-lurniahed Pebool, sent for three
stamps.-PARSONAUE WORKS, ALBEKT-STtlEEr.MANCilEdTBE.

Just pnblUbed,

Q uantities made easy.
A quick and accurate method of taking out quantities from ,

plans or buildings, with or without a specldcatiou. Sent free
j

by poet fur 80 stamps.—Addre's, A. C. S, Noilbbruok-terrace, Burnt I

Ash-lane, Lee, Keut, 8.E. I
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J. L. BACON & CO.’S

FOR WARMING AND VENTILATING
Private Houses, Churclies, Schools, Hospitals,

Manufactories, Greenhouses, &c.

IMPROVED HOT-WATER APPARATUS,

HAVING liad a large experience for many years in heating Honaes, Oharehea, Schools, and other Buildings, both public and private, we
£ire prepared to offer a Hot-Water Apparatna surpassing all others in economy and efficiency. The amall size of the pipes enables ns to introduce

them with facility iu buildiugs already erected. The pipes can be placed in any position, either along the skirting, or under the windows, or coiled

up in pedestals, or sank beneath the floor, in all oases being covered with iron trelliawork, of either plain or ornamental design, to suit the

architectural decorations of the buildings. Buildings warmed on this system are more thoroughly under control than when large pipes are used ;

the tubes, from their email size, containing but little water, are quickly heated, causing great rapidity of circulation and economy of fuel.

The average cost of warming a honse of ten rooms (exclusive of kitchen offices) having a cubical content of 20,000 feet, would be about

801., or 4Z. per 1,000 ccbio feet warmed. For churches the cost would vary from lOs. per 1,000 cubic feet to 253. j the cost of a church of ordinary

size being about IGs. per 1,000 cubic feet. Schools and factories, about 2J. per 1,000 cubic feet.

An Apparatus is on exhibition at our office, where the public are iuvited to call and examine it, and we are prepared to prove to every

one that this Apparatus stands unrivalled for simnlicitv. economy, safety, and durability ; and, moreover, that it warms withont vitiating the

atmosphere.

Estimates will be given for any plans sent to oar office, or on application being made for a personal inspection; and we guarantee every

apparatus which we erect.

®C0timonial0,
SELECTED FROM MANY WHICH WE HAVE RECEIVED,

ALTONA BAILWAT STATION.
" Id tbe newly-erected Inrge rnllway-atatloa, 1, as architect of the

earns, have had all the toome, wltbon'. ezcepnioo, heated hy Mr. J. L.
Bacon. I bear testimony lo Hr. Bacon that this healing has bsen In
full use two wUiCers. and has during this time given full satlelactlou
to the public in general, as well as to the officials or the railway

:

vhllst by a moderate uonsumplion of fuel, an equal and agreeable
temperature was produced, even in tbe coldest wescher. Tbe trellis

and pedeslals, wbicb are uecessar? In the heated rooms, do not lo

any way dUtnib the rest of the decoiatton, not even in the luzu-
rlously-lurolsbej saloons

; on the contrary, they are quite iu bar-
mouy with the rest of tbe furniture.

In (luishing, allow me to add, that the business Intercourse with
Mr. bacon or bis repieseutatlve was always most asreeable, aud that
durlug tbe fixing of the apparatu/, which cost 1,1122. I never expe-
ileuced any hindrance in my building. It gives me pleasure to be
able lo testify the truth to others, and thereby contribute my
experience to recommend Hr. Bacon.

MANFBED SBHf£B, Architect.
Altona, 19th April, 1803."

QEKMAN AND FBRNCH BKFOBMED OHUBCU,
COPENHAGEN.

“ Wo, the undersigned elders of the Gorman and French Beformed
Church of this City, do hereby, at the request of Ur. J. la Bacon,
oeitiry that the Hot-Water Apparatus, erected by him in tbe above
msu'loned oburoh, has, daring tbe whole of last winter, uotwllb-
etsudiug severe frost, worked perfectly well, aud at all times, been
able to give euificlent beat.

a O. 8CHWABTZ.
Copenbsgen, 20th May, 1800.” 0. E. DE CONINUK.

PRESBYTEEIAN CHUBCH, CAMDEN-TOWN.
" To Heosra, J. L, Bacon & Co.

Oentlsinen,— I have the pleasure to inform you, that the Heat-
Ing'Apparatus whloh yon constructed In Camden-rosd Presbyterian
Church giveepoifectsatlsracLlon. Wehave now given it a fair trial,

and up to the present momeut have discovered no fsnlt. Amongst
its chief merits are its ecunoaiy In the coueumptlon of fuel, and the
rapldliy with which It takes effect. I shall be happy to recommend
tt Ui preference to any other system as opportunity occnrs.

I am, Gentlemen, yours, faithfully.

WM. DINWTDDIE.
S, Uiddletou-road, 11th October, 1609."

CITY SCHOOL OF ZtTTAU,
" At the request of Messrs. J. L. Bicoa & Co. of Betllo, ws, the

undersigned CummUsloners of Buililings, pronounce favourably on
the H'lt-watcr Appatalui erected In the New Cliy School. Moasre.

J. L. Bacon it Co. have etiUrely fulfflled the obligations of their

contract, aud have furnished tbe new school with a nerllug Apps-
rains which leaves oolhiug to be desired. Not only is the Apparatus
prooerly proportioned to the dllTerent rooms to bs healed, but the

Tbe saving In fuel is great in comparison with other modes of

healing. We have to warm forty-five large rooms 31 feet long by
21 feet wide ; .wo large lecture-roi'UU. the coriLilora, and four stair.

Oases
;
making altogether a cubic spate of 073,761) feet. We are able

to outalu at tbe end of an hour aud a half 65 deg. Fahr. whatever
the external tempo. atiire m.y bj. aud can easily ke-p 'be rooms at
tbis temperature. During bird frost we burn dallyfour bushels of

coal for each furnace
;
this coal costs us abiut Sd. per bushel. Sipe-

tlence has taughtu* that tbe daily cou-umpttou is on the avenge
three bushels per furuace. Wi- have to feed five furnac.'S, conv-
queutly the heatiug of tbe whole of oar large building coets us 6s. 8d.

per day. It would be impotalhle to warm our large rooms oomfurt-
ahly with ordinary hot-air stoves, however perfectly they might be
constracted, aud the cousumption or fuel would be at least three

times as great, Tbe advanrages of this meth-ril of beating are as

foil iw Tbe equal dietrlbutlnn of heat
;

tbe clesnllucss which it

permits,'no fuel being carried into tbe rooms ; the cheap cost of

maiutiiniiig the apparatus (in tUree years we havebadnoexpense-
for repairs)

;
lbs saving in fuel and atientiun

; and lastly, the whole
some heat which is obtained, provided tbe necessary preuauUms are
taken lo admit pure air, and allow the vitiated air to escape.

We are perfectly satisfied with the executlou and result of the

work, and we are about to give Messrs. J. L. Bmon A Co. some more
very large orders.

The Commissioners of Towns Buildings.
E. TBCMUBLEa.

Zittau, 5ih March. 1863." Director of Buildings.

PRIVATE HODSE. TDFNELL PABK.
“ Gentlemen,—In answer to your inquiry, I beg to slate that tbe

Hot-Water Apparatus you fixed iu ray residence answers admirably,
maiutaiulug an equal temperaiui-e throughout the house, aud being
capable of adaptation to the vneylug citcumsiaacee of the weather.

I am. Gentlemen, yours, £c.
J. E. SCOTT.

To Messrs. J. L. Bscon k Co.”

LtTNATIC ASYLUM AT HAMBURG.
" The undersigned, at Mr. J. L. Bacon's request, hereby ctrtlfy

that h« has erected for us numerous Hot-water Appaiatusei, in

private dwelliiign, offices, schools, and public buildings, and that tbe

work whloh he bos executed baa entirely fulfilled It# purpose every-

where. Amongst the public bulldluge, wo men'lon es jocially ihs

heating of the cells of tbe Lunatic Asylum, Frledrichib.rg (near

Hamburg)
;
lu this building the principle of inecliauical ventUalion

has been brought Into use, and ex-cuted, in connexiou with hlgh-

pressura heatiug. Tbe air le warmed iu the heating-chaiuber by
pasaing over the surface of the pijie-, and is driven to the most
remote pacts of tbe buildings, by the means of a small steam fan,

through borizintai fines, and reaches the Cfllsat a distance of 3S0

feel, with sufficient force to give, lu wiiite., the required warmth
of,S0 degress Pabrenbelt, entering tbrounh .mail opeuings near the

celling luto the cells, as requeued by the physicians.
The laige day-roomn iu iho main building of tbe lunatic atylum

are waruird by Hot Water Pipes, placed behiuu tbe akirtmg-buards.

aud covered with iron trelils-woik, which entirely fulfil their

^ We beg to state, finally, tb »t we have always been highly saUs-

tled with tbe ex-cutlon and the work of Mr. J, L. Bocou's High
Pressure Hot-Water Apparatuses.

CHR. TIMMERMAN k CO.
Hamburg, May 1, 1867." Civil Koglueera aud ArcbltecU.

" COURT OF JU8TICE, BERLIN.
I certify Uiat M-eera J. L. Bacou S Co. h-ve erected in the Court

of Jaslice of this town a Hot-Water Api-sratus to roy entire sutls-

fectioi). This Apparatus gives a permanent heat of 65 degrees

Fahreuheit, even with an external temperature of Id degrees

Fabreuhelt.
Boyal Beu Inspector,

Berlin, 9lb March. 1858." HESSE.

LA SAINTE UNION, HIGHGATE.
*' We have much pleasure in being able to testify to the perfect

efficiency of Messrs. J. L. Bacon k Co.’s Warming Apparatus, which
b'le be.n applied under our direction to a laigu iustitutlou at

Hlghgats,
One of iti chief reesmmeadaUane U tbe iraall consumption of fuel,

taking luto consideration the resutU gitine I.

GOLDIE k CHILD, Architects.

9, Eenslngton-squsre, 14tb October, 1819.’’

LIST OF SOME OF THE PUBLIC ANO PRIVATE BUIL0ING3 WHERE OUR HOT-WATER APPARATUS IS IN OPERATION.

HIs Hnjaity tbe late Xing of Hanover.
H.R H, the Grand Duke of Oldeuburg.
H.B H Prince Henry of Hdland.
B.B.H, Prince Louis of Hesse Darmstadt.

Prauen-EIrche, Copenhagen.
Holmens-Kl cbe, Copenhagen.

St. Nloolal-Kirohe, Hamburg.
Christus-Klrcbe. Berlin.
Lunatic Asylum, GQltlngsn.
Iiunatlc Asylum, OsnabiUik.

PALACES AND PRIVATE HOUSES ON THE OONflNENT.
The Lord Chamberlaia, A. von Stenglin,

Earl of SCollOerg, Woruigerode,
Baron von Beliiersdoif, OberStradam.
Baron von Eckardstelo, Hasselberg.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
Idiot Asylum, Copenbaren.
Elizabebb Hospital, Berliil.

Yereln’s Bank. Hamburg.
Credit Bank, Copenhagen.
Germauia Bank, atettin.

Private Bank, Copenhageu.
L. Behrens k Son’s Private Bank, Hambui^.

Nirzymskl, von, Jablonowo.
B iron von Warburg, Dresden.
BUrgermeistor (Dr. N. P. Haller), Hamburg.
Countess Von Puebler Niedor Thomss Walden.

Post-office, Berlin.

University Library. Copenhagen.
Collegiate School, Dresden.

City S.hiol, Zituu.
H4tel de Rome, Berlin.

Zoological Garden-, Hanover.
The Orpheum (Winter Garden), Berlin.

PRIVATE HOUSES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS IN
The Hon. Sir F. W. Grey, K C.B., Lynwood, Suuuingdale, Berks
C. 0. Eaton, E,q. Tolethorpo Hall. SUmford.
B. U. Maxwell, eiq. Marsbgate, BichmoniL
The Bbv. F. Ronch, Canterbury.
J. R. Scott, ejq. Tufnrll Park, London.
W. Dickes, etq, Loughborough Park, London.
A. bull. esq. Addise„mbe, Surrey
Mr*. Donnison, Highbury Faik. Lrndon.
F. Robinson, esq. Lltlte Portland-street, London.
Messrs. Ivali k Large, Viutorla-street.

H. B. M'Keone, esq. Walworth.
W. H. Chaplin k Co. Vlllers-stiost, Strand.
A. Levy, esq. BiiitoL
W. U. Jay, esq. Ulll-itreet, London.
Wm. Dayey, esq. Buckhurst-bill. Bisex.
H. T. Davies, SB

i.
Addiicorabe, Surrey.

St. LeouarJ’s Church, Padihara, Lincoshire.

St. George's Presbyleriau ChurcU, Croydon.
BL Martin’s Church. Canterbury.
St. Sepulchre's Church, Skinner-street, Londou.

ENGL-4.ND.
All Saints’ Church, Hatchsm.
St. Mary’s Church, Wbaddon, Cambridgesblie.
The Parish Chuich of Barapton, Oxford-lure.

Presbyterian Churcb, Camden Pack-road, London.
Church of bt. Peter and St. Paul, Streatham,
8t. Paul's Church, Addlscombe, Sarrsy,
School for La Balnte Uuion, Higbgate.
St. Paul’s Scboi'is, Stratford.

WhltgLft Hospital School, Croydon.
St. George's College, C>-oydoQ.

:OFFICE and SHOW-ROOMS i—FARRINGDON
ONE DOOR FROM RAY STREET.

ROAD, LONDON, E.C,
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BUTTON COMMON.— A valuable and imporUnt Fre-hold E-t»t»
comprising a Geulieman’s Reeidemc, standing in its own gT'Jiinds

of about 7 acres : a valnab'e Building Estate of about 44 acres of

first-rate l.ai d, froming the h’gh fad; «n6 a genteel Leasehold
Villa Beeldence. with Urcun.le of abi.ui- 1J[ acre,

IXTESSRS. EDWIN FOX & BOUSFIELD
LXX will BELL by AUCmON, at the MART, ToVenhonie-yard.
Bank of England, on WEDNESDAY next. OCTOBER 27, at ONE
precisely, in Lots, a valuable and important FREEHOLD ESTATE,
comprising a commodious detached resideoce, dis'iiiguiabed as
Boutbfields, standlug in its own grounds of about 7 acres, wlUi
cspiul out-ofhees and buildings, delightfully situate on Sutton-
common, about 1^ mile frnm the railway station, and near the new
church. Also 44 acres of firsi-rate Boilaing Laud, with a command-
ing and extensive frontage to the high road, beautifully t'mbered,
alopliig to the s nth-west, and very favourable aa a site for iba erec-

tion of villa and cottage residenceB, or for the creation of a small
residential property. Also a cheerful and coDvenli nt LEASBHOl I)

VILLA RESIDENCE, situate on the BnttoD-common-road, known a'
the *' Maisonette." wiihgrounds about acie. Pcsseisioh will be
given on ccmpletlon of ibo respective purchases. May be viewed by
permission of the occupier, and partlcularaat the Mart, Tokenhonse-
yard

j
of Messrs, TU0MA8 WHITE 4 SONS, Boliclton, 11, Bedford-

row
: O B. PMITlI,e-q. Solicitor, Nailsworth

;
Messrs. DAVIDSON,

CARR. 4 BANMSTBK. Solicitors. 70. BasIngball-stTeet, KC. ;
and

of Messrs. EDWIN FuX 4 BOUSFIELD, 24, Greshsm-street, Bank,
KC. (corner of Coleman^treet).

pOMPETITION, PERSPECTIVE
Vy ARCHITECTURAL, and ENGINEERING DRAWINGS pre-
p.vred from tough sketches.—Address, “ LA PALETTE," 14, Argyle-
8Teet, King’s Cross. W.C.

A N Architect and Surveyor has a vacancy
Lv in his office for a well-educated Youth, ag ARTICLED
PUPIL. This is an oppo'tuiilty that teld 'm presents itself.—
Adilreii, R. A. care of 5Ir, Nelson, 2.5. Bcuverie-street, Fieet-s’rcet.

pOUNTY SURVEYORSHIPS.
\J An open competition for TWO COUNTY SURVEYORSHIPS,
with niavimiim salaries of 6(10’. and 4001. a year respectively, will be
held In DUBLIN In NOVEMBER next.
The Fx'minatlons will extend ov.r the four days commencing

with NOVEMBER 2iid, and tce five days comireooing with NOVEM-
BER Ifiih; and will be In th" f.liowlng snhJecU. of which Candi-
dates are at llberiy to take up all or any, anbject to a disallowance
of maiks for supeiQcial kuuwle Ige ;

—
PART 1. Maximum of

Marks.
MatVemstIci, Including Geometry, Trigonometry,

)
Algebra, DitTereiitlal and Integral Calculus, anil > 100
Geoinet'Ical Optics. )

Mechanical Plilloeop>iv. ine’iiding Btattes. Dyna- )

mica. Hydr stitics aud Hydraulics, Pn'umatioe, t 100
aud Heal legarded as a Source of Power )

Fxpt-rloie'ital S’ieiica. Includiog Iiiorzanio fhe-l m.,
nil.tfv. Heal, Electricity, and Magnetism. /

Ge logy and Mlmralogy 40

PART TI.

Strength and other Properties of Materials, and the 1

Cslenlatlon of Strains. j
A. Railway sod Cvnal Engln*er!ng 140
B. Mail e EliBine-riog. ilidu liog Harbonr. Dock, ') ,,,
Sea. snd Reclam. tioii Worke. J

C. Hyilrsullo Engineering, including Water Sup-)
llv, Pswa.e, .nd Irrigatlnn. I

D Courty Work", including Architecture, Roade,) ,

Drainage, and River Works. /

Eseh of the groups loitered A, B, C, D. to include D-elgna.
B'li mates. Sped float ions, and the Mechanics! contrivances cmnected
with It :

and Csnoldste' will be reqiiir-d to show that they Invo
been eugsged In the practice of their profeatlou on adequate wn>ks
fc.r a FUfflclent lime, or have h»d lu some other way satl.fu tor?

opprrtnnlties of hecnmfng scqna'iited with Ihe practice of their
pTofeesInn in some one of the branche* tbus Indicated.

Persons wishing to compete ebou’d forward, not later than
OCTOEEH 2R, evidence of their age Iwbich must be h-tween 26 and
40), and of their pr- fefBional training, to ” The Secretary, Civil
Service Comtoissloii, Caniiou-row, London, P.W."
Fnih further inquiilea as may be nece<8ary will he mai’e by the

Civil .Service romuil'sinners, with regard to tbe age of Candidates,
ai'd also as to their health and ch.r ictir.

Dublin Csetle, 2nd October. 1869.

MIDDLESEX.—A very valnab’e Freehold Eitite, at EaUng. com-
prlslng nearly 60 acree of budding land of high character, potessr-

ing capabilities fortbe erection of superior resldeucee, similar to
tboie already standing on the estate,

IX/l ESSES. EDXVIN FOX & BOUSFIELD
IX 1 have (received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at the
MART, TolteLhouse-yajd, Bank of England, on WEDNESDAY,
NOVfMBER the 17th, 1860, at ONE o'cloik precisely iu one or
three lots, a very valuable and important FREEHOLD KaTATE,
most enviably placed at Ealing, in ihe county of Middlesex, and un-
doubtedly one of the finest positions for first-clnas building opera-
tUcs near London, both as regards its magnificent situation, com-
msndliis views of gieat extent and brauly, aud|tbe exceptionally high
class of houses that have beeii erected in contiguity. The property
comp ises about 60 screa of building land, ripe for immediate deve-
lopment, and presenilng fine sites for the ereollon of a class of bouse
similar In style and character to thrse in the immediat- vicinity,

which are adapted to the requirements of families of position, and
calculated to supply (be demand which the attractions of the dis-

trict cansee. It la bonuded by leading rradways, 60 fiet In width,
end is most eligible as regards facility of access, being within tbree-
qnnrtria of a mile of the Baling station on the Great Western Rail-
way : In addition to which tie New Caatle-hlll atalli n or the same
line wtllsboilly beopeued nt the soulhtrn boundary of the esmie ;

and a pnitlon of the land at the norlh end will be required by the
Koilb Metropolitan line, for which powen bare been granted, and
a atallon agreed to be built on tbe propsrly. The residences that
have alreauy been erected near tbe estate are very superior edifices,

both in eouktruclion and accomincdaiio’'. They command good
reuta's, and give a high cbsrscier to the property.—Particulars aiiil

plane are prspuriug, and may shortly be obtain'd of Messrs, ROt'UE
s COVER, Soliclturs, S3. Old Jewiy

; at the Mart ; sud <f Mersia
EDWIN FOX 4 BCiUSFlELli, 24, Oresbam-itreet, Bauk, E.C.

TO BUILDERS. DECORATORS. 4o.

ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
X T Work, Decorative Foraiture, and Gilding in all itehranches,
may be OBTAIN ED at the House of Catl. Marll.orongh Tnn. Bl-nhelm-
•teps. Ilzford-street. Work done by tbe day, bonr, or job. Materials
found if required.—Addreaa to the BecreUry.

WATTON and TUF.TFORD RAILWAY.—To Contractor! and
Oiheis —Ihe above line being now opened,

WT’ MANN has rectived instructions from
T V . Mr. Wa'ker, the contractor, to BELL by AUCTION, ou

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4. 1869. at theWRETHAM STAITON
(midwsy between Tbetford and Wattou), a capital I.OCOMOTIVF,
ENGINE and TENDER, a'tank (into, a 40-feet monkey plle-engme,
2 first-rate timber drags, iron crab, 80 iron wheelbarrows, 7 biidge
centres, screw jacks, boring tackle, 6 tons of Cempurary rails, 10
three-wheel day-carte, wire ropes, iron wagon axles, ladders, bods,
jiiauks, inn, tumbril, apring-cart, horse-boxes, gates, felt, timber,
and numerous other eflevts.—Catalogues of the Auctioneer, Tbetford,
Norfolk.

TirALSTED LOCAL BOARD of
JTl HEALTH -WANTED, a competent person to undertake
Ihetbitles of SURVEYOR. IN3'’EGTOft, and COLLECTOR, und-r
Ibis B 'ard, at a salary of uni. H- inusr dev it) his whole time to

the duties of hie offics, and preference will be given to a person who
has had experience in such duties. Applications to be made, and
le-tiioouiaUsent in to me, on or befir* the 9th of NOVEMBER
next, 0 P ARDEN, C.erk to the BoarJ.

Halstead, Easex, 13th October, 1869.
To Bnlldert, Coontry Denleis, Parties Repairing, and Olhoni,—

Perempt- ry bale, bj order of Ihe Moagsgeea.

XJ* C. COOPER will SELL by AUCTION,
JLL. without reserve, on MONDAY, OCTOBER 25lh. at ONE
o'clock, a large quantliy of elegant and costly Bogtish and French
PaPERHANOINGS, 200 gallons Varnish, about 6 tons White Levi
and Patent Dryers, 2 tons Putty, and a quantliy of dry aud gronnd
Biunswick Green.—On view. Catalogues had.

AATANTED, a W 0 0 D-W 0 R K I N G
> V MACH'NIST. to Take the Managemeot and Woiking of

several Machloes in a Boil ler’s Shop. Too vac .ncy Is caused bv the
dea'h of amiich re peeled servint. To a lir.c-c’a'S man. the situs-

tesUiminiali. tt^TEVEN-i'oS 4 WESTON, Bu-lderr'Not^inghtin'^'*

Public Offices act, 1865.— Second Sale of Building Materials.

*|\ /I ESSKS. GLASIER & SONS have been
LvA favoured with instructions from tbe CommiPslouers of her
M'jestj's Works and Public Buildings, to SELL byAUCiION. on
the PKEM1>ES. on WEDNESDAY next. OCTOBER 27, at TWELVE
for ONE o'llock, in LoU. tbe BUILDING MATERIAIS of FIVE
HOUSES and SHOPS, Nos. 18 aud 19. Kiug-stieet. and 56, 67, aud
58, Cliarlea. street, Weatinlnster ; compiislug about 3u0,000 oapiUl
Block bricks, tilea, timber in roofs, iloois, 4c.; doors, rashes and
frames, plate gists and o'hrT shop fronts, register and other etovos,
slate cisterns. stone paving, copper steam boiler, fixtures aud Qitlhg.r,

snd sevei-al Ions of lend.— On view day prior and morning of Pale,
andoaUlogues hid of JAMES PENNKTHOR.NE. E q. 7, Whitehall-
yard ; at the Office of her Majeetj’s Woiks, Ac, 12. Whlleball-place

;

on tbe Premises
;
and of ihs Auctioneerr, 41, Charing Cross.

TO JOINERS.

'XAT'ANTED, an energetic WORKING
VV FOREMAN. One ured to machinery oreferreil - Address,

hy let’cr. stating nuallflcatiotis. salary, 4c W. T. P, 29, Belle Vue-
villas, Holloway. Good references Indlspeosable.

'XA7’ANTED, a GLERK to the Leek Traprove-
T V ment Commissioners. His duties will be to k-ep all the

acennnis, and attend to office work g.'oerailv; abo to attend all

Board and Committee meetings. SrcurUy required, 600L A person
having bad some experience in a slmilir aitu.a’liiii, and who is pre-
pared with satisfactory testimonials, wiH |>e preferred. Applicants
to state salary lequtreil.—AdJres*, "Chairman of Impioveroeat
Commis'iuners, Leek," on or before tli< 3qib instant,

Messrs. HACKER 4 ALLEN. Law Clerks.

NORBirON PARK, New M vlden. Surtey.-Kllgible Freehold
Building Lin 1.

IX TR. J. TAYLOR is instructed to SELL by
XXA AUCTION, at Ihe NORI3ITON PARK HOTEL, New Malden,
turrey, on MONDAY, OCTOBER 25ih. 1869, nt bEVBN o'clock
precisely. Thlrty-Bve Lota of very eligible FREEHOLD BUILDING
Land, having valnable frontages to Penrlth-rusd, Montem road,
snd Cainhildge-road, New Maiden, wilblu five minutes’ walk of the
Coombe and Maldeu Railway Station. The eeti’e is we'l a-lapted

tenths of tbe purchaee-in >iiey may be paid In nine years by equal

each quarter, or tbe remainder may be paid off at auy time without
notice.— FlaoB, 4c. may be obtained on and after Wednesday,
Oc'uber 13ih, at tbe Railway Tavern, Nivr Malden ; at the Place of
Sale : and ot the Auctioneer, 1o7a, Fencbarch-street, City.

"XArANTED, by au Architect, a thorough
V V Persiiective and General DRAUGHTSMAN, accustomed to

the clesigplug aud getting up of cam[n-ti'iou drawings. S'a'e ea ary
and pre- 1 us en<ft!emeiits —Address, A. B. care of Mr. A. D»y, .52,

New-streit, Birmingham

WJ ANTED, au experieoced GLASS
VV BURNER A man thoroughly up in the conitruot'on and

arranagemsnt 'f kilns, and of good cbo'act»r. w itt'd hav* permin nt
employmeiit — Apply, by letter, to 8. J, T. Post-office, West Strand.

TO SURVEYORS AND E'SGINERR^.

"VWANTED, in an Engineer’s Office in the
V V country for a few months, a Young Man who understands

LEVELLING and SURVEYING, where he would h ivo an oppor-
tunny of Impr-.ving himself,—Address (by letter only), ALPHA, at
H. 6utrell'B, 11, Bridge-street, Westminster, S.W.CLAPTON PARK, near St; John’s Church. Hackney.— Eligible

Freeholo Building La-jd.

IXTR. J. TAYLOR is instructed to SELL by
LtX auction, »t the AUCTION MAST. Tokenbouse-yard,
Lothbury, E.C on MONDAY, NOVEM KER 1st, 1869. at ONE o’clock
preoliely./S lots of veiy eligible FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND :

compiisiUK onn tavern plot and eighteen shop plots iu Cbstsworili-
road ahd Frail'' -road, and sixiy-tbree plots for private houses, within
five minutes' wa'k of tbe Homerton Railway etatlou. Nine-tentna
of tbe parihase-uiouey may be paid lu nine y are by equal quarter^
instsliueuts, with interest at 5 percent on the balance due ea b
quarter, or tbe remainder may be paid off at any lime wnboui
notice.— Plans, 4c. may be obtained on and after this day. October
90tb. at the Clapton Park Tavern, Chatsworth-road

;
at the Priory

Tavern, Elderfielu-r ‘ad
;
at tbe Place of Sale ; aud of the Auctioneer,

No. 107 a, Feneburch-Btreet, City.

WANTED, an IN-DOOR APPRENTICE
V V to a CARPENTER and .lOINER, at Tonbridge Welle.

Premium required.—Apply to Mr, C. ADIE, Auctioneer, Tonbridge
Wells.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, 4c.

'Xl/'ANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young
T r Man who la a good Writer. No objection ti fill up time at

the brush. Can do plain gralolpg. Town or couoiry.— Address,
J. G. 15, Great Ticbfield-etreet. Csvendish-'quare, W.

TO BRICK AND TILE il ANUFACTURER3.
I'XT’ANTED, by an experienced Man, a
V V SITUATION as FOREMAN and MANAGE R. both In Stock-

work or Kilns, Pi; es and Tiles, or Take at perTh lu'aid. Good refer-

eiicea van be given.—Address, A. B. 20, Thucland-road, Brlstol-gar-

dene. P..ddiDgtoD-greeu. W.

A T the BALTIC SALE-ROOM, SOUTH
.Lx SEA-HOUbE, TbreadneedU-itreet. on WEDNESDAY, 3rd
NOVEMBER, 18o9, at TWO o’clock.

500 Loads Foreign and Colonial Timber.
100,000 Piecee ditto diit Deals and Battens.

And other Weed Gooos.
n. FREtMAN 4 CO. Broker!.

3, Crcoked-loae, Cannon-street, E.C.

TO MASTER BUILDERS AND PAINTERL
"XITANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
V V an ENGAGEMENT as PAINTER and GLAZIER. Can turn

his hand to paperhanging if required.—Address, C. T. 162, Weedington

rro LIME-BURNERS, WHITING and
_L CF.MFNT MANUFAClUF.tB8.-T0 BE SOLD, in (Muse-
quence of the t’eath of ihe laie owner. In NOVEMBER mxt. by

“I’'!*' pieviomly diiptsed of. a fBEEHOLD
FROFtBTY 01 36 Acn s, ciuiainiLg ojien pits (fgrey and while
ihalk, f»Ld, Hid bruk-iarlb- This prrpeity is situated atArober-
l.y,8tieB.x,iu the River Arnn (haviug -waier communication with
I*ndon end P, rbmouih). sud abuts on tbe Amheiley EUliou of the
London, Brighton, aud tomh Coast Ksilwny. The lime produced
has been ueid tor ihe Poiisiliiwn Foiliflc- lions.—Apply to MetersRICHARD 4 GLOEGE HOLMEls.eoUciiois.AiundeL

TO ARCalTEUTS AND SURVEYORS.

TITANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-
VV GAOEMENT. Is aoenstomed to takiug and laying down

plans, preparing deutl and other drawings. Good refereuces.— Ad-
dress, A. care of H. H. Collins, esq. 6, Queen-street, KC,

WANTED, a SITUATION as BUILD-
T V ER’S CLHBK. Time or Store Keeper Correct ra'asurer

qnick at figures, and kspt a set of looks at last eugagemeut Gool
reference, 4«.—Addreu, J. L, 65, South Island-place, Clapham-road.

TO BUILDERS.
VtTANTED, by an OQT-DOOR FORE-
VV SIAN, a BE-ENQAQEaEST, Carpea'ar by trade. Good

ref-reccev— Addreu, A. B, care of Mrs. Ladbury, 144, High-eUeet,
Southwarlc, 8,K

TO BUILDERS, &!.

WANTED, by a Young Man, a permanent
SITUATION, or a Job as a Tbree-braocb Hand. Can do a

little plain iitperhanglng and ntdng. Town or country. No
objection to travel.—Apply to D. B. 25, Caroline-street East. Camden-

WANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT, as
V V CLERK of WORKS, or to Superintend Works for a Bnllder,

or on a Oent'emaii'A Estate. Just comple'el some Urge works.
Well versed in all hraocbes of ibe building trades. Carpenter by
trade. Aged 40, First-class references.—Addrete, A. B. 7, Taristock.-

TO ARCHITECTS.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
V V CLERK of WORKS.—Address, 88, Omce of '• The Builder.”

TO ARCfllTECTd AND SURVEYORS.
"X^ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-
V V ESGAOEMEKT in an otHce of tbs abovs. Ternit moderate.

.orary aasistance given a. _.
Addrers, 76. Victoria Fark-rnsd, Sooth Hackoey.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS. Ac,

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
TT CLERK of WORKS lor GENERAL FOREMAN. Joiner by

WANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TION aa BUILDER'S FOREMAN.-Ju-t fluisbed agiod

wainscot job. Town or country. Ag d 32 - Address. E. T. B. 3,
Catherlue-street, Cornwoll-road, Lainbetb, S.E.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, by a good PLUMBER, a
BirUATION, or Job, Country not otje^ted to.—Address.

J. P. 10, The Terrace, Kensington, W,

XirANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young
T V M*D, as WRITER. GRAINER, UARRlER, and GENERAL

DECORATOR. Williug to SIl up his time with any other b'aouh of
the buelues'. Wages moder.ite.—Address. U. 0. 6, lieea'a-place,

Keotisb-tuwu, N.W.

WANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young
Man, thoroughly competent, at the MORTISE MACHINE, or

AS Chalk Line Man. Would make himself geuersUy useful. If
required.—Ad''ress, B. 36. Biroicao.

WANTED, by a Builder’s Foreman, a
SITUATION as SHOP or GENERAL FOREMAN. A good

draughtsman, aud alborougb aRquain'ance with etalrcaaing. hand-
railing. and rooflng, Goi-d references from present employer.—
Address, Q, CANDLER, Floieuce Cottage, Lower EgUuton-road,
Plumaend, Keut.

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a SIGN
and GLASS WHITER and EMBOSSER. Can make himself

generally useful. Wages not lu much an object, as be U desirous of
leaving London, lligne-t references as to character and ability,—
Addrere, X. Y. Z. Pest-ofQce, C'harlng-cross.

TO BRICK AND TILE MERCHANTS.
"X^ANTED, by a thoroughly experienced
tV Man, aSnUATIONaa MANAOBit, FOREMAN, or by the

Thousand. Can keep accounts. Good referenoet.— Addre s, A. B.
13, St, Mary'a-rovl. Faversbaro, Kent.

W ANTED, by a thoroughly practical
BUILDER’S FOREMAN, a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Carpenter

by trade. Goed refertiioc. — Address, A. B, 2\, Myrtle-street,

WANTED, WORK, by an experienced
Man, Glazier, Painter, and I'aperbanger, Can do a Job

of zinework or plumbing. Wag< s low.—AdUie-s, A, L. 17, Colliug*
t. Biavkfclars-road.

TO PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, BUILDERS, OEAGENTS.

w ANTED, by a thoroughly practical, handy
Man, a SITUATION. Something permanent Is required,

'll reference cab hs had, by nddre*siug to A. cs. at Mr, Wailiug’s,
reat Button-Street, Clerkenwell.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUJLDER-t.

XirANTED, by a steady Young Man, a
VV SITUATION as PLUMBER or Three branch Hand. If fjr

country,— Addresi, PLUMBER, 10, Charles-clreet, lallngtou-greeD,
Loudoo.

TO BOILDER4. PLUMBERS, AND OTHERS.WANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
a SITUATION as PLUMBER. Good reference it required.

Afdrese, J. F. S. 0, Cumming-street, Fentunville-hill.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMB SRS,

WANTED, a SITUATION, by a
PLUMBER, GASFirTER, and ZINC-WORKER. Town or

country. Good references if required.—Address, D. F. 13, Glcucester-
street, Queen-iq uaie, Bloomsbury, London, W.U,

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
SHOP or WORKING FOREMAN, or Charge of a Job, by a

tborooghly practical, enrrgeilc Man, having fllled the ahove sicua-

lions for the last twelve years. Good references,—Address, W. B.

26, Grafton-street, Fitzroy-square, W.
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TJic High Court, Calcutta,

}lic Worls of

India.

ATTERS arclii-

teotoral and

constructional

do not go on

quite satisfac-

torily in India.

With every
disposition to

listen to both

sides, we can-

not resist the

impression that

theDepartment

ofPublioWorks

requires great

reform. It is

composed
chiefly of a mi-

litary element
j
everything smacks and smells

military
;
and the assertion that reaches ns from

all quarters is that “ The few civil engineers are

snubbed and made to eat humble pie to military

chief engineers, who really do nothing but sit

at office and write minutes and reports, and

carry out a system of scarlet tape unknown even

in red-tape England.”

We are disposed to think there should be a

separate architectural division in the Public

Works Department, as there is for railways and

for irrigation works.

The building we illnstrate in cur present

number is the new Calcutta High Court, designed

by Ur. Walter L. Granville, late architect to the

Government of Bengal, and which is now nearly

ready for the roof.* It is on the site of the old

Supreme Court, facing the Eden Gardens, and

promises to be a handsome addition to the

public buildings of the city. In plan it is a

rectangular parallelogram, whose sides measure,

respectively, 420 ft. by 290 ft. It therefore

covers nearly three acres of ground. The build-

ing has three stories, and is 88 fc. high from the

road to the parapet. The large central tower is

36 ft. square, and 230 feet in height. The
interior quadrangle measures 235 ft. by 145 ft.,

and has vaulted cloisters or corridors all round

on the two lower stories ;
whilst, on the third,

the corridors are on two sides only. There are

six large carriage entrances, vaulted and

lined with stone, to the interior quadrangle

;

these form the chief entrances for the pnblio.

The building, however, may be entered through

the large towei*, and through six doorways placed

in the south verandahs. There are also two

doorways to the north and two private entrances,

with separate staircases, for thejudges. Carriages

will not be permitted to remain in the courtyard,

but will proceed to shelter under carriage-sheds,

to be built in the avenues and gardens it is pro-

posed to lay out on the maidan. The rooms on

the ground floor are set apart for clerks' offices,

principally natives, and the heavy records of the

courts. The tower above the ground floor will

be used as the depository for wills and other

valuable records.

On the first floor there are in all seven courts

of law, with retiring-rooms for the judges, a

judges’ library, a bar-library, with conaultation-

• See pp. 866, 887.

room and retiring-rooms, attorneys’ rooms, native

pleaders’ rooms, petty jnry-rooms, a private

office for the registrar, and a room for the Chief

Justice’s clerk, with a number of bath-rooms and
other subsidiary conveniences. The corridor at

the south front is for the private use of the

judges, who will thus be able to communicate

with one another withont mixing with the

public.

Of the two largest courts, one will be used for

cases on the original juriidiction side, the other

for cases on the appellate side. They are each

82 ft. long, 72 ft. wide, and 50 ft. in height, and

contain 200,000 cubic feet of air, being thus much
larger than our Houses of Lords and Commons.

Yentilation by the natural process has been

attended to in these courts by means of the

following expedient. At a height of 30 ft. from

the floor, runs a clearstory all round the

court. This clearstory will permit the upper

part of the court to be lefc open to the out-

side air, except during violent storms, when the

openings can be closed. This system of top

lighting and ventilating by means of a verandah

or clearstory half-way up the room was first

introduced by Mr. Granville, at the large

waiting-hall of tho Eastern Bengal Railway

I

Station at Seuldah, Calcutta. In additiou to this

I

natural mode of ventilation, a high-pitched roof

j

is added, plated with iron, over the ceiling of the

' court, under the impression that as the iron

' plates become heated by the sun, the interior of

j

the roof will act as a furnace, and will draw op

I

the heated air from tho court below, through

orifices made in the ceiling, and that this heated

air will then escape outside.

The smaller courts, libraries, and other rooms,

on this floor, are all nearly 30 ft. high. On
the third story, chambers facing the south are

provided for barristers. This will be a source

of revenue to the court.

A few words on the construction of the build-

ing will probably bo acceptable. The walls are

of bricks obtained from the Government brick-

yard at Acra
;
they are of good quality, and the

work is strong and sound. The walls on the

lower story are faced on three sides, viz., south,

east, and west, with a sandstone quarried from

Barakur. Stone is used as a facing to the lower

story in preference to the cheaper method of

1
sand-plastering, on account of the rapid disinte-

''

gration of all brick and plaster work situated in

j

the lower strata of the Calcutta atmosphere. It

I

is well known that, at almost all seasons of the

j

year in Calcutta, there is more or leas a certain

saline nitrogenous miasma rising, chiefly at

night, about 16 ft. or 20 ft. above the ground,

which affects moat injuriously every building

iu the town. By the nse of stone, expensive

periodical repairs are avoided. On the first

floor stone is used up to the springing of the

windows, also in the arches and quoins. The

plinths, arches, string-couraea, and corbels of the

quadrangle are of stone. Inside, a very small quan-

tity of stone is used, which is to be regertted ; but

economy apparently demanded a sacrifice, owing

to tho great rise of prices : so plaster is being

snbstituted for stone in many places where it

should not be. We will only add that the whole

area upon which the building now rests was exca-

vated to a uniform depth of 6 ft. (except in cer-

tain parts), and then filled in with good concrete,

which was strengthened very greatly by two tiers

of stout hoop-iron interlaced, the meshes being

18 in. square. This concrete mass formed a solid

plateau upon which the brick footings were

easily and neatly laid. Trenches and piling

were thus avoided, and evenness of settlement

was more likely to be secured.* The founda-

tions of the tower were taken down 15 ft., and

the operation of getting in the concrete was very

tedious, as pumping bad to be resorted to night

* A layer of asphalte, f in. thick, was laid over the

whole horizontal surface of the walls, at a level of 3 ft.

from the ground, to prevent the damp rising.

and day. The concrete, however, was eventu-

ally put in on the top of a blue clay ettatum of

considerable thickness and tenacity, and was
then paved with large flagstones, upon which the

solid mass of brick foundations was commenced.
At a higher level near the ground, the founda-

tions were again paved with stone, so that the

tower might be set out with great accuracy.

We have already stated that the height of the

tower, as designed, is 230 ft., its total weight

is estimated at 600 tons, and its pressure on the

earth is about If ton to the superficial foot.

The high-pitched roofs are all of iron, with

strong cast-iron plates, on the same principle as

in the roofs of the Houses of Parliament. The
estimate for the building was originally 18 lacs,

but it was ordered to be reduced to 16 lacs, or

160,0001.

Mr. Granville’s five years’ engagement with

the Government, during which time he has

designed and superintended a large number of

public buildings, terminated last year, and was

nob renewed, though this and other edifices

remain unfinished. The works at the High

Court are being carried on under the superin-

tendence of Mr. Barnfathor, the executive engi-

neer of the Second Presidency Division. This

really seems neither fair nor wise. The architect-

designer has almost a prescriptive right to

superintend the execution of hia own designs.

At any rate, it is scarcely likely that the Depart-

ment of Public Works, to whom the bnildinga

are now confided, will be able to carry out the

designs in their true spirit of integrity or with

sufficient architectural ability, as their officers

are all ordinary engineers, and not one of them,

it is assorted, has any knowledge of architecture,

save as an amateur.

Leaving this particular case, we would refer

to some letters touching the Public Works

Department brought to us by the last mail.

Works of great cost, such as State railways and

canals, are about to be commenced, and great

concern is manifested lest the direotiou of these

should not be confided to proper hands. In view

of these works the Department, it is asserted,

have prevailed on the Home Government to

send out a batch of sixty Royal Engineers, and

are industriously representing that civil engi-

neers are not to be trusted with the expenditure

of public money, nnless military men are set over

them to watch them. However this may bo, it

is certain they have published the following

notification iu the Oazette :

—

“ Wbereas the Governor-General in Council is given to

understand that in the Ciuil Enqineering profettion in

England, it is a recognited pradice for civil engineers

employed by public companies and otherwise, to receive,

in addition to the salaries paid Ibem by their employers,
commission on contracts given out, or stores and materials

ordered or inspected by them, and other like pecuniary
considerations for services done, or intended to be done,

which are considered legitimate tourcet of emolument

;

and
whereas a considerable number of civil engineers, who
have practised iu England, have lately been employed by
the Government of India, and the number of such engi-

neers is likely to increase
;

it is hereby notified for genera!

information that every person in the service of tho

Government in the Public Works Department in any part
of British India, whether civil or military, must consider

his salary or pay, as regulated by the rules of the Depart-
ment for the time being, or defined in any agreement with

the Secretary of State for India in Council, and whether
it is drawn whoUyor in part in the Public Works Denart-
ment, or the Military Department, to be his sole legal

remuneration
;
and that the receipt of commission, or any

other consideration whatever, directly or indirectly, on

account of any business or transaction in which he shall

bo concerned in behalf of the Government, whether in

India or elsewhere, is prohibited.”

This has caused great anger. One correspond-

ent writes:—“Wo are fairly staggered by the

audacity of this aggression, when we remem-

ber that before the mutiny, at a time when the

Department was officered almost exclusively by

military men, it was notoriously corrupt from

top to bottom ;
and that sundry officers of Bengal

Engineers would look very foolish if certain old

scandals about their accounts were raked up

Why, sir, it was the introduction of civil engi-

neers, with their high notions of professional

honour, that has mainly rescued the Department

from its former ill odour in this respect.
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“ In former days military men were not snp-

posed to be particular about accepting a tip from

a contractor. I do not mean to say that the

Bengal engineers of the present day do this, but

if they succeed in thwarting the wishes of the

Home Government, and driving the whole body
of civil engineers to resign in disgust, as they
appear to desire, what has been before may be
again.

“ The Home Government will, doubtless, not
allow the Bengal engineers to go quite to this

length, but the latter may possibly succeed in

their alternative object, which is to secure all

the chief posts on the State works, with a body
of civil engineers under them, who will do all

the professional work, and supply that practical

knowledge which they are conscious they do not
possess, while they themselves appropriate all

the praise and the pudding. The extent to

which this system has been worked already is

very well known behind the scenes in India.
“ But I think both the Government and the

Bengal Engineers are reckoning without their

host in one very important particular. They
talk very glibly of raising five or six millions a
year in the London money-market, to be spent
under military direction

j but what think the
capitalists? They have the means of forming a
pretty good notion of what would follow, from
the experience of the Indian railways. Ask such
men as Mr, Turnbull and Mr. Purser to relate

the many things they have suffered of many
consulting engineers; or read the Blue Book on
the delay in constructing Indian railways, and
ponder over the skill copiously illustrated

therein
; or ask any civil engineer who has been

in India, wbat he thinks of the Public Works
Department, and whether he would like to in-

vest his savings in railways and canals made by
its military olhcials.

“ The beat test, however, of the efficiency

of the military engineers is to ask what they
have done already, and how they have done
it ? Mr. Kinnaird’s committee on public works
in India should take up this question, and
ask about each of the great works which have
been executed by the Public Works Depart-
ment,—how long has it been in progress ?

what is its present state ? what was the original

estimate ? and what has it actually coat, including
not merely the money spent on works, but the
loss of interest on capital, cost of establishments,
and loss of revenue by unnecessary delay in

completion ? A searching investigation of
this kind applied to three or four large under-
takings, such as the Ganges Canal, the Lahore
andPesbawur road, and the works on the Goda-
very, would bring to light such waste of time
and money and professional incapacity that I

feel sure no man in his senses would contribute
money to be squandered under such auspices

;

for the sums to be expended are so enormous,
that if these public works arc badly constructed,
or if their cost is doubled by the delay arising

out of the inefficiency of the Department, which
in its present condition will inevitably be the
case, they cannot possibly pay the interest on
the capital. The revenues of India are already

strained to the uttermost to cover ordinary
expenditure, and a failure in the returns from
these works means an imperial bankruptcy.
Fail they will, if entrnsted to those who for

twenty years have muddled and mismanaged
the Public Works Department, until it has be-

come a by-word."
Without endorsing all these remarks, there is

sufficient evidence before us to justify fully the
demand for inquiry and improvement. An Indian
newspaper says :

—

“ Is there nothing, vre would ask, to be told oonoerninK
the Great Northern (State) Railway, or is the Govern-
ment ashamed of Che diigraceful waste and mismanage-
ment which for so long has kept up a atalf of engineerB
doing nothing, wasting the energies which they brought to
their work, and at the outset being so disheartened with
the impotence and vacillation of Government that they
despair of ever accomplishing wbat at first seemed an
easy enough task, and is indeed rendered difficult only by
the crass ignorance and thickheadedness of "llicials who
can work only by a system of pre-audited budgets such as

would ruin any contractor in Christendom. Is there
nothing to relate ooncerning all the canals contemplated,
and so oeauCifully drawn out on paper, but of which not
a foot of sod has been turned, and which have been named
and fully officered merely to deceive an ignorani and most
limited home publiCj to whom distance leuds enchantment
and flattery seems like truth. Is there still no attempt to
divulge of an imperial system of roads, which by opening
np communications generally will de'y the recurrence of
famines by their constant recurrence are becoming a dis-
grace to our administration ? Famines which arise from
no other cause than want of eommanioation, and which
would become imposaible by an organised network of roads
passable throughout the year."

The latest specimen of failure sent to us is an
account of the Jubbulpore Church, in course of

erection under a military engineer, which half-

up is found to be unsafe and is condemned. “ I

have learnt,” says our informant, “ that orders

have been received for the building to be dis-

mantled
;

but as it will cost more than the
materials are worth, to take the structure down
brick by brick, it has been suggested to use gun-
powder in effecting the work of dismantling.”

Again : from Nueseerabad, we hear that a court

of inquiry is about to be assembled at that sta-

tion, to report upon the barracks there, that have
lately been built at an average cost of 50,000
rupees each. One of these edifices fell the other

day with a terrific crash. Providentially, warn-
ing was given by the cracking of the roof, and
the men were able to move out in time, else we
should have had to deplore as great a loss to the

gallant Koyals as that which happened some
years ago to the old 50th at Loodianah, where
suddenly, in the dead of night, a crash was
heard ; the roof of one barrack fell in. ‘‘ Beneath
that mass were the heroes who had escaped the

carnage of the battle-fields in which three to

one of the regiment had died ! 51 men, 18
women, and 29 children were killed by the fall

of those barracks
;
126 men, 39 women, and 31

children were badly wounded—many maimed
and disfigured for life !

”

In the case of the new barracks at Nusseer-
abad, which have cost on an average 50,000
rupees each, we trust that a searching inquiry

will be instituted.

Enormous sums have been spent in India on
public works, and are about to be so spent. Of
the past it is of little use speaking; but we
should keep a watchful eye over the future. The
Times correspondent said in a recent letter:

—

“ This was what was spent on public works and railways
in India in the year ending March, 1868, according to the
offloiallist

By officers of the Public Works Depart-
ment' £7,03i,332

By civil officers from local funds 741,091
From feudatory funds 230,092

Expenditure on all works other than rail-

ways 8,006,116
Advances in India to guarantecu rauway

companies 3,150,932
Advances in England to ditto 4,262,303

£16,419.350

Eight millions on ordinary public works, of which seven
must be set against the land revenue

;
seven and a half

millions on railways, the interest on which we guarantee !

It is magnifloent, but it is dear at the price of deficits.

The sum assigned for last year was 16J millions, and that
estimated for the current year is lai millions, of which a
proportion is from loans. Apart from deficit aud the un-
solved taxation in question, the mere fact that we are to

spend 160 millions sterling before the end of the century
on Slate railways and canals out of the loans should
warn England to send us one of her most curious finan-

We must go further and say, it should warn
England to see that these works are executed
under the beat possible direction. We have no
wish to curtail outlay on the public works con-

templated, provided the money be wisely spent,

—not wasted. Such works economically ex-

eouted will produce a good return. Bub it is the

duty of the Government who control them to

see that they are executed in the best possible

manner aud at the least possible cost.

BRADFOED TOWN-HALL COMPETITION.*

Justitia," by Messrs. Milnea & France, Brad-
ford, has carried off the second prize of 2001.

On obtaining the first glance of this design
from a short distance, the impression is gained
that a vast hotel has got into the collection by
mistake. The general mass would be rather
imposing were it not for the questionable pro-

portions and shape of the main features. From
above the centre of the main block of the build-

ing, which is occupied by any number of win-

dows squeezed in between small columns (the

design is Italian), rises a low pointed, carved
dome, with plain slating, crowned by a smaller

one; the whole looking like a huge wire-gauze
meat-cover. At each end of the main facade is

an octagonal tower terminating in a cone-shaped
roof. The perspective of these, as well as

of the dome and apsidal end of the building

is not quite correct. The principal entrance

in'the middle of the front elevation under the
dome is protected by a gigantic portico. The
impost of its piers is continuous with the
minor cornice under the first-floor windows.
From this springs a wide semicircular arch with
cornice and parapet over, the former having the
same relation to the second-floor windows as the

* See p, 840, ante.

impost has to the first floor. The colouring of
the principal view has gone far to redeem the
picture as a work of art, and to it and the mas-
sive gilt frame the authors probably owe much.
As to “ Oahlet," by Mr. S. Jackson, of Brad-

ford, the motto is, we imagine, the alsbreviated

form of ” Gablet on the Brain,” which would
aptly express the state of mind that the author

was in daring the composition of this design.

If we could count one we could add about a
hundred more gablets to it. The “ house with
seven gables ” is a mere cottage to this fanciful

building. The central feature of the main front

is made up of a wide doorway under a gable.

Above rise the tower and spire, which start

with three lanky lancet windows, of course

under gablets, next a string, and then another

dose of lancets and gablets. Above these a
minute arcade, with a gable over containing a
clock-dial, the angles being occupied with ga-
bletted pinnacles. On the slope of the spire are

gablets. The design of the end pavilions is

poor. In the whole there seems to be scarcely

a square yard of plain honest masonry for the

wearied eye to rest upon.

The plan occupies more space than that of the

two former designs, and is straggling, and with-

out any claim to praise.

These designs are proposed to be executed for

40,0001. each.

The reports accompanying the several designs

had been removed before we entered the exhibi-

tion, which we regret, being curious to know the

estimates attached to some, as well as a few

other interesting particulars that the drawings
alone could not supply.

We now turn from the consideration of the

second and third premiated designs to those of

the unfortunate.
“ Non quo sed quomodo.” This, we fear, is not

the principle adopted by the Bradford corpora-

tion. This design is all parts and no whole.

The main features are some hundred spikes,

no end of gables, and an emaciated and cranky-

looking spire of the ecclesiastical persuasion.

Had ^e elevations, which are prepared with

the finest lines, been boldly drawn, the author

would have had a much better chance of steering

clear of frippeiy. The plan is simple and good,

but there is evidently some patent way of light-

ing corridors adopted which is not shown on the

drawings.
“ Lycurgus” Messrs. Mallinson & Bakewell,

Leeds, is in the Flemish style of a late period,

and is really very beautiful in parts, and would
well bear execution. The spire portion of the

main tower, however, is meagre, and the roofs

of the angle towers facing the Leeds-road should

be considerably elevated. The two pen-and-ink

views are quite treats in their way ;
they are

done with great feeling, and show a true appre-

ciation of the picturesque. The plan, unfor-

tunately, is very straggling, to some extent con-

sequent upon the style adopted. Too much
space is devoted to corridors. The two interior

views of the borough court and council-chamber

are nicely got up, but the inner hood arches to

the windows are ont of drawing.
“ Non. Sibi,” Messrs. Connell & Adams,

Birkenhead. This is a very original and fine

composition, but very ill represented. It is

eminently picturesque, and indeed one of the

few in the collection we should like to see carried

out. In this case the London “Law Courts”

have been pub under contributions for the

circular angle towers
;
but then good use has been

made of them. The roof of the central tower is

out of perspective. It is very annoying to see so

many elaborate and sometimes good drawings

spoiled by inattention to the rules of perspective.

If young architects could only be persuaded to

sketch more from old or existing buildings, these

specimens of professional deficiency would be

much less numerous. The plan is good and

compact, bub greatly confused by the style of

printing adopted.
“ Libra.” Mr. T. Harris most mean this title as

a joke 5
for his design is conspicuous for the total

absence of balance in it. The tower is too

heavy
;
but the rest of the composition is bold,

and the different portions of the building are well

expressed. With a little more consideration, this

would be an excellent design.
“ Fiat Justitia.” Mr. Mitchell has obtained

his request. This is of the old English Classical

type
;

a central pediment on eight columns,

with projecting pavilions at the end of the fa9 tide,

aud a tower like that of the London Royal Ex-
change, at the Leeds-road end.

” Utile DuZci,” Mr. G. Hall, London, is a

quiet Italian group, looking better in the eleva-
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tions than in the view : the lines of the tower are

very good. The arrangement of plan is satis*

factory, with a few exceptions.

Quatrefoil in Circle, Messrs. Walford &
Evill, is well worth looking at. It borders on

the extra massive style, bnt has many charming
bits, and makes a good group. The main en-

trance is composed of a bold and wide archway,
from the haunches of which octagonal engaged
turrets, decorated on the level of the second

floor with canopies and figores, terminate in

graceful pinnacles. Over this door and between
the turrets are windows for the different floors,

and these are surmounted by a gable. The
central tower, which rises from the back of this

gable, is quite plain until the arches are reached
which contain the clock dials. Below the clock-

faces in the recess of the arches are subjects in

bas-relief. From the feet of the gables, over the
clocks, project well-shaped octagonal spirelets,

and between them runs a small arcade, from
which the central lofty slated roof ascends.

The main facade is very massive on the ground-
floor, the light to the cells, &o,, being admitted by
small oblong openings. The windows of the first

floor are contained in wide and deeply-recessed
arches, with circles in the spandrels, from which
project corbels holding sitting figures. The
second floor has a continuous arcade of simple
pointed windows. The dormer windows are not
BO successful. The chimneys are good. The
main fa9ade is terminated by graceful gables,

with bay windows to the lower floors. The spiral

slated tower at the Leeds-road end of the build-

ing is a fine composition. The plan is simple,

and calculated to work well. The oriel tnrret to

the Chapel-lane front is a great success. The
authors have wisely, in their view, raised
the central tower above what is shown in the
elevation, bnt the dormer windows have suffered

by the change made in them. We must give
Messrs. Walford & Evill hearty commendation.
The design next in position, but not in quality,

hails under the sign of the “ Boar's Head.” The
character of being importunate has not appa-
rently assisted the author of this anonymous
plan, although he has sent in two designs, Classic

and Gothic, embodied in fifteen drawings. The
tower of the Classic design is an original and
fair composition, but the rest of it is tame.
The circular tower of the Gothic design has
something novel and good about it ; but the
portion over the dome is inferior to the rest.

The plan is straggling, and, with some good, has
several weak points in it. The exterior views
are beautifully coloured.

“ Meum,” by T. Turner, Bedford-row, London,
which the councillors have not wished to deprive
him of, is evidently got up in a hurried manner,
which is the greater pity, as the plan is the
moat compact and one of the best in the collec-

tion. The main tower is bold and well put
together

;
but there is in the whole a want of

that finish which the author has shown himself
well capable of imparting; as, for instance, in

the “ Lancashire Insurance Buildings,” in Man-
chester. We should imagine this to be the
cheapest design in the collection.

“ Houmont," by Mr. Kalpb Nevill, shows signs
of youthfulness and want of time. More care
would have been of service.

In "Honesty ”
the tower is rather good and

original, being apparently the last and best
effort of the author.

Mr. Fairbank’s design is well grouped and
good in outline, and the tower is original. The
details are too small and cut up; the plan, how-
ever, is quite up to the average.
The author of " Spes est Solatium," J. N.

Crofts, Liverpool, is the most fortunate of the
unfortunates, as he may be said by his motto to

have created for himself a fourth prize, not
mentioned in the conditions. He can with a
safe conscience now inform his friends and
admirers that his is a premiated design ; and it

is well for him that such is the case, for other-
wise he never had even the ghost of a chance of

reward.

Mr. J. P. Seddon, of London, has submitted a
fine composition. The grouping is excellent,
and there is great invention shown in the cen-
tral tower, as well as elegance in other parts.
The wings and end towards Leeds-road are
agreeable, and the plan is good, although, per-
haps, occupying more ground than any of the
others. The colouring of the sky, in his princi-

pal view, interferes greatly with the design.

Messrs. Driver & Co., of London, must rue the
day that ever they competed for this townhall.

Their design is very fair, bnt the plan is not
equal to it.

The remainder of the designs do not call for

notice.

The effect that the examination of these

designs has produced upon us is one of sadness
;

and for several reasons. First, that so much
good work has been done, for nothing

;
secondly,

that inferior work has received prizes; thirdly,

that so much bad work should be executed
;
and,

lastly, because of the immoral effect that such
competitions have upon the profession. Archi-

tects are led to be untrue to each other. Some
court of honour is required to restrain them,
and the public in connexion with them, similar

to that established in Austria for the control of

the army.

TEE IMPROVEMENT OF THE CITY AND
THE PASSAGE OF THE THAMES.

Tde human heart, we are told by anatomists,

is divided into distinct chambers, destined for

the reception, and for the discharge, of the full

tide of life, through the pulmonary and the

systemic circulations. It is not our purpose
here to trace the gradual simplification of auricle

and of ventricle in the structure of the reptile

and of the fish. We refer to the subject as

,

an illustration of the operation of that great
[

diaphragm which divides into two separate

systems the circulation of the heart ofthe British
'

Empire
;
or, in other words, of the obstruction '

caused by the Thames to the street traffic of

London.
The functions of the river, indeed, are com-

plex. While on the one hand it impedes, on the

other hand it serves, the purposes of intercom-

munication. When London was only a city, and
j

Westminster was another city, and no man had
dreamed of the rise of a vast province overspread

with buildings, the Thames was the main high-

way, at once of commerce, of state, and of plea-

snre. The great natural harbour formed by its

estuary was the cradle of the commerce, and
thus of the liberties, of London. When Saxon
kings held festival at Westminster, and when
Tudor sovereigns sent their traitors to the Tower,
the river bore their state, and formed their mili-

tary line of commnnioation. When Whittington

sent out his simple, ordesperate,venture, tradition

says, his famous cat took ship at a wharf on the
: Thames. But, from times so remote as almost

to pass historic memory, or, at least, to allow us

to realise the state of bridgeless London, the

sea-borne traffic of the great port has been kept
eastward of the central part of the City, where
the street frequented by the Lombard merchants
ran into the line of retail shops called Cheapside,

by the time-honoured barrier of London Bridge.

Since the first piles were driven on the spot

that was then a ferry, a compromise has been
carried out between the land-bome and the

water-borne traffic of the city and port of

London. A rude wooden structure,—first a for-

tified entrance; then a street lined with quaint
overhanging shops, and peopled by frugal trades-

men, who lived, and throve, and reared their chil-

dren, over the rushiogtides of the Thames; last of

all a bridge, and nothing else,—London Bridge

has in each case been the western limit of the

seaborne traffic of the river. The unwieldy,

shapeless troughs, which we might call pecu-

liar to the Thames if we did not remember the

chalands of the Seine, seem to owe their origin

to the necessity of passing through the low,

narrow, apertures that were left between the

clumsy piers and bristling dolphins of the
ancient bridge. No mast, worthy of the name,
could pass the barrier, after the plan of opening
a swing bridge was once abandoned. The trade,

the commerce, and that which did duty for the
architecture, of London grew up on this prin-

ciple. The Custom House stood hard below the

bridge. The Tower, until its military importance
gradually dwindled to its present nullity, kept
watch over the thick of the shipping. And, to

this hour, vessels, propelled by the power that

is so rapidly revolutionising the world, from the

ports of France, of Belgium, of Holland, and
elsewhere, discharge their passengers on the

wharf between the Bridge and the Custom
House.

So far has it been taken as an accepted fact

that the position of London Bridge was a phy-
sical feature of the country, as much to be
respected as the cliffs of Dover, and as inca-

pable of alteration as the hours of the tide, that

a large province, covered with buildings, and
containingnearly a million inhabitants, has grown
np, on either bank of the Thames, below the

bridge, without making any attempt to have a

bridge of its own. The time, and labour, and
trouble, which the inhabitants of this district

experience, when they wish to transmit their

persons or their goods from the northern to the

southern bank of the river, it is not easy to

estimate. The waste is enormous. It has been
submitted to almost as if it were a law of

nature. One great passage, not over, bnt under
the stream, was long the pride and the wonder
of the engineering works of this country. But
that the population never took altogether kindly

to the use of the Thames Tunnel is evident

from the fact, that it is at this moment being

converted from a highway into a railway

crossing. The small passenger tunnel from
Tower-hill, to which we have repeatedly had
occasion to refer, is as yet untried as to its

receipt of public favour.

With the annual increase of the population

and commerce of London comes an annual
increase of the inconvenience experienced by
the inhabitants of the eastern district. As they,

to a very great extent, consist of the bumbler
classes, of course this is not a subject to excite

much interest in amateur legislators or hungry
speculators. For the shipwright, or the mason,
or the small artisan or tradesman, not only is his

time his money, but it may be called his bread

and cheese. Make him devote half or three-

quarters of an hour daily to an extra walk, in order

to get over an out-of-the-way bridge, and he will

weigh so much the less at the end of the week.

Not only will he be, to some extent, reduced by
the unnecessary exercise (which people who only

walk when they choose may recommend as an
excellent sanitary process), but he will have so

much time the less for earning, or for sleep. We
apologise fur mentioning so humble a topic. To
persons so impatient of the waste of five minutes,

as are moat of those to whom the rest of the

twenty-four hours is spent in the effort to kill

time, it must seem a very miserable matter to

talk of a bridge for the poor people at the Bast

end. Why cannot they stay on that part of the

river on which they happened to be born ? Why
were they born at all ?

But the shoe pinches in another place. It

pinclies us. We, City magnates and merchants,

west-end speculators seeking our brokers,

suburban residents on the Brighton line of rail-

way, we all have need of London Bridge. And,
to our intense disgust, we find that we are ofcen

hindered in crossing it. The immense flood of

down-river traffic that is forced up to cross the

Thames at this lowest available point, jostles

with that natural to the locality. From Gold-

smiths’ Hall to Westminster Abbey we have a

bridge every quarter of a mile. But to the

quarter of a mile slice of London normally appro-

priate to London Bridge, has to be added a width

of six times the dimension for the Eastwn
district.

Not that, even now, London Bridge can be
said to be altogether inadequate to the traffic

which comes upon it. Year by year the diffit

cnlby becomes greater
;
but, at this moment, i_

is rather a question of police than of engineer

ing, and, still more emphatically, is rather a

question of approach than of bridge.

The City officer, who has given much and
well-directed attention to the thoroughfares of

the metropolis (though he has added little or

nothing to the statistical information collected

so far back as the year 1868), both expresses an
opinion coincident with onr own, and furnishes

ns with the means of verifying those opinions.

Looking at the London day as being nine hours
long, we find that 19,000 vehicles pass in a
day over London Bridge, as compared with

5,000 over its nearest neighbour, Sonthwark
Bridge. This is not a traffic to choke a bridge

which affords room for fonr uninterrupted lines

of vehicles to pass at the same time, two in each

direction. If wo allow the vehicles to pass in

equal numbers both ways, and consider the

entire traffic to be carried on during nine out

of the twenty-four hours, we arrive at 2,111

vehicles per hour in all, or at 1,055 passing

either in or oat of the City. If we farther

estimate that two-thirds of these vehicles use the

quick line, and one-third the slow line (into

which the traffic is now directed by the aid of

the police), and allow a rate, over the bridge

itself, of five miles per hour for the former, and
two miles per boor for the latter, we shall arrive

at the distance which would separate one vehicle

from another, if they followed in one evenly-dis-

tributed string. Of course, they do not present

this exact average, being closer at certain hours

than at others. Still, the inquiry is by no means
illusory. The awiftly-pasBing vehicles would
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ollow at intervals of 12i yards, and the slow
ones at intervals of 10 yards.

We invite Mr. Haywood, on whom very much
of the responsibility for a dne provision to meet
the public wants will probably devolve, to apply to

the elncidation of the question of the hinderance

to the City traffic that occurs on London Bridge
and its approaches, a little more of that care to

collect statistical information, by means of which
he has taoght us the relative duty performed by
the principal street crossings. It is requisite to

know, in order to deal exactly with the matter,

the exact volume of each of the distinct streams
of traffic that unite, cross, or separate, within the

Y-formed belt of road north of the bridge. Each
of the seven converging thoroughfares conveys
distinct systems of traffic. The divisions of up
and down, and of light and heavy, are obvious,

though the latter is not distinguished in the
details of Mr. Haywood’s report. But it is neces-

sary further to know what goes over the bridge
from each feeder, what runs from feeder to

feeder, and what runs straight across the main
line of communication.

For instance. Cannon-street brings down a
certain number of vehicles that turn to the
right and cross the bridge. It brings down a
smaller number that turn to the left, and go
towards the Bank. But it brings down a third

series, and we suspect that it is the largest of

the three, that go on into Graceohnrch-street.

Now the first and the second groups are easily

dealt with,—but every one of the third causes,

or is liable to cause, a pulsation in the entire

line of concentrated over-bridge traffic.

The same line of reasoning applies to Arthur-
street, east and west, to Graoeohurch-streeb, in

short, to each of the converging lines of highway.
We want to know, in the first place, exactly

what the traffic is, nob merely in block, but in

detail; and then we shall be able to state with
great precision what ajiy local improvement will,

or will not, efiect.

It is clear that one of the main objects to be
kept in view, is the relief of London Bridge, by
the increased use of its nearest neighbour,

Southwark. It is probable that all, or, at all

events, the greater part of, the traffic which now
comes along Cannon-street to cross London
Bridge, is traffic properly belonging to Southwark
Bridge

j
but which is diverted from its proper

course by two serious obstacles. Of these one is

the steepness of the incline over not only the ap-

proaches, bub the bridge itself. On the northern
side the gradients are actually as steep as 1 in 18,

making the horses lift nearly one-fifth of the

load which they onght to drau;. On the Surrey
side they are 1 in 24. The other obstacle is

one of plan. When the narrowness of the

northern part of Queen-street is also considered,

it is clear that, as far as the City aide is con-

cerned, Southwark Bridge has not a fair chance,

especially as regards heavy traffic. On the

Surrey side, again, the approaches lead nowhere.
The noble new avenne of Southwark-streeb,

which as yet has nob attracted its dne share of

traffic, curves northward as it approaches London
Bridge, so as to be as unfavourable as possible

for diverting any of the traffic coming from the

south, which might, on a better plan, naturally

follow the Southwark Bridge route.

The consideration of the gradients of Sonth-

wark Bridge, with a view to their being brought
more into accordance with the requirements of

heavy traffic, and the rearrangement of the

approaches, so that they shonld invite, instead

of repelling, traffic, are matters incumbent on
those who are responsible for the improvements
of the metropolis.

With regard to the east and west traffic, which
causes so serious an inconveuienco to the course
of the more active intercourse from north to

sonth, two methods may be pointed out for

obviating the evil. The adoption of one or the
other will, sooner or later, prove imperative.

The aid of police arrangements would be requisite

for the accomplishment of each, as well as certain

enlargements and alterations in the existing

streets. The great facility to traffic which is

afforded by the unobtrusive action of the two
policemen who now act as sieves on London
Bridge, sifting the light from the heavy con-

veyances, is, however, such as to reassure the
most strenuous advocates of British freedom, and
to convince them of the fact that, in crowded
thoronghfares, the policeman is a true and useful
adjunct of the surveyor, and that the exercise of
his preventive fnnctions will, if neglected, be
replaced by that of his more costly function
when evil has actnally occurred.
The two methods in question are these. First,
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to divert all the east and west traffic when, or a

little before, it strikes the line of the London
Bridge approaches, and to cause it to pass under
a land arch at a lower level. The objection to

this plan is, not so much the outlay necessary
for adopting the existing passages to this new
service, as the addition to the labour of the

heavy vehicles in descending and reascending
from the level of Cannon-street to that of

Thames-street.
The second method would involve a partial

widening of King William-street, as well as the
removal to a more convenient spot of the statue
which is at present, as a question of interference

with traffic, so extremely ill placed. The plan
by no means applies to London Bridge alone.

It might be applied to all the great cross knots of

the metropolitan traffic. It is based on the fact,

that while a direct cross traffic causes a double
and formidable interruption to both streams,
it would be quite possible to dam the same
amount of vehicles in between one another with
very small inconvenience. To effect this, two
dolphins, or islands, or points of resistance, must
be taken, at equal distances above and below the
intersection of the cross-roads. Let ns suppose,
for the sake of illustration, the statue of King
William to be removed to the point opposite the
intersection of Artbur-street, and a similar
pillar to be set up in King William-street (which
for that distance must be widened), at an equal
distance to the northward of the fork of the Y-
Every carriage coming from Cannon-street with
the object of passing into Gracechurob-street,
shonld be compelled to turn to the left on enter-

ing King William-street,—to fall into the file of
northward-moving vehicles on the western side

of that street, and to darn its way through this

file to the centre of the road. Arrived at the
dolphin, the vehicle would have to turn round
the island, which could be done without any
arrest of the proper traffic of the street, to make
its way into the southward-bent line of vehicles,

and to edge out of this at the corner giving
access to Gracechurch-street. For western-bound
traffic a corresponding route would be laken;
the lower dolphin, opposite Artbur-street, being
in this case the turning point.

By this method, at the cost of two tarns, and of
a few additional hundreds of feet of traction, the
hinderance caused by the crossing of the two
lines of traffic at right angles would be greatly
lessened. The difficulty would be “turned,”
not met full in the face. The plan, as a
novelty, may seem complex upon paper,
bat, with the experience of the London drivers,

and the almost insensible aid of the police, a
very few days would suffice to admitof its intro-

duction, to the great saving of delay, and avoid-
ance of foul language, so only that sufficient

width of roadway were accorded for the pur-
pose.

Supposing all this to be effected, there still

remains the unquestionable fact, that the means
of passage across the river are urgently de-

manded by the great metropolitan district east
of London Bridge. East of a straight line

drawn five miles to the north, and five miles to

the south of London Bridge, are no less than
thirty-seven metropolitan districts. Of these
the twenty-five to the north of the Thames, in

1861, had a population of 667,000. The nine to

the sonth of the river at the same date included

282,000 souls. A total of 949,000 inhabitants

cries out for an over or under river bridge. It

does nob require the gift of prophesy to pre-

dict that, before many years, we shall see the

approaches to the existing bridges arranged on
the principles of common sense (civil engineering

is only common sense reduced to form), and a
new bridge constructed for East London either

under or over the Thames.

KEVUE GKnERALE HE
L’ARCHITECTGEE.*

Our much-esteemed contemporary, the Revue
Odnirale de VArchitecture el des Travaux Publics,

often noticed in these columns, has now attained
the thirtieth year of its issue under the auspices

of M. Cesar Daly, its founder; and we cannot
but say again a few words in praise of the high
character it has maintained, and the good service

it has performed up to the present day. The
last half-dozen numbers are now before us, and
they appear in every respect to come up to the

• Eevue Geuerale de 1’Architecture et des Travaux
Publics, publie sous la Direction de M. Cdsar Daly.
NuiiJ<?roB 11, 12, 1868; 1, 2, 3, 4, 1869. Paris : A. Morel,
Bue Bonaparte.

lofty standard it has set up for itself. It will

give, perhaps, some of our readers information
concerning the manner in which an art journal

is conducted in France if we state that it appears
in single or double, and sometimes triple and
quadruple numbers at irregular intervals, bub
with sufficient method to insure the issue of

twelve numbers in the course of a year. The
price of the folio volume thus composed of a
dozen parts is forty francs in Paris, and forty,

five francs in the departments. Although new
buildings are described and illustrated, as well

as ancient monuments, building-news forms no
part of the scheme; but the death of arohitecta

of every country is recorded, and accounts are

given, when possible, of their works. Current

competitions arc briefly mentioned
;
and a short

chronicle is drawn upofanydistinotions conferred

upon architects. The volume for 1868, which
we take as a fair sample, concludes in the num-
bers before us with a bibliographical list of

works, published within the year, relating to

architecture. Six books, only, appear in this

catalogue. The illustrations consist of about
sixty steel engravings, executed, for the most
part, with a painstaking finish that may be

taken as explanation of the irregularity in the

publication of the numbers. Besides these there

are, occasionally, chromo-lithographs and wood-
cuts.

The volume for 1868 is brought to a close with

notices and illustrations of several more than
ordinarily interesting buildings ;—notably a plan

and sections of the French Exhibition of 1867,

with those of some of the principal foreign

pavilions erected around it. These have not

now the attraction of novelty, bub they have the

I

value of exactness in the matter of details. The
1 Indian pavilion and the Chinese kiosk aro the

constructions shown in the last numbers for

1
1868 ; and the Tyrolese house, with all its details

j

and practical peculiarities, and the magnificent

j

palace of the Boy of Tunis, follow up the subject

j

in the volume for the present year. But before

[

parting with the old year’s work, we mast notice

j

two other buildings illustrated in it,

—

habitations

d’artiste, or two houses, the one designed espe-

I cialiy for a painter by M. Amondru, the other for a

sculptor, by M. Uchard, and both built in Paris.

Many an English student, doubtless, casting

'about in his mind for a suitable subject for

I

designs for exhibition, has thought of residences

I

specially adapted for a poet, painter, sculptor,

I

and musician, as opportunities to show power of
' arrangement and contrivance, but ultimately

I

abandoned the scheme. In Paris, however, there

[

are many realisations of this wandering thought,
' some of which have been illustrated, and here

I

we have mansions for a painter and a sculptor.

The first is shown in a section only
;
the lavter

' by plans of the four floors, including basement,

in which easy access to the different ateliers, and
contrivances for the removal of large pieces of

' sculpture, are the most noticeable features.

There is, too, a sheet of plans of workmen’s
dwellings that we should not pass unnoticed.

On this we have six types of houses erected

for foreign working people, which have,

naturally enough, a strong family likeness

to those provided by large firms for our own
artisans. There are the houses built by Messrs.

Japy, Brothers, & Co., atBeancourt, Raut-Rhiyi

;

those by the Baron de Bebr, in Pomerania;
Messrs. Houget audTeston, atVerviers, Belgium;

and those erected by the Auzin Company iu the

department du Nord, France; some built back-

to-back ; some with what the French call cures,

but which we term cellars ;
some with three and

some with four rooms. Cramped and bare, as

some of them are, the entrance-door opening at

once into the room, all are an advance upon the

four low walls that formerly formed the homes
of the great mass of the working population all

over the world ;
showing that if we have by no

means reached perfection in this department of

the necessaries of life, we are, at all events,

making progress. We are informed that the

Societe Vervietoise has commenced building a

new type of house, that was not represented at

the Exhibition of 1867, in which further improve-

ments have been made.
In the fifth and concluding article upon the

antiquities of Eleusis, we note that the author,

M. Lemornaubj quarrels with the English anti-

quaries who have published views of the resto-

ration of the Anactoron, for having done so with
but a partial examination of the remains. Three
quarters of their restoration, he says, are com-
posed of conjectnres without foundations.

The volume of the Revue for the present year
opens well with a varied collection of subjects.
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Foremost is a description and illustration of a

very curious and handsome casement in a free-

stone building known as the honse of the Three
Nurses, in Narbonne, dated 1558. Rabelais

is said to have loitered here in the course

of one of bis journeys to Rome, and to

have received some inspiration from his in-

spection of the caryatides with which the
oasement is decorated. There are five figures

in it, two of a large size upholding a frieze over
the window, and three exactly corresponding
with them, except that they are on a smaller

scale, which do duty as mnllions. Below the

frieze are eight lions’ heads, from whose mouths
an ornamental chain is festooned across the

width of the oasement. The glass is in small

panes arranged as hexagons inclosed in octagons.

This architectural curiosity is followed by details

from that part of the Petit Luxembourg, Paris,

that was formerly the convent of Les Filles da
Ccdvaire. The chapel of this fabric, it will be
remembered, has been demolished, but the
-cloisters are utilized as a winter garden.

To these details, which are chiefly portal,

•succeeds an elaborate essay, entitled “ De 1’ Archi-
tecture de 1’Avenir k propos de la Renaissance
Fran^aise,” by M. Daly, in which architectural

eff’ort is traced from jthe primitive cone of the
tumulus and pyramid to its highest achieve-

ments. This is accompanied by a table of
styles-types, in which the various styles are
referred to systems of social ideas. The first

style, or that of the straight line, practised by
the Egyptians in the first degree, all their evolu-
tions being rectilineal, is associated with a
political system described as TJniii 'puissante,

IAbert4 nulle. This same rectilineal style, ex-

pressed, in a second degree, by the Greeks, is at-

tribnted to a state of things exactly the reverse of
this : LiberU puissante, TJnit6 nulle. The Roman
mixture of rectangular with curvilineal lines is

supposed to be the result of a mixed political

system. The styles of the Middle Ages repre-

sent order produced by authority, L’Ordre par
VAutoritd compressive; that of modern times,

from the Renaissance to the present day, is the
growth of a mixture of political ideas and sym-
pathies; that of the future, which is to be
founded on the ellipse, is to be the result of
order maintained by liberty, L’Ordre par la

Libertc. A second table traces the influence

of French society upon modern architecture,

through the mazes of Renaissance, eclecticism,

and rationalism, pointing again to the ellipse as

the basis for an expression of the distinctive

aims of the present day, and of the future into

which we are immediately drifting. This essay,

to which its author attaches much importance,
may demand examination hereafter.

Following this review of the past, present,

and future of architecture, is a description and
'lUnstration of the tribunes newly devised for the
Parisian race-course, in the Bois de Boulogne,
Paris. These are ornamental seats, arranged in

groups, as in our “grand stands.” The stand,

which is almost as ornamental as the Tyrolese
cottage illustrated, is divided into accommoda-
tion for three ranks of spectators : an imperial
pavilion in the centre

;
private boxes on each

aide of this ; and the public seats to which any-
body can have access who likes to pay the sum
-charged for the privilege; and each class is fur-

nished with a separate entrance. It is built of
three stages, that on the actual ground-line

being of no avail for seats; these are principally

t)n the first or raised floor, but a second point of

-vantage is gained on the fiat top thrown out
over them, which serves as protection also from
"the weather to those below.

Another is provided in a light campanile,
with which the attractive structure is furnished.

The baths and public lavatories at Caen, by
M. Auvray, are shown in two sheets of plans
and elevations. A practical paper on retaining

walls, with a sheet of profiles, by Leiut.-Col.

Michon, is followed by a descriptive sketch of
the church of St. Augustine, by M. Bouchet;
and then comes a notice of the current compe-
titions. The first of these last-mentioned concours
publics is for a theatre in Constantine, Algeria,
for the best designs for which three prizes are
offered respectively, 3,000, 2,000, and 1,000
francs ; an uninviting competition for a church
at Arras follows, which the editor thinks can be
scarcely intended seriously; a concours for a
statue of Boerhaave, for Leyden, in the Low
Countries, is mentioned as open ; and one for a
monument to the memory of Rossini, is noticed

as having been decided in favour of M. A. Dillon.

Austria has two competitions on the list, one for

a grand hdtel-de-ville in Vienna, and the other

for a fish-market at Trieste. The prizes ofi'ered

by various societies are also catalogued. A
bookcase, by the brothers Gueret, and a oolleotion

of balusters of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, are among the smaller objects illus-

trated. Preceding the list of arohsoological

works, which, as we have stated, concludes the

instalment of the Revue before us, is a summary
of European items bearing upon the fortunes of

architects and prospects of architecture, such as

word of the distinctions awarded to architects

in different coontries, in the form of medals and
orders, the honours recorded in this part of the

work being the decoration of the order of the

Medjidie, from the Saltan, upon the proposition

of the Viceroy of Egypt, to M. Daly, and the

gold medal of the British Institute to M. Lep-
sius

;
notice of the French arohasological con-

gress at Loche, and the international exhibition

at Munich ; the names of the competitors from
the School of the Beaux Arts for the great prize

at Rome
;
and word of the formation, in Paris,

of a new society for the building of cheap dwell-

ings, under the title of L'^pargne immobilierc.

We wish our contemporary a strong tide and a

fair wind, and should be glad to hear he had
many subscribers in England. At the same
time, we remind our readers, for their advantage,

that this work, and those of other countries of a
similar character, will be found in the library of

the South Kensington Museum.

THE DUDLEY GALLERY, PICCADILLY.

The third Winter Exhibition of Pictures in

Oil, under the management of the committee of
the Dudley Gallery, Egyptian Hall, now open,
consists of 212 paintings and 3 terra-cotta

figures. It makes no very high claim for critical

admiration, but includes, nevertheless, a number
of excellent and interesting works. We may
especially point to those by Mr. G. D. Leslie,

Mias Rebecca Solomon, Mr. F. W, Hulme, and
Mr. George Mawley. The principal work of the

last-named artist, “In the Borghese Gardens”
(81), is a lacdsoape of great completeness and
beauty. Mr. Leslie’s No. 134, marked,

—

" She paused, and counted.
Whilst the church clock struck
lu measured numbers the appointed hour,”—

is full of grace and tenderness. “ At the Foun-
tain, Rome ” (169), is as well painted as any-
thing Miss Solomon has yet exhibited. “ The
Month of May ” (16), by A. B. Donalson,

—

‘‘Muter ainahilU, ora pro nobis,”—

is brighter and'cleaner than previous works, by
this thoughful and clever artist. 34, “ Wander-

ing Thoughts,” by Miss Starr, a forcible head,

serves to keep alive the good expectations enter-

tained respecting her. 60, “A Train-bearer,”

Briton Riviere; 84, “Water Lilies, — on the

Tiber,” Talford, 110 ;
“ Whistle and I’ll come

to you, my lad,” Keeley Halswell; “Devouring
a favourite Author” (138), C. Goldie; and
“ Italian Gossips ” (144), Frank W. W. Topbam,
are all works of merit, and are entitled to praise.

M r, Smythe should be mentioned for his 151,
“ A thick Night OS' the Goodwins,” which tells a

story forcibly
;
and Mr. Claude Calthrop has

made considerable advance in his art, and bids

fair to take a good place.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF OUR PUBLIC
STATUES.

I WAS requested' some time since to consider

the subject of onr public statues, and to offer

some hints thereon. The accompanying memo-
randa occurred to me, which, if well considered

and amended by the suggestion of others, might

form a good basis of a scheme of action for

securing satisfactory statues and memorials in

the public places of the metropolis.

PROPOSAL FOR A COUIUTXEE ON PUBLIC STATUES.

To consist of the Chief Commissioner and the

other Commissioners of her Majesty’s Works
and Public Buildings ; of the architect of that

Commission
;

of the President and one other

Fellow of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects
;
of the President and two other members

(an architect and scalptor) of the Royal

Academy.
It is suggested that on all occasions, when it

is proposed to put up a statue or memorial of

any discinguished public man, in some con-

spicQons place in the metropolis or its neigh-

bourhood, the same should be done under the

sanction of the said committee.

That a model or drawings of the entire memo-
rial, comprehending any pedestal, steps, &c.,

must be submitted, with a description specify-

ing—!. The intended size
;
2. Materials of which

it is to be composed
;

3. The name of the artist

employed
;

4. The contemplated expense of the
total cost; 5. Intended period of erection

;
6. The

expected site.

N.B.— It is expedient that the design or model
should be submitted to the said Committee
before the execution of the statue or memorial
is actually began.
When the full-sized figure is completed, and

cast in plaster, it should be put up with an
extemporised pedestal, or other accompaniments
on the spot it is intended ultimately to occupy ;

and the committee should iuspeot it, so that, ere

it be too late, a just appreciation can be bad of

its appropriateness, whether in size, proportion,

or general composition, and any defect in these

respects can be remedied before the execution is

commenced.
That plans should be prepared in the office of

Her Majesty’s Commissioners, showing the sites

of any public areas or buildings calculated to

receive statues and memorials, and with eleva-

tions and dimensions of any pedestals already

erected, and calculated to receive sculpture.

Ex. gr., the pedestals at both ends of London
Bridge and other bridges

j
along the line of the

new quays of the embankment of the Thames

;

the four pedestals in front of the British Museum,
and acroteria of the pediment, and of the pedi-

ments of tho Royal Exchange, Mansion House,
and Royal Palaces, Ac. ; the entrances to the

parks, especially the archways to Hyde Park,

and completion of upper part of the Marble
Arch, &c.

That a plan should be prepared, showing the

present distribution of Trafalgar-square and
Waterloo-place, St. Margaret’s-square, West-
minster, and other open public spaces and areas,

with a scheme for the mode in which any
future statues or memorials should be permitted,

so as to harmonise with the present ones, in

arrangement, altitude, area, and other par-

ticulars.

Such data being prepared will afford the

committee the opportunity of knowing befitting

positions for such memorials, and lead to their

being able to advise with the promoters, and
decide upon their nature and size.

That such committee should have the power of

submitting to the Government propositions for

completing the architectural and sculptural

effect of various public buildings, which in

London (with a few notable exceptions) are

generally deficient in sculptural embellishment.

That this is necessary, in order to give full effect,

may be seen in the buildings of France and
Italy, and is most obviously apparent in our

Gothic edifices, all which are generally rich in

external sculpture. This would also give en-

couragement to our sculptors, and advance the

art,—objects which it was the aim of the late

lamented Prince Consort to promote in the com-
pletion of the new Houses of Parliament.

In order to avoid as much as possible the un-

satisfactory effect of metal statues, which in a
few years become black and heavy in tone, and
to diminish the liability to destruction hereafter

from the value of the material; and having in

view the corroding effect of our atmosphere upon
marble, it is desirable to promote the execution

of statues, as much as possible, in grey granite

unpolished, like the statue of King William IV.

near London Bridge. Grey granite is not affected

as marble or stone, and preserves its clear bright

tone. That statue proves that all the essencial

parts can be finished with great precision (aa

among the Egyptians), and that sufilcient

accuracy of detail can be given to the minor

parts of the sculpture exposed in out-of-door

positions, and where they must necessarily be of

sufficient scale to befit them for the locality.

It is desirable to avoid placing bronze statues

in places where trees or foliage would be behind

them, as they never come clearly out in relief

from a dark background.
Thos. L. Donaldson.

The Metropolitan District Railway
Extension. — Ic has been resolved by the
Metropolitan Board of Works, “That the Metro-

politan District Railway Company be informed

that the Board will strenuously oppose any
project which will prevent the railway from
being carried to Tower-bill, and the Inner Circle

from being completed by them according to the

original scheme.”
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WEST BEOMWIlH DISTEIOT HOSPITAL.

Tvo memorial stones of a new hospital to be

erected at West Bromwich have been laid by the

Conntess of Dartmouth, in the presence of a

large and inflaential assemblage of the nobility,

clergy, gentry, and various public bodies of this

portion of Sonth Staffordshire.

Situated in the midst of a wide and densely
populated district,—surronnded on every hand by
collieries, furnaces, and largo works of various

kinds peculiar to the Black Country, where the
toiling thousands earn their daily bread, exposed
to all the dangers of mining on the one hand,
and accidents by machinery on the other,—injury

to life and limb there are matters of continual

occurrence. For the relief of the unfortunate
sufferers, the only institutions where they can
be accommodated and properly treated are the

two hospitals, at Birmingham on the one side,

and the Sonth Staffordshire Hospital, at Wol-
verhampton, on the other, the distance to either

from this neighbourhood being between five and
six miles. It is with a view to meet the want
thus so urgently felt that the new hospital at

West Bromwich has been projected.

A committee for carrying out the details of

the scheme was appointed in September last

year, and the following facte are gleaned from
their report, presented at a snbseqnent meeting.
After stating that the committee bad visited

several of theprincipal hospitals iu the adjoining

towns for the purpose of collecting information
both as to the constrnction and management of

hospitals, the report proceeded as follows ;

—

“ Tho committee gained important information from
their visit to the Birmingham General ITospitiil, which
embodied all the modern improvements so fur aa they
could be adapted. There were two general principles upon
which

_

hospitals were built, viz.—the ‘corridor' and
‘ pavilion ' principles. Q'he ‘ corridor ’ plan wus that in

which the wards and rooms abutted, and were parallel

with a main central passage or corridor of the building,
which reudered it impossible to have windows on one
side. The ‘pavilion’ plan was that in which each ward
was detached from all other parts of the building,
oioepting by a connecting passage, tbos enabling win-
dows to be placed on each side, and, if desirable, also
at one end, in this manner securing three aspects, and
an abundance of light and ventilation. The committee
decided on the 'pavilion ’ principle of construction, with a
minimum of cubical space per bed of 1,600 ft., and an
abundance of light and ventilation. The hospital would
contain forty-two beds, with administrative offices, but
wards for only twenty-two bedswould be erected a( present,
leaving the entire fultilment of the design till the institu-

tiou has, by its operations and usefulness, made the neces-
sity for its completion to be hilly recognised. The designs
of Messrs. Marlin & Chamberlain, of Birmingham, archi-
tecta of the Birmingham General Hospital, had been
adopted

;
and a site on the Lodge Estate, fronting Edward-

Btreet, at right angles with Lombard-street, and containing
an area of 6,000 yards. The preient outlay will involve a
cost of about 8,000/,, including the cost of 6,000 yards of
land, ‘ Lodge Estate,' and the completion and furnishing
of the building as au hospital."

The subscriptions already amount to about
7,000i. The following is a description of the
building, as it will be when erected :

—

The hospital will consist of a central building
with two wings. The central building will con-
tain the out-patient department and the ad-
ministrative department. The wings form the
hospital department, and will each contain two
wards for patients. It is intended at first to

erect one only of these wings.
The entrance doorway of the centre group of

buildings opens into the waiting-ball for patients.

This hall is 28 ft. long by 15 ft. 6 in. wide. It

has on one side the snrgery for general purposes,
and on the other aide the dispensary, each of
these rooms being IG ft. 3 in. by 14 ft. A door
opens from the waiting-hall into the physicians’
and surgeons’ consulting-room. Next to this

room there is a committee-room, and on the other
side the central hall are the living-rooms for the
resident snrgeon.

Beyond this block of bnildings, and running at
right angles to it, is the corridor connecting the
wings with tho main building.

Each wing will contain two wards, each ward
being 40 ft. long by 25 ft. wide, and 15 ft. high

j

and as each ward will accommodate ten beds,
each bed will have a superficial area of 100 ft.,

and 1,500 cubical feet of space. The fireplaces
will bo built in the centre of the wards, and will

be need both for warming and ventilation. The
wards will be well lighted, having windows on
three sides, and will be thoroughly well venti-
lated by a system of flues, to be used both for
warming and ventilation. Adjoining each
ward is a semi-detached block of buildings
containing bath-rooms, sculleries, and water-
closets.

There is also a room attached to each ward,
which will be used as a sitting-room by the
patients when their health is sufficiently
improved.

The nurses’ rooms will be placed adjoining the

wards, and commanding a full view of them.
Each wing will have a separate stone staircase,

and a mezzanine floor will be formed, leading off

the staircase, which will contain linen-cheats

and stores for clothes.

The kitchen buildings will be opened at the

back of the corridor connecting the wings with
the main building. This group will consist of a

kitchen, 18 ft. square; a scullery at the back, 18 ft.

by 12 ft.
5
and a large larder and pantry. The

apparatus-room for the heating of the building

will be placed under the scullery.

A detached building will be erected at some
distance from the general building, and will con-

tain the wash-honse, laundry, and drying-closets,

and a dead-house and post-mortem room.
The buildings will be all of brick, with Pillongh

stone dressings. They will be faced with pressed

bricks. The floors to the wards will be of oak,

and the walls will all be finished in Parian
cement.
The style of the building is Gothic, but, of

coarse, nob Ecolesiastical Gothic. There is very

little ornament of any kind, and in fsict none that

is nob directly obtained from the constructional

necessities of the building. It is intended that

both the workmanship and the materials of the

building shall be of the best quality possible.

The total cost of the building, calculating on
one wing only being erected at first, will be
abont 6,000Z.

The architects are Messrs. Martin & Chamber-
lain, of Birmingham

;
and Messrs. Trow & Son,

of Wednesbury, are the bnilders.

ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURE.
I HEAD with much pleasure the observations

in your number of October 16th, headed “ Archi-

tecta and Engineers.” I am only surprised
architects and the public have not previously
noticed the grievous blots made on the metro-
polis by the huge and ugly constructions which
could have been made ornaments to oor city in

the hands of men educated in architecture. I

will now especially allude to the Cannon-street
arrival-shed, that hides from view in passing
over London Bridge St. Paul’s beautiful dome
and its campaniles, as also the spires of the
churches of Bow, in Cbeapside, and St. Bride’s,

with many others of rare beanty
;

indeed, the
thing is so monstrous and ugly, that it dwarfs all

other buildings from that point of view. I used
to hope that the bnsinees premises and ware-
houses on the banks of the north shore were very
much improving, and becoming quite architec-

tural. The brewery when Calvert’s, now the City

Brewery Co., began to have a classical appear-
ance ; and had it remained in the hands that
commenced the river front improvement, would
have had a most pleasing effect, and I sup-

pose equally well adapted to its purpose as

if it had been built only for use regardless
ofbeauty. This is so effectually crushed, that it

is unobsei’ved by the side of its ugly neighbour,
the said arrival-shed. Indeed, the monstrous
City Boiler, far surpassing those of Kensington
notoriety, I am afraid is likely to last in its

place for many long years to come, and that we
have no hopes of seeing it replaced by a beantiful

building on its site, as wo are at Kensington,
where ngliness previously reigned supreme. I

will also refer to the railway-bridge and its acces-

sories on the Borough side of the bridge, once
the most beautiful approach to a great com-
mercial city

;
now, alas ! a conglomeration of

stunning noise overhead, equally annoying to

the ears as the sight. All this could have been
obviated, and the rail passed under the bridge
approach at much less expense; but then the
engineers would not have had the glorification

of spanning an enormous thoronghlare with a
scientific construction in iron

; and it is this

vanity of producing something wonderful in

span, strength, height, or tunnelling, that has
caused millions of money to be spent, and ngliness

realised instead of beauty. I once asked a
young man in an engineer’s office (he being a
drawing clerk, and knowing something of archi-

tecture) how it was that he could not introduce

some of his architectural knowledge in his

designs : his reply was that he had attempted it,

and was told to bring none of his art there
;

it

was not wanted.
Now, I can remember when the engineers’

college was established at Putney, that there

was a professor of architecture on the establish-

ment, and that I received from Dr. Corie a note

requesting the favour of the said professor and

his pnpils to look at the progress, and take

sketches and make notes of the works of a large

house I was building for myself near Roe-
hampton, and to which I gave a good deal of

study, and which he was pleased to say was the

most perfect of the style he knew of. This was
some thirty years since ; I still preserve his

note. How greatly have the profession changed
their views since the days of Dr. Corie! but the

establishment did not flourish, and I suppose

they threw the twin beauty overboard, and kept

the young giant that has grown into a wonder-
fully powerful but ugly-featured monster.

This is the first time in my life that I have
presumed to put pen to paper to an editor of a
periodical that I esteem the pioneer of good
taste, and which I have read from the first

nnmber to tho present, and always with

pleasure. W. H.

WASTE LABOUR TO WASTE LANDS.

Ax the Bristol Congress, Mr. F. Fuller read a

paper “ On the Increase of Wealth and Pauperism,
Poverty and Crime, in this Country,” in which,
after pointing out, as we have often done, the cost

to the country of ignorance and crime, and the

growing numbers of uncared for children, he
said,

—

I may now be asked, Where are the means of

doing all that you propose,—of maintaining,

educating, and training these hundreds of

thousands of pauper children, and these still

more numerous ones who are growing up with-

out any apparent prospect but that of vagrancy,

mendicancy, vice, and crime ? How keep our

adult paupers and our prisoners at useful and
profitable employment ? how qualify them for

such employment ? and how find it for the latter

when at large, without intruding on the already

over-crowded market of the honest workman,
who in all branches of industry experiences an
increasing difficulty, an insaperable impossibility

to obtain employment ? Want of employment
for the people, you say, is the principal source of

other formidable evils. The labour-market is

overstocked ;
there is not nearly work enough

for those who are willing to do it, nor is there

any tangible prospect of a diminution of the

difficulty. Will you not increase this difficulty

twofold by making onr young paupers and

vagrants, onr adult paupers and criminals, com-

petitors with onr normal working population for

a share of that which is already so inadequate to

the demand for it ?

I say emphatically, No. I would not narrow
the field of employment for any,—I would expand

it, in its several channels, for all, and prominently

for the honest and untainted, now pining for want
of it, by utilising inexhaustible sources of work,

wealth, and general prosperity.

Briefly, then, I would apply “waste labour to

waste land.” In this principle lie the hope and
certainty of natural safety and social regenera-

tion. From a return presented to Parliament it

appears that there are 31,861,040 acres of waste

or uncultivated land in the United Kingdom.
Of these it may be roughly estimated that an
area of, say, 10,861,040 acres is unfit for culti-

vation, though, as is observed in the second

report of the Industrial Employment Association,
“ the Chinese would probably cultivate moat
of these.” It is further estimated in the same
report (which was not drawn up without due
inquiry and consideration), “ That other

10,000,000 acres would be adapted only to the

growth of plantations of various kinds, such as

timber, nursery stock, &c., but that the remain-

ing 10,000,000 acres could be made as good for

food-growing- purposes as many thousands of

acres of land now under cultivation, and that

the annual value of soch produce would be from

lot. to 201. per acre.” This calonlation isjustified

by results obtained in innumerable instances,

amongst others by Mr. Blackburn, at Aldershott,

upon land formerly barren sand ;
and again by

the Honourable Mr. Petre, at the Lodge Farm,
Barking, where valnes varying from a maximum
of 75t. to a minimum of 30Z. per acre, according

to the different descriptions of articles culti-

vated, have been produced. But taking the

average produce of the new lands brought under
cultivation at 51. per acre, here we have the

, enormous aggregate of 50,000,0001. sterling

added annually to the wealth, produce, and
wages fund of the country, whilst the process of

obtaining it would, as has been cogently remarked
iu some of the letters and articles which have
appeared in the public journals, solve the whole

labour difficulty by opening employment literally

tor millions of the people, not alone in agricul-
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taral operations, but collaterallj in all depart-

ments of manufacturing and productive enter-

prise, to which such an immense increase of the

wealth created would impart a wholesome, solid,

and permanent impulse.

The estimate of 5L per acre may be challenged

as too high, considering that the average product

per acre of all the cultivated land in this country

is under 4J,* But the kind of cultivation con-

templated under the proposed plan is the

thorough development, and at the same time the

nutrition and sustentation, of all the resouioes

and powers of the soil. Bearing this in mind, it

will be seen that my calculation does not go
above, but below, what could be accomplished.

It will be perceived from the tenour of my
remarks that in the training of the young espe-

cially I regard employment in agricultural pur-

suits and the numerous vocations connected

with them as the main resource on which we
have to depend. My own long experience, con-

firmed by the unanimous testimony of all with

whom I have been from time to time in corre-

spondence, confirms the accuracy of this view.

Twenty-seven years ago, when the school now
at Eedhill was located at St. George’s Fields,

and the boys were chiefly engaged at indoor,

sedentary work, such as tailoring, shoe-making,

mat-making, and so on (in all of which, let me
remark, the labour-market is peculiarly glutted),

they were greatly annoyed and troubled by the

large proportion of desertions and relapses

occurring amongst them, and by the restlessness

and discontent of even the best disposed of

them : not more than 30 per cent, of the whole
were reclaimed. I beg you now to mark the

diflerence when the scene and the occupations

were changed. From the first report of the

committee of the Industrial Employment Associ-

ation, it appears that “ when the school was
removed to Redhill, and in addition to the above
trades, the boys were employed at farming,

gardening, brick-making, baking, laundrywork,
and instruction in the duties of shepherd, cow-
herd, dairyman, the poultry-yard, blacksmith,

butcher, &c., no less than 87 per cent, were
reclaimed, and many of them became first-rate

colonists, earning from Ss. to lOs. a day. A
very large proportion of them are in regular

correspondence with the chaplain of the esta-

blishment, and some of them have themselves

become employers of labour.” The fact is that

active, varied, and cheering out-door exercise of

the fields and gardens keeps up the boys’ spirits,

engrosses their attention, and also produces

moderate and wholesome bodily fatigue, so that

they sleep soundly, and there is no nightly

planning and plotting for escape.

EXCURSION OF THE LONDON
ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS.

On the IGth inst., the members and friends of

this institution, more than 150 in number, paid

a visit of inspection to the Abbey Mills Pump-
ing Station of the great Main Drainage Works,
West Ham.
At the entrance-gate of the high and middle

level sewers, which cross the Stratford-road

immediately beyond Stratford Bridge, the Asso-

ciated Foremen, headed by their president, Mr.

J. Newton, Royal Mint
5
and accompanied by

Mr. Richard Moreland, Mr. W. Todd, and several

other engineering employers, were met by Mr.

G. Usher, resident superintendent engineer of

the Abbey Mills Station. Passing along the

grass-covered embankment through which the

sewage tunnels at this point are conducted, an
excellent view was obtained of the magnificent

engine-house and its appurtenances which are

on the south-west side of the embankment. The
two chimney shafts, each 209 ft. in height, and
standing isolated on either side of the building,

appeared like sentinels constantly on guard.
These large columns are externally octagonal in

form, and are capped by ornamental iron roofs,

pierced for the egress of smoke. The engine
and boiler houses form oue building. The deco-

rations, which are very elaborate, consist of

coloured bricks, encaustic tiles, and stone dress-

ings, floriated carving being introduced at the

caps of piers, columns, and pilasters. A cupola

or dome of a highly ornamental character sur-

mounts the engine-house, its topmost point

being 110 ft. above the floor line. Right and
left of the vestibule, and reached by descending

* Mr. Mechi atatea that the present produce of aD the

caltiTated land in the country la under 17O,OO0,OO0L eter-

ling, and that it ought to be 864,000,000^,

staircases of iron, are the stoking floors, in front

of the boilers, of which there are in all sixteen,

in two series of eight each. On ascending, the

party was introdoced into the engine-house,

where the scene was striking in the extreme.

The height of the building, the elaboration of all

its details, its cruciform shape, and the gor-

geously fitted-up engines within it, tended to

convey the idea that it was a temple consecrated

to the genius of science rather than an ordinary

place of shelter for steam-engines.

The engines are eight in number, and are each

of 142-horse power. They are disposed in pairs, and

in such a manner that the eight steam cylinders

stand round the centre of the edifice under the

dome, from which the engines themselves are

lighted. By this plan the visitor has an oppor-

tunity of surveying the peculiarities of the

motors, which are the work of Messrs. Rothwell &
Co., of Bolton, Lancashire. On the occasion of

the foremen’s visit, the whole of the engines

were pat to work simultaueously. Two hours

were spent in unravelling the mysteries of the

Abbey Mills Station, the gigantic pumps of which

place lift the sewage of districts covering an

area of 25 square miles a height of 36 ft., and
whence it flows to the outfall at Barking.

At the termination of the visit some 70 of the

visitors adjourned to the Royal Hotel in the Bow-
road, where a collation was provided for them.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

At the second meeting of this society for the

current seseion, on the 20th October (Mr. P.

Horner, president, in the chair), a letter was
read from the town clerk of Liverpool, requesting

the society to consider a proposed’ amendment of

the Liverpool Building Act, and to offer sug-

gestions thereupon. It was stated that the

council of the society had referred the matter to

a sub-committee, who were going carefully into

the subject, and that their report would shortly

be forwarded to the town clerk. The Liverpool

Builders’ Association and the House-owners’

Association, it was understood, had also

been requested to co - operate in offering

suggestions for the amelioration of the present

Building Act, and for carrying before Parliament

a draft of a more eflicient and consistent Act.

Mr. G. A. Andsley read the second part of a

paper entitled ” Notes of a Tour to Florence and
Back,” illustrated by numerous photographs of

the cathedrals and churches of North Italy,

dwelling especially upon the buildings at Verona

and Padua. Among other buildings, he alluded to

Giotto’s Chapel at Padua, and strongly con-

demned the style of decoration employed there,

especially the painted mouldings and cornices on

the internal walls. He considered that Giotto’s

example in these respects had a very bad influ-

ence upon some of his contemporaries and imme-
diate sucoessors. The church of San Antonio,

at Padua, iu spite of its remarkable and pic-

turesque outline, had, he thought, failed to solve

the problem of the adaptation of the dome to

Gothic architeotore.

MOVING HEAVY BUILDINGS.

Notices of various feats of house-moving in

America will be found in oar volumes. Lately

we have been pressed by correspondents to give

further particulars of such doiogs, and finding

the following account in the current number of

The Architectural Review and American Builders’

Journal,* we transfer it to our pages :

—

“ We had the pleasure of seeing lately an

astonishing specimen of mechanical power and

skill in Boston, which rivals the famous house-

elevating process of the Chicago engineers.

Tremont- street has to be widened from the

corner of the Common out to the beginning of

the new avenue. To do this it was necessary

either to pull down the Pelham House, a fine

new structure at the corner of Tremont and

Boylston streets, or to move it bodily, sideways,

about 20 ft., towards the Publio Library. The

house is 75 ft. wide by 100 ft. deep, five stories

high, with a Mansard attic and a basement

story, and is supported on square granite piers,

with heavy partition walls of brick. These

piers were first clasped with vertically-set

timbers, and the whole house then jacked np a

few inches from its foundations. Parallel foun-

dation walls, about 2 ft. wide, were then bniltin

the cellar floor in the direction of the intended

* Sampson Low & Co.

movement. Into the top surface of each of

these low walls were embedded, side by side,

five or six long strips of strap iron. Undereach
pier or other support of the house were placed

about twenty pieces of round rod iron, cut to an

equal length of about 2^ ft., and something over

an inch thick. Each group of these short

rollers, set crosswise of the strap iron ways,

formed a square, upon which the bottom of the

pier was allowed to descend and rest. Between

all the rollers were interposed square rods of

wood to moderate the motion. Of course, as the

house moved forward on the ways, the hind

rollers and their separating sticks dropped out,

and were re-inserted in front. The motive force

was got by means of 60 or 70 huge wooden screws,

with their heads against the first floor and their

heels against the paving at the curbstone, the

intermediate ground having been excavated.

The building is said to weigh 50,000 tons ; as it

is a hotel arranged in the French mode, giving

each occupant a complete apartment or suite of

rooms on one floor, and is not only furnished

but inhabited by all its boarders during the

movement. It began to travel at eight o’clock in

the morning of August 21, fourteen of the

workmen being detailed to work the screws, and

turning together at the sound of a whistle. The
rate of movement was about 14 in. per hour.

There seems to be no good reason for doubting

that the Pyramid of Cheops, or St. Peter’s at

Rome, could be moved endwise or sidewise at

pleasure, any required distance, by this same
process.”

What feats of this kind have been performed

in England?

THE VICTORIA DEBATING SOCIETY.

SANITARY INSTRUCTION OF WONEN.

The first meeting for the season of the

members of this society—which appears to be

an offshoot from the Victoria Institute, and the

object of which is the discussion of all questions

relating to women,—was held last week at the

ladies’ class-room of the Victoria Debating

Society, 74, Newman-street, Oxford-street,—Dr.

Hodgson in the chair.

Dr. Lankester delivered an address upon the

necessity of Physiological Instruction for Women.

I

One of the deficiencies, he said, in education in

the present day was a want of the knowledge of

the laws of life which regulated the existence of

our bodies. It was well known to all who
studied the statistics of the Registrar-general

that a large proportion of the deaths which

occurred from week to week were preventible.

Since 1857 returns had been made of the mor-

tality of 13 large cities and towns in Groat

Britain, and it was seen that sometimes the

mortality of those towns was as large as 40 iu

the 1,000, while sometimes it sank as low as 10

or 17 in the 1,000. The difl’erenoe did not arise

from any dispensation of Providence; it arose

from a neglect of an observance of the laws by
which life was regulated. The Government bad

Been this, and had interfered so as in many cases

to reduce the rate of mortality by the enforce-

ment of sanitary laws—snob as an improvement

of drainage or the removal of vegetable matter.

He asked his hearers to remember that the

means which were effectual to save cne life, saved

at least thirty or forty illnesses as well. If

burglars were going at large aud committing

depredations, there would be a ory of “ What are

the police about ? ” But a murderer was at large

—one who, in the form of typhus fever, was

slaying its thousands—of the arrest of which

they heard very little indeed. And yet the

result of the exertions made in some parishes

—

such as St. James’s, Westminster,— to stamp it

out, showed that many of the lives now lost day

after day might bo saved. It was worth their

studying how they wore to gain the knowledge

of the laws of the science of phyeiolopy, by

which so much disease might be prevented. For

his part, he believed that it would be better to

teach children how to avoid disease, how they

might live to old age, than to teach them to

read and write. What he alluded to Wiis to

teach them—and particularly girls—the know-

ledge of simple things, such as the necessity of

pure air
j
how the want of it prevented the

proper performance of the functions of the

brain, of the eye, and the other functions of the

body
;
of the introduction of more air into the

rooms in which we live by day and in which we
sleep by night

;
and the use of pure and the

avoidance of impure water. The learned lec-

turer urged the desirability of female servants

being taught the deadly effects of bad drains.
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and the injarious resnlts of borning an undue
quantity of gas ;

teaching them that one gas

jet consumed as mnch oxygen as four or five

human beings. If the simple laws of life were
more widely taught—and more particularly to

those who ruled over and carried on the business

of the household—the germ of disease would be
destroyed, many thousands of valuable lives

would be saved, much sickness would be
averted, and great enjoyment of life promoted
and secured.

NEW WARDS, IIARYLEBONE
WORKHOUSE.

Tue St. Marylebone, like most other old work-
houses, has been found quite incapable of
accommodating the continually augmented de-

mands upon its space arising from the increase

of population and other causes. Moreover, the
greater part of the building is fast decaying, and
must of necessity be sooner or later entirely

rebuilt. Some portions, past repair, have been
taken down, as in the case of the old bakehouse,
laundry, and kitchen. Other similar offices have
been erected on more convenient sites, and the

ground made available by their removal has
been ntilised in the erection of a building to

accommodate the aged and infirm women.
The whole bnilding now contains nine wards,

each 40 ft. wide, 60 ft. long, 13 ft. high, and gives

780 cubic feet of air space to each of the 310
inmates. The cost of the buildings, including

architect’s commission and other contingencies,

will bo about 27L per bed.

The skirting at the back of the beds forms a
box 9 in. square, with a perforated zinc front;

below these boxes are channels containing hot-

water pipes
;
at the ends of these channels and

in the front and back walls are large openings,

through which the external air is admitted. By
this means the fresh air, being first warmed by
passing over the hot-water pipes, will rise

upwards and be emitted through the perforated

front of the skirting boxes into the wards imme-
diately under the beds. The foul air is carried

off through wide channels in the ceilings, which
communicate with large flues running up the
side walls, and terminating just above the level

of the eaves of the roof.

The upper wards are somewhat differently

constructed from the lower wards, inasmuch
as the ceilings follow the line of the sloping sides

of the roof, which are supported at intervals on
semi-elliptio cast-iron ribs. The emission of foul

air in these wards is provided for by a channel
in the apex of the ceiling, running the whole
length of the room, and having zinc flues at

intervals open to the air.

The architect was Mr. H. Saxon Snell ;
Messrs,

Crabb & Vaughan were the builders; Messrs.
Potter & Sons executed the heating, ventilating,

and sanitary works.

A MISTAKE IN FARRINGDON-EOAD.
I AM in time to draw attention to, and I hope

that I am in time to induce others to put a stop

to, a piece of work which is now going on in

Parringdon-road, not far from the Holborn
Viaduct, and which appears to me to amount to

a mistake. If you look over the north side of

the viadnot bridge, yon will see that the road
immediately beneath your eye is broad and
handsome, and so continnea up to as far as

new Charterhouse-street. But at Charterhonae-
Btreet it suddenly jerks to narrowness and
misery. At the comer of Charterhouse-street

and Farringdon-road, a building, said to be
for a public-house, is being erected (it has
already nearly reached to its first floor), and this

building spoils the noble road by projecting into

it and narrowing it. This is the only building

at present commenced on that side Farringdon-

road till you get some distance further on,—to

Hatton-walt, I believe, bot am not sure, for

they do not condescend to pat names up to

streets in this quarter;—and at the corner of

Hatton-wall stands another public-house called

the “Metropolitan.” Now the road should be
continued wide up to at least as far as this,—that
is, to about opposite the Clerkenwell Sessions
House. I do hope that some leading member or
members of the Common Council will at once take
a walk, and look over the north side of the new
viaduct bridge, and then see if something cannot
he done to stop that which, if allowed to be
continued to completion, will be an eyesore and
a nuisance for ages. The vaults built under the
pavement are nothing

; they do not reach up the

road nearly so far as to the “Metropolitan”
public-house. It should be remembered that
the Pentonville end of Farringdon-road (or what-
ever the track is called in that part) will not
always remain as it is, but that some day we
must have a great improvement there, probably
a cat from about Clerkenwell workhouse straight

to the Angel at Islington, to admit North Lon-
doners to have now and then a peep at the

Thames Embankment and New Blackfriars

Bridge, and to go down what might, if the foot-

pavement were better, be one of the finest roads

in the metropolis—Blackfriars-road.

Surveyor.

P.S. — A friend tells me that the part of

Furringdon-road in qnestion is not in the City,

but in the district which is under the jurisdiction

of the Holborn Board of Works. If that be so, I

hope the proper authorities will see to it.

THE ARTISANS’ AND LABOURERS’
DWELLING ACT.

The Marylebone vestry have heard and
determined the appeal of Lord Porbman and the

lessees of the disgraceful bouse property in Tork-
court, Paddington-street, against the condemna-
tion of seven houses. Nos. 15 to 22, under the
provisions of the Act, as wholly unfit for human
habitation. Mr. Wilde, for Lord Portman, said

that his lordship would make no appeal against

the decision of the vestry. For the lessees and
owners of the bouses it was argued that the
property was still capable of being put in repair,

80 as to render the dwellings tenantable, if the
vestry would again consent to forego its powers.
At the conclusion of the investigation it was
decided that the vestry clerk should forthwith

serve the necessary notices and orders for the
demolition of the premises.

A most disreputable locality is about to

be improved, under the operation of the Artisans’

and Labourers’ Dwellings Act, by the demolition

of the buildings which lie between Bit-alley and
Fryingpan-alley, Turnmill-street, Clerkenwell,

close to the Sessions-house. The buildings in

question have long been known as the abodes of
the worst and lowest class, and so close are the
opposite houses both in Fryingpan and Bit alleys

that two persons can hardly walk abreast through
them. Recently the bonses were reported to the

Clerkenwell Vestry to be in a condition dangerous
to health and unfit for human habitation

;
and the

sanitary committee of the vestry recommended
their demolition. Some doubts having arisen ns

to the power of the vestry to order the houses to

be pulled down, that body submitted a case to

Mr. H. B. Poland, who has stated his opinion
that the vestry may require the whole if neces-

sary, or a sufficient number, of the houses, to be
pulled down, although there is no express enact-
ment authorising houses to be pulled down
merely on account of the narrowness of the
street or court in which they are situated. The

' vestry have now adopted the report of the sani-

tary committee, and directed the demolition of

the houses in question.

CHURCH DECORATION IN SCOTLAND.

The church of St. James-the-Less, at Leith,

has just been re-opened, after being painted

throughout, from designs by Mr. E. Francis

Clarke, architect, of London. The chnrcb,

which was designed by Professor Scott, R.A., is

now additionally interestiog, as one of the few

churches in Scotland which have as yet been
treated with colour, and it is likely that many
churches will follow the example which has

been set at Leith. The chancel, which is finely

arcaded in stone, contains richly-foliated niches,

in which are figures of SS. James-the-Less,

Andrew, Paul, Luke, Mark, Peter, and also

of Ninian, Columba, and Margaret, of Scot-

land. Each figure is richly coloured, with

a gold nimbus. The lower part of the chancel

is treated with the conventional curtain pat-

tern, upon which are cosped spaces with

emblems. The organ-case displays figures of

angels with instraments of music, and the organ

pipes are decorated in gold and colour. The upper
portions of the nave and transepts are diapered

with the “ashlar” pattern, with foliated scrolls

at the constructional parts, and at the west end
is an ornate stencilled arcade. The nave and
transepts below the string-course are painted in

dark reddish brown, with diaper. The prevailing

colour in the church is a warm creum-colour

iuclining to red, and the sorolls, &c., are prin-

cipally in dull red, with light blue sparingly

used. The constructional parts of the chancel

arcade are sparingly embellished, with light blue
and gold, and the principal arches throughout
the church are enriched with scrolls and diapers.

The work has been carefully carried out by
Messrs. Ballantine & Son, of Edinburgh.

CATHEDRALS.
St. Asaph Cathedral.—The chancel of this

cathedral has been restored by Mr. Scott; also

the crossing, groined with oak, which contains

the stalls, throne, and choir seats. The original

style, the Decorated, has been kept in view in

the restorations, which comprised, in detail, six

chancel windows, one of which is appropriated

to a memorial in stained glass of Mrs. Hemans.
The stalls have been cleaned and replaced, and
a new pavement of Minton’s tiles laid down.

,
Worcester Cathedral. — A screen is in

course of erection on the north side of the
sacrarium or ohancel of this cathedral. It is the
gift of Mr. J. D. Alloroft, and will probably cost

upwards of 6001. Messrs. Barber & Brindley, of
London, who executed the reredos for the dean,

are also constructing the screen, which consists

of open arcade work in Early English style,

decorated with carved foliage, finials, &c., and
standing on a basement, the face of which is

covered with diaper work. The material em-
ployed is Caen stone, with Purbeck marble for

the shafts. Mr. Scott designed the screen,

which is intended to harmonise with the reredos,

and the architecture of the east end generally.

St. David's, Pembrokeshire.—Farther works are

to be executed in this Cathedral, in addition to

those which have been already carried on. The
new outlay will, it is stated, absorb not loss

than 11,0001. : 18,OOOZ. have already been spent on
this cathedral. Mr. G. G. Scott is the architect-

COL. CHARLES VALLANCEY, ENGINEER
AND ANTIQUARY.

It is surprising what a number of remark-
able Englishmen, whom the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries produced in every branch
of the literary profession, either forsaking their

country, or leaving it from accidental causes,

cast their lot in Ireland; and, in achieving fame,
conferred a lasting honour on the sister kingdom
by their labours. In the architectural world we
have already, in the pages of the Builder, rubbed
the rust off a few worthy names, who deserve

to be restored to popular favour. On this occa-

sion it is our province to lift up from the shade

a remarkable man, whose name is now rarely

alluded to in this kingdom without a sneer, bub
who in his day was thought worthy of the

fullest recognition.

Charles Vallancey, LL.D., F.R.S., F.S.A., &c.>

was a native of England, and was born abonfe

the year 1720. The family is of French descent.

Vallancey received a liberal but not a collegiate

education; and, while a comparatively young
man, entered the army. He was quartered in

Gibraltar for some years, of which celebrated

rock he made a sketch, which was afterwards

engraved by an Irish artist of the name of Ash-
ford. Vallancey’^ regiment, after some time, was
ordered to Ireland. Shortly after, our young
captain of the 12th regiment entered the corps

of Royal Engineers, and gradually rose to the
position of colonel. His commission bears the

date of 1782. Vallancey was not long in Ireland

when his literary taste began to develop itself.

He published the Field Engineer, a treatise on
Stone-cutting, and one on Tanning, and other
subjects. Next sneoeeded a military survey of

Ireland, which not only received the approbation

of George HI., but also was rewarded with
pecuniary favonr.

In 1774 began that work with which Val-

lancey’s name is more intimately connected,

entitled “ Collectanea de Rebus Hibernicis.’*

This work was continued occasionally, and
extended over a number of years. Fourteen
numbers of this publication appeared, forming

about five octavo volumes. In 1772 or 1773
Vallancey published an “ Irish Grammar of

the Iberno-Celtic Language.” This work was
reprinted in 1782, with additional matter. This

grammar is very imperfect, but Valiancy had no
mean difficulties to contend against in its com-
pilation. There was at this time scarcely an
available printed grammar of the language, ex-

cepting O’MuUoy’s of 1677 ;
and so an English-

man taking to the study of that difficult subject

from a taste for it, it is surprising that our author

acquitted himself so well. In 1772 he contri-
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bated an essay on the “ Antiqaity of the Celtic

Language.” Vallancey’s ” Treatise on Stone-
Cutting” was translated from the French of M.
le Chevalier de Claire, to which were added re-

marks npon “ Saxe’s New System of Fortifica-

tion proposed in his (Saxe’s) Reveries or Memoirs
of the Art of War.”

In the minutes of the Society of Anti-
qnaries, 1773, is a correspondence of Major
Vallaucey with Governor Pownall, on the
Bubjeos of the monument at New Grange,
near Drogheda

; contending for its being an
arch-Druid’s tomb, the three cells three altars,

and the characters the name of Aongtus, the
arch-Druid. In that year he was the active
secretary of a society which had been formed in

Dublin under the patronage of Sir LuciusO’Brien,
barb., for the illustration of the antiquities of
Ireland

;
" bat so little,” says Mr, Gough, “ does

this taste prevail in that nation (which, if we
may believe Mr. O’Halloran, is one of the oldest
in the world), that Major Vallaucey, the secretary
of this new society, may be considered as the
society itself. In the year 1773 he prevailed on
the Dublin Society to form themselves into a
committee, which might have been serviceable
to the kingdom in general. The plan of that
committee may be collected from the queries they
publibhed. lu four years’ time they obtaioed
only forty answers to 4,000 copies, many of them
perfectly trifling. The committee is therefore
dropped, and with it all Mr. Yallancey’s hopes
of ever being useful to Ireland in the great scale
they hoped to work on. He is now engaged in
taking surveys of Ireland for Government.
[Xetter to Mr. Gough, Dublin, April 28, 1778.]
He had resolved to publish whatever antiquities
had fallen iu his way in some periodical work,
and had actually begun in the Hibernian
Magazine

;
but the proprietor executed the plates

so miserably that he desisted, and met with no
encouragement to print his discoveries in Eng-
land; so that his ‘Irish Grammar,’ a ‘Short
Correspondence with Governor Pownall on the
Subject of the Drogheda Barrow,’ and his
* Collectanea do Rebus Hiberniois,’ are all we
have of this curious antiquary.”
In a letter to Mr. Gough, Oct. 3, 1783,

Mr. Valiancey says, “ I am glad to hear
yon are about a new edition of Camden.
Much information of the ancient state of
Ireland may be had from Mr. O’Conner’s
letter to me in the twelfth number of my
Collectanea

; and iu my former numbers no man
could give yon more help than Mr. O’Conner.
I have prevailed on him to write a history of
ancient Ireland

j
but I am much afraid his age

and infirmities will nob permit him to finish it.

I am now proceeding with the next number,
in which I shall give ten plates of the antiquities
of Ireland. Some of these monuments are evi-
dently prior to Christianity. Such is the Jodhan
Morain of the Irish, the or breast-

plate ofjudgment of the Chaldeans
; and such the

Clock Mashac of the Irish, or the n’Sli’D px
forbidden by Moses in Lev. xxvi. 1. For the

; confnsed accounts of this stone I refer you
; to the learned Spencer, ‘ De Legibus Hebrgo-
: orum,’ and to the more learned Millius, ‘ Dis-
I sertationes selectm varim S. Litterarum;’ yet
1 all their conjeotnres, and those of the rabbis,
1 must have still passed for such, had not these
I monnments been preserved in this wonderful
> country. These are now in my possession, I
1 have ordered some impressions to be struck off,

i and shall forward them to you in a few posts.
[These plates cost me (a poor man, with ISs. a
liday and 15 children) about 60 guineas; they
Hare at your service for Camdenon these terms :

—

J Send to White as many copies as will produce
1(301., and you may also insert my descriptions
nout of my next number. I oan also give you an
Kacconnt of the Anglo settlement in the reign of
ttHenry II., under Scrongbow, and a map of their
;ocountry surveyed by myself. They are seated
nin the county of Wexford, in the spot they first
leeettled in,* speak the language of that day, and
latever marry ont of the barony, or permit an
[rlrishman to live in it. I have collected a short
rcvocabulary of their language, and a long song
)iDn some game of ball. These are at yonr
leservice to insert also. I found Strongbow’s
jiuntrenohed camp very perfect. This country,
iihe language, monuments, and history, are
ibibjeots of great importance to antiquaries, in the
stables of their bards. Theirs was truth dis-
’D'uised, bub the living monnments of the day no
uman can be deceived in. I wish I could recover

my drawing of what is called Cormac’s Chapel.
I have lost it

; it is the work of Etruscans :

their monuments declare they sent colonies to
Ogygia, and the Irish records declare they re-
ceived some from Croton, the country of
Tarcon.”

* The Barony of Forth and Bargic.

Mr. Gough having thankfully accepted the
offer of the plates, on the condition of being
allowed to pay at least some part of their ex-
pense, Mr. Valiancey replies, Feb. 13, 1784 :

—
“ In my last, I meant to say that if it was
agreeable to yon to embellish Camden with the
fourteen plates of Irish antiquities contained in
that number, you should have the plates for half
the sum they should cost me. The estimate
was made at about 60 Irish pounds

;
but, by

lessening the scale, and throwing many objects
into one plate, they have been executed for 33
guineas. I should be proud to dispose of them
fo you, for your edition of Camden, and ofier
them to you for 15 guineas. As there were but
600 run OS’ from each plate, they are not worn.
My labours, I believe, have hitherto been
little kuown in England. It is but of late
I could convince my countrymen that the early
history of this country was connected with
Britain. I have good reason to believe they are
now convinced that the inhabitants of the
Britannic Isles, before the Welsh, were one and
the same stock ; and that many of the monu-
ments of antiquity found in England are falsely
attributed to the Romans.” The plates wore
consequently sent to London, and form part of the
embellishments of Mr. Gough’s edition of Camden.
In 1784, Vallanoey was elected a Fellow of the
Royal Society of London

; and in 1786 he pub-
lished ” An Essay towards Illustrating the
Ancient History of the Britannic Jales,” 8vo.,
intended as a preface to a vindication of the
ancient history of Ireland

;
and (by establishing

the authority of the ancient Irish MSS. and
exploring the sources of the language) to ascer-
tain the origin of the people. This was followed
by ” A Vindication of the Ancient History of
Ireland ;” wherein is shown :— 1. The descent of
its old inhabitants from the Phmno-Soythiana of
the East. 2. The early skill of the PLmuo-
Scythians in navigation, arts, and letters.

3. Several accounts of the ancient Irish bards
antbenticated from parallel history, sacred and
profane, &o. The whole illustrated by notes and
remarks, and remarks on each chapter, by
Colonel Charles Valiancey, LL.D., F.R.S., and
of the Societies of Antiquaries of London, Edin-
burgh, and Perth

; member of the Royal
Irish Academy, and of the Philosophical Society
of Philadelphia, &o. : Dublin, 1786, 8vo. (being
the fourteenth number of " Collectanea de Rebus
Hibernicis ”), of which see a very ample account
by Mr. Gough in the Oenilcmmi’s Magazine,
vol. Ivii., p. 252, and the spontaneous etl'usions
of Mr. Burke in p. 253. In 1797, he published
” The Ancient History of Ireland, proved from
the Sanscrit Books of the Brahmins of India;
dedicated to the President and Members of the
Royal Academy, in the Oriental Emigration of
the Hibernian Druids,” with all the inventive
imagination of Stnkeley applied to the Indians
(see vol. Ixxiv., p. 1,036) . In the ” Archtcologia,”
vol. vii., p. 276, are his ” Observations on the
Alphabet of the Pagan Irish, and of the Age in
which Finn and Ossian lived,” 1784; and in
vol. viii., p. 302, his ” Observations on the
American Inscription,” 1786. In the preface to
his ” Collectanea Hibernicis,” p. 4, speaking of
Sir James Ware, ” the Camden of Ireland,” he
observes that considering his ignorance of the
Irish language he did much : his works are the
outlines and materials of a great plan, which he
enjoyed neither life nor abilities to finish; and it

is much to be lamented that he had not the good
fortune to meet with so experienced and intelli-
gent an amanuensis as Mac Ferbias sooner. “ Sir
James Ware,” Mr. Gough informs us, “ collected
and preserved the scattered monuments and
antiquities of his native country. His pursuit
of these studies began after he left the nniveraity,
by the encouragement of Bishop Usher. When
he was just turned of thirty, he published
“ Lives of the Archbishops of Cashel and Tuam,
and of the Bishops ofDublin about twelve years
after (1639), ” An Account of the Irish Writers,”
4to.

; and 1654, when he was sixty-five, “ Disquisi-
tions on the Antiquities of Ireland ;” and a second
edition augmented in 1658, both in 8vo., together
with ” Auoala of Ireland under Henry VIL,”
which were succeeded by several historical and
other piyoes. Many of these came out in different
volomes, and translated from the original Latin
by his son Robert and others, 1705. A completer
and far better edition of all Ware’s works.

except “ The Anoals of Ireland,” was published
at different times by Walter Harris, esq., in
three yoliimea (f.il.). The first contains ” The
Ecolesiastiottl Affairs of this Kingdom,” adorned
with prints of the cathedrals, seals, &o., Dublin,
1739. Ibe second is a ” Translation of his Dis-
quisitions, ’ with eight additional chapters, and
other improvements from his own and other
papers, distinguished from the rest of the work;
with prints of antiquities, coins, and religions
orders, Dublin, 1745- The third volume oom-
preheuda ” The Irish Writers,” with the addition
of nearly 400 new articles, many from a copy
interleaved by the author; these were reprinted
in two volumes, folio, Dublin, 1764. Sir James
found time for these studies, notwithstauding
his engagements as Auditor-General at the
Council Board, and in the Parliament for the
university, and the negotiations he oonduoted
for Charles I. with the Irish Catholics. When
the Parliament were masters of Ireland, he re-
tired first to France, and then to England, till

the rescoratioR reinstated him in these and other
public charts. He died 1666, aged 73. His
MS. collections relative to Ireland were pur-
chased of his heir by Lord Clarendon when
lieutenant, 1686

; and after his death by the
late Duke of Chandos, whom the public-spirited
dean of St. Patrick’s in vain solicited to deposit
them in the publio library at Dublin; these
underwent a second dispersion by public anctiou.
Dr. Millea, dean of Exeter, whose node had
large property in that kingdom, purchased a
large part, and deposited them iu the British
Museum

; Dr. Rawlinson others, aud bequeathed
them to the library of St. John’s College, Oxford.
Some part fell into the hands of Lord Newport,
late Chancellor of Ireland.

Colonel Valiancey, in the memorable year 1798
in Ireland, occupied the post of Lieutenant-
General in the Engineer Department, and in
1803 he became a general. He was also, in
recognition of his literary and antiquarian
labours, elected vice-president of the Dublin
Society, to which society he devoted many years
of zealous attention. In fact, the Royal Dublin
Society owes to him much of its subsequent
success and fame. It might with truth be said
of Valiancey, as is said of the Norman who came
to Ireland for conquest, that ho afterwards be-
came more Celtic than the Celts themselves.

Valiancey made Irish antiquities his particular
study, and his love never lessened for the subject
until his death. He was much attached to
Ireland, and his many works are a proof of this.
The School of Antiquarianism which he helped to
foundand consolidate hasnow fallen intodisfavour,
yet the result of his studies and researches waa
a valuable contribution. He gave impulse to
the study of Irish history and Irish antiquities;
and bad it nob been from the remarkable sight
of an Englishman in Ireland devoting such time
and attention to the elucidation of the Irish
language and the Irish race, many notably
clever men who afterwards contributed their
quota to the subject would nob have studied the
question at all. Vallanoey’a industry and perse-
verance forced the matter upon them, and
stimulated such archmological philologists and
antiquaries to bostir themselves in their own
fields of inquiry.

Charles Valiancey died in Dublin, on the 8th
of August, 1812, at the advanced age of ninety-
two, much regretted. He left some rare MSS.
behind him, which were doubtless taken pos-
session of by his relatives. Whether any of
these fell into the hands of the Royal Irish
Academy, or British Museum, or Trinity College
Library, Dublin, we know not, nor are we able
to say at present, though we have made some
inquiries, if any surviving members of his
family are in this country. The writer made a
search through the metropolitan Directories of
the three kingdoms, but failed to meet with
the name. The nearest approach to it is the
name of Vallance. Of this name there are a few
in Great Britain and Ireland. Strange if his
fifteen children and their descendants (sup-
posing these were married) have all died out.
Perhaps iu the Army List or in France some
of the Vallanoey parent stock, or English or
Anglo-Irish descendants, may be found.
We are indebted for some of the partioolars

of this imperfect sketch to the pages of the
Gentleman’s Magazine for 1812, and to the “An-
tholgia HibernicB,” 1793. Valiancey enjoyed the
friendship and held correspondence with the
most notable of the literary Eoglish, Irish, aud
Scotch celebrities of his day, and as an engineer
and antiquary his name should nob be wholly
forgotten. c. C. H.
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THE HIGH COUBT, CALCUTTA.

A. Courts of Law.
B. Chief Justice's room.
C. Rooms for Judge of Court of Origmal

JurisdictioD.

D. EetiriDg-rooms for Judges, with bath-rooms

attached.

REFERENCES.
E. Judges' library.

F. Rooms for native Judge.

G. Registrar's room.
H. Bar library.

1.

Bar consultation-room.

K. Bar retiring-room.

L. Attornejs’ rooms.
M. Pleaders’ rooms.
N. Petty jury rooms.
O. Chief Justice’s clerk.

P. Record tower,
b. Bath-rooms.

THE TOWN OF SHERBOENE AND THE
DIGBT HOTEL.

The completion of this large hotel is an in-

Btalment of the works to be ultimately carried

out in improving this old town, centuries ago a

cathedral town and an important one in the West

of England. The chief glory of Sherborne and

of Dorset is the grand church of St. Mary the

Virgin, restored by Mr. Carpenter and Mr.

Slater, by the liberality of the late Earl Digby

and Mr. Wingfield Digby, of Sherborne Castle.

The town, through the decay of its manu-

factures, lost much of its former attractions.

Many churches were altogether pulled down,

and its ancient buildings were converted into

dwelling and store houses. Its principal streets

are now not much better than winding lanes,

and the main road to Dorchester and to the

castle is crossed by the Exeter Railway on a

Plans have therefore been prepared by Messrs.

Slater & Carpenter, at Mr. Digby’s request, for

extensive alterations on the south side of the

town, between the Abbey Church and the rail-

way }
and following these plans a new street has

been made, leading up in a direct line to the

south transept of the abbey. This^ street will

be continned over the railway and River Teo by

a fine three-arched bridge of stone, and will

then branch off to the castle and to Dorchester
5

thus forming the chief entrance to the town,

and opening up the hitherto crowded church and

buildings. At the northern end of this street

are proposed to be built the market-house and

town-hall, facing the south side of the abbey,

with the other necessary market buildings.

The Digby Hotel is built on the west side of

the street, and its gardens and pleasure-grounds

(laid out by Mr. Thomas) extend down to the

railway, thus leaving open the charming views

of the country and park to the three fronts. It

is erected not only for a general and commercial

!

business, but for bunting men, and also as a “ half-

!

way house” for tonriets on their way to Exeter
^

and the far west. The fact of there being three

packs of hounds very near, and especially the

Blackmoor Vale hounds, make Sherborne head-

quarters for hunters and a West of England,

Market Harhorough or Melton. For the use of

these gentlemen suites of rooms are arranged

in the hotel, and the hunting stables are built in
|

separate blocks, so that each may keep sepa-

rately his four horses and servants.

The building has a square court in the centre,

round which run corridors on all the floors. It

is three stories high besides the basement, and

built of local stone, with dressings of Ham-hill

stone. The style adopted follows out the style

of the fifteenth and sixteenth century domestic

buildings in the town and locality. The win-

dows are all square-headed, with transoms ;
and

all the upper ones have small gable roofs over

them. There is a great dining-room provided,

40 ft. by 20 ft., a coffee-room, 27 ft. by 20 ft., and

a commercial room of about tlae same size, besides

many private eitting-rooms both on the ground

floor and on the upper floor, en suite with bed-

rooms. The offices are extensive, and are fitted

np with appliances for cooking, heating, ventila-

tion, and with lifts to each floor, bath-rooms, and

lavatories. A billiard-room is at once to be built

on the terrace in the grounds, and connected

with the main block by a covered way.

The hotel stables are bnilt round a large court

to the north of the hunting stables, and are

fitted np with boxes and stalls for seventeen

horses, with coach-houses for twenty carriages,

sick-horse boxes, singeing-room, lofts, grooma’

rooms, &c., and a tap in connexion with the

hotel.

The works have been about two years in hand,

by Mr. Estcorn, of Gloucester, under Mr. Tbomp-

son, the architects’ clerk of works.

On the western side of the churchyard is the

ancient Hospital of St. John, founded by Bishop

Neville, of Salisbury, in the fifteenth century,

with its curious chapel opening into the two

stories of the main building, the upper being used

as a women’s gallery, and the lower for the men.

Extensive additions have been made by the same

architects to this institution; new board-rooms

and dormitories for the pensioners have been

built, and form a part of the group of buildings

which, when completed, by the new town-hall

and market-place, will form the entrance to the

' street from the close.

We may also mention the famous “King’s

School,” the school of West England, expanded

]

now far beyond the thought of its royal founder.

The ancient Edwardian and Jacobean buildings

were quite of inadequate size, and some years

ago the ancient domestic buildings of the abbey

were converted by Mr. Carpenter into school-

rooms, chapels, and studies, and later still

extensive ranges of buildings were raised

northwards of the abbey, for dormitories,

class-rooms, master’s house, &o. A new
department for “science and art” is about

to be commenced, and a great school-room is

contemplated.

All these buildings are desired by the archi-

tects in the local type of Gothic, so as to gain an

effect of unity in the mass of new and old build-

ings gronped around the abbey church and its

close.

The new Teatman Hospital, on the hill above, is

designed to harmonise with the ancient abbot’s

lodging, which remains singularly perfect, and

overlooking the old monk’s fish-ponds, at some

little distance from the other monastic buildings.

The grand ruins of the old Norman castle, and

the later Elizabethan castle, bnilt when all the

church property had passed over to Sir Walter

Raleigh and other lay proprietors, are too well

known to need any words.
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A WORKMAN ON THE TEADE-UNION
CONGRESS.

EESTRICTION OF APPRENTICES.

Sib,—It seems the question of the limitation

of apprentices is one on which the leading
ncioniata slightly differ. Among the strange
things said at Birmingham, none surpassed
the papers and disonssions on the restriction

of apprentices
j
and certainly not any of the

proposed schemes, if put in operation, would
more affect the position and well-being of
society. The resolution proposed and carried
was,—“ That this congress is of opinion that
in trades where the supply is iu excess of
the demand, a limitation is justifiable; a fair

proportion being allowed in keeping with the
number of men allowed to teach them.” The
first paper on the question was read by the
secretary of the Glass-cutters’ Association, and
was in perfect keeping with the occasion and
he trade.

The glass trade is, without doubt, one of the
most unfortunate trades iuthia country, and has
had more difficulties to contend with than any
other. For a long aeries of years it was loaded
with excessive duties and excise regulations,
which prevented its development and progress.
And since the duties have been repealed, it has
been cramped and impeded by strikes and re-

strictions of the workmen. I suppose it is gene-
rally known that the production of glass, except-
ing in the higher work, is exceedingly simple,
and easily acquired. And yet in opposition to

there are many sources of supply independent of
the workmen of this country j and where they
do such artificial stratagems to raise prices to
such a height that the public would not buy
home-manufactured goods, the workmen of
other countries would supply the public wants,
and the last state of the home workmen would
be worse than the first. As the members of
some trades have proclaimed the dogma of a
limitation of apprentices, and have called a
council to ratify it, nothing can be fairer than
to call npoD them to carry out their principles
to their legitimate conclusion, and keep their
offspring within the prescribed limits of their
own trade

;
for instance, the glass-cutter’s child

cannot have any claim ontside his father’s trade.
And then the next step mast be a restriction on
marriage. As there are many nneraployed in

every trade, it is in perfect keeping with the
objects of trade-nnionistg, that no increase of
population for at least one generation shonld take
place; for if the young are not allowed the
opportunity to gain a living because some of the
older happen to be unemployed, and as the
workmen call upon the State to protect them
from an infiux of young workmen, it is

certainly only in accordance with the fore-

going that the State should require the re-

strictionists to keep from multiplying until all

the conditions they wish to enforce are fulfilled.

But supposing the law relating to restriction
ofapprentices were in force, and the machinery to
regulate the number of apprentices were provided
and in motion, and all the conditions as to the

a strongly-marked earnestness. I understand
that it will be ready for erection in the ensuing
spring, and that the site chosen will be either
the principal piazza of Foligno or a planted
esplanade between the city and the railway
station. Assuredly such a project deserves to
be noticed, and enoonragement may well be be-
stowed npon BQoh talent as is recognisable in
the work of Signor Ottaviani. C. J. H.

-
, -

• i It. j

ujwnwLi, aLiia till uuo L'Uuui ljuud aa WJ me
all economic laws, the restnctionists would have

I requirements of the nation,—for the productions
the public pay a higher price for adult labour,

j

of the glass-makers, or any other body of work-
when it is only a boy s trade, and all its details

! men,—were settled
;
and when it was decided that

can be carried out with little learning and ex-
j
anadditional carpenter, ortailor,orehoeraakerwa8

penence. Although the_ glass trade iu this ' required, and there were ten candidates foradmis-
country has for a long time been entirely free, I sionjhowwonldthefavouredonebeobosen ? Would
It has nob progressed in the same ratio as in

|

the employer or the workmen have to choose the
other countries. The namber of glass-workers fortunate candidate, or would it bs by competitivem France, at the last return was upwards of examination or by ballot ? Something ought to
oS.OpO,

^

and the
^

trade was then in a most have been said about that part of the question
flourishing condition, while the whole namber when the wise heads of trade-unionism affirmed
engaged in this country is bub 15,046. In look- I by resolution that a limitation of apprentices
ing over the statistics of exports and imports,

j

was necessary for the welfare of those who have
the results are still more striking, and I have ' by some means been fortunate enoogb to acqu're
often wondered whether the leaders of the glass- I a trade. They ought to have settled all the
makers protected union ever took the trouble to

!
preliminaries, and not lefD the outside world in

examine the returns. If they had they would have
j

the dark as to their future operations. It ap-
found that the great portion of the English glass

j

pears the Birmingham delegates would, in their
exported was common glass bottles, whilst the

j

anxiety to relieve trade-nnioniats, add still further
foreign imports, are the higher and more expen-

I tyranny to their already unwise laws; and I
Bive glass.

^

The first mention of iraported^glass in ' think, in all consistency, the next time they meet
the statistical abstract is for the year 1854, when

j

they ought to add the following as an addendum to
54,0-10 cwb. of all sorts, except common, were im-

j

the resolution,—” That, in the opinion of this
ported, and the quantity has continued toadvance.

j

congress, a stern restriction on marriage is re-
give 422,574 cwt. asj quired by the state of trade, and that all mar-* . 4._ - - ... L ...... -/•

totally prohibited until all the work-
men are permanently employed. Yours, frater-
nally,—Peter Simple, President; John Clever,
Secretary.” Jack Plank.

the total imports of all sorts, except bottles of
green or common glass, into this country, valued
at 791,882J. As a set-off to that, there were ex-
ported from England 165,070 cwb. of flint and
window glass, and 703,132 cwb. of common glass
bottles.

With such figures as the above, it must be
evident to the most obtuse mind that something
mustbe wrong in the glass-making machinery, and
that restriotion of apprentices is not the remedy.
The delegate representing the trade at Birming-
ham informed his brother delegates, with great
unction, that his trade had restricted the number
of apprentices, and had regulated the supply to the
demand

;
and yet the foreign glass manufacturers

had found, to their advantage, that there were
over and above the balanced supply, 257,504 cwb.
of the best glass wanted in this country. It

Beema the glass-makers and the majority of trade-
unionists believe the public wants are a fixed

quantity, and some scheme was to be invented
1 whereby the supply oonld be gauged to a shavinL,
: of the demand. The fallacy might, with a slight

i inquiry, have been discovered
;
and it was a great

[
pity the glass-cutter, in drawing up his paper,

[ did not examine a little into the history of his
1 trade. I have specially alluded to the glass
t trade, because that, of all trades, shows most
: clearly the illusion of the members of a trade
t trying, by coercion and restriction, to limit the
s supply, and keep np the price of an article, to
1 some fanciful idea of what the public will pay,
a and to what is its demand.

In turning to the resolution and the contents
0 of the papers, I find the restrictionists ” would
a allow apprentices when the state of the trade
jc justified it;” or, in other words, when all the
aiadulb workmen were folly employed. I suppose
tlthere never was a time in the history of any
tttrade where that condition was fulfilled. And
teto carry out the objects of the resolution, many
trtrades would have to be entirely annihilated, as

MONUMENT TO NICCOLO ALUNNO, AT
FOLIGNO.

During a recent sojourn at Foligno, I had
occasion to see and admire a colossal statue by
a young sculptor of that city, named Ottaviauo
Ottaviani, destined for a monument to a great
artist, a native of the aame Umbrian city,

Niccolo Liberatore, better known as “ Alnnno,”
whose works were prodneed between the years
1458-1492, and who may certainly rank among
the greatest painters of this devotional class,

and as first of the Umbrian school before
Perngino, in the fifteenth century. Little is

known of this truly great artist beyond the
limits of Umbria; and it is therefore the more
gratifying to find that bis follow-citizens have
resolved to erect a worthy monument to one so
gifted, at his birthplace. The original idea,
however, as well as the exeention of this work,
pertain to the yonng sculptor who had the
spirit to undertake a task so happily suggested
before receiving the commission which the civic

authorities have since given to him. He has
availed himself of a supposed (not certain) por-
trait of Alunno introduced among the accessorial
figures of one of his finest pictnres, “ The
Martyrdom of St. Bartholomew,” at S. Barto-
lomeo, a church near Foligno. He represents
the painter, in the costume of the fifteenth

century, with an ample cloak thrown over his

other clothes, a close-fitting cap on the head,

brash and pallet in his hands, and in act of
contemplating (as apparent) some picture which
wo may suppose him bent npon finishing or

altering. The figure is about 3 metres in height,

and is characterized by much individuality, by

THE PLYMOUTH GUILDHALL COM-
PETITION.

Your correspondent, “Argus,” in his letter to
you last week, makes several admirable remarks
as to the conduct of competitions in general,
with which I entirely agree. In making their
award, it is indeed the first duty of a committee,
or of its professional adviser, to stand by the
instructions issued to the competitors. It is

because I feel so strongly on this point, and be-
cause I think “Argus” has overlooked, or,

perhaps, not been aware of all the facts of the
case, that I venture to ask your insertion of this

letter.

On reading over the instrnotions to architects
for the first time, after my appointment as re-
feree, the impression produced on my mind was
that a great deal of accommodation was asked
for the money intended to be expanded. On
seeing the various designs, I discovered that the
competitors had found it so. There was, I believe,
hardly a design among the 25 which could have
been erected in a creditable manner, at ordinary
bnilding prices, for the intended limit of “ from
20,000i. to 25,0001.” This I found had arisen,
first, from the large number of requirements
specified in the instructions

; and, secondly, from
the clause immediately following this enumera-
tion. “ The above particulars are not intended
to exclude the provision of such additional ac-
commodation, appropriate to the several uses of
the intended bnilding, as may appear to any of
the competing architects to be desirable, and as
the arrangements of the buildings will admit.”
01 this danse almost every competitor appeared
to have, more or less, availed himself; some of
them, as “ loh dien,” acknowledging in their
estimates that the cost of their schemes had
been thns increased.

I concluded, therefore, that the hard and fast

line as to cost could not, in this case, be drawn ;

bat that BO far as that one question was con-
cerned, the merit of a design ought to be con-
sidered in inverse ratio to its costliness.

“ Fiat Jastitia, mat Ccelnm,” and “ Ich dien,”
considering the amount of extra accommodation
provided, instead of being, as your correspondent
says, among the most expensive, were among the
least expensive designs sent in.

I, for one, shonld rejoice to see the day when
the Institute, as our representative body, would
take upon itself the duty of calling attention

at the right time (that is, before competitors
commence their labours) to what may appear to
be defects in any conditions drawn up for the
guidance of competing architects. It wonld
save the latter much unnecessary labour, the
referee some perplexity, and the critic some ex-

penditure of righteous indignation.

Alfred Waterhouse.

THE PRESERVATION OF STONE.

Permit me to suggest to your correspondent
of October IGth, a method of preserving and
hardening internal stonework, which will prove
more effective and more permanent than the
application of oxalic acid. It is true that a
solution of this acid, or better still, of oxalate of

alumina, will give for a time a certain amount
of coherence to the particles of an oolitic lime-

stone; but this substance has its drawbacks,
with which I have become only too well ac-

quainted throngh the experience of the last

ten years. There is no better plan of harden-

ing and preserving friable, absorbent, and de-

caying stones of all kinds, than the application

of a process known as the “ combined pro-

cess,” which I may, perhaps, be allowed briefly

to describe. Three solutions are employed in

succession, they are applied with a brush as
easily as whitewash. These solutions are, Ist,

soluble phosphate of lime; 2Qd, caustic baryta;
and, 3rd, a special preparation of silica, not
ordinary water-glass. The process in its earlier

form involved the use of the two first of these
solutions, and was employed with considerable
success in several public buildings. In its

complete and perfected condition the method
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has received the sanction of Hr. Gilbert Scott,

and other authorities. It has been adopted

with the stone of the St. Pancras Midland

Terminus, and elsewhere. Caen or even Cors-

ham stone thus treated ceases to absorb water

(carved work in the rain in consequence be-

comes no darker), and though its colour is

unchanged, its surface acquires a finish, which

greatly improves its appearance. A piece of

black cloth is not whitened when rubbed

against Bath stone thus prepared, so that the

mechanical abrasion of the surface is arrested.

The materials cannot cause either dampness
or efflorescence on the stone ;

the process, more-

over, is cheap. The patent process is now the

property of the Kansome’s Concrete Stone Com-
pany, and is carried out by their licensees,

Messrs. Hockin & Wilson, of Duke-street, Man-
chester-square, W., who have worked it under

my direction for several years.

A. H. Church, M.A., Professor of Chemistry,

Eoyal Agricultural College.

P.S. Where the “ combined process " is in-

applicable from the pulverulent nature of the

surface, a warm solution of solid paraffine in

benzole or in mineral turpentine, answers ad-

mirably. For decayed internal carved work I

prefer occasionally to mis white copal varnish

with the solution of paraffine. These solutions

or those of the combined process may be paid

on to the surface with a syringe, or with

la bouffde. I have employed them successfully

for years. For preserving iron, bone, ivory,

and many other materials (tessellm of Homan
pavements, for example), I sometimes use solid

paraffine, driven in by the aid of heat.

A. E. C.

THE EEFORM CLUB.

The Eeform Club, in Pall-mall, one of the late

Sir Charles Barry’s best works, has been painted

and gilt inside, by Mr. Crossley, of Newark,

and looks very bright and comfortable. With
the exception of the coarse treatment of the

Elgin frieze, in the morning-room, there seems

nothing to complain of. We might even have

gone further, and praised some of the combi-

nations, but for the pretentious accounts which
have appeared in other quarters. From these

it might be supposed that the whole of the

real decorations of the various apartments had
iust now been executed, instead of being simply

tinted, and cut in with a certain amount of

discretion. What possible occasion there was

to send all the way to Newark in order to

have this done, with Mr. Grace, Mr. Collmann,

Mr. Sang, and two or three others living close

by, it passes oar comprehension to divine.

M. EEVOIL’S TELEICONOGEAPH.

I SEE that another inventor puts forward his

claim for priority of conception of the instru-

ment for facilitating the drawing of distant

objects on an enlarged scale
;
in fact, an improve-

ment upon the old camera lucida. In the present

instance, the claimant is an American. We had
already Mr. E. Sharpe’s notice

5
and I believe

that our able painter, E. W. Cooke, E.A., had
also conceived years since a like instrument,

and possibly many others. But, sir, M.
Eevoil’s merit consists not only in this, that he

has made the discovery and perfected it in

execution, but that he has made it generally

known and available to all the world, by its being

procurable at any respectable instrument-maker’s

at Paris
;
and has sent over one to the Eoyal

Institute of British Architects, in the library of

which institution it is put up complete, and may
be consulted by all. The great benefactor is not

merely he who makes a discovery, but he who
also puts it within reach of application, and for

use by all the world. M. I. B. A.

MONUMENTAL.
On the 14th iust., a tomb in the form of a small

Gothic chapel was uncovered at Kensal Green.

It is built of stone, with marble shafts and
tablets, stained-glass windows, gate, and iron

enclosure for flowers. It is fully covered with
carving, which, with the stonework, has been
executed by Mr. L. T. Carter. The stained
glass windows, with the mosaic over the door,
has been executed by Bell & Almond. The iron-

work by W. Pedlar. The tomb is erected to the
memory of Marian Susan, the wife of Mr. George
Ernest Augustus Boss, of Lavender Hill, from
designs of Mr. Walter Blackett, architect.

AECHITECTUEAL ASSOCIATION.

The syllabus of papers and discussions for

the current session stauds thus :

—

October 29th, Opening Conversazione.
November 6th, Annual meeting, and Address by the

President.
November 19th, Natural Science, as applied to Archi-

tecture. Mr. C. W. Quin, F.C.S.
December 3rd, On the Limits of Variety.in Architectural

Design. Mr. W. Scargill.

December 17th, Art applied to Industry iu Prance, as

promoted by the new Association of Art Manufactures in

Paris. Mr. Blanchard Jerrold.
December Slat, Ou the Study of Architectural History.

Mr. Spiers.

January 14th, 1870, Timber Buildings of the Middle
Ages. Mr. C. Baily.

January 28th, The Churches of the Deaneries of Freo-

bridge Lynn and Freebridge Marshland, Norfolk. Eev.
R. C. Nelson, M.A.
February lltb, The Bed of the Tiber. Mr. G. A. 8ala.

February 35th, Members’ Soirde.

March lltb, Domestic Architecture during the Reign of

Queen Anne. Mr. R. Almond.
March 25th, Ke’ent Improvements in Building Appli-

ances. Mr. J. D. Mathews.
April 8th, Loudon Brickwork in the Sixteenth and

Seventeenth Centuries. Rev. T. Hugo.
April 23nd, The Progress and Development of Church

Architecture, and Arrangement in England since 1830.

Mr. F. T. DoUman.
May 6th, General Business Meeting. A Discussion :

—

Subject—Was the Renaissance Style productive of luiy

real Benefit to Architecture ? lu'roduced by C. Aldridge.

May 20th, Some further Remarks upon Monumental
Sculpture. Mr. T. H. Watson,
June 3rd, A Paper on Papers. Mr. T. Blashill.

June 17th, Nomination ot Officers. Remarks on Rhenish
Romanesque Architecture. Mr. C. Henman, jun.

July 1st, Election of Officers. An historical Description

of an ancient Building in the Neighbourhood of the

Metropolis. Mr. G. H. Biroh.

Three courses of lectures on Heat and Tenti-

lation
5
the Chemistry of Building Stones

5
and

the History of Architecture (a small fee being

payable for each course) have been arranged for.

The business at the co7iversazione this

(Friday) evening will consist of a short address

by the President, the distribution of prizes,

nomination of new members, and any remarks
that may be made by gentlemen present.

STAMPED TENDEES.
Sib,—

P

lease allow me a small apace in your columns, so

as to open the subject of ufamped tenileri.

The question is, do te/idtri, or offers for the execution of

contracts, require to be stamped P Perhaps some of your
readers will give some information on the subject.

A short time ago I had a connty-court trial with a party
to recover a balance of account due for a contract finished.

J teas non-tiiUed, becaute iny tender tciie not etamped. If

this is the law, 1 never know it before, and I am afraid

many more are quite ignorant of it.

I shall bo glad to see any correspondence on this head,

as it is a matter of much importance to the building trade.
Plastbbxb.

Our correspondent must surely have misunderstood
the judgment. A tender per »e requires no stamp.

TYRANNY.
Sib,—

S

ince writing my former letter on the strike of
labourers and threatened strike of plasterers, Liverpool,

the man bus been discharged, and the labourers have
returned to their work. Comment would be superfluous.

E. G.

IMPROVED COMPETITIONS.
Sib,—

D

oubtless the profession have been much exer-

cised in their minds by tbe result of some recent compe-
titions, and by reason of the voluminous correspondence

thereby engendered, editorial patience must have been
taxed greatly. I have, however, a suggestion to offer

which 1 am sangnine enough to believe would, if adopted,

place the subject of competitions on a satisfactory basis.

I have to suggest that, for the future, competitions

should be settled in the same way as vacant appointments,

and instead of committees advertising for designs, that

they should simply request architects to send in their

applications, accompanied
,

with testimonials, lists of

charges, and so on.
In this case, such architects as were not troubled with

foolish prejudices on the .score of dignity, professional

etiquette, self-respect, &c., would submit their applica-

tions and immediately commence a vigorous canvas of

the committee. Enterprising practitioners would have
the opportunity ofunderselling their professional brethren,

trusting to recoup themselves by means of bills of

quantities, and surreptitious douceurs from grateful

tradesmen.
The advantages of this plan are obvious. Architects

would be saved all the trouble and expense of preparing
gorgeous competition drawings, and committees tbe

annoyance and perplexity of having to decide on matters

that they know positively nothing about, besides escaping

the obloquy heaped on their heads by irate and unauccess-

ful competitors. Society would be spared the painful

spectacle of a profession divided against itself, and the

vexed question of competitions would disappear from the

face of the architectural world.

The only parties to suffer from such an arrangement
would be 1st, the public, and they don’t seem to care

;

and, 2nd, high-minded, conscientious, and talented men,
and who cares for them P R, Lamb.

GLASS PAINT FOR STOVES.

Mbution has been made incur pages ofa German glass-

paint used for stoves and fireplaces instead of blackiead'

Inquiries have been made as to where it can be obtained.

We shall be glad to receive address.

INTENDED NEW BOARD-ROOM AND
RELIEF OFFICE FOR HACKNEY UNION.

The guardians of Hackney Union recently

decided to erect a new board-room and relief

offices. Plans have since been prepared by Mr.

Lee, architect, according to which tbe board-

room would be 40 ft. long and 20 ft. wide (auffi.

ciently large to accommodate twice the number
of guardians returned by the union), at one end
of which a bay window was to be placed. The
waiting-room attached to the relief offices was
to be 48 ft. by 50 ft., capable of holding 250
persons. The plans were forwarded to the Poor-

law Board for approval, and a reply has been

received, stating that “ the Poor-law Board

approved of the site and general arrangement of

the building, but considered that the dimensions

of the various rooms, &c., it was to contain were
greatly in excess of what was required, and
therefore the work would coat more than neces-

sary.” The Board objected to the expense of

placing a bay window in tbe board-room, and

also the size of tbe waiting-room, and ” returned

the plans, &o., for the reconsideration of the

guardians.”

A somewhat warm discussion ensued, at the

termination of which the subject was referred to

tbe building committee and architect for con-

sideration and report.

WHAT IS AN ACRE ?

Sir,—In the Builder of the 16th Oct. a cor-

respondent asks a qnestion, “ How much is a

bushel?” which reminds me of a similar one

put in March, 1866,—“ What is an acre?” Not
having observed any notice of it in the Builder,

although a regular reader, I consider there can

be no harm iu again bringing it under your

notice. Yon give as an example that the Scottish

acre contains 5760 square yards, which is not

so,—it contains 6104T2789 square yards. The
error is in making the fall, or pole as you call it,

contain 36 square yards instead of ells : the

Scottish ell measuring 37'0598 in., 1 square acre

IB =1-261183 imperial acre. The above is taken

fiom Buchanan’s Tables, authorised by the Lords

Commissioners of her Majesty’s Treasury.

A. Black.

MORTUARY FOR CITY OF LONDON.

At the last meeting of the City Commission
of Sewers, the Sewers Committee reported that

they had secured a site for the mortuary in

Golden-lane, at an expense of 5,0001., and re-

commended that a chamber should there be con-

structed for tbe reception of 12
,
and afterwards

24, dead bodies, for the holding of post mortem
examinations, for keeping the sick carriages and
hearses, and for the disinfection of clothing.

The total cost, inoluding the site, wonld be about

13,000Z. The report was carried, and referred

back for execution.

THE WHITECHAPEL IMPROVEMENTS.

A REPORT to the Metropolitan Board of Works
was brought up last week from their Works and

General Purposes Committee upon the present

condition of the works for the improvements at

Whitechapel, stating that they had made but

alow progress, and also that inferior articles had

been used. They therefore recommended ;

—

“ That the contractors for the works, Messrs. Marshall

&. Maxwell, be forthwith called upon to take out and re-

move aU the upper rings of the vaults which have been
constructed with inferior and broken bricks aud bats, and
to properly reconstruct the same with whole bricks, and
in strict accordance with the terms and conditions of the

specification; and that no more mortar be permitted to

be used which is not properly mixed and tempered in a

mill.

That the contractors be also forthwith called upon to

take up all the so-called concrete laid over the vaults and
subway, and to fill in the same with concrete compostd of

good materials, with the proper proportions of lime as de-

scribed in the 37th section of the specification.

That the contractors be further called upon, prior to

reinstating tbe works, to at once remove the whole of the

inferior bricks and earth siftings, and rubbish found upon
the ground.
That the further services of William Fortescoe, the

clerk of works employed upon this contract, be dispensed

with."

The first three were agreed to, and after some

discussion of the fourta the subject was referred

back to the committee for further consideration.

Mr. Fortescue sent in a letter of resignation to

tbe meeting.
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CO.OPEKATITE ABCHITECTS IN ITALY.

Tiie co-operative principle meets witt much
favour in Southern Italy. The Times corre-

spondent from Naples says a novel instance of

the application of the principle is announced as

having been made, not by workmen, but by
masters—that is, by the architects of Caserta,

with whom those of the neighbouring town of

Maddaloni have united themselves. “ Under
the title of the * Association of Architects of the

City of Caserta’ they undertake, in their common
interest, any commission connected with their

profession, and to resolve all questions of art in

meetings of the society. While, therefore, not
paying more than would be demanded by a
single engineer, it is pointed out as one of the
great advantages offered by the association that

any person entering on a building or engineering
enterprise would here have the benetit of the

united study, intelligence, and activity of many.
I do not say a word as to the merits or prospects

of success of these associations, but report them
merely as an indication of that awakening of the

public Italian mind which in many directions

and forms is so evident.”

A HALL FOR THE ” FORESTERS.”
The London United District of the Ancient

Order of Foresters, comprising about 600 courts,

and having an invested capital of upwards of

63,0001., has at length seen the propriety of

erecting its own place of business and hall in

which to conduct its delegate meetings. A plot

of ground forming part of the Charter House
Estate, adjoining Wilderness-row, has been
secured as the site of the proposed building, for

which competition designs and plans (advertised

for in this journal) were invited.

On Thursday, the 1-ith inst., the Committee
submitted, from the eight sent in in response to

the invitation, two designs, signed ” Stability ”
|

and “ I aim at the Mark,” to the general meeting,
on which a long discussion ensued. It was unani-

1

mously resolved, that the design “ Stability
”

be received as first, “ I aim at the Mark”
second. Upon opening the letters of explanation,

the second design was found to be from Mr.
Walker, of King’s Arms Yard, Colemau-street,
City; and that marked “Stability” from Mr.
W. li. Gomme, architect, Hammersmith, who
was unanimously elected architect to the Society

to carry out the works.

A FUNNY THING IN COMPETITIONS.
8ib,—

T

he committee of the Loudon United Diatriot of
tho Ancient Order of Foresters haTiog invited designs for
the erection of a Foresters' Hall in Wilderneas-row, re-

ceived eight sets of drawings from as many competitors.
The committee, on the reception of the designs, imme-

diately proceeded to select two for tho premiums they had
ofl'cred, and, after a short deliberation, they unanimously
selected tho plans of Mr. W. L. Gomme, of Ilammer-
smith, the chairman of their own body, as being the beat.
This is intelligible, as far as it goes, for there is no reason
why the chairman's plans should not be as good, if not
better, than anybody else’s. In proceeding to select the
second best set of designs, the committee seem to have
had a toss for it, They ultimately selected the plans of
Mr. "Walker, of King’s-Atms-yard, Moorgate-street, on
the ground that the design could not bo erected for G.OUOL
(the required amount being 4,0001.}, and because, in the
opinion of the committee, the design could not be carried
out according to tba Metropolitan Building Act! This
art of thecommittee'e decision seemsquite unintelligible,
ut probably they can explain it. Souo.

DERBYSHIRE BUILDING STONES.

Sir,—I have been asked to give my opinion
upon the qualities of the Derbyshire stones. I

have great pleasure in doing so, for I cannot
' overrate them too highly ; they only require to

be known in order to be more extensively used
than they have been hitherto. There is in

Derbyshire an abundance of marbles, limestones,

: and sandstones. The sandstones are in great
variety

;
from the coarse-grained Bramley Fall

j

grit to the fine-grained, hard, compact, Darley
j Dale stone. There is also every variety of colour
! as well as texture. The hard stones are costly,

i and expensive to work, hot there are others of
: a milder nature that “ fret ” well under the tool.

1 Most of them possess good weather qualities,

! and are well adapted for public buildings,

( especially in our large towns, as they will with-

f stand atmospheric changes. It has been a matter
c of surprise to me that they have not been more
] largely introduced into the London market.
5 Several of them have been tried with success in

I Derby, Birmingham, Manchester, Liverpool, and
0 other places. I may have an opportunity of

g giving a fuller description of some of them.

Of limestones, in the first rank stands Hopton
Wood ; and of the sandstones, I may name
Coxbeneb, Duflield Bank, Cromford, Crich,

Mattock, Darley Dale, Stanton Moor, Stanton
Park, Wingerwortb, aud Pillough.

Samuel Tuckett.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Rickmansworth.—A new church is about to be

erected at St. Peter, Cbalfont, Bucks. Mr. John
Harris, of St. Alban’s, is the architect. The fol-

lowing were the tenders received :
— Mr. J.

Honour, Tring, 1,082Z.
;
Mr. F. Taylor, Uxbridge,

9801
;

Mr. D. Osborn, Tring, 939Z. ; Messrs.

Savage, St. Alban’s, 909Z. 10a. 6d. (accepted).

Shrewsbury. — St. George’s Church, erected

in 1832, has been re-opened after undergoing
considerable alterations. The high pews have
been removed, and new and uniform seats are

now provided, with stalls for the choir. The
organ has also been repaired, and removed from
the west gallery to the south aide of the chancel.

The pulpit, altar-rails, &c., are new; and an
improved system of warming has been adopted.

There are now wide central passages in nave and
transepts. The work has been carried out by
Messrs. Nevett, of Ironbridge, from the designs

of Mr. E. Haycock, jun., architect, Shrewsbury.
Chesterfield.—The chief-stone of Christ Church

has been laid at Stonegravels, near Chesterfield.

The church will be in the fourteenth century

style, and built of stone, and is intended to

accommodate about 180 persons. The nave and
chancel will bo under a continued roof, with
apsidal end, porch, and bell-tnrret, with open
timber roof, porch, vestry, and heating vault

' underneath. The cost of the building will be
500Z. The architect is Mr. S. Rollinaon, Chester*

field, and the builder Mr. R. Maw.
Stonton Brudenell.—The pariah church of

Stonton Brudenell has been re-opened for divine

service. The church is dedicated to St. Dennis,

and consists of a nave, chancel, and porch.

Formerly it had also a south aisle, chantry, and
tower with four bells, the latter having been
removed to the tower of Corby Church. During
the works at this church an early British grave
was found, in the shape of a kist-vaen, with the

bones of an adult enclosed, mixed with a large

quantity of ashes and charcoal. The restoration

of Stonton Brudenell Church has completed the

whole of the churches upon the Brudenell estates

in Leicestershire. The Countess of Cardigan,

notwithstanding an outlay of many thousand
pounds at Deene Church (to be shortly opened),

lent a helping hand towards the restoration

of Stonton Brudenell Church, and personally

attended at the re-opening.

Barnsley.—A new church has been consecrated

at Brierley. The erection of the new edifice is

mainly due to Mr. Foljambe, M.P., and other

resident landowners and gentry. The building

baa been erected from plans and specifications

furnished by Mr. John Wade, of Barnsley, under
whose superintendence the works have been
carried out. It is built entirely of stone, the
inside being faced with tooled ashlar. The seats

are open ones, with ornamental bench ends. A
western gallery has been fixed for the organ and
choir. The roof of the nave consists of three

arched ribs, springing from carved corbels. The
east window is filled with stained glass, the

centre lights representing onr Lord’s resur-

rection. The two side lights portray His agony
and represent Him bearing the cross. The
western tower window is filled with stained glass

in geometrical figures. A school-room, with
class-room, as well as a residence for the mistress,

is also erected close at hand. The contractors

have been Messrs. John & Thomas Ridal. The
entire cost is set down at 3.000Z. The church is

to be dedicated to St. Paul. It is situate in the

parish of Felkirk.

Bradford.— St. Andrew’s Church has just been
enlarged and re-opened. The church has been
enlarged by the addition of 170 sittings. The
nave of the edifice has been extended for a

distance of ten yards, and the porch removed to

the west eud. The expenditure is 1,200Z., nearly

the whole of which has been defrayed by sub-

scriptions.

Moston.—The new church at Moston, dedi-

cated to St. Mary, has been formally consecrated.

The land upon which the church is erected was
given by the daughters of Mr. Samuel Brooks.

The church has been built, licensed, and the

services conducted for some ten months, but

owing to difficulties that have arisen the conse-

cration has been so far delayed. The edifice.

which is seated to accommodate 450 persons—
210 appropriated seats and 240 free—is built in

the Early Gothic style of architecture, and con-
sists of nave, 66 ft. by 37 ft.

;
apsidal chancel,

24 ft. 6 in. by 16 ft. ; organ chapel, and vestry
on the south side. There are two entrances at
the west end, with inner porches, separated from
the church by a glazed traceried screen. The
font, situated at the west end, between the two
entrances, is of Caen stone, consisting of a cir-

cular bowl, with inscription round the edge, and
supported by a red Mansfield shaft, with foliated

capital of lilies. The pulpit, situated at the
north-east angle of the chancel, is also of Caen
stone, supported similarly to the font. There
are seats provided in the chancel for the choris-

ters. The chancel is raised two steps above the
level of the church, and the part appropriated to
the commnnion one, and both are laid with
Shaw’s tiles. The lighting is effected by stand-
ards in the chancel, and coronjc on each side of
the nave. The gas-fittings are by Messrs. Skid-

more. Externally the bnilding is of red brick,

with blue brick bands, and the dressings to the
windows and doors, which are of stone, are set

in brick reveals. The west gable is surmounted
by a simple little bell-turret. The roof is open
timbered, and plastered between the rafters.

The architects were Messrs. Horton & Bridgford,

Manchester; and the contractors, Messrs. Bowdon
& Edwards, also of Manchester. The cost, includ-

ing heating, lighting, extra foundations, fittings,

and boundary walling, has been 2,6001.

Jarrow. — The church recently erected at

Jarrow Grange, Jarrow, has been consecrated.

The edifice is in the Early Pointed style of the

beginning of the thirteenth century, and consists

of a chancel, nave, 71 ft. by 24 ft. 6 in., with

I

north and south aisles, and vestry, organ-
chamber, and south porch. It ia built of natural
bedded parpoints from Tow Law, with ashlar

atone dressings from Hebburn. The churchyard
is surrounded by a dwarf wall and wrought-iron
palisading. Mr. Henry Hudspeth was the con-

tractor for the masonry and plastering.

Swinton.—The new church at Swinton, dedi-

cated to St. Peter, has been consecrated. The
edifice, which is seated to accommodate 900,
is built in the Decorated Gothic style of archi-

tecture, and is situate immediately adjacent to-

the old church. The latter will shortly be re-

moved. Although the new building is not yet
completed,—a tower, for which a sum of 1,200L
is yet required, being wanted,—the building

itself is sufficiently far advanced to permit of

service being now held. The cost of the

building will be about 15,0001., of which amount
800Z. are required for the church, and 12,000Z. for

the tower. The church consists of nave, north
and south aisles, chancel and chancel aisles,

organ-chamber on the south, and vestries for

clergy and choir on the north side. Tho total

length of the building is 144 ft. by 66 ft. There
are two porches at the west end and one at the

north, immediately adjoining the entry to the

vestries. The exterior work is of Durnford par-

points, with Longridge dressings, and the interior

of Hollington stone. The wood fittings are of

varnished pitch-pine. The chancel is 38 ft.

long and 23 ft. wide, whilst the north and south

chancel aisles are 26 ft. by 15 ft. 6 in. The
fittings of the chancel are of oak, and the reredos

and arcades of carved Mansfield stone. The
floors of the aisles and chancel are inlaid with
Godwin’s tiles. The chancel is raised two steps,

and the altar is ascended by four. The ohancel

is lighted by a large corona, of 130 lights, with
two brackets; each of the aisles is similarly

lighted. The roof of the nave, which is supported
by six clustered columns and four responds, is

open-timbered. The chancel is lighted by a
largo five-light tracery window; the north
chancel aisle by a three-light tracery window j

the south chancel aisle, by two three-light tracery

windows
;

all with carved bosses outside. The
pulpit, of Mansfield atone, with marble columns

and panels, has been presented by Mr. James
Bowers. It is proposed to build the tower to a

height of 105 ft., and in the turret provision will

be made for the reception of eight bells. One-

half of the seats are appropriated, and the re-

mainder free. The architect is Mr. G. E. Street j

the contractor, Mr. Horsman, Wolverhampton.
Brighton.—The trustees of Trinity Cbapel,

taking advantage of great improvements which
have been, and are still being, effected in Duke-
street by the municipal authorities, have made
an addition to that place of worship. In
widening Duke-street, the corporation took away
the vestry and choristers’ room of the cbapel,

which were situated on the southern side of the
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bnilding and to the west of premises which also

belonged to the trustees of the chapel and formed
the junction of Duke-street with Ship-street.

In exchange for these premises, the corporation

gave to the trustees a portion of the property

which they acquired from other parties on the

west of the chapel
j
and on this site a chance),

vestry, choristers’ room, and other offices have
been erected. This alteration gives room for

additional seats at the west end of the chapel,

occupying the place where the communion-table
and pulpit formerly stood

;
and the entire body

of the building has been reseated, modern
open benches having been substituted for the

old-fashioned pews. To some extent this altera-

tion has been carried out in the galleries. The
ohapel has now a light appearance, the new
chancel, which is Norman Gothic in style, being
open and airy. The chancel is about 21 ft.

square, and 30 ft. to the ceiling, which is of

stained wood. Tlie whole of the alterations

have been designed and carried out by Messrs.

G. Lynn & Sons, builders, of this town. The
reredos is composed of coloured glazed tiles, the

most prominent features in it being the cross

(Maltese) and the emblems of the Trinity and
Eternity

5
the latter consisting of triangles in a

circle and the Jleur-de lis. This portion of the

work was executed by Messrs. Maw, of Broseley,

Salop. Above the reredos, on the south, is the

mural tablet to the memory of tho late Rev.
Robert Anderson, which formerly occupied a

position at the side of the communion-table.
On tbe north side are three small memorial
windows of stained glass

; but the most pro-

minent feature here is the largo window on the

west, erected to the memory of the late Rev. F.

W. Robertson. This window', which contains

above 100 ft. of stained glass, set in Bath stone,

has been erected by Messrs. Powell & Son, of

London. There are three lights, the centre con-

taining three modallions, and the otber two a
cartoon each, illustrative of theleadingincidents

in the life of our Lord and His disciples, and
suggested by the most remarkable of Mr.
Robertson’s sermons. Tbe designs of these

medallions and cartoons, which form a Greek
cross, are by Mr. Holiday, of London, and were
selected by the committee. In the centre light

is “ Our Lord as a Child among the Doctors in

the Temple,” taken from Holman Hunt’s
picture. Immediately beneath this is “ The
Crucifixion.” Tbe bottom picture of this group

is the “ Doubt of Thomas.” On the left

of the centre of these three is ” St. John
preaching in the Wilderness and on the right

of the centre, “ St. Paul preaching at Athens,”
taken from one of Raffaelle’a cartoons. The
standards for the altar-rail, brackets, &c., are all

emblematical of the Ti iniby, and have been sup-

plied by Messrs. Cox & Co., of London. At tbe

north-east corner of the chancel is a new pulpit

of carved oak, and in tbe centre of the ohanoel
arch is a carved oak eagle lectern.

Buxton .—The foundation-stone of a new church
has been laid here by tbe Duke of Devonshire.

The Duke gave the site, and subscribed 1,0001.

towards the cost of the building. A total of

2,7001. has been received towards an expendi-

ture which is estimated at 5,0001. The new
church, which is to be dedicated to St. James, is

situated near the end of the Broad Walk, and
will accommodate 760 persons.

Monks Jxirbij.-—The church here has been re-

stored and re-opened. The restoration, which
has been designed by Mr. Street, has cost, we
believe, about 7,0001. The architect has intro-

duced stone screens and screens of carved oak
j

also a reredos and ornamental pavement. There
is a painted window by Messrs. Hardman,
Hughes, & Ward, and Lavers & Barrand, and
one of Walker’s organs. Those of the win-

dows which are not of painted glass have
been prepared under tbe direction of the

architect, with the view of giving a suitable

tone to the church. The pillars are of a warm-
coloured stone. The village of Monks Kirby is

two miles from Sbretton Station and five or six

miles from Rugby. It is tbe parish church of

the family of the Earl of Denbigh, and contains

old family monuments, which have been
restored. The chancel was restored by
Trinity College, Cambridge, the patrons of the
living.

Ellesmere Port, Cheshire .—A new church has
been opened here by licence from the Bishop of

tbe diocese. The consecration had been delayed
for the completion of the conveyance of site.

On plan tbe nave is 63 ft. by 33 ft., north and
south transepts, 14 ft. 6 in. by 10 ft. 6 in.;

chancel, 21 ft. by 26 ft., with organ chamber on
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north side, and vestry and bell-turret on south
side, north and south entrance porches and
priest’s door. The roofs are open, all the timbers

being stained and varnished, with plaster ceiling

formed between the rafters. The sittings, choir

seats in the chancel, pulpit, prayer and litany

desks, altar-rail and table, &c., are of pitch

pine varnished without any staining. The
cbancel floor is laid with encaustic tiles by
Maw & Co. The passages of nave and transepts,

&o., being laid with black and red tiles in

patterns. The architecture is of the Early

Decorated Gothic style. Messrs.Penson&Ritohie,

of Chester, were the architects, and Mr. John
Roberts, of Chester, the builder. The sittings

provide for 363 persons. The cost has been
about 2,5C0Z., independent of churchyard en-

closure, &c., of which 1,5001., together with a

site forming an addition to the existing church-

yard, have been supplied by the Marquis of West-
minster. The church is built principally of

Runcorn stone, the inside arches of transepts

and chancel, organ chamber, &c., being of that

material. The warming is effected by hot-water

pipes upon the high-pressure system.

WctUnhall.—Tbe foundation-stone of the new
church of Wettenhall has been laid. The old

church was cramped and inconvenient, holding

at most but sixty or seventy persons, while there

are near 300 in the district who require accom-
modation. The old building was pulled down,
and a contract for a new fabric taken at about

7001. Good progress has been made. The
architects are Mr. J. Redford, of Manchester,
and Mr. J. A. Davenport, of Over-lane, near

Winsford. The contractor is Mr. P. Hodgkineon,

of Sandach.
Livgjield.—The old parish church has under-

gone a restoration, by having its exterior roof

pointed, and the whole of the walls of the

interior coloured, &c. The work has been carried

out by Mr. Kesterton,

Norivich .—The chancel of Frettenham Church,
which has been entirely rebuilt at the sole cost

of the rector, the Rev. J. Shirley, has been re-

opened. The chancel has been rebuilt from
plans by Mr. Pliipson, and the work has been
carried out by Mr. Cornish, of North Walsham.
The benches and altar-rails are of oak, carved.

The floor is paved throughout with encaustic

tiles.

Liverpool.—St. Saviour’s Church, Breckfield-

road North, has been consecrated. The new
church is built in the style of tbe early part of

the thirteenth century, and is of unusual size in

all its parts, the span of the arches of tbe prin-

cipal arcade being over 20 ft. The pillars have
been carried to a height sufficient to permit of

the chancel arch springing from the same level

with the other arches of tbe arcades. The
clearstory is planned to have something of the

effect of a lantern
;
the arcade of the same being

continued over the last chancel arch. The pillars

are constructed of Cefn stone, with attached

shafts of red Manfcfield. The main walla of the

church are of local red sandstone, relieved with

white Stourton. The roof, which is lofty, is of

Baltic fir throughout, the whole of the fittings

of the building bein? of varnished pitch pine.

The architect was Mr. Gordon N. Hills
;
and

the builder Mr. Tomkiueon. It is intended

at some future day to crown the edifice with a
tower.

Birsiall .—The church of Birstall has been re-

opened for divine service. Works of restoration

have been for some time in progress at this

church. The restoration and enlargement have
consisted of the removal of tbe erection which
divided the aisles, as well as the gallery, plaster

ceiling and fittings, and the substitution of a

stone arcade of three bays between the nave and
north aisle, carrying open timber roof, and the

insertion of new windows in the nave and aisle

wall. On tbe north side of the chancel has

been added an aisle, in which is placed the

vestry and organ chamber, the vestry being
enclosed by an oak screen. The chancel has

been repaired, and all the architectural features

restored. On removing the modern plaster from
the walls, some interesting discoveries were made
of ancient work. In the south wall were traces

of early windows and a priest’s door, and in the

north wall was discovered a circular-headed

lancet window in a perfect state. The body of

the church has been fitted with open deal

benches, and the chancel with oak stalls. The
pulpit is of Caen atone. The cost of the restora-

tion will amount to about 1,5501. The work has

been carried out by Messrs. Halliday & Gain,

builders, Greetbam, Oakham, from the designs

of Mr. G. G. Scott, architect.

Oxford.— St. Barnabas’s Church, Jericho, has
been consecrated. The style of architecture is

a departure from the conventional type of chnrch
building. The church will accommodate 1,000

persons. There are no pews, chairs occupying

the whole of the floor devoted to the congrega-

tion. Owing to the peculiar mode of construc-

tion, the cost will not be much beyond half of

the sum required for churches of similar dimen-
sions, The plan, as described by the local

Herald, is a Basilica, and consists of a simple

parallelogram 100 ft. long by 60 ft. wide, divided

into nave and aisles by two ranges of circular

arches; at the east end is a lofty apse, ceiled with a
halfdome

;
at the opposite end is a smaller apse, in

connexion with the porches. The lower portion

of a campanile stands detached at the south-

east corner, the ground floor of which contains

the vestry. The internal arrangements, with

such modifications as are deemed necessary by
tbe Anglican ritual, are similar to those of the

Early Christian Churches of this type. A choir is

raised in front of the altar, and forms a kind of

elevated platform, which is reached by three

steps. It is separated from the nave by a low
screen or septum of stone, on which is a railing

of metal-work entirely surrounding it, having
iron gates at the west end and on the north and
south sides, and at the east end of the stalls.

When the choir was filled with the choristers

and the officiating clergymen, it presented a
novel appearance. Tbe altar is a conspicuous

object on entering the church. It is raised nine

steps above the nave floor, causing it to appear

much higher than the choir. A lofty baldaohiuo

or pointed canopy of wood supported on four

slender pillars, highly gilt and decorated with

colour, forms a prominent object under which
stands the communion-table, bearing two lofty

braes candlesticks, each holding a large wax
candle. At the back is a shining cross. Over
the entrance to the choir is a floreated metal
cross suspended from tbe roof, and conspicuous

at the entrance. The nave is separated from

tbe aisles by columns supporting semicircular

arches, above which is a range of simple round-

headed clearstory windows, with a large circular

window, without stonework or tracery, at the

upper part of the west end. The aisles are

lighted by small square windows. The glass of

the windows is slightly tinted with green, yellow,

or blue, and floreated forms given to the lead

holding the glass. The cheapest possible mate-
rials have been used, and methods of construc-

tion harmonising with the style, strength, and
durability. No wrought stone has been used

except for the columns supporting the nave

arches, and on the base of which at tbe corners

of the pedestals are conventional ornaments.

The walls are 2 ft. 8 in. thick, built in rubble of

local stone, in blue lias mortar. Brick has been

used for arches, bands to level up tbe work at

intervals, and at the groins. In various parts

the brick is allowed to show, except where fresco

decoration is contemplated. The outside walls

are plastered with rough Portland cement to

protect the stone, and on the inside rough

stuccoed to receive decoration. Where hard

stone is usually employed, Portland cement has

been used. The floor of the church is of the

same material set in concrete, and the floor of

tbe choir is tiled. The nave has a king-post roof

of low pitch, which with the aisle roofs are

framed with all timber and boarding unwrought.

The roof is picked out in panels, and the whole

decorated with colour, in which a warm tint pre-

vails- There are no mouldings throughout the

building, and the carvings are confined to the

capitals of the nave arcade. Althongh there is

little carving in the body of the church, there

are some examples ofcarving by Messrs. Knowles,

stonemasons, carvers, and builders, of Oxford.

At the tops of the pilasters in the baptistery the

heads of the founder and the bishop are carved.

The heads, also, of the incumbent, and the vicar

of St. Paul’s, are carved in stone. Tbe con-

templated decorations have as yet only been

carried out in the roof of the baptistery and the

eastern apse. The dome of this apse is coloured

a pale blue, with stars of various sizes. In the

centre is a colossal figure of Our Saviour en-

throned, tbe head surrounded by a nimbus, con-

taining a cross. Below the cornice, in a series

of arches, are the figures of the Apostles, two
and two, SS. Paul and Barnabas occupying the

centre. Below the figures the wall is panelled

with a spreading vine springing from the centre

of each panel. The base is a dado of Indian

red. The building has been executed by Messrs.

Castle & Co., under the direction of Mr. A. W»
Blomfield, architect.
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EOMAN OATHOLIO OHUBOH-BUILDING
NEWS.

Weston.—The new church at Weaton, War-
wickshire, dedicated to “ Our Lady of the
Sacred Heart,” has been consecrated by Dr.
TJlIathorne, Roman Catholic Bishop of Birming-
ham. The church is a simple structure, consist-
ing of nave, chancel, and side chapel. The
materials are brick, with dressings of local stone.
The font and altar were executed by Mr. Jacquet,
of London. Mr. Bromwich, of Rugby, was the
builder. Mr. Gualbert Saunders, of London,
was the architect.

West Drayton,—The new church at West
Drayton has been opened for divine service. The
edifice is dedicated to St. Catherine the Martyr,
and will accommodate about 500 persons. It is

built of brick, with stone dressings, and is in the
Early Decorated style. There are a nave, two
aisles, a baptistery, a sacristy, a chancel, and a
small side-chapel near the chancel, dedicated to
the Blessed Sacrament. The chancel is lighted
by means of a carved stone oriel window, and is

paved with Minton’s encaustic tiles, with the
initials of “ Ave Maria,” and with plain tiles.

The nave and aisles are laid with blue and red
Staffordshire silex tiles. The building is 80 ft.

long and 4.0 ft. wide, the height to tho ridge of
the roof being 45 ft. The cost of tho portion
completed has been 2,500Z., and when a pro-
posed tower has been erected, the total cost will
have been 3,0001. The architects are Messrs.
Wilson & Niooll, of London; and the builders
Messrs. Fassnidge & Son, of Uxbridge. Mr. Dale

FROM SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—Mr. Syme has urged the advan-

tages and conveniences of one large block
erection for the new Royal Infirmary

;
and Sir

James Simpson, on the other side, has denounced
the palatial mode of building, and advocated
that of a village, or, in fact, the pavilion
system elaborated so often and early advocated
in the Builder. The foundation stone of
a church for the Free Methodists of this city

has been laid. The site is in Park-place, at
the east end of the University Mnsic-hall, and
the plans were prepared by Mr. Macrae, archi-

tect. Tho church will be 60 ft. in length, and
40 ft. in breadth, and will be seated for between
450 and 500 persons. About 150 of these will

be accommodated in a gallery which it is in-

tended to erect at the north end of the building.
The church will have a northern frontage. It

has been estimated to cost from 1,0001. to 1,200Z.

Perth. — Arrangements have been com-
pleted for the erection of the new Free West
Church in Tay-street. The site is about halfway
between High-street and the County Buildings,
on the line of Tay-street. The building has
been designed by Mr. John Honeyman, junior,

the height will be 100 ft. A careful survey of
the proposed line of the bridge has shown that
foandaiions of solid rock for all the piers may be
got at an average depth of 14 ft. below the bed
of the river. Over the 18 great central arches
the line will be level, and thence it will descend
to the southern end with a gradient of 1 in 150,
and to the northern end with a gradient of 1 in 60.
The Buperstructare of the bridge will consist of
girders of latticework, divided into three sections,
one of which extends over the navigation channel,
and the others thence to either shore. In order
to make the structure as low as possible con-
sistent with maintainiog in the central spans
the required height above the high-water line,

the rails will be laid on the top of the side sections
of the girder

;
while in the central section they

will be laid inside, on the floor of the lattice-

work tube. The girder has a width throughout
of 16 ft., and the central section is 25 ft. in
depth. The side sectious diminish in depth,

towards either shore. Logie burying-ground,
at the west end of the town, having been closed,
in consequence of its greatly overcrowded state,

a committee of the town council have been on
the outlook for ground for a new cemetery. An
arrangement was made by which not only a new

... , o-
I

tower forming a spacious porch. The tower will
has been clerk of the works. A painting, by

[

measure 30 ft. over the buttresses, and the
Spagnoletti, of the preparation for the Cruci-

j

height from the pavement to tbe top of the
fixioD of our Lord, has been presented as an

j

steeple will be 212 ft. It will form a very oon-
altar-piece by Mr. Swift, of Loudon, who has spicuous feature in every view of the oity. The
also been a donor to the building fund. The church will be divided into three aisles by iron

columns snpportiug the side galleries and the
roof. The ceiliogs will be all plastered, but the
principal couples, which are ornamental, and the
purlins, will be exposed to view. The height of
the central aisle from floor to ceiling will be 43 ft.

Provision will be made for ventilating the church
by drawing the vitiated air into the tower. The
pews will be 33 in. wide, and there will bo
accommodation for fully 1,000 persons, allowing
20 in. for each sitting. The contractors for the
work are,—Messrs. C. M'Currach & Sons, masons;
Mr. C. S. Whibtefc, wright

; Mr. J. Peebles,
plasterer; Mr. J. MacLeish, plumber; Mr.
P. Reid, slater

;
and Messrs. J. Bruce & Son,

glaziers, all of Perth. We understand that the
total cost, exclusive of the site, the gift of the
late Mr. Turnbull, will be about 8,OOOZ.

Dunkeld.— The memorial which is to be

architect, Glasgow, in the style of architecture
J

cemetery but a large public park will be secured
which prevailed about tho middle of the tbir-

j

for the west end of Dundee and for Lochee. The
teenth centnry. The extreme length of the arrangement is to feu 60 acres of the hill of
building, exclusive of vestry, &c., will be 114 ft.,

j

Balgay, 20 to tho westward to be used for a
and the width 63 ft. The principal entrance will ! Cemetery, and 40 to the east for the public park,
be in the base of the tower at the end of the ' Tbe rate of fen is to bo 12Z. per acre, or 7203.
building next Tay-street, the lower part of the

|

for the whole. At a meeting of the town

fund. The
Bchool-room is 40 ft. long and 20 ft. broad, and
will contain about 250 children. This has bc;on
built by Messrs. Fassnidge & Son.

CZeator. — The foundation-stone of a new
church, dedicated to tho Virgin by the title of
“ Onr Lady of the Sacred Heart,” has been laid
at Cleator by the Roman Catholic Bishop of
Hexham. The church is after the design of Mr.
Welby Pugin, architect. The edifice has been for
some time in the course of construction, and the
builder is Mr. Henry F. Edwards, of Whitehaven.
The foundations were completed on the 18th of
August last. The masons then commenced
operations, and the walls are now about 9 ft.

above the ground. The design is cruciform, and
the building will accommodate about 1,000
persons. Its dimensions inside are 130 ft. by
50 ft., and 75 ft. across the transepts, and its

height is about 65 ft. The cost of the structure
will, it is expected, be 4,000Z. According to the
design, in the centre of the aisle bays, spaces are
loft for the stations of the cross, and on either
side there are placed lancet windows of peculiar
form

;
externally a vesica, containing the emblem

and number of the station, corresponds to the
internal group. The chancel is lighted by an
eastern rose-window, and by side windows of
simple tracery; and the chancel arch is sup-
ported on clustered columns, crowned with
carved capitals. Eastward of the transepts are
two small chapels

; and an organ-gallery is pro-
vided at the west end over the main door. The
clearstory is composed of small coupled lan-

cets, which admit a subdued light into the body
of the chnrch. A font in the north aisle, and
a pulpit on the Gospel side of the nave, will be
provided. The sides at tbe west end are flanked
by buttresses, which, rising from the aisles and
the walls of the projecting porch, form a spread-
ing base to the bell-turret, which, with its moulded
corbels, and wrought-iron gilded cross, sur-
mounts the gable. Immediately above the slope
of the roof of the porch are three lancet win-
dows, which are held in balance by two similar
windows in the ends of the aisles. In the group
of the east end, the transepts break the line
of the main roof, and the transept chapels
clnsfcer round the chancel. The chnrch is being
bnilfc of Cleator red and Cockermouth yellow
stone, and the foundations have been put in
entirely of concrete from the iron furnaces at
Cleator Moor.

council as a Burial Board, the arrangement has
been approved of so far as the portion to be used
for a cemetery is concerned

; and as the police

commission, which has the power of providing
pleasure parks, is composed of the same per-

sons, there is no doubt it will be approved of by
' it also. When the hill is laid out, it will form,
it is said, one of the finest public parks in

Scotland, At tbe east end Dundee already pos-

sesses the Baxter Park, of nearly the same size,
' so that both in the east and west there will be
large public parks.

FROM AUSTRALIA.
ilffcZbourne.— The foundation-stone of the

Carlton Wesleyan Church, Palmerston-street,

which is about to be erected on ground adjoining

the school-house, wherein the congregation wor-
ship at present, was laid on the 27th of July by
Mr. S. Grey King. The cost of that portion of

the church which will be first erected will be

__ 2,100Z.
;
and towards this the congregation have

erected in Dunkeld Cathedral, to the memory of 650Z. in hand. The architects are Messrs. Reod
the officers and men of the 42nd Highlanders,

—

the ‘'Black Watch,”—who fell during the Crimean
war, is now completed, by Mr. Steell, the sculp-
tor, and is expected to be shortly removed to
Dunkeld. Miss Bordett Coutts, the Countess of

& Barnes, who have produced a good design, and
the contractor is Mr. J. Pigdon.

Fitzroy.—The new Roman Catholic Church of

St. Bridget is now rising in the reserve at the

corner of Nioholson-street and Reilly-sbreefc,

Rothes, and the Hon. Waldegrave Leslie, were
|

Fitzroy. Tho foundation-stone was laid by the

The Smoke Nuisance.—The Leeds Town
Council rightly are still carrying out various smoke
prosecutions. A case against Messrs. Gaunt, of
Broad-lane, Bromley, woollen manufacturers, and
their engineman, John Marsden, has been dis-

missed on payment of coats, the defendants
having now put in an efficient smoke-burner.

present in the studio during a recent visit of the
Highlanders, to see the memorial. It is in the
form of a large Gothic mural tablet, the upper
part of which contains a sculptured group in

high relief, representing a scene on a battle-

field. The sculpture is in pure white marble,
and will bo surrounded by a deeply moulded
border of sandstone.

Dundee.—The proposal to construct a railway
bridge over the Tay at Dundee baa been revived
by the North British Railway Company. In the
event of the work being now proceeded with, the
plans and specifications will be nearly similar to

those prepared in 1866. The present Tay Bridge
scheme embraces, first, a branch from the main
line at Leuchars to a point a little to the east of
Wormit Bay, about a mile and a half above
Newport; second, the viaduct; third, a station
at each end of the town of Dundee; and fourth,
a tunnel connecting the two stations. The
branch from Leuchars to Wormit Bay will be
five miles in length. In its construction, no
heavy works will be required

;
and it will reach

the shore at a convenient elevation for the bridge.
The bridge, which will be constructed on the
lattice-girder principle, will rest upon atone piers.

The structure will be upwards of two miles in

length, and will consist of 73 spans, of which 10
will have a width of 60 ft. each, 45 of 120 ft.,

and 18 of 200 ft. The latter will extend over

the deepest part of tbe river, and beneath them
all shipping will pass. In accordance with tbe

Admiralty requirements, the central part of the
bridge will be of great height, so as not to impede
the passage of vessels. From the surface of the
water at full tide to the under side of the girder,

Right Rev. Dr. Goold with the customary cere-

monial. The church is to be erected in the

Decorative Gothic style of architecture, and will

consist of a single nave, 28 ft. wide by 60 ft.

lung, with an octagonal chancel. It is intended
to afford accommodabicn for 450 persons, and
will cost about l,20uZ. The material will be
bluestone rubble, with pressed cement dressings

to the windows and doors. Mr. T. A. Kelly is

the architect.

Ballarat.— The Fine Arts Exhibition here
was formally opened on the 2l8t of July, by
the Governor of the colony. There was a
grand banquet on the occasion, in the annexe
to the Alfred Hall. The Exhibition is in con-

nexion with the Mechanics’ Institute. It

was lately asked what becomes of all the pic-

tures. Here is what baa become, or what is

likely to become, of one old acquaintance,

which, last time we saw it, graced the walls

of the Pantheon in Oxford-street. The trustees

of the Ballarat Meebanioa’ Institute are desirous

of obtaining Haydon’s picture, “ The Banish-

ment of Aristides,” and they endeavoured to

negotiate its purchase from tho present pos-

sessor, Mr. Twentyman. Mr. Tweutyman, how-
ever, is about to form a private picture gallery,

and in replying to the overtures from Ballarat,

he expresses himself in very strong terms re-

specting the authorities of tbe public library,

to whom he had previously offered the picture.

Geelong.—At a meeting of the shareholders of
the Geelong Gas Company, the directors re-

commended a dividend of 8 per cent., bat this

was overruled by a majority of votes that the
usual 10 per cent, be given. Considerable dis-
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cuBsion took place with reference to rate charged

to the public, many shareholdere urging a re-

duction. to 15a. per 1,000.

SyJ/iiey .—Aa the gold fever Bubeides, the

diamond fever supervenes. A reputed marvel

of gems, " the Armidale diamond,” has arrived in

Sydney, and has at once been placed in the

hands of the Eev. W. B. M. Clarke, geologist,

for examination and report. Great excitement

exists pending his inspection. In the mean
time a gentleman, just arrived from Sydney,

states that for some years past the finder of this

precious stone has been engaged searching for

diamonds, and that success has wonderfully

attended hie efforts, several jewels found by him
having been already sent to England. This last

one (if it be a diamond at all, which seems to

be as yet an undecided question) is about the
|

size of a turkey’s egg, and weighs 7 oz. l-l dwt.

.

The Bank of New South Wales, at Armidale,

!

advanced 7001. after testing it. It is said that
j

even should it prove to be a colourless topaz,

the value is enormous. People in Sydney talk
^

about its being worth a million and a half of

money, but that will depend upon its purity.^

In the Brazilian diamond mines a stone weighing

1,680 carats, or 14 oz., was first valued at

224 millions, then 56 millions, then three millions

and a half, but its true value (not being very

brilliant) was 400,0001. It would seem that

this Armidale “diamond” was picked up from

the surface of the ground on a station, and not

at the Armidale diggings. It was rumoured in

Sydney that the proprietor of the station in-

tended to test the ownership with the finder.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Wigston .—The old schools having been found

quite inadequate to the requirements of the

village, a movement was set on foot to obtain

new ones, and the requisite funds having been

gained to make a start, the superintendence of

the building was undertaken by Hr. W. Barber,

architect, London, and son of the Vicar of St.

John’s, Leicester. The means placed at his dis-

posal were too limited to admit of anything in

the way of ornamental detail. The schools are

of red brick, and covered with Swithland slates,

and are in the Early Pointed style. They com-

prise boys’, girls’, and infants’ rooms. The boys’

and girls’ rooms can be used as a mixed school,

and for village meetings. They can be sepa-

rated by a moveable partition, so as to form

distinct rooms if necessary. The new buildings

are designed to accommodate 250 children, 150

boys and girls, and the remainder infants, and

are set back some distance from the village

street, the space between the street and the

building forming a spacious play-ground. Yards
and offices are provided at the back of the

schools, and behind the yards is a large garden,

which it has been proposed to utilise as a work-

ground for the children, and as a means ofl

teaching them something of horticulture. The 1

contract was taken by Messrs. John Sharpe &
j

Sou, of Wigston, builders, at a cost of 9691. The
schools have been opened by the Bishop of the

diocese. 1

STAINED GLASS.

St. John’s Chapel, Cirencester Church.—This

chapel has been enriched by the setting up of

two windows, representing a portion of the his-

tory of St. John. The story begins in the upper

division of the western window, on the right-

hand side, in which the angel is foretelling to

Zacharias the nativity of St. John. Underneath

is the Vision of Zacharias in the Temple. The
upper division, on the left compartment of the

window, represents the Nativity of St. John

;

and that underneath, the Visitation of Mary
to Elizabeth. In the eastern window, the upper

compartment on the right hand represents the

Circumcision of St. John ;
and underneath,

Zacharias writes, “His name is John.” The

lower compartment, adjoining, exhibits St. John

in the presence of the Virgin Mary and the infant

Saviour} and the compartment above, the Mis-

sion of St. John. These windows, we under-

stand, have been set up to the memory of the

late Mr. Lawrence and his wife, residents in this

town. They were designed and executed by
Messrs. Hardman & Co., of Birmingham.

Ahhey Church, Cambridge .—Three more win-

dows have been inserted in this church. The
south side chancel window is filled with the
figure of Charity, under an ornamental canopy

;

the one on the north side is a memorial window.

erected by the children of the late Sarah Preston,

the subject being the Raising of Jairus’s Daughter,

with an inscription,“She is not dead, but sleepeth.’

The window opposite contains medallions of the

four acts of Mercy, surrounded by ornamental

groundwork. The tracing is occupied by an

angel. The whole of these windows were de-

signed and executed by Mr. W. H. Constable, of

Cambridge, the same artist who filled the chancel

window last year for Mr. T. Preston.

Knaresborough Church.—Messrs. Clayton &
Bell have supplied a design for the intended

window in memory of the late Sir Charles

Slingsby. The subjects are taken from the

lessons for the day (February 4th) on which ho

was drowned. There are two from the Old

Testament—The Deliverance of Israel, and

Healing the Bitter Waters of Marah
;
two from

the New Testament—Jesus asleep in the Storm,

and Jesus rebuking the Wind and the Sea. The
design has been seen and approved by the

bishop of the diocese and by Captain and Mrs.

Slingsby, and has been placed in the shop of

Mr. Hannam, bookseller, Knaresborough, for

inspection.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Bury .—A plot of land, in Honhill, about

247 ft. frontage, and running 111 ft. back, was
secured for the erection of new premises, for

Messrs. Ashworth, hat manufacturers} and ex-

tensive buildings have just been erected on it,

capable of making 3,000 hats per week. The
front is 154 ft. long, and about 33 ft. wide, and

runs down one side the whole length of the

plot, viz.. Ill ft., and the remainder of the land

will shortly be occupied by dwellings for the

workpeople. The premises themselves are so

arranged that they can be converted into dwell-

ings at any time, with very little additional ex-

pense. The principal portion of the ground

floor is flagged with 4-in. Rosendale flags, and

the whole of the upper floor is double boarded.

All bearing timber and joiners’ timber is best

Savannah pitch-pine. The main front is built of

Platt’s best stock brick, and the remainder of

selected seconds brick, with stone heads to win-

dows, and stone quoins to angles, with stone

cornice corbelled out. The masons’ work
has been executed by Messrs. Edward Hill

& Brothers} plastering, Mr. Soholes
}
plumbing

and glazing, Mr. Robt. Caton
}
slating, Mr. John

Kay }
and the carpenters’ and joiners’ work, by

Messrs. Ashworth themselves. The cost of the

building is about 3,0001. }
and it has been erected

from the designs and plans of Mr. James Hart,

of Southport, architect.

PATENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDING.

Steel Piles.—J. H. Johnson. A communica-

tion, dated 29th January, 1869.—This consists

in the forming of iron or steel into piles, faggots,

or billets, preparatory to rolling, by pressing the

metal into forms of the required shape, also in

forming iron or steel into hollow piles or billets

preparatory to rolling into other articles, such

as pipes or columns
}
various combinations or

arrangements of machinery may be employed

in manufacturing pressed and moulded piles or

j

faggots, as above described, but that which the

! inventor has found to give the best results con-

sists of a hydraulic or other powerful press, the

ram of which carries a plunger which accurately

1 fits inside a strong metal case or mould, of any

desired size and transverse section, the sides of
' such mould being capable of opening on hinges,

j

in order to release the compressed and finished

' pile. The blooms having been placed in the
' mould, and the sides closed down and secured,

I

the plunger is caused to enter through one end
' of the mould, which is left open for that purpose,

and to forcibly compress, by the action of the

hydraulic press, the metal contained inside the

mould, thereby not only expelling the impurities

which may be in the bloom, and which escape

through the joints in the mould, but causing the

metal to be thoroughly consolidated, and to take

the exact form of the mould.

Paint.—F. Jay. Dated January 29th, 1869.

—

The inventor proposes to use any or all the in-

gredients now used in the manufacture of paints,

but the peculiarity of his invention consists in

utilising or using together with such ingredients

the common resin of commerce in combination

with oxide of zinc. This combination has not

heretofore been employed in the manufacture of

paint, applicable to the various purposes for

which ordinary paint is used.
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Fireplace Screens. — C. Hoult. Dated

February 2nd, 1869.—This consists in making
the use of sheets of glass, transparent, semi-

transparent, or opaque screens, some of which

are highly ornamented on the surface by cutting

or being pressed, or moulded, or silvered at the

back, to serve as mirrors, or in any other con-

venient way. It is preferred, however, to use

one or more sheets of plain glass, and to apply

to the surface intended to be the back thereof

any desired ornamental design in gold, silver, or

colours, or imitation jewels, or any combina-

tion thereof, or to place behind such sheet

or sheets of glass any painting in oil or

water (photograph, plain or coloured), or

otherwise, into a frame of metal or other

material, by preference stamped out of sheet

metal, iron, or tinned iron }
or they may be cast

in copper, brass, or steel, or other material.

Some of the metal frames are japanned, painted,

or varnished, in such a way that they are them-

selves of an ornamental character.

Artificial Stone.— C. D. Abel. A Commu-
nication, dated February 3rd, 1869.—The prin-

cipal components of this hydraulic cement are

lime, silica, and alumina, the two latter being by
preference extracted from refractory clays. In

order to bring about the formation of the double

silicate of alumina and lime, sulphuric and

boracic acid are added in small quantities to the

compound.
Chimney Guards.—TV. Blundell. Dated 5tb

February, 1869.—The guard or casing, which is

to be placed on the chimney-top in the usual

manner, is made rectangular in cross section

and covered at its top by a suitable cap. The
sides at their upper parts are formed with open-

ings, the combined total area of the openings at

each side of the guard or casing being equal to

the cross sectional area of the guard or casing

itself. Each opening is provided with a flap or

louvre-piece, working horizontally on pivots or

centres in such manner that the upper part of

the flap or louvre-piece when it is closed shall

slightly overlap the inner edge of the upper part

of its opening, while the lower part of the flap

or louvre-piece in the same position in like man-
ner overlaps the outer part of the lower edge of

the opening. Each flap) or louvre-piece is so

balanced by a weight, or by other suitable means,

as to stand at an angle when at rest, thus

leaving its opening clear for the escape of smoke

or vitiated air, but so, nevertheless, that the

slightest current of air from without shall have

the effect of causing it to close its opening.

Roofing Tiles.—L. A. Si. Paul de Lin(;ay.

Dated 9th February, 1869.—The inventor pro-

vides the tiles with lateral flanges, by which

they are connected together, and also with ears

for securing the tiles to the framing of the

roof. The ears are fixed at one corner of the

tiles, while the ears are made to hook on to the

flanges, and are also secured by nailing to the

rafters. The number of these ears vary accord-

ing to the size of the tiles } by making the tiles

of small dimensions the inventor is enabled to

use much thinner and cheaper metal than is the

case when tiles are made of considerable size.

Masons’ Tools.—A. Munro and W. B. Adam-
son. Dated 18th February, 1869.—This consists

in the construction of conical tubular tools. The
tools under the first modification constitute a
hollow truncated cone or short conical tube.

The tools are fixed in the holders of the machine

for cutting stone, slate, marble, rock, or other

substances, preferably by means of a bolt, which

passes into or through the hollow or tubular part

of the tool, on or in the other end of which a nut,

spring, or collar is placed, or the bolt may be

made to tightly fill the hole in the socket, in

which case the nut, spring, or collar is dispensed

with. The bolt, on being tightened, draws the

tool firmly into the recess formed in the socket

or holder to contain it. Under a second modifi-

cation the tool is made hollow for a certain

length only, the after part forming a solid

shank or bar, which passes into a corre-

spondingly formed bole in the socket or holder,

and by which it is held therein. The tools con-

structed under the first modification are to be

formed of chilled iron steel, forged or pressed

into the requisite shape, or of chilled or forged

compounds or alloys of iron or steel. The tools

constructed under the second modification are to

be made of chilled iron or of chilled compounds

or alloys of iron or steel.

Brick Press.— J. A. VTade and J. Cherry .

—

Dated 18th February, 1869.—A suitable frame

mounted on wheels or otherwise, carries the

fixed die or mould (for forming the sides of the

brick, tile, or other article) to which is hinged
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tie movable upper die or lid. The lower die or

looBO bottom, which works vertically inside the
fixed die or mould, and by which the pressure is

given, is supported upon two eccentrics keyed
upon a shaft capable of revolving in bearings
fixed to the frame, and having a hand lover
keyed at one end thereof. The binged upper die

or lid when closed is held down by a catch, but
when released by a cam on the eccentric shaft
or a pin on the lever is thrown back by means of
a spring.

Sliding Windows.—A. Bartholomew, Dated
18th February, 1869.—The inventor applies a
plate or plates, or surface or surfaces, to the side
or sides of the upper sash, with holes tapped to
receive a screw with a square or other head
adapted to receive a loose k^y, by which such
screw is placed in position, and when in position,
by acting on the upper part of the lower sash,
to prevent the one from being raised and the
other from being lowered beyond a suitable
distance, which may be varied by the position
of the screw in the upper sash.

Beick-jiaking Machinery.

—

F. Vanderney. A
communication. Dated February 3rd, 1869.

—

This consists of a png-mill of the ordinary con-
struction mounted above a series of moulds,
which are placed in a circular or rectangular
framing. The clay or other material is forced
down to the lower part of the pug-mill, where it

enters moulds carried upon a circular table,
which has a rotary motion communicated to it in
any suitable manner. Beneath the table a
wheel or drum is placed, upon which the bottoms
of the moulds are brought to bear in their
rotation. This wheel causes the moulds to rise,

80 as to bring the upper surface against the
underside of a fixed table or plank; in this
operation the clay becomes compressed within
the mould. The moulds, with the material
within them, then pass on towards a second
wheel or drum, by which the bottom of the
mould is lifted, so as to cause the moulded article
to project beyond the top of its mould. It can
then be removed to a drying stack

;
or, if the

clay is sufficiently free from moisture, it can be
stacked or otherwise treated for burning.
Spring Hinges.—J. Beap and W. H. Michch

more. Dated 26th February, 1869.—The pin or
vertical axis of the hinge is mounted in bear-
ings, so that it can freely turn through rather
more than a quarter of a revolution either way.
The upper part of this pin is squared so as to
receive a lever or thoe which is affixed to the
lower angle of the door, which thus turns on
and with this pin as an axis. On the pin are
mounted two rollers, so as to turn on vertical discs,
which are at some distance from the axis of the
pin itself. Two curved jaws are mounted on
vertical axes, one on each side of the hinge-pin,
and are acted on by a spring, so as to make
them close tightly together towards the hinge-
pin, and these jaws are geared together, so that
when either one of them is caused to move from
the hinge-pin the other also moves from the
hinge-pin. The rollers already d.escribed bear
on the inner surfaces of these jaws, one upon
each, and each of these faces is made of such
curvature that when, by moving the door, the
hinge-pin with its roller is turned, the roller
running on either face causes the jaws to ex-
pand against the force of the spring, and, con-
sequently, when the door is left free the force of
the spring tending to make the jaws close
together causes the rollers to be passed towards
the middle position, and so closes the door.

SURSTITUTE FOR PiRE-RRiCK.—/. Cliff. Dated
Ist March, 1869.—Instead of using fire-bricks,
lumps, stones, tiles, or other forms of materials
or compounds in construction, burnt or nnbnrnt
the inventor uses powdered or reduced ganister,

. atone, quartz, sand, mica, sandstone, or other
I silicious material, plumbago, lime, baryta, stea-

tite, and magnesia, alone or separately, or in
varied proportions with fire-clays, or with each

( other, or with silioions or other solutions, mixed
( or not with hair, fibre, sawdust, shavings, or
)
pulverised coke, or with other analogous mate-

1 rials.

Convalescent Home, Manchester. At a
I meeting of the trustees of the Manchester In-
1 firmary, held on Monday evening, it was stated
t that Mr. Robert Barnes, late cotton manu-
f. facturer, had made the handsome gift of 10,0001.
t to the institution, with the intention of its being
a applied in support of a new convalescent hospital
e established at Cheadle. It was agreed that the
nnew institution should be named “The Barnes
C Convalescent Home,” in honour of the donor.

The Indian Bconomist (Street, Cornhill) is

the title of a new monthly journal published
in Calcutta, and devoted to Economic and
Statistical inquiries concerning India. Judging
from the two numbers before us, this is not a
superficial scissora-and-paate affair, but the work
of well-informed men, in earnest, and is likely to
be found of much service. The Statiitical

Reporter, also a monthly publication, gives
valuable returns and other information concern-
ing India. “ CasaeU’s Household Guide” is

intended to supply information in a cheap form
on the various departments of household manage-
ment. Part I. contains much useful matter.
The astronomical illnstration in De la Rue’s Red
Letter Diary and the Pocket-Book, of course,
refers to the luminous prominences from the
sun, concerning which so much has been
discovered during the year. Mr. Warren De la

Rue shows in the article accompanying the
illustration how early be contributed important
information on the subject. The Quarterly
Revieio for October (Murray) contains several
papers of special interest. One is on the Water
Supply of London

j
another on the Byron Mys-

tery
; a third on Islam, by the author of the

remarkable paper in the Quarterly on the Talmud.
There are also papers on Isaac Barrow

; on
Higher and Lower Animals

;
and others on

political and ecclesiastical subjects. The paper
on the Water Supply of London is a liona fide
review of the Report of the Royal Commission
on Water Supply, and other reports and returns.
The reviewer draws particular attention to the
Thames Basin as a source of supply treated of
by the Commissioners

j
and to the desirability of

transferring the water supplies tothe metropolitan
or municipal authorities, so as to have the
consolidated water-supply under public con-
trol.- A notice of some ancient tombstones, at
Movilla, County Down. By W. H. Patterson.
Belfast : Baird, printer. This is the substance
of a paper read before the Belfast Naturalists’
Field Club. It relates to certain ancient slabs
in the churchyard of Movilla, of an ordi-
nary shape, with sculptured crosses on them,
of various designs. Bakerian Lecture. On
the Cuntinuity of the Gaseous and Liquid States
of Matter. By Thos. Andrews, M.D., F.R.S.
From this abstraob from the proceedings of the
Royal Society, it appears that Dr. Andrews
has discovered that carbonic acid gas can be
made to pass, without breach of continuity,

from the gaseous to the liquid state, and

“As a direct result of his experiments, he coceludes
that the gaseous and liquid states areonlj widely-separated
forms of the same oondition of matter, and may be made
to pass into one aootber by a series of gradaCioas so
gentle chat the passage shall nowhere present any inter-
ruption or breach of continuity. Prom carbonic acid as a
perfect gas, to carbonic acid as a perfect liquid, the transi-
tion may be accomplished by a continuous process, and
the gas and liquid are only distant stages of a long series
of continuous physios! changes. Under certain conditions
of temperature and pressure, carbonic acid finds itself, it
is true, in a state of instability, and suddenly passes,
without change of pressure or temperature, but with the
evolution of heat, to the condition which, by the con-
tinnouB process, can only be reached by a long and cir-
cuitous route."

The Shipwrecked Mariner : a Quarterly Mari-
time Magazine. No. Ixiv., vol. 16. October,
1869. Morrish, Paternoster-row. This sixpenny
quarterly is interesting to all connected with the
sea, and interested in the extension of the life-

boat system. The number before ua contains
a report of the thirteenth anniversary of the
Shipwrecked Fishermen and Mariners’ Royal
Benevolent Society; tables of sums given for

relief to fishermen and mariners, their widows
and orphans, &c., by the society referred
to

;
and to shipwrecked crews, &o. It also con-

tains various narratives and other interesting
matter

;
and is usually purchased for distribu-

tion amongst fishermen and other seafaring
people.

Zllustrations of Roman liondon. — The
Common Council have agreed, at the sugges-
tion of the Library Committee, that a detailed

description of Roman remains found in the city

of London be obcained, and the drawings of

the pavement recently found obromo-libhographed
at an expense not exceeding 1351., and a copy
sent to every member of the court, and to the
members of various learned societies and the
Metropolitan Board of Works.

The Yorkshire Tumuli.—The Rev. Canon
Greenwell, of Durham, has resumed his investi-

gations in the British tumuli of the Malton
district, with a view of completing his researches

(so far as the North Wold range is concerned),

there being no barrows left, except those which
have been rifled years ago by the curiosity-hunter
and treasure-seeker. The feature of one barrow
was the finding of a saudstone slab having
“ cup ” markings on both sides. Another
barrow (which yielded no interment) abounded
in these “ enp ’’-marked stones. There were
scores of them, in fact. The stone varied in

shape and size; some had but one “cup,” while
others had a row of several" oupsj’^some on both
sides and some on the edges; six or eight being
together at times, and often connected by a
groove ^out in the stone. These cup-shaped
hollows were perfectly fresh, and showed no sign

of wear
;
in fact, the tool maiks remained quite

as sharp as the day when made. In this dis-

covery theie was not one single instance which
showed any sign of use. Most of the striking

examples will be engraved. The stones in which
the “cup” markings are found are of a soft

nature, and might easily have been worked by a
flint chisel. Most of the marked stones will go
to Durham. Nothing is said of any concentric

circles, with which the cup-shaped markings are

nsually bub nob always accompanied on the

rocks in Northumberland. Other barrows were
opened ; but these wore the most interesting.

National Education Eeague.—The vitally

important subject of education, now being fully

agitated, for the establishment of a public

opinion on the subject, has our best wishes so
far as regards the education of every child in

the country. The first general meeting of the

members of the National Education League
has been held at Birmingham, with a large

attendance both of ladies and gentlemen, the

latter inoludiug many of the moat forward

promoters of the educational movement in all

parts of the country. A deputation from
the Society of Arts, consisting of Mr. Edwin
Chadwick, C.B., Member of the Council, and
Mr. Le Neve Foster, Secretary, attended. Mr.
George Dixon was called to the chair. Varioua
papers were read and discussed on successive

days ; and it was finally resolved—“ That, iu the
opiuion of this meeting, the scheme of the
National Education League is the one best

adapted to secure the education of every child

in the country; and “ That the executive com-
mittee of the League be requested to prepare a
Bill, based upon the principles of the League, for

introduction into the House of Commons during

the next session of Parliament.”

Tbe N'ew Workbouse, Islington.—At the
last meeting of the Islington Guardians the

clerk read a letter from Mr. Burden, the archi-

tect at the new workhouse, Upper Holloway, ia

which he stated that being informed that the
Board had passed a resolution with reference to

the appointment of a surveyor, it remained for

him to state that it was necessary that one duly
qualified party should be appointed to act as the

surveyor on behalf of the guardians as against

any party the contractors might employ on their

aide. The necessity for one party was oc-

casioned by the fact that the duties to be per-

formed involved lesponsibility. That the clerk

of works would be in attendance when required

was, of course, assumed. It was inevitable that

accounts would have to be made out
;
but such

accounts must under the contract be the result of

measurements, and nothing short of the greatest

confusion could be anticipated in the event of

the measurement of the deviations being lefD, in

the first instance, entirely in the hands of the

contractors. He reiterated his opiuion that it

was most advisable that the surveyor appointed

be one acquainted with the works. Should it be

the pleasure of the Board to constitute the clerk

of works the surveyor iu question (a mode of

procedure for a, work of such importance most
unusual), it must be obvious that his time would
thus be very largely if not entirely absorbed, to

the abandonment of his present very important
duties, unless the whole matter be deferred until

the completion of the works, which, for manifold

reasons, would be quite at variance with the

advice he had given to the Board as their archi-

tect.

A Railway Station Burnt.—The railway

goods station at Heckmondwike, Dewsbury,
accidentally caught fire on Tuesday night last,

and was completely gutted. The damage
amounts to nearly 20,00^01. The east wall fell,

and two men were severely hurt.
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Value of Property in Bristol.—Stoko
Honae, formerly the residence of Sir Henry
Lippincott, with the adjoining park, in all about
ninety acres, has been sold by auction in Bristol

for the Birmingham Financial Company, who,
having not long since purchased the property,

divided it into forty.four lots, as a building-

ground speculation. The house and grounds
were knocked down to Mr. W. H. Budgett, of

Redland, who also bought the greater portion of

the land. The prices ranged from 3501. to nearly

1,000?. per acre, and it is said that the Birming-
ham Financial Company have realised a profit of

over 22,000?., the property having been purchased
only a few months since for 30,000?.

Iffew Masonic Ball at Stockton-on-Tees.
The foundation-stone of a new Freemasons’ Hall,

for the Lodge of Philanthropy, has been laid on
the north side of Wellington-street, with befitting

ceremonies. The site is on the west side

of the town, in a street recently laid out.

The designs, which have been furnished by
Mr. J. C. Adams, architect, comprise a build-

ing 72 ft. in length, with a height of 50 ft.,

constructed chiefly of red brick. On the
centre of the front elevation will be a stone

facade, projecting from 1 ft. to 2 ft. in advance of

the rest of the building. lu the interior there

will bo an entrance-hall, lodge-room, banquet-
ing-hall, kitchens, &c. The lodge-room will be
lighted from the roof, which will be slated and
of a moderate pitch. The estimated cost, with

the land, is 1,4001., and the entire contract has

been let to Mr. T. Bowron, builder, Stockton.

A Welsh Railway on a I7ew Principle.

—

The Portmadoc and I’estiniog Railway is attract-

ing attention among scientific men. It is now
used as a regular goods and passenger line. The
gauge is only 2 ft. broad. Hence, though the

line runs through a very difficult country, the

expenses of construction and working are so

small that the traffic yields the enormous revenue
of 30 per cent. The proportion between the
dead weight and paying weight is much less

than upon other railways. The engine and
tender upon this line weigh about 10 tons,

against 40 tons upon the wider gauge of other

lines. Instead of a first-class carriage weighing

7i tons, to carry thirty • two passengers, and
representing nearly 5 cwt. of dead weight for

each passenger, the carriages on the Festiniog

weigh only 30 cwt. for twelve passengers, or
2i cwt. for each person carried.

St. Pancras Schools, Beavesdeo, Wat-
ford.—At a recent meeting of the St. Pancras
Board of Guardians, the School Committee pre-

sented a report stating that they had inspected
the progress of the works in connexion with
the erection of their schools, and found that the

buildings are rapidly approaching completion

;

bnt that with respect to the progress of the
drainage works, it appeared that Mr. Mann, the
contractor for the erection of the schools, is of

opinion these drainage works will interfere with
the due performance of his contract, and that

unless they are at once stopped, he will apply to

the Court of Chancery for an injunction. Mr.
North, the chairman of the committee, stated

that the object of Mr. Mann appeared to be to

get an extension of time and money from the
guardians.

Cranvllle Hall, near Ramsgate.—Mr. and i

Mrs. German Reed, who have been travelling
throogh the provinces with groat success, in-

augurated, at St. Lawrence-on-the-Sea, near
Ramsgate, the Granville Hall, a new building,

which is capable of holding a very large audience.

The hall is built in the Gothic style, and is

lighted by windows fitted with coloured glass.

In the centre stands the fireplace, with rouge-

royal columns, with Carrara marble bases and
caps, representing the hop, vine, and various

fruits. Over the arch is a free translation of

the “Lignum super foco” &c., of Horace, and
the whole is surmounted by the arms and sap-
poiters of the Granville family, with their
motto, “ Frangas, non Jlectes." Over the main
entrance is the inscription, “ Through these
wide gates none come too early or depart too
late.’' Mr. Pugin was the architect.

Chief Commissioner of Works. — Her
Majesty the Queen has been pleased, by Warrant
under the Royal Sign Manual, to appoint Mr.
Acton Smee Ayrton, to be First Commissioner of
her Majesty’s Works and Public Buildings in
place of Mr. Layard, who has been appointed
Minister Plenipotentiary at Madrid.

Progress of the Channel Bocks, Bristol.

The dock, lock, and tidal harbour at Avonmouth
cover an area of 25 acres. The dock itself will

cover 16 acres of ground. It is 1,400 fc. long,

by 500 ft. wide. The lock will take up 3 acres,

and will be 450 ft. in length, by 85 ft. in width.

The tidal harbour outside will oocupy the remain-

ing 6 acres. Sufficient progress has been made
in the excavations to enable the visitor to under-

stand without difficulty, the exact outline and
size of the new dock, look, and approaches. The
average depth of the excavations is a little over

four yards; in some places it is as much as six

yards. A very large proportion of the soil exca-

vated has been used in the construction of the

dam which is made to keep back the tidal water

whilst the lock is in course of construction, and
the completion of this portion of the work (the

dam) was one of the chief causes of a visit of

the shareholders, which has recently taken place.

Trade Unionists in Manchester.— On
Saturday a deputation from ten trade-union

associations, including the building trades, engi-

neers, spinners, and tailors, waited upon the

Mayor of Manchester (Alderman Graves), at the

Town-hall, for the purpose of “calling the

attention of the City Council to the unneces-
sarily slow progress of the public works of the

city, and the consequent privation entailed upon
a large proportion of working men and their

families, whose means of subsistence are entirely

dependent upon the proceeds of their daily toil

or on parochial relief.” The Mayor suggested

that the deputation should present their me-
morial to the council through the medium of a
member, and then have the subject fully dis-

cussed. In bis position as mayor he had no power
to decide the question.

Tbe Village Hospital Mo'vement.—Tbe
Rev. Henry W. Majendie, the vicar of Speen,

Berks, has just erected in that parish a village

hospital for the reception of poor persons suffering

from disease or accident. It is built of brick,

and stands in an open and pleasant part of the

village. Six or seven beds will bo made np to

commence with. A nnrse experienced in the

London hospitals will superintend
;

and the

medical practitioners of Newbury will attend

the patients. The building has been formally

opened. A contemporary mentions, as “ a most
singular coincidence, that within a few hours

after the opening ceremony, the founder of the

hospital (Mr. Majendie) slipped down while con-

versing with a friend, and broke his arm.”

Mark Masonry in Cornwall.—This

comparatively a new Maaonio degree in Corn-

wall, or at least it has been revived during the

last few years, and is making considerable pro-

gress under the auspices of its first Cornish

Grand Master, who was installed G.M. about

two years since at Truro. This degree is separate

and distinct in its government from the Craft

Masonry, of which Mr. Aagnatns Smith, of Scilly.

is the Provincial Grand Master for Cornwall, and
has its own charitable funds, schools, annuities,

&o. Although every candidate for admission

must previously have been a Craft Mason, they

have no other connexion, and hold separate

lodges. It is termed the Fourth Degree in Free-

masonry.

Rome.—Qalignani says,
—

“ The Chevalier

Pietro Rosa, director of the excavations in the

part of the Palatine Hill that has become the

property of tbs Emperor Napoleon III., admitted

the public lately to visit the arobseological

discoveries recently made by the side of the

baths of Livia. This interesting discovery

consists of a swimming-school, with a series of

chambers constructed with reticular walls, coated

with stucco, and adorned with fine encaustic

paintings ; these last covered with a preservative

chemical varnish. They represent various mytho-

logical subjects, surrounded by some very delicate

drawings, executed with great skill and in very

brilliant colours.

Proposed Hew County Prison. — At a

meeting of the Middlesex magistrates a com-
mittee reported the result of their inquiries

in reference to a site upon which to erect

a new county prison. The result of adver-

tising was that offers of forty-six sites had
been made, and of these the most desirable

was considered to be one at Highbury Vale,

between 12 and 13 acres in extent. The pur-

chase of this at a cost not exceeding 12,250?.

was recommended by the committee, and after

considerable discussion it was agreed to. Con-

siderable opposition is manifested to the pro-

position.
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Metropolitan Tramways.— The Metro*
politan Tramways (North) Company have given

official notice to the Poplar District Board of

Works that works for constructing the line of

tramway between Whitechapel Church and
Stratford will be commenced within fourteen

days from the date of notice. The companies

are bound under their Act not to break up more
than 100 yards of the road at one time, and to

leave a quarter of a mile between any openings

they may make. It is understood that the works,

when commenced, will be pushed rapidly for-

ward, and that the carriages for the line have

been ordered, some being already complete, while

others are in course of construction.

Engineers and the India Office.—Since

our leading article was [in type, we have been

informed that the Duke of Argyll received at

the India Office, on Wednesday, the 27th inst.,

a deputation of the council of the Institution of

Civil Engineers, on the subject of a notification

lately issued by the Public Works Department
of the Government of India. The deputation

consisted of Mr. C. Hutton Gregory, president j

Mr. Bidder, Mr. Fowler, Mr. Cubitt, Mr. Hawks-
ley, Mr. Abernethy, Mr. Bramwell, Mr. Hemans,
Mr. Murray, and Mr. Stephenson ;

Mr. Manby,
honorary secretary; and Mr. Forrest, the

secretary.

Mosaic Picture for Southgate Church.

—

Messrs. Salviati & Co. have just now produced

in mosaic a “ Last Supper,” intended for the

new reredos in Southgate Church, designed by
Mr. G. G. Scott. Tbe mosaic is of considerable

size, and has cost 210Z. To the workmanship as

a mosaic we have no objection to make ;
it is an

excellent specimen of the art. As a picture, it

is somewhat monotonous, and wants force. The
colours, however, blend harmoniously, and the

general effect is agreeable. Some of the heads

are exceedingly good.

Working Men’s College.—The inaugural

address on the opening of the sixteenth session

was delivered on Monday night at the College,

Great Ormond-street, by the principal, the Rev.

F. D. Maurice, M.A. The Rev. Mr. Brewer
(vice-principal), Mr. 8. Amos (Professor of Juris-

prudence at University College), Mr. W. H.
Flower, and Mr. T. Hughes, M.P., also spoke,

Mr. Hughes thought they should feel proud of

the gold medal conferred on the College at the

last Exhibition at the Hague, as a token of its

usefulness among the working classes.

Altona Exhibition A'wards.—Considering

the small proportion of British exhibitors, it was
not to be expected that any large number of

awards would be made to this country. The
official lists show 60 diplomes d’honneur, of

which the Singer Manfacturing Company has

one. There are 100 gold medals, among which

figure Shaud & Mason, Marshalls, of Gains-

borough, and McCormick
;
also W. A. Wood, the

“Grover & Baker,” and “Elias Howe” sewing

machines. Out of 34 silver medals the United
Kingdom receives 15.

Herne Bay.—The sea between this and the

Reculvers is making rapid inroads, and no steps

appear to be taken to check its advance. The
distance is between three and four miles, and if

a sea-wall were built, a very easy matter, the

ground reclaimed would alone be a considerable

boon. A concrete wall, in which tbe shingle

would play a part, would effectually protect the

land from destruction, and this applies more or

less to the whole “coast line” of the Trinity.—S.

Harrogate Pump-Room.—It is intended

to erect, in the Royal Pump-room, Harrogate,

three stained-glass windows, for a two-fold

object, namely, in memory of Captain William

Slingsby, the discoverer of the Harrogate

waters, and as a tribute to the memory of the

late Sir Charles Slingsby, bart. To assist in this

work the directors of the Royal Chalybeate Spa-

rooms have just given a successful concert in

aid of the memorial fund.

Buildings In tlie City.—The City architect

has reported to tbe Court of Common Council

that his estimate of the expense of the necessary

repairs to the public buildings belonging to the

Corporation for the half-year ending Lady-day
next is 7,9501., as follows :—The Mansion House,

1,000!. ;
prisons, 250!.

;
Guildhall, &c., 200!.

;

markets, 500Z.
;
other public buildings, 6,000!.

The New Offices for Poplar.—The Board

have terminated the contract with Messrs.

Baker & Constable, and determined on obtaining

fresh tenders for the work.
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Leeds Castle, Kent,

FEW miles from

Maidstone, in

Kent, rising oat

of a broad sheet

ofwater, and cast-

ing embattled sha-

dows into it, stands

a large castle,

that was once the

residence and pro-

perty of the good

Qaeen Eleanor.

When it came into

her possession it

was either a Nor-

man bnilding, or

else a Saxon for-

tress with Norman
extensions

j bot

her gallant hus-

band made several

additions to it,

some of which are

still standing, and
give the fabric an
Edwardian cha-

racter. In anti-

quarian circles

the old place is a familiar and appreciated
object; bnt to the general public Leeds Castle
is almost unknown. Yet not only was it once
the residence of the brave and loving lady,

whose womanly deed in Palestine will be told to

every generation that has yet to come, bnt after

her death it was saccesaively the property of

many illustrious persons, and otherwise asso-

ciated with people of whom wo are never tired

of hearing. It first passed into the hands of

her successor, Margaret, the second queen of

Edward I., and was afterwards settled on
Isabella, the wife of Edward II. By-and-by,

we find the castle in the hands of no less a cele-

brity than William of Wykoham. Froissart,

too, visited Leeds Castle, in company with Sir

Thomas Percy and Sir William de Lisle, and
placed on record an account of his stay at the
“ beautiful palace,” and his kind reception by
King Bichard 11. Then we find Henry VIII.

there, palling the old place about, and building

more accommodation for one of his eight wives
and her maids of honour; and, after a few more
strokes of Time’s scythe, it is in the possession

of the famous Lord Oolepepper, the friend of

Charles 11. ,
and Evelyn is there directing a few

repairs, and making other arrangements for the
due keeping and accommodation of some 600
Dutch prisoners entrusted to his care

;
then it

passed into the possession of the Fairfax family,

not, however, until the famous commander-in-
chief of the Parliamentary forces had departed
this life

; and, finally, George III. and Queen
Charlotte paid a visit to the member of that
family resident there in their days, his Majesty
graciously recording the event with his own
royal hand in the family Bible. Beyond, how-
ever, its associations with these and other cele-

brities, Leeds Castle has attractions of its own
which we will endeavour to describe.

It stands on two islands in a sheet of water,

about fifteen acres in extent ; these islands being

sufficiently close to one another to admit of being

connected by a double drawbridge. It consists.

therefore, of two large piles of buildings, which,

with a strong gatehouse and barbican, form four

distinct forts or divisions, capable of separate

defence after either fell into the hands of an
enemy; and the water was so managed as to

pass between these several bnildinga in three

places. Thus it will be seen the Edwardian
architect cleverly developed the natural strength

of the position, if, indeed, he did not find this

arrangement ready to his hand as left by the

Norman ing<^nieurs who preceded him. Three
causeways approached the castle : one of them
was opposed by the barbican, which was com-
posed of two parts, with a drawbridge between
them

; and when the barrier was successfully

passed, those who were endeavouring to gain

admittance found themselves exactly in the same
position as those who approached by either of

the other causeways, in front only of the bridge

that spanned the moat, before the strong gate-

house protecting the fortress on the first island.

Supposing, for convenience sake, that we have
passed this second drawbridge in our path, we

I

find ourselves standing outside the gates of the

main entrance into the gronp of buildings occu-

pying the whole of the area of the larger of the
' two islands. Passing this interior gatehouse,

with the buildings adjoining it, we are admitted
to an inner bailey, across which, at the opposite

.

end, extends the large building, called the New
Castle, in which are situated the principal apart-

ments required for a modern dwelling. In the

rear of this portion of the fabric, which has

been modernised both in Elizabethan and
Georgian times, as well as in our own, is the

j

smaller island on which stands the old castle,
j

often spoken of, too, in old writings as the

Gloriette. Between the two structures were two
drawbridges : thus communication could be cut

off from either side. The position of the two
islands with reference to their approach from

the shore being thus indicated, we will observe

the buildings upon them more narrowly.

We must premise that the particulars we are

about to give are obtained from a valuable

descriptive and historical work just completed by
Mr. C. Wykeham Martin, the present represen-

tative of the families of Colepepper and Fair-

fax, and consequently the owner of the fabric.*

We may add, as we know the fact will interest

many of onr readers, that Mr. Martin also comes
of the same stock as the family of which William

of Wykeham was so celebrated a member. The
feeling for architecture shown so forcibly by the

famous Chanoellor is exhibited in a striking

degree by him
;
and this appreciation of the

subject, combined with a knowledge of other

branches of antiquity, has I'esulted in the pro-

duction of a very accurate and pleasant book.

It is illustrated with a number of good photo-

graphs, which show the difi'erent periods of the

masonry admirably ;'by a good plan; and several

woodcuts; a few of which we are enabled to

produce.t Under this escort, then, we will set

out on our round.

The first outwork, approaching the castle from

the Maidstone road, which is spoken of as a bar-

bican, composed of two parts, contained the

mill. After passing this and an outer ditch, we
are confronted by the second defence, called the

Inner Barbican. These two, taken together,

the guide whom we are following points out,

were designed with much ingenuity, for they

not only formed the dam which kept the water

in the moat, but they were strengthened with a

ditch round the inner bai’bican, over and above

the wide moat which yawned between this out-

work and the entrance to theoastle. At the end of

the bridge giving access to the main portion oi

the fortress, still stands the gate-house, which is

attributed to the reign of Henry III., on the

* The History and Description of Leeds Castle, Kent.
By Charles Wykebam Mart'D, esq., M.P., F.S.A. Weat-
njinster ; Nichols & Son. 1869.

t See p. 886.

face of which are the stone corbels, inserted sub-

sequently, for the support of a brattice; and on
either side are guard-rooms, from which the

entrance could be also defended. On one side

of this entrance it is probable the stables wtra
situated, and on the other the cellars for the re-

ception of the vast stores of salt meat, beer, and
other requisites for a garrison, and a kitchen

;

and on an upper floor, over these, were the

guard-rooms for the private soldiers and yeomen
of the guard, and a constable’s room between
them, having in front of it, exactly over the

entrance, a portcullis-room. Every passage and
staircase was of the narrowest dimensioes, so

that only one man could pass at a time, giving

every opportunity for a hand-to-hand fight for

every inoh of ground. But there was not always
fighting going on ; and many an idle hour was
spent within these chambers, as an inscription,

incised on the chimneypiece, in the constable’s

room, proves. Some young gallant, in the

fifteenth century, to while away his time, took the

trouble to cut the following sentence upon the

stone :
—“ Whyle that ye may my ladye plese not

sors of travayle they werke, quoth Oracius ;”

and as in very similar obaracters the word
Nefferett is cut upon the arch of the outer gate,

our guide thinks it likely the gallant may have

borne that name. These rooms were enlarged

by Edward I., who also gave additional windows

to them. Beyond this key to the island the

area was divided into an outer and inner bailey,

the one encompassing the other. The massive

wall of the inner enceinte has disappeared, but

the foundations remain, and show its position ;

the outer bailey was surrounded by a lower

wall, strengthened with bastions and towers,

believed to be the work of Edward I. There are

traces of several ancient buildings, besides the

residence of the lord of the place on this island,

but the only one standing within the inner

bailey is the Maidens’ Tower, to which we will

presently direct onr steps. We must first examine

one of the towers of the outer bailey, built of

Edwardian masonry, which was intended by the

royal builder to contain a swimming-bath.

Until recently this was always looked upon as a

boat-house or water-tower, but the expense rolls

of the executors of Queen Eleanor speak of a

bath, “Balnea Domini Regis cvpud Ledes,” with

details of the expense, that indicate that this

was the fabric. Mr. Wykeham Martin thus

states the case of this interesting relic :
—

“ In (lie first place, this water-tower or boat-house had
a rery costly pavement, far beyond the regairements of a

place intended for such a purpose only. The atones were
about 2 feet square, faced on the upper side, and as

carefully jointed as they would be for a modern dwelling.

The pavement is now gone, but the impressions of the

stones remain in the mortar, which has become so hard
that I thought they remained tn tiiu till I baled out the
water to examine and clean the bath. For it appears from
the extracts above, quoted from the expense rolls of the
executors of Qaeen Eleanor (l'20l-3), that Reigate stone

was purchased by Edward I. in the first of those years for

the pavement of his bath. But the quantily bought was
a ‘ centena,’ or hundred of stones. Now this, if it means
100 B ones, is precisely the quantity required for this floor,

which measures 22 ft. by 16 it. If this 100 meant 109, 1T2,

or 120 stones, as acpntena of iron is described by Dncange
as 120 stones of 8 lb. each, there would be a few left for

other uses. In the next place, the lead that was purchased
at the same time was precisely the quantity required for

the roof of such a building. If we take the quantity

specified to me by my plnmber and carpenter, allowing

10 lb. a foot for the weight, and allowing for the waste

occasioned by the check rolls and the flushing let into the

wall, the building being 30 ft. by 27 ft., it would come
within loss than a hundredweight of the quantity pnrehased

pro ialneis Domini ffepit, rix., ‘vj charreyte ’ of lead."

As we have said, beyond the residence of the

lord, which is represented in the modern dwelling

on its site, there is only the Maidens’ Tower

standing of all the buildings that must have once

greeted the eye on emerging from the gate-house.

The names of several, however, are preserved in

various surveys and records. Thns we hear of a

vetus capella, which also implies a new one; the

‘‘grangia australis”; the constable’s stable; a

Longhoua
;
an Anoressehous, “ le long stabyl,” a

“ magna coquina,” "
le grete larder,” &o. In 1367

it was recorded that the ‘‘pons gloriettcc” had

been repaired, and the pipe of the aqueduct

mended “ et in castro ei in parco,” showing that
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the conduit-pipe existed before that time, and
was, the author thinks, probably laid down by
Edward I. Seeing, however, the ingenious system

of waterworks constructed at Canterbury by
Norman engineers, as recently described in these

columns, there is no reason why this should

not be of equal antiquity. Tiles are mentioned
as covering some of the houses, and lead as being
furnished for others, showing that where not re-

quired to form a flat roof for fighting men to

conduct their operations upon, the latter was
spared on account of its expense. The "magna
coquina" mentioned above, was recognised in

the alterations made in 1822. Described as "juxta

pedem pontis glorieticc,” and an oven also men-
tioned in connexion with the same bridge, there

was no difficulty in identifying a kitchen found
exactly on that spot, with a very ancient oven, part

of which was thrown out beyond the wall on a
corbel, as that in question. A woodcut shows
this kitchen, with the pons gloriettcc and clock-

tower adjoining. Crossing this bridge, now
covered in, so as to form a long passage or

corridor over it, with rooms above, we are on the

smaller island, or in the old castle. Here our
guide makes one little slip, though not upon the
ground he knows so well. He says when he first

know Leeds Castle there was nothing here but an
oak floor without a ceiling in the place of the old

drawbridge; but on clearing this away, to turn

an arch in stone, a portion of 'a circle, or quad-
rant, was found in the stone-work in which the

heel of the drawbridge must have worked when
it was raised or lowered

;
and on the upper or

bed-room floor there were indications of a similar

arrangement to that at Cumnor Place, mentioned
by Sir Walter Scott, “ when Leicester treacher-

ously calls Amy Hobsart to him with the bridge
drawn up between them.” The great novelist

imagined a far more subtle piece of villainy ; for

he made Varney imitate Leicester’s call to entice

his victim out of her apartment across the trap-

door which was to give way with her tread. But
let this pass : it does not affect Leeds Castle.

The entrance-tower, called in old records the
tower of the Gloriette, has a carious old bell, with
tho Virgin and Child, Sb. George and the Dragon,
and tho Crucifixion depicted upon it, which is

used as a curfew, that custom having been main-
tained from the days of the Crevecceurs, the

owners of the castle before it became the property
of Queen Eleanor. And there is also a very
ancient clock which strikes upon this bell, sup-

posed, on the authority of Mr. Octavius Morgan,
to be of tho same ago. Turning to the left, on
passing through the flat-headed trefoiled arch-

way of this tower, wo come upon tho chapel

built or improved by Edward I. It has beeu
very much pulled about, one of Henry VIII.’s

staircases having passed through it, and the site

of the altar having been turned into a dark
closet under the staircase

;
bub still the owner

cau make out the original form, and, if weunde.r-

stand him aright, intends to restore it. He
says;—

“It is easy, howeyer, to traco the original arrange-
ment. as, though one side wall and one of the end walls

bsTe,beeQ replaced, one side wall and the other end wall are
in their original state, with the exception of one window,
which lost its tracery when it was built up for the purpose
of constructing tho staircase of Henry VIII. There were
two windows of a similar pattern, one of which remains,
and the other is that which has just been described as

having lost its tracery, which consisted of external arches
of the Early English period, with handsome shafts, of
which the bases aud the beil-shaftsare in good order

;
but

in place of the original tracery some of a more recent
character has been inserted. This is of a pattern which
never prevailed beyond the county of Kent aud a limited
portion of Sussex, and is therefore called ‘ Kentish
tracery.’ lu 1314 it is recorded, in Edward H.’a survey,
that a violent hurricane bad damaged tho glass windows at
Leeds Castle to such an extent that it would require
Cv. shillings to reinstate them. "Whether the tracery
was also damaged is not stated; but, at all events, it

seems that new tracery was put in at that time, as well as

new glass. The level at which the bases of the shafts of
the windows are fixed shows the steps leading to the altar

and the original position of the floor. At the farther eud
there was a pew or gaUery for tho use of the lord’s

family.”

Moat of the rest of the work forming the old

castle, save the outer shell, was the work of

Henry VIII., aud consisted of timber and plaster,

with large oak or chestnut windows and hand-
some cornices. But the prisoners whom Evelyn
lodged here, either accidentally or intentionally,

set fire to this part of the fabric, and left a scene
of destruction as a memorial of their detention.
Lord Fairfax rebuilt some of the injured parts,
especially the banqueting - hall, leaving the
original doorway, fireplace, with the Royal arms
and supporters of the house of York on the
spandrels, and windows. Aud in restorations
made in the time of the present owner, as many
as possible of the old cornices and windows have

been re-used
;
specially the fire-place, thus pre-

served by Lord Fairfax, has been re-inserted in a
billiard-room above the hall. The banqueting-
hall is now a kitchen. Alterations nie still pro-

ceeding here to gain the accommodation afforded

by the chapel, before it can be restored to its

original purpose. In the kitchen in which the
dinner for the banqueting - hall was prepared
when King Harry banqueted in it, there is a
fireplace with its chimney divided into two flues

with a window between them, an arrangement,
from the character of this light, that appears to

have been made by him. There were also a
buttery and pantry, besides accommodation for

the stowage of provisions in the event of a
garrison occupying it duringa siege. There was
a sally-port, too, opening on to the moat from
the foot of a newel staircase, which is still there,

with its flight of steps descending below the
present level of the water. But the drawbridge
with which the author believes it was furnished

as a means of reaching a little islet in front of

the doorway, which, he thinks, was the centre of

a bridge that was placed there for convenience
in times of peace, and removed when danger was
apprehended, has disappeared. On the way down
the newel staircase is a chamber now used as a
dairy, which is supposed also to have answered
that purpose in old times, as the water from the
conduit was turned through it as though for the
purpose of keeping it cool. Beyond it are a few
inferior offices ; and then we come to a hand-
some room, the opposite end of which adjoins

the tower of the Gloriette, at which we entered.

This room is noticeable for having a Tudor fire-

place, with the arms of Guldeford, quartered or

impaled with Halden, in the spandrel, a circum-
stance Mr. Wykeham Martin accounts for by the
fact that Sir Henry Guldeford was employed by
Henry VIII. to build an upper story to this

building. Ascending now to the upper floor of

the Gloriette, which wo cau reach either by the

staircase built by Henry VIII. in Edward I.’a

chapel, or by the passage occupying the position

of the old upper pair of drawbridges over the

deep, glassy waters, lapping between the now
castle and the old, wo laud in a large lobby
lighted by a window with oak or chestnut
mullions. This was occupied by some of the
Dutch prisoners before referred to ; and traces

of their confinement were to be seen in rough
chess or draught boards cut on the floor, as well

as in a large glazed sentry-bux at the head of

the staircase. The author’s sister, Mrs. Simeon,
gives a drawing of this scene of old sighs. The
queen’s drawing-room was approached from it

;

also another apartment which the author con-

jectures may have been the queen’s “ wardrobe,”
from tho fact that the royal arms are in the
spandrels of the fireplace, but no supporters.

This room, he says, was in a state of great
decay

;
the ceiling was perished, and the floor so

rotten as to fall with the weight of four men upon
it, as soon as it was touched for the purpose of

being renewed. A bedroom beyond this slipped

into the moat in the lifetime of the Robert, Lord
Fairfax, who received King George, and Queen
Charlotte, weakened, doubtless, by the fire

kindled by the Dutch prisoners, which left a gap
at this point. On the other side of the lobby,

after a small room with a Tudor fireplace in it,

extending over the banqueting-hall below, were
two rooms and a lobby, which had the appear-

ance of once having formed the queen’s with-

drawing-room, which would thus have been of

the same size as the hall. In the spandrels of

the fireplace of this apartment we learn, from
the arms of the house of Lancaster on one side,

and the castle of Castille and the pomegranate
of Atragon on the other, that it was built before

Katharine of Arragon had ceased to charm the

royal Bluebeard. This fireplace has, of course,

been re-used, as, indeed, have the numerous
door-heads, with the royal arms, fleurs-de-lis, or

Tudor badges upon them, found in this part of

the building
; for not only have these rooms been

restored, but the gap made by the Dutch
prisoners has been filled up. A garderobe was
found in this locality, which had been inacces-

sible for two centuries : thus it was disclosed in

its original rudeness, “a mere chimney, so to

: speak, with a low wall in front, capped by a
stout piece of oak.” One of the Tudor flredogs

is delineated.

We have now to sketch the features of the

main building on the larger island, known as

the New Castle. In Elizabeth’s reign Leeds
Castle was the property of the Smith family,

ancestors of the present Lord Strangford ; and
on the site of the principal residence in older

times they built a handsome Elizabethan house.

When the place came into the possession of Lord
Fairfax, he took out the stone mullions of their

fine windows, and inserted sashes
;
aud then he

placed boards before them cut to a point, to

look like Gothic openings, aud stuccoed the old

mansion over to give it the appearance fashion-

able at that time called rustic work. The author

says a village churchwardeu never made a more
hideous disfigurement. Even Walpole looked

down npon it and wrote of it,
—" The Fairfaxes

had fitted up a pert, bad apartment on the fore-

part of the castle They had a gleam of

Gothic in their eyes, but it soon passed off into

some modern windows, and some that never

were ancient.” No wonder, then, that when
the author’s late father came into possession of

it with an understanding that he would pub it

into repair, this spurious work was condemned
and pulled down. As this house was built

against the exterior wall of the castle, a part of

the ancient work thus perished with it ; but, with
that exception, Mr. Wykeham Martin regrets

only the old Elizabethan drawiug-room,of which
both walls and ceiling were panelled in oak;

aud of this the oak chimney-piece has been pre-

served aud re-used. The old building was
smaller than that now standing on its site by
9 fc. in length and 7 ft. in width. The new one
is quadrangular, and two storied, with the

entrance in the centre of the principal front

between two octagonal turrets of 12 ft. diameter

carried up the full height; and there are turrets

at each angle to correspond with these. The
walls are embattled, and rising above them are

Hampton Court chimneys. The assistance of

Mr. William Twopenny in the design is recorded

by the author.

The Maidens’ Tower, which we have left to

the last, because its owner has done so,—although

from its position it is, perhaps, entitled to an
earlier description,—is shown in a woodcut with

the bath of Edward I., near to which it stands.*

It is boilt upon the wall of the outer bailey near

the bath, and thence projects into the inner

bailey. It is a large quadrangular three-storied

tower finished with battlements that are evi-

dently modern
;
but a drawing of it on an old

plan of the estate shows that the roof was once

gabled. The ground floor contains the brew-

house, in which is a very wide chimney, which
the author thinks can only have been required

for the heating of many large cauldrons of water

at a time, pointing to a period before the intro-

duction of coppers with flues. There appear to

have been two staircases and two seta of rooms
above

;
and two garderobes still exist, from

which circumstance it is concluded it was occu-

pied by several persons, probably guests, though
nob necessarily the maids of honour, with whom
tradition has associated it. Mr. Wykeham
Martin thinks, if Henry VIII. built it, enlarge-

ments were made to it, subsequently, by the

Smiths.
In his inquiry into the date of various parts of

the fabric, the author raises the question whether
the Gloriette was nob in the first instance a Nor-
man shell castle on the site of a Saxon mound
fort. Tradition affirms that the chief councillor

of Ethelbert IL, Led, Ledan, or Ledian, built a

castle on this site, which was destroyed by the

Danes; and the same authority sets forth that

Robert de Crevecceur began Leeds Castle on the

site of an old Saxon fort. The Gloriette presents

a strong resemblance in the mind of the anti-

quary, Mr. Clark, to what we might expect to

find from such a sequence of events. It has a

splayed base for 17 ft. above water, and as many
at least below; and, arguing in favour of the

supposition, we are told,

—

“ If, theu, we suppose that the stream ran ronod the old

castle, and was deepened and widened into a small moat,
we should have a nearly rectangular shell of considerable
size, the lower story of which, battering as it rose,

attained a height of quite 35 ft. before the ground floor

was reached, and this would constitute a very respectable

work for defence. In addition to this, there are two loop-
holes of the same soft sandstoue wuh the adjacent
window, to which some persons, as noticed before, assign

tho date of Edward I., aud some that of Edward II., and
which it is possible may be somewhat older, in an adjoining
semicircular projection; and under each loophole is the

bottom of a still older loophole of Caen stone, giving a
greater antiquity to the foundation of the semicircular

projection than that of the superstructure. And this,

with the adjoining wail, is clearly a portion of the work of
Edward I. This would seem to indicate that Edward did

not build the old castle from its foundation, but merely
altered and improved an existing building, thus confirming
Mr. Clark's conjecture, at least to a certain extent, in

addition to the strong internal evidence supplied by the

shape and appearance of the building, and the very
peculiar nature of the mound on which it stands.”

When discussing the date of the drawbridges,

the author refers to M. Viollet-le-Duc’s state-

• See p. 886.
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menfc respecting the period in which these
ingenfons contrivances came into use, and points
ont two instances in which they were mentioned
at an earlier date than that he assigns to them.
He says they were attached to the gates of
towns abont 1350. The regnlations drawn up
by Stephen de Pencestre for the ordering of
Dover Castle, in the reign of Henry III., set
forth that the bridge should be drawn at sunset.
And in the twenty-third year of that monarch’s
reign, according to the Liberate Roll, he ordered
a bretasche and drawbridge to be constructed
at Winchester, this being as much as a hundred
and twelve years earlier than allowed by M. Le
Due. Generally, the author finds this instal-
ment of the work left by our Meditcval ancestors
indicates an early and higher order of culture
than the term “dark ages” suggests. The
masons especially were equal to those of the
present day, and the same must be said of
several of the other trades. A Russia, “ desti-
tute, indeed, of many of those improvements
and appliances which have been invented in
recent times, but still containing a wealthy,
powerful, and Insurious aristocracy, surrounded
by a Irude, barbarous, and unenlightened serf
population,” is perhaps the nearest realisation
we can approach to those old times which gave
us our incomparable cathedrals and left us such
cleverly-contrived fortresses as Leeds Castle. In
some particulars we have made no progress, or
rather broken off the thread. Vine-growing is a
case in point. The Norman engineers, mapping
out their waterworks at Canterbury, showed
vineyards round that abbey, and there were
vineyards attached to Leeds Castle in the days
of Queen Eleanor, and wine made from them.
The expense-rolls of that lady’s executors
mention various sums paid to Arnold le Vinerun,
who could have been nothing but a vine-dresser.
No vines are now grown for wines. But at the
cottages, however, in the locality there are still

to be seen vines of a peculiar kind, growing in
very short, thick clusters, which the author
thinks are descendants of those with which
Queen Eleanor made wine in 1290. The expense-
rolls quoted above afford a great deal of very
interesting information, for which we have
scarcely left ourselves space. Thus a visitor was
expected, Eleanor's son-in-law, the Count de
Barr, and straightway many purchases were
made for his proper reception. Bread, fish,

ginger, mustard, sugar, “ powder to make
pimento,” eggs, flour, “ galentin poudre,” or
spice for galentines, saffron, and almonds are
amongst the provisions laid in for his entertain-
ment, whilst large quantities of wax and fire-

wood were also bought
; and 8 ells of canvas and

8 ells of cloth are entered as having been pur-
chased for napery and “ coverture of the
dresser.” The same rolls show that on the anni-
versary of the queen’s death a sum equal to
between 3001. and 400Z, of our money was spent
in memorial ceremonies at this castle.

William of Wykeham’s connexion with the
fabric was in virtue of his office of surveyor of
the castles of Windsor, Leeds, Dover, and
Hadlow, to which he was appointed in 1359. He
appointed a deputy in 1363. Mr. Twopenny
looks upon one window as the work of the reign
of Richard II., but the author contends that it

is not likely the chancellor would have interested
himself about tuch a small matter, and forbears
to claim any part of the castle as his work.
There are accounts which show, however, that
he deputed the Prior of Leeds to put the palings
of the park into good repair.

From the many historical facts noted by the
author, which pass pageant-like over his pages,
we must content ourselves with singling out the
siege in 1321. Although Leeds Castle was
settled on his wife, Isabella, it appears that
Edward II. had exchanged it for a seat in Shrop-
shire belonging to Lord Badlesmere. Perhaps
to tiy her right to it, the queen appeared before
its gates when his family was in the occupation
of it and demanded lodging for herself and train,
then on pilgrimage to Canterbury. Lord Badles-
mere s caatallan refused her admittance, when
she attempted to enter by force without avail,
several of her retinue being slain. When the
king was informed of the occurrence he deter-
mined to resent it ; and accordingly summoned
a large force to meet him in front of the castle.
Every man between the ages of sixteen and
sixty from the counties of Essex, Hampshire,
Surrey, and Sussex, was to repair there, and the
whole posse comitaf-us of Kentwas to be in readiness
on the same spot three days previously to their
arrival, which was to take place on October 20th.
Accompanied by men from London and the

Cinque Porte, and his two brothers and four
earls, the king appeared in person before the
walls, and conducted the besieging tactics.
Meanwhile, Lord Badlesmere, who was from
home at the time of the repulse of the queen,
but fully concurred in it, supported by other
noblemen, drew near with the view of rendering
his garrison assistance. They took up a position
at Kingston, whence the Archbishop of Canter-
bury headed a deputation requesting the king
to raise the siege and refer the dispute to Parlia-
ment. This he refused to do, and afraid of
opposing so considerable a force Lord Badlesmere
was obliged to leave his castle to its fate. On
the Ist of November it capitulated, and twelve
or thirteen of the defenders paid for their
prowess with their lives. In cleaning ont the
moat in 1822, the author says a very large and
ancient key was found, which, he thinks, is

likely to have been the key of the castle thrown
into it by the castellan after he locked the gates
in the face of the queen and her train, that
nothing might induce him to alter his resolve.
The desperate, defiant castellan, the Amazonian
queen on her palfrey, her little circle of retainers
making ready to try their strength as the
autumn evening was closing in, the chill mist
rising off the still waters of the lakelet, the
lights flitting to and fro in the dusky castle, the ^

wary guards passing like shadows behind the '

embattlements, are all before us as we close the !

book. Mr. Wykeham Martin has presented us,

!

in this way, with many a pretty picture besides
those provided by the photographer’s art. He
may be nearly as proud of his work as he is of
his castle.

THE KNOT OF THE RAILWAY
DIFFICULTY.

Public attention, if we may trust the usual
barometric indication furnished by the columns of
the daily press, has of late been fixed, with un-
usual intensity, on two distinct subjects, the
intimate connexion between which has uot
hitherto been pointed out. We refer to the un-
precedented rapidity with which the whitewash
of a coroner’s verdict has been passed over all

parties concerned in the production of a grievous
railway collision ; and to the accounts given of

the performance of Mr. Fairlie’s “ Bogie Engine ”

at Hatcham. To stimulate the interest already
excited, comes the report of a fresh coll'sion near
Manchester, an “ accident” of which, per se, as
nobody was killed, and only six or seven persons
were wounded, no one but the sufferers them-
selves would have been likely, in ordinary times,

to take notice.

The connexion, however, between the two snb-
jects, of railway collision, and of possible improve-
ment in, not only the details, but, to a great ex-
tent, the principles, of railway locomotion, is

intimate and essential. The natural and every
way important completion of the railway system
has been checked by inanition. Railways, as a
rule, do not pay ; at least, the exceptions to their

economical success are so numerous that no one
will risk the money required to carry out the
secondary lines, and to extend the ramifications

of the true circulation of our traffic to the ex-
tremities of the country. This is, unfortunately,

an old story. What is new, and what is a good
omen, is the fact that for the first time, after so

many years, men competent to the investigation

are turning their minds to the solution of the
question, “ Why do not railways pay ?”

Want of traffic is not the cause. For many of
the lines are absolutely choked with traffic.

Were this deficiency the root of the matter, the
lines which are over - fed would earn such
enormous dividends as to cover the shortcomings
of their less active neighbours. The over-work
of the lines finds a grim exponent in the list of

collisions, often fatal, always costly.

That these collisions are not, properly speak-
ing, accidental, we think will be made out. But
beyond this immediate question of police, lies

the further difficulty, “ How is it, that with
a traffic requiring such precaution from its

freqnency, dividends arose small?”
Now the ray of hope,—and it is a very bright

one,— that is freshly turned on this point, is this.

We have made a great mechanical mistake. We
have directed our attention the wrong way. We
have so constructed our running stock as to

inflict great and altogether unnecessary damage
both on itself and on the permanent way. And
we have apportioned so enormous an amount of

dead weight to the freight of cur trains, especially

of our passenger trains, as at the same time to

choke our tracks and to starve our pockets.

i

i

Let us first regard the question of the pre-
ventibility of collision.

“ Give my tenantry distinctly to understand,”
wrote an Irish absentee landlord to his resident
steward, “ that no threats to shoot you will have
any effect on me.”
The perfect na'iveti of the remark, or rather

the evidence which it affords of a mode of re-
garding matters from an exclusively personal
stand-point, is such as would be highly appro-
priate to many of those easy-going gentlemen
who have assumed the responsible functions of
railway directors, with so little appreciation of
the weight of the responsibility which they have
thus incurred. It is not enough that the share-
list bears daily witness to the monstrous evils
attendant on amateur management. It is not
enough that the report of the directors of one of
our large railways coolly dilates upon the fact,

that the Board of which the reporters are the
present constituent members has spent eight
millions of money without earning a single half-
penny by the outlay. It is not enough that,
when some terrible disaster wraps a convoy in
flames, or hurls train against train, a terrified

engine-driver, or an overworked pointsman, is

put upon his trial for manslaughter. None of
these threats touch the Boards. Therefore the
Boards, as a rule, are content to leave things
as they are. Penalties, no doubt, must follow
on the occurrence of those breaches of the rules,

alike of common sense and common prudence,
which are the fruitful sources of what are
ironically termed “ railway accidents.” But
these penalties chiefly affect the purse. And
the purse in question is not that of the directors,
but that of the shareholders. When the case is

so flagrant that public indignation cries out,
“ Who is to blame ? ” there is always some un-
fortunate official ready to be offered up as an
altogether involuntary sacrifice.

This pleasant state of things—pleasant, that
is to say, for the directors

;
decidedly unpleasant

for the rest of the world,—for officials, passen-
gers, and shareholders alike—appears to have
attained the stability of an institution. Of
what use is it to complain ? No threats to shoot
the steward stir the fears of the master. No
diminution of dividend by heavy compensation,
no ruin of the family of an industrious servant
by the results of a prosecution, touches the
exalted repose of the Board-room

; nor, so long
as this is the case, will any amount of public
indignation prevent the recurrence and the
increase in number of these terrible and fatal
railway collisions, the season for which has this

year set in with early and unusual severity.

We do not go the length of saying that acci-

dent, properly so called, is impossible on a
properly-regulated railway; but, iu point of fact,

real accidents are extremely rare. They hardly
ever occur. To call a case of gross neglect an
accident is a perversion of language,—an unjusti-
fiable and dangerous perversion. The verdict of
“ Accidentally killed ” which was returned by
the jury in the inquest on the bodies of the
persons killed in the recent railway collision

near Nottingham, was, we cannot hesitate to
say, altogether unjustifiable. Till coroners and
coroners’ juries have rather more definite ideas
as to what is and what is not accident, they are
likely to have ample occupation.

Murder, by the English law, does not neces-
sarily imjly malice towards the murdered per-
son on the part of the murderer. If A, in-

tending grievously to barm B, kills C uninten-
tionally, it is murder. If in pure covetousness,
or neglect, or in the performance of an unlawful
act, one man unintentionally kills another, it is

murder. And if we look at the legal decisions on
the point, we shall find that the neglect of any
necessary precaution in circurastances of known
danger involves, to say the least of it, a very
serions responsibility.

Now there can be no doubt that all collisions

of the character of that to which we now refer

arise in consequence of the neglect of a well-
known precaution, the adoption of which wonld
render such occurrences impossible. The
electric telegraph places in the bands of the
controllers of railway traffic the means of abso-
lute prevention of collisions. To allow a train to
rush over a given portion of railway, in utter
ignorance whether that portion is or is not clear
from obstruction, although with the means of
acquiring that knowledge at the fingers* ends,
is a neglect of due precaution which, when
death ensues, would have a very ugly name
given to it by an impartial judge.

It must be borne in mind that the adoption of
the positive safeguard of what baa been called
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the block system ia a matter for which the

directors of a railway are responsiblo. Let them

bo held so. Let the jnry who sit on the bodies

of the next batch of sufferers give a little atten-

tion to this part of the case. In an accident, no

doubt, no one may be to blame. But a collision,

which would have been prevented by the nse of

a known measrre of precaution, is not an acci-

dent, and the guilt of aggravated manslaughter

lies at the door of those who neglect to prescribe

the adoption of such a precautionary code of

rules.

We are not about to enter into the details of

the block system, or to insist upon its abso-

lute perfection. On every line, according to

the distance of its stations apart, the density of

its traffic, the nature of its gradients, and other

diff'frences of detail, the minutice of the working

code may be special and peculiar. Bub the

broad idea of dividing the entire line of railway

into a series of districts, of magnitude propor-

tioned to the traffic and the other details of the

ease, and of never allowing a train to enter one

of these districts, at any considerable speed,

nntil it is known by telegraphic information

that the preceding train has left it, is one the

adoption of which would render collision impos-

sible. Some extra expense might attend the

introduction of the rnle. Some interference

with the punctuality of trains (if it is allowable

to use such an expression, merely for the sake of

argument, and without at all intending to in-

timate that each a thing exists) might ensue.

But human life and limb would be perfectly safe.

Great cost of repairs and compensations would

be avoided. And, in committing his body to the

custody of the conductors of the traffic of the

conutry, the traveller would have the comfort of

knowing that it was no longer a mere question

of minutes whether his train should, or should

not, come iu collision with any other train.

Let the absentee landlord be made to under-

stand that bis head, and not that of his agent,

will be made the next running target. Let

directors learn, by the large text of a verdict of

manslaughter, that it is for thorn to enforce the

adoption of a rule which is essential to the safety

of the passengers. Let those who influence the

public mind aid in putting the saddle on the right

horse. It is only necessary to do this to put a

atop to railway manslaughter.

2s’o country in the world possesses a more de-

serving, iudustrions, careful, intelligent, body of!

public servants than are the men who constitute

the great mass of those employed on our rail-

ways. Often overworked, often underpaid, they

are now laden with a responsibility which is nob

duly their own. The stress and strain thrown,

in many instances, on an officer who is in no

adequate way compensated for the tremendous

anxiety to which he is exposed, are altogether

disproportionate. To avoid collision, as a general

rule, railway directors depend almost entirely on

the prudence and activity of their servants.

They exact, from their conscientious care, that

security which ought to be independent of any

thing but the most ordinary adherence to routine.

First, the lines ought to be so constructed

as to allow of the circulation of the different

systems of traffic without mntual interference.

Secondly, the code of working regnlations should

be so drawn up as to render collision impossible.

The first requisite would, no doubt, involve con-

siderable expense, if it were now rendered com-
pulsory. It is carried out, to a very considerable

extent, in the system of lines converging at

Viotoria-station. It is disregarded and despised,

in a very unnecessary manner, in the system of

lines crossing and recrossing one another between

London Bridge, Cannon-street, and Charing,

cross. Re-arrangement of these lines is loudly

demanded by public safety, no less than by

public convenience. But, apart from this pro-

vision, which sooner or later mast be carried

ont, such a modification of the block system as

will prevent collision, as a normal rule and not

as a happy chance, ought to be rendered im-

perative. Legislation, in the mere interest of

the public, is of coarse not to be expected. But
the public have the matter iu their own bands.

A sharp and sure remedy lies within the pro-

vince of the coroner’s jury. A single verdict of

manslaughter, not against the over-wrought
officials, but against the negligent chairman and
directors, would in all probability settle the
matter. No second case would be likely to

occur, for, at the next weekly meeting, every
railway board in the kingdom would take the
steps proper for preventing collisions.

At the same time that the density of that

unremunerative traffic, with which the result of

the last twenty years of railway management

has encumbered moat of our main trank lines,

is calling so imperatively for absolute regula-

tion by telegraph, the attention of the public is

directed towards a proposed reform, from which

consequences of the most brilliant nature are

anticipated as likely to arise. We are not about

now to commit ourselves to au absolute approval

of Mr. Fairlie’s system, or to urge that be, or

any other engineer, has attained the ne plus

ultra of economical mechanism. Bab wo do say,

and that without hesitation or qualification, that

the inventors and advocates of light railways,

and of corresponding light engines and plant,

are looking in the right direction.

The internal communications of this country,

having received such a stimulus as is unknown

in the entire preceding history of the world,

have been arrested in their due development by

a check of corresponding severity. It ia all very

well to lay the blame on the greediness of

promoters, the selfish anxiety of great con-

tractors, or the ingenuity of civil engineers in the

creation of occupation. AU this is, no doubt

truej but there is something more fatal behind.

It is well known that the continued paralysis of

public enterprise has been such as to disappoint

even the least sanguine of those who have looked

forward to an improvement in industrial enter-

prise as a qnestiou of bread-and-cheese. For

ovor-speoulabion, over-haste, over-railway pro-

dnotion, we have paid, God knows, an ample

penalty of starvation. But the main, unpre-

cedented, intolerable feature of the present long

stagnation baa been its apparent permanence.

Not only have oar burnt dogs carried on an un-

nsually prolonged dread of the fire, but it has

appeared as if fire would never again be kindled,

at which they or their successors could singe

their tails. In a word, the depression attendant

on a period of over-work and over-speculation baa

been so profound, so enduring, and so hopeless,

that a politician who looks beneath the surface is

driven to the conclusion that some cause, hitherto

undiscovered, must be at work to aggravate our

present gloom. In 1845 the fury and vigour of

the railway mania was far wilder than it has

been at any subsequent period. Great and per-

manent evil was inflicted on the industry of

Great Britain by that wania of 1845. But,

though for a time crippled, the industry sur-

vived, and again sprang into active life. Money
was wasted, dividends were thrown to the winds,

resources were devoted to the prodaebion of nn-

needed lines of communication, to the otter loss

of the subscribers. Bab the railway system,

—

regarded not only as a mode of carrying traffic,

but as a neb of lines requiring great extension

and increase, survived the shock. Since the

recovery from^the depression of 1846 and 1847

there has been no difficulty in raising millions

when required, or, unfortunately, when not

required. What is the reason of the difference ?

It is not because the railway system, as a

method of intercomronnioation, has arrived at

its natural maximum of extension. Main trunks,

indeed, have been run in almost every available

direction. But the entire system of secondary

lines, the natural feeders of the 14,0u0 miles

now at work, has to be completed. And the

trunk lines are, often, so choked and loaded with

traffic, that the rails are continually occupied by

successive trains, running at each others’ heels

with intervals far less wide apart than public

safety demands.
At last,— a long last,—the teterrima causa is

pilloried before the public. No doubt, there are

many who do, and who will to the last possible

moment, deny that such ia the case ;
but we

shall be mistaken if the public hold with them.

Respect for the authority of great men is an

admirable thing. But it is carried too far if it

fetters the course of improvement. All honour

to George Stephenson ! His name will rank ever

high among the benefactors of mankind. None
the less true is it, that, in creating a new depart-

ment of practical mechanics, he made, aud led

his followers to make, a grievous mistake. Our

railway engineers have overlooked one of the

chief elements of the problem to which they

have addressed themselves. They have effected

locomotive transport by means which have dis-

regarded the necessary economy of the case.

They have whirled across the country such dis-

iDroportionate loads of dead weight that the

entire railway system has well nigh collapsed

beneath the burthen.

The cause, then, of the non-prosecntion of the

necessary works of completion for our system of

internal traction ia not financial, but economical.

The differences is essential. Finance, checked

to-day, sprouts and revels to-morrow. Economic

returns, when absent, cannot be galvanised into

existence, aud economic failure, in the present

case, resnlts from mechanical reasons. So^long

as these prevail economic death will remain as

our normal state.

Let us regard the question in a light which

will admit of no hesitation. Our ordinary rail-

way traffic is conducted at an average speed

wliioh is less than double the maximum speed of

the more rapid coach traffic, on the best lines of

route which it has displaced. On the other hand,

the strain and shock to which a carriage running

over a smooth continuous surface of iron rail is

exposed, were expected to be, and ouglit^ to be,

very much less than the half of those to which one

is subject on an ordinary road. The same vehicle

drawn along a turnpike road at the rate of

sixteen miles per hour (the rate of some of the

fast Shrewsbury coaches), and along a much less

severely graded railway at the rate of thirty

miles per hour, would suffer far more strain in

the former than in the latter case. At all events,

as of the two forces which oppose motion,

gravity and friction, no human wit has found

the method of obviating tbo action of the

former, it is clear that in the diminution of

friction lies the great economic saving which

railways were designed to effect.

How cornea it to pass, then, that for the

vehicles which have to ran with the minimum

of friction, we have introduced a ponderous

mode of constrnobion far more iu excess of the

requirements of the case than was ever employed

for the vehicles subjected to the larger amount

of strain and of shock ? What is the difference

between the power of a galloping team of four

good horses, and the resistance of a macada-

mised road, measured by the tendency to pull a

mail-coach asunder, and that of the tug of a

locomotive over a pair of rails ? The question

is one that answers itself.

Again, in our road engineering (which we may
compare with that of the diligences of France,

the ponderous but well-knit carriages of Italy,

the marvellous chairs, suspended over a long

perch, used in Portugal, or the ready-made shift

of an Irish car), what has been the rule ? For

increased speed we have diminished the weight

of the vehicle. Where hundredweights, or at all

events quarters, were in question for Bickford a

vans, or for the broad-wheeled wagons which

recall the memory of Whittington, pounds were

looked after in the build of the Quicksilver Mail.

Iu our ponderous vehicles, and yet more pon-

derous engines, for our express trains, we have

retrograded, positively retrograded, in mechanical

science.

We have not space at our command here to

enter into the causes which have led to the enor-

mous overweight of our railway plant. We can

now only bear our share in calling the attention

of all those interested in the matter to the sub-

ject. It is certain that the hammering, oscil-

lating, grinding motion which now accompanies

railway travelling may be, to a great extent

if not altogether, avoided. It is certain that,

to resist, or rather to produce, this destructive

action,—destructive alike to carriages, to perma-

nent way, to the nerves of the traveller, aud to

the dividend of the shareholder,—we have, for a

quarter of a century and more, been proceeding

in the wrong direction. ' While the London

omnibuses carry a ton of passengers to a ton of

dead weight, we are told, on authority which

ought to be good, that our railways carry nine-

teen tons of dead weight to a ton of passengers !

A man need not be an engineer to understand

that this is radically wrong. If the d(Sbris of

the Stephenson school of engineers will not

address themselves to the subject, it is tolerably

clear that they will be superseded by a set of

men,—self-taught, it may be ,—who will. Ou our

existing lines of iron road, let us convey passen-

gers with as much attention to the exigencies

of mechanical law as that which has been

brought to bear on road vehicles, by the owners

of the London omnibuses. To carry a dozen

passengers from London to Liverpool at a

velocity of thirty miles an hour, does not,

as a mechanical necessity, require a greater

proportion of dead weight for passengers (ex-

clusive of the propulsive power in either case),

than was neoessary to convey the same load

down the declivity now spanned by the Holborn

Viadnet. Let the subject be faithfully and

honestly wrought out. Let the ill-constructed

vehicles be superseded, first by experimental

trials, then by special trains
j
by degrees by the

introduction of a more mechanically perfect

I

working plant than that which at present grinds
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US in tho dust,—and dividends will swell, like
tile olive harvest in a prolific year; shareholders
will fatten upon something more substantial
than hope; and then we, engineers, builders,
labourers whose name is legion, may smile at
the good time coming, when we shall again pull
off our coats, burn our nightcaps, and turn the
lines of deserted parish roads into the likeness
of the entrance to a beehive. Let us correct our
mechanical blander, and our railway economy
will right itself.

WINTER EXHIBITIONS : THE FRENCH
GALLERY, PALL MALL; AND

THE OLD BOND STREET GALLERY.
Wet weather was no preventive last Saturday

to the assemblage of many visitors in the Old
Bond-street Gallery, nor to others who availed
themselves of Mr. Wallis’s invitation to the
French Gallery, to see privately how well he has
catered for the ecsthetic taste of the British
poblic, and how pleasantly he has combined
home with foreign produce in what he sets before
them. With no novelty to introduce he has, at
all events, contrived very ably to I’enew con-
fidence in his judgment, and acknowledgment of
the energy with which he proceeds in his self-

imposed task
;
a task it must be, with so many

opportunities offered the painter for a double
picture season. November may claim some
affinity with genial Maj', with only the difference
of a Bauliijlit and a suns/iade between them.
November, with its mire and murk, its foggy veil
that is never half thick enough to hide any of its

ugliness but only adds to it, as in some other
plain cases

;
the month of all months that most

people have disagreeable reason for seeing none
that it should ever be forgotten, with its associa-
tive reminiscences of asthma, bronchitis, catarrh,
and a whole alphabet of ills ranging from large
to small type, baa now some claim to a welcome
in virtue of what art can do to improve Nature.
The collection of pictures exhibited at the

French Gallery comprises many admirably
executed. It was to be expected that M. G. De
Jonghe would repeat his assertion of mastery
over the difficulty of making brilliant yellow
preponderance subservient to a harmonious
result

;
and this time with no black to control in

its management. The fair patient who was
“ Recovering ” last spring, and receiving the
congratulations of a lady friend, is again
represented still in bed, but so much better
apparently,—and nearly as well actually,—as to
allow of her eldest child’s presence : she
is amusing this morsel of four or fi.ve

years’ human experiences by explaining to
him “ The Picture Book ” (65), that gives
the picture’s title. As an example of very
skilful workmanship, this is scarcely less re.

markable than its predecessor, the memorable
combination of black, white, and vivid yellow.
Mr. W. Q. Orebardson is not often more success-
ful as a colourist than he has proved himself to
be when confined to a similarly limited chroma-
tic scale: black, white, and yellow have been
tamed into very sober harmony in bis depiction
of a fond mamma, regarding her dot of a daugh-
ter, “The Idol” of her affection (87), to the
effect of conveying the sombre suggestion that
she is her only idol now. Somewhat alight and
sketchy, this is very dexterously painted ; as are
Mr. PeLtie’s two contributions, “ A Hard Fight,”
seen before (98) ;

or it may be a second edition
of the educational primer published more than a
year ago, at the Royal Academy, revised and
corrected. The vicissitudes of poor governesses
have afforded endless themes for both pen and
pencil description

;
but, thanks to civilisation,

emigration, and sewing-maebines, the subject is

berefc of much of its romantic interest now,
though Mr. Pettie’s clever characterisation and
clever manipulation are none the less attractive
on that account. The same praise for dexterity
is due to his rendering of “ Romeo and the
Apothecary ’’ (126), even if style of execution, in
this instance, borders too closely on tho careless
Indecision of a first sketch only.

M. G. Koller’s fine method makes all such
deficiency the more apparent. For clean, solid,
luminous depiction, and the attainment of finish
without loss to breadth of effect, his Mediajval
interior, wherein the presiding mistress of the
household is receiving a visit from a female
friend (120), is exemplary, with more show of
labour— of the means by which the end has
been gained. M. J. Devriendt’s similar perform-
ance (140), “ Going to Maes,” will exact a similar
acknowledgment. They are excellent specimens
of completenesa. Breadth and freedom in execu-

tion are the most remarkable attributes of an
important work by M. S. Liezenmayer (130),
” Maria Theresa of Austria nursing tho poor
Woman’s Child,” a fascinating picture for its

beautiful colour and graceful treatment, though
it bo a treatment that intimates the adaptation
of nature rather than iis direct copyism.
M. J. Portaels has selected a very dangerous
phase and face of “ Jealousy ” (74). Moody and
morose, bis victim seems to gloat on the sense
of her wrong and the sense of her right to

avenge it; however, M. J. Boutibonne assists to
relieve apprehension in his embodiment of
females’ extremes ; like all other extremes, they
meet. “ Friends for Life” (71) is but a day’s
intention, and “ Enemies until Death ” (80)
scarcely an hoar’s, it is to be hoped, since the
ladies who are supposed to be actuated by these
diverse emotions are obviously too well brought
up and highly connected not to be above such
common human influences; and if they were,
not to take very great care to hide their failings

and feelings.

Mr. T. Faed is represented by one of his very
estimable correspondents, who are always “ his
very truly :

” On this occasion her epistolary
composition ia costing her more trouble than it

did the artiat to record the fact of her being
“ 111 doubt” (55) ;

but she need be iu none with
regard to a capability of expressing herself com-
prehenaibly, for that has been done for her—most
easily and most admirably by the consummate
skill of the painter.

Mr. J. B. Burgess shows an accession of power
in hia portrait of " A Little Spanish Lady ” (40),
who is a great deal Spanish, and a great deal
of a lady, to the credit of him who has made her
look 80 . “The Padre’s Visit” (135), though but
an ordinary incident, has served to the purpose
of exhibiting great proficiency in technical attain-

menta, and is a pleasant companionable picture.

Mr. Burgeas always paints conscientiously, and
leaves never a trace of burry or neglect in his

works.
Mr. E. Long, with a more ambitious design, is

less distinct in elucidation of the story be wishes
to convey. Has “ Liberty of Creed—Andalusia ”

any reference to turning the Jesuits out of Spain ?

One would suppose not, but that it was rather
“ taking liberties ” with a creed, and very pro-
perly perhaps (176). The composition—a large

one—embraces a variety of Spanish characters
who seem to differ from the opinions of two
priests, one gesticulating as if in pious horror of

the indignities offered to the Church, whilst
the other appeals for some show of the respect
due to its representatives from too stolidly

indifferent an audience to pay mneh atten-

tion to any such demand. Method here is

superior to matter, for good workmanship
and picturesque costume go a great way to-

wards exciting inquisitiveness and a wish that
some further description iu the catalogue were
there to satisfy it. The “Forbidden Fruit”

(184) is a plant, nicotiana, “ put by people in

their months and noses, or smoked the fruit

of the forbidding ia the smoking, and the fruit

of the disobedience is—sure to follow; at all

events, M. C. Schloesser leads expectation up to

this point, for his smokers are a herd of school-

boys, whose idea of the niceness of the act exists

but in the knowledge of its naughtiness, and
they evidently are beginning to be sorry for

their transgression already, and to feel that they
have reason to be, or very soon will have. Even
be, who in assumed ease of attitude leans against
the usher’s desk, and with head thrown back
watches the curling cloud issue from his wide
mouth, will presently wish he bad been a better
boy : sic transit gloria fumi,—if you commence
too early,—and you cannot begin too soon, for

then, perhaps, you will never do it again.
Mr. B. W. Leader’s splendid sunset picture,

“Head of Derwentwater ” (22), is a Leader in a
double sense of the word, for it is an exquisite

performance, and would take a prominent posi-

tion anywhere; and Mr. Vicat Cole’s “View on
the Arun, near Arundel” (196). though not so

comprehensive, and of lesser pretensions with
regard to size, is scarcely less beautiful.

Two sea-pieces (9), “ Calm off the Coast of

Holland,” by M. P. J. Clays; and a lifeboat

“Going to the Rescue” (34) through such a sea

and to such a wreck as few could represent so

well as M. Th. Weber, are likewise exceptionally

fine performances.
To return totbe figure-pictures, Mr. Folingsby’s

dead troubadour (12), “ The Song is finished;”

M. L. Goupil’s lady (17), “ Arranging the Flower
Vase;” Mr. E. Nicol’s pair of comic impersona-
tions (28), “The Tenant’s Letter,” and “The

Steward’s Letter” (15); M. C. Beyschlaez’s
highly-finished episode, “ Grandmother’s Birth-
day ” (35) ;

Mr. J. Archer’s admirably painted
young knight in armour of the fifteenth or
sixteenth century, certainly misnamed as
“ Sir Launcelot, ” of King Arthur’s time (41) ;

Mr. T. F. Dioksee’s charming and highly
elaborated “ Kate and Bianca,” from “ Taming
of the Shrew ” (70) ;

Mr. G. B. O’Neill’s
physician comforting an anxious daughter or
wife,—or one who but lately thought she should
never become a wife,—with the gladdening
intelligence that the precious life was now “ Out
of Danger” (79) ; and “A Wallachian Team,”
by M. A. Schreyer, with some human figures to
manage it (106) ;—these, with Mrs. M. E. Freer’s
veteran, who, minus an arm, is still impregnated
with the martial greed for glory, and regrets that
he should be “Left Behind” by his comrades,
who, on the march, are passing hia window
(109) ; M. C. Blanc’s fortunate and unfortunate
young Italian beggars, the one “Counting his
Riohes,” and the other lamenting that she should
have but a solitary coin for her “ Hard Day’s
Earning” (137 and 137) ;

“ All Anxiety,” by M.
T. Rosierse (150); “Christmas Charities,” by
Mr. G. Pope (157) ;

and Madame de Thuillier’s
little imp of an intruder regarding with curious
interest a mask or some mysterious trifle of a
lady’s wardrobe, wondering “ What can it be P”
(180),—have ail some special claim for con-
sideration.

Just as tastes may differ, choice,—where no
great right of precedence really exists,—would
vary so much that it ia best to leave it to its

various elections of leading works amongst the
whole number that a judicious selection has re-
stricted already to the category of chosen : a
system, by the way, that might with advantage
be more commonly followed, if the institution of
winter exhibitions is not to outgrow its strength,
and its production become but a very pale off-

shoot from the real stem of cultivated art as it

now flourisheB, poorly indicating its real health
and strength.

Mr. G. H. Boughton may be taxed with
anachronism in bis application of “ Indifference ”

as he illustrates it (4) ; at the period that the
costume |of the two would-be enslavers betoken
it to be,—the regency or reign of George IV.,

—

the gentleman would have been considered
singular indeed who sang :

—
“ When my hair is grey.
Then I shall be wise;
Then, thank Heaven, I shall not care
For bronze browu eyes

”

(which are called*' coffee-coloured ’’now); formost
likely he would have worn a wig aod thought
more of his eyes than ever, had he any desire to

be considered at all fashionable. However, it is

a very agreeable little picture, original in its

treatment, and very truthful in general effect.

Mr. H. Le Jeune’s peasants making “ Prepara-
tions for Dinner ” (10) form a pretty group of
highly-coloured rustic proprieties, as carefully

and admirably painted, and as conducive to
“ Happy Thoughts ” (16) as any of the specula-

tions of Mr. G. Smith’s visionary, in the present
evidence they show in common of quiet content
and academic skill in their representation : the
infant in the cradle, the cynosure of its mother’s
mind’s eye in its minute’s contemplation of a
ten years’ progress, is a beautiful study to more
than her who is most of that opinion.

There are works by Mr. T. S. Cooper, Mr. T.
Creswick, Mr. J. C. Thom

; by MM. H. and
H. P. Koekkoek, M. J. Bertrand, Mr. J. C. Horsley,

M. L. Portielje, Mr. F. Goodall, M. C. Champ,
Mr. F. W. Hulme, and others, that to notice as
they deserve would extend our say of this exhi-

bition very considerably. As it is, further notes

on winter exhibitions mast be postponed until

next week.

Utilizing' tbe Tides.—A proposal to utilize

the power of the tides on the Thames at West-
minster, was made some time ago in the Builder,

This idea, we observe, has been taken up by a
Frenchman of Italian origin, one Ferdinand
Tomniasi, who claims to have discovered a valu-

able mode of employing the force of rising and
falling tides as a motive power. M. Tommasi,
who ia an engineer, and who has patented his

invention both in France and abroad, says that
the force of tides can be employed on his system
at no matter what distance from the sea. A
pamphlet on the subject, bearing the title of
“ Le Flux Moteur,” and accompanied with nu-
merous pictures and diagrams, will shortly make
its appearance.
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OPENING MEETING
OF THE EOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH

ARCHITECTS.

The opening meeting of the session took place

on Monday evening, SirW. Tite, M.P., president,

in the chair.

The decease during the recess of Mr. E. B.

Lamb and Mr. Charles Freeman, Fellows, and
II Commendatore Luigi Poletti, of Rome, bon.

foreign member, was announced. A large number
of donations totbo library and collections of the

Institnte were also announced, including dona-
tions to the amount of 421 . to the library fund.

Mr. E. A. Griining, of Gresham House, and Mr.
E. W. C. F. Schmidt, of Great George-street,

were elected, the latter as Fellow, and the former

as an Associate.

The President then proceeded to deliver bis

opening address in the presence of a very
crowded meeting. He commenced by congratu-
lating the Institute upon the success it bad
attained. The number of persons connected
with it in the various classes of fellows, asso-

ciates, honorary fellows, honorary foreign cor-

responding members, students, &c., amounted at

the present time to 675. The funds and finances

of the Institute were in a flourishing condition,

and, after payment of all current charges, a con-

siderable sum had been carried to a reserve fund.

These were incidents gratifying to them as men
of bnsinesB as well as artists

;
and he congratu-

lated them, with all sincerity, on the present

position of the Institute. The few remarks he
would trouble the meeting with he could arrange
under three heads, viz .

;

first, the position of the

Institute during the past year, and what it had
done during that year; secondly, some slight

notice of what is at present doing in London

;

and thirdly, some general considerations re-

ferring to the present position and the possi-

bility of the increased future nsefulness of the
Institute.

Having enumerated the papers read daring the
last session by Sir Dtgby Wyatt, Mr. A. H.
Layard, the Rev. R. Burgess, Professor Lewis,
Professor Donaldson, and others, which were
distinguished for their ability and the interest

which they excited, the president passed a high
encomium upon the late Mr. Arthur Ashpitel and
Mr. George Smith

j
and then referred in terms of

satisfaction to the award of the Royal gold medal
of the last year to Professor Lepsius, the eminent
arcboeologiat of Berlin

j
also to the election of

Emilio de Fabris and II Cavaliere Professor

Giuseppe Poggi, of Florence
;

and II Conte
Francesco Auguste Vespignaui, and II Commen-
datore Luigi Poletti, of Rome (the latter recently
deceased), as honorary foreign members. The
president then mentioned the fact (already
known to our readers) that the grand prize of
100.000 francs given by the Emperor of the
French to the most distinguished architect,

sculptor, or painter, during the preceding five

years, had been awarded to M. Due, of Paris,

architeot, honorary and corresponding member of

the Institute, who, he said, had appropriated
25.000 francs for the foundation of a scholarship

in architecture. On the second head of bis

remarks, the president observed that it was im-
possible for a contemporary architect to give an
opinion, unless it were a kind and friendly one,

of the works of his contemporaries, but it would
ne expected that he should say a word upon some
of the remarkable works that had been carried

on in London daring the past year, and he was
sure his remarks would be received in the spirit

in which they were dictated, viz., of good nature,
good temper, and, he hoped, of kindness. The
first work he would notice was that of Mr. James
Pennethorne (London University, Burlington
Gardens), and on that he had not a word to say
exceptas to the exceeding success of that building,

which, he thought, wai in every way worthy of
the time, the architect, and the purposes to

which it was devoted. He was quite sure all

present would agree with him in regarding that
building, the latest of Mr. Pennothorne’s works,
as one of the most successful he had ever ex-

ecuted. He now came to the new rooms of the
Royal Academy. Were not these again a great
success ? He thought in this work of Mr.
Sydney Smirke’s everything they sawdemanded
their approval. He thought the architect had
done all that conld be expected. The rooms
were elegant, convenient, extremely well venti-
lated, and were all that the public could require
in a building for such a purpose. No doubt
there would eventually be a better access to it

by the assistance of Mr. Charles Barry, whose
firm had the charge of the front buildings, and

he thought, when completed, it would be a most
eminent success. They as architects had been a
little annoyed,-—perhaps the fault was their

own
;
bnt he had felt that architecture had

hardly had justice done to it in the Academy ex-

hibition. The room originally appropriated to

it was perhaps well enongh in itself. It might
be that the drawings sent were not of snfRoient

interest or merit, and that had been suggested
by some persons as a reason why the exhibition
last year was not a successful or satisfactory

one
;
but he hoped some amongst them, especially

the younger members of the profession, would be
found to do something to redeem the lost position

at these exhibitions which, either from the want
of a proper place, or want of purpose, or from
some other cause, they had experienced. The
next work to which he referred was the great
hospital now in course of erection by his friend

Mr. Carrey, on the banka of the Thames, op-

posite the Houses of Parliament. It would be
folly for him as a governor of that institution to

say that they gave the architect power to spend
as mnch money as he pleased upon decorations.

They wanted a hospital and usefulness
;
they

also wanted great economy
;
and he tbonght,

when finished, it would be a building in

every sense of the word worthy of its uses,

and no inelegant decoration of the me-
tropolis itself, — useful to the suffering public,

as well as creditable to the governors who
had directed its construction. He now
came to the two great incidents of the day,
Blackfrinrs Bridge and the Holborn Viaduct.
The latter work had been constructed by Mr.
Haywood, who styled himself architeot and
engineer, bnt he (the President) had long known
him as an architeot, and be thought all they had
said and felt with regard to the viaduct was to

that gentleman’s credit. Perhaps he might
make this criticism in all good nature, that he
thought the decoration a little overdone. The
Romans and Greeks bnilt for antiquity and
apparently for eternity. He was not sure that
could be said of the buildings of the present day.
We had grown to be fond of ornament, of

gilding, and other characteristics which we did

not see in the remains of Greece and Rome, and
which he thought in a certain sense might be a
little spared in our modern works. With regard
to the new bridge it was on the whole a most
successful work in regard to usefulness in every
sense of the word. He had on other occasions
given his opinion upon the architecture. He
recollected the one which Mr. Mylne bnilt, and
he confessed he admired that more than the one
he now saw. He thought it, like the viaduct,

was overdone in decoration
;
but in both cases,

he was bound, as a man of considerable expe-
rience, to say he wondered at the enormous
success that had been achieved in the working
of the materials. The hardest qualities of
granite were worked with a dexterity and
ability which commanded their highest praise.

In parte of the viaduct the granite was
almost wrought like joiners’ work, and that no
doubt would be as perpetual as they desired

anything of that character to be
;
and in the case

of the bridge, though be could not say he ad-

mired the cornices, the workmanship was
beyond all praise, and, together with the
polishing of the granite columns, was in

every way creditable to the executants of it.

Passing on to the third part of his subject, the
President remarked that they were called upon
in connexion with their position in the State to

perform certain duties in their corporate capa-
city, and he ventnred to think that those duties

had been carefully and anxiously performed.
One of those duties was the examination of can-
didates for the oflSce of district surveyors under
the Metropolitan Board of Works. That was
now becoming a matter of exceeding importance.
The Board of Works could, if they pleased, place

these examinations in other hands; but they
had been satisfied with the pains hitherto

taken, and that part of their duty, he hoped and
believed, had been well performed. During the
past year a proposition had been made by that
board to bring a Bill into Parliament to repeal

the existing Building Act. The subject was
referred to a committee of this Institute, and
much time was occupied in the consideration

of the subject; bnt on the whole it was thought
better to leave well alone. Some changes, no
doubt, were required in that Act; but, on the
whole, they thought it would work well, and
that it was not desirable to make any great

alterations in the legal provisions which the
present Boilding Act supplied. They had had
during the year an application from the Builders’
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Association, who had brought under their notice

the very grave question of the relations between
builders and architects, and had urged upon
them a great many changes. His own experience
supplied him with the fact that engineers never
allowed any interference between themselves
and their contractors or builders, but kept the
whole of the affairs in their own hands,

as well as the settlement of questions of

payment. For his own part, he would say it

had always been his own practice that he
would not be interfered with as architect, If

the work was ill done he interposed ; or if the

materials were bad he sent them away. But he
had never in any of his buildings interfered

with questions of payment to builders, and they
would accept that as the experience of a some-

what long professional life. It appeared to him,

when a man had done his work, if any question

arose out of the contract, he had the greatest

right in the world to represent himself, or to be
represented, in the matter, upon a reference to
indifferent parties. He was glad to find this

Institnte, after going into the question, had com©
to the same conclusion as he had himself, viz.,

that the architect should be the sole dictator in

matters of architectnre and building, without
interfering with the agreement between the em-
ployer and the builder as to the amount to be
paid for the work. The next topic he would
touch upon was a very grave and important one.

The point was this,—that their object and end
must be, and always ought to be, to promote
architectural education

; to make their members
wiser, more learnsd, and more able men. He
thought that was not to be done by those ad-

vanced in life urging on one another, because
their duty was for the moat part done, and their

work ended ; bnt they wanted to encourage and
teach the young and rising architects : therefor©

this bad been asubject of great anxiety on the part

of the council, and they would see presently what
had been done to encourage the rising architect to

cultivate his genius and talents. The whole direc-

tion of architectural education, he felt persuaded,

must be in that way, and in that way the regu-
lations proposed by the council would, he hoped,
be firmly aud finally carried out. [Mr. Sed-

don here read the resolutions based on the sug-

gestions of a general committee of the Institute

on architectural education, which have appeared
in this journal.] The president having publicly

testified to the kindness of Professor Lewis and
Mr. Waterhonse, in having undertaken the task

of preparing the text-book, which he felt con-

fident would be of the greatest benefit to

students, remarked that he bad only one more
topic to notice, and that was, that during the

past month there had been two letters addressed

to him personally, in print, which bad appealed

to him on two distinct subjects. He thought all

he could say on the matter was pretty well

condensed in what he bad just remarked in re-

gard to their being able in some way to assist

the young architect,—nob those who, like him-
self, were advanced in life, who most be content
with the position that had been formed for

them. The writer to whom he alluded appeared
to think that when a person aimed to become a
Fellow of this Institute, he should be subjected

to an examination. He would say he never
knew of such a course being taken in any other

professional society, nor could he conceive it

would be submitted to in this. A man, before

he obtained the rank of Fellow, attained a posi-

tion in his profession, which his skill, age, and
experience warranted. It appeared to him that

the title of Fellow of this Institute was valued

by those who bore it, because ho found it

used in all directions, appended to their

names, and he did nob believe that anything

more could be done in that direction. The
other point brought forward was this,—that

Fellows should measure for builders. Well, per-

haps, that might be quite right
; but at the

same time he thought they, as architects, ought
to hold themselves as much as possible distinct

from interests of that character. A man of

honour and a gentleman could boja man of

honour and a gentleman anywhere. A distinct

regnlation was established at the foundation of

the Institute, that Fellows should nob measure
for builders. It was there still, and he did not

himself feel inclined to disturb it. It was a
very distinct practical question, which every

man of business could understand
;
bnt it was

not a subject which they could discuss at that

large meeting. The president concluded his

address by repeating the expression of Lis grati-

fication at the progress which the Institute had
made, and its growing success, and said he should
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be happy in the thought if by any means he had
been instrumental in promoting that success.

Professor Donaldson, in moving a vote of

thanks to the President, remarked that the ad-

dress was practical and useful, and dealt with

topics interesting to all present. He had not

led them into wide fields of fancy, but had con-

fined himself to practical points connected with

their art. In reference to the magnificent prize

which had been awarded to their honorary and
corresponding member, M. Duo, the Professor re-

marked that it was a matter of pride to them as

professional men that it had been bestowed upon
an architect. Amongst the more striking works
lately executed in London he considered the

new building of the Bible Society in the City, by
Mr. T. rAnson, worthy of notice. It wa3,he said, a

noble structure, and did honour to the architect, the

society, and the art of the present period. He
expressed his concurrence with what had fallen

from the President as to the undesirability of

interfering with the more material enactments of

the Building Act. On the subject of the title

of “fellow” of the Institute, the Professor re-

marked that it was to be regarded as a guarantee
to the public that the bearer was worthy of the
confidence of bis employers

j
if not he would not

continne to be a member.
The motion was seconded with great cordiality

by Professor G. G. Scott, B.A., who suggested
that no greater boon could be conferred upon
the profession at large than the publication by
the President of the results of his long experi-

ence on the numerous practical, as well as

artistic, questions which had come before him
;

and he hoped bis bon. friend would find an
opportunity of gratifying them in that respect.

The resolution of thanks having been passed
by acclamation, the President briefly acknow-
ledged the compliment paid to him, and said the

suggestion should have consideration.

FINSBURY MIDDLE-CLASS SCHOOL.
A GOOD work is being done in the city of

London by the Middle-Class School Corporation,

recently established, and whose purpose is to

give the means of a sound every-day life educa-
tion to the children of the middle and lower
middle classes, at small charge. The first of
their intended buildings baa been erected iu

Cowper-street, not far from Finsbury-square,

and is now occupied. It is intended to accom-
modate 1,000 boys, and has been built by Messrs.
Brass, under the superintendence of Mr. E. N.
Clifton, arohiteot, at the cost of about 16,000Z.

The site, nearly 2 acres in extent, cost 29,000Z.,

but this included some bouse property, which
will bring a small rental to the school. English,
French, arithmetic, mathematics, drawing, and
French, form the general course, under the
direction of the Rev. W. Jowitt, with some
twenty assistant masters. The Rev. Mr. Rogers,

it is but fair to say, has been the mainspring of
the undertaking. For the advantages offered,

the charge to each pupil is one guinea per
quarter. The buildings being provided by the

subscribers,

—

domus, as at the universities, being
free,—this small payment will, it is considered,

defray the cost ofinstruction and maintenance of
thebuilding. Drill is attended to byasergeant.and
greatly improves the bearing ofthe pupils. There
are now 900 boys in the school, and by Christmas
the full number, it is believed, will be there.

Visiting the building last week in the afternoon,

we saw the boys dismissed, and a very agreeable
eight it was. They march out to the playground,
round which with military precision they arrange
themselves in double file. The head-master
makes this the opportunity for a general review
and a few words of the right sort here and
there, according to circumstances. A certain

number of the musical class have by this time
mustered in the centre, the National Anthem is

played, all saluting, and then, forming fours,

they march to the gates, and break np, to take
their several ways. The brass band would be
larger but for the want of instruments, funds for

which are not at present available.

The boys having left, we can look at the
building. It has no architectural pretensions

;

it is plain to bareness : still, externally it has a

sort of dignity. It is of four stories, including

the basement (which contains the dining-hall),

and is wholly of brick. A suffioiently-wide

corridor runs through it longitudinally, with a
large well-staircase at each end, so as to empty
the building rapidly. The stairs are caged in

with iron bars (side and top)
,
the aspect of which

is disagreeable. Given, however, a well stair-

case, and such a precaution is absolutely neces-

sary. Without it an accident might have been
expected within a week. On first thoughts, a
square staircase, with a wall between the flights,

would seem best adapted to meet the circum-
stances. Considerations, however, as to ven-

tilation and light have to be weighed, and though
these wants might be met in another way,
they afford very good reasons for adopting the

present arrangement. The dining-hall to which
vve alluded will seat 500 at a time. The charge
for dinner to each boy who takes it is 6d. Many
bring their own “nosebags,” bub all sit down to

acquire habits of order and propriety. The other
floors oonsisb of olaas-rooms and lecture-rooms,

with good lavatories and closets. In the upper
story additional light is obtained from the top.

A small room on one floor will be fitted up as a
laboratory, in aid of which a grant of lOOZ. has

been obtained from the trustees of the Gilchrist

Educational Fnnd.
The walls of the rooms are lined wish boarding

to a certain height, the brickwork itself,

whitened, showing above. Everything appears

well and soundly done, but no trace of colour

or ornauientatiou of any sort appears. Of course,

the first great requisite is to provide apartments
in which the business of the school can be con-

veniently carried on, and to this exclusively the

funds have hitherto been devoted. We trust,

however, no long time will elapse before Art be
brought in to do its silent teaching.

The value of the Association that has resulted

in the establishment of such a school as we find

hero, and which is prepared to carry on the work
in other districts, cannot be over estimated

;
nor

can we praise too highly those individuals by
whose efforts it has been brought about.

ANTIQUITIES OF ROME.

We have received the third part of “ A Cata-

logue of 1,500 Photographs illustrative of

the Archaeology of Rome,” prepared under the

direction of Mr. John Henry Parker, F.S.A.
' Printed for private circulation. We are not

surprised that Mr. Parker does not think it

expedient to publish this in its present imperfect

state : it is natural that he should wish to make
it complete before it is published j but, consider-

ing what a great undertaking it is, and that he
has been already five years about it

;
remember-

ing also the uncertainty of human life, and that

he may never live to finish it j
we are glad that

he gives as much publicity as he can to what he

has already done. He bids fair to produce the

same sort of revolution in the arohmology of

Rome that Rickman produced fifty years ago in

England, to put the subject into a new groove

which others will soon follow, and the next

generation will derive the full benefit of what
he has set going. It is the application of

this system, the close examination of detail and
comparison of one with another, of less perfect

remains on one spot with more perfect remains

of the same kind and of the same period in

another place, which forms the basis of modern
arohffiology. Mr. Parker baa also sent us proof

sheets of his ohronologioal table of buildings

in Rome from the foundation to the time of

Constantine, with the authorities for the dates.

These two things onght to go together, and to

be published together.

He has marked in the table all the buildings

of the remains of which he has photographs, so

that a scholar or an archceologist can now, with

the help of a good magnifying glass, judge for

himself whether the dates Mr, Parker boldly puts

upon them can be relied upon; he has given the

means of correcting them if he is in error. We
observe that he lays great stress on the primitive

earthworks as having governed the plan of the

city, and dictated the sites of the principal build-

ings, and often the plan of a building also. We
suspect that the same will be found to be the

case with many other ancient cities and castles.

This is a new subject for investigation, which
has hitherto been overlooked. We are sorry

to see that he states that his funds are ex-

hausted, and that he oannot carry on the work he

had undertaken in Rome without assistance.

He has not called on others to help him until he

had done the utmost that his owu means allowed,

and we trust the example he has set will be

followed. We have heard it whispered that he

received as much as 10,000Z. (all now expended

on archmologioal objects) from the estate of the

late Robert Stephenson, the engineer, which,

though legally at his own disposal, he chose to

consider as teust money only for archosological

purposes, and, therefore, devoted a moiety to
this object in Rome, believing that such would
have been the wish of Stephenson could be have
been consulted. We gather from the end of the
catalogue that persons desirous of assisting in

this work can do so by paying donations to the
Roman Exploration Fund, at Messrs. Coutts’s, of

which Mr. Parker is treasurer.

SCHOOLS OP SCIENCE AND ART.

Technical Hducatwi in Clerkenwell.—A school

for the instruction of apprentices and workmen
has been opened at 44, Clerkenwell-green. The
Hon. Auberon Herbert ocenpied the chair. He
referred to tho progress of edneation in North
Germany, especially in those subjects which
make the apprentices and workmen more skilful

and perfect. Accept, said he, the assistance

which the Government oilers, and make the best

of it, although it is not all we think they ought
to give. A working man in the meeting said

the working men had never made any effort to

secure a better education, or taken any trouble

to impress the Government that they desired it.

The chairman said it was quite true the working
classes had nob as yet felt the importance of the

subject. We are progressing, said he, towards
a great organisation of labour, iu which the co-

operative system will prevail, in which there

will be a brotherhood of workers directing their

own industry. He believed such a co-operative

system was the only means of providing employ-
ment for the population

;
but it required a high

state of intelligence to reap the full benefit of

such a system. Wo must also endeavour to

give working men more taste. Some of the boat
designs in former days were made by men
engaged in the industries in which the designs

had to be executed. We have a great arrear of

ignorance to wipe ofi'. We want more light. We
must decide on what we want from the Educa-
tion Office. Mr. Buckmaster then addressed
the meeting with great earnestness, urging the

importance of a better education for all classes

of society, masters as well as workmen, Mr,
Young, a picture-frame maker, said be felt the
importance of a school in the district like the
one proposed. Mr. Donati said he was a wood-
carver, bub he had never been taught drawing.
He feared, up to the present time, the instruc-

tion had been too expensive for working men.
Mr. Lucraft said he feared the employers of

labour were quite as indifferent to scientific in-

struction as the men. So long as the men could
do their work and make a profit for the master,

it was, iu most cases, all that was cared for.

There was an entire absence of all opportunities

for improving the art education of the working
classes in this district. There was nothing to

be seen but bricks and mortar. A man could
nob walk in Paris without seeing something
beautiful at almost every step, bat there was
nothing to bo seen in our streets bub wretched,

dreary-looking objects,—nothing to improve the

taste. Mr. Sollas and Mr. Coles, salaried

teachers, then addressed tho meeting, and ex-

plained the course of instruction which they
proposed to give. The school, it appears, pro-

mises to be successful.

I'he Oxford Schools of Art and Science .—

A

meeting of the friends and students of the School

of Art has been held in the Town-hall. There
was a large and highly respectable attendance.

The walls of the hall were decorated with the

drawings of the pupils. There were present on
the platform the Dean of Christ Church in tho

chair, Dr. Acland, Professor Rogers, Mr. Bur-

chett, head-master of South Kensington Mnseum
School, and various others. The report stated

that the committee had a much more satisfac-

tory account to give of the institution than last

year. The receipts for the last year have been

more than suflioient for the expenses, &o. It

appears that 360 pupils have attended the schools

during the past year; being an increase of l'i2

over the numbers last year. Of these 96 were

in the artisan class, and of their works 436
have been sent to South Kensington for approval,

preparatory to the claim for a money grant from
Government. It is satisfactory to observe that

in each year since the establishment of the

school the annual grant has regularly increased;

partly on account of the more liberal arrange-

ments of the Department, but principally owing
to the increased quantity of works executed, for

which claims may be made. The chairman
announced to the meeting that the Art and
Science Departments in Oxford would henceforth

be under one management. They were under
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one management at Soatli Kensington, and he
hoped their union in Oxford would be attended
with advantageous results. He hoped the
gentlemen of the Oxford Science School would,
as far as possible, induce their pupils to avail

themselves of the opportunity of attending the
Art School. Professor Bogers, one of the chief

founders of the Oxford Science School, ex-

plained the origin of that school by gentlemen
who were interested in the spread of industrial

and economical education. The chairman
reminded those present that the School of

Art had yet to clear itself of a very large debt.

The plant was worth much more, but the School
was at present chiefly maintained by feesj

and they required subscriptions. He thought it

was only fair that the managers of the Art School
should, on joining tbe Science School, make an
appeal to the University to contribute some
small sums towards the assistance of the joint

concerns. lie should be very glad to give some-
thing himself.

A School of Art for Lewes,—The formation of

a School of Art in Lewes has been a success, so

much 60,
that it has been decided to erect a

building for the purpose as soon as a suitable
site can be secured. The Government will grant
3001. or 4-OOZ. of the money required for the
purpose.

I'he Gloucester School of Science.—The Science
Classes, under the Science and Art Department,
successfully started by Mr. Jeflery, at the Free
Library, in 1867, and continued last year under
the management of Dr. Davie, of Cheltenham,
are about to be recommenced under the united
management of these teachers. It is hoped that
they will be able to establish a permanent
Science School in this city, in connexion with
the Government department, so that young men
here may have the opportunity of obtaining tbe
diplomas in science now granted by the Com-
mittee _of Council. A preliminary meeting has
been held in the class rooms, 10, Eastgate-street,
to announce the plana for the winter months,
and to enrol students. There was a good attend-
ance, and twenty-five members joined. The
prizes obtained foranccesaes in the examinations
in May last, and the certificates of sueoeaa from
the Committee on Education, were distributed to
the pupils.

Classes for Technical Education in Liskeard.

—

Mr, Buckmaster recently delivered n public
lecture in tbe Temperance Hall, Liskeard, under
the auspices of the Mechanics’ Institution. Mr.
Sandey, J.P., occupied the chair. After the lec-

ture a discussion took place, in which Mr. Buck-
master’s science was questioned by a practical

'

builder as to the forces acting upon an arch
;

'

he also stated that tbe mechanics of Liskeard ,

were much better acquainted with science and I

drawing than had been credited by the lecturer.

After Mr. Buckmaster’s reply, a number of per-
,

SODS of both sexes gave in their names for
j

classes, probably in physical geography, and on
i

experimental science. The drawing is already I

provided for by a branch school of art, which has
|

been successful, although the number of artisans
in the school is very small.

The Birkenhead School of Science and Art .

—

The prizes awarded by the Science and Art
Department to the students of this school have
been publicly distributed in the Music Hal),
Claughton-road. Mr. John Laird, M.P., pre-

sided. Various works executed by the students
of the school were submitted for inspection.
Mr. Laird said he had ascertained that the fol-

lowing was the number of workingmen, appren-
tices, and others, who had attended during the
five years ending December 1867 :

— Workers
in iron, 259 j

workers in wood, 109; bricklayers,

masons, and plasterers, 77 ;
house painters and

plumbers, 4.4
;
architects, surveyors, and appren-

tices, 24; schoolmasters and governesses, 52;
sundry trades, 41 ;

and schoolboys and girls,

63 : total, 659. Therefore no one could doubt
that the school had been eminently useful for

the class for which it was intended. During
the past year 20 students sent up 75 drawings
in the advanced sections. The works of 12 were
commended, and prizes were awarded to two
of them. The works of seven were selected
for national competition, in which one was suc-
cessful, and free studentships were awarded to
three others. The total number of drawings
sent up was 630. It was only due to those
attending the school that the people of Birken-
head^ should support it liberally

;
and what was

required to mako the school more generally
useful was a larger building. If there was a
larger bnilding, the number of pupils could be
increased, and the school made of much higher
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standing, and this could be done at a very
small expense. The proposed bnilding would
cost from 2,800Z. to 3,0001. ; the Government
pay was about 1,0001. ;

there had already been
subscribed 850i.

;
and only 1,000Z. or 1,200Z.

were wanted to complete the work. There
were surely 100 men in Birkenhead and the

neighbourhood who could give lOZ. each, in

order that the school might be gone on with.

Under Mr. Bentley’s charge the school had taken
a high position in the country. Some appro-
priate resolutions were unanimously agreed to.

THE THEATBE.
Haymarkot.—Three particularly good scenes,

Library at Cleva Abbey, Croquet Lawn in the
ruins of Cieve Abbey, and Drawing-room at Beau-
manoir Park, have been provided by Mr. O'Connor
for Messrs. Tom Taylor and Dubonrg's comedy,
“ New Men and Old Acres,” described as an
original work, and, at any rate, a very interest-

ing and effective piece. The first interior in the
house of the old county family, with its stamped
leather wall-hangings, old pictures, furniture, and
plate, is cleverly contrasted with the drawing-
room at Beaumanoir Park, where everything
is gorgeous and new. The croquet lawns
within the ruins is a charming picture, and
the architectural portions show commendable
care. The piece is very well acted by Mr.
Buckstone, Mr. Howe, Mrs. Chippendale, Mrs.
E. Fitzwilliam, and others; but the honours
are fairly carried off by Miss Madge Robertson,
who, as the daughter of the house (CtiZian

Vavasour), talks gentle slang in the first in-

stance and affectionate good sense in the second,
with a vivacity, discretiou, and power of pathos
that hold her audience in smiles and tears from
first to last.

Crystal Palace,—A handsome new theatre has
been formed here, bub is at present wanting in

some main qualifications of a good house for

operatic representations. As defects will, doubt-
less, be early remedied, we shall bake another
opportunity to visit it before making any com-
ments.

An Offer to Unread Dramatists.—The editor

of the Gaiety Gazette makes the following oft’er

to the “unacted and unread —
“ Any gentleman— or lady—who has a play and a guinea

on band, may forward them both to this olHce, wiih tbe
name of some gentleman in the published list of contri-
butors to the Ooiety Gazette, to whom he would like bis

production to be submitted. The gentleman of tlieir choice
shall be invited by me to read the piece, taking the guinea
fur bis trouble. Should be decline to look at it, the writer
shall be so informed, and in that event there shall be no
second choice either the play and the guinea mast be
taken back, or the selection of a critic amongst tbe ataif
of the Gaiety Gazette shall be left at my discretion. And
in no case shall any one be expected to answer the com-
plamings of the rejected. 1 am not to be held responsible,
nor is any one else connected with this paper, for the loss
or injury of any MSS. All that is guaranteed by the
Gaiety Gazette is this,—that the plays shall be fairly read
by persona entirely competent to criticise them, aufl not,
unless it be wished, by those gentlemen who are suspected
of monopolising tbe stage."

The second part of this amusiog proposi-

tion is :

—

“The editor of the Gaiety Gazette has received a formal
intimation from Mr. John Hollingsbead, (bat if the above
programme be carried out, he, for bis part, will put the
Gaiety Theatre, with its company and its properties, at

the disposal of any autbor whose piece Bhall be approved
by the critics of the Gaiety Gazette for one morning per-
formance—of which the autbor shall take all profits—on
tbe simple condition that he pay all expenses, and make
his own arrangementB, by letter, with tbe artittes whom he
wishes to include in bis cast

;
so that, in no event, shall

the cost of their salaries fall upon tbe theatre. The
manager shall not be asked to receive any strange actors,
nor shall the author demand an introduction to Mr,
Hollingahead, or to myaelf, or to the critic of his piece,
nor accept any, unless by invitation."

WOLVERHAMPTON CORPORATION NEW
BUILDINGS.

The foundation stone of tbe new town-ball,

sesaions-court, police-court, barracks, and cells,

for WolverbamptoD, bas been laid. The site is

the ground which was occupied by the old town-
hall, facing North-street, bub enlarged and
improved. The proposed premises may be con-

sidered iu two divisions, tbe first fronting

towards North-street, which will bo devoted to

corporate purposes more particularly, and the

second, fronting Red Lion-street, for the police.

The Italian stylo of architecture has been
adopted, and the front of the structure will be
executed in atone, and the rear in red brick,

relieved with bine bands. The estimated costol

construction, which Mr. Ernest Bates, of Man-
chester, the architect, arrived at, was 17,000Z.

;
but

some alterations and additions have been made

to the plan in the provision of cellaring, from
which a revenue of 80Z. a year is likely to be
derivable, so that the contract has been let to

Mr. Philip Horsman for 17,200Z,

The ground-floor of the building will be ap-
proached by a flight of steps from North-street,

and the public hall, measuring 39 ft. square, will

have a dome-shaped ceiling with a lantern light.

The offices for the town-clerk and the rate-

collector will occupy a prominent position in

the front of tbe premises, and on the floor

above will be a chamber for the mayor,
rooms, for committees, for tbe recorder,

for robing, and for cloaks. On the right and
left of the hall, on the ground floor, will be the

council-chamber and sessions court, respectively

49 ft. by 38 ft. 6 in. iu dimensions, and not far

off a court for the magistrates, all approached by
wide corridors. There will also be a host of minor
apartments, for counsel, witnesses, officials, &c.

In the police department there will be provision

made for every requirement, including seventeen
cells for male and fifteen for female offenders,

averaging in size 15 ft. by 6 ft., well warmed and
ventilated by a suitable apparatus ;

barracks,

including twenty-one bedrooms, and apartments

for baths and for the sick. The front of the

town-hall will be of bold design. The
centre portion of the fat^.ade will project, having

doable Corinthian pilasters at the angles,

and a dome-shaped roof, with ornamental iron

cresting. The two wings will also slightly pro-

ject, and be supported by single Corinthian

pilasters at tbe angles, and be in keeping with

the rest of the edifice. There will be a large

balcony for use on important occasions, and a
public clock may be introduced conspicuously.

THE SAXON CHURCH IN WORTH,
SUSSEX.

The following communication from “ A Susses
Correspondent,’’demandsimmediate attention :

—

“ I havejuatnow returned from visiting Worth
Church— that was

;
Worth ruin that is ! I found

the chancel had vanished clean away
;
and six

or seven rough men were picking away, Vith
large picks, at the strong plaster over the

rubble work of the Saxon walls ! Thoir heavy
blows resounded like sacrilege all about tbe

venerable pile. In my sorrow I called out to

the head workman,— ‘What are you doing,

picking off that plaster ! You’ll have to pub

it all on again
;
and you can’t mako anything

half so good as that !’
‘ Oh, no, we shan’t put

any more on,’ said he :

' we shall point down the

stones.” ‘Point them down!’ I exclaimed;

that rough work was never meant to be shown;
it was always plastered over.’ It was after-

wards mentioned to me that more than
one of tbe Saxon pilasters was out of the

upright, and would have to be taken down
and rebuilt ! Pray do what you can to prevent
farther damage. This carious and interesting

church does not belong to Worth only, but to the
whole country, aud ought to be preserved intact

with the greatest care.”

We fully agree with our correspondent in this

opinion, and earnestly implore those who are

concerned in the work, to pause before they

knock down another atone. They will have to

justify themselves for what they have already

done.

CONVERSAZIONE OF THE
ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

EDUCATIOX,

The Architectural Association’s session of
1869-70 was opened on Friday (the 29th nit.),

at the House, in Conduit-street, with a conversa-

zione. The attendance was numerous, and in-

cluded many ladies. The chair was occupied by
the president, Mr. Lacy W. Ridge.

The report of the judges awarding the Asso-
ciation prizes was read by Mr. T. R. Smith.
The President said,—I think a few words are

necessary to mark the connexion of this meeting
with the Architectural Association, and to distin-

guish it from similar meetings which other socie-

ties might hold in these rooms. Secondly, we have
on these occasions hitherto been favoured with
words of wisdom which have fallen from some
of the professional elders who have come among
us. With their words of wisdom we are not
willing to dispense now. It would, however, be
impossible to ask such gentlemen to speak unless

first something were said on tbe part of the

Association itself. Bub there are, I believe, still

deeper reasons why these mixed gatherings
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ehoald not be allowed to fall into a state of

absoliite ailenoe. To develop one such reason
will be the object of the few thoughts I hope to

put before you this evening. The fine-art archi-

tecture may be shortly defined as the art of

Buperadding beauty to that which is useful.

Man needs a building that therein some special

object may be performed. Art - architecture
enables him to make it beautiful. In the Middle
Ages, a bishop wanted a building where men
might meet in crowds to do honour to their God.
The architect proportioned the parts thereof
that it might be beautifirl. He vaulted the roof,

moulded the arches, carved the capitals. He
made'windows for light, and gave them beautiful
forms. He glazed them as a protection from the
weather, but he painted the gloss for beauty.
He wanted more colour

j
so the painter brought

his art, and there he told his wondrons tales.

There were doors, which the sculptor beautified.
There were towers for bells, and these the archi-
tect grouped in lovely outlines; and a cathedral
was built. Now, as in the building itself, so in

each detail, we find first a requirement supplied,
and then beauty incorporated in the work by
the art of the architect; and this operation
of combining utility with beauty is not confined
to buildings, or even to the details thereof, but
finds a field for its exercise in every kind of
manufacture. The constant presence of wants
to be supplied, while it is the groundwork of all

true styles of architecture, and the great
hinderance of all styles that are false, is the very
reason for the existence of all industrial manu-
factures. A constant view to utility and a true
love of beauty are the requisites alike of the
architect and the designer of manufactures.
Their art is identical

;
it is, in fact, the one great

art-architecture that governs the whole. It is

important to establish this, because many who
enshrine architecture in the academic circle of
the fine arts—with painting and scnlpture—are
surprised when asked to regard some common
thing of daily life as a work of fine art. The
furniture, the tapestry, the pottery, the glass,
the dress of everyday life, are as capable of
receiving art-treatment as buildings themselves.
When in times past building has flourished, the
art in these things has flourished too

; and when
architecture declined, first one manufactnre and
then another fell under an artless tradition.
Think not that in thus claiming an extended
sway for architecture I am anxious to increase
the province of architects. Speaking generally,
it might be said that when art most flourished
we heard least of architects. It is as with the
saints of ancient times—when the world was
most wicked then they most abounded, and their
deeds stood out in high relief, whereas in the
general decency or appearance of more modern
days the character is unknown, or at least un-
recognised. In soma respects the existence of
architects is abnormal, for surely each man
should be the best designer in the branch of art
in which ho works. In buildings, however,
where so many arts are brought together, a chief
is indispensable

;
and at this period, when all the

subsidiary arts have fallen into a state of deca-
dence, in which each is inconsistent with the
others, some race of men who will study abstract
design may well be tolerated. My object, there-
fore, in setting forth the close oounexion, or
rather the identity, of art in buildings and art in
mannfactnrea, has rather been to remind us of
the Architectnral Association, on the one hand,
that the result of our studies must be to estab-
lish principles for an art which shall be appli-
cable not in buildings alone, bat in all manufac-
tnres, and to claim on the other hand that the
true principles of architectural art shall govern
all works of industry. If this is to be so, it is

manifestly useless for architects to stop short at
“the five orders,” or the forma of this or that
century. With these things art in industry has
nothing to do. We find, however, common ground
at once when we turn our attention to beauty of
outline, grace of proportion, harmony of colour,
and the laws, now constantly neglected in manu-
factures, which make ornament artistic. A con-
stant view to utility is, however, the greatest
bond of all. By it, character or style is imparted
to an object (be it building or manufacture) in
such a way that the very expression of use be-
comes a great source of beauty. I will illustrate
what I mean; and first, negatively, from a build-
ing. Let me remark that I give no opinion on the
building, which, in fact, I have not seen; I only
use it as an illustration. Daring the past year a
market has been erected, with extreme muni-
ficence on the part of the donor, at the east end
of London. You may possibly remember

that in the descriptions of Columbia Market
which appeared in the daily newspapers at the
time of the opening, certain decorations and
parts of the building were spoken of as
“ecclesiastical.” Now, the character of the
artistic criticism which appears in non-pro-
fessional journals is such that it is quite possible
this word may have been used to express the
forms of a style of architecture which was just
as applicable, and just as much used in civil and
military buildings, as in churches

;
and, if so, all

may be well. If, however, any features or
decorations did really suggest to intelligent
minds that they would be more appropriate in a
chmxjh than a market, then such features and
decorations were worse than useless ; they tended
to destroy the character of the bnilding,—they
made it less fit for a market, and were sins
against the laws of artistic utility. Now, let us
turn to a common article of manufacture

; and I
must ask you to excuse its extreme familiarity,
because it adds to its value as an illustration.
Take an ordinary table-knife. It is simple
enough, and, at first sight, you will say useful
enough. Now, you will remember that it has
constantly to out things laid down on a plate,
and that one part only of the blade, a part near
the end, is ordinarily brought into play. That
the work comes almost entirely on one point
may be seen at once by looking at knives that
have been long in use. This faob, however, never
entered the head of the designer of the knife, or,
at any rate, he disregarded it. Take next an old-
fashioned table-knife, such as still lingers among
the inhabitants of old country-houses. First,
we find a long sweep given to the point,
at which the cutting ordinarily takes place, to
lengthen the point on which the work comes.
Then we find the point strengthened with addi-
tional metal

; we find a place provided for the
forefinger, and a knife produced which, while it is

quite as useful for snoh purposes as cutting
bread as any other knifo, is characteristically
and essentially a table-knife. It is far more
ntilitariau than the other, for it will far longer
endure the special work for which it is designed

;

and it is a work of art, for it displays through-
out, and has given its designer the opportunity
of introducing, graceful curves and ontlines. In
the first case wo have a work which satisfies a
simply utilitarian age

;
in the second place, we

have more utility, with character and expressed
purpose, with thought, and art. I insist on this
quality—this derivation of the art from the
use—because in this rests the only hope of asso-
ciating the practical utilitarianism of the age
with art. By this only can we hope to persuade
the commercial man of “ per cent.” to entwine
art with his manufactures. By this only can we
hope to aronse a lethargic public, and to per-
suade them that architects are something more
than antiquarian pedants, and architecture some-
thing more than an obsolete amnsement. Now, if
our art of architecture may be thus legitimately
extended into every manufacture,—if it should
constantly intertwine itself with everything that
is nsefnl around us,—have not all of you, even
those who have least connexion with the arohi-
teotural profession, some share inthe matter ? and
have we not been justified in asking yon to listen
for a few minutes ? We ask yon to share with
us our position as artists, and in the common
things of daily use to bo patrons of art. Think
not you can even see those arts which you may
consider (and perhaps to some extent rightly)
the nobler arts of painting and sculptare in per-
fection, if art be wanting in minor things. This
is impossible

;
for both public taste and the

minds of the artists will be perverted by the
ugliness of their ordinary surroundings. It
would not be difficult to show that at the present
moment painting suffers under a fearful incubus,
while sculpture has been brought to the verge of
annihilation, from the want of artistic character,
and from theiutrinsio ugliness of the costnmeworn
by the men of this generation. Wo ask, there-
fore, the sympathy of all in promoting the welfare
of our art. That it is a good work for you to
help in, we doubt not; the Government of the
country says that it is a good work, for it

establishes mnaeums and schools for instruction
in art. We believe art to be a blessing, because
it can soften the too stern realities of life

;

because it can shed one bright beam over the
daily toil of the workman

; and because it can
make both the worker in art and him that ap-
preciates it advance one small step towards the
nature of the Groat Creator, who, in the simple
allegory of the earliest of prophets, is represented
as reviewing all that he had made, and “ Be-
hold, it was very good.”

Professor Kerr, in response to an invitation
from the chair, said he should like at the outset
to enter a very faint protest against being
regarded as one of those whom the president
had designated “ the elders of the profession,”
and he certainly did not lay claim to the high
merit of always speaking “ words of wisdom.”
A little wisdom, no doubt, went a long way

;

but on such occasions as the present he thought
that a little amnsement was perhaps as much in
request. Leaving, therefore, the wise part of
the business for the meeting to be held in duo
time upstairs, he would now address himself to
the present meeting upon its own ground. He
thought ho had reason to congratulate the
Architectural Association upon having on this
occasion returned to the original principle of the
presidency of the Association, in electing to that
office a gentleman who (if he woold excuse him
saying so) was one of the juniors of the profes-
sion. It was only last year that the principle
was departed from, and it was departed from
then for what was regarded as a very excellent
reason,—with which, however, in general prac-
tice, he could not agree. What they had to
do in this matter was to put forward their
best men, that was all that was asked for;
and he would undertake to say that there
were a good many best men in store before the
snpply could be considered fairly oxbausted.
Following up the remarks of the chairman, he
proceeded to refer to the subject of the education

I

of the architectural profession—a subject in
' which, of all others, the young members of the
' association were deeply concerned. There were
^

one or two qnesbions a good deal agitated at the
present moment which were not very clearly
understood. First, it was said, “ Yon have only

j

to go across the Channel, and there you will find
professional architects in Franco, every one of

' whom is educated regularly by order of the
Government, while those who have shown pro-
ficiency at the close of their carricnlum become
by that fact entitled to preference.” Now there
was something highly attractive about that
system of education in France as compared with
thesystempractiaed in ourown country. Andwhat
was the reason of this difference in the practice
of the two countries ? It was not that the
architects of England were inferior to the
architects of France. It was not that the pro-
fession of architecture in England was less noble
in the estimation of the public. It was owing
to what he might call that accidental difierence
of oonstitution which prevailed, not in this only,
but in a thousand other things of no less im-
portanoe, and by reason of which the narrow
channel which separated the two countries
seemed to divide two peoples who never could be
brought into any uniformity of practice ou any
question whatever. The principle which had
always prevailed in France, whether nnder a
despotic monarchy, a republic, or otherwise,
was the principle of centralizition. That
principle had lain at the root of every-
thing in France, whereas in. onr own country
the ruling principle was one of anti-centralisa-
tion. Wbich of the two systems was the best
he would leave it to his audience to judge.
While differing in their opinions on the subject
of professional education, architects were agreed
to this extent at least, that practical education
should be supplemented.by theoretical education—by the establishment of a sort of curricnlum,
not compulsory, but in some authorised form, by
means of which the young architect might be
enabled to supplement his practical training by
what theoretical instruction might be thought
necessary or desirable in the exercise of his pro-
fession. There was the question, of a cognate
kind, of what was known by the name of the
diploma system. Those yonng men who were
training for the profession, when they were will-

ing to pass an examination demanded that when
they had done so they should have some recot».

nition of the faob. At the end of one of Bulwer-
Lytton’s plays, it was remarked that in this
world, in addition to the possession of intellec-

tnal requiaities, there must be what was called
“a little humbug.” Now, there was no cause
why these young architects should not desire a
little of this very reasonable kind of humbug, in
the shape of some acknowledgment of the faob
that they had passed their examination. The
Society ought not to be chary of its honours,
and the Institute should nob be chary of its com-
pliments, but gladly welcome the students of the
profession, and amply accord to them every
reasonable recognition of success. Nor should
this be done merely as a matter of formality, but
it should be thrust upon them in the character

a
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AT LEEDS CASTLE, KENT.

The Kitchen, the Bri'JUje adjoining, and the Clock Toiver,

Fire Fogs, which formerly belonged to King Henry VIIL,

foimd at Leeds Castle.

The Water Tower and the Maidens' Towe?'.

of a merited honour and distinction. If the

diploma system were settled upon that principle,

there would be agreat deal of good done, and there

would be an end to a great deal of misunderstand-

ing. If, for instance, every person who passed the

ordinary examination were thereby entitled to

admission as an associate, that in itself would be

one practical recognition; and if every person

who passed with distinction were entitled to

become a fellow after five years’ standing, that

would be a further practical recognition of

excellence, which would certainly be appreciated

by those examined. There might be other con-

trivances by which those who submitted them-
selves to examination, and passed, might
receive recognition of their success. He would
urge upon the Association to do their part

earnestly and loyally, and meet the invitation of

the Institute of Architects, believing, as he did,

that in a few years these examinations would be

a source of great encouragement to the students

of the profession. Ho congratulated the Asso-

ciation upon the prospects, which he believed

were very bright, for the coming session. He
remembered when that Association was first

established ;
he had seen it in its early struggles,

and had watched its gradual progress till now,

when it certainly possessed a membership which

entitled it to be regarded as one of the esta-

blished institutions of the country.

Professor Lewis also added a few words of

congratulation to the meeting, and, referring in

the course of his remarks to the subject of exam-

inations, which he had himself much at heart,

said that although he had been somewhat disap-

pointed at the results, he had no doubt whatever

as to the importance of the examinations them-

selves, on which, indeed, very much depended

the success and distinctive character of the

architectural profession. He could not approve,

however, of making the examinations com-

pulsory.

The prizes for moasared drawings were awarded to

Frederick H. Read {Spero), J. Hinton Bryan (Sperant-

vincere), and Charlfs Hanbury (G. E.R.); and for the

essay, lo Keith D. Young (Ansiin).

In the class of design the judges awarded the prizes as

follows :

—

“ The first to E. F. Deal, whose ‘ Landing Stage and

‘Warehouse’ are highly eonmiended. The second prize

to B. A. Came, whose ‘ Warehouse’ isof very groatmerit.

Mr. Henman is honourably mentioned for a careful set of

studies.
In the figure-drawing class the carefully-elaborated

studies by J. E. Fogarty outitle him to the prize. 8. F.

Clarkson aud K. M. Marnock show great industry,"
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THE CErsmiL SYNAGOGUE, GREAT
PORTLAND STREET, LONDON.

Unless we view wrongly the signs of the
times, there is a party among the Jews who feel

that the mass of their co-religioniets are growing
lax, nob alone in religions observances, but in the

acquirement of knowledge and the pursnib of

those arts in which so many of their persuasion

in all countries have superlatively excelled
j

and they are seeking to awaken attention to

this fact and to encourage such endeavours as

may be made to lead the rising generation into

the right way. We hear of literary clubs and
other similar associations. The Jewish Record,

an intelligent journal, draws attention, too, to

the careless manner in which the services are
performed in many of the synagogues, and the
want of other synagogues of proper character.

Abroad, in Germany and France, some handsome
synagogues have been recently erected. In our
present number we give a view of a new
synagogue now approaching completion in Great
Portland.street, Portland-place, one entrance
being in that street, and another in Charlotte-

street. It is being built by Messrs. J. Perry & Co.,

from the designs of Mr. N. S. Joseph, architect;

and the amount of the contract, including two
houses for ministers and a building containing
a vestry-room, is over 24,0001. Externally it is

of brick and stone, in a style that may be
called Moresque. The entrance-doors and other
parts display a considerable amount of carving,
executed by Mr. Sansom. The synagogue proper
is 94 ft. one way, and 60 ft. the other

j
aud it

is 49 ft. in height to the crown of the vaulted
|

ceiling. Below it are cellars. The roof and .

galleries are carried on cast-iron columns, which
are turned in a lathe to give a good face for

painting. The monldings of the ceiling and
arches are of plaster. At the northern end there
are two galleries, approached by flights of stone
steps. The iron work is supplied by Messrs.
Shaw, Head, & Co, Mr. Stanley is the con-

1

tractor’s foreman.
|The building, which is being erected under 1

the presidency of Sir Anthony Kothschild, bart., 1

is intended to be a branch of the ancient place
of worship known as the “ Great Synagogue,”
in Duke’s-place, City, and is to supersede a

'

smaller edifloe in the same street, which has '

been found insuflicienb for the accommodation of

;

the Jewish residents in that district. Like all ^

synagogues (where, in accordance with the I

customs of the ancient race, the sexes pray '

apart from one another), the galleries are for the
'

female congregants, the whole of the ground-

!

floor being intended for the men.
|

The perspective view shows at the south-east I

end, elevated above the general level, the echol,
1

or sanctuary, a domed recess, within which is

the arun-halckodesh, or sacred receptacle for the
scrolls of the Pentateuch. In the centre of the
building is the almemar, a raised platform
whence the precentor, surrounded by the
choristers, conducts the service. The seats, both
on the ground-floor and in the galleries, are
placed longitudinally, aud raised tier above tier.

All the internal fittings, the almemar, seats, and
the bulk of the joinery, will bo of oak.

HOLBOBN VIADUCT.
On this Saturday (Nov. 6tb), this important

and costly improvement will be formally opened
to the public, and, as we sincerely hope, by her
Majesty the Queen, It may be useful to state

that in our number for April 24th of the present
volume* particulars of the viaduct will be found,
with sections showing its construction, and a

:
plan of part of it. The works, it will be remom.

) bered, have been performed by Messrs. Hill,

• Keddell, & Waldram, under the direction of Mr.
r William Haywood. We mentioned that the iron-

I work of the Parringdon Bridge had been supplied
I by Messrs. Cochrane & Groves. We have to add
I that pertain portions of the structure were made
J by Messrs. Andrew Haudyside & Co

,
namely,

Ithe iron bridge and parapet over Shoe-lane
;
the

riron subway bridges and parapet over the London,
L' Chatham, and Dover Railway; the oruamentai
^igates at the four entrances to the subways in

Ithe Farringdon-road
;
the bronze foliage on the

licapitals of the polished granite columns support-
oing Parringdon-road Bridge, and the ornaments 1

lilamp pillars on the viaduct and approaches (ni t

Ithe large centre ones). With reference to the

lalamp-posts, it may be interesting to note thai

each one is so arranged as to contain at the base
a meter, and half-way up the post a disc plate is

Qxed inside to prevent any gas that may have
escaped from the pipes in the subway ascending
to the lighted lamps, and so causing an explosion.

Under the disc, the pillars are pierced with venti-

lating holes to allow free egress to the open air

of the leakage gas. It is well to mention that

what is* called the Patent Enamel Paint is used

on the Parringdon Bridge, so that its behaviour in

the coarse of time may bo noted.

The houses on the skew at the four corners of

the bridge, to which we referred in our last

acconnt, are now nearly completed, and challenge

criticism, as do varions statues and other adorn-

ments. We prefer, however, to posfpune oar
observations till a quieter moment in the history

of this laborious undertaking.

BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE.

The new bridge at Blackfriara, like the

Holborn Viaduct, will be opened to the public

this day, Saturday, November 6th, as nearly as

may be 100 years after the opening of the first

bridge, which took place November 18th, 1769.

We only think it necessary just now to eay that a

view of the new bridge will be found in our

volume for 1862,* as well as a view of its defacing

neighbour, the irou bridge for the London,

Chatham, and Dover Railway. Descriptive

notices have been given on varions occasions,

the last in our present volume, p. 163, ante.
|
Mr.

Joseph Cubitt and Mr. Henry Carr were joint

engineers; the clerk of the works was Mr.
Pickett

;
Messrs. Thorn & Co. were the con-

tractors
;
and their agent was Mr. F. Bryant.

ACCIDENTS.

Tpsivich.—Mr. Seagar, builder, of Foundation-
street, in this town, was walking on a scaffolding

of a house which he is building in North-hill-

road, Woodbridge-road, when he caught hold of

some stonework on one of the windows. The
stones having only recently been laid, the nmrtar
was not set, and his weight caused them to fall,

knocking him down. He fell on to some bricks

below, injuring bis ribs. Fortunately the falling

stones did not touch him in their descent.

Woodchester.—The carelessness of a workman
has been very nearly causing the burning down
of Woodchester Church, erected only six years

ago. Gas was being laid on, and a hole was
bored through a beam over the chancel-arch, to

put a pipe in. The hole was not large enough,

and the clever workman actually burnt it larger

with a heated rod ! Directly after, the beam
was in a blaze, but the fire was immediately
seen and suppressed. The alarm brought half

the village to the rescue, with their entire stock

of buckets.

Swansea.—A few nights ago a serious gas
explosion took place in the new Congregational

Chapel, Waiter-street, Frymore, which was
opened about two months since. About the time
stated the chapel-keeper, having turned on the

gas at the meter, went into the left-hand tower
to light the gallery preparatoiy to the service.

In the tower he struck a match, and instantly a
fearful explosion took place. He was knocked
down and somewhat seriously burnt and bruised.

The tower was considerably damaged. On
examination it was found that the gasfitter, who
had been at work during the day, had oarelessly

left an in. pipe unplugged, aud the gas, when
turned on at the meter, instantly filled the

tower.

Glasgow.—An accident, resulting in instant

death to one man, and fatal injury to three others,

has occurred at the New College Buildings,

Gilmore-hill. A number of masons and labourers

wero engaged on a scaffold at what may be called

the clearstory of the library, when, from some
cause or other, one of the main supports, or

ledgers, on which the cross needles of the scaf-

fold rest, broke, precipitating four or five of the

workmen into the space below—a fall of upwards
of 50 fc. There were five or six others upon the

scaffold at the time, but these, finding their foot-

ing giving way, clung to the iiprighta, and so

saved themselves from going down along with

the scaffold and its load. It was found that an
Irish labourer was killed, aod that three of the

other workmen were severely injured. Two of

them died in the Royal Infirmary. The cause of

the breaking of the ledger appears to have been

a sadden jerk, occasioned by the emptying of a

barrow of stones. The men had nob been work-
ing on' the scaffold for some time previously to the

occurrence of the accident, and had just resumed
the use of it. When the stones were laid down,
a crack of timber was heard, and when one of

the men, who carried a hod of mortar, joined hia

companions, the sbructure gave way.
Leamington. — On Sunday night the Rev.

John Craig, vicar of Leamington, narrowly
escaped being seriously iniured. Just before

he entered the pulpit of the parish church,

a piece of the moulding of one of the central

arches, about the size of a brick, fell from a
height of 40 ft. into the pulpit. The occurrence
caused considerable alarm, and several persona

prepared to leave the church
;
but the vicar

quietly entered the pulpit and preached as usual.

The church has recently been renovated at a
great cost, and was only opened about a month
ago.

COMPETITIONS.

Infirmary at Wigan.—A limited competitioa
for designs for a new infirmary at Wigan has
taken place. The competitors are four:—Mr.
Grayson, Liverpool

;
Mr. Cooke, Liverpool

;
Mr.

Worthington, Manchester ; and Mr. Lynara,
Stoke-npon-Trent. Mr. Hansom has been called

in to advise the committee.
Plymouth Ouildhall. — We have received

another letter from ‘‘ Argus” as to the selection

in this case, made by au architect, but do not
think it necessary to print it. The writer says
in the course of it,

—

” Tbe time eeems now come for action to be taken,— for
something to be done. Mr. Waterhouse writes that he for

one should rejoice to see the architects defended, and
their eSbrts for advancement of themselves and their art

protected. It is be, and men like him, that must make
the reformation, if it is made. Let him exert himself in

the cause at the Institute, and rescue tbe profession from
jhe hands of ignorant meddlers.”

Doncaster.—The saccessful competitors for the

New Wesleyan Chapel and Schools at Don-
caster are—First premium, 50J., design under
motto ” Don,” by Mr. William Watson, of Wake-
field; and second premium, 251., design marked
“ Spea,” by Mr. G. B. Ford, of Buralem. Mr.

Watson is instructed to carry out the works.

THE MIDLAND COUNTIES IDIOT ASYLUM
COMPETITION.

Whilst so many complaints are afloat of the
duplicity and unfairness of committees in the
matter of competitions, it may nob be amiss to

call yonr attention and that of your readers to

the accompanying invitation issued by the com-
mittee for the proposed Midland Counties Idiot

Asylum, by which you will see that the adjudica-

tion is left in the hands of a professional referee

appointed, not by the committee, bub by the

votes of the competing architects. It appears
to me that this plan satisfies every scruple, and
removes all fear of trickery, nepotism, and back-

stairs influence :

—

" In the event of your deciding to send in plans for the
above, the committee desire that you will send to Iheni,

by the lat day of December, the names of three expe-
rienced architects. *
In electing (heir consulting architect, the connnittce

will choose the gentleman nominated by the largest

number of the competitors, and who shall bo willing to

advise them concerning the plana, for a fee of tweoty-iive
guineas."

Not CoJiPETiTOB.

THE HOLLOWAY WORKING MEN’S CLUB
AND INSTITUTE.

This institution was opened under the presi-

dency of Alderman Lusk, M.P., on the evening

of Thursday, the 28Dh nit., the occasion being

celebrated by an inaugural soiriSe, attended by u

considerable number of the members of the

club and their visitors, as also by a fair repre-

sentation of those gentlemen by whose especial

exertions tho present buildings have been called

into existence.

The secretary gave a description of the posi-

tion of tho building fund, whence it appeared

that the total coat of the works would be about

1,1001., iuclusivo of furniture, of which sum about

6001. had been already subscribed, leaving a

balance of 500i. to be still discharged ; the above

sum also iuoluded about 350i. spent on the

adjoining premises, which were held on a building

lease by the club with their own, and were now
re-let at such a rent as left the club rent free.

Alderman Lusk then, in a short and appro-

priate speech, bade all welcome to their new
domicile, and declared the building opened.See pp. 321, 323. Yol. XX,, p. 733,
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calling upon the Rev. Mr. Tucker, the Rev. Mr.
Mackenzie, the Rev. Mr. McCall, Mr. Levett,

and Mr. Startin, who severally addressed the

meeting. Mr. Startin dwelt on the educational

advantages offered by the library and constitu-

tion of the club. For some little time after-

wards the company promenaded the rooms and
inspected the various collections of art lent for

the occasion, and there laid out. A selection of

music concluding the evening.

Considering that the whole area occnpied by
the club premises is over 3,600 ft. superficial, and
that the cost has little exceeded 6501., it will at

once be seen that no great amount of ornamenta-
tion has anywhere been displayed; the only

decoration, indeed, being the colours of the

distempers in which the walls are tinted. The
rooms are all lofty, with skylights over them
admitting ventilation and light, and three of

them are capable of being united into a large

assembly-room, by folding back the partitions.

The work has been done by Messrs. Fletcher

& Caughey, under the direction of Messrs. John
Turner & Son, arohicects.'

ROUND ABOUT THE MANSION-HOUSE.
The new street just opened to the public from

Cannon-street to Charlotte-row, terminated there

by the extensive west facade of the Mansion-

house (scarcely ever before seen), has, besides,

thrown open along its line several most pictu-

resque architectural vistas
;
but none more so

than those looking eastward, whether it be that

towards the Poultry end of the Mansion-house,

looking up Cornhill, or that at the southern end
of the same building, looking to the picturesque

tower and dome of St. Stephen’s, Walbrook. The
former may be considered unrivalled, embracing,

as it does, so many interesting and imposing

buildings. The beauty of the scene may, how-
ever, be greatly shorn of its interest should the

triangular piece of ground on the west side of

Charlotte-row, be again covered with buildings,

which would in that case entirely spoil the now
handsome effect.

Having most enthusiastically enjoyed the

architectural scenes opened to view, I may be
excused for suggesting something more which,

to my mind, would farther add to the perfection
j

i.e., that besides keeping open the triangular

space alluded to, the portico and entrance at the

Poultry end of the Mansion House should be re-

moved therefrom to the western side of that

building, and have proper approaches made
thereto. The chief entrance could then at all

times be attained with ease and comfort, the

architectural effect of that side would be greatly

improved, and the portico shown by the light of

the sun in all its beauty. By such an alteration

the Poultry could also bo further widened.
Should you concur in the idea herein initiated,

and deem this communication worthy of insertion

in your paper, possibly, as in the case of the

open space at the east end of St. Paul’s which
you so ably advocated, the open space here
named may, at least, be preserved.

John Turner.

BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

TiiE twenty-second anniversary festival in aid

of the funds of the Builders’ Benevolent Institu-

tion was celebrated on Thursday evening (286h

ult.), at Willis’s Rooms, King-street, St. James’s

;

Mr. J. M. Macey, president, in the chair. There
was a numerous attendance of the leading mem-
bers of the metropolitan building trade.

The Chairman, in proposing the usual loyal

toasts, referred to the health of her Majesty,

which had unfortunately prevented her from
appearing among her people so frequently as she

otherwise would have done
;
also to the antici-

pated pleasure of her attendance, with the view

of opening to the public those great constructions,

the Holborn Valley Viaduct and Blackfriars

Bridge. With respect to H. R. H. the Prince of

Wales, he was sure the people of England felt it

a source of great satisfaction bis being connected
with the leading learned and scientific institu-

tions, together with his desire to promote perfect

unity and concord between the colonies and the
mother country.

Captain Stedall, of the Bloomsbury Corpa (Riflea),
briclly replied to the toast of “The Army, Nary, and
Volunteers.”
The Chairman, in proposing the toast of the evening,—
The Builders’ Benevolent Institation,’' said it was not

one of a complimentary character, but a business matter.
He found, on reference, that during the twenty-two years’
existence of the Institution, the sum of upwards of 14,OOOZ.
had been funded

;
11,OOOZ. being apportioned to the relief

fund, and 3,OOOZ. to the builtflng fond. At the present

time, they were not going to consider the advisability of
building almshouses or not, but he would remark that the
relief fuud had done its work very well. At the present
time they had forty.six pensioners on the funds,—twenty-
three men and twenty-three women,—and from that fact,

if they were to draw upon imagination, and revert to the
time of the establishment of the Institution, it must be
seen what an amount of benefit had been rendered to

those who stood in need. K there were any trade liable

to failures or adversity from nnforeseeu causes, it was
the building trade ; and under those circumstances
he hoped that energy would be used, with the view
of increasing the funds, so as to uilbrd further means to

assist those who were then waiting to become recipients.
Out of the forty-six pensioners then on the funds, he
found that thirty-three of that number were living with
their friends,—one of these having reached the age of

ninety-one,—and four others were in the Bricklayers' and
Tilers' Almshouses. He mentioned this merely because
he thought that, when persons became advanced in age,

it would be better they should be with their friends than
live away in almshouses. He, however, did not wish to

stop the subs-riptions to the building fund, but would
leave the objects of the Institution open, viz., the giving
relief to decayed members of every branch of the building
trade, and their widows, and concluded by thanking them
for their kind contributions.
Mr. Charles Lucas next proposed “ The health of the

Chairman and Fresident,” which was suitably responded
to.

“The Patrons, Vice-Presidents, and Trustees” was
next duly accepted.
The Chairman proposed “ The health of the Treasurer ”

in a highly complimentary speech.
Mr. Geo. Plucknett acknowledged the compliment, and

expressed his adherence to the Institution, of which he had
the pleasure of being the treasurer.
The toast of “ The Architects and Surveyors ” having

been briefly replied to,

The Chairman gave that of “ The Directors and
Stewards,” accompanyiug it with the name of Mr.
Nicholson.
Mr. W. Nicholson in reply expressed his regret that

owing to the want of funds they could not have another
election this year. The directors had sent out 1,60(}

circulars appeming for subscriptions, and the result was
only six annual subscribers and four donations. This
vvaa to bo accounted for by the depression of the trade,

—

perhaps never worse than at the present time. He, how-
ever, hoped that by-and-by, when trade would permit,
many would come forward to their aid.

Mr. Harris, the! Secretary, announced the evening’s
subscriptions and donations as amounting to 350Z.

GLASS PAINT FOR STOVES.
Ws find we have already stated that the German

water-glass paint for stoves may be obtained from Messrs.
Keilau & Gummi, Nussdorf, Vienna.

The “Glass Paint for Stoves" can be obtained from
Messrs. James Price & Co. Yarnish and Colour Manufac-
turers, Edmonton, N,

ANGLE CHIMNEY.
Sib,—I am about to build a moderate-sized country

bouse, which I am anxious to hare as compact, convenient,
and comfortable as possible. Can any of your readers tell

me from experience whether there is auy disadvantage in

placing the fireplace in the inner corner of a room, pro-
vided that the doors and windows are all as far removed
from it as possible ? Such an arrangement would give
more icaZZ room, and would, as it seems to me, after

careful consideration of the.subjeet, make any room of fair

size more snug and comfortable than having the fireplace

in the ordinary poaition. A, H.

» TEMPLE BAR.”

Bib,—

I

n the pages of the Builder and the newspaper
press, from time to time, several queries have been put
respecting the retention or removal of that antiquated
add dilapidated bit of City architecture, Temple Bar.
Although not invited by anybody, I want to have my say
upon it. On what ground should it be retained ? I see
none, except the plea that it is an historical relic of the
past. Surely it does not conjure up very delightful asso-

ciations, nor does it teach very noble lessons for study or
reflection. It is marked by deeds of bloodshed and
watered with tears. I am not speaking unkindly of poor
old Temple Bar j I look upon it as a dangerous block that

ought to he removed elsewhere as soon as possible. If it

can be preserved, when removed, by any anti-dry-rot

solution, from decay, so well so good
;
but as it stands at

present it is an incongruity and an impediment to metro-
politan progress and improvement, and its future reten-

tion cannot be compensated by any inherent virtue it re-

tains. I am no Vandal, but the reverse, for I love anti-

quities ;
but I love handsome houses, wide streets, and un-

impeded thoroughfares more. I would wish that some
retired merchant or accountant, with a genius for calcula-

tion, would give the public some figures of the loss of
money through loss of time that this same old arch has
caused. The work-day world of team and wagon, hansom
and cab, and other vehicular modes of locomotion, has
often heartily vented its curses, no doubt, upon this old
arched gitcho of the past.

Do, Mr. Builder, help ns. You have already bridged
some of our social swamps, and undermined some of our
criminal bridges. Help us, pray, in carrying away the
old gate, and packing up the old stone effigies.

Let the ultimatum of London go forth. There are
oison and plague in our buck streets and alleys. The
earts of the fervid young are throbbing,—father and

mother and child are choking for want of air. God's
light is hidden oat from the homes ofour workpeople; there
is darkness upon the City tiles and pavements. Let there
he light, and let all obstructions to our social comfort and
sanitary improvement be at once removed. All, then,
who are in favour of Temple Bar coming down, let them
holdup their hands! All who are not? The “ayes”
have it. Temple Bar comes down at last,—A.D. 1S70.

Pho Bono Publico.
*,* The removal of Temple Bar is included in the

scheme for building the new Courts of Law,

THE FORESTERS’ HALL.
SiK,—Will you permit me to oH'er a few remarks in

reply to a letter in your issue of the 30th ult., signed
'* Soho.” The committee on the selection of the plans
sent in had no idea who were the authors until announced
at the general meeting, and chose that signed “ Stability”
from its merits of design and perfectness of interior

arrangements which the others failed to possess
;
and which

your correspondent does not seem to question, only that
Mr. Oomme was our chairman. Allow me to give this

a flat denial, as his office expired at our October meeting,
and in no way directly or indirectly interfered with our
selection.
“ Soho ” seems to jump at conclusions in reference to

the second design. 'The committee trusted to the honesty
of the architects sending in their designs as to the esti-

mated coat of the building, as also to the capabilities of

its being in accordance with the Building Act. It was not
their opinion, but was raised in discuBsion at the general
meeting, which prompted this doubt expressed by your
correspondent. It is plain “Soho” cannot know much
about it when the committee deliberated some two days,

and the general meeting some two dava more, before it

was finally decided, which he calls “snort;” although I

am free to confess some of the plans did not require two
minutes’ consideration to consign them to obscurity. I
am deeply impressed with your remarks, on page 858 of
this week’s Btdlder, relating to some competitions for the

Bradford Town-hall, “The colouring of the principal

view has gone far to redeem the picture as a work of art,

and to the massive gilt frame the author probably owes
much.” I am free to confess these qualities did much for

the second design at the general meeting. The committee
were influenced by far weightier reasons. If architects

would honestly show their designs naturally, and with the

necessary chimneys and roofing, which so maims their

elevation, it would be better, and men would not choose
the picture in lieu of the straightforward elevation of a

possible structure. Geo. Dayet.

TRADE-UNIONS IN EARLY DAYS.

Sir,—Upon turning over some old papers, I

found the accompanying circnlar, concerning

trade-unions, from Sheffield, addressed to my
father, in the year 1814, It appears to have
been printed by Montgomery the poet, who for

some years was the editor and printer of a

Sheffield newspaper,* John Chubb.

“ GENERAL CIRCULAR.

Sheffield, March 28, 181-1,

Sib,—For several years past the manufactures of this

place, it is well known, have been progressively advancing
in price, chiefly in consequence of the extensive combina-
tions of the workmen to raise their wages. This evil baa

now made a progress so alarming as to threaten the most
dangerous consequences to the trade. Advances, im-
moderate beyond all precedent, have been demanded by
these men, and means equally violent and illegal employed
to enforce them. On the part of the merchants and manu-
facturers, it has at length boeu found necessary to counter-

act these proceedings by the moat vigorous and compre-
hensive measures, of which one of the first has been a

general suspension of their purchase, and stoppage of their

manufactories. In order to facilitate the attainment of

this object, they most earnestly aud respectfully solicit all

bouses concerned in the purchase of 8helHeld manufac-
tures, both in the United Kingdom and abroad, not to

press at the present juncture the execution of their orders,

but wait until the powerful efforts now employed have
restored the commerce of this town to its usual regularity.

By a general co operation of this nature, it may be con-

fidently expected that the workmen will shortly be induced
to recede from their unreasonable pretensions, the prices

of goods properly regulated and fixed, and the whole trade

secured from further interruption, by a judicious and per-

manent arrangement.
Signed on behalf of ‘The General Committee of the

Sheffield Mercantile and Manufacturing Union,'
Peibe Bhowkell, Chairman.”

ADVERTISING UPON HOARDINGS.
At a recent meeting of the St. George’s, Hanover-square

Committee of Works, the surveyor reported that in ac-

cordauce with instructions of the committee, he had
written to those gentlemen having boardings within the
parish upon which were advertisements, aud informed
them that the licenses for these hoardings would not be
continued if the advertisements were allowed to remain.
Mr. Thorn said he thought this to be a serious matter.

An accident occurred only on Sunday last, when the hoard-
ing in Down-street, Piccadilly fell in. Had it occurred
when the men were at work, in all probability there would
have been a loss of life. He considered it high time that

some steps were taken in the matter, for the more leniency
shown to the builders the worse the committee were
treated. The hoardings were overloaded aud were dan-
gerous.
The law upon the subject was explained by the clerk,

which was to the efieot that any person erecting a hoard-

ing without a license from the vestry or District Board of

Works, or continuing to allow a hoarding to remain
longer than the time stipulated in the license, was liable

to a penalty of bl., aud 4ua. for each day the hoarding was
allowed to remain. The vestry had the power to pull

such erections down, and deposit the goods iu any place

they thought proper until the charge for pulling it down
and removing the same were paid

;
and if it were not paid

within eight days, they could sell the goods and hand over
the surplus to the owners ; but if the money raised were
not sulficient, they could compel the owner to pay the de-

ficiency.
An instance was mentioned by Mr. Thorn, where the

owner of a hoarding received 14uZ. per annum for adver-
tisements ! He thought if advertising was so remunera-
tive, the vestry should have a hoarding of their own, for

the money would be acceptable. He moved that the vestry

be recommended to enforce the penalties against the
builders, and that Mr. Smith be instructed to write to

them informing them of the fact.

This, after some further aiscussion, was unanimously
agreed to.

• The Irie.
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TEE GOVERNMENT ATTACK ON
ENGINEERS IN INDIA.

With reference to the subject of the leading

article in our last Number, the president of the

Institution of Civil Engineers has addressed a

letter to the Secretary of State for India, which

reads thus :

—

Having reference to the interview your Grace was
this day pleased to accord to the deputation of the Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers, I am desired by the Council of

the Institution to state in writing for your Grace’s more
speciflo information

1, That the profession does not recognise the acceptance

by civil engineers of commissions, or other payments,
except openly and directly from their immediate
employers.

2, That the profession distinctly discountenances, repu-

diates, and condemns the practice implied in the Notifi-

cation No. 212, recently issued by the Public Works
Department of the Government of India.

3. That it is a rule of the Institution not to receive into

membership any person tainted, or believed to be tainted,

by any of the improper and corrupt practices alleged in

such Notification.

4. That if it be possible to cite instances of misconduct
by persona calling themselves civil engineers, yet that any
such instances are entirely exceptional, and amount to

flagrant departores from the well-understood and well-

recognised practice of the profession, and therefore cannot
jastify the broad accusation contained in the Notification

in question."

FOUNTAIN IN THE JEPHSON GARDENS,
ROYAL LEAMINGTON SPA.

A SHORT time ago, in a notice of the rise and
progress of Royal Leamington Spa, we men-
tioned that a memorial was about to be raised in

the Jepbson Gardens to the late Mr. John Hitch-

man, who took an active part in all that pertained

to the prosperity of that town. We have now to

record the completion and dedication of the

memorial, which has taken the form of an orna-

mental fountain. It is situated in the gardens
near to the chief entrance, and may be said to

be of Italian Gothic, with a tinge of Romanesque.
The design was selected from 40 drawings, which
were submitted to the committee. The design

ichosen was the work of Mr. Cundale, of Learning-

ton, and may be briefly described as consisting

of a lower basin of quatrefoil shape, which rests

upon two steps, which form the basement. From
the basement a shaft of red granite, polished,

which bears an appropriate inscription. This

iis also supported by arobontants and oonnter-

iforts, which also spring out of the basin. The

;

granite shafD again supports a richly carved

(Corbel stage, which, in its turn, carries a quatre-

ifoil basin, which is of black marble, upon which
•lare four jets of water, which issue from bronze

[igrotesques. Another rise supports a group of

ilother marble basins, and sormounting the whole
dis a pinnacle carved and gabled. The steps and
dower basins are made from Derbyshire stone,

^whilst the stones used in the other parts are

ilohiefly from Yorkshire. The cost is about 300L

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Toxocesier.—Kilaby Church has been re-opened

bjby the Bishop of Peterborough. Previously to

tithe recent restoration it was in a very dilapidated

ststate. In addition to what has already been

didone, we were informed that Mr. Cowley is about

tflto restore the chapel. The work of restoration

hhas been carried ont by Mr. Gee, of Daventry,

arand Mr. Watts, of Knapton, from the designs and
amnder the superintendence of Mr. E. Christian,

otof London, architect. The old lead has been

tataken off the roof and re-cast, and the church
ib;ha8 been re-roofed. The old clearstory windows,
ffwhich were blocked up, have been re-opened.

TThe pillars and walls, which were covered with
^whitewash, have been cleaned and stuccoed. A
Tviwest organ gallery has been taken away, and the

t4)elfry arch, which was blocked op with a large

tatablet, has been exposed. The windows on both
sieides of the church, which had been deprived of

ththeir tracery, have been renewed, and a flat lead

roroof over the porch has been replaced by a high-

pipitched roof. A portion of the north arcade and
ththe chancel arch have been taken down and
rerebuilfc, and the chancel roof is entirely new.
flThe south arch in the chancel, which was blocked

jppp, has been opened. The chancel is paved with
^Minton’s tiles, and a new chancel rail has been
lersrected. There are new stalls for the choir.

jTlThe cost of the works is something over 1,0001.

I

Maismore.—The parish ^church of Maismore
ihaias been re-opened for divine service, after

irereBtoration. The architects who were cousnlted

llpy the committee were Messrs. Fnlljames &
IWiValler. They recommended that all the existing

Ipoews should be swept away, so as to throw open
ithihe space from the chancel window to the western

window of the tower ; the erection of a suitable

chancel arch 3 the substitution of an open-timber
roof for the decayed timbers and plastered

ceiling; the pulling down of galleries; the

building of an arcade on the line of the north

wall; and the adding of a north aisle, 14 ft.

wide, the full length of the church ; the providing

of organ-chamber and warming apparatus; and
the entire refitting of the church with low open
seats. There were sittings for 200 people. Mr.

Fulljames proposed to provide seats for 200
adults and 50 children. The work, he estimated,

would cost some 1,500Z. The improvements
have been carried out on this recommendation.

Thoroton {Notts).—This church has been re-

opened, after a restoration from designs by Mr.
Hakewill. A new chancel, new porch, and new
north aisle have been opened.

Stanton. Prior.—The church of St. Lawrence,
Stanton Prior, has been re-opened, after having
been closed for four months, daring which time

it has been restored. The work has been carried

out, under the supervision of Mr. C. E. Davies,

by Messrs. R. Mann, Hunt, & Gregory. The
church is fitted with open sittings for 90 persona.

The ohanoel is paved with encaustic tiles, which
form also the characteristic feature of the

reredos. The five windows of the chanoel are

filled with stained glass by Messrs. jLavere &
Barraud, that at the east end representing the

Agony, Crucifixion, and Burial of our Lord.

The west window has been restored in memory
of the late rector by members of his family, and
will shortly be filled with stained glass by Messrs.

Hardman.
Cavendish.—The parish church is being re-

stored under the supervision of Mr. William
White, architect. The chancel required to be

almost rebuilt, and a vestry has been erected on
some ancient foundations on the north side, and
the north aisle extended, so as to form a ohancel

aisle on that side. Additional accommodation is

thus gained. Various other improvements are

being carried out. The nave has also been
renovated. No architect was employed on this

and other parts of the work. Messrs. Green &
Mason, of Haverhill, are the contractors.

Wilsford.—The church here has been re-

opened after restoration, under the professional

advice of Mr. Weaver, the county snrveyor. The
old roof has been removed, and replaced with an
open frame roof of the original pitch, with
curved and moulded braces springing from the

ancient stone corbels, and the whole is close

boarded, stained and varnished, and elated ex-

ternally. The south porch and buttress have
been rebuilt, and are nearly reprodnetions of the

originals. The floors and fittings have been re-

moved and replaced by new floors on oak
sleepers, and new seats with panelled and tra-

oeried ends. All the fittings are of pitch pine,

oiled (not stained) and varnished
;
and the gang-

ways and open part of the chancel floor have all

been raised with concrete, and laid with Min-
ton’s tiles (black and red)

;
and the soil has

been lowered, and drainage provided round the

external walls. The whole has been executed

by Mr. Mailings.

Lichfield.—The church of St. James, at Ogley

Hay, has been re-opened for divine service, after

having been closed for several mouths for altera-

tions. The alterations and improvements con-

sist of an organ-chamber and vestry, witR new
painted windows, and the re-decoration of the

whole of the interior. The east window is the

production of Messrs. Edmundson, of Man-
chester, and has cost 85Z. In the centre is

represented a full-sized figure of St. James, to

whom the church is dedicated, on either side

being depicted four incidents in the Apostle’s

life, viz., bis call, the raising of Jairus’s daughter,

the Transfiguration, and the three apostles in

the Garden of Gethsemane. The other windows
are the work of Messrs. Camm, of Smethwick.
The painting and colouring have been done by
Mr. Holmes, of Walsall, and the stonework by
Messrs. Longmore & Brown, of the same place.

Messrs. Pauli & Robinson, of Manchester, were
the architects. The total expenditure is esti-

mated at 6001.

Ashfordby.—The parish church here has been

restored and re-opened for divine service. The
edifice baa been restored by Mr. Scott, the

builder being Mr. J. J. Fast, of Melton Mowbray.
The work has extended over a considerable time,

having been first commenced in 1SG6. The church

was then in a most dilapidated state. Three

years ago the chancel was restored, and a new
vestry built. The east windows were fitted with

painted glass, by Clayton & Bell, and also the

window on the south. More recently, oak stalls

have been placed in the chancel. Last year the
restoration of the body of the church was com-
menced. A sum has been expended amounting
to about 1,300Z. A large part of this sum haa
been devoted to underpinning the church, and
making good the foundations. 500Z. were spent
upon the roofs alone, in which there was a great
quantity of decayed wood. All the pews have
been cleared away, and the church is now seated
with chairs placed upon a boarded floor. The
ancient screen of the time of Henry VIL hae
been restored ; and a new oak pulpit on a stone
base, a lectern, and a reading-desk have been
set up. The western portion of the church has
been thrown entirely open, and the west door
has been restored for use as the principal
entrance. Outside the church an improvement
has been made in the churchyard by removing
the soil around the church to a lower part of the
ground

;
new entrance-gates on the western side

have been made, and flagged paths laid down.
Knijpton.—The church here has been restored,

at the cost of 3701., of which 300Z. were raised

by subscription. The architect was Mr. William
Thompson, of Grantham

3
and the builders,

Messrs. Rudd & Cooling.

Beigate.—The foundation stone of a new
church has been laid at South Park, where
within the last few years a considerable popula-
tion haa sprung up. The committee have deter-

mined on the erection of a simple church,
capable of accommodating 250 people, at a cost
of about 2,000Z

,
and a considerable portion of

this sum haa already been subscribed. Much of
the furniture of the church will be provided by
special gifts.

Wolverhamptoxi.—Some time ago it was found
that dry rot had taken such extensive hold of
the flooring of St. John’s Church that it must be
refloored ; and it was resolved at the same time
to replace the old narrow high-backed pews with
those of more modern construction, re-colour the
walls, repair the organ, and make other altera-

tions. Tliis (the organ repair excepted) has been
done by Messrs. Higham, of this town, from the
designs of Sir M. D. Wyatt, architect, and the
church has been re-opened. The re-arrangemenfr
and re-construction of the pews are effective,

and the result has been heightened by the
addition of a kind of paeudo-chaucel, on a plat-

form raised about 1 in. from the nave, and pro-
vided with choir seats. A new oak pulpit hae
been erected, on a stone base

;
encaustic

tiles have been laid down
;

the heating and
lighting system remodelled

;
and gas-burners of

ancient design, from Skidmore’s, at Coventry,
replace the former gaseliers. Lack of funds
prevented the carrying out of designs for orna-
menting the walls and ceiling. The organ has
been repaired, at a coat of 200Z. The total cost
of all the repairs and improvements is about
1,600Z.

Barmbrough.—The parish church of St. Peter,

at Barmbrough, after undergoing a restoration,

has been re-opened for divine service by the
Bishop of Lincoln. It was thought there should
be a new concrete floor placed underneath the
whole structure in order to prevent the damp-
ness, which had been complained of. This haa
been carried out. The old high-backed seats
have given place to stalls of pitch pine, var-

nished. A new pulpit and lectern have also

been erected, likewise a reredos, the gift of the

Rev. H. Jubb. All the interior walla have been
cleaned, and, where necessary, repaired. An
ancient oak screen, carved, which divides a small

chantry from the other parts of the church, has
been washed, the paint removed, and renovated.

The chancel end has been altered. Six new
windows have been placed in the clearstory on
the north, and two on the south side of the

church. A new patent stove has also been intro-

duced, by which the whole structure is heated

during cold weather. All the sittings, of which

there are about 200, are free. The total cost of

the restoration is fixed at about 700Z. The
architect engaged in the work was Mr. 0. H.
Fowler, of Durham ; the joiner’s work was done
by Mr. Smith, of Hemingfield ;

and the masonry
by Mr. Blackburn, of Jump.

Sniarden.—Smarden Church, popularly known
as the “ Barn of Kent,” after an extensive

restoration, was re-opened on the 28th ult.,when

there was a special service.'

Loivick.—The parish church of Lowick, a
village picturesquely situated about two miles

and a half from the Thrapaton Station of the
Peterborough branch of the London and North-
Western line, has been re-opened for divine

worship after a restoration, from the plans and
under the direction of Messrs. W. Slater & R.H,
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Carpenter, of London, arohitecte. The cost of

the restoration baa been about l,400i. The
original seats in the church have been copied for

the new ones, and portions of the old roof have
been retained. The church has been re-roofed,

re-floored, and re-seated with seats of carved
oak. It is heated by moans of an apparatus
supplied by Mr. Johnson, of Leicester. The
work has been carried out by Mr. Allen, builder,

Irthlingborough
; the plumbing and glazing

having been done by Mr. Alfred Downing, of
Finedon.
Deem (near Oundle).—The parish church of

this village has been re-opened after restoration,

of which it was greatly in need. The tower and
spire have not been touched, but the modern
vestry has been removed. The nave of the
church baa been enlarged by one bay, the chancel
has been extended, and two chapels have been
added. The old high pews, which were painted
white, with black cappings, have been replaced
with wainscot oak open seats. The west arch
was blocked up with a solid brick wall, and
before this was a large family pew. The pew
has been removed, a low-sided pew having been
erected in the south aisle. The brick wall has
been taken down, a new arch has been built, and
a new west lancet light has been substituted for

a perpendicular one. The clearstory has been
taken down and rebuilt, and the old elliptical-

headed windows have been replaced by new win-
dows, with label mouldings round the arches.
The roof of the nave has been replaced with
a high-pitched hammer-beamed roof, of deal,
stained and varnished, with pierced tracery in

the spandrels, with carved wall-pieces, resting on
stone corbels. A new window in the north aisle

was rendered necessary in consequence of the
extension of the bay

5
and, in taking down the

chancel wall, a window, in character with the
other windows in the aisle, was found built up in

it, and Lae been made use of. The pulpit is of

alabaster, with a base of Portland and Kern
stone. The church is heated with Haden’s appa-
ratus, the heating vault being under the priest’s

vestry. The chancel is paved with Maw’s tiles,

and has a new stained-glass east window, repre-
senting twelve scenes in the life of our Lord, by
Lavers, Barraud, & Westlake, of London. This
is a memorial window to the late Earl of Cardigan.
The old stained-glass window has been re-erected
in the south recess of the Brudenell chapel. In
the chancel aisle, on the south side of the chancel,

is a triple sedilia, with a piscina
;
and on the

north side is a credence-table. The chancel is

divided from the nave by a dwarf stone wall,

with iron rails. The altar cross is of brass, and
is set with crystals. The work of restoration

has been carried out by Messrs. Holland &
Hannen, of London, from the plans and under
the direction of Mr. T. H. Wyatt, of London, the
principal management of the work having been
undertaken by Mr. George Vialls, jun., formerly
of Northampton, a pupil of Mr. E. F. Law. Mr.
Fowles was foreman to the builders. The
wrought-iron screens, and other metal-work,
were furnished by Hart, Son, Peard, & Co., who
also executed the altar cross, from Mr. Yiall’s

design. The tile pavements in the chancel and
Brudenell chapel were laid by Simpson & Sons,
Maw & Co.’s London agents. The carving was
done by Mr. Earp.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Halifax .—The memorial stone of a new Inde-

pendent Chapel has been laid here, at BelleYue,
Hopwood-lane. The architects are Messrs.
Roger Ives & Son, of this town. The style of
architecture adopted for the church is the Early
Geometrical. It will be built with Northowram
pitch-faced wall stones and freestone dressings.

The edifice will be 113 ft. 6 in. long by 53 ft.

wide, and 53 ft. high externally, exclusive of the
minister’s and other vestries at the back. It will

be divided into nave and side aisles by cast-iron

pillars supporting the galleries and roof, and five

bays in length, the end bay next the organ recess
being much wider than the others, so as to allow
of the church being enlarged at some future
time by the addition of transepts, which will be
prepared for in the erection of the new church.
At the north end of the building will be an
octagonal recess for the organ, 22 ft. wide and
G ft. 6 in. deep, divided from the nave by a
deeply-moulded and enriched arch, springing
from granite columiis with carved freestone
capitals. Over the pillars dividing the bays will
be moulded arches in brickwork and cement,
between which and in the centre over each pillar

will be granite columns, and with carved capitals

and moulded bases, supported upon carved
corbels, upon which the roof principals will rest.

The internal woodwork, where exposed, will be
of pitch pine. The pews will be 2 ft. 10 in. wide,
and allowing 20 in. for each person, will accom-
modate 568 persons on the ground floor, and 364
in the galleries, making a total of 932 sittings.

In the south front to Hopwood-lane will be the
entrances, vestibules, and staircases

j
at the

south-westerly angle a tower and spireleb 120 ft.

in height. The principal entrance will be in the
centre of the front, through a moulded doorway,
with moulded windows on each side, over which
there will be a large five-light traceried window.
On each side of principal entrance in the same
front will be entrances to the galleries. On the
side elevations in each bay of building, the
windows under the galleries will be arranged in

couplets, over which will be three-light traceried

windows to light the galleries, with gables and
ornamental finials over each. In the transept

gables will be large four-light traceried windows,
with columned mullions and carved capitals.

All the windows will be glazed with tinted glass

in quarries, and with ornamental borders. The
grounds will be enclosed with a low wall, and
ornamented wronghb-iron railings and gates.

The various works have been let to the following
contractors, viz.:— Masons’ work, to Messrs.

Michael Firth & Co. ; carpenters’ and joiners’, to

Messrs. John Dyson & Son
5
slating and plaster-

ing, to Messrs. Joseph Bancrofc & Son
j
plumb-

ing and glazing, Mr. George Walsh 5 ironfounders’

work, Mr. Jas. Farrar
5
and painters’ work, to

Messrs. W. Lee & Son. The works are now
being carried out under the direction of the
architects. Mr. Powell is the clerk of works.
On November 14, 1866, estimates for carrying
out the above plans were received and adopted,
amounting to 6,6381. 2a. 5d. In the estimates

no provision is made for boundary rails, pulpit,

and the heating and lighting of the chapel.

These, with the cost of the land, will probably
make a total outlay of 8,5001., exclusive of the

coat of schools, which it is proposed to erect at

some future time.

Bledlow .—The dedication of a new Wesleyan
chapel has been celebrated at Bledlow. The
entrance is by a double door in front, opening
into a lobby with a door on each side. Over the
door is a double-light window, divided by a stone

column. It has a gallery at the end nearest the
entrance. The light inside is subdued by rough
plate glass. The pews are of picked yellow deal,

and the seats and backs are slightly inclined.

The pulpit is ascended by five steps, and is

made with all the modern improvements, being
low, sballow, and broad. The commnnion is in

front of the pulpit, raised 6 in. or 7 in. from the

floor, and inclosed by a rail, done in green, with
white and stained capping. The chapel is made
to seat, when required, about 200 persons, and
a number of the sittings are free. The design

of the chapel was furnished by Mr. E. Pierce,

High Wycombe, who also superintended its

erection. It is in the Italian style. The walls

are faced with red bricks, and white string

courses, with dressings of Bath stone.

J.'
Bradford .—The foundation-stone of a new

chapel to replace the old Methodist New Con-
nexion chapel at Adwalton, has been laid. The
new edifice, a plain structure on the site of the

old one, will be built from the designs of Messrs.

Sheard & Hanstock, of Batley. The chapel

fronts the Bradford and Wakefield-road, and 300
extra sittings will be provided.

Stiirminster Newton .—The Wesleyan chapel

here having been enlarged, beautified, and ren-

dered more convenient, has been re-opened. The
building is of brick, with stone dressings, and is

enlarged in length 15 ft., being now capable of

accommodating 350 persons. The interior has
an end gallery of stained wood, of which material

the roof is composed, the centre parts being of

slightly tinted rose colour. The entrance to the

chapel is by a vestibule, and the building is

lighted by windows of cathedral glass. At the

back of the chapel school-rooms are in course of

erection. The architect was Mr. Stent, of War-
minster, and the builder Mr. R. Edwards, of

Fontmell Magna. The cost of the enlargement
and the pcbool buildings is estimated at from
600Z. to 7001., of which about half has been col-

lected or promised.

Norwich .—The French Church, formerly the

parish church of St. Mary-tbe-Lese, has been re-

opened for divine service, after undergoing much
alteration, and having been to a considerable

extent restored. From its situation with regard

to the Cathedral Church, to which it was appro-
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priated, it was called in former days St. Mary’s
at the Monastery Gate. In 1637 it was granted
to the congregation of the French Protestants,
called the Walloon Company, who fitted it np for

divine worship. This oongreation became extinct
about forty years ago, since which time it baa
been occupied by the Swedenborgiana. But from
them, too, it has passed into the hands of the
congregation of the Catholic Apostolic Church.
The nave and chancel have been cleared of pews.
The latter has been raised, and for the present is

fitted with chairs. The sanctuary is raised two
steps higher than the rest of the chancel, with
rails across, and the altar is raised on a footpace.

Sedilia have been formed in the sill of the
chancel windows, and a new piscina has been

l

inserted. Another piscina was found in the nave,
I

and restored. The nave has been fitted with
|

open seats of deal. The western gallery has
i

been removed, and the tower aroh opened and 1

restored. The parvise, or porch chamber, has
j

been restored, and a new staircase constructed 1

for it. Six consecration crosses, found in the
nave and chancel, have also been restored. The
woodwork was executed by Mr. Spencer, of 1

Trowse
j

the carving and restoration of the
stonework by Mr. Barrett

; and the gaafitting by
Mr. Bishop, of Elm Hill.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Earl Stonham .—The new school buildings,

erected in memory of Mr. George Reeve, a
farmer who many years ago left a considerable

sum of money for the endowment of the schools

of the parish, have been opened. The architects

were Messrs. Corry & Fergusson, of Carlisle.

The facings of the exterior are of white brick,

with red brick arches, strings, and gables, and
stone lintels, the spandrels of the arches being
filled with herring-bone work. The windows at

the ends of the buildings are of a more orna-

mental character than the others, the heads of

these Gothic, with eye lights. The principal

room in the interior is 43 fc. in length by 18 ft.

in breadth, the height from the floor to the wall-

plate being 11 ft. 6 in., and the roof is open as

far as the collars. Light is obtained from twelve

windows set in pairs. Besides the school-room

are a class-room, lavatory, lobbies, and offices.

The inside walla have white strings and dressings.

Mr. W. G. Cunnold, of Ipswich, was the con-

tractor. The building stands upon land which
was given for the purpose by Pembroke College,

Cambridge, the patrons of the living. The
farmers of the parish carted the materials for

the building.

TUic/ston Magna.— The old National School
building being much too small, the vicar resolved

to undertake the erection of more roomy and
convenient schools. The architect selected by
the committee was Mr. E. W. Barber, the son of

the incumbent of St. John’s, Leicester, whose
plans were approved

j
and the contractors were

Messrs. John Sharp & Son, builders, Wigston.
The building, which is in the Early Pointed style,

consists of two main portions, which_ open into

one room, to be nsed as the mixed school for

children above six years of age, with two separate

porches for entrance, and a large infant-room at

the extreme end, quite separate from the main
room. The schools are placed back from the

street about thirty-five yards, and the front space

forms a playground for the boys ; the girls’ play-

ground, with the necessary premises and offices

for both schools, being placed in the rear of the

building.

PROYINCIAL NEWS.

Birmingham .—The chief stone of the new
workhouse for the Aston Union baa been laid.

The entrance building, with a frontage of 300 ft.,

has a bold archway in the centre; to the left (or

male side) of which is a corridor leading to the

clerks’ offices, waiting-room, and a board-room,
34 ft. by 18 ft.

;
and beyond are the rooms for

the male probationers and tramps, with all the

requisite closets and lavatories. There are spa-

cious airing-grounds in the rear, leading to the

engine-house and such other places as will give

useful occupation to the able-bodied men. On
the right of the entrance archway are the wards
and dormitories for the females of various classes,

clothes-stores, dining-rooms, and other conve-

niences. In the rear of these entrance buildings

are large airing-grounds, divided by a central

avenue leading to the main building, of three

stories in height, the centre earned somewhat
higher than the other portions. The principal

material used in the elevations is red brick, with
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blue brick strings, and stone dressings intro-

duced where appropriate. On each side of the

entrance are the rooms for the master and
matron, communicating with a large central

hall, and corridors extending the whole length of

the building. These corridors lead to the day-

rooms and dormitories, for able, aged, infirm, and
imbecile men and women, with store-rooms,

lavatories, &o. There are two staircases of stone

in each division of the bnilding, and in the

central hall a grand staircase in three divisions,

lighted by a lantern tower, which forms the

principal feature in the elevation. In the rear

of this are various domestic offices, including a

spacious cooking kitchen and bakery, and con-

nected with the diflerent wards are airing-grounds

for the respective classes. On the male side

there are workshops and a mill
;
on the female

side a washhouse, laundry, and other appliances.

The first floor has a largo dining-hall, approached

by the central staircase,—length, 68 ft.
;
width,

38 ft.
;
and well lighted on each side. The front

centre is, as below, appropriated to the master
and matron, and on either side are the dormi-

tories for the men and women, of diflerent

classes, with a corridor the entire length of the

building, as described for the ground floor. On
the second floor there is the same general

arrangement of corridor and staircases, and a
like division of the sexes on either side of the

centre buildings
;
and on this floor some provision

has been made for the future, as there are

several spare dormitories. A small portion of

the basement has been set apart for cellars,

larder, boiler-room, and such other accommoda-
tion as could be properly provided underground;
but otherwise the building is well above the
ground level, and it stands in an elevated posi-

tion. In the fitting-np of lifts, cooking and
warming apparatus, &c., every well-proved

invention of the best engineers will be used,

under the direction of Mr. Yeoville Thomason,
the architect. The infirmary will bo a separate

block of buildings. The builders of the whole
are Messrs. Jtflery & Pritchard. The estimated
cost of workhouse and infirmary is about
35,000L

FROM SCOTLAND.
Edinburrili .—The new church built by the con-

gregation of Free St. George’s, in place of the
bdifice removed in the course of the progress of
the improvements being made on the Caledonian
Railway Station, has been opened for public
worship. The site is at the corner of Shand-
wick-street, and Stafford-street. It measures
i78 fc. from east to west, and 125 ft. from north
to south, and has been all built upon. The style

adopted is the Palladian. The principal front is

towards Shandwick-street
j
and the west front is

lalso elaborately finished. The main entrance is

flanked by coupled Ionic columns, surmounted
(by a broken pediment. Above is a range of
arched windows, with projecting keystones, to

be carved. On either side is a slightly pro-

jecting wing, with a three-light square-headed
window on the ground floor, and an arched win-
flow in the upper story. Corinthian attached
jsolamns rise from the basement story to the
rarchicrave, which, with' the dentilled cornice,

rareaks over them. This portion of the faejade

8 finished with a balustrade, having pedestals to

carry vases. At the south-west corner a tower
8 to be erected, but it has not been carried
ii’urther in the meantime than the basement
stage. The western elevation consists of a
jtentre, in which are two rauges of rusticated win-
flows, flanked by wings having attached Corin-
lihian columns, surmounted by triangular pedi-

itnents, the outer mouldings of which are broken
Iff at some distance from the apex. The church
iVill be entered through a vestibule and corridor.

Over the vestibule and corridor there is a large
alall, which is to bo employed for congregational
Jrarposes. The church proper is divided into
Jientre and aisles by iron Corinthian columns
ifnpporting a series of arches. The central portion
'f the ceiling is elliptical in form, and is divided
itito square panels, with bosses at the inter-

sections, while the ceilings of the aisles consist
I f series of small domes. Galleries have been
rereotc-d in the aisles and in the south end oppo-
site the pulpit. The seats are in the modern
•jiyle, with low backs, and open at the ends,
bhe pulpit has been dispensed with, and instead

p platform erected in the apse at the north end
[f the building. The roof of the apse is a semi-
orome. It is supported by six pillars of polished

Reterhead granite. Several feet lower than the
rcreacher's platform there is a second platform

for the use of the office-bearers of the church,

the whole being surrounded by a balustrade.

The platform is in oak, and the pews, as well as

the front of the galleries, are of pine. The
church is lighted by windows on three sides,

which have been filled with obsonred glass,

marked out with stars. At night, light will be

supplied by means of central sunlights, and
pendants from the roof of the aisles, and from
under the galleries. The church is seated for a
congregation of about 1,250. Mr. David Bryce
was the architect

j
and the contractors were

Messrs. Watherston & Son, builders
;
Mr. Annan,

plasterer; Mr. Beattie, plumber; and Messrs.

Purdie, Bonar, & Carfrae, painters. Mr. M'Phail
was clerk of works. The building, including

13,6001. for the site, was estimated to coat about

31,0001.

STAINED GLASS.

Olouccster Cathedral .—The eighth or eastern-

most window in the south aisle of this cathe-

dral, according to the local Chronicle, has been
filled with stained glass in memory of the late

Lienb.-Col. Sir Harry Darell, bart. The window
was originally of the same design as the others

in the south aisle, but was altered and enlarged

—probably about the beginning of the fifteenth

century—as a memorial to persons commemo-
rated by the tomb beneath. Four or five years

ago it was proposed to restore the tracery to the

original pattern, and a window for it, to the

memory of the Niblett family, was executed in

Munich under the direction of Mr. J. D. T. Nib-
lebt. The architect of the cathedral, however,
determined to retain the present tracery, and
the window was, therefore, given to tbe Rev.
Sir Lionel Darell, of Fretherne Court. The glass

contains two rows of figures, with tracery over.

The tracery is filled with figures of angels,

lu the upper lights are the four Evangelists,
with their symbols. In the lower tier are the
figures of St. Stephen, Cornelius, the Centurion,
and St. Peter. Mr. Rogers, of Worcester, was
the artist.

S/iJ’au.’aT(ii7ie Church .—A stained glass window
has been placed in the east side of the church to

the memory of the late Mr. Px-yce William Bowen,
of Shrawardine Castle, by some of his neigh-

bours and friends. It is a Gothic window, of
Grinshitl stone, divided into four compartments
filled with the following subjects :

—“Naked and
ye clothed mo,” “ Sick and ye visited me,”
“Hungry and ye gave me meat,” and “A
stranger and ye took me in.” Beneath the
window is a marble tablet bearing the inscrip-

tion. Both the glass and stone work were
executed by Messrs. William Evans, Everall, &
Dodson.

Establisbment of Tramway Omnibuses
at Xilverpool.

—

An unusual stir and excitement
have prevailed in Liverpool, in consequence of the

inauguration by the Liverpool Tramways Com-
pany of their new system of omnibuses, which
are of great size, and built npon the American
plan. They are formed of American ash, and
each omnibus is about 16 ft. long, 7 ft. iu inte-

rior height, and constructed to hold twenty-two
passengers inside and twenty-four ontside. They
are tastefully fitted and finished, and tbe outside
well protected by rails. There has been quite a
rush npon the new vehicles, much to the disgust
of the old-fashioned omnibus drivers, who, by
“ nursing ” their rivals, do all in their power to

worry and annoy them. The public generally,

however, appear highly to appreciate the advan-
tages which from increased size, readiness of
ingress and egress, comfortable and safe outside
seats, and the absence of jarring and jolting, are
aflbrded by the new system. Each tramway
omnibus is drawn by three horses, and furnished
with breaks of great power. The fares are 3d.

inside and 2d. outside.

Oswestry Cottage Hospital.

—

The founda-
tion stone of the Oswestry and Ellesmere
Cottage Hospital and Nursing Institution was
laid on Monday last, November the 1st, with
Masonic honours, by the Right Worshipful Pro-
vincial Grand Master of North Wales and Shrop-
shire, Sir W. W. Wynn, bart,, M.P., by request
of the brethren of the Saint Oswald Lodge,
No. 1124. The building is designed to accom-
modate twelve beds. Mr. W. H. Spaull, of
Oswestry, is the architect

;
and Messrs. Trow &

Sods, of Wednesbury, are the contractors.

The Ifew Vxbrldge-road Stationi at
U'ottlsg'blll.—The new station at Uxbridge-
road, near the Royal-crescent, is now finished.

Though small in size, it has some architectural

pretensions. The Kensington Neics says, on the

whole there are no less than five doorways in

front, which is iu great contrast to the Metropo-
litan Extension stations, which have but one
doorway for egress and ingress, a circumstance
which often occasions crowding and inconve-

nience. The projecting eaves give the building,

above all, an ornate appearance, being sup-

ported on pairs of terra-cotta brackets. The
apex of the roof consists of a large skylight

and ventilator. The interior is thus amply
lighted. In front of the station is a verandah
formed by a triple ridge and furrow roof, glazed
above, and supported by iron brackets, built into

the walls, in lieu of columns, which latter are

sometimes fonnd to be an inconvenience and ob-

struction. On the platforms below are separate

waiting-rooms and offices, the up and down plat-

forms being uniform. Only about one-fourth of

the length of the platform is roofed over at pre-

sent, a plan which may scon call for rectifica-

tion, as in wet weather it will compel the pas-

sengers to herd together under tbe roof, instead

of ranging themselves opposite the respective

classes of carriages, and immediately entering

the same, as on the Metropolitan. It is stated

to have been built for tbe London and North-
Western Company, by Mr. Richard Dunokley, of

Blisworth, and to have cost 5,0001. or 6,0001.

liate Discoveries in tbe Peninsula of
Sinai. — The vice-chancellor of Cambridge
University has published to the senate a very
interesting report from Mr. Q. H. Palmer, fellow

of St. John’s College, a distinguished Oriental
scholar, who was sent by the university to ac-

company the Ordnance survey in the peninsula

of Sinai. The funds were supplied from the
foundation of Mr. Worts, formerly devoted to

travelling bachelors. Mr. Palmer has collected

a great body of information on the nomencla-
ture, the traditions, and the insoriptions of the

couuti'y. He says,—In the course of our explo-

rations we foond many interesting remains,
almost identical with the primeval dwellings and
tombs fonud in various parts of the United
Kingdom. These discoveries drew my attention

to another fact, which I think may prove im-
portant to British antiquaries, as Ruggesting an
analogous explanation of the curiously-marked
stones of Scotland. It appears to have been a
custom from time immemorial for the rude inha-

bitants of the desert to mark out their borders
with large stones, on which each tribe cut or

scratched its own peculiar symbol. This custom
prevails to the present day, and it is a note-

worthy circumstance that the marks now in use
among some of the Arab tribes closely corre-

spond in pattern and appearance with the stone-

markings of North Britain. I have brought
back a collection of these marks and symbols.

Whitworth Metal.—The quiet intimation
given last spring about a new metal is now
something to be talked about, says Chambers's
Joimial, for Sir Joseph Whitworth, after a long
course of experiment, has succeeded in pro-
ducing iron and steel, which, as he states, will

resist any amount of shock or strain that may
be put upon them. This “Whitworth metal,”

as it is called, is, while in a molten state, sub-

jected to enormous pressure, by which all the
air-bubbles—those sources of weakness—are got
rid of, and the metal is rendered perfectly homo-
geneous. If Sir J. Whitworth be right in his

conclusions, our iron trade is about to undergo
another revolution. Besides guns of the largest

size, which will send their bolt through anything

and everything, and never burst, we shall have
wheels for railway-carriages that will never

crack, boilers that will never blow up, and wire

for submarine cables that will not break in the

laying.

The Smoke Hulsance at Gateshead-
on-Tyne.—Mr. William Wharton Burdon, Low
Teams, Gateshead, on the Tyne, at Newcastle,
was summoned before the Gateshead magistrates,

on the charge of allowing an illegal amount of
smoke to issue from his works—twenty minutes
of dense black smoke, and nine minutes of light,

out of a period of sixty-eight minutes. It was
stated on behalf of the defendant, who did not
deny the oft'ence, that hitherto he had tried

every means in his power to prevent the emis-
sion of smoke, and finding his eff'orts as yet in-

efi’ectual, he was about to adopt fresh measures.
A fine of 40s. and costs was inflicted.
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Interesting' Discoveries In America.

—

A party of explorers in the district to the south
and south-west of the Mormon settlement, at

Salt Lake, report the discovery of the remains
of an ancient city now almost buried in the sand
of the desert. The ruins consist of a collection
of rocks, mounds, and pillars, covering several
acres in extent. Remnants of what had once
been arches, with keystones, are still perfect.
There also remain a number of small stone
pillars, constructed with a peculiar kind of red
mortar or cement, sot upright about 20 ft. apart,
as if they had been used to support an aqueduct
from a large stream half a mile distant. In
some places, the report states, the lines of
streets were made distinctly visible by the
regularity of the stones, and seemed to run at
right angles to each other. Some of the stones,
it is added, had evidently been cut into squares
with hard tools, although their original forms
were scarcely perceptible. That the people of
this long-lost city had attained a considerable
degree of civilisation is further evidenced by the
remains of ancient salt-works in the vicinity.
Many traders have noticed similar ruins in other
sections of the country between the Rocky
Mountains and the Sierra Nevada chain.

St. Mary’s Cburcb, Sandwich.—Archas-
ologists may be interested to learn that the
situation of the tower (which fell in 1667, and
destroyed much of the interior of the church)
has been ascertained, by means of excavations
recently made within the building. The bases
of the Norman columns were found in good pre-
servation at some depth below the present floor,

and are left exposed for the inspection of visitors.

From their position they clearly show that the
tower stood at the western extremity of the
nave, but was internal to the church, occupying
a position over the present font.

A Xiock-out at tbe Wew Opera Rouse,
Paris.—On Monday, in last week, M. Viollet,

the bnilder of the new Opera House, expelled all

the men from the place, in consequence of a
quarrel with his sub-contractors. After endea-
vouring iu vain to persuade the journeymen to
work for him at reduced wages, he sent for the
police, and drove them out forcibly. It has now
been summarily decided that M. Viollet was
bound by the engagements of the sub-contrac-
tors, and a commissary of police, an attorney,
and a huissier formally reinstalled the men in
the building.

Associated Arts Institute,— The first

conversazione was held last Saturday night at
the Rooms, in Conduit-street. The object of the
institute is “to deliveraddresses and hold debates
on questions connected with the fine arts, to
exhibit sketches, and generally to promote inter-
course amongst artists, and those interested in
art.” An inaugural address was delivered by
Mr. R. Weatmacott, R.A., the chairman. The
members (140 in number) are chiefly young
artists. Meetings are held on Saturdays during
the session (October to May), papers are read,
and debates follow. The great point of interest,
however, is the competitive production of sketches
by members. The committee name a subject,
the members treat it according to their own
notions, the sketches are brought together at a
given meeting, and their merits are decided by
the votes of all present. The winning sketch is

then photographed, and preserved in the album
of the institute.

The New Mansion-House Street.—At
the last weekly meeting of the Metropolitan
Board of Works, a memorial was presented from
the inhabitants of the Mansion House, praying
that the open space upon the west side of the
Mansion House, between Bucklersbury and
Charlotte-row might be left intaot

5
and it desired

also that the new Mansion-House Street might
be terminated by an uncovered space capable of
being appropriately ornamented, and in which
case the ground beneath the surface might be
used as vaults. Tbe erection of a triangnlar
building on the vacant ground would seriously
interfere with the proposed public improvements.
Sir John Thwaites said the pnrchase of that piece
of ground would cost over 200,000Z. The
question was eventually referred to the Works
Committee.

Opening- of the New Cemetery for
Rochester.—^The new cemetery which has just
been completed for this town has been opened
and consecrated. It is situate about a mile
from the town, and adjoins the road leading
to Maidstone. The quantity of land acquired by
the board of health was twenty acres. Only
twelve acres of the land, however, will, for the
present, be brought into use. The whole cost of
the land and buildings is 8,0001. The chapels
for both episcopalians and nonconformists are of
brick, and plain. Adjoining the entrance-gates
is the residence of the gardener and keeper of
the grounds. The architect was Mr. J. Young,
of this town. The building and boundary walls
were erected by the executors of the late Mr. J.
Stump, the contractor.

Tbe Swansea. Gaslight Company.— ,

the 17th half-yearly meeting of this company, L
chairman stated that notwithstanding the redu
tion in price during the last half-year to Ss. 6(

and the large outlay for extension of works ai

mains, the full parliamentary dividend would
divided. During the last seven years the d
mand for gas had increased 105 per cent. Th
required additional capital for still further ere
tions. The gas bad been reported by the loc
medical officer of health to have the illuminatii
power of 15'5 to 16 sperm candles, or 33 pcent, beyond the requirement of their Act, a]
was free from all impurities. A noble suite
offioea had been lately erected from the dcah
of their engineer, and under his superintendent

Netherlands Exhibition.—The awards to
the successful exhibitors—very few English, how-
ever, being present—were distributed by Prince
Alexander in the name of the King. The
Ministers of State and tbe representatives of the
various countries interested took part in the
ceremony, and a report was read by Baron
Mackay, the president of the Central Jury, as
to the results of the exhibition. A large com-
pany assembled at a banquet given in the even-
ing. Illuminations and a display of fireworks
brought the exhibition to a close.

Doncaster Church.—A subscription list,

headed by tbe late vicar, lies at the bank, for the
restoration of the pinnacles of Bt. George’s
Church, which, from original construction and
fractures by storms, are in such a state that
complete rebuilding of the parapet is requisite
to make it safe. Mr. Teale estimates the cost
at 400Z. Mr. E. B. Denison, Q.C., has offered to
pay half tbe cost, provided a contract is made
to his satisfaction before next May.

Swansea New Hospital. — The forma^
opening of this institution has taken place.
About 14,OOOZ. have been expended in the
erection and furnishing of the building

; and it

was opened free of debt. It was erected by
Messrs. Thomas, Watkins, & Jenkins, of Swansea,
builders. Tbe original plan, as stated in the
architect’s description, comprised a north wing.
This has not yet been built. There are, there-
fore, only fifty beds, instead of 100, the number
originally fixed upon.

Cafes in Paris.—A journal pnblishes some
curious statistics relative to the ca/Js in Paris,
and states that the French capital possesses
4,730 of those establishments, in addition to
sixty-four cafds concerts. They give employ-
meut to from 8,000 to 10,000 persons, and the
business done by them amounts to 120 millions
of francs annually.

Proposed New Public Hall for Tunbridge
Wells.—A public company is being established
to erect a public hall for Tunbridge Wells

5 and
out of 2,000 shares all have been disposed of,

except about 400
j
and less than 2,000Z. remain

to be subscribed for. At a recent public meeting
an appropriate resolution iu support of the
object in view was passed.

Macclesfield Town-ball Extension, —
The new corner-stone of this extension has been
laid. The addition is intended to give a more
prominent aspect to that part of the exterior
fronting to the market-place. Mr. James Stevens,
of Macclesfield, is the architect

5 and Messrs. R.
Neill & Sons, of Manchester, are the builders.

The Date Mr. John Bruce.—The sudden
death, in the street, of this estimable and accom-
plished man will distress most those who knew
him best. He was one of the most admirable of
our literary antiquaries, and has left many solid
and useful contributions to biographical and
historical knowledge.

Opening of a New Market-house at
Accrington.—On Saturday last the new Market
Hall recently erected in this town was publicly
opened by Mr. Samuel Dogdale, chairman of the
local board. It will hold 10,000 or 12,000
persons.

Some.—The foundation stone of the monu-
mental column on the Janiculum, in commemo-
ration of the Qiloumenical Council, was placed
with due solemnity on Thursday, October 14tb,
by Cardinal Berardi.

Institution of Surveyors.—The next ordi-
nary general meeting of this Institution will be
held on Monday, November 8tb, when the presi-
dent, Mr. John Clutton, will open the session
with an address.

Social^Sclence Association.—It has been
determined that the next Congress of this Asso-
ciation shall be held in Newcastle.

TENDERS.
For Girls’ and lofantB’ School, New Malden, Sarrey

Turner (accepted) £tX)6 0 0

For additions and alterations, 78, Cannon-street, CityJ
Mr. Frederick Sparrow, architect:—

Hill & Son £818 0 0
Ennor 601 0 0
Cook 676 18 9
Outhwaite & Son 672 0 0
Bridgman & Nutball 648 0 0

For new chnreh on the Beaeonslleld Estate, Bridlington
Quay, Yorkshire. Mr. B. G. Smith, architect, Quan-i
titiee supplied by Mr. G. W. Rauvrell

BeauJand £3,980 0 0
Shaftoe & Barry 3,608 0 0
Hall 3,450 0 0
Weatherley & Rymer 3,201 0 0
Simpson & Malone 3,188 0 0
Rennard (accepted) 3,083 0 0

Messrs. Standing & Marten. Air. A. M.Hiecocks, arohi^
tect. Quantities supplied

Jackson £1,193 0 0
Capps & Kitso 1,017 0 0
Kitson 1,000 0 0
Ramsey 932 0 0
Co-operative Building Society... 926 0 0
Marlin 899 0 0
Lidbetter 895 0 0
Turner 895 0 0
Rixon 872 11 0
Aitchison Si Walker 825 0 0
Gates 820 0 0
Hutchinson 800 0 0
Heaver i: Coatee 797 0 0
Wevell 797 0 0
Rowe & Verran (accepted) 795 0 0
Michell 680 0 0

For alterations and additions to 160, Camberwell-road,
for Mr. Machu. Mr. Robert Parris, architect

K. & T. Wilson
Clark

,

Tyler & Lewellin
Fawcett
Dunstan
Kitson
Smith
Gates & Bell
Hutchinson
Warne
Taylor &. Pitta
Hart
Michell
Cubitt & Son

Horsdelle
Brown
Rowe & Verran
Wevell
Riches
Ransom
Stevens
C. & H. K-ing
Jacobs
Childs
Chapman
U. Chapman
Heaver & Coates
Fisher & Sons
Barnes & Bates
Shirley &, Horne
Pitcher (accepted)

307 0 0
288 11 0
281 0 0
280 0 0
280 0 0
251 0 0
249 0 0

For reinstatement of factory, and new chimney-shaft,
for Messrs. Tull, QlanviiJ, & Co., at John-street, Black-
friara. Mr. H. W. Hayward, architect. Quantities not
supplied :

—

Merritt & Ashby £G29 0 0
Beards 6u4 0 0 ‘1

Wilson 685 0 0 !

Staines & Son (accepted) 669 0 0

For three additional shops at Beckenham, for Colonel
Wilson. Messrs. Haywood & Blashill, architects :

—

Gammon & Sous £1,988 0 0
Beeton 1,947 0 0
King £ Sons 1,886 0 0
Tulley (accepted) 1,879 0 0

For building four cottages at Patchaiii,forMr. J. Brown.
The plans prepared, and quantities supplied by Mr. Tuppen,
architect :

—

Holloway & Son £526 0 0
Garrett 619 0 0
Blackmore 496 12 0
Fillery 47S 10 0
Dean s Dickerson 416 0 0
Miles 392 0 0
Still (accepted) 343 0 0
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For re-buildiDg No. 110, Edgware-road, for Mr. L.
Kyezor. Mr. B. Tabberer, Architect. Quanlitiea by
Measra. Franklin & Andrews :

—

Patman & Potberingham £3,761 0 0
Temple & Foster 3,736 0 0
Browne & Robinson 2,617 0 0
Bird 2,605 0 0
Ebbs Sc Sons 2,655 0 0
Henderson & Cairns 2,625 0 0
Crabbe Sc Vaughan 2,179 0 0
Marks 2,120 0 0

Feliiiw Draijjaye.—This drainage has been let by the
Local Board, the cutting and laying of pipes to Mr.
Young, contractor, Sunderland; and the supply of pipes
to Messrs. G. H. Ramsay Sc Sons, Swalwell Sewer Pipe
Works, near Newcaatle-on-Tyne.

TO COERESPONDENTS.
T. B. K, & O'D.—F. A. B.-A. J.—W. D. ft Son.—W. W.—G. W. H.
—B. V.—N. S. J.-S.ft 80I1.-H, C.-J. 8.-J. T. ft Bon.—E. MoD.—
T. B. F.—W. H. 8.-J. B.-J. P.T.-O. E.—A. U.—F.B.O
-F. S.-T. F.-R, T.-G. D.-H. H. B.-J. W. P.-Muasre. H. ft B.-
W. F.-E, J. P.—W. E.- J. W. B.-C. J. F.-N. A. H,-T. U (lend the
three blocks when b^ok is publlsh»l].—Q. H, (sniwer was giren last
week).—A New Forester (the pimip note well in some sStaalions).—
A. F. (next week).

iE'rraf«?a.—In notice of the Blierborne Hotel, fui "Estcorn ” read
Eiteaurt.

We are compelled to decline pointing oat books and giving
addresseB.

All Btatemenls of facts, lists of Tenders, fto., mast be accompanied
b; the name and address of the sender, not necoisarilr for

pabllcatlon.

KoiB.—The reBponslbllity of signed nrtlc!e>, and papers read at
public meelinge, restf, of coarse, with the authors.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Th$ Publisher cannot he responsible for Ori-
ginal Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

Advertisements, a/nd sh'ongVy recommends that
Copies only slwuld be sent.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor the current
week’s issue later than THREE O’clock p m
071 THURSDAY. ^

CS* NOTICE.—All Coirmivmications respect-

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be
addressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder,*'

No. 1, Yoi-k-street, Covent Garden. All other

Communications should be addressed to the

Editor'’ and not to the “ Publisher.”

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufacture of Church, Turret,
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description
of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &c. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 68 and
60, Ludgate-^1; Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
etreet, London.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Mr william TEGG’S Descriptive
C'atali>gue of standard WORKS In vatious Depaitinents

of LiiBraturo, sent fees b; ixist.—Aildieoi, FaucroB-Ltar, Cheap-
Bide, Loudon,

Juet published, in poet 8ro. cloth, with five plates, prUe 4b. 6J.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE on Con-
crete. and how to make it ; with Obserratlons on the TTsee

of Cimeiits, Limes, and Mortars.
By HENRY REID, C.S.

London ; E. a F. N. SPON, 48, Charinj-croaa.

SCHOOL FITTINGS.—MESSRS. BANKS
ft CO. ’8 PATENT REVISED ILLUSTRATED PRICED SHEET

Of erery orticlo required In a well-fumlBlied Pchool, sent for three
•tampe.-PAESONAQE WORKS, ALBEUT-BTREET, MANCHE3TBR.

Juet pubUahed,

UANTITIES MADE EASY.
A, quick and accurate method of taking out quantltlee fromQ

Ash-lane, Lee. Kent, S.B.

a WORKING PEOPLE and IMPROVED
T T HOMES."

1 The new and iUuetrsted edition of The Dwellings of the Labour-
ing Claosee," by HENRV BUBERTB. B-q. FS.A. (author of ' Home
Reform,” and *' The Physical Condition of the Labouring Cloesea '),

iwlU be found » eumuiaty of the efforts at home and abroad t'
;ucure ” Healthy Homes " for working men and women.
' “ A moet valuable handbook.”

—

ThaJIullder.
1 To be bad at tbe Oillce of the Soolety for Improving the Condition
Of the Labouring closeci. SI, Exeter Hall, Strand. Prioe 7e. Aleo
ilTesigUB for Cottages, numbered on eheet, with SpeciBcstion, fto.

Vol. II. in Royal 8»o. with 26 woodcute, price 21 b.

rpHE THEORY of S TRAINS in GIRDERS
IA and Jumllor Stiuoturee, with Obeervatione on tbe AppUcello n
M .Theory to PraciUe, and .Tnolee of the Strength aud other
tfropertice of Ueteriela.

SyBlNDUN B. STUNBT, B.A. Engineer to the Dublin Fort
and Docke Board.

' The Work complete in 3 voie. with 111 Woodcute, price 36s.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, ft CO. Patemoster-row.

Fubliahed at 61. 58. oiTered for 32. 16s.

O WEN JONES’S GRAMMAR of
ORNAMENT.

ImpL 4to, 112 superb Plates In gold and Colours, with Letterpress
deiurlptlous, exim cloth, gUt edges.

ORNAMENT of SAVAGE TRIBES. — See
Owen Jones’s Grammar of Ornament,

EGYPTIAN ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jonee’s
Grammar of Ornament.

ASSYRIAN and PERSIAN ORNAMENT.—See
Owen Jones’s Grammar of Ornament,

GREEK ORNAMENT. — See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

POMPEIAN ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

ROMAN ORNAMENT, — See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

BYZANTINE ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornaruent,

ARABIAN ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament,

TURKISH ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

MORESQUE ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

PERSIAN ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

INDIAN ORNAMENT. — See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

HINDOO ORNAMENT.— See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

CHINESE ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

CELTIC ORNAMENT. — See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

MEDIiEVAL ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

RENAISSANCE ORNAMENT.—See Owen
Jones's Grammar of Oinament.

ELIZABETHAN ORNAMENT. — See Owen
Jones’s Grammar of Ornament.

ITALIAN ORNAMENT,— See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

LEAVES and FLOWERS from NATURE.—See
OWEN JONES'S GRAMMAR of ORNAMENT.

BERNARD QUARITCH, PICCADILLY, LONDON.

WORKING DRAWING, No. 26.— L. &
T V B. W. K. Compauy’g 7 feet Wheel Coupled PASSEXOBR

Th:.E ENGINEER of FRIDAY, NOV. 5th.
tOSTESra.

-Black, Hawthorn, and Co.’e Tank Locomotive (lUuetrated).— Canal,—No. 1.

dte'd Bjlt Forging Machine (lUuetrated).

3.

—Poath

4.

—New Scheme foj

P.-IudiaPubllcWi.
6.— Hecbaulco-Cbemicnl Venlllatioo.

7.

—Homogeneous Iron.

9.—Forelga and Colonial Railways.
10. Taamauion Railways.

11.

—Tlie Smoke Nuisance.
IS.—Tbe Institution of Civil Eogiuserj—Premiums.

13.

—Flow of Goies.

14.

—ITie Engineering and Sclenttflo News of tbe Week. FuU
Lists of Patents, ftc.

THE ENGINEER, price 60. ; by post 7d.— Office : 1S3, Strand ;

and at all NewsagenU and Hallway Stations.

OLACKFRIARS BRIDGE, with large
JJ ILLUSTRATIONS of the OLD and NEW BRIDGES, and

/QUALIFIED CANDIDATES for the
V\', INDIAN POBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENP epaolally PRE-^ PAKEl), by a B.A. Cambridge (sea. op. ISiii). fonnerly a
pupil of a clvU engineer In very large praoiloe. Has bean employed
In Inuia.—Address, C. E. 24, Clevelaud-squaie, W.

TO BUILDERS, DECOEATOEB, fte,

Gilders, thoroughly experienced in House
Work, Decorative Fuiuiture, and Gilding In all its branches,

may be OBTAINED at the House of tiall, Marlborough Inn. Blenheim-
steps. Oxford-street. Work done by the day, hour, or job. Materiole
found if required.—Address to tbe Secretary.

Pupil wanted, by an Architect and
SUKVEVOR, la g.jod practice. Mu.t be well educated.—

Address, stating age, ftc. to 378, Office of " Ibe Builder."

T IMBER-YARD FOREMAN
Wanted, who well underetaude hie businees, and (luite

capable of takiug tbe entire muuagemeut of a retail yard. Must
also underslaud the mahogany trale.—Apply, by letter only, to
F. W. 32, Bromptou-road, KiiighUbrldge,

0 CARPENTERS.

WTANTED, immediately, an energetic Man,
T T to TAKE tbe LABOUR to CAKCASsING aud FIXING of

, ...ST. .s, . .. .
. bulk.—Apply at the Works,

New and Enlarged Edition.
This day is pubdtUod,

T ORD ST. LEONARD’S HANDY-BOOK
J.J of PROPERTY LAW. A New Edition, being tbe Eighth,
price Si.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD ft SONS, Edinburgh and London,

K
~"

ELLY’S PRACTICAL BUILDERS’
PRICF.-BOOK

;
or. Safe Guide lo the Valuation of all kludi

of Artifleers’ Week ;
with tbe Modem Practice of Measuring, aud iiu

Abstract of the New Building Act for Regulating the Conelruction

ofBuildlngs. Revised and Corrected by Now Calculations upon the

pieseulValue of MateiiaU end Labour. Arranged by an Architect iif

eminence, assisted by several experienced Measuring Surveyors.

Uluiiratedaud exempli fled by Ste-l KrgravingaanduumerouaWoocl-

'l^ndirn’rPubmhed'byT. KELLY, Paternoster row; 8IMPKIN ft

MARSHALL; and may be h*.t of all Buoksellere.

Of whom may be had, new Bditions io Quarto, of the following

Practical Aronitectnr.al Works :—

1. PETER 'NICHOLSON’S PRACTICAL
C.kRPENTRY. JOINERY, and CABINET MAKING. RevUed by

TIIEDGOLD: boing a new and complete System of Llues, for the

Use of Workmen fouuued on Qeomelricail aud Mechanical Prlnol-

Dies Ten Parts at 3«. or In boards. 30.-. ;
conulnlng upwards of 120

Steel Plates, and numeraus Wuodeut Diagrams.

2. PETER NICHOLSON’S PRACTICAL
MASONRY. BBICKLAYINa.ond PLASTERING (revised by TRED-
OOLD) buih plain and ornamauUl ;

coutamlng a '“'<1 complete

Syetem of Lioea for Stoue-cutting. for the Use of Workmen
,
the

Formvtlouof MorUrs.Cem.ute.CouCTete, to which is added a variety

of newDeslgusforMuralTattleU. Tombs. OmveiWuee for CemeWrie.,

ftc ftc.
;
and a Deecriptlon of the vat om Materla a emidoyed. Teu

Parte at 3s. or in boards, 30s. ;
containing upwards of Ninety Steel

Plates ami nuinerons Woodculi.

S.'TREDGOLD and NICHOLSON’S Theore-

tieal and Practical Treatise on the FIVE ORDERS of AKCUITEC-
TUK E ;

conUining plain and simple Rules for Drawing and Execut-

ing them in the purest style, including an Histoncal De.cr ption of

Gothic Architecture. Diuatrated by upwards of One Hundred Steel

Engravldgt. executed by Artists offlrel-rato taleuL Including nume-

rous Disgrame, Ac, Twelve Ports at 3s or in hoards, 36s.

4. DESIGNS for COTTAGE and VILLA
ARCHITECTURE, containing Plans. Elevations, Sections, Perspec-

tive Views, ami DeUlls, for the Erection of Cottages aud Villas. By
3. H. BROOKS. Architect Beautifully engraved on steel, with

Direction forBulldlng.and the estimated coat ofeach ediflee. Twelve

“V.^DESIGNS for PUBLIC BUILDINGS, coa-
atsting of Plans, Etevatlons. Saotlons, Perspective Views aud Details

of Cliurcbes, Chapels. Schools, Almahuuses.Oas Works. Markets, and
other Buildings for public purposes. By 8. U. BROOKS. Architect. •

B. an'.. fully engraved on steel. Ten Parts at 3s. or 32s, boards.

6. The HOUSE DECORATOR and PAINT-
ER’S GUIDE, containing a Series of lesigua fur Decorating Apart-

ments with taste, and suited to Ihs various Styles of Architecture.

By H. W. and A. ARROWSMITH. House Decorators to Her Majesty.

Ten PatU at 3i. or in boards, 325. r

7. The HOUSE PAINTER, or DECORA-
TOR’S COMPANION, containing a complete Treatise on the Art of

House Paintiug, Graining, aud Msrbling, including the Origin of

Colour, the Laws of Harmonious Uoiourine. the Manufacture of Pig-

ments, Oils, Vnmlshee.ftc. By W. M. HIGGINS, Esq. Accompanied
by actual Specimens of Hand-brush Graining and ^rbling. Ten
Parts at 3i. or in boards, 32b.

The ENGINEERS’ and MECHANICS’
ENCVCLOPiBOIA; a new and enlarged Edition, comprehending
Practical Illustrations of the Machinery and Processes employed in

every Ueiorlplion of Manufacture of the British Empire. Illiutratcd

by upwards of 2,000 Wood Engravings. By LUKE HERBERf, Clril

Engineer, fto. The rapid progress of Mechanical Science has deve-

lop^ many of the important facts sines the first publlea'lon. in 1835,

of the Encyclopoj-iia. The Inventious and discoveries recently made
have engaged the sedulous attention of the Editor

;
for, as the value

of each wsa tested by experlmeut, a description was acoordiugly pro-

porerL By the w-leotlou of new articles, and care in the revision of

eld ones, this edition has cow become systematically enriihed
;
to

that it may be received os fully and faithfully eipresaing “ the exist-

ing state of Bogiueeiing aud Mechanism, adapted to the wants of

^tactical Meu.” In (wo large 8vo. vols. cloth lettered, price 30s,

W ANTED, a thorough, practical
BUILDER’S CLERK, well up 111 book keeping, measuring,

taking ont quantities, aud estimating. Must be euergetlc iiud
steady. Hours, Six to Half-past Five —Addreu, stating salary and
wheie last engaged, to Me^rs. STEPHENS ft WATbON, 6 and 6,
Charlotle-stroBt, Portland-ploce, W.

ANTED, in an Architect and Surveyor’s
T T Office in the Ouuntry, a well-oda.:a',6d YOUTH os OUT DOOR

PUPIL. One having been In an office a short lime preferred.—
Apply to W, A. 1, York-teirace, KiugsUnd read, Lcudou, N.E.

TO WOOD MACHINISTa
ANTED, a thoroughly competent Man,

V V to WORK a ” GENERAL JOINER." Moulding Macbiae, Ac.* ’ with a CuEstaucy.—Apply to Mr. CAREON,

TO AUCHITKCrs, SUBVEYORa ftc,

\^ANTED,an ENGAGEMENT, temporary
T V or otherwise, by an experienced ArjalSrANI'

; or he would
undertake work at his own residence. A good draugntsmso, well up
in cunsirucliuu, persiieclive, office routine, ftc. Te.ms luuderate.—
Address, A. Z. A. Post-office, Westbourue-pUce, W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SUBVEYORaWANTED, a KE-ENGAGEMENT, by
a Srst-clasa ASSISTANT. Unexueptionab.e Tofeteuces,—

Address, 337, Office of ” Tbe Builder.'*

TO MASTER BUILDERS AND PLUMEEBaWANTED, by a Young Man, a Constant
SITUATION as PLUMBER, or uu a JOB. Cm do psiutlog

and gl«ziug. and make liimtelf generally useiul.—Address, L. G,
9. SoutU-sueet, Miuicbeater-s.ioore, W.

TO MASTER BUILDaRS.

\17'ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
T V TION os CLERK of WORKS or OUT-DOOR FOREMAN.

WANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 32,
married, a SITUATION as M.ANaGINQ ClERK U a

Builder and Decorator. Practically acqnaluted with Che builuesa.
Uood eitimator, measurer, and book-keeper. Can prepare drawings
aud speoifiuatiuus.—Address, F. M. care uf Mr. Ctuitou, Park-road,
Crouch-end, N.

WANTED, a EE - ENGAGEMENT, as
T V SHOP P'ORKMAN of JOINERS, by a thorouguly practical,

energetic Mau, with twelve years' experience. WeU up lu luosbiuery.
Ageu 39, Flist-rate references.—Addrear, S. T, 31, Do Beauvolr-crea-
cent, Boutbgate-road, N.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

W ANTED, by a thoroughly good
PLUMBER, a JOB or blTUATION os THREE-BRANCH-

HAND. Has no objeclloh ti tike plumbing piecework, if required.

A good reference can be given.—Addreie. PnUMBaK, 37, Abbay-
street, Betmondoey. S.E.

Wanted, handrails and* stairs,
by the Piece or Day.—First-clois references.—Address, 318,

Office of •• Ihe Builder.”

TO ARCHirECTS.

WANTED, a RK-ENGAGEMENT, in
Town, os ASSlarANT. Good draugbtsuinu. UudersUndl

perspective, aud can aseiet at quantities. Good refereuces. Salary
moderate.—Address, A. B. 4, Riding House-street, Poitlaud-place,W,

ANTED, a SITUATION, as FORE-
MAN of WORKS, by a thorough practical Man. who has

fiiieii Lbe some office to Contractors and Buudeie for tue post eight

years. First-cUsa references from post and pieaeut employers.
Carpenter and Joiner by trade. No ol-JcCiiou to go abroad,—Address,
J. D. B. 175, Barnsbury-road, Islington, N.

w

W ANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young
Man, thoroughly competent at the morilse machine, or as

chulk-liue mau. Would make himself generaUy iisefiil, if required-
Address, B, 36, Borblottu, E.C,
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WANTED, by a PLASTERER, some
TV WOHK, by piece or dsy. Town or conntiy. Termsmode-

raie,—Address, J. L. 7^, Wicksm-itreot, Poole-stieet, New Norlh-
road.

’pHANKS, and a liberal DOUCEUR, will
L he given »o anyone prorurlng a oermanent FNGAGEMRNT

for a thoroughly comnetont HUiLDER'.d CLERK. Age 33. Miny
yp'r-' exiierleoce, and excellent ref-tences.—Address, G. G. M. 253,
Maiylebine-iraJ, W.TO ARCHITECTS.

W-^^YED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-
T V GAGEM ENT. Has a flrst-ra'e knowledge of Gothic eeilgn,

and is tl orougbly well up in versprctiv.. Fir-l-cla«s raf-rences.-
AddrfM. A. R. T 3. Linsdown Cottages. South Lambeth, 8.W.

^^IMBER TRADE, English or Fceign.

—

1 WANTED, a REENGAGEMENT as &ALE*MAN, YARD
FOREMAN. BUYER, 40. Three years in last itaali''n. Ace 37.
Town or Cuuutry.— Addreis, WILLIAMS, 99, Wlndsor-roil, Hollo-
way, N.TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

W-^NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
T T TIMEKEEPER, or as Time and Ft ,rekeeper. Town or conn-

Iry. Good r-fereuce.—Address, IL M. B. 12, Bsae.’arh-grove, Ebury-
Liidge, Plmllcci, 3, W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.
rpHE Advertiser, a neat Draughtsman and a
A_ go'd knowledge < f land, qhanliMes, surv.ylng. and m-a uring

up work, 1« oi en to a RK-ENOAGEMENT. Terms, IS*, or 20a.—Ad-
dr*8'. M. 69, Ryo-Iaoe, Peckhero, 8.E.Wanted, an out-door engage-

TV MENT. either aa TRaVEI.LEK

,

COLLECTOR. bOPEH IN-
TENDENT, or MANAGER of an EATATE. Twenty years' experi-
ence Id the bnlldiug trade. Good dniiighUman. 4c. Undeniable
Uhlimoi.ials and iclereuces. Age 85.—AdJress, 291, Office of •* The
Builder."

TO BUTLDP.na AND OTHERS.

JOINER’S WORK WANTED, by the
fj piece. Town or cmolry. Sashes and fremes. ‘hop fr'ints,
ktsirs. haiidrsilB, nr any de’Crlptlnn of joiner's work. Labour only.

—

Adilrers, R. B. 24, TavUtock-terroce. Purtibello-ro&d, Noltiog-hill,
TO BOILIiEHS, Ac,

ANTED, by a WORKING PLAS-
T T TERER, aged 30, CONTRACT PLASiERINO. Would take

one house er more.-Can be well recommended.— Address, W. B 28,
Crown-street, Herntnonmlih, W.

TO ARGHlTEDTa.

Jj^NGAGEMENT WANTED, by a
Xli thoroughly competent DRAUGHTSMAN and PRRSPEUTITB
COLOURIST. Rrferencos and ep-clraoiB. SnUry 35b.—

A

ddress,
A. B. 2, Daemarte race, E-sex-ro^, N.W-^^TED, after the 15tb, EMPLOY-

T T MFNT as CLERK of WuRKS, General Foreman, or Piece-
work, by an experienced .nd eneigetic man. Good references to
previous and pre-ent employer’.— Address, FOREMAN, care of Ur.
Hickson, 35a, St, Andrew's bill. Doctors' Commnns. HLC.

TO BRICKMAKKRS. BUILDERS, AND CONTRACTORS.
APITALISTS about to commence
BBiCKMAKING, caa secure 'he SERVICES of a aUady.

prrcUcal Man, to die, muke, and burn bricks. Having just dm-
c'n 'ed a flve years’ contract, ho has horses and carls of his own.
Undeniable reference’ from last e uployer.— Apoly, T. B. Nalioual
Contract Company, 154. 9f. Joho’s-stre-t-roa 1. E.O.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
TYTANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-
T T GAOEMENT In an Architect’s Office. Weil up in usual

office dutin, Good teslimouials.—Address. W. D 103 Manor-street
Chelsea, 9 W. ' o, ai nor street. TO ARCHITECTS.

A good gothic and PERSPECTIVE
XV. DRAUGHTSMAN reqnlres a SITUATiON as ASSISTANT.
Can detign. prepare w.irking drawing*, details, 4c. and Is well up in
tbe general nut oeof a ji office. Aged 26. Good references.—Address,
A. B. 138. Cloudesley-roail, B»rii<bury. N.

TO BUILDERS.

W-ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T T GENERAL or WORKING FOREMAN. Carpenter aud

Joiner by trade. Can prepare de-lgne. working and detail drawmes
take ont qn-ntities, measure up work, aod est mate If required.

Builde*'*'’
modersie.-Addrese, 390, Office of “Tbe

TO ARCHITECTS.

A N ASSISTANT desires a RE-ENGAGE-
MENT. Can prepare working and detail drawIngB and

design’, from rough ikebihe* or olh-r«i o, Undemtands perspective.
Cool refereties’.—Address. 304, Offl'-eof "TIib Biilidi-r."

TO BUILDERS, DOUSE AGENTS. 4c.

T^ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TT TION as PLUMBER, GLAZIER, end PAINfER. Can do

zinc-work and psperhangiLg. and uiideiftinda genera) repair* of
houre*.—Addreas, PLUMBEtt, 1, Lockhart-lerrace, Bali'e Pond-road
London.

TO BUILDERS, 4c

A YOUNG Man, Carpenter, Joiner,
XjL and used to Jobbing, In WANT of EMPLOYMENT. Terms

Wanted, a situation, to take
TT CHARGE . f a JOB, or as Foreman of Carp’nfera. Firat-

claea references.-Addrese, G. L. 25, New fhurcb-road, Camberwell.

TO BUILDERS, KNGINERR9, AND CONfKACTORSVyANTED, a KE-ENGAGEMENT as
T T FOREMAN of WORKS or CONTRACTOR'S MANAGER,

lias aupei Intended foriific«liou«. public and private buildings for the
last thirteen years, beveu years' evperienoes m City works. Ags.l 37.Hood references.—Address, H. T. 43, 8l. Goorgo’e-road, Southwaik.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

A YOUNG Man, Carpenter and Joiner,
.ZA. wishes for EMPLOYMENT as IMPROVER in a Joiner’s Shop,
acd would make an aere-ment for twelve month’. Ref-rence* can
be had - Address, J. W. 27. Coebrane-torracs, 8t. Jnhn’’ Wood, N, W.

TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS.

A STEADY and respectable Young Man,
JTV. aged 21. WANTS EMPLOYMENT, as CARPENTER and
JliINER. Writ up at bench wmk, and has some knowl-dge of fixing.
Can writs well, 4o. Moderate wages.— Addrejs, H, K. 36, Southwark
BriJge-road, Sculhwark, Loudon.____ TO SMITHS.

ANTED, by a competent Man, a
. *„» SITUATION as above. Good reference.—Apply, by letter.
to 9. 0. Post-t'fllce, 21, Walwurth-rosri. London. A FIRST-CLASS General GRAINER and

Xa. PFNCIL hand. GILDER, 4c is In want of a SITUATION.
Can fill up odd lime with patiitlug cr t*ko charge of work- Aged
3'i, Is a steady man. xiiil has wurk<d in London some years.
Moderate wages will suffice.—Address, 0. M, 7, Upper Camp-street,
Asht'in-under-Llue, near Mancbesier.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
W^ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-
T T ENGAGEMENT. Is accustomed to laking and Uyiiig down

plans, preparing ilelail ana other diawing*. Good reieieLCea —
Addrees, A. care of H. U. Collins, e-q 5. Queeii-slrort, E C. A THOROUGHLY competent AS'^ISTANT

XJL and DESIGNER wishes to ENGAGE in a responsible position
io an Architect’s Office.— Address, W. 8. 11, Red Lion square,
Holburn.

TO ARCHITECTS.

"YY-^NTED, an engagement, by a
T T thoroughly competent ASSISTANT, especially well up in

constructive and geneial drawings.—Address, T. 8. 65, Uambr-dre-
street, Loudon. 8 W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

A thoroughly practical GENERAL
JTx. foreman requires a RE-ENGAGEMENT, to T*ke Charge
cf a Jiib. Country preferred. AJuiuer by trade. Aged 42, Well
up in all braueb’s of tne building trade, setting outwork, and pre-
paring working drawlue", 4o. Twenty jeirs’ experience, — Addrese,
G. 8. Royal EogineoT Office, Netley HotpitU, ue«i Soulbamptoa.

PRIME COST Ci.ERK.

W-^NTED, a BlTUATiON, as above.
» I Fully coniiietent. (Joiner bv lriJp.)—Aililrp»« a s a i k

Upper Tachhrook-B'reot, PiuiUoj, 8.W.

YYT’ANTED, by the Advertiser, who has
T y justcompleloda fliBt-cla.s Gothic man-im in the No.th of

England, a KE-ENGAGFMEbT as SHOP, GENERAL FOREMAN, or
10 'Take tbe Charge of a Job, Town or countiy. First claea
refeieLcea. J. iuer by trade. Aged 31.—Address, A. K. J. Post-office.
Broad-Btreet, City, Loudon.

TO MASONS, SCULPTORS, AROHITEnTS, 4c.

A LONDON LETTER-CUTTER requires
XX occasional EUPLOYStENT, in town or Country.-Address,
ENGB.VVER, 37, Exuioulh-strect, Clerkenwell.

TO ENGINEERS, SURVt'YDR-'. AND OTHERS,

A CIVIL ENGINEER, who has had ex-
/~\ tensive experience in tbe management aud control of public
works, desires an ENGAGEMENT. Specially acquainted wUh de-
signing and executing wateiwotks and town eewange, and is a
Ihocoiighly qU’ltfied lurveyor, leveller, and draughtsman, 4c.—
Addrees. ALPHA, Pe.’t-office, Bradford, Bath.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
W-A-NTED, by a good DRAUGHTSMAN,
T T a RE-ENG AGEJI EN T as ASSISTANT, in town or country.

Accustomed to design, perspeclive. detail drawings, surveys, &c.
Exi client references. Good peumsu. SsJiiry moderate. Aged 22.—
Address, 999, Office of " The builder." TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

A N experienced CLASSIC and GOTHIC
XY DRAUGHTSMAN, well up in design and construction,
speciflcatlo e, aud Sutveyor's duties, requires au ENGAGEMENT.
Cau uodeilake the eutlre uiauagemeot of an (office. Terms very
moderate. — Address, M. A. Mr. Cooper's, 4, Veru'sm-buildUigs,
Gray’s Inn.

WT^-A-NTED, by a Young Man, aged 21, who
T T has eervaJ »n apprentice.hip of three years lo a Surveyor in

general pra'^tice, a SITUATION In (be Office of a Laud Aseut and
Burveyor. Salary not so much «u object as impMvemeul in tbe
business. Good r.ferences.—Addresi, H. 8. B. 51. I'aviilou-buTiliatrs

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, AND BUILDERS.^HE Advertiser, who has been in practice
,X 0“ his own b-half for the last two yea’s, ecsks a KE-ENOAOE-MENT, temporary or oiheiwUe. Would uudertaSe work at bis own
offices. Saiieraoiory ref-rencrs and teiiliooidHlj.—AddreM A Z
care of Mr. Mocklow. 27. Daovers-sireet, Poulton-square, CheW.

TO LAND PROPRIETORS. ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, AND
CONTRACTORS.

A GENTLEMAN, who has recently been
XX engaged in laying out a large estate, is desirous of entering
into a similar ENGAGE.MENT. He hat had great experience at a
land surveyor .md leveller, both in this country and on the Con-
tineut. Has ai’O been engaged fur many yeare in exteutlva building
operatloiie. TeiUiuonUl’, uueiosptlou’bie, oau be produced from
several eminent men in the profeasion.—Address, 344, Office of “The
Builder."

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS. AND BUILDShS.
UpHE Advertiser requires an Occasional orX Temprrary ENGAGKMESi'. Qiiantiils’, ineseuring, or ea'l-
mating, lu-door or out door works. Terms modersle.—Addres’.
B. C. Foat-offlee. Croydon. pOMPENSATION in CASE of INJURY,

\y AND A FIXED SUM IN CASE OF DEATH.
Caused by aCCIUES T of ANY KIND,

May be secured oy a Policy of the
RAILWAY Passengers assuranle company.

An annual payment of 34. to 67. 63 . iDsurea I.OOOi. at death, and an
allowauco at tbe rate of 67. per week for Injury.

Offices— 64, COBNUILL, and 10. REUSNT-STRRICT.
WIlLLaM j. VIaN, Secretary.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.^HE Advertiser desires EMPLOYMENT.
X. Accostomed to design bnlldings, prepare working aud gan-r d

work “connt* gener.l
r.

aud superv’Bion of buildings. Miuy years on a

AR'rH°iTyrT‘?j
moderate.- Addres*,AxiLHirECT, 53, High Hulboiu, W.C.

mrT-C’ A •
BUILDERS.

'I HE Advertiser, who is a highly re5pectable
M«n. •» open for an ENOAGEIneNr a* SHOP F iRE-

at v’8®
‘‘afpeuter by trade. Flrst-cU’S

v-uS/

TMPEEIAL FIRE INSURANCEX COMPANY, No. 1, O'd Broad-street. E.C. and
Noa 16 and 17. Pall-mail, S.W.

Instituted 1803.
Capital, 1,600,0007. Pat-i-np and invetted, 700.0007.

Inauramea against Fire can be effected with this Company on every
desi ripiion of pioperiy, ar moderate rales of preiuinm-

Ti.e recent abolition of tbe duty on Fire lusurarce ihonld indace
Policy-hol .ers aud all iutemling Insurers to protect theuieelves fully
from loss by fire, which can now be done at a net annual cost of from
Is. 6d. percent upwa-d*.
Septennial Poljciea charged only six years' premium.
Prompt and liberal settlement of claims.
The usual commission allowed on foreign ship Insurances.

JAMES HULLanD, Superintendent,

’0 ARCHITECTS. 4c.rrEJIPORARY ASSISTANCE, or other-
lw;ntvavrv.‘'-^''’'*'

* Ihoronghly competent ASSISTANT, of

tive every kind of perapec
Onihie T^^r,. iri‘”n

' deUlls, and hae n perfect knowledge*^ of

Bwlder ”
^ ^ week,-Addrees, 334, Office of •' The

rpHE WATCOMBE TERRA - COTTA
CLAY COMPANY (LIMITED)

ire prepaifd to receive Orders.—Apply to

MR. W. HILL,
No. I. PARK-PLACg, ar. MABY CHCRCH, TORQUAY.

l\/rARQUEES, TENTS, FLAGS, and
J-tX awnings

ON BALE OR HIRE.
PIGGOTT, BROTHERS,

No. 55, BI8HOP3GATE WITHOUT, LONDON, E.O.

TO BOILDBHa, CONTBACTOES, AND OTHERS.

50 000 yards of GRAVEL, of very
excellent qaMO.y. FOR SALE, at One Shilling

and Sixpence per yard
;
Sifted, T<ra ShllllDgs per yard

;
at Clengall

Oravel Pits, Qlengali-road, Old Kent road, within two miles of the
City.—Sample eent free on application to EDMUND RBDDIN. at the
Pits, or DTlnclpal OWce Orove. Ronthrrark-treat. H K.

TO BUILDERS and CONTRACTORS.

-

Messrs. HENTciN & SON h'g to call particular attention to
Iheir fir t-cliea OaRT and VAN HARNESS, nneqnallad la strength
and darabllity. Mtkera and Contractors to the prlnclpnt driut and
railway and omnibiu companies to BngUnd. Establish •'! 50 ye irs .

List of I
ness sent upon application. Mauufactory, 26 j, Westminetec

piEOMETRICAL and ENCAUSTIC
VJT TILEB-HARSREAVES A CRAVEN, JACKFIELD WORKS,
near BROsELET, SALOP.—Pswraoiiu, Ecdesiastical and D nosstlc
made from the celebrated Fine Clays rf B.oseley. imperishable In
their nature and of great b>aiity in design. Pattern Sli-ets, Pr
List, Special Design’, and Estlcnates on application at Works.

rPERRA COTTA.—J. M. BLASHFIELD
I Has opened SHOW ROOMS for exhibition of specimens of
erra Cotta at

29. BERNERS STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
;

Spsciaratlons and Drawings fur Arcblteciucal Works should be :

MANUFACTORY, STAMFORD, LINCOLS9HIRE. i

M IN TON & CO.;
hare REMOVED FROM ALBION PLACE. BLACKFRIAB8 I

to 60, CONDUIT STREET, REOENT STREET.
!

ENCAGSTIO AND OTHER PAVEMENTS.
1

EARTHENWARE AND PLAIN TILES.
DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES PREPARED,
MANUFACTORV STOKR-nPON-TRENT.

SALE, a PAIR of ancient PORT-
I

Land STONE COLD.MNS, with caps and ban
atandliig about 12 feet high. Price moderate.—For further p»i

' apply at the Angleiea Arms, New Town, Bromley, Kent.

G OLD MOULDINGS.!
Gold Monldlngs of the best quality Manufactured and kept Is

|

GEORGE JACKSON & SONS,
). 4fl, RATHBONE PLACE, W.

Bectloni of Mouldings and List of Prices can
application.

c 0 N C R E T E
FACED WITH PATENT BLOCKS,

EQUAL IN QUALITY TO THE BEST FACE BRICKS.

BROOMHALL TILE COMPANY
“TAYLOR'S PATENT." Limited.

COX'S WHARF, Upper Ground-street, Blookfrtars, B.E.

Patent Vitrified Damp Proof Coarae
tbrongbout the Fouadatlnns.

VIRGIN CORK for GROTTOS,
V FERNERIES, and SUMMER-HOUSES, on SALE, by the

^DdoQ and Lisbou CorkwooJ Company (Limited), 23, Upper
mes street, E.C. -Agents wanted for count^ towns.

FIIRST-CLASS BUILDING MATERIALS.
JOSHUA BINN3, CADOGAN-TERBACE, CUHL3EA, 1

LARGEST STUCK in LONDON. Pla'e-glass, «bap Fronts, Marble"
' iney piecee, Lobby Doors, Coach bouse anl Eutrauce Oates,

ClsUms, Fire-pioof Iron Safes aud Doors in great variety.

Excellent facilities to country buye>s. Goods delivered to Metro-
politan Railway Btatiois free of cliarge. N.B.—The bigbeet piles
given for Old Buildings lo take down.

PRIZE MEDAL, EXHIBITION oC 1863,
AWARDED for EXCELLENCE of MANUFALTURE

and BEAUTY of ORalGN.

rpHE ARCHITECTURAL POTTERY
X COMPANY, POOLE, DORSET, and 81, 31. MARTIN'S
LANE, LONnON. Manufacturers of MOSAiC. ENCAUSTIC,
and TESSELaTED TILE PAVEMENTS, including Vitreous Blue,
Wbite, and Green Tesserse, for Cburcbes, Balls, C iiner'atoriee, &c,

;

Wbite Glazed Tiles, plain, and witb patterns for Baihs, Datrles,
tie.

;
coloured, eoamelled, and embossed do.

;
While and Coloured

Otazed Bricks; Metalline Paving Tiles, 0 luch, 9 inch, 18 inch

;

Black, Red, and but! Paving Bneks, (2 Incbes thick
;
Blac k Facing

and BUck Arch Bricks; Black Grooved Stable do,; Fire Bneks,
Ridges, &c. Sheets of patterns of tile paving, with prices, and eatl-

iate«, on application.
N.B.—REMOVED from 36, FarMament-street, to 61, 8L Martin's-

lane, London, W.C,
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Architecture v. Archeology.

HE state of feeling

which indnces men
to spend mnch of

their best time and
energies in stndy-

ing, collecting, and

preserving the re-

cords, literary or

artistic, of a past

age ; which canses

them to worship with

a blind indiscriminate

reverence everything

that was done or said

at some former period

;

the spirit, in short, of

Antiquarianism holds,

'

like other pecaliar

tendencies, its “move-
able feasts.” There

are always to be fonnd,

certainly, isolated in-

dividnals who rejoice

to indulge this taste beyond

ordinary limits
;

whose de-

light is in old songs, old

manuscripts, old bottles, or

old wine ; the Oldbncks and

Captain Groses who furnish

food for the satirical novelist or rhymer. Such

persons are regarded as harmless triflers, whose

whims are of no serious consequence, and have

no worse effect than to make themselves a little

noticeable. But there are occasional periods

when whole societies are possessed by the same
kind ofantiquarian predilection, to such an extent

as to colour the whole history of the thoughts,

manners, and habits of two or three generations.

And it 80 happens that two of the most im-

portant antiquarian epochs of which we know
much have been largely connected with archi-

tecture and architectural taste. The Renaissance,

indeed, was in its initiation a literary movement
;

how far inspired by the sight of the ruined

marbles of ancient Rome constantly before the

eye may bo matter of conjeotnre
;
bub its first

developments were literary, and it was only after

the admiration for the treasures of ancient

classic literature had led men to the conviction

that the only thing left for them was to imitate

the style and adopt the language of antique

poetry, that the same impnlse was commnnicated

to the art of* architecture, and led to the now
much-abnsed revival. But the more recent

Uediaaval antiquarian revival may be said, if not

to have been actually born of architecture, at least

to have shown its earliest marked development in

the quaei-Medimvalising of enthusiastic archi-

tectural students. In very truth, the causes of

the movement lay deeper than this, and the

modern Gothic architects have had the good

fortune to float into prosperity on the full

tide of a popular feeling which would have

shown itself and run its course independently of

their assistance
;
bub it is likely that they have

very much accelerated and assisted the move-

ment by which they have been so much the

gainers, in patting the worship of Medijevaliam

into so tangible a form, in the shape of new
buildings and books illustrative of old ones

j
and

that, as Pugin said, naively enongh, in one of

his letters, that when a certain very admirable

new chapel was finished, he “ thought he should

secede,” so the public generally have been much
encouraged and stimnlated to a decisive declara-

tion of Medijcval sympathies, on seeing the mul-

titude of Gothic churches rising up around them

in place of the old be-pewed and be-galleried

structures in which their fathers and grand-

fathers had slumbered.

Now, in the reverence commonly felt for things

which are old there is muchwhich is to be admired,

even when the feeling passes the strict bounds

of what is rational and logical. There is always

a certain relief to the mind when at all over-

wearied wiih the struggles of everyday life, in

turning aside to contemplate the monuments

and literature of a long-past age. There is a

serenity about them which falls pleasantly

upon the mind ;
whatever strifes they have

witnessed or been connected with have passed

away and are forgotten, and their records come

to us

—

“ oool, aod calm,

And shadowy, tbrongh the miat of passed years.”

And there is also reason in such respect for that

which has stood the' test of time, and has re-

mained for our contemplation to-day j for, as a

general rule, whether in art or literature, that

which is best remains, that which is worse is

gradually forgotten; and one explanation of

the fact that antique art and literature really do

seem so far beyond that of our own day is this,

that we commonly see only the best of them

;

whereas among modern productions we have

to cull the best with difficulty from amid heaps

of mediocrities and puerilities. So far, then, a

certain amount of antiquarianism is not simply

pardonable, but healthy, and minds which are

without it must be called onesided. Bub when
this archmologioal sympathy comes to assume an

unreasonable importance, and to develop itself

in the practical imitation of forms of art which

are long since dead, and are no longer the ex-

pression of the real inmost feelings or moat

pressing wants of hunranity, it becomes a real

and serious evil, to be combated by all who are

alive to the value of human thought and labour,

and are deairons that things so precious should

nob be thrown away in carrying out, with mis-

taken energy, work which will not in reality

advance humanity, or have a lasting interest or

value.

Not that we by any means ignore the import-

ance of pleasing the present and existing taste,

whatever it may happen to be, to some extent.

It is a small consolation to a man who may
happen to derive a maximum of pleasure from

a certain form of art, to be told that another

form, to which he is indifferent, will please his

descendants better. Mr. Trollope, in one of his

novels, sets np a plea in favour of mullioned

casement windows, on the gronnd that, say what

we will as to their inconvenience and practical

insnfficienoy in some respects, no other form of

window has produced so great an aggregate of

happiness. Granting (as we are inclined to do)

the truth of the premiss, the claim is a strong

one. And on the same principle it may be

urged that the Gothic revival, mere imitation as

much of it has been and is, has nevertheless

been the source of a great pleasure to thousands

of people of a certain constitution of mind ; to

architects and their clients, lay and clerical
;
to

numbers of young ladies who have taken a

sentimental delight in it ; to wealthy amateurs,

and clever art-workmen, and honest masons

who have taken a pride in carrying oat well what

they were set to do, with no provoking doubts as

to the cui hono of the whole thing. And this

would be all very well, and there could be

nothing to grumble about in connexion with it,

did we build for ourselves alone. No one can

find fault with the enthusiastic musical anti-

quaries (generally clergymen) who get up choral

societies for the sole practice of Mediaeval music,

and concerts where Palestrina takes the place

of Beethoven, and where nothing more recent

than the sixteenth century is admissible. The

thing is interesting in its way as illustrating a

certain phase of art, and when it is over it is

over, and the recollection of it standfl in

nobody’s way. But architecture, oven in so fai'

as it is purely an art, is too expensive and per-

manent an art to be played with in this way.

A bnilding is not like a concert or a picture,

which we may go to hear or see, or not, as we
please. Whether we like it or not, there it is in

our way, and, if it is properly constructed, in the

way of our descendants too, for many genera-

tions to come. And on these grounds it behoves

those who employ their talents in designing or

(may wo not sometimes say) compiling buildings

after the Gothic fashion prevalent at present, to

consider whether their work really will have the

value for posterity which would justify the ex-

penditure of so much time and money in its

erection. And all analogy seems to show that

resuscitations of the form aud spirit of the art of

a past time have never anything beyond an

ephemeral interest. The qn^si-claasio Latin and

Italian poetry of the Cinque-cento revival never

took a permanent place in literature, notwith-

standing the talent, probably even genius, often

employed npon it. The first followers of Stuart

& Revett in England wore as enthasiastio and

industrioas, as certain that they were in the right

course, as are the slashing young Gof-hic men of the

ultra-modem school, who now deride them and

their works. The first developments of the Gothic

revival even arc passing into the limbo of con-

tempt
;
and some works, counted once as the

great successes of this said revival, are viewed

with a kind of melancholy toleration by numbers

of well-educated people both withiu and without

the pale of the arcbiteotural profession. And if,

as it appears, the large and costly building for the

Courts of Law is again to be an antiquarianism,

with canopied niches and shrines for saints emi-

nent in the history of the Bar, and so forth, it is

not unlikely that the reaction, inevitable as it is,

against tbis exaggerated Medimvalism, mayassert

itself to a degree unpleasant to the feelings of

the architect even before his building is com-

pleted. No one can intelligently study the course

which mental progress is taking at present in

Europe, and especially the writings and deliver-

ances of that highest class of intellects who in

the end lead public opinion, without seeing that

the temporary return to the ecclesiastical theory

of life, which has formed the stage for the revival

of Medimval art, cannot finally commend itself

to the wants and feelings of modern civilisation.

And from such a point of view, the vast expendi-

ture already incurred, and further proposed to

be ioonrred on buildings which may seem to our

immediate descendants anomalous, or even ab-

surd in regard to artistic design, or providing

for fancied requirements whose necessity may

not be recognised beyond the present century at

farthest, becomes a matter for very serious con-

sideration indeed.

We cannot, in fact, afford to practise senti-

mentalism in architecture, except in special

cases and on a comparatively small scale. There

are certain classes of buildings (such as monu-

mental and memorial erections) where fancies

as to reproduction of old styles or of the effect

of particular buildings of antiquity, may without

impropriety be indulged in if desired. But on a

larger and more extended scale the game is not

worth the candle; it is too expensive an amuse-

ment. It is highly important for the best

interests of the country that the great amount

of potential talent and energy represented by

the numbers of persons who look to make their

living through the erection of buildings should

be BO directed as to produce results of the

greatest possible permanent value to the country.

And it must not be forgotten that architecture

is a pursuit based on utility. No reader of this

journal will suppose that we mean for a moment

I

to ignore its claim to rank among the arts
;
but
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we cannot leave out of siglit the original force

of the good old Saxon word “ build,” aa it ia

defined in the quotation which has long stood

as a motto on our annual title-page. It ia this

forgetfulness of the utilitarian basis of archi-

tecture which has led to much of the recent
dilettantiam in the style of other periods and
climates. Itlhasbeen forgotten that the real object

of architecture is to render healthy, fitting, and
beautiful those erections which are among the
necessary conditions of civilised and refined life

upon the earth. In the pre-sanitary Mediroval
period the cathedrals really were the expression
of what was deemed most necessary upon earth.

The Church was everything} and if the every-day
life of men was, to use the words of a thoughtful
if not orthodox writer, " poor, solitary, nasty,
brutish, and short,” it was sufficient if they bad
the Church, spiritual and material, aa a refuge
on occasion from the meanness and discomfort
which oppressed soul and body respectively. But
the social theory of life now predominates over
the ecclesiastical (we do not say the religious).

And the business that our architects really have
before them in tho future is to solve the problem,
how to make the vast collections of dwellings
continually increasing around our great towns
places where human life may be carried on with
comfort, with decency, with pleasure. Seeing
that wherever men congregate they are obliged
to cover the surface of the earth with more or
less thickly-packed habitations, how may we
devise these so that they may be a pleasure

j

instead of a nuisance
;
so that they may give us

j

something in return for the green trees and
]

fields which are laid waste to make way for them ;

'

so that the surroundings of our town life, in all

its branches, may be made as enlivening, as
cheerful, say even as beautiful, as possible ?

We noticed that during the Church Congress
recently held at Liverpool, when, of course, there
was an abnormal excitement of ecclesiastical

feeling, Mr. Beresfovd Hope strongly urged the
building of a cathedral in Liverpool, and it was
stated that there wore persons there ready to

ensure fifty thousand pounds down to oommenoe
such a work, and “as much more as might be
wanted.” Looking to the information supplied
by the reports of the officer of health and other
sources, we might almost venture to say th .t all

this money might be better spent than in pro-
viding what might prove merely an expensive
failure. Some are getting minded to think that
the town itself, the laying out of streets and
houses in the best and most effective manner,
both as to salubrity and architectural effect, and
the clearing away and rebuilding of bad, densely-
packed, fever-breeding districts, sufficient places
for worship existing, may be at present of even
more importance, and has certainly been unduly
neglected.

We recommend our rising architects to look
more to the future, less to the past.* And we
believe this advice to hold good on artistic as
well as on practical grounds. Much of the
battle of the styles, and the failure of many
expensive buildings, and the confusion as to
architectural style, has, we verily believe, and
as we have again and again in years gone by
expressed, arisen simply from beginning ac the
wrong end

;
from the habit of assuming that a

new building must take a certain outward form
or "

style,” instead of considering first, what are
the requirements and purposes of the building,
and what plan will best fulfil them

;
and, secondly,

how may we suitably decorate that plan so as to
make of it a pleasing and expressive building.
Originality of style and expression in a building
would be far more likely to grow up in this
manner. In natural sequence, than they will be
galvanised into existence either by Medimval
dilettantism or by constant straining afcer
novelty for its own sake. And if more time
were spent in considering what are the real
building problems peculiar to modern times, and
how to deal with them, less time in acquiring
merely an arcbroological knowledge of former
buildings, we should probably build to more
purpose, and to the more permanent use and
enjoyment of those who will sncceed us. We do
not expect this view to meet with any sympathy
from the rather numerous class of persons who
are only anxious to get as many jobs in hand,
and turn out aa many pretty drawings in the

Oately, at a dinner where there were present a nun
01 architects, a clerical speaker claimed aiiiaity of feebetween the clerijy and the architects on the ground i

each found, m thy course of their studies, that the furlthey went back the more admirable they found everyth

r*'
.ppi.ua.d

; but, to biaUowacce must be made for an after-dinner audience.

popular style, aa possible in a given time. We
appeal rather to that smaller class, to be found,
we trust, in all professions, who wish so to carry
on this pursuit that their labours may bo of some
permanent value to the world, and to whom the
making of money is a secondary consideration.

METROPOLITAN FIRES.

The tranquillity of the public mind has been
disturbed, and the sense of public security
rudely shooked by two recent disastrona fires

which have oooorred in the metropolis.
They were attended, in each instance, by a far

greater sacrifice of human life than happily
accompanies such outbreaks generally

; bat as to

the circumstances and conditions under which
both of these fires originated, there was little to
call for exceptional remark.
The occupants of the respective premises may

have unhappily considered themselves as fairly

within range of protection as the inhabitants of
most houses at this moment believe themselves
to be

;
yet eleven persons out of twelve perished.

It is in view of the alarming and precarious
situation which these truly lamentable instances
bring suddenly home to the door of every one
that we are led to place under examination those
provisions upon which, in the face of such emer-
gencies, we are accustomed to rely for assistance
and preservation. So perverse and intractable
an element enters into many of our legislative

arrangements in similar matters, that it can be
characterised as nothing short of a fixed and
natural law of irregularity, which, do what we
will, cannot be satisfactorily brought under
subjection.

The moat precise oalcnlationa of the engineer
may not prevent the possible falling in of a roof
or bridge, involving, perchance, a loss of life and
property. The most careful organisation of!
which railway management seems capable, can I

scarcely assure ns of the impossibility of another I

Abergele accident, and even the precise and '

mathematical formula) upon which tho system
'

of life iuauranoe is projected, may not guard
such institutions from failure, and those asso-
ciated with them from disappointment and
probable ruin.

In ordinary domestic households, however,
whore it might be supposed that more than usual
precaution and watchfulness would be exercised
in reference to the preservation of human life,

—

leaving the question of property for the moment
altogether out of consideration,—from destruc-
tion by fire, we are actually brought nearer to
this remorseless danger of which we complain
in its more threatening forms. There is a never
ending series of outbreaks of fire in this metro-
polis, occasionally arriving at such proportions
as to threaten to engulph the entire city. At
times throughout ita interminable course this
phenomenon assumes the features of a startling
conflagration, calculated to spread dismay and
apprehension in all directions. A very curious
and painful reflection ia suggested by official

statistics in reference to the subject of metro-
politan fires. Any one who may happen to wish
for some opportunity of studying the incidents
usually attending street fires in London might, by
calling at any hour,—it might almost be said, at
any moment,—at Watling-street, where the head-
quarters of the Fire Brigade are located, be put
in possession of intelligence which would lead
to some locality where a fire would be raging.
How this wonderful continuity is kept up, it

would be bootless to inquire. It ia comprised at
length within some such infortuitous doctrine of
averages as that relating to the destruction of
human life in street thoroughfares and elsewhere,
and we could only wish that we could be assured
that they were equally remediable.

Unfortunately there is not wanting towards
the maintenance of fire averages, the too painful
proofs that in many cases such outbreaks may
be traced to the malignant wilfulness of human
nature itself.

There are instances on record of tho deliberate
deabrnction of entire cities by fire, as in the case
of Moscow upon the invasion of the French army
only some fifty years since, where the inha-
bitants silently deserted the capital that they
had themselves skilfully doomed, and devoted to
destruction by this means.

It was by the light of tho flames of the Krem-
lin that Napoleon sab down to forecast the
closing of his great career, and never throughout
that career did any incident arise capable of
awakening an equal degree of consternation in
his mind. It was a subject to which he would

allude as one of the most awful speotaoles which
he had ever witnessed, and the mere recollection

of it used to end in rendering him for a short

time completely insensible in after years. Troy,
Antioch, Corinth, Jerusalem, and Imperial Rome
have all been visited by dreadful conflagrations,

and what more immediately concerns us is, that
London itself has not escaped from being more
than once almost annihilated by similar catas-
trophes.

The ravages of fire, when once that element
obtains the mastery, are more fell and speedy
than the exterminating sword, or the devasta-
tions of a pestilence. To leave, however, the
domain of historical evidence, as well as the re-

view of calamities which have long past oc-

curred, let us revert to the case of those ordi-

nary fires and oonflagrations which are in course
of continual occurrence daily and nightly in our
midst, destroying numerous habitations, and to

the manifest danger of surrounding property
and life.

Up to within the past few years, and in
keeping with that national instinct of oblivion

in which other matters of equal importance yet
remain shrouded,—sewage, water-supply, child-

education, and poor-law relief,—we were in pos-
session of no properly-organised system what-
ever to limit the extent to which any outbreak
of fire might have happened to have arrived.

A promiscuous and voluntary aid towards the
suppression of fire was brought into play by the
Fire Assurance companies some years ago ; bub
it was, of coarse, obvious that tho remedy which
was thus afforded could only have been expected
to be employed in cases more particularly where
the interests of such companies were involved.

No such associations, unless founded upon
gratuitous or benevolent principles, could under-
take so wide and important a mission. The
management of insurance establishments being

'
professedly of a different scope, or nob limited to

I

such objects, it followed that fires which proved

I

to be attended by certain losses pointed clearly,

j

more clearly than anything else could have done,
to the expediency upon which those associations

were based. Far be it from us to seek to impute
blame iu any quarter upon such grave issues as
those relating to this question. It was at length
seen more evidently that where there was no
fire there was no risk, and where there was no
risk there was bub little incentive to make pro-
vision for prospective losses by the payment of
large annual premiums by way of insurance.

In occasional outbreaks of fire happily it may
have been unattended by any loss of life, the
neoessity or prudence at least of providing
against the loss which might have been sustained
appeared undeniable. So far we think we
may be permitted to put the case without being
ourselves exposed to liability or danger of mis-
oonstruction.

It is the obvious policy upon which alone the
business of any insurance society could be satis-

factorily conducted, and far from misapprehend-
ing the important advantages which such asso-

ciations confer, we would say that as things are,

it would be more prudent and necessary than
ever that their operation should be supported by
public cononrrenoe, and more widely extended
and understood.

The consideration of this element of the sub-
ject may be momentarily deferred. The incon-
sistencies to which the situation gave rise

at length led to the establishment of a Metro-
politan Fire Brigade, which was ostensibly
placed under the direction of* the Metro-
politan Board of Works ; but some re-

cent statements have been pub forward
with the view of relieving the public mind from
any impression which it may have entertained
as to the responsibility that would devolve in the
direction of that body. We are thus brought
face to face with an entirely now phase of the
question which appeals to and demands a prompt
and universal recognition on the part of the
public. Within the past few weeks it has been
established by legal inquiry, that in two of the
more insignificant class of fires with which we
are mostly^familiar, no leas than eleven human
beings have perished. One of these fires occurred
at a small shop in Bayawater, in which seven
persons were sacrificed; and the other took
place in somewhat similar premises at Newing-
ton, in which four, and very nearly five. Uvea
were lost. Tho practical issue which naturally
arises out of such calamities, and more espe-
cially in view of their possible recurrence, is

necessarily aa to the direction in which we
should be justified in looking for more effectual

assistanoe. It is not so much the discovery as
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to who may be to blame, if any there be to

blame, for what has recently happened, that

would prove of more practical avail ; but more
in a prospective than a retrospective view that

we would approach the subject. An appendix

was made to the verdict which was given by the

coroner’s jury in reference to the Bayswater
diBaster,reoommendiDg that arrangements should
be made by the Metropolitan Board of Works to

enable the fire-engine at the station in Queen’s-

mews to get to fires more quickly than it did in

this case. This recommendation on the part of

the jury has in its results affurded to the chief

officer of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade an
opportunity of apprising the public that he more
particularly should bo held responsible for any
miscarriage in this direction, and by interposing

between the public, as represented at the coro-

ner’s inquest, and the Metropolitan Board of

Works, Captain Shaw has revealed some features

of the fire-brigade system, as at present con-

ducted, with which the public formerly were not

so familiar.

In a letter to a contemporary upon the fatal

fire at Bayswater, Captain Shaw has availed

himself of the privilege which has been accorded

to him of communicating to a large section of

the community that “all the inhabitants of the

district who take an interest in their local affairs

must be aware that the Metropolitan Board of

Works has been actively engaged for upwards of

two years endeavouring to find a more suitable

place for the men and engine.” As we have no
reason to suppose but that this statement is put
forward in all seriousness, those who, as Captain
Shaw remarks, must be aware of the circum-

stance, may dispover some slight difficulty in

deriving any new consolation from the assertion

to that which they have enjoyed all along through
the period named. But it may become a matter
of congratulation that the circumstance is now
likely to engage a wider share of public recog-

nition. We can only hope that we do not lose

the foil intent and scope of the observation, and
in that case proceeding from the source to

which it is attributed, it may bo regarded by
some as a display of activity beyond all praise.

The letter goes on to say that the suggestion of

the coroner’s jury was that it would be advisable

to make arrangements to get the Bayswater
engine to fires more rapidly than on the occasion

in question, which simply meant—and at this

point we are precluded from following Captain
Shaw’s construction so clearly—which simply

meant,—the gallant captain continues, tbat it

would be an advantage to have all our men
living in the station, and thus save the time now
lost in sending a distance of 111 yards for them.
The greater comparative efficiency which it is

apprehended would attend the accomplishment
of this object has operated towards so liberal a
view of the jury’s report tbat its identity with

the form in which it Las come now to be pre-

sented may not be so generally perceptible. We
are not so sure that the jury would itself recog-

nise the original meaning or adhere to the con-

struction with which it has been officially in-

vested. The distance in question would, we
believe, cause a diflerence of nearly one minute
either way in the equipment of a fire brigade

corps, presuming that no other obstacle than

that of distance intervened : 330 ft. are, after all,

only about one-third of the distance across one

of the Thames bridges, and from one extremity

to the other would practically be found within

speaking limit. It is the distance only that in

Captain Shaw’s communication appears to be

more especially observed.

In seeking to divert any possible blame from
the Metropolitan Board of Works, and en-

conraging it rather towards himself, it may have

so happened that too wide an interpretation may
have been placed by Captain Shaw upon the

jury’s report, to the gratuitous detriment of, or

at all events without contributing to enhance the

reputation of, the Fire Brigade. We are rather

inclined to abide by a literal acceptance of the

terms of the representation which the jury de-

sired should be notified to the anthorities which
were intended, and believe tbat, however com-
plicated it may Lave appeared in other direc-

tions, or whatever task might have been involved

in reducing its meaning to a more simple form,

that the jury meant exactly what they stated in

this instance, and no more. The inferences which

may be drawn by the inhabitants of Bayswater
from the singular construction which in some
quarters has been placed upon the jury’s recom-

mendation may lead to more desirable arrange-

raents in that locality. What we have more to

consider are those circumstances arising out of

the unhappy occasion which concern the general

public. Since the direction of the Fire Brigade

system has been confided to the Metropolitan

Board of Works, a sum of 70,000L per annum
has been expended in its management. There

may not be a great many probably likely to

entertain the opiuion, that recent occurrences

would demand the display of any unusual

amount of congratulation as to the results which

have attended such an expenditure. It is neither

with the expenditure, however, nor the system

that we have now to deal
;
for it is our conviction,

notwithstanding the public complaints that are

cow likely to arise, that with such an expen-

diture and such a system, all that could be done

has been done.

The undoubted courage displayed by the mem-
bers of the Fire Brigade Corps upon occasions

where they have arrived at seats of actual

danger, has become proverbial, and we would be

the last to withhold an acknowledgment of the

bravery and succour which they have in so many
instances rendered. Bub the risks which we
now have to meet in occasional outbreaks of fire

are disproportionate altogether to any available

means towards their being effectually encoun-

tered at immediate command. An efficient and
comprehensive remedy may no longer bo ex-

pected from the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, or

from the Metropolitan Board of Works, with the

present resources which they are possessed of for

this purpose.

It is possible to conceive of a fire of such mag'

may be thought unfair to employ the funds of

such associations in the general suppression o^

fires, unless it so happened that the whole of the

property in the metropolis bo insured, which is

far from being the case. This element may
occasionally contribute towards some derange-

ment of the present system.

The annual average loss of British property

by fire is computed to reach ten millions sterling.

The average annual home loss exceeds two
millions, and indeed any casual outbreak of fire

in Tooley-street would threaten to involve a sum
as large as this.

The amount of property insured in England
from destruction by fire now exceeds probably

fifteen hundred millions. Some years since the

value of insured property in France was com-
puted at two thousand millions, while the value

of insured property in England was at that time

reckoned at twelve hundred millions.

The premiums which are paid on policies of

insurance with respect to insured property in

]

England exceed five millions sterling annually.

Out of this the iusurance companies return to

1 the public the sum of one million, which
represents the yearly value of insured property

destroyed by fire in this country. There

remains, therefore, to complete the two millions

representing the total destruction of insured

and uninsured property combined which takes

place every year in England, a sum of one

million which is in no way provided for, and
which is, consequently, altogether lost and

nitude tbat, in view of all London being burood irreparable. The margin which has been claimed

down, the State itself might be moved to seek to by insurance companies with refereuce to the

provide some remedy, ' tariS’s upon which their operations are conducted

The chief officer of the Metropolitan Fire has resulted in rendering them the net recipients

Brigade remarks, “ I have much pleasure in . of four millions annually out of the public

adding that wo are now perfectly able to deal
i

indnetry, and it is within that margin that we
satisfactorily with any emergencies that may be believe the whole and only hope of future public

expected to arise.” While far from wishing to safety resides.

detract in any way from the value that such an
|

The accumulated funds of the insurance corn-

assertion would be necessarily promoted to paniea, which may be said to be held in trust for

convey, its eupsrcilious recognition would retro-
^

some portions of the public, if applied to a pro-

spectively condemn the marked negligence with tectivo rather than a restorative system, would

which the system has recently been visited, render the country comparatively proof against

Any organization which could so suddenly be fire.

brought up to now satisfactorily meet all pos-
I

This large annual gift to tho insurance com-

sible requirements, and which was lamentably
1
panies, if devoted only for one or two years

deficient of such perfection but a few days past,
j

towards the remodelling or reconstruction of

could not fail to provoke equivocal reflections.

The occurrences which are now fresh in the

public mind were certainly, in their general

features, of no uuusnal kind or emergency. We
would incline towards an invitation to release

the Firo Brigade and the Metropolitan Board of

Works from the necessity of insisting upon pre-

tensions which may so speedily be proved to be

groundless. The emergencies tbat may be ex-

pected to arise oot of any outbreak of firo present

so wide a margin of contingencies that great

discretion would be demanded in providing

adequately for them all. It is not so long since

a considerable portion of the Crystal Palace at

Sydenham was destroyed by fire, involving

a loss to nearly the extent of a quarter of a
million sterling. Only a year or two since, a

church at Croydon was destroyed, and owing to

the weather, and state of the roads at the time,

the means for extinguishing the fire actually

could not be brought to the spot where it was
raging, although the spectators were close and

numerous. The combustion of fatty or volatile

bodies on the surface of water would seriously

menace the shipping of our great cities, and it

is but a short time, comparatively, since all

London was fairly startled by the great lire in

Tooley-street. This is without regarding the

more exposed and unprotected state of suburban

property. If some of those emergencies which

wo have indicated, and to which we are liable at

any moment, presented themselves again, we are

not enlightened by the statement of Captain Shaw
as to bow they might more happily be met. A
perfunctory assumption on the part of any one

as to the transition from powerlessness to that

completer efficiency which is within so short a

time claimed on behalf of the Fire Brigade,

would not only be calculated to engender erro-

neous ideas, but would iuvite criticism as to the

causes by which it may have been delayed. It

is to be hoped tbat there may be reasons for the

supposition beyond any wich which we are ac-

quainted, and that any indication of increased

efficiency in the management of the fire brigade

system in the future may condone its possible

shortcomings of late.

We observe that as an element of the present

protective system, the Fire Insnrance companies

are called upon to contribote a sum of 10,0C0l

annually towards the necessary expenditure. It

household property in the metropolis, would tend

to save countless lives and disasters, as well as

enriching the nation by the substitution of im-

proved habitations. It would be almost impos-

sible for a dangerous fire to break out in the

buildings lately erected in Victoria-street, and

we could conceive nothing more to be deprecated

than the application of modern methods of fire

extinction against those ranges of dwellings

should a fire actually arise.

The improvements which have been for some
few years past gradually gaining favour in the

practice of building and architecture by the

more extended employment of fire-proof mate-

rials, tend more effectually to limit the ravages

and destruction of fire, and also to abridge tho

labours of fire-engines and brigades. No ono

knows better than those concerned in the direc-

tion of fire-brigades, that their utmost efforts

must necessarily be limited to arriving at the

seat of any outbreak of fire at the earliest pos-

sible moment after discovery, and then seeking

to suppress the spread of the flames by copious

and immediate saturation. After the salvation

of human life has been effected, that is in oases

where that object mayhave been happily secured,

it becomes a matter of comparative indifference

whether tho destruction of property is continued

by means of water or fire, and rarely is anything

according to the generality of published reports

preserved. The elements of unnecessary terror

and destriaotion which fire-engines sometimes

carry in their wake, the fury and onslaught of

their attacks occasionally, and the puerile and

inundating streams with which surrounding

property is at times promiscuously flooded, has

created a disposition on the part of many to re-

sist the nature of the succour that is customarily

rendered. It is questionable whether a greater

degree of protection could be secured, however,

by the expenditure of 70,000L per annum in any

other way than that by which it is at present

expended, and which would at the same time

comprise an equitable arrangement with the

insurance companies as to the proportion of the

expenses which might continue to be contributed

by them.
Science, which may justly boast of so many

triumphs in other directions, although the ques-

tion of fire and fire suppression is so pre-

eminently a scientific subject, yet curiously
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leaves \i8 to the contrivance of more or lees per-

fect niechonical expedients for projectiugdeluging

streams of water into the midst of burning

materials. It is obvious that in many cases the

water may not possibly reach the seat of fire,

and cousequently very little impression is pro-

dneed, while any combustible materials may re-

main UDCODBumed. The persistence with which
streams of water are projected into the body of

conflagrations is incredulous. It must neces-

sarily burst into steam, or be carried upwards
by the force of ascending flames. When the

flames subside, then only is water more appli-

cable in being directed upon the incandescent

remains. But there is a still greater danger
than this, for at certain stages of combustion
water will actually burst into sheets of flame.

To the occurrence of this phenomenon upon a
small scale may be attributed the succession of

explosions which mostly attend fires of magni-
tade in the metropolis.

It may be studied and observed to greater

advantage in some of the London Gas Works
upon the drawing of a bed of retorts, where
volumes of water thrown from hand-pails upon
the mass of red-hot coke explode with the light-

ning and concussion of artillery. A cubical foot

of water may be resolved into 30,000 cubic feet

of flame, and it is well known that water has
been actually employed in the production of

gases for ordinary illumination. As an instance

very clearly indicating the laws and processes

of combustion from a want of a more general
knowledge of which, wo believe, many erroneous
opinions are entertained to the prejudice of life

and property, we would revert to an occurrence
which shows that a room enclosed in the ordi-

nary way, if let alone, cannot burn beyond a
certain quantity of materials save by some
adventitions aid.

A gentleman sealing a letter dropped some
flaming wax into a waste-paper basket, which
blazed np and set fire to a woollen table cloth.

Ho ran out of the room and shut the door, and,
having sent for assistance, with the servants he
watched the progress of the fire through a
window from the lawn. Even after several

minutes the paper-basket was still burning. An
oil lamp on the table Lad burst, and the oil was
rnnoing down one side of the table-cover,

burning with a flame a yard high. The room was
soon clouded so thickly that the actual flame could

scarcely be seen
;
but at intervals a lambent flame

passed about the room like a fire-cloud, and then

subsided. Themnslin curtains, in fact, wasted away
by the efi'ect of the heat, but could not burn for

want of air. The window-glass cracked, but did

not break out, and, after a few minutes, only a
few smouldering embers were visible in the
darkness of night. Scarcely anything was con-
bumed, but everything in the room was de-

stroyed. We are far from quoting this as an
example to be imitated in all cases, but with the
intention of showing in what way fire may be
propagated, and that its propagation does not
necessarily depend upon the successive ignition

of contiguous bodies, but rather on a general

increase of temperature affecting more or less

volatile bodies, or bodies more or less disposed

from their character to enter into a state of com-
bustion without the actual contact of fiame. A
very important scope is afforded for a scientific

investigation as to a more effectual method of
fire prevention. Should the public not yet be
sufficiently awakened to deduce out of the in-

surance system a means of lessening the general
risk, the Metropolitan Board of Works might be
induced to set some such inquiry in motion.
What the publio are moat concerned in bear-

ing in mind at this moment is, that notwith-
standing that it contributes five millions yearly
to the insurance companies, and that a sum of

70,0001. is annually expended under the auspices
of the Metropolitan Board of Works, with the
view of limiting disasters incident to fires in

the metropolis, as mneh human life has been sac-

rificed within the past few weeks at outbreaks of
fire of the most ordinary descriptiou as would
attend a railway collision or a colliery explosion,
and that the chief officer of the Metropolitan
Fire Brigade asserts that all that could be done
in such cases by that body was done.

Soutb Kensing-ton Museum.—Professor
Huxley gave, on Tuesday, at the South Kensington
Museum, the first lecture of the course, on the
elements of physical science, which is intended
for the instruction of women. The course will
consist of three parts.

DISASTER AT THE HOLBORN VIADUCT.

We have to mention, and wo do it with ex-

treme regret, that a number of the granite

columns that carry the iron bridge over Earring-

don-street are seriously fractured. If we followed

our own inclination, we should say nothing ou
the subject till the engineer and contractors had
bold their own story. But the matter has already

been made public, and it would be thought that

we had neglected our dnty if we omitted giving

at once such information on the subject as we
have. Entering from Fleet-street, the second
shaft on the east side is split on five of its six

faces, three of the splits being apparently about

1 ft. long. On one of these faces there are several

fractures. The third shaft has a crack in its

centre block that looks to be about 2 ft. long.

In addition to this, three of the faces of the

bottom course of this sbafD are split in a very

unmistakable manner.
For the sake of understanding it clearer, we

may say here that the granite shaft of each of

the twelve columns supporting the bridge girders

is composed of three pieces, a lower one resting

on the pedestal, which we may oal! the bedding-

piece; then a middle piece taking up about two-

thirds the entire length of the shaft, and which
is surmounted by a third block of small dimen-
sions.

One of the cracks of the third column is very

wide. The fourth column has three fractures, one
of them being the largest of any of the fractures

to be found. Two of these splits look very un-

promising. The top block is split on one of the

faces. The fifth column is apparently nob

fractured
;

but its bearing inclines so much
inwardly towards the road, as to have crushed a

portion of the edges of the joint on that side,

whilst the opposite side of the joint is open to

the extent of the eighth of an inch.

On passing to the western row of columns we
find that the second one shows a bad fracture.

It consists of a split on two adjacent faces,

starting from the middle of each lace, and con-

verging downwards to meet in a common point

at the base. This is a bedding-block fracture
;

and if it is as serious as it seems, the injured

piece may at any moment be forced out from
the block. The top course of this shaft is also

cracked. The sixth column on this side has two
cracks on opposite faces of the top course; they

do not look very assm-ing. The second abutment
column on the same side has two lengthy cracks

upon one of its faces ;
one being aboat 22 in.,

and the other 14 in. long. The blue granite

plinths are all right.

The fractures in the shafts have increased in

extent since we first examined them, and we can
scarcely resist the conviotiou that the disaster

is very serious, and that some of the shafts,

at any rate, if not all, must be taken out and
reinstated. It will give ns great pleasure to

find, when Mr. Haywood has made a careful

survey, that we are wrong. If, however, it turn

out as we fear, we should be disposed to advise

the substitution of iron, rather than of other

shafts of granite of a size that would suit the

present ornamental capitals. The red granite

used (
” Rosa of Mull ”

) is obviously less strong

than the grey granites employed here. Bub the

weight above is so considerable, and tbe traffic

so enormous, that iron seems to us the only

material for the position, if present sizes are to

be adhered to.

This is not a moment for us to ask questions

with a view to attribute blame, though it will

have to be done, with reference, for example, to

the way in which the blocks are bedded, and as
to the experiments that were made on the power
of resistance to crushing weights possessed by
this granite. It is to be feared that the faci-

lities afforded by Mr. David Kirkaldy’s works, in

Southwark, for ascertaining such facts with cer-

tainty, are not taken advantage of to the extent
that public safety demands.
We must not, in our anxiety to avoid giving

pain, conceal tbe belief we have that two, if not
'bree, of the shafts may yield at any moment, if

the traffic above be continued without the adop-
tion of precautions below.

A CORRESPONDENT wHtes,—On Wednesday, at

dusk, a further inspection showed that the fifth

column on the western side, had cracked across

on tbe bottom coarse of the shaft. The split is

very sharp and clean, as if it had been cut.

The centre length of the sixth column on tbe
same side has also shown unmistakeable signs

of yielding. Hitherto these were thought to be
flaws only, but they have developed themselves

into absolute fractures. Crowds of people, mostly

building artisans, arrive all day, in one continuous

stream, and the observations are numerous.

Some eay that the foundations are defective

;

but they go down into the London clay 36 ft.

below the old level of Farringdon-street. Then
a bed of concrete 6 ft. deep was laid in two long

trenches, one to each row of columns, 12 ft. in

width. Upon this were built brick piers of the

same superficial dimensions, nearly up to the

ground surface
;
and finally the pedestals of grey

Cornish granite,—hexagonal in form,—upon
which the shafts were fixed. Another story is

that the frost of throe weeks ago produced a

contraction in the main rib-girders of in. j

and that such contraction, not being sufficiently

allowed for, pulled the columns towards the

centre and produced all the mischief,—mischief

which the vibration of the great traffic overhead

has brought to a climax. Stylus.

On the eve of going to press, we have received

the following official communication:

—

At a special meeting of the Improvement
Committee held this (Thursday) afternoon,

Mr. Haywood, the engineer for the Holborn

Valley Works, reported that having this day
made an examination of the bridge, he is of

opinion that it is perfectly safe for publio

traffic; and at his suggestion the committee

directed that three eminent engineers,—viz
,

Mr. Bidder, Mr. Edwin Clark, and Mr. T.

Elliot Harrison,—be requested to examine and

report forthwith upon the condition of the bridge.

WINTER EXHIBITIONS; OLD BOND
STREET GALLERY.

If the number of pioturea, drawings,

and works of slight and slighter pretensions

to either denomination now being exhibited at

the Old Bond-street Gallery were lessened by
one-half, with a view of bringing more closely

together the best of them, the collection would
stand a fairer chance of being well regarded as an
adjunct to the several winter exhibitions already

established.

Amongst the best must bo recognised Mr.
E. C. Barnes’s “Prawn Seller” (6), with a

special note of the admirable breadth of painting

displayed in the heap of prawns; Mr. P. Jack-

man’s clever interior introducing “ The Net
Mender,” or menders, for there are two of them
(12), indicating great executive power and a rare

apprehension of colour and effect j Mr. T.

Davidson’s drawing-room is painted, likewise,

brilliantly and forcibly, with its occupants,—an
elder sister singing “The Old Song” to the

younger, who listens to her fellow-mourner for

those who so often listened with her formerly

(80) ;
Mr. F. E. Potter’s contemplative lady

adumbrates some cognate sentiment of bereave-

ment, temporary or for ever (33),—she recalls

“ The golden days in which she saw him first.”

Mr. C. Lucy offers an antidote for thoughts of

life’s and death’s shadows in his bright and
well reasoned and seasoned reminder that
the world is very beantiful, that happiness is

as natural to it as grief. “ Sunny Hours of

Childhood,” the pleasant alluring preface to

—

sometimes—a horrid story, if it promises
“ to bo continued in monthly parts and annual
volumes.” Mr. Lucy’s well-described children

(61) imply their wisdom by basking in the warm
light ofpresent days, and blinking at the future

;

for the morrow is divided by a long bed-time,

—

' the darkest hours they know as yet, the only

hours they hate to think of, unless, like “ The
Sick Child” (57), alluded to by Mr. A. B,

Houghton, they are forced to take physic three

times a day : but this is a disagreeable episode.

“Tbe Grandfather” (18), by Mr. J. A. Fitz-

gerald, is another phase of childhood. “ As the

Twig is bent,” &c. (20), is a clever sketch by
Mr. V. \7. Bromley, of an old retainer teaching

the scion of a fighting family— for the costume
betokens feudal times—bow to cross swords,

and learn by might to hold as right all you
may feel disposed to appropriate, which is very

wrong both in precept and practice; but it is

astonishing how long some old customs and
habits prevail. “ An Attack,” by some other

geese of a different sort on common ground,

bnt who are likely to get more than they

want from the peasants they are assailing

(59), is a very natural-looking picture by
Mr. J. W. Bottomley. “Against the Jack”

(62)

, by Mr. J. Emms, reminds one—and a great

many—of the Jack that frightened Mr. Briggs,

by barking like a dog. “On Guard” (71), a
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sentinel of Elizabethan period, is a clever sketch,

by Mr. W. Small, and capital in style for a

sketch. “ The gentle Music of a bygone Day,”

—The Earthly Paradise, V. M. Morris, and of

Mr. J. R. S. Stanhope, too, with those whom he
imitates; quite in tone with “ A bygone .Day ”

also (19i)
;
“ A Chilly Morning” (205), by Mr,

G. Earl, much more direct in observation of

nature
;
“ The impending Storm,” not a land*

scape, but a trooper about to withstand stor-

mors, somewhat mildly represented (217), by
Mr. J. S. Lucas, “Doesn’t he like his Bath!”
the rivets of which rivet the attention, though
the little Triton by no means denies the impu-
tation that he shares in the love of a “ cold

tub ” in common with all Britishers, and will

climb the Alps with the best of them, presently,

BO far as Mr. J. S. Cuthbert has made him expres-

sive (219), “Bless the Babies, how they abound !

”

—these, with Mr. J. J. Hill’s Welsh peasants

on “The Walk” (243); two studies of Irish

cabins (247 and 2G5), by Mr. A. C. Stannus ;
and

“The Harpsichord” (257), by Mr. C. Roaaiter,

are a very fair example of the moat noticeable

figure-subjects in the collection.

There are some clever landscape representa-

tions : for instance, “Autumn Woods” (17), by
Mr. J. Knight; “ September,” a combination of

landscape and figures, by Mr. F. B. Barwell (30) ;

“Evening on the Arran,” by Mr. G. Chester

(85) ;
Where the Ferns grow” (123), by Mr. E.

Holmes
;

“ The Burial-place of Hogarth, Chis-

wick, on the Thames,” with a late evening efi’ect,

by Mr. G. F. Tenniswood (191) ;
“ The Kodlands,

near Leith-bill” (210), by Mr. G. W. Mote; and
Bomo others also well deserving of attention.

The water-colour drawings include many
pleasing and deftly manipulated, as well as

highly finished, performances. They are nume-
rous, and will repay a patient examination,

OUTRAGE AT WORTH CHURCH.
Some of our readers are unwilling to believe

the statement made by one of our correspon-

dents last week, that the chanoel of the Saxon
church in Worth “ had vanished clean away.”

With grief and shame, we have to assure them
that the statement is perfectly correct. We
visited the place on Tuesday, though with no
doubt as to the accuracy of our informant’s re-

port, and found that the very foundations had been
rooted out, the trench lowered, and that the new
walling was being proceeded with. The work is

in the bands of Mr. Dancey, a local builder, and
the architect under whose direction this outrage

has been committed is said to be, though we can
scarcely believe it, Mr. Salvin. It la no answer
to reply that it was desired to remove the large

'

buttresses which had been built up at the east

end by previous more reverent hands, and that
,

the chancel would then have fallen, The wall

might have been shored, and other and more
sightly buttresses substituted with ease. When it

is remembered that Worth was perhaps the only

Saxon church we had presenting the original

plan throughout, and that the chancel was pro-

'

bably the oldest part, the indignation with
,

which this destruction will be heard of will be
;

increased.
j

The removal of the plaster baa shown the
^

existence of various arched openings in the walls,
'

afterwards blocked up, especially two pairs of;

coupled semicircular-headed windows on each '

side of the nave above the string-course, and an
[

opening on the west side of tho south transept,

the circolar head of which is cut out of a stone

lintel.

As to this removal of the plaster from the ex-

ternal face of the walls, less can be said, because

opinions dift'er as to tho mode in which walls of

the Saxon period were treated. In this particular

case, however, where tho walls for the most part

are of the roughest of rubble, wo have not the

slightest doubt that they were intended to be

plastered, and were so from the first. Here and
there, where the walling is of a somewhat better

character, a stone may bo seen with moss upon
it, but it is not the moss of a thousand years

ago. Be this as it may, we will make no com-
plaint on that head. Our regret and our anger

are for the destroyed chancel, and onr fear is for

the chancel arch, a most interesting example, and

for the characteristic long and short work all

over the remainder of the building. Some blame

surely attaches to tho Sussex Arcbmolcgical

Society, so busy with its excursions and its

dinners ! Did they do nothing to try and save

the building, the most precious in respect of its

uniqueness in the whole county. Where are

the Rev. W. Powell and Mr. F. Barchard, the

hon. secretaries ? Have they heard nothing of

these doings, or, worse still, have they heard

and yet not moved ? We drew attention to the

contemplated works here many months ago, and
the Royal Institute of British Architects, at a

meeting specially convened, passed resolutions

declaratory of the great historical value of the

church, and urging the necessity for the most

careful conservation. The warning, however,

was useless. A third of the church has been

ruthlessly destroyed, and those who have been

concerned in the work have earned for them-

selves lasting obloquy.

THE INSTITUTION OF SURVEYORS.

The opening meeting of tho present session

of the Institution of Surveyors was held on

Monday, tho 8th inst., at the Rooms, No. 12,

Great George-street. There was a good attend-

ance of members, and the president, Mr.

John CluttoD, commenced the proceedings by
delivering an address. In tho course of it Mr.

Glutton said,

—

“It appears that 117 public Acts, and 159

private and local Acts, were passed during the

last session; and, althcngh so much time was
occupied in disonssion about the Irish Church,

that several Bills which were of interest to us

were put on one side for the present, others were
passed which, more or less, directly concern ns.

‘ Tho Irish Church Act, 1869,’ incidentally

promotes the interest of our profession, and
promises to give employment for some years to

architects, surveyors, and actu.aries, whom the

Commissioners are empowered to engage, and to

pay oat of moneys in tbeir hands, on a scale

approved by the Commissioners of tho Treasury.

Nearly all the directions for the partition, sale,

or retention, of the Church property, are baaed

on the present estimated annual value; and
property directed to be sold is, in most oases,

to be first offered to the parties in poasessioD, at

prices fixed by the Commissioners. Provision is

also made for arbitrations, which are to be con-

ducted in accordance with the directions of the

Lands Clauses Consolidation Acta.

‘The Valuation of Property (Metropolis)

I

Act’ is of considerable iraportanoe, not only as

I

regards its immediate effects, but viewed as an

j

experiment in the direction of an equalization of

assessment, and probably of rating, throughout

the country. Every one must admit the absur-

dity—many have experienced the annoyance

—

of the assessment of their bouses by two or three

Committees or Boards at different amounts, for

various rates or taxes, each indopendeut of the

other. Oftentimes the assessment is raised by

some zealous Surveyor, of Taxes simply by way
of experiment, to see how mnoh it can be in-

creased before the occupier will submit to the

annoyance of an appeal. This Act then, which

applies only to those parishes which are wholly

or for the greater part in value under the juris-

diction of the Metropolitan Board of Works,

provides that copies of the valuation lists, as

made out by the overseers under the Union
Assessment Committee Acts, shall be sent to

the Surveyor of Assessed Taxes, and to the

various authorities concerned with the county

rate, sewer, and other local or general rates, who
have powers of appeal, both against the total

and the particular assessments of any parish, to

Courts of special and general Aeseasmeut Ses-

sions to be held by the justices. Each valuation

list, when finally approved, is to bo in force five

I

years, subject to such alterations as may be

I necessary. Every fifth year a new list is to be

made out and formally approved as before. This

list is to be evidence of the gross and rateable

value of the hereditaments included therein.

The poor-rate, the county-rate, sewer-rate, and

all local rates, are to be made on the rateable

value, and the house and property tax on the gross

value, as set forth in tho lists. An attempt has

also been made in this Act to define more clearly

the terms ‘ gross and rateable value.’ In the

Bill as originally drawn, it was proposed to have

a * General Valuation Board,’ chosen from the

assessment committees of the several unions,

who were to settle and approve the valuation

lists, with appeal to a Poor Law Commissioner,

who was to hold a court at certain times. The

whole of this arrangement was struck out on

discussion in the Honse, and the assessment

sessions by the justices substituted. It was also

proposed that the gross value should not be fixed

at any less sum than the rent actually paid.

This obvious injuatice, and contravention of

acknowledged principles of fair assessment, was
also struck out.”

A vote of thanks to the president for his

address, was moved by Mr. H. A. Hunt, and
seconded by Mr. J. H. Lloyd, and carried

unanimously. Mr. Menzies and others then
addressed the meeting, which was afterwards

adjourned to Monday, November 22Qd, when
Mr. W. Hope, vice-chairman, will read a paper
in continuation of that of last session, on the
:“ Distribution and Agricultural Use of Town
Sewage.”

THE PUBLIC HEALTH IN THE
PAST SUMMER.

It appears inevitable that until sanitary in-

tolligenco becomes more generally diffused, and
until the people are better educated in the

rudiments of physiology, we shall continue the

victims of our climate. Each summer and
winter the periodical returns of the Registrar-

General show with what regularity our death-

rate moves in sympathy with the mercury in our

thermometers. In summer a few degrees, more
or less, of beat are a matter of life or death to

thousands of our infant population through

diarrhoea. In winter the mortality from diseases

of the respiratory organs is directly governed by
the temperature, and a week’s frost will often

double the number of deaths from these diseases

at all ages. It is impossible, therefore, satis-

factorily to review the death-rates in any summer
or winter quarter without fully taking into con-

sideration its meteorological conditions.

Althongh the past summer was far cooler than

that of 1868, its temperature was nearly two
degrees above the average of the same quarter in

ninety-eight years, according to the calculations

of Mr. Giaisher, of the Royal Observatory,

Greenwich. Throughout July, except the first

few days, the weather was warm, and above the

average. In August the temperature was below

its seasonable average, except during one very hot

week between the 21st and 29ch. September was
generally warm, and the temperature showed a

considerable excess throaghoot the month. Very
little rain fell during July or August, and
although the fall in September showed a slight

excess, the amount measured in the quarter was
in. below the average of fifty-four years.

The mean temperature of the air in the quarter

was 61'4’ Fahr., and 2'5° below the mean of the

corresponding quarter of 1868.

In England and Wales during last quarter the

R 'gistrar-General tells us that the natural

increase to the population by excess of births

over deaths was 75,478, or more by 13,513 than

in the corresponding quarter of 1868. This

increase was, however, very materially reduced

by emigration, as it appears that during the

quarter '70,734 emigrants left the various ports

of the United Kingdom. These numbers, we
are told, do not include those who sailed from

ports where Government emigration agents are

not stationed. An increase of 18,109 emigrants

was shown upon the return for the same quarter

of 1868, the largest part of which increase was
of English and Scotch, whose destination was
principally to tho United States and British

North America. The increase of Irish emi-

grants was only 3,171. The births in England
and Wales during last quarter were below the

numbers in the summer quarters of either 1867

or 1868, but showed an aunu d rate of 34'5 per

1,000 against an averageof340 in the ten previous

corresponding quarters. In the eleven largest

cities and boroughs of England, including Lon-

don, the birth-rate was 35'1, and in forty-six

other large English and Welsh towns, 34‘3 per

1,000; the town birth-rate therefore was not,

generally speaking, much in excess of that in

the rural districts.

The deaths registered in England and Wales

last quarter showed a decline of 15,848 upon

those returned in the summer quarter of 1868,

and were 2,000 lower than in the same period of

1866, when cholera was somewhat epidemic
;
hut

with those two exceptions the deaths showed a

considerable excess upon each of the correspond-

iog quarter, as far back as 1859. The death-

rate, however, which is calculated upon the

estimated population of each year, was only

20 8 last quarter, against 23'9 in 1868, and an

average of 20 6 in the third quarters of the ten

years 1859-68. In the town districts the death-

rate last quarter was 23 3 per 1,000, against

17‘4 in the rural districts, including, of course,

the small towns and villages. This difference of

six per 1,000 in the mortality of the two sec-

tiona of the population, may almost be taken to
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represent the waste of human life which is due
to the habitual disregard in towns of the most
obvious sanitary laws. Theoretically towns should

be quite as healthy, if not healthier, than rural

districts, and we may fairly expect to see iu the

future these relative death-rates practically more
nearly assimilated.

In the eleven large English towns furnishing

weekly returns, including London, the death-rate
last quarter averaged 2o 2 per 1,000, which was
nearly 2 per 1,000 in excess of the general town
death-rate, end so much as 7 8 above the rate

in country districts. These towns are estimated
to contain a population of about five millions and
a half. In forty-six other large English and
Welsh towns ranking next in size, the death-rate
last quarter averaged only 21-2 per 1,000, which
was more than 2 per 1,000 below the general
town death-rate. These forty-six towns are
estimated to contain a population of nearly three
millions. We shall presently have to allude to

one or two of these forty-six towns, which form
an exception to the generally low death-rate

;

but as it is evident that the principal excess of
deaths last quarter occurred among the eleven
largest towns before mentioned, we will first

consider severally the rates in those towns.
London, which contains nearly half of the

entire population of these eleven towns, showed
last quarter a death-rate c>f 2-1-3 per 1,000, or

1 per 1,000 above the general town death-rate,
which was almost as high as the rate that
prevailed during the remarkably hob summer of
1868, and nearly 4 per 1,000 above the rate in

1867. Among the other towns, Birmingham and
Bristol enjoyed rates so low as 21'4 and 21-7
respectively; the rates were 23 7 in Newcastle,
24'6 in Bradford, 25 2 iu Hull, 25 6 in Sheffield,
25‘9 in Salford, 27'2 in Leeds, 29'3 in Man-
cheater, and highest, 30 5, in Liverpool. New-
castle, Manchester, and Leeds showed a satis-

factory improvement upon the average of pre-
vious corresponding quarters, although, as re-
gards the two latter,, much remains still to be
done ere they will permanently take higher
places in these periodical lists. In all the towns
except London aud Bristol the rates for the

j

quarter showed a large decline upon the summer
j

quarter of 1868, principally due to a decrease in
|

the deaths from diarrbma. 1

Among the forty-six towns in the second list,

'

nine towns showed death-rates exceeding 25 per
1.000, among which Exeter, Leicester, Halifax, ^

and Tynemouth may be especially pointed out'
as exhibiting in their returns evidence of un- i

satisfactory conditions. In Exeter the rate
*

has now been excessive for some quarters, and'
a severe epidemic of measles swelled the re- I

turns during the past summer. Leicester has
1

again suffered from infantile diarrhoea, in excess ^

of most other towns. In Tynemouth and Hali- •

fur, diarihcea and scarlatina combined to pro-'
duce a very high rate of infant mortality.

I

Considering the far more moderate heat of the
!

past summer, compared with that of 1868, the
’

fatality from diarrhoea in the third quarter of this '

year was very remarkable. In Loudon, daring '

the quarter the deaths from diarrhoea showed a

'

decliue of but 18 per cent, upon the same period
'

of 1868, while in Liverpool it was only 13 per
cent. In most of the other towns the decline
was much greater; but according to a special
return made to the Kegistrar-General, during
the last nine weeks of the quarter, the annual
death-rate from the disease averaged in the
eleven towns more than 4 per 1,C00, and ranged
from 2'5, 3 2, and 3 -1-, the lowest in Bristol,
Newcastle, and London, to 5 8 in Leeds, 6 4 in
Birmingham, and 6 6 in both Manchester and
Liverpool. In Leicester, the death-rate from
diarrhcea for the whole quarter was 8'9 per
1.000. The mortality from diarrhcea was greatest
during the last week in July, and the first fort-
night in August, after which it steadily declined,
and, at all events in London aud Liverpool, ap-
peared to be scarcely influenced by the remark-
ably hot week at the end of the latter month.
Above 90 per cent, of this mortality from
diarrhosa occurs among infants, aud it is impos-
sible to tell how large a proportion of these may
be directly traced to actual neglect, without
taking into consideration the habitual and igno-
rant disregard of precoutions of diet and clean-
liness which indirectly help to produce this
annual waste of life, varying only with the
summer temperature.

In addition to this excessive death-rate from
djarrheea, the country was suffering during the
latter part of the quarter from what it is fashion-
able now to call a “ wave” of scarlet fever, which
has increased in intensity in the month that has

•ce the end of the quarter. In Loudon,
Liverpool, Hull, Leeds, and Sheffield, the epi-

demic still rages severely. Daring last quarter,
in addition to these towns, Reading, Shrewsbury,
West Bromwich, Dudley, Basford, Oldham,
Rochdale, Haslingden, Blackburn, Scarborough,
Durham, Chester-le-Street, Tynemouth, and
Monmouth, were all visited by this epidemic with
more or less severity. Such visitations are the
warnings that town populations from time to

time receive of their nnsatisfactory sanitary con-
dition. The tendency of the present day is for-

tnnately to pay more attention to these warnings
than was usual even in the earlier part of the
present century.

RAMSGATE RETOUCHED.
No reminiscence, historical or topographical,

polemical or political,—nothing of the kind.

Our purpose is rather suggestive of an archi-

tectural, sanitary, or social future, than a
memoried past. We went to Ramsgate, not as a
fosbionable visitor would go to it or its seaside

neighbour Margate
; we went on business, aud

in availing ourselves of the occasion we have
done a little additional duty, we hope, in opening
our eyes and looking right and left. Ramsgate
has improved a little of late years on both sides

of the town. On the East and West Cliffs

the march is observable, but much remains
to be accomplished before we can write with
truth that its improvements are of a very re-

markable or attractive character. The approach
to the town from the London, Chatham, and
Dover station, is most unsightly, and far behind
the time. To use a trite but true expression,

yon enter the town by a system of “shooting
round corners” and angles, to the danger of a
break-neck by a personal or vehicular collision.

Leaving the gateway of the railway station, you
wind round to the left by the pier gates and
enter Harbour-street, a dangerous and narrow
defile or gut. If you subtract the footways from
the street here, yon have only the breadth of
one carriage-way, and this breadth of roadway
continues, with bub slight difierenoe as far as

convenience is taken into account, for abont two
hundred yards or more. Correctly speaking,
this narrow passage continues the entire length
of that part of the street between the npper and
lower pier gates. Through this narrow wind-
pipe of Harbour-street the traffic between the
railway station and the town has to be forced
through. To make matters worse a pile of
obstructive buildings, called the Harbour-
master’s Offices and Dock Stores, are back point
blank against the roadway, casting a pall of
darkness on the row of dwellings and shops
opposite, and injuring the trade of those whose
fate it is to be located in this spot. As we are
improvers and nob Vandals, we must perforce,
after due inspection, condemn this pile of harbour

!

buildings, which project out into the roadway, and
j

vote at once for their speedy removal. As the !

young local board is beginning to look alive in ^

Ramsgate about things in particular if nob in I

general, and as an agitation is at present rife in

the town, having for its object the transfer of the
powers vested in the Harbour Board itself, we
deem it the more opportune to have our say.

From inquiry and examination of the matter
in dispute, it strikes us that the harbour interests
could be managed better by the local board of
the town than by the present body. The obvious
improvements required in the Ramsgate harbour
of refuge could bo carried out simultaneously
with the town improvements.

Connected with the harbenr management there
is one great evil,—the dues levied off small craft
or vessels driven in by stress of weather, are
altogether too exorbitant for the freight of many
of these vessels. Numerous vessels are obliged
through necessity to seek the harbour of Rams-
gate as a place of safety in times of storm, to
escape certain shipwreck and destruction on the
Godwin Sands. A new scale of dues, according
to the tonnage of the vessels obliged to enter,
should be struck

; for certain we are that many
of the poorer or smaller and weaker craft lie out
at sea at the risk of life, from inability to pay
the dues at present demanded of them. It is

the intention of the local board, we believe, to
carry out an accommodating scale of dues suited
to all classes of vessels as soon as the powers
now possessed by the Harbour Board are vested in
other hands. We believe the Board of Trade
are in favour of the transfer as soon as certain
reqnirementa are proved and conditions agreed
to.

Proceeding along the quay, or street facing
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the inner basin of the harbour, the traffic ia

obliged to make a circuit, owing to the circular

sweep of the basin that bounds it. Now, on
mature consideration, we would go in boldly for

cutting off this segment of the harbour simul-

taneoosly with the removal of the present
harbour-master’s offices, thereby widening the
whole length of the thoroughfare from the
entrance to Harbour-street to the approaches
of the West Cliff, or even further. Filling

in this cut-off slice of the inner basin and
making it into a roadway would not cause the

slightest inconvenience, and it would be a very
unappreciable loss to the harbour interests com-
pared with the vast benefit that would be con-

ferred on the town, and the inhabitants and shop-
keepers along the quay. A glance by those who
live upon the spot most convince them that a
wonderful improvement to the roadway by which
the central portion of the town is reached would
be effected. At present the small coaling craft

chat unload on the quay are in too close

proximity to the line of houses and shops that
flank the opposite aide of the roadway, and in

summer time the nuisance of the drifting coal

dust obliges the hotel-keepers opposite to shut
down their windows to escape the injurious effects

on their rooms.
On the East Cliff some easy and ready

approach from the town ia required, as at present

there is no carriage-way except from the more
elevated part of the town. The sands are

reached from the East Cliff by a long stone

stair; but vehicular traffic, or perambulatory
locomotion even, exists not from this poiuL
Plans, we believe, have been suggested and
discussed, but what they have been like we know
not; but this we do know, that we cannot
discover any terrible engineering difficulty in

the way of creating a tolerably easy approach by
a roadway, beginning near the pier-gates and
gradually rising to the level of the cliff head at

Augusta Stairs. The house property perched up
there, and now gradually extending onwards to

and beyond St. Lawrence-on-the-Sea, will never
become payable or eligible property until an easy

line of communication is effected from the lower
part of the town direct. The new roadway
might commence, as we said, springing from
opposite the entrance to the pier-gates, and
sweeping up the cliff inside the railway station.

If nothing but a solid roadway was intended, the

cut away chalk and flinty shingle of the cliff

would help in the formation, and would tend

to lighten the cost of construction ;
but if

the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway
Company, as they evidently would, enter into

this desired improvement, which would be to

their benefit, a double purpose could be obtained

by the outlay of a little more capital. Then,
instead of a solid roadway, the structure might
be arched, thereby forming underneath a require-

ment which the present railway company is with-

out,—good stores, or series of stores. We have
indicated enough on this point by way of sug-

gestioD ; and if the matter be taken up with
spirit the difficulty of a ready approach from the

lower part of the town to the East Cliff will

vanish.

On the East Cliff a terrace of new houses of

^

Gothic character was recently built, from the

designs of Mr. E. W. Pugin. Four of the houses

have been thrown into each other and converted

into a hotel, which is called The Granville. The
terrace is not yet finished. The buildings are

attractive in appearance, and the intention will

no doubt be in part realised in the summer
months, daring the flock of visitors to the sea-

side. The Granville and the Granville Hall will

doubtless get a fair share of patronage. The
site chosen is a good one, and it is presumed
that the fare and conduct of the establishment
will be on a scale commensurate with the re-

spectability it aims at. Some new buildings are

and have been erected lately at the head of the

town, on the West Cliff side, and some neat and
handsome villa residences are to be seen also.

Ramsgate wants a proper market; the pre-

sent niche in the wall is an ugly patch upon the

eye of Ramsgate. This little less than “ cob-

bler’s stall” ought to disappear, and a proper
aud commodious market take its place. A few
public fountains would be an improvement in

the summer time
;
and if Ramsgate has any

pride or commendable ambition, perhaps she can
remember some celebrity of Kent or the Isle of

Thanet worth erecting a statue to. There are
many other things that Ramsgate might do for

itself; bub we hesitate to bend its back by in-

creasing its burden. Public parks, we suppose,
are in the distance, and museums, public
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libraries, and workmen’s institutes. A great

deal of money is expended in Ramsgate by

visitors during the summer months. We should

like to see a portion of this money practically

utilised in the improvement of the town
5
and if

those who reap the richest harvest were to con-

sult with those who desire to improve the town,

a greater yearly influx of capital would be the

result. Money spent in adorning and improving

the town would bring good interest.

In taking our leave at present of Ramsgate,

we must note that we have omitted to speak of

a few other matters that will “ keep,” anent

dredging and dredging machines, ship building

and repairs ; the mud bank in the harbour, and

how to obviate it.

To Ramsgate wo bid once more adieu. On
the score of health commend ns to it. While its

white cliffs are visible, and the ocean winds

and waves sweep across the Godwin sands,

there will be hope and health for the town, even
though no social or sanitary inspector be visible

to the naked eye.

ART IN THE NORTH.

On Thursday, the 4bh, a conversazione was
held by the members of the Alnwick Mechanics’

Institution, in the Corn Exchange of that town,
when the Duko of Northumberland presided,

and presented the prizes and certificates of the

euccessful students of the science and art

classes recently established in connexion with it.

Mr. Adam Robertson, secretary, read the annual
report; and the co-secretary, Mr. Heatley,

announced the names of the students who bad
distinguished themselves by winning honours.

The Duke addressed the large audience on the

advantages of a scientific and artistic education,

and also ga\^ a few words of encouragement to

each pnpil on handing him his prize.

There was an exhibition at the same time of

objects of Local, European, and Oriental art and
interest, all loans from residents. In the course

of the evening four short lectures were delivered,

the first being on Palmontology, by Mr. George
Tate

5
the second, on Galvanism and the Electric

Telegraph, by Mr. W. J. Carr; the third, on
Art, by Mr. E, R. Wilson

;
and the fourth, on

the Chemistry of Respiration, by Dr. MaoVail.
We subjoin some of Mr. Wilson’s remarks on
art :

—

Overlaying all the surroundings and conditions

of our everyday life is a beautiful presence, for

which we all feel more or less appreciation.

The more cultivated or refined our minds, the

more enjoyment comes to us out of this beau-
tifal presence, and the more indispensable it is

to ns. I need not say, as yon have the pro-
gramme before you, that I allude to art, that
mixture of fancy and skill, expressed in graceful

forms and harmonious colours, which can make
a bare wall as beautiful as a woman’s song, a bit

of ironwork like a poem, a bit of woodwork like

a psalm, a common mug or dish worth a king’s

ransom. The wall, and the iron, and the wood,
and the clay are all good in themselves; but this

overlaying with fancy and skill,—in very much
the same way as we read the chapiters of the
Ark of the Covenant were overlayed with silver

and the pillars with gold,—makes them infinitely

more precious. I must preface the few remarks
I am going to make concerning local illustra-

tions of my subject with a few words in praise

of this captivating, elevating, enchanting Art.

Whatever we do for art in the way of cultiva-

tion, art does for us tenfold, nay, a hundredfold.

It is true man has lived upon earth without art,

but only in a dumb and blind kind of way in

holes and caves,—a kind of way that we should
look upon now as insuflerable squalor, not to be
thought of after dark without a shudder. Directly

he emerged from his cave and resolved upon a
better habitation, art came to him, and has
abided with him ever since, brightening his days,

beautifying his home, decking out the companion
of his life, woman, and in nearly every con-
ceivableparticular putting a new and pleasant face
upon things. Under the auspices of art, the rude
weapon of the successors of the cave-dwellers
was perfected in form and ornamented

;
the rude

clay urn that was to be bnried in the grave of

tho warrior’s child, or wife, or in his own,
became graceful and rich in fanciful markings

;

and step by step, and in the course of one
generation after another, the gear of humanity
put on an aspect of loveliness. In our own dis-

trict, to which I wish especially to confine myself,

we have remains of this first impulse to art in

the sculpturesque rock-markings which Mr.

Langlands first observed on the Berwick hills,

and concerning which Mr. Tate has subsequently

told US so much and so well. We have, too,

remains of very early habitations, mere circular

stone huts, grouped together, sometimes, within

circular ramparts ; and occasionally wo come
across stone cists, or places of sepulchure of

these ancient people, as, recently, at Forest-gate

and on the banks of the Cawlish Burn
;
indeed,

it would be difficult to pick out a district pos-

sessing more remains of this period. As century

after century left these primitive days farther

and farther in the past, nearly everything man
took into his hand became a vehicle for the

expression of artistic feeling; and at last we
find him, in different countries, building palaces

and filling them with sculpture, paintings,

mosaic work, carvings, superb furniture, vessels

of silver and gold enriched with enamels and

precious stoues, and utensils, even when destined

for the commonest purposes, treated artistically.

I include the meanest utensils of common life in

this category advisedly, for there are, at the

present day, in the museum of the Hotel Cluuy,

in Paris, many examples of the most delicate

taste lavished on humble objects. I may mc-ntion,

as an instance in point, a gridiron of French

Medimval workmanship preserved there, which

is every bit as dainty and elegant in its design,

relatively to its purpose, as a piece of point lace.

Goblets, basins, plates and dishes, all the splendid

array of vessels that stood upon the dressoir or

upon the banquet-table, we might expect woiild

exhibit artistic beauty, as, indeed, they did
;
but

this instance of art adding grace to usefulness

is a convincing homely proof, I think, of niy

assertion that art will do a hundredfold more for

us than wo can do for it.

In the comparatively early days of humanity,

art seems to have lingered long with the slant-

faced Egyptians on the banks of the Nile, help-

ing them to adorn their slant-faced temples and

tombs
;
and thence to have passed to the banks

of the Euphrates. Traces there of palace after

palace rising terrace upon terrace, aud temples

and tombs of a colossal size, give us a grand idea

of the people who conld compass them. Then we
find art tarrying on the banks of the Tigris, and

on those of the Ganges, receiving a distinctive

treatment on each, and ultimately thriving in

Europe. The Greeks, Etrurians, and Romans,

all Cl urted its bright presence, developed its

adaptability, and basked in the beauty they en-

joyed under its auspices. In the course of the

many centuries in the various lands I have thus

lightly touched upon, there were vicissitudes in

the fortunes of that portion of mankind that in-

habited them, that ever and anon were felt by

art,—seasons of depression, “ dark ages,” if you

wilt
;
dynasties decayed, desolation ensued

;
faith

and even clime endured some changes ; but

through good and ill fortune art stood forth or

stood by as occasion required, ready at all times to

be taken np where it was put down, and be the

same solace and iooendve to onr race that it was
from the beginning. In what we call the middle

ages many noble, generous, exalted inspirations

were expressed in mosaic work, ivory carvings,

wood carvings, goldsmiths’ work, stained glass

miniatnres, iTlnminated missals, enamels, and in

ceramic wares, as well as in the grandest of all

the arts, architecture, and its most sumptuous

decorations, painting and sculpture. Thousands

of brains were at work in these various depart-

ments ;
some in the convent cell or cloister, as

in the case of Fra Angelico, the sweetest,

purest, and most pathetic of Italian painters;

some in palaces, as in tho case of the Duke de

Medici, who spent ten years in perfecting

ceramic treasures
;
others in ordinary studios or

ateliers ; and others, again, like the indomitable

Bernard Palisey, with scarcely a roof over their

rough workshops. And in the present day we
have this mass of brain-work to look back upon.

It is our heritage : left us by those who have

gone before, for our guidance, consolation, emu-

lation, aud intellectual delight.

Having thus outlined the commencement and

progress of art,—having seen how the ancient

Egyptians gave one aspect to it, the bearded

Assyrians another,the Persians, Hindoos, Greeks,

Etruscans, Romans, others, all distinctly marked

by national characteristics,—we will turn our

attention to the existing examples of ancient and

modern art in this locality. Just as the annual

overflowing of the Nile, Euphrates, Tigris, and

Ganges influenced those who lived on their

banks, and caused them to build protecting

dykes and embankments, and form canals, so

the situation of Northumberland, on the borders

of a hostile country, called into requisition

buildings that were necessary for the protection

of the inhabitants. The great Roman wall was
the earliest comprehensive work to effect this

object. This great stone barrier stretching right

across England from sea to sea, with towers ac

intervals sufficiently close to admit of easy com-

munication, and garrisoned stations here and

there along the line, was as great a work in its

way as we need wish to see. It answered it«

purpose when it was made, and there are frag-

ments still standing, climbing over steep hills

and dipping down into narrow dells, to teach us

what may be done by courage and determina-

tion even in the teeth of hostilities. The Saxons

availed themselves of its protection, con-

sequently had no occasion for a similar

defensive work
;

but we have remains of

their architecture in this neighbourhood, as in

the tower of Whittingham Church, and the

chancel arch of Bolam Church, from which we
may assure ourselves that art was not lying by

in their days. And when we come to the gal-

lant Norman and Edwardian castles, and the

sturdy, I might almost say placky, pele towers,

or stone sentinels, scarcely auywhere across the

border country more than three miles distant

from each other, and the great grave-looking

hassle-houses, we find the necessity for defence

from powerful aggressors again giving a dis-

tinctive character to the country-side. Just as

much as the poem of Chevy Chase stands apart

in all literature, and its wailing notes in all

minstrelsy, do the buildings of this tract of

country stand apart in all arohitectnre. Many
of the churches belonging to this old time, as

will occur to moat of you, partake of this same

sturdy, self-reliant, defensive character, their

towers being either veritable pele towers, as at

Ancroft, or capable of fortification, as at Wark-

wortb, Bglingham, and Long Houghton. Our

own old parish church, St. Michael’s, you will,

doabtless, call to mind before I can do so, has a

peculiar turret at the south-east end, for some

defensive purpose, that places it at once apart

from the open unquestioning edifices of more

midland counties. Norman window openings

were small everywhere, but here they were

smaller still, those in the church at Rock, mea-
suring only a few inches in width. In Plan-

tagenet times the same care, scrutiny, expecta-

tion, and preparation, were practised and made
evident. In the days of the house of Lancas-

ter, we may see by our grand, stern, ragged

gateway, into the town, Bondgato tower, every

precaution against surprise and assault was still

taken
;
but in Tudor times, wo may read on the

old sunny, mullioned, atone faijades of houses

frequently built iu the form of a wing to some

of the older peles, the need for constant alert-

ness was passing way. Thas the art of the

district tells ns its history.

Coming now in my rapid survey to examples

of modern art in the district, we approach the

great centre of border life, Alnwick Castle. The

admirable Duke Algernon, in turning the great

fortress into a treasure-house of art, and found-

ing a temporary school of art within its pre-

cincts, planted the germ, as it were, of an ex-

tended appreciation of the fine arts in this

locality, the first fruits of which have called us

together this evening. Within the walla of Aln-

wick Castle, workers in nearly every department

of art may now see fpecimeus of their work, exe-

cuted with a skill and fancy, that will make them

impntient of less excellence in themselves, and so

spur them on to greater efforts. The paintings,

—

I am now speaking of the friezes and other deco-

tions, not the pictures,—the acalptured chimney-

pieces, the carved ceilings, doors, and window

panels, tho inlaid dados, the Venetian mosaic

pavement of the so-called guard-chamber, the

opus Alexandrinum in the chapel, the ivory inlaid

fire-place in ono of tho chief chambers, the

smiths’ work, too, can be either examined use-

fully as lessons in different branches of art, or

studied together as most sumptuous groupings of

colours and forms. Those who look upon the

interior of Alnwick Castle from a pictorial point

of view will be reminded of the brilliant colour-

ing of Titian, and of the soft blending of the

delicate hues of his rival, Giorgione
;
and those

whose artistic experience does not enable them

to form snch associations of ideas cannot but

be impressed with its richness, beauty, and

harmony. It will bo, as I have said, a spur to

some, an incentive to others, a cunsolation to

more, and a repression to those who need re-

pressing. Indeed, we can scarcely place a limit

to the influence for good of such examples.

Even the most simple-minded matron, whose
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mind has never considered a qaestion more
artistic than the creation of an apple-dumpling
or a roley-poley, will go home to her kitchen or

parlour, after she has been permitted the privilege

of seeing the art-treaenrea of the castle, less

content with her four bare walls, and more ready
to welcome the first approach of art. The flat-

irons and Incifer match-box will no longer appear
suitable decorations for her chimney-piece

j
and

she will be brought to think, “ Wor Geordie
might larn worse things than a bit dra’ing.”

SCHOOLS OF SCIENCE AND ART.

Technical Education for London .—A meeting
of “Masters, Wardens, and Clerks of the Livery
Companies of the City,” has been held at the
Mansion-house, under the presidency of the
Lord Mayor, to discuss the best means of diffus-

ing technical education amongst the working
classes of the metropolis. His lordship stated
that he thought their course should be, first, to
adopt a resolution declaring the necessity and
importance of technical teaching, and then for

each company to diecuss in its court the money
assistance ic would be prepared to give. Their
op-ants might spread over three years, and at the
end of that time they might severally and col-

lectively review results. Mr. Buckmaster, from
the Technical School at Kensington was present,
and would give them some practical hints as to

the best course to be pursued. It was indis-

pensable that something should be speedily done,
as manufacture after manufacture was leaving this

country, and being taken up in foreign countries.
Mr. Campin corroborated the Lord Mayor as to
the rapid improvement which was perceptible in
foreign work, but feared that no Government
interference would be sufficient [to educate the
British workman up to the Continental level.

It was for the Livery Companies to show them-
selves fit for their position, by taking the lead

^

in such a movement. He suggested that the
j

day’s work should be to appoint a committee to
I

draw up a plan. Mr. Sherifif Vallentin proposed
a formal resolution, declaring it expedient that

!

the Livery Companies should forward and pro-
secute the object of teohnical education. The
proposition was carried unanimously. Mr. Buck-
master said that the proper system of technical
edncation would be to teach theory in the
schools, and to leave practical application to the
workshops. He exhorted the Livery Companies
to undertake the good work, promising them that
they need fear no injurious rivalry from South
Eensiuglou. The real danger to British work
lay in the desire to produce it cheap, and the
Livery Companies should seek to make it good..

Their great object should be to obtain good
teachers, and for that purpose examinations
shonld be held and premiums should be given,
as was at present done by the School of Science
and Art. The proceedings terminated with the
appointment of a committee, and a cordial vote
of thanks to the Lord Mayor, now Sir J. C. Law-
rence, bart., M.P.

The Coventry School of Art .— The annual
meeting of this school has been held in St.

Mary’s Hall, under the presidency of Lord Leigh.
There was a large attendance, which included a
great number of ladies. The committee report
that they are again enabled to show evidence
of satisfactory progress,—an equal number of
medals, one additional Queen’s prize, a larger
number of successful candidates in the examina-
tions, a similar recognition of the merit of the
master, and a higher general position for the
school. An increased number of students have
attended, the numbers being 189, against 155
last year. The awards of the Department of
Science and Art are about the same as in 1868.
The number of students who passed the March
examinations in freehand, model, geometrical,
perspective, and mechanical drawing was 18,

against 35 last year; and the successful papers
were 56, against 50 last year. The funds are
now in a sufficiently satisfactory condition to
allow an expenditure for paving the passages to
the school-yard. Among the drawings of the
year much good and careful work was pointed
to in the report. The ribbon designs are in
better taste, and better adapted to the manufac-
turers’ purposes than formerly. The designs for
watch-cases were fully up to those of former
years.

Scientific Education in Newcastle .—A public
meeting, convened by the committee of the
Newcastle Mechanics’ Institntion, has been held
in the leotare-hall of the Institute—under the
presidency of the mayor—for the purpose ol

considering the position of Newcastle with re-

spect to technioal education, and the propriety
of further developing the Goverument scheme
for scientific teaching, through the means of
evening classes, for artisans.

It was unanimously resolved,

—

“ That the state of (jeneral, and more especially
scientific, education among our working classes is behind
the requirements of the times, which, in order to make
progress therein, demand theoretical knowledge as well
as manipulative skill."

“That in the opinion of this meeting the Government
scheme for ecienlific education among the artisan class
popolation is well adapted to promote that end.”

The Ahinridan School of Science .—The third

annual public meeting of this school has been
held in the County-hall. The attendance was
very good, especially in the reserved seats. The
mayor occupied the chair. He said it was with
great pleasure that he saw the advance science
had made in Abingdon. It had been very rapid,

and in a short time he hoped to see greater
results achieved by the members of the classes.
“ The third Annual Report of the Abiogdon
Science Classes ” was read. It stated that while
the sucoesB uttaiucd by the students has not been
of so high a standard as compared with the re-

Bulls of the two previous examinations, still there
has been no diminution in the number of pupils,

and their labours have been rewarded with a fair

share of success, so that the progress has upon
the whole been satisfactory. The school com-
menced its session of instruction in November
last, having three classes, viz., animal physiology,
inorganio chemistry, and physical geography.
No less than fifty students entered their names
to study in these subjects, and of these forty- four

presented themselves for examination in May
last; of this number twenty-six passed, viz.,

twenty males and six females—but of these only
one was entitled to take a Queen’s Prize. Twenty
passed in animal physiology, five in inorganio
chemistry, and one in physical geography.

!

The Keighley School ofArt .—The annual meet-
ing of this school has been held. Advantage was
taken of the meeting to present to the students
the prizes. A public tea meeting was held in

the school-room, at which the pupils and their

friends, upwards of 100 in number, were present.
After tea, a meeting was held in the Mechanics’
Institute, which was presided over, in the un-
avoidable absence of Mr. Isaac Holden, by Mr.
J. Kitson, juo., of Leeds. During tho year the
school has made considerable advances in every
direction in spite of the disadvantage under
which it labours, for want of more commodious
premises. Some newmembera have been received,
the attendance has been better, and some higher
class work has beeu executed. Mr. A. Stevenson,
of Leeds, the master of the Keighley School,
read the report of the Keighley Art Night Class
for the year to March, 1859. The report spoke
of the continued success of the school. There
has been a great increase in the number of pupils
who had entered the class, and never before had
the nightly attendance been so good as during
the twelve months siuce last annual meeting. I

find, said the reporter, from the school registers

that 76 pupils entered daring the year 1864, 92
in 1865, 67 in 1866, 72 in 1867, and 96 in 1868.
The success of the students in the annual
examinations has had the effect of popularising
the class, and I am glad to state that the great
proportion of the new entries consists of young
men. The following table is given in the report,

showing the ancoesses in the various grades of

examination for the last four years :
—

1866. 1867. 1869. 1869.
Nationsl awards (exceptional) 110 1

Prizes for drawinj: (3rd grade) 6 0 6 8
Drawings, “Batisfactory" (3rdgrado) 10 19 15 14
Znd grade prizes 8 11 12 9
2ud grade passes 10 14 15 34
2ud grade “fall certificates ' 10 5 6

Totals 36 60 63 71

“ I will now conclude this report,” said the master, “ by
drawing a parallel between what we are and what we con-
fidently hope to be. We are at present a night class in
divided possession of little better than a large cellar, with
no convenience whatever for pursuing the higher branches
of art instruedoD If we can do so much ss a
night class with such inadequate premises, what may we
not do when, in a new and commodions building, with
every requisite apparatus and sole possession, we rejoice
in tho name and advantages of a school art ? That that
position is awaiting us, we are happy to know. It has
been pleasant daring the last year to watch the slow and
certain ascent of the walls of that building which is to be
the future scene of our operatiuns, and I do not think I
am trenching on prophetic ground when I say that our
next annual meeting will be held within the walls of that
fine budding. A few weeks ago I went over tho building
with Mr. 8wire Smith, and was highly gratified with my
inspection. The school of art portion, in which we are
more immediately interested, is admirably adapted for its

purposes, it having been the care of the Building Com-
mittee that every part of the structure should be exactly

[Noy. 13, 1869.

snitable for its particular uses. The school consists of
three large class-rooms and an exhibition-room or pictnre-
gallery, and will accommodate 150 students at one time.
It is proposed to fit up these class-rooms with every
appliance necessary for art study, so that when finished it

will be a model school of art, and will want nothing bat an
influx of good students into its rooms to make it a success-
ful school of art.”

Northampton School of Science and Art .—The
public distribution of prizes awarded by th&
Science and Art Department to the saccessfnl
students of the science and art classes in con-
nexion with the Northampton Mnseum has taken
place at the town-hall. The certificates awarded
to the students by the Society of Arts were also

distributed. Sir Henry L. Dryden, bart., pre-
sided, and distributed the prizes and certificates.

There was a very large attendance of the public.

The report of Mr. C. Lees, science teacher,

stated that

—

“The subjects studied during the past winter were
acoustics, light, heat, magnetism, and electricity. The
classes were well attended, and the following successes
were attained

First-class certifi 'ates 16
Of whom eleven obtained prizes.

Second-class certificates 40
Third-class certificates 33

In the elementary and advanced papers in acoustics,
light, and heat, and in the advanced paper on magnetism
aud electricity there were two failures in all, out of 70
who sat for examination.
In the elementary paper on magnetism and electricity

the number of failures was large. It was a paper of ex-
ceptional difficulty, one that required good reasoning
power; and this opinion, I have good reason to believe, is

shared in by teachers and students of all other classes ia
that subject in the United Kingdom.

Classes are already formed for the ensuing winter in—
Magnetism and Electricity; Acoustics, Light, and Heat ;

I
Animul Physiology; Inorganic Chemistry; and Physical
Geography.
130 names are enrolled on the registers."

The report of the Art Classes stated that

“During the past year 67 students have joined the
olass—60 males and 17 females, their aggs varying from
12 to 16. The average monthly attendance is 29. The
greatest number attending during one month was 40 in
November last, and the smallest number in one month
was 20 in September of the ssme year. The average
attendance for each evening during which the class has
been open is 12 males and 10 females, making a total
average of 22. The actual number of students who attend
at the present time is 45. The favourable progress of the
class is apparent by the results of the examination held,
under the direction of the Science and Art Department,
on the 9th and loth of March lost There is no
lack ofpower or of inclination on the part of the students

;

but the inconvenience of the present class-rooms, in which
a concentration of light, which is essential to the lighting
of u cast, cannot be obtained, is a serious prohibition.”

The chairman urged attention to the subject of

new rooms for the classes, as well as lor the
museum.
The Shefield School of Art .—The annual meet-

ing of the subscribers to this school has been
held; Mr. F. Thorpe Mappin in the chair. The
reports and treasurer’s accounts having been
read and adopted, a vote of thanks was given to

Mr. Sounes, the head master, for the efficient

manner in which he had conducted the school.

The report of the council stated that the school,

both with regard to numbers and proficiency,

shows an improvement upon the last year. The
statement of assets aud liabilities showed a

balance of 1361. Is. 6d. in the hands of the
treasurer.

The Cirencester School of Art .—The committee
of this institution have just associated with
themselves new members to fill up vacancies
which had occurred in their number. The school

continues to be self-supporting, commencing a
new year at Midsummer last with a balance of
21. 123. in hand, against 11. Ss. 6d. brought
forward. Some popular lectures in connexion
with the school will be given throngh the aid of

Professor Church in the course of the next two
months. It appears that the publio fails fully to

appreciate the advantages offered by the school ;

aud the young artisans are not so alive as they
ought to be to their own interests in availing

themselves of the benefits to bo obtained there

at the very small charge of something under 2d.

a lesson.

Sea Water in Xiondon.

—

Various schemes
have been proposed for supplying Loudon with
pure sea water. A company has just been
formed, which has for its object to supply the
metropolis with pure sea water at so low a rate

as to bring it within the reach of all. It is pro-

posed to draw the water from the sea daily by
means of a steam-pump ; then to filter it, and
remove sand and other mechanical impurities.

The company undertake to deliver daily, Sun-
days excepted, one gallon of water, at the rate

of is. per week, aud five gallons for 4s. 6d. For
the present the delivery is limited to the western
parts of London,
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WOODBUBN, NEAR DARLINGTON.
WoODRunN, the residence of Hr. Theodore

Fry, is situated close to the town of Darlington.
Comraenced about two years since, it has just

been completed, from the designs of Mr. Geo.
Gordon Hoskins, architect. The bailding oocn-
pies a most picturesque site, surrounded by
pleasure-grounds of moderate extent, and com-
manding an excellent view of a beautiful wooded
valley flanking the river Tees, with the Cleveland
Hills in the distance. The external walls and
dressings are of stone from the Dunnhonse
quarries, near Staindrop, Yorkshire, the former
being faced with coursed and gauged pitched
blockers, with splayed beds and vertical joints,

and backed with rnbble-work to the width of
15 in, 5 then occurs a cavity of 2^ in., and a half-

brick lining walled in cement, the lining being
tied into the stonework by means of wrought-
iron ties. The shaft to the oriel window is of
red polished Aberdeen granite

;
the slating is of

Bangor slates, with every alternate four courses
cat to pattern, and it is furnished with iron crest-
ing. The principal corridors and offices on the
ground floor are laid with Messrs. Maw & Co.’s
tiles. The staircase is somewhat of the English
baronial style, and has a good effect from the
entrance-hall. The joiners’ work is of wainscot,
oak, St. John’s pine, and red deal, the latter
being stained and varnished.
The contractors for the various works are as

follows :—Masonry and brickwork, Mr. Thomas
Robson, Darlington} carpenters and joiners’
work, Mr. John Windalo, Darlington

; slating,
Messrs. Wharton, Darlington; plastering, Mr.
R. M. Ormerod, Carlisle

j
plumbing and glazing,

Messrs.W. Russell & Sons, Darlington
;
painting,

&o., the late Mr. W. Garthwaite, Darlington

;

carving, Messrs. Farmer & Brindley, of London.
The cost may be considered as between 9,O'00J.

and 10,0001.

THE MARQUIS OF BUTE ON ART.
Tub Marquis of Bute presented the prizes at

the Cardiff art and science classes, and in the
coarse of his speech observed,—“There is an
immense quantity of early-woven tapestry, the
plunder of private houses at the time of tbo
revolution, to be had in France,—so much so,
that, being at Lyons the other day, on the occa-
sion of a great public festivity, I found the
streets in many places hung all along with old
tapestry, sheets, and flowers. This woven ta-
pestry came i n about the time of the Renais-
sance, to fill the place of the embroidered
hangings of the Middle Ages, and later we find
the place of the simple hangings supplied by
stretching stuff, generally silk damask, tight
over the walls, as is common in large London
houses at the present day. This has a richer eflect
than paper, but besides the great cost, which must
forbid it, as well as woven tapestry, to many, it

shares with woven tapestry the great defect of
losing the grace and elegance of the older hang-
ings. It is to the old practice of hanging the
wall with Btufi" rather than painting or papering
it that I would particularly direct your atten-
tion. Piotares can very well be hung upon it.

Paper, however, is now come to bo the most
ordinary covering for our walla. A person with
taste will make careful choice of a paper whose
pattern does not offend, as many do

; and in this
matter Pugin lays down the samernleas regards
carpets, viz., the avoidance of anything like an
attempt at the representation of shade or per-
spective. In accordance with this, we shall fiad
that the best patterns are those after the
manner of diaper-work, both for effect and for
propriety, and a little oare will select those whose
colours and patterns are most suitable, consider-
ing the use to which the room is to be turned,
and the colour and kind of the rest of the furni-
ture. Concerning ceilings, the rule of adhering
to the nsefnl only, and not of forming structures
specially for the purpose of ornament, is fatal
to many flat plaster ceilings, which are simple
screens to hide the construction. The plainest
good ceiling is of wood, and, as in panelling, the
natural advantages of the wood should be care-
fully utilised. The effect of an open wooden
ceiling thus produced is very pleasing. If
further ornament be required, the wood should
be painted in an effective manner, which ouo-ht
to be light and more brilliant than the objects

below. We find that the decoration of old

wooden ceilings was frequently, as in nature, a
powdering of stars ; and heraldic decorations are
very well adapted, by their brightness, to occupy
this position. In large roofs, where carving has

been added, the effect has been splendid in the
extreme. Where convenience has made it de-
sirable to have a flat roof, this has been made
the object of sorao beautiful decoration. I think
I am nob mistaken in saying that a magnificent
specimen of this treatment remains in Peter-
borough. I am altogether innocentofan extraordi-
nary scheme which has recently been attributed to

me for filling the windows of a certain cathedral
with plate glass, to be farther disfigured by
having coats of arms cut on them, like the so-

called decorations of some decanters and wine-
glasses.”

nUNGERFORD BRIDGE
AND WELLINGTON-STREET VIADUCT.
The select committee on this proposed

undertaking have issued their second report.

In it they say they have come to the following
resolutions, which they have agreed to report
to the House :—1. That no general control
over works and baildings in the metropolis
constructed under parliamentary sanction, is at
present vested in any government or public
officer or department, other than that now exer-

cised by departments of Government over the
buildings that are under their superintendence.
2. That the design and execution of unsightly
works, such as the Charing Cross Railway
Station, and the railway bridges across the
streets and roadways of the metropolis, as well
as the juxta-posibion of the London, Chatham,
and Dover Railway Bridge, and the New Blaok-
friars Bridge, across the Thames, may be
reasonably attributed to the fact that railway,
gas, water, and other public companies, or
corporate or chartered bodies, have not been
hitherto required to deposit any designs, eleva-

tions, or models of prtjected works or build-
ings when applying for Parliamentary powers.
3. That having regard to the improvement
of the metropolis, and as a security against
its farther disfigurement, it is desirable that
whenever any public company or corporate
body applies for Parliamentary powers to enable
it to execute any works, or erect any buildings
in the metropolis, or to raise money for the
execution or erection of such works or build-

ings, it should, before coming to Parliament,
deposit at the office of the Commissioners of her
Majesty’s Works and Public Buildings plans and
elevations, designs or models, iu like manner
as railway companies are now obliged to deposit
plana and sections at the Board of Trade; and
the committee recommend that the standing
orders be amended, so as to effect this object.

1. That the First Commissioner of Works should
report to Parliament on such plans and eleva-

tions, designs or models, and that such reports
should be referred to the committees on private
Bills in the seme manner as the reports from the
Board of Trade and Admiralty are now referred.

JOHN HOPE, ARCHITECT.
At a meeting of the Liverpool Architectoral

Society,

Mr. Parslow read the following notes relative

to John Hope, an architect formerly practising

in Liverpool :

—

In a recent copy of the Bt'.ilder* the names
of the architects are given who competed for

the Dublin Exchange, one hundred years ago.

Comments are made upon a few of these names,
and it is added, some knowledge of others may
be possessed by readers of the Builder. I possess
information with reference to the Liverpool firm

whose name appears fifth on the list; my
authority is my brother-in-law, who is the great-
grandson of Mr. John Hope, the senior member
of this firm.

John and Samnel Hope were sons of John
Hope, architect and builder, of Millington,

Cheshire. John was born in the year 173i, and
Samuel in 1737. The father was architect to

the Earl of Stamford and Warrington, at bis

seats, Dunham Massey and Envll
;
he was also the

architect of Koutsford, Cheshire, and of several

residences in that county. His sons succeeded
to bis business, and came to Liverpool about the

year 1763. Samnel died shortly after engaging
in the competition referred to. John’s books,

still in existence, which were most elaborately

kept, show that he was engaged frequently by
the Corporation of Liverpool. He prepared
plans for the rebuilding of St. Nicholas’ Church,
for which he was paid, but there is no record of

his continuing the work. He was also engaged
as architect iu the erection of St. Paul’s Church,
though there is no record of his preparing plans
for it ; some interesting particulars, however,
appear. For attending Parliament and con-
ferring upon the Chnrch Bill he charges the
Corporation one gainea per day for forty-five

days. Ha also charges an annual salary of
521. lOs. for hia services for several years in

bailding the chnrch. The name of Timothy
Lightholler, who prepared the accepted design
for this church, is often mentioned by John
Hope in his books. He was farther engaged in

making additions to St. Domingo Honse, the

,

residence, for a short period, of one of the royal
dukes. Among other clients appears the name
of her Grace the Dowager Duohess of Athol;
also the Leigh family, of High Leigh Hall,

Cheshire; the Blundells, of Ince; and the Earles,

Stanleys, and Booths, of Liverpool. Wavertreo
Church was also built by him. A most com-
plete diary still exists of bis private and business
matters, which he kept every day for twenty-
eight years. An entry is made in hia day-book
relative to sending off his drawings for the
Dublin Exchange; but his diary does not com-
mence until the year following. A note worth
mentioning also appears of an agreement to pay
Mr. Byrom, his draughtsman, 401. per annum
for three years. This Mr. Byrom subsequently
married hia daughter, and succeeded to his

business at the beginning of this century. The
last entry in his diary was made fourteen days
before his death, which took place in his seventy-
third year, 1808.

In his diary are notes showing that he was an
interested observer of political events, which
subjects are also introduced into his business
letters from the Earl of Stamford and Warring-
ton; and a poom, expressing gratitude to God
for Mr. Hope’s recovery from a serious illness,

written by one of three orphans whom he took
under his care, represents him as remarkably
benevolent and kind to the poor.

THE BRIGHTON BOARD RECOVERS ITS
REASON.

It is with unusual satisfaction that we greet
the official promise that the directors of the
Brighton Railway “ have determined upon carry-

ing out a revised and reduced scale of fares,

together with increased facilities for season
tickets on and from the Ist of January next.”

We have had, our readers will remember, re-

peated occasions to contend against the suicidal

policy which is thus happily abandoned. The
question is one which finds its place in our
columns as a thoroughly bailding matter; in as

much as it has directly aftbeted the residential

value of the property along the course of the

Hue, and has led, not only to the disoontinnance

of building, but to the vacating of many resi-

dences actually let. The residential effect of a
given line of policy, or even of a given system
of management (or mismanagement), is a sub-

ject eminently interesting to our readers ; and it

is highly important to remark that it is precisely

this aspect of the subject which, as we have
ventured to anticipate, has at length proved
decisive.

Week after week have those who studied the

returns of railway traffic found them to give the

same nnmistakeable indications. Increase of

returns have been normal with all the lines rnn-

ning to London termini, with the significant ex-

ception of the London and Brighton railway.

The opening of the new Midland line, indeed,

has caused a division of the northern traffic,

which would, without reference to this fact, pre-

sent an anomaly; but the explanation, in this

case, is fully adequate, and no suoh cironmstance

has ocenrred in the South-Eastern district.

We can well believe that the decision of the

Board comes nob one hour too soon. We do not

mean too soon for the dividend to be carried in

the first half-year of 1870, but for the sake of

those residentially interested. A sabarban
region, in every respect equal in its local advan-

tages to the Sydenham and Norwood district,

has long been left comparatively virgin, for want
of that communication which is now one of the

first requisites of civilised life. The swelling

and wooded hills to the north of London, the
line of eminences outward of our English Mont-
martre, have only very recently been approached
by railway communication. The Great Northern
and the Midland Railways are now aiding, or

emulating, one another in supplying this missing
link. The basin of the Brent, the country aboutSee p. 781, ante.
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HornBey, Croncli End, Hendon, Edgeware, Stan-

more, is the best peopled and most rural district

within, an equal distance from town. There can

be no doubt that, as in all previous cases, the

builder will wait upon the engineer, and that

the best energies of the Brighton Board, if

directed to the encouragement rather than to

the destruction of a residential traflSo, will not

do more than enable the south-eastern suburban

district to keep pace with the growth of its

diametrically opposite neighbour.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

At the meeting of this Society on November
3rd, the prize offered by Mr. Picton for the

best sketch-book made by students during the

summer, was awarded to Mr. Oakley, a pupil of

Mr. H. H. Vale. It was stated by the secretary

that Mr. C. E. Smith, of Liverpool, sculptor, had

volunteered his assistance for the present in

giving instmotion to the figure-drawing class in

connexion with the Society, and that the class

would shortly re-open. Mr. J. A. Picton exhi-

bited a great number of sketches taken during

a recent tour in France, Italy, Switzerland, and

Germany, and gave some account of the pro-

gress of architecture in the various localities he

had visited.

At a special meeting of the Society, held on

the 5th ult,, a report of the sub-committee ap-

pointed to consider a proposed amendment of the

must ask you to allow me to state the works

which were under Mr. Cooper’s supervision at

the time this so-called neglect of duty is charged

to have taken place :—Isle of Dogs and Black-

wall sewer in connexion with the Millwall Dock

(case of arbitration) ;
construction of syphon

under entrance to London Dock
5
construction of

Low-level sewer from Tower-hill to Blaokfriars

Bridge
;
new street from the Mansion House to

Earl-street
;
Thames Embankment from the

Temple to Blackfriars Bridge ; also all the work

under contract over the district (the whole of

East London), of which he has the general super-

vision. These works, I am told, when finished

will cost over a quarter of a million of money.

As I have the above facte from a member of the

Board, I think I am justified, with your per-

mission, in laying them before your readers.

The moral of the matter is this, that although

you, as a public servant, may have for years

discharged most important duties in the best

possible manner, you may at any moment be

held up to public censure over a paltry and con-

temptible work, Bucb as the construction of an

ordinary coal-vault, at the instigation of men
who have no scientific or practical knowledge.

Should men’s reputation be thus frittered away ?

T.

which could be cleansed and disinfected with

ease, and closed when unnecessary. The move-

ment to set up such hospitals ought to be more
generally encouraged than it is.

COTTAGE HOSPITALS.

Dean Forest. — Lady Dunraven has added
r -

‘ j j r „ another institution to the village of Clearwell.
Liverpool Building Act was read, and formally

, instruction of
Ktt f.no TnofkT.incr n n n nrn 10001. .. ft .,BaDCtioned b7 the meet.Dg and ordered to be

, ^ readrag-room for its yoaog men,
forwarded to the town anthonties. The mam

|
^ ^

objeot of the report, which dealt only with a por- ^ completely tarnished, and replete
tion of the subject, was to recommend tbe op -

1

_ .a-.,-.

pointment of a competent tribunal, or jury of

experts, who should have power to adjudicate

upon, and sanction a deviation from, the letter of

the Act, as to construction of buildings, when-

ever such deviation could be shown to be

desirable and advautageous to the public.

THE WHITECHAPEL SCANDAL.

Sir,—The newspapers have recently given

prominence to the doings of the Metropolitan

Board of Works and some of their officers with

reference to the new street now being con-

structed by that Board from the end of the Com-
mercial-road into Whitechapel ;

and at the meet-

ing of the Metropolitan Board of Works on Friday,

the 5th insb., the committee, to whom the inquiry

was delegated with reference to the construction

THE GREAT AROID.

The Builder was one of the first to record,

some six months ago, the discovery of a new

and gigantic plant in the Cbontales Mountains

of Central America. As was then surmised, the

plant has proved to be new to science, and in

the words of Dr. Berthold Seemaun, its discoverer,

it is “ the largest Aroid, both in leaf and flower,

of which we have any knowledge.” A few weeks

after the paragraph appeared in this journal, two

living roots were received in this country, and

in a couple of months one of them shot up a

leaf-stalk 7 ft. high, and 9 in. in circumference}

the plant grows with great rapidity—several

inches during a single night. Your readers will

remember that it produces bub a single leaf}

this leaf, however, measures, including the stalk,

some 1 -i ft. in length, with a corresponding

spread. After this solitary, gigantic leaf has

died down, the single flower (which is 2 ft. in

length) appears. A living plant in the pos-

session of a London plant-merohanb was recently

exhibited at one of the meetings of the Royal

Horticultural Society, and was awarded an hono-

rary distinction, and the critical parts of the

flower are preserved in spirits at the British

Museum. Referring to the leaf-stalk, Dr. See-

mann writes, “ It looks like a huge^ snake

(beautifully mottled) standing bolt upright at

the command of some Eastern charmer.

Dr. Seemann has, in the last number of the

Journal of Botany, dedicated this giant Aroid
tecturally an addition to the appearance of the wt/.v,,.— ---

_ _ ,

village. Mr. J. Middleton, of Cheltenham, was to the conductor of this journal, under tne

the architect. The hospital has been opened by name of Godivinia^ gigas, for severa
_

reasons

Lady Dunraven, in a quiet manner. 1
which he is polite enough to pnn

, ^

Osivestry and Ellesmere.—The chief stone of a ' mainly because of early active support ot^wm-

cottage hospital has been laid, with Freemaeonic dow gardening in the metropolis, w lo a

ceremonial, at Oswestry. The new building is spread amongst even the humbler classes that

situate in the Welsh Walls, about 150 yards ' taste and love for plants without which, alter

from Willow-street. It is being erected from all, the race of botanists would soon become

the designs of Mr, W. H. Spaull, architect, ' extinct.”
.

Oswestry. It is to be built of red bricks re- How strong this love of flowers nowis amongst

lieved by white Ruabon bricks. The window- some of our working classes is well shown by

sills, heads, and other stonework are from the
^

Mr. Turner, the great nurseryman o oog ,

Cefn Quarries Company. The roof overhangs
|

who, in recently speaking of picotees an

at the eaves and gables, the latter having orna-
|

tions (to the growth of which there is very i e

mental barge boards. The whole design is of a encouragement given about London), sai, 0

Gothic character} but from the smallness of the could not supply the demand^ there \s

especially among the colliers of Merthyr

Tydvil and similar places.” W. G. S.

WOODEN RAILWAY VIADUCTS IN
YORKSHIRE.

On some of the early Lancashire and York-

shire lines of railway the bridges and viaducts

amount to be expended on the building there

of the coal-vaults and sewer (being portions of yyin of necessity be very little ornament. The
the contract for the formation of the new street I internal arrangements oomprise, on tbe ground

in question), brought up their report. The sub-
,
floor, general dining-room, 21 ft. by 13 ft. G in.,

stance of this report is, “ That the concrete over
. nurses’ sitting-room, surgery, bath-room, kitchen,

the coal-vaults, although it had been made two
, larder, scullery, wash-house, coal-house, wood-

months, was not yet hard. That the third ring ' house, ashes-oellar, Ac., as also two wards, one
of brickwork over the same vaults was not built to accommodate four beds, and the other two,

with whole bricks.” This is the sum of their
j

allowing about 1,400 cubic feet of air to each ® '

-i
' j a nnw

fault-finding. Now for their recommendation, bed. To these there is a nurses’ kitchen composed of woo ,
an

JoanH-a
which recommendation was adopted by the attached. The first floor, which is approached seem to be lu a fair way o

-p-n/ltlprn

Board, — “ That Mr. Cooper (the assistant by a wide staircase, has the same ward accom- attending such a sta eo
nn ontivA

engineer) is censurable for having neglected his modation as the ground floor, a sitting and bed counoi are jus now
lla

duties in permitting a portion of the works to be
, room for the matron, as also a bedroom for the determine

.n-n- rAmn
carried out in the defective manner which an bead nurse, and store-rooms. On the upper floor Lancashire an or -s ire ° P

^ ,

ezamioation has diaolosed.” are fear larged bedroome for the nnrsee. MeaerB.
,

^Wt or render

Now, sir, I feel certain that the public are W. Trow & Sons, of Wedueebury, are the con-
ia onmnospd of

not awLre Lat this gentleman, whom the com. t^otors for the whole building. “ 1818. The etraotnre, wh.oh is oompo.ed of

mittee have thought fit to thus hold up to pub.

lie condemnation, is the same Mr. Cooper who
carried out the construction of the new road

leading to Victoria Park, called the Bnrdett-

road
5
the Northern High-level sewer, extend-

ing from Old Ford, Bow, to Hampstead, nine

miles in length }
the Northern Outfall sewers

extending from Old Ford, Bow, to the Thames,

at Barking Creek, and 5^ miles in length, over

a difficult district, and nearly 20 ft. above the

level of the marshes over which it passes} the

Northern reservoirs in the marshes, covering an

area of 10 acres, tbe whole vaulted and groined
j

the Northern Low-level sewer, from Abbey
Mills, Stratford, to Tower -hill} the Abbey
Mills Pumping Station and engines, the largest

work of the kind in the world
j

the Isle of

Dogs branch of the Northern Low-level sewer, a

portion of whioh is laid in the bed of the

Thames, 35 ft. below high water j and the

Thames Embankment, between Waterloo Bridge
and the Temple Gardens, tbe cost of the whole
of which is over two millions of money, and
have been constructed without failure or settle-

ment of any kind.
I fear the enumeration of all these works may

be tedious, but as I believe it to be only an act
of justice to a badly-treated public servant, I

actors lor tne wnoie Duuaing. of a

JlMiste»..-The Cottage HoepiM here having ^re “iUa ab™t 400 yards in length and
.w been m ea.stenoe for more than a twelve-

| of „iioh it is

composed are crossed and bolted together, bub

it is held to be insecure. Several repreaeuta-

montb, the committee have issued their first

report, which is of a gratifying and encouraging

character. The hospital is a small house, fitted

up with the necessary beds, baths, and appli-

ances. The expenses of fitting up the house

and furnishing it, amounted to 62L 17a. 5d.,

which amount was raised by donations. The
year’s expenditure has been S-IL 18s. lOd., and
the number of patients who have benefited by
the outlay has been thirty, of whom twenty-two

have been discharged cured, four have been re-

lieved, two discharged as incurable, and two re-

main under treatment.

Mr. W. T. M. Torrens, M.P., lately delivered

a lecture on “ The Relief of the Sick in the

Hospital and the Home,” in which he pronounced

strongly against hospitals, and in favour of home
treatment. The North Londoner, in commenting
on this, asks how a ease of typhus or amputa-
tion progresses under a busy wife and rackety

children, or in a house packed with inmates

from attics to basement? Mr. Torrens, how-

ever, also advocated “cottage hospitals ” where
the sick could be seen by their friends, and

tions have been made to the company and to

other parties, and at the last meeting a com-

munication was read from Captain Tyler, who

stated that a total weight of 167 tons 17 _cwt.

had passed over it, and had caused such vibra-

tion as was usual at such a height, and he was

of opinion that the speed of trains passing over

tbe structure ought, as a matter of precaution,

to be reduced considerably, as ^he understood

that trains passed over at a rate of from forty

to fifty miles per hour. He suggested that a

masonry viaduct should be erected, but as this

would take between two and three years, he

suggested that the utmost attention should be

paid in the meantime to tbe timber-work. The

company have just made another great improve-

ment on another part of one of their busy lines

where the chief of the bridges were of wood,

and had become ricketty with use. The North

Dean Branch Railway, from Halifax, which was

constructed in ISl-l., has been redoubled, and

was opened a fortnight ago. The whole of

the wooden bridges which spanned the Calder,
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tte canal, and the roads along its route, have
given plaoe to stone and iron erections. We may
also mention the fact that the wooden bridge
which crossed the river near Horbury, between
Barnsley and Wakefield, has been replaced by a
permanent erection.

PROPOSED NEW STREET FROM CHARING
CROSS TO TOTTENHAM-COURT ROAD.
At a meeting of the vestry of the pariah of

St. Anne, Westminster, held on Thursday, the
4th inst., a plan for a proposed new street from
Charing-cross to Tottenham-court-road, which
had been proposed by ilr. Henry Bidgood, the
St. James’s representative of the Metropolitan
Board of Works, was taken into consideration,

and the vestry unanimously resolved to support
the proposed improvement by every means in
its power. The suggested improvement would go
through an inferior class of property, and would
inolude in its length the roadways on the east
side of Leicoster-square and the west sides of
the New National Gallery and Trafalgar-square,
and would be the greatest possible convenience
to the inhabitants of the metropolis. The esti-

mate of the cost was stated to be about half a
million. We have before now pointed out the
necessity there is for a street precisely in this

direction.

MEMORIAL TABLETS.
I LATELY observed in your columns a proposal

to place tablets, with inscriptions thereon, on
the buildings in towns with which some interest-

ing event, or the residence of some celebrated
person, or historical auggestiveness is associated.

At a late meeting of the Local Board of Health
in Leicester, the question was discussed, and by
common consent a small sub-committee was
appointed to report thereon. It has occurred to
me to ask whether you or any of your readers
would inform me what kind of tablet it is de-

sirable to select for the purpose had in view.

Should it be of iron, wood, or stone ? Should
the letters stand in relief, and be painted, or

bow preserved ? What kind of letter should be
selected ? Any hints on these beads would be
acceptable. Memokabilia.

*#* The Society of Arts decided on using
terra-cotta tablets

;
bat, up to this time, we have

reason to believe a very successful result has not
been arrived at by the makers. The question is

well worth discussion.

ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH, STBTNING,
SUSSEX.

This church, a magnificent fragment of a rich
Norman church, has lately received some con-
siderable improvements in parts where modern
work had made it bare and out of keeping with
the ancient work. The Norman part of the
church, of which many illustrations have been
published in “ Rickman,” “ Britton,” Parker’s
“ Glossary,” &o., is the nave of four bays with its

aisles, and with the transverse arches at the end
of the nave eastward. Originally the Norman
nave must have been three or four bays longer
westward ;

but after the suppression of the Alien
Priories, of which this was one, early in the
fifteenth century, the nave was shortened and
closed up at its present length by a wall of Per-
pendicular architecture, with a large central win-
dow of that style, and a two-light window in the
end of each aisle. The transverse arches already
spoken of at the east end of the nave and aisles

originally opened into the transepts, the church
being cruciform. This form, however, it lost in

the reign of Queen Elizabeth, when the old
chancel, transepts, and central tower being palled
down, a small chancel and aisles were built where
the central part of the cross had been, and the
old material also furnished means to construct a
very massive tower at the west end of the nave.
This Elizabethan chancel was particularly bare
and rude in its architecture, and within a few
years much has been done to redeem its incon-
gruous appearance. A fine east window of three
lancets, with masonry of good character and in-

ternal marble shafts, was inserted about six

years ago, and filled with stained glass from
Messrs. Hardman. Now, at a cost of near 2501.,

an arcading, also in the Early English style, has
been added across the east end under the window,
and returning along the sides of the chancel.

This work has shafts of polished Ipplepen marble
carrying arches of Bath stone, the backs of the

panels lined with alabaster. The three central

arches at the east end form a reredos, and their

panels are filled with painting on tile by Messrs.

Simpson, of London, with borders of gold mosaic.

The alabaster panels are relieved by incised

ornaments and lines, and the whole of this work,
with the marble and masonry, has been executed
by Mr. Houghton, of Great Portland-street, from
the designs of Mr. Gordon M. Hills, architect.

WORKMEN’S INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION, 1870.

A public meeting has been held in the New
Quebec Clubhouse, to promote the objects of this

Exhibition. The chair was taken by Archbishop
;

Manning. A deputation from the council of the

exhibition attended. Letters were read from
the Duke of Norfolk, Lord Petre, Hon. A.
Herbert, and others, expressing their inability to

attend, and their high appreciation of the

objects of the Exhibition. The first resolution,

“That this meeting approves of the objects of

the Workmen’s International Exhibition, 1870,

and will support the counoil in carrying them
into effect,” was proposed by the Rev. W. H.
Freemantle, seconded by Mr. Daniel Grant, and
carried unanimously. The second resolution

was moved by Mr. Paterson, and seconded by
Mr. Bullock, “That this meeting considers it of

great importance to the success of the Work-
men’s International Exhibition, 1870, that new
inventions exhibited should be protected from
piracy, and that all operations under the patent
laws should be more simple and less expensive,

and this meeting authorises the chairman to

sign a petition to Parliament, prepared for the

purpose, on behalf of the meeting.” This re-

solution was carried by acclamation.

THE FORTHCOMING INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

The following tenders were sent in for the exe-

cution of the works to be erected byherMojesty’s
Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851 at

South Kensington, for the forthcoming Annual
International Exhibitions.

For the main building:

—

CubittJtCo £72,200 0 0
Holland & Hanuen 71,800 0 0
Maneliald, Price, & Co 70,900 0 0
Smith & Co 68,407 0 0
Lucas Brothers 68,336 0 0

For the conservatories over the arcades :

—

Holland & Hannen £5,940 0 0
Smith & Co 5,896 0 0
Mansfield, Price, & Co 6,850 0 0
Cubitt & Co 6,780 0 0
Lucas Brothers 6,696 0 0

Messrs. Lucas’s tenders were accepted.

The tenders for the terra-cotta decorations

were as follow :

—

Palham £3,867 0 0
Gibbs S Canning 3,708 0 0
Wilson & Co 3,700 0 0
Blanchard, Sons, & Co 2,860 0 0

Messrs. Blashfield, Cliff & Son, Lindsay &
Anderson, and the Coalbrookdale Company sent

in tenders for portions of the terra-cotta. Tbo
Messrs. Blanchard will execute tho work.

ENGINEERS AND COMMISSIONS.

Sir,—There is a great outcry from the engi-

neers against the insinuations of dishonesty con-

tained in the Governor-General of India’s order
j

and, perhaps, with some reason
5
though, as I

think, the protestations are overdone.

No one doubts that such men as Mr. Hawk-
shaw and Mr. Gregory are the very soul of

honour, and that there are not a few members
of the profession worthy to be ranked with

them; men of spotless integrity, who would
scorn to stoop to the meanness of accepting fee

or bribe in any form, and who would resent the

offer as the greatest insult that could be done

them.
May their tribe increase ! But are all engi-

neers, because they are engineers, immaculate ?

And is there any better ground for believing

there are no dishonest engineers, than there is for

believing all merchants honourable, all con-

tractors scrupulous, all lawyers disinterested, or

all grocers innocent of adulteration ? Will Mr.

Hawkshaw throw his mgis over the entire

brotherhood ? Unless common talk and rumour
be entirely groundless, gifts of money, of pianos,

of carriage and pair, of gold watches, and other

valuables from contractors to engineers are not

unknown transactions. Matters like these are
of all things the most difficult of proof, as it is

the interest of both sides to preserve absolute
seoresy. 1 should like utterly to disbelieve such
rumours, and believe every man with whom I

dealt as engineer or architect to be impregnable
to such approaches, or even to undue personal

influence, and as impartial and upright as those

ought to be '* whoso decision is to be final and
binding on all parties.” One excuse for con-
tractors, perhaps, is that while the engineer or
architect is thus supposed to be a disinterested

party and sole arbiter, he is employed or retained
by one only, and may be supposed to favour that

one, except there bo some counterbalancing
influence.

Every honest man must wish all conditions

and customs modified, or done away with, that

binder perfect equity for all parties. “ A fair

field and no favour ” is our motto. Farther,

engineers should not issue speoifications unless

all conditions are meant to be insisted on. The
reverse is very frequent, and is a great evil, but 1

cannot now enter into particulars.

lEON-WORliER.

THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT AND THE
ENGINEERS.

At the first ordinary general meeting of the
Institution of Civil Engineers, held on Tuesday,

the 9bh inst., Mr. Gregory, the president, on
taking the chair, set forth the steps with

reference to this matter that had been taken by
the counoil, and with which our readers are

acquainted. At the close of his remarks he
said ;

—

"If in the engineering profeasion, as in othera, there

may be instances of secret disboneaty, such acts are not

recognised as legitimate. The profession has not sought

to parade its purity before the world, but the members of
this Institution know how carefully any one believed to be
unworthy of it baa been excluded from this the representa-

tive body of the profession; and although happily such

instances have been very rare, and such practices are from
their nature most dillicult of detection, yet steps have
before now been taken, which have issued in soma
persons charged with miscondoct ceasing to belong to the

Institution.’'

THE FIRST VACCINATOR.

Recently, in company with some friends, I

drove from Swanage to the village of Worth
(Dorsetshire), to look at the old quaint church

which has lately been restored ;
and, in walking

throngh the churchyard, read the following,

which, at this particular time, when vaccination

is so much talked of, I thought would not be
amiss in your columns :

—

" Benjamin Jesty, of Downshay, died April 16th, 1816,

aged 79. He was born at Yetminster, in this county, and
was an upright, honest man, particularly noted for having

been the first person known that introauced the cow-pox
by inoculation, and who for his great strength of mind
made the experiment from the cow on the wife and two-

sons in the year 177-i.”

F. A. B.

CASES UNDER THE
METROPOLITAN BUILDING ACT.

hot-water pipes.

A SUMMONS under the Building Act, issued at

the instance of Mr. Edward Power, District

Surveyor of the southern division of the city of

London, against Mr. H. Watts, of 1, Water-

street, Blackfriars, hot-water apparatus manu-
facturer, was heard at the Guildhall Justice-

room before Sir Benjamin Philips, on the 26th of

October.

The infringement of the Act complained of

was that the defendant bad fixed a system of

hot-water pipes at the premises of Messrs. Welch,

44, Gutter-lane, Cheapaide, without having given

the district surveyor notice of his intention to

commence the works, as required by the 38th

section of the Aot.

The facts of the case were as follow :

—

Messrs. Welch employed a builder, Mr. W. Brass, to

make certain considerable additions to their warehouse,

and the legal notice was given by him before commencing
the works. This notice, however, gave no intimation that

bot-water apparatus was to be put up in the new ad-

ditions, nor was Mr. Brass employed to execute the
works. Mr. Power surveyed the additious made by Mr.
Brass, from time to time, during their progress, and on
the last occasion of his visiting the premises tie discovered

the hot-water apparatus complained of, which was then
completed, and consisted of pipes for conveying hot water
laid on to or within ^ in. of the wooden fiooring, and con-

nected with a system of pipes which warmed the old

premises. This work being contrary to the statute,

which enacts, section 21, rule 4, that "no pipe for con-

veying hot water shall be placed nearer than 3 in. to any
combustible materials," the District Surveyor gave
notice to the defendants to amend within forty-eight

hours, which he neglected to do.
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Tbe District Surveyor proved that but for the accident of

bis visiting tbe premises after the completion of Mr.
Brass’s contract, he would never have known of tbe pipes

having been fixed,

Mr. C. H. Clarke appeared for the District Surveyor,

acd Mr. Luxmoore, instructed by Messrs. J. A C. Bobin-

BOD, appeared for the defendant. On behalf of the

defendant it was contended, first, that the notice given by
Mr. Brass, as it had the ofi'eot of making the District Sur-

veyor aware of the fact of the hot-water pipes having been

fixed, was a sufficient compliance with the Act; and,

secondly, that Mr. Power having served the defendant
with a notice to amend, was a waiver of his right to sum-
mons for neglect to give notice.

The Alderman, alter consulting with Mr. Martin, the

chief clerk, decided that the notice given by Mr. Brass
was not sufficient, and that the District Surveyor was
entitled to a notice from the defendant ; and that the

notice to amend, served by the District Surveyor upon the
defendant did not preclude him from summoning under the

38th section, and fined the defendant 403. and the costs of
the summons.

ARCHITECTS AND CONTRACTORS.

Sir,—Sir W. Tite, M.P., in his opening
address at the Royal Institate of British Archi-

tects, is reported by yon to have said :

—

“ The Builders’ Association had brooght under their

notice the very grave question of tbe relations between
builders and architects, and had urged upon them a great

many changes. His own experience supplied him with the

fact that engineers never allowed any interference between
themselves and their contractors or builders, but kept
tbe whole of the affairs in their own bands, at tcell as the

seUlcmtnt qf quettiom ofpaymtnt. For his own part, he
would say it bad always been his own practice that be
would not be interfered with at architect. If the work
was ill done be interposed, or if tbe materials were bad be
sent them away. But he had never, in any of his build-

ings, interfered with questions of payment to builders, and
they would accept that as the experience of a somewhat
long professional life. It appeared to him, when a man
bad done his work, if any question arose out of the con-

tract, he had the greatest right in tbe world to represent
himself or to be represented in tbe matter upon a reference

to indifferent parties. He was glad to find the Institute

had come to the same conclusion, viz., that tbe architect

should be the sole dictator in matters of architecture and
building, Kithotit interfering Kith the agreement leltneen the

employer and the builder at to the amotnit to be paid for the

Kork,"

This, I, as a contractor, think to be a very

important step in the right direction, viz., of

emancipating contractors from the oftentimes

tryannical and generally one-sided conditions of

contract, which in recent years have become so

usual as to leave contractors only Hobson’s
choice,—work on those conditions or not at all.

All trade transactions ought to be conducted
on equal terms as mutual benefits, with no
greater obligation on the one side than on the

other, and all the degrading, rigorous, and un-

reasonable conditions with which contractors

have been too often shackled done away with.

I am convinced better work would be done under
a regime where credit and honour were the

stimulants than is done nnder the in terroreni

system now in vogue, which puts a premium on
cunning and craftiness, and discourages con-

scientious work for honour and credit’s sake.

A Contractor.

COMPETITIONS—ONCE MORE.
So long as there are two cats in Eilkenny, so long will

there be feline war. So long as there are two living archi-

tects, there will be comp'-titions. Disappointed competi-

tors may fret and fume and complain. The pages of the

Builder may ibe, and will be occasionall)-, the vehicle

of tbeir groaninga over disappointed hopes; but atih

they will compete again and again, led on by the

i^nt* fatuus Chance, aud under tbe old and tattered

banner whoae jnpcripiion ia du>n tpiro tpero. It. is only

when the tpero is extinguished with the eptro that they
will give in. We have seen the fluttering moth,—poor
foolish thing, say we,— again nud again singe his wings at

the alluring flame, forgeiiing that to him the flame ia not
all brightness and dazzling jny,

W'bat feature of corapetitiona ia there which haa not
been a hundred times decried i' UnfairDess, roeanneaa,

paltry favouritism, unjust weighing of merits, clever

chicanery, jugglery of picture lore, false eatimatea, local

influence,—what more? Have not these been exposed
enough ? Yea, verily ;

and yet, if a gaa balloon of compe-
tition be tent up, a acore of gaping eyes are soon upon it,

a couple of score of eager runners set off in pursuit,

whilst all the while the guiding genius whoholds tbe valve-

strings will drop it down just where he will. The burned
child dreads the lire, but the disappointed, wronged com-
petitor is not so warned

;
and if he be, what matter ? there

are a hundred others willing to try the, to them, new
experiment, as to whether they really can, fialamander-

like, play with fire and not be burned.
Practically, honourable men of position in the profes-

sions by and by will only enter limited competitions—
they will mutually agree that the conditions of the race
be fair and honourable before they run ; it will be con-
sidered a stain to be joined in a general throng, and to enter
the lists with “ all comers.” Thus, in time it w ill be found
that open competitions exclude acknowledged and expe-
rienced worth

; acd those who desire to have the labours
of others for nolhiiigwill find that they hardly get their
money’s worth. I would suggest that it be matter for
thought, and thereafter organization, that men of acknow-
ledged standing do not compete, except on tbe “ limited

”

principle; that the lowest premium shall be adequate to
cover the actual cost of the labour performed

;
the second

shall be a sort of medium reward of merit; and the first

shall in every case entitle the winner to the execution of
the work on the usual professional terms. If the premium

is to be merged into the comroisaiot, be it so
;
we will not

quarrel about this. I write these lines ” more in sorrow
than in anger.” I am not a disappointed competitor.

Only once have I competed, and I came in first
;
therefore

I am free fr jm bile
;
but I have read so much, and heard so

much, that I subscribe myself undoviatingly as one who
hereafter will only enter a

Limited Competitiow.

THE THAMES EMBANKMENT FOOTWAY.
Last month a correspondent, through your pages, drew

attention to the bad condition of the flagging of the foot-

way of the Thames Embankment. The contractor

acknowledged the justness of the remarks, and offered

some reasons for tbe faults complained of. Since then,

the footway has got worse and worse, the outer portion,

as was pointed out, becoming frightfully broken up by
settlement. The Metropolitan Board has been obliged at

last to send men to lift and relay the flagging. Last week
and this I visited the Embankment, and awformyself the
‘‘ cause and effect.” The flagging on that half of tho road-

way next tbe river wall ia laid on a solid loundation, being

over tbe arched subway; but the other half, being laid

on a foundation of loose fllled-up maiier, composed of

land mud, rubbish, and river sewage, has gradually sunk

from the commencement.
Added to this, the circumstances of the railway catting

in progress beside is another cause of the breakage and
falling away of the outer portion of the footway and
flagging. An inspection convinced me that the work
of repair and relaying on the present substratum, is

little belter than labour in Tain. In one month it

will be quite as bad as before. Indeed, portions of the

repaired work, which were only repaired the day before,

had sunk again. The labourert employed, on being spoken

to, acknowledged this, and joined in the opinion that

what they were doing would Lave to be done over anew.

Tbe oircular-rim railings that protect the trees have in

every instance sunk, and the lower connoctiog ring, which
should stand up C in. over the grating that is supposed to

be level with tbe flagging (but which in no instance is) is

in many cases resting on the said grating, having suuk iu

tbe general setileiuent.

It occurs to me that mere labouring men, with picks

and shovels, are not the class of skilled hands that are

required for lifting and relaying th- flagging. I should

prefer to see a somewhat more masonic touch about tbe

work. H.

KEEN’S CEMENT AND PAINT.

Sir,—I want some of your readers to tell me what I had
better do under the following circumstances :—I have

S
ainted one side of a newly-made wall plastered with

.een's cement. Tbe paint was niixea,— red lead, turps,

and gold size s it peels oU'. I should be glad to know how
to prevent it. A Paintee.

LOOSE SLATES.
I perceive in the Builder that a new patent tile is in-

troduced. Time there was an improvement; the old

irregular tiles are without fabtenings save the mortar;
ay, save the mortsrl Many come to grief by wind and
rain; it is surprising that they last so long as they do.

When (bey slip it often gives us tbe benefit of a glorious

rain. Slates are secured by nailing, but they oxidise, slip,

slide off, aud away. A gentleman told me that he had a

narrow escape from being killed by a slate falling off' a

high house ;
it grazed his nose and cut partly through tbe

toe of his boot. A short earthenware screw and a little

white lead instead of nails would be a lasliog improve-
ment. At present our roofs are insecure; tbe very
pigeons can peck holes in our water-tights. B. T.

HOW MUCH IS A BUSHEL?
Sir,—

B

eplying to abuildiugrosn's letter in tbe Builder,
twenty-one bushels undoubtedly make a cubic yard

;
but a

load of lime is not necessarily a cubic yard. Lime is sold

in London by the yard, but in many parts of the country
by the cbaldrou, which is thirty-six bushels. I never
before heard of any specific quantity of lime being culled a

load, as is the case with timber.

The statement that sixteen bushels of cement make a

cubic yard was, as I said in my letter, a copy from Mr.
Tail’s pamphlet of tbe proportions of niateritds he used in

concrete walls
;

in fact, I find it takes on an average
twenty-three bushels (so calle.:) of cement to make a
cubic yard, tbe two-bushel sacks containing from half n
gallon to half a burhel less llian tbe protessed quantity.

This I have tried repeatedly, aud with cement from various

manufacturers.
Does cement compress when in tacks with being loaded

into carts or railway truolis ? if so, where it is essential tbe
correct proportion of cement should be used, would there

be no diminution of strength as there is of bulk ?

The clearing up of this doubt would possibly be of
service to others as well as myself. W. W.

ALLEGED INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT.

At tho AVestminster Police Court last week, MeEsra.
Holbrook, of the Manor Ironworks, Chelspu, were sum-
moned lor infringement of Ibw Copyright Act in casting

some fancy iioii panels for staircases from the registered
design of .Messrs. Yates, Haywood, & Co., of London and
llolherham. Mr. Newman, solicitor for the defendants,

pleaded guilty, but said the firm bad acted in perfect
ignorance of doing wrong. Tbe model of the panel, then
covered with paint, wss sent to them from Messrs.
Trollope’s for casting, and had it been marked plainly
“ K.D ,

with the letter and number of the design," as re-

quired by law, the respociable firm he represented would
never have been placed in this unpleasant position.

Instead of this there was a mark so obicure that it

escaped attention altogether, and not knowing it was
registered, the firm made eastings from it without hesita-

tion. When it was discovered an oUer was tendered to

make the fullest apology aud pay costs. Mr. G. ±1. Hay-
wood produced the registered design of an ornamental
panel, to show that it wss properly marked; and Mr.
Newman also produced the casting stated to have been

sent by Messrs. Trollope to defendants, and did not deny
that they bad them in stook, as they were not aware they

were registered.—Mr, Arnold, after inspecting both, said

that although tbe statute imposing the penalties for viola-

tion of the registered design did not use the words “ wilfully

or knowingly,” they must be implied, as he could not

pnnish a man for an infringement of something he was
iguorantof. The markon the caBting produced by Mr.
Newman was so obscure as to require a very close in-

spection to distinguish it. He therefore did not consider

this a case for any penalty, and should only require

defendants to enter into their recognisaneea to appear for

judgment when called upon. If the casting and sale of the

copies of the design were discontinued, they would hear

no more of the matter.

TEE LAMPS IN PALACE YARD.
Sir,—

M

ay I be allowed, in your columns, to call tbe at-

tention of Mr. Barry to a point which has been remarked
upon not only by myself ? I allude to tho unnecessary

accumulation of lamps in the neighbourhood of New
Palace Yard. ‘Whether seen under the light of the sun,

when the reflection from so many glass globes is extremely

unpleasant, or by nigbt, when the glories of old Vauihall

(with its thousand additional lights) are recalled, the

present arrangement detracts very much from the dignity

of the building. Is there any insuperable objection to the

whole of the clustered lamps being lighted every night,

and so dispensing with at least every otuer single lamp
upon the railing round New Palace Yard, to its great

architectural improvement, and to the removal of almost

all the lamp-posts here, and about the other enclosure^ ?

COMPENSATION CASES AT LIVERPOOL.

Mb. J. J. Aston, assessor, and a jury, in the sheriff

and jury’s room, St. George’s Hall, have decided the

amount of compensation to be given by tbe corporation,

who seek to acquire some freehold property belonging to

Mrs. Ann Pickles, Fiebl-slreet, Everton. Mr. Gully and

Mr. Potter (instructed by Messrs. Duke & Goffey) ap-

peared for the claimant, and Mr. Rayner, town-clerk, for

the corporation. Tbe property in question is required by

tho corporation for improvement purposes, and consists

of Nos. 25, 27, 29, and 31, Cazneau-street, being at present

occupied as a public-house, a baker's shop, and private

dwellings. For the claimant Messrs. Joseph Brattan,

Birkenhead and Liverpool, and Thomas Wylie and Kilpin,

Liverpool, all experienced surveyors and valuers, were

called who estimated the value of tbe property at about

2,:f85L Mr. W. H. Weigbtmau aud Mr. William Culshaw,

for the corporation, valued the property at 1,411L and
1,3977.108. respectively, after deducting what they con-

sidered the corporation were entitled to as credit for a

strip of land which they do uot require. The jury gave a

verdict for 1,5007 Another case of compensation for

compulsory sale of property for town improvement pur-

poses has been settled. The property belonged to Elizabeth

Haughton and others, and is in the same line of improve-

ment, and consists of Nos. 73 and 75 a, Rose-place, and

No. 1, Cazneau-street. The amount claimed as compen-

sation for the portion of the ground actually required by

the corporation was, we understand, somewhere about

1,2007.; but the claimants are said to have been content

wiib a sum rather more than half of that amount.

“ COMMISSION.”
8iB,—The public press appear to have taken the cue

from the Government authorities in India in denouncing

the engineering profession as corrupt. It will readily be

conceded by members of my profession that the system of

bribery prevails to some extent in our ranks, and that en-

gineers when engaged in business relations with contrac-

tors, are exposed to strong temptation, and unfortunately

sometimes prove frail.

I do not justify the evil complained of on any ground,

nor do I say that corruption can be justified by showing
that the system of commission, bribery, or whatever it

may be culled, prevails largely in the transaction of every

kind of business. The whole world knows how certain

members of Parliament have abused the trust reposed in

them ;
and how a Governor General of India that shall be

nameless, came to grief for making an improper use of hia

position. We need only look into the transactions of the

commissariat department, and of other departments of

the army, to rest satisfied that corruption is not a disease

peculiar to engineers.
Granting that some few engineers are dishonest, it may

fairly be asked why Government and the press should dis-

play such ignorance as they do in assumiog that dishonesty

ia recognised by the prolession, and that it is general.

Both statements are grossly false, and have been rightly

resented.
I will say that engineers are sometimes subjected to very

strong temptation by tbeir intercourse with contractors

and the manufacturers of building materials. I have held

oilicc as engineer to a Local Board of Health, and have

over aud over again been ofl’ered what agents call cotnmis-

tion on such orders as I might send to them. This is an

evil that can only be remedied by eiigine>-ra themselves,

who should refuse to entertain any proposal whatever from
firms who do their business in this way. The subtle and
plausible argument used by those people who drive their

trade by bribery is, that the local engineer ia inadequately

paid for his services ; and this being generally true, the

weakest point in a mau'e conscience ia assailed, and it is

not much to bo wondered at if he bometimes yields to the

attack. A. J.

DISFIGUREMENT OF THE THAMES.
Sib,—

B

lackfriars Bridge ia opened,— a fine work for

generations to admire. Borne lew yards westward is the

antiquated and still beautiful and venerated Temple, rich

in reminiscences of the cnivalry of past ages. Between
the Temple and tbe bridge ia a vast reeking gaswork.

How our modern Templars allowed them to squat there is

a wonder. Its proximity does not throw additional light

on tbo ancient institution of the Red Cross Knights.

Perhaps it whs to prove that they were salient too, and
would not flinch frimi a retort, however foul. Cannot tho

Coke Company be coaxed away? There is a probability

of making gaa from water. T.
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ABOUT TOWN CLOCKS.
A COBBBSPONDBNT in a recent impression, who signs

himself “ Potheen,” furnishes one amusing reason why
the GalwayTownComraissioncrswill not vote a farthing to

put the town clock of ” the City of the Tribes " in repair.

It may be, as he states, that they do not want to know
what time it is. Water-power and turf (peat), not time,

are two of the undeveloped resources of Galway, and I

have not the least doubt but public spirit would run high
enough in the councils of Galway to-morrow to vote a
statue to the man who would succeed in re-establishing a
Transatlantic packet station there, although there is not so
much corporate spirit alive among the members of the
town council as would prompt a majority of them to vote
even 61. to put theii wheezy and asthmatic town clock in

repair. Galway, however, is not tbo only city in Great
Britain that is careless about its town clock, A pretty
extensive acquaintance with the principal towos and cities

of the three kingdoms convinces me that there exists the
same general reluctance on the part of town councils
everywhere to keep their town clocks in repair. Whether
the notices of “important motions" to be moved on a
particular day, or the “ motion for adjournment,” as the
clock strikes a certain hour ou a Board day, has anything
to do with ihe disarrangement of the time, or whether
there is any occult manipulation practised by the finger
of “ a ghost in the belfry ” on the clapper for some wise
end, I know not, yet I have often noticed that the sun-dial
on the wall of many an old church Oung its shadows wider
askance, and gave a far different tangent than the hands
of the town clock did on its circle.

When the history of town clocks is written, there will
be much valuable iuformatiou imparted to the public.
Many a barefaced lie will be revealed, many a broken
promise will be heard of ; many a sepulchred resolution
and unforiuaate amendment will be disentombed from the
feetid crypts of “the murdered ianocenis" strangled
before and after their time, victims of abortion and mis-
carriage : each will tell its own talc, and the hUtorian will

odIv need to be particular as to dates, and the world shall
unaerstand.

I claim no intuitive perception or prophetic foresight in
what 1 am abont to state, but I will stake my existence
that our town clocks never will keep time, or be kept in
proper repair, as long as they are under the control of
town councils.
Corporations, whether aldermen, town] councillors, or

mayors presumptive or dt facto (without auy disrespect I
say it), are too much interested with the question of the
spoils of office to bother their heads about what is merely
a qveition of lime.
What customs and pastimes are there not yet in onr

midst 1 The clock is stopped on (he wall in Ireland while
the peasant corpse is a-waking

; and law and order are
supposed to rule in our streets,

“ While the watchman’s loud snore breaks the peace that
he keeps.

And the Lord Mayor (like the nightmare) on a full belly
sleeps."

This is tbe age of brass and charitable donatious ; there
could not, I think, be a more commendable object than to
have a subscription opened to defray tbe expense of re-
pairing our town-hall clocks throughout the kingdom. It
would surely be a work of charity and kindness to relieve
onr sorely distressed civic magnates and provincial grand
oracles from the great burden they bear on behalf of
saucy, undertaxed, and well-to-do bodies of ratepayers.

“ Those that think should govern those that toil."

The poet was right, by Jingo, and he would have made
the picturecompleto if he had added that the toiler should
submit to give the whole of his time on tick, for the pur-
pose of reducing the rates, and keeping the to wn clocks in
repair. TiMSKBErsB.

PREMIUMS OFFERED BY THE INSTITU-
TION OP CIVIL ENGINEERS.

The council of the Institution of Civil En-
gineers invite communications on various sub-

jects, Boch as, first, authentic details of the
progress of any work in civil engineering,
as far as absolutely executed (Smeaton’s
account of the Eddystono Lighthouse may be
taken as an example); second, descriptions

of engines and machines of various kinds; or

third, practical essays on subjects connected
with engineeriog, as, for instance, metallurgy.
For approved original communications, the
council will be prepared to award the premiums
arising out of special fuuda devoted for the pur-
pose, and they have published a list of subjects

on which they specially invite commnnication.
This, we believe, may bo obtained at the Insti-

tution. The council have awarded the following

premiums ;
—

1. A Telford medal, aud a Telford premium, in books,
to M. Julea Gaudard, C.E., Lausanne, for paper “On the
Proseiit State of Knowledge as to tbe Strength and Iteaist-

ance of Materials." 2. A Telford medal, and a Telford
premium, in books, to William Sbelford, for paper “On
the Outfall of the River Humber.” 3. A Watt medal, and
a Telford premium, in books, to Eerah Colburn, for paper
“On American L''comotive8 and Rolling Stock." 4. A
Telford medal, and a Telford premium, in books, to
Thomas Neaham Kirkham, for paper “On Experiments
on the Standards of Comparison employed for Testing the
Hlumioating Power of Coal Gas." 6. A Telford medal,
and a Telford premium, in books, to John Eilacott, tor
“Description of tho Low-water Basin at Birkenhead."
fi. A Telford medal, and a Telford premium, in books, to
Professor Ansted, for paper “ On the Lagoons and
Marshes of certain parts of tbe Shores of the Mediter-
ranean." 7. A Telford premium, in hooka, to William
Henry Wheeler, for “Description of the River Witham
and its Estuary, and of the various Works carried out in
coDnexion therewith, for tho Drainage of the Fens, and
the Improvement ol the Navigation." 8. A Telford pre-
mium, in books, to James Robert Moss, for paper “ On
the Mauritius Railways.” 9. A Telford premium, in

books, to Imrie Bell, forpaper “ On Sinking Wellafor the
Fonndatione of the Piers of the Bridge over tbe River
Jumna.’’ 10, A Telford premium, in boobs, to John

Milroy, for “ Description of Apparatus for Excavating
under Water, and for Sinking Cylinders." 11. A Telford
premium, in books, to Samuel Parker Bidder, jiin,, for

paper “ On Machines employed in Workingand Breaking-
down Coal, so as to avoid the use of Gunpowder. 12. A
Telford premium, in books, to Charles John Chubb, for

paper “Coal-getting Machinery as a substitute for the
use of Gunpowder.” 13. Tho Manby premium, in books,
to David Marr Henderson, for paper “ On Lighthouse
Apparatus and Lanterns.”

RAILWAY MATTERS.

T7ie New City Railway.—Cannon-streefc, Broad-

street, Moorgate-atreet, Fenchurch-street, Lud-
gate-hill, and Smithfield, are all well provided

for. The Tower is the very district now most in

need of a station on the London railways, and
tbe Metropolitan District line was projected as

much for the accommodation of the Tower dis-

trict as any other in the course of its route.

Wanting the continuation from Queen-street to

the Tower, remarks the City Press, the new line

is in competition with half a dozen others that

have termini in the City. But carry it to its

proper destination, and it supplies the last need-

ful link of the inner circle, not only opening the

way from west to east, but from north to south

also, east of London Bridge. The afterthought

of the directors suggests to us that they know
nothing of tbe new Thames Tunnel, or the

Fenchurch-street Station, or of the probable

future of the Great Eastern, or of the success of

the Metropolitan and North London lines. Public

opinion must determine the matter.

TJie Trim of Trains in Transit.—We are glad

to note that the daily press is at last beginiiiog

to see the truth of what we have always insisted

on, that DO system of ropes, wires, or electric or

other telegraphing apparatus from one end of a
train to the other would ever soflice fully to

secure the safety of passengers, and that nothing

but a guard’s beat along the whole train would
do. The Pull Mall QazcUo says on this subject :

—

“A train is a moving street, and it needs a policeman
on constant duty. The ridiculous oontrivancea of which
passengers are invited to avail themselves when they want
assistance are worthy of a board from Bedlam. Wbat
should we say to a municipality which should tell us that

if, whenwe-are walking in the streets, we want sudden
protection from robbers, all we have to do is to break the
window of a bouse, aud pull a handle ineide, and then
somebody will telegraph to tbo station to send assistance ?

Or what should we say of the coffee-room of an inn, in

which, if we wanted the waiter, we had to throw open the
window, thrust the body half out, and catch hold of a
cord stretched along the wall overhead, aud then keep
signalling till tbe waiter saw which window he was wanted
at, after which he would tell the landlord, and he would
speak to the cook, and then the waiter would come to us ?
Tbe arrangements sanctioned by tbe .Board of Trade as
sulficient for railway passengers are no whit more
sensible. You are locked up for an hour with unknown
strangers; if a lunatic or a rolibec stuns you with a life-

preserver or strangles you with Lis knuckles, you are re-

quested to break a pane aud turn a handle or to open tbe
window and clutch at a cord. If, as in America, or Swit-
zerland, or Austria, the guard could walk down the centre
of tbe train, bis functions as a policeman would come into
play, and malefactors would bo deterred because they
could not lell when he might show himself.”

ACCIDENTS.
Welbeck.—The roof of a temporary workshop

has fallen in at the new works at Welbeck,
whereby a joiner was severely crashed, and
several others slightly injured.

Brentwood.—An accident has occurred at a
new malting in course of erection near the rail-

way station by Mr. Shurmer, builder, London.
Two men were at work under an archway, when
the brickwork fell, severely injuring a carpenter.

It is believed the frost succeeding the previous

rains caosed the building to give way.
Cirencester. — The Corn Hall has narrowly

escaped destruction by fire. For several weeks
past plumbers have been engaged in laying down
lead on tho roof, in the endeavour to prevent
rain from coming through. Their work was not
far from completion, aud, as on previous days,

they had a brazier containing fire ou the roof.

The men left for dinner, and soon after it was
discovered that the roof was on fire. A tlame of

fire a yard long ascended from the top of the

building. Water was speedily carried up on to

thereof, and the fire extinguished. The fire had
melted the solder round the bottom of one of the

ventilators, and ou it thus becoming loosened

at the socket, the ventilator rolled down the roof

and fell amongst the crowd. The origin of the

fire may be attributed to tbe incautious laying of

a heated tool, bub more probably from the falling

of a coal from the fire in the brazier drifted by
tho wind.

Da'ilington.—A strong hurricane has blown

down a house recently erected in Cobden-street.

The building was scarcely completed.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.—For some time past a
church, in the Decorated style, has been in the

course of erection for the Primitive Methodist

body on the north side of Cambridge-street,

and at the junction of that thoroughfare with
Maple-street. A strong north-west wind had
been blowing all night, and about 10 ft. of the

west gable fell with a sudden crash into tbe

interior of the building, carrying away a portion

of the joists aud a large Derrick crane. At this

time, two masons were in the act of getting their

tools in the cellars, and they were buried in tbe

falling diibris. A few minutes later fifteen

joiners or so would have been in the interior of

the building engaged in raising thereof timbers.

One of those buried was found to be dead, but

the other was alive, though severely irjured,

and has siuco died. The size of the chapel is

48 ft. by 43 ft., and the height of the ceiling,

42 ft. 6 in. It is calculated to accommodate
nearly 700, while the total coat of tho erection

will be something over 2,OOOZ. Mr. Matthew
Thompson, Newcastle, is tbe architect ;

and Mr.
T. Hodgson, Gateshead, is the contractor for tho

mason work.

THE PHYSICAL
COMMOTIONS THROUGHOUT THE GLOBE.

These commotions still continue; but the

crisis would appear to have passed, if tho

diminished force of the various manifestations

is to be trusted. There have, however, been

recent earthquakes in Germany, as well as in Italy

and France, and in Russia and India, as well as in

Australia, and South and North America,—in

short, over all the globe. Professor J. Phillips,

of Oxford, in his recent book on Vesuvius, gives

it as his opinion, which accords with our own
previously expressed idea, that the earth is now
passing through one of its periods of volcanic

activity. How long that period may last no one

can say. Of late the theory has been advanced

that earthquakes are caused by tbe inflaence of

the sun and moon on the internal waves of the

molten sphere. A Mr. Rudolf Falb has lately

written in defence of this hypothesis. Our own,

as our readers know, is that there is a continued

pressure of rotation upon the crust, from the molten

mass of the interior, which molten mass we still

believe in, with many geologists, notwithstanding

recent opinions to the contrary. This pressure

from within has crises, during which its centri-

fugal tendency to expansion rends the crust, and

80 relieves itself, while the rents are healed, as

it were, by intruding molten matter, which
solidifies and re-cements the crust. TheVendings
are greatest in the more equatorial regions, and
just because it is there that the centrifugal power
of the rotation is greatest ; but by reaction of

the pressure, earthquakes and volcanic bolchings

from the interior occur even in such circumpolar

regions as Iceland, and in intermediate districts

such as Italy.

It was the opinion of Mr. Hopkins, of Cam-
bridge, or rather hia demonstrated conclusion

from elaborate geological and mathematical
investigations, that the power which has pro-

duced all tho great rendings of the earth’s

crust must have been a power operative upwards
from within

;
aud this conclusion supports our

idea that they arise from the rotary pressure of

the molten and more mobile interior npon the

less mobile or loss yielding crust of the

sphere. If the power of the rotation tends to

increase with the known diminution of the

obliquity of the ecliptic, the circumference of

the sphei’e must be expanding ; or, in fact, the

molten and encrusted sphere must be growing
in dimensions

;
and how far this may go on, or

what may be its limits in the course of ages, it

may be hard to say. We have already spoken of

tho instructive light which tbe state of the other

planets, as to coincident rapidity of rotation,

size, and levity, sheds on this question.

The tidal wave predicted by Lieut. Saxby, as

a consequence of the oo-ordinate position of

both sun and moon, did not occur with us to the

anticipated extent, at the time predicted, but

there have been tides since 3 ft. higher

than the dreaded one, and which have done much
damage on the banks of the Thames from nob
being looked for. The Americans say that

the tidal wave on their shores rolled in as high
as 18 ft. at Newcastle, New Hampshire, where
it ran 125 ft. beyond high-water mark

;
and else-

where, as at the Buy of Fuudy, there has been
an enormous tide, with destructive floodings.

If the angle of the ecliptic was ever of much
greater extent thanitls,themosttremendonstidaI
waves of later ages must have been as nothing
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to what probably once occurred, when the world

may have “stjod ont of the water and in the

water, so that the world that then was, beingr

overflowed with water, perished,” as St. Peter so

mysteriously tells ns, in regard to the scrip-

tural deluge.

CHUECH-BUILDING NEWS.

Ruswarp.— St. Bartholomew’s Church has

been consecrated and opened. From the slope

of the ground a considerable elevation had to

be given to the east end. This point the archi-

tect has met by carrying his plain wall up to

the sill of the apse windows. The church com-

prises nave, apsidal chancel, organ-chapel, chil-

dren’s aisle, vestry under tower, and south-west

porch. The period of architecture on which the

design is framed is the Early Decorated. As the

whole of the church has been designed by the

architect with the idea of receiving colour deco-

ration, the roofs of both nave and chancel have

been boarded to the curves of the principal

timbers. The eastern wall of the apse has been

painted by Mr. T. H. Readman, from a design

supplied by the architect. The carving has been

executed from natural types by Mr. Roshby, of

Sheffield, though sparingly applied, on the score

of expense. The whole cost of the church will

be about 2,0001. Amongst the donations are a

clustered column, the gift of Mr. Charles Saun-

ders ; a font, presented by Mrs. Belcher
j
and a

stained-glass window for the apse, given by
Mr. John Corner, the manufacturers of which,

Messrs. Mayer & Co., of Munich, could not com-

plete it in time for the consecration. Mr. R.

Robinson, of Whitby, has carried ont the whole

of the works, from the designs and under the

superintendence of Mr. C. Noel Armfield, of

Whitby, architect. Mr. Deane, of Leeds, was
clerk of the works.

Kimcote.—^The village church here, after being

restored, has been re-opened for Divine service.

The work has been executed by Messrs. Law &
Sons, builders, Lutterworth, under the direction

of Mr. W. Smith, of London, architect. In the

works just completed, the old staircase to a rood-

loft was discovered in the south portion of the

ohancel arch, an early piscina in the south wall

of the chancel, and a recess in the north wall,

which probably contained an early aumbrey. A
very small low side window was found in the

usnal position. The whole of the sixteenth cen-

tury roof of the nave has been repaired, the

western gallery which blocked up the tower re-

moved, and a new roof placed on the chancel

and aisle. The aide walla of the chancel have

been rebuilt, and the old four-bght window re-

stored and re-fixed. The sonth porch has been

rebuilt on the old foundations
j
also the arch in

the western end has been opened, showing a

fourteenth-century window filled with stained

glass. New seats have been provided for a part

of the church, but there still remains much to be

done, and the tower, which was in a very bad
condition, requires rebuilding. A font, pulpit,

and other fittings will be supplied as soon as the

necessary funds are forthcoming. The coat of

the present restoration is about 1,1001.

Skipton-on-Chenvell.—The parish church has

been re-opened
;

the flat whitewashed ceiling

having been removed, and the roof cased with

timber, the chancel paved with encaustic tiles,

and the whole building re-seated, together with

other repairs and improvements, under the

superintendence of Mr. Buckeridge (the builder

being Mr. Selby, of Oxford), at an expense of

upwards of 5001., including a small organ by Mr.
Bevington, and an east window by Messrs.

Heaton, Butler, & Bayne.
Stourbridge.—The memorial stone of a new

church has been laid for the accommodation of

the district of Stamber Mill, near Stonrbridge.

The plans were prepared by Mr. Thomas Smith,

of Stourbridge, architect, for a church to ac-

commodate 400 people. The cost of the actual

building, it is said, will be under 51. a sit-

ting, but there are many extras, such as level-

ling the site, building retaining and boundary
walls, warming and lighting, &c., which will

make the total cost of the undertaking amount
to 2,7007. The edifice will be Gothic, of the
Early Decorated period. It will be built of

brick, with stone dressings. The plan comprises
nave and aide aisles, cbaucel, and chapel, organ
chamber, and vestry, with crypt, for warming
apparatus. A western and north porch will be
the entranoes. The chancel will tei’minate oc-
tagonally, and will be lighted by three two-light
ti aoeried windows. The nave will have five bays,
and will have two trefoil-headed windows in each

bay. There will be one four-light traceried win-

dow in the west gable, a single-light trefoil-

cnsped window in the end of each aisle, and fonr

cinquefoil lights in each bay and clearstory. A
bell turret will be framed in the roof over the

ea&tend of the nave. The aisles, passages, north

porch, and chance), are to belaid with black and
red quarries, having ornamental tile borders.

The seats, roof, and woodwork generally will be

of red deal, varnished. The roofs will be covered

with slates, and plastered between the rafters,

except the ohancel and west end of the nave,

which will be boarded to groin ribs. The builder

is Mr. Horton, of Brierley Hill. The contract

for the church is 1,8'lOZ.j but 2001. had to be

spent in purchasing a cottage in the middle of

the site; the retaining walls will cost 3407.;

warming apparatus, 1207. ;
and other items will

bring the total outlay to the 2,7007. mentioned.

Dereham.—The portion of the new cemetery
which belongs to the Established Church has

been consecrated by the Bishop of Norwich.
The site is contiguous to the town, and the

chapels are visible from the adjacent highway,

or from the railroad. The plans for the chapel

and lodge were prepared by Mr. Brown, of

Norwich, architect
;

and the contractor was
Mr. W. Hubbard, of Dereham.

Criccieth (North IFaTes).—The parish church

here has been re-opened for divine worship.

The church is situated in a quiet and secluded

spot in this rising watering-place, with its castle,

sea views, and interesting neighbourhood. Those

who recollect the unshapely low square pillars

which divided the church in the centre, the

irregular and inconvenient arrangement of the

interior, and the prevailing damp, will feel that

the rector did not take tbo good work of resto-

ration and repair prematurely in hand. He had
the professional advice of Messrs. Kennedy &
O’Donoghue, of Bangor and London, architects.

The ohurch consists of a nave, the east end of

which is portioned off for a chancel, these

sections measuring 51 ft. from east to west and

17 ft. from north to south, and are separated

from the north aisle by a colonnade of four bays,

having moulded and segmental arches, and
carved corbels, caps, and bases, and slender

shafted columns. The stone used is from the

neighbourhood of Euabon. The old oak roofs

have been divested of their coating of plaster,

and oiled. The slating has been partially,

and the centre lead of the gutter entirely,

renewed. There are two windows in the east

gable, the one in the ohancel partaking of tbe

Decorated, and that in the north aisle of the

late Perpendicular style. Seven windows in the

north and south walls are to be replaced by

others when funds enough are collected. The
external appearance of the building is suitable

to a rural district. These gables are crowned
on tbe west gable of the nave by a bell-turret,

with cross, and on tbe three others by terminals

of various designs. The internal arrangements

are now adapted for tbe accommodation of 350

people, in open seats, made of yellow pine,

stained and lightly varnished. The oak altar-

rails are adapted from the old churob, and the

reredoa formed of old oak panelling partly

carved, from the former fittings. The cost of

the work has been nearly 5007. The works have

been executed by Mr. Richard Lewis, of Criccieth,

builder.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Falmouth.—The block of buildings situated on

Bowling Green-hill, Falmouth, known as “ Earle’s

Retreat,” has been formally opened. The founder

of the Retreat, Mr. Geo. Earle, of Philadelphia,

in the United States, is a native of Falmouth,
and, having realised a large fortune in America,

has caused to be built, at his sole expense, a

block of buildings, to serve as an asylum for

the aged and deserving poor of tbe town of Fal-

mouth. The site is one of the finest in the town,

and commands extensive views. The Retreat,

as described by the Cornish Telegraph, is in the

Gothic style of architecture, and contains 32

rooms, 20 of which are occupied by two persons

each, and the remaining 12 ore single rooms, so

that altogether accommodation is afforded for

52 persons, but it is contemplated, in case of

emergency, to make tbe single rooms answer for

two persoBS. The rooms are ventilated, and in

each there is a fireplace, with imitation marble

mantelpiece. Tbe large rooms contain one large

iron bedstead, and the smaller ones one small

iron bedstead each, and there are cupboards and
other conveniences. The principal feature of

the Retreat is the chapel, which is in the same

style as the other portions of the Retreat. There

is accommodation in it for about 150 persons.

The window facing the entrance is of stained

glass, in the Geometric style. Tbe Retreat is

surrounded by a low wall and railings, between

which and tbe buildings there are grass plots.

Tbe object of the Retreat is that a home, free of

rent, shall be provided for deserving poor of

Falmouth in their declining years, and it is

entirely of an unsectarian character. At the

present time 32 inmates have been chosen

for the Retreat, varying in age from 57 to 84

years.

Gateshead.— The new town-hall is almost

finished. The large room will be opened on tbe

23rd. There are seatinga for nearly 1,000

people.

Ulisallaiita.

The Derby Volunteer Drill Hall.—This
new hall, in Newland-street, Derby, has been

formally opened. The site of the building is

about half an aore of ground at tbe corner of

Becket-street and Newland-street, with tbe

longest frontage to the latter. Accommodation

is provided for a large drill hall, 150 ft. by 75 ft.

in the clear. The principal approach to it is

under an archway leading from Beoket-streefc to

the centre of one end of the hall, over which

there is an orchestra j
there are also two entrances

from Newland-street. Along the sides of the

hall recesses are formed for the store of arras.

The roof is constructed under one span with

wrought-iron circular ribs carrying boarding and

slates, and is about 35 ft. in height to the centre

from the floor. The entranoe-hall to the head-

quarters and buildings generally is from New-
land-street, to the right of which and adjoining

the drill hall is the reading-room, 30 ft. by

20 ft. ; to the left, the orderly room
;
and facing

the entrance a stone staircase leads to the

sergeants’ and officers’ rooms, to the baud
practice and committee-rooms, and to store-

rooms over. On the ground floor, to the left of

the arohway leading to the drill hall, are lava-

tories, armourer’s-room, and kitchen. Within

the site are also provided quarters for two

sergeants, stables, and barrack yard. The build-

ings are constructed of rod brick, relieved

externally by stone dressings and a few coloured

bricks and tiles. The outline is broken by a

flag tower rising from the centre. The cost is

about 5,0007. j
Mr. Bridgart, of Derby, was the

builder.

JkM'ew Velocipede.—Visitors to tbe Crystal

Palace during tbe last few days have been

strack by something novel at last, among the

many velocipedes which the present demand has

brought forth. For some time past the want of

a machine combining speed with comfort, safety

with easy recreation, has been felt, and veloci-

pedes have been denied to the invalid and tbe

aged. In this new machine (patented by Messrs.

Farrell & Turner, of Dublin), tbe old system of

working with the feet is dispensed with; the

weight of the body, thrown alternately on the

saddle and on the footboard, as in horse riding,

becomes tbe moving power, and the machine

glides forward with ease, and, according to the

skill of the rider, with rapidity. Ladies, it is

said, can ride on it with the same ease as on

horseback.

A. Project for tToitiDg: Xilverpool and
Birkenliead.—Mr. J. F. Smith, of Leicester,

has laid before the works committee of the

Liverpool Dock Board a plan which he has

devised for uniting the two sides of the Mersey.

Mr. Smith’s plan consists of a wrought-iron tube

to be laid in the water, at a depth of 25 ft.

below the surface, at a cost of 500,0007. for a

mile. The works committee, we understand,

while they would not pledge themselves to carry

ont the scheme, intimated that they would offer

no opposition to it as long as the navigation of

the river was not interfered with.

Condition of St. Pancras Infirmary.

—

Some painful disclosures illustrative of the

manner in which the poor are housed in the St.

Pancras Infirmary were made at an inquest

before Dr. Lankester. A man 32 years of age,

who had been placed in one of the wards, died

from consumption, and the evidence showed that

the atmosphere was of the most vitiated nature.

The jury found that the man’s death had been

accelerated by the want of fresh air, and ex-

pressed a hope that the guardians would direct

their attention to the state of the infirmary.
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Clays and China Stone.—The retnrna
stating the prodaction of the more important
clays and china stone in this country in the year
1868 show that Cornwall produced 100,000 tons
of porcelain clay, of the value of 91,6661.

;

29,000 tons of china stone, of the value of

23,2001.
5 and 1,479 tons of fire-clay, of the value

of 554Z. The first two items show smaller
quantities than in 1867. Devonshire produced
in 1868, 12,000 tons of porcelain clay, of the
value of 9,6001., and 45,000 tons of Teignmouth
clay, of the value of 20,250Z. The last item
shows not quite so large a quantity as in 1867.
In Dorsetshire, 150,000 tons of pottery and other
clays, of the value of 3,750Z., were obtained in

1868. There were also produced in Staffordshire,
Yorkshire, Derbyshire, &c., 675,000 tons of fire-

clays, of the value of 168,750Z. These items
amount to 1,012,479 tons of fine and fire-clays,

of the value of 317,770?, This is not so large a
return as that of 1867. A list of porcelain and
other clay works working in 1868, compiled by
Mr. Robert Hunt, the keeper of mining records,
shows ninety in Cornwall

;
in Devonshire, five

producing porcelain clay, and four Teignmouth
clay j and there were also eleven producing
Poole clay, and sixteen in Staffordshire pro-
ducing Stourbridge clay.

Well-Digging- under Difficulties.—The
want of water in Western India beyond reach of
the river is the grand impediment to cultivation
and civilization

j
it is accordingly a religious

duty to supply it. One evening, says a paper in

the Cornhill Magazine, a troop of the irregular
force on march stopped at a few solitary huts

;

but they could find no inhabitants, and the well
was dry. Seeing a hole with a heap of earth
beside it, however, the officer looked down into

the darkness, and a little old weak voice called

out from the bottom, praying him, for the love of
God, to draw up a basketful of the soil to the
surface of the earth. Ho did as he was asked, and
then the old man, still out of the depths of the
hole, explained how he had vowed to dig a well;
that for many years he had spent neatly all of
every day picking away the earth with his little

scoop; depending upon any passer-by whom he
conld get to help him for removing the " soil,”

by spoonfuls as it were, with a string and a
basket, which he was too weak to do himself; he
went np and down by some wretched bits of
stick and cord ; he had dug 40 ft. or more, and
was expecting to reach water quickly. No
hermit was ever more solitary.

The manchester Free liibraries.—The
seventeenth annual report to the City Council
for 1868-9 has been printed. From this report
it appears that the aggregate annual issues have
increased from 807,664 to 893,648 ; consisting of
477,544 volumes issued to borrowers

; 97,541
volumes issued in the news-rooms

; 126,243
volumes issued in the reference library

;
and

192,320 specifications of patents. These issues
do not include the periodicals and books which
lie on the stands and tables, and are constantly
in use, so that by taking into account a minimum
rate of one perusal of only a single paper for
each reader in the news-rooms, the ultimate
account of actual circulation cannot be repre-

sented by a less number than 2,501,286 ! All

the reading-rooms together can accommodate
791 persons. The number of readers actually

present at one time has very often in the evening
exceeded that limit, and amounted to 1,031

;

being 240 in excess of the number that can be
conveniently accommodated.

The Granite of New Blackfriars Bridge.
It is fair to mention that the granite used in this

work was supplied by Charles Goodyear, the
quarrier of the De Lank Quarries, near Bodmin,
Cornwall. About 150,000 cubic feet were deli-

vered in blocks of very large size. Upwards of
80 of these stones have been of the enormous
weight of from 12 to 20 tons each, and about
200 from 6 to 12 tons, all of the grey granite, and
of even colour. Twenty of the largest sizes, of
from 12 to 20 tons each, were split out of a
single block, detached from the general mass by
means of blasting, and machinery on the spot.

Southern Vauxhall Waterworks Com-
pany.—The large reservoirs now in course of
construction at Battersea arc in a fair way of
being opened about June next. Two basins are
being made, having an inlet into each other, to

contain 24,000,000 gallons of water. The work-
men are actively engaged in laying a concrete
bottom. Messrs. Aird & Sons are the contrac-
tors for these works.

Zinc.—The returns obtained from the zinc
mines of the United Kingdom show a produc-
tion in the year 1868, of 12,782 tons of zinc ores,

principally sulphide of zinc (black jack), the
value being estimated at about 39,192Z. The
number of mines was 35,—18 in England, 15 in

Wales, 1 in Ireland, 1 in the Isle of Man. In
England and Wales the chief production was
from three counties—3,350 tons from Denbigh-
shire, 2,858 tons from Flintshire, 2,061 tons

from Cornwall ; 3,278 tons were produced in the
Isle of Man. The production of metallic zinc

was about 3,713 tons, of the value of 75,436?.

All these figures are lower than those for the

preceding year, 1867. Prices were lower in 1868
than in 1867 in the London market, the mean
price of spelter falling from 21?. 63., in 1867, to

20?. 6s. 4d. in 1868, and the mean price of zinc

(in sheets) from 27?. 7b. 6d. to 25?. ISs. 4d. per
ton.

Telegraphic.—The injured cable of the
Anglo-American Telegraph Company has been
successfully raised. The defect was about forty

miles from the coast of Ireland. A new line

of telegraphic communication with Europe, vid
Russia, was recently opened, and other lines

being for awhile interrupted, a good many mes-
sages have been sent by it. The Bombay
Gazette gives the following among other ex-

amples:—“London, 17th.—Alderman Salomon
titus salt baromds orawfords refused corranclay
another agriblan aesination Ireland careoton
butary catholic arohbiabop Armach.” “ 22ud.

—

letter popp Rumming Kumming contab allup non
—Catholics auter encommedial Concil for dis-

cussion from already contend abitury generally
chained hoals ford times braves suppes deserved
with drawtoc to presented spot his government
saying excepted instructions and Washington
government disavowes proedirm, &o., &c.”

The Tireprooflng of Furniture.—Every
now and then, says a writer in Cassell's Maga~
zine, loud noisings are heard about the import-
ance of rendering the dresses of ballet-girls

incombustible, but why should wo not make our
house uninflammable and our furniture fireproof ?

It can be easily done, or rather it could be, if

there wore some sort of compulsion pub upon
builders and upholsterers. Timber is the ma-
terial that needs the preservative, and it may be
prevented from firing by simply impregnating
it with a concentrated solution of rock salt. The
fact has just been announced by a German
chemist, who was commissioned to solve the
question by a fire insurance company. Water-
glass will act as well, but it is expensive. The
salt renders the wood proof against dry-rot and
the ravages of insects. A solution of it pumped
out of a fire-engine upon burning matter would
be vastly more effective than plain water.

The Open Space Question.—A meeting,
presided over by Mr. M'Cullagh Torrens, M.P.,
has been held in the dining-hall of the Holborn
Union Workhouse, to consider the means by
which an “open space” of three acres in the
Gray’s-inn-road may be thrown open to the

public. The “ space ” in question is the old

burial-ground at Trinity Church, in the thorough-
fare named, but beyond the boundaries of St.

Andrew’s, Holborn, and which is new surrounded
by a high wall, which shuts out all view of this

comparatively large piece of land. A resolution

to the effect that it would be a great advantage
to the people at large if the St. Andrew’s burial-

ground in the Gray’s-inn-road were thrown open
to the public, was carried unanimously, and also

one to co-operate with other authorities in carry-

ing oat the purpose of the meeting.

A New Movement.—A petition to the
Queen is in course of signature, praying her
Majesty to see that measures are taken without
delay to enable the large number of persons at

present out of employ, and willing to work, to

go to those portions of her Majesty’s dominions
where their labour is required, and where they

may prosper and increase the prosperity of the

whole empire. So says the Beehive. The
petitioners also declare that they have heard
“ with alarm and indignation” that her Majesty

has been advised to consent to give up the

colonies, “ containing millions of acres of un-

occupied laud, which might be employed
profitably both to the colonies and ourselves as

a field for emigration.” The petitioners ask her

Majesty to assemble her Parliament without

delay, that they may inquire into the causes of

the present distress, and seek a remedy.

Monument to tbe Date Robert Scott-
Dauder, B..S.A.—The students who had at-

tended the classes of tbe late Robert Scott-

Lauder in the Trustees’ Academy and in the
National Gallery, have resolved, with the sanc-

tion of the family, to erect a monument over his

grave in the Warriston Cemetery. The monu-
ment will be in the form of a slab of grey
Sicilian marble, with an alto-relievo head of
white marble in medallion, and an appropriate
inscription underneath. 'The subaoribers have
intrusted the commission to their fellow-student,

Mr. John Hutchinson, R.S.A., the sculptor of
the bust at present in the library of tbe Royal
Scottish Academy. The influence of Scotfc-

Lander’s teaching seems to jhave been remark-
ably favourable on artists, as may be seen by
the positions already attained by so many of his

pupils, amongst whom may be specially men-
tioned Herdman, Pettie, Orchardson, Hutchison,
Cameron, Peter Graham, M'Whirter, M'Taggart,
Chalmers, the Burrs, and others.

Rattening' in Paris.—Forty shopmen be-

longing to the great hardware establishment of

M. Hallez, Rue St. Martin, Paris, struck their

work and left. But on reflection fifteen of them
returned, whilst the others got employment in

tbe Belle-Menagere, the remainder persisting in

tbe strike. These latter having recruited other

raalcoutenta presented themselves, to tbe number
of about forty, at the shop of M. Hallez, and
wanted to compel the men there to follow their

example. But resistance was made, an alterca-

tion ensued, and at last a personal straggle took
place. Heaps of merchandise, frying pans, cans,

and various culinary utensils were overturned,

and some of the shopmen, and even M. Hallez

himself, were bruised. In the end the assailants

were repulsed. Six persons were arrested, and
have been sent to the prefecture.

Sanitary Registration of Cottages.

—

Professor Acland, of Oxford, has had published,

by Parker & Co., of Oxford, a specimen copy of
“ Forms for Registering the Sanitary Condition

of Cottages of Labourers and Artisans for the
use of Landowners, Officers of Health, Guardians,
and others.” These forms have already been
used in some districts ever since 1861

;
and

extended knowledge, says Dr. Acland, has made
me more than ever desire to see the use of each
forms more general. The form is composed on
a single leaf: it is simple and easily filled up.

In connexion with the state of drainage of tbe
surrounding ground, we would suggest that the

condition of pavement in yard, if any, should be
noted.

Suez Canal.—We learn from the new journal

Nature, that the President of the Royal Society,

Sir E. Sabine, being unable, through pressure of

official duty, to accept the Khedive’s invitation

to be present at the opening of the Suez Canal,

was allowed to nominate a gentleman to repre-

sent the Royal Society on the memorable oc-

casion. The President’s choice, which has been
approved by the Council, fell on Mr. J. F.

Bateman, C.E. This selection will perhaps
gratify the civil engineers as well as the Royal
Society; for Mr. Bateman, who is now on his

way to Egypt, has made himself known on the
Mediterranean, by his land reclamations in

Majorca and at the mouth of the Ebro.

Resigoation of Assistant - Surveyor,
St. Fancras.—Mr. R. Cunningham, assistant-

surveyor to the vestry of Sc. Pancras, has

sent in bis resignation to the Committee of

Works, on account of the state of his health

and declining years, and asking for a recogni-

tion of his services. Mr. Cunningham has

been in the service of the parish for a period

of 34 years, and was formerly surveyor to the

Southampton Estate Paving Board, and is en-

titled to a pension of 20?. a year on that account,

which will come to him on his ceasing to hold

the office of assistant-surveyor.

Proposed Improvement of Buxton.—The
Duke of Devonshire says, if the people of that

town will form a public company to carry oat a
number of required improvements, with a capital

of 10,000?., he will take half the shares, and give

in addition eight or nine acres of land at a
nominal rent of 53. per annum. A committee
has been appointed to canvass the town and take

other steps. It was stated at a meeting held on
.Friday that the land offered by tbe duke was
worth 9,000?. ;

this, with the 5,000?. of capital

he offers to provide, making his grace’s oontri-

bution to the scheme 14,000?.
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City Expenditure.—The amoant raised by

the Corporation in the course of the last few

years approaches three millions and three-quar-

ters, distributed in about the following propor-

tions :—The new Meat and Poultry Market, its

site and approaches, 1,000,0001. ;
purchase of

Southwark Bridge, 265,000Z.
;
rebuilding Blaok-

friars Bridge, 350,0001. ;
and the IIolborn-VBlley

Viaduct and approaches, 2,100,OOOZ.—in all

3,715,OOOZ. Not only has this amount been

raised without difficulty during a period of

general distrust, which has almost suspended

railway enterprise, but it has been so readily

obtained that none of the great works have been

delayed a single hour for want of funds.

State of Truro.—The correctness of our

correspondent “Pro,” in his observations on this

subject, has been made manifest in various

quarters. The West Briton, of last week says :
—

*' We regret that we continue to receive repeated com-
plttiuts of the state of the Truro river, whicli no longer

ought to be neglected as it hae been by the Truro Town
Council, conBideriog what a large portion of its revenue is

derived therefrom. A correspondent writes ‘ The state

of Truro river at and about Quay head is really scandalous.

Only a few weeks since the Troro Shipping Company’s
vessel, the Mary, was beneaped when close to the Quay
bead by a bar of ground and mud allowed to accumulate

there. The channel is all silting up
;

it is not so wide as

resolved on by the council, and coLsequently vessels can-

not swing as they used to do.'
”

Tkie Corn Sxebange, Bristol.—At a meet-

ing of the Bristol town council, on Tuesday last,

it was resolved, after long discussion, “ That

this council, admitting the necessity of protect-

ing the traders and others attending the ex-

change by a covering, refer the subject back to

a committee to be appointed, to take the opinion

of ono or more skilled architects as to the best

mode of accomplishing that object. The com-

mittee was appointed as follows :—The mayor.

Aldermen Proctor, Baker, Adams, Ford, Abbot;

Messrs. T. Pethick, Warren, Mills, G. Wills, and

Weston.

Royal Italian Opera.— Lovers of music

are thankful for the operatic entertainment now
going on at Covent Garden Theatre. The com-

pany is a good one, inolnding Mdlle. lima di

JIuraka, Signor Mongini, Signor Cotogni, Signor

Gardoni, Mr. Santley, and Mdlle. Titieus. The
“ Flauto Magico” will be given this (Saturday)

night with an admirable cast; and on Tuesday
next “ Hamlet.” Signor Arditi retains his posi

tion as conductor. We hear of an English

nobleman ready to spend 150,000Z. in building

another opera house if a proper site can be

obtained!

Great Plre in Slberia.~A St. Petersburg

correspondent says :—Full particulars have now
arrived of the terrible fire at Yeniseisk. A tre-

mendous storm was raging at the time, and as

the town consisted mostly of wooden houses,

nearly the whole of it perished in the flames.

Several hundreds of persons perished either by
suffocation in the burning houses or by drowning
in the [river. The number of houses destroyed

was upwards of 1,300, besides four churches,

two monasteries, the Government offices, with

all the official documents and the principal store-

houses.

Public Baths for Brighton.—At the last

council meeting, the Baths and Washhouses
Committee presented the following resolution,

—

“ That sixteen pablio batbs be cons’ructed in that part

of the building known as the Infantry Barracks, coloured

blue on the ground plan submitted. That the surveyor

do prepare a specification of the works as shown on the

drawings also submitted, and that an advertisement be

issued for tenders for the performance, of the works by
special contract."

The motion was carried without opposition,

The Free library Movement.—A Free

Library was opened by the mayor of Tynemouth
at North Shields on Thursday. It is the first

that has been started in the Tyneside towns, and

consists of a circulating library of over 13,000

volumes, a large reading-room, reference-library,

museum, and science and art classes. A rate

of Id. in the pound per annum has been levied

on the town by the corporation for the main-
tenance of the institution. All the speakers

connected with trade strongly advocated the

compulsory education of children as means to

that end.

Social Science Association.—The opening
meeting of the session will take place on Monday
evening next, the 15th inst., when, by the request
of the committee, an introductory address on
the hnsiness of the session will be delivered by
Mr. Edwin Chadwick, C.B.

Bandell, Saunders, &. Co.— The business

of these well-known Bath stone merchants will

be conducted henceforth as a Limited Company.
The objects they have in view, they state, are

to give greater facility for the extension of their

business in the Bath stone trade, and to incorpo-

rate with it the quarrying and selling of other

building stones, and to associate with them in

the business some of their staff who have for

many years assisted them.

Opening of the Session.—The first meet-

ing of tbe Royal Society will be held on Thurs-

day, the 18tb inst. The Society of Antiquaries

also meet for the first time on the 18th. On
the previous evening, 17ch, tbe Society of Arts

will commence the new session, and an opening

address will be delivered by Lord Henry Lennox,

M.P., chairman of the Council.

Society of Engineers. — At the next

ordinary meeting of tbe society, to be held on

the 15th inst., a paper will be read ‘‘On the

Need for farther Experiments on Strength of

Materials,” by Mr. Charles J. Light. The
annual dinner of the society will take place at

the Westminster Palace hotel, on Friday, the

17th of December.

Cemetery at Roebester.—We are informed

that the new cemetery mentioned in a paragraph

last week, is for the adjoining town, Chatham,

and not for Rochester. The sum mentioned,

8,0001., was borrowed, but not wholly expended.

The land cost some 2,000Z., and the buildings, in

round numbers, 3,6001. The architect was Mr.

J. Young, of London.

Portraits.—We have pleasure in mentioning

that tbe engraved portrait in onr present number
was made from an excellent photograph by Mr.

John Watkins, of Parliament-street. The por-

trait of Professor Kerr was from a photograph

by the same gentleman.

TENDERS.
For tke erection of villa residenen on tlie Kecilands

Estate, Reading, for Mr. Thomas Chancellor. Messrs.

‘Wm. & J. T. Brown, architect. Quantities supplied
Woodrofl'e i;l.760 0 0
Matthews 1,611 0 0
Sheppard 1,630 0 0

Searlo ... 1,625 0 0
Barnicoat (accepted) 1,670 0 0

For cottages at Grove Ferry, Kent. Messrs. W. G.
Habershon & Pito, architects. Quantities supplied :

—

Harrison £820 0 0
Smith & Swain 697 0 0

Pearce Brothers 655 0 0
Haywood 630 0 0
Featherstone 623 0 0
Davis 616 0 0

Wilson 600 0 0
Spencer & Haywood 697 0 0

Hatten 690 0 0

Thompson... 696 0 0

Mullett & Wimp 677 0 0
Lidbetter 563 0 0

J.R.&T. Davis 630 0 0

Williams & Son 518 0 0

Cowland. 615 10 0

For proposed workhonso to be erected at Plumstead,

Kent, for tbe Woolwich Union. Messrs. Church & Rick-

wood, architects. Quantities supplied :-

Quinn
Harrison & Edwards..,
Miller...

W'illis

Till...

Pearson
Lonergan
H'gga
Ansoombe
Kirk
Chappell
Tongue
Hagbesdon
Nutt & Company ,

Perry
Hart
Stiff (accepted) 23,288 0 0

..£31,976 19

.. 38,280 0

.. 27.900 0

.. 27,700 0

.. 37,300 0

.. 26,999 0

.. 26,600 0

.. 26,200 0

.. 26,000 0

.. 25,963 0
.. 26,680 0

25,140 0

.. 34,380 0

.. 24,100 0
34,000
23,848

For bank and two shops at Grantham, for the Stan-

ford, Spalding, and Boston Banking Company. Mr.
William Thompson and Mr. William Eve, joint archi-

tects:—
Wartnaby (accepted) £4,350 0 0

Fittings,

Lascellea £345 0 0

Hall (accepted) 343 10 0

For a pair of cottages at Theydon Bois, Essex, for Mr.
J. T. Morton. Mr. WiiliamEve, architect:—

Clarke £260 0 0

For new workhouse for Chorley Union, Chorley, Lan-

Extra for

Pitch Pine Boards.
£85 0 0
127 18 0
83 7 0

cashire (fouedatioos already in).

architect. Quantities supplied

Higham 21,111 8

Coope Bros 20."45

Thompson 19,834 0
Bickvrstaffe 19,810 0

Hayes 19,700 0
Farrington 19,663
Collins £ Son 19,613 0
Warburt m Bros. 19,370 0
Saul 19,234 10

19,210 0
Nightingale 18,323 4

Wade Bros 17,706 4

Peckup(accepted) 16,701 0

Qiilett 18,685

For detached residences at Theydon Bois, Essex, for

Mr. J. T. Morton. Mr. William Eve, architect. Quan-

Wreneb
Warno
Prime
Nichols '

Roberts A Co
Nightingale
Wire
Moreland
Doverwood &, Clark

.

Lacy
Baxter

0 0
0 17d. peryd.

61 0 0
•48 17 3
87 0 0

For completion of works at vestry-hall, Poplar,

the Poplar Board of Works
Capps & Ritchie £6,60') 0 0
Bhetlleld 6,239 0 0
Hearle 6,650 0 0
Nightingale 6,624 0 0

Crabb Si 'Vatigban 6,159 0 0

Accepted for Ware Water Works. Messrs. Russ &
Minns, engineers :

—

Contract No. 1.

—

Engines, Boilers, Fumps, .j-c.

Dale £2,330 0 0

Contract No. 2.

—

Cast-iron Mains,
Christie &. Co 1,466 0 0

Contract No. 3.—Buildings, Reservoirs, Well, SfC.

Bugbird 2,600 0 0

Nash & Jefferson .....

Bangs
Good,
Girling
Bush
Byeh
Grover
Harrison k Edwards.
Hearle
Turner
Stevens
Parker
Derby
Smart

Four Eight Ten
Houses.
,£2,690

Houses. Houses.

3.2S8 .,,.£1,376 ,,..£6,416

2,260 ..

2,136
. 4,450 .... 6,600

2,099 .. 4,198
,... 0,149

. 2,536 .. 6,080 ... 6,200

2,335 . .. 4,670 ... 6,806

2,300 .,,. 4.530 ... 5,606

2,296 ,. 4,446 ... 6,590

2,200 .. 4,400 ... 6,500

. 2,196 .,.. 4,376 ... 6,466

r 2,188 . .. 4,336 ... 6,410

. 2,164 ..

. 2,118
,. 4,239 ... 6,278

. 2,099 .... 4,180 ... 6.221

. 2,141 .. 4,070 ,... 5,087

. 2,072 . .. 4,044 ... 5,040

. 2,100 . .. 4,000 ... 6,000

... 4,990. 2,045 . .. 4,000
. 2,000 . .. 3,990 ... 4.986

. 1,997 . .. 3,944 ... 4.807

. 1,998 . .. 3.880 ... 4,830

. 1,S37 . .. 3,603 ... 4,689

. 1,780 .

. 1,605

.. 3,600 ... 4,300

. 1,580 . .. 3,12) ... 3,870

For finishing two houses, Nos. 6 and 6, Crichton Tillas,

Brentwood-road, near Romford, for Mr. J. M. Drew,
Quantities supplied by Mr. James Barnett :

—

Newman & Mann £965 0 0
Baugh 947 0 0

Keyes & Head 026 0 0

Macey 925 0 0
Perkins 915 0 0

Goody 815 0 0
Cheeseman 768 0 0

For residence at Brenchley, Kent. Mr. John M,
Hooker, architect. Quantities supplied^:-

Turner £ Sons . ..£4,490 0 0

For the erection of villa residence, exclusive of grates,

chimneypieces, water-closet apparatus, and other items,

N'ictoria-road, Harborne, near Birmingham, fur Mr. Wm.
Fletcher. Mr. W. T, Foulkes, architect

Stokes £798 0 0

Newey 759 0 0
Pugh 763 0 0

Briley (accepted) 700 0 0

For finishing a concrete villa at Wimbledon, fr Mr.
William Parsey :—

Orris... .£1,004 0 0

Harvey 910 0 0
Mullett £ Wimp 879 10 0

Crouch 660 0 0

For cottsge hospital at Eoyston. Mr. Edward Nash,
architect

Add if Floors are in

Pitch Pine. Wainscot.

Saveli £975 0 0

Gnnaon 848 0 0 ...£12 0 0 ...£89 0 0

Gibbons (accepted) 843 0 0 7 0 0 ... 74 0 0

Henshaw 4,397 0 0
Browne £ Robinson 4 120 0 0
Foster 4,283 0 0
Macey 4,237 0 0

Dove & Sons 4,225 0 0
Wallis £ Clements 4,100 0 0
Longmire £ Burge 4,075 0 0
Jackson £ Shaw 3.9-48 0 0

Newman £ Mann 3,855 0 0

Vaughan 3,750 0 0

Accepted for building a nouse at Kotiingdean, for Mr.
Troubridge. Mr. Pike, architect. Quantities supplied by
Mr. G. I'uppen :

—

Carpenter and Joiner.
Turner £151 0 0

Bricklayer, ^'c.

Burgess 183 0 0

Plumber, Fainter, tj-c.

Welfare 40 0 0

13, and 16,
for

For finishing three houses, Nos.
Yaudyke-road, High-streef, York-road, Battersea,

the London and Westminster Building Society. Messra,

Berriman & Son, avchitects :

—

Tarrant £230 0 0
Perkins 200 0 0
Cooke & Son 165 0 0

Gibbs & Son 162 0 0

Fisher & Sons 149 0 0
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The Stale of Art Education, in Great Britain

and on the Continent.

HERE is a class of

writing which, par-

taking of the two dis-

tinct qaalitios of onr-

rent and of standard

literature, appears but

rarely to attract the

attention due to either,

although frequently

possessing the merits

of both. It is to be

found in the large and

annually increasing li-

brary of “Blue books,”

in which the results

of the most exhaustive

research, directed, at

times, by the highest

literary skill, are to be

found side by side with

returns of very partial

interest, or reports of

very moderate excel-

lence. The origin of a

volume of this series

may be either a royal

command, a party vote,

an honest desire to

bring full information

before the world, or the

attempt to manufacture

a peg on which to hang a speech, or to frame a

motion. The blue cover, then, giving no as-

surance of the value of the contents of the

volume, it not unfrequently happens that a work
of the highest value issues stillborn from the

press of Messrs. George Eyre & William Spot-

tiswoode, and that a brief paragraph of abstract,

in the columns of the daily press, forms the

only introduction of its contents to the great

mass of even the reading public.

Very often, indeed, a subject is overlaid by the

actual amount of detail under which it is pro-

duced. Thus, although the information which

may be derived, as to the actual state of art

industry and art education in Great Britain, as

compared with that prevalent in foreign countries,

from the Reports on the Paris Exhibition of 1867,

which have been presented to both Houses of

Parliament, by command of her Majesty, and

have already been mentioned by us, is of great

and readily available value, but few purchasers

are likely to be found for the six compact

octavos, to the contents of the second of which,

—containing 620 pages, and published at the

moderate price of Ss. 3d.,—wo now bespeak

a few moments of attention.

These twenty- eight reports, indeed, exhibit

the same absence of unity of conception, and

consequent uniformity of treatment, which im-

part a somewhat bitty and scrappy character to

the whole Blue-book library. Side by side with

one or two masterly papers, iu which the authors,

writing not only from clear heads but from sym-

pathetic hearts, raise the discussion of questions

of art to the level of philosophical discourse,

are mere extracts from catalogues raisonn4s, of

little or no interest to any but the writers, after

the collections of which they treat are dispersed
;

even if they could have served, in the first

instance, as a guide to the instructive observa-

tion of the classes of articles in question.

The reports of Mr. Redgrave and Professor

Westmacott, with which may be classed those of

Sir Digby Wyatt, are productions of a very

different order from that of a mere criticism on a

given class of exhibits, whether artistic or only

personal. Addressing themselves directly to the

vital question of art education, these papers

afford the basis of a most instructive comparison

between what is done and what is attempted, by

the exertions of the Science’and Art Department

in this country, and the state and outlook of

the same branches of national culture in the more

educating portions of the Continent. They

yield glimpses behind the scenes, and show us

the views which regulate the course of study

which is favoured by the managers of the

museums and library at South Kensington.

And, rising above the practical questions of

educational detail (important as these are), they

confront the yet more fundamental problem

of the distinction between high art and art

which is essentially decorative or ornamental.

They indicate the true locality of the most famous

schools existing, or that have existed, in either

province; and they afford us the basis for some-

thing more than a mere guess at the probable

and proximate future of each department of

artistic culture.

One of the questionable features, in our judg-

ment, of the educational scheme elaborated by

the South Kensington School, is that sub-

servience of art proper to decorative purposes

which underlies the entire system. That in a

national school, supported by public funds, and

looking not so much to the elevation of the

public taste, as to the encouragement and per-

fection of manufacture, this tendency may be

to a certain extent unavoidable, we are not about

to deny. But the need of providing, as far as

possible, a counterpoise to a tendency which has

always marked the corruption produced by

wealth, and the decline of an over-wrought

civilisation, becomes all the more urgent. If the

ultimate aim of acquiring facility in figure draw-

ing be the decoration of a tea-cup, the result,

sooner or later, will be rather the degradation of

artistic taste, than the elevation of the tea

service into an msthetic machinery.

It is with a view to this necessity of ennobling

the pursuit of art, viewed as a decorative aid to

mannfactnre, by the pursuit of art, viewed as a

worthy exponent of noble thought, that the

report of Mr. Westmacott possesses unusnal

value. He speaks with the true ring of the

scnlptor’s tone,—the language of the severest

and most lofty style of art. He regards design

from the most elevated stand-point. He admits

no real beauty that does not to some extent

involve the presence of that which is pure and

noble in idea. He refuses, as any man who is

fired by the true artistic inspiration must do,

to acknowledge the possibility of the erection of

a realistic school of art as a rival and a counter-

part of that which is ideal. Rsalism is only a

part, and by no means the highest part, of the

imitative art, whether in sculpture, or painting,

or in literature. Realistic truth is one of the

requisite qualifications of the artist. It is a gift

to be acquired by education and by skill. It is

absent from the hieroglyphics of the child, or of

the artist working daring the childhood of the

race. It is commanded by such masters of the

pencil as Titian or Vandyke; but it is only one

of their elements of power. To speak of realism

in art as a novelty, or as a principle calculated

to serve as the basis of a school, is to evince

equal ignorance of the history and of the

elements of art.

"It 19 sometimes asserted,’’ says Mr. Westmacott,
“ that that which pleases is beautifal to the peraoD pleased,

and that every one has the right to exercise his own fancy

in determining what is or what is not beiatiful. This is a

fallacy. The abstract right to derive pleasure or gratiQ-

oation from any object, or, it may be, work of art, may be

conceded ; but no amount of satisfacciou it may possibly

afford, can endow a work with beauty if it has it not.

Nor is every one cipahle of judging, oil hand, whether or

not this quality is present. In art it is not, as many
suppose, merely a question of individual feeling. Certain

qualifications are required to form a sound judgment on
so subtle a problem. This is especially the case in esti-

mating what 'constitntes beauty in the huaisn figure, so

full of variety in all the conditions of sex, age, strength,

and character. There must be, in the first place, some
knowledge of the construction of the figure, and the laws

ofaction; the power to discriminate between various classes

of form; and, by practice, and careful education of the
eye, to know how to compare Art with Nature, in her best
aspects, in living models

;
and thus to determine what it is

that artists and poets mean by ideal beauty.’’

The highest class of sculpture, we fully agree

with Mr. Westmioott, is calculated to interest

and excite the loftier feolinge by representing

sublime and noble subjects under the most per-

fect forms. The influenoes which are un-

favourable to the development of this severe and

elevating form of art in our own country are

two-fold,—those which are permanent, as arising,

in the main, from those social habits which

depend on temperature and on climate'; and

those which are secular or peculiar to ou-r own
time. The noblest subjects for sculpture, since

Praxiteles first dared to represent the female

form entirely unveiled, are heroic, or nude, and

that for two reasons. The first of these is that

there is no natural object which is at once more

beautifal in form, and more calculated to appeal

to the human imagination, than the human

figure itself, under its three widely different

types of manly, feminine, and infantine grace.

The second is, that by this treatment alone are

the impressions produced by that change in the

character of attire, which we call fashion, and

which exert a disturbing influence on the judg-

ment by means of association of ideas, alto-

gether banished. But heroic sculpture is not

native to a northern climate. Where the hnman

figure is never seen, as a rule, unclothed, there

is a degree of incongruity involved by repre-

senting it as node. It is possible that a sort of

barbaric prudery regulates our ordinary views

on this subject; but even this is less hostile to

the worthy pursuit of art than is the diametrioally

opposite tendency of French taste, intensified as

it is by the action of the rnlers of the empire.

Where neither the recurrence of public games,

nor the irresistible power of a torrid summer,

allows the eye to obtain familiarity with the

uudraped form, its representation will always

convey, to the uninstructed mind, not the true,

artistic, idea of the nude, but the very different

one of the undressed. Even iu the models copied

by the artist this sense will be continually

present
;
and the more faithful is the repre-

sentation of living form, however beautiful, the

more fully will the influence of the feeling of

shame, which is far from being the feeling of

modesty,betray itself in the nneonsoious language

of the entire sbrinkiog physiognomy.

Debarred, then, partly by the drap:d habits of

society, and partly by the ridicule which would

attach to the representation of a modern king or

captain in heroic nudity, from the congenial

pursuit of the highest branch of the art of the

sculptor, we are beset by a difficulty of no slight

importance when we attempt the draped figure.

Not only does a sort of commonplace vulgarity

attach to the imitation, iu marble or in bronze,

of the ordinary articles of attire with which wo

are familiar, but the attire itself has become

more mean, ugly, and inartistic than at, perhaps

any preceding period of history. We refer not

only to the uopicturesque, we might say in-

human, abominations of female attire, but, even

more decidedly, to the contempt shown in the

male dress for any considerations of what is

becoming, or even of what is comfortable, and

snitable at once to the habits of life and to the

exigencies of climate. A species of archaeological

value may attach, centuries hence, to the faithful

delineation of the English men and women of

the present day. Bat it will be iu an arohseo-

iogical sense alone. A period when neither

dignity, gravity, nor military simplicity is in

any way studied by the constructors of male

attire, and when the graceful and winning charm

of modesty is as much disregarded in that of the
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softer sex, as are any principles of roatlietic

harmony or fitness, is not one in which realistic

imitation can produce anything worthy of the

name of sculpture.

The exertions of the sculptors’ art are, there-

fore, very much confined either to portraiture,

chiefly in bust, or to allegorical and conventional

representations. There is, indeed, the third

category of historic sculpture ; but eminence in

this branch of the art, which demands, in addition

to the other qualifications of a good sculptor, a

thorough acquaintance with the history and the

details of costume, is not to bo acquired at a
bound. In the absence of some more distinct

encouragement nothing but a rare combination
of genius and of circumstance can produce a good
historic sculptor in England.

Considerations of a very similar character

apply to the English school of painting in oil.

“ While the English pictures of poetical, episodic,

historical, domestic, genre, andlandscaposnbjects
are,” in the opinion of Mr. Cope, R.A., “ con-

spicuous for excellence and variety in aim and
treatment, there are no pictures of national

importance.” “ England has no national collec-

tion of oil pictures, for the Sheepshanks andVernon
Galleries mostly consist of cabinet gems suited

to the dimensions of drawing-rooms, and were
collected by private gentlemen, and afterwards

bequeathed to the nation.” Fresco painting,

the noblest branch of the art, is forbidden by the

English climate. For oil painting, on the soule

familiar to the great masters of Continental art,

England has neither school nor encouragement.
Thus, while it can no longer be said that there

is no English school of art, it mast be admitted
that but a limited field is open for the highest

exertions of the Engiish artist.

In France the case is totally different. The
encouragement, and the direction of the course

of study, of the student, are there considered a
matter of national importance, not undeserviug
of the systematic care of the Government of

the country. From the very commencement of

his career, the French student is at once stimu-

lated to exertion, and kept within certain wide
and well-understood limits, by the wholesome in-

fluence of competition. Ho does not find the high
places of his profession filled up by men whoso
chief pride seems to be taken in keeping down
their juniors. Such an offence against jus-

tice,—we may almost say against decency,—as

the thrice-repeated refusal of a few square
inches of wall-room, in an annual exhibition

which is called national, to such a remarkable
painting as the “ Medea” of Mr. Sandys woitld

have been impossible iu France. The student
competes for a place in the Academy. Admitted
there, he competes for the Prix de Rome. He
afterwards produces works for exhibition at the
annual Salon, which may procure the dislioction

of medals of the first, second, or third classes.

Further success in his profession will be acknow-
ledged by the bestowal of the much-prized
decoration of the Legion d’honneur, that of the

simple chevalier, of the officer, or of the com-
mander. The State will purchase any very
successful work, and deposit it in galleries or

museums, in Paris or in the Provinces. The
most distinguished artists are continually com-
missioned to illustrate the chief events of the

day by the exercise of their art ; and the thirst

for national fame, so characteristic of the French
people, thus leads to a constant encouragement
of the artist, not by the uncongenial condescen-
sion of the patron, bub by the open-handed
rendering to Art of that which is her due.

Under these circumstances high art in France
has a life and a future, even if they are nob those

of the very noblest stamp. The attempt made
by the school of David (as by Flaxman in our

own country), to naturalise a sham classicality,

in subject, in attire, or in treatment, is almost
entirely abandoned. The present movement of

art in France is in the direction of the pictu-

resque. The laws of light and shade, harmony
of tone, careful completion of the entire picture,

are combined with a freedom of touch which
would be in danger of degenerating into what
is slovenly and vague, but for the correction
supplied by the incessant study and reproduc-
tion of the nude.

It thus comes to pass, not only that French
art commands an unrivalled position on the Con-
tinent, but that, whether avowedly or insensibly,
it is influencing, not to say devouring, all other
national schools. The manner of the Belgian
artists is more French than Flemish, “ possess-
ing little of the juicy touch and transparent
colour of the old school.” The works of the
Dutch painters “ have a greater affinity with the

broad generality of treatment and solid painting

of the French school, than with the refined

delicacy of execution and rich juiciness of colour

so characteristic of the old Dutchmen.” “ The
productions of Prussia mostly emanate from the

school at Dusseldorf. They possess no very

special character to distinguish them from French
art, to which they are gradually more and more
tending.” The modern Bavarian school, like

most of its Continental contemporaries, “ seems
founded upon that of France, both in its

style of work, its perception of nature and
in the snbjects it most affects.” “The art

of Austria is iu no way remarkable for

any distinct national traits.” “ The influence

of France on the art of Spain is evident.”

The school of Sweden and Norway, “ gene-

rally, is in close relationship with that of

Dusseldorf, at which place most of the principal

painters reside, so that it may be almost con-

sidered as a branch of that school.” The visitor
“ looks in vain for anything nationally characte-

ristic of Russian art.” Even Muscovite or Finland

Bubjeots “ are treated in the modern French man-
ner, and seem rather French than Russian.” The
modern art of Italy “ seems to be an off-shoot

from that of France, and has no distinctive cha-

racter of its own.” Even Greece contributed to

the exhibition which furnished the subjects of
’

the report from which we quote, a moonlight

picture of Antigone, in the style of the French
school

;
and Turkey “ attempts at still life, in

the French manner.”
While this missionary and conquering influ-

ence of French art is so fully asserted by the

reporter commissioned by this country, it is

painful to read the very judicious remarks of

Mr. Horsley on the decadence of that English

school of water-colour drawing which attained its

highest excellence in the works of Turner, Cox,

Dewiut, Hunt, Copley Fielding, and others.

This admirable school was properly and exclu-

sively English. Its essential principle was that

of making use of the lovely quality of trans-

parency possessed by colour ground iu water,

when employed on paper, without any opaque
mixture. It is, therefore, a serious subject for

consideration that scarcely one pure water- colour

drawing, unpolluted by opaque colour, is now
produced.

In condemnation of this hybrid and make-
shift style of what is now called painting in

water-colours, Mr. Horsley cites the unques-
tionable authority of Turner, who not only

strongly reprobated the use of opaque colours in

water-colour drawing, at the time of its first in-

troduction, but asserted emphatically that, if

persisted in, it would “ prove the ruin of water-

colour drawing.” The temptation to produce

drawings with rapidity has been the chief cause

of the general adoption of this pernicious prac-

tice. It is interesting to note Mr. Horsley’s re-

mark, that not only is the purity and limpidity

of the true water-colour style destroyed by the

introduction of opaque dabs, patches, and
smears, turning the sky, in some instances, into

the resemblance of a stuccoed and whitewashed
wall, but that the mongrel pictures are likely to

be as short-lived as they are rapid in their pro-

duction. For while pure water-colour drawings
should always be protected from unnecessary

exposure to light, opaque mixtures require the

very opposite treatment. “Permanent white”
becomes permanently black, and other opaque
colours have a tendency to crack and peel off,

when they are kept covered up, besides being

injuriously affected by hygrometric changes iu

the atmosphere.

It is evident from the comparative view of

English and of foreign art which the reports on
the Universal Exhibition of 1867 supply, that

the impulse which, originating in 1851, is main-
tained by the exertions of the Science and Art
Department, has but a slight and incidental, if

any, influence on the highest branches of art.

For decorative purposes—for art industry, rather

than art proper—wo have, indeed, entered upon
what may be appropriately styled the era of the

Victorian Renaissance. It is still to be regretted

that painting should be confined to the produc-

tion of cabinet pictures ;
that sculpture should

be allowed to sink into effigy-making ; that water-

colour drawing should disappear, in its purity,

from our schools. Much as a careful and well-

designed education in art-workmanship may
effect, much as it has already effected, the beat

hopes of the originators of the movement will

fail of fulfilment so long as a languid pursuit, or

a misdirected activity of study of art in its

highest branches, allows the energy of the work-

man to distance the skill of the artist.

LINCOLN AND ITS NEIGHBOURHOOD.
There are few more interesting cities in Eng-

land for the archmologiat, architect, or mere
lover of the picturesque, than Lincoln. The
position of the more ancient portion of the city

on the summit of a lofty ridge that traverses

the county from north to south, crowned by the

magnificent cathedral, is almost unrivalled, and
the view from the valley below strikes the
traveller as at once familiar and uncommon. The
truth is, that the situation of the minster, and
the disposition of the steep narrow streets

straggling down iuto the valley, black with the
smoko of many furnaces, and sonorous with the

sounds of labour, are frequent enough in Con-
tinental towns, and thence the impression of

familiarity, although the scene is not so common
in England as it is abroad. One misses, how-
ever, the usual accompaniment of the foreign

landscape, the clear crisp air, the fragrant smell
of wood fires and jp6t-au-feu, the ringing high-
pitched voices of the women, and a sense of

deeper colour and spaciousness which is never
experienced in England.
The people of Lincoln are, as a rule, a hand-

some, well-developed race, and the women of the
lower class are especially remarkable for their

regular features, tall stature, and easy carriage.

This portion of the country was largely peopled
by immigrants from Celtic Gaul, who sought
refuge here from the incursions of the Gothic

tribes that overran the continent of Europe about

150 years before the Christian era, as well as by
the Danes, who seized upon Lindsey Island, or

Lindum, a Saxon province, which occupied the

same extent of country as Lincolnshire
,
iu the

year 838, and again in 993. The inhabitants

retain several characteristics of speech, manners,
and feature, which may probably be traced to these

remote ancestors ; their intonation is remarkably
pure

5
and there is an entireabsence of the broad

accent usual in the adjoining county of Yorkshire.

The city is of very great antiquity
;

the site

of the ancient British city having been, accord-

ing to Leland, somewhat to the north of the
present site, beyond the Roman gateway called

Newport, and eomo of the lines of fortification

are still to be discerned. The ^outline of the
Roman city is clearly traceable : the ancient

Hermin-street traverses it from north to south
j

aud there are besides the celebrated gateway on
the north side several remains of the massive
wall which defended the city on four sides, of

unmistakable Roman work. The Roman city

was remarkably small in extent, forming a
parallelogram, about 1,300 ft. one way by about
1,200 ft. the other way, extending from the

western wall of the castle on the west to the
smaller transept of the minster on the east. The
northern boundary is marked by Newport Gate

j

and there are some remains of a corresponding

gateway on the south aide in a wall in the street

called Steep-hill. Under the Danish dominion,
Lincoln rapidly increased in size and import-
ance, and became one of those cities whose
inhabitants intermarrying with the invaders
were called Fifeburghs, and were allowed con-
siderable privileges. The erection of the castle

and the cathedral under William the Norman
still further extended the power and influence

of the city, and from that time Lincoln played a
prominent part in the history of the country.

In the thirteenth century the city rose to a posi-

tion of considerable eminence on account of its

trade in wool, then the staple commodity of

,

England. The river Witham was in the reign of

Henry HI. navigable for vessels of largo burden
from Boston to Lincoln, The city ranked as the

fourth seaport in England,—London, Boston, and
' Southampton only ranking as superior. The
embankment aud proper protection of the river

having been neglected, it at length became nn-

navigable
; and in the reign of Charles II. the

control of the Witham passed into the hands of

a private company, and it is now leased to the

Great Northern Railway Company. The prin-

cipal trade in Lincoln is the manufacture of

agricultural implements, which is carried on by
a large number of eminent firms employing a
considerable body of workmen.
The minster is, as a matter of course, the

great object of attraction. Very extensive works
of restoration have been carried on of late years,

and both the exterior and interior give evidence of

a laudable desire on the part of the Dean and
Chapter to discharge their duty iu the preserva-

tion of that remarkable building. Into the

question of the propriety of the restoration that

has been effected, we do not care hero to enter,

but those who are interested in the subject will
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find it discaesed at Botne length in onr pages in a

former volume. Some of the flying buttresses

of the chapter-house are now being recon-

structed. The windows have been, with a few

exceptions, fllled with stained glass, of varying

merit, by various donors. The beat windows are

those by two amateurs, the Rev. Augustus

Sutton and Mr. Frederick Sutton, who have
executed several of the windows in the east

transept, as well as that at the west end. The
east window, by Ward & Hughes, although very

nicely drawn and well arranged, is unsatisfactory

in colour, being cold and thin.

The new pulpit, from a design by Mr. G. G.

Scott, is quite out of character with the building :

the base is of the most nondescript character,

and the wood carving, although very beautifully

executed by Ruddle, of Peterborough, does not

correspond with the carved woodwork of the

stalls.

The prebendal stalls and canopies are un-

equalled for simplicity of design and richness of

effect, and are well worthy of study. The wood-
work was unfortunately stained a dark brown
colour in 184S, by which much of the grace and
lightness of the original work has been destroyed.

The stalls of the choir are now in course of re-

construction.

The entrance to the choir from the leaser

transepts is closed by two wrought-iron screens

of fourteenth-century work of good design, one

of which, that on the north side, has been lately

restored by Messrs. Hart, of London. The
restoration cannot be prononnced satisfactory,

and the cresting, which replaces some seventeenth

century scrollwork, is extremely coarse in ex-

ecution, and inappropriate in design. The brass

railing enclosing the altar, erected a few years

since by Messenger, of Birmingham, is also very

defective in an artistic sense
;
bat as the design

was furnished by the donor, one of the clergy of

the cathedral, it may be thought invidious to

complain of the quality of the gift.

The minster suffered severely at the time of

the Reformation, and again during the civil wars :

the whole of the memorial brasses have been
plundered, and the statues and other decorations

of the tombs and chapels removed or defaced.

On the south side of the presbytery or retro-

choir near the altar, is the tomb of Katherine do
Swiueford, third wife of John of Gaunt, Duke of

Lancaster. The tomb is in a very neglected

condition, and it has been lately suggested in a

local paper that it would be a graceful act on
the part of her Majesty to undertake the repair

of the tomb, she being herself Duchess of Lan-

caster, and directly descended from Catherine

de Swinford, as shown by the following table :

—

John ofGannt—Catlierine Swineford.
1. John Beaufort, Marquis of Somerset, &c.

2. John Beaufort, Marquia of Somerset, fto.

3. Margaret—Edmund I'udor.

4. Henry VII.

6.

Margaret—James IV. of Seotiand.
6. James V. of Scotland.

7. Mary, Queen of Scots.

8. James I. ofEngland.
9. Princess Elisabeth—The Elector Palatine.

10. Princess Sophia.
11. Eng George I.

12. King George II.

13. Frederick Lonis, Prince of Wales.
14. King George III.

15. Edward, Duke of Kent.
16. Queen Victoria.

The verger informs the visitors, and the guide-

books also assert, that Katherine was the sister

of Chaucer the poet'; but the fact is that Chaucer
married Katherine’s sister, which is a very dif-

ferent relationship.

After the minster the most noticeable objects

in Lincoln are the carious pre-Norman towers

attached to the churches of 9t. Mary-le-Wigford,

near the rail way station, and St. Peter-at-Gowt’s,

in the High-street. These are very much alike

in style, and resemble very closely in outline the

campanil! or bell-towers attached to several of

the churches in Rome, and are probably of about

the same date. These towers are square, and
have what has been termed “ long and short

work” at the quoins. There is a circular-

headed door on the west side next the street

;

the middle stage of the tower is unpierced, and
the upper stage has a two-light window, with
semicircular arches and a baluster column. St.

Peter-at-Gowt’s has a bas-relief of St. Peter in

good preservation. Pre-Norman remaics are
extremely rare in England, and it is satisfactory

to be able to report that these interesting build-

ings are quite sound, and are in no need of re-

building or restoration.

The building called the Jew’s Ilonse at the

foot of Steep-hill (a narrow and excessively difli-

cult ascent from the lower part of the town to

the elevated ridge upon which the minster,

castle, and principal part of the ancient town are

'situated) ia a very good specimen of a twelfch-

centurydwellingof the upper class. It is engraved

. inPugin’s “ Specimens,” vol. i., p. 1, and there is a

view of it in Knight’s “Pictorial History of Eng-

land,” vol. i., p. 626, by which it will be seen

that the house has undergone but little alteration,

and that of an unimportant character, since the

year 1837, the date of the publication of the

history. The corbels to the central doorway

are, however, leas distinct than they appear in

the sketch, and the chevron ornament over the

door has also suffered from the effect of time.

The interior of the house was rebuilt some forty

years since, and the only original part remaining

ia the front wall towards the street, which is

very nearly 3 ft. in thickness.

The name “ Jew’s House ” is said to have been

derived from the house having been the residence

of one Beleset de Wallingford, a Jewess hanged

for coin-clipping in the reign of Edward I., but

there is no foundation for the tradition. The
expression “ Jew’s House ” seems to have been

vulgarly applied to houses built of stone. Stow
in hia “Survey” mentions a part of a large

stone house adjoining the Royal Exchange

standing in hia time, the other part of which

was taken down for enlarging the Royal Ex-

change. “ This stone house,” he says, “ was
said of some to have been a church, whereof it

had no proportion
;
of others a Jew’s house, as

though,” he shrewdly remarks,

—

“None but Jews had dwelt in stone houses ; bat that

opinion ia without warrant, for, beside the strong build-

ing of stone houses against the invasion ot thieves in

the night, when no watches wore kept, in the first year of

lliehard I., to prevent the casualties of fire which often

had happened in the city when the houses were built of

timber, and covered with reed or straw, Henry Fitz-

Alwine being mayor, it was decreed that from henceforth

no man should build within the city but of stone, until a

certain height, and to cover the same building with slates

or burnt tiles, and this was the very cause of such build-

ings.’’—5to«o’» Sunieij bj/ Thoms, p. 73.

Another remarkable building, of nearly the

same date as that last refened to, is the building

called “John of Gaunt’s Stables,” situate on the

east side of the High-street, and near the

southern extremity of the town. The front next

the street is remarkably well preserved, the

carving of the corbels and the mouldings of the

handsome Norman archway being still fresh and

clear as when first cut. The atone used is what

is called the “ roe stone,” from the upper oolite

bed of the Lincoln qnarry, which is of a beau-

tiful cream-colour, and is evidently very durable,

and admirably adapted for carved work. The
minster is partly built of this same stone, but

there are also portions built with stone from some
of the higher beds, which abound in shells and

cornbrash. As ia the case with the Jew’s Honae
and some other bnildings in Lincoln, John of

Gaunt’s Stables is a popular misnomer. It

appears from Leland’s description, that the

building was a guild-hall, belonging, he says, to

St. Ann’s Chnrob
;
but this is probably a mistake

for St. Mary’s Guild. The interior presents no

features of any interest. It is now used as a

malting-house
j
and although the structure has

nob suffered any great injury of late years, with

the exception of the addition of a floor, which

shows below the entrance archway, it is too

much to hope that it oan long be used for its

present purpose without incurring constant risk

of deterioration, or the positive destruction of

its architectural character. It is a pure and

beantifnl specimen of Norman work, and is

worthy of being preserved as what is called in

France a momimeni historique, at the expense of

the state or mnnicipaliby.

The house of John of Gaunt, the great Duke of

Lancas'er, stands on the opposite side of the

street. It is now converted into two houses, and
retains but few evidences of its former mag-
nificence.

The high bridge over the Witham, 1330-

1400, is a remarkably complete Medimval work;

it is, nevertheless, alleged to be insnflicient for

the present navigation of the river, and it is

suggested it should be rebuilt. Impi'ovements,

however, are efi'ected but slowly in Lincoln, on

account of the strong political feeling existing in

the town. The townhall, which is in the Stone

Bow, an archway across the High-street, is quite

unworthy of the size and importance of the city,

and a new townhall is much needed, public

raeetirgs of any importance being now held in

the corn exchange. There is no system of drain-

age in Lincoln except by means of cesspools.

The Local Management Act has, however, been

adopted by the corporation, and the sanitary

condition of the town is as good as can be ex-

efieotivo sewerage of the low-lying portions of

the town will be a matter of some difficulty, but

there is no reason why the attempt should not

be made.
It is proposed to lay out a plot of ground on

the east of the city as a park or arboretum,

which is much wanted. The ground, which con-

sists of about 17 acres, and is advantageously

situated, belongs to the freemen of the city, who
have the right of pasture over it, and an arrange-

ment has been initiated by the mayor and cor-

poration to compensate the freemen by an
annuity of 200Z. a year, and to sell a portion of

the ground for building, for the purpose of

raising the funds for laying out and planting

the park.

The church of St. Peter, in Eastgate-with-

St.-Margaret, ia now being rebnilt by Mr. Blom-
field. The new church is to the north-east of the

town, on the site of a former church, built in

1778. The new building is not sufficiently

advanced to enable an opinion to bo formed as

to its design. The foundation stone was laid a

few weeks back with Masonic honours.

A new chnrcb is also in progress in the lower

part of the town, adjoining the Free School, for

the parish of St. Swithiu. The new church is

built to the eastward of the present church on

the Sheep-square, the site of a former market,

which was purchased of the corporation at the

nominal price of 5001. The style is Early

Decorated, and, as far as the work is completed,

it ia of a satisfactory character, althongh rather

safe than original. There are appearances that

it is not intended to proceed with the tower and

spire at present. The church will consist of a

nave, north and sonth aisles, tower and spire at

the west end, with a porch on the south side, and

a vestry to the sonth-east. The dimensions are,

—nave, 106 ft. long; chancel, 40 ft.; total,

146 ft. Breadth across nave and aisles, 61 ft.

The church will accommodate about 1,000 per-

sons. The materials used are Branston stone

for the exterior, and the interior is faced with

ashlar of Ancaster stone. The contractor is

Mr. Lovelee, of Branston. The architect is Mr.

Fowler, of Louth, who obtained the commission

in competition with ten others.

The ancient church of St. Swithin, the prede-

oessor’of the present church (a mean, uninte-

resting building, dating only from 1801), was

one of the finest in Lincoln. It was unhappily

destroyed by an accident during the civil war

between the King and the Parliament in the

seventeenth century. In 1641 the Earl of Man-
chester,—the Parliamentary general,—attacked

the city from the side of Canwick, and having

taken the lower part of the town, was preparing

to assault the upper part, when some combus-

tible material intended for the attack took fire,

and the burning flakes being carried by the wind,

and alighting on’ St. Swithin’s church, caused its

destruction.

The church of St. Mary, at Swineshead, near

Lincoln, memorable in history as the spot where

John of England retired when mortified by the

loss of his personal baggage and treasure in

crossing the Wash, and where he contracted the

illness that terminated in his death, has been

restored, and the termination of the work was
celebrated on the 14th ult. by a restoration

festival, at which upwards of forty of the clergy

assisted, with the bishop of the diocese at their

head. The chnrob, which is a conspicuous object

from the Boston and Sleaford Railway which

runs about a mile to the eastward, is Late

Decorated, with some admixture of Perpendicular

work, and consists of a nave and aisles, a spacious

chancel with a chapel opening out of it, south

porch, tower, and spire. The restoration included

the lowering of the floor to its original level, new

open benches, and pulpit and reading desk, the

removal of the whitewash and plaster with which

the walls were encrusted. The work of renova-

tion has been executed by Mr. Pattinson, of

Ruskington, and Mr. Franks, of Swineshead,

under the superintendence of Mr. Kirk, of Dews-

bury. The cost of the restoration will be about

1,8001., including the new organ by Brindley, of

Sheffield, which was presented by Mr. Reddish,

the churchwarden.

BTow Tramways in Xiondon.—^Notices have

been affixed to the lamps on Blackfriars Bridge

and in the Blackfriars and Westminster Bridge

roads, stating that an application will be made
to Parliament in the ensuing session for powers

to lay down tramways in these thoronghfares.
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THE KAILWAY HOTEL, LIVERPOOL.

The large hotel in course of erection for the

London and North Western Railway Company,

at their terminus in Lime^street, Liverpool, from

the designs of hfr. Waterhouse, and before

now described in these pages, is rapidly ap-

proaching completion externally, half the roof

being already on. The building is in the round-

arched Gothic or Semigothio style, which its

architect has recently adopted a good deal, and

which has the merit of appearing sensible and
purpose-like, besides exhibiting a certain novelty

and individuality of treatment, A row of lofty

round-arched windows, with quasi-classic archi-

volts, forma the principal feature in the ground-

story front, marking the height of the coffee and
reading-rooms which occupy the main portion of

the front ground-floor : elsewhere the upper part

of this story is treated as a mezzanine. Over
the first-floor string-course corresponding piers

are carried up through three stories
;
the first

and second floors having square-headed windows
between the piers, the third floor round-arched

windows corresponding with the arcade which
connects the main piers. Over all is an attic

with rather heavy dormers, the space between

the dormers being filled up by a square panel

enclosing an inner panel, within which is worked
a kind of circular shield, slightly convex in

section, and surrounded by a row of small beads

or knobs. Unless there is something symbolical

in this device, it is difficult to account for it

;

as mere ornament it certainly is not a success-

ful feature. The main plan of the building is

very simple, and looks as if it would work well

;

a centre entrance hall opens from Lime-street,

divided by a lofty arch, supported on groups of

four granite columns, from the central staircase

beyond, which is lighted from the roof. From
this central hall and staircase longitudinal centre

corridors rnn right and left the whole length of

the building on every floor, lighted by a two-
llght window at each end, with a vista right

tbrongh from end to end. These corridors are

fire-proof, formed of Yorkshire landings carried

on contiunous brick corbels. The architectural

effect of the central staircase cannot be judged
of yet; but a small detail in the construction

of some of the upper landings reminds us what
very clumsy methods are sometimes tolerated

by architects (or clerks of works) in effecting

the joining of iron beams at right angles.

In this case, a very large wrought-iron beam
carries the main landing connecting the corri-

dors, and across-landing is carried by a smaller

beam, one end of which is supported by a small

piece of T angle-iron riveted against the web of

the large beam, and projecting horizontally 2 in.

or 3 in. It is probably strong enongh for its

pnrpose, but has a very make-sbift appearance :

and in a similar position in another large hotel

(built by an architectural firm in very large prac-

tice), we saw, not long since, a system of cast-iron

beams of equal section, arranged at right angles,

those carrying the cross-landings having their

flanges cut short at the point ofjunction, and the

web continued so as to rest on the flanges of the
longitudinal beam, the cross-beams thus resting

entirely on the end of their web. Considering
how frequently the use of iron beams in such a
position is called for in large staircases, it might
surely be possible to foresee it, and provide a
suitable bracket on the main beams to take the
ends of the cross-beams, instead of leaving the

junction to bo effected by the rule of thumb.
The line of elevation at each end of the bnild-

iug is slightly advanced both in front and rear,

the projection taking the form of what may be
called an angle tower, the tower effect being
chiefly produced by the inevitable Mansard roof^

which rises far above the cornice. On the ground
story of each tower is a large and heavily-

moulded porte-cochere arch, the flank wall which
connects the two towers at back and front

having a similar boldly-treated archway, above
which several tiers of small windows, with
shafts and foliated capitals, have a very ele-

gant effect, and contrast well with the ex-

panse of almost entirely plain masonry on
the flank of each tower. It is something nowa-
days to find any architect recognising the
value of breadth of wall-space in an architec-
tural design

; and this portion of the building is

really treated in a striking and effective manner.
For the rest, we can scarcely say so much

;
and

indeed, considering the size and cost of the
building, and the splendid and commanding site
it occupies, facing, but rather higher than, St.
George's Hall, it is impossible not to sympathise
with what seems to be the prevalent feeling in

Liverpool, that a very fine opportunity has not

been made the most of. The appearance of the

disproportionately high roofs at each extremity,

with the long tall mass of chimney-stack at

each side crowded upon and scarcely separable

from the roof, is anything but satisfactory.

Almost the only ornament on the principal front,

with the exception of the questionable panels in

the attic above alluded to, is in the shape of

perforated ornamental panels in geometrical

patterns, under the windows ;
those under the

first-floor windows being projected slightly for-

ward and forming balconies, the corbels sup-

porting which, by the way, come rather awk-

wardly close down upon the archivolts of the

ground-floor windows. While the general aspect

of the building is that of solid durability without

show, and while the vulgarity of extravagant

ornamentation is entirely avoided, the impression

left by it is unsatisfactory on the one hand from

a want of real effectiveness and point in the

general design (always excepting the end eleva-

tions aforesaid), and, on the other hand, from the

want of repose in the sky-line formed by the

aspiring roofs and chimneys
;

a defect em-

,

phasized by contrast with the well-known sober

monumental horizontal lines of St. George’s

Hall opposite. The masonry, of Stourton stone,

with Miuera and Cefn stone dressings is, we
should add, in every respect admirable.

AN ENGLISH THEORY OF THE ARTS.*

A WORK has just appeared, on the rise and
progress of the arts, which may be considered,

in some respects, as the English equivalent of

the German work on the same subject by

Dr. Liibke, Mr. Bnnnett’s translation of which
was reviewed in these columns.t In the

latter, the contemplative German thonght out

his theory, and then applied it to the various

nations of the civilised world, in a calm, medi-

tative, thongh perhaps crotchety, kind of way;
whereas in the work before us an English

barrister has thought out another, and has

smoothly, glibly, and diffusely applied it to the

various arts, recognising all nations as only one

humanity. The German doctor’s leading idea is

that, first, the geographical features of a

country, and then the political conditions and
general mode of life of its inhabitants, originated

its arts, cultivated, or repressed them, as the

case might be. Mr. George Harris sets out with

the conviction that the origin of art is due to

the innate power the mind possesses of com-
bining ideas. He says the faculties with which
the soul is endowed are of two kinds, active and
passive ; and it is the former, or the power to

receive ideas, reason upon them, separate and
combine them, that gives birth to artistic pro-

ductions ; the latter faculty also taking part in

the result, in so far as it renders the mind liable

to be affected by sensations of different qualities

when excited by the material senses. Lest

we shonld obscure the author’s meaning by com-
pressing his words, we quote his coutinuation of

this explication. “ As the faculties availed of

in the pursuit of art are as obvious and as de-

finable as those which are employed in the pro-

gress of reasoning, so are the principles of this

study as sure and as well established as those of

logic. The efforts of this power may be capri-

cious or ill-regulated in some minds, but in all

they are capable of being regulated by certain

laws, and are controlled by well-established

rules. The principles of taste are certain, be-

cause the same senses and the same intellectual

faculties as regards their nature, although dif-

ferent in extent and quality, exist in every

: mind.” Thus, though both authors write of the

rise and progress of art, they look at their sub-

ject from points of view so far removed from
each other that its identity is almost lost. Dr.

Liibke writes of art as thongh it was a crystal

stream flowing through various tracts of land,

and that was spread out in one till it formed a
broad smooth sheet, and contracted in another

to a deep tearing river, and precipitated, cataract-

fashion, over rocks in another, according to the

geographical features of the district; while Mr.

Harris, thongh he can see it in this light, too,

leads ns more to think of it as of water in a well

to which every individual brings his own cruse,

goblet, or bowl, and quaffs his draught after his

own fashion. But still the combination of brain-

power and mechanical skill we call art is the

* “The Theory of the Arts; or, Art in Relation to

Nature, Civilization, and Man.” By Georgs Harris,
F.S.A. Id 2 vole. London : Triibner & Co. 1S09.

t Vol. xxvi., p. 923.
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same thing all the world over, and in all time,

whether men look at it au dessus or au dessouSf

from within or from without. We remind our

readers of the German survey of the subject,

only that they may compare it with the theory

advanced in the work now before us.

Mr. Harris has made what be considers a new
and correct classification of the arts. They are

nine in number ;
and he ranks them m the fol-

lowing order : — Painting, sculpture, poetry,

eloquence, music, architecture, dramatic acting,

costume, and gardening. Seeing that archi-

tecture is generally conceded to be the grandest

of all the arts, we admit the novelty of the scale

without pledging ourselves to its correctness.

We miss, too, in this catalogue many arts that

should have found a place in a list making any

pretence to completeness. Under which of these

headings could we group the works of the Della

Robbias or of Bernard Palissy ? Under which

conld we place those of Benvenuto Cellini ? And
where may we rank the works of illustrious gold-

smiths, enamellers, and engravers ? Ghiberti’s

famous gates are a work of art, yet can scarcely

rank either as sculpture or any of the other

arts here mentioned. The art of the tapissier

is of as much account as that of the costumier,

yet it is overlooked. To be plain, notwithstanding

a very noticeable inclination on the part of the

author to leave not a stone unturned in con-

nexion with his labours, and, if possible, to

fracture it and show ns what was in the centre

of it, he has in this particular given us very

short measure. Without dwelling farther, how-

ever, on what he has not said, we will follow him

in some of hia observations. He first commends
art to mankind, and mankind to artists

;
and

after minutely stating the claims of art, how
different kinds were invented, their growth,

their spheres, the points where they agree and

where they separate, he proceeds to declare the

leading principles that should regulate design in

either of them. These, he avers, are all de-

ducible from nature, yet it is not by a faithful

portraiture of nature that success is ensured ;

—

“ The coneideration that the excitement of the mind,

in an agreeable or giatifying manner, forma the origin

and the foundation of each art, ought ever to be kept in

view as a leading principle of design in art of either kind,

80 that every performance may be calculated to delight aa

well as to excite ua. The principles of design, including

those of delineation, are to be deduced in each of the arts,

from the practice observable in leading works, and which

the greatest masters in them have pursued. The rules of

art are to be drawn from the productions of art, and not

the productions of art formed from the rules. Nature

herself, as she is seen to exist, first supplied and taught

the principles of art, and from her inexhaustible mine, the

richest stores may be drawn. God gave those principles

to nature, and nature gives them to man."

Thus it would aeem rules are only to be ascer-

tained by the study of great masters, which
every student undertakes. Moreover, he laysdown
that they are chiefly negative, and principally

of nse to avoid defects, not to ensnre perfection.

No great poet has so frequently broken tbrongh
rules as Shakspeare

;
yet none has attained equal

perfection. Another rule he would inculcate is

not to commence the execution of any design

before it is clearly defined in the mind ; bub the

chief one is to unite the freedom and absence
of all affectation and formality of nature with
grace, energy, and vigour. After this the roles

dwindle down to elements of delineation, which
are discussed in the following order :—1. Cor-

rectness. 2. Perspicuity. 3. Fitness. 4. Con-

sistency. 5. Contrast. 6. Energy.
Mr. Harris applies, somewhat ingeniously,

terms and tnrns of thought belonging to one art

to another. Speaking of alliteration, for instance,

in reference to poetry and eloquence, he points

onb its presence in architecture, costume, and
gardening. In architecture the use of uniform
ornamental terminations he looks upon as alli-

teration
;
in costame, corresponding ornaments

;

and in gardening, the formal arrangements in

which each work and corner is but the counter-

part of another that balances it, he speaks of as

80 much alliteration. This is a fanciful thought.

Alliteration is not exactly a repetition, or even a

balance. And when we come to include the dis-

tribution of colour, and the relation of masses of

light and shade in painting, as alliteration, the

agreement is still more difficult to discover. He
would stretch the application to sonlptural de-

signs; and beyond these to musio and acting,

where, however, he confesses it is more faintly

indicated and less direct. That he should have
made the attempt is, to some extent, an index of

his desire to treat every kind of art as one pro-

duce of the mind, varying only in its fruit with

the constitntion of the individual who gives it

birth. A poet, painter and sculptor, and musi-
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oian are all producers of art, which, to him, is

identical in kind, except in outward form
j and

conformable to the same rules, except those of
mechanical execution. He even detects a *' che-
mical affinity ” in art, which term he explains in
the tendency of representations of transactions
which vividly and immediately affect the mind,
to attach themselves at once to the heart. And,
Again, he requires of art that it should magnify
and purify natnre as well as reflect it. He sees,
too, resemblances sooner than some people can
see them. Gardening possesses, for instance, a
close correspondence with painting in his eyes.

In his retrospect of this last-mentioned art,
Mr. Harris scarcely goes so far back as he might

j

for he gives no account of the wonderful terraces
upon the banks of a few north-country rivers in
hilly districts, which are the remains of pre-
historic gardens, when the low lands were too
boggy, or wooded, for cultivation. In the valley
of the Breamish, Northumberland, in the vale
of the Tweed, and in Peebleahire, and elsewhere
in Scotland, these terraces are distinctly marked,
and are regarded with great interest by archaao-
logists as veritable fragments of ancient Britain,
They lie high np on the bill sides, ridge over
ridge. Thegardens attached to early hermitages,
too, are overlooked by him

j and those attached
to the abbeys, and other ecclesiastical institu-
tions, are equally ignored, although their influ-
ences have not yet perished. In the neighbour-
hood of Jedburgh the monastic pears are still

represented
j and around Hnlme Abbey, again,

the monks’ plums are now growing wild. His
impression is that, though Fitzstephen records
that the citizens of London had large gardens
in the reign of Henry II., and Hollinshed’s
Chronicle infers choice gardening in the reign of
Edward I., the wars of the white and red roses
exterminated all but the roughest kitchen gar-
dens and bare pleasure-grounds

;
and it was not

till the reign of Elizabeth that gardening was
treated artistically. He calls the celebrated
poem of the Scottish king, James I., to witness
that the garden at Windsor, in the reign of
Henry V., was but a place thickly planted with
trees, with alleys of hawthorn, and an arbour in
each corner. The Northumberland Household-
book of 1512, too, he quotes, to show, that out of
an establishment of 150 persons there was but one
gardener “ who attended hourly in the garden for
the setting of erbis, and clipping of knottes, and
sweeping the same garden clean,” tasks which
are now distributed among something like thirty
people. But in more modern times gardening
has had advantages over both painting and
sculpture, he considers, because ornamental
grounds belonging to the wealthy, expense has
not been spared in their cultivation, and persons
of the highest taste and accomplishments have
turned their attentiou to it.

Reviewing the British position among the arts
farther, Mr. Harris allows that the moderns
exceed the ancients in landscape painting and in
water-colours. He re-arranges, in a rapid fashion
as^ he passes through the array of British
painters, their respective ranks. He takes Turner
by the shoulder and places him below Martin,
and West he beckons up to stand close to the
great masters of old. There is a sect of art-
critics who would, doubtless, close a book that
contained such a passage as the following :•
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patronage,—national patronage,—and all will
be well, A tribunal of taste is the only other
requisite for our artistic prosperity. Neverthe-
less, he has a proposition to make, to the effect
that more than one mind should be employed
upon a work of art. A man might be able to
conceive a grand subject in a practical manner,
and yet be unable to put it upon canvas

;
for

this secondary process he would employ another
hand, cunning and well skilled

;
and to the works

thus produced be would give the name,

—

Grapho-pneumata.

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE IN ROME.
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

blocks of stone very similar to those of the walla
of the kings at Rome, only larger. As a general
rule, the older a wall is the larger the stones are,
but this must, of coarse, depend on the building
material. In the remains of other fortified cities
of the early period, snch as Fiesole and other
Etruscan cities, we do not find any remains
of houses

; there are commonly one or two
temples, and sometimes a fortified palace, but the
houses were mere huts. It was, therefore, no
great hardship for people in such a state of
civilisation to be removed with their fiocks and
herds from one city to another, wherever safe
fortifications for their families and pasture for
their cattle were provided. This accounts for
the rapid rise in the population of Rome. The
Romans for several centuries adopted the plan

The Oldinary general meeting of the
j

of transferring the inhabitants of the conquered
Institute took place on Monday evening last, cities to Rome; their fiocks and herds were
Mr. Charles Barry, vice-president, in the chair,

|

added to those of the Romans, and increased
when Messrs. John Edward Cox and Herbert

,

the wealth of the city. Many of the original

“The true and fair position which I shall assign to Turner,
and which a just and discerning and impartial posterity
will, I believe, accord to him, is this. He is not, as has
been asserted, the greatest landscape painter who ever
nved, or even who has adorned this coantry; and he is
far inferior generally, and in their highest qualities, to
either Claude, Salvator Rosa, Wilson, or Gainsborough.
To Martin he is superior in mechanical skill, although far
bis inferior in imagination and mental power generally,
as also in perspective effect. Turner’s merits consist
really and solely in his power,of representing with wonder-
ful truth and vigour certain prismatic results, the appear-
ance of mist and spray, as also of water when agitated,
the rays oi the sun when it is declining, and the varied
appearance of the sky. In many respects be was un-
rivalled here, especially as a painter of clouds. But
beyond this be can only be allowed to rank wiih other
artists.”

We would advise the critics in questioni

'

though, as we would art-etudents generally, to
read on, for the sake of the conclusion at which
the author arrives as to the prospects of art iu
this country. He pleads for more patronage.
Painting, eo far, has scarcely been aided, except
to gratify family vanity and affection

; and
sculpture has only been befriended by the dead
in the form of memorials

; though poetry has,
comparatively speaking, flourished, and elegance
has enjoyed a large patronage. Architecture
has been still more firmly tied down, because no
architect has the power of building a cathedral
to show his skill. But given a little more

Williams (Associates) were elected Fellows, and
Mr. H. Joseph^Williams an Associate.
A memorial to the Metropolitan Board of

Works, nrging the desirability of maintaining
the open space by the side of the Mansion
House, and forming the entrance to the new
street thence to Blackfriars, was unanimously
adopted by the meeting.
A conversation took place with reference to

the works at Worth Chnroh, which led to the
inquiry whether the conncil were in a position
to give any ofiicial information on the snbject,
to which the chairman replied, that the matter
having been referred to the committee for the
conservation of ancient monuments, they passed
a resolution expressing a hope that this interest-
ing monnment of architecture wonld be pre-
served. The subject had been again brought
before the notice of the council that evening,
and they had decided to call the attention of
Mr. Saivin, jnn., the architect, to the letters on
the subject which have appeared in this journal,
and also to the resolution of the committee, at
the same time expressing their confidence that
that gentleman would do all iu his power to
carry out the views therein expressed.

Mr. J. H. Parker (honorary member) read a
paper entitled “A Sketch of the Early History
of Architecture in Rome, as connected with the
recent Excavations.” The first portion of the
paper was devoted to a description of the early
methods of fortification adopted in Italian cities

and villages as border defences against the
attacks of hostile tribes. These villages and
towns were surrounded by a bank of earth, and
a wide deep trench, out of which the earth for

the bank had been taken. On the top of the
bank a wall of wood with wooden towers was
placed, or sometimes a palisade only. In process
of time the summits of all the hills became
fortified in this manner, and the narrow gorges
between them were also placed in a state of
defence. These ancient earthworks were on a
gigantic scale, the whole population being em.
ployed upon them for mutual defence, and they
were never destroyed. The bank may be re-
moved in parts, and the trenches filled up in

parts, bub it was sure to leave plain traces behind.
The tops of nearly all the hilis in England and
in Gaul were fortified in this manner. Sometimes
these great earthworks were considered
natural formations ; in other instances they were
called Cmsar’s Camps, because they were after-

wards occupied by the Romans, bub they were
often constructed by the natives to oppose the
Roman invasion. Such ancient fortresses were
found all over the world, in the East as well as in

the West. In Palestine they are very remarkable,
and Jerusalem itself is built on a strong earth-
work.
The lecturer then proceeded to give a descrip-

tion of the ancient walls of Rome, pointing out
on a map the directions in which they were
carried, lurther illustrated by numerous photo-
graphs of great interest. He then went on to

remark that we must not conclude that because
the fortifications were faced with stone walls,

principally tufa, the inhabitants of Rome in the
time of the kings lived in stone houses. On
the contrary, it is recorded that the house of

Romulus was a wooden hut only. The, only
Slone buildings within the walls were a few
temples

; the bouses were entirely of wood, and
most of the temples also. When a great deal of

ornament was used in their buildings, the orna-
ment was of wood or bronze, not of stone. In
the Temple of Solomon, at Jerusalem, the earliest

building of the kind of which we have any
record, all the ornamentations were of cedar
wood and bronze. The walls were of large

cities have never been inhabited since : the
walls are nearly all that remains. Sometimes a
Roman colony has been settled within the old
walls, probably in part to defend them, and
hinder an enemy from making use of them. It
was not till after the introduction of lime
mortar into general use that houses of stone
began to be built, and then public buildings
were erected before private bouses. Lima
mortar is supposed to be a Greek invention, but
it was not brought into use in Rome until after
the time of Camillas. It was either a Roman
invention or was very soon introduced there and
brought into use. Brick came into use in Rome
very soon after lime mortar. The earliest walls
with mortar are of rough stone only, with a
profnsion of mortar, but they soon began
to face these rough walls, called concrete,
with brick, to give them a smooth surface.
They also at an early period used small blocks
of tufa, cut into the shape of bricks, but usually
of a rather larger size. We read of bricks at a
much earlierperiodjboth sun-dried and kiln-dried;
bat the bricks of Babylon and other earlier cities
wore cemented with bitumen only, or sometimes
with slime or mad, where bitumen was not to be
had. The earliest wall in Rome built with lime
mortar is the high concrete wall at the north
end of the Palatine sapporting the cliff, near the
middle of that end of the hill. This has been
built of rough stones grouted in with fresh hot
lime, and the outer face supported by a wooden
frame, which has been suffered to remain nntil
it decayed. The date of this early concrete wall
is not recorded

; the earliest dated building of
this construction is the Emporium on the bank
of the Tiber, about two centuries before the
Christian era. The celebrated wall called the
Murotorto, because it is distorted by the giving
way of the foundations, and the Pantheon of
Agrippa built a few years before the Christian
era, have walls of enormous thickness, the mass
of which is concrete faced with brick, and the
brick is bound together and fixed to the concrete
mass by a number of arches of construction.
The buildings of the time of Julius Csosar are
generally faced with large blocks of travertine,
well cut and fitted together, but quite plain.
The buildings of the time of Augustus continued
to be still frequently quite plaiu during the
early part of bis reign—that is, before the
Christian era. Instances of this form of con-
struction were given. During the long and
peaceful reign of Augustus great progress was
made in the fine arts, inciuditig architecture and
the construction of walls. According to some
authorities, the time that Christ was on earth
was precisely the period when the arts were in
the highest state of perfection in the Roman
empire. This view is hardly borne out in striot-

neaa
;
bat it is universally agreed that during

the first century of the Christian era the arts

were in a higher state of perfection than they
had ever been before, or have been ever since,

unless an exception is made for architecture in

the thirteenth century, but that does not apply
to Rome. Arehitectnre is generally a guide to
the other arts. For the construction of walls,
Mr. Parker regarded the brickwork of the time
of Nero as the finest in the world. The bricks
with which the walls are faced are so thin that

can count ten to the foot, including mortar.
In the second century there are eight to the foot

;

in the third century, six
; and in the fourth cen-

tury, four only, as in modern brick walla. This
was regarded as a useful general guide to the
age of a bnilding in Rome.

Of the temples and other buildings before the
time of Augustus, there are only snch remains as
serve for historical pnrposes, but not aa models.
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Such as remain sufficiently perfect to be con-

sidered as models are the Theatre of Marcellus,

the Temple of Fortune, near the Tiber, and the

Arch of Drnaua. The remains in an imperfect

state are nunierons and important, and some of

the buildings are nearly perfect. The beginning

of the fourth century, the time of Maxentius,

was a great building era, and there are many
buildings of that period remaining; but after

the accession of Constantino the Senate ordered

that all these buildings should be called after

his name, and the name of his predecessor ob-

literated. The removal of the seat of empire by

Constantine was fatal to the prosperity of Rome
as an imperial city. He gave all the imperial

estates in the Campagna to the church, as

endowments for the chapters there formed, and as

these estates had supplied the fnnds for the build-

ings of the city of Rome, this transfer completed

its min. After that time the history of church

architecture and of the Middle Ages begins.

On the BuVijeot of the durability of Roman
walls and the cause of it, Mr. Parker remarked

that, after the introduction of lime mortar, the

lime in these walls was always used quite fresh

and hot. It was pounded and mixed with a

largo proportion of gritty sand : full advantage

was thus taken of the wonderful expansion and

crystallisation of lime as it cools. The jagged

edges of the crystals combine with the rough

sand, or broken stone, or brick reduced to

powder, and the mass thus formed is as hard

and as durable as a natural concrete rock.

English bnilders frequently have a prejudice

against the use of lime quite fresh and hot; they

say it bursts the walls, but this is because they

do not pound it or grind it before they use it.

A large lump of lime when water is poured upon

it, will burst through anything, but in a powdered

state there is no danger. of this. The principle

of our modern cements, both that called Roman
cement and that called Portland cement, is the

same. They consist of fresh lime pounded and

mixed with rough sand or pounded stone, and

kept in air-tight vessels until it is used. If this

precaution is not attended to, lime absorbs

moisture from the atmosphere so rapidly that

all its binding power is gone before it is used.

The more fresh it is the more strongly it will

bind.

A few words on the construction of Mediaeval

buildicgs in Rome might be interesting. It was

rather difficult to say when the Middle Ages

began. In the west of Europe, we generally

mean by that term from the eleventh to the

sixteenth century ;
but in Rome it was usual to

begin them at a more early period, and to in-

clude what eome call the “ period of the

Decadence,” that is from the fourth century to

the tenth. For that long space of time, about

600 years, we have scarcely any buildings re-

maining in England, and very few in France or

Germany, because it was the habit of people to

live in wooden houses, and to make even the

churches and public buildings of wood also. The
Anglo-Saxon word for “ to build” is ” timberen,”

and in Normandy M. de Caumont sought in vain

for any masonry on the sites of the castles of

the barons who csnie over to England with

William the Conqueror. He found very fine

earthworks, but no stone building of that period,

The Norman keep was invented by Gundulph^

at Mailing, and rapidly adopted by the king in

the White Tower of London, and by the Norman
barons generally, as so admirably adapted to

their wants at that period. A handful of brave

men could defend themselves against any number
till succour could he obtained from the neigh-

bouring barons.

In Rome the fortifications are much earlier,

and of quite a different type. The gateway

fortresses consist of a circular wall surrounding

the old gate, with inner and outer gates, so that

when the fortress is complete three gates have

to be passed through. The mass of the wall is

generally concrete. The brick facing is quite

different from that of the magnificent wall of

Aurelian in the third centnry. The wall, of

which there are large remains, was one of the

wonders of the world. It was 13 miles long,

50 ft. high, and had a corridor for the sentinels

inside the wall, with an open arcade within, and
the solid wall without. All the early churches
had been halls in houses, which came to be con-
sidered the natnral form of a church, and the
name of Basilica, which originally signified the
Ring’s Hall, was adopted as that of a church.
That of the Holy Cross at Jerusalem is a curious
instance of the adoption of an old hall for a
church. The main strncture is of the second
century, and is oblong, with the original arches

for aisles. An apse at the altar end was added ,

in the time of Constantine, which showed the.

idea that an apse bad at that time come to be

considered as necessary to make it a church ;

but in the fifth century round and polygonal

churches were sometimes built, as at Ravenna

and St. Stephen.
In conclusion, Mr. Parker remarked that the

great abundance, including marble columns by

the hundred, which remained in Eome from the

time of the Empire, was in reality a misfortune

to the Roman architects. In order to make use

of these materials, they continued to build in

the old forms, not only during the period before

the year 1000, but in the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries also, long after the magnificent

style, miscalled Gothic, had been brought into

general use in the West. The so-called Gothic

style scarcely came into use in Italy, until the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The arch is

the real characteristic of Roman architecture

;

and from this everything else has been developed.

In Medireval walls in Romo the surface is often

faced with small stones of a peculiar character,

called Opus Saracenisca, said to have been

introduced into Italy by the Saracens ;
bnt it is

really found occasionally in early Roman work,

and was probably taken by the Saracens from

Bjzantium, and only brought back into Italy by

them. Generally, perhaps, the buildings of the

Renaissance in Rome are the finest that we have

anywhere.
A conversation ensued principally with regard

to the period when lime mortar was first used,

when Professor Donaldson stated that on his

first visit to Egypt he extracted a large frag-

ment of mortar from one of the great pyramids,

and those were anterior to the Roman remains

spoken of by Mr. Parker.

On the motion of Sir M. Digby Wyatt, seconded

by Professor Kerr, a vote of thanks was passed

to Mr. Parker for his paper.

should call Late Norman or very Early English

in this country. The entire vault of Alby

Cathedral, in the south of France, is most

magnificently painted by Italian artists of the

sixteenth centnry ;
but as this work almost

approaches high art, it scarcely comes within our

present subject, though, if money were forth-

coming for the entire fittings of our churches on

the handsomest possible scale, it would be most

unwise not to advocate the nse of the highest

decorative art, even upon roofs, distant as they

are from the eye.

Still, as so great an amount of money can

seldom be expended in decoration in these days,

when mere church accommodation is so urgently

needed, we ought to turn our attention to that

which lies within the reach of almost every

church builder or restorer,—I mean an effective

method of roof decoration, produced by few

colours, and at a small cost, but which has still

some real thought and knowledge of the subject

bestowed upon it
;
for it is impossible not to feel

that a well-designed decoration, if it only C30n-

sists of black and white, is more worth looking

at than a far more elaborate painting, where the

expenditure has not been guided by taste and

skill. Every one would be inclined to allow, no

doubt, that ceilings vaulted either in wood or

stone add almost more than anything else to

the dignified and minster-like appearance of

churches
;

they have, however, one very great

drawback,—they diminish the actual height of

an interior very much. No one who baa ever

been between the roofs of Lincoln Minster (for

instance) can fail to regret the enormovxs loss of

height ^which the vaulting causes. Had this

space been thrown into the church, it would have

allowed the ceiling to have been raised to at

least 100 ft. above the pavement, and so given

that splendid building the only thing it seems to

lack—proper elevation of the roof inside.
^

This

very fact, however, seems to be an additional

Descriptions were then given by the respective argument in favour of roof colouring, as a care-

inventors of Mr. Milloi-’s apomecometer for fully thought out scheme of decoration for such

measuring the height of spires, columns, &o.

;

and of a lock, invented by Mr. Hodgson, a

barrister, called the Citadel Lock; and the pro-

ceedings terminated.

ON PAINTED ROOFS.*

The comparative lowness of our English

churches seems to have called especial attention

to the treatment of roofs in this country, and

very great pains appear always to have been

taken by English architects to produce the most

magnificent effect possible in this particular

department of their art.

Why it was fashionable to build churches, the

roofs of which were not much more than two-

thirds the height of those in France and else-

where, we have no means of ascertaining. But
that it was a mere fashion we may feel pretty

certain. I think it is Mr. Fergnsson who so

justly remarks that an architect who conld raise

one of our great English churches could without

difficulty have placed the vaulting at any eleva-

tion he thought desirable ;
indeed, as a matter of

mere skill and beauty, our roofs in England

(whether of wood or stone) far exceed anything

that can be shown on the Continent. Of coarse,

the great height of the cathedrals of Cologne,

Amiens, and Metz, produces a most splendid

effect, and gives them great dignity
;

still, our

more sumptuous vaultings, by their intricacy and

beauty, must have gone a long way towards

rivalling, even if they did not excel in dignity,

the ceilings of which I have been speaking,

when in their glory. Again, the great distance

from theeyeat which the foreign roofs are placed

made actual ornament a matter of secondary im-

portance; and the consequence is that the roofs

abroad are very often poor in design and execu-

tion, and that coloured decoration upon them is

far more rare than it is with ns. The well-known

examples at Liege, with some others at Treves

and elsewhere, afford excellent specimens, no

doubt, of the method of treating roofs vaulted

with stone, bnt they are of a late date. One of

the most celebrated examples of a painted ceil-

ing on the Continent is that at Hildesheim, which

the late Mr. Le Strange took as the model npon

which to arrange the remarkable roof-painting

on the nave at Ely Cathedral. The barrel vault

at St. Sauveur, near Poictiers, in France, is

remarkable, though little known, example,

apparently of the same period as the painting at

Hildesheim
;
at least, it seems to be what we

• By ,tbe Eer. F. H. Sutton, M.A. Bead at the last

meeting of the N’orthamptonshire Architectaral Society.

ceilings would go a long way towards finding a

remedy for their only fault. It is a great pity

that we have so few examples left us in a

thoroughly trustworthy condition of the method

in which these vaults were coloured. Both in

England, however, and elsewhere, the ground

colour seems most frequently to have been white,

slightly tinted to take off its ebilliness. Upon

this patterns were traced sometimes radiating

from the bosses, as at Wells Cathedral, or

running alongside the ribs, as may be plainly

traced in the transepts of Lincoln Minster ;
in

this instance, additional richness is given by the

introduction of an occasional medallion. In

many instances, however, the bosses alone were

richly coloured, together with a short piece of

the rib in each direction from the boss itself, the

rest of the roof being left of its natural stone

colour : this has a very good effect. Examples

of this treatment are to be met with in the

cathedrals of Norwich, Ely, and Worcester ;
and

in each case, I believe, the painting we see is an

exact reproduction of the original colouring of

the ceiling.

When the vault of the angel choir at Lincoln

Minster was unfortunately stripped of its original

plaster, a great quantity of painted ornament

was discovered, and destroyed : thus depriving

those who were interested in the subject of

colour, as applied to church decoration, of a very

valuable example, and, at the same time, doing

a serious injury to the beauty of the interior of

the church.

It is, perhaps, worth mentioning, that very

possibly the painting on the roof of the choir of

Westminster Abbey is only a clumsy eighteenth-

century reproduction of the original decoration

of that most graceful vault.

The wood vaulting of the choir of St. Alban’s

Abbey Church still retains its colouring in a

remarkably good state of preservation. It con-

sists of medallions and leaves boldly executed

on a pale blue-green ground. The treatment of

the ribs is also especially good.

It is impossible, however, in a short paper to

go thoroughly into the various styles of roof-

painting
;
so that the best plan, perhaps, will be

to confine these remarks to one portion of the

subject. The roofs which are most charac-

teristio of our English phase of Gothic art are

the astonishing series of timber rcofs which are

scattered over every part of the kingdom, dis-

playing a most wonderful knowledge of the

capabilities of the material with which the

architects had to deal, and an amount of artistic

variety of design and ornamentation which it is

almost bewildering to think of.
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Different districts bad, of course, their special

types, the Norfolk and Suffolk roofs being (as a

rule) entirely different from those of Northamp-
tonshire, Leicestershire, and the Midland Conn-

ties; these varying from the Somersetshire,

Gloucestershire, and West of England series, and
these again giving place to a new style of coved

and panelled ceilings in Devonshire and else-

where. Still in each district, though its own
peculiar form of roof is found, of course, most
frequently, we are able to discover an extra-

ordinary variety of treatment, execution, and
design.

Now, as we have generally in onr church

restorations to deal with a wooden roof of one of

these types, the best way will be to explain what
would have been the usual treatment of such

ceilings, when it was wished to colour them, and

to illustrate the subject by a few speoimens of

roof-painting, such as we not unfrequently find

in our old churches. As a rule, as far as I can
gather from looking carefully at a very large

number of examples, it was not very usual to

paint an entire ceiling elaborately. In many
churches, indeed, the roofs seem to have been
left the natural tint of the oak, with a little

painting introduced in a hollow moulding, as at

All Saints’, Stamford
5
or with a pattern on the

flat of a spandrel, the more enriched design

being reserved for the last bay of the nave east-

ward, over the screen, or for the panels imme-
diately over a side chapel.

Instances of this arrangement are very com-
noon. A very good one occurs at Cransley
Church, near Kettering, which I shall have to

refer to again, and at Bury St. Edmunds, in St.

Mary’s Church.
Examples, however, of entire ceilings covered

with paintings are to be found, and, when means
permit, this plan ought to bo adopted, if it is for

no other reason than that of showing that the

work of decorating our churches has not been
undertaken in a niggardly spirit. But, of course,

in most instances expense is an object, and where
something has to be given up, that which, after

all, is an architectural luxury, may well take a

less expensive form, in order that the actual in-

struments of Divine service may be provided for

on a more handsome and fitting scale. It is for

this reason that the partially-coloured roofs to

which I have been referring are so especially

valuable, as they show us how much may
be done in the way of decoration at a small

cost.

An ordinary midland county roof is, as we
all know, generally rather flat, and though
frequently handsomely carved and moulded,
perhaps more than any other kind of ceiling,

seems to require the assistance of the decorator’s

art.

The church roof at North Luffenham, in Kut-
land, is one of the kind I have been speaking of,

i.e., it is a partially-coloured one, and is a fair

specimen of the manner in which the old Gothic

designers treated a plain roof. It may be taken
very well as a type of such like simple decora-

tion . It could be executed by any country

painter, at a very small outlay beyond the ordi-

nary cost of staining. The roof at North Lufthn-

ham has not been selected for illustration on

account of its being in any way a remarkable

specimen of painting, but to illustrate bow small

an amount of colour is required to produce a
decidedly good effect. It is this which renders

it a good model for imitation where a chnrch

restoration committee is in the usual chronic

state of insolveucy.

It will be seen that the principle upon which
this roof is decorated is this : the woodwork, as

a rule, is left its own natural colour, while the

mouldings and bosses are painted in white, red,

and black, the colours'boing everywhere counter-

changed, The spandrels of the principals have
a flower pattern stencilled on them in black and
red; the chamfer is red, and the flat portion on
the underside is white, to correspond with the

other parts of the roof.

At All Saints’, Stamford, if I remember right,

much the same arrangemeut oooura, only in that

instance small ornamental flowers are introduced

in the hollow mouldings, to enrich the effect.

The roof at Cransley Church, already alluded to,

gives us some excellent hints to guide us in our
roof decorations ;

the same colours are used as

at Luffenham, the ornament being chiefly the

usu.al barber’s-poie pattern, as it is called—

a

twist of black and white. The aisle roofs, how-
ever, are more out of the common way, and the

colouring of some of the spandrels in the south

aisle is still pretty fresh. The pattern is drawn
with a free hand on the plain uncoloured wood, in

white, with a red edge
;

it is dashed off appa-
rently without any formal design being sketched,

but it is very graceful, and fits the space remark-

ably well; in fact, it is not easy to suggest a

more appropriate style of ornament for roof

painting where time and money do not permit of

a more elaborate treatment.

The roof over the nave at Brant Broughton, in

Lincolnshire, retains its original colouring
;
the

aisle roofs, however, have either never been
painted, or have lost their colouring from being

nearer the ground, and, therefore, more easily

cleaned. This is a much richer specimen than

those already mentioned. It is painted, how-
ever, on the same plan, and the same colours are

used, with the addition of some gilding on the

carved work. There is a very effective chevron

pattern on the purlins of this roof. Altogether,

this ceiling even now has a remarkably rich

effect, and is well worth a visit.

The roof of Northwold Church, in Norfolk, is

another fine specimen of one which has been

painted entirely. It has been, unfortunately,

rather coarsely re-coloured, but it still looks very

well.

Perhaps the moat beautiful bit of roof paint-

ing to be found anywhere is that over the eastern

compartment of the south aisle at St. Mary’s
Church, Bury St. Edmund’s. It formed the ceil-

ing decoration over a side chapel. In this in-

stance the roof has been boarded to receive the

painting. Like the others which I have de-

scribed, the colours used are black and red upon
a white ground, the mouldings, as well as the

flat parts of the roof, being profusely ornamented
with the twisted barber's-pole pattern in black

and white, while the hollows are coloured red

;

the panel itself between the principals is divided

diagonally with broad bands, containing inscrip-

tions, which are separted from each other by a

beautiful diaper pattern of ivy-leaves on an

interwoven stalk, the intervening spaces being

filled with the initials of the founder of the

chapel, J. B., surrounded by a garter. At the

intersections of this diaper little rays of metal

gilt are tacked on, to conceal the junction of the

stencils, with remarkably good effect ; these,

again, being connected by a fl^ower, which formed

the eye or centre of the gilded rays. The initial

letters of the inscriptions are most delicately

illuminated in gold, shaded wi&h brown, in a

style which is almost worthy of an M.S. The
spandrels, too, are very good. This church also

supplies us with an unusually good example of a

panelled ceiliug retaining its original painting.

It is a very rich specimen, and more gorgeously

coloured than most. In this case the ground of

the panels is also white, and the carved orna-

ments, which are very rich and elaborate, are

coloured red, black, and gold, a good deal of gild-

ing being used to bring out the rich carving of

the bosses, possibly owing to the darkness of the

chancel, which it covers. The lower part of the

roof, just above the wall-plate, is formed into

oblong-coved panels, each containing an angel

holding a scroll : this painting, I need hardly

say, would be costly to imitate.

A very simple example of an original panelled

roof, with its oil painting, occurs at Gaston, in

Norfolk. The panels themselves are left the

natural colour of the oak, the riba and bosses

alone being painted. The rib is a simple roll

moulding, with a hollow on each side ;
the roll

is painted with a twist of black and white ;
the

hollows are red, and the carved bosses at the

intersections of the ribs are gilt. This roof

looks remarkably well, and might be used with

good effect anywhere.

It will be seen from these remarks that roof-

painting need not necessarily be an expensive

undertaking, and I trust we shall see the ex-

periment tried much more frequently than we
j

have hitherto done. If it is, there can be no

doubt that our churches will very soon assume a

dignified beauty, which at present we can

scarcely conceive possible.

Mr. Sutton, on being asked by the Chairman,

said he should be happy to assist any one who
wished him with his advice on the subject of

painted ceilings. In reply to Mr. E. F. Law, be

recommended roofs being painted in water

colours, as they could be done in a very little

time. The roof of South Kilworth Church was

done in ten days.

Mr. Law advocated roofs being painted in dis-

temper. The colours became dark from absorb-

ing the moisture, but there was no dripping. It

would be much better, also, to have stencilling

between the rafters : it was much more lively,

and had a great advantage, besides which the

dift’erence of cost was great.

THAMES BBIDGES.

The traffic over Loudon Bridge was stopped

on Monday, and now there is not a single stone

of the pavement laid down in 1865 left in its place.

Theinoonvenience thereby occasioned is, of course,

great. Southwark Bridge is notoriously an in-

convenient one; and there is a ditinclmation, if

not a dislike, on the part of drivers, to cross it.

This has thrown the larger portion of the goods
traffic between the northern and southern divi-

sions of the metropolis upon the new bridge at

Blackfriars. The City authorities, in anticipa-

tion of the advent of this pressure, have as yet

refrained from taking down the old wooden
temporary bridge, but have issued orders that

all traffic passing southward should go over it,

thus putting the less strain occasioned by the

smaller traffic from south to north upon the new
structure.

Some short time ago the Sx’setator wrote :

—

"London Bridge is cboked wilt traffic on it, and the
City eooncil has been considering and rejecting all manner
of eipensire proposals for widening it. Foot passengers

especially suffer. They aro often in danger, and, as Mr.
M'Qeorgo pointed out, the balustrades being solid, the

bridg.^ is a dust-trnp in good weather end a ditch in bad.

Will the Builder tell us if tiiere is any final reason why a
bridge like London Bridge should not have a second
story put on it,—a wooden bridge, like a railway crossing,

supported on iron pillars let into the buttresses, and
roterred for pedestrians? No work in water would be
necessary for that, and cabs would gain the space now
occupied by the troltoirs. Must such a second story he

too ugly for human endurance ?
"

We will say nothing as to the obstruction to

view and the uglmeaa that might thus be
created : sufficient objection to the proposition

may be grounded on the fact that the foundation

is already as much loaded as it should be.

In a " Report on the Communication between

the North and South Sides of the River

Thames,” by Mr. Hecry Carr, C.E., recently

published,* the writer shows that the pile and

timber foundation of London Bridge is not equal

to the work pub upon it, and says tho cills are,

no doubt, either crushed or the piles are driven

down.
“It is evident,” he says, " that, although London Bridge

stands well at present, it would not be desirable to put on
additional,weight, even if tbe additional weight were so small

as probably to produce no appreciable effect
;
nevertheless,

should additional weight bo put on, and any settlement

take place at any future time, the committee might regret

having increased the load upon a foundation which cer-

tainly has no strength to spare."

The writer proposes to widen the footpaths

of the bridge, from 9 ft. on each side, to 11 ft.

6 in., by removing the parapet to nearly the

extent of the cornice which now projects beyond

it. lu the same report Mr. Carr proposes, with

reference to Southwark Bridge, to lessen the

steep incline which at present interferes so much
with its usefulness, and to widen it from 42 ft.

to 54 ft., without additions bo the foundations.

He would take down the existing cast-iron

arches, and replace them with others of wrought-

iron, lowering the soffit to the same level as

at Blackfriars. The new street now in progress

will give a good approach, and something should

certainly be done to enable the bridge to take

its fair share of work.

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AT THE
LONDON INSTITUTION.

PffOFESSoR Kerr delivered, on Thursday

evening, tbe llbh instant, the first of ” Four

popular Critical Lectures descriptive of Archi-

tecture or the Fine Art of Building,” dealing

prelimiuarily with the primitive style of the

Egyptians, and others before the Greeks. His

object, said the lecturer, was to explain to an

audience presumably uninitiated in architectural

I matters the grounds upon which controversy at

I present so much rested with reference to this

art in what was called “ the battle of the styles,”

—a discussion now so frequently appearing in

the press as to have rendered an otherwise

recondite subject of professional study a matter

of popular interest; one great class of society

holding to Classicism, and another maintaining

ModiEevalism,—and this frequently with consider-

able, not to say inexplicable, warmth. After

defining the question of art and tho sense of

beauty, and giving an illustration of the way in

which plain building becomes artistic by the use

of proportion and ornament, the lecturer went

on to explain the causes which produce style

(given, said he, such and such conditions, the

result will be necessarily so and so), and pro-

ceeded to examine the style of the Egyptian

• Waterlow & Sons, Parliament-street, 1869.
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works, which he thought it convenient to trace

to the excavated temples, so as to account for

the extreme ponderouBness of the columnar
arrangements. He had previonsly, however,
presented the following scheme of general

artistic chronology in epochs of 500 years.

B.C. 2000 to 1500 ... Egyptian, riaing.

1600 to 1000 ... Egyptian, declining.

1000 to 600 ... ,A88yrian and Persian.
600 to 1 ... Greek.

A.D. 1 to 600 ... Roman.
600 to 1000 ... Byzantine (the Dark Ages).
1000 to 1500 ... Western Eoclesiaatical.

1600 to 2000 ... An antiqoarian epoch, apparently
DOW drawing towards a close, to
be succeeded by a fresh line of
eflbrt.

After pointing ont on drawings (most of which
were oourteonsly lent by Professors Donaldson
and Hayter Lewis) the characteristics of the
Egyptian manner of design, the lecturer dwelt
upon those points which he considered had so far

been accomplished as established architectural

data. The cornice was one, but not the stylo-

bate. Scnlptnral decoration of a mnral character,

and painting to correspond, and the use of colour

decoration, were other points. The structuresqne
had been accepted

;
proportion, also, as a purely

architecturesque element, had been fairly exhi-

bited. Symmetry, not necessarily an axiomatic
idea, bad been established. The introdoction of

architectural ornament, treated in a perfectly

architecturesque manner, was accomplished
j

and symbolism, also, in its simple form of
characteristic expressiveness.

The remainder of the lecture glanced at the
character of Assyrian and Persian work, Indian
and Chinese (ancient and modern alike), and
thus stopped at the preparation for the Greek
epoch.

THAMES EMBANKMENT, COURTS OF
LAW, AND BRIDGES.

As the commencement of a new era for

London, our riverine boulevard, although com-
plete only in its quay wall and footway, ex-

cites admiration
j
but the opportunity opened

by it for adorning the metropolitan centre, by
the erection of ornamental buildings, and by the
plantation of intervening spaces, at snitable in-

tervals, whilst at the same time it affords views
hitherto occulted except from steam-boats—this

is its chief value.

The railway is advancing with great celerity,

and is likely to be in action the ensuing
spring. The works are continued night and day,

so that recollecting the rapidity with which the
line from Brompton to Kensington was carried

out, together with the stations, we may calculate

upon the promise of the contractor to throw it

open by the Ist of May.
The opening of New Blaokfriars Bridge and

the Holborn Viadnot, while it confers wondrons
benefits upon the traffic of London, will bring
more palpably before the public the inexpediency
of placing the Courts of Law upon the lie-by

of the Embankment, or on any other site than
upon the central, solid, and elevated position

which was at first selected, purchased and
cleared for them at St. Clement’s Danes.

Granting that room conld be found by making
expensive clearances between Somerset Honse
and the Temple, the site would be neither so
convenient for the practitioners nor suitors in

the Courts ; besides that, it must be at increased
coat, and would require two years longer in pro-

cess of erection, leaving the Temple Bar centre

a ruinous waste, to be hereafter disposed of after

the fashion of Victoria and Farringdon Streets.

The delay and indecision upon all onr public
works have hitherto been as discreditable as

nnprofitable.

The sites upon the river embankment are so
valuable and beautiful that they will be eagerly
sought and turned to good account. It would
not contribute to the scenic effect to continue a
aeries of lofty buildings from Somerset House to
the Temple—the river would be overshadowed,
and the views of monumental London curtained
off from the causeway. In such cases, as in
Venice, all structural effect must be sought and
studied from a gondola.

There, are, however, other and more important
considerations,—the first being the professional
convenience and aptitude of the Clement’s Danes
site

; the second, the waste and incalcnlable
public loss of further clearances.

It is dismal to behold, in the busiest centre of
the metropolis, a hoarding that shuts off for 300
yards all traffic and interconrse between the

Strand and Lincoln’s-inn-fields ;
lawyers’ offices,

inns of court, and more humble ranges, all

levelled in desolation—the population scattered;

and that when, after due consideration, all this

had been done, the crotchet of a high official

should suffice to arrest and stultify so much
thought, precaution, and outlay. Surely there

must remain some power of action, if not with

officials, at least with the recognised architec-

tural authorities.

If the works are to be done, they ought to be
carried ont at once : there are just now some
40.000 skilled workmen and labourers ont of

employ, and yet public works are suffered to

stagnate ! The National Gallery, Piccadilly, the

Galleries of Exhibition-road, South Kensington,

the meditated bridge from Whitehall-place,

with other pnblic structures, have been long in

abeyance, and Governmental works ought to be

carried on at a season when work and wages
are of such vital importance to the com-
munity.
The question of bridges across the river, con-

necting the north three-fonrths of the metro-

polis with the south-east one-fourth, which has

been recently treated in the Builder, now be-

comes of more importance, as other great

thoroughfares are opened and improved
;
for the

greater the faoilily of intercommunication, the

,

greater the requirement for its extension. The
opening of the toll-bridges by the Corporation is

assuredly a step in the right direction ; but the

rapid growth of the great commercial city, a

mile eastward of London Bridge, now absolutely

necessitates the erection of another bridge, near

the Tower and short of the docks, for the ease-

ment and intercourse of the great commercial
and shipping centres, which embrace the import

and export trade of this mighty city. St.

Catherine’s Wharf, a little over half a mile from
London Bridge, and hereabouts, in the vicinage

of the Tower, an open bridge would save an
enormous auuual outlay of time and money to

400.000 inhabitants of these hitherto discon-

nected limbs of the metropolis.

The outlay involved in the formation of such
abridge would be far exceeded by that expended
on improvements in the busy centres to be bene-

,

fited by its erection
;
whilst the anchorage of a

constantly increasing mercantile marine lower
down stream must essentially improve the fur-

ther outlying river vicinages of Essex and Kent

;

and at this season of dearth amongst the work-
ing classes nothing could be more opportune
than a speedy commencement of the project.

T. H. H.

ANOTHER GRAND HOTEL IN NEW YORK.

The formal opening has taken place of a grand
caravansera, corner of Thirty-firet-street and
Broadway. The Grand Hotel is bailtofWinchester
marble, in the Romanesque style ofarchitecture.

Mr. E. S. Higgins, a successful merchant ofNew
York, devoted 800,000 dollars to the under-

taking. Each story of the eight has a distinctive

architectural feature in the marble framing of

the windows, one set being round, another seg-

mentary, another semicircnlar, and soon. Each
floor is diatingnished by a colonr. On this the

carpets and upholstery are green, on that blue,

on the next crimson, and so on through the seven
primary shades. Some of the mirrors are superb

;

all are large and elegantly mounted. They cost

20,000 dollars.

In the principal corridor of each floor, close by
the broad area into which the grand double

staircase opens, a coil of hose, mounted by a
brass pipe, hangs suspended on a hook. 200 ft.

lie on each floor, as a provision against fire. A
guest may act the part of fireman, if anything
like a conflagration breaks out in his neighbour-

hood, and he draws upon 10,000 gallons of water

over his head in the reservoir top of the roof for

assistance.

The elevator is not without its features of

novelty. At every floor you approach, the doors

of wire netting, by automatic arrangement, fly

open, saving the boy a great deal of trouble, and
the ascending traveller a trifle of time.

In the sobterranean exploration—a matter of

easy accomplishment, as there is an abnndance
of light—the laundry, the wine-cellar, the store-

rooms, and the water-closets come successively

under observation.

The gentlemen’s cafd, on the first floor, is a
sumptuous apartment, with heavy panelled ceil-

ing, black walnut furniture, green drapery, and
a dazzling glitter of silver ware proceeding from
every table. The gentlemen’s smoking-room is

not yet quite finished, neither is the reading-

room, but both are under way to completion. A
restaurant is attached to the hotel, where young
men can live at a moderate rate. The whole

cost of the furniture was 200,000 dollars.

SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION.

The opening meeting of the session has been,

held at the Society’s rooms, Mr. E. Chadwick
delivering the usual introductory lecture. He
congratulated the members on the movementa
now making to press forward elementary educa-

tion, and on the appearance of the National

Education League of Birmingham and the

National Education Union of Manchester, both
having in view a complete system of national

education, embracing the primary instruction of

all children in reading, writing, and arithmetic,

bnt seeking to accomplish the object by some*
what different means. The Social Science Asso-

ciation were in favour of an unsectarian system ;

and, remarking that there were large omissions

in both programmes, suggested that the associa-

tion might well apply to filling them up. He
next pointed out the advantages of mind culture

in improving not only the moral but the physical

condition of the people, and increasing the power
of mechanical, agricultural, and other industrial

productions. This latter benefit he held folly

justified the application of a national rate. The
department of Economy and Trade would
assemble under conditions of distress and de-

mands for protection against hostile tariffs. He
held that hostile tariffs were best met by free

trade in its ultimate result
;
but by all means,

he said, let those who demand iuqoiry be grati-

fied. But to stimulate production and employ-

ment it was requisite to stimulate consumption,,

and to do that we most improve and cheapen
art and science and raanafacturing to enable us

to keep pace with other nations. And how, he
asked, was this to be done, but by improvements
in primary education, leading to improvements
in technical and art and science education ? The
lessening of the, at present, great loss of life

and property by storms, the economising of the

means of advancing sanitary science, the reduc-

tion of military expenditure by improvement in

arms, he also connected indirectly with the.

spread of education. He touched upon railway

reform, advocating the transference of the rail-

ways to Government, on the principle adopted in

the case of the telegraph companies. The de-

pressing conditions which were within the pro-

vince of the department of Economy and Trade
comprised causes which called for the serious

exertions of the department of Jurisprudence,

especially in regard to bubble companies, finan-

cing frauds, frauds on insurance companies,

and analogous crimes
;
and, as a Commissioner

of Police inquiry, he expressed his opinion in

favour of a system of publio prosecution, sug-

gesting, however, that a great difficulty to over-

come would be the opposition of the law officers,

of the Crown.
On the motion of Mr. G. Hastings, it was

resolved that Mr. Chadwick’s address be printed,

for the use of the several departments.

OUR STATUES AND SCULPTORS.

Perusal of Professor Donaldson’s obaerva--

tions in yonr pages as to London Statues* leads

me to send you a few remarks written by me
some time ago.

Our London statues are the constant bntts of
satirical authors, who, in novels, burleaqnes,

and comic periodicals of the day, find no easier

way of showing their wit than by ridiculing the
nnfortnnate statues. Admitting that they are
not satisfactory, I think a fair, impartial judg-

ment wonld be that in many instances it is not

the design and execution, but the material of

which they are formed, that renders them so un-
pleasing. On the Continent, even at a few
miles’ distance from our shores, if the design and
execntion be no better than in the London
statues, the marble or bronze, retaining longer

its original colour by the greater light, dryness
of atmosphere, or the less consumption of coal,

is more pleasing and inviting to the eye. The
few white marble statues existing in Londotr
prove that, as a material, white marble will not
suit, unless onr fire brigade are employed with
a liberal supply of soap to keep them respectable.

The statue of the Queen at the Royal Exchange

* See p. 801, ante.
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often reqoires cleaning, and an attempt ia now
being made on it to resist further decomposition.

Monochromatic marbles of a sufficiently light hue
are too few for the purpose, and all polyohro*

matic or variegated marbles are unfit for

sculpture or carving. Bronze in London, what-
ever may be its original colour, whether pale

green, brassy yellow, or rich copper hue, soon

loses its original agreeable tint, and becomes the

most monotonous, melancholy, and disagreeable

tone that it is possible to conceive
j
the statues

constantly reminding us of sweeps,—not a clear,

transparent, lustrous black, like marble, bat a

dull, heavy hue that will not allow the light and
shade, even in onv brightest days, to be seen at a
very short distance, and obscuring all the

details and minor beauties which add so much

garden, at about 150 degrees above the Liver-

pool high-water mark, the datum of the Ordnance
survey. It retained its brilliancy, with a slight

improvement of warm tarnish. I showed it to

an eminent sculptor, who objected to the bril-

liancy, while at the time he was having his

electrotyped bronzed statues painted, these not

having been exposed to the outdoor atmosphere,
hut had changed in his warm, sheltered studio.

The platina has remained since in the same
situation without, as it seems, any change.

I think in London the dust and damp would soon
dull it sufficiently. It appears to me to be worth
the trial, and I wish I was wealthy enough to

make it on a sufficiently large scale. Architects

may fiud the metal worth oonsiderabion. Being
anxious to obtain the metals as pure as possible,

to a work of art. I believe many persons I procured them at Messrs. Johnson & Huntley’s,

have passed up Portland-place and round assayists, and give the prices and gravity, for

Park-crescent without noticing the statue ' that must be considered in judging of the ex-

of the Duke of Kent. There is a statue of the
|

pense :

—

- _ . .... ^ Water.Per oz.

Gold £1 78. 6d 19
Aluminiutu... 0 6 6 from 2-60 to 2'7S

Platioa 16 6 21

In the same number of the Builder I think I

Duke of Cumberland, of Culloden celebrity, in

Cavendish-sqnare, that, if my memory does not
deceive me, was formerly gilt. Not having re-

marked it for years, I fancied it had disappeared j

'

but, on looking expressly, found it still there.
' . , .

After the first few months, when the originsl !

"“‘'“'I ‘tat a French decorator was introdnoing

agreeable hne of the statues has changed to the pamtmg on foil. lo one of my rooms I was

permanent repiilslye tone, few persons are to bo
' annoyed by damp, which completely spoilt

noticed eaamming them
;
and if the charm of

;

‘to paper, and the paperhangor in repairing the

novelty is lost to ns, it cannot be the case with TOO” introduced foil over the damper parts. It
- • — -

' seems to have succeeded. Wonld it bo worth

be selected, and let each man be paid a small
remuneration for a quarter-sized model, and let

them compete, perhaps with any others who
may choose to do so. These men can easily be
found, and would be certain to be able to work
out what they conld design

;
bub at the present

time they know from experience that it would
be waste of time to compete against names and
capital.

I believe sneh great men as Chintrey and
Flaxraan would, were they living aud young
now, be scarcely able, by their talent alone, to

prevail against the present corrupt system.
A SruLPTOu’s Assist.-vnt.

provincials or foreigners. The statue of Achilles,

copied from one on Monle Oavnlho, Rome, in f" pomting on instead of fresco ? I

Hyde Park, and those of Msrochetti, are equally .

imagine it must be a pare tin foil
,

for ny lead

neglected ns those by our own sonlptora. The ' “ ‘‘

statue of William IV., near London Bridge, :
''“T lii®ralt to proonre. Zmo grounds were

erected above twenty years since, has retained tried some years smoo, but failed entirrfy.

its colour longer and better than any other
|

vlooKE.

about London ;
and if expense were not an object, '

would show that a light nnvariegated (or very
' I have read the admirable article in the

slightly so) granite would be a good material, ' Builder by Professor Donaldson, and ray excuse

and if polished it would better resist the atmo- 1

--
sphere. Uufortuuately, the material proved so

costly that it mined the sculptor. Perhaps by
this time cheaper ways can bo found of working
granite. No method has yet been discovered of

using terra-cotta with sufficient accuracy on the

scale required ; and if that or any artificial stone

conld be made to resist time, it would be too

brittle to stand the attacks of the London
Arabs, who seem to have a natural antipathy
to Grecian or Roman noses. Marble will

not, and it ia doubtful if granite would if

within reach of a stone. Sir Joshua Reynolds
said that a painting should challenge attention

by its general attractive appearance, or its other
beauties would be liable to neglect. This remark
is as applicable to sculpture as painting, and if

sculptors wish their works to escape the present
neglect and ridicule, and desire greater en-

couragement, they must follow the advice Sir

Joshua offers to painters, and not give the

subject up in despair.

Though I am not a 8culp‘;or, I feel much

for first speaking of myself is to show why I

consider myself capable of appreciating the
ideas. In early yonth I worked as a granite

mason, and being looked on as a handy lad, a
great many qnaint little jobs fell into my hands.

I lefc that occupation, aud came to London, and
commenced modelling the figure. I gradually

worked my way to be sculptor’s assistant, and
as such, I believe I have the good opinion of the

best men of the day.

Working as I must, I generally get my living

by finish
;
bat I have always felt that for a public

work to be effective it should depend on greater

qualities, and it should be large enough to cor-

respond with its surroundings. In points of

pedestal, position, and size, the sculptor must
defer to the architect. Boldness of outline,

depth of shadow, aud truth of general form are

all that should be looked for in a work to be
seen in the open air; and I am sure, from expe-
rience, that sufficient detail can be introduced
to satisfy the unartistio mind if necessary ; and
in speaking of detail, I do not for a moment

interest in the subject ; and, believing that no
|

refer to those glorions surfaces of some of onr
method can be found for preserving in London best examples,—every line, every half-tint of

for any long period the original beautiful colour
[

which assists in its beauty and its truth; but
of bronze

;
also, that any change almost wonld be

j

to the bnttona, ribbons, and bnckles, the pre-

preferable to the dead, dull, chilling effect of the Raff.ielite texture and touch so much thonght of

smoked statues,—I have tried experiments with ' and so easy to do in marble,

other metals as far as my limited means would ^ I should not advocate granite as a material for

permit. If iron after it has acquired the warm
[

work that can be placed in a position where
tone of rust, could bo preserved from further

[

steady shadows and delicate lights conld have
decomposition, its colour would be fur more

[

their full and proper effect ;
but for the open air,

agreeable. The domes of the four courts at
' for large and effective work, it possesses the

Dublin are covered with copper, and, I am told,
j

finest properties.

have become of a beautiful sea-green tint
; but it The statues of London and the way they are

would not answer here. Gilding appears satis-
|

distributed are felt to be disgraceful and hope-
factory on spires, towers, &c., but not near the ' less to us poor assistants. The fact of a man
ground. Sir Charles Burry had gold-leaf pre- ! being able to designand model,andbeingtherefore
pared with very little alloy for the spires of the

Palace at Westminster. I was able to obtain

some of similar parity ; but without alloy it is

very difficult to work, and does not appear to

succeed near the ground. Mr. Nash tried mosaic
gold for the railings at Buckingham Palace, but
it soon failed. I thought that the effect of the
warmer-toned oxidised silver would be very
superior to the dismal permanent bronze colour,

and tried to produce it. Vulcanised ironsoon be-

came of a dirty hue, and would not be very
dnrable

;
lead the same. Tin, which it is ex-

tremely difficult to get pure, has soon rusted.

, Nickel is of a too dark grey cold tint, and is very
' difficult to work. Aluminium, from which 1
I expected much, became of a cold white tint,

• which I thought was a white frost deposited on
; it, but it has remained the same. Platina ap-

]
pears to me to promise the most satisfactory

I result. It remained throughout the winter of

] 18G7 and 1868 exposed to the south-east in my

a soniptor, goes for nothing. The chances are

that he will have to work for some bnsiness man,
who will only have his name on the work.
Several statues, lately erected to the memory of

eminent men, are entirely the work of assistants,

and one is by a man who never modelled a statne

before. I speak from positive knowledge.
Better work could be done at less cost if the men
who do the best work had a chance of doing it

for themselves, for they wonld be more interested

in it as artists. I doubt that the statues of

London will ever be improved under existing

circumstances. Most of the oommissions given

of late have been the result of jobbery or forced

popularity. I am not now writing for myself

alone, bat 1 am saying what all my class know
and talk about. I beg, in conclusion, to submit
one suggestion, which I trnst may be thonght
practical, in order to guard against quackery.

Let six men, who have proved themselves
accomplished assistants,—men of experience,

—

THE NEW HOTEL, CAIRO, EGYPT.
As the opening of the Suez Canal is turning

men’s minds towards Egypt, our readers may
be glad to know somethiug of the Oriental
Hotel Cjmpany’a new hotel at Cairo, in Egypt,
which has recently been opened for the conveni-
ence of travellers to the Nile, and by the over-

land route to ludia, as also for the reception and
accommodation of the many invalids who find

benefit from a winter residence in Cairo. We
give a view of one front of it, and plans of two
floors.

The hotel is beautifully situated, facing the

j

gardens of the Ezbekiah and the Rue de Boulaac,
I and commands a good view of the Pyramids.
1 The foundation-stone was laid with great cere-

I

mony by his Excellency Nubar Pasha, Minister

I

of Public Works, on the 18th of January, 1865,

I

being the anniversary of the accession of his

1 Excellency the Viceroy.

j

The hotel, when completed, is intruded to

I

form a quadrangle (with large open, gardens in
' the centre), of which only the principal front,

facing the Bonlevard d’Ezbekiah, and a portion
of the return fronts facing the Rue do Bjulaac
and the new street, have been as yet erected.

The building is Pranco-Italian in style, and has
been erected from the designs and under the
Boperiutendence of Mr. Christopher G. Wray, of
London, who, from a long residence in India as
an officer of the Public Works Department, had
knowledge that enabled him to arrange an hotel

suitable to the requirements of the climate.
It is constructed with stone from the neigh-

bouring quarries, with terra-cotta enrichments,
which were sent from London, as also were all

the woodwork and fittings. The portion at pre-
sent built has a frontage towards the B mlevard
d’Ezbekiah of abont 40J ft. iu length, and re-

turns about 86 ft. towards the Rue de Boulaac,
and about 140 ft. facing the new street, aud it is

about 70 ft. high. It containg upon the gronnd-
floor a cafd, 61 ft. by 36 ft.

; table d’hote room,
about 80 ft. by 30 ft.

;
baziar, 61 ft. by 36 ft.

;

billiard-room and suites of public offices, all

21 ft. high
; as also a grand staircase, 60 ft. by

23 ft.
; and at the rear a kitchen department,

serving-rooms, and other offices.

The hotel is snrronnded on all floors by wide
verandahs, affording a passageway around the
building, and supplying a comfortable lounge.
The table d'hote room is supplied with an
orchestra for evening entertainments, and is

laid with parquetrie, so as to afford a dancing
floor.

Upon the first floor are a ladies’ saZou, 41 ft. by
21 ft., and 20 ft. high; nine private sitting-

rooms, with bedrooms en suite ; and forty-two
bedrooms, besides various serving-rooms and
W.C.a, which are numerous, and conveniently
arranged, those for ladies being entirely sepa-
rate, and approached through their own retiring-

rooms. The bath-rooms are fit.ted with large

baths, and shower-baths over all, supplied with
hot and cold water, the whole of the apparatus
and fittings being of the best London manu-
faotnre.

The second floor is somewhat similarly

arranged, and contains fifty-nine bedroom?,
besides ladies’ rooms, serving-rooms, baths,

&j., as on floor below, and all 15 ft. high.
The floors are variously laid with parquetrie,
marble, and stone paving, bordered with
Maw’s encaustic tiles, which give a rich
effect. The various apartments throughout are
supplied with Bregnet’a patent electric bells.

The total cost of the portion of the building
already erected has exceeded 100,0001. The
whole of the very arduous contract was under-
taken by Messrs. J. Perry & Co., of Broadway.
Stratford, London, and has been completed in a
very satisfactory manner by their agent upon
the works, Mr. T. Sutton, and by the company’s
clerk of works, Mr. C, Tompson.'
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SOME EESULTS OF TRADE UNIONS.

Sir,—All conversant, during the last ten or

fifteen years, with building matters are aware
of the great increase of cost involved in them.
In the provincial district I am most familiar with,

an advance of from 60 to 100 per cent, has

occurred, which cannot be accounted for by all

or any of the changes that have taken place

with regard to wages and hours of labour. The
increase of wages is from 25 to 30 per cent., say

the larger proportion ; the reduction in the hours
of labour may be taken at 15 per cent., making,
with the 30 per cent, on wages, 45 per cent.

This still leaves on the average some 35 per

cent, to be accounted for. Now, how can this

be done ? The cost of materials will not explain

it ; for, notwithstanding occasional fluctuations

in prices, there is no very appreciable change
under this head, since the increased value
attending a greater demand from increase of
population has been balanced by the greater
facilities afforded for carriage, and the conse-
qnent equalising of prices in the country at

large.

The great use of machinery shonld tend to

reduce cost of production ; and thongh some-
times charged for at unduly high rates, it, for

the most part, does conduce to cheapness.
Some have assumed that larger profits are

absorbed by contractors than heretofore
;

but
my own observation leads me to a directly con-

trary conclusion, and I feel obliged to look for an
explanation from some other source.

This, I think, is to be found under two prin-

cipal beads, both of whioh are referable to the

inlluence of trade-unions among building work-
men. The first cause I instance is the less

amount of work performed (chough at higher
wages) in a given time. The second arises from
charges levied on master tradesmen without any
compensating profit. Let me illustrate this from
facts. A builder put into the hands of a good
workman a piece of work of which several exact
repetitions were required in a building in hand,
and the man completed his task in one day and
a quarter. He was given another of the same
pieces of work, while a third was at the same
time placed in the hands of a fellow workman;
on these each of the men expended two days
and a quarter. The builder asked the man who
was first placed on the work how he came to be

BO much longer on it in the second case than the

first. “ Ob,” said he, ” I could have done the
second in a day and a quarter, too, but I dared
not work faster than the man beside me, or I

shonld have been fined (naming a sum beyond a

week’s wages) by the ‘union!’” Again, a
master tradesman entered a nearly completed
building where his men were at work, towards
evening twilight, and while watching their pro-

gress saw a stranger enter, who evidently did

not see him. “ My lads,” said the visitor (a

“ union ” inspector !), “ you are getting on a little

too fast here
;
you must make your jobs last out

a bit better than this or it will never do : so mind
what I say or you will heai- of it again as you
won’t like.” The master stepped forward to

ask the fellow’s business there, but ho speedily

got out of the way.
A foreman, a strong unionist, chosen and

placed over some work by the proprietor, pro-

longed the work on various pretexts, the most
usual being the want of masonry details from
the architect, by whioh be accounted for a
quantity of stone remaining for weeks un-

wrought on the site. It was discovered that he
kept the details without using them as long as

he thought fit, making this excuse for delay, and
that he threatened to get one workman dis-

charged for working too well, who was the only

one in his branch of work too honest to be con-

trolled by the plausible knave who was put over
him.

As to the second head,—useless cost. A
contractor bad two considerable buildings in

band in a large town, the distance between the
two being some 350 yards. For convenience he
arranged to pay the men employed on both
works at the building nearest his place of

business. The first pay-day after this arrange-

ment the men who were asked to walk the
distance named for their wages refused to do so,

and, after sulking for an hour and finding that

no one came to them, they went to the other

building, but demanded a quarter of a day’s

additional wages on account of their own delay,

threatening to strike if this were not acceded to

—whioh it was !

Two buildings, separated by about the breadth

of a road, a moderate distance from a large

suburb, were, for some reason, under different

arrangements as to “ walking time.” The
workmen left their homes together, walked the

half or three-quarters of a mile in company, and

then one set began their work while the others

smoked their pipes for ten minutes or there-

abouts, at the expense of their employers as to

time, though I suppose not as to tobacco.

Such instances might be multiplied a hundred-

fold, but cannot surely be within the knowledge

of those who advocate trade-unions, as at pre-

sent constituted, as conducing to independence

and self-respect among workmen, and as having

a wholesome influenca on the relations between

capital and labour. In the matter of self-re-

spect, the standard of labour for a good work-

man is lowered, under penalty, to that of the

worst or laziest he may be associated with,

while the standard of pay for the worst is what
can be claimed by the best ! Higher wages

paid to superior workmen, as out-door foremen,

stone-setters, &c., have come in some places to

be stigmatised as “ blood-money,” on the asser-

tion that the remuneration is simply for

“driving” the men working at ordinary wages.

As to independence, lately passing a large

country church in course of building, I saw only

the clerk of works on the spot, where shortly

before some thirty masons were busy. The
“delegates” from “the Union” had been there,

ordering the men to strike, not more than one-

third of whom did so willingly, the others telling

the clerk how they wished they could remain at

work, but that they “ dared not.” A clever,

industrious joiner, who had a lathe at home, and

was good at cabinet work, not long ago begged
the friends who gave him occasional evening em-
ployment of this kind to keep the fact private,

or he should be fined for earning money out of

shop hours.

This system is driving many of our best work-

men out of the country, and its evils ramify in

directions not always obvious
;
but in all it tends

to diminish the real self-respect and independ-

ence of our handicraftsmen, as must be the case

where a low maximum of work is combined with

a high minimam of pay, whioh, forsooth, one of

the union speakers, at a large meeting in the

North lately, declared to give a securihj against
“ inferior work !” The encouragement is in this

country thus constantly decreasing for any man
aiming to obtain a high character as a work-

man. A deputation of union men in the employ
of a builder called on him to dismiss a fore-

man, on excellent and trustworthy roan. In

answer to the question, “ Why ?” the reply was,
“ That is our concern ; we don’t choose to work

under him, and shall strike if he is further

employed by you.”

The mau was dismissed, and has emigrated.

One result of these false principles strikes me
as bearing directly on a point of political

economy, though I cannot remember ever to

have found it so treated of. It is, that a part

of the great social system in Britain is claiming

to proceed at a different rate from all the rest.

It is often asserted that men generally do not

work so hard as they used to do, but the

fact is, that they do not generally work so long

hours, bat do more in a given time than before
j

but it is also true that many occasional in-

stances occur in which men work much harder

than they used. Take a civil engineer and
his staff, preparing to bring schemes before

Parliament, or a leading barrister with a seat in

the House of Commons, and I think cases of

hard work will be found which will tend to raise

the average for at least the head-workers. But
our trade-unionists claim practically to do less

work in a given time for higher wages than of

old
;
and as this runs counter to the existing

system in all the upper classes of workers, viz.,

that of harder work in shorter hours, a serious

drag is imposed on the great social machine
5

and I am convinced that much of the grievous

derangement from whioh the trade of England

is suffering might be traced to this obvious

discrepancy in the relations between employer

and employed.
The only sure remedy for the evils I have

tried to point out seems to me to rest in stringent

positive legislation, making it obligatory on al-

trade societies to submit their rules for approval,

and to be publicly registered, denying such

registry or licence to all societies seeking to

establish rules in restraint of trade or of indi-

vidual freedom of action, and finally making it

penal to attempt enforcing roles of trade or of

fines for their breach, other than such as have

been legally sanctioned. Much would, I know,

be said on such a proposition, as to interfering

with trade, and so forth
;
but legislation has in

late years so cl isely touched trading interests,

by limiting (and wisely) the hours of labour and
the age of those labouring, &c., that it would

surely not be unfair to put some such check as

I speak of on the licence of labour itself. I have

the disadvantage, if indeed it be one, of regarding

this subject only as a spectator; were I in the

position either of an employer or a workman I

might perhaps find my views much modified,

but could such modification reach the point of

justifying, to any fair or logical apprehension,

anomalies such as disgrace this much misunder-

stood system ? Query.*

SCHOOLS OF ART AND OF SCIENCE.

St. Pancras.—A lecture on the advantages of

Science Classes has been delivered by Mr. Buck-
master, at the School-rooms, Ossulaton-street, in

support of a new movement originated by Mr.

Parton Parry, who almost single-handed, accord-

ing to the North Londoner, is seeking to establish

classes in St. Pancras. In a report of what took

place at the meeting, the North Londoner says

Mr. Parry thns explained the plan he proposed

to work on.

" The instruction he intended giving would comprise
practical, plain, and solid geometry. In commenting upon
the ignorance of these subjects which prevailed among our
workmen, ho said that the man who made the models on
the table—and they were excellently turned out—was quite

nonplused when asked to make a cube. By dint of ques-
tioning, be discovered that the man bad joined in a raille ;

that he had been the fortunate recipient of a goose, and
the instruments employed to determine the important
event had been dice. After this illustration of a cube, ho
proceeded to make one. The number of students on bis

book was three ! from a thickly-populated district lik&

Somers-toivn. The charge amounted to threepence per
week. The piizes consisted of books, medals, instruments,

&c. The Oerman workmen were coming over and taking

Englishmen's places, because employers appreciated intel-

ligent workmen.
Mr. Buckmaster said he could scarcely think that three

persons represented the interest felt. In such a district

there must be a large number of men ready to avail them-
selves of the advantages now presented. He wished work-
ing men would organise to express their feelings 00 such
matters as readily as on political questions."

At the close of the meeting a number of pupils

gave in their names. The class meets on Thurs-

day evenings at the School-room, and we hope
that, under the guidance of Mr. Parry, who has

proved most successful elsewhere, much good

may be effected.

The Macclesfield School of Art,—The annual
meeting of the Useful Knowledge Society, with

which this school is connected, has been held in

the town-hall, and as usual attracted a numerous
attendance. The platform was decorated with

a large number of drawings and designs, the

work of the pupils of the School of Art. lu the

course of the proceedings the meeting was told

that, with one or two exceptions, all the designs

for silk-weaving, which formed the most prac-

tical feature in the display, were applicable to

the manufacture. Mr. W. C. Brocklehurst, M.P.,

occupied the chair. The report of the council

of the School of Art stated that the present

circumstances of the school are not satisfactory.

Only a small amount of aid was still given by
the inhabitants. The council stated that Mr.
Cole, C.B., had come to give his advice and sug*

gestions at this critical period of the school’s

history. If encouraged by the townspeople, the

council would gladly arrauge for the establish-

ment of one or more science schools that might
receive Government sanction and assistance.

Other manufacturing towns possessed these

schools, and the Government gave much encou-

ragement to their establishment and support.

The report of Mr. Ford, the master of the School

of Art, stated that this year, in March last, 49

students were successful in 54 exercises, divided

thus:—30 in freehand drawing, 6 in geometry,

2 in perspective, and 8 in model drawing; 15

being distinguished by the mark “ excellent,”

gaining guinea boxes of colours, boxes of instru-

ments, and Bcientifio books, and the remaining

39 certificates of merit. Comparison of results

for the last four years—1866, 16 successful and

3 prizes; 1867, 50 successful and 15 prizes;

1868, 70 successful and 20 prizes; 1869, 54 suc-

oesafu! and 15 prizes. The difl'erence between

the success of the above examination of this

year and last—a year without a parallel in the

school—arose in a measure from his incapacity,

through illness, either to instruct or lecture, two
months previously to the examination. Mr. Ford

complains that the designs for silk fabrics sent

in for national competition did not meet with

that practical consideration which they merited.

* The writer baa aent his name andaddresa as guarantee
of the truth of the statements made in the com-
munication.
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works were transmitted to the Department of Science and
Art for national competition; but when in June the re-

Bolts arrived, great was the students’ disappointment.

Anticipating a success greater than in previous years from
the practicability of the designs and the right application

of art principles, the results showed that the impracticable
works of former years were more successful. Although
on each sheet the words ‘ original and practical designs

for silk fabrics ’ were written, it would be invidious to in-

quire whether the honorary examiners of the depart-
ments,—Sir F. Grant, F.E.A., Daniel Maolise, R.A., J.

C. Horsley, E.A,, and others,—considered their specific

application to manufacture. If the London examiners are
practically acquainted with the subject, they must know
that the designer for silk goods has resoorces, rules, and
methods of execution, which, together with considerations
of expense, of fashion, of commercial novelties, and such
like, must fetter him to great simplicity of production,
bat which is, unfortunately, antagonistic to the complica-
tion of line and multiplicity of colour required by the
Department of Science and Art. It will be difficult for the
sobool to servo a practical town and an unpractical
Government. It therefore remains for the committee to
determine whether the school shall be made practically
available in the preparation of useful patterns for fabrics

of the loom, or direct its course to the production of an
abstract kind of decoration adapted to no particular pur-
pose. It appears to me the Government will pay for, and
take cognizance of, the latter, but not the former,"

At a recent meeting of the town coanoll,

Mr. Wright gave notice that at the next
meeting he shonld call the attention of the

council to the position of the Macclesfield School
of Art. Alderman H. Brocklehurst said, whilst

the town was experiencing some benefit from a
revival in trade, the school of art continned to

languish. Ho felt convinced that the interests

of the silk trade were closely connected with the
prosperity of that school

;
and hoped the views

of gentlemen both in the council and out had
changed since the public meeting held on the
subject of the school’a condition a few years ago.

UTILISATION OP SEWAGE AT
LEICESTER.

At a recent meeting of the town council, Mr.
Thompson said, be found that the town had been
in possession of the sewageworks for ten or eleven

years, and during that period they had been the

cause of an annual loss. In 1859, the loss was
626i.

5
in 1860, 1,1141. ; in 1861, l,209i. ; in 1862,

1,398L
;
in 1863, 1,1701. ;

in 1864, 926i.
;
in 1865,

1,2641. ;
in 1866, 1,028J.; in 1867, l,200i.} in

1868, 1,4121.
;
and in the year just closed, 1,130J.

:

making a total loss of 12,482J. The prospect of
avoiding the loss was almost a certainty, for

during the last five years many towns had been
paying attention to a question which was becom-
ing of daily increasing importance, that of apply-

ing sewage, by the process of irrigation, to the
adjoining land. This had been done with great
success. He moved,

—

" That in the opinion of this Council the time has
arrived when means should be taken to render useful to
tbe land in the district, aud profitable to the town, the
sewage which is now useless, and that it is desirable to
eneage a competent sanitary engineer to visit tbe locality

ana prepare a report and preliminary survey on the sub-
ject, to oe laid before the Connoil as early as may be after
the conclusion of his inquiries; and that Mr. Buldwm
Latham be the engineer appointed."

After some discussion, the motion was carried

unanimously. A committee was then formed to

carry out the previous resolution.

THE HISTORY OF THE HOLBORN
VIADUCT COMPETITION.

Sib,—I was many miles away from London on
the occasion of the opening of the Holborn
Viaduct, and I did not see the report of the
extraordinary statement made by Mr. Haywood
at the dinner given by the late Lord Mayor at
the Mansion House, on tbe Gbh inst., until the
middle of last week. Probably I should not
again have reverted to the circumstances of the
competition for the beet plan for effecting that
important improvement, for although I felt that
I had been unfairly treated ia that competition,
I was willing to let bygones be bygones; but
upon reading the report in the Times of the
after-dinner speech of Mr. Haywood, I thought
it was but right that the public, and particularly
tbe profession, should know the reaJ facts, and
I trust that you will kindly insert the following
account of that competition (as far as I was
concerned in it) for the entire truth of which I
will vouch.

_

No less than 105 designs were sent in by
eighty-four gentlemen, and I was the author of
three of those designs, one of them being the
same that I had prepared at the instance of tbe
Metropolitan Board of Works in 1859, and which
had received considerable notice at the time. I
had carefully revised the plan, and it was placed

in Class No. 8 in the report, " For high level

streets or viaducts passing north of Holborn-
hill and Skinner-street, which thoroughfares are

to remain as at present, or but with trifling

modifications.” The other two designs came
under the definition of Class 1, “ For construct-

ing complete viaducts on' high level roadways
upon the line of Holborn-hill and Skinner-street,

involving the entire removal of the present sur-

face aud the property on both sides.” In the
report presented to the Court of Common
Council, on Friday, November 6th, 1863, three

designs in Class 1 are specially referred to,

“No. 4, by Mr. Frederick Marrable; No. 32,

by Mr. Thomas Charles Sorby; and No. 68,

by Mr. Richard Bell but no cognisance

whatever is taken of a second design by
mo which had the No. 81 attached to it, and
was, in fact, a revision, and very great improve-
ment and simplification of the same general

design as No. 4 (before referred to). My name
stood the first, and I received the congratula-

tions of several members of the Corporation, and
Mr. Haywood himself told me that the first pre-

mium would be awarded to me. I was doomed,
however, to disappointment, as the first premium
was given to Mr. R. Bell, and the second to Mr.
T. C. Sorby ! Doubtless there existed some
good reasons for throwing me out. The Builder

of the 21st November, 1863, points out some
“discrepancies” in both, of these premiated
designs j at any rate, they were, although
premiated, not adopted, and Mr. Haywood
was employed to prepare a plan for Parlia-

raentary deposit for the ensuing session. In
the report of the Improvement Committee to

the Court of Common Council on November 6,

1863 (which is now before me, and from which
I quote), it is stated,—“In the very important
duty of examining the several designs, your
Committee felt that it was most desirable to

secure the assistance of a professional gentleman
competent to place before us the varied points

of detail necessarily involved in this great

public work, and believing that Mr. W. Haywood,
the engineer and surveyor to the Commission of

Sewers, was peculiarly qualified for this duty,

we invited him to undertake the same. Mr.
Haywood thereupon, at our request, luithdrew a
design which, in common with other competitors,

he had sent in, and at once acquiesced in the

wishes of the Committee.”
Whether Mr. Haywood brought out his design

which had been withdrawn from the competi-
tion, or not, I cannot say, as I never saw it, that

I am aware of
;
but he prepared a plan for Par-

liamentary deposit (for which he was very
handsomely paid), and a bill was obtained during
the next session of Parliament, and, strange to

say, the plan that he so prepared as being the

very best that he could produce, after he had
had the advantage of all the other brains from
which had emanated 105 designs, is so very like

one of the three designs that I sent in for

the competition, that it wonld require a very
careful examination by a very professional eye

to detect where the difference existed (this

is the design bearing the number 81 in the
competition, which was entirely set aside,

or at least not noticed at all in the report).

Sir, I enclose for your inspection drawings
correctly reduced (to a uniform scale for more
easy comparison) from Mr. Haywood’s deposited

plan, and from my plan. No. 81, that was
rejected, or rather passed over in the report,

and not thought worthy even of a passing word,
but which, after being adopted by Mr. Haywood,
without the slightest acknowledgment, was
thought worthy of being carried out under the
sanction of bis great name, and with such a
flourish of self-blown trumpets as has seldom, if

ever, been attempted by any architect or

engineer.

If any of your readers or'the public care to see

the originals of these plans, Mr. Haywood’s
lithographed deposited plan, with his name and
that of the then acting City Remembrancer at-

tached, and the selfsame drawing that I sub-

mitted in the competitition, and numbered 81,

they may be inspected at my office, 21, Whibe-
hall-place.

This is the true history of this competition,

from which Mr. Haywood has derived a world-
wide fame, and very substantial pecuniary benefit

(although a salaried officer of the Corporation),

while I stand out in the cold, without a word to

throw at a dog. I memoraliaed the Corporation
(before it was too late) for a reconsideration

;

but although I was invited to attend to support
the prayer of my memorial, I was not heard, bub
waa received with cries of “ Do you come here to

accuse our officer?” &o., and I was obliged to retire

without being able to say a word, and that was
the last I had to do with this competition.

According to the report in the Times of Mon-
day, the 8Lh of November, Mr. Haywood, ia re-

sponding to the Lord Mayor’s toast, " The
Engineers,” made this most extraordinary state-

ment,—“ That he waa a competitor in a fair and
honourable competition, with eighty other pro-

fessional men, for the execution of the Viaduct,
and be won it! He stated most distinctly that

no person connected ivith the Corporation had the

remotest idea that he was a competitor until after

the award ^vas made.” This is at utter variance

with the report ofthe Improvement Committee to

the common council on the 6th of November,
1863, before quoted. Mr. Haywood can tell

which is right
j
and if he thinks that “ he won

it ” in a fair and honourable competition, then I

have yet to learn the business of my profession

over again, and to forget all that I have hitherto

thought to be fair and honourable. I should not

like to say more, however strongly I may feel, or

I should perhaps say too much. Let the public

and the profession form their own opinion—they

will not form a wrong judgment.
Fbedk.. Maruable.

THE TALKED-OF NEW OPERA HOUSE,
Three lines in our last number added inci-

dentally to a short notice of Covent Garden
Theatre, and stating that we had heard talk of

an English nobleman being ready to spend
150,0001. in building another opera-house, if a
proper site could be obtained, have brought us a
shower of letters, with all sorts of offers, re-

quests, and suggestions. One set of gentlemen
say they have plans and estimates all ready

j

and another, that they contemplate utilising the

Colosseum, in the Regent’s Park, as an opera-

house, and, indeed, have all their plans ready too.

All we desire to add at present is, that we have
no doubt of the correctness of the rumour to

which we gave currency, and that we will

forward to the proper quarter such of the letters

as seem to deserve attention. We believe the

scheme, if carried out, would include the founda-

tion of a national opera.

THE MYSTERY OP EASTER ISLAND.

On tbe surface of this thickly-peopled world
of ours there is not to be found a spot more
desolate, forlorn, and thoroughly isolated than
that known to Englishmen as Easter Island,

—

nor a spot more suggestive of the most curious

and interesting questions relating to the anti-

quity of man, and a probably submerged con-

tinent. The recent arrival at the British

Museum, of a gigantic statue from that rock in

the Pacific, now to be seen by special applica-

tion at tbe Cnidus abed, gives us a good reason

for a short discussion on this topic, which we
hope may be attractive to many readers.

It is surely a marvel worth looking into as
most difficult to explain, how it comes to pass
thatsome of the mostgigantic—if rude—statuary

of human workmanship should be found on a
small island in the middle of the Pacific Ocean,
inhabited only by a few wretched savages, with-

out so much as a tradition of the extinct people

who must have raised these monuments ; and in

itself BO desolate as to have no trees, no fresh

water, no plants but the imported plantains,

potatoes, and bananas, and no animals except
the as certainly imported poultry and rats I

But let us look at this forlorn place more closely.

In latitude about 27° S., and longitude 109°

W., some 2,500 miles distant from the nearest

continental neighbour, South American Chili,

and even from the nighest and that a solitary

brother islet, no less than 1,000, is the iron-

bound coast known to mariners as Easter
Island

;
because the old buccaneering explorer.

Captain Davis, happened to discover it on that

sacred day, in the year 1686. It was afterwards

touched in 1722, by Admiral Roggewein
;
and is

described as hilly aud stony, and about eleven

leagues in circuit, of a triangular shape, and a
volcanic appearance, the heights being bare and
rugged. We will, however, take our fullest

description, especially as to the Rock-images,

from Captain Cook’s second voyage in 1773.

After some nautical details as to the locality

and anchorage, the great explorer says :

—

“ We stretched in for the land, and by the help of a glass

discovered people, and some of those coloasean statues or

idols mentioned in Roggewein’a voyage. Near the place

where we lauded wero some of those statues before men-
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Dnod. The country appeared barren and without wood;

a dry, hard clay, and OYcrywhere covered wiih stonea.

n the east side, near the sea, are three platforms ofstone-

ork, or rather the ruins of them. On caoh bad stood

lur of those large statues; but they were all fallen down

om two of them, and also one from the third ; all except

le were broken by the fall, or in some measure defaced,

[r. Wales measured this one, and found it to be 16 ft. m
ingtb, and 6 It. broad over the shoulders. Each statue

ad on its head a large cylindric stone, of a red colour,

lought perfectly round : the one that was measured,

bich was not by far the largest, was 62 in. high, and 06 in.

1 diameter : in some the upper corner of tho cylinder was

ikeu oir in a sort of concave quarter round
;
but in others

he cylinder was entire. The whole side of the island was

bserved to bo full of those gigantic statues so often

lentioned : some placed in groups on platforms of

laeonry; others single, fixed only in the earth, and that

ot deep, these latter in general being much larger than

he others. Having measured one which had fallen down,

; was found to be nearly 27 ft. long, and upwards of 8 ft.

iver the breast or shoulders
;
and yet this appeared con-

iderably short of tho size of one standing near it, the

hade of which, a little past two o’clock, was sufficient to

belter all the party, nearly thirty persons, from the rays

f the sun. In a small hollow on the highest part of the

jland were several such cylinders as are placed on the

leads of the statues ;
some larger than any seen before,

••robably tbero had been a quarry here, whence these

tones might have formerly been dug."

Further on, Captain Cook, giving a second par-

icnlar description of the island, its inhabitants,

ind its monuments, writes as follows:

—

“ The inhabitants of this island do not seem to exceed

500 or 700 souls, and above two-thirds of those we saw

were males. In colour, features, aud language, they bear

inch au nlliaity to the people of the more westerri isles,

that no one will doubt they have had the same origin. It

LB extraordinary that the sumo nation should have spread

themselves over all the isles in this vast ocean, from New
Zealand to this island, which is almost one-fourth part of

the circumference of the globe. Many ol them have now

no other knowledge of each other than what is preserved

by antiquated tradition, and they have by length ol time

become, as it were, dill'erent naUons, each having adopted

some peculiar custom or habit. Nevertheless, a carolul

observer will soon see the affinity each has to the other.

Not more than three or four canoes were seen on the

whole island, and these very mean and built of many pieces

sewed together vnth small line. They do not seem

capable of carrying above four persons, and are by no

means fit for any distant navigation. As small and mean

as these canoes were, it was a matter of wonder to us

where they got the wood to build them with. We are

quite unacquainted with the religion of these people ;
the

America and Asia united in those prehistoric

ages ? And is there a vast submerged Lyonnese

between the quasi Land’s End of Peruvian

Paracas and the outlying Scilly of Easter Island ?

It seems impossible for those huge rock statues

to have been transported thither from the'

American coast 2,500 miles away
;
and it would

appear an equal impossibility for the few and

savage dwellers on such a desolate little island

to have made them where they stand. Is the

riddle solved by the theory of a drowned conti-

nent ? and are all the islands^ of Polynesia but

summits of a volcanic group, built upon by coral-

worms, and bearing here and there upon their

surface the monumental records of a race as

extinct as the tribes of men who perished

Noah’s flood? Martin P. Tuppeb.

p.S. The two figures now to be seen at the

British Museum, in the Cnidus shed, appear to

be of a burnt black granite or coarse basalt,

hard and heavy. Their resemblance to Mexican

and Peruvian statuary is remarkable j
and on

the back of one now fixed on end is a rude crit®

ansata, like a “ key of the Nile,” in Egyptian

sculpture : the back of tho other is covered with

lines and crosses, but cannot yet be closely in-

spected, as it lies on rollers, and, being several

tons in weight, is immovable for any better

examination than a “ sidelong look” between

the rollers and the floor.

THE DEINKING FOUNTAIN MOVEMENT.

Swansea .—At a recent meeting of the Harbour

Trust, the Chairman read a letter which he

had received from the Mayor, formally handing

over to the trustees the two drinking-fountains

which had been erected at his expense in the

neighbourhood of the docks. The cordial thanks

of the Board was given to the Mayor for his

kindness.

Wigtown.—Mr. Woolner has been commis-

sioned to execute a series of four bas-reliefs, of

considerable size, and representing acts of mercy,

for the memorial fountain now in progress afc

Wigtown, and intended to commemorate the lat©

wife of Mr. George Moore, who will present the

work to the public in that town. The sculptures

have for their subjects—1. Feeding the hungry j

2. Clothing the naked; 3. Comforting the

afflicted ;
4. Instructing the ignorant.

Keswick.—Bome time ago an aged lady, who
was visiting the Lake district, left a snm of

money to erect a watering-place for cattle and

dogs in Keswick. A subscription in aid was

entered into, and it was ultimately agreed that

a fountain, with all the requisite appliances,

should be erected in the Market-place, the

workmanship to be done by the Brothers

Bromley, stone-cutters, after a design by Mr.

Wood, C.E. A stone, weighing five tons, has

lately been placed in the Market-square. It

is thought, however, by the country people that

the structure will obstrnct the traffic on market

days if placed in the square.

ACCIDENTS.

no- Majesty’s Theatre.— Mr. Bedford, the

coroner, has held an inquest at Charing-cross

Hospital on the body of Charles Bartlett, a

plasterer, aged 62. David Garrick, a scene

painter, said he was employed in the acene-pamt-

ing rooms of Her Majesty’s Theatre. About

six o’clock on Thursday evening last, when at

work, be beard some person groaning as if in

. = . .
,

- pain, and when looking about he saw the

deceased Ijicg on the stone flooring at the

that could mduoe me to think so. On the contrary, 1
|

bottom of some stairs leadmg
rather suppose that they are burying-places for eerlain

tribes or laaiilies. I, as well as some others, saw a human
skeleton lying in one of the platforms, just covered with

stones Borne of these platforms of masonry are 30 ft. or

40 ft. long, 12 ft. or 18 ft. broad, aud from 3 ft. to 12 ft. in

height wdich last in some measure depends on the nature

of the ground, for they are generally at the brink of the

bank facing tho sea, so that this face may be 10 ft. or 12 It.

or more high, and the other may not be above 3 ft. or-lU.

They aro built, or rather faced, with hewn stones of a

very large size ;
and the workmauehip is not inferior to

tho best plain piece of masonty we have in England.

They use no sort of cement, yet the joints are exceedingly

close, and tho stones mortised and tenanted one into

another in a very artful manner. The side walls are not

perpendicular, but inclining a little inwards, iu the same

manner that breastworks, &c., are built in Europe; yet

had not all this care, pains, and sagacity been able to pre-

serve these curious structures from the ravages of all-

devouring Time. Tho statues, or at least many of them,

are erected on these platforms, which serve as founda-

tions. They are, as near as we could judge, about hslf-

leoglh, ending in a sort of stump at the bottom, on which

they stand. The workmanship is rude, but not bad; nor

ate the features of the face ill-formed, the nose and chin

in particular, but tho ears are long beyond proportion

;

and as to the bodies, there is hardly anything hke a human
figure about them. I had au opporluniiy of personally

examining only two or three of these statues, which are

near the landing-place; and they were of a grey stone,

seemingly of the same sort as that with whicU the plat-

forms were built. But some of the gentlemen who ira-

veiled over the island and examined many of them, were

of npinion that the stone of which they were made was

different from any they saw on the island, and had much

the aiipearance of being factitious. We could hardly

conceive huw these islanders, wholly unacquainted with

any mechanical power, could raise such stupendous

figures and afterwards place the large cylindric

stones before mentioned upon, their heads. The only

method I can conceive is by raising the upper end by little

and little, supporting it by stones as it is raised, and

building about it till they got it erect; thus a sort of

mount or scafiolcling would be made, upon which they

might roll the cylinder, and place it upon the head of the

Btaiue, and then the stones might be removed Irom about

it But if the stones aro factitious, tho statues might have

bwn put together on the place, in their present position,

and tbe cvlmder put on by building a mount round them

as above mentioned. But let them have been made and

set up by this or any other method, they must have been

a wort of immense time, and sufficiently show the inge-

nuity and perseverance of these islanders in the age in

which they were built : for the present inhabitants have

most certainly hud no hand in them, as they' do not ®ven

repair the loundationa of those which are going to decay,”

on to the stage. Deceased had been engaged

in the theatre daring the day as a plas-

terer, and had been working there for some

months. He was quite insensible, and bleeding

from the nose and mouth. He had evidently

fallen down the stairs in question on to the stone

flooring beneath. There were no hand-rails on

the stairs, which were only used for taking up

the scenery. The deceased had left off work,

and was making his way out of the theatre,

when, it being dark, he must have missed his

way, and instead of leaving the stage by the

regular stone staircase, had got on to the scen^y

stairs, and fallen down. Mr. W. Lee, junior, archi-

tect of the theatre, described the use and posi-

tion of the stairs in question. The deceased had

no occasion to use those stairs to leave the house.

There was usually a barrier placed across them

to prevent accidents, but on the day in question

the barrier had been removed by some one to

admit of some scenery being brought in, and had

not been replaced as it should have be^. The

OIL PAPEEHANGINGS.
Washable paperhangings are no novelty.

The question is, in which of them is the principle

best carried out? Messrs. Williams & Adams
have sent us specimens of the oil paperhangings

called “ Oleo Charta,” which, as they assert, are

impervious to wet, and may be placed on new or

damp walls without risk of damage or discolour-

ation. They may be washed with soap and

water as often as required, and will laist twenty

years—at leastjSO it is asserted. They are entitled

to trial, and seem likely to fulfil tho promises

made in their name.

This, then, is the mystery of Easter Island, or,

as the natives call it, Teahy. On a bare point in

the middle of the Pacific, not so large as the

Isle of Wight, scantily inhabited by some of those

savage Pulynesians who have swarmed over

Oceania on this island, treeless, waterless, food-

less, impossible of support to such a multitude

as niuBb have fashioned them, occur these nume-

rous colossi, evidencing ancient prosperity, his-

tory, and population of a character analogous

with those of Mexico and Peru. Was Oceania

ever all dry land? Were the continents of

deceased met bis death by an accidental fall

through the negligence of some person or per-

sons unknown.”
Stalybridge.—An inquest has been held at

Stalybridge, on tho body of Henry Norton, who

met his death in a street sewer. On Thursday

deceased and a fellow-workman named Evans

descended into the sewer, carrying lighted can-

dies with them. They proceeded about 170

yards up the drain, when Norton ascended the

shaft of a manhole, and attempted to push the

plate off, so as to gain the surface, but, the frost

having cemented the gravel around the plate, he

was unable to move it. Whilst in the shaft be

was overpowered by the gas that had generated

at the top of the manhole, and was suffocated.

Evans remained at the bottom of the shaft, and

seeing by the dim light of the candle Norton mil

down insensible at his feet, he picked up his

candle and ran back along the sewer to the point

at which they Lad entered. In his hurry to pro-

cure assistance Evans was not careful to keep

the light low enough, and the gas that had

accumulated near the top of the mam by an

escape from the street gas-pipes fired and ex-

ploded, and Evans was severely burnt about the

hands and face. He succeeded, however, in

reaching the surface in an exhausted condition,

and an alarm was raised. The jury returned a

verdict of ” Died from suffocation m a street

sewer.” Evans still lies in a precarious con-

dition.

KEEN’S CEMENT AND PAINT.

Sin^—A painter wishes for information re-

specting tho painting of a “newly-made wall

plastered with Keen’s cement.” It appears to

me that dampness is the cause of its peeling off.

I know it is a common thing—nay, almost

usual—to paint a wall plastered with either

Keen’s or Parian cement within a few hours of

its being finished; and, if the plastering is pro-

perly executed, little or no evil arises therefrom ;

but unfortunately, in these times of sharp com-

petition, builders generally “back out” with

Portland cement, which is notorious for sweat-

ing, and only “ finish ” in Keen’s or Parian.

Hence it is not to be wondered at if the paint

should sometimes peel off. I am curious to know

if the wall in question was treated as 1 describe ;

how the other side of the wall is finished.

Clerk of Works.

THE WHITECHAPEL PIECE OF WOEK.

SiK,—Tour oorrespoudent “T.,” page 910, in your last

week’s number, has very lairly sought to arrest the atten-

tion of your readers with regard to the works in progress

in the New-street, Whitechapel, under Mr. Cooper,

assistant engineer to the Metropolitan Board of Works.

At present chsrgea are brought—butnot proven—and may
turn out as ‘‘ T." suggests, frivolous and vexatious. “ Audt

alteram partem" is a principle to which the colimna of

TOur valuable journal have hitherto been open. Feeling

this, and knowiog that the scandal is an uKjust attack

uDon the reputation of a very valuable and very old ser-

vant of the pubUc, I beg to suggest that, ss far as your

snace wiU admit, the further investigation and result of the

proceedings in this matter be permitted to appear in yo^
columns. The works are virtually stopped, and the delay

will much inconienience the public. \\ by are the works

stopped ? The contractors are supported by their advisers,

,nf claim tb.t the «ork i. ij aceordance with their eom

tract —sound, substantial, and workmanlike. The reports

of the engineers called in are in favour ofMr. Cooper, who

retains bis position by a majority of two against a proposal

to suspend him,—for what H The concrete over the coal-

vaulthad been ground to pieces by carting over it to other

arts of the work ;
and in one instance it is admi^tted some

bricks bad beeninjudiciouslyused,—doubtlessvery

grave charges.
,

® On Friday last, on the business-paper, a proposal was

made or suggested, that a committee of members ol the

Board be appointed to examine and report for the future

on the proper execution, or otherwise, of the works under

their oomrol. The propoml w.s not oerried Doublless

Sir W. Tite, M. P., whose address to the Royal Institute ot

British Architects has given so much satisfacti m, would do

all in his power with his colleagues at the Metropolitan

Board of Works to prevent so unwise a step. If the Board

can properly perform the duties of their engineers, why

pay their four engineers 6,000L a year ? T.
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POOK INVENTORS

;

OR, EIGHT ». MIGHT.
SiE,—Permit me to plead on behalf of the aboTe un-

fortnnatee. Pioneers ot the world, perceiving wants, they
endeavour to supply them; but unless they jump to per-
fection at once, improvers trip them up, taking all the
credit and cash, The man that has laid the foundation
well gets nil; tbo reward is too often secured by one who
crowns the edifice with the pots, or finds the paint. We
are called poor fools, while the successful pilferer is
esteemed. I can apeak feelingly on the subject, being a
sufferer—a contriver ofmany things lost,—a joint patentee,
an esq., &c.. out in the cold,—have been gazetted once; per-
haps shall be again, in another column of bankrupts. Law
IS against the man that toils a whole lifetime, and then
faints within sight of the goal. He is picked up of bis
plans by some kind improving creature, who rushes into the
Patent Office, and the law protects him for fourteen years
from any attack from the rightful owner. I have worked
ten months, and walked over 300 miles, to perfect an
article which is pronounced good, but no grist for me.We claim to be noblemen, Nature’s noblemen, striving to
do good, leaving the world better and more advanced than
what we found it. A recent piece of legislation was
attempted to down Kith m», but public sympathy was with
the poor inventors. ILe fight is to be renewed neit
session. Aid us in the contest, for with the loud voice
of mdignant honesty we shall prevail. R. T.—Young geniuses ! never expect grand results from
an inventor’s career; let the love of the gift prompt you,
pro lotto publico be your motto, and an old coat for your

BUILDINGS IN LONDON.
OvE attention haa been directed to the circum-

stance that the President of the Institute of
British Architects has added the following note
to the official report of his address. We
willingly print it :

—

“ I did not advert to the many elegant buildings of a
private character in the metropolis

j
if I had I should

have noticed with much satisfaction Mr. I’Anson’s Bible
Society, and also the new club recently erected in Pall-
niall, by^ our well-known Mr. Brandon, which is, I think,-

the metropolis.”one of the finest edifices of its class ii

BUILDING WOODS.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
MANSION HOUSE.—CONSTANT WATEE SUPPLY.

—

DISTEICT EAIMVAY, &C.
At the usual meeting a report was brought up from the

Works and Improvements Committee, recommending that
a communication be addressed to the Improvements Com-
mittee of the Corporation, informing them, that ha-..-
regard to the great value as building land of the grout,

u

on the west side of the Mansion House, the Board feel it
impossible to entertain the question of preserving it as an
open space. The recommendation was put and agreed to.A report was presented from the Works and General
Purposes Committee, stating that they had considered
the report of the Royal Commissioners, and it was the
opinion of the committee that a constant water supply to
the metropolis was most desirable

j
and they further re-

commended that the chairman be requested to seek an
interview with the Home Secretary, inquiring if it is the
intention of the Government to bring in a measure
founded upon the report of the Royal Commission, and
also to place before h m the Board's general approval of
the report. This report led to a brief discussion

;
but it

being the general opinion, a day was fixed a fortnight
hence to consider the subject.
A report was presented from the Works Committee re-

commending that the approval of the Board be given to a
proposed variation in the construction of the Melropo-
litan District Railway works, so far as they pass through
the Temple land, by the substitution of an arch for
girders and arches, as shown on the plans approved by the
Board. The recommendation was agreed to.
Mr. Silas Taylor moved that a committee be appointed

to consist of seven members, to be called an inspection
committee, with power to view the works of the Board in
progress, and report the result of their examinations when
necessary. This motion led to a long discussion, in the
course of which an amendment was moved, but eveutuslly
both motion and amendment were negatived.

SiE,—I shall be glad to be informed by any of your
correspondents how the various classes and descriptions
of pine and fir timber, and deals, are known and distin-
guished from each other when sawn. E. M.

THE ARCHITECT FOR THE NEW
POST OFFICE.

RE ANGLE CHIMNEYS.
to your correspondent " A. H.," I beg to

Sir,—

I

aee in the public papers that a design
for the “ new General Post-office buildings” in
St. Martin’s-le- Grand has been made by “Mr.
Williams, of her Majesty’s Office of Works,” and
that a contract has been accepted for the work.
Can you give me any information as to who
is this Mr. Williams ? I imagined it might be
one of the five members of the Royal Institute
of British Architects of that name

; but such is

not the case. Surely such an important edifice
should have been entrusted to the care of
Mr. Pennethorne or of Mr. Sydney Smirke, R.A.,
the architect of the Post-office, whose brother
erected the present edifice. P. W.

Bay that in my opinion an angle chimney is a very'ob-
j ectionabL feature, except it be used from sheer expedl^ency
in some room where a chimney is a necessity, and tbe form
of the room and necessary disp. sition of doors and windows
prevent it being placed, as is most nsual, in one side or end
In any room of ordinary shape it must be both unsightly and
inconvenient, and will not yield many extra feet super of
either floor or wall space; no more than (wo persons can
sit with any comfort by it

;
and ifit be used from a wish to

be saving m materials and labour, a little examination will
prove tbe gam to be the merest trifle. To have the
chimneys all through a house always in the inner corner of
the room would certainly be a novel feature, and one
wbicb, I think, would in no way repay tbe designer or his
chent, and certainly be no gain to the builder

A. B. C,

CIVIL ENGINEERS AND THE INDIAN
GOVERNMENT.

The ,Governor-General is a little startled by
the indignation his attack on a whole profession
evoked, and a circular has been issued from the
Works Department, to explain what was meant.
The circular says,

—

There is no question the civil engineers in England
are at times remunerated by commission on work done or
ordered to be done under their supervision, which is as
stated in tbe notification, regarded to be a part of their
legitimate remuneration. No reference was made or im-
plied to any illicit receipt of gratuities.”

And it ends thus :

—

Government of India unreserveoly declares itscomplete confidence m the body ot civil
service, t. i...- i i. . . , ' ..

V*... cngiutrcra lu its

e.u continues to be, the desire

JulJy as those of any other class of its
l^ir claims „
bv Its appreciation of them is sufficiently pr'ovedby the large addition to the number of civil

'

emplov--’ ----- ^
Furthi

rMpect to
generally, and placing them, in

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Charley.—St. Peter’s Church has, during the

past month, undergone a restoration, the dry
rot having been discovered under the pews of the
nave. The pews have been lowered 2 in., and
the doors removed, so that the church is now free
and open. The inside walls of the nave are now
embellished by a painted dado, surmounted by
a stencilled pattern, of conventional design. The
chancel, from floor to roof, is diapered. The
whole has been carried out under the superin-
tendence of Mr. Thomas H. Myres, of Preston,
architect.

Halliuell.~-Sa.mt Lnke’s Church, the fonnda-
tion stone of which has just been laid, has been in
contemplation for some years. The site is by the
side of the old road leading to Chorley from Bolton,
on rising ground. The architects of the new
church are Messrs. Medland & Henry Taylor, of
Manchester, and the contractors are Messrs. J.
Robinson & Son, of Hyde. The foundations,
which had to be unuenally deep, owing to the
site proving to be a filled-np pit, were put in by
Messrs. Isaac Pilling & Son. The ground slopes
considerably from the west to the east, so that
additional height is given thereby to the eastern
end of the building. The church, as may be
now seen from the work already executed,
departs but little in outline from a simple
parallelogram, terminating at the chancel end
with three semicircular apses. This parallelo-
gram is divided into three—longitudinally by
two rows of arches (thirteen in all), and trans-
versely by three arches. The north aisle is seen
to be shortened by the tower porch, which is

placed at its western end. The south aisle is

lengthened so as to project beyond the nave, and
tbe part thus projecting will contain the font.
The building materials are mainly those of tbe
district. The walls are to be of bard rubble
stone, pointed, while tbe angles and window-
frames, &c., are principally of red brick. There
will be also dressed ashlar stonework in the
tracery of the windows and elsewhere. The
church will have seventy-six windows, none of
them very small, and some of a large size. In-
ternally, the church will be lofty and spacious.
800 persons can be seated without galleries. A
bell, vestry fittings, heating apparatus, gas
fittings, pulpit, and font, are ail provided.

Llywell {Breconshire, SoxUh TFaZes). — The
pariah church here has been restored and re-
opened for divine service by the Bishop of St.
David’s. The edifice is in the Perpendicular
tyle. The whole of the dressings have been

cleaned from lime-whitening with muriatic acid :

none of the old dressings had been chiselled over.
The stonework of the windows has been repaired,
and they have been fitted in with new glass of tvpo
shades, put in promiscuously by Messrs. Burlison
& Grylly, of London

j
that of the chancel has

been fitted with iron saddles and stanchion bars,
and Winn & Co.’s patent glass ventilators have
been used. The chancel arch stonework has
been cleaned, and pointed in Roman cement,
as well as the priest’s doorway, nave doorway,
two doorways in the rood-loft on the north side
of the nave, doorway leading to the tower, &c.
The wall above the doorway at the west end of
the tower has been opened, and a stoop found on
the south side of the jamb; the jamb being
bared, and corbels thrown above to receive
walling, the stoop and corbels being in a perfect
state of preservation. The roofs are all of oak,
with longitudinal and transverse moulded ribs,
which have been repaired with similar timber.
The moulded riba in the obancel are new, and
have been left clean and varnished. All the
doors, with the exception of that of the nave,
are new, from designs prepared by the architect,
and are made of native oak, hung with orna-
mental hinges, locks, and ironwork. The chancel
Stalls are of native oak. The whole of the nave
sittings are of deal, varnished. The font is of
Caen stone, with native stone base. The tower
is formed for the use of a vestry, divided from
the nave by an old oak screen, which has been
restored for the purpose. The floor of the vestry
and nave is of red deal. The aisle is of paving
stone. The chancel floor is laid with encaustic
tiles in patterns supplied by Mr. Godwin, of
Hereford. The steps are of native stone, rubbed.
The architect employed was Mr. G. G. Scott;
and Messrs. Williams & Sons, of Brecon, were
the builders.

Castlemorton .—The district in which a new
chapel-of-ease has just been erected is part of
the parish of Castlemorton, and is situated about
five miles from Malvern Wells, and the boundary
where meet the three dioceses of Worcester,
Hereford, and Gloucester and Bristol. Misa
Selwyn, of Gieuberrow, the owner of some pro-
perty in the locality, set herself to the task of
raising subscriptions for the erection of a ohapel
of humble structure, which, according to the
estimate of Mr. Preedy, of London, would cost
500Z. On the project becoming known, a site of
half an acre, situated in the centre of tbe dis-
trict, and on the edge of a common, was given
by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners as lords of
the manor, while the London Incorporated
Society gave 30J. towards the funds. Earl
Somers gave the stone, and the farmers of the
district their services in hauling it. Tbe chapel
is situated at the base of tbe “ Holly Bush.”
Mr. Smart, of Malvern Wells, is the builder.
The style is Early English

;
the plan a plain

parallelogram, with bell-cot at the west end, a
south-west porch, and an east window of three
lights painted. 'There is sitting accommodation
for ninety persons. The floor of the building is

laid with encaustic tiles, and heated by means of
hot-water pipes. The roof is of open woodwork
stained. The principal portion of the east win-
dow is devoted to the illustration of three of the
principal incidents of the life of our Lord The
descent from the Cross, the appearing in the
garden after the Resurrection, and the Ascen-
sion to Heaven.

Lexden {Colchester).—The newly.erected dis-
trict church of St. Paul, Lexden, Colchester,
has been opened and consecrated, with the
burial-ground. The chnrch is situate on a por-
tion of the ground formerly belonging to the
Freehold Land Society, a short distance from
Essex Hall Asylnm and the railway station.
The style is Early English, and the edifice is
built ol stone rubble, with Bath stone dressings.
It consists of a simple nave and chancel, with a
view to further enlargement by the addition of a
north and south aisle. The length of the nave
is 55 ft. 6 in.; length of chancel, 25 ft.; and
there is sitting accommodation for 214 persons.
It is surmounted by a bell-turret at the west
end. The bell was cast from the metal of the
bells of a number of old Dutch clocks, pur-
chased by the Rev. J. Pspillon, rector of Lexden,
from a Colchester clockmaker. There is a cir-
cular apse at the east end of the chancel. The
roof is timbered, covered with plain tiles. The
roof of the nave rests upon two arcades, and
are filled in between the arcades with red brick
walls temporarily, to be removed when the church
is enlarged. The gable at tbe east end of the
nave is surmounted by a stone cross, and at
the chancel by a wooden cross covered with
lead. There is a vestry 10 ft. 6 in. by 11 ft.

The ebnreh is lighted by tinted cathedral-glass
windows, and by gas. The nave is supplied by
corona burners suspended from the tie-beams,
and the chancel by ornamental standard bur-
ners. It is heated by Mussett’s patent hot
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water apparatus, without any furnace or fire,

but by means of gas jets applied to small cast-

iron boilers connected with the water-pipes.

The pulpit is of stone, and there is a carved

lectern on the stone wall between the nave
and chancel. The font is of Bath stone, with
marble columns, carved caps and bases. The
aisles of the charoh are paved with red bricks,

the passages of the nave and chancel with

Minton’s tiles, and inside the apse with Minton’s
6-inoh tiles, white mosaic tessera squares and
border round. The floor under the seats is

paved with oak blocks on concrete. The whole
of the seats throughout are worked in pitch

pine varnished. The architect was Mr. J.

Clarke, of London, diocesan architect ;
the

builder was Mr. Joseph Grimes, of Colchester.

The total cost of the church is 2,000Z., of which
about one-half is subscribed. A school is con-

templated in connexion with the church.
Hastings and St. Leonard.— The foundation

stone of a new church in St. Andrew’s has been
laid. Some time since, when the town was
extended in this direction, and much land was
sold for building purposes, a benevolent lady,

Miss Maria Jane Sayer, of Hastings and Chailey,

set apart, in St. Audrews-road, not far from the
Gasworks, a site upon which, at a fitting time, a
church and parochial schools could be erected.

iMiss Sayer, in addition to the site, gave 1,000Z.

A committee was formed, subscriptions were
readily given, and Messrs. E. Habersbou &
Brook, of London, were instructed to prepare
tplans and conduot other necessary preliminaries.

They produced a design, the carrying out of
which was undertaken by Mr. J. Howell, of
[Hastings, who has contracted to execute the
works for 3,2351., of which, we understand, the
ilarger portion has already been raised. The
tohurch is in the Early Gothic style, and will be
ibuilt of local blue stone, with dressings of Bath
;atone. The building will consist of a nave, a side

iaiale, chancel ending in an octagonal apse, and
I tower and spire at the south-east corner, 103 ft.

ifiigh to the top of the vane. The church is to be
92 ft. long, and 43 ft. wide, and will accommodate
326 persons. All the windows will have traceried

eieads, and the capitals of the nave arcade will

eoe carved. Space has been reserved as a site

jfor the erection of parochial pchools at a future

eieriod. Mr. Colpoy is the clerk of the works.
[Several feet of the outward walls have already
eoeen raised.

Hadleigh.—The church here has been restored.

'Ifhe principal feature in the instalment of the

itvork of restoration which has just been com-
iloleted, is the restoration of the roof of the nave,
bfhe replastering of the walls, the renewal of the
rifindowp, and removal of the west gallery. The
ocoof is a wagon-roof, and was formerly ceiled,

lunt the plaster has now been removed, and a
inimber roof following the form of the original

Qhibstitnted. It consists of three segments of

iriroles, the centre one being larger than those
I I the sides. Moulded rafters rise from the
orornice, and meet these beams, and being con-
ininned, meet in the centre of the roof, the in-

irsrsections being ornamented with carved bosses,

o'o resist the lateral thrust there are eleven
e-e-beams, which have been cased so as to be
oinifurm with the remainder of the woodwork
f f the roof, all of which is now, and from the
e-e-beams are braces which meet the extremity
f f the foil at an acute angle, so as to form with
iflie side segments of circles supporting arches,

hthe tie-beams are further supported by iron

i(«ckets, painted bright blue, picked out with
3lold. The windows of the clearstory and aisles

•e'e all filled with slightly tinted glass, with a
irorrow edging of clear glass, and the stone
inlullicns and tracery have been reprinted and
!66Btored. The clearstory walls are supported

? 7 moulded Perpendicular columns and arches.

8 stone arch across the centre of the nave which
asas deemed unnecessary for the purpose for

hihich it was intended—to prevent the collapse

the walls—has been removed, and simply
leie carved corbels from which it sprang remain,
hie removal of the large west gallery in which
le.e organ was formerly placed, has left a large

ifTfregularly paved open apace beyond the pews.
It the centre of which stands the font. The
mmoval of the organ gallery has opened the

1 hiole west wall to view
;

it is a blank space
iljily relieved by the doorway (which was for-

ersrly blocked up), and a small opening about
ilf.lf way up the wall. The organ, which has
!eien 100 years in the church, has been removed

i^t! the north chancel aisle : it has been taken to

ieceoes and re-erected, and two of the stops re-

-Jioiced by Messrs. Godball, of Ipswich. The

chancel pews have disappeared, and oak benches,

with carved poppyheads, and stalls substitated.

The east window it has been proposed to fill with
stained glass, in memory of the late rector. In

the lady-chapel window all the old painted glass

which was found in the church has been utilized,

and in the south chapel is a painted window,
tho gift of the late Mr. Knox. During the re-

storation of the roof of the nave, and the other

alterations (which cost between 500Z. and 600Z.,

and were executed by Mr. William Everett,

builder, Hadleigb), the church has not been

closed.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Manchester.—The Manchester Jews’ School’s

new building in Derby-street, Cheetham Hill-

road, has been inaugurated. The building, which
is a plain structure, consists of two large rooms,

one on the ground floor, and the other on the

first floor. The former is to be occupied by the

girls, and the latter by the boys. At the end of

each of the large rooms there are class-rooms,

and accommodation for the younger portion of

the scholars. The building has been erected to

accommodate 600 children
;
bat in the event of

the attendance increasing, that number can be
increased to 800. A committee-room is situated

on the upper floor. A covered play-ground is

provided in the basement, occupying an area of

330 square yards, on which also is provided a
care-taker’s residence. Accommodation is pro-

vided for lavatories, and hat and cloak rooms.

The entrances to the boys’, girls', and infants’

school-rooms, are quite distinct. Large play-

grounds, with appliances for gymnastic exercises,

are provided in the rear for boys and girls. The
architect was Mr. E. Salomons, of Manchester,
and the builders were Messrs. Cochrane, Parker,

& Co. The whole of the fittings, together with
the furniture for the committee-room, were sup-

plied by Messrs. Sidebothara & Co., of Man-
chester. The cost, including the price of the
land, has been about 7,000Z.

Dcienham.—A new building for a school and
lecture-room has been raised here by the mem-
bers of the Congregational Church. Adjoining
the chapel is a new parsonage, and the whole
(the above-named room being in the rear of the

house) forms an addition to the church. The
contract for the entire work was taken by
Messrs. G. Scopes & Chapman, of Needham, for

410Z., but extras brought up the total outlay to

about 450Z. The room is 40 ft. long by 20 ft.

wide. The roof is too low. The plana were
prepared by Mr. A. Damant, of Debenham,

§0,0 hs fuffibib.

Notes on the Great Pyramid of Egypt, and the

Cubits used in its Design. By Col. Sjh
Henkv James, R.E., F.K.S., Director-General

of the Ordnance Survey. Southampton ;

Gutch, printer, 1869.

From new measurements, of all the four sides

of the base of the Great Pyramid, from socket to

socket of the corner stones, taken at the sug-
gestion of Sir Henry James, and at the coat of

Mias Burdett Coutta, by Mr. Inglis, a practical

engineer, the conclusion to which Sir Henry has
come, in reference to the length of the Egyptian
cubit, is, that it was 18'2415 in. long, or the pre-

cise length of the ancient Greek cubit, according

to Mr. Penrose
5

thus corroborating Herodotus,

BO far at least as regards the equal length of the

Greek and the Egyptian cubit; and also verify-

ing the conjecture of Sir Isaac Newton, that the
base of tho pyramid was made a round number of

Egyptian cubits. The mean length of the sides

obtained by Mr. Inglis was 9,110 in.
;
that of the

Ordnance survey was 9,130 in. The mean of

these two results is 9,120 in. One of Mr. Inglia’s

measures is exactly 9,120 in.; and of one of the

Ordnance surveyors, 9,121 in. ” We may, there-

fore,” says Sir Henry, “confidently regard

9,120 in., or 760 ft., as the true length of the

.side of the pyramid, when it stood perfect
;
but

9,120 in. is precisely equal to 500 Egyptian or

Greek cubits of 18'2415 in The side of the

base being 500 cubits, or 750 Egyptian feet, and
its length 760 English feet, the length of the

Egyptian and Greek foot was to the length of

the English foot as 75 to 76, or as 1 to 1'013.”

Sir Henry James suggests, ingeniously, that

the angles of the descending and ascending

,

passages being a little under the angle of rest

or quiescence, or a little over 26°, trucks or stones

could be made to slide down with great ease

under complete control
;
and that trucks might

have been so counterpoised that a ready way of

descent first, and then of re-ascent, through the

grand gallery to the king’s chamber, might have
been arranged, whether for the conveyance of the

dead body of the king, or for his convenience

during his life
;
while, after deposit of the body,

the stone “ portcullis” or plug to the entrance

at the bottom of the ascending gallery, might
readily be lowered from within [into its place

by means of tackle, the workmen finally quitting

the interior through the '* well.”

Purchasers of these notes for Is. 6d., have, in

addition to the notes, four photo-zincographs,

—two of the Great Pyramid and the Sphynx

;

one of the Sphynx and Second Pyramid ;
and

one of the Nileometer at Cairo
;
besides diagrams

illustrative of the pyramid and the Nileometer.

The Book of Manly Games for Boys. By Captain
Crawley. London : William Tegg.

Commencing with “Prisoners’ Base” and other

games without implements, games with tops and
with hoops, cricket, tennis, and so forth, the

writer proceeds to teach swimming as well as it

can be taught out of the water, skating, riding,

sailing, and so on, and goes on to chess and games
of chance. Captain Crawley, as he chooses to call

himself, writes for the most part of what he knows.
Now and then he is not quite clear, but this is the

exception. Thus, in his chapter on driving he
says;—“If anything in front causes you to

slacken your pace, raise your whip, so that the

driver of the vehicle behind yon may have
notice also to go leas rapidly. Avoid all sharp

turninga, and remember the rule of the road,

—

Keep to the right.” The italics are the author’s.

Now the author must know, just as well as we
do, that this is not correct. “ The rule of the

road is a paradox quite ; as you go driving

along, if you keep to the left you are sure to go
right, and if to the right you are wrong.” Never-
theless, this is a capital book for boys. We can
cordially recommend it. The illustrations, by
Mr. John Proctor and others, are not only
spirited, but useful.

A Handy Book of Property Law, in a Series of

Letters. By Lord St. Leonards. W. Black-

wood & Sons, Edinburgh and London. 1869.

We have simply to mention that a new edition

(the eighth) of Lord St. Leonards’ very valuable

Handy Book has been published. We learn from a
postscript that the author has brought up the law

to the present time
;
and, moreover, that, owing to

the many alterations that have been made in the

law during the time which has elapsed, he
found it a much more laborious task than he
anticipated.

A New Tile-Pattern Book.

Messrs. Hargreaves & Craven have issued a
Trade Book, which iocludea a number of designs

for tile pavements by architects, especially by
Mr. John Gibbs, who has exhibited considerable

originality in most of his contributions to it. Mr.
Goldie, Mr. Waterhouse, Mr. Bentley, and others
have also assisted. Directions given for keeping
the pavements clean may be usefully quoted :

—
“ Wash with cold water and soft soap, applied with a

sera^bing-brush. This will improve the colours, and re-

move the saline Bcum arising from the cement the first few
weeks alter the tiles are laid. Stains or dirt, from neglect
of cleaning, may be removed by dilute muriatic acid
(spirit of salt), applied with a pumice stone. The acid
must be carefully wiped off, and alwsys, after washing,
the tiles should be wiped well with a clean dry cloth. I he
water used should be perfectly clean.”

VARIORUM.
“ Everybody’s Year Book : a Popular Annual

for 1870.” Wyman & Sons, Great Queen-street,

W.C. This is the third annual issue of a very

useful and popular annual, containiug a large

quantity of varied iuformation of au entertaining

as well as a useful order. Besides theusual almanac
matter, there are remarks on the philosophy of
furniture ; on good cookery ; on home ferneries

;

a handful of anecdotes
;
poetry of the affections;

epitaphs; charades; information for everybody,

&o. So large an amount of literary matter
for6d. has necessitated the reprinting of the two
previous annual issues of this periodicui. -

Mr. Tegg is doing good service by his reprints

of standard English works, and we commend
him especially for his last production,—Robert-
son’s History of Charles V. This is a book
which will never go out of fashion, and should
never be out of print. There is no more inter-

esting part of it than the exposition given of
the traces of ancient wisdom and arts existing
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in the East. The volume ia well got up, and
includes an account of the life and writings of

the author condensed from that written bj
Dugald Stewart. A pile of new books is

before ns, and will have notice in due time.

glisrillaKJa.

Completion of the County Gaol at
Carlisle.—’This new prison has been completed
and has been certified by the Government in-

spector. The old gaol has been transformed

into one in which the “ separate system ” can be
carried out in accordance with the requirements
of the Prisons Act. The male ward was the
first completed. The female ward has now been
finished. It is almost a counterpart of that sot

apart for male prisoners
j

the chief difference

being that there are 52 colls instead of 112.

These cells are similarly constructed and fur-

nished, except that the gas-light, instead of being
enclosed in an aperture of the wall beyond the
control of the prisoner, is an ordinary bracket,

so placed as to be near the prisoner’s work.
Part of the alterations of the prison consisted of

the erection of a new treadmill and system of

waterworks. The greater part of the work thus
performed by the men is utilised in supplying
the gaol with water, for which the prison is now
no longer dependent upon the city supply. The
water is pumped, from an artesian well by a set

of three-throw pumps, and then forced to a high
cistern, whence it gravitates to all parts of the
gaol. The old gaol, erected in 1824, cost 42,5001.
(including 3,6001. for the site). The alterations,

which have been carried out under the directions

and superintendence of Mr. Cory, county sur-

veyor, have cost 16,0001., including the governor’s
house, the treadmill, and waterworks. The
newly-arranged prison provides cells for 180
prisoners

; in the old gaol there was only accom-
modation for 123.

The General Builders' Association,
Birmingham.—The sixth annual dinner of the
Birmingham branch of this Association has been
held at the Great Western Hotel. There were
about 100 members of the association pre-
sent, and amongst the visitors were, — Coun-
cillors Perks, Harris, Davis, and Biggs

;
Messrs.

A. B. Phipson (President of the Birmingham
Architectural Association), Naden, Perry, Proude,
and Maulb. After the repast and the loyal

toasts, Mr. Clay, of Manchester, proposed “ The
General Builders’ Association and the Birming-
ham Branch.” The Chairman, in responding,
said the Birmingham branch of the Association
had done much not only for the benefit of the
masters, but also for the benefit of the men, and
amongst those systems which it had introduced
was that of settling disputes by arbitration. He
referred to the unwholesome and extreme com-
petition among the builders, which he thought
should not exist, and remarked that while
during the past ten or twelve years the wages of
the men had risen thirty per cent., the prices
obtained by the builders had gone down. The
next toast, “The Architects and Surveyors of

Birmingham,” was proposed by the Chairman,
and responded to by Mr. Phipson. Mr. Bloore
proposed “ The Operatives connected with the
Building Trade,” and remarked that the earnest
desire of the builders of Birmingham was to
assist the workmen in every possible way in an
endeavour to elevate themselves.

The r?ew General Post-office.—On Tues-
day the contract of Mr. W. Braes, of Old-street,

St. Luke’s, was accepted for building the new
General Post-office. The site for the new build-

ing is the open space directly facing the present
post-office in St. Martin’s-le-Grand, and the
edifice will be reared after the designs of Mr.
Williams, of her Majesty’s Office of Works. The
facade will be 860 ft. in length, with an eleva-

tion of 8D ft. It will be of Classical design, and
will present four architectural fronts, with inte-

rior arrangements of sufficient capacity to meet,
in every particular, the increasing requirements
of this important branch of the public service.

The South Shields’ Towu-hall Question.
After obtaining designs and accepting a tender
for the erection of a Town-hall, the council have
decided, by fifteen for and sixteen against, not
to proceed. An architect writes,—“ So thecom-
petitors have been made fools of, and spent their
time and money for ?nJ. Surely they can compel
the council to carry out some one design, or else
claim compensation.”

97ew Invention for Glass-making*.—Mr.
Hugh Percival, late of Darlington, the manager
of Messrs. Austin & Co.’s (formerly Messrs.

Scott’s) Glass Woiks, at Sonthwick, has, after

years of experiments, brought to a successful

issue a new .mode of glass-making, which it ia

said will not only revolutionise the trade, but
render unnecessary the erection of huge un-

sightly cones. Mr. Percival divides his tank
into certain compartments. Into the first, or
“ founding ” division, he places the raw material,

which undergoes the process of smelting. In-

stead of having to wait until the contents are

infused, and the top part skimmed, the mixture

as it becomes molten flows by conduits into a
series of other compartments, where the re-

fining process is continued until it reaches the
last one, from which the men “gather" and
work the glass into bottles. The great advan-
tage in the new plan is the continuance of

the work
;
no skimming of the pots is required,

for every scrap of material is melted, that re-

quiring the greatest fusing, instead of having
to be removed by the old process, being ulti-

mately converted into glass.

Bowlals Steel Works.—Some few months
since a 70-ton block for a steam hammer, by
Mr. William Williams, of St. Helen’s Works,
Swansea, was successfully oast at the steel

works now in operation at Landore. Mr. C.

W. Siemens, the patentee of the process carried

on at these works, is at present erecting similar

works at Dowlais, for the Dowlais Iron Com-
pany. In addition to other castings a block of

like weight to the one at Landore was required,

the casting of which was again undertaken by
the same firm, and this has been successfully

carried out by them at Dowlais. The first

charge of iron was tapped at about two a.m., and
' successive charges followed from two cupolas

throughout the day, until three p.ra., when the

full weight of 70 tons had been poured into the

mould, the metal keeping in a state of fusion for

over twelve hours, and it would not be cold

enough to transverse and fix into position for

abont twelve or fourteen days.

Roman Pavement in York.—Last week,
the men engaged in the restoration of St. Mary’s
Church, Castlegate, iu this city, discovered the
remains of a tesselated pavement. It is situated

where the south porch stood, and is about 2 ft.

under the old floor. The dimensions, we are

informed, are about 5 ft. by 2 ft., and are but a
portion of what has been a work of considerable

dimensions. Unfortunately, the centre has been
destroyed to make way for an interment. The
outer portion consists of eight rows of red
squares : within are eight rows of white squares,

and then two of black. These form the border
or outer part of the pavement. The interior is

of white squares. In the corner is a diamond of

black, with a flower of white, red, and black.

There are some remains of a more elaborate
combination in the centre, but it has been so
much broken and defaced as to be beyond de-

scription. Mr. Burditt, the clerk of the works,
has had the pavement washed and protected.

Tbe Sheffield Archaeological Society and
the Xiondon Court of Common Council.

—

At a special meeting of the Court of Common
Council, at tbe Mansion House, on Friday week,
for the despatch of urgent business, the Lord
Mayor presiding, a letter was read by the town
clerk from the Arohmological and Architectural

Society of Sheffield, to the effect that they had
arranged to hold a conversazione in the School of

Art in that town on the Ist of December next,

and that they would be extremely indebted to

the corporation if the ancient cutlery now in the
possession of the library committee, and lodged
in the City Museum, and a few other objects of
antiquity, could be lent to them for exhibition on
that occasion. They pledged themselves to take
the greatest care of the curiosities, and to return
them in perfect safety free of cost. The requisite

permission was unanimously granted, and the

Library Committee were instructed to carry it

into execution.

Tbe Boys’ Home, Regent’s Park.—Anew
wing has been added to the buildings of the
Boys’ Home, near Primrose-hill. Tbe new wing,
which is two stories in height, contains an addi-

tional school-room and workshops, audits erection

will enable the Home to accommodate eighty

boys, instead of the present number (fifty), if

the necessary funds for their support are forth-

coming. The Bishop of London has inaugurated
tbe new addition to the building.

Tbe Warming of Norwicb Catbedral.—
A hot-water apparatus for warming tbe cathedral

has been fitted up by Messrs. Barnard, Bishop,

& Barnards, and brought into use. Four large

tubular boilers are fixed in a building on the

north side
;
and from these are taken the main

pipes from transept to transept crossing the

choir, from which branch between 8,000 ft. and
9,000 ft. of 4-inch pipe are laid beneath the

floor, in the nave and choir, and a portion of

pipe is also laid in the triforium of both nave
and choir, being intended to heat the air in the

upper part of the building to prevent cold

currents descending. Coils of pipe next the wall

are introduced in the transepts. The pipes,

which are laid beneath the floor of the nave and
choir, are covered with ornamental cast-iron

grating of an ecclesiastical design. The tempera-

ture, when all the boilers are working, is found

to be from 20 to 25 degrees beyond that of the

external atmosphere. The heat can be moderated
if desired.

A I7ew Movement for tbe TTnemployed
On the 6th inst. a meeting was held at Liverpool

(Mr. Bogers presiding), for the purpose of aiding

a movement inaugurated by Mr. Johnson, the

object of which ia to give employment to the

large number of labouring men who at various

times are thrown out of work in Liverpool by
the fluctuations of trade. The design is to

engage these men upon work which will only

yield a very moderate rate of wages, seldom ex-

ceeding Is. per day, an amount which, it is cal-

culated, will be sufficient to keep them above

starvation point, but not large enough to attract

impostors, or induce men to forsake their legiti-

mate employment when it presents itself. A
room has been engaged by Mr. Johnson and a

few of his friends, and an average of from forty

to fifty men are at present being daily employed
in making firelighters at the rate of 6d. per

handred. The scheme has hitherto been attended

with a slight loss.

Co-operation at Dalston.—New co-opera-

tive stores at Dalston have been formally opened.

The new building, which is the most promineni
in the village, has a frontage of 30 ft. by 24 ft.

deep, and consists of three stories, to be appro-

priated as follows, viz. :—The ground floor to the

shop, the second to the warehouse, and the top
known as the lecture-ball and reading-room

There is also a large wing adjoining the raair

building appropriated to warehouses, committef
and ante rooms, also a bakehouse. The tota'

cost is 6001., viz., 2701., the original cost of the

premises, and 3301., the amount of contracts foi

alterations, &o. Mr. John Bewley, builder,

Dalston, bad the contract for mason’s work,
plastering, and slating

;
Mr. B. Hope, the joiner’s

work; Messrs. Slee & Morgan, of Carlisle, the

painting and glazing; Mr. Irving, the plnmber’s

work
; and Mr. Thomas Corbett, the ironmonger’s

work.

A I7ew Experiment In Working Men’s
Clubs.—In the midland counties of England
these dobs are being established on a broade
basis, and, as their promoters believe, with in

creased chances of success. The Bev. H. Solly ha
been holding a series of meetings in the iron anc
coal district around Birmingham, and we ar

told that he has at length “ yielded to the over
whelming evidence in favour of the clubs sup
plying their members with such articles of re

freshment, including beer, wine, &c., as thej

may desire.” The immediate result, it is said

has oeen to “ interest the leading artisans

especially the officers of the great friendly anc

trade societies ” in the clubs, which they havf

heretofore rather shunned, deeming them UU'

fitted to meet the wants of the great bulk of th(

working classes.

Steam Cultivation.—Step by step th<

movement goes on. The Farmers’ Chronich

says:
—“Mr. James Howard, M.P., has turned

his attention to the question of drilling by stean

power, and has bad a drill, upon tbe Suffoll

principle, constructed with a harrow in the rear

Daring the past week the machine has beei

regularly at work upon the farms of Messrs

Howard, Bedford, and npwards of 20 acres pei

day have been drilled and harrowed ; 16 ft. art

covered at a bout, A self-propelling engine ii

employed to haul the drill. The apparatus ii

moved from field to field without the aid o

horses, and is ready for work within tbe shor

space of an hour. By a simple device the slacl

rope, working on a pulley at either side, tumi

round the drill and harrows when the end of thi

field ia reached.”
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Bury.—The Bury Co-operative Society have
lately been going in rather heavily for building.
Last year they completed the large new central
stores in Kuowsley-street, from the designs of

Mr. Simkin, besides erecting now branch stores

at Moorgate, Pitaoth Moor, and Elton, all of

.which were bnilt under the superintendence of
Messrs. Maxwell & Juke, architects, of Bury. In
addition to these stores, the society have bnilt

between thirty and forty cottages for their own
members, and are now engaged in altering and
adding to the old stores in Market-street, in
iwhich is DOW incorporated the Old Snn Inn.

An Art Sale.—Buyers of fine works of art
Imay be glad to have their attention drawn to an
.ladvertisement in our present number of an ap-
iproaching sale by Mr. Fred. Godwin. It in-

sloludes the well-known life-size group of the
' " Fishing Girls,” by R. Monti, shown at the
iGreat Exhibition of 1851, and a fine work by
(IMarohesi, also in marble. The “ Saviour in the
iiTemple.” Some pictures and decorative furni-

nture are also out of the common way.

St. Pancras Kew Infirmary and Scliools
iiat Hlgbgate.—The long-standing dispute bo-
,stween the Poor Law Board and the parish of
3lSt. Fancras respecting the proposed new in-

iifirmary and schools has at length been settled.

[(The terms of a compromise were agreed upon at
i a recent meeting of the guardians.

Colour in Signal Bamps.—It is asserted
•khat railway managers have made about the
worst selection they could in the colour of their
li^ignal-lights. Bright yellow is the colour most
jajasily distinguished, and violet, red, and green
lu'e the least readily recognised. After yellow,
loluo is most quiokly seen.

nrorth Sritlsli BaOway.—At a meeting in

Iviidiuburgh recently the chairman moved the
pipproval of the Tay Bridge scheme, coating
ji50,0001. An amendment was moved by Mr.
Kiuloch to delay the work for twelve months,
iQint the chairman’s motion was carried by a large
majority.

Society of Painters in Water Colours.

—

The winter exhibition of sketches and studies by
hJie members of this society will be open to the
umblio on the 29th inst. The private view will

alake place on the 27th.

Tramways.— The Tram-Eailway Company
[if Great Britain (Limited) have now, it is said,
tiefore them twenty-eight applications for tram-
•fl/aya in varions parts of the kingdom, acoom-
uanied by offers of considerable local support.

3 Music Hall, Derby.— Messrs. Harris &
slant, formerly of Worcester, have just erected,
la Princess-street, a music-ball which will acoom-
icuodate 2,200 persons.

TENDEES.
T For road and dromage works,
croribamptonsiiire, for the United
oraantities supplied

Wigmore
Bordin
Clark
Mooro
Paulino & Doggett
Eogera
Blackmorc
Clarke
Dickinson &, Olvier
Hajward
Doverwood & Co
Tyler
Buckett
Fizzy
Young
Coker
Haynes
Btrickson
Brasley
Cosford
Childs
Carter
Buokland (accepted)

at Willingborough,
Company (Limited).

...£5,999 10 0

... 5,461 10 0

... 4,993 0 0

... 4,992 0 0

... 4,991 0 0

... 4,S9l 5 6

... 4,820 0 0

... 4,599 0 0

... 4,600 0 0

... 4,500 0 0

... 4,600 0 0

... 4,410 0 0

... 4,201 0 0

... 4,060 0 0

... 4,COO 0 0

... 3,926 0 0

... 3,889 0 0

... 3,860 0 0

... 3,740 0 0

... 3,679 0 0
3,510 11 4

... 3,344 0 0
2,980 0 0

1 for completing the new offices and Board-room, for the
aoard ofWorks for the Poplar district. Messrs. Hills Sc

fi^tcher, and A. & C. Harston, joint architects. Quan-
:tseB supplied by Mr. Eaggett

Bbeffield
Hearle
Nightingale
Crabb A Taughan (accepted) .

6,239
6,650
5,824
6,159

0 0
0 0

0 0

'ciror new sehool-roora, &c., at Mead-row, Godalming.
Iji. ;. H . Peak, architect

Mitchell £326 0 0
At0eld 315 0 0
Moon Sc Son 312 0 0
Pink 307 10 0
T. Sc J. Loe 302 0 0
Nye - 298 17 0
Pollard & Son (accepted) 292 7 4

Footer
Pollard Sc Son
Burdett
West
Strudwick
Patrick & Son
Mason
Garnett
Loe
Moon
Nye
Pearce & Clark (accepted)

For making new roads and gulleys on the Fversfield
estate, St. Leonard’s-on-Sea. Messrs. F. H. Fowler &
Hill, surveyors :

—

Homan £327 0 0
Sadler 306 0 0
Kenwood & Co 298 0 0
Parks 294 0 0
Hughes 291 0 0
Bridgeland 290 0 0
King 280 0 0

For building four cottages for Mr. Partridge, at Peck-
ham, Surrey. Messrs. W'. M. Teulou Sc Cronk, archi-
tects. Quantities supplied :

—

Cooper
Nightingale
Beckett
Doverwood & Co
Wrench
Dedman
Jacobs
Capps & Eitcbe
Smith
Ward
Busby
Hockly
Stonor
Spearing & Wye
George
Hughesdon
Meera
Tarrant
Salter
Busk
T. R & T. Davis
Martin
W'arr
Duvis
Weaveli
Banks (error)

For concrete sea-wall, Sontbsea ;

Concrete Building Company
Blackmore
Tickers
Ivery
Light, Brothers
Barnes
Churchim
Evans
Neave Sc Fry
Budd..
Mdls..
Smith
Ilayter
Ward

Hsmes
Bramble, Brothers (accepted)..

£1,065 0 0
981 0 0
976 0 0
967 0 0
966 0 0
958 0 0
950 0 0
925 4 9
925 0 0
919 10 0
898 0 0
889 0 0
877 0 0
876 9 6
859 0 0
850 0 0
8-47 0 0
828 0 0
800 0 0
799 0 0
774 0 0
730 0 0
694 0 0
692 0 0
620 0 0
695 0 0

With
Concrete
Coping.

..£1.969 .

With

Coping.
£2,416 1

.. 1,672 . 1,823

.. 1,127 . 1,293

.. 1,120 . 1,416

.. 1,100 . 1,299

.. 1,076 . 1,224

.. 1,008 . 1,118

955 . 1,065
890 . 1,100
860 . 1,113

849 . 1,338
845 . 1,006
799 . 1,338

.. 778 . 1,008
684 . 1,005

677 ., 997
660! 1,020!

Terra Cetta Decei'atiuns at South Remington .—Sir :

May I ask yon to state that the tender supplied by
Messrs. Lindsay & Anderson, for the terra cotta decora-
tions for the new Exhibition buildings, was in amount
2,8962., and included the whole of ihe work ? An accidental

omission was discovered in taking out the quantities, pre-
vious to the delivery of the tenders, which was corrected
and included in the above-mentioned sum.

Jambs Eobiitson.

Grove Ferry.—To list of tenders for cottages, at Grove
Ferry, Kent, in our last, add Birley Sc Son, 618L

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
G. B. M.-H. P. H.— T. L. D.-H.8.— F. M.-B. O.-Laudowner.—

Diftiaatlu.—C. N. A.— J. C. — Mr. L.— Bombay.—Naw Pliy.— J. P.

—

D, i CO.-C.C.H.—W. B. 0.—H. C.-F. IL-C. J.-C. U.-tt L E.—
Graveavnd.—A. D.— K. M. A-C. P. * G. — B. 4 Son.-H. 4F,—H.P.
—B. C. B.— J. K. — J. P. (will inquire). — K. C. (the, coluenna are of

olid blocks o( graulle). — S. 4 Co,
I
(send another copy). — W, S. B.

(next week).—U. U. B. (next week).—F. A C. next weak).

We Aie compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

addresses.

AU statements of facts, lists of Tenders, 4a, mutt be accompanied
by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for

pablicatlon.

NoTB.—The responsibility of signed attlcles, and papen road at

public meetluge, rests, of ooorse, with the authots.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The Ptihlisher cannot he responsible for Ori-

ginal Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommends that

Copies only should be seat.

NOTICE.—All Communications respect-

ing Advei'tisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be

addressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder,"

No. 1, York-street, Covent Qa/rden. All other

Communications should be addressed to the

"Editor," aiid not to the "Publisher

"

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
STEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manafacture of Church, Turret,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &o. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J.W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 68 and
60, Lndgate-hill j Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Jutt publiebfd, in post 8vo. cloth, with Qvs plates, prl:e 4i. Sd.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE on CON-
CBBTE and bow to make it

;
with Obaervstlona on the UsM

of Ouieuts, Limes, and Mortar-i.

By HKNBY BBID, O R.
London : E. 4 K. N. 8PON, 48, Chariag-croM.

Ja<t publhhed,

Q uantities made easy.
a quick and accunste tnetbod of taking oatqQautitle* from
plao. or boildlnge, wither wlikout a spsclBcatloo. Sent free

by i>oet fur 30 stamps,—Addte t, A U. 9, Northbruok-terrace, Burnt
Alb-lane, Lee, Keut, S.B.

TO ARCHITECTS. — The BAPTIST
HANDBOOK ; I be Annual of the Baptlsla,—Tbe Baptist Union

allow tvs AdverDsemeuta BagraTlngs of Buadlags, or De-!gui of Non -

eouformist or Episcopalian Cburcbes or ChupsU —Fur terms, apply
to YATEd 4 ALEXANDER, BiinUrs, 7, Symund'a-lun, Cbaucery-

iOHOOL FITTINGS.—MESSRS. BANKSQCO * CO.’S PATENT REVISED ILLUSTRATED PRICED SHEET
of every article required In a well-fornUbeil Pebool, sent fur three
stampi.-PAR80NAQB WORKS. ALBERT-STREET. MANCUE8TEB.

Lat'ly published, in crown 8vo. price IQj. 6d.

Elementary iNTiioDUcriON to
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Illustrated by numerous Exam-

ples. Being tbe Tlilxd Edition of “ lUecientaiy Examples in Prac-
tical Mcchuuicr."

By the Rtv. JOHN F. TWI8DSN, M.A.
Professor of Uasbematles In the Stall College,

London ; LONOUANS, GREEN, 4 CO. Patemcsier-row.

In cioWL 8vn. wl U FronlUpiece, price 3i. li olb.

rpHE GERMAN WORKING MAN
; being

_1_ an Aocouu of tbe liaity Life. Ainuaements, and Unions for
Culture and Material Progieas, of the Atbons of North and South
Qetmaoy and Swilzerlaud.

By JAMES SAMUtLSO.V,
Edit r of tbe " Q iarterly Journal of Science."

London ; LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 CO, Pat«ruueter-iow.

In 1 vol. reap. 8ro. price lOi. fid. cloth, or 14i. bouj

A/TAUNDER’S TREASURY of KNOW-
i.VX LEDGE, and LIBRARY of REFERENCE; a Fopulai

Dictionary,
huodied and

Cuuipeudium of General Enowledg-, luuludiug
Oi'zelteer, Mytbokgy, Cbronoli
flftielb Thonsund, thnrooghly revi-eo.

MAUNLER-S BIOQKAEHICHAL TREASURY, with
about IpOOU Bddilional Mem-dri, by \V. L. E. CATB-i. lOr, fi 1.

MAUNDKH’S SCIENTIFIC and LITERARY TREA-
SURY, with upwards ofl.WO New Articles, by J. Y. JOHNSON,
lOr. fii.

MAUNDER’S HISTORICAL TREASURY, lOs. 6d.
MAUNDEK'S TREASURY of GEOGRAPHY, lOs. 6d.

MAUNDER'S TREASURY of NATURAL HISTORY,
lOs. 6(1.

AYRE'S TREASURY of BIBLE KNOWLEDGE,
10 .1 . fid.

:
and

UNDLEY and MOORE’S TREASURY of BOTAJTT,
S Parte, fiOi.

London: LONOUANS, QKEGN, 4 CO. Paterocster-row.

Just publlelied, in oue Volume, Svo, with about 240 Iliiutiationa,
engraved on steel and wood, price dSi. cloth.

T ATHES and TUKNING, SIMPLE,
I J MECHANICAL, and ORNAUBN I'AL.

By W. HENRY NOKTUCOTT.
" This is a mesterly and exhaustive expusiliun of the conitruction

of lathes and their application to turuing and other meahaoical
operaiious. In tbe wonderful progress of uiechaul -m that has taken
place during ihs lost two or three g-ueralions, Dotbiug has pro-
gressed mure than the Lathe How it is all doue i> lucidly set

futth by Mr. Nutthcott in a bouk ihsi furuiabes agreeable study to
theoreti al students of uiueteeath-century mecbanl-m, besldec
being an excellent manual for the use of practical mscblnisis."—
£xamiiter.

Loudon ; LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 CO. Patemistei-row.

T
On Friday next, in Svo. with Portrait, price 10s. fid.

IHE LIFE of JOHN GIBSON, K.A.
Sculpt If.

Edited by Lady BASTLAKE.
London : LONGMANS. GREEN, 4 CO. Paierooster-row.

Vol. II. in Boy.tl Svo. with 26 wooden price 21s.

The theory of strains in GIRDERS
and simitar Structures, with Obsetvatluus on tbe Application

of Theory to Pracii-e, aud Tasles of the Strength and other

Properties of Mat risU.

By BINDON B, STONEY, B.A. Engineer to the Dublin Port
and Docks Board.

The Work complete in 2 vols. with 111 Woodcuts, price SCb.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 Gd. Paiernoster-ruw.

A LBERT D UK'EK, 1

J\ WORKS; CDUtalalug ills Juuiual it

SCOIT'8 LIFE OF ALBEKT DURER.
In One Volume, 8ve. with Six Eieblugs by the Author, and other

pric; Ifij cloih.

his LIFE and
the Notherlauds, Letters

irom Veoiue, ruetry, auu otusr tVilliugs; tug-tber with Cumplete
Catalogues Of ble Engravings on Cupper and Wcod, Pictures,

Sketches, 4c.
By William b. scott.

Author of “ HaU-huur Lectures on tue Floe and OrnauenUl

Louden: LONGMANS, GBEEN.'a CO. Fateruostex-row.

'iSU,

ill!

TWO APPRENTICES REQUIRED by a
DECORATOR, 4c. Duiies to commence in December next.

Address, E, L 0. 307, Regent-street, London, W.
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T)ARTNEIlSHir.—To BUILDERS.—
X 2,5007. are reoulrea for llie HALP-SHARE of a BU8INE“B,
wilhont ccBipttiiioD. Fiftreo per ceut. guaranteed. All cnrh

Iranractiora No one need "PiOy wbo ranoot t«lie an nollTe part 1 n
Ibe buelnese

;
alro a piaatical nvaii —Appl; lo A. B. 141, DoTer-road,

B'albwnrk, London.

XX/"ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
tV shop foreman or Working Shop Foreman of Joinera.-

Address, F. 0. 63. F.ederick-strret, UimpstevlToad.

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, AND OTHERS.

VXrANTED, by a respectable Young Man, a
VV BITUATION aa PLUMBER. Good references.—Address,

TO BUILDERS. CONTRACTORS, DECORATORS. 4o.

XX/'ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 30,
T T a RF-ENGAGBMP.NT as BOOK-KEEPER. ASSISTANT. 4c.

Is well up In a’l office work, an * has a good knowledge of estlmatiog.
First-claHR rrfrreuces.-Addreu, 439. Office of ' The Builder."

LX/"ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-
VV QAGEMENT as GENBRAL FOREMAN, or to Take the

entire Charge of a Job, either in Town or country. Is a esrpenter
and j .luer by trade. Has just finished a large job, and cau give
unexceptionable references aa to chirscter, ability. 4r. fro-n p reseat

or past employe's.—Address, T. M. 23, Upper Uliftoa-street, Fiua*
bury. B.O.

TvECORATIVE ARTS.-R. YARROW
1 / (lalo YARROW t SON), ARTIST, INI'BRIOR DECORATOR
and DEBIGNEB. EfUbll.hed 1814. I'pcoraliona carried out, De-
gignsand Working Drawing* prepared in any ityleat the aborlegt
notice and on the moat reapooabte terma.— Aitdiew, 67, HERBERT
STREET, New North road, N.

TO ARCHITECTS.

xxrANTED, by an ASSISTANT, a RE-
tV ENGaOEMENT, C.n prepare flui'hed working and

detail drtiwli gB. and Is well up In the general routine of an office.

Underetatidi perspective. Good refereuces,—Address, 460, Office of
•' The Builder."

. . . .

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS. *0.

^ ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
Work. Decoratlee Furniture, and Gilding In all lU branchre,

tnay be OBTAINED at the House of Call, Marlhoreugh Tnn. Blenheim-
etept, Ozford-atreet. Work dune by the day, honr, or job. Materials
found tf required.—Addreta to the Secretary.

VV PE.sTER B-Jd JOINER, used lo Fittings and Alteratioca
geuersl’y. Has a good kuowIedgM of plans, specific itiona, and

XXT’ANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a good
VV CARPENTER and JOINER. Wages 2.?'. pec we«k.—Addreas.

A, B. 4, Smltb's-Urrace, New-road, Waudsworth-roa/i.

Mary's-iquare, KeonlDgtoa-road, 8.

TO BUfLDERB AND CONTRACTORS, •ifS

VXT’ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 22, "a
V V SITUATION as CLERK to ’h" above Ueed to prime cost,

Ac. and the general routine of a bullde-’s office. Good refereuces.—
AdJrerr, F. C. SOa, Mlllbaok stieet, Westminster.

ry^O THOSE contemplating BUILDING in
1 LONDON or the COUNTRY.—A City AR -HlTECTand oUU

VEYOR, of conalderable espor'cnce, 0 FPER3 hia SERVICES. Re.
muneralioii baaed u|ion aflied acale of charge'.-Address, BETA,
Office of ’‘The Builder,"

XXTANTED, EMPLOYMENT, as IM-
V V PROVEE lo the Carpentstioeand J liner*' line, by a Young

Mau Ibkt has hsd five yesr^ ou good Jotrs ill Lindnn. Recommeuda-
tlcn, 4 can be Iliad from form r employers. Wages nor Ira Drove-
ment not so g'eat ati objeot ns work.-Address, P. 0. Mr. Jefferies,
SUiioDer. Klog'a-road, R- .dlng.

TO RAILWAY CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.

^HE Advertiser, a Contractor’s Agent and
l_ Euglarer. desires RK-EMPLOYMBNf to CARRY OUTWORKS,

either lu England or on tbe Contiueut. H;t< bail experiiitce in
building, sewBie, water supply, 4c. and on rillwsy works at beme
and abroad. F'rst-c'ass testiinoniaU.—Addreis. 441, Office of " The
Builder."

APITALISTS about to commence
BBICKMAKrNO, cau aecuro Ibe SRRA’fCRS o' n ateady.

practical Man. to dig, make, and burn hrtcka. Ifariug just con-
cluded a fire yeara' eontrac', he has boraea and carls of bia own.
Undeniable references from last employer.—Apply, T. B. Natioual
Contract Company. 154, 6t. Jobii'a-atrect-roal, &C.

TO ARCHITRCTA,
WANTED, a SITUATION in the Office
»V of the alinve. by the Advertiser (aged Ifl). Can draw, trace,

and write well. No objeu’ioa to the c uutry. -Address, A. E 3,
Buty terrace, Weitb)urn-»quire. W. TO BDILDER4. CARPENTERS. AND JOINERS.

^"^HE Parents of a YOUTH, in the 17th
1 ypBV of hii age. wish to PLACE him with a reepectible

Tradesman lu the abava lioe, where he can bavs an opportunity of
Irarniug the trade tu its various b-auches,—Address, H. D. 16,
Hanov-r-sqnnre, Knmingt’n Parlt-roa-l.

A RTICLED PQPIL REQUIRED, by a
Ji- Fi'in of Architects and Surveyors of conaiderable pradice,
who would bave au opportunity of acquiring a thorough knowledge
Of the eutire busioets Freiutum required, aud priigruastve salary
given.-Apply by letter, to A. B. 7, Lincoln’a-lnn-flslds, W.O.

TO BUILDERS, MASTER PAINTERS, AND RAILWAY
COMPANIES.

T^ANTED, by an experienced GRAINER
VV and MARBLEH.a PHRMaNENCY. Wiliiug to 611 up bis

time at p.vHiilug. 4c.— Address, 457, Office of " The Builder.”

^PHE Son of a Builder is desirous of
J_ obtaining a SITUATION in a BulUrr’a Office, Has lerved

three ye>rs at the bench, two jesrs In an ale’s! tec t and surveyor's
office, and has bad the m.snagemaot of works.-Address, M, C. J.
Post-office, Basingstoke.

A N ARCHITECT and PURVEYOR., wbo
Al. holJa seve-al public aptioiutmenta, hai a VACANCY In bis
office for a well-educated Youth aa ARi’ICLEO PUFIL — AcMres",
staling age, to A. B. care of W. Jellery, Btalloncr, 7, Qeorge-yard,
lombard-street.

TO BRICKMAKERS and OTHERS.

\X7’ANTKD, by a practical Man, of thirty-
VV five years’ experience, an ENGAGEMENT, to MAKE

BRICKS, by ooulreot or othrrwi.e. No objection to go abroad —
Addreae, W. X. Y. Mr. Wells, Grocer, White Horse-road, Croydon,
Surrey. TO ARCHITECTS.

TPHE Advertiser, who has had entire charge
1 of Works, both in design and eX'CuHoo, aurthasacted for

some time as Cierk of Works, seeks an BNOAOEMRNr. Quantities.
Address, A. R. 1. B. A. 1. Great Q-ieen-streot, Wostmlnster.

ptOUNTRY TRAVELLER WANTED, by
\j a first.clMB London Hou>a, in the HR A?B. COPPER, and IRON
TRADF. One accu'tnmed to call on engineers, plum here, aud build-
cr», preferred.— Add resa. stating salary and full partioulara. Y. Z, care
of Mr, Robert Uaiful, H>gb-aireei, Deptford, S.E.

TO BUILDERS. PLUMBERS. AND OTHERS.

xxrANTED, a SITUATION, by a good
VV praullc.l PLUMBER, PAlNTEH, and GASPITTER. Is

thniongbly compe'eut of laklog cbaigA of a job or bm-iuess lu town
nr couutiy. Wag -s low if p'rmauent. Good reference i given. Aged
37.—Addreis, PLUMBER, 81. Llsson-grove. Londou.

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, SUBVEYOR’. AND OTHERS
PURVEYOR, &c.—WANTED, an EN-O OAOEMENT, aa SURVEYOR, Engineer, or Draughtsmi-n
Pr-tclically aciiuaioled with sewer construe lou, water supply, town
juiprov.ineuts, 4c. and is fully competent t) uiidertaka the execu-
ti-'U and entire charge of same. Bixceeu years' practice.—Address,

C E. Post-office. Brarlford-ou-Avon.

TESTATE BUILDING WORKS.—Wanted
X A Three or Four WORKMEN, thoroughly qnalifled for good
general work. To auitalde men the eitualiona w. u'd prob.b'y be
peimaueut.and the strictest inve-tlgatlon cona-quent y into abiliU-s
.ond pereonal chaiacter will be made. The wages will not be ezlra-
Tagant. Full patliculars of prevloas engageiueula, ag*. and refer-
encea, wagri required. Ao.-Addre-s, CLERK of WORKS. Office of
*‘Tbe Builder.” Those applications not answered witbiu a fortnight
declined.

WANTED, a SITUATION as ENGINE
VV DRIVER. Accn.tomed to 8 wmilN, Waterworks, and large

lostitntious.— Addre.>e, M. E 28. Edwsrd-slreet, Blackfr.urs-ruiul.

TO DECORATORS, 4.-.

XVrANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
V V TION with an Architectural Eceloilsa'ical, or General Deco-

ra'or. Cau also design ornament, bord-re, 4c. Seven years' expe-
rience. Gold referencee. -Address, B. 8. No. 1. Great Rub all-street,

Blonmsb'iry.

TO BUILDERA AND OTHERS.

QTAIRS and HANDRAILING WANTED,
by the Piece or otherwise.—Apply, G. H. 10. White Condnit-

slreet, Lli.-gt-m.
FOREMAN OF MARBLK WOnK«.

T^OREMAN WANTED for the Kilkenny
A Marble Mllla. Mutt be a good carver and draugh'prasn. and
lh‘.roughly understand marble works in all its derails. Wages
S7. 10s. a week, aud free house,—Apply to A. COLLRB, Kilkenny.

TO ARCHITE'TL
XX E-ENGAGEMENT WANTED, by a good
IXl DRAUGHTSMAN, well acquainted with design, de'^H, con-

slruotlon. Ac. Cau ptepate aud colour pjrspec lvss. Good refer-

ences and specimens. ^Ury one gu nea and a-half.-Aldrees, W.
S3, Albert -road, DaUtou, N E.

XirANTED, a REENGAGEMENT as
V V WORKING SHOP FOREMAN of JtiINRKS, or as general

OUr-DOOR PuBEMAN, by a Ihorouehiy practical j Moer and sttlr-

case bmil. 33 yeara nf .ge, gnort diaughieman, well up io piecework
and macbli ery. FI st-class relereoce from last employer, oue "f the
iiirg-st bU'lders lu Loudon. Country not ©•’jected to —.Addre.s,

H. K. 4S H-.lloway road. I.llngion.N.

XATANTED, a FOREMAN, to execute
TT BRICK TUNNELLING and EARTHWObK^. in a very

heslfby locality in India.-Apply by letter, stating qualifications to
T. G. 32. North-street, Westmlnater. TO PLASTERERS.

pLASTEHEES’ WORK, kbour only, TO
1 LET.—Apply, by letter. Bia'.'ng price*, to WILLIAM BUX-
TON. Foreman of Works. Slralforl Rectory, near Colchester.

AN TED, in a Builder’s Office, in the
y\ W. dUIrl t, a thoroughly ermoetent BOOnINO and

C0.ST-PRICE CLERK. None but those wholiave filled some similar
situation in the s me business ueed apply. Salary, S7s per week.
Hours, 536 to 6.—Address, in own baodwritlng, with full n rticu-
Isrs of quslific-itioiiB, previ-ms engsgeinents, age, &c, to No. 30,
Biechsm’s Library, Upper Baker-street, N. W.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

xxrANTED, a SITUATION, as PLUMBER,
VV or THREK-BRANCn HAN D, In town or Country. Terms

mederate,—Address, J. W. 8. 65, Ambe-ley-coad, Harrow-ioad,
Paddiogtou.

TO BUILDERS,

]\/rODELLING and PLASTERING
LVJL WANTED, by a prectloat Man, Thirty year,' experlenceiu
London works Or to superintend the ab )vb w rka as W irking Fore-

man. Batis actory references If required.— AJdiesa, J. V. 14, Rea-
frew-road. Lower Kvnningt >n-lane.

TO MASTER BRICKJI AKERS.

XVrANTED, by a respectable middle-aged
VV Man. a SITU .ATION as FOREMAN, either in c1o<e kllu or

slock work. Net particular whrthrr close kiln or bnroing. Cindi
tile work aud pottery w ,ik. Wi’L not obj'Ct to go abroad. Has
worked two years io Swedeu. Eleven years' good charader.—Ad-
dress, G. W. care of A, Knight, Bookseller, Hertford.

XX,WANTED, in a Builder’s Office, a
I T thoroughly efficient BOOKKEEPER, lo Take Entire Charge

of the Books, Most have good exp-rience in prims cost and J.rbbitg
works.-Apply by lelier, statliig age, qualIBcaliou, and salary
required, to ALPHA, care of Mr. Roxboro, 9, Aldgate.

T^MPLOYMENT WANTED, by a Joiner’s
l~i Machine-haurl. to WORK GENERAL JOINER, trying up,
moulding, ahapl ig, teaonlng. or bead tawing mschiues,— Adlress,
W. P, 13. Alleu-slreet, Westmlnater-r lad, S W.

WANTED, a SITUATION aa ASSIST-
V V ANT In an Archi’ecl’s Office in town. Well up In con-

struction. persiiective, details, and noul-rarslst at qnauUtiei.—
Address, X. Y. 49, Great Percy-street, Loudon, W.C.

XXTANTED, in a Builder’s Office, a JUNIOR
TT clerk. Must be quick at figuies, and well versed In the

get' era! routine of the office.—Apply by letter, stating age, qiialifica-
tloD, and salary required, to BETA, care of Mr, Ruxboro, 9, Aldgate.

TO BUILDERS AND PIUMBERS.

[EMPLOYMENT WANTED by tbe Adver-
J_J tiser, who it a good Plumber and Gssfittar. No obj“ctloo to

fill op time wi'h painting. Flrtt-clas* rofereuces if required.—
Addrtst. A. 0. P. Mr. Mageuls, Post-offic-i, York-road, Bstteree*.

XXT’ANTED, immediately, a thoroughly
T T practical WORKING FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS, for

a gord jih. — Addreis, with tefciences, to X R, 9, Albelstone-
terrnce, Tolliogion Park, N.

XVrANTKD, by a thoroughly practical,
VV energetic Man. aa TNOAGRMkNT as GENERAL FORE-

MAN, or otherwise. Well up in setting out all kluds of woik,
auperinteudliig meu, keeping accouuls, &i. Carpenter by trade,

Accustomed to all branches, Aged 31.—Address, W. A. 29, Holling-

t -n-itreet, Avcuue-road, Camberwell.

f:j^MPLOYMENT WANTED, partial or
1 J entire, by tbe Advertiser. G od draughtsman, well up in

quantities and builders’ accoun's. Remuuers'ion very m derate.—
Addreis, W, N. 9, Unlou-street. 8f. J.mes-square, Nottlng-hill.

XATANTED, in the Office of an Architect
T T and Surveyor, a good GENERAL ASSISTANT, One u-ed

to tbs coustruction of sewerage and filtration works preferred.
Stale qualification and salary expected.—Aildiess, 516, Office of "Tbe
Builder.’'

TO ARCHITECTB AND KaTATE AGENTS.

XXT’ANTED, by the Advertiser, on or before
VV the 1st. of February, a 8ITUATION in Eugland. Has a

practical knowledge of the building trade, is a fair draughisman,
and csrrfui io preparing speolficAllohs. Experienced estimator,
laud surveyor, and 1-veller. hiigAgeme-it in tbe couutiy or uotr a
town preferred.—Addreis, U. 11. M -.C. Crown-office, Belfast.

T)UILDER’S CLERK.—A Gentleman,
1 ) who Is leaving a firm with whom he bee been two years
as a measurer, estimator. 4c. ii de-irous of an ENGAGEMENT,
He Isa good diaugblaman and sccountaut, and understands Ibe
office routine.- Address, SURVEYOR, 1, Edmuud’a-terrsce, Coro-
wall-road, N.ttiDg-bUI.TATANTED, a few more energetic Young

T I Men. to complete the number required for BUILDING
COMPANY. Age25to3.y Must be good w. rkmm. One Carpen'er.
two Brl'klayers, two Plastetcn. one Slater.siid one Labnuier. 2s. 6d.
entrs nee fee

; 9J. each to' pun huge plant, eatabliahed 25 years
; U'.

each loluvrst as working capital. No money to ho p Id Uuiil fully
aatlsfied.—Apply to JAMES UaRDINO, Sun Fire Office, Kennington-
crois.

A S BUILDER’S CLERK or ASSISTANT
J\. BOOK-KEEPER. Thoroughly uud-rstands the routine of
office and book keepiug by double entry. Six years' rrforence of tbe

falgb-st class. No objection lo the cnuu>rv. Salary moderate.
Aged 23.—Address, VEttlTAS. 72, Milton-atre -t. Dor*el-aquare, W.

\'\7'anted, by the Advertiser, who has
V V just completed a flrst-ct*«B Gothic maijrlnn in the North of

EoglftBd, a BE-BN'-’AGKMGNTas SHOP, GENERAL FOREMAN, or

to Take the I'harge of a Job. Town or country. First clasa

refeieure.t. Jclner by tra<]e. Aged 34.—Address, A. B. J. 20, Ayles-
TO BU'LDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

A THOROUGHLY practical GENERAL
JTi, FOREMAN requires a RB-ENQAGE5IENT. to Take Charge
of a Job. Country preferred. A Joiner by trade. Aged 42. Well
up iu all brauebes of tne building trade. Sotting out work, and pre-

pBriDg working drawinvs, 4c. Twenty jear«’ experience. — Address,

Q. 6. Royal Engineer Office, Netley Hospitil, neat Boutharuptoa.

TO IRONMONGERS, BBL' HANGER?. GAS AND HuT-WATEE
ENGINEERS.

\A7ANTED, a permanent SITUATION in
TT the above Hue, by a iboroughly experienced band. Has been

used to tbe Jobbing trade.—Address, A. B. 5, CasUe.terroce, Ulgb-
itreel, Bnltersea.

TO ABCHlTECre, BUILDERS. 4c.

XX7"ANTED, a KE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T V CLERK of WORKS. 8HOP FOREMAN of JOINERS, cr

GENERAL FOREMAN. Joiner by trade. Has just completed a
fiist-class mui.iou, farm buildings, 4c. Aged 37.—Ad-ireas, T. H.
Post-office, East India-road, Poplar.

TO BUILDERS.

"WT’ANTED, a RE - ENGAGEBIENT, as
YV WORKING FOREMAN. Carpenter and Joiner by trade

Baa bad good experience lu preparlug dsaigns, working aud detail
clrawingr, taking out quantities, uieaeuriug. aud e.tlmatlug. Good
references to Loudon builders aud architects,—Address, 454. Ottios of

TO AECHITECTi
A COMPETENT ASSISTANT, who is a
J~\ superior draught-man, well up in design, detail, and con-
strue. iou, requires an EftOAOKMKNT In Town. First-class refer-

ences.— Address, E D. L. 22, K-iisiogton-S'iuare, W.

TO CONTRACrORB AND BUILDERS,

WANTED, a RE-ENGaGKMENT as
VV CLERK Id an Office of tbe above. Eight yea's to lost

situation. Well up In the routine of a Contractor's Offi.e.—Address,

403, Office of ' The Builder."
TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

A THOROUGHLY good PLUMBER wishes
iX- to MEET with a JOB. or con*Uncy. Well up in in every
branch of bis bDiiueea. Can turn his baud to gia or z'nc work if

required. Undeniable reference can be given. No objection to the
couutry. Address, U. U. No. 8, East-alreet, Maucbeeter-squaie,
Marylebone.

TO BUILDERS, IRONilONQERd, AND OTHERS.
XA^ANTED, to recommend a Gentleman

' ' {•ge>l 30), as CLERK, of good ability, but would accept a
small salary, having been out of emp’oytncnc eome lime.-Addrrse,
in flrsi iLsiau.e, to 511, Office of ''Tlie Ruitrler."

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS.
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
VV FORP.MAN orSALE-iMAN in a retailor Buildei’s timber-

yard. Eleven yrars’ character. — Address, Q, C. 10, Heucy-stieet,

North Beixton, B.W.

TA^’’ANTED, by a Furnishing Undertaker, to
J PLACE bis Son. aged 18, tn-dcore. iu an establUbrd CAR-
FRNIER and JOINER'S SHOP, where Iheie is a fair quantiiy of
funeral work done. He can finish well and quickly, write lead aud

“‘el'I in boi ks, 4c. — Addteae, or apply tow ILllAM ATKINSON. FurnlaLiog Undertaker, 24, Queen sireet,
Hanimeismltb. Middlesex.

XirANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
V V an rfficleulOPNERAL ASSI-TANT. Accusiomeil t-5 Gothic

and Italian design. Well up In general and dotaii drawings, per-

spective, levelUug, 4c. Has had tbe rxpeilence of good Louden and
Piovibclal office'. Crediiable test raonials,—Addrcis, X. Y, Z. tbe
Aogel, High Wycombe, Bucks.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

A YOUNG MAN requires a SITUATION
tA a* PLUMBER, or Tbree-brouoh Haud (can do ga* and zlot
work). Wages not so much an object as a constant job.—Address,
B. H. 10, Presldeut-street Eist, St. Luke's.

TO aechitect-^, builders, &o.

WANTED, a RE-ENGaGEMENT, by a
V V Young Man. who hat served his artlc'es as an Arcbitect, and

hss since had considerable expeiieuce iu Ibe prac-ical brauch of
buildlug. Good re erence can be given.—Addrets, T, 0. M. Market-
place, ^Isbury.

TO BREWERS’ FIRMS, BURViYOBS, Sc.

A PRACnCAL SIGN-WRiTER is open
J;\_ toacceptan ENGAGEMENT In- Towo or couutry. or would
Uudei take tbe painting aud wiitiug of sign -boat d.s to auy extent, at

contract prices,—Address, R. P, 156, Stanhupe-,trret, Uimp.teod-
lOOd.N.W.

TO SMITHS, 4c.XV ANTED, by a competent Man, a SITU*
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Albert Dilrer.

XTREMELY plea-

Bant, very quaint, very

quick, especially when
there was dancing

under the linden-trees,

Nurnburg, or Nurem-
bourg, must have been

in the days of old,

when it was a free

imperial city. It is

very quaint and plea-

sant still
j for few

places have endured
less structural
changes, though there

is not BO much life in

it. But when Albrecht

Durer the elder, after

turning his back upon
the little Hungarian
village in which he was
born, and after travel-

ling in Germany and
the Netherlands, in accordance with the custom
of other skilled art-workers, at last came to Nurn-
burg, in 1454, on the day of Philip Pirkheimer’s

wedding, when there was a great dance under
the trees, it must have been a charming place.

We know Albrecht doffed his wallet, and we may
conclude, since ho handed down to his son an

. acoonnt of this festivity, that he donried his

guest-garments, and was made welcome by the
company. At all events, he travelled no farther,

. but took service with Joseph Bailer, the gold-

I smith, there.

Probably Nurnburg would have had attrao-

1 tions for moat of ue if our lines had fallen upon
t those days; for there were several noble workers

t there filling the place with beanty. Adam
1 Kraffc, the sculptor, was living, busy, breathing
1 life into stone

; Peter Vischer, the smith, was
'i workiog ont the poetical thoughts that were in

I his soul into ironwork
j Veit Stoss, the carver,

? was another producer of work of rare power
j

1 Wohlgemuth, the painter, was there; and
f Sebastian Lindenast, the worker in copper, was
e earning himself a name. There were me-
c chanioians in the city, too, who were revolving

ii in their minds, and from time to time making
i known, many inventions and improvements, the
fi result of brainwork. When Albert Diirer the
e elder settled among these men and their fathers

b he must have been nearing thirty years of age.

EHIs master had a fair wife, Cunegund, and a
li little daughter, then two years old. The sue-

CiCessive anniversaries of Philip Pirkheimer’s
wwedding-day found the little maiden growing
a: and prospering, and at last listening to the love-

Bispeeohes of her father’s craftsman; and before
tithe thirteenth had come round Joseph Haller
ggave her in marriage to him. This child-wife,

didescribed by her illuBtrioua son as “ a fair and
ihandy maiden of fifteen,” bore her husband
tieighteen children. Most of these little ones
sisimply came into the goldsmith’s modest honae-

bhoM to pass out of it again immediately. Three
oionly lived to man’s estate, Andrew, Hans, and
lithe great painter and engraver, Albert.

Those who wonld know more of the sarround-

itings and life of this gentle, genial artist, wo
mmust refer to a work just written by Mr, W. B.

THE BUILDER.

Scott,* who seems to have set himself to his

task as a goldsmith would apply himself to the

exeention of some choice reliquaire, bringing
ont his finest tools and his store of precions

stones, with which to enrich it as it progressed

under his hands. Twice or thrice he has taken
up tools too blunt to produce lines correspond-

ing with the rest of his treatment of the sub-

ject. Bat he seems to have seen his mistake in

a moment, and thrown them aside directly. It

is Mr. Scott’s impression that the art of engrav-

ing for the purpose of printing was a German
invention. He says, though Vasari has given

Florence the credit of having been the first seat

of the art, there are many engravings extant, as

was first shown by Strutt, that bear dates ante-

rior to the earliest practice of it in that city.

Martin Sohun and Israel von Mechin were work-
ing at the period of Vasari’s date ; and their

respective masters belong to a still earlier portion

of the same century. Germany, at all events,

speedily excelled in all kinds of engraving; and
foremost among German engravers stands Albert

Diirer, painter, carver, and architect. Of his

various accomplishments, that of engraving

seems to have been the most profitable, for from

his earliest manhood to his death, and to his

widow after his death, it was a scarce of income.

But we must not bo so inartificial as to forestall

the story of his life in this abrupt manner.

Happily, Mr. Scott has for the core of his

reliquaire, several pieces of Albert Diirer’s own
making. These are, first, an acoonut of his

family, which he compiled from his father’s

papers
;
secondly, a series of letters written by

him, when at Venice, to his friend Pirkheimer,

at Nurnburg; thirdly, the diary he kept daring

his long stay in Antwerp
;
and lastly, several

pieces of rhyme which he appended to hia prints.

Ail these Mr. Scott has set in his book, so to

He has, furthermore, enriched it with

other relics
;

notably, with six etchings of hia

own workmanship, which show ns Diirer so. 13,

as in the drawing in the Albertine, Vienna ; the

Hungarian village of Eytas, where his fore-

fathers “ occupied themselves with horses and

oxen,” as given in his print called “The Great

Fortune”; his portrait at 28, taken from his

picture at Munich; his house at the Thier-

gilrtner-Thor, in Nurnbarg
; the view from one

of its mnllioned windows; and his portrait,

again, at 50, as painted by Tommaso Vincidore

during his visit to Antwerp.

Besides these, Mr. Scott gives four woodcuts,

showing the statuo by Rauch, erected to the

painter’s memory in the Diirer-platz, Nnrnbarg

;

a drawing-pen found in repairing his house
; two

shields, one charged with a panning device, and

• “Albert Diirer: his Life and Works." laolnding
Auto-biographical Papers and complete Catalogues. By
William B. Scott. With Six Etchings by tbe Author, and
other Illustrations, London: Longmaus, Green & Co.
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the other with the arms appointed him by the

Emperor; and his gravestone; lastly, the cover
of the book is ornamented with one of Durer’s

interlaced designs for embroidery.

Tho first-mentioned piece of writing from
Diirer’s pen is teaching, simple, and reverent.

It begins :

—

“ I, Albrecht Diirer, the younger, have sought out from
among my father's papers these particulars of him, where
he came from, and how he lived and diedholily. Godreet
his soul ! Amen."

After describing his father’s parentage, and
ultimate settlement in Nurnburg, his father and
mother’s marriage, and transcribing from a book,

prob ibly the family Bible, a list of their eighteen

children, with the day and hour of the several

births (these were held of great importance in

an astrological point of view in those days), and
the names of their godfathers when sons, and
godmothers when daughters, he continues :

—

My father’s life was passed in great struggles, and in
continuous hard work. With my dear mother bearing so
many children he could never become rich, as he had
nothing but what his hands brought him. He had thus
many troubles, trials, and adverse circamstancea. But yet
from every one who knew him be received praise, because
he led an konourable Christian life, and was patient, giving
all men consideration, and thanking God. Ho indnlged
himself in few pleasures, spoke little, shunned society, and
was in truth a God-fearing man."

Out of the supposed cause of his poverty and
obscurity, his family of children, came, however,

the source of his fame. We should never have
heard of Albert Diirer the elder but for one of

these apparently unwelcome little ones. Mr.
Scott, momentarily taking np a rough-edged

tool, says, “ They must have kept his household

wretched,” forgetful of the benign Presence that

said, in the faint days of yore, “ of such are the

kingdom of heavon.” Albert the younger was
to have been a goldsmith, like hia father; bat
ultimately prevailed upon him to allow him to

turn painter, and was, accordingly, apprenticed

to Michael Wohlgemuth for three years. At the

end of that time he set out upon the inevitable

journey art-workmen spoke of as wanderjahre-

He travelled for four years, when he was re-

called by his father, who, daring his absence

had arranged with a friend that he should man-y
hia daughter Agnes, who had a dowry of 200

guldens. With this snm Diirer is thought

likely to have purchased the commodious house

in which he lived all the days of his life, and
whioh has in onr time been purchased to become
public property. We would that Mr. Scott had
sketched the painter’s wife with a softer pencil.

He does not allow her a single good quality,

except tbe merit of having been young and hand-

some. Her piety he alliteratively links with

peevishness; her frugality he calls parsimony.

We reproduce hia ungallant picture by way of

warning. “ Agnes bad no children. She is re-

presented as pions, peevish, urgent for industry,

parsimony, and privacy. We seem to recognise

her
; a woman physically unloving, unenjoying

;
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Buch stufl’ as saints are made of.” We do

not know whether the saiuta or the jung

frau Agnes have the most need to take

offence at this piece of rough riding
5

bub

we will leave the scorner to their united

clemency. It is true Diirer has left no record

of her association in his work, as many of our

most gifted contemporaries have done of their

wives, bnt he took her with him in his visit,

of two years’ dnration, to Antwerp, when he

might have left her at home; coupled her name
with his, when he put his money out to in-

terest, which he was scarcely called upon to

do, save from choice; and left her at his death

well off in worldly circumstances, when one of

his brothers, at all events, was living, and a

fit recipient of his accumulations. Hence we
may conclude, as, indeed, the author seems to

think towards the close of his labours, that

Agnes was not quite so bad as she has been

painted. Pirkheimer is the chief authority

from whom her character has been delineated
;

and in one of his letters to Tcherte, architect

to Charles V., at Vienna, we can detect a

mutual dislike. He tells of the death of Albert,

who he says was the best friend he ever had
in hie life

;
and adds, he left many beautiful

watches and things, one of which be should

have liked to have had, but Agnes removed it

out of his reach. Pirkheimer wrote the well-

known epitaph upon his friend’s grave. Let ns

hope Agnes relented, and sent him the coveted

keepsake.
Albert Diirer was a very comely man to look

upon. Mr. Scott says his face resembled the

ideal attributed to the founder of Christianity
;

and in truth the portraits show us the very per-

fection of manly beauty. No wonder, then, that

he found as many frieuds in Venice after a short

stay as he did in Antwerp, and everywhere he
went. His was not the hard task of proving he
was better than he looked. At Venice he found
welcoming outstretched hands on all sides. He
wrote to his friend Pirkheimer, “ There are many
fine fellows among the painters who get more
and more friendly with me; it holds one’s heart

np. Gian Bellini, who has praised me much
before many gentlemen, wishes to have some-
thing from my hand. He has come himself to

me, and asked me to do him something, and he
will pay well for it. Several people have told

me I am in great favour with him, and I under-

stand he is a pious man
5
he is very old indeed,

but yet the best among them.” Titian and
Giorgione were in Venice at this time, and were
probably among the friendly painters. The Doge
offered him 200 ducats a year to live in the city.

Again, in the Low Countries the Flemish painters

received him with the warmest welcome, inviting

him to ceremonial banquets, sometimes including

in their invitations his wife, and even Susannah,

her maid. At Brussels, Cologne, and Aix-la-

Ohapelle, he was entertained for many days free

of any cost, and the Council of Antwerp offered

him 300 florins a year, and a fine mansion to

live in if he would remain among them. Wo
select one as a sample of numerous entries in his

diary. It relates to the beginning of his stay in

Antwerp, 1520 :

—

“On SaD<ia7, the day of 8t. Oswald, the painters bare
invited me into their Quildliall, with my wife and her maid.
We ate an excellent dinner on an entire service of silver.

All the wives of the painters were there, and, when they
conducted me to my place at the feast, the entire assembly,
standing up, made a lane for me as if they entertained a

great lord. There were at the banquet people of con-
sideration in Antwerp who bowed to me, and made me
many compliments, saying they all wished to do what
might be agreeable to me. After 1 was seated, the
messenger of the council of the city approached me with
two liverymen, and made me accept tour meaaares of wine,
saying that he did so on the part of the gentlemen to show
me honour, and as a sign of esteem. I prayed him to ex-
press to the gentlemen my thanks, and I offered him my
very humble services. After him came Master Peeler,
who presented to me two other measures of wine with his

respects. We passed a long time at table with very great
pleasure, indeed a part of the night, and then they con-
dneted me home with flambeaux, and made a thousand
demonstrations of friemlship. I thanked them with
fervour, and betook myself to bed.”

On taming over the pages of this diary we are

somewhat surprised Mr. Scott has not dwelt at

greater length on Diirer’s work as an architect,

and npon his practice of the art of glass paint-
ing; especially upon this last, seeing the contro-
versy evoked by Mr. Holt’s a aignment of the
Fairford windows to him, and that the diary
shows him to have been in communication with
Flemish artists in stained glass. His principal
object in going to Antwerp was to see the Lady
Marguerite, the sister of his patron lately de-
ceased, and obtain her influence in favour of hia
application to the new emperor, her nephew,
that he might retain hia appointment of painter

to the king. Owing to the delay of Charles in

making his entry into that portion of his do-

minions, Durer’s stay was prolonged for two
years, during which time he records incessani

work, which is quite compatible, though some
people do not think so, with the record, also, of

inoessant visiting, giving and receiving of pre-

sents, making of purchases, interviews with

celebrated artists, such as Quentin Matsys, or

scholars such as Erasmus, and excursions to

other places of interest. Portraits seem to have
been his principal occupation here, and copies of

bis engravings, his moat frequent complimentary
and propitiatory gifts; but here and there are

signs of his interest in the class of work to

which we refer :

—

“ I have given to the painter on glaes, Honig, four little

pieces on copper.
“ Master Dietrich, the glass-painter, baa given me some

red colour, which is found in newly-baked bricks here in

Antwerp.
‘‘ I have bought a shirt of red linen for thirty-one stivers

;

come of (he red colour they get from nevilg-bnrnt bricki tico

ttipers.
“ I have offered to Dame Marguerite, sister to King

Charles, an example of my engraving. I have also made
for her ^loo de$ign$ on purchment with the greatest care,

which I estimatod at thirty florins ;
aodfor her physician,

the plan of a koute he proposes to build; this plan I would
not do under ten florins.
“ I gave four stivers for kettle-brown psere Mr. Scott

says, in a note, this word is of some importance, as it goes
far to connect Diirerwith glass-painting. It means kali, a
plant, a species of salsola, or glasswort, the ashes of which
are used in the making of glass].

‘‘ I invite Tommaso Gerhard, his daughter and her hus-

band, the glass-painter Honing Jobsteu and his wife, and
Felix, which costs me two lloriua.
“ Give an Apocalype to Master Dietrich, the glass-

painter.
‘ I have made a sketch for Tommaso, partly coloured,

after which he may have his bouse painted.
“ Two [books] to the son of Ilonigen, the glass-painter.
” To Master Ast, the glass-painter, I give a ‘ Life of the

Virgin.’

"

Thus these entries show that the Flemish glass-

painters gave him the material for the new red

colour they prized, and that he subsequently
bought more of it, as well as a stock of kali. His
interchange of courtesies and gifts with four

glass-painters suggests, too, further business

arrangements. A little more research on Mr.

Scott’s part might have brought forward more
conclusive testimony.

Collectors will specially value the reliquaire

we must now lay aside for the comprehensive
and descriptive catalogues it contains of the
master’s works

; a hundred, at least, engravings
on copper and etchings ;

more than two hundred
wood engravings ; a much larger number of

paintings ; nearly as many sketches and en-

gravings; many carvings in wood and ivory;
besides his literary works on fortification, geo-

metry, and human proportion
;
his scarce archi-

tectural efforts and his models. It tells us all

the old story : industry is the only road to

excellence and success. But we would have our
readers look into it themselves, and realise the
fine old house at the Thiergiirtner-Thor, with

the atelier, in which most of this work was exe-

cuted, occupying the ground floor, the agreeable,

intellectual Nuruburg society, the guild that was
so much associated with Diirer, the step gables

and cunning dormers of some of the old, tall

houses, the great churches with Peter Vischer's

ironwork aud Adam Kraffe’s sculptures in them,
the fountains, and the linden trees whore the
great dance was held on Pirkheimer’s wedding-
day. They will see Mr. Scott has paid a fitting

tribute to one of the greatest masters of his craft,

in good coin.

POSSIBILITIES OF STREET
ARCHITECTURE.

An architect has been defined as a man whose
fate it ia continually to be imagining great
things and executing little ones. There is, it

must be admitted, but too much truth in the

definition, as many a hardworking man, drearily

checking “extra” bills, and planning small

and uninteresting houses, in an office hung
round with gorgeous architectural dreams in

water-colour, could well testify. And there is,

we fear, something deeply rooted in the English
character, especially in that stratum thereof

whence art-patronage most proceeds at present,

—

the wealthy middle-class, which peculiarly mili-

tates against the hopes indulged by young
architects and artists, of being permitted the
opportunity of realising their brightest aesthetic

dreams. The “art-phobia,” of which we noticed

such a remarkable development not long ago in

our legislative assembly, daring the Law Courts
discussion, exists more or less in the minds of

the nation at large : there is a certain “ smug-
ness ” and stolidity of taste prevalent among our

landed aud moneyed, and not wholly absent

from our titled, aristocracy, which connects

any undue attempt at artistic effect in a resi-

dence with they know not what of vulgarity

aud show, and which finds the acme of respect-

ability in a decent plainness. The best prospect

of a modification in this way of thinking, pro-

bably lies in the increasing connexion and in-

tercourse between the natives of this ultima

Thule of ours, and some of their more artistically-

minded continental neighbours. Awaiting the

good time to come, when every educated and

wealthy Englishman shall be as anxious to have

his mansion truly artistic in desigu and detail

as be now is to have it comfortable and com-

modious, let us consider whether there may not

be some more ordinary and hitherto rather neg-

lected fields on which to expend our talent in

the meantime.
It is too much the habit, both with professional

and non-professional men, to rank as “archi-

tecture” only the isolated buildings, such as

churches, town-halls, and such other structures,

which are built under exceptional conditions of

size and costliness that render the attainment of

a certain degree of architectural effect compara-

tively easy, or even inevitable
;
for a very large

building strikes and impresses sometimes by its

mass, independently of details. And when we
speak of the architectural interest or beauty of

any special town, we commonly look back men-

tally to a kind of panorama of the principal

buildings, like that which Mr. Verdant Green

was troubled with after lionising Oxford. But,

in truth, is not this importance of public build-

ings in giving architectural character to a town

somewhat over-estimated ? It is true that after

visiting the majority of English towns, the only

pleasing recollections as to their outward aspect

(except it be with regard to site) have reference

to a few isolated edifices, while the mass of the

streets and buildings only remain in the mind as

a kind of dingy background against which to

relieve the real works of architecture, few aud

far between. Bub is it not in fact more im-

portant that what really constitutes the town
itself should be pleasing, rather than that all

architectural effect should be concentrated

in, and confined to, certain favoured spots and

individual buildings ? These latter, whether

sacred or 8ecular,may be glorious ornaments

to a town
;
but the finest cathedral or town-

hall will not altogether compensate for miles

of street laid out without plan or reason, and

flanked by brick walls with rows of square win-

dows of identical size and appearance. It ia

with the streets aud the unavoidable rows of

houses that flank them that the inhabitants of

a town in their everyday occupations, come most
immediately into contact ; and the architectural

character of the town should impress itself on
the spectator through this medium, as well as

through that of isolated buildings for special

purposes. That this view of the subject should

be BO much ignored amongst us ia partly due to

the fact that for long past our town streets have
been absolutely destitute of any architectural

character or individuality whatever; and a slice

of street from most parts of London, for instance,

might just as well be a slice from Birmingham,
Manchester, Liveipool, or any other large town;
the main features (if features they cau be called),

presenting an indistingniahable identity of ugli-

ness. We have got used to this, and accept it as

the natnral state of things.

It is, however, by no means necessarily so

;

though it may be admitted that in large towns
already built a long period must elapse before

any appreciable improvement could be made, by
dint of rebuilding, in the general aspect of things.

The times are gone by now, in the European
world at least, for the deliberate planning and
building up at once of new towns, with all the

parts duly laid out with relation bo ri quirements

of traffic and peculiarities of site. Most of our

towns have grown up by degrees from small

beginniugs, and have (so to speak) laid them,

selves out, in curves and angles of picturesque

but awkward variety
;

and one troublesome
peculiarity of this natural growth is, that the

central portion of a town generally, being the

oldest, is built in narrower streets than the out-

lying portions laid out at a later period, when
the prospective increase of traffic had become
more apparent; consequently, the proper ar-

rangement of the plan is mostly inverted, and
the space is least just where the traffic is

greatest and most concentrated. So great a

nuisance has this crowding of the centre become
in London, in addition to the tortuous character

of some of the routes, that a well-known daily
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contemporary recently expressed a wish for
another “ fire of London," if so we might have
the chance of rebailding it on a better and more
commodions plan. On the other band, it most
be said that mnoh of pictaresqneneas and of his-
torical interest is to be fonnd in the traces of the
gradual growth of a town, and the old landmarks
of property, which are preserved in the irregular
line of its streets

; and in the old names of streets,
too, there is often a store of information and sug-
gestion for the antiquarian, the name itself some-
times giving unmistakable record of the original
character of the site on which it was built, or
preserving the memory of some incident con-
nected therewith. We cannot altogether be in-
different to associations of this kind

;
and most

of our readers will think that there could scarcely
be anything less interesting than to have all
towns laid out like New York, in parallels and
rectangles, distinguished by numerals in a
regular series. The best, and perhaps the only
method of dealing with our existing over-
crowded and labyrinthine centres of habitation,
is to embrace every opportunity of clearing
through their dense masses straight lines of
wide thoroughfare which will serve not only as
conductors of traffic, but in some degree of air
and ventilation to the narrow courts and lanes
past which they may run; conductors, also,
perhaps, it may be said, of civilisation, from the
refined to the more benighted districts, which

artistic function between the designs of the two
properties, instead of carrying over the face of
your own elevation strongly-marked strings and
cornices wherever there are none on the adjoining
building, and emphasising the divisions between
the properties by cutting the mouldings offsquare
at the end. These remarks would of course
apply mainly to streets of shops and other build-
ings which are diverse in their objects and re-
quirements, and therefore where the tendency is
to a groat variety of treatment. But between
the Scylla of bewildering variety and the
Cbarybdis of dull monotonous uniformity there
scarcely seems to be any middle course recog-
nised, so far as street architecture is concerned.
Some degree of judicious official supervision of
the design, as well as the conatrnction, of the
buildings which line our streets, might perhaps
avail to counteract the extreme of either evil,
that of having no street architecture at all, or
of having what may be called street architecture
run wild. It might be possible to compel uni-
formity in the main features of buildings through
a certain extent of street, without too despoti-
cally interfering in details

;
to demand con-

tinuity of main cornice lines, for instance, and a
certain balance in the respective heights of
bnildings, so as to give something of the general
appearance of design to a street, leaving such
matters as ornamental detail, spacing of win-
dows, &c., to individual taste. Conversely, themay thus be brought into better knowledge of ‘tribe of builders at whose bidding spring upeach other, to the advantnere nf ' mJioa rN? j —.•n. ^each other, to the advantage (possibly) of both

sides.

And in building such new streets, and in the
constant pullings down and re-edifications that
go on in old ones, what can we do to give them
something of architectural expression and effect,
to obviate their degeneration into so many fur”
longs or miles of brick ? There are involved in
this question considerations of material, of design,
and also what may be called the eemi-legal
question as to how far the owner of each strip of
property is to have the option of doing exactly
what is right in his own eyes, without regard to
general effect or to the design of the contiguous
front on each hand. This latter question, indeed,
touches on the first principles which are to
govern street architecture. Should a long array
of bouses be grouped into one design, or should
we openly accept the fact that every man’s
house is his castle, the abode of his own peculiar
Penates, and so let our streets appear simply as
the agglomeration of a multitude of individual
residences, having no connexion with each other
except by accidental contiguity of site ? The
admirers of the wild disorderly picturesque of
the gabled North Gt'rman streets will stand up

'

for the latter principle, as involving not only
Bhsnlnlfi frilt1-| U.,!. -:-L— _1? _1

miles of brick screens pierced with square holes,
without break or variation, might be compelled
either to employ an architect to arrange their
rows of dwellings with a little attention to
grouping and variety of effect, or to submit to
the attentions and directions on this head of an
official supervising architect. We know, of
course, how dangerous a thing is bureaucratic
intervention in matters of art generally; but it
is clear that nothing can be worse, nothing more
un-architectnral, than the majority of our street
buildings at present, and it is difficult to imagine
any change in the present system which would
not in all probability be a change for the better.
The question as to the degree of variation of de-

sign desirable in a row of street dwelling-houses,
without going to the extent of producing a
motley variety, has not been paid much attention
to. Even when an architect takes the trouble
to design a terrace, it seems to be practically
admitted that each house should be a fac-simile
of its neighbour

; a slight variation, perhaps,
being made iu the end houses of the block. This
is scarcely a necessary rule, however, and we
fully think that a man should know his house by
some other means than by merely rememberino'
that it is No. 5 or No. 7 in the row

; it should
absolute tmth of expression, but variety of sky-

|

have an individuality, a characterof its own. It
however, to admire the is possible to attain this without sacrificing

natural growth of this picturesque outline; it is
quite another thing to set to work deliberately
to be picturesque, “ of malice aforethonght."
Moreover, this same skyline is not attained with-

general_ uniformity of aspect. A few alight
breaks in the line of frontage, a variation in the
form of window-beads, or in the spacing of the
windows, a diversity in small ornamental details.

a considerable waste of material and space ^ sufficient to be evident on close inspection, with-
in the roof, besides the loss of light and air which ' out appearing in violent contrast when viewed
wouldcertainlyresnltwereallourstreetBroofedin

I

C7i masse ; by such devices it maybequitepos-
thefaahionwbich has becomeprevalent in so many ! Bible to'attain variety of expression in each

; new buildings, especially of the hotel class. That
;
residence without iuterfering with the combined

which can truly be termed “architectural” effect
|

architectural effect of the whole. A more diffi-
1 IS to be obtained rather by the regular sequence cult question, perhaps, is bow to give anythino-
: and balance of parts than by irregular huddling

'
that can be termed architectural effect to the

I together of perhaps incongruous designs. Not ' more ordinary of our streets, flanked by houses
t that we would, on any account, recommend a

j

of a necessarily low or moderate rental. It is
! system of formal unity of treatment along a

|

possible, however, even here to give at least the
1 whole lino of street. This could not fail to be
r monotonous

; bnt when we have heard com-
p
plaints made, as we sometimes have, of the tale
of despotism told by the regularity and unity of

. some of the Parisian streets, it has seemed to
1 us that a little enlightened despotism in such

^

t matters heie might not be altogether amiss.
1 The aspect even of our common streets is ren-
d dered worse than it might be by the independent
D manner in which owners go to work in rebuild-
iiing and painting or cementing; leaving us, here
a a strip of brick, there a strip of cement new
a and white, there another strip old and dirty, and
another of a different tint, and so on; and in

tl those streets where rebuilding goes on in more
c ornate and architectural forms, the singular and
didefiant opposition of character and design in
aiadjoining fronts often seems almost the result of
dideliberate feud between the respective archi-
ktects or their clients. It might surely be pos-
Eisible, without tying yourself to follow the style
clof your neighbour’s building altogether, at least
teto give some consideration to making the prin-
cicipal heights and lines of the fronts correspond
irin some degree, to effect something like an

expression of solidity and durability, in contra-
distinction to that miserable appearance of
weakness and meanness which has been so gro-
tesquely commented upon by Mr. Garbett iu
some parts of his little work on the " Principles
of Design.” The mere change from a 4J-in. to a
9-in. reveal in the windows would do a great deal

;

the abolition of such bastard construction as the
flat arch in brickwork, the renonnoing of sham
Greek columns and architraves from before our
front doors, and the substitution of even a plain
brick opening with a little characteristic treat-
ment in moulded brickwork, would do a good
deal more. The abolition of parapet walls (con-
structive absurdities in theory and, on brick
walls of ordinary thickness, worse than absurd
ill practice), and of the wretched pieces of
cradling which are hung on to street houses and
called “cornices," is a thing devoutly to be
wished

;
and perhaps nothing would more tend

to give something like a solid and satisfactory
character to our street houses than the employ-
ment of a genuine, honest cornice either (if of
stone) to form the eaves gutter, or of brick
corbelling or oak to carry an iron gutter. There

is much to be done, too, with I’egard to the archi-
tectural treatment of shops : we have at present
for the moat part only arrived at making them
stand on plate-glass

; and it is to bo feared that
this flimsy system of building so as to make the
greatest possible show of the goods on the gro ind
story without providing any apparent foundation
for the superstructure, is only too truthful and
suitable an exponent of the spirit of show and
plausible profession and compotition which is so
characteristic of modern trade. When shop-
keepers come to think that it is more respectable
and dignified to succeed by dint of thorough
honesty and fair dealing, and by respectable
connexion and reputation, than by outvying
each other in dazzling shows behind plate-
glass windows, and between multiplying mir-
rors, we may have a more honest and solid
style of shop architecture, in which the
ground story might be a remarkable and charac-
teristic feature, capable of great variety of
treatment in a thoroughly architectural manner,
instead of being merely an expanse of plate-
glass. In desigoing street buildings of a more
ornamental and architectural character, the over-
sight seems to be constantly committed of not
taking into consideration the width of the street
in which they are to stand, and the consequent
distance from which they are likely to be viewed.
Designs are made sometimes with story upon
story of ornamental featnres, crowned by a pro-
jecting cornice of 3 ft. or so, which look very
well in a drawing, bub which are finally to bo
built in some street so narrow that only the
gronnd floor comes within the immediate notice
of passers by, while the cornice shuts out a great
deal of the scanty light from the windows below.
A building to stand in a narrow street should be
designed accordingly

; the ornament should be
mostly in the lower story, where it can be seen,
not (us is sometimes the case) all crowded up
near the cornice, for the benefit of an occasional
workman repairing slates on the opposite roof;
and projections should be reduced to a minimum.
It may be said, indeed, that the cunsidera-
tion of the design of a building with reference
to all the circumstances of its site, so as to
render it as effective as possible in those ciroum-
stances, to avoid throwing away work which
will not be seen, and to tarn even what may at
first sight seem disadvantages of site into a
source or suggestion of novelty of treatment, is

a matter more important than is commonly
acknowledged in practice; the neglect of it

being, perhaps, often fostered by the habit of
getting up competition drawings, where the only
object is to make as much show as possible, in-
dependent of all possibilities or impossibilities as
to the realisation of the effect depicted. And we
would have no architect, however gifted and suc-
cessful, think it beneath him to give every con-
sideration, when he has the opportunity, even to
80 commonplace a commission as one for ordinary
street houses. Bits of pleasing effect in detail
and general treatment may with care be realised
even in very plain work, and make all the
difference between an architect’s treatment
(however simple) of a street front and a builder’s
ill-treatment of the same. And street archi-
tecture iu its richer and more ornate forms, when
treated in large masses with true architectural
feeling, has sources of effect in its long per-
spective which can hardly be realised other-
wise. Were the buildings forming Eegent’s-
quadrant, for instance, of a higher and more
architectural class, and so treated as to make
the most of the long curvilinear perspective,
there might be few things in the shape of town
architecture more effective or better worth
seeing.

PUBLIC STATUES.

Some judicious remarks by Professor Donald-
BOD, which appeared in the ISuilder, on Public
Statues and Sculpture, have excited much at-

tention, and they seem to oflWr an opportunity
for discussing a question of no small importance
to art, and, it should be, of no alight interest to
the public. I would, therefore, ask permission
to endeavour to improve the occasion opened by
the letter of your intelligent correspondent, and,
as shortly as possible, express my views as to
what appear to be the prominent causes of the
unsatisfactory state of things referred to in that
paper. The question is a much larger one than
at first appears, and deserves to be treated ex-
tensively. It is not my intention to do so now :

it will only be convenient, at this time, to touch
upon one or two points which have a special

application to the subject.
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Ib seems to be aseama*^, in tbe first placsi

that, with exceptions, “ftw and far between,”

onr pnblio statues are not works of art of which

the coontry has much reason to be proud
;
and,

secondly, that they are not, as a rule, the pro-

ductions of sculptors who are believed to be the

moat competent, and, therefore, who would be

tbe most likely to do any work intrusted to them

satisfactorily. Here are two distinct proposi-

tions, yet they are by no means altogether

unconnected in their relations to each other. It

is not necessary that they should be discussed

by themselves. Ib will be better to consider the

subject generally than in its parts, and thus to

avoid all reference to particular or individual

merit.

In order to limit the present inquiry to

an examination of the canses that affect the

more satisfactory progress of art in this country,

it may be nseful to consider what is the class

or character of sculpture which receives the

greatest amount of support and patronage in

England ;
and what are the means usually taken

to procure works from artists. There can be no

doubt that Portrait is the most popular exercise of

the sculptor’s art at tbe present time, and the

class for which there is the most frequent demand
among ns; and, possibly, we may here find the

whole secret of the inferior character of this

art, which is, by some critics, said to prevail.

An nnprejudiced examination of the peculiar con-

ditions attending this exercise of sculpture will

supply abundant reasons for works of this class

not being of a very high art-quality, even under

the most favourable circumstances. But, prac-

tised as it is, ordinarily, in these days, it would

not be difficult to show that the artist’s beat

efforts never can rise to any very remarkable

degree of excellence. We derive our knowledge

of scnlptnre, as a fine art, from tbe traditions and

examples that have reached ns of the greatest

masters of Greece; and subsequent sculptors

have been content to follow these as the noblest

guides in their own practice. Now, it may be

permitted to remind the reader that the practice

of tbe ancient Greek sculptors was founded on

the study—broad and comprehensive—of the

most perfect examples of form, the normal

beanty of nature being tbe standard which

the artist essayed to reach. The universal,

not the individual, typo was the aim of his

imitative power. Portrait was unknown in

the time of the nobler Greek schools ;
its intro-

dnction was comparatively late in the history of

Greek scnlptnre
;
and, as its principle was to

substitute the particular or exceptional for the

general, to represent the individual and not the

class, the innovation bad an almost immediate
deteriorating effect upon art

;
and, as a necessary

consequence, its decline soon followed—a decline

from which scnlptnre has never recovered. It

followed, of course, that for a lower class of art

a lower class of artists sufficed. A profound

knowledge of the human form, the stndy of

beanty as an essential element in fine art,

nobility of expression, an acquaintance with the

mechanism and capability of action of the bnman
figure, may be almost wholly dispensed with

when ascnlptor is called to represent little more,

of nature, than a face, and that individualized

into a personal likeness. The consequences are

not far to seek. There have been, since the

Greeks, sculptors of exceptional excellence.

So there may indeed be room, in a portrait, for

character, and for skilfnl composition
;
and, no

doubt, according to the degree of ability in the

sculptors, these qualities may be found more or

lessinpublicportraitstatues. But,as arule, where

the standard is not, and never has been, a high

one, namely, the representation of the greatest

perfection of form, we must be prepared, in

these times especially, to accept a lower grade

of art excellence. The inferiority is not denied,

but it has been attempted to be shown how it

may, in a great measure, be accounted for.

There is, however, another phase of the sub-

ject, which may very properly be adverted to,

although it must be done in a very few concluding

words. It is not altogether or entirely owing
to any natural inferiority in the modern sculptor

that be exercises bis art inadequately. The
artist in these days usually has to live by bis

profession
;
and to do this he must produce what

will please those from whom he has to look for

his reward. The public, then, and the self-con-

stituted arbiters of taste, judges of designs, in

committees and competitions, must bear their

part in the reSections that are so readily made
on works, be it remembered, of their ohoosing,
and on the shortcomings of public monuments
they have selected for execution. If an artist

who has had some teaching and practice, how-

ever deficient, fails, how shall those who have

bad no teaching, no edncation whatever in the

principles of art, but who, notwithstanding,

unhesitatingly pronounce upon it, succeed in

deciding what is good or what is bad ? Quis

custodiet ipsos cxistodes ?” If the art that is pro-

duced is inferior, are not the ignorance and the

want of taste in the public to bear some part of

the responsibility ? If the patrons of art, for

want of refinement and of education in its

principles, are incompetent to judge of better

things, and are satisfied with commonplace, why
should the artists, even if competent, be expected

to provide what would neither be understood nor

be able to avail itself, for ripening, of the heat

which we always have in August and September.

This expectation I still entertain, but with one

modification, and that is, that to gnard against

tbe effect of a oold spring followed by a cold

early summer, such as we had this year, it is

absolutely essential that the seed should be

sown in an open porous soil; so that when the

sun does come, it may penetrate and warm the

soil and roots of the plants in the shortest pos-

sible time. The soil in which I ripened the

maize last year, and in which I have failed to

ripen it this year, was a cold dense brick-earth,

which was never thoroughly warmed this year at

all. The 3 in. a day, or one-eighth of an inch an
ir UB uuuerai-owu uui — jt -

v - i iv-

appreciated ? The fact is, speaking generally, hour, as Mr Bramwell forcibly pnt it, nhicli the

the art-tone of the country is a low one
;
and i

sewage enabled the Indian corn o gro

this, of course, in spite of some few eaceptions,
'

year for a month oontinnonsly, was never at-

acts upon the producers of art. I

tained this year for a single day.

But it is time to close. This is a part of the had it struggled above the surface of the stiff

subject that requires delicate handling, and much
;

earth than the cold north winds in Jane niped

more consideration than can now be given it.
|

it, and, m fact, it was frost-bi en
;
so m ,

Bich \Vestm.4C01t that down to the middle of July it was com-

’ pletely white and blanched like celery or sea-
'

: kale, and appeared to be all but dead. How-
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USE OF TOWN SEWAGE..
I

of "Owoge, I then oommenced^applymg i^t

I HAVE been asked to re-open the adjourned

discussion on tbe utilisation of town sewage,

by furnishing a short account of some of our

snccesses and some of onr disappointments at

Barking during the past season. And to this I

will add such general observations as further

experience has enabled me to make.
I will commence with my disappointments, or

rather with a few of them, because, as they

belong to the order of mischances termed by the

Registrar-General “ preventable,” were I to

finish with them I should leave an erroneous

impression on yonr minds.

With regard, then, to the beet known sewage
crop, namely, Italian rye grass, I stated in the

spring that, under proper cultivation, ten crops,

averaging nine or ten tons each per acre, would

always be obtained in one season by the appli-

cation of a sufficient quantity of sewage, if tbe

grass were sown at the right time of the year;

namely, in the month of Angust. This state-

ment I repeat now, and further experience has

only confirmed me in this view
;
yet I am sorry

to say that in actual production I can only

bring you one ton nearer the promised hundred
than before. On my own land I have, as yet,

no rye grass under sewage, but on the Metro-

polis Sewage Company’s farm one piece of

ground has been sown in the month which
I had BO frequently recommended, and I was
in great hopes, even althongh it had been some-

what starved in the winter, yet that it wonld

have been snffioiently liberally dealt with during

the growing season to have given a result ap-

proaching, at all events, to the standard of

100 tons. If you consider that it is now upwards
of eight years since I first began to labour

towards the utilisation of the sewage of London,

you will better understand the disappointment

that it was to me on finding that when there

seemed at last to be a chance of a fair experi-

ment, this chance should have been thrown
away, and the desired result postponed until the

end of the ninth or perhaps tenth year. I say,

or perhaps tenth year, because, as I shall pre-

sently explain, it is now fortunately in my
power to make reliable quantitative experiments,

independently of the Metropolis Sewage Com-

with an obstinacy in proportion to tbe strength

of the previous north wind, and the result was

that the colour rapidly reappeared ;
towards the

end of July it began to grow ;
and, at last, in the

middle of October, it attained the proportions

you see in this plant, the cobs being about two-

tbirda formed.

Among the successes of tbe season, either at

the Lodge Farm or on my own ground, may be

mentioned the following :

—

A crop of wheat on acres, the land being

a poor gravel, and the crop being the third crop

of wheat in snccession, gave jnst under 4 quar-

ters to the acre of grain, weighing 61 pounds to

the bushel, from an application of about 700 tons

of sewage per acre; however, in the judgment of

Professor Voelcker as well as in my own, this

crop was starved and mismanaged at a critical

period of its growth.

Two acres of oats, following two successive

white crops, with green catch crops in between,

received, on a poor yellow gravel, some 600 tons

of sewage per acre, and yielded lOJ quarters of

grain to the acre, weighing 41 pounds to the

bushel.

Six acres of barley, following two successive

white crops, on a poor gravel, and said to have

received rather more sewage, yielded 4 quarters

and two-thirds to the acre, weighing 52 pounds

to the bushel.

An acre of beans received 800 tons of sewage,

and yielded 5 quarters of grain.

Four acres, one rood, and twelve poles of

mangold received a more uncertain quantity of

sewage, and produced altogether 201 tons of

roots, or not far ehort of 50 tons per acre ;
but

this was starved for many weeks together.

Three roods, ten poles of potatoes realised

nearly 261. in. the Borough Market; the quantity

of sewago uncertain.

An acre of carrots, which received about 1,000

tons of sewage, realised 361. 10s.

An acre and three-quarters of onions, which

received one light dressing and two heavy ones,

sold for 801. 12s. lid., or about 465. an acre.

An acre of sugar beetroot, grown experi-

mentally according to the directions, as regards

distance apart between the roots, of some

eminent Belgian sugar manufacturers, yielded

pany, who have for so long stopped the way. ^ 22^ tons from the application of about 1,000

But as a full result can only be looked for from
j

tons of sewage ; bat the seed was not very good,

grass sown in the month of Angust, I cannot and the amount of top was enormous, and out of

obtain that full result next year. I must wait
' all proportion to the roots, partly, as Mr. Duncan

for the year following, which will be the tenth ' believes, owing to the inferior seed, and partly,

of my labours. Let us hope that there may be ' I have no doubt, owing to their being too close

something Incky and auspicions in that figure,
'
together.

and that the tenth crop of grass out at the close

of the tenth year of work will complete the last

10 tons required to make up the promised 100.

1 have to record another disappointment, with

regard to maize. I had, and still have, great

hopes of this as the cereal pre-eminently adapted
to utilise large quantities of sewage, and to

yield maximum quantities of food per' acre,

whether for man or beast. I stated that so

forcing was the effect of liquid food upon this

crop, that I had every expectation that I should

be able to ripen it in any year in the climate of

Essex, because the growth of the plant in its

early stages would be so hastened that it would

read at the

ordinary general meeting of the Institution of Surreyors,

12, Great George-street, onNovember 22, 1869; Mr. John
Glutton, president, in the chair.

For the future I shall be able to record accu-

rate quantitative experiments in the application

of town sewage. This is because I have recently

taken a lease of another farm about three miles

farther from Loudon, together with a lease of

the sewage of the town of Romford. I am in-

formed that Romford contains a popnlation of

about 8,000, of whom 6,000 or 6,500 are believed

to be “ sewered,” as tbe phrase is, at the present

time. However, correct information will be

obtained in the course of the coming year as to

the actual amount of popnlation drained by the

sewers.

Tbe farm consists of about 120 acres, of which

the greater part is a light sandy and gravelly

loam, admirably adapted for sewage iirigation;

but, in itself, exceedingly poor land. For the

,

land, with commodious buildings, I pay a rent of
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300J. a year. For tbe sewage, delivered npon
the farm, I pay a rent which is, I believe, the

largest dead rent paid for the sewage of any
town, no matter what the popalation, up to the

present time, namely, 600i. a year. For in-

stance, the Local Board of Croydon only gets

about 3001. a year, or half of what I pay, for the

sewage of a popalation nearly seven times as

great as that at present drained by the Bomford
sewers. Nevertheless, I balieve that I have got
an exceedingly good bargain, as I have got the
sewage for something like 28. per head of the

present population. It is my intention, so soon
as I have got the land laid out, and ready for the

proper distribution of the sewage, and so soon as

I can procure a self-recording meter which will

not become clogged with the dirt of the sewage,
to commence a aeries of quantitative experi-

ments, of which a correct and rigid account shall

be kept for the benefit of the public.

I desire bo state my very strong conviction

that every surveyor or farmer laying out land
for sewage irrigation, ought to stir the subsoil

and break through the hard pan formed by cen-
turies of shallow^cultivation

;
ia order, first, to

prevent water stagnating and becoming sour and
rotting the roots of the crops

;
and, secondly, to

permit of the roots of rapidly growing plants
penetrating as deeply into tbe soil and with as

great facility as possible. The ordinary subsoil

plough, or any variety of it, I look upon as very,

objectionable, because the long base or sledge

grinds along on the lower subsoil, and hardens
and polishes it, or puddles it, as the case may be,

aud moreover it makes one deep score or rub,

and that is all. I have accordingly, during the
past year, made several experiments in order to

produce what I may term a subsoil stirrer
;
that

is, an implement which should effectually break
through the hard pan, and loosen and move the
subsoil without turning it up, following the

plough after the fashion of an ordinary subsoil

plough; aud my final pattern is, I think, as

nearly perfect for the purpose as possible. It is

exceedingly simple, very light, and very strong,

being in the nature of a cultivator, or grabber,
and nob of a plough.

There is no sledge to produce the baneful effect

upon the subsoil above described, but the “ tines
”

or “fingers” tear the ground np and leave it

loose and rough at the bottom. One of the

difficulties to be encountered was the necessity

to have, for any description of grabber follow-

ing a plough, a wheel in front to regulate the

depth of cultivation, and it was manifest that

a wheel could not revolve in a loose furrow
without becoming hopelessly clogged

; so I

devised the simple wheel that you see here,

having no spokes, but a solid or flush aide, with
an axle protruding beyond the other edge, and
having a shoulder upon the axle, which fits

inside a sort of rectangular cup, which is then
bolted to tbe inside of the other and solid side

of the wheel. The wheel then goes in the fur-

row after the ordinary plough, and the flash side

being turned next the perpendicular side of the

furrow, prevents the earth, no matter how loose

the top soil may be, from crumbling in and clog-

ging np the wheel. With this implement, and
three horses, following the ordinary plough, I

can cultivate from 18 in. to 20 in. deep with the

greatest ease, even where the subsoil is a bard
pan of gravel resembling concrete

;
and I look

upon this implement, or one of a similar cha-

racter, as essential upon a sewage farm where
steam power is not regularly employed. In my
experiments with it, I was very ably and kindly

assisted by Mr. Wedlake, of floruchnrch, who
devoted an amount of personal attention to it

which few manufaetorers would have given to so

small an affair.

For the distribution of the sewage over the
farm, wherever to obtain a sufficient fall a height
has to be given to the carrier of over 30 in., I

am making use of the description of sheet-iron

trough which I alluded to in my former Paper,
with a slight improvement. In addition to the
prolongation of the sides, to give vertical stiff-

ness, end so to admit of a greater distance be-

tween the supports, the top of the sides will be
turned over as a flange, to give lateral strength.

The sides will further be tied together every 3 ft.

by iron straps. The supports will be cut out of

yellow deals, and will consist of a pair of up-
rights to take the sides of the trough, with a
cross-piece to take tbe bottom of the trough.

The uprights will spread slightly towards the

base, and will be mortised into a sleeper placed

about 1 ft. below the surface. There will be
openings at every 30 ft., with a simple water-

tight valve and down pipe, and a shutter in tbe

main trough, by which the further flow of the

sewage can be regulated or stopped altogether

at pleasure. The sectional area of the main
trough will be equal to that of an 18-in. pipe;

and the contract price of the trough with sup-

ports and shatters, with two coats of paint,

fixed in position, ready for work, is fls. 8d.

per yard forward, with an extra 5s. for each

opening with valve and down-pipe, making a

total, including these openings, of 78. 2(1.

per yard forward, which ia a triumph of

economy. The contractor ia Mr. Edwin Maw,
the well-known manufacturer of sugar and gas

machinery. The simple water-tight valve to

which I have allnded is his invention, and is so

ingenious that a short description of it may be

useful. A circular opening having been made in

the side of the trough, a light iron casting is

riveted to the edges. This casting is in the

nature of a three-way piece, and in form re-

sembles the little cistern at the bead of a common
rain-water down-pipe on the side of a house,

except that from one side projects the third way,

BO to say, which is the part that ia riveted to

the edges of tbe opening in tbe side of the trough.

The bottom of this casting fits and delivers into

the down-pipe, and ia slightly conical, and the

water-tight valve is simply a wooden plug which
jams into the conical part, a pin with holes at the

top keeping it either partially or wholly open.

These openings discharge 200 gallons a minute;
j

and those who have had to deal with water, and i

know the difficulty and coat of making water-
j

tight valves or sluices, will the better appreciate i

the ingenuity which has enabled Mr. Maw to pro-
j

dace so complete an opening, valve, and down-
pipe, for the trifling sum of Sa.

My lease of the sewage of the town of Rom-
ford has given me some little insight into the

general conditions in which the sewage of an
ordinary conntry town is likely to be presented;

and 1 find that the dilution is so muoh less than
that of the sewage of London, that one of my
first stipulations in treating for the sewage was,

that the dilution should be largely increased
;

not because I believe that the strong black staff

which I saw on my first examination would
have been too strong, chemically, for any crop

to which it might have been applied, but be-

cause it deposited a black sediment, which, as

it dried, formed a cake npon the surface of the

ground, through which no seeds could have burst,

and which must have greatly injured all joung
crops by stopping the healthy ventilation of the

soil, and, possibly, even by mechanical pressare

round the stems of the young plants. This

pressure is an Jojurioas action, which the sticky

brick-earth of my experimental field at Parsloes

exercised largely on my unfortunate young
plants, straggling for existence in the cold north

wind of June last. The wind dried up the snr-

face, and formed a coating analogous to the

black cake formed by the Romford sewage, and

I observed many thousands of young plants, of

all kinds, mechanically squeezed to death by
this action. In fact, in sewage farming, where at

least the supply of sewage is abundant, tbe only

thing that has to be attended to is the physical

condition of the soil. Its chemical condition

may be totally disregarded, provided it does not

contain matter actually poisonous to vegetation.

Having stated that I have endeavoured to tone

down the Romford sewage to tbe same strength
'

as that of London, I may mention one of the

means that I have taken to do so, as it is a

means that may often be in the powers of others

to apply. It is simply draining all the upper

part of the farm into the tank from which the

sewage is pumped to the highest level. There,

of course, is (or rather will be) the necessary

arrangement for diverting the pure drainage

water into the river, if and when it is not

wanted, but, at other times, it will go back upon

tbe land alongwitb the fresh sewage comitgdown.

I should here remark that, from a farmer’s

point of view, the dilution of the sewage of a

town should, if possible, be not less than twenty-

five to thirty gallons of liquid per bead of the

population.

I am continually asked what I propose to do

with so large a volume of liquid in the winter

months. 1 answer there ia no difficnlty what-

ever in disposing of it. Winter is the time when
the greater part of the farm-yard manure all

over the country is applied, and, instead of

carting heavy loads of solid mannre, with

struggling horses, over muddy roads and sticky

fields, it ia simpler and cheaper to open a few

sluices, and put in a few stops, and let the

manure distribute itself. This necessitates good

drainage, that is all.

BRISTOL THOROUGHFARES.
On Monday tbe Mayor of Bristol is to open

one of the new roadways now being formed at

great cost by the city. It ia called the Deanery,
road, and forms an easy route to Clifton, vi'i

Jacob’s Wells and Berkeley-plaoe
;
also to the

Hotwells, rid St. George’s-road and Hotwell-
road; thus avoiding the ascent or descent of

Cow-street and Park-street.

The new road commences on tbe south side of
College-green, at the west end, near the Norman
archway leading to the Lower-green, and passes
in nearly a direct line over the site of the old
Deanery premises and garden, which oircum-
stance has snggested the future name of the
road. It is then carried on an embankment
sustained by retaining walls to Lamb-street,
which is spanned by a girder bridge

; a short
length of embankment then carries tbe road to

College-street, which it crosses exactly at the
intersection of that street with Brandon-street,

the road being here carried by another, but mnch
more extensive, girder bridge, and from thence
to its junction with St. George's-road on an
embankment 20 ft. high. The principal works
in the roadway have been the construction of the
two bridges, especially that spanning the inter-

section of College-street and Brandon-street,

crossing each at an angle of 45 degrees, which
the Daily Post describes as a novelty in en-
gineering. The two outside girders are each
upwards of 100 ft. in length, to which are
riveted transverse girders carrying Mallett’s

patent buckled plates, which support the road-

way
;
the footways on either side are carried on

cast-iron cantilevers fastened to the main girders,

and finished with ornamental cornioe and balus-

trade.

The whole length of the new road ia about
700 ft., and the width 50 ft., including footways
9 ft. wide on each aide, and it is of an easy
gradient thronghout, the highest point being at

Lamb-street Bridge. The carriage-way over the

two bridges is composed of “rock aspbalte”
from the Val do Travers, in Switzerland, laid by
Messrs. Callender & Amos, of London, the
English agents for the Socidto des Asphaltes de
Paris. This material has been extensively nsed
in Paris for some years in the best thorough-
fares, but this is only the second instance of its

adaptation in this country, the first being in

Threadneedle-street, London. We must express

a hope that some improvement has been effected

in the surface of it over that in London, which
affords no foothold and is very dangerous.
The actual cost of the foregoing works of con-

struction has been 6,7091., to which must be
added the amount for the purchase of the several

properties. The whole of the works have been
executed in abont fourteen months by the fol-

lowing contractors :—The masonry of the bridges

and retaining walls by Mr. W. Baker, of

Canons’-marsh, Bristol ; the wrought-iron work
of the bridges by Messrs. Lloyds, Foster, Co.

;

and the cast-iron work by Messrs. Trow & Sons,
both of Wednesbnry.
The works have been carried out by order of

the Streets Improvement Committee of the

Local Board of Health, of which Mr. John Perry
is chairman

; Mr. Alderman Proctor, sheriff,

vice-chairman; and Mr. J. G. Heaven, clerk.

The several properties required have been pur-
chased, at a cost of 13,7031., by Messrs. R. S.

Pope, S. C. Fripp, and Josiah Thomas, district

surveyors to tbe corporation. The engineering
works of the roadway have been designed and
carried ont under the direction of Mr. Frederick

Ashmead, engineer and surveyor to the Local

Board
;
Mr. F. H. Tabbicom, assistant engineer ;

and Mr. Henry Jones, clerk of the works.

Sheffield Architectural Society. — On
Monday last the annual general meeting of thia

society was held in the School of Art. The
Rev. J. Stacye, president, occupied the chair.

Mr. Fawcett, one of the secretaries, read the

report of the committee, which congratulated

tbe members on the continned and increasing

prosperity of the society. Mr. J. D. Leader,

the treasurer, presented a statement of accounts,

which showed that tbe society had funds in har(i

to meet all anticipated demands, although there

were a number of subsoriptione still in arrear.

The conversazione of the society, which is to be
held on the Ist of December, and for which the
Corporation of London has granted the loan of

its carious collection of ancient catlery, promises

to be a very interesting gathering.
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THE DRAINAGE OP HITOHIN.

A LARGELY attended pablio meeting baa been
held in the Town-hall, Hitcbin, to consider the
question of the condition of the sewerage in

tlie town of Hitohin, and to hear an address on
the subject by Mr. J. Bailey Denton, of Ste-

Tenage, the well-known hydraulic engineer and
surveyor. Mr. John Hawkins occupied the
chair.

Mr. Bailey Denton commenced by tracing the
history of the sewerage of the town during the
last twenty years, giving the state of the
health of Ilitchin before and after the adoption
of the Public Health Act, and quoting statistics

to show what certainly is not the case in nume-
rous other instances, that the number of deaths,
having duo regard to the increase of population,
had not been decreased to any noticeable extent
by the adoption of the present system ofdraiuage.
The state of the sewers in the town at present
was commented on as not being satisfactory, and
this may help to account for the statistics. Mr.
Denton pointed out some of the parts of the
town which were most affected by the inefficient

state of the pipes. After expressing his surprise

that the surveyor vrho managed the laying down
of the pipes should have allowed them to pass '

under, aud, in some places, just above the bed of,

the river (though doubtless he was led to place
I

them so from reasons which he (Mr. Denton)
did not know), the speaker proceeded to explain
a special scheme fur depositing and ntilisiug the
sewage in the soil instead of carrying it into

the river. He mentioned a piece of ground
lying between Hyde and Grove Mills, in the
hamlet of Walsworth, which, he said, would be
exactly suited for the purpose, though open to I

the objection of being within a mile of the town.
!

By proper management of the pipes, Mr. Denton
argued that 90 or 100 acres of land would not
only act as a sufficient bed to take in the
sewage, but would yield a large profit to the '

town, if so used. He quoted as iustauces the
large number of towns in Dugland in which,
under the system he advocated, large pecuniary
as well as other profit was obtained, and be
reckoned that, in the case of nitebin, if the

;

townspeople acted as their own sewage farmers,

'

a profit of 6001. a year might be made, if the
ground were let to a sewage farmer for 3001. a
year, and if they contracted with a private

|

person who would pay them for the benefit of

'

the sewage 1501. a year. He also advised the
!

buying of Grove Mill, and using the water-
]

power as a means of raisiog the sewage to the I

level of the land.

THE SAXON CHURCH IN WORTH,
SUSSEX.

As my former letters on the “ restoration " (?)
of the above church appeared originally in
the Builder, I think it only right to continue
the disenssion through the same channel, if you
will allow me to do so.

By accident, I omitted seeing the following
letter in the Sussex Express for November 13ch
until too late to reply to it in your current
number:

—

“ TJ orih.—The Church liefioraiion .—We are glad to find
that the letter ia our last Tuesday’s paper has elicited the
followiug satisfactory reply :

—
Worth, Sussex, Xovember lOtb, 1869.

Sir,—Having in your last number expressly called the
attention of your readers to some remarks of a Sussex
correspondent on the subject of Worth Church Restora-
tion, you will, I am sure, be glad to receive some intelli-

gence from persons belonging to the parish, and more or
less lespoDsible for what is being done. I shall not
attempt to go into the past history of our very ancient and
venerable church,— it being sufficiently agreed on all

hands, that it dates from the Anglo-Saxon period. Un-
mistakable proofs of this exist, in the form of the arches,
in the massive rough-hewn shapes of the stones which
form the capitals and imposts, in ih# singular structure of
the long-and-short work (ns it is technically called), in the
bold rough footing to the walla all round, marking per-
fectly the original cruciform shape of the building. It
wonld be well if we could say more. But past ideas of
restoration, strange to say, seem altogether to have dis-
regarded the principles of architectural uniformity, and to
have been contented to bury under relentless heaps of
plaster and whitewash some of the most interesting
features of the original building

;
and, before the work of

thorough restoration, which is now being attempted, was
begun, not a window remained that was at all in character
with the original designs

; while all proper lighting of the
curious apse at the eastern end was rendered impossible
by the erection of 8om« four or five huge buttresses of
solid masonry, which were deemed necessary for the sup-
port of the chancel walls. A comparatively modern belfry
occupied the entire of one transept, to the exclusion of alar^ portion of the congregation

; and was supported ontimbers called trees,” because the walla themaelves were
leTfP intended to .u,.port.ui.h.n.ppend.gB. Theinterion
was lurther defaced by the erection of a modern gallerv
running the whole length of the nave on the north side of
it; which, however suited to accommodate more persons

fu the church, was a sad disfigurement to the ancient pro-
portions of the building.

It became at last a question, not of “ keeping the old
church intact” (which would have been simply impossible,
without undoing everything that bad been recently done),
liut of keeping the old fabric from utter demolition and
ilecay

;
and up to the present time, as the work of exami-

t.ation (chiefly by removing the comparatively modern
coating of piaster! hus proceeded, the dangerous condition
uf the walls has been more and more exhibited, and, to
<iur great satisfaction, many of the ancient windows
brought to light. We cannot but rejoice that the evil has
been detected in time, and that without destroying the old
walls we shall be able to point them afresh, and to restore
to them something of the harmony of the original windows
by which they were pierced. I think I may assure your
correspondent, and ali who take an interest in the subject,
that the inhabitants of Worth parish cherish the old church
far too dearly to countenance any scheme which, under ibe
name of restoration, might have exposed it to ” ruin.”

—

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

A MxjillEO or THE CoilMITTEE TOR THB
Ebstobation of Woktu Chcbch.’”

It is a very calm, gentlemanly letter; bat, aa

you see, does not venture to touch the main
charge, that “the chancel has vanished cleiin

away." If removing the supporting buttresses,

which, as you said last week, “ bad been built

op at the east end by more reverent hands,” and
thus allowing the chancel to slip down, be
called “ keeping the old fabric from demolition,”
and “ without destroying the old walls,” words
certainly must convey a very different meaning
to the “ Member of the Committee ” than they do
to myself. I beg yonr readers to peruse your
notes, under date November 13th, headed “ Out-
rage at Worth Chnrch,” and then ask themselves
if the editor of the Sussex Express has any oanse
to say, “ We are glad to find that the letter in

our last Tuesday’s paper has elicited the follow-

ing satisfactory (?) reply.”

A SVSSRX CORRESrONDENT.

*#* Our correspondent treats the writer of
this letter with too much consideration ; it may
be a very calm,” but it certainly is not a
“ gentlemanly letter,” because it is uiitmthful,

—

untruthful by suppression. A more jesuitioal

statement was never penned. Who could pos-
sibly suppose that “ the bold rough footing to the
walls all round ” no lunger marks “perfectly the
original cruciform shape of the building ;

” that
“ the curious apse at the east end,” to which he
refers with an affectation of interest, had been
ruthlessly swept away

; that instead of keeping
the old fabric from demolition and repairing
“ withont destroying the old walls,” they had
positively cleared away the whole of the chancel

!

A more flagrant attempt to deceive was never
made.

Brilish Areliceological Associaiioix. — At the
first ordinary meeting of the season, held Novem-
ber 24, the subject of the restoration of Worth
Church, Sussex, was agaiu under consideration.
In January last the council had directed a pro-
test against unnecessary interference with the
struotore, to be sent to the building committee

;

and their secretary, Mr. E. Roberts, reported the !

steps he had taken, down to the present time. ^

It ia to be lamented that an irreparable mis-
[

chief has been done in the total destruction of
the chancel, so that the church has now lost the
charaoterietio it possessed of being a singularly
perfect Anglo-Saxon structure. In the face of
the contradictory reports which have appeared
in the Builder on the one hand, and the local
prints on the other, as to the extent of the mis-
chief, it might have been hard to believe that
so destructive an act had been committed ; bat
the council were assured of the fact on the
evidence of one of their body who had seen the
chancel levelled to the ground, and its founda-
tions uprooted. A letter in justification of the
act, from the Rev. G. Banks, was read, which
declared that the destrnction was approved by
Arohdeaeon Otter, and under the complete sanc-
tion of the architect, Mr. Salviu. The attention
of the council was called to a singular letter of
justification, published on Saturday last, by “ A
Member of the Committee for the Restoration of

Worth Church,” in which the writer plausibly
relates his story of the doings of the committee,
and misleads by entirely concealing the fact that
the chancel has been destroyed. “ We cannot
but rejoice,” he says, “ that the evil has been
detected in time, and that without destroying the
old walls, we shall be able to point them afresh,

and to restore to them something of the har-
mony of the original windows by which they were
pierced.” The council could only express their
deep regret that their remonstrances, with those
of the Society of Antiquaries, bad been so in-

effectual in this case. The Rev. Mr. Banks sent to
Mr. Roberts a sketch of one of the early windows
now just discovered in the nave of the church.

THE ROYAL THEATRE AND WINTER
GARDEN, LEICESTEU-SQUARE.

Some incorrect allusions to this undertaking
having appeared, our readers may be glad to

know exactly what is the state of the case.

A company has been formed with the object of

purebasiug the freehold known as Saville House,
situated on the north side of Leicester-square,

with the houses in Lisle-street abatting on the
same: which has been done. The property com-
prises abont half an acre of land, and has a total

frontage of 149 ft. in Leicester-sqnare, Lisle-

street, and Leicester-place. Upon this site a
large theatre, winter garden, and restaurant will

be erected. It is proposed to be carried out in

a very complete manner, in accordance with the
design of the architect, Mr. E. C. Robins, of

Southampton-street, Strand.

The auditorium will enable about 6,000 people
to see and hear dramatic and lyric performances
and grand spectacular effects, which will be
represented on a stage 10 ft. deeper than that of

Drury Lane Theatre, and fitted with the moat
recent appliances.

Separate staircases will be provided for each
of the four tiers, and numerous wide doors for

free ingress and egress to them, and to the winter
garden and promenade on the ground-floor,

which will be stocked with plants and flowers,

and adorned with fountains and statuary. The
dress circle and private boxes are to be entered
from Leicester-place.

Spacious saloons will be formed at the level

of each tier, and recesses for bazaars and
refreshment-stalls.

Towards Leicester-square there is to be a
restaurant, and billiard and mercantile club-

rooms
; and an open piazza will extend along the

front towards Leicester-square, affording shelter

for several hundred people.

MATTERS THEATRICAL.

The proposed New Opera House.—The stir in

the public mind on the subject of a now opera-
house, made evident by our announcement that
money was ready for such an undertaking in one
particular quarter, has continued to manifest
itself during the past week. We have received

letters recommending sites, recommending a con-
ductor, recommending a mods of obtaining
singers for the English department, and from
two architects recommending themselves as
designers of the fabric. We do not know any
reason why we shonld not at once say that Mr.
Gruneisen represents the gentleman who has the
object in question in view. Above, wo have men-
tioned on authority what one set of gentlemen
intend doing in Leicester-square. By another
body it is proposed, as we have already men-
tioned, to convert the great building of the Royal

I Colosseum, in the Regent’s Park, into a grand
opera-house, “ the moat spacioas and magnificent
in Europe, where the representations—operatic,

dramatic, scenic, and scientific—will be on a
scale of excellence and variety unsurpassed.”’
They urge that a circle one mile and a half in

diameter, struck from the Colosseum as a centre,
includes the richest districts in the west and
north-west of London, and a two-mile radius
includes Belgravia

j that all the approaches
to the building are spacious and free from
heavy traffic, and it can thus be reached
without interruption

;
that the arrangement

for the entrances to the opera-house are
such that five carriages can set down at
one time, which will prevent delay and ex-

posure to cold to the visitors; and that the
corridors of the boxes will be sufficiently spacions
for picture galleries aud sculpture enjoyable
during the promenade in the entr’acte, and
profitable by an income from their exhibition and
sale on a percentage. They hint that a branch
line 330 yards in length would connect the pre-
mises with the Portland-road Station of the
Metropolitan Railway, aud that the opera-house
would thus be connected with every railway
running out of London

;
and see an element

of success for their venture in the contiguity of
the principal station hotels to the Colosseum ;

the Great Western, North Western, Great
Northern, and Charing-cross hotels being within
ten minutes’ drive of the building, the Grosvenor
within a quarter of an hour, and the Lungham
within five minutes’ walk. In Paris four opera-
houses have long been established, viz., the
Grand Opera, the Opera Italien, the Opera
Comique, and the Theatre Lyrique. As the
population of London exceeds that of Paris by
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more than a million, the proposed] new opera-

house, say they, will surely not be thought one

too many. In this proposition, Mr. Thomas
Page, the engineer, is the chief mover.

J2oyal Italian Opera House, Covent Garden.

—

An excellentperformanceof Meyerbeer’s “Robert
le Diable,” was given last week j

the Robert of

Signor Mongini, and the Isabella of Mdlle. lima
de Mnrska, being espeoially good. The activity

of the management is extraordinary. The “ Nozze
di Figaro,” the “ Sonnambala,” the “ Flauto
Magico,” and the“ Huguenots,” sacceeding each
other without pause.

The Lyceum has been taken for a period of

some length by the Messrs. Maitland, gentlemen
heretofore known oniy amongst amateur actors.

They contemplate, we are bold, the novel expe-

dient of a double company, French and English.

The Gallery of Illustration,— Mr. and Mrs.
German Reed produced on Monday night a new
operetta, written by Mr. W. S. Gilbert, the music
composed by Mr. Frederick Clay, in which they
were well supported by Mr. Arthur Cecil, a very
promising singing actor, Miss Fanny Holland,

-and Mr. E. Connell. It was completely suc-

cessful, and with good reason : the little plot is

ingenious, and the music very agreeable. The
scene, a Tudor gallery, in which the pictures

become animated, is cleverly contrived by Mr.
J. O'Connor. Mrs. Reed’s old Scotchwoman is

an admirable piece of acting. The esteemed
managers of this place of amusement, to whom
the public owe so much innocent enjoyment, are

fast changing the character of their entertain-

ment, and are probably laying the foundation of

an English Opera Coraique. “ Cox and Box,”
with Mr. Sullivan’s moat charming music, still

keeps its place in their bill.

A Belgravian Theatre.—A paragraph in the

daily papers, afterwards partially contradicted,

to the effect that a theatre was in course of

erection near Sloane-square, Chelsea, sent us
there on a voyage of discovery, to learn if the

mania for theatre-buildiug had really spread
so far south-west. We found it to be so.

The Ranelagh Presbyterian Church, situated in

Lower George-street, and close to the station of

the Metropolitan District Railway, is being con-

verted into a theatre for Mr. H. Grant. The
works are far advanced. It is a small affair,

but there will be dress-boxes, four private

boxes, two omnibus boxes, and six others in the

proscenium, stalls, pit, and gallery. The house
is estimated to he capable of holding from 900
to 1,000 persons. There is no contract, but the

works are superintended by Mr. Smithers, late

of Drury-lane
5
Mr. R. Blackmore, we were in-

formed, being the architect. The dimensions of

the building in the clear are 80 ft. long by -lO ft.

broad
j
but 6 ft. are to be added to the length,

which will make the stage 31 ft. deep. The
decoration of the proscenium and ceiling is com-
menced : we presume, if the management find

the undertaking succeeds, that something better

will be attempted hereafter. The house is to be
opened at Christmas. There is a sun-light by
Pelford, of Shoreditch. The works, such as they
are, have now been in hand six months.

MURAL PAINTING, UNIVERSITY HALL,
GORDON-SQUARE.

The late Mr. Henry Crabb Robinson, largely

known and well esteemed, was one of the
founders and endowers of Universify Hall. In
memory of him, Mr. Edward Armitage, A.R.A.,

has painted one end and part of each side of the

dining-room there, above the dado, with repre-

sentations of his more distinguished friends,

thirty-fonr in nnmber, as gathered together in a
sort of conversazione; and a very remarkable
assemblage it is. Over the door, in the centre of

the end, is a seated figure of Mr. Crabb Robinson.
At the extreme left, and on the side of the room,
is seen Mrs. Barbanld in talk with Mr. Wake-
field

5
Godwin, Hazlitt, Clarkson, and Walter

Savage Laudor stand by. Next come his German
and French friends, including Wilhelm von
Schlegel, Mdme. de Stael, Herder, Goethe, and
Schiller. On the other side of the door are
Wordsworth, Southey, Blake, and Flaxman.
Then comes Edward Irving ; beneath, Samuel
Rogers has taken his seat. On a sofa are Mary
and Charles Lamb

;
near at hand Lady Byron is

listening to the Rev. F. W. Robertson. Dr.

Arnold, Talfourd, Bunsen, and others, are near.

The figures are somewhat over life-size, and are

painted in monochrome, white being used for

the high lights. The background represents

tapestry against the wall. When we say that

there is a want of elevation about the picture,

and that it is somewhat “dowdy,” so to apeak,

we have no intention of disparaging ic, but of

showing the system that has been worked on,

The amount raised by subsoription was very

small comparatively (some 3001., we hear), and

Mr. Armitage in return has given them a work
of very great interest, which will long attract

visitors to University Hall. We shall be glad to

find the example followed.

HOLBORN VALLEY IMPROVEMENT.
Sir,—After six years’ incubation, Mr. Marrable

appears in print to accuse me of having stolen

and executed his plans for the Holborn Valley

Improvement.
The facts which he misrepresents are these :

—

In 1863, in reply to the advertisement of the

Corporation, I sent in plans marked “ Test me
well,” accompanied by a sealed envelope en-

closing my name, on the outside of which was
written “ Not to be opened until the Committee’

s

selection is made.”
These plana included a complete viaduct, the

eastern and western approach streets with

gradients of 1 in 15, the wideuiug and raising

Farringdon-road to a gradient of 1 in 45, the im-

proving the gradient of the street to the Meat
Market from 1 in 33 to 1 in 45, and prolongiug

Shoe-lane beneath the viaduct. The plana of

other competitors may have included one or

other of these
;
but none comprehended them in

one design as mine did.

What passed in committee it is not for mo to

say; but, after opening my envelope, they re-

quested me to withdraw my design from the

competition for premiums, and give them assist-

ance in classifying the other plans.

It is now no secret that the committee had
already considered the plans marked “ Test me
well” the best amongst the small number that

really met the firet iudispensable condition of
raising Holborn Valley.

The premiums were awarded to Mr. Bell and
to Mr. Sorby

j
but on this part of the committee’s

duty I was not consulted, and had nothing what-
ever to do with it.

Mr. Marrable states that 1 told him he was to

be premiated. If I had known it, and told him,

I should have committed a gross breach of trust

;

but I never told him anything of the kind, and
have already, some years since, contradicted this

assertion to Mr. Marrable himself. Moreover, be
has held an appointment cognate to my own, and
must know that it would be impossible for me to

predicate what a numerous committee would do
in the way of selection.

But this is not the only example of Mr. Mar-
rable’s defective memory : he says he never saw
my design. It bung for more than a year, in

1863-4, in my office, and I have shown it to him
myself,

On the 2l8fc of November, 1863, an account of

this design was given in your journal from the

particulars which accompanied it when it was
sent in anonymously, which design you, Mr.

Editor, to the best of my belief, had personally

examined at my office.

In the same month, in answer to a letter from

Mr. Marrable, dated the 2-4th of November, he
had an interview with the Corporation, and pro-

tested against his own defeat, and the award of

the prizes to Messrs. Bell and Sorby
;
neither on

that occasion, nor in any other public manner,

did he venture upon the charge against me which
he now makes.
As to]the mysterious third plan of his, No. 81,

I never heard of it before, and there is no record

of it in the Corporation doenments
;
the plan

No. 81 was of an entirely different character,

and by another person.

Mr. Marrable’s name certainly headed the first

list of selected designs, for the simple reason

that the arrangement of the plans (made by the

Corporation officers, and not by me) was a

numerical one, and Mr. Marrable’s nnmber being

4, came naturally before Nos. 32 and 68.

As to my speech, I am not a self-possessed

speaker, and the dinner was after an exciting

day, and a fortnight of intense labour and

anxiety previously. It is absurd to suppose that

speaking in the presence of a body, the larger

number of whom must have known the facts as

well as myself, I should state anything not

substantially truej but as a matter of fact my
designs were selected as the best before any

member of the Corporation knew that they were

mine; and that is what I call gaining the work

in competition.

In conclusion, I say that I never borrowed a

thought or an idea from Mr. Marrable ; that my
competition plans were sent in when his were,

and that I could not, therefore, have stolen them
from him

;
that my plans are intact, and shall

be publicly shown at the Royal Institute of

British Architects, and I invite Mr. Marrable, if

his original pla/ns are intact also, to exhibit them
likewise. I say that the plans now being

executed by the Corporation are the same as my
competition plans (with an additional line of

street only to Ludgate-hill, determined upon
years afterwards) ;

that I should never have

had this work had I not entered into competition

with the others; and this, I again repeat, is

what I call gaining the work in competition, and,

as I hope and believe, honourably.
William Haywood.

*#* It may as well be mentioned that Mr.

Marrable has brought this matter before the
“ Professioual Practice Committee ” of the Royal

Institute of British Architects.

THE HISTORY OP THE HOLBORN
VIADUCT COMPETITION.

Sib,—

I

n your last issue Mr. Marrable pomments npon
Mr. Haywood’s speech at the dinner gireu by the late Lord
Mayor. I should not have taken notice of the matter had
not public atlentiou been thus called to circumstances is

which I was also concerned.
Why Mr. Bell obtained a pr-'mium at all (and I do not

see that any portion ot his plan has been carried into esa-

cation), or why Mr. Marrable was left out in the cold, I

never could quite understand; but, in asserting his claim

to originality, Mr. Marrable must recollect that your
columns, for months ^previous to November, 1S63, had
sounded the rival claims of others still earlier in the field.

With regard to my share in the matter, I may state that

the High Level road, as proposed in my plans, is, I believe,

substantially the same as carried out, the new streets from
llatton-garden to the Meat Market, and from Saracen's

Head-yard to Farringdon-road, are, I believe, as near as

possible, as I proposed th»m.
My design contrmplated spanning the Farringdon-road by

a single arch of 90 ft., with a headway of 27 ft. 6 in., and I

entirely fail to see the advantage of the costly piers occu-

pying most important space n the present roadway,

utterly destroying the simplicity, d'gnity, and monumental
character of the bridge, besides introducing a moat need-

loss element of dilTicult and uncertaiu construction.

I also provided, as executed, staircases at two corners of

the bridge for communication between the high and low
levels.

It is unfortunate that Mr. Haywood occupied the double

position of competitor and udvi-er to the committee.
_
I

carefully examined Mr. Haywood's plan after the question

was settled, end felt no doubt at llie time that Mr. Hay-
wood would have had a greater claim to the first or second
remiiim than any other competitor, had his design not
een withdrawn.
I set up no competitive claim for originality, butsimply

assert, without fear of contradiction, that my plans

(.Mr. Haywood's being wi'hdruwn) met the ascertained

requirements of the ouse more completely than any other

plans submitted. I’hos. Cjias. Sobbx.

THE HOLBORN VIADUCT.

Sir,—

T

he architectural and engineering design

of this viaduct is pleasing to every one that looks

upon it; and, as we examine it, the more is one

convinced of the thought, care, and pains that

have been bestowed upon it by Mr. Haywood.## * * *

Permit me, Mr. Editor, to offer a few remarks

upon granite columns in general. Perhaps some
of those gentlemen who have passed their

opinions upon the columns of the viaduct are

not aware that most of the granite columns that

are brought to London have a hole drilled through

them from end to end. I cannot say if those at

the viaduct are so or not. If they are, a groat

portion of the strength of the columns is with-

drawn by this hole ruuning through them.

Columns in all cases should be solid in them-

selves. It will also be noticed in the columns that

are brought to London, that the beds are gene-

rally rongh and hollow. This should not be the

case
;

they ought to be perfectly smooth and

true, because, if the bed of each column is J in,

hollow, when the two are fixed together there

will be i in. apace between them, and, as a

natural consequence, the weight or pressure is

at once withdrawn from the axis, and thrown to

the outside of the column. In like manner, if the

beds are rongh, when the weight rests upon the

column it will cut through the lead that is placed

between the joints, and caoae the two faces of

granite to meet each other, and the pressure ne-

cessarily being greater on those points that are

raised than on any other portion, it will burst or

split the granite column,—and not only granite

columns, but, in like manner, columns of any

atone. For instance, some years ago, a large

Portland column, 5 ft. diameter, was fixed at one

of onr public buildings : all the weight resting

upon the centre portion of the beds or joints,

they being round, caused it to split like a pane
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of glass ; and tlie same result woold follow by the

beds or joints being hollow, as mentioned above.

The safe way, the proper way, and the only way,
I will venture to say, in fixing granite columns,
or any other colnmns that are required to support
great weights, is to place between the joints,

within in. from the outside of the column, a
piece of lead, with the centre cot ont, and to fill

the whole of the inner portion with cement or fine

mortar, so that when the upper portion of the
column is lowered on to the bed, it will have an
equal bearing throughout, provided the beds
are worked trne. The ^ss of Moll granite
is used for columns at the Prince Consort
Memorial, which are fixed in the aforesaid manner,
great care having been takeu that the beds or
joints were smooth and true (these columns were
worked and polished on the ground). The
pressure upon them is twenty-one tons on each
superficial foot, thus bearing some thirteen tons
more on the superficial foot than the columns at

the Holborn Viaduct
j

and nob one of these
columns referred to shows any symptoms of
splitting, notwithstanding the great weight they
support. If all columns wore fixed on this prin-

ciple, we probably should be spared the pain of

seeing such disastrous results as are too often

witnessed. As regards the Ross of Mull granite,

I will merely state that it may be classed
among the finest in Europe

j
I have seen some of

the beds rnnning 20 ft. in height. It thus pos-

sesses advantages over moat other granites by
the mason generally being able to fix it on its

natnral bed. William Cross.

SCHOOLS OF ART AND OF SCIENCE.

Thrapston Science Classes.—Thrapston has
made a start in forming a science class. Several
attempts have been made on former occasions to

indnce the yonng people of Thrapston to enter
the lists of competition for the hononrs of the

Science and Art Department, and Mr. Back-
master came down to explain the action of the
Department; but nothing but failure seems to

have come of it. Now, however, a small
beginning is made. A few schoolmasters of the
East Midland Association have banded together,

and these, with some of the more iutelligent of
the boys of the National School ofThrapston, form
a fair class for a start. The subjects taught
are Animal Physiology, Magnetism, and Elec-
tricity. They are all under the instruction of
Mr. John J. Graves, of Landport, who has under-
taken them at the invitation of the school-

masters of the class ; and the secretary of the
committee is the Rev. J. P. Goodman, of Key-
stone, the Rev. J. Bagshaw being the chairman.
These classes are open to any person, male or
female, who may be disposed to join.

The Nottingham Mechanics' Institution Science

Classes.—The prizes gained by the students in

these classes have been d istributed by the Rev. F,

Morse, in the lecture-room of the Mechanics’
Institution. There was not a very large attend-
ance. Mr. Morse, on opening the meeting, ob-

served that there seemed to be a progressive in-

terest taken in the science classes in Nottingham.
Last year the students of geology were 8, this

year they were 13 ; last year the students of
physical geography were 40, now they were
60 ;

the Btndents of physiology last year were
30, this year they were 20, for they had lost a
teacher to whom they were much attached. In
magnotism last year there were 11 students,

this year 25; in inorganic chemistry there were
38, and this year 30, making a total last year
of 127, and this year of 146 students. With
reference to the results, he found that in May,
1869, 61 students were examined in physiology;

5 passed in the advanced grade, and 11 in the
elementary grade. Twenty students were ex-

amined in inorganic chemistry, three of whom
passed in the advanced grade and four in the
elementary. In physical geography 30 students
were examined; 20 passed in the elementary
stage, and Mr. Mejor, the teacher, took the
first place in the examination in hononrs. In
acoustics, light, and heat, three students were
examined

; three passed in the elementary stage.
In magnetism and electricity 14 atadents were
examined

;
three passed in the advanced and

nine in the elementary grade. In geology 10
were examined

; two passed in advanced and
five in the elementary grade. Having referred
to the advantage of a knowledge of scientific
subjects, Mr. Morse went on to say that he
thought many artisans had now sufficient time
to study them. They did not leave work very
late, and it must be interesting to attend a
class. The prizes were then distributed.
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Technical Education at Portsmouth. — An
influeetially-signed reqnisition was presented to
the Mayor of Portsmouth, requesting him to
convene a pnblio meeting of the inhabitants, in

the Guildhall, to hear an address from Mr. Buck-
maiter respecting the establishment of a school
of science and art in the borough. The Mayor
convened the meeting, and it was numeronsly
and inflnentially attended. The Mayor pre-

sided, and on the platform were the Right Hon.
W. Cowper, and other members of Parliament
and other gentlemen. Mr. Buckmaster ad-
dressed the meeting at considerable length.
After the address it was resolved:—“That it is

desirable to establish a School of Science and
Art for Portsmonth.” Mr. Cowper, M.P., said

it was a matter of astoniabment and surprise

that a town like Portsmouth, and a neighbouring
town like Gosport, should have been so long
withont any school of the kind they proposed to

establish. The large number of skilled workmen
in the place made such a school a great industrial

and educational necessity. Mr. Bonham Carter,

M.P., and other gentlemen, having addressed the
meeting, the hon. secretary (Mr. Holt) said a
sobsoription-Hst had been opened, and amounts
approaching to lOOZ. were promised in the room.

The Cardiff Science and Art Schools.—The
report of Mr. James Bush, the headmaster of
these schools, says :

—

“ The echools have been well attended during the year,
eepecially during the winter months. The school of art
still continues the source of chief attraction to pupils. Of
course, with our present accommodation aud large number
of students, there are no vacancies for new pupils, though
there are many applicants The number of
prises iu the art school is less this year than last. Pupils
generally join the class to learn freehand, model, crayon
drawing, and similar subjects

;
and having na>Bed in the

first two, have noTurther examinations to undergo. Conse-
quently they remain iu the school, pursuing studies in
which there are no examinations, and the number of prizes
must, therefore, decrease each year until we have accom-
modation for new pupils, who will take the places of the
old ones on the prize lists.

The condition of the science school is very satisfactory.
There is an iucrease of three on the science prize list this

' year. The mathematical class is now well attended by
pupils, who seem determined to master the subject."

The seventh annual report of the Cardiff Free
Library Masenm and Schools of Science and
Art states that :

—

" It is daily becoming more manifest that greater
accommodation is absolutely necessary. This considera-
tion led the honorary secretary to prepare and submit to
tbe committee a scheme for a new building, and with a
view to eliciting public opinion on tbe subject the plans
and report were ordered to be printed and circulated.
Tbe committee has as yet taken no further step in this
matter, being deterred by the consideration of the very
great outlay which would be required adequately to meet
the .wants of the institution. They, however, strongly
commend the question to the serious consideration of the
council."

It is to be hoped the all-powerfal Marquis of

Bute will lend a hand in this emergency.
Instruction for Women in Natural Science at

South Kensington.—An interesting scientific

experiment, to which we have already alluded,

in connexion with one of tbe educational
developments of the day is now in progress
at South Kensington, with the permission
of the lord president of the council, in the
Science and Art Department, and under eminent
scientific and social conduct. It is a regular

course of bi-weekly lectures for ladies, on the
Elements of Physical Science, delivered in the
lectnre-theatro of the South Kensington Museum
by Professor Huxley, assisted by Professors

Guthrie and Oliver. The lectures are quite

academic in the thoroughly scientific character
of exposition and demonstration; and academic,
too, in the length to which it is proposed to carry

out this coarse of elementary instruction. The
inaugural discourse was delivered by Professor
Huxley. There are large attendances, and very
close attention is given by the fair students, so
that it is safe to predict a success for this inte-

resting experiment in academic teaching.

BURLINGTON HOUSE, LONDON.

The works here, long inexcusably delayed,

are now recommenced in earnest.

Burlington House was orgiually built for

Lord Burlington, by Sir John Denham, surveyor

of tbe works to Charles II., immediately before

Wren. His lordship was asked, according to

Horace Walpole, why be built so far out of

town, and replied, “ because he was determined
to have no building beyond bim.“ But accord-

ing to Pepys’s Diary, that wonderful seventeenth-

century record of seventeenth-century customs
and gossip, Clarendon House and Berkeley House
were being built to the west of it at the very

same time :

—

“Feb. 20, 1664-5.—Next that (Lord Claren-

don’s) is my Lord Barkeley beginning another
on one side, and Sir J. Denham on the other.

Sept. 28, 1668.—Theooe to niy Lord Burling-
ton’s house, the first time I ever was there, it

being the house built by Sir John Denham, next
to Clarendon House.”
The site was previously occupied by a farm-

stead J a print by Kipp, shows the house in

1700, with its gardens, and beyond them where
Regent-street, and Portland-place now are, was
the country. At this time London contained
only abont half a million inhabitants, but it was
seventeen and a half times greater than the

second town in tbe kingdom. Chelsea was a
qniet village, with 1,000 inhabitants. Sports-

men wandered with dogs and guns over the site

of the boroughs of Marylebone, Finsbury, and
the Tower Hamlets. A single crazy bridge
spanned tbe Thames. The great merchants re-

sided in the City, in rich mansions, richly deco-

rated. Roger North tells us that Sir Dudley
North expended 4,000Z. (a large sum in those

days), in the furniture of his reception-rooms,

in Baeinghall-street. Macaulay says that the

fashionable spots of London then were the south
and west of Lincoln’s-inn-fields, the Piazza of

Covent Garden, Bloomsbury-sqnare (then South-
ampton - square), and Soho -square. Fore'gn
princes were taken to see Bloomsbury-square as

one of the wonders of England. A few great men
still retained their hereditary hotels in the

Strand. The area north of Holborn was re-

nowned for snipes and peaches
;
and St. James’s-

sqaare, near the court, had just been built.

Where Regent-street now stands was a solitude,

where a sportsman might get a shot at a wood-
cock. Old General Oglethorpe (who died in

1785), used to boast that he bad shot them
there in Qaeen Anne’s reign. Where Con-
dnit-street now stands was a meadow re-

nowned for its spring, and on the east was
the pest field, in which a pit was dog to bary
the corpses at the time of the plague. This

field is seen marked on maps as late as tbe end
of the reign of George I. At the end of the

seventeenth century Covent Garden was sur-

rounded by the houses of tbe great, but a filthy

and noisy market was held in front of them. We
who are accustomed to gas may smile on hearing

that abont this time the lighting of London was
so bad that Edward Heming obtained letters

patent to place a light before every tenth door

on moonless nights, from Michaelmas to Lady-
day, from six o’clock to twelve. He was extolled

as the greatest of all the bdnefaotora of the city.

We have digressed thus to give our readers an
idea of the great metropolis at the time when
Burlington House was built.

Richard Boyle, Earl of Burlington (born 1695,

died 1753), pub a new south front to the house

and added the colonnade io 1718. He was the

protector of Kent, the architect, and was him-

self much skilled in architecture. Walpole
attributes the design to tbe Earl himself ; but

Colin Campbell, in the “ Vitruvius Britannicus,”

claims the merit of the design, including the

gateway. Horace Walpole was in Italy when
these additioDS were made, and when he re-

turned was invited to a ball at the mansion. He
says :

—“ When I passed under the gate by night

it could not strike me. At daybreak, looking

out of the window to see the son rise, I was sur-

prised with the vision of the colonnade that

fronted me. It seemed one of those edifices in

fairy tales that are raised by genii in a night-

time.” This colonnade was borrowed from a
palace, by Palladio, at Vicenza. Whether the

Earl designed the gateway or nob, it is certain

that later in life he designed many architectural

works. Pope, in his fourth “ Moral Essay,’*

addresses tbe Earl thus :
—

“ Yon, too, proceed I make falling arts yoor care

;

Erect new wonders, and the old repair

;

Jones and Palladio to themselres restore,

And be whate'er Vitruvius was before.”

When his lordship was travelling in Italy he
was shown by a nobleman a church which he
greatly admired for the elegance of its structure,

and requested that he might sketch it next day.

The nobleman said there was no occasion for

this, as the model from which it was taken

was St. Stephen’s, Walbrook, near the Royal
Exchange. When his lordship arrived in London,

he visited the church before be saw any of hie

friends, or returned to his own house. The
church was built by Sir Christopher Wren, in

1762-79.

Mr. Gwilb says, “compared with any other

church of nearly the same magnitude, Italy can-

not exhibit its equal
;
elsewhere its rival is not to

be found. Had its materials and volume been as
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durable and extensive as those of St. Paul’s

Cathedral, Sir Christopher Wren had consum-
mated (in St. Stephen’s) a more efficient monu-
ment to his well-earned fame than that fabric

affords.” Pendleton, the celebrated Vicar of

Bray, sabsequently became rector of St.

Stephen’s, Walbrook.
But, to return to Burlington House. The walla

and ceilings were painted by Marco Bicci, and
the whole was considered the finest mansion in

London.** Gay, in his Trivia, observes :

—

“ BurlioRton’s fair palace still remains.
Beauty within—without, proportion reigns;
Beneath hig eye declining art rCTives,
Tho wall with animated pictnroa lives.

There Handel etrikea tbo atrings, the melting strain
Transports the soul, and thrills through every vein

;

There oft I enter— bat with cleaner shoes,
For Burlington's beloved by every Muse.”

Hogarth, in aoaricature dated 1731, called “The
Man of Taste,” gives ns a view of Burlington-

gate, representing Kent on the summit as

painter, sculptor, and architect (for he was all

three), flourishing his palette and pencils over
the heads of Michelangelo and Raffaelle. Pope
stands a little lower down whitewashing the
front, and bespattering the Duke of Chandos in

the street. Though the gate and colonnade
looked to our more enlightened taste debased in

style, Ralph refers to it as the most expensive
wall in England; the height wonderfully pro-

portioned to the length, and the decorations both
simple and magnificent: the grand entrance
elegant and beautiful

; and by covering the
honse entirely from the eye, gives pleasure and
surprise, at the opening of the whole front with
the area before it at once. Handel lived three
years in the honse : it was the delight of the
earl to assemble poets and philosophers within
its walla.

Burlington House passed to the Duke of
Devonshire in 1753, for in that year Lord Bur-
lington died, and the title became extinct. Lord
George Cavendish (son of WiUiam, fourth Duke
of Devonshire) completed the earl’s design for

the facade, and Ware (author of a' scientific

volume on vaults and bridges, and architect to

the alterations at Chatswortb, Northumberland
House, and other places for the Dukes of Devon-
shire and Northumberland) made some altera-

tions. In 1819, he built the Burlington Arcade
on a narrow strip of ground on the west side of
the house, whioh produced the Cavendish family
4,OOOZ. a year, though sub-let for 8,000Z.
The Duke of Portland, Prime Minister to

George III,, resided in the mansion, and died
there in 1809. The Elgin Marbles, brought from
the Parthenon at Athens by the Earl of Elgin,
some the works of Phidias himself, were depo-
sited here before being removed to the British

Museum. White’s Club, in 1814, gave a grand
ball to the Allied Sovereigns then in England,
which cost 9,849h

Burlington House and Garden (area 143,000
square feet) were purchased by Government for

140.0001.

; and the Royal, Geographical, Linnaaan,
and Chemical Societies were allowed to hold
their meetings there.

In the Times, May 29, 1866, Mr. Beresford
Hope published the opinion of the Council of the
Institute of British Architects, viz. — “ That
Burlington House, with its colonnades, possesses
considerable merit, and that it would be a sub-
ject of regret if such building should be wan-
tonly interfered with, or needlessly destroyed.”
But he suggested adding another story, altering

the colonnades, and perforating the screen wall,
thus entirely altering Lord Burlington’s design,
though he professed to care for it. In 1867,
20.0001. were voted for the alterations, and
Government proposed to build apartments for

the learned societies located in the wings of the
mansion, to form the Piccadilly frontage. In
the rear is the edifice for the London University

j

so that there will be three distinct buildings.
Mr. Pennethorne is entrusted with the London
University struotnre, and Messrs. Banks (fe

Barry superintend the buildings for the learned
societies. Mr. S. Smirke, R.A., has satis-

factorily erected the rooms for the Royal
Academy exhibitions. The sculpture-room is on
the north side of the building, and commnnicates
inwards with the central octagonal hall. A great
deal will doubtless be done by future Acade-
micians as regards exterior embellishment. We
will conclude this, in many respects imperfect,
sketch of Burlington House, by quoting part of

* Sir IVilliRni Chambers observes, “few in this vast
• oity suspect, I believe, that behind an old brick wall in
: Piccadilly there is one of the finest pieces of architecture
i in Europe.

”

the speech of Sir Francis Grant, P.R.A., at the
banquet held there on Saturday, May Ist :

—

“ The Royal Academy commenced its career under the
auspices of a great king and a great painter—George HI.
and Sir Joshua Reynolds. For the first thirty years of
its existence it occupied very humble apartments at Pall-
mall, originally built for an auctioneer. Afterwards, when
our constant friend and patron, George III., made over to
tbe nation his own royal palace, Somerset House, he ex-
pressly reserved to himself the right of appropriating
apartments in that building to the Royal Academy.
Imence, after fifty-seven years of occupation, at the re-
quest of Government, the Royal Academy transferred its

abode to Trafalgar-squaro
; and now, in lieu of the accom-

modation provided for the Royal Academy by George III.,
the Government have granted to ns a site eminently
adapted for the purposes of a college of art, on which,
from our own funds, we have erected those noble galleries
and schools of art, where, with greater advantages, wo
hope gratnitoosly to maintain, as we have done for the
last century, the chief art-education of this country. For
we are proud to reflect that the Royal Academy can say
what can be said by no other academy in Europe, that we
have never applied for or received any grant of public
money. On reviewing the efl'orts of the past oenturv,
althongh we might possibly have hoped to produce still

greater results, I think, when we recall the names of those
eminent artists who have been students at this Academy,
who derived all their inspiration and knowledge of art
within its walls, that it cannot be said we have failed alto-
gether. Such names as Nollekena, James Barry, Copley,
Banks (the sculptor), Smirke, Stothard, Lawrence, Hop-
ner, Flaxman, Joseph Mallard Turner—a nanae alone suf-
ficient to glorify a century,—Caleot, Wilkie, Mulready,
Leslie, Etty, Newton, Constable, are sullleient to quote.
When I recal to memory these illustrious pupils of the
Royal Academy, who havo brought glory and fame to
their country, I feel we have no occasion to blush for the
past or the present.” J, p.

DOBROYD CASTLE, TODMORDEN,
We have elsewhere mentioned this large

residence, which has been erected for Mr. John
Fielden, from the designs and under the direction
of Mr. John Gibson, of Westminster.* It is

situated on the Dobroyd heights, commands
extensive views of the Halifax, Rochdale, and
Burnley valleys, and forms a prominent feature in

the landscape as seen from the Lancashire and
Yorkshire railway and other points. In its con-
struction the most durable materials, such as
hard native stone and oak have been nsed, and
in its internal decorations inlaid woods and
marbles of varione hues have been carefully

wrought. The furniture has been made to
match in all respects.

The plan and view show tbe general arrange-
ment and character of iho structure, but our
readers will be glad to have a portion of the
previous- more detailed desoription repeated.

As will be seen, it is in the castellated style of
the Tudor period, -with angle battering turrets,

surmounted by a main tower, having a flag-

turret at tbe north-'West angle. Besides the
native stone, about 1,500,000 bricks, made of

native clay, have also been used on the works.
The height of the flag-tower from the floor line

is 82 ft.
;
the top of the main tower is 27 ft.

square. Entering at the tower (or principal)

entrance, we are in the vestibule. The walls of
the vestibule are carried up in Bath stone, with
oak-panelled ceiling; the floor is of red and
white Mansfield atone, and the dado round is

of Riga and Pollard oak. Passing forward we
find ourselves in the saloon. The colunma and
pilasters are of Devonshire marble, the capitals

of the columns being carved with representa-
tions of English national sports. The panels
over the doorways are of Caen stone, with repre-

sentations— (Ist) Picking Cotton; (2nd) Packing
Cotton; (3rd) Arkwright, represented with a
lathe, wheels, and mechanical inatraments near
him, in his father’s barber’s shop, apparently in

deep thought upon some invention
j
(4th) Work-

ing the Cotton—girls in a mill. There are
several carved shields in the saloon, each bearing
the monogram of the founder and his wife,

J. R. F. From the floor line to the top of the
saloon is 34 ft. ; the floor dimensions are 27 ft.

by 44 ft..; the grand staircase rising from the
saloon to the upper corridors. The billiard-room

is to the right
;

it is fitted up with oak. The
centre flower over the gaslight is emblematical,
being composed of figures representing energy.
All the chimney-pieces and fenders are of choice
marble of different hues, the stoves all bearing
the monogram of the founder and his lady. All

the floors are of oak
;
there is no painted wood nor

paperhanging in the building; all the walls are

painted. The principal windows are fitted with
Clark’s patent revolving shutters, and Meakin’s
self-acting sash-fastener, which is applied to 130
windows. The total number of rooms is 61.

The hot- water arrangements and stoves have
been supplied by Mr. D. O. Boyd. The gas
arraugements are by Strode & Co. The whole

• See p. 5S2, ante.

of the plaster work is done in Parian cement.
Every room in the castle is ventilated by a
distinct ventilating-shaft, and all the rooms have
pure air thrown into them. The grates are also

so arranged that hot air is thrown into the
rooms in winter, and cold in summer. The
breakfast-room frieze is ornamented with rose
enrichment. The whole of the woodwork in the
drawing-room is inlaid in designs with the follow-
ing kinds of wood :—Walnut, with satin-wood,
ambona, Hungarian ash, purple-wood, and ebony.
The drawing-room is lighted from the sides by
gaslights opposite to mirrors. The frieze is

worked with passion-flower enrichment. The
chimney-piece is of statuary marble, inlaid with
cameos. Between the drawing and dining rooms
is tbe entrance from the castle to the east terrace.
The frieze in the dinin g-room and centre flower
are emblematical of the room, with vine enrich-
ment. In the staircase from the saloon to the
corridors the banisters are gilt

;
the steps and

landings are Spinkswell stone
;
the handrail is

of Riga and pollard oak. "rwo Devonshire
marble columns form the newel. The columns
of the corridors are of Devonshire and Greek
green marble, with carved capitals representing
floral and animal life. The base of the saloon
and the staircase is a square

;
it then forms into

an octagon, and culminates in a circle. It is

lighted by a glass lantern-light by day, and at
night by two magnificent sun-lights, by Strode.

All the work here, inside, is carried up in
Bath stone, and the top of the banisters round
the corridor is covered with crimson velvet. In
the sections between the columns, at the top of
the staircase, are mirrors. In Mrs. Fielden’s
boudoir most of the woodwork is of Hungarian
ash, the door is inlaid with purple-wood, birch,
amboyna, and ebony; the wardrobe adjoining is

furnished with fittings of pencil-cedar. The
stables fitted up by Messrs. Musgrave & Brothers,
Belfast, have accommodation for seventeen
horses, with coach-houses, harneas-room, &o.,
and a dog-kennel large enough to hold a pack of
hounds. The stables are floored with bricks
inside the stalls, aud with Lob quarry stone in

the passage; the walla are done with Minton
tiles, and oak. The stables, &o., are 100 ft. by
90 fc. The area of the greenhouses and vineries
is 120 ft. square; the area of the walled-in
kitchen garden, 150 ft. by 120 fc. Mr. W. Glover
was clerk of the works. Mr. Kemp laid out the
gronnds.*

* At the dinner which Mr. Fielden, on taking possession
of the building, gave the -workmen who had been engaged
there, a song written for the occasion by one of the
^iners, Mr. Morgan, was sung by tbe whole company.
We are tempted to print it less by its poetical merits than
by the good feeling it displays

Tane—“The Lass o’ Gowrie."

When gratitude commands the tongue.
It may as well break forth in song

;

May happiness continue long
With our sterling friend, Johw FtBLUBW.

At Dobroyd Castle, may be prove
Through lengthen’d years the joys of love;
Pure as angels from above.
The love oi Mns. Fieldbiv.

His splendid Castle, well design’d,
Peerless, metbinks, is of its kind—
The product of the master mind
Of the Architect, Jons Gibson.

To carry out a plan so vast
Required a man of no mean caste :

He has done it well from first to last.

Respected WitLi.isi Glovbe.

An honest British workman here.
The Builder of this Castle fair—
There is no man, nor far or near,
Deserves success like Davis.

I feel a meed of praise is due
To all good masons, stanch and true

;

Who, led by Long, have brought to view
This splendid Dobroyd Castle.

The carpenters and joiners too,
We know their work will bear review ;

Led on by Jenkins, firm and true,
They’ve finish’d Dobroyd Castle.

The carvers, too, have play’d their part

:

Theirs truly is a work of art,

Almost enough to make you start.

On viewing Dobroyd Castle.

The decorations, rich and rare,—
Yon seldom see a scene so fair

As Tbollope & Sons could show you there.
Inside lair Dobroyd Castle.

The gardeners, too, a sturdy band,
With Kemp’s good taste and Chagg’s command,
Have made it seem a fairy land,
Around fair Dobroyd Castle.

With gladness did we hail the day.
Wo saw John Fielden wend his way.
To take, possess, and make his stay
At his fair Dobroyd Castle.

Now I must conclude ray song,
For I fear 'tis rather long,
Wishing nothing bad or wrong
May come near Dobroyd Castle.

a
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THE SOCIETY OF ARTS’ PROGRAMME.
The address at the opening of the session of

the Society of Arts was read by the chairman of

the council, Lord Henry Gordon Lennox, M.P.,

late secretary to the Admiralty. His lordship

enumerated the various committees appointed,

and the purposes iu view, or more or less accom-

plished. Among them were the food committee,

and what it was doing in regard to the supply of

meat, fish, poultry, milk, grain, &c., and the

preservation of meat, as by ice ; the committee

on India, and the subjects of tea, silk, cotton,

and other fibres, waste land, hill settlements and
sanitaria, and trade with Thibet and Central

Asia ; the committee on mechanical inventions

and the patent laws ; the proceedings of the

council as to education, &o.

The council propose to appoint committees

to act in different localities, for the purpose of

promoting the establishment of scientific and
technical colleges, such as Owen’s College, Man-
chester.

The committee on free libraries and museums
throughout the kingdom will continue its labours,

by collecting such information as may stimulate

and aid the formation of these useful adjuncts to

education.

For the present session, the society offers a

large number of prizes for productions in moat
branches of art-workmanship, and additional

prizes are offered for specimens of the applica-

tions to industry of prescribed art-processes.

A committee has been for some time sitting

with the object of marking the houses in which

the great and good of former days were born,

lived, or died. For this purpose tablets were
required, which, while they should not disfignre

the buildings on which they were placed, should

be easily affixed, and should be rendered, as far

as possible, not only imperishable, but easily

cleaned when grimed by the smoke and dirt of

onr great towns. With such an object, the lead-

ing makers of encanstic tiles were applied to.

Some refused even to attempt so difficult a task,

bat, after very many failnros, the council an-

nonneed that Messrs. Minton, Hollins, & Co.

have at length overcome all difficulties, and

specimens on the wall were pointed to as the

result of their skill and ingenuity.

Tablets have been already affixed to com-
memorate Lord Byron and the Emperor of the

French; and leave has been obtained from the

owners of the booses to commemorate in a

similar manner Sir Joahoa Reynolds and Ben-

jamin Franklin. Tablets are also proposed to

Fluxman, Barry, R.A., Handel, Garrick, Dryden,
Goldsmith, Sir W. Blackstone, Sir Humphrey
Davy, and Dr. Jenner, and other names will

doubtless follow.

The committee on musical education is to be

re-appointed. The cab question and the pre-

minms offered for improved vehicles, the Channel
passage and the projects for tuonels and bridges

or viaducts, and other subjects were all brought

under review; and the re-arrangement of the

society’s library, with new catalogue, librarian,

and reading-room, was announced.

METROPOLITAN AND OTHER NEW
SCHEMES.

M.4NY columns of the daily press are filled

with advertisements as to new schemes affecting

the several localities in which the papers are

published. Those in the Metropolitan papers

are mainly as to tramways. One advertisement

alone fills nearly a whole page of small type

with a mere ennmeration of the routes of a

multitude of tramways, north and south, east

and west. There seems to be scarcely any great

.

thurooghfare unconnected with them, and of

course it is quite beyond car limits to attempt

to describe them. Higbgate and Islington,

Pimlico, Peckham and Greenwich, Shoreditch

and Paddington, Camden-road and Westmioster-

Bridge-road, Tottenham Conrt-road, Oxford-

street, Holborn, are all to be connected with a net-

work of tramways if we are to believe these

voluminous advertisements ; but doubtless a

greedy appropriation of the whole ground is the

first thing thought of; and there will be picking

and choosing where and when to lay a few of

the innumerable tramways, should the projectors

succeed in obtaining their Acta of Parliament.

Manchester and Birmingham are also to have their

tramways. A Bill will be brought in for a South-

wark and City subway, under the Thames from

near St. George’s Church, Southwark, to or

near Arthur-street, in the city of London.

There is a Bill for the extension of the limits

of the county of the city of London to the
limits of the metropolis, the area within each
extended limits to bo called the county of

London, or by some other name
;
alteration and

consolidation of the institntions withjn the
metropolis, enlargement and alteration of the

powers of the Corporation of London, exclusion

of the borough of Southwark from the Corpora-

tion of London, and repeal, alteration, and
extinguishment of certain powers, rights, and
privileges within the borough of Southwark;
incorporation of a governing body for t'le metro-
polis, dissolution or aUeration of the constitution

and name of existing public bodies
;
regulation

of duties and appointment, superannuation, and
displacement of officers

;
powers with reference

to the appointment of justices and the adminis-

tration of the law within the metropolis; rating

powers, bye-laws, amendment of Acts, and other

purposes.”

ST. DAVID’S CATHEDRAL.
Mr. Scott has just given his second report on

the fabric of this cathedral. In the spring of

1858 he made a report to the Dean and Chapter

of St. David’s, bringing forcibly before them its

forlorn condition : roofs much decayed, the walls,

pillars, and floors of the nave in a terrible state

from damp; the bad condition of the tower,

which presses heavily on the walls of the nave and
transepts; and a frightful crack in the north and
Bonth sides of the tower. No attempt could be

made to repair other parts of the cathedral until

the foundations of the tower were restored to a

state of security, and this one item could only

be accomplished by the exercise of great skill,

and at a heavy cost. Mr. Scott estimated the

cost of the necessary repairs to the whole cathe-

dral at from 27,500i. to 30,0001. This report

seems to have frightened the Dean and Chapter,

who felt the sum as quite beyond any fund they

could command, and the subject seemed to

have been laid aside until October, 18G3,

when the bishop presided at a public meet-

ing at Carmarthen, and put down his name
for 1,0001. towards the repairs, the Dean and
Chapter adding another 1,0001., Lord Dyne-

vor 5001., Lord Cawdor 2001., Mr. Phillips, of

Picton, 2001., some of the landed proprietors

lOOl. each, and other smaller sums. Afterwards

the Ecclesiastical Commissioners gave 10,0001.,

and since that time a great deal has been done

towards the restoration of the cathedral. The
tower, which was the moat senons work, has

been restored, and the foundations made secure.

The other chief repairs were the completion of

the choir with its fillings, and of the eastern

arm with its aisles. The eastern chapel of the

south transept, which was moat ruinous, has also

been seen to, and a system of drainage has been

carried out. There is still much to be done in

the repair of the roofs of the nave, and of the

two transepts, and with the repair of the porch

this will require 5,7501. There are other repairs

in windows and new flooring
;
and also the repair

of the aisles, which, with the repair of the

Chapter-honse, parapet, and pinnacles, will re-

quire about 5,0001., so that with warming, light-

ing, contingent expenses, and professional

charges, the total amount required will be about

12,50^01. As so much has been done, it is sup-

posed that there will nob be any difficulty in

finding funds to finish the work.

THE BUILDINGS NEXT THE THAMES.

Sir,—A stranger in London is much struck

with the grandeur of the Embankment, and the

facilities it offers for effective ornamentation,

but the neglected state of the old wharfs and
warehouses still preserve, along the South Bank
and between Blackfriars and London Bridge on

the northern side, ample evidences of squalor

and mean buildings. On the former we find only

two objects worthy of the position,—the Lion

Brewery and Alderman Humphreys’s Store; on

the latter, all remains to be accomplished, save

only Somerset House and the Temple. The
inquiry now is,—what is to be done with the

large spaces saved by the Embankment from the

river slime? To make public gardens of these

spaces would be useless, beyond the adornment

of the causeway on hoth sides by trees and

shrubs. These reserves could be neither useful

nor ornamental as places of recreation for the

denizens of pent-np London courts. Closed in

by lofty ranges, there could be no space for

effect, and at two points of the line the gigantic

and hideous deformities of Chariog-cross and
Blackfriars Railway Stations give a death-blow
to all taste of design, or consecutive architec-

tnral finish; these sheds towering to the height

of 150 ft., with lateral ranges of heavy and over-

shadowing briok wall, would dwarf and over-

shadow the finest structural designs that could

be devised by professional skill, and some of the

modern performances of the profession of archi-

tecture fnlly evidence that taste and skill have
not become enfeebled, at least in England: on
all sides we meet with improved and even
splendid arohiteotnral designs.

Now, sir, as one who rarely animadverts on
structural deformities, will you allow me to ask,

would it be possible to make some change in the

elevation of the two fatal blemishes upon the
noblest aspect of your beautifully placed city ?

Could nob the two stations referred to be reduced
in their lateral walla by about 15 fc. to 20 ft.

;

and then, by dividing the glazed roof, after the
fashion of the Metropolitan Railway stations,

and thus reducing the altitude of the semicircular

single-span roof by as much more? Such a
change would give light and animation to the

line of embankment, and in some degree qualify

an approach to oontionity of design and effect.

It may not be out of place to observe that the

portion of the footway on which the trees are

planted (about 3 ft. wide), and which has sunk
through the subsidence of the newly-mada
ground, might as well be lefc onflagged. The
trees would grow better, and in fact the inter-

vening spaces are useless as a thoroughfare, the

remaining width of 17 ft. being quite auffi jient

;

besides that on the other side north of the drift-

way, there will be also another flagged footway,

and, it is to be hoped also, another, or perhaps a
double range of trees.

I will conclude with one more observation as

to the reasonable and unobatroebive elevation of

buildings, railway stations, or others. Can any
man build his house as high as the Cross of

St. Paul’s ? or has yonr district surveyor no
power to prohibit an unsafe or obnoxious height

of elevation ? Un Voyagevr.

ANGLE CHIMNEYS.

Sir,—The following extract from the diary of

the well-known John Evelyn, of Sayes Court,

Deptford, on the above subject, may not be un-
interestiog to your readers :

—

" 1670—Jahy 22ncZ.

So, passing through Newmarket, we alighted to

see his Majesty’s house there, now new-building :

the arches of the cellars beneath are well turned

by Mr. Samuel, the architect; the rest mean
enough, and hardly fit for a honting-boase

;

many of the rooms above had the chimneys in

the angles and corners, a mode now introduced

by his Majesty, which I do at no hand approve

of. I predict it will spoil many noble housea

and rooms, if followed. It does only well in

very small and trifling rooms, but takes from
the state of greater.”— (Evelyn’s Diary, by W,
Bray. London ; Colburn. 1850.)

E. A. C.

NEW BUILDINGS, EDMONTON MARSH.
Some large Varnish and Colour Works have

been erected for Messrs. James, Price, & Co.,

between the Angel-road and Ponder’s - end
stations of the Great Eastern Railway. The
works consist of five blocks of bnildings. The
factory, boiier-hoose, and coal-stores are covered

with galvanized iron roofs. The engine, machine,

and drying houses are covered with timber roofe

and slates; the flixira paved with York paving on
concrete bed. The drying-houses are two stories

in height, and are divided by wrought-iron

floors and joists. The warehouses are also two
stories in height, with deal floors and joists, and
divided into sections by brick walls. The shaft is

100 ft. high, has a square panelled base to about

3 fc. above the factory roof, and is continued

its height circular with Portland stone moulded
cap. The machinery consists of a powerful

horizontal engine, and two boilers, and is con-

nected with bright driving shafts and cranks,

with the whole of the machinery, including

drums, pnmps, and cranes. The water-tank,

which contains about 5,000 gallons, forms the

roof of tank stand, under which are fixed the

varnish tanks and drums, and is supported on
cast columns and wrought girders, approached
by an iron staircase. The drying-houses are

heated by the boilers partially by direct oom-
munioation, and partially by the exhaust steam.
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At the entrance of the works are situated the

csountiog-house, with clerk’s ofBoe, lavatory, and
W.O., fitted up with the necessary conveniences,

adjacent to which is the engineer’s residence.

Upon the opposite side of the entrance are

situated the stables and coach-houses.

The contractors for the buildings were Messrs.

Eaton & Chapman, of Eingsland
j
and the engi-

neer was Mr. Best, of Bermondsey. Mr. James
Wesley Eeed was the architect.

NEWGATE MAEKET AND ITS OWNEES.
Tue following letter states what certainly

seems a hard case :

—

“ I send you a circular we have issued. The
City have treated us badly ; they have not ful-

filled their promises nor done what is just. Our
market has been established thirty-eight years,

and supplied a great public want. It has only

averaged a fraction over 5 per cent, for rent,

and now we have a loss of more than 20,0001.

for money we have laid out on alterations and
fittings for market purposes. These latter have
been copied without acknowledgment in the new
market quite closely, as any one may see. As
many as 75,000 persons have passed through our

market in a week, the greaterpart goingtothe City

portion of Newgate Market. We have provided

paved, lighted, and watched passages one-tenth

of a mile in length for these passengers for thirty-

eight years, at our own cost. The City stalls were
only temporary shanties, while a great part of our

market was made with every convenience for

air and shade. The City market was leasehold,

under the Dean and Chapter, and they only paid

4Z. a year, and 2d. per foot superficial to their

landlords, and let it oat as high as 31. per foot

per annum
;
so that they paid the landlord

and received 4,8-101. clear themselves as profit.

They never widened a thoroughfare or laid out

anything on improvements for nearly 200 years.

When they got an Act for dismarketing New-
gate Market they took powers for widening the

thoroughfares and improving the neighbourhood,

but tbey have never spent a shilling on them,

and propose to widen Long-lane and leave our

neighbourhood in its present forlorn state.

Ali'hed TiTjOB.”

THE ST. PANGEAS INFIEMAET
QUESTION.

Verdict after verdict of the coroner’s inquests

on deaths which are occurring in the infirmary

of St. Pauoras Workhouse leave little doubt about

the unheal thfulness and overcrowding of the in-

firmary, and the imminent peril of death to poor

persons placed within its walls.

There are gentlemen who, conscientiously, no
doubt, desiring to uphold the sanitary merits of

this workhouse infirmary, appear to imagine

that they have discovered, for the first time,

that cubic space is not the only or even the

chief consideration as regards the healthfulness

of sick-wards in an infirmary. Were they “ con-

stant readers ” of the Builder, they would be well

aware that this is no new question at all. Every
sanitarian is well aware that even where the

utmost requirements of cubic space are fulfilled,

there may be still great unhealthfulneas in the

inclosed space, unless it be well ventilated. But
ventilation is not everything itself, as such, any
more than cnbic space. Patients may be killed

by “ ventilation,” no less than by want of cubic

space. The utmost care and discretion are re-

qnisite in the ventilation of even the most
spacious infirmary : otherwise the sick, who are,

on account of their very want of healthful

vigonr, more susceptible and more liable than

usual to the serious evils arising from draughts,

may be killed by ventilation, no less than by want
of ventilation. Whore there is a want of adequate

cubic space, moreover, ventilation becomes so

urgently requisite that there is little or no
chance of patients escaping the evils ofdraughts ;

and an aggravation of their disease may be just

an accession of inflammation from too much
vmtilation, in too little space. It is even doubt-

ful whether ^the best possible ventilation, in

the beet possible ward, be in itself sufficient,

without artificial defecation and disinfection by
proper chemical means,—by such means as will

give oxygen, as the alkaline permanganates do,

instead of takivg it, as some accredited defe-

cating or disinfecting agents are said to do.

It is all nonsense, then, to talk of cubic space
being a myth, and ventilation everything :

neither the one nor the other of these proposi-

tions or assertions is true. Both are of very great
importance; hut proper ventilation in very small
cubic space is not possible ; and it is they who
maintain that all depends on ventilation tnat are

mystified by their own “ myth.”
Under the circumstances, we are not surprised

to find^ not only that the Poor Law Board insist

on the removal of the sick in the St. Fancras
Infirmary to the new Infirmary at Highgate,
which the St. Pancras guardians actually have
already almost waiting for them, although they
have hitherto tried to avoid using it; but that
these heretofore obstructive guardians have at

last, themselves, seen the necessity of adopting
the Poor Law Board’s decision, and of “ cordially

concurring” in the carrying of it out.

The Poor Law Board have also announced
their determination to institute a public inquiry

into the state of the wards of the old infirmary,

and the charges preferred by the guardians
against their medical officers. That the wards
are not only ill-ventilated and far too small for

the number of poor people crowded into them,
bat that the foul air is intensified by contribu-

tions from the sewers, would appear to be but
too probable.

We are glad to hear it said that Miss
Nightinga'e has offered her services in the nurse
department at Highgate.

FOEEIGN JOINEES’ WOEKS FOE
ENGLAND.

A CORRESPONDENT wrote last week :

—

“ It was reported some time ago that the
joiners’ work at St. Thomas’s Hospital was made
in Sweden. Is this true? If so, tbey must
have vastly improved in their style of fiuish. I

should much like to know, as I am in the habit
of having a large quantity of joioery made from
home

; and if they can compete, and be suffi-

ciently below our British mannfaotnrers to induce
an Euglish firm to put their work in foreign

hands, and do the work as that is done, it seems
to me to be worth looking after.”

We find, on inquiry, that the statement that
some of the wood-work for the hospital comes
from Sweden, is quite correct. It is understood
to be perfectly satisfactory to the architect, and
we are able to add, without seeking to pry into

the contractors’ secrets, that it is obtained at less

lost than they could produce it for at home.

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE, LONDON
INSTITUTION.

Professor Kerb’s third lecture was delivered

on Thursday, the 25th inst. We may give
some particulars of it in our next number,
and of that which preceded it. The concluding
lecture, Thursday, December 2Qd, will treat of
the Modern Manner, and the Future; exhibiting
the revivals of the Classical and Mediteval
styles, together with the more original efforts

of Modern European art : corresponding with a
fourth epoch of Civilisation.

OPENING OF THE NIGHTINGALE
WING OF THE DERBYSHIRE GENERAL

INFIRMARY.
On the 11th instant the new wing of this in-

firmary, which derives its name from Mies
Florence Nightingale, was opened before a large

assemblage, by the president, Lord Vernon.
On the north side of the new wing has been

built a chapel of some architectural pretensions.

The dimensions are 40 ft. long, by 20 ft. wide.
The new wards, situated on the south side, are
reached by an open staircase, the wards for

males being on the first floor, and those for

females on the second. The wards themselves
are large

;
108 ft. long, by 26 ft. wide, and up-

wards of 16 ft. high
;
each contains 32 beds. A

balcony is placed at the end,to enable the patient,

when sufficiently recovered, to enjoy the benefit

of fresh air. The head nurses’ apartments are

BO situated as to command a view of the whole.
Arrangements have been made for the reception

of the many accident cases which occur in these

districts. The patient is placed in an accident

carriage, and taken to the receiving ward, where
he is examined by the surgeons; he is then,

without being removed from the carriage, raised

in the hydraulic lift, which has been designed

and erected by Mr. Alfred Davis, Old Jewry,
London, and conveyed to the floor upon which
the ward is situated. The accident carriage is

the gift of Messrs. Holmes, of Derby. The new
kitchen, a lofty building, 30 ft. by 20 ft,, is fitted

with a range, and with coppers heated by steam,
supplied by Messrs. Rosser & Russel, London.
The arrangements for warming, and for the
supply of hot and cold water, are also by this

firm. The food is passed from the kitchen into

an hydraulic lift by the same engineer as the

larger one, and so raised to any floor that may
be required. This lift is also connected with the

corridors, and is so arranged that it may be em-
ployed for other household purposes.

The carrying out of these important works,

which have cost upwards of 17,0001., has been
facilitated by the attention of Mr. Wright, of

Osmaston Manor, who has devoted to them a
large amount of time and pains, and whose
name appears in the list of contributors for no
less a sum than 3,5001.

The architects were Messrs. Stevens & Robin-
son, of Derby, and the contractor was Mr. Edwin
Thompson, also of that town.

WAREHAM NEW TOWN HALL.
The foundation-stone of this new town-hall

has been laid. It is to be constrnoted on the

site of the old one, which has been razed to the

ground. Connected with it will be a corn ex-

change, which forma a prominent feature of the

undertaking. The corn exchange is to be on
the ground-floor, having a separate entrance

from North-street. Its dimensions will be 39 ft.

in length and 36 ft. wide. There will, of course,

be the usual fittings required for the corn trade.

In addition to the entrance from North-street

there will be a door leading to the main entrance
of the town-hall. The entrance to the town-
hall proper will be from East-street. Here
there will be double folding doors. A flight of

stone steps will lead to the council-chamber, the
magisterial-room, and the reading-room. The
respective dimensions of these rooms will be
37 fo. by 22 ft., 16 ft. by 14 ft., and 19 ft. by 17 ft.

The corn exchange will have- four windows on
the eastern side, and two on the western side.

The town-hall will be lighted by five windows in

the eastern wall and three in the western.
There will be a large and ornamental fanlight in

the main entrance. The style of architecture

chosen is Gothic.

Messrs. Beer, Hobbs, & Best, of Wareham,
have taken the contract, the precise figures being

1,3321. for the completion of the work according

to the plans and specifications drawn up by the

architect, Mr. G. R. Crickmay, of Weymouth.
But there will be many extras, such as gas-

fittings and commission, and altogether the cost

of the building has been estimated at 1,700Z.

Towards this abont 1,2001, have been raised.

ARCHITECTURAL UNION COMPANY.
The annual meeting of this company will

take place on the Ist of December to declare a
dividend and transact the ordinary business of

the company. The balance.sbeet shows con-

siderable arrears of rent due to the company, and
the report contains this paragraph :

—
“ The unexpected and sudden death of Mr. Lamh, who

wae treasurer of the Arobitectural Exhibition Sociery, un-
fortunately renderedit impossible for that body to discharge

the rent due from them to the company, before the

acconnts were audited, which causes the large arrear
shown in the balance-sheet, and prevents tbe usual
dividend being paid.”

The directors recommend a dividend of 6s. 9d.

a share, instead of the usual 10s.

SIR JAMES CLARKE LAWRENCE, BART.

Tue admirable manner in which the late

Lord Mayor discharged the duties of his office,

and the applause which he has won from his

coadjutors, must interest strongly so large a
section of onr readers, acquainted, if not con-

nected, with the firm of Messrs. William Law-
rence & Co., that we think it right to record in

our pages the terms in which the Court of

Common Council has expressed its apprecia-

tion of his services :

—

“ That the beet thanks of this Court be presented to the
Right Hon. James Clarke Lawrence, M-P., late Lord
Mayor of this city, for the valuable services so eOiciently

rendered during his year of otBoe. The Court has wit-

nessed with the highest satisfaction the manner in which
in tbe discharge of the important duties of bis ofBce his

Lordship exercised those qualities by which the character
and dignity of the position of Chief Magistrate of the city

of London have been maintained. This Court especially

recognises the judgment his Lordship displayed when pre-

siding over its deliberationSj and is ol opinion that in com*
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billing flrmneaa with consideration he greatly contributed
to the successful conduct of business, and advanced the
important interests connected with the Corporation. This
Court also desires to express its high approval of his great
ability in the administration of justice; its sincere grati-

fication in bis able advocacy of works of general philan-
thropy

;
and would record his generous liberality iu dis-

pensing the hospitalities of the Mausion-house, for which
in every respect ho is entitled to the warm and sincere
acknowledgmeuts of this Court, hereby presented to him.
While with pleasure recognising the gracious act of her
Majesty the Queen in visiting this city to open Black-
friars Bridge and the Holborn Valley Viaduct, this Court
sincerely congratulates the late Lord Mayor upon the
intimation of her Majesty's intention to confer upon him
the dignity of a baronet—an honour personal to himself,
but fully appreciated by the Corporation of London.”

OPENING OF THE SDEZ CANAL.
The procession of ships headed by the French

Imperial yacht, Aigle, with the Empress of the
French, has snccessfnlly opened the Suez Canal,

by passing through it from the Mediterranean to

the Ked Sea and back. Thus a long-talked of

work, of coaraical importance, has been at last

BO far accomplished by the cutting through of a
narrow neck of land heretofore separating more
than one-half of the whole habitable world into

two parts, and dividing the ocean on either side

of it, so that till now no ship could pass from the
Mediterranean arm of the Atlantic ocean to the
Red Sea arm of the Pacific ocean, without
almost circumuavigating the world, whether via

the Cape of Good Hope eastward, or Cape Horn
westward. The only other engineering work
likely ever to excel it in importance would be
the cutting asunder of North and South America,
just as Africa and the continental land of
Asia and Europe have been by the Suez Canal.
The canalisation of the Isthmus of Panama, how-
ever, would be, probably, a more diflScult work
than that of the Isthmus of Suez, although there
might be less fear of the canal being silted up
with sand, as Mr. Stephenson anticipated.

Whether the present shareholders of the Suez
Canal will really benefit by the work is a
secondary consideration altogether by com-
parison with the vast importance of the canal to

the commerce of the world. The rates are be-

lieved to be as yet too high
j
bnt that is likely to

rectify itself in the long rnn. A rush upon the
canal all at once, perhaps, is not to be antici-

pated. And, indeed, whether the great ships

usually called “East Indiamen” can traverse it

we do not know
;
but, no doubt, ships will be

adapted to the canal, as well as the canal to

ships.

CONDITION OP THE THAMES
EMBANKMENT.

At a meeting of the Metropolitan Board of

Works, held on the 19th inst., Mr. John Grant,
the assistant-engineer, made the following state-

ment with respect to the Thames Embankment
(North), between the Temple and Westminster

'

Bridge :— I

“As during the past week varions paragraphs have !

appeared in the Builder, Morning Advertiser, and other
papers, to the effect that recently symptoms of settlement
and failure had shown themselves in this important work,
it may be eutUiactory to the public, though unnecessary
for the board, Co be informed that there is not the slightest

ground for alarm as to the safety or soundness of the
Embankment, which goes down about 14 ft. below low
water, and would stand by itself, independently of any
backing of earth or other material. Eoreseeing that the
works of the Metropolitan District Railway would in-

evitably disturb the recently laid pavement, the board will

recollect that, by advice of their engineer and solicitor,
'

an agreement was entered into between tho board and the
railway company that tho latter should pay the board for
all injury and damage of every description occasioned to
the footpath by the railway operations. Inasmuch as
these must necessarily cause disturbance of the adjoining
ground during their progress, it would obviously be waste-
fill and uuwiso to do more than is absolutely necessary
till the railway, now in rapid progress, is completed.
When the railway works are finished the paving will be
relaid, and, in accordance with the agreement, charged to
tho company.”

If Mr. John Grant had taken the trouble to

refer to the Builder, he would not have made
such an erroneous and improper statement as

wo find here. No single word has appeared in

our pages impeaching for an instant “ the safety

or soundness of the Embankment.’' The letter

we printed from “A Stranger” simply pointed

out the very bad condition into which part of

tho pavement had fallen, the correotness of

which was shown by the letter from the con-
tractor, which we printed, setting forth hia view
of the cause of it, and by the fact that men were
forthwith sent to repair and set right the pave-
ment in question. With what may have been
said in other papers we have no concern, and
the least Mr. John Grant can do is to express

hia regret that he bad made so unfounded a

statement. The fact is, that being anxious at

all times to support men in authority (the ten-

dency of the day is unfortunately quite the
other way), wo deal much too leniently with the
shortcomings of officials—too often condone their

failures and errors—so that they begin to think

they may take what liberties they please. If

we turn over a new leaf, which is more than
likely, some of these gentlemen may have cause
to regret that they were not a little more careful

and precise.

WELLS CATHEDRAL.
Some months since a report was made by

Mr. Ferrey, the diocesan architect, to the Dean
and Chapter of Wells, describing the dilapi-

dated condition of the west front of the cathe-

dral, and urging that some Immediate steps

should be taken for its conservation, on account
of the fabric having sustained great injury during
the last few winters. As the estimated cost of
the work was considerably more than could be
encountered by the cathedral authorities, the

dean issued an appeal to the county, which,

after being succeeded by a public meeting, met
with a fair response, and a building committee
was appointed to carry out the objects proposed.

The committee thinking it desirable to ask for

a report also from Mr. Scott, that gentleman,
together with Mr. Ferrey, made a careful

examination of the cathedral last week. The
result was an entire confirmation of Mr. Ferrey’s

previous report and the recommendations therein

made by him.
The cost of the restorations is estimated at

about 8,000J. j but the sum as yet subscribed is

insufficient. As soon as the adequate amount is

obtained, the requisite reparations of the west
front, as also of the interior of the chapter-
house, will be proceeded with.

EMBANKMENT OF THE COAST.

In this and the reclamation of waste lands,

the improvement of the drainage and em-
bankment of rivers, the surplus labour of

this country might be most properly and
beneficially employed for many years to come

;

there would be then no necessity of depriving

this country of its skilled labour in the

very questionable and expensive expedient

of sending abroad one of its priucipil supports.

Much of the depressed condition of matters
generally is to be attributed to the excessive

taxation consequent on the extravagant wars in

which this country has been engaged,—in the case

of the Russian war alone of upwards of a hun-
dred millions :—rates and taxes come now to

nearly 50 per cent, of rental.

The attention of Government might bo most
beneficially given to the schemes enumerated.

R. L. S.

BUILDING WOODS.
In answer to “ E. M.,” it were almost impossible

to become praotioally competent to distinguish

one kind of deal from another without having

had some experience : there are, however, four

principal kinds known to builders, viz., “ yellow

deal,” “white deal,” “spruce,” and “pine.” It

may be well, in the first place, to observe that

the yellow deal is not necessarily more yellow in

colour than the other kinds, bat may be known
by its knots being generally of a reddish yellow

or brown colour, and firmly united to the boards,

so that they cannot be forced out of or throngh

a board
j
and yellow deal is not so shining and

silky in appearance as white, and does not, to

the experienced eye, look so hard on the surface

as the white; but it bears the appearance of

containing much resin in its grain, and when cut

crosswise, it will present a smoother and closer

grain than the white, and its annular rings will

not be nearly so strongly marked and prominent.

IFliite deal may be known by its knots being

much darker in colour than those of yellow, and

very liable to come out, through being loose;

and it frequ'^^ntly has much turpentine, which,

though thick, will yet run over the newly-

cut boards. When rough, but more espe-

cially when planed, it will present a beautifully

glossy surface.

That called spruce differs from that

commonly called “ white,” by it being harder,

and its grain is likely to wear unevenly

on the surface, the annular rings standing up

prominently on the surface, and presenting an
unsightly appearance. Its knots are frequently
very small, numerous, and dotted over its sur-

face
;

its end also shows the annular rings with
great distinctness.

Pine is neither so glossy as “ white ” deal, nor
BO resinously dull as “ yellow.” Its knots, too,

are generally more or less loose, which will form
a criterion whereby to know it from yellow

5
and

when cut across the grain, its end will be close

and woody in appearance, not having the annular
rings prominent as in “white” and “spruce,”
whereby it may also be known from those woods.
It does not contain resin like “ yellow,” and con-
sequently has not the strong resinons colour that
yellow deal has

;
but it contains turpentine,

which may be seen running over the boards, as
in “ white deal.” Its surface, when nicely pre-

pared, is very smooth, the grain not having much
tendency to wear unevenly, and albhoogh not so
glossy as “ white,” yet its grain presents a
sparkling kind of appearance not seen in

“ yellow.”

A fifth kind, called " timber,” although of
various kinds, generally is similar to “ yellow,”

excepting that it is coarser, has larger knots,

which seriously weaken it, and for which reason
it is advisable to saw and reverse girders, &c.,

in order that knots or faulty places (not occurring
in the centre of their length) may bo diatribnted j

its being coarse renders it difficult to execute
good joiners’ work with it, as it works so badly.

Henry Ambrose.

Sir,—

Y

onr correspondent “E. M.” in last week's
Builder inquires bow fir timber and deals are distinguished
in their various classes when sawn; and, as an importer
and proprietor of saw mills, 1 will give him as clear and
brief an answer as the subject admits of.

Yellow and white deals from the various Russian ports
are usually unmarked, whilst those from Sweden and Nor-
way are generally painted or stencilled on the ends,
according to the fancy of each shipper

;
but as these marks

number some thousands it is impossible for anyperson not
in the trade to remember a tenth of them. When these
deals are sawn into board’ the marks are rendered un-
intelligible, and no one either in or out of the trade can
say from what port they have come, or whether they have
originally been classed os first, second, or third quality.

THE ARCHITECTURAL LIBRARY OF THE
INSTITUTE.

The Library of the Institute of British Archi-
tects is now of considerable extent and value.

Several handsome donations in its aid have been
lately made, but it is still far from complete, and
the council have just now issued a list of publica-

tions, about 1,000 in number, which they con-
sider wanting in such an Architectural Library
of Reference as should be possessed by the
Institute, with the view of obtaining them from
tho members and others. This is a very good
step, and we shall be glad to find it attended by
the desired results.

Sib,—The Library now embraces a collection of books
of great value, and to some extrnt unique. Is it not tilting

that 80 valua'ile a collection should t e plac 'd in aJire-proqf
apartment ?—that is, should not be liatde to be reduced to
ashes in a brief balf.hour. The lloora, walls, and roof
might readily enough be constructed fire-proof, — solid

vaultings, brick arches, and ironwork; and iron fitting",

shelves, &c., and slate desks. The room'on the ground
floor at Conduit-street, at present let off in a most incon-
gruous occupation, would be beat suited with the basement
below for the library, or the galleries in the rear, if these
were brought up to the proper ground level, in place of
being in a species of cellar. A Fellow.
The present library would form a good tea and conversa-

f, nroom.

VALUE OF PROPERTY.

At Worcester part of the Brickfields Building

Estate, containing 877 square yards, and free-

hold, with land-tax redeemed, was sold at Is. 2d.

per yard, to Mr. Waiuwright, for Mr. J. Booth.

A piece of building land, with a plantation of

trees growing thereon, situated at the south side

of the entrance to St. George’s-square, Worcester,

having a frontage to the turnpike-road, has been

sold. The land contained 1,33U square yards,

and was the property of the late Vice-Admiral

F. D. Hastings. It was sold to Mr. W. Johnson
for 3001. Iu Liverpool thirteen consecutive lots

of property, situate in Everton, Edge-hill, and
other parts of the town, were sold the other day.

The following prices will convey an idea of the
value of houses in the respective localities. The
tenure of the property is freehold :—Lot 1.

Twelve dwelling-houses in Adelaide-street, Ever-
ton, annual rental 1481. 4a., realised 1,4001.

Lot 2. Thirteen houses in Adelaide-street, rental

1821. 14s. 4d., sold for 1,7901. Lot 3. Eleven
houses in Adelaide-street and St. Domingo-road,
rental 1581. Ifis. 4d., brought 1,6501. Lot 4^.
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Two dwelHog-houaes in Adelaide-efcreet, rental

24L l ls., sold for 360Z. Lot 5. Eighteen houses

in Jane-terrace, Kinglaka-Btreet, and Derby-

place, Edge-hill, rental 240Z. Qs., sold for 2,496z.

Lot 10. Ten Dwelling-hcnses in Canterbury-
street, rental 195Z., sold for 2,310Z. Lot 11.

Eight honses in Canterbary-atreet, rental

156Z., sold for 1,830Z. Lot 12. Thirty houses

in Field-street, rental 4-29Z., sold for 4,0701.

Hampstead, London,—Mr. F. J. Clark, writing

of the value of land at Hampstead, says last

year a considerable area which bad juet been
enfranchised was sold by auction at prices vary-

ing from 1,5001. to 2,500Z., and some frontage
land, within a quarter of a mile of this property,
at upwards of 4,000Z. per acre.

SHELTER FOR CABBIE.

Under the title of “ The Builder’s Plea for

Cabbie,’* in our volnmo for last year (p. G87),we
urged the desirability of providing shelter for

cabmen and their horses. It is therefore pleasing

to ns to note that the suggestion is being carried
out at Edinburgh, so far as regards the cabmen
themselves. Through the exertions of Mr. A.
B. Fleming, a neat wooden building, designed by
Mr. Pilkington, and provided by subscriptions

from inhabitants in the neighbourhood and the
cabmen themselves, has been erected at the
stand at Randolph-crescent. Large side-windows
are provided in it, by which a full view of the
road in each direction can be commanded

; and
it is entered by a door from the street-side im-
mediately facing the stand. A gas stove is to
be provided for it, along with which there will

be a small boiler for the supply of hot water.
The movement is, on the face of it, so ad-

mirable, remarks the Medical Journal, that we
think there would be little difficulty in raising

the funds necessary to provide similar shelter in

London and other large towns. The nature of
their employment exposes the cabmen to all the
influences of cold and wet, and accordingly they
are great sufferers from consumption and acute
chronic rheumatism, but more especially from
bronchitis

;
and they are rendered the more liable

to these from their intemperate habits, which
are, under the circumstances, easily understood,
as they find that stimulants “ keep out the
cold’* for the time. If shelter, such as bas been
provided in Edinburgh, were procured for the
cabmen in every town, there would be less

encouragement to intemperance, and their calling
would be rendered in every respect a more
healthy, profitable, aud respectable one. If, in

addition, these stands were each provided with
a restaurant, where good food was sold cheap, the
movement would prove a still greater boon to
poor cabbie.

DONEGAL GRANITES.
At the last meeting of the Royal Geological

Society of Ireland, Dr. Haugbton called the
attention of the meeting to specimens exhibited
of polished granite from the county of Donegal.
They were brought tliere by Mr. Harte, the
county surveyor of Donegal, and be (Professor
Haughton) had examined them attentively, and
could bear testimony to their rich lustre and
brilliancy of colour, which was of so much im-
portance. At present they got their red granite
from Peterhead, near Aberdeen, and where, in
spite of the want of any natural advantage, the
industry of the Scotch had created a large and
thriving trade, upon a mere barren rock. He
knew the locality where Mr. Harte got this
granite, and had examined it for scientific pur-
poses himself, and he had no hesitation whatever
in saying that this fine granite would bear the
most favourable comparison with that of Peter-
head, commonly called Aberdeen granite

;
for

the granite of Aberdeen itself was grey, like the
Dublin granite. Why should they, then, go out
of their own country to get granites, when they
had such fine materials as these beautiful jpeci-
mens now t xbibited ?

Mr. Harte said the largest specimen before
them had received its polish in the marble mills
of the Messrs. Sibthorpe, of Corkhill,—gentle-
men who had already done much to develop the
use of Irish marbles, and who, he had no doubt,
would do the same as regards these granites.
They had no granite in Scotland like this of
Donegal. He had compared this granite with all

the beat Peterhead specimens be could get, and
it was several shades higher and richer in colour
than the latter

; in fact, it was very brilliant, and
took, as they could see, a beautiful poliah. He

was glad to say that the matter was in a fair

way to success, and he had every expectation
would prove highly remunerative. He was now
commencing to quarry this granite.

ROOF DECORATION.
In the paper upon church roofs which appeared

in your last issue, the author imperfectly describee
the “star” decoration upon the roof at the east
end of the south aisle of St. Mary’s Church,
Bury St. Edmunds. He says that it is of motal
with gilded rays, and has a flower in the centre.
During the restoration of the church nearly
twenty-five years ago, I had an opportunity, as
a pupil of the late Mr. Cottingham, the architect
employed, of taking a cast of this unique orna-
ment, and I send you a. fac-simile drawing. The
stars are of cast lead ; the centre is not a flower,
but the singular feature of a convex piece of
glass blackened on the back side, giving it the
appearance of a mirror. From this eye, or
centre, the star is surrounded by wavy clouds,
which are silvered, and from these proceed from
each of the four sides a group of seven straight
rays of various lengths, which are gilded. The
diameter of the mirror, representing the star, is

in.
;
the same across the clouds, 5 in.

; and
the total width from point to point of the gilded
rays is 1 ft. I think this a very rare instance
where looking-glass was employed in Medimval
times as a decoration

;
and the appearance of

these mirrored stars, several in number, on the
church roof in question, most have been very
singular when they were new and fresh.

F. R. Wilson.

PORTS OF THE BALTIC.
SiK,—Can any of your readers inform me where I can

purchase a wort fully explaining the Tarious timber ports
in the Baltic, and their respectire qualities of timber?

A SmSCBIDER.

YENTNOR CEMETERY COMPETITION.
Sir,—

A

ltbougb loth to trouble you on the nerer-ending
subject of dissension implied in a “competition," I can-
not refrain from writing a few words on the late competi-
tion at Ventnor. The sum to be spent mentioned in the
particulars was 1,400L, aud the design chosen by the Burial
Board would cost, on the authority of four architects of
some standing, over 2,20lZ. This has not the appearance
ofjustice; but, if 1 mistake not, these same drawings
were sent in some years since for the Carisbrooke Ceme-
tery, where the sum limited to be spent was 3,OOOL I
forgot to mention that the estimate of the author of the
selected designs in this instance is under 1,400L

Hosbstt.

CAIRO HOTEL : TERRA COTTA.
Will you be good enough to name in your next issue

that the large columns, together with the whole of the
terra-cotta embellishments to the Cairo Hotel, were ex-
ecuted by us lor Messrs. J. Ferry & Co., aud under the
immediate direction of Mr. C. H. Wray, the architect,
and oblige M. H. Blanchabd & Co.

THE NEW WORKS AT THE
POST OFFICE.

Sir,—

A

correspondent, “ P. W.,’’ in your last issue
inquires, “ Who is this Mr. Williams, of her Moiestv's
Otbee of Works?"
; I have the pleasure of knowing Mr. Williams personally,
and being well acquainted with bis works. He is the
architect and surveyor to the Post-office. Many years of
special experience and great activity have thoroughly
qualified him for rising to the exigencies of the present
case, and his executed works, such as those at Edin-
burgh, Cardiff, &c., testify to tis ability lo appear well
before the pubtic, and rightly administer the funds placed
at his disposal. q', g.

KEEN’S AND PARIAN CEMENTS.
Sir,—

A

“ Clerk of Works,” in your last number, wishes
information respecting the painting of a wall newly
plastered with Keen's cement, attributes the peeling off
to dampness, aud assumes that a similar result occurs
with Parian. This is not so. The known characteristic
of Parian is non-tliloreecence. The Joosenirgof paint frrm
the surtaco of Keen’s cement arises from other antagonistic
causes than dampness. Fbakcis & Co.

DRILL HALL AND GYMNASIUM IN
NEWCASTLE.

Likct.-Col. PoiTEB, of Heaton Hall, Newcastle, baa, at
bis on n cost, erected a large building in' this town, to be
used as a drill-ball and gymnasium, lire building is in
Loike-street. The site has been purchased from the cor-
poration. The building, which is of brick, and of an un-
pretending architectural character, is about 130 ft. long.
At the east end is a house, where the drilLsergeant will
reside

;
and the house also contains board, orderly,

dressing, smoking and Becretsry’s rooms. The drill-haJl

and gymnasium, which is about 105 A. long by 60 ft. wide,
is open from the ground to the roof, and is divided into
five bays by cast-iron pillsrs, which support the roof, and
a'so the timber work of the gymnasium. All the neces-
sary apparatus for a gymnasium will be erected in the

hall. At the west end of the hall is a gunnery, in which
will be kept the large guns

; and over the gunnery is a
gallery for the sceoinmodstion of apectators. On the
north side of the building are an armoury and store-room,
and also the usual out-offices. There is an open drill-

ard, 70 ft. long by 25 ft. wide, at the west end of the
uilding; and most probably at some future time a tennia

court will be formed in this yard. The cost of the
building, which will soon be completed, and the fitting np
of the interior, will be about 2,0001.

;
and, besides thie,

there is the cost of the laud. Mr. Thomas Oliver is the
architect. The contract was let to Mr. Kennedy, of
Jnrrow ; and the work has been superintended by Mr.
Heury Andrews, clerk of the works.

DRAWING AND DESIGN IN THE SCIENCE
AND THE ART SCHOOLS.

With your permission I will call attention to

a few anomalies in the existing regulations of
the Department of Science aud Art, for the

working of the schools, which are causing in-

convenience in many localities, and bringiug the
two divisions (science and art) into apparent
rivalry with each other, when, by some modifica-
tion of these regulations, each might, without
interfering with the other, be made to work
more efficiently and in acoordanoe with the
altered circumstanoes of the present time.
Amongst the twenty-three subjects taught in

the science classes are practical, plane, and solid

geometry ; machine construction and drawing
;

and building construction. Forming part of the
twenty-three stages taught in art schools, are

linear geometry, mechanical and machine draw-
ing, and details of architecture. Although
there is some apparent difference in these

Bubjects, it is really only a distinction, and not
a difference, as they are substantially the same.
The effect of these subjects being thus separately

taught by each division is that in towns where
(as is mostly the case) separate science and art

classes are in existence, the above subjects are
taught in two places having no connexion or
arrangement with each other. If a building
artisan wishes to learn the branches of drawing
bearing especially on bis trade, he is in doubt
whether to go to the Science or Art school, for

each advertises that it teaches exactly what he
wants. In the science schools examinatioos
are yearly held in the whole of the twenty-
three subjects taught; but in the art schools
examinations are only held in five subjects,

viz., practical geometry, perspective, free-

hand drawing from the fiat-drawing from
models, and mechanical drawing. It will thns be
seen that in two out of the five subjects of
examination it has a direct rival in the sister

division. In another way the scale of pay-
ments on results is very disproportionate; in

the science classes payments of from IZ. to 3Z.

are made on each satisfactory examination
paper, whilst on a similar paper worked in an
art school only 10s. are paid. I think it un-
necessary to go through the whole list of incon-
veniences and discrepancies whioh arise from
this state of things

;
for I think it must be ap-

parent to every oue that some modification of
the existing arrangements is necessary. I

should not enter upon this matter if I were not
prepared to suggest a remedy, which is briefly as
follows : to take away the geometry aud me-
chanical drawing entirely from the art division

and transfer it to the science
;
although at the

first institution of art schools it was perhaps
necessary to attach these subjects, though not
exactly related to the objects for which the
schools were founded, yet required as an ad-
ditional support; but now that they are ful-

filling their immediate object in a more marked
degree, and science classes are instituted in most
parts of the kingdom, it would be a decided ad-
vantage if the whole machinery were remodelled
to suit the altered circumstances. But what must
the art schools do when deprived of these sup-

ports ? Instead of the second-grade examinations
in geometry and mechanical drawing, examina-
tions should be held in the principles of elementary
design, botanical analysis with reference todesign,
and historic ornament. I need scarcely enlarge
on the advantages which would ensue if the
general students of the schools were thus en-
couraged to acquire at least an elementary ac-

quaintance with these subjects; if good text-

books were prepared for the guidance of the
students, class lectures were given, and the in-

struction generally tended to a good grounding
in the principles which lead to true taste in
design and ornament

; if examinations were then
held annually to teat the progress gained, I

believe that the best results wonld be obtained.

In the school to which I belong there is carried

out at present a system of general instruction in
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the above Bobjects, but I believe that in moat

schools, unlesB a student is intended to be a de-

signer or art workman of some kind, ho has no

instruction of this kind, for the reason that it

pays better to keep him to “ drawing ” pure and

simple.

My apology for troubling you with these

remarks must be that, while so many vague

generalities have lately been indulged in anent

technical education, few practical details have

been set forth for the improvement of the present

means at our disposal. I am a believer in the

Department of Science and Art as a means to

the end, if the machinery be improved to suit

the altered requirements of the time.

Chablks J. Fox, Hon. Sec.,

School of Art, Halifax,

p.g.—Since the above was in type, the Depart-

ment have issued some amended regulations,

which bear on the subjects embraced in this

letter. They are to the effect that “science

drawing ” may now be taught in schools of art,

and examinations held as science classes. I will

not criticise these alterations, but simply wish to

notice that such alterations have been made.
C. J. F.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

HclUngly .—The completion of the restoration

of the parish church has been celebrated by the

performance of divine service. The restoration

was commenced on the let of May, the altera-

tions being effected by Messrs. Avia & Roe,

builders, Hastings, from designs and plans pre-

pared by Mr. E. Christian, of London. The
whole of the tiling was at once removed, together

with the plastering which formerly hid the

timber roof, thus giving an additional height to

the nave. The roof has been re-tiled and

plastered
;
the whole of the timbers being now

exposed to view. The old groined roof, with its

carved bosses over the chapel, and the timbers

over the aisles, were found to be in such a ruinous

and dilapidated state as to be unsafe; they are,

consequently, replaced by new work; the chapel

roof has been considerably raised, in order that

the whole of the window on the north side might

be visible from the interior. On the removal of

the pewing, it was found that the bases of the

columns running along the aisle had been

mutilated, and in some instances undermined to

a dangerous extent. Nearly all of the bases had

to be renewed in Godatone stone, as a substitute

for the Eastbourne stone, of which a considerable

portion of the edifice has been built. The old

plastering on the walls has been taken off and

replaced by new, disclosing on the north aisle

ashlar of Norman dressed stones, in many
instances showing the characteristic ornament

of the Norman period, and being the remains of

a building considerably more ornate than the

present. Three fragments of a Norman font

were found under the plate. They are now
visible in the chapel, being built in the wall.

The floor of the church has been raised 6 in.,

open a foundation of concrete. The aisles are

re-paved with black and red Poole tiles. The

seating is of varnished deal. The two arches in

the chapel, communicating with the church, and

which were formerly blocked up, are now thrown

open. The gallery being removed, the organ and

choir are located here. New oak doors have re-

placed the old ones. The stonework in the

exterior wall has been restored, and the north

gable of the chapel re-built, care being taken to

disturb the appearance of the building as little

as possible. A new window was found to be

absolutely necessary in the south aisle : it has

accordingly been added.

Marston.—The parish church has been re-

stored and re-opened for divine service. Early

in the present year a restoration of the edifice

was determined upon, and Lord Wenlock, the

patron, and the Hon. R. Lawley and the Hon.

and Rev. S. W. Lawley, his lordship’s brother,

contributed largely to the restoration fund. Mr.

Scott was consulted, and under bis direction

Mr. H. Brumby, builder, was employed as the

contractor for the work. The plastering on

the outer walls was entirely removed, and the

original surface exposed to view, such repairs as

were required being made, and the whole pointed.

Two old Norman windows, which had been filled

up, were re-opened and glazed ;
and, with a

view to give increased accommodation, a new
transept was erected on the north side. In the

interior the work has been extensive. The old

roofs and flat-plastered ceilings were all taken

down. New roofs were constructed, of high

pitch, with open timbers, and varnished, and the

exterior covered with grey slates. The floors

have been relaid with tiles, preserving the

monumental slabs, some of which are very old.

The chancel is paved with encaustic tiles by Mr.

Godwin, of Hereford. New seats of pine have

been erected throughout the nave, aisle, and

transept. The chancel is fitted with oak stalls.

The pulpit is of alabaster, carved. The east

window is of three lights, and is filled in with

stained glass by Hardman, of Birmingham. The

subject is in connexion with All Saints, to which

the church is dedicated
;
and the centre figure

represents our Saviour in glory, surrounded by

saints and angels. The window is the gift of

Col. Akroyd, M P. for Halifax, whose ancestor

was a priest of Marston in the fifteenth century.

The interior walls have been cleansed throughout,

the arches and pillars forming the arcade have

been restored and pointed, aud the new transept

is built in accordance with the style of the

original fabric. The coat of the restoration may
be stated at 1,5001.

Odiham .—Hartley Westpall Church has lately

been re-opened, after having been restored by

Mr. G. G. Scott, jun. The church is a timber

building of the latter part of the thirteenth

century. The old oak roof, with its tie-beams

and crossed rafters, has been preserved, the

wooden pillars which support it being repaired

and strengthened where necessary. The modern
casing of brick has been taken away, and the

walls rebuilt with flint and stone. The west end

remains in its original condition of wood aud

rubble. The belfry, built many years after the

nave, has been taken from the west end, and

raised on flint walls the same height as the

church, and placed on the north side of the

chancel. The nave is newly seated with plain

benches of elm, and an oak screen with deco-

rated tracery separates the nave from the chan-

cel, which has been restored, in memory of the

late rector (the Rev. Dr. Keate) and Mrs. Keate,

who rest in it, and an altar-tomb with a monu-

mental brass has been raised to Dr. Keate’s

memory. The church contains several stained-

glass windows by BuckaonA Grylls. One on the

south of the nave, with figures of Zachariah

and Elizabeth, is placed by parishioners and

others to the memory of Dr. and Mrs. Keate.

There is also one on the north side in remem-

brance of Dr. Broughton, late Bishop of Sydney.

Opposite it is a window, representing Faith,

Hope, and Charity, in remembrance of a sister

of the wife of the present rector.

Blensby.—The parish church of Bleasby has

been re-opened, after having undergone a re-

storation, and been made better adapted to the

requirements of the parish. New high-pitched

roofs have been erected for the nave and tran-

septs
;
a new north aisle has been built ; and

four new arches constrncted. The internal

fittings of the church are all new. Five new
windows have been opened. Mr, Christian, of

London, was the architect, and Mr. Clipsham,

of Norwell, the builder. The total cost of the

improvements so far has been 8001.

Westwell (Oi'on).—This parish church has

lately beeu re-opened, after undergoing repairs

and additions. It is a very small and simple

building, consisting of nave, chancel, and south

porch. The walls are probably ofNorman or very

Early English date througbont, with the excep-

tion of tbe porch, which is Decorated. Ihe

south door, which has a solid tympanum, is

Norman, aud has detached shafts to tbe jambs,

a treatment which has been repeated in the

chancel arch. The chancel, which was restored

by a former rector, inclines more to tbe north

than is usual. There are small lancet windows

in the north and sonth walls ;
but the east

window is circular, enclosing a cinquefoil. Tbe

modern ceiling of the nave has been removed,

thus exposing to view an oak roof of good design.

At the west end stood a rickety gallery, rising

through which four posts supported a bell-cot.

The works just completed consist chiefly of a

slight extension of the nave westwards, it

having been necessary to take down and rebuild

the end wall. A few more sittings have thus

been gained. The works have been executed by

Mr. Alfred Grover, of Milton ;
and the seats sup-

plied by Mr. Wm. Hollowell, of Burford
;
and an

oak altar by Mr. Frank Smith, of Loudon ;
under

tbe direction of the architect, Mr. Edward J.

Tarver.
Farvihorough. — The l ariah church of the

ancient village of Farmborough having been re-

stored and considerably enlarged, was recently

re-opened for divine service. The alterations

were commenced in the spring of the present

year, and although, from lack of funds, the

entire plan has not been carried out, the work

that has been done is complete in itself. The

north wall of the nave was taken down, and an

arcade has been erected which separates it

from the north aisle, nearly as wide as the nave

itself. The galleries have been removed, and

a small organ-chamber has been formed at the

east end of the north aisle. The chancel is

separated from tbe nave by a new screen with

wrought iron gates, aud the space within the

altar-rails is paved with encaustic tiles. The

pavement of the rest of the chanctl sadly re-

quires renewing. There is a stained-glass win-

dow by Mr. Wailes, but this, we were
_

in-

formed, was not new. The tower, which is a

specimen of Somersetshire Perpendicular work,

remains iutaot, but improvemout has been made
in the interior arrangements. The partition

which formerly separated the tower from the

nave has been entirely removed ;
the tower,

which is thus thrown into the body of tbe

eburoh, is used as a belfry. The old pews have

been supplanted by open benches, capable of

seatiug nearly 300 persons, being an increase

in the accommodation previously provided. In

pulling down the walla a few remains of the

original church were found, and these have

been preserved by being let into the old wall.

BTim:pton. — St. Peter’s Church, Brimpton,

which has been entirely rebuilt, has been re-

opened for divine worship by tbe Bishop of

Oxford. This is the s cond church erected by

Mr. James Blytb, of Woolbampton House. Four

polished granite pillars, the roof, and the stained

glass windows are the principal features. The

former church, except the tower, was razed to

the ground aud rebuilt on tbe same site. Tbe

new edifice comprises a nave, with north and

south gabled aisles and porch of oak, chapel on

the east end of the south aisle, and a transept at

the east end of the north aisle, with a recess

for the organ. The chancel is fitted up with

stall fittings of carved oak, and is paved with

encaustic tiles. All the other fittings in the

church are of oak, chesnut, and walnut-wood,

grown on the Woolbampton estate. The pulpit

and stand are of Caen stone carved. The roofs

are of Baltic timber varnished. The church

internally is entirely faced with Bath stone, and

all the capitals to the columns of the arcades on

both sides are carved in imitation of folisge aud

flowers, the columns being of red granite polished.

Externally the church is faced with flint, and

Bath stone dressings. The old tower of red

brick was cased over externally with flint and

stone, with windows, doorways, and buttresses

to correspond in style with the other portions of

the church, which is of Pointed architecture of

the fourteenth century. A timber-framed spire,

covered with oak shingle surmounts the tower.

The belfry contains a peal of four bells, which

have been tuned and refixed by Messrs. Mears

& Co., of Whitechapel, on new oak frames com-

plete, and a clock has been addedi The present

height of the tower and spire to the top of the

nave from the ground is 132 ft. The present

church has accommodation for 205 adults and 5o

children. The two west windows in the aisles,

and the east and south windows in the chancel,

are filled with stained glass by Messrs. Ward &
Co., of Loudon, in memory of departed members
of Mr. Blyth’s family. The carving of the stone

and woodwork was executed by Messrs. Farmer

& Brindley, of London ;
the encaustic tiles in

the chancel (by Maw) were provided and laid by

Messrs. Simpson & Son, of London ;
and the heat-

ing apparatus by Messrs. Haden, of Trowbridge.

The church was contracted for and built by

Mr. W. Aliaway, of Wokingham, builder, at a cost

of 3,7001., exclusive of stained glass, wanning,

and the timber supplied from the estate. The

works were carried out under the superintend-

ence of Mr. John Wheeler, clerk of the works,

from the designs of the architect, Mr. John

Johnson, of London.

3Iidgham .—The new parish church of St.

Matthew, erected through tbe liberality of Mr.

Benjamin Buck Greene, of Midgham House (a

near relative to Mr. Blytb), has been conse-

crated by the Bishop of Oxford. The site of

the new edifice is as near as possible in tbe

centre of the parish. It adjoins Mr. Greene’s

park, on the hill within a short distance of the

Bath-road. Tbe edifice is capable of accommo-
dating a congregation of 250 persons. It con-

sists of nave, south aisle, north chapel, chancel,

and porch. The pillars of the arches dividing

tbe nave from the aisle are of red Mull polished

granite. All the walls are faced internally with

Bath atone, and externally with Bath stone and

flint. The whole of the sittings are of oak, also
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the readiog-deek. The pnlpit and font are of
Caen stone, carved. The roofs are of Baltic
timber, varnished, boarded, and covered with
Staffordshire tilee. The chancel is paved with
Maw’s encaustic tiles to an ornamental pattern.
All the corbels are carved, and Messrs. Farmer
& Brindley, of London, executed the carving.
The tower is at the south-west corner of the
nave, and is finished with a stone spire, which
rises to a height of 105 ft. from the ground.
The windows generally of the church are
glazsd with cathedral glass. The east window
is filled with painted glass, by Messrs. Hughes
& Ward, of London, at the sole cost of
Mr. Greene. The window consists of three
lights, representing respectively the Birth,
Crncifixion, and Ascension of onr Lord. The
lancet window in the south aisle of the chancel,
representing the Parable of the Talents (by
Messrs. Heaton & Butler, of London), was the
gift of the parishioners. The church is heated
by warm-air apparatus, supplied by Messrs.
Eaden, of Trowbridge. The architect was
Mr. John Johnson, of London

j
Mr. Allaway

was the contraotor
;
Mr. Roberts was foreman

;

and Mr. Wheeler clerk of the works. The iron-
work was executed by Messrs. Hart & Son. The
old bells have been ro-hnng, with the addition
of one cast by Messrs. Mears & Stainbank, of
London,
Harston (Cumts.).—The church here has been

restored and re-opened. The edifice has been
entirely reseated with open deal benches. The
roof has been repaired, stained, and varnished

j

the old oak pulpit removed from the west arch,
and renovated and placed on the north aide of
the chancel arch. On the opposite side a new
reading-desk has been fixed, with carved oak
bench at the back. The windows have been
reglazed with plain glass (for the most part),

Annscroft.—The foundation-stone of a new
church has been laid at Annscroft, for the dis-
tricts of Annscroft, Hookagate, Exford’a Green,
and Lyth Bank, all of which localities are within
one mile of the site, which has been given by
Mr. John Rutter, of Wolverhampton. The esti-
mated cost of the church, parsonage-honse
(which it is also proposed to erect), and the
endowment is about 3,0001. The plans for the
new edifice have been prepared by Mr. Randal,
of Shrewsbury. The work will be carried out
by Messrs. Bowdler & Darlington, of Shrews-
bnry, the builders of the neighbouring church at
Meole. The building will be a modification of
the Early French style, and will consist of nave,
north aisle, chancel, and narthex or western
porch. The length, including the chancel, will
be 75 fc. and the width 27 ft. The aisle will be
38 ft. long and 12 fc. wide. The roof will be an
open one, of stained deal, covered with Stafford-
shire tiles. The seats will be constructed of
deal and elm,'stained and varnished. When
complete the chnrch will accommodate 220
persons, and all the seats will be free and unap-
propriated. At the west end of the nave will
be a bell-turret, 50 fc. high ; this will be of wood,
covered with lead. In the chancel will be three
lancet windows, and a circular window at the
west end._ The church will be built of Red-hill
stone, with Shelvoke stone dressings. The
estimated cost of the bnilrling itself is about
1,100L At present only sufficient fnnds are in
hand to guarantee the promoters in proceeding
with the nave and north aisle, and it is intended
to defer for a time the erection of the chancel
and parsonage-honse.

Brcntwood.-~The old chnrch of Childerditoh

sent length, and then a bell-tnrret will give a
finish to the west end. The chnrch consists of
nave, with north and south aisles, sanctuary and
vestry or sacristy. In both aisles are one two-
light and two three-light windows, the south
aisle also having at the east end a small circnlar
window, and in the east wall of the sanctuary
(between which and the nave is a plain arch) is
a oircnjar window with geometrical tracery; and
there is also a three-light window of a some-
what more ornate character than those of the
aisles in the south wall of the sanctuary. The
rocf of the nave is supported by timber uprights,
from which spring the arches of the roof, which
is open, and, as well as the remainder of the
woodwork of the church, of stained deal. The
roof of the sanctuary is a plain wagon-roof.
The nave and aisles are 30 ft. in length, and the
width of the bnilding from wall to wall is also
30 ft., sitting accommodation being afforded for
some 200 persons. The walla are double, to
ensure warmth and dryness; and the work has
been carried out by Mr. J. W. C. Butcher, of
Harwich. The total cost was 730L

§oolis

The Architect and Monetarian : a Brief Memoir
of Thomas Alexa7ider Tefft ; including hi»
Labours m Exirope to establish a Universal
Currency. By Edwin Martin Stone. Provi-
denco : State of Rhode Island, U.S.A., 1869.

This is a memoir of a promising young archi-
of Providence city, who, as some of onr

was pulled down in May last, and since that time *
profesmonal readers will remember, spent some

a now edifice has been erected on its site, and London perfecting his studies in his
was recently opened for divine service.

’

The '

profession. Ho cherished to the close^ ,v
,, *, y , — r—/I

I

upeuBu lor uivine service, ine * —— ui, luo uioso
ana tne walls cleaned and fresh plastered

;
the church has been bnilt from designs furnished bv i

appreciative memories of the many
stone work wherever nrominfint bnvino’ Loon r. t_i - ,

^
1 Cniirloaioa ror-oitro.^ -£•wherever prominent having been Messrs. Nichols & Johnstone, architects London '

courtesies received from distinguished men of
reracea wnere requisite. Repairs by way of new andondertbeirsaperintendencetlieworkhasbeen ‘ who highly rated his ability.
whfiRk. Arc. Loon .u, V.,, ,

“ocou A monument to the wife of Mr. Benjamin Moran,
of the American Legation in London, from a
design by Mr. Tefft, is standing in Norwood

v . t,
. — i'.

I

v;oaucm auu nave, Burmounteu Dy Dell
Cemetery, where it has attracted some notice,

df 1

the only viaib.e relic the
' ' '

V 10 1 ^
,

t' “ netj uon uuu uuutrtueir sapermtenuence tlieworkhas been

".i ty M- W^C. Middleton, of Gravesend.
placed on The style is late Early English, the material

^On the outer side^of
. Kentish rag and Bath stone. The church con-

“nil Mte, aurmoanted by bell

iDotonno In fiio ^ • 1 •'l -a K ^
I

An,,Biuaiiy uuB ooiy visiDie relic ot tuedistance in the cross aisle, when it is carried np old church is the font, of the time of Henry VIIIthe centre aisle to the chancel steps, passing out
:
as the old characteristic timber was found uponat the well staircase on the north. Coming to examination to bo thoroughly decayed,

tne chancel, we find a new carved oak rood
''

screen, and then onr attention is drawn to the
I

**
.

'

reredos: it consists of the Ten Commandments, ^

» mTr/-vT .-.t,
the Lord’s Prayer, and the Apostles’ Creed, ex' ^
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ecuted in the Elizabethan character, with illu- 1

NEWS,
minated capitals; more immediately over the! So7ithend.—A new Roman Catholic Church
altar appearing (in the same style of execution)

!
has been erected here, and opened by Archbishop^e following text :

“ Then Jesus said unto them,
\

Manning. The new church is situated in Clifl-
Vorily, verily, I say unto yon, except ye eat the ' town. It is in the Early English style. The
flesh of the Son of Man, and drink bis blood, ye material is brick and stone mixed, and there ishavn nn lifo in T7<-.n ” fru;., : .• xr i.?._ .. ..have no life in you.” This inscription is the
work of Mrs. Durbin, the vicar’s wife. The
woodwork, carving, and general fitting up, were
done by Mr. Joseph Stubblefield, of Newton;
the stone work and glazing by Mr. Clayton, of
Cambridge; and the plastering, heating appa-
ratus, and other extra work by Mr. Jude, of
Harston. The work has cost about 5001.,—
roughly estimated.

JVorksop.—St. John’s Chnroh, Worksop, was
consecrated and opened for divine service several
weeks past, but the scaffolding around the tower
has only been partially removed, and the interior
of the edifice is gradually approaching towards
completion. The font is an irregular octagon,
the sub-base is of red Mansfield stone, moulded
with an inscription engraved around it. The
upper base (and the other portion of the font) is
of Caen stone, moulded with carved spurrs. On
this rest a colnmn of polished granite, and four
smaller ones of serpentine marble. These are
furnished with carved capitals clnstered, which
support the bowl, on the lower sides of which
are carved medallions representing the baptism
of Christ.— “ John the Baptist preaching in the
Wilderness,” “ Christ blessing little Children,”
and “ Christ’s last Charge to his Disciples.” The
spandrels over each medallion are filled with
polished bosses of Derbyshire spar

; on the
smaller sides are carved corbels springing out
from immediately above the carved capitals.
These support moulded bases with polished
marble shafts and carved caps. The whole is
surmonnted with a monlded cornice enriched
with scale pyramid ornaments. The font is
from the design of Messrs. Hine & Son, archi-
tects, Nottingham, and the whole of the work
has been carried out by Mr. J. M. Thompson, of
Ollerton and Nottingham, by whom also the
carving and sculpture have been executed.

some carving in the workmanship. It is 85 ft.

long by abont 30 fc. wide, and it is so arranged
that the chnrch can, if required, be enlarged.
The architect was Mr. Goodman, of Southend.

Leadgate.—Dr. Chadwick, Roman Catholic
Bishop of Hexham and Newcastle, has opened a
new church, dedicatfd to “Our Lady and St.
Joseph,” at The Brooms, near Leadgate. This
chnrch, which commands a view of Lanchester
valley, is built in the Gothic style of archi-
tecture. The architect was Mr. Welby Pugin.
The nave is 79 ft. long by 32 ft. broad

;

the aisles on each side are 8 ft. each in
addition

;
and the chancel is 32 ft. by 28 ft.

inside, the form being octagonal. The height of
the bnilding is 68 It. to the apex. There are
to be a confessional and a font, which are not
yet completed

; and accommodation is afforded
for 700 persons. The chnrch, when completed,
will cost between 4,0001. and 5,0001., a large
portion of which has been subscribed by the
workmen employed by the Consebt Iron Com-
pany in the ironworks and at their collieries.

Bam'ich.—The newly-erected church of St.
Mary of Mount Carmel, at Harwich, has been
opened. Up to the present time the chapel of
the Roman Catholics at Harwich has been at
the house of the Rev. Thomas Parkinson, the
official acting Roman Catholic chaplain to the
troops stationed at Landguard and Harwich.
The site closely adjoins the railway station.
The church stands slightly recessed from the
road leading to Dovercourt, and is an unpre-
tentious little building of Suffolk brick, with a
roof of Taylor’s patent tiles. The design of the
architect (Mr. Pugin, of Ramsgate) has not yet
been entirely carried out, and it is contemplated
that at some future time, shonld it be found
necessary, the building should be extended to
the westward, so as to be nearly double its pre-

Perhaps the most important event in Mr. Tefft’s
life was the working out of a practicable plan for
unifying the currencies of all nations,—a subject
that engages special consideration with states-
men and scientists on both aides of the Atlantic.
To this feature Mr. Stone gives special attention
in the memoir. Mr. Tefft completed his archi-
tectural education nnder Mr. James T. Bueklin,
of Providence, one of the leading architects of
Rhode Island. Mr. Tefft was born about the
year 1825, and died at Florence in 1869. The
memoir is an interesting one.

The German Working : his Institutions for
Self-culture, and his Unions for Material Pro-
gress. By James Samuelson, Editor of
Quarterly Journal of Science, &c. London:
Longmans, Green, & Co.

These instructive particulars as to German
workmen do not seem to have been written with
the exclusive view of running down the British
workman and running up the foreigner

; but
they show wherein our own workmen may
well take a lesson from them, both by following
and by avoiding their example. The author,
however, who is the president of the Liverpool
Operatives Trades’ Hall, has bad mainly in
view a description of a few of the combinations
of German working men for self-help, education,
and art-cnltnre, as well as two co-operative
asBOciations for trade pnrposts

;
and to aflbrd to

our own operatives such information concerning
their German fellow - workmen as appeared
likely to be of service in the establishment of
trade institutions of an improved kind in
England.
We shall quote a passage from the sammary

to show the nature of the author’s conclusions :

“ There was long nn impression inELglsmd that Con-
tinental artisans aie, on the whole, inferior to ours, and
that idea was fosteied by the fact that; where English
tnachineiy was sent abroad, it waa considered necessary
for one or more Ei glisb mechanics to accompany and
superintend its erection and use. Moreover, our own
countrymen undeniably possess greater endurance, and
their activity during working hours is greater than it is in
foreigners, consequently it was not unusual in great
engineering works to employ gangs of English nawies,
and it is a not nnfreqnent matter of amusing comment,
even now, that the German workman often performs half
bis duties with a long pipe in his mouth. But this is the
superficial aspect of the case. What the German work-
man lacks physically is, on the whole, well compensated
for by his superior intelligence and sobriety, and it is just
there where our artisans have to fear bis competition

:

there it is that they may find in him an example worthy of
imitation. Vie have seen that during his whole life hia
mental powers are successfully cultivated, and he hits been
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betteriae his condition by this uieane, whilst the EnglUb
artisan lias been ecBplf'ying physical force to the same
end. Which would be ihe permanent gainer in the long

run, if the same line of action shoold continue at home
and abroad, it needs little foresight to discover.

I fear that few of our English artisans folly apprecia-tc,

even now, the value of a theoretical knowl dge ;
that being

really, in a multitude of instances, the only advantage, and

perhaps a very slight one in degree, which their employers

possess over them.
That the mental training of adults abroad is not a system

of yesterday is obvious from the length of time some of

tbew ‘ Culture-Unions’—as, for example, that at Elber-

feld—havo been in existence; and these have not alone

trained the working man himself, but, by showing him his

own defects, have made him all the more anxious that his

children should be early reared in useful knowledge.”

The Art of Ga/rnishing Churches at Christmas

and other Festivals. By Edward Tounq
Cox, Soathampton-etieet, Strand, Second

edition.

Mr. Cox has added a nnmber of illuatrations:

which increase the value of his book to those

— . ' dition of municipal boroughs, — —— --
much too far,—in fact, is often carried much too ' organization of whatever kind may be thought most

far. Still, when it is done it may as well be ' appropriate, but complete for the management of its

done tastefully as not, and this book supplies separate alFairs.

many useful suggestions.

other gearing, presses, horology, and miscella-

neous machinery. The examples are said to in-

clude many movements never before published,

and several which have only recently come into

use. " Self-Government for London.” By
Charles Buxton, M.A., M.P. Published by the

Metropolitan Municipal Association, 209, Picca-

dilly. Mr. Buxton here gives, in the form of a

letter to the Home Secretary, the leading ideas

on which he conceives a constitution for London

should be based. He wishes to stimulate, so far

as he can, the action of the Government in pre-

paring, without needless delay, for the creation

of a constitution for the metropolis
;
to enforce

what he is persuaded are the two leading ideas

upon which any such Constitution should be

shaped, viz., that,

—

” I. For the administration of aJl her great metro-

politan affairs, the whole of London should be formed

into a corporation, on the usual model, with a lord mayor
at its bead.

II. For all minor local purposes, the ten Parliamentary

Cassell's Magazine, vol, iv. ;
The Popular Edu‘

cator, vol. iv.
;

Cassell's Book of Birds.

The bound numbers for the year of Cassell’s

Magazine make a very entertaining and hand-

somely illustrated volume. It includes two
complete novels, ” For Her Sake,” and " Buffled,

or Michael Brand’s Wrong.” Part I. of the new
series contains the opening chapters of a novel

by Mr. Wilkie Collins, “ Man and Wife,” besides

a considerable amount of other amusing reading.
“ The Book of Birds ” just now commenced by
the same publishers, is an adaptation from the

German of Dr. Brehm, by Mr. T. Rymer Jones,

P.K.S., and promises to be a complete work on

ornithology. It is fully illustrated, and has

good coloured plates,

The Timber Trades Price Book. By W. Rich-

AiiDSON, Accountant. London : Longmans.
1869.

The Inventors' Institute. — The first

meeting of the eighth session of this society has

been held at the rooms of the Institute in St.

Marbin’s-place. In the absence of the president,

Lord R. Grosvenor, M.P.,tbe chair was taken by

Mr. Hume Williams, who briefly opened the pro-

ceedings. The inaugural address was delivered

by Mr. John Imray, C.E., aud had special refer-

ence to the contemplated reform of the patent

laws, and the action to be taken by the Inventors’

Institute with reference to the subject during the

forthcoming session of Parliament. The paper

opened with a review of the work which had been

performed by tbelostilute during the last session.

Mr. Iraray did not for a moment attempt to deny

that the existing patent laws are full of faults

and injustices. The mission of the Institute he
represented to be to promote a root-and-branch

reform of those laws, and he maintained that theThe author of this volume is an experienced
^

.

calculator, and has prepared other little works
,

rights of invention ought to be as clearly donned

of a similar kind. The present one comprises and as firmly established as those of property,

eight useful tables, with a very few illustrations ' capital, or authorship. The council, he announced,

by way of explanation.
j

has ready a Bill for the attainment of these ob-

'jectS} and unless their action is anticipated by
' the appointment of a committee of the House of

VARIORUM.
j

Commons, they will present it to Parliament next

“ The Parks, Open Spaces, and Thoroughfares year. At the close of his address Mr. Imray

of London. By Alexander M'Kenzie, Landscape
!

dwelt emphatically upon the importance of this

Gardener.” London : Waterlow, printers, Lon- question to the working classes, among whom
don- wall. The author, in the course of his were to be found many inventors j and the same

remarks, points out various desirable improve- topic was raised in the remarks with which the

ments, such as we have ourselves occasionally chairman opened the discussion which followed

brought under notice. To illustrate the wealth of the reading of the inaugural address.^ Mr. F.

London in open spaces, Mr. M'Kenzie thus W. Campion moved a resolutiou approving of the

shows their collective extent, as regards the parks Bill prepared by the council, and requesting them

and commons, also not forgetting the squares to take steps to introduce it into Parliament next
’ ’ • " 'session. This was seconded by Sir W. Fothergill

Cooke, and after some conversation was unani-
and gardens, disused burial-grounds, &c.

Tho parks mav Eft «numcrated aa follows

Hyde Park, containing..
Renaington Gardens
St. James’s Park!
Green Park J
Regent’s Park
Victoria Park
Battersea Park
Greenwich Park
Finsbury Park
Southwark Park

teres.
“o«8ly agreed to.

Total... ..2,061

[Then (here oreBuabey Park andthe gardens ofHampton
Court Palace, as well aa the great extent of Richmond
Park].
Next to the parks, the commons in the suburbs of

London require attention; and it is satisfactory to feel

that the necessity of retaining these has been so strongly

manifested, especially with reference to the threatened
invasion of \Vimbledon Common, that there is little

reason to apprehend any serious interference with them.
The principal of those are,—Clapham Common, Tooting

Common, Wandsworth Common, Wimbledon Common,
Barnes Common, Peckham Eye, Blackheatb, Hampstead
Heath, Hackney Common and Downs, London Fields,

Eppiug Forest. If proper steps are taken to ensure the
preservation of these for public use, a benefit will be con-
ferred upon the future generation, which it would be
difficult to over-estimate.”

“Five Hundred and Seven Meohanioul

MovementB.” By Henry T. Brown. London

:

Tiiibner & Co., 1870. The author of this

curious and interesting volume is the editor of

the “American Artisan.” He shows, by en-

graved illustrations, and very brief descriptions,

all those mechanical movements which are

most important in dynamics, hydranlics, hydro-

statics, pneumatics, steam engines, mill and

Destruction of a Cathedral by Tire.

—

On October 1, Christ Church Cathedral, Victoria,

British Columbia, was totally destroyed by fire.

The fire was discovered at tho south-east corner,

near the chancel, aud the entire building was
wrapped in flames in an incredibly short space

of time. The font, iron safe (containing the

church plate), and chancel furniture, were res-

cued. The organ was carried out in sections, and

piled on the rocks, but the damage caused in

this operation has made its value now but

nominal. The whole of the interior of the

edifice became a mass of seething flames,

which soon burst through the roof. The bell,

in falling, crashed through the building to

the ground. Shortly after, the roof of the

main building fell in, and that of the

aisles soon followed. The walls next gave

way. The construction of Christ Church was

begun in 1855, and the building was completed

in 1856. In February, 1861, a fire broke out in

the roof, which was extinguished with slight loss.

In 1862 aud 1863 important additions were made
to the building. No light had been used in the

church for several days, and no fires had been

lighted in the stoves since April last. Incen-

diarism is suspected. Unfortunately the insur-

ance was only for 5001. It has been resolved to

endeavour to build a permanent edifice, worthy

of being the cathedral of one of the most pro-

mising of the British colonies.

Stoke Town-hall.—The assembly-room at

the Town-ball, Stoke-upon-Trent, has been re-

opened, after undergoing a transformation. The
expense amounted in all to about -loUl. The
decoration of the hall was done by Mr. Gee, of

Stoke, and the alterations and enrichments were

carried out under the superintendence of Mr. 0.

Lynam, architect. The entrances to the hall

have been improved, a stage with footlights has

been substituted for the former heavy orchestra,

all draughts have been out off, and a warming
apparatus has been introduced. The style of

the decorations is Neo-Grec, combining the

severity of ancient Greek art, with the varied

colouring and richer detail of the Renaissance.

Round the room runs a coloured dado of a some-

what Pompeiian character, forming a broad

basal band, which unites tho several portions of

the architecture. The pilasters which support

tho cornice have their lower portions decorated

with Greek ornament, whilst the upper are

picked out in vermilion. The cornice bears upon,

its frieze diaper panels in gold. Above this is a

deep cove, whose concave surface carries the eye

upward to the designs adopted for the ceiling.

The principal staircase has been coloured, and

the gaslights are supported by bronzed figures

manofactured by the Coalbrookdale Company,
whilst copies of Copeland’s Parian busts of Juno

and Adrians have been introduced on the

landing.

Xieavesden Woodside. — The Poor-law

Board propose to relieve the guardians of St,

Pancras from the new school buildings and land

at this place, to annex the parish of St. Pancras

to the Central London School District, having

its school at Hanwell, and to arrange with some
other parish in want of school buildings to take

the property. The guardians of St. Pancras

have expressed their concurrence in this pro-

posal. Mr. Mann, the contractor for the building,

having barricaded that part of the ground where

the drainage works were to be executed, the

guardians have directed Messrs. Killingback &
Radley to suspend the execution of the drainage

works for the present. Mr. Mann has oflered to

the guardians to allow the drainage works to be

proceeded with on condition of their granting

him an extension of time of three months to

complete the buildings, aud to indemnify him
against any damage done to the building in the

execution of the drainage works. The guardians

have given Mr. Mann notice to complete the

works by the 3rd of April next, according to

the terms of the contract. The guardians have

expressed their determination to push on the

completion of the buildings with the utmost

expedition.

The Oratory of St. Gwithlan.—A word for

the preservation of this very ancient relic is

given by the Cornish Telegraph. It lies on the

right side of the road leading from Gwithian to

Godrevy, and about 200 yards in from the road.

It seems, from the road, just like an ordinary

mound of sand, overgrown by grass; but the

four walla of this ancient building still exist. It

stands’east and west, and the form of the chancel

is quite preserved. The walls of this ancient

place, which carries us back, it is believed, to

the fifth century after Christ (having been built

by the British long before the conquest of this

part of England by the Saxons), are constructed

in the same way as those of St. Pirau in the

sands (Perranzabuloe), with rough stones of all

sorts and sizes, put together without mortar.

The whole of the interior of the building was at

one time excavated, showing the inside of the

building, of course without roof. A recent

visitor to the spot found one part of the northern

wall fallen in, aa he thought from the pressure of

the sand from outside. He found the whole

spot in a very unprotected and desecrated con-

dition. If it were railed in it would be secured

from cattle, &o. If something be not done soon

it will be too late, and the loss, like that of

Trewhella Cross and other old relics of Corn-

wall, may be regretted, but never replaced.

The National Education Xieague.—

A

public meeting in favour of the National Educa-

tion League was held in the hall of the Hartley

Institution, at Southampton, on Friday, the 19th,

when the following resolution was paB8ed,viz-:

—

“ That this meeting desires to express its hearty

approval of the general objects of the National

Education League and all the means by which

it is proposed to attain them
;
and the friends

of education here present hereby pledge them-

selves to use their best endeavours to promote

the success of the League in this town and

neighbourhood.”
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Mecbanlco-CbemicalVentllatloD ofHos-
pitals, A.C.—Can a circumscribed atmosphere,
vitiated by the respiration of an animal con-
fined in it, bo rendered normally pure ? Che-
mistry furnishes a certain reply—it can. That
is to say, the generated carbonic acid being
absorbed, and an amount of oxygen added pro-
portionate to the quantity existing in the car-
bonic acid. The Engineer, in writing on this

subject, says:—"We have no hope that the
scheme of mechanico-chemical ventilation can,
or at least will, be applied to ordinary dwellings.
Not only would the cost be too great, but the
necessary mechanical and chemical conditions
would be wanting. We can see no reason, how-
ever, that should debar its application to hos-
pitals and sanitariums, and possibly to barracks
and prisons. fSurely workhouses would be as
readily ventilated on this principle as prisons ?

Why shonld prisons be preferentially soggested ?]
To take an extreme case. Let the proposition
be to ventilate a fever ward, in a situation where
fever is endemic, to ventilate it with pure normal
air. Surely there should be no difficulty in
pumping the necessary supply of air through
cream of lime, to effect separation of carbonic
acid, sulphurous acid, hydrosulphurio acid and
aqueous vapour

;
then through oil of vitriol to

effect separation of ammonia. The result would
be air almost chemically pure, so far as the
ohemioal agents specified are concerned

;
and

probably the fever miasm would also have been
eliminated. In certain cases, it migbtbe thought
desirable to medicate the injected air—to charge
it with ozone, for example. This, again, could
readily be done in a way we need not stop to
particularise.

I

Proposed Bridge over the Ouse.—A public ^

meeting has been held at Cawood to consider
j

the projected bridge over the river Ouse, at this
place. The chairman said Mr. Hodgson, the
engineer, bad surveyed the site of the proposed

,

bridge, and had prepared an estimate of the
j

probable expense, which was 6,339J. 8s. Messrs,
jPease & Hutchinson, Darlington, had also fur-

nished an estimate of the cost, which was below '

that of Mr. Hodgson’s, but this did not include
sundry expenses connected with the scheme,

jwhich were embraced in Mr. Hodgson’s caleula- !

tious. It was resolved that three gentlemen i

should be chosen as trustees. Mr. Noble ex-

1

plained that the G,000Z. capital was proposed to
be raised by 600 shares of 101. each

;
11. to be

paid on allotment, and 21. on the let of January
next. It was arranged that the tolls should not
exceed those charged at Selby B.idge. Up-
wards of 2,0001., representing 200 shares, were
subscribed at the close of the meeting.

R-elapslcg, or Famine Fever.— At a
meeting of the managers of the Metropolitan
Asylums Board at Spring-gardens, on Saturday,
November 20ib, Dr. Brewer, M.P., in the chair.
After the disposal of the ordinary baeiness of
committees, the especial attention of the mana-
gers was called by the chairman to a report
from the special committee on the subject of the
provisions to be made for the outbreak of re-
lapsing fever in and around the metropolis. The
result is that the recommendations of the report
have been adopted

j and the Fever Hospital
authorities will accordingly erect a temporary
hospital in their grounds, to bo rented by the
Asylums Board, and to be ready almost imme-
diately for 60 patients. The rate at which the
fever increases, however, forbade the managers to
rest there, and a temporary hospital will be
erected at Hampstead, which can be extended
and fitted up for 60, 120, or 180 patients, if

requisite. The Hampstead hospital can be
erected in thirty days.

A Bridge Washed Away at Carlisle.

—

Eecently a violent storm of wind and rain pre-
vailed in the neighbourhood of Carlisle. This
continued downfall of rain soon told on the
rivers Eden and Caldew, and both rivers over-
flowed their banks, and hundreds of acres of land
near both rivers were submerged to a great
depth. At Curamersdale, a strong wooden
bridge spans the Caldew, and during the night
this bridge gave way under the force of the
torrent, and was carried off bodily.

Social Science Association.—At a meeting
of this Association, held at the Board-room,
Adam-street, Adelphi, Mr. G. W. Hastings, pre-
sident of the Jurisprudence Department, de-
livered an able address, in which he reviewed
the discussion at the Biiatol Congress “ On the
Kelation between England and her Colonies.”
A disouesioa ensued, which was adjourned.

Plumbing for Calcutta.—The Justices of
the Peace for the town of Calcutta are inviting
the attention of manufacturers and others inter-

ested in the supply and erection of house-fittings
for a supply of water on the constant-service
system to the large field for the sale of such
which the Calcutta Water Works will afford at
the commencement of next year, when the new
water supply, under pressure, will come into
practical operation throughout the whole town.
The drainage works, in an important portion of
the town, are also so far advanced as to admit of
the introduction of water-closets and sinks in
connexion with the new water supply. 'The
justices’ agent in England is Mr. Philip Wall, of
Viotoria-chambers, Westminster.

Opening of Tfew Music Hall, Derby.

—

The new music-hall, erected in Princess-street
by Messrs. Harris & Cant, has been opened. At
present the building is in an unfinished state, but
when completed it will be capable of accommo-
dating upwards of 2,000 persons. The founda-
tions consist of brick and stone, carried upward
by woodwork, and covered by a roof of oorrngated
iron. The entire length is 120 ft.

; width, 66i ft.

;

and the height between 69 ft. and 60 ft. The
stage is 46 ft. long by about 32 ft. wide, and is

fitted with every requisite appliance, retiring and
dressing rooms lying to the side. The proscenium
is lofty; and the act drop and scenery were
painted by Mr. D. Bosco Hughes, of Birming-
ham, and Mr. Thos. Chinn, of Mauohesber.

Paddington Almsbouses.—It may be worth
noting, for the use of future topographers, that
these almshouses were commenced to be polled
down on July 4, 1869, to give place to five

shops which are to be built on their site. They
consisted of eighteen rooms, being intended
originally for eighteen inhabitants. Latterly,
however, each occupant had two rooms. On
the front of these houses was a large stone with
the following inscription on it;—“These Alms-
houses w/iere built A.D. 1714, at the expense of
the Inhabitants for the Poor of this Parish past
their Labour. Robert Cromwell, George Clackie,
Churchwardens.”

Exhibition of Old Masters.—It is very
satisfactory to know that the Royal Academy
intends to hold an Exhibition of Ancient
Masters, together with a selection of the works
of Stanfield and C. R. Leslie, during the months
of January and February

; prompted by a feeling
of the loss to art in consequence of the aban-
donment of the Exhibition of Ancient Art
formerly held under the auspices of the British
Institution. But this in no degree excuses the
managers of the Institution for what must be
considered little less than the betrayal of a
public trust. What do they intend to do with
the large sum of money they have in hand ?

Proposed Mechanics’ Institute and
Public Rooms for Manningham. — At a
recent local public meeting arrangements were
made for the appropriation of the site of
the building now in trustees’ hands, and here-
tofore occupied by several religious bodies
for places of worship and schools. The
site and buildings will be sold to the pro-
motors of a Mechanics’ Institute, who propose
erecting a large room for public meetings, re-
ligions services, &c., and a news-room, library,

class and other rooms.

Ship Ventilators.—-A plan, invented by Mr.
William Chambers, has been published, with
illustrative diagrams, in Scientifre Opinion. It

is called a self-acting ventilator, and is said to
be applicable in every case where a current of
air exists or can be created; and the same effect

is produced whether the air blows at the rate of
twenty miles an hoar into the mouth of the
ventilator when it is standing still, or whether
the ventilatar passes, as the ship moves, through
the still air at twenty miles an hour. The air

enters the large mouth of a pipe, and can only
escape through the small end with great force
into a larger pipe

;
there it drives out the foul

air escaping from the chamber, to be constantly
filled from below, at a rate proportionate to the
quantity of air received into the mouth.

Trade Fixtures.—The Court of Exchequer
Chamber has affirmed the decision of the Court
of Exchequer, in the case of Climie v. Wood,
holding that trade fixtures annexed to the free-

hold for the more convenient use of them, and
not to improve the inheritance, and capable of

being removed without any appreciable damage
to the freehold, pass under a mortgage of the
freehold to the mortgagee. The decisions which
establish that a tenant may remove trade
fixtures are inapplicable as between mortgagor
and mortgagee.

The German Gallery, Bond>street.—This
gallery is at present ocenpied with 288 sketches
in oil, by Mr. W. W. Warren, recently taken in

Rome, Naples, Venice, Corsica, and elsewhere.
They show great facility and much skill in

seizing salient points so as to convey similitude,
but they are over slight, as it seems to us, for

public exhibition. The artist revels greatly in

beds of flowers, which he represents with con-
siderable effect.

Westminster Abbey.— A correspondent
says that some recent excavations at West-
minster Abbey have revealed the ground-plan of
an old building that formerly stood just within
the angle formed by the junction of the north
transept with the nave, externally. The outline
of the stone walls thus laid bare runs due east
and west for about 60 ft. There are steps lead-

ing apparently down to a vault, and smaller
steps that led apparently up an octagonal stair-

turret. Amongst other remains is a stone
sarcophagus, with a leaden coffin within, which
has not yet been opened.

Opening’ of the Southern Thames Em-
bankment. —• The southern portion of the
Thames Embankment was formally opened on
Wednesday last by the Metropolitan Board of
Works. The members of the Board assembled
at the office in Spring-gardens, and thence pro-
ceeded to the Surrey side of Westminster Bridge.
They then passed along the embankment, beaded
by Sir John Thwaites, chairman of the Board,
to Lambeth Chnrch, where they were joined by
the members of the Lambeth vestry.

Xiime-street Hotel, Xiiverpool.— In our
remarks last week on this building, wherein
we state the masonry is in every respect admir-
able, we might have added (we are told) that
Messrs. Roberts & Robertson were the builders,

Messrs. Howarth & Clysdale their foremen
;
and

that it was done under the superintendence of

Mr. C. Tate, clerk of works. This information
had been already given, we believe, in our pages,
but we will not object to repeat it.

Statues.—A statue of the late Mr. Peabody
is to be erected at Baltimore at a cost of 150,000
dollars. It is intended to place a statne of
the late Earl of Derby in the Carlton Club.
Hiram Powers, the well-known American sculp-

tor, baa nearly finished an “ Eve,” which some
connoisseurs think the best thing be has yet
done.

Novelties in America.—A loom is now on
exhibition in New York, which is capable of
weaving cloth 6i yards in width

;
also a centri-

fugal pnmp, which has the power of raising in

one minute not less than 25,000 gallons of water.
From the granite quarries of Monson, in Massa-
chusetts, there was recently taken a slab 350 ft.

in length, 11 ft. wide, and 4 ft. thick, measuring
altogether 15,400 cubic feet, and weighing
l,283i tons.

Gloucester.—A new school in Milbrook-atreet,
a remote part of the St. James’s district, in the
rapidly-growing neighbourhood of the newWagon
Works, has been opened. It is a brick building,
internally whitewashed, and having a class-room
above and one below, with all the usual offices,

aud capable of holding considerably more than
a hundred children. The cost was 450L Mr.
Aahbee prepared the plans, and Mr. Mann was
the builder.

Dandowners’ Progress.—It is stated that
the late Earl of Derby has left behind a fortune
of 190,0001. a year. When his lordship suc-
ceeded to the estates they were said to be worth
60,0001. a year ; and the great increase is

attributed to the wonderful extension of fac-

tories in Lancashire, and the consequent enor-
mous increase of buildings.

TENDERS.
For additions to the Maidstone Union House. Mr.

Martin Bulrner, architect. Quantities by Mr. G. Ruck;

—

Harding £4,600 0 0
Stumps (executors) 3,000 0 0
Hayward 2,946 0 0
Vauehan 2,900 0 0
Ddvis 2,815 0 0
Churrli 2,739 0 0
Pocock 2,723 0 0
.Anseomb 2,693 0 0
Wood 2,658 0 0
Miller 2,635 0 0
Sollitt 2,625 0 0
Marley & Abnett 2,619 10 0
Wallis & Clements (accepted).,, 2,637 10 0
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Researches upon the Strength of MateHals cm-

ployed in Modern Syste'ins of Building.

E are in receipt of tlie

second and oonclading

volnme of Mr. Bindon

Stoney’s work on

strains in girders and

similar stmeturos.*

The publication of

the first part of this

treatise some three

years since, it may
be remembered by

some of our readers,

received at thotime a

passing notice in our

columns.

The work in its com-

plete form appears

likely to prove so im-

portant a contribu-

tion towards the eln-

oidation of the
science and practice

of construction that

we are inclined to

consider that the pre-

sent volnme, from

the elements of which

it treats, puts forward claims to somewhat

fuller notice.

Although BO long an interval may be regarded

by some to have elapsed before the appearance

of the concluding portion of the work, when the

wide range of authorities to which the author

has had occasion to make reference is noted,

and the nature of the inquiries incident to such

a work is borne in mind, it will no doubt be

admitted that time would be necessarily occu-

pied in the production of such a volume as

that which is now before us.

It appears at an opportune moment, as a

want has long been asserting itself, no less on

the part of the general public than in profes-

sional circles, with reference to the compara-

tive safety and durability, as well as cost of

modern engineering and architectural erections.

More particularly may this, perhaps, be said

to be the case in regard to compound structures

in which iron and other materials may have been

extensively employed.

A theory has sprang up of late years which

has been by many considered favourable to the

application of iron to building purposes largely

in conjunction with the ordinary practices of

architecture. Since the introduction of this

system, however, the theory of constnretion

itself would appear to have become so widened

by snooessive changes in the manufacture and

preparation of building materials, more espe-

cially of lately added elements, that former

investigations into the strength and properties of

materials, have in some instances become more

or less valueless and inapplicable. Unlike a

somewhat similar treatise to that which is now

under consideration, which was issued by Mr.

Clark, and founded upon the construction of

the Conway and Britannia tubular bridges,

the conclusions which have been arrived at

by the author of the present volumes are

not alone based upon such features as might

have been observable daring the erection

of any particular undertaking, but in addi-

tion embrace the opinions of many well-known

authorities who have treated of some of the

questions which are involved. The treatise

upon the Anglesea and Carnarvon Bridges has

long been regarded as an authority of rank,

owing to the circumstance that many of the

assertions which it embodies could be referred

to actual experiments which were necessitated

in carrying out the undertakings of which the

work treats. The value of Mr. Stonoy’s work, in-

dependently considered, may bo inferred, when it

is remembered that in a single span of 460 ft.

of the Tubular Girder Bridge, between Holyhead

and Anglesea, no less a quantity than three

thousand tons of material is employed, while in

other structures which serve a like purpose the

desired objects have been accomplished with lesfii

Notably we would refer to the late Mr. Boe-

bling’s bridge over the Niagara Falls, in America,

a structure which is, as well known, used for

purposes of locomotive passenger and goods

traffic, and yet comprises within a single span

of 820 ft. only one thousand tons of materials,

and of this quantity more than one half is

timber. The scope which, by sneh a contrast

alone, would seem to be afforded for a more

economical adaptation of material than that

which obtains in English practice, might be con-

sidered to justify the researches into which Mr.

Stoney has been led in these volnmes, and we

would have been far from displeased to have

observed a reference to the comparative coat,

style, and weight of such undertakings as exe-

cuted in England and elsewhere, notwithstand-

ing the prejudicial reflections to which such an

inquiry might be calculated to give rise.

The question of the weight of materials de-

manded in the erection of bridges was, we

believe, first sought to bo experimentally realised

in this country by Mr. Peter Barlow, whose

standard investigations upon the strength of

materials are frequently referred to in the pre-

sent volumes. Although, contrary to the pre-

evidence is adduced in reference to these points

by Mr. Stoney, which is likely to engage con-

siderable attention in the professions of engineer-

ing and architecture.

We are led to infer that the author is in accord

in a certain measure with Mr. Barlow as to the

magnitude of practicable spans upon the sns-

pension principle, and that this object would be

chiefly likely to be attained where the inherent

defects attending the application of iron in

ordinary forma may be avoided. So far, up to

the present moment the economical appliance of

iron in the erection of bridges of large span

wonld appear to be discovered in cases where

that material has been employed in the form of

continuous twisted wire ropes. In view of the

future erection of any large railway bridge, say

for instance, over the Mersey, uniting Liverpool

and Birkenhead, a project which has been long

contemplated; or, in the event of the necessity

arising for the maintenance of the connexion

between Holyhead and Anglesea, should the

existing means fail, the practicability of the sus-

pension system as seen to be sucoesafully carried

out in America will necessarily claim farther

attention and research.

Mr. Stoney’s references to the experiments of

Mr. Kirkaldy, which are given in a valuable

tabulated form in the body of the work, are in no

way calculated to reassure us as to the ad-

vantages which would be likely to attend a too

unguarded employment of iron and cognate

materials in architecture. It has been demon-

strated that regard must be paid to architectural

reqnirements in oases where iron may be pro-

posed to be employed as an auxiliary material,

and many results tend to prove that in this

respect the tentative science of engineering

mast be held subordinate to the better founded

and established laws of architecture.

Mr. Stoney observes that when an imperfectly

elastic material has received a permanent set

from the application of any weight, which is

subsequently removed, the material becomes

more perfectly elastic than before within the

range of strain which first prodneed the set, and

its alteration of length per unit of strain is less

than at first. For practical purposes the author

has ^ asserts that the limits of elasticity in wrought-

attended the eroetioo of the Niagara Railway
]

iron does not exceed twelve tone per square inch

;

Suspension Bridge, the system open which it is and though higher^ strains than this may not m

constructed would not appear to have largely the least dimmish its ultimate strength yet they

recommended Itself for adoption. Numerons will take the stretch ont of it, ‘‘‘.s may

costly railway bridges have recently been render iron which was originally tongh and

* The Theory of Strains in Girders and aimilar Strnc-

turea
;
with Obeervationa on the Application of Theory to

Practice, and Tables of the Strength and other Proper-

ties of Materials. By Bindon B, Stoney, Member of

the Instituticn of Civil Engineera, and EnBineer to the

Dublin Port and Docks Board. In Two Volumes, with

Hluatrationa. London: Longmans, Green, & Co. 1869.

erected over the river Thames, and in some

instances the question of level has, at great ad-

ditional cost, been seen to have been subordi-

nated to the requirements of an arched structure.

A more extensive application of the Niagara

Bridge system has been lately employed in the

designs of a grand bridge over one of the

American rivers, and we believe that it has long

been an object, on the part of Mr. Peter Barlow,

to introduce a somewhat similar class of sus-

pension bridge into the domain of engineering

science in this country. It is well known that

the present Lambeth Bridge embodies a most

important series of investigations as to the

cost and stability of bridge accommodation,

and that Mr. Barlow made a special jonrney

to inspect the Niagara structure before this

experiment was attempted. The longitudinal

stiffening of the Lambeth Bridge is of iron,

while in Mr. Boehling’s design it is of wood.

The question as to the desired rigidity in such

structures mainly resolves itself into the de-

pendence which may be placed upon the nature

of the materials to be employed. Prior to the

applicationof iron in the form of wire cables in sus-

pension structares, it is well known that English

engineers regarded with much diffidence the

continnity of certain qualities in iron throughout

great lengths, either in the form of girders,

suspension links, or laminated bands. This

doubt yet largely prevails, and some important

ductile BO hard and brittle as to bo seriously

injured for many purposes. It is, in our opinion,

to the injndicious tests to which iron is ocoa-

sionally subjected, that many oases of rupture

may bo attributed in that material, and possibly

many instances of disastrous boiler explosion.

The extreme facility with which the tensile

strain and compressive resistance of iron may

be regulated has almost rendered the employ-

ment of that material at length dangerous,

especially in conjunction with materials of dis-

similar properties.

Iron may be made to pass through so many

grades of deterioration in its manufacture with-

out readily indicating the processes to which it

may have been subjected without actual strain

or fracture, that the tendency of home and

foreign competition, coupled with the facilities

to which we have referred, has resulted in bring-

ing the production of that article in England in

some directions to a discreditable level. It

wonld appear that the tensile properties of iron

may be retained over a wider range of cheap

contamination than some of its other properties,

and many of the qualities of iron now usefully

employed in building are imported from abroad.

We notice with interest that in connexion with

the theory of strains in girders and similar

structures the imperfections which are most

commonly to be met with in the materials whioh

are adverted to, are viewed with that importance
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which this branch of the subject deserves. There
could not, perhaps it may be said, be found in
any publication extant a more masterly expo*
Bition of the general^ properties of iron than is
to be met with in this Volume. No review of a
work of this kind could probably do full justice
to its contents, for, being mainly intended for
the instruction of engineering studente, and for
guidance in the varied elements of constructive
science, it would be attended with difficulty to
single out for especial remark any particular
branch of which it treats. We do not remember,
however, in any similar work which has come
under our notice to have observed the question
of connexions in iron so treated of as in some
portions of the later volume, more particularly
under the heading of appliances for connecting
ironwork, pages 351 to 370. A perusal of the
first 265

_

pages of vol. ii. would well repay
the attention of architects and builders, being
composed more particularly of a treatise on
compressive resistances in bodies of brickwork,
stone, iron, and various classes of cements, as
well as including the action of cements and
builders’ materials under tensile and lateral
strains. This fea'ure of the work, in view of the
receit incident at the Holborn Valley Viaduct
is entitled to especial attention.

’

Quoting some experiments of Mr. Clark, in
relation to the action of atone under compres-
sion, the author says that in the instance which
he refers to, “ the sandstones gave way very
suddenly, and without any previous cracking or
warning. After fracture, the upper portion
generally retained the form of an inverted
square pyramid, very symmetrical, the sides
bulging away in pieces all round. The lime-
stones formed perpendicular cracks and splinters
a considerable time before they emshed.”

It will be borne in mind by many that this
description represents nearly the order in which
the fractures in the Farringdon-street columns
would seem to have been generated. We hope,
however, these are not so extensive in the mass
as might be inferred from the external appear-
ance of the columns. Continuing from this por-
tion of the work, Mr. Rennie observes, “

it is a
curious fact, in the rupture of amorphous stones,
that pyramids are formed, having for their base
the upper side of the cube next the lever, the
action of which displaces the sides of the cubes
precisely as if a wedge had operated between,”

_

The features which have presented themselves
lu the visible lines of fracture upon the polished
facets of the Holborn Viaduct columns, appear
so to approximate to what might have been an-
ticipated from the experiments which are de-
scribed in this portion of Mr. Stoney’a work on
the theory of strains, that we view the occur-
renco with a regret which no assurance with
which we have yet been inspired has diminished
to the extent that could be wished.
The importance of such a treatise as that

which Mr. Stoney has at length produced in the
hands of the pupils of modem engineering and
architectural establishments cannot well be over-
rated.

In concluding the observations which we have
been led to make upon the perusal of the work,
we would note the singular lucidity ofthe arrange-
ment of the lettter-presa and the novelty of the
illustrations which is displayed. As an example
of the clearness and simplicity for immediate
reference with which works of a similar character
may be contrived, it may claim to possess several
features well worthy of imitation.

^

In the absence of that special education which
18 supplied in engineering schools and colleges

Continent, many of our apprenticed
students are left to acquire the elements of their
profession at hap-hazard. It is impracticable
that any engineer or architect of reputation
could advance by personal instruction the
number of pupils which may be found in the
leading offices, and the progress of younger
members of the profession is consequently
narrowed, and mainly dependent upon such
faculties of observation and imitation that they
may chance to possess.

Mr. Stoney’s work lends a ready key to the
more abstruse elements and problems of oon-
stniotive science? and it is sufficient to bear inmmd the length of time over which the author’s
labours have extended in its production to reach
the conclusion that the woik may have been
written with other objects than those of pecu-
niary gain or contemporary praise.

It cannot fail to be regarded as a valuable
accession to the literature of applied artsand sciences, and in its more especial direction
anonld take a foremost rank.

THE LIGHTHOUSES OF THE BRITISH
ISLES.

The Trinity Board,

_

Scattered notices have appeared from time to
time, m the periodicals of the day, of some in-
teresting particulars as to engineering and other
works in connexion with our lighthouse system

;but the topic is so peculiarly attractive to the
“gentlemen of England who sit at home at
ease, that we propose to lay before our readers
a general sketch of the whole arrangements for
the illumination, if we may so call it, of our
British coasts.

Ihe genius of the nation is prominently dis-
tinguished for its voluntary enterprise, as distinct
from Government control : witness the Lifeboat
Institution

j
up to the present time a private

society supported by the liberality of the public.
The lifeboat is the last hope of the wrecked
sailor, when the winds and waves are doing their
worst? and surely one of the sublimest forms of
charity is that which saves our mariners from
the last danger of the vasty deep.
With this, however, at the moment, we have

not to do
? our subject is what may be called the

previous question. The lights that show the
dangers of our rook-bound coasts are the most
important agents in carrying out the wish that
used to be expressed in homely terms upon our
bills of lading, and so Qod send the good shiv to
her port in safety.

Who builds our lighthouses, and how are they
maintained ? Whence come the requisite funds ?
What is the construction of the lighthouses ? and
what are the lights.themselves ? are questions in
which we, as the first maritime nation in the
world, should, and do, feel the deepest interest.

Pharology, the modern term for the science of
lighthouse building and lighting, remained, up to
the commencement of the present century,
nearly in the same state as it had been left by
the Romans a thousand years ago? bub since
then it has made rapid strides. The celebrated
Cordonau tower in the Bay of Biscay, completed
in IGll, may be called the first of modern light-
houses, as indeed modified by successive im-
provements it probably still remains.
The Eddystone, off Plymouth, familiar to us

by Smeatou’s celebrated work, was perhaps the
next of note. It was completed in 1759.

_

The next great rock lighthouse of modern
times was the Bell Rock, on the east coast of
Scotland, built by Robert Stevenson in 1810,
from which date improvement and development
have been rapid and various, both in the erec-
tion of the towers and the method of lighting.
And first, as to the question of who builds our

lighthouses, we answer, the Trinity Board of
Deptford Strand? and a few words as to their
constitution andfunebiona may not be out of place.
They are a chartered corporation, dating back
from Mediaeval times, their various charters, of
which we have record, having been granted suc-
cessively by Henry Yll., Henry YIIL, Edward YI.,
Elizabeth, James I , and Charles IE., and under
these charters their powers were exercised, and
their sphere of action developed, until, by the
Mercantile Marine Act of 1854, a certain juiis-
diction was given to the Board of Trade, and
some important alterations took place in the
finanoiai arrangements.
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vocations, and remain still noble institutions
but confined in their daily work to social,
charitable, and, in a minor and indirect way,
political objects.

The greatest, probably, of chartered com-
panies, the old East India Company, has only
lately, as we may say, been absorbed into the
Government of the country? bat the Trinity
Board, earlier in its institution than most of
these, has survived them all, and is still doing
its legitimate work, and doing it well.

°

In its present form the Board is self-elective,
and pre-eminently nautical in its character!
The younger brethren correspond to the livery
of an ordinary company, and the elder brethren
represent the court, consisting almost entirely
of captains who have had the command of
vessels for a number of years.

It will be readily seen what a vast mass of
actual practical knowledge of the special require-
ments for lighting our coasts must be at the
command of a body of men thus constituted.
The whole of the executive business is trana-

acted by the elder brethren, subdivided into
various committees, though certain special
matters must be submitted to the approval of
the whole body, e.g., the erection of a new
lighthouse. Some few years ago, this particular
point was made a subject of popular investiga-
tion, or, we might almost say, suffrage. The
inhabitants of the district were carefully can-
vassed, and it was only on presentation of
petitions, signed by what was deemed a com-
petent and sufficient majority, that the erection
of a lighthouse, and, of course, the imposition of
the consequent dues, was determined upon.
The predominant authority of the Board of
Trade, however, has much modified this course
during the last few years, and the matter now
rests much more entirely with the central
authority.

The Trinity Board are the authorities in
England, subject to the Board of Trade. In
Scotland, there is a separate Board, “ The Com-
missioners of Northern. Lighthouses,” always to
a certain extent in union with the Trinity Board,
though not incorporated with it. The same
duties are discharged in Ireland by the “ Com-
misaioners for Irish Lights.”

Local and harbour lights are also under the
particular superintendence of the authorities of
the port or harbour where they are situated,
under the general superintendence of the Trinity
Board, and these different authorities throughout
the United Kingdom exceed 150 in number.
As in the case of most original charters, a sort

of monopoly was the foundation of the grant,
i.e., a right granted by the crown to erect
lighthouses, with power to charge upon the
vessels using those lights a regulated toll. For
many years this right was conceded to private
individuals, as well as to the corporation? and
there were many private lighthouses, each with
its special radius and particular dues, thus
erected,—mnch of the nature of a toll levied
upon a road for improvement or otherwise.

In 1836, however, an Act of Parliament was
passed, in view of concentrating aud consoli-
dating our lighthouse system, which gave the
Board the power of buying up these lights for a
compensation awarded by juries, in the way with
which our late railway experience has made usThe nowers nf A * u

i

which our late railway experience has made us
Bum thuB expended b; the
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character, still at the present moment dis-
charging, and that efficiently, though subjected
to the most searching investigation, the very
duties for which it was originally constituted in
the dark ages of our history.
One of the records of the early renewals of

the charter, date of Charles I., contains a cha-
racteristic comment as to what may be called
the popular element in its earlier constitution,
in the following remark from the well-known
pen of Pepys, of the “ Diary,” the first master
of the corporation,—“That the number of
younger brethren could not be too great, that
mariners are the strength of the nation, that
every one has a right to be a brother, and that
if there were 4,000, it would be more for the
king’s service than 400.”

Our City companies, chartered as they are,

1
have now entirely lapsed from their original

uu<;o uuiicubuu uy LUlJd lO
the earlier portion of the period, and more lately
by a carefully compiled and minutely subdivided
table of tonnage, until in 1853—the last year
under the old system—the outgoings of all
descriptions, buildings, lights, repairs, main-
tenance, &c., were, in round numbers, 136,0001.
and the income, 423,0001.

? the enormous balance
being expended partly in liquidation of the debt
incurred in purchasing the lights, and partly in
charitable purposes.

It was felt, when the general arrangements
were revised, that the maritime community were
being unfairly taxed for the benefit of the general
public

? and the result is, that the tonnage dues
alluded to above have, within a period well within
the memory of the present executive, been re-
duced by 50 per cent.

?
the object being to render

the corporation self-supporting, without surplus
or deficiency.
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The Board has a good character. The Master

(the Duke of Edmburgb) receives nothing, and

the fees of the elder brethren are little more

than nominal, when their duties and responsi-

bilities are fairly regarded.

The Lighthouses.

The total number of lighthouses in Great

Britain and Ireland exceeds -l-OO
;
of these, some-

thing less in number than one-half are under the

direct control of the Trinity Board, the remainder

being under the same general superintendence,

but managed by district local authorities, under

different Acts of Parliament. All the more im-

portant stations and great rock lighthouses are

included in the former section
;
while they vary

in dimensions from a simple column bearing a

gas-lamp, to the famous erection of the Skerry-

vore, a granite tower 158 ft. in height.

The cost of three of these is as under

Cost, Height.

The Bishop Rock Lighthouse, near

theLan^s-end 36,COOL ... ft.

The Bell Bock 61,0Q0L ... 117 ft.

The Skerryrore, on the west coast

of Scotland 83,0001. ... 168ft.

When a lighthouse has to be erected on an

ordinary foundation, the common principles of

building, of course, apply,—the weights to be

carried, the height of the structure, and the

accommodation to be provided, are mere matters

of ordinary professional calculation. But the

peculiar difficulty of constructing many of onr

lighthouses is derived from the fact that they are

erected under circumstances of the most excep-

tional danger, and that the most powerful

resources of engineering science have to be

brought to bear to cope with unusual characte-

ristics, either of the forces to which they are

exposed or the character of the foundations upon
which they are to be erected. And first, as to

the forces to which they are exposed, taking the

Great Eock Lighthouses ns onr example, the

vanguards, as we may call them, of our shores,

which have been gradually pushed further and
farther from land in the face of the enemy, the

sen. The force of the impact possessed by the

waves of the sea in stormy weather is some-

thing terrific.

Mr. Thomas Stevenson constructed a self-

registering instrument, which recorded the

power of the waves that struck it, with the

following result :—The average pressure at

Skerryvore, for five of the summer months of

ISiS-'i, was 611 lb. per square foot. The highest

pressure registered during the height of winter

storm was 6,083 lb. per square foot, and to this

extreme power the lighthouse in question op-

posed a successful resistance. It may probably

be regarded as the maximum pressure of the

sweep of an Atlantic wave. In less exposed

sitnatioDB the pressure is much dimiuished. At
the Bell llock, iu the North Sea, the highest re-

gistered pressure was 3,013 lb. per square foot.

The most exposed lighthouse in the world is

probably the Bishop Rock. On the 30th January,

1860, the following incident occurred. We may
say that there is a boll provided as a fog signal,

which is hung more than 100 ft. above the sea-

level. It weighed 3 cwt., and was hung with

unusually strong iron fitments and gudgeons.

On the date above named a storm wave actually

wrenched the bell from its fixing ; it was dashed

to pieces on the rock, and a fragment was found

some days afterwards firmly imbedded by the

force of the storm in a crevice of the rooks.

Such are the forces that have to be overcome.

We shall now proceed to give some further detail

of the erections which are found efficient in re-

sisting these influences from year to year, and
their cost.

The ordinary land-towers throughont the

United Kingdom generally approach 100 ft. in

height, and cost from 10,000i. to 11,000Z. j
but

there are many much less in size. The cost may
bo taken at an average of 8,0001.

There are forty-seven light-vessels under the

control of the Board
j
their average cost, with

the moorings complete, may be taken at 7,0001.

;

but their maintenance is very expensive,

owing to the crew required. It may be taken at

1,1001. per annum, or about four times that of a

first-class fixed light. And here we may notice

the introduction of pile lighthouses on shifeing

sands as substitutes for floating lights.

Proverbially the worst foundation for an erec-

tion is the sand. “ The house that was built

upon the sand” is the type of all unstable erec-

tions. How much more when that sand is a

quicksand iu a waterway covered at high water,

and shifting with the currents.

The pile lighthouses have to be erected under

these difficult conditions, and we shall proceed to

give a detail of one or more of the successful

ones, as there have been instances in which they

have had to be taken down, owing to the shifting

or failure of the foundations. The first was

erected upon the Maplin sand, off the Essex

coast, from the design of Messrs. Walker &

It is a curious fact that sand-banks, although

so treacherous at their surface under the peculiar

action of the water that they will gradually

absorb and bury whatever solid matter is lefc

exposed to the aotion of the tide, yet when the

immediate sarface is passed through they afford

a snffioiently solid foundation for the erection of

heavy strnctures upon piles. Indeed, of such a

stubborn and solid nature is the interior of the

bank that it is impossible to penetrate it with

an iron bar, although driven by a pile-engine

beyond a certain depth 5
and it is in reliance

upon this peculiarity that pile lighthouses are

constructed.

The Maplin Lighthouse is erected upon nine

piles of wrought iron, 5 in. in diameter, furnished

with screws at the bottom 3 ft. across (ordinary

screw piles) driven, or rather screwed, down into

the sand
;
and this is the only foundation.

From these piles spring strong cross-braced

timbers in cast-iron sockets, starting from about

2 ft. above high-water mark. The total height

of the building is 36 ft. above the same level

;

and the upper portion consists of an octagon

room 6 ft. high and 27 ft. in diameter, entirely

framed in wood, tied together with iron, and

encased with wood boarding : the lantern rises

high above it in the centre.

The room is divided into two sleeping-berths,

a dwelling-room, and store-room
;
and below the

floor, iu the angular space left by the intersection

of the cross braces, are coal-cellars, water-tanks,

and other necessary conveniences.

The cost of the whole was about 5,000Z. 5
and

we may here notice a peculiar instance of the

action of the sea on quicksands.

When the lighthouse was built, a strong

timber-framed raft was first laid upon the surface

of the sand, upon which the men worked, and

through openings in which the piles were driven.

When the work was done, it was suggested that

the raft should be left as it was, with the object

of acting as a tie, and strengthening the founda-

tion, but a curious result followed : the scour of

the water lifting and dropping the raft with

every wave, had precisely the same effect upon

the raft as it has upon a vessel, and it gradually

began to work its way down into the sand, slip-

ping over the piles, but with this difference,

however, that, being held fast in its place by the

piles, the sand would not cover it, but was washed

away from its upper surface. It thus gradually

sank for some years, lower on the one side thau

on the other, until there was an open pit in the

sand several feet deep, and the whole size of the

foundation, raising grave apprehensions as to the

security of the building.

Many hundreds of heavy faggots, with tons of

chalk attached, were put in in the hope of filling

the opening, but the next storm invariably

swept them away.
This went on for some years, until one season

the pit was so deep that a sufficient accumula-

tion of sand gathered on the upper surface of

the raft, to prevent its being again moved by the

water. Ouce at rest, the same agent that had

occasioned the damage repaired ib : the wash of

water filled up the pit with sand, and the top is

now a level surface with the rest of the bank.

The house was erected in 1840.

We must reserve the remainder of our state-

ment for another number.

ON SOME OF THE DIFFERENCES OF
STYLE IN OLD BUILDINGS.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BKITISU AECHITECTS.

At the ordinary meeting of the Institute held

on Monday evening last, Sir W. Tite, M.P., pre-

sident, in the chair, Mr. G. E. Street, A.K. A., read

a paper ” On some of the Difl'erences of Style in

Old Buildings.”* Mr. Street comm -need by

remarking that he should confine himself on

this occasion to bringing before his audience

some considerations as to the causes which pro-

duced the difierences of style observable in

* The following gentlemen were electeil AaBOeiates.Ti;

D. Robert Dale, Angel.court, E.C. ;
Thomas HiJ!, 1

Bedlbrd-row IV C. ;
Robert Lamb, DarlmKlon

;
Willmm

Smith, ], Moorgate-street; Alei. R. Stenuing, 157, fen-

ehureh-Btreet ;
and Erederiek Straute. Christchurch, New

Zealand.

MedisBval buildings throughout Europe. It was,

he said, the especial glory of our national archi-

tecture that its developments are so many, so

various, and so true that no one who has both

zeal and brains can avoid having bis enthusiasm

awakened in the course of bis study. The
differences in style in old bnildings are very

great, and the result of various causes. The
work of old architects owed not a little of

its vigour to its variety. Each man who had

any inspiration did the beat ho wot of, and of

course produced his school of followers, and the

fact that so many men did this showed how
infioito is the life and variety of which Gothic

architecture is susceptible, always iu strict

obedience to the true principles upon which it

was founded. Among the causes of variety the

following were mentioned :

—

Ist. The requirements of materials, which are

obviously difl'erent in districts which allowed of

the use of only stone, or brick, or timber.

2nd. The influence exercised in certain dis-

tricts by exceptionally gifted architects.

3rd. The spread of art-knowledge by orders of

men such as Freemasons, and religious orders

whose habits gave them knowledge of countries

other than those in which they were for the time

working, and in the course of conquest or

colonisation of one country by another
;

and,

lastly, the employment (not at all uncommon in

the Middle Ages) of foreign architects.

4th. Attempts in one age to copy work done

in a previous age.

The requirements of the moat available

material certainly played no small part in the

history of architectural development. We must

remember that of old an architect was almost

compelled to use the material nearest to his

band
5
water conveyance being the only chance

he had of importing the material of one district

into another, and of this ample use was made,

but, of course, the opportunities ware rare : but

in thus working in the material nearest to hand,

the architect dignified his art by proving that no

material which God had provided was unworthy

of it. Thus it was, in the Middle Ages, a good

stone country produced good masons. The
country about thus became proud of their work,

and gave them plenty to do; and so from age to

age they prodoced a succession of buildings, all

worthy of our admiration. It was difficult to

build badly with plenty of good stone to build

with. The dignity of the material was a safe-

guard against utter badness of workmanship, and

BO the best art iu England and elsewhere is found

nearest to the best stone quarries. Wherever

stone could not be procured in the neighbour-

hood, there the artists did their best at once to

make the most of the other materials which

were available. Throughont Europe, the early

architecture was the work of stonemasons,

and the carpenter and bricklayer were but

little esteemed; but when in the Middle Ages

other materials had to be used, there arose

the first opening for a difference of style, caused

by a change of material. Take the case of a

granite country. Go to Guernsey, where granite

was plentiful, and where there was no timber to

be had, and we find buildings expressly contrived

to meet this state of things
;

and this was

especially noticeable in the churches. With all

their rudeness of construction in an intractable

material, these Guernsey churches are full of

interest and character. Having cited other ex-

amples of this kind of construction, in this

country and on the Continent, where it would

seem the attempt was made to construct build-

ings which should bo as imperi-hable as the

materials of whioh they were built would allow,

Mr. Street passed on to the use of flint in

various parts of the kingdom, by which the

style of design was also affected. In flint dis-

tricts, stone was scarce, and builders who

had to import their stone from the quarries at

Caen, or from some far-off part of their own

country, were obvionsly likely to be very eco-

nomical iu its use, and hence those buildings

were erected with as few quoins as possible.

Those whom be addressed were all aware how
much the use of brick had affected the art of

design wherein it had been adopted. The great

fields of brick architecture were the north of

Italy, the north-east of Germany, the west of

France, and various parts of Spain. The de-

velopment of each was different, but they all

agreed in the discovery of certain properties in

bricks; but they, it seemed, all agreed, that if

brickwork is to be strong, ib must bo built with

an enormous quantity of mortar ;
and so, instead

of specifying, as enlightened niuoteenth-oentury

architects do, that " no mortar joint is to be more
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than i in. thick,” he thought, if we could find a
Medicoval specification, wo should find it ran in
this form,—"No mortar joint to be less than
^ in. thick.” Then it came to be found that
bricks might bo moulded, and that if the earth
were well tempered and fine, any delicate pattern
might bo reproduced in a hard material, which
would almost defy weather. The result of this
was that in moat brick districts we see moulded
brick traceries used and repeated all over a
building, not because they were very beautiful,
or because they were required, but because they
existed, and had to be used. Examples of these
repetitions of tracery were found all over the
transepts of St. Katharine, at Brandeuberg;
white it was a carious fact that in Italy, France,
and in Germany the nse of brick led to the erec-
tion of sham fronts in front of the roof gables,
the main or only use of which was to show off
the variety of moulded bricks. A close affinity
in cause and principle would be seen between
such fronts as those of the town-hall at Lubeck,
the gables of the chnrohes in and near Toulouse,
and the transepts of Cremona Cathedral, whilst
each was entirely independent of the other in
style ; and evidently their architects knew
nothing of each other’s work. Having referred
to the curious effect of this brickwork upon stone-
work in the same districts, which was particu-
larly noticeable in the buildings of Venice, the
author proceeded to comment upon the change
which was effected in architectural design where
W'>od only was available for building. In the
districts of Ilampshiro, Worcestershire, Mont-
gomeryshire, Cheshire, and Lancashire oak
timber was wonderfully plentiful in the middle
ages

;
but in all parts of the country wooden

buildings were very common, and at the present
day there are a vastly larger number of
Medimval domestio buildings of this material
than of stone. It was worthy of notice that
where oak was very plentifnl, it led to important
developments of design, as was instanced in the
magnificent roofs of Worcestershire and Mont-
gomeryshire, where timber of enormous scant-
ling was available, as compared with those of
Sussex and Kent, where tho timber seems to
Lave been much smaller.

On the next head of the subject, viz., “ The
Influence exercised in certain Districts by excep-
tionally gifted Architects,” the author remarked
that of course in the Middle Ages, just as now,
there was great difference of style, and groat
diversity of power, in the works of various archi-
tects. As a rule, each man’s work will be fonnd
in one district. Sometimes it is the cathedral
which seta an example to the diocese; some-
times it is the hand of an architect brought
specially for the work from a distance

; but a
careful examination of various works will show
such evidence of unity of design and similarity of
system as would enable us to classify them with
the same sort of ease as we are at this day able
to detect the band of all our better architects in
their various works. In support of this position
the author mentioned the instance of Westmin-
ster Abbey and a email parish church at Stoue,
near Dartford, as oflbrding evidence in some of
the details of the architecture that the architect
was the same in both structures. The same
observation applied to the churches of Merstham,
Chipetead, Cliffe-at-Hoo, Brasted, and Merton.
Another curious case is that of Bristol Cathedral
and Yatton Church. The lecturer pointed out the
evidences of similar origin in the cases he men-
tioned, to which many others in various parts of
the country were added.
Having dwelt on these points at considerable

length, the lecturer passed on to remark that
there remained only one other head on which he
would detain the meeting, and that was the
influence on style which is caused by attempts
to copy in one age what had been done in some
previous time. The old Khenish architects of
the thirteenth century must have purposely shut
their eyes to what was going on in the Domaine
Royale in the first half of that ce/itury, and
would not, without a struggle, give up the main
features of their churches. So in such a church
as that noble one at Munster Maifeld, they
deliberately relieved many of the characteristics
of a Romanesque church along with parts and
details which showed an acquaintance with
thirteenth-century Gothic. In somewhat the
same way architects in Spain were building
completely Romanesque churches at the very
same time that, at Leon, Burgos, and Toledo,
French architects, brought there for the purpose,
wore building magnificent ehnrehes under their
very eyes of the purest and most advanced
Gothio.

Then there were many cases in which we find
an architect of one period trying to conform his
work to that of an earlier building to which he
has to add. An instance of this, he said, was to
be found at St. Blue, on the Mediterranean, near
Perpignan, where there existed a cloister which
at first sight one wonld suppose to be purely
Romanesque; but, upon inspection, it was quite
clear that whilst the west and south sides are
of the twelfth century, the east and north aisles
are of thirteenth or early fourteenth century
work, copied iu general outline and design from
the earlier work, thongh natural foliage is freely

introduced in place of conventional. They |all

knew the case of Westminster Abbey, where,
with what appeared to be excellent judgment,
the noble design of the earlier church was con-
tinued in the fifteenth century with so much
general similarity that uneducated eyes would not
detect the difference. Worcester Cathedral affords
another case of the same kind, for there evidently
the architect of the nave tried to make hia work
harmonise entirely in its lines and general design
with the thirteenth-centnry work of the choir.

The results, both at Westminster and Worcester,
were not encouraging

;
but both designs being

really full of life, and fire, and poetry, the eye feels
no pain at the extraordinary discrepancies of
detail where all is beautiful. Bab there is, per-
haps, in England no example of copying so well
worth study as that of the grand old Devonshire
church of Ottery St. Mary, which, thongh
evidently built late in the fourteenth century, in
imitation of the neighbouring cathedral of
Exeter, was, nevertheless, designed with a clear
intention to hark back to still earlier examples,
and to imitate many of the features of the thir-

teenth century. The work is so well imitated as
to give the impression, until their detail is ex-
amined, that it is really the work of tho thir-

teenth century. Their detail, however, is so
pronounced as to leave no doubt whatever as to

the age of tho work
;
and this led to the obser-

vation that bad often been made before, that our
forefathers never knew bow to copy what they
saw. Some men would tell us that because
they knew nob bow to copy what they saw, we
ongbt not to do so either

;
and that every one,

giving reins to his imagination, should design
just what liketh him best, without reference to

antiquity or precedent; in a word, that wo should
all take courage by the example of that wonderful
Strand Mnsic-hall. He ventured to dispute any
such suggestion most energetically. We saw
enough of other men’s works, and knew enough
of other men’s studies, to know that tho most
original and most admirable work is that of the
men who studied old buildings tho most tho-
roughly

;
and he was amused to see every now

and then attacks made upon their originality
and honesty as architects by men who told them
their works were mere compilations, whilst if

they saw any of the designs of those very men
in what they were pleased to call the Gothic
style, they would find that they were indeed simple
leaves taken out of the vulgarest book of spoci-

mens, without the slightest power even of
copying accurately the work before their eyes,
and still less of assimilating or fusing together
with any kind of harmony the various pages
from which they got their designs. The more
they studied old art ,'the less they would
want to copy it; and the only way to escape
from the necessity of simply copying was to
devote themselves with enthusiasm to its ac-
curate study.

At the close of the paper, a conversation took
place on subjects mooted in it, in which Mr.
Seddon, Sir Digby Wyatt, Mr. C. Fowler, Mr. C.
F. Hayward, and Mr. I’Anson took part.

TEE SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN WATER
COLOURS: WINTER EXHIBITION.

Last Saturday, the sketches and stndies con-
tributed by the several members of the Old
Society of Painters in Water Colours wore
privately viewed, as is customary, before the
public were invited to see the display. The pre-
sent exhibitioniia the eighth and the least inter-

esting of tho series; for, any diflerence that may
be observable to distingoish it at all, is of a
somewhat unfavourable nature. Too constant a
complacent reiteration of claims to bo con-
sidered, even superlatively clever, becomes fati-

guing at last, let them be ever so undeniable.
The weather was bad

;
jnst such as must have

persuaded the poorest of ns, that an omnibus
was one of the cheapest and dearest of bless-

ings, for it rained with cool, dogged determina-

tion to rain as disagreeably as possible, and as
if to wash out all recollection of finer days. At
such a season the ideas to bo associated with
those more delightful natural aspects likely to
be selected for an artist’s sketch or study are
very welcome ; and it is disappointing to find so
often a revised edition, in lieu of a direct tran-

script, that conveys more of the reality than he
who instinctively apprehended it at the time
can ever afeerwards imitate.

However, there are many very beautiful draw-
ings, none more so than Mr. E. Duncan’s (182)
” Waterfall on the River Broom, Rosshire,” that
in spite of its exquisite workmanship bears every
appearance of having been “ done on the spot,”
like the two studies of “ Whitby Soaurr,” by
Mr. G. Dodgson (190, 198), for it would ap-
pear to bo difficult indeed to represent such
truth from memory. The figure subjects are
either fewer than usual, even compared with the
landscapes, or mneh less attractive. There are
no chalk drawings, by Mr. F. W. Burton, whose
absence is mneh felt in viewing the collection.

Mr. F. Tayler is not so conspicuons as on some for-

mer occasions, though his heroine on horseback,
petting her dogs, “ Favourites^: a Study for a
Hawking Picture” (170), shows more symptoms
of falling off than he himself does; the horse
leans dangerously forward of the centre of
gravity, as sometimes horses do : neither is Mr.
Carl Haag, thongh his contributions are numerous
and he is still one of tho most important contri-

butors. “The Sheikh” (177) is an admirable
study of a head, brilliantly painted and life-

like; and ” The Temple of Jupiter at Athens”
(131), with the Acropolis in tho distance, is

scarcely less emphatic for colour, perspective,
aud effect than ” Tho Interior of the Odeon of
Herodis Attiens at Athens” (103). Mr. John
Gilbert is beet to be identified with two of his
smaller emanations, “William III. in Battle”
(391), and another capital composition of mar-
tial men and horses doing duty as “ Outpost ”

(398) that exhibit most forcibly his great com-
mand over colonr and effect. Unlike these, Mr.
Walker’s drawing of “A Lady in a Garden,
Perthshire” (336), derives its great value from
subdned colouring and a breadth of effect that
never interferes with an appearance of elaborate
finish, but gives a charming completeness to it

;

this oonatitutes its worth, for the lady is a
perfect lady and no story-teller. Mr. G. J.

Pinwell evidently has great admiration for the
qualities that distinguish Mr. Walker’s inter-
pretations of natural appearances, but he will
lose himself with his outlines .if he follows him
blindfuld

; similar amenity of colour belongs to
the description of “The Last Load” (356), but
making every allowance for the diffused and
confusing twilight of a warm summer evening,
the many figures melting into flatness with the
background are more suggestive of a fading
tinted photograph than of probable reality

;
and

these many figures are rather vapid representa-
tives of a happy peasantry, and seem to share
depression by common consent. The screens
usually supply the index to what the voluminous
works may promise

;
they are rather empty on

this occasion,

Mr. A. D. Fripp loves sunshine evidently,
for bis fisher-folks are indicative of this. The
Finished Study for a larger Work ” (14) is very

carefully aud cleverly done. His study of Tene-
tiau buildings (91) revives old notions, for they
are very gem-like in colour, as well as con-
scientiously drawn.

Mr. T. R, Lament has two very pretty draw-
ings finished with close reference toNature : one
of a delicate child talking to a gardener who has
been mowing like old Time, and cutting down
the daisies with the rank grass; “There are no
Birds in last Year’s Nest” (74), may be a
premonition. " Green Corn and Poppies ” (82)
aft’urd a more lively theme for conjecture.
“Sacharisea” (95), and “A Youth carving a
Name on a Cherry-tree” (303), by Mr, E. K.
Johnson, advance us yet another stage iu finish

more ways than one; and “ The Brook ” (149)
was chosen by the Poet Laureate for an illustra-

tion, as well as by Mr. J. D. Watson, who is

mistaking blackness for power. A Puritan
maiden “ At Prayer ” (202), and, with tho same
objection, a “Northumbrian Fisher Girl” (275),
are the beat of the ten items exhibited by him,
excepting “A Study” (161) for a portrait, which
should be the very first aud best. Mr. F. W.
Topbam’s “Flower Stall, Venice” (194), is de-
lightful for colour. It is to be wished he had more
liberally assisted the collection

; for the land-
scapes predominate to such an extent as to leave
figure representation for small consideration.
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“Prudhoe Castle, from the Moat, Northumber-
land” (10) by Mr. T. M. Eichardson j “The
Vuleof Nant Gwynant” (62), by Mr. T. Danby

j

“The Eocky Valley, near Tintagel” (87), by
Mr. S. P. Jackson, who has overcome hia ten-

dency to dingy neutral colours and cold greens,

as “ The Weir Pool ” (92)_will leavejost a dim
recollection ofj “Going on the Tbatuos” (138),

by Mr. J. J. Jenkins, and “ Skirting Knole
Park” (148), as good as any of the nine that

repeat the same name
;

“ On the Hills, Loch
Hourn ” (144), by Mr. Francis Powell

;
“ Pang-

bourne ” (174), by Mr. Birket Foster ;
“ A Eough

Sea” (187), by Mr. C. Davidson; “An Autum-
nal Evening” (242); and “Loch Cornishk”
(368), by Mr. Alfred W. Hunt,—whose works all

betoken a keen observation and an admirably
honest method of recording it,—are but a few of

the better works exhibited.

Mr. H. B. Willis has depictions of calves and
cows that appear ignorant of all cattle diseases,

BO nice and clean and well combed are they.

We wish we could say more of the drawings,
the works of the leading professors of water-
colour painting; for with the shoals of such pro-

ductions as are now in the flood of a mercantile
prosperity it would be well to have some thought
for the future and the medium. It may surely

be prognosticated that such an issue of a mani-
fold form of its minor application will lesson the

value of its more important use, and all water-

colour drawings be hereafter designated sketches

and studies, with so little to distinguish them
from fluished performances as at present exists.

MISSION HOUSE, SEACOMBE.

We have already published particulars of the

Mission House at Seacombe, a village on the

Mersey, opposite Liverpool.* With this we give

a small view of the building. The people belong

chiefly to the poorer and more neglected classes.

“ The state of education is very defective
;
home-

training is bad; drunkenness is common
;
alow

moral tone prevails.” For some years the Egre-

mont congregation have been engaged in mission

work in the village. An old Wesleyan chapel

was first acquired on lease, and fitted up for the

use of the mission
;
and, about a year after, an

adjoining building was also taken, to meet the

growing rfqnirements of the work. But all the

available accommodation in these buildings be-

• See p. 842, ante.

came too strait for the operations of the mission.

It was therefore resolved to erect new premises,

with suitable mission-house and class-rooms
;
and

on the 20th of July last the now building was
opened. The cost of the building, inclndiog the

site, has been about 2,3001. ;
of which sum a

balance of 7501. remains to be collected.

The first gathering in the old mission-house

was the Sunday School, which still continues to

prosper, and now numbers about 30 teachers and
more than 300 scholars.

Among other agencies, a day-school was com-
menced in 1863. In the new rooms, and in the

hands of the three teachers at present on the

staff of mission workers, it is confidently hoped
that this school will prove a great success.

Working lads beginning to earn wages have also

been cared for ;
and an endeavour has been made

to fill up their evenings by the attraccions of

instrumental music, and the more profitable em-
ployments of the night-school and Bible classes.

Beginning with one, there are now fifty workers,

and not less than 800 persons are nnder direct

and constant influence. The builders were
Messrs. J. & T. Mason. Mr. H. H. Vale was the

architect.

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AT THE
LONDON INSTITUTION.

In the second lecture of the course. Professor

Kerr took up the subject of classical architecture.

Starting at the point B.C. 500, be considered the

position of Persia, which had overthrown the

venerable empire of Egypt, and was now jealous

of the rising importance of Greece, a new na-

tionality founded, not on conquest or tradition,

but on commerce, enterprise, and unprecedented

intelligence, and destined before long to initiate

a new civilisation. Accordingly, remembering

the principle that architecture is history in stone,

it would be certain that a novel system of the

art was about to arise. Then tracing the order

of origin of the arts, sculpture first, then poetry,

then architecture, and a long way in the rear

painting and music, and touching again upon the

question of religious influence as a prime mover

in all, and most notably in architecture, he rested

at length upon the examination of the Doric

Temple and the Parthenon. Explaining the

theory of the timber-work type, he passed on

to critical observations upon the new arohi-

teclursl features now established, snob as the

advanced design of the column, and of the

entablature, the portico, the peristyle, the

stylobate, the cornice of utility, the pediment
the exquisite use of sculpture, the more de-

fined arithmetical proportions (repudiating,

for his own part, all geometrical theories,

the conic-section mouldings, and the fastidious

optical corrections)
;
remarking also upon the

effect of precision of workmanship, which, how-
ever refined and extreme, was always to the

advantage of classical design, whereas in Gothic

the effect of masterly and sometimes rode work
was as essentially a vital element of success.

The Ionic and the Corinthian columns being
next considered, the lecturer pointed to the fact,

almost more remarkable than all, that a com-
plete system of columnar design, in three distinct

and artistically perfect “ orders,” bad now been
accomplished; besides which an equally com-
plete system of mouldings—the ovolo, the ogee,

oyma, torus, bead, hollow, and scotia, the fillet,

and fascia—had been unalterably established.

After a few words on polychromatic decoration,

the transfer of the style to Romo was arrived at,

and the career of the art pursued from the age
of Augustus lo that of Constantine. Although
religious edifices still led the way, there was
now a vastly expanded field of operation

;

embracing villas, baths, theatres, bridges, and
aqueducts, triumphal columns, and archways,

and notably basilicas. The same epoch of

civilisation was still in progress, but the luxury,

wealth, pomp, pride, and private patronage, of

the Roman Empire were altogether peculiar in

their influence upon the art. New features also

were still coming into view. Such were the

pedestal, the pilaster, the arch, the dome, and
the use of storied orders. The application of

the arch structurally was dwelt upon, and its

limited use artistically. The altered system of

mouldings was also described, crude circular

curves being substituted for the refined elegance

of the Greek contours. On the whole, con-

cluded the lecturer, the philosophical and
fastidious grace of the Greeks, to this day un-

equalled in the world, had given place to mere
grandeur and luxury under the Romans, which
in course of time led the art more and more into

decadence, to be with all other products of

Classic intellect in the fulness of time entirely

overwhelmed and lost, until a thousand years

afterwards their remains, and even their ruins,

should be searched for and exhumed to form the

basis of modern civilisation.

In the third lecture, the subject was the

Architecture of the Middle Ages, and the point

of departure was A.D. 500. Nearly a century

and a half ago, the Roman emperors had taken

refuge from the barbarians in the new metro-

polis of Constantinople, established at the ex-

treme east of Europe. Only a few years ago

the ancient capital, Rome, had at length been
captnred by the Goths. A fow years more and
it was to be finally pillaged, and the remnants

of ancient magnificence and taste swallowed

up. Two great forces bad been at work in this :

the pressure of barbarism from the West, and
that of Christianity from the East. If architec-

ture were history in stone, here, again, must be
the origin of an entirely now system. But, in

the scheme of the Dark Ages there was to be

another element. While Christianity was to

govern East and West, a similar new religion

was to possess a Southern field. The Western,

nations, seeking a better faith, and adapting

the Christian principles to their own habits

of thought, founded the Latin or Roman
Church; the Eastern nations, in like manner,

formed the Greek or Byzantine Church ; and
Mohammed, animated by the same purpose, but

rejecting Christianity because of image-worship,

established the creed of Islam. And, accord-

ingly, there arose three corresponding modes of

archicectural art : the Romanesque of the Latin

Churob, the Byzantine of the Greek Church, and

the Saracenic of the Moslems. Turning now to

the Basilica, or Hall of Justice of the Romans,

this was described as the typo for future Christ-

ian churches
;
the plain rectangular house, with

longitudinal ranges of columns supporting the

roof, the entrance at one end generally, and the

seat of justice in a recess at the other, obviously

serving the precise purpose of the primitive

Christians, whether of the Latin or of the Byzan-

tine sect. The sixth century, however, did not

accomplish much of permanent durability ; it

was notable only for the name of the Emperor
Justinian, under whom, for the moment, many
great public works were carried out. Amongst
the rest, there were certain basilicas or churches

;

although the greatest of all, St. Sophia, at Con-
stantinople, was an exceptional design scarcely

to be dwelt upon. The seventh century being
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of little mark, the eighth brought the age of
Charlemagne, under whom great exertions were
made to advance learning and art, but again with
little effect. Many churches, however, are dated
from that period, still keeping more or less to
the old basilican form. The Saracens, by the
way, bad by this time attained to considerable
knowledge and taste, for Bagdad was now flourish-
ing in the East, while Cordova was being built
in the West. The ninth century exhibited great
disorder, consequent upon the disruption of the
empire of Charlemagne. In architecture, St.
Mark’s, at Venice, almost alone seemed worthy
of notice, although still an exceptional work.
Arab art during this century continued at its
best, as well as in the next

;
in the course of

which, on the European continent at large, the
nationalties were acquiring form and character,
as exhibited in architecture by a variety of Ger-
nian and French churches of much antiquarian
interest. But it was not until the ensuing
eleventh century that we could be said to reach
firm ground. Various cathedrals throughout
Europe marked the age of the growing authority
of the Popedom, the First Crusade, and our own
Norman Conquest. In a word, the Romanesque
in Western Europe had become, by the process
called in science degradation, either Norman or
its equivalent. The Byzantine in the mean time
might be said to have passed eastward, following
indeed its Oriental character, into the Saracenic
and the style of the Russian Clmrch. The
critic would perceive up to this stage the fol-
lowing innovations. Whereas the Greek mode
bad established the colonnade, the entablature,
the mouldings, and the portico, and pediment,
with very little of “ wall design,” and the
Roman mode had added arching, arcading in
colonnade, pilastering, and a good deal of wall
work, the Romanesque had established aisle
plan, cruciform, and round plan, arcading proper
(not in colonnade), simple vaulting and domes,
elaborated wall work (as at Pisa), roof design,
gable design, tower design, and sky line. At-
tention^ being now confined to England, as
furnishing a local history of Gothic archi-
tecture sufficiently illustrative of the whole
field, the lecturer proceeded to explain from
the drawings on the wall the well-known
characteristics of Norman design, desoribing its
details as being crude and its ornamentation
clumsy, although picturesque enough in their
way. But the following age of the thirteenth
century, he said, brought out a very different
state of the art, under new social influences.
The Papacy was in its full ascendancy, and the
clergy controlled society. The mendicant orders
added their especial local influence over the
people at large. The building fraternity, no
matter in what particular form, had acquired
organization and knowledge. Finally, the intro-
duction of the pointed arch afibrded a specific
basis for a complete revolution in architecture.
Whatever difficulties of an arobaeological kind
might surround this last question, the structural
solution was enough for architeotural criticism.
The art had accepted arcuation, pure and simple,
with all its indefinite conditions to follow. Arou-
ation was the architecture of email stones (the
Classic mode being that of large stones), and a
little examination would satisfy any one that the
pointed arch was at once a condition of com-
plete arouation, and that the first attempts at
its use would be the most sharply pointed in
character, as was the fact. The lecturer pro-
ceeded to explain the progress of design through
the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth cen-
turies, dwelling more emphatically upon the
severe elegance of the earlier work, the graceful
tracery and foliage of the middle period, and the
fan-groining, carpentry, and flying buttresses of
the later time. The exquisite development of
plan he also described in warm terms, especially
in Continental cathedrals. Metal work, colour
decoration, proportion, and symbolism were also
mentioned. Finally, the great critical merits of
Gothic architecture were two,—arcuation carried
to every possible limit, and articulation exhibited
in most instances with a truthfulness or guilelesa-
ness which of itself was one of the most exquisite
elements of art.

NEW INFANTRY BARRACKS FOR
GLA.SGOW.

Our friends on the Clyde are in fortune’s way
just now, and may congratulate themselves
accordingly. Not only has their new Court-
house "presently,” as they say, been opened,
and many other improvements of various kinds
projected, but a new Infantry barracks has
actually been begun. The old military quarters
in the Gallowgate, in the very centre of this very
populous town, were long ago condemned for
various reasons, any one of which was sufficient
for the purpose. First of all, they were very un-
suitable, inadequate, and badly arranged, not
only according to hygeinic principles, but to the

wavy nature, and as it will have to be made per-
fectly level, a good many hillocks will have to be
placed in the bosom of a good many hollows

;

in other words, there will be a good|deal of what
Sootbish builders call " getting and filling.” The
men’s quarters are in two divisions, each division
being in parallel blocks behind one another, the
dividing buildings being the school-chapel, gym-
nasium, &o., at rightangles. Thedivisionontheleft-
hand side, from the barrack-gatewill be exclusively
for the married " department” of the regiment.
The married private soldiers will have rooms to
accommodate forty men, their wives, and chil-
dren. In addition to these will be the necessary
accompaniments of school, laundry, hot-air
drying-closets, lavatories, &g. Away in the....V u'-^'uinjjionygemicprmmpies, Duttottie drying-closets, lavatories, &c. Awav in thecomfort and couvenienoe which we deem neces- corner, to the rear right, will be the infantsary to the life and character of the improved schools

j so that the married people and their
soldier of the present day. Then, again, the families will be entirely to themselves. On the

smesMe of the square, bat by themselves, there

Werfel'*''
"BtioaBly will be quarters for five staff-sergeants, haviag

interfere with the soldier s physical status, apart two rooms each , sixteen staff-sergeants, with onefrom his moral one, but, what is equally bad, room each
; twenty married sergeonts, one roomare standing impediments to military disoipline. ! each

i
twelve single sergeants, one room each;It has been long lamented that, even nnder the and eight other non-oommissionod offloers’most favourable circumstances, drunkenness is rooms.

standing crime in the army
_;
whilst There will, also, on a plan similar to that for

rf •
“^e^tioned to the officers, be a complete sergeants’ mess esta-ears polite, is its standing disease. With re-

,

bHshment, with mess-room, billiard-room, cook-
s^pect to the first, nothing but improved quarters, ing house, stores, &c. The staff-sergeants and

rLmr,
educational, sufficiently far sergeants’ quarters will be to the west of theremoved from towns,—especially garrison towns, single men’s division, with ample space, isolatingrender street temptation difficult, will them, in accordance with their raak.

It will thus be seen that the non-commissioned
officers of a regiment need never, if desirable,
come in contact with the men when off duty for
any purpose whatever. To the rear of the staff
buildings will be the military provost’s esta-
blishment, small, but very handy and compact.
There will be quarters for the provost sergeant
and assistants, an office for the counting-house,
part of his unpleasant business, a detention-
room, hard-labour yard, and twelve quiet, unob-
trusive cells. In fact, from what we can learn
of this part of the general plan, a year or so’e
" moonlight fnrlough ” may be passed here very
"comfortably” by the chastised and humbled
penitent of the court-martial. Let us hope,
however, in all seriousness, that there will be
little or nothing to do for the iron-hearted
terrible " provo.”
There will be four blocks for the single men j

two of two stories high, and two of three stories.
There will be 240 men in the two-story blocks,
and 360 men in the three-story blocks. There
will also be two cook-houses, each capable of
cooking for more than 300 men; whilst a library
and reading-room will supplement the culinary
department by providing ample food for the
mind. In order to have cleanliness made easy,
there will be lavatories immediately adjoining
each room

; in addition to which there will be
the inestimable benefit of a bath-house, and re-

Working Wen’s Club, Great Quebec-
street, Marylebone.— Classes for practical
plane, and descriptive geometry, mechanical and
machine drawing and building construction, have
been established at this olub, under the direction
ot a certificated science teacher, thus affording
to artisans an opportunity of acquiring a soien-
tifio training in connexion with the recreative
advantages afforded by institutions of this nature

-to render street temptation difficult, will
answer.

Thirty acres of undulating ground have been
purchased, situated about two miles and a half
from the city of Glasgow, in a north-westerly
direction, near Maryhiil, and able to command
communications by road, railway, and canal.
The widely-known "Kelvin Grove,”—although
grove no longer, but villa-terraces, and wealthy
suburban nestlings,— rendered classic by the
poetry of Burns, is in the immediate vicinity.
The scenery is of the most lovely kind

; and if
the future regiments to be quartered there have
but a corresponding happiness within, then, in-
deed, may they enjoy themselves, and sing aloud
that " We are in a military paradise.” The name
of the particular locality is Garioch, and the
immediate plot of ground upon which the bnild-
ings are to be erected is opposite Jeffrey’s weav-
ing factory, on the Glasgow and Maryhiil road.
Of the whole quantity of land which has been

purchased, about eight acres will be built upon,
and otherwise appropriated to military purposes.
The main entrance will be by iron gates in the
Maryhill-road, with a second gate in the Garioch-
road. On the right hand of the main entrance
will be a guard-room and temporary lock-up
cells

; whilst on the left-hand side will be the
regimental offices, orderly-room, court-martial
room, prisoners’ room, &c. Taking the m.-iin
entrance to bo approached from the east, away the inestimable benefit of a bat
on the north side, having a southern aspect, will creation facilities of every kind

wDl h/ hTk
the rear of which

|

Having provided for cleanliness, the antho

Tn i. f
domestic offices, out- rities show that they are not unmindful of th(

M
These next and higher virtue in a manner that musiquarters will fron directly across the barrack-

1

be pleasing to many a heart that beats under isquare, and face the mens block. The disposi- redcoat. Hence, in the cbapel-school the ao^on of the officers rooms will be in this way
;

commodation for divine worship will be enoughThe commanding officer, as befits his position,
' or more than enough for the English churcl

wiJl Have separate accommodation to himself portion of any regiment.
nob only that, but, on the well-founded conclu- The chapel-school will seat 330 rank and filemon that he will generally be a married man 60 women and children, and 40 officers ancS servants will, also, be pro- ladies for divine service

; whilst for educationalvided for, away from the servants of the other purposes, there will be room for the iustruotion

, L • r iv ^-13
adults. The seats in the central part olThenext arrangement is for three field officers the floor will be movable, so as to convert thtwith two rooms each, and thirty-four officers chapel into the school, and vice versd. There

with one room each; such room being so planned will be both schoolmaster’s and school-mis.
that there will be a recess sufficient for a bed tress’s quarters attached in close proximity tcand bed-sereen, BO as to enable the occupant to the scene of their labours. The gymnasium will
convert his bungalow mto a snug sitting, contain every appliance of the modern system,room at pleasure.

_

In addition to these rooms, including bars, climbing poles, ropes, &o., andt^re will be nmeUen others adjoining for will comprise in addition a racquet-court, a
officers servants. So much for the private fives-conrt, and a skittle-alley,
apartments, if they may be so termed. A second Behind the single men’s block will be theportion of these quarters will comprise a com- l canteen, which, it has been said, will be under
plete officers mess establishment, including

j

such personal supervision of the officers’ com.
ante-rooms, billiard-rooms. smokine-rooms. and mittee as to prevent the adulteration of liquors

on the one hand, and drunkenness on the other.
The question of canteens has long been under
the earnest consideration of competent military
reformers, with the view of making the moat of
them for the soldier and the soldier’s family.
They have hitherto been too mnoh left in the
hands of the landlords or contractors, who have
sold bad articles at dear prices. How to manage
them efficiently for marching regiments has pre-
sented some difficulty, on account of the officers
of such regiments having little knowledge of, and

t- —vuu VPl/CWllOUllACiJl/, lUUlUUlIJg
ante-rooms, billiard-rooms, smoking-rooms, and
such similar accommodation as the social rank
of gentlemen of whom officers are composed may
require.

We now cross the parade-ground, or “ barrack
square,” as the soldiers call it, and we come to
the homes of the rank and file. The square will
be the enclosed quadrangular space, formed by
the three sides of the projected buildings, and
the western section of the barrack boundary
wall. This parade-ground will be 580 ft. by
•186 ft. As the contour of the land is of a very
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leas ioclioation towards, biiaineas matters. Be-

sidee, anch officers are, comparatively, bo short a

time in each town that there can hardly be suf-

ficient inducement for them to trouble their

beads with canteen affairs. At Woolwich and
Cbatbam the difficulty disappears, because there

is always a staff long enough in the place to deal

with canteen abuses if it has the will and the

power. On the other hand, in the case of line

regiments, who generally enter towns knowing
as little what the day’s pay will buy as if the

men dropped from the clouds, it would be well

and wisely done to have canteens and their

doings placed under the supervision of the civil

branch of the Royal Engineer staff' of the dis-

trict } or, should there be no civil branch, then
the Engineer staff itself. In the building under
notice, the canteen will virtiinliy comprise a
shop-store, where the soldier or his wife may
purchase every article required in the sphere of
their daily existence.

The canteen will be divided into two distinct

portions—the family shop on one side and the
public-house part on the other; each will have
separate entrances away from one another.

Behind the staff-sergeants’ quarters, on the
southern side, there will bo a now feature,

namely, a pensioners’ department. This will be
very advantageous, because it will enable the
pensioners to be mustered, instructed, or dealt

with in a military atmosphere, and upon mili-

tary ground. The regimental band, too, will

have a specially adapted room for itself. A
powdor-magazine will be constructed in a part
of the ground that may be deemed to be the
host suited for the purpose; whilst a very con-
venient armoury is among the arrangements.
Referring to the hospital for one moment, it has
to be stated that there will be a suitable mor-
tuary, with all the requisite appliances for sur-

gical operations, 'post-inortem examinations, &c.
The whole of the external walls of the buildings

will be of stone ; brickwork being used in the
interior. Ventilation will be by both shaft and
piercings, when necessary. The lighting will be
by gas ; the filthy room-tubs will be superseded
by night nrinals, kept at a temperature, so as

not to chill the men fiequontiug them in winter,

and open only during the night. Each floor,

too, will have its own corridor in the rear, so

that men may pass from one floor to another
without being wet, or having to dress them-
selves, beyond barrack-room costume. There
will be a supply of hot water for all purposes
at all hours. In all the rooms for the single

men the windows have been so planned that
two beds will stand between each pair of

windows. The whole of the buildings will be
inclosed by a rubble stone wall, with rustic

copings, 10 ft. high, and 20 in. thick. This
wall has at the angles projecting turrets loop-

holed for musketry, so as to sweep the entire

face of whatever line the fire may be directed
upon. The particular style of walling has not,

we believe, been determined on, but it is sup-
posed that it will be either rubble or coursed
work, with mullions and dressings.

The walling is to be of sandstone from the
quarries of Stockenfiold or Kelvindale, and the
other stone med for dressings to quoins, win-
dows, staircases, chimney-caps, &o., to be free-

stone from the Hunter’s-hili or Gifnock quarries.

In the draining of the ground, 2-in. agricultural

pipes will be used, whilst for the buildings glazed
stoneware pipes will he laid down. In the
external walls, the ventilating inlets will be of

terra-cotta air-bricks for the floors, and galvanized
iron ventilators overhead. There will, also, be
extracting flues for the foul air, of glazed stone-
ware piping, and air-ducts to supply the fire-

grates.

The ground floors of the lower part will be
laid with 3-in. Arbroath dressed flagging; but
the corridor floors of the upper stories will be
freestone landings 4 in. thick, supported on
wrought-iron bearers and girders. The floors to

the hospital wards, lavatories, mess-kitchens, &o.,

to be on Fox & Barrett’s fire-proofing principle,
resting on rolled iron joists. Asphalts, too, is to
be used wherever it may be requisite to prevent
damp and noise. Wherever it is practicable the
chimney-flues will be constructed so as to be
swept from the outside. The lavatories, closets,

and urinals will be exclusively supplied from
cisterns of their own, and no other pipe will be
attached to them. The hospital will be warmed
both by open fire-places and hot water. The heat
will be delivered from a cylindrical wrought-
iron boiler, 4 ft. by 2 ft., cased in fire-brick, with
a recess-furnace front, and set in the hospital

kitchen. The hot water will start through a

2-inoh flow-pipe, passing under the roof of the

covered way into the principal staircase. On
the entrance to the wards the dimension is

reduced to a IJ-in. pipe, with the requisite stop-

cocks on the landings. The circulation will

return to a galvanized wrought-iron cistern of

150 gallons capacity fixed in the centre of the

building, and so back again to the boiler. From
the hot-water cistern a 2-in. escape-pipe will

pass through the roof, turning down towards the

gutter. Gas will be laid on in every part of the

establishment where gas can possibly be useful.

The Glasgow people have been long complain-

ing that the vast property of the third great sea-

port of the empire should be left in so com-
paratively an unprotected state. It is now
many years,—more than twenty,—sinoo the

cavalry were removed from the old barracks in

Eglinton-street, and what is the result ? Why,
that on any emergency troopers must be sent

for all the way to Hamilton, ten miles off ! This

was actually the case during the late Sunday
Fenian demonstrations.
These barracks have been designed by the

Civil Professional Branch of the War Depart-

ment, under the direction of Lieut.-Col. Murray,

R.E. The warming and ventilating arrange-

ments were supervised by the Army Sanitary

Committee. The designs have been submitted

in detail to the Queen, and have received her

Majesty’s approval and signature.

'The contractor for the whole of the work is

Mr. John Kirk, of Woolwich, who has just com-
pleted the fortifications of Newhaven. Although
no special time has been fixed, it is expected that

the barracks will be ready for occupation in the

latter part of the autumn of 1S72.

THE MANAGEMENT OF COMPETITIONS.

I VENTURE to suggest, that the time has arrived

when the Institute (with every advantage both

to the publio and our profession) might take up
the general regulation of competitions. If it

were once understood that wo declined as a body
to compete unless the conditions issued were
those framed by the Institute, much of the

existing evil would be removed.
I propose that a list of architects willing to

act as competition judges be kept at the Insti-

tute. They would serve in rotation, or if business

prevented one of them, the next on the list would

be requested to attend.

Ample advertisement should suggest reference

(by any promoters of competitions) to the In-

stitute, and on application being made the

first architect on the list should proceed to

the site of the proposed work, there confer with

the committee, and prepare the requisite con-

ditions, signing the names of the intended judge

or judges. The conditions would, of course, be

carefnlly framed in ” schedule” form, the details

of which need not at present be discussed
;
but

I foresee a great saving of labour from this

source alone, as a mere glance at the schedule

would suffice to show competitors the nature and
extent of the work.

Everything should be done to insure absolute

uniformity, in the scale, the sizes, and the colour

of all drawings. The perspectives, perhaps, may
be unrestricted (except as to size), as they will

not mislead a professional adviser.

The memoranda issued to architects should be

divided into ” Instructions” and ” Suggestions,”

the former to be absolutely binding, the latter

not SO; then if the cost were stated under the
“ Instructions,” any palpable excess would

absolutely exclude a competitor; but if it ap-

peared as a ” Suggestion,” then the designs

should range in their order of merit
;

the

authors of the first and the second designs thus

selected receiving a fee previously decided upon,

but any other design which would come within

the limits of cost, and was most in accordance

with other requirements, ought to be chosen for

execution.

Rules for measuring the work would bo sup-

plied, and the price be founded on the cubic

contents of the building aud the superficial area

of external walls.

A printed forni for the report to accompany

each design would be issued for the competitors

to fill up. This would greatly facilitate examina-

tion, whilst additional matter (to a limited

extent) would be permitted.

Half the designs sent in should be numbered

in their order of merit (unless utterly worthless),

the numbers to be affixed and a list of the

authors’ names to be I'egistered at the Institute

and published.

All drawing should be exhibited to the publio,

unless individuals express a desire to the con-

trary with reference to their own. I have seen

many instances of injustice which conld scarcely

have occurred had the public been admitted to

see the drawings ; and I think, moreover, that

if we consent to exercise our hands, heads, and
hearts in such work as this, we might at least

allow our productions to do soma little good to

others. Our drawings would thus help to elevate

the publio taste and improve the daily increasing

feeling for architecture. To us they are of little

value ; our time, labour, and materials have
been well-nigh wasted.

I many years since elaborated a scheme, of

which this is a bare outline, and I think the

matter of such importance, ( f such absolute

value to the profession, that if there be any
difficulty at first iu placing it before the public

we should find it well worth our while to sub-

scribe amongst ourselves, and form a fund to

carry out the scheme.
I should be happy to confer with any of my

brethren upon the subject, and to add my con-

tribution. The time seems to have arriv’ed when
a little united action would carry us safely

throngh the worst of the evils attending our

unavoidable competition.
Augustus Fkere.

SCHOOLS OF SCIENCE AND ART.

The Wolverton Scieiice and Art Institute .

—

The anuiversary of the opening of the science

classes in connexion with this institute has been
celebrated by a public tea, to which between four

and five hundred sat down. The tea was
followed by a musical entertainment and the

distribution of prizes to the succeasfiil students

for the past year. Mr. J. B. Bickersteth, a

director of the London and North-Western Rail-

way Company, occupied the chair.

Tecltnical Education in Bedford.—A lecture in

connexion with the local class in technical

science has been delivered at the Working Men’s
Institute, Harpur-street, by Mr. Buckmsster.
The chair was taken by Mr. James Howard, M.P.
Mr. Fry read the report, showing that out of

fifteen who presented themselves for examination

twelve had been successful. These had been
classed as follows;—First class, three; second

class, three
;
third class, six. Those who obtained

certificates in Class 1 were entitled to Queen’s

prizes. The books were presented in course of

the meeting.
The Torquay School of Science anti Art.—The

presentation of prizes to the students of this

school who have sucoessfnlly passed the recent

examinations, has taken place at the school. The
duty of presenting the prizes was undertaken by
Lord Talbot de Malahide, in the absence of Lady
Palk. The chair was taken by the president,

Mr. E. Vivian
;
and the room was crowded with

a large, interested, and sympathetic audience.

Mr. Luxmoore, the hon. secretary, said, it was
satisfactory to know that the school during the

past year had done a great deal more than any
school almost in England,—certainly better than

auy school in the West of England. The Art

School had 85 evening pupils, and 75 day pupils
;

the former were mainly of the artisan class, to

whom the Government gave moat of the prizes

now ou the table. Of these 85, the majority

went in for the examination in May last, and 31

took prizes
;
one pupil in particular, Mr. Easter-

brook, gained the Queen’s prize and bronze

medal. Mr. S. Yonlden was also specially men-

tioned. In the Science classes Torquay held a

high position
;
during the past year 90 students

went in for examination,— 70 in electricity,

and magnetism, of whom 54 passed successfully,

18 gaining first-class Queen’s prizes
;
18 second-

class, and 13 third. Here, again, Mr. Easter-

brook had come forward, and iu magnetism and

electricity ha stood the highest of all the stu-

dents iu the kingdom ;
for this he should have

received the gold medal, but, owing to a clause

in the regulations, he was debarred from taking

it. He also stood third in physiology iu the

kingdom, and having gained those two prizes, he

would now go to London, it was to be hoped, to

win more. At present there was in the school

a physiological class, with 20 students
;
aclass for

acoustics aud heat, with 32 ;
and a class for elec-

tricity and magnetism, with 70 students. There

were also, on Saturday afternoons, classes for ladies

and gentlemen, whioh had not long been started.

The Chairman, in course of the meeting, called

upon Mr. H. Bridgman, who was the means of

bringing about the establishment of these schools,
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to Bay a few words. Mr. H. Bridgman, who wae
very heartily applauded, made an interesting
Bpeech of considerable length. He alluded to

the progress the school had made since the first

preliminary meeting, held in a small room, in

Lower Union-street, in 1866 : it had gone on and
prospered, and no doubt it would continue to do so,

for, during the last two years, he found that no less

than 180 pupils had passed their examinations.
Exeter Science Classes .—The annual meeting

of the friends of the Exeter Science Classes, held
at the Athenscum, was remarkably well attended.
A lecture “On Technical Education ” was de-
livered by the indefatigable Mr. Buckmaster.
The Eev. W. David said the science classes could
be made of great value to the citizens. He had
been a member of one of the first classes that
had been formed in Exeter, and had a very lively

recollection of the pleasure and instruction he
derived from the teaching of Mr. D’Urban in the
geology class. Mr. D'Urban’s pupils certainly
were few. Beginning with seventeen pupils they
had dwindled down to three, but he hoped to see
the classes well attended in the future. He re-

garded those schools as filling a present void in

the course of education in England. On the
proposal of Mr. Cotton, a vote of thanks was
unanimously accorded to Mr. Buckmaster.

Carlisle School of Art .—The annual meeting
of the subscribers to this school has been held
in the school-room, in Finkle-street, the mayor
(Mr. W. I. R. Crowder) presiding. A large
number of pupils and their friends were also
present. The secretary (Mr. T. H. Hannah)
read the report, which stated that the duties of
the school had been performed to the entire
satisfaction of the committee by the master,
Mr. Lees, and the pupil teacher, Mr. Parker.
Owing to the examination of those subjects of
the Science and Art Department which have
been regularly taught in Schools of Art, such as
mechanical and geometrical drawing, building,

construction, &c., having been placed under the
Science branch of the Department, the examina-
tion of those subjects, which was formerly held
along with the art subjects proper in March,
would now take place in May. At the examina-
tion of the school in March last, 43 students
were successful, of whom 9 gained prizes. Last
year the numbers were respectively 27 and 7.

During the year 75 students had sent 316 draw-
ings for examination in London. Of those Mr.
Edward Parker, the pupil teacher, gained a
silver medal in the national competition for a
study from the antique} 3 obtained third grade
prizes, and payments were made on the work of
61 others. Last year, 58 students presented
108 works for examination. The committee had
great pleasure in stating that the master, Mr.
Lees, had obtained one of the prizes offered by
their lordships to the “ head masters of those
schools in which the result of instruction, as
tested by the Department examination, was
most satisfactory.” Owing to the number of
artisans in the evening class being so large that
there was scarcely accommodation for them if

they were all present, the committee had made
arrangements with the committee of the Me-
chanics’ Institute for occupying their large hall

in Fisher-street. The financial statement showed
that [the income of the school during the past
year, including a balance of 24L 143. due by
treasurer per last account, and after making
certain reductions, had amounted to 901. Ss. 6d.,

of which sura 271. 18g. 6d. were derived from
annual subscription, and 641. 17s. from school
fees. The expenditure had amounted to 621.

ISs. 3d., so that there remained a balance in the
hands of the treasurer of 281. 78. 3d. Mr.
Edmund Potter, M.P., distributed the special

prizes, and addressed the meeting on the subject
of art schools.

CROWN POINT, NEAR NORWICH.
The mansion that Sir Robert Harvey, bart.,

is erecting on bis estate at Crown Point, near
Norwich, is approaching completion. The new
hall is situated on gently rising ground in the
freshly.made park at the rear of old Crown Point
House, and is visible from the Kirby and Bungay
roads, the main approach being from the latter,

from whence an open drive, skirted on each side
by plantations, leads across the Kirby-road to
the hall. There are two lodges, one at the
Buugay.road entrance, and the other at the
Kirby crossing, both in the style of Swiss archi-
tecture that characterises the water-side lodges,
gamekeepers’ cottages, and other minor build-
ings on the estate. The mansion is in the
Elizabethan style, and the chief entrance is

covered by a portico of iron-work, with cupola
roof. The ground floor comprises a saloon,
separated from the ball by a screen; a dining-
room and two drawing-rooms, en suite, with
conservatory beyond, breakfast-room, library, bil-

liard-room, &c. On the upper floor are bed-rooms,
with double dressing-rooms, &c. These rooms
have bay windows, from which views of the park
and surrounding country are obtained, compris-
ing the Lakenham Viaduct, the Castle and
Cathedral, Mcusehold House (the seat of the
late General Sir R. J. H. Harvey), Thorpe, &c.
On the third floor are more bed-rooms, the total
number in the mansion proper being twenty-
fonr, and there are thirteen others over the
servants’ apartments and offices. The hall will

be lighted with gas. At the rear are a range of
stables, with carriage-yard and riding-sohool,
the whole enclosed under a covered glass roof,

180 ft. long and 40 ft. wide. These will, in a
year or two, be concealed from sight, by planta-
tions of choice shrubs and evergreen trees, by
which they have been flanked. The trans-
formation of what bat little more than a year
ago was an open field into an ornamental park,
has been accomplished with groat success.
A terrace walk will extend in front of the house,
which faces the south. Beneath it will be a
summer garden, and other gardens stretch away
to the east, and are now in course of formation

;

a rosary, and some picturesque rockwork over-
hanging an artificial cave, from the mouth of
which a lion is peeping (the work of Mr. Bar-
rett, of Norwich), being the most recent work of
Sir Robert’s gardener. The mansion has been
built from the designs of Messrs. Coe & Peake,
of London, architects. The contract for the
offices was undertaken by Mr. D. Balls, of
Norwich, and the work being divided into two
contracts, Mr. J. W. Lacey was the successful
competitor for the hall—at least, with the ex-
ception of the fittings and decorations of the
lower rooms, which, being of an unusually
elaborate and ornate character, will probably be
confided to a London firm.

A NEW CHAPEL IN PLYMOUTH.
A LARGE Baptist Chapel, which has been in

course of erection for the last sixteen months,
upon Mutley Plain, has just been opened. In
style it is of the Palladian type, and the fa(;ade

contains a considerable amount of ornamental
as well as constructive detail. The chief feature
is a central arch opening into a covered recess,
and extending from the ground to the pediment.
This is flanked on either side by towers, which
rise to the height of 90 odd feet from the founda-
tion. The main doorway is in the recess, and
there are side entrances in each tower, which
also afford access to the gallery. The sides of
the recess are carried up by columns, which in
the lower story are Doric, and in the upper
Corinthian, surmounted by carved capitals.
There is a three-light window, with Corinthian
pilasters, over the chief entrance, and smaller
windows over the others to accommodate the
gallery stairs. The entablatures, and the mould-
ings generally, are bold. The towers are sur-
mounted by truncated pyramidal slated roofs,

with crestings of iron-work, painted and gilt.

The material of the buildiug throughout is of
limestone, and the columns and dressings gene-
rally of Portland, while the steps are of granite.
The pulpit is of wood, and octagonal. The seats
are all open benches, and, together with all the
woodwork, of pitch pine. The chapel is lighted
at night principally by two sun-burners in the
centre of the ceiling. There is a school-room
in the basement, to accommodate 500 children.
The building is close to the Mutley tunnel of
the South Devon Railway, and, including the
site, has cost 8,OOOL Mr. Ambrose, of Plymouth,
was the architect employed, and Mr. J. Pinch
the general contractor. Mr. Harry Herns, of
Exeter, has executed the^ stone-carving

; Messrs,
Plimsaul put up the heating apparatus

; and
Messrs. Monk & Westlake the gas-fittings.

Oloey Cburcb.—This church, interesting,

from its association with Cowper and Newton,
has for some time past been sadly in need of

repairs, but we are glad to learn that an effort

is now likely to be made to restore it to its

proper condition. The lord of the manor (the
Earl of Dartmouth) has undertaken the restora-

tion of the chancel, according to the Roefe, and it

is to be hoped that other friends will be found to

help the vicar in his greatly needed work.

ART IN COMMON LIFE.*

I MUST clear the way for what I have to say
on art by limiting my subject. I shall not
have time, and I have not the power, to speak
at all of the so-called fine arts—of painting, of
sculpture, or even of architecture. A picture,

or a statue, or a fine building is indeed an orna-
ment, in one sense of the word. It adorns a
room, or a public building, or a town

;
but the

principles which regulate the work of the suc-

cessful painter, sculptor, or architect are far

more complex than, though not really different

in kind from, those which are concerned in

making beautiful, adorning decorating objects of
daily or occasional use. In considering orna-

ment, then, I confine myself to a study of the
principles which, should guide ua in determining
the true nature of ornament, and its proper em-
ployment. Moreover, I exclude painting and
sculpture now, beoanse, when good, they are and
must be always costly, and therefore not within
the general reach,—the paintings, and statues,

and carvings, are often the treasures of the
cabinet of an individual. Even if public taste

were educated sufficiently to understand such
works, they are usually inaccessible; and it should
be added, that the real merit of works of fine art

does not come out when they are small and
apart from each. A large painting on a wall of
a public building, boldly treated, illustrating

some instance of bravery, charity, or devotion,

and surrounded by proper architecture, of which
it indeed forms an essential part, is not only of

general instead of special use, but produces in

the spectator a sense of the sublime, which a
small picture that can be looked at by one person
only at a time, which must be pored over in the
hand, cannot ever achieve.

The question may bo asked—Why ornament
at all ? We know that the earth itself is adorned,
and that the so-called savage, half-civilised, and
bighly-cultivated nations have invariably led

them to colonr their various war-clubs, paddles
and canoes, and that the colours and curves of

these Fijians, Sandwich Islanders, and others

may be called ornamental. Instinct so called of
mao, savage and half civilised, as well as most
cultivated. In ancient pre-hiatoric times the

cave-dwellers scratched on bone or pottery rude
outlines of the animals they slew or tamed : the
palaces of Nineveh are lined with sculptured
slabs where palms and various forms of plants

are drawn, with warriors, captives, and kings,

and the spoils of battle : the seals and many
ornamental objects of the Babylonians survive

to our times, beautiful with minute and laboured
devices. The architecture of Egypt has furnished
models of excellent colour and of quaint form to

our artists of the present day. The palm of the
deserts and the water-lily and rush of the Nile

were pressed into the service of decorating their

temples by this ancient people. If we go further

east we shall find in China and in India an ex-

cellent taste for colour, and some notions of

form, handed down from ages, the exact distance
of which from our own day, though great, is not
exactly known. Time would fail me were I to

endeavour to allude even to the chief styles of
ornament prevailing in Greece and subsequently
in Rome

;
of the wares of Etruria

;
of the metal,

stone, wood, and ivory work of the Middle Ages j

of the early Irish illuminated missals before the

tenth century of the Christian era ;
of the works

in carved wood of early Norwegian carvers; of

Mediceval Arabic inlay
; and of the period of the

Renaissance or Revival of Classic Art. But the
principles of true ornament may be deduced
from nearly every kind of decoration, whether
Greek, Italian, Egyptian, or Chinese. What
these principles are I will endeavour to state.

A. Ornament as to its nature should be human ;

that is, should appeal to the eye, the thought,

the affections of man. It must have a meaning,
and the more meaning the better. Where
possible it should possess as many as possible of
the following properties or characteristics ; it

should be :

—

1. (a) Local, (b) Historical, (c) Public, (ci)

Fixed, (e) Large.
It should also be :

—

2. Informative and truthful. If it seems to

represent anything it should represent it

truthfully as far as it goes. More rich

and beautiful the more extensive the
knowledge which contrived it and the
knowledge which it imparts. Study
necessary both on the part of the artisan

and the pnblio.

* By Professor Church, Bead at the Cirencester School
of Art.
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B. Ornament in its applionfcion should be
appropriate.

(a) Adapted to the use of the object

decorated.

(I)) Adapted to the material to be decorated.

(e) Capable of sufficiently good oieoutioa

by trained ordinary workmen,
A. Ilaraan character of trne ornament.

1. Local, Historical, Public, Fixed, and
Large.

2. Informative, Heal, Ideal, Conventional,

contrasted.

B. Appropriate,—as to material and colour ; as

to use
j
as to nature of the executant or artificer.

From these, the conditions of ornamentation,

we may trace the origin and real character of

conventionalism. The great colourist of Venice,

the great sculptor of Greece would convey the

greatest amount of troth, produce the best orna-

ment. But we have to limit ourselves in various

ways. Titian’s colour and the statues of Phidias

are not for every day’s nse. We lack the men
—the genius—the skill for work like theirs, we
also want to turn onr ornamented objeots to the

purposes of common life. We cannot copy
nature perfectly to begin with in her full spirit,

her full variety, her force, her tenderness : we
must learn what wo can keep, what we must
omit. Then we come to the second reason for

conventionalism, the nse of the objeots to which
ornament is to be applied. Ornafnent must
never interfere with'use : it ought not to hinder,

but to aid the proper employment of any article

of common employment, and it should be appro-
priate to the object. Do not put wreaths of May
blossoms or gaudily-painted pictures or photo-

graphs under glass on your ooal-aouttles. A
third limitation is imposed by the material. Bits

of rich glass for a coloured window; of marble
and atone for a pavement ; a wavy line for the

border of a dress ; abstract forma of flowers and
birds for paper on your walla

j
lumps and bosses

and slings of molten glass upon the tumbler and
the vase; sharp, clean-cut patterns reminding you
of material forms of beauty, out out in brass or

hammered out in iron, or engraved in silver.

But although all ornament must be suitable to

the material and adapted to the use of the object

decorated, and to the skill of the workman, the

conditions thus imposed upon the direct copying
of nature for purposes of ornament must not

lead us to forget the first principle laid down
that ornament must be human, it must appeal to

man. It must not be senseless,—meaningless.

Let us study the several necessary conditions of

deriving ornament from nature by a fair example.

Plants lend themselves readily to the deco-

rator. Where nine ^workmen can carve some
semblance of a flower, one only can represent

anything like an animal form.

Ivy : its freedom, its variety, its curves.

Periwinkle. Bramble. Hose oalyx. Clover.

A more severe treatment is required the less

tractable your material.

But severe as the treatment may be, do not

let it bind you down to a fixed bondage,—the

bondage of tho cast-iron schools,—a bondage
which brought Gothic early in the nineteenth

century into disrepute. Bring the freedom and
variety of nature into yonr work, but discipline

your abundant resources. Do not let stiffness

on the one hand, nor extravagant curves on the

other, interfere with the uniii/ of yonr decora-

tion. Fourteenth-century windows, their details

varied, outline same, position influenced not by
appearance primarily, but by use.

Some people may tbink or may say that my
subject is a trivial one—not worthy of the atten-

tion of sensible men. There are some men who
care nothing for a poem unless it conveys a
satire or a jest, who do not care for any form
of art, and I had almost said for nature itself,

for nature is, as has been well said by an
English writer, the Art of God. I ask you, then,

consider whether or no my reasons for forcing

ornamental art on your attention are good.

We have our work in this world
;
we have

powers wherewith to perform it. Those powers
must be trained if our work is to be well done.

Are we to train all our powers, or only some ?

—

put out some talents to usury
;
others lay up

in a napkin, and bury in the earth ? Shall we
not work better in all directions if we add day
by day fresh facts to our knowledge, acciimu-

lating power and the wisdom to it ? Let the

worker in iron learn first of all how to work
the metal with skill and ease and certainty.

Let him then learn how to make it into forms
which shall, at least, nob be ugly if not abso-

lutely ornamental ; bub will it be of no service to

him if he finds out in addition to all this how

the iron was got out of the earth, and out of
its ores ; what are its properties and its com-
ponents, and so forth ? And he may gain advan-
tage beyond liis special handicraft by getting
knowledge and hints from other arts. A man
oomes to the School of Art becanse be wants
to “letter;” he learns this in a few weeks,
and goes away content ; but might he not have
learnt more, and improved himself greatly had
be looked a little further ? A plain letter may
easily be painted : what if be had got to learn
to illuminate and design, and become known
as an artistic and tasteful as well as a skilful

workman ? Thns I appeal to some of you on
grounds of personal advantage. But I may do
more. I may urge upon you the importance
of developing new industries for the popula-
tions of the country, and improving those that
exist on national, or social, or patriotic grounds.
Honest materials, honest work, manual skill,

artistic taste, and that wide and varied culti-

vation of the mind and hand which, applied
to one’s daily work, leads to invention and dis-

covery, and the advancement of the handicraft
and the country of the workmen.
Ornament and the study of its principles is a

noble one : ornament may minister to a mere
love of finery, unreasonable and iudeed ridicu-

lous, but this is merely one of the many ways in

which anything excellent in itself may be abused.
But the rich abundance and the carious
variety of natural decoration at once provide
ns with material for our ornamental designs,

and at the same time teach us the appropri-

ateness of forms and colours to speoial offices.

Dazzling sunlight and moonlight cold
; the earth

adorned with light, rolling on its course ; the
canopy of the sky variegated with stars and
flashing with thonsands of meteoric lights; the
sunrise awakening the light of the world ; the
sunset, like the golden throne of the majesty of
heaven, invested north and south by dark clouds
like shadowing cherubim

;
tho rooted mountains

grand
;
the ocean, ceaseless in movement, vary-

ing in colour, lashed in fury of foaming wrath
by the storms, or smiling with its innumerable
ripples of light; the budding of the loaf; the
blossoming and tender or rich colouring of the
flower

;
the pencilling of the insect’s wing ; the

special glory of the nature and form made in

the divine image,—all these may speak to us of

beauty and ornament, if we will listen and will

learn.

A PLAN FOR WIDENING THE STREETS.

Of all the questions occupying public atten.

tion at the present time with regard to the
improvement and well-being of the metropolis,

there is not one of so much importance as that

of making due provision for street traffic. The
utter incompetenoy of the present width of street

to the demands of public convenience has been
long acknowledged, but little has been done to

improve matters. The metropolitan railways,

though they relieve the sh'eets of a vast amount
of passenger traffic, will never provide a remedy
for the existing evil,—an evil which is daily

increasing. The right thing to do is to widen
tho present thoroughfares ; but the enormous
cost of this, in the usual way of going to work,
has been an almost insurmountable obstacle

liitherto. A scheme, however, for doing this

readily, conveniently, and economically, I now
beg to snbmit to you, with diagrams.

In your Journal a few weeks back a suggestion

was made to have an upper pathway in a line

with the first floor of the houses
;
but the trouble,

danger, and difficulty entailed by this scheme
would be very great. I have long thought over
the subject, and think the proposition I am about
to make must, on consideration, meet with
general approval and acceptance. It is this.

To set back tho present line of shops on ground
floor 8 ft. or 10 ft., making the space so gained
the public pavement. The upper and outer

line of houses being supported by columns
or an arcade. The advantages of this plan

would be that it is easy of execution and com-
paratively inexpensive. Instead of purchasing
the property outright, with costly outlay for

leases, compensations, &o., as heretofore, only a

limited portion of the ground-floor would have
to be bought at the first; and when the term of

lease was expired the whole of the house should

then be set back, and only a limited indem-

nification would be necessary. The colonnade

might be removed or not as thought most
advisable. The gain to the roadway by this

means would in many cases of city streets double

their capacity. Leadenhall-street at one part is

only 29 ft. 6 in. wide, includin'/ pavements, at
present ; but, ou the realization of my plan,

would with pavements be, say 50 ft. In Fleet-

street, Ludgate-hill, and the Poultry, there are
parts respectively 44 ft., 41 ft., and 37 fc. 3 in.

All these I would make 20 ft. wider. InNewgate-
street, where tho narrow parts almost prevent
the benefit of the wider portions being felt, my
system might readily be applied, and tho full

width of street be obtaioed in a few weeks. In
some oases I should only propose to treat one
side of the street in this way.

Certain it is the exigencies of the public
service are so pressing that something should
be done to effect a radical improvement on the
present state of things, and it is to be hoped
chat the (fclat attending the opening of the new
street and viaduct may result in the matter
being taken actively and immediately in hand.

Fked. Taylor,

THE HOUSE OF NEWCOMEN,
THE INVENTOR OP THE STEAM-ENGINE.
Thomas Newcome.v, the locksmith, of Dart-

mouth, South Devonshire, first applied steam
usefully as a motive power, and his was the
chief hydrauUo machine for about two-thirds
of a century, and was found most valuable
in the development of our mining system.
Upon this Watt worked, and though New-
comen was thus superseded, his name should
always be hold in honour amongst us. The
story since told of Watt, that he conceived the
idea of the motive power to be ob!:ained by
steam by watching his tea-kettle, the cover of
which would frequently rise and fall when
boiling, has long been told in Dartmouth as re-

lating to Newcomen.
The house in which Newcomen lived when he

invented his engine was situated in Lower-
street, in Dartmouth. In 1804 it was sold and
taken down, by order of the looal Board of
Health, when Mr. Thomas Lidatone, one of a
family of builders, of a hundred years’ standing
in that place, purchased the ancient carved and
moalded woodwork of its street frontage and
interior, which he rebuilt (1868) in Ridge-hill,

in the parish of Townstall, in Dartmouth, care-
fully replacing in tho sitting-room the clavel

(Devonien for the wooden mantel) of the fire-

place at which Newcomen, according to popular
tradition, sat when be first noticed the action
of the tea-kettle to which we have referred.

With tho view of preserving a knowledge of the
old house, Mr. Lidsboue has published a tractate

containing these particulars, with several illus-

trations drawn on the wood by himself,’* espe-

cially a sketch of the house as it stood in Lower-
street before it was demolished, and one of the
building he erected to work in the remains,

—

“ Newcomiu Cottage,” as he calls it. The latter,

as well for the cleverness as for the good feeling

it shows, we reproduce. The grounds he has for

altering the usual spelling of the name we do not
know, and have therefore followed tho ordinary
mode, thoughwe shall not be surprised to find him
right. The cottage contains old woodwork and
plaster-work saved from other houses and build-

ings in the neighbourhood daring tho last

quarter of a century. In 1851 the author en-
deavoured to obtain funds to raise a monument
to Newcomen, but did not sncceed. It was a
worthy attempt, and should be revived. Money
so spent would bring back a good pecuniary
roturn to the town, to say nothing of its moral
effect.

OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES,
MANCHESTER.

This building is situated at the corner of
Brown and Marsden streets, and was erected for

Mr. M. Olivo, of the firm of Olivo & Spartali,

Greek merchants, of Manchester, from designs,

and under tho superintendence of Messrs. Clegg
& Knowles, of Manchester. It has four stories

and basement, the front part consisting of
suites of offices, and the back part and basement
of warehonses

; the front part to Brown-street
being oooupiod by the British Imperial Insurance
Corporation. It is executed externally in Darley
Dale stone, with a liberal use of red and blue
granite. Tho contractors are Messrs. Bowden &
Edwards, the carving being done by Messrs.
Williams & Mooney.

• “ Some Account of the Residence of the Inventor of
the Steam-engine. A Note to be appended to any future
History of Steam-power.” Longmans, Green, & Co.
1389.

a
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AEOHITEOTS’ ACTIONS.
PEACHEY V. GIRDLESTONE,

We adopt the Times' report of this action,

tried November 29th, in the Coart of Qaeen’s

Bench, Westminster, before the Lord Chief

Justice. Some farther explanation seems neces-

sary, particularly as to the course taken by the
Church Building Society ;

—

This was an action by an architect against a clergyman
and other gentlemen to recorer compensatioa for plans
and estimates for an intended charch. The sum of 1211.

10s. was paid into court, and the question was as to the
residue of the plaintiiT's claim, which amounted to

412L 176. 6d.
Mr. Digby Seymour and Mr. Rew were for the plaintiff

;

the Solicitor- General and Mr. Macnamara were for the
defendants.
The defendants were a committee appointed to raise

funds for the building of a new church at Kyde, and to

superintend the building. They agreed by advertisement
to pay lOUL for designs they selected, not engaging to
employ the architect wbowaslbeauthor of them to super-
intend the erection of the church. The advertisement re-

ferred the architects competing to a paper of instruciiona
containing this clause,—“The total cost, including fittings,

&c. must not exceed 8,000t. An estimate must accompany
the designs, and a responsible contractor must be named
who will undertake to complete the works for tliat sum.”
The plaiutilF was a competing architect, and the com-
mittee wero disposed to prefer bis designs

;
but he failed

to show by estimates that his design could be carried out
for the specified sum, although he named a firm of builders
as proposed contractors. The committee, therefore, only
accepted his design conditionally on his satisfying them
that the church could be completed for 8,C00I. They thore-
lote wrote to him accordingly, desiring specificcalciilations,
and be replied, acceding to this conditioual acceptance, and
apologising for defective details. He met a sub-committee,
and explained bis designs, and, accoiding to his statement,
they suggested advertising for tenders. At all events, it was
proposed, end the sub-committee resolved to throw open the
building to public competition, provided it could be done
for 8,0UUi.

;
and if that, was found impracticable, they held

themselves at liberty to decline the plaintiff’s design. The
general committee, however, didnot agree to this proposed
course, and overruled it. Opon this the plaintiff, never-
theless, proceeded to advertise for tenders, and to draw
out detailed quantities and estimates, for which he now
claimed to recover. The general committee, however,
had immediately communicated their resolution to him,
overruling the proposed course, and distinctly stating that
they did not auihorise him to take out the quantities and
make the detailed estimate, although they were still willing,
if he could find a builder to do the work for the specified
sum, to employ him. The builders he had mentioned had
said that, looking at bis drawings, the work could be done
for that sum j but in the result they found that they
could not do so, sod that it would cost ll,000L The
plaintiff' thereupon wrote to the committee, in effect,
complaining of them, and asking for further time. They
answered that they were afraid of this result, and that
the delay threw them into great difficulty, adding, “ The
advertising for tenders must be at your risk. Our
means will not allow us to go further in expense." He re-
plied, “ I don't want the committee to be at the expense
of advertising

; but only to give me further time to obtain
tenders." Thereupon the committee agreed to these terms,
and while they adnered to their former terms, they were
wUiicg to allow him a little further time, and also to let
him show his plans to the builders in the neighbourhood,
in the hope that they might bo able to take the work. In
this way some further expense was incurred, and this
formed another item of his present claim. Thirteen
tenders were then received from difl’ereut builders, and
ono ot them was lor 8,8001. The committee thereupon
adopted his lender, on condition of his getting two aureiies
(whom he accordingly obtained), and the plaintili ’s design
was then accepted. It was admitted that he then became
entitled to the lOOL, which was therefore paid into court.
The committee, however, had intended that the successful
architect should superintend the work, although, as they
contended, they had not bound themselves to do so, and
It was only on condition that the plans should be approved
by the Incorporated Church Building Society; and this
was the great question in the cause. The plaintiff' was
silent about it in his examioation in chief, but jin cross-
examination he was presred as to whether he was not
told that bis employment was to depend upon his plana
being approved by the Church Building Society; and,
though he said ho “ could not remember it," be did
not venture to deny it, and, on tho other hand, there
was the moat positive evidence of it. Two gentlemen
(Mr. Girdlestone one of them) distinctly swore to it. It
appeared probable from the admitted facts that a grant
was expected from the society, and that its approval of
plans is alwajs a condition. Moreover, tho plans were to be
laid before the Board, and submitted to tbeir architects,
and these gentlemen distinctly elated that the plaintiff was
told of this. However, the society disapproved the de-
signs, and the plaiutiff was told of this, and that no con-
tract could be sigued untd the designs were so altered as
to be approved hy the society. The committee applied to
the society to point out their objeclious to the design and
the details, and they replied that it was difficult to do so,
as they were disapproved in toto, and Mr. Brandon, their
architect, being now examined as a witness, so slated to-
day. Thereupon the committee proposed to settle with
the plainlittj paying him his lOOL This ho declined, but
proposed to scud in new designs and plans in a month, and
then, if they were not approved, he proposed to have
another month to send in new designs. They declined
that connter proposal, and hence the present action, in
which the plaintiff’ claimed not only the lOi’L, but all his
eipeuses, and all the commission for taking out quantities
and making detailed estimates, and also compensation for
loss of his commission on the work. He calculated that
il' the work had been superintended by him he would have
got 6 per cent, on the 8,OOOL~ibat is, IiOOI.—deductiog,
however, in that event the IDOL for the designs. He,
however, claimed only 3 per cent., as the matter had fallen
through. But be charged bis expenses in addition

; not
only the expenses of his journey (which were likewise
paid), but tbe cost of advertisements. The total claim
was 66lL, out of which 126i. lOs. was paid iuto court.
The case lasted two days. At the close,

The Lord Chief Justice summed up the case to the jury
at some length, and with manifest care. The great point
in the case, he said, was, whether tbe employment of Che
plaintiff was to be subject to tbe approval of bis plans by

the Incorporated Church Building Society. The evidence
of it, he observed, was distinct and decisive, and it was not
denied by the plaintiff. It appeared, moreover, he added,
probable, as a grant was expected from the society, and
their approval of the plans would be a condition, and it

this condition was originally imposed upon the plaintiff,

there was no hardship in enforcing it. The Church Society
were not. bound to grant money unless they wore satisfied

;

and the committee were obliged to submit to tbeir resolu-
tion. And if they imposed cbe condition on the plaintiff,

he could not complain of it. The vital question in ihe case
upon which it must turn was, whether that condition was
imposed upon him. If it were so, then came the question
whether an opportunity should have been allowed Co him
of altering his plans. The committee did the beat they
could for him, and applied to 'he society to point out their
objections to the design. The reply was, that it was not
easy to do so, but that tbe details were wrong. At all

events, they declined to adopt tbe plans
;
and the com-

mittee were not bound to allow him thetime they required
for furnishing new plans again and again, Tbe great point
was (he original proposal.
The jury, after some coneiderat'on, retired to consider,

and eventually found a verdict for the defendants.

THE BELLS AND QUARTER CHIMES OF
GREAT ST. MARY'S, CAMBRIDGE.

The tower of the charch of Sfc. Mary the
Great, Cambridge,—the church appropriated to

tho Uniyereity,—has a fine peul of twelve holla

in the key of D, the weight of the tenor, or

largest bell, being 30 owt. There is also a clock,

and “ one other bell, which is used to give notice

of congregations and exercises.” This bell, it ia

said, was, prior to 1515, “ placed in Bene’t Church,
which was the original church belonging to the
University."

It appears that a peal of ten bells was cast

and hung in tbe tower by Richard Phelps, of

Whitechapel, London, in 172-1. But the tenor
bell having at length been cracked, was re-cast

in 1770, by Pack and Chapman, also of White-
chapel, who at the same time added two new
trebles, thus making a peal of twelve bells, which
were opened by a band of “ Cambridge Youths ”

on Christmaa-evo in the same year.

The eleventh bell was subsequently re-casb by
William Dobson, of Downham, Norfolk.
Robert Southey tells us, that in the year 1790,

the Society of Cambridge Youths rang at this

charch a true and complete peal of Bob Maximus
in five hours and five minutes. This consisted

of 6,600 changes, and for regularity of striking

and harmony throughout the peal was allowed
by competent judges to be a very masterly per-

formance. In point of time the striking was
to such a nicety, that in each thousand changes
the time did not vary one-sixteenth of a minute,
and the compass of the last thousand was exactly

equal to tbe first.

And here let me observe that the present
members of the Society of Cambridge Youths
are also said to bo excellent ringers.

I now come to the clock which chimes the
quarters on the 3rd, 4th, 5Lh, and 8th bells,

—counting from the treble downward,—thus :
—

Third
quarter 3, 6, 4, 8

Fourth )

quarterj
5, 3, 4, 8

5, -4, 3, 5.

8, 4, 3, 5 ; 3, 4, 5, 8.

S, i, 3, 6 ; 3, 6, -4, 8 ; 8, 4, 3, 6.

The hour being struck on tho tenor, or largest bell.

These quarter chimes have been copied for

some other public clocks, including the great
clock of the New Palace at Westminster.

I may remark, by the way, that if you have

a peal of ten, the Isb, 2nd, 3rd, and 6th bells

mast be used for these chimes.

Permit me now to say, that I have in my
possession a paper—reprinted at Cambridge in

1838—the contents of which will, I think, be
found interesting to change ringers in general.

Hero is a copy of it :

—

“Rboistbr of a SociEtr henomiratbd
The Cambbidgb Youths,

Estadlishbd ojf THE 3bd op Auocsr, 1724,

This Register is extracted (so far as the entries could be
obtained) from a regular senes of Books still remaining in

the Company's chest. The former accoucts of the Old
Society, which began in the reign of Qubeb Elizabeth, are

not to be found ;
neither wre there any memoranda of the

original institution now remaining, except a few accidental

occurrences in tho mouldering p»ge8 of a few local Manu-
scripts, by which it appears the Society then consisted

Chiefly of the Yotifhful Members of the University.

Expeeibnce hath indisputably demonstrated the salutary

iidvantagcs derived from the practice of Ringing, whilst

Harmony, by her enrapturing powers, hath been allowed

to exhilarate the mind, and even to captivate the gloomy
aspect of melancholy. That the theory of Ringing hath

been improved by tbe investigations of the most learned

in figures, and that the moderate practice of it bath been

beneficial to the constitution, have particularly been
proved in tbe course of the two lost centuries. It may,
consequently, be a surprise to many, that some account

of the primeval state of this Society, with the discovery

and improvements of Ringing, which is so innocent and

recreative an employ, should, for so long a series of years,
have escaped the attention of its several ingenious mem-
bers

;
but be it remembered, few of our ances'ors were

stimulated to preserve tbe transactions of their o^n times
which frequently render historical relations involved in
tbe remotest obscurity. But now, femporamutanfur, every
industrious friend to literataro hath a propensity to record
the events ofhis time for the instruction of posterity

;
in

which view the foUowing concise, yet authentic and accu-

rate remains, which have casually escaped the wreck of

time, are selected for those who may ibeu be tbe sup*
porters of this Society.

In tho year 1-477, the old church of St. Mary, containing
six Bells, was taken down, and the first atone of the pre-
sent structure, laid 16lh May, 1478, aud was finished in

1519
;
but tbe Tower was not completed till 1608, which was

130 years after its fonndatioo, and a peal of eight bells

was hung therein by contribution, the tenor weighing
18 hundred and a half. A diligent and long attention to

this sublime ait rendered those who bad a sagacity in dis-

covering and judgment in admiring its beauties, at length
proficients; but so far from satiating their desires, they
became mure and more ambitious of higher attaiuments;
and in tbe year 1724, to satisfy their enlarged ideas, a new
peal of ten Bells, was compleated by the ingeuions Mr,
Richard Phelps, who died 18th August, 1738. From this

event originated a new system uf laws, by which tbe
society have since been governed

;
bot, through the cor-

rosive influence of time, no memorials are now extant of

the original society, except the bare names of those who
coincided with tbe laws respecting tho new establishment,
their records tempui edax rerum, have long sicce been
consigned to oblivion. In Sept. 1769 the tenor bell being
accidenlallr broken, a laudable plan was immediately
formed and successfully put in execution by Mr. Day and
Mr. Fabis, who will bo respectfuUy remembered by this

society, not only for their indefatigable pains in pro-

curing a new tenor of about 30 hundred weight (cast 14th

Feb. 1770), but for their own contributions in a subscrip-

tion which they, with great diligence raised, to purchase
two additional trebles for tho completion of the present

melodius peal of Twzlvb."

Here follovr the names of 110 members and 8
" representatives.” Amongst the former I find ;

—

Elected.
“ Charles Mason, D.D. Fellow of Triniti/ College,

^c 1725
Robert Hesketh, Esq., of Chriat College 1726
Richard Dawet*, M.A., of Emanuel College, the

celebrated critic 1731
Samuel Roe, M.A., Felloio q^Triiiify College, -tc. 173B
James Beunet, OrganUt of St. Michael'e Churxh 1738
James Gifl'ord, Esq., Mayor of Cambridge in

1767 1738
Charles Day, gent., Purveyor oy raxes 1730
John Faria, geut,, Sookaeller 1758
John Incarsule (although totally blind, was re-

markable for his extensive knowledge in the
art of riiiging, and other musical profession”) 1767

!
"William Rubson, Organiat <f St.Neot'a Church 1768
John Bowtell, Bookseller 1773
Humphrey Argent, Organ Builder 1777
Thomas Steers, an ingenioua Malhematicia7i 1787
Leonard Procter, Ksq., B.A., of Trinilg College 1835 ”

I ahonld mention that the last member in the

above list, Mr. Leonard Procter, is still an able

performer, and— like Messrs. Cattley, Denison,

Eilacombe, Troyte, and many other country

gentlemen—often joins in the manly and healthy

recreation of scientific change ringing.

Thomas Walesby.

PRE-MISES V. PREMISSES.

Sir,— An alteration of orthography in a

familiar word is gradually creeping into use,

which alteration I strongly deprecate, on the

ground of its being not sensibly correct. Tech-

nically correct it may be : that point I must
leave to scholars to decide; as also the question

of “root” and "derivation.” I can merely

regard the matter from the stand-point of utility

and common sense.

The alteration to which I allude is the substi-

tution of the word " premisses ” for ” pre-ruiaea.”

No doubt, it is absurd to employ the one word
" promises ” in two entirely different senses, as

we DOW do. We say, speaking of our home-
stead, ‘‘on my premises;” and when referring

to some prefatory proposition as to any matter

under consideration, we say "judging from tbe

premises.”

Now, sorely the word as it stands is more
necessary in the latter case than in the former.

What has been pre-mised must be tbe pre-mises,

and to double the s, and make the word pre-

misses, seems palpably wrong ; for then it reads

as if the foregoing reasoning had all been pre-

misses ; former failures, in fact. Why should

we not retain “premises” with one s when
used in the sense of prior statements ? And, if

necessary, let the word be pronounced pre-mises,

to agree with the verb to pre7nise

;

and
write " premisses” when applied to an estate.

To double the s, or even to spell the word with

twom's, would be a matter of small consequence,

for the sound and sense would not be altered

;

and no particular meaning, so far as I knoy,
attaches to the term that makes it, as now
spelled, peculiarly applicable to one’s house and
grounds ; one’s premmises, in fact, or premisses,

if you will.

I am aware there is a noun " premiss,” a pre-

mise, or antecedent proposition; but this ia
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obsolete, and when I read the other day in a
well-known publication ‘'granting the truth of

the premiss, the claim is a strong one,” the

phrase struck me as being not only awkward, but
also as opposed to common sense.

I therefore, for one, vote for “ pre-miaes,” oar
prior explanations

; and “ premmiaes,” or “ pre-

misses,” our house and grounds. R.

BROADWAY ARCADE RAILWAY, NEW
YORK.

The New York papers are very much taken
up with a new project, which they regard as
preferable to the tunnel railways, such as our
own Metropolitan, one of which it has been pro-
posed to form in New York. The Arcade Rail-

way would run along Broadway, the line of ordi-

nary traffic above and the railway traffic beneath.
The street would be sunk from the present level

to a sufficient depth to form an arcade with
groined roof of masonry supported by iron

columns. The area space in front of the build-

ings would give light and air to the under road-

way; but whether it is proposed to sink the
level of that roadway lower than the founda-
tions of the houses, or, if so, how that is to be
done, does not appear to be clearly pointed out.

The upper roadway would be substantially paved,
and of coarse would need no lifting for gas,
water, or other purposes, the subway providing
for these. The surface water would descend
through the columns. The groined roof would
be made water-tight by means of asphalte.
There would be footways at each side below, the
same as above, and staircases to ascend and
descend.
The high-level railroad projects, as well as the

tunnel ones, have been cast altogether into the
shade by the arcade plan. The time seems to

have come when one or another of these projects
must be adopted.

The New York traffic has immensely increased
of late years. From the reports of the State
Engineer, it appears that the number of pas-
sengers carried by horse-oars increased, within
the nine years from 1859 to 1868, from 43 to 1

to 104 to 1 ; and it is now estimated at 115 to 1

by the city railroads alone; the number of pas-
sengers carried being set down at 118,000,000,
by contrast with 32,889,030 in 1859.

GRANITE COLUMNS.
SiE,—I hope you will pardon my troublingyou

with a few observations in reference to your
correspondent's remarks on this matter in yoor
last impression. I am an old mason, and have
carried out many heavy and important works,
and cannot agree with him, that ‘'most of the
granite columns that are brought to London have
a hole drilled through them from end to end.”
I beg to say that in all my practice I am not
aware of such being the case, excepting where
provision for gas-pipes is necessary

;
but all

columns, caps, and bases, as well as heavy
pilasters, have “ Lewis-holes ” in top of them, for

the purpose of hoisting and fixing, which holes do
not generally exceed 8 in. or 10 in. deep.
Neither do I quite agree with yoor correspond-
ent as regards the beds being “perfectly
smooth.” Most assuredly they should be per-
fectly straight and closely axed. In fixing

sheet-lead between the joints, it should not be
less than 9 in. or 10 in. wide, and not within

in. of the outer edge of the column, and of

not less substance than six pounds weight to the
superficial foot. J. S.

DOES IRRIGATION PAY?
The area of land under irrigation in the north-

west provinces of India during the Rubbee
season of last year was as follows :

—

1869-9.
Gauges Canal 797,219 acres.
Eastern Jainna Canal 203,693 „
Dooab Canals 10,491 „
Bareilly and Teraee Canals 37,890 ,,

Total 1,049,295 „
The importance of these works is strikingly

exemplified in these figures, which are given by
the Indian Economist, which concludes that but
for these canals 1,050,000 acres of land under
cultivation would have been barren through
drought. Now an acre of irrigated land in the
north-west, continues our authority, will produce
from 1,200 to 1,900 lb. wheat, or the whole area
irrigated an abundant supply offood for 3,000,000

persons for a whole year. The average price of

wheat, moreover, throughout the provinces for

some weeks past had been about 10 seers the

rupee. Thus the irrigation of this million of

acres has resulted in a crop of food of the money
value of 8,000,0001. sterling :

—

Acres, lb. wheat, lb.

1,050,000 X 1,600 X 20 per rupee = Bs. 78,750,000

Now here, he adds, is a very simple sum in

arithmetic, and yet how alow we all are to learn it.

The total coat of the whole Gangetic system of
irrigation has been, if we remember rightly, about
2,000,0001. sterling, and here it is recouped four

times over in a single season of drought. In
addition to this million of acres under irrigation

for the rubbee crop, there were 326,114 acres

irrigated for the khureef harvest, a total area
of 1,375,409 acres for the two crops. What pro-

portion of this land would have been absolutely

barren but for the canal works, we are not told.

Let the State but retain its interest in the land,

concludes the Economist, and the time will come
when we may obtain 50,000,0001. a year from it,

with as much ease as we now do 20,000,0001.,

—

a very arithmetical sort of fact, which a troop of

Indian statesmen find it impossible to master.

THE SANITARY CONDITION OP GOOD
HOUSES.

Sir,—No apology is required for addressing
the Builder on the question of sanitary improve-
ment. You have so long been a general in the
fight that I doubt not you will allow one of the
rank and file, a full private, to fire a shot in the
cause.

Beginning where things were at the worst,
your labours were directed to the amelioration
of the condition of the poor in the dark and con-
fined alleys of this great metropolis

; and for

whatever improvement has been effected, you
may fairly take a large share of credit.

I want yon to help now to stir np an agitation

in favour of a higher class, namely, the occupants
of the terraces, places, and villas of the suburbs.
So far as the sanitary condition of their dwell-
ings is concerned, this class is at the mercy of
the builder and landlord. Feeling strongly on
the subject, I will not risk drawing on my
imagination, but will describe the state of things
actually existing in the bouse I occupy,—a house
built within the last five years, and finished with
all the “ latest improvements.”
Finding that there were uumiatakable “ sewer

smells,” both upstairs and down, I made a
thorough examination, and discovered, to begin
with, that the drain ran rightunder the house from
front to back, and that not even ordinary precau-

'

tions had been taken to make the pipe-joints tight.

The waste-pipe to the sinkstone in the scullery was
(supposed to be) protected at the top by an
ordinary bell-trap, and its discharging end was I

passed just throngh the flags and delivered into !

an open 9-in. brick shaft, built above a square ^

junction on the drain-pipe. To allow the gas to I

spread under all the basement floors, half bricks I

were lefo out of the sleeper walls and partitions
'

at certain intervals. Two pipes ahead of the i

sink-stone branch, another junction received the
!

overflow from the scullery cistern, the pipe being '

carried up without even an ordinary syphon
bend. Together, these neat little arrangements
fully accounted for the smells in the basement.
On the ground floor, there is a water-closet;

above it, on the first, a bath-room; and above
that again, a cistern supplying both with water.
The bath waste and overflow, and the cistern

overflow, were connected with the head of the
soil-pipe behind the closet trap. Here, then, was
another direct flue ventilating the sewers into my
bath-room, and accounting for theaickening odour
there experienced. I had these things set right

by taking all the waste and overflow pipes into a
trap outside the house, so arranged as to cut oil’

all connexion between the inside and the drains.

The man whom my landlord sent to do the work
assured me that many of the houses in the neigh-

bourhood were similarly drained, as he himself
had had the doing of them

;
and from further

inquiry, I am satisfied that not only is this not
an exceptional case, but an example of an almost
universal rule. Could anything possibly be de-

vised better calculated to bring our houses into

the condition of the notorious infirmary wards of

the St. Pancras workhouse P

With a cistern ovetflowon the same floor, in

dii’eob communication with the sewer, the air

breathed in aleeping-ohambers must of necessity

become highly polluted during the night, and to

this may doubtless be attributed hundreds of
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eases of illness, preventible under better sani-

tary conditions. During the winter months, when
every occupied sitting-room has its fire, and all

means of ingress for external air are closed, a
sort of exhausting action takes place, and the
foul gas from under the basement floor and ill-

devised connexions, is sucked up and passed
throngh the rooms and the lungs of their occu-

pants, to supply the place of the air ascending
the chimneys. This is no fancy, but au un-

pleasant experience I have myself enjoyed.

Surely such a state of things only requires to

be understood for householders to take steps to

remedy it. It is of no use to trust to the respeota-

bility or position of your landlord. The class of

houses I refer to are erected by speculating

builders, whose only care is that the cost

shall be kept down, and that the houses shall

have an attractive appearance. Such unimpor-

tant details as drains are left tothe tender meroies

of some old navvy, who takes them to do by the

piece, and the connexions to a plumber, whose
faith is built on a bell-trap. If cistern overflows

are ostensibly protected by the orthodox syphon

bend, it is a delusion, because the waterworks

companies have the power to inflict a fine in case

the ball-cook is so “set” that the water runs

away by the overflow at the time it is coming iu

by the service, that though the syphon is there,

the water is absent, and no trap is made. What
is imperatively wanted, sir, is an amendment of

our building byelaws, by which district surveyors

shall have power to enforce the execution of

house-drainage works in accordance with sound

principles.

Iu these days of sanitary commissions and

social science congresses, it is a disgrace that the

dwellings of the middle and higher classes of

London, should be the breeding-places of fever
;

and it is high time that all medical officers

and inspectors of nuisances should deserve, by

their exhibition of zeal, the epithet “ Sanitary

Mad,” bestowed by a wise member of the St.

Paucras Vestry on one of their officials.

J. M.

SANITARY CONDITION OF GLASGOW
AND BRISTOL.

Last week a deputation from the Sanitary

Committee of Glasgow, with Dr. M'Gill, one of

their medical officers, and Mr. Ellison, their

inspector of cleansing, visited Bristol, and had

an interview w'ith the committee of the Board

of Health of that city, with a view to learn the

sanitary arrangements adopted in Bristol. At

three p.m. the high sheriff, Alderman Proctor,

entertained the deputation, the Mayor of Bristol,

and the committee of the Board of Health, at a

sumptuous luncheon at the Royal Hotel, when

sentiments of reciprocal respect and good wishes

were exchanged between the members and

officers of the two sanitary committees. The

Lord Provost of Glasgow intended to be one of

the deputation, but was prevented by an engage-

meat in London in connexion with the visit of

the King of the Belgians. The deputation

during their stay visited several of the poorest

localities in the city, and expressed themselves

highly pleased with the sanitary arrangements

of the Board of Health. Such exchange of

opinions and amenities between different sanitary

authorities must result in the improved health

of our large cities, and it is highly desirable

that such practical authorities should “ compare

notes” more frequently. It is to be hoped that

the deputation will make public the result of

their observations.

TELEGRAPH SYMBOLS.

The advantages of a system of telegraphy,

have been widely advocated by the Press. Pub-

licity and mutilation of telegrams and telegraphic

matter are two evils in the present system, which,

it seems strange, have never yet been abolished by

the use of a regular cypher or secret code for the

transmission of messages. Recently, however,

the Postmaster-General decided in sanctioning

for the use of the public a nnmerioal telegraph

code. This is Major Bolton’s code, which did

good service daring the campaign in Abyssinia,

and is now in use by the military and naval

services. The system of the code consists in an

alphabetical listofseotenoes numbered, as is like-

wise the page upon which they stand. The entire

of our language has been, it is asserted, collected

together iu this way, so that a person is able

to code an ordinary message of twenty words

into a couple of Bolton groups, or ten figures.
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There is also a spelling code, for rendering

proper names and uncommon words, and an ar-

rangement of symbols to express decimals, frac-

tions, stops, &0 . The code book is a key or
dictionary of a language. The pages are num-
bered in consecutive order, and also the lines of
each page, and when it is desired to send a

message, all that is necessary is to transmit the
number or numbers, referring to the psge and
line in the code where is to be found the letter,

word, or sentence which the correspondent is to

be acquainted with.

THE MATERIAL FOR MEMORIAL
TABLETS.

I UAVE recently been trying various experi-

ments in the construction of tablets of a
permanent, indestructible, and, so far as

practicable, an ornamental character, for street

nomenclature and other purposes. I may briefly

mention that among other methods which I have
tried, the most durable and useful seems to me to

be that of stamping letters out of silicate of iron

and pressing them upon zinc plates, which upon
exposure to the air become perfectly united and
extremely hard. Forbetterpreservation (although
not essentially necessary) from the mirkinesa
of the London atmosphere, I encase the whole
in a zinc case prefaced with common glass, which
renders them air-tight, water-tight, and anti-

corrosive
;
and, as regards legibility, equal to

any tablets for the purpose yet brought under
public notice, and at a considerably reduced cost.

It may be urged that the liability of glass

exposed in a publio thoroughfare to breakage
would form the chief objection in the con-
struction of street tablets, but the same objection
might be raised with regard to the construction
of street lanterns, &c., irrespective of the penalty
attaching to the wilful destruction.

In appearance these tablets resemble, as
nearly as possible, the enamelled iron tablets

now in use, which, owing to the contraction and
expansion of the iron by the fluctuation of heat
and cold, the exposure to damp (more especially

fog), together with the costliness of their con-
struction, are to some extent objectionable.

I have ventured to address you on this snbject

presuming that it may, perhaps, afford some
information, or be made in some way applicable

to the purposes of memorial tablets.

W. 8. Bkaine.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

At the last meeting of this society, December
Ist, Mr. W. H. Picton called special attention to
the fact that tho 'publication of the Dictionary
of Architecture, which had been partially in
abeyance for some time, was beiug resumed, and
it was expected that it would be carried on
with more rapidity than formerly. The promo-
ters of the Dictionary were desirous to receive
the support, in the way of subscriptions, of all

who were interested in tho art which it was to
illustrate. Mr. C. H. Beloe read a paper, illus-

trated by diagrams, descriptive of the new
works of the Rhyl District Water Company,
now in progress, and in which some peculiar
difficulties had to be encountered, owing to the
geological formation of the site, and the heavy
gradients on which some of the pipe lines had
to bo laid.

FIRE !

Sir,—Without wishing to find fault with any
particular person, I beg to ask whether it

really is not time that some serious inquiries

should be made as to the most expeditious and
best mode of extinguishing fires in the metro-
polis. I happened to be at a fire that took place
in the Bromptou-road within this week, when
two large shops thrown into one, with four
stories above each shop, and the large stock of a
linendraper, were consumed. I was not there
till after the shops were fully on fire, yet for
quite half an hour after there was no other but
a hand-power engine. The Life Guards were
there, but they either would not or could not get
into play. However, when the whole of the
ground and first floors were in full blaze, other
engines arrived, and the system seemed to be to

try and extinguish the fire at the lowest part,

instead of playing upon the highest part, when
the lower part would then receive the surplus
water. As it was, the houses were seen to
burn upwards, story by story, till the roofs fell

in, and burnt themselves out. Surely some

reasonable men could meet and settle rules to
guide the firemen in extinguishing fires, instead
of increasing them by draughts below.
The course pursued on the night in question

was certainly not the way to tackle such a
terrific enemy. S.

FOREIGN JOINERS’ WORK FOR
ENGLAND.

Sir,—

I

notice a memorandum in your Jast, to the effect
that some of the joinery for St. Thomas's Hospital was
made in Sweden. Will you allow me to add that I have
also executed a large order for windows for the same
building.

Tciuching the concluding paragraph (that tho Swedish
work is cheaper than work made at home), I would observe
that I have just received orders for a second and larger

a
uantity of windows, and that for this order the Swedish
rm refcried to estimated against me, and lost it.

W. H. LAbCXILBS.

A NAME FOR THE STREET BY THE
MANSION-HOUSE.

A CORRESPONDENT, “ W. H.,” writca ;

—

I have seen it mentioned that the authorities are in
want of a fitting name for the new street leading to the
Mansion-bonse. 1 am, 1 confess, surprised at there being
any doubt whatsoever as to what the name should be.

In all London there is not a street that I know of—1 am
certain no street of importance—named after the greatest
name in all literature. “ Shakspearo W'alb " was named
after a Mr. S. of the last century— not after the immortal
bard. The new street muet pass quite close to the house
in St. Anne’s, Blackfriars, which occupies the site of the
house which belonged to bhakspeare’a own self. Are not
the contracts connected therewith in the Oity Museum ?

Could you not advocate the appellation p Some years ago
I made u pilgrimage to the court in which the house stands.
A boy, seeming to understand what must necessarily be
the object of my search, pointed to a house, saying, " That
is the house, sir.”

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
Sir,—

W

ith reference to the subject of technical educa-
tion, the meeting held at the Royal School of Mines,
Jermyn-street, some time ago, was culled a failure, 1 must
admit; but there is no effect without a cause. Had there
been a lecture by any of the doctors or professors on any
Bcientitio subject, it is a proved fact that the theatre would
have been crowded, and many sent away that it would
have been impossible to admit. 1 think that the meeting
was called for the purpose of inducing persons to become
members of working-men’s clubs, at 2s. Gd. each, irre-

spective of character or calling. Circumstances prove
that the working classes are settling to more solid work, as

the attendance at the lectures last winter at the Royal
School of Mines shows that where there is anything good to

be beard, where there is anyreal knowledge to be obiaiucd,
at any time when the working classes have leisure, there you
will find them. But “Reasoner” must not look to the
employers of labour in this country to promote the cause
of technical education. It is not to their interest to do so.

If the capitalists, the wealthy consumers, do not look to
their own interest, and join with the workers who produce
the articles they require, they must bear the consequence;
they must be prepared to admit into their aBsociations,

to expect the friendly greeting in Rotten Row of some
persons whom, only a few years back, they looked upon as

their menials. That is the case at the present day. Em-
ployers and others have acquired their wealth at the
expense of the capitalists and the workmen alike,
" Reasoner” shows tnily that good workmen are frequently
discharged, and spoilers of materiale kept on. Who pay
for that ? The employers. But who pays the employers ?

The capitalists, to bo sure. So, theretore, you will see the
necessity of the capitalist acquiring a good technical
education ; it will therefore be obvious who will be parties
benefited by a good system of technical education, the
capitalist and the real producer, or workmau.

Alex. Eat.

BRITON’S FARM UNDERDRAINAGE,
HORNCHURCH, ROMFORD, ESSEX.

Sib,—

F

or the above, tenders were invited for the con-
struction of the same, for which twelve estimates were
submitted, varying from 630L to 290L, the "engineer’s"
being 350L, and Ko.9 in the list ofestimates being also 360L,
who submitted a second estimate, which came between
Eos. 11 and 12 estimates, and has been accepted. .:Iow,

I ask, if fair pUy has been exercised alter the tronble and
expense taken by contractors, why should No. 10, like those
below, being responsible and competent persons to have
carried out the works, have been set aside, otherwise than
through partiality. Your giving publicity to the above
will greatly, oblige A CoitPETiioit.

ANOTHER SITE FOR THE GREAT
LONDON FISH MARKET.

Sir,—

T

he very best site for a new general fish-market

would be the water part of St. Katharine's Docks. All

sites which are not upon the river side are objectionable

for the purpose; as, though 60 per cent, in weight of our
fish now come to London by railway, it is certain that in

a few years’ time, when improvements are carried out in

ships so as to increase their speed to perhaps thirty or

even fifty miles an hour, nearly all the fish will come again
by water as it did twenty years ago. The up-river docks
cannot stand against the clown-river docks

;
and while the

biiUdinqi of St. Katharine’s Dock- might still be used as

bonded warehouses, the water part of the 8t. Katharine's

Docks might with advantage to the amalgamated dock
companies be sold, and on it a grand market built. It

would be close to the projected Tower Bridge, and
so would be very convenient for (be dwellers in south
London

; it would be close to the Blackwall branch of the

Great Eastern Railway, by which a deal of fish comes;
and it would be close to the Tower-hill station of the

Underground Railway. Any man who takes a map (and
without a map it is impossible to understand the matter),
and looks at it with an unprejudiced eye, must see that
this is of all others the best spot for toe great London
Fish-market. Nightingale-lane should be done away with,
sud thrown into the dock property

;
and a road should be

made right across the proposed site, commencing in Lower
East Smithfield, just west of Burr-street, and coming out
in Upper East Smithfield, somewhere about what is now
the principal entrance (not the office entrance) of Bt.
Katherine’s Docks, F. D. W,

MIRRORS IN ARCHITECTURE.
I WAS not aware, until I read the letter of Mr. F. B.

Wilson, in your impression of the 27th, that mirrors had
ever been used as a decoration in a Mediwval church. As
there is a precedent for such a mode of decoration, it may
not be out of place in me to state that I have long enter-
tained the idea that email mirrors might be so used. In
the flnial of a spire, for example, they might be made to
play a brilliant part, as, when the sun’s rays struck upon
them, they would glitter like gems. Suppose the flnisJ to
take the form of a cross, I would insert a mirror of about
6 in. in diameter at the intersection, and one of about 3 in.
diameter at the extremitiesof the three upper limbs. They
would require to be framed in the metal, and secured
against ram penetrating to the back, and washing off the
quicksilver. W. G. 8.

DOBROYD CASTLE.
Sis,—

W

ith reference to the roof of Dobroyd Cas'le,
we beg to state that the whole of the building has been
covered by us in thick Vieille Montague zinc. The zinc-
work to sunlights was also executed by us.

J. W. Ttlbh & Co.

%* Mr. James Davis, of Malvern Wells, also writes to
" regret that he is not noticed as the builder.” His name
appears in tho lines we printed. Mr. John Underwood
wishes it to be known that he executed the carving and
modeUing.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
The Metropolitan Railway Company have at

length decided upon running workmen’s trains at
more convenient hours, and with extended privi-

leges to the holders of the tickets. This will be
felt as a great boon by those who are compelled
to reside in the snburbs. It is also intended to
reduce the fares between some of the stations on
the Brompton and Westminster line.

The first ten locomotives ever built in Rnssia
have just beeu completed at the works of Herru
von Struve, at Kolomna, near Moscow. It is said
that no peconiary assistance on the part of the
Government was required by these gentlemen for
this pnrpoee.

It is estimated that by the end of the year
1869 there will be laid in the United States, in
round numbers, 110,000 tons of steel rails, equal
to 1,100 miles of steel road

j
and of this amount

about 36,000 tons (equal to 360 miles) will be
laid daring the present season. These rails are
in use on more than fifty different roads, and are
partly of American, principally of English, and
to a small extent, of Prnssian, manufacture.

MONUMENTAL.
Bust of Lord Palni$r$ton for Harrow.—

A

massive pedestal of Cornish serpentine has just
been placed in the library at Harrow; and on it

will be placed a bust of the late Lord Pal-
merston. The stone is from the quarries of
Lord Falmouth, near the Lizard. It is of a dark
ground, with bright red figure, and contrasts
with the white statuary marble of the bust. On
the front of the pedestal is the word “Pal-
merston ’’ in large gilt letters, and on the oppo-
site side, “Presented by W. Grant, 1869.” The
pedestal was manufactured by Mr. John Murphy,
of the Penzance Serpentine works. This is tho
third pedestal of the same material which Mr.
Murphy has made for the same place.

To^'quay .— An elaborate canopy in wrought
iron has been completed for the tomb of the
Rendle family in the Stoke Gabriel Church of

Torquay, by Messrs. Barnard, Bishop, &
Barnards.

A Poet’s Monument at Leek .—A memorial
cross will shortly be erected in Horton church-

yard to the memory of George Heath, poet, by
the subscriptions of his friends. It has tjeen

designed by his friend, H. Wilson Foster, of
Kensington, and is in course of execution by Mr.
Barlow, sculptor. It is a shaft, 9 ft. 8 in. high,

on a plinth of one block, surmounted by
an ornate cross, 3 ft. wide and 16 in. thick, in

the centre of which is the sacred monogram,
snrrounded by a wreath of bay-leaves in relief.

Up the shaft runs a sunken panel, containing
the inscription, in old English, with red capitals.

The front of the column and the three wings of

the cross are ornamented with carved arabesques
in relief. It will be executed in the hardest

Kerridge atone, polished. The inscription is as
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follows, the lines being a quotation from one of
the deceased’s poems :

—
“Erected in memory of Geo. Heath, of Gratton, who,

with few aids, developed in these Moorlands poetic powers
of great promise, but who, stricken by consumption, after

five years' sufiTering, fell a victim to that disease May 5th,

1869, aged 25 years.

His life is a fragment, a broken clue—
His harp had a musical string or two;
The tension was great, and it sprang and fiew.

And a few brief strains— a scatter’d few

—

Are all that remain to mortal >iew,
Of the marvellous song the young man knew.’’

Monument to King William I. of Holland.—

A

national monument in honour of William of

Orange, first King of the Netherlands, has long
been in course of erection at the Hague, and has
now been inaugurated by the King and Queen of
Holland, in the presence of the diplomatic corps,

a large gathering of the nobility of the country,

and an immense concourse of spectators. Two
flights of stone steps lead up to an extensive base-

ment area, on which is erected a pedestal support-
ing a statue of KingWilliam I. andsomeallegorical
fignrcs. The sides of the pedestals are adorned
with relievos of the most important events in the
king’s life, and amougsfc them is one of the land-

ing, while he was Prince of Orange, at Soheven-
ingen, from her Majesty’s ship Warrior, on the

Slat March, 1813, after an exile of nineteen years.

An officer of this ship, Vice-Admiral Sir William
H. Hall, K.C.B., who was a midshipman at the
time of the prince’s return, was specially

invited to be present at the inauguration cere-

mony, and he was accompanied by the Hon. Lady
Hall, who, it happens, is the daughter of the

captain who commanded the Warrior when she
performed this service ;—viz., the Hon. George
Byng, the sixth Viscount Torrington.

COMPETITIONS.

Clapton, N.—A limited competition for the
new Christ Church, at Clapton, has just taken
place, Messrs. Brooks, Dolman, Truefitt, Wig-
ginton & Morris, and Tanner & Stone, being the
competing architects. After several meetings,
the building committee selected the design
“ Sine Dubio,” by Messrs. Wigginton & Morris,

who will carry out the works.
Printers’ Almshouses.—At an adjourned meet-

ing of the council of the “Printers’ Almshouse
Pension Corporation,” held on Tuesday last, for

the purpose of appointing an architect for the
additional wings to almshouses at Wood-green,
the design of Mr. Charles Bell, of Craven-street,

Charing-oross, was selected out of the five de-

signs sent in competition
;
and under his super-

intendence, the work will be proceeded with
forthwith.

CEURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Bilston.—St. Leonard’s Chnrch has been re-

opened for divine service. The work of improve-
ment has been confined as yet to the rearrange-

ment of the former chancel, and a portion of the

nave immediately adjoining, for the purpose of

completing the requirements, which the in-

sufficient space origiually provided had hitherto

rendered impracticable. The original chancel

(of about 11 ft. in depth) has been extended
westward about 10 ft. into the nave, where its

line of limit is marked all round by a stone step
;

thus raising the new portion of the “ chancel ”

(as it may be termed), upon a platform to that
height above the general level of the floor of the

church. Upon this platform are arranged the

new choir seats, which face north and south on
each side of the central passage; and on the

south side is placed the prayer-desk
;

while

against the northern corner of the chancel arch

stands a new pulpit, erected as a memorial of

the late Bishop Lonsdale. The altar-rail is also

new—partly of oak and partly of metal
;
and

from it rise two ornamental gas standards, with
branch lights, which serve to light the chancel.

Other gas-standards are fixed in convenient
positions, to serve for the choir seats generally.

Iron scroll-work is introduced into the open
fronts of the book-desks on each side of the

central passage. On the several floors there is

an intermixture of pattern-tiles with red and
plain ones, and with the occasional introduction

of glazed tiles, and black glazed strips, ranged
in zigzags, and lighted up by white squares at

the angles, as within the altar-rail. The work
generally has been carried out from the designs
and under the superintendence of Mr. J. D.
Wyatt, of London, architect. Messrs. G. &
F. Higham, of Wolverhampton, were the con-
tractors. The tiles for the paving were pro-

cured from Mr. W. Godwin, of Lugwardine
;
the

metalwork from Skidmore’s Art Manufactures
Company, Coventry

;
and the stone carving was

done by Mr. Earp, of London. The total cost of

the alterations amounts to 275i.

Sutton.—The church here has been re-opened
by the bishop of the diocese. The edifice has
been renovated. The west gallery has been
removed, and the tower-arch opened, and the
whole area of the building is seated with open
benches. A stone pulpit, with the panels filled

with alabaster carved figures, stands at the
entrance to the chancel. Choir-seats and organ
are placed in the chancel. The altar, which is

Sfc. 6 in. long, has a green frontal, embroidered.
Strood.—The new church of St. Mary has been

consecrated by the Bishop of Eochester. The
building is in the Early English style, with nave,
chancel, and aide aisles, the entire length being
98 ft. and the width 48 ft., with a tower and
spire at the west end. The architect was Mr.
Arthur W. Blomfield, and the contractors were
Messrs. Foord & Sons. The church is built of

Kentish rag, with freestone dressings. The
entire cost of the church, with the sum appro-

priated for the endowment, was about 10,OOOZ.

Accommodation is provided for 500.

Pedmore.—The church of Pedmoro, a small
parish adjoining Stourbridge, has long stood in

need of restoration, and of late had become so

dilapidated that a few weeks ago the greater

part of it was taken down, for the purpose of

rebuilding. The structure contained some Nor-
man work in the chancel arch, south doorway,
and other portions

;
Early English in the chancel,

and the rest fifteenth century. On the tympa-
num of the door is a crowned figure in the act

of benediction, supposed to be the Deity, or the

Saviour, surrounded by the vesica piscis and
symbols of the four Evangelists. Others have
thought that the central figure was meant
either for a bishop or king of Mercia, as it is

difficult to say whether the headcovering is an
ecclesiastical or regal device. This curious relic

of Norman work is to be preserved in the reno-

vated building, as will also be the chancel arch

and tower. According to estimate, the cost of

the rebuilding will bo about 3,0001., and one-half

of this amount has been granted by the feoffees

of Oldswinford Hospital, who are the patrons of

the living and owners of the manor. The sum of

1,200L has also been raised by subscription, so

that there are only 300Z. deficient at present.

Great YarmoxUh.—The south-west pinnacle of

the great church of St. Nicholas has been com-
pleted. From want of sufficient funds, the resto-

ration committee has been compelled, reluc-

tantly, to postpone the completion of the angle-

tower, which, rising in a straight line of 70 ft.

from the ground, forms a feature in the design,

both of the south aisle, now under restoration,

and also of the west front of the church. The
ladies of Yarmouth determined to raise the sum
of 2001., in order to complete the tower. Con-
tributions rapidly flowed in from eighty donors

and collectors. A small balance remains in

band, and farther donations will be applied

towards the restoration of the second of the four

pinnacles of the west front. At the point whore
the work thus carried out by the ladies’ fund was
commenced, it is proposed to insert the following

inscription :
—“ To the glory of God. This south-

west tower was restored by the ladies of Great
Yarmouth. 1869.”

Memoir of the late Henry Booth, of the Liverpool

and Manchester, and ofte-nvards of the London
and Horth-Western Railway. By Eobekt
S illLES. London: Printed for private circula-

tion by Wyman & Sons, 75, Great Queen-street,

Lincoln’s-Inn-Fields.

This is an interesting memoir of one of those

far-seeing, long-headed men, to whom, after the

inventors and maturers of the locomotive, the

woild is indebted for one of its most wonderful
agents of progress,—the railway. Without the

support ol enlightened men of business and
capital, what could even a Stephenson have
done towards the establishment of the railway

system ? Mr. Booth was a leading man in the

locomotive trial on the Manchester and Liver-

pool Eailway, and in the promotion of that line

generally
;
the result being the establishment ol

the modern railway system. His long and useful

public life was mainly devoted to the promotion
of railway interests, and bis name was well

known to the public in that connexion. He was

born in Liverpool in 1788, and was the eldest sou
of a well-to-do corn-merchant of that town. He
only died in March last, so that he lived to the

goodly age of 81. The contents of the volume
under notice first appeared in a series of articles,

by Mr. Eoberb Smiles, in the Eailway News,
and have now been reprinted for private cir-

eolation.

Vegetable Physiology s in a Series of Easy Lessons.

By Edwin L.vnkesteu, M.D., F.E.S. London:
Cassell, Fetter, & Galpin.

This little treatise was written as part of a series

of lessons for reading in schools
;
and although

it does not appear to have been newly written,

the preface shows that it has been revised by
Dr. Lankeater, and printed separately from trea-

tises by other authors along with which it first

appeared in print. It is illustrated with dia-

grams, and forms an instructive and interesting

outline of vegetable physiology. The rising

generation owe much to Dr. Lankester.

Pictorial Scenes from Pilgrim's Progress. Drawn
by Claude Eeignieh Condek. London: Hod-
der & Stoughton, 1869.

The immortal tinker of Bedford never dreamed,
great dreamer as he was, that men would go on,

generation after generation, setting forth his

work and seeking to illustrate it by pencil,

brush, and graver. So, however, it is; and so

with little doubt it will long continue to be.

The last illustrator,—at least, he was so yester-

day,—Mr. Claude Conder, gives a series of

pictorial dreams, with imaginative backgrounds,
in chromolithograpby, in a manner founded on
that of M. Doro, The first, “Yonder Shining

Light,” is immeasurably the beat of the series,

and raises hopes which are scarcely fulfilled by
some of the others. Our second favonrite is

“ Out of the Wilderness,” with its suggestive

expanse of wood and high horizon. They show
much poetio feeling.

TAELORUM.
“TwickeniiajiDuainage: Report on apropoaed

System. By H. M. Ramsay, Surveyor to the

Local Board.” By the system here proposed, the

sewage of the parish of Twickenham would be

collected to a point of outfall on land near to

Marsh Farm, and would be available whether
under a system for irrigation, filtration, or deodo-

risatioD. The surveyor proposes the separation

of the rainfiill from the sewage. If deodo-

risation should be resolved upon, the milk

of lime process is what ho advises
j
and pumping

power and settling tanks are provided for. The
outfall sewer, according to the plan, is so ar-

ranged or laid down as to levels, that it could

be extended to any other point deemed desirable

for working on the irrigation system, and with-

out any alteration in branch or other sewers. The
report is accompanied by a key plan of the pro-

posed scheme. •“ Transactions of the Institu-

tion of Engineers in Scotland: 13ih Session,

1869-70.” This portion of these Transactions

contains papers on the Denbnrn Valley Railway
;

by Mr. G. S. Hird, C.E.
;
and on some Improve-

ments in the Scantlings of Iron Steam-vessels
;

by Mr. John Price ; besides the report of the

Council
;

introductory remarks by the Presi-

dent, Professor Rankine, C.E.
;
and a number

of plates, illustrative of the papers read.
“ Statistics of Invention

;
illustrating

the Policy of a Patent Law. Part 11. of a

Letter addressed to the Right Hon. Lord Stanley,

M.P. By Henry Dircks, C.E., &c. London

:

Spon.” Mr. Dircks here ably advocates the cause

of the inventors, and attaoks those who wish to

pick their pockets of the fruits of their brain-work.
“ How to make Money by Patents. By

Charles Barlow. London: Barlow & Clare,

Office for Patents, Chancery-lane.” Although
this pamphlet is liable to be regarded as a trade

book, promotive of the business of a patent agent,

still it contains much wholesome advice to in-

ventors and would-be patentees; and shows
how valuable and lucrative many inventions

have been to the patentees and inventors

;

and how best to proceed in order to secure
similar results even under our very defective

and obstructive, but improvable patent law.
“ The People’s Guide to the new Law of

Bankruptcy, &o., written in plain English.

Houlston & Wright, Paternoster-row.” This is a
timely and useful, as well as a cheap guide. It

behoves all who are liable to pecuniary diffi-

culties, and some among them who have knavish

desires to cheat their creditors, to know how
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the new law may affect them
j

for it is in some
reepects very different from the old. For four,

pence efcerlio^ they can now ascertain this from
Honlston & Wright. “ Whittaker’s Almanack
for 1869. Office, 12, Warwick-lane. Paternoster-
row.” This is an excellent almanac of nearly 400
pages, containing, besides the almanac proper,

withtheusoal astronomical and otherphenomena,
also a large amount of information respecting
the goyernment, finances, population, commerce,
and general statistics of the British Empire
throughout the world, with some notice of other
countries, &c. “ Notes on the Geology of

Powys Land. By W. Boyd Dawkins, M.A.,
F.R.S., (ic. No. 1.” This is the first portion of
a paper reprinted from the ” Montgomeryshire
Collections” issued by the Powys-land Club.
It contains a popular account of the geological

features of the vicinity of Welshpool.
“ Golden Arrows ” is the title of the Christmas
number of the Quiver, and contains for sixpence
a large amount of pleasant reading. The last of
the stories, “ Marion Lee's Good Work,” by the
author of the wonderfully popular ” Trap to

Catch a Sunbeam” (Mrs. Henry Mackarness),
will commend itself to many of our readers. It

tells in a charmiugly simple manner how a little

helpless peasant-girl built a church, and it incul-

cates the value of faith and perseverance. The
events follow each other so naturally that the
result seems quite probable. The story, like the
rest of the book, is prettily illustrated. The
same author has added to her “ Suubeam Stories

”

(Lockwood & Co.) a pretty little tale, under the
title ” Married and Settled.” The title of
“ The Boy’s Home Book” (Lockwood) sounds a
little too much like an endeavour to confuse it

with a well-known standard work of the same
character. However, it is a smart little volume,
pleasingly illustrated.

j

glistjIlKntjj.

I A Fre-Hlstorlc Pompeii.

—

Under this title

I the jff<?i>ue dos Deux Mondcs publishes an article

j

by M. F. Fouque on some underground villages

discovered in the small Island of Therasia,
adjoining Santorin, of volcanic notoriety, in the

'

Greek Archipelago. The writer affirms that we
have here a distinct proof, not only that the
human race may be traced in the quarternary
period, but that even then it had made some
advance in civilisation. It appears that these
primitive villages were destroyed by volcanic

I

agency. The houses were built in the open air,

on the old soil, and were afterwards buried under
a stratum of pumice-stone and tufa, ejected from
a crater. The inhabitants were taken by sur-

I

prise in the midst of their daily vocations, and
I their tools, vases, and domesLio utensils have
I remained for thousands of years on the spot
[they occupied at the time. At Santorin and
iTherasia the strata of tufaceous pumice have
been worked from time immemorial as building
imaterial, and a good deal of it has been exported
ito the Suez Canal. Bat the habitations consist
(of large blocks of lava, heaped one upon an-
tother without any order, the interstices being
ifilled, not with any kind of mortar or cement,
[but with reddish volcanio ashes, having no
ccohesion whatever. The only house hitherto
lentirely exhumed is composed of six rooms,
bthe largest of which is 18 fc. by 5 ft., and
hthe smallest about 8 ft. square. One of

bthe main walls of the building encloses a
ooourt. Three windows and one door have been
jrecognised. The ceiling was composed of a
eleries of wooden cross-beams, on which stones
tand a thiok layer of volcanio earth were spread.
.tAmong the objects found inside there was the
bikeleton of a man, besides Hint implements,
BJarthen vases manufactured on a turning-wheel,
mnd containing various seeds, such as barley,

eoeas, cardamom, &o. The moat curious relics

fwere certain stone disks with a hole through the
liniddle, and which are still used in the country
y)y weavers to stretch the threads of the warp
•ivith.

1 Fall of a Bridge on tlie Khlne: Forty
tltiives Ziost.

—

The Rhine Oazette says :
—“ The

•(iron bridge, yet unfinished, which the Railway
ioilompany of Berg was having constructed across

'

Qehe Rhioe, has fallen, in consequence of a laden
eiessel having come into collision with the
:tt3affulding of the construotion. About forty

ororkmen have been killed and twenty wounded
* U the catastrophe. This accident will retard for

l X months tho completion of the bridge.”

Pantomime Arcbltecture.—Very season-

able, indeed, are the revelations made by a select

committee of the House of Commons on the
sources of authority in matters of public archi-

tecture in the great metropolis. The report of

this committee is full of bints for the scene-

painter; and perhaps those adventnrons artistes

might easily obtain a loan of the photographs
that were submitted to the committee, to furnish

hints for comic scenes in the coming Christmas
festivities. One of these, produced by Mr. Cole,

showed the railway-bridge across Ludgate-hill,

with a breadth of wall advertisements, and
Alderman Waithman’s monument, the bridge
blotting St. PauTs Cathedral out of the view,
“ a sort of thing for a pantomime.” London
abounds with architectural anomalies and ab-

surdities of the same sort, and we did not need
a Parliamentary committee to remind us of them.
But the committee has done good service never-
theless, for it has placed solemnly on record, in

the most emphatic manner possible, the too

well-established fact that in matters architec-

tural London is as much without a government
as it is in matters political and social. Although
such trite examples are set before os in the re-

port, it is impossible to be angry. It is like a
mirror in which, while looking at ourselves, the

conviction is quietly forced upon us that we are

supremely stupid .— City Press.

New Mode of Setting Boilers.—Several
boilers in Sheffield have been set upon a new
plan. By a simple arrangement of fire-clay

plates, says the Sheffield Independent, so managed
as not to contract the capacity of the flue a* any
single point, the gases, after being thoroughly
intermixed, are at four sucoessive stages in their

progress through the flue, thrown, iu thin

streams, against tho surface of the boiler. No
part of the gases can escape this repeated
forcible contact with the boiler, and in the pro-

cess the heat they contain is so thoroughly ex-

tracted and absorbed that the result obtained,

as proved by careful tests, is the evaporation of
nearly 121b. of water for every single ponnd of
fuel, common boiler slack being used. This
gives a large saving of fuel as compared with
the best inodes of setting previously in use. The
patentees, we understand, gnarantee a saving
of 25 per cent. The apparatus has the addi-

tional advantage of being an effective smoke-
consumer. Tho plan is applicable to any class

of boiler; can be applied without unseating
boilers already fixed ;

and the plates being of
fire-clay, the coat is so moderate as to be very
soon recouped by tho saving of fuel.

The Proposed Public Hall for New-
castle^under-layme.—A meeting has been
held in the town-hall, to further consider the
desirability of erecting a public hall in the town.
The need for a building with a large hall, rooms
for building and friendly society meetings, and
for the accommodation of the volunteers, was
generally admitted

;
and it was thought no diffi-

culty would be found in raising the required
capital to carry out the project. The only diffi-

culty experienced was as to securing a suitable

site. The Rectory Field, situated in the centre
of the town, was thought to be the most eligible

spot on which to erect the hall. An area of

1,200 ft., it was thought, would be suffioient, and
a building to meet all the requirements of the
town could be erected for 3,5U0i. On behalf of

the Temperance Society of the town, it was said

that if they conld get the accommodation they
needed, they would abandon their own idea of
erecting a temperance-hall, and fall in with the

present scheme. The meeting resulted in the
appointment of a committee, and a deputation
to wait upon the Rector of Newcastle, to see upon
what terms the land mentioned could be obtained.

Channel Railway Bridge. — M. Boutel’s

proposed bridge across the Channel is obtaining

attention. Lord Henry Lennox, in bis address

at the Society of Arts, said, “ My impression is,

that this is the best scheme for a bridge over
the Channel lhat has been proposed. There is

in Paris a model, on a large scale, which bore

ten times the weight which would require to be
borne by the Channel Bridge, constructed with
leas than one ton of metal, and resting on two
abutments of rough timber, which were in-

capable of sustaining a very great strain. M.
Boubel was kind enough to describe his draw-
ings to me at length

;
and even if the Channel

Bridge were not attempted, his plan of building

in bridges is capable of such aabouishiug results,

as to make it well worthy the study of our own
engineers.”

New Xilghtbouse Apparatus. — In the
Lochindaal Lighthouse, in the island of Islay,

Argylesbire, Messrs. Stevenson, the engineers

to the Northern Lighthouses, have introduced
dioptric prisms of a new form. They are de-

scribed in the “ Transactions of the Royal
Scottish. Society of Arts,” by Professor Swan
and Mr. Thomas Stevenson. The light which
passes behind the flame has hitherto been sent

forward by two optical agents, so as to mingle
with the front light, and thus to reach the eye
of the mariner; but the object is now effected

for part of the upper 'core of rays by means of

the new prisma alone, so that one agent is saved,

and the loss of light by absorption and super-
ficial reflection is prevented. The prisms act by
refraction and total reflection, and they consist

of glass of the ordinary index of refraction. By
means of these prisms and a spherical mirror,

the whole of the back light is sent forward.

They can be modified iu various ways to suit the
requirements of different localities.

The New Workbouse, Hertford. — At
a recent meeting of the Hertford Board of

Guardians, a letter was read from the Poor-
law Board, which stated that tho inspector

had reported that the Hertford Workhouse
was over-crowded, the number of inmates
exceeding the prescribed maximum by 16

;

and asking why the guardians did not take
possession of the now workhouse. The clerk

was directed to reply that a dispute had
arisen about the amount to be paid for building

the new house, and that an architect was making
an inquiry into the subject. A letter was read
from Mr. Trollope, the architect engaged by the

board to measure the work in the new building,

in which he stated that the work had been
delayed in conseqaence of his attendance being
required at an arbitration, and that the measure-
ments had occupied more time than he expected,

but that ho hoped to have his report ready
within a fortnight. It was finally agreed to

request Mr. Trollope to let the board have the

report, if possible, forthwith.

Compensation Cases. — At the Guild-
hall, Westminster, before Sir W. Bodkin, justice

of the peace for Middlesex, and a special jury,

an important case was tried with reference

to the liability of a parish to compensate an in-

dividual owner for compulsory removal. The
claimant (Mias Birch) was a teacher of dancing,
residing at No. 5, Hiude-street. She numbered
amongst her pupils daohesses, countesses, via-

countessea, both English and Irish
;
and even

arohbishops patronised her establishment ! In
order to carry out certain local improvements it

was necessary to pall down her bouse in Hinde-
street, which she held under a lease, dated the
16ch of July, 1852, for twenty-one years, at a
rent of 150i. per annum. The lady claimed
from tho vestry 4,000Z. as compensation for her
forced removal. After a number of witnesses

had been examined, it was agreed to settle all

claims by tho payment of 1,550Z. Mr. Hunt, a
surgeon, who lived next door, and also claimed
1,OOOZ., accepted 1,300Z.

Carpeaux's Sculptures on tbe New
Opera House, Paris.—It has been decided
that M. Carpeaux’s group of dancing-girla in

front of tbe new opera is to be removed.
The reason given for this resolution is be-
cause, quite apart from the question of their

artistic merit per sc, they are an eyesore in

their present position, being ont of proportion
with the other sculptured ornaments of the
fatjado of the edifice. A place will be found for

them iu one of tho interior courts. But as M.
Carpeaux is commissioned to execute another
statue, or statues, to be placed on the spot

where the objectionable group now stands, the

change will probably not be made for the next

two years.

Beath of Mr. David Napier, Marine
Engineer.—Tbe Scotch papers contain the an-

Douncement of tho death, on the 23i’d ult., of
Mr. David Napier, of Glonshelliah, Argylesbire,

at the age of 79. Along with his relative, Mr.
Robert Napier, of Shandon, he laid the founda-
tion of the world-wide fame of the firm of
Napier & Sons as shipbuilders and marine engi-

neers. As far back as 1818 he was the first to

introduce British coasting steamers, as well as
steam packets fur our Post-office service. He
was also first to establish a regular steam com-
munication between Greenock and Belfast. Mr.
Napier invented the steeple-engine, which was a
great improvement on the side lever, as occupy-
ing much less space.
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Housebuilding' under difficulties. — A
contemporary states that a warehouseman at

Bradford has built a house for himself at the top

of Pasture-lanOj Clayton, near Bradford, which

is described as “an attractive structure.” This

enterprising individual, who is of frugal habits,

a teetotaller, and blessed with a family, pur-

chased a piece of land with his savings. He
excavated the foundation of his intended house

himself, and fetched the building-stones from a

quarry 300 yards distant, the total number of

barrowfnls required numbering 548. He pitch-

faced the stones in his leisure hours, and the

structure grew under hie hands, until "Virginia

Cottage,” as he calls his mansion, stands an
enduring monument of plodding perseverance.

The style is said to be “ Gothic,” and there is

one room on the ground floor, a kitchen in the

rear, and a sleeping-room upstairs. The heads

of two noble ancients — Demosthenes and
Socrates—carved in stone, ornament the front

of the cottage, and a carved representation of

the head of little Eva, of “ Uncle Tom’s Cabin,”

is built into the homestead.

The Age of Iron.—In these islands alone

500 blast furnaces are blazing
j

reducing, by
their intense heat, nearly 12,000,000 tons of iron

ore to 4,800,000 tons of metallic iron, which, at

its place of production, has a value of about

11,000,0001. sterling. Those blast furnaoes oon-

snme more than 14,000,000 tons of coal ; and,

to convert the pig iron obtained into bars, rails,

and the like, a like quantity of coal is required.

The great iron industry is not confined to the

British Isles alone. In France it is no less

active, and it boasts of ironworks which rival

those of Dowlais, of Barrow, or of Middles-

brough. The works of Messrs. Schneider & Co.,

at Le Creusot, the largest in France, have fifty

acres under cover. Here are fifteen blast fur-

naces, with twenty-seven steam-engines blowing

air for them, and forging iron besides. At the

mines and works over 3,500 men are employed.
Belgium, Prnssia, Austria, and Sweden are

active in this great race ;
and America is

striving, with earnest and honourable zeal, to

overtake Europe in the production of iron from
her native ore, with her own coal.

Memorial of tbe late Hev. Sr. Todd.

—

The services rendered by the late Bev. James
Henthom Todd to tbe elnoidation of ancient

Irish literatnre are admitted by all Celtic scholars

at borne and abroad. These services claim a dis-

tingnished recognition from the people of Ireland,

and from all those who appreciate the high and
enduring agencies for social advancement which
spring from the cultivation of a sound national

literature. At a public meeting held at the

Molesworth Hall, Dublin, it was decided that

the most suitable memorial would be to endow a

Professorship of the Celtic languages, the study

of which is becoming every day of increasing

importance at home and abroad. Efforts are

now being made to raise funds for this purpose.

The Society of Antiquaries are co-operating.

Sir William Tite and Mr. Chappell have been
named to represent them on tbe committee.

The Hepavement of Xiondon Bridge.

—

This work is now completed. The mode of

paving is much the same as previously, viz., a

new tramway, 12 in. in width, next the kerb, to

take the near wheels of tbe vebionlar traffic, the

old tram being redressed and relaid to carry the

off wheels. The whole of the remaining space

is paved with new 3 in. by 9 in. Aberdeen granite

cubes, with Guernsey guard stones. The length

of the carriage-way is upwards of 1,000 ft.
;

its

width 35 ft. There are about 3,500 courses of

stone in its entire length, and tbe number of

stones necessary for the roadway (including the

trams) is about 105,000. The total number of

tons (inclusive of stone, sand, lime, water, &o.)

is between 3,000 and 4,000. Thestipnlated time for

the completion of the work was twelve days,

The contractors, Messrs. Mowlera, Burt, & Co.,

have had on this work about 400 skilled work-

Preposterous Tenders. — The followin

tenders have been received for roads and sewer

at Brixton Manor estate. Mr. C. Sewell, arch:

teot :

—

Roads. Bewers, Total.
Wigmore ..,£1,740 . .£4,239
Waterfield ... 1,801 . . 3,741
Turner & Colo .... 1,646 ... 1,900 . . 3,562

Mavo 1,566 ... 1,781 . , 3,346

Hardman ... 1,593 . . 3,169
Yntinff 1,550 ... 1,315 . . 2,865

Coker, in one sum for the whole
Porter ,, „

Similar discrepancy has been lately observabl

in other tenders for roads and sewers, bu
probably never greater than in these. Sue.

incidents bring scandal on the trade.

The threatened Iffew Prison.—The Middb
sex Magistrates, at their last meetiug, decide

against the proposed and half-sanctioned schem
of rebuilding the county prison. A wiser an
more timely decision was never come to by a

irresponsible body. The scheme was viewed a

both superfluous and untimely. The magistrate

have done wisely in listening to the emphati

protests of the ratepayers against it. Th
amendment passed declares that oar whol

system of criminal treatment needs revision, an
“ is a great and needless burden on the honeJ

inhabitants of the country.”

Remarkable Discoveries on the Tork-
shire Wolds.—Near Bridlington, the Rev.
Canon Greenwell, of Durham, and his party,

have made the most remarkable of their arcbm-
ological discoveries, in the examination of two
very large round tumuli, at Rudstone, where the

only known megalithic monument in the East
Riding is,—the famons example of the Celtic

menhir, or long stone, in the churchyard. The
barrows are in the immediate vicinity. They
were full of secondary burials, in deep graves,

dug in the chalk rock, in one case 11 ft. This con-

tained a double kist of great stones of oolitic

sandstone, which must have been transported

12 miles, from Filey Brigg. Some of these

stones must weigh a ton or more. Fine speci-

mens of pottery and stone implements were
found, with the human remains. Driuking-cups
with ornamental patterns, in zigzag, or waving
and chevron lines, &o., one of them still contain-

ing some Bubstanoe in it, were found, together

with a bronze awl.

Gift of Almshouses to Meltham, near
Huddersfield.—Mrs. Hirst, wife of Mr. Joseph
Hirst, J.P., Wilshaw, near Huddersfield, and
Cheshire, has intimated her intention to build

and endow ^six almshouBes on a portion of

plantation near Wilsbaw Church. Mr. Hirst, at

his sole cost, has erected two churches (Wilshaw
and Thornton) and schools, and also contributed

largely to various charities. The honses are to

be built from designs by Messrs. Kirk & Sons,

architects, Hadderefield, in three couples, and
each dwelling to have connected with it living-

room, scullery, larder, and two bedrooms, and
conveniences adapted to the requirements of

aged or infirm people. The houses will be
situated a mile aud a half from tbe Convaleaoent
Home, which Mr. Charles Brook, of Meltham, is

building and endowing at a cost of 30,0001.

Crystal Palace.—Since the erection of th

new stage and theatre, Operas in Eoglish ha'v

been played with great success two or thre

days in each week. Large as the theatre is,

has been constantly crowded. The necessai

rehearsals and preparations for the Christmt

Pantomime, which is always produced at th

Crystal Palace a few days before Boxing Da;

necessitates the termination of the English Opei

performances after next week,—up to whic

time they will be continued, in order that visito:

to London for the Cattle Show may witness or

or more representations.

liigbthouse, Ceylon. — Messrs. Sheare

Smith, & Co., of the Dalbeattie Granite Qua
ries, N.B., have obtained from the Trinity Honi

Corporation the contract for the supply

dressed granite for the Great Basses Ro<

Lighthouse, Ceylon.

Discovery of a Roman Altar at Has
gate, Stanbope-in-Weardale. — A Romj
altar has been discovered in a wood near tl

little village of Eastgate. The stone belongs

the millstone grit strata, aud is finely wroagl

It is 4 ft. in height, 22 ft. in breadth, and 12

in depth. It bears the following inscription

Parish Rating.—At the annual dinner of

the Brompton and Little Chelsea Benevolent

Society, Mr.William Corbett (of tbe firm Corbett

& M'Clymont) presiding, tbe vice-chairman, at

the close of the evening, proposed tbe health of

the chairman in eulogistic terms, and alluded to the

benefits he and bis partner had conferred upon
the parish by their bnildiog operations. Mr.
Corbett, in reply, said—About eight years ago

he commenced to build in tbe neighbourhood,

and had erected upwards of 800 houses, nearly

500 of which were occupied, the remainder being

unfinished. Notwithstanding the large number
of honses that were occupied, it was a fact that

the rates increased. He should much like to

know how this was. He had another 250 honses

to build, but if rates went on increasing so, he
thought he had better leave building alone.

Pulpit, Sutton Courtney.—An elaborate

stone pulpit has just been erected in this obarch,

and was first used on November 2l8t. It

has a square base, with semi-columns and carved
capitals, over which is a oironlar platform ; the

part above is formed by the half of an octagon,

panelled and arched, having carved capitals.

The four panels will have, on a gold ground,

painted figures of the Four Evangelists : these

are nearly finished, and will shortly be added to

the pulpit, which has been designed by Mr.

Wm. Gibbs, architect, who was also the archi-

tect for the recently restored and enlarged

vicarage-house in this village. Mr. C. Selby, of

Oxford, erected the pulpit.

Excavating by Machinery.—A machine

for the excavation of the earth and for throwing

it into trucks or otherwise disposing of it, has

been exhibited in operation on the grounds of

the Ashburnham estate, next to Cremorne, Chel-

sea. The inventors consider it likely to effect a

revolution in railway and canal work as at

present done, as it cuts away, removes, and
throws into wagons or upon the bank as required,

about 60 centimetres, by 2'50 high, and 2 95
wide, or 2,055 cubic metres per diem, at the

cost of a few shillings.

Which signifies that the altar had bten de'

cated to the deity Silvanus, the heathen god
the woods, or country, by Aurelius, Pfcetect

the Ist Cohort of the “Gordian Legion.” Tl

was in the reign of Gordianus (the third of tk

name). M. Antonius Gordianus Pius reign

A.D. 238-244.

TENDERS.
For rebuUJing: the White Horse, Pond-street, Hai

stead. Mr. F. Mew, erohitect :

—

Maidlow £1,400 0 0

Watson 1,-91 0 0
Till l,lal 0 0

Bean 1,095 0 0
Kelly 1,092 0 0
Haley 1,057 0 0

Cook 1,060 0 0

Watts 996 0 0

Committee of Mecbanics.—The Counoil

of the Society of Arts have determined to ap
point a committee to take into consideration

and discuss all matters of mechanical invention

which may come before the society, and which
may be of too strictly a technical character to

interest the members at large at the Wednesday
evening meetings. The action of the committee
will resemble, to a great extent, the mechanical
section of the British Association.

Beds Arcbaeologlcal and Arcbitectural
Society.—The annual meeting of this society

has been held in the library of the Literary and
Scientific Institute, Bedford. The chair was
taken by Mr. A. E. Birch, mayor of Bedford,

who is e® offi.cio a vice-president. After the

election of office-bearers, the Rev. J. W. Haddock
read the report, which was adopted. Various

objects of interest were then exhibited, and a

vote of thanks to Mrs. Mendham, for valuable

cases of coins, was passed by acclamation. A
paper on Bedfordshire in the Danish period was
then read by Mr. C. B. Prior, of Bedfo. d, M.D.

For tho erection of a pair of model cottages, fli

wUh Moule's eartli-elosets, &c., at Wilton, Taunton,
Mr. Henry Badcock. Mr. Houghton Spencer, ar

tect :

—

Kendeil £441 14 6
Davis 430 0 0
Pollard 388 0 0

For country residence, stabling, lodge, kc., i

Rhayader, Radnorshire. Mr. E. H. Lingen Barker, at

tect:-
Washington & Co. ,,

Morgan & Potter .....

Yates
Wood & Sons
Moreland
Birrell

Morgan
Williams & Bolton .

Harrison

..£3,456 0

.. 3,407 0

.. 3.279 0

3,213 0
3,124 0
3,117 0
3,116 0
3.194 0

2,771 0
2,764 0

2,754 0
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For first porfion o draininc and fencing works to tl
8t. James’s Building Estate, Hereford. Mr. E. H. Linoi
Barker, architect :

—

Clifford jeSSS 0 0
F'eemaa 359 0 q
Evans - 296 0 0

The tender of Messrs. Crabb & Tanghan, by schedule
of prices, has been accepted, for building three ware-
houses on the Charterhouse Estate, Goswell-street.

TO COREESPONDENTS.
B. S.—H. A. O.—A. K.— Mr. A.—H. S.— J. w.—W. C. T,—A. K.—C W, P, G.—Opar«-go*r.—J. N.— Liudownar.—L.— J. W. T.SCo —

aikro«.—C. L.G.-R. E.—H.—G.P. B,-R. B. O.-J M -J G —J H
-F. D.-C.C. M.-J, V.-H. H. V.-F. B, i Co.-T. P,-J. tS.-
A.B.-J, M.-J. K.-T. E.-O. W. C.-W, J, 8.—B- K.-E. L, T.—
W. w.-a 8.-E. H. L, B.-J. F.-J. P.—R, p _T. D.-Tmalee,-
C. B. M, P.— J. tr.— J. D.—0. L. {.trchltccUi Cilibni received).—
W. H. B. (eflue divided luto oomr«rtiiienU wuold here up anddjwu
draughts. Au urraiigemeat fi;r condensing smoke by spray of water
has been paUntcd),—T. (next week).—Effort for ArchlteoU’ Aeslst-
ants (next week).

Wrlous oomtuunicaticns In type are neceuarily postponed.
compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

La‘>ly pqhllshefl. In crown 8vo. price 10s. fid,LEMBNTAEY INTRODUCTION to
kRACTICAL MEOHANI08. lllnitrated by numerous Exam-

'^hlrd Edition of “ Jilementaiy Examples In Prac-
tical Mechauios."

By the Etv. JOHN F. TWISRRN, M.A.
Professor of MathetnaMos In the Staff College.

London : LORQMANa, GREEN, & CO. Pateruoster-row.

Jnst published. In 32 mo, price 3s. 6d. oloth,

) TIMBER TRADES PRICEBOOK.
By W. KrCHAR.D40N, Accountant, Author of "The Calcu-

^®v^J*uiber Merchaut’s and Buildei’e Guide,” •' Packlug-cass

London : LONGMANfl, GREEN. & CO. P.ilemoeter.row,

Nowrencly.in 8vo. with Portrait, price IDs. dd.

HE LIFE of JOHN GIBSON, E.A.
BCOLPTOR.

, anted by UdvEASTLAKE.
London : LONGMANS, OEEEN, A Co. Paternoster-row

addressee

All ataUmeats of facU, lists of Tenders. *c., must he a-^eompanled
by the name and address of the sender, not necoesarlly for
puliliuatlon.

NuTX.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of coarse, with the authors.

IMPROVED MACHINERY, combined with
8TEAM POWER, is employed by J. W. BEN-
BON in the Manufacture of Church, Turret,
Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description
of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,
Committees, &g. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d, J.W. BENSON,
by special appointment. Watch and Clock Maker
to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 68 and
60, Ludgate-hill

j Showrooms, 25, Old Bond-
street, London.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

IJELLY’S
PRACTICAL BUILDEKS’

^ PRICE- BOOK i or, Safe Guide to the Valuation of all kitidi

Mf Arllflcsn' Work
;
with the Modern Practice of Meaeuring, and aa

^Abetract of the New Building Act for Regulating the COLStractina
of Bulldlnsi. RavUed and Corrected by New Calculatiout upon the
IpieiuiitValueofMateilale and Labour. Arranged by au Archltgct of
lemineBce, oaslated by several experienced Measuring Surreynn.
fniusirateJ and exemplified by Steel Engravings and tiuuieroua Woud-
ieuU Royal 8vo. price 8s. neaily bonud.
I Loudon: Published byT. KELLY. Palernoeter row

; BIMPKIN A
MARSHALL; aud may be hod ofalt Boukaellen.

Of whom may be bad, new Edltioni In Quartn, of the following
Practical Arohiteotiiral Wurica

1. PETER -NICHOLSON’S PRACTICAL
CARPENTRY, JOINERY, and CABINET MAKING, Rerlaed by
Tr.EDQOLl) : being a new and complete Byatero of Linea, for the
TJ«b of Workmen, fouiioed on Geometrical and Jlechauical Priucl-

tale-. Ten PaiU at 3a. or In bgarda, 30?. ; containing upwards of 120
Steel Pl.itei, and numereue Woodcut Diagrams.

2. PETER NICHOLSON’S PRACTICAL
MASONRY. BRICKLAYING, and PLASTERING (revised byTRED-
GOLD) both plain aud oruameuUl

;
containing a new and complete

|Byati<n> of Lines for Stone-cuttlug, for the Use of Workmen
; the

T ORD MACAULAY’S CRITICAL and
A.J HISTORICAL ESSAYS contributed to the Edinburgh /IcviawNew Eiiltion, complete in One Vol '1116 Crown 8»o. price 6b. doth :

12<. Ill tree calf
;

i r ISa morocco, gilt edge?.
AUo, uniform with the above :

—

rFHE REV. SYDNEY SMITH’S MIS-
I CBLLANEOUS WORKS, inclujlng hla Centributiona to the

VJruieKi. New EdlMoo, uomulete In Due Volume. Crown
Svo, price 6'. doth

;
or 12». bound In tre» oalf

Tub life and LETTERS of the REV.
BYPNFY SMITH. Edited by hla Daughter, Lady HOLLAND,

and Mr». AUSTIN. New Bditiop, cornpl-lelo Ous Volume. Crown
8vn til lee Os. cloth

: or 12a, honnd In treo-clf

nUIE WIT and WLSDOM of the REV.i SYDNEY SMITH : a Selection of the most memorable Pa?-
Mges in hla Written W,,rki, Letters, aud Couvena lin. New
Edition- Crown gvo prleo3?. fil doth.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 CO. Paterno«terTow

rpEE
J^w ready, in royal 8vo. price .5e. with 47 Illu.trallons.

EXTKAVaGaNT use of FUEL
COOKING OPERATIONS, with an Account of Benjamin

jf Rumford. and hi? IVvinninloal Syatems, aud numerous piac-
t.cal SuggeatiouB adapted for domestic nae.

By FRBDKllICK EDWARDS, Jun.
By the ..me Author,

Ths VENTILATION of DWELLING-
OOPSES. and the TTtillsatlon of Waste Heat from Open Fireplaces.
In roval 8vo. with 107 riluaiiatlona, Price 10s. dd.

SMOKY CHIMNEYS; th«ir Cure and Pre-
Edition, revised. In royal 8vj. with 40 Illustrations

= .
— ~.«ia,.a.,i.i; ,u bug uidlnary 1UU of officework giving no more than ie absolutely ne.-e>aary fur the complete

so Ulion of iTaotloal problema.”—OoI/irr# Ouardtan.

... I

rendered a great leivlce lo the architect andenglmer by producing a work esu-eclally treating ou the melhods of
Ueilueating the strain, on Iron beam*, roofs, and bridges, by means
of diagrams."—ffuffder.

London ; LOCKWOOD & CO. 7, Statlooere’ HBl Coarl, EC.

Juat published,

QUANTITIES MADE EASY.
A quick and accurate method of taking out quantities from

-r without a speclflcalion. Sent free
i. C. 5, Northbroo'

plan" Or hulldings, with o)

t for 30 stamps.-Addre
ue, Lee, Kent, 8.E.

k-terrace. Burnt

fittings.—MESSRS. BANKS
* CO.'S PATENT REVISED ILLUSTRATED PRICED SHEET

of every article required in a weli-funilshed School, sent for three
stamps.-PARhONAGE WORKS, ALBERT-STREET. MaNCUESTEB.

Ju.t puldished. price 1».OW to MAKE MONEY by PATENTS,
By CHARLES BARLOW.

Published by BARLOW 4 CLARE, 23, Southampton-bulldlngs,
Chaiicery-Une, London.

Post-fre- for Thirleeu Stamp?.

WORiaNG PEOPLE and IMPROVED
» » UOMRS."UOMRS."

The new and lllnstrated edition of "The DwrlUngeof the Labour-
'V fiu.bu. '• by u BNHY ROBERTS B?q. F 8 A. (.authur of " Home

" The Physlpal Condition of ihe Labouring Classes ”),
" •uiumary i.f che efforts at home aud abroad to- - ” ' - itking II

Ing CIas>

Beform,'- anu
Will be round ..

Sbcure ” ll-aUliy ___ ^
Aluabie himdbook."—TAeflnliJer.

Office of tbe Society for luiprovlog the Condition
Exotee Hall. HtMiid. Price 7 p<. ADo

with Speclfleitlon, 4c.

To be bar
.T the Lvh,luring cla?s..., o*
Designs fvr Cottages, numbered

XOBCING CARPENTER (preferred), andM bis Wife, WANTED, without Incumbi iuc-. to live at a Finer
Mil) It. .Via ». _l. I .1 i_. ... ... ..

Price 3-. (id.

The new edlttoa of Mr. Edwerdi'? “ Domestic Plreplacsa

^ appr ir In Janiiarv.
London: LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 CO. Palemoster-row.

will

SIR W, FAIRBAIRN'S WORKA ON ENGINERRTNO, At.
The First, Second, aud Th'rd Seriea, In crown 8vo with lUustralloni,

ptliTlOi. 6d ewhSert-s.

TTSEFUL INFORMATION for ENGI-
NERRS.

By Sir WILLIAM F.AIKB -IRN, Hart O E. F.R.0. Ac.
WiTk. by the same Author, fully illu«irat«d.

TREATISE on MILLS nnd MILLWORK.
Second Ediilor). carefully revi?ed, of ho'h volume), price IBs. each.

IRON SHIP-BUILDING: its History and
Progies? to the Present Day, recently published, price 18«.

APPLICATION of CAST and WROUGHT
IRON to BUILDING PURP0.8K5 New Kdl-lon iu preparatlen.

Lonilou : LONGMANS. OUEBN, 4 CO. Paternoster-row.

the Use of
,

Mortars, Ceinoute, Concrete, to which it added a variety

of new Dedgns fur Mural Tabled, Tombs, GTaveeloues forCemeteiie),

Ac. 4o. :
add a Description of the Yariuus Mutcriale employed, len

ffarla at 3a. or In buards, 30a- ;
coutalulug upwards of Ninety Steel

riatee. aud numerous Woodcula

3. TEEDGOLD hdS NICHOLSON’S Thooro-
iical and Practical Treatise ou the FIVE ORDERS of ARCHITEC-
iTUIiF.

;
coutalulug plain and simple Rules for Drawing and Execut-

ing (Lera lu the purest style, including an Hhtorical De.cription of
golliic Architecture. Illustrated by upwards of Oue Hundred Steel

Wgiavlngs, executed by Artiste of dnl-rate talent, luoludlng uume-
lous Disgrams, 4c. Twelve Parts at 3s. or In koards, 36s.

;
4. DESIGNS for COTTAGE and VILLA

WlCUITECTDRE, containing Plans. Elevations, Sections, Perspsc-
live Views, and Details, for the Erection of Cottars and Villas. By
B. H. BROOKS. Architect. Beautifully engraved on steel, with

e
reclioii for Building, and the estimated oost ofeach edlSce. Twelve
rts at 3?. or In boards, SSj.

5. DESIGNS for PUBLIC BUILDINGS, con-
litl ing of Plans. Eleratlone, Ssctlons, Perspective Views and Details
If Churches. Dhapels, Schools. Almahuu.ses,Oas Works, Markets, and
itl.ec Buildings fur public purposes. By 8. H. BROOKS, Architect.

6 . ThrHWsB'DECORATo'R and PAJNT-
ER'S GUIDE, containlug a Series of Lesigns for Decorating Apart-
meuts with taste, aud suited to the vatious Styles of Architecture.
By H. W. and A, ARROWSMITH, House Decorators to Her Mejesty.
Cen Paits at 3*. or in boards, 32s. v

’ 7. The HOUSE PAINTER, or DECOBA-
POll’3 COMPANION, containing a complete Treatise on tbe Art of
douse Paintiug, Graluing, and Marbling, including the Origin of
Mnur, the Laws of Harmonious Colouring, the Mnnnfact.uro of Pig-
Dents, Oils, Varnishes, 4t By W. M. HWOINS. B?q. Accompanied
ly actual Specimens of Haud-brush Graining aud Afarbliug. Ton
Paits at 3a. or iu boards. 3!s.

t
The ENGINEERS’ and MECHANICS’
CVCLOPiCOIA: a new and enlarged Editiou. comprehenillug
eticil Illustrations of the Machinery and Processes employed In

very Ueacriptton of Manulbcturo of the British Empire. Illiutrated

r upwards of 2,000 Wood Eugraviuga. By LUKE HERBERT, Ciiil
Dgliji'cr, 4c. The rapid progresa of Mecbaiilcal Sclecce bas drve-
•ped many of the important facts since the first piDillca'lon. iu 1S35,
i the Encyclopmrlia. Tbe Inventions and discoveries receutly made
Ave eugaged tbe sedulous attention of the Editor

; R-
- "

).’eaohwas tested by experiment, a description was nc

4^. By 'he s>-lecllua of new article?, and care iu the revtsi
a ones, this edition has now become systeioatlcUly
tat it may bo received as fully aud raithfuUy expres?iu

• state of Engloeerlug and MeebauUm, adapted to
iMeltcal Men." Iu two large 8vo. vols. cloth Uttered, 1

^?1y pre-

iDERFBOTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
. BU3LDBBS and Others deslrlug a really good system can
ye a SET of MODELS for BUIL'iERS' BOOKS, by DOUBLE
UTRY. to which wna awarded the prise offered In ’ Toe Builder,

"

1). 1J80’ and which bas been adup'ed by many la-ge firms. Also a
iwlfied Arrangement by Single Entry, suitable for email bonders,—

Publisbed at 6h oa. offered for 31. 16b.

f^WBN JONES’S GRAMMAR of
V_/ ORNAMENT.
ImpL 4t0. 112 superb Plates In gold and colours, with Letterpress

dceci'lptiuDS, extra cloth, gilt edges,

ORNAMENT of SAVAGE TRIBES. — See
Owen Jonea’a Grammar of Ornameat.

EGYPTIAN ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones's
Grammar of Ornament.

ASSYRIAN and PERSIAN ORNAMENT.—See
Owen Jonea’a Grammar of Ornament.

GREEK ORNAMENT. — See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

POMPEIAN ORNAMENT,—See Owen Jones’
Grammar of Ornament.

ROMAN ORNAMENT. — See Owen Jones’
Grammar of Ornament.

,
BYZANTINE ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jonea’s

I

Grammar of Ornament.

[ARABIAN ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s
Qranunar of Ornament.

TURKISH ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jonea’s
Grammar of Ornament.

MORESQUE ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

PERSIAN ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jonea’s
Grammar of Ornament.

INDIAN ORNAMENT. — See Owen Jonea’s
Qrammar of Ornament.

HINDOO ORNAMENT.— See Owen Jonea’a
Grammar of Ornament.

CHINESE ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

CELTIC ORNAMENT. — See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

MEDI.ai:yAL ORNAMENT.—See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

RENAISSANCE ORNAMENT.—See Owen
Jones’a Gra nmar of Ornament.

ELIZABETHAN ORNAMENT. — See Owen
Jones’s Qrammar of Ornament.

ITALIAN ORNAMENT. — See Owen Jones’s
Grammar of Ornament.

LEAVES and FLOWERS from NATURE.—See
OWEN JONES’S GRAMMAR of ORNAMENT.

Ill’, lu the country,
rvanl). House reuc, iitiog, lu
mum.— Ur oxevptionnblr* refereuoe
' PEKMANBST. Post-office, Btth.

deal

-fu’ (the wife e? g-iietal
vpgaUblfn, aud 4u{. per
reJ, wituagd ofipplleant-,

WTANTED, for a Builder’s Office, a good
TV perapectivB DRAUailTSMAN, aud ACCOUNTANT. Must

have a thorough kuow'edge of maiblgs, woods, aud .toaes,—Aildreis
by letler, sUtiug expeneiice end salary required, to ALPHA, 24,

mdou. E.aCbarterhouso-ii|

TO ARCHITECTa\yANTED, in a Builder’s Office, a GENTLE-
T T MAN of considerable expetienc#. aud who Is pracUcally

acqualuted with the Builrling trade lu all Its branebe?. None bul
P'raoDi of undoubted efllelenoy and unexceptionable oberactar needapply.— Address, sUting tbe ustnre of preseut and list engagement*,
aud salary leg ulred, Ii62, Office of " Tbs BuUde- •’

D ecorative arts.— e. yarrow
(late YARROW 4 SON). ARTIST. JNl ERIOR DSUORATOR

aud DbSlONER. KeUbll.bed 1814. Decorations cirrieJ out. De-
signs aud W orkiug Drawings prepared in any style at. the sUortest

S?n?F’V.‘ K
“ ^Mouable terms. -Address, 67. HERBERTblKEET. New Norlb*road, N.

TO BITILDBRS, DECORATORS, &c.

/^ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in HouseVX Work, Decorative Furniture, and Gilding lu »It He branches.
may be OBTAINED at the

” - - -

ttei>8. Oxford-street. Wor
found if required.—Addrei

rpOWNHALL, TUNBRIDGE WELLS.
1 To ESOINEBRS end SURVEYORS. — WANTED by. — — — . — .......w... ..J the

Board of Tunbridge Welli>, a HEAD ENOI.NEttR of WATER-WORKS and DISTRICT SURVEYOR, Ho ie required to bo fully
'iniietent to uudgriako all tbe duties of the District Surveyor and

the hye-Jaw.-, together with
irworks, and to Jeiote hla whole

•ApplL

of Kuis
:ho?e of Head Engiueer of W
iui* and atientiun to the dutiee of bis oiUco. Salai

per annum, rl.iug ici. yearly until it re»cb

DEUEMBKR. a’Jdreesed to ’the Clerk uf the I.02al Bi
Tunbridge Welle, whore full particulars ns to the auK
required, 4c. may be obtained on Imiulry.

t of
I. Towuhall,

T'l ARCBITBCTS, BDILDeitl. CABINET MAKERS, »e.

T^HE JOURNEYMEN CARVERS’
I. TRADE SOCIETY hav- REMOVED Gom th- " Adams Arms."
daiupai.-ad-street, to U 0 •Crowa,'’C oreland-street, Filsro/.eq)inre,
vhsro the un mployed list can be a^en at any hour during ?he day.^ CHA3. F, COLE, Secretary

TO ARCHlrECrS AND SURVEYORS.
PARTNERSHIP or otherwise.—A Country
1. Piactiee will admit a Gontlamau, a good draughlsmin, to theHALF SHARE of a well established and locre»-lug PRaCTIiJB. No
one need apply who cannot command l.OOOf. None but piluclpiU
or their solicitors treated with.—Address, L. Architect, care of Mr.
B. T. Batsford, 52, High Holboro, W.C.

^PO THOSE contemplating BUILDING in
1 LONDON or the COUNTRY,—A City AK HIlE'ir and SUR-

VEYOR. uf cousldetable ex|>prleuc©, OFFERS bis SERVICES. Re-
inunerallon baaed upon a fixed scale of charges.—Address, BETA,
Office of ••

'Ihe Builder."

TO DI&ENGAOED ARCHITECTS' ASSI-TANTR

A gentleman requires someGeometrical
and Ferppective ELEV'A’TIONS prepared immediately.

TO FIRST-CLASS DRAUGHTSMEN.
A N ARCHITECT will shortly REQUIRE

an experienced DRAUGHTSMAN, well practised iu per-
spective drawing a:

eavehis office.—Aau
if Mr. Bi'guk?, 3, Lan

)d a geutlemau a1

e, slatjug full porllculiu's, to M. L B. ;

iler-pUce, Siraud.

Borough of Bradford.—wanted,
In the Office of tbe Borough Surveyor, a duly qualified

ASSISTANT,
a knowledge of the cai

uum. — Appllcaiious, 1

accou>panl-d by testliug
DAY, 6lh DECEMBBR uex

Corporation Officee, Swat:

guuu BUI veyur and urautjhUiuvu, and have
erruotlou of buildings. Salary lOtil. per au-
udorsed " AppUcatltiD," stating tute, and
lials, to be seut lo me on or befure MON-

)t 32. 168.

a cloth, gUt

t. George'e-rood, Eegeui's Park, London. BERNARD QUARITOE, PICCADILLY, LONDON, a. C0LLE3, Kilkenny.

REMAN of Marble works
WANTED, for the Kilkenny Marb:e Mills. Must be a good
and draughtsman, and thoroughly uodeniand marble works In
details. Wages, 22. lUs. a week, and .a free bouse.—Apply tq

I ,1,;

!
1|

”
i i;

: i:i
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WANTED, a PARTNER -with 9.000/. to

work $k Sl'te Mins in Owidad?.— ’'or pArilrulaM. Mldress

oM.M.O {t.Bl' n.flvIdrtiri'et Fineburr, Lond'n

fir ANTED, a Person of gentlemanly
VV aprenrerce, competent to ERECT GAS APPARATUS,

Btenm and Hot-wsler FUllngs In all their branches, and to Manege
Workshops.—Apply by 1 tter only to J. M. Bedford Hotel, Covent
Garden.

TO BUILDERS.

Ylf-A^NTED, by a Firm of leading Belgravian
VV E'lale Agenie, who are taking the Biildlng brsnch of

their buelnefs Into their own hands, aYouog Man thorough'y con-

versant wlib bul'dlng. decorating, and reralis generally. Must have

a capital of not lees iha'i 1,0001. to enable him to taka a share In

the profllB.-Letters to be directed to T. B. 30, Suseex-p'ser. South
Kenslngtoo.

XATANTED, a CLERK of WORKS, or
VV rOR’'M*N, who has be-n engaied in Theatre work.—

Applv to Hr- FUWLF.R, ArohUrct, 32. Kle-t-»trret,

W/ANTED, in a Builder’s Fstablishment, a
VV thoroughly efficient STORK and TIME KEKPER.-Api>ly t y

letlfT, staling age, qualification, and salary required, to Z, care

of Mr, Eoxboro,'9, Aldgat*.

YVT ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 38, ^

VV ennstaoi snUATTON or JOB, as PH 'M BER, O A6F1TTER,
and ZINC WOPKFR. Ha-liad good expeil-nceln Town end country,

at new end jobh'ng Wo'k. Good references. Town or country.—
Addreia, G. N. H.7, Jacob street. Mlll-ttnet, Dockhead.

YVrANTED, ElVIPLOYMENT,byarespect-
VV able Y'urg Man, aged 34 as PI.UMBFR, PA INTER. GLA-

ZIER, and ZINCWORKeR, or as General Hand. Well uo In Job-

bing woik, able and wl'llng to make himself generally uieful in any
thir g required, prlncipa ly at jobbing wo'k. Wages no olgject —Ad-
diess. T. H. 72, Mlltou-street, Dor et square, N.W.

TTTANTED, PIECEWORK, in L.rge or
tV iinsll quai titles, by a thoroughly pnctlcal 8lAIKC*SE

HAND. Joiner and Corpeultr. 3-i yfersofase. Kiist-clsss rofer-

ei'ce. Town or coULtiy.—Addrets, M. 0. 1. MiUon-place, Mlllon-

jtreel, Dorset-sqnare, W.

TO BUILIiEUS, PLUMBERS. AND OTGER^.

W^-A-NTED, by a respectable Young Man, a
VV SITUATION a« PLUMBER. Good references — Addro-s,

J. 8. 9. Cnniming-itriet, I'entonvUle-hill.

TO BUILDERfl, PLUMBERS. *r,

\17ANTED, by a first-class PLUMBER,
tV Palmer, Load and 8ssh Gl.zler, ai.d Papeihanger, a CON-
STAbCY or JOB. Seven yiars' referenee. Wages ui.aleiate.—

Address, B, H care of Mr. Lawrence, 10, Great TrinUy-Iaue, E.C.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS,

\i7ANTED, a SITUATION as PLUMBER.
VV Willing to fill up lime In other branches If required.—

Address, F. L. No. 4, Samuel itrret, Cannon-street-r.iad East.

TO DECORATORS. UPHOLSTERERS. Ac,

\17ANTED. a SITUATION a.s FOREMAN
VV of PAINTERS. or ss Mraiurlng and Eslluiaiing Clerk, by

a Young Mmi, Bgfd 26. of good address and exreilene-.—Address,

666, ' fflee of " The Builder,"

TO BUILDBRS, ENGINEERS, 4c.

\’\7ANTED, a KE-ENGAGEMENT, as a
V V GENERAL FOBFJIAN of SMITHS, one who has had gnat

experience in Kniiliii'er-’ and Boildcre’ firms. Good references can
he given.—Address, D. D. 190, Buckingbam I'olaco-road, l-imtieo.

TO BUILDERS WITH STEAM MACHINFRT.

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
VV SHOP F01IEM«N, by a thoroughly pracihal. energetic

Man. wiih iblrteen ye rs’ experience In the working sye'eiuaticuly

Joinuts and macblneiy in connexion. QnUk draughuman and set'er

oul. i.rac'kal maihinlbt, 4c,—Address, M. N. Abue; C..tlsge, Stam-
ford-bill.Lotidoti, N.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, AND OTHERS.

YVrANTliD, immediately, a RE-ENGAGE-
V V WENT, by » Ynui g Man, well up in the dull' s of the office,

Eleven jenr*’ fi it clnes reference#. Sslary modetaiB P.irl out door
duties pieletred.—Addtres, R. 11, Acacia-nllas, Uraiige-r>ad East,

Dalstoc, N.

\V7 ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, ns
VV SHOP n1 MILT, FOREMAN. 0 ''as GENERAL FOBKMAN.

Well up In every d.scrlptlon 0 Jul ier»‘| work. FI is* il.vs ie>reuces

from Ust emp'oysr,—Addrefi, F. B. 18, KoJney-r ad. New Kint-
road, Loniou.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

VTTANTED, by an experieDced CLERK
V V of WORKS, a RE'BSGAOEllKNr. eras MANAGING FORE-

MAN. Practii-ally 1 cqueluttd with Iho various branctiva. capable of

prepaiing worUiug ». d detail dr*'» Inge, messuring up work, and
taking out qi aatliies.—Address, D. D. 8, Ebexiizer-plaoe. North End,
Fulham.

Yl 7ANTED, by a steady practical BRICK-
VV LAY Eft, a BERTH ns FOREMAN (working or olherwi.e),

avenue, 3, Colt sin e', Old Ford.

TO BUILDERS.

WANTID, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T V SHOP or WORKING FOREMAN, or Take Charge of a Job,

by a thorongbly |
recilual, eurrgetic Man, Carpenter and Jotuer.

Has fnlflllrd tiiuailons the last twelve yrU'e. G i' il refeiencer.—
Address, W. B. 26, Grafton-.treet, Fitzroy .qinre, W.

TO ESTATE AGENTS AND BLULDFKS.

"WANTED, EMPLOYMENT as CAR-
\ V FENIEB and JOINER, by a a'eady Mm. aged 36, on an

Estate or Buildings Well used to j'.bolng and geueral woik.

LiyioDstone, E, ex.

\Y7ANTED, a SITUATION as ARCHI-
VV TLClURALflUd ORNAMENTAL PATTERN DRAUGHTS-
MAN, in an Art Foundry, by a Young Miu who baa had considerable

experience In Iho same —Address, Q. Holmes's Library, Cuapel-placr ,

Caveudiib aqnare. W.

wanted, a SITUATION, in an Archi-
VV feel’s Office in Town. Well up in cousunctlon, peispectiva,

and details, andean assist at quanluies.—Adlress, X. Y. 49, Orest
Percy -street, Lntdoo, W.

‘\X7ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-
VV Eh GAGEMENT as CLERK of WORKS, or GENERAL

AGENT. Is a good draught man, tuivryor and uieaeu'cr. Wei
accustcined to lallwaywuiks anu building g-iierally. Fua'-class
rcfcrisces.—Address, P. F. 2, Bclmout-ienisue, St. M<ry's-ioad
Hornsey.

TO AlfniTECTS, St'EVETORS. AKT) BUILDERS.

'YIP'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT,
f V a good penen, , ^ peneral AfaiaTANT.poriDAnent orotherwli

good plain draugh'smAn, '4c. Can and U willing to in«ka himtflf

nsrally u‘efnl, At a modetot* ealary.—AddrOBB, F. W. 13, Gilbert

'Mt, GroBT»nor sqi

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by
V V good CARPRIO’ER and JOINER. Wagai no objec

YY7ANTED, a SITUATION, as CLERK
VV of WORKS, or SURVF.yOR. In a country town or district.

Tas served seme time In an an'bltectnnd coBinei-r’a office. Isafalr
draughtsman, land-surveyor, and leveller. Experiei ced estimator,

and can keep a set of honki. Has bad more than 10 veara’ prAct-ical

experience In the building trai'e. Is married, and can give m excep-

icnable references,— Address. M. H. MeC. Crown Office, Belfast.

YY7 ANTED, by a thorongbly practical,
» V erarg-tic Man. an ENGAGF.MyNT as GENERAL FORK.

MAN, or otherwise. Well up in selling out all kinds of work,

surerUitending men. ke-tdrie accoiint". Ac. C.rp nter by trade.

Accust 'med to all branches. Good refereneea. Agi-d 31- — Address,

W. A. 29. Holliogton^treet, Avenue road, CimberwelU

'\Y7ANTED, by an active Man of Business,
V V a ted 28. a permsnent or t-mporary yNGAGEVENT In any

department of tli« f
huiid'iig trade. He is perfei t’y ronversant with

'onble entry aud i fflce routine, a fair draughtsmaii, and has a

hovougt ly practical knowledge of all brinches — Address, 656

>ffice of “The Builder.”

TO LAND SURVEYORS, *0.

YY7ANTED, by a Gentleman, who has a very
VV fair knowledge of land Purveying. Levelling, and Book-

keeping, a BITUaIION In a Taod Snrvevor’s or l and Ageot’s Office.

Very gooil references. — Address, J. K. tare of F. T. King, esq.

iollcltor, Bath.

TO MASTER BRTCKMAKERB.

\Y7-A-NTED. by a respectable middle-aged
VV Man. a SITUATION as FOREMAN, ellber In clo-eUHn or

stock work. Not particular whether close kOo or burniug. Can do

lie work aud pottery w. rk. Win not object to go abroad. Has
worked two years In Sweden. Eleven years’ good character.—Ad-
dress, 0. W. care of A. Knight, Bookseller. Hertford.

\‘\7-A-NTED, by the Advertiser, who has
VV juet complo'ed lh» work" at Dohrovd Uastlp, Todmorden,

a RE-EN''AOt'MENT as SHOP, GENERAL FOREMAN, or to Take
the Ubarge of a Job. Town or country. First class refer© cev

Toliier by trade. Aged 34. Terms iiiodrTAte.—Addiess, A. R. J.

No. 20, Ayle«ford-Btrept, Oroivenor-ro»d, P m'ioo.

TO AROHITEfTS.

\Y7 anted, by the Adyertiser, aged 2-4,

V T s RE-ENOAOEMFNT. (Jan prepare flniehed, working, and
detail drawing", and is wcH up in the general routine of an office.

Understands renpective. Eight years’ experience. Good references.
|

Addres", 630. Office of "The Builder."
|

\Y7ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
V V WORKING SHOP FOREMAN of JOINERS, or as genera

OUT-DOOR FOREMAN, by a tborouehly praelleal join»r andstalr-
caso h mil. 33 years of ege, good dranghleman, well up In piecework
and m>chl' ery. Fl-st-olaas reference from last, emnlover. one of the

largest bu-ldere In London. Connt.ty not objected to —Addre-e,

H. K. 48. U'diovay road, Islington, N.

YVANTFD, by a JOINER’S MACHINIST,
VV a SITUATION to work GTNEBAL .TOlNER.or MOULD-

ING MAUHINF. Uan make cutters, and eet out work. If required.

Apply to J. K. 22, Barlog-street. New North-road, Islington.

TO ARCDITEOTS, BUILDERS, A:.

VY7ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
V V CLERK of WORKS, Shop or General For. man, or t-,T"k«

Char, a of a Job. A joiner hj trade. Age 42 Has a ge- ei al knowl- dge
ofa'l bran bee of lb" building tin e. No objeollon to the countiy.

Ad 'ujs, F. L. 4’. Alexandra-ioad. Kl hiirn Park.

VY7ANTED, an immediate RE-ENGAGE-
VV MPNT. by a thoroURhly fffi.-lent GENERAL A89I'TANT.

Accn..fomed ro rr© hlc and Ita'Ian architecture. Well np tn de lin,

de'sil, ronatnietuin, and understands perapective levrUlog. Ac.

Has bad the experience of good London aod coiint.rv Offices of rxten-

aive pracilee.—.Addre s, W. F. F. 12, Cednr-road, Fulbam, S W,

TO BUir.DFRS AND UONTR A OTORS.

"\Y7ANTED, by the Advertiser, a Builder’s
VV Foreman, a HE-E''OAOEMRNT (Carpenter »rd joiner).

Good drauuh email, well up In all lirancb»i of ilio bui'd’oe trades.

Firel-i'la«8 r fi-renc"*. Uonld take entire charge of biii'ilings or

Jubbiog bnelnese.— Addresa, A. B. 7, Prlnees-slrvet, Walwor'h-road,

TO TIMBER MERfHANTS.
YY7ANTED, by a thoroughly experienced
VV Man, a SITUATION ns FOREMAN <r SALESMAN Ina

TIMBER-YAr.D. Ilni’eiiUb'o eba-a-ter. Aged 31,—Ad tre.s, M. 0.

Mr. Kn.pion, 25. Vaseall-road, near Eennlngtoii-gate, S.W.

TO BUIIDERS AND PLUMBERS
"W-ANTED, employment, as JOB-
VV BING PLUMBER, ZINC-WORKER, and GA8FITTKR. Is

a good glazi. r and painter. Wagea. Sit".—Address, B, B. J. No. 6,

Eben. zoi -place, Bine Anchor-road, Bormondiey.

YY7ANTED. EMPLOYMENT, as IM-
VV PROVEE. in aPlumber’s Fhop. Has had five yrava’ expert

ence la the country. Can rlo p-perbanging and patntii'g W«?ea
not BO much an object—Address, B. G. 13, Bosa-vtllas, Bichmond.
Surrey.

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, Ac.

YY7-A.NTED, by a Young Man, who is a
VV good PLUMBER, a SITUATION or JOB as PI.U.M BER or

THREE BRANCH-HAND. Town or count.iy. Good r foreu.o? if

leqiiired.—Addres', G. L. 128. Georgo rtreet, Camherwrll Park S.E,

TO BDII.DEK3.

\Y7ANTED, by a Builder’s Son, aged 19, a
V V SITUATION to*" KEEP hOGKS. Would be willing to fi’l up

time at the bench hav ng had 31 years’ eipsrleno©.— ACdress,

A. M. D. Elm House, Lower Norwood.

TO MASTER PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

\Y7ANTED, by a YouDg Man, a constant

V V SITUATION as PLUMBER, or on a JOB. Cju do pa'nllng

or glazing, and make himself generally ueeful.—Address, Q. L.

9. South-street, Maiichcsler-square, W.

TO PLUMBER?, BUILDERS. Ac.

\Y7ANTED, by an experienced Man, a
V V SITUATION as PLUM8ER. and is wilting to fill up hit

time with p.-'.inttrg, Ac,—Addi-ete, E. R. 129, King’e Cross-road,

Loi don.

TO BUILDERS A.nD DECORATORS.

TTfANTED, a SITUA'IION as PAPER-
VV HANGER. No objection to fill up his lime at painting

Town or couotiy.-Adoross, F. FIELD, 36, South-street, New North

road, Islington.

TO BUILDERS .AND CONTRACTORS.

YTTANTED, by a practical builder’s cler

V V an ENGAGEMENT >o prepare drawlitgt, apBclflca'lon*, an

eBlimales. take out (|uantitie». aod meature up work Be la ala

pood bookkeeper and ac.ountant.—Addreaa, A. B. C. 166, St. Jol

!t-road, Clerkenw.-1L

TO RAILWAY CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.

rpHE Advertiser, a Contractor’s Agent ai

1 Englaeer. dealrea RB-EMPl-OYMENT to CARRY OUT wnRl
either In England or on the Continent. Hae had experlrnce

building, pewata. water aopply. Ac. and on r.Uway works at ho

and abroad. Firat-c'aaa teallmonlale.—Addrue, 441, Otfieo of " T
Builder."

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.

T^HE Advertiser, a thoroughly good Thre
I bnncb hand, w'shea for a PERMANENCY.- AddrsBs, W.

1, While Ilarl-court, D »hop«gate Without, City.

TO QUANTITY SURVEYORS, BUILDERS. Ac.

The Advertiser, who has had consideral
fxp‘ri»nc» in taking out qnantitlea, le de»lrnu* of an E

GAGEMENT. Quantitiee taken and estiiDates made for bulMerr

moderate temn. Fir-t-cUse references.—Address, SURVEYOR,
Elpin villas. Angell-road. Brixton. 3.W.

The Local Board of Bideford invite app
cations for the appnlotinent of BOROUGH SURVEYC

Q'laliDed pers' ns drelr ins of iheappo n'ment should apply nut la‘.<

than the 9th DECEMBER, 1369. to the und rsigned.

RICHARD H- BUSE, Distiiot Clerk. Bidetorc

n''TMBER TRADE, Euelish or Foreign.
I WANTED, a RE-ENGAOKMENT, as SALESMAN. YA

FOREMAN, BUYER,
Ti wn or country.—Aldre:
way, N.

,
WILLIAMS. 90,Wind8or-rQad, Hoi

TO CIVIL ENOINEERB, SURVEYORS. AND OTHERS.
e;

_ DRAUOH'
Man. Practically acqnsliitrd with trwer consirivotlon. wat«

ply, town Improveineuts, Ac. and la fnlly competmt to uudert'

exrcuilon anri eiit'r-< charge of same. Sixteen yeeca’ practice

dresr. C. E. Post-olRce, Bradford-on-Avon.

QUKVEY0'R,‘ &c.'— WANTED, an
O GAGEMENT as SURVEYOR. ENGINEER, or DRAU

HOT-WATER WORE.—EMPLOYMEb
WANTED, by a thoroughly praclral FITTER,

tt"U. Pieceworker daywork, large or small job.
““

out. Jlse a ion for mate if reqnired. Ten
20 Charles street, U,t,ton-garden, London.

moderate —AdJre

T7VENTNG EMPLOYMENT is solicited 1

either a*, home or elsewhere. Dl engnj

nr on Saturdays. Terms molerata.—Aildre
.U«iwol! rj»d, Fulham, S.VY.

> Bnlldtr'e
ter Seven. ;

. B. 6, Brrc.

TO BUILDERS AND SURVEYORS.

T)UILDER'S CLERK.—WANTED, by
If Oentlemsn. now leaving a Building Flcu (where he hash
twoye.arr), a SITUATION as ESTIMaTKB, MEASURER, Ac. II

a goud Buib'et’e accoiiiiUnt. and wall understands office routtu

Address, 8URVEIOB, rare of Mr. Russell, 13, Bartholomcw-ru
Kentlsh-towa.

A GENTLEMAN, aged 35, a coinpett
ACCOUNTANT and able to undertake the Management

w...... having been apwatds of seven years chief oUt
employ of a la'ge puulie company, seeks a slmilir 8NGA0EME.
or in any pusitlon of trnst and coufldence. Refereiioee to

Directors of the Comiiany and o'her geuilemen.— Apply. H, care

H. Fielding A Son. PUted Spoon and F rk Manufacturers, Sn:

street Works. Birmingham.

A N ARCHITECT, a first-class Perspecti
/~\ Drsnghtsman and Designer, and u'ed to the oomp

Orntot
' ' “

M.N.Apply I
eet, Stca

TO LEAD, OIL. AND rOLOUR MERCHANTS.

A GENERAL FOREMAN, for many ye;

X\- engaged In this capscily. Is desirous of obtaining a slm

SITUATION or any other where t-ustworihiiieas U requlr-.d. i

refer to last employers.— Addioss, W. L. 101, High-street, Wappii

A
TO ARCHITECTS. Ac.

GOOD GENERAL ASSISTANT a

DRAUGHTSMAN WANTS a SITUATION In London,
coiiitrufltloii, design, detail, peripective, quantltie*, roesso

oik. suiveying, and levelling. Is used to management o

preparing specifications, and inspecting works. Good ri

Salary very low.— Address, ALPHA, G, Fiisr’s-walk. Ex.

TO BUILDERS, SURVEYORS, Ac.

W^^^TED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT,
? V by an experienced and prsctical MEASURING and QUAN •

IITY CLEhK.**¥we*iTB
FiDEUS, 96, Glouceater-i

prsctical

years' exptience. —
sect, Fimlico, &W.

A
Mr.

TO BRICK. TILE, AND DRAIN PIPE MAKERS.

RE-ENGAGEMENT is WANTED,
MAKE BRICKS by CONTRACr-small or large contruo

S or Bcoloh kiln or stock work. Twenty year.’ experlei

Ina yenrr by contract. Good refcrenci. — Address, J. B
Hayward's. Stationer, East Qrinslead.

A BUILDER’S ASSISTANT is open to

E.VQAGEMENr as CLERK, In either town or c.iuutry.

filled a ilmilar porillon with a Loudon firm for the last tlx y

.aod can give flrst-claaa lefererces and leilimonUls. Salary 35.

_ Addrers, H. H. 4, Chesteiford-terracs, Stanley-.

Hockney.

TO ARCHITECTS. Ac.

GENTLEMAN of experience is opei
on OFFER of PARTNERSHIP In a rrspectable Fir

ir of the Boutberii e' nnf lee. Near the coast preferred,—Add

U. B. care of Mcsiis. Stone A Har.Iey, Bo.)kasllen, fiaubury, Ox

A
TO BUILDERS, ENRIVEER9. OR ARCHITECTS.

A YOUNG MAN, capable of making i

tracings, drawings, and writings, DESIRES an BNG
MKNT at a m derate Biliary. Towu or conntry.— Address, J.

!

7. Pullln’s-Tow. Upper-street. Islington, London. N.

A RTICLED PUPIL WANTED, by
Xi Architect bolding a public appointment in the City, t

rale premium requited,—Address, R. A. Pust-office, Caonon-atre

A
TO CARPENTERS, MASTERS, AND FOREMEN.

YOUNG MAN, who has served his ti

sudrinoa worked jouioryiran, wishes to IMPROVE hi

|
0<jd shop for a ytar or two at low wages.—Address, JOI
nces-street, Lcicesier-squere, W.C.

TO IRONMONGERS AND BUILDERS.

YA7ANTED, by an experienced middle-aged
VV Man, a filTDAlIoN ns l.OiKBMlIH. BKLLHANUKR.

East, Tolteuhsm-ci t-road, London, W.C.

TO BUILDERS, AflCUITECTS, AND PLUMBERS.

YOUNG MAN, a good PLUMB
meet with a JOB. in Town or country. Cau

ir zinc work, If required, or fnlfll the trqulrei

of a Bullt’eVs firm. Undeniable reference can be given t

employers —Address to W. W. 21, Blandford street, Bakcr-s

A
Pom

A PLUMBEK ia in WANT of a J

or constant place. No objection to fill up his time 1

branches.-Addre s, 9. W, Poet-office, H.rrjw-road, W.
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The Catastrophe at

King's College, London,

T has never fallen to onr

lot to visit the scene of

a more significant and

instructive calamity than

that which, about eight

a.m. on the 6th instant,

converted the dining-

hall of King’s College

into a scene of min and

desolation.

The first and most

natural suggestion that

must occur to any man
of right feeling, on hear-

ing of the event, is that

of thankfulness for the

escape of the students.

The timing of the fall

was—we may almost say

miraculously — happy.

That no human being

should have been over-

whelmed, either in the

hall or in the kitchens

below, by a downfall as

sadden and as irresist-

ible as if it had been

caused by an earthquake, is matter of wonder

as well as of satisfaction. Five hours later

the hall would have been occupied for its appro-

priate purpose ; and, had the event then taken

place, the number of families that would have

been put in mourning, and the feeling of horror

and of pity that would have thrilled through the

country, would have been something the like of

which we have not seen.

To the constant readers of our columns the

investigation of the details and of the cause of

this great disaster presents unusual claims for

attention. On more than one occasion we have

pointed out the necessity for narrowly observing

the effects of the works carried on for the

walling of the Thames Embankment. Our

notice of a somewhat menacing appearance on

the northern abutment of Waterloo Bridge called

forth a reply from the officials connected with

that structure, which was, perhaps, more vigorous

than courteous. No one could have hailed with

greater satisfaction than ourselves the announce-

ment that the bridge had been carefully watched,

and that the unsightly defect to which we called

attention not only might be, but was, attri-

butable to a cause other than that of the subsi-

dence of the foundation. Recent assurances on

that subject have been given by an authority

that we all respect. But that our counsel was

not the voice of unreasonable alarm is demon-

strated by what has now occurred within a few

dozen yards of the very spot to which we called

attention.

The disaster at King’s College possesses this

rare character. Its causes, and the exact mode

in which it occurred, can be defined with almost

as much exactitude as if they had resulted from

a definite, intentional experiment. And as we

can enter into the discussion without throwing

any heavy blame on any living culprit, without

having our feelings harrowed and lacerated by

any calamity to life or to limb, and without any

fear of well-informed contradiction, we cannot

but feel that the event is one which may render

eminent service, as an instructive warning, to

all interested in the science of construction.

In front of the river facade of Somerset

House stretches an arcaded terrace
j
a feature

frequent in Italian palaces, though rare in our

own country, and which is one of the elements

of the architectural grandeur of this noble

building. Fortunately, as the case now turns

out, this terrace is rather an independent

building than a part of the main structure

itself. A pathway, or area, lies between the

rear wall of the arcade and the face wall of the

main building, so that it would be practicable

(however undesirable) to pull down and sunder

the former, without structurally weakening the

latter. The arcaded terrace is, in the main, os

solid in its building as it is noble in its propor-

tions. The rusticated stone piers, 17 ft. 6 in.

apart, are 4 fc. by 6 ft. in depth and width. Arches

issue from these piers at a height of some

16 ft. from the ground, and the interior portion

of the soffit of each arch is supported by a

transverse, or jack arch, springing some 6 ft.

lower than the main arch, and reaching from

the rusticated piers, visible from the river, to an

inner wing pier, which is of solid brickwork.

Thus the face of the arcade is one solid struc-

ture of masonry, well-proportioned and massive

in its dimensions, and compact by the lapse of

time.

Behind the top of the arcade, for the greater

portion of the length of the river frontage, the

terrace itself, which is covered with turf, is sup-

ported by substantial groined arches. At each

end, however, is an apartment (below the ter-

race), 70 ft. long by 26 ft. wide, the floor and the

roof of which are, or rather were, supported by
cast-iron girders.

Lengthways of the apartment three pairs of

piers, 3 ft. deep and 1 fc. 9 in. wide, supported

three cross girders. Longitudinal girders rested

on these and on the end walls, so that the roof

of the dining-hall in question, which was the

eastern of the two girder-topped rooms, was

divided into sixteen bays of brick arching.

Above the arching was a layer of tiles, then a

species of sand concrete, then earth, and lastly

turf, for a total depth of about a couple of feet.

Now the point, or at least the points, where

this superstructure gives way are ascertainable

with absolute certitude. Notwithstanding the

low state of our scientific knowledge of cast

iron thirty-five years ago (which is stated to be

the age of the structure), it seems incredible

that any founder should have cast, or any engi-

neer designed, girders so unmechanical in their

structure j for each cross-girder had a top flange

3i in. wide by 2 in. deep, which, so far from

adding to the strength of the beam, created

by its useless weight, a positive tendency to

its destruction. The longitudinal girder had

bottom flanges and upright webs. The cross-

girders, which bore in one case the entire weight

and, in the end bays, half the weight, of the

longitudinal beams and their superincumbent

load, bad bottom flanges—upright webs, deeper

in the centre than at the sides, and a rounded

top flange, as previously stated.

But,—and here is the knot of the matter,—in

the very place where the longitudinal girder

rested on the transverse girder,—the very spot

where the main weight came upon the latter,

—

the top web ^oas omitted !

It is easy to see that the fatal structural fault

was perpetrated for the sake of allowing the

longitudinal girders to be dropped and slid

vertically into place. But the destruction of the

whole value of the upper table is unquestionable.

And the matter was made worse by the fact that

a pair of vertical snugs, or projections, were cast,

in each instance, on the vertical web at this

point, with a bevel or dovetail inwards, forming

a sort of pocket to receive the butt end of the

longitudinal girder. This complication in the

form of the casting was likely to affect the run-

ning and the cooling of the metal at the very

weakest part of the beam. It had this natural

effect. In one of the castings (on'y two or three

are as yet accessible) ugly air-holes are detected

close by the fracture. In every case the cross

girders have broken at the pocket. The regu-

larity with which the longitudinal girders in the

two end bays have fallen, pointing inward to the

central bay, which was evidently the flrst to fall,

is a remarkable and unprecedented feature in

our experience of demolition.

The actual mode of the downfall, then, is per-

fectly clear. Girders, assumed to be capable of

bearing a given weight (we leave the details of

the calculation aside for the moment), were

weakened at the parts where the actual strain

came upon them, by the excision of the top

flange, for the convenience of fixing. The whole

top flange, which should have constituted some

half of the resisting power of the girder, was

thus converted into mere useless weight. And
when a new stress was thrown on the structure,

it suddenly gave way in one or more of these

weak points. At them all the fractures oc-

curred, and one of them, the central girder, the

south end of which was left in situ, and pro-

jecting some 3 ft. from the wall, and which we
saw removed on Wednesday morning, presented

a conohoidal fracture, of a coarse texture, which,

in all probability, was the very point that flrst

failed. The downfall of the rest of the struc-

ture would have been the instantaneous result.

Thus much for what Lord Bacon would call

the formal cause. It now remains to inquire

what was the efficient cause of the calamity ?

What was it that thus brought upon these girders

which, however mechanically faulty in their

design, had done their work for some third of a

century, a new strain which they were unable

to bear ?

To this question it is as easy to give a reply

as in the former instance. Above the surface of

that large basin of stifl' blue clay, over which the

native fogs of London so fondly hang, lies a

stratum, varying in its thickness, of gravel, or

ancient sea-beach. Above this, again, lies the

surface soil, local beds of clay, in some instances

immediately covering the gravel. On one of

these local beds, consisting of brick clay, or pot

earth, which appears to have been worked as

far back as the period of the Roman domination,

stands the greater part of St. Paul’s. We say

the greater part, for at the north-eastern corner

of the site the ancient potters had worked away

the whole thickness of the material, and here

the cautious architect, fearing to trust any

portion of the great weight of the C ithedral to

a water-logged gravel foundation, sank down to

the London clay below, and planted a solid pier

of 40 ft. in depth to bear that corner of the

edifice. And this was done after shifting the

centre line of the Cathedral from its due eccle-

siastical orientation, so as to take advantage of

the largest possible area of the ” pot earth."

Through this bed of gravel or beach, pene-

trated, as it is, everywhere by water, the engi-

neer of the Thames Embankment has out a

broad and deep trench to the clay below. The

foundations of the granite quay wall rest on

this geological “ rock ’’ at the depth of 32 ft. 6 in-

below Trinity high-water mark. To excavate

and to keep clear these foundations, a steam-

engine of 14-horso power, was in each section

constantly at work, and the chain-pump which

it propelled discharged a perfect river from the

subterranean source. The flow of water thus

caused would not desist from exerting its own

mechanical influences out of respect for the

Lord Mayor, or for any of the officers, institu-

tions, or buildings, of the City of London. What

the natural effect of this mighty pumping would

be, in theory, we all know. Gradual loosening

of the permeable stratum, displacement of the

smaller particles, consequent tendency of the

larger ones to come down together, disposition
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of the whole water-supplying area to move—mi-
croscopically—infinitesimally, may be—but still

with mathematical certitude. As to this there
could be no doubt,— although we bad small
thanks for saying so fourteen months ago.
One point might have been considered doubt-

ful, and that was, how far the weight of any
very massive building, compressing and con-
solidating the subjacent gravel, might have
prevented the mischievous action of the infiltra-

tion (or rather, if there were such a word,
eajiltration) of the water. On this point we
have now not only information, bat a flood of
light, and a very unpleasant flood into the
bargain.

From the time of the formation of the quay
wall to the south of Somerset House, indica ions
of movement have been observed in the arcade
which we have before described. Since the com-
mencement of the works of the Metropolitan
Railway, which lies so much nearer to the noble
fa9ade of Sir William Chambers than the qnay
wall itself, these indications have become more
formidable. How much may be attributed to
the works under Mr. Bazalgette, and how much
to those under Mr. Fowler, it is not necessary
now to inquire. It is sufficient to be able to
state the dute of the commencement of the evil,

and to add that it has been so far from being
nnsnspeoted, that wrought-iron tie-rods have
already been provided, for the purpose of binding
together the arcade which has actually, to a
certain extent, got under weigh. The river face
is at this moment from 3 in. to 4 in. out of
plumb, inclining, of course, towards the river.
The parapet shows a line which is anything but
straight, and the pavement on the terrace pre-
sents in several places indications of motion.
On examining the substruction of the arcade,

we do nob find that the massive stone piers and
arches show any signs of movement, other than
that which may be detected by the application
of the plumb-line. Whatever movement has
taken place has been in block, and, were it not
for the absolute certitude that such a structure
could not have been built to overhang, an ex-
amination of that exterior arcade would give no
cause for alarm. Inward, however, the oase is

different. Cracks are very visible in the longi-
tudinal arches

; and, what is more remarkable,
the piers themselves are giving signs of being
actually torn in two.
The cause of this fault, which is betrayed by

cracks proceeding downwards from the top of
the piers, and wider above than below, might
have been puzzling, without that knowledge of
the_ structure at which the downfall of the
dining-hall enables one to arrive. It is palpably
this. The cross girders, before described, are
cast with enlarged bearings at the ends (each
18 in. by 24 in.), and at the extremity of each of
these slabs of iron is a snug, or downward pro-
jection, which is let into, or slips behind, the
stone impost on which the girder rests. If the
river wall, therefore, should tend to move out-
ward, the girder must act as a tie

; and, if the
motion were solicited by any great force, must
either hold back the outer wall, fall over the
inner wall, or break. In point of fact, it has
divided its power between the two first duties,
and finally divided itself.

Had the girders been withont snugs, and
merely laid on the stone imposts, there is every
reason to suppose that the motion which has
actually occurred would not have materially
damaged thereof. The pavement on the terrace
would have yawned, far more than it does ; but
the girders would nob have given way. On the
other hand, however, the enter wall might have
gone farther.

It is thus e'vident that a double strain was
thrown on the bottom flanges of the oross-
girders. We may call it an unanticipated strain

;

for, although the very existence of the snugs
may be^ taken to denote an expectation that
there might be a tendency to lateral movements
in the works, to provide against which the gir-
ders were thns disposed to act as a tie, we cannot
admit that an engineer who was so ignorant of
the first principles of structure in iron as to
cut away the top flange of his girder, in three
separate places, on each side, could have antici-
pated the extra tensile strain which might come
on the bottom flange—deprived as it was of the
aid which it ought to havj derived from the
upper table.

That explains, too, the peculiar concboidal
form of that which we take to have been the
first Iraoture. The weight of the terrace hung,
as it has done since the building was completed,
on the system of girders. The strain of the

outward inclining wall was thrown, with in-
creasing force, on the bottom flange of the
centre girder, which already was, nnsuspectedly,
doing the work of both upper and under flange.
Add the vibration cansed by the pumps and the
railway trains, and the tearing asunder of the
bottom flange on the instantaneous fracture of
the vertical web as weight came upon it, the
rapidly succeeding fracture of the other cross
girders at the pockets, and the inward, whirl-
pool-like collapse of the whole terrace, follow
with as much regularity as a train of carriages
after a locomotive.
The lesson is very important and veryserions.

It behoves all those who have interest in any
buildings, public or private, that may by any
possibility be affected by subjacent waterfiow, to
be on the look out. It is well that it is no worse.
It is well that the Embankment has stopped
where it has. He would be a bold man who
should resolutely assert that St. Paul’s could
not be affected by the same cause that has
undermined Somerset House, if we were to draw
out a stream of water from the bed immediately
underlying the ponderous weight of this grea't
cathedral. Nor can we omit to add that those
are not alarmists who point out, in due time, the
dangers arising from neglect of mechanical
principle. Forewarned is forearmed. Great
watchfulness is now necessary

; wary observa-
tion, prompt execution with regard to one of our
noblest edifices, which is actually on the move.
It is to prevent, not to cause, panic, that we
suggest that there are others to be looked after,
and that a subterranean river cannot be led
from the subterranean lake, on the coast of
which London may be said to float, without
imperilling other buildings than that which has
given us such a loud and sudden alarm.

MODES OP MURAL DECORATIONS.
A TECHNICAL work of much value has just

appeared from the pen of Mr. W. Cave Thomas
on the subject of mural deoorationg, evidently
the result of ttinch thought and labonr.* Just
as archmological artists now con over the old
pages of the monk Theophilus for glimmeriDgs
of the various processes discussed in his work on
kindred subjects, so, we venture to prophecy, in
time to come will retrospecting minds delight to
dwell upon Mr. Thomas’s descriptions and in-
Btruotions. For immediate use, however, the
volume has still more value, as the indication
we are about to give of its contents will show.
The experience of the author in the matters
of which it treats, and his power of relating
this experience in terms sofficiently close to
enable those following his instructions to obtain
clear ideas of his meaning, appear to us to be
used in a very generous manner, for the benefit
of all studying in the same departments of art.
But over and above accounts of the processes of
fresco, encaustic, water-glass, mosaic, and oil
paintings, be has compiled a list of the principal
mural decorations of Europe, accompanied by a
statement of the name of the painter by whom

!

they were executed, and the method he employed
;

and besides this he has drawn up a list of
painters, showing under whom they studied, the
period at which they lived, and the kind of
excellence for which they were renowned

;
and a

tolerably full list of works upon painting.
One of the author’s leading theories is that

art should endeavour to depict or model perfect
humanity

j
and that education should endeavour

to make this ideal, ultimately, a living fact. He
says at the onset, pertinently, that he cannot
understand why poets and painters should wish
to infer that their “ inspiration” is independent
of rules and science

; for order being Heaven’s
first law, it must be certain that no success can
be achieved that is not the result of, either con-
sciously or unconsciously, working in accordance
with scientific principles. Thus pronouncing
himself in the ranks of order and moderation, as
he has done before in other works from his pen,
Mr. Thomas proceeds to state the antiquity of
mural painting as the earliest form of pictorial
art, and its value as a memorial of national exist-
ence, and of the aspirations of that existence.
Michelangelo spoke of easel-painting as an
occupation fit for women, compared with moral
painting

j
and Mr. Thomas, like ourselves,

follows in his wake as far as the highest apprecia-
tion of the last-mentioned branch of art takes him.

• Mural or Monumental Decoration : its Aims and
MetLods. ComprisiDg Fresco, Encaostic, Water-glass,
Mosaic, and Oil Painting. By W. Cave Thomas. London :

Winaor & Newton, 38, Rathbone-place.

He treats of fresco-painting first. Odd con-
fusion has long existed as to the meaning of the
word fresco; for people even now constantly
speak of all pictorial mural decorations as
frescoes

; but, as most of our readers must be
aware, the term properly applies only to those
wall-paintings that are executed by means of a
particular process. Encaustic paintings, oil-

paintings, and water-glass paintings are easily
applied to walla

j but that application does not
constitute them frescoes. Although we are not
going to give the details of the processes
described by Mr. Thomas, which should be
studied from his work, we may point out that
frescoes are paintings made with colours simply
mixed with water, upon fresh wet mortar. The
necessity for newness in the mortar is so im-
portant that only sufficient is placed upon the
wall to enable the painter to execute the piece
he has undertaken for one day’s work. On the
following morning, or whenever he resumes his
task, another piece of wall is newly plastered to
admit of his operations. But it is within the
limits we have set out for ourselves to quote the
nature of the preparations a wall should receive
that is intended for frescoes. The Italian
masters preferred this vehicle to any other, if

we may consider their most freqnent nse of it a
sign of preference

;
bub, with the exception of

the frescoes in the summer-house at Buckingham
Palace, and those in the Houses of Parliament,
there are scarcely a dozen examples of the pro-
cess to be counted in this kingdom.

Mr. Thomas states that a briok wall, a brick
or brick and a half in thickness, well dried
and of equal hardness, is the best kind of wall
for the purpose. The use of laths is sometimes
resorted to for special circumstances, bub never
when a dry brick wall is available. Outer walls,
having a liability to damp, he would have lined
with brick

; and he records the suggestion of a
detached inner wall, bonnd here and there to the
enter one, without, however, quoting any actual
experiment of this plan. Speaking now, out of
our own experience, we should hesitate to adopt
this last mode, having known the places where
the junction is made between the two walla to be
80 many means of conducting the outer damp to
the inner surface and spreading it in patches.
Mr. Thomas objects to battens and laths on
account of their perishable qualities

j bub he
mentions that many of the fine Italian ceilings
are on lath and in good condition. He thus
describes their construction :

—

“ Moat vaulted ceilings, in what is termed the piano
nobile, or principal floor of every palace, are constructed
of wood. The lathing in this case is not attached to single
thin pieces of timber, cut to the shape of the ceiling, but
to a strong grating ; in some oases the ribs and transverse
pieces of this grating are 4 in. thick each way. Ihe lathing
in Italy is a very peculiar process. The materia! is the
reed, which is cultivated so extensively iu that country, and
used in so many ways. It grows to the length of about
18 ft., and is rather more than Ij in. in diameter at the
base. When these reeds are used for lathing, they are
split, and not being strong enough for the purpose in this
state they are wattled upon the grating. The result of
this somewhat complicated contrivance is a framework of
great strength.”

Assuming, however, that the surface intended
for a fresco is a brick wall, the face of the bricks
should be chipped, so as to enable the>w the
better to hold the rough ooat of mortar. This
last requires to be applied with care, for if it be
uneven, there will be patches of dust lying on
every projection, and if the inequalities are
filled up in the after-coat, there will be cracks
occurring between the thick and thin places. The
tendency dnat has to adhere even to a strictly

perpendicular surface has been taken into ac-
connb, and a suggestion made that walls in-

tended for frescoes shonld incline slightly for-

wards. The rough cast shonld be left to harden
thoroughly before the next process is attempted.
If the lime used in the mortar be fresh, two or
three years will be required for it to attain the
necessary condition. The quality of the lime is

a matter, too, of the greatest moment in the
next stage. The limestone used by the cinque-
cento artists was travertine, which is almost a
pure carbonate of lime. Mr. Thomas gives the
proportions as,

—

Carbonate of lime 99-4
Alumina with a trace of oxide of iron... '6

lOO'O

While the lime used by the Genoese, which has
resisted the effect of sea air for centnries in a
remarkable manner, yields

—

Carbonate of lime 63
Carbonate of magnesia 36
Earthy matter, oxide of iron, and bitu-
minons matter 1

100
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A limeBtoue equal to that of the Romans, is

fortunately procurable on the Durdham Down,
near Bristol, which is composed of-r-

Carbonute of lime 09‘5
Bituminous matter 0'3

Earthy matter 0'3

iOO'O

Hence, we have no difficulty to contend against
in this particular. Nothing remains but to

attend to the causticity of the lime, for if used
too soon after being slaked, it blisters, and pic-

tures executed without this proper precaution,
have flaked off, leaving, in the white p^atohes ex-

posed, all the effects of a snow storm. Some
authorities aver that it should be kept for several

years; some for three; some only for a few
months. The German painter, Cornelius, pre-

pared his lime for the frescoes in the Ludwig
Kircho eight years before he used it

;
and an

Italian writer of the sixteenth century, Leon
Battista Alberti, speaks of a honey-like consis-

tency gained by lime that had lain by for 500
years. But Mr. Thomas shows all that is re-

quisite is that it should regain its maximum of
carbonic acid. He adds that some degree of
causticity is necessary to give the adhesive firm-

ness required for induration; and is very pre-

cise in his details of preparation for both the
rough oast and the upper coat, or intonaco, des-

tined to receive the colours of the fresco. The
implements, the colouts, and the mode of opera-
tion, from the time the painter applies his tracing
to the fresh mortar, till his day’s work is glow-
ing, finished, under his hand, are described
minutely. No painter can need farther instruc-
tion. All this seems very clear in words, and
yet the truth is that we do nob know how to make
our fresco work permanent in England.
The section of the work on encaustic painting is

more interesting. Though not used to so large an
extent as fresco by Medisoval artists, the process
was well known to them

;
and the three kinds of

painting described by Pliny are supposed to have
been none other than different forma of this.

The art was endeavoured to be revived in the
middle of the last century, since when various
experiments have been made, beginning with
those of Count Caylus and M. Bachelier, without,
however, any certain or settled mode of opera-
tion having been digested. Mr. Thomas records
the inquiries and experiments made to elucidate
the ancient practice, though he thinks it not un-
likely that advanced chemical science may
arrive at a manner of using wax without the
application of beat. Enoauatio painting has the
advantage of having a richer range of colour
than fresco-painting, and yet is without the gloss
of oil-painting

; moreover, he describes the pro-
cess as leas encumbered. Count Caylus thus set
about his plan of proceedings. He first waxed
the cloth, canvas, or wood, designed for his pic-
ture, with beeswax, and then covered the ground-
work for his colours with chalk or whiting. His
colours were mixed with pure water; and when
they were applied, and his picture was dry, he
placed it near the fire, when the wax melted and
absorbed the tints upon it. An important piece
of attention consists in heating the wax gently,
and allowing it to cool slowly. The advantages
of this method over oil-painting were tested by
the following experiment;

—

“ The same coloara were prepared in oil and encaustic,
and the strips of canvas bearing them were each cut into
five equal pieces.

“ hirst.—One piece of each was exposed in the open au-
to the iiiUuencea of sun, dew, wind, and rain.
“ Secondly.—One piece of each was nailed to the wall of

a damp cellar.

Thirdly.-One piece of each was nailed to a kitchen
ceiling, near the chimney, where a lire was kept the year
round.

“ Fourthly.-A piece of each was nailed to the side of an
ordinary dwelling-room.

‘‘ Fifthly.—One piece of each was put between several
quires of paper, and placed in a close drawer.”

After an interval of twenty-seven months the

pieces were collected and examined, and com-
pared with the same tints newly painted in both
manners, when it was found that the specimens
of encanstio painting submitted to three out of

the five experiments were as good as new, while
all five of the pieces of oil-painting had mate-
rially suffered. The two specimens of encaustic
painting that presented any appearance of dete-

rioration were those that were submitted to the

first and third experiments. The piece that was
exposed to the sun and weather, though dimmed
by the side of the new tints, was still bright by
comparison with the oil-painting that had gone
through the same roughing ; and when it was
washed with a brush and pure water, recovered

considerably, though its companion did not. The

experiment of patting it before the fire was next
tried, when many of the tints recovered their

original brilliancy, the exceptions being pinks,

yellow orpiment, lake, terra di sienna, and ver-

diter. The piece hung over the kitchen fire-

place, though smoked, recovered after being

washed with soap and water, with the exception

of its pinks, yellow orpiment, smalt, and verditer.

Thus it will be seen that encaustic paintings

have many points in their favour.

An important part of Mr. Thomas’s book in-

cludes *an exposition of the water-glass process,

first discovered, or invented, at Munich, which
many think may prove superior to all other

modes of decoration. The information lie pub-
liabes concerning it is a reprint, he has been
permitted lo give, of the pamphlet by Professor

Fuchs, first translated from the German, printed

and privately circulated, by command of the

late Prince Consort. And this is supplemented
by the report of Mr. Maclise on the process, and
the correspondence that took place with German
artists on the subject preparatory to its use in

the Houses of Parliament, To those of our
readers who are not acquainted with the nature
of this composition, we may explain (though it

has been before fully set forth in our pages),

that there are four kinds of it, potash water-

glass, soda water-glass, double water-glass, and
fixing water-glass. The first is a mixture of

fifteen parts of pulverized quartz, ten of well-

purified potash, and one of powdered char-

coal, mixed and exposed to a strong heat in

a melting-pot till melted, when it is taken
out, broken up, pulverized, and dissolved in

about five parts of boiling water in an iron vessel

;

where it must be stirred and the water replaced

as it evaporates, for three or four hours. This
mixture, which is prepared with a care duly
inculcated, when applied to surfaces has the
property of rendering them compact, hard, and
solid. Like glue, the Professor says, it may be
employed for imparting solidity and greater

cohesion to loose masses, for filling up cracks,

and similar purposes. The other water-glasses

have such difl'erences in their ingredients as

their names suggest, all of which are faithfully

given and their effects described
;
and it is yet

a matter of conjecture which will answer the
' purpose best. The chief purpose for which th^-y

are applicable and prized, is that of mural
painting. They cause the colours to adhere

I

well; and they give great durability, if not

indestructibility, to them
;
and it is expected

' that when applied to existing frescoes they will

prevent their further decay. But it is as a

medium for new paintings that water-glass has

raised the most sanguine expectations. As in

frescoes, a coating of mortar cement is first

applied to a wall intended to be covered with a

painting, bat before the intonaco is thought of

this first coat has to be saturated with water-

glass several times. When dry, the second coat

is proceeded wioh, and in its turn impregnated
with the same binding and cementing material.

The German artists, Buron Kaulbach aud M.
Ecbter, who have done most for perfecting the

application, find that the colours must be ground
with pure water and the wall kept moist, whilst

the artist is engaged upon it, by means of

syringing it with water. Professor Fuchs
applied water-glass to a stove-tile with some
success ;

and the director of the telegraph-office

at Munich has applied it to iron. A suggestion

is thrown out, too, that plates of lithographic

limestone might be used as a ground for water-

glass paintings, which stone plates could be let

into walls so as to appear to be part of them,

and yet could be removed if necessary. In bis

list of mural decorations, Mr. Thomas mentions

one painting executed with this material besides

those in the Houses of Parliament,—a procession

subject, by Mr. Gambier Parry, at Coombe
Abbey.
Touching mosaic, be speaks of the history of

its revival by the Murano glass-blower, Lorenzo

Radi, however, and its recognition by Dr.

Salviati, of Venice. Its application in this

country in the Wolsey Chapel, Albert Memorial,

and Westminster Abbey, after designs by Mr.

Clayton, is well known. But although France

had a school for mosaic artists in Paris thirty

or forty years ago, and Russia and Venice have

now their rival manufactories, and Rome still

encourages the art within the privileged pre-

cincts of the Vatican, there is little efiort made

in England out of South Kensington to farther

the use of this style of decoration. Two or

three English writers have kept the subject before

the public, and urged its advantages. Further-

more, Mr. Cole has a strong desire to create a

taste for this kind of decoration, and Messrs
Minton, Maw, Simpson, Rust, and others
produce ceramic tesserm; hence it is probable
that in a future edition Mr. Thomas may have
to record that the art has taken root in this

country. It is best applied in lofty spaces, such
as vaults and domes of public buildings, where
the limitations of its powers are least apparent

;

and needs caution and moderation in any treat-

ment of it that may be contemplated, whereby
the meagreneas of the earliest efforts and the

redundance of the latest may be alike avoided. It

has but little of our author’s sympathy, and he
makes no effort to obtain for English art the

honour of having made Abbot Ware’s opus
Aiexandrinum in Westminster Abbey, though
the substitution of Purbeok for oippolino, the
usual groundwork, has led others to believe it

was executed in this country.

After reading Mr. Thomas’s book, we think of

the great masters of old, not as the portraits of
many of them show them, idle, clad in velvet

and furs, with plumes in their caps
;
but in their

equally pictorial blouses, pied with daubs of

colour, moving about on scaffulding, or ascending

ladders, with their clever hands gritty, their

speaking faces full of wonder, anxiety, and con-

jecture as to the result of the processes they are

employing ; and we feel that some of this uu-

certainty will be diminished for future painters

by the care with which the various processes are

described in it, and the fulness with which the

results of many experiments are stated.

PROPOSED DESTRUCTION
OF THE GALEHIE DORKE OF THE BANK

OF FRANCE.

It is with sincere regret that wo call attention

to the contemplated rebuilding of the celebrated

Galerie Doreo of the Hotel de la Vrillifere in

Paris, which now forms a portion of the Banqne
de France, and in which the board meetings of

that body have been held since the year 1812,

when the Bank was removed from the H6tel
Massiac.

This gallery is the only remaining part of the

original building as erected by Fr»n9 ois Mansart
in 1620, the rest of the hbtel having been re-

stored in 1719 by Robert de Cotte, and is a very

complete and characteristic example of the florid

architecture and redundant decorative treat-

ment of the seventeenth century. The gallery

is a spacious room, about 130 ft. long and 23 ft.

wide, divided into five bays. It is lighted on one

aide by five large windows, corresponding to

which on the opposite wall are five blank bays

filled in with mirrors in frames. The ceiling is

coved, and is richly decorated with bas-reliefs

and allegorical paintings, in panels, in the ela-

borate style of the time of Louis XIV. The
piers were decorated by the best French aud
Italian artists, among whom were Poussin,

Carlo Maratti, Pietro di Cortona, Valentin, and
Guercino

;
the ceiling was painted by Perier in

1645.

It is proposed to pull down this interesting

building, aud to replace it with a new structure,

under the superintendence of M. Questel ; and
the brothers Baize have been cummissioned to

make copies on canvas of the frescoes on the

ceiling to be placed in the new gallery.

It is hardly necessary to point out, that to

pull down aud reconstrnct an edifice of this

description is simply to destroy it. No amonnt
of care or respect for antiquity, on the part of

the architect, can preserve the spirit and interest

of the original. It is, says a French critic, like

repainting an old master. The consul Mummius
did a similar thing when he proposed to remake

at Rome the statues of Phidias he was reproached

for having destroyed at Corinth,

The reason alleged for this act of Vandalism

is that the gallery has been represented to be in

an unsafe condition. This is the report by

M. Questel
;
but on this point he is contradicted

by M. Labrouste, whose opinion is ou every

ground entitled to equal respect, aud who has

declared, after a careful snrvey of the building,

that it is possible to replace the defective por-

tions by underpinning, and to preserve intact the

two tiers of frescoes. A similar operation was

carried out at the Galerie Mazarin, and the pic-

tures by Romanelii were restored with the moat

scrupulous care. A portion of the ceiling of the

Galerie Doree was also restored by Vien in the

the year 1766.

Independently of its architectural value, the

Galerie Doree is particularly interesting, from

the historical associations connected with it.
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Built originally for theDnc de laTrilli&re, whose
name ia given to the street which rans on the
north-east side, the Hotel de la Vrillifere became
afterwardsthe residence of theComtedeToulouse
(son of Madame de Montespan and Louis XIV.),
and of bis son, the Duo de Penthievre, and
remained in the possession of this family until
the time of the French Kevolution. The unfor-
tunate Princess de Lamballe and the poet Florian
have been among its illustrious residents.
The widening of the northern end of the Rue

des Bons Enfants, which bounds the Bank on the
west side, has been hitherto deferred, although it

is an improvement very much required, out of
regard to the preservation of the gallery of the
Hotel de la Vrillifere, which would be interfered
with by the extension of the street northward
from the Rue de Baillif, in the same line as the
portion extending southward from that street to
the Rue St. Honore. This respect for the
integrity of an ancient building is a pleasing
incident in the history of Parisian improve-
ments. If, however, the Galerie Doree be once
pulled down, and its character as an historical
monument destroyed, there will be no reason
why the desired improvement may not be
eflfeottd. It would be a great mistake to re-erect
the building upon its present site, and so shut
out an obvious and desirable rectification of the
lino of thoroughfare between the Rue St.
Honore and the Roe Nenve des Petits Champs,
Perhaps, while we are in England committing

such a barbarism as the virtual destrnotion of
such an interesting monument of pre-Norman
art as Worth Church, a protest in favour of the
preservation of a bnilding which dates no earlier
than the beginning of the seventeenth century,
may come with an ill grace; but it is worth con.
sideration whether a friendly remonstrance from
the Institute may not be of service to the very
numerous body of people iu Paris who are
anxious to avert the demolition of one of the few
remaining specimens of the magnificence of Paris
under Louis XIV.
An interior view of the Gallery will be found

in the volume of the Builder for the year 1857,
vol. XV,, page 11.

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AT THE
LONDON INSTITUTION.

The fourth and concluding lecture of this sug-
gestive series was delivered by Professor Kerr, on
the 2Dd insf., and bad for its subject, “ Modern
Architecture.” The fifteenth century, said the
lecturer, saw the ecclesiastical European system
breaking up

; but it was not to this that the
impending change in architectural style was due.
It was to the birth of a new idea rather than the
death of an old one. This new idea, in a word
was Aniiquarianism. It bad been hitherto un’
known

; it was now to advance towards a kind
of nniversal authority,—to become in its turn a
ruling principle in the world, and like other
ruling principles before it, to pass away, no
doubt,iij dne time. At any rate, it had arisen thus.
The poets had led the way. The ancient writings
of the Romans, and then those of the Greeks,
were being held np to admiration on grounds
which former students had not discovered. Other
literature, logic, and philosophy followed. The
venerable scholasticism of the church was de-
throned

j
and dogmatic religion and casuistry

were no longer to be the be-all and end-all of
knowledge. In the middle of this century also,
Constantinople, like Rome a thousand years
before, was overwhelmed by the assault of bar-
barian hordes, and the Byzantine scholars were
thus dispersed westward. Towards the end of
the century Protestantism was coming to an
issue; the desperate remedy of the Inquisition
had to be established and there came to be
such a pope as Borgia. The Italian cities,
Milan, Florence, and others, and notably the
maritime Genoa and Venice, together with
Rome, now the sole centre of learning, consti-
tuted the head quarters of commerce, enter-
prise, and intelligence. As for other countries,
it was not till the succeeding century that even
the period of Francis I., Charles V., and
Henry VIII. came into view. A new condition
of civilisation was, therefore, being initiated, to
bring with it, by rule, a new development of
architecture; and it would be to Italy that we
must look to discover the introduction of both.
It was well known bow on this Italian ground
“ the revival of arts and letters ” was the re

as a separate group, sculpture, taken directly
from the antique, painting following indirectly,
and architecture coming with sculpture hand in
hand, and equally directly from the remaius, were
made to form the complete circle of the arts. It
was on this basis, indeed, that the “ Academies ”

were founded, to cultivate these supposed in-
separables, our own Royal Academy of Arts ex-
hibiting still the same principle

;
and to a some-

what inconvenient extent in these very different
days, when painting, having expanded in our
trading community into a profession of pro-
sperous picture-sellers, had left architecture in
another field altogether. Turning next to the
particular form of revival in the case of archi-
tecture, the lecturer dwelt for a little on the pre-
viously existing Italian Gothic as a sound
arcuated* mode, upon which there bad been
engrafted, as the preliminary of revival, the late
Roman or early Romanesque; and he could not
help seeing in this the architecture of medium
stones, as distinguished from the large-stone
manner of Greece and early Rome, and the email-
stone manner of the middle ages. In religious
edifices the disposition towards greater grandeur
had approached before long to the larger-stone
style in the imitation of the ancient temples

:

the theories of Vitruvius, also, had been accepted
(with “ the five orders ” of a sort of superhuman
merit), although only theoretically

; but in
ordinary civil architecture there appeared three
distinct schools of the new Italian style,—the
Florentine, massive and fortress-like

; the
Venetian, light and elegant; and the Roman, of
an intermediate character. The great cathedral
of St. Peter in Rome was then spoken of, whose
costliness led to the reformation, and the progress
of whose building extended through the whole of
the^ sixteenth and a half of the seventeenth cen-
turies, under twenty popes. The new style thus
arising in Italy (as all things modern were
arising in Italy) had spread meanwhile over
Europe, and become, what it still continued to
be, the modern European style, reaching France
first about 1540; Germany, through France, a
century after

; and England about 1610. Con-
fining the survey then to England, the career of
Inigo Jones was spoken of; his design for White-
hall Palace for Charles I.

;
the building of the

Banqueting-house in 1619-21; the advent of the
Puritan domination shortly after, during which
architecture seemed to have been wholly dis-
couraged

;
and the occnrrence, at the close, only

six years after the restoration, of one of those
accidents which at each times often turn the
current of affairs,—namely, the Fire of London.
The remarkable genius of Wren was then re-
ferred to in some detail, his Parisian study of
art, the especial grace and elegance thus
acquired, and bis manifest observation of the
scientific principles involved in Gothic design.
But one could not help acknowledging, with
candour but regret, that this otherwise great
architect, the pride of our country, had intro-
duced a practice which could not be spoken of
without reproach

;
namely, that of sham design.

The Cathedral of St. Paul had a sham dome, the
first of its class in history, and one entire story
of its side wall was but a mere difgnising screen
to cover a range of flying buttresses within.
Following the English history of art, the lecturer
mentioned Vanbrugh, the architect of Blenheim

;

Hawksmoor, of St. George’s, Bloomsbury
; Gibbs,

of St. Martin’s
; Chambers, of Somerset House;

Dance, of the Mansion House
;

Soane, of the
Bank

;
Wilkins, of the National Gallery

;
Smirke,

of the British Museum
;
Nash, of Regent-street

and “ compo” generally; Barry, of the Houses
of Parliament

;
Scott, the great church architect

of the present day
;
and a very good friend of his

audience (long connected with the London In-
stitution). Sir Wm. Tite, the architect of the
Royal Exchange. The discourse then turned to
what the lecturer proposed to call the “Repro-
duction System,” arising naturally out of the
further pursuance of the accepted idea of anti-

.

quarianism. Ancient remains had been aesi
duously measured in the minutest detail,—first,

Roman, afterwards Greek; design was then
taken to be the exact reproduction of the antique

;

and no matter for what purpose, no matter in
what material, the porticoes of Rome and Athens
were re-erected on English soil, with such per-
fect precision as to be the admiration of dilet-
tanti, albeit perhaps in stuccoed brickwork out
of doors, and even lath and plaster within.*

suit ; and the next qaestion would be what place
assign to architecture in such a revival.

The cODclusion id our next. Oar attention is direc'ed
typographical error in the last report of these lec-

toreSj^namely, the misplacement of a parenthesis at the

Literature and pMloeophy went together
; whilst;

|
Zd

A CITY ON FIRE.

The fatal incidents which have been associated
with many outbreaks of fire in the metropolis of
late has resnlted, as we had apprehended, in
attracting public attention in various directions
as to the efficiency of existing means towards the
timely extinction of fire and the preservation of
human life.

Since a recent notice which appeared in these
columns in reference to the subject of metro-
politan fires, we had been led to the supposition
that certain modifications of the present system
had been introduced with a view of limiting
disasters of the nature to which we felt called
upon to refer. Had anything more been needed
to have demonstrated the inadequacy of existing
arrangements, apart from the occurrences at
Bayswater and Newington to which we adverted,
it might assuredly be discovered in the stilllater
calamity in Southwark, also, unhappily, attended
by loss of life. The extraordinary prevalence of
fire within the limits of the metropolis during the
past two or three months, in view ofthe destruc-
tion of human life and property by which it has
been unhappily attended, might fairly be held to
justify an inquiry into the metropolitan mode of
suppression

; for, notwithstanding some recent
official assertions, we are almost constrained to
say that little indication has been afforded of any
abatement of those evils of which we were led
to complain. In reference to the Seething-lane
fire, it baa been asserted that so alarming did the
circumstances appear that ample employment
would have been presented for more than one half
of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade Corps.

This statement embodies one of those ele-
ments of danger with which the case is invested
which, in our view, appears to call for speedy
recognition on the part of the public. No less
than nine fires have been reported recently as
having occurred within the same day, many of
which were attended by a great destruction of
property, and seventeen fires have a short time
previously been recorded as having broken out
within a period of forty-eight hours. As we have
remarked on a former occasion, it ia no express
wish of ours to impute blame in any quarter;
bub, from the circumstances of the case, we
think it appears obvious that the Fire Brigade
system, as at present conducted, cannot com-
prehend such occurrences as these. A corre-
spondent in laatweek’s impression informsus that
he happened to be at a fire that took place lately
io the Brompton-road, when two large shops
thrown into one, with four stories above each
shop, and the large stock of a linendraper, were
consumed. Our correspondent remarks, “I was
nob there till after the shops were fully on fire

;

yet for quite half an hour after there was no
other but a hand-power engine and he asks
whether it really is not time that some serious
inquiries should be made as to the most expe-
ditious and best mode of extinguishing fires in
the metropolis.

It is to be deprecated, perhaps, that at so
infelicitous a juncture the chief officer of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade should have been
betrayed into certain statements to which wa
have alluded in a former instance, and which, it

appeared to us at the time, were calculated to
foster a mistaken sense of security on the part
of the general public.

The fire to which our correspondent alludes
occurred in the premises of Messrs. Howells &
Beaumont, drapers, in the Brompton-road

j and
the case, from its proximity to the scene of the
fatal Bayswater disaster, may be calculated to
attract a larger share of attention in that
locality.

It may be regretted by many that any inter-
ference should have been made with regard to
the recommendation of the coroner’s jury in the
instance of the Bayswater calamity by Captain
Shaw

; as, had the jury been invested with that
perspicacity which the Captain claims, or the
advantages of its co-operation in the aim which
they had in view, no doubt some more effectual
arrangements would have been made, and pos-
sibly the extent of loss by which the later occur-
rence has been marked, would have been more
limited. Apart from any indirect interest which
insurance associations may possess in occasional
losses of uninsured or other property by fire, as
tending to attract public attention to the advan-
tages which such institutions afford,—a system
which embraces the protection of property for
which a special payment is made, and pro-
perty for the protection of which a rate may be
compulsorily levied, whether properly protected
or nob, would be calculated at times, perhaps
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to occasion some degree of perplexity
;
and, as

a matter of pablic interest, this is an element
Tfhich would be in no way detrimental if severed
from that branch towards the efficacy of which
the public at large contributes. It would be far

from us to impute too sordid a motive in this

direction
;
but we believe that it would not be

sought to be contradicted, that one of the corol-

laries of the insurance system may be said to be
traceable to occasional losses in certain direc-

tions by fire. In view of the immense revenues
possessed by such associations, compared with
their restitutional amounts, ample facilities would
appear to be afforded for a disassociation of the
present united and oonfiicting elements of the me-
tropolitan fire extinction system. One insurance
association, in remarking upon its own extent
of business in fire insurance, says—“ To show
the great value of insurance against fire, as one
of the prudential practices of the age [so long
as our houses continue to be built for burning,
as they now are], it may be stated that the losses

paid by this company alone in the years 1864,
1865, and 1866, amounted to the enormous sum
•of 1,780,000Z.

j a sum, however, which was,
fortunately for them, exceeded by the very much
larger amount of premiums received in the same
time, namely, 2,300,OOOi."

This instance alone would indicate that a
enffioient margin exists to facilitate the establish-

ment of a system of fire protection with especial
reference to assured interest, leaving that system
for which the general public pay, more unfettered
and operative.

The interest which persons of note have some-
times displayed in witnessing extensive confla-
grations will no doubt be familiar to many of

our readers.

It may be, no doubt, fair subject of inquiry
whether by some more active interference the
public could not effectually interpose to take
away from outbreaks of the nature under con-
sideration that spectacular character to which
they now so frequently arrive, and which attaches
to a fire sometimes, for a few moments, the
grandeur and destructive features of war. We
are for our part disposed to regard the question
and the existing state of affairs in reference to
this subject as a matter of paramount impor-
tance, and one which, if not speedily taken into

consideration, will at length put forward such
claims to notice as may no longer be safely

disregarded.

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION MADE EASY.*

If technical instruction is to be the order of the

day, as it should be, it is plain we must have a

snpply of cheap elementary works on technical

subjects. Messrs. Cassell & Co. have anticipated

this demand to some extent in the issue of a
series of technical manuals, illustrating the
various kinds of drawing required for the dif-

ferent arts, trades, and manufactures. The price

of each volume is now 28., but we hope the
circulation will ultimately admit of the reduc-
tion of this sum to half that amount, as they

will thus be brought really within the easy
reach of all who can have need for them. To
make this redaction possible, or, at any rate, pro-

fitable, the public must be purchasers ou a
large scale

;
and we speak faithfully in its in-

terest when we say so. Every working-man
should look into the merits of the question now
being agitated, which promises to place the
young among them in such a different position,

with reference to their labour, to that which is

filled by those who have not had the advantage
of technical instruction in a scientific manner

j

and one of the easiest ways of doing so is to

examine the contents of such manuals as those
we are about to mention, when they will be
able to judge for themselves how far such
knowledge as is contained in them would have
benefited them, or, ifnot too indisposed to learn,

may still do so, or might benefit their sons.

We need not add that the aim of these works
is not to furnish such insight, but to assist the
artisan to develop into the artist, by enabling
him to look at his work with intelligence and
understanding instead of blunt bewilderment.
They have been prepared by writers who are

• Cassell’s Technical Manuals
Linear Drawinj;, snowing the Application’of practical

Geometry to Trade and Manufactures. By Bllis A.
Davidson.
Orthographic and Isometrical Projection : Develop-

ment of Surfaces and Penetration of Solids. By Ellis A.
Duvidaon.

Systematic Drawing and Shading. By Charles Byan.
The Blements of Building Construction and Architec-

tural Drawing. By Ellis A. Davidson.

masters in schools of art ; who have, therefore, a

practical as well as theoretical knowledge of the
best modes of imparting their special infor-

mation.

To begin with that first ou our list, a Manual
of Linear Drawing : we observe the author
assumes that those he is about to teach are

ignorant of geometrical terms, and accordingly
phrases his instructions in language the most
elemental scholar can understand, till he has
explained those in technical use, which are then
introduced. He gives upwards of 120 diagrams
to illustrato his lessons, each figure being
initiatory to that which follows; consequently,

a

student is gradually led from one to the other,

and must be clever indeed to find a difficulty in

his path. From the simple task of bisecting a
line, or of raising a perpendicular upon it, he is

helped up the ladder of learning till he is able

to see how to construct ovals and spirals
;
how to

'

draw the cycloid, epicycloid, and hypocycloid;
and how to describe the conchoid and cissoid.

Furthermore, when thus much progress has been
made, there are ample instructions how to apply
the knowledge gained to different arts and trades.

A friendly finger points out to the smith how to

arrange the geometrical figures he has mastered
to form] au iron balcony; to the joiner, howto
draw a cornice

;
to the mechanical engineer, how

to show wheels and pinions, and the like parts

of a machine; to the mason, how to draw the

plan and elevation of an arch
;
and to the house-

decorator, how various combinations of figures

form dainty diaper patterns.

A second manual treats of orthographic and
isometrical projection, and explains the simplest

methods of projecting solids, shows the curves
formed where one solid penetrates another, and
the shape metal must be cut so that, on being
rolled, bent, or folded, it may give the required
form. This little volume is written by the

author of the preceding one. There is a third

department in the delineation of solids, we know
as perspective ; but be confiues himself in this

manual to the divisions mentioned above, which,
it is unnecessary to observe, call for a little

more intensity of study than linear drawing.
There are trades, however, such as that of the

plateworker, the boilermaker, and the tinman,

to whom a knowledge of the principles of pro-

jection are indispensable, if they would, literally,

master their businesses. With Mr. Davidson’s
help, workmen may exchange the famous “ rule

of thumb” for the more wonderful lamp, the
rule of Science.

Systematic drawing and shading are treated,

in a third manual, by Mr. Ryan. Here, in the

course of the volume, we have an epitome of the

teaching in the Government Schools of Art ; and
at the end, a chapter detailing the means to be
taken by any half-dozen respectable persons,

who would procure, for the inhabitants of the

towns in which they are resident, the advantages
of Government instruction, supplemented with

hints how such a school should be conducted. Up-
wards of eighty illustrations gradually lead the

pupil from the outline of a leaf to the necessary
instruction for drawing from models and land-

scapes, and thence to figure drawings ; and this

information is accompanied by the most minute
directions as to the road to success. “ Drawing,”
nrges the author, “ increases the power of the

eye by systematioally exercising it, while an
uncritical habit of observation will permit the

beauty and point of many things to escape

notice. This is no unimportant matter, and none
who know the power the eye gains by learning

to draw, would willingly dispense with it.” As
soon as elementary outline drawing is mastered,

but nob before, Mr. Ryan suggests shading should

be studied. When the eft’eoD of light and shade
in copies is familiar, drawings from real objects

may be attempted. The routine recommended
is drawn up in twelve stages. After the three

progressions just mentioned, follow studies from

advanced models, such as chairs
;
from casts of

ornaments, fruit, &c. ; from casts of the human
figure; from real fruit and flowers; of practical

geometry ; of perspective ; of orthographic pro-

jections
;
of machine drawing

;
and of architec-

tural drawing. Such is the bare sequence ; but,

as unfolded by Mr. Ryan, it comprises sufficient

instruction to make a very creditable scholar.

Nothing seems to have been forgotten, for the

pupil is taught how to cut a pencil before be

begins to draw, and to put bis copy and drawing

in their places after he has finished his lesson.

Many excellent suggestions are made in the

course of the work, which contain the pith of

more pretentious teaching. To increase their

powers of observation and knowledge of

the features of the face, for instance, stodents
are recommended to ask themselves what is the
predominating expression upon the various faces

they see, and to endeavour to answer the ques-
tion ; also to note what is the speciality of each
face, and how it differs from the regular Greek
type. To draw from memory is another exercise
insisted npon; and working men are shown that
work and working clothes are some of the most
pictorial things to be found in the range of sub-
jects and objects. We quote Mr. Byan :

—

“ Never lose ao opportunity of drawing ruatio flgnrea in
their working clothes, as sneh form most picturesque addi-
tions to landacapes, and are eminently pleasing in them-
selves. Draw them in groups and out of doors when yon
can, to get the full effect of day or sunlight upon them.
Figures in strong action are particularly valuable, andyon
should frequent places where work of some violent kind is

being earned on, and seenre in a few expressive lines the
balauce, action, and grouping of iigurea acting with energy
and rapidity.”

The fourth work of the series on our list re-

lates to building construction. We took occasion
a few weeks ago to mention this little work with
praise. We refer to it only to name it in con-
nexion with the set of volumes of which it forms
a part. Thus it will be seen Messrs. Cassell &
Co. are assisbiug the technical education move-
ment by the issue of cheap works upon various
brauches of it. Mr. Davidson, the author of
three of these manuals, deplores the want of en-
thusiasm in British workmen, and appeals to

them to warm up and cultivate tho sciences on
which their trades are based, that they may hold
their own against the men of other countries,

which manual superiority alone may not enable
them to do. We pass on tho watchword.

ON SANITARY POLICE.
SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION.

At a meeting of the Health Department on
Monday evening last, Mr, G. Godwin, in the
chair,

Mr. A. H. Safford read a paper “ On Sanitary
Police,” in the coarse of which he said, when,
at the suggestion of a friend, I some time since
directed my attention to the improvement of
our exietlug police establishments, I was much
struck by the limited meaning attached to the
word “ police,” in its popular acceptation. The
term “ police,” in our best dictionaries, is em-
ployed to designate those regulations which
have for their object to secure the maintenance
of peace, good order, cleanliness, and health in

cities, towns, and country districts. A similar

definition is given to the word in France and
America. But while I found that on the con-

tinent and in the United States, their police

forces were employed for the maintenance and
protection of the pnblic health, I was well

aware how little of this important duty was
entrusted to our own constabulary. I knew
that when in the metropolis the force had been
employed in matters connected with the pro-

tection of the working classes from the nuisances
of overcrowded lodgings, the security of the
public from dangerous structures, and the im-
provement of the air we breathe, by the enforce-

ment of the Smoke Nuisances Act, the work
had been thoroughly and efficiently performed.

1 saw, on the other band, that the laws relating

to health were not executed by the local autho-

rities with that vigour the case allowed. The
medical officer of the Privy Council complained
in his last report that

—

“ Not only have permissive enactments re-

mained for the moat part unapplied in places

where their application has been desirable
;
not

only have various optional constructions and
organisations, which would have condneed to

physical well-being, and which such enactments

were designed to facilitate, remained in an im-

mense mojority of cases nnbegnn, but even

nuisances which the law imperatively declares

intolerable have, on an enormous scale, been
suffered to continue, while diseases which mainly

represent the inoperativeness of nuisance law
have been occasionally fully a fourth part of the

entire mortality of the country.” Medical
officers of health lamented that they were
hampered by the vestries under which they

acted. The press, with one consent, found fault

with the local authorities.

The execution of our sanitary laws being,

therefore, admitted on all side to be nnsatis-

factory, principally on account of a want of

energy in enforcing legislative enactments, and
the little effect of public opinion on local bodies,

it seemed to me that if the permissive laws were
madecompul80ry,and the prosecution of offenders

against those laws was entrusted to the police.
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who are amenable to tlie State (and who to be a
true police should be the proper officers of the
State to enforce the laws affecting public health),
much might be done to reduce the death-rate so
fearfully large in oor principal towns, and to
increase the wealth of the nation by an improve-
ment in its health. . . .

It may be said that the medical officers of
health are the proper persons to carry out all

laws relating to public health. I am most
anxious that we should still retain the invaluable
services of these gentlemen, but at present they
are not sufficiently responsible for the carrying
out of the sanitary enactments

;
we are left at

the mercy of the activity of the medical officer,

who may, by a too great zeal for the public good,
offend his best patients. They should be paid
by the county, and used as witnesses in the pro-
Becntion of public nuisances. I am convinced
that not infrequently a medical officer proceed-
ing before justices for the enforcement of health
laws loses much of the weight which would
attach to his evidence from the fact that he is,

or appears to be, the prosecutor in the case. He
should be appointed for life, and independent of
all private interests whatever. Another objec-
tion to medical officers being held responsible
for the health of the public is that they cannot,
however active they are, be ubiquitous : a
police force, on the contrary, is, or should
be, as nearly so as it is possible to be. The
question of the health of a district may be
only of a few hours, and it is, therefore, most
important that the proper officials should

'

be easily accessible. This is not so at present.
I know, for example, in my own neighbourhood
great difficulty is experienced in getting the
ashes removed from the dwelliug-housea. It

tion. He, for example, had an inspector under
him, whose sole duty it was to examine houses
and report upon them to him. He could show
the state of every house in his district under 201.
a year rental since the passing of the Sanitary
Act of 1866. He had another whose duty it

was to look after the new work done in the
district, and so on for other necessary parts of
sanitary superintendence. He therefore thought
there was no need to substitute the police for
the present officers. Indeed, he could easily
show that the police did not carry out the pro-
visions of their own Police Act. He had re-
peatedly seen instances of ammoniacal liquor
passing through the streets in the daytime, and
the occurrence of the smoke nuisance, both of
which had been placed by law under the super-
vision of the police, but in which the police failed
to do their duty. The evils of which Mr. S .fford
bad complained ho believed were mainly owing
to the conflicting laws which existed ou the
subject. Overcrowding iu workhouses, for ex-
ample, was not overcrowding in the houses of
poor persons not paupers. The medical officer
of health should be appointed for life, and should
have sufficient salary to enable him to devote his
whole attention to the duties of his office.

Mr. Hollond thought that consolidation of the
statutes relating to sanitary matters was the
most pressing want. The United States had
been alluded to; but he could say from personal
experience, within the last twelve months, that
the sanitary state of Philadelphia and of other
large towns was much less satisfactory than
that of England. We required a concentra-
tion of our offices. We had too many autho-
rities. He thought that the guardians in each
parish should have the right of superintending

j

when codification had been accomplished, often
caused serious injury. He gave some instanoea
from the Building Act and Local Management
Act to prove that a Sanitary Police, as aid to
existing officers, was needed.
The resolution was then pub, and carried

unanimously.

would involve the loss of some time to ascertain
j

many sanitary matters, over which now they had
who is the responsible officer; but could I simply no control.
apply to the constable upon the beat, the nuisance

[

Mr. Alfred Carpenter thought that a permissive
would be removed in a few hours. Again, take

:
system at first was necessary. They had nob

the case of an adulteration of food, or the sale of
|

made up their miuds as to the best system. The
diseased or stinking meat. The first person to

j

measures which were taken were only tentative.

THE EASTER ISLAND STATUES.
Since my last little paper on this mystery,

several supplementary matters respecting it

have been brought before my notice, and I
think these may interest some readers of the
Builder.

First. So numerous are thoaegigantic images
on that mere rook iu the middle of the Pacific,
that a recent visitor (Lieut. Harrison, R.N.) has
informed me that he counted nearly 150 of them
in the course of a thirteen miles’ ramble along
the south-west coast of the island

; while some
of his shipmates of the Topaze similarly at the
same time met with about 120 from La Perousa
Bay, on the north side, to the smaller western
extinct volcano. Altogether there are nearly
300 known to us, and each has its separate name
among the Easter-islanders

; but, as Europeans
have nob traversed the interior, how many more
than this number may exist isuocerbaiu. There
are likewise in one place no fewer than 30 of the
gigantic red-tufa crowns, quarried for imposition
on the images, and seemingly not need; some
having rude carvings on them of buds, doable
ovals, and crosses. When the men of the Topaae
secured the two large images now in the British
Museum, their loose and fallen crowns were not
to be found near them; and, of the above 30,
some are represented as 5 ft. in diameter, and
6 ft. high.

Lieutenant Harrison tells me also of a cave,
inaccessible except by swimming, wherein are
two large images below the sea-mark, “ a proof
of submergence

; for otherwise the statues wouldiuo liioL. uctoou to
I

mcaouieo wuiou were laseu were oniv tentative, ....a i, i i j • i.whom a poor man would apply for advice or
:

It would therefore have been a misLke at the ' SnaH™
^ ^ “

assistance, would be the first police constable he
,

outset to have had a rigid, compulsory system, i who [hTi.lLr
“““

met. At present be would be bandied about H« thonwhh Lnwrocor- f.Vio «-;vr.a i ..
^

from one authority to another, until he became
sick of the whole business, and contented him-
self with his first loss, while the offending trades-
man would escape scot-free. This is no hypo-
thetical case. I know many instances where
labouring men have been referred to the proper
authorities with unwholesome food still in their
hands, in which no prosecution has ever been
attempted.

I therefore propose that the addition of a
sanitary company of police should be made to
each constabulary force throughout the king-
dom, to be paid for from the general rates of the
county or division; that the powers of the local
authorities should be transferred to the magis-
tracy or the Commissioners of Police

; that
nuisance,laws should be compulsory, and enforced
by summary proceedings before magistrates, and
that in the event of the parties being dissatisfied,
appeal might be made to the Court of Quarter
Sessions

; that sufficient medical officers of
health should be attached to each constabulary
force, and that their appointment should rest
with the Privy Council or the Home Secretary.
The sanitary police would be men specially
selected for the work, with higher pay than the
general run of the constabulary, and with special
knowledge. It would be their duty, on report
being made to the chief constable by any ordi-
nary constable, or by a private individual, to
investigate the charge, to call in, if necessary,
the medical officer, and, if necessary, to take
proceedings against offenders before the magis-
trates. Men having such important duties to
perform should be under strong checks, and be
changed from one neighbourhood to another to
prevent improper influence. There is no exist-
ing body in which such precautions can be taken
but the police. I have had many communica-
tions from chief constables in favour of my pro-
position; but with the suggestion that they
should, in the event of its being adopted, receive
the assistance of a public prosecutor, or be
enabled to call iu legal aid.

At the close of the paper, an interesting dis-
cussion ensued.

Dr. Tripe thought that the plan suggested by
the paper of placing sanitary matters in the
hands of the police would be more efficient in
the country than in London. There, the police
would be more likely to be communicated with
than the health inspectors. But it was other-
wise here. In London there already existed, in
some districts at least, a thorough organiza-

main reason

TTa iu" I- L J i

iaiauu IS SO cleared of trees is because

K ’ A
the cocoa groves were all destroyed some genera-

flrS
® thought that the tious back in a civil war thal raged between

first requirement m carrying out sanitary law 'anoag factions of these wretched savages;was to obtain an educated man as medical officer r. i j t
° ’

that saoh officer oaght to be independent, and
Permanent oaaae

that he should have nothing to do with private
practice. As the police were not an educated
body of men, nor, with the training they were
likely to have, could they be easily made one, he
arrived at a conclusion different from that come
to by Mr. Safford.

Mr. A. H. Hill believed that the great want of
our present system was organisation

; one set of
officers had no connexion with another. The
relieving officer, for example, in a case which
had come under his own notice, had been uuac-
quainted with the address of the health officer.
The fact was that on such questions the public
took little or no interest. Even the press was
profoundly ignorant on all questions connected
with sanitary law. But he maintained that the
great want was of organisation. He hoped that
before long, as one step to remedy this, our
teleg/aph system would be extended to every
public office in London.

Mr. Elb pointed out that Dublin and Paris
were worse off in regard to sanitary matters
than London. The argument that the employ-
ment of the police would be advantageous, be-
cause they were responsible directly to the
Government, was fallacious, inasmuch as it only
applied to Loudon, aud even then it did not
apply to the City.

Dr. Hardwicke thought that there was much
to be said for the view advocated by Mr. Safford.
There were many advantages in the fact that
the poor knew the police, and could readily fiud
them. Really there was not much difference
between Mr. Safford's view and those of some
of the previous speakers. The police proposed
were to be educated men, aud what was wanted
was to combine the organisation of the police
force with the education of the officers of
health.

Mr. Arthur Cherry thought that organization
wa.s the principal object to be attained.

Mr. Pears moved

—

“ That the tbacks of the Association be given to Mr.
Safford for the paper now read.”

The Chairman, in seconding, said it would be
worth considering how public attention could
be called to the discussion of questions of this
kind by the society. He thought we had waited
long enough for codification. The want of a
uniform system, which could be obtained only

of treelessness is that Easter Island is in the
very eye of the Trade Winds in their alternate
prevalence. As to absence of fresh water, too,
it is true that from indolence the inhabitants
use almost solely sea-water filtered through the
sand

; but there are large lakes of fresh rain-

water in the two volcanic mouths eastwardly aud
westwardly, one being three miles round 1

Imagine, what a vast crater on so small an
island.

In my last, I named the place as Teahy in the
native language : let me correct it (if need be)
as more properly Rapa Nui; Teahy being else-

where in Polynesia. Lieutenant Harrison states
again (and I have not only heard him orally,
but have seen his journal written on H.M.S.
Topaze at the time), that carved emblems of
nature-worship and of ibis-headed figures abound
on the rocks,—evidencing thus a connexion with
far-off Mexico and Peru, as well as with Egypt
at the very Antipodes; aud he drew and still

possesses a picture to scale of one of the
prostrate figures, which is 30 ft. long, and nearly
of man-height in thickness as it lies on the
ground. Neither is this bulk uncommon nor
extreme

;
there are several larger as well as

smaller; and the built platforms on which these
colossi have stood (the most having been over-
thrown, probably by earthquakes) are of Cyclo-

pean masonry, of vast square blocks fitted closely

without cement.
If we found these mighty remnants of an

erticot people, this necropolis of their illustrious

but forgotten dead, in the middle of Africa or
Australia, we should think the matter sufficiently

wonderful; but we could see there around us for
hundreds of miles “ ample space and verge
enough ” to have supported in ancient times
a population sufficient to have raised such
structures, as the ever-dnriug memorials of their
kings and warriors. But, how that wonder must
increase, when, barring a mere fringe of sand
and rooks, the “ ample verge ” round Easter
Island is in every direction ocean for 2,000 miles !

Can there be any other solution of the mystery
than that I ventured to throw out in my last

paper,—a submerged continent ? I then fancied
the idea original; but siuce I have learned, and
now tell your readers, that ProfessorSedgwiok, in
his geological lectnres at Cambridge, announced
his “ suspicion that Polynesia was onoe a conti-
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nent.” This great authority is most satiafaotory

as to my independent guess
; and the wondrous

human remains at Easter Island confirm it. How
comparatively easy, also, thus to account for the

early peopling of America from China, viil this

submerged belt of land
;

for the Pacific would
seem to have had a volcanic bridge, quite denied
to the Atlantic

j
and man probably traversed it

from primeval Asia to America.
With reference to the question of man’s ex*

treme antiquity in this mystery of Easter Island,

it may be doubted whether, under the given con-
ditions of total isolation and voloanio forces, we
have reason to guess at or require any longer
period than the popular one. Let us recollect

that the western half of onr planet was utterly

unknown to the eastern half for more than
5.000 years ; that the volcanic destruction of a
Pacific continent might have happened at any
time, without even a suspicion raised amongst
onr European races ; and that entire submersion
of all but the summits of a mountainous range
(since known as islands) would destroy instan-

taneously and wholesale man and his works,
excepting only (let ns theorise, as we now can
all bat prove) such monumental remains in the
imperishable rook as were placed,

—

honoris causG,,

—on or near the flaming tops of volcanoes (fire-

worshipped possibly, like Japanese Yokohama),
and thus preserved fur our modern reasoning
wonder, as evidence of an extinob but once
mighty people.

The question receives further elucidation from
the recent travels of Messrs. Bickmore and Wal-
lace, among the uumerons islands of the Malayan
Archipelago. We learn from them that the
whole of Oceania is the moat igneona region on
the face of the earth, containing literally hun-
dreds of volcanoes, active or extinct, some of the
craters whereof are several miles in diameter,
and extending over a belt known to those travel-
lers -1,000 miles long and 50 broad. Now, nearly
2.000 miles beyond the length of this tether, but
in the same direction, lies Easter Island, with its

two enormons craters now fall of water, the
Pacific outlier of a volcanic range which reap-
pears more than 2,500 miles on the other side,

near the recently destroyed cities on the Chilian
and Peruvian ooast under the Andes. That all

the islands were once united would seem to be
well nigh proved by the identical character of
their fauna and flora; for how otherwise should
islands hundreds of miles apart be crawled over
by the same families of flies and beetles, and
produce the same sorts of ferns and flowers ?

Also that they were once mnch more elevated is

shown by the fact that the plants growing on the
sea level in the Polynesians are identical with
those on the sides of the Andes at a medium
height of 1,200ft. Bat, to onr mind, the greatest
proof both of a submerged continent and of an
extinct people, civilized and numerous, however
unhistorio, is the great fact of these hundreds of
colossi on that desolate Easter Island. Whoever
carved and reared them, each must have been a
work of the most enormous labour. No metal
nor even flint, occurring on the island, bnt only
some hard stones capable of being fashioned into
rude adzes, or so-called celts of obsidian or
basalt,—those vast images of hard, heavy burnt
granite must have been scraped or pounded into
form with a patient and persevering amount of
toil we scarcely have the means of estimating :

as well might we Englishmen now fancy the
possibility of catting down oak-trees with ivory
tooth-picks, as in those old days we can imagine
how that extinct nation of the Pacific oonld
carve colossean figures in granite rock by means
of harder bits of shingle.

And now let us look in some detail on an
insulated one of those colossi,—a smallest unit
among three hundred known to ns, transported
in the Topazo by Commodore Powell, for its

lighter weight, and (from having been buried up
to the neck in sand) for its almost perfect pre-
servation. Lientenant Harrison tells me that
this statue,—a sort of rude Polynesian Memnon
as we now may see it at the British Museum,

—

was the saperstitiously hononred inmate of a
native hat constructed over it, wherein, as
before some deified potentate of old times, the
modern chief of Rapa Nui is normally elected.
The weight of the whole figure as we have it

(without its tufouB crown of probably a ton
more, for some cause, as aforesaid, left behind)
is three tons and a half : the material, a black
granite within, weathered to light grey without

;

the height, 8 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft. 6 in. across the
shoulders, and 9 ft. round the body

;
the

features of a Mexican or Ainos cast, with large

pendent ears, deep sockets, probably for coloured

eyeballs long lost, and a large straight nose and
month nob deficient in a sort of grotesque and
barbaric dignity. Arms and hands are rudely

iudioated at the sides, and the lines round the

body possibly intend a waistoloth. On the

back, flattened like a common wooden doll, are

some strange sculptures in slight relief, picked

out with red and black pigment, representing a

pair of paddles, with squared human faces atop,

and two birdheaded quadrupeds below, ap-

parently worshipping a central bird-headed idol

standing on a circle, with an emblem beneath
indicative of natural idolatry. The smaller

figure is shorter in size and leas in weight, in

worse preservation, and of inferior workman-
ship

5
but, as a special point of interest, has on

its back a rnde bandled-cross, known to arohje-

ologiats as an emblem of the creative power, and
changed by Rome into the crucifix.

After considerable inquiry, I find there are no
other known instances of such colossi among the

Pacific islands
;
but a naval officer tolls me that

in the Bight of Benin, on the west ooast of

Africa, there is an island, seldom visited, which
contains similar rock images to those we now
speak of, the type of suob being a debased

Mexican, or (as we now see it exemplified on

wooden idols, paddles, prows of canoes, tattoos,

&o.) savage Polynesian.

To us modern lovers of prehistoric anthro-

pology nothing can be fuller of suggestive

interest than these rude colossi. If those
“ langues-de-chat” of Achenil; if our own
frequent stone hatchets and flint arrowheads (I

have myself picked up speoioiens of both on a

Surrey heathland)
j
if the “ kitchen-middens” of

Denmark, the troglodytic Piot-honses of Orkney,

and, in chief, the carved antlers of reindeer

from the Anvergne cavern,—if all these are

intensely interesting as proofs of man’s

most primitive existence, how much grander

and more wonderful every way are these

huge stone statues, some of them 30 ft.

high, and one at least not less than 50 ft. (the

very nose of this is 6 ft. by measure), standing

by hnndreds on a small rocky island in the midst

of the Pacific, and witnessing to the most

ancient prowess, religion, and civilisation of an

utterly extinct people. Once upon a time the

spot that now is named by us Easter Island,

was the central eminence, lofty as Cotopaxi, of

a vast and fertile continental plain, that circled

it for a thousand miles on every aide: it had its

cities, with their kings, priests, and warriors,

who served their generation honourably, and then

were immortalised in death by those mighty

statues ranged on cyclopean platforms round

the fire-throne of their god, believed by them bo

inhabit the smoking crater of the volcano. Sud-

denly, on one dark day, we know not how long

ago, nor how lately (for all that side of the earth
j

was a total blank to this side for 5,000 years), 1

there were fearful signs on the sea and sky,

rollings and rockings of that popnlous land,

shaking its cities into rniu
;
thunders and fiery

hail showered from the bursting crater, while the

land was shattered in all directions by an outbreak

of internal fires, soon quenched by the steaming

in-ruah of the immeasurable ocean. Down to the

depths that happy land (possibly in Peleg’s

time, “in whose days the earth was divided”),

sank suddenly, the smashed-up shell of a volcanic

crust, whereon those idolatrous millions so long,

perhaps so criminally, had lived, and fought, and

multiplied
;
and nothing thereafter soon remained

above the surface of that whelming waste of

billows but the summit, as we see it, of an ex-

tingniahed volcano thus sentinelled by its colos-

sean statues, mute witnesses to all succeeding

ages of the utter destruction that long ago

visited those idolatrous fire-worshippers, and

sank their country like a millstone to the bottom

of the sea. Is not all this written on the won-

derful carved rocks of that isolated Mystery in

the midst of the Pacific,—Easter Island ? And are

any of the statnes of Egypt, Greece, or Rome,

in our British Museum, equal in suggestive in-

terest to these rude colossi of the Polynesians ?

Martin P. Tuppek.

Value of Property, Worcester.—At a

sale last week two semi-detached villas, sitnate

in Chesnnt-walk, prodnoiug 411. ISs. per annum,

were sold to Mr. Thomas for 6001. Two similar

bouses adjoining the last lot, and producing 441.,

were sold to Mr. Thomas for 6401. Sir dwelling-

honses, situate at Diglis, and called “Willow-

terrace,” prodooing a rental of 621. Ss., were sold

to Mr. W. Z. Baker for 5701.

LAND SURVEYORS’ CHARGES.
A “Trustee” who needs the plan of an

estate writes, and many have written to ns
before to the same effect, a'-kiug what are the
settled charges of land surveyors. He says he
can get no precise answer, nor can he expect it

to such an inquiry. Unless he gives some par.

ticulars as to situation and extent of the farm
he mentions, ns well as the scale to which he
wishes the plan drawn, no one can tell him
the proper charge for making the survey.

Leaving out of question the cost of access to

the spot, a survey which would be dear at Is.

per acre in the open parts of Lincolnshire or

Leicestershire, might be cheap at 2?. or Ss. per
acre among the woodlands of Kent or Sussex, or

on the slopes of the Welsh bills. If he wishes
to know how cheaply his work can be done, he
had better insert an advertisement in onr pages
giving full particulars of his requirements. If

he is content with having his work well done at

a fair price, be should apply to some respectable

and well-known land agent or surveyor at the

nearest large town, who will give him the infor-

mation required. Our chief object in making
this note, however, is to say it would be advan-
tageous if the Institute of Surveyors were to

agree on a scale of charges, under various oir*

cumstances, and make it public.

OF DEFINITE PROPORTIONS OF LENGTH,
WIDTH, AND HEIGHT, TO EFFECT
ARCHITECTURAL HARMONY, OR SYM-
METRY, IN REFERENCE TO DISTRI-

BUTION OP SOUND.
” Di^cilttque Sj/mmetriarum qitentionei.”

YiTBCViva.

Vitruvius held that symmetry in architecture

resembles what nature has ordained in a well-

formed human body ; a union of parts wherein
each part combines with all other parts to a

good configuration of the whole. He adopts the

Greek name Harmonia only in reference to

sounds; bat concord of sounds, and concord of
substances, is by other Latin writers alluded to

in the same, or similar, terms. Thus, harmonia
corporis expresses a concord of substantial parts

;

and ad harmoniam canere is to effect concord of

Boonds. Modulatio is measure in music
;

corn-

modulatio, measure in architecture.

Vitruvius uses this word commodulaiio

;

and
in reference to it he names exact proportions of

I

length and width in different buildings; but his

rules are not precisely applicable to modern

I

structures.

Some thirty years ago I arrived at the con-

viction that the leading proportions of Lichfield

Cathedral, in the thirteenth century, were each

a multiple of 8 ft.; the number eight having

been then, for ages, considered the Christian

mystical number. I have also read somewhere,

that in Notre Dame de Paris, certain heights and
widths are each a multiple of 7 ft.; and that the

length of the transept and the height of the

great tower are each a multiple of 12 ft. Again,

it is said that .the length of Notre Dams de

Rbeims, and that of Chartres Cathedral (the

largest church in France), are each a multiple

of 12 ft.
5

and that the same number was
attended to in the first plan of Cologne Cathe-

dral
;
but on the whole the information obtained

about these churches is incomplete.

The following rules are based on the forces of

the squares of the numbers 2, 3, 4, and 5 :

—

First.—In the series 3, 4, 5, the square of five

is well known to be equal to the snm of the

squares of the other two numbers added together.

Secondly.—In the series 2, 3, 5, the square of

five is only one less than twice the sum of the

squares of the other two numbers added together.

Thirdly.—In the series 2, 4 5, the square

of five is to the squares of the other two num-

bers added together as five to four; and more*

over, in the series 2, 3, 4, and the series 4, 7, 9,

the square of the greatest number, in each case,

is to the sum of the squares of the two smaller

numbers added together very nearly as five to

four.*

Rules of Proportion.

The width being in all cases greater than the

height, and the height varying from 21 to 30 per

• A peculiarity of the series 4, 7, 9, is, that the square

of four (as height) is precisely a quarter of the combined

measures of 7 and 9 (as length and width). In any such

series as 1, 2, 3j or 2, 3, 6; or 3, 4, 7, and so on, the

measure of the greatest number is, in each case, equal to

the combined measures of the two smaller numbers, and

its square is only one less than twice the sum of their

squares added together.
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cent, of the combined meaenres of length and
width. The smaller the room the greater is the
proportion of height reqnired.

Class 1. The square of the length is eqaal to
the sum of the squares of height and width
added together, or nearly so.

Class 2. The square of the length is equal to
twice the sum of the squares of height and
width added together, or nearly so.

Class 3. The square of the length is to the
sum of the squares of height and width added
together as five to four, or nearly so.

EXAMPLES.
Class 1,

Proportions.

Height 12 .,

Width 31 ..

Length 21'2

Height 20
Width 80
Length 36

Height .24

Width 63
Length 70'7 ..

Height 61
Width 88
Length lOO

Squares
of Proportions.

Length 34-3 1

Length 61

Height 34 1.156
Width 62

Length 100

Length 100

Height .40

Width 80
Length 100

Height 44-3
.

Width 777 .

Length 100 .

Height 4875 .

Width 76
Length lOO

3 five to four, the proportions required

Examples of Rooms, Theatres, and Halls.

Ifc has been more than once stated that the
Theatre of the lioyal Institution of London is
almost perfect for a single speaker. Its dimen-
sions of height, width, and length, are nearly
30 ft., 45 ft., and 60 ft.

j and, therefore, nearly
in relation to one another at 2, 3, and 4. If the
height were only 9 in. less than 30 ft., the pro-
portions of the theatre would correspond almost
accurately to the requirements of the foregoinf?
rule for Class 3.

The Free Trade Hall in Manchester is said to
be admirably adapted for musical performances,
and for public speaking. It is 135 ft. long, 78 ft.

wide, and 52 ft. high. If it were 132 ft. 7 in.,

instead of 135 ft. long, the proportions of the
hall wonld conform strictly to the foregoing rule
for the second class.

A new room in Edinburgh is named as one
remarkably successful for music. Its propor-
tions are 36 ft., 48 ft., and 90 ft. If the room
were 36 ft. high, 52 ft. 6 in. wide, and 90 ft. long,
its proportions would be such that the square of
the length would be only a trifle less than twice
the sum of the squares of height and width added
together, as required by the second rule.

There are various accidents to proportion
which may completely mar it. Some such are
the introduction of a gallery, or the place of an
organ. In the year 1840, Canon Ryder having
taken much interest in a large ground plan of
mine, made to illustrate the advantages of
restoring the arrangements of Lichfield Cathedral
as ordained at the completion of the Reforma-
tion, he and I made experiments on the diffusion
of sound throughout the church. On one
occasion, he stood near the east end of it, while
I stood at the west door, and thus placed, we
were able to converse in a moderate tone of
voice. The aisle of the north transept has since
been blocked up with a large organ

j
and now a

confusion of sound is heard in the nave, when
men either read, or sing, in the choir.

586-64
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On All-Saints Day, 1869 (when there were but
very few saints in the nave), I could, at the west
door, clearly distinguish a ringing in the organ-
pipes, while the sub-chanter was reading the
Epistle for the day, south-east of the organ, and
speaking towards it. When the Gospel for the
day was read, no such ringing could be dis-
covered

5 the reader, of course, standing north of
the Lord’s table.

Again, some few years ago, when a large
assembly of choristers met in Lichfield Cathe-
dral, the day being fair, one of the south
windows of the church was opened. Service
had commenced when I entered the close on the
south side; and the singing was to my ear so
loud, that I fancied it must be over-loud at the
west door. But at this door the choristers were
indistinctly heard : the wave of sound from the
organ carried, or rather drove, their voices out of
the church southwards, and compelled them to
” waste their sweetness on the desert air.”

It is now the fashion to rail against Wyatt’s
alteration of Lichfield Cathedral

; but assuredly
bis design for the position of an organ in free

It is undeniable that the instru-

ectiOD, over it, and around it
;
and that

5Companying the human voice, they
irry the voice without obstruction to the
Conseqnently, in Lichfield Cathedral,

James R.vwson, M.D.

THE PROPOSED NATIONAL OPERA
HOUSE.

In the second edition of the Opera and the
'ress, now published, Mr. Gruneisen says :

—

“ What

sides of which will be grouped the clergy-house
and schools, forming a cloistered court, on the
south side of which is the church. Internally
the plan is simple : ifc consists of a lofty nave
with narrow aisles

; centre lantern, vaulted
;
and

shallow north and south transepts, which do not
appear on plan, but form a striking feature in
the interior

j a spacious chancel, also vaulted,
without aisles, with sacristies on the north side.
The chancel includes the centre crossing. The
arrangement of the east end is similar in idea to
the church of St. Cross, Winchester, and to
RomseyAbbey, in its double grouping. The altar
is not placed against the east wall, but is isolated,
with its reredos some 10 ft. from ifc. The wall,
from the floor to the height of 17 ft., is per-
fectly plain. Above this there are two subjects in
mosaic, in Maw’s material, representing the Ado-
ration of the Magi, and the Entry into Jerusalem.
The vaulting, which is plain quadrupartite, with
moulded stone ribs and brick filling in, has an
extra rib starting from the centre of the east
wall, thus dividing it into two bays as before
mentioned, which contain broad lancet windows
deeply splayed : this arrangement is continued
on the north and south sides of the chancel, as
are also the mosaic decorations. The vaulting
under the crossing rises considerably higher to
the centre, where there is a circular well-hole
for the passage of bells. The north and south
transepts are respectively barrel-vaulted with
stone ribs. The organ is placed in the south
transept, on a raised loft. The choir is stalled
on the north and south, with six return stalls on
the west. A dwarf stone wall, with a high
metal screen, separates the chancel from the
nave; which is of five bays in length. The arcade,
of moulded brick, has clustered columns of stone,
with carved caps and moulded bases, the centre
shaft being of red brick. A good wall space for
decoration is left between the arcade and the
bottom string-course of the clearstory

j the latter
is nearly of the same height as the arcade, and
consists of a large circular window filled with
plate tracery placed over two short lancets, the
whole placed within a wide-containing aroh
deeply splayed. Above this rises the roof of a
bold and good character of the trussed rafter

forcBbadowed iu the first edition of the
ana me Preu is to be a reality. There will be a
lal Opera House, co-operating with an Italian enter-
and there will be an extended repertory, which will
ise the productions of composers of all couutries. 80 ^ . -, ,, , ,
school of acting and singing m»y be combined! to ^7?®) Curved principals and moulded and
tbe fullest enconragement to native talent. The i

chamfered tiebeams, and wind braces. The

. b.°n' I

The
ipeculative j.>int-Btoek company, and the enterprise will

nave is occupied by a large
.rvt ho in tbe hands of operatic traders. The capital will

' wheel window. The design consists of an inner
.. 9

,
and sufficient to carry on the

^ • .......
which must necessarily elapse before a
can be thoroughly organised and tra.uo... Aucieua - - - - - -

no lack of fine voices in this country. Now, unfortunately,
!

arcade of fonr lofty Stilted arches, enclosing four
tbe musio halls are absorbing ability which, properly

’

drilled and directed, would suffice for the formation of a
working troupe."

Further on he writes,

—

" The great want in this country is a National Opera
House co-operating with an Italian establishment. It can
bo tested when this deficiency is supplied—when this dis-
graceful gap )B filled up, when we cun point with pride to
such a representation of the lyric drama of all schoola sa i

“ j . • .
-

o.n be L,ed on . perm.nlnt e.t.bli.bn,o„t!fSh“ I
artiatio manner

;

but one style of music which will satisfy the
' arcs-boutant springing from little corbelled

' shafts, at intervals, to the main arcade of the

lancet windows. In the spandrels of this arcade
are three circular gunk panels, filled in with
diaper patterns; below this the wail is perfectly
plain.

The aisles, which are nnusully narrow, are
windowlesa, in conseqneoce of the close proximity
of adjacent buildings. The wall space is treated

there i

fashionable frequenters of an Italian opera-house. But
combined action, in a management on the mulnal prin-
ciple, in securing for all classes of the community the
execution of music of the master minds, as well as of
works specially written to show ofi’thepriwe donne for tbe
time being, we may anticipate art advancement in this
country. The Opera House for the purposes described
will be built; the enterprise will be undertaken con-
scientiously, with ample means to carry it out for a term
of years."

INVERNESS CATHEDRAL.
We give in our present number a plan of the

cathedral recently completed in Inverness.
Next week we shall publish farther illustrations
of it, and a fall account of the building.

ST. COLUMBA’S CHURCH. HAGGERSTON.
This very noticeable church stands in the

Kingsland-road.immediately adjoining the Shore-
ditch Workhouse. It is built entirely of brick,
with stone bands and dressings

;
is 160 ft. long

and 82 ft. iu height to the ridge
;
height being

made imperative by the adjacent block of build-
ing belonging to the Union. It was designed
and superintended by Mr. James Brooks, archi-
tect, and was built by Mr. W. Henshaw, at the
cost of from 9,0001. to 10,0001., accommodating
1,200 persons.
The east end of the building abuts on the main

thoroughfare, Kingsland-road, where the chief
entrance is situated, through a picturesque gate-
way surmounted with a high-pitched and hipped
roof, pierced with two dormer windows, which
light the upper sacristy. This archway leads
into a qnadrangle, on the north and east and west

church, divide it into panels, which will be
eventually filled with subjects in mosaic. At the
west end of the north aisle is the baptistery,
which takes the form of a large projecting tran-
sept, the nave arcade being continued across.

It is lighted by laucefc-windows in the north side.

In this baptistery the two principal doors of the
church open

;
there is another doorway in the

north transept, which is used only as a means of
exit.

The exterior is very plain, relying solely on its

breadth of treatment and its outline. The tower
is only temporarily roofed with a pyramidal tile

covering, just above the main roofs of the
church. The east end towards the Kingsland-
road is a little more ornate : the two broad lan-
cets in this gable are recessed, and placed under
gabled strings, which are surmounted at the
apex with a carved finia!

j between these win.
dows is a massive buttress, in the upper part of
which, under a stone canopy, stands a figure of
St. Columba, the first abbot of Iona. On each
side of this, below the lancets, are sculptured
subjects, representing scenes from his life. The
upper part of the gable is pierced with a large
circular wheel, with seven foliations, and three
smaller quatrefoil openings, and is flanked by
buttresses, terminating in pinnacles with stone
finiala : a large stone cross crowns the apex of
this gable. Adjacent buildings hide very much
the rest of the exterior, especially on the soath
and west sides. The principal feature, exter-
nally, is the lofty tiled roof of the nave, with its

clearstory, from which internally this very
striking church derives most of its light.
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MB. OWEN JONES, ABOHITEOT,
Author of " The Grammar of Ornament."

ST. ANDEEW’S CATHEDEAL CHUECE, INTERNESS.
Plan.
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THE CHURCH OP ST. COLUMBA, KINGSLAND ROAD, LONDON. Mb. James Bkooks, Abciiitect.
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THE PARISH CHURCH OF ALL SAINTS,
LATHBURY, BUCKS.

This church has lately been re-opened, after

undergoing considerable repairs. The chancel
was restored some years back under the direc-

tion of Mr. Hussey. The church contains
features of great interest, and is believed to have
originally consisted of a western tower, and
narrow nave and chancel. Now, however, it

presents a western tower, pure Norman below,
transitional Norman above; a clearstoried nave,
flanked by a transitional Norman arcade, on the
south side, and by a Decorated arcade on the
north ; a south aisle, with Norman door, and
Decorated windows and porch

;
a north aisle and

chancel of Decorated style throughout. The
roofs are of late date, very lowpitohed,and masked
by heavy battlemented parapets, except in the
case of the chancel. Several interesting disco-

veries have been made during the progress of the
works, Buoh as a Norman window over the south
arcade, an arched entrance and stairs to the
rood-loft, a low window in the north-west corner
of the chancel, and a fragment of intricate

Norman carving in the south-east pier of the
nave. The church has long been noted for its

frescoes throoghont the nave and aisles. The
internal appearance of the church is much
altered by the substitution of new fittings

instead of high pews, «feo. : the walls have been
strengthened, and the porch almost rebuilt, with
a new roof. A carved font, standing upon an
encaustic tile pavement, was a special gift.

The woodwork lias been executed by Fresh-
water, of Bedford

;
and the general repairs by

Shackahafc, of Newport Pagnell
;

under the

direction of the architect, Mr. E. J. Tarver.

CARRIAGE-WAY PAVEMENT v.

MACADAMISING.
SiK,—The qaestion of carriage-way pavement

requires, I think, to be better understood by those

most interested in the matter,—I mean the large

body of ratepayers.

About thirty years back, the prevailing opinion

among the commissioners of paving, their sur-

veyors, and, indeed, the general public, was that

the larger the stones used, the sounder and better
the pavement wonld be, and the longer it would
last. But those two great teachers, time and
experience, have now brought us to know better,

and the wide stones have been condemned in the

City, Sonthampton-row, and varioos other places

for many years; and, in their stead, stones 3 in.

in width substituted. 1 feel sure, from a very
long and practical experience, tbac- these stones
are by far the best, there being less friciion, less

noise, and better foot-hold for the horses
;
but all

carriage-way paving ought to be laid on a bed of
concrete, as that cannot work up through the
joints, however great the traffic may be.

What I wish particularly to impress on the
minds of the different paving boards is the great
waste of the ratepayers’ money which is made,
from time to time, by continuing the process of

macadamising the public streets and roads. In
illustration of this take the following example :

—

1 should say the paving in Cheapside, Fleet-

street, Holborn, and other thoroughfares of equal
traffic, would be on the average reduced in depth
about 1 in. in ten years

;
bat if the same stone,

—

Or Goernsey stone, which is much harder,—should

be broken and spread on the roadway, then the
wear would be in ten years from 18 in. to

2 ft.
;
and the great difference between the

two is to be accounted for in this way.
In the macadamising you have the friction

of the wheels on the surface, and at the
same time the small stones are pressed and
rubbed against each other, until a great portion
of them becomes dust, which works on to the
surface in wet weather, or by the too free use of
the water-cart. But this cannot be the case with
paving, as there is but one friction on the sur-

face
;
and I dare say it will appear strange to

many of yonr readers to be told that the wood-
paving laid in Cheapside and other parts of
London some years back would last much longer
than broken Guernsey stone

; bat that was
proved to be the case, and facts are stubborn
things; and in confirmation of this statement
I beg leave to direct attention to the durability

of the present wood-paving in Cornhill and
elsewhere.

I wonld respectfully advise those paving boards
who are invested with the power to borrow
money, to avail themselves of the privilege, and
urge upon them to follow the good example set

them by the gentlemen of the St. Paocras Paving
Board, and two or three other parishes, by sub-
stituting paving for macadamising, if they wish
to prevent the accumulation of slush, reduce
their contractors’ bills for cleansing the streets,

and save the pockets of their fellow-ratepayers.
Lest my motive in writing to you sbonld be

misconstmed, I may perhaps be permitted to

state that I have no interest in the matter
beyond the wish to benefit my fellow-men,—if

within my power,—by giving them the result of

a long and varied experience.

One who has had Fifty Yeahs’
Practical Experience.

THE ENGINEERING WORKS OF THE
BOARD OF WORKS.

Sir,—The ruling spirit of the engineering
department, having achieved great successes for

the Board, from overwork of mind and body, a
short time since, became invalided, and leave of

absence was granted him for the purpose of re-

cruiting his health. Whereupon, it became
necessary that the chair thus vacated sbonld be
filled,—-and so it was.
The new broom, moving, no doubt, with

praiseworthy zeal, proceeds at once to sweep
clean, thereupon kicks np a great dust; find-

ing fault with everything that has been done
by the now dormant chief and his executives,

save and except that portion of the work which
bad been under his own immediate snpervision,

and which work is now declared the standard of
excellence, and below which nothing should be
allowed. The facta are briefly these. All sewer
works on the north side of the river have been
specified, contracted for, and worked out with
hard-picked stocks,—the inner ring, where sub-
jected to scour, beingof blue Staffordshire bricks,

which, in the opinion of the most experienced
engineers, architects, contractors, and builders,

is the best class of work for sewers
;
and they

are satisfied that works so constructed with best
Portland cement will last for centnries. But the
new chief goes in for the pretty, regardless cf
cost, and puts in such work as is seldom to be
found even in the fronts of most princely raan-
aions

;
the strength and durability of this class

of work over the other not being increased one
iota, whilst the cost of its production has been
absolutely doubled.

I should not have trespassed on your space to

this extent did I not regard it as a subject of
great importance, and one to which the attention

of the public ought to be earnestly directed
;
for

it is clearly one of two things,—either a class of
work has been admitted on one side of the water
under the Metropolitan Board of Works which is

absolutely inadequate to the requirements, or, if

it is all that can be desired as regards substan-
tiality, then they have sanctioned a most lavish

waste of public money on the opposite side of

the river to a spirit of engineering rivalry.

I enclose my card and address, and am,
A Ratepayer.

MANAGEMENT OP COMPETITIONS IN
GERMANY.

As it has of late been suggested that the
Institute of British Architects should take np
the question of public competitions, it may not
be uninteresting to note what has been done in

this direction by other countries. At the Con-
gress of German architects and engineers in

1868, the following ten rules were agreed to, and
ever since the public and profession in Germany
have been guided, we are told, by the principles

there laid down.
1. The jury must be chiefly composed of

architects.

2. The instructions must be approved by those

architects, whose names must be stated.

3. No juryman can in any way participate in

the proposed work.
4. Unnecessary drawings and details should

be avoided, and the required scale should be

stated.

5. If the intended outlay is named, the in-

struotions must state whether that sum will be
adhered to, or whether it is approximate only,

in which case the competitor may use his own
discretion.

6. A design will be excluded from the com-
petition if sent in too late, or is found to contain

considerable deviations.

7. The premiums must be awarded under all

ciroumatauces.

8. The varioos designs must be publicly ex-

hibited for a fortnight at least, and the report

of the jury must be published.

9. The premiated design becomes the property
of the client (or bnilding committee) only if

carried out.

10. The first premium must not be less than
the amount doe to an architect called in without
competition.

THE MATERIAL FOR STATUES.
I HAVE read with some interest the observa-

tions contained in recent letters in reference to

our London statues, and cannot help thinking
that, after all, the bronze statue for durability

and adaptability will hold its own ; its chief

defects are contained in the following few
sentences of Mr. Moore’s letter :

— “ What-
ever may be its original colour, &o., &o., soon
loses its original agreeable tint, and becomes the
most monotonous, melancholy, and disagreeable

tone that it is possible to conceive ; the statues

constantly reminding us of sweeps ;—not a clear,

transparent, lustrous black like marble, but a
dull, heavy hue that will not allow the light and
shade, even in our brighest days, to be seen
at a short distance, and obscuring all the details

and minor beauties which add so much to a
work of art.” This defect appears to me to

arise from the want of lustre rather than from
the colour of the material. To take a common
illustration, the ornaments on a stove, although
quite black, when well polished with black lead
will allow of the pattern of the ornament being
perfectly seen. lu imitation bronze figures, the

effect is produced by painting them of an olive

or dark brown colour, and wiping off or touching
the prominent parts, with bronze powder;
showing clearly that the fact of a bronze figure

having changed to a dark colour does not of

I

necessity render it disagreeable, so long as the
'

surface can be kept bright. And why could not

I

this be done by means of a periodical hard

I

brushing P Bronze is a material that would bear

I

the process
;
and if the prominent parts thus

I became of a lighter colour than the depths, we
. have then the effect so much sought after in all

imitations of bronze. Some of the bronze statues

in Trafalgar-square,—and that of George III. at

Charing-cross,—not long since were thoroughly
brightened up, but are now as black as ever.

Marble and stone statnes, of course, will not
bear the process I have suggested, as the tips

and prominent parts would become black. I
remember the lust time I saw the statue of

the Queen in front of Holyrood (Edinburgh),
before the new fountain was placed there,

she was undergoing the process of painting

;

and some years since it frequently fell to

my lot to blow the statue of Sir David Wilkie

(then in the entrance-hall of the National

Gallery) with a pair of bellows. Even then, by
the very uufrequent, though necessary, use of a
dusting-brush, his nose got nearly black, giving

Sir David a most sottish appearance. I believe

the statue in Cavendish-square has not been re-

placed
;

it was taken down a year or two ago, as

was slated, to be recast, at the expense of the
Duke of Portland, and the staging was left

standing as if for its re-erection
;

this was after-

wards cleared away, and I think no statue bat
that of Lord Bentinck can there be seen.

Spsaking or writing of statues, when will

a companion be found to George IV. in

Trafalgar-square ? It is a wonder that the

Duke of Kent, being the father of her
Mnjeety the Queen, has not been placed before

this time in a more prominent position. If

brought from within the railings, and placed

some 10 ft. or 12 ft. forward from its present

place, it would be an improvement. Can any of

your readers tell me when the dagger formerly

(as represented in old prints) in the hand of the

Achilles in Hyde Park, was removed ? For many
years he stood empty-handed ;

but within the last

few has been supplied with a formidable instru-

ment like a large oyster-knife. So with the iron

St. Georges on the gates at the Marble Arch.

They formerly held spears ;
now they content

themselves with shaking their fiats at the dragons
beneath their horses’ hoofs. Does not Richard

Cobden deserve a better statue than that at

Camden Town ? His trousers and coat are “ too

long and too loose,” requiring the sleeves to be
turned up considerably. Would not Living-

stone be more snitable to face Franklin, and
shift Lord Clyde to Trafalgar-square ? In these

auti-vacoination days, I suppose I dare not say a

word in favour of poor Jenner, or would suggest

the courtyard of Middlesex or some other me-
tropolitan hospital. Eff Dee.
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CHEAP MEALS FOE THE POOR.
A MEETING was last week held at the Cannon-

etreet Hotel, for the purpose of considering the
best means of providing cheap meals for the
poor daring the ensuing winter. The chair was
taken by Sir William Tito, M.P. Mr. Robinson
said he wished, in the first place, to disclaim any
commercial interest in the project he wished to
promote. His attention had been first attracted
to the snbject by the success of the cheap dining-
room for Anstralian meats in Norton Polgate,
where 1,000 working men obtained, at a very low
rate, a good and nutritions meal every day. He
had visited that establishment himself, had
tasted the food, and had been perfectly satisfied.

A resolution in favour of the object of the
meeting was carried.

It is proposed to establish kitchens and eating-
rooms in Poplar, the London Docks, Farringdon
Market, Westminster, Lambeth, and Bermondsey.
It is estimated that about 1,000?. will be re-

quired to provide the necessary premises and
fittings. Of this sum nearly 500?. have been
subscribed.

Besides the Norton Polgate establishment
alluded to by Mr. Robinson, another has been
opened in Islington. It is also said that the
acceptance which the Australian meat is finding
in its cooked form is rapidly stimulating the
sale of it uncooked. The savoury smell of the
Irish stew has formed a more cogent argument
than “opinions of the press,” and the advice of
the savatis. Hundredweights of the preserved
meat are now sold for pounds disposed of four
months ago by Mr. Tallernian, who introduced it.

;

Some specimens of beef have been imported
from South America by Messrs. G. F. Dickson
& Co., of Great Winchester-street-buildings.
The beef had been prepared for exportation by
Senor Maximo Terrano, an extensive landed pro-
prietor of Buenos Ayres. The process of pre-
paration is said to be exceedingly simple, and
the result neither the “jerk” beef of the West
Indies nor the “ charqui ” about which so mnch
has been said in recent discussions on the all-

important food question. The meat is simply
out from the carcass of the newly-slaughtered
animal, next steeped for twenty-fonr hours in

ordinary brine, and finally dried in the open air.

When dry it is fit for shipment, and it performs
the voyage to England in loose sacks, without
any other precaution or covering. The meat is

said to be in appearance very like the Hamburg
beef of the Italian warehouses, and quite equal
in succulence and flavour. It can be sold retail

in London at 3d. or 4d. a pound. It is sold
without bone, has plenty of fat, and would make
a first-rate pot-au-/eu, with carrots, cabbage, or
other vegetables.

CEMENT.
SiE,—At page 913, ante, your correspondent,

*‘W. W.,” asks “Does cement compress when
loaded into carts, &c. ? If so, when it is essential

the correct proportions of cement should be used,

would there bo no diminution of strength as
there is of bulk ? ” I beg to suggest, in reply

to “W. W.’s” first inquiry, “How much is a
bushel ? ” that an imperial bushel measure, duly
stamped, contains that quantity, or 2,218 cubical
inches

; and is applicable to seeds, grain, ground
lime, cement, &c., or those articles not sold under
the custom of heaped measure.

It is the practice at the various cement works
I have visited, to place a bushel measure under
the spout delivering from the sifting machine

j

when this is full to the brim, any excess in the
form of a cone on the top is struck off, and a
fair bushel filled into the sack or cask. Now, as

to loss of bulk, when the cement is ground, the
particles are covered with scales or feathers pro-

jecting, increasing considerably the space they
occupy at the first time of measuring.

These projecting particles are broken off when
the sack or cask is filled—the sacks being
thrashed,—the casks shaken and rammed until

they hold the quantity in the smaller space.
There may be unprincipled merchants in this

trade, but that is apart from the question. I was
a large consumer of Portland cement from 1854
to 1864: the earlier part of that time I found
great deficiencies in the quantities of cement
delivered as against that charged for

j subse-
quently, I purchased by weight,—a course now
generally adopted.

If the proportion or quantity of cement to be
used is specified, donbtless an engineer or archi-
tect considers he has a right to have his bushel
measure filled at the time of using or on the

work, and would refuse to entertaiu the plea
that it must not be filled because the material
had lost bulk in transit.

If the “ proper ” quantity of cement be ordered
to secure strength, and less be used, strength
will not be obtained. The means not being
equal to the end, the end cannot be attained.

Y.

COST OP THE MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS,
LIVERPOOL.

At a recent meeting of the Liverpool Town
Council, the cost of the Municipal Building, of
which we gave illnstrations some time ago, was
stated. It is rather large, and stands thns :

—

It was decided, after due consideration, to give
Messrs. Haigb & Co. a sum of money equal to
an advance of 988?. on the sum awarded by
the architect and surveyor, with whose award
their claim differed to the extent of 4,000?., and,
though not satisfied, they were bound by their
arrangement to accept this. Including this vote,
the cost of the building up to the present time has
been 126,4101. 78. 3d., exclusive of the land,
which cost about 323,900?. The total already
mentioned includes the cost of the fixtures, &o.,
which have been very expensive, because large
in quantity. The furniture, fixtures, gasfittings,
bells in the tower, the tower clock with its

expensive arrangements, and similar extras,
came alone to about 16,000?.

;
Messrs. Haigb’s

bill for fittings amounting to 12,431?. IBs. S^d.

THE INVENTOR OF THE
STEAM-ENGINE’S NAME,—NEWCOMEN,

OR NEWCOMIN ?

Folk were not particular in their spelling 200
years ago—notably so in the matter of surnames.
My family name, e.g., used to be spelled LycZsion,
though it is now rendered Lidstone by all but
one branch of the old stock. And, being desirous
to have Newcomin’s name printed correctly, I
examined the gravestones of his family, which
was located in Dartmouth for several generations,
and on all of them it was given—Newcomin, as
in my pamphlet reviewed in your last issue.

T. Lidstone.

HAND-RAILS.
For safety of aged or infirm persons I suggest

that the flights of stone steps outside our
modern villas should be provided with a hand-
rail on each side. They are very dangerous to
descend after dark by aged persons, and it is a
modern custom to dispense with them. I do
not know the reason why. Octogenarian.

LAW COURTS.
It is a most unfortnnate thing that this work—a matter which would have given employment

to hundreds,—should have been stopped : at a
time, too, when it would have been a real boon
to the working classes. Does the Chancellor of
the Excheqner, by the way, really imagine that
he will be able to a^iticipate taxes not due ? If
BO, he can little know the condition of 75 per
cent, of the community, who at present are all

but unable to pay taxes really due.

Inquirer.

A CONTRACT IN NOTTINGHAM.
Sir,—May I give an instance of contracting

in Nottingham. Last week tenders were in-

vited for 31 houses in Kirke White-street, Not-
tingham, for Mr. J. Abbott

J Mr. John Collyer,
architect.

At the appointed time tenders were sent in
from twelve different firms, myself being one of
the competitors. The following day I met the
architect, when he told me that the lowest
tender had been withdrawn, in consequence of a
mistake, so that I stood a good chance, but it

was not quite settled. I waited upon him last

Saturday, and was informed by him that they
had not yet settled who was to have the job.
He (the arohiteot) inquired of me whom I should
employ as sub-contractors, and named a stone-

mason and a painter. Finding I was willing to
employ them, he then told me that I was not
the lowest contractor, that Mr. Attenborow’s
contract was a little below mine, but if I could
alter my tender I should get the job. I refused
to do so, and came away, fully expecting that
Mr. Attenborow would get it. But such was not
the case, for on Monday the job was given to
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Mr. Vickers. As soon as I heard of it I applied
for a list of the tenders, and was handed the
office list to copy from, which was as follows :

—

Blundell £1,283 0 0
J. Smith 4,090 0 0
Sedgewick 3,910 0 0
Wool & Slight (second tender) 3,910 0 0
Tickers (accepted) 3,745 0 0
Messom 3,931 10 0
Slim 3,829 0 0
Boetocfc 3.832 0 0
Eushworth 3,807 0 0
Jelley 3,789 0 0
TutiD 3.769 10 0
Attenborow 3,767 0 0
Wool & Slight (withdrawn) 3,400 0 0

Having made the above copy, and carefully
looked over the list, I could plainly see that the
figures had been altei'ed opposite Mr. Vickers’s
name : the 7 had evidently been a 9, and the
4 a 2, making 3,925?. I turned to the arohi-

tect, and asked him if the figures had not been
altered. He replied that he bad taken the iron-

work out. I pointed out the altered figures,

the old ones being plainly visible, and told him
that 75?,, which is the price of the iron-work,
did not account for the alteration

;
and reminded

him that all the contractors would include the
provisional sum of 75?. for the iron-work.
Being thus pinned, he admitted that he had

allowed Mr. Vickers to alter his tender, and that
I had had the opportunity of doing so, if I had
chosen, bub would not ; and as I was not the
lowest, I had nothing to do with it ; but for all

that, he bad no doubt that I could do the brick-
work, for he had spoken to Mr. Vickers about
me. I told him that I would have nothing to do
with the matter; and, although I have no claim
upon the job, I consider that I owe a duty to

my brother tradesmen, and, though an unplea-
sant one, I must not shrink from it.

Nottingham. Tiios. Tutin.

PRE-MISES V. PREMISSES.
Sir,—The arguments of your correspondent

“ R” will not likely avail much, for the tide sets

in strongly for using the doable s in premisses,
“ arguments taken for granted.”

It is substantially the same word, in root,

derivation, and etymology, as premises, “ houses
and tenements;” bub convenience suggests this

distinction in spelling. Individually, I would
prefer to retain the verbal form, for the noun
pre-mise, as two syllables, like sur-mise; and in
the plural pre-mises, snr-miaes, for which we
have a strong analogy. A. H.

THE OPEN SPACE AT THE MANSION
HOUSE.

metropolitan board oe works.

At the last ordinary weekly meeting of the
members of the Metropolitan Board, a deputa-
tion from the council of the Royal Institute of
British Architects presented a memorial on the
advisability of preserving, as an open space, the
triangular piece of ground opposite the west
side of the Mansion House. The deputation was
introduced by Sir William Tite, M.P. Professor
Donaldson said the deputation was influenced
by no motives of criticism, but rather by feelings

of fellowship towards the members of the Board.
They had all seen the great improvements
brought about by the Board during the last few
years, and they now desired to draw attention
to the open space near the Mansion Hoase, and
prayed that it might be preserved, not only from
the fact that it would give to the public residence
of trhe chief magistrat^e of the city of London a
more appropriate and conspicuous aspect, but
from the fact, also, that it would be a great
public convenience. Indeed, had the plans of
Sir Christopher Wren been carried out, the pre-

sent memorial would have been unnecessary.
Charlotte-row and Bucklersbory were too narrow
for public convenience already, and if the space
referred to was bnilt upon, the inconvenience to

public traffic would be greatly increased. Sir

John Thwaitea said he had no doubt the deputa-
tion were inflaenced by motives of public con-
sideration, and assured the deputation that none
more than the members of the Board of Works
desired improvements in architecture. Indeed,
they had for some time impressed upon Parlia-

ment the necessity of improving the City. What
the deputation desired the Board also desired,

and ^fhile he endorsed the necessity of pre-

serving the open space, still he had no power to

move in the matter at present. After other

remarks, the question was referred to the Works
and General Purposea Committee.
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The obairman reported that the loan so far

had proceeded most satisfactorily, as they had
raised it under per cent., and he could not
but feel gratified that the question he had
agitated for nearly eleven years had been at-

tended with such advantages bo the public and
the ratepayers of the metropolis.

THE NEW WOEKHOUSE, HERTFORD.
At a recent meeting of the Local Board of

Guardians, the clerk read the following letter

from the Poor-law Board :

—

' ‘ Poor-law OlBce, 22nd November, 1S(39.

Bis,—I am directed by the Poor-law Board to acknow-
ledge the receipt of your letter of the 3rd instant, in which
you request their sanction to the guardians ofthe Hertford
Union raising a I'urther sum of 3,OOOL to pay any Usance
that may bo due in respect of the erection of a new work-
house above the amouot for which it was contracted to be
built, in consequence of an error having been discovered
in the quantities taken out by the guardians' architect. 1
am directed to inquire why this error and default was not
brought by the guardians under the notice of the Board at

the time of its discovery.

The Board also request to be informed whether the con-
tract with Mr. Norris was entered into after the receipt of
tenders, all made upon the basis of the quantities errone-
ously taken out by Mr. Peck, and without reference to
such other tenders.—I am, &c ,

A. Flbming, Secretary.
Mr. Thomas Sworder, Clerk to the Hertford

Guardians."

After some discussion, the clerk was directed

to reply to the letter of the Poor-law Board,
referring them to the letter from the guardians
of the 3rd of November, and ttating that the
guardians expected to receive Mr. Trollope’s

report in a week.
The Rev. L. Deedes said Mr. Trollope’s in-

structions were simply to measure the work,
but be had told him (Mr. Deedes) privately that
the house was well built, and that he did not see
any fault with the work.

A NEW NORTHERN ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

A MEETING of architectural students was held
in Newcastle last week, aud a society formed for

the purpose of enabling the members to advance
themselves in all matters appertaining to the
study of the architectural and collateral pro-

fession. The following members were enrolled

and officers elected :—Mr. W. L. Newcombe,
president

j Mr. W. S. Hicks, vice-president

;

committee,—Messrs. Thornhill, Oliver, Morton,
and Thompson

; ordinary members,—Messrs. C.

Hall, W. Bedlington, M. Reed, and J. H. Robinson
j

honorary secretary and treasurer, Mr. Joseph
Oswald. It is called “ The Northern Archi-
tectural Students’ Society.”

There is already one “Northern” society.

Why do not the students join that ? These
infinite divisions are wasteful and weakening.

LADIES’ SANITARY ASSOCIATION,
MANCHESTER.

The annual meeting of the Manchester and
Salford Ladies’ Sanitary Association has been
held at the Town-hall, King-street. Mr. Hugh
Birley, M.P., occupied the chair, and there was a
numerous attendance.

The Rev. C. Keeling (the honorary secretary)

read the report, which stated that the associa-

tion was formed to direct the attention of ladies

interested in the welfare of the poor to the great
need for sanitary reform, and to attempt some-
thing in the way of woman’s work in comfortless
and lost homes. In November, 1867, the special

mission agency was started, aud a mission woman
engaged to visit the lowest districts, under the
supervision of the committee. This was now the
chief work of the association, and that upon
which the committee had to report. The mission
woman in her visits from house to bouse was
directed, first, to give instruction upon the com-
mon laws of health, and kindly to draw attention
to the want of cleanliness and ventilation, and to

provide, where desirable, disinfectants aud other
simple remedies for bad air. If the poor were
better housed, there would be need for home
sanitary influence, so long as the two great caases
of moral degradation were at work,—ignorance
and drunkenness. During this year the mission
woman bad been engaged in the parishes of
Collyhurst and Red Bank. Although there were
no stories to tell of wonders worked, still the
minds of the people had been roused to a sense
of the terrible consequences of the bad smells
and filthy surroundings, which they too often

regarded as necessary evils. She considers that

drunkenness is one of the greatest hinderanoes to

a proper observance of sanitary laws. The
report was adopted, and it was resolved, “ that
considering the wide prevalence of intemperance
and other causes of social aud moral degrada-
tion, this asaooiation sees every reason for going
on with increased vigour in the work of home
sanitary reforms.” The meeting pledged itself

to support the suggestion made in the report
to endeavour to acquire funds in order to have
another sanitary mission woman appointed.

THE OXFORD DRAINAGE SCHEME.
The Local Board intend applying to Parlia-

ment for powers to take otherwise than by agree-
ment 300 acres of land in the parish of Radley,
the property of Sir George Bowyer, and 300
aores in the parish of Nuneham Conrtney, the
property of the Rev. W. Vernon Harcourt, for

the purposes of carrying out the drainage of the
city. It is understood, that although power will

be taken to obtain 600 acres, not more than 300
will actually be required for the utilisation of

the sewage; and that endeavours will be made
to obtain land by private contract, if possible, the
application to Parliament being only a provi-

sional and precautionary measure. On the por-
tiou of the land selected a pumping-station will

be erected, for the purpose of pumping up the
sewage, and thence distributing it by carriers

over the surface of the laud. The effluent water,
after purification, will be led through pipes into

the river Thames,
The committee, as far back as May, 1869,

resolved that “ the principle of excluding all

rainfall from the sewers should be adopted as far

as practicable.” Since then Lieub.-Col. Ewart,
who was appointed by the Home Secretary to

inquire into “ the plans for the drainage of the
several towns situated in the valley of the
Thames, with a view to the purification of that

river,” has reeommeuded the adoption of the
“separate system” of drainage in the towns of

Oxford, Windsor, Eton, and Abingdon.

STATUE OF THE LATE EARL OF DERBY.

We bear with much satisfaction that it is

proposed to erect a statue of the late Earl of,

Derby; but instead of presenting it to the

Carlton Club, as is suggested, where few of the

public would have the opportunity of seeing it,

surely it should be placed in some conspicuous

spot, say St. James’s-square ;
and attached to

it should be an appropriate pedestal, with

relievi, of some telliug incidents of his life,

and let the architect as well as the sculp-

tor be consulted, so as to render it a work
worthy of the present age, and as an example
of what a pedestal should be in addition to the

statue.

Hitherto there has been a great lack of judg-

ment in this country shown as to such matters,

totally different from what is acoompliahed in

foreiga.8tate3. There would be no lack of sub-

BcriptiouB towards suoh a work. It cannot be

expected the public will subscribe to present a

statue to the Carlton Club.

Since this was written, it has been intimated

that the committee have adopted what is ob-

viously the proper course, aud will seek a public

site for the statue.

THE STAGE.

“ Morden Grange ” is the title of Mr.

Barnand’s drama at the Queen’s Theatre, a

drama founded on Mr. Mark Lemon’s novel,

“ Wait for the End.” The morning papers have

scarcely dealt fairly with it
;
but we shall not be

surprised to see it in the bills for some time to

come. There are plenty of incidents, two or

three strong situations, and some very effective

scenery. It requires cutting (How can you get a

piece without cutting ? asks a joking friend hard

by), and a little wedging together, and when this

has been done it will intereac many an i udienoe.

Mr. Ryder has one good opportunity, and uses it

finely; and Mr. F. Matthews, Miss Pauncefort, and

Mias Henrietta Hodson give effective aid; nor will

we omit under that head Mr. W. Belford, who
plays the inevitable detective. Some very elabo-

rate aoenery has been prepared for it by Mr. G.

,

Gordon and Mr. W. Phillips; some of it, indeed,

almost too elaborate, considering the very short

time during which it is seen ;
the exterior of

Wray’s Mill, for example, at the commencement
of the second act. The first scene of all,

Riverside Farm, is a built-up landscape of con-
siderable merit

;
the Drawing-room in Morden

Grange is very agreeable in design and tone.
The Hall of tlie Grand Central Hotel is very
cleverly constructed, but is a little marred by
the recollection of the same staircase in the
“ Turn of the Tide,” seen for so many scores of
nights. The red covering should, at any rate,
have given place to one of another colour. Be
this as it may, all who like the sensational and
realistic drama of the day will find plenty to
interest them in the mysteries of “ Morden
Grange.”

AN ABATTOIR FOR NEWCASTLE-UPON-
TYNE.

The batchers of Newcastle, incorporated
under the title of the “ Freehold Butchers’
Company,” have erected in a suitable situation

a large abattoir, The new buildings consist of
sevenceen separate slaughter-sheds, with cor-

responding stabling for cattle, cart-sheds, and
other conveniences. At the entrance of the
premises a gate-house has been erected, and
various storerooms are immediately adjacent to
this. The slaughter-sheds vary from 35 to 50
square yards in area, the cattle-sheds being
about one-balf of these areas. The height to
the beams in the slaughter-sheds is 14 ft., and
to the apex of the roof, 22 ft. The roofs are
covered with pantiles, laid without mortar, and
in addition to a continnous trellis-work filling

in the tympanum of the internal gables between
each shed, unglazed windows of large size are
placed opposite to each other, in which are in-

serted upright iron bars for protection, while
on the inside window-shutters are provided for

when required. The floors are laid in cement,
with channels and inclines running towards the
doorways; and in each slaughter shed a small
blood-tank is provided, the contents of which
are removed by specially constructed carts, at
periodical hoars of the day, no refnse-heap being
permitted on the premises. The whole of the open
avenue spaces are cemented, with iuoliued slopes

and channels running towards the gully-grates.

The cost of the undertaking has been over 5,0001.,

and already the premises are rented by forty

butchers, as frequently two, three, or four

butchers use the same shod at different times.

Mr. T. Oliver was the architect.

KEENE’S CEMENT AND PAINT.

Sib,—

I

t would not be seetaly that we, the manufac-
turers ol Keene's Cement, should enter into a controversy

in your columns with the manufacturer of another cement.

W© confine ourselves to saying that that firm (unioteu-

tioually, no doubt) states wbat is inaccurate in their letter

about Keene's Cement.
" Clerk of Works " is probably correct in defining the

cause of the failure complained of to be dampyiess; and,

indeed, a somewhat lengthened experience shows us that

paint is liable to be thrown oil' these hard cements when
they are laid on a backing of green Portland Cement

If the under coat, whether of Portland Cement or other
material, be bon© dry, the overlaying cement may be
painted without risk. J. B. W'hitb, Beothbks.

GRANITE COLUMNS.
SiB,—Your correspondent signing himself *' J. B." in

your last impression, states that he never saw " holes

drilled thruUgb granite columns from end to end excepting

where provision for gas pipes is necessary." Allow me to

state that when a column is required, say 13 ft. or 14 ft.

long, such culumu would be in three stones, a hole would
be Orilled through each stone, and screwed up in the lathe

with a bolt through them
;
this, I find, is a general custom,

having myself seen it done.
'Ihe words “ perleclly smooth,” which I used in my

letter in reference to the beds or joints, and to which jour

correspobdent objeots, are words which convey the greatest

meamiig in the most simple form, as all inexperienced

persons are better able to understand these words than if

I had used the term ‘‘ fine axed." William Chosb.

FOREIGN JOINERY.

SiBj—Jly attention has been drawn to a letter in your
paper of lUe 4tli instant, signed ” W. H. Lascefies," re-

specting the windows supplied to the now St. Thomas’s
Hospital, in which that gentleman states he has seen the

memorandum in your previous impression, that some of

the joinery was made iu {Sweden ; and also remarks that

he, too, has executed a large order for vrindows for the

same building.

Now, I have not the slightest wish to rob Mr. Las-

oelles of any credit due to him in the execution of his

order for these windows, but 1 must be allowed, very em-
phatically, to contradict the last paragraph in his letter

as not being in acordauce with the actual facts of the case.

He says, alter referring to your remarks, that from the

inquiries you haU youraplf made at the hospital, you were
able to state that the work was obtained at less coat than

it could bo produced for in this country
;
that the Swedish

house bad “estimated" against him for the second and
largo order he has received, and "lost it.” Now, the

truth of the matter is this. Mr. Ekmau, the proprietor of
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the jaioery >rorka at Btockholm, has really obtained the
order for the whole of the windows for which he did esti-

mate, and the reason why he allowed a considerable quan-
tity of windows to pass him, was because he feared, from
the great size of some of them, there would be much
difGculty in procuring a ressel for their transport, with
sniBciently large hatchways to take iu the goods without
damage; and in the case of the “second and larger
order," of which Mr. Lascelles speaks, I have simply to
say that the order was first ^it>en to Air. Ekman, uithout
hii preparing any ettimale at all, but his reasons for not
accepting it, it is not necessary to name here. I think,
however, the fact speaks for itself, that there must be some
advantage in either price, or quality, or both, in having
the windows prepared abroad, otherwise he would not
have had the order sent to him without competition,

H. Atkinsok,
Agent to F. J. Ekman, Stockholm.

*,* With this the correspondence may end.

THE STEEET BY THE MANSION HOUSE.
Although a profound admirer of Shakspeare, I must

differ with “ W. H." as to the propriety of calling the
new street after the name of the immortal bard. A grove
or park would belter claim the title. Allow me to suggest
“ Whittiugton-street

;
” Sir Richard lived hard by, on

College Hill, I believe. p, p.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Victoria Park, N.E.—The new oharch to be

built near Victoria Park-road will be ctommenced
early in the new year. It ia designed by Mr.
Wigginton, will accommodate 750, and cost,
with tower and spire, 5,500i.

Islington.—A new church, to be dedicated to
St. John the Baptist, is to be erected in Cleve-
land-road. It will accommodate 800, and will
cost 4,000i. The architect is Mr. W. Wigginton.

Saxby (Lincolnshire).—The church here has
been re-opened, after having been closed for
some time for repair. Originally built and used
as a mortuary for the Earls of Scarborough, it

was fitted in the style in vogne in the last cen-
tury for similar structures. The seats have now
been altered in accordance with modern ideas.
They are entirely of old oak, somewhat elabo-
rately panelled. Out of a gigantio pulpit and
sounding-board, and the caived mouldings be-
longing thereto, a screened vestry at the west
end, a reading-desk, and new pulpit have been
constructed. The vestry will also serve as a
baptistery. The small apse forming the ohancel
lias been decorated with paint and gilding. The
work has been done by local handicraft. The
designs for the alterations and decorations were
furnished by Mr. Nevill, of London, and some of
the painting immediately over the altar was
executed by that gentleman.

Tewkesbury.—A meeting of subscribers to the
fund for the restoration of the Abbey Church
baa been held in the vestry, to consider what
steps were necessary to be taken, if any, with
reference to the Abbey Church restorations.
Mr. G. G. Scott, B..A., and Mr. Skidmore, of
Coventry, were present. The chairman stated
that subscriptions to the amount of 3,0002. could
be confidently relied upon. Mr. W. E. Dowdes-
well had suggested that Mr. Scott should be
asked to furnish an estimate of some part of
the work, which might be executed with the
funds at the command of the committee,
and which, when done, would be complete. It
was bis opinion that a commencement should
be made, otherwise subscriptions would be lost,

and the funds, instead of increasing, would grow
smaller. It appeared to be the general opinion
that the choir would be the best part to begin
on, as being the grandest as well as the most
useful part of the church. Mr. Scott said that
if that was done he should advise that the nave
be temporarily fitted up for service; that the
whole of the galleries and other obstructions be-
tween the choir and nave be removed

;
the entire

length of the structure be opened up from end
to end ; the organ placed in one of the tran-
septs

;
and all deficiencies occasioned by these

removals be made perfect, so that one specific

part of the work should be completed. He
should be able in a short time to present an esti-

mate of the cost of this, and tenders might be
obtained, so that the committee might know the
amount of liability before beginning. The prac-
tical result of the meeting was that estimates
for the restoration of the choir, and for other
sections of the work, are to be furnished, and
an immediate effort made to obtain sufficient
funds to complete one of them (the choir if

possible) and that the work be then at once
commenced.

north Ormesby.—The new church at North
Ormesby has been consecrated by the Arch-
bishop of York. It is dedicated to the Holy
Trinity, and is situated in the Market-place, the
site, and also a donation of 3002., having been

presented by Mr. J. 8. Pennyman. The style of
architecture ia Early English, from the designs of
Mr. W. White, of London

; and the contractor
for the work was Mr. A, King, of North Ormesby,
builder. Messrs. Headman did the brickwork,
Mr. T. C, Taylor the stone-work, and Mr.
Uuthank the painting. The contract estimate
was 1,6002., but the total cost will be about
2,0002. The church is built of the common brick
of the district, relieved with coloured bricks, in
patterns at the gables, and with stone-work in
the windows. The bnildiog oonsiats of a simple
nave and aisle, with a porch on the north side.

The south aisle has not been built, but will be
added when required. The interior is not re-
lieved with carving of any kind, except plain and
shallow mouldings at the capitals of the pillars.

The roof is heavy and strong, and the chancel
contains stalls for thirty choristers, besides seats
for the priests. It is divided from the body of
the church by a low wooden screen. The east
window is of five lights. Sitting accommodation
ia provided for 450 persons, in open seats of
stained and varnished deal. The pulpit and
reading-desk are also of deal. Heat is supplied
from a hot-air apparatus furnished by Messrs.
Blake & Co., of Coventry, and the gasfittings by
the North Ormesby Gas Company.

Maidstone.—The chapel which has been re-
cently added to the main building of the Church
of England Female Penitentiary has been opened.
The architect is Mr. Arthur Blomfield, and the
addition has been accomplished at a cost of
about 1,4002. The dimensions of the chapel
are 45 ft. by 18 ft. A kind of gallery, con-
structed at the end of the chapel, and commu-
nicating on a level with the dormitories, will
give any of the siok inmates an opportunity of
attending service without the trouble and fatigue
of entering by the staircase entrance, and taking
their seats with the general body of the hearers.
A doorway at the front of the building leads on
to the c^japel staircase. The ground floor im-
mediately beneath the chapel ia used for kitchens
and other domestic offices. The building was
commenced in the spring, and some of the in-

terior work was only finished on the day before
the opening. The chaplain, the Rev. G. B.
Howard, states that during the whole of the
time the workmen have performed their labour
in a very quiet and respectable manner, with an
entire absence of drinking and swearing.

Anstey.—The pariah church of Anstey “ is in a
deplorable condition,” cracked, broken, alto-

gether in a state of disrepair. But it is difficult

to find where the responsibility rests. The living

belongs to Christ’s College, Cambridge, which
would probably contribute to the work of restora-
tion. The landowners are non-residents, and
the population, who nnmber about 530, are mostly
very poor. A letter addressed to the rector, the
Rev. T. T. Sale, by Mr. W. Butterfield, the archi-
tect, gives a general view of the state of the
church. He says:

—

“ I bsTe examined carefully and made plans of the
church at Anstey. It is one of Tcry unusual character
and interest, but ia now in a deplorable condition. It
requires in some parts very substantial repairs and re-
building. The south wall of the south transept, the south-
east angle of the chancel, and the walla of the tower, are
very seriously cracked. The external stonework of many
of the windows, doorways, and porch is so much decayed
as to require to be entirely renewed. Drains, gutters, and
stack-pipes are urgently required. The above works press
for attention.
The church has been much defaced, and its proportions

sltogether dea(royed by some works executed about forty
years since, which included new roofs to nave, chancel,
&c., and new east and west windows. . . .

The fittings of the church are of the worst possible kind,
and must, with the exception of the font, a screen, and a
few of the ancient seats, be entirely removed, The floors
must be taken up, and a very inconvenient and unsightly
west gallery must he destroyed.
For the absolutely necessary works, a sum of about

2,OOOJ. wilt be reouired.
If, however, the church at Anstey is to be ever really

restored, as it so well deserves to he, it will be necessary
to spend a much larger sum."

We nnderatand that the rector has been promised
about ?v,0002., one half the sum which is wanted
to prevent the building from falliog to pieces.

north Shields.—Christ Church, North Shields,

after undergoing improvements, has been re-

opened for divine service. The committee
obtained the assistance of their fellow parishioner,

Mr. F. R. N. Haswell, architect, in the carrying
out the reseating and other alterations in the
body of the church. Tenders being obtained,
that of Messrs. Hedley, Chapman, & Co., North
Shields, proving the lowest, was accepted. The
seats are arranged in four groups facing east-

wards, with those against the east wall looking
eastwards. The front benches of the transverse
seats are divided into stalls, those on the north
side being for the use of the churchwardens, and

on the south side for the members of the cor-
poration of Tynemouth. The organ, which was
inconveniently placed in the tower gallery, has
been removed into a chamber built on the north
side of the ohancel, and the choir are to occupy
the stalls on each side of the chancel. The tower
gallery, by the removal of the organ, is much
enlarged, and will be devoted to the almost
exclusive use of Sanday-school and other
children. Sundry other alterations have been
made, such as the paving of the chancel floor

with encaustic tiles, in the centre of which is a
brass to the memory of the late vicar ; the
removal of the high wood lining to the walls of
the body of the church

; the removal of an
unsightly and unnecessary staircase to the west
gallery

;
the erection of an inner screen to the

west entrance (the south door is to be used only
for egress)

;
the decoration of stone pillars, and

placing a border of encaustic tiles down the
side of the centre passage.

FROM SCOTLAND,
Edinburgh.—The clearing-away of houses in

Argyle-square, with a view to the extension of
the Industrial Museum, has exposed a portion of
the old city wall, the existence of which is pro-
bably unknown to the bulk of the rising gene-
ration.

Glasgow.—Extensive alterations are about to
be made on the suspension bridges. The Bridge
Trustees, being desirous of patting these bridges
in a thorough state of repair and efficiency, in-

structed their eogineers, Messrs. Bell & Miller,
to prepare the necessary plans and take tenders
for the work. The Portland-street bridge, which
oscillates very much, will be subjected to the
greatest amount of alteration. The suspension
chains will be lowered in the centre to near the
level of the roadway, by which the tension on
the chains will be greatly reduced, and the
angles at which they leave the towers on the
landward and river sides rendered more equal.
To give greater strength, the sectional area of
the chains will be increased by additional bars.
The platform of the roadway will be entirely
reconstructed. At present it is formed of
timber, which is now much decayed. The new
platform, with the exception of the timber
planking, will be entirely of wrought-iron
framing. A lattice-girder on each side will
extend from end to end of the bridge. Other
alterations will be made. A malicious scamp
who acts as a steeple Jack at Glasgow so inter-
fered with the tackle of an Englishman who waa
employed in the same capacity at Port Eglinton
spinning-millB, that the Englishman’s life was
endangered. The case was brought before the
magistrates, and the presiding judge, at the con-
clusion of the evidence, said that during the
whole coarse of his official experience no worse
case had ever been brought before him. There
could be no doubt that serious injury had been
intended. Under the circumstances, however,
he could not impose a higher penalty than a fine
of 62., with the alternative of thirty days'
imprisonment. The new barracks about
to be erected at Glasgow will be provided
with a small regimental hospital, which is,

we are informed, constructed on the most
simple, and at the same time the most modern,
principles. According to the Lancet, the natural
method of cross ventilation by opposite windows
is supplemented by the artificial system of fresh-
air iulecs with Nettleton’s stoves, and extracting
shafts. The lavatory, baths, water-closets, and
siuks are separated from the remainder of the
building by the interposition of a lobby provided
with means for its own ventilation.

Dalkeith.—The foundation stone of a new west
United Presbyterian Church has been laid at
Dalkeith. The site is at the west end of the
town, and nearly opposite to the railway station.
The new church is to be built after competitive
designs, prepared by Mr. R. Thornton Shiells,
architect, Edinburgh, and the style ia Early
English, bordering on the Decorated. The
church has been planned to accommodate 700
of a congregation. It is estimated to cost
3,0002.

Burntisland.—The representatives of the late
Mr. Joseph Young, of Dunearn, have presented
to this town the music-hall built by that gentle-
man in 1857, at an expense, it is believed, of
nearly 2,0002. The hall is situated back off the
east end of the High-street. It ia furnished with
a regular stage, footlights, and movable scenery—the latter comprising some ten drops, painted
by Channing, scenic artist. The gift has been
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coDTeyed to the Town Coanoil on the simple
conditions that it be kept in good repai', and
devoted only to the purposes of a publio halt.

Alloa.—A new drinking-foantain has been
erected here, bnt interdioted. The local police

commissioners erected the fountain in the square
fronting the Crown Hotel, in Bank-street. It has
a stone base, 4 ft. Gin. square, with an elevation
of 8 in. ; and consists of four columns, from the
capitals of which consoles, with grithn terminals,
unite with arches formed of decorated mouldings
encircling ornamental shields. An open dome
surmounts the shields, the apex being occupied
by a crown, and the whole being finished by a
lamp. The font stands under the canopy, with
a basin, 2 ft. 6 in. in diameter, and having four

water-supply taps and four drinking-oups. The
fountain had scarcely been erected when it was
interdicted by Mr. James Blair, Glenfoot, who,
being the proprietor of the property near the
fountain, objected, on the ground that the
fountain was erected without his knowledge.
The interdict has been considered before Sherifi'

Clark. The commissioners questioned the right
of Mr. Blair to object, and contended that the

works were finished some hours before the
interdict was served. The petitioner maintained
that the interdict was served several hours
before the work was completed, and that he
afterwards showed his title to object. The con-
sideration of the case, after discussion, was
adjourned.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Baivtenstall.—A new police-court is now in

course of erection in this place; the plan com-
prises a court-room, with retiring-rooms fur the
magistrates and solicitors; three cells for pri-

soners, with open yard
;
police-ofliee, house for

sergeant, and rooms for policemen on duty. The
cells are heated with hot water, the air from the
outside passes over the warm pipes into the
cells, and escapes by a ventilator in the roof.
The outside of the building is faced with stone.
The buildings have been designed by Messrs.
Maxwell & Take, architects, and are expected
to be ready for occupation by next Midsummer.

Whitehaven.—Plans and estimates for the
construction of a wet dock here have been pre-
pared by Mr. Stiven, the harbour engineer, for
the consideration of the town and harbour
trustees. The probable position of the dock,
says the report, is nearly parallel to Tangier-
street, and takes up as little of the North
Harbour and Shipyard outside of North Wall
as possible; at the same time not entrenching
on the inner harbour. It is four acres and a half
in extent, and will be a clean gain to the water
space of the harbour of 2a. Ir. 19p. The cill of
the dock will be 4 ft. below zero of the tide

gauge (on the bath-house show-board) which will

be the same level as the entrance between the
Old Quay and the North Jetty. This with an
ordinary spring tide, which is taken at 16 ft.,

will give 20 ft. over the cill, and with a 10 ft.

neap tide will give 14 ft. over the cill. The
bottom of the dock will be 1 ft. lower than this,

or 5 ft. below zero. The following is the esti-

mate

Wet Dock, with quay walls, entrance-

sion of Branaty Beck £-12,5)94 8 2
Add 10 per cent, for contingencies 4,299 8 9

£47,293 16 11

The masonry in the viaduct, bulwark, and part
of the North Wall, and the material in the
timber jetty are not taken into account, nor is

anything allowed for the cost of land, buildings,

&c., taken up by the proposed dock. The present
entrance to the North Harbour is very much
confined, and vessels of any great length have a

difficulty to enter. An alteration to obviate this

appears on the plan.

Bristol.—Messrs. Wait & James’s new granary,
which is situated on the Welsh Back, is nearly
ready for occupation, and is described in the local

Times. The premises have been designed in the
Italian Gothic style of architecture. The build-

ing is 40 ft. by 100 ft., and about 100 ft. in height.
It consists of ten stories, and provision is made
for the warehousing of as many as 120,000
bushels of grain. The walls are thick, and are
constructed of brick, with moulded and coloured
surface. The floors are supported by one range
of brick columns, and by this means lofts with-
out obstruction, 20 ft. in width, are obtained,

whereas, under the old system, the whole surface
would have been interrupted with numerous
iron pillars. The lifts to receive the grain are

formed in niches in the thickness of the wall, so
that the safety of passengers is secured, and the
provision of the nsual external doors rendered
unnecessary, as the sacks ascend within the
building. The sacks of grain will be delivered
into carts from the granary through circular

openings under the first-floor striug-coarae, the
ordinary skid being used to bridge over the foot

pavement. The offices are on the ground floor.

The architects were Messrs. Ponton & Gough,
of Bristol

;
and the builder, Mr. J. Thorn, of

Clifton.

STAINED GLASS.

Wolston Church.'—This church has lately been
enriched by a window on the north side of the
chancel, filled with stained glass, to the memory
of the late Rev. Walter Thnrsby, who was for

many years curate here. The window is in the
Perpendicular style of architecture, and consists

of three lights, which have been filled with sub-
jects illustrative of the office of the deceased.
In the centre light is a figure of Our Lord, as
the good shepherd, with a pastoral crook in his

left band, and a sheep on his right. At the base
of the same light is a kneeling figure of Mr.
Thursby, in a surplice. The side lights contain
two groups of subjects each. In the dexter
group, the upper subject is the charge to St.

Peter. Our Lord is represented giving to St.

Peter the keys of the Kingdom of Heaven, and
the charge, “ Feed my sheep." The lower group
in the same light is St. Philip baptising the
eunuoh

;
in the background are seen attendants

and camels. In the sinister light there is repre-
sented, in the upper part, the Breaking.of Bread
at Emmaus; and in the lower, St. Paul preaching
at Athens. The framework surrounding the

'
groups is of an ornamental character. The work
has been carried out by Messrs. Hardman &
Co., of Birmingham.

Bardwell Church.—Two painted windows have
been erected in the chancel of this church.
One is the gift of Sir Henry C. Blake, bart. (one
of the lords of the manor), and Lonisa, his wife.

The subject is our Lord joining the disciples on
their journey to Emmaus, and their petition to
Him, “ Abide with us.” The other is the gift of
Mrs. James Dunlap, of Windsor, in memory of
her late husband. The subject of this is our
Lord as the Good Shepherd giving his commis-
sion to St. Peter—“ Feed my sheep." The
artists were Messrs. O’Connor, of London, who
also previously executed the east window, the
subject of which is “ The six works of mercy.”
It was the gift of Mrs. Hutchins, a sister-in-

law of the rector, to her husband’s memory, who
lies in India. The whole chancel is thus fur-

nished thioughout with painted glass.

Boldon Church .—A painted window has re-

cently been placed in the chancel of this church,
in memoiy of the late Rev. G. £. Green, rector
of the parish. The window, which is in the
Early English style of architecture, has two
lights, in one of which is represented Christ’s

|

Entry into Jerusalem ; in the other, the Last I

Supper; and in a quatrefoil is a monogram with i

the initials
“ G. E. G.” The window was exe-

cuted by Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle.
All Saints', Sheffitld.—This church, erected

and endowed some time ago by the liberality of
Sir J. Brown, has just received the addition of a
stained glass window. Sir John’s recovery, after

a prolonged illness, determined Lady Brown to

express her thankfulness by presenting a stained
window to the church with which he was most
intimately associated. The subjects were sug-
gested by her, and carried into effect by a lady
friend—an amateur, who made the original

sketches, and arranged them for execution. The
window occupies the eastern end of the chancel.

The whole has been executed, under the imme-
diate superintendence of Mr. Robert Drury, by
the firm of Baillie & Mayer, of London. The
window consists of five panels, upon each being
two groups representing prominent incidents in

the life of the Saviour, with mosaic ornamenta-
tions.

Langton Church, near Malton.—A two-light

memorial window of stained glass, by Mr. J. W.
Knowles, of York, has been erected in this

church. The subjects are “Christ blessing little

Children," and “ Christ setting a Child in the

Midst of his Disciples.” At the base of the

panels is the text, “ Of such is the kingdom of

heaven,” and at the bottom of the window is the

inscription. The stone work, which is new, was
executed by Mr. Keswick, bnilder, York.

St. Mary’s Church, Witney .— Recently, the

west window in this parish church has been filled

with painted glass, the gift of Miss Raine, as a
memorial of her lately deceased father, Mr.
Richard Raine. The window contains five prin-

cipal compartments, the left representing Joseph
interpreting the dream of Pharaoh, and the one
in the extreme right the storing of the corn in

the granaries of Egypt. The three central com-
partments comprise one gronp. Above the com-
partments are the badges of the twelve tribes

of Israel, as prophetically set forth by the
patriarch Jacob in Genesis xlix.

giooiiS

Wonders of Italian Art. By Louis Viardot*
Illustrated with Engravings. London : Samp-
son Low, Son, & Marston. 1870.

Tuis translation of M. Viardot’s “Merveilies de
la Peinture,” illustrated not so much with en-
gravings as with fine photographs from en-
gravings, makes a charming gifc-book for either

sex. Ic is very agreeable reading, and conveys
a large amount of information on the snbjecb of
which it treats. It may be considered either

praise or blame, according to the age and tastes

of the readers, when we add that the engravings
photographed are of the most widely-known
pictures.

Normandy Biciuresqiie. By Henry Blackburn,
London: Sampson Low, Son, & Marston.
1869.

Another pretty gift - book ; nicely printed,

illnstrated, and bound. Mr. Blackburn has the
pen of a ready writer, plenty of recollections to

afi'urd comparisons, and good command of the
pencil, to illustrate his amusing words. The
volume is very pleasant reading, but it is very
light. The buildings are scarcely described, or
commented on, so fully as we might have ex-

pected. Still, it has much local colour, recalls

the couutry, and leaves the right sort of impres-
sion. We have often before now advised such
of our readers as have not visited Normandy to

do BO at once. The trip is inexpensive, and
afibrds not merely pleasure, but good materials
for study and the sketch-book, especially at

Caen and Bayeux. We have no doubt that Mr.
Blackburn’s interesting book will aid in bringing

about what we wish.

^is«IIansa.

Additions to the Xiondon Fever Hospital.
The Board of Management of the London t'ever

Hospital have displayed energy and resource

in the provision they have for dealing with the

prevailing epidemic. They proceeded to erect

two new wards at the back of the hospital,

capable of accommodating sixty patients, with

the required attendants, and giving to each
patient 2,000 cubic feet of air. The Lancet says,

these wards stand upon a plot of ground on
which, [on Tuesday, November 16th, cabbages
were flourishing ; and they will be occupied by
patients before this page is in the hands of our
readers. The building is well raised from the
ground on brick foundations, and is constructed
of corrugated iron, lined first with felt, and then
with deal boards, accurately fitted and joined.

These boards are stained, sized, and varnished,
so that they can be washed all over with car-
bolic-acid soap. The two wards adjoin one
another, and are separated by a partition that
does not rise quite to the roof. Each ward
measures about 140 ft. by 42 ft., and is 16 ft.

high. The bedsteads are of iron. There is a
small table to each bed, and a nigbtstool to each
two beds. There are also small shelves over
each bed-head, in a position easy of access by
the patients. Each ward contains six stoves,

with open fireplaces, arranged in three pairs.

The numerous windows are made to open at the
top

;
and there are also ventilators in the roof,

and openings through which the obimuey-pipes
of the stoves are carried. Gas has been intro-

duced, and there are two star-burners in each
waid. At the entrances there are inner doors
to exclude draught. The nurses are provided
for in a separate building close at hand.

Fall of a Railway Station.—The wooden
station for the Caledonian Railway, at Edinburgh,
has fallen. The building was about 400 ft. long,

by 80 ft. wide, and was approaching oompletion.
Shortly before the accident most of the workmen
had left ; four made a narrow escape.
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Re-openiog: of the Bast Suffolk Hospital,
Xpswicb.—This hospital, after enlargement, has
been re-opened. The additions have been so
extensive as practically to form a new hospital.

The old hospital forms the centre of the present
one, and is now principally appropriated to the
apartments of the resident staff, and what may
be termed the domestic department of the hos-
pital, the number of beds it is intended to place
in the small wards it now contains being about
twenty, whilst the total number of patients for

which there will be accommodation is about 100.
The entrance is under the portico, and on either
side of the old hospital (the length of the front-

age of which is 80 ft.), a new wing of greater
length than the old building has been added, and
to break the somewhat monotonous extent of
white brick front, the end of each wing in which
are the baths, &o.j has been brought forward
2 ft. or 3 ft. The total length of the building
ifl 250 ft. ; the width at the centre remains as
before the enlargement

5
the new wings contain

wards 24 ft. wide, and at the back is an entirely
new building some 50 ft. square for out-patiencs,
a chapel, board-room, &o. Mr. F. Barnes, Ipswich,
was the architect, and the hospital, which has
been erected from his plans, is regarded as a
model building, so far as the provision for the
patients in the wards is concerned. The arrange-
ment of the offices, &o., is, perhaps, not all that
could be desired, bat for that Mr. Barnes is in
no way responsible, they having originally been
intended fora much smaller building, and it was
no easy task to render them suitable for the ex-
tended requirements of the enlarged hospital.
The contract was taken by Mr. G. Hewitt,
Ipswich, for 3,000i., but some alterations were
made after the contract was signed, which con-
siderably increased the amount, and the total
expense, including the apparatus for supplying
hot water, &o, (which was executed under con-
tract by Mr. West for 1501.), will be somewhat
short of 4,0001.

Tbe Earthquakes.—Earthquakes at Gross-
Gerau, in North Germany, continue. From last
report down to the evening of the 28th ult. the
shocks were frequent, but slight. In the evening
of the 28th, however, without any previous
warning, the ground began to tremble far
more violently than it has done since the 22nd
ult. Three separate shocks were distinguished,
and they lasted together seven or eight seconds.
The sensation is described as resembling what
would be felt if the whole surface of the earth
were sliding down an inclined plane. The in-
habitants have begun to look on every accession
of these interesting but uncomfortable phe-
nomena as a sign that an outbreak of more than
usual violence is at hand. The whole site of
the small town of Gross-Gerau, according to
measurements by engineering officers, is now two
or three inches lower than it was before the
earthquake visitations. None of the houses
have fallen, but walls curve outwards, and be-
tween 4U and 50 chimneys are in a precarious
condition. Nervous diseases, and even insanity,
have been produced by anxiety and fear. A
serious earthquake has occurred in Algeria,
Barracks, and other military buildings have been
much injured and split up in some places, and
other buildings have been damaged. There has
also been a violent storm in Algeria, which has
destroyed the harbour of Oran.

Parquet Floors.—Messrs, Born & Co, have
submitted to ua a number of specimeus of floor-

ing, and other wooden ware, by the Ilfeld Com-
pany, Prussia, which are very good both in
design and workmanship. According to their
advertised prices, handsome floors may be had
from them, made of waluut, rosewood, and syca-
more, for Is. or la. 3d. a foot. One great point
in having work of this kind done is to obtain
assarance that the woods are thoroughly dried
and shrunk, and this they profess to give.

Public Hall and Institute for Baldocki
near Hitcbin.—A large and influential meeting
of the inhabitants of Baldock has been held for
the purpose of considering this matter. The
meeting resolved itself into a committee, to
aeoertam and report upon the moat eligible site,

the probable cost of erecting a suitable building,
and the steps to be taken to raise the necessary
funds. Subscriptions to the amount of 300Z. and
upwards were promised daring the evening.

Art and Industrial Exliibltlon at Cardiff.
An Exhibition of Art and Industry is an-
nounced to take place in Cardiff during the
autnmn of next year. The Marquis of Bute has
accepted the presidency of the undertaking.

lO’ew Moravian Scbools at Bittle Hor-
ton.—The Moravians at Little Horton, where
they have had a chapel for some years, have
built new schools. The schools are part of a
scheme which includes the ereotiou of a new
chapel and minister’s house adjacent. A design
for the whole pile was prepared by Messrs. C.

S, & A. J. Nelson, ancbiteots, Leeds, but the
promoters thought it desirable first to proceed
with the schools, and these have been built at

a cost of 1,1501. The building is two stories in

height, each of the school-rooms measuring 40 ft.

by 30 ft., of good elevation, well lighted and ven-
tilated. Each room has two class-rooms and other
conveniences. The upper room is approached
by a stone staircase. The roof timbers are shown.
It is lighted by seven windows, the outer edges
filled with coloured glass, while at one end of the
room is a slightly elevated platform, serving for
coDoerts, lectures, or meetings. The lower room
is lighted in a similar manner, and the pillars
supporting the beams of the floor above are
finished with capitals and other ornaments. The
walls round each school-room are panelled in
stained wood, a few feet in height. The chapel
forms a narrow oblong square, with a gallery at
one end almost reaching to the ceiling. It must
have needed self-denial on the part of the con-
gregation to think first about the juveniles when
the adults were so badly provided for.

Tbe Suez Canal.—The traffic from the
opening to the 29ch—that is, in eleven days, was
as follows :—Fifty.two vessels arrived from Port
Said at LakeTimsah, between the 17th and 19th
of November, and seven between the 20th and
and 28th j fifty-one vessels left Lake Timsah for
Suez from the 19th to the 2l8t, and five from the
22ad to the 28bh. The arrivals at Port Said
from Suez in the interval between the ISth and
28th were altogether forty-five. Of these vessels
seven were from eastern seas on their way to
Europe; nine were from the Mediterranean on
their way to the Indies. The total number of
vessels that passed through the oanal during the
period referred to was 130, the aggregate tonnage
of which was 80,000. A telegram from M. de
Lesseps, with reference to the passage of these
vessels, says,—“ Notwithstanding this extra-
ordinary traffic, only six vessels touched the
ground slightly

; of these, four got off without
aid, and but two required a little assistance to
set them afloat. No loss of cargo, no vessel
damaged. Neither the bottom nor the sides of
the oanal injured.”

Iron and Steel Institute.—By permission
of the Privy Council, a general meeting of the
Iron and Steel Institute was held in the Lecture
Theatre at the South Kensington Museum. In
the absence of the Duke of Devonshire (the
president), Mr. Bell occupied the chair. After
the transaction of some routine business, Mr. W.
Menelaus (vice-president) read a paper on ” Im-
proved Machinery for Roiling Rails.” Mr. G. H.
Benson, of Sbaleybridge, read a paper on “The
Generation of Combustible Gases under a
Pressure.” Details of experiments in the use of
gaseous fuel were given. Another paper on “ A
Firebrick Hot-blast Stove” was read by Mr.
Whitwell, of Stockton. Discussions followed.
Amongst those present were Mr. Samuelson,
M.P., Mr. Fothergill, M.P., Mr. J. Lancaster,
M.P., and Mr. Roden, M.P.

Report on Coventry Free Bibrary.—The
first annual report to the City Cuuncil of
Coventry of the Free Public Library Committee
has beeu printed. It shows that the library is

being appreciated. The total number of issnes
of books for ten months has been 57,954; the
daily average, 231. Of course, by far the
largest number are under the head of “ mis-
cellaneous, poetry, fiction, &o.,” being 37,501

;

but there is a goodly sprinkling of readers in
history, biography, voyages and travels, &o., and
in magazines and reviews. Only twelve volumes
are “ missing.” Of 3,172 borrowers 1,170 were
of the age of 14 to 20, and 345 of 21 to 25.

KTew Schools and Church at Highgate.

—

We learn from the Hampstead and Mighgate
Express that Miss Burdett Coutts has given a
site, worth about 700I., for new schools to be
erected upon at Highgate-new-town. A new
church is also to be built in the same locality.

Rendal Drainage. — The corporation of
Keudal are about to carry out a new scheme of
sewer works throughout the whole town, and to
apply the sewage to the purpose of irrigating
some low-lying lands adjoining the river Kent.
Mr, Brierley, of Blackburn, is the engineer.

Wew Bells In the Parish Church, Earls
Colne.—The inauguration of a new set of bells

in the parish church of Earle Colne took place on
St. Andrew’s Day. There were formerly six

bells in the tower, which have from time to time
become so dilapidated that a peal has not been
ruDg on them, it is said, for upwards of thirty

years. The new bells are six in number, and
were manufactured by Messrs. John Warner &
Sons, London, and were hung under the superin-
tendence of Mr. Boswell, their foreman. The i

weight of the tenor bell is 14iowb., and it is cast
in the key of F natural. The weight of the
whole peal is about 60 cwt. There is also a new
clock bell, weighing about 2 cwt., forming a spiral

finish to the tower, and surmounted by an
ecclesiastical coronet. A slight mishap occurred
during the hanging of the belle. The large

tenor bell was being hoisted in its place, when
a rope breaking, it fell and struck a piece of

wood, causing it to rebonnd and strike one of
the workmen rather severely. Several others
were near the spot, and narrowly escaped injury.

No blame is attributed to anyone, it being purely
the result of an accident, >

Opening of a Xffew Gymnasium in
Sheffield.—Recently a movement was set on
foot for the amalgamation of the existing

gymnastic clubs into one body, to be called the
United Gymnastic Club. A meeting of the
members and subscribers of the clubs was
accordingly held, and it was decided to take a
large building in Hill-street, Highfleld, and to
adapt it to the purposes of a gymnasium. The
arrangements have been completed, and the
building has been opened to the public. It

is 91 ft. in length, and 40 ft. in width, is

lighted by nineteen windows and twenty-three
gas jets, and the height is 16 ft. from the floor to
the beams. All the requirements for a modern
gymnasium are provided; there being two
horizontal bars, a trapeze, rings, climbing ropes,

ladder, jumping apparatus, parallel bars, clubs,

and dumb-bells. Arrangements have also beeu
;

made with a member of the dragoons for the
teaching of the use of foils and singlesticks, and
facilities will be afforded for bicycle practice.

Already 200 members have given in their
I

adhesion to the new clnb. Mr. Councillor

Chatterton opened the club, in the absence of
Captain Brest, the president.

The Trade of Clerhenwell.

—

A Clerkenwell '

watchmaker, writing to ua respecting a proposed
meeting of the trade at Clerkenwell, to consider

its present stagnation, asks— j

“ What possible good can arise from a meeting to discuss i

a fact well known, but which chiefly arises from causes
almost beyond our power entirely to prevent or control.

Let it be borne in mind that the staple trade of Clerken-
|

well consists in the manufaotore of articles of luxury, and
|

that we are now really feeling ;the effects of ihe ‘panic'
i

of 1866, and of the ruin, misery, and straitened moans
it entailed upon thousands previously in comparative
alllueuce. Let us also remember the frightful civil war in
America and its paralysing effect upon onr principal

|

trade, and then reflect whether the d''pression in the
i

watch trade is relatively greater in proportion than in

other branches of English industry. Great and incalcu-
lable injury has been inflicted upon onr manufacture by
the constant reiteration of the alarming decay in the i

watchmaking trade, leading many to suppose that a first-
'

rate English horologist belonged to an almost distinct

species of the genm homo. Foreign competitors press us
closely

;
hut this must be met by manufacturers selling at

a minimum of profit, and uniting with the workmen in i

devising expeditious methods of execution. Lastly, I I

would suggest that retailers should treat us as they do our
rivals, and sell onr manufacture at a small profit. Quality
is the real test of cheapness. If we stand by that there is

still hope of a bright future for our trade.”
|

Sorely be gives very good reasons why a meeting
should be held, if bot for the purpose of con-

sidering these very points.

ReopenlDg of the Thames Tunnel.—The '

extension of the East London Railway, which
utilises the Thames Tunnel, has been opened for

public traffic. Special trains run over it, start-

ing from New-cross on the south side of the '

Thames, running northward as far as the
western extremity of the Surrey Commercial
Docks, and thence by Rotherhithe to the Thames

i

Tunnel, and passing under the river to Wapping,
where for the present the line terminates. The i

cost of these works (including interest and dis-

count on shares), has been 1,357,9901. la this
|

little bill the cost of the Thames Tunnel is put
!

down at 200,000J.

Athens.—Herr Ernest Ziller, architect, while
|

conducting some excavations in Athens at his
!

own cost, has hit on the site of the stadion of

Lyourgus. This is the moat important arcbrno- i

logical discovery that has been made there since
I

Straok, of Berlin, had the good fortune to find I

the Theatre of Bacchus in 1862.
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Iffew Church at Hornsey.—The foundation
of another church for the accommodation of

residents in the newly-built distHct of Browns-
wood Park, South Hornsey, has been laid by
Mr. E. N. Fowler, M.P. After consideration of

four sets of plans and estimates, the committee
finally selected those presented by Mr. Frederick
Wallen, of Furnival’s-inn, who was appointed
architect for the intended church, The building
is cruciform in plan, with a central tower and
lofty spire. It consists of nave, north and sonth
aisles, transepts, chancel with aisles, eastern and
western apses, with a vestry on the north side.

The style is Early Pointed, and it will be built of
Haasoch and Kentish rag facings, with Bath
stone dressings. The contract for the whole
work has been taken by Mr. Carter at 8,5901.

IMPEOVED MACHINEEY, combined with
STEAM POWEK, is employed by J. W. BEN-
SON in the Manufaotare of Church, Turret,

Stable, and Tell-tale Clocks, Sun and Wind
Dials, Perpetual Calendars, and every description

of Clock and Watch Work. Architects, Builders,

Committees, &o. can be promptly supplied with
estimates. A descriptive Pamphlet on Church
and other Clocks, post-free, 2d. J. W. BENSON,
by special appointment, Watch and Clock Maker
to His Eoyal Highness the Prince of Wales.
Steam Factory for Clocks and Watches, 68 and
60, Lndgate-hill

;
Showrooms, 25, Old Bond*

street, London.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Cbrlstmas Decoration.—A “CountryLady”
asks us how she should make wreaths to deco-
rate a house this Christmas. An extract from
Cassell’s Hovsehold Gii/ide for December comes
opportunely as an answer :

—

“ The beat wreaths for decorating the banistera of a
bonae, or any pedestals, pillars, or columna, are those
made in a rope of evergreen sprigs. There are several
ways in which such wreaths are made. One way is as
folfowB t—Get a rope or stoat cord, of proper length, and
a qoantity of twine and a handful of evergreen twigs.
Begin at one end of the rope, which should be attached
firmly to aomething. Dispose a bunch of the twigs round
the rope, and tie them on with the twine ; then dispose
another bnnch so that the leaves may conceal the siallts

of those already on, and give tho twine a turn round them,
fastening it with a running knot, snd so on until the rope
is finished. This must be done at the fastening of each
bunch of twigs. Another way very frequently adopted is,

in place of a rope, to use only a piece of atout twine to
run through the wreath, so os to prevent its falling to
pieces, and, instead of twine to tie the twigs on, to oso
fine wire, which must be firmly twisted round the twigs."

The Pulpit, Sutton Courtney.—The de-
signer nf this pulpit was Mr. John Gibbs, Oxford,
not “William” Gibbs, as stated in our notice
of it.

Prevention of Floods at Leicester.

—

A report has been made by Messrs. Hawksley &
Hawkshaw, in reference to the prevention of
floods, and improving the land belonging to the
Leicester corporation adjoining the bed of the .

river. The object of the corporation was to
ascertain whether an efi’ectual scheme for the
prevention of floods in the borough could be
advantageously carried out so as to reduce the
line of saturation in the valley of the Soar, and
thereby render available for building purposes
the land lying on each side of the river or canal,

and at what cost. The reporters indicated on
an accompanying plan, a complete scheme of

drainage which, if the cost were not, in the
opinion of the corporation, too large, would, in

their judgment, efi'octually attain the objects in

view. The scheme was in three divisions, and
the cost would be

—

For the Ist division £35,110
For the 2nd division 36,150
For the 3rd division 60,110

In any case, according to the report, the first or
upper section of the scheme should be the first

to be undertaken.

Destruction of a Theatre hy Fire.

—

On
the night of the 15th ult. the Gaiety Theatre,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, America, was burnt to

the ground. The building was crowded to

excess. The proprietor had turned the gas off

from the building, and lighted it with brilliant

oil, a new article just introduced, and distilled

from naphtha. Lamps with this oil were
scattered about through the building. As the
drill was in progress one of the actors struck a
lamp, and it fell to the stage. So rapidly did
the fluid bum that the building seemed one
mass of flames. Within an hour after the fire

broke ont it was quenched. Thirty persons
were seriously injured and two killed.

A Curious Museum.—M. Nestor-Eoqueplan,
the author of “Parisine,” &c., has hit upon a
line of collection for a museum, in which he has
certainly had no predecessors, and iu which, for

a time at least, he needs fear but few rivals.

M. Eoqueplan collects warmiog-pans ! In his

apartment in the Boulevard Hausamauu, says
the Fall Mall Gazette, be has devoted a gallery

to the exhibition of these utensils de la vie

intime. There yon may see more or less au-
thentic warming-pans of Diane de Poitiers,

Mary Queen of Scots, Catherine de Medicis,
Gabrielle d’Estrees, Madlle. de la Valliere, Madlle.
de Fonbange, Madame Pompadour, and Marie
Antoinette. Chacun d son go-lit.

STewspaper Press Fund.—Mr. George Tom-
line, M.P. for Great Grimsby, has recently had
engraved, by Mr. Vernon, Murillo’s maguifioenb
picture of the “ Pool of Bethesda.” This plate Mr.
Tomline, through the engraver, has presented to

the society, and it is intended to devote the pro-
ceeds of this liberal gift to the fonndation of a
separate fund, to be called the “ Tomline Pond.”
With the view of giving effect to this resolution,

and carrying out those arrangements which Mr.
Tomline’s generous presentation necessitates, a
Bub-committee, consisting of Lord Honghton, the
president, some vice-presidents, and the working
members of the committee, has been nominated.

Incorporated Society of British Artists.
At a meeting of the Society of British Artists,

held on the Isb insb., Mr. Alfred Clint was
elected to the office of president, vacant by the
decease of the late Mr. F. T. Hurlstone. 1

British Xtalnfall.—Mr. G. J. Symons, on the
part of the Eainfall Committee of the British

Association, wishes it stated that recorders of

rainfall should communicate with him (62,
Camden-sqaare, N.W.) if willing to assist in the
general ascertainment of British rainfall, by
forwarding copies of their observations, and
their names aod addresses, so that duplicate
gauges may not be started unnecessarily near
them.

Iron Stains In Marble.—A correspondent
says:—“I shall feel obliged if any of your
readers can tell me bow to remove iron stains

from white marble.” The question has been
often asked without eliciting a satisfactory reply.

Details of the process by which the ink-stains

were removed from M. Carpeaux’s statue, Paris,

might be useful.

TURNER & ALLEN’S
NEW DESIONS

For Plain & Ornamental

LAilP POSTS,
DWAEP

GAS PILLAES,

LAMP BRACKETS
CANDELABRA,

Bronzed Gas Figures,
Gas Lamps, Lanterns, &o.

Garden and Drinking
Fountains,

BRONZED STATUES,
VASES. &c.

Gates, Railings, Balcony
Panels, &a.

Complete Pattern and
Price Book 3$. 6d. in

stamps.

TENDERS.
For new bank buildings for the Hull Banking Company,

at the corner of Silver-street and Lowgate, HuU. Mr.
W. Botterill, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. G.
W. Ranwell:—

W. & J. Hall £f>,314 0 0
Clarkson 6/i66 8 9
Stamp 6,200 0 0
Sbaftoe & Barry 6,108 0 0
Waller 6,137 0 0
Habbershaw 6,819 0 0
D. Jackson 6,808 0 0
Kesvriok 6,750 0 0
Foster 6,7-18 0 0
Weatherley A Rymer 6,6W 0 0
Hutchinson & Son 6,525 0 0
Scholetield & Taylor 6,604 0 0
Hockney & Liggins 6,-li84 0 0
Sergeant 6,460 0 0
G. Jackson 6,399 0 0
Simpson & Malone 6,172 4 0
Musgravo (accepted) 4,971 15 2

For basement and new party walls, No. 113 and 114,
Cannon-street. Mr. E. A. Gruuing, architect :

—

Mansfield, Price, & Co £1,646 0 0
Conder 1,306 0 0
Trollope A Sons 1,337 0 0
Brass 1,Z68 0 0
Newman & Mann .% 1,266 0 0
Foster .. 1,230 0 0
Holland & Hannen (accepted)... 1,193 0 0

For building thirty-four houses on tho Ashburnham
Estate, Chelsea. Quantities by Mesre. Gardiner & Boll :

Brass £19,777 0 0
Carter & Son 19,619 0 0
Stimpson 19,386 0 0
Patman & Foiheringham 18,7u2 0 0
Macey & Son 18,693 0 0
Keble 18,650 0 0
Clemenee 18,576 0 0
Longmire & Burge 17,917 0 0
Axford 17,818 0 0
Manley & Rogers 17,120 0 0
Ebbs & Sons 16,945 0 0

TURNER k ALLEN,
IRON MEKCHANTB,

Founders,
V and Manufacturers,
_\201, UPPER THAMES
^STREET, London, E.O

JJSEFUL
aetirs.

INFORMATION for ENOI-
NkBBS.

, VILLIAM FAIKB > IKN. B*rt. 0-E. F.R-8. 4c.
Wuikt by Cbe ume Author, fully llIa>trat«J.

TEEATISE on MILLS and MILLWOEK.
Becnncl Edition, carefully revned, of both yoluiuoa. prloo each.

lEON SHIP-BUILDING: its History and
Progress to tb« Preseut Day, recently pnMIahed. prlo^ IS^.

APPLICATION of CAST and WEOUGHT
IKON to BUILDING PlJEPOSBi New Edition in praporalioQ.

Loudon : LONGMANS. GKEEN, * CO. Patemoster-row.

For alterations to three warehouses in FelLstreet and
Hart-street, City. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect :

—

Myers & Sons £494 0 0
Bleaae
Condor
Morter
Brass

For new entrance snd sundry alterstious to a warehouse
Q Friday-street, City. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect .-

Myers & Sons (accepted) £523 0 0

For a detached villa residence, with stabling, &c., on the
old Manor House Estate, Brixton, for Mr. J. C. Pearce.
Mr. C. Sewell, architect :

—

Hutchinsou (accepted) £2,600 0 0

TO COERBSPONDENTS.
Th* Ghiberti Gatei —Vfe are forced again to postpone an article on

tbla eul'l'‘ct, although odveitiaed.

A uuzubej: o( Irttera and papeia are unavoidably displaced by great

C. H. (UassoebLetU).—B. N,-J. B. M.—J. B.—8.—A. a—A. R.—
G_W. B.-T. L,-E K.-J. W. K-J. D. F.-O. H.-A. K.—

Mr. P.-O. J. 8.-1I. N.-J. H.-T. S. P.-W. J. A.-T. J. H.-
B.— F. & L.—W. C.—G M- 4 H. 8.—Q. 8. K — Q. B —G. H. B.—
rs, W.-R. J.-T. T,-Mias G.-W. a T.-F. 4 Co.-Mtsais.

F_F, w.—T, B.—C. Q.—E. A. 0.—T. 4 S.-G. H.— J. 8. R.—
K. W. 3.—J. D.—A Build«r.-J. N. (the proposed is not new).—

rs (let us see a view and plan of mansion, and reply .hall be

i at once).—a (we do not give such Information. All right).—

Falrplay.— J. 8, F. (naxt week).— J. N. (next week).— T. B. (next

week). I

Just pnbtiabed, iu 33 mo. price Ss. Od. cloth,

The timber trades price-book.
By W, RICHARDSON, Accoanlaut, Author of " The Calcu.

Ixtor, or Timber Merchant's and Builder's Guide," “ Pocklug-cose
Tables," 4c.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 CO. Patemoiter-row.

Th:
Nowrewly, In 8vo. with Portrait, price 10s. 81.

E LIFE of JOHN GIB,SON, R.A.
scoLProR.

Edited by Udv RABTLASa
London: LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 Co. FaternoBter-row.

Now ready, in royal 8vo. price 5e. with 47 IlliutratioDS.

TQE extravagant use of FUEL
tn COOKING OFKRATIONS, witb on Account of Benjamin

Count oC Kuiuford. and bia Bconomtoal Systems, and numerous pioc-
tical Sugge.tious anaptwi for domeatic use.

By rRBDEBIUK EDWARDS, Jun.
By the some Author,

The VENTILATION of DWELLING*
HODSBS, and Ibe Utilisation of Waste Heat from Open Fireplocee,
In royal 8ro. witb 107 Illustrations. Price 10s. Od.

SMOKY CHIMNEYS: their Cure and Pre*
veniion. Fifth Edition, revlBed, in royal 8vo, with 40 Illustration i

Prico 3*. Gd.

The new edition of Ur, Edwards's " Domeatic Fireplaces" will

appear Iu January,

London; LONOUAN8, GREEN. 4 CO. Paternoster-row.

Now ready, with Three Pistes and nearly 180 Woodcuts, fcp.

price 7a. Bd. olutb, post free,

Strains in girders: a Handy-Book
for the CalculsiloB of Stratus In Girders and Similar Slruc-

turee, aud their Strength
;
oon-lsling of Furmuise and Cjire-pondlag

Diagrams. With nnm-r.ms Details for Prsoiicil Application, 4o.

By WILLIAM HUMBKB, Aseoo. lust U.B.

Author ef " Co-at an-J Wrought Iron Bridge Coustruotion," 4o.
" A good, e'ear, u.eful pocket or office reference volume for prac-

tical use,"—fracfical Mfchaniea' Jouriuzl.
" Designed tu Htfjcd rrn-Jy assistauce lu the ordinary ran of olBc9

work giving no mote than is abaulntely nece-.ary fur the complete
aolu'lou of traciicsl ptob'emt."—Colliery Suarditin,
" Mr. Humber bos rendered a great leivlce lo the arohitect and

engineer by producing a work eioecully trBsCiug ou the meihuds of
ds'loeoting tbes'rains on irou beam-, roofs, and bridget, by meau
of diagrams-"—jjui'der.

Loudon ; LOUEWOUD & CO. 7, BUtionera' HtU Court. B.C.

Just publUbed, w b the other Atm macs of the Stationers'

rpHE BRITISH ALMANAC, contaioing
I the Calendar of Remarkable Days and Term.

;
Moutbly

NotiCrs, Sunday Lresons; Ueivorologtcal Tables and Remarks; As-
trouomiual Facte aud Paeoumeua ; I.bles of tti, Sun, Mjod, and
Tide. ; with a Mlacell.Dcous Register of lafo-inatton connected with
Goverumrut, Legislation, Commerce, aud Education ;

and varioos
useful Tables. Price Is.

COMPANION to the ALMANAC: a Year*
ik of General Information for 1970 on Subjects connected with

Math-'UiaUos, Geography, Flue Arts, Political Economy, Puhllc Im-
provemeute, Legislation, S-atlstlcs, 4c. Price 2s. 6d. Or BRITISH
ALMANAC and COMPANION, bound together In cloth, price 4a.

To be hod of all BookselieR.



THE BUILDER. [Deo. 11, 1869.9fi6

Just published,

YYUANTITIES MADE EASY.
\r\ * A quick and aecniate method of taking out quantities from

plan" or buildings, with or without a specification. Bent free
by post for 80 ttatnp".—Addre-s, A. C. 6, Norlbbrook-terrace, Burnt
Ash-lane. Lee. Kent. &E.

TO BUILDERS.W ANTED, a SITUATION, as
1 f BUILDER'S CLERK. Thoroughly nnders'srids the routine

of the office snd bookkeeping. Eight yeara’ experience. Good
referenoPB. Town or country. Age 23.—Address, W. H. 67, Shmb-
land-road, Dalston, N,

QCHOOL FITTINGS.—MESSRS. BANKS
kj & CO.’S PATENT.

REViaRD ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS
or everylArticle required in a well-fanilahed School, sent for three

PARSONAGE WORKS, ALBERT^STREET, MANCHESTER.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
X^ANTED, by a steady Man, a JOB as
TT PLUMBER end QA8FITTER. Can do zino working. Wages

moderate.—Address, O. A. W. 183. Blaekfriars-road, S.E,

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—X Bullden and others desiring a realiv good system can have a
SET of MODELS for BUILDERS' BOOKS by DOUBLE ENTRY, to
which wae awarded the Prize offered In '‘The Builder," No. 1.180
and which has been adopted by many large firms. Also, a modified
arrangement by Single Entry, Buitable for small Builders.-Address,
S, A. 4, St. Oeorge's-road, Regent’s Park, London.

TESTIMONIALS.
'* I have tried your system of bookkeeping, and like it very

much,"—G. D.

^ '^Yon^iystem seems thoroughly to meet our requirements,”—

" I like your system very much, and shall adapt if,”— W, W.
" Having adoplea your system of bookkeeping, wb can recommend

it to the builders generally. Having bad it in use over twe'ye
months, we find it lakes much less lime to keep the accounts than
formerly.”—R. A M.
" I received yo'irs In due course. They appear to show an excellent

mode of bookkeeping. Your duectlons are most explicit, and suffi-
ciently explanatory.”— O. C.

‘'Ueesra. R. A 8. have examined your system, and consider it
simple, clenr, and very satisfactory."
" I greatly appreciate your plan and system of keeping builders’

books, and I consider tbaC it ha* only to be made known to be gene-
rally adopted."- T. H.

• lael June we had your improved system of bookkeeping. Since
then we have b»eu keeping the accounts according to it 1 consider
It 'ne plus ultra.’ It meets the requlremenu of contract work
peTfectly.”-T. R. H.

'• I received your models. They fully meet my expectations.”-

" Your system of bookkeeping appears to me to be excellent”—
Q. 0.
" J he model form of books you sent me is very good.’’— O. 0.
"Your plan of bookkeeping has given me many good Ideas.”—

J. H. C.

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, Ac.

X^ANTED, by a respectable married Man,
It aged 31. a eonsUnt SITUATION nr JOB, as a thoroughly

good PLUMBER, GABFITTER, and ZINCWORKEB. Well under-
sunds every description of new and old work in the trade, Can give
flrst clsss references from good West-end firms.—Address, H. B. 6,
Albion-road, Newington, N.

TO ARCHITECTS.

XXTANTED, an ENGAGEMENT in Town,
T T as AFSIdTANT. Good draughtsmsn and can assist at quan*

titles, Gpeclnien* and ref--reoceB, SiUry moderate.— .Address,X Y. 49, Great Percy-street, Loudon, W O.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by the
VV Advertiser, a thoroughly competent BUILDER'S CLERK and

ACCOUNTANT. Well tii. lu bookkeeping aud aeconuts, cost price,
and office dnlles

;
also superintending works, workmen, and mate-

honks worked np, hills and balance-sheets nrep ireJ b/ time or agree-
meuL Good tesiimonials, references. Ac.—Address, W. C. 87, Oxford-

TO BUILDERS, Ac.

WANTED, by a good SMITH and
1 T FITTER, a SITUATION. Thorongbly nuderetands bis

trade. Three years at last employment, and good references. Of
toloer and steady habits. Country ohj -ct'd to.—Address, W. 8. L. at
Mr. W. Stocker's, Meyrlck-road, Bafer-ea.

TO BUILDERS, GA8FITTKRS, Ac.

X^ANTED, by the .Advertiser, a SITUA-
f V TION, I* a good OASFITTER and BELL-HANGER, and a

n-eqil generel Jobbing hand. Used to town or country, taDifactory
references.-Address. H. F. 1. EarUwooI Cottage, W Indrolll Fields.
Tnnbrldge Wells. Kent,

TO BURVBYORa.
A GENTLEMAN, aged 3 1-, thoroughly
XX qualified, desires an ENOAOEMBNT, at a imall rr muiiera-
tiou. with a Surveyor wiebirg to take a less active psrt In buslnes-,
or, eventually, to retire.—Address, 725, Office uf " The Builder.”

TO BUILDERS AND IRONMONGERS.
WTANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, or
VV PIECE WORE, by an experienced FOREMAN BELL-
HANGER, Gas, Hot-W-ier. Bath, attd Klfcheo Fitter. Accustomed
to electric bell-work, and evrry class of the above bmnehee. Ma-
chinery. p'ans, and estimates.—Address, MANCdElTER, Office of
"The Builder.”

'nECOEATIVE AETS.-E, YAEEOW
X-/ (lale Yarrow a son), artist, interior decorator
and DESIGNER. HsUblbhed 1814. Decorations cirried out, De-
signs and Working Diawlngs prepared in any style at the ehvrtest
notice and on the most reaponahle terni8.-AdJres§, 67, UKBBEBT
STREET, New North road, N.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS
W-A-NTED, a constant SITUATION as
VV good PLUMBER or THRF.E-BRANCfl HAND. Can do

plain gasflttiog and rin'r-working If reiuHe l.-Addrest, W. W. Alma-
Villas, Rosemont toad. Bleb mond-b 111, SU' rey.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, Ac.

^ ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
VX Work, Decorative Furniture, and Gliding In al! lu branches,
may be OBTAINED at the House of fall, Marlboret'gh Inn. Blenhelm-
•teps. Oxford -street Work done by the day, hour, or job. Materials
found if required.—Address to the Secretary.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ANTED, by a respectable Man, aged 36,

VV a SITUATION as TIM EKEEPBR. STOREKEEPER, or In
anycapsclty where trust is required. Unexcep'ionahle ref-renc es
can be given.—Address, 0 C. 41, Weston-terrace, B 'rmondsey, S.E .

ri’OWNHALL, TUNBRIDGE WBLLS.—
.X To ENGINEERS and SURVEYORR — WAN TED, by the
Local Board of Tuubndge Wells, a HEAD ENOISRBR of WATER-
WORKS and DlnTIlICT SDRVrYOR. Ho is requited to be fully
competent to und-riake all the dut.es of the District Surveyor and
Insprcter of Nnisances ss named lu the bye-laws, tnge'ber with
those of Head Engineer of Waterworks, and to devote his whole
time and attention to the dnties of his office. Salary commencing
al 350t per annnm. ri.ing ICl. yearly until it rescbes 3001 —Appll.
cations, with testimonial-, to he sent In on or before the 21st of
DECEMBTR.sddre-Bed to the Clerk of the Lo-al Board. Towuhall,
Tunbridge Wells, where full particulars as to the auiuuat of security
required, Ac. may be obtained on inquiry.

X^ ANTED, by an experienced
1 V MACHINIST, a SITUATION to WORK GENERAL JOINF.R

orMOULDING MACHINE. Cau m-ke cutters, Ac.—Address. A. B.
7. Duke-street, Westmliiiter-road, Southwark.

TO ARCHIfECTS AND SURVEYORS.
\XrANTED, by agood General ASSISTANT,
VV an ENGAGEMENT. Last four years in a West-end office,

terrace, Yoik rosd, Bat’ersea. S.W.

TO BUILDERS. bURVEYORS, Ac.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
V V well-experienced and thornnghly practical Builders’ and

Surveyor.' QUANTITY and MEASURING CLERK.-Address, 777.
81. Lupui itroet. Pimlico, S.W.

TD AKCBITBCT6. BUILDERS. CABINET MAKERS, Ac.

rpHE JOURNEYMEN CARVERS’X TRADE a-ICIETY have REMOVED from th- " Adams A-m*,”
Hampetwi-street, to t' e • Crowd," C erelancl-street, Filzroy-square,
where the un-mployed list can bo seen at any hour during ibe 'ay

CHAS. F, COLE, Secretary

^0 THOSE contemplatiDg BUILDING in
1 LONDON or the COUNTRY.—A City AH HITE' IT and sUIl

VEYOH, cjf considerable exirerience, OFFERS bis SERVICES. Ro-
inuheratlon based upon a fixed scale of charges,—Address, BETA.
Ofllce of ‘"Ihe Builder."

‘ '

TO BDILDSEia AND PLUMBERS.
\XrANTED, by a Young Man, aged 19, a
VV SITUAI'ION as IMPROVER to the PLUMB'NG. Hishten

three yean in the trade. — Address, A. C, 21, Newuham-street,
Edgware-road, Loodon.

\X7ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-
VV ENGAGEMENT as a CLERK of WORKS, a General Fore-

Isa carpenter and j dm-r by trade, and can [give nneiceptlonable
reftteucesae to oharauter, ability, Ac. ftum employers.—Address,
A. J. W. 15, Upper Cliflon-street, Fiuabnry, R.O.

DRICKMAKING in SURREY, within
JX twelve miles of London.—WANTED, a MAN. with some
Capital, t> MAKE BRICKS (machine and clamp), at per l,0l)0 —
Apply, by letter, to Mr. FRASEB, Morden, Snrrey. VXrANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as

VV WORKING SHOP FOREMAN of JOINERS, or as general
OUr-DODR Foreman, by a ihorouebly practical joiner and stair-
case baud, 33 years of age, gcod draughiaman, well up in piecework
and mHchioery. Fi at-class reference from last employer, one of the
largest builders in Loudon. Country not objected to —Addreis,
Y. K. 10, Aldenbam-street, 8omer"-i‘'Wu, N.W.

TO GASPITTERS. HOT-WaTER ENGINP.ERS. AND SMITHS.
X?OREMaN WANTED, to take the entireX Mansgemect, ora Par'iiership might be arranged. A first-
rate opportut.liy for a rrwpectable, a-eady man with a capital of not
lees tLsH SnOI. Highest reference! given and required.—Address, by
letter, to BETA, care of 17. Hsrringtonalroet, Regeut’a Park.

WANTED, a THREE-BRANCH HAND
;

XX/"anted, by a respectable Young Man, a
VV SITUATION as PLU.MBEB. Good references.- Address.

J. S, 9, Cummiug-strset, Feutonvllle-bill,

~V\J ANTED, by a London Firm of Builders
T I and Couiractore, a thoroughly ermpetent and efficient

PRIME-COST CLERK —Address, ri-ttlug age, salary requited, and
where la-,t emp’oyed. to 695, Office of “The Builder.”

TO BUILDERS, ENGINEERS. Ac.

W-^NTED, a KE-ENGAGEMENT, as a
V V G BNBRAL FOREMAN of SMITHS, one who has had great

experience In Engineer-' and Bnlldera' Aims. Good references can
be giveu.—Address, D. D. 190, Bnckingbam PaUce-toad, rlmllco.

ANTED, a Young Man who has served
T I a pai t of bis time to Ibe carpentering bnainess. State ago

and wsgea expected.- Address, 697. Office o’ •• Tho Bnlldrr.”

X^ANTED, by the Advertiser, who has
VV jnst comple'ed the work* at Dobroyd Castle, Todmorden,

a RE.RNitAOhMKNT as SHOP, GENERAL FOREMAN, or to Take
the Charge of a Job. Town or country. First claaa refereuces
Joiner by trade. Aged 34. Terms mod-Tate.—Address, A. B. J.

No. 20, Aylesford-ilreot.Grosveror-roid, P.mtico.
IX JANTED, a LAD, who has been used to the
1 T general routine of a Builder’s Office.—Address, In own hand-

writ log. with allpartclularsaad references, to Mr. TOWILL, Bnlldcr.
Bu biton-bilL TO MASTER BRICKMAKER3.

TO BUILDERS, IRONMONGERS. RtLLHANGERS, GAS AND
hut-wat'er engineers.

XX/ ANTED, a JOB in the above line, by a
If thoroughly experienced Hsod. Has been used to thnjub-

blrg trade.—Aadiess, A. B. 5. Castle terrsce, H’gb-street, Battersea.

\,\/ANiED, by a respectable middle-aged
VV Man. a SITUATION as FOHF-MAN, either in clo-e kiln or

stock work. Nut parllcular whether close kiln or burning. Can do
tile work and pottery work. WiU not ibj'Ct togo abroad. Has
worked two years In Sweden. Eleven years’ good charscier.—Ad-
dress, O. W. Cire of A. Kiiigbt, Bookseller. Hertford.

XXTANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
II SHOP. OUTDOOR, or GENERAL FOREMAN (Joiner).-

Address, Y. Z. Mr. Crook's, 83, Stsuhope-slreet, Hampete^d-rosd.

Ti) ABCBITBC13, BUIuDERS, A.-.

VXJANTED, a KE-ENGaGEMENT as
VV CLERK of WORKS, Shop or General Fn.maD.nr tiTaks

Charzeof a Job. A joiner by trade. Age 42. Has a ge- ersl knowl-dge
of all bran-bee of the bnilding tra e. No objection to the countiy.
Addreu, F. L. 47, Alexandra-toad, Ki'buru rark.1X7"ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,

r-lvoo A »» PBOP FOREMAN of JOINER8.GENERAL FORRMaN, or a-CLERE of WORK.u. Well acqualntrd
with the USB of macblurry and the price of j ilnet's (work In con-
nexion with it. A good end r»pld draughtsman. Can dnign, tike
iniqusntlUes, estimate, and mesrure up. Experienced io levelling,

I*efereiice* and testlmcnials.—Address,
J. W. R Office of The Builder."

WANTED, an immediate RE-ENGAGE-
VV UBNT. by a thoroughly efficient GENERAL ASSISTANT.

Accustomed to Oo’blc and Ita Ian srebiteemre. Well up In derign,
detail, construction, and ODderetands perspective, levelling. Ac.
Has h^ the experience of good Loudon and country Offices of exten-
sive practice,-Addters, W. F. F. 12, Cedar-road, Fnlbam, S.W.

TO ARCHtTEcrra.^HE SON of a BUILDER, aged 23, wishes
l_ to KNTEBan AROHITBCr'a OFFICE M PPPtt. Has b«*ll

pight years ! the building trade. Moderate premUin gisen. and
nuall progrereiT* ealary required.—Addresi, T. T. SOI, Gceat CoUega-
etreet, Camdeo-town.

'T\0 BUILDERS or MASTER PLUMBERS
J.. requiring a respectable Man.—A good PLUMBER, wrll under-

stands every branch of bis trade. Can turn hie band to flUibg Dp
Iron pipes or gas work. Has a good Teference to last employers.
No objei'tlon to a Job in the connlry.—Address, L, G. 8, East-street,
Baker-etreet, New.road, W,

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, SURVE70R3. AND OTHERS.
DUKVEYOR, &c.— WANTED, an EN-O GAORMHNT as SURVEYOR. ENGINEER, or DRAUGHTS-
MAN. Practically acquainted with sewer oenstrucUon, water-sup-
ply, town ImproTemeuU, Ac. and is fully coropetrnt to undertake' the
eiecuHon and entTo charge of same. Bliteen years’ practice.-Ad-
dress, C. K. Post-office. Bradford-on-Avon.

^TAIRS.—WANTED, a JOB by a Staircase
kj Hand (food}. Well up in lines of work. Or as a Foreman.—

PLASTERING WANTED, by a thoroughly
L prscUcil PLASTERER. Labour only. Town or con -try.
Or as Work'iig Foreman,—Address, Q. A. 3, 8t. John’s road. South

E ngine s.—

A

n engineer, of long
ertperlenoe, recently returned from abroad. Is desirous of ob-

taining EMPLOYMENT, for a yesr or anv sh-rter period. Salary
not so mncb an object as ocoupatlou.—Addieu. C.B.'at Little's, News-
agent, Broidway, Ludgat*-hlLI, EC.

A N ARCHITECT, a first-class Perspective
J~\_ Draughtsman and Designer, and u>ed tc the complete
Management of an omce. OFFERS his 6ERVICE3 temporarily.—
Apply to M. N, care of Housekeeper, S3, Bncklngham-btreet, Strand.

A BUILDER’S ASSISTANT is open to an
ENOAGEMENr a* CLERK, in either town or country. Ha*

filled a similar position with a Loodon firm for the last site years,
and can glr- first-class leferaoces and testimonials. Salary 35*. per
week. — Address, H. H. 4, Chesterford-terrace, Slanley-road,
Hackney.

A N experienced ASSISTANT is in WANT
XjL of an ENGAGEMENT. Is a good driughtsman and snrveyor

;

used to levrlUog, quantities, perspective, Ac. Salary moderate.—
References unrx eptionable.—Address. DRAUGHTSMAN, 34, Eden-
grove, Holloway, N.

ARCHITECT and SURVEYOR’S

TO PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, AND OTHERS.

AGOOD practical PLUMBER is in WANT
of EMPLOYMENT, Can do gasfltllDg. and la wilting to fill op

b s time with nap n-banglng. painting, or glazing. Good references
If reqaired. Wag-a no object if permanent.—Address, MILLS, 33,
Maryirboue lane, W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
experienced ASSISTANT will shortly

be DISENGAGED. Eicellent references to present and pie-
empliiyers.- Address, 730, Office of The Ball or.”

TO BUILDERS. Ac,

A YOUNG MAN, CARPENTER and
Jr\. JOINER, and u-ed to Jobbing, is in want of EMPLOYMENT.
Terms moderate.—Address, A. B. 10, Little Carlisle-street, Elgware-
road, N.W.

An ARCHITECT, having completed
arranieiuents for carrying out a very Important undertaking,

seeks the APSItTANCe and CO-OPEKATION of another Architect
or Firm, to share In the prufits of the appolutmsot. Premium, only
ISO! ptyable as required for developiog the undettakiug.—Address,
739. Office of The Builder."

TO AROanBCTS, SURVEYORS. AND BUILDERS.

ANexperiencedQUANTITY SURVEYOR,
ESTIMATOR, and DRAUGHTSMAN wants an ENGAGE-

MENT (t-mpomry or olberwise) to get out woiklng, detail, and
finished dravlots, tnke otf quantities, msasnre up work, or get out

. 3, College-street,

AS ENGINE DRIVER, or otherwise
mrcbanically useful. Factory or Saw Hill. Moderate w.tges,

conitaut plfloe. Good references.-Address, B. T. 44, James-street,
Lower Marth,' Lambeth.

TO ARCHITECTS.

An efficient ASSISTANT requires an
ENGAGEMENT of three days a week, in tbs Office of an

ArcfaitFct.—Address, A.R.I.B.A. Fast-office, Store-street, Bedford-
square, 'W.C.

SEVERAL SUMS of MONEY, fromO 9 COM- to 8.0001. to LEND on HORTGAOE of FREEHOLD or
LEA«EH»LD aBLUKiriBS at 41 or 5 per ceut.—Addrej, Mr. C. E.
B.ARLOW, Surveyor, 3a, Granvllle-place, Portmtn-sqaare, \V.

IV/TONEY on MORTGAGE upon FREE-
J,VX HOLD, LEASEHOLD, or COPYHOLD PRiiPERTV, for any
term not exceeding ulus yesrs. Principal and Interest repayable by
moutbly Instalm-uts. Law charges fixed and low.— Full particulars
of Mr. HOLCOMBE, 6. Orest James-street, Bedfuid-iow, fV.C.
Office hours, Ten to Six o'clock.

rpHOMAS BEAR, MICA, TALC, andX ASBB&TOS MERCHANT. 233, HiBh-itreet. Borough London.
Prices for Mica Gas Covers, carriage paid to auy pan of EiigUnd,

IiBland, and Scoiland. A lemittance most accompany all orders,
net cash.

7 Inch Mira Qss Covers 84s. per gross.

61 .. .. 72..

6 .. 60j.

51 M BOs.

5 „ ....42s.
<1 „ „ 36i.
Argand, for Gas Covers 3o<i.

Ditto, for Paraffine Lamp 30s.
P.S.—Not less than one gross assorted forw

O SLER’S CRYSTAL GLASS
CHANDELIER 3.

WALL LIGHTS and LUSTRSd for Gas and Candle*.
CHANDELIERS in Broozt and Ormjiu.

MODERATOR LAMPS ana LAMPS for INDIA.
TABLE GLASS of ail kind..

ORNAMENTAL GLASS. Eoglish and Foreign,
Mess, Export, and Faruiablug Order, pc.^mpily executed.

All articlee marked in pUlu figures,
LONDON— Show Rooms, 45, Oxf.ird-sireet, W,
BIKMINOUAM—Manu'actory and Sn.iw Ruoms, Broad-street,

Established 1807.

wANTED, 3,000 PANTILES. — Send
Price to Mr. MARSH, Auctioneer, 54, Cannon-street, E.C.
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In Chester,

few shops

the Rows of East-

gato and Bridge-

street, during the

last few years, in

a style, for the

most part, care-

fully assimilated

to that of the old

work, has not as

yet been adopted

as a precedent by

the owners of the

bulk of the prO'

perty in those pic-

tnresqae old-world

streets, much of
which still looks as though, were the end house
removed, the rest of the buildings must of
necessity come down in succession

j
while the

consequences of a fire breaking oat amid this

beam and story-post construction would be of a
nature not pleasant to contemplate. Having the
aspect of these older buildings in view, it seems
a questionable proceeding to perpetuate this

carpentry construction in modern buildings,

wherein, even if special care be given to ensure
stability, the danger from fire must remain the
same. There are other elements, however, as
sure, if more slow in their effects than fire, and
from which no structure can be guarded

;
and

those who have spent money on half-timbered

"fronts,” may say, with some show of reason,

that the old houses of the same class seem to

have resisted the ravages of time and weather
better than the stone walls of the cathedral

adjoining.

In fact, the decree which went forth a little

while since, for rejuvenating at least the external
aspect of Chester Cathedral, came not a day too
soon, whether the question be considered from a
practical or an artistic point of view. Travellers

who on approaching the city sighted the outline

of the old heavy-looking square tower as a land-

mark, would have found on a nearer approach
scarcely a recognisable detail left in many parts
of the building} and at this moment, while the
work of restoration is proceeding, the original

design of many of the mouldings and decorations
is being painfully traced out by the comparison
of one old rain-beaten atone with another. The
tower in its recent state presented to the eye
hollows and pitfalls in the masonry alarming as
well as unsightly to contemplate

} and the aspect
of this, and of much of the work in the aisle and
clearstory of the nave, where a string-course is

represented by an uncertain wavy projection in

the masonry, and the voussoirs of the windows
by shapeless lumps of stone from which nearly
all trace of the hood-mould which must have
crowned the window has been obliterated, might

lead to the idea that restoration was a hopeless
attempt, but that the cuts made into the masonry
to prepare for refacing reveal the essentially solid

and well-bonded character of the work. The
sandstone need, doubtless from some part of the
adjoining district, has, in fact, utterly failed as a

weather-resisting material, though it is note-
worthy that some of the oldest portions have
stood better than more recent ones, as if an
inferior vein of stone had been struck upon after-

wards. The stone used in the restoration is

mainly, ifnot entirely, from the Runcorn quarries,

a few miles distant, and though belonging, of

^CHITECTURAL course, to the same formation as the original

work in the walled stone, is one of the hardest and best qualities of
city on the Dee the red sandstone to be found in the neigbbour-

to be for hood, both as to texture and colour. It is sin-

the present pretty gular that the Medimval builders, careful in the
nearly all concen. construction of masonry above ground, should
trated on the re- (in this case, at least), have shown themselves
storation and re- so careless as to obtaining adequate foundation
facing of St, Wer-

j

and footing underground for their walls
; at the

bergh’s Cathedral.
;
east end the walls of the Lady Chapel have long

The rebuilding of been out of the perpendicular, and must remain
so now, as it is not found convenient to take them
down and rebuild them, though a great deal of
underpinning has been resorted to, as a pre-

ventive against farther settlement. The east

window of the Lady Chapel was, in fact, restored

indubitable proofs have been discovered of a
former apsidal termination to this aisle, evidenced
not only by the position and course of some of
the old groin ribs still retained, but by the dis-

covery of part of one of the original buttresses,

stauding obliquely at the angle originally formed
by the first face of the apse with the main wall
of the aisle, and preserved in almost its pristine

freshness by the newer masonry built over it.

Over this part of the aisle a weather-line on
the south wall of the Lady Chapel furnishes
evidence of the former existence of a high-
pitched pyramidal roof over this apse, unlike
anything nsually found in English Gothic, and
which has been conjectured to be in some degree
connected with the fact of the rule at one period
of an abbot from Normandy, who may have
brought with him the taste for a style of
roofing of which examples are not wanting in

his own land. This can be little more than con-
jecture

} nor would we undertake to say, from
the rather hasty examination we were able to

give to the building, whether we can quite con-
cur in accepting this single trace of a steep-

pitched roof as warranting the production of
such a disproportionately lofty roof, almost a
spirolet, in fact, as is indicated in the model
which has been made for the restoration. Still

less can we positively concur as to the advisa-
Bome twelve years ago, being then in a moat

' bility of replacing this roof, supposing the
dilapidated, if not dangerons, condition

} and, evidence of its original form to be con-
having regard to the heavy expense to be in- elusive. Had the original been left it would
curred in other parts of the work, it was thought have had an undoubted historical interest of
advisable to make the most of this former par- its own

} bub this interest cannot exist in
tial restoration, although standing rather in the a copy made, moreover, in some degree from
way of Mr. Scott’s present designs, practical and
msthetic, upon the east end. The insnffioient

nature of the foundations at this point is farther

indicated by the fact that even in this compara-
tively new window the arches of the two outer

lancets have visibly dropped away from the key-

stones. What, by the way, would some of our
ultra-Gothic brethren say to the keystone
arches, not only in this, but in Mr. Scott’s

restoration ? We confess to liking the sight of

the vertical joint at the apex in Gothic work, as
visibly indicating the constructional theory of

the pointed arch, the balancing against one
another of two segments of arches

; as a matter
of construction the point is indifferent, save that

the masons probably will prefer the keystone
system as giving them less trouble.

The work now going on at the cathedral is

divided into two portions. One section, for

which a contract has been taken out amounting
to 21,000i., includes the refacing of the tower
and of all the work to the west of it, also the re-

building of the upper portion of the angle

turrets in the tower and of the parapet connect'

jng them. The tower has now been faced for

about three-quarters of the distance from the

nave roof to the parapet : below this the work is

at present confined to the south porch, the

heavy buttresses of which are being gradually

refaced, indeed, nearly rebuilt, and the niches

and other ornamental work over and in con-

nexion with the entrance restored. The work
about the eastern part of the building, which
was not of a nature to be easily estimated for,

is to be valued on subsequent measurements.
This consists partly in similar refacing, the

greater part of which has been completed in the

clearstory; in the underpinning before men-

tioned, which has been a tronblesome and ex-

pensive portion of the work ; and in the rebuild-

ing of the end of the south aisle adjoining the

Lady Chapel. This last is the most iuteresting

portion of the work. It has been rebuilt, at a

late period, in a very debased style, and this

portion it was the intention to restore, pre-

serving what appeared to be the original plan,

with a square end and a lean-to roof, bat,

of coarse, subBtituting true Gothic detail for

the more recent “improvements.” In taking

down the masonry, however, with this object,

conjecture
; and in any other point of view than

an arohseological one, it must be regarded as an
excrescence, out of keeping with the state and
with the sober lines of the rest of the strnctnre,

and therefore on artistic grounds to be depre-

cated. Tet more strongly should wo be opposed
to the carrying out of the spire indicated in the

perspective view of the cathedral as restored,

which is exhibited in the Chapter-house. This
is, of coarse, a timber and slate spire, as no one
would dream of trying the old tower with the

burden of a stone one. Now we doubt very
much whether, merely as a matter of outline

and composition, Chester Cathedral would not

rather suffer than otherwise by the super-

imposition of a spire; the whole expression of

the edifice is that of solidity and repose, and
this unity of expression would be interfered with,

and the old local associations, too, with the
massive sqnare tower which has marked the site

of the city for so long would be lost; and such

associations are not altogether to be despised.

But to place a large slated or shingle spire on
such a building as a cathedral, would be at once
to deprive it of its monumental expression, to

rob it of part of its architectural dignity and
grandeur, and give it a patchwork appearance,

picturesque in a certain way, perhaps, but far

inferior in architectwesque effect to the expres-

sion of a homogeneous stone building. We object

on this ground even to the crowning of the

pinnacles at the end of nave and transepts with
small conical roofs, as apparently contemplated

;

we would far rather see them finished with

stone finials, whether of solid or open work; and,

with regard to the central tower, we do earnestly

hope that those with whom the decision

finally rests will interpose a " thus far shalb

thou go and no farther ” when the parapet is

reached, and save it from being bonneted by
the threatened termination. A rough sketch

for an octagonal stone lantern to form an alter-

native finish to the tower, attached to the

drawing before mentioned, woold be in every

way preferable to the spire, but we have our

doubts whether even that would produce an
effect commensurate with the expense of con-

structing it
; and whether in fact the simple

tower, restored as nearly to its original condition

as may be, would not prove more effective, and
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^roup better with ita sarrotindinga, than any

finish that may be pnt to it.

The central tower of the new Town-hall,

recently completed, is a new feature in Chester,

and peers over—a modern visitor—into the

sacred teynenos of the cathedral cloisters, with a

decidedly Norman-French air. Its general aspect

is pleasing; though the circular plate-traceried

windows in the gable on each face, consisting, of

course, of a big round hole in the middle, and

little ones round it, look painfully like a set of

clock-faces, so that we almost miss the hands

which we expect to see on them. It is to be

regretted that architects often seem to overlook

the very great effect which small details may
have in increasing or diminishing the scale of a

building. In the Town-hall tower the triple

windows on each face have been filled up by two

immense wooden louvres of great depth, an

exaggeration of the Norman fashion. We have

no hesitation in saying that these materially

dwarf the scale of the tower, when seen (as it

is from many points) out of connexion with the

substructure, and that its apparent scale would

have been rendered decidedly greater by the

employment of a large number of smaller louvres.

Au reste, the building is a pleasing specimen of

the modern style of Gothic Town-hall so much
in vogue at present,—more pleasing decidedly,

than the average of such buildings, as it is quiet

and unpretentious in treatment, and withthorough

unity of expression throughout : moreover, the

contrast of tint in the different stones employed

is singularly happy and effective now that the

building is new ; it may, perhaps, be too delicate

to retain its full effect for more than a limited

period. As to the question of preserving and

reproducing the Medimval style in a city like

Chester, much may be said on both sides.

Were a general rebuilding of the principal

rows to take place, we would decisively advo-

cate the adoption of a style more in accord-

ance with modern feeling and modern wants

;

sham antiquity is always contemptible. But

as this does not seem likely to take place at

present, it may seem only reasonable to endeavour,

in isolated buildings, to avoid clashing with the

genius loci. If such a feeling is reasonable any-

where, it is in Chester, for the preservation of

the antique Medimval aspect, to this extent, in a

modern town, is so rare now, that it would seem

a pity to lose this example of it, even to gain a

little in comfort, convenience, and stability. To
keep up the delusion folly, however, and cheat

us pleasantly into dreams of the Middle Ages, we
ought to have the costumes in keeping

;
whereas

at present the chignons, mantles, hats, not to

speak of other articles propria qucc niaribus and
ynulieribus respectively, peripatetic in Eastgate-

row, are unmistakably what an architect might

call “ nineteenth-centnry work.” Perhaps some
Medimvalising young ladies and gentlemen may
take the matter up, and devote one day in the

month (to be duly advertised) to parading their

favourite Eow in costumes jadiciously selected

from illuminated MSS. of the fifteenth or

sixteenth century. The principle is the same as

that adoptedjin rebuilding some parts of the said

Eow, and it would be much the less expensive

amusement of the two.

features of a church. Is a reredos contem-

plated? Make one at Christmas, and the im-

provement will be recognised and welcomed. Is

a screen thought of ? Try the effect in a skeleton

framework of wood dressed with evergreens,

when those interested will be the better able to

decide on its merits. Is a church bald and cold-

looking ? Enrich it with parts most appropriate

for its beautification temporarily, as Christmas

decorations, and there will be eyes to see the

improvement, and most probably purses ready to

make the additions permanent. Are the wall

spaces bare ? Show specimens of a scheme of

enrichment, and the issue will be, doubtless,

prosperous. We might continue this string of

questions for a column
;
bub we hope enough has

been said to convey a hiub that may be useful to

many.
Although most of the handbooks published on

this subject dwell upon the importance of pre-

serving the architectural lines of a building in

the floral decorations of the season, several of

them furnish illustrations in which such pro-
,

priety is altogether lost sight of. Banners, medal-

lions, texts, and bosses of foliage are dabbed here

and there, in some cases with no preservation of

lines whatever ;
and in other instances with only

a feeble attempt to hang them in rows. These

are the consequences of attempting to design

schemes of decoration that will suit any church
;

and also of providing for the manufactureof many
of the items in wholesale quantities in certain

I

centres. We would impress all in charge of

CHEISTMAS DECORATIONS.

Although the decoration of churches at this

season of the year has become the rule instead

of the exception, there are several points of con-

sequence connected with the custom that are not

yet properly considered, and some coigoes of

vantage about it that are not duly estimated.

The practice, indeed, appears to be in some
danger of running to extremes before a due

amount of sober usefulness is obtained from it.

People are beginning to think of Christmas deco-

rations only as manufactured articles they can

bny by the yard or square foot cheaper than they

can make them. This is, of course, losing sight

of much of their poetry and picturesqueness, and
of all the opportunity of artistic expression that

the occasion affords. “ There’s rosemary,” cried

Ophelia, “ that’s for remembrance, pray, love,

remember; and there’s pansies, that’s for

thought.” After this manner we should bear in

mind the associations of idea and the meaning
of the materials used in the decorations to which
we are referring, as well as the proper methods
of using them. Over and above these desiderata

it should be remembered that the temporary
decorations at Christmas time afford an excellent

opportunity of realising the effect of many pro-

posed permanent additions to the interior

churches that there is no merit in decorating

them all in the same fashion, any more than there

would be in building them exactly alike. Origi-

nality, appropriateness, and beauty oan be com-

bined with as much diversity as charm. We
suggest that the lines of a building are best fol-

lowed by such methods as placing crestings

where objects would be artistically enriched by
them, and courses of foliage where these are nob

desirable. Detached dots are as patchy as fes-

toons are theatrical, and suggestive of thebaZlei.

Texts, as well as foliage, look well when follow-

ing some of the leading architectural lines as

facim of cornices or string-courses. Screens

formed of evergreens, with cornices inscribed

with illuminated texts, may bo made very satis-

factory features in large and lofty churches. In

smaller edifices the decorations are more suitably

confined to existing spaces and features.

When writers who have given time, if not

taste, to the consideration of decorations go

astray, we cannot be surprised that without

trained guidance of any kind amateur decorators

make very serious mistakes. Sometimes there

is a committee of ladies formed, every member
of which carries out a small idea of her own,

which is independent of any general scheme.

Some are Maries
;
others are Marthas

;
some are

for tender lavishment; others for prudent fru-

_ality. One will take the font; another the

pulpit; a third the reading-desk; a fourth will

undertake a scroll to paste up over the doorway
;

a fifth will volunteer a star of Bethlehem to bang

from the apex of the chancel arch
;
and so on :

here a variety is certainly obtained, which may
be like a peep-show, but is anything but pictorial.

Eed flannel, white cardboard, tinsel, coloured

papers, everlasting flowers, others that are

immediately perishable, more that are artificial,

bunting, wire, cord, silk laces, cloth, calico,

velvet, suggest the probable performance of a

mystery play rather than special services in

remembrance of the Nativity of the Founder of

our faith. In another place there will be a com-

mittee of rustics who, in the fulness of their

hearts and strength, will drag trees into the

sacred edifice that convert it almost into a

rities on the lips of most church decorators.

His quaint conceits and similes furnish many a

hint for typical devices, though the subject of

decorations is not approached nearer than in

his verses, entitled “ A Wreath,” beginning,

—

“ A wreathed garland of deserved praise.

Of praise deserved, unto thee I give."

He speaks of the Oriental fragancy of amber-

gris, the speaking Bweetness of pomander, of

cloves, nutmegs, and cinnamon, flowers, and

garlands, but not of foliage, as applied to deco-

rations. He gives us a warning, incidentally,

however, that should be taken to heart :

—

“ Love built a stately house ;
where Fortune came.

And, spianiog fancies, she was heard to say

That her fine cobwebs did support the frame.

Whereas they were supported by the same ;

But Wisdom quickly swept them all away.

Then Pleasure came, who, liking not the fashion.

Began to make balconies, terraces,

Till she had weaken’d all by alteration.”

Here is an intimation of the value of the point

we urge. In all decorations there should be one

considered scheme that takes in all the parts of

the fabric, and is especially adapted to each

of them. This settled, and shown upon paper,

for reference, a division of the work can be next

made, and much more easily carried out than

without such guidance.

We perceive imitation evergreens and imita-

tion holly-berries are now regularly manufactured

to meet the demand for foliage at Christmas.

Dried moss, too, has become an article of com-

merce for the same purpose. Everlastings, once

sacred to the memory of Pare la Chaise, are now
pressed into the decorative service, and are not

only dyed various colours, but spotted, to in-

crease their motley appearance. Roses are made

of white paper for half-a-crown a dozen, and

more cuuningly devised in pink paper for three

shillings per dozen ;
and camellias defely made

of white paper, range, to adopt the phraseology

of the market, from three shillings per dozen.

These scentless theatrical adjuncts have elbowed

and flaunted oat three sweet old floral favourites

,

—rosemary, lavender, and rue. Once upon a time

rosemary was as much a part of strictly Christmas

belongings as roast beef and ” plum-porridge ;

”

bat now, probably, almost the only instance

wherein it makes its appearance in public is on the

dish on which the celebrated boar’shead is served

at Queen’s College, Oxford,— if, indeed, it has not

been displaced there, too, of late years. The poet

Gay speaks of rosemary and bays being “ bawl’d

in frequent cries through all the town ” before

he mentions holly, “ lawrel,” and misseltoe as

signs of the season. The Christmas song, iu

Poor Robin’s Alma.nack for 1695, mentions bays

and rosemary, as well as holly and ivy, for

decking of houses. The carol appointed to be

sung when the boar's head was brought into the

ball, as given in the book of “ Christmasae

Carolles, printed by'.Wynkyn de Worde, 1521,”

speaks of “garlands gay and rosemary” as the

proper equipments of the dish. Ophelia, looking

over her collection of gatherings, as before

quoted, continues,—“ There’s rue for you, and

here’s some for me. We may call it herb of

grace o’ Sundays: you may wear your rue with

a difference.” The association of rosemary and

rue with the tall delicate spiked blue lavender

occurs over and over again iu old English ditties

and sayings. A graceful chapter, giving a

gathering of quotations showing the association,

may be found in Mr. LongstaflVa Hylton Chap*

“ Eoseraary green.

And lavender blue,

Ihvme and sweet luarjorain,

Hyaop and rue,”

form a combination that is mentioned by Gerard

thicket. Again, the decorations are placed io I

"i* I" "

thehands S the,gardenerof,theneighboori„g|“, aod^rae,

squire, and straightway the church becomes an

irregular green-house. We have heard of wheaten

flour being sprinkled upon the evergreen decora-

tions of a country church to give the effect of

Boow, which was considered by the volunteer

artist seasonable, and quite indispensable to

carry out the idea of Christmas, even indoors.

We have known other volunteers of this thorough-

going kind cut out letters iu scarlet cloth or

flannel, and glue them one after another upon

the mouldings of a chaste chancel arch, to spell

out what they considered appropriate texts.

AU this earnestness properly directed would

have produced a very different result. Thus

left to run unrestrained, damage is often done to

the fabric, great pieces are knocked out of plaster

work, and good oak-work is riddled with rough

nail-holes.

George Herbert is one of the chief antho-

much so, that it stood for a sign for iuns
;
as the

celebrated hostelry in Finsbury Fields, called

the Rosemary Branch, shown on old maps, as

well as others, under the same sign iu Isling-

ton and elsewhere still existing, bears wit-

ness. There was some subtle fancy con-

nected with it, too, fur a great body of Round-

heads besieging Pontefract wore rosemary in

their hats. Washington Irving failed not to see

that it was something specially English, and

noted-it in his Sketch-book.

“ And lavender ia passing sweet.

And 80's the rosemary,"

sang a singer long ago ;
but both have been

elbowed out of place by paper roses and cambric

holly. Surely it would be better to reinstate

some of our old favourites than to have recourse

to sham substitutes.
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THE LIGHTHOUSES OF THE BRITISH
ISLES*

The Gunfleet Lighthouae is erected 'npon

the same principle, with this diffurence, that it

is entirely bcilt of wrought iron, upon seven
piles, 15 in. diameter, screwed down 40 ft. into

the sand, as being on the edge of a bank
j its

position is nnnsually precarious, in the event of
a shift taking place in the sand.
The piles are in three thicknesses of wrought

iron, and the whole of the bracing is tabular, of
the same material. The angles where the braces
cross are made of forged sockets of wroaght
iron, in one piece, hollow, to receive the ends of
the braces : they resemble a huge four-way
cock, and are certainly curiosities in their

way.
The light is 41 ft. from the water. The inter,

nal arrangements are similar to the Maplin, but
the cost was about 11,0001.

As a parallel example of insecure foundation,
satisfactorily dealt with, we may here notice the
lighthouse at the mouth of the river Usk, in
Monmouthshire, though the means adopted were
diametrically opposite.

It is built upon a foundation of soft, pulpy
clay, the stratum being 37 ft. deep.J
The old tower became insecure, leaned dan-

gerously towards the water, and had to be taken
down, and the method adopted for the new one
was as follows ;

—
From a circular pit of 60 ft. diameter, as much

of the clay was removed as the nature of the
material would permit, and a depth of 9 fc. was
reached

;
at this level an elm curb was placed,

and the whole filled up with solid concrete,
forming as it were a circular landing, 60 ft.

across, and 9 ft. thick.

Upon this has been erected a circular brick
tower, 40 ft. in diameter, and two stories high,
containingcommodionsly, the living-rooms, stores,
&c., necessary for the keepers, and the whole is

snrmonnted by the lantern. The light is 45 ft.

above high-water mark.
When the work was in 'progress, and for some

short time after its completion, it gradually sank
in the clay to a depth of 7 in., without any dis-

turbance of the general level
;

it has remained
at that point without farther subsidence, and is

now perfectly secure.

As a contrast between an ancient and a
modern lighthouse, we cannot give a better illns-

tration than the “ Smalls.” We will describe first

the old house and then the new one. The old
house was commenced in 1773, by Mr. White-
side, and finished in 1775. The highest part of
the rock is 12 ft. above the sea at high water,
and the lighthouse was 70 fc. high.

It was carried upon nine oak piles, about
2 ft. 6 in. diameter, sunk 7 fd. iu the solid rock,
with six raking braces of somewhat similar
dimensions, and when subjected to a storm the
whole structure rocked so that a pail of water
standing on the floor would be more than half
spilt by the simple rocking.

This has repeatedly produced the effect of sea-
sickness upon those unaccustomed to the motion,
as proved the case when the workmen sent down
to erect the new lighthonse %Yere lodged iu the
old light room.
The house was only about 18 ft. inside

diameter, and 10 ft. high, and was entirely con-
structed of wood secured together with wrought
iron. It needed constant repairs : every summer
new stays and other matters had to be provided
from the time of its erection ; a new house was
more than once prepared upon the mainland,
taken out in the summer, and fixed.

In this place occurred that terrible incident, of
one of the keepers being taken suddenly ill and

when the season was so awfully stormy
that no boat could approach. The survivor did
not dare commit the body to the deep for fear of
suspicion of foul play

j however, having pre-
viously beeu a cooper by trade, he managed to
construct a coffin and secure it to the external
gallery, and hero for four mortal months he was
alone w'ith the dead. The signal of distress was
seen fljing, vessels approached, but no boat could
land

;
he was at length rescued, but so altered

that he could hardly be recognised. We may
think it wonderful that reason did not give way
under the fearful ordeal

; but ever since that
time three men are invariably stationed in similar
sitnations.

Fifty years ago the dues claimed for this light
were 2d. per ton, now they are one-fourth of
a farthing

j
yet the amount received is not

* See p. 968, ante.

materially altered, so vast has been the increase
of our tonnage in this direction in the interval.
As a contrast to the above, we will now

describe the new lighthouse.
It is 125 ft. high, of granite, the lower 29 ft.

solid
;
above this, there are in succession the

water-store, the oil-room, the general store-room,
living-room, bedroom, and watch-room, each a
separate story, and above the lantern

;
the

accommodation thus provided replacing the little
cabin on a tree top, which occupied the post and
did the duty for nearly 100 years

;
and forwhicb,

with its dues, the Trinity Board had to pay
the enormous compensation before quoted *

(170,4861. 7d.). With regard to the practical
construction, we may say the courses of which it

is built are at the base 2 ft. high, each stone
weighing from two to three tons, and that the
courses gradually diminish till at the top they
are 1 ft. 3 iu.

The joints are plain square joints, radiating
from the centre, and each stone is secured to its

neighbour vertically and horizontally by strong
dovetailed slate dowels.
The stories are divided by landings, each in

twelve stones, eleven radiating from the circum-
ference to the centre, and a rebated stone
dropped into tho centre making up the number,
leaving a well-hole for the spiral staircase, which
ascends throughout the house; thus replacing
the old rope ladder of the old bouse, which was
drawn up and secured when not in use, and
formed the only meaus of access.
Where the light has to be placed npon the

top of a cliff, the erection becomes a far more
simple affair. We may instance the new house
recently erected at Sc. Bees, near Whitehaven.
The elevation of the light is 336 ft. above high
water.

The residence for the keepers, which may
almost be called a small villa, has a tower 30 ft.

high, attached by a covered corridor. At the
top is the lantern.

The total cost, including apparatus, was under
5,000L Ib was built with the red sandstone of
the district. It is only within the memory of
the present generation that the old coal beacon
was discontinued, aud replaced by modern
appliances.

The development, if we may nse the term, of
the lighthouse system and its extension in tho
future will probably take the following direc-
tion. The erection of rock lighthouses upon
reefs farther removed from the mainland, where
the construction of the foundations is the
greatest difficulty, and demand the utmost
efforts of the science of the day.
The Wolf Rock Lighthouse, just completed,

is the last, probably the best, as it was the most
difficult of recent undertakings. A carefully
detailed account of its design and construction
will be brought before the Institution of Civil
Lngineers iu the course of the ensuing season.
The next important feature is the substitution

of pile lighthouses for floating lights. Here the
difficulties of sand foundation have generally
to be dealt with. This, however, is rather a
measure of economy than extension, and has for
its motive the annual economy of a fixed light,

as compared with a floating one, as before
mentioned.

Those who would like to study in full detail,

course by oourse, and almost stone by stone, the
erection of a great rock lighthouse, we may refer
to Mr. Smeaton’s well-known work on the
Eddystone, and to the similar one by Mr. Steven-
son on the Skerryvore.

The Lights,

After our rapid sketch of the constituted
authorities, and the funds at their command, and
notes upon various matters of interest in the
erect'on of the lighthouses, we now come to the
question of lights. Wtat were the lights of
olden times? Beacons, simply : large fires—pri-

marily wood, latterly coal.

The last coal-beacon used was at St. Bees, and
was extiuguished so lately as 1822. They were
efficient iu their way. The old coal-beacon at

Spurn Point, the mouth of the Humber, could be
seen for thirty miles.

When the Eddystone was first lighted, ib was
with a chandelier of twentyfour wax candles,

five of which weighed 2 lb. Ac that time the

great Cordovan lighthonse was lighted with bil-

lets of wood, and oil-lamps with reflectors were
just coming into use.

Tho lights under the control of tho Trinity

Board vary from a simple gas or oil lump, pro-
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bably kept up by a local board, and costing a
mere trifle, to the larger Argand burners used
singly or in groups, sometimes as many as thirty
each, with its separate reflector, till we come to
the first-class dioptric lights of the largest class,
with their elaborate and expensive arrangement
of lenses, costing about 2.U00J.

; the expense of
erection, maintenance, and attendance propor-
tionally increasing.
The great object in lighting arrangements is,

of course, to obtain the maximum of light with a
minimuni of coat, and to ensure the direction of
the light to the proper point. Some attempts in
this direction were made with the old beacons,
bat we have no record of anything satisfactory
or successful. But with the Argand and similar
lights, and our recent scientific researches, im-
mense improvements have been made in this
direction, and by the judicious application of the
proper means, the scope and direction of the
lights can be managed to a nicety

; and not only
is the eSiciency of the light increased, but, by
the careful direction of all, as they may be
called, stray rays in a proper direction, a distinct
economy is the result.

The invention of the Argand lamp, in 1780,
was the first great step to the improvements
above alluded to.

As is well known, in principle it consists of a
cylindrical wick open in the centre, and covered
externally by a glass chimney. To the present
day its modifications are the principal instra*
menb in our lighthouse system. The later dis-
coveries are the Drummond light produced by
jets of oxygen and hydrogen upon a ball or
cylinder of lime, and the magneto-electric light
produced by the direction of a powerful magnetic
current through two opposing points or pencils
of charcoal

; they have both been employed in
first-class lighthouses to a limited extent. Gas-
ightiug has also been tried

;
but at the present

moment nine-tenths at least of the light of our
lighthouses comes from the Argand burner with
colza, oil. It is employed in various ways with
many scientific applications, which grow day by
day in perfection and complexity. The systems
of lighting all houses of the first-class may be
divided into two—the catoptric and the dioptric

;

the principle of the first being reflection, that of
the second refraction.

On the catoptric plan a number of lights are
usually employed, ordinary Argands, of about
1 inch diameter, each with its separate silvered
parabolic reflector. The power of the light
becomes a question of simple multiplication

;
a

second-class catoptric has eighteen burners, a
first-class one thirty.

On the dioptric principle one central light is
used—either an Argand of great size with four
concentrio wicks, a Drummond, or a magnetic
light; and the direction and concentration of
the rays are controlled by a scientific arrange-
ment of prisma of glass disposed all round the
light generally in a circular form. The angles
and proportions form an element of the nicest
mathematical calculation, and wo may fairly say
that upon this head there is yet much to learn,
and that it is in this direction that future
improvements will develop themselves. Messrs.
Chauce, of Birmingham, have been distinguished
for the great attention they have paid to the manu-
facture, and the sneoess that has attended their
efforts. The coat of these various lights varies
in proportion—the new light recently erected
at the Smalls costing 1,6001. (dioptric), the
catoptric apparatus being much cheaper; the
larger outlay, however, repays itself in course of
time by the economy of working, an extensive
average calculation, showing that the annual
outlay of a first-class catoptric is about 340Z.,
while a first-class dioptric costa only about
265Z. ; the principal item of difference being the
oil, of which the large central lamp consumes
less than the thirty small Argand burners.
And here we may notice the great advance that
bas been made in the construction of the
lanterns that enclose the lights as well as of the
lights themselves.*
When the dioptric light was first introduced

at the Eddystone, the npright divisions of the
glass were about 5 in. wide; the following
was the result ;—From a Government veaeel
in Plymouth harbour a letter was written to
the authorities in London, stating that at a
day and hour named, the Eddystone light was
"ut. An immediate inquiry was ordered,
ind it was ascertained beyond a doubt that
such had not been the case. It was suggested

• Illustrations will be found in earlier volumes of the
Sttilder,
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tHftt the veseel might have anchored in the line

of shadow cansed by one of the bars. A yacht

was sent round to make accurate observations

as to whether this effect really was produced,

and a cruise round the light at some distance

convinced everybody that this was what had

really taken place.

To obviate the difhcnlty, a lantern was de-

signed by Mr. Stevenson, the engineer to the

Northern Commissioners, composed entirely of

triangles, without any upright bars, each pane, as

it were, forming a three-cornered facet of flat

glass, and this was a great improvement ;
the

drawback was that a large proportion of light was

lost by reflection: it was almost impossible to

fix the glass in the facets perfectly trne, and

consequently the light was reflected in quarters

where it became useless, the loss being estimated

at about 10 per cent.

Mr. Douglass, the engineor to the Trinity

Board, then invented the present lantern, which

is a perfect cylinder, divided into lozenge-shaped

panes, by a bar following a true helical coil,

so that at every point of contact the side

of the bar is at a true tangent with the cir-

cumference of the cylinder, and the maximum
of strength is gained with the minimum of obscu-

ration.

The bars are of rolled steel, in. by 5-lGtbs

of an inch, with a bead of gun-metal, (_ shaped,

and \ in. thick to secure the glass ; the

outer edge is finished with the ordinary

astragal and hollow, and the inner edge, the

gon-metal, is rounded
j
the bars are all rolled

in ialves, and each lozenge-shaped pane is

complete in itself
;
they are built up, as it wore,

and fastened together with rivets, the right and

left hand lozenges meeting at any given point,

thus forming a complete stay and connexion with

the panes above and below. The glass is bent

exactly circular to the lines of the lantern,

consequently both lozenge frames and glass

are everywhere interchangeable. In case of

any strain occurring to the lantern and break-

ing the glass, a fresh pane can easily be

substituted by the keeper without a skilled

workman. To show the perfection of the con-

struction, however, we may say that though

fourteen lanterns have already been constructed

upon this principle, there baa not yet been one

broken pane of glass. We may add that this

construction oflantern was most carefully investi-

gated by the late Professor Faraday before its

final adoption, and that it reduces the loss of

10 per cent, of lights npon the old system to

3 per cent, j
while the bent glass has been proved

by experiment to bo 68 per cent, stronger than

the flit. There are six different recognised sizes

of dioptric lights, and as many or more of

catoptric
j
and, besides the distinction of size,

different lights are exhibited, in different ways,

and in different colours, to enable mariners to

distinguish one light from another.

They may be distinguished as fi.ted, revolving,

flashing, intermittent
;

the times of different

lights varying in their intermittance from five

seconds, with many variations up to four minutes.

Many lights, harbour lights principally, are

coloured, blue, red, or green. It will be seen

what infinite varieties of combination may be

introduced by these various means
;
the intelli-

gence so conveyed may fairly be called the

language of the lighthouses.

To give our readers a general idea of the

lighting of our coast as a system, we will ask

them to accompany us in an imaginary cruise

from the Nore to Dover, noting simply the lights

as we go.

We start from the “ Nore Light-vessel,” which

shows one bright white light revolving at

intervals of half a minute. We next pass the

Girdler Light-vessel, showing a similar light;

then the Princes Channel Light- vessel, showing a

red light revolving every twenty seconds
;
and

the Tongue Light-vessel, which shows two fired

lights, the upper one white, the lower one red.

This brings us to Herne Bay, showing one

white fixed light on the pier head
;
then Margate,

with a red light on the pier head ; next the

Mouse Light-vessel, with a green revolving light.

Then the “ MapHn ” pile lighthouse (before

described) with one red fixed light.

The Swin Middle Light-vessel, one bright

light, with a revolution of one minute; the

Gunfleet pile lighthouse (described at the com-
mencement of this paper), with a red light

revolving at an interval of two minutes

;

the Sunk Light-vessel, one bright fixed light

;

and the Kentish Knock ditto, with one bright

revolving light, of one minute revolution; and
the Galloper, two fixed lights;—these bring

U8 to the North Foreland Lighthonse, with

tower 78 ft. high, light 184 ft. above high-

water msrk, fitted with a dioptric apparatus of

the first class, showing one bright fixed white

light
;
then the Kamsgate Tide-light, one red and

two green lights ; the Godwin Light-vessel, three

bright white fixed lights; the Gulf Stream ditto,

one bright light, with revolution of twenty

seconds, to the South Sand Head Light-vessel, at

the other extremity of the Godwin Sands,

showing one bright fixed light. Next, the South

Foreland, with two bright fixed lights, 1,300 ft-,

apart, until we arrive at Dover, with one green

light, two red lights, and one blue light on the

Admiralty Pier. It would be tedious to follow

this detail further. The sketch we have given

may, however, be sufficient to convey an idea of

the variety of method and adaptation of light.

In England there is npon au average a light-

hoose to every fourteen miles of coast
;
in Scot-

land, to every thirty-nine miles
;
and in Ireland,

to every thirty-four miles. In this calculation,

however, the light-vessels are not included
;
and,

of course, in the more frequented channels, as

in the case just quoted, the lights are much
nearer together than elsewhere. On some por-

tions of the Scottish and Irish coasts more lights

are certainly required ; but as far as England is

concerned, the general opinion seems to be that

the system of lighting is sufficient and satis-

factory. Of the lights under the control of the

Board, about 50 per cent, are dioptric, and the

remainder catoptric, and of the local lights,

about 25 per cent. In Scotland, about two-

thirds are on the dioptric principle
;
and in

Ireland, one-third. The consumption of oil has

occupied in past days much attention as a ques-

tion of economy
;
but the principle has lately

' most judiciously been adopted of sacrificing this

point to the thorongh efficiency of the light.

Something resembling the French moderator

principle is adopted. The oil is supplied to the

lamp by mechanical pressure, and it is found in

practice that the beet light is obtained where the

overflow is about three times the consumption.

The old Smalls Lighthouse (described above)

only burnt about 200 gallons of oil per annum.
About nine years ago the average consumption

at the Start Point and North Foreland was about

500 gallons ; but at the present time the usual

consumption of a first-class dioptric is 700
gallons. The coat of a first-class dioptric ap-

paratus complete, with lights, apparatus, and
lantern, is about 3,0001. It is about 9 ft. high

and 6 ft. diameter. The second size is about

4 ft. 6 in. diameter; the height in proportion;

the cost about 2,200Z. The third size about

3 ft. 3 iu. diameter, costing 1,500J.
;
the fourth,

20 in. diameter, costiog 4001- ;
the fifth, 15 in.

diameter, costing 3501, ;
the sixth, 12 in.

diameter, costing 220L
Combinations of the catoptric and dioptric

systems are respectively called the catadioptrio

and holophotal. Mr. T. Stevenson also invented

a light, called the Azimuthal Condensing, the

object of which was to direct the whole of the

rays down one narrow channel, confining, as it

were, the horizon in every direction. The dis-

tance to which lights are visible is bounded by
the horizon. Sufficient elevation being given, it

has been ascertained that in clear weather a

first-cbisB light may be visible at 100 miles.

Practically, 250 ft. from the water are considered

the maximum ;
this gives a horizon of eighteen

miles, or twenty miles from the mast-head.

When a light is too high it is liable to be obscured

by fogs, with the most dangerous results; as a

case in point, the light at the Needles may be
quoted, which was actually removed from a

tower on the top of the cliff to a much lower

level, so as to be more readily observed by
passing vessels.

The last novelty in pharology is the division of

the lantern into sectors of different coloured

light. Thus throwing a light of a different

colour towards different quarters of the horizon.

We will give one or two examples. The approach

to the port of Sunderland presents two dangers;

the Mill Rock on the one side, and the Hendon
Rock on the other, situated at some distance

along the coast
; it is a dangerous coast in the

immediate vicinity of Whitburn, a name con-

nected deservedly or undeservedly with false

lights. There are two lights now designed and

in course of erection : the upper one, a first-class

light, with a one-minute flash
;
the lower light

BO arranged that the sector which exactly sub-

tends the Mill Rock throws a white beam over

that portion of the horizon ; while in the sector

which subtends the Hendon Rock a red colour is

shown. With these guides ships approaching

from either direction, by skirting, as it were, the

division of the lights, are safely guided to the

point where the harbour lights, closer in shore,

show the exact entrance. A similar arrange-

ment is made at Caldy, though modified by cir-

cumstances
;
there is a white light out to sea, a

red ray or sector eastward, and another red ray

or sector westward. By skirting the division of

lights west, the shoals off the old Castle Barg

are cleared, and the east ray clears the Wool-

house Rock. The anchorage is gained by passing

through the red ray at this point, until the

fainter white light at the back appears, which

defines the safe anchoring-ground.

Another instance, at another port, shows two

wide sectors of red light, with a narrow white

sector between them, which safely conducts the

vessel that follows it to the very mouth of the

harbour.

In concluding our paper upon the lighthouses

of the British Isles, we may remark that the

moat perfect system of lighting cannot insure the

safety of our ships : it can only warn in case of

danger. Sometimes the fury of the storm defies

all precautions
;
and before all else the safety of

a vessel depends upon the knowledge, the judg-

ment, and the vigilance of its captain.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON
EDUCATION IN INDUSTRIAL ART.

The general silence of the press of this

country as to the proceedings of au important

Congrels, held in Paris during the month of

October, 1869, is such as to prove that the busy

gleaners who cater for the demands for public

information, may sometimes overlook fields of

no ordinary richness. Few of the popular

questions of the hour, lashed as they are into

fictitious life by the scourge of the journalist, as

a top is kept in movement by whipping, have

the real national and international importance

of the proceedings of this unnoticed assembly.
' The Central Union of Fine Arts applied to

Industry {L'Union Centraie des Beavx-AHs appli-

qut^s d V Industrie), opened at Paris, in the

Palace of the Champa Elysces, an international

Congress, which held session from the 29th of

September to the 5th of October last. The
president was M. Louvrier de Lajolais,—it looks

almost as if hia name should bo spelt with the

apostrophe ;—the vice-president, M. Paul Benard,

architect. The honorary presidents were M.
Guiohard, the president of the Central Union,

and Mr. Cole, director of the museum at Ken-
sington; the honorary vice-presidents, M. da

Schwartz, counsellor of his Imperial and Royal

Apostolic Majesty, and Austrian Consul-General

at Paris ;
M. Canneel, director of the Royal

Academy of Ghent
;

General Novitzky, aide-

camp of his Majesty the Emperor of Russia, and

attachd to the Russian Embassy in London

;

M. Bauraer, professor of architecture to the

Polytechnic School of Stubtgard ;
and M. Sajon,

vice-president of the Central Union. Among
the secretaries we find a mannfactorer and a

designer of lace, a professor of drawing, and a

professor of sculpture. Thus art, both fine and
industrial, is adequately represented by the

composition of the “ Bureau.”

M. £mile Galichon, whose eminent services to

art literature are well known to all who are

familiar with the subject, has expressed opinions

with reference to this industrial congress, with

which we are disposed very fully to sympathise.

Having expected nothing, or next to nothing, to

result from the discussion, he took tho occasion

which offered itself on his being asked to return

thanks to the president, to declare, with the

most perfect candour, that he had been entirely

mistaken. In the six sessions to the proceedings

of which he had been a silent and attentive

listener ho learned, he declared, more than he

had done in ten years of his life. Little by little

the horizon extended itself before his view.

New ideas arose, and mutually illustrated

one another. The gaps and breaks of his

thoughts became filled up, and points that had
long been obaonre became clear and intelligible.

A great and important step iu the knowledge of

the arts of design has been attained by the

labours of the congress.

In the Palace of the Champs filyaees have

been united to an Oriental museum, and to au

exhibition of modern works, specimens of the

work of pupils belonging to more than three

hundred schools. The presence in Paris, at tho

same time, of so many professors and teachers,

both French and of other nationalities, has thus

been wisely turned to advantage, in order to
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draw up an exact report of the present state of
art edacation in France, and to suggest the best
means of developing and improving the same.
In the assumption, by private co-operation, of
that initiative which has hitherto been con-
sidered to appertain exclusively to the Govern-
ment, not only in France but generally on the
Continent, lies the first step of a veritable revo-
lution, commenced without tumult or violence,
from which it is not difficult to augur the
happiest results.

Acquaintance with the arts of design can no
longer, in this nineteenth century, be considered
a non-essential part of education. The progress
and the permanence of those important branches
of industry which so largely contribute to the
national welfare depend mainly on the possession
of an enlightened and educated taste. Without
culture in this respect it is in vain to hope for
any but a limited, and strictly home, demand for

the various art manufactures, whether textile,

ceramic, metallic, or of mixed and compound
origin. A lump of clay, in the hands of an
unednoated rustic, remains a mere clod of earth,
or, at the best, is fired as an unsightly brick, or
an archaic garden-pot

;
placed in the hands of

an educated workman, in the same space of time
it may be fashioned into a work of art, of value
and of beauty.
The questions, then, which were debated, and

to a great extent decided, by this self-convened
International Congress, have a high economio
and social value. Those narrow and limited
views as to the wealth of nations, which were
received with so much respect, by men in the

The first question thus raised was that of the
character and conditions of modern productions
in industrial art. On this subject the congress
forms the opinion that the dominant character of
contemporary production is that it is essentially
“ mobile,” by which term the reporters seek to
express the capricious variations of fashion. Fur-
ther, it is pointed out that the desire to produce
objects in great numbers, in great variety, and
at a low price,—a desire which is ministered to

by the employment of machinery and by the
infinitesimal division of labour,—is, in general,
diametrically opposed to the existence of any
true art sentiment in the objects fabricated.
Under this head the congress further calls at-

tention to the preference given to ronlioe as

compared to the encouragement of personal initia-

tive
;
the preference given to a mechanical per-

fection of surface detail, to the neglect of the
general subordination of harmonious fiuish

;
and

the frequently misunderstood application of
scientific discovery. Thus far the work of the
congress seems directed rather to the indication
of some of the rampant evils of the day than to
any attempts to remedy them.
The second question relates to the nature of

public taste, and of its influence on production,
and to the means of developing and of improving
the same.

Public taste, the congress holds, is the exact
reflexion of the intellectual and moral condition
of society. So striking a proposition demands
attentive meditation.
The principal causes to which the imperfection

or the copricioua character of taste may be re-
van of intelligent life, because they were new to ferred are, first, the tendency to prefer the per-
men unacquainted with the works of Aristotle, I fection of mechanical fiuish and detail to the true
and because they were true, in themselves, sentiment of art. Secondly, the general inolioa-
although false, if regarded as constituting the tion towards apparent, rather than towards
whole doctrine of political knowledge, are being I essential, excellence. The union of these two
reduced, year by year, more distinctly to their I causes exercises a deplorable influence on pro-
proper proportions. Year by year we are learn-

j

duction.
ing that a market is not a school

j
that to buy

j

The remedy for this state of things lies in the
cheap and to sell dear is not tho chief end of

j

creation of a general and complete system of
man. Nay, what is of even more import- education in all matters relating to art, by
ance, the idea has become intelligible, and

I
means of which sound views may be communi-

Boon must become dominant, that an exclu-
!
cated to all classes of society. It is difficult to

sive devotion of the energies of a people to impugn the abstract truth either of the de-
thoeo lower and less noble objects has a certain

j

scribed evil, or of the proposed remedy,
and fatal tendency to defeat itself. The man

I The third question raised by the congress is

who is content to turn out the cheapest and the
j

that of the actual organisation of the theory of
least artistic productions, hoping to command

j

tho arts of design, of the development to be
custom by the mere brute force of low prices, given to that study, and of its direction, con-
flnds his customers fulling away from his wares.
People are beginning to find out that excellence
is economical

J
that low price does not mean

actual cheapness
;
that the productions of a good

chemist, a good mechanic, or a good artist, are
actually worth much more money than cheap
drugs, clumsy machinery, or ugly and ill-con-

structed articles of domestic use. And, as it is

nob possible to select and extract the money-
getting faculties or functions of tho mind, and to
cultivate them exclusively, but, on the other
hand, it is always uncertain when and how the
special advantages resulting from general cul-
ture may become available, so it is that, in spite
of the venomous hostility entertained by a cer-
tain class of politicians to all artists, all men of

taste, all men of refined culture, all men of

classical education, the guidance of the future in-

struction of the people is gravitating irresistibly

to the hands of this intellectual aristocracy.

Iq a word, Art, using the term in the widest
sense, from being the delight of the few, is about
to become the benefactor of the many. The
negleob and despite of art is no other than the
retrogression of a people towards barbarism.
There are, it is true, many minds whom that
argument must altogether fail to reach. Ibis
well, therefore, that it can be pub in dif-

ferenb terms. Neglect of art-culture is a
certain cause of national poverty. It is in
this view of the case that the advance of
any one of the European family of nations in

education, whether scientific, technical, artistic,

or literary, acts as a spur and a goad to the pro-
gress of every other nation. The electric chain
has become complete, the contact being effected
in the sensitive region of the pocket; and any
advance made by Prussia, France, Italy, Bel-
gium, must, 'pcriculo nostro, be responded to by
a great effort in England.
Four distinct questions have been submitted

to the International Congress. Each of these
has been clearly stated and intelligently dis-

cussed
5
and with regard to each the congress

has expressed both a judgment as to actual fact,

and a desire as to tho course to be adopted in

the future. We proceed to refer to these ques-
tions in the order in which they were discussed.

sidered with regard to teachers, to methods, and
to examples.
The congress declares that the actual organisa-

tion of tuition in art is nob adequate to the
requirements of the day, because, iu the first

place, the examples handed down to our times
are imperfectly known and generally ill under-
stood, from want of well-regulated education

j

and, secondly, the study of nature is generally
insufficient and ill-direcled.

The congress declares that it is necessary,
first, to insist on primary instruction in the pre-
paratory study of drawing; secondly, to develop
the taste from early infancy by the daily view of
what is beautiful in all its forms; thirdly, to give
a great and entirely new importance to museums
of instruction, in villages no loss than in towns.
The congress expresses the desire that instruc-

tion in drawing should form an integral part of

tho obligatory course of primary instruction.

It declares in the moat distinct manner, that,

in its opinion, instruction in the art of design
admits of no radical division, admitting in the
matter of tuition but one law, and one principle,

viz., the Unity of Art.

The congress denounoes that mode of primary
instruction which is limited to the servile and
textaal imitations of the graphic model.

It expresses the desire that, from the very
commencement, the pupil of the primary school

should have placed before him the geometric
models which constitute ihs Alphabet of Forms,
as well as examples of the most simple ordinary

objects.

It recommends, as indispensable, oral explana-

tions on the part of the teacher.

The congress disapproves the present direction

of secondary education, in so far as it leads to

the abuse of the graphic model.

It declares that a proportioned mode of

rendering (by reduction or enlargement in size),

drawing from memory, and the free choice

of methods of execution, should be substituted

for literal and servile copying.

With reference to professional instruction, the

congress expresses the desire that, iu all the

schools, attention should be given rather to

general instruction than to any particular in-

dustrial application, such as the demands of
manufacturers require.

Iu such premature labour it can see only danger
both to art itself, and to the future excellence of
the pupils.

For the instruction of teachers for the primary
schools, the congress demands the extension of
instruction iu design in normal Echools, by tho
assistance of special professors.

It consequently requires the foundation of a
superior normal school, for the education of these
professors.

As to mcfliod, tho congress neither recommends
nor proscribes any special method

;
although it

warns against those which, by the employment
of rapid and mechanical processes, tend to
diminish direct, personal, ^nd sincere observation
on the part of tho pupil.

With regard to models, the congress blames
the use of all such ns involve the serious fault
of leading to the substitution of the study of
the picturesque effect, which is only accidental,
for that of form, which gives permanence of
character.

The fourth question relates to the comparison
of the efibrts hitherto made, in different coun-
tries, to advance industrial art, to develop public
taste, and to improve the method of inatruction
in the arts of design.

The congress remarks with satisfaction that,
for some years, a raovemonb has been manifest
in public opinion, tending, in all civilised society,
towards the extension and the progress of in-
dustrial art, the improvement and the generalisa-
tion of instructionin the arts of design, and that
development of good taste which exerts a dis-

tinct moral effect; and that, under tho influence
of this excellent spirit, efforts have been made
and are daily making, due to the initiative of
Governments, of associations, and of private
individuals, which have already led to the
creation of important institutions, museums,
schools, societies, and the like.

The congress expresses the desire that effect

should be given to tho proposal made at the close
of the Exhibition of 1867, and approved by the
honorary presidents of all the luternational
CommisBlons, to the effect that each country
should execute reproductions of the objects of
art which it may possess, and should spread the
knowledge of such treasures as far as possible
through other countries.

The concludiog recommendation is to the
effect that serious attention should be paid to
the improvement of the condition of the pro-
fessors and teachers of the arts of design, because
it is on this condition that the quality of the
instruction which they impart must essentially

depend.
It is undeniable that the philosophic grasp and

sound practical good sense of nearly the whole
of the conclusions and recommendations of the
congress are such ns to justify the strong terms

which M. Galichon has allowed himself to

speak of the result of their labours. To our-
selves, almost the most interesting refleotions

that are suggested by tbe report will be those
which concern the application of tbe conclusions
of the congress to the actual system which, under
the impulse of the Department of Science and
Art, has been within tbe last fifteen years intro-

duced iu our own acboola.

As far as regards tho first two questions, the
ill-regulated character of contemporary produc-
tion, and the untaught caprice of public bad
taste, no less than the fourth, the development
of public taste, the general remarks we have
already cited are most pointedly applicable to

our own country. Nor are we altogether unaware
of the primary necessity of a well-designed educa-
tion of public taste.

For the tbird point, the education of the taste

from early infancy, by the view of what is pure,

noble, and beautiful, it is one ou which we have
been long accustomed to dwell with a per-
sistence which has not always met with warm
and intelligent sympathy. We rejoice to see the
necessity of this course indicated as a canon of
education. Nor must it be forgotten that the law
is universal. It is negative no less than positive.

It applies to literature, music, dramatic re-

presentation, all forms of moral and religious

teaching, no less than to art-education. It in-

volves the proscription of tho coarse, the base,

the merelrioious, the tawdry
;

in one word, the
false—in every department of human thought.
Brutalising games, of chance or of violence

;

demoralising exhibitions of all kinds; literature,

illustrated or otherwise, which, under the stolen

appellation of comic, never rises above buffoon-

ery
;
jhigh-strung moral or religious discourses,
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the tenets of which are contradicted by the tone,
the appearance, or the daily life of the teacher,

—

nil these Btumbling-blocks in the path of trae
intellectual and moral culture, are condemn'id
by this noble utterance of the International
CcngresB.
W ith regard to the abase of the graphic model,

we think we have reason for great satisfaction in
the euperiority of the method adopted in our
schools of art over that which the congress ap-
pears to consider to bo almost or altogether uni-
versal. The selection of the best and purest
examples of wbat is happily termed the alphabet
of form, the definite study of the principles, in
preference to the mere details, of design; the
sncceesive or alternate presentation ofdesignson
the flat, of well-execnted relief, of models in the
round, of natural forms of vegetation, and of the
living model, to the student, are distinct elements
of our normal art-edncation. We call attention
to the report of Mr. E. Eedgrave, E.A., in the
year 1857, on the state of design as applied to
manufactures, treating of the groat questions of
style, of constructive truth, of the subordination
of decoration to utility, of the special character
of ornamentation suited to different materials,
of unity of style and decoration, of subordination,
and of the exigencies of size and of scale.
As to the danger, indeed, pointed out by the

congress, which menaces both the progress of
art and the future of the student, arising
from the displacement of general and thorough
art education by the study of those special
branches which may command a direct pecuniary
return,we bold, as we have previonslystated, that
it is the evil which most imminently threatens
the development of our own art schools. One
defect, as it appears to us, of our own system, is
the strong tendency which it has to blind the
pupils to the fact that, after all, decoration is
but the ’prenlice-work, or the amusement, of the
artist. The rude diction of the Scottish post
shadows forth a truth far more noble than often
lies concealed under the fugitive disguise of lyric
song. The “ ’prentice-hand ” of Nature was tried
in the production of strength and of utility,

—

the more perfect exercise of her skill was devoted
to the creation of beauty.
As to that which relates to the status of the

teacher, it is unneoessary for us to express our
hearty concurrence. We recognise in the
decisions voted by the congress one of the most
promising signs that have yet appeared as to the
education of the future. We desire to supple-
ment one omission, that of recognising that it is

to the wise and patriotic effort of the late Prince
Consort of England that the plan, recommended
by the congress, of the reprodnction and inter-
change of national art treasures owes its origin.
But had the congress only emitted two of its
many valuable votes it would have rendered a
noble service to humanity. To those two utter-
ances we are desirous to give the widest circula-
tion, and the moat faithful echo. We refer to
the importance of elevating the mind, from early
infancy, by the daily view of wbat is beautiful,
and to tho enforcement of “one law and one
principle, the unity of art.”

THE KOYAL ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.
Some evidences of life are apparent in tlie

Museum, in the shape of a further appeal for
money. Subscribers are invited to double their
subscription

; and one original member writes to
us to say that he certainly will do nothing of
the kind till he sees some endeavours to obtain
more satisfactory resnlts than are at present
apparent. The hours during which IheMuseum is
open and the arrangements made virtually shut it
against working men, even if they were anxions
to avail themselves of tho collection, whicli
unfortunately few of them seem to be. It is
impossible to ignore a very widely-cntertained
impression that the building is unsatisfactory
in no way adapted for study. One “ Would-be
Student” writes us that he found it simply
impossible to sit on the tiled floor, in a frightful
draught, to make a sketch he desired to^havo.
Some alterations must be made in this direction,
also in tho arrangement, if the word may he used,
of the casts. The staircase i.s perhaps the most
abominable thing in plan that ever was seen. It
is so out of square with the side walls and the
pavement that a view backwards from the land-
mg is calculated to produce vertigo. One would
bo curious to know wliicli of the two architects
employed will take the credit of it.

However, all this will get righted in time :

the value of the Institution properly adminis-

tered remains, and the Council are anxious if
not lucky. They have just now issued a
proper invitation to members, that, being de-
sirous of making their collection available for
the study of architectural pupils, students, and
draughtsmen, to such all the advantages of
the jyinseum through its lectures, collection,
&c., are offered for a subscription of 10s. a year,
and they ask the names of any gentlemen who
wish to join for theycar commencing January 1.

They are also co-operating with the Institute of
British Architects and the Architectural Associ-
ation to bring about tho establishment ofa school
of architectural drawing to meet in the Museum.
A joint committee has been formed and rules
ha.vo been framed for discussion. This school
might be rendered subservient to the maintenance
ot the Museum, as well as highly advantageous
to the rising generation of architects. Strenuous
efforts should at once bo made to render the
collection more completely a mnsoum of archi-
tecture than it can be deemed at present,
representing as it does little more than one
division of the art. As one of the first and fastest
friends of the Institution, we shall bo credited
with a desire to say nothing but what is likely
to advance its interests.

THE FEMALE SCHOOL OF ART.
Miss Julia. Pocock stands so completely at

the head of the exhibitors on tho present occa-
sion, that 1SG9 will probably be spoken of in
tho school hereafter as her year. By a very
clever di-uwing from the cast, she has obtained
tho Queen’s Gold Med.al, while for a charmingly
painted iicad of a girl in prim, if not Puritan,
costume, she ha.s the Queen for purchaser; and
her Majesty may bo congratulated as well as tho
artist. When we add that Miss Pocock also ex-
hibits the model of a hand, which has obtained
the M‘Artliur prize of 5 guineas, and that she
also gets a prize from the Department, it will be
seen that liliss Gann has, at any rate, one pupil
of whoso progress sho may bcjustly proud. But
there are others with nearly equal claims. Miss
Wliiteman Webb gets tho National Silver Medal
for fruit admirably represented, and one of her
flower-pieces wo like even bettor than the fruit.

Miss Alice Locke has a charming arrangement
of flowers; Miss Blanche Macarthur exhibits
two very offectivG heads in oil from tho life

;

Miss Alice Manley maintains her position
gained last year; and Miss Laviuia Dixon
makes an advance.

Jliss Slous worthily gets a prize for model-
ling; and ill the same department Miss Ellen
Macrrc deserves praise.

Some friends of the school have lent a number
of paintings and drawings, which will remain
for a time for the study of the pupils. It mav
bo well to mention that a class meets on threo
evenings in tho week, Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays, from seven to nine, for the study
of elementary and model drawing, geometry,
and perspective, and that schoolmistresses,
teachers, and pupil teachers of National and
British Schools aro admitted at half fees. The
fee for the advanced class for the study of water-
colour. figure from the round, &c., is 6s. per
month, or 11. for five months.

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AT THE
LONDON INSTITUTION.*

Pkofessor Kerr proceeded to consider the
Gothic revival. Still confining his attention to
our own country, and now with more especial
reason, he returned to the seventeenth century,
and remarked that while the revived or more
properly modern Classic style was becoming
established by the spirit of antiquarianiem in
Italy, and beginning to spread westward there-
from, English building was pursued in the well-
known Elizabethan manner, and especially, per-
haps, in those country mansions which we still

hold in such high esteem. Even when the new
fashion had taken complete possession, this old
one was not entirely forgotten; and in 1753-70,
fur example, Horace Walpole was employing
himself pedantically, if no more, in building at
Strawberry-hill a sort of Mediaeval retreat,
eminently absurd, bot eqaally suggestive. Then
the French Revolution became thegreat historical
landmark of the age. War between the new
principles and the o'd, exhausting all other
nations, left England alone in possession of
wbat might be called nneonquered feudalism.

• See p. 080, ante.

It was only natural at such a time that good old
country gentlemen should build Castles ; and,
accordingly, through the whole period from 1770
even to 1830, nnder such arohitects as Wyatt,
the now execrated restorer of cathedrals,
Wilkins, of the National Gallery, and Nash, of
Regent-street, sham fortresses, in the flimsiest
imitation of the “ baronial” manner, were built
all over the country, in stone, or brick, or Roman
cement, or lath and plaster, with wood painted
for masonry, cast-iron painted for oak, and, in
short, anything that came to hand painted to
represent anything else that might be con-
venient, with such an exuberance of sham,
accessories of every kind as to be bewildering tO'

the moat patient of critics. But, in the mean-
time, John Britton had been perseveringly lay-
ing before the pnblio admirable engravings of
English antiquities (1805-35); and the appre-
ciation of the picturesque and the veneration of
the traditional combined to give a fixed direction
to antiquarianism in favour of Mediaeval lessons-

in design. Then came the great apostle of
modern Gothic, Welby Pugin

;
truly a very

remarkable man, possessed fanatically with the-

one great idea, whether ultimately for good or
for evil he cared not. Before long he exhibited
the precise effect of his enthnsiasm in becoming
one of the first of our “ perverts,” as the phrase-
goes; and the result of his whole life from its

eocentrio opening to its melancholy close,

—

every day of it the life of an indomitable genius,
—was to fix irrevocably the revival of Medimval-
art upon the assertion of Medisoval social prin-
ciples,—ecclesiology, symbolism, sacerdotalism,,
ritualism. By this time, however, the mere fact
of the Gothic revival bad been accomplished;
for after 1835 the new Houses of Parliament
wore brought under discussion as affording an
opportunity for a signal assertion of baronialism ;

and, as all the world knew, Pagin was Sir
Charles Barry’s right hand in the design and
development of that great example,—now a good-
deal carped at by those who forgot the fact that-
the fashion of its architecture was nob the free
choice of the architect, but rather the contrary,,
forced upon him by Parliamentary amateurs^
Since that period, at any rate, all our churches
had been of the Gothic style ; and of late
there had been colleges, schools, parsonages, and
even convents, bniib all over the country in the
same fashion, until at length secular and civil

architectnre was being claimed in its entire field

for Gothic administration,—a condition of things
which sooner or later most lead to something
unexpectedly amazing. At the present moment,
antiquarianism, in this fashionable form, was
urging its most uncompromising maxims .-

severity of manner, muscular harshness, and
intentional ugliness, being openly and expressly
advocated by extremists every day, with at
length the most minnte reference to ancient
models, nob for principles or snggestions, or even
for canons of style, but for copies, so that crude-
Norman, French, and Spanish turrets should be
literally reproduced, in precisely the same way
as the fastidious porticoes of Classicism less than
half a century ago,—so turns the wheel !—were
BO slavishly, as the saying goes, and uni’ntel-

lectually accepted. Thns, then, stood “ The
Battle of the Styles,” the inevitable effect of an
antiquarian age which must inevitably run its-

course
;
and, in pursuance of the certainly re-

markable uniformity of chronological periods
exhibited by the scheme offered by the lecturer
at the commencement of the course, he would
venture to suggest that it seemed not at all-

unlikely that the termination of the current five

hundred years, in about a century and a half
from the present time, would prove the end of
the antiquarian period, and the commencement
of some novel development both of society and
of art, in which existing actors mnst bo content
to have no part. But in the immediate form of
the controversy as to style, the arguments might
be stated thus :— GothicisCs affirmed that their
mode was “our national style;” but this was
obviously fallacious, for it was nob in England
alone, nor in England even chiefly, tbat Medi-
eval architecture was prodneed, but in the whole
of Medieval Europe : it was simply the style of
all Europe for a period,—one that had passed
away. Then the rejoinder of the Classicists was
this,—that their mode is Italian merely because
modern Europe was cradled on Italian soil ; that
it is modern European, certainlynot English pecu-
liarly, but again thestyloof all Europe for a period,
—one tbat has not yet passed away. Observing
briefly that no revival of Gothic, in onr sense of
the term, had been found possible on the Con-
tinent, the lecturer remarked upon the exquisite
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elegance with which Classic architecture had

been pursued in France
j
while, on the other

hand, the highest possible praise seemed to him
to be due to English architects, even those of

inferior pretensions in some cases, for the great

artistic success with which they were effecting

the production of a constant succession ol

picturesque Gothic works. The particular form

of this rivalry ho considered to be most interest-

ing and suggestive to the student, and most
creditable to both countries, in the eye of the

critic. As to the demand sometimes advanced

that a new stylo should be expressly invented,

he need only say that a style in art was not to

be so produced, bub only by the slow operation

of natural laws, of which, in the present age,

Italian-European, galvanized Gothic, and uni-

versal Antiquarian, were the inevitable products,

for good or ill, and in spite of us. Then, if he

were called upon to offer a prognostication of

the future, he would accept the formula of Arch-

bishop Manning, that there was but one alterna-

tion offered to modern intelligence, namely, that

between faith and science
j
and, taking these

terras in their most comprehensive sense, he

could nob help thinking that what was erro-

neously called faith must inevitably yield, while

that which was more properly called science

must inevitably prevail. New principles of

society, philosophy, and art were every day
being introduced, the current of debate was
setting in one invariable direction

;
and if he were

to suggest that in architecture the next period

would be that of science as the snccessor of

Autiquarianism, he might, perhaps fairly, so

leave the question to its destiny.

FALL OF A RAILWAY STATION AT
EDINBURGH.

Sir,—I have just read with much pro6b your
article on the catastrophe at King’s College.

Will you allow mo to bring under your notice a
similar accident which has just occurred in Edin-

burgh (where I am at this moment residing),

with .the view of directing public attention to

the scandalous want of supervision in all matters

relating to building in this northern capital ?

Yon will probably remember that I addressed

you on one or two former occasions of a like

nature, particularly with regard to the fall of an
ancient tenement in the High-street, and also

after the severe storm of February, 1868, in

which I made a very narrow escape from the fall

of a chimney. Edinburgh is, no doubt, a pleasant

place of residence ; but the risk of life iu it is very

great from a number of causes, one of which is

the constant occurrence of such accidents as I

shall proceed to describe. I shall quote as much
from the local reports as may make the narrative

intelligible, interspersing a few observations of

my owu in the way of supplement. In the

Scotsman of Friday, December 7th, appears the

following startling announcement :

—

“ YesterdBy evening, just after darkness had set in,

people at the west end of the town were startled b.v a
tremendous crash, caused by the unaccountable full of the
•enormous wooden shed which was in course of construction

en the Lothian-road for new station premises of the

Caledonian Railway Company.”

I dwell nearly two miles from the scene of the

accident, and the report reached me like the

firing of a battery of artillery :

—

” The beams and timbers of the great shed were all

down upon the ground iu the utmost confusion, and large

masses of timber mere hanging over the retaining waU
against St. Cuthberl's-lane, where they had been lodged,

•seeming as if they wonld come down any moment. It was
deemed advisable to warn the public against going into the

lane, which, indeed, was already partly blocked up by the

material which had fallen into it.”

St. Cuthbert’s-lane hero mentioned is the Zocits

of the old poorhouae of that parish, which is now
removed to the suburbs of the city, fortunately

for the paupers. Part of the building plan pro-

vides for blocking up this lane, and the ground
for the station has been otherwise obtained

by an extensive and destructive clearance of

valuable property, Dr. Caudlish’s Free Kiik
among other things.

The site of the building (i. e. of the wooden
erection) is the space which has been recently

cleared between Rutiand-street, Rutlaud-square,

and the Lothian-road, with a prominent corner

to Prinoes-stroet, where the principal entrance

is exposed.
‘‘ The permanent way and platforms were to be covered

with a shed constructed iu two spans, one 32 ft. and the
other 4Ui't. wide, with a height of 28 It,, and it is this shed
which has fallen. The erection measured about •151) ft. in

length, and the platforms were to extend some 350 ft.

beyond its lower end, thus attaining a total length of
800 ft. The roof of the shed was designed on the wrought-
iron girder principle, provision being made for lighting in

the shape ol longitudinal glazed spaces on each side of the
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roof. The whole of the buildings were being constructed

of wood, with the exception of some partition walls in the

olTices, where fireplaces and chimneys necessitated the

introduction of brick. The walla between the pilasters

wore being formed of wbat is termed louvre boarding, the

boards overlapping each other to the extent of an inch.

The principal elevations, relieved with pilasters, cornices,

and parapets, present, as we have said, a tolerably neat

appearance, considering that they form part of what
could only be considered a tempor.iry structure.”

Temporary as ifc is, however, this structare is

to cost 10,0001.

Messrs. Blyth & Cunningham, engineers to

the company, made the plans
;
and the con-

tractors are the well-known firm of Messrs.

William Beattie & Sons. The intention was that

the station should be ready for occupation by
the lab of February next. It was commenced
iu the month of August. The work was ad-

vanced with a view to completion against that

day, and the whole of the rough part of it would

have been finished in about three weeks. Already

a portion of the shed,—though only a small por-

tion,—was slated, and part of tho glass had been

put in.

Bub on the evening already mentioned, viz.,

on the Gth day of December, the whole of this

passenger-shed fell with a tremendous crash,

shortly after the workmen, to the number of

about eighty, had given over and left the ground.
“ The building itself has been reduced to a sorry plight,

the whole of the great passenger-shed having gone
entirely to ruin. The front portion of the station with

tho otiices contained therein, aud the booking-houses,

refreshment-rooms, and tho carriage-shed or store form-
ing the long, line of boundary towards the Lothian road,

are fortunately untouched; but nothing else is left, so

that what is gone was no insignificant part of the build-

iug-”

The Scotsman goes on to say that the cause of

the accident in all probability was owing to some
of tho iron castings forming the junctions of the

connecting rods giving way. Next morning,
however, we have the result of investigations (it

is not stated by whom), which is thus described :
—

“There is now no doubt that tho accident was caused
by some flaw in the iron rods. The damage is found to

be lees considerable than was at first fearen, as not more
than a tenth of the dislodged material has been rendered
useless. Some of the iron beams have beeu so twisted

as to be made unserviceable, and a quantity of the timber
and slates is destroyed. Early yesterday morning, 100

men '.from Carsisirs and elsewhere were set to work to

ctear’away the material, and this operation, it is expected,

will bo completed to-day ; so that the reconstruction of

the shed will be proceeded with on Thursday. A pecu-

liar circumstance is, that the glass for the whole shedding
was stored within the building at the time of the catas-

trophe, and that none of it is broken, a heavy beam
having fallen in such way as to protect tho crates."

And SO ends our local authority in the report of

this moat serious accident.

Now, sir, permit me to say one word in fur-

ther explanation. I believe the cause of the

accident was neither due to the iron castings,

which gave way, no doubt, as cast iron always

does upon a strain being applied, nor to the

timber-work of the superstructure, which appears

to me to be as soundly done as such temporary

timber-work can be, but to the deplorably unsatis-

factory character of the foundation. The whole

thing is built—not upon sand, but upon genuine

and unmistakable rubbish,—tho ddbris, iu fact,

of the demolished buildings, combined with the

aggregation of innumerable “ tooms,” as they

call a cartload of rubbish when it is deposited in

Scotland. It is true that the foundations were

partially piled
;
but those who know anything

about driving piles will know how to estimate

this precaution at its proper value.

But I will not encroach further on your space

at present. Supposing my view of the case

correct, I should like to inquire who is to blame ?

In my opinion, the whole responsibility and tho

entire odium of the matter properly belong to

a wretched remnant of municipal antiquity we

have in Edinburgh, which goes under the name
of the Dean of Guild Court. This respectable

institution—which is chiefly composed of grocers

and cheesemongers—is supposed to fulfil the

functions of the district surveyors in London.

But you will judge with what success. I have

already compared it in your columns to the Court

of Arches; and the Lord Dean of Guild to the man-

at-arms iu the Lord Mayor’s Show. Having by

a seal of cause, or some such autiqnated instru-

ment, a sort of legal existence aud a corporate

constitution, it has no personal responsibility,

—

i.e., it has neither a body to be kicked nor a soul

to be saved. Why the citizens of modern Athens

submit to have their lives aud property at its

mercy is one of those curious social paradoxes of

which Scotland is so frnitful and so eouserva-

tive, and concerning which I may take some

future opportunity of enlightening your readers.

In the meantime I hope you will assist in en-

forcing the true cause of these building acci-

1
dents in Edinburgh. An Observer.

THE CHANNEL PASSAGE.

Mr. Zerah Colburn, C.E., has read a paper
on this subject at the Society of Arts, in which,
after describing “ an improved means for laying

a tunnel for the transit of passengers across the

Channel,” he says, in conclusion,

—

“It has been mainly tho object of the present paper,
hotvever, to examine into the engineerint; nicrits ot the
various schemes proposed for crossing the Clianuel, and
tho writer cannot close without expressing the belief that
the balance of certainty, economy, and, all things con-
sidered, the safety and even the comfort of the travelling

public, remains with a large and suitably organised Channel
lerry service.”

The plan described by Mr. Colburn conalats of an
iron tube to be laid at the bottom of the Channel,

which could be laid in two or three years, ab a
cost of six millions sterling.
“ It is not to be lost sight of,” be remsrks, “ however

remote the bearing of the question upon tho present sub-
ject may appear to be, that a suoden demand, withia a

couple of years, for half n inilliou tons of cast-iron, not for

export, and not for immediately productive employment
at home, would most certainly inflate the iron trade, and
indirectly affect nearly every branch of our industry. . . .

The very home demand, whereby we would be literally

throwing our iron, aud with it our money, into the sea, to

no immediate profit, would giro to other nations an advan-

tage of which they would not be slow to avail themselves.

.... Tho sudden abstraction of such a quantity for a

single work, having no immediate prospect of success,

might be attended with consequences which tho whole
country would long Lave occasion to deplore."

We may here add that Messrs. Ward, Hunt,

Fowler, aud Abernetby have had an audience of

the French Emperor, to explain to him their plan

for the passage of the Channel by large ferry-

ships. The project is particularly recommended
by the small sum of money and short time re-

quired to carry it out, as compared with the

schemes for bridges and tunnels of doubtful pos-

sible realisation, and of the ultimate time aud

coat of which it seems scarcely possible to form a

reliable estimate. Not only would passengers

aud their luggage gain a couple of hours by the

proposed ferry between Paris and Loudon, but

heavy goods trains would be enabled to take

their course through France and England with-

out the expanse aud considerable delay caused

by transhipment.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

The prizes presented to the students on

Friday evening, the lOtb inst., in the new rooms

of the Royal Academy, included :
—

For the best design in architecture
; the

subject, a design for a theatre—the gold medal,

books, and a scholarship of 251. to Henry L.

Piorenco.

For the best architectural drawing of the

garden front of Bridgewater House—the silver

medal and books to Merton M. Glover.

For the second best architectural drawing—
the silver medal to George Stanley Rees.

The one year travelling studentship in archi-

tecture, to Henry L. Florence.

ThePresident, Sir Francis Grant, in hisaddress,

said the first attempt to establish a College of

Science and Art was made during the reign and

under the auspices of Charles I., but the civil

strife which soon followed put an end to this

institution. Charles I. was au enlightened

patron of art, and the President naturally de-

plored the loss to the nation of the art treasures

which the king had accumulated, and which were

sold and dispersed during the Commonwealth.

According to Walpole, art was expelled along

with the Royal family; but it languished in tho

reign of Charles II., and was almost a blank iu

the reigns of James II. and William and Mary.

After various attempts to establish an Academy

of Art by Sir Godfrey Kneller, John Evelyn, Sir

J. Thornhill, and afterwards by the Dilettante

Society, an important epoch in the history of art

was reached when Hogarth, with eighteen other

artists, agreed to adorn the walls of tho Found-

ling Hospital with paintings. These, being

publicly exhibited, proved a source
_

of great

attraction, and first suggested to British artists

the idea of holding au annuiil exhibition of their

works. It was in 1760 that the first exhibition

was held in London, and it had a great success.

Then came the establishment of the Incorpo-

rated Society of Artists of Great Britain, but

strife and contention among its members led to

its disruption, aud it was followed by the

founding of the Royal Academy, with George III.

for its patron, aud Sir Joshua Reynolds its first

president. Referring to the periodical attacks

made on the Academy, the President spoke of

the attention paid by members of the Academy

to the teaching of the pupils. Men, he said,

who bad gained a European reputation, and
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whose names wonld reflect honour on their

country in coming ages, became under this

system painstaking instructors of the youthful
student. “ Do we hear of such disinterested

zeal,” asked Sir Frrincis, “ in any other profes-

sion ? Do judges, or men of science, or skilful

physicians devote their time gratuitously to the
education of the young?” Such has been the
practice of members of this Academy, and how
small has been the acknowledgment of its

services ?”

The impression abroad has been, that the
professors, keeper, hangers, librarian, secretary,

&o., received, and rightly, very respectable fees
for their services in asBisting the students. Was
this impression wrong ?

The President further said that the members
of the Academy are now actively engaged
in the improvement of their schools, and will

spare no labour or expense to make them,
if possible, the first in Europe. Measures,
he said, would shortly be adopted in order to

attain this all-important end; and he dwelt on
the necessity of retaining the system of visitors,

which conduced to originality and freshness
among the students, while insuring for them a
friendly sympathy among the masters of the art,

and stimulating their beat energies.

At a full meeting of the members, held on
Wednesday evening last, Mr. James Sant was
elected as an Academician. The following
honorary foreign members were elected :

—

Messrs. Gallait, painter; Guillaume, sculptor;
Violleb le Due, architect

; Henriquet Dupont,
engraver

; Melssonier, painter
; and Gerome,

painter.

PRINTS AND THEIR PRODUCTION.
Under this heading Mr. S. T. Davenport, of

the Society of Arts, read there, on the 8th, a
veiy instrnctive paper on the processes of en-
graving, wood engraving, colour printing, litho-

graphy, surface blocks, photography, plioto-

galvanograpby, and other methods of pro-
ducing prints, which he illustrated with a large
and interesting collection of engravings and
photographs, that will bo open to the inspec-
tion of members and their friends till the end
of this week,

Mr. Davenport, in accounting for his enthu-
siasm on the subject, said :—“ I may perhaps be
open to the charge of attaching more import-
ance to reproductive art than the subject
merits. But, if so, the fact is easily accounted
for. My boyhood and early youth were spent
amidst engravings—for many of you are pro-
bably familiar with the works of my late father,
who was a contemporaiy of Fiudon, Heath,
Le Keux, and other eminent engravers. Many
of his productions are before the meeting. I was
myself educated for the same profession, and
before I bee.amo an officer of this Society (now
more than twenty-five years ago) I practised the
art for some time. Indeed, I may mention that
I was one of the first to produce, by electro-

'

deposition, copper-plates from engraved steel-

plates. These facts must plead my justification
for what I have said; and it will appear not
unnatural that I should continue to take a warm
interest in every new process that may promise
to give greater facilities to reproductive art, and
thus to increase the means of affording one of
the purest and best sources of gratification, not
only to the rich, but to the people at large.”

NEW CO-OPERATIVE STORES
AND PUBLIC HALL AT RAWTENSTALL,
The Rawtenstall Industrial Co-operative

Society have icaugurated their new stores by a
soir<fe. The society commenced short of twenty
years ago with a 'capital of one gninea, and it

now possesses a capital of 30,000Z., and gains
profits at the rate of 4,0001. per aonum. Larger
premises were secured as their business in-

creased, but for some years they found that they
were onb-growing the premises they still occupy,
in Lord-street. Resolved on building new stores,
a suitable site was found in Blackburn-road,
which forms the principal street in the town, and
which is also central. Application was then
made to eight architects to submit designs in
competition for the proposed erection, two pre-
miums being offered, in additiou to the premium
for carrying out the work. When the designs
were sent in, the two beat were found to be by
Messrs. Maxwell and Take, of Bury, to whom the
two premiums were therefore awarded

;
they,

however, consented to forego the second premium,

which was divided as an honorarium amongst
the unsuccessful competitors.
One part of the premises consists of stores and

shops for the grocer, draper, tailor, shoemaker
and dogger, batcher, &c. Another portion of
the premises comprises a news-room and library,

club-room, large assembly-room 90 ft. long and
55 ft. wide, &c. The description of the exterior
of the building may be summed up in a few
words. The instructions to the architects were
to spare nothing in constraction, but economise
in ornament

;
and the result is a large and strong

but not an elaborate building. The walls are
faced with parpoints, with Longridge stone-
dressings, nearly 7,000 cubic feet of which have
been used. The cost of the whole work, in-

cludirg heating, painting, fittings, &o., will be a
little under 7,0001., the principal part of which
has been done by Mr. Roberts, of Rawtenstall.

BARKING REPORT.
JIr. Robert Rawlinson, the Government

engineer appointed to inquire into the com-
plaints of inhabitants of Barking, with refer-

euce to the outfall of the metropolitan sewage,
has made his report, and it is now with the
Homo Scci-etary. We are able to say that Mr.
Rawlinson considers the allegations to be not
proved

;
that he considers the cesspools and

general want of drainage in the town of Barking
to be more prejudicial to the health of that town
than the proximity of the outfall of the sewage
of London; and that there has been no diminu-
tion of water by silting in the main channel of
the Thames consequent upon the outpouring of
the sewage. We further understand that the
Government engineer reviews the reports of the
Metropolitan Board of Works, pointing to the
fact that while they have protested against the
fouling of the Thames above London, they them-
selves continue to pour into it the sewage of the
London population. It appears that the ques-
tion of the utilisation of sewage was not re-

ferred to Mr. Rawlinson, but ho expresses an
opinion to the effect that to accomplish this the
Board must either subsidise or guarantee any
company undertaking the work, or cany it out
themselves. Experienced engineers have stated
that the cost of taking the sewage to Sea Reach
would have greatly exceeded the total cost of
the metropolitan system of main drainage as
executed, and that the area requisite to utilise

the sewage would not be less than 70,000 acres.
It appears in the evidence attached to the report
that as compared with guano at IH. a ton, the
chemists’ annual value of the London sewage is

not less than 1,000,0001.

“A NEW STYLE.”*

"Art is long, and time is fleeting,” says the
poet. That time is fleeting seems to be pretty
well understood by the present generation, but
that art is long, is understood by fow iudeed.
We are in a hurry with everythieg nowadays, in

haste to be at the end by the shortest possible
road

; bub there is no short road to art, it can-
not be reached by driving a straight line through
hill, and o’er valley. Ic can only be got at by
wandering, by devious paths, and gathering
flowers by the wayside.
The young man just come of age, who has bur-

riediy passed through the routine of an archi-

;

tect’s office, does not hesitate at attemptiog to
design a large and imporbaub building iu as many
days as it required mouths of the anxious thought
and care of the great men of old to accomplish
a like object. Nothing great in art has ever
been done in haste : read the lives of the sons
of genius, and you will find them, one and all,

great workers, striving towards perfection. Bub
even those amongst us who know the necessity
of care and deliberation in the maturing of a
design are forced, by the ignorance of the genera!
public, into the vortex. Your building committee
only gives a week or two In which to design the
most important building in a city ; nay, more,
they muse also have an estimate of the cost and
other particulars

; and great is their indignation
against the profession if everything does not
tally to a tittle. So, too, with the private client

who has for years been deliberating upon build-

ing a new mansion : the design must be produced
forthwith, huudreds of artificers are set to work,
and the plaster is not dry before he hastens to

enter into occupation ; he, too, is indignant when

• From a paper read by Mr. W. G. SbielU before the
Edinburgh Architectural ABeociation ou the 8 h inst.

he finds the work badly fiuiahed and unstable
;

but greater is the harm done to art by the crudity
of the design.

We are in haste, too, to create a new style t

Who is to do it ? Who ever did it ? Turn we
to the past, and we find that a new style was
the slow growth of centuries, fostered by the
circumstances and peculiarities of the times.
Why the arohiteotural profession, more than
any other, should be subjected to the parrot cry
of copyism is more than I can comprehend. It

appears to me that there is as much ability and
originality displayed by some of its professors,

as is done by any of the literati who decry
them. Architects are moulded in the fashion
of the times just as are men of letters, and when
the general public show as deep an interest in
the production of fine architectural works as
they do in the publication of books, men fit and
able to meet their requirements will sorely be
found. Do the people of this country exhibit
any love for our art ? Do our legislators, as
representing the people, give encouragement in
promoting public buildings worthy of the richest
and greatest of modern nations? With what
prodigality are iron-clada constructed that are
unseaworthy ! what niggardliness is exhibited
when a bnilding that might be " a joy for ever,’*

is in question.

In tracing the history of any nation, it be-
comes apparent that its literature and art act
and react upon each other ; there is a dis-

tinct sympathy between them. Compare the
literature of Greece, with its architecture, and
you find the qualities of the one those of the
other,—proportion, symmetry, and harmony.
The grandest structures of Rome are but a
petrified echo of the orations which resounded
in their halls. So was it in the republics of
Italy; and so is it, too, in the Britain of to-

day. A few of our arohitects translate the poems
in stone of ancient Greece and Rome into the
vernacular

;
the style of others is influenced by

that of the homes of Dante, Petrarch, and Boc-
caccio; and many give the legends in stone of the
Middle Ages a modern significance. The designs
for the new Courts of Law, which were the
occasion of a new outburst of the cry, were no
more copies than were the " Idylls of the King.”
And sneh works as the Strand Music Hall, and
the Alhambra, in Leicester-square, find their
prototypes in " East Lynn,” and “ Lady Audley’s
Secret.”* And many works there are issuing
from the press that will not outlive the struc-
tures that spring into existence with them.
Oar sculptors and painters, too, are engaged

more majoriim. Venus and Cupid, Nymph and
Satyr, are year by year produced in marble

;

and knights in armour and gallants in doublet
and trank hose figure in every exhibitiou of
pictures. Pre-Raffaellitism has had its day,
and the Classical style is now coming into
fashion.

The artist must be in sympathy with the spirit

of the hour if the seal of genius is to be set
upon his work : he will come in a manner nn-
looked for, his advent may be nearer than we
snspeot, the indications of the agenda are faintly

apparent even now, I think.

To the furtherance of this desired end one
thing is absolutely necessary, and that is, that
our architects boldly face the exigencies of
modern requirements. It will not do, for ex-
example, to assert, as I have heard done,
that a chnrch must not have galleries

;
if

such are an indispensable condition, the object
of a true artist should be to make that adjunct
part of his design, combining the whole into a
harmonious work. That an interior, sacred or
secular, is more dignified without being so in-

cumbered, is certainly the case ; bub that one
possessing this feature is necessarily devoid of
that quality, I emphatically deny.
The study of Greek art is the prelude to the

attainment of symmetry and proportion
; that

of Gothio to freedom, variety, and lofty aspira-
tion. The combination of these would lead to
the production of a work of high art. Power
restrained within due limits by the exercise of
reason and judgment contains the elements of
the sublime. Weakness is ever apparent where
there is no restraint

;
bat it is not by mere plod-

ding by confining yourselves merely to the work
before you, that you will succeed

;
by so doing the

mind is sure to become cramped and narrowed,
and so the capacity to design enfeebled. There

* Miss BraddoD, in one of her noTels, makes the hero,
after comin^rioto poaseBsion of a large estate, boild “ &
beautijtil ituccoed eilla,” in place of a Tudor maueioa
destroyed by fire.
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time for everything, and however basy you it is only by taking a broad and coraprehen-

may be, a portion of yonr time should be devoted

to literature and science, poetry and music. The

man who knows nothing beyond his own pro-

fession can scarcely be great in that
;
but the

main object should be kept steadily in the fore-

ground,—the attainment of proficiency in your

own particular art.

The successful architect, then, moat be a man
of cultivated mind ;

possessed of avivid imagina-

tion, he most be able to conceive, in his mind’s

eye, how his work will appear when completed,

how it will look as seen from different points of

view in combination with surrounding objects
5

for it is a great mistake to suppose that a design,

escellent in itself, is suited for every situation.

Obvions as this may appear, it is the cause-of the

poor effect produced by many works of merit

;

and I know of few cities, the architectural effect

of which would not be enhanced by the trans-

position of some of the buildings in them. Of

one thing be assured, if your heart is not in

your work, failure is certain 5
if you do not take

delight in your profession give it up ere it be

too late. Art is a jealous mistress, and unless

you are devoted to her she will reject you.

What has been done, then, to forward the

desired result ? Is the prospect all bleak ? Is

there no “ silver lining to the cloud ?”—No
gleam of sunshine to enliven the scene ?

There is, doubtless, a large crop of rank

rubbish sprung up, but it may serve as fuel

wherewith to light us on the way. That we have

produced any work of high art in a new style

can hardly bo affirmed, but it cannot be denied

that great mastery over the old styles has been

shown by not a few
;
and we can point to

structures which, had they been erected a few

centuries ago, would have beeu looked upon by
us as masterpieces. If so, is not this so much
accomplished ? Compare some of our best

works with the
,
cream of those erected at the

beginning of this century, and I think it will be

seen that some progress has been made. By and

by, when every ancient style has been thoroughly

mastered, we may look for something new
springing up; a thorough knowledge of what
has been done is the necessary prelude of what

is to do. We must begin with the lesser and

gradually proceed towards the greater, ever

keeping the highest object in sight, so that each

step may be one in the progress to perfection.

Strive on, then, drinking freely as you go from

the pure fountain of Nature, wherein the excel-

lence of beauty is ever reflected,

—

“ A thing of beauty is a joy for ever."

The influence of the masterpieces of Greek

art is felt to this day, and will continue to be
felt so long as the human race exists

;
the more

remote the period the more difficult will it be to

trace that inflaence; but still it will be there,

and so will it be with every true and noble work
of art. Here, then, is an incentive to earnest

work: the creations of the brain live forever:

the immortality of the soul is no myth.
Art is the aim at perfection, and a work of

high art comes nearer to perfection than any
other work of man ;

in it we can tolerate nothing

false or mean. “ the beautiful includes the good

and the true.” A new style, if new style there

is to be, must be built upon the foundation of

both, and the most hopeful sign of the times is

the hatred of shams entertained by every real

student of art.

Now it is alleged by your commonplace un-

imaginative individuals (practical they call

themselves) that art is destrnctive to usefulness,

The reverse is the case; the most beautifully

formed object is ever the most useful,

—

“ It is no part in prudenca to decry an art.

And what it may perform deny,
Because ^ok understand not why.”

These people mistake a superabundance of

ornament for art, and do not seem to be aware

that many things “ when unadorned are adorned

the most;” that simplicity is the greatest beauty.

This lavish use of ornament is one of the phases

of the hour which tend to retard the progress

towards the attainment of a new style. If we
trace the development of any existing style it

will be found that at first ornament was sparingly

used, and that in its decadence quantity, rather

than quality, ia the characteristic of the detail.

” Art is long,” there is hope in the future :

what is good lives, that which is bad dies; the

good which we do will exercise its influence on
the art that ia to come, the harm will be over-

come and set aside. It ia a grave error to

measure the progress of art by years only

centuries are requisite for its development, and

sive view of it that a true estimate can be

arrived at.

It would require more time than I have at my
disposal to make clear what is the true meaning
of the phrase " a new style.” So gradual is the

transition from one style to another that you
cannot fix a hard and fast line where one ends

and another begins. A language has never

! sprung into existence at once; but as new ideas,

new inventions, and discoveries have appeared,

it has gradually developed. And so in archi-

tecture, “ the laognage of stones as new mate-

rials have come into nse, and new requirements

have arisen, new phases and combinations have
produced new styles. It ia impossible, there-

fore, I maintain, for any one to create a new
style, but it does not follow that an individual

may not lend powerful aid towards its forma-

tion ; there is abundant scope for each and
every one of you to exhibit the latest power that

is in him.
If I may venture to give a simple hint, I

would say that after having acquired a thorough
knowledge of the old styles, then throw all

books of reference aside, and with plain paper
only before you, and pencil in hand, draw a

design of the building wanted, with nothing but

what is absolutely necessary in its construction;

then look to its proportion, and finally to its orna-

mentation. The result will, doubtless, in most
instances, be that the designer will fall into the

old rut ; but in some few instances a now light

may dawn upon the artist. At all events, if the

building is structurally true, it will not be alto-

gether contemptible. A plain harsh truth is

better than an eloquently-expressed falsehood.

In art, as in politics, there is a party of pro-

gress and one that desires no change, of those

who strive to create a better state of things, and

spires, which are required to finish the external

design of the birilding, and harmonize the whole
structure. At the base of the north tower there

is a side entrance, and the main entrance is

situated between the towers, facing Ardross-

street. It is formed of a deeply-recessed arch-

way, in a wall upwards of 8 ft. thick, and i s

approached by a flight of steps. The sides

are formed of a series of shafts with carved

capitals, resting on a dado of rich panelling,

and the archway is enriched with five courses of

beautifully-carved foliage. A pointed gable rises

over this to a height of 35 ft., ornamented with

perforated tracery. The doorway is divided by
a pier into two openings, and in. front of the

centre is a column of Peterhead granite, intended

to carry a life-size figure of St. Andrew, the

patron saint of the- cathedraL
Proceeding into the interior by this entrance

we find ourselves in a porch, formed by a band-

some stone screen fitted with plate glass, and
through which the whole extent of the bnildiug

can be seen.

Passing through the screen, we come into the

nave, which consists of five bays, the western

one lieing flanked by the towers. These bays

are divided by monolithic columns of Peterhead

red granite, 7 ft. 9 in. high by 2 ft. 4 in. diameter,

surmounted by foliated capitals of freestone,

from which spring tlio nave arches. Over these

rnn the clearstory windovrs, consisting of triplet

windows, with stone rear arches resting on de-

tached columns with carved capitals. There are

twelve lights on each side, with traceried heads,

forming, with the columns referred to, a very

efl'ectiva arcadiog along the upper story of tho

nave. The transepts are carried, both exter-

nally and internally, the full height of the nave,

and the interior stone arches, where they inter-

sect the nave, choir, and transepts, aro carried

of those who revere the part and maintain the
!

up on clustered columns the full height of the

perfectness of the works of our ancestors. The
j

roof, viz., 58 ft., a novel feature in timber roofs,

goal reached by one 'generation is that from ,
but which has a most satisfactory effect, by

which the next starts ; but in running the race I
giving dignity to the choir, and continuing the

it is sometimes advantageous to retrace our steps, ^ line of the nave roof to tho end of the chancel,

for a space, in order to acquire the impetus
I

The choir is raised two steps above the nave,

necessary to surmount an obstacle. This is
j

and is divided from it by a low ornamental stone

what we have been doing. Has it been a leap in I
parapet. The chancel rises six steps to the

the dark ? For my part, I think we are at tho
|

sacrarium, in flights^ of three steps, and^ two

starting-point of anew style.

There is a history in all men’s lives,

Fienrinj; the natore of tho times diseased,

Tho which observed, a man may prophesy,
With a near aim, the main chance 01 thinijs

As yet to come to life ;
which in their seeds

And weak beginnings lie intreasured.”

INVERNESS CATnEDR.\L.

The foundation-stone of this building was laid

on the 17th of October, 1866, by the late Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, Dr. Longley, in the pre-

sence of five of the Scottish bishops, the Bishop

of North Carolina, and about 60 clergymen of

the Scottish Episcopal Church. From that time

till September of the present year the works
were prosecuted vigorously, and were then so

far advanced as to permit opening for service.

At the oeremony were present the Bishop of Win-
chester, then Bishop of Oxford

; the Bishop of

Rochester ;
and a large number of clergy, both of

the English and Scottish Churches.

The work, except the altar, reredos, candelabra,

and windows, has been entirely executed by
Inverness workmen ; and the effect; of the cathe-

dral, which stands near the river, is, from what-
ever point of view, very effective.

The building is in the Decorated Gothic style,

and has been erected from the designs and under

the Buporintondenoe of Mr. Alexander Ross,

architect, Inverness. The cathedral is built of

pink freestone from Conon quarry, aud the

dressings are of a warm cream-tinted stone from
Covesea Quarry, in Morayshire, The slates are

the Westmoreland green, and were selected to

harmonize with the quiet warm tone of the walla.

The following are tho external dimensions :

—

166 ft. long by 72 ft. across the west front
;
the

height of the towers is 100 fc.
;
and the archi-

tect’s design shows a further elevation of 100 ft.

by the erection of spires on the towers. The
height to the ridge of the roof is 88 fc. The
transepts are arranged after the old Scottish

model, to project only slightly beyond the aisles.

Viewed from the outside, the building shows a

nave, with aisles, transepts, and apsidal chancel

of equal height. The chapter-house, of an oc-

tagonal shape, is situated at the north-east angle,

and at the west end are the towers, carried up
to the springing of spires. It is to be regretted

that funds are wanting for the erection of these

more to the altar, giving the latter a total I’ise of

ten stops from the floor of the nave.

1 The building is lighted by three five-light

traceried windows, measuring 16 ft. by about 30 ft.

each, at the ends of the nave and transepts ; and
further, by double-light traceried windows in

;

each bay of the nave; by triplet in clearstory;

by three double-light traceried windows in the

apse of the chancel; and by two wheel windows
in the ends of the aisles.

The roof of the building is composed of an
outer roof to carry the slating, and an inner of

varnished red pine, covel and divided by prin-

cipal couples'and ribs over each column into bays,

each bay being divided into panels. It is designed

for coloured decorations
;
but in the mean time

it is simply varnished, with stencilled patterns

on each panel, to relieve the plain timber.

The nave will accommodate about 800, aud the

north transept 90; the seating throughout being

of pitch pine, varnished.

The flooring throughout, except immediately
under the seats, is of Minton’s tiles. Tliose iu

the chancel and sacrarium are extremely rich,

being laid in panels, each containing a Scriptural

representation.

The heating of the building is by hot-water

pipes, passing round the building under the

passage floors. Advantage was taken of the

apace uaderneath the bnilding to form tunnels,

and into those the gas and water pipes are in-

troduced. These tunnels are sufficieatly large

to allow a man to pass along
;

so that access

can be had for repair to all the pipes without

disturbing the tiles of the flooring.

The lighting is entirely by standards, placed

at the side of the aisle passages, and between
the piers of nave ; the chancel being lighted

by very good standards of solid brass. These, as

well as the gas-fittings of the nave, are supplied

by Hart & Sou, of London.
In the contemplated event of the windows

being filled with stained glass, as memorials,

a design was prepared which should illustrate,

on the one aide, the early life of onr Lord up
to the period of his Baptism, and on the other

his Acts of Mercy, reserving the windows at tte

east end for illustrations of the Passion, and the

three large windows for illustrations of ” The
Ascension,” ” The Descent of the Holy Ghost,”

and Our Lord in Glory.” With the exception

of these last, every window—exespt those in
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the cbapter-house, vestry, and clearstory—baa
already been secured by different parties, and
the design will be fully carried out. Ten are
already in the cathedral, while the others are in
coarse of execution, and will be completed before
the end of the year. The preparation of the
glass was entrusted to Heasrs. Hardman & Co.,
of Birmingham

; and, so far as executed, the
windows fully sustain their credit.
The outlay on the building up to the present

time, including gifts of furniture and fittings,
amounts to 18,000i.
The special gifts are very nnmerons. The

pulpit is a costly work of art, composed
chiefly of Caen stone and green marble. It
is a gift from Mr. Fountaine Walker, of
Foyers

;
is from a design by Mr. Ross

j and
has been entirely executed by Messrs. D. &
A. Davidson, of Inverness. The pulpit rests on
short columns of Abriachan granite, is trefoil in
plan, and on the panels are carved three bas-
reliefs. The first is a representation of “ St.
John preaching in the Wilderness :

” the centre
shows the figure of Christ as “ The Good Shep-
herd,” and the third “ St. Andrew preaching
from bis Cross.” The subjects are separated by
columns of green marble, and between these are
figures of angels,—the one holding a palm
branch, the emblem of victory

j
the other, a

lily, the emblem of purity. The cope is formed
of green marble.
The altar is the gift of the Primns, and Mr.

Fletcher, of Rosehaugb, gives the reredos. The
front of the altar is formed by trefoil arches, sup-
ported on serpentine marble shafts, the panels
between the columns being of alabaster; the
centre one containing a cross of pure white
alabaster, set with crystals. Those on the right
and left; contain the “ Lamb of God,” and “ The
Pelican” respectively. The spandrels are re-
lieved by crystals of Derbyshire spar. The top
of the altar is formed of a single slab of Caen
stone, with incised crosses at each angle, and
also in the centre. The super-altar is composed
of rich alabaster slabs. The reredos is formed
of Caen stone, and rises a height of 17 ft. 6 in.
The lower portion, forming the altar background,
consists of rich incised diaper work. Above rise
three arches, enclosing panels, containing a sub-
ject in alto-relievo in each,—in the centre, ‘'The
Crucifixion,” and on either side " The Agony ”
and ” The Resurrection.” Purbeck marble
columns support these arches. Over the centre
panels rises a richly-carved and crocheted gable I

terminating m a cross, flanked by buttresses
resting on spiral columns of white ala-
laaster, jewelled. These buttresses ran up
into carved pinnacles, and are surmounted
by the figure of an angel. The sacred vessels
for the Holy Eucharist, the handsome candle-
sticks, and the other altar furnishings are the
gift of Mias Charlotte Temple, Aberlour. They
consist of the flagon and ewer, of ruby glass
set in silver, gilt; the chalice of solid silver’
gilt, and studded with pearls and carbuncles

;

two patens, both of solid silver, one gilt
; the

brass alms-diah
;

polished brass candlesticks,
studded with crystals and carbuncles

;
polished

brass cross, set with carbuncles
; two flower,

vases, beautifully painted; and a doable set of
the necessary linen. The altar-desk is of solid
brass, and has been presented by Mies Mac-
pherson, of Glentrnira. The recesses for the
sedilia, piscina, and credence have only been
temporarily fitted np. The altar-rails and
sanctuary standard lights are of solid brass,
given by Mrs. Perry, Devon Cottage, Inverness!
They are very fine specimens of work. There
are twenty-five lights on each standard, the
ornamental foliage being of beaten brass, set
with crystals and carbuncles.
On the south side of the entrance to the choir

is the lectern, a very fair specimen of brass
work, the gift of the Rev. G. S. Simcockes.
The litany-desk is made of solid British oak,
massively framed, and carved, with pillars
and capitals. The panels contain various de-
vices. It is the gift of the Misses Shilletto,
Inverness. The bishop’s throne—the gift of
Mrs. Campbell, Devon Cottage—is placed at the
scuth-east angle of the choir. The form of the
cathedra or chair has been adhered to, with an
attached prayer-desk in front. It is made of
solid oak, moulded and carved. The back is
7 ft. high, and finished with figures of angels on
each post. In the centre of the back on a shield
are placed the arms of the Bishop of Moray and
Ross, surmounted by a mitre. The prayer-desks
for the ofiiciating clergy are placed next the
nave, and the Provost’s stall is at the north-
east angle. There are besides twenty-two stalls
for clergymen, and twenty-two seats for
choristers.

The organ, the gift of Mias Macpherson-Grant
of Aberlour, has been made by Messrs. Hill &
Son, of London, under the superintendence of
Professor Oakeley. It is placed in the south
transept, and contains the following stops :

—

GREAT OEGA2f-CC TO G
Feet, Feet.

6. Wald Flute 4
7. Twelfth 3
8. Fifteenth 2
9. Mixture, 3 ranks ... IJ

10. Trumpet s

1. Bourdon lo
2. Open Diapason 8
3. Cone Gamba 8
•1. Stopped Diapason ... 9
6. Principal 4

SWELL ORGAN—CC TO G.
1. Bourdon and Double I 6. Mixture, 3 ranks 0
o 18

I
6. Cornopean .. . s

2. Open Diapason 8 t 7. Oboe « 9
3. Stopped Diapason ... 8 8. Vox Humana 8
4. Principal 4 I

CHOIR ORGAN—CC 10 G.
1. Dulciana g

[
4, Suabe Flute .. 4

2- Gedact 9 6. Clarionet
' “

8Gemahorn 4
|

PEDAL ORGAN—CCC TO E.
1. Open Diapason 16

[
3. Violone .. . 8

2. Bourdon 16
|

COUPLERS.
1. Swell to Great Organ.

|

3. Great to Pedal.
2. Swell to Pedal.

|
4. Choir to Pedal.

inree Composition Pedals to Groat Organ, two Composi-
tion Pedals to Swell, Tremulent on Swell.

It is contemplated to place a peal of eight
bells in the north tower. The tenor, of 20 cwt.
is the only one as yet hung. The estimated cost
of the peal is 8001.

Mr. William B. Mackintosh was clerk of the
works. The various contractors were :—Mason,
Mr. Andrew Fraser; carpenter, Mr. G. B. Mackin-’
tosh; plumber, Mr. Simon Mackenzie; slater,
Mr. John Russell; plasterer, Mr. Allan Mackin-’
tosh; painter and glazier, Mr. Donald Mac-
donald

; stone-carving, Messrs. D. & A. David-
son, all of Inverness : the reredos, Mr. Earp, of
London

;
standard and altar rails, Messrs. Hart,

Son, Peard, & Co.
; tiles, Messrs. Minton, laid by

Mr. Hawley, of Edinburgh
; heating, the Inver-

ness Iron Company; stained glass, Messrs.
Hardman & Co., of Birmingham ; clearstory
glass, Messrs. Powell

;
bells, Messrs. Warner &

Son
; organ, Messrs. Hill & Sou, all of London .-

bishop’s throne, Mr. Andrew Fraser
;
litany desk,

Mr. Ritson, both of Inverness.
Much remains yet to do

; but, from the want
of funds, the committee are obliged to pause for
the present. The completion of the spires is

'

estimated to cost 1,6001.
;
enclosing walls and

entrance gates, 3003., besides sedilia, font cover,
interior painting and decorations, &g .

_

We give a view of the building from the Castle-
hill, and a representation of two of the capitals
of the nave. In our last issue we published the
ground-plan.
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THE WORKMEN’S INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION, 1870.

We have received a letter from the honorary

secretaries of this Exhibition, Messrs. Axiberou

Herbert, Thomas Paterson, and J. W. Probyn,

in which they say :

—

“ The Council of the Workmen’s International Exhibi-

tion, to be opened on the 7th of July,

Agricultoral Hall, Islington, has determined to hold a con-

feWe of delegatee from the towns of the United King,

doni, and of other countries, on the lOth of Jannary next,

at the rooms of the Society of Arte (in John-slreet,

Adelphi), which have kindly been lent for that occasion.

The sabjects to be considered will relate to

the method of arrangement of this Exhibition;

the system of prizes, and appointment of jurors ;

the opening of workshops in the Exhibition;

suerrrestions, &c.. from local committees; and

thrmeaus to be adopted to make the Exhibition

nromote the interests of technical education.

Mr. Mundella, M.P., and Mr. S. Morlcy, M.P.,

will successively occupy the chair during the

day’s sitting.

The following among other resolutions will be

moved :

—

A short discussion ensued upon the question of

the suggested class, and it was pretty generally

understood that should the members of the

society recently formed apply to the Northera

Architectural Association, they would bo ad-

mitted as associates, and reap, for the small

entrance subscription, the benefits of the society.

The disenssion (to be introduced by the ex-pre-

sident) “ On the Principle involved in the Esta-

blishment of Professional Charges for Valua-

tions in connexion with Compensation Cases,

and the paper by Mr. Oliver “ On Architectural

Retrogression in the North of England, were

deferred until the next meeting.

hydrocblorio acid with the refuse from the

hydranlio main, sal ammoniac may be made in

large quantities.
. .

He claims for his invention that it is perfect

in a sanitary point of view ;
that it is economical

;

that the manure is of first quality, portable, and

innoxious ;
that the gas is luminous and inno-

cent.; and that the poudrette is a perfect

deodoriser for solid and liquid filth.

“ That the principlea laid down i:

Workmen’s International Exhibitio

the prospectus of the

onal txtiiDiiion of i87iS which require

thrwkerVname to be attached to the article Produced

are both just and useful ;
as tending to give workmen their

share in the credit of production, and to increase the

nride and interest which attach to skilled labour.
^ “That it is of the highest importance to develope

amongst all the people a true perception of what is

beautiful in colour and form, and a scientiflo knowledge

of the machinery and material employed m existing

industries.’’

The Council will provide accommodation for

the night of the 10th of Jannary for those

delegates who wish them to do so, and will othci •

wise do all in their power to facilitate the

attendance of their visitors, on receiving com-

munications on the subject.

WIDENING LONDON BRIDGE.

The Common Council have given permission

to Messrs. Farren & Featherstonhangh to submit

designs for widening London Bridge to 88 ft.

Their proposition is to sink caissons to low-water

mark, the width of the present piers, in front of

the end of every pier, and as close to their cut-

waters as the foundations will allow : to fill these

with concrete and brickwork in cement in the

usual way, and connect the new work with the

old at Trinity low-water mark spring tides ;
and

to erect upon these foundations piers and cut-

waters facedwithgraniteashlar,iuco_urses_exactly

corresponding to those in the existing piers, so

that when complete the piers would present a

pei-fectly uniform appearance, but would be 40 ft.

longer than at present, 20 ft. having been added

at each end. These Spiers would carry iron gir-

ders corresponding in form with the arches of

the present bridge; one of these girders would

bo placed close against the face of each of the

existing arcbes, altogether concealing the ma-

sonry faces of the present arches. Upon the

girders supported by tho piers a superstructure

would be formed carrying the footpaths, para-

pets, lamps, recesses, or pedestals for statues,

&c So that if the bridge were altered as sug-

gested, it would appear as a granite and iron

bridge with five arches, retaining its present

shape, approaches, and levels. Tho estimated

cost is put at 80,000i.

CONSECRATION OF ST. LUKE’S CHURCH,

NEW KENTISH TOWN.

On Saturday a church was consecrated, in Hen

of the old church of St. Luke, King s (jross,

which was demolished by the Midland Railway

Company in making their station at St. Pancras.

The new building is situated in KentishTown,

to the west of the Camden-road. It is in the

Early ErgWsh style, and is constructed of red

brick in the main parts of the struoture. Stone

is, however, used in the interior around the win-

dows, for the ribs of tho groining, and for the

span of the arches. The dressings are of

Tisbury stone, supplied by the Wardour, Chil-

mark, and Tisbury Stone Company, London.
_

The ohancel is groined, and the nave is

separated from the side aisles by four bays, with

marble pillars on each side, surmounted by a

clearstory. The interior roofing is wagon-shaped,

and of timber. A square tower marks the inter-

section of the chancel and nave. Beneath it are

the reading-desk on the south, and pulpit on the

north side; and in the sacrarium are three

sedilia, a piscina, and a credence-table.

The Sara of money paid as compensation by

the Midland Company was nob snfficient to

rebuild the edifice, and there still remain a,bout

1 400Z. to be cleared off before the church will be

free from debt. Mr. Champneys (a son of the

Dean of Lichfield) was the architect.

THE DISPOSAL AND PRODUCTS OF DRY
SEWAGE BY BURNING

NORTHERN ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

At the last meeting, on the 10th iiist-, Mr.

F. Charlton in the chair, the following officers

were elected President, Mr. A. M. Duiin
;
vice-

president, Mr. R. J. Johnson ;
honorary trea-

surer, Mr. F. Charlton ;
honorary secretary, Mr.

Thornas Oliver; honoraiy solicitor, Mr. G. W.

Hodi^e; committee, Mr. J. E. Watson, Mr. C.

n. Fowler, Mr. J. Hogg, Mr. M. Thompson, and

Mr. W. Parnell. The secretary drew attention

to the report of the Architectural Alliance, but

as it was a voluminous pamphlet, he recom-

mended that it should be reported upon by

the committee, and it was agreed to.
_

Ho also

drew attention to the proposed establishment of

an association of younger men, and hoped, if

they could sec their way clear to it, they would

become connected with tho Northern Associa-

tion. Tho members of tho class could have

that room, they could have the benefit of the

books of the association, and also of the instruc-

tion certainly of Mr. R. J. Johnson, the vice-

president, and the president, Mr. A. M. Dunn.

Tub production of gas by burning and

distilling dry sewage in India has excited some

interest in this country. A pamphlet giving a.n

account of “ the carbonisation or dry distdlntion

system of conservancy,” by W. R. Gilbert

Hickey, C.B., of Darjeeling, the inventor of the

system ;
with a note on dry sewage, by_ F. J.

Mouat M.D., inspeotor.general of jails in the

lower provinces of India, has been printed at

the Darjeeling News Press. Mr. Mouatt speaks

very favourably of Mr. Hickey’s process, and

Mr. Hickey thus speaks of it himself as “ the

carbonization or dry dietillation system of con-

servancy.”

“ This avateni proposes to render filth of all kinds in-

noxious, by oarbonisinri thA
in the retorts for deodorising fresh filth in transit to the

apparatus, utilising it and the products of the distillation

for manure. The gas being avuiUblo lor heating or light-

Iff Durposes, or for both.

The^ystem may be dinded nnder three heads

1st. When tho gas is to be utilised only for heating

tbefurnsces. . •

2nd. When the gas generated from the filth itself is

"to be partially or entirely used for illuminating

3rd.^When the gas from the filth is to be utilised for

heating the furnaces, and fresh gas made at small

expense for illuminutiug.”

The filth carbonised by these systems, Mr.

Hickey remarks, is at once and for ever rendered

innoxious even on its journey to the apparatus.

It can never regain any of .the objectionable

qualities of filth. The vitality of all organic

bodies is destroyed. The poudrette (carbonised

residne in the retorts) is a black powder, per-

fectly free from smell, and is an admirable

deodoriser for solid and liquid filth.

The gas yields a very brilliant light, and is

perfectly unobjectionable. The poudrette and

the refuse in the condenser, &c., contain animal

and vegetable ebarooal, with phosphates, car-

bonates, and sulphates, of potash, soda, magnesia,

lime iron, &o., the mineral or earthy materials

of plant food, and also ammonia and carbonic

acid, which are the organic materials.

The prime cost of the opparatns, he says, is

trifling, and the system will be self-maintaining

as regards fuel for the furnaces.

By means of a desiccating or evaporating pan

on the top of the furnace, and mixing some

ON THE PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
OF INDIA.

In your article of October 30tb, attention is

drawn to tho manner in which the Public Works

Department of India is carried on. A few obser-

vations on the salient faults of the system may

not be out of place.
. t j-

Up to comparatively lately the East-lndia

Company were so occupied with the extension of

territory, that it was necessary almost every man

in their employ should be a military man, at a

moment's notice to throw aside the pen and the

rule, to gird on the sword
;
to be more capable

of attacking and defending positions than of

erecting civil works. Hence, it followed, inih-

tary engineering was the only road to prefer-

ment. As territories were subdued, it beoam.0

necessary to make roads : on occasions no engi-

neer was to be had.

Officers of the other branches of the service,

who at school had obtained an inkliog of sur-

veying and military engineering, preferred their

services. With the energy of young men placed

in difficult positions creditable work was accom-

plished. As a reward they were kept to engi-

neering duties. , .

On the demand for the greater extension ot

public works, engineers of all classes were

pushed up by the rules of seniority into nigh

positions, and had to undertake the construction

of works for which many of them had not know-

ledge. Thus it is, that men who had earned

high position by gallant and faithful servioe m
the field, lost their good name from failing to

carry out woika they were never brought up to.

The Publio Works Department is composed of

men of different grades, bub all depend for their

position on knowledge of the surveying branch,

which enables that service to be earned ont m
as able a manner as in any part of the world,

as each one has to work at ib, and is master of

the subjeot; bub the oonstruobive branch presents

a contrast, from none of the department having

been educated in the art of building.

The officer brought up at Addiscombe, and

sent out to India, has not been in a position to

learn the practical part of building, bub is only

acquainted with ib theoretically, and all sub-

sequent knowledge is only obtained from the

natives, tho very ones be is aupposed to teach.

The civilian engineers educated in India are m
a like position.

^

As plana are prepared at head-quarters, the

probability is a resident engineer has only to

erect a building (the word building is meant to

include every description, from bungalows to

bridges) similar to what has been done before,

the cases cited of buildings falling are solely

owing to faults in construction ;
and, from having

charge of a large district, perhaps 100 miles ui

one direction by 50 in another, he can but visit

it now and then. An overseer, perhaps an

excellent man for laying out and repairing of

roads and keeping accounts, is put in charge ;

but, being entirely ignorant of building, the con-

struction is left entirely to the native workmen,

who are not very particular about building per-

pendicular and straight. As the bricks are very

soft, ib is easy to edge the walls, if they will gee

wider at the top than the bottom. Also, they

are not at all particular about the bond, very

often the walls are built with mud. only the top

course and waU-plate being laid in mortar.

Saplings are at times used lor the rafters, in

these cases ib is bub a question of time for the

roof to come down, as white ants are sure to get

The difficulties to be contended ' against in

the construction of works, and the incessant

minute attention required, are only known to

those who have encountered them. The facilities

afforded by residiog in towns is no criterion for

the country at large.

The faults of the present system are, that the

members of the engineering staff are all brought

up to one department of their profession, leaving

the coDstructive branch to be learnt as it can.
tue coDScrocLivo umuou i.<.r — —
There is no acknowledged position for a man

who only understands buildiug, and native
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workmen are expected to carry out English
design.

The remedy is to divide the Public Works into
two departments ; one for the surveying, road*
making, &o.

j
the other for works of construction.

To form this latter, inducements must be offered
for such men as clerks of works, foremen, &o.!
who have a thorough practical knowledge of the
trade in all its branches, who can use their
hands as well as their heads, to enter the service.
To obtain them, liberal terms must be given, and
no demands made as to proficiency in iangoages.
The advantages would be great. The EurasTan,
whose ambition is now to be a road overseer’
would be taught the European method of build’
ing, and would learn that the craft he now
despises is as great a science as that of survey-
ing

; the native would learn that, wonderful as
are the buildings erected in former ages by hia
forefathers, the method is too cumbrous for the
present age. A new era has arisen in bis craft
as well as in that of English policy in India.

IkllKKOS.

[Dec. 18, 1869.

SYMMETRY, IN REFERENCE TO SOUND.
Sir,—Referring to Dr. Rawaou’s paper on the

above, I am unable to see what is gained by con-
sidering the squares of the numbers instead of
the direct relation of the numbers themselves to
eachother.^ If the latter be in proportion to one
another, will not their sqaares be so of necessity
p3ut geometrically, not arithmetically) ? Agree-
mg with the principle that the length, breadth,
and height of apartments should bear propor-
tions to each other in whole numbers rather than
in broken ones : as 6, 4, 3, rather than 6, 4, 3^,
for instance, I would point out, in addition,
that this brings all the surfaces of the room into
proportional relations. In a room 24 by 16 by 12
{proportion G, 4, 3), the floor and coiling are
each 384; the side walls, 288; and the end
walla, 192 ; or in the proportion of 4, 3, 2 still
whole numbers. Is nob this circumstance more
likely to influence the acoustic properties of a
room than the arithmetical relation of the
squares of the numbers to one another

; the
former being in fact what constitute the room,
and the latter being non-existent materially ?

I beg to suggest, however, another system, in
which the dimensions bear a geometrical rela-
tion to one another, viz., by using the square and
its diagonal, or the base and height of an equi-
lateral triangle. By the former, a room 24 ft.
long would be 17 ft. wide and 12 ft. high (not
exactly, bub sufficiently near for practical pur-
poses), and the wall, &o., surfaces would bear also
geometrical proportions (iu figures 408 2S8
204, or as 34, 17, 12).

'

By the equilateral triangle it is believed that
the section of Milan Cathedral was determined,
and some indeed consider it to have been used
generally in the Middle Ages.

W. R. Corson.

apart, a distance of 30 fc. or more is desirable.
The upper line of houses might be supported on
wrought iron horizontal girders, the depth for
which would be found between the top of the
columns and the under-side of the cill-line of
the windows above, and the width in a partial
projection of the girder as an ornamental front,
and in the thickness of the brick and stone wall
to be supported.
A very handsome and elegant effect might be

obtained by a judicious treatment in design of
the columns and the front of the girder, and the
result desired would be attained, probably, in
the most satisfactory way. To give additional
light, the girders might be pierced at intervals
of 10 ft., and a circular light introduced, which
would occupy a space between the lower flange
of the girder and the floor-lino above, giving
light to the upper portion of the shop-windows,
which would otherwise be in shadow.
The shops in the narrow streets are probably

already too small for the business transacted
therein

;
and if a space of 10 ft. is taken from

the front, the gutting and reconstruction of the
whole of the ground-floor would be necessary,
and it is questionable in many cases if the area
available would permit so large a space to be
abstracted.

The cost would be much greater than appears
at first sight, and ultimately the money spent
would not confer, I fear, advantages of sufficient
magnitude to warrant the outlay.

JosRPH S. Forbes.

UNEMPLOYED LABOUR.
period of the year, when over

lUU.OOO liands are out of work, and the pressure
upon the money market has shut up private
sources of work, an observer of the desolation
apparent upon the site chosen for the Law
Courts begs to suggest, through the Builder, the
c.xpedioncy of redeeming some ofthe time already
lost by setting to the works with a will. The
e mployment of even 100 men would gnvo stimulus

Pt'»-h«PS Ic-ad to the engagement of
5L)u liands more in tributary employment

;
it is

hard to see great public works slumbcrin'r^-hilat
so many operatives aro idle at this inclement
season. iEDiric.\TOR.

made of the interest with which a landscape of
English scenery, by W. Luker, gained in the last
distribution of the London Art-Uoion by Mr. C.
Hazeltine, of New Bedford, has been viewed.
The wide-spread relationships of this Association
are amongst its moat interesting and valuable
characteristics.

GASELIERS IN THEATRES.
Feeling sure that theatrical managers are

ready to abate any supposed risk of danger to
their patrons, allow me to point out to those
whom it may concern the following risk easily
removed before being too late. Some of our
theatres have large central glass gaseliers, with
pendants, which are, by the draught of air
drawn up, in a constant swinging motion.
Friction is going on with the alight supporting
wires, and sooner or later a few of the pendants
will^ quietly drop on the head of an attentive
auditor, and may cause a scene never contem-
plated by any when first entering the theatre.
A word from you, I am certain, will be sufficient
to lead to a remedy. g

A PLAN FOR WIDENING THE STREETS.
Sir,—The plan proposed by Mr. Fred. Taylor

requires careful consideration before it be pro-
Bounced upon, ^

Practical experience has not shown that it is
•desirable m large towns to have covered path,
ways in the public thoroughfares, as they usually
become the resort of not the most respectable
portion of the community, possessing an attrac-
tion from the partial seclusion they afford and
as a shelter in all seasons. But as a temporary
remedy for the evils of our crowded thorough-
fares, a plan open to fewer objections might he
suggested.
The number of columns to support the upper

ime of houses would, as shown in the diagrams
most materially intercept the light to the shop
windows, which are 10 fr. from the columns
greatly to the disadvantage of the unfortunates
who would be compelled to work partially or
wholly by gaslight.

If the streets are to be widened by taking a
portion of the shop frontage and converting the
space into a covered causeway, attention should
bo directed to three important matters, viz., the
adoption of a plan giving the maximum amount
ot light and ventilation, and the least obstruc-
tion to a crossing traffic.

The diflgrams show the minimum of each, and

f
feffeot, combined with great loss

ol light and ventilation, would bo the inevitable
result.

The number of columns should be reduced
and the height increased, and instead of 9 ft.

THE ART-UNION OF LONDON.
The Art-Union Council have issued their

capital little Almanac for the coming year
containing, as we have often said, information
on societies and collections in connexion with
matters of art and science, not to be found col-
lectively noted elsewhere. Every subscriber of
one guinea will receive, besides the chance of a
prize, a beautiful volume of twenty illnatrations
of " Hereward the Wake,” drawn by Mr. Henry
C. Selous, a volume intriusicallv worth much
more than the amonnt of subscription.
The New York Citizen and Round Table, gives

an Art-Union anecdote. The writer says,
“ Among the pictures purchased by the Americau
Art-Union for distribution in 1845, were three
pictures by Mr. George Harvey (formerly a re-
sident of this city, but now living in England
and a good

; artist), one of which was a
flower piece. As a return for the compliment
paid him by the association, Mr. Harvey sub-
scribed for three chances in the Art-Union
placing his own name down for two, and for a
It.lo girl of his acquaintance the name of
Daisy, presenting her with one of the tickets
When the distribution (by lot) took place, the
flower piece_ by Harvey became the property of
his little friend Daisy; bub the most sinn-alar
circumstance of all was that the companion of
the said picture had been purchased by the
father of the child, so that a pair of the artist’s
productions are now hanging side by side in the
same drawing-room.” The Cosmopolitan adds
‘‘ We have heard Mr. Harvey tell a similar case
which occurred to his sisterin England, to whom
he had made a present of two tickets in the
London Art-Union. The first one gained nothing
beyond the suj erb print given to every one. The
next year his sister stipulated with Mr. Watson
(assistant secretary), that by paying 71., in addi-
tion to the ticket (we think that was the sum)
she could have the statuette which she desired
to possess. Mr. Harvey persuaded her not to
conclude the bargain till after the drawing of
the prizes. Her ticket drew the statuette.”
We could relate dozens of such coincidences.
We have received a letter from New Bedford

Massachusetts, United States, wherein mention is

IMPROVEMENTS IN BUENOS AYRES.
Tue mnnicipality are seeking to raise a loan

of 35 million piastres, to carry out some im-
portant public works which will amount to
24 millions, and the rest is required to cover the
deficit of the ordinary expenditure for 1870.
Nothing can be more laudable than this disposi-
tion to improve the state of the city, bub those
who know most about it see great difficulties in
the plan, and urge that it would be better for the
municipality, instead of raising 35 million paper
dollars for contractors in the shin-plaster way

I

intended, to negotiate with some respectable
London firm for the whole job at a million
sterling. The public will have every confidence
that the money is not squandered, and that the
improvement will be done in a workmau-lika
way.
The proposed works are the following

New Mou’a Hoapitel
New Cemeterira
New Law Courts or Cabildo ..

Paaeo .lulio decorated
Plaza Victoria
Lunatic Asylum
Lazzaretto
Paving tlie Suburbs
New PJuzas ...

Repuirs (old) Men's Ilospitai
I'own-hall

.. 4J mi

.. 3

Total,,,

Besides the butti of 69,OOOL already laid out on
the waterworks, the estimates for extending the
water supply, and draining and paving the city,
are:—

Waterworks £ 95,000
prainago..

.. 599740
,. 17ei.571

£872,317

Mr. Coghlan’s waterworks are said to be a
great success.

THE TREATMENT AND UTILISATION OF
SEWAGE.

The Hon. Secretary to.the Committee of the
British Aasociation on the Treatment and
Utilisation of Sewage, Mr. G. F. Barnes, has
issued a circular iu which he sets forth the
circumstances under which the committee were
appointed, at the meeting of the British Associa-
tion at Norwich, for the purpose of reporting on
the treatment and utilisation of sewage.
Through the kindness of her Majesty’s Govern-
ment, the committee have been enabled to ob-
tain reports respecting the methods of dealing
with town refuse practised in most civilised
countries, and information has now been col-
lected in a more complete form than hitherto
existed in any country. This preliminary work
having been completed, the committee was
reappointed at the meeting of the Association,
this year at Exeter, and they now propose to
investigate the entire subject in all its bearings,
—whether chemical, physiological, or engineer-
ing, sanitary, municipal, or agricultural,—and
in a manner worthy of the body they represent.
Properiy to carry out such an inquiry to a
practical end, numerous observations, gaugings,
and experiments, aided bysimuUaneous analyse?’
are essential

;
and these cannot be accomplished’

especially the analyses, without the continued
aid of efficient and therefore highly-paid assist-
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antu. It may also be neeesaary for the com-

mittee to parchase expensive apparatus, and to

subject various inventions and processes to a

thorongh and complete test.

As the expense of an inquiry so conaucted

mnsfc be considerable, the committee seek to

obtain peonniary aid in the shape of town and

district subscriptions. They soggest that the

subscriptions of towns of different populations

might be graduated somewhat in the following

proportions.
j i a nnn

Where the population does not exceed 10,000,

51 53.
;
between 10,000 and 25,000, 101. lOs.

;

between 25,000 and 50.000, 211. ;
between 50,000

and 75,000, 30Z. ;
between 75,000 and 100,000,

5nZ. j
above 100,000, lOOZ.

All public bodies subscribing not less than

5Z. 53. will have the benefit of the information

obtained by the committee from time to time, as

the results of the inquiry partake of a conclusive

character, and will receive a copy of the report

of the committee when published.

The following are the names of the committee .

Mr. Eichard B. Grantham, 11. Inst. C.E., F.G.S.,

chairman ;
Mr. J. Bailey Denton, M. Inst. C.E.,

F G S • Mr. J. Thornhill Harrison, M. Inst. C.B. j

Mr. Beniamin H. Paul, Ph. D., F.C.S.
;
Professor

Wanklyn, F.C.S. 5
Mr. William Hope, V.C. 5

Pro-

fresaor Williamson, Ph. D., F.E.S. ;
Professor

Marshall, F.E.S., F.E.C.S.; Professor Corfield,

M.A., M.D.; Mr. M. C. Cooke; and Sir J. Lubbock,

bart., F.11.S-, treasurer.

The united contributions of the English towns

would enable the committee to conduct an

investigation which must confer upon the nation

immense benefits. Subscriptions should be paid

to the credit of Sir John Lubbock, on behalf of

the committee, at Messrs. Robarts, Lubbock, &

Co., 15, Lombard-street, London, E.C.

and severity of its vieitstions? This objection has been

advanced as a proof that aewaRe matter does not generate

or possess any special or active property for the causation

of the disease
;
whereas this fact actually assists to con-

firm my proposition, for the reason that when new sewers

and drains are made, the old cesspools and channels are

almost invariably allowed to remain intact instead of

beine emptied and destroyed
;
and, although disconnected

with main sources of supply, they very generally P«Berve

aminor connexion of some sort. In any case, most ot the

previous contents of deposited inspissated matter, contain-

ing all the active procreativeelemeuts of inlectious diseases,

remain stagnant and intensified from being deprived of

the purifying and detergent influence of a constantly

moving stream. These disused sewers and drams have

been allowed to remain on account ol the considerable

immediate cost of their abolition, and of the difficulty in

discovering the great number which run like a networn

under the basements and at the rears of houses.

If therefore, such a disease as scarlatina is driven back

or suppressed by various sanitary measures from without,

it retires upon, and is received by, a gemal

it replenishes its exhausted virulence. Werethose hidden

agencies of disease and death exposed to view, they

excite astonishment and disgust at their existence, and

would not be allowed to remain longer than necessary for

their removal.”

elevations, and sections, mounted on cloth. He also let

him have extra drawings, which were not usually supplied

by architects. It was an ordinary thing for an architect

to charge the bu'lder for working drawings. Messrs,

Windover, sen. and jun., and Henry Manning, proved

having seen plaintiff working from plana similar to those

produced by the defendant. A lad named Mingoe, in the

employ of the defendant as clerk, deposed to having

assisted to copy the drawings :
and Messrs. Moass (Exeter)

Luacorabe & Harris {Exmouth), all builders, showed that

the plans were quite sufficient for defendant s purpose—

that, in fact, they were legitimate working drawings. Ihe

latter witnesses said they had often paid archiiects for

similar drawings. His Honour, in summing np the case,

pointed out the conflicting nature of the evidence, iho

lurr returned a verdict for the plaintiff for flL, the fore-

man explaining that the claim was reduced to that amount

because plaintiff had agreed to pay an acknowledgment ol

some kind. . , . x i.
• * Is it " an ordinary thing for an architect to charge

the'builder for working drawings ?” We believe not. It

is the duty of the architect, in the interest and at the cost

of his employer, to supply the builder with all the draw-

ings that may bo necessary for the proper execution ol the

BOARDS OF WORKS AND CONTRACTORS.

Rtn —T attended, on behalf of a contractor, last week, a

meeti^I of thrBoird of Works for the Lewi.ham District

whSfor the object (among others) of receiving tenders

for the construction of brick sewers.

I'ersone tendering were, by notice in the Builder io he

at the offices ot the Board by twelve o clock on the day

appointed, and aocordingly belore that time about twen y

contractors, or their agents, were assembled, and hud to

wait for two hours before the “ verdict was announced.

Knw I am fully sensible of the fact that iheexpendilure

of the ratepayers- money is at all times a matter of great

moment, au'd,^therefore, demands

deliberation before paying it away. Still, I cannot he p

thinkiDE that decisions, deterramations. and seieeiions lu

these cases could be arranged and arrived at by the Boards

6e/oi-« the time fixed upon, at which compeiitors ‘o

attend, so that when tbi-v arrive as little time as possible

mST be lost in making known their decisions, &c. Ibis

consideration would prove an incalculable benefit to con-

tractors. parlicnlurly to those coming from a distance.

The Board of Works for the W District is quite a

pattern in this respect, as also in the more congenial system

of calline into tho board-room the whole of the con-

tractor8% hear ihe amounts 0/ the tenders read over, la

Stead of the very ol'jectionable and unsatisfactory way tho .

intimation was given by an ollicial of the Lewisham Board

that “ Mr. Hayward’s tender is accepted, and a list ot
|

the tenders will appear in the London Pre»*.

One more remark, and I have done. Ihere can oe no

doubt that luncheon on a cold, damp, December day is an

“ indispensable,” but that a more suitable time tnan

’twiit one and two o’clock was not selected created some

surprise, not to say displeasure; perhaps however, this

feeling would not have been generated it the

tho “upper story” had bestowed a thonght ou the anxious

persons,—from concomitant circumstances,— not ovor

^^Amiciplting' more sympathy from boards of works

after tie in.ertioa of th.., 1

The report recommenda, amongat other mea-

surea, the discovery and abolition of all disused

and defective drains and sewers.

A fine example of a not unfrequent way m
which disused cesspools may be converted into a

fertile source of disease recently occurred m our

experience. A gentleman, in the Old Kent-road,

who lives in one of his own houses there, being

dissatisfied with his dwelling as to bealthfulness,

bad it properly drained, and the kitchen and

rooms over it enlarged. The building contract

was advancing towards a close, when ho acci-

dentally discovered, just before it was too late,

that, under the contract ,Rome rubbish had

been thrown over an old and deep cesspool

within the new kitchen walls, and full of hltb,

the rubbish hiding it from view till the floor

should be laid down. He was assured by the

contractor’s men that everything obnoxious was

withdrawn before the rubbish was thrown m.

Disbelieving this, be ordered it to be turned out,

and found, as be suspected, that his new kitchen

was about to have covered up within its walls a

reeking cesspool, full of filth of an abominable

description, and a certain but unknown source

of future disease and death in his family, even

through the very means he was taking to secure

the'r life and health.

NEWCOMEN OR NEWCOMIN?
Bib—This name is pecnlisr: wo have several New-

corabes, but very few Newcomens ;
Neweombe may b»

from the Celtic cicm, “ a hollow, or bowl-shaped valley;

cum in Cumberland the land of eiema, it assumes the form

of combe in the south. As the inventor of the steam-

ensine is known to have come from Devonshire, whero the

form eomle predominates, I infer that this word is not the

etymon of bi. n.m. ,
md would tborefore, “BSM*

may be of Teutonic origin, allied to that of Chevalier

Neukomm, the musical composer
;

t. e., nev^omer, a real

Jt-hnny Neweome. Komm la from the German verb

Kommen, to come ;
our Anglo-Saxon verb cuman to come

has the form cumen for the perfect participle but I see

authority for the form eomin-, while it is well established

that Newcomen ia tho received form of this particular

name. In this form, also, it appears as the patronymic

of an ancient race of our territorial anatooraey, seated at

Balllleetby, Lincolnshire, so far back as the reign ol

Richard I.; their descendants in the present

ever use the form Neweome
;
we may assume that thia

Lincolnshire family was certainly of Angle or Saxon,

,
of Teutonic origin. A. n.

BEHAVIOUR TO CONTRACTORS.

Sib _We beg to call attention to tbe conduct of tho

directors of the London and
k”

natiy in tho matter of works required to be done at \ aux-

hall and Hina Elms, for which they advertised lor tenders,

in consequence of which wo appued
’be^nJ

delivered in our tenders, tbe amount of ihe first being

2 28? and the aecond. 1,209/. On applying to learn the

?eaulr wo were informed that Messrs Gammon S Sons

tenders had been accepted for both the jobs ;
but, as to

the amount of either, or, indeed, the amounts of any, of

the tenders, nothing could be learnt; it merely being

stated the Company never gave any mformation

to the eucoesstul party, which wo consider moat unfair, as

ACTION AGAINST AN ARCHITECT.

PROBABLE CAUSES OE SCARLATINA.

In a special report of the Medical Officer of

Health for Mile.end Old Town (Dr. Corner), upon

the epidemics of scarlatina and relapsing fever,

the former of which ia more than uBoally preva.

lent in Mile.end Old Town, tho Medical Offieor

of Health says ;

—

“In my last annual report for the year ending March,

1869, I again referred to my previously expressed opinion

of old, aiaused, and defective drains and sewers being

special centres of the propagaiion ol hcarlatina, and even

of the generation of the specific poison or germ ot

the disease
;
but in this latter part of my opinion, I

believe I iim not supported by many autbonties, although

mv own cortinued, and, I may add, best possible PJ’nc-

tical experience, us evidenced by examples which 1

quoted, continues to confirm my belief m its correctness,

l-robulily such a source may be considered as too com-

mon-place and practical, aud not aufficienily abstruse and

theoretical for the origin of so serious and devastating a

disease
;

but however the case may be as to the origo

mah ot the apeeific virus, my experience admits of no

doubt that all drains and sewers in the conditian I have

indicated, and vitk which London and aU old loicm are

noio (iteralbj undermined, are hidden reaervoirs, contain,

ing a iievLT.failing supply ot materials which cherish and

mature the specific vira of inlcctioua diseases.
, ,

It may be reasonably questioned that if defective

drainage is especially a cause of scarlatina, why has not

improved sewerage and drainage diminished the number

kinner v. Piria.-Tbia was a jury case in Exeter The

plaintiff, a builder of lixmoulh, sought
” A tho .^ofondant an architect, ot Exeter. Mr. i ryer

SVSS. M VS
work- but the figures were considered too high, and alter

some ’alterations had beenmsdemtbe
same persons were invited to tender again. In 1“® end

Eti&'a tender was accepted. This was about the 17th of

AaS. Shortly afterwards Mr. Skmucr received l^he

following letter from the defendant Sir : Send me a

cheque for 10 guineas for the workmg drawings and speci-

fications and^I will cover the insurance lor the same

amount!’ This need be settled before the work proceeds

further. An answer, with as liitle delay as possible,

obi ge. else you will be kept waiting for the drawings

Upol receiving this, Mr. Skjnner sent d® f
d»nt 10 and

alterwarda paid him tbe odd shillings
!

he did not receive any working drawings from Mr. Etna

"
itil aix weeks after tbe budding was commenced, when

drawings showing the seating of

nlan of the bav-Wiudow were forwarded to him. ihese

rirawinL (prodLed) were not such as should have been

...Swace, h.rioe b™” "“isedM re-ort lo bia own

which be took before tendering for the job. -I" ^

Mr Gidlev plainciff said he did not agree to P®7 .H

S;- SrSef: Mr. Finn ..k.d Wnn toW
knowledgment, nnd on rec.irmg tb. letlor ren •Boro)

were quite sufficient for him to budd tb® bouse Irom
,
our^

having paid (or working plans, be
^fcale

vvifh I hem Working plans were usually on a larger scaio

examine the tender having been

re^;t7di“;fk^rMr..k^er^

INJURIES TO WORKMEN.
Ax action was recently brought before the Sheriff Court

at Hamilton, in Scotland, by Hugh Cassidy,

Hamilton, against Robert Pollock, contractor, Mother-

wall for recovery of damages, laid at 600/., ftom injuries

sustained through the culpable negligence ot the deleuder,

or of those acing under him. The pursier was '“ the

defender’s employment in July, 1868, and ho and others

were enea^'ed in taking down a bridge over the Monkland

S, near Parkheadi Glasgow. While one of the p, era

aapporting the bridge was being removed, an embankment

fell upon the pursuer, who was at the time working in the

bed of the canal, and in consequence his leg was broken,

and iuiured so severely that shortly thereafter it had to be

ammiuited above the knee, and his body and hands were

crushed and his physical system and health so severely

injured thereby tbst be bad been perm.nently b,.med

find disabled, and rendered unfit for life to earn a bveli-

hood Tbe Bherili'-Substitute (Veitch) had found that the

defeoder was to blame in not having had the earth removed

from behind tbe pie, berot. pulling dowm the .lobe., and

held tho defender liable in damage, to the ei ont of ZS! ,

with evpenses. The case was appealed to the Slienll-

Prineinal Mr. H. Qlossford Bell, who adhered to ibe inlor-

f„™tor.pn..l.d against so far a. it found the detad.r

liable in damages, but increased the amount from .of.

to 60/.

CHURCH DECORATION.

a,« -A. an item of " Chri.lma. Decoration,’; I aeefc

information about ” Christ’, ero.u of thoru., wb.cb,

‘TrobT.wr;; srwbfrs; » .brub i. aud b„
been, most generally used among ns for P"^P°^y“

1“ tberu really used at our Saviour', cruc.-

fl”o» ;
but, iot b.iug native with u. Iw.shto know what

is our popular substitute, or substitutes. A. H.

OXFORD BATHS AND LECTURE-ROOM,
ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE.

Tuts bnilding, erected by Mr. Hngh Mason, of

Oxford Milla, for hifl workpeople, bas been de-

oorated by Mr. A. T. Basbell under the orders

of Mr, Robinson,of Pdnll& Robinson, Manchester,

the architects of the bmldinw.
^

The pasBUgoa and grand statrease show a

dadoot maroon, stenoillod in a large bold pattern,

crowned by a broad belt of black, on wbich aro

red spots,^abore which the wall is finished m
manre, stippled. In tbe leotnre.room the yen-

tilator; are heavily gilded
)
the centre compart,

menta are painted bine, with ^
ornamentation in orange; beneath them, on the

elope, is a rich friese, and the oorn.ce finishes

with a patiern. The wood.work of the roof is

stained and varnished, and its lines and moftW-

ings brought out in black, red, and green The

wills are of a warm bnil tint; the dado, wb.eh .9

wood panelling, being stained and varn.ahed, and

Burmonnted by an ornamental border m brown,

running along the wall. Tho brackets and

busts are treated as the bas.reliefa in
f

e roowB

below, and on each bracket the name of the bust

placed upon it is inscribed m letters of gold.
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OHEETSEY CHTJEOH.
Th 8 old parisli chnrch waa re-opened on the 2nd inst

after a complete internal cleansing, and restoration of the

r repairs of the roofs, at a cost of
LdOOL The ground.floop of the nave has been re-aeated
nironghout in oak

; the galleries in the nave, which con-
tain pruate pews held under an Act of Parliament have
been repainted, and the pews in part cut down. A new
pulpit by Messrs. Farmer & Brindley has been erected atthe cost of Mr. T. J. Worthington. Messrs. Herring ASon, of Chertsey, presented the hot . water beatine
apparatus. A reredos in Caen stone, with columns of
itevonshire marble, and oak seats for the choir, have beenput in the chancel, the ancient oak roof of which has been^rown open by removing the ceiling. The floor of thechancel has also been raised.
The nave was built in a curious manner in 1808. Acrossthe church, at a point where the columns and buttresses

j
Oe’'Rned, strong oak bearers were laid resting uponwooden frames, and on these stout posts of whole timbers

carried the maisive wooden roof and
piaster vaulted ceiling. Rumour says that the contractorthen drew the money that was due on “ covering in " the
building, and disappeared. The walls were afterwards
built so as to enclose the nave, and the csternal uprighttimbers were encased in the buttres.ses.

^ ^

ciecuted by Messrs. Dove, Brothers

sSSltof Mr.

style, with tower over aa open porch in centre,
the whole desperately battlomented. While we
are glad to recognise the evidence such a build-
ing shows of a liberal spirit, we cannot refrain
from expressing a hope that the design may be
revised before it is put into stone. The proposed
building on paper has a toy-like, not to say tea-
gardeuy, aspect.

auctioneers and puffers.
GILLIATT V. GILLr.Vn:.

Tub question in this case, tried in the Rolls Court wasof interest to auctioneers and others having to do withsales of land by auction. An estate in Sussex was ofl’ered

A Co
Messrs. Norton, Trist, Watney,A Co., subject to a reserved bidding fixed bv the iurioe

slaled in the conditions of aale.in comp^li^ime

TsS by Auction Act!

for o's 0?fi/ h V° "‘If"*
“*® estate was knocked do^nlor ..9,0C0i(., having found out that a “nuH’er” was employed, although uo right of bidding on behalf of t^eSY 7? ‘0 provisions of the

chase wh^h°‘'^
summons to set aside the pur-

Q C.. Mr. Jessel, Q.C., Mr Whila-

T?,.' ‘PP'»«4 i» lb. ....

tb. effect that . !

^ Ibe Act whs clear tome enect that sales should be void in eauitv as well ns in

»USI li sc. ..ae,'.“t,d ,h.°d:j::i."Sor"S;'’‘'-

CEURCH ARRANGEMENT,
^

SlR,_M»y I ventara to Bog^est that ' Galilee ”
IB the proper term for the western entry of In.
veroeea Cathedral (which resembles the plan ofMelboarne Chnrob) rather than “ narthex,” or
cloister both of which are inappropriate. Theword blmotrey " is evidently an oversight on

the part of the architect, in conjanction with a

chS ” bnilding of the reformed

May I urge, in nnison with Dr. Eawson’s letterhow desirable it would bo to have a large organ
set free for music adapted to its capabilities, and
a small choirmrgan to accompany the chanting
psalms, sorvicos, and anthems, near the choir!At Means Abbey, m England, such was thecustom before the Boformation, and in the north
ot I ranee it is still observed. The huge organanow m vogue arc utterly out of proportion tothe size of the choir of singers, whom they over,
power, and are too often iuaisted upon merely
for tho sake of display in performing elaborate
mneio. They oocnpy a great amount of apace

for which il
18 dlfBcult to find room.

Mackenzie E. C. Walcott,

EUSTON SQUARE.
Poor Euston-road is losing one of its lungs.

The north lung—in other words, the northern
part of Euston-square is, to all appearance, in the
hands of the railway compauy} boarded in,
dug into, and cub about, and I am afraid not to
improve the breathing of the inhabitants. Some
say lb is for a road to the station

;
tho deep

aigg^ng appears to say no to this. Others think
lb IS for the station itself. What do you, Mr.

^ possible that the central
third part of that side of tho square is to give
way to another monster building, both in size
and look, as the one a little higher np the road ?
To stop It I am afraid is too late, according to
the saying, “ that possession is nine parts of^w then I ask, how many points has law ?
Perhaps the railway will answer, “Nine, only •

and W0 have them all.” I long to hear what is
to be this new feature in our street despoilment.

S.

FOR TAKING STAINS OUT OF WHITE
MARBLE,

Ev answer to your correspondent’s inquiry, as
to the most effective method of taking stains out
of marble, I have generally found the following
recipe the most effective, viz —

1 gall.

1 wineglass of soap lees,

i wineglass of turpentine.
Note.—The_ mixture must bo made into a

paste with a little pipe-clay. Spread the marble
with this, which should not be removed for a few
days, and if on wiping it off the objaob is not
effected, a second application will generally be
found sufficient, George Hand

Fmfaa (3).
^

The committee, however, by a
narrow majority, threw overboard the three
named by their referee, and have, we believe
made a selection for themselves. At any rate*
the honorary secretary, Mr. Blyth, resigned his
offioe, as his predecessor in that offloe, we under-
stand, had done before.

Ventnor Cemetery Competition.—The, designs
selected by the Burial Board have been rejected
by the Biahop-Elecb of Winchester, his lordship
requiring the buildings to be detached. Mr. New-
man, the architect, has, therefore, been instrncted
to so modify his plans as to comply wich the
bishop s requirement, and the consequently
altered views of the Board. We believe the in.
tention of the Board now is to have two distinct
but uniform chapels, ouo placed conveniently on
the consecrated ground, and the other on the
unconsecratsd portion.

Printers Almshouses.— We mentioned the
decision of this matter last week. Considerable
dissatiafaction is expressed on the ground that
Mr. C. Bell’s design was not selected aa the
beat, but that by a small majority he was
appointed architect to carry out the work.
Every competition appears to bring its scandal.

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION
SOCIETY.

A STRONG appeal is to be made to the pro-
fession generally for earnest support to prevent
tfae^ collapse of this institution,—in the proper
maintenance of which all are interested. We
shall hope to find it responded to with warmth.

FROM NEW ZEALAND.

THE LEEDS VOLUNTEER ARTILLERY
HEAD QUARTERS.

A BUILDING for this purpose is about to be
erected on the drili-gronndof the Leeds Volunteer
Artillery Fenton-street, in that town, from the
design of ilr. James Fox, C.E,

It will include on the ground-floor :— Drill-
shed, (inside) 120 ft. by 83 ft.

; armonrei’e shed,lb ft. by 18 It.; armoury, 39 ft. by 18 ft. - ad-
.lutanlB.room 18 ft. by 17 ft.; orderly-room,

1 ^ y
-J

' > “O>i-commi83ioned officers’ room,
i/ It. by 15 ft.

; harness-room, 15 ft. by 10 ft •

sitting-room, IS ft. by 13 ft.; kitchen, 15 ft!

the first floor,—mess-room,

rnnm'qof^i Y-tJ®
quarter-master’s store-room, 39 ft. by 17 ft.

; vestibule and stairs, 18 ft. by15 ft.; officers room, 17 ft. by 15 ft.; dressing-
room, lo ft. by 10 ft.; bedroom, 18 ft. by 13 ft. •

ditto, 15 ft. by 13 ft.
; promenade, 18 ft. by 10 ft. •

balcony, 30 ft. by 4 ft.
; band-room (in open yard

“c^:°i2"f^b^y%\'"
“

The building, which will be of stone, and withsome pretensions, professes to be Norman in

“CABBY” IN LITCHURCH.

_

At the usnal mouthly meeting of the
Litchnroh Local Board, Mr. Thompson, the
chairman, referred to the recent endeavour
of the Board to gob the Midland Railway
Company to provide shelter for the cabmen
at the station, and said that he had noticed a
paragraph in the Builder, which stated that the
experiment bad been tried in Edinburgh, where
an erection for the accommodation of the cabmen
at one of the stands had been raised by public
subscription, and had been attended with good
results. Cabmen, in consequence of their ex-
posure at the cab-stands to all kinds of weather
were great sufferers from consumption, acute
chronic rhenmatiam, and bronchitis, aggravated
by their intemperate habits, which, there could
be no doubt, were indulged in under the (greatly
mistaken) belief that intoxicating liquor was a
great preventive against cold. The Builder, ha
was glad to say, hailed with pleasure this move-
ment in favour of poor “cabby.”
Mr. r. Roe, jun., had no doubt some good

would result from their late application to the
Midland Railway Company, and that even in
Derby something would ultimately be done to
provide shelter for the cabmen.

Dunedm.~A presbyterian church is now in
process of erection at Dunedin, the capital of
the Scottish colony of Otago, on the south-east
side of Middle Isle, or New Munster. The edifice
IS called the now First Church." It occupies
a prominent site in the centre of the city, within
a large reserve set aside for church purposes at
the time the province of Otago was first colonised.
J.he ioundation stone was laid by Dr. Burns who
accompanied the first colonists, in 1848, to theirnew homo in this distant isle. The length of
the bnilding now erecting is, over all, 173 ft., its
width 91 ft., and its height inside from the floor
to the top of the exposed work, 51 ft. The
tower in front is 20 ft. square, independent of
the buttresses, and its height 180 ft. About
50 k. of the rear end of the building, at a re-
duced width, is intended for a lecture-room,
ihe church is being builc of white stone, known
as Oamaru stone, with inside lining of brick.
The cost is 14,0001., and when completed the
church will be the largest ecclesiastical straoture
in New Zealand. The building was begun in
Jannary, 1868, and its walls are now some 12 ft.
above the foundation. The architect is Mr. R,*
A. Linton; and the contractors are Messrs.
Hunter <t Goodlellow.

COMPETITIONS.
Bexley Church Com2yctition .—The committee

for building a church at Bexley Heath are ob-
taining for themselves an unenviable notoriety.
After receiving designs from Messrs. Walford &
Evill, and Mr. Hewitt, they invited a competition
to which 79 architects responded, from amongst
whom they then selected the following gentle-
men to re-compete, the majority of whom, if not
all, sent m drawings Messrs. Joseph Hewitt
H._W. Burgess. C. H. Cooke, Wolford & Evill
Price & Linklater, Wigginton, E. L. Blackburne
Drury Goodchild, Knight, Joseph James, and
I. E. Knightley. A pledge had been given that
the committee would call in an architect to assist
them in their selection, and Mr. W. Burges was
appointed by them to do so. This gentleman
selected three as best deserving consideration,
the mottoes being “ Veritas vincit" (1) ; an oval
With orb aud cross in it (2); “.S-mpIe.r sed

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Bamjrton .—Clanfield Church has been formany months closed for repairs and restoration

and has been re-opened. The plans for restora-’
Hon were drawn up by Mr. John Luker, of
Farinqdon; the contractor for the church was
Mr. Smith, of Highworlh, and for the chancel
Mr. H. J. Clinch, of Charlton, near lalip, son of
the churchwarden of Clanfield.

_

Ryde (Isle of Wight).—The new parish church
13 making satisfactory progress. When the
corner-stone was laid on the 4th of August last
the walls were up to a level with the top of the
plinth. Shortly after the ceremony had taken
place, Messrs. Jackson & Shaw, the contractors,
made an offer to the committee to substitute
Swanage_ stone for the facing to the walls, in
lieu of Binstead rag and lime stone, which were
specified to be used. Their motive for making
this offer was understood to arise from a desire
to push on the works faster than they would be
able to do with the limited supply of atone from
the Linstead quarries, which may be said to benow all but worked out. Mr. Scott havincr re-
ported favourably of the qualities of Swanao-e
stone, which had been used by him some yea°r8
since m the restoration of Chichester Cathedral
the committee accepted the offer of the con-
tractors, who have pushed on the works with
vigour. The walls are carried up to a con-
siderable height

; those of the north aisle to a
level with the springing of the window tracing.
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The nave piers, with their capitals, are also fixed,

as well as the responds of the tower and chancel

arches. The latter show a contrast by the intro-

dnotion of red Manefield stone for the colnmns,

or shafts, supporting the capitals. The com-

mittee have it under their consideration to pro-

ceed with those portions of the church v^noh

were not included in the present contract. Ltiorts

must be made, however, to raise the necessary

funds. Mr. Bindley is acting as Mr. Scotts

representative in the superintendence of the

The new church of St. Silas, at

Hunslet, has been consecrated by the Bishop ot

tbe diocese. The foundation stone of the new

edifice was laid in July of last year, since which

time tbe work of erection has been rapidly

pushed forward by the Leeds Church Extension

Society, who have defrayed the entire cost, sup-

plemented by some pecuniary aid from kindred

Lsociations. The new church of St. Silas con-

sists of nave, aisles, and chancel, with organ-

chamber on the south, and vestry on the north,

side of the chancel. There are also at the west

end two porches, entering from the north and

south respectively. The nave is divided from

the aisles by an arcade of five arches on each

side, supported by pillars, alternately round and

quatrefoil on plan, with moulded bases and caps,

theformer being visible above the seats, not hidden

by them as is usual. The space that otherwise

would have formed a sixth bay to the west end is

occupied by doors from the north and south

porches. The chancel is finished as an apse of five

aides, with a single-light lancet window in each,

andstone shafts in tbe angles, with bases corbelled

out from the wall, bands and carved caps sup-

porting the ribs of the roof. These nbs form

pointed arches spanning the chancel, and meet-

ing in a carved boss at the centre of the apse.

They are each formed in several thicknesses of

deal, and are bolted to the tie-beams and rafters

of tbe principals, so as to form an additional tie

or brace. The spaces between are boarded to

the sawn curve so as to form a vaulted ceiling.

The chancel arch, between the nave and the

chancel, springs from the caps or pilbars cor-

belled out from the wall on each side. The caps

are carved with natural foliage, the fern being

used on one side and tbe maple on the other.

The corbels are formed as shields, bordered with

foliage; the emblems of the Fall are carved on

tbe shield on the north side, the emblems of the

Eedemption on the shield to the south. Iha

orcan-chamber has an arch opening into the

chancel and one into the aisle, and the vestry

has a similar arch towards the chancel, with a

screen framed in pitch piue rising to a certain

height. The fittings of the chancel are ail ot

pitch pine. The other fittings of the church

are all of red deal, and the whole are varnished.

The font is of Caen stone, tbe bowl being octagon

on a circular shaft. The floors of tbe porches,

passages, chancel, &o., are laid with Staflordahire

tiles, in red and blue. The church la heated

throughout by hot-water pipes laid m grated

channels in the floors
;
and it is lighted by large

ims brackets over each pillar, smaller ones be-

tween tbe windows of the aisles, and a corona

suspended from the boss of the chancel roof.

The west end of the church has two tall narrow

windows, with circles in tbe beads ;
and a centre

buttress, with a circular window over it, quatre-

foiled Over these stands the belfry, with steep

gable and iron cross, the body being pierced with

a double arch and circle, within a larger arch.

One bell, weighing 3 cwt., has been supplied by

Messrs. Taylor, of Loughborough, and hangs in

one of the smaller arches. Tbe aisle windows

are three-light, within one arch, the spandrel

being filled in with a large cusped circle. Those

of tbe clearstory are two lights, wilbm one arch,

and a circle in the spandrel. The_ glazing is

throughout in lead, the heads and circles being

treated geometrically, and bullions used m those

of the aisle windows ;
but the lower portions are

in rectangular quarries, within a border. 1 he

principal dimeusions are as follows:—-Nav^

92 ft. by 29 ft. 6 in. between bases of pillars, and

62 ft. high to ridge ;
aisles, each, 79 ft. by U ft.

6 in from wall to pillar, and 24. ft. high to ridge

;

chancel, 33 ft. 4 in. by 31 anil 53 ft. h'B'i

ridge: organ-chamber, 14 ft. 6 m. by 1- It.;

vestry, 24 ft. bv 15 ft.
;
porches, each, 12 ft. by

10 ft. ;
belfry, 90 ft. high to top of cross. The

contractors for the various works are as to -

low :-Messrs. Longley & Sons, for mason work

and ioinev work; Messrs. Watson & Wormald,

slaters ;
Messrs. Dawson & Son, plumbers (for

whom Mr. T. Wilson did tbe glazing Jd lead)
;

Mr. Miller, plasterer ;
Messrs. Galloway & bon,

painters; Messrs. Heaps & Kobioson, for heating

apparatus and smith work ;
Messrs. Mawer &

In^le, carving and font
;
Mr. Kidney, lightning

couduotor.—all of them being Leeds tradesmen.

The gas-fitting, locks, binges, and cross were

supplied by Messrs. Charles Smith & Sons, ol

Birmingham ;
and the tiles were laid by Messrs,

Charles & Taylor, of Leeds. Tbe chancel floor

within the rail, and a broad footway from the

nave up to the rail, are covered with a carpet

designed by the architect, and made by Messrs.

Wilkinson & Co., of Hunslet, who have ^ven it

to the cburob. The architect was Mr. Corson,

of Leeds, who also designed and built for the

society St. Clement’s Church, Sheeps^r, which

was consecrated in September, 1868. The organ

is being built by Messrs. Kadcliffa & Sagar. it

is blown by a patent hydraulic engine. The

cost of the church, exclusive of the site and the

organ, will somewhat exceed 4,100Z. The edifice

will afford sitting accommodation for /OO persons.

BracJcley.—The Brackley Chapel of St. John

and St. James (known as the College Chapel)

has been opened to tbe parishioners of Brackley,

after having been closed for nearly t^^rty years.

The chapel is the only relic oj the Brackley

Hospital or Monastery of the Knights Hospital-

lers of St. John of Jerusalem, at Braokloy,—a re-

ligious bouse of very ancient foundation, which

afterwards passed to Lord Lovell, and eventu-

ally to Magdalene College, Oxford, the present

proprietors. The work of restoration which

commenced in April, is now completed. The

work has been carried out under tbe plans ol

Mr. Charles Buokeridge, of Oxford and London,

architect. Mr. Nurse was clerk of works.

Smethwick, near Birmingham. — St. Bauls

Church, West Smethwick, has been re-opened

by the Bishop of Wellington, New Zealand after

undergoing some important alterations. One ol

the principal features in the recent improve-

ments ia the roof, which la entirely new, and

contains a considerable amount of ornamental

and constructive detail. Tbe interior has been

thoroughly remodelled and beautified. Theebure

is lighted at night by means of eight gaseliers

anspeuded from the roof. The whole of the work

has been carried out from tbe deaigos and under

the BUperiutendencB of Messrs. T. C. & J.

Sharp, architects, Birmingham.

Bernard Castle.—Tho general committee for

tbe restorations of the parish church have re-

ported that the works have thus far progreased

Llisfactorily. The foundations of the walls and

pillara in the nave and aisles, being found very

bad and insecure, have been underpinned and

rebuilt where needed, the surrounding accumula-

tion of earth removed, and stone channelling,

laid oatsids the walls to convey away the water

and prevent damp. The outer and inner walls

have been nnd wi'l he repaired, restored,

Btrengthened, and cleansed, and new windows

where needed, introduced. The lead and oak

roofs, boieg found in a decayed and dangerons

state, have been entirely taken off and renewed

The unseen bad condition of the roofa and

foundations has oocasioned a conaidorablo and

nnexpeoted inoroaao of eapeoso. The chancel

is being restored by Trinity College.

enco to the ancient steeple, it waa hoped that if

repaired in acme defective parta, it might stand i

and therefore the estimates included a small

sum only for underpinning and repairing the

buttressea, but upon a farther eaammation the

steeple was found altogether so insecure in the

foundations, and so ruinous and tottering m the

lower Norman portion, that it waa deemed

neceaaary for immediate safety to prop it

temporarily with timber until fnnds be raised to

lake it down and rebuild it, which must bo at

once effected. The first estimate for reatoriog

the nave and aisles, and uoderpinning the s eeple

was 1 8001., which is foond to be
^

jusufficieut.

The voluntary subscriptions (received or pro-

mised) of the principal lauclownera and others,

supplemented by a collection froiu^ house to

houL, and including spsoial

the now clearstory windows, amount to 1 OeSl.

Il 3 30 It is now ascertained that in order to

complete the nave aud aisles (exclusive of the

steeple) tho further sum of 700L is wanted ,
ajid

that the erection ot a “''"1;'“
J''

1
’."JeoT

1,000!. more, making together a total ot 1,/UOl.

now to be raised.

St. Colomba's cburcb, Kingslatid-roaff

We are asked to mention that tbe roofs of this

Surch Se covered with Whitland Abbey green

slates.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Farsley.—

A

new Baptist Chapel baa been

opened here. Tho building is 90 ft. long by

54 ft. wide, and 40 ft. in height from the ground-

floor to the crown of tbe ceiling, affording room

for 1.200 sittings—650 on the gronni floor and u oO

in the gallery. A lobby 17 ft. by 8 /t- with

folding-door and plate-glasa panels, leads at

each end to the body of the chapel and to the

<»allery stairs. In the rear of tbe ebapol there

are two vestries,—one for the minister, 14 It. by

13 fc. and the other for week-night meetings,

35* ft. by 14 ft., the latter being convertible into

two rooms by a moveable wooden partition wbeii

required for baptismal purposes. The ceiling ot

the chapel is a flat segment : the roof-beams are

dressed and varnished, showing beneath tho

ceiling. The gallery is supported V ^^n orna-

mental cast-iron pillars each 9 ft. 6 in. m height.

It is circular in shape at each end, and has au

open area in the middle, 43 ft. long by 26 ft.

wide. The gallery front is formed into panels,

decorated with ornamental trusses painted white

and tinted with gold size, and finished with a

mahogany capping for books. The pews on the

ground floor, us well as those m tbe gallery, have

sloping backs, yellow pine being used lor the

pews aud internal woodwork.
_

Externally the

chapel is of Italian design, having a projecting

porch at the front 25 ft. wide, consisting ot six

r^usiioBled piers next tbe wall, aud finished with

an entablature and ornamental vases over tho

piers. Over tbe portico is an ornamental Vene-

tian window, the remainder of the windows

having moulded circular architraves and pedi-

ments, with horizontal cornicee. A cornice runs

round three sides of the chapel, rising into a

pediment in front. The chapel fitands iii the

centre of an acre of ground, which is being laid

out ornamentally. The nrohiteot Mr John

Simpson, of Leeds. The total cost of

including the boundaiy walls, warming, lighting,

architect’s commission, and legal expenses, wi

be about 4,0001. „ ,

Launceston (Gomuiall).— A new Wesleyan

chapel has been begun in this town, from designs

selected in competition by Jlessre. Alfred Nor-

man & James Hine, architeote, Plymouth. It

will bo in tho Karly Decorated style, and eon-

sist ot nave, with clearstory, aisles, transepts,

aud chancel. Ineludiog a small

tho accommodation will bo for about lOO. It is

proposed to build a tower and spire at the north-

west angle, and there will bo a soliool and class-

rooms adjoiniog the church. The coutra.t

account is 3,00B!., and Mr. Biatchford, of Tavis-

took, is tho builder.

ShcMeld.—'ihe memorial stone of tho new

Baptist Church, in Glossop.road, has been laid.

The edifice is in oonrse of erection on a site

immediately above the junotion of the Glossop

aud Northumberland roads, and will be a con-

spiouons building. The >8 tome r.c,

adapted to suit tho requirements of dissent og

worship and the peculiarities of tho site, the

front to Glossop.road presents a largo gable eon-

taining a tracery window of five lights

which is tho principal doorway, which has two

oneninog with trefoil heads, surmounted by a

cLopy. The shafts of the colnmns which sup-

port tho canopy, are of polished Aberdeen granite

iha central shaft resting up in the memorial

stone. At tho sides of tho front gable are tho

gallery alaircases. the one nearest the town

teing oarried up in the tower, which rises to a

height of 140 feet, terminating m a pinnaoled

octagon spire. The arrangement of th^o doors

will admit of easy access to the ohnroh, either

by stops from Glossop.road or from t^ho level o.

tLside street. Tho sides of the ohnroh havo

alternatsly two. and tliroo-light trnoory win-

dows, and the roof at the aides is relieved with

five gables. The slating ia arranged in orna-

mental patterns. Internally, the ceding will be

boarded^ Tho baptistery, lined with Mthf™ “

msiolica tiles, will bo placed in a ehanoel-like

recess behind the pulpit; and ot the Bide of it

the organ ia to be fixed on a ra-ised tt'bhoe.

There are three vestries, respectively for tlie

minister, the deacons, and ladies, beats are

provided for 500 persons lu the body of tbe

chureh, on benches 3 ft. wide, and for 3.0 per-

sons in tho gallery, wbieh occupies three sides

making a total of S30 adults. The interna

woodwork will be of pitch pine. Tbe school

behind tho church is arranged to aocommodate

•’50 scholars in one room, besides which are in-

fants’ school-room and six separate class-rooms.

Tho scholars can pass from the school to the

church under cover. Tbe care-taker s house oon-
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tainB eve rooms distinct from the other parts of

K will exceed
e uaoi. Ibe contractors for the maaonrv are
Messrs B & T. Kelson. Mr. Wm. Dickinson is
the clerk of the works. The other oontraotors
are for jo.ners’ work, Messrs. Garaide Jt Shaw
slating, Mr. Ellis

; plastering, Messrs. Harrison &Chadwick
! plnmbing and glaring, Mr. Cropper

staining Mr. Jenkinaon; warming, Mr. Hydes
Innocent & Brown, oi

bhefflold. With organ and fittings, the building
will probably cost little short of O.OOOi., exclusiy?
ot the site.

Chesterfield.—The fonndation-stone of the new
Wesleyan Methodist chapel to be erected on the
Bite of the old one, in Saltergate, has been laidby Sir Francis Lyoett, of London. Mr. Edward
Taylor, of York, is the architect.

Walthamstoie.—The memorial-stone of Trinity
Congregational Church, Walthamstow, has been
laid. The building is of Kentish rag, with free-
stone dressings, and will bo capable of aocommo.
dating nearly 600 persons. The contract hasbeen taken by Messrs. Dove Brothers, at 3,100!Ihe total cost will be about 3,800!., and a nre
Tions expenditure of 900!., for school-houses, &o
Will bring It to abont 4,7001.

’’

+
newly.erected chapel, bolonging

to the Wesleyan Methodists, has been opened
for public worship m this pariah. The buildiner
which IS capable of seating 200 persons, togethS

otcii
^ was erected at a cost ofooOL, which snm, with the exception of 2QQIhas been entirely raised by voluntary subscrip’

tions. The design for the building was by Mr
^arnes, of Ipswich, architect; the builders beina
Messrs. Saunders, of Dedham. ^

arohns are ooustrncted are in alternate Bath andDunston stone, with moulded and incised key-
stones and moulded label. The central and
principal featnre of the elevation is a five-lightwindow, constructed with similar materials tothe doorways

, ,t .s 20 ft. wide and 17 ft. highWith carved capitals and a Vandyke frieze Is.tending to eaoh extremity of the front; and

containing a Bath stone scroll with raised letters
Baptist Chapel, erected 1869.” The ascent tothe ohapel IS by a flight of atone steps, and the

thh Ad- '>7 " wrought-iron fencewith folding gates. The interior of the buildingm approached through a lobby, at the end ofwhich are stone stairs for access to the galleries.

wi h moulded ends of pitch pine, a book-board,
hat-rails, and sufficient space to kneel. The

by
raised dais, approached

irJmed .A''’
’f*'® baptistery is

? ift
platform, with a

from th®
“‘°P“’ supplied with waterfrom the public works; it is liued with Keene's

patent cemoiit, and surrounded by a stone curb.Ihere are galleries on three sides of thobnildingand an upper gallery for the children over the
front entrance. All the timbers are free from
plaster, and varnished, and the fronts are ofarabesque open work, supported on oast-iron
ooluiuns with foliated capitals. The roof oon-stmctiou consists of six laminated iron and wood
ribs, in the form of an arc, resting on carved
corbels. In consequence of the nearness of thesurrounding buildings, the architect has im-
planted^ on ornamenlal clearstory, 40 ft. in

hS*l; ‘r
‘'°"'P‘>»e‘i of thirty.two ogee-bonded lio'lifa. Ktt tdK.viV.

[Dec. 18, 1869.

Granaam._The memorial stone of a new headeVlLlitrr ’ aCongregational church has been laid at Grant-
'

throngh™t‘fb„^/ Ta ‘’‘“'“"o'f

ho' ‘® pisnned to seat upwards of
' The A building, and ventilation efi-ected.

600 persons and consists of a nave and two side ' JlLretorv la 54°ft
“

Hfaisles, divided by painted arches on oolnmns '

is 68 fc
“Pos it

having carved capitals and monldod bases. The ' mode of iShtin
“/.“‘“rags is 720. The

design IS m the thirteenth-century style of nended i ‘ V® v*'
‘’“''oers sns-

English architecture. The walling is of AncLte^ eMt sfde S^he
° In; thejrear and on the

^g, and the dresainga are of Ancaater freeatone ' auite nf i

^ commodious
Veatriee are attached to the church, and scS tx??

class-rooms, with
have been planned in connexion with it A and store m

^ m tijo basement kitchen
minister’s house is also in course of erection ot te ti a ,

®®®°““o<^ation for tea-meetiugs,
the same Bite. The contract for thL^tt^to;^
has been taken by Messrs. Rudd & Son for ' nnH *•

’ builders were Bricklayers
3,229!. The arohitLt is Mr Tait of LeSsJ

i Mr
M®®®™- Smith & Mercer; maLn,

Kur(ha„.p(on._The new Iron 6ha™T for the ^ X yV
“ H"lli

Independenls,which has been erected fn Victoria. W™Y. Kifoim
' '"’®' ’'“"'"i'-i '*=!. Mr.

Kev.’E. T. PrnBt,’'mini8\c?of'Smme'rS°strMt
'

T*'°“”®''®8ationof theCulted
chapel, has been opened for divine servioe. The ' rdTaceut to T “ ®‘‘“P®'
chapeUias been erected from the designs of the ' viorS 'hitw divine ser-
mon-chnrch builders and engineers® Messrs > ro»d ^ I»®I<1, on the Merridale-
Francis Morton & Co., of London, Liv^pool aTd ' Xn’ of the

1“
°ia“

’'‘® E®”®™!
Glasgow. The principal framing of Se oharS 43 ft I ^

”
1̂, ’’“‘e

®”g“r bj
IS o[ timber soantling, covercd®on the outside ' sban

'

'The A J"" “ °”®
with Morton i Co.'s galvanised plates and iron ' that of jeo f

''f fbo west front will be
tubes, the roof being also felted and boarded the nnrto ^'''l

®‘‘'’
j “P'™ “I

The main sopports are seenred to masonry fonn.'
' Xth Male ®Th A sfaircase wing at the

dations. The ground body of the chur4 is a will bo 68 ft Tbeoh'^rr°!
fbe tower and spire

parallelogram of 57 ft. by 35 ft., with a tower ; ^ a®
™ it The chief features of the west front

ture, has been abont 6,500!., of which a consider,able sum nas yet to be raised.
iralsal!.—The Baptist ohapel, Slafibrd-street,

has been re.opeucd for divine worship. Thebu, ding, the foundation-stone of which was laidby the borough member a few months ago is animprovement upon the old structure, whichstood on the same spot, and part of the shell ofwhich has been made available for the new
chapel.

^

The new edifice contains about 75DHoatS' being something like 250 more than theold building
; and in addition to being more lofty

than It, It 18 furnished with open stained pine
seats, and is decorated. It is also supplied withcommodious vestries, and school-rooms, capable
of accommodating 600 children. The work of
rebuilding has been carried out by Messrs, Trow* Son, of Wednesbnry, under the direction ofMr. G. Ingall, of Birmingham, architect. The
cost will be about 1.800!., of which in ronnd
figures 1

,
000 ^. have yet to be raised.

11 V
uuuy OI cue CUUrCu is a will he (iR ft Tim. rr ±. r.

“UU eput
parallelogram of 57 ft. by 35 ft., with a tower i w 1

/h® chief features of the west fronl
60 ft. high, facing the street. The tower is snr’

I
lieht and

doorway with a grouped four-
mounted with fiuialg. The chapel is lighted with bf^eallervGothic side windows and ornamental circular or window 7 doorways, with single-light
rose windows in the gables. Attach'dtX”rose windows in the gables. Attached to the
chape] IS a aohooi.room, oonstrnoted of the same
material. Ventilation is provided for by adouble ridge piece, and along the lines of the
eaves, and by openings in the windows. Thewood-work 18 stained with oak colour of various
tints, and the side walls are finished with plaster.At night the building is lighted with burners
suspended from the roof. The chanel is warmed.
Bed/ord ^During the past ten months a new

building has been in eonrso of erection in Mill
street, to supersede the veiy old and ineom-
modious chapel, formerly and for many years
oconpied by Baptists. The work having arrived
near completion the opening ceremony has taken
place. The old building being found inadequate
It was resolved to purchase the property in the
foreground m order that by its removal an in-
creased area might bo obtained, with an eleva-
tion also to the main street. This having been
accomplished, inetrnctions were given to MrHsher, arehiteet. Bedford, to prepare plans forthe new building at a moderate coat. The design
IS Eomnncsqne in character. The chiefmaleriris
used m the structure externally are bricks, stoneof several colours, and slate. The front eleva-

dnorJ’“”“"'‘
‘?® ‘'®®™' I'*'® ®btrancedoorways are ftimed of wrought Mauefield

rarXrT” ‘’n A®”® raobMed and

frieln
“‘®®^'®'i "”3 continuous«eze, car;ed;’.i™r;S^

Duouo. xuB Duuairig: willbe foced with Oefn atone. Internally the plan ofthe Eitoing on Ihe ground floor will be divided
into three baya by two aide passages. It is in-tended to erect galleries, though only a west
gallery la included in thepresentcontract. The
interior will bo ceiled nt the level of the wall-
plate, a deep cove, springing from the imposts ofthe second tier of windows, being continued all

nreS d
®®“‘®® “>® Ceiling will be of anarched form and the total height from floor tocoding will bo 34 ft. On the south side of thechurch will he 0 vestry for the ministers, andhereby also will be out-bnildings in connexion^ith the Sunday School and Lectare-room. The

rantract has been taken by Mr. Cookcr'ill, of
Vvolverhainpton. builder, for about 2,400Z Tho
architect is Mr. Bidlake, of the same town.

Holton. A new chapel in connexion with the
Baptist denomination has been opened in StGeorge s-road, Bolton. It ia in the Italian style'
with a portico to the front entrance, and aroind
the chapel is a gallery with a semicircular sweep
at each end. iiccommodation is provided for
upwards of 1,000 pereons. Beneath the chapel
18 a Bchool-room, containing eight class-rooms,
three of which are obtained by the introduction

mezzanine floor and balcony at one end
This room will seat GOO children. The architect
<<f the building is Mr. George TVoodhonse, of
Dirniingham

; and the contractor Mr. J. Robin-
hOTl. nf irv-r^xx Tl. . ...

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Bloxham.~The new wing of All Saints’ School

has been opened. The new wing, as the rest of
the buildings, has been erected by Mr. T. Barrett
of Bloxhatn, after designs of Mr. G. E. Street'
It forms the third side of the quadrangle, andcompn^s on the road level, kitchen, larder, and
other offices ; and on the ground level of the rest
of the buildings, a large dining-hall, 70 ft. by
23 ft., and 18 ft. 6 in. in height, with a lift from
the kitchen into it. Above this again are two
floors containing dormitories, master’s rooms,
wardrobe-room, &o., access to all of which is
gamed by an oak staircase, connected with the
old part by a porch and passage as well as by
the staircase of the older buildings. The build-
ing has been furnished with steam boiler, steam
kettles, and hot-water apparatus, by Messrs.
Benham & Sons, of London

; and with gas-
ffiitiDgs by Mr. Potter, from designs by thearchi-

Reading .—The new school.room erected at the
roar of the Baptist Chapel, King’.s-road, has been

is 60 fc. long by 25 ft. wide
and 30 ft. high.

_

The rafters are of stained deal,
corresponding with the seats and pulpit. There
are two porches, 6 ft. wide, on either side, and
three class-rooms beneath. A small iron girder
trellis bridge crosses the Holy Brook. The archi-
tects were Messrs. W. & J. T. Brown. The site
which was estimated at the value of 1501., was’
the gift of Mr. J. H. Blagrave, Calcot Park.

gnohs

Our Iron.clad S7itps : their Qualities, Perform^
anccp, and Cost; with Chapters on Turret
S/ap5, Jron-cZad Rams, By E. J. Rked,

w?u -u f Consttnetor of the Navy, &c.With illustrations. London: Murray.
This volume will satisfy public curiosity andrespond to an immense deal of public disqni-
sition on the subject of iron-olad ships. Themcn-clad ship question is so continually under
discussion m the public press, and is justlydeemed of so muoh importance to the conntrythat the publication of further information
respecting it appeared to the anther to be inmany ways desirable

; and here it is, and givenby the fittest hand to satisfy the rcqnireLnt.Ihe work forms an appropriate sequel to theauthor B previous book on ' Shipbnilding in Ironand Steel. It frankly and freely discusses therespective merits of car individual iron-dads
“
'fA ra‘®raBting and important

MrT d
‘t® i-eanlts of its publication,Mr Eeed trnsts, will be to induce persons to look

a little more closely than heretofore to the true
causes of the diflerent perfornianecs of the ships
both under steam and under canvas. He con-
aiders it not only idle but sgoinat common senseand experience to visit upon the designer allthose shortcomings which areobviouslv the con
sequences of imperfect management. The bestseamen m the navy know well that ships perform
very differently m different hands, ‘"it is only
‘

1

^hraWmi'i great ability withgreat devotion and professional love of theirwork who have been eminently successful in
establishing that delicate and beautiful relation-
ship between the ship, the sails, the helm, andhe wind, which IS essential to great snccess in
this branch of the sailor s art.”
The volume treats in separate chapters on the

varieties, the armour, armament, structure.



ateaming. aailmg, rolling, dimensions forms and

proportions, and cost of the iron-oladr ;
also on

turret ships, iron-clad rams, and the conversion

of line-of-battle ships into iron-clads. ''‘“o is

an appendix on the stability of Monitors under

canvas

tisnll’iinjs.

Preblstorlc Monuments of tbe Cbannel

Islands.—At the meeting of the International

Congress of Prehistoric Archeology, held last

vear at Norwich, a committee was formed tor

the purpose of inquiriog into the present con-

dition of the prehistoric remains in the BritisU

Isles. Subsequently the functions of this com-

mittee were transferred to the Ethnological

Society, and the first fruits of its labours in this

direction have just appeared in the shape ot a

valuable report on the prehistoric monuments ol

the Channel Islands, prepared by Lieut. Oliver,

R.A., and read before the society. The Channel

Islands are remarkably rich in megalithio struc-

tures of noble proportions, bub from their uu-

protected state they have for the last fifty years

been subject to the most ruthless destruction.

Nob only have they been demolished by the

hands of the navvy and of the mere treasure-

seeker, bub they have also sufi’ered consider^ly

from iniudiciouB attempts at restoration, ihe

report is divided into chapters, treating suc-

cessively of the remains in Guernsey, Herm,

Sark, Jersey, and Alderney. Lieut. Oliver

alluded to the resemblance between many ot

these megalithic monuments, and those in Mada-

gascar, erected at the present day by the hill

tribes of Hovas. Obher reports on our pre-

historio structures are in preparation, and will

probably be submitted to the society at an early

date.

costly High Altar In Wew YorU.-St.

Stephen’s is the lorgest of the Komnn Catholio

churches in New York, and has been erected at
Til Avoid 01 n

The Suez Canal.-Mr. C. Clarke, President

of the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce, has

read a paper there on the “ Suez Canal,
^

from

which he has just returned. Mr. Clarke s con-

clnsions are that, as regards the silting at

Said, it may be neooasary either to fill np

permanently the interstices between the bloeks

which form the western breakwater, or dredge

away the bank as it is formed. Either course

is practicable, and may be taken at »

expense. With respect to the inj ury of the banks

by wash, it may be uecessarjq m several portions

of the canal, to reduce the slope of the

and to pitch them with stoue to a height ol - tb.

or 3 fc.^ above the water line. This is already

being done between Suez and the Bitter Lakes.

There are inexhaustible supplies of stone m tue
^—.1 .Ua /VT t.l'A.TlSDOrb

The Cooke Memorial, Belfast.~The com-

mittee of May-street Church, where the late

Dr. Cooke praaohod, have given the oroction of

bis memorial to Mr. John Kobinson of Belfast

It will be a mural monument, and will be erected

in the vestibule at the sides and over tho^door

leading into the central aisle, and will he el it.

lonv by 15 ft. high. There will bo a pedestal

at ?aoh Bide, of rad Peterhead granite ;
and on

each ot these will rest two Corinthian ooluinns

of Carrara marble, about 9 ft.

with an entablature ot similar marble, polished

and showing breaks overoolnmns. Snrmonntin

the door, and from door to oolnmns, will be

verdo antique marble, and between each pair of

columns will be white marble slabs for the in-

scriptions. Over those are panels eventually m-

There are inoihanstihle supplies oi stone m ....
, sculptured has

monntains near Suez, and the cost of P panels will be carved

now would be trifling. The fear of the canal
ond entnblatdre will benow would Do iiiiuiugi -.vv.. -

drying up by evaporation Mr. Clarke regards as

ohimorioal. The fllling of the canal by shifting

sands is a real danger, thengh greatly ezagge-

ratod. Of the hundred miles which form the

entire length of the canal, about 5( miles are

made through lakes which have eiisted as

natural basins for at least 2,000 years without

being filled with sand. Of the remaining -13

miles the greater part consists of a muturo of

sand and gravel, in consistency resemhlmg a

garden walk. The enonnons drodging-machinos

will dredge out in a month all the sand which is

likely to be blown in in a year. The cost of

maintaining the canal when completed, an emi-

nent English engineer on board estimated at

60,0001. per annum. As regards the prospects

of the canal ns a paying investment. Mr. Clarke

confesses himself unable us yet to arrive at a

satisfactory opinion.

Beatb of Mr. George Smith. C.E., Bel-

fast Harbour Bogtneer.—Mr. George Smit ,

C.E
,
was for twenty-four years the resident

eneiueer of the Belfast Harbour, and during that

loD'i' period of active service did a large amount

of work. He was an Englishman, and was ap-

• L_J TT.,..Ua.... 'Pnn-ilipor in 1839. or

a over lutj paiiDio ” --

festoons. The columns and entablature will be

after the best examples of ancient Roman work

the various members of tbo entablature being

carved; the frieze, also, and other parts, will

have carved ornament. The cost, when com-

pleted, will be over 5001. The ^
working plana have been supplied hJ

Boyd. Messrs. Boyd & Butt are the arohiteets.

Bocal Taiatlon In the Metropolis.—An

elaborate return, in a tabular form, has been

prepared by Mr. John Pollard, clerk of the

Motropolitai Board of Works, “ showing the

total amount ot local tasation m the mctro-

poUs for the year ending March, 1S67 (inclndicg

the poor, county, and polme rates, and the

amounts raised to meet the precepts ot the

Metropolitan Board of Works) ,
the

annual value of property in the metropolis

aooording to the county and poor rate bases

with the rate in the pound on each of those

rentals i
also the population, the area m statute

acres, and the number ot persona per acio

according to the last oensns (ISGl).

a few of the totals and averages. The popula-

tion was 2 SOS,91 1 ;
the rateable annual value, as

; per cennty.rate, 16,196,5471.1 “ f- -..-.--.a. V. ii_ .-i.-.! -..V.AW wf nT InnH-l fmeutiOURteoheu’s is the largesbof the Koman i.-atnoiio ot woric. iie wuo au
„J per county-rate,btepneusiB b

Vas been erected at ooiuted Harbour Engineer m 1839, on the re
, \ g qj^q o95l.

;
the total amoant of locaUaxation

^
'^Tooat The correspondent of the Morninj commendation of Messrs. Walker & Barges, o

’ authorities, 1,526,84:31. 163.3d. ;
ra e

irdet^ibe'slhrcrprtion In It of a high engineers who at that t; 0 des^ned some im-
, ^7

^
altar of white marble costing P™vcmonts

Laeds and
, "rf^rmed Lll a ver,

with two side altars of the same material. The provion ly
Uj superinten-

grand altar is 45 ft. high, and is a magnificent Selby ““'''‘‘y- “ the Qoeon'i
^ ThViiiQ hp.RTi executed by artiats deuce that the new cut. m-:,

_ _ [) Jb. lilgLl, U.UVA 13 <«

temple in itself. It has been eseented by artists

of great skill and taste, and l have seen nothing

hero or in Europe which is superior to it in

beauty. Above and behind it, filling the entire

space to the roof of the chancel, is a oolossal

painting of the Ornoifiaion,'by Brnmidi, an Italian

artist well known in the States, and who has

in this painting, despite some glaring faults,

achieved a wonderful work. The paintings

above the side altars, of the Blessed "Virgin

and St. Joseph, are by the same artist, and re.

present the Immacnlate Oonoeption and the

Martyrdom of St. Stephen. Throughout the

rest of the ohnroh, in niches, are the figures ot

five female and five male saints ;
and the roof

arched and groined, and supported by groups ot

delicate aud graceful columns,^ is a heaveu of

blue, studded with golden stars.

Tko site of Trajanopolls.—The often

Bouvht.for site of the lloman city of Trajano-

poirs has recently, it is said, been discovered.

The remains have been found m an extensive

marshy district near Enos, a league and a hall

from Byrnes, ot the mouth ot the Eobrus.
^

That

these are really the ruins of Trajanopolis is sup-

posed to be proved by on inscription fonnd on a

etone built into a monument erected by the

Romans, [and on their situation being in exact

aocordance with the position assigned to the city

in ancient books ot travel. The rums are very

extensive, and a mere cursory inspection shows

that an acropolis formerly existed there, the

remains of edifices ot the third century, con-

sisting ot architraves, broken colnmna, pedestals,

aud some iuscriptions, fully establishing this.

The Serpentine.—A correspondent writes,

Can any one ot your nnmerons readers inform

the remainder what is being done, ond to what

end ot the Serpentine in Hyde Park ? Yon may

pass week after week, and see the same men

hovelling the same mud into a heap, to be re-

shovelled into another heap, and so on, to all

appearance ad iafinittm. Tinly, 't fioea seem

qmer. Why was it not made publicly known

what was to be done in detail, and the number

ot weeks it would take ? The public would then

have been prepared, and would not grumble os

they now do, knowing nothing of the curious

process.

ate receipts, .L,uoh>,fn.wt. -k.-. ,
•- r *.

23. Id. Mr. Pollard has performed well a very

laborious work.

Windsor Parish Church.—The fonndation-

sfcone of the now ehanoel of the parish church of

New Wiudaor was laid ou Monday by her Royal

Eighneaa the Princess Christian. The proposed

work consists ot a new chancel, the reseating

of the interior, ond such other alterations, both

in the exterior and interior, as will bring it more

into harmony with the present character of

eoclesiastioal buildings. The erection ot the

new ohanoel will bo a considerable enlargement

of the church. The cost of the entire scheme

dence that 'the now cut at

Island and the channel between the twin

Islands wore formed, the contraotor being the

late Mr. Dargan. The Queen s Quay, Okrendon

Dock and all the timber wharls ou the Don n

ond Antrim sides ot the river, were also oon-

Btrnoted under his anperintendenoe. He was the

architect ot the now Earbour Offioei ho designed

the lighthonsB on Eolywood Bank, and all the

great improvements in the harbour of Belfast

eemeleted during the past thirty years, wore

cartiefont nnd"er his’^ management From
at abours OOOi"- ”b‘n^a^ prSeTt

tailing health he became unable to continue the „ estimated at “bout
8^ , F

more active duties ot his oEfiee, and in 1863 he only^ a f'‘‘“e „reotir of the chancel and

was, appointed
,
K inertasing ““n ch!m1errthe^Seating ot the phnreh. and_ kyUUDUinxasg o .

HrrbMr‘'Boarf. For some time past increasing

infirmities and ago proved too mneh tor >“m, an

on the 3rd he expired at the age of seventy-

seven.

Gift of a Public Park to Warrlnston.—

Colonel Wilaon-Putten, M.P., who resides in the

town, and is a large landholder, has

his intention ot presenting the borough with

eleven acres and a half ot land to bo used as a

public park for the people. The r‘f!bt hon.

geotleman added that hia property

creased in value lately, owing to the P™*P“‘‘y

ot the town, that he fell himself oompslled to do

what he proposed to do, so that the inhabitants

of the bmough might enjoy, the benefit of a

public park, and participate m hiB prosperity.

Colonel 'patten wishes "-bf °b„U0ftt™n
be laid out as an ornamental park, but left open

for purposes of recreation and out-door amuse.

menC Btipnlating that ‘be Militia and Velun-

toers should have the use of it as a drill-ground^

The mayor and corporation have ““P™”®'* *0

gratitndo of the inhabitants, and formally re-

corded their feelings, upon the minutes.

The Ventilation of the lavv Courts—It

is asserted that the death of Mr. Jnstioo H,iyas

1, acceleraied by the foul air of fbe court over

V,- V, Via nroaided Whether this be true or not,

Ehavetoften pointed to the fact, that

The atmosphere of the law courts is very far

from beiD" as pare as could be desired ;
m trut ,

It times it is little less than pestilential. We have

here an additional reason for the speedy erection

of new courts.

consiatins of the erection m uno vaa—w-- —
organ ohamber, the reseating of the ohnroh, and

the reconstrnotion of the western ga ery, which

has been contracted for by Mr, Kelly, hoi'ber,

of Windsor, for 4,108t. The chancel will ho

proceeded with during the winter without m-

terferlng with Divine worship.

The Accident at King’s college and tbo

Metropolitan Board.-At the iisnal weekly

meeting of the Board, a

Mr Onanlngham, secretary to Kings College,

dated Dooember 0th, stating that on *“4 corn-

ing a most alarming accident had

the college, in oonsequenoo of the works which

had been going on with the Embankment and

railway A large portion of their terrace had

fallen.Lrrjmg away the dining-hall and kitchen ;

but hLopily no loss of life had oeourred. Had it

happened at one o'clock, 160 lives might have

been lost. The solicitor to the
f
““'b b“b

that no works had been executed by the Board

near there for some years, .“”<1 ‘bey

way responsible for the accident. A copy of the

iettor had been sent to, the solioitors to the

Motropolitau Disbnofc Railway Company.

b. cordovese National Exhibition.—The

rules and regnlatious ot an Exhibition at Cor-

dova (Argentine Bopublic), in ,Sonth Amotioa,

have been issued, and an English form printed

at the Staiidurd Offloe, Buenos ^yr®"’ ^b®

Exhibition is to be opened j®™. °

October 1870. From what is said as to foreign

S^^Mtors, it would seem to partake, to some

extent, ot the nature of an international eihi-

bition.



Tbe Sanitary State of Paddington.—
i^ractioal sanitary hints have been issued in a
printed form by the medical officer of health as
to the best measures for preventing the spread
ot the catching or epidemic diseases, such asMarlet fever, smalUpox, measles, typhus, &cThese hints relate to pure drinking-water, drains
sinks, closets, &c., dust-bins, ventilation, food’
the sick-room, infected clothing and bedding &o •

and particularly as to disinfectants. Of thesethe medical officer says :

o/iimn® dieinfectanta are chloride

of which ventilation and fresh air

STed- iJ inhlh'W""™ “ iThea usedtoo ireely in inhabited rooms, they gii'e rise to irritation

“"“"I' "'•inm.tt. B«r°

omli-di ‘™ P»i*"nom .. wdl a, com.

qu.„tit/of ma'lS add' .‘f' .‘"“,7.ot?|™“i
' ii«»S*Sedma,t.ie

The circular is signed " Wm. Hardwicke, MD
offered amall quantities of disinfectants at the
' escry-hall.

“>Wlno.-At the last sitting ofthe Academy of Science a paper was rooeieed
frotn Dr. Scontetten on a cnrions effect of6 ectricty on wine. The house of a vine-grower
at Digne (B^ses-Alpes) was struck by lightninga few mootha ago. The 8nid penetrated intothe cellar and broke several casks, the wine ofwhich flawed into a small vat which was pur-
posely sunk into the floor to receive any liquid by
accident spilt. The proprietor, thinking hiswine was spoilt, at first sold it at the rite of10 centimes a litre

; but on tasting it some time
after, fonnd It es06llent,and sold it at 60 centimes.
Struck with the cariosity of the oconrrenoe, heasked Dr. Scontetten whether he oonld explail itand was told that it oonld only be the result of
eleotrieity, a proposition which should bo testedhy direct eiperiment. This was done, and
suoceeded to snoh an estent that absolutely bad
qualities have been transmuted into valuable
Oriuka. To perform the oporotion the wires ofthe voltaic pile were tipped with platinum, towhich were attached eleotropes of the samemetal and both dipped into the liquid to be im-
proved.

tendees.
Lel”h.rB"LdofH3t'r!l"" C.lford.hill, for lb.

Keeble ,

Kent....
Dowell
Beeton
Noel & EobBon...,
Ivery
Wigmore
Gates & Bell .....ii

Anderson & Son .

Crocket .-.

Doverwood & Co'.".'

Morris
Croker
Blackmoro
Clark
Parker
Bloomfield
Tonng
Hubbard ...

Ford
Carter ...

Dedman
Cole
Hayward
Porter

(Another preposterous example.)

..£5,958 0 0
. 6,190 0 0
, 4,929 0 0

. 4,900 0 0
. 4.610 0 0
. 4,600 0 0
. 4,649 0 0
. 4,426 0 0
. 4,276 0 0
. 4,240 0 0
. 4,229 0 0
, 4,177 0 0
, 4,103 0 0
I 4,100 0 0
. 3,990 0 0

3,935 0 0
3,951 0 0
3,900 0 0
3,839 0 0
3,815 0 0
3,800 0 0
3,785 0 0
3,730 0 0
3,650 0 0
2,000 0 0

A Convertible Billiard Table-Many
persons would be glad to have a billiard-table in

devetrf'
‘‘sy oau speciallydevote to it. Messrs. G. & H. Story, of Cole.7™ dayised something that maymeet these circumstances, namely, a ocmbined

billiard and dming table
i
and they place among

ite advantages economy, as the game of billiardlcan be played on a table costing half that of an

dininlTH 7 '*'“'15= handsome

vrteH I
" The dining.table is con.verted into a bilhard-table in a minute by aB|mple screw movement, which can scarcely getout of order. When raised, the billiard-tabllis

complete and perfectly level, without the least

s^rsL,"floor-
Worcester Cathedral Clock and Bells —

I he peal of twelve bells, and the extra bell re.qmrod for the Westminster quarter chimes, arenow completed, and have been sent to Worcesterduring the week. Men have been for some weeksengaged m fixing the massive oak frames for
their reception in the cathedral tower The

'’“'"b-yotk filling up Ithe shell of the lower are so constructed ns tocany the weight ot the whole to the base of thetower, resting mainly upon the four great pierswhich support that structure, and conveying the

th7’5l.“ ‘o the ground, so

affected
- >'=

Honorary Work In the City,—At the lafi^meeting of the Court of Common Council MrIsaacs chairman of the City Lands Committee;
presented a rep^ort from that body, recommend,mg that Mr Thomas Henry Fry, Deputy, bopresented with a service of plate, at an exp;„sc

r7 gnmeas, as a suilabls mode
Ot testifying the appreciation of that Court for

Hllh„T7n ‘fi® execution of theliolborn Valley Improvement works. The report

adjourS^^'^
acclamation, and the Court

Heath of Mr. w. Jone*, of Derby.—We
of D^erhv

"'fifil'u Jones,of Derby, building surveyor,- a gentleman mnohCBleemed by all who knew him, on account of hiemany excellent traits of character, both in bnsi.

in-Iaw of the Derby borongh surveyor (Mr. Geo.

W P^f'seional skill of the

K il n 77“ "’'*“ at a very high rateboth by the master bailders and oraratives ofhiB neighbourhood.
—1.1.08 01

Tae St. Petersburg Exhibition, 1370 —there seems to be soma misconception afloatconcerning this Exhibition. It has been an-

Itri'cc” B
thet the Exhibition is to bestrictly Knsaian, not international

; and vet wehave received from America full partien'lars ofthe arrangements that are being made by the

orther^
“7'' " ““'‘“fil® specimensof their produce. Commissioners have been

twracoonnlsIrbVrMonSM?'''
""

Slr"£“5-^-irCbern‘l'’c'te?rtif?'r7

domg m the matter ?
omversity

Midd!'‘h
Mr- E. Crowe, of

MiddleBbrongh-on-Tees, employs a boiler of two
horizontal tubes arranged one over the otheraud connected by a number of upright tubes
arranged at short distances apart along the
horizontal tubes. The water-line of the boiler
IS at the diameter of the upper tube or there-
abouts, and the boiler below this line is inclosed
in a chamber of brickwork, into which at oneend the products from the furnace enter, and
which, at the other end, is connected with thechimney, so that the chamber is, in fact, the flue
of the furnace. The sides of the chamber atthe level of the vertical tubes are corrugated so
as alternately to approach and recede from the
vertical tubes, so that the draught is caused to
pass m an undulating direction. This causes it
to impinge more effectually on the vertical pipesand at the same time snffioient space is obtained’
for a man to pass through the chamber to clean
it from time to time.—Ifec7wnic’s Magazine.

Roman Remains, Maidstone.—Some in-
teresting Roman remains have recently been
found in Maidstone. As some workmen were

I

lately trenching in the gronnds of Mr. Fanchon,
Upper Stone-street, they struck upon a hard
^undation which appeared to be ancient remains,
liefore they had proceeded farther with the
excavation, Mr. L'ghtfoot, the curator of the
Charles Museum, was called to the spot, and on
a careful examination found that they were
strictly Roman remains. Subsequently, Mr.

^
examined them, and fixed the date

at A.D. 300, or a little later.

tect. Quaniitiea by Mr. II. F. Gritten
^ ^

£10.800 13 4

fr r"„-:
15,433 13 7

Asb by & Horner « n

Rogers A Booth 12*504 o nCheeaeman&Co 13*301 0 0

' ou^tho
residence, museum, stabling, Ac

plied:-!- Quantities Ba£>.

o' * 3.855 0 0

cStrAVor...;:::::::::" fill S S

fcn.?..?:!::.!
s

«

11 I SBiackmore & Morley (too iatej 3,*215 0 0

Rowe'Av'eirau:::::::::::;": «

»

IS” afs! S 2

2,923 0 0

Turner
a'??® J S

:::::::::::: S S

Hutchinson (accepted) 2^6C0 0 0

Polytechnic Xnstitutloa.—Last week DrBrewer, M.P., distributed the prizes and oertifi-
cates to the successful candidates connected with
the evening classes of this institotion. The
Frince Consort’s prize was won by W. J. Wilsonwho also took many others. This was the second
occasion upon which this prize had been carried
ofi by a member of these classes. Thunks to the
chairman, to Professor Pepper, and the Rev.
Prebendary Mackenzie, M.A., were carried.Some ^ our readers would do well to inqnire
as to these classes.

dim.' °Sf'w“
f" n.okaev Board of Guar.

J 9

Hill, Keddoil, i 'wiidV;-.;;- (;oV
° "

TaS 2 2

St. MarliQ-ln-the-PIelds I-ibrary and
Reading-room.—The series of meetings ar-
ranged by the Rev. R. G. Maul, incumbent of StJohn B District Cbnrch, Broad-court, terminated
on ruesday, the Idth, with “ readings and vocaland instrumental music,” affording a pleasant
evening to a well-filled room.

The Marquis of Westminster’s Statue
hear that the state

of the Marqnis of Westminster’s statne in theNew Park, Cheater, has led to a communication
with Mr. Thprneycrofc, from the legal adviser of
the corporation, upon the subject.

District Surveyors.—At the meeting of the
Metropolitan Roard of Works, on Friday lalit, con-
sent was given to the appointment of Mr. Arthur
Allom, by Mr. Kendall, as his deputy, in the
jstnet of St. Martin-in-the-Fields and St. Ann,
oono, Westmineter.

Union, Strood Kent

Pearson ... ,

Pink A Co
Church
Stump (Exors. of)
Wilkins

' '

Miller ...

Clements
West

SoHitt
Anseomb
Naylar .

..£1,103 0 0
.. 1,090 14 0
.. 1,070 0 U
.. 1,000 0 0

907 0 0
957 0 0
943 0 U
927 0 U
911 9 0

. 9i'9 0 0
918 0 0

. 893 0 U

^

Aboyno Castle, Aberdeeashlre.—Exten-
sive alterations, rebaildiogs, and additions have
just been commenced at Aboyne Castle for the
Marquis of Huntly, The arohiteob employed is

of London
; and the builders

are Messrs. Warrack & Daniel, of Aberdeen.

Bridgman A ituthall (accepted) ..,£225 0 y

For inarmary.nd Ho.pit.l Bnildioe, for Ih. Ga.rdi.n.

2rchU.?."”i"
Uaioo, ® Mr. S. G. ThoZ^!

0 0

i KobTri.:::::::::::: M2? 2 2
uS 2 2

IS o° 2R. Roberts (accepted) I’osi o 0

^399 0 0Pritchard o,, « ..

R. Roberts (accepted) le; q q
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The Autohiograiihy of John Gibson^

Sculptor*

OR tbo same rea-

son thab scalp,

tors shonldjudge

a sculptor’s work
it seems to ns

those who write

of sculpture or

sonlptoi's should be sculptors

too
;

if not by profession, by
taste and natural feeling. The
practice of the art is so re-

moved from everyday life and
experiences, and leads those

who follow it so far beyond
the threshold of the antique

world, that sympathy with the modern one,
doubtless, becomes more and more difficult, as
proficiency is gained, lienee, we are bound
tojadge a sculptor as one whose art takes his

thoughts into a different sphere of action to

that in which most of us live. We were glad,

therefore, to learn, that Mr. John Gibson did
not leave his biography to accidental author-
ship, but drew up a sketch of the chief events
of his life; and that this outline was to be
placed in the hands of the public, edited by
Lady Eastlake.

This autobiography is now published. We con-
fess we are disappointed with the work. Per-
haps one reason of this disappointment is the
fact that Lady Eastlake claims so much for the
sculptor, and makes out so little that is really

in his favour, save negative qualities. Through-
out life Gibson appears to have been the re-

cipient of constant kindness from friend after
friend. While still serving his apprenticeship at
Liverpool, he was noticed by Mr. Roscoe, invited

to his house, and privileged to make use of
his superb collections; and directly he arrived
in Rome, with the aid of his Liverpool friends,

he was received with open arms by Canova.
I am rich," said ho

;
“ I am anxious to be of use

to you, and to forward you in your art as long as

you stay in Rome.” Now, with the single ex-

ception of Miss Hosmer, the editress has failed

to show that Gibson ever aided, or was the
means of bringing out, any English artist

or foreigner during his forty-eight years’ re-

sidence in Rome, in return for this supreme
obligation. He may have done so

;
but Lady

Eastlake has not seen the responsibility of the
payment of such a debt sufficiently vividly to

make a point of recording it. Again, his editress

claims for the sculptor that he was so above all

money-getting considerations that he did not

make replicas of his subjects. She remarkr,
“ He might have done as other sculptors did,

and do (at least, in Rome), and have kept a sup-
ply of replicas of his most popular works all

ready in his studio, for sale to those who like to

Come, to see, and to carry away,—such replicas

representing literally so much ready money to a
sculptor of established fame. But Gib; on re-

frained from such practices.” But when we
tarn to a list of his works we see replicas of most
of them were sold by him. The instances in

which he made no repetition of a popular work
were the exceptions, and not by any means the
rule. Ho made eight repetitions of hia “ Cupid

• Life of John Gibson, Sculptor. Edited
Eastlake. London : Longmans, Green, & (
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disguised as a Shepherd” after he had finished

the original
;
four copies of hiaVenus

;
three of his

Narcissus
; three of bis “ Hunter and Dog,” and a

fourth was unfinished in his studio at the time
of his death

;
two of his Pandora

; two of his

Hebe
;
two ofhia ” Sleeping Shepherd Boy”

; and
single repetitions of several others. Lady East-

lake mentions, too, that Gibson’s eraployer in

Liverpool, Mr. Francis, sold several of the

former’s works under bis own name
;

thus
several pieces of sculpture are to be seen in that

neighbourhood that were in reality the work of
Gibson, though now assigned to Francis; bub
she omits to state that in the gallerled sheds
forming the sculptor’s studio in La Via Fonta-
nella, there was a staff of Gioranne and formatore
that must have numbered from twenty to thirty

members, some of whom probably furnished him
the like clever assistance. One of them, Nucoi,
has since executed the figures for one of the
sculptured chimney-pieces in Alnwick Castle,

illustrated in the Buildet’,-—consequently must
have bsenan adept in his art; and during Gibson’s

annual long absences from Rome, after he became
unable to bear the heat, these assistants must have
made much progress without him. Yet she does
nob hint at the existence of such an establishment,

except in one line, where, dwelling on his genero-
sity, she says, “ he paid his men not only liberally,

bub lavishly, making them frequent presents.”

Nor does the editress make her case good when,
t'o prove the beautiful sincerity and ” guileless

simplicity” of her subject, she quotes a passage
from one of his letters to this effect :

“ The sons
of Adam are very bad animals : the boasts would
be as bad as Christians if they could speak.”
This opinion from one who had been encouraged
so kindly by Rosooe, and received such warm
welcome and long teaching from Canova, nob to

bring in other instances in which he was
the object of unaccountable assistance and
lavish patronage beyond those already men-
tioned, certainly does not sound well. “ Write
me as one who loves his fellow-men,” cried Abon
Ben Adhem to the angel writing in the book of

gold. A second thought on the part of Lady
Eastlake, we are sure, would have caused her to

give a less questionable illustration of Gibson

amiability.

“ If you are to be a sculptor,” Mr. Roscoe used

to say to Gibson, as he was showing him the

contents of his portfolios in his library, on his

weekly visits to Allerton, " I must remind you
there is but one road to excellence, and that is

the road trodden for you by the Greeks, who
carried the^art to the highest perfection. Michel-

angelo, with all his powerful genius, missed the
purity of the Greeks. But it is their principles

established from nature that you should endea-

vour to imbibe.” Gibson took this road, so
clearly pointed out, kept to it, turned neither to

the right nor to the left, and attained excellence>

celebrity, and fortune. It was smooth and ren-

dered pleasant by prompt recognitions as he
went, as well as by the beautiful ideal who
tripped before him. He wrote to Mrs. Sandbach,

the granddaughter of Mr. Roscoe, in 18-12,—” In
my art, what do I feel ? what do I encounter ?

Happiness, love which does nob depress me.
difficulties which I do not fear, resolutions which
never abate, flights which carry me above the

crowd, ambition which tramples no one down.”

And so he travelled onwards, with scarcely more
encumbrance than the Greek hat and little cloak

with which Cupid was disguised as a shepherd

;

for he lived and died a bachelor.

The autobiography, curiously, begius with an

inaccuracy, which Lady Eastlake corrects in a

note. Gibson states he was born at Conway, which

is famous for the beauty of its scenery ; whereas

it was a little hamlet, Gyffiu, near that place, that

was in reality his birthplace, though his mother

and father soon after removed to Conway. They

all spoke Welsh; and thought speaking English

a very laborious business. But as they after-
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wards removed to Liverpool, intending to take

passages there for the United States, which in-

tention, however, was subsequently relinquished,

English must have oltimately become less foreign

to their tongues. The sculptor relates that when
his mother, who was a very earnest, passionate,

strong-minded woman, saw the great ships in the

docks, she formed the most determined resolu-

tion never to pat her foot in one of them ; and
as her will ruled the family, the plan of emigra-
ting was given up. Gibson was put to school in

the great mercantile city, where ho got into

trouble with his master, and favour with his

fellow-scholars, for drawing, instead of attend-
ing to his lessons. But his good luck predomi-
nated even in these early days, for the stationer

of whom he bought his materials lent him draw-
ings to copy, talked to him of the Academy, and,
generally, gave him ideas that he could not have
picked up in hia little Welsh home-circle. Then
he was apprenticed to a firm of cabinet-makers,

who ultimately allowed him to cancel his inden-

tures, and place himself with Mr. Francis. He
had been but a few months employed in his work-
shop, when Mr. Roscoe visited it, to order a
chimney-piece for his seat, Allerton ; and his

drawings and models being shown to that friend

of art, his kind encouragement commenced.
After this, to use a North-country phrase, Gibson
never once looked behind him ; all was progress

with him. His route was pointed out, as wo
have seen

;
funds furnished him

;
and Liverpool,

London, and Rome were only so many successive

stages to the road that had been trodden by the

Greeks
;
aud his adoption of colour in later life

was only carrying into effect hia ingrained creed

that ” Whatever the Greeks did was right.”

Friendly hands were held out to him in many
directions, as we have said, from the first. Dr.

Tose instructed him in anatomy gratuitously

;

the family of Mr. Solomon D’Aguilar cultivated

hia mind; John Kemble sat to him; and Mrs.

Siddous and Sir Thomas Lawrence lauded

his work, and many copies of it were sold

;

in London, Mr. Christie, the auctioneer, in-

troduced him to fresh supporters. Fuseli,

West, and Flaxman all gave him the strongest

encouragement. Flaxman confirmed him in his

desire to go to Rome
;
bub Chantrey disapproved

of it, saying there was everything in London
requisite for the education of a sculptor. Arrived

in Rome, Canova received him as a pupil, giving

him instruction for five years ; and Thorwaldsen

greeted him as a friend, and whenever Gibson

modelled a new work came to him and corrected

whatever was amiss. Canova advised him to

study the Greeks, aud to frequent the studios of

the other sculptors, ” and especially go as often

as yon can to that of Thorwaldsen : he is a very

great artist.” This he was enabled to do by

virtue of the custom of the sculptors in Rome to

visit one another, criticising or admiring work

in progress. By and by people came to view his

work in like manner. He records first a visit

from the Duke of Devonshire in 1819, who
tapped at his door and told him Canova had sent

him to see what he was about. We will qaote

Gibson’s appreciation of this friendly custom :
—

“ One of the great adrantagea I snbaequeatly enjoyed ia

Rome, was the liateaing to cooTeraationa on art, not only
between Canova and Tnorwaldseo, but between artists of
talent from all countries. In Rome all the studios are open
to each other, every mac sees another's work, aud holds
free comniuniou with him, giving and receiving advice, and
carryieg on the labour of art by a combination of minds.
On my return to England, how surprised was I to find that

none of the sculptors visit each other in this way, nor does
one sculptor consult another in the p^oce^8 of a work.
This isolation is one reason, I believe, for the errors in
public works, though some of them show talent and power.
To advance sculpture in Eagtand, it is necessary that the
artists should come in contact with each other, and also,

if possible, with artists from other conctries.’’

Lady Eastlake arrests the progress of the

narrative, to insert letters that throw light

upon various passages or elucidate views ad-

vanced by the author. Gibson’s chief commis-

sions, and the circumstances attending their

acceptance and execution, are given. We need

scarcely remind our readers that he executed
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two statuea of her Majesty, whose gracioas way
on the occasions of her sittings are recorded,

and will be read with interest by many. Ho
wrote to Mrs. Sandbach, December, 1816,

—

Since my return to Rome, I have given myself
•up body and soul to finishing the Queen’s statue,

and have wrought her np as high as possible.

My enthusiasm has also carried me beyond the

practice of sculptors, for I have added colour.

The diadem, sandals, and borders of drapery, are

tinted with blue, red, and yellow. Since this

statue has been finished, my studio has boon
constantly visited, and it makes a greater im-

pression than the model did.” A replica of this

well-remembered statue was in some danger
during the bombardment of Rome ; but, during
Gibson’s absence from the scene of strife, the

more martial Wyatt entered his studio, and
canaed a pent-honse to be erected over the work,
upon which the shells would have been harm-
less, An inundation of the Tiber, too, threatened

it, without, however, any actual damage.
Wyatt'and Gibson worked together under Canova;
lived for many years opposite to each other

;

and on the death of the former, we may add, our

sculptor placed a monument to his memory. He
performed this last tribute, too, to the memory
of his brother Benjamin, who lived with him, in

Rome, for some years, paraning classical scholar-

ship. Many suoh details arc related in the

narrative; but we must limit ourselves now to

an indication of Gibson’s impressions of the

prospects of art in this country.

“ Speaking from an experience of forty years’ study ami
practice at Rome, where I had also the adTantege of inter-

course with the greatest artists, and roost enlightened con-
noisseurs, 1 have come to the conviction that one great
evil as regardj the art in England arises from the class of
committee to which the decision in such matters is in-

trusted. These committees are composed of miscellaneous
individuals, united only in the common qualification of
having no knowledge of or connexion with the art, beyond
that which most educated individuals possess
At the Academy of 8t. Luke (in Rome) the system of com-
petition for public monuments is candemned.”

He would have every young sculptor repair to

Rome and place himself under a groat master, if

he wished to become one. At the ago of thirty,

by this plan, he ought to be able to commence
a work for posterity. And every committee
appointed to judge such and all other sculp-

turesque works, he would have composed of

sculptors, as now arranged at the Academy of

St. Luke,
There is a profile outline of the sculptor given

in the volume, taken from a bust modelled by
Theed, But tbis, too, is disappointing ;—not in

its beauty, for it is beautiful ; but the handsome
youth, with the almost Greek foaturos shown, is

not tho grey-headed artist of La Via Fontanella.
Many persons interested in Gibson have carried

away from bis studio a remembranco of a quiet,

almost languid, elderly, grey-boarded man, in a
blouse; wan and worn, perhaps, with the creation

of the groups of sculpture with which he was
surrounded ; and this portr.ait, fresh and youth-
ful, breaks the thread of remmiaoence.

THE ACCIDENT AT THE HOLBORN
VIADUCT,

The fair and candid, if not exhaustive, report

of Messrs. G. P. Bidder, T. E. Harrison, and E.

Clark on the state of the Holborn Viaduct, was
'

received, on the 16th inst., with great satis-

1

faction by tho members of the Improvement

!

Committee of the Corporation of the City of

London. That feeling will, to a certain extent,
'

be shared by the public at large, and by men
J

professionally interested in the science and art of!

the bnilder in particular. The unhesitating

'

testimony borne, by men of such well-established

reputation, to the solidity and safety of the
foundations of the Viaduct, is matter for

congratulation. We thought the matter, as

a whole, more ssriuus than they appear to

do. We fear it is so still, but we are very
glad to hear that they do not find it so. Toe
investigation given by tho reporters to tho details

of the setting of tho columns, is, perhaps, from
an engineering point of view, the moat valuable

feature of the report. Much has been said, and
much written, on the subject, by more or less

competent judges
;
the voices of the latter, ns

naturally constituting the majority, having for

the most part prevailed. We have, for ourselves,

delayed any detailed criticism of tho misfortune
sinco our announcement of the occnrrence, on
the ground that no such professional judgment
was possible (otherwise than as a leap ia the
dark), without such a careful examination of
the entire case as would be only within the

competence of men professionally employed
to report on its character. Careful examina-
tion of the drawings and working plana,

determination of the weights, verification

of the levels, perfect or otherwise, of tho
cornice and other main horizontal lines of

the Viaduct, were, of course, indispensable.

These points might, more or less fully, have
been within the cognisance of not a few engi-

neers. But with, and even above, all these re-

quirements, the power of putting questions was
indispensable to the cautions investigator. Not
a byword to a labourer, or a hint snatched from
a mason,—nob oven a courteous explanation

from one of Mr. Haywood’s staff, but that full

information which can only be elicited by some-
thing like a judicial inquiry,—was a due pre-

liminary to the process of making up one’s mind.
For this we felt that it was necessary to await
the report which has now been issued.

Messrs. Bidder, Harrison, and Clark have pre-

sented ns with a sorb of abstract of their minutes
of evidence. In this part of the report its main
value to the profession consists. While the

reporters have thus explained the reasons

for the conclusions at which they have arrived,

they have enabled us to push the inquiry

somewhat further.

Explanations, the reporters tell us, have been
furnished thorn by the engineer, by the two clerks

of the works in charge daring the construction,

and by the mason who executed the works for

the contractor. Careful examination of the

viaduct itself, and of the plans and designs, com-
bined with this oral explanation, has thus

placed at the command of Mr. Bidder and his

associates something of the history of the

failure.

In one respect the reporters have omitted to

give an item of information of no slight import-

ance to a correct judgment of the case. The
omission is the more remarkable as it does not

appear, from any paragraph of the report, as if

the attention of the reporters had specially been

directed to one of tho most critical points of the

case. It is mentioned, quite incidentally, that

the weight imposed on each column is about
180 tons. We conclude that the eight interior

colamns, in which the fractures occur, are

thus indicated, and that the pressure on the

fi'ur angular, or external, columns is only

about half that weight, plus the extra weight of

parapet, cornice, and footway. Bub an essential

feature in the case is the distribution of this

weight. Not only does the skew of the span

—

the angle at which the upper roadway crosses

the lower one—throw the actual weight of tho

superstructnre on a portion of the eolumna,
leaving a large section of each to discharge a

merely ornamental, if not injurious function

;

but the great difference between the span of the

central and of the side arches is suoh as to throw
a much larger part of the 180 tons upon the por-

tion of the column facing the roadway (whore
the fractures occurred) than that which rests

upon the opposite face of the granite hexagons.

It is unnecessary now to inquire what would
'

have been the result of this uneven weighting
j

of tho colamns had the mass of each been per-
’

fectly homogeneous, and the bed mechanically •

(rue. But, uuder the actual circumstances of

the case, we have here, perhaps, the knot of tho
j

matter. Without denying that motion may
have taken place from the effect of temperature,

,

and that thus a rocking of the piers upon their

bases may havo increased the effect of a
crushing, wedge-like action, we must yet observe

,

that no evidence ia afforded of the ocoarrence of

,

such motion. The bolting of the central girders
|

together by a vertical joint in the centre, likej

what masons call a she-arch, is probably more
^

obnoxious to the mechanically trained eye than
j

it is deserving of any more grave condemnation.
\

Still, the behaviour of these joints ia a point to

which attention should have been directed.

Bub as to tho fact that it is the effect of posi-

tive and ascertainable weight, rather than of

possible and problematical motion, which has

split the 13-in. stones, tho bridge tells its

own story. Let any one compare the state,

almost or altogether uninjured, of the outer or

lass heavily weighted piers with that of those

under the interior of the bridge, and he will see

that weight has been the elementof disintegration.

The very close resemblance to one another of

the form and position of the cracks in tho

inner columns struck us from the first moment as

being one of tho most remarkable features of tbe

case, and it is one as to which the report in

question enables tbe public to form a definite

and positive opinion.
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The 13-in. beds of Ross of Mall granite, in

which the main fractnres occurred, were fine-

chiselled to a true bed for a depth from in. to

3 in, all round their periphery, the centres of the

beds being left purposely hollow to an extent not
exceeding one-eighth of an inch on each bed.

Opposite each angle, and at a distance of 1 in.

from the face, pieces of lead, weighing from
5 lb. to 7 lb. per foot, were placed, the interior of

the bed being filled in with fine mason’s putty.

Thus the bearing surface of the column, instead

of being that due to a hexagonal prism of 4 ft.

diameter, was reduced to an interrupted ring of

from i in. to 1 in. in width, and from 6 in. to

8 in. in length for each point of support. On the

half of these points, which, speaking approxi-

mately, afforded a bearing surface of soma
30 superficial inches, upwards of 130 tons,

the weight of the half of the central arch and
spandrels, directly pressed. On the equal area

of bearing surface towards the footway less than
fifty tons have to be supported. The granite

prism thus resembled, at the points where it

transmitted the weight of the superstrncturo to

the subjacent plinth, a ring of piles firmly bound
together, rather than a monolithic column. A
tendency to cant the columns towards the road-

way would be one result, but, even independent

of this, the actnal direct pressure on tho angles

immediately under the girder was too much for

the stone. The regularity with which tho

fractures occurred in the interior columns seems

thus accounted for.

It appears to us to be of much more importance

thus definitely to point out the fact that a weight,

perfectly manageable if distributed over the area

of the column, became destructive when thrown

by ill-judged setting upon half a dozen points,

than to enter into the vexed question of expan-

sion and contraction of tho girders. On this

point men capable of forming an opinion mate-

rially differ. All that has been said on this part

of the subject has been the assertion of what
the girders must have done theoretically. No
observation of what they actually do or did has,

so far as we can learn, been attempted. Tho
refei'ees speak of a maximum contraction in the

width of tho centre girder, due to the variation

of temperature between the time of fixing and

that at which the fractnre was detected, amount-
ing to a quarter of an inch. It is very curious

that they omit to explain that on any other

hypothesis than that the iron arch was a per-

fectly unyielding and non-elastic structure

(which, of course, they would not contend to be

tho case), the effect of such contraction would

bo to lower the crown of the arch, and thus

throw an increased pressure against the colamns,

the effect of which, if ascertainable, would have

been on the side opposite to the actnal fracture.

We therefore think it is matter of regret that

the vague nature of this part of the report

tends to leave in some degree of obscurity an
occurrence which is perfectly inttliigiblo by the

light of the very simplest laws of mechanics.

Another point on which tho report is silent

has not, we believe, been at all alluded to. On
a visit to the Viaduct on the day on which the

report was issued, a phenomenon became appa-

rent which it is impossible to disregard. The
upper line of roadway demands cai’efal exami-

nation, no less than the state of the columns which

support it. The beautifully regular surface which

the pitching over the Viaduct presented a month
ago will not now be found equally faultless. As far

as variations of level are esnoerned, tho change

is not greater than—not, we think, so much as

—

we have often observed in newly-pitohed I'oads

upon terra firma; but that which is peculiar to

the Viaduct road, and not only peculiar, but, to

some extent at least new, is the appearance of a

system of sharp, well-defined cracks, separating

tho setts, or pitching stones, from one another,

and extending over the greater portion of the

area covering the arch. On tho occasion to

which we refer, these cracks were as fresh and

distinct as if they had been just formed. In

very muddy weather they would probably not

be perceptible, but on the morning of the

16th iust. there could he no doubt as to their

presence.

What is the exact indication given by these

cracks it would be unwise to attempt to decide,

withont full and patient investigation. It is

clear that they cannot result from any bodily

aeltlemenb of the viaduct, as the foundations are

perfectly solid
;
and any displacement due to the

fracture 'of the piers is infinitesimal. That they

result from the vibration of the platform, caused

by tho rapid passage of heavy vehicles, we sup-

pose, no one can doubt. The combination of
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granite setts, witli a eubstrnctnre possesBing a
certain amonnt of elasticity, under the stress of
a traffic such as that of Holborn, is one without
any very close parallel. It will be very in-

teresting to compare the early experience of the
very elastic bridge over the Thames at West-
minster with that now to be derived from
the City structure. It may turn out that this

disposition of the setts to play on one another
is only a practical mode of increasing the elastic

resistance of the roadway. But it may turn out,

on the other hand, that some modification of the
pitching is advisable. The more or less elastic

action of the corrugated plates forming the iron
platform of the Viaduct, must also be regarded.
On the whole, these very numerous cracks,
whether they have been overlooked by Mr.
Bidder and his colleagues, or whether they have
made their appearance since the preparation of
the report of those gentlemen, require careful
investigation. They afford no ground for panic,
or for serious alarm, but they certainly do de-
mand examination and continued observation.
A lesson of great importance is to be deduced

from the Holborn fractures. Many men have
spoken of the “ thin bed of Boss of Mull granite,”
as if a block of stone 4 ft. in diameter and 13 in.

thick was a mere mason’s spaul. On the con-

'

trary, these damaged blocks are in themselves
noble stones. To suppose that granite of these
dimensions is too slaty and paltry to be used
when great weight has to be borne, is simply
ridiculous. But the evil lies in the juxta-position
of beds comparatively thin with ponderous mono-
liths. And here it is most interesting to observe
how closely the taste of the artist accords with
the science of the builder. The architectural
beauty of the piers was somewhat diminished by
the same cause. We do not say that it was thus
necessarily diminished, but practically it was
greatly injured. Had the hexagonal piers been
built in 13-in. courses of the rose-coloured gra-
nite, no undue stress would have been thrown on
the exterior part of a single layer. Whether they
had been bedded in mortar or in lead, the weight
would have been freely distributed, course after
course, instead of being thrown on a few points
under the angles of a monolith. The very care re-
qnisite for the formation of the single joint led to
the evil. It is not, therefore, merely as an eyesore,
but as an offence against structural role, that we
must hereafter carefully avoid the juxta-position
ofstone courses of very unequal magnitude. The
ancient builders were well aware of this im-
portant canon of their orafc.

Avoid the intermixture of monoliths and of
slabs. Seo to the execution of your most im-
portant works with your own eyes. These are
the inscriptions written on the Holborn Viaduct
in a character more bold and more durable than
golden letters.

ART TEACniKG: ITS PURPOSES AND
ADVANTAGES.

At the annual distribution of prizes at the
Gloucester School of Art, Mr. Gambier Parry
pub these questions :

“ What is this art teaching P

What is its purpose ? What are its advantages ?”

and answered them by reading a paper, part of
which we print :

—

What is this art teaching ? It is a significant
fact that the Government have of late years pub
into active operation schools of art over the
whole country. There are at present as many as
eighty-five schools of art in England alone

; in
Scotland, eight} in Wales, four

j
in Ireland, five.

The arts,—I mean those of high aim, above mere
arts of ingenuity and handiwork, and therefore
called fiue_arts,—bad fallen to a very low degree
in estimation and in practice in this country.
There had been a time when the case was en-
tirely otherwise—when we had national arts
clustering beautifully round a national architec-
ture } but then came a time of great trouble
and confusion, which forced men’s attention and
energies into a very difi'erent channel. Great
social and political troubles supervened. The
foundations of society had been very much
shaken at the time of the Reformation, and by
the events following or resulting from it. The
shock had been great, indeed. The habits, the
principles, the tastes of the people were changed
by the political, quite as much as by the religious,

results of that great event. For some time
society appeared to be going through a preoess
of reconstruction. Among other results of this
great social disturbance the finer arts suffered
much. They were in some cases discouraged for

reasons supposed to be based on religious objec-
tions} and in other cases they drooped for want

of national interest and sympathy. What taste

for them remained was to be found exclusively
among a limited number of the wealthier families.

Bub their patronage was not sufficient to callont
native talent, becanse the nation was itself in-

different. The result was that, in answer to the
demands of the small upper-class, such men
as Vandyck, Sir G. Kneller, and Sir P. Lely
were induced to come to England to paint
their portraits, and Canaletto to paint views
of their houses and landscape scenes in

London. Thera were at the same time a few
English artists in oil painting and miniature,
for portraiture} bub for higher inventive and
illustrative art on a large scale there was no
one. A few anecdotes may serve to illustrate

the decadence of art in England after the time
of the Reformation. Much had been destroyed
then. But later, in the time of Queen Eliza-

beth, in the thirteenth year of her reigo, at a
Convocation of the Bishops, a canon is recorded
to this effect :

—” The churchwardens shall see
that the churches be kept clean, &c., the pictures

of false and feigned miracles be demolished, and
that the walls of churches be fresh whited,”

—

and BO forth. This was a sweeping order
}
but I

beg yon to observe that it only applied to false

and feigned and untrue inventions. Still, the
result was most distressing. Religious and
political partisanship existed then, in its own
degree, as we have it in our own degree in our
days. The order for destruction was exaggerated
out of spite, and party autagonism was carried
to great excesses. Horace Walpole mentions a
story of a certain ruffian named Blees who was
hired, at 2a. fid. per day, to destroy the painted
windows of the church at Croydon. Of course,
this, like scores of others, was one of the Puritan
excesses never contemplated by the order of the
bishops. We find the tide turning soon after,

and the expression of grief and vexation at this

destruction being loudly expressed. Among the
State trials in the time of Charles I., there is a
case of a certain H. Sherfield, against whom
proceedings were instituted for breaking sacri-

legiously the painted windows of a church. One
of the witnesses against him speaks thus :

—

"

I

undertake that there are some spirits abroad
now, that if they had been alive in Ring
Solomon’s time would have gone nigh to have
done violence even to the Cherubinis in the
Temple. God only knows what would have be-

come of them !
” Bub, to bring the illustration

of the decadence of art still nearer to our own
time, I must quote from the report of the first

Commission on Arts and Manufactures in the
year 1836, in which one of the witnesses
examined about the condition of the art world
in this country refers to his early days, and
tells this story:—“A fellow-student of mine,
named Baxter, who was educated in art at the
Royal Academy, being in distress, went to one
of the leading patrons of art in his day, and,
speaking abont ornamental porcelain, the
gentleman said to him :

—
‘ I obtain all my vases

beautifully paiuted from France: there are none
equal to them.’ He then took some of them
down from his cabinet, and showed them to the
poor artist. Baxter was delighted to see them,
and said,

—
‘ Sir, they are all of my doing : I

painted them all. Bub they have the French
mark upon them, because such is the estimation
in which art is held in this country, that works
will nob sell without undergoing this wretched
transformation.’ ” Poor Baxter was much em-
ployed in the early days of art manufacture in

the Porcelain works of Worcester : to such a
point had all national care for finer arts fallen

in this country. It is only when things have
arrived at their lowest point that they begin to

rise. That rise in the matter of art has been
steady aud permanent. In the year 1813 an
accomplished man, Prince Hoare, writing in his

work entitled “ The Epochs of Painting and
Sculpture,” thus ends his essay on the revival of

art in England, saying, in words which now
sound like an inspired prophecy,—* The arts of

design await the encouraging mandate of the

State. To attain the position due to them, there

are these three essential means : 1. Let the
knowledge of design be generally diffused. 2.

Educate artists honourably to themselves. 3. Em-
ploy them honourably to their country.” Thus
was the note struck for the turning point of fine

art as a matter of national interest and concern.

Those words of Mr. Hoare have been carried into

most efl'ectivo practice. The recommendations
of Commissions of Parliament have been adopted,

aud a department for the cultivation of the fine

arts has become a national institution, fostered

by tho authority of the Government, aided by

the votes of Parliament, and, I am happy to say,

responded to by the approval and satisfaction of

the country. Thus, sir, we see that instruction

in fine art has been adopted by the voice of the
country as one of the branches of uabional in-

struction. This is my answer to the first ques-
tion which I proposed to you. The second
question was— What is the purpose of this

teaching of art ? My answer is, that necessity
is the mother of invention in more ways than one.
As times of peace and the arts of peace progressed
together, our national aptitude for mechanics
developed itself in manufactures : we were, with
all our power, and many valuable qualities, a
rudo and rough people. Our climate was rough
and cliilling

}
our geographical position obliged

U8 to great exertion in the world’s competition:
the great principles of onr constitutional liberty,

not only opened the way, but forced the way, to

national advancement by individual exertion.

The consequence was that to recover our national
and individual losses, our people threw their

whole energy into trade. Our manufactures
were developed by the application of machinery,
and onr commerce was spread over the whole
world. We became proud. But as pride cometh
before a fall, so surely wore we to be humbled.
We became great, and proud, and vulgar in the
wealth we gained. Bub our work was that of
the hewers of wood, and drawers of water.

We could labour and produce, but the finer

sense of other nations demanded somefcbiog

beyond mere gross material production. Oar
commerce flagged } wo found that there was an
element in production superior to our own. As
a nation, we bad despised and neglected the
finer arts. Bub wo soon found that without them
our productions failed. We learnt the humi-
liating lesson that our part was the gross ma-
terial part of labour, but that there was an
intellectual qnality which in our folly and pride

we had despised, but without which, to give

life and value to our productions, they were
worthless. So we had to beg from other
nations ; French, and Gormans and Italians were
invited to our principal seats of manufacture

}

and to them, by their accomplishment in the
arts, we are indebted for those qualities which
enabled our manufactnrers to retain their place

in the world's estimation
}
to those foreigners I

say we were thus humiliated by obligation, while

our workmen merely performed the material

labour of production, and our tradesmen per-

formed the labour of the counting-house. The
grosser material labour was ours

;
the higher

qualities, which made onr manufactures sale-

able, were due to foreigners. This was humi-
liation } but it was humiliation of pocket no
less than humiliation of intellect. Our manu-
facturers awoke to the idea of how. great

gain it might be to train our own men rather

than thus be dependent on foreigners. Our
more intelligent workmen next awoke to the

idea of how much was lost to their class by the

national blander. The finer qualities of intel-

lectual cultivation had been neglected. Our
people at last acknowledged the error and the
humiliation. If there is one characteristic

quality of our very mixed race, ns English people,

more valuable than another, it is that, be tho

demand upon ns what it may, some of us are

certain to be found who will answer to that

demand. The variety in our blood insures us

variety in our powers. Our national difficulties

may have depressed us, and our political and
religious habits may have discouraged the culti-

vation of our finer qualities
}
but those qualities

were within ns, only dormant, and when the call

should be made upon ns wo should rise to it.

Small as our country is compared with other

nations, we have gained, always and only under
God’s Providence, a gigantic position in the

world. By energy and enterpeise, by naval and
military prowess, in war, in peace, in industry

and commerce, we have gained tho highest

honours of our national position. But we have
something yet to gain in the world’s race : we
have been excelled by others in the finer qualities

of intellectual cultivation. But who need fear

if only our energy is called forth ? If in those

finer qualities cf cultivated genius England has

produced in poetry (which is the liviug spirit of the

arts) such men as Chaucer, Shakspeare, Milton,

Spencer, aud a host of others, grave and gay

—

and in the arts themselves such men as Wren and
Chambers, Gainsborough and Reynolds, Flaxman,
Chantrey, Turner, Wedgwood, and scores beside

them,—surely there can be no fear that if the

nation calls forth the spirit of the finer arts, it

will not come forth. Such ia, then, my answer
to the second inquiry—What is the purpose of
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educaticn in the arts ? It is to raise onr people
in those attainments of intellectaal caltivation

in which we have been surpassed, and to call

forth their dormant genius. This is a great aim
and purpose.

THE LAST PROPOSAL POR UNITING
ENGLAND AND FRANCE.

A French engineer, M. Eugene Burel, has
been in England to explain his plan for shorten-
ing the distance between England and France.
He has nothing to do with bridges over the sea,

or tnnnels under it, but would simply improve it

off the face of the earth
;

in other words, fill up
the Channel on both sides, and reclaim the land,
leaving only a passage a mile wide to be traversed
by ferry-boats every five minutes. M. Burel is

a grave, serious gentleman, and really believes in

his scheme, whatever our readers may think of it.

They may like to hear him speak for himself, and
this is what he said on the subject the other night
at the dinner of the Society of Engineers, when
he returned thanks as a visitor. “ My scheme,”
said he, “ is for neither a tunnel nor a bridge;
it is the old mother-land restored from the sea
as it was seven thousand, seven hundred, and
twenty-four years ago. Allow me to add one
new county to England and one department to
France across the Channel, and thereupon to
establish a railroad. By the time this will have
been accomplished, with the increase of speed
that will be attained I will make you go from
London to Paris in five hours. I do not wonder
that you laugh at the first comrannioation of
such an idea; for some of our master engineers
said to me, in the similar instance, that this was
a folly a little worse than the other proposition
to the same end.

However, I want yon to think of it, and not
to be too hasty in decreting the impossibility.

One thing is in my favour, and that is the
numerous examples ofanch restorations of loud,
although on a minor scale; and it requires
nothing but a combination of the most approved
systems of assisting Tiatnrc (as your celebrated
engineer TeHord said) to accomplish this, at
first, extraordinary-looking work. Some say that
England would never admit of being altered
from its present situation of an insular land
to which she considers she owes her inde-
pendence and her snpremacy on the seas.
I will not diacnss now any political question,
although I consider the nnlimited increase of the
means of commnnication between all the nations
of the world to do the beat some day or other, and
Bet at rest every bit of unworthy consideration
of this kind, especially when time will have still

more proved the benefit of the general union of
the trades and commerce between all nations.
But I will say one thing, and that is, that

assuming the isthmus to be still there as it was
formerly, before the Diluvium Cimbricum, as

reported from ancient traditions by Floras, and
demonstrated by all the geological transactions,

we should have to call M. de Lesseps to

bore it, as there should be still a greater
need of his scheme there than at Suez. Now,
under such considerations, I would restore the
bind, not completely, but only so far as to leave

a narrow channel ono mile wide in the middle,
and thus both the free cironlation of the seas
and the political question would be safe. In
fact, my solution of the difficulty is a solution of

contiguity. Ton say one mile is too little : I
answer,—No, it is not; for, Ido not carewbether
it be one or twenty miles, when I think of the
ferry-boats that are spoken of for the next year,

which will be able to transport an army, or when
I think of the gnns that will soon afford ns the
possibility of firing against each other without
parting from onr shores. Had we not better
advance at once, facing kindly to each other, so

near as to shake bands over the water, whilethe
ferry-boats would cross it every five minutes,
transporting backward and forward all the trea-

sures of our industries ?”

With the best possible feeling we advise M.
Burel to waste no money on the prosecution of
his scheme. We vfiil not venture to say what
changes in opinion may take place one of these
days, but at the present moment England has no
desire to give up her insular position.

SOME ACCOUNT OF A NEW TESTING
MACHINE.

The recent accident at King’s College brings
vividly before us the necessity of the greatest

precaution being taken as to the strength and
quality of the materials of which our buildings,

particularly our public buildings, are constructed.

By a special providence no lives were lost; but
bad the failure occurred only a few hours later,

more than one hundred families would have becu
driven to mourning.
But for faulty cast-iron girders the accident

probably would not have happened. When the
building was erected, about thirty-five years ago,

the use of iron was less understood than it is at

present ; and even had the material been sonnd
and perfect, it appears to have been charged
with more weight than would now be considered

prudent, so that the moment adverse circum-
stances occurred it failed.

The difficulty of obtaining correct data for the
calculation of the strength of various materials

in their practical application to constructive

works has been very considerable. In one
instance where the quality of iron was
in question, and before the erection of Mr.
Kirkaldy’s apparatus, it was desired to test

certain girders, not as to the actual weight they
would carry, bub as to the tensile strength of the
iron (wrought) of which they were made (they

were riveted girders), and, after a good deal of

trouble and delay, as it was for a Government
work the nse of the cable-testing machine in

Woolwich Dockyard was granted. The result

was satisfactory—more than 25Ton8 to the square

inch. Had it not been, however, for the peculiar

circumstances of the case, it would have been
almost impossible at that time (about eight

years ago) to obtain within reasonable distance

of London an independent satisfactory solution

of a similar question,

Hodgkinsou’a experiments on cast iron have
considerable completeness, and as cast iron

breaks and does not bend, the teat is tolerably

absolute, and, with the usual large allowance for

bearing weight in proportion to breaking strain,

his results may be taken as satisfactory data.

But the great objection to the use of cast iron

is the uncertainty of the manufacture. One
girder, apparently equal to its fellow in strength,

may have a hidden flaw in the casting which
reduces its strength one-third or perhaps one-

half
;
while in wrought iron, from the method of

manufacture, this is impossible, and equal sec-

tions may be reckoned to carry equal weight.

The use of cast iron, especially for long bearings,

is rapidly going out of date
; it is superseded,

for ordinary building as well as for engineering

works, by rolled iron, either in the form of solid

rolled beams or as riveted girders, with which
we are all familiar, built up of plates. In many
instances these girders are of such large dimen-
sions as to preclude any test being applied pre-

vious to their completion in situ, except,—and
this is most important,—as to the quality of the

iron of which they arc composed.

Again, Belgian and other foreign irons are

being introduced into the market, and it becomes

therefore more and more desirable that the

architect, the engineer, and the contractor

should have some ready means of ascertaining

the quality of the material he is purchasing

;

such means, however, being rarely within the

compass of a private establishment.

There is another point also of much interest

in the general building trade, which will, no
doubt, have some additional light thrown upon it

by actual experiment,—the opinion that most of

the constants in use for calculating the strength

of beams are too high. A comparison of

Tredgold, Barlow, and Clark will show a differ-

ence of something approaching 100 per cent.

;

Tredgold being the highest, Clark the lowest,

and Barlow about midway.
It is very desirable that a fresh set of experi-

ments should be instituted extensive enough to

furnish us with a really authoritative formula,

especially for the large scantlings, which are not

so strong in proportion as the smaller ones, upon
which, however, the higher constant is based.

Some of the failures of heavily-framed timber

constructions may probably be traced to this

cause.

MESSES. SHAW, nE.\D, & CO.’S TESTI'TG MACHINE FOR GIRDERS, &c.

Ojieration of the Machine

lat. By IpTcrs (A), wliicb re-act, direct with the press, and are bo arranged that 2 lb. at B equal one ton on the
apecimeu, the weight C counting the cwts., D being the adjusting counterpoise.
2nd. By pressure-gauge (E), which registers the pressure per square inch, or can be changed to register the tons.

3rd. By lever-gauge (F), which is arranged in the proportion of area of valve to area of piston of press, and thus
registers tons on the object tested.
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Messrs. M. T. Shaw, Head, & Co., of Cannon*

street, have recently erected a machine at their

Bankside wharf which provides the necessary

facility for submitting these various materials to

the test
;
its more special object, however, being

to bring home, as it were, to every man’s door

the opportunity of ascertaining the tensile

strength of the wrought iron he may be pur-

chasing. The machine is an ingenious combina-

tion of the cast-iron girder, the hydraulic press,

and the compound lever, as shown by the aocom-

panying diagram.
The frame, somewhat resembling a queen-

truss in shape, is built up of three heavy castings

(bolted together) at the points, occupied in a

truss by the queen-posts. The width of the

upper and lower flanges is 2 ft. 9| in., and

the cast iron is 1^ in. thick; it is further

strengthened by two tie-bars of 2-in. wrought

iron from top to bottom at the same point.

It is, in fact, a gigantic application of the

principle of the scale-beam, the weights being

adjusted at the estremity, and simply exerting

their force by the principle of balance, as ap-

plied by the compound lever on the hydraulic

press in the centre, by which the "proof” is

applied with accuracy and facility, by the simple

depression of the ram at that point. The maxi-

mum pressure that can be thus exerted is

50 tons in the centre, equal to 100 tons distri-

bnted, and the machine will prove anything up

to 31 fr. long, 1 ft. G in. wide, and 3 ft. high.

In the diagram the girder is not shown sufficiently

raised up at the two ends.

The proportions are as under :—The length of

the first lever is 3 ft. Hi in., and that of the

second lever 13 ft. 4 in., the first lever giving a

multiple of 40 to 1, and the second of 28 to 1.

It thus follows that whatever weight is applied

at the extremity multiplied by these figures,

gives the amount of pressure exerted down-

wards upon the centre of the material to be

proved ; e.g-, 28 lb., one quarter of a hundred

weight. 28 X 40 X 28 gives an exerted force

of 31,360 lb., or as nearly as possible 14 tons.

The levers are of polished steel, manufactured

with the greatest care, and the dial gauge indi-

cates the most minute alteration of pressure.

The ram is 6 in. diameter, and there is an escape

valve, that, when the pressure reaches the

limit of safety, releases the oil with which the

ram is charged, and precludes all chance of acci-

dent. A clever adaptation of reversing power

enables the force to be exercised as a tearing

strain, thus giving facility for exactly deter-

mining the strength of any section of iron sub-

mitted to the strain.

Many questions which are continually oc-

curring in practice, both to engineers and archi-

tects, as to the comparative strength for various

purposes of different sections of wrought or cast

iron may here be readily decided at a moderate

expense, as Messrs. Shaw, Head, & Co. propose

to put the machine at the service of the pro-

fession at a low charge, so as to enable any to

ascertain with accuracy the comparative strength

of the many varieties and manufactures of rolled

and wrought iron. It is right, however, to say

that what they mainly desire is not so much
entering into rivalry with elaborate testing

machinery set up for public use elsewhere, as to

enable their own customers to make themselves

certain as to the strength of girders and other

works manufactured by the firm.

We subjoin the record of an experiment made

in onr presence as an example of the working of

the machine.
It was made upon a wrought-iron rolled solid

beam, 21 ft. 6 in. clear bearing, 12 in. deep,

flanges 6 in. wide. Total sectional area, 17

square inches; [sectional area of each flange,

6^ in.
IncLea.

At 5 tons the deflection was (No set.)

8 „ „ i (trifling.)

16 „ „
20 „ „ 2 ^
22 „ „ 4

The top flange buckled with less than 24 tons

in the centre.

The calculated breaking weight of the girder,

bearing as above, was 22 tons.

The Site of the Fleet Prison.—The

Common Council have agreed to convey to the

London, Chatham, and Dover Railway Company,

or the sum of 60,0001., the freehold interest of

he corporation in a piece of gronnd on the east

ide of Tarringdon-street, the site of the late

Fleet Prison.

ON THE LIMITS OF VARIETY IN
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN.*

We are going to inquire how far it is possible

for us to produce perfect originality in design
;

and to that end wo must examine the different

sources of variety in design, some of which ap-

pear to bo unlimited, others more or leas limited,

in extent. There are two important matters

that would appear to require special attention in

these inquiries; that is to say, outline and style.

The first, however, of these we must leave, as

requiring a separate treatise of sufficient extent

to occupy a whole evening’s attention
;
and the

otlier—that is, style or school—being a result,

and not a primary source of variety in design, we
shall only introduce incidentally, and by way of

occasional illustration.

In the more detailed view of art that we are

about CO take, wo shall observe six of those

sources of variety : — 1. Order of proportion.

2. Mode. 3. Order of projection. 4. Method of

Construction. 5. Material. 6. Individual taste.

And we do not protend to make any new or won-

derful discoveries, but only to lay before our-

selves that which we all know already in such a

manner that we may be better able to make,

perhaps, better use of it than we have hitherto

succeeded in making.
We shall use the word order in such a way

that it may apply not only to those two schools

of architecture wi&h which conventionality asso-

ciates it, but to all schools, as far as possible,

that now exist, or that may hereafter be produced,

or discovered in plans at present unexplored.

We shall before very long be met with the re-

mark that our predecessors in art designed what

they thought looked well, without regard to any

rule. But real experience in designing will show

us that a good sound fundamental, not scholastic

rule, is a great help, and far from being a means

of restraint.

Most buildings of any importance are divided

into a certain number of bays, compartments, or

sections, for the convenience of construction,

and of lighting the interior, and for other

economic purposes.

The word section is more properly applied thus

than to the cutting through of a building to

show its construction. The Latin word sectio

means a portion or division of a treatise or

object for arohiteotural section, longitudinal or

transverse, would be more properly termed a

scissure, from scissura, a Latin word of identical

meaning with this.

It will not be too presumptuous to suppose

that the class of objectors above mentioned will

admit that in any one of these sections or divi-

sions there must exist some proportion between

the height and width,—that is, from centre to

centre of column, buttresses, pilaster, pier, or

atilm. The height being that of a single story

from base line to top of column, springing of

arch or underside of epistylium, according to

the mode of construction.

We must now beg leave to be allowed to

divide that width into as many parts as we like

to form a scale for our orders, and having ob-

tained permission, we will divide it into four

parts, and according to the number of times

these parts are contained in the height, so we

may classify our orders.

Now, you see, in this source of variety there

is no certain limit, though at the same time it is

not of infinite extent. It is left to individual

taste where to place the boundary.

Except in such a building as a bridge, which

may be considered a sub-ordinary, less than

three parts should not be used for the height.

Our old church architects in their simplest struc-

tures, and the Italian masters in their attic

stories, seldom went below this. Calling this

the first order in ordinary designs, nine of these

parts will give the seventh order,—a proportion

seldom exceeded either by precedent or good

taste, except in a peristyle of detached columns,

which may be looked upon as a superordinary

structure.

Now, concerning ordinals, that is, accompany-

ing details to the several orders. The Greeks

to a certain extent, the Romans to a greater

extent, the Italians to a still greater extent, and

the modern uninventive imitators to a positively

insane extent, associated a certain mode insepa-

rably with each order, so that we have come to

use the proper adjectives, Doric, Ionic,Corinthian,

as though they were ordinal numerals, and suit-

able for distinguishing one degree of successive

rank from another.

* Read before tbe Arcliitectaral AsBoeiatton, Friday,

Decembers, by Mr. W. ScargiU.

If we use a simple shaft for our first order, as

the English church architects generally did

;

four shafts for the next order
;

eight for the

next, as tbe above masters also frequently did,

and if we add four shafts, also, to each succes-

sive order, our sixth order will contain twenty

and our seventh twenty-four. Now, substituting

hollow flutings for shafts in these upper orders

(they are more suitable), this is exactly what

we find in those two well-proportioned Greek

examples, the temple of Thesius and the lonio

temples of the Ilyssua. The first of these is in

the Doric mode, aud the other in the Ionic; but

in the Temple of the Winds at Athens, the

columns have but twenty flutes, and are lower

in order as regards their distance than any

Ionic example; and yet, here you see the mode
is Corinthian. This example draws our atten-

tion to another ordinal,— foliation. It belongs to

a particular mode, and we must not forget to

revert to it in its proper place.

The Assyrians put their columns still closer

together, and used rectangiilar indents for

ordinals, and went as high as thirty-two or

thirty-six to each shaft. Some good examples

were burnt at the Crystal Palace, which is to be

deplored. The convex flutings of the Egyptians,

generally more in number than the Gothic shafts,

and generally though not always less in number

than tbe Greek flutings, are specially adapted

for the middle orders in our scale. Now, it so

happens that having granite instead of stone,

and not requiring the arched construction, we
find that the Egyptians actually did use these

middle orders of proportion. The chief ordinal

of the Roman school may be taken to be the

leading horizontal lines in the entablature.

The several orders show 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7

.

These are the faces of the architrave, the frieze,

the modillioD, mutule, dentel, and corona courses.

The leaves used for decoration in the initiative

mode of architecture, are in most schools more

simple and less indented, or cut up, in the lower

orders than the higher; this is noticeable in the

example above quoted in the temple of the

eight winds. This minor detail of decoration then

forma another ordinal, and it is a useful study

for the designer to sketch everything of this kind

in nature that presents itself to his notice, and

then to classify them according to his own taste

and judgment.
The profile of mouldings should also vary

according to the order of the composition. Both

precedent and good taste authorise this arrauge-

ment. For while Mediroval and modern masters

in the Italian school use in tbe lower, and even

sometimes in the higher orders, mouldings of

circular outline, we find little or no precedent

for it in antique examples. In modern Tuscan

and Doric, we find a quadrant-shaped echinus

to the capital, bub in Roman examples of these

modes, we find ellipses of greater or less varia-

tion. In the high order of the Greeks, parabolas

and hyperbolas are used, and in the low order of

the English schools the circular profile finds its

proper place. Now, we propose a scale of

ordinated mouldings to agree with our orders of

proportion, called the declension o/ the conic

scissure. To provide for a series of seven orders,

we take a cone of 60 degrees. The vertical

scissure gives a hyperbola for tbe seventh

order. The next, declining 15 degrees, gives an.

oblique hyperbola for the sixth order. The next,

declining 15 more degrees, a parabola for the

fifth. The next three, each declining 15 degrees,

give three ellipses of decreasing variation for the

next orders; and the oblative, prostrative, hori-

zontal soisBore, a circular contour for the lowest

or first order.

The next source of variation is that of mode.

All ornament may be said to belong to three

simple modes, or to combinations of two or

of all three of them, making four additional

composite modes, and the plain unadorned, or

Tuscan mode, as we should say, in reference to

the Roman school, makes an eighth. And of those

simple modes we have, first, the Geometric;

2ndly, the Decorative ;
and, 3rdly, the Imitative.

The Geometric mode is illustrated in the

Greek and the Roman schools in the ornaments

of the Doric examples ; in the Norman school,

in the capitals and ornaments of the arch, such

as the chevron and billet; and in the earlier

Gothic schools, in the geometric tracery of the

windows.
The Decorative mode includes all ornament not

geometric or imitative, such as is illustrated by

free-hand drawing, without copying from nature.

This is the true architectonic style, and is found

in every school of architecture, in the time of

the ancients, and in nearly all varieties of the
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Arabic, Hindoo, and Moorish schools, in the
Romanesque, the Byzantine, and Lombardio.
And the remaining mode in the Corinthian

mode of the classics, in the Egyptian, the Roman-
esque, and the middle periods of Gothic, in
which latter it is used irrespective of order.
By the Imitative mode we mean that class of

ornamentation which is copied from nature,
more especially from natural foliage, and to
which we have before alluded in our remarks
upon ordinals.

The third source of variety in design
is that of Projection. As regards this
matter, we_ must have recourse to precedent,
which furnishes ns with six orders or degrees.
1. Incised ornament

; 2. Superficial ornament,
such as mosaio work and oruamental paving;
and this order, though a minor order of archi-
tecture, embraces thejwhole art of painting,—

a

great art in itself, extending itself, in a manner,
beyond the province of this art of architecture in
which it finds its place as a subordinate feature

;
3. Positive projection next begins in basso’
relievo; that is to say, for the most part imi-

'

tative ornament, in which the outline is pre-
served literally, but with a depressed projection or
profile; 4. Mezzo-relievo, where both outline and
profile are strictly true to nature, bub the objects

will determine the thickness of a column or pier,
.after we have determined its height to suit our
convenience, and its order and mode to suit our
taste. One of these is the superincumbent
weight to be sustained, and the other the mate-
rial selected for construction. We may reduce
these materials to about four orders, so that here
we shall have another multiple wherewith to
extend the limit of design.
The weight of superstructure being a fixed

quantity, the greatest diameter will be required
for columns of brick

; the next less for those of
stone or inferior marble; the third for those of
granite or hard marble; and the least for those
of iron, and also of wood,—for this, though less
bard or durable than the others, is, or ought to
be, used only to support superstructures of the
same material.

There remains one more source of variety in
design that has no limit and never will have.
y/o have seen how many combinations and
variations may be made by multiplying together
a chosen number of orders of proportion and of
projection, and a determined number of modes,
methods, aud materials. But we shall never
determine how far these may be extended by
that inexhaustible multiple indix'idual taste. Wo
might propose not only to each of those present

square, flat skyline
; the salient with a pyra-

midal outline; and the circular-arched formation
with the dome.

It remains for us now only to request of you
that in any critical remarks you may be led to
make upon this treatise, yon will observe that
it is composed of these distinct elements :—1.
Matters of natural fact; 2. References to pre-
cedents

; and 3. Our own suggestions : and that
yon will as much as possible recognise the dif-
ference between these as they occur, and not
mistake one for another.

nroiectiD£r bu half fW T\l 1 each of those present

?uSace which thl i
all the profession that nowsurlace which they serve to decorate

; 5. Alto-
1 exist, have existed, or are nredestined to como

the after us to produce a compoakion of one fixed pro-

fourth ofTden^ °r
m one particular order, one mode,Le

And LvoS thS comeR Ht 5 6.
i

order of projection, one material, and one method

L t

,'>>'3
i

of oonstraction
; and if each oae'a owa individual

itself ta ann Lv nf
?PS taste were followed, there would still be no twouseii m another of the flue arts, expanding exactly alike.

thrhonoSredTtiroffhrtwTS^':'^*’™™ .

““ •O" oobounded in some direc-

In the method, on f ? Sculpture. tions, and in others how narrowly hemmed in,

it
we can hardly are our resonroea of originality. We see clearly

— V.- vwjjouiuivtiuu w«uau narao
ind room for an ordinated or classified arrange'-
ment. There would seem here to be two extreme
points of limitation in construction : that is to
say, the reponenfc and the salient, with but one
or two points of transition. And beyond these

no new orders or arrangements
sufficiently distinct to characterise a school
either entirely new or entitely original and
unique as regards its method of construction.
But we must now explain the meaning of these
terms reponent and salient.

Reponent, then, is the proper term to apply to

......vv-. WV.O uijyiuiiiii.j'. see ciearjy
how m one sense any number of new schools of
art may be produced, and in another sense how
impossible it is to do much more than repro-
duce

; and this leads us to a few concluding
remarks on the much-ventilated subject, tho
possibility or probability of a new school.
We almost disbslioved our own experience,

when it first occurred to us that there does not
exist to our knowledge a school of architecture
in which the semicircular arch forms the loading
feature, and which at the same time has a
regular system of orders. In the Roman school

berm no apply to regular system of orders. In the Roman school

has a solid bearing. Tins construction only from an impost built against the column to

fn^ ffir^i'^Boon a9®°thr‘“^
The column of the Roman schooliDg

, lor as soon as the necessity of a door, , is by no means adapted to carrv an arch In
Ptace, it diminishes npwLda, as in the, '

^

........a uia 4toctl, DUUp 13 btiaer]
in the direction of the other mode of construc-
tion, and this step is the habitative method.
This construction, however, is associated with
the reponent, and forms the great line of dis-
tinction of the Greek, Egyptian, Hindoo, and
Syrian schools, from the Saracenic, Moorish,
Romanesque, and Gothic.
The semicircular arob, belonging rather to the

salient method, has this imperfection in its
character

; that, at one single point, viz., at the
crown of the arch, it is related to the traboative
construction. The zenith of a vertically-placed
circle being in that one point, and only one point
horizontal in its direotioo.

The Gothic schools may be looked upon as
perfect illustrations of the salient method, both
in jheir arches and in their timber roofs,—that
is, in those that have no tie-beam.
And all arcuative constructions, whose arches

are formed by one curved line, whether circular,
segmental, hyperbolic, or parabolic, may be
looked npon as homogeneous one with another,
as tho same remark applies to them, as we just
noticed, as applying to the circular.

These methods of construction, then, show ns
but little variety for our designs, the most wo
can make of them being these three, the
trabeative, the unilineal arcuative, and the
bi-lincal arenative. We must leave this head of
our treatise for the present,-we shall revert to
R in our concluding remarks,-and proceed to
consider the question of material.
Both yitruviuB and the dogmatising revivers

of classic art, insist very strongly upon a
column of a certain mode, contain in its height
a certain number of diameters, whether con-
structed of brick, stone, marble, granite, iron,
or wood; and whether supporting a simple
epistylium, a roof, or one, two, three, or twenty
stories of supprstructure. Now, if we wish to
design with truthfuless, originality, or commou
sense, we must at least throw off such oppressive
letters of conventionality as these.
There are two circumstances in nature or in

the conditions of architectural construction that

— —..O.oiaiico upwurus, U3 111 Vue
Greek school.^ The ill effect of a column of this
kind supporting an arch may be seen at St.
Leonard’s at Shoreditch, Spitalfields, and other
churches of the eighteenth century. Then tho
capital and abacus are most evidently of a
suitable form to carry an epistylium, but not
an arch. Sometimes a square block of en-
tablature is stuck into each column, the effect of
which is both hideous and laughable.
Now, by the time we have cleared ’away snob

ac obtrusive feature as that above mentioned,
done away with the tapering of our column, and
designed a capital of the right form to connect
the arch with the column, we shall have done
something towards tho production of a new
school. But you will object that all has been
done already in those several schools that may be
called Komaneeque,but in these schools there is no
ostensible 8y,stem of classification : there are no
orders or ordinals that we can lay hold of so as
to kuow at once how to treat a given subject,
when perhaps we have little time for thinking.
It is chiefly to save your time that tho foregoing
classifications of order, and mode, and other
matters have been placed before you. And here
we have just pointed out to you an admirable
opening for originality in as perfect a form as
that quality can be said to exist. Revert to
what we have said concerning order, make your
scale of orders, say seven, as above suggested.
Draw these out in the eight modes wo have
described, simple and composite. There are
fifty-six changes for yon at once. Now vary
these in five orders of projection, and you have
112 changes. Now try each of these in four
different kinds of material, as we have also
described, and you have 448 varieties of treat-
ment, or, as some would say, 4-iS orders; and we
may flatter ourselves that -418 orders are pretty
good for a new school of architecture.
Wo said that we should leave out of the

question the subject of outline, but it occurs to
us at this moment that there is a noticeable
analogy between this and method of construc-
tion

j the trabeative being associated with a

NEW BUILDINGS IN OXFORD.
According to custom, the local JoumaJ

and the local Herald give accounts of the
progress of new works in Oxford daring
the past year. From the Journal we con-
dense the following particulars. Restorations
and building operations still continue. New
thoroughfares are being thrown open, streets are
being formed, houses built, and here and there a
church, chapel, or school added to meet the
spiritual and educational necessities of freshly-
established localities. On the site of the old-
workhouse a large square, to be called Welling,
ton-square, is being made, of a metropolitan'
character, with a garden in the centre, and
“ sub-ways ” beneath the houses, as an improved
means of inspecting the pipes and drains of
middle-class dwellings. Houses of all kinds
continue to be constructed, and the large villas
on Norham Manor, as well as on the more
recently laid out Bevington Estate, are cited as-
offering facilities to those desirous of residence
here.

Balliol College.—The now Buildings in Broad-
street, designed by Mr. Waterhouse, of London,
are now occupied.

Merton College.—The restorations commenced
in 1868 in the ante-ohapel of this college have
been fully completed by Mr. J. Fisher, of this
city, under the direction of Mr. C, Buckeridge-
The stonework of the windows, columns, and
other parts of the structure, has been entirely
renewed.

Exeter College,—The filling in of the arches of
the aroade in the chapel of this college has been
proceeded with during the vacation. The apsidal
termination of the chapel, at the eastern ex-
tremity, has five sides, and each of these sides
contains three arches, immediately below the
windows. Nine of the arches are now filled with
enamelled glass mosaic, and the others will be
used as sedilia, with appropriate hangings. Those
also will possibly be filled in with mosaio at some
future period. The central arch contains a
representation of our Saviour, sitting, the right
hand lifted in blessing and the left one holding
the globe, surmounted by a miniature cross. The
figure is crowned, and has a nimbus round the
head. Right and lefc of our Saviour are smaller
half-length figures of St. Peter and St. Paul.
The figures (and the observation applies to all)
stand out boldly from a gorgeous ground of gold

;

below them is a border of gold and colour, and
beneath that again alabaster, inlaid with floriated
crosses of Sienna and other foreign marble.
Beneath is a second band of mosaic, diapered
with deep-coloured marble. The northern divi-
sion of arches is filled in with full-length figures-
of the Evangelists St. Mark and St. Luke. It
is only on a very close inspection that the spec-
tator discovers the separate pieces of mosaio
which go to form the whole. Tho arch between
tho two Evangelists is ornamented by represen-
tations, also in Mosaic, of the Lamb, with passion-
flowers, cross, &c. The correspondiTig central
arch, on the southern side, is occupied by an
alabaster credence-table, with pedestal of carved
Corsham stone. The work was designed almost
entirely by Dr. Salviati, of 'Venice

; the inlaid
alabaster and marble was executed by Mr. J. B.
Philip, of Hans-placo, Chelsea

; the credence-
table was carved by Mr. O’Shea, of Oxford

;
all

the enamelled glass mosaic was the production
of Salviati; and was placed in position by Luigi
Verona and another Italian artificer, of London.
The cost of carrying out the work has been
defrayed from various sources.
Now CoZle<76.—The bells in New College tower

have just been taken down and their hangings
restored. Messrs. "White & Sou, of Appleton,
bell restorers and ringers, have been employed,
and have completed the work. In the course of
these operations, the following inscriptions were
found on the different bells, viz,, on the treble :

“ Manners maketh Man, A.R., 1712.” [The
initials refer to Abraham Rudhal), of Gbucester,
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who east the bell in that year.] Second bell

;

“ Manners maketh man. W.W., A.R.”

bell :
“ Michael Darbie made me. W.W.,1655.

Fourth bell: “ Manners maketh Man. W.W.

A.R. 1703.” Fifth bell ;
“ Michael Darbie made

me. W.W.,1G55.” Sixth bell Hemy Knight,

of Reading, made moe, 1672.” Seventh bell^:

“ Prosperity to New College. A.R., 1712.

Eighth bell: “ Michael Darbie made me. W.W.,

1655.” Ninth bell: "Manners maketh Man.

A.R., 1723.” Tenor: "Michael Darbie made

me. W.W., 1655.”

Magdalen College.—A. marble tablet has been

placed in the ante-chapel of this college, bearing

an inscription in memory of Dr. Daubeny, the

late Professor of Botany and Rural Economy.

Considerable additions have been made to Dr.

Bulley’s residence. The collegiate style of archi-

tecture has been adhered to by Mr. Buckeridge.

The masonry has been executed by Messrs.

Knowles, the carpenter’s work by Messrs. Castle,

and that of the plumber by Mr. Taylor.

Brasenose College.—A considerable work of

restoration has just been accomplished at this

college. The south and west elevations of the

ante-chapel have been refaced with stone by

Mr. Geo. Wyatt, from the designs of Mr. J. C.

Buckler, the college architect. It may nob be

generally known that the roof of this chapel is

a specimen of timber-work of the age of

Henry YII., not constructed for its present

situation, and was not applied to it without con-

siderable injury to the design.

Coj-pus Christi College.—It was last year found

that the roofing of the fellows’ building was

becoming so decayed as to let in the rain, and

repairs were at once commenced ;
they are now

complete, together with a new stone open balus-

trade round the whole of the top of the building,

and renovated chimneys. These repairs and re-

storations have been carried out by Messrs. Castle

& Co., Cowley-road.
Christ Church.—Several improvements have

been effected at Christ Church, and carried out,

as usual, under the direction of Mr. E. G. Bruton,

architect. A stone building, in keeping^ with

Wolsoy’s architecture, is in course of erection on

the site of the stables in the lane leading from

St. Aldate’s-sbreet into Christ Church meadow.

The structure is for the use of the servants. It

will be supplied with books and newspapers.

The builder is Mr. John Fisher, of Oxford. The

heraldic window placed in the hall by Archdeacon

Clerke, has been completed during the past

vacation, by Messrs. Powell, of London. The

window is an emblazonment of the principal

quarterings of the arms of the Prince of Wales

on the dexter, and of those of the Crown Prince

of Denmark on the sinister; with a statement

of the donor’s long connexion with the College.

Pemlrolic College.— New buildings, from Mr.

Buckeridge’s designs, have been erected on the

west side of the ball, with manciple’s room,

plate scullery, strong-room, and butler’s bed-

room above. Mr, George Wyatt was the builder.

Worcester College.—The Renaissance decora-

tions of the College Chapel are now nearly

complete. Mr. Henry Holiday, who painted the

Prophets, and designed the windows of the

chapel, is now painting a frieze or series of

panels above the stalls, the subject of which is

the To Bcum.
Keble College.—The work at Keble College has

progressed considerably towards completion.

The buildings include, at present, rooms for 100

undergraduates and six tutors, with lectnra-

rooms and temporary hall, chapel, kitchen, and

offices. The gateway is at the south-east corner

of the quadrangle. It is intended to add

another story and a permanent roof to it at a

future day. The quadrangle is about 220 ft.

square. Rooms for undergraduates are arranged

on the east, west, and north sides of it. The

temporary hall and chapel are on its south side.

A large opening on the north side is left for the

proposed chapel, which is to be raised on a crypt,

and approached by a staircase. The piece of

ground to the west of the buildings will be laid

out as a college garden. That to the south is

left for future buildings. Red brick is used for

the main body of the walls, relieved with a con-

siderable amount of stone and of black and

white bncks in bauds and diapers. Brick,

although largely used in collegiate buildings at

Cambridge, has hitherto not been used in Oxford.

But in the absence of large funds, brick was a

necessity. The effect, however, of the too free

use of black and white bricks is not considered

satisfactory. It is regretted that the east front

is BO near to the trees, and a strong expression

of opinion has been given that the whole of that '

front ought to be pulled down and re-built some '

15 ft. or 20 ft. further back.

New Univeisity Schools.—The site for the new

University Schools (where the Angel Hotel

stood for more than 200 years) still remains

nnoconpied.
The Clarendon Laboratory.—This may be con-

sidered an extension of the New Museum, being,

in fact, a connected wing at its north-west

corner, providing habitation for the department

of physics, presided over by Professor Clifton,

F.R.S, The lecture theatre will accommodate

150 students or other persons. Forty students

can work simultaneously in the experimental

rooms. The cost of the building will be about

11,0001. The architect is Mr. T. N. Deane, Mr.

Bramwell acting as local superintendent; and

the work of the builder is being carried out by

Mr. R. J. Syram. The dimensions of the prin-

cipal rooms are as follow :—Ground floor, lecture

theatre, 30 fc. by 50 ft.
;
examination-room, 20 ft.

by 26 ft. ;
central court, 36 ft. square. First

floor, lecture-room, 20 ft. by 27 ft. The effect of

the building in connexion with the New Museum,
and its proximity to Keble College, are not con-

sidered satisfactory. The style of architecture

correspouds with that of the Museum. A view

and plan of it have appeared in our pages.

Proctorial Rooms and Cells.—The establish-

ment of a force which has absorbed the once

separate element of University police has nec^-

sarily entailed considerable alterations in the

accommodation required for the Proctors men.

The basement of the old Clarendon Buildings

has undergone a complete change. The two

cells in the eastern extremity will, as heretofore,

be devoted to the detention of any females who

may be found jiajranti delicto. The old entrance

at that end of the building has been closed, and

one made at the western extremity, reached by

a flight of stone steps. These will load imme-

diately into an ante-room and offices for the

Proctorial staff, which is now entirely separate

and distinct from the police, and is kept up for

University purposes only. The basement pre-

mises will be warmed and ventilated, gas and

hot-water pipes being laid througbont, on the

" Perkins ” system. The architect is Mr. Bruton,

and the builder Mr. Wyatt.

RadcVffe Infirmary.—To the north wing have

been added two turret-like structures at the

north-west and soath-west angles of the wards,

containing ward-sculleries, lavatories, baths, &c.

It is intended eventually to make similar addi-

tions to the wards in the south wing. The

foundations also of a new pavilion for fever

wards has been laid, and the building, which is

of considerable size, is beginning to rise out of

the ground. It will contain two wards, 51 ft.

by 25 ft. and 15 ft. in height, with nurses’ rooms,

ward-sculleries, lavatories, baths, 'and all other

offices ;
also a spacious hall, with an ample and

easy staircase, and arrangements for ventilation.

This pavilion will be eventually connected with

the main building by a cloistar-like corridor on

the boundary between the infirmary and the

observatory grounds. These works are from the

desi«»nB of Mr. C. Buckeridge, the builder being

Mr.'vYyatt ;
whilst Mr. G. G. Scott has acted as

consulting architect.

TEE WOKKS OE TEE METROPOLITAN
BOARD OF WORKS.

The matter of tlie following communication la

aeriona, and aeoma to call for the careful oon-

aideration of the Board of Works. We hare the

personal guarantee of the writer to establish the

correctness of his statements should they bo

Sip—Attention has been called at the Fal.

ham Board of Works, to certain works in West-

minetar, Eotherhithe, and Kennington, under the

control of the Metropolitan Board, at a sug-

gested esponso of a quarter of a million ot

money—partly exocnted, but either stopped or

delayed from a difBonlty in obtaining Gault

The inoreased cost of these works is suggested

at 35.0001. to snib the wishes of Mr. Grant, re-

cently appointed for three months, to J’™

tern, as chief engineer, at the rate of ^ yoo"

advance on his previous salary of 1,0001. ihe

works of the Metropolitan Board are of the most

expensive and costly character that can well be

executed. The brickwork of the sewers -which,

when completed, merely form a culvert for

convoying filth from our midst, and very shortly

beconie thickly coated with a dark slime, is

constructed either of white Suffolk bricks, at a

cost on the work of probably 81s. per thousand ;

of pressed Gault bricks, at 503. per thoasand ;
or

of wire-cut Gault bricks, at 3-1b. per thousand

;

and a selection from the best stocks, at 278. per

thoasand, is permitted to be used at the caprice

of the officer or officers for backing.

The bricks are tried by a gauge, and unless

perfectly true as a cube, are rejected, if not

entirely, at least for face work : any dirt or dis-

coloration or chipping renders them objection-

able. The bricks are packed and delivered on

straw, and probably other expenses render the

work needlessly costly.

In every possible way the work is made to

look smart and pretty; kept clean, brushed,

rubbed, swept out, titivated, and brilliantly

lighted up for the inspection and approval of a

committee. All this has to be paid for, and adds

another straw to the camel’s back.

The labour in the work is of the same waste-

ful character, and varies in amount to from 51.

to 71. per rod, occasionally much more, and then

is not safe from being condemned, and done

over again.

Much of the brickwork iu the sewers _ot

London has cost from 251. to 301. a rod, while

under the late Commission of Sewers the con-

tracts ranged from 111. to 131. a rod.

The quantity of work executed on the south

side of the Thames under the assistant engineer

in a portion of the main drainage may be ap-

proximately taken in the ".Low-level sewers and

Southern Outfall” as 10,700 rods, and the facing

or extra labour on the joints in " Pressed Gault

Bricks,” " struck, cut, flush, lio.,” as 1,290,000

feet superficial ;
the arch covering cleaned off

and pointed in Portland cement : this last quan-

tity is exclusive of that due upon a length of

about nine miles of sewer. These quantities, be

it remembered, represent but a portion of the

Southern drainage. If the assumption as to quan-

tity be correct, and that a saving of 101. per rod

might have been effected in the cost
;
the sug-

gestion at the Fulham Board, instead of 35,0001.,

ehonld be on the brickwork only in Mr. Grant s

district, 100,0001., and on the whole metropolis

a sum for Mr. Silas Taylor to calculate and

possibly comment upon, or some other energetic

member of the Board.

Granted that it is all-important such works be

of the moat enduring character ;
that the work

should be in all respects equal to the object in

view ;
still a due regard should be had to economy,

and an overtaxed ratepaying public ;—erffo, the

bricks should be of the best description suited to

the purpose, bearing in mind their relative value ;

and it is a fair question to ask,—Are Gault Clay

bricks best suited for this purpose? and is ic

absolutely necessary to pay the increased cost

of the work by their adoption ?

Pressed Gault bricks, delivered for sewerage

works, cost about 503. per thousand; Wire-cut

Gault bricks, delivered for sewerage works, cost

about Sis. par thousand ;
best selected stocks,

delivered for sewerage works, coat about 273.

per thousand. , , , lu

So much for cost. Now a word as to strength

and quality.
i. • i

Pressed Gault bricks, under a recent trial,

crushed with 102 tons on the superficial foot

;

I

wire-cub Gault with 153 tons; and best stocks

with “ 137 tons.” Are nob the latter a material

suited both as regards strength

sewer work, and the general works of the Metro-

politan Board ? and is nob the using any more

expensive material simply wrong ? Again, why

should the labour be more costly m sewer work

than in our finest edifices, or in the palaces of

our beloved Queen? If certain indefatigable

members of the Metropolitan Board will look

into this matter, and see who is ofiloer or

party propping up this

they will do more service to the ratepayers than

by superintending the works in progress as

amateur engineers.

Rumour is abroad that one of the great out-

fall works is rather shaky; perhaps some mem-

her will suggest that the engioeer-m-chief be

requested to report upon the present condition

and state of efficiency of the Northern and

Southern" outfall reservoirs and buildings, so

that wo may be assured the lumour is incorrect,

or prepared for a further outlay on one oi these

gigantic works just and hardly completed of

probably 100,0001. The value of

the Board, especially on the south side of the

Thames (where it has ranged la to -0 per cent,

above the other districts, chiefly, it is assumed,

through the severity in the supervision), is a

matter fully uuderstood by contractors; ami tne

prices, although proportionately high, yet ire-
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<jU6ntly 08iUS6 tbs failure—or, as it is termed,
“smaahine up”—of the parties, and all sorts of
e7ils and inconveniences to the public. If what
has been suggested be the case, the recent loan
of 10,500,000^. will prove but an instalment of
something more for the metropolitan ratepayers
to contemplate and repay in part, leaving no
mean legacy to future generations.

These matters will force their way on public
attention, and the ventilation of the subject can-
not be in better hands than those of the " editor
and readers of the Builder in fact, the en-
gineers and architects ofour timej the leaders and
framers of public opinion in such matters; against
which neither vestry, local or Metropolitan
Board, nor Government itself, can long stand.

Finally, is it a fact that the coat of the works
of the Board is excessive and unreasonable ? If
BO, who is responsible ? Secondly, is either of

The Act commenced in April, 1863, in Durham
and other counties which adopted it immediately
after its passing, and, therefore, can only have
been anywhere in operation, at most for a period
of six years and a half. With districts of
reasonable size, varying according to the extent
of population, agricultural or manufacturing
traffic and general importance; by the active
administrative agency of reasonnbZi/ constituted,
unprejudiced, and intelligent District Boards,
composed, as the Act at present provides, of a
“ waywarden ” elected annually by each town-
ship, and the various county justices, ex officio,
resident within the district or towns adjacent

;

and the appointment of qualified surveyors, with
professional training and practical experience;
the new Highway Act for England has, we
believe, worked successfully, both as regards
efficiency and economy, wherever thus fairly.

follow the College Dimeg-room,— e., come to
,
many aeceasary permanent improeementa,

® ‘
-

i

as accomplishing much towards putting the
' highways generally into proper form and con-

THE WORKING OF THE HIGHWAY ACT. I

regularly so maintaining them.

fTirr pearr/a -a i • • • .

'

tfust tho Govemnient letter will receive

f
preparing to tnhe

,
that candid, nnpr.jndioed, and reapeotfnl con.

Lh-hwLs^ The f f™m public bodies which the adoption

Kbolfshed
'"U ‘Joubtless by the Legislature of such means of obtaining

ontfced Hmf - r
ge-eral and practical information on the qnestionoutlived Its tune in liquidating generally the highly merits.

expense of forming good trunk or national roads
I

Special meetings of District Highway Boards

ing beenmo h i,

hav- mqniries for information and suggestions relativeing become highways of only a local or district to the Acts, and from what we know of several
altogether favourable replies and intelligentcases as heavily subjected to traffic, and in some

cases more so, than ever. In Ireland there have
been no turnpikes for a good many years, while
in Scotland toil-bars are rapidly disappearing,
and in France none exist. The mode of collect’
ing road tolls, moreover, becomes much more
costly than that of any other public rates.
With respect to highways in England, now of

equal importance generally as turnpikes, and
already comprising many of the latter whose
Acts have lapsed, a circnlar letter from the
Secretary of State has been issued to district
highway Boards, requesting both information
and Boggestions as to the working, praotically
and financially, of the Highway Acta of 1862
and 1861 (which apply only to England). These
Acts, in most of their provisions, such as the
formation of district Boards, facility for the ap-
pointment of qualified surveyors, and the more
enlarged and improved practical powers in their
hands, are substantially the same as the Highway
Acts for Scotland, which have worked so very
successfully and satisfactorily for long, and we
cannot see any reason why England should not
have had sooner the benefit of an assimilation of
law and practical experience on the subject

; or
certainly why, having received it, it should not
realise in good time similar successful results as
to roads, first in efficiency and ultimately in
economy.
But the new Highway Act for England baa

an important drawback to general or speedy
success,—which must be remedied,—in that it

was made so far a permissive measure in the
hands of Quarter Sessions for the counties, and
nob at once compulsory throughout the country,
as Road Acts are in Scotland. The consequence
is that its adoption led in many quarters, such
as Yorkshire, Northumberland, itc., to much
contention and delay, while in various counties
it has not been adopted at all, and even in such
counties as have been placed under its opera-
tion, the Act allows the old parish or township
Highway Boards, with their nondescript sur-
veyors, in existence at its passing, still to con-
tinue, though these, from the same inherent
canses as above quoted, have proved little or no
better than the annually elected, so called “sur-
veyors.” When the new Act was passed, it should
have been compulsory and complete, and all such
limited primitive institutions abolished.

It is therefore premature to ask or answer the
Government inquiries, unless in districts where
the Act has from its passing in 1862 been all the
while in fall operation. In Northumberland,
notwithstanding the beat intentions of the county
jnstices, a great mistake, and consequent failure
was at the outset made, from the highway dis-
triots being constituted of an extraordinary size,
that were impracticable alike for a Board or a
surveyor to manage with either credit or comfort,
certainly at all events for a good number of years,
when an amalgamation and extension of districts’
might possibly afeerwards have been made, where q,o uch as
not counterbalanced, in the meantime by growing I of mad and dust
importance, '

suggestions have been forwarded.

CONCRETE MACADAMISED ROADS.
My attention has been directed to several

letters that have lately appeared in yonr colnmns
commenting on the present inefficient system of
constructing and maintaining the streets in
London. I beg to bring nnder the notice of your
readers a new system of constructing streets
with macadamised concrete, invented by the
engineer, Mr. Jos. Mitchell, of Inverness. An
experiment, extending to 100 yards in length,
W£^ made with this concrete, on one of the
principal thoronghfares in Edinburgh, three
years and a half ago, and although subjected to
heavy traffic during that period, the general
surface has not worn half an inch. There can
be no doubt the result of this experiment has
clearly proved that it is the best formation of
streets.^ It is free from dost in summer, and
from mire in winter, and carriages running over
it produce no more noise than over a well-made
macadamised metal road in perfect order. Any
irregularities that may occur in the surface can
be easily repaired

; and where there are gas and
water pipes, the concrete can be cast in
blocks, and laid over them, and so prevent the
necessity of catting up the surface. Of course
the macadamised concrete is more expensive in

I
j ' j - \ '

its original constmetion than the ordinary mac-
material, are all essential to good

adam
;
but the saving to the community consists

^

THE FORMATION OF TASTE.*
If yon, or any of you who are engaged in any

work of the hands where beauty, even in the
least degree, can enter in,—if yon will become
once for all well grounded in the principles of
ornament, your mind and judgment will tell
what is right, and your eye will goide yonr hand
to exeente it. I do not say that knowledge
alone will form true taste, and leave you .to
devise forms of beauty, but I will affirm that
natural taste is at all events either very rare, or
very rarely capable, unless instructed, of being
turned to account in manufacture or in judging
the merit of manufactured articles. True taste,
it is certain, seems to be as it were an instinct
with some men; even if they have no oonscioua
knowledge of the rules of proportion and har-
mony as applied to form and colour, yet the
moment they see an ornamental or deooi'ated
object they can tell whether it be false or true.
In the last lecture I gave you some notions of
what these rules of proportion and harmony are
as applied to ornamental art, saying a good deal
about form, and very little about colour, for
reasons I will presently give. I showed you that
good ornament has always more or less of
meaning in it : it can be understood,—it con-
veys, though often in very humble form, some
particle or other of truth. This I called the
human side of ornament, possessed in the
highest degree by the highest kinds of orna-
ment, paintings, and buildings, and sculptures.
The other condition which ornament mast fulfil

was that of fitness,

—

appropriateness. This is a
fetter, a bondage, but it is necessary,—necessary
on three accounts. Firstly, because of the
artificer; secondly, because of the use of the
object to be ornamented

;
and thirdly, because

of the material to be employed. The leas
artistic the workman, the lower and rougher the
use of the object; the more stnbborn the
material, the more removed must ornament be
from the wildness, the freedom, the variety, the
richness, and the grace of nature—or even from
that close representation of nature which a good
picture very properly shows. Nature must still

be the storehouse from which our ornaments are
drawn : the egg must give us our cups, and
bowls, and vases

;
the bramble, the rose, the lily,

and the flag a thousand beautiful combinations
of form and oolonr, which we can adapt to the
partionlar object we are fashioning or decorating.
But I will not further travel over the ground, of
my lecture on “ Ornament,” bub proceed at once
to see how far we can in our daily life and work
carry out the principles of true art in metal
work, wood-work, leather-work, and some of the
other manufactures of the day.

Art in Manufacture.

Art in manufactnre means something more
than mere skill and cleverness, — it requires
something more than a good workman. The
steady hand, the strong arm, the powerful blow,
the ready jerk, the proper twist, the true aim,

in the total freedom from mud and dust, the
easiness of traction, and the saving of constant
repairs and consequent annoyance and expense
they entail. I wish also to refer to street-making
with blocks (which, I think, is not required,
except where the declivity is such that there
would be_a danger of slipping on the concrete),
I think it has been proved that, for making
durable work, a solid and unyielding bottom is
necessary.

An experiment of this kind was also made in
Edinburgh at the same time as the above was
done. 3 in. of the macadamised concrete was
first laid, and the blocks sec and grouted with
cement, and since then no stone has sunk or
worn irregularly, simply for the reason that the
beds and joints were set in this concrete, which
when set is inflexible and impervious to water.
There can be no doubt bat the present mode
of constrncting streets generally adopted is very
inefficient and a great waste of material.
Having brought those two modes of construct-

ing thoroughfares with heavy traffic under the
notice of yonr commissioners of paving and their
surveyors, I would only suggest, in order to
satisfy themselves fully on the subject, that
they should see the experiment I have referred
to in George IV.’s Bridge, Edinburgh

; for I feel
confident that some further experiments with this
concrete will result in great economy to the
public, as well as infinite comfort in the absence

John Menzies, C.E,

one kind or another, but the article
turned out by their aid may be, and often is,

though well made, plain, if nob ugly. It answers,
we grant, the purposes for which it was made,
bub we do not and cannot take any pleasure in
looking at it, and as a result of this where we
can we try to hide it. Is it a hinge ? We makeit
so small that it becomes weak, and so very
plain, that we countersink it to get it out of sight.
Is it a chair ? We use no tenons, no wedges, we
seem ashamed of the means by which the chair
has been pnt together, and it is only when it

cornea to pieces, or breaks up,—which'if it is

what is called an elegant piece of furniture it

is very likely to do before long,—that we discover
that the secret of its make was the glue-pot.
The plainest, the simplest, the cheapest objects
are often better than those that cost more and
pretend to be better, especially where the manu-
facture is an old one, handed down from gene-
ration to generation, and the forms of the article
have changed but little for centuries : mats,
water-pitchers, baskets, and pails and tuba of
the cooper illustrate this fact. But especially
when we compare these simple objects with
the attempts at ornament seen on many or most
of our household articles now-a-days, do we
learn that the simple and unadorned often more
nearly approaches what is beautiful. Bad
attempts at ornament— ornaments which have
no connexion with the thing ornamented—stuck-
on ornaments—are worse than no ornament at
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all
5
but where ornament is true and appropriate,

'

then not only is it a source of pleasure in itself,

but may actually eztend the usefulneBS of the

object of which it forms an essential part. For

if this object has become really pleasing, we no

longer care to make it small and contemptible,

no longer wish to put it out of sight. In speaking

of two or three kinds of manufactures to-night,

I want to show how soundness and strength of

material, honesty of construction, appropriate

design, and good form and colour, may be so

combined as to make common and cheap things

as well as costly things, not only answer their

particular purposes, but give a real, thorough,

quiet pleasure to those who daily use them. I

can select a few only of the numerous manufac-

tures of the country for my illustrations to-night. I

propose to speak chiefly ofthe artistic treatment

of the following materials :—1. Stone
;
2. Wood

;

3- Metal
j

4. Pottery, Porcelain, Glass, Enamel 5

6 . Leather, Bookbinding
;

6 . Textile Fabrics,

Lace, Embroidery, Basket-work.

Ston&worTc.

It scarcely comes within my plan to speak of

stonework, since it usually and rightly forms

part of a fixed architectural structure, and is

rarely fashioned into objects which can be moved.

But a few words about the ornamental treatment

of stone and marble may not be altogether out

of place, since I shall thus be enabled to speak

more intelligibly concerning the ornamental

treatment of wood, pointing out the great

differenoes in the nature of decoration which

should be given to materials so diflferent in kind

as stone and wood. That the differences be-

tween these materials are great is evident

enough when we think of the ways in which

stone is fixed to stone, and, on the other hand,

wood to wood. Stonework properly executed is

capable of giving a sense of great pleasure even

when it is not carved stonework, and not inten-

tionally ornamental. If we wish to follow out

the rules of good taste we should not build a

very small house with very large blocks, nor put

a very fine face on the stone if we intend it to

remain quite plain. I know it is often the prac-

tice here to dress the stone of the smallest and

plainest cottages until it presents the appearance

of a new cheese just cut. This is called “ neat
5

”

I th ink it feeble. This high finish of the surface

is out of place where there is not a bint of orna-

ment—no high gables, no shadow from project-

ing eaves, no chamfered edges, no rich mouldings,

—but just a thin painted square frame set in a

square opening for a window, and a long painted

piece of boarding set in an upright opening for a

door. But though art may be shown in the

simplest structures of stone if the proportions

be just and the construction sound, yet it

attains a more evident excellence in the carved

capitals and mouldings of a richly-ornamented

building. Here the nearer the eye and the finer

the stone the finer the work may be
;
but to put

fine work at the top of a building, 50 ft. above

the eye, for instance, is not merely labour wasted,

but is artistically wrong, for ornamental stone

carving must be suited to the place it has to

occupy, and must be worked not only in a

rougher and bolder way, but in a different way,

when it can only be seen from a good distance.

Sculptured ornament must usually be strong,

and if the stone be coarse-grained, broad and

rough, no delicate tendrils and slight veins, but

broad expanses of leaves and large massive

flowers, arranged in true accordance with the

spirit of nature, on carved stems, full of strength

and springiness
5
no mere inconsiderate imita-

tion of natural objects, but the disciplined ex-

pression of natured forms and facts; yet no false-

ness to nature, on the other hand,—no putting

of leaves opposite where they should be alter-

nate,—no oombining the fruit of one plant with

the foliage of another,—none of the common
tricks of the carver to make his work look

effective, if they cause it to be false. When yon

carve a capital, never forget it is a capital, and
should look the thing

;
but never forget, too,

that the lily-work with which you adorn your

pillar should be as full of facts about that flower

as its material, its position, and its use permit. Ko
good carver will make two capitals exactly alike

—that is to do machine work, not human work

;

that is to sink intelligence and feejing. You can

carve a line of capitals, can you, because you

can copy ten times over some poor copy of a

capital that is put before you to imitate ? A
man who can do this and nothing more has no

more learnt the nature of carved work than a

man who can only turn the handle of a barrel

organ knows how to discourse in harmonies of

sweet sounds. In the times when the art ofcarving

in stone was at its best in this oonntry, we know
from almost every building that remains that the

workmen felt a real interest in their work, strove

amongst themselves who shonld excel in novelty

of thought, in richness of invention, in the noble-

ness of work. The master-mind of the architect

directed indeed all, that there might be oneness

in the design
;
bat the working sonlptors put

their minds also to active use, that there might

be variety in the details. Go out into the hedges

and the road-side wastes, gather oak, and rose

and ivy ;
bring in the broad leaves and pare

flowers of the water-lily ;
take the bullrnsb, and

the arum, and the hart’s tongue; put them be-

fore yon as you cut the stone, for they are no

leas necessary than the mallet, the chisel, and

the gonge. Tutor the wilderness of these natnral

forms to your purpose ; keep balance of form,

strength of construction, temperance of curve.

You may make mistakes
;
you may forget the

nature of your material and the use of your

work ; but to make mistakes when striving after

truth is better than to be correct, and cold, and
jleas. Do not copy over and over again

old examples which have lost, at all events, their

freshness; and their meaning too
;
ornament the

buildings of your town with the plants of yonr

country. I must add a word about marble.

Marble when of one colour admits of similar (bat

more delicate) treatment to that of stone. But

when marble is veined or mottled its snrfaoe

must not be carved, nor is it a suitable material

for foliaged capitals. If you cut a flue diapered

ornament on veined Derbyshire alabaster, its

regularity, which is one of its chief characters,

is interfered with by the irregularity of the rein-

ing, which is its chief character. So with capitals

carved out of variegated marble: the hollows and

shaded parts may buppen to be wrought in the

white veins, and so their depth and repose be

broken, while on the other hand the projecting

masses may happen to be wrought in the dark

parts, and so their relief be lost. Do not as a

rale mix marble with artificial materials, as tiles.

Wood.

I have lingered too long over stone-carving*

for I have much to say about wood-work. If

you think for a moment of the texture and grain

of wood yon will see that it must not be worked

into ornaments like those wo should execute in

stone. But before I speak of the kinds of deco-

ration which are suited for wood, I must refer to

two very essential points in all carpentry and

joinery, namely, construction and shape or form.

Unless we have sound notions about the way to

pat woodwork together, and to shape its general

outline, we are not ready for decoration. From
the earliest times of which examples remain

almost to the present century joinery was put

together honestly, and showed its wooden pins,

its tenons, its joints, and its wedges. It oould

be taken to pieces for removal or repair without

the least injury or disfigurement. Now the con-

struction of a piece of furniture is concealed as

much as possible, and is found to depend upon
glue, nails, and screws almost exclusively. Not
only is modern furniture, &o., less picturesque,

leas interesting, leas convenient, less durable,

and less strong on this account, bnt putty and

paint have been thereby brought in to hide still

farther all construction, and to complete the dis-

figurement of the work. Mind, I do not say that

you shonld always make a show of construction,

nor that glue, nails, screws, putty, and paint are

not useful in their way, but that when the balance

of convenience and beauty is in favour of these

things you should use them, when against them
discard them. One common error in the shape

or outline of most pieces of woodwork for the

house is their roundness, their curves, their

extravagant contour. There is a want of sim-

plicity and quiet in them. They worry you by

bending about in all strange directions. Sofas,

chairs, sideboards, even chests of drawers show

this error, and are often rendered uncomfortable

if not useless by it. The legs of various objeots

of furniture, instead of being turned with slight

mouldings and fillets are often either violently

twisted or even spiral, or else are made of a

podgy pear shape at once ugly and weak.

Having drawn diagrams of the backs of sofas,

pianoforte legs, chairs, and so on, on a black

board, the professor said as many curves as pos-

sible had been introduced, but without successful

result. The curved back of the sofa would not

allow you to rest upon it, for which purpose it

was intended. The legs of ohairs, instead of

being straight, to support the weight, are made

weak by being twisted, and in some cases made

spiral. Some people, too, admire the spiral-

shaped legs, and yet they oannot support the

weight put upon them. Another form in which
extravaganoe of curve is shown, is on the pecu-

liar pear-shaped legs of pianos, and I do not

know anything more wrong than the leg of a

piano. Now just look at the next leg of a piano

you come across, and you will observe it has

certain faults of oonstrnction. The carves are

very extravagant, and such as you do not re-

quire. Sound ooustruction and sober form being

granted, we may now consider what kinds of

ornament are best suited to wood. I can only

refer to a few, such as carving, veneering, in-

laying, staining, and painting. Some woods are

too soft and too easily split to be carved well;

to relieve large plain surfaces of such woods,
grooves and mouldings may be run. A tough

and hard wood like oak is well suited to carving,

bnt it is not well as a rule to carve wood very

round or in high relief. A wooden capital with
suoh work would look weak, and the decoration

would appear not to be part of the pillar, but

stuck on. Wood works less easily than stone,

and so our decoration of it must be more stiff.

In the fifteenth century wood-carvers tried to

overcome this diffionlty by taking a curved piece

of wood half an inch thick, carving it slightly,

catting out the pieces between the leaves, &c.,

and then mounting it in front of a hollow

moulding.

FORD HOUSE, LINGFIELD. SURREY.

This house, which occupies a favourable site

in the centre of a charming residential property,

has been well built by Messrs. Haward, of Old
Qaebec-street, under the directions of Professor

Kerr as architect. A description of sandstone

found on the estate, although not of any high

quality, has furnished an effective material for

the wall-facing, with backing of brickwork
;

and, indeed, the effect is rather increased, as not

nnfrequently happens, by certain defects in the

colour of the stone, which at first almost led to

its rejection. The ground plan which we furnish

will snffioiently explain itself : the aspect being

north for the chief entrance, dining-room, luggage
entrance, and offices ;

and south for the drawing-
room, morning-room, gentleman’s room, con-

servatory, &c., towards the terrace ; an orna-

mental lawn lying westward. The billiard-room

is one of the standard dimensions, with the

ceiling light according to rale ;
the wall windows

being not for light, but for cheerfnlness. In the

school-room, we see a feature which is capable of

being adopted in many forms, according to family

oiroumstances,—namely, the ground-floor day-

room for the children,—of which we need only

remark that in suitable oiroumstances it is one
of the most convenient of all domestic arrange-

ments. In the offices, we have an instance of

the application of the principle which the archi-

tect of this house has dwelt upon in his writings,

that these should always be under rather than
fully up to the scale of the house. The bedroom
arrangements, although nob of any such peou-

liarity as to be submitted amongst our engravings,

provide, southward, two complete self-contained

suites of apartments, one iucluding a boudoir,

over the sohool-room, which is also entered from

the staircase landing. There is a second floor

over part of the house, occupied by secondary

bedrooms
;

the servants’ bedrooms being

separately provided over the butler’s rooms and
the gentleman’s room. The cellarage is small,

accommodating no more than wine and beer

cellars. The internal finishings are of that

character of every-day custom which fortunately

accords sufficiently well with a plain Elizabethan

exterior to divest that style of all embarrass-

ments in this important respect.

The contract amount was a little over 11,0001.

;

the conservatory, part of the outbuildings, and
the usual interior fittings, decorations, Ac., being

afterwards added.

A. Ante-room.
B, Billiard-room.
Co. Conservatory.
Cl. Cloak-room.
Di. Dining-room.
Dr. Drawing-room.
E. Entrances.
O’. Oentleman'sKoom.
K. Kitchen.
L. Lavatories.
M. Morning-room.
8. School-room.
T. Terrace.
b. Bakehouse.

bb. Butler’e Bedroom.
bp. Butler’s Pantry.

REFERENCES.
1 cc. Coal Cellar.

cl. Cleaning - room

I

(glazed roof}.
I d. Dust-bin,
I /. Furnace-room,
! g. Gun-room.

gl. Game Larder.
k. Knife-room.
l, Larder.

p. Pantry.
it. Store-room.
»c. Scullery.

ih. Servants’ Hall.

s, Servery.
te. Wood Shed, &c.

y. Yard.

a
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HOW A VELOCIPEDE WAS BUILT.

The Builder is a great power, and you, Mr.
Editor, have much to answer for. A decade of

years has about elapsed since my attention was
first turned to the construction of velocipedes
by reading one of articles. The result was
fearful, and had nigh been terrific.

I had long been brooding over some plan of

locomotion that should entirely and for ever
throw Hansom cabs into the shade, and place
mo upon the highest pinnacle reserved for the
greatest economist of animal power.

I lived at a respectable elevation above the
sea, and my abode was reached with some diffi-

culty by both man and beast. In watching the
overloaded horses toiling painfully past—for I

was by no moans at the top of the hill—and in

often being the anxious spectator of a timber-
wagon slipping its “ skid,” and thundering down,
prevented simply from becoming an extempore
avalanche by the poor brute in the shafts, who,
upon its haunches, with fore arms extended,
trumpet nostrils, and darting eyes, exerted its

whole energy to keep the pressing mass from
overwhelming it, my sympathies were enlisted

for beasts of burthen, as well as for manj for I

had seen both equally overloaded in ascending
aud descending. Tour paper roused me to ac-
tiou, and I determined to make the weight do
the work. Being a draughtsman, I did not
theorise entirely. I soon found, by reducing my
ideas to a 1-iu. scale, and some of Whatman’s
drawing-paper, that even without a knowledge
of mechanics it was easy to conceive that cranks
and levers would not do. Of course, my idea was
to make the load run up the hill by its own
weight. I could make it run over a little

hill,—a very little hill, bub not over my hill,

—

that took me very little time to ascertain, |and
eventually I abandoned the investigation, so far
as my four-footed friends were concerned. The
difficult part of the question, I am ashamed to
admit, I shirked, after a suggestion to the
town council that they should construct tram-
ways on the main thoroughfare, the loads going
down pulling up those bound heavenwards,
which suggestion was nob discussed with that
courtesy which I had expected from such an
intelligent body of gentlemen. However, time
being money, I could at any rate save some by
giving to the world a machine that should en-
tirely supersede walking, except for pleasure.
Weight here, I had willed, should be to a great
extent self-motive

; bub since I had to do with
a living mass, who, by its own volition, could
change position, the problem seemed at first

sight much easier than I found it. Fewness of
parts and simplicity were essentials

; multiplica-
tion of parts and intricacy bogs, over which
there was no hope of riding. My idea was hob

;

it had germinated. My scale and pencil for-

warded it to such an extent that you only wanted
to hear the sound of the beak pecking at the
shell. By the aid of a builder I had this ex-
treme pleasure, after a proper time of incuba-
tion, Night after night, week after week, went
by in anxious expectancy; chips of the shell lay
scattered in all directions, with here and there
a teupenny nail and some copper wire; the
prodigy gradually unfolded itself

;
and the night

it burst its shell in a barn, and appeared the
fearful, the ghastly skeleton it did, in all its

parts fleshless, bub a living reality, will
never bo effaced from my memory or that
of the one true and honoured friend
who had had the felicity of working with me
and sharing my confidence. “ Is it done ?” he
exclaimed. My answer was a lofty nod. There
it stood ready to bear me without fatigue, forty
miles an hour, aud with a little extra exertion
ten or twenty more. I will not say I was proud
of my achievement; the feeling was too etherial.
I was aroused from my ecstatic trance by my
fellow labourer saying—“ Try it.” No, no

; that
would have been abrupt; the poetry would have
been spoiled. I intended to dally with my love.
Softly and silently I led him from the presence,
noiselessly closed and locked the door, and then
we had a night. Probably the excitement was
too much, or “ Moots " was a little too sweet

; but
we could nob manage breakfast on the morrow,
neither did the design for the Manchester Assize
Courts progress in that rapid manner which
was its wont.
The day passed, however, and a moonlight

night followed
;
and precisely at twelve, mid-

night, “it” was led forth, and was smiled upon
by as much of nature as was visible. Its flesh-

less nakedness was not inviting—it was not
beautiful ; but the proud satisfaction was that

it was useful. I adjusted the gear; I attached
a stout rope to the axle ; and I mounted, having
previously, much to my friend’s amusement,

,

handed him the end of the rope to hold by, and
.

keep me from going too fast. He pooh-poohed
the idea, and let the cord dangle in his hand.
“ It” was not strong. It swayed weakly. One
or two spokes started. The tire had a peculiar

wave. The nave hardly looked in the centre.

But we were together
;
had it collapsed, so should

I, but it bore up gamely. In a second I should
be darting forward, with an admonition to D.
to hold fast. It moved. I remembered no more
until D. picked me up. I was a little stunned
as much by my success as by coming crack
against a wall. My first sentence was, ” Why
didn’t you hold ? ’' Whereupon a lacerated and
bloody hand was presented. The rope bad
been whipped out of his hand, and in his anxiety

to stop me he had grasped at the revolving

wheel
; our workmanship not having been par-

ticularly smooth, his hand was scored rather

deeply, and I was borne forward—nearly thrown
into my bed-room window, and “it” was very
severely damaged. Thus, sir, I proved beyond
dispute that my principle was right. Tenderly
we placed the remains in the building which bad
sheltered it in its growth, and then to supper.

I became generous before seeking my couch, and,

had my promises been kept, one of the twain
would Lave been somewhat richer than he is this

day ; but we cannot all keep our promises.
I knew that discretion was the better part of

valour, so ere launching my invention upon the
world I thought I would take time to consider ; for

although I had proved a principle, I had hardly
reduced it to everyday life : thus it happened
my pet invention gave me much trouble and
much pleasure, as I was continually asked
what the machine was, producing no end of

j

mirth when I boldly stated that it would carry

me 50 miles an hour.

I candidly state that hills have been my hete

noir, and corners, sharp corners, troublesome
affairs, otherwise something would have come of

my thought aud work; as it is, I am holding

back in case a better man should step forward,
still ready to prove that I can produce a veloci-

pede that can go on level ground at the rate of

30 or 4-0 miles an hour.

Supposing you have obtained a machine which
will do all you expect on the level, the next
question will be to render it efficient in ascend-

ing hills. At this end of the question I found
no entry ; I therefore used my wings of fancy,

j

and bore both myself and my machine to the top ^

of the hill. As its own weight would be more
|

than sufficient to take it down, my weight could
!

be used to create a reserve force in the shape of
i

a chamber of compressed air. By the use of a
1

crank and piston this could be accomplished.
|

The chamber being of what ? I found upon con-

sideration iron was the only material suitable for

the reception of this compressed air. Here I

had a good theory; but what with cranks and
pistons, valves and chambers, my velocipede had
become a weighty matter, so weighty as to be
beyond my powers

;
for, had I been lucky enough

to have had a down-hill always before me at the

start, each hill I ascended must of necessity have

.
been of less altitude. A rough road would undo
me. My roads must be of the smoothest

;
and,

in fact, the creation of reserve force, owing to

the weight of material to receive this force, was
not worth creation. A lever which acted in a

small cog-wheel being a ridiculous theory was
dismissed as soon as entertained; but how about I

powder ? Here was an instant solution : grand
idea !

pile-driving gave me the key to the riddle.

Here I am, then, perched on a seat 7 ft. high. I

gradually descend turning the wheels of my
velocipede by my own weight. I arrive at my
lowest point

;
pop goes a charge of powder, and

I am instantly projected to a 7 ft. throne. Again
I descend, and again I am projected upwards.
As I could also use ray arms and legs for pro-

pulsion I had certainly hit the right nail on the

head, but how long my head and frame could

stand such jerks, I was, I flatter myself, too

wise to try by actual experiment. Peeling that

I was not equal to the solution of rendering the

ascent of hills easier by some light and simple

reserve or storage of waste power, I have
confined myself to the construction of a velo-

cipede, simple, light, frictionless (?), and of such

construction as to allow me to throw weight as I

well as muscle into its motion on the level or up
hill. In the ascent of hills all velocipedes fail

;

you push against yourself; in other words, you
pull yourself up by strength of thigh

;
you push

against the hill, which has a tendency to send

you down one yard for every two which you
ascend. Hence you not unfrequently sea a
velocipediat going up hill backward : his body by
this means, being inclined at a less angle to the
plane of ascent, assists him by its weight.

I cannot say my invention is even yet per-

fected. My first attempt was extremely crude-;

it nevertheless embodied an idea. It existed for

several months, being the wonder, not admira-
tion, of all who beheld it. The wheels were
not ordinary ones, and attracted attention. The
fact is, I had to forsake my barn. In the small

hours of the morning, when most respectable

people had sought their couch, my friend and I

tenderly and cautiously guided the offspring of

my fancy to a new house. Nothing but a garden
wall shielded it from the vulgar gaze. Its bearing

being decidedly too lofty under these trying

circumstances, I determined to dismember it,

and one chilly afternoon I did what I almost

looked upon as a deed of sacrilege. In the

commencement of this communication I hinted

that the result of my becoming the inventor of

a velocipede had nearly proved terrible. The
I Crimean war was then, or soon after, raging ; and

I

from the construction of velocipedes I turned to

I

that of infernal machines. I made drawings,

j

wrote reports, and through au M.P. introduced

them to the consideration of the Lords of the

Admiralty. I was kept in suspense some time,

bub eventually received a communication stating

that their lordships had duly sat upon my inveu-

tion, and could not recommend its adoption in

her Majesty’s service. M. U.

SELF-SUPPORTING PRISONS.

There is a strange though unintentional

perversity about the national treatment of

crimiuala and paupers. In both cases the indus-

trious ratepayers, while in too many instances

overworked themselves, provide for able-bodied

criminals and paupers, but especially for

criminals, good food and lodging, with attend-

ance, and nothing profitable to do. In the case

of criminals, the utmost attention is paid

to their sanitary welfare ; and while their

paymasters are stifling themselves and their

families in Stuffy back shops and unventilated

underground bedrooms, lighted by dim ” dips ;

”

they provide for Bill Sykes aud his friends

well aired and ventilated, clean, tidy, winter-

warmed, snug, and cheerfully-lighted places

of abode, where, if they sing “ We’ve gob no
work to do,” it must be with a wink of the

eye, if it is not with the tongue in the cheek.

And Bill may well think what donkeys ?iis bread-

winners are ! How long is this ridiculous and
absurd system to continue ? Not only ought
both criminals and paupers to labour while able

for their own food and lodging, but criminals

ought tomake restitution for thewrongs they have
done. If criminals knew that in prison they must
earn their bread like honest working people, they

would soon learn to prefer work with liberty, to

work with imprisonment. If paupers were called

upon to provide for themselves and their families

iu ivork houses, there would be fewer suicides

and family murders on accouub of starvation,

because there would be leas disgrace in the name
of a workhouse than there now is. It is shameful

that such is the state of matters, that the name of

a prison is not more disgraceful nor more repel-

ling than the name of a workhouse, if so much,
and that so much better is the treatment of

villainous criminals than the treatment of honest

bub unfortunate paupers, that there is thus an
evident temptation of the starving poor to steal

and so prepare for a prison, rather than go tea
workhouse. The nation is thus truly inculcating

—teaching—crime. In this money-worshipping

age, to be poor is itself* virtually a crime
;
and

really, as bankrupt debtors used to bo put iuto-

prison where criminals are put, it would be moro
consistent, and almost better, to do away with

workhouses altogether, and send all paupers to

prison. They might at least obtain treatment

on a level with that of criminals, and not fare

worse than they in all respects.

On the subject of self-supporting prisons, there

is an able article in the Christian Times of

November 12tb, from which we shall quote a

few passages :

—

“ The State prison of Massachusetts retnrns a clear

rerenue of 6,00uL per annum to the State, after pay-

ing all costs and salaries. Many French prisons are nearly

self-supporting. Even in the distant Antipodes the gaol

of Dunedin, with 789 inmates, defrays all its charges by the

proiit of its prison labour, and returns a surplus of neatly

Ij-IOOL In France, the prisoners are provided with
lodging, bread, and water, by the State : what further is

needed mast be earned by their own hands, opportunity
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being given. Why shoold it not be so here? Because
the House of Lords Committee in 1803 reported against
remunerative prison-labour, contrary to the evidence of
the two experienced prison inspectors and many able
officers; and the 1865 Act carried into effect their lord-
ship’s views. Will the ratepayers of Middlesex and other
counties cheerfully permit their pockels to be thus
lightened to support strong and lazy criminals, merely
because snch a system has once been agreed to by a Lords
Committee?

It is a question which materially alTocts the morale of
the kingdom, the security of property, and the county
rates. The chaplain of a self-supporting American
gaol last year visited this country and inspected its

prisons. On his return be published the result of his

observations, and after remarking ‘ I was greatly surprised
in my visits to learn bow very little the prisons in Great
Britain generally yield to their own support’ (about l^d.
per day per head), he states that be was told that the
present system was considered more ‘deterrent.* He
adds, ‘1 asked if this was the practical result of tho
course, and was assured it was not ;

for that the number
of recommittals was large— not less than 39 per cent.’
Daring the past three years the London Howard Asso-

ciation, for the dilfusion of information on criminal treat-

ment, has widely aroused public attention to this question,
and much progress has been made, considering the re-

'

Btrictions of the prison laws. At Wakefield Gaol the
inmates earn about 8,OOOL per annum, chiefly by mats.
At Holloway nearly l.OOOL have been received in one year
for tailoring (ollicera' nuiforms) done within the walls.

At Bedford Prison the inmates earn about 600L per annum.
Manchester New Bailey, Preston, Durham, Newcaslle,
York, Birmingham, Hull, Petworth, Liverpool (borough),
Devonport, Leeds, Chester, and other prisons are also
making much progress in this direction. It is found by
experience that useful labour may be rendered quite as
punitory and deterrent (by means of task-work) as the
hardest treadwheel exercise; and, indeed, far more so.

The governor of Devonport gaol recently related to Mr.
Tallsck, Secretary to the Howard Association, an incident
•which well illustrates the effect of requiring prisouera to

contribute towards their own maiatenance and punish-
ment. A vagrant, who had been confined for a fortnight,
was obliged to work at hard but useful labour in his cell

;

and on his discharge the governor informed him that his

earnings during his imprisonment had amonnted to double
the cost of his food, ‘ so that you have also contributed so
much towards my salary.' This was quite a new idea to
the vagrant, who at once perceived that he was making a
fool of himself by entering a gaol where he most com-
pulsorily pay for his own punishment, in addition to his
support. He replied, ‘ Then you shall never see me here
again, ’ And he has kept his word. Nor is this by any
means a solitary instance. Let this plan be more exten-
sively adopted, a greater variety of prison industry
enforced (in lieu of the too general mat-making), and a
more practical prison legislation enacted, and the result,

instead of increased prisons, will be' not only diminished
rates, but also a most gratifying reformation of criminals
as a class."

The font, which is situated at the west end,

opposite the west door, is of Caen stone, with
bason enriched by caryed panels containing the

emblems of the four Eyangelists, carried on nine
polished red granite shafts, with rich foliated

capitals. The chancel aisles, which are open
to the nave and chancel, are separated by carved

openwork screens executed in oak. The span-

drels and other portions contain a variety of

designs, carved on both sides of the screens,

arranged—with an admixture of birds—from
natural foliage. The reredos, consisting of an
arcade of enriched trefoiled arches, with foliated

spandrels embracing among other subjects from
nature the lily and passion flower, is exeented in

Caen stone, with polished red granite detached
shafts. The floors of the church are laid with
Maw & Co.’s tiles, and tho communion space is

laid with a combination of marble and tiles, by
Messrs. Simpson & Co. Tho whole of the work
has been carried out by Mr, Robinson Cornish,
of North Walsbam, from drawings and under
tho superintendence of the architect, Mr. James
K. Colling. The iron work is by Mr. John
Parlour, of Norwich. A peal of six bells has
been put up in the tower by Messrs. Warner
& Son, the tenor weighing 20cwt.

EOLKHAM CHURCH, NORFOLK.
This church, after having been closed for the

last eighteen months, was ro-opened last Tues-

day, the 14th inst., by the Bishop of Norwich.
It has been restored, and many portions, where
necessary, rebuilt, at the sole expense,

—

amounting to about 9,0001.,—of the Earl of

Leicester. The church previously to the late

works was in a lamentable condition, having
been plastered both inside and out, and the
roofs concealed by plaster ceilings. Many of
the windows were bricked np, and plaster

panels substituted upon tho walls inside. The
walls of the tower, as well as many other parts,

were in a very unsound condition. In the re-

storation the plaster casing has been removed,
the stonework renewed, where necessary, and
new windows were inserted where the old ones
had been destroyed. Tho oast end of the chancel present movement is no exception,
has been rebuilt, with decorated buttresses and i clergymen, and laymen, Liberals and Conserva-
five-light windows of geometrical tracery. The

I tives, have met at Manchester, and inaugurated
tower, which is attached to the south aisle, has

: an opposition scheme : they state, which is no
been underpinned, and the south wall taken out

j

doubt true, that a good dealbas of late years been
and rebuilt as high as the belfry windows. The

j

done in the way of education
;
and if they are let

lower portion is of the thirteenth century, and ' alone, they will do a great deal more. But

A WORKING MAN ON EDUCATION.
Sir,—For at least forty years many leading

minds have mourned over the ignorance of the

masses, and devised schemes to remedy the de-

ficient education of the people. The question is

once more becoming interesting; and perhaps
iu these latter days the education of the work-
ing classes will receive that attention which so

mighty a matter deserves. Already two great

organisations aro formed, and have begun to

agitate the question
; and it now becomes a

matter for consideration as to which is most
worthy of public support. I read with much
interest the programme and proceedings of the
National Educational League, and I felt the
conference was in earnest ; and I believed that,

to make the movement successful, it required

tho earnest support of all who believe in tho

necessity of a permanent provision for securing
to the great body of English people the means
of early moral and intellectual culture. Without
quoting edncational statistics, it is well known
that millions of our fellow countrymen aro de-

barred from all intellectual pleasures. They
foel no interest, and can take no part, in the
great questions of the day. Their pastimes are

grovelling and degrading, and their highest
aims sensual gratification

; and it is appalling to

know that millions are still growing up in the
like condition. It appears to me that it is a
public duty to support the National League, as

the members and conncil are for immediate
action. Ever since the question of national

education has been agitated, there have been
alarmists, whose prophecies have been most dole-

ful, and all sorts of things were to happen when
the working men had become educated. Tho

Priests,

there was sufficient evidence to show that the

entrance to the church was through a large

double door
;
but it had become nearly oblite-

rated by alterations and repairs. A new double
door has now been added, with a centre clustered

shaft and arch mouldings, enriched with dog-
tooth moulding. A new open-arcaded stone
staircase leads to tho ringing-ohamber.

The whole of the roofs of the church and
chancel are new, of pitch pine, and have carved
ribs resting upon stone carved corbels. The
west window, which is new, as well as the east

window, is filled in with grisaille glass by
Messrs. Lavers, Barraud, & Westlake; Ihewest
windows of tho aisles have stamped grisaille glass

by Messrs. Powell & Sons.

The pulpit is of Caen stone, with foliated

panels and capitals, supported on polished red
granite shafts. The seating is of oak, and every
bench-end is enriched with carved arm-rests

and tracery panelling, containing carved repre-

sentations arranged conventionally from nature,
embracing a great variety of designs— every
bench-end being different. The lectern consists
of an oak double desk of a pyramidal form, with
carved ends and diapered surfaces, supported on

___ _

a carved twisted oak central shaft, surrounded culous than teaching tailors and cobblers
by four other carved shafts at the base.

[
beautiful system of geometry.’

whether they are left alone or not, they
intend to oppose with all the forces at their

command the Birmingham godless plan, to make
all the working classes atheists. When the late

Lord Brougham forty years ago proposed
scheme for the education of the poor, he was
assailed by various writers as one who was going
to turn the country upside down, and create

nation of atheists. A country gentleman of that

time, in a letter to Lord Lansdowne, to show the
consequences that would ensue if the theories of

Mr. Brougham were to be put in force, among
other things said,—“ Unwilling as I am to

trespass further upon your lordship’s patience, I

cannot resist calling your attention to a few
further observations which occur in opposi-

tion to this baneful project. Suppose, for in-

stance, that some friend to humanity were to

attempt to improve the condition of the

beasts of the field ; to teach the horse his

power, and the cow her value
;

would he be
that tractable and useful animal he is, and would
she be so profuse of her treasures to a helpless

child ? Could anything bo more impolitic ?

Yet there is not, that I know of, any express law
against it

;
nor would it be one jot more ridi-

' the
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In the year 1820, Mr. Brougham, in the House
of Commons, moved for leave to bring in a Bill

for the education of the poor iu England and
Wales. He said there were at that time
2,750,000 children that ought to have been re-

ceiving an education. Of that number, 750,000
were receiving an education, and 2,000,000 were
totally unprovided for ; in other words, every
fifth person was without the means of education

;

so that the then condition of “ Switzerland in

respect to education was twelve times better
than our own.” Since that defeat of the friends

of national education in Parliament, forty years
have elapsed, and the difficulty is almost as great

as it was then, and friends to education are still

obliged to state that England, which ought to

take the lead in all that is intellectually great,

is still, so far as tho bulk of her people are con-

cerned, almost the worst edneated country in

Europe. It is a well-known fact that Parlia-

mentary grants for educational purposes are

increasing year by year, and yet the people are

not educated. It has been clearly shown that,

under the present system, the districts most
requiring help have not, froma variety of causes,

received any benefit from the grants ; one cause
being the low estimate of the inhabitants of the
poor districts of the value of education

;
and, as no

system of compulsion is in force, the young are

left to street education, whilst the fat districts

get all tho educational grass, and the poor are
left to starve

;
while education, tho key to

national prosperity and well-being, is blighted

for want of a compulsory system to keep it in

motion. When one remembers how little was
taught in working-class sohcols twenty-five years

ago, and how few our educational wants were
supposed to be, it appears to mo that for all

those who, like myself^ have retained the little

wo then learned, there is work for ns in sup-

porting tho National Education League ;
and de-

termining that England shall have as good an
educational system as other nations possess, and
that it shall not be left to tbe caprice of volun-
taries or any other class to mar its progress ; so
that it may no longer to England’s disgrace be
said that her v orking classes aro tho worst
educated of all the progressive nations in

Europe. It is a foul blot upon tbe national

escutcheon ; and, in spite of all obstacles, it is to

be hoped the earnest friends of tho movement
will not rest until it is wiped out, and a universal

system takes its place.

I hope the above remarks of a working man
will not be out of place in tho columns of the

Builde)', and that in another letter I may be
allowed to state my reasons for supporting the

programme of the League in preference to the

one proposed by the Manchester Edncational

Union. Jack Pl.vne,

BUILDING OPERATIONS IN THE YORK-
SHIRE COLLIERY DISTRICTS.

The building trade in the Yorkshire Colliery

district has, during tbe past few years, been
largely indebted to the opening out of new coal-

mines, for a good share of the prosperity which
it has received, and which it still enjoys. This
important branch of tho trade seems to be
almost entirely overlooked, but there can be no
doubt that to it the builder is largely indebted
for the numerous small towns which spring up
iu districts where new coal-fields are being opened
out. On the other hand, the builder is also one

of the most important artisans that are to be
found about a new colliery where engine-houses,

&o., are sure to be needed. The Yorkshire coal-

field is of a very large extent, commencing as it

does not far from Nottingham, and extending near

to Normanton, a distance of about 70 miles. It

would be more appropriately known by tho Mid-
land coalfield. It is, however, to the Yorkshire
coal-field proper that we more particularly refer,

and in which within tho past two years somo
thousands of pounds have been expended in

building operations connected with new collieries

alone. Many of the engine-houses and colliery

offices are DO meanspecimensof architectural skill

or workmanship. We have first to notice the very

beautiful works at the Denaby Main Colliery,

which is not only the nearest to the magnesian
limestone formation, but the deepest pit in York-

shire. The engine-house is a large and well-

constructed building, and supplied with two
beautiful engines, each lOO-horae power, which
were made by Messrs. Bradley & Craven, of Wake-
field. Eight large boilers are also fixed on the

premises, and aro set on a new principle. The
shafts are 13 ft. 6 in. in diameter, and are

partly walled with brick and partly “tubbed”
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with metal platea. The offices and manager’s
residence are a fine block of buildings. In
addition to these the company have also just

completed about 150 cottages on the pit pre-

mises for their workpeople, who number between

600 and 600 hands. About two miles nearer the

centre of the coal-field,—viz., at Wath,—a very

large undertaking is now being opened out. The

new project, which is to be known as the ” New
Hanver’s Main Colliery,” will be one of the

largest pits in Yorkshire, and baa involved a very

largo sum in building operations. Here the

visitor and admirer of neat and substantial

workmanship and design will amply be re-

paid by a visit. The engine-house is a very

large and commodious one. It is to have

an open roof, similar in design to those in

chnrches. The whole will be boarded and

polished, which will give the building a neat

and healthy appearance. Two of the largest

engines in the district are now being fitted by

Messrs. Black, Hawthorne, & Co., of Gateshead.

Each is 180-horse power, and can, if needed, be

worked up to 200-bor8e power. The shafts—an

upcast and a downcast—will be nearly 300 yards

deep
;
and those, with the exception of 50 yards,

are walled all round with bricks. Nearer Barns-

ley, the Oaks Colliery Company are also sinking

two new shafts, which are now about 1-10 yards

deep. Here, also, a very neat engine-house and

other buildings have been erected, which have

found a good deal of work for masons. At

Mearsbro Dyke, the Darley Main Company have

snnk now shafts, and are building engine-houses

and offices, which for style and finish cannot be

excelled. At Burton Bridge, near to the Cudworth

Station on the Midland line, a large plant has been

fixed, and sinking operations are going on rapidly.

In the West Yorkshire coal-fields there are at

the present time a number of new collieries

being opened out, whiob are finding employment

for a large number of masons, &o. At Feather-

atone, a new coal-field is being opened out by

Messrs. Sbaw & Co., who have erected a hand-

some engine-house, which has just been finished

by Messrs. Tattersall & Horsley, builders, of

Featberstone. In the Normanton and Castle-

ford districts, great improvements have been

made, and whole streets of buildings have

sprung np within the last two years, in conse-

quence of the opening out of the numerous new
collieries, which are to be further augmented in

a short time.

NEW MASONIC HALLS.

Durhanx.—The new ball which has been erected

in this city in connexion with the Marquis of

Granby Lodge of Freemasons, has been formally

opened with the rites and ceremonies of the

Royal Arch Chapter. The new hall is situate in

Old Elvet, opposite the Court Houses, and the

foundation, stone was laid on the 22nd December,

18GS. The building has been designed by, and

the work carried out under the care of, Mr. T.

C. Ebdy, of this city, architect. The style of the

architecture is Early Geometrical Gothic. The
front facade, which is not very extensive, owing

to the limited site, is executed in dressed ashlar

from the Braaside quarries. The principal en-

trance is formed by four polished red granite

columns supporting a bold pointed arch, above

which is a large bay window, which is formed by

cusp lights, and the spandrels are filled with

Masonic devices. Over theentrance is carved in

stone “ The All-Seeing Eye,” snrmonnted by

crosses formed of intersecting triangles. The
portico leads to an ante-room, 21 ft. 9 in. by

16 ft. 3 in.; and a corridor, 11 ft. wide, leads to

the principal staircase and banqueting ball. The
hall, which is 46 ft. 3 in. long by 25 ft. 5 in. wide,

and 15 ft. high, is lighted from the east by two
three-light pointed windows, warmed by open
fires, and ventilated by a system of syphon tubes.

Adjoining the hall are the steward’s room, lava-

tory, and wine-cellars, &c. Between the ante-

room and banqueting-hall is a triple staircase,

leading to the lodge-room on the left, and to the

robing and preparation-rooms on the right. The
lodge-room is approached by an ante-room (or

tyler’s room), throngh a pointed Gothic doorway
supported by semi-detached columns, with carved
capitals. In the tympanum of the arch, carved

iu bas-relief, is a figure representing Moses de-

scending from Monnt Sinai with the tablets. The
lodge-room is the same size as the banqueting,

hall, and 30 ft. 9 in. high to the apex ; the roof is

open-timbered, the principal forming an arch.

All the woodwork is wrought, stained, and
varnished.

Halifax.—The Freemasons’ Hall in Halifax has

been formally dedicated to Masonic purposes by
Earl de Grey and Ripen. It is in the Italian

style, having in the front a projecting portico of

7 ft. 6 in. The large room, which is on the
principal upper floor, is 48 ft. long by 24 ft. wide,

and 24 ft. high, and is enriched with a coved and
panelled ceiling, with ornamental marginal
counter lights. The walls are divided into com-
partments by pilasters, having carved bases and
capital-?, and a Corinthian cornice with full en-

richments. The east end is adorned with a

large canopy, supported by two pillars with
carved capitals

;
and the west end of the room

has single columns, forming central projections.

This room is approached by a spacious staircase

of stone, and opposite the foot of the staircase

is the entrance to the dining-room, which is the

same size as the lodge-room, except that it is

only 14 ft. high. The interior also contains in-

struction and other rooms, for both the lodges of

Probity and St. James, together with smoking-
rooms, cloak-rooms, lavatories, &c. ;

and the

basement contains living apartments for ball-

keeper, with requisites for cooking, &o. The
architects were the late Mr. J. E. Oates, Mr. B.

W. Jackson, W.M. of Probity, and Mr. W. H. D.
Horsfall. The cost of the building is about

4,2541., exclusive of furnishing, which is calcu-

lated to cost 5001., BO that when completed the

entire cost will be 4,7541.

AN EFFORT FOR ARCHITECTS’
ASSISTANTS.

Sir,—The interest which you appear at all

times to take in everything which may conduce

to the advancement of the architectural pro-

fessiou impels me to request the insertion in

your valuable paper of a few remarks upon a very

important question ; namely, the status, social

and professional, of the class of architectural

assistants. I am not of those who would claim

for assistants some share of the honours of the

practising architects in whose offices they may
happen to be ;

but I do think that an assistant

onght to be looked upon as something leas of an

inferior being, and as something more of an
equal, and a fellow-worker in a noble emula-

tion, and more especially as a gentleman, by pro-

fession, at least, if not otherwise.

But my more immediate purpose in addressing

yon, sir, is to propose the formation of an as-

sociation for the social and, still more, thepro-

fessional advancement of architectural assistants,

and to ask for your kind asaiscance, and that of

the profession generally, in what I believe to be

a proper and praiseworthy object.

I would propose an Association of Architec-

tural Assistants ;
that its great centre ofoperations

should be in London ; and that there should be

branches in every town iu the kingdom
j
and

that as early as possible it should be extended to

the Continent. The branches to have direct

intercommunication with each other, and with

the London centre, and to have a direct voice in

the government of the association.

The present objects of the association shonld

be,—Ist,’ the drawing up of some standard of

qualification for an architectural assistant, and

for a practising architect ; 2nd, the advice and

pecuniary aid to assistants out of employment;

and, 3rd, the professional advancement generally

of the class of architectural assistants, and

such others as might afterwards be thought

suitable.

For the first of these objects a sufficient reason

may be found in the numbers of assistants and

practising architects who, neither by nature nor

by education, are fitted for the positions they

occupy.
As to the second, I may ask a question which

seems to puzzle every one : what becomes in old

ago of assistants who have not the means nor the

opportunity to commence to practise, and so gain

themselves a competency ? Their salary as

assistants will allow very few of them to retire

altogether.

The third object requires farther explanation.

Generally, the assistant has to work close at his

desk eight or nine hours a day, and very often

eleven or twelve hours. Many of them have

not the Saturday half-holiday at all. The rest

very often, even if they nominally have it, have

it not practically. This long and close applica-

tion during the day is so severe, that the assistant

can neither have the power nor the inclination,

in the evenings, to enter into those more refined

studies of art, through which alone he can hope

to make himself worthy of his profession. The

greater part of the bright day of his life he is a

slave ; how can he, in the dark and drear even-
ing, “ when no man can work ;” how can he
labour and toil to become a master of his art, a
worker in and a lover of art ? The mechanic,
the artisan, and the working men generally

around ns, are having their daily toil shortened,

and time given them for self-improvement; but
the architect’s assistant, the professional man,
and the worker iu art, forsooth, stand still. Is

architecture a profession and an art ? It is

because I believe that it is, that I would seek
for its advancement to its proper position, and
would ask every earnest worker in it to labour
to obtain the art-education and knowledge of the

architectural assistant. Let the office-work of

the day bo limited. To the shame of the prac-

tising architect be it said, there is but one way
to obtain this, and that is the offensive and de-

fensive union of assistants. Of all arts and pro-

fessions, architecture snrely pays worst, os far as-

the assistant is concerned. But this is an un-
pleasant part of my subject, and may well bo
left to your readers.

As to the social position which an assistant

occupies in an office, I would remind practising

architects that, if architecture is a profession,

the assistant, as such, is socially equal to them-
selves, and ought to be regarded and treated as

such. Very often outside the office the social

rank of the assistant is superior. At least, let

both of them remember, at all times, to behave
as architects and gentlemen.

I have written these few remarks with tho
hope that some abler man, and some abler pen,

will espouse the cause, and will help to stir up
the architectural mind to the cousideration of

this important matter. If the assistants will

unite, they must obtain that which is justly

theirs. And here I would yet deprecate all such

pressure being brought to bear as is unhappily

being done by trade-unionists. I would simply

say, let the architect’s assistant conduct himself

always as one who believes himself to bo a
member of an honourable profession, and as am
Englishman and a gentleman.

An Architectural Assistant.

THE SEWAGE QUESTION AT WATFORD.
At a recent meeting of the local board of

health, the clerk read the report of the com-
mittee (accompanied by Mr. Lovejoy, the sur-

veyor) appointed to visit Stroud, and inspect the

system of sewage deodorisation and utilisation

adopted there. The report, which was signed

by all the members, recommended this system

to the consideration of the Board. The clerk

read a letter from the secretary to the Stroud

Sewage Company, to whom the patent belongs,

stating that the royalty which must be paid by

the Board for permission to adopt the Stroud

system would be 50Z. a year, and one-fourth of

the profits on the manufactured manure. The
directors of the company would give such in-

sbructiona as would enable the Board to render

the affluent water as pnre as that of Stroud.

An elaborate and able report by Mr. Lovejoy'

on the same subject was read by the chairman.

The report stated that the Stroud system in-

volved an expenditure of 2501. a year. Neither

the tanks nor the levels belonging to the Watford
Board were adapted to the process, and he esti-

mated the cost of adopting the Stroud system at

1,1501, in addition to the working expenses.

The quantity of sewage at Stroud was less than

one-third that of Watford, without taking into

account the London Orphan Asylum and the

increase of population at Watford. Ho calcu-

lated the working expenses at 760Z. per annum,

and to that must be added the interest on the

original outlay, which would make a total yearly

payment of 8201., in addition to the royalty.

With regard to the sale of the manufactured

manure he was not at all sanguine, after seeing

the quantity on land at Stroud ;
and, although

the quantity of sewage at Watford was much
greater than at Stroud, there would not be a much
larger amount of manufactured manure. The
estimate of the expense of adopting and working

the Stroud system contrasted very unfavourably

with that of the scheme proposed by Mr. Gatlin

(one of the committee), which was from 3601.

to 4001. ;
while, as regards the return for outlay,

irrigation was far more likely to prove remune-

rative than deodorisation or precipitation. At
places where the irrigation system had been

adopted it was stated that they were realising

sums of money, the lowest of which would

amply cover the working expenses and the in-

terest on the outlay. It was the opinion of
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inaDy scientific men that all processes of deo-
dorising sewage, except the application of earth

pure and simple, rendered it nearly if not quite

valueless as manure. If the Stroud system were
adopted at Watford, it would be necessary to

separate the sewage from the storm-water. At
Leicester, after ten years’ trial of the deodorising

process, and a loss of 12,0001., the Board of
Health were now about to adopt irrigation. In
conclusion, Mr. Lovejoy said he could not advise

the Board to adopt the Stroud system. He
believed that in the course of a few years the
value of the application of sewage to the land
would be better understood, and there would be
as great a competition amongst farmers to

obtain it as there is now a difficulty indisposing
of it.

EAILWAY MATTERS.
While the Metropolitan Underground and

the Metropolitan District companies seem
both to meditate the repudiation of their

obligations to extend their lines to the east
of London, uniting them at the Tower, a new
company is being started for the purpose of ob-

j

taining an Act to enable them to form these
i

same extensions, and combine them with further
|

extensions. The scheme is one to incorporate an
^

East and West Metropolitan Junction Company,
j

which proposes not only to complete the “ inner
;

circle,” but to extend the Metropolitan District

Railway to Bow, to connect both Metropolitan
lines with one another, and with the Great
Eastern, the North London, and the East London,
and to make a central station for east and west
near the Mansion House. This larger extension
of the scheme already authorised would probably
be more profitable than the mere extensions to

Tower-hill, as it would unite tho whole oast and
west of London in one great system. At a
recent meeting of the North Eastern Railway
Company in the North of England, the chairman
said, “ several years ago, when tho company was
prosperous, the directors pledged themselves to

the public to reduce the fares to 2il. per mile for

first-class, lid. for second-class. Id. for third-

class J but falling on adverse times, it was decided
to postpone the reduction. Now that the com-
pany was again prosperous, the directors felt that
the reduction could be no longer delayed.” The
fares on the Newcastle and Carlisle section have
been particularly oppressive on the travelling

public. This line opens up some of the favour!^
places of resort for both the tourist and the
excursionist.

HOUSE BUILDING AND BUYING.
Your correspondent, “ J. M.” adverting in the

Builder of December 4 to the nnsanitary con-
dition of the bouses in certain “ terraces, places,

and villas” in the suburbs of London, has de-

ecribed a state of things which no doubt exists

largely. In bis estimate of the causes which
have led to the building of hooBos euch as those
described, however, I venture to think that

J. M.” is to a great extent mistaken
;
whilst

he is certainly wrong in concluding that the

class of persons who occupy these bouses is at

all at the mercy of either landlord or builder.

It is true that the ciroumstances under which
the trade of the “speculative builder” is too

frequently carried on may often cause economy
to degenerate into “scamping;” but the faults

in principle, and in arrangement, indicated by
your correspondent—together with many others

of varying character—as frequently arise from
ignorance on the part of the builder as from the
desire to save money.
The fact is, that many of these “ terraces, places,

and villas ” are built, and the work personally
directed, by men who have never previously had
any experience in building, but who, encouraged
by the prospect of “ advances” held out to them
by ground-rent-oreating speculators, go into

business as builders.

Now, sir, building being a business the con-
ducting of which iu a proper manner necessitates

the possession of a large amount of very varied
knowledge, in combination with much practical

experience, I do nob think that it is in the least

degree remarkable that tailors, shoemakers, and
publicans, or even smiths, painters, 'or other
mechanics, who have possibly worked almost
exclusively at one branch only of the building
trade, should not be able to secnre this know-
ledge by simply assuming the title of “ builder.”

It may, perhaps, at times occur, that men
who really do know better, bub who are building
side by side with such builders as those above
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referred to, are rendered careless by knowing
that they will have to “ sell” at the same price
as their neighbours

; but this is of comparatively
rare occurrence, and would cease at once, and
for ever, if tenants and purchasers were dis-

posed to stop it. The simple and obvious remedy
is, for those about to rent or purchase a house,
to employ a respectable surveyor to report upon
it; but in the course of a rather long experience,
I have found that it is quite an exception for
this precaution to bo taken, even by persons
who are not in other respects negligent.

As soon as it becomes the rule to employ a
competent and independent surveyor before pur-
chasing, or otherwise incurring responsibility in

connexion with house property; the erection of
houses such as those described by “ J. M.” will no
longer afibrd even the slightest hope of a profit

to the builders of them, and therefore the trade
must collapse for the operation of the natural
laws which influence any industry so situated.

I

Enlarging the powers of district surveyors,

I

and inspectors of nuisances as suggested, or
even the indefinite multiplication of those very
useful officers, would efl'ect bub little in the re-

quired direction, so long as houses may be sold

or let, as they now frequently are, by the simple
expedient of papering the walls in an agreeable
manner.

In conclusion, I have to state my conviction,
that respectable builders who know their busi-

ness, would be extremely pleased to see such a
common-sense plan universally adopted, whilst
the would-be tenant or purchaser would, by
paying the small fee' which a surveyor would
charge him, frequently save very much money,
and sometimes avoid illness or possibly death.

A Builder.

FALL or A MILL AT BRADFORD.
In the vicinity of Park-road, Bradford, Osborne

Mill has fallen in. It was built about six years
ago. The building consisted of three floors.

Above tho third floor waa placed a large tank or
cistern, which has been the cause of the destruc-
tion. The cistern extended the whole length
and breadth of the building, and was about a
foot high, being intended to hold 10 in. of water.
It was to supply the boilers and the premises
generally with water. The sides of the tank
were bound with iron, and it possessed a leaden
bottom. This tank has for some time been ob-
served to stand in an unsafe condition. The
tank broke through the two first floors that inter-

cepted its progress, and carried all before it to

the ground. Fortunately all who were iu the
building succeeded iu securing their safety before
the fall took place

;
but though no lives have

been lost, the accident has been of a disastrous
character. The interior and part of the sides of

the building (which was 70 f^. long and 21 ft.

broad) have been destroyed. Three machines,
valued at upwards of 200i. each, aud 3001. worth
of press paper, have been rendered useless, and
a large number of pieces have been seriously
damaged. Two of the machines were not
working, and the workpeople were thus enabled
to hoar, what they could not otherwisb have
done, the first warning of the crash.

INDIAN ART WORKS IN BIRMINGHAM.
A COLLECTION of East-Iudian works, selected

from the Indian Museum, Whitehall, is now
being exhibited in the Birmingham Corporation
Art Gallery

; and Mr. W. C. Aitkin, who is

always to the fore when he can serve the cause
of art, has written a very useful guide to it,

which is sold at Id., and materially increases

the value of the collection. At the conclusion
Mr. Aitkin says,

—

“ Tiewed with intelligence, these examples, their teach-
ings properly understood and applied, would go far to
correct the xulgarities recognisable in the art-mouul'ac-
tures of England, France, and oiher countries, In the
metal, ceramic, and textile manufactures of India can
clearly be traced those inralusble roles of art, a proper
definition and recognition of which form the great want
of our more civilised iuduatrisl sjstems, more especially
as regards the elements of trulylappropriata designing for
articles of manufacture, in which youth and beauty go
band-iu-hand. This want is not recognisable in the manu-
faclures of India.

In a commercial point of view, the contents of this col-

lection may be rendered useful, apart from the purposes
which Lave been pointed out. With the intention of
encouraging the manufacture of textile fabrics for export
to India, and with the cognizance of its Council of Slate,

Dr. J. Forbes Watson (who made the selection from the
contents of ibe East-Indian Museum now exhibiting here)
wrote and published, in the year IS6li, a most able and in-

teresting volume on ‘ The Textile Manufactures and the
Costumes of the People of India.’
“ Now, it does occur to us, in glancing over the objects

now open for exhibition in the Corporation Art-Gallery,

[Dec. 25, 1869.

that, that which has been done for manufacturers of
textiles ought to be done for our own manufacturers of
hardware."

Mr. Aitkin thinks that the objects which form
the Indian Collection now exhibited there should
be supplemented with others from the East
India Museum

; and that the Council of State for

India, by a permanent gift of these, will only be
doing a graceful act, and that which has been
done for the manufacturers of textiles. These
objects would form a most excellent addition to

a Free Industrial Museum, which Birmingham
mtist have, and would afford its manufacturers
the opportunity of entering the East Indian
markets, did they see it to their advantage to

do so.

LIGHT AND AIR.

A I'LEA FOR THE POOR.

Give to crowded lane and court
Light and Air.

Give to all, for life’s support,

Light aud Air.

To the toiling craftsman pale,

—

To the poor on half a meal,

—

To the workhouse and the gaol.

Light and Air.

Hear our gasping children cry,

Light and Air.

Give us, Lord, or we shall die.

Light and Air.

Rend Thy clouds and lot Tby sun
Shine on homes by plague undone;
Give to each and every one,

Light and Air.

will man withhold from man
Light and Air ?

Is it not a crime to ban
Light and Air ?

Give our city’s darkest spot,

—

To lorn creatures long forgot,

—

To brain and brow with fever hot.

Light and Air.

Give to hut and hall forthwith
Light and Air.

“ Let there be light,” said Holy Writ;
Light and Air.

Come, Hope, and cheer the wan and frail,

That Heaven’s judgment may not fail;

Blest health, blest health—All Hail, All Hail,

Light and Air !

EUSTON SQUARE.
Sir,—

I

n reply to your correspondent, “ S.,”
the works now being executed are to form a
caiTiage aud footway approach from the Euston-
road to the Portico in Drummond-street. The
only buildings to be erected, are two lodges,
and the deep digging is to form an underground
passage of good width and height for the fre-

quenters of the gardens, to pass from one side to
the other. One avuo k.vows the Work,

THE JOINERS’ TRADE.
8ia,—The remarks of your correspondent “ Query," in

the Builder of November 20tb, has, in a great measure,
solved a dilGonlty to those of your readers who could not
account for the high rents and increased value of house
propertv all over the country. His statemeut is a fair
explanation of where the 35 per cent, goes, and also
accounts for.the fact of finished joiner-work being’imported
from Sweden at leas cost than it can be manufactured
at home.

I do not labour under the same disadvantage as your
former correspondent, who states that he is merely a spec-
tator. Having been nearly thirty years an operative in the
joiner department of the buildingtradeof Glasgow, Ihave
had an opportunity of observing all the different phases of
the trade-union, some of which I heartily support, others
as firmly detest, as tending ultimately to ruin our home
trade.
Blood-money, referred to by your correspondent, was

never understood to be paid to foremen or for tho purpose
of “driving" men, but rather for putting on men. I will

describe it, and your readers will easily see the effect on the
cost of building between twenty and thirty years ago and the
present time. At the time referred to it was often the
case that some of our leading hot-headed unionists would
leave our ranks and become contractors and employers;
but seldom were their views modified by the change; they
were only transferred from the side of the workmen to that
of the employers. It was these hot-headed men who intro-
duced the tyrannical system of paying blood-money, which
was carried to a great extent. The method of doing it

was this ;—In a squad of, say, from twenty to forty men,
the employer wonld select a pair of ready-handed go-a-head
fellows, and pay them a few shillings a week extra. These
were generally put to doors and windows, or such work
that several pairs could be put to the same quantity of
work at the same time ; then the blood-suckers proved
their value to their employers by putting on the ordinary-
paid men, and those that were left behind either bad to
submit to a reduction of wages or leave the work. This
state of things induced many to become unionists who
were not otherwise favourable, except to ged rid of these
oppressors. The first effort made was to agitate for a
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uniform rate of wapee, whereby the good and the bad, the

faat and Che alow, workman, would be paid the same wsgea.

This was so far a success, as it was agreed to by the good

men and zealously supported by tho inferior men ;
but it

did not prevent the employers paying blood-snckers as

before, which still showed who were the good men. Ihe

next attempt was more snecesslul. In the squads

where the system of blood-sucking continued, a contri-

bution was raised among tbe workmen for tlm purpose

of paying tho foremen to stay their hands. Fora time

it was known to bo the case that these men received

blood-money from both their fellow workmen and their

employera. This did not last long. The employers seeing

all men work a'ike, the blood-money ceased, and work-

men became more comfortable; and now the other^ex-

ireme has been reached, as illustrated by “ Query, in

the case of the union visitor, and that of the workman not

being allowed to do more than his neighbonr ;
or it tie

does the plsco will soon be made too hot for him. mere

is now no need for blood-money. If a man does more

than is considered right by his shopmatea, a meetingat the

neit meal-hour will put it all in order, or be will bo

*On one" occasion I saw a decent conscientious sliopmate

persecuted at the instance of an apprentice who worked

little himself, and annoyed others who were working

beside him. This man spoke to him in a very H'^ndly way,

and concluded by telling him that he was acting the part

of a very mean robber towards bis employer. The boy

received tbe advice in a very different spirit from that tii

which it was given, and represented to his shopniates that

this was a muster’s spy; and he was watched, annoyed,

and his tools destroyed, and sand put on the wood he had

to dress, till he left the trade in disgust, and is now

carrying on a small business in another trade.

If workmen continue to limit tbe quantity ot work to

be performed by each man, as has been done for some

lime past, wo shall very soon see joiner s work brougnt

feom Sweden to Glasgow as well as to London. J. ft.

“executing ' works. They applied the sunlights, no

doubt, and under tho sepirate contract ;
but the builder?

whose name the notice was given had the principal

band in fixing them. Then, again, as to tbe notice, and

the terms m which it was framed. It was admUted that

the attention of the district surveyor was called to the

filing of the sunlights, and all matters appertaining to

the work. There was no concealment,—no attempt at

concealment. Again, if the notice might be taken as

somewhat too vague and general in its terrns, it most not

be forgotten that this notice was prepared by Mr. Kerr s

own clerk, no doubt acting under perfectly honest motives.

Mr. Kerr could scarcely challenge the sutliciency of a

notice prepared at bis own otiice, when it was clear

concealment was intended by the parties. The sumn

must be dismissed.

snbscription, and that each must have a committee^ ot

superintendence, we may well wonder at their ever being

built. Committees there unquestionabiy should be, but

not for the purpose of directing or inlluencing the vvork.

Canvassing subscriptions is their duty, and seeing that too

money is properly used after they have got it. \> ben an

architect is chosen for the purpose of designing a build-

ing, he should have full power to act independently, nor

look to any committee for advice
;
from tho architect, and

him alone, should tho bmlder take instructions
;
and com-

mittees only hinder work by interfering, and in reaUty

cause two.thirds of the diiFerences that arise during tho

construction of a building. Enwiif 3. Fbaxcb.

CATASTROPHE, CALEDONIAN RAILWAY
TERMINUS, EDINBURGH.

Sis,—

I

am glad that your correspondent, “ Observer,"

has drawn attention to tho recent catastrophe at the New
Station here. Although there has been loctiinatoly no

Joss of life, still it is surely an impertant enough matter

for a Government inquiry, quite as much so as Che burst-

ing of a boiler, or the straufling of a clipper tea-ship.

That a building of tuch magnitude, intended lor the use

of tho public, should come down with a run, alter a lew

squares of slating had been put upon it, is surely a subject

for serious consideration.

The theory that a broken casting, or faulty tie-rod

caused the complete downfall ot a roof, covering a space

•150 ft. by 72 ft., is of course sheer nons -nse.

The bnildiiJg stood upon piles : the more need for careful

bracing of tho superstructure. These piles, it is stated,

have not moved. I have no reason to doubt it; but it is

tho more evident that there has beeu some frightful care-

lessness in designing the roof and supporting pillars. The

shed is now in process of reconstruction. B-tore it is

finished and opened for trailic, the public mind ought

surely to bo set at rest as to its stability and safety.

As U>'I'0BTD.\AT2 SUiBSUOLDEB.

KEENE’S CEMENT AND PAINT.

StB,—As there does not appear any satisfactory reply

to “ Fainter ’’ respecting the mode of painting “ Keene s

cement," allow me to suggest for the benefit of those con-

eerned that it should be painted in the same manner as

that recommended in my " instructions for the use ot

Martin’s cemenf," as I believe that the same modut

operavdi will hold good in both cases. It is as follows;—

Tbe first coat to consist tole'.y of lin$eed oil. Body coioKr

ihould be avoided. My reasons for this are, all the " hard

cements,’’ when finished for painting, have a very fine sur-

face, which is almost like glass, and has, consequently, very

little disposition to absorb a sharp drying colour, such as

that described by your correspondent. The ot?, on the

contrary, does not dry, hut becomes absorbed all oyer

the eurface, and forms a “key" for the succeeding

coats, and yjrecewfs the possibility of peeling qff".

This mode is, 1 think, tbe most reasonable, and cer-

tainly in every way the cheapest that cun be adopted, and

I can ooulldenlly recommend it, knowing that wherever it

has been followed it has never fulled.

The succeeding coats can be put on at the discretion of

the painter and according to wbat is required.
J. C. Past.

Sm.—We do not desire any controversy with our com
petitors as to the merits of tho dilferent hard cements

,

but since “A Clerk of Works" spoke of Keene’s and

Parian cements as identical, it was not unfair on our part

to inform him of tbe ditl'erence between them.

The letter in your last number from the manufacturers

of Keene’s cement states that “A Clerk ot orka is

probably correct in attributing the peeling olT of paint

Irom the surface of Keene’s cement to dampness,

that this is likely to occur when the ground-work is

thoroughly dry. Wo must suppose, therefore, that there

would be constant failure in newly-constnicted buildings,

the walD of which are generally in a damp state. Parian

cement is not affected in the same way, and may ho

painted on with safety within a few hours alter the work

has been finished. Fuixcis & Co.

THE COLUMN OF THE COUNCIL, ROME.

Men are hard at work on the Janiculam

Mount, erecting tho column intended to comme-

morate the present Council. It will take the

shape of a Doric colnmn on pedestal, surmounted

with a bronze statue of St. Peter, and will be

about 78 ft. in total height. The shaft will be

formed of rare coloured marbles recently dis-

covered at the Emporium; the base and capital

being of white Carrara marble. Tbe square

pedestal will be adorned with four bas-reliefs,

including a representation of the ceremony of

opening tho Council.

BUILDING COMMITTEES.

CASES UNDER THE METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

NOTICE I'ROM BUILDERS.

At the Marlboraugh-street Police-court, a summons was

taken out by Mr. Kerr, district surveyor of St. James's,

against Messrs. Strode & Co., patentees and manufacturers

o? sun-burners, 19, Oanaburgh-streer, fur ueglectiag to

give notice ot alterations aud to pay certain fees claimed

by Mr. Kerr.
The committee of the Army and Navy Club, in Pall-

mall, decided upon making a new snioking-roora in the

club, the plans of which were prepared by their architect.

The builders gave notice to Mr. Kerr, the district sur-

veyor of 1 1. James’s, under the SHih seoiion of the Act,

ot their intention to commence, describing the alterations

as “ a new staircase, wall, piers, and Hues,” aud Mr. Kerr,

from tioio to time, inspected tbe progress of the work,

the contract for the supply of tbe Buu-burners had been

given to Messrs. Strode fi Co., the manufacturers and

patentees of that article, who fitted them up at the time

ihe alterations in the room were going forward. Their

contract with tho committee of tho club was entirely

distinct from that of the builders; end whether they

were therefore to be considered as bound to give notice

under the 38lh section of the Act, and pay a separate fee

to the district surveyor, was the question to be decided.

Mr. Knox in giving his decision, said that to allow the

contention of Mr. Kerr to prevail would bo to let in a

very dangerous principle, and one that be could not be-

lieve tho Legislature ever contemplated; for if he decided

that a separate notice and fee were due from Messrs.

Strode & Co., on account of their having a separate

tract with the committee, every one who bad such a i

tract, however triliiog the work to he performed, would

become liable for a separate fee to the surveyor. There

was no doubt as to the importance of the|deci8ion at which

he might arrive in this case, affecting as it did the inte-

rests of so many tradesmen, as well as the district sur-

veyors. It seemed to him that the general principle ho

should keep in view was rather the protection of the

public than the raultipHcatiou of fees. It was absolutely

necessary, under the Act, that a proper notice should be

given to the district surveyor, pointing out to him the

nature of the additions or alterations m hand affecting

any luildieg. The only question was—who was to give

this notice ? Suppose that the builder who gave notice

to tbe district survej'or chose to include in his notice

other alterations in progress at the same time, but
undertaken under different contracts, would not that

be well enough ? He was inclined to think so, inas-

much as there was protection for the public as far as

the inspection of the district surveyor could secure it

;

and the builder who chose to include any alterations,

additions, ic., would bo answerable if there were any

infringement of the law. There must, however, be fcona

ildee, and the notice given must be clear and intelligible.

He was inclined to think that was the correct view of the

general principle, but in the present ease be was not abso-

lutely constrained to go so far as a decision on the general

principle. In the present ease it was by no means clear

that Messrs. Strode & Co. were in the position of trades-

NOTES ON CAMPANOLOGY.
“ Ring on, ring on, ye merry, merry bells.

We love your music well."

Since ray article on “ Tho Bella and Quarter

Chimes of Great St. Mary’s” was printed in tbe

Builder of the -Ith insb., a friend has kindly sent

me a copy of a new work, jast published, on “ The

Chnrcb Bells of Cambridgeshire,” by the Rev.

J. J. Raven, B.D., of Emmanuel College, Cam-
bridge, Head-master of Yarmouth Grammar
School; and I must say it is a valuable contri-

bution to the Campanology of England. On the

present occasion, however, I will merely give

one or two extracts which may be interesting to

general readers :

—

“ Of course,” says the author, " when bell-loving Eliza*

beth paid her great visit to Cambridge there was a grand

jaogling. On Friday, tbe 4th of August, 15<il, she made
her entry amidst the clanging of all the church and college

bells in the town. Considering that there was not a decent

peal in the place, the noise must have been intolerable.

There could have been no merry ring oi eight to divert

tho ear; nought but the Babel of the various representa-

tives, chiefly of C, B, B flat. A, and intermediate demi-

semitones. It would have driven an Elizabethan glee

composer mad. ' Such churches as were negligent bcreiu

were afterwards called upon, and were flaed, some Ss. 4d,,

some more, some less.' 8. Mary's escaped the higher

penalty, tlie churchwardens paying onl;? ‘ijs. ijd.,to tje

Qiiens Almoners servant for not ringing at the Queues

SiE,—When the initiate read the decisions of building

committees on the several topics of the day, or when they

scan morn'ng reports of “ Yesterday’s^ Board Meeting,"

how highly amused they must be. When half a dozen

intelligent committeemen hold solemn conclave respecting coming
the nature of the stone to be used in the erection of their j having reached a period at which Change-

parish church, they little think that all their ignorance, ringing begins to make its appeerance, let us see a little

wormed from each individually and painted in its brightest
; the rise and progress of this healthy and ingenious

hue, will Ibe to-morrow in public print. Viewing the ' The first to reduce the art to a systerawas

question as rationally as we cau, it would appear that
| pabian Stedman, a printer, resident in Cimbridge, who is

i.otbiog but censure awaits, as a rule, building commit- i to have priuted his changes on slips of paper in his

tees. What are their duties? Undoubtedly to super-
1 igigore tours, and taught them to bis company in the tower

intend the erection of the building, from cutting the first
j

of Benedict. ‘ Wiihio these lUty or sixty years,’ says

...-lii tiiA loQt r-nst of nlaster ho drv. Their inab'litv I

te writing about 1667. ' f'bonnf* were not kisod until the last coat of plaster b’e dry. Their inability

to judge between good aud bad work prevents their exer-

cieineJust control over the unhappy builder—for unhsppy

he is who succumbs to unrighteous judgment
;
and as they

are bound to condemn at times to illustrate the power of

authority, the natural result is that bad material is

allowed to bo used with an approving smile, while good

sound work is cursed and condemned, and is the cause of

the “ once youthful locks now grey with age,” standing

erect on six old .heads, and causing such indignation as

they are sworn to resent on this bold and fearful man by

—

stopping payments. The architect ? Of him anon. There

is one point about a bnilding committee that is highly

satisfactory to all concerned with them, viz., their power

of argument. Whether the phrenological development of

a cornmitloeman be entirely different from that of another

man or whether it is only that portion of tho head which

contains argument, I know not
;
but certain it is, that

in the whole course of my professional career I have

seldom met with a committee roan who possessed the Dump
of reason lute’ligence, be it understood, is often largely

developed (by the way, I am not a phrenologist), but

reason “ dwelleth in another sphere." So intelligent have

I seen one at times, that he has called a brick a brick, and

a stone a stone, but when finding that he was the possessor

of so much information, I talked of lintels, rafters,

tie-beams, spars, dogs, and the like, my amateur friend

became seized with a violent fit of sneezing, which abruptly

terminated our interesting interview. The architect

Chuiifjee were not known,

thought possible to be' Rang :

‘ Then were invented the

Sixet, being the very ground of a Six-score: Then the

Tioenfy, and TtEenty-four, with several other Changes.

[• Tinlinualogia,' 1668.] We may mark the rise of Change-

ringing in Cambridgeshire, then, by tho improvements in

the Hene’t peel from 1007 to 1015, by tho making of

Greet S. Mery’s four into five in 1011, Ac., Ac., but more
conclusively from the general fact that 18 per cent, ol the

bells now existing iu the couaty were east in tho early half

of the seventeenth century. Among the benefactors of

this age we may reckon Sir Thomas Sutton, the I'ouuder

of the Charterhouse, who gave
‘ To tbe Farson and Churchwardens of Balsham,

for the time being towards the buying a Bell, to be

hanged in tbe Steeple, to amend the Ring there,

2J li.' " [Stowe’s “ Survey," ed. 1618.]

So much for Mr. Raven’s account of the wild

jangling in the “ Golden Days of Good Queen

Bess.” and the subsequent improvement in bell-

ringing.

I would now introdnee one who was the most

celebrated composer and ringer, and nnder whose

superintendence and management the “Ancient

College Youths ” made the greatest progress

... „ T-idurincr the first half of tho last century: I

not ires from annoyance by these six men of surpassing
to Beniamin Annable. Relating to this

telligence, but. on the contrary, 18 often perplexed ano aiiuuo i.u x.oj o
,

thwarted more than enough. It is not to be supposed tor

one moment that these gentlemen can understand a draw-

ing or yet make head ot tail of it
;
even the addition to

the* quick committeeman’s eye of his spectacles scarcely

enables him to translate a single line out of the carefully-

drawn plan before him; yet he suggests alterations.

Again, removinghis glasses for the purpose of rubbing aud

re-fixing them, he scans with professional scrutiny, a gem

of an elevation, aud understanding it little better than he

did the plan, thinks he will wear the air and manner

of a criiic • so proposes with reference to tbe wall

spaoe-upon the divLion of which you prided your-

self BO mu«h—some additions. Then does your whole

frame tremble, and with clenched fist you feel as if with

one lell swoop you could mow down your six commanders

like so many blades of grass. Still it may not be, but

wearing false smiles and pleasant graces, and fearlul lest

you excite their wrath and displeasure, you at once coin-

cide with their every wish, and so ignorance wins the day.

These few remarks may have appeared frivolous and

trifling, but they are none the less true. When we take

into consideration that ten churches out of twelve that

spring into existence in the United Kingdom are built by

remarkable man tbe following paragraph ap-

peared in tbe Puhlic Advertiser of Monday,

Febraary 9, 1756 :

—

“ A few nights ago was buried under the Tower of St.

Bride's Mr. BenjamiuAnnable.the best ringer that wasever

known in the World. Till his Time Hinging was only cell’d

an Art, but from the Strength of his great Genius, ha

married' it to the Mathematics, aud tis now a_ Science.

This Man in Figures and Kinging was like a Newton in

Fhiloeophy, a Ratcliffe in Physic, a Hardwicke in M isdom

and L-iw, a Handel in Music, a Shakespeare in Writing,

and a Garrick in Acting. O rare Ben !

"

This is, indeed, “ coming out stroag.” How-
ever, to qaoto Mr. Raven once more, “ a mourning

peal was rang for this worthy man in Great.-St.-

Mary’s Tower, Cambridge :
” aud I doubt not

the same thing was done at many other churches

in our “ bell ringing island.”

Thomas Walesbv.
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LONDON TEAMWAYS.
Last week saw tlie commencemenb of the con-

straction of the tramway, in the East of London,
authorised in the last session of Parliament.
This is, we believe, the first breaking of ground
for thiB_ purpose since Train’s trams were re-
moved in Westminster and the Kennington
district. The new line, which will be double,
has 4-in. rails, level with the roadway. The rail
proper is smooth and on the outside of the sur-
face; then a groove for the reception of the
flange of the wheel intervenes : the inner surface
of the rail is corrugated to afford foothold for
horses. The rails are laid iipon longitudinal
sleepers, of Baltic timber, G in. deep by 4 in.
thick

; these are laid upon Portland cement, and
are kept at equi-distance by cross ties of iron,
about IJ- in. by f in., which are bound to the
cast-iron shoes in which the rails are laid. Mr.
Hopkins is the engineer of the lino, Mr. Page,
resident engineer, and Messrs. Fisher & Parrish^
the_ contractors, with Mr. M. W. Anderson as
their managing overseer.

CESSATION OF WOEKS IN PAEIS.
We learn by a letter from Paris “That the

authorities there are about to enter upon a system
altogether opposed to that of the last fifteen
years. After having built outrageously, thev are
now going to do nothing, and will hardly finish
the works already begun, at least in Paris. The
Opera ‘ drags its slow length along,’ and the
Hotel Dieu, which it was intended to complete
at the same time, does not proceed more
rapidly.”

It does not appear whether this sadden change
proceeds from financial or political considera-
tions. But, perhaps, the recent conduct of the
classe ovvnere, in regard to the election of can-
didates personally hostile to the Emperor, may
have disgusted him.

SCHOOLS OF AET AND OF SCIENCE.
The NewcasUe-under-Lyne School of Art.

The annual meeting of the friends and supporters
of this institution has been held at the Town-
hall, and was, as usual, well attended. The
chair was taken by the Eev. E. J. Edwards.
The walls were adorned with the principal pro-
ductions of the students, and although there were
fewer of the works in the elementary section than
usual shown, the drawings which were exhibited
were as a whole of a better class than on any
former occasion, and reflected credit opon Mr.
Bacon, the head master, as well as upon the
students themselves. They included outline
drawings from flat examples, outline drawings
from the cast, shaded drawings of ornament
from the flat and from the cast, flower-painting
from the fiat and from nature, shaded drawings
from the cast of figure, painted monochrome
from the cast in oil, and designs for the decora-
tion of porcelain. The last-named should,
perhaps, take the first position as regards
excellence, the student who produced the de-
signs (W. P. Hhodes) having, as the reports
showed, obtained a medal in the national
competition, and also been honoured with a
national scholarship as an art student. The
report of the committee, which was read and
adopted, stated that as far as the success of the
school was concerned this year in competition,
the committee had every reason to be satisfied.
The report of Mr. J. P. Bacon, head master of
the school, was also read and adopted. It stated
that the attendance in the classes and the pro-
gress of the students had been satisfactory. In
the month of March the annual examination was
held. Twenty-four students were examined;
thirteen passed satisfactorily

; and one obtained a
prize. All the drawings finished in the school
during the year are required by the Department
of Science and Art, to be sent to London in April
for examination. At the first or separate exami-
nation the works of sixteen students were satis-
factory, four obtained prizes, and one honourable
mention. The chairman distributed the prizes.
The meeting pledged itself to support the
school.

T?te Bristol School of Art.—The distribution of
the Government prizes and certificates awarded
to the pupils of this school has taken place in the
large hall of the institution. There was a nnme-
roi^ and influential gathering. Mr. S. Morley,
M.P., occupied the chair. In opening the pro-
ceedings, Mr. Morley expressed his deep convic-
tion of the importance of institutions like that,

and said he hoped soon to see an arrangement
which would secure the education of every child
in Great Britain. But the object of that institu-
tion had a special reference for those who needed
what had recently been known by the term
“technical education,”—an education that shall
adapt them for the future occupation that may
lie before them, and in connexion with which
their power would be greater in securing an
honourable maintenance for themselves. He
was quite unconscious of being in any sense an
alarmist, but he confessed he looked with a great
deal of anxiety to the commercial future of this
country

; he believed they needed to pay atten-
tion such as they had never yet paid to the pre-
cise objects which their schools of art and science
were seeking to secure. They needed cultivated
workmen

; and when he referred to the working
class, he believed that the sons of our manufac-
turers, and those aiming to be foremen in the
various manufactories equally needed cultiva-
tion ID the race upon which they were entering.
Nevertheless, he believed that England, at the
present time, distinctly held h r own

;
bat with

tho prospect, he hoped, of a large disarmament
on the Continent, there would bo a largo addition
to tho force of labour brought into the labour
market. They would have to look very keenly
at all those points in connexion with which they
were exposed to competition and difficulty, and
he was therefore present to press upon all who
had influence, whether manufacturers or occupy-
ing positions among the poor, who by a little
kindly help or suggestion might be induced to
avail themselves to an extent that had never yet
been witnessed, of the power ready at their own
hands, upon certain conditions. Two students
of the school had obtained Queen’s prizes ; twelve
had their works selected for national competi-
tion

; and many prizes and extra prizes were
gained by others among the students.

The Oxford School of Science and Art.
Evening classes in several scientific subjects
have been formed, numbering iu all some seventy
or eighty students. The present arrangements
include Building Construction and Drawing,
Animal Physiology, Elementary Mathematics’
and Inorganic Chemistry,

The Birmingham School of Art.—The usual
meeting of the Art Students’ Literary Associa-
tion has been held in tho Keference Library of the
school, Mr. C. E. Emery, chairman. The business
of the evening consisted of a selection of
readings from art works. Mr. Jenks’s selection
was from “ Dresser's Art of Decorative Design,”
on the “Power of Ornament to Express Feeling.”
Mr. C. B. Agnesse’s readings were “Selec-
tion from Ruskin” and the “ Rev. E. Young on
Pre-Raffaolitism,” comprising the thoughts of
the two authors on the subject of historical
painting. A discussion followed each of the
readings.

The Cambridge School of ArL—The annual
distribution of prizes to the successful students
in this^school took place in the small assembly
room, Guildhall, on which occasion the room was
filled to overflowing. Professor Lightfoot oc-
cupied the chair. Mr. W. M. Fawcett (hon. sec.)
read the report, which said :

—

y The committee bad to congratulate the students and
friends of the School of Art on its continued prosperity.
The success on the Goyernment examination, and in
prizes awarded by the Government for works done duriog
the year, has been greater than for several years past.

Thirteen have this year received third-grhde prizes,
against six last year.

Two have .been honourably mentioned, five having
been last year.

“

Ten have received second-grade prizes, against six

Fori.v-one have received certificates of having satis-
fied the examiners, Against twenty-cight last year,
and one free student has been elected, against two
last year.

The names of these prize-holders wUI be announced
when the prizes are distributed.”

Mr. F. T. Palgrave afterwards read a paper on
“ The Practical Laws of Decorative Art.”

The Salislury School of Science and Art.—The
annual distribution of prizes to the pupils of this
school took place at the Council Chamber, in the
presence of a numeroua and influential assembly.
The Bishop of Salisbury presided. The Rev.
R. G. Swayne read the report, which said, as to
the progress of the school :

—“ It has now been
at work for more than four years; for nearly the
three last of these under the present master, Mr,
Fraser, and the results attained have fairly
answered the expectations formed. The number
of students at the evening classes, who are
almost without exception, young men and lads,
the sons of tradesmen and artisans, is at present
31; that of the day classes, 22. During the
summer and winter sessions of this year 46

students in all have attended the evening
classes.” There were 13 successful competitors
for the prizes, which were distributed by the
bishop, after which appropriate resolutions in
support of the school were passed.

The Frame School of Art.—The presentation of
tho Government prizes to the successful pupils
of this school has been made by the Marchionese
of Bath. There was a numerous attendance.
The school has got new and spacious premises
in the literary and scientific building. The Rev.
Prebendary Horner, the president of the school,
was in the chair. In course of his address he
said he was glad to state that they had better
prospects of success than they ever had before.
They had had, as they knew, a great deal of
trouble arising out of a change of masters.
The school, in consequence, went down, and the
committee were in the utmost perplexity, How-
ever, they succeeded in obtaining the services of
a gentleman, whose careful attention to the
school and every pupil in it had re-established
their school; and now that they had a fitting
place to meet in, and a very good master, they
hoped they were entering on a prosperous way.
In the evening there were forty-six pupils, all of
the artisan class, besides twenty-six morning
pupils

; and twenty of the artisan class attended
the science class. The result of the examination
held here was that 480 works had been sent up
to London—which in itself was good proof of
Mr. Goepel’s activity, for last year they had only
360. Thirty-four of their pupils had passed the
examination, and thirteen bad obtained prizes,
while three bad full certificates in all the grades.
It should be remembered that this was in a com-
petition wherein 50,000 or 60,000 specimens
were sent in. Moreover, one of their pupils had
gained a scholarship of 50i. a-year at Kensing-
ton

; and they had been paid for twenty-three
pupils, as against thirteen last year. This
showed the interest taken in the school by the
artisan class,—tho class they hoped to do so
much good for. Science and art ought never to
bo separated, and therefore it was he was glad
to see that twenty of their pupils had been ex-
amined in science.

FROM SCOTLAND.
Carlaveroch.—Tho pnhlisbing firm of Messrs.

A. & C. Black have just done a kindly deed to
mark the spot where rest the remains of Robert
Paterson, the “ Old Mortality ” of Sir Walter
Scott’s novel, a deed similar to that of tho great
wizard himself, when he caused to bo erected in
the churchyard of Irongray, stewartry of Kirk-
cudbright, a tombstone over the resting-place of
Helen Walker, the prototype of Jeanie Deans.
The venerable renovator of the tombs of the
Covenanters, in the last of his peregrinations at
his hallowed work, was in the neighbourhood of
Bankend, parish of Carlaverock, about eight
miles from Dumfries, when he was seized with
illness, and was found on the roadside. He was
romoved to a friendly house, where he died in a
few days, and was interred in the chnrchyard of
Carlaverock. No stone marks the spot where
he reposes

; but tho particular place is known.
Messrs. A. & C. Black recently gave orders that
a monument should be erected over Old Mor-
tality’s grave, and with good taste directed
that the memorial shonld be in keeping with the
simple taste of him it was designed to comme-
morate. In accordance with Messrs. Black’s
instructions, Mr. Thomas M'Meekan, monu-
mental mason, Dumfries, has finished a head-
stone of red freestone, and which has been
placed in Carlaverock Churchyard. The stone has
a circular top, with a beaded moulding. Near
the upper part a mallet and chisel, crossed, are
cut in relief, and underneath is the following
inscription :

—

ERECTED
TO THE MElIOnX

OP
ROBERT PATERSON,

OLD MORTALITY

SiH WiLTZK Scott,
wno WAS BUHIED HEEE,

February, ISOl.

Why seeks he with unwearied toil
Through Death's dim walla to nrge his way.

Reclaim his long arrested spoil,
And lead oblivion into duy ?

Perth.—Workmen have been taking down
an old house in 4he Watergate, for an ingress
to the Free West Church, which is to be built in
Tay-street. The bouse in question, says a local
paper, is, without doubt, one of the oldest, if not
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work behind. Judging from its style of arohi

tectnre, the house must have been built either in

the twelfth or thirteenth century. The archi-

tecture is the Early Scottish, approaching to the

Norman. As originally built, the house had on

the ground floor three circular archways, which

served either for doors or windows. The arches

were built of ashlar-work, and were faced in

front with two large polished stones meeting in

the centre. On the ground-floor there are no

windows to the back. The town houses of the

higher class, down to the sixteenth century, had

balconies in front, and so had the one taken

down in the Watergate. According to tradition,

. the house was, at the time of the Reformation,

occupied by Mr. Patrick Murray, whose son, as

John Knox states, was killed when the queen

regent and a portion of the French army entered

Perth, on May 29bb, 1559.

§0,0 lis gccjifatt.

afnrrels of Qlass-maUng in (dl Ages. By A.

Sauzay. Illustrated. London : Sampson Low,

Son, & Marston. 1870.

The marvels of glass are great and innumerable.

The transparency whereby to the eye alone this

hard and solid aubstance seems as if it had not

oven fluid or aerial, fur loss solid existence, is

not the least of its marvels. By its telescopic

arrangements, we see into otherwise impene-

trable space, and bring invisible worlds into

sight. By its mioroacopio forms, we bring up

out of the invisibility of minuteness, new worlds

of being and of life as far beyond our limited

sight as are the star - dust suns and worlds

with which it shows us that the firmaments of

heaven are strewed. Even yet its marvels are

on the increase. By the speotroscopio prism

we now, can see infinitesimal traces of sub-

stances where before not a ghost of them conld

be seen; and can identify the existence of known

elements of earth in the snn, and even in the

wisps of hydrogenous nobuloaity which form the

far-off background of the firmamental sky.

The marvels with which the wotk under

notice chiefly deals, however, are marvels of

another kind, such as forms of art j and many
of these are not only described, bat beantifnlly

illustrated by autotypes and wood engravings.

The chief interest of the book in any one sub-

ject may be said to be centred in goblets and

drinking-glasses, many fine examples of which

are illustrated. Next in interest come glass-

cutting and engraving, with more illustrated

examples. Then there are elaborate mirrors and

looking-glasses, to which other arts lend their

aid. The colouring of precious stones, and the

formation of false pearls, the marvels of spun

glass, iridescence of glass, water-glass, optical

glasses, lighthouses, and various other cognate

subjects, are also treated of ; as well as the

composition of glass itself, and the processes of

its manufacture, both as a raw material and as

a work of art. These, with an introduction and

an alphabetical index, pretty well exhaust the

work as a treatise.

The author is not quite correct in all hrs

statements. He states, for example, that

solnble glass was invented in 1825 by Dr. Fusch,

of Munich, who called it water-glass vrhereas

soluble glass was well known of old,— it is hard

to say how long,—under the name of “ oil of

flints.”

We may here quote the recipe for making

water-glass given by M. Sanzay :

—

“Soluble glass is obtained by melting in a refractory

crucible a misluro of ten parts of potash, fifteen parts of

fluartz finely pulverised, and one part of charcoal powder.

vVben it is melted, the glass is cast: it is alterwards

pulverised and treated with four or five times its weight ol

boiling water. A solution is thus obtained, which, ap-

plied to other bodies, dries rapidly in contact with the air.

Let skilful workmen take up this idea and perfect it."

The loss quartz there is, wo may here note,

or the more potash, the more apt will the glass

be to be affected by damp, or even to deliquesce.

It may be a question, therefore, bow far pulver-

ised quartz may be iucorporatable with the

already formed glass, as a paste, after its basis

has been gob by furnace or other heat. Spread

on a wall, for example, in solution, with a brush,

a powdering with finely-pulverised quartz, would

probably convert even weak or deliquescible

water-glass into an anhydrous substance no

longer aflbctable by damp.

lUiereBLiUy. no D
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known that at one time not only were glittering

dresses of a mixture of silk and spun glass worn,

as well as aigrets for ornamenting ladies

bonnets, which waved about with the lightest

breeze, bub “ the flowing black curls, which,

when worn by a prince, became the admiration

of all Paris, were likewise made of spun glass,

curled with irons.” Here is your material,

ladies, for no end of “ golden hair,” and without

fear of natives inhabiting it, or obligation to

natives who reared it and perhaps died with it

still on their heads. In the Conservatoire des Arts

eb Metiers nb Paris, it seems, in the glass-room

there is a lion of life-size “ with splendid hair

and bristling mane,” whose capillary attractions

are all of spun glass, which, by the way, is truly

capillary or tubular, just as real hair is, and can

even bo filled with mercury by help of an ex-

hausted receiver.

The publishers merit a little compliment lor

the way in which they have got up M. Sauzay’s

volume.

Art in England. Nedes and Studies. By Dutton

Cook. London : Sampson Low, Son, is

Marston. 1869.

The title of this little book is too large, and,

moreover, will keep off buyers ;
for many, if they

know that the volume simply consists of a number

of pleasantly-written papers about artists and art-

doings, might in this age of careless reading be

disposed to look to it who certainly would give

nothonghb to the study of “Art in England.’

The headings of some of the chapters will hotter

show tho nature of tho book :
—“Mrs. Hogarth

and her Lodger” (Alex. Runciman) 5
“ George

Romney”; “The Story of a Soene-pamter

’

(Loutherbourg) ;
“Sir Joshna’a Pupil” (North-

cote) 5
“ The Pupil of Sir Thos. Lawrence

(Harlow) ;
and so on. An interesting paper on

that very indifferent man and wonderful artist.

Turner, closes the volume, which is instructive

as well as readable.
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VARIORUM.
We have before os a number of Letts’s popular

Diaries for 1870; some a shilling each, one six-

pence. They include a variety of useful informa-

tion, and will meet the wants of a large class.

The “Appointment Diary” gives the means of

entering engagements for every hour. The

Medical Diary is extremely portable, and well

suited for the purpose intended. It an

opening of two pages to each week, the left hand

being divided into the days of the week, the right

equally applicable to daily entries, but arranged

more especially for lists of patients. The Large

Print Almanac is specially prepared for dark

offices and short or aged sight. The days of the

week and month are printed in bold black type,

80 as to be promptly legible where ordinary

calendars would be useless. We must add a

word of recommendation for the gummed labels

(250 for 3d.) issued by the same firm. They will

be found very handy for many purposes.

“ Gntch’s Literary and Soientifle Register and

Almanack ” for 1870 is literally crammed full of

all sorts of information. “ Dletriohsen &

nay’s Royal Almanack” holds its own.—-The

Christmas number of the Publishers’ Circular is

full of specimen engravings from new illustrated

works, wUch give it a special valne.-—Mr.

J. W. Anson’s “Dramatic and Musical Alma-

nack ” inclndes a notice of the fall of the Bruns-

wick Theatre in 1828, “ Saunterings in South-

wark,” and notes on “ the difficulties experienced

building tho Victoria Theatre.”

IHisnltawJU.

The Lord's Prayer Illustrated. By F. R. Pick-

EESGiLt, R.A., and He.ney Alford, D.D,

London : Longmans, Green, Reader, & Dyer.

1870.

Dr. Alford, in his preface, says Mr. Pickersgill’s

designs were submitted to him during the last

autumn, with a suggestion that he shonld con-

nect them together by writing some letter-press

in accordance with the leading idea of the artist.

It seemed to the dean, however, that this idea

would be moat clearly brought out by throwing

the illustrative text into a poetical dramatic form,

and he has accordingly, in a charming poem,

entitled “ The Children of the Lord’s Prayer,”

developed at onco the meaning of the artist and

the spirit of the words which enter into tho daily

prayer of all Christiaua. Parts of the poem are

of the highest order of merit, and will live. Mr.

Pickeragill’e designs are nine in number, and arc

obaraoterised by great breadth and beauty. We
should especially point to the first, “ Our Father

which art in Heaven ;

” and tho third, “ Thy Will

be done on Earth as it is in Heaven.” The draw-

ings are engraved with great skill and excellence

by the Brothers Dalzicl. With beautiful print,

paper, and binding, this book is not for 18/0

alone, but for a long string of years after.

2I0U0CS and Aphorisms from Shakspeara.

London : James Hogg & Son.

Tus wonderful wisdom and variety of Sbak-

speare is well shown by this little book, wherein,

with more trouble and pains than some would

suppose involved, “ T. E. J.” has set forth 2,/00

mottoes and aphorisms culled from our greatbard s

works. They are all brief,—two or at most three

lines each,—are ranged alphabetically, and made

further available by a copions index of words

and ideas.

Tho World of Bonders. Loudon : Cassell, Better,

& Galpin.

A ROOK better adapted than this to open the

mind of the young to a perception of the won-

ders of nature, science, and art, wo do not know,

while as a half-hour’s reading-book for all, to be

taken up and pub down again, it aflords unending

resource. Truly, as Coleridge says — lu wonder

all philosophy began, in wonder it ends, and ad-

miration fills the interspace; but if the first

wonder is the ofi^pripg of ignorance, the last is

I

tho parent of adoration.

'

The Glasgow City improvement Scheme.

Down to the date of their last report the trustees

had expended in purchases, &o., 565,016i,, in-

cluding 25,0001. paid for ground to form the new

park for the north-eastern district of the city.

Against this expenditure, there had been boi^

rowed 463,9801., the assessment having yielded

an additional sum of 92,9231. The purchases

are scattered over moat of the areas intended to

be operated upon, and comprise a population

estimated at 20,000. In some cases nearly the

whole of the property required has been secured,

while in others considerable purchases yet

main to be negotiated. Speaking generally, the

greatest progress has been made in the most

necessitous localities ;
that is to say, in areas

adjoining the High-street and Saltmarket, m
Gallowgate, and in the Mam-street of Gorbals.

The now park is on tho lands of Kennyhill, on

the banks of the Monklanda Canal, about a mile

eastward from the Cathedral. For twelve months

past the park has been in course cf formation,

and now a considerable portion of the grounds is

open for public resort. lu conjunction with Mr.

Dennistoun of Golfbill, whose property adjoins, the

trustees have made arrangements for laying out

a suitable approach. The carrying out of this

design, while obliterating numerous eyesores,

will reaalt in the eatablishinenb of a noffie

thoronc^hfare, which cannot fail to improve the

general character of the Towuhead district.

With regard to the future action of the trustees

in the direction of reconstmetion, nothing has

been positively decided on; but it is expected

that a beginning will be made m the course of

a few months. Of their extensive operations,

the trustees’ committee would seem to have

pitched open two as specially eligible for speedy

exeention. One of these is the extension of

Ingram-street eastward to the College, and the

other the continuation of Bell-street through the

district north of Gallowgate. In each of ^the

areas ia qaestion, the tmstoes have acquired

nearly all the necessary property. Mr.Oarriok,

the city architect, is the practical adviser of

the trustees.

Columbia Market.—It is stated that the

Artisan and Labourers’ Dwellings Company (Sir

Sydney Waterlow, chairman) are m treaty with

Miss Burdett Coutts for a long lease of a portion

of her vacant land, outside the market, and near

Shoreditch Parish Church, with a view to erect-

ing buildiugs of a cost value of -

completed by the close of the year 18/0. Other

building negotiations are in treaty, and the ap-

proaoh to the market, nearest to London^is being

widened to the fine extent of 50 ft. The iron

columns for the covering of the Market-squar e

are already cast, and Messrs. S. C. Hemming &

Co., of Moorgate, will, early this week, commence

to roof in, preparatory to the opening of the

Market-square, as a great wholesale fish-market,

some time in January next.
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The Drains and the Habitability of a
Bouse.—In the Conrb of Queen’s Bench, West-
minster, on December 10 (sittings at Nisi Prius,
before llr. Justice Mellor and a special jury), the
case of Davies u. Eemmett was concluded. It
was an action by a gentleman against the land*
lady of a furnished house at 2-1, Queen’s Gate-
terrace, South Kensington, for letting it to him
in a state unfit for occupation, by reason of the
drains being in such a bad condition that they
gave rise to foul air, which rendered the house
unwholesome and uninhabitable. The case lasted
nearly three days. It came out in the course of
the defence that the traps to one of the drains
had been mended carelessly (with cement in-
stead of solder), and it also appeared that there
was a hole in one of the traps. The jury had
had a view of the house. Sir J. Karalake, upon
the part of the plaintiff, put- the case upon the
ground of an implied warranty, and cited the
recent case of “ Campbell v. Lord Wenlock,” 4,
Foster and FUxlaisoyi’s Nisi Prius Reports', as
supporting that view. Ur. Serjeant O’Brien, on
the part of the defendant, iho landlady, denied
the alleged warranty, and appealed to earlier
cases where it had been doubted. The Judge
said he should abide by the recent case, where
the point had been distinctly ruled. The jury,
at the close, requested a physician’s certificate
to be read, in which it was said :

—“ My attention
has been called to the state of the drains from
my own observation. We could smell the drains.
It might be from a sink, but I satisfied myself
that it was from the drains. Such smells would
not originate fever, but would tend to aggravate
the symptoms.” After being absent a great part
of an hour, the jury returned into court with a
verdict for the defendant, the landlady.

Charge of Conspiracy ag-alnst Master
Srickmakers.—Thomas Hayes, Francis Gre-
gory, and Enock Bowker, were indicted at the
Manchester Assizes, on Tuesday, before Mr.
Justice Willes, for conspiracy, inasmuch as being
members of the Briokmakers’ Associations they
conspired to refuse a supply of bricks to the pro-
secutor, a bricklayer, for the completion of a par-
ticolar work. The defence was, that bricks had
been supplied for the sanie building to a con-
tractor who had failed to pay for them. De-
fendants then refused to supply more bricks
until the others had been paid for. Mr. Justice
Willes said, if one man supplied bricks to build
a house it would be lawful, and if, having sup-
plied bricks, ho refused to supply more till those
were paid for, it would be justifiable; but if
three persons combined to do the same thing did
it become unlawful ? Mr. Lerescbe, oonusel for
the prosecution, thought if a number of persona
combined to coerce a man to pay a debt which
was not his own, by not supplying bricks, it
would be wrong. Mr. Justice Willes.—Is coercion
wrong, except in the abstract? Mr. Lerescbe
thought so.

_

Mr. Justice Willes.—It appears tome that it is not. Coercion by illegal means is
wrong, but coercion by legal means is right.
Jilr, Leresohe quoted a number of cases more or
less supporting bis view of the case; but the
learned judge said he was well up In all those
points, and counsel’s reasons had no more effect
on him than a shower of rain would have on a
duck s back, the rule of law being quite clear to
his mind. He snggested that the prosecution
should be withdrawn on both parties agreeing to
take no further proceedings. This was agreed
to, and Mr. Jnetice Willes directed the jury to
find a verdict of acquittal, in which they
acquiesced.

Society for the Production of Art Hooks
'In Paris a society has been established, under
^e title of Societd d’Encouragement pour la
Propagation des Livres d’Art. Its object is to
favour the publication of books calculated to
spread a knowledge of and taste for art. The
seat of the society is at Messrs. Goupil & Co.’s
Bonlevard Montmartre. M. Davioud, architect
to the^ city of Paris, is the president, and the
committee includes other architects, painters
and sculptors.

’

The New Street by the Mansion Bouse
At the last meeting of the Metropolitau Board of
Works^ it was decided that the name Queeo
Victoria-street be applied to the new line of street
^om the Thames Embankment to the Mansion
House. With all our loyalty, we cannot applaud
the Board for their decision. There is already a
Victoria-street hard by (the continuation of
iarriDgdon-street), not to speak of Victoria-
street, Westminster.

THE BUILDEB.

Rome, the City of Dirt.—A correspondent
of the Times says, with equal force and truth :

I do really believe that the Pope and his people
far surpass the efforts of ordinary national pro-
olivities in their zeal for their place, their city,
their temples, and their throne. But what
churches, what domes, what oolumns, what
statues, what marbles, what mosaics, what paint-
ings, what tissue of gold, what jewelled tiaras,
what processions of cardinals and bishops from
all the world, what candles and lamps, what
guns and bells, what fountains shooting upwards
or running down, can make up for dirt, dirt, dirt,
as ubiquitous always as the plagues of Egypt
were forgone dreadful hour or so? Whatever
else this is, it is a city of dirt, and whoever tries
tQ change the air by a stroll into the suburbs
only finds them a good deal filthier than the
oity itself. And this is the State which pro-
poses to lay the greater part of the civilised
world under terrible curses, unless it will receive
some mysterious dogmas on the most inscrutable
subjects, and be also content to repose on her
infallible judgment upon any political, social, or
economic question that may happen to divide
society) We may not tell the physician first to
heal himself, but we request him, at least, to
clean himself [since ” cleanliness is next to
Godliness ”J and to establish some claim to teaoh
us mysteries by a little improvementun matters
cognizable to bodily sense.

A Town Swallowed by an Earthquake.
The Impartial of Smyrna gives an account of a
frightful catastrophe. The town of Oula, in the
district of Menteche, a dependency of Aidin, has
disappeared,—entirely swallowed np in the earth
after three successive shocks of earthquake.
The inhabitants were to some extent warned of
what was about to occur by dull rumbling and
alarming sounds, which were soon followed by a
first shock that made them fly terrified to the
neighbouring bills. Except three persons, there-
fore, all the inhabitants escaped with their lives.
Marmaritza and Moula, in the same district,
have also suffered severely. The governor ad
interim has sent provisions, tents, and money to
the unfortnnate people, who are thus loft without
a roof, or even the common necessaries of life.
This extraordinary persisteuce of earthquakes
in divers places is getting serious. The worst of
it is that if Professor Phillips, the geologist, be
right in thinking, as ho is said to do, that a
period of recurring activity in the disturbing
causes which affect the earth at great intervals
of time has commenced, a long continuance of
them may at least be anticipated, if not an
increase in their intensity, beyond their mere
initial action.

Flint Arrow-heads In Bg^ypt.—Mesfr^-
Hamy and Lenormant write to the Aoadomie de^
Sciences to prove that Egypt has had its age of
stone as well as Europe. Their letter is dated
from Lnxor, and they say:—"The existence of
an age of stone in Egypt has often been the
subject of controversy. The facts we are about
to relate Tvill, wo think, give some information
that will exercise an influence on the opinions
entertained hitherto on the question. On the
elevated plateau which divides the celebrated
valley of Biban-el-Molouk from the escarpments
which overlook the Pharaonic edifices of Deir-
el-Bahari, we have ascertained the presence of
an enormous quantity of wrought flints, lying on
the surface of the ground, to the extent of up-
wards of a hundred square yards. These wrought
flints, which are of the weli.known type desig-
nated arrow-heads, lance-heads, lanceolated axes,
knives, scrapers, Ac., evidently constitute the
remains of an ancient manufactory, according
to all probability pre-historic, and exactly re-
sembling those known in France under the
denomination of ‘ Factory of the Neolithic
Period.’

”

The Celling- of the Paris Opera House.

—

A curious account is given of the ceiling of the
new Opera House in Paris. It will be composed,
we are told, of a vast number of plates of copper
screwed one to another in such a way as to be
easily put together and taken to pieces again.
Part of the advantages of the plan is said to be
that the ceiling can thus be raised or lowered at
will. The whole is divided into several sections,
which are now being painted with allegorical
representations of the hours of day and night,
more than a hundred figures being included in
the whole. The place in which M. Lenepveu, the
artist, carries on his labour is situated in the
grand cupola over the pit, and forming an
immense rotunda, 120 ft. in diameter and 65 ft.

in height.
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Gasometers Blown Down.—At Cambridge,
during a recent gale, the largest gasometer in
the University and Town Gasworks was capsized
and the gas was set fire to, although there was
no light within thirty yards of the gasometer.
No explosion occurred, bub the immense flame
caused a fire on the premises. As so often and
so curiously happens by coincidence, a gasometer
was shortly thereafter . blown down at the Glou.
caster Gasworks. It had been recentlyerected, at a
cost of nearly 4,OOOk, and was capable of holding
240,000 ft. of gas. One of the ohains gave way,
then another, and while the gasometer was de-
soending an iron pulley broke a hole in the top
of it, and the gas all escaped. There was a light
near, bub no explosion nor firing took place, .iia

such accidents not nnfrequently happen, more
care ought to be taken in the steadying of such
enormous and top-heavy structures as large and
filled gasometers, whicl» cannot, in such cases,
have any fixed basis^ which to rest, and must
natnrally tend, lik^ Walloons, to wabble about,
even though made and weighted with iron. The
giving way of chains under such circumstances
might well be anticipated, and ought in some
way to be obviated.

Extraordinary Scene in a Church.—Oa
Sunday, the 5th instant, the inhabitants of the
village of Horndon-on-the-Hill, according to the
Chilinsford Chronicle of 17bh December, were
thrown into a state of great excitement in the
church during divine servioe, when a very strong
sulphurous smell spread over the edifice. It was
with difficulty the vicar was enabled to continue
his sermon on “The evidence of things not
seen,” towards the close of which the school
children, who were seated beneath the belfry and
near one of the stoves, began to be much affected.
Some vomited, others fainted, and had to be
carried out, causing no little commotion. The
congregation now began to find that the fumes
from the coke cf the church stove, instead of
being conveyed up the chimney, were beaten
down into the church, caused by a heavy
atmosphere and a defect in the flue, thereby
checking the necessary draught. Several ladies,
upon leaving the church, inhaled the vapour, and
were thrown prostrate, some were attacked when
coming in contact with the air, while others were
able to reach their destination before feeling the
ill effects. Upwards of thirty people were more
or less victims to the carbonic and sulphurous
vapours. Fortunately no one was fatally affected

V^ol-verhampton.—At Wolverhampton the
Great Western Kailway Company have esta-
blished extensive works for the building of their
large engines, the manufacture of railway fittings,
and other purposes. The works are under the
superintendence of Mr. G. W. Armstrong, and
employ altogether upwards of 2,000 men and
boys, for whose mental improvement a com-
modious lecture-hall, reading-room, and library,
are provided. The Staft’ord-road Institute, as it

is called, is not only supplied with the principal
daily and weekly newspapers,[and books of an
entertaining character, but care is also taken to
provide for the use of the members the beat
magazines and periodicals on mechanical and
scientific subjects, diagrams, Ac., such as will
prove advantageous to them in connexion with
their daily employment. Lectures are also
delivered ocasionally

; and on the 9th inst., Mr.
C. Manton, architect, delivered a lecture on The
Architectural Antiquities of Athens,”—the sub-
jeot of the lecture being illnstrated by a number
of panoramic views (each view occupying a space
of 12 square feet of canvass) painted by the
lecturer.

A Universal Telegraph.—Mr. T. W. Tobin,
of the Royal Polytechnic Institution, is said to
have invented a telegraph withont a battery, so
that we cannot call it an electric telegraph. It
simply comprises the usual wires and two
terminal discs, indices, and semaphores, with two
boxes, tho contents of which would seem to be
a secret at present, but which, of course, must
contain no electric batteries. Not being as yet
in the secret, and not, therefore, being bound to
secrecy, we are free to guess or suggest what it
may be

; but all that we can suggest is that
unless it be a magnet that is contained in each
box, we must " give it np.”

A Statue of the late Earl of Dundonald.
Considerable funds have been raised for a statue
in Valparaiso to the great naval hero, Lord
Cochrane, whose merits, like those of Admiral
Napier, we have not yet fittingly acknowledged in
this his native country, although tardy justice was
done to the maligned reputation of Lord Cochrane,










